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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Frascb professes to h^e now no design in Tonquin more ambitions than

to occupy Bacninh and Sontay, as a salve to her honour which has been so

.sorely wounded. This done, it is said she will propose an armistice and will

seek the good offices of England as a mediator. But it is impo.ssible for

France to refute the charge of rapacity in the face of M. Ferry's late con-

fessions. She cannot deny her arrogance and wantonness in regard to the

neutral territory in Tonquin
; nor can she deny that the negotiations have

been carried on by her in an unfriendly if ^It offensive manner throughout.

It appears certain also thai Annam has been tributary to the Chinese throne

for centuries ; and it looks equally certain that the excuse for French

falsehood and the cause of French violence, here as in Madagascar, has

been simply ^eed of territorial gain. X

These lectures are romirfcably well attended and form a prominent feature
in the winter life of the place ; nor would any lecturer desire a more
intelligent or a kinder audience. Butjf St. John wishes to secure the
services of a high class of lecturers, without restriction on the ground of

political party, she will have to persuade a certain portion of her political

press to respect the amenities of social life and the interests of an insti-

tution which ministers to the instruction and amusement of all parties

alike, it A literary man, brought perhaps from a great distance to take
part as a friend in the course of lectures, is to receive as his reward public
insult from that section of the community from which he happens to differ

in political opinions, and this notwithstanding the strictest observance of

neutrality on his part, he will be apt to regret his acceptance of the invi-

tation
; while by such treatment of an invited guest, the reputation of the

city for courteous hospitality will be in danger of contracting a stain. The.se

remarks, which we believe will be not unwelcome to the literary public of

St John, are occasioned by an editorial of the St. John Stmxa which that
journal somewhat departs from its usual good breeding, urbanity anif

generosity to opponents. ;

-

Both in Ontario and in New Bnniswick the superinteiy. ice of Educa-
tion has passed into new hands. In Ontario Mr. G, W. E^» succeeds to

the position of Minister of Education, vice the Hon. Adam Jrooks, whom
ill-health has compelled to resign. Mr. Ross has abundam. of work cut

out for him ; he finds Uie Departinent of Education much in- need of clear

judgment at the head of it. It is to be hoped'he will prove himself the
equal of^ his predecessor in general ability, in enthusiasm, n .scholarship,

and in cj^ltura; and his superior in organizing ability, in lucidity, and in
'

grasp of detail. Mr. Crooks devoted himself to the labour of the depart-

ment with a zeal which, in combination with the worry of striving to satisfy

conflicting claims and give heed to contradictory cries of faction, resulted

'"^tjjy- Jt^^^king dawn of hi.s health. Eadeavouring to oontinub at his post
wfien overwork had rendered^>tm physically unfit for it, he mode several

mistakes which his supc«s»» may display his skill in rectifying. In New
Brunswick the resignation of Dr. Rand has deprived the Province of a
Chief Superintendent-of-fiducation whose energy, power of organi»ation,

and executive ability are^ndisputably great, but whose somewhat auto-

cratic rule, with i!he ijgidity. and over-minuteness of his system, raised

against nim strenuous opposition. His successor, Mr. William Crocket, is

an able educationist He has always been a supporter and adviser of Dr.
Rand, and it may therefore be supposed that he will continue his methods
and carry on his traditions, in which case there will be dissatisfection in a larg

part of the Province. As the Government which has appointed him, how-
ever, is one which,. before attaining office, was professedly hostile to Dr.

Rand, and had been in no small degree helped into power byits pledged dis-

approval of his system, it may perhaps turn out that Mr. Crocket has
modified his views to some extent. It is but just to say that he has always
shuwu UiuiH(<lf oppoaedTs Tsrsehtne-educatton; ' ^

i

"
*'

'

Thb election of Mr. Lowell as Reotdr of St. Andrew's University

against the Right Hon: Edward Gibson, ote of the finest speakers and
foremost men in the House of Commons—a\ man indeed who would lead

the Conservative party better t^ian its present leaders-—is a signal

instance of what is called "free trade in intellect" and of the generous

disposition to recognize a commonwealth of letters divided by no national

boundaries. But in the particular case of Mr. Lowell, the homage has
aow been carried far enough. He is the writer of the best satire, probably,

which has appeared on this side of the Atlantic, though there is nothing
in his "Bigelow Papers" which is likely to live much beyond the hour. In
some of his literary essays and reviews there is acknowledged merit. As
a serious poet he can hardly be said to display the originality of genius.
His fellow-«ountrymen know this perfectly well, and when he is treated

ag\if he were a writer of the first i»nk and put over the heads of English-
meHwho are really his superiors, they cannot help concluding that there^

nwist be something hollow and diplomatic in these overstrained demonstra-
tions; If there is a diplomatic object, definite or indefinite, exa^ggeration
defeat* itself

.

'

"^"""^
'i

Ib^ kononr of its centenary, St John, N, b., has put forth an uniuraally
attraottw programme 'for the course' of Iscturas at its Mechanics' Institute.

'^

It would seem as if the Reformers were girding up their loins for battle

at the coining session. Mr. MacMillan, the representative for ^outh Bruce,

has, at the request of his supporters, resigned his seat in favour of Sir

Richard Cartwright, who was defeated in Ceiitre Wellington at the last

general election. Very naturally even the loyal Reformers of South Bruce
desired to know why it was necessary to sacrifice the ambition of Mr.
MacMillan, and to their enquiry it was answered by- Mr. Blake -that

financial and fiscal questions would during the next session probably

assume more than usual prominence. This is an age when in the struggle

only the fitlest survives, and all s^ffee that it is better a candle should go
out than the moon. Aside from party considerations thgre is room for

congratulation that the Unquestioned ability of Siif Richard Cartwright

is to be restored to the House of Commons. *
'

I.N the North-West we have a spectacle painful enough to all Canadians
who choose to be patriots before they are partisans, Th(\ perils attendant

upon government by party are most imminent in a young nation like

Canada, which has not yet had time to become solid ^d homogeneous,

and wherein many causes hare combined to force on pjuty feeling to its

fullest undesirable development ; wherein, at the same time, tha^ surest
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guarantee of a nation's nUiniate well-being, which is found only in genuine

national feeling and loyalty to the soil, is but now struggling into exist-

ence through opposing prejudice and discouragement. We do not our-

selves tliink that any of the schemes proposed as substitutes for govern-

ment by party are practicable. It is not this method of government, but

the abuses whi.ch we see a'ccot^anying it, against which we would raise a

roice of warning. Yet if party should prove to be, as it now to somp

extent appears, inseparable from demoralization and the supremacy of

selfishness, it would become the duty of true citizens to seek a better

means of government. In the North-West, upon whose healthy growth

depends our" future as a nation, we see one party by ill-judged measures ,

creating a sore, which the other poisons and skilfully inflames, to the peril

of the national organism, in order that it may have something worth hold-

ing up to view, as the Execrable work of its rivals. Not wholly from the

real grievances of the settlers, but in part from. the seductive suggestions

and loudly -expressed sympathies of those who would turn their grievances

int^^olitical capital comes all the angry talk of secession—of annexation.

Yain is this talk, we believe ; but it is injurious. Young as the Confedera-

tion is, we may congratulate ourselves that the central power is pretty

firmly established, and could muster to its support, were it or the integrity^

of our union seriously menaced, most of the test men of the country,

Conservative and Reformer alike.

*

In the late strike of the compositors of the New York Evenir^ Post

there was afforded an illustration of what the opponents of trades-unionism

claim, and what believers in the combination of labour for the purpose of

defence agiinst capital find it so hard to argue against. When trade

unions by fair and honourable means enable the labourer, who cannot

afford to -wait, t<^ negotiate on equal terms with the capitalist, who can,

they have legitimate reason for their existence and should be regarded as

a good sign for the future of the working class. We should be the last

to say anything against them did they prove themselves rational, to the

smallest degree temperate, and capable of rej^pect for the rules of business

morality and the considerations which vitally affect the order of a civilized

community. But experience of trade unions haa lately shown them

regardless of these considerations and influenced in the main by irre-

sponsible socialistic schemers.
"^ In the case referred to the negotiations

which preceded the strike were conducted judiciously, and the strike itself

would as things were shaping have probably resulted in a way satisfactory

to the workmen. But here the men interested lost control, and the Union

stepped in and took possession. The result was a series of dishonest

and criminal acts on the part of unionists ;-i-and the dismissal from

employment of the original strikers, decent men .wto were heart;Uy ashamed

of the Uctics employed but were unable to escape responsibility for them,

or -to act independently of the organization to whose control they had

committed themselves. The workman i^ under a worse tyranny than that of

capiUl when he commits his conscience'and his daily bread to the keeping

of an irresponsible council of designing agitators, who at their own caprice

or for the furtherance of their own ends may compel him to stand idle

while his family sta^^'e or steal. In the case in question all was in the

• hands of a lawyer, not a compositor or a printer. Then what a mockery

to see the chief dictating and taking no risk ; the men whose livings were

at stake obeying blindly, and losing after a^dishonourable struggle.

^.:

^^i-

makes <!omplaint to the Powers because herVM^est '^ "°* «^^^^-

Though Hicks Pasha's army by no means consisted of Europeans, and

though anything else than defeat would have beeV a miracle, considering

his spiritless troops, ridiculously inadequate supplies, and the nature of

the country he had to traverse, nevertheless this crushing disaster cannot

but seriously damage the prestige of England in oriental eyes. The pro-

nunciamento from Mecca declaring the prophet an impostor Aay prove

about a« effective as a barrier of tissue paper against a conflagration, when

confronted by such proof of the prophet's divine mission, as is afforded by

this prompt annihilation of hi.s enemies. The situation at Khartoum is

one of extreme -peril : rebels within and fanatical enemies in overwhelming

numbers without the city, and an insufficient and unsupport* gamson to

hold it. Baker Pasha, who will at once go to the Soudan, it is said, ac-

companied by Seiker Pasha, the conqueror of Darfour, writes to the London

Times that Khartoum may with due precautions be rendered impregnable.

He suggests that the Abyssinians might be invited to march upon the city,

but advises that no British troops be exposed to the deadly chmate of the

Soudan. He urges abpve all that England straightway declare her policy

in Egypt. —
There appears to be an obstacle to the acceptance by Mr. Lowell of the

Lord Rectorship of St. Andrew's to which he has been elected. The

r^eports that have reached us have the customary inconsistency, but we

gather that the difficulty arises, not from thefact that Mr. Lowell is an

alien, but that he is a foreign envoy and therefore not amenable to British

law.
. ,

.
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In spite of the very conciliatory attitude of Marshal Serrano and the

Spanish Ministry toward France, it is plain that Bismarck has attained,

by the visit of the Prussian Crown Prince to Spain, the object he had in

view. The present CoaUtion Ministry represent* but a small factor in

Spanish politics. The enthusiasm for Germany was by no means confined

to the Court circles, but -was shared in by the leaders of opposing parties,

and by all tut an insignificant minority of the people. The power of the

Martos-Serraho faction will in all probability be brief. Whether the reins ,„— _.. ., _

fall next into the hands of the Conservatives or the Moderates,—whether " mongers were not "Bbgland,"

.. T. •_. iur:„:o*<», «» Alfnnim >>« (InnnvaR or Sacrasta.—the attitude Tn hia work on the " Expan

CURRENT EVENTS AND OPUkONS.

In spite of a drizzling rain. Evacuation Day at N^ew York seems to

have been celebrated by a great throng, which however may have been

drawn as much by the pageant and by the presence of the President and

other notabilities as by the anniversary itself. There was nothing Anti-

British in the demonstration or in the speeches, and at the banquet the

Oueen'sname was received with full honours, the company sUnding while

"^God Skve The Queen" was played. Theu)ld feud then is happily buried

;

the hearts of the Anglo-Americans are manifestly turning again to

their Mother Country; and as the Germans are emigrants of nations

between which and England there is fast friendship, Great Britain has

now no enemies on this continent except the Irish, whose antagonism ui

not to her only but to Anglo-Saxon civilization. Mr. George W. Curtis

was the orator, and he could not fail to speak eloquently and with goo4

taste But the best of Revolution oratjors has now to squeeze an orange

which has been squeezed by a hundred orators before, and which to tell the

truth nev4r was over full of juice ; for the heroism of the American

Revolution was not unlimited : it fell very far short of that displayed by

the Dutch in their sixty years' struggle a^inst Spain. The English have

been blamed for not duly acknowledging the help which they received

from the Prussians at Water^; but if the Prussians had failed to come

up Wellington would at worJhave had to fall back, whereas it seems

certain that without the intervention of France, in spite of the inefficiency

of the king's generals, and the distance of their base of operations, the

American Revolution must have completely sueeurabed. Mr. Gurtis^si^M

that Hamilton was the head, Jefferson the heart, and John Jay the

conscience of the country. Hamilton and John Jay deserve their crowns

but if a malevolent and canting Jacobin Uke Jefferson was the heart of

the country its blood must have been bad indeed. The centenary of the

foundation of St. John, New Brunswick, celebrated just before that of

Evacuation Day, recaMs /another uflheroic feature of the American Revo-

lution, the vindictive pr/.scription of the vanquished party. Precision can

hardly be exacted of eloquence ; but Mr. Curtis, if he were writing histoid,

would not fail to adi^it that George III. and the oligarchy of borough-

the next Prime Minister of Alfonso be Canovas or Sagasta,—the attitude

of Spain toward France will speedily be made unmistakable, and her

Ambassador to the Republic be recalled.

The disaster in the Soudan opens up the way for serious complications.

El ^ahdi's claims are established in the minds of the inhabitants by his

overwhelming victory, and all the surrounding country may at his bidding

burst into a blaze of insurrection. How far this might spread among stuff j

so .inflammable as the Moslem populations is a question it were rash to/

attempt to answer. Turkey has sought to profit by the opportunity, and!

has asked permission to send troops to reconquer the lost provincesJ

Neitlifer U) England nor to France was this greatly desirable and TurkejJ

jgers were uux i:,ug„—

.

In his work on tU " Expansion of England" Professor Seeley gives us an

yiustration of that v/hich he considers the proper mode of treating histori-

es subjects. -History, he thinks, ought always to lead up to a political

loral The worst Li this plan is that the political moral is Very apt to

lead up to the histiry. Professor Seeley's political njpral, put into defi-.

fnite form and currint phrase, is Imperial Federation, the expediency ^

Imperial FederatiJn depend^ on the value of a Colonial Empire
;
and to

prove the value oi a Coloiiial Empire Professor Seeley turns the whole,

history of the European Powers, during the last century and tK* early part

of the present, ifto a struggle for priority in the race for Colonial

dominion. Even Napoleon, it seems, in overrunning Germany, gittping

Spain, and invading Russia, was rea|,y aiming not at the subjugation of

=l^r-

Burope (though he had actually formed a plan for making Paris the Schoolmen bred nothingworse than metaphysioa\chimera8, the Realism of the

European Capital), but at the ejection of England from Colonial Empire, politician may lead to practical errors. "The^pwth of our Empire," says

and the installation of France in her place. It is singular, in that case, . Professor Seeley, "may, indeed,hftve been in acei^^ain sense natural
;
Greater

ihat. he .should have made over Louisiana to the United States.
_

He may

have exclaimed "Old Europe bores me"; but his visionary aspirations

pointed not to America but to Asia, where he was on his way to found an

Empire when his march was arrested at Acre by Sir Sydney Smith, who

he always said had made him miss his destiny. How was it that of all

the statesmen and soldiers who played a part in these events, of all the

contemporary writers who chronicled or discussed them, not one should

have betrayed his consciousne.ss of what we are ,now told w|s their real

import! Why England directed her attacks -against the tranHmarine

dependencies of the other powers is obvious enough ;
she was strong at sea,

while they were strong on land. It was only after failing in descents on

France that Chatham turned his arms against Canada. His son, in the

same manner, sent out his fleets to capture the Colonial 'dependencies of

France and her vassal allies, because they were open to maritime attack,

while he was unable to make head against the French armies on the battle-

fields of Europe. The " Expansion of England " by Pitt was, if ever any-

thing was, an apoident of war. How could he have supposed that in

annexing a number of sugar islands, peopled with negroes, he was extend-

ing what Professor Seeley calls "the English nation"? Going further

back, there appears no ground for saying that the Colonial policy of the

Protector was " Imperialist" ; it seems rather, so far as there is any trace

of it, to have been Emancipationist: he practically recognized the indepen-

dence of New England ; and, when he had conquered Jamaica, offered it to

the New Englanders as a more genial place of settlement. His object in

conquering it, and the object of his operations generally in that quarter

was, no doubt, to break the Spanish monopoly, and open those waters to

English enterprise ; but this is different from the object of Imperial

Federation. It is surely surprising that-^rofessor Seeley can represent

the policy Of Charles II., in making war upon Holland, as a continuation

of the policy'of the Protectorate. Hag he forgotten the vassalage of Charies

II. to Louis XIV., and the hati-ed. borne, by the Catholic despot to Iho

Protestant Republic 1 Cromwell, instead of making war upon Holland,

had made peace with her as soon as he. got power into his hands ;
and he

would be wronged if his policy were judged by that of Shaftesbury, one of

the unscrupulous cynics always engendered by the catastrophe of a revolu-

• tion, when Shaftesbury had entered the service of the Restoration. The

. foundation of New England, the vital germ of the whole, had nothing to do

with English policy ; it was the work of religious refugees. By the

rulers it was opposed, while, had the popular party been in the ascendant,

., the refugees would have stayed at home. England faced the new world

across the Atlantic, and her people were seafaring :
otherwise the trans-

mission of her race and i/istitutions to America by the crew of the

Sfwiffloioer was as accidental as the seed dropped by a bird. An entirely

new version of history is Always suspicious and, when it comes wedded

to a political theory, it is /pretty sure to be the offspring of fancy, though

of a fancy, it may be, leai^ned and ingenioup.

In so motley a series of acquisitions and accretions as that which in-

cludes New England, Virginia, Canada, the Cape of Good Hope, the West

Indies, Mauritius, Malta, Australia and India, it is surely vain to look for

aay uniform »im or policy beyond that desire of aggrandizement which a

better understanding of the true conditions of national strength and

happiness, as well as the progress of morality, has taught us to regard as

belonging rather to the past than to the present : nor will the want of real

unity be supplied by costing over the whole of the scattered and hetero-

geneous multitude of dependencies the dragnet of a collective name, such as

" Greater Britain. " That name is not applical ,
1 » f,o India, as Professor Seeley

seems aware, though he cannot' help bringing; in India in order to make

up the bulk of Britons outside the British Islands necessary to support the

title; his exclusive regard for political aggregations under the sway of

Downing Street preventing him from seeing that morally he may have a

reai, " Greater Britain " in the reviving affection of the people of the United

States for the ancient home of their race. It is not applicable to Mauritius,

or any of the military dependencies : barely applicable to the negro-peopled

West Indies, to South Africa, where the British are but a section of the

European population which is itself greatly outnumbered by the natives; or

even to French Canada, tlie nationality of which is not as Professor Seeley

supposes dying out, and ceasing to stand in the way of British consolidation,

but on the contrary becoming more intense and territorially gaining ground,

the vital force of British Canada being insufficient for its assimilation. No

verbal generalization will impart likeness to things radically different from

eaoh other, or make it politic to deal with them in the same way. There is

a'politacal as well as a philosophical Realism; and, while the Realism of the

Britain, compared to old Englaijd, may seem but the full-grown giant de

veloped out of the sturdy boy ; but there is this'tiffeJtenoe, that the grown man

does not and cannot think of becoming a boy again, ^*hfirea«~England both can -

and does consider the expediency of emancipating hm- Colonies n»d abandon-

ing India." We might as well say of a man that ho was considoring the

expediency of putting his full-grown son out in the world' and separating

from his wife. India, to which alone the term Empire, properly belongs,

'

as the Queen has shown in assuming the title of Empress, has nothing in

common with the British and self-governed Colonies, nor are the arguments

for and against the abandonment of India identical with the arguments for

and against the emancipation of the Colonies, except in respect of the

military danger and expenditure which the defence of distant dependencies

may in both cases entail. India, it England retired and withdrew her

armies, would be totally lost, and with it would be lost the vast Indian in-

vestments of Englishmen, including the India debt and the railway stock, be-—

sides all those posts in the Indian service which form so splendid a part of tho

heritage of English youth ; while the country, full of hostile races and re-

ligions, would become again a prey to the murderous and devastating anarchy

in which it was weltering when the British first appeared on the scene, fhn

Colonies instead of being lost by emancipation would be retained and per-

haps improved for all purposes of usefulness and of a really grand ambition.

Their attachment to the Mother Country would not be diminished ;
proli-

aoly it would be increased, as it has certainly grown with their progress in

self-government ; and they would afford just as good homes as ever to the

British emigrant. The privilege of controlling their commercial policy in
_

her own interest England has already resigned. Even of the political

connection, that part which alone is genuine and abiding, mutual citizen-

ship might, and it is to be hoped would, remain as before. To the Colonies

themselves the, change would be merely the crowning of an edifice of self-^:

government- already in substance complete. Instead of lapsing into con-

fusion and being overrun by Pindarrees and Mahrattes, they ^vould be

conscious of no political alteration except the warm flow of national
,

life

in their veins. Nothing would be sacrificed except that mysterious entity,

which, having no name in English, is called by the French name of prestige—

derived from a Latin word which means a conjuring trick or imposture—

and against this England will have, whenever she makes up her mind, to

balance the unique glory of freely jind deliberately giving, existenee to a

nation.

' Professor Seeley holdsthat the secession of the l&merioan Colonies,

or as he calls it, tho " schism in the Greater Britain," was caused solely by

th^ detects of the old Colonial policy, but for which, apparently, he thinks

the United States might at this day be a British dependency under :r

Governor sent out by the Colonial Office. It might have bean supposed

that only in the bosom of Colonial officialism was this fond belief still

cherished. Horace Walpole, apart from his personal prejudices, was one

of the most clear-sighted men of his time, and his very dilettanteism pre-

served him from those exclusively parliamentary views of things by which

Professor Seeley complains that the true significance of-tliis portien of_

history has been obscured. To him it appeared plain that the American

Revolution was the inevitable severance from the Old Country of a com-

munity too large even in that^ to be governed, at Teast as lu tree priii-

ciple, from a distance. Professor Seeley says that steam and electricity

have " abolished distance." but this is rhetoric : steam and electricity have

not abolished the Irish Channel, or even Lake Superior, much less the

Atlantic ; nor have they abolished, as Professor Seeley himself confcsseswitli

sorrow, the ignorant indifference of the mass of British citizens to Colonial

affairs. He more than once points to the extension of the United States

as a " proof that territorial expansion may be indefinite "
;
but he forgets

that between Vermont and Texas there flows no ocean, and th^t oceans

are obstacles to unity, especially in case of maritime war. He wastes

words in proving that Ameripan prosperity is not the consequence

of secession but of qualities manifested by the people before that event,

combined with the natural wealth 6i the country. But independence gave

America national lite, without which what a mass of pork and pumpkin

pie that vast community Would be! Unless Professor Seeley admite this

acquisition to have been momentous, it is difficult to see how he can

attach such enormous importance as ho does attach to tho American

Revolution, which he pronounces superior in pregnancy even to the Revo-

lution in France ; tUngh to most readers of history it would probably

appear that American Democracy was really founded by the first settlers

in New England and that its separation from the monarchical and aristo-

. cratic England, on the other side of the Atlantic, was mSreiy a ques-

•
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tion of tin.; and circum.Unce. English ^'^'^^'^ZZ
the heart of an intense and glorious • nationality, do not know

what a dependency is. That independence should have -me *o the

In^ericansI the form of a violent rupture with the Mother Country, was

flat calamity to both parties, but especially to the Ameru^ans Bmc^

Revolutionary Jas ws. thus given to American polit.cB and the nat.on s

the influence, at once ennobling and tempering, of a historic past. That a

imilar calamity may never befall Canada is the earnest desire of all

Bri ih Canadians .and, in order to extinguish the only --ei^^« --

of it, many pray that the meddling, whether official or

-;f' ?^J^.^^
Strelt and L representatives with Canadian affairs and destini^ in the

interest of the British aristocracy, may some day cease.

The paper by the late Govemor-General in tl,. Contemporary Reme^

proves to be not, as some had inferred from the telegraphic summary, a

-'wling to Ontario about the boundary question, or as others surnn ed a

TeUe to the centrifugal tendencies of Quebec, but a -vieW he

Canadian Constitution, with reference to the relation between the Domin on

andthe Provinces, written for the satisfaction of some persons who de.red

his Lordship's opinion on the expediency of applying Canadian Home ^ule

to Ireland.' "Sir," Boswell is made to say in a
^-f^^ "j^/^

Johnson " would you advise a man to weaV green spectacles if they hurt

J s el ; " " No l," the sage is made to reply, " I should disaUade him."

Siajsmen might as well provide the Irish people with Canadian snow-

^hLsTrxtend to them tke Canadian Constitution. There is nothing in

hrioUtical worid, past or p^'esent, at all resembling the relations, geo^

grlphU historical, religious and social, of Ireland to G-f Bri^-'. ^^
of Ulster to the rest of Ireland. Neither in the relation of the DomiMpn

. to the Imperial Government, nor in that of the Provinces to the Dominion

is any help towards the solution of tie Irish problem to be found. Lord

Lome is right in saying that there has been a constant tendency, under

Confederation, to the increase .f the central power
:

he is ^ong.ih.

thinks that this is certainly conducive to the stability of the Fed ral

system The stability of the Federal system depends not on the stability

•

of the central authority but on the freedom from dangerous tension which

attends the secure enjoyment of local Uberties. It was not defect of

central authority, but fear lest the central authority should be exerted for

the abolition of Slavery, that led io the Civil War in the United Sutes.

The danger of Canadian Confederation at this moment is the abuse by

Quebec of her practical possession of the central power. As becomes an

ex-Governor-General, his Lordship Ulks a good deal of gentle optimism, and

shows that a British nobleman enthroned in^Rideau HaU sees Canada

from a baUoon. In a balloon indeed he would have no courtiers to mislead

him about the sentiments of the people. A Bystandbe.

MANITOBAN FARMING.

There is a tendency in human nature to invest the distant and the new

with unreal charms. When it is discovered that an over-estimate has thus

been formed, mankind are apt to go to the opposite extreme, so that

-J^EiWi^tet exaggerated is.t length belittled. The public mmd ha.

ffone through both these processes in regard to Manitoba and the North

West It is gradually regaining that equiUbrium of common-sense, which

was disturbed alike by the speculative craze, and by the depression that

followed in its wake.

A level prairie country, possessing an exceptionally fertile soU, without

stones or trees to obstruct the progress of the plough, could not but be

Ittractfee to a race of husbandmen who had wrestled with the primeval

forest and conquered the difficulties attendant on its conversion into a

fruitfiil field But wherever there are great advantages, we may look for

corresponding disadvantages, and the great North-West is no exception ta

this rule It may be questioned whether, after aU, scarcity of timber be

not a g«ater evil than superabundance of it. The two items of shelter

and fuTare very important in practical life. In the older Canadian

provinces the earlier settlers found themselves amply provided "'th build-

ing materials, with which, at very trifling cost, a comfortable habitation

could be quickly constructed. When the house was built^ there was a

nlethora of fuel with which to warm it, clo8« to the door. On the praines

of the North-West sod is the only material out of which the settlor can

construct a home-m^ie d,»«lling. It is at best but a poor apology for a

ii_- .. 2. i/v/...).«n<'.v nf the settler m the
construct a nome-mwio """""e- — • - -.

house. Compared with it, the average log-shanty of the settler m the

eastern prov^cs was a mansion, if not a paW«. The «=arcity of fuel

Secome. a serious drawback when six months of winter have to be counted

'on, and winter, too, in downright earnest, the thermometer being most of

tbe time below wro, and often a good way below,

\ ..

Manitoba- must come to the same teat as Ontano -^ ;«
ju^

according to its ability to sustain a population. The future the p^at

ZiwestmainlydepLdsonthedevelopmentofitsagricul^^^^^^^^^ .

A large amount of capital has been invested there, which ^" P'»'«

profitable or the reverse in proportion to the yield °W«-i>°- ^^^^^"^

That, at the present time, bountiful crops can be raised in Manit°^a -U^

comparatively little labour, is undeniable. How long this state of thinp

wTclLe' s a question of the greatest interest te the settlers themseWes
,

and to the Dominion at larga If the ^sual course of ""P^7«"*"«"* "

pursued farming in the North-West will not be profitable very long
, .

'Unde he most'moderatescaleof freight tafs, the Sost of transportin
,
,

surplus produce to the European market must make a considerable reduc
-

tL in the farmer's gains. But it- is not probable that freights will 1.

modest There wiU be no competition te keep them down for ma^

Tars to come, and it is the invariable practice of radway monopolies t,

Ta 111 the tariff that the traffic will bear. Once let the crop ay^^e i

the North-West go down to that of older countries at the east, and h.

farmers of that region will find themselves hopelessly distanced, in th,
.

^^"riss of settlers in the North-West are i^-identan. .-

recklei fn regard te the resources of the soil. They are fully persuad^
.

hat tLe resources are inexhaustible. It is passing strange that th^

dlsion should prevaU as itd,es, with the lessons of other^r^me -. -
written on the great blackboard of the soil, m view of aU the world

mis ?owa, and even the newer state of Minnesota-pramecountne

Sriniteb:, and^h a soil equally rich at the outaet-hav^ deteriorate

to such an extent, that the wheatcrop is only about one-third what it wa

Tt first. In a recent report of the United States Department of A^cu

ture the editer, in an article headed " Wheat Culture Ruinous," «ks I

profoimpo;.rishmeht wanted r- and replies, "
oK^blt^o 'tl^

needed-the SOU itself. First, thirty bushels per acre
Js

the boa^of^^

former- then the yield drops te twenty-five; te twenty ;
to fift^

.

and,

filTlv te ten and eight. Minnesota claimed twenty-two bushels averag

afew ; a« Jg -som'e of her enthusiastic friends made it twenty-seven
_

butlhe will scarcely average this year twelve, and will never again mak

twet-two under her preLt system of fanning." The same experien.

aw2 Manitoba and the North-West, if, as now seems probable a simO^

;rem of exhaustive farming is pursued. It is therefore important th..

Cvoice of warning be uplifted against a style of husbandry which woul.

ZZ very long, r^uce the Garden of Eden itself te a Wen wiWemes.

There is no necessity and no excuse for exhaustive farming The ph

of ignorance even cannot be urged, because light on this subject has bU«

LtHu over the civilized, world. It has been demonstrated times witl

outnumber that successive croppings without manure, are the short

^
WeW to poverty, both of the land and the land-owner ^

wh»le by d.

attention te rotation of crops, clovering. and steck-feeding the fertdi^^,

thrsoilmaynot only be maintained, but -increased for all coming tim

Nature
"

inexorable' Obey her laws, and there wiU be prosperity
;
viola

tJipm and retribution is inevitable.
. v

At this point, scarcity of timber comes in again s. ;™^rawbac

te Manitebl farming. Stock requires shelter, and shelter is costly. ^
ller who finds difficu.ty> housing ^family, o^W^^^^^^

to provide stabling for stock. BSt-iTmuSt ^ done, if stoek am to-.

keprandManiteba is no exception te the ^'^1:2^'^'''''%^'^

no manure, no crops." For a time, necessity, which knows no laws ,r

"mpeTthe farmers of the North-West te forego steck-keeping, but ere Ion

rimer necessity will demand it, and they must either accep the situati.

r qu™ the field. ^The sooner they admit this te
'^^r'^^^^tZ.U..

iM a stupid folly to be day-dreaming, as many are, that the sod of Mamt«.

Li:Xi aL has bee': gifted by nature with ^ex^^^^^^^^

suchL has ever yet been discovered on earth, and it i. safe to say

^^TtZolnbeafinething if th. Canadian ^'^^^^^^^
^f''^::'^

exceptronal in ita agricultural history, so as te escape the soil-deteno«te

a^d op-diminuti:'n which have marked the careers o
^^'^^^^'^^^^^

of the new world. >This i. perhaps too much
^^T

'°'

'J^l^^t^
all'that we have been told of the superior inteUigenoe and high farrn^

iimltiorTof 'the great bulk of the settlers who have gone thither. i«

rwHrlonaL to expect that there wiU be. at least, sn impro,

«nl iT tUrespect, and that some evidence wUl be given of wu«lom he

::^:?ftmZ mii^takes of others. The prodigal son who goes tea

;:r^ a"d wastes his substance in riotous farming, may be a grade^^.

Smo«l character than the historical one -•»» ""'^^.'i*' '"fJ^";,
riotorUving hat he will come to want aU the «.me, «id richly deser

;Tso To fatted calf or sumptuous feast wiU be found^awaitmg 1

repentance and return to reason.

INTERSATIONAL GOPYRTGHT.

fflgnB U one of those obvious subjects with but one side and admitting of

•

odl/A)ne contention. A question so crying could not but have had many

exponents, one so transparent must have many times over gathered unto

itself a]l the possible argument. Therefore, I shall be very brief where I

have to staft what has been said so often and so well before. The laws of

natiom, upon Copyright,, so far, bearsthe impress of a parentage that was

blind- to the fact that neither oceans nor political lines can intellecUiaily

divorce a group of nations speaking the same language, and wedded i
to a

common literature. The literature and thought of a group of countries,^

having but one- language for all, in making their great, cycles, will not be

thwarted by political barriers. The literature of such a language is a

oonfbderatiori unto itself; it ignores tlje division of monarchies and de-

mocracies, and distance its. greatest enemy to unity has been conquered

by steam.
"Wejiave noJagger a British and an American literature, but

\ great republic of English^ letters, KSTo-nging not less distinctively as a

posse^ion^ncTlw'a'^a^ctigristiirtjf tfiSiTght and culture to the New

World than to Great Britain, the homestead of- our CisAtlantic people

and speech. The works of Matthew Arnold, of Ruskin, of WUliam Black
,

find" in America as large a proportion of readers as in England, wM\e thd

books of bur American writers do not fare less well with the BritishL

pubUc. Where distance is-not reduced to the least point by the frequency)

of rapid steamers which carry from one side ot^he Atlantic to the other

the new works- before they are cold, it is annihilated by simultaneous

publication, the Teader in New York or London, getting into his hands

the book or important periodical that appears the same morning on the

other side of the Atlantic. But whUe Science, improved printing facilities,

and an imperative desire for community of share in the common stock

have declared that all English wherever written belongs to one republic of

letters, the Statute Books of the nations maintain bars to brotherhood, at

once unwise, unnatural, but fortunately not aU-potent fof the narrow and

mischievous results at which they point From these self-obvious facts it

is apparent that wisdom lies only in giving to all countries, whatever be

their nationality, that have a common literature one common law. But, if

a treaty of Copyright between the United States and Great Britain and

the Colonies is desirable for thd sake of literature, it is of equal moment

to authors and publishers of repute, while it could not be contrary to the
•

interests of the reading masses. It is hardly necessary to argue here that

the old laws' regarding Copyright merely embalmed the barbaricmyth that

as everything belonged to the king—the gold and precious stones digged

up from the earth, the continents discovered by loyal subjects, and the

persons of all liegemen in the raalm—that, therefore, the sovereign who

really owned the author might appropriate his brain-products for the

benefit of the commonwealth. * At this day, however, the author is re-

garded-to have as much right in his book as the inventor has ta any

mechanical contrivance evolved from his own brain ;
but the law protect

ing patente is rigid and inexorably enforced.

It is the trade of some to write books, and their Uvelihood is

derived from a sale of their works : the publisher who, because unfor-

bidden by his nation's law, takes these books without making some Fec^m-

pense to their author is neither an honourable nor an honest man. It

is^ BboTlt as just and as high-minded- as if^ instead of stealing books^e

waited upon the quay tiU a ship laden with merchandise from an alien

port oast anchor, and that then, fearing no molestation from his country's

laws, he boarded that vessel, seized the cargor-which belonged to some

one in the foreign country—and sold it over the land for his own profit.

There is, unfortunately, a strange lack of united, action among authors m

seeking for international copyright It seems certain that if they moved

resolutely as a body they would have the assistance of all publishers of

good name and standing, and must succeed. And at this late hour, when

even some honourable houses have begun to soil their reputations, they

would hav» a potent assistance from the publishers. But there is

diseased trade-morality abroad through the United States which, perch»

on the top of every pirate's press, will teU you that this is on age o

twenty-cent books ; that the masses now read, and that they do not read

dollar books; that international copyl-ight would abolish cheap reading;

that, therefore, the rule which now obtains is the greatest good of the

greatest number ; and that the interest of a dozen authors is small when

put in the scale against the whole pe'ople of America. If it were true-

that international copyright would abolUh cheap reading for the masses,

it could not make the practice of stealing more honourable or capable of

defence ; though as a matter of. fact it would not lead to the supersession of

cheap books, but would bring the trade intp^the hands of respectable

guhliahers. and compel those who now grow noh upon theft to become

honest, and to compete 'in an upright business way with their oon/r*r»».

The voter who buys a twenty-cent book is reluctant, for the sake of a

morality and an honesty that he does not bring home to himself, to sur-

render his privilege of cheap reading; but he would find that piracy, not

he, would be called on for a sacrifice ; that a certain portion of readers,

those especially who have libraries, great or small, would, and do now, buy

dollar books ; that as soon as the publisher, protected by copyright law,

saw a market for the dollar book in twenty-cent»form, he would respond

to the demand ; that cheap books and expensive books each hppeal to their

own special field, and that no one would suffer save the publUhing houses

of soiled reputations, while upright publishers would thrive, and book-print-

ing become once again a pure calling ; while authors, who have to live by

the product of their brain, as the artisan who earns his bread by the

cunning of his hand, would have his due, though nothing more.

Home to Canadian doors more keenly than anywhere else comes one of

the brood of grievances begotten of existing copyright law. Canadians, hav-

ing the honour of being a Colony of Great Britain, cannot make laws upon

copyright, but must accept legislation at the hands of law-makers in England.

A clause in the Imperial Act provides that, "the author of a book first

published in...a«:,.Majesty's Dominions, shall, whether he is or is not^a

British subject or domiciled or resident in Her Majesty's Dominions, be

entitled to copyright in the, book throughout Her Majesty.* Dominions.'

Then we come to what ar« m^nt to be the Colonial clauses of the British

Act, whereby it is provided that a Canadian author who takes out a copy-

right under the Canadian law thereby secures copyright through the British

Dominions. Such generosity must have exhausted the Lords who consent-

ed to the law, as it must have put into ecstacy all those who feel them-

selves honoured by their connection with, the empire. But just what our

standing, is as colonists; the imperial Legislature, a little further on; in, the

act, do not suffer us to forget They are aware that we have a few.type-

^eiters in Canada, and some publishers that know something about printing

and binding books, but our modes of setting types, and making books is

only colonial, and unworthy of British readers. Hear this proviso:

"Where a book is first published in a British possession, and not published

in thfe United Kingdom, in number and manner suitable for general cxrcu-

. latwn therein, after one month from first publication any person may apply

to Her Majesty in Council for a judicial license to pubUsh the same which

may be granted upon such conditions as seem just ; and if any book is not

so published within six months after first publication, any person may

apply to Her Majesty in CouncU to be allowed to import foreign repnnte

of the book :" which means that if a Canadian author bring out a book in

Canada, and if the -printing and binding of the volume do not meet the

taste of the foreign law-makers, it may be reprinted to suit English readers,

whether the Canadian author and publisher are willing or unwiUing
;
but

if an English author bring out a book in London which in " manner of

make proved unsuitable to Canadian readers, and a Canadian pubhsher to

suit his customers made a new edition of the book, he would be fined

This surely is one strong mark of our equaUty in the empire, and ought

to go far to hush tre mouths of those who talk about nationahty.

But this is not the chief benefit which colonialism and the barbarous

state of copyright law confers on Canada. An English author bringing

out a book in London obtains copyright throughout the British Dominions ;

and the Canadian publisher who reprinta his book without authorityjs-

very proMriy, visited with the penalty of-Uro law: B«*:th» Americar

pirate seizes the English book, reprinta it, and sends it into Canada by

paying fifteen per cent and the author's royalty, into the custom house.

-This is an actual surrender of the Canadian market to the American publisher

at an agreed price, while our own publishing houses must stand with feIded

arms. Under the same clause, an Englishman acting for an American author

-can ^cur. copyright in Panada, while the Canadian author and Publisher are

given no protection in the United States. Canadian publishers ask that

copyright be withheld in Cam.da from the American author, but they are

likely to be met with the very convincing answer that this would be if the

exceptional circumstances noted were without weight, to fly in the face of

he best feature of the British copyright law, namely, that which refuses

copyright to no author that gives to any part of the British P---°- P^

orlty of publication. But the exceptional circumstances of the case are

momentous. Canada is confronted by an army of pirate publishers, and

her Government opens the door and leta them in by paying a royalty toll

of twelve and a-half per cent, whUe the entry-ways are kept shut against her

own book-maSers. The Only way out of the difficulty seems to be-pending

the adoption of a copyright treaty between America and Great Bntam-a

surrender to Canada of the right to make-her own Uiw» upon copyright as

upon finance and ti«le ; and tho Canadian Legislature wiU be .^nsJly

derelict of ito duty ^t^t does not take steps towards attaining that end.

A-
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-^he'opiniin amongst some eanaefian publishers seems to be that the

Canadian Legislature ought to dictate the royalty and import the book at

'the rate fixed, whether the English author is willing <>' ^"^'^I'^f ^ "f
' the piopgsition, which to me seems monstrous, is practically admitted by

the Imperial and Canadian Governments in their dictation of a royalty-

:-»ate whe;e the book comes from one of the American pirate-houses Upon

:<lKe^'ther hand, I do not thihk it is necessary for those who ask a change in

^o»r copy-right law to assure us that the British author will -ot^f^r'l
: • c^sequence. We have adopted a fiscal policy in Canada notwithstanding

• d manufacturers in England protested, and that ^'^ey We -fferjd

iomelossby the operation of our law. In a question of this kind, the

autlior has no more to expect than the cutler or the cloth-weaver.

.':..• • ' - . J. E. Collins.

I.- '.

-y

l^RkE LYRICS.

I. A D^AD BUTTERFLY.

Immortal were you named when earth.was young,

Yet here, with wings where florid fire still stays,

On the cold strand oi death I find you flung,
_

Blent with its: desultory waifs knd strays :

Ah I blithe and lovely Bedouin of the air, ""^
Once to such revelling life so richly wed,

.

-

Well might I dream, 'while gazing on you there.

That immortality itself lay dead !

n.-r-TEMPTATION.

Once, in the bleak gray bournes where ghosts abide,

Nine spectral figures met, each gaunt and vast,

With blood-red lips, with faces hollow-eyed

With voices like a shivering autumn blast

!

Then later, to a poet whose cheek had grown

Pale with the pain balked love so darkly wins.

They glided, saying, in stealthy undertone :

Jr^^Make us thy Muses . . We are nine black S*ns !

Ill ,— REMEMBERED LOVE.

Still as of old, I seem to «t _.,
Where gods convene, with brows that shine ;

The aroma still is exquisite
;

-
.

Still glows the unearthly wine !

Yet Hebe, urging us to »up

With dimpled smile, no more I see . . . ^
But serving every golden cup,

""

Glides dark Mnemosyne

!

—Edoab Fawcett.

TTT i MONITION.

P
i

i-nl-

Out of the north-land sombre weirds are calling ;

A shadow falleth southward day by day:

V^arm summer's arms grow cold, his fire is falling.

His feet draw back to give the stem one way.

It is th? voice and shadow of the slayer

—

Slayer of loves, sweet world, slayer of dreams.

Make sad thy voice with sober plaint and prayei".

Make grey thy woods and darken all thy streams.

Black grows the river, blacker drifts the eddy, _
The sky is grey, the woods are cold below ; J

—

Oh make thy bosom and thy sad lips ready

For the cold kisses of the folding snow.

Ottarra.
' '

' -A. Lampmak.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

At the unveiling of the statue of Alexander Dumas, in Pans, on the 4th

of Ust month, M. Edmond About referred to it as " the portrait of a pro-

digal who, after having wasted millions in every kind of generosity left,

without knowing it, a princely heritage. This smiUng face is that^of an

eKotist who devoted his whole life to his mother, children, friends and

country ; it is a portrait of a weak, easy-going father who had the rare

good fortune to see himself couUnued in one of the most illustrious, on«of

the best of men ever applauded by Frenchmen."

A NOVEL.

Bv Edoab Fawobtt author^'of
' " A Gentlenjim of LeLore,' '• A Hopeles. Case,"

By Edoab
*^**°^„'^^'^gi\io(,> Woman," "Tinkling Cymbals,' etc.

Chapter I.

It is not long ago that the last conservative resident of Bond Street,

proud of his ancient posaessorship and no doubt loving the big bnck

structure with arched doorway and dormer windows in which he first saw

the light, felt himself relentlessly swept from that interesting quarter by

the stout besom of commerce. Interesting the street really is for all to

whom old things appeal with any charm. It is characteristic of our

brilliant New York that few . antiquarian feet tread her pavements,

however, and that she is too busy with her bustling and thrifty present to

reflect that she has ever reached it through a noteworthy past. Some day

it will perhaps be recorded of her, that of all cities she has been the least

preservative of tradition and memorial. The hoary antiquity of her trans-

atlantic sisters would seem to have made' her unduly conscious of her own

youth She has so long looked over seas for all her history and romance,

that now, when she can safely boast two solid centuries of age, the habit

>et firmly clings, and she cares as little for the annals of her fine and

stately growth^as though; like Troy, she had risen, roof and spire, to the

strains of magic melody.

It might be of profit, and surely it would be of pleaslire, were she to

care more for the echoes of those harshand sometimes tragic sounds that

have actually blent their serious music with her rise. As it is, she is rich

in neglected memories; she has tombs that dumbly reproach her ignoring

eye- she has nooks and purlieus that teem with reminiscence and are

. silent testimonies of her indifierence. Her Battery and her Bowling Green,

each bathed in the tender glamour of Colonial Msociation, lie frowned upon

by the grim scorn of recent warehouses and Jeered at by the sarcastic shriek

of the neighbouring steam-tug. She can easily guide you to the modem

clamours of he? Stock-Exchange ; but if you asked her to show you the

graves of Stuyvesant and Montgomery, she might find the task a hard one

though thousands of her citizens daily pass and re pass these haUowed

. spots Boston, with its gentle ancestral pride, might weU teach her a

lesson in retrospective self-esteem. Her own harbour, like that of Boston,

has had ite "tea-party," and yet one whose anniversary now remains a

shadow. On Golden Hill, in her own streets, the first battle of our Revo-

lution was fought, the first blood ill the cause of our freedom was spilled ;

yet, while Boston staunchly ^^amemorates its later " massacre,"j*hSt-

tribute of oratory, essay or song has that other momentous contest

received t This metropolitan disdain of local souvenir can Ul excuse itself

on the plea of intolerance toward provincialism ; for if the great cities

of Europe are not ashamed to admit themselves once barbaric, Hudson in

fray or traffic with the swarthy Manhattans, or old Van TwiUer scowling at

the anathemas of Bogardus, hold at least a pictorial value and significance

Bond Street has alwkys been but a brief strip of thoroughfare, mnning

at right angles between the Bowery and Broadway. Scarcely more than

thirty years ago it possessed the quietude and dignity of a patncian

domain ; it was beloved of ovx Knickerbocker soeial element ;
it was

tranquil stronghold of caste and exclusiveness. Its births, marriages, and

deaths were all touched with a modest distinction. Extravagaiice was lU

horror and ostentation ita antipathy. The cheer of ite entertainmente

would often descend to lemonade and sponge-cake, and rarely rise above

the luxury of claret-punch and ice-cream. Ita beUes were of demurer type

than^he brisk-paced ladies of this period, and ita beaux paid as close heed

to the straight line in morals as many of their successors now bestow upon

it in the matter of Kair-parting. Bond Street was by no means the sole

haunt of the aristocracy, but it was very representative, very important,

very select. There was even a time when to live there at all conferred

—
a: certain patent of rospectabiUty. ^t was forgiven you that your daughter

had married an obscure Smith, or that your son had linked his lot with an

undesirable Jones, if you had once come permanently to dwell here. The

whole short, broad street was superhitively genteel. Nothing quite

describes it like that pregnant little word. It dined at two o'cloct; it had

"tea" at six ; ita parties were held as dissipated if they btoke up after

midnight ; ita young men " called " on ita young women of an evening with

ceremonious regularity, never at such times donning the evenmg-coat and

the white neck-tie whi^h now so widely 6btain, but infalhbly wearmg

these on all occasions of afternoon festivity with an unconcern of English

usage which would keenly shock many of their descendanta

But by degrees the old order" changed. Commeroe pushed northwwd

-with relentle«i energy. Ite advance stUl left Bond Street uninvaded, hot

DaoaifBSB 6tb, less.]

^~ ~
. 7 ,: ^ ., i„u„;„„ ft WM a season of aniusinK conflict. Jouriialism Kkd not yet teamed

.ere and there the roomy brick dwellings received

^^^^lf^^2Z\JL^^^^^
temates. One night, in this street formeriy so dedicated to the calm of Xto A'ng its^

^ g^^ ^^^^^ ^_^ J^^
P^^^

^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ „,orning^r

refin^ent, a frightful murder occurred, ^^No one who lived in New York

rt'ZTtime'ciin'feirto remember the Burdell assassination. It was sur-

rounded by all the most melodramatic luridness of commission, tts

victim was a dentist, slaughtered at midnight with many wounds from an

unknown hand. The mysterious deed shook our whole city with dismay.

For weeks -it was a topic that superseded all others. To search through

old newspapers of the excited days that followed is to imagine oneself on

the threshold of a thrilling tale, in which the wrong culprita are arraigned

and the real ofl-ender hides himself behind so impregnable an ambush, that

nothing but a final chapter can overthrow it. Yet in this ghastly afi^air

of the stabbed dentist a protracted trial resulted in a tame acquittal and

no more. The story ended abruptly and midway. It lies to-day as

alluring njaterial for the writer of harro-wing fiction. It still retains all

the ghastly piquancy of an undiscoverecl crime.

The vast surrounding populace of New York have long ago learned to

foraet it, but there would be. truth in the assertion that Bond Street

recalls it still." Ite garish publicity scared away the last of her fine-bred

denizens. The retreat was haughty and gradual, but it is now absolute.

Where Ten Eyck and Van Horn had engraved their names in buriy letters

on sheeny door-plates, you may see at present the flaunting signs of a

hair-dresser, a beer-seller, a third-rate French restaurateur, a furrier, a

flower-maker, and an intercessor between despairing authors and bbdurate

publishers. The glory of Bond Street has departed. Its region has

become Umentably "down town." The spoilers possess it with undisputed

rule. It ii in one sense a melancholy ruin, in another a sprightly trans-

formation.
, . w 1

But several years before ite decadence turned unargued fact (and now

we near a time that almost verges upon the present) Mf. Hamilton Varick,

a gentleman well past fifty, brought into perhaps the most spacious

mamiion of the street a bride scarcely eighteen. Mr. Varick had lived

abroad for many years, chiefly in Paria He was a tall spare man, with

a white jaunty mustache and a black eye full of fire. He was extremely

rich, and unless remote relations were considered, heiriess. It was

generally held that he had come home to end his days after a life of

foreign foUy and gallantry. This may at first have seemed wholly true,

but it ako occurred that he had chosen to end them in the society of a

blooming young wife.
, „. . •

His Bond Street house, vacant for years, suddenly felt the embelhshing

spell of the upholsterer.. Mr. Varick had meanwhile dropped into the

abodes of old friends not seen in twenty years, had shaken hands with a

characterisiic lightaome cordiality, right and left, had beamingly taken

upon his lap the children of mothers and fathers who were once his

youthful comrades in dance and rout, had reminded numerous altered

acquaintances who he ,^ had been reminded in turn by numerous other

altered acquaintances who they were, had twisted his white mustache had

talked with airy patriotism about getting back to die in one s native land

had deplored his long absence from the dear scenes of youth, had resetted

secretly his transpontine Paris, had murmured his bad, witty French

moU ti whatever matron would hear them, had got himself re-made a

member of the big. smart Metropolitan Club which he thought a^mere

"tiresome sort of parochial tavern when he last left it, an* h«*b«a«y

amazed everyone by marrying the young and lovely Miss Pauline Van

Corlear.

Pauline herself had very little to do with the whole atrangemtot

She was the only child of a widowed mother who had long ago designed to

marry her notably. Mrs. Van Coriear lived upon a very meagre income

and had been an invalid since Pauline was eight. But she had educated

her daughter with a good deal of patient care, and had ultimately, at the

proper age, relegated her to the chaperomige of a more prdtperous sister

who haTlaunched her forth into society With due elan. Paulines not

^good mateh in the mercenary sense ; she was perfectly well aware of the

fact ; she had been brought up to understand it But she was fair to see,

and perhaps she understood this a little too weU.

New York was then what so many will remember it to have been about

twelve years ago. The civU war had left few traces of disaster
;

it was

the winter of seventy-one. Wall Street was in a hey-day of hazardous

prosperity; sumptuous balls were given by cliques of the -"ost careful

entertainers; a number of ladies who had long «,mained unfashibnable,

vet who had preserved an inherited right to assert social claim when they

chose, now came to the front These matfons proved a strong force, and

rewstod in sturdy confederacy all efforta of outeiders to break their dainty

ranks. They shielded under maternal ^ings a delightful bevy ol blooming

young maidens, among whom was Pauline Van Corlear.

individuals. Young girls did not wake then, as now, oji the morning,^r

a ball, to read (or with jealous heart-burning not to read) minut<J descrip-

tions of their toilete on the previous night The " society column " of the

New York newspaper was still an unborn abomination. Had this not

been the case, a great deal of pungent scandal might easily have found ita

way into print The phalanx of assertive matrons Roundly declared that

they had found society in* deplorable condition. The balls, receptions

and dinners were all being given by a horde of persons without grand-

fathers. The reigning bells were mostiy a set of loud, rompish giris. With

names that rang unfamiliariy. The good old people had nearly all. been

drowsing inactive during several wintei-s ; one could hardly discover an

Anisterdam, a Spuytenduyvil, a Van Schuylkill, among this unpleasant

i-abble. There had been quite too many of these spurious pretenders. .^

Legitimacy must upliftJta.debased standards.

Legitimacy did so, and with a will. Some very, fine and spacious man-

sions in districte bordering or approximate to Washington Square were

hospitably thrown open, besides others of a smarter but less time-honoured

elegance in " up-town" environments. The new set, as it was called,

earned thipgs by storm. They were for the most part very rich people,

and they spent their wealth with a lavish freedom that their lineage saved

from the least charge of vulgarity. No display of money is ever considered

vulgar when lineage is behind it If you are unblessed with good descent

you must air your silver disbes.cautiously and heed weU the multiplicity

of your viands ; for though your cook possess an Olympian palate and

your butier be the ex-adherent of a king, the accusation of bad taste hangs

like a sword of threat in your banquet hall.

Among all the wioBome debutantes of that season, Pauline ^an Coriear

was the most comely. Slie had a sparkling wit, too, that was at times

mercilessly acute. Most of the young friends with whom she had ^imul-

taneously "come out" were heiresses of no mean consideration; but

Pauline was so poor that an aunt ^ould present her with a few dozens of

gloves, a -cousin would donate to her five or six fresh gowns, or perhaps

one still more distant in kinship would supply her with boote and bonnets.

The giri sensitively shrank, at first, from receiving these gifta
;
but her

plaintive, faded mother, with her cough and querulous temper, would

always eagerly insist upon their acceptance. «

" Of course, my dear," Mrs. Van Coriear would say, in her treble pipe

of a voice, while she rocked to and fro tiie great chair that bore her

wasted, shawl-wrapped body-"Of course it is quite right that your blood-

relations should come forward. They all have plenty of money, and it

would be dreadful if they let you go out looking shabby and toriorn. * or

my part, I'm only surprised that they don't do more."
_

"1 expect nothing from them, mamma," Pauline would say. a Uttae

sadly. <
, 11 iu

" Expect, my dear ? Of course you don't But that doesn t alter the

obiigation on their part Now please do not be obstinate ;
you know my

neuralgia always gete worse when you're obstinate. You are very pretty-

ves a "ood deal prettier than Gertie Van Horn or Sallie Poughkeepsie,

with all their miUions-and I haven't a doubt that before the wmter ,s

over you'll have done something reaUy handsome for yourself. If you

haven't, it will be youT own fault" / - '' ' - .y^^

Pauline cleariy understood that to do something handsome for herselt

meant to marry a rich man. From a tender age she had been brought up -

-

to beUeve that this achievement was the goal of. all hopes, desires and

aims. Everybody expected it of her, as she grew prettier and prettier
;

everybody hinted or prophesied it to her long before she " came out^ The

little contracted and conventional world in which it was her misfortune to

bn^athe and move, had forever dinned it into__her ears until she had got

to credit it as an article of necessitous faitii. There are customs of the

Orient that shock our Western intelligences when we r*ad of women _

placidly accepting their tyrannies ; but no almond-eyed daughter of pasha

or vizier ever yielded more oomplaisantly to harem-discipline than Pauline

now yielded to the coid, commercial spirit of the marriage decreed for her.

She was popular in society, notwithstanding her satiric lum. She

always had a ngsegay for the German, and a partner wUo had pi.-en^g^

ber It was not seldom that she went to a ball quite laden with the floral

proofs of male admire... Among these latter was her third-cousin, then

; gentieman of thirty, named Courtlandt Beekman. Courtlandt had been

Pauline's friend from childhood. She had always been so fond of him Uiat

it had never occurred to her to analyse her fondness, now when they met

under the festal glare of chandeliers instead of in her mothers plain. duU

sitting-room. Nor had it ever occurred to any of her relations to inatn-

moni^y warn her against Courtlandt. He was such a nice, .^uiet feUow

;
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natu«lly he was good to his little cousin ; he was good to -^^rf^^J'^^^

nowXt Pauline was grown up and begun to go to P'-^ ^^
f-J

-

took a brotherly form, Of course he waspoor and xf -^^e wouW man-y

rich. He had beerigo^ng about for an agem "that other set. Heknew

the Briggs girls and the Snowe girls, and all the parvenu peep e who had

been r ng'at assemblies and dancing-cla.es during the dark •nterregn-^

Perhaps he would marry a Briggs or a Snowe. If he ^"1 ,>t w uld be

ouite proper He was Courtlandt Beekman, and his name would sanctify

Tr /any sort of Philistine bride. But no one ever dreamed of suspect^

r„g that L might want to marr^the cousin, twelve years hfs junior, who

had sat on his knee as a school girl, munching the candies he -ed to bring

her and often pelting him with childish railleries at the same ungrateful

moment. . tt. u.j » *a.ii

In person Courtlandt was 1^ no mejps prepossessing. He had a tell

brawny figure- and a long, sallow face, whose uaclassic

--«";-"fj
have seemed dull and heavy but f^r the brown eyes, lucid and variant, that

nLTe:; it He wa, a m'an of few words.; but his silences, t ough some

times important, were never awkward. No one accused him of stupidi y,

but no o^ had often connected him with th. idea of cleverness. He p
^

duced the impression of being a very close observer, you scarcely knew

why Possibly it was because you felt confident that his silences were not

mentally vacuous. He had gone among the gay throngs almost .nee boy.

hood ; if he had not so persistently mingled with ladies (and m the main

. very Iweet and cultured ones, notwithstanding the denunciatory dogmas of

the "new set") it is probable that he would continuously have merited the

title of ungainly and.graceless. But ease and polish had come to him un-

avoidably f heL like some rough-shapen vessel that has f^"- -^ ">«

handsof the gilder and decorator. It would have been h.rd t° pick a

flaw in his manners, and yet his manners were the last thing that he made

you think about He was in constant social demand ;
his host and hoste^es

for-^Qt how valuable to them he really was; he almost stood for that

hu^an miracle, a man without enemies. He made a kind Of becoming

- background for nearly everybody; he had no axe to gnnd, no ladder to

climb, no prize to win ; he stood neither as debtor nor creditor toward

society ; he was, in a way, society itself. There were very few women

who did not enjoy a chat with him A deux, and in all general conversation,

thouah his attitude was chiefly that of listener, the talkers themselves were

una;\re how often they sought the response of his peculiar, senous smile,

or the intelligent gleam of his look.

Pauline had not been greatly troubled, on her advent among the

mcrry-makera, with that timidity which is so keen a distress to so many,

callow maids. Bashfulness was not one of her weak points; she had

borne the complex sUre levelled at her in drawing-rooms with excellent

aplomb. Still, she could not help feeling that her kinsman Courtland ,

had comfortably smoothed her path toward an individual and secure foot-

hold. Those early intervals, dire io the soul of every novice like herself,

when mall adherence and escort failed through meagreness of acquain-

*
tanceship/courtlandt had ped with the supporting relief of his presence

and his attentions. There had been no mauvais quart cTheure in Paulme s

evenings; her cousin had loyally saved her from even the momentary^
^il^of bein-Mt without a courtier. Later tm, h» kindly vigiUnca

foreign word or phrase that was so apt to tinge them. She fo;j'^d Mr

VarS Pleasantes' when he was asking after her sick mother, and tel^g

her what New York gaieties used to be before the beginmng of h^ long

European absence. He had a tripping, lightsome mode of speech, tha

someJow suited the jaunty upward s^eep of his

-J>*« -^f''^^-,J;,
would oscillate both hands in a graceful style, as he talked. Elegant

superfiJSity flowed from him withoufan effort. It needed no keenness

'tlu thatL had been floating buoyantly on the top crest of the wave
•

and well amid its froth, all his life. He made no pretense to youth
,
he

woullindeed, poke fun at his own seniority, with a re^lentless and breezy

sort of melancholy. .

,

" Did you ever hear of a French poet named Francois VUlon, he said

to Pauline: dropping into a seat at her side that some departure had just

left vacant. "No, I dare say you've not. Ho was a d-dful hap-a

kind of poluson, as we say, but he wrote the most charming ballads I

believe he was hung afterward, or ought to have been-I forget wh ch.

On o h s songs had' a sad little refrain that ran thus. ' 0. son.M> r^^e.

rf-au^anr-' Where are the sorrows of last yearl' you; know Well,

madenloiselle-no, Miss Pauline, I mean-that line runs in my head to-

St. (7a «.,«n«-it bothers me. I want to have the good things of

"outh back aim. I come home to New York, and find my snow all

Llted. Everything is chahged. Lfeel like a ghost-a merry old ghost,

however. r.l-just wait a bit. Do you think those nice young gen

^^L will have anything to say to you af^r they have seen you a itt^e-

loneer in my company] I'm sure I have frightened four or five of them

awf; They're Lking each other, now, who is that old epcurvanaU

whalis the. word 1-scarecrow. Ah! .oi^a-here comes one much bolder

than the re^t. I will have" mercy on him-and retire. But before my

depart I have a favour to request of you. You will give mamma my com-

Sentsl You will tell her that I shalldo myself the honour of calling

uponher? Thanks, very much. We shall be ghosts together, poor.mam-

maLd I ;
you W -t be che. vous when I call, unless you are quite

willing—that is, if you are- afraid of ghosta"

"Oh, I'm not," laughed Pauline. "I don't beUeve m them, Mr.

Varick

"

'
•

f

"That is delightful for you to say!" her companion exclaimed. "It

means that you wUl listen for a little while to our spectral conversation

Sit find-Ooo ennu^euse. How very kind' of you! Ah _we old

fellows are sometimes very grateful for a few crumbs of kindness !
,

" You can have a whole loaf from me, if you wakt," said Pauhne, with

an air of girlish diversion.

Not long afterward she declared to her cousin, Courtlandt
:

1 like

the old gentleman ever so much. Court. He's a refreshing change. You

New York men are all cut after the same pattern."

•Tm afraid he's cut with a rather crooked scissors," said Courtlandt,

who indulged a sly epigram oftener than he got either credit or discredit

*°'

"Tv' said Pauline, » if slowly .dnderstanding. "You mean^
French, I suppose."

" Quite French, they report.'

«itaerm 01 oemg i""" "••"»"-- -
,

iTbecome needless; but he was always to be t™^'"*' "^^ i''''
'^"n

8afe<.uird against possible desertion. The occasion on whicji Mr. Hamilton

vick first'saw Pauline, was at a ball given in the February of her firs^

season two full months after she had modestly emerged with her little

sisterhood of rosebud damsels. It was a very beautiful baU, P^en in a

-Ttotely and lovely house adjacent to the Park, and by a lady now old and

wrinkled, who had held her own forty years ago as a star in our then

Umited firmament of fashion. The dancers, among whom was her fair

and smiling grand-daughter of eighteen, chased the jolly hours in a

spacious apartment, brilliant with prismatic candelabra, and a lustrou,

floTr of waxed wood. The rosy-and-white frescoe. on the ceding, the-

silver-fretted delicacy of frieze and cornice, the light; pure blues "nd pinks

of tapestries, the airy and buoyant effects in tint and symmetry, made the

wholVquick-moving throng of revellers appear as if the past had let them

live again out of some long-vanished French court-festival.

"These young people only need powdered heads to make it look as if

Loui. Quinze were entertaining us m dead earnest " said Mr. Vanck,

with his high-keyed, nonchah^nt voice. He addressed an e^erly matron

as he spoke, but he gave a covert glance at Pauline, to whom he hadjust

requested and received the honor of a presentation.

« I think it would be in Tery dead earnest if he did," «iid Pauline,

speaking up with a gay laugh ; and Mr. Varick laughed, too. "l^V'g ^er

Mrt ioke. He paid her some gallant compliments as he stood at her side,

kough she thougft theto stiff and antique in sound, notwithstanding the

Mr Varick made his promised visit upon Panhn^ and her mother

sooner 'than either of them expected. Mrs. Van Corlear-wa. rather more

m than usual, on the day he appeared, and almost the <uU burden of^e

ensuing conversation fell upon her daughter.

The next evening, at the opera, he dropped into a certain box where

Pauline was seated with her aunt. Mrs. Poughkeepsie. On the following

day PauUne received, anonymously, an immense basket of exquisite^

flowers Twice again Mr. Varick called upon her mother, in the charmless

upts^ sitting-ro^m of th.ir boarding-house. As it chanced, Pauline was

"^"l^rnmrortrafterwards she returned at about eleven o'clock

from a theatre party, to find that her mother had not yet retired. Mrs.

Van Corlear's usual bed-time was a very exact ten clock.

The mother and daughter talked for a little while together in low

tones. When Pauline went into her own chamber, that night, her face

was pale and her heart was beating.
, ,

'

, , , p .

At a (treat afternoon reception' which took phu:e two days later, Court-

landt.»irm«le hi. appearance after five o'cbck, coming up-town from

t^e ifw^ffice in which he managed by hard work to -=1-; J^-'^ *-

thousand dollars or so, said to his cousin, with a sharpened and rather

inqui«itive look

;

, . j • -i »

" What's the matter 1 You don't seem to be in good spirits.

•

PauTine looked at him steadily, for a moment. It was a great crush,

and people were babbling aU about them. " There's somethmg I w«it to

speak of," .the gitl presently said, in a lingering way.

- - AkindofchUl stole through Courtlandt's veins, at this He did not

knotwhy He always afterward had a lurking credence in the truth of

pUser.tunents. ,
,

<^«4at isif!" he asked.
,^ ,. Ji j »„j o^

PaTne told him what it Was. He grew white as he listened, and a

.-litter crept into his ej^es, and brightened there.

°
"You're not going to do itV he said, when she had finished.

sS made no answer. She had some flowers knotted m the bosom of

her walkTng dress, and she now looked down at them. They were not the

lowl^ Mr Varick had sent ; they were a bunch bestowed by Courtland

Sf at a little informal dance of the previous evening, where the

Son had had one pretty floral figure. She looked at tW petals

h«>ugh a mist of unshed tears, now, though her cousin did not know t

He repeated his question, bending nearer. It seemed to him as if the

sun in heaven must have stopped moving untU she made her answer.

" You know what mamma is. Court.," she faltered. •

.. Yes, I do. She has very false views of many things. But you have

not You can't be sold without your own consent."

.. Let us go away from here together," she murmured " These rooms

are so hot and crowded that I can hardly breathe in them.'

He gave her his arm, attd they pushed their way forth into a

neighboring hall through one of the broad yet choked doorways.

(To be continued.)

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Thb concert given at the' Horticultural Gardens by the New York

Philh! moTic Slut under the management of Messrs. Buckling^ Son.

wa^ a feast for all those whose love for music is with understanding^ A

dZpointment to many was caused by an accident which prevented the

aZarance of Mile. Ilonka de Ravasz ; and it was some disappoin ment to

. ;Tw to bserve that the programme was lighter and more popular than

thr^d looked for. For the former disappointment the audience was

re omr-ed by the engagement of Mr, Waugh Lauder to hU the vacancy

Mr Lauder's rendering of the Chopin "Andante Spianato and Polonaise

.wI^Sul artistic, sympathetic, and merited the enthusiastic encore which

Z Sven t. The selections assigned to the Club were rendered with such

Tty in the-phrasing and admirable proportion in the shading as com^

mid the highest praise. Perhaps their most exqu'isite playing, perfect in

Zrdand full of "delicacy and feeling, was displayed in the rendering of

rhuln's " Evening Song." The performance of Mr. Weimer who « a

^tbTof the New^York Symphony Society, was brilliant and artis i^;

and the virile "Romance" of Goltermann was rendered by Mr^ Schenk

withtllrable breadth and firmness. Mr. Arnold's solos on the violin

It eta" cterized by technical perfection, by a cerUin rich —ousness

.. Tf tone in the lower notes, and in particular by the certainty of his tou h

aid the eal-f ^^ utterance on the upper notes of the first string. MU.

"e vLZ th^vocalist of the evening, is, we are informed, a young Toronto

i!^r S^voice is very exceUent for its purity, clearness, and flexibility^

Session and sympathy were less prominent than other e-ellences m

W ir^.,..nce, but we should judge that these also are easily within he •

reach by means of careful study and the continued Training^ta^hor-

brilliant talent deserves, "~^
^

_ f« nVinlrff 1111 esresB m case ot an emer({Bui.jr.

Cba to get out of the theatre i. not a reason that a course sh^m be

^i wLh would lead to this result did a panic arise. Liberal

nassaee-way at the lea*t should be afforded in a theatre where the^means

7Z^ ^m the building itself are as limited as at the heading To^n^

Opera Souse, and if the management cannot be made to see the importam^

ofTne^rfe^rd or theother, it would properly be a subject for the civic

authorities to consider. ^
.

T«« visits of Mile. Bh.a and M.^^^^^^

z:'z:x^^ trarvTnta^" -th^parttfu
-«f

. -7"

-

icetel'd giriishness were quito natural, free ^^^^^^^^J^^
unreality Rh6a had at times an air of. intrigue, as if a skilful woman

I woridwfre assuming giriishness as a bli-Kd.- For the most part how-

etr ht^cireived the character correctly and rendered it with winning

L'e,to: h her slight piquant French accent— to jUhe .us...

?„ the scene of disclosure she rose to a tragic height, which ^-^
Lang y

fell far shortof ; her acting at this point was sincere and strong. Mn.

Lgtry. however, has been making
^-Y^^^:-:^:^ andVon-

less emotiooal parts her acting is good, at times even

advantage was with Bh6a.

Mr Thbodokb Thomas, with his orchestra, assisted by Madame Boema,

wUl be at the Horticultural Gardens on the 7th of January.

, . "Mr Irvine's first week in New York pro-

thousand On the opening, nig y
sidewalk at fifty cents each.

reached ten thousand dollars.
.

'""
-

.

tI'1^zrz iitrLtt—„,,r,rr
Matthvas in The BeUs n

^ ^^ criticised In

iluTrd through, but ,fl.n.rti6cl.I, digniii"! .1-y,

to be little but praise.

ji^C'ot<k

Phila-

BOOK NOTICES.

POEMS, AKTKjnK .KD MoDBH. By Charles Leonard Moore,

delphia : John E. Pott«r & Company.

If this volume is the maiden effort of a young man, '^^^^'^^^^^^If this voium ^.^ ^.^ ^p^^^^j^ ^d c„^.

^^^IrvTtoo^tnTe labours in his diction ; and, wor^t of all he

pound ^J-t--'3 ,„^bast and turgidity. He indulges immoder-

,

frequently tends towara
pronunciation seems a

r''TZT rr^ngr nZcTo* L latJucense ob^rve that

h.-wunto Itself. A^ a s^
j, ounced with the accent on the

"^T HeiTd t^ett^ ml! with careless or inharmonious lines
;
and

penult Here ana "w™J*^ . j^ contained in this

may seem a heavy mait»^ ^^ ^^^^j
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under its burden. Its faults are largely those of over-possession ; they are

such weeds as no meagre soil produces. In the initial poem, " Herakles,

—and not here only—is manifest the influence of Keats. This is an epic

in eight books, filled with a confusion of riches. The intrusion of the

Centaurs upon the retreat of Herakles,

_" A world *

Surrendered all to shadows, cool and dim,"

is thus finely given :

—

" Glad they seemed,

Harling predpitonsly on, thejk checked ~
To watoh the swifter passageW some shaft

:

Garrnloas in their games they were, and filled

Each paase and moment of expectancy

With cries. But silent grew they when they saw

Herakles, twice terrific in his fear,

There burning ;
"—

In Book IV. is told the death of Cheiron, whose body is 'borne away

from the presence of Hei-akles by strange, great shapes, somewhat vaguely,

yet impressively outlined. These shapes are succeeded- by a procession of

beings, described in a series of pictures such as thefpllowing :.

—

" Then, sleeping, blown by music, brought by clouds

Becnmbent, came another royal form.

Whose hand trailed idly on the hoary earth.

Half restless, as in trance, the next one roamed.

By sleep abandoned, yet by dreams abused,

A silver form shot through and veined with fire."
-

On page 65 is an apostrophe to Death, which is beautiful and new.

Instance this too brief extract :

—

" O undivorced, l^st bed-fellow of man, '

Is thy kiss as the promise of thine eyes

Potent and fatal, thine embrace so full

^ Of fervent passion and fulfilled desire, _
That none may need to dream, and none need wike,

Kissed ever by thy cool delirious mouth— ?"

This, from the beginning of Book VIII., contains in the last two lines a

splendid piece of word-painting :

—

-

" But I will back unto those shapes that make

A l^g^ndary murmur in the hills.

There sank, by early revel overcome.

I touch a goblet of the muse's wine,

I drink, and am a Oreek and am a god.

Again I guide my sheep by streams, that wind

With pastoral flutings in their reedy verge ;

Or up embmcered and eternal slopes

Drive herds of lofty cattle toward the lun."

But Mr. Moore is not always a Greek. In Part VII. of a modem poem,

Don Spirito, he gives this beautiful picture of a South American city :

—

" A-riot for haU the day with the rush of its sea-maned steeds.

And quiet for half the day with the pictures of clouds in its reeda ;

he ought to read. The fault most frequently noticeable is that of over

simplicity, as if the -writer were consciously unbending, placing herself too

elaborately on a level with the minds of her readers. This is nowhere

suflSciently marked to mar the interest of the narrative ; but there is

nothing to, be gained by " writing down " to one's audience, when that

audience cpnsists of intelligent children. ' Among the very best of the

stories may be mentioned that by Susan Coolidge, entitled, " At the Toe

of the Big Boot ;
" Lizzie W. Champney's " Two Immortal .Names ; " and

" Miltiades at Marathon," by the Editor. Probably no one who has un-

dertaken to tell the story of Hannibal has succeeded in being uninterest-

ing ; certainly Mrs. Sherwood, in " The Triumph of an Idea," has not.

This is an excellent piece of work, genuinely sympathetic in its tone;

but here and there, in the bits of imaginary soliloquy, we cannot but

notice a little of the "writing down." Mrs. Rose Hawthorne Lathrop

contribute8_"-irhe Barbarian's Overthrow." As might be taken for granted,

this story contains richly imaginative passages, and has a delightful flavour.

But it is a little uneven ; and the battle itself, the great Battle of Chalons, is

dismissed with provoking lack of ceremony. At this not unimportant point

the narrative must be regarded as inadequate. As for the publishers, their

work leaves nothing to be desired. The little volume is rich andJxeavy ;

the binding exceedingly tasteful. Most of the illustrations are effective,

particularly the well-drawn design, entitled, " At the Secret Poas."

/
'•o^>^

In the harbor the forests' stir, the trample of winds in the street

:

City of tumult. Para, where Atlantic and Amazon meet

;

Bed rise its towers at mom, and" an anger of light from them gleams.

White and hashed they lie, at night, like the scnlptnre of dreams.''—

By Alexander Winchell,Wo&ld-tLife ; OB, Comparative Gbologt.

LL.D. Chicago : S. C. Griggs & Co.

This volume, as may be gathered from the title, is one that must be of

profound interest, not alone to scientists and thinkers, but to the reading

world at large. It is not long since Professor Winchell gave a book to the

world oil the Preadamites, a work which, from the conscientious and pains-

taking character of its conelusions, brought admiration and respect where

it did not carry conviction ; and now the same author is before the public^

with the volume mentioned above in his hand. The discussions^ his book

are, let it be said, conducted from the standpoint of nebular cosmogony, so

that those who differ from the professor will, in the greater number of cMes,

find it necessary to go back and quarrel with the theory assumed when the

author set out. Before pointing in a few words to the scope of the book,

it may be said that Professor Winchell does ivot give us a work made out

of his own- materials entirely; he. has rather put in concise, clear, and,

certainly, very interesting form, the deductions of all the noted men of

science. Having set forth these theories—though naturally enough the

professor gives to each fact stated a dii'ection in application, so as often to

make it do duty to his own conviction—the Author decLares it to be part of

his intention to leave the reader with " a profound impression of the

omnipresence and supremacy of One Intelligence." The professor's " One

Tntelligence," however, it is not unfair to say, is th$ Divinity of a generous

reason like the author's own, rather than one such as we learn of in the

Revealed Word ; for Mr. WincheU has had a human parent for Adam.

But this by the way. Most fascinating, even where not convincing, are the

theories by which it is explained to us how worlds are developed from the

"world-stuff" that floats through inter-stellar space. "This characteristic

world-stuff, born out of ether, in the depths of space or however bom,

strewn through the depths of space, is acted upon by forces of attraction

Part II. .of the same poem is a charming piece of ornate narrative in oltava

rtnto.. This measure Mr. Moore has handled very skilfully, and with an

ease and fluidity that one would gladly see approached in his blank verse.

The conclusion reached on closing the book is that one has indeed gone

through some hard reading, but has been on the whole well repaid. ' One

cannot but feel, at the same timcj that a little hard labour with the file

wovdd well repay the author. Such impossible rhymes as " warm " and
" calm " are rather out of place in a volume of this character.

Magna ChaKta Stories.

D. Lothrop & Co.

Edited by Arthur Oilman, A.M. Boston

:

* This is one of those exquisite iittle volumes for the young people which

' H are likely to slip not seldom into the hands of older readers. Mr. Oilman
^ has gathered together twelve vivid narratives, of as many episodes in

r'^ancient and medinval history by which the cause of freedom was advanced.

^ The events selected for narration are such as stand out very clearly on the

\ Y
- records of the past ; and they are told of in compact, attractive style.

-.^ The natural taste of a child for a " true story," is gratified here in such a

way as to send him with eager interest on the search after fuller informa-

f^ion on kia subject ; and at the end of each story are directions which will

guide his search effectively. Not one of the stories is tame, and it is hard

to imagine a mote seductive means of beguiling a child into reading what

Vnf
^

and probably of repulsion. The material particles, either as atoms, or, 1«S8

probably, as molecules, are drawn by mutual attraction into groups or

swarms." Binding his faith to the nebular theory, he re-states the case, and

pictures a planetary body at a certain period in a state of fire-mist, tracing

its development onward and upward. On page 218 Mr. Winchell shows

that, as solid glass will float on molten glass, and solid iron upon molten

iron, it is easy, and indeed logical, to conceive of the solidification of the

earth beginning at the surface ; though later on he does not courageously

grapple with the theory of the thorough rigidity of our planet. On page

259' he accepts the tiieory of Mr. Darwin, that the moon and the earth once

formed a mass of mist-fire, after having been detached from the parent

sun, and that divorce took place after the earth had assumed a molten or

plastic condition. It is interesting then to read of a day—it was 62,000,-

000 years ago—only an hour and a half long, and a night of the same

duration, when there were no lunar tides, but a solar " bore " raced round

the earth once every ninety minutes. Daring the Palseosoic ages here, too,

it is vouched, the moon was only a sixth of her present distance from the

earth ; tides rose 648 feet, which would be soffi^nt to flood the St.

Lawrence River to Niagara Falls into Lake Erie, and all the way round

to Chicago. All New England, it is shown, would be an archipelago, all

the cities of our eastern slope would be inundated, and the greater part of

the Gulf States be for a few hours sea-bottom. The professor estimates

that if the e^urth's incrustation began 14,000,000 years ago^ and the moon's

began at, the same time, the moon reached the present terrestrial 'stage

1 1 000,000 of years since. It is his opinion that Venus, Mercury aud

Mars are inlwibited, though to the yearning mind there is nothing new in

this ; but there is the comfort that such a clear-headed thinker as Mr.

Winchell commits himself to the opinion. The professor with the great

world of scientists does not believe that *the moon was ever suitable for

sustaining such life as we know, and about that corpse of a world he presents

much previously-evolved fact in an interesting way. He is of opinion that

the planets—children of the sun—will eventually fal) upon the breast of the

parent, and that there will blaze through space the light of a mighty c^-

bustion from the tremendous collision. Altogether Professor Winchell's

book will well repay perusal. There are not many new facts in it, but there

is much original deduction from accepted facts, and a happy presentation of

the most interesting theories of cosmology; while the volume is, written

'

in a charming style that holds one throughout The phraseology is mellow

and comprehensive, and a love of nature and of all things of the universe

breathes through the pages.J ^^_^

Mr. Adolphus Trollope, a brother of Anthony, and author of a good

history of Florence, is thoroughly acquainted with Italian character and life.

His story, " Diamond Cut Diamond," is an illustration of priestly influence

in the family, and in its tragical catastrophe, the suicide of a young

girl, points a moral against the system. Incidentally he gives a curious

account of the priesthood and its operatfons. There are four classes, he

says, of priests. First and rarest, there is " the earnest', fanatic, ascetic

doctrinal priest, who believes the generation in which he lives to be the

worst the world has ever seen, and that the only thing to be done is to

merit a distinguished place irf a better world by the intensity of his hatred

for the enemies of the Church in this and perhaps to succeed in saving a

few select (female) souls together with his own." Second and next rarest

there is the priest who is a real blessing to his parish, a man of shrewd

^^sense who performs his sacerdotal functions in a somewhat perfunctory

manner, but is always busying himself with plans for the temporal good

of his people. ThirdljH, there are " the priests who are all priest," not

spiritual,- except in the sense of being ecclesiastical, but absolutely de-

yoted to the great cause of church supremacy, full of esprit de corps,

proud with the pride of caste, ambitious for their order, gi-asping in the

interest of the Church, and unscrapulous in serving " God." The fourth

class is the most numerous of all, especially in Central and Southern Italy.

It consists of the mass of very poorly educated, very narrow-minded men,

to whom the priesthood is simply a means of finding bread. Some of

these men, says Mr. TroUope, are well meaning ; many are low, depraved

blackguards. The majority are content to drone away life, mechanically

performing their priestly functions, but tjiinking mainly of their daily food

and repose. The attention of the priests is given, according to Mr.

Trollope, almost entirely to the women ; th^ man they are content to

leave to go his own way to perdition, provided he does not actively oppose

them. There is, however, a close alliance between the wax chandlers and

the priests, because wax candles are so much used in offerings and in the

Church worship.

.who receives but half as much attention as is given the Rev. Phillips Brooks.

Joel Barlow ha^ nearly half a column ; Dante Rosetti and Robert Brown-

ing each eight lines—on the principle, we suppose, that he of whom we.

know and care to know least, is the one concerning whom we should be

made to learn most. There is a good deal more of this sort of thing, but

we need not multiply instances of what is really a minor defect, though

the most apparent one in the work. After a somewhat careful exami-

nation, we have failed to find palpable inaccuracies, careless or slipshod

statements. Conscientious workmanship and lucid arrangement are the.

rule; inadequacy^ the exception. If we, in Canada, should feel just a,'

little aggrieved at seeing no remotest reference to the founders of Confed-|

eration, or to either of the twp men who Wl^e guided the affairs of thei

, \

Dominion since its establishment, while sofee^'third-rate American statesJ^

man is immortalized in three-qua,rters of dT column, ire must accept the;

lesson conveyed. The affairs of a boy, be he tiig or little, are of somewhat<

small impoHance in the eyes of a world of- men.

The Shakspearian Myt.h : William Shakspere and Circumstantial Evi-

dence. By Appleton Morgan, AM., LL.B. Cincinnati: Robert

Olarke & Co.

Perverse devotion to a ludicrously feeble cause is displayed not seldom

by men of unusual ability. Several brilliantly aggressive special pleaders

have essayed the . task of degrading William Shakspere from his throne.

Perhaps the most aggressive and the most ingenious of them is Mr Apple-

ton Morgan, who says with much raciness about all that there is. to be

said on the subject from his point of view. This volume will be read with

relish, and with little serious danger to his faith, by the well-grounded

believer in Shakspere. It is certainly readable, and contains much close

and persuasive argument, but the author has little holy horror of a sophis-

try, and does not hesitate jto proclaim a certainty where he has onlji suc-

ceeded in deducing a small probability. In spite of the lack of perspective

the work will afford the reader some exhilai-ating mental exercise ; and no

one coming in contact with a mind so full of enthusiasm as Mr. Morgan's,

and sj variously informed, can fail to be enriched and stimulated. Never-

theless we think that Shakspere yet stands secure. ^__

Comprehensive Biouraphical DictionarYv
"PV,ilnfl..lnhin • PortAT^ Jc CnatPtt

dy Edward A. Thomas.

Quaintly funny and really artistic drawings in aiena and warm sepia

tints, racy nursery verse, laughable and piquant applications of famous

quotations, go to make up the dainty juvenile gift-book, entitled " Merry

Thought," by Miss L.B. Humphrey and M. J. Jacques. (Boston: D. Lothrop

& Co.) The letterpress, in maroon ink, is printed from cut.types of agree-

able design j the deeply toned paper is phenomenally thick and hand-

It would be hard to find a bo6k catalogue more admirably arranged

than this one, entitled " Bibliotheca Americana," 1883. (Cincinnati:

Robert Clarke & Co.) Almost «very work of importance relating to

America, or to any section of America, appears to be included in this

catalogue, which is indexed evidently with the unusual object of assisting

the reader to find what he wants. A catalogue as ambitious and compre-

hensive as this one is too apt to be alabyrinth which no man can unravel.

*/ In this handsome duodecimo we have certainly what the publishers

/ aimed to give us—much riches in small room. The volume is substantial

and compact, printed in clear, readable type on excellent paper, and does

-^ not trespass on the field of ifiore ambitious encycloptedias by attempting

detailed criticisms of the persons it has to deal with. Obviously, a work

^ covering such broad ground, as this in its little space claims to do, should

concern itself almost .wholly with biographical statement When Mr.

Thomas does give criiinism, it is almost invariably in the words of some

acknowledged authority on the subject under consideration. Of course,

one must be prepared to find names omitted which would seem to command

notice ; also to find certain names dwelt upon at too great length, while

Others are in some degree slighted. But one mUst wonder at finding no

reference to Th^ophile Gautier, seeing that one no whit greater, Alfred de

Musset, is included. The encyclopedist need hardly arrogate to himself

the office of censor of public morals ; and he takes an unwarranted liberty

when he neglects to give information concerning men in whom the public

ore unquestionably interested, be their reputation savory or otherwise. Yet

Mr. Thomas has ignored Emile Zola, Walt Whitman's dame;/ too, isr

^ omitted
;
probably, through a failure to appreciate his importance. The

author's sense of proportion is sometimes slightly defective, especially

I when he deals with those of his own countrymen wh<5 have distinguished

^

U themselves. More space is devoted to Alice Cary than to William Morris,

Seven SpanibbCitibs by Edward E. Hale is rather like aleaf in the Fall,

light but dry. It is in fact laboriously light, and the levity is about all

that there is in it Here and there is something of interest. Mr. Hale

made a pilgrimage to Palos, the place from which Columbus sailed, and

which in those days was an important seaport. The harbour has since

been silted up, and a few white specks in the light of the evening sun,

mark the places of the few houses, inhabited by a, hundred or two of

poor people, which occupy the spot once covered by the docks and ware-

houses of the active towfi. At Madrid Mr. Hale was shown a book which

'Biust be about the most valuable in existence, and if the effects of the

Spanish monarchy should ever come to the hammer will probably be bought

by an American money king for about half a million. It is a inissal

elegantly printed by Ifchd, and illuminated, with a number of contemporary

portraits introduced apiong the illuminations. Its binding blazes with gold

and .jewels. It was made by order of Ferdinand and Isabella for their

grandson Charles V., and the inscription on its fly-leaf teUs that the gold

employed was th^^rst-fruits of the Indies.

Among the most charming gift-bocjks of the season must be numbered

the beautiful volump. "Ideal Poems, illustrated by American Artists."

(Boston: D. Lothrop it Co.; $3.) Between its massive and «Bsthetic

covers are contained twelve well-known poems ; and though td more than

^J\-

^A\
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acqoaintanoe to the fool. "Why!" exolaimed the fool, " N. H. ia known to be a

sooundrel I to have robbed all his relatives I Who does not know that t I pity yoa !

"

The third aoqaaintanoe did as the others, and forgot his friend, Whomsoever or

whatsoever was praised in the presence of the fool, he made always a similar reply,

adding sometimes the refrain, "And yon believe yet in authorities?" " MaUoions,

captious man 1 " began the fool's aoquaintanees to say of him, " but what a head I and

what a tongue I" added the others. " Ah I he is a man of talent !
" It ended in a

publisher's asking the fool to control the critical Motion of his paper ; and he began to

beguile everybody, without changing his ezpreaeions or exclamations. And now he

who inveighed so much against authorities is himself an authority, and the youth

worship and fear him. And what are the poor youth to do ? If even it is not proper,

generally speaking, to worship, fail to do it here and you will be pronotinoed stupid.

Fools can make their way among coward* t
^^

•#

ti!

one of them the term " ideal " may seem hardly to apply, yet each may

boast that here it is ideal in presentatiSn at the least. The selections

cover as wide a range as exists between Shelley's " Skylark "and Burns'

" A Man's a Man for a' That" One feels it almost ungracious t^draw

any comparisons between the illustrations, when all in one way or another.'

are so good. But Mr. Sandham's work must be mentioned, a drawing as

vigorous, spirited, and fresh as Browning's poem which it illustrates.

Finely interpretive also is Mr. Hovenden's drawing for "The Three

Fishers." The illustrations to " The Skylark," and " Three Years She

Grew in Sun and Shower," draWn by Mr. E. H. Garrett and Mr. Parker

Hayden, are exceedingly poetical in treatment. A strange piece of impres-

sionism, inviting and rewarding attentive study, is that by Mr. Haxper /^

for " Ring Out, Wild Bells." ,The engraving, by Kilbum, is admirable. I Thb New York Critic, which has no superior, in our estimation, among
^

(5' 1 the purely literary journals now pVinted in ourlanguage, is a strenuous,

0^)J>yjC though by no means blind, advocate of Walt Whitman. We quote from

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. /Y^Q^ m article by Whitm^, entitled " Our Eminent Visitors," contalined in a

~TT ""^
'•

'—--
^_ ate number :

—

' "~

Welcome to them, each and all ! They do good—the deepest, widest, most

needed good—though quite certainly not in the ways attempted, which have, at times,

to an appreciative nostril, a scent of something irresistibly comic. We have had

Dickens and Thackeray, Froude, Herbert Spencer, Oscar Wilde, Lord Coleridge—and

now Matthew Arnold and Irving the actor. Some have come to make money—some

for a " good time "—some to help us along, and give us advice—and some undoubtedly

to investigate, bona Jide, this great problem, demooratio America, looming upon the

world with such cumulative power through a hundred years. But alas I in that very

investigation—at any rate, the method of that investigation—is where the deficit most

surely and helplessly comes in. Let not Lord Coleridge and Mr. Matthew Arnold (to

say nothing of the illustrious actor) imagine that when they have met and surveyed

the etiquetioal gatherings of our wealthy, distinguished, and sure-to-be-put-forward-on-

such-oceaaions citizens, they have " seen America," or captured any distinctive due or

purport thereof, .

To my mind America, vast and fruitful as it appears to-day, is even yet, for its

most important results, entirely in the tentative state. Its very formation-stir and

whirling trials and essays, more splendid and picturesque, to my thinking, than the

accomplished growths and shows of other lands, through European history, or Oreeoe,

or all the past. For to-day and the States, I think the vividest, rapidest, most stnpen-

dons processes ever known, ever performed by man or nation, on the largest scales and

in countless variety, are now and here presented. Not as our poets and preachers are

i^ways conventionally putting it—but quite different. Some colossal foundry, the

flaming of the fire, the melted metal, the pounding trip-hammers, the surging crowds

of workmen shifting from point to point, the murky shadows, the rolling haze, the dia-

oord, the crudeness, the deafening din, the disorder, the dross and clouds of dust,

the waste and extravagance of material, the shafts of darted sunshine, through tiie Vast

open roof-scuttles aloft—the mighty castings, many of them not yet fitted, perhaps

delayed long, yet each in its due time with definite place and use and meaning—such,

more like, is a symbol of Ameriba.

' Th« Royal CiNAMiN Biadebs, I. lo V. Toronto : Canada Publishing Co. (limited.)

Ak Ambitious Wo'man. A Novel, by Edgar Fawcett. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin

& Co.
'

.

Ancient Eotpt n the Light of Modbbn Discovebibs, by Professor H. 8. Osbom,

LL.D. Cincinnati ; Bobert Clarke A Co. Illustrated, with map.

EssATS ON Eddcational Befobmers, by Bobert H. Quick, M.A. Cincinnati
:
Bobert

Clarke & Co. Limp cloth.

Two Kisses, by Hawley Smart. PhUadelphia : T. B. Peterson & Bros. Morocco
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IvAHHOB, by Sir Walter Scott.. Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson &-Bros. Cheap edition,
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Potter * Co.
.
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THE PERIODICALS.

1 [

The Century for December is wonderfully rich. This magazine

appears to be surpassable only by itself. We thought nothing could be

better in magazine literature than the November number, until this one

came to hand and we were enlightened. Mr. F. G. Heath's exceedingly

readable paper on Devonshire—" The Fairest County in England"—is

illustrated by a series of sketches exquisite alike in choice of subject and

^ in rendering, engraved with a delicacy of feeling beyond praise. H. H.

v^'Vrites of the city of Los Angelos with her wonted variety and freshness

of observation, but with her equally wonted profuseness. One cannot but

wish for a little more condensation in her work. There is a more than

clever short story called " One Chapter," by Miss Grace Denio Litchfield,

which ends a trifle proyokingly, after the usual fashion of short stories in

this periodical. Mrs. Tan Rensselaer writes of •George Fuller j these

papers of hers on American artists are always valuable. Mr. Stevenson

' The Silverado Squatters," completed in this number, gives us a sweet-

flavoured compound of description and semi-humorous narrative. Whoever

has read these papers has tasted of life upon the mountains. In the

department of "Open- Letters" Alfred Arden discusses some "Recent

American Novels," and Rev. 'Washington Gladden sounds a true note on

" Hurricane Reform." Bric-»-Brac contains a pleasant little poem entitled

" Nancy," by John A. Fraser, jr., of Toronto. The more important

fiction,—Cable's "Dr. Scivier," "The Bread-Winners," James's "Im-

pressions of a Cousin, '"anS Robert Grant's "Xn Average Man,"—cannot

be adequately dealt with in this brief space, and will therefore, receive

notice in our next issiie. The following extract is a translation from

Brib-ii-Brac of one of Tourguenefl"'s " Poems in Prose " :

—

There lived a fool in the world. For a long time he remained content and happy

;

^t ilpwly rumours reached him that everywhere he was held to be a brainless idiot.

Oriaved wai the fool, and began to think how he could stop thes« slanders. A sudden

idea lightened his poor darkened brain, and without delay ha began to execute it. He

met an aoqaaintanee on the street, who praised highly a renowned painter. " Mercy I

"

•zolaimed the fool, " this painter is almost forgottaa. Ton do not know that? I did

not expect to find you so naif. You are behind the time f" Hia acquaintance blushed

•ad hoRiadly agreed with the fooL " What a beautiful book I rw^to-day !

" Aether^

Mfuintanoe laid (o him. ' Beg pardon I are yon not ashamadr This book ia good'

tor nothing ; aU hare long ago abandoned it." And thii aeqaaintaao* alio mad* baate

to BCTM with the fool. " What a marvellona man is ay friend N. N. 1 " said a third

The December Manhattan shows what rapid strides this young magazine

is making. In external appearance it is the most tasteful perio'dical that

comes to our table. Its poetry is perhaps the best of the month ;—nothing

has lately been done more exquisite than Mr. Austin Dobson's " Ballad of

the Judgment of Paris." Mr. Julian Hawthorne concludes his " Beatrix

Randolph ;
" and also contributes an article on Trollope, under the titleof

" The Maker of Many Books." It is very interesting to read the views of

this distinctly greater, though less popular, novelist on one who achieved

such wonderful success as did Trollope. Mr. Hawthorne has a warmer

admiration for the personality of Trollope t.ban for his writings. Mr,

Edgar Fawcett gives two more chapters of " Tinkling Cymbals," which

grows in interest, and is aaiHceen and polished as a rapier. The scene is

laid, BO far, in Newport, which is engrossing much literary attention this

year. One of the most judicious critiques we have yet seen oh " The Poetryi

of Matthew Arnold" is written by Mr. Joel Benton. "A Comer ofl

Acadia," of which we give an extract below, is an appreciative and unnsu-l

ally correct account of St. John and its vicinity. Its chief fault is a not

unnatural tendency to find an Acadian, an. Indian, or a half-breed in almost

every New BrUnswicker :

—

Baek again at Indiantown we heave to and dissmbark. If yon dasira « UtUa

• violent exercise wfaieh will give you " a good shaking up," you can do no bettm than

take here '* an army-worm " for a ride up and down the cliff-like streets of St. John,

hewn aa thay are out of the solid. rock. " Army-worms" ia what the hack-coaches of St

John are called, Why " army " I cannot say, except the antique horse and vehicle b*

a genuine relic of the armies of the Bevolution, which seems quite possible. The

philology of " worm " as referring to the pace is paten.t anongh. When the tide serves

one may shoot the rapids below Indiantown in almost any kind of craft. The St. John

Biver is four hundred and fifty miles long; nnmerona tributaries, big and little, empty

their contents into its stream and give it altogether a navigable lengtii of eight hondrad

miles. Fancy this great maas of water being discharged into the tea through a rooky

gorge which, at one point, is not quite four hundred and fifty feet wida I The loane ia

striking when, at low tide, the foaming volume sweeps thiDugh witb tramandoua awixl.

The walls of the gorge are st«4p and impraesive, and thay an spannad by a vary graaa-

tol supoiaion bridge that add* to the piotnresqn«aa«a of the plaoe. Bat tbaaa rooky

wails, pitiiol to B«y, an defiled by the paint and i^dtawMh of Uu mmdarona advartiaar.

7

a baser savage th«. the Miomao he replaces. The mumrip*l.ty of St. John or Port-

'and whichever hw jurisdiction, should put an end to this wretched work. To rush

through these rapids, in either a smaU boat or a steamer, is an e«iting expenence.

Thb December Lvppimcott's fully mantains the character of this peri-

odical »«nd some of the contents are of more than usual interest. That

wholesttne and extremely 'interesting story, "The Jewel fti the Lotos,"

by Mary Agnes Tincker, is concluded in this number ; and M. H. Gather-

wood writes a short story, " The Old Colony House," with a vein of humour

thoroughly characteristic of the author. "Saucy Betty Mark,"by Arlo Bates,

wUl prove itself attractive to tennis players ; while s»ch papers as those

of Mr Charles Burr Todd, and C. H. Fitch, are full of facts of much value,

made interesting by their presentation. Mr.Todd ^vritcs on the Menhaden

fisheries and factories, giving a comprehensive account of these industries.

Mr Fitch writes " Studies ffom the Census," in which he shows that true

progress is not a resultant of increase in population, and in wealth as gen-

erally understood, but of the increase of those engaged in agriculture, manu-

factures, and the employments that create. Marie L. Thompson succeeds

in making an amusing paper out of "Dr. k Count Mattel," a famous

Italian charlatan. Professor Beers writes "The Modem Feeling for

Nature," a paper carefully worked out, and showing the writer's love ot

nature in all moods. But Mr. Beers is not strictly accurate when he says

that
" MUton employed the ptolemaic conceptions in ' Paradise Lost

'

"

Maurice Thompson has a charming poem " To a Mocking Bird
;

" Eumce W.

Felton describes, "The Funeral of a Greek Statesman" with vivid pictu-

resqueness. "Women and Gowns" will be found interesting by the

ladies.

Iv the AtlarU.ic Monthly for December Mr. F. Marion Crawford's deli-

cious story,
« A Roman Singer " begins to display more prominently those

characteristics which we have leam-d to look for, with half apologetic plea-

sure in rfr. Crawford's work. Mr. G. P. Lathrop's " Newport" moves

slow'ly, but maintains its interest ; it exerts through its two chief feminine

characters a fascination at thepotency of which one is surprised. Emerson s

paper on his Aunt, Mary" Moody Emerson, is chiefly interesting from the

importance which was attached to this lady's influence by Emerson him-

self Mr Frederick Hedge writes of Luther with the authority of com-

petent scholarship and of temperate judgment. Some of the richest descr^-

tive work we have seen in many months occurs in Mrs. Julia C. R. Dorr's

I
tdeUghtful paper entitled " Bermudian Days." Mr. Richa^ Grant White

1 returns to the hunt for " Americanisms," which, when caught, turn out to be

' Anglicisms of ancient and honourable lineage. A poem by Mr. Edmund

'

Clarence Stedman, entitled "The World Well Lost," is beautiful and

pecuUar. Mrs. Fields^em, "The Initiate," is fine but uneven showing

traces of a roughness caught.from Emerson. The most unfailingly delight-

ful department of this magazine is perhaps -The Contributor s Club. We

quote Mr. Stedman's poem :—

THE WORLD WELt LOST.

That year ? Yes, doubtless I remember still,—

Though why take count of everi wind that blows

!

'Twas plain, men said, that Fortune used me ill

That year,—the self-same year I met with Bose.

has created an original and definite character. The short stories that have

appeared in this magazine during the last three weeks are bnght and good

-particuUrly good the sketch caUed "Afloat," by Mr. Frank Converse.

The department called " Migm/" ,is always valuable on account of the

clearness, moderation, and vigour of Judge Tourgee's utterances on all live

questions. ^

LITERARY Gm»IP-

Thb best selling book of the season in London is Anthony Trollope's

" Autobiography:" :_ - -^ .

Tbn days ago the orders for December Harper's had already exceeded

two hundred and sixty thousand copies.

It is expected that Mr. Matthew Arnold will visit the principal

Canadian cities during the months of Februwy^xd March,
,

„--
^

Mr T Hall Caine, author of a biographical study of Rosetti,^ is

editing for the delightful " parchment Library " a selection from Cole-

ridge's prose writings. _

Mr Gardixbr G. Hubbard contributes to the North American a par

ticularly timely. article, in whichte argues with much force in favour of

the " G<)vemment Control of the Telegraph."

"Crops failed ; wealth took a flight ; honsa, IreaBuie.laud,

Slipped from my hold-thus Plenty comes and goes.

One friend I had, but he, too, loosed his hand

(Or was it I?) the year I met with Bose,

There waa a war, methinks ; some rumour, too.

Of famine, pestilence, fire, deluge, snows;

Thing?r%ent awry. My rivals, straight in view,
.

Throve, spite of all ; but I,—I met with Bose

!

That year my white-faoed Alma pined and died

:

Some trouble vexed her quiet heart,—who knowa?

Not I, who scarcely miseed her from my side.

Or aught else Qone, the year I met with Bose.

Was there no more r Yes, that year life begau :

All life before » dream, false joys, Ught woes,—

All after-life compressed within the span

Of that one year,—the year I met with Bose !

Thb Contin^ continues to improve with each number in its spec.a

field of fiction and light sketches. Its piec de resistance la the new novel

" Once there was a Man," by Mr. R. H. NeweU (Orpheus C. Kerr). Mr.

NeweU proves himself an admirable story-teUer, not an analytical novelist.

His story is full of life, colour, incident, and humour ;
sometimes a little

crowded and involved, but exceedingly readable. In " Mr. Dodge he

, Thb vigorous and not too refined novel " The^Bread-Winners," who>>e

concealed authorship provokes so much discussion and so much rash con-

jecture, will be printed by Harper Bros, at an eariy date.

Yet another great man has proved so neglectful of ordinary precautions

as to die without burning his memoirs. It is rumoured that those ot

Tourgu6neff are in existence, and may some day be thrown to, the public

curiosity.

Mb W D HowELLS. is as indefatigable, almost, ad the marvellously

prolific Mr.F. Marion Crawford. Yet ho shows small trace of haste in

his carefully elaborated work. Mr. Howella will soon pri.it a new novol

in The Century. '

_
"

'. — _
...

If the report is true which says that Sir Francis Hincks is engaged ir

writing his reminiscences, we may look forward with agreeable anticipa

tions to a contribution to our history which cannot but prove of veryjT"";

value and interest. . .

-Mr Austin Dobson is about to give us a new volume of verse ;-l.ut

not a volume of new verse entirely, they say. It will be entitled " At the

Sign of the Lyre," and will be received, no doubt, with delighted welcome

which Mr. Dobson's verse deserves and is accustomed to.

To the YmxiK^ Companion for 1884 Tennyson and Lord Lytton will

contribute poems, and Mrs. Oliphant a story undfer the title of "The

Covenanter's Daughter." It would be interesting to know what time Mrs.

Oliphant can have at her .lisposal for sleeping auJ Hating. 7-

• A JiBWSPAPBB correspondent thus describes Jules Verne ;-" He is now

about fifty years of age. His hair And beard are turning gray, and his

figure, once so supple and elegant, is acquiring considerable embonpomt

;

but the bright -yes and intelligent face are- still sparkling with youthful

ardour." -—-

William Black considers his new story, " Judith Shakespeare," which

is to appear in Harper's, the best novel he has written in a long time. A

more disinterested judge, who has had access to the manuscript, « com-

mitted to the daring opinion that it is the^best novel written by anyone m

a longtime.

Thb Lon^fi^pectator i^ too eulogistic of Miss Rhoda Broughton's

"Belinda," lately completed in The Conlimnt. American, critics have

been over severe upon the story, which is clever, skilfully handled, com-

pact, and often very racy. Sometimes it is just a little ridiculous, one

must confess ; and it m light,—very.

It is rumoured that a new weekly paper, with Captain Kirwin »•

editor is abotftrto be issued in Montreal. It is to be literary and political,

with marked military leanings. Ip politics it will be Conservative, but
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will hold aloof from party connections. It expects to pay particular

attention to the Irish question, giving its support to the Nationalists, but

will attempt the difficult task of dealing temperately with the question.

Fifty copies of the admirable paper entitled " Nos Quatres Historiens

Modemes, Bibaud, Garheau, Ferland, Faillon," which was read before the

Royal Society of Canada, by Mr. J. M. LeMoine, President of Section I.f

have been daintily printed on thick, toned paper, for private circulation.

The four French Canadian historians with whom this monograph deals

are men whose literary excellence and historical weight are a matter for

congratulation to all who are interested in the growth of our literature.

The following are prices that have been received by some novelists—it

is needless to say successful ones :
" Trollope receijed $240 for hia first

production j»nd $35,000 for one of his last. Capt. Marryat received

$100,000 for'one of his works, and Lord Lytton $150,000 for the copyright

of the cheap edition of his works by Messrs. Routledge & Sons, in addition

to the large amount f)aid at the time of their publication, while it is well

known that Messrs. Longman paid Lord. Beaconsfield $50,000 for ' Endy-

A VOLUME on Newfoundland, dealing with its present condition and

l future prospects, by Joseph' Hatton and Rev. M. Harvey, has just been

I published in Boston. This book tells of what should interest every

I
Canadian—the rich resources and splendid possibilities of a country just

I now -in process of being opened up by railway enterprise ; a country

closely bound to us by ties of kinship, and one which ifi the natural course

oU events will some day become an important member of onr common-

wealth.

Messrs. Hunter, Rose & Co., Toronto, have in press a volume entitled

"Canada.Under the Administration of Lord Lome," by Mr. J. E. Collins.

We know of none more capable of breathing life into the dry bones of this

subject than the caustic writer of " The Life and Times of Sir John As

Macdonald," a work which, to judge from the fact that it is now in the

eighth edition, does not appear to have suffered seriously from the storm

of vituperation drawn upon it by the author's uncomfortably searching

criticisms.
'

.

The following extract from Chambers' Jowrnal should be marked by

Nova Scotians :
—" At a clerical gathering in a certain town in Nova

Scotia, an aged brother rose and remarked :
' We are all acquainted with

the seriptural injunction—this day every man is expected to do his duty.'

As the meeting dispersed, one of the clergymen spoke to the reverend

lapse-maker, and informed' him the quotation was from Sfaakspere. ' Shaks-

pere ] ' replied the old minister ; ' that can't be, for I've never read

Shakspere.'" .'

CHRONICLE OF THE WEEK.

Domestic.—An oi;ganization styled the " Manitoba Rights League,"

has issued a manifesto condemning the policy of toe Oanadian i^overn-

nient. Sir John Hawley Glover, lately Governor of Antigua and the

Windward Islands, has for the second time been appointed Governor of

Newfoundland. A public breakfast was given to Dean Baldwin, Bishop-

elect of Huron, at Montreal on Monday ; the attendance was exceedingly

Ifirge. The steamer Eclipse \b supposed to have gone down in a^^ale off

Pine 'Tree Harbor, Lake Huron. Portions of the vessel, and the bodies of

the captain and some of the crew have been cast ashore. At Drumbo,

on the 26th inst., a man named John Allen, a baker, went out to the bam

to get his waggon ready for its usual trip. While standing in th»-dotirwa,j

a gust of wind violently slammed the door, striking him uponVth* fore-

head, and knocking him senseless. He died shortly afterwards.—^The
license of a Toronto hotel has been suspended because gambling h^ been

permitted in the house.^ Mr. Donald A. Smith voted against the old

directors of the Hudson Bay Company, and he states in a circular that his

reason for doing so was because enquiry into the conduct of some of the

chief officers had been refused. Hon. G. W. Ross was nominated for

West Middlesex on Wednesday. last. Mr. Rom resigned his seat in the

Federal Parliament to accept the Ministership of Education made vacant by

the illness of Hon. Adam Crooka A woman named Alice Bossenberger,

on Thursday last went td Berlin, Ont., to have some teeth taken out.

Chloroform was administered, but while under its influence the woman

died. The cab-hire of Canadian ministers and their families at OtUwa

is about |20 a day. This is paid by Oovemment. Snow fell in Eastern

Ontario and through Quebec on Friday to the depth of from four to six

inches. Very boisterous weather in many places accompanied the snow

fall.——Attorney-General Miller, of Manitoba, on Friday had an inter-

view with Mr. Mowaton affairs in Rat Portage. The mile belt through

the North-West territories has been opened to settlement by the Domiinion

Government at a cost of $2.50 per acre. The consecration of the new
Bishop of Huron took place in Christ Ghnrch Cathedral on Friday. There

was an immense attendance at the church. Mr. D. W. Allison the Re-

form candidate has been elected for Lennox by a majority of four votes.

Superintendent Egan of Winnipeg has been compelled to give a written

guarantee to carry wheat on ,the C; P. R. at 20 per cent, less than former

prices. This is the first important concession to the discontent against

North-West railway rates.

Foreign.—President Arthur has pardoned Sergeant Mason who was

under sentence for having attempt$d,to shoot Giteau. The decree for-

bidding the importation of American pork into France is about being with-

drawn.- It is said that-the British Government has proposed negotia-

tions between France and China, which would give to China the north and

to France the south bank of Red River.——An attack was made on the

French gunboat Carabine, by 1,200 Black Flags. The arrival of another

gunboat saved the Carabine from destruction. The Paris Soleil was

exercised lest England should take the island of Hai Nan in return for the

]M8T5f~the-Soudan. The hundreth anniversary of the city of New York

was celebrated on Monday last. George Warden, late manager of the

London and River Platte Bank, was on Monday last sentenced to twelve

years' penal servitude. The French are reported to have bombarded an

unfortified town on the coast of Madagascar, without having given warn-

ing. The remains of Dr. Charles William Siemens have received

sepulture in Westminster Abbey. The Emperor of Germany declares

his belief that the peace of Europe will not be disturbed ; and as Bismarck

knows, the Emperor must be considered as speaking with some authority.

The Japanese are anxious to throw open the interior of their country

to accommodate foreign trade. The British troops in Egypt are enthusi-

astic over the prospect of another active campaign.——There is some

danger of an iron famine in the United States, so many furnaces have

been blown out. Several suspected dynamiters have been arrested in

Ireland, charged with endeavouring to destroy the residences of certain

County Mayo landlords, but many have been released for want of evidence.

""- King Alfonso's proclamation of pardon to all private soldiers im-

prisoned throughout the kingdom for military offences has lad to the

release of 1,200 prisoners. It is asserted that Minister Lowell will be

ineligible for the position of rector of St. Andrew's University. The

editor of an Irish newspaper has been arrested for having incited Orange

men against Nationalists.—^—A Pittsburgh firm claims toluTve solved thi

problem of underground telegraphy. In connection with Wolff's attem

to blow up the Germain embassy, several Frenchmen have been arrested i

London. A negro was admitted into the National College of Pharmacy,

Washington, and the rest of the students were so indignant that they with-

drew in a body. For the sum of $50 a body can be cremated at a cre-

matory to be established in Erie, Penn.,-by a Connecticut man. Prof.

Brown of the Red House Observatory has, from certain solar phenomena,

come to the conclusion that the earth is passing through the tail of a

gigantic comet, or is enveloped in a mass of meteoric dust. UpoB the

authority of Mr. Gladstone and Earl Granville, it is stated that the Suez

Canal Company has the monopoly of the Isthmus, and that the British

Government will not assist in the construction of a second canal. Nor-

denskjold is planning an expedition to the South Pole in 1885.. In the

yard of an anti-Italian newspaper, on Thursday night, two bombs were

exploded. There was no damage. There is a deadlock between Germany

and the "Vatican ; the reason is that Prussia does not respect the demands

of the Holy See on the question of clerical education. Two French

war sloops will be sent to assist M. de Brazza. The French naval

commander on the west coast of Africa has been ordered to render

all possible assistance. A meteor that lit up the sky in rosy flame was

seen in New York on Thursday night—On the 8th of this month the'

American Wshops will hold a grand reception in the Eternal City, and

then leave for home. The surplus of the United States for the last year

reached nearly $83,000,000. The damages to the Masonic Temple,

New York, by fire reached $100,000. Gilbert and Sullivan will noti^

yield the right to Jjave their new play first brought out in America.
|j

Archbishop Croke thinks that in a "measurable period " Ireland will

wear the garb of peace under the Irish flag. The English press is

waging a war against gambling on tranaatlanllie-steamers. Gambling there

is said to hare taken a serious form. CDonnell who shot Carey vaa

found guilty and sentenced to death on Saturday.
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Personal Tnvestioation.

Manv prominent medical men l>»v»pmwn-
.fS^nvMtlBated the InTRHNiTioMiki. Thboat

tS.flSd that the Phyniolane oomprlrtng the

^»£rh%nr'r"'srr.i,''*ETi^e
S,'.t^^n of ?he Prenoi. Army. 1» really a val-

uaffe^ition to Medical Science. Anyone
Si,i^rom Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh,

Mu^bilD"^'""' Consumption in its flret

S...«? or LaryiiRltiu, should consult the phy
Sm of theTnrtltute personally and be ex-

amined if not, write tor list of questions and

;S,v of
' International News,'' puWi.hed

monthly Physicians and sufferers can t^
t^e 8p romet«f free. Consnltations free. A6-

driss /nt«mat4o..aJ Throat arid L«r^I;'»U-

tiue 173 Church Street, Toronto, orW PhUlips

Hqoare, Montreal, P. Q.

Business Education

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THS

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
XOBONTO.

NORTH AMERICAN
LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

(WCOaPOEATED BY 8PBCIAL AtTJ OP DOIHNION PAKLIAMEHT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 2'3 TORONTO ST., TORONTO.

Isene. all approved form, ot Life Policies and Annuities, and ite speoiaUy favourable Ton-

bequests of the ordinary system.
. . ., ,_,.,. .nnl^fo

Aminte wnnted lii,»nr«Fre»e«t!d dielriete. Apply to

,' " w.W. McCAHB, T»r»«to, Managint DirtcUir.

lUTCkLBSS IN TONB. CAPnVATIHO m TOHE,

DECKER BROS.' MASON & RISCH
PIANOS !

UHBdUALLED IH VALUE.

PBAOnOAL BOOK-KEEPWO,
MENTAL AarrHHBTIC,

COKHESCIAL LAW,

Elegant Pmmamhip.

We have had the greatest snooeBB with

pupils, and have received the highest fioa-

niums from the leaiiing buBiness men.

-FoFdescriptive oatalogne, address

Th» Secbstabt,

TORONTO.

PIANOS.! '

WCOMPAEABLE IN WORKJIANBHIP.

Price, $275 and Upwards

!

Po, th, holidam VeifTK. MASON <* RISCH are offering the ofcow celeliraled Pianos
For the

"^I'f;;/';;;^^*;^;.,.,.,,, ,„,„,•,,,„, ,Mh t)u higheH standard, and on very

ea»y term of payment. Call at the • '

WAREROOMS, 32 KING STREET WEST,
and examine befdre buying eltewlure.'

N.B.-Cat»lopje» and Price Lists maUed to any address.

FBA8BB & SONS,
(Late Notman & Praaer, Photographers

totbeQaeen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photoobaphebs, etc.

J. A. Frcuer, R.C.A. -f- ^- fra,er. Jr
A. O. Fraatr.

The^ontinei^t
WEEKLY MAGAZINE

ILLUSTRATED.

UUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,

|\, TORONTO, for

HI0H-CLAB8 WATCHES ft JEWELLEEY I

Watoh Kepairing and JeweUery Manufac-

tured to order, special features.

CliarffoB Moderate,

Conducted by ALBION W- TOURGEE.

EVEBY WEEK. ^4. ^ Year, $2 Six Months.
EVERY WEEK.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

From the Hail (C.m.i Dec. 15.

Catarrh is a mnco-purulent disoharRe caused

by the presence and development of the

veKetable iiarasite amieba in the mteraal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This piirasito IB

only developed under favourable circvim-

Btances, and these are;-Morbld state of the

blood, as the blishted corpuscle of ubercle.

the semi poison of sypbiliJ. mercury, toxo-

muiZ from the retention of the effeted matter

of the skin, suppressed perspiration, liadly

ventilated sleeping apartments, and <><her

poisons that are RerminBted in the blood.

These poisons keep the internal lining nlom-

brane of the nose in a constant state of imta^

tion, ever ready for the deposit ot the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrUs

and do*n the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ;
up the

eustachian tubes, oanaine deafness; burrow-

ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

usuriiing the proper htructnro of the bronchial

tubes, ending in imlmonary consumption and

Maiiy attempts have been made to discover

1 a cure for this distressing disease by the use

1 of Inhalents and other ingenious devices, but

1 none of these treatments can do a particle 01

good until therparasites are either destroyed

or removeil from the mucus tissue.
'

Sone time since a well-known physician ot

I forty years' standing, after much experiment-

ing succeeded in iliscnverlrm the necessary

oomWiiiition of ingredients which never t,iil

in absoiutelv and pemiauently eradicating

this horrible disease, whether standing lor

one year or forty years. Those who may be

suffering from tlie above disease, should.with-

ouU delay, communicate with the business

""""*
"messbs. a. n. DIXON * SON.

M5 King St. West. Toronto. Canada,

and inclose stamp (or their treatise on Catarrh.

What the Ber. E. B. .Stneiwoii. B..l..(i C'eiro
i man nf the LnmUm Cnnfrrenre of the Metho-

dist Church of Canada, ha^ to my in reqar'l

ti, A.^H. Dimn it Son-B New. treatment for

Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17,;83.

Memrli. A. H. Dixnn'it Smi : .

. ^ ..
Deab Sms.-Yours of the 13th instant to

hand It seems almost too goodtobe tmethat

I am cured of Catarrh, but 1 know that I am.

I have had no return of the disease, and never

felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really tietter '

,,
,

I consider that mine was a very bad case

,

it wks aggravated and chronic, involving the

throat as well as tlie nasal luissages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,

but I feel fuUv cured by the two sent-me, and

I am thankful that I was ever induced to send

, °Yon are at liberty to use this letter atating

that I have been cured at twn treatment! and

I shall gladly recommend your remedy to

some of my friends who are sufferers.

Yours, with many thanks,

I
Rev. E. B. Stevemsom.

GEO. MacDONALD,

BaBBIBTEB, SOLIOITOB, Etc.

—; OFFICEB :

—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

Tl^MITH & BAE,OMITI

barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.

Labbatt W. SMrra, D.C.L. Jakks P. Skith.
Gbo. M. Bab.

The Rett SeriaU,

The Rett Short Storiet,

Tlie Beet Poems, Tlie Bent Illmtrations.

Th* Rett Detcriptive ArticUt. Tite gest o) hverything.

—: TEN CENTS A COPT. :

tOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOM(EOPATEIST,

Philadbi-phia bECEB: "Kesembles the Monthly Magazines in everything, bat of more

f«qaeitpub¥c?tdon. A • century on the instalment plan.

NEwYoBEHEi.A,.D;'InthefrontrankofAmerioanMagazi.ieB.
,., .,^ ,^ 1

„ ti D»»i,a sn lifMvnrv attractivenoBS and artistic quality with the
NEW YonK Obsebvf.b: B»°'j'}fii'*?,'?'',„n.??" Every number, indeed, seems to mark

best and oldest established mag»;«°«f '° *« "Xnow withhold from the enterprise the praise

Se"rftIk'l^rideved^TuSs''The^st''ori"e,°°sJe'SwaTs
«»id the didactic artJes interesting.

"nd the edljgrl^ management vigorous and uncompromising.
^

' r^_— ,— By Single Our Price
Copies, for both.

$5.98
5.57
5.98
5.98.
5.97
8.69

COMBINATION BUBSCBIPTION BATES.

Specialties-Diseases of Children and N<Wvoas

SVstem. Hour«-8tol0a.m.; 4to6p.m.;|aan.

day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 8.30 p.m.

396 ft 328 JABTIS Stbbbt.

A 0. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

SUBGBON DENTIST.

121 Chotoh Stbbbt, -
,

- Tomsto;

-i^ PEA&80N,

IDENTIST,
No. 2 Kino SrHKicr Wkst, - • Tobonto.

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

f The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

The Continent,

$4,

9i.

$4,

94,

94,

»4,

94,

»4,

»4.

»4,

»4.

»4,

»4,

84,

»4,

94,

94,

94,

94,

94.

94,

94,

and the Century, 94

and Harper's Magazine, 94

snd Harper's BazAr, 94 -

and Harper's Weekly, 94

and Atlantic Monthly, 94 -

and Army and Navy Jonrnal, W
and North American Es^tew, IS

and Foreatand Stream, 94

and The Nation. ,*3

and The Critic, 93 -

and Lippincott'a Magazine, 93

and Golden Days, 93

and Congregationalist, 93

and Christian Union, $^ -

and Zion's Herald, 92,50 - ,-

and St. Nicholas, 93 - /• '»

and New Yorjt Semi-Weekly rribnne, »3

and New York Weekly Tribane, $2 -

and Art Interchange, 9'i -

and Yonth'B Companion, $1.75

,
and Scientific American, 93.20

and Phrenological Jonrnal, 92

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO,- ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
UAsrrAiTcaEBs op the

• LILY WHITE " PLOATDTG SOAP.

QUEEH'S OWN PEEPECTION SOAP.
• ENGLISH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHEB CELKBBATKD BBANDS OP

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS.
FuUinS Sonpp.

Toilet SotipB.
A-niline Dye*.

.<E.yD FOR PRICE LIST.

•Rodger. Maclay & C o.

QiiMcU Soap ami Oil Worh,

'office: Works:

70 Fbont St. East, ' Dskbiks Street,

TORONTO-
OYAL HOTEL, NEWCASTLE,

jiitl.oo I»ER TDA.Y,

Fine Sample and Sitting Booms. Brick

House. Every Convenience.

JOHN (JLENDININa, Proprietor^ -

A HUNDEBD MILLION DOLLARS

HORACB F. ALLKIN8. ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a

ipMlalty. PortraiU of horses and dogs. Oil

pointing taught on the system of the Royal

Aoadamy, London, England.

TOBONTO AGENCY FOB THE BALE
of the Llght-Running "DOMMTIO,

snd the Domesllo Paper Fs«hious; alMsole

aancT for Maorame Ltoen Thread, soft flnish-

OroShlt, Darning,Hand tad Sewing Maohlna
Naadlaa tor all Maehlnea tor sale.

i» 1 .™,.v vAar hv the American people for their periodical literature, with very
Are expended »™'y7?".^/trSSsoction snch ai business wisdom dictates in the wholesale
llttleideaof economy in the trans«;tlon^sucn

ludlvidual purchaser the advan-
purchose ot other ""'n""^;''""-

,.„ °ts or mid.llemen of any kind -the subscriber getting the
Ue, of Wholesale

"-^''-Ji^fh
no agents o; ™ J'»«'J«';,^^„ J, ^^^^ ,, prepared to offer to

whole »'l™,"'f«».i,„t''?,;;MMENT in their lisU. If you ore going to take any of the jrerlodi-

;al.''named
"0° a^^other^ -bm'ItVur list tor our eltimate. It wUl defy competition. We

a?lgl^toans,^rWirlo,. Let us know what yon WMit.

orrnsrnrPTifiv.S TO THE CONTINENT an,l other periodicals may begin with any

1^^/^fher Be sure aid state when yon want each to begin Uemit by draft or money
number of either., B^ ™^ ana «a

.

',t ^„j ^^ „i„ b, found very convement in remit-
'

Ji^odrsSms^of rn^ey The above fl^ure. are 'odd' enough; that Is because they are

I flgi?red down to the lowest cant tor your advantage.

,

i SUBSCRIBE NOW,

I
Addrm: THE CONTINENT, 23 Park Row, N. Y.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
COMMtROIAlTRAVELlEllS' HtAD-QUABTtRS

This House hisaU the latest improvemenLs.

Good 8ompIe Booms, excellent onisme.

Terms, *1.00 per doy.

WM. Males. Clerk. Albbbt Gf.bman .
Mmigi-.

CENTRAL HOTF.L, OSHAWA. .

Fine Sample Rooms First-class Table-

Brick House ; Comfortable Rooms.

.
' JA3. COCHRANE, "Pniprtefor.

GEOUGE, B81 YONGE ST.,

roBOiVriJvT.

Dealer in P)ire Wines & Liquors.

Caniftry 'Qrders Solicited.
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-BINDING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

A

^

Bookd, Magazines and Periodicals

SOUND IN EVERY STYLE.

Our bindings of Shakeipaare, Harp«r, Cen-

tury, Blackwoodj Ijondon Illustrated Newn,

Legal, Medical, Veterinary, and other works

' ABE nMSURPASSED.

LAW-BOOK DEALERS
Afro imPOBTBRA.

PrBlilSHEBH OP

THE CANADIAN LAW TIMES,

OARSWELL & CO.,

26 & 28 ADEL.lIDj; STREET EAST,

TORONTO-

^ CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAY NUMBERS.
OEAPHIC,

LONDOH NEWS,
SFOKTINO ft DRAMATIC,

"v.- TULE TIDE,
J. THE QUEEN,

Each with Beautiful Extra Colouted Plates,
suitable for fracoiBg, -

PBICE, 60c. EACH ; MAIL.KD FREB I

^\ Mo)uter Package, Containitig 30
XMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS

CLOUQHBR BROS.,
BOOKKELLKBS,

27 KiKO Stbekt West, TOEONTO.

THE LITERARY WORLD.
Choia Rtadingt frrrm the Bett Nfw Books

and Critical Beviewt.

Fortnightly. [Boston, Maas.: Edward Ab-

bott, editor; E. H. Barnes & Co., publish-

er». Quarto, 16 pp. Price t2 per year.]

This journal is becoming so well known for

the excellent quality of its average make.up,
that it deserves to become yet wider known,

th«t its quality and amount of work may be

«TBn greater than now; and it is with the

hope of introducing it to new acquaintances

to this end, that we give it this general re-

view Established nearly fourteen years ago

by the late Mr. Samuel R. Crocker, as a
monthly literary journal, it passed in April,

1877, under the mansgement of the publish-

ers above-named. Edward Abbott, a yidely-

known writer, assuming its editorial control.

In his hands it has continued to increase in

public appreciation and literary value; and
with the beginning of 1879 ita publicatloo was
changed to a fortnightly i8«ue, the same gen-

eral form and appearance being retained.

It may be briefly described as a purely

literary review. Each number opens with

onite lengthy notices of the freshest and most
finpoitant hooks, frequently from the hand
of a specialist, followed by minor notices of

works of Action, or those of less importance.

Editorials on a great range of current topics

of literary interest next follow, succeeded by
departments of I,iterarv Personals, sketches

of noted authors of the time. News and Notes,

etc. Wf ohiefest value among these depar^
menta, perhaps, are those of "Notes and

• Queries,'' upon a great variety of topics of in-

teraat to writers and reader*, usuaUy extend-

ing to two or three oolomns; and ' Htoakes-

Miriana--Jthe lattOT edltwi br Mr. W. J.

-BUfe, the amtnant Shakemwiaa eeholar,

•od frequently oocopylBg a Whole »«ge.

Often articles of mneh historieal Talne are

Hm. aa notably thoM by Mi- Ja«»ln Wlnaw,
Si the nobtlo and privata Ubrarlaa of the

early days of Amarieao latten, of wtatoh sev-

eral tamn aprpearad in late issoes. The Jonr-

nal aMms admirably wall balanced in all its

dapartmants, and tt U always a pleaanre to

opm !* bri«ht, modMrt pages, so abondant dl^

Md saholarahlp, «a»fnl editing, a ctul^M

mrialT o» oontanta, and with no sign ot v»a-
»ntry no "alaablnf" eiltlcisma, and no nn-

iy tone.—Va<M farmtr.

The Unrivalled Sneeess I The Popnlarity I

THE t78EFtn>NESe OF -»

THE PEOPLE'S CYCLOPEDIA^
is based npon facts.

For, as a Oeneral CycloptcHa, it it (hs mott
comprthtntio in scope. thJi'mntt Ihnrough in

schoUirsMp, the most syatematir in arrnnge-

ment, (h« most practical in information, the

most complete in topics, the most attractive «n

appearance, the most contenient for use. the

most recent in publication, the cheapest »n

price. **
- „ , ,

The " People's Cyclopedia of tJniversal

Knowledge" contains 58,000 topics (nearly

double the number of suhjects treated by
either Appleton's, the Britannica, or Cham-
bers' Cyclopedia); 21 double page coloured

maps ; 100 smaller maps and diagrams, and
over 5.000 engravings:

, . ,

Price and Slut* of BIndinfl—Complete In

Three Snper-Boysl Octavo Volumes of over

Heven Hundred Pages each. English Cloth,

Red Edges, only $17 ; Library Leather, Marble
Edges, «20; Half Tarkey Morocco, Marble

Edges, *22. The most popular Cyolopedi* for

the house, the libraiy, the school, or the office.

ANNOUNCEMENT EXTEAORDINAXY.
In order that everv household in Canada

m»y have opportunity to secure this grand
work we will deliver a complete set, bound in

any style, to any responsible persou in Can-
ada, upon such person agreeing to pay only

three dollars when the books are received, and
tu>0 dollars a month thereafter until they

are paid for. Thus it will be seen that the
payment of fifty cents a week will secure the
most complete and valuable library of univer-

sal knowledge ever published. Clergymen,
teachers, or intelligent men of any vocation,

are wanted in every town in the Dominion to

solicit orders for this grand work. For terms
and full particulars, address—

ABTHtJB C. Jackson. Canadian'Manager,
95 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.

No similar work ever received such a gener-

al and hearty welcome. The universal senti-

ment is in substance that the work meets a
arrat and univ^sal want.
From Rev. Oeorge Cochran, D.D., Toronto,

President of Toronto Conference. Methodist
Church of Canada, formerly Missionary to

Japan: "I regard 'Thr Pkofle'b Ctclo-
PEPIA OF tlNrVEBSAL KNOWLEDGE '

as a
work of extraordinary merit. Whoever takes

into account its convenient size, vast range

of topics, immense stores of claasifled in-

formation, balance in the treatment of

subjpcts, variety and taste in illustration,

valuable appendices, superior mechanical
execution, and reasonable prices, will And
that in these respects there is nothing equal

to it in the market. It is suited ali'^e to the

requirements of the'professional and business

man, and to the family library. Happy, in-

deed, the household where the children have
access at all times to this Treasury of Know-
ledge I commend it most heartily, and wish

^

forit the widest circulation."

From Rev. A. Sutherland, U.D., Teronto,

Missionary Secretary. Methodist Church of

Canada : " The opinion expressed by Dr.

Cochran is none too strong. The Peoples
Cyclopedia is a marvel of condensed informs^

tion, and deserves a place in every household

Frotn Bev. Wm. Briggs. Methodist Book and
Publishing House :

" I fully endorse trhe above
stated «pinion of Dr. Cochran concerning
' The People's Cyclopedia.' "

From the Toronto ifoil ; " The ' People s

Cyclopedia of Universal Knowledge^ gives a
complete description of nations, ancient and
modem, civilized and heathen ; the customs.

laws, languages, religions, and resources, and
all the statistics brought down, to the present

tiaae."
From the Toronto Globe: "The 'People's

Cyclopedia of Useful Knowledge ' has reached
its ninth edition, and seems to cover every

branch of information on which any person
could possibl;tdosireto be enlightened."

Beside'ts W Montreal mny secure " The
People's Ovclopedia " at the Montreal Agency.

Boom 139, Ottawa Building, 453 Notre-Dame
Street,

MABTIN, GABRI80N ft CO.,
Subscription Book Publishers, i

-•-•

ARTHUR C JACKSON, Canadian Manafeif4= ^

96 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario. 1

Forney's Reogress !

Pbogbess is nnique in journalism. No other
publication in the world occupies a similar

field. While it notes all social events of im-
portance, at home and abroad, it is not a
mere record of the movements in fashionable

life. It treats pithily of all subjects of inter-

est to educated and cultured taste. Litera-

ture, art, music and the drama have attention
in every number. It is not a political jouirnal,

but it never hesitates to express its opinions
npon political questions, and tbesa opinions
are strictly independent of ftil cliques and
parties.
The aim of the inaBagement will be, as

heretofore, to have PnoeRiegs a plaaaamt
paper. It may be needed to njake public the
disagreeabla happenings of life, but that Pbo-
OBB88 leave* to others, and go** forth greet-

ing everybody cheerily and happily, and with
bright good nature. /

U-
. CO,

Luther and the Reformation!

Life of Luther, by Julius Kftstlln, "It*" i-

Illustrations from the German ..^. .. »» 78

LntherandtheCarrtinal. a Historic Bio-

graphical T«le from the German .... 1 50

Homes and Haunts of Luther, by John
Stnnghton, D.D., Revised Edition,

with Illnstrations * S"

History of the Reformation,, by George
P. Fisher, of Yale College ^ "O

The Period of the Reformation (1517 to

1648), byLudwigHnusser _ ._• 2 OO

History of the Reformation, by J. B.

Merle D'Aublgne. 5 volumes in one.. 1 25

Lifeland Times of Martin Luther, by W.
fMartyn „. 1 o"

of Martin Lather, edited by Miss
hately ^^

Chronicles of the Schooberg-Cotta Fam-
ily ; a Historical Tale of Lather and
hisTimoH ••• 100

The Reformation, by Professor Lindsay
(Bihle Cla,se Hand-book) 70

Luther's Anecdotes, by Dr. Macanlay ... 60

Luther's Table T.^lk, Extracts from, by
Dr. Maoaulay =0

JOHN YOTTNG,
Upper Canada Tract Society,

lOaToNOB Street.

5,000 Copies Already Sold!

LIFE AND TIMES
OF THE

Right Honourable

Sir John A. Maedonald,
K.C.B,

By J. E. CoLtiNS.

Geo. Stewart. Jun., says :
" There is not a

dull chapter in this book. • • • Mr. Col-

lins' book is full 'if interesting reading from
the first paga to the last."

In 1 vol, of 650 pages, 8vo. demy cloth ex-

tra. »a00 : haJ' morocco (library style), $4.50

;

full morocco, W.OO.

' IN I»BESS:
CaSada under tBe Administration

ot Lord Lorne.
Bt J. E. Collins.

This volume will be one of the most inter-

esting Canadian works yet issued.

ROSE PUBLISHING CO.,

TORONTO.

GOOD LITERATURE
v"-A Literary and Eclectic Weekly.

ScBscBiPTiON Prick, - - $1.50 a Year.

ft gives the best articles from tbe EDglish
periodioals ; reviews of the leading new books,
with extracts from them ; full literary intelli-

gence, and questious and answers on a mnlti-

tude of topics relating to b*>ok8 and reading.

"One of the most vaJaable of onr weekly
literary jonmala. Its selections made with
excellent judgment and its criticisms of cur-

rent literature crisp and satisfactory.—Our
Cjntlneni.
Sent 10 cents for three Specimen copies and

Descriptive Premium List.

THE GOOD LITERATURE FUBLIBHIHO CO.,

18 & 20 AsTOB Place. Nbw Yobk.

LENOX PENS

W.DRYSDALE&CO.
INTITB THB ATTBNTIOK 0» ALL

CLASBBS TO THKIB

Immense Stock of Standard
Works.

The farniahini; of Public Libraries, Me-

chanics' Inatitntes, Ministers. TeacherB,

and Professional Men, with

Books ob Libbabiis a Spbcialtt,

CiirUyiu, Rare and VabiahU Works, Aveient

and Modern, procured, when possible, at

shortest notice and at lowest prices.

Correspondence Solieited.

MAGAZINES FOE 1884.

Order a copy of Dbtsdalb's Ijlst of Period-

icals, Magazines, etc., British, Foreign. Ameri-
can and Caaadian, all furnished at lowest
PRICKS. Order early for 1884. Estimates fur-

nished for special lots on application.

W. Drysdale & Co.,

BOOKSELLEBS, STATIONERS, ETC.,

232 ST. JAMES' STREET,

MONTREAL.

HART & COMPANY,
Booksellers, Stationers.

ACoMnm Series in Twelve Nohzbbs,

From which every writer can select THE
BEST PES for his or her peculiar style of

penmanship. Sample of each number (12

pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintoe Bros , Merrill & Co.,

18 * 40 AsTOB Place, New Yobk.

the'CRITIC^
A Bmvw or

LITERATURE, THE FINE ART.'i,

SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA.

J. L. ft J. B. GiLDEB, Editobb.

PROGRESS,

HitrT,
Uadly

. H. HAKBB. A 00.. PmusBEBS,
1 Bomenct Street, Boston, Mai

•Jr amd /or a Sperimm 0»M.

Printed reetty 6» the FOBNET PVB.

TOa OHBSTMTJT STBaET.
rad FLOOB,) FHHiADELPBIA.
Terms tl.fiO per year, in advanoe, including

poatage.

J. W. FORNEY, W. W. REITZEL,
JSdMor. BasiMss JTamwer.

-pvOOTOB JOHK HALIi, Sbbb.,

S8 BioHMOHB mnr iar, tosomto.

Orncii HorB»:-9 to W a.m., i U 4 M».,
and on Ifondav and Tbnmday eveninp mm
1M> to «. Sanday,iM to WO p.m.

COHTBIBVTOBS.
H H. BOTESEK, John Bnrroughs, F. Marion

Crawford, George Wm. Cortis. Edward Eggle-

ston Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, O. B. Frothinnham,

H. H. Fnmess, Sidney Howard Oav. B. W.
Gilder, Edmund W. Oosse. W. E. OnlBs. E. E.

Hsle, Joel C. Harris. " H. H.," Dr. O. W.
Holmes. Julia Ward Howe, D O. Mitchell,

Bev. Dr. B. H. Newton, W. J. Kolfe. Dr. Philip

Bchaft, E C. Stsdman, K. H. Stoddard, Prof.

W O Snmner, Edith M. Teomas, CharlM
Dudley Warner. Walt Whitman, Prof, W. D.

Wbi«B«y, Prof. C. A. Yoang,

Single CoplM, 10 cant* ; tS a y««r, in^dranM.

The Ckitic
PbIKTIHO- ANP PrillBHIKO

» liklBjaM* PlM*. New York.

Co.,

NEW HOLIDAY BOOKS.
The Bavhk. By Edgar Allan Poe.

Illustrated by Gustase Dor^, with
Comment by E. C. Stedman. Folio

(uniform with DorS Ancient M.ri
nerl. Ornamental cloth, giit edges,

in neat box $11 Of*

HKBaicK'sPoEJsa. Illustrated by Abbey 8 'i,

Dbareb Heart of the White
MouNTAOia. Illnrtrated by W. Ham-
ilton Gibson - " *•'

Pastoral Days. Illustrated by w.
Hamilton Gibson....: - " *•'

Foot Baautifnl OUt Books, irlUl PiuUT*
Dore'i Superb lUastntloiu.

Dante's Pdbgatort AND Paradise .. 7 flO

Dante's Inferno 7 00

Milton's Paradisf. Lost 7 00

The- Bible Gallebt 7 OO

A Scobk of Etchings. Twenty plates

by the moet celebrated English
etchers l" 5"

EyANQELiKE. By H. W. LongJaUow.
Illustrated by Darley. Unique bind-

ing, folio : Japanese style ; alliga- »

tor leatherette binding, in neat

box 1100
England. PicTCREaQUB and Descbip.
TivE. By Joel Cook 7 00

Etodes in Modebn French Abt.
lilnstrated with Tea-plate India
proofs 11 00

BcottishPictdbes. Drawn with Pen
and Pencil 8 50

The Ruined Abbeys of Yorkshibe.
By W.Chambers Lefroy. With etch-

ings and vignettes 7 3.5

A Pofclab History of Sacbed Abt.
By Edmund Oilier 4 30

Spanish Vistas. By George Parsons
Lathrop. Illaatnited by C. 8. Rein-
hart 3 23

Scottish Loch Scrneey. Ulustratel
'

- with' coloured plates 4 00

English Lake Sckneby. Illustrated

with coloured plates 4 00
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better judgment, have made the collection of books which is soon to enrich
the Toronto Public Library. It only remains now to jjet the building in
order, to have the purchases properly houeed and classided, and then, with
adequate funds, to give every facility for the efficient working of the
Library. Doubtless, other towns throughout the Province are waiting to
see the result of the Toronto experiment, and satisfied as to that, will

make haste to tax themselves, under the Provincial. Act, for the organi-
zation of a local library.

t
liif

"Xn Boston has been receiving from Mr. Matthew Arnold something of

'() ^^the nature of a wet blanket to apply to its enthusiasm for Emerson. In
his lecture delivered in Chickering Hall, Mr. Arnold has spoken of Emer-
son, for the most part, with a temperance, accuracy, and disinterestedness
whiolWiave rendered res^tment impossible, and contradiction nearly so.

It is difficult to question the justice o{ Mr. Arnold's verdict on Emerson's
poetry. It is wonderfnl critical insight which has led Mr. Arnold to class
Emerson with Marcus Aurelius

; yet with many similarities there is one
difiPerence, which is important and fundamental, thoughpossibly perceptible
only to minds of a certain cast. We refer to a power in Emerson of
impregnating, of rendering fruitful other minds ; which power sets him
on a higher level than that occupied by the Imperial moralist and sage.
It is characteristic of Mr. Arnold's mode of thought to select Emerson's
essays m the most important work done in English prose during the
century, and it is especially characteristic of him to attach more value to
these essays than to those of Carlyle. But his verdict that the two most
distinctively and honouraWy American, most original, and most valuable
of the New World writers are Franklin and Emerson, we can scarcely look
Tipon as characteristic^ and cannot but consider hasty. It is certainly
provocative of discussion.

y

If President Arthur is representative of his nation, then does it

seem as if the military spirit were not entirely quiescent in the great
Republic. In his message to Congress the President urged that a portion of
the enormous surplus revenue should be applied towards rehabilitating the
navy, and setting the coasts in a state of defence ; and promised to revert
to the matter again. It is perhaps natural, when sounds of war are in the
air, that those at the head of the nation should look to the safegtiards at
home, though it would be a fertile brain that could imagine the quarter
from which the coasts of our neighbour have aught to fear. Nevertheless,
President Arthur's anxiety may not be entirely out of place. The naval
force of the United States is now nothing more than a marine police,
while the army has found itself sorely pressed to maintain its ground
against a few tribes of s{^vages.

r~

We hear that the election of Mr. Carlisle to the Speakership of the

/pj., House of Representatives, by the Democratic majority, means that the
J- ^ Presidential battle is going to be fought on the square issue of Free Trade

against Protection. This is everywhere announced with great confidence,
and a tariff for revenue purposes only is Expected to be the Democratic
battle-cry. But we shall see. It looknw if New York were likely to be
the SUte to decide the strug5le. If the Democrats lose New York, that
will mean^for them defeat. The Democratic vote of New York is to a vast
degree Irish. The Irish have been by thousands driven from Ireland be-
cause th»Free Trade policy so favourable to England's manufacturing inter-

ests enabled these to dwarf and crush out Irish4ndustries. Irish manufac-
tures coul(^ot compete.- They went to the wall. Thousands of Irishmen
emigrated to New York, hating the Free Trade policy that had forced them
from their home. They know that England craves the removal of Ameri-
can tariff-barriers. What is for England's good, they think can hardly be
for theirs. They aro Democrats, but when told that must mean free-

traders, it would not be strange if tbey should cease to be ijemocrats, and
that speedily. Out of several considerationiHirhich may make the Demo-
crats hesitate, this is one not unimportant

CURRENT EVENTS AN-D OPINIONS.,

Thb great event of the week, so far as the Dominion is concerned, may
be said to be the throwing open of the Southern Reserve in the North-
West, announced for the first of January. It is natural that by the de-
otees of the Government this concussion should be hailed with hallelujahs
as the New Year's gift of a beneficent providence to a thrice fortunate
peopl& _ But we cannot forget that it was the Goremmeiit itself which
laid the embargo on the bounty of nature. If » man hangs yon np, and
when you are aWthe point of death cuts you down, a debt of gratitude
win, perhaps, be due from you to your preserver, yet it will bot be unquali-

fied. It is difficult tdi „e bew the same policy can embrace at once the

present measure and ^te encouragement of the colonization companies,

which will hardly esdke ruin. O^ the whole, when the account b
closed and the balance stock between the achievements of Ottawa benefi-

cence and the probable raslts of free settlement, it will, perhaps, appear

once more that com merciat>terest is its own best regulator, especially when
the government is a party krernment, and has above and before all things

to maintain its Own hold_ortt.-)wer, satisfy its partisans, and provide for its

friends. Of the Syndicate tkre is nothing but good to be said. It made,
of course, the best bargain fo* tself that it 'could ; but it has done its work
with extraordinary energy ; i^g likely to complete its contract within

little more than half the assign^ time ; it has-been so far, at all events,

true to its agreement and fair it its dealings. Still, a country with a
single political railway drawn across it and spinning out the population

on a narrow line cannot possibly be on a par with ope in the enjoyment of

a freely dev^lloped railway system and of the competition which perma.
nently insures low freights. It has been among the merits of the Syndicate

that hitherto nothing has appeared to convict it of political intrigue or clan-

destine dealings with the Press. The financial relations into which it has

been drawn with the Governmei;t under the new and not easily intelligible

arrangement respecting the guarantee of the' stock are, if a necessity, a
necessity to be deplored. The one great inducement by which the country

was moved in assenting to the original agreement, which it did with a
groan, was the hope that, by the severance of the- Jlailway from the Govern-
ment, we should be rescued from the slough of c(|>rruption into which we
had been manifestly sinking. This guarantee ar-rrangement renews the

connection, though in a less intimate form, and wiliF revive the apprehen-

'

sion? of the country. When the Government suppo-rts the company the

company can hardly help supporting the GoveinmenC,

If the most positive and reiterated assertions are **« be believed, good
coal in abundance has been found. This turns the wa^^ering balance ; and
specimens of the coal, with satisfactory attestations, b^th as to its quality

and quantity, will, if exhibited in the great centres, be l*«etter than all the

puffs in the world. On the other hand a regulation of tBne company reduc-

ing the freight on "frozen wheat" discloses afact which iii^nJ'gbt otherwise

have been difficult to ascertain ; for it is about as easy to g'^f*
*''"*'* ^^om

the region the which revisers of the New Testament call Hades, as iJ*. >» *»

get it from the North-West. The wheat crop has been injured by the early
frosts, and this mishap seems likely to prove not accidental but normal, or
at least, of very frequent occurrence. It followe that the full use of the
.,best machinery will always be necessary to save the harvest, and that only
farmers who have such machinery at their command will be likely to at-
tain a full measure of success. To plant the indigent Irish on farm lots
will be mere cruelty, though, as labourers, there is no reason why they
should not do well It would not be wonderful if the tendency of agricul-
ture in the North-West should prove to be toward large farms, scientifically
cultivated jfith full machine power and such a staff as to insure the utmost
rapidity m thfe operations. A paper in the last number of Thb VJmk pointed
out the necessity, even in the case of that miraculously fgrtile'soil, of anti- '

dotes to exhaustion, which the small and needy farfaer will never apply.
Stock raising, also, it is evident, requires sheds and other winter provisioM
on a large scale. If these are the economical conditions of the country,
the structure of society is sure, in some measure, to conform itself to them,
and democracy iii the North-West will some day be tempered by lar^
farms. These, however, are questions over which the veil of destiny still

hangs.

Thb "Bystander," unblushingly heterodox, has always avowed his im-
pious disbelief in the ultimate consolidation of British Columbia and the
North-Western Territory with Ontario, Quebec and the Maritiitae Provinces.
If these distinct regions were situated in a continent by themselves the at-
tractions of uaion might prevail over the barriers interposed in three cases
by nature, and in a fourth by difference of nationality. But, situated as
they are, nOt merely are they held apart by in^rvening obstacles—a triple
range of mountains, a fresh-water sea, an intercolonial wilderness—but each
of them is acted upon in a direction adverse to their union by social and
economical forces of the most powerful kind, and drawn constantly
towards a different combination. While commerce Unks New Brunswick
to New EngUnd, the Canadians of the North-West join hands over a diplo-
matic line with the Canadians, almost equally numerous, of Dakota and
Minnesota. The restiveness which finds expression in the manifesto put
forth by the Provincial League of Manitoba, whatever may be the
exact amount of force in the present movement, is the symptom of a
natural tendency, not a brainless ebulUtion or a party trick. The interesta
of Old Canada and the North-Wm(i ve qot ideatioal j much less can it b«

j

good for the North-West to be mode subservient to the interest of Old

Canada. The legal right of the Parliament at Ottawa to deal with Mani-

toba as its own, in total disregard of the wishes of the Manitobans, to lay

embargoes on settlement, to restrict the free development of railways, how-

ever vitally essential to the prosperity of the country, and to tax the agri-

cultural implemente the full command of which is not less indispensable,

will be denied by no one ; nor will any one who has studied the quMtion

1

deny the \egd right of the Imperial Parliament before 1765 to tax the

colonies and impose duties, at its pleasure, on their stamps and tea. On

this point surely statesmen have had a sufficient -lesson. Of the five Re-

mands embodied in the manifesto, freedom of local legislation, unrestricted

railway development, abblition of the tax on agricultural implemente, the

recognition of Provincial interests in public lands, and the construction of

a railway to Hudson's Bay, the first four are founded on just principles and

vill, in course of time, and in diffrtrent measures, be conceded : the aboli-

[

tion of the almost comically iniquitous tax on agricultural implemepts. Will

1
be conceded next session. But the last is founded on a principle of Govern-

ment interference at^ariance wHh the first four. The Dominion will hardly

I

be persuaded to incur the expense and all the other attendant evils of

constructing a government railwa3(^o the ice-encumbered waters of Hud-

[ son's Bay.
^ *

Pauperism, when shipped by Europe to the United States, is perempto-

rily shipped back te the land from which it came. Canada as a dependency

has no such means o'f self-protection, at least against the Imperial country,

•rfe consequence is that in spite of all the protests and warnings of the com-

bined city charities, Toronto has received, at a season whpn there is no farm

work to be had, a consignment of Irish of the most destitute and most help-

less class. The pity which we all feel for the sufferings of these hapless

people will not prevent us from'seeing what is their character and condition.

They are thus described by a journal which cannot be unkind to Catholics

and has never been unkind to the Irish.

Not Sbbvants, but LiDiES.—The condition of the p«nper Irish immiRranta on

Con»ay street hft'" awakene.l the (lympalhies of the Icind-heai-tBi people all oTOrthe

city for them. Thev have received food, fnrnitare. an! fuel, and they have been cared

for to » mnoh greater extent than some who are far more deservinK To say thev are

lazy y hardly expreasins? in gtrons- enon?h langmife their Iovr of idlene'ii. Tliey kqow

they will not be allowed to die of ataryation. and dozens of able-bodied women and men

are living there from day to day with a firm determination to pnt in the wintpr on

charity. A day or two ago a lady Uvinfr in the conntry heard of the destitnte condition

<H these people and wrote to a lady friend in the city aakir.B her to try and engage a do-

[ mestic for her from amongst them. Accordingly this lady visited Conway street and

[spent several hours in a vain^ndeavonr to And a servant for her fnend. She offered

IgooA wages, board, clothing, a coaSforUble home, and a year's engagement, bnt she

as met with the astounding information that they had not come here to allow their

iris to be servants but wanted them to be ladies.

JeopU of thia^de8cription_are_absolntelv shameless mendicants^ They

ard mendicancy "as a perfectly natural and_mo8t,agreeable mode of

ettii^tEelr bread ; being somewhat confirmedTperhaps, in this persuasion

fthe Churchwh^LholdaJip-ta admirationr the example of th« begging

Therein lies the special danger of this inroad. What ^e have had

Itherto has not been pauperfem in the worst sense of the term, but merely

stitution, sometimes culpable, more often casual and such as inevitably

^tends the vicissitudes of trade, or is produced by the accidente of life in

at and growipg city. So far from being shameless beggars, many of

St in need have concealed their state as long as possible even from

I eye of charity. But now comes pauperism indeed ; and dire expen-

rshows that if it is not eradicated, it will grow like asocial fungus, aqd

, only grow but become hereditary, as English pauperism ha*been found

la large extent te be. Toronto has reason to complain of the Govem-

atand its emigration agents ; nor can she feel very grateful to her ropre-

^tatives in Parliament, who have failed to exerti themselves for her pre.

lion against a danger to which of all the cities in the Dominion she is

1 most exposed. As soon as the season opens, strenuous efforts ought to

I made to get the miserable colony of Conway street out jnto the country,

it is to be hoped that the next tession of Parliament will not be allowed

I pass without bringing the Government to book on the general subject of

hmigration. Our mechanics have a special grievance of their own ;
they

onably protest against the importation of competitors at the cost of

1 the market for whose labour is to be [invaded. Another practical

to which Conway street pointe is the necessity of appointing without

Iter deUiy a regular officer for the relief of casual distress and for the

e*ention, at the same tipe, of that waste of chyity on the clamorous

i vndeserving, which the Mail most justly deplores. To say that the

^bstitution of sooh an officer for the h^lf organized visiting, the blind

aevolenoe, and the ridiculous employment of the chief magistrate of the

• as a superintendent of tramps, which constitute our present system.

Id undermine the independence of ouf'people, is surely absurd."M Nor

lid their self-respect be in any way impaired "by the abdlition of the

etice, deeply disgraceful to i^ Christian oity/ of seeding t>er8on8 guilty of

no offence to herd with criminals in the tSity gaoFas the only mode of res-

cuing them from starvation. The cost of these r^orms would not be great

;

it would be covered by the saving of misdirected charity ; and surely if we

can afford the free circulation of novels, . to which people have no more

claim than to free theatre tickets, we can afford to meet a pressing exegency

and to perform a plain duty of humanity.

We are in the midst of the annual wrangle about the exodus, each

party, as usual, trying to show that Canadians fly from the devoted land

when the other party is in power. It would be just as reasonable to debate

the exodus from Yorkshire to London, or that from Normandy to Paris.

The political division and the cu.stoms line iVmain ; but^^economicallj_and»

iififinlly Cnnndt an4 thft TT"'*'"'' ^^»^'" "«•" """ "?« nAnntj-Y
,

n-nti nv«r iB&!

whole alike the set of population is towards the points of^ commercial

attraction^ Industries of all kinds ; those of the preaciher, the journalist

and the engineer as well as that of the common labourer, go, regardless of

political allegiance, to the best market. It is not unlikely that the stream

of emigration to the States has been somewhat swelled of late by Canadian

workmen deprived of employment through the collapse of over-production

;

if so, the Finance Minister has reason to congratulate himself that the dis-

content finds that outlet, instead of being pent up at home. But there is

an exodus of another kind, the significance of which is wholly different

thou''h no distinction is drawn by the statistics. The French are multi-

plying in Canada jusfas the Irish multiply in the Celtic Provinces of Ire-

land ; the iBgis of Imperial rule with its scrupulous liberality having in

both cases protected them against the stronger race to the ascendancy of

which their nationality would, in all probablity, have otherwise succumbed.

Not only is the English element being thrust out by the French from Que-

bec City, where the English population is now reduced to seven out of

thirty thousand, and from the Province of Quebec generally, but the

French element is overflowing the adjacent districts of Ontario and in still

greater volume the adjacent parts of the United States. At the same time

the connection with Old Fi-ance is being studiously revived, the mother be-

ing evidently not less anxious than the daughter for its renewal. A France

Jn America is apparently, a thing of the near future, almost of the present.

It would be strange if this should be the net upshot of Chatham's conquest,

whec, without that conquest, New France, under the pestilential shadow

of^he Bourbon despotism,'would most likely have dwindled away and died

.

The friends of Toronto University who are so ardently advocating an

increase in jts endowment by the Province may as well spare themselves

further pains. The veto of Victoria and Queen's, though it is not legiti-

.

mate, is decisive. Legitimate it is not, because colleges, which, however

liberally administered, are still denominational can have no right to be heard

against the improveinent of a national or provincial institution. Decisive

it is because neither the politician at the head of the Provincial Govern- -

ment, nor the politician who is the Chtocellor of the University will dare

to push the matter in opposition to the Methodist and Presbyterian vote.

The cause which in public is supported has b^n abandoned behind the

scenes. It is afflicting to see the religious antipathy to a common univer- •

sity again showing its force. Who that trusts in truth wiH adhere to a

religion which flifts from- the -eentres of intelligence to pusillanimous and

impotent seclusion 1 Is Christianity afraid of the best literary and scien-

tific teaching t If it is, the cause is lost. Why cannot the fajth and the

morals of the Methodist or Presbyterian student be kept safe in the guar-

dianship of a denominational college while he enjoys the benefit of the staff

and the apparatus which only a great university can produce ? 'It is hardly

from Dr. Nelles or Dr. Grant that we should expect the avowal that timid

counsels are Christian wisdom. Principal Caven is of a different mind:

The nation which has no history is the happiest. The next happiest

may be the nation whose history for the time being consists, as does that of

the United States, .in the election of a Speaker. If Mr. Cariisle's success

denotes anything in relation to great questions, it denotes the growth of

feeling in favour of Free Trade. Feeling in favour of Free Trade Ls grow-

ing beyond question, though, in (jhe slow, fitful, arid almost furtive way

natural to an opinion which has to make head not only against rooted pre-

judices, bnt against vested interests^of immense power. To suppose that

Free Trade would ever prevail as a principle against the forces of Protection

would have been to suppose that an unorganized and half-hearted crowd

would overcome a disciplined and embattled army of men fighting for

their Uves. The Cobden Clutf with all its pamphlets, able though- they

were, did mere harm to ite cause, because they seemed to identify Free

Trade with the interest of the foreigner. But the strength of Protection lay

i^ the popular conviction that the taxes wet* necessary to pay the inter-

m
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est on-4he debt, and that native industry was being fostered at the same

time. The imposition of taxes for which there is no fiscal necessity simply

for the purpose of swelling the gains of manufacturers, is more than sim-

plioity can approve or sufferance bear. The rapid I'eduction of the debt

accordingly is seen by the protectionist with dismay, and to aiTest its

course by wasting the public money in Pension Arrears Bills, Kivers and

Harbours Bills, grants of money for local education and in every conceiv-

able way, is now their desperate game. To'a disgraceful extent this policy

has been successful, and President Arthur now, unhappily, a candidate for

re-election, favours it in his Presidential message. It will probably receive

support from those Soutbern States in which, since the substitution of ffee

for slave labour, manufacturers have been beginning to rise. Yet unless

the nation has fallen into its dotage, the end must coma If it comes in the

United States it will come in Canada also, and Sir Leonard Tilley^s aygtem

will fall like a house of cards. ^

In the President's message the point of most practical importS&ce is

that relating to thfe circulation. By the reduction of the debt the national

securities on which the circulation of the banks is based are being rapidly

withdrawn. What will be the effect 1 Obviously undue contraction at-

tended by grave commercial embarrassments. What is the remedy 1 Two,

says the President, are proposed. One is entirely worthy of the dema-

gogic masters of finance, being to issue a quantity of fresh bonds, so that

the nation shall remain in debt to furnish a basis for the bills of the banks.

The other is a partial measure of bank emancipation. The true remedy,

as every man of sense who has given his mind to the subject knows, is

emancipatioii immediate and complete. Compel, the banks to have a cer-

tain "old basis, as a security to those who in the course of trade are practi-

cally obliged to take the bills ; ascertain thei.existence of this basis and en-

force such other provisions as may be necessary by means of inspection

:

otherwise leave the money trade to itself : it will regulate itself like other

trades, and the volume of paper in circulation wiU be expanded and con-

tracted according to the requirements of commerce. There is no more rea-

son for forcing a dealer in money to hold a quantity of Government bonds,

and thus to give them a fictitious value at his own expense and that of his

customers, than there is for practising the same extortion on a dealer in

dry-goods. The metal currency must bear the ,stamp of the State ; bat

thia is not a ground for interfering, otherwise than in the manner already

mentioned, with the emission of b^nk bills any more than. with the emis-

sion of bills of exchange and of p^-omissory notes, or for harassing and

plundering the money trade in any way whatever. That the integrity of

politicians is superior to that of bankers and that the papef circulation

of th»«country would be safer in their hands than in those of private dealers

are notions which find their decisive confutation in the Legal Tender Act,

that masterpiece of demsigogic finance, the injustice and mischief wrought

by which swallow up all those wrought by bank failures for the last fifty

years. But the dearest prerogative of the demagogue is the power of

bedevilling the banks. This prerogative he will not resign, and his exer-

cise of it in the approaching crisis is-likely to lead to serious embarrass-

ment, perhaps to widespread ruin. Then he and the fiat-money men will

"say that the calamity is entirely caused "by the^wlckedness of the bankereT

the greatest evil. Women may be morally unseted, ' but sex cannot be

eliminated, though social revolutionists seem to fancy that it c»n. A fe-

male advocate taking advantage, as female advocates will, of the influence

of sex in pleading to a jury will be a spectacle more revolting than that

of a woman on the stump. It is needless to say what effect will be produced

On the integrity of public justice.

i A^ Bystander.

THE a P. R.,BY THE KICKING HORSE PASS AND THE
. SELKIRKS.

The appearance of a woman as An advocate in an Italian law court has

•been Celebrated with enthusiasm by the friends of the social revolution in

that country. Their plaudits are echoed here, and Canada is upbraided

with her backwardness ih the revolutionary race. Is the vocation of a

matron and a mother, then so poor, so useless, so devoid of beauty and

dignity', that there should be boundless rejoicing over a woman who is

rescued froUi it and promoted to the.part of an advocate, vying with male*

pleaders in hardness and sharp practice, browbeating witnesses with front of

brass and wrangling against hackneyed pettifoggers over points of law 1

Have conjugal duty and maternity so lost their value that it should be

deemed wise in us to glorify her who spurns them and teaches her sex to

spurn them, dishonouring, as we must, thereby the gentle virtues which

make the happiness of our homes 1 Is matrimony obsolete, and have we

come to the millennium of Mr. Mill, the prophet of Anti-familism, of whom

Tom Moore wrote : .

" There are two Hr. Mills, to6, whom those that lore reading

Throngh all that'8 unreadable call ver; clever

;

And whereas MiU senior makes war oa good breeding.

Mill janior makes war on <M breeding whatever " 1

Man's work, however coarse in itself, is redeemed from coarseness by the

thought that it is done nvt for the man's behoof alone, but for that of the

iHfe and children who ar^ supported by his labours. In the coarse work

of the unsexed and brazen spinster no such redeeming thought will be

prearnt. Yet the coarseness in the case of female advocates will not be

' '
I. 'INTRODUCTORY.

Is our North-West a reality or is it noti was the question that eleven

or twelve years ago often engaged my thoughts. The Maritime and In-

land Provinces had been Confederated. The Hudson Bay Company had

sold out, and British Columbia had united itself to the Dominion. But

could this half-continent of ours be bound into the material unity that is

indispflpsable to the formation of national life ? The difficulties in the wa;

were enough to frighten dreamers, not to speak of sober politicians. The

Inter-Colonial Railway was not constructed, and commercial authorities as-

serted that when it was there would not be traffic enough to buy grease

for the wheels. On every map of the trackless wilderness that extended

from the Ottawa to the Red River of the North were written the words

" impracticable for Railways." The testimonies about the North-West

itself were so contradictory that no one knew what to believe. A writer

in the Edinburgh Review had proved that it was out of the question to

raise cereals, except, perhaps, at a few favoured points, on such a soU, and

in such a climate. The testimony of an Archbishop who lived long in the

country was to the same effect. A popular statesman called it a frozen

wilderness of God knows what, extending God knows where. And Captain

Palliser, after exploring the passes between the Boundary Line and Boat

Encampment at the Big Bend of the Columbia River, had declared that a

railway could not be built across the Canadian Rocky Mountains to con-

nect the plains with the Pacific. i.ue cession to the United States of Ore-

gon and Washington Territory had put an end to that. " The time had

forever gone by for effecting such an obje^ " as a Canadian Trans-Conti-

nental Railway. If all or half of those things were so, then what was

the use of our struggling to be a nation ? Difficulties may be overcome

but to fight against impossibilities is folly. Longing to be satisfied, I em-

braced an apportunity that .was- offered, and after travelling across t&e'

^country from the Atlantic to the Pacific, I came to the conclusion that the

problem was one of difficulty, not of impossibility.

Since that time many things have happened. The Intercolonial Rail-

way has been built and pays for its grease. No one now dreams of travel-

ling from Central Canada to the Maritime Provinces by any other route.

Two or three years ago, a railway from Lake Superior to Red River was
' almost within sight of completion, and very much to the astonishment of old

authorities—with works of construction remarkably light on the whole, and

gradients remarkably easy. " The maximum easterly ascending gradients

between Manitoba and Lake Superior are within the limit of twenty-six

feet to the mile, a maximum not half so great as that which obtains on the

majority of the railways of the continent." Farther, a route was located

between the Red River and the Pacific Coast, running through the acknow-

ledged " fertile belt 'l^io the foot of the Rocky Mountains, and thence

through passes so favourable that the heaviest grade was fifty-two feet to

the mile, and that only in one place ^nd for a short distance. The mo^
difflbult section was the end nearest the Pacific, and that had been put under

contract when Port Moody was adopted as the terminus. No other trans-

continental railway built or projected could show anything like such a pro-

file as the Canada Pacific.

Difficulties that few of us have any conception of had been overcome. Bat

the people generally did not think of what had been accomplished. They

thought only of the delays which they did not understand, of the grtat ex-

penditure that had been incurred, of the indefinitely greater expenditure

that was threatened, and of the charges of jobbery, corruption and inc»-

pacity that filled the air and poisoned their minds. ^ They were becoming

impatient of the burden. And who can wonder 1 Never before had three

or fourjnil lions of comparatively poor people undertaken so- gigantic a pub-

lic work. Cries were heard to which politicians could not be deaf. The rail-

way must be built by a company. We want to know how much thia rail-

way is going to cost. Better accede to any terms than go it Uiad any

longer. Far better, it was even muttered, to give a oompway all the land in

the North-West on condition of its building the railway, than remain longer

in suspense, and in peril, for aught we know, of national bankruptcy. That

this was the prevailing sentiment the representatives of the people well -
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knew ; and therefore no voice was raised, in the only place from which a voice

can be heard over the whole lan«, in favour of the Government continuing

to pfosecute the work. That being the case, whenever a company wi h

sufficient financial strength had contracted with the Government to build

theiroad, criticism of the details of the bargain was little better than shoot-

ing arrows in the air. Bat let us clearly understand, a piore emphatic -

condemnation of our party system cannot be conceived than this universal

confession that no Government could be trusted with the prosecution of

the one public work essential, to national development, a work so vast,

relatively to the country as a whole, that any one who gave an hours

thought to the subject must have seen that the company to which it .was

handed over would of necessity be a power stronger than any Government.

OrdinarUy, the relation between contractors and a Government is perfectly

well understood. Both parties know which is the stronger. But when

the work is of such a magnitude that the failure of the company would para-

lyze the whole country, the Government dare not let the company fail. It

must put it beyond tbe possibility of failing. It must give it good terms to

begin with,«fld must back it up to. the end. Anything else would be

hucksteringfmt statesmanship. So far as any measure essential to its sue

-cess is concerned, the company is the Government, no matter under what

constitutional fictions the relationship may be disguised.

Little wonder that it was the wi^l of the people that the rems should be

taken from Governments and put into the hajfds of a privatecompany. Un-

der our precious system, honest and capable government is rapidly becoming

imnossible. Instead of selecting our wisest men, we begin by limiting the

selection to the representatives of half the people. Then, the representa-

tives of that half are not allowed to govern. They have to spend their

strength holding on to their seats, watching every constituency and pulling

ten thousand wires, answering charges more or less wide of the truth, and

covering up their tracks when they make mistakes. They do well when they

rive one-fourth of their time andstrength to the real work that has to be done.

Sometimes they cannot give one-fortieth. And thus it follows that we are

governed by from one-eighth to on^eightieth of our actually available wis-

dom The condition of things is different when a company umlertakes to

do work. It gives to the matter all its wisdom and strength. It geta the

best men as ita servants, paying salaries for capacity that no Government

would dare to offer. When it makes mistakes that would ship-wreck a

- Government it says nothing about them, and nobody is a whit the wiser.

And when workmen are maimed or killed no one offers a word of criticism,

for no one supposes that they were kiUed on purpose. Once we had a

Premier who, on the recommendation of the Chief Engineer, bought a lo

of steel rails. It may have been or it may not have been a mistake. But

over this transaction all Canada rang from end to end with charges and

counter-charges. Little was talked of for months but steel rails. The

, whole of our political strength was taken up with the all-important ques-

'

tion of whether those steel raUs should have been bought at that particular

moment or not, and every man in the country felt that-enlightened duly

by a partisan newspaper-he was better able to decide such a question than

- the Premier and the engineer together. Another little incident will show

that things may be managed differently and perhaps better. Last winter,

owing to a number of unexpected difficulties and catastrophes, bcomotive

X?iocomotive on the q,P.R. west of Winnipeg, was disabled^ At

^

time there were, it is said, seventy or eighty " dead " engines in one y^d^

The loss must have been infinitely greater than the loss on the steel raiU

business. It is needless to say what such a disaster would have cost the .

Government had it been responsible for the raUway management But in

Xs case no one criticised. Every one felt that the best had been done

and the company was permitted to give ita strength *° P""^'^^ ^''"^S^^Stt

^ arranging lo avoid simUar' losses in future. The Northern Pacihc

Sulway iL had an ablelead in Mr. Villard. But those acquainted with

^history of the construction of the road claim that mistakes costing mil-

Uonrhav7been made. Any one of these would have forced a Government

to tell lies or half-truths by the bushel, but none of them was ever made a

stumbling-block in Mr. ViUard's path. In truth, no one « expected to be

infalUble bufpoliticians and partisan editors. -'

The Une recommended by Mr. Fleming for the aP.R. ran north-

westerly from the Red River through the^ "Fertile Belt," as Capta^

JXercaUedit, that border, the North Saskatchewan. This was the

arch or rainbow of good land round the semi-desert region that was said to

r«oiect itself into Canada from the Great American Desert to the south ;

rrCtinuou. belt, rich in water, woods and pasturage," that almost al

previous explorer. h«i united in praising. Such a route, o course, avoided

L supposed semi-desert that a line running due west would have to crosa^

It h«i oVher advantages. The terminus bn the Pacifie coast could not be

decided at once, and it was necessary to adopt a pa«ithrough the Rocky

Mountains, which would be equally convenient for any of the harbours

proposed. The Yellow Head was such a good common point, besi^s

being a much better pass than _those to the south, and being also so tar

north that the Selkirk range-acro^ which no pass, up to that time had

been found-was completely flanked and avoided altogether. Other things

being equal, it was well, too, that a national line should run through the

heart of the North-West, all the more so when the boundless Peace River

prairies-a new North-West in themselves-were taken into account.

Branches could be built to the main trunk from the north or the south

and thus in the end a regular herring-bone system of railways be estab-

lished instead of the chaotic no-system that resulta from lack of plan or

foresight. However, at the time when the company or Syndicate took the

great work out of the hands of the Government, the fbrmer aspect of hmgs

L changed to a considerable extent. Pqrt Moody had been sel«ct«d as

the Pacific terminus, and, therefore, a line as directly west from Winnipeg

as possible would be decidedly the shortest. Not only so, but Mr. John

Macoun, now Dominion Botanist, had been sent out, at Mr. Flemings

urgent and repeated>*qu.st, to explore the country west and south from

Winnipeg to the Mountains, and he had reported that the la^d wasinhn.

itely better than had been supposed. Evidently Captain P^'«" --*

have visited it after two or three exceptionally dry seasons. Mr.
,

Macoun

declared the whole valley of th;. Qu'Appelle better for farming purposes

than Manitoba, and found nothing but good soil on the immense reeless

expanse of the Souris plain no^fth-westward to Moose Jaw, which the old

explTrers had pronounced semi-defiert. The e^erience of settlers who

have gone to both districts during the last two or three yeart has proved

that Mr. Macoun was right, though at the time he was derided as a mere

enthusiast. Even west of the Coteau of the Missouri he found nutritious

grasses and excellent pastures everywhere, with a very small percentage .

oi bad land. In a word, it seems that the Syndicate considered that they

had sufficient reasons to change the north-westerly to a westerly route

that would make tl^eir line the shortest of all Trans-Gontinental Rail-

ways Of course, I assume that when they came to such a decision their

engineers had asserted that there would be no insuperable difficulties in

crossing the three ranges of mountains that interposed between the pl^

and their objective point. For, now-a-days, engineers laugh at difficulties.

•Double engines can be stationed at the heavy grades, tunnels cut by the

dozen and any obstacle overcome, if only there is money enough^
^

There is no need to refer to the energy displayed by the Syndicate from,

the day when the work was committed to their hands. The most sanguine

raUway man would have smiled significantly, had he been told that in he

summer of 1883 the line would be at Calgary, and the run of 840. miles

from Winnipeg to the Rocky Mountains made in thirty-six hours. The

combination of qualities that effected this phenomenal resul
,
the fore-

taught on the part of the heads and the discipline of the whole force are

simply beyond praise. But, notwithstanding their uninterrupted and

bSnt success,' I heard mutterings when in Winnipeg last July to ,^

effect that a great mistake had been made in changing the route Of course

the boom in Manitoba had collapsed, and the loudest talkers of two years

ago were meek, not to say depressed with regard to everything under the

^ But people who seemed to know were heard alleging that the good

land ceased at Retina or Moose Jaw^hat^heKickmg ^0-P^--^
practicable : and that no pass had ye^-n d^over^ c^.^^J^
\l any one of these assertions should turn out to be a fact, it would be de-

cidei unfortunate. Anxious to know the truth on the sub,ect I deter-

nled to see the country for myself, as far as the end of the track at any

rate ; and when Mr. Fleming wrote me in August,that he intended to go

not only to the end of the track, but to attempt to push on thence over the

whole of the proposed route to the Pacific, and invited me to accompany

Mm I accepted the offer as readily as I had accepted his offer eleven

yea« previously to travel with him across Canada from oqean to ocean.

Of the journey to Winnipeg nothing need be said, except to express

wonder that any one would go by rail in summer when he can go by

the kkes from Sarnia, CoUingwood, Owen Sound
^\-^'^\^^rJ^^

goma Mills. Our party met in Winnipeg on thelSth of August, and after

letting an outfit for the journey at the H. B. store, we started on the 20th.

(To h« continued.)

Mb. R08Kis'8 tartness is always coming up in unexpected phices. In

a note at the end of a critical study of him by one of his admirers he has

written : "T would like to add that while I admit that there is such a

thing as mercantile economy, distinguished from social, I have always said

abo that neither Mill. FaWcett, nor Bastiat knew the contemptible science

they professed to teach."—Sx.
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AN II)7L OF THE SEASON.

Saw we not Spring with flower-gifts laden,

Wake the sleepers to life again 1

Saw we riot Summer, a love-flushed maiden,

Round Love's temple her roses |train 1

The violet eyes did we not behold,

And the hair that was bright with the asphodel's gold ;

Did our hearts throb quick, were our souls dismayed in

All her pleasure and all her pain 1

Now out of woodland copse and cover,

. Dies the Summer, as died the Spring,

_\And days of delight for lover and lover,

And buds that blossom and birds that sing ;

And southwards'sVer our inland sea

Have vanished the humming-bird and the bee
;

Fleet on the blast the dead leaves hover.

Loud in theforest the axe-strokes ring.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW. *5

A KO VBL.

Yet is the wraith of departed Summer,

Faint on the far horizon seen.

To welcome Winter, the gaunt new-comer,

The forest flaifles with a fiery sheen.

And the maple's red dyes manifold

Are overlaid by the larches' gold,

And nakeder with each day and dumber.

Dryad, and Naiad, and Nymph have been.

•Matron Autumn, with face brown-flushing.

Shakes the last ripe fruit to our feet

;

Wines from apple and grape are gushing,

Winter's solace from Summer's sweet

;

And the rain-swollen river is unto her

Of December's feast-day the harbinger.

When down the rapids the logs are rushing.

When the lumberers' camps in the forest meet.

But winter comes out of desolate places.

And the days decline and the nights endure.

And the rich men grind the poor men's faces,

Fuel grows dearer and food less sure ;

And the luxury of the proud and great

Lets Lazarus starve at Lord Dives' gate ;

And the cry of the poor of Christ disgraces

Oup Christianity's caricature.

Oh, forthfi days of the Spring s returning,

Birds or Summer and buds of May !

Freedom's Spring for which earth is yearning,

Rights of labour and reason's sway !

-^er lov« ot^oan in men's hearts like firft,

Of man thenliighest when none is higher,

Sway or spoil of his fellow spuming,

Through taxless lands an unarmed array. '

Toronto, October, 1883. —CnARLBa Pblham Mulvasy.

TRIOLETS.
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You went in cream.

And I in blue ;

Again I dream
You went in cream.

The soft lights gleam,

I dance ! Do you !

You went in cream,

And I in blue !

II.

Bboausb it is your birthday, dear,

A ring of rhyme I send you.

And with it weep a happy tear

Because it is your birthday, dear.

As other ring may not appear

(Alas ! it might offend youV

Because it is your birthday, dear,

A ring o£ rhyme I sepd ypu.

OUanoa.

Bv EsoiB Pawoutt, anthor of "A Oentleman of Leisare," "A HopotaM 0«M."
Bj »!«»» •*,.^ Ambitiou» Woman," "'riniaing Cymbal.," etc.

Chapter I.

—

Continued.
t

Outside, in the Fifth Avenue, the February twilight had just began to

deepen. The air was mild though damp ; a sudden spell of clemency had

enthralled the weather ; and the snow, banked in crisp pallor along the edge

of either sidewalk, would soon shrink and turn sodden. At the far

terminus of every western street burned a haze of dreamy gold light where

the sun had just dropped from view, but overhead the sky had that treach-

erous tint of vernal amethyst which is so often a delusive snare to the

imprudent truster of our mutable winters. Against this vapotfry mildness

of -colour the house-tops loomed sharp and dark ; a humid wind blew

straight from the south ; big and small sleighs were darting along, with

the high, sweet carillons of their bells now loud aMd now low ;
through

tiie pavements that Courtlandt and Pauline were treading, great black

spots of dampness had slipped their cold ooze, to tell of the thaw that lay

beneath. Yesterday the sky had been a livid and frosty azure, and the

sweep of the arctic blast had had the cut of a blade in it; to-day the city

was steeped in a languor of so abrupt a ccming that you felt its peril while

you owned its charm. Courtlandt broke the sUence that had followed

their exit. He spoke as if the words forced themselves between his shut

teeth.
'

" I can't believe that you really mean to do it," he said, watching

Pauline's face as she moved onward, looking neither to right nor left.

" It would be horrible of you ! He is over sixty if he's a day, besides having

been biixed up in more than one scandal with women over there in Paris.

I think it must be all a joke on your part If it is, I wish for God's sake

that you'd tell me so, Pauline!"

" It isn't," she said. She turned her face to his then, letting him see

how pale and sad it was. " I must do i^ Court," she went on.- "It's like

a sort of fate, forcing and dragging me. I had no business to mention

mamma in the matter, I suppose. She couldn't make me consent, of course,

althougji if I did not, her lamentations would toke a most distracting form

. for the next year or two. No ; it's not she ; it's myself. I don't live in a

world where people hold very high views of matrimony. And I hate the

life I'm living now. The other would be independence, even if bought at

_ a dear price.
" And how many girls would envy me my chaifcel What

~
am I at jwesent but a mere pensioner on my wealthy relatives 1 I can't

stay in ; I've started with the whirl, and I dan't stop. Everybody whom

I know' is dancing along a^ the same pace. If I declined invitations, if I

didiJt do as all the other girls are doing, if I said 'No, I'm poor and can't

afi'ord it; then mamma would begin tuning her harp and sending up her

waiL And I should be bored to death besides." Here Pauline gave »

^

hollow laugh, and slightly threw back her head. " Good Heavens !
" she

continued, " there's nothing strange in it. I've been brought up to ex-

pect it ; I knew it would probably come,, and I was taught, prepared,

-"^arriicT, £6 regard it when it did come only in one way. If he hadn'€ beea

old he might have been shocking. What a piercing pertinence there is to.

my case in that little proverb, 'Beggars mustn't be dioosers'
!

I'm a

beggar, you know : ask Aunt Cynthia Poughkeepsie if she doesn't think I

am. And Ae'» quite the reverse of shocking, truly. His hair may be

rather white, but his teeth are extremely so, and I think they're indigen-

ous, aboriginal ; I hope if they're not ho will never tell me, anyway."

—

*

She gave another laugh, as mirthless as if the spectre of herself haxl

framed it. She had turned her face away from him again, and slightly

'

quickened her walk.
- " You mean, then, that your mind is really made up !

" said Courtlandt,

with an ire, a fierceness that she had never seen in him before. "You

^ tnean that for a little riches, a little power, you'U turn marriage, that should

bfe a holy usage, into this wicked mockery 1

"

Pauline bit her lip. Such a speech as this from her equanimous cousin

wai literally without precedent She felt stung and guUty as she said, with

cool defiance

:

"Who holds marriage as a holy usage I I've never nea anyone who

did."

''I do 1 " he asseverated, with clouding face. ' " You do, ' too, Pauline,

in your heart"
" I haven't any heart. They're not worn nowadays. They're out of

fashion. We carry purses instead—^hen we can."

" I think I will tell Mr. Varick you said that," harwuiwered, measuring

giRAMUS. each word grimly.

Dson^sa IStb. 1^83.]

..Oh,dol" Pauline exclaimed. A weary and mournful bravado fitted

„ t°es.' How he would laugh! Do you fancy he thinks I care a but-

?"rLl wlyneariy the first sentence he spoke to mamma on his

ton for him 1 wny, nean^r
, „„„,u thousands he was willing

weighty subject concerned the number of yearly thousanos n

to settle upon me,"

" So, it is all arranged 1"

" It only awaits your approval.
'[

.chair. Thati8,ifyou-
He turnW on his heel and left her. He

But he would hoar no more. He turnM on n

„. I „.. U, Una ..^ho. U M. U. b .^^'l^ ^^^^ .

evening Mr.Varick once moreP—*«'»^;^';;;- ^^^ ^, ^ad kept wait-

driven off.
»i.„,„,i -innd And the next moment

Th.. will .nd .,„,lbi„g-»d if th. go.. TO-c ~ «•?•"

dttn't tee Paw *bile it does."
,„„„,„Ji. He had Mid iO because

He bed «. by .«, ~." «"•
J""^ *^.,„.°. .k„.. ki. „..™.

«^ - »»' r\tdTtt',^S~ 01 ""Ht. In ~,i., be bad

A«i be .«i Jway. fond o! the P«"«° bordon«>m.lj prot

„,„. ho„e .o look a »r h. .5..™,
^^•'^^X.,^ .„„.„,

-^^rb.rrbrib':,ew»^;....~^^^^

^ i. Hi. „«io.. ..a. b^ ;* "^ ," l^-J'^t ,i.b lb', good da,k

r^:itrbr:b:ru.'or.biobP..ineb^-idu...i..b.y,e™

false she did not wish to know it

Chapter II.

r -

. . ,„^ ««, and took place in the early following sprmg.

Th. marriage was a qmet one .^ WOK P
^^^^^^^ ^ j^Tj^^ec

Pauline made a very lovely ^"de, bu ^ Christendom, it is

upon a very ample P"7^JSe
oj ajl ^e

"^^^^ ^„^,,,,,,,y „f her

scarcely worth being record^ The who^^^^P
^^^^ ^ ,^^^^ ^_^^.^^

kindred were graciously V^'^^^
^^ ^^sent in Washington

This was Courtlandt Beckmanwh^^^^^^^^
^^^ p„„„,.

at the time of the wedding.
J^^^^J ^^^^ i„ expensive sanction

keepsies,
Amsterdams,andalUheret, a e ^

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^

of the nuptUls. After ^'>^^''
^^^^'^^^^It mansion. Mrs. Van Cor-

their abode in the --»^^*PP°'''^^^„^°f^^^^^^^ as beaming a smile as her

lear, al-ady ensconced there, welm^^^^^^^^^
^^^^ ,„,.ondered if those

invalid sUte would P*™'';^ ^^^ f^^ther excuse for querulous com-

««e bloodless l.ps would ever have a^y
^^^^ ^^^

pU.int It w«. pathet- to -*« ^^^^^^^^^^^^
f,, ,^3, of\er new son-in-

?hin hand was gallantly

^J^' "^j^j:!!L earthly hopea She had

U.W. She had '-'y
'^J^/^:,^': Her special attendant, and a doc-

a silken chair to rock m. and * "^»"* "
. '.^ose Her neuralgia, her

\o,tobe «. devoted ^^^
«-t^:*, ^."LfllenU. were henceforth

asthma, >>«
''''T^""' JLtiorsTmong the most comforUble and sump-

to wreak their dolorous.nfl«among^
^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

tuon. surroundings, ^nd yet, » if m ^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^

Uing the truly ''^'^'^^''.^^r^ its'^mmodiou. tempUtions

-tfc« most encouraging ''PP*"*'^**?' "^„ . „i„^
«i quietly died in her bed of a sudden hear^seixure.

On U,. o»-i.n .. he. deaib Pa.line.
'."';;°^i.-i^f^„*^S;rd

""'^'''"r.nrrr'^oidr::^ l:i ... ^-^^ «
roused her resentment. He was a goou u«

shortly after
o Ponlinp'a anaer manifested itself. D<i^ snoruj »

Pauline nursed him with forgiving assiduity.
husband's attack

^. y.„g Wife™ »w in «P -»-„/r,7^': .„p.
had been almost fatal. His recovery as '

.,^ j j fter June.

just how.factitious the smile was
Pauline's letters said

Mr. Varick quite recovered from th.s attac^^ Pauhn

T "^r"Tptt'tr°Va::k^ttlL\%"m:ct better from the

them, and gone to Pans , Mr. V ario s
For several months

„„ 1 Karl always felt so at home in Pans, hot sevc™ ^^

=~4r:b:Tbeyr=b^f^^^^^^^^^^
irregular fashion. Anawn^'-i. j

. .„„„if . .i,p was always writing

Lusand'books! As if one hadn't been thp one i,s^lf! Wh^^d

.ot write ;.. .,.y.ere 9^^^^^^^^ He^an^^^'^^^^-'^^' '^''

stimulus for curiosity among^l Pau ne f

^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

were getting on together. All, ^« »^° '

„^, eould not

seemed to manifest no cur.os.ty of whatever so t
^.^ ^^^^^^^

write and ask her, po.nt blank! What was o
_^^ ^^ ^

essaysuponthepleasuresofa tr.p to Ve^a Us,

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

glimpse of Fonta.nebleau mean
'^'^'Jj^^^ patrimonial tracesJ

loose in a mettlesome manner from h.s
^^^^^^^ po„„hk^psie, PauUne's _

'°
'fvery cniel of her, certainly." Courtiandt had responded, laconic and

not a little sarcastic as welL ^ ^^ ,„„,,po„dents forgot, in' the

But as months went by PaaUnes co p .^

absorption engendered by more nat«,nal—^f^^^^^^ ,he wished

factory tone of her

'-^^J"- ^br: prated rILining in Paris.

very much 'o;''*"-'^^""^,'^;',^";^^^
cry on this side of the

" He won't come back .
immediately r

^ ^
j

rfectly hor-

water " He's keeping her over there against her wiU^ Ho pe y

::;: , wen, she deserves it for man^^ng
-;;-/;^:;X o^^'^pec

Pauline! With her looks she

-f^^-^^^^^ J, he' mark'et, poor

% , Ztrho^'rhe dtsnTbeat herf or anything of that fnght-

Pauline's astounding betrothal.

i1

.line's astounding betrotnai. ^ ^^^^
After two years of absence on the part of Mn a^

_ .^ ^^_
rumours drifted to America. Th's °r that person Ud seen

^^^ ^^ ^^^
.

Pauline was stUl pretty as ever but l-"^
^^^J^^^^ „,« ever saw

had Uken to books and general mental
^^ZT^'^ there

her with her husband. She ^^^^^
f'^^f^'^^^ .T.Jj tfii ;

Paris

were queer stories about h.s W^^^^J ^^^^ ^^.h funny things there,

was so big, and so many men were
'^""f^^^ .hetically shuddered.

The conclave on these

^^JJ-g' J^
^^^^ ^^w York society was

The " new set " had now healed J^L^^J^"" g^ ^rfs and the

i, a condition of amicably
---\1^*^;^°'-J had pr^veT to the Am-

Snowe girls had married more or le^loftdy and
p^^^^^ ^^^^^^

sterdams and others that they were worthy P
^ ^^^^^^^ ^

..Poor Pauline Varick^beg^Jobe^P^^;^ J ,^^ ,he had been

one, for without -y^^^t^'^^thenfwithout the least waming,

living abroad four whole years. And in
,

came the news that she was a ^»dow.
^ ^^^ ^^^

She was universally
^^^"f^^^^^^ Wond the sUghtest

husband was positively

J-^^^^*^J^£^^ ehJ to remain abroad

^a^L ^::r^St^^'^rZrL
widowh^ wa, an. es^blished
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fact. Her New York clienliU had grown used tJf it. Mr. Vanck had left

her all his fortune; she was a very wealthy young widow. Aggressive

queries respecting his death, or his deportment during the foreign sojourn

that preceded his defth, were now quite out of order. She had buned

him, as she had married him, decently and legally, lio slept in P^re la

Chaise, by his own antfmortem request, no matter what sort of a life he

hadled>her; it was nobody's business. She returned home, two years

later, to teke a high place and hold a high head. Those merciful inter,

vening years shielded her from a multitude of stealthy interrogatories.

Shadidnotcare.to be questioned much regarding her European' past as

the wife of Mr. Varick, and she" soon contrived to make it pUin that she

did not. There was no dissentient voice in the" verdict that she had

greatly changed. And in a physical sense no one could deny that she. h|«l

- changed io'r the better.
, "r -^ xx^i^r-

Her figure, which had before been quite too thin despite i^ pliant

grace, was now rounded into soft and charming curves. Her gray eyes

sparkled less often, but thoy glowed with a steadier light for perhaps this

reason: they looked as if more of life's earnest actualities^ had been

reflected in them. Her face, with its chiselled features all blending to

produce so high-bred and refined an expression, rarely broke into a smile

now, but some unexplained fascination lay in its acquired ^riousness, that

made the smile of brighter quality and deeper import when it really came

SHfe wore her copious and shining hair in a heavy knot behind, and le it

ripple naturally toward either pure temple, "instead of having it bush low

down over her forehead in a misty turmoil, as previously. Her movft-

ments, her walk, her gestures, alUretained the volatile briskness and free-

dom they had possessed of crt^ > t^^^re was not even the first matronly hint

about her air, and yet it was more self-poised, more emphatic, more

womanly. (To be eonlintied.)

THE TRACK.

open out into the valley beneath, stood a thicket of Irt<lian-willow, whose

red stems shed a flush up into the lucent gloom. The alder, of course, was

represented in my glen, but being systematically discountenanced it was

kept in due subordination. When the railroad vyas run through this part

of the country, no other way would do for the surveyors save straight

across the ravine, which was thereupon nigh filled up with a huge embank-

ment,and the stream browbeaten into ^linking through a square, blacK

culvert The water yet tumbles whitely down the cliff, among the green

cedars; but th^ pool is choked with sand and fragments of stone, my

mossy rock is all but overwhelmed with debris, f?id the patricmn colony of

orchids is buried forever. It was some time after the occurrence of this

disaster before my eyes became sufficiently impartial to value such, com.

pensation as the track could offer.'
t i. u

Now. however, of such like fairy nooks and dells withdrawn, I should

-^y these ought you to love, yet not to leave thU other sort unloved.

When one would slip his sordid cares, his bUrdena, and hi^ot vexations.

or allay the fretting smart of a thousand little annoyances, it is not best,

I think, to fly to covert. These stinging ills are winged. They will fly

thither with you and buzz in between the branches, ^ther the place to

seek is some solitary spot, clear open to the wind and to the sky, where all

the small pests look insignificant and are quickly blown away. Such a

spot as this the track found for me, uninhabitable to the tribe of petty tor-

ments.
j v u

It was where the track for miles and miles ran over level lands, a high

. plateau, spread with low shrubbery, and sedge, and shallow pools. The.,

road-bed was raised some feet above the level ; and because the ground was

high and all habitations hid from view in the great river-basin deep sunken

off to the right, there was nothing to stint the range of vision from

standing-place to horizon, sive a far-off scattering of pines that fnnged the

verge Coming out here from the town in the early evening, just after set

of sun. turning one's face to the west and pursuing this airy path, taking

Who cannot hear in his ears the recurrrent complaint for a shy valley

robbed of its seclusion ; for a beechen knoll cloven down by a cutting
;
for

a remote lake, with its reed beds haunted by bittern and crane, stripped

bare of its veil of wierdness ; for a sleepy,, willow-grown hamlet vulgariy

invaded by newsboys and peanut vendors, black smoke and inevitable

grime, and so stirred by the screech of steam from its old-time quiet to a

feeble emulation of urban bustle, to a general restless inepUtude. that- no

hope may at alUbe entertained of its ever slipping back into peace ? Hear-

infthis, one cannot deny that the plaintiff has a strong case ;
nevertheless,

let us listen to a word on behalf of the defendant. The case coming on

before the tribunal of Nature and the spirit of Beauty, which « in fact,

to speak directly, before ApoUo and the nine frequenters of Thessalian

springs, to dream of getting up a verdict for my client would be the very

wildest of dreams. I would merely bring forward, certain statements which

may procure a mitigation of his sentence.
'

, ^ .^,

For me, a strange and strong fascination has ever been exerted by this

-aSiibreTme of steel, piercing l*e dtstanee unswervingly imd compelling out

one's thought to stray and-traverse continenU. It is true one grievous

hurt was done me by the track, a hurt which can never be quite forgotten

,

but forgiven it has been, long since, in consideration of many kindly offices^

There are brook-inhabited glens in plenty, other thaiuthat one -««h-loved

wWch the track aU but annihilated. Turn off to either hand and th>-track

is left behind. Search well and you are sure to find a nook as rar^ and

secret as that for whose uncovering you have been disconsolate So you

are not r&Oy on this score poorer ; while the track, rightly solicited, wdj

give liberally into your hands. The treasured retirement I lost was hard

L replace; and that the loss was forgiven should weigh heavily m the

.track's favour. It was a little cool ravine whereinto t-mbW a nvulet

through young cedars on the face of the cliff. At the foot of the fal a

deep, amber pool, where the trout h.y, idly displaying and withd^wingtEe
*^> r ' . . . „ _i.:i- I .».^..l.1 olmfn B. water-sDider

. in one's teeth the Streaming wind from salt reaches of distant water, no

N^re excellent medicine could be had for the fagged and dusty brain.

Here it was impossible to remain absorbed and troubled, impossible to vex

one's own breast with profitless introspection ; for these two narrow lines

of shining steel, bearing almostAie west, and straight as a spear shaft,

would tap the close, hot confines of work-day thought and let out the pant-

ing spirit Such whoWme result it was hard to avoid, if one would. Let

your eyes wander to right and left, marking the wKte cotton-tufts on the

heads of the waving sedge, or the black intrusion of a log on the flat yellow

surface of a pool whose bordering reeds and bushes cast no shadow, being

dominated by the skyey reflections ; attend to the ceaseless, fife-like, mul-

titudinous chorus of the million waking frogs, and strive to detect, as one

may, some individual voice and differing note ; listen hard for the oc-

casional splash which tells of a recalcitrant vocalist, or of one who sets his

supper before his song; inhale with parted lips the living wind, deeply

again and again, to the ver^ extreme capacity of your thirsty lungs.

Nevertheless, if the burden of your cares is great and tenacious, think not

that you are yet rid of it. Once more it is making felt its weight; and

your eyes withdraw gradually from the wide, strange-coloured landscape,

your ears begin to take less note Of the babel of shrill voices about you^

your gaze drops, in a preoccupied manner, to the ground before your feet

But between these gleaming rails are the " sleeper^." You look upon the

sleeper just before you and the one next to it at the same time. From

that; irresistibly, your eye is persuaded to the next, and yet the next

Your glance is lifted forward, involuntarily, and goes on and on between

the rails, which seem to define a bright pathway, "narrowing till it end.

in distant sky." And all at once your sense, and then your thought has

glided out past the sharp rim of the plain, into those lucid western baths

of flushed saffron and faint sea-green ; aU the limitless distances are free to

you, and your tormentors are utterly left behind.

Here then it U plain that most beneficent aid has been rendered by

encounter the quick swirls dappled with froth A large r<f'i-^
aslant, clear of the spray, and covered deep with moss and tufted gr^s

was perhaps the undine's noon couch in days before my coming. The

Tw^rd around was sloping toward the water, thick and fine not

•

Z^py yet freshly humid, admitting only a few wild flowers of ^e

rlTL more wary species. Delicate ferns, not found ^-^^^^X about, lurked close at the cUrs foot ; and under he pair of water-

^1 growing in companionship, abode a colony of lustrous yeUow or.

'^Z Of trl. besideTthe water-ash. grew a |^w citron-green UW.
J^plar.

• whUe further off. at the mouth of t\^ glen, where it began to

J\

e«»pe to nature, getting quit at the same time of that lU company wh«,h

would largely have nulUfied her efforts. For my own part. I found that

this bare, free spot, much more than my watered ravine, could phymc my

aUing spirit It was here I got the day's soUure quite cleared offmy hram,

here got my slackefied nerves restrung.

Again, suppose one plodding through comfortless months, held in bond-

age to «.me dist«iteful labour, far off from homes and friend. ^^
J^'^

^t gives life relish. Doe- it not help such a one from hu unsympathetic

enviwnment, to wander out here to the trackl Here, with h« feet on the

r«ih^ the slender threads that quiver so sensitively, can he not think he is

across some portion of it. Ihe scar wnii-
^^^

in iU extent, and cannot

^f^i;^::^-^:^^:^! To the

breadth or is made "P;^
^^/^J^'^^t ,J,„blime it has no power to

pretty it too surely may prove Jatal
,

dui
weirdness of

fnjure. It wiU rather add, in many cases, a g-^^e- -"^
^ , ,, ,

its own, Uking little away and g--&
-"f,

^^^^
''2.di..t persistence

train at night, thundering i--J«. f^^^ and the trembUng of the

of the hoUow.increasing roar, '^^ ^'^^.^.^"^ Z^rihe which words seem

is a sublimity here which --°\^«
"^^^^^^SraLe not to be gainsaid.

But withdrawing to the one fact, which tands alone not,

^
^

that the track does and will

^f;^Vi^;rd tJ bre^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^

this may be found much consolt- I* - 8°°
^ ,^^ ,,,^ ,t.t

sweet and fair exterior here and Hhere, tojome^
^^^ ,^^ ^„d

.nde^ies it all, and is the cause -^W'^f^f ;„ltte and wholesome

naked soil, our original in -de «-
;
^^"^^^ '^^ ,„ ^^ this pleasant

acquaintance with our physi^l brother
'^l^^''

^^ ,^, ,i,,hip.

and refreshing to our sense so that ^e gia^iy

^ universal

• It is good also 4 -mforUble to feel that, "^^^^^^ ,i,„Uy

mothL than to oX^es her
'^^''l^^^^^'^Zf^^^ ot I earth's

wtifui. ^^-^-:rj1^^^^^^^
bosom as on ours, and as we see in

satisfied with nature.
-

does her synipathy fill us, the more sweetlyare we -^^, ^^^^
u We are what woods, an.l winds, and waters make us

,^, are we what the s^l

^^haf^r^rinirlr closely or

ourselves enriched by that which has pve
^^ ^^^ ^

in any new manner, with
^^^:^^^:l^:^'^Z:^^o.,^ fragmentary

C^helpersions Which are heaped upon "U. track.^^

^_ ^_^.

A PRUSSIAN AUTOCRATS NOTIONS OF JUSTICE.

W,ri.,AM father of Frederic the Great, laid great stress

Febdbbic William, lainer oi
,- „ „ „pU as on the necessity

on the pure administration of J^'^'
^f^.^*^ ^^e In respect to

for an honest, efficient, and ^^^^^^'^^^Z^ standing. He
the Utter- he took

^^^'^^l^^i;::"^;^ Td^iore than once rebuked

jngJBted only "^
J*P?'" ^ ,

-lit to speciar consideratlOT in the choice

the pretensions of the nobility . V
^.^^^ ^^ ^^ ^

of mei^bers of the public servica * ^ ;^«
^ ^,, ,, ^^

justice. The king often chd^^^
oj
Jbe^

«^ ^^^J^^^ ^ ^, ,,„, ,,

«ther from -P-^-
-J P^^led the importance of an equal adminis-

-" *.J"Bt -a-,
''f

'"."^;PP;';ti,e - shouted he once, in an outburst of

tration of the lands.

f^ r^offence which cries to heaven.'' Hence,

rhapsodical common place, is an onen

he seldom interfered with the course of P-^^^ '^^ '^^\^^, .^^^Jae

he watched more sharply *!»« P-f^ f "T^]^^^ d ays weaken the

.«. lest too much leniency should

^^J';;^^];^^';^^^,^ \^ sparingly

effect even of severe punishment ^he power otP
^^

^. The king believed in capital punishmen for «pi
^.^^

the term "^^^Z^^^tZLtl^jTl Iquate pen.t,

^ir^-Tai^rrrip^ ..^^^^

^^-^^-^XT:t^^l^^^^^^^' Often,.uchasonly

rrrritgl hVm^Tithout^being in'any .nse offences against

pubUc morality or public policy.
^^^^ ^ ^^^

It^ already been shown how
^^-f^f'^r^Z , matter of course

the mercantile system. Deserters lost their heads^ a
^

but «, did citizens who
'^-^t'^,^:?^^;^^^; "f tke Lch for

through tall grenadiers-a common device for^securing
^^^^^^^^^^^

ing-were declared liable to the gallows, and to share the^
dl Theft by domestic servants was -^-^^^^^^^^I^ZIU^
offender, whether man or woman, before

'^^'^^'T J'J^^ber of cases.

committed ; and the sentence was
^^f^J^:X:^,^t^.ior. they

These edicts, though savage and cruel, were at least pub

were put in force. an4 every man is suppo.d J-w ^he^^^h
were not

king, now and, then, ordered men to ^^ ^»«°'*^/
^ , ^^e courts.

forbiddeS by law, or arbitrarily rauied the penalty

^^J^^J ^„^.

^Wy sciawl on the margin of a

J^^'^^trr;:':!^ commanded

pbunt,might cost a poor wretch his head ihu p
^^ ^

',y the court to the ordeal by oa h ^^^^ ^X^:^r... even on the

hang.- A Jew, suspected of tMt P-;-*^^^.,.^.,
j„, ,he wreteh, and

ra<:k : the king said he would take .he respo

j convicted

senthim to the gallows. A P^- '1-'^^'"*"!^;; ^^^^rwhi^ he offered
.

of defalcation, and although h^ bond cover^
^^ ^^ ^ .

to make goo's. His Majesty wrote .- 1 torgi ^^
Lged." From such judgments there was no appeal. Even d

y
^^^

danUB.-a.as the
^^^l^-^lZ::i:ZlZl^:^^'^or some

unfortunate mistakes occurred. ^, ^^^^J^'^^^^^ ^^^,^ ,i his books,

apparent irregularity in his accounts, but a second
^^^^^^^

a?ter his death, showed that the «"* -^P^"°^ .'^ the kS at Potsdam,

aiasenapp, ^^^^ -m^^^ It^iT —1';^ ^n being com-

that a party of --?^i^^f^^^^jesty scribbled a reply, which the

but none of ^ej^^-
^^^ ^^„,,,t officer was, however,

name was a lieutenant ot tn g
summoned, to prepare

arrested, tje '^^^^^^^^^^^iofX sentence was carried out,

him for the ^^"^^
.f~J<^i ^o,e famUiar with Frederic Wil- -

the order was
-^."'''^^'f .'"J"^.^^"* ,,a ^hem in a different way. The

Uam's hieroglyphics, nd
^« ^Pf« ^^^ this wa. difficult ; but the

"''^'aTfiLry sel^ld a b^kC who had red hair, red being notoriously

T:^.^IoC\ mild judgment, the king abhorred .ther moi.

L"et than a corrupt or unjust one. But an unjust judgment was some-
hercely tna ^ occasion, when the sentence failed to me^t his

'Zofptpriefy HrMaST-^moned the whole bench of.judges to

S>oot,'T^i thei furiously with his cane, knocking teeth out of

one and sending them all flying down the stairway.

IWal with Frederic WiUiam a rule of conscience never to pardon or
'

f* the death penalty for murder. As murderers, he wisely reckoned

ITwtSlSteltigonists in duel, and he i^ued ^^.e-^i-

<-" affairs o honour," even between pfficers ;
while in their cases them :^;^^r.L^ of Prussia looks on ^^^^^^

ence or even to a cerUin extent positively encourages it Suicides were

de2I Christian burial. Theft and fraud of every kind were peculiarly

nhnolus to the king's sense of integrity, and were cruelly punished.

? hers o^the royal preserves were summarily hanged ;
bankruptcy was

!::me wheth rZudul^^^ or not ; and the crown officials were to pr.

ZZL^t an insolvent debtor without any complamt from the creditors,

ceed against an "^'
., ,. ,ard in bi» t-">"^'f Ihe laws a^inst witeh-

and even IflS^reditors interceded in fi» oeiiau-

craft still disgraced the statute-book.

.^^.

craft still disgraced the statu.e-uu„.. That the rack had not been abol-

Lhdtslownby incidents already related ; and the most that Frederic

Wmiamtttlmpted was to restrain the brutality of the officials who were

Irged with its application.-i'ro.H TuttUs Huiory ofPru^

~
ART, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA. —

The days of melodrama are dra^ to a close on the American stage

kAk!" Romany Rye" is one of the most. tolerable of it, exaggerated and

oJ e^ablecS. This is because it is founded on a novel of i.al life by

.
objectionauietuiaa.

,„!„,„ ,>,„ davs when that phrase was
the eccentric ^^^^T^^^l^^'Zot^Z. That vagabond geni.s

iToUhereLmlnfLd delicacy of feeling -"bed to the heroine o

ThrnoveL on which the play is based, are not exaggerated. Refinement

.id^Sike manners arSi^t to be found in conjunction with a life o

and l'"!?^'*^

^ atiu the book has a genume flavour of

rRTml^clp-Cand^nishes material for a melodrama which Us

f ^e one element wanting to most melodramas, vensimih ude. The

XZy Bye " was fairly put on the sta^, and though the clerk of the

w^t^eT was unpropitious, was witnessed by large and apprecu^tiv,

:*^1 The Llrj was fairly good, especially in the ship scene.

ft
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Marion P Clifton gave a good presentation o! the part of IfotJ^ Shipton,

!^thrfi!al repentance Jne in the prison, and Mr. Bardie was a success

it^JackHMme. The company as a whole was well organized.

^^]~^ BOOK NOTICES.

By Maurice Thompson. Boston : J. B- Osgood

\

ART-LOVKBS can ill afford to omit a visit to the rooms of Messrs. Ma o„

4 Risch where the portrait oE Liszt, by Baron Joukousky, xs on exhibition

ttts doubtful if such another art-treasure as this painting is to b. foun

n Toronto. The artist has combined marvellous ^^''--^
'•^'"/"f.

T^
Stic accuracy in rendering of skin-texture and tone with fine deality in

TportraUure. The fJ of the Master Musician gleams ^-m the c nv

with Btartlingly vivid force, so infused is it through every f«=^ »re ^u'

r.^ ve all through the piercing eyes, with the keen fire of the spirit within.

CrLm becom'es euJgy when it is set the t-^. "^

f-'-« ;^e^^ard
pi^ao. as this- is. The artist, in rendering with minute fidel ty the outward

CL of his subject, has subtly captured and shown to us. at the same time,

the genius.

It was trying, rather, to hear her say :-After writing all that pretty

musil it's aTeal shame for Mr. Sullivan to go about with prize-fighters

and get his name in the papers for doing such terrible things.

"Do you think Irving is a great artist r' asked one clubma^ of an^

other just after Mr. Irving's arrival in New York. " I know he « a

giil'curiosity." was th* reply ;
" but I don't suppose he would come here

me^ly as a curiosity." _

Whev Mr. Burnand undertook to burlesque "The Tempest." the

irreverence and folly of the act called forth less censure than it deserved

However, the death of the undesirable creation seems '^°- P'f^ ^
-assured The irrefutable charge of shamelessness could not kUl it

,
but it

is voted dull, and must go. Perhaps, though, the author may bring it to

America, and procure a reversal of the verdict.

It would be much to the credit of the management of the Grand Opera

House if steps were taken to secure the respectable part of the audience

from the nuLnce of the " bar-room bfigade," w^o make a practice of leav-

ing the theatre between the acts, and stamping along the lobb-j^"?

the performance of the next scene. This might easily be done by instruct^

1L door-keeper to refuse admittance after the curtain has nsen on a

n?w scene. ThiLight inconvenience a few, but it would much conduce

to the comfort of the audience and the respectabUity of the theatre.

Mk. Johk Lap.hoe. one of the most eminent of Ainerican artists and

decorators, has been con,pelled. by delay in -"^'^.^^ "^ """"^y/^^^.^^

to make an assignment of his property. His liabilities amount to betwen

850 000 and $60,000. Mr. Lafarge was supposed to be worth as much a^

il50000 Wrhe has been occasionally careless in business matters, and

JL suffei^ed loss thereby. Recently he decorated the house of ComeUus

-^ V^lilt,at.Wof-rly 1100.000. Mr. Lafar^e is. perh^a^

Mr. Elihu Vedder, the most original, impressive, and strongly individual

artist that America has yet produced.

AFTKK an absence of nineteen months, Edwin Booth re-appeared on

the New York stage, on Monday, the 10th. After a b^""™" »« ^««* »

t4^ he has bin playing in Boston since November 5th. His presen

fnZment is at the Star Theatre, and will last four week. During the

firT^eek he appears in "Richelieu" and "King Lear' ;
during the

iTond in ' Hamlet" and "The Fool's Revenge." We suppose it may go

w thotrquestion that Mr. Booth is at the head of the American stage^

ms acting at Boston has been enthusiastically received, and has warmed

S;^r2uty the most fastidious Boston critics. He is strongly sup-

.
^o^ and il fortunate in having Mr. N. H Daly for stage-manager.

\h« Philadelphia Progress ^ys :-" Timothy Cole, the iort^^^ely

known of American wood engravers, has gone to Europe m the «>te^of

---Companytoen^ve.^^^^^^^^

fnd;illrem:in abroad about three years. ""^ »— '•'P*'*"''^^
*J^

^tTf the magazine, for although it ha. become by no mean, uncommon

rind AmX^ artirt. and writer, abro^l. and even to fit out expe

. St*;, to lunt place.. Mr. Cole i. the first engraver who ha. been^

^Z Atlantic for the expte- p.rpo.e of engraving the maaterpiece.

of art"

SDNds OF Fair Wbathkr
^ <t Co. ^ . ..„

The brief notice here.given of this new volume o! verse, though quite

inadequate, must suffice for this occasion. Mr. Thompson s fresh and

strongly individual song will receive attention more in --^-^ .^'^^^

its worth in another department of The, W6ek, and in an
^^^ ^^^^

For the present we content ourselves with welcoming it as one of ^e

most genuine additions to our song that have ^^^^ ^^^'^^^
^''^"l^j

sons. Virile, simple, wholesome, glad, this song --«
.

^/^J^^jY,
which should see it welcomed eagerly. Its range

''.^^f^'
'^ ""^^ "

not greatly varied. Some three or four common metrical formisuffice for

M Thompson'^ needs ; buc he finds room in these for rhythmic change and

J^Iy. His' verse is full of the love of wildUfe. of the scents and sou^sand

Eurs of free nature. He sings of his archery, of the merry woods and

when he turns for a moment to home-feeling ^^e -qually sincere and

satisfying. He has sounded a few notes, too °^H«"~.^J2dorfek '

also his touch is true-we have the air and mien of the e'-^ « ^"^^

and there is absolutely nothing like strain ng after e^-t- «°-«^3'_

however. Mr. Thompson astonishes us by admit ing a ^^
-^J* ^ •^^^

pletely and hopelessly bad, iackpable of being xead as verse
;

«'°'i ^^^'^ "^^

Tre is a rhyme that sets one's teeth on edge. But these defects be-

came unimporfant in view of the great excellence of the work as a whole.

We quote from " A Prelude " :

' Spirit that moves the sap in Spring,

W hen lusty male bira» tiisht aui sing,

Inform my words, and make my lines

As sweet as flowers, as strong aa vines.

•• Let mine be the freshening power

Of rain oq grass, of dew on tlower ;

The fertiliziug song be mine,

Nat-ttaToared, raoy, keen as wme.

"Let some procreant truth exhale

From me, before my forces fail ;

Or ere the eodtatic impulse go.

Lot all my buds to blossoms blow.

" Let bloom-dast of my life be blown

To quicken hearts that flower alone ;

Around my knees let scions rise

With heaven-ward pointing destmies.

' ' And when I faU, like some old tree.

And subtle change makes mould of me.

Then let earth show a fertUe Hue
„

Whence perf<jOt wUd flowers leap and shine.

The following is a perfect lyric, beside which any attempted comment

would look clumsy and poor. It is given m full :

ITALASTA.

"When Spring grows old, and ileepy winds

Set from the south with odours sweet,

'

/ I Bee my lo»e in green, cool groves,~~ TT Speed down dusk aisles on shinmg feet.

le throws a kiss and bids me run,

^n whi«pe« awe^ aa roaa'a breathx.

I know I cannot win the race.

And at the end, I know, U death.

" But joyfully I bare my limbs.

Anoint me with the tropic breeze.

And le«l through every sinew thrill

The vigour of Hippomenes.

"O laoe of love I we all have run

Thy happy course through groves of spring.

• ' Dancing waap and dragon fly,

Wood-thrush whiatUng tenderly

;

V .. Damp, oool breath of mos. and mould.

Noon-tide's iufluenoa maniloW. *^5,.;,,s:.

'• OUmpsea of a cloudless sky,—

Soothe me as I resting he.

,._ ... _^.. Bobble, bubble, flows the stream,
^^

1 _ Like low music through a dream.

A. a specimen of what Mr. Thompson can do when he trie, to wnte

badly, we offer the following couplet :-

"g^b%rs^c'"--i,.i."

lAykt^OBiooRAPH. By Anthony TroUo^. New York
:

Jol^ W.

- A^lSl'expected one of

-^J^^^^^:^^ ^^S^
pMesU this of the late decea^dnoveU^^^

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ „,

teristic vigour of colour. The book is no J
^^^ ^^^^^^

literature than an account of the man^s own U e, aad
^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^

to those equipped to give a ""^^g? *° *^";' '""''^„
^^j the vacant brain

all those that persevere. I only

'Jj^'^^J^^^ji be thU autobiography

went together, then of !»--*f•^\*°J^^ILents, and of mercenary

of Trollope. with its record "f -P^^^/^^^^^^^^^ ^,,,^ipt ; fofit would

publishers who were better judges of
P°fj^"^.°7^„,„,J^ho fill the land

Lnkeep out of the field those-"^"'.^^ "^^ By-and-by when the

.ith their blood and thunder and defraud pubUt^^^

biography of Bertha M.Clay - -!tten--for the J.ala^ t

^^^^^^^
of this writer wUl not refuse the '>-8™P\y-™ ;°

^^3 Trollope had, or to

any difficulty in getting publishers^otake^her^^^^^^^ ^P^
^^^^^^ ,^

induce the people to buy
^^-^^f^l^Z'^^ and inevitable product of

for the author of « Peck's Bad Boy is '^^'°^^ ^^ ^^ another

^« ^-rT"ZrntZ t irwil'tLny of\he guild to

sort of development He had in
schoolmaster and

.truggle.whenaboy.withpoverty;wa.
hated by

^^^ ^^^^^^^^
• frowned upon by

'-.-"^^^'jj^^ttq^^^^
CoUege knowing nothing, so th^t it requ^««^ p

^^^^^ j,

for him an unimportant ^^^-'"^'P
"^^f .^^^ndsLe face and Shabby

seems that when a boy »^>\ ^^^'^ "°\^';\e tells us :
" I was avery

clothes were against him. but in '£^'
?-"J^^ ^^^ „f ^,, ,,a I strove

clever pen«n and beautiful
J^^^J ^"Tl^'^Me in thought" For his

to be kLd of heart, and open of Jiand, ""dj^^^"^ J^^ ,m his

first three work. Mr. TroUope app-™ -e^-^
^^ ^ „ ^he' Macder-

reputation had been firmly rooted. The fir t no^l
^ ^^^^^^^^^

Jt. of Ballycoran," and it f^ upon t^^ w^^^ witho

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^

... "TheKeUysand theOKelly^^^a^^^^
^^^ ^ ^.^^^^ ^^^ „

a. resembling aleg <>* -"tton ^ubs ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^

Times has not always been the b^t j-^S^
^^^ ^^^ust. though

« substantial and a little coarse -""^t 'lappily P
^^^tle young

^metimes crude, and often
I'^^^^'^^rri^Tcier^.s^" to the Long-

novelist He brought his third --»'.
JJ;*JfJ „„, .^e value of their^ and they met his demand for pri^
'^^^Ztes, " think much of

n.rmeuponthetitl*.page Id.d.J^ .^^^P^^^^^
ofacheqae." The

. And oared not, when at last we lost,
'

' For life or death, 01 anything."

Of exquisite flavour are these two extract, from "In Haunts of Ba»

and Bream":

—

VI. - ' ^

"Babble, bubble, flows the stream
^

Iiike a song heard in a dream. , ^

•• A whita-faced hornet hurtles by,

Iiaga a toitiuoise butterfly.

" Ona intent on prey and traasora.

One afloat on tide* ol pleaanre.

'" Sunshine arrows, swilt aad kean,

Piarea the bnrr^Mks helmet giaan.

" Tha baltad halayoa langht, the wren

Cornea twittsmng Irom iu bulv ^^^

• idqoidamber's kaan parfoma,

Sweat-ponk, eaban., toUp bloom ;

Mr. Osborn is an earnest student or agypi^
his judgments «>em

has carried on ori^nal and
-l^^ZtT::r:X^L^^.^^ thinks

a. admirably free from the arrogant «"' »»«" °
^ „^ f„m the

Timself th/only one -tUled ^.
'JfllSJ^^^^Mc^ tL tendency of

wearisome ^^-^^^^^IrT^CiZT^^^^ ^'^^ ^ ^^^^^^ '^^

the hohby-riding pedant. Ibe louowois h

iu b»ra.g o» Kbli»l k»l»'J .„t„.^ .

-rSSwHi£'fi'S,S2>:^S-r.

at the head of his army. »"';"A 000 Uken prisoners, many of whom ^ to oe

""J°ZXZ7 %t'ou"-^cidences Aow that it was b-u a^te^ t^«^«^
^ ,^,

Bamses U. and of his son. . :_:„„i material
J worKin». '"y

. ,

ises U. and of his son.
drawinsts from original material

The work is effectively dlustrated ^^^^^^^^,^^,, Lp -f Egypt

and actual photographs, aad is accompanied by a va V

and Ethiopia.

THE FERIOBIGALS.

name upon the title-page ^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ The-

Mr. Longman's name, but I like 1 best a
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

Longman, did not take this novel, so it went to
^^ ^

hurTA foreman of this hou-e trea*^ ^'^
'^^r.^.or. any one con-

such another person as some of ^e P-^-^^"
^^^.^^^d. He tossed the

cemed in ^terature must some t-^^^^^^^^
..d said :

-^kage of manuscript ; then blew his
^^^ ^^^,^ ^ ^^

»I hope it's not historical, Mr. TroUope. wn
^ y ^^^^

JriLlTyour historical novel is no^-rth a d^^^^^
^^^^ ,^

lope'. .ucce«, was a«ured ; '^^^^^;^l, hi. work had amounted
•

predece»or. till at the do«, the total re^P^
.^ ^^.^er

to fully $350,000. Perhaps nothing written by al

worth reading than this autobiography.

a «, EoTPT IN TH. LiaHT o, MoD.itN Di«:ov.«iS. By H. S.

Cbom, LL.D. Cincinnati :
Robert ClarKe <b v

OBDom, ^
authoritative works on

A. Mr. Cbpm say. m hm P'^*'^ "3^*,„ „„ account of their

Ancient ^^^^'^^^''^^^r^J^^Z.^ of their fulne«.

co.tline»; and *» Bome «tent bej^d ^heu

J«^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^ ^
80 true is the earUer "tate"-^'^*J^^^ ^ handle «. v«it a subject

pidon on a volumem nmall m thi. which ciaiiwt
.^ ^^^^ ^

Z. there ^^^J^.fZ":Z:7Z\ 1^^.^^ ^ ^^^ ^^

5. iriclwlas for December is quite u^ to iU own ^^^^^^^ ^^^ '^^

hard to thinl, of a -ore emphatic -^"^jP^'jrmagazines .
published for

this. St. Nicholas IS easUy at the he^ of^ ^ „j Captaiii

young folks. In the present "^^ . ^^f'J^^^j Fi^e." which is like

kayne Reid. a serial story entitled The^and
^^^^.^^ ^^^^^

alUHs author's work, -ho"'
^^f/j^-^:' Hrw.home, and part of a

is also a brilliantly fanciful story by ^-}^^^ humourist, Frank

Christmas story by Miss Louisa M-tt The inim
^^^,^^ ^^^

K Stockton, contributes a f^ryta^.^^^^^^^^ ^,_ writes

older readers as it is «- the/^hddre
,, ^hittier gives an

a fresh and racy paper called ^-^'^ '"^
°^ ^^^ ^f his "Tales of Two

Indian legend in verse ; ^^^^r^^J^^'uE Vinton Blake's " How

Continent.." M '^'^'^''^^
'^'^'':'^rlZie W Champney furnishes

Sir Athol Came to His ^^S'^""*.
. .T^'^^^e to be a characteristic of

a paper of that delightful sort which ha3 come
^.^^^^^ „

th^ 'periodical It is called "
^^^^^^^^'l^^, Tudor Jenks. and

We quote a selection

J--
" -^ ^olet delided by the young

shall make nojipology^pr ite length unless on

^^^^
folks :

^ „p^ „ i DKBEBT.

J _..,» intn a saadv desert, seeking

camel, whion ne nwi "™'"
<»/, thn wizard s

that the wiMurd ahooldgoj** » ™»
hi. mow akiUol aeqoMSi^;, ^ y^ other.

" I will, on ona w>ndl*i«tn, aaaMi"~ .

I

tjrr

MM. JafMrtMLi
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" What i« that?"
" That he who shuwa the beat faagio shall take the wand and power of the other.

Do yon agree 7
" ^

The wizard, although startled, boldly agreed.
" Let us loae no time, then," said the magioian, with a crafty smile. " Are yon

ready?

"

.
-

., ,^..-,;.-=;.;-

'

" Quite ready," said the wizard.

"Find that, then," and, as be spoke, the magioian threw his wand hi^ into the

air. An immense bird, that was flying overhead, clutched the wand and fliw off with

lightning speed.
" A baby's trick !" said the wizard) laughing. " I learned that with the alphabet:

The idea of playing magical hide-and-seek with me I " aitd breaking his wand into nine

short pieces, he stuck them up in the sand, forming a circle aronnd him. Out from
each suddenly sprang a wire and stretched itself along above the sand, like a serpent,

only a thousand times faster ; and down from this wire fell poles and stuck up in the

sand. In the middle of the ring of sticks sat the wizard, with a telegraph instrument,

ticking away for dear life. In a moment he stopped and listened. An answering tick

was soon heard ; and the wizard, smiling, said^ : "We sh£ll have a dispatch very soon I

Wonderful thing, the telegraph-^wopderful 1"
.

A speck was soon seen in the distance coming quickly toward them. It soon re-

solved itself into a small boy, running as fast as he could,
" Well, my boy ? " said the wizard, rubbing his hands, as the messenger arrived.
" Please, sir, here's a package and a letter for you, sir," replied the boy, pufSng a

little from his run. " Please sign my receipt."

" Certainly, certainly," said the wizard, scarcely hearing what was said ; and hand-

ing the package to the magician, he opened his letter and read :

" BoBNBO, July 12th.
" Your message received. Inclosed find wand as requested. Had to shoot \i^Ti.

Sorry. Will have it stuffed. Yours, Ahab."

The magician opened the package, and there was the wand. Then he began think-

ing of his very best tricks. At last he said, solemnly :
" This time I'll show you

something worth seeing I

"

Then he wiped his wand in the skirt of his robe, and pronounced a long incanta-

tion. As the icoantation proceeded, a crystal ball farmed itself out of the air and
floated before them.

" What's that for ? " asked the bey. ' ' That's the biggest marble I ever saw.

"

"That," said the magician, "is the magiciantester. Merlin invented it for the

express purpose of putting down conceited magicians. Such is its pasuliar construc-

tion that only the greatest and most powerful magician can get inside of it."

*' Oet into that marble I
" said the boy. " I don't see what for."

"Probably not," said the magician.
" Now, see here, Johnny," said the wizard, impatiently, " don't yon think you'd

better run home ?
"

' •• I must have my receipt signed, " said the boy, positively; "besides, it's fun to

see this game."
" Never mind him," said the magician. " Now, what I propose is this : Yon and I

atand about twenty paceo-lrom the tester : then let the boy count three (for, while you
pay for his time, we may as well use him). Whoever first appears in the tester shall

be the winner.

"

, »
' *Am I in this ? " asked the boy.
" Certainly," said the magician, smiling.
" Are you ready ? " said the boy.
" Yes," they replied.
>> Otte—two—three t " shouted the boy. The wizard and magician did their best to

get inside ; but it was no nse. . Kach turned away, thinking himself defeated. In turn-

ing from the tester, they met.

"Hallo!" cried the magician, " I thonghfyon were inside the tester !
"

'^. "And I thonght yon were I " said the wizard, equally surprised.

"Well, what means this ? " aske^ the magician.
" I can't tell," replied the wizard; "I didn't make the tester ; there's been some

mistake."
"Oh, no; it's all right," said the magician-, "we moat try again. Whwe's the

boy?"
" Here I am," said the boy's voice.

" Where ? " they asked, not being able to see him.
" In the marble," said the boy. "I've won!"
There was no mistake. They could both see him, coiled up in the tester and griniting

with delight.

"This is too ridiculous I" said the magician. "Come out of that, yoD little

monkey 1

"

"I shan't! " said the boy, clapping his hands with glee. " I've won and I'm to

have the prize I
"

" Yon shan't have anything but a-good thrashing !
" said the wizard, and catching

np his wand he rushed toward the tester.

But at that moment a crack was heard. The tester broke like a bnhble, and forth

from it came the majeetic figure of the enchanter. Merlin.

"MerlThl" they cried. -

" Yes," repUed the enchanter, gravely, "' it is Merlin. When a wizard and magi-

cian spend their mighty powers in jnggling tricks fit only to amuse fools, those powers

must be taken from them. You have made the agreement and must abid^by it. Drop

your wands. Go home, and work."

They went home and worked, and neither of them married a prinoess or lived

happily.

Merlin laughed softly to himself, and remarking, " there's a conple of dnncee !

"

changed himself back iii^ a messenger-boy, sigped his receipt himself, and walked

away over the desert. Sooa he disappeared over the horizon, and all was still.

Hadlie chosen to avail himself of the opportunity when Muda Hassim, vizier and
chief provincial governor of the Saltan of Borneo proper, gladly resigned to him the

supreme command against a rebellion that the whole sultanate was powerless to sub-

due, he might easily have established a militant dictatorship of the island, equivalent

to that of the Dutch in Java. Later, the seditious jealousy of Makota offered him yet

readier means of taming Borneo into a second Hindostan, with himself to preside over

another merciless and rapacious East India Company.
Bat the first Englishman to sail up the pirate-haunted SarSwak, and that, too, with

no more imposing pomp of outward circumstance than his own private yacht, con-

temned the thoi^ht of grasping as a oonqaaror the vast, dim region whose simple-

hearted children had so early hailed and implicitly trusted him as their Oreat One, their

Tuan Besar. The spirit he wished, to emulate was that in which Sir Stamford Baffles

sought to regenerate the down-trodden Javanese, thirty years before, during the tem-

porary British occupation of Batavia. He could draw the sword to put down wasting

and destroying civil war, and keep it unsheathed in the cause of common humanity
while his native land lent him one corvette and a gnnboat to chastise the pitilesa

pirates and slavers of a pestilent coast ; bat after that he wished to leave it wholly in

the hands of his country.

From her he desired personal eoantenance and aid only so far as they wonld make
him stronger, without military conquest, to awe an oligarchy of Malay oppressors into

some respect for Christian justice, and raise tlionsands—ultimately millions—of the

true owners of the soil, from slavery to freedom. To this end he advocated a British

occupation of the little island of Labnan, off the coast not far north of the mouth of

Borneo River, whence piracy and slaving could, alike, be held in check, and the legiti.

mate commercial opportonities of the situation controlled.

With this motive he accepted an appointment as English Agent to the court of

Brnni, to negotiate and maintain a treaty, securing English sailors from imprisonment
and enslavement by treacherous Borneon wreckers. And, in the highest sentiment of

unselfishness, he was even willing to relinquish his Bajahship itself to the Qaeen's

government, and be himself a mere lieutenant, if thereby that government could be

the more effectually persuaded to help, for once, in gathering a land to Qospel-light

without an established ministry of cannon.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

Mk. Robert Browning has sone to- Athens for a visit

The Christmas edition of St. Nicholeu is 100,000 copies.

A VOLUHE of letters written by Keats to his brother in America, will

be published by Dodd, Mead & Co.

A LATE London letter to the New York Times speaks of Mrs. Oliphant's

" Altiora Peto." Poor Lawrence I

In the January number of Good Words Princess Beatrice will begin a

series of papers descriptive of Aix-les-Bains. —,

Me. Crawford's new Aovel—that is ambiguous in Ml-. Crawford's case,

BO we must say his foKrlh—is called *' Oar favourite Sham."

Mbssks. Hunter, Rose & Co. will bring out a semi-centennial memo-

rial volume of the city of Toronto during the coming celebration in this

city.

Aiter the holidays Messrs. Henry Hill & Co. will publish a no-^i^j/^

Mr. .Arlo Bates, of the Boston Courier. It bears the odd title of " The

Pagans," and is in the modem realistic vein.

The New York Tribune says :
—" The lack of an international copy

right law does not operate to the detriment of foreign authors only.

Halifax Herald ia now publishing ' The Bread-winners.'

"

The current number of the Boston Literary World has nearly twenty-

one pages of advertisements.^ This speaks volumes for the hold of this

excellent journal upon the literary and book-buying classea

The Continent for December 5th contains a valuable and interesting

paper on "The True Mission of Art Schools," by Leslie W. Miller. The

illustrations to this paper are rough'and hardly worthy of the letterpress.

There is one short story, readable, bright and rapid, but rather improbable.

It is by Eliot McCormick, ^ho bends accident to his design as triumphantly

as ever did the author of "A Castle in Spain." Mr. Newell's serial of

love and adventure in Borneo maintains its interest. In this instal-

ment there is abundance of adventure, but the love-making is thinned down

to the vanishing point The following note on the famous Rajah Brooke,

of Sarawak, will bear quotation

:

.

The Bajah of Sarawak unquestionably posseaaed ezparienM and sbiliUea to b««oma

a military oharater of no mean order, had his moral genius involved the least ambition

lor such an attainment. What Maoaulay, with true sedentary flavonr, denosoinate*

" tha vulgar conrage of the common aoldlar," was his in a oonspicaons degree ; and on

avary eoeaaion when war had no praotioable alternative for him in Borneo he proved

invinoible as a commander. It was, then, no oonstitntionally effeminato ahrinkmg
from the fieroe arbitrament of the sword that reatrained him from bmating the whole

romance of his Oriental career with the haroie glitter Of armed oooqaeat. A mora

manly exemplar of his race ; a braver, highor-minded, lottier-apiiitad Anglo-Saxon ;

iMver boi« tbebanner of civilization to the walla o< hoatile barbariam.

"
. /

"

'

Messrs. Harper Bros, have issued a new edition of Mr. Griffis's

standard work on Japan, *^ The Mikado's Empire." . There is added a sup-

plementary chapter on "Japan in 1883," and an elaborate index.

Mr. William Morris has taken to preaching socialism, and has been

haranguing English workingmen in a dress of appropriate character. His

shirt on these occasions is of coloured cotton, and innocent of a collar.

Mb. J. T. Hawkk, the editor of the Hamilton Tribune, is entering the

field of fiction. He has commenced in his own columns a story of the

Franco-Pruasian war, which promises to be bright, and full of movement

Carltle'b house at Chelsea is advertised to be let or 'sold. It is be-

ginning to look somewhat forlorn and dilapidated. It is said that a eom-

mittee of Carlyle's admirers in Glasgow will buy the building and trans-

fer it into a Carlyle olub-houae.

iN'the thanksgiving number of ^^ Independent is a timely artide by

Sir Samuel Baker, entitled " An £xperienc« in the Soudan." A P^pW' ^7

El Mahdi, on this subject, would be delightfully interesting just now, if

only some periodical could develop sufficient enterprise to procure it.

Mb.' William Shkphard has added to his interesting compliatious

"Pen Pictures of Living Writers," and "Authors and Authorship,"

another entitled « Pen Pictures of Earlier Victorian Authors." The new

volume includes sketches of Bulwer, Macaulay, DisraeU, Irving, Char-

lotte BrontS, Poe, and Harriet Martineau.

. ,.^t.

Dr. C p. M0LVANY is engaged in writing for Mr. C. Blackett Robin-

son a " History of Liberalism in Canada;" but the work -wiU also prac-

tically be a history of Canada during the period it covers. If this book

embrace the movement and brilliancy that 'are characteristics of Dr. Mul-

, vany's style then it cannot faU to be valuable and inteiresting.

"""the Atlantic for 1884 will monopolize all thfe work of Oliver Wendell

Holmes- It will also contain a new serial entitled " In War Time," by

Dr S Weir Mitchell, whose volume of verse, "The Hill of Stones and

Other Poems," was sO^ well received a year ago. It will continue to

receive frequent contributions from Henry James, Charles. Dudley Warner

and W. D. Howells.
^

It is pretty generally acknowledged that the valuable work left unfin-

iahed by the late Mr.lUttray, "The Scot in British North America," was

not/in its latter portion, quite up to its own standard. It is reported that

the task of writing the final chapters has faUen into the hands of Mr.

Philipps Thompson, in which case the rest of the work is likely to show no

lack of pith and intellectual alertness.

Ma. Henry J. Morgan, chief clerk of the Department of State, has in

preparation "The Dominion Annual Register and Review for 1883." He

is being assisted by former collahorateurs and by several new ones. This

invaluable work has become an acknowledged institution, aud has caised

to need the praise which it will probably never cease to deserve and re-

ceive so long as it remains under the present capaljl^ editorship.
^^

Mrs J F Harrison (Seranus), of Ottawa, has written a "Song of

Welcome " in honour of Lord Lansdowne., As Mrs. Harrison is one of our

most individual singers, this production contains several passages of genu-

ine strength and beauty. As a whole it does not reach the high degree of

Ivric excellence which Mrs. Harrison has taught us to look for m her work.

But this could hardly be.otherwise : the defect is not in the singer, but in

the occasion of the song.

Apropos of Mr. Matthew Arnold's indistinct utterance on the occasion

of his first lecture on this side of the water, the New York Times said :

" Mr Arnold has revenged himself on society. When it went to see him

lecture last week it did not hear him. Then society complained As if

society did not get its full money's worth by gazing upon the V^^'^V^^^

whUe he read in dumb show his charming essay on 'Numbers. By-

—ffie-We^ if^r. Arnold would defend hi^ imperfect utterance he "might

l» the Fortnightly Ber^w is an article in vindication of Bazaine, by

Mr. Ardhibald Forbea Mr. Forbes witnessed every action in which

Bazaine took part, during the Franco-Prussian War, he was one of the

first to enter Metz, and was present at the Marshall's trial. Mk" Forbes,

therefore, speaks with some authority, as is needed to justify the energy

of the following quotation:—" The truth is that of all the madnesses of

the half-heroic, half-base time that followed the decKeance, of all the false

traUs of vengeance along which the French nation hunted with yelpiif]^

and clamours purposely loud in their efforts at self-deception, of all the in-

iustices which a people mad with shame, torttrred by humiliated pride,

infuriated by lust tor a scapegoat, ever perpetrated; the persecution of

Bazaine was the most lunatic, the falsest, the cruellest ; the most utterly

unworthy, malevolent and unredeemably base episode of a period which,

if not infertile in patriotism, bore a far ranker crop of unworthiness,
.

malevolence and baseness."

The Gossip cannot consent to confine himself to matters purely literary.

If he wander wide a-field now and again, let no one demand apologies, for

the demand will be fruitless. The following note on Havre and Rouen

will go to show that neither Montreal and Toronto nor St John and Hali-

fax have a monopoly of the spirit of mutual devotion and self-abnegation :

" It would be as easy to establi-sh the quadrature of the circle as to ctirry

favour with the Rouennais without vexing the Havrais, or to get in with

the' latter without bringing the former down,, upon one's self in the charac-

ter of bitter enemies. Havre wants to be the New York of the French

side of the English Channel, or as they call it here, la Manche, Rouen

wants to be to the Seine what London is to the Thames. But to be this

it would be necessary for the State to execute colossal, engineering works

which would diminish the value of the river at its mouth for harbour pur-

poses. The Havrais want their city to be made the seat of a Prefecture.

The Rouennais want their town to remain the capital of lower Normandy.

There are advantages to which they are not insensible in having a Prefect

in Rouen and only a Prefect in the seaport town dedicated to our Lady of

Mercy and founded by King Francis I."

say, with Pope, 'I lisped in numbers, for the numbers came.

Victor Hugo's knowledge of foreign literature appears to be somewhat

elementary In conversation with Tourgu6neff he spoke very disparagingly

of "Wallenstein'^-Gamp." in illustration of Goethe's literary deficiency.

When Tourgueneflf gently suggested that Goethe was hardly accountable

for any defects that work might possess, as it had been written by Schiller

the great Frenchman answered :-"That is all the same thing Goethe and

SchUler; they are fruits of the same tree, and beUeve «««. t*'** ^
''n^J-

even without having read either of them, what a Goethe c<^ld say and did

say, and what a Schiller'could write and did write."
,

This is a characteristic bit from "Some Reminiscences of Jane Welsh

Carlyle," in a late number of Temple Bar:^'Si^o described her jjiar-

woJan sort of work to get aU in perfect order for her husband s arrival

;

«d when aU was complete, his dinner ready, his arm-chair In itausua
^

attitude, his pipe and tobacco prepared; aU looking as comfortable as

««ible-Mrs. Carlyle sat down at last to rest, and to expect him, with a

E mind. He arrived ; and < after he had just greeted me, what do you

a,ink he did? He walked to the window, and shook it and asked,

..Where's the wedge of the window 1" And untU we had found that

ble«ed wedge nothing would content him. He .aid the window would

rattle and spoU all. That's just Carlyle.
'

"

CHRONICLE OF THE WEEK.
.

-

Domestic—The North Ontario provincial election petition is to be

tried during the Christmas vacation. A new steamer buUt for the

Dominion Government was. lost on the night of the 3rd inst.. at Point

Prim, near Digby. Eight persons perished including a superintendent of

lights'. Particulars say that while the Government steamer iVewJield was

towing the vessel the latter broke the hawser and struck against a bluff

rock Captain Brown, of the Newjield, was on board the new ship with

nine others, only two of whom were saved, Captain Brown and se^en

other men drowning. The men saved were James Dane and James Soi.

Dane was second steward of the .Vewji^Jd, and was sent on board the ship

to look after Captain Brown, when the hawser parted. Brown saw Point
^

Prim Ught, and knowing they must go ashore, tried to steer her for the

light which, if he had succeeded in doing, would have saved the crew and

himself, even if the vessel would be lost ;
but with the wind and tide

against them he faUod. Brown waa. formerly a feutenant in the R^yal '

Navy The Merchants Bank has begun' proceedings in Equity to com-

pel the Canadian Steel Company to perform the Conditions on which the

loan of the bank to the company had been granted. The election for

Sunbury N.B., on the 3rd inst, to till the vacancy created in the repre-

sentation of the above county for the House of Commons, by the death- of

Mr Sterling, resulted in the election of Mr. Glasier, the Government

candidate, by a large majority. At the great cattle show m Birming-

ham England, held on the 14th inst, Lord Lome, in replymg to an address,

paid a high tribute tS the Dominion of Canada. He said it Was. only

^Lessary for Englishmen" to know Canada to feel fo* her that love, sym-

pathy, and friendship which, inherent in all true Britons, binds the

Empire into one indivisible brotherhood. ^Canada Pacific shares fluctu-

ate much in the market Of late they were far down in New York.-— '

It was decided at a meeting of the Dominion Artillery Assocmtion held at

Ottawa on Tuesday last, not to send ^team to compete at Shoeburyness m ,

1884 but to try instead to establish a competition for garrison batteries

at Quebec, and for field batteries at Toronto. Workingmen's wages on

the Canada Pacific RaUway at Winnipeg is being reduced.—Dom

Smulders, it is stated, has been appointed Apostolic Commissioner to

Canada by the Holy See. The City CouncU of Toronto are considering

the question of lighting the city by electricity. Sir Charles Tupper has

faUed to obtain any desirable concessions in the Cuban trade conditions.

——It is reported that M. Senecal is promoting the organization of a

f-

nE
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company to run a line of steamships between Roaen, France, and Mont-
real. Captain Flett makes public the opinion that the summer frosts

of the North-West will not be hurtful if the crops are put in early.

Before the Court of Claims at Buffalo, General J. C. Strong was present

to argue the claim of a portion of the Cayuga nation of Indians liv-

ing in Canada for a share of the $2,300 annuity promised the Cayugas

by the State in 1810. The amount claimed, with interest, makes quite

a formidable sum. The Canada Cayngas hold that as the Chief of

the nation, Ajageghti (FiA Carrier), lives with them, and they are a

majority of the nation, a largd part of the annuity should have been paid

to them, and is now diie frpm the State. The matter was held over for

decision. A well-known resident of Ottawa recently paid a visit to his

friends in the old country, and returned to Canada as an assisted emigrant.

^A shocking event occurred in Montreal on Thursday. Maise Morin,

, a butcher, was leading a large bull,, and shortly after leaving the market

the furious animal broke the rope which bound his head to the fore-leg and

rushed madly. through the streets, scatterii)g the pedestrians in all direc-

tions. A medical student standing on the platform of a street-car was

prostrated to the ground, but escaped with a few bruises. The bull next

rushed at an old man named Jean Louis Buval, who was walking close by

the wall of the Canadian Pacific station, and who could not hear the shouts

of warning. Turning to face the bull, the latter caught him in the pit of

the stomach, and hoisted him some fifty feet in the air, and when found on

the other side of the wall life was extinct. After much difficulty the bull was

captured and shot. M. Senecal,it is said, has failed to float his emigration

scheme in Paris. Much prominence is now being given in Winnipeg to

the Hudson Bay Railway scheme.

—

•—A meeting of farmers was held at

PROSPECTUS OF THE WEEK.

Rapid City on Thursday, to protest against railway monopoly and the

high tariff. Rev. Mr. Crawford speaking the sentiments of the meeting,

said, " If we are to be trodden down by the other provinces I would advo-

cate secession." A convention with the same note of protest will be held

at Winnipeg on the 19th.— An inspector of fisheries for the great lakes

and inland waters of Ontario is to be appointed. A family, comprising

five persons, were drowned on the north shore of Newfoundland by being

capsized from a small boat Vjy a sudden squall. The Marquis of Lome
expresses the opinion that Toronto is destined for a great future. On
Friday last nominations for candidates tor th« Ontario Legislature were

made in West Middlesex, West Simcoe, and Cardwell. Nominations on

the same day were made for West Middlesex of candidates for the

Dominion Parliament. The Canada Pacific Railway will resume the

construction operations of thtf North American Contracting Company,

which has dissolved. The Brantford factories are running on short

time.

^OBBiON.—The Forty-Eighth Congress opened on Tuesday, the 4th

inst. Cardinal McCabe has issued a pastoral wherein he condemns

secret societies. It is said that Lord Ripon is not greatly beloved by

Europeans in India. Khaf Seyd, a Mussulman fanatic, who claims to

have performed divers miracles at Merv, has entered Persia at the head of

2,000 men. The Australian delegates have decided to annex the New
Hebrides. Twelve thousand men are to be shipped from Algerian ports

^Q Toncjuin. Ampri fran oi^iyftna henceforth ar6 permitted to purchase

foreign-built ships to engage in foreign trade under the American fltig.

The President of the United States suggests that a portion of the surplus

revenue should be applied towards rehabilitating the navy, and establishing

coast defences. Cetewayo is to be reinstated in power. Lady Char-

lotte Rose, wife of Sir John Rose, is dead. Hicks Pasha is recruiting

his army with much energy. Two men abducted the wife of a respectable

tradesman recently in New York. The Chinese admiral, Ping Yu Ling,

on arriving iu Canton, notified all foreigners thatwar was imminent. As
« means of ggtting rid of the ^rman difficulty, it is proposed to abolish

the territorial government of Utah and establish a commission. The
French commander in Madagascar will march inland early in January.

Another Apache rising has been reported from Arizona. Butler has a

longing still for the Presidency. The Maryland cotton business lias

been overdone, and stagnation .hfM set in. -The Prince of Wales is

making land investments through an agent in Missouri. Advocates of

Woman's Suffrage are besieging Congress with petitions. Cuba has

another attack of political dissatisfaction. Mobs have taken charge of

Canton.-' The people of Cairo seem favourable to an annexation of

Egypt by England.':^ A Bntler movement in Massachnsetts is not

unlikely. Levy Bros., clothiers. New York, have failed ; liabilities

$2,470,000. The Porte has notified Great Britain that she will station

Bum-ot-wvr in the Red Sea. -It ia said that Germany and Italy have

accepted England's invitition to send roen-of-war to Chinese waters fortter"

protection of neutrals.

There appears to be in Canadian journalism a field still unoccupied,

which can be filled only by a periodical enabled to furnish at the requisite

outlay literary matter of the best quality. This field if is the aim of the

proprietonMjf The Week to fill. They will appeal particularly to the

Canadian pi^lic ; but they crave no indulgence on this score at the hands

of Canadian readers. They are willing that The Week shall be judged by I

comparison with other periodicals, English and American, of similar scope /

and price, hoping to gain the favour of a body of readers not limited by/

the bounds of Canada.

The Week will appeal by a comprehensive table of contents to the

different tastes which exist within the circle of a cultured home, and will

endeavour faithfully to reflect and summarize the intellectual, social and
political movements of the day. The man of business, whose hours for

reading are limited, will, it is hoped, find in this periodical the means of

easily keeping himself acquainted with the chief events and questions of

the time.

Fiction, in the form both of serials and short stories, will occupy a

prominent place, and will be regularly and liberally supplied. For this

purpose the assistance of acknowledged tadent has been secured. Verse

will be welcomed as often as it is found possible to procure it of the right

quality. Sketches of travel and papers descriptive "of places' interesting

from their scenery or their associations will from time to time appear.

Critical essays and short biographiml papers will also form features of

The Week. Current events, both at home and abroad, will be closely

watched, brought carefully into focus, and impartially discussed. It will

be the Editor's constant aim to keep his readers well abreast of the intel-

lectual progress of the age.

In politics. The Week will, be thoroughly independent It will be

untrammelled by party connections, free froiii party leanings, iirnHft"**^ ^
party considerations. The rule which it will adopt, of requiring every

article to bear either the writer's name or some note of individual author-

ship and responsibility, will enable it to allow liberal scope for the ex-

pression of individual opinion, and to present, as far as possible, the best

advocacy of the best cause. In Canadian politics its desire will be to

further, to the utmost of its power, the free and healthy development of

the Nation.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The following are among the attractions which will be offered the

readers of The Week in the earlier issues :

"A BYSTANDER"
will contribute, at intervals, reviews of current events, especiaUy of events

in Great Britain and on the Continent of Europe.

^ MR. EDWARD FAWCETT,

the well-known author of "A Gentleman of Leisure," "Tinkling Cym-
bals," " An Ambitious Woman" (just completed in the yew York TrU)une,

and attracting wide attention), "A Hopeless Case," etc., is writing for

The Week a new novel, entitled "The Adventures of a Widow." This'

novel deals with New York Society, a field which Mr. Fawcett has made
peculiarly his own. The columns of The Week will also, from time to

time, be enriched with some of Mr. Fawcett's exquisite verse.

PRINCIPAL GRANT,
in a series of papers, will describe a tour taken by him, in company with
Mr. Sandford Fleming, during the past summer, over the route of the
Canada Pacific RaUway. Dr. Grant and his party traversed entirely new
ground, by crossing the Selkirks, which have hitherto been considered im-

passable. These interesting papers will be entitled " Down the Kicking
Horse and across the Selkirks." Dr. Grant will also contribute articles on
various important subjects, such as^Indian Afiairs, Progress in British

Columbia, etc.

Contributions in prose and verse may be looked for from J. E. Collins,

Joaquin Miller, Louis Honori Frfehette, Dr. C. P. Mnlvany, George Stew-
art, jr., John Reade, Mrs. Kate Seymour McLean, Miss Maehar (FitMi»X
Dr. Daniel Wilson, John Charles Dent, Wm. HiNistoii, F. Blake Orofton,

G. Mercer Adam, J. Hnnter-Duvar, R. W. Phippt, Wm. F. ClaA*,
Professor Murray, Sir Francis Hinoks, R. W. Boodle, O. C. Aoringar, Mnw
J. F. Harrison (Seramuj, J. M. LeMoine, Frederick A. Dixon, J. O.
Boarinot, W. D. LeSn^or, and many other writera of note. Art, Mnaior
and the Drama will receive abundant and careful attention. There will

also be a series of critical esiays on " lite Toan|er Americftn Poeta," by
the Editor.

=fc

Personal iNrssTiaATioN.
Manv prominent medical men have pereon-

»lly iQveitlaated the iNTERNiTioNiL Throat
AND LONQ INSTITDTK and expresn themselves

ntlefled that the Phyaiciana comprising the

Staff are thorouRhlv qualified medical men ;

tbat patients receive the latest and most
icientiflo treatment, and that the Spirometfr,

Invented by Db. M. SotrvlELLB, Ex-AiJe

Snraeon rf the French Army, is really a val-

nable addition to Medical Science. Anyone
snffermg from Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh,

Catarrhal Deafness, fconaiimption in its nrst

tages, or LarynRitis. should consult the phy-

Iclana of the Institute personally and bo ex-

amined ; If not. write for list of questions and

copy of "International News,^' published

monthly. Physicians and sufferers can try

the Spirometer free. ConsulUtione free. Ad-

dress lntrrnatio«al Throat and Lung Inati-

tute. 173 Ohuich Street. Toronto, or 13 Phillips

Square, Montreal, P. Q.

Business Edueation

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THE

BRITISH AUERICAtl

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

NORTH AMERICAN
LIFE ASSXJRAN<3E CO.

(WCOaPOIUTED BY SPECIAL ACT OF DOMIHION PAEUAMEHT.)

HEAD OFFICE, ----- 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO.

~~- Pmsirtent—Hos. A. MaoKenzib, MP., Kx-Prlme Minister of Canada.

Vic«-PrMiden(»—Hon. A. MoBBis, M.P.P., and JoH.') U BLiiKlE. Escj.

Issues all approved forma of Life Policies and Annuities, and its speciaUy favourable Tos"

"" pS°?c™s"i"iLXmmlrci;iS'owment Policy m«,ts the wanU of tho«, n«,ding^e pro

tection of Insurance only, avoiding the »noartaintie8 of the Co-operative plan and the over-

bequests of the ordinary aystem. ...,»*
AKenI* wanted la nrepreeealed dielrlct*. Apply to .>

W.W. McCABB. V9rmt», Managing Dirtctar.

CAPTIVATINO m TOHE. *>

WHAT IS CATAKRH ?

Catarrh is a muco-purulent discbargficaiiued

oy the presence and developmenc nt the

vegetable parasite amteba in toe internal Un-

inK^embrtme of the none. This paraaite is
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KATCHLESS IN TOME.

DECKER BROS.' MASON k RISCH
PIANOS !

tutequalled im value.

PRACTICAL BOOK-KEBPIHO,
HEHTAL ARITHMETIC,

COMKEKCUL LAW.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the greatest success with

popils, and have redived the highest eco-

niums from the leading buainess men.

For descriptive catalogue, address

Ths Secbbtabt,

TORONTO.

FBASER * SONS,
(l,ate Notman & Praaer, Photographers

to the Queen.

)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
PHOTOGBAPHBnS, ETC.

/ A. Fraur, R.C.A. J- A. Frater. Jr.

A. Q. Fraa^.

WEST,

PIANOS !

(COMPARABLE IN WORKMANSHIP.

Price, $275 and Upwards

!

For the holiday), 3Ie»sr8. MASON <t RISCH are offeriiuj the above ceUbrated Pianos

at the Lowest Prices coiuintent with the highest standard, and on very

eaxtj terms of payment. Call at the'

WAREROOMS, 32 KING STREET WEST,
and examine before buying eltenchere.

jj.B.—Catalogues and Price Lists mailed to any address.

.Magazine of American History
irOR DECEMBER.

l>nSSELL-S, 9 KING ST.,

|\, TORONTO, for

mOH-CLAflS WATCHEI tt JEWELLERY I

Watch Bepniring and Jewellery Manufoo-

tored to order, apeoial features.

CbarKes Moderate.

GEG. MacDONALD,

Bawustib.'^olicitoii, Etc,

CHRISTMAS ATTBACTIONS: ^

—: oFvxcifis :

—

Equity ChaAbera, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

OMITH, SMITH & RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.

LABKiTT W. SMITH. D.C.Ii. JijqtB F SMITH.
Qko. M. Rax.

rOHif a»tfc, HmM.r

tl Homaeopathie Physician,

At his old residence, 33 RICHMOND ST. E.

Ofllco hours.—9 to 10 a.m.; 2 to 4 p.m.; and

on Monday and Tuursdoy uveninas, trom 7.J0

to 9 : Sunday, 5.30 to f>M p.m.

AC. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

181 Chdboh 8tb»«t, ToaowTO.

PaoNTi'PiECK. Portrait of John Page, llrst of the celebrated Page family of Vlrginia-from

painting by Sir Peter Lely, London, 1660.

CmusTMAS Time is Ow> Viboisia. John Esten Cooke, mustratfotw, ; Old Smithfleld Church

-Portrait 'of Coh Archibald Carey, from a painting by We«t-Ro»ewell, home of the Pages

-Portrait bf Governor Johu Pagi. of ItoiSWall, from portrait by West-Christ Church of

Alexandria— St Peter's Church, whor* Washington was married— Stratford, the home of

the I.eo8-Pottrait of Judge Edmund Pendletoo-Christmaa Tree in Old Virginia (by Will

H. Lowel-Siratogn, Home of General Daniel Morgan—Portrait of General Nolson-The

Nelson Home.

HOLIDATS IS Eam-y Lootbiana. Normau McF. Walker.

Ohbistmas-Tidb in Canada. John Beade, F.R.S.C.

Chbistmab Season in Dutch New Youk. Mrs. Martha J. Lamb. . ,

A HtraoN HlSTOBtCAl, Leoehd. Horatio Hale, M. A.

Coi.o;»«L David CiiocKETT, OF Tennessee. General Marcus J. Wright. ,

Qdiviba; A Suggestion. Dr. Cyrus Thomas.

OBlGlNAl, DoonMENTs. Sir Henry Clinton's Original Secret Record of Private Daily InteUi-

gonce. Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addie Emmet. Introduction and Notes by Edward

F. De Lancey. Chapter III. Also, two valuable Original Letters.

Notes. Historical Societies in theirrelation to Local Historical Interest-Mr. Gary's Answer-

Martin Luther's Memory—Morse's American Geography-Noah Webster's Love Romance

-The Nelson HomeBtead-Death of David Van Arsdale—Evacuation of New York—A Ven-

erable Historian—The Star-Spangled Banner.

QTimEB. Origin of Aboriginal Dlaleeta or AiUBflua-An Old Cluck—Is it fee First AmeWeaa

Coin?

BBPLIEB To be Prepared for War is one of the most effectual meani of Preserving Peace-

Note and Query-Sawng-Flrst Money-^Colonel Francis Barber- Quisquising-Letter

from General Horace Capron.

SocnsTlES. New York Historical Sociaty-Chicago Historical Society—Maryland Historical

Society—Hnguenot Society of America.

And numerous Book Notices.

ing memorane oi i,"» uuws. *u,d ,.»..^..-.. .-

only developed under favourable circum-

stances, and these are;—Morbid state of the

blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberele,

the germ poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-

uifua, from the retention of the effeted matter

of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly

ventilated sleeping apartments, and othmr

poisons tbat are germinated in the blood.

These poisons keep the lutemal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these Kerms, which sprea*l up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the

eustaiahian tubes, causins deafness; burrow-

ina in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

usurping the proper structure of the bronchial

tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death. •

, ^ ^
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure tor this distressing disease by the use

of inhal.'nts an<i other ingenious deviees. bnt

none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed

or removed from the mucus tissue.

So-ue time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-

ing, succeeded in discovering the neoeesary

combination of ingredients which never f lil

in absolutely and permauently eradicating

this horrible disease, whefher stimdiog lor

one year or forty years. Those who may be

Buffering from the above disease, should,with-

out delay, communicate with the business

manaeers,
I

Messbb. a. H. DIXON * SON.
;i03 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.

WhattheRev. E. B. Sfeoenaon.^.A..aCteray-
man of the London Conference of ths Metlto-

diet Church of Cannda. hat to say in reaard

to A. H- Dixon <t Son's New Ireatmm* for

- Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont. , Canada, March 17, '83.

3f««»rs. A. H. Dixon <t Son :

Deab Sibs,—Yours of the ISth mstant to

hand. Itseemaalmost too goodtobe tmethat
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.

I have had no return of the disease, and never

felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, sulfere I so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really better
1 consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the

throat as well as toe nasal passages, and I

thongtit I would require the three treatments,

but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and

1 am thankful that I was ever induced to send

Yon are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at (too treatmenla. and

I shall gladly recommend yonr remedy to

I of my friends who arc sufferers.

Yours, with many thanks.

Rev. E. B. Stevenson.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
ilANITFACTUaSBS OF THE

" LILY WHITE " FLOATINO SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWN PERFECTION BOAP,

ENGLISH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHBB OELEBBATED BBASDB OF

FINE LAUNDEY soaps,
Kullins Soaps,

T<iilet SoapB,
Aniline Djces.

-1^ PEAB30N,

DENTIST,
No. 2 KiKO Steebt Wist, - - Tobohto.

TTOBACE F. ALLKIN3, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings o«»pled.

a

soeolalty. Portiaito of horses and doga Oil

painting taught on the system of the Royal

Academy, Lendon, England.

THH PRE33 PBAI3B THIS MA.QAZINB IN BVEiBT P^BT OP TH^ WOBLD.

" The best historical publication ever published in thjeobontry."—Boston Borne Journal

.

<• kore original historical matter has been published during the six months in i*ioh Mrs.

Lamb hae conducted this perloaicol than the public has had in it tor years. A feature of the

growing subscription list is the demand out of the country, notably in England and Canada.

"

—Sprinefleld Bepubltoan.

•• Its articles arecalcolatod to please and interest that miUion-headedhidjTldnaJ popnlaily

known as the general reader." -NVno Orleans /ictsmie.

— ^sirir FOR PRICE Liar.—

-

Rodger, Maclay & Co.

Catuuia Soap and Oil Works,

Office :
Works :

70 Front St. East, ' Dkfeiks Stekkt,

TORONTO.
-fjOTAL HOTEL, NEWCASTLE.

Fine Sample ai>d Sitting Rooms.
House. Every Convenience.

Brick

JOHN GLENDINING, Proprietor.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBORNE.
COMMEHCIAL Til*«UfllS- HEAD-QUARTIRS

This House has all the latest improyemants.

Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine.

Terms, «1.00 per day.

Wm. MAI.E8, Clerk. AiBBBT Gkbman, Jfon*r."

"It is a1 brilliant illustration of the treasnres yet buried in the nnejplored sonrees oK

American Hlstory."-Jr«M' Yort InJepenJant.

JOHN B. HALL, U.I>.,

HOMOlOfATBIST,
BnMdaltias—Diiaasas of Children and Nervous

^nS^. Hour»-8tulOa.ui.:4to«p.m.;SQn-

Aay, t to lu am. ; It to 8.30 p m.

a^ * MB jABvis SrsaET.

Sold by newsdealers everywhert^ Tarmt, %S a year, or SO cent* a number.

POBlICATiON OFFICE, 30 LAFAYETTE PUCE, NEW YORK CIH.

GEN.TRAL HOTEL, OSHA"WA.
Fine Sample Rooms. Pirst-claes Table

Brick Hotise ; Comfortable Rooms.

JA3. COCHRANE, Proprietor

ORONTO AGENCJ FOB THE SALE
of 'the Light-Running "DOMBBTIO,"

and the Domestio Paper Fashions ; also sole

' agency for Macrame Linen Threa*!, soft flnish-

ad Cotton Twine, alid all materials use<l in

making^ Maarame Lace. Knitting. Wool.

Crotobak Dan>ing,-Hand and Sewing Machine
Needlea^or oU Machines for mle.^^

A, W. PRiSN.« Yonte Btieet,

HI

\-
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The Unrivalled 8noc«BB I The Popularity I

THB USEFULNESS OP

THE PEOPLE'S CYCLOPEDIA
Is based apon facts,

F(yr, aa a General Cyclopedia, it it ths most
comprehensive in scope, the mmt thorough in
echolarship, the most systematic in arrange-
ment, the most practical tn information, the
most complete in topics, the most attractive in
appearance, the most convenient for use. the

most recent in publication, the cheapest in
price.
The "People's Cyclopedia of Universal

Knowledge" contains 56.000 topics (nearly

double the number of subjects treated by
either Appleton's, the Britannica, or Cham-
bers' Cyclopedia' ; 21 double page coloured
maps; 100 smaller maps and diagrams, and
over 5,000 eufiravings.
Price and Style of Binding— Complete In

Three Snper-Roysl Octavo Volumes of over
Bevon Hundred Pages each. English Cloth.

Bed Edges, onl v *17 ; Library Ijeatner. Marble
Edges. $20; Half Turkey Morocco. Marble
Edges, *22. The most popular C^lopedia for

the houee, the library, the school, or the office.

AKNOUHCEMENT EZTRAORDINABT.
In order that every household in Canada

may have opportunity to secure this grand
vork we will deUver a complete set, bound In

_any style, to any responsible person in Can-
~ ada, upon such person agreeing to pay only
three dollars when the books are received, and
ttoo dollars a month thereafter imtil they
are paid for. Thus it will be seen that the

payment of flftv cents a week will secure the
most complete and valuable library of univer-

sal knowledge ever published. Clergymen,
teachers, or intelligent men of any vocation,

are wanted in every town in the Dominion to

solicit orders for this grand work. For terms
and full particulars, address—

Arthur (* .Tackson. Canadianptfanager,
95 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.

No similar work ever received such a gener-

al and hearty welcome. The universal senti-

ment is in substance that the work meets a
great and universal want.
From Rev. George Cochran, D.D., Toronto,

President of Toronto Conference. Methodist
Church of Canada, formerly Missionary to

Japan: "I regard 'Thk Pcople's Cyclo-
pedia OP UNrvERSAL Knowledge ' as a
work of extraordinary merit. Whoever takes

iiito account its convenient size, vaHt range
of topics, immense stores of clasaifled in-

formation, balance in the treatment of

subjects, variety and taste in illustration,

valuable appendices, superior mechanical
execution, and reasonable prices, will find

~tb»*4n these respects there Is nothing equal

to it in the market. It is suited alike to the

requirements of the professional and business

man, and to the family library. Happy, in-

deed, the household where the children have
access at all times to this Treasury of Know-
ledge I commend it most heartily, and wish
forit the widest circulation."
From Kev. A. Sutherland. D.D., Teronto,

MiBsionary Secretary. Methodist Church of

Canada: "The opinion expressed by Dr.

Cochran is none too strong. The People's

Cyclopedia is a marvel of condensed informa-
tion, and deserves a place in every household
library."
From Bev. Wm. Briggs. Methodist Book and

Publishing House: "I fully endorse the above
stated opinion of Dr. Cochran concerning
* The People's Cyclopedia.'

"

From the Toronto Afail: " The ' People's

Cyclopedia of Universal Knowledge' gives a
complete description of nations, ancient and
modem, civilized and heathen ;

the customs,
laws, languages, religions, and resources, and
all the statistics brought down to the present
time."
From the Toronto Globe: "The 'People's

Cyclopediaof Useful Knowledge ' has reached
its ninth edition, and seems to cover every
branch of iuformation on which any person
could possibly desire to be enlightened."
Besuients of Montreal rriay secure "The

People's Cyclopedia " at the Montreal Agency,
Boom 139, Ottawa Building, 453 Notre-Dame
Street.

MARTIN, GABKISON A CO..
Subsorlption Book Publiahers.

ABTHUB C. JACKSON, Canadian Manager,
95 King Street East. Toronto, Ontario.

BINDING
IN^ALL ITS BRANCHES.

yEVERY WOMAlTOrREFINEMENT
\l BHOtTIiD HATE THE

'AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HEB PARLOUB TABLE.

Under the new management great improve-
ments are being oouatantly introduced,

making it without dispute the
* JouBNAL OF Polite Society.

- A special feature of in-
terest is offered in

the series of

SOCIETY PORTRAITS
'just begun. Among the facet already pre-

aented bj Fowler'a able pencil are tboee of

the

FFOrCESS OF WALES.
LADT IiAirSDOWHS,

jfTHB ffiTtinnniT.iTW

XBS. COBirWAUIS VEST,
LAST CHUECHILL, uid the

HOH. KBS. BUSKX-BOCBZ.

TEABLY SVBaCRIPTION,
FOUB DOLLABB.

Single oopiai mailed at 10 centa each.

ERNEST F. BIRMTnGHAM & CO.,

Proprietors,
140WA8SAU ST., NEW YORK.

Books, Magazines and Periodicals

BOUND IN EVERY STYLE. .

Our bindings of Shakespeare, Harper, Cen-

tury, Blackwood, London Illustrated News.
Legal, Medical. VeteriAary, and other works

ABE UNSlirRPASSEIk

LAW-BOOK DEALERS
AffD IIMPOBTBBR.

PUBLTBHEBS OF '

THE CANADIAN LAW TIMES.

CARSWELL & 00.,

26 4 28 ADEL.4IDE STREET EAST,

TOBONTO.

THE CRITIC ! ^
A BETieW OF \ /

LITERATURE, THE FINE ARTS, V
SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAHA

J. L. & J. B. GiLOiB, Editobs.

CONTBIBVTOBS.
H. H. BoTissEN, John Bnnrougbs, F. Marion

Crawford, George Wm. Curtis. Edward Eggle-
ston. Prof. Geo. P. Fisher. O. B. Frothingham,
H. H. Fumess, Sidney Howard Gay. R. W.
Gilder, Edmund W. Gosse, W. E. Griffis, E. E.
Hale, Joel C. Harris, " H. H.," Dr O. W.
Holmes, Julia Ward Howe, I). G. Mitchell,
Bev. Dr. R. H. Newton, W. J. Rolfe, Dr. Philip
Schaff, E. C. Stedwan, B. H. Stoddard, Prof.
W. G. Sunmer, Edith M. TeoDias, Charles
Dudley Wamer, Walt Whitman, Frof. W. D.
Whitney, Prof. C. A. Young.

Single Copies, 10 cents ; C3 a year, in advance,

ao Lafayette Place, New,york.

\

THE LITERARY WORLD.
Choice Beadinga from the Best New Books /

and Critical Beviewe. V
Fortnightly. [Boston, Mass.: Edward Ab-

bott, editor; E. H. Hames & Co.,rpublish-

era. Quarto, 16 pp. Price $2 per year.]

This journal is becoming so well known for
the excellent quality of its average make-up,
that it deserves to become yet wider known,
that its quality and amount of work maybe
even greater tban now; and it is with the
hope of introducing it to new acquaintances
to this end, tbat we give it this general re-

view, f^fliablished nearly fourteen j^ears ago
by the late Mr. Samuel R. Crocker, as a
monthly literary journal, it passed in April,

1877, under the management of the publish-
ers above-named, Edward Abbott, a widely-
known writer, assuming its editorial control.

In his hands it has continued to increase in

public appreciation and literary value ; and
with the k«ginning of 1879 its publication was
changed to a fortnightly issue, the same gen-
eral form and appearance being retained.

It may be briefly described as a purely
literary review. Each number opens with
quite lengthy notices of the freehebt and most
Important books, frequently from the hand
of a specialist, followed by minor notices of
works of hetion, or tbose of less importance.
Editorials on a great range of current topics
of literary interest next follow, tucoeeded by
departments of liiterary PerBonals, sketches
of noted authors of the time. Newt and Notes,
etc Of chiafest value among these depart-
ments, perhaps, are those of "Notes and
Queries, upon a great variety of topics of in-

terest to writers and readers, usually extend-
ing to two or three columns; and "Shakes-
peariana" — the latter edited bv Mr. W. J.

Bolfe, the eminent Bhakespaartan scholar,

and frequently oocnpying a whole page.
Often articles of mneh historlostl value aie

given, as notably those by Hr. Justin Winsor,
on the pnbUe and private Ulnrartes of the
early days tit Amsrtoao lettars. of whioh ssr-

eral have appeared in lata issues. The joms
' nal seems admirably well balanead to sU its

departmants. and it is always a nlaasure to
opou its bright, modest pagM. so aoondant of

good scholarmhip^, earefnl aditing, a aboiee
vartaty of oontaots, and with no sign of pad-
Vi^, no "slashing" oritioisms» and no un-
kindly tone.—Afaina fiarmer.

E. H. HAKES & CO., Pubushuw,
1 Somerast Btnet, Boston^ Masc

V^ S#n4 for a Bftdmtn Cop^.

2Kl.

Quettoii St. George & Co.,

WINE
'

AND ,

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, dte., CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEa

OR CASK.

Orders by letter wUl have our very best

and prompt attention.'

10, 12.14,16 & 18 King St.West,

TORONTO.

HART & COMPANY,
Booksellers, Stationers.

NEW HOLIDAY BOOKS.
THB Raven. By Edgar Allan Poe.
niastrated by Qastave Dore, with ^

Comment by £. C. Stedman.' Folio
(uniform with Dore Aneient Miri'
ner). Ornamental cloth, gilt edges,
In neat box «11 00

HsBBioK's Poems, niastrated by Abbey 6 26
Dbase's Heabt of the white
Mountains. Illustrated by W. Ham-
ilton Oibson 8 25

PiSTOBiL DiTB. niastrated by W.
Hamilton Oibson 8 26

Four Beantlfol Olft Books, with Ooitaye
Don's Bnpsrb ninstratloiis.

Dante's Puboatobt and Pababise ... 7 00
Dante's INPBBNO 7 00
MtLToN'B Paradise Lost 7 00
The Bible Gallebt 7 00
A SooBE OF Etohinob. Twenty plates
by the most celebrated English
etchers 16 SO

Evangeline. By H. W. Longfellow,
niastrated by Darley. Unique bind-
ing, folio ; Japanese style ; alli^-
tor leatherette binding, in neat
box - 11 00

ENOIiAND, PlCTUBES<]irEAjn>DB8CBlP-
TTVX. By Joel Cook 7 00

Etudes in Modebn Pbench Abt.
ninstrated with Tea-plate India
proofs 11 00

BcoTTiBH PicTUBES. Drawn with Pen
and Pencil -.: 8 60

The Bttined AbSets oy Tobkshibe.
By W. Chambers Lefroy. With etch-
ings and vignettes 7 36

A POPCTLAB HISTOBT OF BACZ^D AbT.
By Edmund Oilier 4 60

Spanish Vibtab. By Oeorge Parsons
Lathrop. Illustrated by C. S. Bein.
hart..,.., 3 as

Scottish Loch Scenebt. Illustrated
with coloored plates 4 OO

English Lake Scknebt. Illustrated
with coloured plates -100.

The Rhyme of the Ancient Uabi-
NER. Illustrated 1 65

The Hhtmb ofJ|^ Ancient Mabi-
NEB. Golden IWal Series 2 CO

Gbat'sEleqt. niustrated 166
Grat's Eleot. Golden Floral Series. 2 00

SoNOB FBOM Facst. Ulustrated 1 65

A large selection of Fine and Standard
Books on hand. Orders solicited.

Habt & Company, Booksellers,

31 A 33 EoTQ St. Wist, TOBONTO.

FINE STATIONERY.
Tb* lAtast Fkablon.

The New Wallet-shape Envelope and Note
Paper, In Rex Octavo and Begma Octavo.

The latest London Fancy.

Hew Crooodlle LMtbar Hota Paper,
Morocco I^aUiar Hota Paper,

Bosata Leather Hate Paper
London Punch says:—" Complete Letter-

writing Papers recently Invented by J. W. it

Co.: CBoooDUiBFAFKB—Speciality—tor ham-
bugs, on which to write symathetid gushers.
HoBOOOo ^APBB.—For senoiog Invitatioiu to
the Moor*. August. Bubbia Lxatxxb Papeb.
—The Bnvel<qM> are excellent, and defy im-
pertinent enrioeity."
A great variety of Naw and FABHioaABi;,a

(TA'noiaBT last to hand.
At Bona Oabds, IxviTA'noH Oabos, Dik-

.na Cabdb, Mbicob, Baix PBooBAims, arc.
EHaHAviKO, CaLouB 8TA1IPINO momfHi

^ttmtded to. BamplM ot the new Papen In
|ieat Sample Books lant on application.

Habt & Gomi>ai)t, Stationert,

81 <ft SS Kno Bi. Wist, TOBONTO.

1IUSI6 AND DRAIA.
Attractioni for the vxek commencing

MONDAY, DEC. 17th.

TORONTO.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE,

YouNO Mrs. Winthrop 17th and ISth.

Toronto Amateur Dramatic SociETT..,19th.
Howard's Athen.«um (Boston) 20th, 2l8t, 22nd,

HOBTICULTUBAL QABDENB.
Toronto Chqbal Sooiett Concert 18th.

St. Nicholas Home Concebt ...19th and 2Dth.

JosBFn 2l8t and 22nd.

o

HAMILTON.

CRAND OPERA HOUSE.

Maboabit Mathbb 17tb.
YounoMrs. Winthbop 19th.

Pat Boonbt's Bpboia;.tx Co Silst.

Luther and the Reformation I

Life of Luther, by Julius Kostlin, with
Illustrations from the German §2 75

Lutber and the Cardinal, a Historic Blo-
grapbicalTale from the German .... 1 50

Homes and Haunts of Luther, by John
Stoiighton. D.D., Revised Edition,
with Illustrations 2 60

History of the Reformation, by George
P. Fisher, of Yale College 3 00

The Period of the Reformation (1517 to
1648), by Ludwig Hausser 2 00

History of the Reformation, by J. R.
Merle D'Aubigne, 5 volumes in one.. 1 25

Life and Times of Martin Luther, by W.
C. Martyn 160

Story of Martin Lather, edited by Miaa
Whately 1 25

Chronicles of the Schonberg-CottaFam-
ily ; s Historical Tale of Luther and
his Times 1 00

The Reformation, by Professor Lindsay
(Bible Class Hand-book) 70

Luther's Anecdotes, by Dr. Macaulay ... SO
Luther's Table Talk, Extracts from, by

Dr. Macaulay 60

JOHN YOUNG,
Upper Canada Tract Soeiaty,

Ua Yosaa Stbbxt.

GOOD LITERATURE.
A Literary and EcUcHc Weekly. \j^

ScBBCHiPTiON Prick, $l.fiO A Tkab.

It givee the beat luticlea from the English
periodicals ; reviews of the leading new books.
with extracts from them ; full literary iabeUi-
gence, and questioua and answers on a nmlti-
tade of topics relating to books and reading.
"One of the most valuable of our weekly

literary journals. Its selections made with
excellent judgment and its criticisms of cur-
rent literature oriap and satisfactory.—Our
Continent.
Bent 10 cents for three Specimen cc^iiea and

Deaoripttve Premium List.

THE GOOD UTERATURB PUBL^BHIKO CO.,

18 & 20 Abtob Plaob, Nav Yobx.

LENOX PENS !

A Complete Sebiks m Twelve Numbbbs,

From which every writer can select THE
BEST PEN for his or her peculiar style of
P^HWW^^***y CNMDpl9 Ol eaAu BQfiSOeff ^9

—

pens), by mail to any^ddress for ten cents.

T^iNTOR Eros., Merrill & Co.,

18* ft 20 AsTOB Plaob. Nbw Yobx.

Forney's Progressy
PBOOBBfts is uniqtte in journalism. Noothcor

publication in the world occupies a similar
field. While it notes all social events of im-
portance, at home and abroad, it is not a
mere record of the movements in fashionable
life. It treats pithily of all snbjeoU of inisr-
est to educated and cultured taste. Litexir
ture, art, music and the drama have attention
in every number. It is not a politioal joamBl,
bnt it never hesitates to express Its Opinions
upon politioal questiona. and these opinions
are strictly independent of all cliques and
parties.
The aim of the management will be, as

heretofore, to have Pboobbss a plsesant
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eration, th«in against the general scheme itself ; and on this gronnd Mr.

Blake based His judgment. The strength of a scheme, hcwever, like that

Topics OF TffB Wkek •^•^ of a chain, is in its weakest link ; and we cannot but believe that in mat-

ters of detail will be found the forever insurmountable obstacles to Im-

perial Federation, which an English writer on the colonies lately declared

would be, if not impossible, at least, to Englishmen, intolerable. Though

Mr. Blake's speech told strongly for the affirmative, he stated that his

*judgment was given in opposition to his own predilections.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Thb news that Alfred Tennyson had consented to be "raised" to the

peerage, under the title of Baron Tennyson D'Eyncourt, could not be ex-

pected to ftiect his admirers at first otherwise than disagreeably. To be

told that one who, for a quarter of a century at least, had been receiving

the homage of the Anglo-Saxon world, could deem himself capable of ac-

WiTHlN th^ past few months two letters have appeared in the Toronto'

Gfohe, both writt))n by Canadians now under arrest at the Guard House in

Minnesota, for desertion from the United States army ; and since the

information contained in^hese letters forms a suj)ject with which it is the

duty of our Canadian Government to concern itself, we shall re-state the

grievances therein alleged :—^Three men, who it appears were Canadians,

deserted from the United States array, and crossed over into Dominion

territory where they considered themselves safe from molestation, under

the protection of international law ; but a detachment of Un'rted States

soldiers pursued, crossed the line, and arrested the confiding refugees over

twenty miles on the Canadian side of the boundary line, and hurried them

back in irons, for trial, to Assiniboine, Montana Territory. One of the

three, Henry Watson, now writes from Fort Snelling, Minnesota, doscrib

ing the cruel treatment to -which, as he alleges, the prisoners have been

subjected at Fort Assiniboine, where they were tried and found guilty.

They, were kept in irons, and treated -with various forms of illusage

from the date of their arrest, which does not appear, up to the middle of

October last. So severe was the overtasking and the punishment threat-

ened, that one of the prisoners, Ellsworth, escaped from the Fort and made

his way towards the boundary ; but in a storm that came on, he perished,

and was afterwards found- upon the plains, his body nearly devoured by

O9.yot*?ijc.^olve«. Two still reioain in oonfiiwment i

o

Waitson,

of Nova Scotia, the other Franklyn Switzer, of Kingston, Ontario. Now,

revolting though the alleged treatment of these prisoners may sound, and

much as the death of poor Ellsworth in the storm might be calculated bo

move Canadians to indignation, that with which we are most concerned is

the flagrant breach of international law, in the forcible seizure of men, who

whether Canadians or American citizens, were entitled at the time of their

Arrest to the protection of our flag. We believe that there is not any room

t;i) doubt that the seizure was made over twenty miles at the Canadian side

of the boundary line, and it can hardly «eem credible to us that the Cana-

dian Government should be, for months, in possession of the information

and not have asked for an explanation, and done what else was fitting and

their duty as custodians of our national rights and honour. The breach of

international law is none the less in this seizure of American deserters on

Canadian soil, than it was when Captain Humphreys took forcible posses-

sion of the British Mile-jackets on the Chesapeake, and for that act the
quirino- any added distinction from the conferment of a title shared with

him by very ordinary men, was to discover the feet of clay belonging to

the golden idol. It may well be, howjiver, that Alfred Tennyson has Imperial Government m^de every possible apology and superseded their

looked for no increase of fame from his new rank. It would perhaps in admiral ; nor is it less flagrant than the act of the American war vessel.

his case have savoured of the snob to refuse the tribute of an admiring

court. The need a smaller celebrity would he under of shunning the

the factitious distinction of a title lest his intrinsic claims should be for-

gotten, is a need that could hardly exist for Alfred Tennyson, whose great-

ness is so assured that no serious question of precedence can ever arise be-

tween his own dignity and that of his rank. He can afford to accept any

title, secure in the knowledge that in the eyes of the world at large the

title, not he, will be the chietgainer by his acceptance.

At University College on Friday evening the. students held a public

debate on the resolution that " Imperial Federation would be advantageous

to Canada." Mr. Blake occupied the chair, and in giving his judgment

for the affirmative made a speech which summarized thearguments on b^h

sides, and his reasons for the verdict. He pointed out the notable and

suggestive fact that throughout the discussion Federation of the Empire

had been referred to a» an alternative not of the present colonial status

—

which, as a permanent condition, was quietly ignored by both sides—but

ol Independence, or the extremely remote possibility of Annexation. The

speeches in the ne^tive were forcible, but effective rather against certain

details, which the speakers too^ to be inseparable from a scheme of Fed-

San Jacinto, in taking Mason and Slidell from the English mail steamer

Trent, which action President Lincoln promptly condemned, saying, " We
shall have to give the men«p and apologize for what we have done." It is

not to the purpose here, though it would only point to a fact, to imagine the

cry of indignation that would have been raised through the United States

had some of our Canadian volunteers forcibly seized deserters from our flag

on American territory ; but it is to the purpose to call attention to the

, Government's plain duty, which is to promptly seek for explanation in

a matter touching the national rights and honour, of which they are now

the custodians.

Thb Legislature of British Columbia has passed resolutions restricting

'
the immigration of Chinese, and the chief reasons put forward for such a

step are that there are now upon the mainland not fewer tluOi three

thousand destitute Chinamen who have begun to murder and steal ; and

that the Caucasian population is not large enough to absorb the alien and

uncongenial element presenting itself in what seems ever-increasing in-

stalments. The less weighty and worthy argument that tlie cheap labour

of the Mongolians puts Canadian workmen at grievous disadvantage was

brought forward by the politicians who legislate only for votes. While

we have no sympathy with the cry raised periodically against the influi^
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of the Chinese, it seems certain now that the-action of the British Columbia

Legislature is wise, and most of all in the interests of the hundreds and

thousands who, if permitted, would continue to crowd upon our shores only

to swell the bill Of destitution and crime.

\

r
3-

a.

.. . In the administration of justice it is of the' utmost importance that the

bounds of the law should be strictly adhered to. This canon is particu-

larly applicable to police magistrates and justices of the f)eace, who in the

vast mass of cases which come before them—mostly of too trivial a nature

to be worth appealing—are practically responsible only to public opinion.

A practice, which there is reason to fear is becoming increasingly common,

has grown up o^allowing certain classes of criminals (particularly fallen

women) to go without punishment upon promising to leave for parts un-

known. A case of this kind occurred in Toronto last wefik. Among in-

dividuals it is conceded that no person has a riqht to dump his rubbish on

the premises of his next-door neighbour. Is not a community subject to

tlgr^atpe moral rule ] Alleged criminals of the class referred to are either

guilty or not guilty. If not guilty, they should never have been arrested,

and should be discharged unconditionally. If guilty, they should be cdh-

vioted and sentenced a« <A« /aw 6?t>ec<«. We have yet to learn that the

powers possessed by our police magistrates include that of sentence to ban-

- ishment ; and it is certainly not desirable that our municipalities should

enter into a competition to see which can get the best of the others in the

game of deporting their criminal population to prey upon their neighbours.

Now comes a despatcli to the effect that Hicks. Pasha has liot been an-

nihilated after all, but is safe at Hirkett with two-thirds of his army. We
'are also told that El Mahdi is finding it impossible to keep his forces together,

and is becoming somewhat insignificant in his capacity of bug-bear to Egypt.

Egypt declares that she will never withdraw from the Soudan, and reposes

implicit confidence in the opinion formerly delivered by the doctors of

El-Azhar, the great Mohammedan college at Cairo, to the effect that the

Mahdi is a false prophet and a liar, andliis prospects of drawing after him

any great following of true believers exceedingly slim. The Mahdi stands

a poor chance of being recognized by the Faithful as their expected prophet,

because' he has neglected the most ordinary precautions to .ensure his

recognition. The expected one is to appear after the death of one Caliph

and before the nomination of another. But El Mahdi has put in a de-

cisive appearance at a time when the Caliph is not dead. The true

prophet is to be offered the supreme power, which he will promptly refuse.

This Mahdi scarcely gives one cause to suspect that he would despise the

Caliphate if offered him. Hence it follows that the Soudan Mahdi has

rendered himself doubly ineligible. He is not the true prophet, of which

fact he is probably quite aware ; and the Faithful will receive him with,

this verse from the Koran :
" He who lies knowingly and with premeditsC-

tion will have hell for his permanent abode."

Repressibility is not a characteristic of Butler to any marked degree.

He is organizing a boom peculiarly his own which is to result, if he does

not. miscalculate, in the capture of the presidency. Lately in Boston he

expressed his satisfaction at having polled so many votes, in spit^ of the

prayers of the clergy. He considered that the largeness of his vote is

pretty satisfactory evidence that "the clergy of Boston have very little

influence with the Almighty." Butler's devoted allies are now the trades-

unions. The Workingmen's Association of Lynn, Massachusetts, has issued

\in address calling for the formation of a National party, whose object

shall be 'to "unfurl the banner of labour" and to nominate a candidate

(Butler) for the presidency. Whom the Association will choose for the

vice-presidency is,,, we believe, not yet decided. Butler is very happy in

anticipation of his approaching triumph. '

THE ORIGINATOR OF THE BANK OF ISSUE.

Very shortly after reading in the first number of The Week a reference

to a work which, if my life be spared, I hope to complete ere long, and

which will have for its title " Reminiscences of My Public Life," I found

in the London Times an interesting obituary notice of the late Lord Over-

stone, in which it was claimed for his lordship that he was the author of

the Bank of Issue measure which became law in 1844, Sir Robert Peel

haying obtained the sanction of Parliament to the amendment to the Bank

of England Charter, by which the It(8ue department of the Bank was separ.

ate4 from that of Discount and Deposit. I had but a few days previously

written my reminiscence of the attempt made by Lord Sydenham, in 1841,

during the first session of the Union Parliament, to establish a ipanadian

Bank of Issue, and ittet once occurred to me that the present would be a suit,

able time to bring under public consideration the respective claiBSS Of Lords

Sydenham and Overstone to the. origination of what I have always con.

sidered a valuable measure.

It is stated in the obituary notice in the Times that Lord Overstone's

pamphlets were published in 1837 and 1840—1 am clear that I had read

one, and I think both of those pamphlets at the time of the publication,

and I was of the same opinion as the writer of the Times' obituary notice,

until a few years later when to my great surprise i read the " Life of Lord

Sydenham." On the 1 1th July, 1841, Lord Sydenham wrote to Lord John

Russell, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, as follows : "There is one

of my Canadian measures on the anvil now, in which you will feel an in-

terest, and wish me success I am sure. But, as it involves private and

class interests, and not political questions; upon which I am sure of my

majority, I do not feel certain of getting it through ; but if I can I shall

rejoice more than at any other work, which I have been able to perform ;

for it will not only be good for this country, but will set an example to~

England, by which she may profit in a year or two when the Bank Charter

is to be rene.w.ed. For it is the establishment of aj perfectly sound paper

currency by mean's of a single State Bank of Issue, based upon the pure

principle of the issue of paper against bullion or coin, to the exclusion of aay

other paper whatever, payable on demand ; the principle, in short, for
,

which I contended in the Cabinet in the first instance in 1833, and which

Sam Loyd (Lord Overstone) has since so ably advocated in a pamphlet."

Lord Sydenham, it will be observed, claims to have advocated the Bank

of Issue scheme in the Cabinet in 1833, four years before Lord Overstone's

first pamphlet. He^^made a grave mistake in Canada, which is noticed in

the same "letter. Adverting to the expiration of bank charters, he wrote

" They (the banks) are therefore at my mercy." In the Appendix to the

Life are " A Memorandum on the Paper Cun-ency," and the resolutions in.

troduced into the House. It seems to me that the weight of evidence is in

favour of Lord Sydenham having been the originator of the scheme. If

Lord Sydenham could have been induced to consent to the existing banks

retaining their average circulation, as the English, Scotch, and Irish banks

were permitted to do by Peel's Act of 1844, it is not improbable that the

Bank of Issue scheme would have been carried in 1841, three years before

the English Act. With these prefatory remarks I shall submit my Remiiiisr

cence, or rather a brief extract from it.

"It was very gratifying to me that in my first session I was chosen by

the Select Committee on Currency and Banking to be its chairman, and

that on the recommendation of that Committee important reforms were

effected, especially the limitation of the use of the British silver tokens^

which had previously been a legal tender to an indefinite amount. It may

be interesting to give the names of the other members of the Committee as

recorded in the vote on the resolutions in favour of the Bank of Issue.

For the resolutions, Messrs. Moffatt, Quesnel, Sampson, Harrison, Dunm

Duns<k>mb (late Collector of Quebec), and Cameron— 7. Against them,

Messrs. Holmes, Cartwright, Neilson, James Morris, Buchanan, Merritt,

and Burnet— 7. The resolutions were carried by my own casting vote as

chairman." I have given a very brief extract from my remarks on the

Bank of Issue scheme, which could not be treated satisfactorily in a brief

article, which I have written merely to call attention to the claim of a states-

man, long since deceased, to have been the originator of the Bank of Issue.
?» .—.. —^ HnfCKS^

CURRENT EVENTS AND^PINIONS

There is again talk of reciprocity at Washington. Th» United States

are so much the greater power, that without loss of dignity they may

move first. It has always been the conviction of the present writer that

the one thing necessary to secure to Canada her full measure of prosperity

and enable her..people fairly to reap the fnjits of their industry was the

abolition of the customs line, which cuts her off commercially from the

rest of the continent. Few perhaps would deny this on commercial

grounds ; at least a man must be a Protectionist of the purest breed if ho

can persuade himself that the Canadian farmer or lumberer is benefited

by exclusion from his natural markets. Th? real ground of opposition is

. political ; but if the tendency to Continental Union exists, its existence is

due to the identity of race, language, institutions and general interests,

against the attractive force of which a customs line cannot for erer, or

even very long, contend. If Reciprocity does not weaken the political

barrier, why should Free Trade overturn it 1 Fjee Trade ia merely Reci-

procity carried to its full extent, as Reciprocity is a partial measure of

Free Trade, and it cannot be said that either, any more ^an the Po«tal

Union, in itself affects the qnestioa of separate nationality. If km to the

revenue results from the abolition »f the customs line, it must be met by

taxation of other kinds, and nothing can be' more certain than that any

tax is lighter than exclusion from natural markets. But parsimony is

proverbially a copious source of revenue, and Canada might well save half

the cost of her multitudinous governments and the whole cost of her politi-

cal railways. The serious attention of our people ought to bp given to the

one question which vitally concerns their material interests arid com-

pared with which the issues debated so passionately at the polls, are often

but controversies about straw.s. Unfortunately in questions which touch, or

are supposed to touch, the system of separate government with all its

places, legislative and administrative, the natural bias of the politicians is

not identical withr.the ijjterost of the people.

To frame a Reciprocity treaty amidst the conflict of jarring inte?iB8t*and

theories is difficult, a,s was seen when last the attempt was made ; and

when it has been frarned its existence ia precarious : one party or other is

always assailing it, if for no better reason, because it Was made by their

opponents, and the first blast of international hostility blows it over, as

the treaty between the United States and Canada was overturned by ..the

affair of the Trent j while the industries which have been founded 'in re-

liance on its stability are dragged down in its fall. Commercial Union alone

is really .worth having, and when once it is fairly brought before the minds

of our people, though there will be a political resistance, the ultimate re-

sult can scarcely be doubtful.

The extraordinary fury with which the four by-elections were contested

was due, no doubt, not only to the wavering of the scale, in Ontario, but

to the feeling on both sides that the result would be taken as showing,

whether the tide had turned against the Government at Ottawa. That the

tide has not turned, but is on the turn, seems to be the fact indicated by

the not very decisive victory of the opposition. Not only were the most

desperate efforts made, but the worst means were used, probably on both

sides, but certainly on the side of the Conservatives, who sent into the

cpnstituencies branded agents of corruption. It has been the fault or the

misfortune of Sir John Macdonald to have constantly about him men who
can be employed for no honourable purpose, and whom no man of honour

would employ. Those who are most friendly to him deplore connections

which cannot fail to leave a deep stain upon his name. Can any one

remain blind to the effect which these must produce on the character of

our people, or to the ruin which they must ultimately bring on elective

institutions t Can any one continue fixed in the belief that a system of

which such things are a necessary part, is the best, and not merely the best

but the only possible form of government 1 A mode of bringing the agents

of corruption to public justice, irrespectively of any question as to the

election itself, for an offence than which there can scarcely be one either

more injurious qr Iqss insulting to the nation, is what morality demands
and politicians will never concede. ..

The Arithmetic of Party is as curious as its morality, and in the ca.se

of Mr. Mowat's majority exhibits the usual discrepancies. Mr. Mowat.
however, is safe for the session, though the Opposition will happily be

effective instead of being a shadow as it was before. For the purposes

of the party game a moderate majority is proverbially the best. If the

majority is very large its cohesion is apt to be loosened ; if it is very small,

a mutineer becomes master of the sttuation. The Whig Government in

England long held power with a majority considerably smaller in propor-

tion to the total number of the House of Commons than that which, upon
any tenable calculation, will be commanded by Mr. Mowat. Apart from
opinions, with Tegaxd to which there is no substantial difference between
the two parties in the present case, the interminable continuance of the

same party in power must be considered a public evil. Every hole and
comer of the administration is filled with partisans who are also wire-

pullers, a standing army of place-hunters is formed, and every set of ideas

but one is shut out from the public service and from legislation. Nor are the

general disadvantages of exclusiveness likely to be tempered by any personal

liberality on the part of the present Premier, who embraces the " Spoils
"

prinnple with as much frankness as the decorum of Christian statesman-

ship permits. On the other hand Ontario may consider herself fortunate

in not falling into the hands of any one who asa,.lLenchman of the Ottawa
Government might be under the controlling influence of Quebec. It is

probably this feeling, quickened by the mistaken conduct of the Opposition

on the Boundary question, that has snatched Mr. Mowat's ministry from the

jaws of death. .

The son of Lord Chief Justice Coleridge has brought to the Bench and
Bar of Canada the renewed apologies of hia father. As Lord Coleridge

had peraonally accepted the invitation, and the preparations for his re-

ception were far advanced, his sudden change of plan naturally caused not

only disappointment, but anger, which was increased when he skirted

Canada in his visit to Niagara. But it is now generally understood that

he gave up a cherished intention only in obedience to a warning from the

Home Government, which virtually amounte<l to a prohibition, and which,

in his position, it is impossible to disregard. We must regret that Canada
did not feel his impressive pre.sence and hear hi.s eloquent voice. We must

also regret that he did not see a judiciary which vies, we may hope, if not

in historical majesty, at least in purity, with the British Ermine, and a

Bar of which Ontario has no reason to be ashamed, either in respect of

ability or of professional honour. We have the consolation of knowing
that in the United States the Lord Chief Justice of England made a most

favourable impression and that he made it in the best "way, not by fulsome

flattery or by turgid rhetoric, but by high though courteous bearing and

the sincere, simple and manly language which become alike the dignity of

international friendship and the character of an^English gentleman.

Opr leading book firm is once more in •the list ofljiisineas failures. That
the high-class book trade should flourish in Canada under the present con-

ditions is impossible, because by the customs line between Canada and the

States, the book-seller is cut off from his centres of distribution. A cus-

toms line drawn between London and the^ Province would soon ruin all

the provincial book-sellers of England, who would find little compensation

for such a disadvantage in the liberty of fi^lling the orders of their customers

by sending over to New York. It is obvious that the absence of high-class

book stores must tell heavily-»against the intellectual progress of the coun-

try. But, as Mr. Collins showed, the evil extends to Canadian literature

generally, in its commercial aspect. The Canadian writer has no copyright

of any value on his own continent ; his works may he pirated in the United

States under his nose ; and his copyright in Great Britain is little better

than a mockery ; while the Canadian publisher has to struggle against a

torrent of English works reprinted in the United States, being himself re-

.strained by the Imperial Copyright, from sharing in that traffic.

In a state of things which is not only abnormal but unjust may, perhaps,

be found an excuse for a practice prevalent in Canada, and in itself by
no means healthy, that of selling books by subscription, instead of bringing

them out in the regular way and putting them on an open market. In the

Rurci Canadian is heard the indignant voice of farmers who think them-

selves overreached by the publishers of Picturesque Canada, and to whose

charges the Messrs. Belden, if they value their own commercial honour,

will deem it necessary to reply. There are works so erudite or peculiar in

their character that they can only be "brought out by subscription, unless

there is some body like the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, which

will bear the charge of printing them in the interest of learning. But,

generally speaking, this mode of publication can be chosen only with a

view to decoying the tinwary into the purchase of that which it is known
they would not buy if it were laid before them in the ordinary way. Too

often the subscription-book agent is the emissary of gross imposition, and

large sums have been swept from Canada " in this manner by American

swindlers who generally contrive to mask their identity under some Cana-

dian connection. In the cities people ought to be able to take care of

themselves, but the rural book-buyer, in his Arcadian simplicity, is as a

sheep in the hands of the shearer. In nine cases out of ten, when the

book-agent calls7 wisdom bids us tell him to put his goods on a fair market,

where, like other goods, they wUl be bought if they are worth the price,

and then courteously to speed him on his way. ' '

The martys of old avowed their act amd gloried in it. O'Donnell dis-

avowed his act and tried to- escape its consequences by telling a story which

is believed by no human being, least of all by his own partisans, whose

interest in him entirely depends on his having done with his hand that which

his tongue denied. More pity might be felt for him if Carey had been the

betrayer of a great cause, instead of being, as he was, merely the betrayer

v,of the dastardly miscreants who butehered Lord Frederick Cavendish and

Mr. Burke. The most serious part of the matter is the sympathy shown

by a whole r^ce, or a large portion of it, not in this case only, but in other

cases with homicide. When the sixth commandment was promulgated

and the de<*ee was pronounced that whosoever shed man's blood by

man hia blood should be shed, the first stone of civilization was laid. If

human life ceases to be sacred, if we relapse into private revenge and the

Mood feud, barbarism will return. The other day in a city of the United

States an Irishman committed a murder for which he was justly executed ;

but his obsequies were celebrated with the utmost ecclesiastical pomp and

his body was escorted as that of a patriotic martyr to the grave by thou-

sands of his fellow-countrymen. How much firmness has the Roman Catho-

, «
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lie Church, in the course cif these events, shown in upholding the Decalogue 1

Not 80 much, to say the least, as she has shown in upholding the Immacu-
late Conception of the Virgin and the infallibility of the Pope. The convic-
tion will be forced upon the Americans, as well as the British at last,

that this is a struggle not only for the Union but for civilization.

A GANG of libellers has appeared in the press of Toronto, and harbeen
desperately trying to circulate its paper by accusing Sir Charles Tupper of

.
having, ^S^hen a medical man; seduced a female patient. To vend the

^paper was manifestly the sole motive of the libel. Sir Charles will scarcely
think it necessary or wise, to vindicate his character against daily pur-
veyors of slander. When things are as, they should be, the reward of
such public censors will be the penitentiary, and gladly will every honour-
able journalist hail that day; The seller of libels is among us what the
Old Bailey practitioner is among lawyers, and the abortionist among phy-
sicians. We cannot help sometimes breeding him and being defiled by the
association. In the present case all that was necessary has been done for

~ the community by the Toronto World, which has fearlessly unmasked the
^ gang. Having been unmasked they are disarmed ; for anonymous attacks

on private character are never published by any man whose own character,
when his identity is discovered, will not be a sufficient answer to his
accusations. The composition of this gang is normal and calls for none
but the usual remarks. Its head, as Canadians learn with pleasure, is a
gentleman imported from the States. Among its members are waifs of
the Canadian or rather^of the continental press, who have sold their pens
to journals of all parties in turn, and, except when they were giving vent
to their malignity, have probably never written a sincere line. A libel
was some time ago published by a newspaper against the private charac-
ter of the late Mr. Brown, closely resembling that now published on the
character of Sir Charles Tupper, and with the same mercenary object.
The observer of contemporary movements may note with interest that in
TTombination with the practices of the low and mendacious journalist
appear the secularism which consists in malignant enmity of religion, and
the socialism which does not work, or even dream, for the good of ' the
many, but is confined to the propagation of social hatred. If any one of
better moral character, at least of higher moral pretensions, is found con-

' nected with such a gang, a spirit soured by disappointment is the cause.
Behind all is pretty sure, in these cases, to be found one of those capitalists
who are ready to make money by the ownership of a libellous paper, and
who would be equally ready to make money by the'ownership of a brothel.
The two trades have much in common. The people who take libellous
literature would take obscene literature if they dared. In fact food for

...pruriency in the shape of indecent reports is usually combined with food
for malignity in the shape' of scandal. Both kinds of filth are excluded
from every decent home.

A Bystandbb.

THE UPRISING IN MANITOBA.

Manitoba, like a cat suddenly confronted by a dog, has "<»ot her back
up," and is spitting and sputtering at a great rate. The first movement of
a wheat surplus toward a foreign market has disclosed to the settlers their
true conditioii'y'land dissipated their pleasant dreams of rapid forfune-
making. Unfortunately a considerable percentage of that surplus is

damaged byirost, and when the railroad^ lartflrcOmestoTJe deducted from
the reduced price given for an inferior product, there is but a small resi-

duum left for the farmer. All at once the truth has flashed upon the
minds of the settlers in the North-Wept. Their pleasing illusions have been
rudely dispelled. They are face t<5 face with the stem realities of their lot.

" Hinc illoB lacrynug."

Self-interest is too often a far mightier motive-power than principle.

A year ago, in view of the pending local election in Manitoba, strenuous
^flforts were made by those who valued country before party, to unite the
people of that Province on the broad platform of Provincial Rights. Those
efforts failed. The pie-crust promises of party politicians were trusted at
a time when only confidence in truth and right could possibly win the day.
The election gained by the party of monopoly, a bold stroke of legislation

was performed by the Dominion Parliament, and the power previously
possessed by individual Provinces to charter railways within their limits

taken away fnjm-ihem. There has been a conspicuous tendency of late

years to increase the central power in Canada, but this assumption by the
Dominion Parliament of the vole right to charter railroads in the several

Provinces, is the most serious invasion of provincial rights that has yet been
attempted. It has however excited little or no resistance in any part of

the Dominion. The older Provinces are' not particularly affected by it.

They have all the railroad connections with the United States that they
are likely to require for generations to come, and are indisposed to fight
over a bare principle. Manitoba and the North-West alone are affected by
the new departure. It has made their fetters more galling than ever.
They are "fast held and bound " by the chain of a monopoly from which
there appears to be no chance of escape. If the Manitobans had elected
a legislature a year ago pledged to the no-party platform, and that legisla-
ture had redeemed its pfedge, by at once re-enacting the disallowed railway
charters, there would have been a collisipn between a local legislature? and
the Dominion Cabinet which would have necessitated appeal to the Im-
perial Privy Council. The vague Janguage of the British North-A-merica
Act as to provincial rights would most likely have been interpreted in the
light of precedent, aijd Manitoba could hardly have been denied the rail-
road-chartering prerogative which had been exercised by all the other Prov-
inces ever since Confederatiop. But now that this railroad-chartering
function has been taken away from all the Provinces, and they have tacitly
acqpiesced in their deprivation of it—not even the Manitoba Legislature
having objected to it—what ground of appeal is there against the mon-
opoly, orwW likelihood of deliverance from it ?

Manitoba>»iust prosper, if at all, by means of a,8uccessful agriculture.
Cheap transportation is es-sential to the success of agriculture in the North
West. Without this, farming will not pay in those far-away regions. Brit-
ish agriculturists have been congratulating themselves that the line of
American competition in the wheat-market was constantly shifting to the
west, and must ultimately reach a point when it would no longer undersell
the farmers of the old world. If there be such a point, it must lie some-
where between Winnipeg and the Rocky Mountains. As matters now
stand, it appears to have been found not many miles west of Winnipeg..
The farmers lately in convention at Brandon were agreed that either they
had not proper access to markets, or that grain could not be grown profit-
ably in their vicinity. They looked wistfully in the direction of the Hud-
sott'^ Bay route. But the prospect of relief in that quarter is very distant-
and dubious at the best. It is not yet known that the Bay is navigable
sufficiently long in the -season to make it a commercially-profitable ocean
highway. If this point were settled favourably, all the influence of the
C. P. R. Syndicate, and consequently of the Dominion Government, would
be arrayed against the enterprise, because it would compete with the
great national railway enterprise. The Brandon cobventionists looked their
difficulty in the face, and saw plainly that repudiation of the contract
with the Syndicate, or compensation for its surrender, must be the ultimate
outcome of the existing state of things. It is indeed a very serious com-
plication, and one that will ^require no ordinary statesmanship to disen-
tangle and adjust. /.

The oppressive railway monopoly is the worst of all the disabilities of
which Manitobans complain, and it is the most difficult of redress. It is
the worst because it threatens to make farming, which is the foundation in-
dustry, an unprofitable affair ; and it is the most difficult of-redress, because
the faith of the country is pledged to a corporation, which, like other cor-
porations, having no soul, will be sure to exact the prescribed pound of
flesh, if not more. The obnoxious land laws can be repealed, and a premium,
instead of an embargo, put upon settlement; the tariff on agricultural
implements can be lightened or abolished altogether ; these and other
evils which afflict the settlers can and no doubt will be speedilv redressed.

^b-eady a movement has been made in this direction by the Land Depart.
mexA, and tte Customs Department will probably follow suit. The Do-
minion Government cannot afford to have the Great North-West hostile to
it,,and will do all in its power to placate the settlers, but contentment with
their lot can hardly be expected to take possession of their minds, until it
becomes clear to them that they can make sotuething more than a bare sub-
sistence by encountering the privations and hardships attendant on settlfe
ment in " the great lone land."

A railway company exists for the purpose of making money. It is not
a benevolent society, or a charitable institution, and those who present it
in this light and claim the gratitude of the public for its achievements, only
display their own ignorance or sycophancy. Does a merchant claim or get
the thanks of his customers for displaying his wares attractively in a fine
shop, with every provision for the comfort of those who do business with
him t The obligation is felt to be the other way. It U so with a railway
The company that owns it builds and runs it for profit, and may be depended
on to make all they can out of it. The one principle acted on by rail-
road corporations, if left to themselves, is that of taxing the traffic all it
will bear. A large and profitable traffic ^ tempts competition, and com-
|>etition reduces rates. Where there is no competition, either legislation
must limit rates, or they will inevitably be too exorbitant Evidently they
are higher than the people of Manitoba can afford to pay, though, in aU
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probability, they are not remunerative to the C. P. R. It was not expected
that they would be at the outset. One of the arguments in favour of a
liberal land grant was that the traffic would not pay while the country was
sparsely settled. Though the people murmur, and not without reason,

the dividends of the Syndicate are probably small, and will be so until the

population becomes much more dense than it is at present.

It will perhaps be said that the Government can redress this grievance

by limiting the tarifi charges of the railway, but its hands are tied by the

J:- terms of the contract. Not until the Syndicate can be shown to be reeeiv-

ing a ten per cent, dividend, can a check be put upon its demands. . There
is little probability of this poinTTietng-reached during the whole term of

the monopoly, and the settlers in the North-West are clamorous for imme-
diate relief. Can thijjj^lamour be appeased by anything short of radical

measures'! It is very doubtful if itjBither can or will. The settlers have
the example of lUinoi.s, where railway extortion became intolerable, and
there was an uprising of farmers in such downright earnest that the legis-

lature was compelled to take the matter in hand, and redress the grievances

of the people. As the result of the Illinois railway rebellion, for such it

was, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota have laws regulating and limiting

railway charges. These north-western States of the American Union are

Manitoba's near neighbours, and the lessons they have learned in the school

of experience have found students across the border who are not ignorant

of the motto " what man has done, man can do." What has been achieved

in Illinois, is not impossible in Manitoba.

It is of no use to pooh-pooh the Manitoba uprising. The settlers are

made of sturdy material, and they mean business. They see plainly that

the wolf Ls at their door, and they are going to drive it away, by hook or

by crook. Here and there a few who have no particular stake or tie may
quit the country and go to Dakota, but the majority are there to stay, and
to obtain their rights. The cries of secession and annexation are faint and
feeble. In most cases, they are started in the interest of United States

wire-pullers and speculators. Manitoba cannot stand alone, nor can she

join the American Union without the consent of the rest of the Dominion,

and of Great Britain, and that most assuredly will not be given. The j.ust

claims of the North-West will have to be conceded, one and all, sooner or

later. Sir.lohn Macdonald never spoke a truer word than when he said,

" We cannot check Manitoba." The country will grbw in spite of all

obstacles. Like a young Samson, which it is, it will burst all the ropes

"

^nd withes with which its limbs may be bound, and unlike the ancient hero,

will never sorbmit to hare its locks shorn and shaven. Our future as a

Dominion is too closely bound up with the prosperity of the North-West to

permit its interests to be trifled with Plainly the people have endured

all the tension they can bear. Reaction has now set in, and it will gb on

with resistless force. It will be well if politicians and partymongers make
a note of this, and govern themselves accordingly. W. F. C.

OPEN LETTERS.

"A BYSTANDER ON STATB AID TO COLLEGES.

To the Editor of The Week

:

-^-—

-

Sir,—In the few words which fie has written on the question of Legisla-

tire aid to Toronto University ,
"A Bystander "

h<iji .shown a strange miaitp-

^ ,

tj_ prehension of the real point at issue. Starting from the fact that the authori-

ties of Queen's and Victoria are opposed to State aid for University Col-

lege, he has built up in his own mind an interpretation of their opposition

which, to those who have followed the discussion, must appear lu the wild-

est romance. There is not the least evidence that the opposition rests upon

religious grounds, and yet Dr. Grant and Dr. Nelles are represented as a

pair of Zealots, quaking for the future of Christianity, bent on keeping the

intelligent youth of the Province in the safety of a " pusillanimous and im-

potent seclusion," and clamouring against a godless University ! A doubt

seems for a moment to have entered the writer's mind that his a priori view

of the case was not in keeping with the known liberality of those gentle-

men, but the suggestion seems to have been promptly suppressed. It is a

prostitution of the critic's function to draw damaging inferences from

premises of his own creation. .

The actual facts of the case are these : There are in Ontario fonr col-

leges—University, Victoria, Queen's and Trinity

—

wUq^ are admittedly

doing the work of higher education for the Province, and. doing it as well

as tlteir limited means will allow. That none of them is as fuUy equipped as

we should desire Ls a fact that goes Vithout sftying. It has been asserted

that University College, and it alone, should be aided by the Legislature..

To this, the answer is, that such a solution of the problem is inadequate

aad oi^uat ; inadequate, because it does not grapple with the whole prob-

lem of higher education in Ontario, and unjust, because it discriminatied in

'

favour of a single institution. No appeal has been made to Sectarian

prejudice, nor has it been even hinted that a purely secular college is hostile

to the interests of Christianity. All that has been done is to claim for the

other colleges the same degree of consideration as for University College.

An entirely irrelevant issue has been forced into prominence by those who
liave taunted the other colleges with being "denominational." Denomina-
tional they are not, in any sense which should prevent them from receiving

such assistance from the Legislature as may enable them to do their work
more efficiently. It is true that, as in the Scottish Universities, there is

in each ^ Theological faculty, but the connection between it and the Arts
faculty is for all practical purposes no closer than that between Knox Col-

lege and University College. A broad view of the whole question, there-

fore, demands that the Legislaturejhould^ aid all the colleges which are
struggling manfully to do their work under many discouragements and dif-

ficulties, or if that is at present impracticable that it should iln justice re-

frain from helping one in.stitution at the expense of all the rest. To say.-

that any of the colleges is " afraid of the best literary and scientific teach-
ing," or is actuated by " religious antipathy to a common university "

is a
charge as pointless as it is unfair. The authorities of Queen's and Victoria

have not refused to consider any scheme for University consolidation which
may come from an authoritative .source. Certainly their action has in no
way been determined by fear for the future of Christianity. " A Bystand-
er " assumes that they must have a " religious antipathy to a common uni-

versity." By a " common university " is meant, we presume, one after the

model of Oxford or Cambridge, and having a number of colleges <^ther to-

gether in one locality, the students of which all submit to the same test

of efficiency. If there is any " antipathy " to such a university, its sourpe

is not " religious " but educational or financial. Suppose that the ideal

which has for so long floated before the vision of '' A Bystander " could be

reduced to fact—and some of us have a wistful longihg to see it realized if

only that were possible—would opposition to the singling out of University

College for exclusive State aid then cease ? Surely not. Is it not self-

evident that it would rather be intensified 1 How could the friends of the

other colleges tamely submit to be handicapped ? Would they not demand
to be treated, not as step-children but as the present favoured child of the

State ? It is, therefore, incomprehensible how " A Bystander " should in-

fer that opposition to exclusive aid being given to University College can
only be a disguised form of " religious 'antipathy to a common university."

The objections to a university with various colleges grouped in one centre

are mainly of a practical character, not the least being that an expenditure

by the Legislature of something like a miHion dollars would at once be re-

quired ; and until " A Bystander " gives more evidence than he has yet

done of having faced the practical difficulties lying in the way, our Leins-

lators may be pardoned for not taking any steps towards the realization of

Ins fascinating ideal. John Watson. •

Queen'a College', 16th Dec, 1883.

To the Editor of The Week : '

Sir,—" Bystander " either did or did not read m^ three brief addresses

on the subject of State aid to colleges. If he did^" he must have seen that

my attitude was totally different from what he has chosen to represent it

;

if he did not, h*^ mnnt, hftv^ ^f%7^<^t-.ri^^f-,pi| my pptjition out of his own con

.sciousness. Such a style of criticism is doubly vicious when made the basis

of a personal attack. No man is more sensitive than he to misrepresenta-

tion ;
yet he 1^ misrepresented, with the tone of an oracle, men whom he

must have known are quite as incapable as himself of " religious antipathy

to a common university," or of " the avowal that timid counsels are Chris-

tian wisdom." Alongside ' of such imputation of unworthy motives, it is

a small thing that he has disfranchised us with the top-lofty declaration

that we "can have .no right to be heeu-d against the improvement of a

national or provincial institution," that is, I suppose, that we have no

rigSTto discuss the policy of the nation or the Province with regard to

higher education

!

'

_
Yours, etc.,

G. M. Grant.

University of Queen's College, Kingston, loth Dec, 1883.

[Dr. Grant appears to have taken the words of " Bystander," " It is

hardly'^rom Dr. Nelles or Dr. Grant that we should expect the avowal that

timid counsels are Christian wisdom," in a different sen-se from that in

which we took them ourselves. To us they appear^ to be an appeal to the

well-known liberality of Dr. Nelles and Dr. Grant.—TfiK Editor.]

A RBVIKW in the last number of Tht Literary World speaks of " the as-

piration of Mrs. Browniiig's poem, ' May I reach that purest heaven.'
''

The poem quoted from ia by George Eliot. '
i

^

. 1

1
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WESTMORELAND REVISITED.

SuMUERS and summers have come;' and- gone with the flight of the swallow
;

Sudshine and thunder have been, storm, and winter and frost

;

Many and many a sorrow {las all hut died from remembrance,
Many a dream of Joy fallen in the shadow of pain.

Hands of chance and change have marred or moulded or broken,

Busy with spirit or flesh, all I most have adored
;

.

Even the bosom of eaijth is strewn with heavier shadows

—

'^

Only in these green hills, aslant to.the sea, no change ! '•;

Here where the road that has climbed from the inland valleys ana w;ood-

lands °
,

'

-

Dips from the hill-tops down straight to the base of the hills,

—

Here, from my vantage-ground, I see t^e scattering houses,

Stained with time, set warm in'Srchirds, meadows, and wheat)

Dotting the broad bright slopes outspread to southward and eastward,

Wind-swept all day long, blown by the southeast wind.

Skirting the sun-bright uplands stretches a. riband of meadow.
Shorn of the labouring grass, bulwarked well from the sea,

- Fenced on its sea-ward border with long clay dykes from the turbid

Surge and flow of the tides vexing the Westmoreland shores.

Yonder toward the left lie broad the .^Vestmoreland marshes,

—

Miles on miles they extend, level, and grassy and dim.

Clear from' the long red sweep of flats to the sky in the distance.

Save for the outlying heights, green-rampired Cumberland Point

;

Miles and miles out-rolled, and the river channels divide them ;

—

Miles on miles of green, barred by the hurtliifg gusts.

Miles on miles iieyond the tawny Bay is Minudie,

—

There are the low blue hills, villages gleam at their feet

;

Nearer a white sail shines across the water, and nearer

Still are the slim grey masts of fishing boats dry on the flats. ^ "1

Ah, how well I remember those wide red flats, above tide-mark •

Pale with scurf of the salt, seamed and baked in the sun
;

. Well I remember the piles of blocks and ropes, and the net reels

Wound with the beaded nets, dripping and dark from the sea !
'

Now at this season the nets are unwound ; they hang from the rafters

Over the fresh-stowed hay in upland barns, and the wind
Blows all day through the chinks, 'with the streaks of sunlight, and sways

them
Softly at will ; or they lie heaped in the gloom of a loft

Now joX this season the reels are empty and idle ; I see them
Over tljf lines of the dykes, over the gossiping grass.

Now at this season they swing in the long strong wind, thro' the lonesome
Golden afternoon, shunned by the foraging gulls.

Near about sunset the crane 'will journey homeward abov6 them j

Round them, under thie moon, all the calm night long, \^
'

Winnowing soft grey wings of marsh owls wander and wander,
Now to the broad lit marsh, now to the dusk of the dyke.

Soon thro' their dew-wet frames, in the live keen freshness of morning.

Out of the teeth of the dawn blows back the awakening wind
;

Then, as the blue day mounts, and the low-shot shafts of the sunlight

Glance from the tide to the shore, gossamers jewelled with dew
Sparkle and wave where late sea-spoiling fathoms of drift-net

Myriad-meshed, uploomed sombrely over the land.

Well I remember it all ; the salt raw scent of the margin.

While with men at the windlasK, groaned each reel, and the net.

Surging in ponderous lengths, uprose and coiled in its station

;

Then each man to his home ;—^ell I remember it all

!

Yet as I sit and watch, this present peace of the landscape

—

Stranded boats, these reels empty and idle, the hush.

One grey hawk slow-wheeling above yon cluster of hay stacks

—

More than the old-time stir this stillness welcomes me home.

All the old-time stir, how once it stung me with rapture.

Old-time sweetness, the wind freighted with honey and sah !—

^

Yet 'will I stay my steps, and not go down to the marsh-lands,

Muse and recall far ofF,^—rather remember than see

—

Lest on too close sight I miss the darling illusion,

Spy at their task even here the hands of chance and change.

CuMxtt^ G. D. Roberts.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

Bjr Edoas FiMOKTT, ftntbor o( "A Gtontleman of LeiBura," "A Hopaleu CaM,"
"An Ambltloai Womm," "TlnWlng Cyp>bal»." eto. i

II.

—

Continued. ,

" I really must move out of this dreadful Bond Street," she said to

Gonrtlandt, rather early in the conversation which took place between

them on the day of their first meeting. " I think I could endure it for

some time longer, if that immense tailor-shop had not gone up there at the

Broadway corner, where such a lovely, drowsy old mansion used to stand.

Yes, I must let myself be compliantly swept further up town. There is a

kind of Franco-German tavern just across the way that advertises a

said Courtlandt,

way. . .""I. have

. ' regular dinner ' (whatever that is) from twelve o'clock till three, every

day, at twenty-five cents."

" I see you haven't forgotten our national currency,'

with one of his inscrutable dispositions of countenance.

Pauline tossed her head," in a somewhat French

forgotten v^ry little about my own country," she said.

" You are glad to get back to it, then )

"

" Yes, very. I want to take a new view of it with, my new eyea"
" You got a new pair of eyes in Europe ?

"

" I got an older pair." She looked at him earnestly for, a moment.-
" Tell me. Court," she went on, " how is it that I still find you unmarried."

He shifted in his chair, crossing his legs. " Oh," he said, " no nice

girl has made me an offer."

Pauliiie laughed. " As if she'd" be nice if she had ! Do you remem-
ber how they used to say you would marry in the other set ? Is there

another set now 1

"

•

" There is a number of fresh ones. New York is getting bigger every

day, you know. Young men are being graduated from college, young girls

from sen^naries. I forget just what special set you mean that you
expected me to marry into."

" No, you don't !" cried Pauline, with-soft positiveness. She somehow
felt herself getting quietly back into the old ea.sy terms with Courtlandt.

His sobriety, that never echoed her gay moods, yet always seemed to follow

and enjoy them, had re-addressed her like a familiar though alienated

friend. " You recollect perfectly how Aunt Cynthia Poughkeepsie used

to lift that Roman nose of hers and declare that she would never allow her

Sallie to know those fast Briggs and Snowe girls, who had got out because

society had been neglected -l^r all the real gentry in town for a space of at

least five years %

"

Courtlandt gave one of his slow nods. " Oh, yes, I recollect. Aunt
Cynthia was quite wrong. She's pulled in her horns since then. The
Briggses and the Snowes were quite too clever for her. They were always

awfully well-mannered girls, too, besides being so jolly. They needed her,

and they coolly made use of her, and of a good many revived leaders like

her, besides. Most of the good men liked them ; that was their strong

point. It was all very well to say they hadn't Tiad ancestors who knew
Canal Street when it was a canal, and shot deer on Twenty-Third Street

;

but that wouldn't do at all. No matter how their parents had made their

money, they knew how to spend it like swells, and they had pushed them-

selves into power and were not to be elbowed out. The whole fight soon

died a natural death. They and their supporters are nearly all married

now, and married pretty well."

" And you didn't, marry one of them, Court !

"

Courtlandt gave a slight, . dry cough. " I'm under the impression,

Pauline," he said, "that I did not."

" How long ago, it all seems !" she murmured, drooping her blonde head

and fingering with one hand at a button on the front of her black dress.

" It's only four years, and yet I fancy it to be a century." She raised her

heSd. "Then the knicker-bockers, as we used to call them, no longer

rule)"

Courtlandt laughed gravely. " I don't know that they ever did," h^
answered.

" Well, they used to give those dancing-classes, you know, where.

nobody was ever admitted unless he or she had some sort of patrician

claim. Don't you recollect how Mrs. Schenectady, when she gave Lillie a

Delmonico Blue-Room party (do they have Delmonico Blue-Room parties

now 1), instructed old Grace Church Brown to challenge at the Fourteenth

Street entrance (where he would always wait as a stern horror for the

coachmen of the arriving and departing carriages) anybody who did not

present a certain mysterious little card at the sacred threshold)"

" Oh, yes," returned Courtlandt, ruminatively.

" And- hd*," continued Pauline, "that democratic Mrs. Vanderhoflf

happened to bring, on this same evening, some foreign gentleman who had

dined with her, and whom she meant to present with an apologetic flourish

to the Schenectadys, when suddenly the corpulent sentinel, Brown, desired

from her escort the mysterious card, and finding it not to be forthcoming,

sent a messenger upstairs'! And how Mr. Schenectady presently appeared

and informed Mrs. Vanderoff, with a cool snobbery which had something

sublime about it, that he 'was exceedingly sorry, but the rule had been,

passed regarding the admission of any non-invited guest to his entertain-

ment t

"

" Oh, yes ; I remember it all," said Courtlandt. "Schenectady behaved

like a cad. Nobody is- half- so strict, now-a-days, nor half ao grooaly un-

civil. Youl! find society very much changed, if yon go out. Yonll see

people whose names you never heard before. I sometimes think there's

K.

Clothing required to make one's-self a great swell how-a-days except three

possessions all metallic—gold, silver, and brass.
"^

" How amusing ! " said Pauline. " And yet," she suddenly added, with

a swift shake of the head, " I'm sure it will never amuse me ! No, Court,

I have grown a very different person from the ignorant girl you once saw

me !" She lowered her voice here, and regarded him ^th a tender yet

inipressive fixity. "When I look back upon it all no'iv, and think how I

used to rank the code of living which those people adopt as something that

I must respect and even reverence, I can scarcely believe that the whole

absurd comedy did not happen in some other planet. You don't know
how much I've been through since you met me last. I'm not referring to

my husband. It isn't pleasant for me to talk about that part of the past.

I wouldn't say even this much to any one except you ; but now that I

have said it, I'll say more, and tell you that I endured a good deal of solid

trial, solid humiliation, solid heart-burning. ,• . There, Jet us turn that page

over, you and myself, and never exchange another word on the subject.

You were perfectly right ; the thing I did was horrible, and I'v« bought

my yards of sackcloth, my bushels of ashes. If it were to do over again,

I'd rather beg, starve, die in the very gutter. There's no exaggeration,

here ; I have grown to look on this human destiny of ours with such

utterly changed vision—I've so broadened in a mental and a moral sense,

that my very identity of the past seems as if it wea^e something I'd moulted

like the old feathers of a bird. Feathers make a happy simile ; I was

lighter than a feather, then—as light as thistledown. I had no principles

;

I merely had caprices. I had no opinions of my own ; other people's were

handed to me and I blindly accepted them. My chief vice, which was

vanity, I mistook for the virtue of self-respect, and kept it carefully

polished, like a little pocket-mirror to look at one's face in. . I was goaded

by an actually sordid avarice, and I flattered myself that it was a healthy

matrimonial ambition. I swung round in a petty orbit no larger than a

saucer's rim, and imagined it to have the scope of a star's. I chattered

gossip with fops of both sexes, and called it conversation. I bounced and

panted through the German for two hours of a night, and declared it to be

enjoyment. I climbed up to the summit of a glaring yellow-wheeled drag

and sat' beside some man ijfhose limited wit was entirely engrossed by the

feat of driving four horses at once, and because poor people stopped to

sigh, and silly ones to envy, and sensible ones to pity, as we rumbled up

the Avenue in brazen ostentation, I considered myself an elect and

exceptional being. Of course I must have had some kind of a better

nature lying comatose behind all this placid tolerance of frivolity. Other-

wise the change never would have come ; for the finest seed will fail if the

soil is entirely barren."

;
" You have taken a new departure, with a vengeance," said Courtlandt.

He spoke in his usual tranquil style. He considered the sketch Pauline had

just dra'wn of her former self very exaggerated and prejudiced. He had

his own idea of what she used to be. He was observing her with an

excessive keenness of scrutiny, now, underneath his resposeful demeanour.

But he aired none of his contradictory beliefs. It is possible that he had

never had a downright argument with any fellow-creature in his life.

Somehow the brief sentence which he had just spoken produced the im-

pression of his having said a great deal more than thisi It was always

thus with the man ; by reason of some unique value in his sileifce^ny terse

'variation of it took a reflected worth.

PsulineVhands were folded in her lap ; she was looking down at them~

with a musing air. She continued to speak without lifting her gaze.

"Yes," she went on, "the reformatory impulse must have been latent all

that time. I can't tell just what quickened it into its present activity.

But I am sure, now, that it will last as long as I do."

" What are the wonders it is going to accomplish ?

"

" Don't satinze it," she exclaimed, looking up at him with a start. " It

is a power for good." — .

" I hope so," he said. ;
**

" / know so ! Courtlandt, I've come back home to live after my own

fashion. I've come back with an idea, a theory. Of course a good many
people will laugh at me. I expect a certain amount of ridicule. But I

shall despise it so heartily that it will not make me swerve a single inch.

I intend to be very social—yes, enormously so. My drawing-rooms shall

be the resort of as many friends as I can bring together—but all of a

certain kind."

" Pray, of what kind ?
"

" You shall soon see. They are to be men and women ot intellectual

calibre ; they are to be workers and not drones ; they are to be thinkers

writers, artists, poets, scholars. They can come, if they please, in abnor^

mal coats and unconventional go'wns ; I shan't care for that. They can be

as poor as church-mice, as unsuccessful as. talent nearly always is, as quaint

in maoaar as genius incessantly shows itself." Here Pauline rose, and

made a few eloquent little gestures with both hands, while she moved about

the room in a way that suggested the hostess receiving imaginary guests.

" I mean to organize a salon" she continued—" a veritable salon. I mean

to wage a vigorous crusade against the aimless flippancy of modern society.

I've an enthusiasm for my new undertaking. Wait till you see how vali-

antly I shall carry it out." ,

" Am I to understand," said Courtlandt, without the vestige of a smile,

" that you mean to begin by cutting all your former friends ?
"

She glanced at him as if with a suspicion of further satire. But his

sedate mien appeared to re-assure her. " Cutting them ^ " she repeated.

" No ; of course not."

" But you will I not invite them to your salon i"

She tossed her head again. " They would be quite out of place there.

They ar€ not in earnest about anything. Everybo<ly whom I shall have

must be in earnest. I intend to lay great stress upon that one requirement.

It is to be a passport of admission. My apartments are to be at once easy

and difficult of entrance. I shall not object to the so-called aristocratic

class, although if any applicant shall solicit my notice who is undoubtedly

a member of this class, I shall in a certain 'way hold the fact as disquali-

fying ; it shall be remembered against him ; if I admit him at all I shall

do so in spite of it and not because of it . . Is my meaning quite dear on

this point?"

" Oh, excessively,'' said Courtlandt ; "you could not have made it more

ao. All ladies and gentlemen are to be received under protest."

He let one of his odd, j-are laughs go with the last sentence, and for

this reason Pauline merely gave him a magnificent frown instead of visit-

ing upon him more wrathful reprimand. At the same time she said :

—

. " It's a subject, Court, on which I am unprepared for trivial levity. If

you can't treat it with respect I prefer that you should warn me in time, •

arid I will reserve all further explanations on my project"

He gave a slight, ambiguous cough. " If I seem disrespectful you

must lay it to my ignorance."

" I should be inclined to do that without your previous instructions."

Here she regarded him with a commiseration that he thought delicious
;

it was so palpably genuine ; she so grandly overlooked the solemn roguery

that ambuscaded itself behind his humility. '

(To be coniimued.)

READINGS FROM NEW BOOKS. .

A PARISH PRIEST. ^,

Father Peter Mobkissky was considered a lucky man when he succeeded

in obtaining the parish of Eilnascalp. The parish is large ajjd the income
proportionate. The river that runs its rapid course through the " scalp

"

or ravine, from which the ruined church close by takes its name, affords

excellent sport for the fishermen, and the surrounding plains have been the

scene of many a hard run course. Father Morrissey had not been installed

in the parish for more than a year when he announced that the chapel was

too small for the congregation, and called for the subscriptions of the faith-

ful towards the erection of a new building that would not be a disgrace to

the parish. Appeals published at home and abroad were assisted by a

lottery, in which the principal prize was a pony phaeton and a pair of

ponies otj£lQ-0,i_Tens of thousands of tickets at sixpence each were sold :

and the small and unpretending whitewashed chapel, outside which, in

sunshine or rain, knelt scores of people every Sunday who coilld not gain

admission by reason of the closely packed crowd within, has been replaced

by a large and handsome structure of hammered stone ; while a comfortable

glebe-house close by affords more ample accommodation than the modest

two rooms in a farmhouse heretofore occupied by the parish priest.

Father Morrissey's education has not been conducive to breadth of

view. As a boy, sitting by the fireside in his father's farmhouse, he listened

to stories of the days of the cruel penal laws or joined in cursing the memory
of the brutal yeomanry, whose atrocities preceded the rebellion of '98.

He heard extracts read from the Nation-axtA ballads sung, all having for

their burden the baseness of England, the slavery of Ireland, and the glory

of revolution. Brought up on such literary pabulum he entered the college

of St Patrick, at Maynooth, where, amid 500 divinity students" of the

same class, he passed thirough his classical and theological studies, and

emerged to enter the priesthood with every prejudice of his boyhood

strengthened : profoundly ignorant of the world or its political systems,

regarding the Church as the divine source of all human power, and himself

as the repository of no small portion of her infallibility.

Allocated to a parish he loudly assured the people that in him they had

a champion whose tongue au^ pen would more worthily and effectively

secure their interest than would the soft words of their parish priest. The
affairs of the surrounding properties were closely 'watched and the walls of

Ballintemple chapel resounded to denunciations of various people for vari-

ous shortcomings. When Mr. Taylor threatened to evict- -Michael Garvey

who owed four years rent, Father Halloran, an old friend of the land-
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lord, rode over to see what could be done, and pleaded for Garvey, as he
had often pleaded for others, until Mr. Taylor promised to consider his case.
But next day a long letter signed by Father Morrissey appeared in the
local paper, abusing in violeirt language a man who threatened one of
God's creatures with expulsion from his holding. The next Sunday similar
denunciations were used from the steps of the altar, and Mr. Taylor was
dared to evict a tenant in the face of an indignant people. Of coArse a
threatening letter followed this discourse, which decided Mr. Taylor, and
Garvey was evicted.

Transferred to another curacy, his piignacity manifested itself with en-
hanced vigour, until haviiig graduated in the stormy squabbles of parochial
faction he received his reward in the comfortable parish of Kilnascalp.
Troublesome as Father Morrissey has been, he is filled with an honest belief
that as his quarrels have always tended to the glory of God, by the asser-
tion of the power of the Church, they inust be praiseworthy and right. Of
every transaction affecting the relations between landlords and their ten-
ants he has considered himself the censor ; and while he has succeeded in
disturbing the harmony that existed for many years between the largest
proprietor in the parish and his tenants, it must be confessed that- he was
mainly instrumental in preventing Mr. Moran, the pawnbroker, who pur-
chased a small property near Kilnascalp, from evicting three tenants for
non-payment of one year's rent that he had raised 100 per cent.

Cordially disliked by the gentry of the parish, Father Morrissey as •

cordially disliked them. They are Protestants, and heresy is an abomina-
tion to him. They are, to a certain extent, powerful, and power in other
hands than his Father Morrissey cannot abide. Between them and him
there is not one idea in common in the entire range of metaphysical and
material subjects. From the glory of heaven to out door relief they look
at the question from opposite standpoints ; and Father Morrissey has no
difficulty in adopting-the view that to counteract the influence of men be-
nighted by a false religion the end justifies the means. Viewed in this
light the entirely, unfounded statement made in his sermon, that Mrs.
Morrison, of Roundfort, wife of the neighbouring squire, who was in the
habit of visiting the houses of her husband's tenants with a view to their
improvement, and taking soups and other delicacies to their sick wives or
children, had endeavoured to proselytize the women by reading the Bible
and leaving blasphemous tracts subversive of the teachings of the Holy
Church, may not seem a mere ebullition of meaningless mendacity, for it

had the effect of putting a stop to that lady's interference with the poor
aijd the possible increase of her husband's popularity. Not that Father
Morrissey himself has ever attended to the physical wants of poor people.
Living by the dues collected from" even the poorest houses, his own poverty
is as much an article of faith as the intercession of saints ; and an acknow-
ledgment that the means'were more than his necessities ' would deprive
him of the small subscriptions of the many poor that make up so large a
portion of his income.

The fiercest battle fought in the parish was at the time of what Father
Morrissey, called the Bunbury's Exterminations. Six of Mr. Bunbury's
tenants lived on holdings so small and so miserable that they could never
hope to be anything but- paupers. They owed four years? rent, and yet
their removal was a problem by no means easy of solution. Ultimately
the rent was forgiveft-j the passage paid of the entire number to America,
and a'sum of money given in hand to support them on landing until work
could be procured. This" offer the teii&ats accepted. Bift Mr. Bunbury
had to meet an opponent who would not have his flock scatterred by any
landlord however tyrannical. Letters ifilled the papers depicting the hor-
rors perpetrated upon virtuous and contented people. The dying mother
dragged from her bed of damp straw and flung to her wailing children was
pictured in vivid phrases, and curses were called down upon the head of
one who could so prostitute his power as to destroy a God-fearing people
impoverished by his tyranny. Mr. Bunbury could not undersUnd the
meaning of this attack. The incidents were purely apocryphal ; but that
did not prevent his being pelted with stones when he attended the election
of a dispensary doctor. Ultimately the tenants emigrated, the six houses
were levelled, and six small springs dried up that had helped to feed t^e
stream of the parish dues.

'

The National school of which he is patron stands close to the chapef*
grounds and is a source of considerable anxiety to Father Morrissey. He
remembers when National schools had not supplanted the hedge school-
master and extended educational facilities into every townland. He knows
how docile were the wayward and unlettered people to their spiritual
directors, and he feels too surely that the mental activity of to-day has
seriously diminished his authority When the Kilnascalp branch of
the Ribbon Society debated the proposed rise of Mr. Mulgrave's rents on the
hill farms from twelve shillings to sixteen shillings an acre the meeting ad-
judged him worthy of death, and began to collect subscriptions payable to
the gentleman told ofi to execute the sentence. Father Morrissey deter-
mined that a crime so horrible should not be perpetrated if burning words
from him could avert it. The next Sunday he spoke openly and passion-
ately on the atrocity of assassination an<l warned the foolish men who had
banded together with the desperate purpose of murdering Mr. Mulgrave
that a crime so horrible would not go unpunished. He spoke for Mr.
Mulgrave and pointed out that even though these rents were to be raised
the tenants had held the farms for many years at a rent below their value,
and gave some instances of kindly feeling and charitable liction on the part
of that gentleman. The following Sunday the congregation Mras composed
entirely of women, and an intimation was conveyed to him that if he did
not apologize from the altar for the words he had spoken the men would
consider themselves absolved from attendance at chapel or payment of
dues. The day of Easter collection came and the money paid amounted

to £3 IDs. Father Morrissey recognized the logic of facts and' apolo-
gized if any words he had spoken had offended the congregation;

After that things went on smoothly as usual until the Fenian conspi-
racy began to assume serious dimensions. This time he was backed by
the power of the Church to the fullest extent, and denounced the Fenian
Society by djrect authority from Rome. The sacraments of the Church
were forbidden to those who belonged to the brotherhood, and its mem-
bers were formally excommunicated. *The young men rose and left the
-chapel and on the gate he found a notice headed :

" No priest in politics,"

repudiating any deference to him in social or political matters
Speaking at a canvassing meeting at Kilnascalp he reproached the

young men for imagining that Jhey had beea_ deserted by the Sogart-
naroon. " No," he said ;

" your best friend saw that you were engaged in

a gallant but hopeless struggle." The time has not come, but it is coming
;

and when it arrives you will find your priests where they have always
been in the time of action—at your head leading you to victory. Once
more relations were restored and Father Morrissey spoke of his people as
if their souls' desires were in his keeping. But his eyes were opened and
he saw with sorrow that the young mfen had almost shaken themselves
free from the teachings of the Church and were fast adopting a Socialist

creed. " No priests in politics " had ceased to be a cry, but had become
an axiom. Father Morrissey is no Republican. The entire theory of the
Church is based upon. an attitude of submission to a superior power, and
the independence of the lower orders is inimical to the maintenance of a
priesthood claiming to rule by divine right. Hating and fearing Social-

ism, as does Father Morrissey, the propositions embodied in the land
agitation of 1879 ai-e diametrically opposed to his principles, and when
the agitation beg&n he refused to sanction by his presence its immoral
doctrines. But the twice-told tale has again to be repeated. An appeal
to a people's cupidity aroused feelings too deep to be restrained by the
priest ; so now Father Morrissey's voice is heard on many platforms. And
once more he resumes his ascendency, and leads his parishioners as a horse
leads the driver who cracks a whip behind him.

—

Picture* from IreUmd.
By Terence McGralh.
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THE PERIODICALS.

The Christmas number of Harper's Magazine is one of the richest num-
l>er8 ever issued by any periodical. Opening with a Christmas sketch by
Mr. George William Curtis, full of the charm characteristic of this now
too infrequent writer, it contains such notable articles as that on "Alfred

Tennyson," by Mrs. Thackery Ritchie ; a comedy entitled " The Register,"

by W.D. Howells ;
" A Gossip about the West Highlanders," by William

Black ; short stories, by Charles Beade, Edward Everett Hale, George H.
Boughton and Mrs. Pember ; poems by Austin Dobson, Frances L. Mace
and Mrs. Dorr, and the first instalment of E. P. Roe's new novel
" Nature's Serial Story." We quote Mr. Austin Dobson's delicious little

pastoral lyric, and extracts from Mrs. Ritchie's extremely interesting

paper on Tennyson :

—

THE MILKMAID.

A NEW SONG TO AN OLD TCNE.

Across the grass I see her pass ;

She comes with tripping pace,

—

A maid I know,—and Msrch winds blow
Her hair acroes her face ;

—

With a hey, Dolly ! ho, Dolly !

Dolly shall be mine, "'^ *

-:

—

: Before the spray is white with May,—: ; / Or blooms the eglantine.
.-

,
». V^'

The March winds blow. I watch her go :

Her eje is brown and dear
;

'_

Her dfaeek is brown, and soft as down •

(To those who see it near ! )—
With a hey, etc. » .

What has she not that they have gpt,

—

The dames that walk in silk

!

. .

If she undo her 'kerchief bine, . .. -.. -

Her neck is white as milk.

With a hey, etc.

^ Let those who will be proad and chill

!

For me, from Jnne to Jane,

,

'

My Dolly's words are sweet as cuds

—

Her langh is like a tone ;

—

With a hey, etc.

Break, break to hear, O erooas-spear !

tall Lent-lilies, flame t

There'll be a bride at Easter-tide,

And Dolly is her name. ,

With a hey, Dolly I ho, Dolly

!

DoUy shall be mine,

—

Before the spray ia white with Hay,
Or blooms the eglantine.

ALVBXD TBKMYSON.

Alfred Tennyson was bom on the 6th of Aognst, 1809. He has heard many and
many a voice sailing to him since the time when he listened to the wind as hcpLytd
alon* in his father's garden, or joined the other ebildien at thair games and joosta.

They were a noble little dan of poets and of knights, eoming of a knightly rae«, with
eaatlas to defend, with mimic toamaments to fi^t. Somenby was so taz away trom

the world, lo behlttdhuid in its echoes (which mast hare come there softened throngh

all mitnour of greea an 1 tritminil thinga, aud as it were hushed Into pivttoral. silence),

that though the early part o( thH centory was stirring with the dang of legions, few of

iti< ramoura saem l<> hare rdacliod the children. They never heard at the time of the

battle of Waterloo. ThHy grew up-together playing their own games, livini^ their o«n
life ; and where U siioh lifo to bo found as that of a happy, eager family of boys and

girls before Doubt, the steps of Time, the shocks of Chance, the blows of Death, have

come to shake their creed ?

Alfred's first verses, so I once heard him'say, were written upon a slats which his

brother Charles put into his hand one Sunday at Loath, when all the elders of the

party wore going into ohnrcli, anil the child was left alone. Charles gave him a sub-

jeot^the fl.jwora in the garden—and when hu came back from oharch little Alfred

brought tho slate to his brother all covered with written lines of Blank verse. They
were madeon the models of Thomson's "Seasons," the only poetry he had ever read. One
can picture it all to one's self, the flowers in the garden, the verses, the little poet with

waiting eyes, and thi young brother scanning the lines. " Yes, yoo can write," said

Charles, and he gave Alfred back the slate.

I have also hoard another story of his grandfather, later on, asking him to write an

elegy on his granlmother, who had rectintly died, and when it was written patting ten

shillings Into his hands and saying, " Thei)e, that is the first money you have ever

earned by your poetry, and, take my word for it, it will be the last."

/Alfred Tennyson, as he grew up toward-manhood, found other and stranger inspira-

tions than Thomson's gentle "Seasons." JHyron's spell had fallen on his generation, and

for ahoy of genius it must have been absolute and overmastering. Tennyson was soon

to find his own voice, bat m sanwhile he began to write hke tjyron.^ He produced

poems and verses in profujion and endless abundance : trying his wings, as people say,

before starting on his own strong flight. One day the news came to the village—the

dire news which spread across the land, tilling men's hearts with consternation—that

Byron was dead. Alfred was then a boy about fifteen.

" Byron was dead ! I thought the whole world was at an end," he once said, speak-

ing of these by-gone days. "I thought everything was over and finished for every

one—that nothing else mattered. I remember I walked oat alone, and carved ' Byron

is 4wd ' into the sand-stone."

Une thing which cannot fail to strike as when we are looking over the records of

these earlier days- is the remarkable influence which Alfred Tennyson seems to have

had from the very first upon his contemporaries, even before his genius had been recog-

nized by the rest of the world. Not only.those of his own generation, bat his elders

and masters seem to have felt something of this. I remember long ago hearing one of

Tennyson's oWest friends, who has the best right o( any to recall the fact, say tbt,t

" Whewell, who was a man himself, and who knew, a man when he saw him," used to

pass over in Alfred Tennyson certain informalities and forgetfulness of combinations aK

to gowns, and places, and times, which in another he would never have overlooked.

Once in their early youth we hear of the two friends, Tennyson and Hallam, travel-

ling in the Pyrenees. This was at the time of the war of early Spanish independence,

when many generous young men went over vrith funds " and good energies to help the

cause of liberty. These two were taking money, and letters written in invisible ink, to

certain conspirators who were then revolting against the intolerable tyranny of Ferdi-

nand, and who were chiefly hiding in the Pyrenees. The young men met, among
others, a Senor Ojeda, who confided to Alfred his intentions, which were to couper la

gorge a tons leu cures. Senor Ojeda could not talk English or fully explain all his aspira-

tions. •' Mait vom cotutaUtiz inon, cieur," said he, effusively ; and a pretty black one

it is, thought the poet. I have heard Alfred described in those days as " straight and

with a broad breast, " and when he had crossed over from the Continent and was com-

ing back, walking through Wales, he went one day into a,Uttle way-side inn, where an

old man 'sat by the fire, who looked np, and asked many questions. " Are you from

the army ? Not from the army ? Then where do you come frqm ? " said the old man.
" I am just come from the Pyrenees," said Alfred. "Ah, I knew there was a some-

thing," said the wise old man..^

John Kemble was among those who had gone over to Spain, and one day a rumoar

eame to distant Somersby that he was to be tried for his life by the Spanish authori-

ties. S o one else knew much about him except Alfred Tennyson, who started before

dawn to drive across the country in search of some person of authority who knew the

consal at Cadiz, and who could send letters of protection to the poor prisoner.

It was a false ahirm John Kemble came home to make a name for himself in other

fields. Meanwhile Alfred Tennyson's own reputation was growing, and when the first

two volumes of his collected poems were published in 18-12, followed by " The Princess
"

in 1S47, his fame spread throughout the land.

Some of the reviews were violent and antagonistic at first. One in particular had

tasted blood, and the "Hang, draw, ^nd Quarterly," na it has been called, of those

days, having lately cut up " Endymion," now proceeded to demolish Tennyson.

But this was a passing phase. It is carious to note the sudden change in the tone

of the oriticisms the absolute surrender of these knights of the pen to the irresistible

nd brilliant advance of the unknown and visored warrior. The visor is raised now,

the face is familiar to us all, but the arms, though tested in a hundred fights, are shin-

ing and nnconquered still.

The house at Parringford itself seemed like a charmed palace, with green walls with-

, out. and speaking walls within. There hung Dante with his solemn nose and wreath
;

Italy gleamed over the doorways ; friends" faces Uned the way ; books filled the shelves,

and a glow of crimson was everywhere ; the great oriel drawing-room window was full

of green and golden leaves, of the sound of birds and of the distant sea.

The very names of the people who hAva stood upon the .lawn, at Farringford wuuld

be an interesting study for some future biographer : LongfelMw, Maurice, Kingsley, the

Duke of Argyll, Locker, Dean Stanley, the Prince Consort. Good Garibaldi 6nce planted

a tree there, off which some too ardent republican broke a branch before twenty-

four hours had passed. Here came Clough in the last year of his life. Here Mrs.

Cameron fixed her lens, marking the well-known faces as they passed : Darwin and

Henry Taylor, Watts and Aubrey de Veie, Lecky and Jowett, and a score of others.

I have heard of Mr. Tennyson wandering for days together in the ghides round

about Lyndhurat. Some people once told mej({,jneetmg a mysterious figure in a cloak

coming oat of a deep glade, passing straight on, looking neither to tho right nor the

left. "It was either a ghost or it was Mr. Tennyson," said they.

in Sir John Simeon's lifetime there was a constant intercourse between Farringtord

and Swainston. Sir John was one of Tennyson's most constant companions—a knight

of courtesy he calls him in the sad Unes written in the garden at Swainston.

" Maud " grew out of a remark of Sir John Simeon's, to whom Mr. Tennyson had

read the lines,
" that 'twere possible

After long grief and pain,"

which Unes were, so to speak, the heart of " Maud." Sir John said that it seemed to

him aa if something were wanting to explam the story of this poem, and so by degrees

it all grew. One Uttle story was told me on the authority of Mr. Henry Sidgwick, wjjo

was perhaps present on that occasion. Mr. Tennyson was reading the poem to a sHent

company assembled in the twilight, and when he got to the birds in the high haU garden

calling Maud, Maud, Maud, Maud, he stopped short, and asked an authoress who hap-

pened to be present what birds these were. The authoress, much alarmed, and feeUng

that she must speak, and that the eyes of the whole company were upon her, faltered

out "Nightingales, sir.
"" Pooh," said Tennyson, " what a cockney you are I Night-

ingales don't say Maud. Books do, or something Uke it. Caw, caw, oaw, caw, oaw."

Then he went on reading.
- , - ,. .-

Beading, is it ? One can hardly describe it. It is a sort of mystical incantation, a

chant in which every note rises and falls and mverbarates again. As we sit around the

twilight room at Farringford, with its great oriel-window looking to the gacdan, aeross

ilalda ol hyacinth and aeU-sowad daffodils toWard the iM, whwe tha wbt« wash

against the rock, we teem oarried by a tide not an like the oseitn's sound ; it -Alls the
room, it ebbs and flows away : and when we leave, it is with a strange music in onr
ears, feeling that we have for the first time, perhaps, heard what we may have read a

hundred times before.

Mr. Tennysou works alone in the early hours of the morning, and comes down long

after bis own frugal meal is over to find his guests assembling round the social break-

fast table. He generally goes ojU for a walk before luncheon, with a son and a friend,

perhaps, and followed by a couple of dogs. All Londonnr^ know the look of tile stal-

wart figuie and tlie fine face and broad.brimmed felt hat as he advances.

There ia one little ceremony peculiar to the Tennyson family, and reminding one

of some college cudtom, which is, that when dinner is over the gaests are brought away
into a second room, where stands a white table, upon which fruit and wine are set, and
a fire burns bright, and a pleasant hour passes, while the master of the house sits in

his carved chair and discourses upon auy topic suggested by hia guests, or lirings forth

reminiscences of early Lincolnshire ilays, or from the facts he remen^bers out of the

lives of past men who have been his friends. There wa" Rogers, among the rest, for

whom he had a great affection, with whom he constantly lived during that lonely time
in London. " I have dined alone''with him," I heard Mr. Tennyson say, "and we
have talked about' death till tho tears rollod down his face."

Tennyson mot Tom Moore at Rogers's, and there, too, he first met Mr. Gladstone.

John Forster, Leigh Hum, and Landor were also friends of that time. One of Tenny-
son's often companions in those drtys was Mr. Hallam, whose opinion he once asked of

Corlyl^'a " French Revolution. " Mr. Hallam replied, in his quiok, rapid way, " Upon my
word, I once opened the book, and read four or five paged. The style is so abominable
I could not get on with it." Wueraas CariyU's own criticism upon the " History of the

Middle .\ges " was, " Eh ! the poor miserable skeleton of a book !

"

It is a gain to the world when people ace content tO be themSslves, not chipped to_
the smooth pattern of the times, but pimple, original, and unaffected in ways and"
words. Here is a poet leading a pout's Ufo ; wuore he gws there goes the spirit of his

home, whether in London among the crowds, or at Aldworth on the lonely hoight, or at

Farringford in that beautiful bay. The last time I went to see him he was smoking
in a top room in Eaton Sqare. it may interest an Amori,:an public to be told that it

was Durham tobacco from North Carolina, which Mr. Lowell bad given him. I could

not but feel how Uttle even circumstance itself can contribute to that mysterious essence

of individuality which we all recognize and love. In this commonplace London room,
with all the stueeo of Belgravia round about, I found the old dream realized, the old

charm of yoathful impression. There sat my friend as I had fir.°t seen him years ago

among the clouds. >»

From December's St. Nicholas we quote portions of Mr. Frank R.

Stockton's racy story :
" Prince Has!»k's March.''

<. In the spring of a certain year, long since passed away, Priuce Hassak, of Itoby,

determined to visit his uncle, the King of Yan.
" Whenever my uncle visited us," said the Prince, " or when my late father went to

see him, the journey wat always made by sea; and, in order to do this, it was necessary

tQ go in a very roundabout way between Itoby and Yan. Now, I shall do nothing of

this kind. It ia beneath the dignity of a prince to g,i out of his way on account of

capes, peninsulas, and promontaries. I shall mari-ii from m'y palace to that of my uncle

in a straight line. I shall go across the country, and no obstacle shall cause me to

deviate from my course. Mountains and hills shall be tunnelled, rivers' shall be bridged,

houses shall be levelled ; a road shall be cut through forests ; and, wiien I have tiuisiied

my march, the course over which I have passed shall bo a mathematically straight line.

Thus will I show to the world that, when a prince desires to travel, it is not necessary

fbr him to no out of his way on account of obstacles."

Prince Hassak selected from the schools of his city five boys and five girls, and took

them with him. He wished to show them how, when a thing was to be done, the best

way was to go straight aliead and do it, turning aside for nothing.
" When they grow up they will touch these things to their children, " said he ;

" and
thus I will in^stil good principles unto my people." . -

The first day Prince Hassak marched over a level country, with no further trbul^e

than that occasioned by tho tearing dowu of fences and walls, and the destruction of a

few cottages and barns. After encamping for the night, they set out the next morning,

but had uot marched many miles before they came'to a rocky hill, on the top of which

was a handsome house, inhabited by u JoUy-cuul-pop.
" Your Highness," said the course-marker, " in order to go in a direct line we must

make a tunnel through this hill, immediately under the house. This may'cause the

building to fall in, but the rubbish can be easily removed."
• Let the men go to work," said tho Prince. •• I will dismount from my horse, and

watch the proceedings.

"

When the Jolly-cum-pop saw the party halt before; hia house, he hurried out to pay

his respects to the Prince. When be was informed of what was to be done, the JoUy-

cum-pop could not refrain from laughing aloud.

"I never heard," he said, " of such a capital idea. It is so odd and original. It

will be very funny, I am sure, to see a tunnel cat right under my house."

The miners and rock. splitters now began to work at the base of the hill, and then

the Jolly-cum-pop made a proposition to the Prince.
" It will take your men some time," he said, to cut this tuunel, and it is a pity your'

Highness should not be amused in the meantime. It is a fine day : suppose we go into

the forest and hunt."
Thll snlted the Prince very well, fur h« did not care about fitting ua4er a tree aud

watching bis workmen, and the Jolly-cum-pop having sent for his horse and some bows

and arrows, the whole party with the exception of the labourers, rode toward the forest,

a short distance away. <
.,

" What shall we find to hunt ? " asked the Priuce of the .Jolly-cum-pop.
" I really do not know, " exclaimed the latter,

•

' but we'll hunt whatever we happen

to see—deer, small birds, rabbits, griffins, rhinoceroses, anything that comes along. I

feel as gay as a skipping grasshopper. My spirits rise like a soaring bird. What a joy-

ful thing It ia to have such a splendid hunt on such a glorious day I

"

The gay and happy spirits of the .Jolly-cum-pop affected the whole party, and they
- rode merrily through the forest ; but they found no game ; and, after an hour or two,

they emerged into the open country again. At 'a distance, on a shght elevation, stood

a large and massive building.
'

' I am hungry and thirsty," said the Prince. " and perhaps wo can get some refresh-

ments at yonder house. So far,, this has not been a very fine hunt."
" No," cried the Jolly-cum-pop, "not yet. But what a joyful thing to see a hospit-

able mansion just at ^e moment when we begin to fed a httle tired and hungry 1

"

The building they were approaching belonged to a Potentate, who Uved at a great

distance. In some of his travels he had seen this massive house, and thought it would

, make a good prison. He accordingly bought it, fitted it up as a gaol, and appointed a

a jailer and three myrmidons to take charge of it. This had occurred years before, but

no prisoners had ever been sent to this gaol. A few days preceding the Jolly-cam-pop's

hunt, the Potentate had journeyed this way, and had stopped at his gaoL After en-

quiring into its condition, he had said to the jailer

:

"It is now fourteen years since I appointed you to this place, and in all that time

there have been no prisoners, and you and your men have been drawing your wages

without doing anything. I shall retnrb this way in a few days, and if I still find you

idle I shall discharge you all and close the gaol."

This filled the jailer with great dismay, for he did not wish to lose his goo<{ sitna-

tion. When he saw the Prince and his partv approaching, the thought struck him that

perhaps he might make prisoners of them, and so not be found idle when the Potentate

returned. Ha came out to meet the hunters, and when they asked if they oonld here

find nfrMhmants, ha gave tfaiem a most cordial welcome. Hia men took their horses,
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and, invUiqg them to enter, lie showed eaob member of the party into a small bedroom,
Qi which there seemed to be a great man;.

" Here are water and towels," he said to each one, " and when you haye washed
your faces and hands, your rafroshments will ba ready." Then, going oat, he locked
the door on the outside.

The party nninberod sevmteen : the Prince, three courtiers, five boys, five girls, the
coarse-marker, the map maker, and the Jollycum-pop. The heart of the jailer wan
joyful

J
seventeen inmates was somethiog to be proud of. He ordered his myrmidons

to give the prisoners a meal of bread and water through the holes in their cell-doors,
and then he sat down to make his report to the Potentate.

" They mast all be guilty of crimes," ha said to himself, " which are punished by
long iipprisonment. I don't want any of them executed." <•

So he numbered his prisoners from one to seventeen, according to the cell each
happened to be in. and he wrote a crime opposite each number. The first was highway
robbery, the next forgery, and after that followed trei&on, smugghng, barn-burning,
bribery, poaching, usury, piracy, witchcraft, assault and battery, using fals»-WBights
and measures, burglary, counterfeiting, robbing hearooUs, conspiracy, and poisoning
his grandmother by proxy. '

This report was scarcely finishe.i when the Potentate returned. He was very much
surprised to find that seventeen prisoners had come in since his previous visit, and he
read the report with interest.

'It seems to ma that a groat mauy of your prisoners are very young."
" It is best to take them young, my Lord," said the jailer. "They are very hard

-to catch when they grow up."
The Potentate then lojked in at the JoUy-cuoi-pop, and asked what was his offence.
' Conspiracy," was the answer.
" And where are the other conspirators '***~~^' -- '

"There was only one," said the jailer. '
. '

"

The Prinoj and his party bad been very much surprised and incensed when they
found that they could not get out of their rooms, and they bad kicked an*-tfanged and
shouted until they were tired, but the jailer liad informed them that they were to be
confined there for years ; and wh?n the Potentate arrived they had resigned themselves
to despair. The JoUy-cutapop, however, was affected in a different way. It seemed
to him the most amusing jjke in the world that a person should deliberately walk into
a prison-cell and be locked up for severalyears ; and he lay down on his httle bed and
laughed himself to.tleep.

That night one of the boys sat at his ironbarred window, wide awake. He was a
Truant, and had never yet been in any place from which he could not run away. He
felt that his school -fellows depended upon him to run away and bring them assistance,
and he knew that his reputation as a Truant was at stake. His responsibility was so
heavy that he could not sleep, and he sat at the window, trying to think of a way to
get out. After some hours tlie moon arose, and by its light he saw upon the grass, not
far from his window, a number of pigwidgeone, a kind of fairy, about six inches high.
They were standing around a Hat stone, and seemed to be making calculations on it
with a piece of chalk. At this sight, the heart of the Truant jumped for joy. " Fairies
can do anything," he sa^d to himself, " and these certainly can get us out." On his
urging them in a loud whisper to come to his relief, they approached the prison and,
clambering up a vine, soon reached his window sill. The Truant now void his mourn-
ful tale, to whicb the pigwidgeons listened very attentively ; and then, after a little con-
sultation among themselves, one of them said :

" We will get you oat if you will tell
us how to divide tive-sevenths by six."
The poor Truant was silent for an instant, and theu he said :

" That is not the kind
of thing I am good at, but I expect soma of the other fellows could tell you easily
enough. Oar windows must be all in a row, and you can climb up and ask some of
them ; and if any one tells you, will you get us all out ?

"

" Yes," said the pigwidgeon who bad spoken before, " We will do that, for we are
very anxious to know how to divide five-sevenths bj; six.iRWe have been working at it

for four or five days, and there wont be anything wortB dividing if we wait much
longer."

The pigwidgeons now began to descend the vine ; but one of them hngering a little,
the Truant, who had a great deal of cariosity, asked him what it was they had to
divide.

" There were eight of us," the pigwidgeon answered, ' who helped a fanner's wife,
and she gave us a pound of bntUr. She did not count us properly, and -divided the
butter into seven parts. We did not notice this at first, but two of the party, who
were obliged to go away a distance, took their portions and departed, and now we' can-
not divide among six the five-sevenths that remain."

" That is a pretty hard thing," said the Truant, "bat I am sure some of the boys
can tell you how to do it."

The pigwidgeons visited the four next celts, which were occupied by four boys, but
not one of them could tell how to divide five-sevenths by six. The Prince was ques-
tioned, but he did not know ; and neither did the course-marker, nor the map-maker.
It was not until they came to the cell of the oldest girl that they received an answer.
She was good at mental arithmetic ; and, after a minute's thought, she said, "it would
be five forty-seconds."

"Good !" cried the pigwidgeons. " We will divide the batter into forty-two parts,
and each take five. And now let us go to work and cut these bars."

Three of the six pigwidgeons were workers in iron, and they had their little files and
saws in poaches by their sides. They went to work manfally, and the others helped
them, and before morning one bar was cut in each of the seventeen windows. The
oelU 'fere all on tktgroond Jioor, and it vaa quite easy for the prisoners to oiamber
out. That is, it was easy for all but the JoUy-cum-pop. He had laughed so much in
his life that he had grown quite fat, and he found it impossible to squeeze himself
through the opening made by the removal of one window-bar. The sixteen other per-
sons had all departed ; the pigwidgeons had hurried away to divide their butter into
forty-two parts, and the Jolly-cum-pop still remained in his cell, convulsed with
laughter at the idea of being caught in such a curious predicament.

The Prince's party was soon in a doleful plight. Every one was very hungry ; they
were in an open pl&in, no house was visible, and they knew not which way to go. It
would be difficult to find sixteen more miserable people than the Prince and hie com-
panions when they awoke the next morning from their troubled sleep on the hard
gronnd. Nearly starved to death, they t{azed at one another with feelings of despair.

" I feel." said the Prince, in a weak voifce, " that there is nothing I would not do to
obtain food. I would willingly became a slave if my master woiUd give me a good
breakfast."

" So would I," ejaculated each one of the others. '
"

-About an hour after this, as they wire all sitting disconsolately upon the ground,
they saw, slowly approaching, a large cart drawn by a pair of oxen. On the front of
the cart, vrhicb seemed to be heavily loaded, sat a man, with a red beard, readinga book.
The boys, when they saw the cart, set up a feeble shout, and the man, lifting his eyes
from his book, drove directly, toward the group on the ground. Diamonnting, he
approached Prince Hasssk, who immediately told him his troubles and implored relief.
" We will do anything," said tjio Prince, " to obtain food."

The man with the red beard had upon his bi^w the marks of earnest thought.
Standing for a minute in a reflective mood, he^addressed the Prince in a slow, medita-
tive manner : " How would you like, " he said, " to form a nucleus »

"

" Can we get anything to eat by it ? " eagerly asked the Prince.
" Yes," replied the man, " you can."
" We'll do it

!

" immediately cried the whole sixteen, without waiting for further in-
formation.

" Which will you do first," said the man, "listen to m^ explanation!,. or Mt I
"

" Bat !
** cried the entire sixteen in chorus.

The man jiow produced from his cart a quantity of bread, meat, wine, and other
provisions, which he distributed generoosly, but jiraiciously, to the hongry Prince and

hl« followers. Braryone had enongh, but no one had too mnob. And soon, revived
and strengthened, they felt like new beuigs.

•' Now," said the Prince, " we are ready to form a nucleus, as wo promised. How
is it done ?

"

" I will explain the matter to you in a few words," said the man with the re4 beard
and the thoughtful brow. " For a long time I have been desirous to found a city. In
order to do this one must begin by forming a nucleus. Every great city is started from
a nucleus. I am very glad to have fonnd you and that you are wilhng to enter into
my plan ; And this seems a good spot for us to settle upon."

" What is the first thing to be done? " said the Prince.
" We must all go to work," said the man with the red beard, " build dwellings, and

also a schoolhouse for these young people. Then we must till some ground in the sub-
urbs, and lay the foundations, at least, of a few public buildings."

' All this will take a good while, will it not ? " said the Prince.
" Yes," said the man, " it will take a good while ; and the sooner we set about it the

better."

When the jailer looked into his calls in the morning, and found that aU but one of
his prisoners had escaped, he was utterly astounded, and his face, when the JoUy-cnm-
pop saw him, made that individual roar with laughter. The jailer, however, was a
man accustomed to deal with emergencies. " Von need not laugh," he said, "every-
thing shall go on as before, and I shall take no notice of the absence of your compan-
ions. Y'ou are now numbers One to Seventeen inclusive, and you stand charged with
highway robbery, forgery, treason, smuggling, barn.b'urning,-'^ibery, poaching, usury,
piracy, jvitohcraft, assault and battery, using false weights and measures, burglary,
counterfeiting, robbing hen roosts, conspiracy, and poisoning your grandmother by
proxy. I intended to-day to dress the convicts in prison garb, and vou shall imma-
diately be so clothed."

"i shall require seventeen suits," said the Jolly-cum-pop.
" Yes," said the jailer, " they shall be furnished."
" And seventeen rations a day," said the Jolly-cum-pop.
" Certainly," rephed the jailer.

" This is luxury," roared the Jolly-oum-pop. "I shall spend my whole time in
eating and putting on clean clothes."

Seventeen large prison suits were now brought to the Jolly-oum-pop. He pnt on
one and hung-up the rest in his cell. These suits were half bright yellow and half
bright green, with spots of bright red, as big as saucers. '

The jailer now had doors cat from on"e cell to another. " If the Potentate comes
here and wants to look at the prisoners," he said to the Jolly-oum-pop, "you must ap-
pear in cell number One, so that he can look through the hole in the door, and see you

;

then as he walks along the corrijor, you must walk through the cell^, and whenever he
looks into a cell, you must be there.

"

"He will think," merrily repUed the Jolly-cum-pop, "that all your prisoners are
very fat, and that the little girls have grown up into big men.''

" I will endeavour to explain that," said the jailer.

For several days the JoUy-cum-pop was highly amused at the idea of hie being sev-
enteen criminals, and he would sit first in one cell and then in another, trying to look
like a ferocious pirate, a hard-hearted usurer, or a mean-spirited chicken thief, and
laughing heartily at his failures. Bat, after a time, he began to tire of this, and to have
a strong desire to see what sort of a tunnel the Prince's miners and rock-splitters were
making imder his house. '• I had hoped," he said to himself," " that I should pine
away in confinement, and so be able to get through the window-bars ; bat vrith nothing
to do, and seventeen rations a day, I see no hope of that. But I must get out of this
gaol. and. as there seems no other way, I will revolt. " Thereupon he shouted to the
jaUer through the hole in the door of his cell :

" We have revolted ! We have risen in
a boily, and have determined to resist your authority, and break gaol !

"

When the jailer heard this, he was greatly troubled, " Do not proceed to violence,"
he said ;

" let as parley."
" Very well," replied the JoUy-cum-pop, "but you must open the cell door. We

cannot parley through a hole. '

The jailer thereupon opened the cell door, and the Jolly-cum-pop, having wrapped
sixteen suits of clothes around his left arm as a shield, and holding in his right hand
the iron bar which had been cut from his window, stepped boldly into the corridor, and
confronted the jailer and his myrmidons.

" It will bo useless for you to resist," he said. " You are bat four, and we are seven-
teen. If you had been wise you would have made us all cheating shop-keepers, chicken-
thieves, or usurers. Then you might have been able to control us ; but when you see
before you a desperate highwayman, a daring smuggler, a blood-thirsty pirate, a wily
poacher, a powerful rufiian, a reckless burglar, a bold conspirator, and a murderer by
proxy, you well may tremble."

The jailer and his myrmidons looked at each other in dismay.
'

' We sigh for no blood," continued the Jolly-cum-pop, • • and will readily agree to
terms. We will give you your choice : Will you allow us to honourably surrender, and
peacefully disperse to oijr homes, or shall we rush upon you in a body, and, after over-
powering you by numbers, set fire to the gaol, and escape through the crackling timbers
of the burning pile ?

"

The jailer reflected for a minute. "It would be better, perhaps," he said, " that
you should surrender and disperse to your homes." •

The Jolly-cum-pop agreed to these terms, and the great gate being opened, ha
marched out in good order. "Now," said he to himself, •' the thing for me to do is to
get home as fast as I can, or that jailer may change his mind." But, being in a great
hurry, ae tamed the wrong way, and walked rapidly lutu a uuuutry unknown to^ilnx.

The Jolly-cum-pop now set out again, but he walked a long distance without seeing
any person or any house. Toward the close of the afternoon he stopped, and, looking
back, he saw coming toward hira a large party of foot travellers. In a few momenta,
he perceived that the person in advance was the jailer. At this the JoUy-cnm-pop could
not restrain his merriment '• How comically it has all turned out ! " he exclaimed.
" Here I've taken all this trouble and tired myself out, and eaten batter without bread,
and the jailer comes now, with a crowd of jieople, and takes me back. I might as well
have staid where I was. Ha! Ha!"

The jailer now left his party and came running toward the Jolly-cum-pop. "I pray
you, sir," he said, bowing very low, "do not cast ug off."

"Who are you all? " asked the Jolly-cum-pop, looking with much surprise at the
jailer's companions, who were now quite near.

" We are myself, my three myrmidons, and our wives and children Our situations
were such good ones that we married long ago, and our families lived in the upper
stories of the prison. But when all the convicts had left we were afraid to remain, for,
should the Potentate again visit the prison, he would be disappointed and ^raged at
finding no prisoners, and would, probably, punish us grievoosly. So we detarminad to
follow you, and to ask you to let us go with you, wherever you are going. 1 wrote "a
report, which I fastened to the great gate, and in it I stated that sixteen of the convicts
escaped by the aid of -outside confederates, and that seventeen of them matinied in a
body and broke gaol."

That report," laughed the Jolly-anm-pop, "your Potentate wUl not readily nodar-
stand.

" If I were there," said the jailer, " I oould explain it to him ; bat, aa it ii, ha mnat
work it out for himself."

" Have you anything to eat with you ? " asked, the JoUy-oom-pop.
" Oh, yaa," said the jailer, " we bionght proviaiona."
" Weil, than, I gladly take you under my protection. Let na have sappar. I ha,y»

had nothing to eat since morning but thirty torty-aeeonds of a pound of battar."
Xfaa JoUj-eom-pqi and his companions sU^t that night nndar loma treai, and
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started off early the next morning. " If I could only get myself turned in the proper

direction," said he, " I believe we should soon reach my house."
•- The Prince, his courtiers, the -boys and girls, the course-marker, and the map-maker

worked industriously for several days at the foundations of their city. They dug the

ground, they carried stones, they cut down trees. This work was very hard for all of

them, for they were not used to it. After a few days' labour, the Prince said to the

man with the red beard, who was reading his book : " I think we have now formed a

nucleus. Any one can see that this is intended to be a city."

" No," said the thoughtful man, sha<ling his brow with a green umbrella, "nothing

is truly a nucleus until something is gathered around it. Proceed with your work, while

I continue my studies upon civil government."

Towards the close of that day the red-bearded man raised his eyes from his book

and beheld the Jolly-cum-pop and his party approaching. " Hurrah 1
" he cried, "we

are already attracting settlers !
" And be went forth to meet them.

The next morning the Prince said to the red-bearded man :
" Others have gathered

around us. We have formed a nucleus, and thus have done all that we promised to do.

We shall now depart.

"

The man objected strongly to this, but the Prince paid no attention to his words.

"What troubles me most," he said to the Jolly-cum-pop, " is the disgraceful condition

of our clothes. They have been so torn and soiled during our unaccustomed work that

they are not fit to be seen."

"As for that," said the Jolly- oum-pop, "I have sixteen suits with me, in which you

can all dress, if you like. They are of uausnal patterns, but they are new and clean."

" It is better," said the PriiTce, " for persons in my station to appear inordinately

gay than to be seen in rags and dirt. We will accept your clothes."

Thereupon the Prince and each of the others put on a prison dress of bright green

and yellow, with large red spots. ^" As we do not know in which way we should go," said the Prince, " one way will

be as good aa another, and if.wecan find a rood let us take it ; it will be easier walk-

ing.
'

In an hour or two they found a road and they took it. After journeying the greater

part of the day, they reached the top of a low hill, over which the road ran, and saw

before them a ghttering sea and the spires and houses of a city.
~'

" It is the city ot Yan," said, the course-marker. ,—- -

" That is true," said the Prince ;
" and as we go so neai-, we may as well go there."

,

The astonishment of the people of Yaa, when this party, dressed in bright green

and yellow, with red spots, passed through their streets, was so great that the Jolly-

cum-pop roared with laughter. This set the boys and girls and all the people laughing,

and the sounds of merriment became so uproarious that when they reached the palace

the King came out to see what was the matter. What he thought when he saw his

nephew in his fantastic guise, accompanied by what seemed to be sixteen other lunatics,

cannot now be known ; but, after hearing the Prince's story, he took him into an inner

apartment, and thus addressed' him : " My dear Hassak: i'he next time yon pay me a

visit, I beg that, for your sake and my own, you wU^ come in the ordinary way. You
have sufficiently,shown to the wodd that, when a Priuoe desires to travel, it is often

nece.sary for him to go out of his way on account of obstacles."
" My dear uncle," replied Hassak, "your words shall not be forgotten."

After a pleasant visit of a few weeks, the Prince and his party (in new clothes)

returned (by sea) to Itoby, whence the Jolly cum-pop soon repaired to his home. There

he found the miners and rock-sphtters stUl at work at the tunnel, which had now pene-

trated half way through the hill on which stood his house. " You may go home," he

said, " for the Prince has changed his plans. I will put a door to- this tunnel, and it

will make a splendid cellar in which to keen my wines and provisions."

We welcome to our table Tlie lirnerican Queen, which under its new

management ia making rapid strides. It is one of the most readable and
,

fresh of the society journals, fashioned to some extent on the lines of the
i

' most successful English papers of its class. It makes a feature of crisp

parBigraphs of commebt upon current events. But most notable is it for its

series of society portraits, from the pencil of Mr. Frank Fowler, drawn in

crayon or charcoal. Among the portraits already presented are those of

the Marchioness of Lanadowne, and the beautiful American girl, Miss

Chamberlain. It is said the leading society women of New York and

Boston will be portrayed, which will certainly create abundant interest in

the journal One feels curious to know just what the ladies most deeply

concerned themselves think of the scheme.

" "•^ *'
' ' . ^—

.
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their sympathy, he paints a scene so potently real and vivid as to suggest

spontaneously all the details not in actual word recorde-J. After reading

this story, the poor, crudie, cheap, cold brick cottage in the suburbs, th«

bleak winds otf the ice-burdened flood of East P>,iver, the vulgar, chiding

wife, the lumpy oppressive heat and knife-like chill in the meagre room,

the quarrel, the ill-cooked meal left standing untouched—these become a

|iast bitter experience of one's own, lightened only by the deep love be-

tween the child and the brave but unfortunate father. Then the sordid

life amid the dirty sidewalks, foul gutters, battered beer-shops, and irre-

deemable ugliness of Green Point, and the pitiful end, followed by the

solitary, desperate flight of Claire, all cut themselves ineffaceably in th«i

memory. The later scenes, in sharpest of contrast with these, are almost

equally vivid. Perhaps the only fault one can find with the construction

of the story is a too rapid shifting of the .scenes, which rather causes the

reader to look in upon the results of progressive change in Claire's mental

and moral attitude, as she pursues her' ambition, thaa suffers him to watch

the actual development. This may hot be a fault at all, however. It cer-

tainly conduces to the swift movement of the plot. The character of Claire-

is a strange and unique' creation. Her blooJlessness and hardness in or-

dinary life bring the ardent devotion she inspires in clear-headed friends

just to the verge, perhaps, of the incomprehensible. On second thought,

though, the renjembrance ot her fascinating beauty demolishes this cnti^

cism. YeTft seems almost unnatural that the heartless mother should have

dropped so completely out of the daughter's mind in the days of the lat-

ter's prosperity. We can sympathize with Claire in that she was unable

to forgive her mother ; we can hardly pardon, her ability to forget her.

Mrs. Twining, small as is the part she tills in the story, is one of the most

powerfully conceived and perfectly drawn of all Mr. Fawcett's characters.

She is one of the finest achievements among the minor characters of modern

fiction. Mrs. Rideway Lee is a daring and original creation ; and Mrs.

Diggs, with her mental aleraiess on every subject under the sun with the

exception of " poor Manhattan's " weakness, is inimitable. Mr. Fawcett's

genius is however nowhere mure manifest than in the unexpected rfe»u)(i««te;U,

taking place within some uiue .or ten pages of the end, whereby Claire's

heart ia awakened, and her character redeemed, by sudden realization of her

husband's strength and nobility, and by the deep love for him which leaps

into being out of the ruins of her selfish ambition and arrogant self-conceit.

BOOK NOTICES.

By Edgar Fawcett. Boston : Houghton. Mifflin

iCo.

Aa this novel drew near its completion in the New York Tribune there<

were many surmises aa to whether it were going to prove the novel of

American life which every one professes to be looking for, yet unable toj

find. To us the search seems an idle one. Who is so amiably sanguine as 1

to expect that his vision will ever be blessed with the sight of a novel

wliose superiority over all its predecessors will be so distinctly marked, so

indisputable, as at once to compel the united homage of the myriad Ameri-

can critics of myriad mind 1 It does^ seem to ua that Mr. Fawcett's
|

novel may, with little risk of serious dispute, be designated aa the beat I

novel of New York society. The tone, colour, atmosphere, surroundings,!

characterLatic of this society are rendered with auch unhesitating accuracy

;

every stroke is so adequate, needing no blundering repetition ; the story is

so well wrought ; the actors so skilfully deployed ; the interest so strong

and sustained ; that we feel no hesitation in saying that we have before

us the most, successful work yet done in this field. Mr. Fawcett has a

singular felicity of phrase and epithet, and a piqaant way of saying things

new and unexpected, which combine to keep one on the alert through every

sentence. His wit ia keen, and in its utterance terse. Hia humour is

MEMORiBa OF Canada .4ND Scotland. By the Right Hon. the Marquis of

Lome. Montreal : Dawson Bros. , ». ; ,L<i< ,!' ^ w.,v^ L'-'.^<t-''

When one so prominent by position as Lord Lome becomes a candidate

for literary honours, he need hardly expect to hear many impartial Cana- ,

dian judgments passed upon his work. What Mr. Arnold calls the per-

sonal estimate is apt to persuade the critic in one directten or the other.

If the critic have a slight tendrease for imported Governors-General, if the

glitter of rank and title be somewhat dazzling to his vision—nay, if hia

natural love and enthusiasm for the Mother Country be combined with

nothing more objectionable than an honest satisfaction with our present

_
colonial standing, he will be ready to see a good deal more virtue in this

volume than can be extracted from it. If, on the other hand, to his sensi-

tive democratic nostrils, whatever proceeds from an aristocracy be oflTensive,

—if he cannot, without compromising his dignity, discover any good in an

Karl, thfn th° iVrnrqin'a'a wf)rk rn'^s "'ak "f g«^'"'"g '^" eqnally erroneous

Kin'

somewhat shy, somewhat fastidious, making its appearance but seldom and

never oalling forth more than an exceedingly well-pleased amile. His de-

scriptive power is great ; Vy »'&* effective touches,- subtle and poetic in

verdict. Unmitigated abuse and unstinted gush are alike uncalled for by
j

this modest volume. It consists of speeches made by his Lordship dur-

ing his administration, a number of original poems upon Canadian and

Scotch subjects, and some metrical translation^ from tKe Gaelic. The

speeches have some merit, chiefly negative. They answered effectually the

purpoaea for which they were intended, and no one would have called atten-

tion to their deficiencies had not they received a fictitious importance by being

collected and preserved. They are not provocative of discussion, or apt

to challenge criticism, or even, as a rule, very readable in their lightness,

they lack originality, freshness, pith, fibre, but they are natural and unaffec-

ted. They breath&their author's, sincere and cordial enthusiasm for Canada.

And when they rather hopelessly fail to catch the real spirit of the Ctinadian '

people, it must be remembered that his Ijordship'a facilities for observing this

were not great. One marked excellence they display whenever ita preaence is

permiaaible—a manly, wholeaome, and sunny humour characteristic of

their author. Upon the poetical portion of the volume we are disposed to

set a somewhat higher value than upon the speeches* Without containing

anything that could juatify a claim to geniua on the part of ,Lord LiSme,

these poema frequently possess a <juiet dignity and sweetness of diction

~8ttcb''a8 are seen in the stanzas on Quebec. They evidence health <ji mind

and body, sincere delight in out-door freedom and beauty of Nature, and

for the most part careful workmanship. There are occasional lines and

ft
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sUnzas of real strength, but strength is by no ''means characteristic
of this verse, which too often fails to rise ab6vo coinoion-place, and is sel-

dom crisp, firm or incisive. Metrical grace and ease are the rule with
Lord Lome's work. Without definiteness of vision he is sometimes sym-
pathetically picturesque, even imaginative.

" When day
Lights the pale tortare of the gulf profound—"

is a strong utterence from the very far from feeble sonnet on Niagara.
The following from " Quebec " is a, fine, resonant, colourful stanza :—

'VAnd when afar the forests flushed
In falling swathes of fire, there soared
Dark clouds where muttering thunder roared,

'' And mounting vapours lurid rushed
While a metallic lustre flow

^ , Upon the vivid verdure's hue,
Before the blasts and rain forth poured,
And slow o'er mighty landscapes drew

The grandest pageant of the Lord." ', ^- •

Two stanzas from the pleasant " River Rhymes " will serve as an in-

stance of excellence and defect. The italicized lines are ima^native. The
whole extract is suggestive; but the last line isajaadequate and out of
tune :

—

"""-
. "...

" Plunged the salmon, waging feud •"''.,*•'.' '

'Gainst the jewelled insect-brood
;

—

:

, —,1;-

-•-
. From aerial solitude

. , ,
-in eagle's shadow crossed the wood.

Col. Mapleson said to a reporter the other mominjf, in an interview
concerning Patti's performance pf " Aida " :—" I noticed that one critic
used very hkrsh language in criticizing what he calls the 'abominable
cadenza she thought fit to introduce.' I wonder whether it would surprise
the writer to learn that the ' abominable cadenza ' was written by Verdi
himself. Madame Patti has the original manuscript and will, I am surb,
be h*ppy to show it to her intelligent critic."

LITERARY GOSSIP.

> \

* "3
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Flapped the heron, and the grey
Halcyon talked from cedar's spray.
Drummed the partridge far away ;

—

Ah I coiild we choose to live as they

2,

vCT the

In the .January number of the English Ilhistrated Magazine Mr. Henry
James will have a paper on Matthew Arnold.

"Q. P. Index" has publisheAAn index to Tfcls. 19.3-268 of the Revu«
des Deux Monties and Vols. 1-21 of the NonveUe^Revjie.

It is reported that a -new novel by Mr. F. Marion Crawford was re-
fused by MacMillan k Co., of Londbn, on the ground that it was immoral.

At the meeting of " The Canadian Institute " on Saturday evening
layt, Mr. T. B. Browning, M.A., read a paper on. " England's Oldest
Colony.

"

'

>

-" Unless we greatly mistake, William Black's "Judith Shakespeare "
is

the only serial by a foreign author announced in any of the leading Ameri-
can magazines. ',

It is rumoured that Mr. (jeorge Stewart, jr., will be the next president
of that long established and honourable body, the. Literary and Historical

TIT u 1-^x1 . , . ,
Society of Quebec. i

•,
.

l,ord Lome has little aptness of epithet ; and judging from the above ^ .

'

quotation he has failed to observe that the peculiar reverberating notes of o r
strange freak of nature to see the J;ree of science bearing a

the king-fisher are not uttered when the bird is perchin" but whe^n he is on
^^^"^ °^ *°°S- Professor Huxley has a son who contributes verse to a

the wing.
°' recent number of Temple Bar.

I
''

«

From Messrs. T. B. Peterson & Bros., Philadelphia, we receive 'a vol-

ume of Hawley Smart's " Two Kisses.'? The story is one which aims to
be snappy and lively at all hazards. It succeeds in this aim fairly well.

It is.perhaps fortunate that the author had not a higher ambition, as he
gives no evidence that could lead us to suspect he would ever have attain,ed

it. -_ -

It is a delightfully fair and substantial little volume which comes to us
from Messrs. Anson D.F. Randolph & Co. under the title of " Hymns and
Spiritual Songs for Every Day." The collection has been made by the
Rev. J. C. Ryle^ D.D., Bishop.of Liverpool. Its poetical quality is not
quite as high as that of other volumes of devotional verse issued by this
firm, but its religious fervour is simple and natural. Here, as in most of
the devotional verse of the day, -religious fervour has to compensate for
lack' of almost all other qualities desirable in son".

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Miss Makgaret Mather, judged by her performances at Toronto is a grace-
ful, sweet and altogether pleasing actress.

^
More or less it would not be

just to say. Her part in " As You Like It" is better suited to her powers
than one of high passion. At the Saturday matinee she dreV, in spite of

^dverse criticism, a house so full that many had to stand, and thpjr rpat-

lessness made it difficult to hear at a short distance from the stage. Touch-
storie managed to make his good things heard. Anyone who has the part
of Jacques is rather to be pitied. Shakspeare was a great poet in the
general sense as well as a great dramatist, and occasionally he recedes, as
it were, into pure poetry. He does this in " Hamlet," whose character is'

one of reflection rather than of action, and one which he who has sensL
bility enough to feel, would hardly have nerve enough to represent. The
character of Jacq-uss belongs to the same class. The soliloquy in "Ham-
let " ought to be t/umght, not declaimed, as it almost always is; and the
same thing may be said of the musings of Jacques. The thought*^and
language of Shakspeare, however, are such that, provided the actor speaks
clearly, you may be pleased although you shut your eyes.

It is said that Madame Patti's boudoir-car is to cost $63,000.

The Abb6 Liszt has been engaged for years in the preparation of a
great work on the technique of the pianoforte. He has it naw nearly
completed.

MOLIBKK onoe said : ('My life is a sad comedy in five thousand acts.
It is very droll to the people in front ; but it is bitter to the man behind
the scenes."

Mr. W. H Mallock, author of " Is Life Worth Living," and that
brilliant "The New Republic," will stand for Parliament this winter. He
is a Roman Catholic and a Con.servative.

Mrs. Shulte. of Newark, N. J., formerly Miss 'Mary MacCoU, of
Kingston, Ont., and so well and favourably known to Canadians as the
author of "Bide a Wee, and other Poems," is engaged in writing a novel.

The December number of that excellent periodical, the Magazine of
American History, contains four historical essays on Christmas and its ob-
servance in various parts of America. One of the papers is "Christmas-
tide in Canada," by Mr. John Reade, of Montreal.

JiIosT skilfnlly has the ane^ymity of "The Bread-winners " been pre-
served, and employed to advertise the story. Col. John Hay has been sug-
gested as the author, also Mr. Charies DeKay, Mr. Horace Scuddon, and
lastly Mr. L. E. Curtis, of the Chica.go Inter-Ocean. " The Gossip " will be
surprised if any of these guesses prove correct, unless it be the last.

Messrs. Dawson Bros, have in press a new volume, by Mr. J. G.
Bourinot on " Parliamentary Procedure." Its scope is said tp be different
from that of Dr. Alpheus Todd's work, in thatit,is strictly practical and de-
signed for the use of Members and all who require acquaintance with Par-
liamentary usage. It will apparently be something after the fashion of Sir
Erskine May's work.

" The Gossip " cannot but hail with pleasure the information that the
same firm is about to issue a new edition of Mr . 8.J^ Dawson'̂ deligktfttl
"Study of 'The Princess.'" This edition is tojiave a new preface, and
will also contain a long letter from Tennyson himself, in which he sets the
seal of his emphatic approval upon Mr. Dawson's critical judgments. The"
work has received very cordial attention from the English and American
press.

The CrUic teUs of Whittier's colour-blindness. A fire having some-
what damaged the wall-paper in one of the rooms at Oak Knoll he thought
to match it with a new piece which-^as neatly pasted on the wall to his
great admiration and- the amusement of his family. He had matched a
delicate green vine with one of gorgeous crimson hue.. Owing to this de-
fect of vision, light and shade please him better than variety or depth of
colour.

No. 42 of the "Rose Library" Messrs. Hunter, Rose & Co. purpose
making a premium number. It will contain a sketch of the life of Lord
Lansdowne, by Mr. J. E. Collins, and wUl be accompanied by a large and
weU executed lithograph of His Exc-ellency. " The Gossip," bearing in mind
the attitude of Mr. Collins toward Governors-General, as displayed in his
late work on Sir John Macdonald and his times, is somewhat curiotw
to observe from what standpoint Lord Lansdowne wiU here be viewed.

Two devotees of the Lake School, jnat returned from a pilgrimage to
the lakes, ipet recently and began to compare impressions. One asked the

other which of {fie Takes had most pleased him. " Oh, Keswick, certainly,"

was the answer. " Well, foi* my part," said the first speaker, " I don't

think nearly so much of that as Derwentwater." "But the two are iden-

tical," said his companion. " I know they are," rpt«rned the other, testily,

" but one is much more identical than the other."

Mmbrs. Huntbu, Rose k Co. have in pre.ss a complete edition of the

poetical works, in English, of Mr. Evan MacColl. It contains " The Moun-

tain Minstrel," or poems of early life, and Mr. MacColl's later volume of

" Poems, Songs and Sonnf?ta," written in Canada. The complete edition

is in one handsome 8vo volume of about tOO pages. Mr. MacColl is also

bringing out, through the same firm, a third aditiou of his " Clarsack Nam
Beann," or poems and songs in Gaelic. Hu.gh Miller has said of Mr. Mac-

Coil's verse—" In point, glitter, polish, he is the Moore of Highland song."

It is said by a writer in the Boston Transcript that Mr. G. W. Cablf^l

forfeited his first literary position (on the Neyr Orleans Picayune) througU

conscientious scruples against attending a theatre and critically reporting

the performance. " It seems, too, he had conscientious scruples against

putting his thought into stories till a perusal of George Macdonald's worl

converted him without injuring him as a good memV)er of the Presbyteriar

persuasion, to which he still belongs." Mr. Whittier has written a cordial

congratulatory letter to Mr. Cable, whom he thinks to be the writer long)

expected and desired from the South.

"The Gossip" does not offer the following extract as being in- the

smallest degree connected with literature, but for the purpose of calling

attention to its sacriligious freedom of tone. It is taken from the New

York Independent. " Queen Victoria's particular vanity in comestibles is

the baked- apple, of which healthful dish she eats almost daily. To Eng-

lish walnuts, prepared in a particularly delicate style. Her .\Lajesty is also

partial. So far as we recollect, the Queen ha.s never yet had a photograph

taken of herself while regaling the inner sovereign with either a fresh

baked apple or a large walnut. Undoubtedly such a picture would give

great delight to her loving subjects and a ri)yal excuse for a sitting."

Mr. Charles E. Pascoe, writing of London publishers, in a lat«

number of the iV««J York Critic, thus outlines the present possessor of the

famous name of Murray :

—" Every one who has read Byron knows of Mr.

Murray. The pre.sent gentleman of that name is a very great persona.ge

in the London publishing trade. For some years he has managed to hold

so completely aloof from his fellows in the same business that he now

enjoys a splendi<l reputation. The majority of the publishers of London

have never set eyes on Mr. Murray, nor he on the majority of London

publishers. In manner he is polite a;nd dignified, in appearance exceed-

ingly correct and gentlemanlike, ak4 in speech a man who never .says two

words when one will do. If not exactly by the will of his rivals, at least

by their tacit consent, he is chief of the London publishers. He governs

from afar, taking no part in the occasional petty warfares of his tribe, and

discovering no more interest in the welfare of London publishers than if

such persons never existed."

" R. Kbmble, of London," in a letter to Harper's Weekly, laughs at~n;he

blunder, which was certainly rather rich, of a writer in a recent English

review, who argued the superiority of Browning over Tennyson from the

beauty of Tennyson's lines beginning " Flpwer in the crannied wall," etc.,

under the impression that the lines were by Browning, and he adds :—"I

everyone would make it a duty to break its decrees. Yet, withal, every-

one would pine and pant to be of the sacred number, and so long as he

failed, would eat his own heart, like Bellerophon, in anguish and envy.

How the Scotch members would stand shoulder to .shoulder, and help each

other in ! How the Kensington members would make up one set and the

Hampstead members another ! How ilanbly edged and doubly venomed

would be the weapon of literary criticism, how rich the ' mutual tubs' of

literary ' butter,' how keen the feuds of literature and science ' In clubs

of a purely social character it is ..found, I hitVe been told, that (when it

comes to an election) the literary members haVe never even heard of scien-

tific gentlemen of European reputation. ' And the scientific members re-

main equally igiiorant of the names of literary candidates whose fame is in

all literary societies, and who are mickle of might in the circulating

libraries."

y .'
' '
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only remember two examples of such a complete fiasco as this ; a notice in

Tlis Quarterly, by Hallam, of some rival scholar's book, in which there was

some Greek poem, of which, taking it for the author's own, he fell foul

most unmercifully :
' a bit of modern stucco,' etc., when, unfortunately,

the poem was Pindar's. Then in comparatively late times, I recollect, in

another quarterly, a notice of ' In Memoriam,'—written, let us hope, in

ha.ste, and ' as we were going to press '—in which the book is described as

a volume of verse written by a widow to her deceased husband ;
the poem

beginning
Strong son of God, immortal Love,

was set down as ' an invocation to Cupid '1" '

'^"
:

,

"The Gossip" thinks that Mr. Andrew Lang's opinion of Academieii of

Literature may be of some interest to Canadian writers, especially those who

have not been admitted to the august circle of the Royal Society of Canada.

Mr. Lang declares that he is made unconJbrtabie by the very, mention of an

English Academy of Literature. He has no faith in Sir Henry Taylor's

plea that an Academy giving salaries to members should be instituted to

save men of letters from meddling with journalism, which, as that vener;

able author asserts,," injures the moral dispositions and debilitates the un-

derstanding" more than most professions. Mr. Lang scouts this idea and

conjures up a harrowing picture of the possible English .\cadei»y^. ',' As_

Dr. Johnson said, speaking of Swift's -vision of an English Academy,

Domestic.—Montreal has had a !S100,000 fire.-

election dissatisfaction has arisen in Lennox, and a recount of the ballots

will be demanded. The Provincial Alliance held itA meeting on Satur-

day. -Part of the escheated Mercer property has been sold by the

Ontario Govemmerlt. It will be remembered that the Canadian Supreme

Court awarded this property to the Dominion Government, but the law

officers of the Imperial Privy Council declared that it belonged to Ontario.

.^ local Alumni Association has formed it.self at Toronto University.

The Welland Canal has been closed to navigatJbn since Wednesday

la.st. The Hudson Bay Company have made mutual compromises, and

difficulties are at an end. A lad named Wilson died from the strokfe of

a file on the head by a woman. ^Measures are on foot in British Colum-

bia to restrict Chinese immigration. The commissioners have formally

located the site of the international park at Niagara. Picton had a

§2,500 tire on Monday, the 10th inst. ^On Monday last the Enterprise

foundered on Lake Huron, and seven men perished. Ic appears that the

Enterprise four weeks ago had gone ashore near Cockburn Island, and that

a wrecking outfit on tht; tug Balize left Detroit to release her. The

steamer was lightered and pulled off, and extra care was taken by placing

two large canvas jackets under her l)Ottom. This being done the boat did

not leak enough to keep one of the two steam pumps going. .411 went

well until the Balize, towing thii Enterprise, arrived off Point au Barques

light, when Capt. J. J. Rardon, who had cliargi!, of the outfit, heard the

steam whistle from the pumps blowing. He answered the call, and had

the mate of the Balize stop the tug. All hands were called to get the boat

down ; the towline was cut from the tug, and every effort made to get

alongside of the wreck before she went down. Just 'oefore they could get

around the barge sunk from sight. Evew line on the tug was made ready

to tlirow to the inen clinging to parts of the wreck floating. Pat Quinn, of

Detroit, well-known on the lakes, was first to reach the side of the tug. The

poor fellow had been at work on the steam puriip, and had grease on his

clotlies ami hands. The rope slipped through hi.s ringers twice ; the third

time one of the crew of the Balize reached down to pull him up, Quinii

holding to the rope with his tee^h until he was in the hands of this man who

had hold of his jacket,, when a sea struck Quinn and lie slipped through his

grasp, fell back into the lake, and was seen no more.^^—-Montreal is now

engaged testing underground telegraph wires. Millais, it is said, is

— -A. rag vendor in Montre-il was found

Efforts are on foot to establish a ladii.-s'

painting a head of Lord Lome,

canning dynamite cartridges.

—

coffee house in Toronto. The establishment of a Canadian National

Athletic Association is spoken of.——A sail boat containing the dead

bodies of Capt. Zeneas Quick and his son, of Pelee Island, has been found

floating on Lake Erie.^ -Dr. Wilson, curate of St. George's Cathedral,

Kingston, has been notified of his dismissal, which is to take place on the

28th of February. Four young tourist huntsmen, late from Germany,

and travelling over the continent, were drowned in Niagara River on Mon-

day last by the capsizing of their boat. Mr. J. < r. Ross,. of Quebec, has

bcetn elevated to the Senate. Pressure is being brought to .bear on Sir

Leonard Tilley to increase the duty on steel. The election of M. Belleau,

M.P. for Levis, has been protested. Montreal is being sued for .?-t70,-

000 for expropriated land. The Bishop of Algoma names a succes.sor

to Bishop Baldwin at Christ Church, Montreal. The Guelph Fat Stock

Show opened on Wednesday last.-; Nearly three thousand Cahada

Pacific Railway hands Mftve struck in Winnipeg. January 23rd is set

for the hearing of the Langtry-Dumoulin case. Another charge of
'

bribery against M. Senecal comes from Vercheres. The Agricultural'

.Council of Quebec recommends tlie; establishment of an agricultural college.

' ^ ^The Women's Medical College, Toronto, has made formal application

for affiluitiou with Trinity College. M. Senecal has en.ter.Ki two; suits
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for libel, setting the damages in feach case at $100,000.-^-=-The Jacques
Oartier link railway, joining the C. P. R. with the G. T. R., has been com-
pleted. -The recent by-elections have resulted as follows : Mr. Phelps
retained hi.s scat in West Simcoe, Hon. Mr. Ross was returned for Middle-
sex, Mr. D, M. Cameron was elected for the same constituency to the
Commons, and Mr. Hammill was triumphant in Cardwell. The three first-

named candidates are Reformers, the latter is a Conservative. ^In the
case of Hodge v. the Queen argued before the Privy Council the validity of
the Crooks Act has been affirmed. A man in Belleville was attacked on
Friday night and wounded seriously. Traffic on the London, Huron &
Bruce Railway has been impeded liy snow-storms.

Foreign.^The French have destroyed several forts in Madagascar.
There is dire consternation among Mormon* and their wives about the de-
cree of tho United States Government.——Tennyson has been raised to
the peerage with the title Baron Tennyson D'Eyncourt. General How-

^ ard thinks it would be a good way to brand TJ. S. deserters with a red-hot
iron- The Crown Prince of Prussia scattered presents over Spain ere

" taking his leave. The Imperial tJovemment has no objection to the
Turkish squadron going to the Red Sea, provided that any action taken-
will be in concert with the British ships. Arthur's proposed nomination
is popular in New York. ^The Standard thinks that England must put
down El Mahdi. The Boers have caught and hanged an African chief.

It is reported that Indian troops will be sent to the Soudan. Spain
proposes to enfranchise all who can read and write and pay taxes.

Logan is now looming up as a Presidential candidate. Mr.W. E. Fowler
favours an extended franchise for Ireland. The Times says that Parnell
has flung defiance in England's face. A rumour is circulated that the
King of Annam has been killed. It turns out that the Fi-ench gave no
notice before bombarding the Madagascar towns. It is now rumoured
that Hicks Pasha is safe at Hirkett, and that a third of his army still

exists. The Khedive now threatens to abdicate. The Annamites
threaten an invasion of Cochin China. President Arthur's chances for
the nomination are said to be slim.

' PROSPECTUS OF THE WEEK.

There app^rs to be in Canadian journalism a field still unoccupied,
which can be filled only by a periodical enabled to furnish at the requisite
outlay literary matter of the best quality. This field is the. aim of the
proprietors of The Week to fill. They will appeal particularly to the
Canadian public ; but they crave no indulgence on this score at ^e hands
of Canadian readers. They are willing that The Week shall be judged by
comparison -with other periodicals, English and American, of similar scope
and price, hoping to gain the favour of a body of readers not limited by
the bounds of Canada.

*^-

The Week will appeal by a comprehensive table of contents to the
different tastes which exi-st within the circle of a cultured home, and will
endeavour faithfully to reflect and summarize the intellectual, social and
political movements of the day. The man of business, whose hours for
reading are limited, will, it is hoped, find in this i^eriodical the mean? of^
easily kee/ping himself acquainted with the chief events and questions ^
the time. '^. '— :—.^

—

->

—

It

MATTHEW ARNOLD'S ESTIMATE OF BMEBSON.

Milton says that poetry ought to be simple, sensijous, impassiQfled. Well,
Emerson's poetry is seldom either simple or sensudus or impassioned. In
general, it lacks directness ; it lacks concreteness j it lacks energy. That
poem which shall be a plain, forcible, inevitable whole he hardly ever pro-
duces.- Such good work as the famous stanzas on the Concord monument
is the exception with him

; such ineffisctive work as the " Fourth of July
Ode " or the " Boston Hymn " is the rule. I do not, then, place Emerson
among the great poets. But I go futher, and say that I do not place him
among the great mefl of letters. Who are the great men of letters ? They
are nien like Cicero, ?latq, Swift, Voltaire—writers with, in the first place,
a genius and instinct for style, whose prose is, by a kind of native neces-
sity, true and sound. Emerson has passages of noble and pathetic elo-
quence

;
he has passages of shrewd and felicitous wit ; he has crisp epi-

^ grams, he has passages of exquisitely touched observations of nature. Yet
- he is not a great writer

; his style has not the requisite wholeness of good
tissue Ynn will think Weal in nothing but negatives.- I have^eensa^-^
ing that Emerson is ijot one of the great men of letters—the great writers
He has not their q-uality of style. He is, however, the propounder of a
philosophy. Emerson cannot, I think, be called with justice a great
^ilosophical writer. He cannot build ; his arrangement of philosophical
ideas has no progress in it, no evolution ; does not construct .a philosophy
Some people will tell ym. that Emerson's poetry, indeed, is' too abstract
and his philosophy too vague, but that his best work is his " English Traits ''

But I insist on always trying Emerson's work by the highest standards. I
esteem hijn too much to try his work by any other. Tried by the highest
standards, and compared with the work of the great marjters and re-
corders of the traits of human life—of writers like Montaigne La Bruyfere
Addison-the" English Traits " will not stand the comparison. Emereon's
observation has not the disinterested quality of the observation of these
masters. It is the olfCservation of a man systematically benevolent as
Hawthorne's observation in "Our Old Home" is the work of a ^n
chagrined. Not with the Miltons and Grays, not with the Platos and
Spinozas, not with the Swifts and Voltaires, not with the Montaignes and
Addisons, can we rank Emerson. His work of differeiH kinds, when one
compares it with the work done in a corresponding kind by these masters,
fails to stand the comparison. No man could see this clearer than Emer-
son himself.

, . _

,r
-'

_

Fiction, in the form both of serials and short stories, win occupy a
prominent place, and will be regulariy and liberally supplied. For thip
purpose the assistance of acknowledged talent has been secured. Verse
will be welcomed as often as it is found possible to procure it of the right
quality. Sketches of travel and papers descriptive of places interesting
from their scenery or their associations will from time to time appear-
Critical essays and short biographical papers will also form features of
The Week. Current events, both at home and abroad, will be closely
watched, brought carefully into focus, and impartially discussed. It will
be the Editor's constant aim to keep his readers well abreast of the intel-
lectual progress of the age.

In politics TfiE Week will be thoroughly independent. It will be
untrammelled by party connections, free from party leanings, unbiassed by
party considerations. The rule which it will adopt, of requiring every
article to bear either the writer's name or some note of individual author-
ship and responsibUity, will enable it to allow liberal scope for the ex-
pression of individual opinion, and to present, as far as possible, the best
advocacy of the best cause. In Canadian politics its desire will be to
further, to the utmost of its power, the free and healthy development of
the Nation. . ,

ANNOUNCEMENT. '

The following are among the attractions which will be offered the
readers of The Week in the earlier issues :

"A BYSTANDER"
wUl contribute, at intervals, reviews of current events, especially of events
in Great Britain and on the Continent of Europe.

MR. EDGAR FAWCETT,
the weU-known author of " A Gentleman of Leisure," " Tinkling Cym-
bals," "An Ambitious Woman" (just completed in the New York Tribune
and attracting wide attention), "A Hopeless Case," etc., is writing for
The Week a new novel, entitled " The Adventures of a Widow." This
novel deals with ^Tew York Society, a field which Mr. Fawcett has made
peculiarly his own. The columns of The Week will also.- from tim« ^^
time,"be enScEea^wrtTTsome of Mr. Fawcett's exquisite verse.

PRINCIPAL GRANT,
in a series of papers, will describe a tour taken by him, in company with
Mr. Sandford Fleming, during the past summer, over the route of the
Canada Pacific Railway. Dr. Grant and his party traversed entirely new
ground, by crossing the Selkirks, which have hitherto been considered im-
passable. These interesting papers will be entitled " Down the Kickine
Horse and across the Selkirks." Dr. Grant will also contribute articles on
various important subjects, such as Indian Aflairs, Progress in British
Columbia, etc. _j

Contributions in prose and verse may be looked for from J. E. Collins;
Joaquin Miller, Louis Honore Frechette, Dr. C. P. Mulvany, George Stew-
art, jr., John Reade, Mrs. Kate Seymour McLean, Miss Macbar (Fidelit)
Dr. Daniel Wilson, John Charles Dent, Wm. Houston, F. Blake Crofton'
G. Mercer Adam, J. Hunter-Duvar, R. W. Phipps, Wm. F Clarke'
Professor Murray, Sir Francis Hincks, R. W. Boodle, O. C. Auringer Mrs!
J. F. Harrison (Seranug), J. M. LeMoine, Frederick A. Dixon, J G
Bourinot, W. D. LeSueur, and many other writers of note. Art, Music
and the Drama will receive ab^ndalJt and careful attention. Thenj will
also he a series of critical essays Sn "The Younger Americwi Poets." bv
the Editor. '

Personal Intbstioation.
Many prominent medical men have peraon-

ally Inveatlgated the iNTERNATioNAii Thhoat
AND liUNO Institute and qxpress themselveB
satiHtled that the Phyaiciana comprising the
Staff are thorousbly qualilled medical men ;

that patients receive the latest and most
pcientiflc treatment, and that the fipirometer,

invented by Dr. M. Souvikllb, Ex-Aide
Surgeon of the French Army, is really a val-

uable addition to Medical Science. Anyone
goffering from Asthma, Bronchitis. Catarrh,
Catarrhal Deafness, CouBumption in its first

stages, or Tjarj-ngitiH. should consult the phy-
sicians of the Institute personally and be ex-

amined ; if not, write for liHt of questions and
copy of ;' International News, ' published
monthly. Physicians and sufferers can try

the Spirometer free. Consultations free. Ad-
dress International Throat and Lung Innti-

tute, 173 Church Htreet. Toronto, or i3 Phillips'

Square, Montreal, P. Q.

Business Education

, , IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

NORTH AMERICAN
LIP^E ASSURANCE CO.

(mCOEPOEATED BY SPECIAL ACT OP DOMDIION PAKLIAMBNT.)

HEAD OFFICE, ----- 23 TORONTO ST„ TORONTO,

;'r<riii<I«n6—Hon. A. MacKKkzie, M.P., Ex-Priina Minister of Cauaila.

rice-Presidmla—Uofi. A. Mobws, M.P.P., and .John !•. Blaikie, F.hcj.

liispes all approved forms of Life Policies and Annuities, and its specially favourable Ton-
tine and Skmi-Tontine Invkhtment Policies.

Its Commoroial Endowment Policy meetn tho wants of those needing the protection of In-

surance only, avoldiuK tile uncertainties of the Co-operative plan and the over-payments of

t)ie ordintiry system.
Agrnla waatt;<l In nnrepreKrnted dlHtrUittf. Apply to

wn. MctH^mK, T*r*nt«, itimaning Directw.

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
tOBONTO.

PKACnCAI. BOOK-EEEFINa,

mental abithmetic,
couhbbcial law.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have bad the gisatest saoceBs with

pupils, and have receired the highest eco-

niams from the leading businesB men.

For deeoriptive oatalogue, address

Thb Secbbtabt,

TORQUTO.

FRASEB A SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraser, Photograp'hers

totheQaeeo.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photographebs, etc.

J. A. Frtutr, B.C. A. J- A. Fratar, Jr.

A. Gf. Fr<utr.

MATCHLESS IN TONE.

DECKER BROS.'

PIANOS !

OAPTIVATINO IN TOlffi.

MASON & RISCH
PIANOS !

mCOHFAIUBLE IN WORKMANSHIP. UNEQUALLED IN VALUE.

T3USSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
\\, TOBONTO, for

HiaH-0LA88 WATCHES <C JEWELLERY I

Watoh Bepairing and Jewellery Manufac-
turad to order, special features.

Charges Moderate.

Price, $275 and Upwards!

For the Midayt,- Me»»r». MAfSOS li RISCH are offering th^abanc ceUbmted Pianox

at the Lowest Prices comistent with the hirjitest standard, ami on mnj
, eo.li/ terms of payment. Call at the

WAREROOMS, 32 KING STREET WEST,
and examine before buying elsetvhere.

N.B.—Catalogues and Price Liata mailed to any addreaa. ^ '
.
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?

From the yfaiUCan.) Dec. 15.

Catarrh ih a niuco-pvuulent (liscbnrRecftuRed
by the preHcniJo ami development of the
vof^etablf) paraKite uiiKi^bii in thu interual lin-

iUK ">enibraiie of the nose. TbiB pamtiite is

only (ievelopisd tinder favourable cirniim-

.-^tttuces, unit these (ire:—Morbid Btnte <)f the
, blood, iiK the blighted uorpuecld of ubercle.
the tjerin poibon ot svpbilin, mercuiy, toxo-
lun^a.tromthe retenriuu of the effeted matter
of "the akin, aiippvesfied perspiration, badly
ventilated Kleoping upartnientH, and other
poisons that tiro u^ruiinated in the blood.
TheBH |ioi8ouH keep the internal lininK mem-
brane of t)ie nusB in a cpnstant atat« of irrita-

tion, evori'eady for the deposit of tlie seeds of

these Kerms, whitii t-piead up the uostrilH

and down the faucos, or back of the throat,

causinK ulceration of the throat ; uj) the
eustucbiau fiibe.'>. caiiKinc deaffiess; hurrow-
jnt; in the Vocal oordb, caunint: hoarHenesB;
usurping tbeproi'er ntnictnreof tbo bconchiai
tuben, ending in pulmonary couennjption and
death.
Many attejupts have been made to diBcover

a cure for this distress iuf; disease by tlie use
of inbaleiits and other in^en'ous devices, but r

none of these treatment.^ can do a particle of

Kood until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed fronl the mncuH tissue.

Soue time Hince ;i weil-knowu physician of
forty yfiarsl standing, after mnch experiment

-

iuB, -succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and peruianently eradicating
this horrible diseaso. whether stjiudiug tor

one year or forty yej^fs. Those who may be
suffering from the above diyemie. Hhould.witb-
fjut delay, cominnnicate wlHi the business
managers,

ME'Hhrh. a. H. DIXON & SON.
:«).", King St. West. Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.

THE CONTINEINT
WEEKLY MAGAZINE. ~

ILLUSTRATED.

Conducted by ALBION W. TOURGEE.

GEO. MacDONALD,

Babiubtss, Soucitob, Etc.

—: OFFICBB :—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street Kant,

Toronto. Money to Loan,

s
MITH, SMITH & BAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO. CANAUA.

Jt\EBY WEEK. J

The Best Serials,

The Best Short Stories.

A Year,! $2 Six Months. ^j^^^^^j^^^

\fhat the Rei\ E. B. Htet-emnn. B.A..aCleray
mail of the London Conference <4 the Metho-
dist Omrch of Cannula, hat to say in regard
to A.*H. Dixnn .C- .S'«nV New Jreatnient for

Catarrh.

Oakland, Oat . Canada, March 17, ft;i.

iffiHtim. A. 3. Dixon it Sou :

Deah Sins.—Yours of the i:ith instant to

btuid. It seemn almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, bn* I know th*t,T am.
( have had no return of the diseise. and never
f.'lt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, sutfered so much an<l for
so many yearfi. that is bard for me to realize

that I ani really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad caee ;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the"
throat aa well as the nasal paseages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by th« two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to von.
You ar^ at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at fvm treatments, and
I shall gladly recommend your reni'Ody to

some of my friends who aro sufferers.

Yours, with many thanks,

Bav. K. B. Htbtenbom.

The Best Poemn,

The Best Descriptii'e Articles,

The Best llhiatratiom.

The Best of EveryChipij.

TEN CENTS A COPY. ;

Philadelphia Ledgeu: "Resemblea the Monthly MaRazines in everything, but of more

freunent publication. A ' Century ' on the instalment plan."
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best and oldest established magazines in the country. Every number indeed seems to, mark

some progreaa in these directions, and no one 6an now withod.romtlio enterprise the praise

malted by achieved snecess. The stories are always good, the <h<latic articles mterestmg,

and the editorial management vigorous and nncomprouolsing.

COMBINATION SUBSCRIPTION RATES-

Labbatt W. Smith, B.C.L. Jamkb F Smith.
Gxo. M. Bae.

DB. JOHN HALL, Semb..

Homoeopathic Pkynician,

t
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, ^

A C. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.
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N PEABSON,

DENTIST,
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TTOBACE F. ALLKINS, ARTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

^o^aits from Ufa. Old paintings oopied a

specialty. PortraiU of borses and dogs. Oil

painting tanght on the system of the Royal
Aoademy, Lendon, England.
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and the Century, 84 - -

and Harper's Magazine, 94

and Harper's Bazar, 84 -

and Harper's Weekly, 94

and Atlantic Monthly, 84

and Army and Navy .Tonrnal, 8^i

and T^orlh American Revtew, 9fl

and Forest and Stream, * I

and The Nation, $3
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and Lippincott's Magazine
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and Congregationolist, 83

and Christian Union, $3 -

and Zion's Herald, 82.50 - ^<^ -
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and New York Semi-Weekly rribnne,83
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Canouh, Soap and Oil "Wurks,
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TORONTO.-

TORONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
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aw * an jabtis stuuet.

Are expended every yeiir by the American people for their periodical literatnre witli very

little idea of economy in tho transaction, such as business wisdom dictates in the wholesale

nurohaiie of other commodities. The above orters give the in.lividunl purcliasetlthe uilviiu

tases of wholesale rates, with no ligents ar middlemen of jiny kind—tho nubscnber getting tlm

whole advantage The list «iven above is only an nxample ot what we are prepared to offer

to ail who include TH si CONTINENT in their lists. If yon are going to take any at tlie periodi-

cals named, or any others, submit your list for our estimate. It will dofy competition. We
ore glad to answer inquiries. Let us know what you want. '

SUBSClilPTIONS TO THE CONTINENT and other periodicals may begin with any

number of either. Be sure and state when you want each to begin. Remit by draft or money
order The NEW POSTAL NOTES ore just ovt aud will be found very convenient in remit-

ting odd sums of money. The above figures are "odd" anoudb; that Is because they are

figured down to the lowest cent fot your advantage.

^
'' SUBSCBIBE NOW. -
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ances under which the settlers are now suffering be removed. A deputation

to the local legislature was also appointed, with the duty of pressing the

legislature to assert its claims to the right 6i chartering railroads within

the limits of the old Province of Manitoba. It was moved in amendment

that the delegates be sent to the Imperial Government to ask separationfrom

the Dominion and flie establishment of a new western federation. While

this amendment was lost, it is a fact worthy of careful notice, that the pro-

posal received some support and a large amount of serious consideration.

In view of the recent statement of Lord Lome in Glasgow, that Canada was

in all respects practically independent, a statement which might go for

what it is worth, but that we hear it echoed daily in our midst with fatu-

ous reiteration, it is remarkable with what readiness crops up the tendency

among us to run like babies with every squabble to Downing Street It

is not probable that the Imperial Government would pay aught but the

most meagre attention to the delegates' request, but this by no means alters

the principle upon which should be based our consideration of thO facts.

The question of the integrity of Canada is one which concerns Canada

herself, and within herself she should keep the discussion of it
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

ZoBlLLA, the Spanish Radical, is probably alarmed by the evidences of

increasing esteem on the part of the Spanish people for their king. He has

issued a vigorous manifesto, proclaiming the necessity of a Spanish Republic

and defining the Republican programme, of which one important and sug-

gestive item is the assimilation of the colonies. He assures the world

that there will soon be a revolution in Spain, that it cannot but succeed,

and that " a Republic is the only form of government that will allow Spain

to enjoy order, morality, justice, and liberty." Whatever one may think

of Republicanism as against Monarchism, and above all Bourbon monarch-

iflu, it is obvious that King Alfonso is making rapid growth in tbe regarct

of his people ; and it looks as if Zorilla's proclamation were a note of

mach-needed encouragement to his disciples. Never has there been more

real sympathy between the people of Spain and her restored monarchy than

at this moment, when the king has, by his firmness and capacity, com-

manded the nation's respect, and by his earnest patriotism apparently

gained its affection ; when, moreover, people and prince together are smart-

ing under the insult of a powerful neighbour. It is possible that the

Spanish people, in its present stage of development, may with better rea-

son look for justice, order and liberty under a constitutional monarchy

than under a goverijment resting solely on its own unpractised hands.

Spain has not had the discipline and training in self-government where-

with the Anglo-Saxon race has been blessed. One people has tried the

experiment of undertaking to govern itself and to learn how afterwards.

The cabin-boy made himself captain at a bound, and only now is beginning

to, show some oiastery of the science of navigation. It was a bold' experi-

ment, that of France^a^d led to some wild sailing and several disMtrous

bipwreoks. If France has ultimately succeeded, it has been after titanic

and agoniiing effort, tho lesson of which is not likely to be lost upon other

nfttions.

At the farmers' convention, httely held in Winnipeg, a delegation was

ftppointed to wait upon the Dominion Oov*mment and ask that the griev-

Thrcs is now ,a breeze of altercation between the party press respect-

ing tho statement of Mr. Sackville West, British
,
Minister at Washington,

to the effect that during the fiscal year ended 31st October, no fewer

than sixty-four thousand Canadians crossed the line and took up their

abode in the United States. Over the mere emigration of this number of

persons we ought not to suffer ourselves to become excited, since in every

country a portion of the population maintains a perpetual outgoing and

' incoming ; but if it can be shown, as unfortunately it can be to some ex-

tent surmised, that a great many of such of these as left the older prov-

inces would have gone to our own North-West but for the evil repute

into which that territory is being brought by the agents of party, and for

-fMlr *'Mie»^ ftew hi— to >ht rknpirt- mrwk* T1» Koctb^Waet

has its disadvantages—great and abiding must be the drawback ina tree-

less country swept by bitter winds and supplying no coal ;
yet, in view of

the cheapness and fertility of the land, and the ease with which it can be

cultivated, suitable immigrants, if no other obstacles were shown to be in

the way, would continue to come in and settle ; but we fear that the policy

which keeps up an incessant cry of grinding monopoly by railway com-

panies, and criminally oppressive land regulations by Government, has

begun now to bear its fi-uit in the countries from which we ought to draw

our po pulation ; to make the emigrant look upon our North-West as a land

full of oppressions, and therefore to be avoided. Railway monopoly per-

haps there is, oppressive and bitter monopoly, but it may be unavoidable,

and better than no railroad at all ;
unsatisfactory the Government land

regulations may be, but surely there can be no set purpose in making them

unsatisfactory, least of all in Canada, where the first aim of legislation is

to satisfy votes. But whatever foundation there may be for the cries of

di8Content7it is the duty of patriotism to refrain from picturing our west

em Canada in such a guise that the immigrant landing in the New Worid

will pass our territories with a shudder.

All those who are desirous to see preserved the peace and gOod-will

which are essential between our brotherhood of united colonies, must be

glad to know that the long-stonding and intricate qjiestion of the Boundary

dispute is now, through mutual concession, or rather through mutual com-

mon sense, on a fair way for settlement Ever since the confederation the

situation of the western boundary of Ontario has been c^en to dispute, but it

waa not till Manitoba began to develop into a province of importance, to

assert her possessions and deckre her territory that the conviction forced

itself upon the Federal authority and the Governments of the other prov-

inces conopmed that means should be taken to define the boundary and

set at rest the disputes. After some fruitless efforts in the dirOction de

sired, at last it was agreed that the question of finding the line should be

left to arbitrators selected on behalf of the Federal and Ontario Govern-

ments, and agreeably to this decision Chief Justice Harrison, Sir Edward

Thornton and Sir Francis Hincks were appointed. On the 3rd of

August, 1878, the arbitrators made their award, which confirmed to

OntMio the region then and still in dispute. It is out of this award that has

grown all the bitter intei^provincial discords that have disgraced theconstit-

1
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uencies through the late electoral contests ; the Reformers, who support the

finding of the arbitrators, contending that that finding should be, and was

intended to be, " final and conclusive," the Conservatives, on the other

hand, maintaining that the decision could only be made valid by act of

the Federal Parliament, some of them even going so far as to say that the

declaration of the awarders was of no more value than so much waste

paper". Mr. Mowat and his party, who stoutly maintained the validity of

the awar^V declared through the election campaign that Sir John Macdon-

ald was well aware that the finding was good and binding, but that domi-

nated by the influence of the French BUus, who were jealous of the growing

importance of Ontario, he dared not admit his own convictions ;
while the

Conservatives charged the Reformers with trampling underfoot the Com-

moa sense of constitutional law, and with stirring up race enmities and

-inter-provincial strife, for party interests. However true or false may have

been the allegations on either side, the decision of the arbitrators remained

a dead letter, the territory in dispute being in the meantime claimed by

both Ontario and Manitoba. It is not necessary to recount the recent

disgraceful occurrences at Rat Portage, a place in the debatable land,

where Ontario officials engaged in carrying out the instructions of their

Government were seized by officials of the Manitoba Government, carried

off, and locked in prison at Winnipeg. Call it by whatever name you will,

this clashing of authority and violent seizure, was, so far as it went, an act

of inter-provincial civil war, and a most disheartening example to that

unity and mutual good-will which are the first essentials of a nation's well-

being. It was therefore with a general sigh of relief that the public read

the other day that the Governments of Ontario and Manitoba had decided,

to make mutual concessions, that the Federal Government, whoso premier

is declared to have dictated the course of Manitoba, had given its consent

, to the compact, and that the whole case was to be referred to the Imperial

Privy Council for final settlement. Against the custom of submitting

questions of a complex localTVature like this to outside and disinterested

-.arbitration we have nothing to say, and Canadian history furnishes

examples where such reference was expedient and successful; but -we do

most emphatically enter our protest against thus runnirig to England with

every little provincial dispute about which the proper institutions in our

own country must be competent to know much better than any tribunal in

Great Britain. Such a custom degrades us by undermining self-reliance,

and cultivating dej|)€ndence upon the judgment of others, while it dwarfs

and depreaates us in the eyes of the Mother Country.

[.I

CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS. i

The mist has cleared away from the battle-field of party in England, and

we see. the armies drawn out for the coming conflict. A moment of the

most critical importance in the political history of the Mother Country is

drawing near. It is evident that in the general election now impending

the leader of the Radical party, Mr. Chamberlain, intends to secure victory

by an alliance with the Irish Home Rulers. He has openly thrown him-

self into the arms of Mr. Parnell by consulting him in regard to an

appointment ; he has spoken of the Irish members in the most flattering

terms ; he has stepped in front of the Cabinet to advocate, in language

^verging upon violence, a change in the Irish Franchise which would bring

a great accession of strength to the party of Disunion. He had evidently

become very sanguine as well as extremely eager ; but within the last few

days he has met with a reverse. Hostility to the Union and to England

is popular only with the very limited number of Englishmen who want

revolution before all things. Mr. Chamberlain did not venture to submit

the Irish question even to hb Convention at Leeds. His policy was silence

about the Union while he courted the favour of the Irish leaders and

strengthened his alliance with them in other ways. But the success of

this strategy depended on the reticence and moderation of Mr. Parnell.

At the Dublin banquet Mr. Parnell cast reticence and moderation to the

winds. Putting aside the agrarian question, o» touching on it only to

palliate the crimes of the League, and saying nothing about any redress of

grievances to be obtained by constitutional means, he gave expression

without restraint to his political feelings and intentions, avowed in the

most defiant manner his enmity to England and showed beyond the possi-

bility of doubt that his aim was the dismemberment of the United King-

dom. The pointed omission of the Queen's name from the list of toasts

was obviously intended, not as a personal insult to Her Majesty, but as a

declaration of rebellion. Mr. Parnell has exigencies of his own which do

not exactly square with those of his would-be ally ; he is under the

neoeauty of keeping agitation at the boiling point, lest he should lose the

supplies, the bulk of which cornea from the most violent section of the

party. H« is also, like other Irish leaders, in constant dianger of forfeit-

ing his Jeadership by moderation and of being supplanted by some more

dynamitic rival. After this explosion, however, the position of his friend

in England becomes embarrassing, and Mr. Chamberlain must begin to

fear that even'in his faithful Birmingham some rebellious pulse of BritUh

patriotism may be felt.

Mr. Chamberlain denies the existence of any disseiisioti in the Cabinet.

We know to what such denials amount. They are deemed legitimate so

long as the' dissension is short of an actual split. Lord Beaconsfield showed

by his practice that he deemed them legitimate even after the tender of a

resignation. The misgivings intimated the other day by Lord Hartington

on the question of the Irish Franchise, present a marked contrast to the

eager and excited declamations of Mr. Chamberiain. ' The secrets of the

British.Cabinet are JaithfuUy kept, and any pretended reports of its

deliberations may be confide^fly set down as fictions. But British states-

men do not live in seclusioft;, and society must be strangely mistaken with
^

regard to the political sentimente of Lords Granville,. Spencer, Derby, Hart-

ington, Selborne, and Cariingford if the general policy of those statesmen_

is not widely different from that of Mr. ChamberlainUnd Sir Charles.

Dilke. That Mr. Gladstone will, by the exercise of his supreme authority,

succeed in constraining the two sections to acquiesce in a common course

of action is more than likely ; that it left to themselves they would go

different ways may be regarded as morally certain. Even their present

cohesion is largely due to the profound unwisdom of the leader of the

Opposition. Sir Robert Peel, were he now at the head of the Conservative

party, would, we njay be sure, do his best to gather within ita pale all who

V6re united by fear^of Dismemberment, socialism and revolution. But

Lord Salisbury, an incarnation in .his public character of the narrowness

and arrogance of caste, does his utmost by his reckless and insolent

harangues to repel from hia standard all but the members and followers of

a Tory aristocracy which is now in the last stage of weakness. Those

Whigs and moderate Liberals in a junction with whom lies his only hope

of forming a force strong en6ugh to cope with the forces of political or

social revolution, are the special butte of his invective and satire. Nor do

his ill-starred efforta fail of effect, for hia literary and oratorical talenta,

which are of a very high order, and his remarkable faculty of giving his gibes

a pointed form, make his indiscretions tell. Compared with him, his

feeble and derided partner, who has not the power of making any impres-

sion at all, is a pilUr of the falling State. Amoiig the many dangerous

features of the situation, not the least dangerous is the hopeless weakness

of the Conservative Opposition.

The practical upshot is the dictatorship of Mr. Gladstone, in whose

breast are now the issues of the political future. If the greatest Parlia-

mentary genius and the widest range of Parliamentary experience com-

bined with the loftiest morality, and the most varied culture, were suffi-

cient guarantees for absolute wisdom in the treatment of all political

questions, there would be no room for the slightest misgiving. But there

are strong and weak points in every statesman, as well as in every horse:

Pitt was almost imbecile as a war minister, and Chatham's home policy

was a blank. Mr. Gladstone is seventy-four ; and though his mind is won-

derfully, as hia body is miraculously, young, for his years, he must be a

prodigy, indeed, if he can as readily aa in his earlier days admit the new

lights of experience and discard at once a cherished policy which events have

condemned. " Moreover ho has been long a king; and ta the king's as to th«—

old man's ear unlimited approbation is apt to be grateful and remon-

strance unwelcome, as the crafty courtier knows too well. Even in hia

prime this illustrious man would have been better fitted to deal with almost

any situation than with the present : in dealing with the present situa-

tion, a man full of coarse practical vigour like Palraerston would always

have been his superior, though far his inferior in other respecta. While

full of refined sensibility, he is, perhapi,/a little wanting in more common-

place emotions ; at least the unuttorabli'disgrace of allowing innocent men

and women to Be butchered by scores, or kept in daily fear of their Uves

by lawless terroriste, merely for obeying the laws of the land, did not seem

to make on him the impression which it made on others till the butchery

reached the circle of his own famUy . Of Ireland and ita people, unfortunately,

he has seen hardly anything, and it is from others, and chiefly from men

imbued with fantastic notions of Tribal right, or extreme agrarian theorUts,

'

that he has derived the impressions upon which his foiigy is fouled. Never,

it is believed, in the series of his brilliant speeches has he dwelt on

that which all whose opinion is most worth hearing pronounce to be the main

root of the evil—the reckless and thriftless multiplication of the peasantry

on a soil wMch cannot possibly maintain them. But when he haa once

adopted a policy, no matter on what ground, it is hia nature thoroughly to

identify himself with it, and, becoming doubly wedded to it by defending it

in debate, he so dresses it up with his marvellous eloquence as to make .it

y

apprar absolutely flawless, not only to others, but to himself; for great

orators are always more or less the victims of their own power of persua-

sion. That hia Land Act is working a perfect cure is apparently his

belief, and he no doubt ascribes to it the lull in the storm of outrage which

observers on the s{)ot ascribe with one voice to the firm administration of

coercive law. His Homeric studies are not more remarkable as a pleasant

proof of the comprehensiveness of a statesman's tastes than from the evi-

dences which they afford of hia power, on a subject with which ho is not

specially familiar, of maintaining the merest fancies in the face of the moat

decisive facts. He is now going to do what terrible experience shows to

be of all things the most dangeroua ; he is going to bring on a political

revolution in the midat of social and agrarian agitation. This it was that

led to the great catastrophe in France. Turgot probably would not have

done it. Necker did it, but though a skilled financier, able, benevolent and

upright, he has not left behind him the name of a great statesman. Yet

Necker, a life-long Liberal, if he failed to control the torrent which he had

set flowing, must, at all evente, have known hia own mind ; he would scarcely,

when he was upon the flve of pulling down the aristocracy, have given ao sin-

gular a proof of his unabated reverence for title as Mr. Gladstone has given

in making Tennyson a peer.

That Socialism and Agrarianism under various forms are rifeiii England,

and enhance by their presence the danger of political change, every turn of

the conflict shows. Like an inflammable gas they pervade the air and are

always ready upon the alighteat occasion to burat into flame. An exploaion

of them haa immediately followed the revelation of the frightful atete of

things which prevails in some of the low quarters of London. As a reve-

lation it seems to be regarded, though surely no fact could have been more

familiar, or had been more often brought by economists, philanthropiste,

moraliste and novelists, before the public mind, than the existence of these

hideous expanses of want, ignorance, misery, brutality and filth, in close

juxtaposition and aoul-aickeping contrast with the abodes of opulence,

luxury and refinement. In all great commercial cities we find thia terrible

shadow waiting onprosperity. London has now more that four millions

of inhabitants, and like other great Engliah cities, especially Liverpool, it has

been receiving tor many years past, in addition to ita own quota of pauperism,

a constant influx of Irish of the same class with those who are now peo-

pling Conway Street, in Toronto, and who peopled the Five Points at New

York. To provide these immigrante at once with decent houses, and to

change their sanitary habits, wBuld be beyond the power, if it were within

the responsibility, of any city government. But much has been done in

several of the great cities of England, in Liverpool among the rcst> an4

more might be done in London if the Radicals and their Irish allies would

aUow the City Government Bill to be introduced, instead of blocking it in

the interest of political revolution. Lord Shaftesbury and others who

have spent their lives in the practical work of social reform, treat the sub-

ject like genuine philanthropiste, with calmness as well as with feeling, and

point out that shrieking is of no use, and that remedial agencies are in

operation which a spasmodic recourse to heroic remedies would only para-

lyze. But the politicians on both sides embrace the opportunity of making

capital. Lord Salisbury plays once more the game of Tory Democracy,

and tries to divert the minds of the people from political revolution

by magnificent promises of economical reform. That economical reform

. • i.1 A^A U« fl^<^ aiiffAvinor maaiWH than OOlitical rBVO-
is much more urgently needed by the suffering masses than political revo

lution is what many P«°Pl«' ^°^ «^anting ^^ political liberalism, are fully

prepared to beUeve ; but Lord Salisbury holds out expectations which he

will never be able to fulfil, and he is in considerable danger, by his excit-

ing language, of adding a Faubourg St. Antoine to the other elementa of

combustion. Mr. Chamberlain, on the other side, improves the occasion by

framing tempestuous indictmenta against the landlords, and inciting the

people beforehand to use the votes which he is about to put into their hands

for the purpose of a confiscating onslaught upon that hateful class. If the

extended franchise is to be immediately used as an engine of social war,

stormy times certainly await the country. Landlordism in England has

during the past centuries had much to answer for; but it is fair, though

it may not suit the purpose of a trumpeter of agrarianism, to say that,

besides the improvementa in cities recorded in Mr. Chamberiam's own

paper, there has been within the last forty years a great and general

improvement in the dwellings of the Ubourers in most parte of the coun-

try Aa in the case of the French monarchy and aristocracy, so in most

revolutions, it is not upon the generations that' are the chief sinners, but

on the generation which begins to reform that the Deluge comes.
'' A Bystakdbb.

THE UNIVERSITT QUESTION^A RETROSPECT.

The important question of University education is again fairly before

the public. It has, however, assumed a new phase, and practically takes

the form of a new proposition :
—"Shall university expansion take place

in oneMirection only and through one agency, or shall that expansion be

general and through the various" recognized agencies now existing in the

Province."

The numerous letters which havo appeared in the daily |)res8 seem

rather to have mysti^ed the matter. They have obscured the vision of

the public as to the simple issue which haa really been preaented in the

revived agitation. The endleas personalties which have been indulged in

have tended atill further to complicate the question which the Legislature

may have to deal with.

The discuaaion seems' to Jiave originated in a request from ,the authori-

ties of University College for kid from the Legislature for that institution. -

This requeat has been endorsed by graduatea of the University of Toronto

in various parte of the Province. It has, however, been objected to by
~

the representatives and graduate of the outlying colleges, chiefly on three
*

grounds, viz. : 1. That it is unjust and inexpedient to tax the supporters

of these colleges for the maintenance of a sister institution which only

became a child of the State eight or nine years after theao coUegea had •

practically become provincial inatitutions. 2. That if aid be granted by

the Legislature for the first time to University Colbge, the outlying col-

legea have a prior claim, aa former recipients of such aid. 3. That if the

principle of subsidizing University College be concurred in by the Legis-

lature, and thus the old policy be revived, there ia no justice or reason in

excluding the older colleges from participation in this State aid.

The past history of this great University question has thrown a baleful

shadow over the present discussion. It aeems impossible for the letter

writers on the subject to get from under thia shadow, or to rid themselves

of the ill-feeling which past discuaaiona haa engendered. Hence so many

depreciatory references to the inatitutiona and representative men engaged

^n the discussion. This probably need not be wondered at on reviewing

the various stages through which this question has passed. The very in-

stitution itself which is chiefly concerned was founded by royal charter,

obtained by Archdeacon Strachan in 1827. This charter was based upon

a principle of great injustice to the entire body of Nonconformista in

Upper Canada, and of wrong to the vast bulk of her population. Nor

was this injustice removed nor the wrong righted for many years after-

- wards, and until many bitter words had been apoken and wounda inflictetf

which bore aad'fruit afterwards.

The first practical, yet entirely abortive, attempt to make King's Col-

lege a provincial university, was made in 1843—two years after the

Methodiste and Presbyterians had in self-defence been compelled to found

universities of their own. This they did - at a great sacrifice. And it

should be borne in mind in this connection, that they did so with the

sanction of the Imperial and Provincial authorities of the day, and^with

the aid of Government aubsidiea. These Government subsidies were eon-

Unued in renewed form (as I shall hereafter show) for fifteen years, untU

they were discontinued by Hon. J. Sandfield Macdonald. Their institutions

were in this way effectually incorporated with the general educational

system, fir point of fact they^ ware more truly "national" (as t^e phrase is^)

It i> rumoured that Tennyson "received ILOOO for his poem in a late

number of The TotUh'a Companion.
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—for they imposed no teste on studente—than was the institution which

now assumes that character.

By the time that the liberation of this institution from ite sectarian

trammels took place in 1849-'53, the reaUy provincial [universities at

Cobourg and Kingston had become recognized as most important factors

in our educational system ; and from them alone, up to that time, could

studente of aU denominations obtain a university education. They have

not changed their policy in this respect, but they have been made to suffer

by the Ubewtion of King's College from its exclusive control and obnoxious

tests.
.

'^
, I u X

The University Acta of 1849-1853 were a great step in advance
;
but

they were specious and delusive in those very provisions (in regard to the

outlying colleges) in which they jihould have been specific, comprehensive,

and generous. The time had not yet arrived when fuU justice would be

done to N^oonformista And although Hon. Robert Baldwin, then head

of the Government, was well disposed, public sentiment was not fuUy npe

on this subject, and the late Bishop Strachan was the-n Mr. Baldwin's un-

oompromiaing antagonist, and permitted no toleration in this respect* The

, a J .tw^no wu tha tselins awinst BO-o»Ued "disBentora" in tho«a oarly

. 'S^ BS^l^BoUpS^ypaB-ed over, when . Superintendent o(

^iiSJi^^^^m l^a. bXe L w.. a Methodirt. Se. " Story ol My

Life," pp. 346-8*8.
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University Acts gave, of course, pre-eminence to King's College, as recon-

structed ; but they did nothing for the other universities except to offer

them the barren distinction of an affiliation with the new university on

unequal terms, so far as any provision for financial support was concerned.

Thus, except in freeing King's College from sectarian control, the Acts of

18491853 accomplished nothing in the desired direction of university

consolidation. Indeed they had the opposite efiect, for the Bishop, on the

one hand, rallied his friends and established Trinity College, and the

Methodists and Presbyterians, on the other hand,^nding the affiliation

clauses of the Act delusive, soon withdrew all connection with an institu-

tion which ofiered to them no substantial advantages in lieu of what they

would have had to give up. Thus a grand opportunity for combining forces

and providing for future extension and economy was lost. And worse

than all, much bitter feeling against the favoured institution was caused

I by disappointment and isolation and by the straitened circumstances in

which the older universities found themselves placed. This unhappy state

of things culminated in the great university struggle of 1860-'62, which

for the bitterness and the ill-will which it engendered exceeded all former

contests on this question.

The effect of this struggle was such that the proposed comprehensive

scheme of consolidation suggested by the University Commission of 18«2

was rejected, and another grand opportunity for promoting substantial

progress in university matters was lost.

The result of this prolonged contest was to stimulate in a remarkable

degree denominational activity in regard to university education, so that

in a few years, instead of one great university with several outlying col-

leges as feeders, we have now no less than seven chartered universities in

Ontario.

Things have thus rtached that point in the discussion, and so much

personal feeling has been evoked, that I fear it will be difficult to got our

university leaders to sit down together and calmly consider the whole

question. And yet the recent address of Principal Grant is so moderate

in its tone, and so comprehensive in its scope, that it furnishes a reasonable

basis for the consideration and satisfactory settlement of this troublesome

question^ if our university disputants would only moderate their zeal and

listen to sober reason on the subject.

I have not touched upon the wide question as to the doubtful policy of

a single university for a whole community. The example of France,

as shown by Dr. Lyon Playfair, should be a warning to Ontario in this

matter.
•

_ .

J- Geobgb Hodgins.

THE C. P. R. BY THE KICKING HORSE PASS AND THE
SELKIRKS.

11. ON THB ROAD TO" CALGARKV.

Across the plains and prairies for 840 miles, what a distance it seemed

eleven years ago, and what possibilities were involved in the journey.

Thouah our path was to be through the heart of " the fertile* belt," as

muciTthought was required in arranging an outfit as if we had intended to

cross the Sahara. Everything was necessary because it might be needed. We

could not stop to plough, and plant potatoes, and wait for them to grow.

To hunt for. buffalo might be as tedious a way of supplying ourselves with

provisions. To put our trust in Indians would be as risky as to trust

in princes, for if we chanced to meet with a band, it would be sure to be

foodless, and with the charming simplicity that characterizes the noble sav-

age would expect us to divide our supplies in a right royal and brotherly

manner. The only oases we could look forward to were the H. B. forts,

three or four hundred miles apart. And once on the trail, forty miles a

. day was considered very good travelling. ...
Last August, we stepped on board a car at the Winnipeg station on

Monday morning, and on Wednesday night we slept in Calgarry.

Of course, the modern style of doing the North-West is very satisfac-

tory to those whose supreme object in travelling is to get over the ground.

And, as we were anxioui to get into the mountains as soon as possible so as to

get to the other side of them before winter, we did not grumble at railway

speed. But everyone missed the joys of the old style; the glorious rides

across the interminable plains, down into the widely eroded valleys that the

smallest streams make, up and down the picturesque slopes of the Touchwood

Hills, and alongnhe far-extending banks of the North Saskatchewan
;

jogging quietly on for hours, after or before the carts, and turning aside

only when our botanist called us to look at a new flower or plant ; burst-

ing into full gallop, shouting like school-boys out for a holiday, and as we

rode far ahead—buoyed up with the excitement arinng from the feeling

th»t everything was new and that there was no knowing what we might

M at any moment ; perhaps, bringing down a praiirie hea that roaa from

the thick grass so close to our feet that it seemed a shame to shoot ; or hit-

ting a duck on one of the innumerable lakelets that dot the face of the

country, and getting mired in vain attempts to secure it, each man then"

upbraiding his fellow for not bringing a dog as part of the outfit ; one day

chasing a shambling but most nimble bear through bushwood, and the next

excited by signs—that proved fallacious—of a herd of buffalo ;
camping

beside glistening lakes or on velvety prairie, where we slept literally on

roses ; stimulated from morning to night by an atmosphere the purest,

sweetest, and most charged^vith electricity we had ever breathed ; able to eat

chips of dry pemmican three times a day or oftener, and ready to swear

that LucuUus }iad never known our joys of the table ; sleeping every night

a sleep as sound as that which knows no waking, and rising before dawn

at the half-breed's cry of " leve, leve,". bright as larks and hungry as hawks.
^

Every man of our party declared that he never had had such a trip before.

And yet this year we preferred to go—by rail !

^ ^

One sees little anywhere from a i-ailway carriage ; and when the country

is pretty much of a dead level, covered with a uniform net of thick grass,

green or russet, according to the time of year, the view from the window

soon ceases to interest, and no one T^gfets that he misses two or thrge

hundred miles of it during the night. And we learn as little by hearing as

by seeing. The information picked up by the way, chiefly in the odd

minutes at stations, is not of the most reliable nature ; and nowhere is it

so difficult to get at the truth as in the North-West on either side of the

boundary line. Of course, it is a part of every man's religion that the

country and his section in particular must be cracked up. And when you

point to indifferent crops, or tell of hardships your friends have encount-

ered, or drawbacks undeniably connected with the North-West, these are at

once put down to some^malign genius indifferently known as " the Govern-

ment," or " the Syndicate," or " th0 banks." A man with these to fall back

upon is armed at all points. He has a complete Ready Reckoner, and is

saved the trouble of thinking, while he has the comfort of knowing that

somebody—against whom he may have no personal ill-will—is to blame

for every calamity. His causal judgment is satisfied, and at the same time

his patriotism and self-respect are preserved intact. Fortunately, . I was

not dependent for information on the only sources open to flying visitors.

I had visited the country three times and spent several weets chiefly in

farmers' houses, and had learned something of the hard facts of the case.

It is no use blinding our eyes to the truth that thd sun of the North-West

has its spots. Ten or eleven years ago I could get few to believe that

there was anything good there. Two years ago few would allow that there

was anything bad. Bye-and-bye we shall understand that like every other

country it is a mixture of good and bad. We may be thankful for enor-

mous areas of good land, vast fertile plains that shall be an inheritance for

our chUdren's children, unless we go on begging strangers—in mercy to us

—to come and enter on the possession of 160 acres apiece, without neces-

sarily fancying that it is better than Ontario or Nova Scotia. I,for one,

would be very thankful for another Ontario. The North-West has many dis-

advantages. The one that will be felt most sorely for many a day was the.

" boom " of two years ago that unsettled values and demoralized the people.

Floods, grasshoppers, early frosts, monopolies. Chameleon land-policy have

been small evils compared to the drinking and gambling, the rage' for

gpe<-iUt.ing engendered, the laying out of imaginary town-sites and conse-

quent cheating by wholesale, the formatioa of wild-cat companies, the S^
titious values everywhere, the attempt to build up towns before there was

any country to support them, and all the other evils connected with the

craze to get money suddenly, to get it without working and to get it at

other people's expense. Gray-haired men seemed to lose not only their

old-fashioned honesty, but their senses. ' They talked as if half a million

or a million of people could be poured into a country by one road in a year

of five or six months, and % wilderness of stubborn globe turned into the

aarden of the Lord by affixing names to town-sites and locating raUway

stations. The settlement of the North-West will take time, and the more

time it takes the better for the country in the end. Intending settlers,

too had better make up their minds to endure hardships or stay at home,

for'they need not expect to escape what has been, and always will be, the

fate of the average immigrant. The men who made Ontario and the other

older Provinces were of the right stuff So are the men who have settled

in Minnesota and Dakota, hardy Norwegians, Swedes, Welshmen, Cana.

dians who lived at first on potatoes apd mUk, and were blind to the neces-

sity for completing railways before they had obtained patenU for home-

'steads. The change wrought by them on the appearance of these praine

State, in ten years is marvellous- Men of the same .tamp have goni. mto

our North-We.t, and unless we flood the country with a baser sort, like

will draw to Uke. But it oatinot be told too pUinly that for year, tooome

tiobody need go to the North-Weat but worker, and that^most the only

workers needed are farmers. There is hardly any honest way of making a

living there except by taking it out of the ground. And the farmers have

special difficulties to contend against, such as scarcity of lumber, high prices

for fuel and low prices for produce, owing to distance from markets of the

world, not to speak of terrible risks that have lieen attended to already.

To handicap them under the policy of protecting them may be the last

straw added to their buijden, and, therefore, they protest with one voice

against the increased duty on agricultural implements. Of course, the

'bbject is simply to keep out American wares, and the Ontario manufac-

turers gave a pledge not to increase their price. But the Nor'-Wester

stubbornly answers that the American wares are not kept out, and that

next session the duty ought to be doubled if the object aimed at is to be

accomplished. He must have the best agricultural implements that can be

made, on account of the shortness of the season and the high price of

labour. Every handling of grain costs at least 5 cents a bushel, and manual

labour must be minimized to the utmost. Perhaps I may be allowed to

suggest a comptomisg. Old books are now allowed to come into Canada

free of duty, and perhaps the Government may see the propriety of 'ad-

mitting also ploughs, harrows, and binders not less than seven years old.

The suggestion at any rate is worthy of conetderation by the intellects that

devised the plan of taxing only the best books, and claiming that a sensi-

ble relief wasTihereby given to public and university libraries.

The most cHeeriess sight about Winnipeg is the small amount of land

under cultivation. \ls we approach Portage la Prairie things look better.

Beyond that again, the reservation of the mile belt would make you fancy

that the country was still uninhabited, were it not for the elevators at

points like Brandon and Virden testifying that there must be a great deal of

grain raised for export as well as for home supply. The general appearance

of the soil is all that can^e desired. It is not the rather low-lying, swampy-

looking, heavy, black-loam of the Red River Valley, but fine rolling prairie,

intersected with good hay meadows, patches of wood, and ponds well covered

with duck ; a light dry loam on good clay, fertile though not of inexhausti-

ble fertility, and much mope easily and pleasantly worked than the abom-

inably sticky mud near Winnipeg. The 400 miles from Winnipeg to

Moose Jaw, extending south to the boundary line and to the north and

north-west indefinitely, is a glorious land that will yet support a popula-

tion of millions. The winter is merciless to the ignorant and unprepared,

but there is np healthtar climate and no better soil in the. world. Life

flows with a full current No seftse of lassitude is felt. I do not know

the percentage of sickness, but it must be unusuedly small. At one of

the railway stations I met a student who had left Kingston three months

previously used up with his winder's work, looking like a Hercules.

" Yes," he responded to my congratulations, " I have gained forty pounds

in weight, but"—and the tone changed to melancholy as he evidently

thought of how much more he might have gained—" I was ill for some

weeks after coming here."

Regina we passed in the night. Moose Jaw is an ambitious city,

with about a hundred very unpainted, most new-looking buildings ;
shops

chiefly, perhaps a half or fourth of which may be needed. The business of

founding cities is terribly ovetdone by our work-shunning generation, but

this evil, too, will right itself. At Moose Jaw the soil is apparently a

warm friable clay, fit to produce any kind of crops, could a sufficient rain-

fall be depended upon. The little grain that we saw was short, though the

heads were well filled, and every one—even those who had been in the

country only a week—swore stoutly that it had been an exceptionally

dry season. Mr. ChoUop is not confined to the other side of the boundary

line, though it is only there that he is found in all the glory of war paint

We were told that at Moose Jaw the current of immigration had ceased to

flow; and that thirty miles farther west good land ceased and would not be

seen again tUl we came under the lee of the Rocky Mountains. The proof

of this was the all-powerful " they say."

Soon after leaving Moose Jaw the hills of " le grand Coteau de Mis-

souri" stretched right across our path. These are immense ridges of drift

that extend from the Missouri to the South Saskatchewan, marking the

western limit of the deep water of that ancient glacial sea whose icebergs

sailed over what are now the prairies of Manitoba and Assiniboia, and left

.trim on the underlying limestone that are plainly read to^lay in the

quarries at Selkirk and Stony Mountain, and on the splendid cellar floors

of the viUage of Stonewall. The hUls are about thirty ariles broad, and two

. hundred feet higher than the plains on either side. Th4 raUway winds oun-

« ningly among them, cutting, here and there revealing the character of the

drift.^ «1
After travelling as tax as Medicine Hat, or nearly three hundi*d

mile, beyond Moose Jaw, we came to the oonclusion that the country is

neither desert nor semi-desert It is not equal to the Fertile Belt

There the soil is loamy, the rainfall abundant, pasturage always superb,

and the traveller seldom out of sight of trees. Here the grasMS are short,

and in August dried to russet colour, except ini marshes, or where fires

had run, and new grass had sprung up. But we saw almost no bad lands.

The soil is pretty much the same as that round Mpose Jaw, apparently

capable of bearing all ordinary crops. Tree-planting on an extensive

scale should be encouraged, as it is, by the Central and State Govern-

ments and the Northern Pacific Railway, in Montan%.and Dakota. That

and every kind of cultivation tend to increase the rainfall. Of course,
,

settlers are not likely to offer themselves as subjects to be experimented

on, when there is so much good land elsewhere, and the Syndicate has

therefore at once set men at work to break a few acres at different pointa

all along the line^ with the intenti.on oicseeding those plots in the spring,

and so testing fairly the soil and climate over this enormous area. Not a

moment has been lost. This is simply another instance of the ready in-

itiative and the " go " displayed on every occasion, in such startling con-

trast to the " how not to do it " of Government. The heads give their

time and strength to the work, unfettered by the thought of how this or .

that constituency is to be influenced, or .this, or tftat political friend to be

rewarded, or by the necessity of having to explain in eloquent speeches

inunmerable their omoi virtues, omniscience and economy, and of proving

that everybody else is, and always has been, generally luifatic or worse.

Governments ought to have advantages over any private company. They

pan command the services of a higher class of men, even when salaries are

moderate, because the positions are presumably more permanent and there

is more honour in serving a Government than a companyi But when

faction reigns, the heads of departments have to attend supremely to their

political interests. Every one under them knows that party exigencies

are paramount, and as these come in everywhere, paralysis is the result.

The people insisted on the construction of the railway being taken out of

the hands of the Government ; and if no improvement on the party sys-

tem can be devised, they are likely to call for Syndicates to manage our

forests, our Indian department, our education, and everything else that is

of importance to the common-wealth as a whole. George M. Grant.

EGERTON RYERSON.

One of the most noteworthy objecte for a thoroughly interesting book, as

far as English-speaking Canada is concerned, is the life of the late Chief

Superintendent of Education in Ontario. " This life has been attempted,"

to borrow the bon tnol of George the Fourth, by Dr. Hodgins, Deputy

-

Minister of Education, who has pieced together with little literary skill

the " Story of my Life," bequeathed to his care by his patron. Egerton

Ryerson's genuine merita and services to Canada are not made clearer ;

to the reader of his autobiography by the adulatory tone adopted by

his Deputy, whft is certainly no fit Boswell for the Johnson of the

Educational Department The book is very poorly made. The paper
,

is bad, the typography coarse and indistinct, the engravings are hideous

;

but worst of all is the part of the work for which Dr. Hodgins is respon-

sible. Deputy-Ministers of Education must In some cases get their edu-

education by deputy. Leaving this unsatisfactory book, let us consider

ii :..f.i,»yinfiitirr>B Tirhinh flflt.flrminftd the career of rt TPftTl iwhn hnn left

his mark, to a great extent for good, on the Educational System of this

country, and on the important branch, of the Christian Church of which

from first to last he was a devoted adherent.

Egerton Ryerson was born in March, 1803, in what is now the County

of Norfolk. His father was one of the American Tories who, after their

forced expatriation, called their hatred of the American Whigs loyalty to

the muddle-headed Hanoverian, King George the Third. The Ryerson,

family, originally Danish, had long been resident in Holland, and after-

wards in the Dutch Colony, since known as New York. His mother, " a

tocherless loss," with a long pedigree of Massachusette Puritan ancestry,,

was a Miss Stickney. The elder Ryerson settled on a grant of 2,500 acres

of land between the present viUage of Vittoria and Port Ryerse, the latter lie

ing the property of his elder brother Samiitel, whose name had been docked

of ita final consonant by a clerical error in his Army Commission.

Beth' father and uncle were men of importance in their district, and a

most interesting picture of the life on a pioneer farm in their early days is

'- given in a memoir, by Mrs. Amelia Harris, daughter of Colonel Ryerse,

which is published in the second volume of Dr. Egerton Ryerson's "United

Empire Loyalista," of which, iu a literary point of view, it forms the most

valuable part Hard work, temperate habits, plentiful food, and the affec-^

tionate care of a very tender father and mother, who, amid the rude'

surroundings of the backwoods, still retained the traditions of culture derived.

.

-
!
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He was
from their former life, contrihuied to form Egerton's character,

educated in secular studies by a Mr. Mftchel, who had married his young-

est sister, and had charge of the district grammar nchool. But his mother's

influence for good had a special inflafence.orer his mind. "That to which I

am principally indebted for Hxiy studious habits, mental energy, or even

capacity or decision of character, is religious instruction, poured into my

mind in my childhood by a mother's counsels, and infused into my heart by

a mother's prayers and tears. .When very small, under six years of age,

havijig done something naughty, my mother -took me into her bedroom,

' told me how bad and wicked w^iat I had done was, and what pain it had

caused her, kneeled down, clasped me to her bospm, and prayed for me.

Her tears, falling upon my head, *emed to penetrate to my very heart.

Though thoughtless and full of playful mischief, I never afterwards know-

ingly grieved my mother, or gave her other than respectful and kind words."

" As early as the age of twelve Egerton Ryerson came under the religious

"
impulse which was to dominate his future life, and se* the seal of its eam-

^estness on all his political and educational work. It did not come from

the ecclesiastical system to which^in common with most of the aristocratic

class of U. E. Loyalists, his fathw- and uncle were attached. As Jesuitism

with its renewal in the new world of the age of miracles and martyrdom

had Christianized French Canada^ :so the, religious life of 'Engliuh-speaking

Canada came from the Loyala of Protestantism, John Wesley. The

English Church of that day in Canada, lite its mother Church in England,

very closely resembled the French' Church before the Revolution, as

described by Carlyle : " A stalled ox, mindful chiefly of provender." It

lay in the inaction which was between two revivals : the evangelical revival

of Wesley, and the neo-Catholic revival of John Henry Newman. .
But

genuine missionary work was done by the unpaid evangelists of Methodism,

and such books as "Case and His Contemporaries."^ Through every part of

the first pioieer settlements of English Canada, through the first years of

struggle, when clothing and moccasins were taken, as in the Coulume de

Paradis, from the skins of beasts, when the good wife was glad to make

her morning meal on bass-wood buds, the Methodist itinerants, despised by

the High Church Stete parsons as schismatics, distrusted by Family Com-

pact Ministers, as sympathisers with American Republicanism, marched

their way, like St. Paul, through "perils by land and perils by water."

Their rauch-enduring horses forded rivers flushed with the freshets of

spring ; they picked their dangerous way through swamps that might have

recalled the " Slough of Despond" in the " Pilgrim's Progress"; at night

the wolves howled in their track, by day lynx and wild cat, seeing but un-

seen, watched hungrily the preacher's solitary meal. When one of these

itinerant ministers reached a village, or a settlement, all work was sus-

pended ; the farmer left the plough in the furrow, the lumberman threw

down his axe beside the forest tree, the school-work was suspended, and

the children sent in all directions to summon the people of the surround-

ing district to the preaching to be held that evening. No wonder that the

fervour of these men's preaching made a strong impression on Egerton

: Ryerson. He fasted for long periods, prayed, gave up all his thoughts to

religious topics; and, as a natural consequence, became a subject of one of

those remarkable illusions not uncommon under such circumstonces, and of

which the Vision of Colonel Gardiner is the most remarkable instance. It

is thus recorded b^J^r ^lyerson :
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"As I looked up in my bed the light appeared to my mind, and, as I

thought, to my bodily eye also, in the form of One, white-robed, who ap-

proached the bedside with a smile, and toith more the expression of Titian's

Christ than of any person I have ever seen." (" Story of my Life," p. 25.)

No account is suggested of how a boy of twelve, reared in a pioneer back-

woods' settlement, could have been familiar with the features of Titian's

Christ

When Egerton was eighteen, he was induced by the ministers in charge

of the circuit, to become an avowed member of the Methodist Church, and

was, in consequence, subjected to much persecution by his father, who even

went the length of turning him from the< house. Supported by his own

conscience and his mother's sympathy, tgerton earned his living as usher

in the London District Grammar School. During all this time, as his

father complained that the Methodists had robbed him of his son, Egerton

hired, from his own scanty resources, a farm-labourer to take his place on

his father's farm. Happily the difiference was soon adjusted, and the suf-

ferer for conscience sake was restored to his home, and his father's affec-

^^^ Charlbs Pblham Mulvany.

(To b« eancluded in owr rtsxt.)

MA BELLE CANADIEJS^ME.

Ma belle Julie, how joyfully

The robin, from the high elm tree,

- A challenge sends to you to sing

With him the merry songs of Spring

;

\ And one so old, so full of glee :

I'
O^sweet the air and blue the sky !

.

'^ O light and love can never die !

Wh/\think of such a foolish thing
j\ Ma belle Julie 1

" Of May-flbwers, sweet as sweet can be,

A wreath that none may wear but thee,

—

, So fresh, so pink, to-day I bring.

\0 youth will not be loitering,
" Ma belle Canadienoe Julie !

A, Ma b^le Julie."

Ma b^le Julie, the sun was low ,
'

Across the lake, and in the glow

The roses blushed, so fair to see 1

And through the wild woods drowsily

The bees went droning to and ito.

I heard afar the rapids flow, \^
And murmur to a song I know :

" Ma belle Canadienne Julie, \ -

Ma belle Julie !

"

\
Why do thy blushes come and go 1

With grave, brown eyes why question so.

When all the Summer day for me
Is full, and breathing thoughts of theQ?

No fear, no sigh for long ago,

Ma belle Julie.

Ma belle Julie is fairest when
The swallows turn them south again.

A breath of sadness seems to be

On all the world, and reverently

To chant a sweet and soft amen

For all the weary work of men.

So wistful, kind and gentle then .

Ma belle Cajiadienne JuUe,

Ma belle Julie !

No sound from hill to lakeside fen.

Half sad the red and golden glen.

Her eyes in silence speak to me :

O call me once again to thee,

Julie, ma belle Canaidienne !

Ma belle Julie !

" Ma belle Julie " through all the yeitf

The poet sai^, bis heart to cheer.

He saw the swallows come and go

;

The mornings dawn, the evenings glow
;

The hawthorn bloom, the beech grow sere.

All to his very heart were dear, ^^ ;_

They shared his joy and calmed his fear.

—

But one alone his love could know
La belle Julie.

* , * * * *

A broken chord, unfinished here.

His last farewell to mortal ear.

Before the tired head was low

Beneath the kindly falling snow
" Till the eternal spring appear

—

Ma belle Julie—."
W. B1.IS8 Cabmam.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By BDOiLB PiWOBTT, antbox of "A Gentlemttn of Laiaure,"

"An Ambitdom Womaa," "TlnkUng Cymbali,
"A HopeleBB Case."
' eto.

Mks. Oliphant has gone the way o£ all authors.

Venice, and threatens a book on Venetian life.

She has gone to

XL—^Conlinv^d.

" You see," he went on, " I haven't learned the vocabulary of radical.

ism, so to speak. I think I know the fellows you propose to have ;
they

wear long hair, quite often, and big cloaks instead of top-coaU, and collars

low enough in the neck to show a good deal of wind-pipe. Ab for the

women, they— "

" It la perfectly immaterial to me how any of Uieni rfall drtss !

" she

interrupted, with majestic diaapprovaL "I ought' to be very sorry for

you, Courtlandt, and I am. You're clever enough not to let yourself rust,

like this, all^our days. I don't believe you've ever read one of the works

of the great modern English thinkers. You're sluggishly satisfied to go

jogging along in the same old ruts that humanity has worn deep for cen-

turies. Of course you never had, and never will have, the least spark of

enthusiasm. You're naturally lethargic ; if a person stuck a pin into you

I don't believe you would jump. But all this is no reason why you

shouldn't try andjive up to the splendid advancements of your age. When

my constituents are,^athered about me—when I have fairly begun my good

work of centralizing and inspiriting my little band of sympathizers—when

I have defined in a practical way my intended opposition to the vanities

and falsities of existing creeds and tenets, why, then, I will let you mingle

with my assemblages and learn for yourself how you've been wasting both

time and opportunity."

" That is extreAely good of you," murmured Courtland, imperturbably.

^"
I supposed your doors .were to be closed upon me for good and all."

" Oh, no. I shall insist, indeed, that you drop in upon us very often.

~
I shall need your presence. You are to be my connecting link, as it were."

" How very pleasant ! You have just told me that I was benighted-

Now I find myself a connecting link."

"Between culture and the absence of it I have no objection to your

Jetting the giddy and whimsical folk perceive what a vast deal they are

deprived of. Besides, I should'llke you.to be my first conversion—a sort

of bridge by which othei-eonverts may cross over into the Happy

Land."
" You are 'still most kind. I believe that bridges are usually wooden.

No doubt you feel that you have made a wise selection of your material.

May I be allowed to venture another question 1

"

'" Yes—if it is not too impudent."

She was watching him with her head 4 little on one side, now, and a

smile struggling forth from her would-be serious lips. She was recollecting

how much she had always liked him, and considering how much she would

surely like him hereafter, in thU renewal of their old halt cousinly and half

flirtatious intimacy. She was thinking what deeps of characteristic drol-

lery slept in him—with what a quiet, funny sort of martyrdom he had

borne her little girlish despotisms, before that sudden marriage had wrought

so sharp a rupture of their relations, and how often he had forced her into

unwilling laughter by the slow and almost sleepy humour with which he

had successfully parried some of her .most vigorous attacks.

" I merely wanted to ask you," he now said, "where all these extra-

ordinary individuals are to be found."

" Ah, that is an important question, certainly," she said, with a solemn

inclination—or at least the semblance of one. " I intend to collect them."

" Good gracious ! You speak of them as if they were minerals or

mummies that you were going to get together W a museum. I have no

doubt that they will be curiosities, by the bye."

" I'm afraid you will find them so."

" Are they to be imported 1

"

" Oh, no. That will not be necessary." . .

" I see ; they're domestic products."

- « Quite so. In this great city—filled with so much energyTso much

re-action against the nari*w feudalisms of Europe-I am very certain of

finding thorn." She paused for a moment, and seemed to emptojr a tacit

interval for the accumulation of what she next said. " I shaU not be

entirely unassisted in my search, either."

A cunning twinkle became manifest in the brown eyes of her listener.

He drew a long breath. "Ah! now we get at the root of the matter.

There's a confederate—an accomplice, so to speak."

« I prefer that you should not refer to my assistant in so rude a stylo.

Especially as, in the ^t place, you have never met him, and, in the

second, he is a person of the most remarkable gifts."

« Is there any objection to my asking his name 1 Or is it still a dark

mystery 1

"

She laughed at this, as if she thought it highly diverting.

•

cousin," she exclaimed, « how absurd you can be at a pinch !

earth should make the name of Mr. Kindelon a dark mystery V
" Um-m-m. Somebody you met abroad, then t

"

" Somebody I met on the steamer, while returning."
. V-

"Isee. . An Englishman?"

* « A gentleman of Irish birth. He has lived in New York for a num-

ber of years. He knows a great many of the intellectual people here. He

has promised to help me in my effort*. He will be of great value."

CourtUndt rose. " So arejrour spoons, PauUne," he said, rather gruffly,

. not at aU Uking the present drift ot. the information. " Take my advice,

and lock them up when you give your'^first salon."

" My dear

What on

in.

Pauline had not been long in her native city again before making the

discovery that a great deal was now socially expected of her. The news

of her return spread abroad with a rapidity more suggestive of bad than of

good tidings ; her old acquaintances, male and female, flocked to the Bond

Street house with a most loyal promptitude. The ladies came in glossy
•

coupes and dignified coaches, not seldom looking about them with dilletante

surprise at the mercantile glare and tarnish of this once neat and seemly

crossway, as they mounted Mrs. Varick's antiquated stoop. Most of them

wei-e now married; they had made their market, as Pauline's deceased

mother would have said, and^it is written of them with no wanton harsh-

ness that thoy had in very few cases permitted sentiment to enact the

part of salosmau. There in something about the fineness of our repubUcan

ideals (however practice may h»ve determinedly lowered and soiled thenn) -

that makes the mere worldly view of marriage a special provocation to the

moralist Regarded as a convenient mutual barter in Europe, there it

somehow shocks far less ; the wrong of the grizzled bridegroom winning

the young, loveless but acquiescent bride bears a historic stamp ;
we recall,

perhaps, that they have always believed in that kind of savagery over

there • it is as old as their weird turrets and their grim torture-chambers.

But with ourselves, who broke loose in theory at least from a good many

tough bigotries, the sacredness of the marriage-state presents a much more

meagre excuse for violation. It was not that the husbands of Pauline's

wedded friends were in any remembered instance grizzled, however; they

were indeed, with -few exceptions, by tnUliy years the juniors of her own

dead veteran spouse ; but the influences attendant upon their unions with

this or that maiden had first concerned the question of money as a primary

and sovereign force, and next that of name, prestige or prospective eleva-

tion. These young brides had for the most part sworn a much more sincere

fidelity to the carriages in which they now rode, and the pretty or im-

posing houses in which they dwelt, than to the important though not in-

dispensable human attachments of such prized commodities.

Pauline foun.l them all strongly monotonous ;
she could ill realize that

their educated simpers and their regimental sort of commonplace had ever

been potent to interest her. One had to pay out such a small bit of line

in order to sound them ;
one's plummet so soon struck bottom, *s it were.

She found herself silently marvelling at the serenity of their contentment ;

no matter how gilded were the cages in which they made their decorous

little trills, what prettiness of filigree could atone for the absence of space

and the paucity of perches 1 ,,, ^

The men whom she had once "known and now re-met pleased her better.

They had, in this respect, the advantage of their sex. Even when she con-

demned them most heartily as shallow and fatuous, their detected admira-

tion of her beauty or of their pleasure in her company won for them the

grace of a pardoning afterthought They were still bachelors -<» ^ome of

Lm more maturely handsome bachelors than when she had last looked

upon them. They had niceties and felicities of attitude, of intom^tion of

tidloring, of boot or glovV, to which, without confessing it, she was still in

a degree susceptible.

But she did not encourage them. They were not of her new worid ;

.he had got quite beyond them. She flattered herself that she alway

affected them as being gazed down upon ^-^^
~"^-;^''\'»«f^^,^

insisted on teltingirewei^that they wore much more d ifficu lt to talk with

than she really found them. This was one of the necessities of her con-

version; they must not be agreeable any longer; it was inconsequent, un-

tenable that they should receive from her anything but a merely hypocritic

^urtes;. She wanted her contempt for the class of which t^ were

ZXl to be in every way logical, and so manufactured P-^*- ^
-^

ita desired integrity. Meanwhile, she was much more entertaining than

1Z:^SLL Courtlandt, one day, with quite a shocked sternness

t having informed her that these male visitors had P--i upon her some

very admiring criticisms. . -

"I have done my best to behave civilly," she declared. "}^'^^"^y

own house, you kno.w, when they called. But I cannot underst.nd how

Ty IpoLibly likerne as they no doubt used t. do __I would much

rather have you bring me quite a contrary opinion, m fact
_

" If you say so," returned Courtlandt, with his inimitable repose, I

wUl assure them of their mistake and request that they correct it She

:Z^:e. no self-deception whatever in the acknowledgment of her r^l

fJings towani Courtlandt She cherished for him what she liked to teU

t^SZ. an inimical friendliness. In the old days he had never asked

ie^L iZ^ him, *Jid yet it had been plain to her that under avouring

Zl^e migkt' haJe made her this proposal. She was nearly cert^n

Z^he no longerregarded her with a trace of the former tenderness. On
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her own side she liked htm so heartily, notwithstanding the arousal of fre-

quent antagonisms, that the purely amicable nature of this fondness

blurred any conception of him in the potential light of a lover.

But indeed, Paulino had resolutely closed her eyes against the possi-

bility of ever again receiving amorous 4*<^''""*''°" "' devotion. She had

had quite enough of marriage. Her days of sentiment were past. True,

they had never' actually been, but the phantasmal equivalent for them had

been, and she now determined upon not replacing this by a more accentu-

ated experience. Her path toward middle life was very clearly mapped

out in her imagination ; it was to be strewn with nicely-sifted gravel and

Ixirdered by formally-clipped foliage. And it was to be very straight,

very direct ; there should be no bend in it that came upon a grove with

sculptured Cupid and rustic lounge. The " marble muses, looking peace"

might gleam now and then through its enskirting boskagp, but that should

be all. Pauline had read and studied with a good deal of tidelity, both

'during her marriage and after her widowhood. She had gone into the

acquisition of knowledge and the development of thought as some women

go into the inUoxication of a nervine. Her methods had been amateurish

and desultory ; she had not been taught, she had learned, and hence

learned ill. " The modern, thinkers," as she called them, delighted her

with their liberality, their iconoclasm. She was in just that receptive

mood to be made an extrem^pt by their doctrines, the best of which so

sensibly warn us against extremes. Her husband's memory, for the sake

of decency if for no other reason, deserved the reticence which she had

shown concerning it He had revealed to her a hollow nature whose void

was choked with vice, like apme of those declivities in neglected fields,

where the weed and the briar run riot. The pathos of her position, in a

foreign land, with- a lord whose daily routine of misconduct left her solitary

for hours, while inviting her, had she so chosen, to imitate a course of

almost parallel license, was finally a cogent incentive toward that change

which ^nsued. The whole viciousness of the educational system which had

resulted in her detested marriage, was slowly laid bare to her eyes by this

shocking and salient example of it.

(To be continued.) \
•

JOAQUIN MILLER'S LETTER.

THE PBESIDENT's CHINESE WALL FOB DKrENCE.

Kbw Yobk, Dea 22.—If those few million dollars are burning a hole

in the nation's pocket, if they must be expended and must be expended at

once, then I advise that they be spent in beautifying and refining the heart

of the nation ; not in defacing and brutalizing the boundaries of it. Our
pastoral hills and level lands and harbours look ten thousand times better

in their grassy covers and front and visage that God has given them, than

they could be made to look in all the battlements and bristling cannon

that could be piled upon them. So much for looks. As for utility, we do

not need them. We do not want them in any way. We despise them.

And we can afford to despise them. The day of building Chinese walls is

done with.

There was a place once not much bigger on the map of the earth than

the point of this pen. And yet it stands out to-day like a star. What is

Thebes with all her walls and gates to glorious little Sparta % Time has

trampled the walls of a thousand unnamed cities in the dust. Yet the

splendour of defiant little Sparta shines on forever.

I know of nothing so cowardly as this Chinese cry for walls of defence.

It is contemptible. What have we done, or what are we going to do, that

we must be getting ready to defend ourselves 1 But even if we have done

something or should choose to do something that might challenge attack,

what of it 1 Are we so weak that we need Vails and battlements about

our white sea doors 1

Nothing of the sort. The simple truth is this country without a single

sea wall or fort or battlenrent, and without a day of preparation, can

defend itself against the whole united force of the earth. Our men could

leave their work to-day, lick the whole world^ and be back to work in a

week. It is nothing to boast of at all. It would be an easy thing to do,

a little thing, maybe even a mean thing. But such is the strength of this

Kepublic. And let us go ahead ; not stop to build walls. Let other

nations train armies, cast cannon and build walls. We have other things

to do. We have made a new departure over here. We are ^n example

to the world, a law unto ourselves. Our future is befor^ us : not behind

«.
'

Lord Lome told me last summer that the walls of Quebec, which coet

the scandalous sum of iuore than $100,000,000 since the Duke of Wel-

lington had reconstructed them, were a continual and costly burden, and

a useless one to Canada: The Dominion, I am sure, would be glad if this

wall could be sunk in the sea or levelled to the ground. The expense of

keeping up this worthless relic of barbarism is enormous.

Semitor Miller, of California, called on me here last summer, and inci-

dentally informed me that he voted for the River and Harbour Bill in

order that the money in the Treasury might be, in a laudable way, re-

turned to the people. And this same not inexcusable notion might have

been in the mind of the President when he penned his message. But for

all that, it is a barbarous idea, brutal ; behind us ; a long way behind us.

We are, at least, as big as Sparta.

A FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLAR BALL,

and a good many people homeless, and agood many people hungry in this

great city of New York at the same time. Those familiar with Gibon will

remember that he reckons the beginning of the end of the mighty Roman

•empire from scenes very similar to that of the great Vanderbilt ball of last

week. Of course, one such ball, a dozen such, or a dozen such millionaires

make but little difference. But when the love for gold and power and vul-

gar display becomes so great that the thing becomes universal, then will

the Imperial purple be sold to the highest bidder
;
just as it was in the

olden time, because human nature is just as it was in the olden time.

I search history in vain for anything better to balance power and justly

distribute power th*ft the old Jewish system of tithes. Then the rich

man gave his tenth to the church, and the church gave it to the poor or

expended it for the public good in beautifying and building up the holy

city. These rich men here in this Republic must not be permited to be so

mean. Their meanness makes them bad citizens and imperils this Repub-

lic, which is the hope and, pride of the earth. These greedy men must be

made to pay tithes ; a little something for the land that has done so much

for them. This must come sooner or later. And the sooner it is done the

easier. We the people say it. The Catholic Church got all the money of

Spain once. It was thought to be safe. For around it stretched the

strong arms of religion. Yet a Catholic king confiscated it all. And this

has been repeated many times in many placies. We the people will do the

same when necessary.
" BASON " TENNYSON.

Baron Tennyson ! Say it over to yourself : and say it over and over

again. I am so sorry. For say it over and over and over, I shall never be

able to get the sweet sense of Alfred Tennyson out of my mind. And so
" Alfred TennysOn must remain a poet, be another being from this "Baron."

And why did her Majesty* give him this warlike title 1 This one of all

others. The old Barons were brutes, bloodthirsty savages.

Let us hope tlTat the sweet, pure poet will not descend to this title. It

is an impertinence to ask him to do it. Her Majesty the Queen is great.

But not nearly so great as Alfred Tennyson the poet And the Empress

of India can give him nothing at all in the way of dignity and honour

which the universal world has not long since conferred.

" 'Tis only noble to be good." Years ago the poet referred to something

of this sort He was stronger then, in the full vigour of his functions.

And then, too, Dickens was at his Side. I believe they both received titles

at the same time. But now, in his old age, when weak and worn, they

tempt him with nonsense and change his name. And the poor man now

puts by that great name which he has won by long and splendid toiV nights

and days of effort, years and years of glorious evidence, and walks down

and becomes instead of Alfred Tennyson only an English Baron. How
awkward he will feel. What a misfit this garment will make ! Let us

still hope his manhood will return to him and he will remain still Alfred

Tennyson.
AN ANTI-CHARITY SOOIBTY IN NEW YORK.

I have been implored, and with savage pleasure I call attention to this

association. Could any one believe that as we stand upon the verge of

days which have been devoted since the advent of Christ to universal

charity, that there is a great sgciety of that name, or rather that nature,

in New York 1 Well, there is a flourishing order of that kind here ; and

it has just held a big meeting and was presided over and addressed by big

men, rich men, influential men. Federal office-holders, professed Chris-

tians. One is a famous ex-Cabinet minister. They appeal to the public

to give no beggar a cent ,

Who are the beggars ? You find, as a'^rule, they are those who have

been wounded in this battle of life. No, not in the body, but in the brain.

_

They are very helpless. Let them lean just a little on you as they limp

on toward the grave, only a few paces ahead. Look at any beggar you

meet. Will he live long 1 He or she will, nine cases out of ten, not live

the year out. Measure his or her intellect with yours. Repulsive 1 Of

coarse, very repulsive. But Christ never seemed-to think them so. They

mar the beauty of the city a bit But all the beggars out of purgatory

would not and could not put so much shame upon the city as does the ex-

istence of this one Anti-Charity Society.

I want you all to remember in this Christmas season, that of all the

soldiers of the South, the impoverished men, the homeless soldiers, the

men made destitute, desperate, demented, from the long and unequal fight

and final overthrow, not one has had any help as the soldiers of the North

have. Not one wounded man has been pensioned or paid. And therffluV

wounds of the brain, of the heart greater than the loss of legs or arms.

Here is a little drama in verse which happened in Ohio a few years ago :

TBB OLD lOLDUm TBUIP.

Yes, bread I I want bread I Ton heard what I esid ;

Yet yoa stand and yon atare,

As it never before oame a Xramp^to your door

With saoh insolent air, . '

WonldlwoAV Mevei learned.—iify home it was bamad ;

And I haven't yet found

Any heart to plough lands and bnild homes for red hands

That boraed mine to the ground.

No bread I yon have said ?—Then my ennw oo your head t

And, what shall sting wors^,

On that wife at yoiu side, on those babes in their prid»,

Fall my Mven-told onit* I—

Oood bye I I mast I'am to oreep into y.Vnr barn ;

8aok your eggs ; hide away ; ^.p
Snealc around like a hound—light a matoh in yoar hay

—

Limp away throagh the gray I

Yes, \, limp—ourse these stonet I And then my old bones

—

They were riddled with ball

Down at Shiloh. Whftt you ? You war wounded tbar, too ?

Wall, you beat us—that's all.

Yet even my heart with a stout pride will start

As I tramp. For you see.

No matter whiob won, il was gallantly done,
And a glorious American victory.

*

What, kind words aud bread r Ood smiles on yoar head 1

On yuur wife, on your babies 1—and please, sir, I pray
You'll pardon me, sir ; but that figbt'trenobed ma here,

Dnep —deeper than sword-oat that day.

Nay, I'll go. Sir, adiea ! Tit TUijre ' ' ' You
Have Augustus for friend,

While I— Yes, read and speak both Latin and Greek;
And talk slang without end.

Hey? Oxford. But, then, when the wild ory for men
Bang out through the gathering night, \

Ai a mother that cries fur ber children and dies.

We two hurried home for the fight

How noble, my brother, how brave—and—but there

—

Xhis tramping about somnhow weakens my eyes.

At Shiloh I We stood 'neatb that hill by the wood

—

It's a graveyard to-3ay, I surmise.

Yes, we stood to the last I And^when the strife passed
• I sank down in blood at his side,

On his brow, on'bis breaBt-.«-what need tell the rest ?

—

I but knew that my brother had died.

^hat ! wounds on your breast ? Your brow tells the rest ?

You fought at my side and you fell T

You the brave boy that stood at my side in that wood.
On that blazing red border of hell ? -

My brother ! My own I Never king on his throne
,

<
-'

Know a joy like this broaght to me. -
(

Qod bless ydu, my Ufe ; bless yoar brave Northern wife.

And your beautiful babes, two and three.

JoiQina MiLLZB

READINGS FROM NEW BOOKS.

JOHN BULL.

John Bull is a large land-owner, with muscular arms, long, broad, flat,

and heavy feet, and an iron jaw that holds fast whatever it seizes upon.

His estate, which he adds a little piece to day by day, consists of the

British Isles, to which he has given the name of United Kingdom, to make
folks believe that Ireland is attached to him ; the Channel Islands ; the

fortress of Gibraltar, which enables him to pass comfortably through the

narrowest of straits ; and the islands of Malta and Cyprus that serve him

as advanced sentinels in the Mediterranean. When he has Constantinople,

which he claims as his due, he will be satisfied with his slice of Europe.

In Egypt, he is more at home than ever ; in that country he can rest

on his oars for the present. He took good care not to invent the Suez

Canal ; on the contrary, he moved heaven and earth to try and prevent

its being made. Yet behold him now, as a shareholder, casting his round

covetous eyes upon it

!

At the extremity of the Red Sea, at Aden, he can quietly contemplate

that finest jewel in his crown, the Indian Empire ; an Empire of two hun-

dred and forty millions of people, ruled by princes covered with golU and
precious stones, who black his boots, and are happy.

T)n the West Coast of Africa, he possesses ^erra Leone, Gfambia, the

Gold Coast, Lagos, Ascension, St. Helena, where he kept in chains the

most formidable monarch of modern times. In the South, he has the

Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Zululand ; and he is Protector of the Trans-

vaal. In the Blast, the Island of Mauritius belongs to him.

In America, he reckons among his possessions Canada, Newfoundland,
Bermuda, the West Indies, Jamaica, part of Honduras, the Island of

Trinidad, English Guiana, Falkland, etc.

Correctly speaking, Oceania belongs to him entirely.. New Zealand id

twice as large as England, and Australia alone covers an area equal to

that of almost the whole of Europe.

With the exception of a few omissions, more or less important, such

are John Bull's assets.

He has acquired all this territory at the oost of relatively little blood-

shed ; he keeps it with an army considerably inferior in numbers to that

of any of the other Gi-eat Powers, and partly composed, of the refuse of

society, in spite of which I am not aware that at the present moment any

of John's possessions are the least in danger.
" But what shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole worlds aud lose

his own soul
)
" says Scripture. This is just what John Bull thought, and

so in the other world he has knocked down to himself the kingdom of

heaven—:in his eyes as incontestably a British possession as India or

Australia.

The French fight for glory ; the Germans for a living ; the Russians to

divert the attention of the people from home affitirs ; but John Bull is a

reasonable, moral and reflecting character : he fights to promote trade, to

maintain peace and order on the face of the earth, and the good of man-

feind in general. If he conquers a nation, it is to improve its condition in

this world and secure its welfare in the next : a highly moral aim, as you

perceive. " Give me your territory, and I will give you the Bible."
. Ex-

change no robbery.

John is so convinced of his intentions being pure and his mission holy,

that when he goes to war aud his soldiers get killed, he does not like it.

In newspaper reports of battles, you may see at the head of the telegrams

:

"Battle of . . .So many of the enemy killed, so many. British

massacre^."

During the Zulu war, the savages one day surprised an English regi-

ment, and made a clean sweep of them. Next day, all the papers had :

" Disaster at Isandula ; Massacre of British troops ; Barbarous perfidy of

the Zulus."* Yet these excellent Zulus were not accused of having de- ,

coyed the English into a trap : no, they had simply neglected to send their

cards to give notice of their arrival, as gentlemen should have done. That

was all. it was cheating. As a retaliatory measure, there was a general

demand in London for the extermination of the enemy to the last man.

After all, these poor fellows were only defending their own invaded coun-.

try. The good sense of England prevailed, however, and they were treated

as worsted belligerents. England, at heart, is generous : when she has -

conquered a people, she freely says to them :
" I forgive you." Above all

things she is practical. When she has achieved the conquest of a nation,
~

she sets to work to organize it; she gives it free institutions; allovys

it to govern itself ;t trades with it ; enriches it, and endeavours to make

herself agreeable to her new subjects. There are always thousands of

Englishmen ready to go and settle in such new pastures, and fraternize

with the natives. When England gave her Colonies the right of splf-

govemment, there were not wanting people., to prophesy that the ruin of

the Empire must be the result. Contrary to their expectation, howeyer,

the effect of this excellent policy has been to bind but closer the ties which

held the Colonies to the mother-country. If England relied merely upon-

her bayonets to guard her empire, that empire would collapse like a house

of cards ; it is a moral force, something far more powerful than bayonets,

that keeps it together. I

England's way of utilising her Colonies is not our way. To us they

are mere military stations for the cultivation of the science of war. To

her they are stores, branch shops of the firm " John Bull & Co." Go to

Australia—that is, to the antipodes of London—you will, it is true, see

people eating strawberries and wearing straw hats at Christmas : setting

aside this difierence, you will easily be able to-fancy yourself, in England.

The Spaniards once possessed nearly the whole of the New World ;

but, their only aim being to enrich themselves at the expense of their

Colonies, they lost them all. You cannot with impunity suck a Colony's

blood to the last drop. .
- •

It is not given to everyone to be a Colonist

John Bull is a Colonist, it ever there was one. This ho owes to his

singular qualities,—nay, even to defects which are peculiarly his own,

—

From

Max 0'Belt's John Bull and his Island.

• Yon will find in EngtandTifeople who will tell you that Xelson was amassinated at

the Battle of Trafalgar.

t Not only have the Colonies their own parhaments, but they have their ambassa-

dors in London, who, under the name of Agents-lieneral, watch over their interests.

These Agents-General are usually ex-ministers of the Colonies.

PERIODICALS.

The Continent for December 19th opens with a charming paper by

Helen Campbell, with admirable and characteristic illustrations drawn by

Howard Pyle. There is an unusually good poem by Louise Chandler

Moulton, entitled "To Maud—At Sea in Autumn." Orpheus C. Kerr

contributes chapters xvi. and xvir. of his Bomean novel, of which, just-now,

tho horo noomn to bo " Oahonaeti " thw tnnn-apn ORhnnRBP and his master.

the eccentric naturalist, Dr. Hedland, are engrossing more than their legi-

timate amount of attention, we cannot but think. Chapter xviL is an

extrem ely learned chapter. There is an mtere.sting article on " Newspapers

in India," by T. K. Hauser, and a bright short sketch by Patience Thorn-

ton, of which the hero is a celestial, by name Yik Kee. The editorial

department, " Migma," is particularly vigorous and valuable. It contains

a very amusing piece of " condensed correspondence."

The January Atlantic opens with the fii-st instalment of a new novel by
j j

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, entitled " In War Times." The scene is laid in
|
/

Philadelphia, and the story gives promise already of some fine and vivid

characterization. Of course the first thing one turns to is "The Soman

Singer," which is, as it has been from its beginning, the most charming

novel of the day. Mr. Lathrop's "Newport" in this instalment contoina'

deep feeling and genuine pathos, when it tells of the death of the child. As

for Octavia, she mystifies us completely ; and wo fail to see what Oliphant

can do but despise her thoroughly. Mr. Lathrop's purpose does not yet '

disclose itself. There is an iwrticle by Mr. Henry James upon one whom

we may almost call his master, though unlike in many respects—Tour '

gueneff. "The Bishop's Vagabond " is a very readable short story by Oc-

tave Thanet, describing a bit of the motley life at the health resort of Aiken,

South Carolina. Mr. Richard ,Grant White contributes a sequel to his

1 1
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amuaing and keen papers on Mr. Wasliington Adams in England. A
valuable paper is that on " The Political Field," by Mr. E. V. Smalley,

who is becoming, like H. H., omnipresent to magazine readers. Dr.

Holmes contributes a poem entitled "At the Saturday Club," and. Mr,

Edmund W. Oosse a sonnet, " Unheard Music." Miss Helen Gray Cone,

who has a strange and individual note in her best verse, is hardly at her

best, in our judgment, in her poem on " Lepage's Joan of Arc." From the

excellent "Contributors' Club" we quote part of a timely paper, which

should be laid to heart by all those persons, alas too numerous, who, having

much time of their own, nevertheless persist in robbing their friends of

sadly needed fragments of scanty leisure :

LONG CALLS.

I waadeliRhted to hear aoma one say, not long ago, that she did not think she had

any right to spend two hoars at a time with any friend, without a special mvitation,

l^oe it could ^ot fail to be an interruption ; and it gave joy to my heart that one per-

non so respected the rights of others. Pictar. some one, who has assured himself that,

lu, is not likely to find amusement under his own roof, settmg forth in search of » more

agreeable pla-i to spend the evening. He hunts from door to door ;
finding that one

family has honestly paid its money and gone to a play, anothw is dining out. the third

enTovingits invited guests, while at the fourth he is met at sight with the information

thit th^ladies are engaged Perhaps at the fifth he gains an admittance. One person

rises hurriedly from th^sofa ; another pats down her book with a sigh
;
anotljer comes

reluctantly from a desk, where some notes and letters must be written at some time dur-

ing that evening, and the stricken group resigns itself to the demands of friendship and

Bocietv The master of the house retarns presently to his avocation, with a brave ex-

cuse It may be eight o'clock when the guest comes ; it may be nine, and b^ may be

kind-hearted and unobjectionable; he may even be profitable and entertaining ;
but he

stays untif^ter ten ; everybody thinks that he never means to go, and inwar^y regrets

his presence. For half an hour he could have felt sure of welcome ;
m that ti?»» ^e

certainly could have said and done aU that was worth doing and have been asked to

stay longer, or to come again soon, when he took his leave. There is no greater com-

pliment and tribute to one's integrity than to be fairly entreatbd to sit down for ten

minutes longer. Of course we treat each other civiUy m an evenmg visit, but it is a

ureat deal better to come away too soo»4han to stay too Ute. In a busy, overworked

Snd overhurried city Ufe, nothing is so precious as a quiet evening to one s se".
"f

"J^n

a part of one. We aU wish-or ought to wish-to make hfe pleasant to ourselves and

other people, and are ready to be generous even with our time ; but no one hkes to be

plundered and defrauded. It is the underlying principle of our neighbour s acUon and

conduct towards us which makes us thankful or resentful when he comes to visit us.

'

Tfit Christmas number of the New York Independent is exceedingly

rich. It contains an article on " The Mormon Question," by the Hon.

George F. Smith, President of the United States Senate; a paper by Bishop

Coxe, entitled "The Gift of a Saviour ;" an unusually good sketch by the

indefktigable, but ever delightful "H H ;" and an essay, "Does the World

Move?" by Prof. Austin Phelps, D.D. There are many other valuable

papers, and several bright and seasonable stories. The number opens with

a poem by Mr. Edmund Clarence Stedman. It also contains an exquisite

Christmas lyric, by Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spoffard ; and a strange and

characteristic poem by the late Sidney Lanier, which we quote:—

aoHa OF TH» OHiTTAHOOOH*.

Out of the hills of Habersham,

Down the valleys of Hall, V^
I hurry amain to reach the plain, ^
Kun the rapid and leap the fall,

Spht at the rock and together again,

Accept my bed, or narrow or wide.

And flee from folly on every side

With a lover's pain to attain the plain

Far from the hills of Habersham,

Far from the valleys of Hall.

AU down the hills of Habersham,
-7 AU through the valleys of Hall, C

The rushes cried, " Abide, abide,"

The wilful water-weeds held me thrall,

The loving laurel turned my tide,
-'

. ^, ,
The ferns and the fondling grass said, " Stay,"

' ' The dewberry dipped for to work delay.

And the little reeds sighed " abide, abide,

Here in the hills of Habersham.
Here in the valleys of HaU,"

'- - High o'er the hills of Habersham.
Veiling the valleys of Hall.

The hickory told dM manilold

Fair tales of shade ; the poplar tall

Wrought me her shadowy self to hold

;

The chestnut, the oak, the walnut, the pine.

Overleaning. with flickering meaning and sign, ^

Said : " pass not so cold, these manifold

Deep shades of the hills of Habersham,
"^ These glades in the valleys of HaU."

And oh in the hills ot Habenbau, .

And oft in the vaUeys of HaU,
Xhe white quartz shone, and the smooth brook stone.

Did bar me of passage with friendly brawl i"

And many a lominoas jewel lone

Crystals olaai or a-oloud with mist

Baby, garnet, or amethyst)

Uade lures with the lights of streaming atone

In the olaltf o< the hills of Uaber^am.
In the beds ol the vaUaja of Haa

Bat ok I not the billl of Habersham,

And oh 1 not the vaUeys of HaU,

AvaU ; I am tain tor to watmr the plain.

Downward the voieee of Duty aiOl

;

Downward to toil and bo miz<:d with the main,

The dry fields bam. and the mills are to turn,

And a myriad flowers mortaUy yearn,

And the lordly main from beyond the plain

CaUs o'er the hills of Habersham.
Calls through the valleys of HaU.

1877.

The Contemporary Review for December opens with a paper entitled

" Evolutionary Ethics and Christianity," by Professor Ooldwin Smith.

M. Emile de Liveleye writes of "The Prospects of the Republic in

France." Mr. Samuel Smith's essay on " Nationalization of the Land " is

a criticism of Mr. Henry George's work. There are two papers on " The

Outcast Poor," by the Rev. Brook Lambert and the Rev. A. Mearns.

The light reading of this number is supplied by Mr. Andrew Lang in his

exceedingly amusing and interesting paper entitled " Literary Forgeries,"

from which we quote :

LITEBABV ronoBBIES.

In the whole amusing history of impoaturej there is no more diverting chapter than -
that which deals with Uterary frauds. None contains a more grotesque revelation of

the tmallness and the complexity of human nature, and none—not even the records of

the Tichborne trial, and iti results- reveila more pleasantly the depths of mortal

credulity. The literary forger is usually a clever min, and it is necessary for him to be

at least on the level with the literary knowledge and critical science of his time. But

how low that level commonly appears to be 1 Think of the succ3ss of Ireland, a hoy ol

eighteen think of Chatterton ; think of Surteei of Mainsforth, who took in the great

Magician' himself, the father of aU them that are skilled in ballad lore. How simple

were the artifices of these ingenious impostors, their resources how scanty ;
how hand-

to-mouth and improvised was their whole procedure I Times have altered a little. Jo

Smith's Jtevelation and famed "Golden Bible" only carried captive the polygamous

populv* qui vult decifU reasoners a Uttle lower than even the believers in Anglo-Israel.

The Moabite Ireland, who lately gave Mr. Shapira the famous M3. of Deuteronomy,

but did not delude M. Clermont Ganneau, was doubtless a smart man ;
he was however

a Uttle too indolent, Uttle too easUjr satisfied. He might have procured better and less

recognizable materials than his old " synagogue rolls ;
" in short, he took rather too

little trouble, and came to the wrong market. A Uterary forgery ought first, perhaps,

to appeal to the credulous, and only slowly should it come with the prestige of having

ab-eady won many beUevers before the learned world. The insonber of the Phoemcian

inscriptions in Brazil (of all places) was a clever man. His account of the voyage of

Hiram to South America probably gained some credence in Brazil, whUe in Bngland it

only carried captive Mr. Day. author of " The Prehistoric use of Iron and Steel. But

the BrazUians. from lack of energy, have dropped the subject, and the PhiEmoianan-

oriptions of Brazd are less successful, after aU. than the Moabite stone, about which one

begins to entertain disagreeable doubts.
, . ,. u u

The motives of the Uterary forger are curiously mixed ; but they may, perhaps, bo

analyzed roughlv into piety, greea, " push." and love of faa Many literary forgeriea

have been pious' frauds, perpetrated in the intMests of a ihurch, a priesthood, or a dogma.

The further we go back in the hUtory of Uterary forgeries, the more (as is natural)

do we find them to be of a pious or priestly eharacter. When the clergy alone can

write only the clergy can forge.' In such ages people are interested chiefly m pro-

oheoies and warnings, or, if they are careful about Uterature, it is only when literature

oontoins some kinl of title deeds. Thus Solon is said to have forged a Une m the Homonc

catalogue of the ships for the purpose of proving that SaUmia belonged to Athens. But

the M«at antique forger, the " Ionian father of the rest," is. doubtless. Onomacntus.

There exists, to be sure, an Egyptian inscription professing to be of Vhe fourth, but

probably of the twenty-sixth, dynasty. The Germans hold the latter view ;
the French,

from patriotic motives, maintain the opposite opinion. But this forgery is soaroely

" Uterary " I can never think of Onomaoritus without a-eertam respect
:
he began the

forging business so very early, and was (apart from this faUing) such an imposing and

magnificently respectable character. The scene of the error and the detection of

Onomaoritus presents itseU always to me in a kind of pictorial vision. It is night, tha

clear windless night of Athens, not of the Athena whose ruins remain, but of the anoirat

city that sank in ashes during the invasion of Xerxes. The time is the time of Pisis-

tratua. the successful tyrant, the scene is the ancient temple, the stately house of

Athens the fane where the sacred serpent was fed on cakes, and the pnineval oUve

tree grew beside the weU of Posidon. The darkness of the temple a mmost ahnna is lit

by the ray of one earthen Ump. You dimly discern the majestic form of a venerable

man stooping above a cofler of cedar and ivory, carved with the exploits of the goddess,

and with boiatnphedon inscriptions. In his hair this archaic Athenian wears the

badge of the golden grasshopper. You never saw a finer man. He is Onomaoritus, the

famous poet, and the trusted guardian of the ancient oracles of Muaaeus and Baoia.

What is he doing ? Why, he takes from the fragrant cedar coffer certain thin stained
~^

sheets of lead, whereon are scratched the words of doom, the prophecies of the Qntik—
Thomas the Bhymer. From his bosom he draws another thin sheet of lead, also stained

and corroded. On this he scratches, in imitation of the old "Cadmeian, letters,''a

prophecy that "the isles near Lemnoa shall disappear under the eea." So busy is he

In this task that he does not hear the rustle of a chiton behind, and suddenly a man

hand is on his shoulder 1 Onomaoritus turns in horror. Ha« the goddess punished him

for tampering with the oracles? No ; it U Laaus, the son of Hermiones, a rival poet,

who has caught the keeper of the oracles in the very act of a pious forgery. (Herodotus

vii 6 ) Pisistratus expeUed the learned Onomaoritus from Atheas, but his conduct

proved m the long run, highly profitable to the reputations of Musaeus and Bacia.

Whenever the oracles were not tuUlUed, the people said, " Oh, that is merely one of the

interpolations of Onomaoritus I
" and tjne matter was passed over.

The opinions of the scholars who hoU that the lUad and Odyssey which we know

and which Phito knew, are not the epica known to Herodotus, but later oompositiona.

are not very clear nor consistent. But it seems to be vaguely held that about the tune

/*f Periolee there arose a kind of Greek Maopherson. This ingenious Impostor worked

•n old epic materials, but added many new ideal of his own about the goda. converting

ihe Uiad (the poem which we now possess) into a kind of mocking romance, a Greek

Don Quixote. He also forged a number of pseudo-archaic words, tenaea and expres-y

siona and added the numerous referenoai to iron, a metal praotioaUy nnknowi^ it u
asMrted, to Oreeoa before the sixth oentaiy. If we are to beUeve, with Protanor tiisj,

that the ohief incidanta of the lUad and Odyaasy were unknown to Sophoolaa. A«Mtajliu

and the contemporary vaae-painten, we moat alio suppose that tbfl G%ik JfaophwMn

invented most of the aituatioDB in (ha Odyssey and Diad. Aooording to this thaory the

•' cooker" of the extant epica' waa tar the greatest and most Baooeaaful of aU Utaran

impostors for ha iaedrti tha whola world, from PUto downwards, tUl he was expoaMl

by Mr Palay Thara are timea whan ona ia InoUned to beUava that Plato most have

bean the forger hiasalf, aa Bacon (aooorduig to the other hypothesis) was the aathnc

of Shakaapeare'a playa. Thua " PUto the wise, and largo-browed Varolam." would be

" tha flrst ol thoaa who " forge 1 „ , ,.. u i «
KarW Ohfistiaa torgariss were, naturaUy. piooa. We have the apoomhaLOoapaia.

and thawoAa ofDionyaiiis the Areopagite. which were not expoaed liU Oiamos i Vme.

Perhaps the most importaat of pious forgeries (if forgery be exactly Ut* nght wort in

this case) waa that of •' The False DeoretaU." " On a sadden," aaya Uilman, spaak-

ing of the pontifloate of Kiohohis I. (oft. 887 A.D.), " Of a suldon was promulgated, on.

announced, without preparation, not absolutely unquestioned, but apparwtly ov»awing

at once aU doubt, a new Code, which to the former authentic dooaments added fifty-

- nine letters and decrees of the twenty oldest Popes from Clement to Melohiades. and

the donation of Constantine, and in the third part, among the decrees of the I opes and

of the ConucUs from Sylvester to Gregory II., thirty-nine false decrees, and the acts ol

several unauthentic CounoUs." " The whole is composed," MUman adds, w'th an

air of profound piety and reverence.". "The False DeoretaU" naturally assert the

supremacy of the Bishop of Borne. " They are fuU and minute on Church Property

(they were sure to be that) ; in fact, they remind one of another forgery pious and

Aryan " The Institutes of Vuhnu." " I-et him not levy any tax upon Brahmans,

says the Brahman forger of the Institutes, which " came from the mouths of Vishnu,

as he sat " clad in a yeUow robe, imperturbable, decorated with aU kinds of gems, while

V Lakshmi was stroking hU feet with her soft palms." The Institutes took excellent

care of Brahmans and cows, aa the Decretals did of the Pope and the clergy, and the

earUest Popea had about a) much hand in the Decretals as Vishnu ha 1 m his lustitutea.

Hommenay, in " Pantagruel," did well to have the praise of the Decretals sung byy<«e«

6ei(«, bU,ndelette>, douieetu^n de bonne grace. And then Hommenay drank to the De-

crotaU and their very good health. " O dives D^oretales, tant par vous eat le vin bon

bon trouve "—" Oh divine Decretals, how good you make good wme taste I - !?«

miracU would be greater." said Pantagruel. " if they made bad wine taste good. The

most that can now be done by the devout for the DeoretaU is " to paUiate the guilt

of their forger," whose name, hke that of the Greek Maopherson. is unknown.

Among Uterary forgers, or passers of false Uterary coin, at the time of the a^nais-

sance, Annius U the most notorious. Aunius (hU real vernacular name was Nanui^

was bom at Viterbo, in 1432. He became a Dominican, and (after publishing hia forged

cUssies) rose to the position of Maltre du PalaU, to the Pope AUxander Borgia. With

Cie.«r Borgia, it is said that Annius was never ou good terms. He persisted in preach-

ing " the sacred truth " to hU highness, and thU (aooordmg to the detractors of Aunms,

w^ the only use he had for' the sacred troth. 'There U a legend that Ciesar Borgia

poUonedthe preacher (1502), bat peopU usuaUy brought that charge againet C»sar

when any one in any way connected with bun happened to die. Among the other dis-

coveries of Annius were treatises by Berosus, Manetho, Cato, and poems by ArohUo-

-
chus. Opinion has been divided as to whether Annius was wholly a kiiave or

whether he waa himself imposed upon. Or, again, whether he had some genuine frag-

ments, and eked them out with hU own inventions.
, . , , „ j ..

Socrates said that he " would never Uft his hand against his father Parmcn.des.

The fathers of the Church have not been so respectfully treated by Uterary forgers

during the Renaissance. The " Flowers of Theology "of St. Bernard which were to

be a primrose path ad gaudia ParadUa (Straaburg. 1478). were reaUy, it seems, the pro-

duotion of Jean de Gariande. Athanasius, hie •' BUven Bookes concerning the Trinity,

are attributed to VigUius, a colonial Biahop in Northern Africa. Among false classics

are two comic Latin fragmente with which Muretus beguiled Soaliger. Monraius has

suffered, posthumously, from the attribution to him of a very dureputable volume

indeed. In 1853, a book on " Consolations," by Cicero, was published at yenioe. oon-

'

Uining the reflections with which Cicero consoled himself for the death o'/«lli»; "
miaht as weU have been attributed to Mrs. Blimber, and described as replete with the

thoughts with which that lady supported herself under the affliction of never having

seenCicero or his TuscuUn yUU. The real author was Charles Sigomus, of Modena.

The most famous forgeries of the eighteenth century ware those of Macpnerson,

Chatterton. and Ireland. Space (fortunately) does not permit a discussion ot tne

Osamnic question, fhat fragmenU of Ossianic legend (if not of Ossiamc poetry) sur-

vive in oral GaeUc traditions, seems certain. How much Maopherson knew ol these,

and how Uttle he used them in the bombastic prose which Napoleon loved (and speliea

"Ocean") it is next to impossible to discover. The case of Chatterton is too weU

known to need much more than mention. The most extraordinary poet for his years

who ever Uved, began with the forgery of a sham feudal pedigree for Mr. Bergum, apew-

terar. Ireland started on his career in much the same Way, unless Ireland's " Ooufes-

aions " be themselves a fraud, based on what he knew about Chatterton. Once

Uunched in his career, (Siatterton drew endless stores of poetry from " Rowley's MS.,

and the muniment chest in St. Mary Redolifl's. Jacob Bryant beUeved in them and

wrote an " Apology " for the creduloua. Bryant, who readUy beUeved m hia own

system of mythology, might have beUeved in anything. When Chattert9n sent his

" dUcoveries " to Walpole (himself somewhat of a mediieyal imitator). Gray and Mason

detected the imposture, and Walpole, his feelings as an antiquary ininred, took no more

notioe of the boy. Chatterton's death was due to hia precocity. Had genius come to

him Uter. it would have found him wiser, and better able to command the fatal demon

.of inteUeot. for which he had to find work, Uke Michael Scott in the legend.

The end of the eighteenth century, which had been puzzled or diverted by the Chat-

tarton and Maopherson frauds, witnessed aUo the great and famous Shakspearian for-

geries We shall never know the exact truth about the fabrication of the Shakspearian

documents, and Vortigem and other pUys. Wo have, indeed, the confession of the

culprit • /lafcemiM confitmtem num. but Mr. W. H. IroUnd was a har and a solicitor's

clerk BO veraatUe and aooompUahed that we cannot always beUeve him. even when he

U narrating the tale of his ow^ iniquities. The temporary but wide and turbulent

success of the Ireland forgeries suggests the disagreeable reflection that cntioism and

learning are (or, a hundred years ago, were) worth very UttU as Uterary touchstones.

A poUahed and Uarned society, a society devoted to Shakspeare and to the stage, was

taken in by a boy of eighteen. Young IreUnd not only palmed off his sham documents,

most makeshift imitations of the antique, but even his ridiculous verse on the experts.

James BoaweU went down on his knaea and Uianked Heaven for the Bight .of them, and

foeUng thirsty after these devotions, drank hot brandy and water. Dr. Parr was as

readUv guUod, and probably the experts, Uke Malone, who held aloof, were as much m-

fluenoed by jealousy as by science. The whole story of young IrelMd's forgeries is not

oX too long to be told hero, but forms tiie topic of a novel (" The Talk of the Town ")

on which Mr. James Payn U at present engaged. The frauds are not likely in his hands

to lose either their humour or their compUoated interest of plot. . To be brief, then,

Mr. Samuel Ireland was a gentieman extremely fond of old hteratUM and old books.

If we may trust the Confessiona (1806) of his candid son Mr. W. H. freland, a more

harmless and confiding old person than Samuel never ooUected early BngUsh tracts.

Living m hi's learned society, his son, Mr. W. H. Ireland, acquired not only a passion

for bUck letters, but a desire to emulate Chattertau. His first step in guUt was the

' forgery of an autograph on an old pamphlet, with which he g™tifaed Samuel Ireland

HeTjio wrote a sham inscription on a modern bust of CromwaU, which he reprosentad

aa an autiientio antique. Finding that tiie critaoa were taken m. and attributed th^a

newbuat to the old sculptor Simon, IreUnd conceived a very low and not unjuBtifiable

oDinion of critical tact Critics would find merit in anything which aeemed old enough.

Ed's n«t Mhievement was the forgery of soma legal documents concerning Shake-

iS«S jS^as tie bad man who deceived tiie guilelas. Mr. dhapuij. fojKed his Den-

twonomy on the blank spaces ot old synagogue roUs, so young Ireland used the cut-off

JS2.TrranrroBa. He next bought up quantitie. of
"'dfltlTaUribu^ tolT^h

&is anoUnt paper he indited a sham confession ot faith, which he attributed to Shaks-^ K S Btemg " ovangeUcal." young Mr. boland gave a very Prot^tant oom-

Starion toS SdS^doenment. And stiU the critics gaped and wondered Mid be-

tt IrS^d>iShod waa to write in «i ink m«le by blending various l>q"'f» "-^

to thTmSuSg otIpaWtor bookbinding. This ftufl was supplied to him by a book-

Snii'T^prSStioe' "when ttie peopTeiked queationsaa to whence f ">«
"'J

Jhata-

^iTmui^pta came, he aaid they wan preaent* to him by a gentleman who

SXalto^Suio^mbaa. FiuaUy «.o impossibUity of produmng this gentleman

ITSn. olTe^w. of the deteoti^of tha fraud. According to himaelf. IreUnd per-

tomJAfm^iSrSriStamea.. Once he had forged, at random. Uie name of a oomtam-

M^JflhfkMiiT He WM confronted with a genuine signature, which, of course^

SrSiti dUIeSSTHe obtained leave to oonault hi. " anonymous 8«"«"'"'." ™*«2
wLl fmmid ttTname on the model of what had been ahown him, and returned with

STriiSSL* a^w gSt f^m hU ben.t«>tor. That namele«. friend had mformed

him that there wero two persons of the name, and that both signatures were Senoine.

IreUnd's impudence went the length of introducing an ancestor of bis own, with the

same name as himsoU. among the companions of Shakspeare. If Vortigem had auc-

oeeded (and it was actuaUy pat on the stage with aU possible pomp), Ireland meant to

have produced a series of pseudo-Shakspearian plays from WiUUm the Conqueror to

Queen Ehzabeth. When busy with Vortigem, he was detected by a friend of his own

age, who pounced upon him whUe he was at work, aa Laaus pounced on Onomacritas.

The dUooverer, however, consented to " stand in " with Ireland, and did not divulge his

secret. At last, after the fiasco of Vortigem, suspicion waxed bo atrong. and cUsagree-

able inquiriea for the anonymous benefactor were so numerous, that Ireland fled from

his father's house. He confessed aU, and, according to his own account, feU imder the

undying wrath of Samuel IreUnd. Any reader of Ireland's confessions will b« hkely

to sympathize with old Samuel as the dupe of his aon. The whole story is told with

a curious mixture of impudence and humour, and with great pUusibUity. Young Ire-

Und admits that hia " desire lor laughter " was almoat irresistible, when People--

learned, pompous, sagaoioua people—listened attentively to the papera. One feeU hall

indmed to forgive the rogue for the sake of his youth, his oleveraesa, hia humour. But

the confeasions are, not improbably, almost as apocryphal as the ongmal doonmenta.

They were written for the sake Of money, and it i* impossible to say how far the same

mercenary motive actuated Ireland in his-forgeries. Dr. Ingleby, m his " Shakspeare

Fabrications " takes a very rigid viiw of the conduct, not only of WUham, but of old

Samuel IreUnd. Sam, according to Dr. IngUby, was a partner in the whole imposture,

and the " Confession " was only one element in the scheme ol fraud. Old Samuel was

the Pagan of a band of young literary Dodgers. Ho " positively tnuned hu whole

UmUy to ti^ade in forgery," and as tor Mr. W. H. IreUnd, he waa " the most accom-

pliahed liar that ever lived," which is certainly a distinction in its way. The point of

the joke is that, after the whole conspiracy exploded, people were anxious to buy ex-

amples of the forgeries. Mr. W. H. Ireland was equal to the occasion. He actually

forged hU own, or (according to Dr. Ingleby) his father's forgeries, and, by thus in-

creasing the supply, he deluged the market with sham shams, with imitations of imita-

tions If this accusation be correct, it is impossible not to admire the colossal impu-

dence ot Mr. W. H. Ireland.' Dr. Ingleby, in the ardour of hU honest indignation,

pursues WiUiam into hia private Ufe, which, it appears, was far from exemplary, but

literary criticism should be content with a man's works. hU domestic life is matter, as

Aristotle often says. " for a separate kind of investigation." Old Ritson used to say

that " every Uterary impOator deserved hanging aa much as a common thiol. ._
vv. u.

Ireland's merits were never recognized by the law.

BOOK NOTIGES. .

Thb Alphabet ; As Accoust op thb Oaiais a.kd Development of

Letters. By Isaac Taylor, M. A., LL.D. Two vols. Kegan Paul,

Trench k Co., 1883.

The readers of The Week may perhips fancy their study of the

Alphabet so entirely a thing of the past, that we might fitly leave any

discussion on the subject to the editors of the rival Royal and Canadian

Primers, which demand the first attention of our new Minister of Educa-

tion. Yet, here is a work by an able and learned philologist, the first

sentence in the preface of whirih says: "This represents the labour of

many years." It embraces enquiries of profound interest, affecting the

whole question of the origin of civilization ; and ot scarcely less value to

the historian than to the comparative philologist. The problem of the

origin ot the various Alphabets is by no means a simple one ;
and it has

already been the theme of many scholarly treatises ;
but Mr. Taylor has

embodied here the essence of his predecessors' labours ;
and added to them

important contributions of his own.

We are led back once more, in these volumes, to the Nile Valley, as

the cradle land ot our civilization. There the primitive picture-writing, .

akin to that of our own rude Indians, gradually developed into hierogly-

phic ideography. From its formal carving on granite and Um^stone, it

passed into the Hieratic, a true cursive handwriting ;
and from this were

derived the old Phcenician characters ; the Semitic Alphabet
;
the letters

ot Cadmus ; the I<atin, and ultimately our own English Alphabet

TI» Alph-^bPt., however, in use by all English-apeaking people tor cen-

turies, is not the true English one. That is stUl to be seen graven on

King Alfred's beautiful jewel in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford
;
and

on the more ancient runic cross at Ruthwell in Dumtrieshire. One of the

most original and important of Mr. Taylor's results is the determination

of the source of the Futhorc, or ancient Gothic Alphabet, including all

the lat«r runic variations. The old theory that the runes originated out

of a Semitic Alphabet transmitted by Phcenician merchants, li^t best a

mere guess ; and leaves untouched the riddle of the novel arrangement,of
^

the onier of the letters in all the runic alphabets. Mr. Taylor shows

good reason tor ascribing thoir origin to the direct intercourse of the GothB

with Greek traders on the Euxine, probably not later than the sixth

century BO. Along with this he also discusses the mysterious Ogham

characters of Celtic Wales,' Ireland, and Scotland ;
and determines thetr

derivation from the Scandinavian runes.

In discussing the picture writing ot savage tribes, Mr. Taylor deals

with some ot the questions most interesting to ourselves. He shows that,

;t the time of the arrival ot the Spaniards, the Mexican picture-writing

was just reaching the stage of the phonographic expres«on of the names

of persons and places, as in Itzcoatl, or Knife-Snake, the fourth Mexican

monarch. The process is still mere picture-writing, yet the result is pho-

netia To this department ot the inquiry, however, he has given less

attention than to the attractive researches baaed on such important dis-

I
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closures as die Siroam inscription, accidentally disoovered in June, 1880,

in a. tunnel leading from the Kedron to the Valley of Siloam ;
or that of

Mesha, King of Moab, found in 1868, which, after having defied the waste

of time for 2,700 years, was only partially. recovered in fragments from the

jealous Bedouins, by whom it had been broken up, in consequence of the

suspicions awakened by the intemperate rivalry of French and German

consuls, and the Turkish governor, to secure possession of this precious

relic of a long forgotten history.

The Abu Simbel record is another early inscription of supreme impor-

tance, graven by the leader of some Greek and Persian mercenaries of

King'psammetichus, who undertook an exploration into Nubia; and ha;lt-

ing at Abu Simbel, engraved the inscription which preserves for us the

most primitive specimen of Ionic Greek, in the actual alphabetic charac-

ters in use in the seventh century before the Christian era. They are still

little less perfect than when they we're chiselled two hundred years before

Herodotus, the father of history, employed the same characters in composing

his great work. It is startling to realiz" the fact that we have thus in

existence a literal inscription, with historical names and incidente, beiong-

ifig to the half-legendary era of the, Draconic code.

Our space will not admit of reference to interesting discussions bearing

on the Hittite and Cuneiform writing ; the Phoenician and Aramean Al-

phabets, or those of India. As to the Palenque inscriptions of the ruined

capital of the Mayas of YucaUn, Mr. Taylor favours the idea of their

being rendered in phonetic signs. In this, however, we believe he has

allowed himself to be misled by evidence which has been discredited by

recent investigators of Maya MSS. The work, as a whole, is replete

with interest, and embodies the well digested results of long and careful

research in a very comprehensive field of study. D. W.

MONTB Rosa : The Epic of an Alp. By Starr H. NichoL Boston :

Houghton, MiflSin & Co.

This poem has been praised by the critics too undeservedly. Its great

beauty and freshness, its modernity ofjbhought, its majesty of diction, and

the strength which has enabled its author; to triumph over the difficulties

of so strange and new a subject, have blinded even watchful eyes to in-

numerable technical defects and evidences of careless or hasty composition.

No one can read the poem without admiration, without being compelled to

acknowledge genius in its author. But there is Uttle excuse for such

lameness and lack of a sense of rhythm as are displayed in the following

lines, which, it must be remembered, are intended for complete blank verse

lines, in iambic pentameter, of the pattern of Shakspeare's

'• After life's fitful fever he sleeps well."

We gatljer these specimens at random, finding them on nearly every

page:—
" Whose white battalion^ wound the gorge "

—

"Like Medicean tombs, half-finished, twiee sublime"

—

_^-^-__-_^- •> Here mass their force the Alpine monuehs,
-

'

. Kingly all, and like great kings companionlesj." _^L^. __. .

. . _.

" Which they who ran have read, scrawled large "

—

" Bound her pallid brow : or, lifting, olimb the cope

'

" A soundless cascade, death-struck Niagara "— .

—-. "—Is written. When but degenerate broods "

—

It would be easy to multiply instances of such infelicity. The last line quoted

will puzzle any readers except those who are unhampered by a prejudice

for correct pronunciation. It is equally easy to quote lines remarkable for

felicity, aptness and interpretive power. What can be better, in reference

to the action of rains upon the bare rock-face of the mountain, than :

" The stealthy depredations of grey rain "— ' , •

Or this of the mountain brooks :

" That smoke along their eoarse with rocket speed "

—

There is exquisite music in the following extract, which at the same

time contains a specimen of a line which is not blank verse, being one

time-beat short :

—

t^

'

"The dash—the soft innumerable dash

Of the sun-waves' foamlee^ surf, iu whioh the stone

As gently broke as break the close-sealed bads

Of da'uatlers violets, when young March '
'

Hunts pallid winter from the greening fields."

In the section entitled " The Glacier " occurs an echo Of Goethe's

The same section contains the following passage whioh proves that Mr.

Nichol, in spite of his occasional artistic sins, has a capacity for delicious

and skilfully woven verbal music :

—

" Bat sunrise brings the palse of life to it

;

For rustling throagh its pores like wind in com,

Millions of new-born rills begin to drip

With myriad morning-murmur musical."

The defect of this section is that too much stress is laid upon the rather

obvious fact of the glacier-surface not being very well adapted for agri-

cultural purposes. Another too frequent fault is the admission of rhyming

couplets, unpleasant in blank verse. But it is easier, and more fitting, to

praise the great beauties of this work than to call attention to its com-

paratively secondary blemishes. It is a triumph of which Mr. Nichol may

well be proud to have succeeded in making true and beautiful poetry out

of modem scientific facts and theories. Evolution is well sung in the

following lines :

—

— And that unlettered time slipped on,

Saw tropic climes invade the polar rings.

Then polar cold lay waste the tropic marge ;

Saw monster beasts emerge in ooze and air.

And run their race, and stow their bones in clay

;

Saw the bright gold bedew the elder rooks,

And all the gems grow crystal in their oaves ;

Saw plant wai quick, and stir to moving worm,.

And worm move upward reaching toward the brute

;

Saw brute by habit fit himself with brain

And startle earth with wondrous progeny ;

Saw all of these and still saw no true man.

For man was not, or still so rawly was.

That as a Uttle child his thoaghts were weak, i-

Weak and forgetful and of nothing worth ;

And Nature stormed along her cliofigeful ways

Unheeded, undescribed, the while man slept

Infolded in his germ, or with fierce brutes.

Himself bat brutal, waged a pigmy war,

TJnclail as they, and houaed with them in oaves,

Nor knew that sea retired or mountain rose."

And what a strong passage is this :

—

" A wall so sheer no snow doth cleave to it

;

Barely the many-fingered mosses cling ;

So deep its plange, that half a measored leagae

Of reeling air not brushes to its base.

Where spire-tall pines as grasses seem to wave

:

And from its dizzy brink the traveller.

Swooning with fear, plucks back his hasty foot.

As if a mottled snake had stung it suddenly.

Or skulking death, inambtuh'neath the brim.

Caught at him iharply, calling loud hit name."

Forcible, new and imaginative beyond question is this of the Monte

Rosa herself, who

"Joins in the loud illimitable tumult.

And while the scowling rabble of low cload,

Spits oat its gnowflakes to confederate winds.

Plucks in the fleecy waste to every cleft,

And craftily with shuttles of the blast

Weaves a new sarfaca to her seamless ivbe."

We can find space for but one more extract, which describes in chaste

and perfect verse a glacier lake :

—

*' Whose depths untenanted

See never minnow herding in its pools,

Nor swift-finned pike dart on the silly daoe.

Nor painted trout surprise the gilded fly,

^-^.—^

—

But peacefully the prisoned waters smile

Within their sea-green bowls of earven ice.

Fit goblets for great Thor and Odin gr^t
When wandering from dim Asgsrd in wne north

'

They raised the hunt amid Archaic hlr

Pellucid meres, whose baby wavelets low

Break softly on the fiharp nnpebbled marge.

Where grows no sedge, nor music- making rush,

No cress, nor water-loving flag, nor mint.

Nor odorous lily brave in white and gold."

Mbssbs. Copp, Clabk <k Co. have issued their vala«ble " Canadian

Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge " for 1884. It contains

" full and authentic commercial, statistical, astronomical, departmental,

ecclesiastical, educational, financial, and general information"—to quote

from its title page. It also contains a map of Ontario.

4n tke line :—

-

" Wie dat Oastim,
OhneHaat
Aberohn* Kasf- •to.

' Which, like calm planets, knows nor baste nor teat.'
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MUSIC AND THE DRAMA: . ^

Wbilb Henry Irving has been criticised, and applauded by one audience

after another of Americans, it seems that the members of his company, or

rather the correspondent who accompanies them, have been turning the

tables by criticising—and by no means always applauding—the American

stage. There can be no manner of doubt that Wyndham has already

taught us on this continent a lesson, which Irving's performances will em-

phasize. The American public have learnt to like a cerUin order-in

some sense a new order—of things, and in the not very remote future it

will be necessary that actors and managers should provide just these things.

The American public want now—and I believe the Canadian public, for

the matter of that—a thoroughly finished all round performance. They

want that performance attended 'to in' all ite minor details, with perfect

appointments of stage setting, scenery and dresses. They want to be rid of

conventionality in these things, and to have the stage in reality what it has

always professed to be, a mirror of real life. How little this has been

realized in past years on this continent with the prevalence of the so-called

star system, and with stage appointments whioh, however costly, are of the

most Pre-Raphaelite order of conventionality, no one who is familiar with

the modem school of acting can have failed to observe. American theatres

are miracles of taste and luxury before the curUin. It is more than a

pity that the stage appointments should in the majority of cases fall so

very far behind.

Upon Irving himself and his acting I hope to send you a paper next

week, as I expect to see him during the next few days in Boston. I

remember many of the Lyceum first nights, and my recollections will be

pleasantly revived by a nearer view of the great tragedian who figured in

all of them, then only indeed commencing that series of magnificent revivals

which mode the name of his theatre synonymous,with all that there is

of artistic correctness and a disregard of old time conventional ties. I

have always indeed looked upon Irving as a curious case of what the logicians

call a contradiction in t«rms. The veriUble iconoclast of conventionality

he Is, or was, at times the most conventional of actors, of which more anon.

I WOULD say a few words about Mr. Torrii^ton and the Philharmonic

Society, who are working systematically and exceedingly well upon the

" Elijah," which is promised us as the musical treat of the season. An

orchestral rehearsal with the chorus last week gave me an opportunity of

judging of the state of progress, and I wiay say, with confidence, that the

indications are of an unusually tine performance. Mr. Torrington, with

whom I spoke on the subject, tells me that the choir are to commence imme-

diately upon Max Bruch's " Lay of the Bell," which is to form the staple

of the second concert's programme.

Thbodorb Thomas has projected a series of classical concerts for young

people in New York, which promise to open a new field of musical educa-

tion. If it be possible to instil into young hearers a liking for a better

class of music than they are generally accustomed to hear, the enterprise

will deserve all the praise which it is getting from the press and public.

But great care will have to be exercised in the selection of programmes,

which must be interesting and melodious as well as classical, if they are to

Buoceedln weaning y(>ung people by degrees Trom the extravagant love of

melody which is inherent in most of them. And surely the Waldweben

from Wagner's " Siegfried " is rather'indigestiblo food for infants.

In next issue of Thb Wbbk we will refer to the concert lately given by

the Toronto Choral Society at the Horticultural Gardens,

LITERARY GOSSIP.

I

Is a letter to the London Times Ouida emphatically denies the rumour

that she has been converted to Roman Catholicism by M. Capel.

It is reported that Messrs. Scribner have in press a volume of verse by

Mr. Andrew Lang.

Thk same firm will publish next spring a collection of verse by the

graceful poet, Mr. H. C. Bunner, who is editor of Ptu>k. The volume wUl

be entitled " .Airs from Arcady and Elsewhere."

Mbssbb. HonoHTON, Mifflin & Co. are issuing a new novel by Mr. F.

Marion Oi-awford, entitled " To Leeward." It is a story of Italian life

and society.

"Thb Gossip" calls attention to a &ct that should be comforting to

lit»rat»ur». M. ZoU has built himself a country house at the cost of 300,-

000 francs.

AcdOBDiso to J?rfMftft-«e«'«'Canada had thirty-three failures last week,

as against twenty-six the corresponding week of 1882, and seven the

corresponding week of 1881.
. u

The Christmas issue of The Mail is an admirable one, rich, and distinc-

tively Canadian. It is made up of contributions from our nK»t eminent

Canadian writers.

Tbnnyson lately declined an invitation to dine at the Royal Palace of

Copenhagen, on the ground that he had' not a dre^-coat in his travelling

portmanteau.

Will Cablbton is now living in Boston, and will soon, if report be

time, publish some verse on city subjects treated in a spirit similar to that

in which he has treated country life.

MoBMoNiSM is not going to remain silent under censure. President

John Taylor, of the Mormon Church, has prepared for the January num-

ber of the North American, a statement of the political and social attitude

of the Latter-day Saints.

" Thb Gossip " cannot refrain from calling attenti on to the American

confidence expressed in the eariier portion of Mr. Joaquin Miller's letter

contained in this number of The Wbbk. It is very refresyng, but not

inexplicable.

Messbs. Dawson Bbos. are pressing on the publication of the " Trans-

actions of the Royal Society of Canoda." It will be a quarto volume-of •

700 pages, with many plates, some of them chromolithographs, and several

artotypes.' The Gazette is doing the letterpress, under the supervision of

the publishers. The Burlands are doing the lithographing, and Desbarats

the artotypes.

Kbats' only sister, Fanny, is still living in Madrid. She married

Senor Llanos, a Spanish gentleman, of liberal politics, and the author of

" Don Esteban," " Sandoval, the Freemason," and other illustrations of

the modem history of the Peninsula. During the existence of the Span-

ish Republic, he represented Spain at the Court of Rome. Their son,

Juan Llanosy Keats, is an artist o#high repute in Spain.—fc.

If Lord Lytton fails to " do justice to the memory of his mother," his
'

executrix will straightway publish no fewer than 300 letters of. his father.

What a feast would then be in prospect ! We might hope that something

unsavoury, piquant, would be set before us, to stimulate the palates now

perhaps a' trifle jaded with letters and confessions and disclosures. But

perhaps the executrix will be appeased, and the letters burned.

Tub January Century thus accounts for the fact that Dumas pert was

never an Academician : In his time the Academy would have fainted

at the idea of letting in a man so spontaneous, irrepressible, imaginative

exuberant and original, to say nothing of tbp Bohemianism of his life and

the Africanism of his head. Guizot was then king of the Academy, and

he was a prig.

"The Gossip" congratulates the editor of the Pilot on the success of

his venture. This now Indepenilent-Conservative journal, whioh com-

menced its career in Montreal simultaneously with Tuk Week in Toronto,

promises excellent things. It is readable from the first to the last of its

eight pages. Its editorials are feariess, vigorous, and unconventional.

Truth states that it charged the Herald $1.^0 per column a day for ad-

,,^rtising the Herald's drop in rates. The Herald took six columns for a

week and paid to TnUh a^otol of $6,300. About the same rate was pajd

to the Journal, and much higher rates to the Sun, World and Times. The

total cost to the Herald for the week's advertising could not have been less

than $50,000.—ffx.

A qnRlOUS announcement is made in London. It is a periodical to be

called Lords. If it be not a sarcastic hoax, it will be a near relative of

the book on deportiment, so popular a little while ago, which purported to

be written by " A Member of the Aristocracy." It is announced that all

the contributors to the new magazine will be members of the aristocracy,

and the editor a Uterary man who sits in the House of Peers. It is fortu-

nate for Tennyson that he has been raised to the I*eerage. He thereby

becomes eligible as a contributor to Lords.

This is from Harper's Bazar .-"An old fellow who had k^pwn Haw-,

thorne was met by Mr. Harry Fenn the other day in Salem, who vouch-

safed t^ the artist the information that Hawthorne ' writ a lot o' letters-

I heem he write a scarlet letter too, whatever this was ;
'
while another old

|

duffer looking Over the artist's shoulder as he sketched, exclaimed ' I'd give /

a thoilsand dpUars if I could draw like that—yes, I would, fifteen hun-J_

dred!'"
e ^

LoBD OvBBSTONB, the British financier, whose recent death was referred

to by Sir Francis Hincks, in his article in the last number of Thb Wbbk,

was a very parsimonious Crasus. A few months ago, at a luncheon party
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of four persons, the butler served two partridges on a solid silver dian.

His Lordship started and uttered an exclamation of anger for the domestic s

benefit and then proceeded to cut one of the birds into four parts and dis-

tribute them. Nothing else followed this slender repast; but when the

dish was taken out (with the uncut partridge) Lord Overstone gave a sigh

of contentment, and said, triumphantly, aloud : "I told the cook this morn-

ing that one would be enough, an<J she forgot it; but it didn t make any

difference, after all."

<• The Gossip " quotes the following paragraph from the New York

Sun for the edification of peculiarly ambitious ladies :
" Margaret Brdnt,

said John L Thomas in a lecture before the Maryland Historical Society,

was the first woman in America to claim the right to vote. She landed in

St Mary's City on the St. Mary's River in. 1638. She was connected with

Lord Baltimore either by blood or marriage. Leonard Calvert, Lord Bal-

timore's brother, suddenly prostrated on his deathbed and not having t^me

to make his will, said to Margaret Brent, 'Take all and pay all. Then

he asked for a private conference with her, and she receiveu his dying

words She took the Governor's house and lived in it. As Leonard Gal-

vert was agent of Lord Baltimore, she,claimed control of all rents, issues

and profits of Lord Baltimore. The Court confirmed her in this position.

She claimed that she had the right to vote in the Assembly as the repre-

sentative of Leonard Calvert- and also of Lord Baltimore. She claimed,

not one but two votes. On Jan. 21, 1648, when the Legislature assembled

at Fort St. John's, she demanded her right to vote as a member of the

General Assembly of the State of Maryland- It «>«» dsnUd her."

To jud"e from the columns of some of the leading London papers, it

looks very°much as if we should shortly see a revival of the old discussion

between the merits of personal and-anonymous journals. The tendency in

the direction of the French style of signed articles is rapidly increasing in

8ome of the leading Radical papers. The Pall Mall Gazette was the first

in the field. For som6 time back, the second leading article in that paper

has almost always been written by some prominent man who has affixed

his name to it. For instance, a few days ago Lord Shaftesbury appeared

in the unaccustomed role of a journalist, and contributed a very interesting

article on the housing of the London poor. Now the Daily New. seems to

have taken the notion, and publishes a long article on much the same sub-

ject signed by the well-known dramatist Mr. G. R, Sims. In this country,

too 'it has become quite popular of late among newspapers to have certain

articles written in the first person. One thing is certain, articles written

in this manner are far more interesting than those which have the everlast-

ing " we " running through them. When the pronoun " I " is used, one

gets at the individuality of the writer, and ultimately becomes familiarly

acquainted with him. Everybody knows that " we " do not write the edi-

torials and leading articles in the dailies, and it would not be a bad idea if

the editors of the Sun, Tribune, and other papers would adopt " I " instead

of "we" in their editorial columns. Perhaps in these days of scurrilous

journalism, however, this would hardly be safe, for if the writers of certain

editorials in certain papers were known, the law instituted by Judge Lynch

would be brought into practice every ds,j.— The American Queen.- .

stage windows, but came out unscathed. Ottawa proposes to levy a

municipal tax on banks. A Nottawa farmer was killed near Oolhng-

wood on Monday last by falling from a load of boards into a ditch.

Lord Lome was presented with the freedom of the city of Gl^gow

on Monday, and, in an address which he delivered, he declared that Can-

ada was now independent both in form and reality ; but that if she should

be threatened by any great power her position would be a dangerous one

without England to back her. Affairs in Quebec are enveloped inamist.

Various rumpurs have floated about respecting what Mr. Mousseau will do

under the cir</umstance8. Some declared that he would maintain his position

till after he had learnt his fate by a direct vote of the Legislature. Others

affirmed that he was anxious to resign the premiership, but required a

iudgship and that Sir John was not disposed to elevate him to the Bench.

___Messrs Ross and Cameron were banqueted by the Middlesex Reform-

ers on Friday, 2l8t inst. The British forces in Egypt wilt be increased to

10 000 men ^The new Cantilever bridge over Niagara was tested sue

ceMfuUy on Thursday last. The schooner Capalea, with a cargo of lumber,

went ashore at Waukegan, on Tuesday ^ight, 18th inat, after dark. Two

men on board, after heroic exertions, were saved, but their feet were badly

frozen. Farmers living in the vicinity of Cataraqui, Kingston, will peti-

tion the railway committee of the House of Commons to have the crossing

over the railway at this place suitably protected. One juryman has esti-

mated that 100,000 vehicles cross tjie railway at this point during the year.

Bishop Sweatman has issued his customary Christmas pastoral,

UHRONIGLE OF T^E WEEK.

DoMESTic-British Columbia has put in a demand for a share of the

fishery award ^The St. Vincent de Paul Society has undertaken the

relief of distressed Irish immigrants in Toronto. Two other bodies from

the wreck of the Eclipse have been thrown upon the land near Wiarton.

Bedford has voted «7,000 to the Kingston and Pembroke Railway.

On Monday night, the 17th inst,, Rat Portage was visited by a des-

tructive fire. The loss is estimated at not less than $100,000 ;
and out of

a community of about 700 persons fully seventy have be«n left homeless

and destitute. An appeal for help has been made to Ontario and Mani-

toba. On Monday, the 17th inst., a mail stage had left Kingston with

seven passengers, and reached the crossing near Cataraqui when engine 37

of the Grand Trunk Railway came along from the west with a heavy -train.

The 8t*ge was caught by the hind part and frightfully wrecked. Mrs.

Armitage, aged seventy-five, a widow, residing near Odessa, was sitting

in the back seat. She was carried with a portion of the wreck some forty-

one yards and huried to the ground in the ditch. The hub of the wheel

fell iipoh her, and she was dead when taken up. Mrs. Joseph Gome, aged

thirty-five, of Westbrook, was carried eighteen yards and flung into the

ditch She was unconscious, but alive, and died at half past six o clock.

- Mr* Henry Wartman,of Glenvale,WW arm broken and received other

«,vere injuries. F^d. Warner, Wilton. «id DouglM Storms. Odessa,

medical students, going home for the holidays, were pitched through the

Another brakeman has been killed at St. Thomas. Each day the enter-

prise of building the Canada Pacific Railway is revealed in a more gigantic

Lht and the hitest news is that the directors have been at Ottawa pray-

in. the Government for better terms. -1,600 employes have been dis-

charged from the West Shore Railway. It is proposed ^to open the

Toronto Free Public Library on February 1st. L'Stendard has charged

M Mousseau with having received $5,000 as a corruption allowance in

connection with the contract for the Quebec pariiament buildings. Re-

form newspapers are sponsors for the story that Sir John is endeavouring

to get Mr. Costigan out out of the Cabinet, and that, to this and, he is

inspiring Conservatives in New Brunswick to carry a crusade again^he

Minister of the Interior. The rumour is very probably unfounded.-—

AOoUingwood'man has been arrested for ateaUng a horse. -Masked

t,urglarsfeU upon and kUled a man near Picton, on Friday evening last.

__.A number of delegates representing the Toronto, Montreal, and Hamil-

ton Board of Trade had an interview with Sir John Macdonald on

Saturday last.

FOEBIGN -Four comete are now visible at Buenos Ayres. ^The

rrown Prince has paid a visit to the Pope. ^Two Missouri men have

^^^"r One of them gave a baby as boot.—T^he Chamber of Deputies

has eranted 200,000,000 francs, additional, for the Tonquin expedition.

ICertain Turkish officials are said to have given help and information

t„ El MahdL From the massacre of Hicks Pasha's army it is said that

two Europeans have escaped. Great Britain has decided not to inter-

fere in Soudan, but consenta to allow Turkey to send a contingent.-—
Reichonnet,headof the post^ffice department of the Federal Council at

Berne, speaking at a mUitary banquet re^ntly, -^""^^ ^"^^
Let the Swiss people prepare to defend tBeir country. ManrW«kM
are gathering on the European horizon. War, long averted will hardjy

be expediter 1384, and may even come next spring. There « the

rrr^rtoTa;;:^rmurd;rsfrom Ireland: Clonbar has h^ one «id

Cavananother.:--WhUe out hunting the Czar was painfully injured^

The St. Augustine has been burnt in the Bay of Biscay. The good

oeople in Dublin who admire O'Donnell propose to erect a monument to

?^ melry of that murderer.—Within the next fortnight the Gov-

ernment wUl sent 6,300 troops to Tonquin.—The dym^miters have be-

come disgusted with the smallness of their usual operations, and now are

^telS depredations by which they hope to shake the world. Therefore

^e n ws comes that they have decided on blowing up London Bridge
;
m

wMch case MacauUy's New Zealander will get his tour through cm-

W countries much sooner than he expected. A sub-comm.ttee of

he uT Senate have tak.n up the project of protecting the *ishenes

iong the American seaboard.—Sontay has fallen into the^ hands of the

T l Four GUwtow dynamiters have been sentenced to penal sem-

been boycotted. Mary Anderson, it ib said, u. to be married to an

^^ilTuke.—Upon certain conditions, (t i. stated, the «land of

Hainan wiU be ceded to Bnglind.
^

At the meeting of the CJanadian Institute on 8.tu«Uy eyening h»t,

Alan MacdougaU, Esq.. C.E.. read a paper on " Abattoir*

Personal Investigation.
Many promineat medical men have penon-

ally tnTerttaated the iNTKRNiTioNii. Tbhoat
AirDLCNO UJBTITnTEaud exproniftheinselyes

natlnflod that the PhyBiclans oomprtninK the

Staff are thorouKhly quallflod medioal men

;

that DHtlentB receive the latest and moat

Boientiflc treatment, and that the .Sp«rom«t«-.

Invented by Dn. M. Soovielle. Bx-Aiae

Surgeon of the French Army. Ib really a val-

uable addition to Medical Science. Anyone
Buffering from Asthma, BronohitlB, Catarrh,

Catarrhal Deafness, Consinnption m its Orst

staaea, or Laryngitis, should consult the phy-

sicians of the Institute personally a»d be eS-

amlned ; if not, write tor ll»t of questions anil

oopv of "International News," published

monthly. Physicians and sufferers can try

the Spirometer tree. ConBultatlons free. Ad-

dress International Throat anil LunQ Intti-

tute. 173 Church Street. Toronto, or 13 Phillips

Square, Montreal, P. Q. __^
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-WHAT IS CATARRH ? .

Ifromthe Mail (C.Tn.) Dec. 16.

Ch tarrh is a inuco-purulont discharge cause<l

by th^ presence and development of the

vegetable parasite amtrbfi in tne internal liu- ,

ing membrane of the nose. This psraeite is
—

only developed imder favourable circum-
Htances, and these are;—.Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted -corpuscle of ubercle,

the germ poison of syphihH, mercury, toxo-

mfEa.from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping iipartmonts, and other
poisons that are germinated in the blood.

These poiBons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit ot the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and dovra the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
euatftchiau tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the v^>cal cords, causing hoarseness;

usurpmg the proper structure of the bronchial

tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption an4
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use

of inhaleuts and other ingenious devices, but

jione of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed

or removed from the mucus tissue.

Soiue time since a well-known iihysician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment "

ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail

Id absolutely and permanently eradicating

•this horrible disease, whether standing lor

one year or forty years. Those who may be

suffering from the above disease, should,with-

out delay, communicate with the business

managers,
Meshbb. A. n. DIXON & SON,

H05 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,
andinclosd'stamp for their treatise on Catarrh."

Whattheileii, E. B. Slerenson. B.A.,aCler(n- >

man of the London Conference of the Metho-

dist Ctiurch of Canada, hat (o my in regard
- to A.IH. Dixon * Son's New Treatment for

Catarrh.

Oakland, Onfllpanada, March 17, '83.

Messrs. A. B. Dixon it Son :

Dear Sins.—Yours of the 13th instant to

hand. It seems almost too good to be tmo that

I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never

felt bettet in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case ;

i it was aggravated and chronic, involrtng the

throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

! thought I would require the three treatments,

i
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me. and

! I am thankful that I was ever induced to send

1 "/on are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatments, and

;
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to

some of my friends who aro sufferers.

Yonis, with many thanks,

Bbv. E. B. Stevenson.

.The Best Seriate,

The Best Short Stories,

The Best Poems ''''« ^«»' lUusiratiom.

Tfie Best Descriptive Article,, Tlu Best of Everything.

—: TEN CENTS A COPY. :

s
MTTH, SMITH & BAE,

BarriBters, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.

LABBATT W. Smith. D.C.L. James F Swth.
Obo. M. Bab.

&B.JLOHN HALL, 8ENB.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At hlB old n«idenoe. 33 BICHMOND ST. E.

Office hours .-9 to 10 a.m. ; 2 to 4 p.m^ and

on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to 9; Sunday, 5.30 to 6.3U p.m.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.-

PHn.ABBt.PHXA Lbbobb: "BesembleB t^o Monthly Magazines In everything, but of more
] RodgBF, MaClay & CC

New Yobk OBBEIIVP.R: "Ranks
">'''^™3,,,"J;*°"Every nnmber, indeed seems to mark

best-and oldest establlshod magazines
'f

'"^^ ™"°"J.;, withold from the enterprise the praise

some progress in these <^"^^">'^^i^^\^^^^\^''^^l,Ti^. the didatio articles interesting,

Sid^ e^dLTHl^'raLgTm/nt viforUrnI Srcofnpro^mfsing.'

-^
A.

0. MoKINLAy, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

121 Chuboh Stbbht, - • Tobomto.

N FEABSON,

DENTIST,
No. a Knto OtsxMi Wbbt, - - Tobomto.

COMBINATION 8UBSCBIPTION BATB3.

The Continent, $4, and the Century, »* .
- "

The Continent, 91, and Harper's Magazine, »4 -

The Continent, $4, and Harper's Bazar, »4 -

The.Continent, $4, and Harper's Weekly, »4

J3ie Continent, »4, affl Atlantic Monthly, 94 -

The Continent, 94, and Army and Navy .lonrnal, W-
The Continent, 94, and North Amenoan Beview, 96

The Continent, 94, and Forest and Stream, 94 -

The Continent, 94, and The Nation, «3

The Continent, 94, and The Cntio, 93 -
.

- "

The Continent, 94, and Lippincott'a Magaaine, 9*

The Continent, 94, and Golden Days, 93 -

The Continent, 94, and Congregationalist, »d

The Continent, 94, and Christian Union^ -

The Continent, 94, and Zion's Herald, 92.50 -

The Continent, 84, and St. Nicholas, 93 - -

The Continent, 94, .ndNewYorkSemi-Weekly rnbnne,93

The Continent, 94, and New York Weekly Tribune, «2 -

The Continent, 94, and Art Interchange, 92 - -

The Continent, 94. and Youth's Companion, $1.75

The Continent, 94, and Soientiflo American, 93.20

The Continent, »4, and Phrenological Journal,JW

HOBACB F. ALLKIN8, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

MANm-AIJTITBEllS OF THE

" LILY WHITE " FLOATIMG SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWN PERFECTION SOAP,

ENQLISH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHEB CELEBRATED BBANDb UF

FINE LAUNDKY SOAPS,
Fullina Soaps,
-^ Toilet Soups,

A-niline Dye*.

—

9.00

8.00
7.00

7.00
7.00

7.00
7.00

7.00

6.50
7.00
7.00
6.0O

6.00

5.75

7.20
6.00

SEyO FOB PRICE LIST. .

R DGM , Mac LAY & Co.

Caiutda Suap and Oil Works,

Office :
Worts :

70 Front St. East, 1
Defries Stbkbt,

TOHOUTO.

^S8ELL'8,~9 KING ST., wfeST,
TOBONTO, for^

maH-CLASB WATOHBB ft JEWELLffiY I

Watch Bepairing and Jewellery Manufac-

tured to order, special features.

Chargea Moderate.

PortmiU from life. Old paintings oopied a

oMialtv Portrait* of hoiwi and dogs, oil

SSStog iaught^ the system of the Boyal

Aeademy, London, England.

-rOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOM(SOPATHIST,
BiM0ialUMi-DlB«*«M of ChUdran andNerroua

STSlem. Houn-8 tolO a.m.; 4 to p.m.; Son-

day, 9 tolO a.ni. ; 6 to e.90 pjn.

aas A 9>B jastii arsBBT.

A HUNDBBD MIIililON DOLLABS
Are expended every V- ^y <^e Amencan peop.^^^^^^^^

Uttle idea of economy »" *« '™^'^*S' ™Sffe" 8l"e *« individual purobaseilthe advsji-

purohaee of other oommodlUee.
J,|''' *^T'.?5e" |n of any kiml-the subBoriber getting the

Q»B of wholesale "Sjlf-.S*^?" »|';°Ve f. only an^^^^^ of what we are prepared to oiler

whole "dvantag*. TOe "j*^«° '^7* the™ fsts If yoi. are going to take any of the penodi-

^!^^^T^l^S.SS!^^^y^^>ttJr^^^ esUate. It wU. defy competition. We

"•«cS'r7SoWrT|Mf3S3jo^i«.StVS^

flgaed down to the lowet cent fot your advantage.

8UB80HIBB NOW.' Jf

-p OYAL HOTEL, NEWCASTLE.

"P^ ffl-l.OO FER DA.Y.

Fine Sample and Sitting Booms. Brick

House. Every Convenience.

.lOHN OLENDININO, Proprietor.

Address: THE CONTINENT, 23 Park Row, N. Y.

I
:

I

-rrriNDSOB HOUSE. COLBOBNB.W COMMERCIAL TRAVtOEBS' HttO-QUABTEIIS-

This House has aU the latest improvomentB.

Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine.

Terms. »1.00 per day.

WM. MALES, Cl«r*. AUBBT Gbbman, Mangr.

CENTBAL HOTEL, 08HAWA.
Phie Sample Booms. Fh^t-olaas Table

Briok House ; Comfortable Booms.
'

JA8. COOHBANE, Proprietor.

~^
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BINDING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

l0LH)AY

BOOKS

!

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

Books, Magazines and Periodicals

nmmn in every style.

Our bindings of ShakeBpeare, Harper, Cen-

tury, Blackwood, London Illustrated News,

Legal, Medical, Veterinary, and other works

ARB UNS0BPASSED.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO..

I

AND

Spirit Merchants

LAW-BOOK DEALERS
ANO inPOBTERS.

PiTBlilBHEBB OF

THE CANADIAN LAW TIMES,

OARSWELL St CO.,

26 ft 28 ADEL.4.IDE STREET EAST,

TORONTO.

ITHE CRITIC
A BBTIEW OF

LITERATURE, THE FINE ARTN,

SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA.

J. L. & J. B. GiLDKE, - - Editobs.

•• It was the Calm and SUent Night. A
Christmas hymn. By Alfred Bomett.»l ISO

The Night before Christmas. By Clement

C.Moore
; j-.;v i m

Grav's Elegy. Artist s edition; " w
come into the Garden, Maud. By Ten-

^ ^
BingJuontheRMni: ByCiro;ili;iNJ>r^n^ 1 50

My Faith looks np to Thee. By Bay
^ ^

Tbe Lo?l" my Shepherd. ^Tiie Twenty,

third Psalra in song and sonnet. By
Wm. C. Richards u ^,. ;-;u

Rock me to Sleep, Mother. By Elizabeth

Akers Aikins -.^
The Song of the Brook. By Tennyson ..

Bells Across the Snow. By Miss Haver-
^ ^

The^BaTenrByEdmrAilimPoe.. . 1 50

The Pilgrims of theT^ight. By Faber ;... 1 50

Keble'sEveningHymn........-.-.- ,;;;- •
^ "«

Curfew must not Ring To-night. By Rose

The Bells. By Edgar Allan Foe 1 »
Driftihe By T. Buchanan Bead .. l »'

Ob Why Should the Spirit of Mortal be

'Proud. By Wm. Knox 1 50

Son"^ toe SoVer. By Wm. Cullen Bry-
^ ^

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

1 50
1 50

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Attraetioni for the week conwneiicMia

MONDAY, DBC. SUt.

TORONTO.

GRAND OPERA H0U8E,

Six nights, and Matinee^ Tuesday, Wedhes-

day and Saturday.

Din-ys Union Bqoabb Co., IN 7-20-8

WINES, SPIRITS, <io., CAREFULIY

PACKED IN JAR, KEQ
OR CASK.

ant.. By Wm.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

HAMILTON.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE..

HYDB & BBLMAN BpBCIALTT CO , -'J^^
**'

COBINNB OPBRi Co.. J»n. 2nd * 3rd.

J B. STTOLET, IN Thb BELLS...Jan. «h * 5th.

FRA8EB A SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraser, Photographers

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature PamteM,"
Photoqbaphbbs, bto.

J. A. Frater, Jr.

Fraser.
J. A. Frater, B.C. A.

V.A.TTI..TS ;

10, 12,14,18 & 18 King St.West,

TORONTO.

CONTBIBVTOBS.

H H. BOTBSEN, John Burroughs, F. Marion

T^wford. George Wm. Curtis. Edward Eggle-

S^^A'S.^oT Pilbe-.ro. B.Frothin|ham,

H H Fumesa, Sidney Howard Gay, K. W.

GUder, Edmund W. GosseW.E.GrifflsE.E.
Hula Joel C. Harr-s, " H. H., Dr O. w.

H^Ime. Julia Ward Howe, D. G. Mitchell,

r^^dJ: B. H Ne^on, W. J. Bolfe Dr. Philip

iJhkff EC. Stedman, B. H. Stoddard. Prof.

W G Sumner, Edith M. Teomas, Charles

Dudley Warner, Walt Whitman, Prof. W. D.

Whitney, Prof. C. A. Young .

Single Copies, 10 cents; «3 a year, in advance,

ao Lafayette Place, New York.

Tbe History of the Fonntain. _,
Cullen Bryant --:: ^vr ' '"

The Deserted Village. By OUver Gold-
^ ^

TheTotWsBitiidiy Night;'
By

'ii<)bt
^ ^

He GiTOlh His Bei'oV^ Stop. By Elisa-

betb Barrett Browning ^ .• i
™

Abide With Me. By Henry FranoisLyte. 1 50

•• The Breaking Wave* Dashed High. By
Mrs. Hemans •j",— —i^' j

Home, Sweet Home. By John Howard

Dante^ Inferao Iliustrated by Dor= ...

The Bible GaUery. "
.

••:

Indian Pictures. Drawn with pen and

pencil .-
_^ ,^,

Scottish Pictures. Do ' '"

i.^^n"dtr^i?«tr a?d°the WayThitbir.
With water^jolour sketches ^......^;... J ""

Christopher Columbus and the Dis-

covery of the New World. With flfty-

one drawings in wood.......... » "'

Around and About Old England .•^••;... ^ ^^

Wild Animals and Birds ; their habits

and haunts ;:"*i::i

The Holy Land. After litbograplM by
Louis Haghe. From onrfnal draw-

ings by David Roberts. B.A. __..._ .
a »"

Pictorial Architecture of the British Iflles^ 1 36

Heartsease and Happy Days. BeaatifiUly

ritb illustrations by the au-

1 50

1 50
B OO
6 00

a 75
2 75

THE LITERARY WORLD.
Choia Beading' from the Best Sew Books

and Critical Beviewt.

Fortnlsbtly. CBoston. Mass.; Edward Ab-^^ ed tor; E. H. Hames &iU)., publish-

irsV Qnart<i. 16 pp. Price »2 per year.]

This ioumal is becoming so well known for

fht MceUent quality of its average makeup,
»S!t yS.^ ve« to become yet wider known.

SSute^SXa^d amount of work maybe
e^n greater than now; and it is with the

hope fTintroducing it to new acquaintances

lii^thia end that we give it this general re-

^ew Estoblished n«Srlv fourteen years ago

by the late Mr. Samuel R. Crocker as a

mnTithlv literary journal, it passed m April,

Sn un^r thfLLnagement of the pubtsh-

•m 'abSve-oamed. Edward Abbott, a widely-

taown ^ter, assuming its editorial control.

ShTs baidS it has continued to increase in

^iV.'. -triLi.Hnn »nd literary value; and

coloured -"." "."» „ „„
tbor, Miss Cflarkson ;.. .• " ""

Indian Summer, Autumn Poems and

Sketches. BeautifuUy coloured with

illustrations by the author,

Clarkaon ;v,;:-i Ul

'

Whispers of Love and Wisdom,
preface. ByMiB«Yonge. '

Miss
6 00

. With a
Limp calf. I 00

DEVOTIONAL BOOKS IH FIMB BeAiMO,

A daily text-book
Limp calf.

Limp roan..

1 00
SO

1 00

P?W'?.»AP^„%"°Vf8ViUpu'?Ucationwas
toil

i»B

SSSKnStoy nott^°' the
'^/^«»'S"> S"?^*qmieiengiujj

,_-_„gntlv from tbe band

wT^theSMinning of 1879 its pumicaiion was

S2.Sdtl??torSlghtly '•'»«•
''i'»»i^^8»°-

<i^2lform and appearance being retaineu.

n 1^" *>5i5^ described as a purely

i£^ review. Each number opens with

gSSS*Sa »ioks friquently from the

rf S^SSuuitTf-JloVed by minor notices of

wo?kS^ flcUoii, or those of less importance.

sisissjnu of^i<2?^te:?sns^t2h^^^^
ofSSSdluVhorB oflhitlme. Newt

and Notes.

2:"°0f Sirfei* valne among thew..depart

Bible Foiget-me-nots.
of Divine promises.

Bible Forget-me-nots^^ Do. _,,,.,,
Sparks of Light for Every Day. Edited

byMissYonge. Limp calf.. ,• ' ™
Gold Dust. A collection of golden coun-

sels for the sanctiflcation of daily Ufe.

Edited by Miss Yonge. Limp calf.

Parts I, and IL Each.^....-.^.,^.^.

The lame, in Limp roan. Each. .^ u tw

fS» Editions of ^eble's Christian Year,

Imitation of Christ, Boffatzky a Gold-

en Treasury, Taylor's Living and Dy-

ing. In limp, calf aiid morocco bmd-
ings. Various sizes -",;

The Teacher's Prayer Book. By Canon

Barry. Four sizes ; in cloth, morocco

and limp morocco .- :

Tbe Prayer Book, with Commentary;
two sizes, m cloth, roan and morocco.

The Dailj Bound. Two sizes, m olotb

and morocco - ..
;

Under His Shadow. Tbe last poems of

Miss Havergal. Limp roan, or Ump
calf

Undir the Suifaici: By Mi«s HavergaL
T.;mn vrMin tlV Clut *

2 00

. 200

Editorials
ofUtarary
depiurtments
of noted autl

8SS*£ ,«S. a^r«Mler., usually exW-

Sr--°'.b'jTttS?»S'Mr^''£S.

rhtoh sev-

In late iMoet. Thei9ur-
SH'sssJi^'^iss./^

SSMT^oratmu. and with nSfign ol vv)r

^V'lS ^iSbSg" crltiotamB, airf no ob-

SSJy ton».-Ma«« /armer.

E H. HAMB8 * CO., PrBLiiMM*,

1 Bomertet Street, Boston, Mm*.

tar 8*na for a Sffcimen Coj)*.

Limp roan or calf.

The Ministry of Song

gats <a Dick«ns, THack«r»y, oeorm Mac-

donald. Ctaorge EUlot, Justin Mc-
CartHy. MacauUy, Waverley
• Novels, ate., etc.

A very fine stock of Hymns, Ancient and

Modern, The Hymnal Compamon, end the

CbuSh Hymns. 8. P. C. K., in fine binding.

The same bombined with the Prayer Book, in

one vol.. and in two vols., in case. Bibles,

Pirayer Books, and Church So^vioes in gneA

variety. An immense stock of

Books for Sunday-School Prizes
and Libraries,

including »U the new books from tbe 8. P. C.

K. Cat^oguea now ready.

RowseB 1 Hutehison,

76 Kino Strbbt East,. - Toronto.

Ebtabubhbd 1850. 384 Yonge Street

THOMSON'S
WALL PAPER & STATIONERY

EMPOKIXJM.
New stock of next season's Wall Papers Just

arrived Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsomining, Paper-

Hanging, Glazing, Be-Qlazing and Painting

done to order. Estimates given. A well

selected stock of Statidnery. Chriatmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A call BoUolted.

WHAT IS SAID OF

THE CENTURY
MAGAZINE.

"Thi Ckntdey has the eSEect of greater

luxury in editing than any of the rival ma-

irazines."—TAi If. Y. Nation *nd Evening

Pott, Dec. 6, 1883.

'
'From the very start this magazine boldly

took up a forward position, and it has b^dly.

and splendidly maintained its place. With

each number has been clearly manifested ita

aggreasive and intelligent enterprwe, and

^-reaching have been the results. Dunng
the pant year, Thb Centhet has outdone its

former work in almost every one of its de-

partments. Some of its engravings have

been amazingly fine ; several of tlioae m the

December number are particularly so—the

portrait of Peter Cooper eBpeciaUy. And

Its reputation has been to our mind, as much

widened by its improved excellence on the

literary side as on the artistic. The time

wag when the illustrations were first and

the letter-press second, if not Jihird, in im-

portance : but that time, for a year or more,

has been passingsurelyaway."—JV. T. Ttmea,

Dec. 3,^ 1883.

*** Now it the time to subscribe. Price,

9i.00 a year. All dealers take (ubscripttone,

o»- remittance may be iiuide direct to

Thb century CO., New Yoek, N. Y.

"every woman of refinement
SHOTTliD HAVB THB

AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HER PARLOUR TABLE.

Under the new managament mat Improve-

ments are being oonrtsiitly introdnoed,

- making it with*t dispute thb
JOOWIAI, OF POLOT SoCTBTY.

A speciaJ tsMure ot in-

^restlBOfferedln
tbe series of

.SOCIETY PORTRAITS
just begun. Among ths faces "H^J^J Pr*;-

sSntodby Fowler's abto penoU tm thoee of

tbe
p^TTtCBB OT TAUB.
usTumDowai,
TOBBCEMMMMBJJJS,
US. COnWAIiUB VWC,
LAST CHOBCnXTiTi, juid tbe

ma. KBS. BUBXX-BOCEE.

TEABLT SVBSCRIPTION,'
FOtiB DOLLABS.

Single ooptas mallsdaHO cents saoh.

ERNEST F. BIRMINGHAM & CO.,

140 NASSAU ST.. NEW YOWt.

Lutlier and ihe Reformafionl

Life of Luther, by Julius Kostlin, with

niuBtrations from tbe German ..^..... *i '8

Lntherand the Cardinal, a Historic BIO-

graphical Tale from the German .... 1 so

Homos and Haunts of Luther, by John
Btonghton, D.D., Revised EdiUon,
wlthlllustrations • - ^ °"

History of the Reformation, by George

P. IHsher, of Yale College .•:" 3 "0

The Period of tbe Reformation (1S17 to

1848), by Lndwlg^HauBser -u^ ' '"

History of the Reformation, by J. B.

Merle D'Aubigne, S volamos in om.. 1 35

Life and Times ol Martin Luther, by W.

Sto^rf'SSiln Luiiar, oditod by Miss

^^^^tely 'Vi

Chronicles of the Sobonbe^f"?,^;";
Uy ; a Historical Tale of Luther and

The Iteformation,"by Professor Lindsay

(Bible Class Hand-book) 0™
Luther 9 Anecdotes, by Dr. Maoaulay .. »
Lutbera Table Talk, Extracts from, by

Dr. Maoaulay -

1 ao

1 25

100

50

JOHN YOUNG,
Upper Canada Tract Sooiety,

lOaYosOB Btbubt.

GOOD LITERATURE.
A Literary and SelteUe Weekly.

Sdbsoeiptioh Pbice, - - tl-SO a Year.

It gives the best articles from the BngUsh

neriodicals ; reviews of the leading new books,

Sdtti eitruoW from them ; hUl literary intem-

gence, and questions and answers on amule-
tude of topics relating to books and rea^ng.

"One of the most valuable of our weekly

literary journals. Its selections made with

•inansnt indgment and its criticisms of our-

"5t UtoriSuS^crlsp and satisfactory.-Our

^"stentw'cenUfor three Specimen copies and

Desoriptive Premium List.

THB OOOD LITKRATOEB PUBUBHDIO CO.,

18 & 20 AsTOB Pl»ck, Nbw Yobk.

LENOX^ENS !

A€©»fcm«3«EiEa IB TwEtva Nombkbs,

From which every wriUr can select TBE
BEST PEN for his or her peculiar style of

penmanship. Sample of each number (12

pens), by maU to any address for ten cents.

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.,

18 & 20 Abtob Plaob, Nbw Yobk.

Forney's Progress t

Pboobbsb is unique in joumaUsm. Nootoer

SnbUcation in the world ocoanies a similar

eld While it notes all social events ol im-

portanoa. at home and abroad, it is not ft

mere record of the movements in fasbipnable

life. It treats pithily of aU subjecto of inter-

est to educated ftnd cultured taste. JAtm^
dure, art, mualo and the drmina have attention

InVvew number. Itlsnot apoUttoftl jonrnal,

but it never hesitates to npnn i«n opinions

upon polltioal questions, and these opinions

axe strictly independent of all cUquos and

The aim of tbe management will be, as

heretofore, to havs Pboobbss a PljJ*;"*
paper. It may bo n««» Ĵo majs pnbUo tos

SlHgTMftbU happsnlngsofUfjjtataat^o-
OMBB lasres to othsts, and go«s. tortn grsjv

^everybody obMiily aoA happUT. aniTwlth
Mght good natnn..

PROGRESS,
PrUUed W»Mv »» OK WOSSST PUB. CO.

703 OHaSTMlTT STaSBT,

(ad ri,ooB,> PBILADBLPHIA.

TwmsWMO pn J—*, in adVMiM,ilMladlng
postiMs.

J. w. roBxmx, w w. bkitzsl.

^ THE WEEK.
Vol. U No. 5. Tm'onto, Thursday, January 3rd, 1884.

$3.00 per Annum.
.Single Copies. 7 centa.

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER.
PAUE.

GH

''"Z^i^^^t»on:-iieMormons;-TbeFamiVy.Ju«™,li^
Toronto.—Dynamite for Canada.

OoKTBIBUTBIl ABTICXjEB

Current Events and Opinions

A SideLight on Acadian History

.

The School Readers

COBBEBPONDBKCB -mm..^

N«w Brunswick Letter ,

LiTBBATtJBB r. iui..u

Ballad of a Summer Honr
Sonnet ;-'m;j":i"
The Adventures of a widow..

A Bystander.
....F.9lake CroUm.

G. M. A.

...lay.

The Adventures oi a "'"""."••: •.•;i"„ri
A Detective Story, by PoUce Captam Howard

i J(in« E. O. Bo6«rf«.
'

, .., , Seranvs,
.Ednar Fav)e*tt.

._..j B.D.

*"TX^d^:r^^«^.ni^ii:::r±:^.^"p-^"^v^-^
THB P»BIOD10iI.S

"°™Ss"8i;cb.ri;;T;;^:"-^eir;"johnBu^^
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Thb characteristics o£ our Australian fellow-colonists are very different

from our own. The difference is strikingly illustrated by the plan of fed-

eration which has been drawn up by the delegates of the Australian prov-

inces. This plan is*as follows :—
, n

nominee from each »> °"y;
„^bers i^oreletog as new colonies are oonsUtnted on the

twenty-fonr members,
'^«°"^^;",fu°^;nperpetual minority, should the represen-

AuBtralian mainland. The ^^™'°J"" °*
rovXissent is needed before any act of the

tetive members act m harmony But the rj^asB^nt^i
decision of the Council,

Federal 0«m«a 'f?n!^„„«?^f„'^!i,r?Ue^o;emor of the colony where the CoTm«l™r
go approved, mast be given *.'>'°"«^' ?"*p"!"!.!, :_ .i^o preserved. The leKislative fnno-

be ritting. The right of
^«yf°" ^f."'"fl^"!'"^' Te rdations of the colonies toward

tions of the Federal Connml '°^ude fi«t
"{^^^^^J^ „„„„„„ interest to the ool-

thevBrions islands m
»^«J^J»Xtfc^ s desSibTe th" Federal Council ib also to have

oniee, in '1^'°^ unJorm^y of pnwtace is^esiraDl
„^t„aUzation, enforcement

copyright, and bills of exchange."

aL the vigorous yay in which the Australians have asserted themselves

-

tte matte? of annexing New Guinea, a course which -l-*^ -"
J

uato think that they were ahead of Canadians in independent sp nt, that

iTwefgoing to show us the way in self-reliant and resolute action, i is

tZZZl, to find them hampering themselves with forms and institu^

tZnl unlike those which Canada, after strenuous effort, sloughed off

nldes «to The appointment of one Crown nominee for every two

r^i^t etemL /the Fedentl Council is tolerably safe to secure

rreXlralians sucha select assortment of evUs as Canadians were on y

^elfvertd from by the overthrow of Family Compact domination. It

ir^tiqlted expedient which our brethren of the Antipodes would

ITt and^unless w'e quite mistake their real character, they wil soon di.

^W this method of constituting a federal legislature was intended by

r" . be merMytmporary and experimenUl, and will devise something

tZ ^llwi*^ theZr of mlm ideas. They flatter themselv.

TbTi^rCouncU thu. constituted " the Crown wiU be .n a P-Pe*-^

mllrity
" if-observe the contingency-" the representative members act

"Sn^" In th"e case, perhaps a not impossible one. of the represent-

atives differing slightly in their views, after the ancient manner of repre-

sentatives, then the solid Crown minority would hold the balance of power
;

and it is in the very matters of most vital importance to the colonies that

diversity of opinion would surely arise among the representatiye members,

and that unanimity would be most perfect among the nominees of the

Crown. The present movement toward confederation appears to have
,

been precipitated by external considerations, above all by the desire to

secure themselves, by annexation of surrounding islands, froqi the possi- _
bility of dangerous neighbours in the future, rather than by iny internal^

need of more intimate relationship. The movement is accompanied also_
by a good deal of mutual suspicion, as might be expected to exist between

provinces holding commercial creeds so antagonistic as those of Victoria and

New South Wales. There is nothing in what we have quoted above that

permits us to infer that these differing creeds will he reconciled under the

proposed scheme. When each province is to.^e left to work out its own

salvation in its own way, with every opportunity preserved to it of devel-

oping the finest quality of provincial selfishness, which is usu^Uj^shprt^

'
sighted, it is improbable that Australia will have any advantage of Canada

in attaining the unity of feeling and aim, the compete amalgamation, the

broadly patriotic spirit essential to the permanent greatness of a nation.

Without at least a uniform fiscal policy, the provinces may come at last

to resemble the states of ancient Greece; which stood together, generally,

in the face of the barbarian outsider, but were promptly at each other's

throats when the objectionable presence was removed. The comparison is

less extravagant than it at first appears, because the populations of the

states of Greece were so largely dwellers in cities. National jealousies,

which are almost synonymous with trade jealousies, have their origin and

existence in the cities, the trade-centres. And in the Australian provinces

we are not surprised to find more tenacious inter-provincial distrust than

even differences of religion and race have been able to create in our own

confederation, beoau^ in Australia the propori;i«m borne by the urban to

the rural population is so vastly greater than it is in Canada. We should

be sUghtly skeptical with regard to the efficiency of a federal government

established with the defence of the .covintry as one of its most important

functions, yet with no means absolutely at its disposal wherewith to pro-

vide for this defence. An omelette may be spoUed by breaking too many

eggs but it may be spoUed much more readily by not breaking eggs

enough As for the danger of over-centralization, it is obvious that such

danger exists ; but for any confederation of states or provinces aiming to

become a homogeneous nation, we believe that quite in an opposite direc-

tion lies the greater peril.

'

At a recent dinner in Brooklyn, there was some discussion of the Mor-

mon problem, and Mr. Beecher spoke of the folly of supposmg that

Mormonism could be suppressed by the sword. "Every man," he said,

< that urants to extirpate any form of mistaken belief in politics or religion,

bv law and stricture and force, is a Puritan pure and simple." ine Key

Dr Newman, on the other hajid, contended in fact that polygamy should

be legislated against, on the ground" that it is <^ fr»ud ;
because if one man

takes'unto himself twenty-five wives he thereby defrauds twenty-four men

of their natural rights. This view of the question, thus forcibly advanced,

will probably strike the Mormom. with sudden shame. They are a scrupu-

lously honest people, and the large wife-owhers will doubtless at once

begin to deliver up. in fevour of the many needy bachelors.

Therb is a great deal of matter -published respecting the state of

political affairs in Quebec, but no one who is desirous of seeing a family

brawl among the Bleus ought to take any comfort in the prospect of a

auarrel between Sir Hector Langevin and Mr. Chapleku. These are

shrewd, cool men. with a capacity almost equal to that possessed by Sir

John himself of fialming angry water ; and they will swallow more vexa-

tions and mutual dislikes than the brain of the most imaginative " special

correspondent" can dream of rather than permit any such break in the

party as their opponents surmise.

/ Toronto seems in a fair way to be made to pay pretty dearly for the

reputation she has so long enjoyed of being a very charitable city. Sinoe

the early autumn numbers of destitute, and in many oases worthless, Irish

immigrant* have been pouring in. and all these she has had to house, -'"^i-
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feed and endeavour to provide for ; but the number is fast passing the

bounds that even charity can tolerate, and it is the duty of the press, as

the Mayor of this city pointed out at a recent meeting of journalists, to

raise a protest against a further influx, and to warn those w,ho come here,

that they are not to count on harborage. A few incoming poor who are

deserving objects of public charity there always must be, but the inflow to

Toronto looks like an organization, and an organization not alone composed

of those who can't work, and those who are not able to do skilled labour,

but of many who not alone refuse to work, but turn up their noses at

being asked to do so. '

Thk latest development in the way of sensation was that one McBride

"and a number of other ruffians in Bufi-alo, had decided to blow up several

of our Canadian public buildings and carry off the Governor-General. But

oven a crank like McBride would have cunning enough to know that an

announcement of his designs was not the best way to make easy the cap-

ture of the Governor ; so that we cannot but wonder that so much promi-

nence has been given to the pretentious bluster in certain quarters of the

Canadian press. Nevertheless, it is as well we should all persuade our-

selves that dynamite is no respecter of nations, and that Canada, no more

than any other country, is guaranteed the forbearance of " satanism.

'

By-and-by when some of those countries that are now the workshops of

infernal machines to be used in terrifying sister nations, shall have nitro-

glycerine exploded in their own midst, they may be convinced that it is

their duty, and their imperative duty, as it wiU be that of all the nations

to take means of a common defence against a common murder ;
to frame

an international law that will make an attempt against the life and pro-

perty of the resident in one nation an offence against all the rest,

and punishable wherever' concocted, and to establish an international

police to carry out that law. Republican indifference, converted into

generosity towards assassination by the consideration of Irish votes,

now cannot steel itself to discountenance the operations of dastardly

• murder-plotters of the Rossa school, but by and by the liberators will put

a few cans of dynamite under the White House, and the case will be

altered. Perhaps the sooner something like this happens the better.

CURRENT EVENTS AND OFINIONS.

cal, though in some quarters it has been carried on with more heat than

becomes the serenity of the academic soul. The adversaries of endowment

may rest happily assured that the Chancellor will not press the matter on

the Premier, nor thePremier on the Legislature; and that if the Premier

did press it on the Legislature, his appeal would be given to the winds by

the members of that respectable but not enthusiastically scientific or liter-

ary assembly. The time might almost as well be spent in debating the

possibility of squaring the circle. That, as a matter of principle, no denom-

inational institution can have a right to veto an increase out df the provin-

cial funds of the endowment of a provincial institution, seems to the " By-

stander" as clear as anything can be ; and he trusts that this opinion may

be stated without casting any imputation on heads of denominational

univekties, for whose personal liberality, as well as for their ability, he has
, ^

always felt, and often expressed, the highest respect. He is himself de-

nominationalist in this sense, that he believes character to be worth more

than intellect and religion to be essential to character. But as he has said -

perhaps already too often, it seems to him, that an apphcation on a small

scale of the Federal principle would afford a satisfactory solution of the

problem. Let us have denominational colleges in a common university.

Victoria and Queen's will gain more, even in a financial point of view, by

the advantages which they would share if they came to the centre, than

they would lose by the process of migration. But local intereste are strong

and combine with denominational sentiment in resisUnce to the change.

Overtures respecting consolidation, like the attempts of Popes and Patri-

archs to unite the Greek and Latin Churches, lead only to a renewal of the

fray. The net result wUl be that CorneU, which is within a day's journey

of Toronto, and will soon have an endowment of teh millions, wUl some

day be the university of Ontario.

Br the fiat of the new Minister of Education, the question of the Read-

ing Books has been suddenly resolved into its original elements, so that

the discussion will commence anew. It seems to be thought that the Min-

ister contemplates something in the way of a fusion of the rival se^s fit

books ; if he does he has an enviable task before him. While so ir

being Lid for the publishers and the parents, there is a word to b^^*^-^^^^

the children. There is little use in setting before them specimer

which only a mature taste can appreciate. In respect of
^HjURE

By the agreement to which the two parties in the Boundary case have

at length cdme, the Privy Council wUl be asked to decide first whether the

award is binding ; and if they decide that it is not, they will be asked to

settle the true boundary. To settle the true boundary may prove to be in

strictness beyond their power as a Court of law, the judgments of which

must be founded not on expediency but on evidence ; for the evidence may

be found to be incomplete or perhaps hopelessly ambiguous. The know-

led<re of the North-West possessed by British statesmen at the period m

que^stion was about upon a par in accuracy with the knowledge displayed

by medieval geographers in their general maps of the worid. AU that can be

said is that when in their demarcations they use such a word as " north-

wards," the reasonable presumption is that they intend to follow some

"^natur^l boundaries, not to draw a political line the course and territorial

bearings of wh^h their ignorance would not have permitted them to trace.

But the inclination of the Court will probably be to uphold the award
;
and

in the case of the Privy Council, inclination goes for more than it would

in the case of an ordixiary Court. The worldly-wise old men who sit there

are Counsellors of the Grown as well as lawyers, and in the class of ques-

tions which come before them, it not seldom happens that room may be

made for considerations of policy.by a sagacious use of the powers of inter-

pretation. This has appeared especially in their treatment of ecclesiastical

Wises. Cariyle with grim merriment describes them as "sitting with the

gravity of Roman augurs to decide questions of prevenient grace, super-

venient moonshine, and the colour'of the Bishop's nightmare, if that hap-

• pened to turn up." Yet the general motive of their judgments has been

practical in the highest degree; they have always leaned to the side of

comprehension, and done all that Interpreters of the law could do to avert

the rupture which the condemnation of any school of. theologians must have

brought on. and' which to them would have appeared the greatest of pohtu

cal as well as ecclesiastical disasters. Of all the heretics who have been

brought before them one only has succeeded ingettirij himself condemned.

<• The passage, my lords, must have that meaning or none " was the trium-

phant exchunation of the counsel for the prosecution, who thought he had

pinned heresy at last. " Is it not possible that it may have no meaning 1

was a reply of a member of the Court.

IH this dead season the papers have been fiUed with the controversy

Hbout university endowments. The discussion is,.in every sense, academi-

city is the one exceUence to be kept in view. Nor is there ml

trying to make the reading book a machine for inserting into if ^'*lv-

mind a number of detached pieces of information. The frntt-M * Ykae.

reading book is to teach the pupil to read ; and the.pupil will learn lv»ggf^

as well with a book which interests, as with one which^oes not, probaW"-

a good deal better. Simple tales, such as address themselves to the feel-

ings as well as to the fancy, fables, and lively accounts of things about

which the chUdren care will make the lesson less of a task, and answer

the main purpose just as well as dry extracts from a string of standard

writers. •

O'DONNBLL has paid the penalty of a murder which the infamy of the

murdered could not paUiate. Would that this might be the last in the

hideous list of executions ! Executions and crimes alike, with the deadly

memories which they leave behindrthetn in ^e hearts of a nation, might

all have been wiped from the book of fate, had the British Parliament at

the outset laid faetion aside and shown a firm and unanimous resolution to

uphold the law. Now come, as might have been expected, mutterings of

retaliation, and blustering threats of Fenian invasion are heard from Buffalo

where some Invincibles have congregated under the presidency of "kwyer

Muldoon," who, it seems, howeVer, is in some danger of being " bounced
"

as not coming up to the level of dynamitic melodrama. " There was a big

crowd at Schmidt's tonight, and England was denounced roundly and dire

threats were made, while big tumblers of beer raised their enthusiasm."

Threats of Fenian invasion were serious just after the war, when thousands

of Irish soldiers had been disbanded, and When the American Government,

exasperated by the Trent affair and the Alabama, could only be half trusted

to do its international duty. There are no disbanded soldiers now and the

American Government, in case of need, would do its international duty

with alacrity. The really dangerous invasion is that of which the vanguard

has effected a lodgement in Conway Street, and which n% Queen's Own can

repel from our borders. All those who go among th6 Irish immigrants

agree in their account. of them and are alike earnest in deprecating, on

behalf of our community, any more importations of the same kind. And

here U seen, in miniature* the Irish question. What good would the pos-

session of the suffrage do to these unfortunates? What use could they

make of political power which would not be mischievous to the common-

wealth and to themselves t Those who believe that every human being has

a metaphysical, right to a vote, would, of course, thrust votes at onoe upon the

aooeptandeof the immigrants of Conway Street, but rational Liberalism

surely would pause.

If Newfoundland were in the Confederation, the murderous attack

made by Roman Catholics in that island on an Orange procession would

be setting the Dominion in a flame. As it is, the occurrence only caUs at-

tention to another important but often neglected factor in the Irish ques^

tion. Not only the self-styled Nationalists, but the people generally, and

especially American journalists, are always talking of the ««--
C;J^;^^

Ir^ as the Irish people and of their cause as the Irish cause. They forge

the existence of the Irish Protestants, who,- though a minority, are, and

have more than once proved themselves to be, the very sinews of the coun-

try If Ireland were cut loose from England to-morrow, she would contain

within herself these warring elements, and the assumption that the element

which is numerically the strongest would prevail over that which h.^ the

moral forceson its side, to say nothing of the sympathy of England and

Scotland, is to <|pntradict the records of Insh history.—^! / .

'

The movement of American opinion in the direction of Free Trade,

which was denoted by the election of Cariisle to the Speakership, seems

to have been succeeded by a sort of qualm. This always happens -The

Democrats are in the main a Free Trade party, and they evidently feel

fhaXquestion is becoming practical, but when the moment for action

comes, and they are brought face to face with the issue, their resomUon

ebbs away They have a Protectionist section in their own ranks which
ebbs away. y ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ,^ter-

threatens secession, and they are aii-aia lo K^ PF

est*. The commercial movement is thus rendered ineffec ual by want of a

poUtical organ. Still the wave continues to swell ;
it will ga her volume

'.ShTvery'addilion to the surplus ; Free Trade has powerful organs in

tTeVress and all who are interested in the question may make up

Seir'mirbefore very long to see the end. A nation must indeed

Wn its dotage if it could submit forever to -^^^^
^"^^^^Hjl

!!Jti„n solely for .the purpose of securing to any set of producers

ISer profitLn they wLlI make in a fair market. The Protectionists.

itey arenot blind, will begin to set their house in order and prepar.

«Wy on their trade on a natural basis. Nor need they ^-P- or even

^
is uS The day which they dread as that of doom will probably be noth-

i stable, as well as a better earned prosperity. Assuredly it will if

Zenrthe great foreign market from which the Americans entirely ex^

^S themsflves under' the present system. Instead of falling into the

Ubyt of ruin when the artificial support is withdrawn, they may find that

for the first time they have soUd ground under their feet. .

The report that a new Conservative coalition is about to be formed in

End^d^^th the Duke of Argyle at its head, has very likely no better

foirL than a visit of Lord Salisbury to Inverary. In Engh^na, though

ZTZ.0., the social relations pf public men remain unaffected by poli-

Xal differenc B, and no political inferences can, as a rule, be drawn from

thi^ial movements. If Lord Salisbury has any sense, towev-, he

Z Tconsidering in *hat way he can strengthen his party, for with the

-^^l^Stat present lead, it U impossible that he should make head

^Itvltion.' Morally bereft of its coronet by the P-g- _»/
^be-l

in the strongest of all positions, and he would in all probability have trtms, -,

mitted power to statesmen trained in his school ;
but because he was not

foolish and wicked enough to maintain the bread Ux in the supposed inter-

eat./)f a caste, he was struck down as a traitor. The catastrophe of 1884 ,^

is the Nemesis of' 1846.

The Ilberi; Bill, subjecting Europeans to the jurisdiction of native

judges, which has caused such a commotion in British India, seems likely

to be practically nullified under the decent guise of amendment. Any

attempt to make conquest beneficent and to raise the conquered people to

the level of the conquerors must be hailed by the friends of humamty

as a boon to the race, 'by the chUdren of England as an addition to

her wreath of glory more genuine than, the triumphs of Plassey and -

Assaye. But the Ilbert Bm, if good in itself, was certainly not well-

timed A more unlucky-moment could not have been chosen for kmdlmg

a conflagration in India than that at which Ireland was already in a flame,

while the embers of war were still smoking in Egypt. Sentiment is apt to

""be misguided on those subjects by the false notion, which often lurks in

the pages even of weU-informed English writers, that India is a nation,

with Ztiomil susceptibiUties such as are wounded by the promotion of for-

eigners to all places of power. India is not a nation, but a museum of

r^es and religions fully as hostile to each other as any one of them, ex-

cept perhaps Islam, is to the British rule. To be'governed by a conquer-

ing race is to the languid inhabitant of unsheltered plains a normal condition

against which his heart no more rebels than it rebels against the dry season

or the monsoon. Touch the Hindoo's caste and he mutin.gs ;
other suscep-

tibUity he has none. The British are te him a caste of rulers, a ™ce of

conquerors which has come in from the sea as previous races of con-

querors had swooped down from the mountains of the North. As to the

"cultivated Bengalee," whose claims and alleged grievances are practically

in question, he is a creature of the Empire, and if the Imperial pow.r were

withdrawn would at once be crushed Uke an egg shell. To suppose hat

his exclusion from the judicial bench offends, or that his admission te it

would ratify, the pride of the Mogul, the Mahratta, or the Sikh would be

to show a grotesque ignorance of the leading features of the situation.

h.'

'^tr.T:Zo::r^^'Zi:.i:,, through the depression of a^icul

:r the materTralL which has allays formed its most solid support

;

Sethe House of Lords, by alternations of selfish -BUnc^
^J ^^^

ous concession, has sunk itself deep at once in odium and contempt. If an

Xtlve stand is to be made, a much broader basis must ^e ^^-d "id ^l

tTorornts of Disunion and Socialism must be welcomed into the Con.
theopponenteot

Conservative could be discarded and

r:tTLberi. "c ntrasted with Radical, could be assumed the party

rtrTh^mrt e^the combined forces. Eloquent he is, accom-

^t^ ^thTfirst magnate in Scotland,, but he fataUy lacks force and

'^^•^stppa" nTTperciliousness makes him personally unpopular,

-l;^:^ rep^. the mo. marked^^^^
^^

-

of the
^^':'^Xl'.:::^Jr^^^^^ -^ured ^ they

•^^•"""TlprlS^Ta^te opinion,'to discern the signs of the times

^ ™sp ti T^Ti^e preserve'r wheL on the eve of doom it is held out

TiZ"tJ^ by his practical genius pUced the British Conservatives

Those who wateh with interest the course of events in India will notice

as an element of increasing importance in the case the growth of wha may be

called the European colony in India. The company, ever wise m ite gener-

Ln, did its beVt in a quiet way te dicourage the intrusion of any English-

Tn unconnected with its own service. But since the .t-B - of *h^

dominion te the Grown, this policy has not been mamtained, and ther^

haTnow evidently been formed a considerable British interest outside the

officrrbody. The growth of this element must be limited by the chmate

wM^ p^vents Eu^pean families from being brought up m India. Yet

IS aL press the Lonists may be a considerable power, and then- equi-

ri position as members of a dominant race lording it over he natives

a^d at the same time asserting the rights and liberties of Britirfi citiz n

^t tlie Government., can hardly faU te add te the complications of the

Indian problem. -— - -^ — .
.

That electridty has annihilated distan'ce is now becoming, if not the

fat^Btltesmen, thatof political writer^like^r^esB^Seel^^ho^

SSe te give p;a,tical advice. Yet the assertion requires a good deal

dertake to give p t^
Electricitv has no doubt done wonders ;

of qualification to make it true. iUectnciiy uaa

1 Lebody says, it has rendered a parish life henceforth imposs ble nc.

L7^ a community which reads newspapers can any more shut ou the

^nts aiTd questions of the great world. Yet the m.re cin=ulation of the

news among the nations by no means suffices to produce a fusion of senU-

°
enl TLterest. It does not even give the people of one country a ve^

rtlte knowledge of the people of another. The last number contained

IZ^X b by no means ill-matured or Anglophobic ;
he sometimes

an Englisnman in a *
.

^^I'ir answer- " For the past ton minutes I
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observer, ther? is no intimacy, no openness o£ heart ; affection but little

love. A son writes to his parent, " I am about to be married," or " I am

married." The parents answer, " We are glad to hear it ;
we shall be

happy to make the acquaintance of your wife." It is a remarkable fact,

that among these curious islanders, the mother-in-law has no influence,

and never thinks of interfering. When a son stays as a guest in his

father's house, he finds on the breakfast table, at the end of his visit, a

little paper carefully folded, which is his bill; before he parts with his

-i)in, he satisfies himself that the items are accurate, and objects if he finds

that his father has charged him for eggs and bacon, when he only eat the

bacon and not the eggs. All ladies of fashion at one time limped, in imita-

tion of the Princess of Wales, who had been made lame by rheumatism.

The only substantial trades in London are those of beer and old clothes.

Winter lasts eight months. Of course every Englishman dines daily on

—» pound of beef and a pound of plum-pudding. It is a literal fact, that

Mr. Taine, the author of the well-known works on England and English

literature, was found lunching at an hotel on beefsteak and buttered toatt,

which he confidently assured his surprised visitor was the national fare.

He had asked for beefsteak and potatoes with such an accent that the

waiter always brought him, instead of potatoes, buttered toast. We find

proof every day in the French press that French knowledge of British

character and habits has scarcely advanced since the time of Voltaire.

The Englishman in Zadig is almost as near the life as the present writer's

"John Bull,"

m

As Mr. Matthew Arnold is expected to lecture here in February, it

is rather unlucky that such an effusion of spite as the following should

have found Jits way from the American into the Canadian press :

Wafhikotqn D. 0., Dec. 23.—An admirable iUnstration of the supreme asBuranee

of the Englishman in America, even though he is a litterateur and thoronghly perme-

ated with sweetness and light, is the manner in which Matthew .4.rnold has planted

himself and family upon the Loiters. Some time ago Mrs. Le.ter mvited Arnold to

spend some little time in Washington daring the social season to see something of the

fishionable life of the Capital. Social Ufe in Washington is extremely stnpid and an-

entertaing before the hoUdays. The season does not begm nntil NewTear s The

lecturing bnsiness is also extremely dull at this time of the year. It is cheaper to visit

than pay hotel bUls, and Arnold has taken advantage of an invitatioii which was given

for a later day to take up his residence in the Leiter mansion with his wife, daughter

nnrse. and a small yellow dog. Mrs. Leiter is said to be decidedly mad about it. but

she cannot do anything except entertain them to the best of her ability and much to

her inconvenience, as the inopportune visit has disarranged all her plans. Last even-

ing Mrs. L6iter gave a reception for the Arnolds, bat the thrifty Englishman for

whom the reception was chiefly given, and who was the only one of the famUy

whom anyone cared to see, had received an invitation to lecture and flatly msnlted

his entertainers by accepting it, thereby accumulating the usual fee.

In this, as in most libellous or malicious paragraphs, every sensible

reader will find the antidote beside the bane. Who does not see that a

writer so malignant and so unscrupulous with regard to social decency,

would be equally unscrupulous with regard to truth 1 One item in the

paragraph is certainly false : Mr. Arnold has no children with him and

therefore he can have no nurse. The daughter who is with him is grown-

up. The insinuation that he has quartered himself in a house in which he

is not welcome for the sake of " cheapness," is on a par with the statement

80 confidently put forth by certain journals, that Lord Coleridge's reason for

not coming to Canada was the refusal of the Grand Trunk Railway to grant

—him a pass. Besides, who can believe that a lady who lives in a " mansion "

would unbosom herself about her guests to a gentlemen of the social press 1

Through the criticisms which have appeared on Mr. Arnold as a lec-

turer, there has run a perpetual forgetfulness of the distinction between

the literary and the platform lecturer. Afr a literary lecturer Mr. Arnold is

excellent : he gives his audience thought and instruction of the highest kind.

As a platform lecturer nob><3y can be successful who has not specially devoted

himself to acalling which isa profession in itself, and is far nearer of kin to

that of the actor on the stage than to that of the teacher in the University

chair. The platform lecturer iu the United States has a repertory of lectures

composed for popular effect, which he learns by heart, and delivers, like an

actor, with studied accents and premediUted gesticulations. • Everett, who

was the prince of the tribe, gesticulated not only with his arjjas but with

his legs, and he was said sometimes to arrange beforehand for the acciden-

tal occurence in the course of his performances of incidents which might

give an opening for a well-prepared burst" of extempore eloquence. An

English man of letters when invited to lecture in the States or in any

country where the American fashion prevails, should inquire whether a

literaiy or a platform lecture is desired ; if a platform leclj^e is desired,

wisdom will bid him to decline the invitation. This is a ti^ap into which

more than one English lecturer has fallen. A Bystandkr.

..;--• "•;; ;^f:-;:vM
' '-
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" AocoiKbnra'tb Brndslre«es, Canada had twenty-four faUures last week

as against seventeen for the correspondiiig week of 1882, and twelve for

-the corresponding week of 188L

A SIDE-LIGHT ON ACADTAN HISTORY. ^

Thrbb years ago Mr. Dennis, a Halifax journalist, when visiting Cape

Breton, learned that a Micmac squaw in his neighbourhood possessed a

manuscript written in French and wearing the wrinkles of a venerable old

age. This musty document his persuasive zeal secured for the Provincial

library at Halifax. The owner, who at first thought herself amply re-

munerated by the prospect of her heirioom being numbered among the

Provincial archives, repented of her generosity when an American visited

her soon afterwards and talked grandly, but inexpensively, of the dollars

he would have paid her for the document she had given away. She then

followed the manuscript all the way to Halifax, but, arrived there, she

finally agreed (at the special request of Archbishop Hannan, I am told) to

surrender her proprietary rights for a trifling sum.

The manuscript in question consists of two sheets of paper, pasted

together on linen. On one sheet is a commission from Desherbiers, Gov-

ernor of Cape Breton, then called Isle Royale, as follows :—

" Charles Desherbiers, chevaUer de I'ordre royal et militaire de 3t. Louis, Capitaine

des vaisseaux dn Boy, Commandant de I'isle royalle et de ses dependences.

" Etant neoessaire de poorvoir les sauvages de I'isle royalle d'an major sous an

capitaine qui ait de I'experience dans la guerre et qui soit tout \ fait attach^ au service

de Sa Majesty, nous avons (cm) ne pouvoir faire un meillenr choix que la personne de

Janot Sequidoualouet pour les commander. C'est pourquoi nous favons oommis et

etftbli pour commander les sauvages sous les ordrea des chefs de guerre. Enjdignons

anx dits sauvages de le reconnaitre et de lui obeir en tout ce qu'il commandera pour le

bien du service. . . , . ,

" En foy de qaoy nous avons sign^ • • • et fait apposer le cachet de noj armes.,

.. Donn^ ^ Louisbourg, 8 Novembre, 1750.
__ ^^^^ BbshhrbiIbb. »

(
Translation.)

Charles Desherbiers, Chevalier of the Royal and MiUtary Order of St. Louis, Captain

of the King's vessels. Commandant of Isle Boyale and its dependencies.

It being necessary to provide the Indians of Isle Royale (Cape Breton) with a major

under a commander who may have experience in war, and who may be entirely devoted

to the service of His Majesty, we have thought we could not make a better aelsotion

than Janot Sequidoualouet to command them. Wherefore we have commissioned and

appointed him to command the Indians under the orders of the military ijpaders. We
enjoin upon the said Indians to recognize him and to obey him iu every -order that he

shall give them for the good of the service.

In attestation of which we have signed * • • and caused the seal of our arms

to be affixed (thereto),

Given at Louisbourg, the 8th day of November, 1750.
rL.S 1 DSBHIEBIEBS.
•

fflBT.

The other sheet of manuscript is a renewal of the same commissi

i

Count de Raymond, successor to Desherbiers, and reads thus :

—

Kt-
"Jean Louis, Comte de Raymond, Chevalier Seigneur d'Oy^, la Cour, et V-

lieux, Marechal des camps et armies du Boy, lieutenant pour Sa Majesty des vilixj^j,,

chateau d' AngoulAme, Gouverneur et Commandant des Isles Boyale, Saint Jean,

" Sur les bona temoignages qui nous ont m rendus de la fld^lit^ et attachment aux

Prancais du nomme Jannot Sequidoualouet et de son ziile et affection K la religion et au

service dn Boy, I'avons nomm^ et etabli et par oes pr^jentes nommous et etablissons

Chef des Sauvages de I'isle Royale.
" En foy de quoy nous avons sign^ ises presentes et y avons fait apposer le cachet de

nos armss et contresigner par I'nn de nos secretaires.

" Fait k Louisbourg le dix Septembre mil sept cent cinqnante (et) nn.

"le eta de Raymond
'• Par Monsiour le Comte

.
\

-• [L.S.] "PiCHON."

(Trawlatwn.) - ^^ ^

(We.) John Louis, Count de Raymond, etc., etc.. Governor and Commandant of

Cape Breton, Siunt John (P.E.I.), and other islands,

In consequence of the favourable testimony given us of the fidelity and devotion to

j^g French of the aforesaid Jannot Sequidoualouet, and of hie aeal and anootion lor tue -

religion and for the service of the King, have nominated and confirmed him, and by these

presents nominate and confirm him as Chief of the Indians of Cape Breton.

In attestation of which we have signed these presents and caused the signet of our

arms to be affixed to them, and the same to be countersigned by one of our secretaries.

Done at Louisbourg, September 10th, 1751. ^
^

le ote de Raymond,

J- , By the Count
• [L.S.] PlOHOK. •

Both papers are duly sealed and written in the official jargon of the ^

time, and calculated to impress the Indians, and peVhaps, as we shall see^

the Acadian French also. Many of the letters are blurred by age, while

the word that I have replaced by, " cru " and a few others in the fornml

close of the former document are wholly obliterated.

It will be noticed that these commissions were issued when England

and France were at peace. Desherbiers' commission, which speaks of the

necessity of appointing a commander "who may have experience in war,

and be entirely devoted to the service of His Majesty," and which actuafly

appoints the bearer "to command the savages under tlifi orders of the mili-

tary leaders," was signed two years after the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle and

one year after the founding of Halifax.

De Raymond's secretary, Thomas Fichon, who countersigned the second

manuscript, and seemingly wrote it all except the peculiar signature of his

chief, published afterwards a very readable and now rare book, entitled

" Lettrea et Memoires pour servir it I'Histoire Naturelle, Civile, et Poli-

tique du Cap Breton," and printed at La Haye in 1760. 'The tenth Letter

reports an adroit speech made by Count de Raymond during his governor-

]

i

r

'

ship strongly d'issuading the Indians from making peace with the Engl sh^

in Letter XVI. Pichon states that he has a knowledge fatal (une fata^e

oniLJnce) to the contention, that the French were not to be blamed o

Indian outrages, and that this contention, made by De 1^?--'^ *°^^«

French Government,.was accompanied by a private memorandum, of which

the following is part :

—

..The minister will easily guess that I have made ^^s^J^—
-

such a way that it can bo shown to the ambassadors o His Bntanmc

MtstyTa'd ^hat I have taken good care not to insert in it the barbarous

acts of the savages."
'

„ ^u 4.i,„, „*

The same Pichon, whose mother's name was TyrreU, w« tWuth-^*

the "Tyrrell Papers," a manuscript -^^^
^^.r-Jf

^^^^ ^^;7„,tTs
archives; extracts from which have been printed by Mr. T. B. Akms m

valuable "Selections from the Public Documents of Nova Scotia. A

:etr^d in this publication (p. 230). M Duquesne, ^^^f-Jj;
^^

Z France, wrote on the 15th of October, 1754, to M. Le Lou e^

Xr polic of threatening the English by your -ages is an exce n

one They will fear them still more when they do strike. The .present

plion oTthis colony demands that I should cause the negotiations of the

English with the savages to be broken up," etc.

Of all the means employed by the French to attach the Indians to the^

„ >• T>p Ravmond seems to have anareu, n
is that of the Roman communion ^^^^^ .. ^^^^^,^ p,tri-

he did not inspire, these opinions of his secretary j

'

a^ch who ha.s'the feelings (er^traUles) of a father for

y^^^^^^^^^J"^^
Indikns in his speech dissuading them from pea.e, -;l;«\^fXd ^^

alludes to the French monarch as having " above him only the true god of

lorn he has- given you a knowledge for the salvation of your s uls. On

TheTame occ^ion, Ifter detailing the real or

^-'^^^^l^^^J^
English, he observed (with ^ ^-^^^l^-'-r.t^:^!:^::..^
suppose, and perhaps with an invisible smile) .

i ao

JL^ acts, my chiid^n. to^^^:::^:^z:pi.^,:'
true Christian is incapable of !-«*-8

J^Y^^^^ ^^^^^ Sequidoualouet,

\ In the manuscript recommissioning the Indian sacne
'

H

\ "his zeal and affection for the religion and for the service of the king,

\ is to be observed, are the only qualifications recited.

} Notwithstanding that his book seems marked ^yvy^^-^^^-^:^

„„rH, "Bv an Impartial Frenchman," yet Pichon is known
words. By an impa

v„a\ish in Nova Scotia foitfome years;

which the Indians produced a
^^^l'^'«^'\^?^^"^)J^ -> This paper

commanding at Fort Gaspare) which he- d--^
^ Te^onentcoufd 're-

commanded the French inhabitants as nearly

-J^^J^^ ^^^ ^,^^ ^.,,

member the words, "wherever this detachment P-^^^"
,^^^

ammunition and provisions
-J^-y;^;;j::r;^^^^^^^^

TTlr.iy'a Hiitv " After reading thiB the U renottmon gttvo i.u

King's duty. Alter roauxg
„„,nfi«.ffi which the deponent was

and provisions, receiving therefor a certihcate, wmon w v

"^"SH^l of Sequidoualouet's commission, without constituting a

deeidiw^'of the Jeace, was admirably calculated U. ma^e i^oran

Micmacs and " neutrals " suppose that war exited.
^l^'^'fyJ^^Z^^.

between the rival powers. It forms
'^^^'l^'

'''^'^y^^^^^^^^^Zt
loua policy of the French iu Acadia, another proof that they never mean

to keep the Peace of Aix-WChapelle, and another argument for the ex-

redien^y of expatriating the Ac^ians-for the -^om » ^he^pla^^^^^^^

not for the mode of its execution. "• °

i:

THE SCHOOL READERS.

Thk School R;aders question, since the advent of
''--^'^Z^'^^^'l

Education, has assumed another and a perplexing aspect The Hon. Mr

R^ss if w; may trust the quasi-official editorial in the Globe of^ Thursday

S^t has evidently no idea of being hampered by the legacies of his-offic.

He must find it embarassing, however, *» -^
^f

^^'^''^ ^"^''^

j J,Vi

forced to have regard to the responsibilities of his colleagues for their

hi in producingThe muddle into which educational -^^--P;;;'^^^^^^^^^

ly concerning the authorisation of the School R.aders-have of late fallen.

A^^rs ustLh folly as the new Miuisterwould seem tobe conscious of were

fhfEducation Office and the Provincial Administration again and gain

warned by writers in one at least of the Educatiom.1 journals, as well as

r;™ n pJitical friends in the teaching profession, and by the zealots of a

competent and pure administration of the Education
^'^^^^^^l'J^^

most urgent appeals were repeatedly made to the Government and to he

Tt^L-Minister of Education on behalf of a single set -a^readers for the

:hol" the Province; -^f^^^^^ ^t^^
Sl^^^eSof a 2a - latter of;.e. . t.ngs ^ed. -ng

tZ:l :;tUr:^;r^o;ince are nowinsisting s.U be the

Ttter ockeyed ouTof consideration, when the three sets were submitted

cz^z. gni. - ^—---^^^rifr;::::^
rrrdLiro : ':^X^^ - --- -.- -t-
Turpose-f1 several series offered to the Department. It is the author

IX oi this series,^ich the^~—t^:---^^
::rarlru:?ora^:"Lrpublic are aware two ser^s have .
todeaiwiin. ^

, ^Ljjn of their assaults on the school-doors of the

ady been aut on.ed and^hed^n^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ,_^^^
Province has for months bacK

.^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^

forces of a third V^;:^Z;:iX::^Xrt of'a puLc calamity. The

''^
'^ZE^JTlTtZlu.or.li^.tio. of thoprofession which have

injury to Education ana
^^^^^ ^^ intensitied

followed Che-—
S^l,;ZZ just and politic the act would be

'' IT ToTe th iffii. the Miiiister would seem to wish to undo

in Itself. 10 °>eei '
disoosed to withdraw the authorizations

the acts of his colleagues, '°
'^ ^'^^^.^.^ ,i^, ,,„„ ^,tter anew for

,,.t have been ^- y^«;
^

^t,:, Lading to the Globe, is the desire

consideration. The ^'nP^'l^'B '

^^^^^ submitted, or a

to have^but- --;^f^^;
teJ o umesof the various competing issues

;;:re:^o bete to Uke this line, the Minister of Education mu. first,

Ushers.
^ ^^wtM bit^ businega. To withdrawj^he authoriza-

however. arrange a de*^^J'^ expenditure on the manufac-

'''''^'^lZT2rZ^^^yZ:rr^ ^ --^-^8 their introduction

ture of

'^'^^'f^^^lZjy or morally set about without compensat-

into the schools, cannot be legaUy '

^^^^ f,, ,^ p^i^.

ing the publishers
^^^'^'^J°'^^^^^ ^e fLl just now to the Goveru-

tion for any such purpose wouWobvio^s^y be J
^.^^

^ent, which has sins

^^^^^t^Zt^^o^, moreover, is primarily

years
^^-"rT^JZ^^To^^ of the ad'vertising and canvassing

responsible for the vandal arising o
i^tio^ cannot be

operations f^•^--^^^r^l^TpparL solutl of the problem is

tt:: rn'::^:ira"lpromirw.th the publishing^ses, which

rd^nabletheEdu^tionDeparimen^^^^^^

from the three separate ones
-^^^^ -^;^«^ j^^„ ,,, ^,,,6,3 rising

would secure to each
^^^^^'^^^^ZZIe or volumes selected to form

rorth:tn:i;\:ltrei:erThe obsUCs m the way of efi-ecting

part of the hnauy
^ipubtful results of accepting and
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the Bchool-book trade of the Province to be made the pool of pubhshere.

Had Departmental intrigue and party intolerance not been hostile to the

third set of Readers (the "Royal Canadian") when the various series were

first under the consideration of that incompetent body, the Central Com-

mittee, matters would not have got into the tangle they are in at present.

To unravel the tangle, while keeping faith with the trade, will call into ex-

ercise Mr. Ross- deftest diplomacy. In the Minister's desire to take his

own and the right line,, it is impossible to withhold from him public sym-

pathy Until the present machinery of authorization is got rid of, and »

return made to an independent and irreproachable Council of Public In-

struction, no head of the :pducation Office will be credited with act-

ing impartially, with the recjuisite intelligence,, and with good faith.

Mr. Ross may as well recognize "this at once. His compromise scheme,

without compensation, we may assure him, will not carry. Nor ought it

to carry with any but dishonourable men. If we are right, and the pub

lishing firms should refuse to enter into the proposed arrangement, and in-

sist on the Government's fulfiling its pledges, or be held responsible for

damage, then but one other course is open. That is, to authorize the third

series in the market, and let the fittest survive in the struggle that would

ensue-terminating the period of authorization, with all alike, say, m two

years from now. It is, we believe, the right reserved to the Government

to cancel, after due and -reasonable notice, the privilege of introduction into

the schools of the text-bookS prescribed by the Department. Let this right

be exercised, the trade and the public at once be notified, and at the ex-

piry of the period let there be " a new deal." The mistake made m this

whole matter of introducing new readers was made at the outset, when the

Department failed to commission a few literary experts, qounselled by the

Government, to undertake the preparation of an official series, which, when

completed, it might throw open to the trade, upon its own terms, in the

public interest, for manufacture and sale. Departing from this policy, each

step in the history of the Government's dealings with the trade in connec-

tion with the Readers has b«en a blunder, and, seemingly, the reign of in-

competence and fatuity has not yet ended. Bold Ministerial measures may

give assurance that educational matters are henceforth to be better

managed ; but bold measures, to be successful, should be founded on justice

and worked out in good faith. U.
. .

CORRESPONDENCE.

NEW BRUNSWICK LETTBB.

Our politicians are considerably exercised, at present, in deciding who is

to be the successsor in the House of Commons of honest John Pickard,

deceased. A few persons, calling themselves the Liberal party, are deter-

mining who shall run in opposition to the Dominion Government, and a

few other persons, calling themselves the Liberal-Conservative party, are

selecting their Government candidate. After these persons have made

thetr selections the electors are to be graciously permitted to say which of

the two men shall have the seat. Both of the men may be objectionable,

morally or politically, but the constituency will have no choice but to take

one of them, as no man has any chance as an independent candidate with

two party machines at work in the constituency.

Mr. Pickard had a strong personal grip of the county, altogether apart

from political considerations, and was not dependent upon any party ma-

chinery. He could and did defy the wire-pullers, who more than once

conspired to nominatei some other Liberal in his stead, and the result of the

voting showed how hopeless it was to oppose him. Not because he was an

orator, swaying the minds of men witkjiis eloquence ; not because he was

a statesman, propounding theories of government which commended them-

selves to the popular intelligence ; not because he was a legislator, who

could point to useful laws that he had caused to be placed on the statute

book, was he so groat a person in the county, but merely because he knew

everybody and met everybody in a frank, hearty, breezy way, making them

feel that he liked them and was glad to see them, and leaving them im-

pressed with the feeling that John Pickard was " a downright good fellow.

He was honest, kindly, friendly with all, and had the juvenUe air and

manner of men who' retain late in life a taste for the things of youth.

How characteristic this juvenility is of popular politicians, and how im-

portant a factor it js in their hold on the public mind, you may not have

considered. But look at Sir John Macdonald, the jaunty leader of the

dominant party. What a schoolboy he is among his brother legislatowJ^

How he loves a frolic ! How he steals off to the smoking rbom to tell or

hear a story while a soul-impassioned orator is shomng how to save or nun

the State! An<l Sir Leonard Tilley, who has also kept his hold on the

public mind of two generations. See him don his Windsor uniform, adorn

himself with the insignia of the order of St. Michael and St. George, and

step around with a jauntiness only second to that of his chief, showing and

not ashamed to show that he takes pleasure in diapUying the ghttenng

baubles on his breast I And here is our own Provincial Secretary, playfuDy

styled the deacon, who has gained an invulnerable position in the large con-

stituency of the city and county of St. John, acting like a regular school-

boy out for recess When the duties of the moment are not such as to call '

for a more dignified bearing. „„>„;..„
Speaking of politicians and parties I may remind you that partyism,

pure aid simple, is not the governing principle ,n our Provincial affairs.

We have the ins and outs, of course, but changes are frequent. A sup-

porter of the Government crosses the floor because a scaler of logs has been

appointed in his county contrary to his wishes, and a member of the Oppo-

sition becomes a supporter of the Government when he is ed to believe

that he may secure a bridge or railway subsidy for his eonstituents, or a

seat in the Legislative Council for himself, by so doing. The last Govern-

ment a majority of whose members belonged to the Liberal-Conservative

party in Dominion politics, was overthrown by the defection of three of its

Liberal-Conservative supporters-Mitchell, Turner, and La Billois-thus

making room for the present Government, a majority of whose members

belonjt to the Liberal ranks. At the recent election in Albert County Mr.

Turner employed the Government influence for the election of Sir Leonard

TiUey's candidate, and at the coming elections in York Mr. Blair will use

the same influence on behalf of Mr. Burpee's candidate, Mr Burpee being

the Liberal leader in this Province. This may appear to be a rather dis- _
organized state of things, but it is inseparable from our no-party system

.

of managing provincial affairs. The supporter of the Government must

have the patronage of his county, and he will use hi.H power to help his

friends in Dominion elections. The Premier may not like it, but what can

he do about it "! «.,,••,.• lu i ~u»-
The weakest element in our business affairs, tins winter, is the lumber

interest Shipments were made all the season at a loss, and the drain upon

the capital of the " lumber lords " has been heavy. Their loose change has

- been used up, and many ^of them are at the mercy of the banks. These

institutions have always been rather conservative in their dealings with

the lumber manufacturers, so the latter say, and are disposed to be even

more so now. Oar principal local bank is said to have refused a loan of

$50 000 the other day to an embarrassed lumber merchant, although he

offered security valued at $150,000, and his paper went to protest accord-

ingly The business has been overdone, thur glutting the markets-and re-

.

ducing the prices below the cost of production. The fiscal policy of the

Government has had nothing to do with the causing of the depression. A
few thinffs entering "into a lumberman's supplies are taxed more heavily,

while other things are taxed more lightly, and the cost of manufacturing

deals has not been sensibly affected by the protection policy. The sole

cause of the depression is the overstocking of the European market by

Norwegian and Canadian lumber shipmente.
. ^ j

One of the embarrassing effecte of this dullness in the lumbw trade,

with a decreased amount of logging this winter, will be a faUing off to the

provincial revenue. A large percentage of the revenue of New Bruns-

wick—neariy all of it, in fact, except the Dominion subsidy—is derived

from the sale of lumber licenses and the imposition of stumpage dues, and
^

the restricted operations of this winter will seriously reduce the income

from this source. As the Province has barely enough to keep house with

and pay the interest on the debentures that have been issued for the erection

of public buUdings and the subsidizing of railways, any falling off must

cause a deficit But the railway debt is not so large as it will be when the

authorized lines are constructed, and our finances will soon have as embar-

rassing a situation to face as those of Quebec.
'

The tendency, an apparently irresistible tendency, here and everywhere,

is towards an increase in expenditure, even though everybody is calling for

retrenchment, and political financiers find it difficult to reconcile this ten-

dency with a fixed income. If a cent a pound could be put on sugar, a

ten per cent increase on rum, or an extra cent or two on tobacco, as m the

^ood old times when the Legislature had this power, the Government

might subsidize right and left, and build bridges at the demand of every

supporter, and still run no risk of embarrassing the treasury, and the ong-

ing to be able to raise money in this way is one of the causes that keep

alive a certain degree of dissatisfaction with Confederation: Jir:

St. John, K B., Dee. m, 188S.

BALLAD OF A SUMMER HOUR.

Here, where the sward is thick ana green

Under this spreading oak and old,
^

Where flocks of daisies shy are seen

Like fairies shrinking from" the cold.

And dandelions crowned with gold,

And srinflowers that search the sky

'Like wizened sorcerers of old.

Rest till this sunny hour goes by.

Look forward through the leafy screen

To where those old grey towers uphold

A mass of ivy that has been

Still thickening as the long years rolled,

Still drooping many a soft thick fold

Of leaves to hide from curioua eye
~

TIte renU and scars that time has doled

As riiany a stormy hour went by.

Birds on the tuireto sit and preen *

TlMiir vinga, not dreaming that the mould

Of time can ever dim the sheen _

Of their bright colours manifold.

Bats and white owls, by night time bold.

Haunt the dim halls with pillars high

Where oft with song and mirth untold

Of old the merry hours went by. , ^
ENVOI.

But now the distant bell has tolled

For evensong ; the sunbeams die

And droop across the open wold :

Swift has this sunny hour gone by.

, Jane E. G. Roberts.

SONNET.

Do you remember—but I think you do

This recollect, O cruel love, .it least !—

How once you took my hand and marked its creased
.

-Life-furrowed palm 1 " An old-world hand, said you.—^
" You my new world, who make an old worid new,

,• ^
WiTh lines and skms like these ! How long have ceased

The glacial drifts from bitter north and east

;

The grinding weights of suffering that drew

Their cruel lengths over this little palm (

Striated so and graven, cut and marred.

Skin-crumpled, yet not dimpled, is ill-starred ! __
For you no happy ease, no gracious calm, _ .

But agonizing in the nairow way,
,,

And Love, the boy, born on a bitter day.
ggaANUS.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

II.

—

Conlimied.

There was something piteous, and yet humorous as well, in her present

inJlectual state. She was a young leader^^'^f^^ ^^^ ^f

a following. She believed firmly in herself, and yet deceived herself.

Much in the world that it was now her fixed principle to shun and rep o^

hi he liked and clung to. These points of attraction were mostly

u^taliS: it is true, Uke the fashion of clothes or the -uventionaUsni

of accepted social customs. But even these she had more than half per

Laded herself that she despised, and when she observed them in oth«.

thev too often blinded her to attractions of a less flimsy sort She had

veSed upt a sanguine and florid fanaticism, and was wholly un--^^^^^^

of her peril. Some of Courtlandt's tepidly sober comments might effectuaUy

hive warned her, if it had not been for a marked -ntrary
-^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^l

was represented by the gentleman whom we have already heard her name

"
^LtdW presented to him on the steamer during her recent home^

ward voyage, by an acquaintance who knew little .enough -S-'^-S
^J

antecedents. But Ralph Kindelon had been at once very fra"k with her.

Cwas the most priinent trait that -ally di.,o.d tae f in^him ^on

him, and the mood was upon him, in a loquacious sense, with considerable

pertinacity. He wa« the sort of man concerning whom you might have

^id, aftei- hearing him talk three minutes or so, that he talked too much.;

but if you had listened to him five minutes longer your modified opinion

would probably have been that he scarcely talked too much for so good a

talker. n « v,

It has been chronicled of him that he was extremely frank. Before he

had enUvened during more than an hour, for Pauline, the awful tedium

of an AtlanticVoyage in winter, she discovered herself to be in a measure

posted concerning his persom.1 biography. His parents had been farmers

•n his nativ-e Ireland, and he was the fourth of a family of eleven children^

At the age of twelve years a certain benevolent baronet, whose tenant his

father was, had sent him to scho<yi in Dublin with a view toward traming

and encouraging a natural and already renowned precocity. At school^ he

had done well until seventeen, and at seventeen he had suddenly found

himself thrown on the world, through the death of his patren. Aft^r that

he had re-visited his somewhat distant home for a brief term, and soon

-iifterward had taken passage for America, aided by the funds of an adm.r- _
ing kinsman. He had even then developed evidence of wh-t we cal a

knack for writing. After severe hardships on these shores, he had ^rnted

into an editorial office in the capacity of printer. This had been a god-send

to him. and it had fallen from the skies of Chicago, not i,ew York. But

New York had ultimately proved the theatre of those triumphs which

were brilliant indeed compared with the humdrum humility of his more

Western pvsuits.. Here he had written articles on many different sub-

jects for the local journals ; he had served in almost every drudging

-department of reportorial work; he had risen, fallen, risen, and at last

risen once and for all, durably and honorably as an associate-editor m a

popular and prominent New York journal. He told Pauline the name o

his iournal-the New York Asteroid~s.nd she remembered having heard

of it He laughed his affluent mellow laugh at this statement, as though

it were the most amusing thing in the world to find an American who had

only " heard of " the New York Asteroid.

In a politicar sense, and moreover in all senses, he was a zealous

Liberal. How he had managed to scrape together so remarkable an amount

of knowledge was a mystery to himself. Everything that he knew had^
been literally "scraped together "; the phrase could not be apter than

when applied to his neutral store of facts. He read with an almost

phenomenal swiftness, and his exquisite memory retained whatever touched

it with a perfection like that of some marvellously sensitive photographic

agent. He never forgot a face, a book, a conversation. He hardly forgot

a sin^rle one of his newspaper articles, and their name was legion. His

powers just stopped short of genius, but they distinctly stopped there. He

did many things well-many things, in truth, which for a man so hazard-

ously educated it was surprising that he didatall. But he did nothing super-

latively well. It was the old story of that fatal facility possessed by num-

bers of his own countrymen who have migrated to these shores Perhaps

the one quality that he lacked was a.eflective patience-and this is de-

clared of his brains alone, having no reference to his moral parts. He

leapt upon subjects and devoured them, so to speak. It never occurred

to him that there is a cerebral digestion, which, if we neglect its demands,

inevitably entails upon us a sort of dyspeptic vengeance. In crushing the
ineviua y i

_ blunted taste for ita hner
a first acquaintance ; he always managed to impress you by

^^J^^^^l friiit with too greedy a speed we get to have a

Ho had a large head sot on a large frame o<^^ «?»«=** ^ITPIT!; flavour:
"^ ~

T^Ho had a large heaa set on a mig^ i.-^.- r

hL muscular li.nbs were moulded superbly; his big hands and f^ had

the same harmony of contour, despite their size ;
his grace of -;--*

was extraordinary, considering his height and weight
:

the -««
S^^^J

^^

solidity of his chest struck you as you stood <=l°^^^° ."^--^j
.^tme'"

substlially, women so protectively, human A kind ° ^
-^^^/^^J

to diffuse itself from his bodily nearness, as if the pulse o "»*
;^^

the action of his heart must be on some exceptionally
'^^"'\''^'lJ'''^2

those whom he really fascim^ted his real fascinations lay elsewhere. You

met them in the pair of facile dimples that gave genial emphasis to his

met tnem m mo p»«
, c i.:„ Ki„p.black hair, which receded

sunny smile ; in the crisp, coarse curi of his blue bhick hair

at eiL. temple and drooped centrally over a broad

^fJ^°;
> ^ *'';^

sensuous, ample, ruddy mouth, which so often ^'^'''''^ '^^ ^^^^'^"^^

shape and ui^awed purity, and was shaded by a mustache tending to

tZ: in ie. wL eih strong crinkled hair ^^

^^J^Yt'Z'^^o:
smooth-sloping cheeks; and lastly in the violettinted Irish eyes, whose

deep-bUick kshes had a beautiful length and gloss.

Kindelon spoke with a decided brogue. It was no mere Celtic accent

it1 the pure'and Original parlance of his native UUnd, though sh^rn o^

those ungrammatical horrors with which we are prone by ^ab^t *° -soc^^

it His English waB Irish, as one of his own <=°-^*'y*'''" "" S**'^ "T*
but it wasTery choice and true English, neverthelesa. WeU as he spoke

flavour. u '.. —:- -•

Within certain very decided limits he had thus far made an eaay con-

quest of Pauline. She had never before met any one whom he remotely

resembled. In the old days she would have shrank from him as being

unpatrioian; now, his fleet speech; his entire Jack of repose, his careless

unmodish though scrupulously cleanly dress, all had for her an appeahng

and individual charm. After parting on the arrival here, she and Kinde-

lon had soon re-met. He bore the change from oceanic ^-rroundings ad^

mirabiy in Pauline's eyes. Wirti characteristic candour he told her that

he haJ come back frem the recent visit to his old parenta in Ire and

(Pauline knowing allabout this visit, of course) to find himself wofully

poor. She was wondering whether he would resent the offer of a loan if

she made him.one, when he suddenly surprised her by a statement with

regard to "present funds," that certainly bore no suggestion of poverty.

ThT truth was. he lacked all proper appreciation of the value of money.

Economy was an unknown virtue with him ;
to have was to spend ;

he was

incapable of saving; no financial to-morrew existed for him. and by his

careiess and oft^n profuse charities he showed the same absence of caution

as that which marked all other daily expenditures.

In her immediate purchase of a new residence she consulted with him

and "allowed herself to be guided by his counsels. This event brought

Wtirr7e;choice\nd true English n^erthel^^^^
rmro^clo^Tto^etheTf^r manyW-^n they would otherw^ have

it, he spoke it immoderately, even exorbitantly, when the mood was upo|i ^
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been. Ilis arkiatic feeling and his excellent taste were soon a fresh sur-

prise to her. " I begin to think," she said to him, one day, "that there is

nothing you do not know."

He laughed his blithe bass laugh. " Oh," he said, "I know a lot of

things in a loose, haphazard way. We newspaper men can't escape gen-

eral information, Mrs. Varick. We breathe it in, naturally, and in spite

'of ourselves."

" But tell me," Pauline now asked, "are these other people to whom I

shall soon be presented, as clever as you arel

"

He looked at her with merriment twinkling in his light-tinted eyes.

"They're a good deal cleverer—some of them," he replied. " They could

give me points and beat me, as we say in billiards."

.

" You make me very anxious to know them."

" When you talk like that I feel as if I might be tempted to postpone

all introductions indefinitely," he responded. He spoke with sudden seri-

ousness, and she felt that mere gallantry had not lain, at the root of this

answer.

As a matter of course, Kindelon and Courtlandt soon met each other

in Pauline's drawing-room. Courtlandt was quite as quiet as usual, and

tLc Irishman periiapa rather unwontedly voluble. Pauline thought she

had nev^r heard her new friend talk better. He made his departure before

her cousin, and when he had gone Pauline said, with candid enthusiasm :

" Isn't he a wonderful man 1

"

* " Wonderful 1 " repeated Courtlandt, a trifle drowsily.

She gave him a keen look, and bristled visibly while she did so. "Cer-

tainly !
" she declared. " No other word just expresses him. I didn't

observe you very closely. Court," she went on, " but I took it for granted

.that you were being highly interested. I can't imagine your not being."

" He gave me a kind of singing in the ears," said Courtlandt. " I've

got it yet. He makes me think of one of those factories where there's a

violent hub-bub all the time, so that you have to speak loud if you want

to be heard."

Pauline was up in arms, then. " I never listened to a more scanda-

lously unjust criticism i" she , exclaimed. " Do you mean to tell me, un-

blushingly, that ypu do not think him a very extraordinary person 1

"

" Oh, very," said her cousin.

Pauline gave an eifasperated sigh. " I am so used to you," she said,

*' that I should never even be surprised by you. But you need pot pre-

tend that you can have any except one truthftd opinion about Mr.

Kindelon !

"

" I haven't," was the reply. " He's what they call a smart newspaper

man. A Bohemian chap, you know. They're nearly all of them just like

that. They can talk you deaf, dumb and blind, if you only give them a

chance."

" I don't think the dumbness required any great effort, as far as \)ou

were concerned!" declared Pauline, with sarcastic belligerence.

She never really quarrelled with Courtlandt, because his impregnable

stolidity made such a result next to impossible. But she was now so

annoyed by her cousin's slighting cdhiments upon Kindelon that her treat-

.,: ment was touched with a decided coolness for days afterward.

Meanwhile her aunt, Mrs. Poughkeepsie, had undergone considerable

discomforting surprise^ Mrs. Poughkeepsie had^^been prepared- ta find

Pauline changed, but by no means changed in her present way. On hear-

ing her niece express certain very downright opinions with regard to the

life which she was bent upon hereafter living, this lady at first revealed

. amazement and afterward positive alarms

" But my dear Pauline," she said, " you cannot possibly mean that

you intend to get yourself talked abouk."

" Talked about, aunt Cynthia \ IJdon't quite catch your drift, really."

" Let me be plainer, then. If you remain out of society, that is one

thing. I scarcely went anywhere, as you know, for ten years after my

husband's death—not, indeed, until Sallie h»d grown up and was ready to

come out. There is no objection, surely, against closing one's doors upon

the world, provided one desires to do so—although I should say that such

a step, Pauline, at your age, and after two full years of widowhood, was

decidedly a mistake. Still
—

"

" Pardon me. Aunt Cynthia," Pauline here broke in. " Nothing is

further from my wish than to close my doors upon the world. On the

contrary, I want to open them very wide indeed."

Mrs. Poughkeepsie lifted in shocked manner both her fair, plump,

dimpled hands. She was a stout Udy, with that imposing, dowager-like

effect of embonpoint which accompanies a naturally tall and majestic stat-

ure. Her type had never in girlhood been a very feminine one, and it now

bordered upon masculinity. Her eyes were hard, calm $nd dark ; her

arching nose expressed the most serene self-reliance. She was indeed a

person with no doubts ; she had, in her way, settled the universe. All her^

creeds were crystallized, and each, metaphorically, was kept in cotton, as

though it were a sort of family diamond. She had been a Miss Schenec-

tady, of the elder, wealthy and more conspicuous branch ; it waJTa most

notable thing to have been such a Miss Schenectady. She had married a

millionaire, and also a Poughkeepsie ; this, moreover, was something very

important and fine. She had so distinct a "position" that her remaining

out of active participation in social pursuits made no difference whatever

as regarded her right to appear and rule whenever she so chose ; it had

only been necessary for her to lift her spear, when Miss Sallie required her

chaperonage, and the Snowes and Briggseshad perforce to tremble. And
this fact, too, she held as a precious, delectable prerogative.

(To-be continued.)

A DETECTIVE STORY.

BY POLICE CAPTAIN HOWARD.

It was morn in the city of New York. A man was alone in a chamber

of which the architecture was a caricature of the Egyptian tombs. This

man was the ablest of the detective force and had raised himself, by his

own unaided exertions, from the humble position of editor of a daily paper.

He was a mixture of Vidocq, Le Coq and Sergeant Ballentyne of Scotland

Yard. His ability was such that he was always spoken of in society as

Screwbolt Jim. The furnishing of the apartment in which we find him

consisted of a plank bench and a stupendous spittoon. He lounged on the

former and spat in the latter. A captain of a prescinct entered with a

message from the chief. The abduction of a hog had taken place under

circumstances of peculiar atroAty, and none but Screwbolt could be trusted

to work it up. Hastily tilling two Saratoga trunks with disguises he took

the 12:05, standard time, and reached the scene of the crime.

His first duty was, of course, to show his shield to the gentlemanly

clerk of the hotel [The Week notices that in detective stories the shield has

the same properties as the shield of Ruggiero] and to find a clew. Dis-

guising himself as a member of the Canadian House of Commons he found

that the ground, having been wet, showed the well-defined footsteps of a

pig, who had evidently been hauled against its will across the road from

Deacon Nathan Dumpling's farm-yard to premises occupied by one Murty

O'Hoolough. Changing his disguise for the costume of a fisher of eggs he

applied his ear to an orifice in O'Hoolough's piggery and distinctly heard a

grunt. The clew was complete.

Finding that the. only police force in the-locality was one Dutchman

who halted on both limbs and spoke no English, the astute Detective tele-

phoned to the chief to send down 115 men by 6:22. Meantime he would

see what could be done by his own unassisted cuteness.

Disguised as the Rev. Mr. Talmadge he called at the house he had spot-

ted and asked for a subscription towards publishing that gentleman's

sermons. Murty told him to go to blazes. Changing his disguise for that

of the Wandering Jew he returned and offered to sell two pairs of Lazarus'

spectacles. Murty couldn't see it. Returning to the hotel and winking at

the gentlemanly clerk as he passed, a few rapid changes of costume con-

verted him into a member of the Stock Exchange, who offered O'Hoolong^

some preferred Canada Pacific guaranteed three per cents on time. The

surmised pig stealer had no spare funds to invest. Driven to his last card

the detective got himself up elaborately as a dude and again called at

O' H.'s door. Murty stared. After his first shock of astonishment was

over the O'Hooloug^yelled in, a voice that brought up a young woman

from the basement, " I say, Mirandy ! what iaiti" Mirandy, who had seen

a similar animal on Fifth Avenue, smiled so sweetly that the detective be-

came alarmed and fled.

It was now time to show his shield. [The narrative here 'becomes

somewhat complicated. The 115 men telephoned for came, and were ar-

ranged at the front door to prevent escape. The brave detective went in

and showed his shield, when suddenly the 'wall opened and nineteen men

in masks appeared, each man with two Colt's revolvers in his right hand

and sword-bayonets, of the finest Damascus steel, in his left. Worse still,

two trained bull dogs of most malignant aspect threw the detective down

and stood over him with their fangs in dangerous proximity to his jugular.

From this dilemma the hero extricated himself by means of sulphuric acid

and a file, but how he did it is not stated.] When morning dawned the

people in the vidaity mentioned that Murty O'Hoolough had come out of

hip back door during the night and driven off rapidly towards the city with

a carcass of pork. Nothing; therefore remained for the detective but to re-

turn to the chief «hd report that the negotiation had failed. H. D.

Prince Edviard I»land.

READINOa FROM NEW BOOKS.

TO MY &RANDM0THBK.

(Sviggested by a pictwre by Mr. Romnty.)

This relative of mine

Wtw she seventy-and-nine ,

When she died ^

By the canvas may be seen

How she looked at seventeen.

As a bride.

Beneath a summer tree

Her maiden reverie

Has a, charm ;

Her ringlets are in taste ;

What an arm ! What a waist

For an arm !
,

With her bridal-wreath, bouquet,

Lace, farthingale and gay

Fallala—
Were Romney's limning true.

What a lucky dog were you.

Grandpapa

!

Her lips are sweet as love ;

They are parting ! Do they move t

Are they dumb ?

Her eyes are blue, and beam

Beseechingly, and seem

, To say, " Come 1

"

What funny.fancy slips

From atween these cherry lips %

Whisper me,

Sweeft sorceress in paint,

Wha^ Canon says I mayn't

Marry thee.

That good-for-nothing Time

Has a confidence sublime !

When I first

Saw this lady, in my youth.

Her winters had, forsooth.

Done their worst.

,

Her locks, as white as snow.

Once shamed th-; swarthy crow.

By-and-by

That fowl's avenging'aprite

Set his cruel foot for spite

Near her eye.

Her rounded form was lean,

A;id her silk was bombazine
;

Well I wot

With her needles would she sit

And for hours would she knit

Would she not ? «

I

1

Ah ! perishable clay ;
-

Her charms had dropped away,

One by one.

But if she heaved a sigh

With a burthen it was " Thy
Will be done."

In travail aa in tears.

With the fardel of her years

Overprest,

In mercy she was borne

Where the weary and the worn

Are at rest.

O, if you now are there,

Ajid as sweet as once you were.

Grandmamma,
This nether world agrees

'Twill all the better please

Grandpapa.

nt^'

A OAEDBN IDYLL.

We have loiter'd and laugh'd in the flowery croft.

We have met under wintry skies ;

Her voico is the dearest voice, and soft

Is the light in her wistful eyes;

It is sweet in the silent woOds, among

Gay crowds, or in any place,

To hear her voice, to gaze on her young
^ ^

Confiding face.

For ever may roses divinely blow.

And wine-dark pansies charm

By the prim box-path where I felt the glow

Of her dimpled, trusting arm, - ^
And the sweep of her silk as she turned and smiled,

A smile as fair as her peiirls ; , •
.

The breeze was in love with the darling child, *,„__—
As it moved her curls.

She shoVd me her 'ferns and woodbine sprays.

Fox-glove and jasmine stars,

A mist of blue in the beds, a blaze

Of red in the celadon jars
;

And velvety bees in convolvulus bells.

And roses of bountiful June— i-^." :

—Oh, who would think the. summer spells l_
Could die so soon !

For a glad song came from the milkmg-shed.

On a wind of that summer south, " 1.

And the green was golden above her head,

And a sunbeam kissed her mouth ;

Sweet were the lips where that su'nbeffra dwelt—

And the wings of Time were fleet

As I gazed ; and neither spoke, for we felt

Life was so sweet.,

And the odorous limes were dim above

As we leant on a drooping bough ;

And the darkling air was a breath of love,

And a witching thrush sang " Now '.

" ^•'

For the sun dropped loyr, and the twilight grew

As we listen'd a^d sjgh'd, and leant—

That day-was the sweetest day—and we knew

What' the sweetness meant. ^ , ., , ,^
From f Poems by Frederick LoclOr.

PERIODICALS.

\ In the January number of The CerUury Magazine that much discussed

Vovel, "The Bread-winners," reaches its conclusion. It strikes us as a

Itory 'strong throughout; here and there a trifle unrefined, and now and

Igainin error in its analysis ; but on the whole a vigorously conceived

Ld boldly outUned picture of full-blooded life. An unusually readable

, and well illustrated paper is that by Mr. Andrew Lang, entitled " Edin-

boro' Old Town," with drawings by Mr. Pennell. A bright artistic paper

is the " Log of an Ocean Studio," by Clarence C. Buel. There is an in-

teresting article on a you^g Hindu genius, a girl by name Torn D.itt, who

died at the age of twenty-^ine, after having added work of permanent value

to our literature. Mr. Robert Grant's " An Average Man," does not by

any means strike us as possessing the dulness one critic has ascribed to

it. The heroes are two young men who are not slow ;
one of the beromes,

a charming and beautiful young woman wedded to a feeble-minded hus-

band, is dissatisfied, and reads with one of the before-mentioned heroes, on

-^-first acquaintance, sumhT^taiuas fium Swinburne's exquisi te bnt nnt ex-

actly prudish " Before Dawn." We do not think the novel gives any

, promise of dulness. In fact everything points quite the other way. An

article signed " Y. D." gives an account of « The Forty Immorta s of the

French Academy ; there are extracts from Garfield's " Journal of a Trip to

Europe in 1867 "
; Mr. Edward Egglest.on contributes a paper on ' Hus-

bandry in Colony Times ;
" and Mr. E. V. Smalley writes a timely note on

General Sherman, whose portrait, engraved to perfection, opens the number.

Mr John Burroughs contributes one of his finely sympatheti^essays, under

the title of " In Wordsworth's Country." Mr. Cable continues his novel,

« Dr Sevier," of which we do not yet find ourselves able to formulate an

opinion. The characterization," it goes without. saying, is beyond praise as

L the descriptive touches. Like all of Mr. Cable's work, it has a quality

which prejudices the critic in its favour. The hero is a somewhat contra-

dictory and uncomfortable doctor. The heroine is a sweet and lovable httle

woman, whose husband commands our liking and respect, while we are

conscious of a l^ck in his make-up which vexes us. Narcisse is admirably

drawn. In the 'department of " Open Letters " there is a letter from Mr

J Fred Harley, a young Canadian writer of great promise, deatag with

the question of " Free Trade with Canada." Mr. Frank R Stockt^has

in this number one of his delicately humorous stories, entitled His Wifes

Deceased Sister," from which we quote. The name itself is a hit. Ihe

poetry of the number is not remarkable.
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nis wire's DtcKASiD bmter.

It is now five years since an efent occarred which so ooloored my life, or, rather,
so obanged some of its original ooloara, that I hare thought it well to write an aoconnt
of it, deeming that its lessons may be of advantage to persons whose sitaation in life is
similar to my own.

When I was quite a yonng man I adopted likeratare as a profession, and, having
passed through tlie necessary preparatory grades, I found myself, after a good many
years of hard and often unremnnerated work, in pojsession of what might be called a
fair literary practice.

It was at this time I married. I had been engaged for more than a year, but had
not been willing to assume tbe support of a wife until I felt that my pecuniary position
was BO assured that I oou'ld do so with full satisfaction to my own conscience. We
were by no means rich ; but we had enough and were thoroughly satisfied and con-
tent.

Those of my readers who are married will have no difficulty in remembering the pe-
culiar ecstasy of the first weeks of their wedded life. It is then that the flowers of this
world bloom brightest ; that its sun is the most genial ; that its olonds are the scarcest

;

that its fruit is the n^ost delicious ; that the air is the most balmy ; that its cigars are
of the highest flavour ; that tbe warmth and radiance of early matrimonial feUcity so
rarefy the intallectual atmosphere that the soul mounts higher and eujoys a wider pros-
pect than ever before.

These experiences were mine. The plain claret of my mind was changed to spark-
ling champagne ; and at the very height of its effervescence I wrote a story. The
lappy thought that then struck me for a tale was of a very peculiar character, and in-
terested me so much that I went to work at it with great delight and enthusiasm, and
tiijished it iu a comparatively short time. The title of the story was •• His Wife's De-

-ernjed Sister "
; and when I read it to Hypatia she was delighted with it, and at times

was so affected by its pathos that her uucontroUable emotion caused a sympathetic
dimness in my eyes which prevented my seeing the words I had written. When the
reading was ended, and my wife had dried her eyea, she turned to me and said ;

" This
story will make yojir fortune. There has been nothing so pathetic since Lamartine's
' History of a Servant Girl.'

"

As soon as possible the next day I sent my story to the editor of the periodical for
which I wrote most frequently, and in which my best productions generally appeared.
In a few days 1 had a letter Irom the editor, in which he praised my story as he had
never before praised anything from my pen. It had interested and charmed, h6 said,
not only himself, but all his associates in the office.

If anything could make our skies more genial, our flowers brighter, and tbe flavour
of our fruit and cigars more delicious, it was a letter like this. And when, in a very
short time, the story was published, we found that the reading public was inclined to
receive it with as much sympathetic interest and favour as had been shown to it by tbe
editors. My personal friends soon began to express enthusiastic opinions upon it. It
was highly praised in many of the leading newspapers ; and, altogether, it was a great
literary success. I am not inclined to be vain ol my writings, and, in general, my wife
tells me, think too little of them ; but I did feel a good deal of pride and satisfaction in
the success of " His Wife's Deceased Sister." If it did not make my fortnne, as my
wife asserted that it would, it certainly would help me very much in my literary
career.

In less than a month from the writing ol this story, something very nnnsoal and
unexpected happened to me. A manuscript was returned by the editor of the periodi-
cal iu which " His Wife's Deceased Sister " had appeared. " It is a good story," he
wrote, " but not eqnal to what you have just done. Yon have made a great ^it, and it
would not do to interfere with tbe reputation you have gained, by pubUshing anything

ferior to • His Wife's Deceased Hister,' which has had such a deserved success."
I was so unaccustomed to having my work thrown back on my hands that I think

must have turned a little pale when I read the letter. I said nothing of the matter
to my wife, for it would be foolish to drop such grains of sand as this into the smooth-
ly oiled machinery of our domestic felicity. But I immediately sent tbe story to an-
other editor. I am not able to express the astonishment I felt when, in the course of
a week, it was sent back to me. The tone of the note accompanying it indicated a
somewhat injured feeling on tbe part of the editor. " I am reluctant," he said, " to
decline a manuscript from you, for you know very well that if you sent me anything
like ' His Wile's Deceased Sister ' it would be most promptly accepted."

I now felt obliged to speak of the affair to my wife who was quite as much sur-
prisM, though perhaps not quite as much shocked, as I bad been.

In due course of time I had another manuscript finished, and I sent it to my fav-
ourite periodical. It was retained some weeks, and then came back to me. " It will
never do," the editor wrote quite warmly, " for you to go backward. The demand for
the number containing ' His Wife's Deceased Sister ' still continues, and we do not in-
tend to let you disappoint that great body of readers who wonld be so eager to see an-
other number containing one of your Etoriea."

I sent this manuscript to four other periodicals, and from'each of them it was re-
turned with remarks to the effect that, although it was not a bad story in itself, it was
not what they would expect from the author of " His Wile's Deceased Sister."

The editor of a western magazine wrote to me for a story, to be published in a
special number which he would issue for the hoUdays. I wrote him one of the sharac-
ter and length he asked for, and sent it to him. By return mail it came back to me.
"I had hoped," the editor wrote, " when I asked for a story from yonr pen, to receive
something like ' His Wife's Deceased Sister,' and I must own that I am very much dis-
appointed."

T was so fined with anger when I read this note that 1 openly obj nrgated '
' His Wife's

Deceased Sister."
" You must excuse me," I said to my astonished wile, " for expressing mysell thns

in yonr presence, but that conlounded story will be the min of me yet. Until it is for-
gotten, nobody will ever take anything I write."

"And you cannot expect it ever to be forgotten," said Hypatia, with tears in her
eyes.

It is needless lor me to detail my literary efforts in the course ol the next lew
months. The ideas ol the editors with whom my principal business had been done, in

. to send them matter inferior to that by which my reputation had lately risen. The
fact was that my successful story had ruined me. My income was at an end, and want
actually stared me in the face ; and I must admit that I did ^t like the expression of
its countenance. It was of no use for me to try to write another story like His Wife's
Deceased Sister." I conld not get married every time I began a new mannsoript, and it

was the exaltation of mind oaosed by my wedded felicity which had produced that
story.

* It's perfeotly dreadful," said my wife. " If I had had a sister, and she had died
I would have thought it was my fault.

"

'

"It could not be your lault," I answered, "and I do not think it was mine. I had
no intention of deceiving anybody into the belief that I could do that sort of thing every
time, and it onght not to be expected of me. Unppose Haphael's patrons had tried to
keep him screwed up to the pitch of the Siatine Maidonna, atid bad refnaad to bay aoy-
thing which was not as good as that. In that ease I think he would have oeenpiad a
much earlier and narrower grave thao ^t on whioh Mr. Morris Moore hangi his
funeral decorations."

:

• But, my dear," said Hypatia, who was posted on snoh subjects, " the Siatine
Madonna was one of his latest paintings."

" Very true," said I ;
" but if he had manri«d as I did, he would hare painted it

ekriier."

I was walking homeward one aftamoon aboot this time, whan I oMt Barbel, a maa

I had known well in my early hterary eareer. He was now about fifty years of age, bnt ^
looked older. His hair and beard were quite gray, and his elothes, which were of the
same general hue, gave me tbe idea that they, like his hair, had originally been black.
Age is very hard on a man's external appointments. Barbel had an air ol having been
to let for a long time, and quite out of repair. But there was a kindly gleam in his
eye, and he welcomed me cordially, and on his invitation I went with him to his room.
It was at the top of a very dirty and well-worn house, which stood in a narrow and
lumpy street, into which few vehicles ever penetrated except the ash and garbage carts,
and the rickety waggons of the vendors of stale vegetables.

" This is not exactly a fashionable promenade," said Barbel, as we approaohed the
houw, " but in some respects it reminds me of the streets in Italian towns, where the
palaces lean over toward each other in such a friendly way.

"

Barbel's room was, to my mind, rather more doleful than the street. It was dark,
it was dusty, and cobwebs hung from every corner. The few chairs upon the floor, and
the books upon a greasy table, seemed to be afflicted with some dorsal epidemic, for
their backs were either gone or broken. A little bedstead in the aomer was covered
with a spread made of New York Heralda, with their edges pasted together.

" There is nothing better," said Barbel, noticing my glance toward this novel coun-
terpane, " for a bed-covering than newspapers. They keep you as warm as a blanket. '

and are much lighter."

The only part of the room which was well lighted was at one end near the solitary
window. Here, upon a table with a spliced leg, stooJ a little grindstone.

"At the other end of the room," said Barbel. " is my cook-stove, which you can'*
see unless 1 light the candle in the bottle whioh stands by it ; but if you don't care par-
ticttlariy to examine it I won't go to the expense of lighting up. Yon might pick np a
good many odd pieces of bric-ibrac around here, if yon chose to strike a match and in.
vestigate, but I wonld not advise you to do so. It would pay bettor to throw the things—
out of the window than to carry them down stairs. The particular piece of in-door
decoration to whioh I wish to call your attention is this." And he led me to a little
wooden frame which hung against the wall near the window. Behind a dusty piece ol
glass it held what appeared lo be a leaf from a small magazine or journal. " The
said he, '• you see a page from ' The Grasshopper,' a humourous paper which flonrished
in this city some hall dozen years ago. I used to write regularly for that paper as von
may remember." «- r

•
j

" yes, indeed," I exclaimed. ' And I shall never forget your ' Conundrum of tha
Anvil,' which appeared in it. How often have I laughed at that most wonderful con-
ceit, and how often have I put it to my friends.

"

Barbel gazed at me silently for a moment, and then he pointed to the frame.
" That printed page," he said solemnly, "contains the 'Conundrum of the Anvil.'

I hung it there so that I can see it while I work. That conundrum ruined me. It i
was the last thing I wrote for 'The Orasshopper.' How I ever came to imagine it I
cannot tell. It is one of those things which occur to a man bnt once in a Ufe-tiiue
After tbe wild shout of delight with which the public greeted that conundrum, my sub-
sequent efforts met with hoots of derision. ' The Orasshopper ' turned its hind legs
upon me. I sank from bad to worse—much worse—until at last I found mysell re-
duced to my present occupation, whioh is that of grinding points to pins. By this I
procure my bread, coffee, and tobacco, and sometimes potatoes and meat. One day
while I was hard at work, an organ-grinder came into the street below. He played the
serenade from ' Trovatore, and the familiar notes brought back visions of old days
and old delights, when the successful writer wore good clothes, and sat at operas when
he looked into sweet eyes, and talked of Italian airs ; when his future appeared all a
succession ol bright scenery and joyons acts, without any provision lor a drop-onrtain.
And as my ear listened, and my mind wandered in this happy retrospect, my every
faculty seemed exalted, and, without any thought upon the matter, I ground points
upon my pins so fine, so regular and smooth, that they would have pierced with ease
the leather of a boot, or slipped, without abrasion, among the finest threads of rare
old lace. When the organ stopped, and I fell back into my real world of cobwebs and
mustiness. I gazed upon the pins I had just ground, and without a moment's hesita-
tion threw them into the street, and reported the lot as spoiled. This cost me a little
money, but it saved me my livelihood.

"

After a few moments ol silence Barbel rosnmed :
" I have no more to say to you my

yonng Iriend. All I want you to do is to look upon that Iramed eonnndmm, then upon
this grindstone, and then to go home and reflect. As lor me, I have a gross ol pinsto
grind before the sun goes down."

I cannot say that my depression of mind was at all relieved by what I had seen and
heard. I had lost sight of Barbel for some years, and I had supposed him still floating
on the sun-sparkling stream of prosperity, where I had last seen him. It was a grmS
shook to me to find him in such a condition of poverty and squalor, and to see a man
who had originated the "<ConundTum ol the Anvil " reduced to the soul-depressing oc-
cupation ol grinding pin-points. As I walked and thought, the dreadlul pictnre ol a
totally eelipsed Intnre arose before my mind. The moral of Barbel sank deep into mv
heart.

..

When I reached home I told my wife the story ol my Iriend BarbeL She listened
with a sad and eager interest.

" I am alraid," she said, "il our fortunes do not quickly mend, that we shall have
tobny two little grindstones. You know I could help you at that sort of thing."

The next day I determined to go and call upon the editor of the journal for whioh
in happier days, before the bUght of " His Wife's Deceased Sister" rested upon me I
used most frequently to write ; and, having frankly explained my condition to him, 'to
ask his adrice. The editor was a good man, and had always been my friend. He
listened with great attention to what I told him, and evidently sympathized with me In

—

my trouble.

" As we have written to you," he said, " the only reason why we did not aooept the
manuscripts you sent us was, that they would have disappointed the high hopes that
the public had in regard to you. We have had letter after letter asking when we were
going to publish another story Uke 'His Wile's Deceased Sister.' We lelt, and we still
feel, that it would .be wrong to allow you to destroy the fair fabric whioh yourself has
raised. But," he added, with a kind smile, " I see very plainly that yonr well-deserved
reputation will be of little advantage to you if you are to starve at the moment that its

- genial beams are, so to speak, lighting you np."
"Its beams are not genial," I answered. " They have scorched and withered me " •

" How would yon like," said the editor, after a short reflection, " to allow us to pub-
lish the stories yon have reoently written under some other name than your own f That
would satisfy ns and the public ; wonld put money in yonr pocket, and would not in-
terlere with your reputation."

Joylully I seized that noble leUow by the hand and instantly accepted his proposi-
tion. " 01 coursei" said I, " a reputation is a very good thing; but no repntationean
take the plaoe of luod, clothes, and a house to live in ; and I gladly agree to sink mj
over-illumined name into obUrion, and to appear belore the public as a new and on
known writer."

" I hope that need not be for long," he laid, " lor I feel snre that you will ret writs
stories as good as ' His Wife's Deceased Sister.'

"

.^ j •••

All the manuscripts I had on hand I now sent to my good friend the editor, and in
dne and proper ordW they appeared in his journal under the name ol John Darmstadt,
whieh I had selaetsflls a snbatitnte lor my own, permanently disabled. I made a simi-
lar arrangement with other editors, and John Darmstadt received the credit ol every-
thing that proeeededed from my pen. Our circumstances now became very eomfortabla,
and oeeasionaUy we even allowed ourselves to indulge in little dreuna ol prosperitr

'

Time passed on very pleasantly one yew ; another, and then a little sen was bom
to OS. It is ollen difficult, I believe, for tbooghtlul persons to decide whether the be-
ginnin« of their conjugal career or the earUeet weeks in the life of their flrst-bom be
the happiest and proudest period of their existence. For myself, I aan only skt thai
the aune exaltiUion of mind, the same rarefaetion of idea and inveation, whiS raa-
Beaded upon mjr weddin« daj, eame apon ma now. Ai than, my eaitatia amotioM

flrtstoUiaed themselves into a motive tor a story, and, without delay. I set myself to

^k npon it. My boy was about six weeks old when the manuscript was finished
;
and

on, ev«iing, as we sat before a comfortable fire in our Bittingroom, with the curtains

^r.ra and the soft lamp lighted, and the baby sleeping soundly in the adjoinmg

ohamber, I read the story to my wife.
. ., r -..

When I had finished, my wife arose, and threw herself into my arms. "I was

never so proud of vou," she said, her gU 1 eyes sparkling, " as I am at t^is ""o^'n'-

That is a wonderful story I It is, indeed 1 I am sure it is just as good as His Wife s

""ATshe s'^e these words, a sudden and chilUug sensation crept over us both. AU

her warmth^md fervour, and the proud and happy glow engendered within me by this

nraise and appreciation from one I foved, vanished in an instant. VVe stepped apart

Snd gaaed upon each other with pallid faces. In the same moment the terrible truth

had flashed upon us both

:

. „ : • » .. i

This story was as good as " His Wile s Deceased Bister 1 . , , . , ,

We stood sUent. The exceptional lot ol Barbel's super-pomted pins seemed to

nieroe our very souls. A dreadful vision rose before me of an impendmg faU and crash.

L^oh our domestic happiness should vanish, and our prospects for our boy be

wrecked just as we had begun to build them up.

My wife approached me, and took my hand in hers, which was as cold m loa. Be

strong and firm !
" she said. " A great danger threatens us. but you must brace your-

self against it. Be strong and firm I
"

. . , ^

I pressed her hand, and we said no more that night.
. „ , ,j j . ;„

The next day I took the manuscript I hod just written, and carefully folded it m
stout wrapping paper. 1>en I went to a neighbouring grocery store and bought a

smaU stro^ tL box. origiSoUy intended tor bUcuit, with a cover that fitted tightly^ In

this I placed my manuscript ; and then I took the box to a tinsmith, and had the top

fastenid on with hard solder. When I went home I ascended mto the garret, and

brought down to my study a ship's oa.h box, which had once belonged to one of my

lamUy who was a sea-captain. This box was very heavy, af^ »'"!/ 5°"°'*,'^'^''''°;

and was secured by two massive locks. Calling my wile, I told her ol he ooutents o

the tin case, which I then placed in the box ; and havmg shut down the heavy Ud, I

'^"""tw's k^.^'saW I; potting it in my pocket, "I shall throw into the.river when I

*°
My'tile''wIS' me eagerly, with a paUid and firm-set countenance, ^but upon

whioh I could see the faint glimmer ol retupUng happiness.

"Wouldn't it be weU," she said, " to secure it stUl further by sealing-wax and pieces

'''•^N^''''8aidL " Ido not believe that any one will attempt to Umperwith our prosper-

ity Aiid now my dear," I continued in an impressive voice, ' ;
no one but you and, m

the course ol time, our son shaU know that this manuscript exists. When I am dead

So« who survive me may, il they see fit, cause this box to be spht open, and the

story published. The reputation it may give my name cannot harm me then.

Feom the Fortnightly Review for January we quote portions of a very

interesting and timely paper entitled " Fire-Discipline," by Mr. Archibald

Forbes. It is valuable as calling attention to the defects of the modern

system of.miUtory training, which inculcates the principle of " cover at aU

risks."

FIBB-nlSOIPLINli.

The compound which I have taken as the title for this paper is the German ex-

oresston to that conduct ol the soldier under the stress ol actual batUe wh^ch u ex-

SITted from^m OS the crowning result ol assiduous moral and prolessional tramiug.

It iTftre^d." iXe that is the grand test ol true soldierhood, not dapper marching on the

nai^ nirsmartness in picking up dressing, not ramrod-hke settmg up, pohshed

?Sto^,Tnd ,p"less acooutremeSts.*^ These aU have their value 7';,l'""""' " ":

s"ts "ut as contributories ; they are among the means that help to the '".'"Portant

md, tbit when the bullets are humming and the shells are crashing the soldier shaU be

Tcomposed, alert, disciplined unit ol a mighty whole whose P"^P°™ ^. ™'<'^. . ^^
aolLr ol the great Frederick's era was a machme. Moltke s man is trained with thu

Sst^tion l^tw^ his predecessor and himsell, that he »liaU be a machine endowed

^^and expected to exercise, the tooultyol intelligence. But his mteUigenoe must

heS'toward not interfere with, that discipUno whioh must be to h.m a second nature

Mv own beUef, founded on rome experience of divers nationahties m war time is

that mMt men are naturaUy cowards. I have thefuUest behef m the force ol the

»fontfs retort on his major. "Colonel." said the major, in a hot fire, "you are

S»id • I SM you tremble !
" " Yes, sir," repded the colonel, " and il you were as^ ks IZ /ou would run away I

" I have the firmest "O^"'-"
"l^'

'° ^"l'* "^^
STmass ol us would prefer the air quiet rather than whiathng with bullets. Most

m^^like the colonel ol the dialogue-they display bravery because m the presence

S™e"WSes and ol the danger they are too great "^"'i'
,^ rtr»3dnavs'n^ Sie average man made a capital soldier in the old shoulder-to-shoulder da»s

British yokeK^British jaU-birds, German handicraltsmen, G""^
,"""?.'

i™°°''

pe^te; and French artisans, were aU pretty much alJie made creditab e • oaimon-

fodto." They would aU march into fire and thole its stmg, each man "^_bt »nd lelt

BcS^e re-acting on him and his rear file supporting at once and blocking him. In

trtrreSnalidlosyncraaies developed themselves. J^e " funkj (?°-'^°^
nLk had been traversed, and the Briton marched on stoadlastly, the German ad-

5^^h Iwer step, he Bussian stood stiU doggedly, and the Frenchman spurted

XTr^ withi yeU. When the blood began to flow and the steuck men 'ent .Town

S^pas^n^ the battle became the all-absorbing question. Andso whe^er by creator

oTC. steadfastness or greater or less dash, the battle was won or lost, lill tne

^^l^aU^pS^tTo'mlnwas ever thrown whoUy upon his own i^^r^-^^^7. <>' ever

lost the ooliSousnesB ol pubUc opinion as represented by his o^rades.

"Shoulder to shoulder " is dead, and its influences have died w^th
^.J*"' /?

J™
new ^VB^the " swarm attack " human nature remams unchanged, fhe soldier ol

JHa, has to w^stle wUh or respond to his own individuahty ;
pubhc opinion is sep^

' „tod from hiTby-i interval ol several paces. He is tried by a much h^her t«rt

2^in tS. old cloee-lormation days. And I know, because I.h»'«r°. >^'»« °"»
Sa hi the higher mcraU whioh his wider scope ol mdividuai^y »»"'» °'

'^cover k
tobe efficient Herein Ues the weak point ol the new °'«"'°^.°'

^f^^^'Tu^^^
"

mloroed. and whUe physical contact « lost, the moral touch is impaired. The officer

SwSe"w sij^l. but the consequences ol not obeying it do not come home mth

ST^VriridWs tJ^-e reluctant individual man. He is behind cover, b^^B <>b«y«f

Se^ol^ histmotions ol his driU master. How dear is that cover
!
he think.,

^ ^Sr^7n.Sn? t^tnre that i. into which he must uprear himsell 1 So he 1«.

Si^eit awhile, and his own partiouhu wave goes on and leaves him behmd He

SlTi^1ien'xrorhem.y BtiU lie. It is a great tompUtion ;
human mUore «

'^he'o.^SulIi^y authorities understand their peopU, and they know the pro-

eeeawhtoh^undent in being inured to war. Therefore it is that they do not en-

to!UZ>n to " cover " with so much soUcitude as ^ ,^y.» "f-'^'-^^^^'tHr^^i
•They know that in every company there are men who wiU he il '^°'~

'?*'i»'Sr

£dbpWenoe ol individial action ; and " cover at aU risks " impairs
"^"f 1^°^ J? ^

SSSrttsaoerYiaion. AMin. they know that it is good lor soldiers to die a httle oo-

2£X.' ?SrriS.ofTSl;se. L "out of it;" but ^''^''^r^z ^,MhwT^t seems brutal to write in this tone, but ia not war aU bmtair And it is the

• 21idtatt!^t^irwrit2rdowna.an^oo that a,e-discipUne onacoompaniea

with casualties is weak. I remember standing with a German general belore Metz

waWhina a skirmish. The German battalion engaged happened to consist chiefly ol

younlsSldiers, an I they were not very stea iy. The oU general shrug,«ed his shouiaers

IndobBZed,"Dey vant to be a Uttle .hooted; dey'vUl do better next time." AU

young sollie™ want to be a " little shooted ;
" and it is only by "P^^'-'K """"^•°'"«-

what instead ef ooddliog thooi lor ever behini cover, as if cover not victory, *«" »!»«

^m ol the day's work, that this experience can belaU them. All ,»oldiers are the bet-

te^ol bei^g " bloole 1 ; " they nev« attain purposelul coolness tiU they have acquired

a personal familiarity with blood and death. ,,.,„.
Our catastrophe at Isandlwana was due partly to the error o employing loose for-

mation against great masses ol bold men, whom a biting lire would deter no whit from

advancing • butT m the end, from the soared inabUity to redeem this error by a rapid,

purposeful resort to close formation in square or squares. Once the loose fringe ol

men dodging for cover was impinge I ou, aU was over save the massaore. The tost rf

fire discipUne lailei whenever the strain on it became severe. The men had worked

up to their skurmishing lessons to the best of their ability; when m^i.terful men

brushed aside the result of those lessons, there was no moral stamma to fall back upon

no consuetude of resource to be as a second nature. A resolute square formed round

S^ ammunition waggon might have made a defonce "^at would have lasted at least

unta Lord Chelmsford came back from hU blraggimg excursion ;
but no man who saw

how the dead Uy on that ghastly field could persuade himsell into the behef tbat Uiere

h^beenanyaltemp'at* r»'ly- the only fragment ol good that came out of the

Isandlwana catastrophe was the resolution, in any aud every subsequent encounter to

^w the Zulus a sc^id front ; and the retrospect of Isandlwana inlused » ""« """^o^

into the success ol Uluudi, where the most furious onslaughts recoiled from the firm

'"Vhetafut^HiU^X was simply a worse copy of I-""'-- J^«J.«f
-

methodised tire, dismphue. It has been urged as the lesson of MSjuba Hill that the

British soldier should ha^ve more careful instruction m marksmanship. f*obably

enough, that would do him good-it could not do him harm
;
but .t was not because

he wL a bad marksman tnat Majuba HiU was so discreditable a reverse. I'J" "e-

o^ule he U so much a creature of cover and of dodging that be went all abroad when

he saw a real live enemy standing up in front of him at pomt-bUnk r^e. It may be

contended that there were fire-seasoned soldiers "bo Participated m this u.fortunato

tas^ess Yea • but these, with no stronger moraU to begin with, because of their early

teS in ass'duous " coier " tactics, had suffered in what moraU they -«bt have pos-

sesseibecause of previous reverses. One regiment was represented on that hUl-top

wMchh^d not participated m those reverses, and was indeed fresh from successes in

Illhani^a^ But Afghan fighting is but a poor school in which to acquire prompt,

siene sell-command when, in old Uavelock's pBrase, the colour ol the »"«"?
«f"«"-

t^hes U visible It was only once, or at most twice, when the Alghan did not play tbe

S^^n^game fle do" not core to look his enemy luU in the face, and he tries aU he

k^wsta prevent his enemy from having the opportunity to look him m the face.

Kis^ptae of an alert yet sustamed character was not to belearned ''°>''°8th« rocks

and stones of Afghanistan. When the adventurous Boer breasted the crest of the M ajuba

C'mI BritTZdier confronted each otherat close quarters. It was no time or long

r^ siK^S^g U was simply the time for tire-discipUne of the readiest practical order

I^tkX efl^t felt I imagine Briton and Boer aUring one <t the other m a per-

^^ml^ToI mutual disquietude. Who should the sooner puU himsell together

a"d takT^tTon on return^ presence ol mind t The Boer bjul the better nerve
;
to

^e UwAi^rican expression, he was quicker on the draw. And then, lor Uck ol fire-

dLcioUne for w^t of training to be c^ol, and to keep their heads within close view ol a

hosSl^iiirtSoBrSwfnt to pieces in uucontroUable scarce, and the sad issue

'"Th""^uer"'S?e°^^-to cover" tactics have made itsell apparent, « - care to

read between the lines, in numberless pettier instances dnnng our recent Uttle wars.

T^ i^SmSiate bilt of a picket may seem a smaU thing and it wiU happen now

and tSTinaU armies, bnt when it occurs frequently it is the surest «"'*''»«»'>'»

Cble mom^ It hai happened too often of Ute m British armies, and I trace its

pTevl^r which I do noV regard as too strong a word, to the lack ol hre-disciphne

bronirht about by the "cover at any price " training.
u j-.«;„

M-alKetar furnishes an incidental UluBtration of our shortoonung m hre-diBcip-

Une wUch aTl contend, has its main cause in the effects of too stringent urgency to

^ver WoCey^howed that discernment which is one of his most valuable character^

S' in refraining from submitting his soldiers to the stram of a " swarm atta<« up

to to;Uptr position in fair dayUght ; and in choosing mstead, as a »"»«.™^»
4ht ad™or»pito of aU ite contmgenc.es of hazard, with the hoped-for

""'-"^"f
«•»

^a sOTrise at .Lybreak. The issue proved his wisdom ;
and an episode of that issue

^„t forth with soldierly fi^ankuess by Sir Edward Hamley, must have given him a thrill

ofrelrf That hoTd^o^erved the spirit of his troops for the final >la^b without

«yirn.V4TnLt:^'.ln^^^

Unnetus of the ilan; fire-disoipUne was not called mto exercise at all. Ihe whole ot

Te fl^t Une nrlssed on mto the interior of the enemy's position.
«^
The second Ime fol-

ow^ burHamley,wX wise prescience. " stopped the p«ts of it that were nearest

to hiln M they ime up, wUlung to keep a support m hand which would be more

rea^av"ilaWe^S^such'aB the brigade in rear could supply. '
It was weU he did Uus

thi^. hilt for his doing of It, the shadow of a far other issue to lel-el-Kebir Ues

afc the f^Uot^Lg q^tation: "The Ught was increasing every moment
;

our own

^^had b^un to shoot immediately after entering tbe entienched pc^ition^^ am

3d now be taken. The light was at its hottes , and how it might end _w«. Mi
rubtl^'for'X ol o^^adv'^^c:^ ^oo^s h:i'rroUed7ven to the edge ol the en-

?^enchm;nt' (^oL wh?c" Ly had penetrated '200 or 300 yards -^^
thejt«„or^

••but there I ^as'abletostop them
»'^\^'-^'"''^JJ'lZt)fseti-^Zl^^^^^ ^i

e^rity GenerarHamley permits himsell to use language ol the most 3^"^ objjx«ter.

" I hottJ fire it ia impossible to imagine." The brigade was ' enclosed ma ti^n^e

„ffi~"" The enemy's breech-loadTra were good, his ammunition abundant and the

£-rSEt 'srprirru-^um^'^^^^^^^^^^

l\^^^;« in the first br^^e m the rush^ up to toe e-renchmen t. J^
we

^Sj^Hi^tey expUins toat but lor toe darkness and the too high aim ol toe enenly

^^nosacnroJld have been tremendous." In other words, il an actual loss ol twb

n^rLrtoeti^oUol toe hottest fire imaginable ?«» '"tun'tely aimed o«r

tSi^eidr caused toe troops "to recoU even to toe edge ol the entrenchment, toe

^S^^^^'miTs^" toat a better-aimed fir, would have prodnoe^ It s«m» p«*g

tM. would have caused toein to " recoU" so much larthe^.that Tel-el-Ketar would
f>

::^ -g"^-"^-
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hare befen s defeat instead of a riotory. The Egyptian! did not ehoot straight beoaase
they were flurried, that is, were deficient in fiie-discipline ; oar men "recoiled '' after

a very brief experience of a devilish bat comparatively harmleea battle-din, becaase the

ardour of the first rush having died oat of them, fire-discipline was not strong enough
in them to Iceep them braced to hold the groand the rush had won them. It was for-

'

tanate that in Uamley they had a chief who had proacience of their feebleness of con-

stancy, and had taken measures to remedy its evil eSeots.

During the aflernodn and evening of Aagust Itlth, 1870, six regiments of the Prns-

sian guard corps made repeated and ultimalely successful efforts to storm the French
position of 8t. Privat. What that position was like the following aathentio description

sets forth :
" In front of St. Privat were several parallel walls of knee-high masonry

and shelter trenches. Those lines, successively commanding each other, were filled

with compact rows of skirmishers, and in their rear upon the commanding height lay

like a natural bastion, and girt by an almost continuous wall, the town-like village,

the stone houses of which were occupied up to the roofs." There was no shelter on
the three-quarters of a mile of smooth natural glacis, over which the regiments moved
steadfastly to the attack ; every fold of it was searched by the dominant musketry fire.

They tried and failed, but they kept on trying till they succeeded. And what did the
success cost them ? The six regiments (each three battalions strong) numbered
roughly 18,000 men ; of these 6,UU0 had gone down before Canrobert quitted his grip

of the " town-like village." One-third of their whole number I It was the cost of this

sacrifice that caused the Qermaus to adopt the unprecedented step of altering their at-

tacking tactics in the middle of the campaign. But the change was not mads because
the troops had proved uneqaal to the task set them, but because the cost of the ac-

complishment of that task, in the face of the Chassepot fire, had been so terrible. Now
I am not concerned to exalt the horn of the Prussian fighting men at the cost of the
British soldier. I will assume, and there is precedent in favooi of the assnmption,
that the British soldier of the pre-dodging era could take bis punishment and come
through it victoriously as stoutly as any (ierman that ever digested erbswurtt and smelt
of sour rye-bread. -Of the 10,000 British fellows whom Wellington sent at Badajos,

8,000 were down before the torn old rag waved over the place. Ligonier's column was
14,000 strong when the Uuke of Cumberland gave it the word to make that astounding
march through the chance gap, a bare 900 paces wide, between the cannon before the

Tillage of Vezon and those in the Bedoubt d'Eu, right into and behind the heart of

the French centre on the bloody day of Fontenoy. There is some doubt whether
those quixotic courtesies passed between Lord Charles Uay and the Count d'Auteroche,
but there is no doubt whatever that when the column, thwarted of the reward of valour

-by deficiency of support, had sturdily marched back through the appalling cross-fire in

the cramped hollow-way, and had methodically fronted into its old position, it was
found that at least 4,000 out of the 14,000 had been shot down. Carlyle, indeed, makes
the loss much heavier. Yet a notable example of the British soldier's gluttony for

punishment is furnished in the statistics of the Inkermann losses. The total force

that kept Mount Inkermann against the Bussians amounted to 7,4H4 ofiicers and men.
Of these, when the long fierce day was done, no fewer than 2,487, had fallen, just one-
third of the whole number. The manner in which our soldiers successfully contested
their fearful odds in this battle is a phenomenal example of fire-discipline of the grand
old dogged type. It is but one, however, of the many proofs that the world has no
Btauncher fighting man than is the British soldier intrinsically.

Than " annihilation " there is no more favourite word with the critics of manoeuvres
and sham-fights. In a notice of a mimic battle near Portsmouth in I'he Times of the
day I write these lines occurs this observation :

" The guns of the fleet vonld have an-
nihilated Colonel Thompson's advance on the left along the sea shore." In truth it is

as hard a thing to
'

' annihilate " a body of troops as it is to kill a scandal. In a Uteral
sense there is scarcely a record of such a catastrophe ; if used in a figurative sense to v

signify a loss so great as to put the force suffering it hon de combat, there is amazing
testimony to the quantity of " annihilation " good troops have accepted without any -

such hapless result. Here are instances taken almost at random. The Confederates,
out of 68,000 men engaged at Gettysburg, lost 18,000, but Meade held his hand from
interfering with their orderly retreat. Of that battle the climax was the assault of

Pickett's division, " the flower of Virginia," against Webb's front on the left of Ceme-
tery Hill. Before the heroic Armitage called for the " cold steel " and carried Gib-
bon's battery with a rush, the division bad met with a variety of experiences during its

mile-and-a-half advance over the smooth groand up to the crest. " When it first came
into sight it had been plied with solid shot ; then half-way across it had been vigor-
ously shelled, and the double cannisters had been reserved for its nearer approach. An
enfilading fire tore through its ranks ; the musketry blazed forth against it with deadly
effect." This is the evidence of an eye-witness on the opposite side, who adds, " but
it came on magnificently." Yes, it came on to cold steel and clubbed muskets, and,
after a desperate struggle, it went back foiled, to the accompaniments which had marked
its advance. But, heavy as were its losses, it was not " auuihiiated." Pickett's di-

vision snrvived to be once and again a thorn in the Federal side before the final day
of fate came to it at Appomatox Coort House. In the September attack on Plevna,
of 74,000 Busso-Boumauian infantry engaged, the losses reached 18,000. SkobeleS
commanded 13,000 men, and at the end of his two days' desperate fighting, not
10,000 of these were left standing. But there was no annihilation, either literally

or conventionally, if one may use the term. The survivors who had fought on the
11th and 12th September were ready at the word to go in again on the 13th ; and
how they marched across the Balkans later is one of tne marvels of modem military
history.

Those examples of stoicism, ol fire-discipline strained to a terrible tension, but not
~¥reaking under the strain, were exhibited by soldiers who did not carry into practise
the tactics of non-exposure. The Busso-Turkbh war, it is true, was within the "cover"
era, but the Bussians in this respect, as in a good many others—such, for instance, as
in their lack of a propensity to '

' recoil "—were behind the times.

Outing and the Whbblman, for Jaauary, is such a number as we
might expect to spring from the union of the two leading out-door magazines

of the continent. It is exceedingly tasteful in appearance ; in contents it is

rich and well varied. , It is the only magazine we have devoted entirely to

the literature of out-door recreation and physical culture. Mr. Maurice

Thompson, in this number, commences a delightful serial called °" Summer
Sweetheart^' Mrs. M. H. Catherwood completes the story " Castle

Trundle." Mr. John Burroughs contributes a charming and syin(>athetic

paper entitled " A Salt Breeze." Finely illustrated articles are " Holiday

Art," by Miss Amanda B. Harris, and the breezy opening paper called

" A Wheeling in Norambega," by Mr. John S. Phillips, which is fortunate

in being accompanied by the spirited sketches of Mr. Sandham. " The
Crown of Wild Olive "is an out-door "classic," in more ways than one.

We quote the " Ballad of the Wheel," by Mr. Clinton Scollard :—

BALLAD or THB WBKCL.

Through the winding lanes where willows lean.

And the stately elms their shadows throw.
Past the wbodlaaid bowers of sunlit green.

Where the dusky brave, with banded bow,

In the haloed time of the long itgo,

Would soft, like a stealthy panther, steal,

We fling dark care to the winds that blow.
And spin away on the whirling wheel. .

By the highways broad, where, fair, is seen
The bloom of the alder, white as snow,

Down hillsides steep on the road between
The vineyards wide with their vines a-row.
Nigh meads where the murmuring brooklets flow

And rashes tall in the breezda reel.

We fling dark cai-e to the winds that blow,'
And spin away on the whirling wheel.

On days when spring is a verdant queen
And bright-eyed buttercups, gleam and glow.

'Uid hoars when the forest's emerald sheen
, Is scorched by suns that the tropics know,
In autumn-tide, ere the winter's woe,

Whether bells of morn or eve outpeal, > .

We fling dark care to the winds that blow,
And spin away on the whirling wheel.

Come, riders, all, be ye swift or slow.
And join in the praise of the steed of steel t

—
We fling dark care to the winds that blow,
And spin away on the whirling wheel.

—CLOIOlt SCOLLABD.

BOOK NOTICES.

Biography of Sir CBarles Tcpper. By Charles Thibault. Montreal

:

L'Etendard print..

This is a paper-covered book of 148 pages, and with respect to the

language in which it is written, is intended, so far as can be ascertained,

as English. The biography of one, whose public career has been in many
important respects so distinguished, and so interwoven with the most
prominent movements in our modern history, could not fail, if properly

written, to be a book of marked importance to a Canadian public. There-

fore, one naturally opens the little work by M. Thibault with much expec-

tancy ; but before he has read half a page his interest in the career of Sir

Charles will have evaporated, and with loosed garments he will have made
up his mind to read the book for its style. For style, it has the most won-
derful that we have ever seen. There is nothing in any literature like

unto it. Take this : A man " must rise with the tide of popularity, and
from the mountain heights on the crest of the waves, dictate to the people

beneath." But M. Thibault ought to know that the tide does not rise to

the top of the mountains now, that it rose thither only once ; and that we
have given us the rainbow as a sign of the covenant that the world is not

to be drowned again. If M. Thibault has never seen a rainbow, he ought

to get somebody to show him one, so that he could be clear on the point

before writing, another book. The same author also says, p. 3 : " Fame
may snatch you unawares ;"^and <^e may add that it ia sure to snatch

him if he writes a book or two more like this one. In endeavouring to

show that the subject of the book has some little blue blood, the author

trails Sir Charles through a number of irrelevant battle-fields without

proving anything, and then bursts out into these sublime statements

:

" Where is the power that can hold a child separated from the one who
gave him life ! against the bayonet of the foe a child would rush, that he
might fall into the arms of his mother." M. ThibaTirt does not say whether
he intends to represent the mother here as holding the bayonetj that the

child might run it into himself in trying to get into his mother's lap ; but
if he does mean this, she is a cruel, heartless mother, and the author in his

next book should denounce her. On page eight, M. Thibault has these two
sentences, running in the order in which we reproduce them. It would be
preposterous for us to say that they mean nothing, for most assuredly are

they bursting with meaning ; but so profound is their significance that

a prize is hereby offered to whomsoever shall expound them :
" Blood ia

the purest criterion of love. Isaac Brock, one of the Tupper family, shall

be amongst, the number." Of course he will ; and next year will be last

week, and the eat will walk oflF with .the clouds, and divers other thinirs

shall happen to the same effect. On page 12 a birth is recorded, but we
are not able to ascertain who. it is that was born, whether Sir Charles

Tupper or his grandfather. . If Sir Charles was born, M. Thibault ought to

stftte it so explicitly ; if he was not, then our suppositibns are all a mistake

and somebody else was born passing himself off for Sir Charles Tupper.

In a second edition, for no doubt thousands of this book will sell, the

question of nativity ought to be set at rest. But we cannot linger any
longer over this volume further than to extract two or thref sentences. Page
12 : " Oh, sacred system of s mother's t^ndern«<s8, why should we take

from thee those hidden treasures !
"—a perfectly intelligible statement.

On page 33 :
" Sir Charles reasons like » Qermtn, fights like a Htutian,

'

expresses himself with the viviscity of an Irishman, and attacks with the

fury of a Frenchman.'' Here is how he describes one of Sir Charles'

speeches, page .32 : "The peroration was grand, noble. The moaning of a

bleeding heart, the cry of a soul that has hope in the future." On page

37 he denounces several politicians who evidently promised him (the

author) a situation and then meanly broke their word. He cautions the

public against such politicians—" they can do nothing, neither care they to

do anything for you," he says, M. Thibault, of course, has his own way

in everything about this book, and notably his own method of spelling and

of grammar. We meet such words as Guernesey, fecondity, page 6 ;

aides-de-camps, embarqued, page 8 ; Briton (for Britain) page 12; dis-

daigning, page 20 ; Hu^sian, page 23 ; Hymetta, page 24 ;
while the book

abounds in such phrases as " every stroke tell "
;
" he appeared on a large,

solid and generous footing " ;
" persecution triples the valor " ;

and a

thousand other such gems. As a work of humour this stands higher than

anything done yet in Canada, even by Sara Slick, and we congratulate the

author. As for Sir Charles, we could wish to see his forceful and brilliant

career recorded in some other description of volume. - , . J. E. C.

John Bull and His Island. By Max O'Rell. 'Translated from the French.

New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

This work, from which we quoted in last week's issue, is one of the

keenest satires of the day. It is written by a Frenchman, whose eyes are

exceedingly wide open to the anomalies and discrepancies which go to make

up the somewhat complex English character. At the same time, our

Frenchman pays many tributes of genuine admiration to this strange

charactered John Bull, and the satire derives added trenchancy from the

fact that it comes from the pen of" one obviou.sly no hater of England.

We cannot forbear again quoting :
" Magnanimity, in politics especially, is

a virtue of which John Bull claims the sole monopoly. Read his books

and papers and see how he is always offering himself incense until it is a

wonder he does not choke. A moralist of the highest order, defending the

rights of small nations, apostle of the suppression of slavery, propagator of

^he true faith, John does not allow any one else to have a hand in the

,rotection of petty states ; it is his privilege, and his only. I have not

-et forgotten what a state he was in when the French troops entered Tunis ;

hat a°perfect fever of indignation ! What a shower of insults he poured

,ut on our heads ! What a drenching he gave us ! His transports of fury

,nd abhorrance were epic. As his heart relieved itself of bitterness it re-

filled with joy. What ! can it really be you, friend John, preaching to us

on the respect due to small nations 1 You who, for the past ten years that

I have been watching you, have made war upon the Ashantees, the Af-

ghans, the Basutos, the Boers, the Zulus, the Abyasinians, the Egyptians,

and Heaven knows who besides. You, who barked at Russia, but did not

dare to bite, because you no longer, as in 1854, had France at your aide to

do the work ! And even for this little noise, do I not remember that you

made the poor Sultan, automaton of all the Turkeys, hand you over the

Island of Cyprus % What, John ! has it not also come to my ears that you

get a revenue of five millions of francs by enforcing the opium trade vi

et armia 1 You know very well where the shoe pinches ;
you do not like

to have your nose rubbed in your foreign policy—it annoys you, O great

philanthropist ! At least, then, be a little charitable, O great and mag-

nanimous Christian
!

"

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

In the concert to be given at the Horticultural Gardens on the "th by

Mr. Theodore Thomas and his famous orchestra, t^e chief composition

rendered will be the " Fourth Symphony " of Beethoven. It is earnestly to be

hoped that this performance will receive something approaching the sup-

port it deserves. Toronto, claiming to be the intellectual centre of the

Dominion, should contain sufficient musical culture to summon hither for

brief and occasional visits the best musical tolent of the continent.

TORONTO CHORAL 80CIBTY.

The first concert this season of the Toronto Choral Society took place

in the pavilion of the Horticultural Gardens on the, evening of Tuesday,

18th December. The hall was well tille<l by an attentive and apprecia-

tive audience, consisting of subscribers only. The first work on the pro-

gramme and principal feature of the concert was Rossini's " Stabat

Maten" This sensuously beautiful work in part is well known to the

musical public, but its complete rendering was an event among the musi-

cal performances of the city. The solo parts were sustained by the follow-

ing ladies and gentlemen ; soprano, Mrs. Osgood, of Philadelphia ;
con-

tralto. Miss Strong, of Boston ; tenor, Mr. Jenkins, of Buf&lo ;
ba^, Mr.

Warrington, of Toronto. The chorus numbered about eighty voices and

were fairly well balanced. Our space will not permit of a detail criticism of

the rendering of the work, *hich, as a whole, was very well performed,

the features which call for special notice were the solo and chorus " Infla-

matus " and the " Amen Chorus." In the former Mrs. Osgood's clear and

tausical voice was very effective, her high C ringing out above full chorus

and orchestra combined. The severe fugue form of the "" Amen Chorus
"

presented difficulties to the chorus which they iriastered in a most creditable
,

manner. The orchestra was good as far as^it went. • The reeds and brassy-

more especially the horns, were a little off and were not, to say the least,

effective in the introduction to the "Qui est Homo." .Mr. Warrington

showed the artist in the very excellent manner in which he rendered the

aira " Pro Peccatis," but we were disappointed in Mr. Jenkin's performance

of " Cujus Animam," his voice in its upper register being quite unequal to

the demands made upon it. Mention should not be forgotten to- be made

of Miss Strong who, with Mrs. Osgood, aang the beautiful Duo " Quia est

Homo," sustaining her part in a very correct and pleasing manner. The

second part of the programme was of a miscellaneous character, embracing

the "Overture to the Magic Flute" (Mozart) by the ordhestra ;
a charmingly

rendered part song unaccompanied, " Lullaby of Life" {Leslie)
;
a piano-

forte solo f Waltz Caprice Sclverwenka), very clearly and tastefully played,

by Miss Alice Cummings, a promising young lady pianiste, of Hamilton.

" Good-bye " by Fosti was sung by Mrs. Osgood with such telling effect as

to win for her an enthusiastic recall. " Ah '. Quel Giorno," from " Semira-

mis"—this somewhat lengthy and difficult number was fairly rendered by

Miss Strong, who in response gave the greater part again. The concert

concluded with the " Hallelujah Chorus," from Hiller's " Song of Victory,"

which was rendered by chorus and orchestra in a very effective manner.

The concert, taken as a whole, and without comparison either with former

concerts of this society or other society, may safely lay claim to being a

performance reflecting credit on the society and the painstaking and ener-

getic conductor, Mr. Edward Fisher.

"WRECKBDr* A novel. By William O. Stoddard. New York :
White,

Stokes & Allan.

Mr. W. O. Stoddard is well known through his dielightful books for

boys.
" Dab Kinzer " is almost an ideal boys' story. The novel before us

has something of the characteristica which have gained for Mr. Stoddard

his reputation. The opening chapter contains an exceedingly spirited de.

scription of a " buggy-ride " behind a too fiery pair of hOraes. The whole

story is brimful of movement and life and energy. There is no painting

of back-grounds, there is no lingering by the way. The canvas is crowded,

and there is a little confusion at timea, but it speedily uhravels itself.

There is not very much effort at aubtle analysis, either. The author's aim

is to teU a complex story and he succeeds well in this aim. The tone of

the story is thoroughly wholesome. There is no one very bad, and most

of the characters are decidedly desirable acquaintances. There ia a sug-

gestion of stiffness here and there, and a little hint of the obvious and super-

ficial. But on the whole the author has put us under an obligation by

writing a story which we have found readable from cover to cover
;
and we

are not disposed to complain because there are no marked traces of the

hand of a master, no provocatives of earnest thought or discussion.

COKRECTION.—The last paragraph in last week's article on "The Univer-

sity Question—a Retrospect" should read ae follows (one word having Been

accidentally omitted) : I have not touched upon the wide question as to the

doubtful policy of a single teaching university for a whole community, etc.

The seventh Christmas concert,of the Toronto College of Music, took

place in the rooms of the college, 283 Jarvis Street, on Friday evening, 21st

December. Among the numbers especially deserving notice here were the

pianoforte solos " La Predication aux Oiseaux" (Liszt), which was charm-

in<rly rendered by Miss Lily Smith. The " Sonata Pathetique " (Beethoven)

b/Miss Grace Langlois. " Lucia di Lammermoor" (Liszt) and a Polish

dance by Scharwenka, played by Mr. Kerrison, the director of the college.

Several pieces for eight hands, two pianos, notably the " Grand Galop, Chro-

matique" (Liszt), which, briUiawitly rendered, bore evidence to the careful

training the pupils received in this now wijll-established institution.

h

LITERARY GOSSIP.

It is said that a monthly magazine is to be started in the Sandwich

Islands.

Work has been commenced on the proposed Longfellow Memorial at

Cambridge.

The " Conquest of England," the posthumous work of J.' R. Green, treats

of the period AD. 829-1071.

Mr. J. L. HuGHKS, Inspector of Schools for Toronto, has prepared a

"Topical History of Englatid," which will be issued by Messrs. W. J.

Gage i. Co.

1

ias
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Count Glbichkn is moulding a bust of Mary Andorson for the Prince
of Wales.

Miss Sally Pratt McLean, author of " Cape Cod Folks," is bringing

out another volume under the title of " Some Other Folks."

Says the Christian Advocate : "Longfellow said, 'in the world a man
must be either anvil or hammer.' He was wrong, however. Lots of men
are nothing but bellows."

It is said that Dr. Hodgins, Deputy Minister o^Education, is engaged
in the composition of a record of the Educational Administration of the

late Dr. Ryerson.

Mb. Gborge W. Cable has become a public reader, influenced by the'

splendid successes he has lately been scoring in this field. He has put
himself into the Jiands of a manager, and will devote most of his time to

public readings.

The husband of Sarah Bernhardt, M. Damala, made a great and unex-
pected success in Paris the other night, appearing in a new play entitled

" Le Maitre de Forges." The Gauloit speaks of M. Damala as a great

genius, probably much to the surprise of M. Damala.

A BUYER in a London book-store inquired, some years ago, whether he
could find there a complete edition of " Robert Herrick's Poems " in neat
and small form. "

'Errick, 'Errickl" said the book-seller, reflectively.

" We avn't any party of that name. But may be he writes under a nom
deplume/"

The " Life and Letters of Princess ^ce," says a London correspond-
ent, reveals a close friendship between Princess Alice and Strauss. The
book shows that the Princess had a fine litferary faculty, and was a severe
thinker. She assisted Strauss in the composition of his work on Voltaire
though she did not fully endorse Strauss's religious views.

Theodore Tiltos is busy at literary work in the retirement of the
Quartier Latin, Paris. He says he has not had a vacation for years, and
his portfolio is full of unfinished, work. Now he has sought an oppor-
tunity of completing some of his undertakings, and will remain quiet in

Paris all winter, except for a run to Rome.

It is related of Tennyson that at the famous luncheon party on Sir
Donald Currie's yacht in the harbour of Copenhagen he asked the Empress
of Russia and the Princess of Wales by what title he ought rightly to ad-
dress them. " I do not know," he said, " wh^it I ought to call you."
" Oh," said the Princess, " there is no difficulty ; Minnie and Alec, to be
sure."

The following anecdote of Schopenhauer will not lower him in the eyes
of the by no means inconsiderable class of persons who fail to endorse Mrs.
Stowe's enthusiastic affection for Lady Byron. " The Gossip " never ex-
perienced any marked feeling of good will toward Schopenhauer until he
met with this anecdote of him : Schopenhauer used to go every day to a
table d'hote at which now and then appeared other distinguished vistors.

Once Lady Byron sat next to him. " Doctor," said the host after she had
left, with a twinkle in his eye ; " doctor, do you know who sat next to you
at the table to-dayl It was lady Byron." ".Why the deuce did you not
tell me this before?" replied Schopenhauer. " I should have liked to be
rude to her." " That was what I feared," said the host : " and for that

reason I kept it quiet."

CHRONICLE OF THE WEEK.

Domestic—A demon has entered into Jj|ie camp of the Salvation

Army in Kingston. The Anglican Missionary societies have asked for

$50,000 for the coming year. At Ouelph, a puUman oar conductor has
been sentenced to a year's imprisonment. i-A man named Yates was
asphyxiated at the Rosain House, and has since died. There is something
said of a newly-devised gas-burner which guarantees immunity from
accident by closing the escape-Way of the gas, should an incautious person
blow out the flame. No clue has yet been obtained of the murderer of

the old woman at the Humber. The Quebec embroglio is a fruitful

source of rumour : there was a statement afloat last week that M. Mercier
had been invited to enter the Provincial Cabinet, but had T«fuse4.^ Some
of the border American cities are raising their voices against what they
characterize as Toronto's habit of making a dumping ground of their com-
munities for the desolate and the needy. A vagrant arrested in Buffalo

the other day, said that the City of Toronto had paid his way thither to

get rid of him. Mrs. Jessie Bernum, of London, attempted to commit
suicide on Monday last, by taking an ounce and a half of laudaanm.
She at once fell into a comatose state, bat prompt medical aid saved her

life.-—On Tuesday last a son of Rev. Dr. Wardrope, of Qoelpli, waa

fatally shot. Burglars are busy in Ottawa. In one depredation their

booty amounted to nearly $3,000. Some of the dynamiters in Buffalo
and other American cities are said to be taking means to avenge the hang-
ing of the murderer O'Donnell, and they have put abroad the report that

they will take revenge on Certain things Canadian, making Toronto their

base of operations. A murder-talking ruflian named McBride has been
making threats, in Buffalo, against Canada, and some of the newspapers
have been giving undeserved prominence to the braggadocio. It is from
these that the story comes, also, of the contemplated attack on the Ottawa
government buildings, and the proposal to capture the Governor-General.
Some think that the taking of the Marquis of Lansdowne is to be attempt-
ed while festivities are at their highest during the Yacht Club ball. This
latter supposition has grown in many places into conviction, and some
ladies have decided not to attend the ball in consequence. Another of

Newfoundland's historically bitter and fatal riots has occurred in Harbour
Grace, in which three persons were killed, and a great many severely

wounded. As usual the collision was between Orangemen and Roman
Catholics. The regulation riot weapons in.Newfoundland are a boat-hook
and a sealing-gun, the lajtter loaded with about seven " fingers " of " swoil

"

shot M. Lacoste, who, a reform paper states, is M. Senecal's legal

adviser, has been elevated to the Senate. Admirers of Sir George E.

Cartier, in Montreal, have proposed to erect a monument to the memory of

the deceased statesman. On Christmas day Patrick McCarthy of Toronto,
was choked by a piece of meat while eating his dinner. The proprietor of
a Hamilton store now receives all visitors to his establishment after the doors
are closed and the lights are out, in a trap. One such visitor, however,
filed his way out of the toils. The Vicar-General of Quebec has issued a
manifesto against intriguing publicists in the ancient city, and much spleen
and rebellious muttering against "ecclesiastical interference" are the
result. The usual rumour of rivalry between M. Chapleau and Sir
Hector Langevin is abroad, but if smoothness of temper and aavoirjaire
can make the difficulty between these two gentlemen naught, then
naught will it be. But then it must be remembered that one French-
man will shoot another with absolute grace and courtesy. Hon. O. W
Ross, the new Ontario Minister of Education, declares that he will have b.

one series of school readers, and it is believed that he will cause such a st

to be prepared by a body of experts. There are some counterfeit k
notes of the British North America Bank afloat. In the counterfeit tb
" 1st " is omitted in front of "July, 1877," and the paper has a murk;,

appearance. A sportsman's convention is soon to be held in Toronto.
A bridge over the Niagara River, at Lewiston, is one of the proposals

of the hour^ Bishop Baldwin, of Huron, offers the first vacant prefer-

ment in ha diocese to Dr. Wilson, who has been dismissed from the
Kingston parish. An appalling collision occurred on Wednesday
morning, near High Park, between a suburban train and G.T. train,

whereby fifteen persons lost their lives and a number received serious
injuries. The killed and injured were workmen who were proceeding from
the city to a bolt factory in the_ suburb. The accident is attributed to

criminal heedlessness by the despatcher of the G.T. train.

Foreign.—The Paris press does not relish the idea of British inter-

vention between France and China. An infernal machine exploded in
Birkenhead on Monday last. Rumours still float about to the effect

~{hat Hicls Pasha's armyTs safa-^-^Lord Dufferin has advised the dis^^
patch of Turkish troops to the Soudan. The earl is steering through the
rocks with such caution that India is as good now as assured to him.
After he has been viceroy then nothing will remain for him but to die.
——On thanksgiving day a ."crank" attempted to murder President
Arthur. Chinese troops have been ordered to the Tonquin frontier.

American bishops have refused to meddle in the question of fenianism, but
fenianism now means murder, and the commandment says " Thou shalt

not kill." The Grand Duke Nicholas made a dashing but ineffectual

attempt to escape from confinement Again a report is published of
inhuman treatment to Nihilist prisoners. At Silverton a terrific wind
storm set in on Dec. 19, and raged furiously for six days, and proved the
most disastrous to life ever known thefe. Of fifty persons seriously injured
i4» the Virginias mine on Friday, three have died, making nine in alL A
miner named Breet Walla was buried in a snow slide at the head of
dementi creek, and cannot be found till spring. Two men were caught
in a snow slide near Irontown, and carried 15,000 feet down a moun-
tain side. When extricated th,ey were frozen from the waist down,
the flesh opening in seams They cannot recover. A train of twenty-
five freight cars at Monument was overturned by the high winds
on Tneadaj, and a number of cattle killed. In another slide from the
mountains fourteen miner* were boned,- eight of whom were dead whan
extrioated.

PERSONAL InTESTIOATION.
Many prominent medical men have person-

ally InveatlKated the Intern iTioNAL thboat
AND LcTNO Inbtitctr and expreBB themaalvea
BstiBfled that the Physicians comprising the

Staff are thorouRbly qualiiled medical men

;

that patients receive the latest end most
cientitic treatment, and that the Spiromtt^,
invented- by Dr. M. 8onvlKI.i.E, Ex-Aide
Burgeon of the French Army, is really a val-

nable addition to Medical Science. Anyone
suffering from Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh,

Catsrrhal Deafness, Consumption in its first

stages, or Laryngitis, should consult the phy-
sicians of the Institute personally and be ex-

amined ; if n6t, write for list of questions and
oopv of " International News," puWished
monthly. Physicians and sufferers can try

the Spirometer free. CoDsnltations free. Ad-
dress Intrrvational Throat and Lung IilsM-

tuU, 173 Church Street, Toronto, or 13 Phillips'

Square, Uontreal,^. Q.

FBA8EB * SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraaar, Photographers

to thaQneen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photpqbaphers, btc.

/. A. Framr, B.C.A. J. A. Frater, Jr.

A. G. Frcuer.

iVuSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
l\, TORONTO, for

HiaH-CLASS WATCHES <c JEWBLLEET I

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Mannfao-
tnred to order, special features.

Cliargres Moderate.

NORTEC AMERICAN
LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

(IHCOBFOBATED BY 8PECUL ACT OF DOKDnON PABLIAMEirr.)

HEAD OFFICE, ----- 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO,

PrMid«ti«-Ho«. A. Mackenzie, M.P., Rx-Prime Minister of Canada.

Via)-PreM<mt(h-noti. A. Mobbib, M.P.P., and John L. Blaikie. Esq.

Issues alt approved forms of Life Policies and Annuities, and its specially favourable ToN-

™'itrComme;!rarEadowTc7t pXcy^'me'e^^ wants of those needmg the protechon of In^

surance oSy.avJ^dtagtho^ncertaintiosof the Co-operative plan and the over-payments of

the ordinary system. j j. . . . »„„i„»«Agcnu wmnted In nrepreeented dialrleta. Apply to

W31. HeCABIC, T»wntm, ManoQina Dirtotor.

lUTCHLEBB IN TONE.

DECKER BROS.'

'

PIANOS !

nrCOMFARABLE IN WORKMANSHIP.

CAPTIVATIHa IN TONE.

MASON h RISCH
PIANOS !

UNEQUALLED IN VALUE.

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Motuiy to Lmd. Officm-10 York Chambm,

No. 9 TOBONTO Stbbbt, Tobokto.

Price, $275 and Upwards

!

For the holiday$, Mestrg. MASON <t RISCH are offering the above ceUbrated Pianos

at the Lowett Prices eomiatent with the highest standard, and on very

easy terms of payment. Call at the '

WAREROOMS, 32 KING STREET WEST,
and examine before buying eltewhere. —

N.B.—Catalogues and Price Lists mailed to any address

WHAT IS CATARRH \

From ths Mail {Can.) Dec. 15.

Catarrh is a tnnco-purulent dischar^o caused
by the presence' and development of the
vegetable paraaite anireba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. ThiB^parasite is

ooly developed under fp-vourabie ciruum-
atancea, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscleol uhercle.

the germ: poison of syphiliB, melcury, toio-

mcea, from the retention dt the effeted matter
of the flkin, auppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poldons that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the uose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever rea<ly for the defjosit of the seeds of

these germs, which 8prea<4 up the nostrils

and down the fauces, ot ba^k of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness

;

usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.'
Many attempts have l^een made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inhal-uts and other ingenious devices, bnt
none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.

Some time aince a well-known physician of
forty years' standing, after mjich experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredienta which never faU
in absolutely and perinanentjy eradicating
this horrible disease, whether standing for

one year or forty yefura. Those who may be
suffering from the above disi^aae, should,with-

I
out delay, communica^ with the business
managers, •

** ' k
Messrs. A. H. DIXON & SON.

305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,
' and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.

-pAINLESS DENTISTBY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless

method includes filling, and operatirais both
phonlcal and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Queen Street, Bast.

lOBONTO AGENCY FOR THE SALE
of the Light-Running •DOMBSTIC,"

. the Domestic Paper Fashions ; also sola

ncy for Macrame Lmen Threatl, soft flniah-

Cotton Twine, and all materials used In

shaking Macrame Lace. Knitting. Wool.

Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sewing Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BRAIN. 98 Xonge Street.

EO. MacDONALD,

Babbxstkb, Solicitob, Etc.

Equity Chambers, 90 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

THE CONTINEI^Ti
WEEKLY. MAGAZINE.

ILLUSTRATED.

Conducted by ALBION W. TOURG^E.

S
MITH, SMITH & BAE,

Banisters, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.

avBBY WEEK. 14 ^ Year, $2 Six Months.
EVERY WEEK.

The Best Serials,

The Best Short Stories,

The Best Poems, The Best Illustrations.

The Best Descriptive ArticUts, The Best of Everything.

—: TEN CENTS A COPY. ;

PHttlOTLPHlA Lemeb: " Bosembles the Monthly MaRarines in everything, but ot more

freqnent publication. .K ' Century ' on the instalment P'"V,„„.,„„.. ..

>l»w VnnK HKRAI.D "In thefront ranliof Amencsn Magozines. .....
nIw YobJ Obb^tob "RaSksin literary attractiveuess and artistic auahty with the

best^and oMes^t established magazine, in tbT^oanUy. E^ ^mbe' md d^^^

and the editorial management vigorous and nnoompromising.

TiABBATT W. Bmith, D.C.L. Juczs P Smith.
Gbo. M. Rab.

^
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B. JOHN HALL, Senb.,

'^omceopaihic Physician,

At hla old residence, .13 RICHMOND ST. E.

OfUe hoars.—9 to 10 a.m.; H to 4 p.m. i and
on Monday and TUursday evenings, from T.30

to 9 : Sunday, S.30 to 6.3(1 p.m.

A C. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

' aUROBON DENTIST.

121 Chuboh Bibibt, TOBOHTO.

N,
FEABSOK,

DENTIST,
No. 2 Kmo Stbut Wrbt, - - Tobohto.

HOBACE P. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

COMBINATION 8UBSCBIPTION BATES.

The Continent, $4, and the Century, 14 - -

The Continent, 91, »nd Harper's Magazine, H
The Continent, $4, and Harper's Bazar, J4 -

The Continent, $i, and Harper's Weekly, H
TheJContinent, §4, and Atlantic Monthly, H -

_

The Continent, t4, and Army and Nary Journal, W
The Continent, »4, and North American Beyiew, $5

The Continent, J4, and Forest and Stream, Ji -

The Continent, $4, and The Nation, $3 - - •

The Continent, »4, and The Critic, »3 - -

The Continent, $4, and Lippincott's Magazine, %3

The Continent. H, and Golden Days, »3 - - •

The Continent, »4, and Congregationaliat, »3

The Continent, $4, and Christian Union, $3 - -

The Continent, »4, and Zion's Herald, J2.50 -

The Continent, »4, and St. Nicholas. J3 " -
The Continent, »4, and New York Semi-Weekly Inbone, »3

The Continent, »4, and New York Weekly Tribune, <2 -

The Continent, J4, and Art Interchange, J2 -

The Continent, J4. and Youth's Companion, $1.75

The Continent, »4, and Scientific American, J3.20

The Continent, 94, and Phrenological Journal, 12 -

Regular
te.

J8.00
8.00

8.0O
8.00
8.00

10,00

By Single|Our Price
Copies, for both.

J9.40
9.40

10.40
10.40

9.40
n.-20

$5.08
5.57
5.98
5.98
5.97
8.69

9.00 1120
8.00 10.40

7.00 10.40

7.00 10.40

7.00 8.20

7.00
7.00
7.0O
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7.00 8.20

7.00
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5.89
5.56
6.48
5.21
5.19
5.77
4.99
4.77
5.27
5.00
4.07
4.53
4.47
5.47
4.27

WTiattheRev. E. B. Stevenson. B.A, a Clerfjy

man of the London Conferenca of ths Metho-
diet Church of Canada, ha^ to say in reQard
to A.'H. Dixon dt Son'a New Jreatment for

Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Mesars. A. H. Dixon it Son :

Deab Sins,—Tours -vof the 13th instant to
band. It seeroB almost too good to be tniethat
am cured of Catarrh, bnt I know that 1 am.
haVe had no return of the disease, and never

felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine wa-s a very bad case ;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well 'as the nasal passages, aD<l I

thought I would require the three tfeatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me. and
I am thankfol that I was ever induced to send
to you.
Yon are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatments, and
I shall gladly recommend yonr remedy to

some of my friends who are sufferers.

Yoors, with many thanks,

Rbv. E. B. Stbvensoh,

OECENT PAMPHLETS.

I

'^A Plea torPopular Instruction in

the Evidences ot Cbri^ tianity,**

By Rev. James Middlequss, Elora. Price to cents.

" A well-reasoned, well-written, and convincing

essay, which cannot fail to be of service." —Presbyte^

rioH Record.

*' We can very highly recommend this esMy. It ia

altogether timely, aod it is wriiten wiih depth, acute-

ness and discrimination. It clearly points out the

way in which earne.st minds, of every class, may at-

tain to the a^5urance that God hath indeed .spoken to

us by His Son from heaven'*—P.s™cipal Cavbn, in

Canada Preibyterian.

** The Rule oi Faith and Private—
,

JadgmentJl

A HUNDRED MHiLION DOLLARS
Are emended every year by the Amerioon people for their periodical literature with very
*** rXa of economy in the tran^aaction. suSh Li bu.inr» wi^^om dicU.es m

A Lecture delivered at the close of the session of

Knox CoUeKe on 7th April. 1880, by thri Rot.
Prof. McLaren. 14 pages. Price lo cents.

Alecture by ReT.Plof. McLaren, Price loccnu, .

"The more extended circulation which will thus

be given to it it not greater than it deserres."

—

Cam.
ada Prts6irUrian.

'* HindrtiBces a.Bd Helps to the

Spread ot Bresbyteriftnism."

By RsT. D. H MacVicar, LL.D.
otJfA pertoo.

Price 10 cents

Portraits from life. Old paintings oopied a
specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oil
painting taoght 011 the system of the Boyal
Aotdamy, London, Eugl&ndl

TOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

EOtiaOPATBlkT,
ot Children and Nervous

.......Jbtaza-gtDlO a,m.; i to a p.m.; Ban-
to 10 ajB. ; I to 6.90 p.m.

aH * MB Jabtu STKUTr

C?« "whole^e mt«8 with no agents ormiddleme'n of any klnJ-the subscriber ge" °K "^f
whole advSStoM The list given above is only an raampto of what we sre prepared to oflor

to ^^rtoTSotude TH K COn'tINENT in their llsta H you are golngjo tal«.
"L"?.'.?"P""*^:

oals named, or any others, submit your list for our estimate,

are glad to answer inquiries. Let us know what^ yon wwt.
aUBSCBIPTIONF — ' brgin with any

moneylUBSCRIPTIo'^slro'TBB CONfnrENT '»nd other Mripdio^s may begin im

ISfoT"/.fe"%, -mr. .andrtat.„wh«^u want each to\,egln. ^fj^'t ^y.^^^ «

^^ flgnrea

Og^d down to the lowest cent fot yonr advantage.

StJBSORIBE NOW.

Address: THE CONTINENT, IBS Park Bow, N. Y.

'* It should be read by evecy Preibyterian in the

txni."—BcwmtamUt SloUtmoM
"Worth a score ofpastrral letten.''—X<v. iVcsM

WiMtmrt.

"Gear in thought, convict in expression, and co-

gent in argument and appffid.**

—

HaU/ax CkrtmicU.

"DoctMinea ot the Pljmoutb
Brethren."

By Rev. Prof.Croskary, M. A.,Magea College, Len-
. donderry. Price to cents.

.
•* A comprahensive and very complete exposition

in short spvre of the errots of Plymouthism. —

C

aja PruirttriaM,

Mailed to saj addre*| pott free, en receipt oi^riGe

C BLACirrr ROBINSON,
'

5 Jordan Street, Tcronto.

it.
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BINDING
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Books, Magazines and Peri(^icals

BOUND IN EVERY STYLE.

Our blDdlngs of Shakespeare, Harper, Cen-
tury, Blackwood, London Illustrated News,
Legal, Medical, Veterinary, and other works

t^ ARE UNSUKPASSED.

LAW-BOOK DEALERS
AND imPORTEKM.

PUBLISHSBS OF

THE CANADIAN LAW TIMES,

CARSWELL & CO.,

26 4. 28 ADELAIDE STREET EAST,

TOKONTO.

THE CRITIC !

A REVIEW OF

LITERATURE, THE FINE ARTS,
SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA.

J. L. & J. B. Gilder, - - Editobs.

CONTBIBUTOBS.
H. H. BOTE8EN, John Burroughs, F. Marion

Crawford, Georpe Wm. Curtis, Edward Eggle-
aton. Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, O. B. Frothingham,
H. H. Furness, Sidney Howard Gav. K. W.
Gilder, Edmund W. Gosse, W. E. GriiBs, E. E.
Hsle, Joel C. Hnrrts. " H. H.," Dr O. W.
Holmes, Julia Ward Howe, D. G. Mitchell,
Kev. Dr. R. H. Newton, W. J. Rolfe, Dr. Philip
Sohaif, E. C. Stedman, R. H. Stoddard, Prof.
W. G. Sumner, Edith M. Teomas, Charles
Dudley Warner, Walt Whitman, Prof. W. D.
Whitney, Prof. C. A. Tonng.

Single Copies, 10 cents ; S3 a year, in advance.

20 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE LITERARY WORLD.
Choie* Meadinfi* from the Best New Books

and Critical Reviews.

Fortnightly. [Boston, MaBB.: Edward Ab-
bott, editor; E. H. Hames & Co., publish-
ers. Quarto, 16 pp. Price $2 per year.]

This jowrnal is becoming bo well known for
the excellai|t quality of its average make-up,
that it deserves to become yet wider known,
that its quality and amount of work may be
oven greater than now ; and it is with the
hope of introducing it to new acquaintances
to this end, that we give it this general ««-

-View. I^Btabliflhfld nearly lourteen years ago-
by the late Mr. Bamuel R. Crocker, as a
monthly literary journal, it passe^ in April,
1877, under the manQgement of the publish-
ers above-named. Edward Abbott, a widely-
known writer, assuming its editorial control.
In his bauds it has continued to increase in
public appreciation and literary value ; and
with the beginning of 1679 its publication was
changed to a fortnightly isiue. the same gen-
eral form and appearance being retained.

It may be brieOy described as a purely
literary review. Each number opens with
quite lengthy notices of the freshest and most
important books, frequently from the hand
of a specialist, followed by minor notices of
works of fiction, or tbose of less importance.
Editorials on a great range of current topioa
of literary interest next follow, succeeded by
departments of Ijiterary Personals, sketches
of noted authors of the time, News and Notes,
etc. Of chiefest value among these depart-
ments, perhaps, are those of "Notes and
Queries, ni>on a great variety of topics of in-

terest to writers and readers, usually extend-
ing to two or three columns ; and " Shakes-
pcAriana " — the latter edited by Mr. W. J.

Bolfe, the eminent Shakespearian scholar,
and frequently occupying a whole page.
Often articles of much hiBtorical value are

given, as notably those by Mr. Justin Wiaaor,
on the public and private dibraries of the
early days of American letters, of which sev-
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Iv our n»tnral objection to having Toronto flooded with pauper immi-

grant*, who have been brought up in a way which almost precludes the

poMibility of them ever becoming useful citizens, let us keep in view the

danger of running to the absurd extreme at which our brothers to the

south of us have apparently arrived. Toronto complains of a class of im-

migrants who wont work, preferring to li^ve at ease upon the charity of

the city ; and sh^ will do well to guard herself against such undesirable

additions to the population. But from this the passage is easy to that

state of mind in which all immigrants eeme^ to b« looked upoa with, ana-

I
pidon. It was not because they refused to work, but because the Cauca-

van inhabitants could not compete against their industry and economy,

"that the Chinese were denied admittance at the Golden Gates. Had they

been Aut out on the ground that there was no work for them in the

United State^ the case would have been altogether different. But no such

argument wa« possible. We read of our forefathers doing strangely inhos-

pitable things ;—putting to death ship-wrecked strangers as natural

enemies, cherishing a wholesome hatred toward all aliens, and jealously

suspecting every unfamUiar face. Like characteristics may be studied now

in our domestic animals. Put a strange chicken into the flock, and see

with what reUgious unanimity the flock will set upon it, beat it and hustle

it off the premises. Especially is this the case when the stranger is unfor-

tunate enough to be poMessed of some prominent peculiarity, a difference

in colour, stature, or other characteristic. Of course we would not

for a moment insinuate that the hoodlums of the Califomia coast were ac-

tuated by any such primitive, not to say animal, instincts. On the con-

trary, it was from the most enlightened and civilized motives that they found

thtnoaelves reluctantly compeUed to regard the Chinaman as a nuisance.

That he indulged in no extravagant eiceaseis and therefore could Uve more

dMkply and work for lower wages than they could, wa$ a small grievance

abrngnde of the fact that he washed so "Mockingly seldom. His indiffer-

«nM to ventilation, and his capacity for packing large quantities of his kind

into a ridiculously limited space, were abn moat offensive to the fastidious

hoodlums, who thereupon undertook to improve, expel, br annihilate the

meek intruder, by the beneficent agencies of brick-bat and revolver. Now.

we see the same thinj; among the miners of Connellsville, Pennsylvania

These immaculate miners have suffered unutterable things. A number of

Hungarian emigrants have come between the wind and their nobility.

But it is declared that the Hungarians must go. There is no place for

them on this hospitable continent. They do not display that regard for

the necessities of life and dress which the Connellsville miners have been

accustomed to look for in their neighbours. It is complained also that

their marriage customs are confusing and irregular, and that they have _
even been suspected of being immoral' at times. Probably no such charge

could ever be urged successfully against the Connellsville miners ;
but the

question would be irrelevant. We wish merely to call attention to a

fact which intending emigrants from the old world should bear in mind.

America does not care to pose any longer as a refuge for the oppressed

and miserable of all nations, she no longer extends an open-handed wel-

come to the industrious poor, but she will permit visitors to become resi-

dents if they have made their way to her strictly by their own unaided

resources, if they mean to live expensively, whether they can afford it or

not, if they agree to prove neither more diligent nor more capable than the

native labourer, if, above all, they are alive to the necemity of frequent and

thorough ablutions. As immigrants are liable to be sent home again if

they do not come Up to the standard in the last mentioned respect, it

would be well if the standard could be made definite. Intending immi-

grants could, then be notified of the number of baths per month which they

would be required to take ; and if they considered the requirement too

heavy they could remain at home. That these requirements may not be .

made too stringent however, before settling them finally it would he well

to ascertain just how often the Connellsville miners wash thenselves.

Iw a late paragraph concerning the election of Mr. Carlisle to the Speak-

ership of the American House of Representatives, we expressed our skep-

ticism concerning the adoption of Free Trade, pure and simple, by the

Democrats. A recent letter by Mr. Hewitt, in the Albany Argvj,, confirms

us in our opinion. Mr. Hewitt courageously and pUinly defines the position

which his party either holds or should hold on the tariff qiiestion. He as-

cribes the present depression in the iron industry to the fact that owing to

the necessities of the war much higher duties were imposed than were need-

ed for protection. The industry was thus stimulated to an unnatural de-

velopment, from which the present depression is the inevitable reaction.

The lesson which Mr. Hewitt, as a practical iron manufacturer, draws from

his extended experience is that the duties on iron .should not be higher

than the lowest that will protect the home market, in times of depression,

from being glutted with foreign iron. In laying down the Democratic

programme he says that reform must consist " first in freeing raw materials

from air duties, and, secbfidlyrin imposing rates of duty on manufactured

products not mOre than sufficient to make good tjie difference in the amount

paid for labour, in the production of any giv^ article in this country, as

compared with the amount paid for the same labour in other countries

with which we compete. For this purpose the incidental protection af-

forded by revenue duties will, as a rule, be found sufficient when any pro-

tection is needed." Mr. Hewitt's straightforward and wholly committal

statement of the doctrines of Us parity is in striking contrast with the utter-

ances of other Democratic leaders, whose chief care apparently is to be non-

committal ; and who, if by any chance they have slipped into a definite

statement, hasten to disclaim the responsibility of having meant anything

serious. They are listening with all earnestness, straining their ears to

catch the voice of the people's desires. But Mr. Hewitt says that "the

mere politician follows public opinion ; the true statesman instructs it."

In the recent riot in Newfoundland there is furnished a warning against

the policy of locating flocks of immigrants saturated with.race and religious

prejudice in isolated districta. The people of the " Nortl^^hore," so called,

of Newfoun<Uand, are almost entirely protestant, while along the south and

west Roman CathoUcs predominate. To a lamentable extent among both

these classes the densest ignorance prevaUs, and the seeds of religious

hatred which both brought from the mother country have been carefully

nuriiured ; as more than one bloody affray has attested. To the Roman

JiLL
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Oatholw in uiOBl of the " out Iwiliom-" of tUe iblaiid the protestant w a

creature doomed to eternal punishment, and the orangeman is looked upon

with more horror than a leper ; nor can it be said that the Romanist is to

his protestant neighbour an object of admiration or love. In the old town of

PlacentiaaboutahundredmembersofaRomanCatholiccongregationonce fol-

lowed the remains of a highly respectable protestant to the burying ground,

'"^^ and because they listened to the burial service the priest, one Father Condon,

"

refused them absolution ; they were regarded by the rest of the flock as un-

clean, and they were only restored to gmce by the act of the Archbishop

who lived in St. John's. It is not therefore surprising to hear of such a

riot as that which has just cast another stain upon the colony
;
nor is there

room to hope for improvement among theSe people so long as ignorance and

superstition prevail, and that will be so long as the warring factions main-

tain the barrier of uncharitableness that now exists between them, and Re-

fuse to mix with one another., - -JT

~

Thb recent terrible railway disaster lends further emphasis to the fact

so often stated, and so little heeded, that there is required either the adop-

tion of some new system of management, or an improvement of the present

method, guaranteeing immunity to the public from the wholesale butcheries

that every now and again, and unfori;unately in an order of increasing fre-

quency, throw the community into a shudder. There is hardly one of the

frightful accidents that darken railroad records which is not the result of

carelessness ; and what the public now are united in demanding is such a

rigidity of system as will make these mistakes impossible. Some apologists

for the Grand Trunk corporation seek to excuse the conductor on the ground

that he had been fifteen or sixteen hours on duty, but this excuse is the con-

demnation of a company who would expect rigid carefulness of a man so

overwrought. There are instances on record where conductors receiying

warning of approaching trains have crumpled up the message, put it in

their pockets, and only read it after the collision. In Europe on the rail-

roads best managed the guarantees of the safety of the traveller do not con-

sist in the mei* caution of the conductor, but in responsibility so divided

and interfaced that the dereliction of one official is not fatal to secnrity.

It only remains to be said now that if railway companies do not concern

themselves sufficiently about public safety, then the Legislatures should

compel them to do so. It is possible to conceive of a system guaranteeing

« tergemeasure o! innnnnity from accident, and such a system it is the

duty of the Government to see established.
j

Mr. Lowbll has done well in deciding to resign the Lord lUctorship

of St. Andrews, on account of the technical objections to the office being

held by a foreign minister. By his resignation the authorities are relieved

from the necessity of deciding the difficult poipts that have been raised in

this connection. A pamgraph in the first issue of The Week referring to

Mr. Lowell's elfection seems to have excited some anger in one of our con-

temporaries, which ascribes our lack of enthusiasm for Mr. Lowell to

jealousy of the esteem in which he is held in England. This struck us as

exceedingly funny. We do not agree with our critic of The American,

who regards Mr. Lowell as the greatest of American poets, but it never oc-

curred to us that a frank expression of our slightly unfavourable opinion

TOuld^be milrtaken^oraff outcome^f the iiatural antagonism between rivals.

We had not thought of Mr. Lowell in the light of a successful rival, or of

course we would never have placed ourselves in the indelicate position

which The American has so relentlessly exposed.

only to'a momeuUiy faUiug of »i«lit, understanding or memory, such as

may easily occur amidst frequent changes of arrangement, in the dark

night or in the blinding storm, but to physical collapse, which exposure to

the extremities of weather may easily bring on. We surely ought

not so much to feel indignant at the occasional failures as to marvel at the

general success. Cynical absolutists of the Cariyle School, fancying that

thoy live amidst universal anarchy, and that there is no such thing as truth,

honesty, industry or moral soundness of any kind left among men, pro-

pose, as the only mode of saving society from bottomless perdition, to put

us all under military discipline, administered by a despot Hero. The

railway system, to which these social Jeremiahs commit themselves, when-

ever they have occasion to travel, without the slightest misgiving, is a

confutation of their pessimist tirades. Here is an army, levied not for

the purposes of slaughter and havo6, but for those of peaceful commerce,

yet in discipline and in every valuable quality of the soldier, not excepting

courage when there is a call for it, superior to any soldiery that ever was

led by Frederic or Napoleon. Without uniform, drum or trumpet,

without any of the inspiring pomp and blare of war, often beyond the

animating and controlling glance of the commander's eye, ^ach man of

this immense host, as a rule, punctually and honourably does his duty.

Even in the heart-rending instance before us, there seems to have been no

defect of general management, nor even any wilful neglect of individual

duty, but merely a slip of memory on the part of a subordinate such as can-

not always be avoided in ordinary business even by the most methodical of

men. Here then are government and obedience, to which the waiting

prophet of Past and Present would scarcely be able to find anything supe

rior or equal in the ages which he deems heroic. It is true that the power

of some of the great Railway Companies, or rather of the speculators and

manipulators who have got the companies into their hands, has become

too overweening and calls for vigilance on the part of the community.

But at the same time we ought to remember what these organizations have

achieved for us, and how utterly impossible it would have been for a mere

multitude of workmen, with no capital but their muscles and no superior

intelli^nce to guide them, to have achieved or undertaken any thing of

the kind.
'

Amoxo the ecclesiastical events which have been making a iloise is the

ejection of an Anglican clergyman from his office for joining the Salvation

Armyl No Church has ever shown itself so little capable of finding room

for irregular enthusiasm as the Church of the Tudors. Macaulay has

noted this; he says with truth that had John Wesley appeared in th^

Church of Rome, instead of being disowned and cast out as an alien, he

would have become, like Francis of Assisi, the founder of a new monastic

order and a source of fresh strength to the Church. Moreover, the com -

munion of the English hierarchy is the communion of the genteel. To,it

everywhere gravitate those who have grown rich and desire to'Wd social

grade to their riches. In Scotland it is remarked that a Presbyterian

trader, who has made his fortune, is very apt to turn Episcopalian. The

strength of the Episcopal Church on this continent is in truth largely

social. In the United States, at the time of the Civil War, when the can-

non ecclesiastical were thundering from the pulpits of all the other Protes-

tant churches against slavery and in support of the Union, the Episcopal

Church, standing neutral, with an unavowed leaning to the- side of the

•r

CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Aftkk a terrible railway accident, such as that which appalled Toronto

last week; the talk is everywhere of the dangers of railway travelling and

of the faults of railway management. Yet, on the whole, how immensely

has the safetv of travelling increased, and how wonderfwUy good, in the

main, is the management of railways ! Compared with the percentage of

accidents on railways that of accidents in the old coaching days was

Wholesale massacre. Railway catastrophes horrify more, and like all other

disasters are now better reported, but the re^ decrease of casualties and

of darfger is immense. In one year the Metropolitan RaiW-*y in London

carried a million and a-quarter of passengers with almost entire security.

Thirteen hundred trains pass Clapham Junction every twenty-fbur hours ;

yet we hear of no serious collisions at that point. This vast and com-

plex system depends, it must be remembered, for its regular operation not

"
only on the flawless perfection of work turned out from countless manu-

factories, baton the faithfulness, intelligence. pu»otn*lity and nerve of an

immense multitude of men. acting not like soldiem in a regiment, but

separately in their different spheres of duty. Each of these liable not

South, received a considerable accession of Copperhead converts, one of

whom is said, when asked the reason of his conversion, to have replied that

there was no church which meddled so little as the Episcopal with politics or

religion. It must be owned that Dr. Wilson seems to have gone great

lengths, and that the doings of the Salvation Army are about as unconge-

nial as anything can possibly be to Anglican dignity and decorum. On

the whole, perhaps, so long as the churches remain divided, more good will

generally be done by keeping within the lines, and propagating the spirit

of evangelical union at home, while at the same time the hand of Christian

fellowship is held out in a quiet way to members of other organizations,

than by sjJlying separately forth and launching into individual manifesta-

tions of a startling kind, which inevitably produce acrimony and are fol-

lowed by revulsion.

As to the Salvation Army, supposing all that is said by its adversaries

about ite coarseness, ite extravagance, and the questionable character of part

of ita soldiery to be true, it presents, at all events, two distinctive and

most important features of Christianity. It tries to set the world right

not by revolution, but by self-reform, and it breathes good-will, not ill-will,

to man. Jacobinism may some day put on a gentler and more benevolent

character than Christianity ; its philosophic professors assure us that it

will ; but so far, its appearances on the political scene, from Robespierre

and Marat down to the Nihilists,' the Communists, and the Invincibles,

hare been of i lew winning kind.- Enmity of class to class, envy and

y

U

malice erected into principles of social and political action, confiscation,

euillotines, assassination, petroleum and dynamite are the modes of regen-

erating mankind with which the Jacpbins have made us most familiar

while in all their deliverances, Rousseau's teachings among the rest, self-

reform is left entirely in the background and the panacea for every malady

is revolution. So far, it may safely be said that, as a constructive agency,

the Gospel has done more than the guillotine. Of the two sorts of fanati- y
cism supposing the name to be applicable in both cases, many of us w, 1

prefer that of the Salvation Army to the mild reverie of the atheistic phiL

anthropist who only wanted a thousand men armed with muffs and dirks

to remove all the obstacles which stood in the way of universal felicity.

ARTI8ASS, like the rest of us, are very apt to think that those who will

not go all lengths with them, through right or wrong, must be criminally

lukewarm, if not apostates from their cause. But any one who can toy

that he stood by Unionism in the days when it had scarcely ceased to be

under the ban of the law and was still generally regarded as conspiracy,

and that he bore without flinching his share of the storm of obloquy whh^h

followed the detection of the Sheffield outrages, if he deserves the name of

"a candid friend," at least canriot be called a fair weather friend
;
and -un-

less it appears that he has ever sought the suffrages of working men or had

any other object than industrial justice in view, what he says, even though

erroneous, may fairiy be accepted as sincere. In the proceedings of the late

Trades Congress at Toronto there were some things which will be general-

ly approved, other things which more or less create dissent. The citizens

of Toronto at aU events are heartily ready to concur in the proposal to put

a check on assisted emigration, and from some woros which tell fromthe

Mayor at the Press dinner, there is reason to hope that he mtends to move

the council to take, through our representatives iij parliament, the action

which has become so urgently needful for the protection of this city.

Against the special injustice done by the system to mechanics and others

whose bread depends upon the labour market the "Bystander has never

failed to protest. The exclusion of Chinese labour is a more question-

able demand. If a Chinaman, by his own resources, makes his way to this

place and here seta up a laundry, why is he to be turned out, ^^^^^7y^

the community to be deprived of the benefit of h» labourl That the

land a strike of two hundred operatives in a particular'branch of manufac-

ture threw three thousand of their fellows out of work. The physicians

and surgeons have just as good a right to strike for higher pay as any other

trade ; and if they did, what would be the fate of the artisan whose limb

had bee^ mangled by the machine 1

In the International Congresses of Europe, the English workingraen

have been generally distinguished from those of France and other countries

by their wise resolution to confine themselves to industrial questions, and

refrain from tampering with social or political chimeras. At the Toronto

Congress one delegate propounded the political axiom that every one who

was called upon to obey the law must have a right to vote. This would

give a vote to children as well as to the wildest of, the Red Indians whom

the Dominion calls upon to obey its laws. That to which, and to which

alone, every man, woman and child has a right is the largest attainable

measure of wise and just government ; and this manifestly can be

secured only by confining political power to those who are duly qualified to

use it Another delegate ptoposedto limit all grants and holdings of land

under the Dominion to 320 acres, without regariT to the quality of the

soU to the nature of the products, whether grain or cattle, or to the local

conditions and requirementa of agriculture. In the North-West, as was

pointed out in the last of these papers, the summers being short, and the

full power of labour and machinery being needed to save the harvest,

farming on a large scale and with abundant capital may be the most produc-

tive A farm of several thousand acres with machinery and a staff m

proportion, and with ample sheds for cattle and sheep in the winter, might

be as hopeful an ex^^riment as agriculture could try in that region. At

all events procrustean limitations imposed by reformers who are really gov-

erned not by their views of farming, but by their social fancies and anti-

pathies, cannot possibly do anything but harm. Nothing but harm

could be done, as every artisan must see, if rural jealousy of manu-

factures were allowed to impose procrustean limitations on the size of fac-

tories and the nftmber of hands to be employed in them. What the inter-

est of the whole community, apart from class jealousies, requires is that the

land shall yield as much as possible, so that bread may be plentiful and

cheap This the land will do if it is freely owned, freely transferred, and

cTinrr^rcap-able-or^ing converted to Christianity, as one of the freely tilled as the rules of good farming^may dictate.

Trades delegates declared, if true, would be rather an ecclesiasW than an
«,„ething saddening, it must be confessed, about the tone of

ecohomical or social consideration ; besides which it is contradicted by /
^^f^"

';~^^, ^^ is tkat of a council of war held by a mili-

the success of missionaries in China, though we may be very sure that no- ^^ f^"JJ^^ ^ ,„,,„, territory rather than that of a body of men

body will be converted to a religion the professors of which treat them tant tribe encamped m
_ ^ .._ ^u. ^..;,j. „, .,,.

with contumely and injustice. That these people are not easily assimilated

to our civilization, especially to certain moral parts of it, is a substantial

reason for viewing with misgiving any prospect of their settlement among

us in btrge numbers; but if we would avoid hypocrisy as well as con-

fusion of thought, we must be careful to keep the moral motive distmct

from the desire of confining the Canadian labour ma^^et to ourselves. On*,

of the delegates frankly avowed that the object which they all had in

view was to obtain the greatest amount of wages for the smallest number •

of hours of labour; he might have added, for the smallest amount of work.

This object, though very manifestly that of a class, is perfectly legitimate,

provided the Unions will pursue it by fair means, and not attempt to defeat

by conspiracy, intimidation, or violence, the action of the influences equally

-legitimlfe by wKc¥lHe interest orths rest of the community « guarded.

Non-Union men as weU as Union men have their rights, which society

mustste«lfastly uphold, if it does not wish te fall under an industrial

tyranny which would not only be most oppressive to the employer and con-

sumer, but in the end ruinous to the artisans themselves, whose deterior-

ati^ in skill and in the power of work would be the inevitable result. Some

of the manufacturing towns in the Noriih of England are believed to have

owed their origin to the secession of trade from older centres which were

under the cramping dominion of the Guilds ;
and now we hear without

surprise that manufactures are beginning to depart from the great cities

where the yoke of the Unions i^ strong, to the rural districts which are

comparatively free. There would be a similar exodus of wealth if the vio-

lent counsels of municipal demagogues could take eff«ct, and as a consequence

all th&se artisans whose trades minister directly or indirectly to luxury and

refinement, including a great body of printers, would be at once thrown out

of employment and. with their families, deprived of bread. Abov« »ll

things, let every unionist fix in his mind the vital truth that !»« "^d »i.s

brethren are? members of a community, from the interest of which they

cannot «»ver their own, and which they cannot stab without themselves

feeling the wound. They are all com.umer8 as well as producers and can^

not. M a rule, raise their own wages aU round without raising^ price of

,
good, against themselves. By strikes they often scatter rum amW ^eir

own mates whose work is dependent upon theirs ;
as the other day i> Eng-

who are themselves members of the community. The Guilds of the

Middle Ages became at last, as has been said, a cramping tyranny, from

which Trade fled to seek in other homes the liberty without which it can-

not live Yet their spirit was never so anti-social as is that of trade confer-

ences in the present day. They were real brotherhoods in themselves, and

the masters belonged to them as well as the men. A religious character

pervaded them, and by the encouragement which their corporate devotion

gave to the religious architect and painter they touched and promoted the

highest art and civiUzation of their time. Moreover, they were schools-

in their eariy day indispensable schools-of industry :
they took a gener-

ous pride in the improvement of their several crafts and, m their way

they taught the duties of labour as well as its rights. In the councils of

_„,odenLunioniste not a wo^d about the duties of labour is h«;>rd, nor is

much said about the quality of work, or the progress of skiU. Almost

the only serious subject of deliberation is the best method of putting

pressure on the community for the purpose of raising wages, and the as-

sumption of almost every speaker is that the employer is a natural enemy

against whose oppression the life of the workman is a perpetual fight.

Upon maltreatment of employers, breaches of contract with them, strikes

against them without notice, malicious injury to their property or business, no

d^amations are heard, though these things touch the .honour of labour,

and will infallibly touch ita interest in the end. This is not a wholesome

state of feeling, or one which can be cheerfully-accepted as final
;
but we can

hardly hope to alter it unless we can in some way alter the conditions of

industrial life, especially the relations between the employer and the em-

ployed Productive co-operation, as it is somewhat pedantically called,

that is! the association of workmen for the purpose of carrying on a factory

without the aid, or the guiding head of capital, has been tned and has

faUed But there are ways of giving the artisan a share m the profita of

the business, and thus identifying his interest with that of the employer,

which have been adopted with a fair measure of success. We have also

had instances of large establishments so or^ized and conducted on so

liberal a scale as to attach the workman by the prospect of promotion.

But the professiom^l demagogues of industry well know that j^aca

with justice, though a blessing to both the parties m the labour conflict,

.'ii "li mHik" I'l'inr^^'^f ^
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would spoil their trade ; they -will-prevent a reconciliation if they can, and

the venom of their journals has been everywhere too successfully instilled

into the breast Of labour.

These are troublous times in the commercial and financial world, let

the optimistic champions of National Policy say what they will. Times

of trouble are also times of temptation, and warnings against looseness

of principle are now in season. It seems to be a settled opinion of our social

and commercial circles that if wealth is safe all is well, no matter what

may have become of Jionour. Of this prevailing laxity we have had too

many proofs in the past. Steal enough and you are honest. Nobody

would admit to himself that he acted as a member of society on this prin-

ciple ; everybody flatters himself that he is determined to act on the oppo-

site principle ; but when the case actually presents itself, and the question

arises how a man who has been convicted of dishonourable practices but

has kept his money shall be treated by thp community, virtuous resolution

oozes away and the knee is once more bowed to Mammon. There is no

use in spurring a dead horse or preaching to the utterly apathetic. But if

our commercial men shrink from upholding morality and excommunicating

knavery in the higher regions of commercial life, they mnst not expect that

in the lower regions the stricter code will prevail, or wonder if their

subordinates do on a small scale that which, when it is done on the large

scale, the cowardice of society condones. What is the guilt of a single

theft committed by a clerk who cannot pay his board to that of fraud

systematically practised by a wealthy trader, for. the purpose of adding to

an already inordinate pile 1 Equality before the tribunal of opinion is as

* essential to social justice as equality before the law.

Eael Spencer, as Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, has been receiving the

only sort of compliment which honour and loyalty can receive from the

lips of Mr. Biggar, who tells him that if he had not derived hereditary

wealth from a prostitute, he would probably be a drunken horsebreaker.

The historical allusion is enigmatic. Perhaps Mr. Biggar fancies that the

Spencers of Althorp are one of the families founded by the mistresses of

Cbarled' II. The rest is a gracious presentation of the fact that Lord

Spencer is a first-rate horseman, as he is also a first-rate marksman. A
Biggarism would not be worth notice, if it did not direct attention to a

figure as noble in its way as that of the platform reviler is ignoble. To

Loru openfcer, his country house in England, with the sports in which he

excels, and his historic mansion in London with the society of which his

personal qualities, no less than his wealth and rank, make him a leader,

offer all the enjoyments which the lot of man can afford. Nor is his

home less happy than his social position. Yet at the call of public duty

he is willing to leave all these pleasures, to take the most arduous, anxious, and

odious of all offices, and to live not only under a constant storm of abuse

but in hourly peril of his life. He needs no addition to his income, and

if he did, he would get none by being Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, for the

social expenses of the place greatly exceed the salary. It is pleasant to

see that not only is his courage unbroken, but that he retains lightness of

heart enough still to be the winner in a rifle-match. Amidst all the

selfish factions, greedy ambitions, mean intrigues, and canting imbecilities

which are dragging England down to the dust, there are still som% men

whose characters are sound, and whose hearts are true to the country.

There are, perhaps, more of these tjian the exulting euHmies of England

fancy. The collapse undoubtedly is miserable, but it is chiefly by the stump

orators, high and low, that the weakness has been shown. It has not yet

been shown by the civil service, by the army or navy, or even by the

police of Ireland, who have hitherto been perfectly staunch under great

discouragements and temptations. Nor has it^been shown by the bulk of

British citizens, perplexed apd disheartened though they are by the feeble-

ness of their leaders. The life of a great nation does nol go out like a

lamp-wick, and a crisis sufficiently violent to sweep stump oratory out of

the way and propel real worth and strength to the front may even now

completely change the scene. *'"

The language of Mr. Biggar is coarser and more brutal than that of

his confederates, Messrs. Pamell, SextOn, Healy and the rest, but it is

not a whit more venomous. One and all, they breathe an almost delirious

hatred of England, the country to which, as their names show, their own an-

cestors belonged, and in which, at this hour, two millions and a'half at least

of Irish Catholics are finding employment and bread. One and all avow that

their aim is not extension of the franchise, improvement of local institutions

or any constitutional reform, but the dissolution of the Union and, if it were

possible, the destruction of th» British nation. Some of them openly de-

clare that if they had force enough they would raise the standard of civil

^war. Even the land question, which alone interests the great mass of the

, Irish peasantry, is, in their speeches, thrown quite into the background,

and if they fan the flame of agrarian agitation it is mainly to keep boiling

the pot of political revolution. Can anybody seriously pretend that these

men would be turned into loyal citizens of tiie United Kingdom, or made

less dangerous to the State by any measure which would swell the number

of their followers and increase their political power"! Can anybody doubt

that if they had State Right, they would at once use it as a lever for total

separation? What is meant by giving Ireland American State Right?

How can State Right, on the American footing, be given to a portion of a

nation, which as a whole is not, like the American Republic, Federal in its

structure t Canadian politicians want the Catholic vote, that is the mean-

ing of all their effusions of sympathy with Disunion. They want the

Catholic vote, and to gain it they are willing to bear a hand with savagery

and superstition in tearing down the famous polity to which they owe their

own liberties and a large measure of their civilization as well as all their •

historic glory. Once more party shows its meanness, and once more we see

the difference between the craft of the vote-hunting politican and the sen-

timents of the Canadian people.

In Newfoundland if the fury of the storm is over, the waves kre still ^
running high. The exact origin and circumstances of the affray are mat-

ters for further investigation, but it seems hardly possible to doubt that an

Orange procession was fired on by the Catholics, while the fact of a deadly

collision between the two parties is entirely beyond dispute. Tlie conflict

is evidently beginning along the whole line, and the responsibility for it

rests mainly on the British Parliament, which, divided and enfeebled by

faction, failed to show at the commencement of the disturbances in Ireland

that firm and united resolution which would at once have quenched the

flame. Orangeism has not a record clear of offence, nor is it, or any asso-

ciation of the kind, the sort of agency by which the lovers of law and order

would wish to see the Commonwealth preserved. But it is at least superior

to an organization, the methods of which are terrorism, dynamite and

murder. In repelling Disunionists from Ulster it is not, as the friends of

Disunionism pretend, crushing opinion, but barring the gate of loyalty

against rebellion and^ivil war. It is acting strictly in self-defence, for

everybody who has read IrishtHistory, or who listens to Fenian harangues

must know that from the moment when power passed into the hands of

the Irish Catholics, no man of British blood or Protestant religion would

ever dwell in safety 05 the soil of Ireland. Unless its hands are tied

by Mr. Chamberlain, Orangeism will bold its own, even against over-

whelming numbers, as itlias, before this, held its own against overwhelm-

ing numbers on more than one terrible and memorable day. A strange

turn of affairs has taken place, and an association, which seemed to have

sank into a relic of bygone feuds, appears likely again to stand forward as

the bulwark of Protestant civilization. Rough is the instrument, but

when the regular authorities will not act, and feebleness prevails in quar-

ters where resolution ought to reign, rough instruments may sometimes do

good work. If the British Parliament wants the Orangemen to be quiet,

let it at once supersede the necessity for their actions, by making it per-

fectly clear to the minds of the Disunionists that their object can be ob-

tained only by success in a civil war. ,

Another attempt on the life of the Czar and the murder of a Russian

official show that Nihilism is at work again. The natural effect is pro-

duced. TheGsar's foot was on Ihe path oi constitutional reform. Forthwith_

he starts back, gathers his guards round him, and entrenches himself once

more in the position of absolutist reaction. It will be fortunate for the

world if he does not plunge into foreign war as a diversion from domestic

conspiracy. He must know too well that the Nihilists would not be satis-

fied nor his life secured from their machinations >)y any rational or feasible

reforms. Their aim, as they avow with hideous frankness, is the destruc-

tion of all institutions, religious, social and domestic, as well as political,

and not only of all institutions, but of all principles of morality. The

family is the especial object of their destructive hatred. Like the Jacobins,

the Communists and fanatics in general, they are exterminating tyrants,

and it may safely be said that, compared with the domination which they

would set up, despotism itself is liberty. In the meantime, the party of

constitutional reform in Russia, fearing lest it should be contaminated

by association with Nihilism, ceases to act'', the hope pf practical improve-

ment is thus quenched ; and the unhappy country is left to be the priae of

a deadly conflict between the sword of absolutism and, the dagger of the

assassin. Few of those from whose breasts revolutionary passion haa not

utterly expelled morality, would hesitate to prefer any government to that

of the dagger. The history of civilization seems to be entering on a strange

and unexpected phase. Agnortics, when they scoff at the groundless feara

of those who apprehend that the collapse of religious belief may be followed

by a moral interregnum, do not turn their eyes in the right direction.

They look at the gentlemen and ladies seated round some scientific tea

table, and seeing that these have not suddenly brokea out into murder,

burgUry or promiscous concubinage, they infer that all is going perfectly

well and that society will glide smoothly from the zone of superstition to

that of moral science But such phenomena as Nihilism, Intransigeantism,

Petrolean Communism, Dynamitic Feuiaoiam and Satanism generally

seem to indicate that the transition, if it is to be happy, ia not likely to

be altogether smooth. A Byotandek.

TH£ G. F:'R. Sy TI££ KICKING HORSE FASH AND THE
SELKIRKS. ..

111. THE MISSION AT MOELKY. ,

W« found Mr. Ross at the right time. A courier had just arrived with

despatches from Major Rogers, the engineer of the Mountain Division.

The Major had pitched his headquarters at the mouth of thft Kicking

Hprse River, so as to have the Kicking Horse section of the railway on one

side of him and the Selkirks on the other. Such a central point was also

the best for obtaining and dUtributing supplies. There was an old trail from

Washington Territory, and the Columbia River could be utilued for some

distance. In surveying, exploring and railway construction in the moun

tains, almost the first and last question to be considered is how to feed

your men, for it is not an army only that may be skid to move or march

on its stomach. The courier informed us that he had had both difficulty

and danger in getting through to Calgarry from the Major's headquarters

because of forest fires at different points ; that the distance was 170 mUes

and the trail very bad ; and that the fifty miles down the Kicking

Horse would probably take ua as many days as the 120 miles to the sum-

mit, because the farther we advanced the worse the traU became. We

-now turned to the Major's letter and read it carefully. He reported

that there was no doubt of the reality of the pass across the Sel-

kirks, and that two parties had been engaged all summer in making a trail

•

and in preliminary surveys ; that the trail was already on the other aide of

the summit of the Selkirks, and was being made down the banks of the

Ille-cille-want at the rate of half a mile a day, and therefore that the longer

we dehiyed the more trail there would be ; but, he added, and here came in

the most serious part of the letter, there was no trail through the Eagle

Pass. A party could not force its way through without Indians to carry

their provisions and blankets, and he had no Indians. He therefore ad.

vised that we should strike south from Calgarry to the other side of the

boundary line, and make for British Columbia by the N.P. Railway and

Puget Sound ; and then that we should return to Calgarry and Winnipeg

by the Eagle, Selkirk and Kicking Horse passes. This could be done by

engaging Indians at Kamloops who would bring us through the Eagle

Pass, and by that time his iraU-makera would be almost down to the mouth

of the lUe-cUle-want opposite the end of the Eagle Pass. We could make

communications with them, and then with him at his headquarters, and

he would send us up the Kicking Horse and down the Bow. This was the

Major's advice and I for one thought it good. However, we decided not

to take it, why, I can hardly say, except that perhaps we had a par-

donable ambition to be the first to travel the whole disUnce from the

thetrail, he sent UB forward with all good wishes on the second part of

our journey. So expeditiously was all this managed that although we did

not see him tUl after breakfast, we \*ere on the road by noon, and in little

more than an hour afterwards yfe had croaaed the Bow in a scow that an

enterprising monopolist had eatabliahed aa a ferry-boat. Some people

grumble furiously at paying auch an extortionate price aa 50 cents for

crossing a river in a rude scow. They wpuld not have to pay more than

5 cents in Ontario. But we were auch base slaves that we paid the full

fare, and applauded the ferry-man.

Although the mouutaina. apparently tower right above Calgarry, they

are really sixty miles distant Anxious to get through the foot-hills aa

soon as poasible, and into the heart o£ the auow-ciowued peaks, we drove

furiously and reached Morley—forty mUes on—soon after night- faU, pass-

ing on the way several droves of fine looking horses, and the offices of the

Cochrane Ranch Company. Morley is the headquarters of the Methodist

Mission to the Stony Indiana. Rev. John Macdougal—son of our dearold

friend who had travelled with ua eleven years ago from Winnipeg to Fort^_^

Edmonton—was the founder of the mission and is still its head. Hia

brother David, merchant, trader, stockman, farmer and anything else that

may be required, was—luckily for us—our. companion on the road from

Calgarry aa far as Morley. Our waggon wheels broke down two or three

times, but he coopered them up, with the help of a kettle of boiling water

poured over the hubs and apokea, and with atout ^i\low sticka and abun-

dance of rope, 30 succesafully, that they carried ua or we carried the<n to

within a few miles of the summit. Every mending made them look' leas

Uke wheels, but decidedly improved their running capacity. 1 apent the

night with John, the missionary, and heard from him a atory that I think 1

must pause here to tell to a larger audience, as illustrating the unexpected

difficulties in the path of a man who is doing the highest kind of work,

and still more the brilliant success with which governments solve the prob-

lem of " how not to do it," in their Indian as well aa theii- railway policy.

Here ia the story, pretty much in his own words, though he told it to mB_

not in a connected narrative, but in answer to queationa with which 1 plied

him, tiU long after midnight :—
,., , .

" My father and I atarted this mission in 1873. He always likfed the

Stonies, for they were Indians of the best type, and braver than even

the Blackfeet. That, you. would expect, for you know they are High-

landers Ten years ago they were scattered in small bands, up and down

both aides of the Bow, and aa far south as the boundary, and north to the

Athabaska. This spot that we named Morley, though the name la some-

times lengthened out to MorleyviUe-was one of tneir favourite head-

quarters ; and, as it was a good centre geographically and for hunting, we

determined to try and gather them in a settlement here, for while they

continued their nomadic habits it was impossible to do much, either in the

way of civilizing or teaching them. We got about live hundred to look on

the place aa their home, though at first they might be absent hunting tor

the greater part of the year. The great work was and ia to teach them

that labour is honourable, and that it ia poaaible for them to rise to

the position of white men by steady labour, and by that way only
;
that

begging or even the acceptance of alms, gifts or government raUous is di»

grLeful- and that tilling the ground or keeping cattle is a surer way 9I

making a living than hunting. The Indian is greatly disiuclmed to cou

waters of Lake Superior to^ the Pae ^ .itaat. Ubour. and U physically not very w^_htted for it
,
beaidea what

had it in our minds that if the Major, in looking for a pass, had forced his

way across the Selkirks we ought to be able to do the same. As^ to the

Gold Mountains, we had arranged with Mr. Grahame, the Chief Commis-

sioner of the Hudson's Bay Company at Winnipeg, that unless he beard

from us to the contrary on our arrival at Calgarry, he should telegraph his

officers in British Columbia to send Indiana from Kamloops to meet us at the

easterA end of the Eagle Pass. We therefore decided to go ahead, and the

courier was sent back to Major Rogers to tell him of our intentions.
,

Our

phm involved risks, but Mr. Ross agreed with us that we might take these,

all the more that we were not absolutely committed to our proposed plan

until we met and cu* loose from the Major's headquarters. If, after meet

inghimatthe mouth of the Kicking Horse, we found that a forward

movement was impracticable, we could stiU execute the proposed flank

march by going up the Columbia to its source and striking for the nearest

sUtion of the N.P. Railway, Our course having thus been decided, Mr.

R088 informed lis that we could take wheels nearly to the summit of the

first range, as parties were engaged on construction work all the way up

the valley of the Bow ; and that on reaching the summit, the engineers

thtire would fit us out with pack-horses, and that we could travel with them

down the western slope of the range along the banks of the Kicking Horse

Kiverto the Major's cache. Then, providing us with letters of comn»enda-.

tion to the engineers, and with two waggons to carry ourselves and luggage

ud such aappliea aa we would be least likely to find in the canq)s along

reguhir labour that would bring in wages, or what market was mere her«^

abouts ten, five or two years ago? The summer frosts that prevaU m this

elevated region, for Morley is -t.OOO feet above the sea, ,heck agricultural

work And if we had large flocks and herds, the neighbouring tribes

would have been tempted to make raids on us, and we had no desire to

allui-e them into our neighbourhood. One of the first employments that our

Stonies took to was the use of the axe and whip-saw. They could see that

a log house with floor was more comfortable than a tent made of but&^o

skins, and that lumber was uaeful for thia and a variety of purposes. We

offered to pay for any pUnks or boards that thejr might bring us
;
and we

used these at first in erecting the mission buildings, and subsequently sold

to thesetUers who began to find their way into our valley. A church and

achoolhouse were built, and lately an orphanage. Gradually' the Indiana

themselves began to appreciate the superiority of houses of hewti logs over

skin tenta Now, there are nearly one hundred of such houses connected

with the -mission. They have about a hundred acres under crops ot bar-

ley potatoes, onions, carrots and turnips. They also own several hundred

heid of catUe, rftising them for sale or for beef. I need hardly say that

we did not neglect the iLrecUy reUgious side of our mission work, and we

have now two hundred church members in full communion. The reaulls-

whetherthe civilizing or the Christianizing-may seem amall, but only

thoee who have tried to do something of the same kind of work, and know_

the innumerable difficulties, can appreciate them righUy.
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" During all this.time one great difficulty was that in this remote region

we could get nothing like steady or remunerative labour for tho«e^J°

were willing to work. In the fall of 1881, however, I learned that the

railway was to run up ov Valley, just between my house and the river. I

guided the first party of engineers to the old Bow Fort. I knew tha the

Indians would.be exposed to greater temptations than ever before and that

their only chance w,8 in the formation of habits of industry and self-rehance.

Innumerable railw<iy ties would be needed, and the Syndicate would have

to bring them mofeth-an a- thousand miles from the east, probably from

the Lake of the'W^tods. and yet here on the Bow itself there was a good

dealof excellent.8pruceund Douglas fir, and more on sojne of its tnbu-

tariea.

'

"
i -ri

.' I therefore wi^te.the following letter to General Roaeer :-

, ,

•.:..' .Ian. 12th, 1882.

- .. . SiB,-8lnc« your party of engineers began work in our vicinity I

Zwe tbiu«ht that a large amount of labour might be got out of the band
,-iave t^ig""^ "'*

,• !•
j^ We are situated right on the bank of

1 l^^River near t^^^ -untnl Handy to us there is plenty of timber

£l?flr t es Sraph poles, etc. These could be delivered at any point-

on tJe Bow orlu'th branch of the Saskatchewan. My Indians are willing

?"*^\ a^dlfTcontrrt oud b;-^^^^ ,„„ld be em-

^lo^JittiVT^^^
to be your obedienf servant.

» To this letter the General vouchsafed no reply !

"The summer following I was in Montreal and called on Mr. George

Stephen and Mr. Van Home, and explained to them my project. These

gentlemen entered warmly into it, and gave me every encouragement. I

Then proceeded to Ottawa and saw the Premier, who assured me as Mr.

Stephen had the day before, that the timber on the Bow belonged to the

Syndicate Having heard that the Cochrane Ranche Company had apphed

for timber limits somewhere on the Bow, I went into the Departmental

Office to get definite information. The head of the office stated that the

Ranche Company had been promised a limit on certain conditions, but that

they had faUed to implement these, and that their claim had lapsed. 1

myself had appUed for a limit adjoining the Reserve a year previous, but

no answer had been made to the application, and being now convinced that

.1 , Syndicate owned the timber, I entered into a contract on October

;,t 1882, to deliver before June 15th, 1883, at suitable points on the

Bow' 150 000 ties at twenty-five cents each, of spruce, Doughis fir or Cy-

pres^ pinJ, it being specified that ' the C. P. R. would settle all Crown

timber dues, if any hafe to be paid.' I then returned home, and found

that R G Baker, the great supply merchant of the North-West, had not

brought in the expected quantities of flour, clothing and groceries, because

of difficulties in the Missouri navigation and the influx of population into

Montana. I also learned that the Ranche Company were claiming the

timber and surveying limita I at once started back to the end of the track

and telegraphed Mr. Van Home of these claims. On December 11th he

answered ' go ahead and cut timber, and the Syndicate wUl protect you.'

Accordingly I went on to Winnipeg, and on my own responsibility pur-

chased supplies, forwarded them to the end of the track, and thence to this

point-paying seven cento a pound for freight over 300 miles of prairie.

^I at once got about sixty fadiaM to work in the woods, made yards for

piling the ties near the proposed line of railway, built a cook house, en-

gaged a cook at sixty doUars a month, with Indian assUtant ;
at first paid

the men a dollar a day and board, and then to encourage industry and

steadiness, gave them contract prices, furnishing them with meals at twenty-

five centa.each. While the men were thus at work. Major Walker, with-

out a word to me, rode one day into the camp and in the name of the C.

Ranche Company, ordered the foreman to desist. The foreman's answer

was that he could take instruotiona only from his employer. The Major

afterwards meeting me on the road, issued similar orders and thi-eatened

me with the police. I answered that I would respect orders from any

authority and, a« he could produce no authority, we parted. Things went

quietly fo'r a little, but on March 3rd Captain Mcllvee, of the Mounted

Police, in charg* of the Calgarry post, acting for timber agent, came to see

me and adsised me tp.atop cutting timber. Giving him the same answer

that I had made to Major Walker, he wrote out the following :—

" ' Sib,—Acting Upon instructions received, I have the honour to ask

that you will stop any parties in your employ from cutting any desonptaon

oftimber on the C. R. Company's limit Any timber aln*dy cut you

may haul, if it so please you, to your piling ground, there to remain til

Wher instruction are received. I hav^the honour to be, your obedient

_„f J H. McIlvbb,
•**^*°^

< Svft. Acting for Timber Agent.'

"On the swne day I had a visit from Mr. Pocklington, the sub^gent for

the Indian Department of Treaty Na Seven, and he, after having asked

me to interpret for him in a council with the Indians, presented me, as he

was leaving, with the following notice :

—

•' Sir,—I have the honour to inform you that it has been reported to

me that you have been trading with the Indians for lumber cut by them

on this liservation, contrary to the Indian Act. I hereby wam you to

desist from that practice, until such time as I can communicate with the

head office in the Treaty, and obtain a reply. I have the honour etc.

' W. Pocklington, Sub-Agent.

And further, as you have opened a trading s^re on the Reserve, you must

desist trading in any form, pending reply from head office.

" I at once told Mr. Pocklington that I was noton the Reserve, that I

had settled here ten years ago, before Mounted Police existed, or Indian

commissioners, agents, or Indians had oome-to the place ;
that if there was

any mistake, it was on the part of the Government engineers who had no

right to include the mission premises in the Reserve ;
and that I was here

with all my rights as a British subject to buy and sell as I pleased. How-

ever, if the law forbade the Indians to use the timber on their reserve, 1

must obey ; and as the C. Ranche Co. claimed all the rest and were backed

by the Mounted Police, I decided to yield to the double-barreled gun, and

at once called the Indians from their work. The Syndicate were far away.

There was no mail, and no post-office within hundreds of miles, and, as

Mr Van Home was expected up soon, I felt that I should wait for him

I reported the facts to his agent. Major Hurd, but he took no action and

,gave me no instructions. In the meantime the graders came along, andin

doing their work, fires ran through the grass and got into the woods. My

kitehen and cook-house and five thousand ties that were piled, there being

no one now to work or wateh, were aU burnt to ashes. My direct loss

thereby would be about $1,400, but that was not one-fourth of my real

loss, for I had incurred all the expenses connected with the contract. And

so this plan for getting the Indians to work like white men was knocked

on the head."
g«>«gb M. Gb/lnt.

EOERTON RYERSON.
(Concluded.)

Through the years 1825, 1826 and 1827 Egerton Ryerson led the

laborious IBe, first of an itinerant preacher in Yorktown and on the Yonge

street circuit, afterwards as a resident missionary to a settlement of Mis-

saaauga Indians on the Credit river. His diary during this time bears the

mark of exertions which evidently tasked every power of mind and body.

There is the same incessant struggle to reclaim the American wild man from

the sensuality and the laziness which must decimate his race, until the

red-skin has been blenched by inter-marriage or until death has enforced

prohibition. It is curious to compare the Ryerson diaries of Indian mis-

sionary work with similar records of the Jesuit missionaries who furnished

so many mariiyrs to sow the seed of their Church a century and a half

before. There is a far greater hopefulness in Ryerson's dianes. All is

couUur de rose. Tl^g Jesuit relations tell much more of their failures.

Yet the Jesuit methods of conversion, being in the main thaumaturgic

mechanism, ought to have given far greater apparent results than any form

of Protestantism setting forth its simple gospel.
^
—

In 1829 the Christian Guardian was issued under the editorship of

Egerton Ryerson. It was a much-needed vindication of the Methodist

Church from the utteriy groundless charge of "American repubUcanism"

• and " disloyalty." The arch-accuser of the Methodist brethren at this time

wasDr. Strachan, then archdeacon, afterwards bishop in the Canadian branch

of the English Church in Toronto. Against this foeman, not unworthy of

his steel, Egerton Ryerson wrote the first, and one of the most trenchant,

of his many pamphlets.

Egerton Ryerson was the representative of a family whose loyalty was

well known to be beyond all question. No fitter champion could have been

found against the calumnies of Dr. Strachan's notorious " ecclesiastical

chart." The Methodist Church owes a debt, not to be forgotten, to the

memory of Egerton Ryerson. In many other ways he promoted her truest

interests, in none more than in repudiating the contempt for " human

learning
" which the enthusiasm of the early preachers not unnaturaUy, but

most unwisely, made a feature of their teaching. Victoria College at

Coburg, is mainly a monument of Ryerson's work in favour of the higher

education of the miniatry'of his Church.

Dr. Ryerson's advocacy of Sir Charles Metcalfe is the most indefensible

feature in his career. There is no reason why a clergyman, more than any

other man, rfiould not write on political subjecta But he should not in-

troduce the phrMedogy of the pulpit on the poUtio.1 platform. Of thi.

offence against good taste Ryer«)n was guilty more than any other writer

r'

of his time. It led to his being severely snubbed and censured by William

Lyon Mackenzie, by Mr. George Brown and by Mr. Blake.

For his advocacy of Metcalfe, " by the Divine blessing Ryerson got his

reward He was appointed Chief Superintendent of Education with carte

blancKe to rule, legish^te, and expend the public money. It must te owned

thThe proved himself a most beneficent despot, and that in no other way.

and perhaps by no other man then in Canada could the great edihce of our

PubUc ScLol System have been so successfully upreared. Never was

public servant so munificently paid. Trip after trip to Europe was taken

by this indefatigable holiday-maker at the public expense.

^
Dr Ryerson deserves the gratitude of our Province for the eclectic

system of the public school education which his common sense enabled him

to institute, and his vigorous administrative power carried out against all op-

position When that opposition became unduly sti-ong, he had always an

unfaiUng resource,-a threat of resignation. The Ministry ot the day feared

his return to politics, and perhaps over-estimated his power tor mischief as

'
T/^ye«on it must be admrtted^iiid^mistakes ; the Book Depository

was one of them. Another was his choice of Works of Art for the Museum.

Dr Hod-ins tells us of " the admirable collection of copies of paintings by

the old masters (!)." With this estimate I cannot agree, for among art-

iste there is only one opinion as to the" works of art" at the Normal School

Museum. They are not only useless, but they are positively injurious
:
they

convey an utterly wrong impression of great, paintings, and it is much to be

•

lamented that such daubs should be placed before the eyes of our art

studente. That they should be destroyed would be a measure of justice to

our art school, and of reparation to the memory of Dr. Ryerson, whose utter

ignorance of art is one ot the minor blemishes ou a useful and, in som.

respects, a great career.
,^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ Mulvany.

,

There are many kinds of murderers. A man who geto his wife to hold

a gi?b7theC of the head while he^hlows her brains out is one kmd^

The: man who drives a girl to such desperation that she. crazed and wild

IJrhTer atLulated l^ngs, comes pLading to hi-.^ --^; ^^^ ^

falls dead U quite another kind of murderer. AuJ of the two, J^e
hn>t is

comparatively a- gentleman. For he, at least, has the courage to nsk his

""l^lr 'thfrmen 0) who went on the stand before the coronei^s ju^

to btken the character ot the dead and defenceless girl,
^^-\^^^'^^

s^idl What can possibly be said^ The giri was dead She could not

Wm them But they felt guilty, and so they swore to too much entirely

mIv be they felt it a duty to'shield this loafer now that this poor g.ri had

Sme to them in the great fashionable hotel and shot herself dead at their

feet But wal it tLrduty to traduce that dead girl? to insult her corpse

S lol nlinuation: till o'ne of the jurors rose up in his just mdigna ion

and had.that testimony stricken out.
^I'.l-f"^'^'

^^^°'-
^"*'''"'

turn from this dark deed of man tothe white face of nature.

THB SNOW.

hast thou seen

CORRESPONDENCE.

brilliant New
And that is because this wonder

JOAQOIN MILLBR's LKTTBB.

New Yobk, Jan. 4:-Never was there neariy such a

Low Thb riLt seems to have only this year come of age. to-" t'« 7"

—E^i:: to±rtihS^ ^5^/^t-foXri:^
L have empTed its wealth, wit, beauty into the lap ot the great stone and

''°
Vh?NewWs' Day passed with even more than the ordinary exchange

of cSL^d courtesies. ^Each year before the day comes -und I heux^»>^t

°his old and honoured Knickerbocker custom is dying out But I fand as

with the display on the streets, that each succeeding New Years Day is

Ire gtenKe maintenance 'of the custom than theprecedmg one. And

Tach yelr I note a general improvement in tone and address o the merry

callers This year I think there was less drinking, notwithstandmg the

ncre^ed numCr of caUers, than ever Wore. I -^^^bf one real

drunken man. And he, a slim, pale and dainty
y.""*]"'J^J^/;^^^^

clad had the good taste to be very sorry and try hard to conceal his mu

orti^ He Ld lost track of his carriage and his friends and w^ stand^

ng on a side street all alone braced up against the iron railing, ^s I a^m«

^ iTstoed UP straight, hung hia right arm up over the pickets behind h m,

Se^htStYrt -d the^Telt ar3d feebly with h s head as ^^^^^
tor a place to hang that also. But not finding any place to put it he "(^

d^ at me repeatedly with his limber neck, and tried to wink and smUe fa.

miliarly as I passed.

THAT KUEDEH AT THE WINDSOR HOTEL.

Some justly indignant and entirely responsible parties ^^aj^ ;=»l^^^^^y

attention to and asked for some public expression touching the cold-blooded

iquence of this murder. I call it a murder simply ^^Xr bTal the
der. And I turn back and invite attention to this

^J^^^^^^^^^^^Z
parties who committed that murder are trying to ' velvet over ttejhole

^oody business by abusing the helpless dead. It -^ll ^"^ ^o. Jne^
eiiirtrom^rwta;°;;:idT^:i^^^^^^^^^^^

show, living in great splendour, professing to be one ot '^« S'^^* Pf^P'^^";

this ^t city suddenly married. He h«. been doing »°"^«*^^»°8 ^j^;;^"'^^^

it saf^for him to keep the manriage secret. .^
j,«'«!=f^TI Wn the

marriage is revealed. And the wronged, ruined girl who has been the

companion of this man's mother goes to hi» room, shoota ^erseU and mes

at the feet of this man and the woman(l) he »"^».
I^'^^J-, .^"^J^e

sake keep this quiet" That is what the man said as he b«nt °ver the

dying girl. He did not think of saving her life. He thought only of «v

ing himself. He did not say, "For God's sake help ^«'-
J^« f^JJ

blLied, deUberate murderer who had brought this girl *».»';' PfJ^J^J
true to his im.tincU, to his utter absence of honour, thought only of himself

•a the who had been his mother's companion lay tjiere in her Wood.

"Hast thou entered into the treasuries of the snow t or

'''
^r^:ame tSw York this year ; but calmly, certainly, tranquil- -

lyittLatirt taken possession a/d spread its white domin^n^^^^^^^^^
^

.fniveraal North How noble in its unobtrusive Jigmty ,
its descent irom

-±.JS: ^^^zrzlrrtz-zss:i^-

^„or. at thp sweet scent of the first flowers ot spring.

^
witch thrsnowflakes tall. Each particle is said to be a fairy s pa ace^

SomTof the imag°native and wonderfully learned German scholars tell u^

?Z ev i^snowfllke is inhabited by happy little

^^^f^y^:^^^^:^^^

accumulate in the most secure and secret places, is niere.y ui

mSions an.l billions of those little beings who have died of old age.

.FLOWBR PBOa A BATTLEFIBLD.

The .„n« .ho. plo-gb,,
•^'-^'^•J »™j'»SS

^"1;"*;

be heard above the loud talk ot boastful l.ngadiers now. And these MU

tdrot stmple and unnamed soldiers will survive ^^^l^^'J^'l

S^Sou^ and marched away with his scholars to the war
;
but the heart

of the story is new.

" GOIHG HP HEAD ;
" A» OLD SOLBUB'S 3T0BY.

The low school-house Stood in a green Wabash Wood,

Lookin' oat on long levels of corn l^e a sea-

A Uttle log house, hard benches and we, _
Big barefooted boys, and roagh'vmfl, we stood - -„^--—

;

In line with the gals and tried to get head

At spelUn' each day when the lessons was said.

-Bui one, B&lly Dean, tall, bony and grM°
AsTeen com in the milk, stood fast at the foot-

Stood day after day, as if he'd been put

A soldier on guard there, did Poor Bally Dean

And stUDid ! God made him so stupid I doubt—

But I gul Ciodwho madeusTinows what He's about.

He'd a long way to walk. But he wouldn't once talk

Of that, nor Uie chores for his mother who lay

A shakin' at home. StiU, day after day

He stood at the foot till the class 'gan to mocK I

Then to m'aster he plead, - oh I'd like to go head, -

Now it wasn't so much, but the way it was said.

Then the war struck the land ! Why that barefooted band

It^uft nail«l up that door ; and the very next day, ,

With master for C.p'en. went ?J«»b.ng away ;

And BaUy the butt of the whole Wabash band 1

But he bore with it all, yet once (irmly «M^^
„

• ' When I get back home, I'm agom' up head 1

The squirrels hulled nuts on the sJl »' '^» *^'' ^^^,

-iMyrnoVw-es^^hTTofe^p^^^^^
^r tte dw» that had been, for a place at their side. ,_

Then one fever-crazed and his b'"" ««°''« ^"*'
And dnUed with heart sickness all duty forgot.

Daserted. was taken, condemned to be ahotl

And Ballv Dean gnardin' his comrade half-orazed,

SloVpLed up Md down while he sUpt where he layK teTt w^aitin' death at the ftrat fluah of day.

, ijfiK

Ni
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And Bally Dean thought ol the boy to be shot
Of the fair girl he lorod in the woodd far away •

Of the true love>that grew like a red rose of May •

And h« >topp^ where he Btood, and he thought and'Tie ihbii«hi.Then a sudden star fell, shootin' on oyerhead
And he knew that his mother beckon 'd on to the dead.

^w^*l**f,''''*'*'"«^' Though I Uve, though I die.Who shall oare for me now ? Then the dull, muffled dram
Struck his ear, and he knew that the master had oome

With the squad. And he passed in the tent with a sigh
Ajid the doomed lad crept forth, and the drowsy squad led
With low trailing guns to the march of the dead.

Then with face turned away tow'rd a dim streak of dayAnd his voice fulj of tears the poor bowed master sjd
As he fell on his knees and uncoyered his head

'

'•Come boys, it is school time, let us all pray "

And we prayed. And the lad by the coffin alone
Was tearless, was silent, was still as a stone.

" In line," master said, and he stood at the head •

But he couldn't speak now. 80 he drew out his' sword
And dropped the point low for the Ust fatal word
Then the rifles rang out, and a soldier fell dead I

The master sprang forward. " God help us, " he said
" It 18 n ally, poor Bally, and he's gone up head 1 " '

^
. JoAQunr MiLLMK.

AD ASTR4.

With looks uplifted and with feet up&ring
Does it avail the rugged steeps to try,

Earth's pain and cross and bitterness still bearing
Delight of life and joy of sense still sparing

'

for stars that strew an ever-distant sky 1

-i=^ -,--.^ a so, say why

!

How often to an orb do we draw nearer
Or reach the moon for which, like babes, we wail (

They fade perennially as dawn grows clearer,
While blisses left behind seem warmer, dearer

To souls that shiver as the skies wax pale
O'er hill and vale.

Were we led up to some sure good by gazing.
Even as the Magi to their cradled Christ

;

Not as the Hindu by control amazing.
To body numbness and to mental dazing.

Then might we deem our loss by gain well priced,
And be enticed :

But such as seek the Sangreal find scant healing
For wounded feet that climb the rugged ways

Save love's star-aureoled face alone appealing
'

Should draw them onward, bleeding, stumbling, kneeling.
To gam the only guerdon worth the praise

And length of days !

John Moran.

JAN. 2, 188^

GooDBYB to the wife and chUdren—(? kiSs to the baby, hwt.As into the^old gray jnoniing the huabaad and father'
For the holiday is over, and the workday is begun,
So goodbye to the happy home, till the daily toil is'done.

But the earthly toil was over although he knew it not
Aiid a train to a far, far country, unwittingly he sought—
While above the fiery chariot the pitying angels wait
To carry each faithful spirit up to the golden gate !

A shout, a shock, a crash !—and over the pure, white snow
Is scattered a mass of ruin,—with human forms below—
And oh ! for the wives at home, and the children that 'no more
Shall welcome home the father, when his daily toil is o'er

!

Oh earth, thou art- full of sorrow ! Oh life, thou art dark and sad —
Save for the light from heaven that has come to make us glad

*

With the hope of the life immortal that holds the key of this, '

So the joy of the coming meeting may thrill through love's parting kiss !

And perchance the angels heard the songs of the other ahoro
Blend with the mortal music of the goodbye at the door.
•Goodbye to the wife and children,—a kias to the baby list.
As into the spirit-world, through the cold grey momHe patted.

THE ADVENTURES OF A iTIDOW
By EooiB Pawostt. aathor of "A Gentleman of Lelsur. • "* B/>.,«i.„ r.

".An Ambitious Wom«>," " mSlag CjJi^S,, tto
P^"" ^'^"

v ..

III.

—

Continued.

In not a few other respects she was satisfied regarding heraelf. There
was nothing, for that matter, which concerned herself in any real way
about which she did not feel wholly satisfied. Her environment in herown opinion was of the best, and doubtless in the opinion of a good many
staunch adherente also. From the necklace of ancestril brilliants which
she now wore, sparkling at ball or dinner, on her generous and creamy
neck, to the comfortably-cushioned pew in Grace Church, where two good
generations of Poughkeepsies had devoutly sat through many yea« of
Sundays, she silently valued and eulogized the gifts which fate had be-
stowed upon her.

Pauline's present attitude seemed to her something monstrous It hid
not seemed monstrous that her niece should give the bloom and vital -
punty of a sweet maidenhood to a man weighted with years and almost
decrepid from past excesses. But that she should seek any other circle o£
a«iuamtance except one sanctioned by the immitigable Uws of calrte.
struck her as a bewildering misdemeanour.

"My dear Pauline," she now excUimed, "you fill me with a" positive
fear

!
Of course, if you shut your doors to the right people you opeVthem

to the wrong ones. You have got some strange idea abroad, which you•re now determined to carry out_to ^loiter, my dear ! With your very
_ large mcome there is hardly any dreadful imprudence which you may notcommit There is no use in telling me that the people whom one knows

are not worth knowing. If you have got into that curious vein of thought
you have no remedy, for it except to refrain from ,tU entertaining and all
acceptance of courtesies. But I beg, Pauline, that you will heJtate be-
fore you store up for yourself the material of ugly future repentance.
SaUie and I have accepted the Effinghams' box at the opera tcvnight.
Those poor Effinghams have been stricken by the death of their father-
It was so sudden

. . he was sitting in his library and literally fell d««l
'

he must certainly have left two mUUons, but of course that has nothing todo with their bereavement, and it was so kind of them to rememW us.They know that I have always wanted a proscenium, and that there areno pmceniums. now. to be bought for love or money. I have sent ourbox m the horse-shoe to cousin Kate Ten Eyck ; she is so wretohedly
cramped in her purse, you know, and stiU has Lulu on her hands,' and wiU
be so ^teful-as indeed she wrote me quite gushingly that she ^^, this
very afternoon. Now, P«line, won't you go with us, my dear ? "

Pauline went A noted, prima donna sang, lured by an immense
nightly reward to disclose her vocal splendours before American audiences
But her encompassment, as is so apt to be the case here, was pitiable mediocre
She sang with a presentable contralto, a passable baritone, an effete basso
and an almost despicable tenor. The chorus was amichronistic in costume'
sorry in voice, and mournfuUy undrilled. But the diva was so compre-
henaively talented that she carried the whole performance. At the same^
time there were those among her hearers who lamented that her transcend-
ent abibty should be burlesqued by so shabby and impotent a surrounding
The engagement of this famous htdy was meanwhile one of those sad oper"
atic facts for which the American people have found, during years past no

I^w^^*^
"" P'^^^''*^^^- '^^^ ^"^^ °f «"^. lies ^th themselves.When ^ey are sufficiently numerous as true lovers of music they will

refuse their countenance to even a great singer except with creditable
artistic and scenic support

Pauline sat in the Effinghams' spacious proscenium-box, between Mm
Poughkeepsie and her daughter. Sallie Poughkeepsie was a large girl!
with her mother's nose, her mother's serenity, her mother's promise of cor-
pulent matronhood. She had immense proepecte ; it was reported that
she had refused at least twenty eligible matrimonial offers while waiting
for the parental nod of approval, which had not yet come.

During the first entr'acte a littie throng of admirers entered the box.Some of these Pauline knew; others had appeared, as it were, after her
time. One was an Englishman, and she presently became presented tohim as the Earl of Glenartney. The title struck her as beautiful appeal-
ing to her sense of the romantic and picturesque; but she wondeU that
It b^ done so when she subsequently bent a cloeer gaze upon the reoedinir
forehead, flM»id mouth, and lank frame of the Earl himself He hadoeT
tainly as much hard prose about his appewanoe as poetry in his n«ne.
Mrs. Poughkeepaie beamed upon him in a sort of wdelong way all the
time that he conversed with SaUie. A magnate of bountiful shirt-boeom .
and Uughty profile claimed her full heed, but she failed to beatow it en
tirely

;
the preMooe of this unmarried Scotch peer at her child's elbow

w«i too stirring an incident; her umal equanimity was in a delightful

t
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flutter
; ambition had already begun its insidious whispers, for the Earl

was kitown to be still a bachelor. '

Pauline, who read her aunt so thoroughly, felt the mockery of this
maternal deference. She told herself that there was something dreary
and horrible about a state of human worldliness which could thus idolize

mere rank and place. She knew well enough that so long as Lord Glen-
artney were not a complete idiot, and so long as his moral character escaped
the worst depravity, he would be esteemed a magnificent mateh for her
cousin.

The Earl remained at Sallie's side all through the succeeding act.

When the curtain again fell he still remained, while other gentiemen took
the places of those now departing. Aiid among the»e, to her surprise and
pleasure, was Ralph Kindelon.

She almost rose as she extended her hand to her friend. A defiant

satisfaction had suddenly thrilled her. She pronounced Kindelon's name
quite loudly as she presented him to her aunt. Instead of merely bowing
to Mrs. Poughkeepsie, Kindlon, with effusive cordiality, put forth his

hand. Pauline saw a startled look creep across her aunt's face. The
handsome massive-framed Irishman was not clad in evening-dress. He
towered above all the other gentlemen ; he seemed, as indeed he almost
was, like a creature of another species. His advent made an instant sen-

sation, a universal stare was levelled upon him by these sleek devotees of

fashion among whom he had the air of pushing his way with a presumptu-
ous geniality. He carried a soft "wide awake" hat in one hand; his

clothes were of some dark gray stuff; his neatly but heavily booted feet

made duU sounds upon the floor as he now moved backward in search of a

chair. There was no possible doubt regarding his perfect self-possession
;

he had evidently come to remain and to assert himselL

" Who on earth is he ? " Mrs. Poughkeepsie found a chance to swiftly

whisper in the ear of her niece. There wad an absolutely dramatic touch
in the agitation which went with her questioning sentence.

Pauline looked steadily at her aunt as she responded :
" A very valued

friend of mine." k^^

" But, my dear ! '"^faltered Mrs. Poughkeepsie. The fragmentary little

vocative conveyed a volume of patrician dismay.

By this time Kindelon had found a chair. He placed it close to

Pauline.

« I am so very glad that you discovered me," said Pauline. She spoke
in quite loud tones, while everybody listened. Her "words had the effect

of a distinct challenge, and as such she intended them.

"I am flinging down a gauntiet," she thought, " to snobbery and con-

servatisml This slight event marks a positive era in my life."

" I saw you from the orchestra;" now said Kindelon; in his heartiest

tones. " The distance revealed you to me, though I cannnot say it lent

the least enchantment, for that would surely be impossible." He now
looked towards Mrs. Poughkeepsie, without a trace of awe in his mirthful

expression. "You must pardon my gallantry, madam," he proceeded.
" Your niece and I, though recent friends, are yet old onea We have
crossed the Atlantic together, and that, in the winter season, is a wondrous
promoter of intimacy, as you perhaps know. Perhaps Mrs. Varick has

already done me the honour of mentioning our acquaintance."

" Not until now," said Mrs. Poughkeepsie, with /a smile that had the

glitter of ice in it /

IV.

Thb orchestra had not yet re-commenced, and the curtain would not re-

aacend for at least ten good minutes. A vigorous babble of many voices

rose from the many upstairs boxes. In some of these Kindelon's appear-

ance might not have created the least comment Here it was a veritable

'bombshell.

The " Poughkeepsie set " was famed for its rigid exclusiveness. Where-
ever Miss Sallie and her mother went, a little train of courtiers invariably

followed them. They always represented an ultra-select circle inside of

the larger and still decidedly aristocratic one. Only certain young men
ever presumed to approach Sallie at all, and these were truly the darlings

of fortune and fashion^—young gentlemen of admitted ascendency, whose
attentions would have made an obscui-e girl rapidly prominent, and who,

while often distinguished for admirable manners, always contrived to hover

near those who were the sovereign reverse of obscure. They would carry

only her bouquets, or those of other girls who belonged to the same special

and envied clique ; they would " take out in the German " only Sallie and
her particular intimates. Bitter jealousies among the contemplating dow-
agers were often a result of this determined eclecticism. " Why w it that

mj Kate has to put up with so many second-rate men ) " would pass with

. tormenting persistence through the mind of this matron. " Why can't my
'Caroline get any of the great swells to notice her

}
" would drearily haunt

another. And between these t*o distressed ladies there might meanwhile
be seated a third whose daughter, for reasons of overwhelming wealth or
particular attractiveness, always moved clad in a nimbus of the holy of
holies.

Pauline was perfectly well aware that the coming of her friend had
seemed an audacity, and that his unconventionally garrulous tongue was
now regarded as a greater one. Courtlandt may have told her that the
rival factions had cemented their differences and that all society in New
York was more democratic than formerly. 8tiU, it was unimaginable
that her aunt Cynthia could ever really change^her spots. Where she trod
there, too, must float the aroma of an individual self-glorification.

'
Pauline

was as much deUghted by Kindelon's easy daring as by the almost glacial
answer of her stately kinswoman ; and she at once hastened to say, while
looking with a smile at the unembarrassed Kindelon himself

:

"I have scarcely had a chance to tell either my aunt or my cousin how
good y6u were to me on the Bothnia." Then she Ufted her fan, and waved
it prettily toward Sallie, "This m my cousin. Miss Poughkeepsie," she
went on

; she did not wait for the slow accomplishment of Sallie's forced
and freezing bow, but at once added : "and here is Lord Glenartney, here
Mr. Fyshkille, here Mr. .Van Arsdale. here Mr. Hackensack. Now, I
think you know all, Mr. Kindelon."

As she ended her littie speech she met Mrs. Poughkeepsie'a e^es, fixed
upon hef in placid consternation. Of course this wholesale introduction,
among the chance occupants jof an opera box, was a most unprecedented
violation of usage. But that was precisely Pauline's wish—to violate
usage, if she could do it without recourse to any merely vulgar rupture.
They had all stared at Ralph Kindelon, had treated him as if he were
some curious animal instead of a fellow-creature greatly their own superior,

and they should have a chance, now of discovering just how well he could
hold his own in their littie self-satisfied assemblage.

Kindelon bowed and smiled in every dirtction. He appeared uncon-
scious that everybody did not bow and smile with just the same reciprocal

warmth.

" This is the most luxurious way of enjoying the opera, " he exclaimed,
with an upward gesture of both hands to indicate the walls of the com-
modious box. " But, ah ! I am afraid that it possesses its drawbacks a.s

well
!

One would be tempted to talk too much, here—to discountenance
the,performance. Now, 1 am an irreclaimable talker, as Mrs. Varick can -

testify
; she has hardly done anything but listen since the beginning of our

acquaintance. And yet I should like to feel that I had my tribute of
silence always ready for the great musical masters. Among these I rank
the Italian composers, whom it has now become fashionable to despise.

Pray, Mrs. Poughkeepsie, are you—or is your daughtef-^—a convert to

what they term the new school t ",

There was no ignoring the felicitous, rhythmic voice that pronounced
these hurried and yet clearly enunciated sentences, unless by means of an
insolence so direct and cruel that it would transgress all bounds of civil

decency. Mrs. Poughkeepsie was capable of not a little insolence at a
pinch ; her ramparts were spiked, and could deal no gentle hurts to those

who sought anytkiiig like the scaling of them. But here the overtures

made were alike too suave and toojbold. She felt herself in the presence of

a novel civility—one that assumed her rebuff to be impossible.

" I have always preferred the TtAlian inniii-<>/' ati«. nr,^ ^f^j^ "But
then my knowledge of the German is limited."

. (To b« continued.

)

READINGS FROM NEW BOOKS.

AS AGITATOR.

Mr. CDooly can hardly remember the time when he was not a conspira-
tor. Even as a boy he has done his scout duty by watching the outgoing
and return of the patrol from the police barracks, and reporting "all
clear " for the men who, from time to time, struck a blow for Ireland. On
that wild, wet night, long years ago, when Constable Davis, of the Irish
Constabulary, returned to the barracks, accompaniwl by the two sub-con-
stables, with whom he had plodded along the roads and into the by-lanes
for four hours, and duly entered in his patrol-books that he had found
everything quiet, he would not have gone to rest so free from care had he
seen littie Martin Dooly start away from the shelter of the neighbourini>
hedge, under which he had patiently waited, blowing upon his half-frozeii

fingers to chase away the pain that made each finger-nail feel like red-hot
iron, until the cautious challenge from the barrack guard wsw followed by
the opening of the door, and he saw in the glare of light the three drenched
figures of the patrol re-enter the barracks. • Next morning when the re-

port reached the constable that Michael Traynor was forcibly taken from
his house, past which the patrol had gone only three hours before, and
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carded until the lacerated flesh hung in ribbons on his back, because he had"
bid at the sheriffs auction for Thomas Meredith's cow, that active officer
cursed his misfortune in [jot having proceeded on duty two hours later. But
Martin Dooly could have told a tale that yould have thrown light upon the
faUlity by which patrols have so often passed by the scene of an outrage
an hour or so too soon.

"

By this time Martin Dooly had developed into a clever young man
whom his employer found it advantageous to appoint his travelling agent.'
No man had more business to look after than had Mr. O'Dooly, who had
assumed the prefix after the manner of Irish patriots. As provincial cen-
tre, all serious matters were referred to him. He is a clever organizer and
objects to the hasty adoption of extreme measures before milder efforts
l^ve failed. When Paddy Bolton was waylaid because he accepted the

.
;mtuation of herd to Mr. Wallace, a brother having been dismissed aft«r
forty sheep had died from neglect, Mr. O'Dooly was very angry because
of the precipitate action of the local committee, who sanctioned the way-
laying of Bolton before a threatening letter had been duly sent to him.-
Bolton was murdered accidentally, the boys assured their leader, as they
only intended to beat him, but ho had. a weak skull, and it broke sooner
than could have been reasonably expected. Mr. O'Dooly severely repri-
manded the committee, reminding them how efficacious the threatening
letters had been in other cases, and how safe, of course, in such an instance
as that of Dolan, who had taken the farm of which James Corcoran was
robbed because a few years' rent was due, and had kept it after three let-
ters had been sent, a notice posted on his door, and his corn-stack burned •

there was nothing for it but the pistol, and if Joe Brien, who came a dis-
tant townland to earn the price of the job, was seen coming from the
direction of the, place where Dolan's body was found, there was a large
wake that evening, which would account tor Brien's presence in the neigh-
bourhood. James MuUany had a very narrow escape when he dismissed
Dwyer, one of his shopmen, on finding that he had fraudulently appropri-
ated £40. Had he known that Dwyer was a member of the society no
change would have been made in his establishment. Fortunately for' him
there were others of the brethren in his employment whose interests were
dependent upon his safety. Before Cooney, who was engaged, could suc-
ceed in executing the wishes of Dwyer and a few of his friends, MuUany
received a timely hint and, ' communicating at once with Mr. O'Doolv
the latter had the matter amicably arranged.

'

'

Drawn by ambition, and spurred by necessity, Mr. O'Dooly is deter-
mined that if distinction is to be the reward of violence he will not be
found wanting. Indeed, after the scenes in which he has borne the wild-
est part, language seems by comparison but harmless sound and fury and
whilfr he congratulates himself that he has now escaped from the danger
of his former position, be still drops a word in season to the brethren
which practical illustration is necessary to show the determination of the
people.

Sitting at dinner in the private room of a country hotel, after a land
meeting, Mr. O'Dooly feels that he has not lived in vain. At the same
table are not alone the prieste and farmers who form the bulk of such social
gatherings, but three members of Parliament, one of them a gentleman in
whose society Mr. O'Dooly little thought a short time before that he would
have dmed and quaffed the sweet champagne of tfae hotel, to the exclusion
of his native stimulant. He was one of the first who planned the organized
resistance to the payment of rent. Not that he believes the people will
long resist the temptation to take any vacant farms that can be obtained
Repeal

;
Home Rule

; education
; leadjustment^of taxation ; are so many

sounding words that mean nothing to the average peasant. But, " The Land
for the people," is a cry that all can understand ; and the volley fired into the
house of the bailiff who at his master's request took Bryan Kelly's farm
surrendered when five years' rent remained unpaid, has been accepted as a
hint, not less strong because of Kelly's miraculous escape, that for the
present vacant farms had better remain without a tenant. Mr O'Dooly
has watched with keen interest the struggle between the law and the
people. Having advised resistance to the service of processes or writs, he
iaH*l8 himseltijiMa denunciation of th««overa!Beat-which,i;hir8tin£ forthe
lives of the people, has sent large bodies of armed constabulary to enable
the process-server to perform hi^ "iniquitous duty." "Men of Bally
macsidincy," he said to the crowds assembled at the village, " behold the
blood of your women upon the reeking bayoneta.of the infuriated police
Kackrented, downtrodden, starving, with crops destroyed, and the skeleton
hand of famine visible upon the pinched faces of your little children the
land robber who squanders in licentious orgies the fruits of your labour
calls for his accursed rent where there is none to give, and the British
Government fj-ue to its bloody principles, answers with fir6 and sword your
wail for succour." This is all pure imagination, no famine-stricken child
and no licentious tyrant being producable for many a mile round Ballv-
macsidincy at any rate. -,

'

So long as the present agitation lasts in Ireland the round sum already
accumulated in the hanks on deposit receipt will steadily increase and
after the agitation has ceased to be profitable here, a lecturing tour in
America or the Irish correspondent of an American paper is open to him
If he 18 so fortunate as to be prosecuted for sedition at home, twelve
months in gaol will not be too much to suffer forthe pariiamentarjr career
with all ita infinite possibilities that will certainly follow ; and when by
active wite and frugal living he has accumulated sufficient money to enable
him to invest in a small property in his native country, he will confidently
call upon the Government he has so often maligned to protect him in the
exercise to the bitter end of the legal rights he may have acquired over the
unfortunate tenants living upon the property he has purchased—/>t<!<Mre#
from Ireland by Tertnce MeOratk.

MINIgTKRS IN NEW BHOLAND.

Among the earliest official records of Massachusetts, there is a memoiandum
of articles needed there and to be procured from England. ' The lis't'includes
beans, peas, vine-planters, potatoes, hop-roote, pewter-bottles, brass-ladles,
spoons, and ministers. It is but just to add that in the original docu-
ment the article here mentioned last, stands first; even'asin the seven-
teenth century, in New England, that article would certainly have
stood first in any conceivable list of necessaries for this world or the
worid to come. An old historian, in describing the establishment of
the colony of Plymouth, gives the true sequence in the two stages of
the process when he says, they "planted a church of Christ there and
set up civil government." In the year 1640, a company of excellent
^ople resolved to found a new town in Massachusetta, the town ofWobum

;
but before getting the town incorporated, they took pains to

build a meeting-house and a parsonage, to choose a minister, and to
hx the arrangementa for his support. New England was a country,
as a noted writer of the early time expresses it " whose interests were
tound remarkably and generally enwrapped in ita ecclesiastical circum-
stances

;
It followed that for any town within ita borders the presence

or absence of a " laborious illuminating ministry " meant the presence
or absence of external prosperity. Indeed, the same writer stated the

-

case with delightful commercial frankness when he remarked: "The
gospel has evidently been the making of our towns." During the first
sixty years. New England was a theocracy, and the ministers 'were in
reality the chief officers of state. It was not a departure from their
sphere for them to deal with politics, for everything pertaining to the
state was included in the sphere of the church. On an occasion of an
e.xciting popular election, in 1637, Mr. John Wilson one of the pastors
of Boston, climbed upon the bough of a tree, and from that high pulpit,
with great authority harangued the crowd upon their political duties. The
greatest political functionarie8,recognizing the ministers as in some sense
their superior officers, " asked their advice upon the most important occa-
sions, and sometimes even appealed to them for the settlement of personal
ditterences that had arisen among themselves. In 1632 the deputy-gover-
nor, Thomas Dudley, having a grievance against the governor, John
Winthrop, made complaint to two ministers, John Wilson and Thomas
Welde

J whereupon a council of five ministers was convened to call before
them the governor and the lieutenant-governor, and hear what they had to
SMiy for themselves

; having hearJ it, the ministers " went apart for one
hour, and then returned with their decision, to which the governor meekly
submitted. To speak ill of ministers was a species of sedition. In 1636
a citizen of Boston was required to pay a fine of forty pounds and to make
a public apology, for saying that all the ministers but three preached a
covenant of works. .

The objecta of so much pubUc deference were not unaware of their
authority

;
they seldom abused it, they never forgot it. If ever men, for

real worth and greatness, deserved such pre-eminence, they did ; they had
wisdom, great learmng great force of will, devout consecration, philanthropy,
purity of life. For once in the history of the worid, the sovereign places
were filled by the sovereign men. They bore themselves with the air of
leadership

;
they had the port of philosophers, noblemen, and kin.'s The

writings of our eahest times are full of reference to the majesty" of their
looks, the awe inspired by their presence, the grandeur and power of their
words.

"^

Men like these, with such an ascendancy as this over the public, could
not come before the public too often, or stay there too long, and on two
days in every seven, they presented themselves in solemn state to the
people, and challenged undivided attention. Their pulpite were erected far
aloft, and as remote as possible from the congregation, typifying the awful
distance and the elevation of the sacred office which there exercised ita •

mightiest function. Below, among the pews, the people were arranged, not
in families, but according to rank and age and sex ; the old men in oneplace,
the old damesjin another

; young men and maidens prudently seated far apart •

the boys havmg the luxury of the pulpit stairs and the gallery. Failure tcT—
attend church was not a thing to be tolerated, except in cases of utter
necessity. People who stayed away were hunted up by the tithing-men •

for needless absence they were to be fined ; for such absence persisted in
four weeks, they were to be set in the stocks or lodged in a wooden cage
Within the meeting-house, the entire congregation, but especially the bws,
were vigilantly guarded by the town constables, each one being armed with
a rod, at one end of which was a hare's foot, and at the other end a hare's .

tall. This weapon they wielded with justice tempered by gallantry •

if awoman fell asleep, it was enough to tickle her face gently with the bushy
end of the rod

;
but if a sleeper were a boy, he was vigorously thumped

awake by the hard end of it
a j tr-

In the presence of God and of his appointed ministers, it was not forman to be impatient
; and the modem frailty that clamours for short

prayers and short sermons had not invaded their sanctuaries or even
their thoughta When they came to chnrch they settled themselves
do^ra to a regular religious siege, which was expected to last from three
to five hours. Upon the pulpit stood an hour-glass; and as the sacred
service of jwayer and psalm and sermon m<jvcd ruthlessly forward, it
was the duty of the sexton to go up hour by hour and turn the glasBT
over The prayers were of coun» extemporaneous ; and in that »jlemn
act, the gift of long continuance was snoceasfuUy caltivated, the preacher

'

nsing into raptures of devotion and storming heaven with voUeys of
peUtionary syllogism, could hardly be required to take much note of the
ho^gUsa. " Mr. Torrey stood up and prayed near two hoor^" writes
a Uarrard student in the seventeenth century, " but the time obliged"'
him to cloj^ to our regret, and we could hare gUdly he«d him an hour
longer. Th«» aomona were of similar longitude, and were obvioaaly ex-

f

haustive, except of the desire of the people to hear mofe. John Win-

throp mentions a discourse preached at Cambridge by Thomas Hooker

when he was ill ; the minister at first proceeded in his discourse for fifteen

minutes, then stopped to rest half an hour, then resumed and preached for

two hours. Well might Nathaniel Ward, in his whimsical satire, make

this propensity of himself and his brethren the theme of a confession which

was at least half in earnest :
—" We have a strong weakness in New Eng-

land, that when we are speaking we know not how to conclude. We
make many ends before we make an end We cannot help it,

though we can, which is the infirmity in all morality. We are so near the

west pole, our longitudes are as long as any wise man would wish, amd

somewhat longer. I scarcely know any adage more grateful than Grata

brevitoM."

In his theme, in bis audience, in the appointmenta of each sacred occa-

sion, the preacher had everything to stimulate him to put into his sermon

his utmost intellectual force. The entire community were present, consti-

tuting a congregation hardly to be equalled now for ita high average of

critical intelligence ; trained to acute and rugged thinking by their habit of

grappling day by day with thd most difficult problems in. tiieology ; fond

of subtle metaphysical distinctions, fond of system, minuteness, and com-

pleteness of treatment not bringing to church any moods of littleness or

flippancy ; not expecting to find there mental diversion, or mental repose,

but going there with their minds aroused for strenuous and robust work,

and demanding from the preacher solid thought, not gushes of sentiment,

not torrenta of eloquent sound. Then, too, there was time enough for the

"'pteacher to move lipon his subject carefully, and to turn himself about in

it, and \fi
develop the resources of it amply, to his mind's content, hour by

hour in perfect assurance that his congregation would not desert him either

by going out or by going to sleep. Moreover, if a single discourse, even on

the vast scale of a Puritan pulpit-performance, were not enough to enable

him to give full statement to his topic, he was at liberty, according to a

favourite usage in those days, to resume and continue the topic week by

week, and month by month, in orderly sequence ; thus, after the manner of

a professor of theology, traversing with minute care and triumphant com-

pleteness the several great realms of his science. If the methods of the

presu:her resembled those of a theological professor, it may lie added that

his congregation likewise had the appearance of an assemblage of theologi-

cal studenta ; since it was customary for nearly every one to bring a note-

book to church and to write in it diligently as much of the sermon as he

could take down. They had no newspapers, no theatres, no miscellaneous

lectures no entertainments of secular music or secular oratory, none of

'the genial distractions of our modem life ; the place of all these were filled

by the sermon. The sermon was without a competitor in the eye or mind

of the community. It was the central and commanding incident in their

lives • the one stately spectacle for all men and all women year after year,

the grandest mattes' of anticipation or of memory ; the theme for hot dis-

putes on which all New England would take sides, and which would seem

sometimes to shake the world to ita centre. Thus were the preachers held

to a high standard of intellectual work. Hardly anything was lacking

that could incite a^strong man to do his best continually, to the end of

his days, and into the function of preaching, the supreme function of that

time in popular homage and influence, the strongest men were drawn.

Their pastorships were usually for life ; and no man could long satisfy such

listeners, or fail soon to wdk himself empty in their presence, who did not

toil mightily in reading and in thinking, pouring ideas into his mind even

faster than he poured them out of it,

—
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BOOK NOTICES.

To Lkkwabd. By P. Marion Crawford. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin k
Company. Toronto : Hart <Sc Company.

^-

This is a story of absorbing interest, but, after a truly modem fashion,

the interest is centered upon the possibility of an adulterous connection

between the two chief characters. This possibility becomes a fact
;
yet

the story can hardly be called dangerous. It is not in the least seductive.

The action of the lovers is revoltingly heartless and selfish, and those whom

they so pitilessly strike in the gratification of their passion have our sym-

pathies securely on their side. Leonora is a beautiful girl of English

and Russian parentage, living in Rome, wealthy and courted. With a

restless and vigorous but utterly undisciplined mind, she confuses her

brain with all the modern theories.-of life, dabbles in Slant and Hegel, and

divides her time between meditations upon the nothingness of Being and

girlish dreams of a splendid and all-victorious lover. At last a lover ap-

pears, but he is quiet, elaborately courteous, in no way dominating her

will or overmastering hei heart. In fact, though he is an illustrious

Italian aristocrat, handsome, refined, rich, of spotless reputation, he is

completely commonplace. He is the. Marquis CarantonL Leonora

marries him, persuading herself that she "properly loves him by the very

logical reasoning that if she did not prbperly love him she could never

think of marrying him. This reasoning is satisbctory unto, early in their

honey-moon visit to Sorrento, Mr. Julius Batiscombe appears upon the scene.

In every way Mr. Batiscombe is the reverse of commonplace. He falls in

love with the beautiful young bride, after a half-hearted struggle with

Umaelf. The unsuspioioiu husband ignorantly helps him fall. Before

many days the bride has fled with Batiscombe, Carantoni has gone'mad

with grief, and his sister Diana, Countess de Charleroi, one of the noblest

women of modern fiction, ii nursing him day and night, alone with him in

Turin, whither the pursuit of the fugitives has led him. Batiscombe sends

the Marquis his address, as he is a brave man and scorns to elude the

man he has dishonoured. Carantoni, the maniac, has no thought now of

the duel by means of which he had intended to punish the betrayer. He
secretes his revolver, hastens secretly to the mountain retreat of the lovers,

and comes upbn them in the garden-house. Leonora throws herself before

her lover, and the bullet intended for him pierces her heart. We feel

grateful to Mr. Crawford for permitting this partially redeeming act of self-

sacrifice on the part of her whom he has drawn so unmitigatedly selfish .

through the rest of the story. Leonora is even made all but ridiculous SSi~. \
times, as when, during the flight, she keeps dabbing her face with a wet "

handkerchief—her morning ablutions !—while she discusses future move- «

menta with Batiscombe. After she has died for her lover, he mourns sin

cerely for her, during a year or so, but is^^shown us finally quite restored to.

an easy-going and comfortable condition, smoking his cigarettes, and Writ-j—

-

ing his novels. From an artist's point of view this story displays growth.
\

Mr. Crawford's hand is firmer, his touch more unfaltering and effective,,

his material simpler, than wh^n he captured us all by " Mr Isaacs."'.

Technically, "To Leeward" is a great advance also upon "Dr. Claudius."'

but the earlier novels are the better reading. But of all Mr. Crawford's
'

works the most interesting, captivating and masterly is " A Roman
Singer," now running in The Atlantic.

y
PiCTURBSQUE CANADA. Edited by Principal Grant. Toronto : Art

Publishing Company.

We have received numbers twenty-five and twenty-six of this work,

which, for magnitude of design and unrivalled execution, stands easily chief

among Canadian publications. It argues well for the success of artistic and

literary enterprise in Canada that a work of this nature, large and costly,

furnishing nothing in the way of illustrations but what comes under the

head of pure art, making no concessions, either in letterpress or sketches, to

local interesta or ambitions should find, as it has, such prompt appreciation

in Canada. This proves, what we have long contended, that Canadians are

ready enough to give ^a cordial reception to any home-production which

proves itself equal in merit to what they can procure iro'uS aoi'6'4u.'^"''j.^"Wti'

offer opr fellow-countrymen stuff palpably and painfully inferior to what

they can, for a like price, buy outside, we can hardly grumble at a certain

lack of enthusiasm on their part. In Picturenqiie Canada we at last have a

work which quite eclipses those of similar scope originated across the border.

Picturesque America and Picturesque Palestine, issued by the Messrs.

Appleton of New York, are as much below the book under consideration,

from an artistic point of view, as the wood-engraving of a few years ago is

inferior to that of the present day. Everything about this book is kept up

to the high standard with which it set out ; and it is evident that nothing

short of artistic and Kithetic perfection will satisfy the publishers. Most

of the letter-press, also, is readable and bright to a marked degree, though

in a few of the numbers so far issued it has been a little inadequate, lack-

ing the unique and individual excellence of the illustrations. The parts

contributed by the editor himself are of the vsry best. In the numbqrs

before us is completed the description of " Cteorgian Bay and the Muskoka

Lakes," which is, we believe, from the well-known and facUe pen of Mr.

G. Mercer Adam. Mr. Adam has done nothing more spirited and effective

than his accounta of these districta. In the middle of part twenty-six

begins the division allotted to Central Ontario. This is hardly a field for

picturesque writing or striking illustrations, yet the artists have foun<l

points from which our smaller towns make effective pictures, and the writer,

of whose name we are ignorant, makes a delightful beginning, and preserves

a poetic and idealizing tone throughout. One of the most perfect bits of

illustration is Frank Schell's drawing of Lake Joseph, of which the sky

effect is exquisite, the treatment of the whole finely imaginative and sym-

pathetic. The engraving leaves nothing to be desired. Another remark-

able piece is a part of the composition picture on page 613, entitled " Min-

nehaha Falls, Skeleton River." It is marred however, by a slight rigidity

of line in the upper portion of the fall. Particularly good also are the .

head piece to the Central Ontario division, and the Urge sketch entitled

" Harvesting near Oshawa."

A Sketch of th» Li»k of Lord Lassdownk. By J. E. Collins. Toronto

:

Rose Publishing Company.

This latest issue of the Rose Library is a most timely and interesting

one. Lord Lansdowne can hardly be said as yet to have made a life.

Though his sterling qualities may enable him yet to do so, he has not con-

tributed much of a noticeable character to history. Clearly conscious of
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these difficulties, Mr. Collins has well turned them to account, and tak-
ing as ^text the scanty incidBnts and unremarkable facts of Lord Lans-
downe's career hitherto, has given us a piquant and trenchant essay on the
functions of a Governor-Qpneral, and the Timitations of his power. To
mere biographical statement Mr. Collins has given all the prominence it

will in this case bear, but his own keen forecasting and fearless retro-

spections will be most, repeatedly c^d. From what we learn here of Lord
Lansdowne's characteristics and antecedents, we agree with the author that
there is every prospect of the present administration being a fortunate one
for Canada. We find that Lord Lansdowne's public course has been
marked by temperateness, steadfastness and good Judgment—qualities very
desirable in one holding a position which yearly grows more and more
anomalous. If His Excellency be not yet fully conscious of these anom-
olies, a reading of Mr. Collins' essay will probably enlighten him. JL
special attraction of this little work will be found to lie in its"racy
fcharacterizations and shafts of covert satire. The following extract reminds
us that the heads adorned with our vice-regal crown have not seldom lain

uneasily
; it also very aptly and humourously depicts that most popular of

Viceroys, Earl Dufferin :—" Few of our Governors have lived out the term
without experiencing storm. Sir Edmund Head, who, though not an able
administrator, at least acted according to his Jight, was at the close of his

term hooted across the water by a party which believed that he had
wrecked its fortunes ; Lord Elgin, whose lustre as a Canadian Governor
was only second to. that of his father-in-law, was jeered at and pelted by
infuriated mobs ; nor did the Earl of Dufferin, who made the land sweet
with his laudation of everything belonging to our soil, escape turmoil, or
the libel of newspapers and stump-orators. While he ruled here the
Pacific Railway transaction exploded, but during the calm that followed
the tempest he took his honied tongue through the Provinces and coerced
the people into positive rapture. As the time for his departure drew near
there was. not wanting indication of another tempest, but he got out of the
country in good season, and the storm broke upon his successor. The out-

look on Lord Lome's arrival was by no means cheering : one party was
found condemning a Lieutenant-Governor and demanding his punishment,
while, as if to lend strength to the accusations of the avenging body,
another party championed the conduct of the arraigned oflicial. All gov-
ernors are of the same political blood, and blood being thicker than water,

the governor-general allowed his sympathy and judgment to go with the

lieutenant-governor. What followed need not be repeated here, but the

. viceroy was seen thereafter for many months in tempestuous weather."

Mr. Collins can hardly be called a devoted admirer of Lord Dufferin. His
distaste probably arises from the fact conveyed in the lines which we italicize

in the following quotation :—" His lordship (Lord Lansdowne), who is of

light build and of medium height, is dark complexioned, has a hi.gh forehead,

and a heavy black moustache. Those who have met him since his arrival

here express themselves in the warmest terms respecting his affability, and
say that in manners he somewhat resembles Lord Dufferin. But that would
hardly be an inestimable trait in Lord Lansdowne. The Earl of Dufferin
was too charming. Everything that Midas laid hand upon was changed to

gold ; everything that Dufterin touched was turned to sugar. We should
like the new viceroy to remember that we admire Oliver who required a
portrait with the mole or no picture at all ; that we consider ourselves not
inferior to the Englishmen that he has left, but that we by no ineans sup-

pose we are without faults, and that we are correctly represented by the
phrase of designing flatterers. We would say, too, that our new governor
may be sufficiently loyal to the government who sgnt him without joining

issue here with opinion in any form. Lord Dufferin filled the land no leu
with iridescent jingoisvi; than with honey ; and the Marquis of Lome who
was much more discreet and dignified, on two or three occasions forgot him-
self by dabbling in questions beyond his sphere., , Lord Lansdowne knows
the old story of Mrs. Partington and the mop, and it may not be amiss to
tell him that the spectacle of the old lady trying to soak up the rising tide
is not more edifying than the exhibition of a foreign gentleman setting him-
self to, stifle the deliberate opinions of the intelligent sons of the soil con-
cerning their own domestic affairs. But the inclination to write these
things arises from a recollection of the past rather than from a fear that
the Marquis of Lansdowne will not steer clear of the rocks, leave with the
people what are the affairs of the people, and neither try to make or mar
opinion, taking the advice of his ministers in everything." As it is custom-
ary in the Mother Country to talk of our Governors-General as if they
were a sort of Immigration-Agent-General for Canada, it falls naturally
in the way of Mr. Collms to call Lord Lansdowne's attention to the question
of wholesale Irish immigration. We would especially commend to the
consideration of our public men the timely warnings of Mr. Collins
on this subject. In conclusion, we would say that this little work is

what one would hardly, to judge from the subject, dream that it could be
made ; it is most lively and readable throughout. Reviewers and readers alike
will feel grateful to the biographer for having gone round about his subieot
at times, when the through track looked ban^n and uninviting.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

A MUSICAL club, known as the Metropolitan Musical Club, is in existence
in New York. It is situated on Fourteenth street, nearly opposite the
Academy of Music, and boaste a membership of nearly two hundred, in-

cluding many eminent«nd widely known musicians. The ultimate aim of
the members is to purchase or erect a tine club building especially adapted
for their use. Would not such a club on a scale proportionate, of course,
to the size and numbers of Toronto musicians, be conducive to a more,
brotherly feeling between the fraternity and prove a benefit to all 1

Mario—whose hereditary title was Marchese di Candia—the illustri-

ous singer who died recently in Rome, was bom in Turin, 1808. He was
highly educated, but his musical taste was at ^rst developed and fostered

merely as an acomplishment. In 1833 he joined a regiment of Sardinian

chasseurs, but for several escapades, with which he sought to lighten the

monotony of garrison, duty, he was banished to Caglaria, whence he escaped^
to Paria Here, poor and pressed with debts, he determined to utilize the

voice nature had given him. His first engagement was at the Grand
Opera House, the young tenor gladly accepting $300 per month. He as-

sumed the stage name of Mario, and in less than a year had won a great

reputation. He soon after married Grisi, the renowned soprana In 1849
Mario visited Russia, where he remained five years ; his salary increasing

to Jt3000 per month. In 1854 he and Grisi made their first appearance at

Castle Garden, New York, creating an immediate success. Mario returned
to the United States in 1873, but scarcely a vestige of his former beautiful

voice remained. For the thii-d of a century he was the king of tenors in

the old world. He has lived, for the last few years, in Rome, supported
by the Italian Government.

The concert given by Theodore Thomas's Orchestra, at the Horticul-

tural Gardens, on Monday evening will receive extended notice in our
next issue. We must commend the enterprise of the Messrs. Suckling in

procuring for Toronto a visit from this celebrated body of musicians.

Adelina Patti—so often claimed as an American—is a native of
Madrid, Spain.

Music, the latest by birth of all the fine arts, and the only one which
in the scheme of human perfection seems still in the course of fulfilment,

is the only art about which men stiU ask themselves, what and whence is it 1

Thus eloquently writes John Henry Newman :
—" There are seven notes

in the scale, make them fourteen if you will—yet what a slender outfit for

so great an enterprise ! Out of what poor elements does some great master
create his new world. Shall we say that all this exuberant inventiveness

is mere ingenuity, a work of art like some game or fashion of the day
without reality, without meaning 1 . . . . Is it possible that the inexhaustible

evolution and dispositions of notes, so rich yet so simple ; so intricate yet

so regulated ; so various yet so majestic, should be a mere sound which is

gone and perishes t Can it be that these mysterious stirrings of heart and
keen emotions, and strange yearnings after we know not what, and awful
impressions from we know not whence, should be wrfltght in us by what is

unsttbstanttal, and comes and goes, and begins and ends in itsell It is

not so. It cannot be. No ! They have escaped from some higher
sphere ; they are the outpourings of eternal harmony in the medium of

created sound ; they are the echoes from our home ; they are the voices of

angels, or the magnificats of saints or .the laws of Divine governance of the
divine attributes." Leaving the utterance of Christian teachers we glance
at the " interpretations of music as the play of nature's forces " from the
mouths of her high priests

Coleridge

—

" What if all of animated nature
Be bat organic harps diversely framed,
That tremble into thooght, as o'er them sweep*,

A oouRSB of six lectures is announced to be given to the students of
the Toronto College of Music in the rooms of the college, 283 Jarvis street,

by the director, Mr. Davenport Kerrison. E.ich lecture will be accom-
panied by a pianoforte recital^ illustrative of the respective authors. A
limited number only of ticketag will be disposed of to non-members of

the college.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

Okv honest publisher is reported in Edinburgh, in the person of Mr.
David Douglas, who has brought out a reprint of .Mr. George William
Curtis' books, and who has actually sent a pecuniary acknowledgment,
tbig fact being stated in Harper's Weekly

BatWBR's AuTOBiooRAPHT has eight divisions, the headings being
"Childhood," "School," "College," " Wandferjahr," " Single Life," "Un-
professional Authorship, " " Matrimony and Professional Authorship,''

and " Continuance of Literary, and Commencement of Parliamentary, Life."

The record ends with the year 1832.

Mr. Wiliam Morris, it is said, " ha,s not yet found it convenient to

answer the question addressed to him in the public press as to the division

of profits between himself and his workmen, to whom, as producers, he,

as treasurer of the Democratic Federation, declares all profit to be due.

So we are still at a loss whether or not he is to be classed with the " hand-

ful of marauders" who wrong the toiling millions. Nor has he condes-

cended to notice the cotnplaints of his audiences at Oxford and Wimble-
don who were induced to attend a lecture on art, and forced to sit through
a discourse in favour of socialism. Several persons have written to say
that they were drawn to the lecture under a false pretence, but Mr. Morris
does not consider an accusation of obtaining hearers by false pretences

worthy of refutation." '
,

Or the special Christmas numbers issued by Canadian journals, " The
Gossip " feels compelled to give the palm to that which comes to him
from the office of the St. John, N. B., Globe. It is not only a Christmas
issue, but a centennial issue, 1883 being the centennial year of the City'

by the Sea. Its whole get-up is admirable, paper of the best, designed

head-pieces and illuminated cover charming, typography flawless. Mr. W.
P. Dole's prize Centennial Ode is reprinted ; Mrs. 3. E. V. Nealis contri-

butes a Christmas poem ; Dr. Macrae writes a bright Christmas " Fan
tasia"; R. E. A. and an anonymous writer furnish two readable and
seasonable short stories. The piece de resistance of the number, however
is " Reminiscences for the Christmas season in St John," by Mr. O. E.

Fenety.

Mr. Howblls, it is said, is again writing with Mr. George Honschel
a icomic opera in two acts.

A RICH but ignorant lady, who wa.s rather ambitious in her conversa
tional style, in speaking of a friend, said, " He is a paragram of politeness.

'

" Excuse me, " said a wag, .sitting next to her, " but do you not mean a
parallelogram ?

" " Of course I do," immdiately replied the lady. " How
could I have made such a mistake 1

"

Wordsworth

—

Plastic and vut, one inteUectnal breeze.
At onoe the soul of each and Qod of all"

—

By one pervading spirit

Of tones and numbers all things are aontrolled,
As sages tanght, whose faith was (oond to merit
Initiation in that mTStery old.

The leaves, whose aspect makes oar minds as still

As they themselvee appear to be,
Innamersble voices fill

With everlasting harmony.
The towering headlands, crowned with mist.
Their feet among the billow*, know
That ooean is a mighty haimonist

;

Thy pihiona, nnlTniai air,

-£vai waving to and tiro.

Are delegates of harmoay, and bear
Strains that.soppart the smiim on their round."

Mrs. Fravcbs Hodoso;? Burnett, whose play of "Esmeralda" had
such a success, is now writing another drama. " I am very lazy," she

says, "and, although I've done an immense amount of work—I have
written ten books, including the earlier serials—I have accomplished it

only with the greatest effort. I don't like to work, and I'm very lazy.

Of course I work methodically. I go to my room, which is on the third

floor, every morning immediately after breakfast, and stay there until

luncheon. I stay, but I can't always write. Sometimes I spend nearly

the entire time walking up and down tossing a ball, a habit I have, as I

,am oMiged to use my hands when thinking."

There is often a great deal of sense in the Mother Goose rhymes if

only we knew what is intended to be taught by them. A writer in Golden
Days thusexplains the story of the " Fonr-and-twenty blackbirds :

" The
birds are the twenty-four hours. The bottom of the pie is the earth and
the top of the crust the sky that over-reaches it. The opening of the pie
is dawn of day, when the birds begin to sing "The king sitting in the
parlour counting out his money," is the sun, and the golden pieces that
slip through bis fingers are the golden sunshine. The queen in the kitchen
is the moon, and the honey with which she relishes herself is the moon-
light. The maid is the day dawn, and the clothes she haiigs out are
the clouds

; while the bird who " nips off her now; " is the hour of sun-
rise.

—

American Q^leen.

An exchange sots that Mr. Francis A. Qninn, of Montreal, is issuing
the prospectus of a monthly " Rpview of French Literature," to be pub-
lished in Enj^Iish and nallp.l Confemporan/ France. It is oxpecte<l to
do in this country ranch the same class of work which the Revite Brit-
tanique does for the English literary worid in France. The departments
of philosophy, political economy, memoirs, history, travel and fiction, etc.,

Will all find place in its pages, and the material .selected will be of the first

ijnportance. Such a periodical will be unique and should have a cordial
reception.

Alexander Dumas contributes to the Cnrieux an anecdote told him by
the late Henri Didier, who was Deputy under the Second Empire. Didier's
father was secretary to the .Minister of the Interior at the time when the
Duchess de Berri was arrested at Nantes at the end of her attempt to raise
the country against Louis Philippe in. favour of her son, the Comte de
Chambord. The traitor Deutz agreed to spU to the Government the secret
of her hiding-place for .500,000 francs, and it was the elder Didier's duty to
pay the scoundrel for his dirty work. He took his son Henri into the office

and said :
" Look well now at what passes, and never forget it. Vou will

learn what a lache is, an<l the methwl of paying him." Deutz was then
brought into the room where M. Didier was standing behind his desk, on
which were placed two packets, each of which contained 250,000 francs.
As Deutz neared the desk .\I. Didier made a sign to him to stop. Then
taking a pair of tongs he extended the packets one after the other into the
hands open to receive them. Not a word was spoken, and when the trans-
fer was made M. Didier pointed to thfe door.—X Y. Tribune.

We have hafl almost enough of this anonymity. It has become a mere
advertising trick. The curiosity is piqued, the worlc is examined with far
more attention than would otherwise have fallen to its lot, and every critic

must have either his guess at the authorship or his. comment on the en-
shrouding mystery. " The Bread-winners " has profited splendidly by the
well-proclaimed reticence of its author, and now we have another good
work, decidedly good in it.self, making strenuous efforts to " boom "

its an
onymity. " The Gossip" cannot refrain from giving the story its desire.!

advertisement by mentioning its title, which is " Ariua the Libyan "
; but

he refuses to hazard a guess, or to repeat the guesses which are already
being made by other and more professional critics than he.

^S a Paris letter to Th^ Amerirnn is th» following note on the murh
talked " Heine Memoires :

"

There seems, after all, to be a great donbt whether we shall ever see the • Memoires}'
of Henri Heme, of whioh there ha.'i been so much talk of late in the French and German
press, and of which I announced the pretended discovery in a previona letter From
all the contradictory statements that have been made, we jsaa perhaps conclude tha.(
moch. All Heme's papers are in the possession of his nephew, Herr L. von Embden
of Hamburg, to whom they were sent some time after Heine's death ; between the death
of the poet and the transmission of his papers to Hamburg, certain fragments may
have passed into strange hands ; all the papers possessed bv M. Julio, who is cred-
ited with the possession of the memoirs, can onlv be letters found amongst the papers
of Heine's widow at the time of her death last spring. Heine's niece, the Prmcess
della Rocoa, has written three little volumes about the poet :

'
' Sonvenirs de Henri

Heme," published in French and Italian ;
•• Sommargue," which has onlv appeare.!m Italian at Rome, and "Enrico Heine: Ricordi, Note e Rettitiche," published I

believe, at Vienna. In these volumes the niece of Heine formally denies the exist-
ence of memoirs of any kind, and relates how shortly before his death Heine said
to her: "You know me better than anyone; write mv biography; I win help you

'

She replied: "The biography of Henri Heine I I could not uadrtrtake such a lasii
unless you dictated from beginning to end." • Yon are right," repUed Heine
" but I shall never wnte anything aiont my life Autobiographiei are like old women
who pnt on false hair, false teeth and rouge."

Mr. FRAycia Darwix, son of the great Darvrin, and well known for

his investigations in fields ma3e familiar by the labours of his father, has
been appointed instructor in biology in Cambridge University, England.

A.V English critic speaking of a novel called " Thy Namp is Truth,"
pays it a really high compliment by saying " Our belief is that in the whole
three volumes there is not a single error of .grammar ; and to those who
read the cleverest novels of the day this must be a most conspicuous and
astoundins fact." '

>|.

CHRONICLE OF THE WEEK.
'

Domestic—A lunatie in the Beaufort asylum broke his chain, fell upon
and killed one of the inmates. The, Salvation Army has taken root in
Kingston. Several conversions have been made among the more respect-
able classes, and the latest member who has entered the ranks of the Armv
is Alderman Snooks. It is a pity that the army could not gather in all
the politicians. McBride the Buffalo crank is not going to do any harm
to Canada after all, and the 'wind-storm in the press has died down.
The present winter is said to be very favourable for cattle in the Norrh
West. Ranchers are becoming still more hopeful of the complete desirable
ness of the plains for cattle raising——On New Year's day seven hundred
gentlemen called at Government House, Toronto. The Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor, Mrs. Robinson, and Hon. O. Mowat received the callers. A public
reception was also held at Rideau Hall by their Excellencies the Marquis
and Marchioness of Lansdowne. To its list of out-door sporting associ-
ations Toronto has now added a Toboggan club which has a slide admir-
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ably adapted to the requirements of the exhilarating pastime. On Tues-

day night last a Yonge Street fur store was plundered of $2,000 worth of

furs. The police did not catch the burglars, but what was more import-

ant they got a "clue." It is said that M- Valin, M. P. for Montmorenci,

is uproarious in his demands to be appointed to the Senate. There is, it

would appear, a band of Invincibles in Buffalo, who pretend that they have

decided to commit some depredations in Canada ; but they will not disclose

their intentions. They do not seem to have any evil intentions towards the

governor or the inhabitants of the Dominion ; but they do not hesitate to

say that they harbour spleen towards several of our buildings. There are

several unsightly nests in the slums of Toronto, and Montreal, and nearly

all the prominent Canadian cities, where they might ofSfe^fe to the entire

satisfaction of the public. The Dominion Government has offered to pay

to Nova Scotia $1,200,000 for the Interra-Extension railway. A large

woollen mill has closed in Almonte, and Reformers who do not like Sir

Leonard Tilley say 4' There! " Inland revenue and customs' receipts for

Montreal, St. John, and other Canadian cities are less than the receipts of

the corresponding months of last year. But one swallow, or two, do not

make a summer ; and it is not to be inferred the day of doom is coming.

The writ for the York, New Brunswick, election has been issued :

Nomination day. will be the 22nd inst., polling the 29th. The vacancy

was created by the death of Jcfhn Pickard. It is not yet arranged who
the Conservative candidate is to be, but Mr. George F. Gregory will be

the liberal nominee. On Wednesday morning last, as recorded in the

last issue of The Week a terrible collision occurred between a freight in-

bound Grand Trunk train, and a suburban train proceeding with some

sixty operatives who worked in a bolt and iron factory some distance out

of Toronto. Twenty-seven persons were either killed instantly or so in-

jured as to die within a few hours. An eye witness crossing the track in the

early dawn describes the collision. He says, the sight as the trains ap-

proached each other, the suburban rather slowly, and the freight dashing

madly down the grade at a ra>e of thirty miles an hour was one which he

will never forget. At first he thought there must be two tracks, and that

each train was on a different one, but as he got closer to the line he saw

that there was to be a fearful collision which nothing but supernatural

power could prevent. He ran a short distance from the railway that he

might be safe, and as the suburban train passed him, hurrying its live

freight, in so many cases, to their death, he saw many of the men in £he

foremost car laughing and talkihg pleasantly together, little thinking that

within the next few seconds many of them would be hurled into eternity.

He closed his eyes, he said, when the trains were twenty yards apart, and

the next instant when he opened them, they were just about to collide.

The heavy freight engine reared upon end like a mad thing when it struck

the dummy, ploughing off its cab, and falling into the car of the suburban
train among the passengers. 1 he accident was due to the uareltrBauess of'^ -

the conductor, but some attribute the terrible occurrence in a measure to

the system of overworking, and lack of thorough precaution, pursued by
the Grand Trunk management. There was a public funeral of the victims

in Toronto on Saturday, and the city was draped in black as the sad pro-

cession passed on its way to the cemeteries. Hie Toronto jail is being

filled with paupers at the rate of twenty-five per week.^—Some of the

crew of the barge Kincardine have reached Windsor after a tiresome walk
of eighty miles through the deep snow.- -The Royal Canadian Yacht Club
will hold a ball in Toronto on the 11th instant, and the Governor-General

will attend. There ham been a heavy water rise in Montreal, and several

works have been obliged to suspend operations. ^The riot in Newfound-
land is at an end, though the affair has created terrible excitement through

the Island, and occasioned a wider breach than ever before between the

Orangemen and Roman Catholics. A man eighty years old committed
suicide in Ottawa on Friday last.——Toronto jail has received a female

horse-thief from Collingwood. During the last week the greatest num-
ber of failures ever occurring within a like period, happened in Canada.
——Tenders for the St. Lawrence Canal have been rejected, the Govern-

ment considering all the figures too low. The wounded in the late rail-

way collision are progressing favourably.

FOREIOK.—Orangemen in Ireland propose to organize themselves into a
volunteer force. It is doubtful if the Government will permit them to carry

out their patriotic intentions. Minister Lowell will resign the Lord
Rectorship of Glasgow university.- One thousand men is said to have
been the French loss at Sontay. The Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland has
forbidden the Nationalist meeting at Cootehilk——The Holy Father holds

a consistory in April, at which several Cardinals will be created, and many
vacant sees in America be filled. There was a collision between Orange-
men and Nationalists at Dromore, Ireland, on Tuesday last, January 1st and
one young man was fatally wounded, The report comes that the Black
Flags systematically massacre their prisoners. Mr. Biggar has described

Earl Spencer as a drunken house-breaker. Greece will withdraw her
paper currency. An enterprising American Fenian has threatened to

blow up the Pope wit^ dynamite. A little while ago the American Roman
Catholic bishops refused to rebuke Fenianism. Perhaps they will interfere

now that the patriots are- desirous of destroying the Holy Father.'

Whil^on his way home from a hunt, six Nihilists who were hovering along

the highway in the gloaming, fired at the Czar, lodging a bullet in his

shoulder. Mary Anderson is now said to be sated with professional

glory and the admiration of men, and will therefore enter a convent.

The Czar is said to be delirious from the mental strain of the attack upon
him, and the Nihilistic threats with which he is every day beseiged. A
terrible cstastrophe occurred in a conrent, Belleville, Illinois, on Sunday
night. The building took fire, and before the inmates could escape

thirty persons were burnt to death. It is said that British men-of-war
will be ordered immediately to the Red Sea and the Suez Canal.

PROSPECTUS OF THE WEEK. "^

"There appears to be in Canadian journalism a field still unoccupied,

which can be filled only by a periodical enabled to furnish at the requisite

outlay literary matter of the. best quality. This field is the aim of the

proprietors of The Week to fill. They will appeal particularly to the

Canadian public ; but they crave lio indulgence on this score at the hands

of Canadian readers. They are willing that The Week shall be judged by

comparison with other periodicals, English and American, of similar scope

and price, hoping to gain the favour of a body of readers not limited by

the bounds of Canada.

The Week will appeal by a comprehensive table of contenti to the

different tastes which exist within the circle of a cultured home, and will

endeavour faithfully to reflect and summarize the intellectual, social and

political movements of the "day. The man of business, whose hours for

reading are limited, will, it is hoped, find in this periodical the means- of

easily keeping himself acquainted with the chief events and questions of

the time.

Fiction, in the form both of serials and short stories, will occupy «

prominent phwje, and will be regularly and liberally supplied. For this

purpose the assistance of acknowledged talent has been secured. Verse

will be welcomed as often as it is found possible to procure it of the right

quality. Sketches of travel and papers descriptive of places interesting

from their scenery or their associations will from time to time appear-

Critical essays and short biographical papers will also form features of

The Week. Current events, both at home and abroad, will be closely

watched, brought carefully into focus, and impartially discussed. It will

be the Editor's constant aim to keep his readers well abreast of the intel-

lectual progress 6f the age.

In politics The Week will be thoroughly independent. It will be

untrammelled by party connections, free from partyJeanings, unbiassed by

party considerations. The rule which it will adopt, of requiring every

article to bear either the writer's name or some note of individual author-

ship and responsibility, will enable it to allow ' liberal scope for the ex-

pression of individual opinion, and to present, as far as possible, the best

advocacy of the best cause. In Canadian politics its desire will be to

further, to the utmost of its power, the free and healthy development of

.
the Natiati. ,

\^ ANNOUNCEMENT.

The following are among the attractions which will be offered the

readers of The Week in the earlier issues :

"A BYSTANDER "

will contribute, at intervals, reviews of current events, especially of events

in Great Britain and on the Continent of Europe.

MR. EDGAR FAWCETT,

the well-known author of " A Gentleman of Leisure," " Tinkling Cym-
bals," " An Ambitious Woman " (just completed in the New York Tribune,

and attracting wide attention), " A Hopeless Case," etc., is writing for

The Week a new novel, entitled "The Adventures of a Widow." This

novel deals with New Y(frk Society, a field which Mr. Fawcett has made
peculiarly his own. The columns of The Week will also, from time to

time, T)e enriched with some of Mr. Pawcett's exquisite verse.

PRINCIPAL GRANT,

in a series of papers, will describe a tour taken by him, in company with

Mr. Sandford Fleming, during the past summer, over the route of the

Canada Pacific Railway. Dr. Grant and his party traversed entirely new
ground, by crossing the Selkirks, which have hitherto been considered im-

passable. These interesting papers will be entitled " Down the Kicking

Horse and across the Selkirks." Dr. Grant will also contribute articles on
various important subjects, such as Indian Affairs, Progress in British

Columbia, etc.

Contributions in prose and verse may be looked for from J. E. Oollins.

Joaquin Miller, Louis Honore Frechette, Dr. C. P. Mulvany, €t%orge Stew-
art, jr., John Reade, Mrs, Kate Seymour McLean, Miss Macbar (Fidelia),

Dr. Daniel WUson, John Charles Dent, Wm. Houston, F. Blake Crofton

G. Mercer Adam, J. Hnnter-Duvar, R. W. Phipps, Wm. F. CUrke,
ProfMBiof Mii^y, Sir Francis Hincks, R. W. Boodle, O. C. Auringer, Mrs.
J. F. Harrison {Seraniu), J. M. LeMoine, Frederick A. Dixon, J. G'.

Bourinot, W. D. LeSueur, and many other writers of note. Art, Munc
and the Drama will receive abundant and careful attention. There will

also be a series of critical essays on "The Younger American Poets," by
the editor.

*'i

Personal Intestioation.
M»ny promlnaat medical men have penon-

aily Investlnated the iNTunNiTioNxi. Throat
AND LONo INSTITTJTE and sxpresB themnelves
aatlMled that the Physicians comprising the
Staff are thorniighlv qualiflert mertioal men
that patients receive the latest and most
scientiflc treatment, and that the Spiromet^
invented by Dr. M. Sonvrar.r.K, Ez-Alde
Surseon of the French Army, is really a val-
uable addition to Medical Science. Anyone
suffering from Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Catarrhal Deafness, Consumption in its first
stages, or Ijaryngitis, should consult the phy-
sicians of the Institute personally a«d be ex-
amined ; If not. write for lidt of questions and
copy of " International News," published
monthly. Physicians and sufferers can try
the Spirometer free. Consultations free. Ad-
dress Inttn-national Throat and Lunfl Intti-
tutt, 173 Church Street, Toronto, or 13 PhlUipa'
Hqaare, Montreal, P. Q.

FBASEB A SONS,
(Iiate Notman S: Fraser, Ptaotograpbera

to the Qaeen.)

Portrait & Miztiature PaiBters,
PaOTOORAPHBRS, «T0.

/. A. Frattr, B.C.A. J. A. Frater, Jr.•—'' A. B. Pranr.

KUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
TORONTO, for

HIOH-OLASS WATCHES As JEWELLERY I

Watoh BepaiHng and Jewellery Manufac
tured to order, speoial features.

Cbarges Moderate.

E.
COATSWOBTH, Jb..

Barrister, Solicitor. Notary Public,
Conveyancer, etc.

Monty to Ltnd. Offlcm—10 York Chamber),

No. 9 Toronto Strkbt, Tobokto.

"pAINLESS DENtlSTBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect In eating and speaking. The painless
method iodndea filling, and operations both
mechanical and snrgical.

M. F. SMITH, DsNTisT,

269 Queen Street, Eut.

TORONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the LtKht-Running " IX>IIESTIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Faahions ; also sole
agency for Mocrame Linen Thread, soft flniah-
ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in
making Macrame Lace. Knitting. Wool,
Crotchet, Darning, Hand end Sewing Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BRAIN, 96 ToQge Street.

/^EO. MacDONALD,

Babustbb, Solicitor, Etc.

—
: OPFICEB :

—

Equity Chunbers, ao Adelaide Street East.
Toronto. Monty to f

s
MITH, SMITH A RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Labbatt W. Swith. D.C.L. Jamus F 8>rrrH.

Gbo. M. Bab.

Xk
R. JOHN HALL. Sbhb.,

Forney's Progress !

PROOBBSglsuniqne in journalism. Noother
publication in the world occnnies a similar
field. While it notes all social events of im-
portance, at home and abroad, it is not amere record of the movements in fashionable
lire. It treats pithily of all subject8«f inter-
est to educated and cultureil taste. Litera-
ture, art, music and the drama have attentionm every number. It is not a political journal,
bnt it never h^itat«8 to express its opinions
upon political questions, and these opinions
are strictly independent of all cliques and
parties.
The aim of the management will he, as

heretofore, to have Proobkbh a pleasant
paper. It may be needed to make public the
disagreeable happeningsof life, but that Ptto-
OBEBH leaves to others, and goes forth greet-
ing everybody cheerily and happily, and with
bright good nature.

PROGRESS,
PrinUd WMklv hy the FOBITET PUB. CO.

702 OHaSTNUT STREET,
(M PLOOB,) PHILADELPHLL
Terms $2,110 per year, in advance, including

postage.
J. W. FORNBT, W. W. BEITZEL

Sditor. Biuinm Manaaer

THE CRITIC ' WHAT IS CATARRH
A BBTIBW or •

LITERATURE, THE FINE ARTS,

SCIENCE, MVaiC, THE DRAMA.

J. L. * .r. B. GiLDEB, Editors.

CONTSIBUTORH.
H. H. BoTEsEN, John Burroughs, F Marion

Crawford, George Wm. Curtis. Edward F.ggle.
ston. Prof. Geo. P. Fisher. O. B. Prothinghain
H. H. Fumess, Sidney Howard Gay. B w
Gilder, Edmnnd W. Gosse, W. E. GriiDs E E
Hale, Joel C. Harris. " H. H.," Dr O W
Holmes, Julia Ward Howe, D. G. Mitcjiell
Bev. Dr. B. H. Ne-wton, W. J. Bolfe. Dr. PhUip
gohaff, E. C. Stedman, B. H. Stoddard, Profr
W. G. Sumner. Edith M. Teomas, Charles
Dudley Warner, Walt Whitman, Prof W D
Whitney, Prof. C. A. Young.

Single Copies, 10 cents ; (3 a year, in advance.

» Lafayette Place, New York.

From the Mail iCan.) Dee. 15.

Catarrh isamnco-purulentdlschargecanBe<l
u-/ the presence and development of the
yogetable parasite ammba in the internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. This Iparasite is
only developed under favourable circum-
tances, and^hese Bre:-Morbid state of the
l.lood. as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,
tae Rorm poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-
'ocea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, snppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
noidons that are germinated in the blood
These poisons keen the internal lining mem-

I irane of the jiose in a constant state of irrlta-
!ion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which sjirea.! up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat
clausing ulceration of the throat ; up the
'lustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing"in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.

'

Many attempts have been made to discover
a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalsnts and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good ustil the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
SoTe time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment
mg, succeeded in discovering the aecessarv
combination of ingredients which never fail
in -absolutely and permanently eradicating
thi irrlble disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, houId,with
Oijt delay, communicate with the bnsinesa
managers.

Mbbsrh. a. H. DIXON & SON.
.)«5 King St. West. Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Cljtarrh

.

What the Rev. E. B. Steventon. B.A..aCler<iy

?f"J!! "" ^""^"^ Conference of the Metho-
dist Church of Canada, hat to eay in regard
to A.'B. Dixon *' Son's .V«to Treatment for
Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17. H3.
Meetrt. A. H. Dixon * Son .-

Deab SiBS,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, bnt I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

_
I consider that mine was a very bad case;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I
thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me. and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to you.

" ~ Ton are at liberty to use this letter stating
*''^ I have "ueen cured at two treatmentt, and

PBONTISPIBCB. Portrait of John Page, first of the oelebr»t«l Page family of Virginia-from some^of Sy^elT^bT^ro .ISe«™
'"*^'' *"

patoting by Sir Peter Lely, London, 1660. , Yours, with many thanks,
Chbibtmas TiMB ra 01,0 VnwJtNiA. John Bsteo Cooke. nJtMh-aHonj. Old Smithfleld Church I

Bbt. E. B. Stbtbssoh.
-Portrait of Col. Archibald Carey, from a painting by West-Bosewell, home of the Pages

" •

Portrait of Governor John Paga, of Bosewell, from portrait by West -Christ Church of "P* FPirlVT P A TUtWT Tn«e
AIexandrla-8t Peter's Church, where Washington was married- Stratford, the home of '

|^*^^*^" * rXi.mrnL,l^ I £>.

the Laes -Portrait of Judge Edmund Pendleton—Christmas Tree in Old Virginia (by Will
'

H. Lovre)—Saratoga, Home of General Daniel Morgan Portrait of General Nelson The
Nelson Home.

NORTH AMERICAN
LIFE ASSXJI^ANCE CO.

(DKJOBPOIUTED BY SPECIAL ACT OF DOHDnON PAMJAMEMT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO,
/>r«»i<I«nt_Ho». A. Mackenzie, M.P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canada.
Vice-Preeidente—Kos. A. Mobbis, M.P.P., and John L. Blahie, Esq,

lasnas all approved forms of Life Policies and Annuities, and its specially favourable Tos-TtNB and Sbmi-Tontinb Investicent Policies.
Its Commercial Endowment Policy meets the wants of those needing the protection of In-BuranM only, avciding the uncertainties of the Co-oper»tive plan and the overpayments ofthe ordinary system. ' r j "*

-AacBU waaud ! rspreseated diatrleu. Apply to

W.W. neCABB. Tar«nt*, Managing Director.

Magazine of American History
FOR DECEMBER

CHRTSTMAH ATTRACTIONS.

^smaopathic Physician, f

At his old residence, .13 BICHMOND ST. E.
(

Ogice hnurt:—9 to 10 a.m.; 2 to 4 p.m.; andon Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7 30
to 9 ; Sunday, 5.30 to 6.31) pjn.

A C. MoKINLAY, I,.D.8.,

SURGBON DENTIST.

121 Chttboh Stbbit, . Tobonto.

Holidavb in Eablt Louisiana. Norman McP. Walker.

Chbibtmas-Tidb in Canada. John Beade. F.R.S.C.

CHBiBTTtAS Season in Dutch New Yobk. Mrs. Martha J. Lamb.
A Hubon Histobical I,BOBND. Horatio Halo, MA.
CoLONBi, DAyiD Cbockett, of Tennessee. General Marcus J. Wright.
QmviBA

: A Suggestion. Dr. Cyrus Thomas. '

Obioinal Docuxbntb. Sir Henry Clinton's Original Secret Becord of Private Daily Intelli-
gence. Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addie Emmet Introduction and NoUs by Edward
F. De Lancey. Chapter III. Also, two valuable Original Letters.

Notbb. Historical Societies in their relation to Local Historical Interest—Mr. Caryj-Answer—
'*»5"° Lutier's Memory-Morse's American (teography—Noah Webster's Love Bom.n^,—TheWettoii TTomestead—Death of David Van Arsdaie—F.vaenation of New York-A Ven
erahla Historian -The Star-Spangled Banner.

QOBBiBs. Origin of Aboriginal DUlects of Amerioa-An Old Clock—la it the First American
Coin?

Beplibh. To bo Prepared for War is one of the most effectual means of Preserving Peace-
Note and Query-Sawng-First Money-Colonel Francis Barber-Quisquising-Letter
from General Hovace Capron.

Societies. New York Historical Society-Chicago Historical Society-Maryland Historical
Society—Huguenot Society of America.

And numerous Book Notices.

N.
PEARSON,

THE PBE88 PRAISE THIS MAGAZINE IN EVERY PART OP THE WORLD.
"The best historical pubUcation ever pabUabad in this country."-Aostan H./ms Journal

.

DENTIST, '•' /

No. 2 KiMo Stbibt Wkst, , . Tohobto/J

TTORACE F. ALLKINS, ARTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.
Portnats from Ufa. Old paintings copied a i

SSJSifi^; P'»J'»»»«°'»o^aSrdogs^ OU
A^^,'\°*^i ""^^ '3™*™ o' thsTBoyalAcadamy, London, JBngtand.

" More original historical matter has been published during the six months in which MrsLamb hae conducted this periodical than the pnbUo has had in it for years. A feature of the
growing subscription liBt is the demand out of tjie country, notably in England and Canada '.

—3prin^field Republtcan.

" Its articles aieoaloalated to please and interest that mlUion-headwl individual popularly
wn as ths gsneral reader."t—JTsw Orleans Pieayum*.

'

YOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

BOMCEOPATRIST,
^SX^^^^^^'i** »' ChUdran and Nervous
SUtJ?; ,Hoors-8 to 10 a.m.; 4 tb 8 p.m.; 80S;

'M A 8B8 Jabtis STmBBT.

known 11

"It is a'briUiaat illustration of the treasurss yst buried in ths auejplernt sources of
Amurioan Histary."—JiTsw Tor* IndepenJeitt

'^^Rfce Rule 0t Fitttb ^ad PrtrSW
t, Jadgment."

V I^ure delivered at the close of the lestion of
Kooz College on yth April. iMo, by the Rev.
Prof. McLaren. 14 pages. Price lo cents.

.^'""" ""y *«"• ^°f- Mt-Laitn, Price locencs.
The more (xunded circulation Vhich will tius

»e given to it is not greater Chan it deserves." Ctm^
uUt PrethyUriMt.

"Htadrajieea and Helps to the
Spread ot Preabjteria,alam."

By Rev. D. H MscVicar, LL.D. Price lo cents
or $6 per 100.

" It ihould be read by every Presbyterian in the
\uii.''—SemmiimvUU Staietwum
"Worth a score ofpostrral letters."—ir<r. Devid

iViMMart.

" Clear in thought, cerract m ezpfesswa, and co-
.;ent in argument and appeaL''—Ara4^ C/knmcle.

"Doetrlaea ot the Plymouth
firethrea."

By Rev. Prof.Croskary, M.A.Magee CoUcra, Len-
donderrr. Price i— -

Sold by nemdeaUrt tveryvher*. Term; 15 a year, or SO ceMe a mmber.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, 30 UFAYETTE PUCE, NEW YORK CITY.

A coapreheasive sad wy complete enxxition
in shorfipaca oTthe errors of PlymouthisiiL'—Cm-
tJm PrethfteriMi.

Mailed to aay address post fr«e, oa isceipi ofprice

C BLACKXTT ROBINSON.
J JoHsB Scraet. TcniBie.

1

/

"A Plea, torPopular Instruction In
,

the Evidences ol Christianity.'"

By Rev. James Middlemiss, F.lora. Price lo cents.

"A well-reasoned, well-wrinen. and convincing
«say, which cannot fail to be of service." -Prtsbyt—

I

rian Reeerd.

** We can very highly recommend this essay. It is
Utogether limely. and itis wriiten wiih depth, acute-
ness and discnmination. It clearly points out the
vay m which earnest minds, of every class, may at-
ain to the assurance that God halh indeed .<poken to
IS bv His Son from heaven "—P«incipal Caveh, n
-anada PrtiHltriatt.
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Business Edueation

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT TH«

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

PRACTICAL BOOK-KKEPntO,

MSNTAL AKITHKEnC,
COIoiERCIAI. LAW.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the greatest BaeoesB wHh
pupils, and have received the highest eneo-

niums from the leading business men.

For descriptive oatalogne, address

Th« Secmtibt, —
TORONTO.

CANADA SOAP it- OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

KAXTTrAOTUaVBS OF TH«
"

t ,

•' LILY WHITE •• FLOATIHO SOAP,
'

QUEEN'S OWN PEEFECTION SOAP,

ENGLISH MOTTLES SOAP,

AND OTB»B CELF.BRiTED BBANDB OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

railing: 8oap«,
Toilet Boiips.

Aniline DyeB.

THE HOUR.

IWTABUUHBn 18S0.

PUBLISHBD eVERY SATURDAY.

• SINQLiE COPIES, 10 CENTS.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO.,

AND

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

Annual Subscription, including postage,

VIVB DOL<I.ABS.

SElfD FOR PRICK LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.

"^""C^viHa 'Boap'iind Oil Warici,

Office :
Works :

70 Front St. East, 1
Difwir Strmt,

TORONTO.

R

y^DVERTISING JIaTBS.

Outside Pages, - - 2S cents a line.

Inside Pages, - -15 •»»*" » I'"*-

Advertisements are measured in Nonpareil,

twelve Unes to the inch.

Advertisements received for "The HonR,"
by the leading Advertising Agents in

the TJnited States and British America,

and by

Messrs. G. Street & Co.,
30 Comhill, London, England.

Messrs. Frid'k L. Mat ft Co.,

159 Piccadilly, London, England.

OYAL HOTET,, NEWCASTLE.

iSl.OO P>ER DA-Y.

Pine Sample and Sitting Booms. Brick
' Honse. Every Convenience.

JOHN GLENDINING, Proprietor.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBORNE.
COMMERCIAL TftAniLERS' HEAD-QUARURS.

This House has all the latest improvements.
Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine.

Terms, tl.OO per day.

Wm. Males, Clert. Albert ORniiAN, rfonflr.

CENTRAL HOTEL, OSHAWA.
Fine Sample Rooms. First-class Table.

Brick House ; Comfortable Rooms.

JAB . COOnitAKB, /'raprieter.

,BION AND OTHER POEMS

Chahlk« G. D. Roberts,

Square 12mo. Cloth, - - Sl.OO.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT A CO.,

715 St 717 Market Btraet,

Philadelphia

The Hour Publishing Co.,

40 ^mtl 49 BROADWAT, - IfKW YORK.

Luiher and ihe Reformation!

Lile of Luther, by Julius KbstUn, with
Illustrations from the German ti 78

Luther and tne Cardinal, a Historic Bio-
graphical Tate from the German .... 1 50

Homes and Haunts of Luther, by John
Btonghton, D.D., Revised Edition,
with Illustrations 2 .W

History of the Reformation, by George
P. Fisher, of Yale College 3 00

The Period of the Reformation (IS17 to
1M81, byLudwigHausser 2 00
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to this end, that we give it this general re-

view. Established nearly fourteen years ago

by the late Mr. Samuel R Crocker, as a

monthly literary journal. It passed in April,

1877, under the management of the publish-

ers above-named, Edward Abbott, a widely-

known writer, assuming its editorial control.

In his hands it has continued to increase in

pnbUo appreciation and literary value; and
with the be^nning of 1879 its publication was
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eral form and appearance being retained.
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terest to writers and readers, usually extend-

in o to two or three columns; and "Shakes-

peiriana" — the latter edited by J*r. W. J.

Rolfe. the eminent Shakespearian scholar,

and frequently occupying a whole page.

Often articles of much historical value are

given, as notably those by Mr. Justin Winsor,

on the public and private libraries of the

early days of American letters, of which sev-

eral have appeared in late issues. The jour-

nal seems admirably well balanced in all its

departments, and it is always a pleasure to

open ite bright, modest pages, so abundant of

good scholarship, carefiil editing, a eboiee

variety of contents, and with no sign of ped-

antry, no "slashing" criticisms, and no un-

kindly tone.—Kaiiie farmer.
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expreMon of good will. It is to be hoped that he will never become pro^

ficient in arts which have been practised here with very gratifying results

to the artist, but with bad results to our people. His good sense appears

in his declaration that nothing shall induce him to reprint his occasional

speeches. The playful motive which he assigns may be supposed to cover

more serious reasons of taste and judgment ; he sees that there is no greater

betrayal of vanity than a volume of speeches re-printed when their import-

ance is gone. He would be a great man or something approaching one if

he could, by a still higher act of self-abnegation, resign himself to acting

simply as the representative of a Constitutional Monarchy and refrain

from making any use of the artificial authority connected with his rank

and office for the purpose of influencing opinion, and thus interfering with

the natural course of destinies which he is not to share. But it may safely

be said that he is above the noxious littleness of tampering with the press

*nd tuning its organs in his own praise. From his grandfather, the Nestor

of Liberalism both in age and counsel, he ought to inherit a mind at once

liberal and sure-footed. The stories of his harshness as an Irish landlord

are untrue. Though he is an absentee his estates are kindly administered,

and he i« popular with his tenantry. These calumnies, and the attempts

to excite dangerous feelings against hira, seem to have been clearly traced,

not to anybody in Canada, but to the enterprising editor of the Chicago

Tribune, who caters, and is no doubt worthy to cater, for the dynamiters

and thugs of Chicago. Among the Canadian Irish there has been little or no

feeling of sympathy with the criminal parts of the movement ; nor have

their organs, like the Fenian papers in the United States and in Ireland,

poured a torrent of calumnious ordure over the British Government, and

over the characters of all British men and women. Their comparative

freedom from bitterness, with the British flag always before their eyes,

seems to show that the anti-British frenzy of their brethren south of the

line is not spontaneous, but the work of demagogues, and that if the dema-

gogues were out of the way, it would be likely to subside. Lord Lans-

downe has disapproved parts of Mr. Gladstone's agrarian legislation ; but

parts of Mr. Gladstone's agrarian legislation are disapproved by jtersons

who are neither large proprietors of Irish land nor small proprietors of

good sense.

Os bhe delioste qaesfeions dfTSoadian destiny Lord Lonodowue touched

with judicious reserve, though by Ws order as well as by his office he is

bound to adopt the Imperialist view. His theory of the proper rela-

tions between the colonies and the Mother Country he expressed under the

image of saplings growing up around the parent tree. No friend of inde-

pendence, at any rate, will quarrel with that similitude ; for with ma-

turity, the life of each sapling Ijeconies independent; nor does any

tree in the forest send a Governor-General io another. The Dryad in her

teens no doubt feels towards her leafy mother th« affectionate reverence

which 'all British Canadians cherish towards the Mother Country, and

which is at least as strong in the breasts of Nationalists as in those of the

politicians of both parties who voted for the Home Kule resolutions." It-

would be perilous to dally with these high themes. But there is one very

simple and practical piece of advice which might be^useful to the Govemor-

Genetal if it could find its way to his august ear. Let him cause to be

prepared by some unofficial hand and hung where it will often meet his

eye, a map of the Dominion showing distinctly the boundaries of the culti-

vable territory, and also the territory occupied by a solid population of

French. Such a map, presenting the real conformation and geographical

relations of his realm, will teach him, by a method as simple as that of an

object lesson, truths alike as to the present and the future, which he will

hardly learn from official documents or from official lips.

. In A social point of view it is not very easy even for the wisest of

Governors to prevent his Court from producing its effects. When we

read the Court list of persons of fashion who have attended His Excel-

lency's State ball or reception, and the descriptive catalogues of ineffable

millinery, in which each Court lady delights to see her expensiveness

chronicled, we cannot help feeling that, compMired with this sort of thing,

even Socialism may have something to say for itself. It is this sort of

thing, in truth, that, by filling the minds of the people at once with envy

and contempt of the wealthy, makes Socialism flourish. If, as the advo-

cates of the institution always assume, colonial manners need to be refined,

this is not the way to refine them. X^Hiatover vulgarity exists can only be

made ten times more vulgar by that which foster^ at once servility and

ostentation. At a State ball in one of the Australian colonies a gentle-

man who had the misfortune to tread on the gorgeous dress of a great

lady, received, to his surprise, from the wearer's lips, a double-shotted

epithet, which lost none of its vernacular raciness from being uttered

within the precincts of a Court. In the case of a real aristocracy, folly

and display are half justified by tradition and are softened by hereditary

taste; Vice-royalty in no way oppresses us, but it misleads us. In

politics it makes us rely on a fiction instead of working out real securities

for the stability and authority of government In manners it directs our

aim to an ideal which, happily for us, never can be ours. No manners in

the world are in reality better than those of the self-made man of this con-

tinent, so long as he is content to be himself. The Governor-General may,^

at all events, and it cannot be doubted that he will, refrain as far as pos-

sible from stimulating extravagance, which, where incomes are small, is

really cruel. What are likely to be the consequences of opening a Castle

Rackrent at Ottawa, he may learn by inquiry into the experience of the

past. Some of the Government clerks are said still to rue the day.

.*

In June last, it will be remembered, a formal indictment for a most

serious-offence was preferred by the Globe against Mr. Shields and against

the Government as his alleged employer and .confederate. Mr. Shields, it

was averred, had been the agent of the Government in the last elections

and had expended on that side a very large sum of money, (apparently

over $300,000) which was to be repaid to him by a corrupt re-classification

and re-measurement of his work as contractor on Section B. of the Canada

Pacific Railway. It was further averred that an honest engineer had been

removed from the section for the purpose of facilitating this nefarious

transaction. A new Pacific Railway Scandal in short, at least as foul as

the first, had come to light The charge, it is right to say, was made not in

the loose and vituperative fashion to which we have been too much accus-

tomed, but deliberately, circumstantially, and so as to challenge a distinct

reply. Mr. Shields commenced an action foj.libeI, but after several post-

ponements, the object of which may possibly have been to keep the scandal

suspended during the progress of the bye-elections, he has at length

abandoned the prosecution and let his suit fall to the ground. The infer-

ence is inevitable. It is greatly strengthened by the general character of

Mr. Shields, and by his sinister appearances on several other occasions.

How comes he, a railway contractor and not a politician, to be expending

his energies in the management of elections or doing the work of party in

other equivocal* transactions 1 That nothing is impossible to political

animosity amidst the frenzy of a general election Canada already knows too

weiL The scene will now, it is to be presumed, be shifted to the House of

Commons. Unfortunately, the result of an appeal to " the Grand Inquest

of the Nation " is not a judicial investigation, but a faction fight If a com-

mittee is appointed, party packs the committee, party sits umpire in its con-

duct of the inquiry, and when the inquiry is completed, party delivers the

final judgment An impartial tribunal, proceeding by the method of

judicial investigation, is as much needed for the trial of these offences as

for the trial of election cases, and nothing but the extreme moral sensitive-

ness of politicans stands in the way of its introduction. That the majority

will vote down inquiry altogether is a surmise which may be at once dis-

carded ; no majority would be so brazen ; besides the Governor-General

would m sCfch-a case, doubtless use the power vested in him and insist on a

dissolution. Nor is it likely that recourse will again be had to the singu-

lar expedient, sanctioned by Lord Dufferin, of transferring the investiga-

tion from Parliament to a Royal Commission appointed by the advice of

the accused Ministers. Mr. Alpheus Todd, who, in his book, speaks of the

whole of liOrd^ Duff'erin's conduct m the devoat accents of uaser

adoration, has elsewhere avowed that he did not approve the appointment

of a Royal Commission. It is necessary that the people and those who

<Tuide the minds of the people should rouse themselves and give their

watchful, and as far as possible their impartial, attention to this case. As

the natural consequence of countless breaches of public morality, perpe-

trated and condoned by Party, and of the systematic corruption of the

electorate, callousness is creeping over the public conscience. It is an un-

pleasant fact, but a fact it is, that the standard has sunk lower in Canada

than in the United States. Mr. Colfax, a man previously in good stand-

ing, was driven from public life for a delinquency less gross than some

which, in this country, have not only been committed with comparative

impunity, but afterwards gUded over by the prostitution of Imperial

honours. The face of freedom is fair, but it will be of little value to us

when the heart has been eaten out by political corruption.

18 an accea-Thb restoration of Mr. Mills to his seat for Bothwell

sion of strength to an Opposition mOch in need of reinforcement. It is

also a triumph of justice : for Mr. Mills had evidently been jockeyed out

of the seat, though it is not necessary to ascribe to the Prince of Darkness

in person the machinations by which the work of evil was effected ; the

activity of die local imp« on both tides is quite sufficient to account for

any exploits of this kind, Mr. Mills possesses not only more than the

average measure of political knowledge, but a larger measure than many
possess of that rarer quality, political courage. His knowledge of course
exposes him to the imputation of being a doctrinairq. These stock epi-

thets of vague signification are very eofivenient missiles ; they are a sort of
ammunition which fits every gun. For a long time a person who did not
belong to a certain clique was dubbed a Philistine, though nobody could
tell exactly what the word meant, except that the pesson to whom it was
applied, was not so great a scamp as Heinrich Heine. We can aflTord to
have, by way of variety, one doctrinaire in an assembly the most of whose
members are certainly not open to that reproach.

University Consolidation is not so dead but that it ^ay be worth
while once more to state definitely what is proposed under that name.
What is proposed, as the best plan, is that the Denominational or Local
Colleges should come to Toronto, and there, with University College, be
federated under a common University to be called the University of
Ontario. The University would institute all the examinations and confer
all the degrees and honours. Each of the colleges would, like the colleges

at Oxford and Cambridge, have its own domestic government, hold its own
estates, and maintain whatever system it pleased of religious instruction

and' moral discipline within its own walls. The Professoriate of the
University would conduct the higher instruction, while the mere rudimen-
tary instruction would be conducted within each College by Tutors or Col-

lege Professors, to whom would also be assigned the individual superin-

tendence of the student The University Professoriate would be made up
of that of University College, and those of the othi r Colleges combined, the
means of maintaining the College Tutoriate being in each case reserved. A
fresh arrangement for the appointment of Professors would of course be
necessary, and if some variety in the modes of appointment were intro-

duced, this would not be a loss, but rather a gain. A change would also be
necessary in the composition of the Senate. Graduates of all the federated

Colleges alike would at once take rank, according to their seniority, as
graduates of the University of Toronto.

"^

This is the best plan, nor does its realization present to the minds of

those who are accustomed to dealing with these matters, any insuperable
difficulty, though there would be need of temper in the negotiations, and of

care in organizing the system. Another plan is that the Colleges, remain-
ing where they now are, and each undertaking as at present the whole of
the instruction, shall enter into federal union for the purposes of ejtamina-
tion and graduation. This would be a gain so far as it went : it would
secure the effectivenass of the examinations, and restore the value of de-
grees. But it would not give us a University worthy of the name ; and
the difficulty of working the system amidst the jealousies which would t '"se

about the appointment of examiners, the choice of subjects for exami
tion, and the regulation of the standard, which the stronger colleges would
be always wanting to raise and the weaker to lower, might prove greater
than at first sight may be supposed. '

Learning isjustified of her children. The Oxford Convocation, which
includes non-residents asweU as residents, the non-residente being a great
majority, refused, on High Church grounds, to send an address to the
^mperor of Germany on the fourth centenary of T.^th»r But the reaj-
dents came together and sent one on their own account. Among the non-
residente there is an immense mass of Tory squires and parsoM. These are
the men by whose votes Peel and Gladstone were ejected and Tory
broomsticks were elected. " I wish," said a Tory voter, when taunted with
the insignificance of his candidate, " that my candidate were reaUy a broom-
stick, then I should feel indeed that I was voting for a principle." Glad-
stone had a majority among the residente ; both he and Peel had a large
majority of the men who had taken high honours. But in Peel's day, the
Headships and FeUowships of CoUeges were stiU confined to clergymen,
and the University itself was overwhelmingly clerical. All this has now
been changed. Oxford is stUl in the penumbra of the old system, and the
other day the nomination of a Nonconformist FeUow of a college as public
examiner in a school which includes theology, was rejected by the Academical
assembly. But the existence of a Nonconformist Fellow in itself is the
tocsin of a revolution which would have seemed like the end of the world
to the Dons of the Eldonian era. Science has returned to the home of
Roger Bacon, and the University is m a fair way to take once more the
plaec in the van of progress which she occupied in the days of Grosteste
and Walter de Merton. Young Oxford is Uberal in the highest degree.

attraction for the youthful mind, especially while the life of spiritual aspira-
tion is suspended by the collapse of religious belief. Mr. William Morris,
who preaches Socialism, it seems, in no mild or measured phrase, apparently
has disciples, or at least finds hearers even in the high i)lace8 of the
University. Mr. Morris is, himself, a capitalist and a master-manufac-
turer receiving, like the rest of his class, the profits of his traile ; and when
he denounces his own system as iniquitous, it is naturally .asked how a man
of his fine moral sensibilities can bear to be a partaker in the iniquity.

His answer is that he is merely a link in an iron chain from which he can-
not disengage himself: The retort is ready that the history of reform
swarms with instances of martyr spirits, who, at the sacrifice of every
thing they possessed, have torn themselves away from systems or associa-

tions which their consciences condemned. But Mr. Morris' defence, though
fatal to the grandeur of hi.s apostleship, has ite foundation in sound sense.

Gradually to improve the organization of society is within our power, and
no one who knows history (which few .Jacobins do) can doubt that this is

being done, though the movements of the- universe are slow. Suddenly-
to change the organization of society, by political fiat or by revolutionary
spasm is beyond our power, as disastrouslcAd bloody experience shows. Yet
this is the aim of Socialism, while the other is the* aim of Reform.

An historical falsehood which serves a party purpose, though you may
tear it to pieces, will never die. Once more is heard the doleful tale of
the " English invasion of Ireland." Once more it is replied that the
English people had no more to do with the Norman invasion of Ireland
under the patronage of the Pope than the Mexicans had to do with the
Spanish invasion of Peru. The conquest of Ireland by the Normans was
the almost inevitable supplement of their conquest of England, and was a-
part of the cycle of Norman enterprise, as that again was one of the last

episodes in the vast series of migrations commonly called the Invasion of
the Barbarians. In the case of Ireland, as in that of England, Norman
rapacity was consecrated and cheered on to its prey by the centralizing am-
bition of the Papacy

; and the scandalized patriotism of the Irish Catholic
only deepens the fatal characters by hopelessly contesting the authenticity
of the Papal missive. The English stubliornly resisted the Conqueror and
would have repelled him, had not the arrow entered the eye of their hero
king

:
the Irish doubly invited him ; for Henry was called in by the Church-,

men to protect them against the chiefs, and Strongbow was called in by a
chief who had been worsted in .» clan feud. The charge against the English
people of having put out the light of education and learhiijg in Ireland
falls with the charge of invasion ; but it is groundless and absurd in every
respect That precocious civilization which produced the Irish Missions
and which has its monuments in the Round Towers and the illuminated
Book of Kells, seems, though most interesting and touching, to have had
scarcely any root in the nation ; it appears to have been almost exclusively
ecclesiastical, and after growing with gourd-like rapidity, to have been
trampled down, before the coming of the Norman, by the hoofs of the
barbarous clans. The Norman in fact might, without exceeding the usual
hypocrisies of conquest, have styled himself a civilizer as well as an ortho-
dox crusader. To talk of British connection in recent times as the enemy
of Irish education, and as having outlawed the alphabet, beseems the same
veracious lips which accuse the British Government of deliberately organiz-

Not only is Young Orford Ubet»l
; part of it appears to be daUying

ynth Socialism, the philanthropic aspirations of which have a natural

ing Irish famines. Who introduced the system of National Education into
Ireland

!
By whom was ite introduction opposed and ite administration

thwarted ? How has popular education fared in Italy, Spain, Me.xico and
other countries thoroughly under the control of the Roman Catholic priest-
hood ? What reason is there for doubting that had the British Govern-
ment been out of the question, Ireland would have remained intellectually
in the same condition as Calabria t What reason is there for feeling sure
that she would not lapse into the condition of Calabria if the influence of
the British Government were withdrawn i

But the fallacies about Irish history, fraught as they are with venom
and pertinaciously as they rear their heads, are not so noxious as that
which lurks in the perpetual designation of the Disunioniste as " the Irish "

and of Disunion as the " Irish cause." In Limerick, one of the most Irish of
Irish cities, " the city of the violated treaty," the Unionist candidate in a re-

cent election, though beaten, was aotllistanced. In every election contest
even in the South of Ireland, a strong Unionist party Ihows itself, and this in
spite of the organized terrorism which the Parnellites keep up, and to the
influence of which the Irish character is singularly open. Property and edu-
cation throughout the island are opposed to revolution, though they may
be in favour of an extension of local self-government, against which nobody
has said a word, and which Parliament was prepared to grant When a
single man from the higher ranks of commerce stoops to accept a nomina-
tion at Mr. Pametl'g hands, he is welcomed as an angel from He«ven.

I

1
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Yet no revolution has ever succeeded without a large leading element of

the upper class. In the Protestant districts of Ulster a solid mass of

Unionism, the very core of Irish industry, intelligence, and vigour, has

once more barred the gates of Derry against the enemies of Protestant

civilization; and the rebel party is in the ridiculous position of having to

claim for its meetings the protection of the Government against which the

rebellion 48 directed. The loyalty of Ulster is a rock of offence to Nation-

alist writers on both sides of the Atlantic, and is one which no vinegar will

remove. But even among the Catholic peasantry, while the, agrarian

movement is, and always has been, strong, the political movement is, and

always has been, weak. Artificial strength is lent to the political move-

ment by its junction with the agrarian agitation. Give the Irish peasant

a full belly and you will hear little more, so far as he is concerned, of the

repeal of the Union. But Irish revolution is a trade by which the leaders

on both sides of the Atlantic have already made their fortunes, while their

dupes are sent by dozens to the gallows. By the practice of this branch

of industry, the Irish of the Catholic provinces are being converted into a

peopl* of political mendicants, taught to live, not by labour and thrift, but

the brandishing of the repeal bludgeon and the exhibition of historical sores.

Some day there will be an outbreak, and if it takes place, as it did before,

in combination with the foreign enemies of England, and when she is fight-

ing for her life, mercy will be turned out of doors, and the blood of

the hapless people will again flow in torrents, while the demagogues and

journalists will be reposing in the quiet enjoyment of their patriot gams.

To crown the pile of delusion, it is invariably assum«l that the Anglo-

- Saxon and Irish races are divided from each other by St. George's Channel,

and that nothing but a repeal of the Union is needed to terminate their

uneasy wedlock and completely separate them from each other. But to say

nothing of Ulster, what is to become of all the Irish in England and Scot-

land 1 Are they to be sent back to Ireland 1 Or is it supposed that they

will be suffered to live on British soil as a nation apart, using the British

franchise for the purpose of a standing conspiracy, in the interest of their

kinsmen across the channel, against the community in which they dwell

'

The connection has become practically indissoluble, and if the Irish, under

tlje influence of reckless and mercenary demagogues, persist in their hos-

tility to the British and in their attempts to wreck the commonwealth, the

consequence on some disastrous day wDl be, not peaceful separation, but

internecine civil war. What the result of such a death-struggle between

the races would be can be doubted by no human being. Not a Catholic

church would be left standing in the two islands. The Pope and the wiser

of the ecclesiastics see this plainly enough, and they wish to preserve peace.

A BrSTANDBR.

OFFICIAL REPORTING IN PARLIAMENT.

Thb House of Commons in full session presents a very interesting scene.

As the visitor setUes in his seat his eyes fall naturally first upon the man

whose handsome presence and graceful bearing, no less than ever impartial

ruUngs, invest him with peculiar fitness for the Speaker's chair : thence

they wander off to the serried ranks of members on either hand, the busy

-clerks ftt the central table, the bright-buttoned pages darting hither and

thither like magnified blue-bottles, the keen-visaged line of newspaper vigi

lants in their hanging-basket gaUery above the Speaker's head, and finally

down below him to two little tables on the floor half-way between the

entrance and the awe-inspiring mace. At one of these tables is always

seated a ready writer whose swift and silent pencil seems to bespatter the

paper beneath with inexplicable characters. Every ten minutes the table

beside him is filled by a new-comer who, with one quick glance to identify

the member speaking, sends his pencil speeding along the red ruled lines,

while the other having finished his " take " slips quietly out to turn his weird

hieroglyphics into every-day English. Not a moment is wasted, not a word

is lost, but hour after hour the men follow one another with unfailing regu-

larity, until the House adjourns, and their labours are ended for that

night

These deft pencil-drivers are the official reporters whose duty it is to

preserve an authentic record of all that is said and done in Parliament.

Their work is one of fie^t importance and requires very special ability.

The present staff comprises eight members, viz :—Mewrs. George B.

Bradley, Stephen A, Abbott, Jowph C. Duggan, George Eyvel, Albert

Horton, J. O. Marceau, F. R. Marceau, and T. J. Richardson ; Mr. Brad-

ley being chief and having as assistant Mr. J. C. Boyoe, whoM principal

work is to edit and index the printed sheets. The Messrs. Marceau confine

themselves to members who, in speaking, use the French language, and

consequently enjoy a much~ea8ier time of it than their fellow-labourers, as

frequently days will pass without their having anything to do, the m^ority

of the Quebec members being quite at home in English, and preferring to

employ it. With the exception of Mr. Bradley, who uses a curious steno-

graphic system, inherited from his father, and improved by himself, all the

staff write in Pitman's phonography.

Until within the last few years each man had to write- out his own

notes, but this plan being found to involve too serious a physical strain,

amanuenses were provided, who wrote at the reporter's dictation, thereby re-

lieving him of much manual labour. With the present year type-writers

are to be introduced, and it is expected that by this means the notes, will

not only be rendered much more legible for the printer but be worked out

with far greater rapidity, thus allowing the reporter a good breathing space

between his " takes," as his ten minute spell at the before-mMitioned little

table is designated.

There being six English reporters, each one has a " take " an hour, and

as with a rapid manipulation of the type-writer his notes can be transcribed

in about thirty minutes it will be seen that there is generally a

pause of twenty minutes or so, which enables him to go back to work

thoroughly refreshed. As fast as the notes are transcribed, they go oft to

the printers, and are transmuted into type, and so speedy is the proems

that if a member mjikes a speech of any great length, the exordium is in

type before he has reached his peroration. Every day the sheets contain-

ing a full report of the previous day's doings are laid upon the members'

desks when the House opens. These sheets the members whose speeches

are recorded thereon correct and polish according to their calmer judg-

ment, and frdm the corrected sheete the]official report is printed. Such in

brief is the system whereby the eloquence of the present is preserved for

the benefit of posterity.

In the Senate a similar system prevails, the only difference being that

Messrs. George and Andrew Holland do the work by contract, instead of
'

being officials under control of the House.

In this connection some of the figures showing the number of reporters

employed in other legislatures may be found interesting. The official staff

of the United States House of representatives comprises five reporters, and

ten amanuenses ; in the French Chamber of Deputies there are ten report-

ers, and as many amanuenses. The London Times has sixteen reporters

attending to the Parliamentary Debates ; the Standard seventeen, and the

Morning Advertiser fifteen.

Although in public use for so many years past, and winning wider ap-

plication day by day, there is still, to the ordinary observer, a kind of magic

about verbatim reporting which investe it with peculiar interest. And it

is an interesting art in spite of ite intense drudgery. The writer has had

many years' practical experience, and yet to this day he feels a thrill akin

to that of the racer at the starting post every time he measures speed with

a speaker new to him. There is such a bewildering uncertainty about

speakers. They may be rapid or they may be slow, their ideas may be

clearly conceived .and lucidly expressed, or they may be undecided as to

what to say, and quite in the dark as to how to say it. The mere speed of a

speaker does not alone render him difficult to report, on the contrary some

speakers, like Sir Charles Tupper or Mr. Blake, who never mangle a sen-

tence or fail to fully express an idea, are far easier to take down accurately

than i^iany others who are not so fast by twenty words a minute,

^me coSMptTon of the difficulties reporters have to contend with may be

formed from tjie following example, which is far from being a caricature of

the usual style of not a few honourable members :

":frwas about to observe, sir, with regard to this bill, that the pro-

moters, and here I must beg pardon of my hon. friend, for I find they have

made a mistake, but I wish cleariy to point out that the $120,000 was not

subscribed for the purpose indicated until— [a voice : " It was $130,000"
]

Sir, I say the $150,000—[a voice: " Which was it 1
",] on which so much

stress has been laid—[o voice: " $120,000."] Sir, I protest against these

interruptions, and I repeat that the majority of the inhabitants, if they

were polled, would be found not only opposed, but they would with one

voice, unless I>m very much mistaken in expressing their views, and I

have read every one of the local journals, and feel sure the balance of opin-

ion, even if the drift of it could be mistaken, but it never can—that my

tjonstitutente are, as a body, united in opposing this measure."

Very little dependence is to be placed upon what ordinary speakers say

about not being correctly reported. Nobody who has not been behind the

scenes would believb the coolness—evidently sincere in most cases—with

which speakers will repudiate the children of their own tongue. They

make all sorts of muddles, especially when they attempt antithesis or

epigram, and then stand aghast to see them in black and white. Among

the amusing reooUoetions of the present writer is a case in which an hon.

member of a Provincial Legislature, whose pompoos conceit was only sttir-

passed by his spacious and abundant ignorance, not being content with the

_ treatment his eloquent efforts received at the reporter's hands sought

redress to his wounded vanity by arraigning him before the House. The

culprit of course had to report his own indictment, and in so doing took

the utmost pains to print the hon. gentleman's remarks verbatim et literatim,

in all their beauty unadorned, instead of carefully doctoring them as afore-

time. The opening sentence will serve as a specimen of the speech :
" Mr.

Speaker, I jise to a privilege of order." The rest may be found by curi-

ous readers in the official report. Thenceforth the reporter was allowed to

pursue the even tenor of his way unchallenged. Much more modest, and
safer withal, was the course taken by a fellow-member of the one just

mentioned, who preserved unbroken silence whilst a matter affecting his

own constituency was being discussed, and then at the close of the debate

slipped some fragmentary notes into the reporter's hand with the request

that he would try and make him up a little speech out of them, as he (the

hon. member) though old in years, " was a young hand at the bellows, and
had not had courage to get on his feet." The request was of course com-
plied with, and the worthy man luiid half a column credited to him in the

report of that day's proceedings. ~^ '-—
\

—'•—' ;

—

——^—
This last incident well illustrates the principle of official reporting, and

explains its necessity. The chief importance of a speech in Parliament
now lies not in the fact that it is delivered, but in the fact that it is read

in the report by thousands of people, and this being so, the reporters are,

and must continue to be, very important officials of the House* of Parlia-

ment
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eruption. The collection and examination of all these reports will doubtless
be undertaken by some physicist.

li would of course be premature to state positively that the phenomena
observed here in Canada are due to the same cause, but it seems fairly

probable that it is so and that the mass of dust spread itself first and most
densely over the region of the Tropics, travelling (or rather seeming to travel,

by being left behind by the earth in its rotation] eastwards, and finally being
carried north and south in the atmospheric circulation until here in Canada
it manifests its presence by the unusual brilliance of the sunsets and that

peculiar afterglow which has been observed more than an hour after the

sun was below the horizon. Andrkw R. Gordon.

Since writing the above I have seen in Nairvre a report of a paper by
Mr. R< H. Scott, Secretary of the British Meteorological Service, in which
he traces the atmospheric waves generated by the eruption ; he finds that

the wave travelled with a velocity nearly that of sound, the estimated

velocity being rather over 700 miles per hour. A. R. G.

MOTHER-IN-LAW.

ON TEE LATE REMARKABLE SUNSETS.

The peculiarly striking sunset effects which have been observed during
the past few months, have given rise to a good deal of inquiry, and in the

following I desire to draw attention to certain circumstances which seem to

connect this phenomenal appearance with the remarkable outburst of vol-

canic activity on the island of Krakatowa in the Straita of Sunda, the

data on which the connection is based being taken from many letters in

Nature, and from Synuma' Monthly Meterological Magazine.

The Island of Krakatowa lies nearly opposite the Straits of Sunda,
which separate the islands of Sumatra and Java ; it is about five miles
long by three broad, and ita mountains rise to a height of between
2,000 Mid 3,000 feet above the level of the sea, covered to the summit with
luxurious tropical vegetation. On May 20th the mountain became an ac-

tive volcano and the captain of a passing vessel reports passing through
an " apparently illimitable cloud of drifting pumice " when ten miles off

the island. This eruption was of itself sufficient to reduce the island to a
desert, and a party from Batavia who subsequently visited the island and
whose report is published in Natv/re, found " the front of the volcano all

wrecked, nay completely buried under pumice dust, which, when the sun
shone upon it, became of a yellowish grey colour, while thick masses of
condensed vapour accompanied by incessant fulminations boiled up from
behind the bare and gently sloping dunes and from time to time
immense funnels became visible, leaning outward, and into these many of
the incessantly changing ravelled wreaths of smoke were sucked. The rest

maintained their original form to a height of several thousand feet and
then they slowly drifted eastward {i. e. were left behind by the rotating
earth) and spreading out into mist discharged their ashes downwards in
black streaks like the dark fringes of rain cloud seen on the horizon." This
was the state of affairs between the first outbreak and August 26th, the
volcano continuing to discharge vertically incalculable quantities of the
finest pumice dust, on this day an eruption took place the magnitude of
which the mind can hardly grasp. The island with ita lofty mountain has
been literally blown away, and a tidal wave estimated'at ninety-eight feet
in height swept over the low lands of the adjoining islands, causing the
death of thousands and ruining property to an enormous extent Mr.
Symons quotes as an instance of ita power, " at Lelock Betony a Govern-
ment steamer was swept three miUt inland."

On September 2nd, just ^a week after the great eruption, at Trinidad,
W. I., the sun is reported as looking like al blue globe, and after sunset
"the sky became of so bright a red that it was thought there must be a fire,

then on September 8th and for some time after, green suns are reported
from India and -Ceylon, and Dr. Meldmm, F.RS., writes of unusual
chromatic effects and green suns haviiig been observed at Mauritius, Rod-
rigues and the SeycheUes, and suggesta that they are due to the presence
of volcanic dust in the upper strata of the atmosphere.

There are reporto from many other places, Australia and New Zealand
included, of remarkable sunseta and all subsequent to the date of the final

" Truth," the most read, and most quoted of English periodicals is

always on the track of "social sensation." It has a " puzzle department,"

as all its readers well know, which, for the most part, does not differ from
similar features in other publications, but occasionally some popular

idea is strikingly evoked by the nature of the puzzles propounded. In one
of ita November numbers a prize was offered for the best definition of a
mother-in-law, which elicited ajiumerous competition. Hundreds sent in

their definitions, all tinged more or less with the feeling which the puzzle

suggested. The " puzzle editor " has printed over a page of the competi-

tors' efforts, which he describes as "assorted specimens—good and other-

wise."

Most of these are uncomplimentary. A mother-in-law is smartly de-

fined by the different cynics as " the wet blanket of matrimony ; " " the

leader of the opposition ; " " the inspector of the union ; " "a check-

mater ;

" " the brimstone 'of the match ; " " the Government whip ; " " the

home rule party
;

" "a discordant accompaniment to ' Hoine, sweet

home ;

'
" "a family jar ;" " the policeman of the hearth— being always

ready to take one up in a disagreeable manner ;
" " a mentor or tor-

mentor ;
" " dear to one that's dear to you, but dear at any price

; " " a
wedding present of a watch ;

" " the ma(r) to matrimony," ete. These, of

course, are only a few selected for their pungency. That many have very

strong feellings in reference to the subject-matter and have felt the " iron

heel " is manifest from an occasional definition which, ignoring every merit

except brevity, hurls forth a malediction fresh from the heart. Of these

are " a beastly nuisance ; " "a thorn in the flesh ; " " domestic dynamite,"'

ete. One observes, with questionable charity, of this much maligned rela-

tive that she is " not so bad as she might be, seeing she has no character to

lose."

But she has her champions, too. One styles her feelingly, " one whose
mission in life is to bear the blame of her daughter's shortcomings and the

burden of her son-in-law's acerbities : to have a purse at his command and
a cellar to his taste : to be fawned upon in his adversity and scorned in his

prosperity." Others say ahe^is " a^ great,^ but unappreciated Kloying ;

'

»

" oil on troubled waters ;
" "a help in sickness, an unfailing friend." And

the depreciator who thinks her " an example of the proverb, ' distance lends

enchantment to the view,' " is boldly contradicted by a gallant friend who
calls her " an angel in the house."

" A goose that lays a golden egg " is an equivocal definition. So is "an
unmitigated blessing

—

when well treated." For it is not every one that

understands the treatment of a mother-in-law. We have heard of a man
who kept two in perennial good-humour and attributed his success to his

policy of making his successive wives jealous of their mothers' influence,

instead of making the mothers jealous for their daughters' portion. He
generously credited the mothers with all the virtues inherited by their

daughters, and their own virtues to boot—and, indeed, the old ladies

seemed dearer, as well as cheaper than the young ladies to this highly

endowed son-in-law. This man would be a hero to one of the competitors,

" J. McGrigor Allan," who instead of adopting the epigrammatic diffuses

this definition into an essay, and who exclaims :

" How great u he who govenu wife and wife's mother. Greater than MiUon—heooold
not goTam his wife. I ahoald like to know thia mate, ingloriooa Cromwell. He who
livM happily with a mother-in-law ia philosopher, saint or ilave. Zimmerman's
mother-in-law—one in a thousand— " oontribated not a little to inoreaae his felimty."

Too good a woman to exeroiBe his patienos, she failed in the mother-in-law's mission.
Some men rise above thia vulgar prejadioe—even love their mother-in-law too well.

One raoently eloped with hii wife's mother ! Congreve's " Lady Pliant," making love
to her daughter's soitor, liae her modem oonnterpart. Fine snbjeot (or female Sotion I

—J. MoUaiooa Allui."

i
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);;

This page or two of definitions is another proof llyit the mother-in-law

is still a potent factor in the social economy. She. runs through the whole

gamut of virtues and vices in th» exercise of her functions. To some she

seems to be " the thol-n that bore the rose ;
" ".the rock of. ruin against

which the new matrimonial ship often strikes and splits in two," while to

others, under different circumstances " a comfort to husband and wife
;
a

help in sickness ; an, unfailing friend."

Halifax, Dec. 3 1st, .1883. J. W. L.

CORRESPONDENCE

NEW YORK LETTBR.

New York, January 12, 1884.

The most, absorbing topic of political discussioh continues to be the

tariff question. There are various speculations about the probable action

of the Committee of Ways and Means on this question. Mr. Carlisle ap-

pointed a number of very able men on this eofnmittee. It has for its

chairman Mr. Morrison, of Illinois, an able and upright man, who is a

revenue reformer. It contains among its members, Kelley, of Pennsyl-

vania, the leading Republican protectionist in the House ; Kasson, of Iowa,

another prominent Republican ; Blackburta, pf Kentucky, a prominent

Democrat ; Hewitt, of New York, and other able men.

Mr. Hewitt is frequently spoken of in these days as a candidate for

the Presidency on the Democratic ticket. His party would do well, and

could hardly do better than to nominate him. But he is probably too good

a man to secure the nomination. He is not obscure enough and has not

what the politicians call " personal magnetism " enough. But he.is one of

the ablest men in his party or in Congress. He is a man of solid informa-

tion and long political experience. He'has also had experience in business

affairs, being a very wealthy and successful iron manufacturer. He is the

son-in-law of the late Peter Cooper, the well-known philanthropist aad

founder of the Cooper Institute in New York.

It now seems reasonably certain that the above committee will report

and the House of Representatives pass a new tariff bill, removing the duty

on many kinds of raw material and greatly decreasing the duty on imports

in general. And should the Senate, which is Republican, refuse to concur

in this measure, then a clear issue would be made, with which to go before

the people in the Presidential campaign.

If the issue should be squarely made, as above stated,—which however

s not probable,—the Sun and some other Democratic papers would prob-

bly refuse to support the ticket. But the loss of half a dozen such papers

as the Sun would be made good by receiving the support of the Post, by

far the ablest New York daily, and the Times. We are in a transition

period as to the tariff, steadily advancing towards free trade, but the de-

tails cannot be foreshadowed. It will probably Uke ten years, and inay

take twenty, before we shall have free trade. Those interested in political

affairs in the United States should follow the question with some care at

present, as it is the key to a correct understanding of the political situation

for 1884. . .

The Republican and the Independent journals are at present giving the

Democrats some severe thrusts for substituting Payne for Pendleton

as United States Senator from Ohio. The former is perhaps as able and

as pure a man as the latter, but the latter^s support of Civil Service Reform

and his prominent part in passing the law are regarded as a chief source of

his weakness. Such practical opposition to that important measure*

counterbalances a great msmy planks in the party platform in favour of it

The standing of the Democratic party in regard to this question is none of

the best, and they can scarcely afford to take such a backward step.

The oelebrated restauraUur, Delmonico, disappeared a few days ago,

and as he has been for some months in bad health, it is feared that he has

killed himself. It has been said that the Delmonicos first taught the New
Yorkers how to dine ; this was filling a great need, and thus they have

doubtless been important agents in our civilization. But it shows how low

a plane our " great dailies " move upon, when they give a column or more

each day to the subject of his disappearance, the probability of finding him,

vague tolks with detectives and his friends—utterly inane. And yet

Americans complain of being too busy to read anything, except what

bears on questions of the most pressing importance. But crude are

the journals, and crude are the readers.

In the theatres Booth is at present the leading attraction. He has

appeared this week in Richelieu, the Fool's Revenge, and King Lear.

At the two opera houses we have had, Rossini's Semiramide, Donizet-

ti's Elisir tTAmore, Meyerbeer's Uugenott, Flotow's Morta, Bizet's Carmen,

and Ponchielli's La Gioeonda.

At the German theatre, the Thalia, was recently produced Suppe's

Afrikareiie, which is drawing good houses. Our large German population

has only one German theatre, and consequently they support it well. The

manager is thereby able to keep a troupe that produces these light operas

better than they are produced at the other theatres. At any rate it is

easy to see that a German audience at the Thalia receives more amusement

and enjoys the point of these pieces better than the American audiences at

the other theatres.

Although the Loan Exhibition of Paintings has now closed, the dis-

cussion as to the propriety of opening such exhibition on Sunday is not yet

ended, the weight of public sentiment is decidedly in favour of opening

them, though there are many respectable people and a number of fanatics

that oppose it But if New York had a national gallery, Uke London, or

a Louvre, like Paris, it is almost certain that it would be open on'^iundays

—part of the diy, at least

The funeral of Dr. Lasker,the distinguished German orator and states-

man, on Thursday afternoon, was attended by thousands, and hundreds

were turned away from the synagogue, who were unable to obtain even

standing room. An eloquent oration was delivered by Carl Schurz, who

is one of the most eloquent orators we now have, whether in Cerman or

English. In 1877 and 1878 I had the pleasure of hearing Dr. lasker

several times in the German Reichstag. That body contained no superior

to him as an orator ; it was interesting to see the Liberals draw near m a

a circle around him, whenever he arose to speak. His sudden death away

from home is sad, but it is sadder to think that such a simple, "J^flns".

patriotic man should have had the last years of his life pained by the

JudeuhttzT in Germany.
.r^ ^
P. King.

"A Reader" writes to us from -Montreal suggesting that artisans, no

less than physicians and surgeons, might be obliged to takeout a license

and to work at an established rate of remuneration. "The proposal seems to

us hardly a practicable one.

—

The Editor.

THREE FLOWER PETALS^

'Wtiki saw I yesterday walking apart

In a leafy place, where the cattle wait ! "^
Something to keep for a charm in my heart

—

A little sweet girl in a garden gate.

Laughing she lay in the gold sun's might,

And held for a target to shelter her.

In her little soft fingers, round and white.

The gold-rimmed face of a sunflower. .

Laughing she lay in the light where stands

A rough-hewn step in that sunny place,

And her yellow hair hung down to her hands.

Shadowing over her dimpled face.

Her eyes like the blue of the sky, made dim

With the might of the sun that looked at her.

Shone laughing over the serried rim.

Golden set, of the sunflower.

Laughing, for token she gave to me
Three petals out of the sunflower ;

—

When the petals are withered and gone, shall be

Three verses of mine for praise of her,

That a tender dream of her face may rise

And lighten me yet in another hour.

Of her sunny hair and her beautiful eyes,

Laughing over the gold sunflower.

A. Lampkan.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

Br EDOA.B Fawobtt, Mitbor of " A Osntleman of lieisnre," " A Bopelm Caw,"
"An Ambitioag tVoindn," "Tinkling Cjrmbala, eto.

IV.

—

CoTUvKued. . .

" Oh, German music is the most dreadful baw I " here struck in Lord

Glenartney. He had taken an immediate fancy to Kindelon ;
he liked

people who were in a different sphere from himself ; he usually went with

jockeys and prize-fighters, whenever the demands of his great position per-

mitted such association, in his native country. Here in America he knew

only the Poughkeepsie set, that had seized upon him and kept close watch

over him ever since he had landed in New York.

" No, I don't at all agree with you there," said Kindelon. " Undoubt-

edly German music is based upon a grand idea. I should be sorry not to

believe so."

" Bless my soul !
" laughed his lordship, " I don't know anything about

grand ideahs ! The small ones are quite as much as I can manage comfort-

ably."

" Mr Kindelon will be shocked by such a confession, I'm sure," said

the gentleman named Fyshkille, who was strikingly slim, who gazed at

people condescendingly over a pale parapet of very stiff shirt-collar, and

who considered himself to have a natural turn for satire. "He appears

to be a person of such grand ideas himself."

This airy bit of impudence caused Mr. "Van Arsdale to twirl one end

of a dim, downy, moostacho and perpetrate a rather ambiguous giggle.

But Mr. Hackenaack, who wa« stout, with a pair of large black e^, set

in a &t, ooloorlew, mindleas face, whipped forth a silk pocket-handkerchief,

and gave an explosive bant of merriment within its soft folds.

"You seem to be ve»y much amused at something," drawled Sallie,

while she looked in her luiguid way toward her trio of admirers.

"We are," said the satirical Mr. Fyshkille, who prided himself on

always keeping his countenance. His two friends, who thought him a

devilish clever fellow, both produced another laugh, this time suppressed

Qn the part of each.

Pauline felt keenly annoyed. She glanced at Kindelon, telling herself

that he must surely see the jSitiable ridicule of which he was being made
the butt.

She had, hower, quite miscalculated. The self-esteem of Kindelon as

utterly failed to realize that he was an object of the slightest banter,

whether overt or covert, as though he had been both near-sighted and

deaf. He knew nothing of the idle autocracy with which accident had

now brought him into contact. He was opposed to it on principle, but he

had had no experience of its trivial methods of arrogance. He had come

into the box to see Pauline, and he took it broadly for granted that he

would be treated with politeness by her surrounders and listened to (pro-

vided he assumed that office of general spokesman which he nearly always

assumed wherever chance placed him) with admiring attention.

A few minutes later he had stripped his would-be foes of all sting

by effectively and solidly manifesting unconsciousness that they had in-

tended to be hostile. He talked of Wagner and his followers with a bril-

liant force that did not solicit heed and yet compelled it. He discoursed

upon the patent absurdities of Italian opera with a nimble wit and an in-

cisive severity. Then he justified his preference for Donizetti and Rossini

with a readiness that made his past sarcasm on their modes quickly for-

gotten. And finally he delivered a eulogy upon tl|B German motive and

ideal in music which showed the fine liberality of a mind that recognizes

the short-comings in its own predilection, and foresees the ineviable popu-

larity of a more advanced and complicated sysv«m.

He had silenced everybody before he finished, but with the silence of

respect. He had forced even these petty triflers who dwelt on the mere

skirta of all actual life, to recognize him as not simply the comer from a

world which they did not care to know about, but from a world greater

and higher than any which they were capable of knowing about. And
finally, in the flush of this handsome little triumph, he made his exit, just

as the curtain was again rising, after a few murmured words to Pauline

regarding certain night-work On the New York Asteroid, which must pre-

vent him from seeing the remainder of the performance.

Nobody heeded the opera for at least five minutes after his departure.

He had left his spell behind him. Pauline at first marked ita cogency, and

then observed this gradually dissolve. The flimsiness of their thinking

and living returned to them again, in all its paltry reality.

" Of course," murmured Mrs. Poughkeepsie to Pauline, " he is a per-

son who writes books, of one sort or another."

" If they're novels," said Lord Glenartney, " I'd like awfully to know
abaout 'em. I'm fond of readin' a good novel. It's so jolly if one's lyin'

daown and carn't sleep, but feels a bit seedy, ye know."
" I fancy they must be rather long novels," said Sallie, with a drowsy

scorn that suited her big, placid anatomy.

" I wish he'd not run off so ; I wanted the address of his hatter," de-

clared the envenomed Mr. Fyshkille. »

" Or his tailor," amended Mr. Van Arsdale, with the auxiliary giggle.

" I guess you'd find both somewhere in the Bowery," pursued the

*«Tjo**j. iH.t. j^uMjutnxmacK., wito arwaya ssxtx x ^uess, ror x laucy , ana
had a nasal voice, and an incorrigible American soul inside his correct

foreign garments. • -

Pauline now swept a haughty look at Mr. Fyshkille and his two allies,

and said, with open displeasure :

" I suppose you think it an unpardonable sin for any gentleman to suit

his own taste in dress, and not copy that of some English model. But
your uncivil comments on Mr. Kindelon, before myself, his admitted friend,

show me that he might easily teach you a lesson in good manners."

All three of the offenders were now forced to utter words of apology,

while Lord Glenartney looked as if he thought Mrs. Varick's wrath great

fun, and Sallie exchanged a look of ironical distress with her mother, that

seemed to inquire :
" What uncomfortable absurdity will Pauline next be

guilty of r' .... B«t Mrs. Poughkeepsie and Sallie left their kins-

woman at her Bond Street residence that night with very agreeable adieus.

True, Lord Glenartney occupied a seat in their carriage, but even if this

bad not been the case, neither mother nor daughter would have vented
upon Pauline any of the disapproval she had provoked ^in them. She w«8

' ft power in the world, and near to them in blood, and even her folliea

the leniency of a Poughkeepsie.

after Sallie and her mother had said good-night to his lordship
•ad were alone at home together, the young lady spoke with querulous dis-

gust o( hta cousin's behAvioor.

" She will los^ caste horribly, mamma, if she goes on in this way. It's

perfectly preposterous ! If there is one thing on earth that is really fow,,

it's for a woman to become strong-minded !

"

Mrs. Poughkeepsie nodded. " You are just right. But she's her own
mistress, and there is no restraining her."

" People ought to be restrained," grumbled Sallje, loosening her opera

cloak, " when they want to throw away their positions like that."

"Oh, Pauline can't throw hers away so easily," affirmed Mrs. Pough-
keepsie, with sapient composure. " No, not with her name and her big in-

come. She will merely'get herself laughed at, you know-«?ica«aiii?r herself

most ludicrously ; that is all. We must let her have her head, as one says

of a horse. Her father wivs always full of caprices ; he wouldn't have died

a poor man if he had not been. She merely has a caprice now. Of
course she will come to terras again with [society .sooner or later, and re-

pent having made such a goose of herself. That is, unless .

.

" And here

Mrs. Poughkeepsie paused, while a slight but distinct shudder ended her

sentence.

Sallie gave a faint, harsh laugh. " Oh, I understand you thoroughly,

mamma," she exclaimed. " You mean unless some adventurer like that

Mr. Kindelon should induce her to marry him. How awful such a thing

would be ! I declare, the very thought of it is sickening ! With that

superb fortune, too ! I shouldn't be surprised if he had proposed already !

Perhaps she has only been preparing us gradually for the frightful news

that she has accepted him !

"

But no such frightful news reached the PougKkeepsies, as day suc-

ceeded day. Pauline went little into the fashionable throngs, which were

at the height of their winter gayeties. She soon quitted her Bond street

.

residence for good, and secured a small basement-house on a side street

near Fifth Avenue, furnishing it with that speed in the way of luxurious

appointment which a plethoric purse so readily commands.
" I am quite prepared, now," she said to Kindelon, one morning, after

having received him in her new and lovely sitting-room, where everything

was unique and choice, from the charming chandelier of twistetl silver to

the silken Japanese screen, rich with bird and flower in gold and crimson.

" Of course you understand what I mean."

He affected not to do go. " Prepared ? " he repeated, with the gay

gleam slipping into his eyes. " For what 1

"

" My salon, of course."

" Oh," he said. " I confess that I suspected what you meant, though

I was not quite sure. I almost feared lest your resolution might have

undergone a change of late."

" And pray, why ? " asked Pauline, raising her brows, with a little im-

perious smile.

" You have not mentioned the project for surely a good fortnight," he

returned. " I had wondered whether or no it had weakened with you."

" It is stronger than ever !
" Pauline asseverated. She folded her hands

in her lap, and tried to look excessively firm and resolute. She was

always particularly handsome when she tried to look thus ; she was just

slender and feminine enough in type to make the assumption of strength,

of determination, especially becoming.

" Ah, very well," replied Kindelon, with one of his richly expressive

smiles. " Then I have a proposition to make you. It concerns an imme-

diate course of action on^ your part. Have you ever heai'd tir Mru. luigur~

Williamson Dares ?

"

Pauline burst into a laugh. " No. It sounds more like an affirmation

than a name.. 'Mrs. Hagar Williamson Dares.' One feels like saying

' Does she ?
' Don't think me .irredeemably trifling, and please continue.

Please tell me, I mean, what remarkable things has this remarkably-named

la<ly doneV
"Nothing."

Pauline's face, full of a pleased anticipation, fell. "Nothing? How
tiresome 1

"

" I mean nothing remarkable," Kindelon went on, " in the luminously

intellectual sense. And yet she is a very extraordinary ' woman. At
twenty-five she was divorced from her husband."

Pauline shook her head'troubledly. " That does not sound at all pro-

mising."

" He was a dissolute wretch. The Courts easily granted her a release

from him. At this time she was almost pennilesa The question, as she

had two little Children, naturally arose :
' How are we three to live ?

' She
had been reared in a New England home ; her dead father had been a

man of extensive learning, and at one time the principal of a successful

school. Hagar had always had ' a taste for writing,' as we call it. She

began by doing oriticisms for a New York journal of rather scholarly ten;

dency, whose editor had combined pity for her. almost starving condition

H

I'

J
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with appreciation of her undoubted talents. But the prices that the poor

struggling young mother received^ were necessarily very meagre. She

became practical. She asked herself if there was no other way of earning

money by her pen. She soon discovered a way ; it did not require her to

know about Diderot, and Strauss and Spinoza, with all of whose writings

(and with many classics more of equal fame) she was finely familiar, it simply

required that she should lay aside every vestige of literary pride and write

practically. Good Heavens! what [a ,word that word 'practical' is in

literature ! You must tell the people how to bake a pie, to cure a head-

ache, to bleach a shirt, to speak the truth, to clean silverware, to make a

proposal of marriage. Mrs. Dares did it in country letters, in city letters,

in newspaper editorials, in anonymous fine print columns, in the back parts

of fashion and household magazines—and she does it still. For a nuiiaber

of years past she has superintended a periodical of the popular sort, which

I dare say you have never heard ofi- The amount of work that she accom-

plishes is enormoua A strong man would stagger under it, but this frail

- woman ^you'll think her frail when you see her) bears it with wondrous _

endurance. Her life has been a terrible failure, looked at from one point

of view—for it is scarcely exaggeration to say that had she not been handi-

capped by poverty in the beginning she might have swayed and charmed

' her generation with great books. But from another point of view her life

has been a sublime success ; she has trampled all aspiration under foot,

forsworn every impulse of [honourable egotism, and toiled for the mainten-

ance of a home, for the education of her two daughters. They are both

grown up, now—girls who are themselves bread-winners like their mother,

and bearing their yoke of labour as cheerfully, though not with the same

splendid strength, as she. One is a school teacher in a well-inown kinder-

garten 'here, and one has become an artist of no contemptible ability.

Meanwhile Mrs. Dares has not merely established a pleasant and refined

household ; she has caused to be diflFused from it, as a social centre, the

warm radiations of a sweet, wholesome hospitality. Like some of the

high-bom Fifth Avenue leaders of fashion, she has her ' evenings.' But

they are of a totally different character. They are not ' select
;

' I don't

claim that grace for them. And yet they are very interesting, very typi-

cal. Some shabby people meet there—shabby, I mean, in mental ways no

less than in character and costume. But the prevailihg element is of a

higher order than they. Anyone whom Mrs. Dares believes to be an ear-

nest worker in the field of letters will have no diflSoulty about gaining her

favour. I think she would rather greet in her rooms some threadbare

young poet who had published at his own expense a slim little volume of

poems possessing distinct merit and having received the snubs of both

critics and public, than welcome some rich and successful writer whose real

claim upon recognition she honestly doubted. And for this reason she

makes mistakes. I have no doubt she is aware of making them. When
we search the highways and hedges for cases of deserving charity, we can-

not but light upon at least an occasional impostor—to put the matter as

optimistically as possible. And now let me tell you that if my mighty ex-

planatory outburst has roused your desire to meet Mrs. Dares, the oppor-

tunity to do so lies well within your reach."

" How 1 " mid Pauline. And then, as if abashed by the .brusque

abrubtness of her own question, she added, with a little penitent nod

;

" Oh, yes ;
you mean that she has kindly consented to let you bring her

here."

(To be continvsd.)

EVENINGS AT HOME. ^

A HUMAN SKULL.

A human skull ! I bought it passing cheap.

Indeed, 'twas dearer to its first employer !

I thought mortality did well to keep

Some mute memento of the Old Destroyer.

Time was, some may have prized its blooming skin
;

Here lips were woo'd, perhaps, in transport tender ;

Some may have chuck'd what was a dimpled chin,

And never had my doubt about its gender.

"Did she live yesterday or ages back t

What colour were the eyes when bright and waking t

And were your ringlets fair, or brown, or black.

Poor little head 1 that long has done with aching 1

It may have held (to shoot some random shots)

Thy brains, Eliza Fry, or Baron Byron's ;

The wits of Nelly Gwynn, or Doetor Watts'

—

Two quoted bards ; two philanthropic sirena.

But this I trust is clearly understood-

:

If man or woman is adored or hated

—

Whoever owned this Skull was not so good

Nor quite so bad as many may have stated.

Who love can need no special type of Death ;

Death steals his icy hand where love reposes ;

Alas for love, alas for fleeting breath

—

Immortelle's bloom with Beauty's bridal roses.

Oh ! true-love mine, what lines of care are these 1

The heart still lingers with its golden hours,

But fading tints are on the chestnut trees,

And where is all that lavish wealth of flowers

!

The end is near. Life lacks what once it gave.

Oft death has promises that call for praises ;

A very worthless rogue may dig the grave,

. But hands unseen will dress the turf with daisies.

.

"
. . THB VILLAGE.

)

It is the last day of July : for a thousand versts on every side lies

Russia—home. The whole sky is a shadowless blue ; one little cloud only

floats upon it and melts away. A windless, sultry calm, the air like warm

milk.

The larks trill, the doves coo, the swallows sweep by with their swift

and noiseless flight, the horses neigh and crop the grass, the dogs stand

about, gently wagging their tails, but not barking.

There is a mingled smell of smoke, hay, tar and leather.

The hemp b ripe, and gives forth its penetrating but pleasant odour.

In a deep, gently-sloping ravine grow rows of thick-topped, weather-

beaten willows. Below them flows a brook ; in its bed the stones quiver

beneath the rippling surface of the water. In the distance, where earth

and sky join, is to be seen the blue line of a broad river.

On one side of the ravine are a number of neat little bams and store-

houses, their doors all carefully closed ; on the tfther side, half a dozen

peasants' huts built of fir logs and boards. Every roof is surmounted by a

bird-house on the top of a tall pole ; on the gables are tin horses' heads with

stiff manes. The rough panes of glass shimmer with all the colours of the

rainbow. On the window-shutters are vases of flowers painted in a very

primitive fashion. Before the houses stand heavy benches, with here and

there a cat curled up in a ball, with pointed, transparent ears ; behind the

high threshold is the cool, dark interior.
'

I am lying on a horse-blanket close to the edge of the ravine, amid

scattering heaps of the fragrant new-mown hay. The busy peasants have

spread the hay out before the houses, that it may dry in the summer sun ;

then it goes into the bam—it is delightful to sleep upon.

Curly-headed children peep out from under heaps of hay ; busy hena

pick about after beetles and flies ; a young dog is roUing on the grass.

Brown-haired lads in long white blouses, belted at the waist, and with

heavy boots on, are leaning against a cart tmd laughing together, and chaff-

ing one another. A young, round-faced woman looks out of the window,

and laughs half at the boys and half at the children frolicking in the hay.

Another young woman is drawing with her stout arms a great dripping

bucket out of the well. The bucket sways and trembles on the rope and

lets faU long, sparkling drops.

An old woman is standing before me ; she has on a new checked dress

and new leather shoes.

Three rows of large glass beads encircle her withered, sunburnt throat

;

her gray hair is covered with a red and yellow-striped 'kerchief, which

hangs low over her dull eyes.

But the old eyes smile pleasantly, the' whole of her wrinkled face

miles : the old creature must be nearly eighty years old. . . . Y et one ckn~

still see that she was beautiful as a girl.

The brown, claw-like fingers of her right hand hold a cup which is full

of cold milk, fresh from the cellar. The outside of the cup is covered with

drops of moisture. On the palm of her left hand she reaches out to me a

large slice of fresh black bread,—" Eat, and may it do you good !
" Sud-

de^y the cock crows and claps his wings ; answered soon by the bleating

of a calf from the barn. " I call that cheekey," I hear my coachman say.

This contentment, this rest and plenty in a free Russian village ! Oh,
this blessed quiet

!

And I think to myself : What is the need of a cross on the Church of

Santa Sophia of Constantinople, and all that sort of thing, that we city

people think so much of ?

—

From Tourgueniffi Poems in Prou.

kS OBIENTAL LBOBND.

Who in Bagdad does not know great Jaffiir, the sun of the universe 1

' Once, many years ago, when Jaffiu' was a youth, he was walking in the

neighbourhood of Bag(Ud.

Suddenly he heard a hoarse cry—some one calling for help.

Jafiar was distinguished lunong his companions for wise judgment and
lofty understanding, but he had also a sympathetic heart, and could depend
upon his strength. He hastened in the direction of the call, and saw a
weak old man crowded agaixtst the city wall by two highvpymen, who
were about to rob him.

Jaffiur drew his sabre and attacked the rascala ; one he killed and one
he put to flight. The old man whom he had saved fell at the feet of his

deUrerer, kuMd thehemrof his garment, and exclaimed, "Brave youth I'

your generosity shall not go unrewarded. I appear to be a miserable beg-
" gar ; but appearances are deceitful. I am no ordinary man. ' Come to-

morrow at daybreak to the market-place ; I will wait for you there at the

fountain, and you shall be convinced of the truth of my words."

Jafiar considered :
" This man really seems to be only a beggar,—but

who knows 1 Why should I not make the trial) And he answered and
said :

" Well, father, I will come !

"

The old man looked at him and went away.

The next morning at daybreak, Jaffar betook him to the market-place.

The cM. man was already waiting for him, leaning against the marble basin

of the fountain. He took Jaffar silently by the hand and led him into a

little garden, which was surrounded by a high wall.

In the middle of this garden from the greensward grew a pccuUar kind

of tree. It looked like a cypress, but had deep blue leaves. Three apples

hung from the- stiff, erect boughs,—one, a middling-sized apple was oval

and milk-white ; another, large, round and bright-red ; the third, small,

wrinkled and yellow.

The tree rustled softly, although no breeze was blowing. It tinkled

gently, as if it were made of glass ; and it seeoaed to be conscious of Jaffar's

approach. '

" Young man !
" said the old man, "pluck one of these apples, and know

that if you pluck the white one and eat it, you will become wiser than all

other men ; if you pluck the red one and eat it^ you ^ill become as rich as

the Rothschilds ; but if JOB pluck the yellow one and eat it, y6u will win
the favor of all old women. Decide without delay ; in one hour the fruit

wiU wither and the tree sink into the depths of the earth !
" Jaffar bowed

his head and considered, "How shall I decide," he muttered to himself.

" If I am too wise, my life may be miserable... If I become richer than

everybody else, that may excite envy, so I will pluck and eat the third

apple." He did. so, and the old man laughed with his toothless mouth, and

said, "Oh, wisest of young men ! You have chosen rightly ! Why should

you want the white apple 1 You are already wiser than Solomon.
" The red apple you don't need either

; you will become rich without its

aid, and yet excite no one's envy."

"Now tell me, venerable old man," said Jaffar trembling with joy,

"where the esteemed mother of our gracious Caliph lives." The old man
bowed low and showed the young man the way there.

Who in Bagdad does not know the sun of the universe,—the great,

the celebrated Jaffiir ]

—

From Tourgxieni^'a Poems in Prose.

IS FRIDAY AST UNLUCKY DAY?

Perhaps the world will never get over the idea that Friday is an unlucky

day. That the crucifixion occurred on a Friday is more than can be proved.

But admitting all that is claimed, there have been many events occurring

on this unlucky day that were decidedly the reverse of unlucky. Of course,

a long list might be given, but a few, connected chiefly with American
history, will do. On Friday, August 3, 1492, Columbus sailed from Palos

on his memorable voyage of discovery, and on Friday, October 12th, he

discovered the first land, the island which he called San Salvador. On
Friday, March 5, 1496, Heni-y VIII. commissioned John Cabot, and this

commission is the first English state paper on record concerning America.

On Friday, September 7, 1505, St. Augustine, Fla., wae founded—the old-

est town in the United States. On Friday, November 10, 1620, the May-
flower made land at Princetown, and on the same day the Pilgrims signed

the compact which was the forerunner of our constitution. On Friday,

December 22,,1620, the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. On Friday,

February 22, 1732, Washington was bom. On Friday, June 16, 1775,

Bunker Hill was seized and fortified. On Friday, October 8, 1777, oc-

curred the surrender at SaratogEL On Friday September 25, 1780,

Arnold's treason was discovered. On Friday, October 19, 1781, Cornwallis

surrendered at Yorktown, and the war for independence ended in complete

victory. Other events might be named. In the war with Mexico the

__battle of Palo Alto begair on FriHuy Hie nnrf.Ti-wPstpm hnnnilftry qiipH-

tion, which threatened war with England, was settled on Friday of the

same year. On Friday, the Confederates captured Fort Sumter, and pre-

cipitated the war for the Union. The Port Royal forts were taken by the

Union forces on Friday ; the battle of Pea Ridge closed on Friday ; slavery

was abolished in the District of Columbia on Friday ; Fort Pulaski was
taken, Memphis was taken, Fredericksburg bombarded, the battle of Get-

tysburg was ended, Lee defeated at Five Forks, the Union flag restored to

Fort Sumter, all on Friday.

—

Second Century.

ANIMAL gyiCIDBS.

ScorpioiiB are extremely prone to suicide when subjeated- to great physi-

cal pain. Place one within a circle of fire, and it will invariably throw
forward its tail and wound itself fatally, Seemingly preferring to die in this

way than to endure the torture of fire. Spiders and ants attempt the same,

tearing off their own legs and stinging their bodies. Crabs and lobsters

often throw off their claws and legs, and so escape, while some of the star-

fishes, when lifted from their homes, fairly drop in pieces. Such an occur-

rence is described by Professor Forbes, of London, and it has probably

been the experience of every collecting naturalist He says

:

" The first time I took one of these creatures I succeeded in placing it

entire in my boat. Not having seen one before, and being ignorant of its

suicidal powers, I spread it out on a rowing be&ch the better to admire its

form and colours. On attempting to remove it for preservation, to my hor-

ror and disappointment I found only an assemblage of detached members.
The next time I went to the same spot to dredge I determined not to be
cheated out of my qpebimen a second time. I carried with me a bucket of

fresh water, for which the starfish evinces a great antipathy. As I hoped
a luidia soon came up in the. dredge—a most gorgeous specimen. As the

animal does not generally break up until it is raised to the surface of the

sea, I carefully and anxiously plunged my bucket to a level with the

dredge's mouth, and softly introduced' the luidia into the fresh water.-

Whether the water was too cold for it, or the sight of the bucket too ter-

rific, I do not know, but in a moment it began to dissolve its corporation,

and I saw the limbs slip through every mesh in the net. In my despair I

seized the largest piece and brought up the extremity of an arm with its

terminal eye, the spinous eyelid of which opened and closed with something
exceedingly like a wink of derision."

In the island of Lugon, Semper found a snail that, did he atteinpt to

take it by the tail, would throw off the useful member and elude hiif'grasp.

The same is true of the so-called glass snake which often breaks into

several sections when alarmed.

PERIODICALS.

Thk progress The Continent is making thoroughly justifies its act in

removing to New York. The issue for January 2nd shows improvement

on all sides. There is a good display of advertisements, which means an

infinite deal to the eye of the practical publisher. The illustrations are

unusually good. " Lake George," drawn by Mr. W. Hamilton Gibson, is

simply exquisite. Mrs. Helen Campbell contributes a paper on Gray's

Elegy, the illustrations to which, especially that by F. B. Schell, for the line,

— " The breezy call of inoense-breathing mom,"

are at high-water mark. Dr. McCook's papers, " Tenants of an Old Farm,"

are remarkably instructive and entertaining; and they are illustrated ad-

mirably. Mr. Newell's odd story continues undeniably interesting, though

several -of the most important characters persist in talking most pedanti-

cally on all occasiona A decidedly good sketch, well written and wicy, is

that entitled, " McWilliams's Luck," by W. W. Howard. Excepting for

Miss Meta Thome's Christmas poem, which is good, the poetry of the

number is, as is so frequently the case with this periodical, very unsatis-

factory.

. MQWTT.T.rjLM'a LUOK.—BY WILLIAM WILLABD aOITABD.

MoWilliama was down on his look.

I do not wish it to be inferred from this that McWilliams ever had aay lack in par-

ticular, or was likely to have, as fortune's liokle wheel spun him away into the future.

Neither do I wish it to be thought thai he had been a victim of continuous ill-lnck, for

such, I feel bound to say, was not the case. His had been an indifferent, mongrel sort

of luck, scarcely equal to sudden flights of reckless sabhmity, nor mean enough to sink

to a comforting level of autual mental misery. A positive luck of either complexion

might have been consistent, but an indifferent, neglectful luck was dishearteniiig, giv-

ing the depressing feeling that the man was not to be thought of even for a plaything

of fate. For gome time it has been a matter of conjecture with uie whether or not Mo-

WiUiams would have succeeded better in early life had he recognized the indifference

of hia luck, and so set fate at defiance. Fate is bound to reepect the man that strikes

for himself, and if the battle be well fought, she will bestow upon him the sweetest

smiles of her daughter Fortune.

McWilliams, unfortunately, never recognized this. He had lived with the hali-de-

flned notion that fortune would some day turn in his favour, and that he would achieve

enduring success without much effort of his own. He followed this beUef with a single,

ness of purpose which, had it been appUed in a more practical direction, would have

brought his expectations to a realization. A blind faitb in fortune, or luck, even when
fortune is kind, is more injurious than most people imagine. Like a young woman
with a too-constant lover, fortune grows tired of her idolatrous follower and plays him
BOurvy tricks without limit.

Luck had played villainoua pranka with McWilliams time out of mind, and McWil-

liams had taken them so uncomplainingly and so good-naturedly that to all fair-minded

persons it seemed a distressing case. If McWilliams had known what pranks were

being performed upon the bridge of his own nose, he would have thrown the tiokle dirt

over his shoulder without hesitation ; but ire didnt^ know; and ho • kept straight along,

with annoying persistence, making luck into a sort of seoond-hand reUgion. There

was no missionary to convert him, and he swarmed along through early life half-

envelpped in a cloud of doubts and barbaric beliefs. And^he was exasperatingly good-

natured and courteous ; almost any one might impose upon him. This was illus-

trated in tlie battle of tlie Wilderness, when MoWilhams, after lighting with unex-

ampled bravery at the head of an assaulting party, rushed gallantly to haul down the ,

stars and bars that floated above the redoubt. He kept the enemy at bay with his sword,

while, with his disengaged hand, he tried to haul down the flag. He had nearly suc-

ceeded, when some one called to him, " Let the colonel cut down the flag I
" With the

instinctive courtesy of his nature MoWilliams stepped aside to see hia superior officer's

gleaming sword sever the cord that held the flag. Of course, the colonel got credit for

the deed, while McWilliams, who had won the ground by hard fighting, was un-

noticed. Aa I have said, almost anybody could impose upon McWilliams.

In saying that McWilhams was down on his luck, I wish to suggest that at the time

at which we make hia aoquaintanoe he was in the proud condition of having been no-

ticed (in an adverse way) by fortune. It seemed aa though ill-luck, having tomahawked

him for his own good, had scalped him as a cure against further conceit. It was high

time evidently, that the trodden worm should turn sea-serpent and swallow its tor-

mentor. Even a worm that has spirit enough to turn, gains the fear of some and the

reapeot of everybody. Fate would much rather notice a spirited worm than a cowardly

lion.

The favoured spot at which McWilliams was down on hia luck was Pithola. All

Americana, and a great many foreigners, that were ahve in the anmmer of 1865, will

remember Pithole. It waa at that time, and for a year afterward, the "eighth wonder

of the world," an excitable, erratic city, built in a day, worshiping the green flood ot

petroleum that flowed up from holes in the earth, and baptized in mud a fathom deep.

There haa been nothing like it in all the romantic history of the oil country since. Oil

waa discovered on the Holmden farm early in the year, and, before summer dosed, the

wooded hilla upheld an eager city, third in poatal importance in the great State of

Pennsylvania. It rose in a night, and Uke its heavenly prototype, the comet, blazed

forth for a brief aeaaon, and then went out. Perhaps there was a touch of destiny in

the name. It was joat after the war, when good names were aoaroe, and the new town

was allowed to name itself. A natural pit, or hole, in the rooks on the summit of a

*
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neighbaariag maiinUin, furaisheJ nMtsrial lor a title, and the town, with roygtering

indiSerenoe, adopted the saggestion.

The day on which McWilliams admitted to his inner consciousness that he was
down on his luck was Jauuary 29th, 1866. It was something of a comfort to him, even

in that ooadition, to kuow that fortane had deigned to notice him. He had drifted in

on that stream of meo fresh from the trenches of the hostile south, and, in common
with his neighbours, had invested his savings in what was then mere speculation. He
had leased a small tract of land on the hillside above the town, and started to drill

for oil. This was in the early snmmer, or spring, of 1865. Developments in the im-

mediate neighbourhood were so uniformly successful that McWilliams was looked upon
as a lucky fellow and future oil prince. From the awakening of this sentiment I date

the beginning of McWilliam's run of ill-Iusk, for at this time he was shamefully im-

posed upon by a young woman in Oil City.

The young woman was good enough in her way, but her way, unfortunately, wax

a little out of the orthodox line. Personally, and ko far as any one knew, she

stood without reproach, but her ideas of life, I grieve to say, were somewhat warped.

She was anxious (but, for the sake of euphemism, let us say'ambitious) to get a hus-

band. I am inclined to the belief that she did not expect to love her husband when
she got him, for she had had time enough on her hands to love two or three hus-

bands. It would have been an ea^y matter for her to get married had she cared

less for social distinction and a future free from trades-people's bills, but a praise-

worthy desire to shine as the wife of an oil prince caused her to throw a drag net

over the unsuspecting head of McWilliams. This net took the shape of a plausible ar-

gument to the effect that McWilliam's casual moetini^s with the young woman were

compromising in their tendency, and that, unless McWilliams was enough in earnest

to clear her name of reproach, he should leave the country until the'society of Oil City

forgot him. This was arrant humbug, as every hberal-minded woman in the oil

country will attest ; hut, as I have said, McWilliams was easily imposed upon. Like

a thoronjh-going oil man he refused to let anything stand between him and the oil

well of his dreams, and in a straightforward, honest sort of way, he married the young

woman out of hand. ^

Mrs. McWilliams ought to have been happy ; but if the unsolicited testimony of dis-

interested witnessnes may be allowed as evidence, it would seem that she was in a state

of constant dissatisfaction anl misery. With a wariness truly Scotch in its origin and

tendency, McWiUiams refused to launch into extravagance in living until the capacity

of the Pithole lease should be known. This vexed Jlrs. McWilliams beyond endur-

ance ; and it came to pass in early winter, when the lease failed to produce anything but

the driest kind of dry wells, that the indignant wife, declaring that McWilliams had

failed in his duty toward her, left the oil country to try her fortunes elsewhere. After

paying his wife's debts, McWilliams—now penniless and friendless—seated himself on

a stump ou the hillside above Pithole and admitted to himself, with a dull feeling of

satisfaction, that he was down on his luck.

McWilliam's luck had deserted him at last ! The hopeful man had waited a long

time for fortune's wheel to stop in front of him ; and now that it had stopped a flying

spoke had knocke<l him down. Most strong an<I bealthy persons will resent a blow,

even from fate. With a Scotch slowness to wrath—after picking himself up and seat-

ing himself on the stump above the town—McWilliams observed that his luck had

treated him cruelly. Sitting there, watching the busy wells around him, the pnSs of

steam that floated away like snowy banners from panting engines ; hearing the rattle

of machinery and the clang of busy hammers, and noting with sullen brow the pros-

perity of hundreds of men beside him, McWiUiams gave rein to his swelling temper

and with sturdy arm aimed blows at fate.

The process of it was altogether unrecognized by McWilliams. This revolt at fate

was in another form, but a renunciation of a religion, and the ultimate issue was neither

argued with nor questioned. The snbtle sophistry of nnknown argument within him

did not find its way to his hps. So far as can be learned his utterances were emphatic

and commonplace. " Well," said he, "I guess I'm pretty low down now ; luck's all

gone to thunder, and no mistake. Luck ? To the devil with lack I Who aaid any-

thing about luck ? There's no such thing. Hard work makes it—hard, steady, pound-

ing work."
The debate within him sent out no bulletins to the pubhc for several minntea. At

length, when the sun suffused his thoughtful eyes with golden radiance from the west-

em hilltops, McWilliams roused himself angrily, and with a Uttle " To hell with luck t

"

strode down to the town.

Fate must have paused in surprise to see its grandchild. Luck, so grievously flaunted

by a hitherto harmless slave. She must have respected him then, for McWilliams was

beyond her power. He had taken his destiny into his ovm hands.

The morning of the 29th day of January, 1866, saw McWilliams at work with a

shovel on the edge of his lease. He was digging a water well. '- Most likely find a

qnicksand or a coal bed here," he mattered grimly. '
' Drilled for oil and found salt-

water on the upper edge. Things seem to go by contraries with me." Luck having

no connection with this well, neither quicksand nor coals were found, but water, pure,

fresh spring-water, in volume sufficient to supply half the town. Later in the day Mc-

Williams pat into the well a box pump of his own manufacture, and with the help of a

dozen barrels and a few lengths of two-inch iron pipe establtehed the McWilliamB'

Water Works.
McWilliams was pretty low down on his lack at this time ; for he was less than a

hewer of wood—he was a drawer of water. In Pithole in 1865-66 the drawing of water

- was mocb mure profitable than it had been in ancient Palestine. In dry months water

retailed at 10 cents a drink and $1 per bucket ; but in the closing days of January

60 cents per barrel was the ruUng price. Even in the dry months there was little dan-

ger of a water famine, for, as the price of drinking water increased, the demand fell oS

to each an extent that O'Beilly, a saloon-keeper who had come to Pithole with a keg of

liqnor on his back and thirteen cracked glasses in his pockets, was enabled to buy a

diamond pin as big as a walnut and to run as the popular candidate for mayor. At

the time when McWUUams' broad back began to heave up and down with the motion of

the pump-handle, water was cheap enough to drink, and yet not too expensive for an

occasional cleansing of soiled linen ; so that at the end of the first day's pumping Mc-

WiUiams considered himself justified in looking forward to the time when he might put

in a boiler and engine and steam pump.

At the close of the second day McWilliams was so weU satisfied with his defiance of

fate, fortane and luck, that he determined to quit his boarding-place, and, for the sake

of economy, take up his residence in an abandoned engine-house on his lease. This

engine-house was adl that remained of his attempt to strike oil ; the derrick, boiler,

engine and other machineiy having been sold to pay his quondam wife's debts.

With the hands engaged in purely mechanical labor, the busy mind breaks away

from the menial ofiioe of the body and soars into a world of its own. The unthinking

hand plods on, the quiet eye performs its part ; bat the mind, roaming; at its wiU,

bailds castles, towns and oitiee, paints pictures in bright array at close of day, until

ambition, fiUed with light and hope, returns to ohe^ and soothe the wearied senses

that in honest labor wore the hours away. .Suddenly awakened from its lethargy, Mo-

WilUams's strong mind ran on before, and with a master hand bailt water works, laid

lines of pipe, and poured into the owner's pockets a stream of gold. The practical ont-

a6me of this hopeful train of thought beiiiame apparent on the first day of February,

when MoWilUams, after working-hours, began to dig foundations for the new boiler and

pomp.
"niose three (scape) graces, old grandmother Fate, her worldly-wise danghter. For.

tone, and her impulsive granddaughter. Luck, watched McWilliams with curious atten-

> tion that day. Here was a former slave, in defiance of their teachings, weU started on

the road to prosperity ; here was a case that demanded attention. If McWiUiams, by

sheer force of wiU and energy, could get along without them, they sorely could not get

along without him. They nual get him back in some way, and with this resolve they

retired to work out their plot.

The fourth day of February, 1866, will long be remembered by men that drill for

crude petroleum. It was the day on which Fate shot her last arrow at McWilliams.
Leairing the clumsy pump and greasy water-barrels in charge of an indigent negro, Mo-
Williams set off for Oil City to buy machinery for his new enterprise. Second-hand
engines and pumps were not plentiful, but after a tiresome walk up Oil Creek Mc-
Williams succeeded in purchasing what he wanted.

It was late in the afternoon when, on his return, he came in sight of the lulls of

Pithole. A towering cloud of smoke hung over the city. Holmden street was in flamese

TliB Tremont House, the Syracuse House, the United States Hotel, the Buffalo Hous.

and the Chautauqua livery stables were great blocks of fire.

McWiUiams hastened forward. His first thoughts wore for his pumps and water-

barrels. Of course, in their eagerness to subdue the fire the citizens would seize upon
his pump and use all the water without a thought of remuneration. In hasty or care-

less pumping they would destroy the well or pump it dry. Panting and breathless

,

McWilliams looked eagerly at the burning buildings. Only a dozen or so of frantic men
seemed to be near them, and no water was being thrown on the flames. The weU
must have gone dry I McWilliams sat down upon a stump and groaned. Fighting

against fate was a hard job, after aU. After a few moments he rose and resolutely

pushed on toward his lease. He would know the worst. The Scotch grit in him came
to the surface, and he determined, with set teeth and clenched hands, that neither fat^,

luck nor the devU could swerve him a hair's breadth in his purpose. He would suc-

ceed ; hell itself had no power that would make him pause.

But what was this as he climbed a slight rise of ground ? Three thousand men were

crowded upon his lease. Something unusual hod occurred. It could not have been
that the well had merely gone dry ; no one cared a'oout that. It could not have been

that the negro had fallen into a quicksand and disappeared ; no one cared about a white

man's life, much less a negro's. What was it—what was fate's revenge 1

The crowd pressed like madmen about the pump. Greasy drillers, with strong,

rude motions, elbowed aside less stalwart men and trod on the toes of finely-dressed

speculators from the Bast. Small men went down like straws in the crush and were

carried out half strangled. Employer fought with workman for places at the pump.
" What new misfortune is this ? " cried McWiUiams, as a man dashed past him.
" They pumped your weU dry, and— " The runner was gone before the sentence

could be finished. >

. The weU had gone dry ! This was enough to start with. What next ? McWiUiams
for<od his way into the crowd with fierce energy. Men recognized him 'and gave him

roo**.

The pump-handle was flying up and down Uke a runaway walking-beam. Then
McWiUiams, crowding forward, suddenly stopped. Something there—there where his

eyes were chained—sent the blood back upon his heart, and left his cheeks and Ups

like ashes. It was oU 1

MoWiUiams's luck had run on to its uttermost Umit ; it had done its worst, and here

was the result. McWUliams had pumped for water and found oU I The first of the

wonderful surface wells of Pithole had been struck. Did McWilliams care ? No ; for

in that trying moment, when the sun threw the radiance of that sparkling stream of

oU into his staring eyes, the Scotch perveraenesa held its own. He had done with fate

and luck forever.

'"Fore God, Massa," shouted the negro, as he caught sight of McWiUiams in the

crowd, "I'se po'ful glad to see you. I pump dis yer ting for de fire, an' de mo' dey

frows on de mo' de fire bums."
The negro was right. It wiU be remembered that the discovery of the famons sur-

face wells was due to the fire on Hohnden Street. In speechless amazement the firemen

saw streams of water turn to fire and go blazing heavenward. When it became kno'wn

that the water-weU on the hillside was belching forth a torrent of oil, the fire lost aU

attraction except to the hotel proprietors and persons financiaUy interested. For a fuU
description of the scene I cheerfully refer the reader to the flowing EngUsh of the Pithole

Record of February 5, 1866.

McWiUiams received this gift of fortune with snUen thankfulness ; much in the same
spirit as that in which an angry, wilfnl chUd accepts a favour that it has fought for. He
took what was given ; but there was no concession in word or thought. It was a part of

his resolution to take things as they come—he had already leamed to part with them as

they go ; which Was much the harder.

I need not detaU the events foUowing the discovery of the Pithole surface wells.

Having served their purpose these wells feU away to nothing. They Were bat the

heralds of that greater faU, in which Pithole itself went down into material ohUvion,

Flower and fern bloom and wave over its ruins now.
McWilliams sold hia lease when prices sat on the very summit of their wild glory,

and foUowing the line of development into other fields bought cautiously and wisely.

He gained the reputation of being a careful operator—a man who, leaving nothing to

chance, pounded away until success, through sheer weariness, gave up her store of

wealth. Fortune tried to play with him once or twice, but gave up in despair. Noth-

ing could withstand the careful attention to detaU with which he hammered away at

his own chosen ideas.

Mrs. McWilliams returned with the intention of setting up a brilliant estabUahment.

She went away again with a check for five thonsand dollars in her pocket. In exchange

she had given a written promise never to return. As I have snggeated elsewhere, it was
aneasy thing to impose upon McWilliams. A month afterward she was lost in a storm,

whUe on her way to Europe.

Last winter, while standing as an idle visitor in the correspondents' gaUery in the

Honse of Bepresentatives at Washington, I heard a strong, steady, familiar voice de-

hver a speech on the tariff question. The honourable member went at his subject ham-
mer and tonga, and by his dogged earnestness claimed the close attention of the whole

house. Something in hia gesture, in a forgetful moment, apun me back to the oU
regiona. It was McWiUiams !

As he finished his speech he saw me and hastened upstairs to meet me. His grip

was stronger and even more persistent than hia speech.

"How's your luck, McWilliams r" I asked, when the firat exploaion of good-wiU on
both sides were over.

*' Oh, hang the luck," said he, " I never think of it. AU the Inek there is in Ufa is

that which you can pound oat with your fist. It's hard work and plenty of it. But
come down to Willard'a ; my wife wUl be delighted to aee you."

"Tour wife?
"

" Tea ; not the first one—aha'a in the bottom of the aes, poor thing—bnt iSitm

Child ; she kept the school at Oil City, you know.

"

" What, the Uttle girl from New England ?" "^ •"

" The aame."
" Ton must have had luck with yon there, McWiUiams."
" Mo ; not exactly. She said it wasn't lack ; but that I kept at it so peniitently, so

perseveringly, she had to marry me. Bat come—come along,

"

And I went.

and even go to aiT absurd expense, to get the exact shade of some ttnearthl;f colour

which is the only one she will wear if it be a gown, or suffer before her eyes if it be a
carpet, a table-cover, a portiere. But when all is done, she spoils the effect of the one

by a crumpled frill, a bit of frayed ribbon, soiled gloves, shabby shoes—and th@ value

of the other is lost in the want of arrangement, the hoaped up masa ol lietereogeneous

waifs and strays strewed aU about, which gave one the impression of a Noah's Ark be-

fore the beasts had settled themselves in tlinir ro/tpective stalls.

Wherever our slipshod cousin pai<aes she leaves her mark as unmistakably as the print

of a birdin the snowor a whirlwind over the sand. In fact,she is something Uke a whirlwind

in little, and acts the smaU things flying and the light ones floating wherever she ap-

pears. She is not rude, nor coarse, nor uaturaUy noisy, but sho is always in a hurry

;

she never sees all round her, nor, for the matter of that, straight before her ; and she

has the habit, therefore, of bmshing against all that she ought to avoid and of knock-

ing down aU that is not absolutely immovable.
Our sUpshod cousin ia alwaya in that state which women mean when they aay they

•are " caught." Whenever people call, they find her unprepared and in a state of dis-

order both in person and in circumstance. This is partly because sho cannot be got to

understand the need of fixed times and settled places. If ^he has an interview with

her dressmaker she takes off her gown in the drawing-room and is fitted on before the

file—because it is so cold upstairs and she is afraid of taking a ohiU. She is sure no
one wiU come ; it is not one o'clock yet, and who can come at such an unusual time '/

But she forgeta that she herself appointed that lady who wrote to her about the char-

acter of Mary Jane to come at half past twelve, and that said lady may be expected to

tarn up at any moment. So she does, whUe our sUpshod cousin is standing before the

flre, with her old dress about her feet and her new one pinned on to her shoulders, and
ia ushered intarthe drawing-room by the footman—our sUpshod cousin having forgotten

to look the door or to say that she was invisible. Her untidiness and want of thought
cost poor Mary Jane her place, for the lady, who was a martinet with a tight hand and
rigid notions, was very naturally not incUned to take any one into her service who had
been used to the unending muddle of of our slipshod cousin's.

The saints of old, soUoitous to find such penance as should ensure their salvation

by the patience with which they endured their pain and the constancy carried to their

afflictions, never tried travelling with our sUpshod cousin. Had they done so they

would not have needed hair shirts, nor unboUed peas in their shoes, nor the "business

end of tin tacks" set up ou their beds to Ue on o' nights, nor any of the thousand uud one
ingenious devices for self-torture and discomfort by which they hoped to win eternal

bUas. The waya and works of our sUpshod cousin would have been enough. She is,

in fact, a penance in herself that can scarcely be surpassed. Pretty, good-tempered,

pleasant in manner, and by no means a fool, she is yet, as a traveUing compauiou, an
infliction to which a blister is an anodyne and a mustard plaister a compress of rose

leaves. Never by any chance in time, she is for the most part so late as to lose the

early morning train by which alone the journey could be done in one day, or the boat

which saUs only twice in the week. 8he has nothing packed when all the rest have
their trunks strapped and lubeUed ; and when the porter is carrying down the luggage

of the rest to the hotel omnibus standing at the door, she is kneeling in the midst of

confusion to which obaoa alone affords a paraUeL She has always twice as much to

get into her trunks as they will hold, at least with her mode of packing. For she does
not pack, she piles ; and then she wondera why her luggage " sweUs " as no one's else

aeema to do, and how it is that what went in so easily at home, leaving free spaces and
available margins everywhere under the packing of her mother, her sister, or her niaid,

is now absolutely impossible. It is as If her '
' gowns and things, " as she oaUs her ef-

fects, were like those Pharaoh's serpents in fashion a few years ago, or like an expand-
ed flower which no human ingenuity could ever fold back into the caUx.

When urged to seize that fast vanishing forelock and to get her things r^y betimes
our sUpshod cousin anawera with imperturbable equanimity : "Oh there ia no hurry !

We have plenty of time !
" When stiU further prodded, and your watch for further

emphasis, thrust before her eyes, she drags out hers from her bosom, where the chain

or the bow gets entangled among the pina which do duty for buttons, the buttona which
are weak alwut the neck, the hooka which waggle Uke Chinese mandarins' heads when
they are touched, and triumphantly proves that you are at least twenty minutes too

faat. For she is always about that amount of time too slow, and she wiU never be con-

vinced that she is wrong and that you are right by railroad time. At last when she is

got under way—with what difficult I .she finds that she has left something behind her.

This is invariable. Either it ia her purse or her keys—something of importance and
quite indispensible ; or it is a comparative trifle, such as a handkerchief, a pair of

scissors, or the like. In any case it is aomething.

Another of her peculiarities is, she never pays twice alike. Sometimes she gives a
frano where she ought to give five ; sometimes she gives five where one would have been
almost more than enough. It aU depends on her mood of the moment, our sUpshod
cousin <1i«H«ining those fixed principles by which the mass of reasonable folk are gov-

erned, and acting as the humour takes her in aU her dealings with her kind. Fortun-
ately, that humour ia generaUy good and amiable, else she would be indeed intolerab^.

A cieatnra Uke our sUpshod couain, peevish, complaining, quarrelsome, fault-finding,

would be aomething even beyond the patience of Job, the conatancy of sainta. To be
incompetent for her own part and then to throw the blame of that incompetency on
others, would be simply insupportable ; and, just as camels when they are overloaded
kneel down and die, so would the companion of a person of thia kind be forced to give

up and let the fates work their wiU. Bat one may love what one cannot respect ; aind

our aUpshod cousin, though a nuiaancs, an iniUction, a torment—what you wiU—has
L qaaUtieB of heart which make one forgive her defects of head, and " put up

with her," as the aaying goea, with what patience one can command.

From The QuMn we cannot forbear quoting fragments of a pa^er dealing

with "Our Slipshod Cooain." We commend it earnestly to all whom it

may concern.

~ The untidiest Uttle vailal to be found within the (otir seas, the stamp of disordar

was marked on our slipshod cousin from her birth. With an artistio saoM of what
is beaatiinl, and a wholasoma sense of what is right, onr slipshod oooain sontrivw to

be always in tlw midst of ngUtaess baoanse of disordar ; and to be always doiag misohiai
bacanae ol oagleat ol tiaus and inrgatfalnass ol promises. She wiU take infinite i

Thk January number of Lippimcotfia maintains the usual standard of

excellence of that magazine. Among the most valuable and interesting

of its contents may be mentioned " Lite at Oxford," by Norman Pearson

a paper which none will care to put by till they have read it all ; " Notes of a

Conversation with Emerson," by Pendleton King, a subject which cannot

fail to allure the reader ; " Matthew Arnold on Emerson," by L. J. Swin-

burne ;
" Healthy Homes," by Felix L. Oswald, and other well-written

and study-repaying papers. The fiction department does not lag behind,

and the verse by John Moran and Henry A Beers is in keeping with-the

general contents. Belle Osbourne contributes " £^w^i Ponoi, a Sketch,"

in which she desdnbes the coronation of K'ing Kalukarra and Queen

Kapiolani, of Hawaii : ,, , .^
,

On each side ol the paviUon stood a man burning a bundle of kukui-nuts wrapped in
/i leaves, which is on emblem of royalty, whUe rows of natives in black evening dress,

with smaU feather capes over their shonldera aud holding things that look like enor-
mous feather dastera and are oaUed habUia, were stationed beside the bridge. An old
woman in the aadienoe invoked blessings on the dead king in a shriU, monotonous
voice.

When tha royal party ware flnaUy settled in the pariUon, the band played " Hawaii
Ponoi," the national anthem, and then the chief justice administered the oath. The
orown, whioh vqposed on a silken cushion, was presented to the king, who placed it

on hia own head, bnt was obliged to screw it round several times before it could be made
to fit. Then a page bent tlie knee and'handed him the queen's orown. A maid of

honqjar tamovsd a smaU coronet from har majesty's head, and in s<> doing displaoad a

considerable portion of the royal Irizzea. The king then placed the crown' npon hia

consort's brow, but, in his agitation put it ou a little sideways, and the poor qua0n had
to ait with a crooked ueck during the rest of the ceremouiea to keep it from tailing

off.

One of the young men, squeezed in between two girls, brought out his guitar, and,

throwing back his head and glancing upward with that particularly sentimental air

which the player of this instrument always assumes, sang, in a fine baritone,—
Oh, the girl in the yellow holaku.

The girl in the yeUow holaku.

She loves me, and
inb«trae
To the girl in the yeUow Jiolaku I

Then they oU twanged away and played a nong composed by the king, " Adios, adios-

kh aloha !
" which is a jumble of three languages, to a sweet and plaintive tune, and

then the chief performer gave us a half-white song, so oaUed because haU the words were -

EngUah and haU native.

Finally, we turned into a long avenue Uglited on each side by rows of torches, and

drew up before a low gate, from wliich wo walked over canvas to the house. We paid

our respects to the hostess, a handsome lady, beautifully drossed, who had the tinge of

oUve and the magnificent hair whioh betoken native blood. From there we went over

more canvas to the lanai.

The larwi is a feature of tliu isliinds. It means either a smaU arbor, or a large floor

covered overhead with a roof, sometimes of ahiui^iisa, but often of vines or dried grasses.

The one we were conducted to was oanvosed for dancing, and had a roof overhead, and

opposite the entrance, in letters of flowers, were inscribed the words " Aloha nu'ne"-
(" You are welcome " ).

The veranda projected out over the ocean, and Chinese lanterns twinkled every-

where. An enormous punch-bowl surrounded by an army of glasses stood in one cor-

ner, and on a raised platform .sat four Portaguose, who contributed the music, aU

playing on guitars and keeping exoeUent time.

Between the dances we went out on the veranda, and, leaning on the railing, looked

at the sea roUing in over the ooral.reefs to our very feet. The air from the water was

(lellciously cool after dancing. Then back to the house, where supper was served under

some low trees, and we could look out on a weird cocoanut-grove, strange and fantastic

in the moonUght. Oh, Wai-ki-ki! tropical, sentimental Wai-ki-ki ! I wShdiil' if any

where in the world the moon looks down on a loveUer spot

!

Thk January St. NicltoUis is not so irresistible a number as was the

Deceml.er issue. It is entirely readable and interesting, but has less rich-

ness and piquancy than last number. There are also fewer i|uotable things.

Miss Louisa Alcott begins her "Spinning Wheel Stories" with a tale of

seventy years ago. TKe opening article is a Colorado story by H. H., en-

titled "Christmas in the Pink Boarding House." Mrs. Rose Hawthorne

Lathrop has a story with the happy title of " Fun-Beams." Professor Boy-

esen continues his " Tales of T^o Continents,' and Mr. W. O. Stoddard

gives the second instalment of "Winter Fun." "The Land of Fire,"

Captain Mayne Reid's last story, increases in interest and instructiveness.

There are verses by Mr. Joel Benton, Miss Helen Gray Cone, and others.

A new :md excellent feature is the " St. Nicholas Almanac," begun in this

number. Therefrom we quote the following fable with many morals—
THE FOX AND THK HEN.

" How big a brood shall yon have this year, madam ?" said the Fox to the Hen, one

cold winter evening in the bam-yard.
" What's that to you ? " said the Hen to the Fox.
" Supper I

" replied the Fox, promptly.
" WeU, I don't know," aaid the Hen, in reply ;

" I may have ten ; But 1 never count

my chickens before they are hatched."
" Quite right," said the Fox, "neither do I ; and, as a hen in the present ia worth

ten chickens in the future, I will eat you now." So saying, he carried her off.

The next morning the farmer, seeing the tracks of the fox in the snow, took his gun

and went out and shot him. "Alas !
" said the Fox, "I shoiUd have waited tor the

ten chickens ; there is no snow in summer time."

BOOK NOTICES.

RHC0LLBCT10S3 OP Dantb Gabhiel Rosetti. By T. Hall Caine. Boston :

Roberts Bros.

'

This is a book, which from one point of view possesses much the same

kind of interest as the lives of De t^uincey and Coleridge. Each is the

history of a man of genius, who became the slave of a drug. But the

cases are not exactly parallel. The two elder writers took to opium to re-

lieve pain and on account of its exhilarating qualities ; Rosetti took to

chloral to induce sleep. The effects of opium are well known; chloral,

though it did not impair Rossetti's intellect, or especially lessen his power

of doing work, rendered him excessively nervous, made him the prey of

misconceptions as to the acta and intentions of his liest friends, and shortened

his life by many years. The use of some sedative wits rendered necessary,

and its injurious results increased, by his mode of life. His hour for going to

rest, or rather for taking his first dose of chloral, was four in the morning.

He took no exercise. He seems to have been almost insensible to the

charms of an out-of-door existence. He felt no desire to travel For a

great artist, whose special excellence was his mastery of colour, he was

wonderfully inappreciative of the charms of fine landscapes Of that love

of rural scenery which has been a marked characteristic of nearly every con-

siderable English poet during the last one hundred years, he was almost

wholly destitute. He was essentially a denizen of the town. Towards

the end of his life he became extremely sedentary. For a period of two

years he seldom left his house, and never on foot. His secludetl way of
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living rendered it a serious trial to him to see a liew face, and so great a

shock did it inflict upon him to be taken unawares that his most intimate

friend was liable to incur his aversion by paying him an unexpected visit.

One might suspect that the morbid character of his genius was the outcome

of his peculiar habits, were it not that his earlier poems are marked by

the same idiosyncrasies as his later works. He, was a strange compound

of weaknesses and fine qualities. The romantic history of the book wtich

contained his first volume of poems in manuscript throws much light on

his nature. Strange to say, his wife, long before, he succumbed to chloral,

fell into the habit of using laudanum. An overdose killed her, and as she

had inspired much of his verse, he made up his mind in the excess of his

grief to abjure poetry and bury what he had written in her grave. His

determination was carried into effect. But after a time, when the reputa-

tion which his friends, Swinburne and Morris, had acquired, re-awakened

in him the desire to make his own powers known, he regretted what he

had done. For a long time he wavered, the prey of conflicting desires
;

but, at last, "after an infinity of self-communions," he decided to have the

book exhumed. While this was being done, he sat alone at the house of

a friend, anxious, and full of self-reproaches both for burying and recover-

ing his poems. They were published and brought him fame. Seven

editions were sold in rapid succession ; but it was long before their reso-

lute author ceased to torment himself with the thought that he had been

guilty of an act of sacrilege. J. M. B.

Thb New Song and Other Poems. By Mrs. W. N. Clarke. Toronto

:

Standard Publishing Co.

The above comes to us as a dainty little volume in heavy paper covers,

tied with red silk, with red-lined pages of liberal margin. We have not

space for an extended notice, such as the quality of this verse would warrant,

but we must express our unqualified opinion that the work is a genuine

addition to Candian song, an opinion which will be well supported by our

quotations, both here and under another department. We presume this

is a first volume. There is a marked absence of crudity and slip-shod

writing. The poems, as a rule, are technically correct and artistic in execu-

tion ; and a fine rythmical faculty is evidenced. But, what is of still greater

itnportance, the inspiration of these poems is unmistakable, the feeling

strong and delicate, the interpretive power at times subtle and always

sympathetic. We quote

DANDELIONS.

In meadows deep, till summer's fullest flush,

With bamished butteraps and clorer sweet.

Where co; wild strawberries into ripeness blash,

And eager children stray with restless feet.

The dandelions all at leisure grow,

Their silver; stems reach upward day by day.

Awhile a gladsome golden light they show,

Then change to filmy moons and pass away.

What need of baste ? The summer days are long,

A nd, ere the mower thinks npon his scythe,

Mid sunshine, hum of bees and warbled song.

The dandelion has lived its life, full blithe.
*-

THE WARNING.

"Oh, maiden, mind thy spinning.

And swiftly whirl the wheel,

Nor let that wistful glance, so shy,
'^~^ ^down the pathway steal.

Thou hast- the charm of spring-time.

Thy heart an opening flower
;

He doth but seek its sweet to win,

Doth woo thee for an hour.

To please a fancy flitting •' 7

Through all the wide world's room, .

Doth lightly stay his footsteps near

Thy cottage close abloom.

And reaching o'er the paling,

A careless hand anon
Will pluck sweet love, as 'twere a rose,

Then saunter idly on.

So, maiden, mind thy spinning.

And faster whirl the wheel,

Nor let that wistful glance so shy,

Adown the pathway steal.

T?n thread it all uneven,

And low the wheel doth hum ;

A 1'^^stl%ng in the alder shade—
The little wheel it dumb. ,

rrom Mr$. Clarke'* " The New Song and other Poepu."

We have received Mrs. Southworth's latest, and probably best, novel,

which she has re-christened " Ishmael, or In the Depths" (Philadelphia :

T. B. Peterson & Bros.) Its former title, that under which it was printed

as a serial, v^aa " Self-made, or Out of the Depths ;

" the change strikes

as a bold departure, somewhat. The story is pre-eminently Mrs. South-

worth throughout, sensational to the last degree, often stilted, and turgid,

and inconsistent, but certainly not' dull. The type is good and readable.

The work of a genuine enthusiast is this study of Walt. Whitman,

by Dr. R. M. Bucke, which comes to us from Mr. David fttcKay, of Phila-

delphia. Dr. Bucke is a Canadian, and we understand that this work was

written during a visit of the " Good Gray Poet " to Canada, when Dr.

Bucke had the honour of receiving him as a guest. The volume is a valu-

able one in spite of its unblushing hero-worship. Whitman's personality

is one which seems to justify either hatred or adoration, but which makes

mere contemptuous indifference ridiculous. Dr. Bucke courageously under-

takes the defence of the poet against the charges of obscenity which it is

fashionable to hurl upon him. We think the defence is adequate and sat-

isfactory, "while at the same ,time we consider all the sexual poems

most unpleasant, and most hopelessly unpoetical and inartistic. The

poems of Whitman to which exception is so generally taken, are the very

reverse of prurient ; unfortunately, their characteristic is, at the same time,

the reverse of modesty.

MITSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE TH0UA8 0BCHB8TRA CONCERT.

The mu.sic-appreciating people of Toronto who attended the concert

presented by the above orchestra on Monday evening, 7th January, in the

Pavilion of the Horticultural Gardens, owe the very great treat which was

afforded them to the enterprise of the firm of Messrs. Suckling & Sons,

upon whose individual responsibility the risk, which was no small one

solely rested.

We are glad to hear that financially they have not suffered, although the

margin on the right side was a very small one. The programme was ad-

mirably prepared, and embraced choice selections from several of the great-

est composers. The first number, " Beethoven's Fourth Symphony," in B
flat op. 60, Allegro Adagio, Allegro Vivace and Allegro non troppo, was

performed with exquisite grace, power and pathos. The simple but grandly

severe subjects upon which this master work is constructed and so wonder-

fully and beautifully worked out in logical sequence by the great composer,

the delicate decrescendoes and grand crescendoes, the intricate cross phras

ing of polyphonic writing, in fact all the demands which a great work

makes upon the individual members of an orchestra, were fully met, and

successfully overcome. Here was a subject given by strings, replied to by

wood, taken up by horns, continued perhaps by lower brass, and in one move

ment ; concluding most effectively upon the kettle drums—throughout the

whole orchestra, complete, no blurring of tones, no missing of beats,

nothing to mar the effects of a perfect whole. The second number on the

programme was the Scene and Aria—"Ocean, thou mighty monster," from

Weber's last and, Der Freischiitz excepted, perhaps finest Opera. This

grandly dramatic number was sung by Madame Gabriella Boema, who has a

^soprano voice of large compasff and dramatic power, and a tauitless methods

she was accompanied by the orchestra, and, it is safe to say, she did full

'
j.u8tIce^o the "author and gave entire sstisfaction: to the audience, who

twice recalled her. To these recalls, however, she responded only by an

acknowledgment.

Number three was the " Ride of the Walkyries," by Richard Wagner.

Ofthis strange, wierd, wild, uncanny, yet withal beautiful composition, what

shall we say % That it is of the very opposite school to the old classical

masters, ' of polished monumental grace and beauty, is strikingly

apparent ; those who heard Wagner presented by a competent orchestra

for the first time, must not suppose that this number is wholly a repre-

sentative piece of that great master. On the contrary, it is a thoroughly

unique specimen of the realistip ^chool. In the " Ride of the Walkyries''

one perceives in a tone picture the steady, onward, irresistible stride of

the steeds of Valhalla. This is represented by the under subject sustained

by string «nd brass instruments, while in the startling play of fifep, flutes

)^nd reeds one recognizes the pressing, urging, dashing onward, Walkyries'

in their furious haste. The whirl and swirl and whistling of the rapidly

cleft air, the very snap of the whips, all are suggested—nay, presented—in

this curious and wonderful tone picture. The second part of the pro.

gramme opened with a Scotch Rhapsody in three movements--!, Maastoao

e risoluto; 2, Andante dolente; and 3, Vivace. The composer, A. C. Mac-

Kenzie, a young Scotchman of promise, has shown much skill and mastery

of composition and of the resources of the orchestra in this rhapsody. Tak-

ing for the theme of No. 1, the well-known air "Scots, wha hae":—for the

Andante " She's fair and fause" ; and for the Vivace, a Hornpipe—he has

succeeded in producing an interesting work. The only thing which from a

purely musical standpoint is apt to militate against its perfect success is

the familiarity of the airs ; these, though rendered never so perfectly, will

savour of the common—although from the popular view this may be alto-

gether in its favour. Madame Boema followed with recitative and Aria,

"Non Mi Dir," Mozart's Don Giovanni, miseting with an enthusiastic

recognition from the audience who, as on the previous occasion, twice re-

sailed her, to which however she, property, did not respond other than by

a bowed acknowledgement of the compliment. The Scherzo from the

" Midsummer Night's Dream" was charmingly rendered, and, indeed, left

nothing to be desired. The concert concluded with the symphonic poem,

" Les Preludes," by the great master Liszt. Full of bold themes and tender,

id^ic dreamings, it is indeed a poem, the only part which produces regret

in the mindsof the hearers being L'envoi. Of Mr.^Thomas as a conductor

it is generally acknowledged by those who have played under his baton,

that he is a thorough leader, always collected and cool, never allowing him-

self to be carried away by ill-timed enthusiasm. He takes his tempos suf-

ficiently quick to sustain the necessary brilliancy and character without

confusion. And to the mind of the listener, at least, confusion is thrf

invariable consequence, when music of a complicated polyphonic character

is played too fast—an error into which modern vertuosily is too prone to

fall. There will, however, always be discontented people whom nothing

will satisfy, and the critics,—save the mark !—" those who have failed in

art," must say something adverse, or how could they sustain their repu-

tation for superior musical knowledge 1 And so some amateur critic who

perhaps cannot harmonize the common scale, must undertake to pick flaws

in the method and manner of a conductor who has had vast experience for

more than a quarter of a century, and whose ability has been recognized

over a broad continent.

would exchange notes upon- their productions, and if one saw a kindly no-

tice of the other it was always cut out and sent to him. Hawthorne was

by the others regarded as the greatest master of the English language.

Whittier describes himself as unlike any of the rest, for he never had any

method. When he felt- like it he wrote, and neither had the health nor

the patience to revise his work afterward. It usually went as it was origin-

ally completed. Emerson wrote with great care, and would not only

revise his manuscript carefully, but frequently re-word the whole on the

proof-sheets. Longfellow, too, was a very careful writer. He would lay

his work by and then revise it. He would often consult with his friends

about his productions before they were given to the world. ' I was not so

fortunate,' says the Quaker poet. 'I have lived mostly a secluded life,

with little patience to draw upon, and only a few friends for associates.

What writing I have done has been for the love of it. I have ever been

timid of what I have penned. It is really a marvel to me that I have

gathered any literary reputation from my productions.' Of Walt Whit-

man he remarks :
' As I only read books to get the good out of them, I

am not a critic, and I have lived too long to quarrel with a man over his

idiosyncrasies. I found some very strong things in Mr. Whitman's

book.'
"

Lord Lytton in the just-published life of his father says that " Falk-

land " is the only one of Bulwer's works which was composed without re- ,

course to tobacco ;
" and for this reason," continues the author's son, " its

composition was slow and laborious."

It is to be hoped for the sake of the advancement of musical art and

literature that some provision for a collection of works on the Art of

Music in the Toronto library has been considered when making purchase

of books.

I HEARD a quaint little story of a dear boy of eighteen who has been

much with Miss Terry and to whom she has often chattered no doubt as

she did to one of her own sons, one nine and the other eleven, but who is

desperately in fancy with her. The other day he sent a Inqst aggrieved

note to her, because before his face she called him a young gentleman—but

in speaking of him to a friend she called him a boy .' And this same

aggrieved " young gentleman " is he whose father gave him money for a

new pair of gloves in the morning and at night asked him if he had pur-

chased them. " Sir, I—no, sir ! " " Why not ? " calling him pleasantly

by name, for he is not only a dear boy, but a dear good boy. " Because I

wanted to get some flowers for Miss Terry and I thought you wou^n't

notice the gloves !

" '

We take the following from the Boston letter of the American Qxieen

:

—
^hat Irving, while he is socially much Rked, could have professional enemies

or^ther " disapprovera," is easily comprehended, but that Miss Terry

could be disliked for a moment in any way passes my undersUnding.

Seeing her at a time when the most remarkable woman - must be at her

greatest disadvantage—early in the morning, suffering intensely from

neuralgia, and anxious for her reception, one moment placed me, as hund-

reds of others have been placed, at her feet. Before she had risen from

her chair she impressed m"6, and before she had crossed the room to greet

me she had fascinated me, and I knew then the truth of her own just

saying that she has " not an acquaintance in London." Every one who

knows her is her friend, and though I am not at all given to gush, I can

say no less than that I think her the most weakly, womanly, strongly

sympathetic—magnetic if you will—and intensely exquisite woman I ever

saw. I am not fond of sesthetics, and I not partial to actresses, but I do

love Miss Terry—and there's the end of it

!

LITERARY GOSSIP.

The following report of an interview with Whittier, which we find in

the New York Sun, goes far to explain some of the deficiencies in the

Quaker Poet's work: "Whittier said th&t Hawthorne, Emerson, Long-

fellow, 'and himself had always been friends. There were no jealousies,

and each took a pride in the work and successes of the others. They

" The Bread-Winners " has been copyrighted and published in England

in due form by Frederick Warne &. Co. Consequently, no edition of this

novel can be published in Canada without the consent of the legal proprie-

tors of the English copyright, who have taken steps to protect the interests

of the author in the Dominion.

Mb. Oscar Wildb has nearly ready a new volume of poems. From

the rich promise of his first volume, we may expect in this new work a

great and genuine addition to English verse. Mr. Wilde is said to have

paid more attention to the "conventionalities of English morality" in this

than in his previous volume.

A Part of the " Mystery " of Dickens's uncompleted novel, " The

Mystery of Edwin Drood," will be revealed in the February Century by

Mrs. Alice Meynell, in describing " How Edwin Drood Was Illustrated."

Several of the unpublished studies made by Fields, the artist, for the story

will accompany the paper.

At the meeting of the Canadian Institute on Saturday evening, Pro-

fessor Ramsay Wright delivered a papej;^ on " The Nervous System of the

Catfish."'

THE TRUE METHOD OP REASONING IN SCIENCE.

The late Maurizio Bufalini, a distinguished Italian physiologist,

recorded in his will this result of the busy and thoughtful career of a man

of science : \

"The oonstant experienoeof my long life has fully convinced me di three great tmths

vithi (1) That »11 priaoiples of raasoaing oallad a priori are eutiroLy false, or at any rata

do not lead to the discovery of other knowledge, and that the philosophy called specu-

lative or dogmatic should therefore be regarded as impossible. (2) That only the

philosophy oalled expeninental la true, and ilhoold alone be adopted. The same is true

-ot the method which is called by the same name. (3) That nevertheless, before my ef-

forts in that direction, this method had not been generalized into a complete system or

body of doctrine which would enable it to be more correctly understood, and which

would also serve to explain complex oanses and the method of reasoning about them.
" Being thus persuaded I was compelled to conclude that the sciences had not yet

acknowledged the true method, had not yet invariably followed the true mode of reason-

ing, and had always left the way jppen to well known and obnoxious ancient errors.

From this it appears that the use of the experimental method has always met with

serious difficulty, and this I discovered was due to the habit of reasoning with words

whose meaning is not sufficiently determinate, as in learning language many words still

have to be used which do not stand for sensible and oonorete objects ; all which has

favoartd the birth and establishment of a mode of ressoning-oloseiy resembling thedog-

Dr. Bufalini has accordingly founded a prize of the value of 5,000

francs, to be awarded at an interval of each succeeding twenty years to

the peraon presenting the best exposition of the experimental method in

science, as a solution of the following problem :

" The necessity of the experimental method in arriving at the tmth and the relation

of all the sciences being assumed, it is required to demonstrate in a first part how far

the said method is to be used in'every scientilio argument, and in a second part to what

extent each of the sciences has availed itself thereof during the time that has elapsed

since th^ast competition for a prize, and how they may be brought to a more faithful

and complete obaervanoe of the method itself."

It may interest some of our"Canadian men of science to know that the

Royal Institute of Higher Studies at Florence invites a general competi-

tion for this prize ;, only conditioning that the essay shall be written either

in Italian or Latih.,

J&I££&£Ll;:u../
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According to Bradstreet'g, CVmada had twenty-nine failures last week,

as against nineteen the corresponding week of 1883 and four the corres-

ponding week of 1881. The failures last week were nearly all those of

small traders.

CHRONICLE OF THE WEEK.

At Home.—Another victim of the railway disaster has died during the
week. Prescott has voted to unite with the counties of Leeds and Oren-
ville. The civic relief committee of Toronto has $1,640 on hand. Con-
sidering that Toronto is regarded by so many of the enterpri.sing emigrants
from Ireland as a place where it is no work and all play, and the girls can
become fine ladies without wetting their fingers, the fund is not likely to

endure very long. The Shields libel suit against the Globe has failed

for want of prosecutors. It will be remembered that the Globe charged
Shields, who is a Govemment contractor, with having been in corrupt col-

lusion with the Ottawa Ministry, with having paid certain moneys to aid
the Government in their elections, and with having received beforehand, a
sufficient consideration for this course. Shields, on reading the accusation,
wrote indignant letters, declared he would take the Globe to court, actually
issued the writs, but now when the question actually comes up he fails, not
alone to appear, but to so much as press the suit through agenta Free
libraries have been voted for Berlin, Simcoe, St. Thomas, and London, but
Whitby, which is a city already wise enough, defeated a free library proposal.
The example of Toronto, it is pleasing to note, is being followed in many
prominent towns in the Dominion.- Biddulph has begun again to render
brutal account of itself. The Eastern Extension JElailway has passed
into the hands of the Dominion Government. The Toronto Electric
Light Company is fast winning a foothold in the city. The electric light

is used by a number of prominent establishments along the principal
streets, and the clear, delicate illumination, .so resembling an intensified
moonlight, gives a gross and brassy aspect to the competing gas. The
South Renfrew Liberals have nominated Dr. Dowling as their candidate
for the Local Legislature. The Governor-General, the Marchioness of
Lansdowne, and suite, arrived in Toronto on Wednesday morning, after a
delay of several hours on the route, occasioned by the heavy snow-fall.

The party made a flying trip to Niagara Falls, and also visited the chief
places of interest in Toronto. They attended the Yacht Club ball, making
an excellent impression upon all who met them. His Lordship was enter-

tained at dinner by the Toronto Club, and made a practical, manly, and
successful speech. He has evidently, from the frequent warm out-bursts
in his speech, the faculty of " thinking on his legs." Very many have
declared his speech to have been equal to, if not better, than any address
delivered uimer like circumstances by Lord Dufierin, who was nothing if

not profusely, promptly, and at all times and places, eloquent. The
" agony " in political circles in Quebec is now over. Mr. Mou-sseau has
escaped and been appointed to the vacant judgeship of Rimouski. Hoh.
Dr. Ross, who besides having a fairly brilliant political record, is governor
of the Quebec College of Physicians and Surgeons, has been called to the
premiership. The Reform press still continues to predict ^ collapse of the
Bleus as the ultimate outcome of the embroglio, but the thought is the son
of the wish, and that is all. Hector Langevin and Mr. Mousseau are
very suave politicians, and will do things smoothly, and, for themselves,
weU. The following appointments to the Senate have been made :

—

Mr. J. G. Ross, of Quebec, in the place of the late Senator Price ; Hon.
A. Lacostc, Montreal, in place of the late Senator Bureau ; Dr. McMillan,
of Alexandria, in place of the late Senator Brouse ; Mr. James Turner, of
Hamilton, in place of the late Senator Hope ; ex-Sheriff McKindsey, of

Halton, in place of Lieut.-Governor Aikins. The vacancies caused by the
death of Senators Hamilton and Gibbs have not yet been fiUed. A child

in Hamilton died from the effects of having swallowed a nut-shelL
According to Premier Norquay, Manitoba is on the verge of a crisis.

During t.ha pftoT vear. 1 10 ^H4 TWraons m^t<'l<lf^ in Pnnnrjn J,f\nArkn M
about establishing a soup kitchen. In the same city two female liquor
detectives are busy in helping to carry on the " great movement." The
Grand Trunk Company will be asked to pay certain claims of those de-

—

pendent for livelihood upon the victims of the late railway accident.

It is rumoured that Mr. Norquay is to l>e taken into the Canadian Cabinet
as Minister of the Interior. If this be so, Mr. Miller will probably suc-

ceed him as Premier of Manitoba.

Abroad.—New Orleans has no* its Cremation Society. Within an hour
. after the body passes into the hands of the incinerator, and while the funeral
sermon is being preached, the body is reduced to ashes, which ashes appear
on an urn prepared for the purpose. There is nothing revolting about the
ceremony. The Annamites lost at Sontay 400 killed, and 600 wounded.

There is rioting and bloodshed among the Wisconsin Indians. The
Pope will soon issue an encyclical regarding Catholics becoming Free-
masons. The French Cabinet is divided upon the Egyptian question.

Prime Minister Ferry thinks the present a goot! time for France to regain

her position in Egypt Some of his colleagues hold adverse opinions and
deprecate action in the matter. It Is reported that Abyssinian troops
have taken and sacked the town of Keren, slaughtering the Egyptians Who -

defended it. The Arab element here is greatly excited,- and a con-
spiracy is said to exist among them which extends to their fellows in

Cairo, Beyrout, and Ceylon. Contemplating an outbreak three Arabian
ex-oificers have been arrested, and evjdence establishing the connection of

others with the affair is in possession of the authorities. -The Chineie
in Hainan solicit imperial protection against the French ; and it is re-

ported that 2,000 men are proceeding thither.

PBOSPXCTUS OF TEE WEEK.

There appears to be in Canadian journalism a field still unoccupied,

which can be filled only by a periodical enabled to furnish at the requisite

outltiy literary matter of the best quality. This field is the aim of the

proprietors of The Week to fill. They will appeal particularly to the

Canadian public ; but they crave no indulgence on this score at the hands

of Canadian readers. They are willing that The Week shall be judged by

comparison with other periodicals, English and American, of similar scope

and price, hoping to gain the favour of a body of readers not limited by
the bounds of Canada.

The Week will appeal by a comprehensive table of contents to the

different tastes which exist within the circle of a cultured home, and will

endeavour faithfully to reflect and summarizo the intellectual, social and
political movements of the day. The man of business, whose hours for

reading are limited, will, it is hoped, find in this periodical the means of

easily keeping himself acquainted with the chief events and questions of

the time. »^
~-

Fiction, in the form both of serials and short stories, will occupy a

prominent place, and will be regularly and liberally supplied. For this

purpose the a.ssistance of acknowledged talent has been secured. Verse

will be welcomed as often as it is found possible to procure it of the right

quality. Sketches of travel and papers descriptive of places interesting

from their scenery or their associations will from time to time appear-

Critical essays and short biographical papers will also form features of

The Week. Current events, both at home and abroad, will be closely

watched, brought carefully into focus, and impartially discussed. It wil-

be the Editor's constant aim to keep his readers well abreast of the intel-

lectual progress of the age.

In politics The Week will be thoroughly independent. It will be

untrammelled by party connections, free from party leanings, unbiassed by

party considerations. The rule which it will adopt, of requiring every

article to bear either the writer's name or some note of individual author-

ship and responsibility, will enable it to allow liberal scope for the ex-

pression of individual opinion, and to present, as far as possible, the best

advocacy of the best cause. In Canadian politics its desire will be to

further, to the utmost of its power, the free and he&lthy development of

the Nation.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

The following are among the attractions which will be offered the

readers of The Week in the earlier issues :
-

"A BYSTANDER"
will contribute, at intervals, reviews of current events, especially of events

in Great Britain and on the Continent of Europe.

MR EDGAR FAWCETT,

the well-known author of " A Gentleman of Leisure," " Tinkling Cym-
bals," " An Ambitious Woman " (just completed in the New York Trilrwne,

and attracting wide attention), " A Hopeless Case," etc., is writing for

The Week a new novel, entitled. " The Adventures of a Widow." This

novel deals with New York Society, a field which-Mr. Fawcett has made
peculiarly his own. The columns of The Week will also, from time to

time, be enriched with some of Mr. Fawcett'a exquisite verae.

PRINCIPAL GRANT.

in a series of papers, will describe a tour taken by him, in company with

Mr. Sandford Fleming, during the post summer, over the route of the

Canada Pacific Railway. Dr. Grant and his party traversed entirely new
ground, by crossing the Selkirks, which have hitherto been considered im-

passable. These interesting papers will bo entitled " Down the Kicking

Horse and across the Selkirks." Dr. Grant will also contribute articles on
various important subjects, such as Indian Affairs, Progress in British

Columbia, etc.

Contributions in prose and verse may be looked for from J. E. Collins.

Joaquin Miller, Louis Honore Frechette, Dr. C. P. Mulvany, George Stew-

art, jr., John Reade, Mrs. Kate Seymour McLean, Miss Macbar (Fidelia),

Dr. Daniel Wilson, John Charles Dent, Wm. Houston, F. Blake Crofton,

G. Mercer Adam, J. Hunter-Duvar, R. W. Phipps, Wm. F. Clarke,

Professor Murray, Sir Francis Hincks, R W. Boodle, O. C. Auringer,

Mrs. J. F. Harrison (Seranus), J. M. LeMoine, Frederick A. Dixon, J. Q.

Bourinot, W. D. LeSeur, and many other writers of note. Art, Music

and the Drama will receive abundant and careful attention. There will

also be a series of critical essays on " The Younger American Poets," by

the editor.
'

Personal Intsstioation.
ManyVomlnent medical men have person-

ally inveattffated the Imthbnationai. throat
AMUIiXTNO iNB-n-ruTK and -jxpresH theniselvee
MttlBfled that the PhyeloioiiB comprlBiuR the
Staff are thoroughly quatlfled medical men ;

that patlento receive the latest and must
gcieutltlc treatment, and that the SpirnmH»r.
invented by Dr. M. SouvikIjI.R, Ex-Aide
SurReon of the French Armv, is really a val-
uable addition to Medical {Science. Anyone
BUfTering from Aethma, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Catarrhal DeafnesB, Consumption in its first

stages, or Laryngitis, should consult the phy-
slciaUH of the Institute personally and be ex-
amined ; it not, write for list of miefltions and
oopy of " International News, published
monthly. Physicians and sufferers can try
the Spirometer free. Consultations free. Ad-
dreM International Throat and Lnnq Insti-

tute, ITS Church Street. Toronto, or 13 Phillips'

Square, Montreal, P. Q.

aJIO. MacDONALD,

Babubtbb, SouotTOB, Etc,

—: OFF10B8 :

—

B<inity Chaiilbem, 20 Adelaide Street East,

laiojiUy. JIuney to Loan.

s
MITH, SMITH & BAB,

Bturistera, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
IlABKATT W. SMTTH, D.C.Ii. JaMBB F. SUTH.

GBO. M. RA£.

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Mumty to Ltnd. Offices—10 York Chambers,

No. 9 TonoNTo Stbebt, Tobomto.

-pAINLESS DENTI8TBY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and anrglcal.

M. F. SMITH, Dkntist,

266 Queen Street, Kast.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbnb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At his old residence, 33 BICHUOND ST. E.

Office /lours.-—9 tb 10 a.m.; 2to4p.m.; and
on Monilay and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to 9; Sunday, 5.30 to 6.30 p.m.

NORT:^ AMERICAN
LIFE ASSUI^AlSrOE CO.

(INCORFO&ATED BY SPECIAL ACT OF DOUmiON PAHLIAMENT.)

HEAD OFFICE, ----- 23 TORONTO ST,, TORONTO.
President—Hov. A. MAcKRNzrK. M.P., Kx-Prime Mlnistflrof Canada.
Vic«-Pre8ident»—Hoit. A.UoRRis,M,P.V., and John L. Blaikib, Esq.

Iflsnes fill approved forms ort>ife Policies and Annnities, and its specially favourable Ton-
TiNR and Skmi-Tontikh Invkh'cmkxt Policikr.

Its Commercial Endowment Policy meftts the wants of those needing the protection of In-
flnrauce only, avoiding the uncertainties of the Co-operative plan and the over-payments of
the ordinary system.

Agrnla nwntvd tn Hnr«pre*ent<id dlHtrlc^ln. Apply to

Wn. mcUABB, Toronto, Managing Director.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REQULATJONS.
The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along tho main line, and in3<mth-

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE. 1

upwards, with concUtions requiring cultivation.

A rebate {or cultivation of from $1.2S to Si.BO per acre, acconlint; to price paid for

tlie land, allowed on certain conditions. Tho Company also otfer Laud-s

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVJSlf SECTIONS
aloug the Main Line, i.e., the ««!(1 numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offoretl for sale on advantageous tenus, to jiarties prepared to undertake their imme-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment: ' '

'

Purchasers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the l>alance in 6ve annual instalments,
with interest at SIX PKR CENT. \^er annum, payable in advance.

Parties imrchawtng without Cfmditions of cultivation, will receive a Doetl of Convey-
ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Paynients may be miule in LAND (JRAXT BONDS, which will l»e acceptetl at ten
|ier cent, premium on their par value and accrtietl interest. These Bonds can be obtained
on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its :igencie8.

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF S^VLE and all information with reHj)ect

to the purchase of Lands, apply to JOHN H. MoTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-

p^. By order of the Board.

Montreal, January, 1884.

CHARrEM DRinrKWATKR.
Secrttaru.

CHRISTMAS A TTRA CTIONS.

A C. MoKINLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

121 QpnBOH 3tbbbt, - - Tobonto.

-|^ PEAB30N,

DENTIST,
No. 2 KiKQ Stbebt Wkst, - - Tobonto.

JOHN B. TTAT.T., m;D.,

HOMiEOPATHIST,
-UpeclBltloB—Dtseases atCtmoren andNervous
System. Hours—a to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; 8un-
ilay, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6,30 p.m.

sat A 328 J^BVIS SiBBBT.

TOBONTO AGENCY FOE THE SALE
of the Li«lit-RunninK "DOMESTIC,"

and'the Domestio Paper Fashiontt; mIho sole
a({enoy for Macrame Linen Throatl, Boft tinish-
e<l Cotton Twine, and all materialH used in
making Macrame Lace. Knitting, Wool,
Crotchet. Darning, Hand and Hewing Maclilue
Needles for all Maobinea for Hale.

A. \V. BRAIN, 98 Tonge Street

TTOBAOK F. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

to Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
Veeialty. Portraits of liotwis and dogs. Oil
painting taught on the ayntem of the Boyal
Aoademy, London, England.

FBASBB .ft SONS,
(Late Notman & Fruer, Photographers

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Pbotoobaphbbs, bto.

J. A. Fraaer, B.C.A. J. A. Fraser Jr
A, a. Fiver.

EUSSELL'S' 9 KING ST., WEST.
TOBONTO,. for

HXaR-OUUM WAT0H88 * JBWBLLEKT I

Watoh Bepalrlng and JewaUarr HauBf•»
tni»d to oidnr, speeial featore*. ' -*

Oharcw Modersto."

THBl PBB38 PBAI8E THIS MAOAZINB IN BVEBY PART OK THE WORLD.
" The best historical publication aver published in this ootintry."—Ooaion Home Journal.

" More original historical matter has been published during the Aix months in whioli Mrs.

Lamb has conducted this periodical than the publio has had in it for years. A feature of thi

growing subscription list is the demand out gt the oountry, notably iu England and Canada.'
—SpringfieUi Republioan.

" Its articles areoalcnlated to please and interest that mllllon-headod iniJUTldu<a popularly

known aa the general reader."—^eio Orleans Picayune.

" It is a brilliant illustmtion oi the tr»asursi< yet buried in the unezplorad sources o;

American History."—W«o York Independent.

Sold by newtdttUer* everyiohtre. Termt, %!> a year, or -50 ceiut a mniU>er.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

From the Sfail (Can.) Dee. 15.

Cfttflurh is amaco-pumlent discharge canse<l
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite ainceba in the internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. TbiB;paraBite ii
only (levelojied under favourable circum-
itances, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blightpd corpuscle of ubercle,
the germ poison of Byphilis. mercury, toxo-
notea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed pevpiration. badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poidons that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem*
bi;ane of the nose m a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these tferms, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the throat ; np the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
Ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;
usurping the jiroper stnicturoof the bronchial
lubes, ending in polmousj-y consumption and
leath.
Many attempts 4iave .been made to discover

:i cure for this distresstng disease by the use
)f inhalents and other Ingenious devices, but
aone of these treatments can do a jiarticle of
-jood until the parasites are either destroyed
)r removed frc»m the mnions tissue.
Some time since ii well-known phvsiclan of

forty years' Ktanding, ttSfter muohox])erlment-
infi, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail
lU absolutely and permanently eradicating
thit jijrrible disease, whether standing lor
one year or forty voars. Those who may be
lufferiug from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Messrs. A. H. DIXON & SON.
;»5 King St. West, Toronto. Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.

Magazine of American History
FOR DECEMBER.

FBONTihPiKCK. Portrait of John Page, first of the celebrated Page family of Virginia—from

a painting by Sir Peter Lely. London, l(3fiO.

Chbibtmah Time in Old Viroinia. John Ksteu Cooko. niustratinna : Old Bmithtleld (Chinch

—Portrait of Col. .\rchibald Carey, from a paiutiug by West -Rosewell, home of the Pages
' —Portrait of Governor John Page, of Rosewell, from portrait by West—Christ Church of

.\lexandria—St Pet«r'fl Church, where Washington was married—Stratford, the home of

the Lees^"Portrait of Judge Edmund Pondletou—Christmas Tree in Old Virginia (by Will

H. Lowet—Saratoga, Home of General Uaniei Morgan—Portrait of General Nelson—The
Nelson Home.

HoiiiDATB IN Eablt LotHSiANA. Normau MoF.*Walkor.

CmuHTHAS-TiDB IN CANADA. John Reade, F.U.S.C.

Ghbibtmab Season in Dutch New York. Mrs. Martha J. Lunb.
A HoBON Historical Legend. Horatio Hule. M.A.

CoLONBii David Crockett, op Tennessee. General Marcus J. Wright.

QtnviRA : A SuggOBtion. Dr. Cyrus Thomas.

OBiuiNAii Documents. Sir Henry Clinton's Original Secret Record of Private Daily Intelli-

gence. Contributeit by Dr. Thomas Addio Emmet. Introduction and Notes by Edward
F. De Lauoey. Chapter HI. Also, two valuable Original Letters.

Notes. Historical Societies in their relation to Local Historical Intorest-^Jr. Cary'sAnswer—

Martin Luther's Memory—Morse's American (ieography—Noah Webster's Love Romance
—The Nelson Homestetid—Death of David Van Aradale—Evacuation of New York—A Ven-

erable Historian -The 8tar-Spai»glod Banner.

guBRiEB. Origin of Aboriginal Dialects of America—An Old Clock—Is it the First Aiueriooh^

Coin?

Replibb. To be Prepared for War is one of the most elTeotual means of ProBerring Peace-
Note and Query—Sawng—First Money—Colonel Francis Barber—Qulsquising -Letter
from General Horace Capron.

SociETiBB. New York Historical Society—Chicago Historical Society-Maryland Historical

Society—Huguenot Society of Amorioa.

And numerous Book Notices.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, 30 LAFAYKHE PLACE, NEW YORK CITY.

What the Rev. E. B. Hi4vensrm,B.A..aClerfry-
man nf the Lrmdon Cmiference of the Metht^
dist Church of Cafuula, /»<m to sat/ in regard
to A.^H. Dixon dt Sun'a .Yew Trixitment for
Catarrh.

^

Oakland, Ont., Cjkuada, March 17, '83.

3fM*r«. A. S. Dixon fir ^on :

Dear Sirs,—Ymirs of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems alino.st too good to be true that
[ am cUred of Catarrh, bnt I know that I am.
[ have had no rotiim of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, sutfereti so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really I>etter.

I consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it wan aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I wotild require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cureil by the two sent me, and
i am thankful that I was everinduced to send
to you.
You are at liberty to use this letter stetini;

that I have been cured at two tre^tmentB. and
[ shall gladly recommend ynnr remedy to
iome of my friends who are suffororm.

Yonrs. with many thanks,

"Hev. E. B. Stbvbnbon.

ECENT PAMPHLETS.D ECENT PAM

••A Pleu tor Popiilfir Instruction in

tlie Evidences ot Cliri^ tianity,^'

tly Rev. James Middlemi&s, Elora. Price lo cents.

" A well-reasoned, w«Il-written. and conWDcinc
vssAy, which cannot fail to be of service." —Prvslyit-
rian Record.

*' We can very highly recommend this essay. It is

iltosether timely, .lod it is written with depth, acute-
aess, and discrimination. It clearly, points out the
way in which eame-it minds, of every class, may at-

tain to the auurance that God hath indeed <^poken to
us by His Son from heaven "

—

Pkincipai. Caven,
^ PrtsbyUriaH.

JudfU^ent,"

A Lecture delivered «t the close of the sesnon of
Ki»ox College on 7th April. 1680. by the Rev.
Prof. McLaren. 24 images. Price 10 cents.

Alecture by Rev. Piof. McLaren, Price locents.

"The more extended circulation which will thus
t>e eiven to it is not greater than it deserves."

—

Can-
ada Prttbyiiritm,

^* Hlndrajices &Bd Helps to the
Spre&d oi Presbyierisbnism,^'

Efy^Rev. D. H MacVicar. LL.D. Price 10 cents
or $6 per 100.

"It shonid b« read by every Presbyterian in the
\^n^"—B»wmanvilU Statesman

"Worth a score of pastoral letters*"

—

Rtv, David
Wukart. ' ^

" Qear in thought, correct in expreiEuon, and Co-

gen^ in argument and appeaL**

—

Halifax ChromcU.

**DoctriBes of the Plymouth
Bri^thren,'^

By Rev. Prof.Crotker7,M. A.,Magee College, Lon-
donderry. Price 10 cents*

'* AcomprehentiTa and vefT complete ejnposition

in short space of the errors of Plymouthism. —Cam-
adMPr$*h¥t*rimM,

Mailtdto any address post free, on receipt ofprioe

a BLACKKTT ROBINSON,
S Jonlao Street, Toronto.
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CANADA, SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO. ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
MANUrACTnaHBB OF THB

" LILY WHITE " FLOATINa SOAP,

QUEEN-8 OWN PERFECTION SOAP,

ENOUSH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHKB CELBBRATBD BBAND8 OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
ITulIins Soap's,

——- Toilet Soa.pa,
iV.iiiline Dyes.

THE H:OUI^.

K8TABLIBHED 1880.

PUBLISHED BYERY SATURDAY.

SINOLB COPIES, 10 CBNTS.

SEKD FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and Oil Works,

Office : Works :

70 Fbont St. East, | Dkfbixs Stbeit,

TOKONTO.

Business Education
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

at the

BRITISH AMERICAN

^BUSINESS COLLEGE,

PRACTICAL BOOK-KEEPmO,
MENTAL ARITHMETIC,

COMMERCIAL LAW,

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the greatest saocegs with

pupils, and have received the highest enco-

ninms from the leading basiness men.
For descriptive catalogue, address

Thb Szcbeiabt,

TORONTO.

ROYAL HOTEL, NEWCASTLE.

Sl.OO T»EH DA-Y.

Fine Sample and Sitting Booms. Brick
Boose. Every Convenience.

JOHN GLENDINING. Proprietor.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBOKNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELURS' HEAO-QUARTERS.

This HouBO hat) all the latest Improvements.
Good Sample Kooms, excellent cuifline.

Terms, $1.00 per day.

Wk. Males, Clerk. Albbbt Gebman, Mangr.

C~
ENTBAL HOTEL, OSHAWA.
Fine Sample Kooms. First-class Table.

Brick House ; Comfortable Booms.

JAB. COOnnAXE, / ropfi«>«r .

^^iBION AND OXHEB FOBUS

— BT—

Chable$ G. D. Roberts,

Square 12ino. Cloth, - - $1.00.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT ft CO.,

715 ft 717 Market Street,

Philadelphia

T10 SUBSCBIBEBS !

Those wishing to keep their copies of The
Wekk in good condition, and have them on
hand for reference, sboiild use a Binder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid.

These Binders have been made expressly
for Thb Wkbe, and are uf the best maaufao-
tare. Tfie papers can be placed in the Binder
week by week, thus keeping the file complete.

Address—

OmoB or The Wekk,
Jordan Street, Toronto.

Annual Subscription, including postage,

VIVE DOE.I.ABI*.

^DVERTISINO JIaTKS.

Oiitside Pages, - - 25 cents a line.

Inside Pages, - • -15 cents a line.

Advertisements are measured in Nonpareil,
twelve lines to the inch.

Advertisements received for " The Hour,"
by the leading Advertising Agents in

the United States and British America,
and by

Messrs. G. STHmtr A Co.,
30 Cornhill, London, England.

Messrs. Fbed'k L. May A; Co.,
1.59 Piccadilly, London, England.

The Hour Publishing Co.,

40 aad 49 BROADWAY, - IfEW YORK'.

THE CRITIC !

A BBTIEW of

LITERATURE, THE FINE ARTS,

SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA.

J. L. 4 J. B. GlLDBB, Editobs.

CONTSIBUTOBS.

H. H. BotbseS, John Burroughs, F. Afarion
Crawford, George Wm. Curtis, Edward Eggle-
ston. Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, O. B. Frothingham,
H. H. FnmesB, Sidney Howard Gay. R. W.
GUder, Edmund W. Gosse, W. B. Griiais, E. E.
Hale, Joel C. Harns, " H. H.," Dr. O. W,
Holmes, Julia Ward Howe, D. G. Mitchell,
Bev. Dr. B. H. Newton, W. J. Bolfe, Dr. Philip
ScbaS, E. 0. Stedman, B. H. Stoddard, Prof.
W. G. Sumner, Edith M. Teomas, Charles
Dudley Warner, Walt Whitman, Prof. W. D.
Whitney, Prof. C. A. Young.

Sin^e Copies, 10 cents ; $3 a year, in advance.

90 Lafayette Place, New York.

Forney's Progress !

Pboobbss ii unique in joumaliBm. No other
Sablication in the world occapies a sfmilar

elii. While it notes all social events of Im-
portance, at home and abroad, it is not a
mere record of the movements in fashionable
life. It treats pithily of all subjects of inter-
est to educated and ciUtured taste. Litera-
ture, art. music and the drama have attention
in every number. It is not a political journal,
but it never hesitates to express its opiuions
upon poUtioal questions, and these opinions
are strictly in<£Bpendent of all cUques and
parties.
The aim of the management will be, as

heretofore, to have Pboobbss a bleasant
paper. It may b« need«d to make publio the
disagreeable happenings of life, but that Pbo-
obbss leaves to others, and goes forth greet-
ing ererybody cheerily and happily, and with
bright good nature.

PROGRESS,
Printed WtetlD by the FORNEY PUB. CO.

70a OHBSTNUT STRBBT,
(M FU>OB.) PHILADKLPHIA.
Terms $3.90 per year, in advance, laolndinc

postese.

J. W. WOHSmi, W, W. RBITZBL,
tIMtar. Btainete Itanager.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO.,

AND

Spirit Merchants

family trade a specialty.

WINES, SPIRITS, de., CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEQ

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

10. 12, 14, 16 & 18 King Si West,

TORONTO.

BSTABI.IS;|SD 1839. 304 Yonsre Street

ISiOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMFOHIUM.
New stock of next season's Wall Papers just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-
markably low figures. Calsominiug, Paper-
Hanging, Glazing, Re-Glaziug and Fainting
done to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,
etc., atHowest prices. A call solicited.

GOOD LITERATURE.
A Literary and Eclectic Weekly, ^

SUBSCHIPTION PeICB, - - $1.50 A Yk^B.

It gives the beat articles from the English
periodicals ; reviews of the leading new books,
with extracts from them ; full literary Intelli-
gence, and questious and answers on a multi-
tude of topics relating to books and reading,

" One of the most valuable of .our weekly
literary journals. Its selections made with
excellent judgment and its criticisms of cur-
rent literature crisp and satisfactory.—Our
Continent.
Sent 10 cents for three Specimen copies and

Descriptive Premium List.

THE GOOD LITERATURB FTTBLISHINO CO.,
18 & 30 AsTOB Place, Nbw Yobk.

LENOX PENS!
A CoMPLCTB Series in Twelve Nombess,

From which every writer can select THE
BEST PEN for his or her peculiar style of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mail to a.ny address for ten cents.

Taintob Bros., Merbill & Co.,

18 ft 20 ASTOB Flaob, Nbw Yobz.

EVERY WOMANOF REFINEMENT
SHOULD HATB THB

AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HER PARLOUR TABLE.

Under the new management ip*eat Improve-
ments are beint; constantly introduced,

making it without dispute thk
JoDBNAL OF Polite Society.
A special feature of in-

terest is offered ija

the series of

SOCIETY PORTRAITS
Just begun. Among the fftoee already pre-
sented by Fowler's able pencil are those of
the

PSOrCISB OF waiss.
LADY LASSDOVrVS,

KBS. COBinrAIUS WIST,
LADY CHnBCHHiIi, and the
HOV.'XBS. BDBXX-BOCBZ.

MDSI6 AND DRAIA.
J/draeUom for the week commencing

MONDAY, JAN. Md.

TORONTO.
IQBAND OPERA HOUSE,

OLIVBB DOUD BYBON.
AU Week.

HOBTICULTrrBAL GABDENS.

Caledonian Society's Concert.
On Friday, asth Jiumary,

THE WEEK.
Single oopies sold, and snbsoriptionB taken

by the following foreign agents

:

New Vmk,
J. W. Bbbntaro, 39 Union Square,

E. P. DuTTOH(t Co.

Cdpflcs Ufhah & Go. , Old Comer Book
Stand.

Phtladeli^Ua,

W. B. Ziibsb, Comer 3rd and Walnut St.

Pibbob & Shtdbr, 122 Dearborn Street.

WaeUagtea,
Bbbntano & Co,

n«vr Orlftans.

G. F. Whabton, 5 Carondelet Street.

M. V. TROMAg.

Ambbicah Exchahoi, 449 Strand ; B. F.

STxrans, 4 Trafalgar Sqoare.

Parle,

Gauohani's, 224 Bne de Bivoli.

YEARLY SVBSCRIPTION,
FOUR DOLLARS.

Single copies mailed at 10 cents eaoh,

ERNEST F. BIRMTnGHAM & CO.,
Proprietor*,

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.

Office of the A^uotxi AntoU>gia.

THE LITERARY WORLD.
Choio* Beadinge from the Beet New Booke

and Critioal Bevietoe.

Fortnightly. CBoston, Uasa.: Edward Ab-
bott, editor; E. H. Hames & Co., publish-
ers. Quarto, 10 pp. Price C2 per year.]

This journal is becoming so well known for
the excellent quality of its average make-up,
that it deserves to become yet wider known,
that its quality and amount of work may be
even greater than now; and it is with the
hope <rf introducing it to now aoqnaintaneeB
to this end, that we give it this general re-
View. Elfltablished nearly fourteen years ago
by the late Mr. Samuel B. Crocker, as a
monthly literary journal, it passed in April,
1877, under the management of the publish-
ers above-named, Edward Abbott, a widely-
known writer, assuming its editorial control.
In his hands it has continued to inorease in
publio appieoiation and lltwaiy value; and
with the Deginning of 1679 itm puDlioatton was
changed to a fbrtmghtly issue, the same gen-
eral form and appearanoe being retained.
It may be briefly described as a purely

literary review. Each number opens with
quite lengthy notices of the f^'eshest and most
Important books, frequently from the hand
of a specialist, followed by minor notioes of
works of fiction, or those of less Impcortanoe.
Editorials on a great range of onrrent topios
of literary interest next follow, suooeedea by
departments of liiterary Fersonida, sketdies
of noted authors of the time, News and Notes,
etc. Of chiafest valne among these depart-
ments, perhaps, are those at "Notes and
Queries.^' upon a great variety of topios of in-
terest to writers and readers, usnaify extend-
ing to two or three columns : and "ffliakee-
peariana" — the lattiMr edited by lEr. W. J.
Bolfe. the eminent FlhnknepeenMi aoholnr»
and frequently occupying a init^ P^Vk
Often articles of mnob hlstoiiOH yalne are

given, as notably those by Mr. Justiii Wlnsor,
on the pubUo and private libraries of the
early days of Amerioao letters, of whleh sev-
eral have wpeared in late isenes. The Jow
nal seems admirably well balanoed In sll its
depaftm«nts. and it is always a pleacora to
opSn its bright, modest pagMhm simnda^ of
good sobolenhip, eearenil editing • ohoioe
variety of oontrate, and with no ngn of ped-
antry, no "slashing" oltioiBms, and no on
kindly tone.^Ara4«ie Pormmr.

B. H. HAMBB A 00., PuBZ«l0HHBft,

1 Somerset Stoeet, Boston, Hue.
1^ Send /br a Bfeeimen Oop^^
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single Cqplee, 7 cents.

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER. tfee alliance, we believe, is to wield explosives^systematieall^^gaini^—

Topics OF Thb WEEK "™- ^^^ Emperor William and the unhappy Czar. It augurs well for theHB BEK .,... ;,
, _ jjg spread of a truly cosmopolitan spirit when we observe the tinselfish readi-

OONTBIBUTXD ArTIGLBS ,-. „«««. ...:j.t. ™L* L it_ i • * .
*

current Events and oniuion, 7i^::i:,;^
'^^ dynamiters of two snoh widely separate countries as

iSlland'sVdUt coiotj"."..'!.?!^.^.'!*.'"''
*"* ^''^'''''' '*° '^''^''^''••%^^ ^'^'""'^ "'"^ ^"^^'^ ""''« ^°'' '^e deliverance of a third nation from the in-

^OFBN LBTTERs ^ „ ;..,.,....,,....,...,..

.""^
„„

toleHible bonds of law and order. We doubt if Mr. Pamell and the other -
A Bystander on the Trades' Congress .ZZZ^2i"ZZZ^^Wm^o>bo,^. leaders of the Irish Nationalists will congratulate themselves upon this

^VredF.jury. Nihilist addition to the already rather unmanageable tail of their part;y.COBBSSPONnBNua
, „ im I 1^

^^

Joaquin Hiller's Letter,
- —'

'^

LiTBBATOBB ^..:.....,.^^--'--^.^.^.^:^.«^Z^Z^^.^. iffl
^^ ^^^ ^^^'' "^ *^® announcement of this alliance comes the news that ~

fh^Adventuriiofa widoV.V.V.V.V;"' i'^a^^^i^
^"'"'* Bismarck has been officially notified of the existence of a deep-laid

After Beading Arnold's "Sohrab and Bnstum" ./....'.'....'..>rom " r/w (wtie.'- plot against the Czar and Czarevitch. If any Irish dynamiters be con-ETBKINaS AT Home ,» '

'

J • i.l_.

.^J'l.ciuii.cja un \.U11

Thb Pbbwdioam Z Z.ZZ.ZZZ'ZZIZZr"'''.
' m °®"*®° "* *'"''' '^® ™^^ »*^«'y Predict that none, at least of Mr. Rossa's

"""i^ v?."!^? :;"i '^^ZZZZZZZ m private brigade, will be found to have gone into anything so perilous as a
Nohl's"Wagner."~Bunner'» "A Woman of Hononr."-Minor Notices. rl^nomit^ «,.o.«.*,V„ Jo 4.* n x ,, . ,aynamite operation is apt to prove m Russia. In allying themselves with

Mnsic AHB THB Dbaha ,„, iu»;_ rr-i, • ... jo
The Philharmonic Society's Concert.

" ^ their Hibernian compeers, we imagine that the Nihilists would draw the

..LiTBBABT Gossip ^^
^^^ sharply at that Irish-American wing of the explosive party which has

OHBomoLa OP THB wbbk
.."!"."!"..!!!"!!'Z!!.."!!!,,."1Z! u*

**** doubtful honour of being led by Mr. Rossa. There is a slight incon-
=^"^ - ' gruity in the idea of unflinching and desperate men, who carry on their

. 'SCft^ %il £ ^ It
-^^ ' '

~' ""^^'nations and carry out their designs in the very jaws of death, work-
I «H» ^ «: M- ^ „y, „ comrades with these fellows, who, in the easy security of their New

AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS, AND CRITICISM.

"

York lodgings, deriving a comfortable revenfte from the pious donations of

T« _o, a^f"*. ?.
CHARLES C. D. ROBERTS. patriotic and enthusiastic serving-maids, bark, indeed, rabidly enough, but '

.

TBBHB:-One year, »3.00; eight months, M.OO; four months, «1.00. Subscriptions payable miiniffl<.f liffU «.i;i.>. f„- n. i. 1 L- 1. .
7 " b". ""m odoorio.

, or pnou. payame manitest little reliSh for the hazards which must accompany any attemot
n„. v«fj ,^,t"I?®!^'i5''"'*'?"'?'"i'^''.!'.''''P"''*'''""*"«»P™P»'"'.°'''»™"'oU<'wing:- to bite

f J
.

f
Oneyear.ias.Bt?.; half-year, o».8tK. Remittances by P. O. order or draft should be mlde "''"'*•

,payable and addressed to the Publisher.
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ADVBaTisBMHNTB. unexceptional in character and limited in number, will be taken at 44 A„- 4 ,. 1 •,..„per ne per annum
;
«2.50 per line for six months ; «1.50 per line for three months ; 20 cents ^^ international copyright bill has been introduced in ConOTesS by Mrper line per inBertion tor a shorter period. rv i. * t •

o j

^*J'
•»?™rtisements will he set up in such stvie as to insutB thh WREK'a tasteful typo-

IJorslieimer. It IS designed for the protection of foreisn authors ingraphical appearance, and enhance the value of the odvertlsins in its oolumns Nn arlv^ A_- jsa. ,

—"»•
fisem.nt charged less than FiTB lines. Address-T R. Clouoheb, Business Jfanaim-', 5 Jordan

Amenca and of Amenoan authors abroad. At tha game time the

c. BLACKETT BODIN80N, Pubiish4fr.
American Copyright Leijgue Mints a lettei >y Mr. Chulw I>udle:(^Wj»rn')r

-„ _~ ' —
" "* " <» <*»*tt>3W*<*«Bflroni'rigffir'Th6lettiwkM«8fc

NOnCH TO CONTBIBtrrORS. k„f .-f :_ f- k« t^..^ n. i i.! i • , , ,

'^*^^
.„ _:._„. x^ ,. ,j >. ..J ,

""' It is to be feared that neither logic nor enerev exoended on thiq mih.AUoontrihntinns should be addressed to the Editor, and should be accompanied by stamp • ^ -ii u- .1. t^
"S "r """rgy oxpenaea on inis SUD

H.i.?'""!!?''
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the manuscripts ore rejected. Upon payment of postkgeTthS J^*='^ ^'^ °>"''" impress the House, until the people at lar"e are broueht to
^2!^< Ti" '°''™^?°'' '°.™'"'? *" '°*""'"'P'-'' '''' P™^""! available, but c*unot%"™swm. „„ j.1, * ti,- f- • ... »i. lai 3O are urougnt to

anJ^i'SM'^f^
^"^ ^^ ™ "°'*'" <^<'°"^''««<«'»wui be paid for when they See that this question IS one of national morality. The old cry of "cheap

-.

books" is not yet dead. When men perceive that they should blush to

TOPICS OF TEE WEEK. ™*^ '*" ^^^^ Congress may be expected to lend an ear to the demands of

.
justice in this matter. It is in no way remarkable thatjtplen goods

At last the humiliation of Peru is complete ; the articles of peace are
^'""•^^ ''« cheap. It really looks, at first sight, strange that^eiJlshpuld

signed, and await merely the ratification of the Peruvian Congress. Chili
°°* be found some statesmen of reputes who would defend the stealing of

has the right of a conquering power to impose her own terms, and the
'^"*^ fabrics from foreign nations on the ground that the American people

terms she imposes do not quite amount to annihilation. Like Carthage
°'"8'>* thereby be supplied with the incalculable blessing of cheap clothing.

once, in a similar evil case, Peru might suffer the bitterness of her rage at
the crushing terms dictated to goad her into a renewal of hostilities ; but

'''<* *^« Reform party in the House have been added two able public
for that she is too hopelessly beaten. It looks as if she might fairly thank ™®" ' ^™<' '^eeks ago Sir Richard Cartwright, and within the past few
America for bringing her to her present plight. American interference, ^^y^ S°°- ^^"^A Mills. Sir Richard has already begun to lay the lash
when she was already beaten by Chill's superior energy and resources, "P"'' ^^^ opponents, anffMr. MTHiTinrsaidThas in course of prepanitiona
maintained in her an attitude of defiance. She was confident, and not un- strong constitutional utterance. Sir Charies Tupper upon the Govern-
naturally so, that Amanda would dictate the terms of peace. . But Ameri- ™®'^* ^^^^ ^ •'> eminent and conspicuous readiness for assault from any
can interference lasted just long enough to exasperate the Chilians to the last qnarter whatsoever.

.

degree against their beaten antagonist, and was then, on an afterthought, m ^ ., , ,
withdrawn. The prolonged resistance put Chili to such expenses as enable

* thejession has been between Sir John Macdonald and
her to claim an enormous indemnity ; and misguided Peru who has now

^'^' ^^^^''' ^^^ ^^^^^"^ °* *''* Opposition, lured from the modern custom

learned to put not her trust in princes or in American Secretaries of State
°' ^"^^ criticism of the Address, delivered himself of a lengthy and, in

must pay the piper alone. She loses absolutely and forever the wealthy
"""^ respects, a telling speech on the several msasures of policy referred

province of Tarapaca. Tacna and Arica, with their rich revenues she
*°' S"" J"**"^ ''eplied in one of his most effective speeches, meeting and .

hands over for ten years, and for ever if the inhabitants of those provinces
°^"**™'^'»S many of Mr. Blake's points, but silently passing by others with

at the end of that time desire it. And a protocol binds her to maintain
^^^"^ ^'^ experience taught him he had better not wrestle. For example

a Chilian army of occupation, at a cost of |300,000 a month, until all tha
^'''

l^"*""
°'°'* effectually disposed of the Reform leader's criticism of the

terms of the treaty are ratified.
Pacific Railway matter, but Mr. Blake, on the other hand gave the rival

• statesman too hard a nut to crack, when, with bland sarcasm, he marvelled

Thbrb appears to be a new field opening for the Irish dynamiters
*'*"* ^^ ministry this year h'&d departed from the good and time-honoured

The field is a large one, and for the sake of their more temperate fellow"
P"^'** °* referring, in the Speech, to recent decisions of the Privy

countrymen it is to ba hoped these most uncomfori*ble characters may '
^'""'°"-

' -4-;^
'

SLl'wrhtr! T '''

i"''"'"^

to withdraw their operations thither. Whbn mention was made at Ottawa, the other day, of the existence of a

maL of Jtrj TMrVu',-"* "'™'"'^' '^^ ""^"^ '"""^ ^^ soup-kitchen in London. Ontario, members of Opposition beat their desks

,lZ^J\Tl^. TJ Nihilists. It is somewhat strange that an violently with delight ; and Sir John Macdonald, taking advantage of the oc

ida^^ Llthl'^ ? T T '^^" """"i-nmated. Birds of so nearly curr„nce. asked with apparent wonder if the fact that destitution made it
«~ laauier ar« wont to flook together more promptly. Tha object of neces««7 to found such an establishment was a matter for such heartfelt

\
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jubilation. The cheering was indeed a sorry spectacle, and teaches us once

more that it is not the welfare of the country that always influences not a few

of our public men. But readers of The Week must not suppose that the

Conservative politician, under similar circumstances, would be incapable

of rejoicing in the destitution, and the soup-kitchens of his opponents.

Despatches from Khartoum state that the dwellers on both banks of

the Blue Nile have declared in favour of the False Prophet, and that com-

munication with Sennaar has been stopped. Still more serious is the

report that the Sheikh Senussi, whose influence is strong all through the

Syrian desert and among the tribes about the Suez canal, has adhered to

El Mahdi. If thi? be true it is a serious menace to Egypt.

CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

A DOUBLE feast of reason is spread by the nearly simultaneous opening

of the Dominioh and Ontario Sessions. At Ottawa there seems fo have

been rather more than the usual amount of full dress and general tinsel,

though there is no reason to believe that the New Governor-General gave

the word. Ever since the reign of Lord Lisgar, which was sensible and

simple, the amount of tinsel has been on the increase. There has been, at

the same time, a tendency to turn into a little Court that which under Lord

Lisgar was the household of an English nobleman. Lord Dufferin

<:banged, and, as his admirers think, improved the style. He it was that

first talked about Vice-royalty, and opened the Vice-regal Era. No man

of sense wants Sanscullotic nakedness. Let us have ceremony and costume

too, if you will, provided that they are symbolical and expressive of real

feeling. Genuine statelinesa exalts. Tinsel does the reverse; but there

are many people to whom it is an unspeakable delight, and therefore, like

high heels and tight lacing, it will defy censorious cavil. From ^oot, and

Dragoon Guards, Ottawa may advance to Beefeaters, to Equerries, to a

Gold Stick. Happily Ottawa is not even the political, much less the

moral, bond that connects us with the Mother Country. The real political

bond, as all rational loyalists ought ever to bear in mind, is community of

citizenship. -

Ahoko the paragraphs of the Speech from the Throne, by far the most

important vas that which announced the failure sf the Pacific Bailway

Company, notwithstanding the guarantees to obtain, by the sale of its

stock, money for the immediate prosecution of the work. The leader of the

Opposition, swerving from the main question, on which he must feel that

his own position is far from strong, fixes at once upon the Company, and

accuses it of having misapplied its resources to objects beside its contract.

But the Pacific Railway was to be a line from sea to sea, and it could not

have fulfilled the purpose of its construction if one end of it had been left

in the air. A connection with the Atlantic seaboard and winter ports

was indispensable, and if the purchases and extensions against which Mr.

Blake's censure is pointed, have been really ancillary to the main line, they

cannot be condemned as a whole ; nor is it likely that, having been made by

men of excellent judgment in these matters, they will be found open to

much exception in detail. It is on a much more vital point that public at-

tention ought to be fixed. The enterprise, in the conception of which the

^company had no part, while for its execution they seem to have done all

that could possibly be done, is disclosing its real character, and showing,

by the financial difficulties which it encounters^^hat it is political, not

commercial. It is the policy of a certain party in the Imperial country

and here, by means of a vast connecting lin& of political and military rail-

roads, to form the scattered and disjointed series of territories, extending

from Cape Breton to Vancouver's Island, into an Anti-continental Empire

antagonistic in interest and sentiment to the United States, and thus to

introduce into this continent the Balance of Power, with its attendant pos-

' sibility of war. There are eminent and estimable persons to whom this

undertaking seems beneficent as well as patriotic. There are other persons

to whom, though they question not its patriotism, it seems the reverse of

beneficent, who hold that its aristocratic patrons in England, instead

of introducing division and war into this continent had better try to ex-

clude them from their own, and deprecate the' expenditure, on an

enormous scale, of the earnings of the people of Canada in a straggle

against nature, which, if -flucceasful, will bring the people loss in the way of

commercial isolation, aa well as in that of military and frontier expenditure

But as to the fact that the object of the enterprise, and the line of railroad,

by the construction of which the object is to be obtained, are mainly po-

litical and military, not commercial, there can be no diversity of opinion. A
Commander-in-Chief truly spoke of the Pacific railway as "our great political

and military road." It is the Weatem wing of the line of which the Inter-

colonial is the Eastern wing. Nobody would call the Intercolonial a com-

mercial line. With its annexations, it will have cost nearly forty millions
:

it

barely pays itsway
;
good nuthorities l^ave pronounced that on the average of

yearsit will be worked at a loss, but when the line through Megantic is open-

ed, as in spite of all delays it must soon be, such traflic as there is will infal-

libly take the shorter route. But the commercial loss is fa<ied for the

sake of a political and military advantage. Nobody expects to sell the

stock of the Intercolonial, any more than we expect to sell the stock of a

fortress or of a park of artillery. It is,the same, in a measure, with the

Western continuation. The Prairie Section is commercial inasmuch as

it traverses a very rich country ; but in its direction it is political, and this is

the justification for the so-called Monopoly Clauses, without which the com-

pany would have been in' danger of being ruined by the competition of

strictly commercial linea It is also political in the speed with which it

has been hurried westward in advance of the necessities of immigration,

which it has scattered, when, economically, concentration Was to be pre-

ferred. But the Mountain and Lake Superior sections are wholly politicol

and military. Once more, by the failure of the Company's means, which

again is the inevitable consequence of the political necessity of speed, the

country is summoned, virtually, to deliberate on the question whether these

unremunerative sections shall be constructed, and the political struggle

against nature and the dictates of commercial interest shall be forced on.

If the decision is in the affirmative, the tax-payer, and especially the tax-

payer of Ontario, who bears the chief burden, must be prepared to con-

tribute again to the prosecution of the great national enterprise. It is

only by taxation that money can be raised for political and military under-

takings. That the decision of Parliament will be in the affirmative is pretty

certain. If there are any in the House who see the interest of the people

in this matter, there is no one who will venture to defend it openly on the

main issue. Mr. Blake's speeches, though they are sure to be able, will be,

as they always have been, ineffective, because he avoids the main issue,

and speaks with the acumen, but with the narrowness, of a great Chancery

advocate, in minor points. His indictment of the Company will be unsuc-

cessful. If the thing was to be done at all, it is being done well ; and

that it ought not to have been done at all is a position which Mr. Blake's

record will not permit him to maintain. After much wrangling, the Com-

pany or rather the Government, whose undertaking it is, will no doubt

receive such further assistance as may be required.
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The meeting of the Local House will most likely bring on a discus-

sion respecting the Ministry of Public Education. We have now been trying

the union of education with politics for ten years. The experiment was

reasonable ; indeed, under the circumstances of the time, inevitable ; and it

was tried in the person of a Minister whose appointment was entirely

creditable to the Government, though latterly the soundness of his judg-

ment has been undermined by the approaches of an insidious disease. The

result is not' doubtful. There is not at least within the circles of the

Bystandbb's acquaintance one well-informed and independent friend of

education who does not desire to see the union dissolved, and education

once more placed beyond the influence of the party war. Partly however,

it may be, for the same reasons, the Government is evidently determined to

keep the system as it is, and the Government has now a sure majority of

ten. Nor is it without an argument which will seem conclusive^ at^all^

events to its partisans. There is much to be said"as a matter of principle,

in favour of ministerial responsibility for the expenditure of all public

money ; though practically -no great difficulty seems to have arisen in

Ontario under the old system, or to arise now under similar systems in

Quebec and New Brunswick. But supposing what the friends of educa-

tion most desire to be unattainable, is there not a middle course)

Might we not have a Council of Public Instruction with a Parliamentary

Minister of Education t In England the Parliamentary Minister for India

has a council of Indian experts outside Parliament with which he gets on

very well. The Minister would of course retain the current administration

and the control of the estimates ; he would be chairman of the council ; if

it were deemed necessary he might have a veto ; but on legislative ques-

tions of a professional kind he would be advised, and the correctness of his

decision would be guaranteed, by the council. On such a question as that

of the Text Books, a conncil is by far the best authority ; indeed it is the

only authority thoroughly exempt from any suspicion of influence and

intrigue. Scarcely is a new Minister appointed when we find him in personal

embarrassments on this subject. The self-respect of the profession moreover

is increased by the presidency of its natural chief. A Parliamentary

Minister, who can seldom be thoroughly erseA in the special subject, and

will usually hold his office for a short period, besides baring half his time

engrossed by party management and electioneering, must generally have

irresponsible advisers whose activity, even if they are personally upright,
gives umbrage and begets mistrust. Perhaps the embroglio about the
Readers, to which reference was just made, may incline the ear of the Gov-
ernment to counsels of moderation.

It has been alleged in the course of the discussion that the Council of
Instruction was a scene of discord and of wrangling. Inquiry, it is believed,
will show that this is true with reference to the conduct of one of the
members only. Dr. Ryerson had perhaps made up his mind that he would
be the last Chief Superintendent.. At all events he did his best to wreck
the council, and his behaviour to some of his colleagues at last was such
as is seldom witnessed in any assembly in which the rules of public business
or of social decency are acknowledged. The Government not only failed

to control him but virtually abetted him, not without an eye perhaps to
his supposed command of the Methodist vote. Among the othei' members,
though they represented different creeds and interests, perfect Rarmony
prevaUed, and questions exactly similar to some which under the political

system have set the Province in a blaze were settled quietly as well as
equitably and without an angry word.

British Columbia, it is announced, meditates stringent legislation for
the exclusion of Chinese. The Chinese are heathens, though not incor-
rigible heathens as somebody at the Toronto Trades Congress averred,
and they are in some points far below the Christian standard of morality,
owing perhaps less to thoir innate depravity than to the desperate pressure
of a swarming population on the means of subsistence. They bring with
them the detestable habit of opium -smoking, and the whole world over
which they wander is thus made to suffer for the fell necessities pf Anglo-
Indian finance. Politically they are harmless, which is a good deal mor«
than can be said of some immigrants whom nobody proposes to exclude.
But let us sweep hyprocrisy aside ; it is not the heathenism of the Chinese
nor their immorality, it is their industry which is dreaded and which forms
the real motive of those who agitate for their exclusion here as in the
United States. But the interest of the community points the other way

;

it points to the free admission of all good workers who without State aid
can find their way hither and who, when here, obey the law. There are
certain branches of industry in which the Chinese excel The question
before us, however, is whether British Columbia shall be allowed by her
local legislature to close the labour market of the whole Dominion against
a certain kind of labour. This it is practically that she is going to do ; for
the ports of the United States are shut against the Chinese, and they will

not come round Cape Horn. Withdrawal of State aid from artisan immi.
gration is one thing ; industrial protection by means of exclusion-laws,
whether undisguised, or masked by moral pretences, is another.

The Bystander said the other day, perhaps in rather an impious mood,
that a Governor-General would show himself a great man, or something
like one, if he could abstain from using the artificial authority of his rank
and station on the stump for the purpose of influencing destinies which he
would not share. The MaU, rather shocked, asks whether by the Governor-
General's being a great man it is meant that he is not to be a man at all
but a stick or a bootjack. What do we read in the MaU itself 1 We
read that " in the Governor-General's speech at the opening of Parlia-

-ment, io private views of Hig Excellency will be expi^Ssed, and even the
language will not be his own." Now on this occasion His Excellency is a
man unquestionably, because, till the anthropophone shall have been
invented, nothing but a man wiU be able to read a speech; but
the stick or the bootjack would perhaps have the advantage in point
of moral dignity, inasmuch as neither of them could be compelled to
deliver, as its own. an address of which it had not written a word, and
with the contents of which it might not agree. We have had a Lieut-
Governor recommending a policy from the Throne and afterwards, the
Ministry having been changed, cdngratulating the Legislature on its

*

reversal. We have had a Free Trader used as the speaking trumpet of
Protection. Lord Lansdowne can scarcely have believed that the account
given by his lips of the causes of commercial depression was in exact
accordance with the facts. Surely this comedy might be discontinued,
and the time might be saved which is now spent in aimless wrangling over
the Address. Politics must differ strangely from all the other business of .

We if in them any good can be done by undisguised, conscious, and avowed
humbug. The Queen evades, at all events, the personal absurdity by
having her speeches always read by Commission.

whether hel- control is exercised in the way of downright annexation or
under some diplomatic guise. To establish a national government in Egypt
is impossible, for the simple reason that there is no such a thing as an
Egyptian nation. There is nothing but the rott«n remnant of a conquer-
ing horde, with a mercenary and turbulent soldiery, exercising a dominion
of plunder over an abject and helpless peasantry. The Fellaheen, who till

the soil, and who alone are not robbers or extortioners, are absolutely desti-
tute of political spirit and of anything like tha^ower of self-government

;

to frame a polity out of such materials would be about as easy as it would
be to frame it out of the mud of the Nile. If the country were left to itself
empire would be divided between military anarchy and the Jews. On
the other hand, the position of England is extremely difficult. France
watches hermovements with ill-suppres-sed jealousy, and will infallibly try to
disturb any settlement which she may make. This would almost certainly
preclude the best settlement of all, the rule of a good pro-consul from
British India under a joint protectorate of the Powers. And now the host
of the False Prophet which, for some time, hovered like a cloud over
Upper Egypt, and was expected, like a cloud to disperse, has suddenly as-
sumed both solidity and most formidable dimensions. It will be remem-
bered that at Tel-el-kebir, the only troops in the Egyptian army which
made a stand were some black regiments from the Soudan. These soldiers
were recent converts to Mahometenism, burning with the zeal of neophytes

;

and they were the advanced guard of a large mass of half-savage popula-
tion, over which Islam has, of late, been spreading. The False Pro-
phet will probably collapse, as the leaders of hordes usually do, for
want of a commissariat and of the other sinews of war. But this New
India evidently has its Sikhs, and England, already " staggering beneath
the too vast orb of her fate," seems about to receive a heavy addition to

her burder. To call in Turkey is to call in the very worst of barbarism,
and if this is done the wheel of calamity will soon come again full circle.

Bismarck's Machiavellism has, perhaps, been exaggerated. There are
people who see his malign influence everywhere, as there are people who
see everywhere the ipalign inflaence of Russia. But it is impossible
that he should not rejoice over an embroilment between France and any
other great Power. For himself, he is far too wise and too much a man of
his own century to covet any distant dependency. He->lM« read aad
understands the history of the delusion which styles itself'fimpire. It must
be with the keenest pleasure that he notices the progress of French ma-
rauding in Tunis, Madagascar, Cochin China ; and sees his archenemy dis-

sipating her force in wild enterprises, and planting at the ends of the
earth outposts of ambition, which, if ever she tries to take her revenge
on Germany, will be so many points of strategical weakness. Military

ambition is too deeply rooted in the breast of France to be killed

even by so nipping a frost as Sedan. No one who is acquainted -with

French literature can fail to be impressed with the intensity of the

passion, which glows in the pages of a French historian like Martin as fiereely

as in those of any Chauvinist pamphleteer. Sismondi's history, though the

best, is unpopular and almost hated because it is moderate and moral. In
the foreign policy of France there is, as yet, no change ; her restless

spirit of aggrandizement has only sought what she believes Co be a safer

field. At home she is doing better. It was supposed that Gambetta's
death would be foUowed'by chaos. He his been now dead a year, yet
chaos has not come. On the contrary affairs look more settled. The fear

of a dictatorship having been removed, the Assembly seems more willing to

support, at least to abstain from overturning, the Government, and even to

be inclined to sanction some of the measures to which it refused its con-

sent when they were proposed by Gambetta, and were suspected of being

devised in the interest of his ambition. The substitution of scrutin de liate

for scrutin aP arrondissemerU—in other words the dclocalization of elec-

tions by the enlargement of the electoral districts was refused, while

it was supposed that the dreaded hand would frame the ticket

:

it now seems more likely to be accepted. There are reasons, however,

against this change apart from the manoeuvres of Gambetta. Parochialism

may be bad in politics, but wire-pulling is a great deal worse ; and you
will make the parochial politician large-minded much more easily than you
will make the wire-puller honest.

Whbw the Suez canal was opened and the route to India changed, the
intervention of England in Egypt became a mere question of time. Nor,
l»avmg mtervaned, is it possible that she should ever completely withdraw.

The meteoric light of Mr. Henry" George after flaming across the economic
sky, seems now to be approaohing extinction. The rupture between him
and his friends the Land Leaguers, which destiny evidently had in store,

has come. On ihe general principle of confiscation without compensation

Mr. George and the Land Leaguers are agreed ; but the Land Leaguer
wants to confiscate the property of his landlord for his own benefit, while

Mr. George wants to confiscate all landed property for the benefit of

,1
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what he styles the nation. After going a little way together they part

company, with the usual amenities on the Land Leaguers' side. We are

likely to hear a good deal more of agrarianism ; but of nationalization of

the land we shall probably not hear much more. It will drop before long

into the grave of Rag Money. Sympathy and respect are due to the

author of any plan for the improvement of the human lot, and especially

to the author of any plan for the improvement of the lot of poverty, how-

ever impracticable his views may be, provided that he is animated by

a spirit of genuine benevolence, and proposes nothing contrary to

"justice. Mr George is animated towards a large and perfectly innocent

section of the community by a spirit of insolent malignity and he

glories in trampling justice under foot. His proposal is at once to strip of

their possessions all whose property happens to be in land, and he exult-

ingly announces that they are not to receive any compensation. They juay

have reclaimed the land with the sweat of their own brow
;
they may have

purchased it yesterday of the very government by which they are to be

robbed of it ; this makes no difference to the mind of a theorist who revels

in his vision of high-handed iniquity. Radical journalists in England now

denounce Mr. George's principles as those of a pickpocket, though some

Of them would perhaps find it difficult, after their own support of the

Land League, to meet him on the ground of principle. The practical

answer to him from the first has been that if he and his train of philo-

sophic filibusters attempt to plunder the landowning part of the community,

"

the land-owning part of the community will fight for their property, and

there will be a civil war, the result of which can hardly be doubtful, as

the farmers will be all on one side. When Stuart tyrants robbed the sub-

. ject, the subject drew the sword ; and are people to allow themselves

tamely to be robbed by a tyrant majority, supposing that a majority in

favour of agrarian confiscation can be found? The prerogative of voters,

- like that of kifigs, is limited by justice, which it is the object of all gov-

ernment, royal or elective, to uphold ; and if it is exerted in open de-

fiance of justice, it will, like that of kings, provoke resistance. Another

practical answer is that the simultaneous dispossession of all the owners

and tillers of the soil would certainly be followed by a great decrease of

production and consequently by deartli of bread. That a scheme which

would take away all the land from its present proprietors and cultivators

to make the_p.oliticians, under the fine name of the State, the universal

landlords, should have obtained such vogue, is no doubt a serious fact.

There are, unhappily, sfiffering classes, especially in old and overpeopled

countries ; and it is most natural that by these any nostrum should be

welcomed which promises at once to change their lot. It is more than

ever natural since religious faith has undergone eclipse and from many

breasts the hope of compensation in a future life has fled. These facts

society must look in the face. Yet it would probably be found that the

sale of Mr. George's book, large as it hsts been, is nothing compared with the

sale of patent medicines, which, promising universal health, are the under-

taker's best friends.
'

At one of Mr. George's meetings, the chair was taken by Mr. Henry

Labouchere. Mr. Labouchere himself pi-esent«d to the worid expressly as

his Christmas offering of peace and good will, a political, social, and fiscal

programme such as a French Jacobin would not disdain. The guillotine

^
TTOS not there; but7 t^^gumoTme Ts hardly ever m the pTOgramme ; it

comes when the Jacobin finds himself in possession of despotic power,

~7the liberty at which he aims) aiid sees or suspects anywhere a lack of

"absolute submission to his divine will. Mr. Labouchere proposes, among

other things, that every tenant of a house shall be empowered to compel his

landlord to sell him the freehold at its actual value, without any reference

to the possibility of a rise. In other words all those who invest their

money in houses, if the speculation fails are to bear the loss
;

if it proves

good, they are to be robbed of their prospective profit for the benefit of the

sitting tenant or the State. Do not the authors of such proposals see that

there would soon be an end of letting or building houses, and that the

habitations of the people instead of becoming better would become worse t

It is constantly assumed by Socialists that Capital wUl wait like a cow

to be milked by the confiscator morning and night ; but Capital will

either perish or take flight ; investment and commercial enterprise will

cease ; employment will cease with them ; and nothing will then be left to

the Socialists but to turn their engines of confiscation against each other.

The singular part of Mr. Labouchere's appearance as a Jacobin is that,

all the while, his journal is filling ita leading columns week after week with

gOBsip about the doings of the .Court and the aristocracy, exactly like that

which we read and venerate in the Court Journal. Nor is this mer^y

because such intelligence is demanded by the social market ;
for the edi*r

never loses an opportunity of showing, by corrections of rival purveyorth

his personal superiority in acquaintance with the fashionable world. He

is, also, constantly heard of as a companion of Royalty ; and of this, too,

the reflection appears on his page. In nine men out of ten, the social-

feelings are stronger than the political ; and it may be shrewdly surmised

that the Mr. Labouchere of the Jacobin programme is an adaptation to

the taste of the Radical shoemakers of Northampton. But nobody who

has read the history of revolutions can doubt what, when the guillotine

was once set going, the fate of such revolutionists would be. Orleans

Egaiite is their type and their warning. Perhaps, however, in the present

case both faces are masks, and both characters a harlequinade.

Another singular figure among the English Radicals is Mr. Joseph

Cowen, whose words in favour of the retention of the House of Lords

have been cited by Canadian Conservatives as those of a Daniel come to

judgment. Mr. Joseph Cowen is perhaps as near a counterpart as nature

could produce of Mr. Roebuck ; of Mr. Roebuck, that is, in his tameless

prime, for at the last, under the skilful manipulation of Lord Bcaconsfield,

who discovered that vanity was the real root of his character. Tear 'em,

as he used to be called, subsided into a domestic animal. Violence and

waywardness as well as a great gift of speech are the badges of Mr. Joseph

Cowen, as they were those of his prototype. The special object of his

hatred is moderate Liberalism ; violent Toryism, or anything violent, Turk-

ish despotism for instance, he finds comparatively congenial. But those

who quote him as a Daniel come to judgment in honour of the House

of Lords, vastly mistake his drift. He has been described" by not un-

friendly critics as "a bom conspirator against all govemmenta," and he

was ji'flt as hostile to Gambetta as he is to Gladstone. Regarding govern-

ment as a power of evil, what he desires is that it should be weak. The

House of Lords, unreformed, he argues, is weakness itself ; it can no

longer make a serious stand against any popular agitation, but if it were re-

formed, as moderate Liberals propose, or turned in*« a Senate, it would

be a real Conservative power and an effective check upon mob rule ; let

us therefore keep it as it is and we shall have mob rule under its name.

His sentimento, reversed, are the faith of genuine Liberalism, which re-

garding government, when placed on the right footing, not as a power of

evil but as a power of good, wishes it to be popular, but wishes it to be

strong.

" A VISIT to Philistia," which appears in the FoHnightly, is a terrific

unburdening of the irate soul of Sir Lepel Griffin, K.G.S.I., who has been

visiting the United States, and has returned from that odious democracy

in a state of very high displeasure. Sir Lepel deliberates whether it is

expedient to say unpleasant things to the Americans ; he decides that it is,

particularly as the Republic, according to him, is not politically quiet and

inoffensive, but aggressive and " dynamic," in proof of which he quotes

from the New York World some wild talk about the progress of Socialism

and the doom which is impending over all existing govemmenta and all

the wealthy classes in the Old World. He never was more mistaken in

his life than he is in fancying that the American people are revolutionary

propagandista. They have had a rebellion of their own ; nor does anybody

believe less than the writers and proprietors of the World in the fustian

which they publish in compliment to their Irish subscribers. However,

having settled the preliminary question, the Knight proceeds to dance

on all the cherished institutions, habits, and sentiments of the Americans,

including, as an extract in another column shows, the pride which they,

take in the beauty of their women. He is likely to have a pleasant

quarter of an hour with some of the Americans in London whom he

describes as pork-packers who have come over to finish an education

which has not been begun. To the pork-packers and Philistines generally

it may be some comfort to see that hardly any part of the planet meets

the approbation of the K. G.S.I. ; he speaks of the English with almost as

superb a disgust as of the Americans ; and if our common sense did not

over-mle our notions of grammar, we might fancy that he extended the

>pithet " disagreeable " even to himself. But evidently he is treated as a

being apart. He promises a paper on the political institutions of

America ; it is likely to be a valuable contribution to political science.

On the judicial institutions he has already pronounced. "Of the judiciary,"

he tolls us,
" a considerable proportion, elected by the same processes as give

municipal government to the cities, is notoriously inefficient and corrupt,

and the criminal classes who are personally most interested in the verdicts

of the courts, select the judges to preside in them." This he says by way

of answer to the praise bestowed on the American courte by the Lord

Chief Justice ef England. The election of judges by the popular vote is

• very bad thing; Canada is most happy in her exemption from it;

Maswwhusetts hw never adopted it; it was the work of the Democratic

1

party, which was not genuinely Republican in character, but an oligarchy

allieli with a mob ; the people themselves have in some States been modi-

fying it in a Conservative sense since the War by lengthening the terms for

which the judges are elected and introducing the minority clause. But
even in New York City these are not the days of Bamard'and Cardozo,

when anybody who belonged to the Ring might cut throats or purses with

impunity. The Bystander is no stranger to the United States ; he has

always taken pains te inform himself, as well ns he could, on this most
vital point ; and it is his conviction that in the Northern and Western
States, at all evente, there is generally no want of respect for the judges

or of confidence in the administration of the law. The judges, it is true,

are not equal to those in England ; they have not the same command of

their courta, nor do they despateh business with so much promptitude ; but

the reason is that the salaries are comparatively small, and are insufficient

as inducements to draw the most eminent men from the Bar.

There is, it must be owned, great difficulty in getting a murderer

hanged. ' But this is not because the courta are bad ; it is because the

misguided philanthropy of the people is always interfering with the course

of justice. Sentimental defences are weakly admitted, especially where

there is a woman, or the shadow of a woman, in the case ; an inordinate

delay is interposed between sentence and execution ; and reprieves are
' always sought on the stock plea of insanity, to which, in the case of one

most diabolical miscreaat, was added the, plea that he had invented a

universal language, and that it would be shameful to extinguish so great a

light^ of science. The natural off-set to spurious mercy is irregular

violence, and the disgraceful practice of lynching seems still to prevai.'.

This, however, is almost exclusively in the wild West or in those old

Slave States, where society retains the taint of an inhuman system and
of the lawless ferocity which it engenders. Where lynching has taken

place in an old Free State it has commonly been caused by the masterful

strength of some invading gang and the weakness of the local police, thus

testifying, though in a sinister way, to the generally law-abiding character

of the people, which renders a strong police ordinarily needless.

A Bystandbb.

TO GALGARR7.

After crossing the South Saskatehewan at Medicine Hat, the railroad

runs along the watershed between two of ita tributaries, the Bow and the

Red Deer, the former being some twenty miles to the south of the line, and
the latter fifty or sixty to the north. The whole country is beautiful,

genuine prairie, great rolling expanses on each side appearing in endless

succession—smoothed out at times into absolutely level plains, or broken
here and there by knolls or " buttes." Sometimes the horizon is five or
six miles distant, and an Indian on horseback galloping at full speed looks
like part of the prairie or a speck crawling slowly along ita surface. Else-

where gentle undulations, swelling to a height of fifty or perhaps a hundred
feet, contract the horizon, and the track runs in a long valley with easy
slopes. The soil is much the same as that between the hills of the Mis-
souri Coteau and Medicine Hat, good honest clay on which, if there be
sufficient rainfall, anything can be grown. And there would seem to have
been enough rain even last season. The prairie sod had been broken for

Jhe track between May and July, and yetoata that had been dropped from
the horses' mouths or sown in other casual ways, had sprung up and prom-
ised a good crop. We could see, not merely at a few favoured spots but

"all along the line, from half a dozen to a score of strong succulent stocks
stooling out from one root, with well filled heads on every stalk. " Father "

and other well-known weeds of ours that are never found on the unbroken
prairie, but seefti to accompany man's advance into lone lands, were grow-
ing green and rank

; and on» the prairie the purple flowering sage, golden
rod, marigolds, asters and roses, the characteristic flora in August of Mani-

^Jwba and eastern Assiniboia, though not with the same wealth of vegetation.

The herbage is short and scant, and ita withered appearance makes it re-

semble Ontario autumn pastures, rather than the never failing green of the
fertile belt. The grey is relieved by occasional green hay meadows that
were shallow ponds in spring, and by deeper lakelets, on the shores of
which «nip6 walk about unconcei:nedly. Geese are flying slowly round, of-

fering tempting chances to sportamen, and duck are everywhere. The
prairie is seaiiD^ed by the clearly defined narrow trails of the countless herds
of httfialo that once made this country their home. They travelled in single

files, heading for water by the most direct road. In days of old, for thus
we now speak of yesterday, the buffalo was everything to the Indian—staff

of life, clothing, leather and lumber, but to-day scattered akeletona and
skulls, bleached white by successive fires, ore the only traces of those count-
less thousands that once blackened the pmrie, except the numerous tntils

whioh4ook more like ancient furrows than anything else! The shores and
bottoms of dried up ponds sometimes show a white crast of alkali instead

of the usual rank marsh grass. To the traveller intent on present neces-

sities, and to the ordinary settler, no sight is more hateful, though the

amount of alkali in the soil is only what good farmers consider beneficial to

put on their land in the shape of lime or phosphates. This view of the

case does not strike a man who is tired and thirsty. When, after travel-

ling for days without seeing a sign of running water, or for hours without
a drink of any kind, he comes to a lake or " slew " and finds it bitter, he
feels disposed to send the whole country to Coventry. The medicinal ef-

fect of even the drinkable water tempts sound teetotallers to carry flasks
;

but unless " permita " have been secnred they know that these may be con-

fiscated by the Mounted Police, and their owners heavily fined.

No man who has studied human nature or the history of sumptuary
legislation will pin his faith to prohibitory enactments against the use of

meate or drinks. Buddhism forbids its followers to drink any intoxicating

liquor. So does Mahometanism. But I have yet to learn that either

Buddhism or Mahometanism stands on ground as high as Christianity.

Christianity is based not on hard and fast rules but on principles. It in-

culcates holiness, but at the same time calls us into liberty. Its funda-

mental principle, however, is love, and love teaches the individual to sacri-

fice his own tastes, pleasures and appetites for the good of others, and
teaches a Christianized community that there are times and places when
positive enactments that limit liberty are required for the general welfare.

Almost every one who knows the condition of things in the North-West
admita that prohibition there has been, and is a blessing. Contractors,

ranche-men, Indian Agents, missionaries and settlers unite in generally sup-

porting the law, railway contractors in particular, for their men's sake and
their work's sake. I met employers of labour who had been successively

on the great Transcontinental railways, and they concurred in saying that

nowhere had such good work been done as on tlie Canadian Pacific, and

simply because the men could not get whiskey for love or money. 'There

had been little or no sickness and little or no grumbling, in spite of the bad

water and other inconveniences incident to life in the wilderness. Thou-

sands of navvies, many of. them lawless, and spendthrifts by nature and
habit, accustomed to the free use of revolver and bowie knife, artists in the

matter of profane swearing, had lived quiet, sober, industrious, cleanly

lives, because whiskey and the usual pests that whiskey allures to camps
had been kept out of the country. Not far from those masterful men in

masses, at different pointa along the line, were thousands of Indians, the

men with rifles, the women with little sense of shame, and to maintain

order, a nominal police usually kept pretty busy by horse thieves and
routine duty. The elements of Pandemonium have been in our North-

West for the last two or three years, with one exception. Given whiskey,

we should have had on a portentous scale murder, villainy, demoralization,

all ending in Indian wars costing millions in money and far more in

national disgrace. Indian policy requires a prohibitory law in the North-

West. And the more intelligent settlers declare that they require it too

for their own rank and file. " There !
" said one gentleman, pointing to a

cur, sans ears, sans tail, and with a most woe-begone and generally dilapi-

dated appearance, "that brute, even with instinct to help, couldn't save

himself from being frozen a little. What would have become of him if he

had been full of whiskey ? I can tell you, sir, l man in our winters needs

all his senses to keep him from freezing."

In spite of the Mounted Police, some whiskey, always of the strongest

kind, is smuggled in, and there is a general cry that the permit system is

abused. But one duly licensed house would import more in a week than

all that filters through in a year by these ways ; and as long as there is

only one railway into the heart of the country, the law can be fairly carried

out, for a system of search is comparatively easy. Of course human in-

genuity, especially when stimulated by hope of gain and the delight of

evading the police, is full of resource and is certain to keep up a never-

ending still beginning contest. The evening before we arrived at Maple

Creek station, the officer had noticed a clerical-looking gentleman with sus--

piciously large valise stepping off the train. Politely insisting on the pri-

vilege of examination, spotless shirta appeared on the top and good litera-

ture in abundance, with other articles that every gentleman is supposed to

require ; but underneath, a fine assortment of bottles of brandy that had

escaped the notice of the sergeant, who had examined on the train,

Alas for the pedlar, who had perhaps invested his all in the ventured He
had run the gauntlet of inspection safely inside the car, only to fall a vic-

tim to a monster, outside. His brandy, every bottle of which he had hoped

to convert into half a dozen, was there and then spilled on the ground, in

a convenient spot where some Crees, lounging about the station, could at

any rate kneel down and smell it ; and he himself, unable to pay the hun-

1
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dred dollar £ne, was sent by the next train to the gaol or guard-room at

Regina. But he will h&ve his revenge when he is a free man again. He
will write letters—probably anonymous—to the press, denouncing the

tyranny of the Mounted Police, and the respectable class who believe what

is in the {>aper8 will feel vaguely that something must be wrong, (or " where

there's smoke there must be fire " you know. The fraternity of thieves

ranges from the pickpocket to the millionaire who steals a railway ; and

from the smuggler who is happy if he can sneak away from the train with

a flask in his pocket, to the importer who hides in crates of crockery-ware

enough to poison a village.

To pioneers who have fought with trees and stumps for a lifetime- to

make a cleared farm, or w°ho have had to plough along the sides of steep

hills, boundless expanses of open prairie present a picture of beauty of

which they never tire. Others are apt to find the monotony oppressive,

and the first sight of the hills on the banks of the Bow—twenty miles to

the south—was hailed with joy by every oHe on the car. To us who had
not seen a river since we left the Assinaboine, save the south Saskatchewan
which we crossed at midnight, nor a tree for hundreds of miles, the sight

of the Bow, near the Blackfoot crossing, windihg and doubling like an ox-

bow, and of its steep banks clothed here and there with cottonwood, was
as refreshing as'a drink of cold water to a thirsty soul. And the Rocky
Mountains, which had for some time hung like banks of cloud on the dis-

tant horizon, now came full into view, the main range lifting itself high in

air right across our path, a long broken line of everlasting snow crowning
the highest peaks. We saw their outlines at noon, and their varied

features came out more distinctly every hour, till the sun set behind them
and they shone beautifully in the warm purple light of early evening.

Gradually the purple died away into soft blue, and as the moon rose from

the circling horizon behind us, it tinged with its light the straight wall of

battlements that rose fifty miles ahead, apparently forbidding further pro-

gress westwards. The sight of the Alps as we look to the north from the

great plain of Lombardy is not finer. The North-West has no past, but
there is a wondrous fascination in its vaetness and the promise of the

future. And as long as we are within sight of the mountains we can never
be without inspiration. To feel their power once is to feel it forever.

To the south of the winding Bow is the chosen country of the ranch-

men. These fine fellows are in the saddle from morning to night, and I

am glad to think, if we may judge from their own testimonies and the

prosperity of their fellows in the much inferior country of Montana to the

south, that they are doing well and likely to do better. The Cochrane

Ranche Company suffered heavily last winter, thousands of their cattle

dying from exposure to the bitter cold and from lack of food, on account

of the snow remaining on the ground longer than was expected. The
ghastly evidences of half eaten carcases of poor brutes that had been driven

from Montana late in the fall and left to perish on the roadsides beyond

Calgarry, and in almost every nook and hollow along the upper Bow and

its tributaries could be seen by every traveller last summer. The miserable

sight made one appreciate the truth that there was in Mr. Bright's lamen-

tation even over the camels that strewed the Une of our army's marches in

Afghanistan. The other ranchemen when asked for an explanation usually

explained those wholesale losses by bad management, or rather an attempt to

manage the business from too great a distance. It ia unnecessary to go into

(letaiis^ lor wie (^oiiipaiiy uiu um vest, aw nas nou iost ooniiuencc in the couu-

try and will learn lessons likely to be remembered in proportion to the cost-

liness of its ej^erienoe. All the way from the boundary line to Calgarry,

the country seems specially suited for stockraising, horses and sheep in-

cluded. Water and pasture are of the best, and practically exhaustless.

In Manitoba the winters are too uniformly severe, and the snow lies too

long on the ground without a break. Under the lee of the mountains the

Chinook wind licks up the snow and dissolves the ice on the rivers in the

most marvellous way. A friend writes last December, " We had it below

zero, with bitter winds, for a week. Three days ago it suddenly changed to

warm Chinook. The snow disappeared in a few hours and it has been

warm ever since. I have to keep the door of my hut open at night and to

take oflmy coat when walking. You may think such changes extreme, but

they hurt neither men nor animals. So one is sick here and the horses

are fat. There are fortunes to be made out here, and not slowly."

As we approached Calgarry, the soil became darker and warmer, but

the grass was still grey and parched looking. The rainfall is abundant in

spring and summer, but the August sun» are as powerful here aa they are

in Ontario and vegetation withers. To the north is found a glorious coun-

try, along the upper waters of the Red Deer and its tributaries, and settlers

from the older Provinces have been selecting homesteads that they deolare

to be the best on the continent. But the one overpowering sight for a hun-

dred miles this aide Calgarry was not the prurie nor the river, bat the

mountains. They extend in a line more than a hundred miles long from

south to north, rising apparently abruptly from the plain, though, as we
drew nearer, the foot-hills could be distinguished from the line of serrated

and crested peaks behind. Thousands cross the Atlantic to see the moun-

tains of Europe, and who would blame them 1 Not those, certainly, who

have ever footed it up their rugged sides. But here are our glorious moun-

tains, and the wise man will resolve to see them before he dies.

Calgarry was interesting to us as the point where we must leave the

railway, and trust to horses or to our feet, and still more ihteresting as the

place where we were to learn whether it was posssible to push across in

this latitude to the ocean, or Whether we would need to flank our own

mountains by striking south and taking advantage of die N. P. Railway.

It is well known that the main line of the Rockies can be crossed with the

greatest ease by any one of a dozen passey ; but after crossing in latitude

51°, the traveller finds that he has accompHshed little. He is in a sea of

mountains. The Columbia River is running to the north, and he knows

that »t the Big Bend it turns right round and flows to the south. Within

this loop—seventy miles wide—which the Columbia makes, is the rugged

snow-clad Selkirk range. We had no certain information of a pass across

it, or of a trail, even if a veritable pass had been found. And if we did

get across those seventy miles, we knew that a third range, called the

Columbia or Gold, would rise up before us, and that this also must be

crossed before we reached Kamloops, the nearest village in British Colum-

bia to Calgarry ; and though Mr. W. Moberly had discovered the Eagle

Pass across this range eighteen years ago, we had no knowledge as to

whether or not there was a trail, and a pass without a trail is little better

than a snare to ordinary travellers. Everything, we felt, depended on the

information that Mr. .JRoss, the C. P. R." Engineer, might be able to give

us, and in our eagerness to see him, we scarcely looked at the beauties of

Cal^irry. Gsorqs M. Grant.

[CoBBEonoH.—The paper by Prinoipal Orant in Thk Wkkk for Jan. 10th, printed aa
No. 3, should stand as No. 4. The section printed above ii No. 3.—Xaa Bouob.]

ENGLAND'S OLDEST COLONY.

INTBODUOTOET.

It has been said that British America is made up of parts that conati-

tnte no whole, has provinces but is no country. Ten persona in Newfound-

land can tell you of Brazil, Spsiin, Italy for one that has knowledge of Ontario.

In the libraries of Toronto, University, Parliamentary or public, you will

find no work on Newfoundland, ^though, from Whitboume in 1622, to

Harvey and Hatton in 1883, one may number no less than twenty con-

' siderable histories of it, and [accounts more or less detailed. The recent

Orange riots at Harbour Grace have done more to spread the name, if not

the fame, of the oldest English colony than all the labours of Chief Justice

Reeves, Sir Richard Bonnycastle, or the Rev. Charles Fedley.

I would not be understood to say that correctness was the one thing

aimed at in the telegraphic despatches upon the riot published in the

Toronto daily press, or attained in editorial comments thereon. Much as

I may admire the man who knows without undergoing the miserable

drudgery of learning ; willingly as I may admit his cleverness who i

make pronouncements on facts from intuition, I may yet hold the pro-

nouncements made to >be " not according to knowledge " in the Apostle's

sense of these words. Indeed, anxiety to learn of those who dwell by the

sea-side has, in graat measure, yet to arise in the premier province of the

DominioiL Its production or development may not be beneath the dig-

nity, or beyond the notice, of oar new Minister of Education. He is said

to have projected a new and composite series of " Readers." School child-

ren would, probably, take as much interest in a British colony as in Terra

del Fuego or Kamschatka. Knowledge of it might do them yeonutn ser-

vice in after years.

But in young countries, when events begin to run they ran quickly.

Wide apart in thought and feeling as the British provinces now are, little

as they have in common, they have been farther asunder. Since '67 inter-

provincial has grown year by year, and the trend of events sets towards

consolidation. One need not aspire to outdo Methuselah in age, yet may
reasonably expect to see the day when British Americans shall have oast

off their sectional narrowness, shall regard each other from a joster

standpoint and, from Atlantic to Pacific, be welded into one people as they

are one in language, race, and allegiance.

rHBHCH CLAIMS.

t A bold headland, rugged bat majestic, a few huts clustering to its base,

stands on your right hand as you cat through the straits of Belle Isle. It

bears the name of Cape Norman, is the northern extremity of Newfound-
land and figures conspicuously in the diplomacy of France and England.

Via New York you cross the French fishery on the Banks of Newfound-
land. Whether you take the northern" or southern route to Europe, the

surviving claims of France in North America press for consideration and
urge the question, why do her citizens Come so far from home 1 Why
does she bounty this fishery so heavily 1 She surrendered witli ease " the

few acres of snow " that constitute this flourishing Dominion ; she sold

Louisiana for a small sum to the United States; why, then, through

all changes of her government—monarchy, republic, empire, king-

dom, empire, republic—and through all changes of her policy, a kaleide-

scopicjphantasmagoria, has she kept her hand so constantly and so firmly

on the fisheries of Newfoundland ?

The question has two branches, but the answer, in form two-fold, is

really one—for the development of her commerce, as a training school for

her navy. The English colonies trade mainly with England ; the French
settlements, almost exclusively with Prance. There is a tendency in com-

merce to follow the flag. With the produce of these fisheries'she supplies

her home demand and the demand of^er colonies, Martinique, Gaudeloupe.

From St. Malo and other porta she fits out yearly for Newfoundland about

600 ships and mans them with 28,000 sailors, one in every ten of whom
must be a now hand. Take this away, what becomes of the French

moriile ? Her Breton and Basque fi^sheries are, by herself, ranked among
the Lilliputians of the world.

The Banks of Newfoundland lie thirty-five to eighty fathoms below the

surface of the sea. In French estimation this fishery surpasses thav, pur-

sued along shore, not only because of its productiveness, but because,

being carried on at open sea and in large vessels, it necessitates the develop-

ment of seamanship. A shore fisher may take refuge under a headland,

but a banker must bide the brunt of wind and wave.

The question has been susked why do not the British engage in this in-

dustry ? Time and again they tried it, but the success which attended

their efforts was small. For two reasons they cannot contend with their

rivals. First, by long use and legislative regulation the French work to-

gether methodically, on a combined system ; the English do not. Second,

the Government of France grants the banker a bounty of eleven francs for

every quintal, that is, hundredweight of fish taken, almost the value of the

catch, and double the bounty it gives to those who fish from shore. A St.

Malo skipper, then, occupies a very advantageous position [in comparison

with a British merchant. In the worst of seasons he is moderately sure of

his outlay ; on an average of years he must make money. Does the bounty

system pay the nation ; is it a good policy for all ? asks an eager Cobdenite.

A large question, concerning which we can here only say that the

French are a frugal, an enlightened, and, in the best sense of that word,

an economic people ; that they have pursued the bounty system in respect

of the fisheries for many generations, still cling to it, and, for the purpose

of this paper, will bo taken to understand their own advantage.

The Americans are eager for fishing grounds, not averse to bounties
;

why, then, do they not frequent the Banks of Newfoundland ? They do,

and yearly in increasing numbers ; but their [system is not so well estab-

lished, their catch is not so large, their methods do not call for so much
comment as those of the French.

What are these methods? Chiefly twoj^ first, the bultow. From «t«ni,

amidships, quarter, and on either side of his vessel, the Frenchman runs
put lines 500, 1,500, may be, 5,000 fathoms long, sufficiently buoyed and
anchored to prevent drifting. From these at short intervals depend other

lines of required depth with hooks attached, well baited. At [fixed

times, day and night, the ship's crew in their dorees—flat-bottomed boats,

high fore and aft, built to outride storms and carry heavy loads—go to the

length of the bultow, take off the fish and rebait. Second, an extensive

net or seine, 400, 500, or 600 fathoms long, that taxes forty men to handle,

and captures, at a lucky cast, forty, it may be fifty, tons of live freight By
one means or the other, the French are said to take yearly on the Banks
1,200,000 quintals of codfish. Now, what objection is made to these

modes ? One acquainted with deep-sea fishmg will at once have suggested
to him the fact that in a school of cod netted, no matter what size the
mesh be, you will have Uie large and the small, the merchantable and the use-

less, and that no slight quantity of both kinds will be smothered and de-

stroyed. Again, in the spawning season. Bank-fishing, however carried on,

stops the fish on its way to the spawning grounds which lie in shallow

waters along shore. Were it not that the fisheries of Newfoundland are

so extensive, they would have been exhausted years ago, not so much, it

may be, by wanton slaughter direct, as by prevention of natural inor«ase.

What remedy is there 1 The Banks lie two hundred miles to the south
and east of Newfoundland, and are, therefore, far outvide the three mile

limit, the meaning of which so puzzled the Washington treaty negotiators.
Right and wrong, proper and improper, expedient and inexpedient, so far
as they are matter of municipal regulation or enforcement;/ have their

vanishing point, according to the British holding, along a line drawn three
miles outside the headlands. By the American contention, they follow
the indentation of bays, gulfs, and harbours and end three miles from
shore. Vattel lays it down clearly that the high seas are no nation's back .

yard. What then ? Outside the limit you may hack and destroy as you
please, irrespective of consequences ; for by " law of nations " and such
snatches of learning, the local authorities cannot interfere. Until it shall

appear that the world's fish-diet is of more serious moment than the advan-
tage of France ; until it shall bo seen that this very advantage, po matter
how backed up by gun-boats and tprpedos, must ted in loss to France her-

self through depletion of the fisheries : until that day comes, I suppose,

no friendly arm, to prevent wasteful fish-slaughter, can be stretched forth

by any power or any combination of powers. How admirably important
interests are managed !

But if civilized nations, France among the number, are no check unto
themselves, can no check be put upon them ? There is a check with which
the Newfoundland Assembly has for some years tampered, trying its effi-

cacy, as it were. Fishery, whether by bultow or hook and line, cannot be
pursued without bait ; bait for the Banks cannot be got except from shore,

and from part of it under the sole control of Britain. There is a lever

that may be used to good purpose. If gentler 'methods fail of effect upon
so intelligent a people enforce prohibition of the sale of bait to the Frenclf,

an undertaking within the jurisdiction and quite practicable to-day
; pro-

hibit, also, its catch by them within the three mile limit, whatever the

term means, and you put a clamp on France that will either render her
Bank fishery unprofitable, or, what is more to be desired, bring her to

reasonable terms in its prosecution. T. B. Browning.

OPEN LETTERS.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sir,—In remarks on the congress of working men at Toronto, "A
Bystander" refers to a proposition of a delegate to limit all grants and hold-
ings of lands under the Dominion to 320 acres, and goes on to say :

" As
was pointed out in previous papers, the summers being short and the full
power of labour and machinery being needed to save the harvest, farming •

on a large scale with abundant capital may be the most productive."
Granting this, could not the experiment be made on large tracts held

on lease, tne same as for grazing, and when it becomes evident, as in a few
years I think it will, that moderate-sized farms and a mixed system with
the surplus of produce of a more valuable kind than grain, must be adopted,
then these large experimental tracts would be available for moderate-sized
holdings.

A Bystander closes his remarks by saying the land will yield bread
plentiful and cheap if it is freely owned, freely transferred, and freely tilled.

It is scarcely consistent with free ownership to grant thousands of acres
to rich individual holders to make an experiment which, however profitable
it might be at first, would certainly result in serious deterioration pi the
soil There are many things to be said in favour of the proposition to limit
the grants to 320 acres. It is entitled, I think, to careful consideration...

Yours truly,

Wm. Osbornb.
Hamilton, 15th January, 1884.

'

-~V.'

/
' A BYSTANDER" ON THE TRADES CONGRESS.

To the Editor of " The WmU" :
"^ - ^j

SiBj^In your issue "of the 10th of January, among the " Current Events
and Opinions " appeared a criticism on the late Trade Union Congress
which, I think, in justice to the delegates that took part in it, calls for a
reply, especially as the writer claims to be a candid friend of Trades Unions.
" A Bystander " says that " in the International Congress of Europe, the
English workmen have been generally distinguished from those of France,
and other countries by their wise resolution to confine themselves to indus-
trial questions, and refrain from tampering with social or political chimeras."
At the Toronto Congress one delegate propounded the political axiom that
" everyone who was called upon to obey the law must have a right to vote."

The first sentence is misleading, and the second is a mistake. The first

misleading, because^it conveys the idea that the Toronto Congress favoured
views that the EInglish workingmen who attended the Paris Congress would
not entertain, but such is not the fact, as there was not a single question
discussed at the Toronto Congress of a social or political nature that has
not been discussed at English Trade Union Congresses, and similar resolu-

tions passed ; in fact our fellow workingmen in England have gone further
in the direction of state interference with the hours of labour than the
Toronto Congress would go. The last English Trades Congress held at
Nottingham passed a resolution calling upon the Government to bring in a
bill to regulate the hours of all the workers in the employ of the State and
of all the public bodies and companies requiring Act or concession of Par-
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liament, and that eight hours be the maximum time of the working day in

all their establishments. All the English delegates that were at the Paris

Congress were also at the one held at Nottingham. In the discussion on

the hours-of-labour resolution at the Toronto Congress, almost all the dele-

gates that spoke proposed asking the Government to enact a similiir iaw to

the one asked for above. The second sentence is a mistake, because no such

axiom was laid down as that everyone should have a vote, and neither the

Globe nor Mail reported any delegate as having said so. When " A By-

stander" says that "the larger attainable measure of wise and just govern-

ment can be secured only by contining political power to those who are

duly qualified to use it," he is only saying what might be said as well by

the most rabid Tory, as long as they had the determining of who were the

ones "duly qualified." "A Bystander" says that productive co-oper-

ation has failed. This is very misleading from the fact that productive co-

operation has never been attempted on a large enough scale to have a fair

trial, but so far as it has been tried it has been as successful as private en-

terprise, and in most cases where it has failed it has been because it

have tried to combine honesty with trade, aiid has found it hard to

do that and compete with the " guiding head of capital." But in spite of

all the difficulties that co-operation has had to contend with, there are

many co operative establishments running and paying to-day in England,

without the "guiding head of capital."

It seems to be assumed by " A Bystander " in his concluding remarks on

the late railway accident as well as in his opinions on the Trades Union

Congress that there cannot be brains without capital.

Alfred F. Jury.

CORRESPONDENCE.

JOAQUIN miller's litter.

COKQRESSMEN AND THE FORTY-EIOHTH CONORE88.

Washington-, Jan. 15.

" What is going to be the issue 1 " I asked of the ablest Republican in

Washington yesterday. He smiled, shook his head and muttered some-

thing about the microscoping insignificance of all present differences be-

tween parties, and then branched off on art and belle lettres.

I told this to an able Jeffersonian Democrat, and he at once

said: "The issue will be Democracy and anti-Democracy. It has

always been that and will always be that, in some form or other. The
Republicans want to imply that there is no issue. They are beaten, and

that is their way of admitting it. Yes, sir ! The issue is a very live one.

We stand here like a rock as we have always stood. The tide may rise

above us but it does not move us. This next election it will not even

touch us. Tariff? The question on that point is not, shall we oj^ shall we
not, but merely how much or how little 1 Free trade t Yes, we are not

far from it. Protection 1 Protection of what 1 Who ? The labouring

mani No. The labouring man's boss! Sir, our feet are at last set

solidly upon the great cross-roads, with Free Trade written on the guide-

board pointing to the right !

"

" Thank you Senator. And can you tell me what our leading lights in

this Congress are engaged in now chiefly, beside reading that guideboard 1

"

" Answering autograph letters," sighed the thoughtful senator. " Yes,

sir : piles of them every day come to each one. You can say that the

Forty-eighth Congress is engaged in the innocent employment of saving

this great country by answering applications for autographs."

AUTOGRAPH HUNTERS. - -

When last with the late Mr. Longfellow, he complained a little of these

autograph hunters, but told me that he had answered, and should try to

continue to answer, all reasonable demands of this kind while he lived.

And his kindness in this way has kept me up this far in the same attempt.

But I imagine the nuisance was not quite as fully developed as now.

These autognapt ^ends, mostly very ignorantj I suppose, as they often^

mis'spell your name, now inclose you printed letters. They are too indolent

eren to write their letter to you, y^ have the audacity to ask you to

write them a verse and enclose it in the stamped and printed envelope. I

give notice that I shall confiscate all stamps sent me hereafter for auto-

graphs, for some charity. Mr. Longfellow told me that his autograph

letters averaged about seven per day.

LAST DAYS WITH MK. LONGFELLOW.

Having alluded to the late illustrious poet, I am tempted here to recall

some last moments spent with this first of authors and most perfect gentle-

man. Many others, I know, stood nearer to him, so much nearer and

dearer, and maybe I ought not to claim the right to say much of a sacred

nature ; but somehow 1 always felt when he reached out his right hand and

drew me to him, and looked me fairly and silently in the face with his

earnest seer eyes, that he knew me, did not dislike me much, and that

he knew, soul to soul, we sought the good and the beautiful and true, each

after his fashion and as best he knew.

He had a pfetty way of always getting out of the house—that beautiful

house of his, where Washington had dwelt—into the woods. He poaseased

a wonderful lot of books, but he knew the birds, the crickets, the flowers,

woods and grasses were more in my way, and with rare delicacy he never

talked on books at all, but led out at once, whenever possible, to our

mutual friends in the rear of the old Headquarters of Washington.

Walt Whitman chanced to be in Boston when I last visited Mr. Long-

fellow, and I was delighted to hear the poet at his table in the midat of hi«

perfect family, speak of him most kindly. Soon after he looked me up at

my hotel in Boston, and we two called on the good, gray poet together. I

mention this to merely italicise the suggestion that Longfellow's was a large

nature. No narrow enmity, envy, self-glorification, superiority or I-am-

purer-than-you about this man in the least ;
perfect and orthodox as was

his own well-ordered and (stick a pia here) more fortunate life.

SOME SECRETS OF THE SHOP.

It was on this occasion that a pall of black suddenly fell upon the Re-

public. Garfield lay dead at Elberon !

The enterprising publishers of the Globe solicited from each of the sev-

eral authors then in and about Boston some tribute of sorrow for the dead.

The generous sum of 8S100 was checked as an earnest I remember

how big-hearted John Boyle O'Reilly and I got Walt Whitman down
in a cave somewhere under the Revere House, where a bottle of

champagne was found, and wrestled with him in a vain effort to make
him earn and accept his $100.

" Yes, I'm sorry as the sorriest ; sympathize with the great broken

heart of the world over this dead sovereign citizen. But I've nothing

to say."

And so persuade as we might, even till past midnight, Walt Whit-

man would not touch the money or try to write a line. He was poor

;

but bear it forever in testimony that he was honest and would not

promise to sell that which he felt God had not at that moment given

him to sell. And hereafter whenever any of you are disposed to speak

or even think unkindly of Walt Whitman, remember this refusal of

his to touch a whole heap of money when he might have had it for

ten lines and maybe less than ten minutes' employment I love him

for it There is not a butcher nor a baker nor a merchant, not a

banker in America, perhaps, who would have been, under ths circum-

stances, so stubbornly, savagely honest with the world and himself.

O'Reilly had already written his glorious lines and was happy. He
paid for the champagne, I think. Memory is a little confused here. But

I know that is a way he has. Soon after midnight I left the oth«TS in the

cave, and went up to my room in the hotel and went to work. Early next

morning I drove over to Mr. Longfellow in great haste and read my lines.

Kindly he listened as I read, and then carefully looked them all over and

made some important improvements. He had also partly written, and

read me, his poem on the sad theme. But it was too stately and fine for

company with our less mature work, and at the last moment it was with-

held on the plea that it was still incomplete. It soon after appeared in

the New York Independent. As I was hastening away with my manu-

script for the press, he said, as he came with me down to the gate, that

the Queen of England had done more to conquer America by sending that

wreath for the funeral of the dead President than all the Georges had ever

done with all their troops and cannon. And he said it in such a poetical

way that I thought it an unfinished couplet of his poem. I never saw him
any more. But I find he did not use that thought And so I have

endeavoured to make use of it here in a revised version of the hurried lines

which I wrote by the help of Mr. Longfellow on the death of

GAEFIELD.

" Bear me oat of the battle, for lo I am sorely wounded."

From out the vast, wideboaomed West,:

Where gnarled old maplea make array,

Deep soarred from redmen gone to rest. .

Where minamed heroes hew the way
For worlds to follow in stem zest

;

Where pipes the quail, where sqairrela play

Through tops of trees with nnts for toy,

A boy stood forth clear-eyed and tall,

A timid boy, a bashful boy.

Yet comply as the sons of Saul

—

L A hpy all friendless, all unknown, , ^^
-— Yet heir-apparent to]^a throne.

_JL *>"•""« the proudest ever known
For him who bears him noblest, best,

And it was won by him alone,

That boy from out that wooded West,

And now to fall ! Pale-browed and prone

He lies in everlasting rest.

The nations clasp the cold dead hand ;

The nations sob aload at this ;

The only dry eyes in the land

Now at the last we know are his.

While she who sends a wreath has won

More conqnest than her hosts had done.

Brave heart, farewell. The wheel has run

Full circle, and behold a grave

Beneath the old loved trees is done.

The druid oaks lift up and wave

A solemn beckon back. The brave

Old maples welcome every one.

Beoeive bim earth. In centre land,

Ai in the centre of each heart.

As in the hollow of Ood's hand.

The coffin sink*. And we depart

Bach on hii way as God deems best,

To do, and so deserve to rest.

« Ma," said a thoughtful boy. " I don't think that Solomon was so

rich a* they say he was." " Why, my dear? " " Because the Bible says

be slept with his fathers, and if he had been so rich he would have had a

bed of his own

—

London Society.

Toronto.
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" Where'er I go
A wiatfal child's face haunts me still."

Above the ringlets shaken
In careless curls of gold,

•^he sun's shorn shafts retaken
In single splendour roiled ;

Beneath the crowning splendour
That wreathes the young fair head.

Eyes sweet, and grave and tender.

Curved lips of rosiest red.

What plight the years shall bring her.

What cheer of fortune's spell,

The untouched tones that linger
In life's harp—who can tell ?

Dear heart, so fond, confiding,

Rose-paven be thy way.
The swift-shod hours are gliding,

And morning melts in day.
'—

Melts like a snow-drop drifted

Upon a sun-pierced stream.
Yea, as a shade uplifted

Floats through a summer dream.
O, what so sweet as youth is,

The unsoiled plume of dove !

O, what so fair as truth is

Sealed with the seal of love !

The folded bud foreshadows
The blossom and the fruit,

Arid dreams far El Dorados
Wherein all pain is mute

;

Where Hutnmer ever tinges

Her smiles and kisses blown,
The flowers, and sprays, and fringes

That grace her glorious throne.

Thy merry laughter ringing
Gives little reck of aught.

Birds in the branches singing
Their summer songs untaught.

Are not more glad than you are,

Prattling in childish glee.

With pattering feet and bluer
Eyes than the blue, deep sea.

White sheen of stately roses.

White fold on fold of flower.

White flakes that fleck cold closes

And limn the leafless bower

;

White angel mist-robes flowing
Back on the sunset air,

White clouds, star-rifted, glowing.
And all things pure and fair

—

Are types of what her soul is.

Fair in its chastity,

A brief, bright life, whose whok
A summer song sin- free.

Words, wishes, win scant favour.
Unworthy and unmeet.

But heart- traced I engrave her.

The sweetest of the sweet
J.F.Davidaon.

THE ADVENTURES CF A WIDOW.
H

By Edqab Fawobtt, anther of "A Oentleinaa of Lslsure," "A Hopeless Oasa "
"tBi Ambitious Woman," " Tinkling Cymbals," etc.

IV.

—

Continued.

" Not at all," said Kindelon. " It is true that she goes about a good
deal. Her position as a journaliirt gives her, of course, the entriee to many
theatres, and as she is passionately fond of the drama, her face is seldom
missed on a premiere at any reputable house—Daly's, the Union Square, the
Madison Square or Wallack's. She takes delight, too, in appearingat the enter-

tainments of hervarious friends, and she always does so, clad elegantly, richly,

but without a shadow of ostentatious display. On these occasions her society
is eagerly sought ; I have sometimes wondrered why, for her conversa-
tion, though invariably fuU of sound sense and pithy acumen, kcks the cheer-
ful play of humour which is so widely demanded to generate anything like

popularity wherever men and women are gathered together. But e^e Ijb

very popular, and I suppose it is her striking simplicity, her gift of always
being sincerely and unaffectedly herself, which has made her so Still,

for all this gregarious impulse, if I may thus name it, I do not believe she
would take the first step, where you are concerned, to establish an
acquaintance."

" And for what reason 1 " asked Paulino. Her tones, while she put this"
query, were full of a hurt bewilderment Kindelon seemed to muse for a
brief space ; and any such unconversational mood was rare, as we know, with
his mercurial lightsomeness of inanner. " She would be sensitive," he
presently said, " about making an advance of this sort."

" Of this sort t " repeated Pauline, with a somewhat in-itated inflection,

Of what sort ?

"

Her companion watched her with fixity for a'moment Then he raised
his large forefinger, and slowly shook it, with admonitory comedy of ges-

ture. " You must not tell me that you don!t understand," he said. " Put
yourself in this lady's place. Suppose that that you, in spite of fine brains
and noble character, lacked the social standing "

Pauline broke in quite hotly, at this. Her eyes had taken a quick
sparkle, and the color was flying rosy and pure into her fair face.

" Pshaw
!
" she exclaimed. " It is not any question of social standing. I

want to know these people -" She suddenly paused, as though her
tongue had betrayed her into some regrettable and unseemly phrase. " I
want to pass," she continued more slowly, "from an aimless world into

one of thought and sense. Mrs. Dares is prominent in this other world.
From what you sayT: should judge that she is a very representative and

•influential spirit there. Why should she not be benign and gracious
enough to seek me here 1 Why should she require that I shall emphatic-
ally pay her my court 'i Your description makes me glad and happy to

know her. If she learned this would she hold aloof from any absurd
scruples about a disparity in social standing ?..'.. Well, if she did," declared
Pauline, who by this time was quite excitedly flushed and fluttered, " then
I should say that you had over-painted her virtues and too flatteringly

concealed her faults !

"

Kindelon threw back his head, as she finished, and laughed with such
heartiness that more of his strong white teeth were transiently visible than
would have pleased a strict judge of decorum.

" Oh, how amusing you are !
" he cried. " You are really superb, and

don't perceive it ! Well," he proceeded, growing graver, " I suppose you
would be far less so if you had the vaguest inkling of it ... . Now, pray
listen. Does it enter your conscience at all that you are disguising a kind
of royal patronage and condescension behind a gentle and saint-like

humility 1 No—of course it doesn't But, my dear lady, this is uneqm-
vocally true, You scoff at social standing, and yet you complacently base

yourself upon it You want to desert all your old tenets, and yet you
keep a kind of surreptitious clasp about them. " You would not for the

worid be considered a person who cared for the aristocratic purple, and yet

you wrap it round you in the most illogical fashion. Mrs. Dares has her
evenings ; to-night is one of them. You, as yet, have no evenings

; your
anion is still in embryo. You want to affiliate with her, to be one of her
set, her surroundings, her monde. And yet you quietly bid her to your
house, as though she were proposing your cooperation, your support, your

-and not you-hers-ti?

Pauline, with perhaps a deepened tinge of colour in her cheeks, was
staring at the floor when Kindelon ended. And from beneath her gown
came the impatient little tap of a nervous foot. After an interval of

silence, during which her friend's gaze watched her with merry vivacity of

expression, she slowly lifted her shapely blonde head, and answered, in

grave, even saddened tones :

" Then my salon is to be a failure t—an unrealizable castle in Spain ?
"

"Oh, no," promptly said Kindelon, with one of those sympathetic

laughs .jvhich belonged among his elusive fascinations. " By no means

—

unless you so will it"

" But I don't will it," said Pauline.

" Very weU. ' Then it will be a castle in—in New York. That sounds
tangible enough, surely. It is the first step that counts, and you have only
to take your first step. It will certainly look much better to know some
of your courtiers before you ascend your throne. And meanwhile it would
be far more discreet to cultivate an acquaintance with your probable prime
minister."

" All of which means . . . .1 " she said.

" That you had best let me accompany you to Mrs. Dares' house this

evening."

" But I am not invited !
" exclaimed Pauline.

" Oh, yes yon mta," said Kindelon, with easy security in the jocund

I
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h contradiction. " Mias Cora, the youngest daughter of Mrs. Dares, told me

last night that she and her mother would both be very glad to have you

Qome."

There was a momentary intonation in Kindelon's voice that struck his

listener as oddly unexpected. " So you have already spoken of me ?
" she

said, lingeringly, and looking at him with more intentness thfn she her-

self knew.of.
.

•

" Yes," he replied, with a certain speed, and with tone* that were not

just set in an unembarrassed key. " I go there, now and then."

" And you have mentioned me to Mrs. Dares 1

"

" Yes . . more than once, I think. She knows that you may be induced

to come this evening."

His glance, usually so direct, had managed to avoid Pauline's which

was just then very direct indeed.

" Tell me " Pauline said, after another silenoft had somehow made itself

felt between them. " Are you very good friends with this girl . .
Miss

Coral"

He returned her look, then, but with an unwonted vacillation of his

own—or so she chose to think.

"Yes," he responded, fluently frank, as it seemed. " We are very good

friends—excellent friends, I may say. You will find her quite as charm-

ing, in a difierent way, as her mother. I mean, of course, if you will go

with me this evening—or any future evening.

Pauline put forth her hand, and laid it for an instant on his full-

moulded arm.

" I will go with you this evening," she said, softly.

KiNDELOS found Pauline in a very lightsome and animated state of mind

when he called at her house £hat evening. She had a touch of positive ex-

citement in her way of referring to the proposed visit. He thought he had

never seen her look more attractive than when she received him, already

wrapped in a fleecy white over-garment and drawing on her gloves, while

a piquant smile played at the comers of her mouth and a vivacious glitter

filled her gray eyes.

" Ypu are here before the carriage," she said to him, " though we

"Han't have to wait long for that Hark—there is the bell, now ; my

men would not presume to be a minute late this evening, ^e footman

must have detected in my manner a great seriousness when I gave him my

order ; I felt very serious, I can assure you, as I did so. It meant the first

step in a totally new career."

" Upon my word, you look fluttered," said Kindelon, in his mellow,

jocose voice. ,

" Naturally I do !
" exclaimed Pauline, as she nodded to the servant

who now announced that the ,carriage was in readiness. " I am going to

have a fresh, genuine sensation. I am going to emancipate myself—to

break my tether, as it were. I've been a prisoner for life ; I don't know

how the sunshine looks, or how it feels to take a gulp of good, free air."

He watched her puzzledly until the outer darkness obscured her face,

and they entered the carriage together. She mystified him while she

talked on, buoyantly enough, yet always in the same key. He was not

sure whether or HO her sparkling manner had a certain sincere trepidation

behind it Now and then it seemed to him as if her voluble professions of

anxTeiy rting false—as if she were making sport of herself, of him, or of

the projected diversion.

" Do you really take the whole matter so much to heart," he presently

said, while the vehicle rolled them along the wintry, lamplit streets, " or is

this only some bit of dainty and graceful masquerading 1

"

" Masquerading 1 " she echoed, with a shocked accent.

"Oh well, you are accustomed to meeting all sorts of people. You can't

think that any human claaaes are so sharply divided that to cross a new

threshold means to enter a new world."

She was silent, and he could see her face only vaguely for some little

time ; but when a passing light cast an evanescent gleam upon it he thought

that he detected something like a look of delicate mischief there. Her

next words, rather promptly spoken, bore with them an explanatory

bluntness.

" I am convinced that if everybody else disappoints me Mias Dares will

not." ,

" Miss Dares I " he almost faltered, in the tone of one thrown off his

guard. " Miss Cora Dares," Pauline continued, with a self-correcting pre-

cision. " The younger of the two daughters, the one who paints. Oh, you

see," she continued, after a little laugh that was merry tkoofli faint, " I

have forgotten nothing. I've a great curiosity to see tUa TOWig artist.

You had not half so much to tell me about her as about her mother, and

yet you have somehow contrived to make her quite as interesting."

" Why 1 " Kindelon asked, with a soft abruptness to which the fact of

his almost invisible face lent a greater force. " Is it because you think

that I like Cora Dares 1 I should like to think that was your reason for

being interested in her."

Another brief silence on Pauline's part followed his words, and then she

suddenly responded, with the most non-committal innocence of tone :

" Why, what other reason could I possibly have? Of course T sup-

pose that you like her. And of course that is why I am anxious to meet

her."

There was a repelling pleasantry in these three short sentences. If

Kindelon had been inclined to slip any further into the realm of senti-

ment, the very reverse of encouragement had now met him. Pauline s

matter-of-course complacency had a distinct chill under its superficial

warmth. " Don't misunderstand me, please," she went on, with so altered

a voice that her listener felt as if she had indeed been masquerading

through some caprice best known to herself, and now chose once and for all

to drop masque and cloak. " I really expect a most novel and entertain-

ing experience to-night.- .You say that I have met all sorts of people. I

have by no means done so. It strikes me that our acquaintance is not

young enough for me to tell you this. It is true that I mado a few pleasant

and even valuable friendships in Europe ; but these have jen exceptional

in my life, and I now return to my native city to disapprove everybody

whom I once approved." .

"And you expect to approve all the people whom you shall meet to-

nightr'
'

,

" You ask that in a tOne of positive alarm." ,

" I can't help betraying some nervous fear. Your expectations are

exorbitant."

Pauline tossed her head in the dimness. "Oh, you will find me more

easily suited than you suppose."

Kindelon gave a kind of dubious laugh. "I'm not so sure that you

will be easily suited," he said. " You are very pessimistic ii^ your judg-

ments of the fashionable throng. It strikes me that you are a rigid critic

of nearly everybody. How can I tell that you will not denounce me, in an

hour or so, as the worst of impostors, for having presumed to introduce

you among a lot of objectionable bores 1

"

" I think you will ^dmit," said Pauline, in offended reply, " that most

of Mrs. Dare's friends have brains."

" Brains? Oh, yes, all sorts of brains."

" That is just what I want to meet," she rapidly exclaimed—" all sorts

of brains. I am accustomed, at present, to only two or three sorts .
.
Oh,

you need not be afraid that I shall become bored. No, indeed ! On the

contrary, I expect to be exhilarated. I shall fraternize with most of them

—I shallbe one of them almost immediately. Wait until you see !

"

" I shan't see that," said Kindelon, with an amused bruaqutrie.

" What do you mean % " she questioned, once more offendedly.

He began to speak, with his old glib fleetness. " Why, my dear lady,

because you are not one of them, and never can be. You are a patrician,

reared differently, and you will carry your stamp with you wherever yott

go. Your very voice will betray you in ten seconds. You may show them

tiiat you want to be their good friend, but yo* oaa't convince them that,

you and they are of the same stock. Some of them will envy you, others

may secretly presume to despise you, and still others may very cordially like
^

you. I don't think that it has ever dawned upon me until lately how dif-

ferent you are from these persons whom you wish to make your allies and

supporters. That night, when I went into your aunt's operarbox, I had a

very slight understanding of the matter, I've always scoffed at the idea of

a New York aristocracy. It seemed so absurd, so self-contradictory. And

if it existed at all, I've always told myself, it must be the merest non-

sensical sham. But now I begin to recognize it as an undeniable fact.

There's a sort of irony, too, in my finding it out so late—after I have

1 knocked about as a journalist in a city which I believed to be democratic

if it was anything. However, you've made the whole matter plain to me.

You didn't intend to open my plebian eyes, but you have done so. It is

really wonderful how you have set me thinking. I've often told myself

that America was a political failure as a republic, but I never realized that

it was a social one."

Just then the carriage stopped. " I am sorry,'- said Pauline, « to have

unconsciodsly made you think ill of the literary society of New York."

She paused for a moment, and there was a rebuking solemnity in her voice

as she added : " I believe—I insist upon believing tilll see otherwise—that

it doe* not deserve to be condemned,"

(tp BE oowtinubd).

APTER reading ARNOLD'S "SOHRAB AND RUSTUM."

Who reads this measure flowing strong and deep.
It seemi to him old Homer's voice he hears

;

But soon grows up a sound that moves to tears

—

-w.^ Tears such as Homer cannot make us weep,
Whether a grieving god bids death and sleep

Bear sl4in Sarpedon home unto his peers,

Or gray-^'tiired Priam, kneeling, full of fears.

Seeks Hector's corse torn by the chariot's sweep.
Lightly these sorrows move us, in compare .

With that which moans along the Oxus' tide.

Where by his father's hand young Sohrab died,

—

^reat father and great son met unaware *

On fate's dark field : in awe we leave them there.

Wrapped in the mists that from the river glide.

—From the Critic.
—, te

EVENINGS AT HOME.

the national pastime of tnrotting-matches cannot be counted as exercise in
the English sense of the word. The men, with few exceptions^ have no
country life—few of them oven know how to ride ; they neither hunt, nor
row, nor shoot, nor play cricket ; and the women, being everywhere the
shadow of the men, are accomplished in none of those outdoor exercises in

which their English sisters find and renew their beauty. The charm
which is bom of delicacy may be a very lovely thing, like the finest

porcelain, but it does not constitute the highest form of beauty, which is

inseparable from good health.

—

Sir Lepel Grijfin in l/te Fortn'^hlly Review.

TRIOLBTS.

If I should steal a little kiss.

Oh, would she weep I wonder?
I tremble at the thought of bliss

—

If I should steal a little kiss ?

Such pouting lips would never miss
The dainty bit of plunder

;

If I should steal a little kiss.

Oh, would she weep I wonder 1

BBAUTY

;

POLISH, AUBRICAN AND CANADIAN.

A correspondent of the New York World, who^ claimed to have inter-
viewed Lord Coleridge on the steamer which took him to England,
writes :

—

" He said he thought the Amerioan women far excelled their English oonsins in
both beauty and intellect, and he shoald not be backward to say so on his native soil.

"

Although justice be proverbially blind and the ethics of oomplimen);
are elastic, there is no occasion to believe that Lord Coleridge ever made
the remarks attributed to him in so crude a form ; and American reporters
are very apt to record the questions they may ask as being the answers
they have received. But the comparison, whether made by Lord Coleridge
in these terms or not, is one of some interest, and a few remarks on it will

not be out of place. There can be no doubt that Americans honestly be-
lieve their women to be the most beautiful in the world : nor to them
would there appear any extravagance in the remark of the New York Sun
on the audience which attended Irving's first performance, " in respect of
the beauty it contained far surpassing any audience that Mr. Irving ever
bowed to in his lifa" But the opinion of foreigners—I do not speak of
Englishmen alone—is very different; and I have never met one who had lived
long or travelled much in America who did not hold that female beauty in
the States is extremely rare, while the average of ordinary good looks is

unusually low. More pretty faces are to be seen in a single day in London
than in a month in the States, The average of beauty is far higher in
Canada, and the American town in which the most pretty women are
noticeable is Detroit, on the Canadian border, and containing many
Canadian residents. In the Western States beauty is conspicuous by its

absence, and in Eastern towns, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and
Boston, it is to be chiefly found. In New York, in August, I hardly saw
a face which could be called pretty. Society was out of town, but an
estimate of national beauty is best formed by a study of the faces
of the people; and the races at Monmouth Park had collected what-
ever of beauty or fashion had been left in the city. Even at Saratoga, the
most attractive face seemed that of a young English lady passing through
on her way to Australia. In November, New York presented a different
appearance, and many pretty women were to be seen, although the number
was comparatively small, and at the Metropolitan Opera House, even
American friends were unable to point out any lady whom they could call

beautiful, A distinguished artist told me that when he first visited
America he scarcely saw in the streets of New York a single face which
he could select as a model, though he could find twenty such in the London
atreet in which his studio was situated, ^__
The American type of beauty is extremely delicate and refined, and

London and Continental society will always contain some American ladies
who may rank among the loveliest in the world. Such are known to us
all, but are more common in Europe than America. A beautiful ^irl is,

in the first place, more likely to travel than a plain one, for she is anxious
for new worlds, to conquer ; the pride and affection of her parents are
more likely to second her legitimate ambition, and, having reached Europe,
she is obviously more likely to remain there. If American girls be anxious
to marry Englishmen, as a study of contemporary novels, plays, and society

would seem to show, it is a proof of their good sense ; for America, which
is the best place in the world for making money, is the very worst for
spending it. Life revolves round the office and the shop and the counting-
house, and a woman of spirit doubtless prefers a society like that of
London, where even the men, to say nothing of the women, from the time
they rise at eleven till they go to bed at three o'clock in the morning,

j<\^ think of nothing but how they may amuse themselves, America will grow
day by day more like the Old World in this respect, and when- its citizens

shall have learned the science of amusement it will become a far more
agreeable place than it is at present. The change in the habits of the men
will have a direct effect upon the beauty of the women. The English are
an athletic race, and the amusements in which they delight are in the open
air. As are the men so are the women. Riding and rowing, walking
and tennis, have developed in them a beauty the chief charm of which is

that it is healthy. The late hours of the ball-room do not take the bloom
from a cheek which is daily renewed by a gallop in the park before
luncheon, or a game of lawn-tennis in the afternoon. In America life is

sedentary. The national game of base-ball is mostly played by professionals

'

He longs to steal a kiss of mine

—

-
,

He may if he'll return it ; .

If I can read the tender sign.

He longs to steal a kiss of mine
;

" In love and war "—you know the line,

Why cannot he discern it (

He longs to steal a kiss of mine

—

He may if he'll return it.

A little kiss when no one sees

—

Where is the impropriety ?

How sweet amid the birds and bees

A little kiss when no one sees ;
^

Nor is it wrong, the world agrees.

If taken with sobriety.

A little kiss when no one sees,

Where is the impropriety. —Ex.

THE LIVADIA.

Czar Alexander XL's famous yacht, the Livadia, has just turned up as a
coal hulk in the harbour of Sebastopol. This is an ignominious ending for

a craft which was expected to revolutionize marine architecture, and which
was certainly one of the most gorgeous vessels ever built. No such vessel

had been seen since Noah navigated the eastern waters ; her hull was hid-

den in a projecting basement which supported a row of pillars ; she had four
tiers of decks paved with black, white, and red marble ; there was a mag-
nificent marble fountain ; the baths were hewn from white marble blocks

;

rows of electric lights illuminated the saloons and avcn>te-like corridors,

and the many sets of apartments were finished in rare woods and stones,

furnished with the most costly trappings and ornamented with oriental

splendour. Altogether the Livadia was more like a fairy palace than a
modem yacht, and it is not strange that the impression went abroad that

one purpose of her creation was to dazzle the Asiatic mind and increase the
awe and mystery with which it regarded the czar. But the Livadia was
not a safe sailor, and before Alexander's assassination she was practically

discarded as worthlesa Strange as she was in looks, she was declared

upon her completion to have been the result of "a profound consideration

of scientific difficulties " and that " what looks like the wildest of vagaries

is the result of ingenious calculations." But she was a failure from the

start, and soon after her completion she was almost wrecked in the Bay of

Biscay, and acted so badly every^way that her crew were afraid to trust

^emselves at sea in her any more. She was quietly laid aside soon after

that first test.

—

American Queen.

IN VENICS.

The extraordinary beauty of recent sunsets has provided, in this country,

topics for letters and articles in the newspapers, but, according to the
Roman papers, the people in Venice seem to have gone mad over the lovli-

ness of the skies. A correspondent writing from there says that it would
be impossible to exaggerate the gorgeous effect of gold, purple and blazing

crimson lately seen in Venetian evening skies. The hour of sundown is the
established time for the orthodox tourist, desirous of mounting the Cam-
panile, to make his ascent and look down upon Venice and the lagoons.

Of late his toil had been amply repaid. Guides, who hang about the Cam-
panile and the Piazza, recognize the marvellous brilliancy of the sunsets,

and throw an extra amount of zeal into their advice to travellers to ascend
and admire. Added to their recomimendation is generally a prophecy that
to-morrow there will be a fog which will inevitably shut out the view.

However lovely may be the sunlight, moonlight in Venice retains its old

hold on the imagination of the tourist. " Signore," asked a gondolier of

an American, who wss enjoying from his boat the effect of the moonbeams
on the water, " is there a moon in England t " (England and America
are one in the mind of the lower class Venetian). "Why, certainly,"

answered the Yankee. The gondolier looked surprised
; politeness forbade

an expression of incredulity. "I thought that there was not," he said,
" for our moon is generally the first thing which the English care to see in

Venice."

—

American Queon.
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With its January number The Manhattan begins a new volume. This

chftrming magazine is steadily growing in favour with the reading public.

It could hardly be otherwise, considering the uniformly high degree of

excellence, and the distinct individuality it displays. The initial paper is

a finely illustrated article by Mr. J. Leonard Coming, on " The Luther

Monument at Worms." The engraving of the illustrations to this paper is

exceedingly good. A charming paper is that on " Pompeii, Past and

Present," by Anna Ballard. Mr. James A. Harrison tells with much

dramatic force a story of Creole life entitled " Piti-Josi-Bitiste," the dia-

lect of which Mr. Cable has familiarized us with. The conclusion of the

story is too abrupt and exclamatory to be either satisfying or artistic.

Dr. Damrosch, head of the "Symphony Society," of New York, contri-

butes the music to « New Year's Masque, " The Doorkeeper," by Miss

Edith M. Thomas. Valuable articles are Mr. H. C. Pidder's " Woman in

Modern Civilization," and Mr. G. T. Curtis' "Creation or Evolution?"

Mr. Edgar Fawcett's serial, "Tinkling Cymbals," gives promise of equal-

ling "An Ambitious Woman." Like most of Mr. Fawcett's work it com-

mences somewhat deliberately, and increases in speed of movement with

each succeeding chapter. Mr. Fawcett also contributes to this number a

particularly beautiful sopnet, addressed to Mr. Maurice Thompson, author

of " Songs of Fair WeBther," lately reviewed in The Week. A poem

far above the average of magazine verse is Mr. H. C. Banner's " The

Appeal to Harold," which we quote in full :

—

THE APPEAL TO HAROLD.*

Hai6 I Har6

!

Judge now betwixt this woman and me,
Har6 !

She leaves me bond, who found me free.

Of love and hope she hath drained me dry

—

Yea, barren as a drought-struck sky
;

She hath not left me tears for weeping,

Nor will my eyelids close in sleeping.

I have gathered all my Ufe's-blood up

—

Har6 !

She hath drunk and thrown aside the enp.

Shall she not give me back my days?
Har61

I made them perfect for her praise.

There was no flower in all the brake

I found not fairer for her sake
;'

There was no sweet thought I did not fashion

For aid and servant to my passion.

Labour and learning worthless were,

Har6!
—^—i-'^'— Save that I made them gifts for her.

».

Shall she not give me back my nighti ?

Har6 1

Oive me sweet sleep for brief delights 1

liO 1 in the night's wan mid I lie,

And ghosts of boars that are dead go by ;

Haur< of a love that died unshriven ;

Of a love in change for my honour given ;

She caressed and slew my soul's white truth,

Har6:
Shall she not give me back my youth?

HarO 1 Har6 I _
Tell me not of a greater judge,

Har6 I

It is he who hath my sin in grudge.

Yea, from Qod I appeal to thee:

God hath not part or place for me. '

Thou who hast sinned, judge thou my sinning ;

_Xhave staked my life for a woman's winning.

She hath stripped me of all save remembering-
Hat6!

Bight thou me, right thou me, Harold the King I

the country under a load of debts, went to Paris, and there dragged out

two years of wretchedness, till at last the tide began, very slowly, to turn.

His first thoroughly characteristic composition was " Tannhaiiser," and the

climax of his career was roached in the performances of the " Ring of the

Nibelungen " and " Parsifal " at Baireuth. From his first wife, Wagner

was separated many years before her death. She, poor woman, had had, per-

haps, no easy lot to bear. Wagner had more than his share of the " eccen-

tricities of genius," and his first wife may have failed to understand him at

times. Dr. Nohl tells us that peculiar humours " frequently seized upon

our master in such strange fashion, that in the midst of company he would

suddenly stand upon his head in a corner of the room for some time.

Wagner's second wife apparently considered such vagaries trifling, or was

capable of comprehending them, for the master found his second union an

ideal one. This lady was the daughter of Wagner's dear friend, Liszt, and

the wife of his equally dear friend, VonBiilow, from whom she obtained a

divorce when all perceived her eminent fitness for the master, and the de-

sirability of such a consummation. The divorced husband, with incom-

parable unselfishness, looking at this perfect union was Wont to declare

that " this was theonly proper solution." Dr. Nohl writes as an enthusiast,

not as a critic, but his work is none the less entertaining on that account.

The translation is sometimes stiflF and involved, but appears to be other-

wise entirely satisfactory. The cumbersomeness of the original lingers upon

it to some extent. ^

A Woman of Honour. By H. C. Banner. Boston : J. R. Osgoode & Co.

The author of this novel has done well, but has hardly received all the

credit he deserves. A little while before the appearance of his novel, Mr.

Bunner contributed to the Century an open letter on " New York as a

field for Fiction," and showed such admirable appreciation of the resources

of the field, and so clear an idea of how these resources could best be de-

veloped, that the expectations of the critics were raised to a quite remark-

able height. As a natural consequence some disappointment resulted,

though " A Woman of Honour " is anything but a weak story. Something

better than the best novel of the season was required to fulfil all expec-

tations^ and we do not think this can by any means be called the best

novel of the season. But we think that whatever the critic may say, few

readers will quarrel with Mr. Banner. It seems to us altogether wide of the

mark to complain, as some have do^e, that the society Mr. Banner depicts

is depicted too pitilessly. But one source of dissatisfaction, it may be, lies in

the fact that the critical situations are much more improbable than situa-

tions have any right to be in a matter-of-fact and fairly civilized modem

city. Of course Mr. Crawford can invent the wildest situations unblush-

ingly, and we accept them, because he sets them too far off for us to be

tempted to investigate. Bat Mr. Bunner is at home, and we take excep-

tion to the improbable. The highly wrought and wonderfully effective

night- scene in Carnegie's studio offends us when our heated imagination

hag had time to cooL The most marked characteristic of the story is the

abundance and prominence of the dramatic quality evidenced in the pic-

turesque grouping, the swiftness of movement, the succession of climaxes,

the brilliancy and point of the dialogue. Faith Ruthven is a charming

creation, but hardly, perhaps, moves the reader to so profound an admirar

tion as. that in which Mr. Bunner plainly holds her. The scenes between

~^£ent and Swift, and between Kent and Mrs. Swift in the latter pari ot-

the book, are full of vigour and penetration.

BOOK NOTICES.

Life of Richakd Wagner. By Louis Nohl. Chicago : Jansen, McClurg

&Co. .

Wagner was one of the most sublimely self-confident men of modern^"

times, and he had need of all his self-confi^ce to carry him through his

myriad difficulties and discouragements. But his faith in himself was

equalled only by his contempt for all who differed from him in questions

either of his art or of the greatness of his own genius. Success held long

aloof from him, but came at last, and he found himself in later years sar-

rt)unded by a host of adoring disciples, with the resources of a kingdom at

his disposal for the execution of his gigantic musical schemes. At twenty-

three, with nothing to live upon, he married a beautiful actress of the

Miigdeburg theatre. After a stmggle with ill-fortune in Russia, he fled

* Ths rteht of appeal to Harold -b("Nonn»ndy wmi like the Boman dtiim's right ol

appeal to C«8ar. The ory of " Har6 I " Wm th« inroeation that ealtod hun to protMt

or to avont* the wronged.

One of the latest issues of the "Loveil's Library" is Mr. Will M.

Clemens' " Famous Funny Fellows." (New York : John W. Lovell Com-

pany.) This is one of the most genuinely readable of the light books of the

year. The book describes, gossips about, tells anecdotes of, such men as

Mark Twain, Artemus Ward, Josh Billings, Yawcob Strauss, Gilhooley,

Spoopendyke, and 'others of that ilk ; and ito author has become so infected

with the humour of the men he treats of that^his work is full of suggested

smiles from cover to cover.

Other works that come to us in the same form and from the same

publishers are Thackeray's " Ballads " and " Character Sketches," Lawrence

Oliphant's " Altiora Peto," Irving's " Moorish Chronicles," and " How it all

came Round," by L. T. Meade.

Am American who had a jolly German friend wished to become ac-

quainted with the German's charming ^e. " Veil," said the German,

» dot vill pe all righdt." After a time the German led him over to where

the lady was sitting with a number of friends. " Katrina," said the hoa-

band, " You know dot man V " No," said Katrina, modeatly. "Veil dot's

him !
"

—

Independent.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

Thb Philharmonic Society's Concert.—The first concert this season

by the above society took place in the Pavilion of the Horticultural Gar-

dens before a large audience on the evening of the l.'ith. The vocalists,

among whom were distributed the solo and concerted parts, were as fol-

lows : Soprani ;^Mrs. Bradley, and the Misses Dervieux, Torrington,

Berryman, and O'Leary. Alti ;— Mesdames Petley and Morrison, and

Miss Scott Tenon ;—Messra Taylor, Warde, Wilkinson and Doherty.

Bassi ;—Mr. Stoddard (of New York) who sang the part of Elijah, and

Messrs. Schuch and Oldham. The chorus numbered over two hundred

voices, which, with the exception of the tenors, who were perhap.s a little

weak, were fairly well balanced. In this respect the orchestra was not so

happy, the tone of the violins being quite insufficient to counterbalance the

bass instruments, brass and string, or to give the necessary support to the

voices in full chorus ; while the horns and trombones, were, as usual, un-

certain in intonation and attack, greatly marring the efforts of the vocalists

on more than one occasion . The difficulty of obtaining good horn players

is, however, well known, so the critic, while chronicling the fact, makes

the necessary allowanee. Among the soloists, excepting Mr. Stoddard, as

Elijah, there was nothing to call forth enthusiasm. Mr. Taylor, to whom

was entrusted the beautiful air " If With All Your Hearts," gave a care-

ful, but colourless, rendering thereof, while in the recitative which preceded

it his voice and method proved quite inadequate to its demands, possess-

ing neither the vigour of attack nor the necessary timbre. The recitative,

airs and duet, (" The Widow and Elijah,") by Mrs. Bradley and Mr. Stod-

dard, was pleasingly sung. The double chorus " Baal Wa Cry to Thee,"

the chomses "Thanks be to God," and "Behold! God the Lord Passed

By !
" were powerfully and vigorously given and fully sustained the favour-

able reputation the society has now, under the able and patient training

of Mr. Torrington. The double quartette " For He Shall Give His Angels

Charge Over Thee," sung by Misses Berryman and ,Scott, Mesdames Mor-

rison and Petley, and Messrs. Warde, Doherty, Oldham, and Schuch, is es-

pecially deserving of credit ; the voices were nicely balanced, and the

expression carefully observed, produced a general effect which was very

pleasing ; indeed, the same might fairly be said of all the part singing. The

singers before named, although not possessing voices or sufficient artistic

training to enable them to render the noble recitatives and solos of this

great sacred drama in such a manner as they demand, nevertheless,

through much practice in chorus and part singing have succeeded in pre-

senting an ensemble in which artistes less accustomed to sing together not

infrequently fail. Mr. Stoddard's voice is of good power and compass, of a

pleasing tone quality, ahd well under control. His recitative is perhaps, for

oratorio a little too dramatic, i.e., not sufficiently calm and impassioned.

Nevertheless, his " Elijah " was a very satisfactory performance.' Mrs.

Petley, to whom fell a large share of the work, sang her numbers in a careful

and painstaking manner, including the recitative and air " O, rest in the

Lord." Of the last and greatest of Mendelssohn's works a few words may

here find place. The " Elijah " was first produced at the Birmingham

festival, (Eng.), 1846, Mendelssohn conducting in person. It is said that

the excitement and toil incident upon so great an undertaking hastened

his death, which took place in November of the year following—at Leipsig

^Ihe composer being then in his thirty-ninth year. In closing our notice

of the concert, we cannot help expressing regret that better taste did not

prevail in the getting up of the book of the words. We refer to the print-

ing of business cards on the pages opposite the text. It cannot be claimed

that it is conducive to a calm and devout state of mind, or that it is cal-

culated to produce that repose and abstraction from every day life, neces-

sary' to the proper enjoyment and appreciation of a great lyric poem to

read * * * " Lo ! there came a fiery chariot with fiery horses and he

went by a whirlwind to heaven," * * "J. Young, Undertaker." *

* _0r, " Behold ! God the Lord passed by !

"—" Cab, Coup6, and
Livery," etc. The price of the books was ten cents each, and a largo

number is always sold, which should suffice to pay for the printing ; and
evdn if it should not, a sense of Art taste and decency should rise in pro-

test against its re-occurrence.

" Who is that man with the eye-glasses 1 " " That's the musical critic

my dear." " What does he have that note book and pencil for 1 " " So
that people will know that he's a musical critic." " Does he think he's a
musical critical?" "No, my child, he's far wiser than those who read his

writings." " Who reads his writings t" " People that don't know any-

thing about mustC."' "Why don't they know anything about music 1"

** Because he doesn't tell them, my dear." " Does l^e know anything about

mnsio t" "Of coarse not, dear." " Then why does he write about music ?

"

" He doesn't my child. He only writes a column and leaves a blank, which
he fills in from English and French, and Italian, and German dictionaries, in

order that the public may be incited to a beneficial study of th0M lan-

guages."

—

Sm.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

In Longman's Magazine Mrs. Oliphant commences a new serial entitled

" Madam."

The son of Mr. Robert Browning has executed a striking life-size

statue of DryopA with her serpent.

A LATE issue of 2%0 Continent contains aii illustrated paper on the

Canadian Capital, by Mr. James M. Oxley.

Mr. Swinburne has written for The Fortnightly tour sonnets under

the agreeably suggestive title " Post Mortem."

Philip Bouhkb Marston, the blind poet, has issued a new collection

of his poems and sonnets under the title " Wind Voices."

At the meeting of the Canadian Institute on Saturday evening last Mr.

Waugh Lauder read a paper on "The History of Musical Instruments."

A VALUABLE paper on "The Rev. Egerton Ryerson, D.D., LL.D.," by

Dr. Hodgins, has been' reprinted from the Metlwdist Magazine for April,

1882.

Disraeli said a short time before his death :
" You cannot convert fif-

teen thousand tons into twenty thousand tons." This will cause ice dealers

to smile.

—

Ex.

AccoRDlNa to Bradstreet's, Canada had forty-two failures last week as

against twenty-five the corresponding week of 1883, and eight the corres-

ponding week of 1,882. •

In St Louis has been started a new illustrated monthly magazine, the

name of which is Legion. We tender it our wish that as its name is, so

may its subscribers be.

The New York Christian W^itness published the Ten Commandments

the other week, and now Texas papers are reprinting them under the head

line of " Pearls of Thought," credited to The Witness.

Messrs. Hunter & Rose have in the press a pamphlet by Mr. W. D.

Le Sueur, of Ottawa, entitled " A Defence of Modem Thought," which, it

is expected, will be issued next week. It is intended as a reply to the

Bishop of Ontario's pamphlet on " Agnosticism," published some time back.

M. Julia, of Passy, is the present possessor and owner of^ the original

manuscript of Heine's "Memoirs." It consists of 147 large leaves of

paper and is written with pencil The whole is perfectly legible. M. Julia,

it need not be said, ia very jealous of his treasure, and rarely allows it to

be handled.

—

Ex.

" The Gossip " cannot refrain from a word of commendation' for the

December and January numbers of The Canadian Missionary, which comes

from Amprior, Ontario. The appearance" of this magazine is very attrac-

tive, and the contents of the Christmas number particularly, are well

varied and interesting.

" Songs Unsung " is the name of a new volume by Lewis Morris^

author of " The Epic of Hades." Mr. Gladstone has expressed strong ad-

minition for this volume, which, it is therefore to be hoped, has m6re

poetry and more originality in it than the previous works of Mr. Morris,

who is not either the brother or the peer of William Morris the singer of

"The Earthly Paradise."

" The Gossip " records as an event which will probably give rise to

much literature, the fact that Mr. P. T. Bamum has secured from the

Siamese Court nothing less than a white elephant, which will be extibjted

in America next summer. This is the second white elephant of which Mr.

Bamum has been the happy possessor. The first was poisoned before Mr.

Bamum had had time to get used to it.

LitteWs Living Age for Jan. 12th is a particularly good number.

It reproduces from the Contemporary Review Professor GoldwLn Smith's

article on "^Evolutionary Ethics and Christianity," and Mr. Andrew

Lang's " Literary Forgeries." From La Nuova Aniologia it translates a

paper by Professor Villari on " J. Addington Symonds "
; and from the

Saturday Review it takes an article which deals with the memorials of the

Princess Alice. It contains also a beautiful and striking poem by Mr.

Bennell Rodd, author of " Rose Leaf and Apple Leaf."

" Mamma," said a fashionable New York young lady to her mother,

" the papers are making a great fuss over a Mr. Tennyson, of England."

" Yes," responded the mother, " He has been raised to the dear, delight-

ful peerage." " He has been made a baron, I see," said the daughter.

" Yes ; and his wife will be a baroness, I suppose," reflected the old lady^

" How exquisitely beautiful it must be to be a baroness !
" " What has

he been a-doing of to be a baron ? " asked the cultured young lady. " What

has he been a-doing of 1 " repeated the mother. " Why he is the sole sur-

vivor of the noble six hundred who made the famous charge at Balaklavs."

t;
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CHRONICLE OF THE WEEK.

At Homb.—It is reported that one has been cured " by faith" in

Kingston. -There was a report that the Canada Southern Railway was

to be doi4)le- tracked, and the puWio were desirous that, with its line, the

Grand Trunk Company should go and do likewise. Recruits have been

called forlo'inan the Cavalry School which is to be, probably, established

in Toronto. Negotiations have once more been opened between Eng-

land and France respecting the disposal of that portion of the Newfound-

land coast known as the French Shore. According to the treaty of

Utrecht the right was reserved to French subjects to catch fish in a cer-

tain portion of the island coast-waters, and to cure the same along the

shore fronting the specified fishing ground. Over and over again since

that concession disturbances have arisen between the French and British

subjects working together upon the coaa^t, the Frenchman claiming im-

munity from the local law, and the right to make laws unto himsel| for

his own governance. This condition of affairs soon became almost intoler-

able, and though of late years the causes of dissatisfaction have not been

so great, still, fruitful souroesjof irritation, mutual jealousies, ill will, and

violent-clashings, do yet exist ; and it is now proposed to buy out the

right of France in the district known as the French Shore. It

does not seem, if the parties concerned but approach the question in

the right spirit, that the difficulty ought to be very great. It is only just

that Frenchmen visiting the coast should conform to the local laws, and

that conformity secured, it does not seem that the Islanders have any

grievance save the presence of the French ; but that could hardly be a

grievance, since the French are not like the Chinese, but are socially the

equal of the islanders ; and there is no dearth of fishing waters. The

Mayor of Toronto has received already about $1,000 for the sufferers by the

Humber Disaster. On Saturday last Judge Gait gave his decision in

the Bothwell election case, declaring that the seat belongs to Hon. David

Mills. Mr. Mills promptly presented himself at Parliament. There is

much discussion about a soup kitchen whicJi has been proposed for London;

and whenever Mr. Blake mentioned the word " soup kitchen " in the

House of Commons, Opposition members beat their desks loudly with de-

light. Sir John did not miss the opportunity of expressing wonder that

members should be jubilant over such a fact ;—and one Tory wag declared

that the "soup kitchen" was "an old Grit industry." What promises to

be a profitable deposit of coal oil has been found in Quebec. The Mc-

Gill Medical College Students' have got themselves into bad odour for

alleged disorderly conduct. The coroner's jury have declared Conductor

Barber and Engineer Jeffrey to have been guilty of manslaughter through

their connection with the Humber railway butchery. Pickpockets in

Toronto are developing startling daring. One snatched $1000 from a gen-

tleman on Wednesday last. Highwaymen are also appearing in Montreal.

About 10 o'clock on Wednesday night, shortly after passing the St. Henri

toll-gate Mr. Prudhomme's horse wasstoppedby a couple of men catching the

reins. His first impression was that they were friends, but this idea was

instantly disabused by their demand for his purse. The hon. gentleman

is an adept in the art of self-defence, and,throwing off his raccoon overcoat

was about to defend himself when one of them, drawing a revolver, placed

its muzzle to his forehead between the eyes, and said that if Mr. Pmd-

homme did not give up his purse he would blow his brains out Mr. Prud-

hpmrae complied with the request, and the men then set upon him. One

of them extracted his watch and chain from his waistcoat while the other

struck him a severe blow on the head. During the scuffle, he said, one of

the assailante fired a shot at him, the ball grazing his forehead. During

a test of the Edison Company's electric lights in the Senate on Wednesday

night an electric explosion occurred in the Speaker's dining-room. Theceiling,

as well as some wood-work, was damaged and burnt. It was ascertainedjthat

the accident was caused by the conductors becoming over-heated. The

pressure on the wires at the time in order to create extra illumination was

very high. The damage was repaired next day. On Mondayereningthe-

customary state dinner was given at Rideau Hall. The British Colum-

bian Legislature will pass a stringent anti-Chinese immigration measure. -

Investigation held at Harbour Grace reveals that the Riverhead party

(the Roman Catholics) fired, at least, the first shots in the riots. It seems

as if Head Constable Doyle was cool, and did his best to prevent a collision

and. neither fired a shot nor carried a pistol. On Thursday last the

Dominion Parliament was opened. The work of the session has been com-

menced with much spirit. A conference on prison reform was held in

Shaftesbury Hall on Thursday last. Dr. Ross has not yet formed

his Cabinet with entire satisfaction to the -Hon. gentleman's party.

Wiarton is asking for a line of steamers to Port Arthur. The

Supreme Court has decided that the Dominion Parliament Banking

Act '\% ultra vires. ^The Dominion Prohibitory Alliance will hold its

annual meeting in Ottawa on February 18th. Mr. Wm. Cameron, of

the London Advertiser, died on Friday morning last of inflammation of the

lungs. The deceased was one of the ablest journalists in Canada, and

was admired and respected by all who knew him.

Abroad.—Rival bands of Indians are fighting in Wisconsin. ^The

Queen is to spend the greater part of the Spring on the Continent. Her

health is undergoing little, if any, improvement. The society sensation

in Germany is the matrimonial quarrel between Prince Frederick Oharlea,

called the Red Prince, and his wife. The Princess claims a divorce upon
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the difficulty demanded by the Emperor. Oliver

expected to visit England during the winter and make a lectur*

through England and Scotland. Edward Whymper,the Alpine celebrity,

has left England for the avowed purpose of trying the ascent of Mount

Nilima Njaro in Equatorial Africa. A marriage has been arranged be-

tween Howard Russell, the well-known war correspondent, and the

Countess Malvezza, of Ferrara. The Nihilists are now said to be con-

templating a simultaneous attack upon the Emperor of Germany and the

Czar. Troubles are reported to have broken out in the Khyber territory.

Abdul Lanur, the most powerful of the Khyber chiefs, was shot in a

bloody feud on Monday. Since 1879 he has been the steady friend of

England. The City of Columbtui left Boston at 3 p.m. on Thursday,

carrying eighty passengers and a crew of forty-five. At 3:45 a.m. on

Friday, with the Gayhead light bearing south half-east, the vessel struck

on the outside of the Devil's Bridge buoy. The wind was blowing a gale

west by north. The vessel immediately filled and keeled over, the water,

breaking in and flooding the port side saloon. All the passengers, except-

ing a few women and children, came on deck, nearly all wearing
^
life

preservers, but the ill-fated vessel foundered in the breakers, and it is

estimated that over a hundred persons perished

PROSPECTUS OF THE WEEK.

There appears to be in Canadian journalism a field still unoccupied,

which can be filled only by a periodical enabled to furnish at the requisite

outlay literary matter of the best quality. This field is the aim of the

proprietors of The Week to fill. They will appeal particularly to the

Canadian public ; but they crave no indulgence on this score at the hands

of Canadian readers. They are willing that The Week shall be judged by

comparison with other periodicals, English and American, of similar scope

and price, hoping to gain the favour of a body of readers not limited by

the bounds of Canada.

The Week will appeal by a comprehensive table of contents to the

different tastes which exist within the circle of a cultured home, and will

endeavour faithfully to reflect and summarize the intellectual, social and

political movements of the day. The man of business, whose hours for

reading are limited, will, it is hoped, find in this periodical the means of

easily keeping himself acquainted with the chief events and questions of

the time.

Fiction, in the form both of serials and short stories, will occupy a

prominent place, and will be regularly and liberally supplied. For this

purpose the assistance of acknowledged talent has been secured. Verse

will be welcomed as often as it is found possible to procure it of the right

quality. Sketches of travel and papers descriptive of places interesting

from their scenery or their associations will from time to time appear-

Critical essays and short biographical paper^will also form features of

The Week. Current events, both at home and abroad, will be closely

watched, brought carefully into focus, and impartially discussed. It wil-

be the Editor's constant aim to keep his readers well abreast of the intel-

lectual progress of the age.

In politics. The Week will be thoroughly independent. It will be

untrammelled by party connections, free from party leanings, unbiassed by

party considerations. The rule which it will adopt, of requiring every

article to bear either the writer's name or some note of individual author-

ship and responsibility, wUl enable it to allow liberal scope for the ex-

pression of individual opinion, and to present, as far as possible, the best

advocacy of the best cause. In Canadian politics its desire will be to

further, to the utmost of its power, the free and healthy development of

the Nation.
ANNOUNCEMENT

The following are among the attractions which will be offered the

readers of The Week in the earlier issues :

"A BYSTANDER"

will contribute, at intervals, reviews of current events, especially of events

in Great Britain and on the Continent of Europe. _
MR. EDGAR FAWCETT,

the well-known author of "A Gentleman of Leisure," " Tinkling Cym-

bals
" " An Ambitious Woman " (just completed in the New York Triune,

and' attracting wide attention), " A Hopeless Case." etc., is writing for

The Week a new novel, entitled " The Adventures of a Widow. Tfcw

novel deals with New York Society, a field which Mr Fawcett has mad«i

peculiarly his own. The columns of The Week will also, from time to

time, be enriched with some of Mr. Fawoett's exquisite ven«.

PRINCIPAL GRANT,

in a series of papers, will describe a tour taken by him, in company with

Mr Sandford Fleming, during the past summer, over the route of the

„ ., ^-- _ p.^-Ha Pacific Railway. Dr. Grant and his party traversed e^tu:ely new
rince, and his wife. The Princess claims a divorce upon Canada

f^«'»^«J^ ^ Selkirks which have hitherto been considered im-

the ground of ill-treatment and infidelity. She has left the Prince, taking 8^"°''. "X «f^8 ^^^ ' ^jy bj, entitled " Down the Kicking

refuge with her family at Anhalt, and declares she will never return. The ^^"*- ^°!~
^^ SelkirksT' Dr. Grant will abK> contribute article, on

Emperor William refuse, to permit the iwandal of a divorce suit, and ""!** "|„';'r' . g^bjeets. such as Indian Affairs, Progress in Britirfi.

insists upon an amicable separation. The Prince, who was never con- ^•7°"» ''°^"*° •* '

•ider«d a model of domestic Tirtu^ U willing to make any arrangement of uoiumwa, ew.

Personal Investigation.
tfany prorainant medical men have parson-

ally invaetiitated the iNTKawjiTioNAii throat
AHD Long Institute and exprean tbeniBeWea
sattifled that the PhyBicians comprising the
Staff are tborouRbly qualified madloal men ;

that patients receive the latent and most
soientiflc treatment, and that the Spirometer,
invented by Di». M. Souviklle, Ex-Aide
Burgeon of the French Army, is really a val-

nabie addition to Medical Hclonce. Anyone
safferlng from Astbma, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Catarrh^ Deafness, Consumptloii in its first

stages, or LaryngitiH, should consult the phy-
giolnns of the Institute personally and be ex-

amined ; If not, write for lint of questions and
copy of " International News, ' puhlisbed
monthly. Physicians and sufferers can tiy

the Spirometer free. Consultations free. Ad-
dress International Throat and Luntj Insti-

tute, 173 Church Street, Toronto, or 13 Phillips'

Sqnara, Montreal. P. Q.

GEO. MicDOMALD,
»._ ,.,r.v,„

Babbistbr, SoLiciTOB, Etc.

—: OFFICB8 :—

Bquity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

s
MITH, SMITH * BAE,

Beuristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.

=*=

Labbatt W. Suits. D.C.L. Jahss F. Bhith.
Qbo. M. Bab.

E.
COATSWOBTH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Sloiuiy to Lmi. OfflcM—V> York Cluimbtn,

Mo. 9 Tobohto Stbbbt, Tobohto.

pAINLESS DENTISTBY.

Artificial Teeth. life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and spealting. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
meohonical and surgiool.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

286 Qaeen Street, East.

DB. JOHK HALL, Ssnb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,''

At bii old residence, 83 BICHMOND ST. E.

ogiea hours:—4 to 10 a.m.; 2to4p.m.; and
on MondaT and Ttiarsday evenings, from 7.30

to 9 ; Sunday, 5.30 to 6.30 p.m.

A 0. MoKINLAY, L.D.a..

SUROBON DENTIST.

131 Chuboh Stbxit, - - Tobohto.

-]^ PEAESON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 Kino Stbebt West, - - Tobonto.

TOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOM(EOPATEIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
HystenO". noctrs' *t) vo lo a,0!r.i~ 4 to fi p:m.j~ Stts*'
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 6.30 p m.

390 A 388 Jabvis Stbebt.

TOBONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the Li^ht-Running "DOMESTIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Fashions ; also soie
agency tor Haorame Lmen Threail. soft flnish-
ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in
making Maorame Lace. Knitting, Wool,
Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sewing Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BRAIN, 08 Yonga Street.

TTOEACB P. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from lite. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oil
painting tangbt on the system of the Boyal
Academy, London, England.

FEUSEB ft SONS,
(Ijata Notman & Frasar, Photographers

to the Qoaan.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
PHOTOaBAPHBBfl, BTO.

J. A. TFra*ar, &.C.A. J. A. Fnuer, Jf.
A. Q. ITranr.

T>US8ELL'8, 9 KING ST., WEST,
rVi TOBONTO, for

mOB-OLAM WATOBSa * JKWZLLBBT

NORTH AMERICAN
LIFE ASSXJI^ANCE CO

(INCOBPORATBD BY SPBOIAL ACT OF DOMINION PABUAMBHT.)

HEAD OFFICE 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO.
Pre»ide»t—Kov, A. UaoKrnzib, M.P., Bz-Prlme Minister of Canada.
Vica-Preiildente—Ros, A. Morbib. M.P.P., and John L. Blaixxb, Esq.

Issues all approved forms Of Life Policies and Annuities, and its specially favourable Ton-
tine and Hemi-Tontine Invkstment Policieh. *'*

Its Commercial Endowment Policy meeta the wants of those needing the protection of In*
surance only, avoiding tde uncertainties of the Co-operative plan and the over-payments of
the ordiniiry system.

Agnnia w^anled In nnrepreacnied dlatrl«ta* Apply to

Wn. nieCABB, 'Wmrvint; Managing Director.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RMLWAY CO.

-LAND REGOLATIONS.

CANADA PACIFIC RY-

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South-
ern Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

'—;

A rebate for cultivation of from $1.26 to $3.60 par acre, according to price paid for

the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands «

Without Oonditiona of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS
along the Main Line, f.i!., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are

now offered for sale 'in a-lvantageous terms, to parties prepared to nndertake their imme-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Pa3niient:

Purchasers may pay one-sixth In cosh, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at SIX PER CENT, per annum, payable in advance. *

Partiej purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey
ance at tims of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may be made in LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be accepted at tenf

per cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be obtained

on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.
,

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with respect.

to the purchase of Lands, apply to .lOHN H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-

peg. By order of the Board.'^^ vnABIiBa DBIIVKWATBB,
Montreal, January, 1884. Secretary.

MAGAZir^E OF American History
FOR DECEMBHIR.

O r—
CHRISTMAS ATTRA CTIONS.

Watob Bapalrlng and Jcwellny Ifanntoo-
tnnd Id ordar, apMiol features.

Ohars** Mo4*r»t«.

Sold by n*w$deaUrt everytohere. Temu, 9S a year, or SO cenU a number.

FBOMnsptBOB. Portrait of John Page, flrst of the oelabrated Page;tamily of Virginia—from

a painting by Sir Peter Lely, Loudon, 1660.

Chbibtuab Time in Old VinoiNii. John Esten Coolie. lUuttratiom : Old Smithdeld Churoh

—Portrait of Col. Archibald Carey, from a painting by West—Bosewell, home of the Pages

—Portrait of Governor John Paga, of Bosewell, from portrait by West—Christ Church of

Alexandria-St Peter's Church, where Washington was married— Stratford, the home of

the Lees—Portrait of Judge Edmund Pendleton—Christmas Tree in Old Virginia (by Will

H. Lowe)—Saratoga, Home of General Daniel Morgan—Portrait of Qeneral Nelson—The
Nelson Home.

HoLiDATS in Ea»i.t LotnsiAS*. Norman MoP.*Walker.,

Chbibtmas-Tidb in Canada. John Reade, F.R.S.C.

Chbistmas Sbason in Dutch New York. Mrs. Martha J..Lamb. - -

A HnaoN Histobical Legend. Hojratio Hale, M.A.

CoLONBii David Cbookett. of TBNNBSSBg. GenerallMarouaJ. Wright

Qoiviba: A Saggestion. Dr. Cyrus Thomas.

OaialNAL DocDMENTS. Sir Henry Clinton's Original Secret Beoord of Private Daily Inlelli-

genoe. Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addle Emmet Introduction and Notes by Edward
F. Da Lanoey. Chapter IIL Also, two valuable Original Letters.

Notes. Historical Societies in theirrelation to Local Historical Interest—Mr. Cary'sAnswer-
Martin Luther's Memory—Morse's American Geography—Noah Webster's Love Romance
—The Nelson Homestead—Death of David Van Arsdale—Evacuation of New York—A Ven.

erable Historian -The Star-Bpangled Banner.

quBBiEB. Origin of Aboriginal Dialeots of Amerioa—AnOIdClook—IsUUie First A merinan

Coin?

Replibb. To be Prepared for War is one of the most eSeotnal means of Preserving Peace-
Note and Query-Sawng—First Honey—Colonel Francis Barber—Qoisqulsiag -Letter
from Qeuerol Horace Capron, .

Societies. New York Historical Society—Cibicago Historioal Sooiety—Maryland Historical

Society-Huguenot Society of America.

And numerous Book Notices.
o

THH PRE3S PEAISB THI3 MAGAZINE IN BVBBY PAET OF THE WOBLD.
" The best historioal publication ever published in this oountry."-Boston Borne Journal

.

" More original historioal matter bos been published during the six months in which Mrs.

Lamb has conducted this periodical than the public has had in It tor years. A feature of the

growing subscription list is the demaud out of the country, notably in England and Canada.'

-Sprinf/teld Bepublican.

"Its articles are colcolated to please and interest that mlllion-lieaded individual popularly

known as the general readar."—Jr«e QrUant Picayune.

" It is a brilliant illustration of the treasures yet buried la the onaxplored louroes of

American History."—jreio Tort Initrpendent.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, 80 LAFAYETTE PUCB, NEW YORK CITY.

Notice Regarding-Grain

Elevators,

The regtilatioDB of this Company concern-
ing ^ain elevators oa its lines in the North-
west not being generally understood, this is

to inform the public that the following are
the regulations and conditions under which
such elevators are permitted to be erected
upon the station grounds of the Company:—
The Company will grant to any person the

usa of the necessary ground for an elevator at
any station free of charge (except taxes) for a
period of twenty years, with the right of re-
newal for on additional period.
The elevators are required to have a bin

capacity of 10,000, 15.000, or 20,00() bushels, ac-
Qprding to the prospective business of the
station where they are to be erected.
They are required to be substantially built,

on secure foundations, to be provided with
the necessary and usual appliances for handl-
ing and cleaning grain quickly and economi-
cally, and to be kept in proper repair and
free from all inflammable materials or any-
tbing that will increase the risk from Are.
They are required to handle prain for the

gnblic, if BO required, at reasonable and ouB-
3mary rates, and without discrimination or

preference.
The party erecting the'elevator is required

to exempt and save harmless the Company
from loss or damage to the building or con-
tents from Are.
At stations where no' elevators already

exist, any party may erect a grain warehouse
upon the Company's station ground, upon
shoeing to construct an elevator in connec-
tion with it within a specified time, or failing
to do so to remove the warehouse when an
elevator is built by another party.
The number of eptvators at any station is

not limited.
The Company will carry materials for the

construction of elevators at one-half of its

tariff rates, and will, so far as it may reason-
ably and lawfully do so, protect investments
in elevators by excluding ordinory grain ware-
houses from its grounds at stations where
elevators are provided, and by requiring all

grain shipped in bulk to be handled through
such elevators.
Parties desiring to erect elevators upon the

foregoing conditions shouM apply to Mr.
J. M. EGAN, General Superintendent of the
Western Division, at Winnipeg, who will as-
sign to them the necessary ground and fur-

nish goph inforxnatlon as may be required.

W. C. VAN HOBNE,
General Manager.

MontbkaIj Jan. 7th, 1684.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?
l^m the Mail (Can.) Dee. 15.

Catarrh is a mnco-purnlent discharge cansed
by the presence. and development of the
vegetable parasite amceba in the internal lin-
ing membrane of the no.se. This pai-asite is
only developed under favourable circum-
stances, ojid these are :—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,
the germ poison of syphiliH, mercury, toxo-
moea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppi-essed perspiratioo. badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
Poisons that are germinatect in the blood,
hese poisons keep the internal lining mem>

brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the tbroat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;
usurpmg the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inhal^'uts and other ingenious devices, but
none uf these traatmauta cait do a pttrtiele^—
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
So!oe time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ina, succeeded in discovering th'e neuessary
combination of ingredients which never f^iil

in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thi) (ijrrible disease, whether stajiding tor
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers.

Ubssbb. a. H. DIXON & SON,
30o Ring St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inolose stamp for their treatiseon Catarrh.

WhattheBev. E. B. Stei^enson, B. A., a Clergy-
man of the London Conference of the Metho'
dist Church uf Canatla, hav to say in ref^avd
to A. H. Dixon <t Son's New Ireatmetit for
Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

3fet*rs. A. M. Dixon A Son :

Dbab Sirs,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seemH almost too good to be true that
I am curefl of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hanl for me to realize
that I am really better.

I oonalder that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat sa well aa the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I ftalfullT ourwi by the two seat me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to TOU.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatments, and
I shall ^adly recommend your remedy to

of my fnends who are sufferers.
zoaiv, with many thanks,

Bbt. E. B. Stbvbhbom.

4
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CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

HANCrAOTCBIIIB O* THS

" ULY WHITE " FLOATma SOAP,

QUSEN-8 OWN PERFECTION SOAP,

EHOLISH HOTTLED SOAP,

AMD OTHBB OBLBBBATBD BBAJYDS Or

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
S'ulliniE Soaps,

Toilet Soapa,
A.xiUixie Djres.

SBITD FOR PRICS LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Camada Soap and OH Wixrks,

Office

:

Works :

70 F«ONT St. East, | Defbies Stbket,

TORONTO.

Business Education
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THI

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

PKAOnCAL BOOK-KEEPIKO,
KENTAL AKITHKETIC,

COHHESCIAL LAW,

Elegant Penmanship.

We have bad the greateet saooeas with
pnpils, and have received the highest enoo-
ninms from the leading bosinesB men.
For descriptive oatalogne, address

Thb Skcbitabt,

TORONTO.

EOTAL HOTEL, NEWCASTLE.

Sl.OO PER r>A.T.

Fine Sample and Sitting Booms. Brick
HoQSe. Every Convenience.

JOHN GLENDINING, Proprietor.

CENTBAL HOTEL, OSHAWA.
Fine Sample Booms. First-class Table.

Briok House ; Comfortable Booms.

JAB. COCHBANE, Profritter.

oBION AND OTHEB POEMS

ChABLIS 6. D. BOBKBTS,

.Bttuwe lamo. Cloth. - - 1.00.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT * 00..,

715 ft 717 Market Biraet,

PbUadelphia.

Forney's Progress !

PBOOBBSSisnnlquelnJoamaliam. Moottaer
Sablioatlon in the world occnpies a similar
eld. While it notes all social events of im-

portance, at home and abroad, it is not a
mere record of the movements in fashionable
life. It treats pithily of all subjects of inter-
est to educated and cultured taste. Utera-
ture, art, music and the drama have attention
in every number. It is not a political Jonrnal,
bat it never hesitates to express its opinions
upon poUtloal qnestions. aod tii«t» opinions
are strictly independent of all cliques and
partiea
The aim of the maoagemeut will be. as

heretofore, to have Paooiusss a pleasant
aiper. It may be needed to make pnbllo tbe

sagreeable happenlngsof lite, but that Pao-
OBBBS leaves to others, and goes forth greet-
inc everybody cheerily and happily, anawitli
biiCbt good nature.

PROGRESS,
PrimUd Wtttty fry tht FOSKET PUB. 00.

703 OHBSTNDT STKBIET,
(M riiOOB.) PHILADBLPHIA
Terms $iM per year, in advance, Inelodlag

poeta«*.

J. W. rOflNBT,
SMUr.

W. W. REITZBL,
Biuitum Uanagtr.

WINTER CARNIVAL!
-:ONB WBBK:-

Commencing February, 4tli. 1884.

Tbe Carnival is held under the auspices of
of a Committee of Citizens, the sportsJieJng
under the immediate direction of Committees
from the various Athletic Clubs. A detailed
f>rogramme of each day's proceediugs will be
sued during the Carnival week, and will in-
clude novel attractions which are now under
consideration by the Ezecatlve C>>mmitcee.
Special Carnival Excursion trains have been
arranged for by the Railways entering Mont-
real. Full particulars as to reduced fares,
etc., may be obtained at Railroad Ticket
offices in Canada and United Slates. Ex-
tensive accommodation for strangers has been
secured by Mr. W. B. Saulter, Chairman Lodit-
ing Committee, who may be addressed at 178
St. James Street. The toboggan hills of the
Montreal Laque Bleue and Park Clubs will
be at the disposal of visitors during Carnival
week ; and members of these Clubs will'wel-
come strangers to their grounds. His Excel-
lency the Qovernor-Oeneral of Canada, Lord
Lansdowne, Lady Lansdowne aod suite, will
be the guests of the city during Carnival week.
—JOSEPH HICK80N, Chairman ; B. D. Mc-
GIBBON. Vice-chairman ; GEO. ILES, Trea-
surer; QEOBOE B. STABKE, Hon.-8eo.

th:b3

MINNEHAHAN!
TBB OHIiV

Literary 8f^ Family Magazine

WBST OF THB MZ88IS8ZPPX.

Bepresentative of Western thought and cul-
ture ; illustrative of Western scenery,

it ranks. East and West, among
the best Magazines of

the country.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere. Any per-
son a bona fide subscriber may canvass for
Thb Mihnshaham. and retain 50 per cent, of
the subsoriptioB UBoaey. This offer extends
only to April let, ISM. No one not a subscriber
is permitted'to solicit subscriptions.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, S2.00.

TO CLERGYMEN, $1.00.

PROP. W. R. DOBBYN,
Editor and PuUuher,

lONNEAPOLIB, MINN., U.S.A.

THE CRITIC !

: AJHXUXja •

LITESATURE, THE FINE ARTS,

SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA.

J. L. & J. B. GiLDOt, Editobs.

OONTBIBVTOBS.

H. A BoTBSBM, John Burroughs, F. Marion
Crawford, George Wm. Curtis, Edward Eggle-
ston. Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, O. B. Prothingham,
U. H. Furness. Sidney Howard Gay, U. W.
Gilder, Edmund W. Goaae, W. E. Griills, E. E.
Hale, Joel O. HarTA " H. H.," Dr. O. W.
Holmes, Julia Ward Howe, D. G. Mitchell,
Rev. Dr. B. H. Newton, W. J. Rolfe, Dr. Philip
Bohatf, E. C. Stedman, B. H. Stoddard, Prof.
W. O. Sumner, Edith M. Teomas, Charles
Dudley Warner, Walt Whitman, Prof. W D
Whitney, Prof. C. A. Tonng.

Single Copiee, 10 cents ; SS a year, in advance.

ab Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

XTTIND80B HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
Vt eoMMueiJU.mnunr neu-quutus.
Tbla HooaehasaU the Utaet improvements.

Good Sample Booms, excellent cuisine.
Term*, •i.OO per day.

Wh. Kauh, Clert. Almmki Ommmui, Mtmgr-

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO.,

AND

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, dc, CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEQ

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very belt

and prompt attention.

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO.

EsTABuaHES 1839. 384 Yonffe 8tre et

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOHITJM.
New stock of next season's Wall Papers just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-
Inarkably low figures. Calsominiusi, Paper-
Hanging, GUzing. Ro-Olazing and Paiuting
done to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stock of Stationery. Christmas Cards,
etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited,

GOOD LITERATURE.
A Literary and Eclectic Weekly,

ScBscBTpnoN Pbice, - $1.50 A Tbab.

It ffivw the b«at artlclea from tbe English
periodicals ; reviews of the leading new books,
with extracts from them ; full literary intelli-
gence, and questions and answers on a multi-
tude of topics relating to books and reading.
"One of tbe most valu'tble of our weekly

literary joumala. Its selections made with
excellent judgment and its criticisms of cur-
rent literature orisp and satisfactory.—Our
Canti-nent
Sent 10 cents for three Specimen copies and

Descriptive Premium List.

THB GOOD LITERATURE FUBUSHINa CO..
18 i& 20 AsTOR Place, Nbw Tobk.

LENOX PENS !

A CoMPLicTR Sehiks im Twklvr Ncm^irs,
From which every writer can select THE

BEST PEN for his or her peculiar style of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintob Beos., Merkill &; Cq^
IS & 20 AsTOB PiiACE, New Tobx.

EVERY WOMAN OF REFINEMENT
SHOUU) HATE THB

AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HEK PARLOUR TABLE.

Under the new manngement great improve-
ments are being constantly introduced,

mahing it without dispute the
JonsNAL OF Polite Society.
A special feature of in-

terest isoff»re«l in
tbe series of

SOCIETY PORTRAITS
just begun. Among the faces already pre-
sented by Fowler's able pencil are those of
the

FSDICX88 0? WAU8.
LAST LABSDOWaX,
mas CHAMBEsi.Anr
UBS. counrAuis irxsT,
List CHUSCUILL, and tbe
HOV. KBS. BUXXK-JtOCHK.

TEABLY BVBSCIUPTIOIT,
FOUB DOLLABS.

Single oopiea mailed at 10 cente each.

ERNEST F. BIRMINGHAM & CO.,
Proprietor*,

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YOHK.

MUSIG AND DRAIA.
Attractumi for the week commeneimg

MONDAY, JAN. SS(K.

TORONTO.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE,

KATE CLAXTON,
will appear

Monday, Tcesdit and Wbdhibsdat.

JOHN f. RAYMOND,
Thcbsdat, Fbidat and Sathbdat.

THE WEEK.
Single copies sold, and inbaoriptioiu taken

by tbe following foreign agents

:

New Yark,

J. W. Bbxntaro, 39 Union Square,

E. P. Dnrroit & Co.

••Ion, T
CcrrLsa 0prax ic Co. , Old. Comer Book

Stand.

PMIadelrMs,
W. B. Zubsb, Corner 3rd and Walnut St.

C*lsicnc«,

PiiBCB & Shtdib, 122 Dearborn Street.

WaaUB|t«B,
Bbxstabo & Co.

Mcir Oricana.

O. F. Whabtoh, S Carondelet Street.

Oeaver, Cal.,

M. v. THOMAa.

BaAal*,

A. J. Hawks, Seneca Street.

tMsalMi,

Amibicah Exchahob, 449 Strand ; B.

Stbtbhs, 4 Trafalgar Sqnara.

Parte,

GAiiiaHASi'a, 224 Bae de Biyoli.

Office of the Nuova Antologia.

THE LITERARY WORLD.
CJtoiee Beadinga from the Best New Book*

and Critical Reviews.

Fortnightly. [Boston, Mass.: Edward Ab-
bott, editor; E. H. Hamea A Co., publlsla-
ers. Qoarto, 16 pp. Price 92 per year.]

This journal is becoming so well known for
the excellent quality of its average make-up.
that it deserves to become yet wider known,
that its quality and amount of work may be
even gretifcer than now; and it is wUb the
hope of introducing it to new acquaintances
to this eiid, that we give it this general re^-
view. "stabliabed nearly fourt«eu vears ago
by the late Mr. Samuel R. Crocker, as a
monthly literary journal, it passed in April,
1677, under the management of the pubuah-
ers above-named, Edward Abbott, a widely-
known writer, assuming its editorial controL
In his hands it has continued to increase in
public appreciation and literary value; and
with the beginning of 1879 itt publication was
changed to a fortnightly is^ue, the same gen-
eral form and appearance being retained.

It may be briefly described as a purely
literary review. Each number opens witn
quite lengthy notices of rhe freshest and most
important books, frequently from the hand
of a siwclalist, followed by minor notices of
works of Action, or tbofie of less importance.
Editorials on a grest rauge of current topiGS*
of literary interest next follow, suocaedeif by
departments of Taterary Personals, sketches
of note'l autbors of tbe time. News and Notoff.
etc. Of chiefest value among these depart-
ments, perhaps, are those of "Notes and
Queries, upon a great variety of topics of in-
terest to writers and readers, usually extend-
ing to two or three columns ; and " Bbakes-
peariuna" — tbe latter edited by Mr. W. J.
Kolte, the eminent Shakeepeariiui soholar,
and frequently occupying a wfaola Pftge.
Often articlei of much talstorlou vain* are

given, as notably those by Itr. Jnstia Wlnaor,
on the pnbllo and private Ubrarloe of the
early dayaof AmaricaD letters, of whiolr b«v-
eral have appeared In late iMuep. Tbe Jonr-
nal seems aomirably weU balanced in all its
departments, and it is always a pleaenn to
open tta bright. modMt pagM, so aounduit of
good MholvrsUip, carefnl editing, a ohoio*
variety of contmts, and with no sisn of ped-
antry, no " slashing " <nitici«me, and no nn
kindly tone.—JVaine fanner.

B. H.tHAMES A;C0., FvvzJMXMRa,
1 Somerset Street. Boston. Mass.

1^ S0nd for a BpMimtn Oop^,
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Canadians prepare for and extract all possible pleasure from the

LiTKBATOBB ._ ^ ^^ "old scason, an Ottawa contemporary goes into ecstacies on the whole snb-

T "e'ldvenJjoi'ofi WidoV.:.::Z;V.r.;V.Z::::r.;3^^^ J*"*' ^"'^ ''"^ P""*"" *'' snow-shoeing, skating, tobogannin^ sleighing, and
Poppy Dream.

...;... ......'..fnideric* 4. Dteon.' ourlmg. It would, indeed, be strange if such sport did not form the
EvBwraaB at Homb ; ,. ,

, jg^ recreations of a people whose forbears, for generations, were keen hunters,
THB PEwoDicAta j^ sailors, cricketers, foot-ball players, and all-round athletes. 'The raison
B00KN0TICB8

: ^ ,^ (TUre of Oanada, as of all other British colonies, and English-speaking
liooIier'aPoemB.—Bret Harte'a" In the Carqninez Woods" „„*j.i i-i.Li.ji. ,.,.,,qnmei woooB. settlements, is the hardy physique and indomitable pluck fostered by theMnUO AND THK DBAKA ,.., _ j. J _i i , , , t^ , . ."1 out-door sports which made the Englishman of the past, as of the present,
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V
.• :-i«a the best colohist in the world.
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"A. QENTLRMAS lately returned from England" may be right in stating
that " systematic fraud is practised under the oolicv of assisted Da»uurpaAN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS, AMD CRITICISM *r. r A " T, >. i. „ j , ,

'
assistea passages

I. iii-a, ahu tKiTicisM. to Canada. But he was misinformed when told " men who are sent from
Ediud by CHARLES 6. D. ROBERTS. Canada to England in charge of cattle regularly return on assisted passage

^^^™^:-0'»«y«".*3i<'; eight months, »3.oo; four montli8,»i.oo. Subeoriptions payable
tickets as emigrants." There is no necessity for such fraud. The great

Snbuoribers in Great Britain and Ireland supplied, postage prepaid on term, foiiowine - ^'^*™*'»'P companies who carry cattle provide free return tickets for the

SJ'y'aSranfaddr'ei.eS'Ji^^Pnbuaier^'""'*'"'™ "' ^- °- "''"" "'''^'^ '"''»"' "«' '^'^o ^^^^"^ ^^om dealers on this side send out to look after beasts destined
Adtbbtibbmbnts. unexceptional in character and limited In mmiber. wiU be taken at Ai ^O** ^^^ Enelish shambles,

per line per annum; «2.50per line for six months; «1.50 per line for three months; aOcentH
per line per insertion for a shorter period.

-^ouwi

All advertisements will be set up in such style as to insare Tsa Wnfir'H fmifnfni fir«A t^^^ 'it ,. . .

graphical appearance, and enhance the value of the adTertisina in its ooiumnT vd nSSS" ^^^ commercial barometer shows a slight improvement during the last

T^tr^^'""^'^'^'"- ^'^—T «c-''»'-.Bu^«e..Ara,.^„-,5^or<ia„ few days, but is still stormy as compared with this period the lasftwo
a BLACKETT B0BIN80N, PublUher years. There were thirty-eight failures in Canada reported to Bradstreet's

the past week, being four less than the preceding week, twelve more than

_ tJ» <»nwp9ndw»w«ak of 1^83. »od thirty more tl»»a«. the oorretii,on£i;ng

teuiiit^uUomilurald be addreseed te tbe Editor, and .honld be accompanied by rrtamp ^^^ °* 1882. In the United States there were 289 failures last week as
to insure notlfloation In case the yionusoripts are rejected. Upon payment of poatage, tbe against 383 durins the week nrpcedinir
Editor wUl endeavour to return aU manuscript, not proving available, but oannot be lespon-

^" """ """ ""^"»S "^e weeK preceamg.

Bible In the case of loss of any but accepted article.. Contributiotta will be paid for when they "^^^^
are made use ot " What are we to do with our sons" who are educated emigrants?== asks the Vicar of Clerkenwell, England. Whilst acknowledging that

TOPICS OF THE WEEK. farming oflters the best field for such, Mr. Herring reminds his readers that
" to send out on the wide world a young man unaccustomed to dig or delve is

Nbithbe in the Dominion nor the Provincial Parliaments has the legis- * suicidal policy." He draws attenti<Jn to the facilities oftered for learning
lative machine yet been got thoroughly to work. A few tentative turns farming at the Agricultural College. Guelph, and also to the fact that
have been given to the wheel previous to full pre'ssure of steam—or wind many Manitoban farmers are prepared to give the necessary instruction for—being turned on. But the serious manufacture or repair of statutes has -^IS a month with $100 premium. Two years is considered a sufficient

not yet commenced. There is every probability of a considerable amount period to learn all necessary to flt a young man to take up an allotment of -

of friction being developed in the Commons on the proposed additional rail- 'and, though Mr. Herring thinks it is a great mistake for a man to take
way grant, but Sir John Macdonald can afford to view the approaching "P 'and by himself. " Let two to five go partners, to cheer and stimulate
difficulties with a childlike and bland smile, well knowing that he com- each other, and relieve their solitariness—which an old 'Varsity oar said
mands an obedient following, and that Mr. Blake's record on the question ''as the only drawback." Lady Hardy, in her " Down South," recommends
will not permit of his attacking the most vulnerable point—the original Florida and the south generally for this class of emigration. As each
construction of the line. The appointment of Sir Charles Tupper as High young man has special capabilities, so parents ought to study the advantages
Commissioner in England will doubtless form the ground for a very and drawbacks of each colony. A Bishop, and other church dignitaries,
pretty quarrel, in which the Opposition may surely score a point. But for speak in glowing terms to Mr. Herring of "ranches," "farms," and
the moment all is flat, stale, and unprofitable. " mercantile " positions now occupied by sons who were,' they considered

In the Ontario House the opening formalities and sessional hand- ''°'' suited to cope with the ever increasing requirements made upon our
shaking were followed by a desultory debate upon a commonplace address. educated young men.
No better proof of the generally satisfactory state of the initial proceedings The Shaftesbury Institute for Destitute Boys and Girls, of London,
could be found than in the fact that Mr. Meredith saw nothing to com- England, has hit upon a capital scheme for preparing such of their boys as
plain of but the customary ceremonies and the mode of election returns. desire to learn farming for that pursuit. So many as it is thought may be
Mr. Molntyre's speech in moving the address in reply to the speech from able to obtain employment in Britain are taught in an Institution Home
the throne, though halting in delivery, covered the, more salient points. Farm ; but the committee, recognizing that the systems of farming in Eng-
and his reference to " the surrender by the Dominion Government through land and Canada are almost totally dis-simUar, and having regard to the
its servants in Manitoba," on the boundary question evidently went home. increasing desire of boys to emigrate, during the past three years sent out
The Government are sanguine that South Oxford and Munkoka will send some hundred youths to various farms in Ontario to learn Canadian farm-
representatives to the Speaker's right hand, in which case their majority ing, and so satisfied are they with the experiment that it has been decided
would be increased to sixteen. to acquire a training farm in this Province, to which a proportion of the

"~"^~~
boys they save may be regularly drafted. A meeting in aid of this object

Mr. Tillby's admission in the Senate on Wednesday, in reply to Mr. was held the other week in Hamilton, when Mr. Ward, Ute Superintendent
Cartwright, that the Government loaned the Exchange Bonk $300,000 of Great Queen Street Home, gave a sketch of the Institution's scheme,
when they knew that concern to be insolvent, will probably cause some and at which a hurge number of their proteges were present

.it
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

The voice of the North-west is still rather doleful, but if coal has been

found in abundance, the future is sure ; fuel was the problem, which seems

now to be happily solved. Drawbacks there will still be ;
it is nonsense to

say that an intensely cold and very long winter is not among them. What

Und under any zone is free from them? Agriculture will adapt itself to

th^>,.yrabably by farming on a large scale with such appliances as may

secure the harvest. But the settlers declare that the winter and the alkali

in the water are not their only enemies. They complain of the Administra-

tion. They say that the country is made a political*ist-bin. -Tb* settlers.

whom Canada has sent there have been of the very best 4uality: in truth

Ontario mourns the flower of her farmers, whose departure is about the

only return which she is likely to receive for all the millions which she has

spent on the North- West. But the officials, or some of the most important

of them, have been of a dififerent stamp. They have been rapacious politi-

cians sent by Party, and as a reward for party services, to make their for-

tunes in the new territory. What they went to do, they have
.
done.

Speculation ought to have been strictly interdicted to every holder of an

office, political or judicial. Nothing short of this could have prevented

jobbery injurious not only to the commercial interests but to the political

character of the new settlement. Neither Party cajj reproach the other.

Loud are the outcries in some quarters against the administration of Mr.

Dewdney, and his conduct will probably become the subject of debate in

Parliament : but no appointment could be much more discreditable than

were those of Chief Justice Wood and Lieutenant-Governor Cauchon.

Party is party, and Vill act in Manitoba and everywhere in accordance

with its nature ; it will do this more and more as the struggle grawa

fiercer until the system is radically changed.

regular representatives, and placing it in the hands of an arbitrary board.

But this is a favourite device of Radical philanthropists, who being

haunted, perhaps, in the midst of their enthusiasm by a lurking misgiving

as to the self-evident excellence of their scheme, think to place it beyond

the control of the unenlightened masses by consigning the power of levying

the tax for it to a body specially identified with their policy. The separate

power of taxation vested in the School Boards is not \inlikely some day

to become a matter for discussion. If the Provincial Opposition, instead

of fighting against the Province on the Boundary question, and thus giving

itself the character of a Bleu garrison in OnUrio, would take up a position

as the defender of municipal self-government, it would find work to do, and

the number of its adherents would increase.

Changes of government in Quebec are as frequent as revolutions in

Mexico ; they are also about as intelligible, and are caused by the action

of influences equally pure. The Liberal Opposition having sunk into a

stete, apparently, of almost hopeless weakness, the Tory party, no longer

held together by the pressure of antagonism, and rent internally by a

struggle for the plunder, has become, as was said of another party in a.

similar case, fissiparous, and given birth to two rival factions, one of which

bears the singular name of Castors, and which wage against each other a.

war fully as bitter as that waged by either of them against the Liberals.

There does not seem to be any reason why a good citizen should care a

straw which of these two factions wins, though the name of Sir Hector

Langevin, which is identified with one of them, is, it must be owned, a

bright beicon of warning. It is needless to say that the financial gulf

yawns wider for the Province every d^- Nor is there any prospect of a

change for the better, but the reverse. It is in the British and Protestant

element alone that any spirit of independence, such as might sustain a

struggle against corruption, is to be found ; and the British element in

Quebec is continually growing weaker. It seems likely at last to be

reduced to the mercantile community of Montreal. In the city of Quebec

the number of British has dwindled to seven thousand ;
and it is said

that in the Eastern Townships the French raca and language are gaining

The connection between Old and New +ranoe is^ »t *a* «am«
ground. _

time being industriously revived, and in the Province itself the spirit of

French nationality is being actively stimulated and is displaying itself in

more pronounced antagonism to the rival element. While we are politically

incorporating Vancouver's Island, we are apparently in danger of morally

losing our connection with Quebec.

The Premier of Ontario congratulates himself from the throne on the

adoption of his Library Act. If there were no object more pressing than

the supply of light literature at the public expense his jubilation might be

echoed without reserve. But Toronto is full of distress, the amount of which

is likely to increase ; night after night the police stations are beset by un-

fortunates seeking for a night's shelter ; what is still worse, and disgrace-

ful to any-Christian community, persons guilty of no real ofience, are being

sent in greater numbers than ever to the city gaol, where they must herd

with criminals, merely to give them shelter and save them from, dying of

hunger. With these sufferings unrelieved and these scandals nnremoved,

to spend money in the circulation of free novels, to which nobody has any

more claim than to free theatre or excursion tickets, may be the height of

liberality and enlightment , but surely it is nbt the height of justice. At

any rate, if ihe expenditure is so wise, it ought to oommeiid itself to the

unforced judgment of the oommnnity and to be made dependent like other

appropriations on a free and annual vote. There can be no excuse for

taking the power of Uwtion ftway. from the citj^em at large, or their

Mr. Hbrbbrt Spencbe has written, with his usual attractiveness of

style, a curious paper on " New Toryism." His New Toryism is the Rad-

icalism of the present day. Restraint, he says, is the Tory principle ; the

true Liberal principle is relaxation of restraint, which used to be the aim

of all Liberal legislation. But from doing good to the people by relaxa-

tion. Liberalism has in these latter days been led on by a false connection

of ideas to doing good to the people by coercion ; and Mr. Spencer cites a

long catalogue of meiisures such as the Factory Act, the Merchant Shipping

Act, the Agricultural Children's Act, the Licensing Act, interfering in var-

ious ways with individual freedom. Whatever may be thought of the

special theory, Mr. Spencer's paper signalizes a fact about which there can

be no question, and the knowledge of which is essential to a right compre-

hension of English politics. A change of character has of late been under-

gone by a large section of what once was the Liberal party. Twenty or

thirty years ago individual liberty was still the aspiration and the watch-

word. Mr. Mill, who pushed that principle about to the extent of a wor-

ship of eccentricity, some might even think, of lunacy, was the prophet,

and his treatise on liberty was the gospel. The paramount object of Lib-

eral endeavour then was to confine the direct action of government within

the narrowest possible limits and to secure to each citizen the utmost pos-

sible freedom of self development. But now, in the section of the party

headed by Mr. Chamberlain, a complete revolution of sentiment has taken

place. Everybody's life is to be regulated by the direct action of a govern-

ment, paternal though democratic, and vested in the hands of Mr. Cham-

berlain. Collectivism is now the word ; it marks the renunciation of in-

dividualism and is separated from Socialism by very narrow bounds. Econ-

omy, which, like liberty, was a Liberal watchword, is, with liberty, to

be discarded. Taxation, general and local, instead of being reduced, is to

be indefinitely increased, and the proceeds are to be applied, under the

direction of Mr. Chamberlain, for the benefit of those classes which support

him by their votes. Stand in the way, and oven if your property is not con-

fiscated, you will be summarily expropriated, and the amount of your

compensation will be fixed by the fiat of Mr. Chamberlain. Attempt, as

Liberal, to vote for the candidate of your own choice, instead of voting

for the candidate designated by Mr. Chamberlain as a pledged supporter

of his beneficent policy, and Mr. Chamberlain's caucus will coerce you.

What a Jacobin means by liberty is the absence of any restraint, political

or moral, on his own •will, and Mr. Chamberlain is in temper a Jacobin,

though it may be doubted whether a man who haa^iimself made an

immense fortune by methods anything but CoUectivist, will not soon find

the pace of the less opulent CoUectivist too i:apid for him. Mr. Herbert

Spencer is a ' Liberal of the Old School, and he carries its doctrines, as

some people think, to an extreme. There is more of his paper to come, but

so far it would seem that he was opposed to any intervention of Govern-

ment for the protection of the weak, the women and children in" factories

and mines for instance, against the tyrannical cupidity of the strong. He

does good service, however, by challenging a tendency which, in England,

is developing itself with formidable rapidity, which receives an artificial

impetus from its identification with the aim of a personal ambition, and

the rational limits of which should be fixed, if possible, without delay.

As a rule, the people of the United States regard Canada and her aflfaira

with the apathy of ignorance. Our dread of hostile machinations on their

part is baseless to a degree which, though reassuring to our fears, is not

flattering to our pride. But just at present, owing perhaps partly to the

Pacific Railway, pttftly to the Tariff question, they seem awake to the fact

of our existence. It is a pity that their inquisitive minds should be mis-

guided, and therefore it may be useful to tell them that they will hardly

be able to study Canadian opinion to good purpose anywhere but on the

spot. Our Press is connected with Parties : The Parties like those in

the United States are bound as fast as any dogmatic church by their tradi-

tions ; and the poUtJci»n», be«ide« their profeaaional few of speaking out^
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or of speaking at all before the time; are personally, one and all, attached
by their feelings and interests to the existing state of things. But of all

places to which the inquiring American can go for light, the worst is

Ottawa ; and of all writings, on the subject, those which he ought to

read with most mistrust, however able and even' honest they may be,

are such as emanate from that place. Ottawa stands by itself
;

everybody in it is an official ; everybody in it is a guest of Gov-
ernment House. Its society basks in the present rays of a peculiar

and most powerful sun. Its literary men inevitably share the generaj

influence. There is a distinct Ottawa stamp upon their work, and
they make in perfect good faith statements as to the general state of

feeling in the country, which are true only with reference to their own
circle. A paper on the condition of pplitical sentiment in England,
written by a Lord-in-Waiting, would, without prejudice to the integrity of
the noble author, be received with some grains of allowance ; so must a
paper on the condition of political sentiment in Canada by a writer who
dates from Ottawa.

There seems to be little chance of a change in the American tarift

during the present session. The people, no doubt, are by a great majority

in favour of a reduction of taxation : they would be in their dotage if they
were not. But nothing can be carried which is not taken up by a party

;

and neither of the parties is in a position to take up reduction of the tariflT.

Each has a Protectionist wing; each is afraid of grappling with the vested

interests. The Democratic party, which is mainly in favour of Free Trade,

unfurls its banner and sounds its trumpet, but fails to advance. So it has
hitherto been ; so it is likely still for some time to be. Thus, under Re-
publican institutions, which are supposed to give effect to the will of the

majority, we have the singular spectacle of a majority, a«d probably an
overwhelming one, held completely in check, and compelled to pay a heavy
annual tribute, by a minority which is compactly organized and thoroughly

knows its own mind. The patience of the Western Farmer, however, must
depend on his condition, and it is not unlikely that his condition may be

altered, and materially altered, by an economic force operating upon it

from a far distant quarter of the world. That India could export wheat
was at first denied ; and when exportation actually commenced and began
to increase in volume, those to whom the fact was unwelcome continued to

parry its significance and to wrap themselves in fond illusion like Napoleon
at Waterloo, when he descried the march of columns along the heighta of

Wavre. A paper by Mr. John W. Bookwalter, of New York, which
appeared in Bradstreet's the other day, seems, if its statements are correct,

to leave no longer any room for self-deception. The Indian farmer plows
with a forked stick, yet he raises eleven bushels of wheat to the acre,

which is nearfy as much as is raised by the American ; the British Gov-
ernment is supplying him with better instruments, and doing all in ite

power to stimulate and direct his industry ; there are in India immense
tracta of land not yet cultivated, but suitable for the cultivation of

wheat ; much remains to be done by irrigation ; still more by the con-

struction of railways, from 10 to 15,000 miles of which are now under
contemplation. Already the figures are formidable. The first trial cargo

was sent to Europe less than ten years ago, and in 1875 the export was
LOOO hiiflheln Tn 1 8S1 S*^ it, vrnn -117 OOfi 000 l-mnKnln- «T,rl fi... m^i .......

for the year just closed, though imperfect, indicate an increase of fifty per
cent. Apparently the American farmer Has to prepare himself for a com-
petition in the European market which will affect the Canadian farmer
also

; and neither of them will be able long to bear any handicapping in

the race for the benefit of the home manufacture of implements and
machinery, or in any interest whatever.]

Me. Julian, the American politician, was a thoroughgoing Abolitionist

—thoroughgoing enough to be spoken of by Moderates as " having tixe

temper of a hedgehog, the adhesiveness of a barnacle, the vanity of a pea-

cock, the vindictiveness of a Corsican, the hypocrisy of Aminadab Sleek and
the duplicity of the devil." The Political Recollections which, he has just

given to the world are a swift, succinct and vivid narrative of the great

Revolutiort; That title belongs to the struggle which liberated the Repub-
lic from Slavery more justly than to the struggle which severed the connec-

tion with the Mother Country. A severimce of the connection with the

Mother Coftntry was sure to come : colossal babyhood could not possibly have
been the penuanent condition of the communities of this hemisphere, which
had not only in bulk outgrown dependence, but in intelligence and power of

self-government outstripped the Imperial people. The end of the slave-owners'

domination was by no means sure to come. The political power of Slavery

had, for some time, been rapidly increasing; it had bound to its chariot wheels

one Northern statesman after another, and it threatened the moral life of

civilization on this continent, whereas the Government of George III only
threatened the pockets of the colonists, or, at worst, the political principle
of self-taxation. Was it possible that the struggle should have been con-
fined to the political arena and that civil war should have been avoided ?

The temper of the slave-owner' conspired with the tremendous stake which
he had in the issue to make it almost certain, that as soon as the advance
of Abolitionis^ grew alarming, his hand would seek the hilt of his sword.
Yet a Government which acts with promptitude and vigour on the first ap-
pearance of rebellion, has a great advantage ; and, small as the military re-

sources of the American Government were, in the hands of a thoroughly
loyal and resolute executive they might have proved effective. But
President Buchanan was as far as possible from being either resolute or
thoroughly loyal. His successor though thoroughly loyal was not resolute

;

on the contrary, he took a very long time in emancipating himself from
the thraldom of the doctrines to which he had committed himself on the
stump about the natural right of rebellion ; nor did he grasp, during the
early stages of the conflict, the fact that it was a" war with Slavery, and
that only by treating it as what it was, could the path be opened to vic-

tory. It is just, however, to Lincoln to say that his hesitation was that of a
large portion of the people, and that had he moved more decisively, he
might have left half his forces, especiallj^ in the Border States, behind him.
The North as well ais the South drank the cup which itaelf had filled. The
nation, for the sake of political peace, territorial greatness and commercial
gain had made a covenant with evil, and it paid the price. The spirit of
Slavery was one which could not come out without rending. If there is a
special lesson which Mr. Julian's narrative enforces, it is the blindness of
politicians who sell themselves for a "vote." Webster and Douglas, per-

haps in some measure Clay also, sold themselves for the " vote " of the
South. The South used them, ruined them, and flung them away. That
it should do so was inevitable, apart from perfidy on the slave owners' side -.^

no half apostate can ever bo thoroughly trusted or heartily accepted as a
leader by the party of evil with which he intrigues. Let all who are seek-

ing "votes" of any kind, at the expense of their principles, lay this warn-
ing of experience to heart. Let them listen to Webster's political death
knell, stiU audible in history. On the other hand, the madness of the
slave-owners was astounding. Douglas was a thoroughly selfish knave and
would have served them body and soul had they made him President, as, if

they had chosen, beyond question, they might have done. But they were
desperately bent not only on grasping power, but on grasping it in their

own name, and in the person of one of their own chiefs: they threw
Douglas over, nominated Breckenridge against him, and plucked down ruin
on their own heads. The Crittenden compromise, which, as Mr. Julian
truly says, would have surrendered everything to Slavery, was defeated by

single vote, and the cause of ite defeat was the abstention of six Southern
Senators, who would hear of no compromise but were resolved on war.
Jupiter, we know, blinds the doomed, and in the case of slave-owners, the
demon of plantation despotism was the Jupiter.

It might have been supposed that such national peril as hung over the

United States at the time of Lincoln's first election would have abashed the

spirit of place-hunting even in the most sordid breast. Not so. The new
President had to encounter, a Hbmestic army of place-hunters, more terrible

than the public foe. Even Mr. Julian, who was only a member of Con-
gress, fled f.-om his home in February for relief from importunities ; but at~

Washington he found the number of his tormentors doubled. The pressure,

he says, was so great and constant, that he could scarcely find time for

meals or to cross the street. He gave his days and nights to the business,

hoping to finish it, but it only increased. At every turn was a miscellane-

ous swarm of people looking hungry as wolves and ready to pounce upon
members as they passed, begging for personal intercession and letters of

recommendation. March, April, brought no pause. Beneath the darken-
ing sky and amidst the rolling thunders of civil war, after the fall of Sum-
ter and the burning of the armoury at Harper's Ferry, when Washington
was filled with troops and threatened by the enemy, when the country had
been called to arms, when the whole land was blazing with excitement, the

scuffle for place went on without abatement, and the jaded President found
no mercy. Is was after Chancellorsville, if the current anecdote is true,

that a Senator seeing the President deeply dejected tried to cheer him by
bidding him remember that their cause was just, and that Heaven, after all,

would protect the right " Ah, Senator," replied Lincoln, " it is not

the war, it is your Jonesville Postmastership." Such is the inevitable

result of the party system ; it always draws away a multitude of people

from honest industry to that most dishonest industry of which the wages
are political appointmentii. By a happy conjuncture of events, rather than

by the love of reform in either party, the Americans have obtained,. so far
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as law can give it them, a permanent civil service : that they have praoti-

ally secured it is not yet certain. It already appears that the party which

when out o! power voted for reform, being, or expecting soon to be, in power,

deplores its improvident virtue. In Canada we have always been better^

off, but we must hold fast our advantage. Superannuation, if abused, may *

become a cloak for removal, and we have had proof enough already that

flagrant jobs may be perpetrated in that way. In England it was by the

weariness of the dispensers of patronage, and to release them from incessant

importunities, that competitive examination was introduced. Here, the

dispensers of patronage are not yet weary.

To the proposal to limit holdings of land to 320 acres, or any other

arbitrary quantity, the objection was obvious that this would preclude

the possibility of farming on a large scale, which may prove, and seems

likely to prove, the most productive system of agriculture, and therefore the

best for the whole community. It is replied that large tracts might be held

not as freehold, but on lease. What would be gained by that arrange-

ment 1 If the lease was long, the land would be as much appropriated by

a private owner as if it were held in fee, though the inferiority of title

would somewhat diminish its value ; and the monster iniquity, which it is

the aim of Nationalization to slay, would practically be as full of life as

ever. If the tenancy were at the will of the State, that is, of the politici-

ans, the invariable consequence of insecurity, however caused, would fol-

low • less labour and capital would be expended on the land, it would be

worse cultivated, production would fall off and the community would have

less bread. Mr. George, like Rousseau, believes that the whole world has

gone astray since the dawn of civilization ; he would take us back to

primeval barbarism, the relics of which in Afghanistan and other half-

savage communities, though he seems not to be aware of their existence,

are the actual realization of his ideal. Nothing, surely, can be more evi-

dent or notorious, nothing can be proclaimed more loudly by economical

history, than the good effect of secure tenure on agricultural industry, and

consequently on production. And this, for the community in general, is

the decisive consideration. We cannot all hold land ; if the country were

divided equally among us to-morrow, everybody who was not an agricul-

turist would have, next day, to part with his lot to those who were : the one

thing of importance to the mass of us is that the land should yield as much

as possible and thereby give us plenty of bread. We have not yet had any

attempt on the part of the Nationalizers to prove that if the politicians were

the universal landlords, the land would yield more than it does at present.

But, in truth, the minds of these theorists generally are too much engaged

in anticipating the social delights of confiscation to take in so secondary an

object as the subsistence of the community. Some of them perceiving that

security is necessary to production, aver that the security needed is not

that of land ownership, but of labour. What is meant by labour? The

fruits of labour? If so, as raw land is worth no more than so much water, and

as the wholevalue, in the case of farm land at least, arises from labour spent «

in clearing and tillage, secure tenure of the fruits of labour is equivalent to

secure tenure of land, and Nationalization is reduced to a name. Either it

is a name, in which case it will hardly put an end to the existence of pov-

erty, or it is robbery ; and if it is robbery, the large, powerful and perfectly

innocent class which the philosophic bandit threatens with spoliation, as

soon as the threat becomes serious, will draw the sword. Nor will the

farmer or landowner stand alone. Even Radical journalists in England

- who have been dallying with Agrarianism and the Land League, begin to

perceive that their own plant, as well as their neighbours' harvests, is the

product of labour, and would, by the use of the same talismanic phrases

be brought within-^e sweep of confiscation. It is much easier, and to some

natures much more agreeable, to confiscate than to produce. This is a solid

fact, and it is the only particle of solid fact which underlies the theory of

Nationalization. What would Nationalization itself, according to the

very principles of the Nationalizers, be } It would be a robbing of the

human race, to whom the earth is given in common, for the purpose of

enriching a special body of monopolists who «tyle themselves a nation.

The prophet of Nationalization has been trying to stir up social war

in a country of which he is not a citizen, by declaiming on the contrast

between the habitations of different classes in London. He finds, he says,

the good houses tenanted by those who do not work, and the bad houses

tenanted by those who do work, an iniquity which, she suggests, ought to

be at once purged away by revolution. His statement, as usual, is a gross ex-

aggention. In London, as in every great modem city, while unhappily there

ai« quarters full of heartrending squalor and misery, there are also multi-

tudes of artisans, and of others engaged in manual labour, comfortably

housed, and well provided in other respects; while of the larger houses,

though some are occupied by mere men of pleasure, an immensely greater

number is occupied by men of business of various kinds, commercial or pro-

fessional, who are just as much " workers " as any navvy. The flatterers

of the artisan have taught him that his labour alone deserves the name of

work ; and that all other members of society, however industrious they may

be, and however indispensable their activity may be to the subsistence of the

artisan himself, are human caterpillars and encumber the earth. Gladstone,

Bright, Huxley, Tyndall are not entitled to the honours of labour. But are

the dwellings in Whitechapel worse than those of a savage tribe, and is the

lot of their inhabitants generally worse than that of the savage? This is

the real question to be asked when modern society is arraigned as one vast

aberration from the path of primitive right, and when it is proposed that

to escape from the inequalities of our present lot, we should revert to a

state of nature 1 Human society, like everything else in the universe

which science reveals, is imperfect in its structure, though, as we hope or

believe, as religious men at all events hope and believe, it advances through

cycles of gradual improvement towards ultimate perfection. The accumu-

lation of wealth brings with it undeniable evils, overgrown fortunes, idle-

ness, waste, luxury, frivolous display. Yet, upon the whole, it has mani-

festly been not only helpful but indispensable to progress. Without it we

could have had no great undertakings of any kind, no commerce but the

pettiest Urter, no science nor any of the things which science has brought

;

we should be still dweM^ in caves and chumping acorns. Nor would the

distribution of places in the cave and of acorns be more equal than in the

distribution of wealth in a civilized country : the stronger man would

always take more than his share. Vile and miserable is the existence of

the sybarite who lives in sloth and uselessness by the sweat of other men's

brows ; before God, in his own conscience, and for the sake of his own true

happiness, every rich man wUl, as, far as possible, regard his patrimony as

wages for which some service is to be rendered to humanity. But the

•lowest of sybarites is nothing like so noxious to the community or practi;

cally so great an enemy to its progress, as is the preacher of plunder, class

enmity and social war.

It is certain that had the Lord.Chief Justice of England crossed the

Line, as he intended, he would have been foUowed into Canada and here

attacked by four Irish assassins detaUed for that purpose. Had he been

murdered, his blood would have run on Canadian soU, but the flag stained

by it would have been that of the United States, the^guest of whose people

the Chief Justice was, and by the hands of whose Irish citizens he would

have fallen. It is now announced that a large sum has been sent to Eng-

land by Mr. Patrick Ford, of the Irish World, for the purpose of " aveng-

ing O'Donnell." We know the form which vengeance Ukes
;
public build-

ings wUl be blown up, with any Saxons who may chance to be in or near

them and crowds of innocent passengers will be massacred in railway

trainii. Open war there will not be, nor will Mr. Patrick Ford be under

fire When the " Alabama " and her consorts stole forth from British

ports to attack the commerce of a nation at amity with Great Britain, the

Americans were justly indignant, and the best morality of EngUnd not

only protested but insisted, and at last with effect, that satisfaction should

be made for the wrong. Yet that was, at any rate, a war of men, and not

trf dtrnls. This is* war of devils, and not of men. It may be doubted

whether there is in the history of crime any previous example of public

meetings held and subscriptions openly taken up for the perpetration of

the greatest, most dastardly, and most diabolical assassinations. Murder

generally has, at least, the grace to cloak itself in darkness. Ask any

decent American what he thinks of having the citizenship of his country

used as a cover for the operations of thugs against a friendly nation, and,

if he is not a politician on the stump, or a .journaUst writing for Irish

subscribers, he ^rill frankly tell you that he is overwhelmed with shame.

But the government is too weak to uphold public morality and vindicate its

own honour. It is too weak because it is not a national government, but

a government of faction, and dares not alienate Satan, if he_can command

votes The British government has wisely abstained from pressing de-

mands which could not have been granted, and which might have estranged

the moral sympathes of the better part of the American people. But no

harm would be done by a calm and. respectful protest against the wrong

Such a protest seems to be due not only to England herself, but to civilized

humanity.
, . ^ i

'

Among the Irish in Canada, as was said before, there has been scarcely

anymanifesUtionof sympathy with the Invincibles and the^ atrocities,

nor does it seem that much money for the Skirmishing and ^7^^
fund, has been drawn from this country. The absence on this ade of the

line of the frenzied hatred of England and Englishmen which prevads

among the Irish on the other side, ia conclusive proof that the virulence is

not spontaneous but the work of demagogues who live by the trade.

Against Irish sympathy with a party in Ireland, manifested in ways con-

sistent with morality, British Canadians can have nothing to say. Most
of them hold, apart from any feeling for British greatness, that the pro-

posal to sever Ireland, with her mixed population of Catholic Celts and

Protestant Saxons from her sister island, in which there is also a great

mass of Catholic Irish, and to erect her into a separate, and as she assuredly

could be, hostile Republic, is insane ; that it emanates not from anything

worthy of the name of statesmanship, but from incendiarism which is

mainly selfish ; and that if it prevailed the results would be civil war and

a recurrence of the whole cycle of calamities. But if Irish Canadians

think differently they are of course at liberty to maintain their own
opinion. Active participation in the Fenian war against Great Britain

will of course be opposed. So, let Mr. Blake and any other political swain

who may be counting the Catholic vote, take notice, will any attempt

again to use the influence of the Parliament of Canada in aid of a con-

spiracy for the dismemberment of the United Kingdom. Otherwise, we
may differ on this as on other questions without breach of civil amity, and

certainly without breach of religious tolerance, since the head of the Catho-

lic Church has declared against Mr. Parnell.
'

Let the point of difference, too, be clearly understood. No party of

Englishmen, in Canada or'-in Great Britain has a word to say against the

extension of local self-government in Ireland. Parliament was preparing to

deal, in a liberal sense, with the local institutions of all three kingdoms, as it

had dealt in a more than liberal sense with the Land question in Ireland, when
this rebellion broke out, and for the time rendered decentralization impos-

sible, inasmuch as a police in local hands would be in the hands of terror-

ists and murderers. Whether the Irish peasant really imres much for in-

stitutions, either local or central, or for anything but the land, may be

doubted ; as it may be doubted whether County Councils would infuse into

his breast the spirit of independenco, and render him less the slave of the

Priest and the local agitator in Ireland, than he is of the priest and the

Boss in New York. Yet what is done for England and Scotland, suppos-

ing rebellion out of the way, must be done for Ireland also, and there would

be a double gain in anything which, by consigning local affairs to local

councils, would at once relieve the Imperial Parliament of a needless bur-

den, and take the strain off the bond of Union. Nor has anybody a word

to say against the cultivation of an Irish nationality like the Scotch nation-

ality, which is perfectly compatible with the Union. But neither exten-

sion of local self-government nor a nationality within the Union is the aim

of Mr. Parnell. His aim, and that of his associates, as they frankly own,

is Separation, accompanied, if possible, by the destruction of the British

power; for their hatred of Great Britain is, at least, as strong as their love

of Ireland. Their confederates are the foreign enemies of the realm and

of the British race, who are waging against us a war of assassination, and

twice invaded Canada. That Canada should, under any pretence, be drawn
morally into the conflict on the side hostile to the Mother Country, will

not be tamely endured ; and any intriguer who plays that game is likely

to be practically reminded of the forgotten fact, that though Englishmen

and Scotchmen are not given to sinister and unpatriotic combinations

apart from the body of their fellow citizens, there are an English and a

Scotch, as well as an Irish, vote. A Bystasdkr.

MISCELLANEOUS.

^ hope for female inebriates but in a compulsory Habitual Drunkards' Act,

J^w-hilst the preventives advocated are abolition of grocers' licenses and the

exclusion of women as license holders,

^ ,
It is more than probable that our contemporary has overlooked a

strong pre-disposing cause for alcoholic indulgence by women. The per-

nicious habit of giving children small quantities of alcohol is doubtless

answerable for a great deal of adult drinking. But it is generally con-

ceded that dipsomania is hereditary, and that the child of even what is

known as a moderate drinker will probably inherit a taste for alcohol.

This has been abundantly demonstrated in the case of young men ; but

previous to permits to sell Jiquors being granted to grocers, young women
had no " respectable " means of getting at the article craved for. And it

is precisely amongst the class of women who could be influenced by consid-

erations of " respectability " that the increase of intemperance has taken
place. Amongst their poorer sisters the evil has only too long been com-

mon. And when it is remembered that the women of to-day are the

mothers of the coming generation, the importance of the question becomes

intensified.

- After receiving the intelligence, just to hand, that Mr. Gladstone's

new Reform Bill will embrace the establishment of the franchise on a

national and liberal basis identical in the three kingdoms, it is reassuring

to know that a later Cablegram announces the meeting of loyalists in

Dublin not only passed off peaceably, but that in complete contrast to the

company at the Parnell banquet, it included representatives of the best

sections of Irish society. The Tinves describes it as " the most imposing

political demonstration within the memory of men now living."

Following close upon the heels of the Lancet's philippic upon the same

question, the English Queen has Q.QW taken up the subject of intemperance

amongst women. It is somewhat remarkable that public attention on

both sides of the Atlantic should have been simultaneously drawn to the

fact that this vice is largely upon the increase. It is not less worthy of

note that the unfortunate effects are attributed with singular unanimity to

the same causes, by writers on either side of the ocean. Not a few

keen observers prophesied that Mr. Gladstone's measure cheapening light

drinks would prove disastrous to the English nation, and four or five years

ago pointed tq the increase of female intemperance as one result,

though it has taken until now for this to become a burning question in

the press. The grocers' licenses are principally blamed. With apparent

truth, the Queen and its trans-Atlantic contemporaries say :
" A woman

who would not be seen entering a public house, dan obtain, without

suspicion, bottles of spirits from the grocer, and indulge in secret drinking

until such times as the results make themselves manifest." The pitiable

condition of a husband and father who daily returns tired with toil to find

his home worse than desolate, is graphically pourtrayed, and a pessimist

^ew of the situation formulated. The ladies' organ referred to can see no

A LoNDOX correspondent, referring to Lord Randolph Churchill, the

ultramontane leader of the " fourth party " in the British House of Com-
fnons, says :

" He has what I suppose must be called a policy on Irish

matters. I can imagine an Irishman summing it up in two words—bully

and bribe."

Stripped of all technicalities and side-issues, the result of the cause

celebre Belt v. Lawes, which for so long a time occupied the attention of

Baron Huddleston last year, was that Mr. Lawes was ordered to pay Mr.

Belt £5,000 for saying that gentleman was not a sculptor. The costs of

course followed the verdict, bringing the total up to j£ 15,000, and the

finding of the jury met with unqualified approval from the British public

The defendant, however, appealed to a court comprising Justices Coleridge,

Manisty, and Denman, and the two latter reduced the fine to £500 and

the sum total to £10,500. Probably nauseated at the interminable length

to which the case was being drawn out, the plaintiffconsented to accept the

award, but to the amazement of everyone Mr. Lawes gave notice of further

appeal, and so the end is not yet.

The New York Tribune thus pithily summarises the illogical and

absurd position of soi-diaant promoters of international copyright schemes :

—"It is true" they sayp" that the American author is entitled^ to"

ownership of his work abroad as well as at home, and that the parallel

rights of the foreign author ought to be recognized here. It is true that it

would be of greatli3^vantage to us all if these rights were prbtecteff^ law.

But we will not protect them entirely. We are willing to admit the

principle by protecting them a little ; we are not willing to treat products

of the brain quite so well as we treat products of mechanical skill, or to

place international copyright on the same level as home copyright." In

the measure introduced by Conjjressman Dorsheimer it is proposed that

copyright in a foreign work shall be limited to twenty-five years, without

the privilege of renewal, and that it shall cease on the death of the grantee.

Why should a distinction be made between a native and foreign author t

Twenty-five years is too short a time to pay for the laborious composition

of higher class literature, and the proviso that a copyright shall lapse on

the author's death is still more mischievous, not alone to his heirs and suc-

cessors, but to himself. What publisher will purchase a book the right to

which is contingent upon its author's life ?
~

A PASAGRAPH has been going the round of the dailies to the^il^ t&at

both the English Tory leaders, the Marquis of Salisbury and Sir Stafford

Northcote, were presidents of the celebrated Union Debating Club at

Oxford. So also were Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Lowe, Mr. Gosohen, the Earl
' of Dufferin, Lord Chancellor Selborne, Sydney Herbert, and Cardinal

Manning. Gladstone and Coleridge were previously renowned at Eton,

where, in company with many others, they debated in the " Pop,"—a room

so named on account of its being situated over a ginger beer shop. Glad

i!
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.tone i« Baid by people who have heard him to have spoken at Oxford qu te

as well as he does now, the drawback of debating societies being that wh.ls.

they form style they produce a lack of freshness. The Liberal leader

has amazing fluency and force, but has lost that freshness which was at

Oxford a characteristic feature of his speaking. His speeches do not read

nearly so well as those of Mr. Bright, and the latter statesman never joined

a debating society. He studied oratory first by going round the bountry

delivering one speech on temperance which he learnt by heart He ^.1

write, his speeches, hence their freshness and th. rank they take in per^

manent literature. But though Gladstone's speeches do not read well, he

retains to the full the advantage of his e^rly fluency, and speaks readily

whilst Bright is still not free from nerv<^asness. He once confessed tha

before making an important speech his knees trembled under h.m. It is

probable the Greek orators, like Mr. Bright, practised spiking m private.

We nowhere read of Demosthenes being president of a debating society.

Mr. Gladstone, most people are aware, has long had a cerUm repute as

a connoisseur of porcelain, altho^h, as authorities m bnc-a-brac seem

to be convinced, he knows nothing about.art pottery, ancien or modern^

But he once had a large collection, and though it was sold under the

hammer at very moderate prices some time ago, the Liberal working-men

of Derby evidently imagine the right hon. gentleman has not forgotten his

old love! for they made him a present of a service of Crown Derby china

the other day, in acknowledging which the recipient made some flattering

remarks on English art pottery in generaL Apropos ot this it will not l^

uninteresting to recaU a story, at one time current, of Mr. Glads^ne.

When a younger politician, he was, as he is now, remarkable for a robust

character.andenteredheartandsoulintowhatever,forthetimebeing,occu.

pied his attention, whether it was statesmanship or china^ His detractors

Jet it about that he was mad, and that he had bought the whole contente

of a china shop, and ordered them to be sent to his house. A friend

being asked if the alarming report of Mr. Gladstone's madness was correct,

replied :
" I begin to think it is. I have heard the story every season for

ten years, so I think it must be true."

It is well known in Canada that Mrs. Langtry has the utmost abhor-

rence of the regulation hot«l menace, and wherever practicable en tour

Uved in the palace car she travelled in. Her New York house, m west

Thirteenth street, is one of the "show places" of that heterogeneous city.

Of course the " Lily " has a Parisian cook ; her but er is two yards and

three inches in length ; her coachman's and footman's hvery " of -hite

cloth, with sable capes and cuffs. Rugs presented by the Khedive of

Egypt, carvings by Verbrugen, a dinner service from designs from Milla.s

•

anT^a silver teapot presented by her company on Christmas day, are

amongst her most prized treasures.

ENGLAND'S OLDEST COLONY.—IL

(b) the fbench bhobk.

fishery was to be exercised not to the exclusion of His Brittanic Majesty s

subjects, but in common with them. Second, such erections as were set

up by the French were to be removed without fail at the end of each sea-

son. The negotiators of the Treaty of Utrecht, no doubt, regarded the

above as a plain arrangement and easy to work out. Abstractly renewed

it does not bristle with complications. So long as English and French

kept apart, exercised their rights as several rather than common, all went

well But when both parties, each pursuing its undoubted treaty-privileges,

sought the same fishing grounds, the same heads and shoals, interference

begat words, words grew to blows, blows ripened into war.

Fifty years later, that is, in 1673, the two nation.'sat down to make a

treaty in the city of Paris. England had defeated France and had wrested

from her all her American possessions north of Cape Cod. Pitt, to w»iom the

victory was in great measure due, who knew what Newfoundland had been

worth to France and England in the struggle, stood for a fi^^ery exclusive-

ly British on these coasts. Why not 1 " Surrender rather, said he, the

tower of London ;" but he was "'defeated," to quote his words again, not

by a foreign enemy but by another enemy." The commissioners among

other things, undertook to " define " French rights in NewfoundUnd and

in the process, to spite their home^nemies it may be, actually enlarged

them. In the first place, they gave over absolutely two islands off the

«,uth shore on one of which now stands St. Peters, the French head-

quarters. It is true, they annexed certain conditions and police regula-

tions to the grant It is true, also, that these were never earned out,

that no effort-was ever made to have them carried out "Looking upon

them, the veriest tyro in law would see that both condtitions and regula-

tions are inconsistent with the dominium that had already passed. A.

well might the commissioners have cast salt at the taU of a comet

But notcontent with surrendering the Great and Little Miquelon, they

inserted in the treaty a clause prohibiting the English from interfering

with the French in the prosecution of the fishery. Afterwards, preclama-

tions were issued thereunder. Now. the French shore question in small,

is this what effect has that clause on french rights as set out in the treaty

of Utrecht 1 There are two interpretations, for there are two opposing in-

The French contention, as I take it. is that the prohibitory clause so

enkrges their privileges that wherever and whenever monsieur chooses to

fish or squat John Bull must there and then give way ;
that English settle-

ment on the shore line is a direct infringement of the treaty, the shore

line by custom running inland half a mile from high water mark
;
that, in

fine, the common right of fishery which they obtained by the treaty of

Utrecht was. by process of explanation in the treaty of Paris, converted

into a several right, exclusively Frendh, on the west coaat of Newfound-

"^

Newfoundlanders waste no love on either treaty, find in the prohibitory

clause which the French quote a proviso reasserting Britain's absolute sov-

ereignity over aU Newfoundland, aU rights incident thereto, exercised or

exercisable there anent, and base a contention thereupon. They assert

that they have, at least, an equal right of fishery with the French upon

The French Shore of NewfoundLind serves France in two ways. It is her

barf, of operations for the Bank fishery, and has a fishery of its own.

ATcentury before Massachusetts was founded, Newfoundland was a

bone of contention between France and England. The result of early dis-

putes was that a station in the south of the island called Placentia was

Led into a French colony, fortified, and a tribute o five per cent on t^

value of the fish caught was paid to England. In 1675 Charles II re-

Unquished this with other jewels of his crown. History teUs «« t^a* Ume

and again since that date the French were expeUed whoUy from Newfound-

W Why, then, you may ask, have they nghts therel Until the hid-

den workings of diplomacy shall be revealed, no such question may be an-

swered. Our motherland, it would seem, feels herself more at home in

war than in treaty-making. In the cabinet she has prospered no much

better with the French than with the Americans ; in Newfoundland thanm

Maine or Oregon. Under Utrecht, Paris, and subsequent "rrangem^ta

France has certain rights on a shore-line that stretche. from Cape Raj,

^"
south west comer of Newfoundland, north along the we. coast to

Cape Norman, thence south-easterly to Cape John, a distance of four hund-

^Tmui as tL crow flies, but much greater if you follow the outline, of

thebay^ This is the French Shore.

Of what do these righta consistl They include °° o'°«"*!P/' '^':

but embrace two things. Finrt, the right to fish within and^-\^
tteee mile limit ; second, the right to erect on shore room^ '^^^
house, and .uch other buUding. a. are nece««ury for curing purpo«»^

i^rX Enjoyment of theright first mentioned. ^^;''^^^^
were annexed two provi«.e. a. of the e»ence of the gr«it Finit, the

water; and^Bat. on shore, they have«id always hav^ haiauperidtxights.

Be jure, they are freeholders, the French but casual and temporary users ;

de facto, they have exercised the rights of freeholders. Further, they deny

that in any fair interpretation, the prohibitory clause of t8e treaty of Par

has any other operation in the island proper than its police regulations

have in Great or Little Miquelon ; that is, is of no force at all.

An undertow of feeling among the English tends to the opinion that

the mother country favours France more than her own children on the

French-shore. question. Since 1763, something, big or little, seems, at

least to the eye of fear, added to the French cUim every time the matter

is stirred The climax came in 1856-7 amid congratulations over the fall

of Sebastapol. By a convention then drawn. England agreed to give France

absolute possession of the debated coast At the same time, she bestowed

responsible government on the colony with the object, it is said, of making

the concession palatable and afterwards agreeable. Not so, but the reverse

of so As the Gauls were more Roman than the Romans, Newfound-

lander, are more British than ^the Britons. The mere taste of the bolu.

nauseated. Newfoundland made use of her newly acquired Uberty. first,

to rai«> a huge cry againBt so gratuitous a sacrifice Of British power, pnv-

Uege and territory. The other maritime provinces made common cause

with her and backed their elder rister up so firmly that the preposterous

clauses were dropped, and herself assured that at no time thereafter would

her territorial righta be infringed without her direct consent This is the

Magrta Charta of the Island ; but how doe. it effect the French diore que^

tion 1 It bring, b^sk the statu quo under the treaty of Paris.

One merit or demerit may be aUowed that document It has not only

confusion in itaelf but has been the cause of more confusion in other things,

more darkening of counsel, more diplomacy, than, probably, any other

treaty Britain has had the misfortune to enter into.

What is the situation to-day on the French Shore? Ever incipient,

never ending conflict. France makes no pretence of removing her fishing

rooms, stages, buildings : tlie treaty says she shall do so year by year. She

has appropriated certain parts of the coasta. Once in five years her merchants

toss for choice of locations and fishing stations with buildings attached, and

pass them from hand to hand as absolute proprietors ; the treaty says she

shall appropriate no land and no portion of it. She excludes the English

from the portions appropriated and exercises sole rights there ; the treaty

says she shall have common rights only. Is there no violation of the

treaty of Paris ? Further, she presumes much on the disposition of the

Home Government as set out in their correspondence, in the abortive con-

vention, and is said to push her claims more rigourously when the Liberal

party accedes to power. The English squatter may have no telegraphic

communication, no newspaper, no literary correspondence, may be unable

to read, but he can tell you with wonderful accuracy, and often to his cost,

of the flow and ebb of political favour in the islands across the sea, the rate

and direction of the current. French men-of-war do not hug that coast

for nothing. In a word, France's attitude on the French Shore is one of

aggression tempered by policy.

As regards the British situation. Years were consumed and many re-

buffs received in the effort to extract from Downing Street the right of ap-

pointing magistrates and administering some form of law to the mixed-

population who, in defiance of difficulties, have settled On that shore, a

population variously estimated from 8,000 to 15,000. Time and again,

Acta to give them representation in the Local Legistature that their wrongs

be righted, their wants supplied, were disallowed. But persistency has so

far triumphed that you will now find magistrates with large powers north

of Cape Ray, and for the first time in history a member for Bonne Bay
sat last year in the Island Legislature. Newfoundland has not only hoist-

ed the flag of " No Surrender," but is taking measures to make the French

shore profitable to her.

What may we fairly expect to see done 1 First, the country taken pos-

session of, opened to' settlement, and industry set under rigid protection of

law. Now, an Englishman may put up wharves, build storehouses, farm,

invest capital, and get exit for his produce on or over the shore line, but

net without fear of being called in question for trespassing on French

rights, maybe, under menace of a cannon shot. Climatologists tell us that

in America western are milder than eastern coasta ; it is so in Newfound-

land. In an agricultural point or view, the French shore is the richest

part of the Island. Add to this its large deposita of mineral wealth

chiefly coal, bituminous coal, and you will understand why Newfonnd-

landeis object to a great part of their country being held any longer as a

sealed book. Second, the chineso wall which France has erected on this

coast will be knocked down and through it a door of communication opened

with the United States and Canadk. Newfoundland will connect herself

with her continent, gain access to her natural markets the nearest way, and

fee command of her territories. ^__

But . would not this injure France 1 How 1 With the privilege of

fishing inside the three mile limit she would have on sea all the

advantage she possibly could get under the treaty. As to land, her

merchants would hold a much better position than now. The foundation

of the peculiar condition of the French shore and of views regarding it

rests on idienage, the idea that an alien is a natural-born enemy, aiSamari-

tan with whom you shall have no intercourse, no dealings. It is a sur-

vival of antique modes of thought into a modem civilization. The nine-

teenth century has outgrown these notions. All civilized peoples grant, and

find it advantageous to themselves to grant, aliens the same rights of ac-

quiring, holding and transmitting property, which their own subjects enjoy.

The laws of Newfoundland in this respect are not one whit behind those of

her neighbours, and would give the French, in the true sense of the term,

equal righta with the English, the object of the treaties both of Utrecht

and Paris. Concretely, then, what would this mean to France ? First,

stable protection of law to her industries. Is that nothing 1 Her
only engine of righteousness on this side of the Atlantic is volatile, a

cruising war-ship, one of the subHmest works of man, noble and

powerful for destruction, but, as a peace-officer—what 1 •''You cannot dis-

charge a cannon for every cause. Second, a. an arrangement between

nations, France would get outaide the prescription which the treaty con-

tain., to remove her fishing jipparatus yearly, no slight advantage one would

think, lliirdly, a local matter which interesta her merchanta greatly, their

properties on the French shore, which, a. between themselves, are covi-

muniatic, would then be individual Now, will they, they are turned out

of their holdings, no matter how improved, without compensation, every
lustrum, every five years, and must take what the risk of a lottery turns
up, as to buildings, accessories and fishing grounds, for the next temt.
This distribution of plant by way of rotary calabash, what is it but •"T

damper on investments, most injurious to French industry itself ? Then^V
they could make substantial improvementa without fear of dispossession,

invest money with good hope of reaping the returns, and develope their

industries on a solid basis.

Instead of merely taking possession of the French shore and converting

it into an English one, it is mooted in the colonial office to purchase all the

rights of France in Newfoundland. What does Newfoundland desire to

b^yl St. Pierre and Miquelon 1 No. The French shore?' Fisheries

within the three-mile limit ? Maybe. If the French feel inclined to abandon
their bounty system, to give up the idea of maritime power, the negotia-

tion may be concluded on such terms as she could or would entertain ; bufr

that is very doubtful. Further, if it were possible, would it not be a ques-

tionable benefit to remove from the island such capital as France has in

vested there or prevent the introduction of more French capital ? What
else is meant by the purchase ? Suppose Newfoundlthid law prevailed over ^
the length and breadth of the land; suppose the French were ac-

corded such rights as aliens are given in other lands and prosecuted the

fisheries there, what question could arise ? Nothing but this : The
allegiance of children born of French parents on the French shore, ^shall

it belong to England or France ? Well, the twentieth century of the

Christian era is at the door. To-day, the settlement of such a matter is

surely, neither beyond the competency nor the morality ot the two
foremost nations of the world.

Whichever plan, whatever method, seems best unto the wisdom of

nations, Carthago est delenda, the French shore must be wiped out.

T. B. Browning.

TWO OF A TRADE.

By John MacLean.

fi

.!t

Before an audience of English freetraders Lord Lome has been say-

ing a good word for Canada, and in a very effective way, too. Not,

indeed, by attempting to prove that Protection is beneficial, for that wou^d
only have stirred their prejudices without convincing their reason. Bat
what he did was to present the view of Canadians as a people having a

mind of their own, and firm in the belief that they can manage their own
business better than anybody else can manage it for them. They in.sist,

he said, on making as much as they can out of their own country in their

own way ; and are as self-willed as children of John Bull may be ex-

pected to prove. And John Bull should respect in his children that spirit

of pluck, and self-reliance, and sturdy independence, which he so much
admires in himself. Even were it shown that they had adopted a wrong

trade policy, their right to choose a policy to suit themselves would still

have to be left unquestioned. And the Marquis' hearers cheered his good-

natured yet firm assertion of the right of Canadians to think and to ju'dge

for themseVvea, much as they dislike the way in whi.ph we have of late

been exercising it It may be added that substantially the same thing

was said by Sir John Macdonaht a few years Ttga;when he told a repre-

sentative meeting of English manufacturers, flatly and plainly, that

Canada's commercial system would be framed to suit her own circum-

stances and to promote her own intereste, and not those of any other

country whatever.

Our late Governor-General puts the case for Canada in such a way as

almost to disarm free trade criticism, while appealing effectively to the _

national respect for people who are independent enough to think for

themselves. None the less, however, will Englishmen continue to look

upon ours as an " anti-British " tariff, maintained by the Dominion for ite

own special benefit, but to the injury of the Mother country. They will

do this for reasons which they have in their minds, but which will not

bear being stated in public. By what we may call the commercial instinct

business men among them feel that Canada is gaining by her National

Policy, and that some part of her former custom has been lost by somebody.

But this they cannot say in public, for that would be to admit the success

of Protectioii, which they cannot under any circumstances afford to do.

And yet our tariff is not an " anti-British " one after all, as the word is

generally understood ; for, while bearing heavily upon importa from the

United States, it bears very lightly in coinparison upon imports from Great

Britain. Statistics for the last eight years—the'four next before and the

four next after the change of 1879—show this most incontestably. With,

out, however, on the present occasion marshalling in long array the figure.

Ji
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which would prove this in detail, it may serve a purpose to ^k for some

large general co'usiderations governing the operation of Protection in

Canada, the apprehension of which will enable us to understand what it is

and what it is bringing us to. To know merely bare facts -it^out "nder-

stonding their causes-whence they come and what further results they

tend to-is nofthe most satisfactory kind of knowledge. Supposing it to

be proved by figures that certain things are so, we still want to know the

reasons why, under the circumstances, they must be so, and why they

cannot possibly be otherwise. If with regard to the operation of this

tariff of ours we can once get on the right line of sight, then much groping

about in the dark will be saved, and the true meaning of what might

otherwise appear a huge jumble of facts wUl be revealed.
^_

. , It is an old saying that "two of a trade can never agree
;
and the

''

struggle between two or more of the same trade is wlmT^e call competition.

i Competition is alway^etween- those of the same trade, not between those

•

of different trades. The nearer alike the products of any two countries

•

are the more direct is the competition between them. Now, we come to

a vital point in this whole matter when wo realise that Canadian ftanufac-

tures are in a general way like those of the United States, and unhke those

of England ; for which reason our competition must be with the former

far more than with the latter country. Whatever the political differences

between ourselves and our republican neighbours may be, natural circum-

stances, and the industrial conditions arising out of them, are very much

the same here as in the Northern States. In agricultural productions

these Provinces and the States lying nearest to them are very much alike,

and in manufacturing, both peoples tend to follow the same lines, and to

run in the same grooves. In politics, and in many details of manners and

morals, Canadians perpetuate old country resemblances, but we make

cotton cloth as they do in the States, and not as they do in England, even

though we use English machinery to do it. In style, quahty, and general

get up, the goods turned out by our cotton mUls are exact copies of fabrics

made at Lowell and Fall River, while differing greatly from the producte

of Lancashire. Enter a Canadian foundry or reaper and mower manufac^

tory, and you see just the same methods used, and the same kinds of

articles produced, as in similar establishmenta over the border; both

methods and producte being very different from those of England. Almost

the only conspicuous exception is the woollen trade ;
there, indeed our

competition is with England. With something Uke superstitious reverence

we follow English precedents in the administration of laws which ourselves

have made, but when it comes to driving shoe-pegs by machinery we copy

Massachusetts. Our railways are all buUt and run on the American, and

not on the English, plan. Our farm implemente are aU of American

pattern, and are all made and used in the American way. Almost every

jew industry started in Canada is a close copy of something already m

operation in the States. In the domain of politics and of morals we are

largely under old country influences, but by pressure of material cprcum-

- stances it is decreed that in our industrial progress we must move upon

American, rather than iiponJluropean, linos, Canadian industries are and

knows what manufactures are on both sides of the border respectively, and

how rapidly we are following in the industrial tracks of our neighbours.

The theme is a fertile one. a very practicable one for Canada besides, and

will bear dilating upon to an indefinite extent. It will not soon be

exhausted, either, because it is a groining theme, which must keep increasing

every year in interest and importance. John MacLean.

MATTHEW ARNOLD ON EMERSON.

must long continue to be mostly like those of the United States, and «».

those of England. Further, this likeness in manufacturing production

between the two sides of the tjofder must keep increasing with every year

of our industrial progress; which means that the competition between

them must keep increasing too. We are more competitors with our

neighbours now than we were twenty-five years ago; twenty-five years

hence the simUarity of production, and with it the competition, will be

greater stiU. We must get a grasp of this important truth concermng the

two countries, that the natural relation is that of competitors with each

«ther in the same branches of production, some obvious exceptions allowed

for Kaw cotton and tobacco we must bring from the Southern States,

but the cotton manufacture is no more a natural industrfof Massachusette

than it is of Ontario or Quebec. We may have to bring more or less

Indian com from Chicago, but carrying Minnesota wheat to Manitoba

would be like carrying coals to Newcastle, the product of each bemg the

«me kind of wheat-hard spring. Montreal i. not and never will be a

natural market for boota and shoes made at Lynn and Haverhill, for the

obvious reason that she U herself producing the same kind of goods, and

in the very same way. It is the case of two of a trude ;
the one .s

no natural market at all for the producte of the other. Observe, too, that

this simibirity of production, which U the basis of competition, has increased,

iB now increasing, and must continue to incre«« in future time. The only

way to stop the growth of competition would be for Canada to ca 1 a

dead halt, and stop improving her m«»uf«5tures. Every new develop-

ment of Canadian industry marks a new point of rimilarity, wid therefore

of contact and competition, between ourselves and our neighbours. Detail-

Bright be cited at length to Ulustrate ; but they are not needed by any one who

Thb greatest good fortune that has recently befallen the United States

is the visit of Matthew Arnold.

Justice Coleridge was received with great favour, and seems to have

formed many happy associations connected with this country. Dr. Freeman,

Mr. Herbert Spencer, and others of distinction have been very beneficial to us.

But only Mr. Arnold, of eminent literary men, has come among us to tell

us frankly what he thinks about certain phases of our character and cer-

tain ones of our authors. He is too honest a man, and has too high an

opinion of his calling as a critic to flatter us. And such a critic as Mr.

Arnold is, accomplished and subtle, is sure to find things to criticise that

will be of infinite benefit to us, whether public sentiment agrees with him

now in the main or not. .

-r _c u
A few of our authors, especially in or about Boston—Longfellow,

Emerson, Lowell, Holmes, Whittier, Bryant and Hawthorne -have gamed

a national reputation and acquired a degree of popularity, which furmshes

the newspapers and publishers the pretext for bringing forward their names

on all occasions. Not only do they publish a blue and gold edition, pocket

edition riverside edition, globe edition, and various other editions, but they

make up a great variety of books, with extracte from these authors, and

many more about these authors. In fine, I for my part, while sincerely

glad that they have produced some excellent things, have long been weary

of hearing the changes rung on these names. There is a great want of

critical perspective among the American readers of these men. And noth-

ing can be more wearisome than the constant allusions to them in the

American, and especially in the New England, journals.

I knew Mr. Emerson personally, and know that he had no such exalted

opinion of his own books, nor of those of his friends.
^

It will be productive then of the greatest good> American readers to

have some of these men compared by an able critic with men of other coun-

tries and other times.
, , ^v »

Americans speak of these men as if th^ were the only authors of

eminence of recent times ; as if there were no contemporary literature in

England, France and Germany. This dQettanteism is entirely ignorant of

all estimates that imply a comparison with other countries. For instance

the Boston literary correspondent of the Springfield Republican, the ablest

newspaper in New England, severely criticizing Mr. Arnold's estimate of

Mr Emerson, claims that Emerson was a greater poet than Gray, and a

greater philosopher than Spinoza. He confounds the technical and the popu-

ttrTlBg ot the word philosopher^ It^ onlyJa the latter meamag^that Mr.

Emerson can be caUed a phUosopher at all, just as we speak of Dr. Johnson

or e*rlyle as a phUobopher. In Germany, to call such men as Emerson by

the name philosopher is regard^ as extremely absurd, and as mdicatiTet^

very crude notions of criticism. ,
. ,.,

Again in a criticism in the New York Times a column and a half long

on the new edition of Emerson's works, the critic says : " Verily, in half

a dozen somewhat harsh verselete of Emerson there is more flavour, more

song, -more meatiness than in all the Verses of the living British poete put

together.
. ^ * • *

So far from doing harm to Emerson's greatness, the criticisms of Mr.

Arnold are likely to set men thinking that they may have been neglecting

a writer the like of whom no nation can at the present day show."

When our leading journals form such exaggerated estimates, the hope-

less condition of criticism among general readers can be imagined.

Now when a critic of Mr. Arnold's ability comes among us and frankly

and honestiv states his far lower estimate and gives his reason for it, it is

well calculated to set us tiiinking and comparing. There is nothing we

need more at present than frank criticism, combined with learning and

insight, applied not only to our literature but to politics and many other

*^r°'^old appeared before a large audience in Assembly Hall, New

York, on the evening of January 4th. He i. » taU man, rather slender,

rixty^ne yewi old, but looking younger. He is not handsome, and i. awk-

. wishh gesture and movement. His voico i. not good or, to .peak B0r6

accuraLy, he has poor control of it. When he speaks, his lip. protrude a.

far out as he could push-them if he were to try. He is wholly want-

ing in eloquence. In short, it is rarely that one sees an eminent man,

whose delivery in public is worse than Matthew Arnold's.

But as to the matter of his lecture every sentence is worthy of close

attention, and received it.

I can give only an outline of his lecture, but the following statement

may have value to readers of Arnold and Emerson, because it contams not

a sentence that Mr. Arnold did not speak, in sense, and often I have retained

his exact words. »

He first spoke of the intellectual influences that made their ^ay to Ox-

ford forty years ago when he was a student there. Among these voices

was that of Newman, of Carlyle, of Goethe, and finally that of Emerson.

From that time he had never ceased to be interested in Emerson. And

now that he found himself in America looking out on Boston Bay and had

seen Concord, and had read so many high estimates of the man. he desired

» to pull himself together," and come at some definite conclusion about him-

He then considered him successively as poet, prose writer and philoso.

pher.

He said he bad recentiy read an interesting criticism of Emerson, in

which it was asserted that some fifty or sixty passages of Emerson's poetry

had already passed into the common speech and become household words.

Now what is it to pai« into general speech and become a household word I ,.,

We may say that of Shakespeare's "patience on a monument," Milton

s

"darkness visible," Gray's "where ignorance is bliss." Now, instead of

fifty or sixty, not one passage of Emerson has become a household word.

In fact Emerson is not a legitimate poet at all. He is an interesting poet.

Milton says poetry should be simple, sensuous and impassioned. Tried by

these qualities Emerson's poetry does not satisfy us. His poetry lacks

feeling, clearness and energy. It has no evolution. In his " Titmouse

one is never quite clear what the titmouse did for hia.
;
one is left to guesses

about it. Thfe p»et is not concrete enough—is not poet enough.

He ^oes further and does not place Emerson among the great men of

letters.
° Who are the great men of letters 1 Such writers as Plato and

Cicero, Bacon, Swift and Voltaire. Emerson has written passages of noble

eloquence and pointed wit, but his style as a rule wante the " requisite

whole of good tissue "
; therefore he cannot be ranked among these writers

of the first class, and " I insist on trying Emerson always by the highest

standard."

Furthermore, Emerson has been called a phUesopher. Speaking care-

fully, Aristotie and Kant cannot be called great writers. Yet tiiey buJt

up systems ; but Emerson could not build a system. He knew his own

defecte well, and described the defecte of hia own style well when he caUed

it the lapidary. Emerson is not then a great poet, nor a philosopher, nor

a .rreat prose writer. But still he is of very great importance. His rela-

tion is like that of Marcus Aurelius. He is the friend and aider of those

who would live in the spirit. The secret of his effect is his temper-hope^

ful and serene. One can hardly estimate too highly the importance of

holding on to hope and cheerfulness.

It has been said that Emerson was too sanguine; that the present

"
ieneratTonTsTnotcommgTp to thff standard anticipated-by-him^ may^

be that this and the next few generations wiU not come up to his hopes.

But time wiU demonstrate the truthfulness- of his theory.

„ V 7 ^ Pendleton Kiso.

—

Neva York.

Tsio^as published hU first work, "Practice and privileges of tiie two

Houses of Parlii^ment "
; in 1866, his "Brief Suggestions on the Formation

of Local Government" ; and in 1867-69, his most important work, in two

volumes " Pariiamentary Government in England." On ihe appearance

of this work, it was acknowledged by English critics that they were in-

debted to a colonial author for " one of the most useful and complete books

which has ever appeared on the practical operation of the British Consti-

tution
" A pamphlet which exerted a strong political influence in Canada

was that upon "The Position of a Constitutional Governor under Respon-

sible Government," published in 1878; and in 1880 was issued h« last

work entitled " Parliamentary Government in the British Colonies,

In company with the poet, Louis Honour Frechette, Mr. Todd received

the degree of L.L.D. from Queen's, in 1881. In the same year, with

Principal Dawson, of McGiU, he was made Companion of St. Michael and

St George, and, on the foundation of the Hoyal Society of Canada, Mr.

Todd was appointed to a Fellowship therein. But the chief honour, that

rests upon his name must be derived from the high rank which he won for

himself, in our literature and in our thought.

A DAY AND A FRIEND.

We sat upon the shore, my friend and I
;

The lake lay rocking in the morning shine.

Odours of gum were round us, an* a pine

Played music while the waves danced—hauntingly.

Joy of wild winds and water and blue sky
_

Flowed through our spirits like celestial wme ;

We talked of poets' hopes and thoughte divme,

And he was generous, and I was shy.

O golden heart of all that golden day.

Wise friend ! so kind to my reluctant thought.

So gentle with the grace that went astray

Threuc^h stammering speech and woodland ways untaught

He read me by the things I dared not say.

And loved me for the trust th*t doubted nought.

O. C. AnRINGER.
French Mountain, M. Y.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

Good

It condemns

\l_-.Continued.

The footman waa now heard, as he sprang from the box

gracious
! " exclaimed Kindelon ;

" I haven't condemned it

!

'^^lauline gave a laugh full of accusative satire. " Oh l" she burst forth.

" I should like to hear you speak against it before Mrs. Dares-and your

friend. Miss Cora, too-as you have just done before me:

Th. fn»t,.an had by this tim. opened tii^ carriage door He kept one

White-gloved hand on the knob, standing, with hu. cock^hat and his

long-skirted coat, motionless 'and respectfufin the outer gloom.

^tadelon threw «^ both hands,Wwav^them in a^le^^^^^

^ ALPHEUS TODD.

Not the greatest, yet, by the nature of his work, one of the most prominent

and most authoritative figures in Canadian literature, ha^ passed away.

Mr. Todd died on the njorning of January 22nd, at his home in Ottawa,

his death being caused by the rupture of a blood-vessel in the brain. The

office of Chief Librarian of Parliament, which Mr. Todd heW for twenty-

seven years, wiU not easily find another occupant so fitted for the post.

Mr. Todd's intimate acquaintance with the minutest details of his office,

and his encyclopedic knowledge on all subjecte com,titutional or parlia-

mentary, made his presence invaluable to aU who were on »''«««"'=•' f°'

information. However well qualified his successor, th^ capability that

comes only from use must long be a felt want.
„ , i,

Mr. Todd was born in London in 1821yii£a came to Cam^ when

nearly twenty-three years of age. He may be said to have p«sed h« life

in a Ubrary, his connection with the Upper Canada Library having bepin

in 1835, Ld continued, through all changes, till he attamed Uie office

which he held at the time of his death. His writings are all on parlia-

mentary or closely-allied subjects, and have commanded attention in

Engh^ as well as at home. They are marked by most paimitaking

«cunM!y, careful collaboration of material, and temperate judgment. In

p^ " There is no literary society in New York," he murmured, as if the

J^ission had been wrung from him. " Don't go inside there with any

idea of meeting it, for it is not to be found ! Mrs. Dares herself will tell

^""p'^ulLe shook her head vigorously. " I'm sure you can't mean that."

she exclaimed, in grieved reproach.
.

Sndelon ga.™ of his laughs, and jumped out of the «.rnage.

Pauf^e took tfe hand which he offered her, while the displaced footman

'"TaLTan t" he said, as they went up a high, narrow stoop together,

and saw two slim lit windows loom before them.

"I hop'
-^ -m not responsible for this last change of faith in you, she

answered wlSiTindelon was ringing the bell.

„ ui„H of r«l
.. Well," he at once said, " I believe you are. There is no kind of r^

society here except one. Mind you, I don't say this m any but the most

^;Iionata and'critical way. And I'm not gUd to say i^ either I m

Z^, in fact. But it is true .... " And then, after a second of silence, he

reneated—" No kind of society except one."

"^iSine smiled« she watched him.' liut there was both exasperation

and challenge in the smile. ^
•« What kind is that t " she ((h»ried. ^
" Ask your aunt, Mrs. Poughkeepsie." he replied. !

1''
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Pauline gave an irritated sigh. Ab she did so the door of Mrs. Dares

house was opened by a spruce-looking young negress, and they both passed

into the little limited hall beyond. Tapestries of tasteful design were

looped back from the small doors which gave upon the hall. Their blended
,

stufiTof differing colours produced a novel effect, wholly disproport.oned to

the real worth of the fabrics themselves. The deft skill of Mrs Dares s

younger daughter was responsible, not alone for these, but for other

equally happy embellishments throughout thil. delightful miniature dwell-

ing In every chamber there was to be found some pretty decorative

stwtagem, whereby a maximum of gr .efu'. and even brilliant ornamenta-

tion had been won from a minimum 0£ pecuniary expense. Paulines eye

had swept too ma'ny costly objects of upholstery not to recognise that a

slender purse had here gone with a keen artistic sense. The true instinct

of beauty seemed never to err, and its constant accompaniment of sitnpli-

city in the wav of actual material lent it a new charm. Screen, rug, panel-

ling mantel-c^ver, tidy and chair-cushion took for her a quick value because

of their being wrought through no luxurious means. It was so easy to buy

all these things in velVet, in silk, in choice woods ;
it was so hard, so rare

to be able to plan them all from less preter'^ ms resources. Before she had

been five minutes in Mrs. Dares' abod .>, I' ine found herself affected by

the mingled attractiveness and modesy of-' s details, as we are lured by

the -tints, contours and even perfume, of tain wildflowers which glow

only the more sweetly because of their cont ast with cultured blooms.

Mrs Dares herself had a look not unlik. that of some timid little wild-

flower She was short of stature and very fragile; Kihdelon's past

accounts of her incessant accomplishments t..ok the hue of fable as Pauhne

gazed upon her. She was extremely pale, with large, warm, dark eyes set

in a face of cameo-like delicacy. Her dress hung in folds about her slight

person as if there had been some pityin motive in the looseness of its fit.

But she wore it with an air of her own. It was a timid air and yet it was

one of ease and reppse. The intelligence a«d earnestness of her clear-cut

face gave her an undeniable dignity ;
you soon became sure th^t she was

wholly unassuming, but you as soon realized that this trait of d jffidence

had no weakness in mind or character for ite cause. It seemed, m truth,

to correspond with her bodily frailty, and to make her individualism more

complete while none the less emphatic. The personality that pushes

itself upon our heed dees not always m.ke us notice it the quickest. Mrs.

Dares never pushed herself upon anybody's heed, and yet she was seldom

unnoticed. Her voice rarely passed beyond a musical semitone and yet

you rarely failed to catch each word it uttered. Pauline not only caught

each word as her new hostess now stood and addressed her, leaving for the

time all other gueste who were crowding the rather meagre apartment, but

,he tacitly decided, as well, that there was an elegance and punty m the

expressions used by this notable little lady which some of the grander-

mannered dames whom she had intimatelv known might have copied with

profit. One peculiarity about Mrs. Dar*., however, was not slow to strike

her • the pale, delicate face never smiled. Not that it was melancholy or

even uncheerful, but simply serious. Mrs. Dares had no sense of humour.

Shecould sometimes say a ^itty thing that hit hard and sharp, but^wm
^thout any power to wear that lazier mental fatigue-dress from which

some of the most vigorous minds have been unable, before hers, to winthe

least relaxation. This was probably the true reason wHy her smatt d«w.

ing-room often contained guests whose eccentricity of garb or deportment

would otherwise have excluded them from (her civilities. She could not

enjoy the foibles of her fellow-creatures; she was too perpetually busy in

takine a grave view of their sterner and more rational traita. She found

something in neariy everybody that interested her, and it always interested

her because it was human, solemn, importaUt-a part, so to speak, of the

great struggle, the great development, the great problem. This may, after

all be.no re»l explanation of why she never smiled; for a smile, as we

know, can hold the sadness of tears in 'ts gleam, just as a drop of morning

dew will hold the moisture of the autumn rainfall. But the^absence of al

mirthful trace on her gentle lips accorded, nevertheless, with the inherent

sobriety of her nature, and they who got to know her weU would un-

coMciously assign for both a common origin.
^ ^ '

x a *v. *

"My dear Mrs. Varick." she said to Pauline. « T Havery gkd that

you chl to seek my poor hospitality this evening
1^ ^f^^^ ^^

Ldy prophesied that we shall be good friends, anu as I look at you I find

myself be^nning to form a m<kt presumptuous certainty that he will not

prove a false prophet He tells me that you are weary of the fashionabk

Lrid • I have seen nothing of that, myself, though I fancy I know what

it is like A great Castle of Indolence, I mean, where there are many

beautiful chambers, but where the carpets yield too luxuriquriy underfoot,

^d the couches have too inviting a breadth. Now in this htUe drawing-

«K.m of mine you will meet few people who have not some daily t«k to

perform-however ill many of us may accomplish it. In that way the

change will have an accent for you-the air will be fresher and more tonic

though shifting from warm to chilly in the most irregular manner. I want

to warn you, my dear lady, that you will miss that evenness of temperature

which makes such easy breathing elsewhere. Be prepared for a decided

atmospheric shock, now and then : but you will find it rather stimulating

when it arrives, and by no means unwholesome." ...
Pauline could scarcely repress her astonishment at this very original

speech of welcome. She and Mrs. Dares were separated from all other oc-

cupants of the room while it was being delivered; Kindelon had moved

away after making his two friends known to each other, and doubtless

with the intention of letting his hostess stand or fall on her own conversa.

tional merits, as far as concerned the first impression which Pauline should

receive from her. But this impression was one in which admiration and

approval played quite as strong a part as surprise. Pauline had wanted

just such a spur and impetus as her faculties were now receiving
;
she kept

silent for a few brief seconds, in silent enjoyment of the complex emotions

which Mrs. Dares had wakened. Then she said, with a low laugh that

had not the least suspicion of frivolity :

"If it is a social temperature with those barometric tricks and freaks,

Mrs. Dares, I promise you that I shan't catch cold in it. But I fear Mr

Kindelon has wasted too many premonitory words upon me. He should

have politely allowed me to betray myself, as a specimen of harmless and

humble commonplace. . . I am sure to do it sooner or later."

" Oh, he has told me of your aim, your purpose," said Mrs. Dares.

Pauline coloured, and laid one hand on the lady's slender arm. " Then

we are rivals, I suppose 1" she murmured, with an arch sinile.

Mrs. Dares turned and looked at her guests before answering; there

was a mild, dreamy comprehensiveness in the way she seemed to survey

their many shapes, letting her large, soft, dusky eyes dwell upon no special

one of them. A little later she regarded Pauline again. She now shook

her head negatively before replying.

"Oh no, no," she said. " What you see here ia not in any sense a

representative assemblage. I have often wished that someone would

esteblish a stricter and more definite standard than mine. We need it sad-

ly. There are no entertainments given in New York where the mentally

alert people—those who read, and think and write—can meet with an as-

surance that their company has been desired for reasons of an exceptional

personal valuation. The guest without the wedding-garment is always

certain to be there. I fear that I have paid too little heed to the wedding-

garment; mv daughters—and especially my eldest daughter, Martha-are

always telling me that, in various ways. . . Oh, no, Mrs. Varipk, we shall

not be rivals. You will have the leisure to sift, to weigh, to admit or ex-

clude, to label, to endorse, to classify—to make order, in short, out of

chaos. This / have never had the leisure to do." She looked at Pauline

with an almost pensive gravity. Then she slowly repeated the word,

" Never."
" I fancy you have never had the cruelty," said Pauline.

'iThere would be considerable solid mercy in it," was the firman8>ra\

"Yes. . . To those who were both called and chosen. "" '

the repulsed candidates for admission 1

"

"But how about

.They would dBH^Tve their defeat." said Mra Dares, with thoughtful de-

liberation.
" Morals *nd manners property combined would be their sole

passport."

" And ability," amended Pauline.

" Ability t Oh, they neariy all have ability who care to mingle night

after night where that qualification is the dominating necessity for mutual

enjoyment. Remember, an organized literary and intellectual society

would not demand what that other society, of which yoti have seen so much,

imperatively demands. I mean wealth, position, modishness, ton. All

these would go for nothing with an aristocracy of talent, of high and true

culture, of progress, of fine and wise achievement in all domains where

human thought held rule. There, gross egotism, priggishness, raw eccen-

tricity, false assumption of leadership, facile jealousy, dogmatic intoler-

ance—these, and a hundred other faults, would justly exert a debarring

influence."

Pauline did not know how her cheeks were glowing and her eyes were

sparkling as she now quickly said, after having swept her gaze along the

groups of guests not far away :

"And this is what you call making order out of chaos 1 Ah, yes, I

understand. It is very delightful to contemplate. It quite stirs one with

ambition. It is like having the merciless and senseless snobbery of mere

fashionable life given a rewonable, animating motive. I should like to

take upon myeelf woh a task." Here she suddenly frowned in a moderate

but rather distressed way. " Not long ago," she went on, " Mr. Kindelon

told me that I would find no literary society in New York. But I con-

tested this point. I'm inclined to contest it still, though you have shaken

my faith, I admit," .
.

"IThe word 'literary' is very specializing," said Mrs. Dares. She had

drooped her large, rousing eyes.

" Do you mean that for an evasion 1 " asked Pauline with a tart pun-

gency that she at once regretted as almost discourteous. " Allow," she

went on, promptly softening her tone, "that the word does cover a multi-

tude of definitions as I use it—that it is used /ante de mieux, and that no

society hM ever existed anywhere which one could call strictly literary.
"

Come, then, my dear Mrs. Dares, allowing all this, do you consider that

Mr. Kindelon was right? Is it all chaos to-day in New York 1 Is there

no gleam of order?" And here Pauline broke into a furtive tremor of

laughter. " Must I begin my good work at the very earliest possible be-

ginning if I am to commence at all 1

"

Mrs. Dares's dark eyes seemed to smile, now, if her lips did not

" Yes," she said. " Mr. Kindelon was right. You are to begin at the

verj^ beginning. . . In London it is so different," she went on, lapsing into

the meditative seriousness from which nothing could permanently distract

her. " I spent a happy and memorable month there not many years ago.

It was a delicious holiday, taken because of overwork here at home^ and a

blessed medicine I found it. I had brought with me a few lucky letters. .

They opened doors to me, and beyond those doors I met faces and voices

full of a precious welcome. You would know the names of not a few of

those who were gracious to me ; they are names that are household words.

And there, in London, I saw, strongly established, a dignified, important

and influential society. Rarely, once in a while, I met some man or woman

with a title, but he or she had always either done something to win the

title or something, if it was inherited, to outshine it. . . I did not stay long

enough to pick flaws, to cavU ; I enjoyed and appreciated—and I have

never forgotten
!

"

(To he eontimisd.)

EVENINGS AT HOME.

POPPY DREAMS.

1

Sweet, sunny poppy-garden mine,

Where birds and bees came flying

;

Where, hid 'midst vine and columbine,

I found dear love a-lying !

So beautiful, so strange a guest.

He set my heart all thrilling
;

I could but rest against his breast,

And yield me to his willing.

And I was love's, and love was mine.

Beneath the vine and columbine
;

And fairer still the fairest seems

Within the world of poppy dreams.

For poppy odours, as we lay.

Lulled every thought of sorrow
;

And yesterday had passed away,

And there was no to-morrow.

With scent of poppies in the air,

And love's soft arms entwining.-

What mortal there could think of care.

Regretting, or repining !

And- 1 waa love's, and love was mine,

Beneath the vine and columbine
;

And fairer still the fairest seems

Within the world of poppy dreams.

Ah cruel flowers ! did you know
Your fatal gift's forsaking t

Why bloom, smd grow, and vanish so, ^

And leave me to awaking !

No more I plant your traitor red

That turns to burning tires :

My garden bed shall grow, instead,

Kind thorns and welcome briars.

Yet, I was love'.s, and love was mine.

Beneath the vine and columbine

;

And fairer than the fairest seems

My vanished world of poppy dreams.

whittieb's theology.

People came to him, also, in their grief and trouble, and to more than one

tortured soul \}as he given peace. The story is told of a friend of his early

days, in the tiiue when religion held men by crueler bonds than now, who

was pursued by the idea of the sin against the Holy Ghost, and felt him-

self doomed to damnation.
" And so thee really thinks thee will go to hell V said Mr. Whittier,

after listening to the tale of tprmetit.

" Oh, I am sure of it," cried the sufferer.

* " Does thee hate thy fellow-men 1 " asked Mr. Whittier.

" No, no," said his unhappy friend.

Don't thee hate God, then ? " came the next question.

" I love Him," was the answer, "whatever happen to me."

" Don't thee hate God, who would send thee to hell, and let others, who

thee knows have led worse lives, go to heaven!"
" No. I am glad of every one that is saved, even if I am to be a cast-

away."
" Now what does thee think the devil will do with thee ? How can he

•use thety one who loves the God who condemns him to torment, one who _

loves his fellow-men, and would keep them out of the clutches of Satan-

how can the devil employ thee or endure thee i

"

For the first time in months the wretched man laughed with his old

heartiness, and from that moment began to shake off his morbid terrors.

" MORNING glories."

How beautiful those climbing convovuluses are, winding in and out

the laths of the green trellis, and mingling with the brilliant tracery of

that vigorous scarlet runner and the paler green of that broad-leaved and

predominant American vine ! The pure white are like brides in " silver

sheen," and the deep purple are like queens in regal robes, resplendent,

self-assertive, magnificent. When the morning has fully come and the

glad sun touches the earth and tills it with life and joy. then these beauti-

ful flowers open into the glory of their name. They are all over the

arbour, making it look like a bit of Florentine cinque-cento work, where

dainty'rosettes of porcelain flowers star the golden network of the basket,

giving a sense of animation to the whole. But the pity of it is, this ex-

quisite beauty lasts such a short time ! The sun which called it all into

being soon destroys his own work. He is too bright and strong for his own

creation ; and when the hot noon has come the pageant is past, the beauty

has faded, and the glory of the morning is no more. Only closely shut, in-

turned, crumpled marginsof white and purple showabove therim of the calix

;

only memory remains of what was such joy to possess—though hope steals

out from the shadow of that dusky form, and the knowledge that there is'

to be a to-morrow lifts one over the losses of to-day. And when to mor-

row comes, then that "vine-covered, scarlet scrolled arbour will again be

like a piece of Florentine cinque-cento work, with its rosettes of dainty por-

celain flowers starring the golden filigree of the network.

How those morning glories suggest to you certain types and conditions

of womanhood ! You look at them till you see in them the same spirit

and essence as are expressed in some women whom you have known indi-

vidually, and some who are known to you more generally by life histories

and the ordering of circumstances. They are living sermons on the fleet-

ing beauty of youth, the fragile quality of delicacy, the transient splendour

of life. Links in the great chain by which all nature is bound into one whole,

as are ttowers together with sentient things, it needs no great stretch

of fancy to see their analogies in human life, and to read into them the

same ideas as inform higher manifestations. How many pretty fairy-like

creatures are like those white convovuluses, so delicate and bright in the

early days but closing up and withering away as soon as the touch becomes

^Frederick A. Dixow.

Mb. GaANT Allkn, in his own phraseology "a wandering and lazy

field naturalist," says birds are reptiles with feathers. Some birds, he says,

like the ostrich, do not fly, and some animals, like bate and squirrels, fly

without being birds. They build nests, so do water moles. They have

homy bills, so have turtles. Therefore birds cannot be called " flying

^n^Q,^ " and every other apparently distinctive point about birds except

the poeeession of feathers is " not distinctive at all."

-early days out closing up anawiioiciiug <»"»j •— »""" «~ ""^
_

heavy and the strain makes itself felt ! In the beginning, while everything is

fresh and tender, the young wife is in her beauty, and the glory of her

morning is undimmed. But she cannot bear the passage of time, nor the

'Inevitable trials of her state. She "wilts " under her burdens--from tiar-

unsatisfactoriness of the servants and the exactions of the tradespeople ;

from the inevitable translation of the lover to the friend m the husband,

to the teething and and the tempers of her children. Her children in-

deed destroy her aU round. That famous French dogma, " Le premier

emhellit; le second fiitrit ; U Iroisthne dHruit," finds its all too-certain jus-

tification in her. She was never made for the cares which come with ma-

ternity. A child herself, even if she be past twenty, her babies should be

like wax dolls, and should give her no trouble physically nor morally.

She might give her mind to their clothes, and be able to compass pretty

frocks and bonnete without too great mental fatigue. But that would be

the utmost she could do, if she had to keep her own radiant beauty

unspoUed. When it comes to loss of sleep, to anxiety, to perplexity

as to the best way of management, to doubt of nurse's capacity, and con-

sciousness of her own ignorance, to desire to do right, and ignorance of

the way how, then she is lost, and her whole being suffers in consequence.

She is a fairy, not a woman, made only for beauty and sport, and gentle-

ness and dainty cares. She is a human Titania, and all men and common

circumstances are to her Bottoms, coarse and gross, who munch her chap-

lets of roses, and leave her tibwerless and forlorn, who destroy her grace

and degrade her fairyhood. Fancy such a one, bom only for the softnesses of

life,' hemming huckaback, looking after the famUy linen, caring for her

husband's dinner, and mending that basket of socks ! The thmg is too in-

congruous ; and so the poor little fairy wife proves it to be when, hke that

white convolvulus which was so beautiful but a short time smce, and now

is flaccid, faded, drooping—she faUs into the hopelessness of moral dejec-

tion and the ruin of personal uncomeliness.

I .5? i
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' THE PERIODICALS.

Outing and the Wheelman for February opens with a pleasant and

well illustrated paper on the "The St. John's Region in Florida" by Mr.

John Bansora. Mr. Maurice Thompson's "Summer Sweet Hearts," goes on

breezUy and wholesomely ; this instalment contains a mild bit of fun at

the expense of the " Sweet Singer of Michigan. " Mr. John 8. Phillips

contributes part II. of " A-Wheeling in Norambega" with Mr. Sandham s

spirited sketches ; a portion of it is devoted to that beautiful little New

Brunswick Watering-Place, the Island of Campobello. "Under the South-

ern Cross," by Mr. T. E. Edwards, is a paper on Bicycling in Australia.

A humorous short story is the "Twiddle Twins," by President Bates,

which we quote for the edification of men of the wheel;

—

The Twiddle Twins.

It was a snltry Angast day. The sky was covered with a thick blanket of clonda,

which yielded no cooUng rain, and scarcely moved in the stUl air. Though t^e
clouds shut oat the direct rays of the sun, they also 8.iemed to shut out ev^rytofikth

oJ wind and to pen in and reflect back the quivering heat which rose from the dtsaming

earth The road was deserted. Its lengtn of baked gravel and clay stretched away a

silent and lonely whitish-yellow streak across the languid Undscape. Mr. Twidddle

drove his wheel along with a faint and half-wUted indiflerence as to whether he ever

arrived anywhere. He bad the whole road to himself, and he took improper Uberties

with it wobbling all over its glowing breadth, with many lazy side-lurches, as if ho did not

care how many rods to the mUe he made of it. It was so hot- -so almost infernally

hot—that nobody else was abroad on the highway. Man and beast remamed at home.

As he rode the sweat poured from every pore of his body, and enveloped him

in filmy steam that woiUd have been almost vUible if anybody had been there to see

him Where he was riding the road traversed a wood, without a house within a mUe

of him either before or behind. This wood on either side, instead of looking cool and

inviting seemed like two rows of vast ovens, out of whose myriad mouths exhaled a

heated air, making the highway thus waUed in still more insufferably sultry. The

woods seemed toilsome because of their monotonous silence and sameness. No squirrel

rustled their leaves; no bird flitted among their branches ; even the insects had retired

to the deeper shades to seek shelter from the heat.

Presently Mr Twiddle rolled slowly across a wooden bridge spanning! a ravine,

through which flowed a sluggUh brook. If the water of this brook had exhibited a

Uveley motion, if it had looked cool, dear, and inviting, for either dnnkmg or bathing,

Mr Twiddle would have been tempted to leave his saddle and refresh himself by

bathing his head, neck, and arms in its current. But iU waters flowed slowly and

looked dark and warm ; the banks were steep, and the exertion of dismounting and

going down to the water appeared a greater task than his languid ambition was

willing to undertake.
, , , ., ., ™, -m jj i

Nevertheless, after riding two or three rods beyond the bridge, Mr. Twiddle suddenly

checked his wheel. He came so nearly to a stand-stiU that he lost his balance and dis-

mounted after a few preliminary wobbles. Then he leaned one arm on his uddle ana

stared sharply, with his mouth ajar, at an object under the edge of a thicket on the

left-hand side of the road. Presently Mr. Twiddle shut his mouth with a snap, pursed

his Ups, and emitted a long whisUe, expressive of great astonishment. Waiting a

moment as if to see what effect his whisUe would produce, he pronounced m a solemn

and emphatic manner the word '• Je-ru-sa-lem !
" expressive of prodigious snrprue.

.

The object whose appearance in that retired and silent place had thus singulttly

upset ilr. Twiddle's long and pretty thoroughly trained equanicupset Mr. rwiuaie B long ana preny luoruinsuij .ibsuou equanimity a virtue whicn

receives a pretty sharp and continual tiUage at the hands of the club wits—waa a small

red and white checkered shawl spread out upon the grass, with a three or four months

old baby sitting bolt upright in the middle of it, and no other person, especiaUy no

female person, anywhere apparent either to sight or hearing
! .,,...., , .

This baby was dressed in crumpled white musUn, with a soiled pink nbbon about

its waist. It held in one of its chubby fists a rubber rattle. It stared at Mr. 'Twiddle

for a moment with unwinking eyes, and a very buiness-Uke expression, as if taking an

inventory of his visible qualities. Apparently its investigation proved satisfactory for

it suddenly raised its rattle and brought it down with a vigorous whack of approval on

one of his legs, and looked at Mr. Twiddle to note if he had anything to uy about it.

Mr Twiddle looked up the road, down the road, all along the wood and at the brook.

He saw nobody ; he heard nobody. Then he looked at the baby again, and remarked

with sincere earnestness :

—

" Great Scott !

"

, , . ^ t. -.u •»

This remark the baby immediately applauded with another vigorous whack with its

"^
Thus far Mr Twiddle had stood facing the baby, and had not looked at the oppo-

site side of the road. But now a slight noise beside him caused him to loddenly turn

about He started violently, and let his wheel drop rattling to the ground. In falling,

—one of the handles grazed the pet com of his left foot. He unmediately gath^ed up

this foot affectionately in both his hands, and sought to press it to his bosom, while he

hopped ludicrously about on the other foot till he stumbled and sat down hard on the

road. AU this time he kept his eyes fixed upon the object which had »»eoo'><l »""«

upset his equanimity. After sitting and staring a few momenU, Mr. Twiddle slowly

arose and dusted off the expanse of his knickerbockers with various ships of his hands.

Then he ejaculated vrith solemn force and deep feeling :—
" I'll be blowed :

"

,, _ .,., , „ .. •

This second object which had so singuUriy disarranged Mr. Twiddle s coUection of

ideas was another smaU red and white checkered shawl, spread upon the grass, under

the edge of the thicket, on the right hand side of the road, with another baby, very

much like the first one in size and appearance, and also dressed in soiled white crum-

pled muslin, with a pink ribbon about its waist, sitting bold npnght in the middle of

the shawl, and staring at the astonished wheelman. This second baby in white waa

also armed with a rubber rattle.
,. » . , » i.

Seeing that this second baby made no reply to Mr. Twuldle a first eloquent remark,

he looked first at one, then at the other, of the singular phenomena, meanwhile

mopping his lace and neck with a handkerchief already saturated inth sweat, and

oUerved with increased emphasis, indicative of the extreme cUmax of surprise :—

** V7flll bv Ooorffo t

'*

To this pertinent remark both babiea responded by simnltaneonaly banging their

rubber rattles down upon their knees, producing the effect of unanimons applause.

Mr. Twiddle now watted to the right-hand side of the road, where he moimted alog

and peered carefnUy into the leoessee of the wood. Nobody m sight. Then he eroiMd

to the left-hand side of the road, mounted a stu&ip and looked sharply into all the

woody vistas. Nobody there. Then he watted back to the teidge, and lorfwd aT«

each side down at the water. Nobody visible, l^en he went bjiok to hiawhed, and

looked first at one baby and then at the other. They were both there. He .»«» "P

olose to the righthaftd baby, and ventured to touch its head softly with hu ngbt Iotb-

flnger. It was a sure enough Uve baby. Then he orosaed over the r<»d and fcwohed

the head of the other baby with his left forefinger. It was •/"••"^f*^"^"*;
blood infant. No optical delusion about either of them. Then Vx Twiddle w«it baek

to hU wheel, mopped his face and neck soma more with hii wet handkesrehief, and

eried out :

—

** Hello-o I

*'

No reply from anybody. He tried it again, good deal louder and longer :—

" H«Uo-o-o 1

"

No answer. Silenee everywhere, thick enough to be felt. Then Mr. Twiddle Uid

his head back between his shoulder-blades, opened his mouth vnde, shut hU eyes, took

a big breath and let out a yell that would have strained the vocal chorda of a four-

borse-power-steam calliope

:

He pans'ed°for a reply, and gasped for air. Not a sound anywhere : not an indica-

tion that there ever would be any sound. Only the two babies looked at his perform-

anoe with grave surprise and some alarm. But they concluded that this was merely a

vocal entertainment gotten up out of pure kindness of heart for their amusement, so

they simultaneously banged their rattles again in unanimous applause.

After waiting a few" moments in the vain hope that somebody would appear, Mr

Twiddle began to consider the situation seriously. It was exceedingly awkward Ma
perplexing. He thought of mounting his wheel and riding on to give an alarm at the

first house where he could find a woman. It seemed to him that a woman was the

one central necessity of the universe. His respect for woman rose almost to veneration

He felt that he would gladly give all the money in his pockets, and hi» note for any
^

reasonable amount in addition, for a woman,—any sort of a woman, young or old, ugly

or beautiful, without regard to race, color, or previous condition, —anything capaoie

of taking charge of babies.
, u i

On further reflection he concluded not to ride on. Suppose a cow should come along

and trample on one of the babies, era hog, or dog, and attack them, or a snake. He

thought that either of these animals would be a fool of its kind to travel on such a hot

dav • stiU one might do so, and he dared not take the risk. He wished ardently that

some traveller would appear ; but the road was deserted and lonely, as far as he could

see in either direction. , ..a. \.l tj f«i*

Suppose these deserted babies should cry? His hair rbse at the thought He felt

sure they would begin to cry pretty soon. Suppose they should get hungry r Dreadful

supposition ! They would, they must, ere long. A cold chiU ran down his spme, m
spite of the heat of the day.

, ^. , ._„
While he was thus cogiUting, the right-hand baby began preparataons for oi7>ng.

It snarled up its little face. Mr. Twiddle hastily snapped his fingers at it. It looked

aUttle astonished for a moment, and then snarled up its face again. He rattiea

his watch-chain ; no use. Then he blew a soft note on his wheelman s whistle. Only

a temporary check. It suddenly emitted an unmistakable yeU, indicating a fi»M and

business-Uke determination. He ran to it and tried to stop it by shaking 'tsjattle

poking his finger at it; and saying "Boo! " and other demonstrations which he had

read as the proper thing to do in such cases. The baby looked at him a moment with

indignant astonishment and then shut both eyes, puckered its face aU over and howled.

Mr Twiddle stooped to pick it up : but suddenly drew back. Suppose it should be—

sweaty ' Very Ukely that was what aUed it. As if to reduce him to dispair, at this

instant the other baby began to cry also. Probably they were both-sweaty. Ihe

situation waa simply appaUing. Consternation ; confusion ; chaos ;
aU nature demana-

"'''suddSy Mr. Twiddle heard flymg footsteps. Two women darted past him^

One swoopi upon the right-hand baby. She was a comely '»"»?' ?PP"7"y»«~
twenty-fivVortWenty-six years, and evidently a mother. She hfted the "bild to her

bosom, where it instantly cuddled and became quiet. -The other '" » P""? ^'^
apparenUy about eighteen years old. She snatched up the left-hand baby, gave it a

demons toss or twS, and a pat on the back, when it also became quiet. Then the

pair faced Mr. Twiddle and scrutinized him with a decorousness so demure and grave

that he was instantlv sure that they were inwardly laughing at him No woman

would be quite so unnaturaUy sober, he felt, unle« she was sittmg on the safety-y^

rf her Uughter. to prevent an^ escape of pent-up m«riment. The girl, h, "" »0"™.ced

waa inwarfly boiling with giggle. Imps of miaehief were dancing in her httge, black

eves : but her face waa as sober as the face on a poeUge-stamp.
^

Mr. Twiddle machanioally Ufted his hat and bowed. Both the women "odded^but

said nothing, only continuing to look at him demurely. Then the mother began mak-

i^ .i^ motiLs Mid antio. with her fingers, her hands, and her free »nnJoofan^

fiTedly at the girl. The girl shook her pretty hei^ solemiJy, imd then "•de antao

motions at the mother with ^her fingere, and hands and her free arm .T^"|J"
women turned to Mr. Twiddle, who was watchmg this performance with mcreasmg

amazement, and began making queer motions at him. He "tarted, »>"ked away a st^

or two, and fell over his wheel. Both women advanced hurriedly. He thought th^

were about to attack him ; but the kind concern in their faces which, "> «P'^°'
"^'"J;

selves, was mingled with mirthful smUes, reassured him. He arose, dusted himsel,

with furtive slaps of his hands, picked up his wheel, and leaned upon its saddle, sWl

Tzing at the pitir with deep astonishpient. Then the mother suKWthed a place on the

Srfife of the road with the sole of her neat watting-shoe, stooped and to-aced m the

sand with her forefinger the words :

—

*' Deaf and dumb." , . .^ tt v j

She pointed to this inscription, and Mr. Twiddle b«it and read it.
Jfe

bowed,

smiled, ind pawed the air with lunatic gesture, which he fondly imagined <»°"y«d

to the woman a whole dictionary full of expressions of sincere sympathy. But she

watched ma his geetnree oloeely, and then shook her head, signifying that she did nrt

understand. He was about to go through another ridiculous pantomime wh«i ttw

airL who had been shaking with surpressed merriment during his first attempt at si|n-

Sking, suddenly burst out Uughing in a clear, joyous, >"«P«'»"b e P*^ 8^
tongh^ till she sit down on the grass, with the baby in her arms, and the tears softened

her dark eyes. Mr. Twiddle's confusion was immense. He gnnned, then looked

S^ber, the/ grinned again, tiien looked indignant, and finaUly stood smilmg hta. ^
i^ot. As s<K)n as the giri could command herself she spoke in a soft and lady-hke

'°"^Ibeg your pardon, sir, but reaUy it was too funny to resist. We were sitting

under th?bridge when you first came, and saw tiie whole thing «^?8\» ""'"•- .^''

had been down to the brook to bathe our faces, it was so hot. You looked so astonuh-

ed when you saw the babies that we reaUy couldn't help waiting and watching you

It was rude, perhaps, but I really never saw anything more amusing in my life. But

we both beg your pardon. It waa kind and gentlemanly m youjo stay by the desMted

Utile darUuKS and we thank you. This is my sister, Mre. Budd
;
I am Jenny Wilson^

iSe is d«l?Kumb. You Le Mr. Twiddle. I think.
^
We have often seen your club

ride bv, and know the namea of most of the genUemen."
. , v

Mr Twiddle instanUy knew that tiie home of these Udies was the next f^'J^^-
He had met Sir. Bndd, a prosperous deaf-mute : but he did not know that Mr. Budd

Si a^e also a deaf^ute. flTfeU to chatting wiUi Uie young lady while he walked

with the pair to their house. At Uie gate he expressed a desire for a glass ol wtXm,

Xn he V« invited in and given a glass of iced mitt, wb'fb Mu« Wilson s«d she

had b^ told waa the favorite drink of wheelmen. Alter Uiat he mounted hia wheel

asain. and rode slo*ly into the city. .t , u -^i »>. « t»„j
Thu ia the reawin why Mr. Twiddle always votes to have the dub nde on the O Bead.

Thii is ib* teaaon whj the olub mettbers so often speak of " The Twiddle Twini.

Preiident £a(«.

JaaDABT Sift, 1884.]
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HiifDOO and Panee students sometimes write the most extraordinu;

English. One of them wrote recently to a Bombay newspaper about the

overbearing manner of the profeMor% who, he said, were so iron-handed

that it had become quite dangerous to "aneer the nose at them. He

finished his compUint thna. "Very nice indeed ! Poor students that we

are, we have to kneel down before their menaces, their widened eyes and

what not ! leat we »nff«r rustioation at their iron hands and be thrown into

the Mme pitiaMe pli(^ ai 'a bud bit by an envioua worm, ere he could

spread his sweet leaves to the air, or dedicate his beauty to the sun !

'
—

BOOK NOTICES.

Poems By Frederick Locker. New York : White, Stokes, 4 Allen.

The critic finds it impossible to take up this volume '^i*»»2,»*

^"f
P'^.

nossessed in its favour by the dainty loveliness of its dress. The covers, of

TdXtet^nt which weVlieve th/ladies call "crushed strawbe^ -e

chastely ornamented with gold ; the title page is printed with mtenae red,

andTn handsome design; the paper is charming. »»>« /»»"-«\^ "\lf"j;

K^tvoe neat and clear. The whole appearance of the volume has just

. ittl^diSXty o^ beauty, refined, bufl little quaint,

-^J
^^^^^ -

Stic of Mr. Locker's verse. As for this verse, in our
°P^»<"J

'*"^
^

^ die head of the vers de societi written in our language. No other lyncs^

comoL^ely fill the requirements of this well-gloved species of composition

PiLd's work inimitably clever, has a certain metallic hardness and lack of

fyTpa h^ ; and PraedL not at all times keep strictly to his own do^m

m" Austin Dobson strikes a deeper note, and has a wider range
;
for which

reason it is perhaps, that his touch is not always so light and accurate

iTuob^ Tthe greater poet; but Mr. Locker is the «>ore perfect

^ter ^he is more avowedly a specialUt. He is always well within hisS Jd^ng us the idea that if he would, he could move us more deeply ,-

coTld'p?«u«^e us to laugh aloud, where he now merely draws a smUe, andS us in luxurious sorrow where now he but fiints to us of Pft^os^ Of

Sonhe ll sung with more decided voice, but with rare tenderness

Crheartedness, Ind restraint. A poem of -mest^ough bu^ha^

expressed, feeling, exquisitely lyrical, marvellous in its techmca flawle^

oLTnd full of strikinzly contrasted colour, is " A Garden Idyll, quoted

LTute iLt°of Thew'/ek. Perhaps B'^^-r^tSow'-" '
"""

rimply passionate, is the following, entitled " At Her Window . -
" Beating heart ; we come again

Where my love reposes :

This is Mabel's window-pane;

These are Mabel's roses.

Is she nested ? Does she kneel

In the twilight stilly;

liily-clad from throat to heel.

She, my virgin lily?

Soon the wan, the wistful stars,

Fading, will forsake her;

Klves of light, on beamy bars.

Whisper then, and wake her.

Let this friendly pebble plead

At her flowery grating.

If she hear me will she heed ?

Mabel, lam waiting.

Mabel will be decked anon.

Zoned in bride's apparel

;

Happy zone !—Oh, hark to yon

Passion-shaken carol!

Sing thy song, thou tranced thrush,
*

Pipe thy best, thy clearest;—

Hush, her lattice moves, hush-
Dearest Mabel !—dearest.—

'

We have some twinges of conscience, after making this quotation,

u i^ r,rhP confessed that this is not the most markedly character-
because it """^^ ^^ .f™"" ^^" ^^ have not space to quote other verses.

N™ but Mr Lockrr ould havrwritten the a'bove lu'te-like and silvery

Hues Lt they leave very niany of his distinctive qualities unmstanced

HiTdrv sW humour,^which leaves a fine relish on the lips his piquant

^t SihTu ^ing but 'creates no sore, hia unfailing sanity <rf thought and

^ch-these must be left for the reader to discover for himselT

Ih thr CAa<jciNBa Woods.
&Co.

By Bret Harte. Boston: Houghton, Miflin

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

At the Toronto College of Music on Saturday evening Mr. J. D. Ker-

rison delivered a lecture on "Bach and Handel; the piano of their day.

and their compositions for it ; and the perfect development of the oratorio.
,

The lecture contained an interesting account of the two great masters,

enlivened by well-told anecdotes illustrating their personal charaeteristics,

together with a dissertation upon the development of modern music and of the

oratorio, with what preceded and led up to them. Bach's fame for a long

time after his death seemed well nigh to have perished with him. Handel,

borii in the same year, established the mode which prevailed for nearly a

century But with distinctly modern music Bach's genius seems strangely

in sympathy, different as it is in form and method. It is to Mendelssohn

we owe the Bach revival. He, with Schumann and other enthuguists,

turned the eyes of the world to the splendid greatness of the half-forgotten

genius, who was able, self-taught and with no adequate precedents to guide
.

-

him to compose such work as the glorious Passion-music to St. Matthew

and that unsurpa««ble masterpiece, the Mass in B minor. In saying he

achieved these things under guidance of no precedents, it must not be

inferred that Bach was ignorant of the work of Palestrina and the old

Italian masters. But while he had studied these intently and te good

purpose, the lines he pursued led in afwidely different direction. His

counterpoint placed in comparison with the polyphonic richness of Pales-

trina and his school, displays a more individualized personal quality a

keener intensity of fervour. The unyielding fugue he inspired with the

living breath of passion. He gave to Germany a distinctively natiomil

music and may be called the creator of the Germanic school of musical art

as opposed to the Romantic school. After the lecture Mr. Kerrison gave

a recital on the piano, Ulustrating the characteristics of the two masters

From Bach he played, with an admirable mastery of the great technical

difficulties to be encountered in these selections, the Prelude and Fugue m

B flat, and that in D minor. From Handel he gave the Gavotte Ana

Gigue,' Suite VIII, and air and variations from Suite V. —
"SiLVBit King" Babbbtt wUl bring "Claudian" on this continent at an

early date.

Hbnky Irving will appear in the Grand Opera House, Toronto, on the

21st, 22nd and 23rd February.

Mes. Langtby has been so successful in New York that her present

visit to Boston wiU almost certainly be equally profitable.

Henry Irvivg and Ellen Terry were burlesqued at the New Yor^^_^^

Grand Opera House last week, by Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Goodwin. -^,

Miss Ellen Terey, ever to the fore in good works, will make a specu.1

journey from the west to give * reading in New York in aid of a local

charity.
, , o, t.

Kate Field • The theatre is the child of the church. Shfe was born in

religious mystery, and what God has joined together, prejudice cannot

always keep apart.

The latest of the thirty-six theatres opened in London-the Prince s-

-h«« a noiseless curtain, a Moorish smoking-room, superb pamt.ngs. and

loun.es for seat-buyers. Mr Irving contemplates yet another addition to

In the innumerable notices which this story has called forth there has

of cour^b^nap "dominance of praise, yet most of the critics have wUh

a certain aeerieved air, called attention to the fact that Bret Harte w.i3

:ont\SZgTwork on his old lines. We fail to regard this s. a 8"e^--

We have learned Bret Harte's special aptitudes, and '^"do not see any

one's own experience. His characters in this story are o"'"" „,

more than Z old decision of stroke and keenness of nsight. The

popular-at^^ny-price parson. Reverend Wynne, and hL, daugJ*^' N^"i['

unUkehimi/externJT*, but one with hm m '=^*«''
-^^^J^''^^^

«,t in contrast that we feel their relationship '''"^^

"^"f
'"P^'^j;

'^
their outward diversity. The cUmax is the most effective we remember m
any novel of the last year or two.

MBS. Tennyson is said to write and abo sign any letters which her hus-

band has occasion to write. Autograph-collectors, having found the above,

may make a note of it.

lounses tor seat- Duyeia. !>*• "•—o ^ -
. ..u i..

^etropoUtan theatres-one to be constructed upon the phtn of the cele-

brated Boston theatre.
„ . „,f

-

A NEW York critic thus writes after seeing Mrs. Langtry in " A Wife s

Peru • " " She trusts to her own gifts, and does not ruin them by artificial

Jd Her appearance, in that respect, was very refreshing. As an actress

he 'thinks she is "a good joke." She lacks tnuning, "yet ^^ -mother

?lt, for she tries hard enough ; but until now she has not found the right

key to the mysterious lock beyond which real art dwells.

MARIO'S name is pleasantly revived before the public since the famous

singer's death. It is doubtful if a more delightful conjunction of gifts .

3 have ever eridowed a single mortal ; and his critics years ago used to

Tude to the Story of the good fairies and the baby when writing of hirn^

He hada voice which made all others seem discordant by comparison. Hehad

Tperfect figure. His face was most noble, and his expression at once manly

Ldsweet He acted with never-erring taste. He had an intuitive know-

i of costume, and dressed on the sUge as if he were a moving picture.

I^with all this he was a gentleman, and modest to his lifes end.

Mr. Mapleson has discovei^d a new tenor, and is in raptures with him.

Speaking of Andres Anton-that is the name of the last-discovered musi-

S^Mr. Btaple«,aa».ys :
" I heard of him three years ago, when hem Oonservat'oire, but he disappeared. Then Gayar« told me of him

about a year ago, but I couldn't find him. About »tnonMi-ago, however,

I^dSToU Admiral Cooper's s5>. and all the officers began telling
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me of a marvellous tenor they had heard at Caraccas. Then I heard of

his success in Havana, where in ' Trovatore ' he took a true D in the 'Delia

gvma'pira.' Well, to cut a long story short, I spent my last dollar cabling

at fifty cents a word, and have finally secured him, and he will probaWy

sing here in Apr'd. Patti will sing the ' Figlia di Regimento,' and has

fallen in love with some uniforms she saw on Evacuation Day, and wants

my chorus of two hundred to dress in it. It turns out to be the 7th Regi-

ment ; so that will take all the boys, won't it 1 Gerster will give ' Lakm6

and Patti ' Romeo and Juliet
;

' so, altogether, I think we shall make i

good fight of it."

• LITERARY GOSSIP.

PfcRE Hyacinthe Lovson and his wife are now in the South.

_Another author, Mr. Robert Buchanan, is suffering from nervous pros

tration.

-* Harper Brothers, New York, are to publish "General Beauregard's

Military Operations."

A VOLUME of George Eliot's essays has been issued by Blackwood. It

contains all that she was willing should be published.

In the Critic, New York, Jan. .5th, Walt Whitman writes " A Back-

ward Look on My Own Road." He speaks especially of " Leaves of

Grass."

Edmund Yates, of the London World, is writing his autobiography,

and it will appear in a few months. Mr. Sala is also writing his autobi-

ography.

" Mother Hen," by Emerson E. Sterne, is a collection of new jingles

for children, on the style of " Mother Goose." Published by the American

News Company.

Archbishop Whately was one day asked if he rose early. He replied

that once he did, but he was so proud all the morning, and so sleepy all

the afternoon, that he determined never to do it again.

At the meeting of the Canadian Institute on Saturday evening, two

papers were given ; one by Principal Buchan, on " Flora Hamiltoriensis,"

and one by Mr. Frederick Phillips on "The Antiquity of the Negro Race."

"Pa, what is poetic U^nsel" "Well, my boy, as nearly as I can

learn, poetic license is something which enables a man to say things in

verse which would incarcerate him in a lunatic asylum if worked ofi at

a political meeting."

—

Ex. "i ^.

R. J. Burdett is forty years old, Bret Harte is forty-five, Mark Twain

is forty-eight, W. D. Howells is forty-six, Thomas Bailey Aldrich is forty-

five, Joaquin Miller is forty-two, James Russell Lowell is sixty-four, and

John G. Saxe is sixty-eight.

—

Ex.

It is pleasant to learn that Mr. Martin Farquhar Tupper, at least, cor-

dially approves of Tennyson's acceptance of a barony. Mr. Tupper is pro-

^ l»bly a philosopher. Here is the obvious reason for his approval :—"As

our noble Tennyson has broken through the pate, there is hope for some of

his literary brethren and sisters being thought worthy of public honours

'—from our great and goodQtieen."

The " degenerate one " mentioned below had in him a startling power

of suggesting great truths. He was also possessed of deep insight into

the mystery of man's fallen nature -.—A moral poetess had begun a poem

in uncompromising blank verse on the degeneracy of man :

"God made man in His own image ; but ho—

"

and here she w^ compelled to leave it. A degenerate one came in, and

took the lii)erty of helping her forward a little :

" Would probably have remained so ; bnt she—

"

The Atlantic Cable tells us that a person referred to by the Athentmini

as high authority writes from Massachusetts as follows :
" Mr. Matthew

Arnold's success as a lecturer is unequivocal It is like Plato in Sicily.

On the same night he and Mr. Bryce wore lecturing at Cambridge.

England is certainly doing her best to civilize America." And America is

doing her best to civilize England. Have we not sent her Mmnie Palmer

and the accomplished Lotta 1 Neither of these notabilities may be exactly

like Plato in Sicily, but either may be compared with Sappho in Greece.—

The Critic.

No. 12 of the Acadian Seitntitl, the organ of the "Acadian Science

Club," has come to hand. This society "aims to awaken and foster a more

general interest in scientific knowledge, to induce youpg men and young

women to engage in systematic study at home, and to afford ite members

the means for mutual assistance in the pleasing and ennobling study of

nature's works," It has a threeyeara' Course, embracing the Collowing sub-

jects: Philosophy, Geology, Botany, Natural Philosophy, Astronomy,

Chemistry, Zoology, and Mineralogy. Its object, apparently is to do for

science, in Canada, what the Chatauquau Society does in America. Its

Secretary is Mr. A. J. Pineo, B.A., of Wolfville, Nova Scotia. The Gos-

sip offers his very best wishes for its success.

The Gossip desires to say a word concerning the approaching Winter

Carnival at Montreal, however little this may be connected with literature.

It should, if as complete a success this year as it was last winter, be the

fruitful mother of much Canadian literature, in the shape of brilliant-de-

scriptive letters, sketches, and songs. The Ice Palace should be to all

men typical of winter's splendours and delightful possibilities. The sports

and amusements, for which has been arranged an elaborate programme,

are to i?e distinctively Canadian, and will go a long way toward convincing

any sceptical foreigners who may have the good fortune to be present, that

-Ae-CanaelsLB winter is no such dreadful affair as they had imagined it to

be. The Carnival is to be held during all next week, commencing on Feb-

ruary 4th. •

Long and severe has been ihe strife between the disciples of " Wor-

cester's" and those of "Webster's." Here is one who ieels compelled to

confess himself a convert to Webster. Indeed, the tide generally seems to

be setting in that direction. Webster's claims to contain 3,000 words more

than any other American dictionary ; certainly, no other American dictionary

has so large a constituency or is so implicitly believed in. Indeed, it may

be regarded as the one final authority, safely to be relied upon when others
(^

are emphatically differing among themselves. To bow before the authority

of this dictionary, or rather encyclopedia, is not now to give in one's ad-

herence to all the strange doctrines in Philology and Etymology of which

Noah Webster's brain was so fruitful. Webster's work is merely the

foundation upon which some of the ablest scholars in America have united

to construct the most perfect dictionary of our time.

With all our boasted activity, I think that the so-called slow-going

Briton manages to do a great dqal more work than most Americans, and of

a better quality. Take, for example, the literary workers of England.

There is the late Professor Palmer, the Orientalist. The amount of work

he accomplished, and of the highest class, too, was more than we should

naturally expect three or four men to do. Among journalists, look at Mr.

Joseph Knight. He is the dramatic critic of three or four important Lon-

don papers, besides being the editor of The Gentleman's Magazine and of

Notes and Qiuries, the London correspondent of La Livre, and a regular

contributor to half-a-dozen popular magazines. He has, of, course, to go

to all the new plays, and is a favorite diner-out. The secret of this ability

to accomplish a great deal of work is—system. When a man once realizes

the value of time, and knows how to utilize it, he has an advantage over

his unsystematic fellows for which he cannot be too thankful.

—

The Critic.

A correspondent of the Philadelphia Press, writing from London, thus

delivers himself on the subject of Tennyson's ability to maintain his new

position with requisite lavishness :—" If he be as unsocial and inhospitable

—fts**»r«n^a» heia»*e«n as^ plain Alfred Tennyson, his^saatainment ofjthe

titlg need not be expensive." The common opinion that he is only well-to-

do is erroneous. For a literary man, he is very rich No author in America

His poetry has brought
has ever begun to make ^o much money" as he:

him. It is estimated, £80,000 or $400,000, at least, and the sum has been

put as high as £100,000 and i'120,000. Being a careful, not to say close,

manager, he has so invested his earnings as to have a property worth at

present £220,000 or $1000,000. He owns, or did own recently, a house

in town, where he spends very little time ; he has a beautiful place at Far-

ringford, Isle of Wight, and another country-seat at Aldworth, in Surrey.

For a poet he is very practical, driving, it is said, very sharp bargains with

his publishers, holding out for the last shilling."

" On being introduced to an invited guest of the Saturday Club, Emer-

son said :
' I am glad to meet you, sir. I often see your name in the

papers, and elsewhere, and am happy to take you by the hand for the first

time.' ' Not for the first time,' was the reply. 'Thirty-three years ago

I was enjoying my school vacation in tte woods, as boys will. One after-

noon I was walking alone, when you saw me and joined me, and talked of

the voices of nature in a way which stirred my boyish pulses, and left me

thinkingofyour Wordstar into the night.' Emerson looked pleased, but

rejoined that it must have been long ago indeed, when he ventured to talk

of such fine subjects. In conversing with Richard H. Dana, jr., the latter

spoke of the cold eyes of one of our public men. ' Yes,' said Emerson,

meditatively, 'hole* in hia head ! holes in his head !
'

After an agreeable

conversation with a gentleman who had suffered from ill-health, Emerson

remarked, ' You formerly bragged of bad health, sir ; I trust you are all

right now.' "—Mrs. Anni« fieldt in February Harj)er'i.
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International Throat and Lung

Institute,
For the treatment of ABthma. Bronchitis

Catarrh, Laryngitis and Consumption In thi

first and second stages, and all diseases of tht

nose throat and lunas bv the aid of the Spiro

meter, invented by Dr. M. aouvlelle, of Paris

ex-aide anrgeon of the French army.
Head Office: London, En(jland. Branches

Montreal, Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Wm
Physicians and sufferers can try the Spiro

meter free. Consultation free. If unable to

call personally and be eiamined, write foi

list of questions and copy of Intmmatvmai

IJmoB, published monthly.

Address :

173 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,
OB

IS PffrLLlPS' SQUARE, MONTREAL,

GEG. MicDONALD,

BiBBIStBB, SoLIOITOB, EtC.

—: oFFicBS :

—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. 3fonev to Loan.

NORTH AMERICAN
r

LIFE ASSUi:^ANOE CO.
(WOOEPORATED BY SPECIAL ACT OP DOJUHION PARLIAMENT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO,
:

PresUUnt^noH. A. MacKbnzib, MJ>. ^^'P''"? Minister of Can^l.^
|

VicePrenidenia-noK. A.Morbis. M.P.P., and John L. Bt-AiKru. tsQ.

Issues all approved forms of Life Policies and Annuities, and its apeciaUy favourable Ton

"''itr<?oSd:rK'SdVwren-'t's?;^/^'f^^
surance only, avoiding the uncertainties of the Co-operstivo plan and tne over p»j

*%'ii';.V:w^nm:?il»|--re^r.,«-..d-l..r..... Apply to

Wrill. nleCABB. Tonnta, Managing Direolnr.

LAND REGULATIONS.

OMtTH, SMITH & RAE,

Bajristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CiNADA.

Larbatt W. aMiTH, D.C.L. James F. Smith
Qbo. M. Rae.

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor. Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Moruy to Lmd. OStcm-ia York Chamber

No. 9 ToBQSTO Stbbkt, ToBotrro.

T)A.INLES3 DENTISTRY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance an.

perfect in eatinn and speaking. The paioles

method includes fllling. and operations botl

mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DitNTisT,

266 Queen Street, East.

DR. JOHN EIALL, Serb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At his old residence, :W RICHMOND ST. E.

Offlct haurs .—9 to 10 a.m. ; J to 4p^^ and

on Monday anil Thursday evenings, from 7.*

to 9 ; Sunday, 5.30 to 8J0 pjn.

A C. MoKINLAY, L.D.3.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

121 Chdbch Stbbst, - - Tobomto.

n:
PEARSON,

DEMTIST,
No. 2 King Stbbict Wimt, - - Tobonto.

rOHV B. HALL, .M.D.

HOM(EOPATU[ST,
Specialties -Disesfles of ChUdren and Nervous

sVstem. Hours-B t,. 10 a.m.: 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-

day, 9 to lU a.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p m.

336 A <tt8 Jabvis Stbbbt.

r CREIGHTON,

SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC, etc,

VICTORIA CHAMBERS,

ViCTOBtA STB«I£T_,i_ - "TOBONTO.

HOBACE F. ALLKINS, ARTIST;

M Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old palntmgs copied s

specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oi

painting taught on the system of the Boyai

Academy, London, England.

ERASER * SONS, .

(Iiate Notman A Eraser, Photographert

to the Queen.

)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photoobaphers, bto.

J. A. Prtutr, R.O.A. J'- A. fratr, Jr.

A. O. FrOMT.

I

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South
^

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from •
, » i

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from SI.36 to S3.60 per acre, »«cor,ling to price paid f..>

the land, allowed m certain conditions. The Company also .itfer Lauds

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS

diate cultivation. „_<. .

Terms of Payment:

Purchasers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual insUlments,

with interest at SI.K PER CENT. i«r annum, payable in a,lvance.

Parties purch.-«ing without con.litions ..f cultivation, will receive a Demi of Convey

ance at tilni of purchase, if payment is ma<le in full.

„ 1 1 I ;„ r ivn c;R4"VT ROVDS which will be accepted at ten

perctrpTemirfo'^thd "^pa valfe^nd'l^c^Ilfnt^^^^^

rapplicaS atlhe Bank ",{ Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.

PUR PRICES and COVDITIONS OF SALE an.l all information with respec

tothepu^chL^^f'SSI^is agplytoJOHX H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni

peg. By order of the Board. cHAarK* OBINKWATBK,
laaj Secretary

Montreal, January, 18H4. _

MagZzine^oF^Sioirican History
FOR DECEMBER.

CHRISTMAS ATTRACTIONS.
o

I

FBOHTISPIECE. Portrait of John Page, first of the celebrated P.gelfamily of Virginia^from

a painting by Sir Peter Lely, London, 1660.

L T™»,sOI.DVmo^s^A. .John Bsten Cooke. fiJus(rato„« .• Old Smithlleld Church

''^Tot^t of Co? rJhTbaS^Carey, from a painting by West-Rosewell. home of the Page,
!

V^^ o Governor John pj,. of Bosewell, from portrait by West-Christ Church o.

7, ^1 St PeTe^s Church where Washington was married-Stratford, the home o

;??rrVortra?t of udge Edmund Pendleton-Christmas Tree in Old Virginia (by Wli:

H Lowe,ls.^CHome of General Daniel Morgan-Po-rtralt of General Nelson-Th,

Nelson Home.

Hor.n,ATS m EABt.Y Louisiana. Norman MoF.Walker.

OHBisTMAS-TiDB i» CANADA. .lohn Beade, FJl.S.C.

CHBISTMAS SEASON IN DiJTcH NEW YoBB. Mrs. Martha J. Lamb.

A HOBON HisTOBiCAL LEOBND. Horatio Hale M.A.
,^^,y,t

OOLONEI. DAVID CaocKETT. o, TENNESSEE. Geueral-Marcus J. Wright.

<j„„.ttA: -^ S""^"';'""-
n^/nJ^'cUntTs' Oriu^»- Secret BacorAof J>ri.at, DMj, hu.U.

^r.'^^^^^'^So'rZdirEmlt. introduction and Notes by Edwar,

p DeLancey. Chapter IIL Also, two valuable Original Letters.

«1,,„ HUtoricBl societies in their relati.m to Local Historical Interest-Mr C"y s Auswer-

~^^^,frnrn^eVs Memory -M5?.e^irmerrcan OBOgrapliy-N .mh Webster 's Lgre ltom»ne>

-CNeCHomeraTl-Death of David VaiiArsdale-EvacuationM

arable Historian-The Star-Spangle.l Banner.

QUBBIES. origin of Aboriginal Dialects of America-An Old Clock-Is it the First American

Coin? ,„ . _

RKPLIBS To be Prepared for War is one of the most effectual means of Preservmg Peace -

Note and Query-Sawng-First Money-Colonel Francis Barber- Quisquismg-Letter

from General Horace Capron.

SOCIETIES. New York Historical Society-Chicago Historioal Soojety-Marylaud Historical

Society-Huguenot Society of America.

And numerous Book Notices.
^

THE PBESS PRAISE THIS MAGAZINE IN EVERY PART OP THE WORLD

"The best historical pubffcatlon ever published in this country."-Bo.to,. H„nu Journal.

WHAT IS CATARRH 1

yrom ths Mail {Can.) Dec. IB.

Catarrh is a maco-purulent dischargecaused
by the presence and development of the
veKetabie ptftasite amteba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite la

oaly developed under favourable ctruum-
fltances, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the bUi^hted corpuBcle of ubercle,

the germ poiHon of syphilis, mercury, toio-

ma»a. from the retention of the effeted matter
of the Hkin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poidons that are germinated in the hlood.

These poi^ua keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

I and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the

I

eustachian tubes, cansina deafness : burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

I
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial

I

tabes, ending in pulmonary oonaumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use

of inhal*'nts and other ingenious devices, bat
none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the macus tissue.

Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating

thit .'jrrible disease, whether standing ror

one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should.with-

out delay, communicate with the business
managers.

MKasBH. A. H. DIXON & SON.
:)05 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.

WliattluiRev E. B. !^teimson, B.A.aClerfJV
man of the London, Confermice nf ths Metho-
diat Church of Caiuula. htut to any in reqard
to A. H. Dixon dt Son's New Ireatment for

Catarrh.
Oakland, Ont.. Canada, March 17, '83.

yfessrfi. A. H. Drxon dt Son :

Dear Sins,—Yours of the 13th instant to

hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, bnt I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really better.

I consi<ler that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,

but I feel fullv cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to yoa.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been extred at two treatmsntg, and
I shall gladly recommend yonr remedy to

some of my friends who are sufferers.

Yours, with many thanks,

Bbt. E. B. .Stbtbmboh.

OECENT PAMPHLETS.

•<A Plea torPopular Instruction in

the Evidences ot Christianity,^*

By Rev. James Middlemiss, Elora. Piice lo cents.

" A well-reasoned, well-written, and convircing

essay, which cannot fail lo be of service." —Presbyte-

rian Record.

" We can very highly recommend this essaT* I' is

altogether timely, aod it is wriiten with depth, acute-

ness and discrimination. It clearly points out the

way in which earnest minds, of every class, may at-

tain to the a&surance that God hath indeed xpoken to

us bT His Son from heaven"

—

Pbihcipal Cavbm, —
Camtda Preii'ylenan.

More oriRinal historical matter has been pubUsheil during the six month, in which Mrs
aoore u K

„„|odical than the public has had in it tor years. A feature of the

^Zl:::ZtX^T^T.L..ei out of^the country, notably in England and Canada.'.

-apringfltldBep'ibltcan.

•• Its articles are calculated to please and interest that million-headed Indiyldual popularlj

known as the general reader.'-jr«« Orleans Picay«n».

RUSSELL'S, 9 KINO ST., WK8T,
TOBONTO, for

mOH-OLAH WATCHXB * JXWBLLIBT

W»»oh Bepairlng and JeweUery Manofac
tnnd «o ordm, speeiiil teatnraa.

ptuuryas Modarste.

•
It is a brilliant Illustration of the treamires yet burled la the nne»plored sources o,

American Hlstory."-.W,M Tor* Indepmdmt.

SMby fuviidtaltrt everyvihtrt. Term, %5 a year, or 50 cenU a number.

\
a

PUBLICATION OFFICE, 80 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YQRK CITY.

" The Rule ot Fa.itb and PriTSte
Judgment."'

A Lecture delivered at the close of the leuion of

Knox College on 7th April, i88a, by the ReT.

Prof. McLaren. 14 pages. Price 10 cents.

A lecture by Re». Ptof. McLaren, Price locents.

"The more extended circulation which wUl thus

be given to it is not greater than it deserves."—Ca»i-

ania Prtthyttrian.

" HtndrHBces ttnd Helps to the

Spread ot FreabytertAulsm."

By Rev. D. H MacVicar. LL.D. Price lo cents

or $6 per 100.

"It should be read by every Presbyterian in the

Und."—Jawman villt Statttman

"Worth a score of pastcial letters."—Jf#w. Dmvid .

Wukart.
" dear in thought, correct in expression, and co-

gent in argiuncnt and appeal "*—Halifax ChronUU.

"Doctrines ot the Plymouth
Brethren,"

By Rev. Pror.CroskerT,M.A.,Ma(se CoDege, Len-
' donderry. Price to cents.

** A coBspiehsnsive and very complete expoiition

in short space of the errors of Plymouthism. —Cam-
atlmPr«s^Urian.

Mailed to aay address post free, on lecsipl ofprica

C. BLAC3MTT ROBINSON,

J Janlan Street, Toronto,

y'l
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CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

HAMCFAOTUSBBS OF THE

" LitT WHITE " rtOATIKO 80AP,

QUBEH'8 OWM PKRFBCTIOH BOAP,

ENOU8H MOTTLBD SOAP,

AND OTHBR CBIiKBRATKD BRANDS OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

Fulling Soaps,
Toilet Soupa,

A.niline Dyeo.

WINTER CARNIVAL!
—:ONB WBEK:—

Ccrmmtncing February, ilk. 1884.

8SND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.

Canada Soap and Oil Works,

Office :
Works :

70 Fbont St. East,
I

Dkfbiks Stbkit,

TORONTO.

Business Edueation

IN ML ITS BRANCHES,

AT THE

BRITISH AMERICAS

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
tObonto.

paACnCAL BOOK-KBKPnra.

KEHTAL AKXTHMETIC,
COmCEBCIAL LAW.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the greatest Bnocees with

pupils, and have received the highest enco-

minms from the leading business men.

For descriptive catalogue, address

Th> SECBXIAmT,

TORONTO.

CENTBAL HOTEL, OSHAWA.
Fine Sample Booms. FirsKslass Table-

Briok House: Comfortable Booms.

JA8. COCHBANE, Proprietor.

XTTTNDSOB HOUSE, COLBOBNE.W COMMERCIAL TRA«11ERS-HUD-IUARTERS.

This Honte has all the latest improvements.

Good Sample Booms, excellent cuisine.

Terms, tl.OO per day.

WM. HAiiEB, Ctert. Ai.b«bt German, Jfaiv.

TOEONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the Light-Running "DOMESTIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Fashions; also sole

Bsency for Macrame Lmen Thread, soft finish-

ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in

making Macrame lAce. Knitting, Wool,

Crotchet, Darning,Handand Sewmg Maomne
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BBAIN,98 Yonge Street.

o,BION AND OTHEE POEMS

— BY—

CHABUS G. D. EOBIBTS,

Square lamo. Cloth, - - $1.00.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,

'nsicm Market Street,

. Philadelphia.

T10 SUBSCBIBEBS 1

The Carnival is held under the auspices of

of a Committee of Cltlsens, the snorts being

under the immediate direction of Committees
from the various Athletic Clubs. A detailed

programme of each dny's procoeiUngs will be

isBuod during the (larnival week, and will in-

clude novel attractions which are now under
consideration by the Executive Committee.

Special Carnival Excursion trans have been

arranged for by the Ilailwaya entering Mont-

real. Full particulars as to reduced fares,

etc . may be obtained at Bailroad Ticket

offices in Canada and United Slates. Ex-

tensive accommodation fnt strangers has been

secured by Mr. W. K Saulter, Chairman Lodg-

ini; Committee, who may be addressed at 178

Bt. James Street. The toboggan hilla of the

Montreal Laque Bleue and Park Clubs wUI
be at the disposal of visitors during Carnival

week ; and members of these Clubs will wel-

come strangers to their grounds. His Excel-

lency the Governor-General of Canada, T-ord

Lanadowne, Ladv Lanedowne and suite, will

be the guests of the city during Carnival Wfiek.

—.JOSEPH HICK80N, Chairman; B. D. Mc-
GIBBON. Vice-chairman ; GEO. ILE8, Trea-

surer; GEOBGE B. STABKE, Hon.-Seo.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO..

w:insrE
AND

Spirit Merchants

GRAND TRUNK RY.

IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

Those wishing to keep their copies of The
Wbek in good condition, and have them on
band for reference, should ase a Binder. We
can send bj mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER

For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid.

These Binders have bean made expressly

for Tkb Waaz, and are of the best manufae-
tnie. The papers eaabe placed in the Binder

msk b7 week, thus keeping the fUe complete.

Addieae-

Orrici or The Wax,
Jordan Street, Toronto.

SEASON 1884.

Intending settlers from Canada are hereby
notified that this Company will adopt

Exceptionally Low Rates and Fares

TO

MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
MONTANA. MANITOBA and

THE NORTH-WEST,
AND

BRITISH COLUMBIA,
COUMESCINO ABOUT MARCH Srd,

J. L. ft J. B. GlLDB,

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, dc, CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

A series of Special Settlers' Trains will be
started from different sections of the country.
Notice regarding dates, rates, and fares will

shortly be issued.

JOSEPH HICK80N,
,,

General Manager.

HaHTBEAii, Jan. 14th, 1881.

Forney's Progress !

Pbogbess is unique in Journalism. No other
publication in the world occupies a similar

field. While it notes all social events of im-

portance, at home and abroad, it is not a

mere record of the movements in fashionable

life. It treats pithily of all subjects of inter-

est to educated and cultured taste. Litera-

ture, art, music and the drama have attention

in every number. It is not a political journal,

but it never hesitates to express its opinions

upon political questions, and these opinions

are strictly independent of all cliques and
parties. ^ .„ .

The aim of the management will be, as

heretofore, to have Pboorsss a pleasant

paper. It may be needed to make public the
disagreeable happenings of life, but thatj^q-
GBES6 leaves to others, and goes forth greet-

ing everybody cheerily and happily, and with

bright good nature.

PROGRESS,
PrmUd Weekly 6» the FOBNET PVB. CO.

702 CHESTNUT STREET,
(Sd FLOOR,) PHILADELPHIA.

Terms (XSO per year, in advance, including
postage.

J. W. FORNEY, W. W. BEITZEL,
SMtor. ButimtM Managtr.

THE ^RITlCT
A BETIEW or

LITERATURE, THE FINE ARTS,

SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Attractions for the week commencing

MONDAY, FEB. 4thf

TORONTO.
:i;^

GRAND OPERA HOUSE,

ONLY A WOMAN'S HEART.
M0ND*T, TUESDAT AND WBDNESDAT.

MARINA.
TmrnsDAX. Fbidat and Saturday.

HORTICULTURAL GAEDEN8.
TCKSDAT, 5TH,

Concert in aid of Erskine Church.

Editobb.

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St. West.

TORONTO.

ESTABUSBBD 1859. 384 Yonffe street

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMFOHIXJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsomining. Paper-
Hanging, Glazing, Be-Glazing and Painting
done to order. Estimates given. A well,
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,
etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

GOOD LITERATURE.
' A Literary and Eclectic Weekly.

Subscription Price, - - $1.50 a Year.

THE WEEK.
Single copies Bold, and sobscriptions taken

by the following foreign agents

:

New ir«rk,

J. W. Bbektamo, 39 Union Square,

E. P. Dcttos & Co.

It gives the best articles from the English
periodicals ; reviews of the leading new books,
with extracts from them ; full literary intelli-

gence, and questions and answers on a multi-
tude of topics relating to books and reading.

'* One of the most valuable of our weekly
literary journals. Its selections made with
excellent judgment and its criticisms of cur-
rent literature crisp and satisfactory.—Our
Continent.
Sent 10 cents for three Specimen copies and

Descriptive Premium List.

THB GOOD UTEKATtrSE PUBLISHINa CO.,

18 & 20 Astor Place, New York.

CONTBIBUTOBS.
H. H. BoTBSEM, John Burroughs, F. Marion

Crawford, Oeorm Wm. Curtis, Edward Eggle-

ston. Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, O. B. Frothingham ,

H. H. Fumess, Sidney Howard Qay, B. W.
Gilder, Edmund W. Ooase, W. E. GriOs, E. E.

Hale. Joel 0. RanU, "H. H.," Dr. O. W.
Holmes, Julia Ward Howe, D. G. MlteheU,
Her. Dr. B. H. Newton, W. J. RoUe, Dr. Philip
Sehafl, E. C. Stedman, B. H. Stoddard, Fro!.

W. O. Bomnar, Edith M. Taomas, Chazlss
Dndlay Warner, Walt Whitman, rnt. W. D.
WhitileT, Prof. C. A. TouBg.

Single Copies. 10 cents ; SS a year, la adranee.

V LafayatU Flaea, New Tork.

rrr^ahii-^.

LENOX PENS !

A Complete Series in Twelve Ncmbebs,

Froih which every writer can select THE
BEST PEN for his or her peculiar style of

penmanship. Sample of each number (12

pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.,

18 & 20 AsTOR Place, New York.

EVERY WOMAN OF REFINEMENT
BHOTTIJ) HATE THE

AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HER PARLOUR TABLE.

UiadAT the new manftgement great improve-
ments are being oonstantly introduced,

making it withoat dispute the
JOUBNAIi or POZiITS SoOtBTT.

A. special feature of in-

terest is offered in
the series of

SOCIETY PORTRAITS
i just begun. Among the faces already pre-

sented by Fowler's able pencil are those of

the

FKOrCBBOrWAUB.
LAOTUnDOinR,

KB8. conwALUB wm,
LAST CBDICHIUi, and the
BOV., n& BUSKUOCHB.

TSABLT 8VB8CRIPTI0N,
rova DOLLABa.

Single copies mailed a* 10 cants eaeh.

ERNEST F. BIRMTnGHAM ft CO.,

Proprietor*,
140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.

CcpPLEs Upbam & Co., Old Comer Book
Stand.

PhUadelphla,

W. B. ZiEBXE, Corner 3rd and Walnut St.

Pierce & Sntdeb, 122 Dearborn Street.

«a* Bremtako & Co.

Krw OrleiiBe.

G. F. Wharton, 5 Carondelet Street.

M. V. Thomas.

A. J. Hawzs, Seneca Street.

Americah Exchanob, 149 Strand ; B. F,

Stevens, 4 Trafalgar Square.

Pavta,

Galiqnani'b, 224 Bae de BivoU.

Raae,
Office of the Nmva Antologitt.

THE LITERARY WORLD.
Choice Beadinge from t\e Beet Ifevj Booke

and Critical Beviewe.

Fortnightly. [Boston, Mass.: Edward Ab-
bott, editor; E. H. Hames & Co., publish-

ers. Quarto, 16 pp. Price S2 per year.]

This journal Is becoming so well known for

the excellent quality of its average make-up,
that it deserves to become yet wider known,
that its (xuality and amount of work may be
even greater than now; and it is with the
hope of introducing it to new scqualntances

to tliis end, that we give it this general re-

view. Established nearly fourteen years ago
by the late Mr. Samuel B. Crocker, as a
monthly literary journal, it passed in April,

1877, under the management of the publish-

ers alMve-named, Edward Abbott, a widely-

known writer, assuming its editorial control.

In his hands it has continued to increase in

public appreciation and literary value ; and
with the beginning of 1879 its publication was
changed to a tor^ghtly issue, the same gen-
eralform and appearance being retained.

It may be briefly described as a purely
literary review. Each number opens with
quite lengthy notices of the freshest and most
important hooks, frequently from the hand
of a specialist, followed by minor notices of

works of notion, or those of less importance.
Editorials on a great range of current topics

of Uteraxy Interest next follow, succeeded by
departments of TJtarary Personals, sketches
of noted authors of the time. News and Notes,
etc. Of chietest value among these depart-
ments, perhaps, are those of "Notes and
Queries,^ npon a great variety of topics of in-

terest to Writers and readers, nsoauy extend-
ln< to two or three columns ; and " Shakss-
p^rlana" — the UUer edited bv Mr. W. J.

Bolfe, the eminent Shakespearian schtdar,

and frequently oocapying a whole page.
Often artieles of much histories! value are

given, as notably those by Mr. Justin Winaor,
on the public and private libraries of the
early days of Amaricaa letters, of which sev-

eral have appeared in late issoes. The ima-
oal seems aiunirably well balanced in all its

departments, and it is always a Dleeeure to
open its bright, modest pages, so abundant of

good saholsnhlp, earsfbl editing a ehoiee
variety of contents, and with no sign ol ped-— -— no "slashing" criticisms, and no us

tone.—Maine farmtr.

I. H. KAMXS A CO., PCBUBDOW,
1 Somanet Street, Boston, Mass.

HV Send for a Sfeeimtm (tapy.
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authority also reports 365 failures last week in the United States against

276 for the correspondifig.period of 1883.

^f|e Mt^tik,
AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS, AND CRITICISM.'

EdiUd by CHARLES O. D. ROBERTS.

"
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The Parliamentary proceedings of both the Ottawa and Toronto houses

during the past week are comparatively barren of interest. In the

Dominion Assembly, business was chiefly confined to the slow process of

extracting information from the Government, out of which the Opposition

intend to make political capital, and the performance of routine prelimi-

naries. In the Ontario House, the interminable debate on the address

drags its weary length without eliciting anything new to relieve the mono-

tony. With an exemplary patience deserving better reward, the occupants

of the front benches sit and listen to the endless lucubrations of mem-

*bers who, like Gratiano, speak " an infinite deal of nothing." The ad-

journment of the" House on Friday afternoon enabled a number of mem-

bers to return to their respective homes for a couple of days.

t

Canadian farmers -will note with interest that the agricultural returns

for 1883 show a further and significant decline in the area of land under wheat

cultivation in Great Britain. Atmospheric conditions were not favourable

to a good crop during the past year, but it is recognized that other influ-

ences contributed more largely to this result. Even phlegmatic and con-

servative Hodge is forced to the conclusion that the large imports of

foreign-grown grain are mainly responsible for the fact that the surface now

under wheat cultivation in England is less by 390,000 acres than it was a

year ago, and 192,000 less than in 1881, when the aggregate was the small-

est that had been up to the time recorded. All the probabilities point to a

vastly increased production of wheat in North-West Canada and India, in

view of which the cultivation of this cereal in Great Britain must inevit-

ably be further curtailed.

The one thing remaining to make the Montreal Carnival an unequi-

vocal success is seasonable weather, and the only ground for trepidation on

this head is that the prophet Vennor says Jack Frost will reign

supreme during this long-looked-to festival. Certain it is that the pictur-

esque " city of churches " has bestirred itself with a whole-souled intent to

make the 1884 carnival worthy of the crowds of sight-seers which the

various railway companies have made preparations to convey there.

Ik some remarks on the promotion of emigration to Ontario, the

Canadian. Gazette, published in England, points out that in the disseminat-

ing of information respecting the advantages presented by Canada to in-

tending emigrants, those possessed by Ontario are not given sufficient

prominence. Scarcely a week elapses without some fresh eflort being made

by the great corporations interested in the settlement of the North-West to

make known the special resources of that territory. " Why," one contem-

porary pertinently asks, " is not something of the same kind being done on

behalf of Ontario 1 " That Province is in especial n^d of good emigrants.

She has suflfered through numbers of her farmers going to the North-West

in the hope of obtaining there a speedier return for their labour, and that

exodus has not been compensated for by any proportionate influx from the

Old World. Td emigrants with capital, who do not care to encounter the

rougher life of the far west, Ontario holds out special advantages Hun-

dreds of " improved " farms are constantly thrown in the market. British

agriculturists couldsettle and obtain a comfortable living on these without

excessive toil or hardship, and if this fact were made known in Enghind, a

most desirable class of settlers would probably be induced to come out.

Bradstbbet's returns show thirty-seven failures in Canada during the

p«rt) week, a decrease of one from the preceding week, a decrease of nine

as compared with the corresponding week of 1883, and an increase of

twenty-six aa compared with the corresponding week of 1882. The same

The death of Wendell Phillips has silenced perhaps the most eloquent

voice on this Continent. It may be doubted whether any other man ever

talked such nonsense in language so e.xcellent and with a delivery so per-

fect. To hear him lecture was a great intellectual treat. Though he was

the most intense of fanatics, there was nothing of the fanatic either in his

from extravagance ; the manner was quiet and as like that of a well-bred

gentleman as it is possible for that of a platform lecturer to be, while no-

body out of Bedlam would have done the things which he recommended

for the reasons for which he recommended them. It was insanity calm

and self-possessed. His written utterances either were more violent or seemed

so, because the language was not tempered by the delivery. It is impossible

to doubt the sincerity of his philanthropy, since he devoted his life to the

advocacy of the causes which he thought good. But there was in it a

truculent, not to say a sanguinary vein. Against the Southerners he

absolutely breathed tire and slaughter ; it was fortunate for the country

that his spirit did not preside over Reconstruction. The atrocities of

Fenianism also were far too congenial to his temper. He loved his kind^

no doubt as truly as did Robespierre, and he would very likely have

manifested hia lave with, the same energy had destiny placed the same in-

strument in his hands. His political ideal, so far as its nature could be

gathered from his spasmodic utterances, was a moderate anarchy with

inconvertible paper currency. .

Oxford is deprived of a familiar figure by the death of Mr. Henry

Parker, C.B., one of the most eminent of British antiquaries. Perhaps in

practical knowledge of medieval architecture, ecclesiastical and general, he

held the first place. He thus had fully merited his C. B. His later

years were devoted to classical researches in Rome, where he carried on

extensive excavations and made some discoveries of importance, especially

with regard to the ancient walls, though his interpretation of the discov-

eries was vitiated by the fancy, which he had espoused, that the fables in

the ftrst book of Livy were -genuine Roman history. His simplicity of

character and complete devotion to antiquities lent piquancy to an

incident which occurred in the course of his Roman explorations. It was

in the days of Pio Nono, when political conspiracy was rife and the police

was in a state of nervous vigilance. Mr. Parker formed a little society of

antiquaries for the purpose of carrying on„some special investigations.

The name "society" was enough for the police, who taking it for granted

that the object was political, placed the innocent antiquary under sur-

veillance and opened his letters at the Post Office. He thus shared the

fate of the Uterary traveUer who was arrested in Russia for having Plato's

" Republic " in his trunk.
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

The " Bystander Papers " are not editorial, bnt the opinions, expressed without

reserve, of an individual writer. Those who hold the opposite opinions are equally

at liberty to advocate their views in the columns of this journal. It was the special

object of the founders of Thb Week to provide a p«fectly free court for Canadian

discussion.

—

Editob.

The Pacific Railway was to have been built without any addition to tax-

ation : such is the recorded promise of Parliament to the country. Irre-

spective of land grants and sops to British Columbia, the appropriations

iilroady approach sixty millionB, and the Government now asks Parliament

for help, by way of loan, to the extent^of twenty-two millions and a-half

more. Those (not many it must be owned, if more than one) who

from the beginning frankly opposed the enterprise, having satisfied

themselves as to its character and prospects, receive the announcement cf

its progressive exigencies without surprise or exasperation. They are pre-

pared not only for the present loan of twenty-two millions and a-half,

but for subsidies, when the road shall have been completed, to pay for the

work ing, which, as regards the sections east and west of the Prairie territory,

cannot be remunerative, unless the hope of diverting the Pacific traffic from

San Francisco to British .Columbia should be realized, and the main

outlet of the Prairie should prove to be not to the south, but to the

cast. The expense of working the railway, however, if it fall on any

government, may, perhaps, not fall on that of Canada ; for it was

manifest from the beginning that should the attempt to incorporate

the far western territories fail, instead of consolidating the Canadian

Dominion, it would assuredly precipitate annexation. The position

of the ''Bystander" on this question, however heterodox, has at least

been definite, and consistent, as he hopes, with that patriotism which takes

a broad view of the public interests, as well as with justice to the opposite

side. He has always regarded the Pacific Railway as a political and

military rather than a commercial undertaking, and predicted that its real

character would appear. He has never denied that commercial sacrifices,

even veiy great commercial sacrifices, may be rightly made for political and

military objects, provided the objects be attainable and good. But he has

always denied, and must continue to deny, that the formation of an anti-

continental empire out of the provinces scattered along the northern belt

of this continent is an attainable object, or, if attainable, would, so far as

_tke jjaiSSt otthe naM5_of tfee people is cpnseraad, be good. _ Tie country,

however, has been committed to the enterprise, norj»n either, of the two

political parties escape its share of the responsibility. What the Conser-

vatives initiated, the Liberals accepted and ratified ; indeed no one advo-

cated the policy more decidedly than did the proprietor of their leading

journal, who was also the'virtual head of their party. If Mr. Mackenzie

and the members of his government had .their misgivings, this does not

mend their case. To stay the construction of the unremunerative sections

of the road and leave the twenty-two millions and a-half in the pockets of

the people, would, of course, now be the policy for which the "Bystander"

would vote. But it is equally a matter of course that those who have

staked their reputation on the success of a great imperial enterimse, should

be resolved to push the enterprise to completion ; and the enterprise can

bo punhed t^ completion only by this additional effort on the part of

the nation. The leader of the Opposition is fatally trammelled by his own

antecedents as a member of the Mackenzie government, though he made it

apparent enough at the time that he was an unwilling passenger in that

train. That he flhould frankly own an error and make his way back at

last to firm ground is more than can be expected of him, or perhaps of any

party leader. So he swerves from the enemy in his front, and falls upon

the company, which can be attacked without apparent inconsistency or ap-

parent disloyalty to the grand national undertaking. He never has gained

much, nor is he likely to gain much, by that strategy. IfCanadian statesmen

fail in the vast work to which they have committed the nation, the failure

will be their own ; their contractors have served them well. The company

has had to contend with desperate opposition in the money markets both of

England and of the United States ; in those of England it was encountered

by the hostility of the Grand Trunk, on the side of which, as a company

mainly British and the supposed victim of Canadian spoliation, English

sympathy is largely arrayed ; in those of the United States it had to meet

not only the jealous rivalry of the other transcontinental lines, but

the political feeling aroused against an enterprise which has been

always blazoned as one of antagonism to the United States. In ^ght-

ipff the prand Trunk for eastern communications, money has probably

been lost ; at all events the tesources of the Pacific Railway Company have

been for the time absorbed ; but thi« could not have^ been helped, unless

the nation had been prepar^ to step-in and control the hostility of the

Grand Trunk, There can be little doubt th»t after an elaborate, volumi-

ous and remarkably able indictment of the Company by Mr. BlakP, nnwil-

Kngness to stop short in the middle of the vaunted enterprise will prevail,

and the twenty-two millions and a-half will follow the millions already

expended or pledged, as tributes to An Imperial policy, which, like all

other policies, will be approved or condemned by the result.

TilR drama now opens oh a grander scene. That country which is the

mother of our institutions as well as of our race, and the central hearth of

our civilization, is approaching a political crisis of no common gravity. It

seems certain that the Radical section of the government has prevailed and

that Extenaidn of the Franchise is to precede Local Governfnent. The full

importance of a measure of this kind is not clearly seen by most of us, because

we are still deluded by the lingering forms and phrases of the monarchy,

and, fancying that government is still vested in the crown, we fair to see

that the electorate is now in reality the sovereign power and that upon its

character and intelligence everything depends. If in the electorate ignor-

ance and paasion prevail, there is nothing to save the country from mis-

government or from political ruin. The Reform Act of 1832 swept away

the oligarchy of torough-mongers, with all ite attendant train of abuses,

and restored the rights of the nation. The classes on which it bestowed

political power were fully on. a level in every qualification with those who

wei-e already enfranchised, and their exercise of the suffrage was followed

by reform and improTement in every department of the State. Though

carried by agitation necessarily violent in projiortion to the tenacity of the

corrupt interest, and attended by some of the evils of revolution, the measure

was not demagogic ; the paramount motive of its authors was patriotic and its

effects on government could hardly have failed to be good. Of the Reform

Bill brought forward by Lord John Russell and the Whigs a quarter of a

century later the same thing could scarcely be said. The chief motive pro-

bably on this occasion was the desire of raising a wind which might fill

once more the flagging sail of Whiggery, though there were public reasons

for extending the franchise to a large body of intelligent artisans and bringing

them within the pale of the constitution. The majority of the nation at the

time desired no change ; the Bill was the work of the politicians and in

this respect again presented a strong contrast to the Reform Bill of 1832.

The Tory Bill of 1867 was wholly a party move. ITie avowed object of

its framers was to " dish the Whigs," and Lord Derby himself did not

want the effrontery to proclaim that a measure fraught with the most

ujomentewi conseqaeflces to the country was on his part a leap in the

dark. Of the Tories, by whose votes the Bill was carried, almost all had

placed on record their disapproval of any further extension of the fran-

chise and they had loudly applauded Disraeli when he called the author of

a far more moderate measure " a Jack Cade." The cynical aim of these

reactionary strategists was to swamp intelligence, which was assumed to be

on the side of progress, and this was compassed by enfranchising the

populace of the cities, the worst political element in the nation. The masses

to which political.power wsa thus imparted,'4)eLng ignorant and inert, or

easily lod by personal influence and the beer-cup, the natural effects of the

measure were not at first visible, but as the populace becomes conscious of

its power, they are now begtnning to appear. A County Franchise Bill,

such as is now expected, extending household suflfrage from the cities to

the counties, and thus enfranchising the peasantry, may be regarded, per-

haps as the necessary countermove of Liberalism to the Tory enfranchise-

ment of the populace in the cities ; and as the Tories speculated on an

electoral insurrection of the small householder? against the higher artisans

and the middle class, so the Liberals now speculate on an electoral insur-

rection of the peasanti-y against the landlords. The peasant, if not a more

intelligent, is unquestionably a worthier man than the inhabitant of the

low suburb. County suffrage will therefore be no degradation of the fraa-

chise. But it comes at a moment of social and agrarian agitation, when,

as terrible experience shows, political change is most hazardous, and that

member of the government who is the most prominent advocate of the

measure, and evidently hopes by means of it to mount to power, is sounding,

in every speech that he makes, the tocsin of class war. With regard to the

extension of the franchise in Ireland especially, thei-e exists a danger which

no amount of sentimental or hypocritical declamation can conceal. In or-

dinarj' times, though the Irish Roman Catholic is politically a very differ-

ent being from the Protestant, policy on the whole manifestly vrequires that

the treatment of Ulster and Connaught, with respect to the franchise, should

be the same. But this is not an ordinary time. The Roman Catholic pro-

vinces Are in a state of moral rebellion which, avowedly, would become

actual rebellion if it had the force, fhe only sound reason for callingany

man to the exercise of political power is a reasonable expectation that he

will use it for the benefit of the State. In this case there is not only a

reasonable expectation, but a moral certainty that the power, instead of

being used for the benefit of the State, will be at once used for its deetmc-

tion. To make Ireland an exceptW would be odious, but there would be

nothing odious in suspending political change altogether till the agrarian

agitation had subsided and the union had been placed out of peril. To

throw the ballot into the hands of people who tell you frankly beforehand

that they will employ it for the purpose of wrecking the Legislature and

dismembering the nation is the act of the highest political wisdom or of

something very much the reverse.

That the extension of the franchise, as well as the Irish Land Act, is

the work of political infallibility is the comfortable belief' of the devoted

followers of Mr. Gladstone. In obedience to his decision, in reliance on

his wisdom, inside the Cabinfet and outside^ this dispensation is accepted.

No one can doubt that more than half of the members of the Government are

in tbeir own minds opposed to the aims of Mr. Chamberlain. If, as social

science proclaims, general laws rule history, it must be owned that they

still operate largely through individual men. The power of political chiefs

such as Bismarck, Cavour, Garabettaand Gladstone, though it rests on in-

tellectual influence, not on the sword, is almost as personal as was that of

Julius Ciesar or Charlemagne. Is Mr. Gladstone's fiat a guarantee for the

practical wisdom of a measure 1 For the morality of a measure it is. His

victorious struggle with Jingoism and his restoration of righteousness as

the rule of foreign and imperial policy form his beat title to public grati-

tude, in the estimation of everyone who knows what the true honour of

the country is. But in such a question as that of the extension of the

franchise practical forecast is the quality required, and few even of his

most ardent would say that practical forecast was the distinguishing gift of

Mr. Gladstone. Perhaps it is seldom the distinguishing gift of great ora-

tors, who are apt to think more of the presen.. triumph than of future

results, and whose magical powers of persuasion conceal defects and dangers

from themselves. To his present position of, it may almost be said. Radi-

calism Mr. Gladstone has been borne forward partly by the glowing phil-

anthropy which inspired what angry Tories styled " the flesh and blood

argument " in favour of an extension of the suffrage, partly by the increas-

ing antagonism into which he has been thrown with the territorial aristo-

cracy, which has pursued him with personal and most bitter hatred. That

his views, intellectually, have hardly yet been settled appears from his re-

tention, in curious combination with his new Liberalism, of his old High

Churchism and his old reverence for title. Whether he clearly sees or has

tried clearly to see what sort of polity will practically result from his

measure, and how universal or even household suffrage will work with the

House of Lords, we shall be able to say with more confidence when he has

introduced his measure and his exposition of it is before us. What neither

he nor anybody else as yet sees is that the country has now no government

but organized party, so that if the enfranchised masses ever cease to own

the control of a powerful party leader like himself, sectionalism, confusion

and administrative anarchy must almost inevitably ensue. ,
Instead of

calling uninstructed masses suddenly and without any preparation to

the exercise of political power, at a moment when they are particularly

likely to make a suicidal use of it, the policy of a statesman who had

- studied democracy and wished to place it on a safe basis would rather be

first to form a strong groundwork of local institutions, upon this to

found his central government, and at all events before the flood-gates of

extension were opened, to secure to the country a regular and stable execu-

tive for the maintenance of law and the administration of public business

irrespective of the fluctuations of opinion^ But Mr. Gladstone has not

studied democracy ; he has been converted to it, and in his neophyte zfeal

at seventy-four, he is not unlikely to lose Ireland and leave the other two

kingdoms in a perilous condition.

Thb Governor of Rhode Island in his message to the Legislature, sjiys,

that the increase in proportion of divorces to marriages, in the State, is

absolutely startling, and recommends, as a check to the growing evil, that

testimony in divorce trials be heard in open court. The New England

Divorce Reform League states in its circular that in the three eminently

moral and highly educated States of Maine, Rhode Island, and New Hamp-

shire, there hasbeen of lateone divorce to every ten marriages. The two most

populous counties in Minnesota increased their divorces, in ten years, fifty

per cent, faster than their maririages. In Chicago, Louisville, and Con-

necticut, the^ ratio is somewhat lower, but in San Francisco and in

counties in a number of States it is as high as 1 to 6. Besides the divorces

which appear in these statistics, every one familiar with American society

knows that there is a number of separations formal or informal. There

are men who live in New York while their wives live in Paris. It is

assumed both by the Governor and the League, that the laxity of the

divorce law is the root of the mischief, and that the reform of the divorce

law would be an effectual remedy. This may be doubted. To loosen th(!

marriage bond, to diminish tho sanctity of wedlock, to separate the interests

of man and wife, to subvert the authority of the head of the family and

.thus to break up the family itself, has been the tendency not of divorce

law legislation alone, but of legislation on matrirapnial questions generally,

and of the whole revolutionary movement with regard to -the relatrons

between the sexes. The period has been marked by the growing insubor-

dination of children, and their loss of reverence for their parents, as well as

by the increase of divorce. When we hear of a husband prosecuting his

wife, of a wife suing her husband for the rent of the house which is

their home, of a wife opposing her husband's candidature and the two

encountering each other on the stump, it is clear that a change has taken

place of which a lax divorce law is little more than the formal expression.

Tighten the divorce law, without restoring the tone of sentiment, and the

probability is that the number of separations will increase. When the

belief in the marriage which blends two lives into one is gone, and has been

succeeded by the notion of a quasi-commercial compact—a "married

copartnership" as Miss Susan Anthony calls it, the partners will separ-

ate as often as they disagree or get tired of each other, let the

divorce law on your statute book be as stringent as you will.

Even the Churches b<!nd to the prevailing wind. It was announced the

other day that one of them had struck the wife's promise of obedience out

of the marriage service. If the word "obey" imports anything in the

least arbitrary on one side or servile on the other, it is <juite right that it

should be discarded. But if it imports simply a recognition of the head-

ship of the family, how is the family to be ' held together without such a

headship 1 To whom is the obedience of the children to be due's Mr.

Mill, conscious of the difficulty, proposes that in each ca.se the supremacy

over the hoasehold shall be divided between the man and the wife, and

that the oases in which each is to be supreme shall be .tpecitied in the

marriage settlement—in the marriage settlement, for example, of Sally of

Our Alley. No mother of a family wants domestic anarchy. Obedience

to usurped -authority degrades, but obedience to legitimate and necessary

authority is no more degrading than command : it is the lot of all men

who act under official superiors, masters or employes of any kind ; in a

very important sense it is the lot of all human beings, inasmuch tvs they

are obliged to conform to the general ordinances of society and of nature.

Of all kinds of power, that is the least likely to be abused which is intrusted

to the hands of affection. Why should we assume that a husband will

tyrannize over his wife more than that a mother will tyrannize over her

children 1 Why should we assume that a man will maltreat the woman

of his choice any more than that he will kick his invited guest out of doors,

as it is strictly in his power to do? CJhristian marriage, as instituted in

the Gospel, combines a distinct recognition of the headship indispensable

to unity with the assertion of moral equality and of the principle that

marital authority shall be exercised, not like that of a Roman ma.ster of a

family, but entirely under the guidance and for the objects of affection.

We live in a period of such profound and sweeping change that it would

hardly surprise us if what has hitherto appeared one of the pillars of moral

civilization should prove, after all, to be not adamantine and should pa.sH

awayT But if there is anything of which it can be truly said that it has

hitherto been a pillar of moral civilization, so far at* least as Christen.lom

in concerned, it ia Christian marriage. What would come in its room no

body has yet pretended to divine, except perhaps Mrs. Victoria VVoodhull,

from whose social millennium morality at present recoils. Churihea uphold

as vital to the faith dogmas which impartial inquiry shows to be Hebraisms

misinterpreted, metaphors hardened into facts, peculiarities of Alexandrias

theosophy, remnanta of Roman legalism, or the offspring of that violent

recoil from Indulgences, and the notions of good works, sin and forgive-

ness embodied in them, which generated so much of the doctrinal system

of the Reformation. Christian marriage and the Christian family are a

.rreat deal nearer the life of Christianity than any of these. To abandon

the " sound form of words '' in deference to the fashionable sentiment of

the hour would be deemed apostasy. Is it less apostasy to abandon a

great Christian institution I

.

.

UsivEKSiTY Confederation is BhoAring symptoms of life in more than one

quarter. When a movement is fairiy on foot and minds are predisposed in

ita favour, little things, even names and terms of expression, sometimes

tell. The introduction of the term confederation seems to have a good

eff«:t on this discussion. " Consolidation," though the plan had been ex-

plained, seemed to imply that the life of the individual college wouW

he mer^d in that of the larger body. Conftnleration expresses the fa.t, tl.at

the life of the individual college will remain distinct and unimpaire.1, as

does that of a State in a federal union. All the colleges will conil.iiiu

- i Mi'mAi<>e iilUlllil-
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their resources for the piirpose of professwnal instruction, and of examina-

tions for degrees. There will be a university government to regulate

these and other objects of the federation. But each college while it is a

member of the academical union will be, as in England, a corpora-

tion in itself, holding its own estates, and with its own board of regente,

whose jurisdiction will be supreme within its own walls. No charter

will be cancelled ; no association, no memory, no bond of afifection will be

disturbed. The attachment of the Englishman to his old college is fully

as strong as his attachment to the university of which the college is a

member, and it bears constant fruit in the benefactions by which the

wealthier alumni strive to perpetuate their names in connection with the

place of their education, and to win a place for their portraits in the well-

remembered halls. More is heard of college friendsbips than of university

friendships, and the college, rathpr than the university, is the real Alma

Mater. Each college, as was explained before, will have its own staff of

tutors or college professors, who will be in personal relation with the

students, though there will be nothing to prevent the head or tutor of a

college from being also a university professor/ Within the college re-

ligious training will be carried on according_to the principles of any

church to which the college may belong. The security against any ag-

gression upon religion in the lecture rooms of the university will be a share

in the university government, though the fear of such aggression is exagger-

ated, since few lecturers, whatever their own opinions may be, are so lost

to good sense and taste as to insult the convictions of their hearers. In an

age of great diversity of opinion, with regard to religion, the system

recommends itself by its flexibility.

The Provincial Legislature, meanwhile, is moved to coerce Uni-

versity College into the adoption of co-education. As a general system,

co-education may safely be pronounced a failure. Even at Cornell, where

benevolent enthusiasmlhas applied hydraulic power, and a very large sum of

money has been spent on the experiment, the fruit at the end of fifteen

years is less than fifty female students, while of late there has been a

slight decrease in the number. For reasons of prudence and delicacy, which

nobody not bewitched by a theory can faU at least to understand, parents

in general have decisively declined to let their daughters mingle in a uni-

versity with male students. President Eliot of Harvard, a most Eberal and

open-minded man, being pressed to introduce the system, made a tour of

investigation and returned perfectly satisfied that wherever t^ means

existed sepamte education was preferred. Far from being a general

improvement of female education, then, this change has rather the effect of

diverting attention from that subject. Admission to male universities

will be sought by women who desire to enter male professions ;
and that

women should enter male professions or what have hitherto been regarded

as such, appears to some philanthropists an innovation much to be desired,

though, to say nothing of the delicacies of sex, the male professions are

already overstocked, and every spinster who finds a footing in them must

deprive some married woman and her children of their bread. The move-

ment is manifestly a part of the sexual revolution. It is championed, here

as elsewhere, by the same persons who champion the revolution generally,

—and the perpetual recurrence o£ theirJiamea shakes our belief in the exte^

and spontaneity of the movement. This fact was amusingly illustrated in

the case of Cornell, which was visited by a female orator in the Woman's

Right interest who after drawing a picture of the future relations between

the sexes, and especially of the matrimony of the future, not a little start-

ling even to a very liberal audience, concluded by assuring the excellent

founder of the University that if he would open it to women his anniver-

sary would be regarded by posterity as equal in historical importance to

the Fourth of July or the Coming of Christ. It might have seemed un-

necessary and improvident to compel all universities ti try a hazardous

experiment at once ; but if this is to be done, at least let reasonable

precautions be taken. Philanthropic eloquence wUl not cancel sex or make

hearte incombustible at twenty-one. The female students in the coll^

of the United SUtes belong generally to a class peculiarly safe, yet it is a

misUke to suppose that practical reasons for vigilance have not appeared.

Cornell has a woman's college. This is costly, but cottages, or lodgings

of some kind under university control, are not ; and unless all our social

traditions are unfounded, female superintendence is essential. A single

scandal would inflict the most serious injury on the institution. It seems

possible that confederation, if it takes place, may help us to a liberal and

at the same time quiet solution of this among other questions, since each

of the colleges will be at liberty to Uke'the course which it thinks fit.

Ik thk Canadian Baptist is a letter by Dr. Hale on the bitter question

of Ministerial support It tells the often repeated Ule of salarie. ridicu-

lously small in nominal amount, yet irregulariy, meanly, and sometimes

dishonestly paid, when the poor pastor has had to mortgage them be-

forehand for the necessaries of life ; of the lifelong struggle with penury
;

of educated men working for hire less than that of a policeman ;
of a high

social standard exacted while the means of maintainiag it are withheld
;
of

pastors, when they have grown grey with hard service, ruthlessly turned

out to make way for younger men. Flanking this letter is a dismal

account from the Niagara district of the dying out of churches, with a case

of a congregation which, having called a young preacher of promise, refused

to give him more than 8300 a year. Perhaps the seat of the disease may

be deeper than these good men think. It may be not covetousness. but

growing indifference to the ministrations ; for scepticism, sometimes posi-

tive and definite, more often negative and vague, is spreading beneath the

crust of a church-going, church,buUding and mission-supporting society.

In that case a remedy is needed not leas powerful tfiiui the disease. But

the most obvious cause of clerical destitution is the multiplication of

churches. In a village which might afford one pastor a competent main-

tenance, we find three or four of different denominations. How many lay

members really know or care anything about the doctrinal points of divi-

sion between the churches 7 How many lay Baptists would be scandalized

or disturbed by finding Presbyterians or Methodists worshipping

at their side 1 Even to give an intelligible 'account of the dogmas

which separate Protestants from each other is almost impossible with-

out a knowledge of Reformation history and controversy such as none but

the learned can possess. To the most of the people they are dead formu-

laries, which have no influence on the Christian life. The Roman Catholics

of course must stand apart, so must the Ritualists, as they believe in the

Apostolic Succession and in the reality of the Eucharistic miracle. The

existence of the Ritualist is a perpetual fight with the Evangelical under

his own roof. But there is nothing to separate a rational Protestant of

one denomination from a rational Protestant of another. That the organ-

izations will at once or speedily fuse is not to be expected, but they may

avoid planting rival churches on the same ground, and thus starving each

other. Economy, in short, as well as the Gospel, counsels, and with a loud

voice, the reunion of Protestant Christendom.

Amidst the din of politics undying interest is still excited by the

great controversies which underlie all others and compared with which the

poUtioal and social disturbances, deep and dangerous as they are, may be

regarded as almost superficial. What is the power that rules the universe,

what is the estate, what is the destiny of man 1 Those who think that

such questions as these will be laid aside by a being whose speculative

faculties have once been raised to activity, and that man will rest content

with a knowledge of physical phenomena and of the material laws which

regulate his brief existence here, have not at present the evidence of

the bookstores on their side. That there is still an intense appetite

for information on the great subject there can be no doubt, though

the forms in which it is manifested are sometimes curious and even comical.

Among the highest of the books of this season in circulation ranks Miss

Phelps " Beyond the Gates." Having found the gates ajar, it was a moral

certainty that Miss Phelps would in time step in
;

of that the publishers

would be sure to take care. By tbe scientific analysts of religious beHefs,

theories about a future state of existence are divided into two classes,

continuation theories and retribution theories. Under the head of con-

tinuation theories come the Indian's belief in the happy hunting ground,

and all others which depict the future life as a mere renewal of the present

on the same or an improved footing. The tribes which killed a chief'.s

wives, favourite servante and horses at his grave, that he might fiod his

harem and his accustomed train in the next world were continuationists

of a pronounced type ;
probably the- Yorkshire fox-hunter who directed

by his will that his stud and pack should be slaughtered, would be claimed

by science as a gratifying specimen of a theological survival. The retri

bution theory needs no explanation. The two theories do not entirely

exclude each other, as appears in the work of Miss Phelps, who is a decided

continuationist and owes to this her hold on the popular imagination, but

at the same time is a retributionist in a very mild way. The heroin.'

dies (at least in the spirit) and of course goes to heaven, which, seeinf,-

that she introduces herself as an unmarried lady of forty, at once disposes of

an nnphilosophical and offensive tradition. Shelley described heU as a

city very much like London. Miss Phelps' " Heavenly City " is a celestial

counterpart of Boston. It is approached through a sweep -of surpassingly

beautiful suburbs, and " the width and shining cleanliness of the streets,

the beauty and glittering material of the houses, the frequent presence of

Ubrariee, museuflis, public gardeiw, -rigns ef attention to the wants of

animals, and place* of shelter to traveUers," show that the municipality has

been thoroughly reformed. Everywhere is continuation with improvement.

The flora and fauna of heaven resemble those ot- earth, only that the

trefoil has four leaves and the birds sing Te i)eitj»w. >- You have a body,

but with a difference of sensation, which Miss Phelps finds it extremely

difficult, with all the resources of metaphor to express ;
perhaps the

imagination may be helped by taking into account the liberation from

stays. You have a house, b«t no cleaning day or plumbers ;
you have a

dress, and you still stop a moment to freshen it and add a flower to it before

going into company. You still hear compliments, and like them. Your

faculties remain natural, with a slight addition of the miraculous. You

can walk upon the water, but it requires a little practice, like snow-shoeing,

so that at first you have to avail yourself of a boat. Amusements seem to

be much the same as here : Beethoven gives a concert which you hear

through improved telephones, so that there cannot be a " comer " in seats.

St. John preaches, better even than Mr. Ward Beecher or Mr. Brooks.

There is even a sort of glorified place-hunting : a desirable embassy of a

scientific description falls vacant and is given to a lady not two days dead,

which naturally creates surprise till the government explains that the new

comer had been bed-ridden on earth for forty years, a reason the celestial

character of which will at bnce T)e apparent to politicians. Dante's Para-

dise, where a soul appears glowing like a ruby with Divine Love, remains

perhaps superior to " Beyond the Gates," as an effort of the imagination

to picture the things which eye hath not seen nor ear heard, and which

have not entered into the heart of man. On the other hand, while the

wicked in Dante are shut up in red hot sarcophagi or plunged in seas of

ice, in " Beyond the Gates " they only stick, though the grossneas of their

nature to the side-walks of earth, while it is the amiable amusement of the

blessed to inject into them, as it were, the spiritual gas which will over-

come their carnal heaviness and enable them to mount the skies.

If Miss Phelps is a continuationist Mr. Kirk is a continuationist and

something more ; for his work on "The Possibility of Not Dying" is an at-

tempt to show that for anything that appears to the contrary we may all live

for ever on earth. This is a curious recurrence of one of the intellectual phe-

nomena of the scientific enthusiasm which marked the eve of the French

Revolution, when, as Carlyle says, hope whispered that " victorious analysis"

might triumph even over death. If we only understood aright the laws of

health, Mr. Kirk thinks, we might by conforming to them prolong life

without limit. We have a better chance at all events since Mr. Holloway

of the Pills has quitted.the earth. But what does Mr. Kirk say to the

scientific demonstrations which show that the earth itself will come to an

endj Does he expect to survive the final catastrophe of the planet and to

float for ever in space? He assumes the universality of the desire to live

eternally, yet surely, unless our natures could be otherwise changed, the

present life after a few billions of years would become monotonous, not to

say a bore. It is a serious and in every way a momentous fact, however,

that by temperance in diet and attention to the rules of health human life,

and what is more to the purpose, human efficiency is being sensibly pro-

longed ; one consequence of which must be that the influence of thoroughly

matured and experienced minds on society will proportionately increase.

'J A BystaNDKE.

tickles the public ear, show their delight in their own cleverness by treat-

ing the new-comer as a child treats a new toy. They trot it out on every

possible occasion, in season and out of season, until the thing threatens to

become a nuisance. The latest illusti^ation of this craze is the word "dude."

Nowadays one can hardly pick up an American or Canadian paper without

having inflicted upon him an item of some kind, intended to be witty, but

usually only silly, in which that unfortunate creature is subjected to verbal

maltreatment of some sort. Please to remember, gentlemen, that it is quite

possible to run. even a good thing to death ; and do, for pity's sake, let the

poor dude have a rest.

The Marquis of Queensbury—whose name suggests visionsof fistiana

—

has at least the courage of his opinions. He is reported to have written a

pamphlet on marriage law reform, advocating a service to meet the views

of Secularists. A copy of this brochure has been serft to each member of

the two Houses of Parliament. Nothing 'is left to the imagination in the_

projected reform. In order to facilitate divorce,. the Marquis proposes to

leave out in the marriage ceremony the words, " Whom God has joined to-

gether let no man put asunder," substituting therefor, " Whom Govern^

ment or nature may put asunder, let no man attempt to keep together."

Lord Salisbury warns Englishmen that the new Franchise Bill, intro-

duced by the English Government, will be very strenuously opposed—first,

because it was only intended to secure to Liberals the preponderance which

the " accidental " election of 1880 had given them ; secondly, because

without careful redistribution the urban voters dwelling outside towns

would swamp the rural voters ; and thirdly, because of the danger the Bill

might produce in Ireland. He admitted that it would be most difficult to

exclude Ireland, but believed that if Ireland were included, ninety per

cent, of its representatives would be for separation, and that there was not

resistin" force enough in modern Cabinets to reject the demand.

: ^ERE AND TBERR.

In the course of some editorial comments on the personnel of the Pro-

vincial House of Legislature, the newspaper which represents the party led

by Mr. Meredith spoke of that gentleman as the handsomest man in the

assembly, adding, apparently as a convincing argument, that his friends

think he bears a strong resembhince to the Prince of Wales. Withqi^is-

cussing the question of His Royal Highness' good looks, Mr. Mieredith

cannot base any claim to physical beauty on such resemblance, for the

simple reason that it does not exist. Neither in a single feature, in expres-

sion, nor in general physique does the leader of the Opposition recaU the

future king of Britain. Nor is it in evidence that he feels flattered by his

friends' fancy, though it reminds one of a weU-wom story that is somewhat

apropos. The legend goes that a wag wagered ho would smack a certain

gentleman whom he did not know upon the back without giving offeiice.

The bet was taken, and the parties to it met the gentleman upon the

street The wag walked up to him, gave him a tremendous thump upon

the back, adding : " Oh 1 I beg your pardon ! I took you for the Duke of

from the ftrong resemblance you bear to him behind." Whereupon

the assaulted one's face was wreathed in smiles, and the apology sweetly

accepted. ^

Ta« writers who do the funny business on the American press, when

one of them is so fortunate as to invent a new phrase or nickname which

" Let justice be done though the heavens fall," said a Latin writer, and

the bad blood stirred up by the so-called Nationalist demonstrations in

Ireland has fortunately not succeeded in stamping out the sense of justice

among intelligent Irishmen. It is reassuring to read that amongst the

bushels of letters sympathizing with Lord Bossmore in his removal by the

Government, and favouring a declaration approving of his conduct, there

was one from a Roman Catholic gentleman of position, residing in County

Cork, a veritable stronghold of Nationalists, in which the following remarks

appear :—" I do not forget that when anyone working for me was threat-

ened with death, and all my co-religionists stood aloof, the Orangemen

came here to save my crops. Only for their brave and loyal conduct dur-

ing the late and present agitations, the country would have been completely

handed over to Communists, and no honest man, whether landlord or ten-

ant, could live in it" Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, however, is not inclined

to extend much sympathy to the action of Orangemen in reply to the

Pamell " invasion." Speaking at Newcastle-on-Tyne he is reported to have

said: " But, gentlemen, if I am bound to deprecate the. intemperance of

language which appears in a portion of the Irish Press, and which is used

t)y iy)mp of the Irish leaders, what shall I say of those self-styled Loyalists

who, with fulsome professions of their devotion to the Crown, insult and

defy the representatives of the Crown in Ireland, and who break the law

themselves while they pretend to defend itl I believe at this moment if

there is any danger to the peace in Ireland, it lies in the proceedings of a

certain section of the population in Ulster, led by men of rank and by men

of education, who know enough to know better, and who seem to have been

stimulated into a burst of unreasoning ferocity by the mild eloquence of

the leader of the Opposition." —

The epigrammatic utterances of great men possess an indescribable

charm. How often have the " Jacta alea eat," of Csesar, the " Eureka,"

of Archimedes, the "L'Etal c'est Moi," of Louis Quatorze, the "J'l/ suis,

i'y reate," of Marshal MacMahon, the " L'Empire c'est la Paix," of Napo-

leon IIL, been quoted ! From across the " imaginary line," also, we have

some notable if not classical interjections, including the " Me and Drexel,"

of George W. Childs. But it has remained for Millionaire Vanderbilt to give

to the world a phrase of infinitely more comfort to his compatriota of that

ilk than even the " Mesopotamia, " of pious memory. A party which was

graced by that gentleman was assured by him that it " Should lay over the

levees of ancient and modem kings, and prove a snorter 1
" What an

infinitude o£ expreaaiveness is contained in the word " snorter !
" and what

a testimony is it to the inexhaustible resources of English pure and unde-

filed, according to the gospel of William Vanderbilt 1

a''
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Mr. Alfrkd Austin contributes an article to the National Review on

" The Divorce' between Literature and the Stage." That an Englishman

should commit himself to the belief in such divorce in a London review is,

" not to put too fine a point upon it," curious. A quantfty qfclubbishy hbretto

is unquestionably shot on the stage every year, but tl>e merest dramatic

tyro knows that amongst all this chaff there is not a small proportion of

, wheat. Mr. Tennyson has had " The Falcon," " The Cup," " Queen May,"

- and "The Promise of May," produced in first-cla-ss style at first-class theatres.

Mr. WJts, who is a literary man, has quite a long list of dramas to his credit;

^ Mr. G. K. Sims, of "outcast London "fame, is a prolific contributor to

both press and sUge ; Mr. Herman Merivale and Mr. W. S. Gilbert are

men of some literary eminence, and are always in possession of the

gUge; Mr. Eobt. Buchanan, poet and novelist, had three plays

produced last year ; Mr. Charies Reade is never absent from London

boards ; Mr. F. C. Burnand, of Punch and other not<#iety reels plays

off by the yard ; Mr. VVilkie Collins is another author of a long list

of -successes, not to mention lesser lights. Plays of excellent literary

merit are refused daily, it U true ; but it is because something besides style

is required to interest the miscellaneous audiences who attend theatn^

cal performances. It is nonsense to blame the public because it will not

sit and listen to the undramatic language and follow the actionless story of

an author simply on the ground that his work is "literature." A poet

does not necessarily make a novelist or a journalist. The stage was never

so open to high-ciass work as now, but it must be dramatic work to suc-

ceed. If at the present moment Mr. Alfred Austin has a play suitable for

stage representation, it wiU be eagerly accepted by a London management.

Georoe Augustus Sala, the prolific and successful London journalist

and bon vivant, says Paris-«a belle cite, he knows and loves so well-is

" no' longer gay." Malicious critics might retort that the change is prob-

ably in Mr. Sala rather than in the French Capital, and that, like

Solomon, it was not until years had dulled his capacity for enjoyment that

he discovered aU was vanity. Though the cost of living in Pans has ad-

vanced considerably ; though the " MabiUe " is a thing of the past
;
though

Cockney 'Arry and inquisitive Jonathan are encountered in ca/es, theatres

and at show places, disillusionizing by loud talk and still more objection-

.ble acts of vandalism ; despite all this, Paris is still the city of pleasure and

gaiety par excellence, for those who have plenty of money to spend in it.

Brussels, which is in reality a miniature Paris, and which for many

possesses an even greater charm, is also a city of pleasure, attractive and

inexpensive ; but, for the man who is on pleasure bent, and needs not count

the cost, Paris offers inducements perhaps unrivalled by any other conti-

nental city. It is somewhat amusing to note, however, that the proximate

cause of Mr. Sala's lament was that he was charged two francs for a her-

ring *nd had his boots stolen at an hotel

!

St Petersburg, too, we are told, is at ite wita' end to escape the ennui

fiend Politics have re-acted on social life ; every movement is watched

with suspicion ; the spy is present at every ball, until dancing and gaiety

have gone out of fashion. In this social stagnation, begotten partially by

the poli,tical suspicion which dogs every step, one would suppose that,

/attfo rf«»nfei«r, the happiness of doawsticJife would be cultivated. Just

the reverse ; social scandals are more common, more notorious, and more

lightly condoned than in any other European capital. The higher Russian

nobility have no patriotism, no loyalty. They Uve for themselves alone,

and life for them has but one aim—self-indulgence.

Apropos of the important question /t)f the preservation of our forests,

Canadians and Americans might profit by the experience of continental

forestry schools and from the experliients carried out on the tree farms of

Central Italy. Whole distriota which had been stripped of timber on the

Alps have been re-forested, and in the Ardennes woods are systems of for-

est-farming which not only preserve the trees but make an excellent invest-

ment on the operation. A Belgian writer residing near Ardennes says

the proprietors found that the land cultivated in trees and cut once in a

hundred years—i.e., the tr^es being selected according to their condition,

and cut at the rate of 1 per cent per annum—paid just as well as raising^

wheat on the same extent of land. What is wanted, then, in our forest

management is the application of a vigorous system of intelligent official

superintendence to the cutting of the t^ none but those marked for cut-

ting to be allowed to be cut This would pay even now as management,

and in the course of the not long time which will see aU our unregulated

-, forests exhausted, the foresta so controlled and policed would furnish an ex-

cellent investment for the capital employed in keeping them from present

destruction. The lumberers now cut all the desirable trees aa they go, lit-

tering the ground with an enormous mass of small branches and dewl wood,

wWch becomes M inflammable as powder. These never bum, but only

scorch and kill the standing trees, and subsist and spread by this litter of

the lumbermen, who are utteriy indifferent to what happens to the country

when they have got their logs out.

The Marquis Tseng, who has formed so prominent a factor in the ne-

gotiations between France and China, as Envoy Extraordinary and Minis-

ter Plenipotentiary of the latter Empire, is a descendant of one of the old-

est families in China, and traces his pedigree to Tseng-tzii, one of the four

disciples of Confucius. The family, from a remote period, has resided in the

inland province of Hoonan, the natives of which are exceedingly proud of

the Chinese proverb, " Brave and brusque as a man of Hoonan."

The present Marquis, whose Christian name of Chitse it is indecorous

according to Chinese etiquette to so much as mention, was bom in

1839, and has seen considerable military service. He was appointed to

his present office in 1879, succeeding his relative, the well-remembered Kwo

Sung Tao. The Franco-Annara Chinese difficulty will tax his diplomatic

powers to the utmost, the more that he possesses no means of binding the

French Government even to strict adherence to its own protestations. In

this connection the Marquis has never wavered on the one point thatTon-

quin, either independent or Chinese, is necessary to the security of the

Chinese frontier. Were the question of Tonquin to be decided by the rela-

tive skill of the disputants and by the logical deductions to be drawn from

French admissions and contradictions as recorded in the Yellow-book, no

court of appeal would long hesitate as to which side its decision shotild in-

cline to, and the reputation of the Marquis Tseng would be permanently

insured as a Chinese Talleyrand. No person has so great a reputation as

he for a complete mastery of the Chinese tongue. Heis further famed for

his calligraphy—an important point in a language the characters of which

are composed of innumerable signs and their combinations. The Marquis

is also an author and a poet, whilst his private virtues entitle him to rank

on a par with the most admiredexamples of the European code of morals.

He is a monogamist, and in this respect, as in many others, he is a sincere

friend to progress in China. We are justified in hoping that when the

Marquis Tseng returns to his native country, and assumes that prominent

position in the administration of affairs at Pekin which will be his right,

important reforms in the Government and social life of China suggested by

his residence in Europe will be inaugurated, though compatriots who have

not had his experience may not be prepared to advance with equally rapid

strides.

THE G. P. R. BY THE KICKING HORSE PASS AND
THE SELKIRKS.—r.

THE MOUNTAINS OF THE BOW RIVER.

" And what did your Stonies say when told that they were forbidden to cut

timber on their own reserve? "I "Naturally, they were very angry, and

the sub-agent thought'it judicious to pacify them by buying some of their

lumber, in all about a thousand dollars' worth. This he rafted away,

where to or for what purpose I know not,—But though he went ^to the

business as if to show
• That what in the captain's but a oholerie word

-{•^ia th» eoiperal rank blasphemy'

he could not give the Indians what they needed in exchange for their

planks and boards, and so he was obliged to pay them in the shape of

orders on the stores that we had started. From a mere money point of

view I liked the new arrangement better than the one in which I had all

the responsibUity. As I told his agent, 'you have now the trouble and

I the profit'

"

On thinking over the unvarnished tale that I have tried to repeat, it

is perhaps difficult to point out on whom rests the responsibility of putting a

stop to so hopeful an effort for bettering the condition of an Indian tribe

that deserves well of the Government Naturally enough the Ranche

Company wished to get as many advantages as it possibly could ; and,

barring the discourtesy of ite officer, who should have gone at first to Mr.

McDougal, nothing can be said against ite action, except to suggest that

if the time spent in interfering with the modest gains and well-being of the

old sons of the soil had been given to their own cattle, not quite so many

thousands of the poor brutes would have frozen stark and stiff on the road-

sides and in the neighbourhood of their offices. As to the Government, it

either did or did not give the timber Umite to the Ranche Company. If

it did, such an act was a violation of the authoritatively declared rightaof

the Syndicate and of the righte of Mr. McIJffijgfcL ^ If it did not, the

officer of the Mounted Police exceeded his authority in the interest of op-

pression, and should be held responsible for the consequences. In either

case, I submit that Mr. McDougal is entiUed in equity to be compensated

for his losses by the Government I «h»U gladly send him whAtever the

publishers pay me for these two articles, and any other sums that I may be

entrusted with for his mission, were it only to acknowledge the common-

sense, and therefore Christian, way in which he conducts his work, and to

show our sympathy with him in the troubles to which he has been sub-

jected by those from whom he ought to have received help. He is a mis-

sionary after his father's type ; considered, I believe, as rather given over

to secularity, by those who proudly count themselves rigidly righteous,

because he aims at building up a self-respecting character in the Indians,

seeks to form industrious habite in them, and preaches the gospel of work.

The sooner it is understood that the idea of converting Indians, or for that

matter anyone else, by mere doctrinal, devotional or s'acramental methods

is a delusion, the better. To teach a lazy, ration-drawing Indian the use

of whipsaw, axe, plough, or saw-mill is to put him under the operation of

a more effectual means of grace than if you secured his attendance at any

number of prayer-meetings. The system of gathering the tribes on reserves

may enable the Government to handle them easily, but the great objections

to it are that it is frightfully expensive, and worae—that it tends to per-

petuate the tribal system. Now the tribal system is our great enemy. It

is the very thing that a wise statesman should aim at quietly and slowly

dissolving. The reserve system discourages individual effort, and encour-

ages polygamy, idleness, pauperism and all the barbarisms and supersti-

tions of the tribe, whereas our aim must surely be to elevate the Indians to

full citizenship. Why should not every Indian head of a family have a por-

tion of the reserve as his own homestead and hold it in severalty, with

the condition that he should not be allowed to alienate it, except, perhaps,

for a limited time as under the old Jewish law 1 When a band has been

for years under the care of a missionary who knows them better than any

one else, and where the tribe has made progress that can be measured even

by visible standards, would it not be wise and economical to utilize such a

man t What folly can be greater than attempti? on the part of officialism

to baffle such a man, or to bring red tape down upon him and his labour

of love 1

After leaving Morely we had a glorious day in the mountains. The

smoke that had overhung the valley from forest tires was blown away by

a breeze and the tires were pretty well extinguished by opportune rain.

The mountains rose before us, apparently just at hand, although we knew

that Padmore's, where the first range rises abruptly from an elevated

valley and closes in on the river so that it is no longer in an open vaUey but

is seen issuing from a gap in the wall of mountains, was more than twenty

miles distant On our way to this " Gap," an opening in the mountains to

the left is disclosed. There the Kananaskis runs into the Bow, and up

its valley is the Kananaskis Pass. Near Padmore's we are within touch

of the Rockies ; to our right a huge battlement of rock, then a tower, then

a truncated pillar, and then—nearer the road—a huge sloping mass of the

most magnificent rock exposures I had ever seen. The stratification is as

distinct as the leaves of a book, the dip of the strata being from the west,

as if tilted up from the Pacific side. This [great mass extends for more

than a mile along the roadside, so near that the temptation is very strong

to halt and climb up along the steep slope to the summit of the naked

Uj^estone. Passing through the gap, just beyond Padmore's—which spot

bears the name of a gentleman who settled here, apparently actuated by

love of soUtude an* tare of the beautiful combined- -the scenery- becomes

still grander. The gap opens out into parks, through which the river runs

'calmly, broadening out into almost lake-like expanses. The mountains on

'

each side are streaked with lines of snow. The railway is at an elevation

of about 4,500 feet, or as high asj the summit of Ben Nevis, and on the

south the mountains rise sheer up 7,000 feet more, the last thousand being

naked masses of rock. These mountain forms are superb ;
so varied and

cleariy defined, and on so gigantic a scale. Here is a great sphinx face, a

thousand feet long. There a Brobdignagian baby sleeping peacefully, ite

face upturned to the open heavens. A gigantic leopard couchant is suc-

ceeded by a lion rampant. Single peaks, then a Parnassus, then a

group of sisters, and then a serrated range ; every possible form, all alike

beautiful and on the grandest scale. There are still a few tires in the

woods along the base of the mountains, and the air is slightly hazy in con-

sequence ; but this helps rather than hinders the effect on the mind of the

onlooker. When the weather is perfectly clear, all the mountains within

the range of vision seem close at hand, so great is the mass of each. A
little haze gives the requisite perspective. When clouds are wreathed

round the base or roll midway up, the peaks come out with nothing be-

tween them and you, and tEey seem so near that^one fancies he could

tJmoet put his hand on them. It seems to me that next summer, when

the journey can be made from Winnipeg to the summit of the Rockies in

two days, all Canada that can afford the trip will flock up to this valley.

Calgany, Morley, Padmore's, or farther on, Hillsdale in Aylmer Park, or

the summit iteelf would be good centres for sight-seeing, prospecting,

geologizing, hunting or fishing. I have not seen the Yo-semite, but to judge

from photographs merely, the valley of the Bow should have the prefer-

....eace. As we proceed up the valley the mountains become grander. One,

Cascade Mountain, so called from a jet of water that bursts out from its

naked stone side half way up and trickles down to its feet, is fully 5,000

feet above the 4,600 that is the elevation of the park at its base. Three-

fourths of the 5,000 feet is bare limestone, at one point twisted, elsewhere

regularly stratified, and the whole presenting at a distance the appearance

of an enormous solid mass of stone. From the Devil's Head, a still higher

peak behind, !^ turbulent stream flows, which we came to know pretty well,

for we had to cross it seven times in the course of as many miles. If it

be true that a vein of good anthracite coal has been discovered at Cascade

Mountain, the realistic settlers will probably change the name to Mount

Anthracite. Such a find would be of more value to the country than the

recent alleged discovery of gold-bearing quartz, declared to be worth from

$70,000 to $150,000 a ton at Castle Mountain, still farther up the valley.

A party tl^at wished to l^unt would require to engage, at Morley, In-

dians who know the mountains, for between the Stonies and the work con-

nected with tracklaying and the prospecting of miners, every kind of game

must have been driven out of the valley of the Bow ; but to the north and

south good sport can still be had. The Kicking Horse valley to the west

ia also good, and the Selkirks are virgin ground for the hunter. Various

kinds of deer, the white-tailed—like the ordinary Canadian deer—the

black-tailed, and the cariboo, all three different from the antelopes of the

plains ; the elk, or the regular red deer ; the moose ; mountain sheep and

goats ; and bears, brown, black, grizzly and cinnamon, all offer sport of a

noble kind. The rivers, brooks and lakes are said'to be well supplied with

fine mountain trout, weighing from half a pound to twenty pounds. But

as we went in for neither shooting nor fishing, we cannot speak with

authority on the great subject of sport".

,, At Hillsdale, twenty-eight miles on this side of the summit, 'we ex-

changed our waggons for saddles and pack-horses. At this camp there was

a supply store belonging to the railway, and we were furnished with every-

thing that would probably be required to, take us as far as the second cross-

ing of the Columbia on the other side of the Selkirks. We grudged

sorely having to carry provisions down the Kicking Horse that we would

not need till we began to cross the Selkirks, but it was impossible to know

in what condition Major Rogers' stores might be, and our commissariat

had to be secured. The Hillsdale camp, at the west end of Aylmer park,

was the most beautifully situated of any that we had yet seen. It was

pitched at the foot of some low aspen and spruce covered hills, looking out

Jo the east on a grassy park of five or six acres on which our teams and

the teams of half a dozen other parties, and cattle intended for speedy con-

version into beef, were quietly grazing. This park opened out between

opposing lines of mountains that rose 4,000 feet above it ;
double ranges,

the lower wooded at the base and then ribbed with long lines of spruce

that struggle with the rocks and frost and snow for a bare living, the

higher springing from and immediately behind them, great masses of naked

limestone contorted by primeval convulsions, polished and worn down by

glacial action and atmospheric influences into every conceivable form. Every

one of these multitudinous peaks is worthy of a separate description, and

would be honoured with it over.and over again could it only be transported

to the plains—say near Winnipeg. Before long they will probably be

photographed to death, and nothing but the art of the photographer can do

justice to their infinite richness in detail.

In the forenoon at Hillsdale we held divine service on a convenient

knoll shaded by aspens near the camp. Though brief notice was given,

between twenty and thirty assembled, consisting of engineers, doctor,

storemen, contractors, prospectors, and one lady—wife of a contractor

whose tent was two or three miles distant, and who had come_on an

errand to the store, and remained to grace the congregation with her pres-

ence. In the afternoon we made a Sabbath day's journey on horseback.

After the horrible jolting we had had for three days in our dilapidated

waggons over roots, ruts and boulders, through mudholes where we were

like to stick and mountain torrents where we were like to be upset, it was

delightful to be on a pony's back for an hour or two. At the next camp

thg engineer was one of "the first eighteen" of the Royal Military Col-

lege, and we spent the evening with him and his chief, who had accom-

panied us from Hillsdale. After high tea and a pleasant evening, they

made us a first rate bed of fragrant spruce and pine boughs, judiciously

placed thatch-wise. A buffalo robe over these, and then three blankets

over us enabled us to sleep comfortably, though the water in a pan at the

door of the tent was found frozen in the morning. The sharp air had

simply the effect of making us ready at six o'clock for a breakfast of^or-
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ridge and condensed milk, bacon and beans and corn, bread and excellently

cooked dried apples, and good cofTee. From this part of the valley. Castle

Mountain, a magnificent looking turreted rock crowning a- great mountain

range, rises so boldly that we can study every detail into which the lime

stone is carved. Those mighty masses look as if they had been piled up

by masons, and chiselled and sculptured by artists. In t^eir singular mul-

tiplicity and finish of detail the mountains of the Bow Biver certeinly

excel the Alps. It is in this part of the valley that the stratified and

igneous rocks meet, and of course parties of prospectors and miners

are searching for silver and gold. Good specimens have been found, and

one or two miners whom we met declared that the district was certain to

be another Colorado. But it is so difficult to know whether or not the

specimens were carried to the spot in the pockets of speculators, and

people have been bitten so often, that average credulity is not so great on

the nugget and bonanza business as it once was. " I wouldn t believe it

was genuine," remarked one gentleman who had been bitten hard by a

salted mine, "if I saw a vein of solid silver jutting out from the rock.

However, the Castle Mountain Mining Coi^pany and the miners of Silver

City .are not sceptical. May their "Queen of. the Hill" beat Colorado!

And 80' say we all.

GRANT AND JULIUS G^SAR

m

In the House of Representatives at Washington a few days since, Mr.

Belford, of Colorado, used the following language :
" General Grant was the

greatest soldier who has ever been upon the face of the earth since the

days of Julius Ciesar. Pompey was conquered, Hannibal was conquered,

Napoleon was conquered, but General Grant, in all his splendid mibtary

career, never lost a battle."

Throughout the Northern States, Grant is very much over-rated as a

general If Mr. Belford had stated that Grant had the highest reputation

in proportion to his merit that any man in any walk of life ever had he

would be nearer the mark. If success alone is the test of great generalship,

irrespective of the odds on either side, of course Grant is a great general.

With some, success is genius, heroism, patriotism, everything, and in a

utiliUrian age, and among a utilitarian people perhaps it is the only test

they know how to apply. When, however, comparisons are made with

Hannibal, C»sar and Napoleon. Grant's claims to high rank among generals

seem paltry and ridiculous. The great general is he who, with the odds

against him, in the face of obstacles and difficulties, never falters, inspires

4 men with confidence, and by stratagem and skill wrests victory from

despair. Frederick the Great, who with a population of 5,000,000 fought a

coalition of nearly 100,000,000, and by his military skill and ability

emerged triumphantly from the uneven contest, can fairly claim to be

ranked as a great general.

Napoleon's greatest campaigns were thos^ of- 1.796 and 1814. In one

he was victorious, in the other defeated; yet his generalship was as great

-
in the one case as in the other; in fact, many scientific soldiers think his

unsuccessful campaign of 1814 the most brilliant. The American people

need not go back to Julius Ciesar to find an abler soldier than Grant. Their

-o^n country Tias proruced in General Robert E. Lee on« fit to rank with

the greatest generals of all ages. A reference to the circumstances of the

civU war will show the striking contrast between the resources of the rival

chiefs Grant led the armies of the North, supported by a population and

wealth many times greater than that of the South. Men could be obtained

from every quarter, while the South, surrounded by hostUe armies and

fleets, had barely their own people to recruit from. The?Jorthern generals

had lines of retreat to every point of the compass, a fact which exphiins

the want of decisive result in some of the Southern victories. In ships, m

money, in stores, the North overwhelmingly had the advantage. In the

face of all this, Lee, against enormous odds, with ever lessening ranks, won

victory after victory, and for three long ye«^, by marveUous strategical

and tactical skill, held the whole power of the North at bay.

Grant, who, at the head of a large army had won some successes in the

west, and done some good Service around Vicksburg, ^^
^^^l^^^^

siderable reputation, and in 1864 was placed in command of the army of

the Potomac' a^d pitted against Lee. He at once mvented a new system

of war, original in itself, and particularly suited to'the cin,um«tanoes of ^e

Le. Thif^ystem is described by Grant himself in »u« fin^ report on the

war. and the Ltory of the campaigns of 1864 and 1865 m V".guua, p.^ve

that he followed closely and fully the principles he had laid dow. H«

position was peculiar. He had unlimited suppUes of men, arm. *nd mon^.

Cworld w^pen to him to recruit from, while the South --«^-^^
with every avaUable man in the field. Hi. army wa. compo«Mi partly of

volunteers obtained by the highert bountie. (in paper currency) ever of-

fered by conscription, and by the substitute, hired by conscripts to fight

for them. There is a good story illustrating this :
Some veterans of the

war<wereUlking over their experiences, and telling of their wounds and

escapes, when one said: « Yes, gentlemen, but you all returned to your

homes, while the bones of my substitute now whiten the sands of the James

river
" Grant-knew that in generalship he was not equal to Lee, and his

system as he explained it, was to " hammer continually " with superior

numbers, until the enemy would be worn away by the " mere attrition.

He was willing to lose 10,000 conscripts and substitutes, if he only suc-

ceeded in killing 1,000 of Lee's men, knowing that he could keep on sacri-

ficing life in this way until the Southern army was gone.

In 1864, with 140,000 men to Lee's 50,000, he began the campaign by

the battle of the Wilderness, where, after hard fighting, he was defeated.

A few days later came the battle of Spotsylvania Court House, where he

w« again defeated with heavy loss. Here he waited for large re .force-

ments from Washington, and then moving to Hanover Junction . again

attacked Lee with the same result. A few days after, occurred th terrible

fighting at Cold Harbour, where, after a severe repulse and feai il losses.

Grant's men refused to move again to the attack. He was therefore

obliged to move around Richmond, cross the James river and establish

himself in a position which he could have reached by water without losing

a man He had been defeated in every battle, and his march had cost him

100 000 men ; but it had cost Lee, who could not replace them, 18,000

Grant's cold-blooded recklessness as to his soldiers' lives is proved by

this march. The proof is strengthened by the fact, which is undoubted,

that he refused to exchange his men, who, as prisoners, were dying by the

thousands in the camp at Andersonville. . He knew that the Southern men

he would have had to return in their stead were better soldiers, and worth

more to the South, three times over, than his men were to him, whose sup-

plyfof reinforcements seemed inexhaustible. The treatment of these prisoners

by the Northern Government, in refusing to supply medicines for them,

in refusing to sell medicines to the South for their use, in refusing to see

deputations from their own numbers to plead for the exchange of their

comrades, was the most heartless feature of the war, and it was all a part

of General Grant's method of carrying on war. We have outhned his sys-

tem It was original. It was suited to the times. It was successful.

There is one weak point in it, however, and it should not be forgotten-

and that is, it can only be used by a general who has overwhelming odds

at his disposal, and resources without Umit. With equal, or nearly equal

numbers, the system cannot be adopted, and, with the odds m his favour,

a real general will win more decisive successes without resorting to

butchery and heartless cruelty in the treatment of4iis soldiers.

Grant's army was formed and trained by McClellan in the early part

of the war, when the South was strong and defiant. McClellan^ skill and

generalship alone saved it after the seven days' battle in front of Richmond.

It is safe to say. that had Grant been in command then, the army

would have been lost. Grant was true to his colleagues, and true to the

cause He behaved weU and deserves credit for it^in manfuUy insisting

upon the terms of the capitulation being carried out in good faith with Lee.

He was unostentatious in his manners, and not fond of mihtary display.

He had plenty of that bull-dog courage which led him to sacnface anything

and everything to the general result ; bu^Be was not a great general-not

even a second-rate general. History will remember him only as the man

who happened to be in command when Lee was defeated ;
as bcipio Afnca-

nus who was really an able soldier, is mainly remembered as the conqueror

'
., , G. T. Dbnisok.

of Hanmbal. •

FROM DIFFERENT STANDPOINTS.

Ukder the caption « A Plea for Pure Newspapers " a prominent jounu»l

sympathizes with the Ument of an American writer who bewails the i^t

thatthirty per cent, of the space of five leading dailies in New York is de-

voted to the prurient and pernicious details of murders, suicides, seduc-

tionm abortions, et cetera. It then goes on to rejoice that every respectable

iour^t in Canada aim. at making the organ with which he may be c<ni-

nected such that any young Jady may peruse it So far «, good
_

A.

regard. Toronto joumih^ with perhap. one notable exception, no serious

attempt i. made to cater to the vitiated appetite, of a .ewer ''onBtitu.v^cy

But might not «, good a principle with advantage be earned further 1

Wouldit not be for the pubUc advantage if leading party organ, were to

eliminate from their column, the BillingH?»te and unchantablene.. hat so

often eh.racteri« themi Would it not be a great and de«rable step

i. the purification of joumali.m if fair report, and broad comment were

sub.tituted for the garbled and one-ided pabulum now daily dished 1

» Fair pUy i. a jewel" The writer who fears to give the «me pubhcity

to an opponent's dicta as he secures for his own, pays but a poor compli-

ment to the cause he espouses. The good old maxim, audi alteram partem,

is a manly one, and the joumaUst who is convinced of the justice of his

principles will readily acquaint readers with both sides of all public ques-

tions. But it has now become the case that in order to get a true report

of a political address one must read the organs of both parties, since each

reproduces just what will teU for the particular section it represents,

omitting all reforence to points scored by its adversaries. This is all wrong.

Such a suppressio veri very neariy approaches a positive grtfl-jre^^io Msi, and

does infinite discredit, more especially when—as is only too common-

phrases are twisted, lago-like, "to thicken other proofs that do demonstrate

thinly." It would be amusing if it were not sad to observant minds to

note how almost invariably this principle of one-sided reporting regulates

not alone the shorthand writer's notes, but even colours editorial comments

on the proceedings of the Provincial Parliament. A fow excerpts showing

how inconvenient points are " burked" and telling ones are dilated upon

to suit the purpose of respective writers may be of interest.
|

Mr.. Metcalfe was, aa usual, humorous, with some very pertinent foints-ior Grit

consideration.

—

Mail. ^_/v

Mr. MetoaUe's rattling, rambling speech afforded great amusement to\both sides

of the house. When he promised near the end of his speech to " condense as soon as

he had let his steam off," the hilarity was uproarious.— (-r/o6e.
j

Mr. Badgerow was a little boastful and a litUe partizan.—Afaii.

Mr. Badgerow made an exoeUent speech. He cornered Mr. Morris on the vaUdity

of the boundary award.

—

Globe.

When Hon. Mr. Fraaer rose in the House this afternoon to present a petition he was

greeted with loud applause from both Opposition and Ministerial benches, '^ token of

STrespect entertained for him and satisfaction at his being sufficiently restored from

his recent indisposition to appear in his accustomed ieat.—hlobe.

The Mail makes no reference to this incident.

Mr. Lauder's silver tones feU wearisomely on both sides of the House for a full hour.

There were the usual wUd statements, inaccuracies, aed misrepresentations oharaoter-

ist^ of this speXr's harangues. He made a ridicu;ou8 exhibition of his methods of

loric1^ aU^k on the Government's conduct of Ae boundary award dispute. He

drew ^tTscrap-book. in which he said he had preserved aU the speeches of the Mm-

i"eTs mien he read lengthy extracts, which urged tne ratifica ion of the award, but

none of wWch contained ^y refusal to consider the advisability of re ernng the question

to ?he Pr'vi CouncU . The Opposition felt annoyed ; the Ministerial side breakmg mto

Lghter^theTh fresh extract, called, "Go on, give u. more "
;
and Mr. Lauder was

forced to eollapae.

—

Globe.

Mr Lauder put a good deal of Ule into the debate. He very properly went stra^jht

at Mr Rots in regard to the authorization of school books. He went at Mr. Hardy ^so

SsgTmty when acting Minister, of a good deal of mUchief. On the question of the

"SaJyTw Mr. Lauder put a famUiar idea in a new way. He made it very clear that

d^fnTlhe campaign of February last the Attorney-General and his co leagues appealed

&peop?eto'su^portthem in "sticking to the \'"d," imd m refusmg ev»ythmg

short of aU that hmi been given by the award. Mr. Awrey had a bad five minutes at

the h^dTof MrTauder. He hid been offensive, in some interjected remarks, to Mr

ilde^ Mr. Lauder said the event reminded ti» of the German sto^ of the claim of

inighthood made by the man who had been kicked by the ass '''°
'^•fj"/^? '''onW A donkev from the South Wentworth farm had once made a similar attack on

sS'idhn Snl, who is the Conservative king. But Mr. ^-der explained tha^ he

was not in a position to claim knighthood, because, after all, the ass who had kicked at

1^ WM not the one that had brayed at the Premier, but only a smaUer and less well-

bred relative from the same laim.—ilail.

Mr PhelDS stated amid rapturous applause that he had an idea in his head, which

he then nroce^Tto unearth. The hon. members were disappointed, however, on

find^gVattlie obj^t of the hon. gentleman's discovery was merely a cerebral dis-

turbance.—Mail.

Mr. Phelps made an excellent point againat the outcry raised by Mr. Lauder and

some of his friends.

—

GU>be.

Mr Ravaide's spee.h was one of the best of the week. His style is fluent but con-

cise Inl^hl delfverpieastng to the hearer. He poBsesBes in a remarkable degree the

power of retaining the attention of the House.—CrMc.

Mr Ravside let the oat out of the bag as to the extraordinary prolongation of thie

M np . wlt^ Ths Government are evidently playing a waitmg game.-J/ail.
*^

Lk Guettbub.

OTTAWA NOTES.

Vbrt Uftle has been done in Pariiament so far. Up to date the politicians

have managed to keep themselves amused with the preparation of motions

for documents relating to almost every subject that the Government could

be supposed to know anything about, and with discussions more or less

unimportant. But it is no longer necessary to make any particular effort

to pass the time, for the great measure of the sesaion-the " better terms >

to the Canadian Pacific BaUway Company-is before the Hou«», a casus

belli between the parties ha. been found, and the battle will soon rage

with all its accustomed fury. The term, of the new bargain, the feeling

with wUch it wiU be regarded by different classes, the effect it will have

in weakening or strengthening the Oovernment-these and a dozen other^

questions are eagerly discussed. One important matter, which seems, not-

withstanding its importifiice, to receive small consideration in the lobbiM, i.

what length of time the new measure will occupy in pasang through Par-

liament The probabiUty is that almost, if not quite, a month will elapw

before the active discussion of the question will be over. Thi. doe. not

mean that the country will have to stand thirty days of talk on this sub-

ject alone. At prewnt Government measures have precedence on only two

days of the week, private members having the right to press their resolutions

for consideration for the rest of the time. The debate on this formidable

proposition, therefore, will be a case of " linked sweetness, long drawn

out."

Of course there is no doubt that the Government will carry its point.

Jt would be madness for the majority to quarrel with the Canadian Pacific

magnates. The country has nothing to gain by a quarrel with these men

now that the road is only half completed. Besides which the Government

has so large a majority that a bolt on the partof disaffected members would-

mean only the political suicide of the bolters.

The proposal has small chance of being fairly estimated here because it

is one of the class of questions on which the partizans have to vote with

their leaders, and on which the le.aders foel bound to take as widely diver-

gent views as possible. The Canadian Pacific Company was given such

privileges as have never before been given by a free self-governing people,

to enable it to construct a railway from the Pacific Ocean eastward to

Callendar. From that point independent and competing roads were to

carry the traffic to the seabord, the Canadian Pacific being run on terms

perfectly fair to all. Since that time the company, instead of confining its

attention to its work, has been playing a grab game for the trade through

to the AUantic, not only that by its own line, but that which comes via

Chicago as' well. It has spent money with ^ prodigal hand in buying up

eastern lines, apparently determined to secure by this means as perfect a

monopoly in the east as that secured to it by law in the west. This brought

the new magnates into collision with the Grand Trunk, and it was not till

after the crash that they realized they had run against a stronger corpora-

tion than their own. Now they come back to the Government to have

their broken credit repaired. The Government can not for very shame

refuse, for nothing could so discredit this administration as to have the

Canadian Pacific fail. But more than this, Canada herself dare not refuse

these demands, however great or however impudently put forward. Even

were a Liberal party in power to-day, the demands of the company would

be granted, perhaps with a worse grace than will be shown now, stiU they

would be granted. There is one point in this bargain which, though a

comparatively small matter in itaelf, indicates how fully the company is

master of the situation. This is that the million dollars left with the

Government as a pitiful pretence of security for the fulfilment of the con-

tract is to be given up.
.

^

The debate was to have come on to-day, but it did not, owing to the fact

that the customary notice across the floor had not been given. It is aafo

to predict, however, that the discussion wUl show the balance of debatmg

power to be with the Opposition, and nearly all the tact and good judg-

ment with the Government. The Liberals will carefully forget to say what

should be done with the case as it stands. And the Government will

quietly ignore the fact that the present mischief is due to their policy.

They will dwell upon the necessity of completing the road at once. In

short, the Opposition will have the satisfaction of showing that they were

right, and the Government wUl vrin sympathy and carry its pomt.

But even though the Canadian Pacific new bargain is down, the City

is not given over to poUtics. Far from it. Winter sports .flourish here.

Tobogganing grows in favour every year, and will soon becqme^^n8UtU:_

tion like lacrosse. A book will one day be written on the development of

tobogganing, and a very interesting book it will be. It used to be neces-

sary to have a hill and to sUde down it until the snow was packed hard

enough to make the exercise a pleasure. After a time rich men who did

not happen to have hills at hand built slides for their children. The idea

was taken up, and big slides were buUt for the amusement of grown people.

This was expensive, however, and gave the rich people a monopoly of the

sport Tobogganing clubs were then formed among the young men to put the

fun on a more democratic basis. This year sees the best development of that

idea hitherto achieved. An enterprising and pubUc-spirited young civil

servant has formed a club to maintain a slide on the bank of the Rideau

river Two splendid tracks, each a quarter of a mile long, have

been made side by side down the steep bank and across the

river Special toboggans have been made, a club-room buUt, and men

employed to look after the club's property. The slide wa. opened by Hon.

A. P Caron, minister of militia, the occasion being marked by a torch-Ught

,

procession, a bonfire, Chinese lanterns, and all the et ceteras, winding up

with a champagne supper. No special description of the sport is neces-

sary, but it may be worth while to note that both Udies and gentlemen

taki^ part in it usually wear a blanket suit with tuque and moccasins, and a

more picture«iue scene than a group of these gay young people in the light

of bonfire and torches it would be difficult to imagine. The sport is some-

if

hi

^.
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thing more than merely exhilarating. A quarter of a mile in fourteen
Beconds, the first part of the journey down a hill the descent of which is

hke falling off the roof of a four-story house, is calculated to quicken the
pulse to a point which "exhilaration" is not sufficiently strong to do justice
to. Yes, tobogganing is becoming an institution, and a hair-raising,
breath-catch:ng, glorious institution it is.

The date of the Governor-General's ball is not yet announced. The
social season so far has not been so gay as it usually is during the Session.

Ottawa, Feb. Srd. _ Ed. Ruthven.

CORRESPONDENCE.

gK&t Liberal Party of England, which prevents thera from acknowledging
the moral nghtof the Irish, as well as the Canadians, to local selfrgovernment.
Apart from the inherent right of separate civilized communities to manage
their own local affairs, there is no other practical way to have thera so
wellmanagedj or to have them managed at all in conformity with the
wishes of those interested. Yours etc., J D Edgar.

^ IRISH HOME RliLK.

To the Editor of "The Week':"
"

Sir,—-In the article on current events, in the last number of The Week
your distinguished correspondent, " A Bystander," seems to have allowed

_ his judgment to be obscured by the depth of his feelings on the Irish ques-
tion. It 13 not unreasonable, I admit, that an Englishman by birth, educa-
tion and social ties, should feel his blood stirred at the wanton and cowardly
butcheries that have been perpetrated ostensibly in the interest of an agi-
tation for Irish rights; yet it might have been hoped that a writer so lib-
era and broad m his gei,eral views, and so cosmopolitan in his sympathies
could have dissociated himself from the exceeding bitterness too many
iinglishmen evince to-day against the unfortunate people of Ireland In
addressing the intelligence of this country, as be does through your columns
bo would carry conviction to many more minds, if he were to deal with this
question rather more from the standpoint suggested by his nom deplume.

As a native Canadian of British descent, it seems to me both natural
and highly proper that my fellow-countrymen should feel and express a
desire to see the experiment of Home Rule tried in Ireland. Whether our
Pariiament should again offer formal advice to the British Governmentwho apparently resent such action, is quite another question. Althoughwe have had our soil invaded, and our sons murdered, by Fenians, the most
ultra-protestant loyalist amongst us has not seen in that a ground for agi-
tating to deprive an Irishman in Canada of a single political privile<Te We
cannot, therefore, be expected to understand why the action of the same
American Fenians, who invade and murder in Dublin or London, should be
held to justify a refusal to grant local self-government to the Irish at home
Those who best know the temper of the peopleof Canada, cannot believe thatwe would submit for a day to be without our Home Rule. Some may think
that we nught concede to an Imperial Federal Legislature with safety a few
of the rights of self-government we possess; but none dream that we would
ever assent to having our local control over local affairs transferred to aPariiament across the sea, to which we might send a few representa-
tives. Is It then, a matter for either surprise or indignation, that nine
out of ten Canadians should feel, as they do, a sympathy with the Irish
struggle for Home Rule? This sympathy, however, is said to be an
evidence of a desire for the dismemberment of the Empire. Truly our
Canadian experience teaches a different lesson. The far-sighted states-
manship of England has, for over forty years, yielded to each demand
that we have made for an extension of our self-governing powers, so
soon as It was shown to be the settled wish of the people. No one will
argue that Canada could have been stUl retained as a part of the Em-
pire, If these demands had been refused. But, we are told there is animportant minority of the Irish people who are opposed to Home Rule,and their wishes must be respected. I wonder what would have hap-
pened in Canada if the English Government had regarded the wishes
of «ie highly respectable minority here who were bitterlfopposed to ourhaving responsible government? The Empire has certainly been saved
from dismemberment, in this part of the globe, by the enlightened con-

-cessiona of Home Rule that have been made to Canada ; ancTtlie^efusSr
of similar concessions to Ireland seems to be followed by most disturbing
and discouraging results. °

It is lamented by some that our system of self-government involves toomany popukr elections
; and it is feared that the weU known vivacity ofIrishmen would have altogether too much scope on similar occasions

I think that our various elections, ranging from those for school trusteesup to those for the Commons, are productive of much loss of time andpersonal discomfort to the citizens. Yet, they create among these samegrumbling citizens a certain feeling of self-satistied contentment, an impres-sion that affaire about which they are so often consulted cannot go veryfar wrong
; and these contests are the means of working off the surplusenergy and ambition of thousands in our midst. They are perennial safetyvalves for our body politic. Who can tell what re^less and d^ng^rous

spirits are quieted by running for small elective positions? How manvnoisy aldermen are potential Nihilists who would have burnt killed and
destroyed, and revolts! against Society itself, had they not bee'n permitted

w T llfCV^^""^
to plunder their fellow citizens in a more respectfulway? If the Irish wish for more elections, I say they should have themThere 18 nothing else that could possibly have so soothing an effect uponthe relations between England and Ireland. Engaged in the task of en-lightened self-government, the Irish would of all races in the world bethe most likely to have continual and important differences of opinionThis would produce a wholesome state of excitement at home, which wouldtend greatly to interest and satisfy the people. Their own concerns andsquabbles would engross their active attention. Obstructionists wouldsoon migrate from Westminster to College Green, where they would findample scope for their talents. It must be that some panic has seized the

MR. BLAKE AND THE PACIFIC RAILWAY.

To the Editor of "The Week:" . ;

Sir,—You say in the' last number of The Week, echoing a previous
statement by " Bystender," that Sir John Macdonald can view with seren-
ity the difficulties which surround the additional grant to the Pacific

J T*^
Syndicate,fwen knowing that he commands an obedient following,

and that Mr. Blake's record on the question will not permit of his attack-
ing the most vulnerable point—the original construction of the road. I
hope the followers of Sir John will do their duty by the country. As re-
gards Mr. Blake, you assume, I suppose, either that he favoured or did
not oppose the construction of the road in the first instance. If this is
your meaning, I don't so understand his record. My recollection is, thatMr Blake very strongly opposed the terms of the union with British Col-
umbia on account of the provision they contained for the construction of the
railway, and that his opposition to the railway was emphatically expressed
by speech and vote. But granting that Mr. Blake either had favoured or
did not oppose the building of the road when the British Columbia terms
were under consideration, how is he precluded from commenting on or
condemning the Government's bargain with the Syndicate ? How is any
member of the House, whether a supporter or an opponent of the Govem-
""•lu

' P'"*,?'""^*^ ^•o°> taking any course he sees fit on the original bargain
with the Syndicate, or on the modification of it now before Pariiament ?
Does the mere fact of a member having at one time favoured the construc-
tion of the roada>ind him to support any bargain which the Government
may make for completiag the work, no matter how infamous its termsmay be ? Consistency is a good thing, and I think Mr. Blake can readily
maintain the consistency of his course on the Pacific Railway -question
but conceding that his record has been what the Editor and the " By-
stander indicate, is he bound by it as a man of honour and a representa-
tive of the people to acquiesce in the terms of a bargain not necessary to
the carrying out of the original agreement ? Is he bound to acquiesce inany bargain for the construction of the road, no matter how outrageous its
terms may be? I confess that I have not so learned the morals of politics
or the duties of statesmen. Ontario

Toronto, February 4th. _,.
'

:: (

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.
By EDOAB FiwcETT anthor of "A Gentleman of Leisure," "A Hopolew Ca« •

An Ambitious Woman," "Tinkling Cymbals," etc.

VI.

—

Continued.

Just at this point, and somewhat to Pauline's secret annoyance Kin-
delon returned with a lady at his side. Pauline was soon told the' lady's
name, and as she heard it her annoyance was swiftly dissipated by a new
curiosity. She at once concluded that Miss Cora Dares bore very slight
resemblance to her mother. She was taller, and her figure was of full if
not generous, moulding. Her rippled chestnut hair grew low over the fo're-c
head

;
almost too low for beauty, though her calm, straight-featured face

lit by a pair of singularly luminous blue ^yess, and ending in a deep-
dimpled chin of exquisite symmetry, needed but a glance to make -ood its
attraetiye^claim._JVIias_Cora.Dare^ was qaite profuse in her smiles • sBe"
gave Pauline, while taking the latter's hand, a very bright and charing
one, which made her look still less like her mother.

" We saw you and Mamma talking very earnestly together, Mrs
Varick," she said, with a brief side-glance toward Kindelon, "and so we
concluded that it would be safe to leave you undisturbed for at least a little
while. But mamma is curiously unsafe as an entert;ainer." This was said
with an extremely sweet and amiible look in Mrs. Dares's direction
" She sometimes loses herself in gentle rhapsodies. My sister Martha and
I have too keep watch upon he^by turns out of pity for the unliberated
victims."

"I need not tell you how I scorn the injustice of that charge, my dear
Mrs. Dares ?

" here cried Kindelon. " It would be late in the day to teU
you of my devoted admiration !

" "

"I fear it is early in the day for me to speak of mine," said Pauline •

but the laugh that went with her words (or was it the words themselves?)
rang sincerely, and took from what she' said the levity of mere idle com-
pliment.

• "But you will surely care to meet some of our friends, Mrs. Varick "
now said Cora Dares.

'

" Oh, by all means, yes 1

" exclaimed Pauline'. ' The girl's limpid, stead .
fast eyes fascinated her, and she gazed into their lucent depths longer than
she was perhaps aware. It was ^Imost like an abrupt awakening to find
that she and Mrs Dares' youngest daughter were standing rione togeth*
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Kindelon and the elder Wy having gone. " I want very much to m6et

many of your friends," Pauline proceeded. She put her head a little on

one side, while her lips broke into a smile that her companion appeared to

understand perfectly and to answer with mute gay intelligence. " I sup-

pose you hfive heard all about me and my grand project, just as your charm-

tng niother haS heard. Miss Dares j

"

-

" Oh, yes," returned C<^a.

"And you think it practicable?"

" I think it praiseworthy."

" Which means that I shall fail."

Cora looked humourously troubled. " If you do, it will not be your

fault. I am not doubtful on that point;."

" Your mother hsw by no means encouraged me. She says that I must

be careful in my selections, but she gives me very little hope of finding

many worthy subjects to select. She seems to think that when the wheat

has been taken from the tares, as it were, there will be very little whsat^

left."

" Yes, I know mamma's opinions. I don't quite .share them. My sis-

ter Martha does, however, thoroughly. . . Ah, here is Martha, now. Let

me make you acquainted."

Martha Dares proved to be still more unlike her mother than Cora,

save EM regarded her stature, which was very short. She had a plump

person, and a face which was prepo.<!aessing solely from its expression of

honest good-nature. It was a face whose fat cheeks, merry little black

eyes and shapeless nose were all a stout defiance of the classic type.

Pauline at once decided that Martha was shrewd, energetic and cheerful,

and that she might reveal, under due provocation, a temper of hot fla.sh

and acute sting.

" And now you know the whole family, Mrs. Varick," siiid Cora, when

her sister had been presented.

" Yes, I complete the group," said Miss Dares, with a jocund tl^R of

the tongue about her speech that suggested a person who did all her think-

ing in the same fleet and impetuous way. " I hope you tin<l it an interest-

ing group, Mrs. Varick ?
"

" Very," said Pauline. " Its members have so much individuality.

They are all three so different."

" Tme enough," hurried Martha. " We react upon each other, for

this reason, ir. • ttnj aalatarj way. You've no idea wuaf a corre^'ive

agent my practical turn is for this poetic Mster of mine, who would be up

in the clouds nearly all her time, trying to paint the anpaintable, but for

an occasional downward jerk from me, you know, such as a boy will give

to a refractory kite. But I'll grant you that Cora has more than partially

convinced me that Ufe isn't entirely made up of spelling, arithmetic, geog-

raphy and the use of the globes—for I'm a school-teacher, please under-

stand, though in a rather humble way. And there's poor dear mamma.

Goodness knows what would become of Iter if it were not for both of us.

She hasn't an idea how to economize; her wonderful powers of work.

Cora and I have established a kind of military despotism ; we have to

say ' halt ' and ' shoulder your pen,' just as if she were a sort of soldier.

But it will never do for me to rattle on like this. I'm as bad, after my
own fashion, as our mutual friend, Mr. Kindelon, when I once really

_gBt started^ By the way, you know Mr. Kindelon very well indeed, don't

you?"
,

" Very well, though I have not known him very long," answered

Pauline.

She somehow felt that Martha's question concealed more interest than

its framer wished to betray. The little black eyes had taken a new keen-

ness, but the genial face had sobered as well. And for some reason just

at this point, both Martha and Pauline turned their look upon Cora.

She had slightly flushed ; the change, howover, was scarcely noticeable<

%e at once spoke, as though being thus observed had made her speak.

"He sJways has something pleasant to say of. you," softly declared

Cora. Here she turned to her sister. ". Will you bring up some people

to Mrs. Varick," she asked, " or shall I ?
"

" Oh, just as you choose," answered Martha. She had fixed her eyes

on Pauline again. The next moment Cora had glided off. -^—^

" What my sister says is quite true," affirmed Martha.

"You mean. . .
.?" Pauline questioned, with a faint start which she

could scarcely have explained.

" That Mr. Kindelon admires you very much."
" I am glad to hear it," returned Pauline, thinking how commonplace

the sentence sounded, and at the same time feeling her color rise and

deepen under the persistent scrutiny of those sharp dark eyes.

" Don't you think him intensely able ? " said Martha, much more

8lo5»ly than usual. " We do."

Pauline bowed assent. " Brilliantly able," she answered. " Tell me.

Miss Dares ; with -which of you is he the more intimatg, your sister or

yourself '(

" '

^

Martha gave a laugh that was crisp and curt. ' SKe'looked away from

Pauline as she answered. Oh, he's more intimate with me than with

Cora," she said. " We're stanch friends. He tells me nearly everything,

I think he would tell me if he were to fall in love."

" Really ? " laughed Pauline. Her face was wreathed in ' smiles of

apparent amusement. She looked, just then, as she had often looked in

the fashionable world, when everything round her .seemed so artifi<pal thi,t

she took the tints of her environment and became as artifical herself.

But it pleased her swiftly to change the subject. " I jim quite excited

this evening," she went on. " I am beginning a new carpeer, you under-

stand, of course. Tell me, Miss Dares, how do ijou think I shall succeed

in it ?

"

Martha was watching her fixedly. Her reply had a short, odd sound.

" I think you are almost clever enough not to fail," she said.

... (To be Continued.

)

TRIOLETS.

' TO HER PALETTE.

Palette, milky white,

How I envy you 1

Hold her hand aright,

Palette, milky white.

Do her fingers light

Ant^ dainty thrill you through ;

Palette, milky white,

^ How I envy you !

Palette, milky white.

How I envy you !

Have you any right,

Palette, milky whit«(?.

You cannot reijuite

Love, as lovers do.

Palette, milky white,

How I envy you !

aiTxar with a pair of scissors.

Scissors keen and bright,

Did you ever cut it i

For they say you might.

Scissors keen and bright.

Is their blaming right,

Will you now rebut it 1

- Scissors keen and bright.

Will you %ver cut it ?

Scissors bright and keen,

Can I trust your edges ?

Cruel you have been,

_ Scissors bright and keen.

Will you come between
Us and cut our pledges ?

Scissors bright and keen, - -_

Can 1 trust your edges '(

W. Blina Carman.

A FANT.\3T.

As in a city given over to death,

One flying hour before the grave may be,

All frenzied mortals that have life and breath

Clasp hands, join lips, and take their fill of glee,

—

The grave fulfils, and faster whirls the throng.

Redder the wine runs through the desperate days,

The dance grows louder, madder grows the song.

The kisses wilder as the blue plague slays :

So the leaves fail and death is wide to smite

;

Haste, wind, make revel for a day and night

!

A. Lampman.

In Scotland they have narrow, open ditches, which they call sheep-

drains. A man was riding a donkey one day across a sheep-pasture ; but

when the animal came to the sheep-drain he would not go over. So the

man rode back a short distance, turned and applied the whip, thinking, of

course, that the donkey, when going at the top of hia speed, would jump
the drain. But not so. When the donkey got t» the drain he stopped, and

the man went over Mr. Neddy's head. No sooner had he touched the

ground than he got up, and, looking his beast straight in the face, said :

" Verra weel pitched ; but then, hoo are ye going to get ower yersel ?"

—

Tndependent.

I .
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INCIDENTS OF AMERICAN POLITICS DURING THE
OREAT STRUGGLE.

BENTON AND FOOTE.

I HAPPENED to be in the Senate on April 17th, just before the memorable
fracas between Foote, of Mississippi, and Col. Benton. They had had an
unfriendly encounter not long before, and it was well understood that
Benton had made up his mind that Foote should not henceforth name
him or allude to him in debate. Foote had said: "I do not denounce
him as a coward—such language is unfitted for this audience—but
It he wishes to patch up his reputation for courage, now greatly on the

_ wane, he will certainly have an opportunity of doing so whenever he makes
known his desire in the premises." Benton replied : "Is a Senatof to be

=-blackguardcd-m the discharge of his duty, and the culprit go unpunished 1
Is language to be used here which would not be permitted to be used in the
lowest pot-house, tavern or oyster cellar, and for the use of which he would
be turned out of any tavern by a decent landlord?" Benton's wrath had
not m the least cooled since this altercation. Foote was on the floor and
in speaking of the late " Southern Address," referred to Benton in terms— which everybody understood. In an indirect way he became more and
more personal as he proceeded. Col. Benton finally arose from his seat
with every appearance of intense passion ; and with a quick pace moved
toward J&oote who was addressing the Senate from his desk near the main
aisle. The Vice-President demanded "order," and several Senators tried
to ho d Benton back, but he broke loose from his keepers, and was moving
rapidly upon his foe. When he saw Benton nearing him, Foote sprang
into the main aisle and retreated toward the Vice-President, presenting
a pistol as he fled, or, as he afterwards expressed it, "advanced backward "

In the meantime Benton had been so obstructed by the Sergeant-at-Arms
and others that Foote, if disposed to shoot, could not have done so without
hring through the crowd. But Benton, with several Senators hanging to
him, now proceeded round the lobby so as to meet Foote at the opposite
side of the chamber. Teaming himself away from those who sought to
hold him, and, throwing open his bosom, he said, "Let him shoot me : let
him shoot me if he dares ; I never carry arms, and he know/ it : let the
assassin fire. He was an embodied fury, and r^ged and raVfed, the help-
less victim of his passions. 1 had never seen such an uproar in a legisla-
tive body, but the Sergeant-at-Arms at last restored order, when Mr Clay
suggested that both parties should voluntarily enter into bonds to keep the
peace, upon which Benton instantly rose and said, "I'll rot in jail sir
before I will do it. No, sir; I'll rot in jaU first. I'll rot, sir," and he
poured forth a fresh torrent of bitter words upon the man who was then so
well known throughout the Northern SUtes as " Hangman Foote " Benton
was not only a man of tremendous passions, but unrivalled as a hater
JNor did his hatred spend itself entirely upon injustice and meanness. It
•was largely personal and unreasoning. He was pre-eminently unforgivingHe hated Calhoun with a real vengeance, styling him "John Cataline
Calhoun, and branded him as a " coward cur that sneaked to his kennel
when the master of the hermitage blew his bugle horn." He seemed to
relent a little, however, when he saw the life of the great Carolinian
rapidly ebbing away, and on one occasion declared that, " When God lays
his hand on a man, I take mine oflf." His wit was sometimes as pungent
as his invective. In his famous speech on the Compromise measures he

fl" ^J- <2*,T„*
**"'"« ^'*' ^y 'comparing the boasted panacea of his"Omnibus BiU," or "five old Bills tacked together," to " old Dr. Jacob

Townsends sarsaparilla," and contrasting it with the alleged worthlessness
of the same measures when separately proposed, which he likened to
young Dr. Samuel Townsend's extract from the same vegetable " " Sar-

saparilla" was thus more widely advertised than ever before, but it aided
the triumph of the "young Dr." and the defeat of Mr. Clay's pet scheme

WEBSTER AS A SPEAKER.

1 HEARD the famous " Serenth of Mareh^eecfi^'^ of MrTWebsteri—To"me his oratory was a perfect surprise and curiosity. He not only spoke
with very unusual deliberation, but with pauses having no relation whatever
to the sense. His sentences were broken into fragments, and the
hearer was perplexed in the endeavour to gather his meanirg. In declar-
ing, for example, that he " would put in no Wilmot proviso for the pur-
pose of a taunt," etc., he made a long pause at " Wilmot," perhaps a half
minute, and finally, having apparently recovered his breath, added the word
" proviso; and then, after another considerable pause went on with his
sentence. His speaking seemed painfully laborious. Great drops of per-
spiration stood upon his forehead and face, notwithstanding the slownesTof
his utterance, suggesting, as a possible explanation, a very recent and heavy
dinner, or a greatly troubled conscience over his final act of apostacy from
his eariy New England faith. The latter was probably the truth, smce he
18 known to have long and seriously pondered the question of his ultimate
decision

; and, with his naturally great and noble traits of character he
could not have announced it without manifest tokens of uneasiness. I was
greatly interested in the brief dialogue between him and Mr. Calhoun which
followed this speech. Reference was made to their famous passage-
at-arms twenty years before : and Mr. Calhoun, while taking exception to
some of Mr. Webster's positions, congratulated him on his strong deliver-
anM m the interest of slavery. The great Carolinian was then wrestling
with the disease which soon afterward terminated his life, and was thin
pale, and feeble of step ; but his singularly intellectual face, and the pecu-*'
liar Ught which flashed from his eye while speaking, made him the moat
striking, picturesque figure in the Senate. No man can compute the evils
wrought by his political theories ; but in private life he was thoroughly
upright and pure, and no suspicion of poltical jobbery was ever whispered

m connection with his name. In his social relations he was most genialand kindly, while he always welcomed the society of young men who sought
the aid of his friendly counsel. Politically, he has been singulariy mis-
understood. He was not, as has been so generally thought, a disnnionist. Hewas the champion of State sovereignty, but he believed that this was the
sure basis and bond of union. He thought the right of State nullification,
It recognized, would hold the central power in check, and thus cement the
union

; while his devotion to African slavery as a defensible form of so-
ciety, and a solution of the conflict between capital and labour, was doubt-
less as sincere as it was fanatical.

BULL RUN. ,

But the war spirit was fully aroused, and active preparations were on
toot for an advance upon the enemy. The confidence in General Scott
seemed to be unbounded, and I found everybody taking it for granted that
when the fight began our forces would prove triumphantly victorious. On
the day before the battle of Bull Run I jjbtained a pass from General
Scott, intending to witness the engagement, believing I could do so of
course, with perfect safety, as our army would undoubtedly triumph I had
a very strong curiosity to see a great battle, and was now gratified with
the prospect of doing so ; but a lucky accident detained me. The battle
was on Sunday, and about eleven o'clock at night I was roused from my
slumber by Col. Forney, who resided on Capitol Hill near my lodgings
and who told me our army had been routed, and that the rebels wwe
marching upon the Capitol and would in all probability capture it be-
fore morning. No unmiraculous event could have been more startling
1 was perfectly stunned and dumbfounded by the news ; but I hasten^'
down to the Avenue as rapidly as possible, and found the space between
the Capitol and the Treasury Building a moving mass of humanity
l!.very man seemed to be asking every man he met for the latest news
while all sorts of rumours filled the air. A feeling of mingled horror and
despair seemed to possess everybody. The event was so totally unlocked"
for, and the disappointment so terrible, that people grew suddenly sick at
heart and felt as if life itself, with all its interests and charms, had been
snatched from their grasp. The excitement, turmoil and consternation
continued during the night and through the following day ; but no one
could adequately picture or describe ijt. Our soldiers came stragglin<r into
the city, covered with dirt and manf of them wounded, while the panic
which led to the disaster spread like a contagion through all classes.

LINCOLN.

On meeting him I found him far better looking than the campaign pictures
had represented. His face, when lighted up in conversation, was not unhand-
some, and the kmdly and winning tones of his voice pleaded for him like
the smile which played about his rugged features. He was full of on'odoce
and h-amour, and readily found his way to the hearts of those who enjoyed
a welcome to his fireside. His face, however, was sometimes marked by
that touching expression of sadness which became so generally noticeable in
the following years. On the subject of slavery I was gratified to find him
le^ reserved and more emphatic than I expected. The Cabinet rumour
referred to was true. He felt bound by the pledges which his leading
friends had made in his name pending the National Convention ; and the
policy on which he acted in theseand many other appointments was forcibly
illustrated on a subsequent occasion, when I earnestly protested against
the appointmeat of an incompetent and unworthy man as Commissioner of
Patents. " There is much force in what you say," said he, " but, in the bal-
ancing of matters, I guess I shall have to appoint him." This " balancing
of matters" was a source of infinite vexation during his administration al
It has been to every one of his successors ; and its most deplorable results _
have been witnessed in the assassination of a President. Upon the whole
however, I was much pleased with our first Republican Executive, and I
returned home more fully inspired than ever with the purpose to sustain^imto the utmost ia facing the duties of his great office.— "PoSiicar"
Jiecollections," George W. Julian.

OEISrS GRAVE.

Mb. Matthew Arnold's delivery is very quiet and professional. To
Americans, accustomed to the sensationalism of platform lecturers, it ap-
pears tame

; nevertheless he drew tears from the eyes of some of his audience
at Boston by reading the following poem, written by himself, on the grave
of a dog

:

'

Four years I—and did'it thoa itay above
The ground which hide* thee now but toor ;

And all that life and all that love

^^ Were crowded, Oeiit, into no mon. '

> Only four years—those winning ways.
Which make me for thy presence yearn,
Call'd as to pet thee or to praise,
Dear little friend, at every turn ;

That loving heart, that patient sonl.
Had they indeed no longer span.
To ran tiieir coarse, and reach tlieiT goal.
And read their homily to man

;

- That liqoid, melancholy eye,
From whose pathetic, soul-fed springs
Seem'd sorging the Virgilian cry,
The sense of tears in mortal things :
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That stedfant, monmfal strain, consoled
By spirits glorionsly gay.
And temper of heroic mould

—

What ! was four years their whole short day t

Tes, only four ; and not the coarse
Of all the centuries yet to come,
And not the infinite resoaroe
Of nature, with her countless sum

Of flgnres, with her falness vast
Of new creation evermore,
Can ever quite repeat the past,
Or jast thy little self restore.

Stem law of every mortal lot.

Which man, proud man, finds hard to bear.
And builds himself I know not what
Of second life, I know not where.

v

But thoa, when struck thine hour to go,

On us, who stood despondent by,
A meek last glance of love did'st throw.
And humbly lay^thee down to die,

also his fine memorittlpoem on Gameau, entitled " Notre Histoire." Judge
Routhier writes vividly and warmly of his travels in Italy and the south
of France, under the titles, " An Pays du Soleil," and " Souvenirs de Rome."
A sympathetic critical study of that lamented lyrist of such wonderful gifts,

Octave Crimazie, is given by M. Chapais. The volume is printed on
delicately toned paper, unbound. It is sure of a large and remunerative sale,

notwithstanding the fact that its circulation will be almost confined to one
Province. Small as is the French Canadian population, it is one which
knows how to appreciate the work.s of its writers. It ia owing to this,

probably, that French Canadians have been more prompt than their fellow-

countrymen of English race to achieve a characteristic national literature.

>

Yet would we keep thee in our heart

—

Would fix our favourite on the scene,
Nor let thee utterly depart
And be as if thoa ne'er hadat been ;

And so there rise these lines of verse
On lips that rarely form them now

;

While to each other we rehearse.
Snob ways, such arts, such looks hadst thoa ;

We stroke thy broad brown paws again, '

We bid thee to thy vacant chair.

We greet thee by the window pane.
We hear thy scuffle on the stair

;

We see the flaps of thy large ears
Qaick raised to ask which way to go ;

Crossing the frozen lake appears
Thy small black figure on the snow

;

Nor to as only art thoa dear
Who mourn thee in thine English home

;

Thoa hast thine absent master's tear,
Dropt by the far Australian foam.

Thy memory lasts both here and there.
And thou shalt live as long as we.
And after that—thoa dost not care

;

In us was all the world to thee.

Yet, fondly zealous for thy fame.
Even to a date beyond our own
We strive to carry down thy name.
By mounded tarf, and graven stone.

We lay thee, close within our reach.
Here, where the grass is smooth and warm.
Between the hoUy and the beech.
Where oft we watoh'd thy coachant form.

Asleep, yet lending half an ear
To travellers on the Portsmouth road

;

There choose we thee, guardian dear,
Mark'd with a stone, thy last abode ;

Then some, who through this garden pass,
When we too, like thyself, are clay.

Shall see thy grave upon the grass,

And stop before the stone, and say ;

People who lived here long ago
Did by this stone, it seems, intend
-lo iiam« for fatnre times to know
The dacks-housd, Geist, their little friend.

Poems and Songs. By Evan MacColl. Toronto : Hunter; Rose & Co.

This volume, in which is gathered all the verse which Mr. MacColI has
written in the English tongue, nevertheless does not represent his whole
poetical achievement. His more distinctive fame has come to him as a
writer of fervent Gaelic song. His work in this forceful and fiery speech
is collected in a volume entitled " Clarsach Nam Beann." Among the
first things to be noticed in Mr. MacColl's verse are his naturalness and his
vholesome purity of tone, which are nevertheless united with a form of
expression and turn of sentiment which belong distinctly to the school of
Moore and Byron. The absence of careful elaboration and of marked
technical finish is compensated for in part by the spontaneity of every utter-

ance, by the direct and ardent .singing impulse which is at almost all times
perceptible. Mr. MacColl is an earnestly patriotic Scotchman, and in one
stirring lyric he calls upon his countrymen to a-ssert themselves and^ no
longer overshadowed by their Ejiglish brethren. He questions if " Stands
Scotland where it did ;" and, in view of what he deplores as Scotch de-

generacy, he seems almost to expect an answer in the negative.

'

' Land of the Bruce ! I marvel how
With scarce a murmur comest thou

To let it seem
As if thy name

Were of the list of nations now.

" Up I Or evermore disown
Thy once well-won fair renown

!

If, of two.

One mo-st do, "

Let the Saxon name go down.

"

Mr. MacColl is at his strongest when using short swift metres, in the
handling of which he brings out the vim and stirring efiect of which they
are so capable. As an instance, take the lines on "The Findhorn." It

may be fairly inferred that Mr. MacColl speaks advisedly when he thus
defines a poet :

—

"A player strange on life's rough stage.
Now saint, now sinner, and now sage ;"*

A dreamer oft of creed unsound,
And yet a prophet frequent found

;

A wayward wight of passions wild.
Yet tender-hearted as a child

;

A spirit like the lark endowed
* To sing its sweetest in a cloud

;

A soul to whom, by Beauty given,
A frown is hell, a smile is heaven

!

^__
The friend of Truth, past contradiction,"" '";

"""S" And yet the very slave of Fiction
;

The mortal foe of vanity,

Yet no one half so vain as be ;
—

"

Several of Mr. MacColl's poems, such as that "On. a Lady Pkying the-
" Harp," have an old-time quaintness and sweetness that are refreshing in

these days of over-wrought song. In the more facile measures Mr. Mac-
Coll too often falls into commonplace ; lured on by the easy movement he

BOOK NOTICES.

Nouvbllbs Soirees Canadiennes. Published under the direction of

X ,.. Louis H. Tach^. Quebec : L. J. Demers & Fr^re.

The appropriate motto to this work is M. Nodier's " Hatons-nous de
raconter les delicieuses histoires du peuple avant qu'il les ait oubliees."

It is a gathering of the best things that have been added to our national
literature, chiefly during the past year, by French Canadian writers. The
first volume of this new series was that issued for 1882, and was a revival

of tWold "Soirees Canadiennes," which had been discontinued twenty
yeaw before, after having been the means preserving to our literature a
great quantity of valuable matter. The original series was the receptacle
for those delightful " Legendes" which will keep ever fresh the nattie of
the Abbi Casgrain. The revived work claims to be the only review
devoted exclusively to original and Canadian matter. English-writing
Canadians would do well to emulate their patriotic Quebec con/rirea in
such an undertaking. Among the names, a long and distinguished list,

which are represented in or connected with this volume may be mentioned
particularly as being most familiar to English readers those of the Hon.
P. J. O. Chauveau, the Hon. Hector Fabre, and Judge Routhier ; Messieurs
L. H. Frechette, Arthur Buies, Faucher de St. Maurice, Oscar Dunn, B.
Suite, Alfred Gameau, P. Lemay, E Gagnon, and T. Chapais. Of special
value are the " Chronicles " for the different months, written for the most
part by M. Chapais. M. F»echette contributes a poem on the year 1870, and

seema^to lose his inspTralton and^to remain awhile unconscious of the loss.

In matters of technique there are many defects, and a large number of care-

less rhymes are admitted. A few printer's errors have been suffered to

creep in, which m^ke hopeless confusion of two or three stanzas ; but their
character is obvious, and they will not be charged to the poet's account.

Devotees of the fashionable art of pottery decoration owe a new debt
to Miss M. Louise McLaughlin for the little volume entitled " Suggestions
to China Painters," (Cincinnati : Robert Clarke i Co). Miss McLaughlin
is the chief authority on this subject in America, as Cincinnati, owing to
the rare and fine clays to be found in its vicinity, is the chosen home of the"
art. The little volume is before all things practical in its directions, clear,

accurate, and definite. It is intended to supplement, from the author's
fuller experience and more extended study, her elementary works on
" China Painting " and " Potte^ Decoration," which are standard text-
books in this branch of art™~~I

MoNSiGNOR Capel is suffering from the effects of the severe season,

and has been obliged to temporarily postpone his lecturing tour.

The Mail prophecies that because February has " come in like lamb"
it will " go out like a lion." Our contemporary has got its monthly saws
mixed ; and it will permit us to point out that the folk-lore in question

was written of windy March. If this little slip is not attended to, the

meteorological editor may be just oire month ahead all the year in his

notes.
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THE PERIODICALS.

The Century for February opens with a very remarkable reproduction
of a head by Rembrandt, from the museum of the Hermitage, St. Peters-
burg. The engraver is Mr. T. Johnson, whose work displays the vast
capabilities which have been developed in the art of engraving on wood.
The initial article is on "Gustave Courbet, Artist and Communist," by Mr.
T. M. Coah, and the illustrations thereto are cut by Mr. Cole, who is in
Europe for the Century Company, working on the block with the master-
piece which he aims to reproduce before him. Of the two serials, "Dr.
Sevier" and "An Average" Man," the former is making by far the most
satisfactory progress. Mr. Rowland E. Robinson contributes a paper ofi

"Merinos in America," and Mrs. Alice MeJ-nell writes of "How Edwin
Drood was Illustrated." The short story of the number is "A First Love-
letter," by J. S., of Dale. An article of great interest to Canadian is Mr.
S. G. W. Benjamin's "The Cruise of the Alice May," which treats of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and its shores. Salvini gives his " Impressions of
'Lear,'" and Miss Rossetti writes of Dante illustrated from his work.
Mr. Fl C. Stedman has a short note on Keats ; a long and valuable paper
on "The Convict Lease System in the Southern States" is given by Mr.
Geo. W. Cable; and a timely article on Lt. -General Sheridan is contributed
by Mr. Adam Badeau. There is a strange little lyric from the late Sidney
Lanier entitled "A Song of Love." Mr. Edmund W. Gosse contributes
"The Butcher's Row;" and Mr.i. Celia Thaxter writes perhaps the finest
poem of the numl)er, " A Song of Hope." The poetry of this issue is much
letter than usual. The departments of Topics of the Time, Open Letters,
and Bric-ii-brac, are rich, full, and well varied.

The February number of Lippincott's Magazine opens with a paper on
that picturesque and ancient suburb of Philadelphia, " Old Germantown."
The illustrations are exceedingly refined, especially that on page 121,
Wakefield .Mills, which is poetically treated in characteristic modern style.
Mr.s. Lizzie W. Champney, well known as a writer of short stories, con-
tinues her novel of " Sebia's Tangled Web." A most raCy and amusing
story is " A Mental Masquerade," by Esther Warren ; and good also are
"The Great Jigtown Failure,'' by C. F. Johnson, and "Explained," by
Alice Brown. This magazine is very strong in short stories. Mr. Felix
L. Oswald contributes Part II. of his thoughtful and sensible paper on
"Healthy Homes." We cannot too strongly commend to our readers all
Mr. Oswald's writings on health topics, wherever they may be found.
H. S. White, in " A Pilgrimage to SeSsenheim," talks of the youth of
Goethe. The best ver.se of this number is a brief lyric of much beauty, by
John Moran, which we quote :

—

UNRESPONSIVE.

Through vast aerial qaietndes of night
Star speaks to star with softly answering light

;

Sea calls to sea where sundering distance parts
With waves that beat like multitudinous hearts.

But I have made love's infinite marmnr sweep
Through all thy hollow soul's unanswering deep,

—

That desolate cave where icy dews are shed
On Echo, the pale oread, lying dead 1

Littell's Living Age for Jan. 26th has its usual judicious selections
from the great contemporary magazines and journals. The " Last Rem-
iniscences of Anthony Trollope," is the ^nece de resistance, of this number,
and will well repay perusal. " '

MK88B8 . MaoMi

LITERARY GOSSIP.

Co. are issuing a new tnlition of TennysOn^
Poems, with the poet's complete revision.

In the March number of Harpers', will appear a poem by Walt
Whitman, entitled, " With Husky, Haughty Lips, O Sea !

"

At the meeting of the Canadian Institute on Saturday evening. Prof.
G. P. Young read a paper upon " Real correspondents of imaginary
points."

Mr. Robert Buchanan's illness is an attack of gastric fever. It has
delayed the publication of his new poem. "The Great Problem, or Six Days
and a Sabbath."

To the January number of the Canadian Law Times Mr. 0. C. McCaul
contributes an important paper on the "Constitutional Status of the North-
West Territories of Canada."

JuLBS Verne, the startling and prolific novelist is about *o start on a
trip to the Southern ocean, and the world may soon expect another
lume of his daring stories.

If union is strength, much is to be expected from the union of two such
Iftrong periodicals as Good TAterature and The Critic, which have joined
llorces. " The Gossip " wishes them a happy union and all success.

H The eminent English sculptor, Thomas Woolner, author of "My
/Beautiful Lady," and other chastely executed verse, will shortly publish
through MacMillan's, a new poem under the name of "SilenUs."

John Wiley k Sons will publish immediately a " people's edition " of

Ruskin's works, beginning with the 'Modem Painters,' which, for ex-

ample—five volumes, bound in two, with all the wood engravings—will be
sold at two dollars.

Matthew Arnold will lecture in Shaftesbury Hall, on Tuesday next,

February 12th. The afternoon subject will be "Literature and Science,"

the time of meeting being three o'clock. In the evening at eight he will

speak on " Numbers.

"

M.ME. Mod.ie8Ka's nev olay, by Maurice Barrymore, is called " Nad-'
yezda" (hope). She plays vae mother in the prologue, and daughter in the
following three acts. It is profoundly tragic, and she expects it to equal

her performance of Camille.

The Queen's book containing references to John Brown is announced
for publication on the 17th instant Not" all the re.speet felt by Her
Majesty's children for their royal mother has .sntficed to conceal their

chagrin at the approaching issue of this volume.

Mr. Dion Boucicault and Mr. Lawrence Barrett will conclude their

American .seasons in April and March respectively, after which the former
will start for Australia, and the latter will take the place of Miss Mary
Anderson at the Lyceum, London, the boards of which he will occupy until

Henry Irving returns to them.

A book containing some bitter articles upon Berlin society, which
recently appeared in the Nouvdle Revue of Paris, has been seized in Berlin

by the authorities. The articles are grossly libellous of the Emperor
William, the imperial family, and the German Ministry. The work has
created great irritation at the German Court.

The Homiletic Monthly for February is a strong number. It con-
tains sermons by Bishop Simpson and Dr. Sprecher. A valuable series of

papers is that of Dr. Dio Lewis on "How Clergymen may secure Health."
Particularly interesting is the " Symposium on Evolution.." Drs. McCosh
and Duryea have taken part.- Professors Winchell, Patton, Gulliver, and
Dr. Buckley are to follow.

A new magazine, to be entitled The Lords, edited by a peer, and con-

taining only the contributions of members of the British Upper House
is to be immediately Lssued in London. If the aristocratic literary

exclusive is not of better quality than the performances given by noble
amateur actors in the great Queen-street Theatre, Labouchere et Iwc genus
omne will have additional butts for critical shafts.

Only on rare occasions does Cardinal Newman appear in print but
he has departed from his usual habit to answer M. R^nan in the Nine-
teenth Century. The latter gentleman had stated the Roman Catholic
Church could make no compromise with science nor accept the results of
philological inquiry impairing the inspiration of Scripture. The Cardinal
fights M. Renan

. with his own weapons, and meets him with his usual
dialectics, more ingenious than conclusive.

A number of lettei-8 written by Prince Bismarck during Prussia's revo-
lutionary era have just been published in Berlin. The book also includes
some noteworthy private utterances of Marshal Manteuffel with respect to
his doings in Alsace-Lorraine. The collection is chiefly interesting as re-

^ veal ing to an extent the inwardness <>f^the atntogmen.—In 1850 Biamarct,

:

corresponding with his friend, Herr Wagener, editor of the Kreuz ZeitunJ,
wrote :

—

. ... I am leading an incredibly lazy life here, smoking, reading, strollina
about, and playing the Paterfamilias. Of poUtics I only read in the Kreuz Zeiturutm
that I am not at all m danger of heterodox contagion, and this idyllic soUtnde suits' me
very well. I loll about on the grass, read ;poems, listen to music and wait tUl the
cherries are npe

. . . A State which cannot by a good wholesome thunderstorm
tear itself away from a buieaucraey like ours is, and remains, doomed to destruction
since it lacks the mstraments requisite for^he performance of all the functions incum'
bent on a State, and not merely for the supervision of the Press

I cannot deny, like KhaUf Omar, I have a certain longing, not only to annihilate aUbooks, except the Christian Koran, but also to destroy the means of restoring themThe art of printmg is the choice weapon of anti-Christ ; moris so, indeed tlmn iranl
powder, which though originally the chief, or at least the most visible engine for over
turning natural political order and estabUshing the Sovereign roch^r ,le bronze is nowmore and more assummg the character of a salutary medicine against the evila createdby Itself—albeit, perhaps, in some measure it belongs to the physio stock of that doctorwho cured a case of cancer in the face by amputating the bead. To apply this rsmedv
to the Press were like a fancy production in the manner of Callot. . But ourbureaucracy is eaten np.with cancer in head and limbs ; its beUy oniy is sijoid and thaexcrements it parts with in the shape of laws are the most natural dirt in the WorldWith this bureaucracy, including Judges, we might have a Press constitution Ukethai
of the angels, but for aU that it would not help us out of the rack. With bad laws andgood officials (Judges) we could always get along, but with bad officiala the best hkw.would avail us naught. "

Four months later, writing to the same correspondent, Bismarck says :_

k P? T"°* your Monday's budget of news the evening befbre last, I waa so delightedthat I rode round the tabU on my chair, and many a bottle of champagne luuTbeTOdrunk to the health of Herr v6n Hadowitz on tM^ side of the oXnto™r Nowtet

tmL hil"' 'i kT1k*1 ^)t
'''""° '°" ""• "^ •" °'»' P'"«^" »»or'» blades wiU •

gutter nigh and buthely lo the aun.
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International Throat and Lung
Institute,

For the treatment of AHthma, BronotaitiB,
Catarrh, Laryngitis and Consumption in the
"flrat and second stages, and all (liseasea of the
nose, throat and lungs by tho ai<i of the Spiro-
meter, invented by Dr. M. HouviKlle, of Paris,
ex»aide surgeon of the French army.
Head Otflce: London, Englaml. Branches:

Montreal, Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Win-
nipeg.
Physicians and sufferers can try the Spiro-

meter free. Consultation free. If unable to
call personally and be examined, write for
liet of questions and copy of Xnt&niittiima}
News, published monthly.

ADDRRSfl:

173 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,
OB

13 PHILLIPS' SQUARE, MONTREAL.

TOHM B. HALL, M.D.,

B0MCE0PATHI8T,
Hpeclalties—Diseases o{ Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 1(» 10 a.ni.: 4 to p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to lU a.m. ; 5 to H.m p.m.

SiM * 388 JuiviB Stbkbt;

/-^EO. MacDONALD,

BABniSTKB, SOUCITOB, EtO.

—
: OFFICBS :—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

s
MITH, SMITH & BAE, .

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Labbatt W. Smith, D.C.L. Jakes F Smith.

Quo. M. Bab.

E.
COATSWOBTH, Jb.,

NORTH AMERICAN '

LIFE ASSIJK,A]vrOE CO.
(mcOBFORATED BT SPECIAL ACT O^ DOHINION PABUAMENT.)

HEAD 'office, - - - - 23 TORONTO ST,, TORONTO.
PreaitUnt^Bov. A. MacKrnhie. M.P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canada.
Vice-Pre>idt7Ua—Hov. A. Mobrib, M.P.P., ami John It. Blaikie, Eh<j.

Imues all approved forma of Life PolloioH and Annuities, and its specially favourable ToN-
TiNK and Hkmi-Tontinb Investment Policies.

Its Commercial Endowment Policy meets the wants of those needing the protection of In-
suranue only, avoidinR the uncertainties of the Co-operative plan and the overpayments of
the ordlhary system.

Aseiita :ir«alcd li^aiwepreMiMedl dintrifts. Apply to

WJI. ifleCABK, Tvront; Managing Dirtctor.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
LAND REODLATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South
em Manitoba, at pricee ran^in^' from

Barrister, aoUoltor, Notary Public,
Conveyancer, etc.

Slmuiy to Lmd. OfflcM—10 York Chambers,

No. 9 Tobonto Stbebt, Tobonto.

"pADStLESS DENTI8TBT.

~^' '

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions reiiuirini; cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from •?1.28 to S3.60 per acre, acoordinn to price paid for
the land, .allowed im curtain condition.^. The Company also otfer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESEBVMiy SECTIONS
alims the Main Line, /.c, the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offered for sale on advantat^eous terms, t() parties prepared to undertake their imme-
diate cultivation.

'

Terms of Payment:
Purchasers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual ihstahnenta,

with interest at SIX PER CEN'T. i>er annum, payable in advance.

Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey
ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may he made in LAND tillANT BONDS, which will he .iccepted at ten
per cent, premium on their par value and accrued inte.-est. These Bunds can be obtained
on application at the Bank of Mimtreal, Montreal ; or at .any of its agencies.

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF HXLK and .all information with respect
to the purchase of Lands, apply to .lOHN H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-
!»({. By order of the Board.

CIIABIiE!« DRli'VKVrATKK.
Montreal, .lanuary, 1884. Secretary.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?
I^om tht ll£amCan.) Deo. 13.

Catarrh in a aiaoo-pnmlent diwharge oanged
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite anifcba in tne internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is
only developed under favourable oirctim-
Htances, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted oorpnecle of ubercle,
the germ poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-
m(ea,from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poirions that are germinated in th» blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
theHe germs, which spreAd up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the throa;t ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;
usurinng the proper structure of the bronohiai
tubes, ending in pulmonary oonaumptlon and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the uae
of Inhalants and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time nince it well-known physician of

forty years" standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessarv
combination of ingredients which never fan
In absolutely and permanently eradicating
thii .tjrrible diseaee, whether standing lor
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above diseaee, should,with-
out delay, conmiunicate with the business
managers,

MK8BB8. A. H. DIXON & SON,
.)05 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.
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mechanical and surgloal.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Queen Street, East.

DR. JOHN HALL, Skhb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At hia old reaidenoe, 33 RICHSrIOND ST. B.

Offlet Jutwra:—9 to 10 a.m.; 2to4p.m.; and
on Monday and Tburstlay eveuuigs, from l.'M

to 9 : Sunday, 5.30 to 6.3U p.m.

0. MoEINLAT, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DBNTIST.

121 CaimcH Stbbsi, - - Tobonio.

Magazine of American History

CONTENTS-
Fbontispiece. Portrait of George W. Lane, lace r-reaiuoui, ui wuo ^,o., *«.- ._ -

Commerce. From a photograph.

Odk TwKNTY-oiJB PBBSIDP.NTS. George Gary Egglestoa. I. The First Ten—Washington to

Tyler. niuBtralioru: Portrait (rore) of Washington—Portrait of -lohn -Warns (executed

in London in 17831—Portrait of .Tefferson- Portrait of MaiUaon—Portrait of Monroe—Por-

trait of .lohn Quinoy Adorns—Portrait of .Jackson-Portrait of Von Buren-Portrait of

Harrison—Portrait of .lohn Tyler.

The Houses of the Moond Buildeus. Cyrus Thomas. Ph. D. With an illustration.

TainnTE to George W. Lank, late President of the New York Chamber of Commerce. Bev.

Charles H. Parkhurst, D.D.

The Okiswold P*jni.v op Connecticut. I. Professor Edward E. Salisbury. An exhoustive

sketch—historical, biographical and genealogical—showing the part taken in public affairs

by various members of this notable family during successive generations from the begin-

ninga of settlement in Connecticut. Fresh information from English and other souroes

adds greatly to the interest and value of the contribution. It will be completetl in March.

Obkhn.vlDoiOMENTS. Sir Henry Clinton's Original Secret Record of Prii'ots Daily IntMi-

gimce. Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addis Emmet. Introduction and Motes by Edward

F. DeLanoey. Chapter V. (Begun in October.)

Miwoa Top'"" T.at.tor frf>m Lyon Gordiner Tyler -Cavalry P^hts with tlie Comonches.

:n,
PEABSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 King Stkbet Wrst, - - Toronto.

T CREIGHTON,

SOLICITOB, NOTARY PUBLIC, etc..

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,

Victoria Sthkbt - - Toronto.

Notes. .\ Wall Street Incident—Historic Silver—Foaerol Expenses in the Olden Times—

Mrs. Volokert P. Douw.

QtJBBlEB. Washington Buttons, illua(r«(«(l—De Wolf—U. S. Ensign.

Replies. Is it the First .\merioan Coin /—Colonel David Crockett—Lafayette's Regrets.

SocmTlEB. New York Historical Society - Maine Historical Society — BuiTalo Historical

Society-Wisconsin Historical Society—Rhode Island Historical Society—Chicago Histori-

cal Society- New England Historic, Genealogical Society — Massachusetts Historical

Society.

Book Notices. Library of Aboriginal American Literature. No. III. The Giiegiience. a

Comedy Ballet, edited by Dr. Brinton—The Lord is My Shepherd, the Twenty-third Psalm

,

in Song and Sonnet, by Bev. Dr. Wm. C. Richards—Memorial of John Farmer, A.M.. by

Le Bosquet—Aichivaa of Maryland, edited by William Hand Browne -Maryland in the

Beginning, by Neill-.\ppleton's Guide to Mexico, by Conkling—.Autobiography and Letter*

of OiYille Dewey, by Mary E. Dewey—-The Andover Review.

D,B. 8INCLAIB,

334 Jabvis Stbeet.

2iIDWIEEJiY, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

" The matter furnished iu this periodical is valuable for all time, as presenting historicol

facts not accessible in books of history. The illustrations and papers are of the anest, and
the numbers during o yeor make two elegant bound volumes."—T/ib Irtdianapolvt Journal.

HOBACE P. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

10 Chureh Street, Toronto.

Portroita from lite. Old pointings copied a
speciolty. Fortraita of horses and dogs. . Oil

painting tanght on the system of the Royal
Academy, London, England.

"The MagoMine of American Hi^itory has ceu^eil to be an exfieriment. and become a
nooessity among the etudents of the history of uarly .Vmerican days. Each number during
the year IHWH has been full of papers upon subjects of national antl local interest, and not

those alone, but papers of impnit to liistoriciU students in other countries. It is well and
finely illustrated, and with deserveil maintenance will be a reposiUiry which no student can
afford to ov&rlook."—Neuf England Hiatoriodt atid trenealogical liegister, .lanuary, 1MH4.

" [t is on illustrated monthly which never fails to hold our attention."—^ew York^Indt-
pendmit.

FBASER * SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraaar, Photographers

to tbe Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
PHOTOOKAPHEBft, BTC. ,-

J. .i. FroMT, U.C.A J. A. eratm; Jr.

A. a. Fraur.

Sold by newsdenUn everywhtre. ' Term, %5 a year, or 'iO cents a number.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, 80 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK CITY.

Wliat the Rev. E. B. Htevenaon. B-A^aCl^gy-
man nf the Limdon Conference of the Methi>-
dint Church of Canada, hoe to aay in regard
to A. H. Dixon db S'm'a New Treatment for
Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.
Jifeeera. A. U. Dixon A Son :

Dear Sras,—Yours of the 19th inntant to
hand. Itseemualmosttoo goodtobe tniethat
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so-many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consiiler that mine was a very ba<I case ;

it WHS aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I
thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
Z am thankful that I was ever induced to sdud
to you.
You are at liberty to use this letter <jtating

that I have been cured at two treatmente, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to
some of my friends who are sufferers.

TourSf with many thanks,

B»v. R. B. Rtbvbwbow.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
TORONTO, for

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES & JEWELLERY

Watch Bepairing and Jewellery Manti|KO-
tured to order, apeoial features.

Charges Moderate.

WTNDSOR HOUSE. COLBORNE,
COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS' HEAD-QUARTERS-

This House has all the latest improvements.
(rood Sample Rooms, excelleat cuisine.
Terms, $1.00 per day.

Wm. Mai.es. Clerk. .A-LBRBT Gbbhan. Mangr.

TORONTO AGENCY FOR THE SALE
of the Liuht-Rimniog "DOMESTIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Fashions: also sole
agency for Macrame Linen Thread, soft flninh-
-«* C(rttOH Twine, and all materials used ia
making Macnime Lat-e. Knitting. Wool.
Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sowing Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BRAIN. 98 Tonge Street.

oRION AND OTHER POEMS

— BT —

Crarlks G. D. Bobbbts,

Square 12mo. Cloth, - - $1.00.

J. ti. LIPPINCOTT * CO.,

715. ft 717 Harket Street,

Philaiielphia.

TO SUBSCRISERS I

Those wwhing to Keep their copies ofJ^px

—

Wrkk in gootl condition, and have them on
hand for reference, should use a Binder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
' 'For 75 Cents. Poatage prepaiil.

These Binders have been made expressly
for Thh Wbbh. and are of the best manufac-
ture. The papers can be placed in the Binder
week by week, thus keeping the file complete.

Addrem—

Opfigb of Thk Wkbk,

Jordftn Street, Toronto,

hi
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;'S
UNABRIDGED.
InSheep, Russia and Turkdy Bindings.

A LIBRARY IN ITSELF
^1XTll the latest edition with 118,000
VrJClJk Words, (3000 more than any

other English Diotionary.)
Blofcraphical Dictionary which

it contains ^ive.s brief faots cod-

^^^^ ^^ cerninj? 9700 noted persons.

HD^^G'V^ '" Illantratlons—3U00 in num-
^9fil3JL ber^ (about three timefi as many

as found in.any other Dict'ry.)

THE STANDARD.
Webster is the Standard of the U. 8. Supreme

Court and in the U. 8. Oov't Printing Office.
It has all along kept a leading place, and the

New Edition brings it fairly up to date.—London
Times, June,lfi8i.

No sehot:)! in the Dominion, no teacher, and no
reader of the language, can afford to he without
this monumental wf>rk.~ Cn/wtla Eduea'lJournal.

It has come to be recognized as the most use-
ful existing "word-book" of the English lan-
guage, alt over the world.—iV. >*. Tr^urie, 1882.

Specimen pages sent prepaid on application.

G. & C. IttEKRIAM A CO.,''Pta1illshers,
SpHngfleld, Matta., U. H. A.

GRAND TRUNK RY.

IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

SEASON 1884.

Intending aettlen from Canada are hereby
notifled that tbia Company will adopt

Exceptionally Low Rates and Fares
TO

MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
MONTANA, MANITOBA and

THE NORTH-WEST,
AND

BRITISH COLUMBIA,
COMMENeiNG ABOUT MARCH Srd,

J. B. LiPPINCOTT & Co.'s
N-EJ-WT BOOBIS.

THE JEWEL IN THE LOTOS.
A Novel. By Mart Agnes Tinckeb. author

of " Signer Monaldlni's Niece." With five
handsome illustrations by Hovenden. 12zno.
Extra cloth. »1.50.

" There is not a dull page in it. The novel
is foil of beautiful pictures, and has certain
passages we should be glad to quote, bat we
must be content to leave these to the reader
to discover."—77w LiUrary JT'wldL

BANNED AND BLESSED.
A Novel. After the German of E. Webnbb,
antbor of " Bound by bis Vowe, " etc. Trans-
lated by.MBs. A. L. WiSTEB. translator of
" The Second Wife," " Prom Hand to Hand,"
etc. 12mo. Extra cloth. $1.50.

" Wemer'a novels are always readable, and
* Banned and Blessed ' is one of her best. It
is, altogether, a story of absorbing interest
and remarkable ability."—W«te York Commer-
cial Adverttttr.

FRESCOES.
A Series of Dramatic Stories. By "Otru>A.''
12mo. Extra cloth. 91.35.
*' Id ' Frescoes * there are many pretty and

artistic toaehes of haman nature, whioh be-
tray the extreme cleverness of the author's
hAnd"~Philadelphia Time$.

WISDOM, WIT, AND PATHOS.
Selected from " OuiDA's " works. By Rbt. P.
Sydney Mobbis. With portrait of " Oalda "

from steeL 12mo. Extra cloth. 81.50.
A selection of literary gems from the writ-

ings of this most brilliant and popular of
modern novelists.

" There is much that Is bright and clever in
- these detached scraps. The Uttle volume is
' certainly one that will afford pleasure from
every page."—PMlad<-!p?i(<« Evming Bulletin.
For sale by all booksellers, or will be sent by

mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of the price.

-Bt J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO., PobushbbbT
715 and 717 Market Street, Philadelphia.

THE

MINNEHAHAN!

Literary (§ Family Magazine

WEST OF THB msSXSSIPPl.

Bapresentative of Western thought and cul-
ture ; illustrative of Western scenery,

it ranks, East and West, among
the best Magazines of

the country.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere. Any per-
son a bvna fide subscriber may canvass for
The MINNEHAHAN, and retain 50 per cent, of
the subscription money. This offer extends
only to April 1st, 1884. No one not a subscriber
is permitted to solicit subaoriptions.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Sa.oo.

TO CLERGYMEN, Si.oo.

PROP. W. R. DOBBYN,
Editor and PubtUher,

MINNBAP0U8, MINN.. U.S.A.

A series of Special Settlers' Trains will be
started from different sectiops of the country.
Notice regarding dates, rates, and fares will

shortly be issued.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

MoNTBRAi,, Jaa. Mth, lesi.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WOR^S,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

lUirtmomKitet ov thx

" LILY WHITE " FLOATINa SOAP,

QUXEirS OWH FEKFECTIOK SOAF,

EiniLDIH KOTTLBD 80AF,

AND OTHBB CBIJSBBATBD BBANDS Or

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
X'txlling; Soaps,

Toilet Soups,
.Axiillne X>yes.

SEND FOB PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap arid Oil Works,

Office : Works :

70 Feoht St. East,
| Difbixs Stbkbt,

TORONTO.

Business Edueation
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT Tta

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TOBONTO-

nULCTICAL BOOK-KBEPINa,
HDJTAL AUTHMBnO,

COHMERCUL LAW.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the greatest saooms with
papila, and have received the highest enoo-
mioms from the leading basiness men.
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ST. LAWRENCE CANALS.
Notice to Contractora.

QEALED TENDERS, addresaed to the
O underaifiued and endorsed " Tander for
St. Lawrence Cauala." will ba received at this
offlee until the arrival of the eastern and
western mails on TUERDAY, the I'ith day of
February next, for the construction of a lock
and cegulatiug weir and the deepening and
enlargement of the upper entrance of the
Cornwall Canal.
AIho for the construction of a lock, tosether

with the enlargement and deepening of the
upper entrance of the Rapide Plat Canal, or
middle division of the Williamsburg Canals,
and the deepening, Ac, of the channel at the
upper entrance of the Galops Canal.
A map of the head or upper entrance of the

Cornwall Canal and the upper entrance of the
Bapide Plat Canal, together with plans and
specifications of the respective worKs, can be
seen at the Resident Engineer's Office, Dicken-
son's Landing ; and for the works at the head
of the Galops Canal, at the Lock Keeper's
bouse near the place, and in each case plans,
etc., can be seen at this office on and after
Tuesday, the iiOth day of January inst.. where
printed Forma of Tqnder can be obtained.
Contractors are hereby informed that trial

pits have been sunk on the CORNWALL and
RAPIDE PLAT sections of the works, and
they are requested to bear in mind that ten-
ders will not be considered unless made strict-
ly in accordance with the printed forms, and
be accompanied by a letter stating that the
person or persons tendering have carefully
examined the locality and the nature of the
material found in the trial pits. etc.
In the case of firms there must be attached

the actual signatures, the nature of the occu-
pation and residence of each member of the
same

; and further, a bavk deposit receipt for
the sum of $4,000 muat accompany the tender
for the Cornwall Canal Works. The tender
for the Rapide Plat Works muat be accom-
panied by a bank dsponit receipt for the sum
of .*,1,000. Tbo tenders for the deepening, etc.,
at the head of the Galopa Canal must be also
accompanied by a bmxk deposit receipt for the
suni of 43,000. The respective deposit receipts
(cheques will not be accepted) muat be en-
do^^aau.cl "^ th- Hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, and will be forfeited if Ihe
party tendering declines entering into con-
tract for the works at the rates and on tlie
terms stated in the offer submitted. The
deposit receipts thus sent in will be returned
to the respective parties whose tenders are
not accepted.
This Department does not. however, bind

Itself to accept the lowest or any tender.
Byardw.

^iTP. BRADLEY,
T^ ^ -« ., Seorotary.
Dept. of Railways and Canals.

)

Ottawa, aist January, 1884. i

THE LITERARY WORLD.
Chaiet Beadinge from the Beet New Booke

and Critical Beviewe.

Fortnightly. [Boston, Mass.: Edward Ah-
bott, editor; E. H. Hames 4 Co., publish-
ers. Quarto, 16 pp. Price t2 per year.]

This journal is becoming so well known for
the excellent quality of its average make-up
that it deserves to become yet wider kuuwn^
that its quality and amount of work may be
even greater than now; and it is with the
hope of introducing it to new acquaintances
to this end, that we give it this general re-
view. I^Htablished nearly fourteen years ago
by the late Mr. Samuel B. Crocker, as a
monthly literary journal, it passed in April,
1877, under the management of the publish-
ers above-named, Edward Abbott, a widely-
known writer, assuming its editorial conti-ol.
In his hands it has continued to increase in
public appreciation and literary value and
with the beginning of 1879 it.i publication was
changed to a fortnightly issue, the same gen-
eral form and appearance being retained.
It may be briefly described as a piirely

literary review. Each number opens with
quite lengthy noticea of the freshest and most
important books, frequently from the hand
of a specialist, followed by minor notices of
works of action, or those of less importance
Editorials on a great range of current topics
of literary interest next follow, succeeded by
departments nf Literary Personals, sketches
of noted authors of the time, News und Notes,
etc. Of chiefest value among these depart'
ments, uerhapH, are those of "Notes and
Queries,

'
upon a. (.Toat varietv of topics of in-

terest to writers and reiulers, usually extend-
ing to two or three columns; and "Sbakes-
peoriana"' — the latter edited by Mr. W J
Bolfe, the eminent Shakespearian scholar
and frequently occupying a whole paxe.

'

Often articles of much blstorioiU value are
given, as notably those by Jlr. Justin Winsor
on the public and private libraries of the
early days of American letters, of whioh sev-
eral have appeared in late issues. The jour-
nal seems admirably well balanced in all its
departments, and it is always a nleasure to
open its bright, modest paces, so aoundant of
good sohoUirship, oarafnl editing, a oholoa
variety of oontenta, and with no sign of ped-
antry, no "slashing" orlticianu, and no un.
kindly tons.—Ifalne farmer.

B. H. HAICEB ik CO., PcBusKaBa,
1 Bomateet Street, Boston, Maai.OF Send for a SpeoimeK Copy,

r
r

_THEJ^EK.__
Vol. u Mo. u. Toronto, Thursday, February Uth, 1884. •aoo *«• Annum.

" . Slnfflo Copies, 7 cents.

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER. in^^En^lUhp^e^houseTTreamed in^hir^Tlrish^-pubU^
Topics OF THB Wb« ' - -paob. ^ scorn the patriot who talked of dying for his native land and who left

cok™,b^„ AnTicr..,'"
'

"" his children to starve-it may be to die-while he squandered his money
Current Events and Opinion. Z'lZ^ZZZZZZZZ''. isistanA^'

'^ m dnnk. I concluded that if I desired to see my countrymen at home
ESS^d^s mdStCoionyi-ra:....;:.;".:;'-":: '"""'"""^""•r'w-^^ i^i-;-

"-econstituted aa a nation, and to see my exiled brothers lifted up above the

§Sr°°.'"^"*™'^^^!!!:;;;;r;5EEEF^"""- P°"*^'"' °* ''°d^)»rriers and labourers in the stmngera land, to see Irish

^!^!i^^:::::::::::::::z:r"' :
:::::"'""""":::::::::::::...^^..^^ children winning the respect of foreign people, i must begin to t»ik to our

N.w Bn««,ioi. Le««^
::::":::::;:;:.::;:;;;z:;::::;:::;;::;:;;:;:;::::;;z:;;;;;:5„:.i^!^?; people of husbanding their slender resources_of retrieving what the penai

Coa«EaPom,«.c«
» ::..: 189

l*^' ^bbed their fathers of, and restoring to the children of our generation

"""^^e in F^^e ofBsii;^;
"

' ™ t^
education that in the last century cruel laws denied to our forefathers.

The Adventure, of a Widow zzz::zzz::zzz:::z::::::::::::::::::;Mi^riiii^ ^^"^ to-mght i stand, and i deckre that i would say to aii the powers
BVBOT1.0. AT HoM.

; j^
that have ever done wrong to Ireland, 'Give me but one

"
generation of

Thb pbbiodicai.. ^ j^g
sober, educated, and religious Irishmen, and we wiU defy the world.' "

Book Noticb. ..,,. .^ .

Byer-s" The Happy isie^"-Cable's "'lioCh»ndt»siinM";^d"'oidCri^loD Thb North-West is again to the fore in making known to prospective
MD«o A1.I, THB DRAMA

.^^ English emigrants the advantages of that locality for settlement The
LiOTBABTGo..g _.

j^^
Canadian Pacific RaUway Company has collected a mass of useful infor-

_ ^ — == mation in this connection, and is about to publish it in pamphlet form, for^ ft ^ ^nt ^^tt ^^^ distribution in the old country. The same enterprising corporation
' ^ fias i° hand a folder map which for finish and detail is expected to surpass

AN INDEPENDEMT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS, AND CRITICISM.
Anything of the kind hitherto published. The British Government is also

Edited by CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS.
''"^''^ engaged in disseminating information to emigrants, among other

„_ ^ ^ means adopted being the preparation of a weIl-<rot-uD hand-book The
.^•S;---«"'«'*=''«^'---»-^'~--- Sub^Hptions payable subject of emigration is fjher receiving great altent^ln" I^J:;d, ^^
'^^^S^'-^-^°'-^'"^^SrbyT.*^'^^^^ altogether there seems to be a probability that a considerable impetus wUI

7frl"rr£eqricharaot.randUmitedlnnumber, J^^^^^^ ^f" ^^

f :^ W ^ '''*^. ^"^ ^'^ nowhere .ad of the'Tlaims of

?S iS: I" ta^mJnfJfa'Sfol^S? period'
""""^^

=
•'" «"' ""' "" """ °°""''

•
^ """t' ^°*^"° ^"^ P'*"^ ^^""^ intending emigrants, though it it perfectly well

All advertisements wiu be set up in such stylo aa to insure Thb Week's tasteful troo
^^"^ *•»»* *•»« attractions of the North-West and " the other side " have

^^^^^^'^^^'!'Vd^-tL'^^UJ^T^-;,,S. •'^'^™«^ ''° --^^ -"''»» - -i- P----1 policy would endeavour to

O. Bl^CKBTT BOBIHSON. Pubiuher
replace. If Ontario 18 to retain its position as the premier province ite

SfSiir-i—I I !» I .1 -^._ ^ gOYBnuwa murt sfcow. A mots <nmiune fl»m»*n»«o iT. n...i,-:»^<....—.„ .-i_.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK. '\ ^ resources and advantages.

" Thbrb is every prospect of a more than usually stormy session of Par-
Peivatk members of the Provincial Pariiament, and the general public, liament in England. By an amazing piece of bad generalship characteristic
hoped their patience in calmly submitting to the iteration and platitudes of Sir Stafford Northcote, the debate on the address was closed before the
of the debate on the address would be re^^irded by the House settling to Conservatives had an opportunity of speaking upon it, much to the disgust
steady and useful work on its conclusion. This ha»not been the case, how- of many members who have returned from their constituencies bursting
ever. Much time is stiU likely to be wasted in^iscussing the unpleasant with Tory eloquence and brimful of indignation at the Government
details of the Algoma election. Up to the present moment there is not a ^om speeches made during the recess it would appear the opposition dare
IMicle of evidence that the Government in any way committed it.self not oppose the extension of the franchise p^ ,«, as in case of their return
in response to the notorious telegrams, and the explanation of the only sus- to power it might be necessary for them to introduce a measure with the
picious circumstance—that such messages were going about in cypher— same object, just as Mr. Disraeli'in 1867 brought in a " household suffrage "

will probably be that the Government were naturally anxioa. to conceal bill after fighting tooth and nail against the Liberal £r-rental proposal
even ordinary election tactics from their antagonists. ^Ehe daric hint.s that Theii^policy will thorefor^be^to protest .tgainst atrincreaseJ electorate a t the
" worse remains behind," may be buncombe or they may be founded on present moment as inopportune, and they will point to the state of Ireland in
fffib. CertainTy, the means used to obtain the telegrams were such that confirmation of their contention. The Government will probably be attacked
nothing but success could justify them in the eye of the most indulgent on their Egyptian policy by an alliance of Tories and Parnellites, whilst -

moralist in the opposition. No attempt was made to deny Mr. Hardy's the latter party will oppose the long-promised London Municipality Bill
damaging statement that persons were especially retained and paid by the unless Mr. Gladstone can be induced to promis^ a similar bill for Dublin,
Tories to " tap " the wires. Indeed, some pachydermatous members sought which he certainly will refuse. On the whole the outlook is not a pleasant
to justify the proceeding by crying " all is fair in love and war." All is one. Every consideration will apparently be sunk for party exigmtcies by
fair but the Joss of honour. Victory won at such expense is worse than the Opposition, and, thanks to the absence of capable leaders, the inedify-
defeat And so this election dodge, whatever its results, is worse than a ing and undignified spectacle of a Government assailed by an Opposition
crime—it is a blunder, and must recoU, boomerang-like, upon its originators. led by its tail and with rebels for allies will be offered to an astonished

world. The guerrilla war will be carried into the enemy's camp by Lord
Thm real bearings of the Irish question are so little understood in Bandolph Churchill—who commands the sympathy of Lord Salisbury-

Canada, and there is so great a tendency to superadd a mistaken senti- and Mr. Pamell. The former, familiarly known as " Randy "in the House
mentality to the usual misreading of history on the subject, that the opinion and the clubs, is a young man of no solid capacity and, fmUe de mieux,
of an inteUigent Irishman whose judgment is strong enough to command attempts to win notoriety by bluster and "impudence. Whilst on the stump
hia national prejudices becomes extremely valuable. Mr. A, M. Sullivan during the recess he made most violent speeches and hurled reckless charges
is admittedly one of the most sincere and conscientious among the men against the Government, without the slightest foundation. That his policy
of the Irish Nationalist partly—a man who is not afraid to teU the Irish is a shortsighted one, if he aspires to the future leadership of the Tory
people what am their faults and failings, and who would scorn to pander party, is certain from the chorus of condemnation with which his vulgar
to their prejudices at the expense of truth. Addressing a meeting of his and violent tirades are received by the respectable members. However
countrymen at Shorediteh the other day, Mr. Sullivan said :—" I know it

^
bitteriy hostile the Tories in the House of Commons mfcy be to the Prime

is of no use preathing poUtical rights to men who leave their children in ^Minister, the bulk of them are gentlemen, and they are among the
rag^ running about English streets, whUe they are drinking their wages fstrongest protestors against these wild personal attacks.
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CURRENT EVENTS AND' OPIIflONS.

The "Bystander Papers " are not editorial, but the opinions, expressed without

reserve, of an individual writer. Those who hold the opposite opinions are equally

at liberty to advooate their views in the columns of this journal. It was the special

object of the founders of The W»ek to provide a perfectly free court for Canadian dis-

cussion.

—

Editob.

Attention is- called to French Parties by the physical death—long pre-

ceded by the moral death— of the "Danton of theSecond Empire," M. Rouher.

Let not science undervalue the power of imagination in human affairs.

In France two legends have exerted an immense as well as a most sinister

influence. One is the Napoleonic legend, to which Bouher, like Morny,

Fleury and Persigny owed his elevation. This, embodied in the lying

volumes of Thiers, overturned the constitutional monarchy, gave birth to

the second empire with all its villainy and corruption, brought upon France

the war with Germany, and still seriously disquiets the republic. The

other is the revolutionary legend of which the hagiographers are Lamartine,

Louis Blanc and other writers of that school, the greatest fabler of all

being perhaps Louis Blanc. To the influence of this legend French Society

owes half a century of disturbance, the battles of June, the wreck of the

Republic of 1848, and the hideous episode of the Commune. The Commune

has been carefully studied by the writer of Les Convulsions de Paris, and

if his conscientiousness equals his minuteness, there can be no doubt as to

the character of the outbreak or the degree of sympathy which it deserves.

Suffering there was of course, and suffering, even if it be largely the

retributive offspring of idleness and intemperance, always demands our pity,

and always proclaims the duty of social reform. But, of enthusiasm, even

the most misguided, which could claim the slightest respect, there seems

scarcely to have been a particle ; nothing appears but mania at best, while

the predominating elements are savagery, felony, greed and absinthe. A

community in the hands of such regenerators of society would be a bedlam

and a slaughter house, as Paris under the commune was. But the influence

of the revolutionary legend is manifest. Everybody is mimicking some

actor in the scenes of the Terror. There are those for whom Robespierre

Couthon and St. Just are too mild, and too little men of action : no models

will serve them but Marat and Hebert Imagination enjoys great

latitude, for the men of the first revolution passed over the historic stage

- •—».-Jp.».-i<^i-;jr»aj,taliJnr))s.t{K:'„,bjirripd alonsT in the .drivinjt_

like ft crowa oi guuBi-. "1 ^-"••— -o- -'7T -—- o
, u

" '

storm so rapidly that individual scrutiny is impossible. Scarcely has

history time to bring the telescope to bear on any figure before it has passed

beyond the field of vision. Thus there is unlimited scope for romance, as

Lamartine and Louis Blanc have shown. Even the faces have almost become

niYthical The beauty of Madame Roland and Barbaroui is not entirely

Wond question. Madame B., an Ultra-Jacobin lady, and about the only

memoir-writer of the parity, if indeed a stream of Jacobin sentiment with

hardly any facte can be called memoirs, describes the features of Robespierre,

who dined at her house, as so attractive that nature could have formed

them only to express a noble soul. Serjent, ex-secretary of the Jacobia

Club who lived neariy to a hundred, and passed his old age at Nice, used—

in conversation to describe the same features as unspeakably mean and

repulttve. Napoleon's port;rait is probably idealized. Lord Russell, who

saWhim at Elba, appeared to have been chiefly struck by hU extreme

obesity and the evil expression of his eye ;
and as the young Whig was a

worshipper he is not likely to have underrated the beauty of the idol. The

spell of the revolutionary legend seems not to have survived the catas-

trophy of the Commune. French Socialiste and Anarchists at present do

not talk much about Robespierre and Marat. But the Napoleonic legend

has the great advantage of being indissolubly entwined with the military

vanity which is the leading passion of the people, at least of that section

which inspires Uterature and moulds opinion. The departure of Rouher

marks the final exit from the stage of the group of which he was not the

most disreputable member, but the column still stands on the Place Ven-

dome and there is in Bonapartism a lingering spark of vitality which the

factions and follies of the republicans may yet cherish into renewed Ufe.

political system will never acquire stability sd long as the electoral law

leaves such immense power in the hands of a discontented minority." Such

power, however, will be left in the hands of a discontented or self-seeking

minority so long as the party system and, witt it, the fell necessity of

finding or buying supporfrfor a party continue to exist. The conduct of

the Catholic Irish, or of the main body of them (for, of course, there are

exceptions not a few) is perfectly natural on their part, while it is fraught

with ruin to the state. The church of which they are, the liegemen, and

which forms at once the object of their religious devotion and the bond of

union among them as a race, is and cannot possibly help being the mortal

enemy of Protestant civilization, on the organic principle of which the

Encyclical and the Syllabus expressly lay their ban. An Irish Catholic, of

the distinct type, may by the softening influence of social apd commercial

intercourse be made, and often is made, like other citizens in all his per-

sonal relations ; but, politically, he is not like other citizens ; he is not, in

the proper sense of the terra, a citizen at all. He possesses the suffrage

like the rest of us ; but he uses it not in the interest of the commonwealth,

or of any party in the commonwealth, but in the interest of his church and

race. Regarding the rest of us politically almost as aliens, in the midst of

whom they are encamped, the liegemen of Rome take advantage of our fac-

tious divisions, to bring us all under their yoke and compel us to be the

instruments of our own political destruction. In this they re.semble the

Slaveowners, who by playing off parties in the Free States against each

other made themselves masters of the Union and secured the interest of

their peculiar institution. The same hypocritical servility is displayed by

our politicians in cringing to the Catholic, as was displayed by the Northern

politicians in cringing to the, Southern vote ; and the end of those who

thus sell themselves and truck the welfare of the commonwealth for the

means of climbing into power will be the same in the second case as it was

in the first. All this affected sympathy with the Terrorist rebellion in the

Catholic provinces of Ireland is, as everybody who is not blind roust see,

the mask of a party which is angling for the Catholic vote. As in the

United States, when the power of slavery was advancing with giant strides,

so in these communities of ours, those who point out the growing danger

are branded as disturbere of public harmony. The cry of peace is raised

where there is no peace or hope of peace, except in timely, united and firm

resistance. Another irrepressible conflict begins to cast its growing shadow

.^jur thtk scene. - If we wiah. a3 ever,Vjjg9ad.jcitiaen muat gy^eajlY-jriq^u

to avert a struggle, oUr.conrse is clear. We are not called upon in any

way to curtail Irish rights or to withhold a particle of our sympathy from

Irish sufferings. We have only to quell the divisions among ourselves by

which the hostile influence reigns, put an end to our senseless factions,

set the country above party, and let the manoeuvring leaders of Irish

Catholicism see that they have nothing to rely on but their own force,

of the inefficiency of w!dch to reduce us to political bondage they will

very speedUy be convinced. A Bystander.

HERE AND THERE. »p*

In an editorial synopsis of the character and work of the late Wendell

As it is in Great Britain, Canada and the United States, so it is in

AustraUa, and in every Anglo-Saxon polity in which a body of Irish Catho-

lics exists. All are threatened by the same peril. In Australia they are

now diseasing the subject of eiectpral reform. The author of a very care-

ful essay onthe subject in the Melbourne Review dwells on the evils con-

nected with the balance of parties and the perpetual swinging of the

political pendulum. "This state of things," he says, "i« aggravated in

Victoria by the existence of the Catholic vote, which is used to defeat

ministry after ministry. Parties are generally pretty evenly divided, and

the Catholic vote anites now with one side, and now with the other. Chir

Phillips the Neil) York Trwune points out tnat CTonnernu™ w»«i»uvouuiuu

emancipation before the war were detested, not so much because the right

to hold slaves was Wieved in, as because agitation was bad for trade. Th%

result was that Mr. Phillips' violent attacks made him a social outcast, a

political Ishmaelite, and virtually an enemy of society. We give the

follovring cutting, not only as coming from a journal always opposed to

slavery and, therefore, friendly to Mr. Phillips on that question, but as a

sample of keener writing thants usually found in American papers :—

"We say these things not to disparage Mr. Phillips ;
nobody questions the value

of his services : but to explain why it is that after sUvery had been aboUshed he

found himself so often at war with society. To be at war with society was his normal

state for half a century. A.t the beginning of his career he thought that he saw m
all the bulwarks of society, in the church, the school, the university, the press,

the ballot the legislature, the organization of industry, the conventionahties of hfe,

one vast oompaet with hell; everything that was, was wrong; the first principle of

human rights, that man shall own himself, could only be secured by attackmg the

aeneral fabric of American oivilizaticm. That he was proved wrong, m one point

after another, did not tend to soften his temper. He wrangled over the events which,

if thev discredited his methods, were the triumphant vindication of hu purpose
;
and

at the end of the anti-slavery agitation he was hardly less hostUe to the established

order of things than he had been when the " broad-oloth mob " wa« dragging Garriaon

through the streete with a rope around his body. Like many other apostlea of one

Kreatidea he had a very imperfect comprehension of matters outside his speoial Ime

of thooah't Thns, with the disposition grown inveterate to regard the existing

arranHOTients of society as devices for oppression, it is not surpnamg that he threw

himself into one scheme of wild agitation after another, and brought to the service

of vlaionaries and demagogues that unique combination of fervour, elegance, adroit-

ness integrity, high-mindedness. and fertility in vituperation wWoh made him the

most rmnarkable orator of our times. He has kept very queer oompany ol late yean

and iuatained very bad causes ; but nobody has ever doubted the pnnty of his in-

tentions. Hie errora will soon be forgotten ; his thirty years' war for freedom wi«

keep hit weinory green,"

M\
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Thb epidemic of lynching which has broken out in several parts of the
United States has given rise to a warm controversy in the columns of
the press. There is something fascinating about this rough-and-ready
manner of administering justice by rule of thumb to settlers in newly-
opened localities, the dimensions of which have grown more rapidly than
their governmental institutions. The fears of " a long rope and a short
shrift" have probably been strongly deterrent of crimes in such settlemente
pending the formation of proper tribunals of justice. But once these are
established, no sentimental reason can be accepted in justification of out-
rages against law and order, nor can the mob be allowed to usurp the joint
functions of judge, jury, and executioner, even though ordinary forms of
j usdce may appear slow or faulty.

Many a sportsman has acknowledged his inability to explain how some
sorts of game live through severe winters. This subject is well treated in
the current Forest and Stream. With a heavy fall of snow topped with a
sharp crust, trees, seeds and buds covered with ice, it is diflioult to see how
winged game can live. Nor, in truth, do they. They simply die in such
circumstances. The quail is the first to succumb, the wild turkey holds
but longer, and the gamey grouse is the last to give in. This winter, how-
ever, the last-named beautiful bird lives well in patches of trees, on moun-
tain slopes, and is indifferent to three-feet of crusted snow on the ground
«o long as the buds of the poplar and birch are not enveloped in ice. The
fox rarely dies through the severity of a season, though he becomes fear-
fully emaciated. The mink and weazel manage very well, the former by
fishing, the latter by mousing. The hybemating habite of the bear, skunk,
woodchuck and 'coon are well known. The deer, unmolested by other
enemies, is rarely beaten by hard weather alone, whUe the hare, the rabbit
and the red squirrel can "snap derisive thumbs" at Siberian weather,
with a heavy ice-crust thrown in.

'

Thb controversy on the White Elephant waxes hotter on both sides the
Atlantic, and so the " Prince of Humbugs " gete his latest acquisition more
widely advertised than even he hoped. Professor Flower says the pink
spotasomuch commented upon are patehes of flesh colour which show
through owing to the absence of colouring pigment in the' epidermis.
That certainly is the recognized cause of similar marks in pigs, and an
elephant is only a pig aggrandized, with the tusks enlarged and the snout
greatly lengthened. Mr. John Guy Laveriek, writing to the London Tinus,
s^ys the real white elephant is of a perfectly light tint all over, and offer^
to put Mr. Bamum in the way of procuring one. So that it would appear
cream-coloured elephante do exist, that most " white " elephants are pink,
that " Toung " has pink patehes like a pig, and that he is, therefore, not a
superior article.

"The Happiness of Women" has of late received considerable atten-
tion in the correspondence columns of a section of the English press, pro-

evoked by a paper on the subject in a London review. An advanced
civilization has already removed many extraneous causes of discontent and
unhappiness among women, and it is a legitimate inductibh that their"
gradual raising in the social scale will further conduce to such happiness
M is within reach. Physical causes have considerably contributed to the
" unhappy disposition " referred to in the paper mentioned. The play-
ground, the gymnasium, the cricket and hunting fields have always been
recognized as necessary portions of boyish and manly education, whilst a
mistaken prudishness until of late precluded girls and women, who really
require more careful physical training, from developing the body. The
very natural result has been the " discontent and unhappiness " bewailed.
The oversensitive nervousness which characterizes so many ladies is more
the result of^want of out-door exercise than of feminine weakness. Any
medical man but a quack prefers to prescribe fresh air and exercise rather
than tonics. One never hears of " discontent and unhappiness " in the
sense referred to among fishwives who help their lords to discharge and
seU their cargoes, or follow the amphibious pursuit of shrimpijgand mussel
gathering. "Another woman" hits home when she writes—" a great
cause of unhappiness in women—I mean in those fighting with real mis-
fortunes—is their cowardice. Brought up to consider not merely right and
wrong, but the opinion of the world, of their friends and relations, they
submit tamely to evils from which a firm and persistent will would soon
have freed them. Many an act which looks like self-sacrifice is, at the core,
mere weakness, fear of the world, of the anger or annoyance of those who
h»ve no right to be either angry or annoyed. I think the first lesson to be
tMgbt our girls, like our boys, is to be afraid of nothing except doing
wwn^" ,

Sir Wilfrid Lawson is the self-elected comic man of the English House
of Commons. He is further leader of the " local option " party, who would
give power to two-thirds of any community to prohibit the sale of alcoholic
liquor in their midst. He is, withal, an enthusiastic Radical. In the
course of a speech the other day, apropos of aristocracy. Sir Wilfrid is re-
ported to have said :-"He was not of that section of party men who
attached themselves to a great man to be dragged through the dirt to
dignity. He denied that he had sneered at a new Conservative candidate
because he did not belong to a family of great antiquity. In the words of
that unhappy man, the Poet-Laureate, on whom .the great misfortune hdd
lately fallen of being kicked upstairs to associate all his life with titled
mediocrities, he said, in lines which would be remembered when the House
of Lords had ceased to exist, that

—

" Bowe'er It be, it seems to me,
r 'Tis only noble to be good. 7—7- ''-—

» Kind hearts are more than coronets,
' '' _ -

And simple faith than Norman blood."

The London Spectator is of opinion that Scotland has not sent first-rate
men to the English Pariiament since the Reform Bill. The Scotsman is
very wroth at this statement, and in reply gives a long string of names of
Scotehmen who have occupied important public positions during the period
named. Amongst others -the Scotsman gives Francis Jeffrey, the Right
Hon. James Abercromby, Lord Campbell, Lord Macaulay, Lord Cardwell
Lord Aberdare, Sir J. Ferguson, Mr. Grant Duff, Mr. Joseph Hume, Mr.'
Baxter, and Mr. Trevelyan. But the Spectator responds that whilst it is
most creditable to Scoteh constituencies to send up such men, " first-rate
men who rise to rule and who so sway Parliament that they are by them-
selves powers," were the sort referred to. Not one of those quoted by its
contemporary was more than second-rate, except Macaulay, whose great-
ness was displayed in another field. Lord Cardwell, who might have been
Premier, and Mr. Trevelyan, who may rise far beyond his present level,
are both Englishmen, and do not come within the meaning of the Specta-
tor's pungnph at all. .On the other hand the English journal disclaims
any intention of lecturing a country whichIs " politically the soundest of
the three kingdoms."

A pbominent English weekly review, discussing the question of indus-
try, refers to the popular view that black men are very lazy^ average white
men are lazyish, whilst the Englishman alone loves work for itself. This
is palpably untrue. The Belgian or French peasant is more industrious
than his English brother, and is a veritable glutton for remunerative
work. The Englishman can get through a quantity of good work, but wiU
not labour on Sundays—or even Saturday afternoons—like his continental
fellow. Close observers are of opinion that Chinamen are by far the most
industrious workers. The well-fed negro comes next, provided he is
allowed holidays

; the continental workman comes third ; the average
Englishman comes next; and the brown man is last. The Englishman, how-
ever, is approaching the brown man in a delilierate desire to limit his own
industry. He considers more leisure better worth bis while than more

'

pay—a decision to which the brown man came two thousand years agg

By ita action in again refusing Mr. Bradlaugh permission to take his
seat in the House of Commons, the English Tory party has further
strengthened that notorious non-jurists position. Despite the unpleasant
theories with which his name is associated, the thrice-elected member for
Northampton has equal pariiamentary rights with the 228 gentlemen who
voted that he be excluded from the precincts of the House. Outside a small,
if clamorous following, Mr. Bradlaugh was a nonentity, and if he had
been permitted to take his seat he would soon have found his level in
oblivion. But the pwsecution of the Opposition and a few bigoted Whigs
have gained for him the sympathy of many who cordially detest his doc-
trines, and has obtained for him and them a notoriety they could never
otherwise have obtained.

A COBBE8PONDBNCE of more than usual importance to military meij, and
sportsmen has for some time been going on in the columns of the English
press. Mr. J. D. Dougall, the well-known Bennett-street gunmaker,
stoutly maintains that target-practice will never make a good shot on the
field of battle or of sport. " Vernier " sights on military rifles for use in
action, he says, are a mistake. He pointe to the fact that the English
soldiers in the Boer war, though highly trained and armed with the most
scientific weapons, could deliver no effective reply to the rough Africanders,
who were sportsmen from childhood. He suggesta that military rifles be'

fitted with plain folding "leaf-sighte" for distances up to 400 yards, and
thftt beyond that range the common seqae qf the soldier be left to ^ide
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hi8 fire. For both fighting purposes and those of sport the absnrd practice

of shooting with one eye closed should be abandoned. To close one eye is

to lose a sense of distance, and to throw away the natural endowment of

binocular vision. This is not done in driving a nail, in playing cncket or

billiards, and ought not to be done in rifle shooting.

Whatever the objections—and they are many—to the military systems

of the continent, tCt any rate therhave spoiled the trade of the anarchist.

The immense numbers of men under arms, the precision of their weapons,

the substitution of broad straight boulevards which can be commanded by

artillery for the old tortuous streets in great cities, have made street fight-

ing much too serious a recreation for malcontents. Hence the indifference

with which Paris received a threatened descent " into the streets " of some

hundred thousand canailU, who from misfortune or fault were idle, and

who modestly demanded some two hundred francs each from the Govern-

ment. Neither in Paris nor Berlin were securities affected as *hey would

have been quarter of a century ago by such an announcement, nor did the

London exchange show any excitement. For the same reasons the Nihil-

istic scares in Vienna and St. Petersburg are productive of only local

agitation. A few persons in authority who have made themselves obnox-

ious or who represent obnoxious institutions may quake, and by their

influence the press is made to send up a cry to heaven for sympathy and

help. But the community at large has perfect confidence in the power of

the executive to maintain law and order. The cheap blather of such men

as Rossa, and the wild chimeras of Mr. George have no effect on educated

England beyond causing derision. Albeit, the real friends of Ireland are

pained to see an excitable warm-hearted people mislead by the blood-thirsty

vapourings of the former. ____^

The Saturday Review devotes a couple of columns to the exposure of

Mr. George's theories. Our contemporary says that enthusiast uses big

brushes and very bright or very dark colours, but no competent person

who has read his book can call him a competent writer. "The book is

essentially an appeal to ignorance in its method and style no less than in its

arguments, and in what do duty in it for facts." Nothing is gained by

_ calling the English people " stupid " because they decline to rob the Duke

of Westminster. The following extract is a good specimen of the terse,

acrid manner which forms the specialty of the Saturday :—

If as hM been abnncUuitly shown already, Mr. George's history is fiction his economy

t!„. ^ DTOTOsal to make the State directly dependent on the changing

Ter^nd ttevS .kill of^^cnltnrists a piece of Utic^Jmadnee. ; if hi. ethic,

fu^i^ tothe Msertion of the divine right of robbery, and his theology an asaump-

«on thltth^^vtn"StB «e necee.aSly identical with Mr. George', crotchets, the

connection of hi, theorie, with the TOppo«rf facts which prove hi, enthasiasm for

hn^^tv deserve, epithet, no more complimentary than theee. In neither of hi,S is there tresligh est attempt to show in what way the expropriation he propose,

M K^ir.fit »nv livine soul or a single recognition of the fact that, as all hi, scheme

rl doToK toTeU^e taxpayers'of taxation, the paupers «.d the prostitute., the

ontist cSen and the starved'^labourers whom he pities, and not one of whom pays

a~ of taxM «cept on excisable Uqnors and a few other commodities, won d. be in

__io «T reUeved. Nowhere is it possible to find the leart consciousness that, il he

=~^i.r.^l ^nld ever be got to work at aU-lf mankind at large could be seized of the

:S^thwSMr^ George would invest it. «id, farther, could be got to retain pos-

!^^ thereof, the only resdt would be a condition of permanent stagnation in which
session «°"^' ' ,., ^ .ynatters. The " natural, equal, and inahenable rights

»^'rr-'whKr GeorR^r«og^^^^^ m«an «mply the natural and unalterabUle.elof

^,'!^;y.'To put it briefly. Mr. George', past i, a fiction. Mid his future, if it could

be brought about, would be a pigstye.

The article then concludes by stating there qan be no possible antidote to

Mr. George, in the case of any reasonable person, better than the reading

of Mr. George's works.

ENGLAND'S OLDEST COLONY.—III.

LAND ahoy! CAPE IJINB.

Steamers of the Allan Line which ply between Halifax and Liverpool

make Cape Race, the south-eastern corner of Newfoundland; those which

carry the Royal Mail under contract with the Nevrfoundland Government,

call at St. John's, in passing to and fro. When our Scotch friends, arm-in-

arm a bottle in each hand, were "first fittin'" for the year of grace '83,

and the "fun gre* fast and furious"; when many in Toronto were

returning from watch-light service ; on a night clear and star-lit, the wind

fresh but steady from the north-west, the billows of the Atlantic rolling

long and free, the s. s. Ca«p«m, plunge on plunge, making fourteen knots

an hour, we sighted a fixed white-light on the southernmost point of New-

foundland—called, from the dark forest that once overhung it, Cape Pine.

From the deck you may see that light twenty miles at sea. It stands three

hundred ^d twenty feet above water-mark. The house for its accom-

modation consists of iron, was buUt by Mr. Gordon, of Greenock, at the

insUnce of the British Government, and is similar, in form and material.

to that erected by the same enginew oiTWe 80u«6-«Mt!TBn*<*-«» Bermuda

Islands, which is classed by navigators among thefltiest light-houses extant.

There was need of it.

In 1816 before the closing of navigation, the transport ^<wpoon«r took

on board at Quebec detachments of th^4th B. V. Battalion, their families

and stores, to land them at Deptford, England. Peace was restored, their

long and arduous term of service in Canada was over. About midnight

of the tenth of November, when all but the watch were below and many,

most, wei* asleep, she was thrown upon St. Shott's, a few miles inside

Cape Pine, and fell on her beamjends on the port: side. Sharp rocks

staved the bottom of the ship, and the waves washed furiously over her,

carrying away masts, tackling, every boat but one, smashing berths and

stanchions between decks, and burying not a few both of passengers and

crew. When a report ran through the shivering survivors that a lighted

candle had set fire to some spirits in the captain's cabin, not far from the

magazine, control was at an end, panic revelled unconfined. Now and

here was the opportunity, not of the cautious, the prudent, the sage, but

of the brave man, of him who would give his life a sacrifice. Altruistic?

Ay, as the Apostles were altruistic. Chief-mate Atkinson, somehow, got

the'remaining boat out astern, with two others jumped in, and, taking a

line with them, the trusty three made for a boulder that loomed lar^ly

close by and against which the breakers fell with terrific roar. They

reached the summit of the cliff, a hundred feet or more, how none of them

could tell, heard above the din the shrieks of those on board, returned hail,

but for what end? Their line was gone, their boat ground to splinters, the

nearest settlement fifteen miles off, its existence doubtful, its direction

unknown. In this extremity, no boats, no rescue, nor chance of any,

death shrieking vrildly for his prey, Captain Bryant stood collected,

bethought him of. a dog there was on board, made fast the log-line

round his chest and middle, then flung him overboard. No record tells

what agony these people went through as, day struggling with night made

darkness visible, they strained their eyes to track the poor brute's course,

now on the crest, now on the bosom of the wave, now pitched almost to

the summit of the bluff on which Atkinson and his comrades cried aloud,

cheering him on, now swallowed in the trough, the breakers lashing and

roUing over him, their Uves resting on a frail cord, on a dog, and he a

shuttlecock for the waves.

It is the fashion now to call Byron pretty names, and many homilies have

been built on that cynical epitaph wherein he contrasts the virtues of his dog

with the want of them in man. There shall be no defence of him offered

here. But, one would be inclined to think that the poet had cause to rejoice

that he had a friend, true and leal, rather than, in this keenly intellectual

age when, nine case cases out of ten, friendship veers with the wind or

adjusts itself to the barometer of fortune, to complain that he had not

more than one. The reader, also, will be glad to learn that that friend

was of the race most daring of his kind in extremity, most gentle in dis-

position, most faithful to man, around whose neck hang the medals of

humane societies, was first discovered on these shores and takes his name

from Newfoundland. Conscious, as it were, of what depended on him, the

gallant creature cast from the Harpooner battles bravely with the storm,

with no small toil reaches the summit of the bluff; then, his work done,

disappears from history. To the log-line was knotted a rope, to the rope a

hawser, to the hawser slings, to which all who trusted themselves, men,

women, children, one by one, came safe to shore. All? All but one.

His wife and daughter came scatheless through the flood ;
but Lieutenant

Wilson, a stout, able man, we are told, could not maintain his grip on the

rope. The company was scarcely planted onlhe rock out of the breakers'

way, on that wild November morning, but a healthful son, who, in all

probability, still flourishes in the West of England, was bom unto the

sergeant of the guard. The helpless mother was plucked from a watery

grave, but the strong swimmer was swept under of the surf. Explain it

how you will, it is the unlikely thing which comes to pass. Of the three

hundred and eighty persons whose names were on the ship's roll, two

hundred and six, in large measure veterans who frequently had faced shot

and shell on this and on the continent of Europe, met their death near

Cape Pine. One hundred and seventy-five were conveyed to St. John's,

where, say the papers, " the merchants and gentlemen most promptly and

generously came forward, in the most handsome manner, to the relief of

the surviving sufierers. " A fortnight after, they set out for Portsmouth

in the Mercury, of Poole, carrying with them vivid recollections, if of the

terrors of St. Shott's, then of the hospitality of St. John's.

From Cape Pine to Norman is several hundred miles. The text-books

have it that the island is three hundred and fifty mUes long by two hundred

broad, and contains thirty-six thousand square miles of surface, that is,

four thousand mor« than Ireland, seven thousand more than Scotland.
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Newfoundland's commissiontir at the late Fisheries Exhibition, whose means

of information none will question. Sir Ambrose Shea, .sets down her area at

forty-five thousand square miles. Her acreage of twenty millions and odd

approaches near to that of England without Wales. The shore line is

gteatly irregular, and at one point so deeply indented as almost to cut the

island into two parts, as to leave only a narrow neck, two to three miles

across, called Gome-by-chance, to link the former province, now the pen-

insula of Avalon, with the main land. It is reckoned to be two thousand

miles in length, and provides frequent and excellent harbours. The mariner

defines Newfoundland's position as lying betwee;i the forty-sixth and fiftieth

parallels of north latitude, and between the degrees of longitude fifty-two

and fifty-nine west of Greenwich. To the eye strategic she fronts the St.

Lawrence, guards either entrance to the Gulf, and holds the key of British

North America as approaijhed from the Atlantic. A geologist would tell

you, contrary to what has sometimes been surmised and said, that the

.debris of the river has had little or nothing to do with her formation; that,

rather, she is one with her continent in structure, and, long before our day,

was rifted from it by glacier action, more probably by volcanic upheaval,

of which traces are everywhere to be found. Scanning the map, you may

say roughly that her outline is that of a triangle. A line along the south

coast, from Cape Race west, gives you its base. Upon it drop a perpen-

dicular from Cape Norman, and you have a right-angle at Cape Ray. Join

Norman with Race and you draw an hypotenuse along which glides a

current from Baffin's Bay, rich with freight, which " yields to England,"

says Bacon, speaking of the Newfoundland of his day, " more wealth than

all the mines of Peru and Mexico yield to Spain." T. B. Bbowstino.

CO-EDUCATION IN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

" A Bystander " in the last number of The Wkbk repeats his oft-re-iterated

and somewhat stereotyped warnings against the evils of co-education, the

occasion of his remarks being the fact that the Legislative Assembly of the

Province is about to be asked to insist on the door of the provincial college

being opened to women as the door of the provincial university has been

for the past seven years. To those who have read the distinguished pub-

licist's past utterances on this^exed question it is needless ' to say that he

contents himself with dogmatizing On the subject, and that he does not

tbrow upon it a single ray of light that is likely to be helpful to those on

whom will shortly be oast the responsibility of deciding the matter. It is

equally needless to remind all who take any interest in the question that

the time for dogmatizing about it has gone by never to return. The

opponents of co-education are eveiywhere placed on the defensive, and each

succeeding year brings perceptibly nearer the time when the college that

persists in excluding women from its lecture halls will be regarded as a

fossil anachronism.

" As a general system, co-education may safely be pronounced a failure,"

says " A Bystander." I say that the assertion is simply ludicrous, and I

challenge- him to the proof. The only apology for it which he offers in his—

article is a reference to what is taking place at Cornell, and the citation of

President Eliot, of Harvard, as an authority ; and both of these are easily

diBpoii4»d of. Dr. Eliot never had wiy experience of cp-education himself,

so fax as I am aware, and if he cannot give us the testimony of experience

then his opinion is not evidence, any more than " Bystander's " own

opinion is. By way of contrast to both let me cite the views of Horace

Bushnell, who should be accepted by " Bystander " as a disinterested

observer, seeing that he is as strongly opposed as any one can be to the

" sexual revolution," the dread of which throws so many minds nowadays

off their balance. I quote from the opening sentences of a book written to

prove that woman Sufihige is a " reform against nature," which was pub-

lished in 1869, and the date of which is very significant. After speaking

of the manner in which " the whole male half of the race, having power to

do it, have been piling weights of disability and depression on the other

half," Mr. Bushnell says :—

Ws have made a good and right beginning already in the matter of eduoation, and

tha benafiioent reaolts that come along with our new code, of training are even a sur-

prise to UB ; oompelling u, to rectify a great many fooUah prejudice, that we mppoaed

to be umotioned, ae inevitable wisdom, by long age, of experience. The joining, for

•lample. of the two Mxei in oommon studie, and a common college Ufe—what could

be more on-aniTaruty-Uke, and, morally ,peaking, more absurd r And, as far as the

yoong women are oonoemod, what ooold be more unwomanly and really mure improper?

I oootaM, with wme mortifioation, that when the thing was first done, I was not a Uttla

hookad, even by the rumour of it. But, when by-and-by Mime fifteen years ago (i.e.,

in 1864), I drifted into Obarlin and qpant a Sunday there, I had a new ohaptar opened
th»t has oott ma tha loia of a ooniiderable oargo of wine opinions, all aoattwed in looae

wiaok never again to be gathered. I fonndKhat tha old triiuroh-idea of a ooUage (col-

leoium), where youths of tha male uz ware gathaiad to the oloiater, of their male

taaohsa, tha monks, and where any sight or thoo^t of a woman approaohing the

plaoa was oonoaived to be a profanation, was itself a dinnal impaatun, and a kind of

total lie againit everything most banefloant in the biMxual order of our eziatenoe. I

learned, for the flrrt time, what it mean, that the sexes, not merely a, by two-and-two,

bat as a large open scale of society, have a complementary relation, existing as helps to

each other, and that humanity is a disjointed creature running only to waste and dis-

order where they are put so far asunder as to leave either one or the other in a properly

monastic and separate state. Here were gathered for instruction large numbers of
' pupils, malo and female, pursuing their studies tugctiier in the same classes and lessons,

. under the same teachers ; the young women deriving a more pronounced and positive '

character from association with young men in their studies, and the young men a closer

and more receptive refinement and a more delicate habitual respect to -what is in per-

sonal life, from their associations with young women. The discipline of the institution,

watchful as it properly should be, was yet a kind of silence, and was practically null

—

being carried on virtually by the mutually qualifying and restraining powers of the

sexes over each other. 'There was scarcely a single case of discipline, or almost never

more than ono, ooourring in a year. In particular, there was no suoh thing known av

an etprit du cvp> in deeds of mischief, no conspiracies against order and the faculty, »

no bold prominence iu evil aspired to, no lying proudly done for the safety of the clui,

no barbarities of hazing perpetrated. And so the ancient, traditional, hell-state of

college Ufe, and all the immense ruin of character propagated by the club-law of a

stringently male or monastic association, was totally escaped and put away. What we
see occurring always, where males are gathered in a society by themselves, whether in

the prison, or the shop, or the school, or the army—every beginning of the ayrit du

corpt in evil is kept under, stowed away, made impossible by the association of the

gentler sex, who cannot co-operate in it, and cannot think of it with respect. And
what so long ago was proved by this earliest experiment, has since been proved a dozen

or twenty times over by other experiments under other form, of religion, as well a,

under all varieties of Uterary culture and social atmosphere. The experiment of join-

ing the two sexes in the same studies, and composing in that manner the society of

college life, has now been carried far enough I think, to show that it is the only plan

which is really according to nature. Whether the college, and universities of the old

QiQuastio type will change their organizations, so as to claim their advantage, in the

better way discovered, remain, to be seen. Perhaps they would not do it if they could,

and perhaps they can not do it if they would. It remains, in either case, to be seen

whether they have benefits of any kind sufficient to compensate for their moral dis-

advantages, and so to keep them still in existence.

Thirty years ago Mr. Bushnell, an uncompromising opponent of the gen -

eral movement so cordially disliked by " A Bystander," regarded the Oberlin

experiment as an unqualified success. He suids that a score of more

recent experiments of a similar kind had proved equally successful as far

back as fifteen years ago. We have similar testimony, some of it even more

emphatic, from keen, impartial and competent observers, many of whom

have taught in, while some have presided over, colleges in which co- educa-

tion has been fully tested. And yet, on the authority of Dr. Eliot, who

does not appear to have ever taught a mixed class in his life, we arej^told

that "as a general system, co-education may be pronounced a failure."

Where has it ever failed after a fair trial ! Not in Cornell, for, on

" Bystander's " own admission, the attendance of women in that institution

has risen to about fifty in fifteen years—a most encouraging success inview

of the youth of the University, and the parental and other prejudices that

had to be overcome by the ambitious girls. Not in Ann Arbor, where the

attendance of women is much larger than it is at Cornell, though co-educa-

tion has been permitted for a ,
shorter period. From a report of the

National Commission of Education, published in 1874—the latest to which

at this writing I have access—I learn that ten years ago there were, in the

United States over 120 universities and colleges in which co-education, was

practised ; that in many of these the attendance of the sexes was nearly

equal ; that in some the female students were the more numerous, and that

in not a few they numbered upwards of 100 ; in one case reaching 160.

It is needless to cite testimony on this point, though there is plenty to be

had.

The question at issue, with respect to University College, is an

extremely simple one. The senate of the Provincial University has, ever

since 1877, admitted women to its examinations. During these seven years

ninwty-fivR candidates have applied for leavo^to^ass the matriculation

examination, and no fewer than eighty-three— an unusually large propor-

tion—have passed it Of the latter number, sixty are at present of the

standing of tirst^year, fifteen of second-year, and eight of third-year. None

<have ever yet attempted the third or fourth-year examinations, for the

simple reason that in University College alone can tuition be obtained in

subjects of those years, and its door is closed against them. As University

..College is, equally with Toronto University, a Provincial institution, sup-

ported entirely by public funds, which are the property of the whole

people, and managed under the authority of a public Act of Parlia-

ment, not a private charter, the great injustice indicted on deserving

young women anxious to complete their education is too obvious to need

emphasizing. They are not asking for permission to live in the college

residence, but merely to attend the lectures of the professors, some of

whom are, by the way, quite willing to have them in their lecture

rooms. Th» great majority of the male students, nearly ninety per cent.,

now live in private boarding-houses, and female students can safely be

permitted to do likewise, as in the case of the Normal School, where

co-education of adults has been the rule for thirty years. There is no law

against the admission of women to University College, except the will of

a majority of the faculty, and that made up, with the sole exception of the

President, of the least experienced members of it. What Mr. Gibson asks

the Legislature to do is to declare that, as women are now admitted to the

University examination- hall, they should be as freely admitted to the Col-

i
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lege class-rooms. The one is the complement of the other, and a jterusal of
the statutes governing Iwth will show that the Legislature never intended
sex to be a disability in an applicant for admission to either.

The formal repl^ made to ajSplicants by the College Council can be
construed only as either a strange confessiort' of moral weakness or a
reflection on the character of the male students. Women are refused ad-
mission because their presence is deemed by the Council incompatible with
the maintenance of "due order and discipline" in the institution. We
have seen what Mr. Bushnell has to say on this point. We know what
the practical result of the Normal School system has been, and we know
that in almost every High School and Collegiate Institute in the Province
adult male and female students are constantly in the same class-room. No
intelligent master of a secondary school would now think of separating the
sexes, whatever the age of the pupils might be; and even " Bystander"
will admit that the hearts of students of tWenty-one are just as " com-
bustible " in a school as in a college. Indeed the chances of a scandal
arising from the mingling of seXes are less in the college than in the
school, owing chiefly to the higher character of those women who have the
fortitude to attempt a university course. William Houston.

RABELAIS.

A scathing article in which the London Saturday Eeview subjects
Punch to an all-consuming fire is amusing the Uterary world. It is per-
haps a waste of dynamite on the part of the JReview to blow up the booth
of Momus. The oflfence of Punch was to call Rabelais a dirty old black-
guard. The Week has also a word to say to that.

The present assumes that the present is the true and only standard of
taste, and quarters on that standard Punch and Ouida, with for crest aWoman in White, rampant, and as motto a prurient innuendo in the slang of
the American vulgate from the pen of some female novelist. The present
has no patience with the past. Addison and his co-respondents are to the
taste of to-day as deservedly dead as Queen Anne. The language used by
these people was horrid. If a godly remnant may be believed things were
said and done in Charles the Second, his day, that would be extremely un-
genteel now. Were an amiable reader of the present Week to reject
huuseir (which jmeans to pro-ject himself backwards) into the times of

^ Henry, the eighth of that blessed name and memory, he might find several
things uttered and done that he could only palliate in view of peculiaritym the constitution of that monarch and his monarchy. The farther back
one goes the darker things look, although, like a personage whom one of
our English chroniclers describes as "that old incendiary," even the dark
ages are not as black as they are painted. Had they not flexible glass and
some knowledge of architecture? The Homeric heroes fitted their time
although, of course, it was highly reprehensible and not in good form tO
bully one another in the way they did. Most of the gods and men-^y di
me/ and women—mentioned in Lemjpriere's Classical Dictionary, seem to
have been injudicious in their conduct and worse in their talk Probably
excuses might be made for them all, but The Week is not, at present, re-
tained as their apologist.

^^^'^ >«- <« "^^ an established British belief that everything is worse
on the continent of Europe, and especially in France, than in happy Eng-
land. In the double decade of years between 1520 and 1540 society even
in England was rather naughty from a present point of view. It was in
the habit of calling a spade a " spade. ' This was indefensible as a mat-
ter of refinement. It ought to have spoken of the tool as a horiiicultural
implement with a handle, and have limited the coarser word to the shovel
of a bishop and the spade on a guinea. But people did not. They bare-
facedly called the thing a spade. It was the custom of the country Even
so lately as the days of Elizabeth-of whom no scandal-a playwright pro-
duced an acting drama caUed " the Custom of the Country."

The European continent at the time—that is to say the south and mid-
dle western, for the keen north kept the air purer-was, as to its morality
covered with a fungoid growth, or to speak less figuratively, with venaUty'
oppression, profligacy, corruption, sensuality and consequently with uni-
versal coarseness, spoken and written. In the holiday processions under
Lorenzo the Magnificent, the Canto ddU Mtretriei was sung in character
through the streete of Florence. Leo X., glory of Italy and the Papacy
who, as his father and all of the Medicis. liked his literature highly spiced'
was never weary of having MachiaveUi's not prudish screaming farce Mar^
dragore performed in the private papal chamber. The dipper into Euro-
pean history of the era meets with many oocnrrences and remarks that it
wonld take a very special pleader to exonerate. Society was in a fester to
its core.

In this foul and fsecal simmering of the social elements gi-ew to man-
hood and to a kind of spurious priesthood Francis Rabelais ; he was a
man of good digestion, that was item the first in his favour ; of sound
lungs, his laugh must have been a diapason ; an admirable judge of wine—
for had he not graduated in the grape of his father's Touranian close? and
in his every rmnu of the Gargantuan feasU shows it ; a man with the
hugest idea of giving a dinner and eating it ; joined to these fine qualities
the boldness of a lion, or a Luther, or a Knox, the impertinence of a jack-
pudding and the wisdom of the most ancient of serpents. This man knew
his era. Had he girt up his loins and preached, his compatriots would
have stoned him like Stephen. Unlike many good souls of the present
day—with reverence be it spoken—he did not overestimate his value in
holding forth. A meretricious glorifying of literature was then the fashion,
and Rabelais called in literature to his aid. " The Inestimable Life of the
Great Gargantua" offered to the world, being newer—would presumably
be—as entertaining as the " Adventures of Roland," or more so. Success
attended his literary venture. The book took.

Many debating societies have puzzled their modicum of brains as to the
distinction between wit and humour. Rabelais drew no line, but taking
humour as the basis stirred in his wit-pellets as plums in porridge. No
acrid ingredient mingled in his roly-poly ; a delicate acid, dropped in min-
ims, served to accentuate the mass which he offered to the digestion of his
race. The salutary medicaments meant for purging were agreeably dis-
guised but not concealed.

Had Francis Rabelais, physician, recommended in a dulcet tone of voice
a course of bread pUls, and a mUd dip at Tadousac to cure the almost in-
curable, he might have become a fashionable doctor and been knighted—or,
worse still, have been made a baronet—but would he have been the giant
feared and loved, that he was 1 If he had spoken in phrase not comprehen-
ded by the mob he talked to, could he have established a salutary cautery
on that mob's hide? We think not ; he spoke the language and uttered the
vulgarities of the day that the vulgar of the day might comprehend him,
but behind every vulgarism is but partially hidden a wholesome text or at-
tempt to lead up to and impress a truth. J-or the then licentiousness of
expression, even in the throne room of the Sovereign Pontiff, the scholar
has only to look, in addition to the incidents already quoted, at the writings
of the brilliant Cardinal Bembo, right hand literary man of the respectable
Pope Alexander Pameae. What the Cardinal, mainstay of an avowedly
reforming pope, said, Rabelais deemed he might say likewise, but in the
vernacular of his province—instead of the latin of the Vatican. It may
modify the horror of some to learn that the vulgarities of Rabehiis were an
important factor in the Reformation. That his own mind was more at
home in a wider refinement of thought is apparent to those who read
between the lines

; he lowered himself that he might be understood. The
teacher spoke to his pupils in their own foul provincialism. So do traders
of Hong Kong talk pigeon-English that they may be intelligible to the
flowery Chinese. The complete parables of Rabelais are to be found onlym the library of the ripe schokr. There let them remain. Strong meats
are not for babes and sucklings, but there is no reason why tender ones
should not have a nice wholesome slice off the holiday joint. Which re-
minds us that the intention of this paper is to recommend Professor Morley's

•»j f ^
'

v»»i(5«mrtH* »au cue neroic qcouh or -iraiitagrueL inwhicE
the rather too strong Rabelais is made fit for decent society, and as seem
ingly innocuous as the most abandoned roue in a white waistcoat on his
good behaviour at a girk' partly.

. Huhtbh Duvab.

CARNIVAL NOTES.

The week has been a busy and merry one for Montreal On Monday thesecond Winter Carnival began under circumstances altogether aSio^!The weather wa^ delightful, somewhat milder than on the sameT^^
last year but stUl such as to leave no doubt «. to the sealT T^Zwas of the clearest blue, bright sunshine ghiddened the heartL the str^Tta

Tnllir.^ Tr,*"""
^^ walking and driving, and aU thTelemelte^^^spu«i to make hfe enjoyable. For several days previous, vUito« Wbeen flocking m from all directions. The hotek were crowded, ^d^dreds of lodging-houses were a. fuU as they could conveniently te X«h«.p.tahty of a krge number of private house, had Wso been availed ofAltogether our popuktion had been increased by a good m«iy thow^d."The ppsparations had occupied the thoughts of the chief and suborS^'committees for several months, and nothLg that was likelv to liwT^u

interest of the event had beeTlost rightT ^ to add to the

For such a feast of reason and healthfnl nleaanm »<> „;*- u u
b<*j» provided than Montreal k A wSS ^^'^.2^^^^
might be extemporized any fine day, and no vari^y oltarte be leftun
.gnitified. The programme k really littk more thai a «^«L of «.Zand amosement. which are in full activity all the winter tKrit iTX
ing, skating, curimg, snow-shoeing, tobogganing, hockey, ]^r<^ oTke"
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trotting raceH, skating ma8<juerade8, concurts, ballK, lahleaux vivantu, torch-

light processions, and other forms of recreation are, in one or other mode

of exhibition, quite familiar to the gay youth and mirthful ago of Montreal.

That is, in truth, the most important fact in connection with the Carnival.

Of added features, the reception of the Oovernor-Greneral and the vice-

regal party, the concourse of visitors, and the castle of ice are the most

noteworthy. Of course, too, every point of interest is intensified by the

spirit of a common purpose and the prevailing enthusiasm.

Montreal has six well organized snow-shoe clubs, the oldest of which

dates back to 1840. No doubt, long before that time informal gatherings

of snow sheers had tramped it merrily through our winter woods, when

on the 9th of January, 1666, M. de Courcelles set out from Quebec on an

expedition to the country of the Agniers. Major Herbel de Rouville,

with a party of French and Indians, travelled on snow-shoes from Canada

to Deerfield, Massachusetts, in the winter of 1704. The motive of the

foray was the recovery of a bell that had been ordered from France for the

use of the little church at Caughnawaga, and which is still in "existence

and an object of much veneration. From that time on the raquettes must

have been in frequent use amongst the French Canadians, though their

adoption as means of healthy exercise and pleasure is comparatively recent.

Carioling seems to have been the favourite out-door amusement of the

jeunesgfi doree of Quebec towards the close of the last century. An old

carioling song of that period is extant, of which the following verses may
serve as a specimen :

—

"Not all the fraffranoe of the spring,

Nor all the tnnefal birds that sing

Can to the plains the lauies bring

So soon as carioling.

" Nor Venus with the wingfed loves
^

Drawn by her sparrows or her doves.

So graoefuUy or swiftly moves
As ladies oarioUng."

The. snow-shoers, too, have their poets, and there is nothing moce in-

spiriting than a snow-shoe chorus joineil in by the whole company on the

line of march. The following stanzas are from a great favourite with the

Montreal Club :

—

" Chilliest of skies above,

Coldest of fields below,
'

Bonnd to the shore we love,

Ever and on we go ;

Far as the eye can peer.

Where the goal of the mountain shines,

Our forward course we steer.

Up to the feathered Pines ; .
Tramp, tramp, tramp,
Vive la Tuqoe Bleua

" What if the tempest roars,

What if the wild winds blow

;

Our buoyant spirit soars

Over the steppes of snow

;

Swift as the antlered deer.

Light as the soft gazelle.

The hedge and the wall we clear.

And the gorge that we know so well

;

Tramp, tramp, tramp

;

Vive la Tuque Bleue."

Besides the Montreal, there are the St. G«orge, the Canadian, Les

Trappeurs, the Argyle, and the Maple-Leaf clubs, every one of which has

its own uniform.

It may seem strange that curling should have found a local habitation

and a name in Montreal before snow-shoeing. On the excellent authority

of Col. Dyde, C. M. G., this appears to be the case. In an interesting con-

tribution to the carnival number of the Witness, he describes a match that

took place in 1835 between the Montreal and Quebec curling clubs. There

are now three well-organized clubs, each with double rinks and club room.

Though tobogganing k an ancient sport in Montreal, it was not until

1880 that it -was thought worthy of organization. There are now four fine

clubs, one of which bears the name of our Governor-General. They have

all their own slides. That of the Park Toboggan Cliib is situated in a spot,

known as " The Pines," famed for the beauty of its surroundings, and one

of Montreal's chief attractions. The total run there is 1,300 feet with a

fall of eighty-four and a-half feet. It is double, each slide being ten feet

wide. The total length of Montreal Club (three slides) k 1,500 feet ; of

the Lansdowne, 1,800, and of the Tuque Bleue, 1,200.

Mis Excellency and Lady Lansdowne must have been pleased at the

reception with which they met. The living arch was an arch of triumph

in more than one sense. Apart from its living freight, it was a handsome

structure, well planned and well put together. Two solid towers, with

their connecting and dependent arch, had been so built as to furnish

standing room, hidden by greenery, for over two hundred blanketed snow-

shoers. Surmounting each tower was a star of snow-shoes, and above the

arch was a scroll formed of three toboggans, with the motto, Virtute non

Verbis, and underneath, in distinct significance, the city's " Welcome."

The tasteful costumes, mingling with the foliage of the evergreens, were

quite effective.

-•^ The imposing castellated structure which bears the name of Ice Palace

k believed to be the third of such fabrics as yet erected. The first, that of

the Empress Anne of Russia, erected at St Petersburg in 1740, and de-

scribed in Cowper's poem, " 'The Task," had no successor until a happy

thought ga>^e existence to the architectural fancy that lent so much ieUu

to last year's carnival.

In such a palace poetry might plaoe

The armory of wintsr ....

'' Silently, as a dream, the fabrio rose ;

No sound of hammer or of saw was there.

loe upon ioe, the well-adjusted parts

Were soon oonjoined, nor other cement asked
'

,

" Than water interfosed to make them one.

Lamps gracefully disposed, and of all hues,

ninmined every side ; a watery light

Qleame4 through the dear transparency, that seemed

' " Another moon new risen, or meteor fallen

From heaven to earth, of lambant dame aerona.- —.—

•

— '»

So stood the brittle prodigy ; though smooth
And slippery the materials, yet frost-bound

Firm as a rock."

There could hardly be a truer description than that which the poet's

creative eye enabled him to write of a structure which he had not seen

with hk bodily vision. But, of course, there is room for any variety of

plan in ice as in stone-work. Montreal's first attempt was admirable,

when it is considered that the builders had no experience to guide them.

That of this year is a much finer building. It k a castelkted structure

which would be imposing even if it were built of stone. Its length k 160

feet, and greaitest breadth sixty-five feet, while the height of the central

tower k eighty feet. No description can give any just notion of the im-

pression conveyed by thk shapely mass of ice. Seen by a person unwarned

its effect would certainly be startling. There is a weird and ghostly look

about it that recalls some of the imaginings of Gustave Dor6.

The scene on Wednesday night was memorable. Such a concourse of

people has seldom come together in Montreal. The attraction was the

attack and defence of the Ice Palace by the snow-shoers. The weather,

which was so bright and cheery on Monday, had undergone some change

for the worse, but the drizzle had ceased, and the leaden skies were favour-

able to the pyrotechnic display which was to light up the heavens. From
whatever side one approached the palace, the ethereal towers, glimmering

with the electric light, formed a conspicuous object, and once the eye rested

on it, it was not easy to withdraw the gaze. Every now and then the blaze

of many-coloured fireworks crossed and re-crossed the dome, descending in

showers of light of every shape and hue. The snow-shoers, in their gay

uniforms, were ready for the word of command, and, after some pretty

evolutions, marched, each man bearing a torch, towards the slope of the

mountains. The crowd, though pressing and jostling, was induced to make

a path for them. It was a novel and interesting sight, as the long line of

torch-bearers, first white, then red, made its way to the summit, where they

began such a storm of shells and rockets as gave a fair idea of a genuine

bombardment. The scene was one to fire the heart of the dullest beholder

and the miscellaneous multitude entered heartily into the spirit of it. The

sight of so many people might well gave rke to conflicting emotions, for,

however joyous the occasion, there is much of solemn auggestiveness in a

vast throng of human beings. " When the sun set, where were they ?

"

When a few suns set where will that great multitude have disappeared to i

tDn the very spot where they stood, around that castle of ice, had once lain

the forefathers of the hamlet—for then it was little more. On every spot

almost on which a foot rested tears had been shed over the grave of the

loved and lost. And long before those vanished forms had made their ap-

pearance on that or any scene, another people, whose hospitality had been

the first ever offered to civilized man on the site of this great city, had

lived and loved and suffered and passed away, by what cruel breath of fate

no one knowa When to the summit of that same mountain to which he

gave its name, Cartder was guided by some of his simple, trusting hosts, on

what a different Scene did he gaze from that which meets the eye to-day !

There k one lack, of which the visitor to Montreal, who has had experi-

ence of Quebec, may sometimes be made conscious. Montreal has no Le

Moine. Historians there are, indeed, learned and conscientious, by whose

research the Province and the Dominion have largely profited, and will still

profit But there is noneTb whom every spot to which Tikfory or iraSi-

tion has attached some association is an object of tender interest and care,

as every notable point in and around Quebec is to Mr. Le Moine. Such a <

vales sacer, on whom he might lean for guidance to the many localities

and buildings and sites that have had a memorable share in our annals,

many a stranger visiting our city would thankfully appreciate.

It was thoughtful of the committee to open all the libraries, museums,

art gallery and other storehouses of knowledge and culture to the strangers

attending the Carnival. Much as there may be to attract in the amuse-

ments of the week, there must be a few who, in such a continuity of pleas-

ure, will long for quiet intercourse with a book, a picture, or such relics of

the world's past ages as the Redpath museum contains.

The idea occurred to a few ardent skaters of making our historic per-

aonnel a feature in the Victoria Rink masquerade. As a picture of life

and beauty, and brightness, and joy, the scene, on that occasion, could not

be surpassed. The building, which is considered one of the finest on the

continent, was adorned with all that taste and loyalty could suggest The

ice temple was " a thing of beauty," though obviously not a "joy for ever,"

and the grotto might have been the home of winter fairies. Montreal is

famous for the skill of its skaters, and the evolutions of the f&vcJigtvtantes

at the carnival evidently astonished some of the strangers. As for the

hktorical figures, there was Jacques Cartier, who may have crossed that

very spot when he touched the blind, and the kme, and the feeble that

were brought to him, and comforted and inspired them with the spirit of

gratitude, if he did not heal them. And Champlain, who came later by a

life-time to find no trace of that peaceful habitation of a simple race, and

Frontenao,who revenged their wrongs by breaking the power of the haughty

Iioquok ; and Wolfe, who effected what the Kirkts and the Phipses and the

Walkeia had attempted in vain, making Britain mktreae of the Gulf and

' M
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of the citadel and the whole broad interior. The presence of the vice-
regal party and so many other visitors of distinction made an impression
which, perhaps, could have been gained by no imaginary reproduction of
the vanished forms of our changeful past.

It was not on the rinks alone—the Crystal, and Prince of Wales, as
well as the Victoria—that the effect of fancy costume was added to the ex-
hilaration of healthy exercise and delight in the display and witnessing of
rare skill. At the opening of the Montreal toboggan slide, the costumes
were one of the chief attractions, set off, as they were, by the natural
charms of the" scene, and setting off the no less real charms of the wearers.
Some of the fair adventurers evidently felt not a little trepidation, though
most of them assumed perfect confidence, always well founded in the skill
and care of their guides. Every night of the Carnival, when other attrac-
tions did not prove stronger, all the slides were occupied by'joyous throngs.
The hearts of the Lansdowne Club were morer than once made giad by the
visit to their slide of Lord Lansdowne, who did honour to the club by
wearing its handsome white uniform. On Thursday night Lady Lans-
downe accompanied him, and the whole scene was one of extraordinary
brilliancy and interest.

Of the curling bonspiel, which opened on Tuesday and continued all
through the week, it need only be said that, among those who love to
"mark the lea with mirth and glee in cauld, cauld frosty weather," there
was quite as much enthusiasm as centred around any other entertainment
of the Carnival. To numbers of Americans the trotting raees were the
cream of all the sports, and the Driving Park gave ample opportunity for
the study of some national characteristics. The McGill, Victoria, and Ottawa
hockey teams are well trained, and their play attracted quite a number of
interested spectators, the Governor-General honouring them by his
appearance at the rink on Friday morning.

In Carnival week, the proper hospitable frame of mind has been culti-
vated by preparation and looking forward to its most amiable point, and
all citizens vied with each other in providing for the comfort and happiness

^ the guests. Not only has this culmination of good feeling produced its
best fruits during the week now near its close, but the committee took
excellent care t;hat if any exceptional disposition were displayed to take
selfish advantage of the incomers, it should be promptly discouraged. On
the whole, it may be said that seldom, if ever before, was an appeal made
to the kindly nature of Montreal with such altogether satisfactory results.
Many a friendship, too, has grown out of this week's reunion that will
last while life lasts. Montreal has new ties with many a distant city
which may be fraught with good for us and them. When in after days
they or we look on any of the excellent illustrations of the Carnival, we can
fill in vacancies with remembered forms, or substitute for features in the
scene those whose smiles so much entranced its pleasures for us.

Montreal, Feb. 9. j. r.

OTTAWA NOTES.

Thk great guns of the political parties have opened fire and the action
has become general all over the political field. There have already been three
motions of want of confidence, and the way is being prepared for a fourth

;

private bills are pouring in, the Government's proposed legislation has caused
great and general excitement ; lobbyists are hard at work, deputations are
coming forward in shoals, demanding redress of all sorts of grievances, and
the rumour-makers are more than busy. The politicians and their assistants

and the hangers-on of the session are rapidly assuming the look of men who
sustain a constant effort with some difficultj*^ a look which is characteristic

of the busy part of the session, and the Parliament buildings seem to grow
worse as to ventilation, and more shabby as to appearance, just as is always
the case during the legislative season.

The debate on the Canadian Pacific flailway resolutions occupies the
greater share of the attention of the House, and from Monday will no
doubt monopolize it, as the Government has decided the question shall be dis-

cussed from day to day until decided. There can be no doubt that if the

proposed loan is to do the Canadian Pacific Railway Company any good,
it must be given soon. Meantime the air is full of rumours about opposi-

tion to be raised to the measure and about proposed amendments to it. It

is only fair that the Company should give as well as ask, and Mr. Blake
pointed out in a speech which must rank as one of the very ablest of his life,

that now was a good time to try to compel them to give up their monopoly
and to enter upon an engagement to complete the work by 1886, to enable

them to do which is the great reason urged for granting this loan.

Sir Richard Cartwright has signalized his re-entrance into Parliament

by a strong indictment of the Finance Minister for his action in advancing

$300,000 to what he calls the " scandalously mismanaged " Exchange
Bank. Whether Sir Leonard did or did not ^ve the^money because the

Exchange Bank people were political friends cannot be decided in a quarrel

of the partizans about it, Ktat the event proved him grossly in the wrong.

The Finance Minister's only defence was gone, and therefore he could only

make a confused raWuS^ speech and trust to his followers to help him
out. Bdt on the other hand the attacking party was in a strong position.

His manner of speech gave strong oorrobative evidence to the truth of

another odd rumour that has been onrreni \)rhen Sir Richard waa laat ia

the House his rising to speak on any question was the signal for groans,

cat-calVand derisive cheers from the other side. He seemed to enjoy the

tight, however, and was apparently never in better humor with himself than

when shouting away at the highest, pitch of his rasping voice, trying to

make himself heard above the discordant sounds from the other side, and
abusing his adversaries in good, sound English. It is said, however,

that when he came here this session, his friends gav^ him a hint that he

was doing their cause no good by exasperating the enemy, an'd begged him
to be a little less peppery. If his speech of yesterday was not the result of

some such conversatiop as that, it is hard to surmise what was the matter
with him. He had the Finance Minister on the hip, and knew it

; yet he
spoke calmly (for him), and even when the Government side sought to fire

him, gave out only a hasty spark of angry retort and straightway was cold

again. The fact was probably that he was trying to roar gently, so as not
to try the sensitive nerves of his friends ; and the verdict must be that as a
gentle roarer he is not a success.

The demand of Quebec for better terms has been made. Mr. Ouimet,
member for Laval, made a speech last night to show that all considerations

of fair-play and good policy were in favour of granting an additional sub-

sidy to Quebec. Many of'^is arguments were such as would apply to the

other Provinces as well, but he applied them to Quebec alone, leaving it

for others to make what further use of them they wished. He did his

best to secure the sympathy and co-operation of the Opposition by saying
that the subsidies now paid to the Provinces were so small that the

Provinces were left more dependent than they should be upon the central

authority, and that this state of affairs led toward legislative union. The
Opposition did not bite, however, and after a few other French members
had spoken the motion for papers, under cover of which thiis speech was
made, was carried, without either amendment or dissent. This is not the

best of the matter. The position of Quebec is so desperate that nothing
but more money or pinching economy will save the Province. The alter-

native is a terrible one for Quebec politicians, and, however loudly the

people call for it, it is hardly likely the politicians will enter upon that

course.

Once again we are threatened with a revival of the miserable question

of Orange incorporation. The • subject in itself is a fair one for debate,

and neither those who support nor those who oppose the measure need be
ashamed to present their views upon it. But, it has become so palpably a
mere ghost-trick for each party to scare the other with, that the solid sense

of the people should rebel against it. If the Orangemen want incorporar

tion, let them come forward like men and demand it. If the question is in-

their opinion of sufiicient importance to warrant it, let them make it a
question at the polls ; but to have the thing drag along as it has done for

years past and then to expect to arouse sympathy by means of it, is an
insult to the intelligence of the public. This session, for instance, the
petition for the bill was not put in until late, and then so quietly that
very few knew that it had been put in at all. To-day was the last day for
receiving public bills, and it is only to-day that the Orange leaders appeared
in Ottawa to urge ite passing. An extension of time for presenting
private bills has been granted and the Orange Bill is once more not brought
forward, but awaits some further arrangements before being put before
the house. It was a good trick once, but it ia played out and ought to be
put to one side with the Pacific Scandal, the Neebing Hotel and other
ancient properties of the political theatre.

Dinner parties, afternoon parties, tobogganing parties and only one
ball. This is the record of the social season so far, and the people who
are always ready to be invited out and the people who think they have
done their share of entertaining begin to wonder how long this state of
affairs is to continue. Ed, RutHVRN.

NEW BRUNSWICK LETTER.

Wk have just been witnessing one of those political somersaults here that
would create astonishment elsewhere. With us, however, such things are
matters of course, as the personal and pecuniary elements are stronger than
the political in our electoral contests. Mr. Pickard carried the county of
York, in the last general election, by a majority of 917, and the Reform
papers sent up a shout about " the triumph of Liberal principles," " the
downfall of Toryism," and much more to the same effect. Those who were
familiar with public matters in New Brunswick knew that this talk was
all rubbish, and that half the voters knew little and cared .less about
Liberalism or Toryism in the abstract or the concrete. Mr. Pickard's big
majority proved Mr. Pickard's great popularity in his county, and it

proved nothing else. Mr. Pickard died, and his political frieiyia seemed
to diiak they only needed to decide among themselves who should be his
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successor. They did not think it possible that they could be successfully

opposed. But Mr. Temple, knowing full well how large a number of Mr.

Pickard's following was personal rather than political, accepted a nomin-

ation from the friends of the Government and boldly entered the lists with

what looked like desperate odds against him. His opponent was an abler

man than he,- but not so well known or so personally popular. The local

Government was against him, its power in the county being wielded by

the partner of the Liberal candidate, but he had the influence of the

Dominion Government in his favour. Mr. Gibson, the king of the

Nashwaak, marshalled his hosts against him, but the Burpees, who control

all the railways in the county, are understood to have held themselves

aloof from the struggle.

The result is the eleation of Mr. Temple by 167 majority-a result

which shows that neariy six hundred electors changed sides-that six

hundred who voted for Mr. Pickard, the follower of Mr. Blake, voted for

Mr. Temple, the follower of Sir John Macdonald. My reference to

pecuniary considerations does not refer to bribery, but to favours that

are looked for from a friendly Government. One of the Temple papers

published ite platform, and almost every plank of the structure consisted

of subsidy-money for railways, money for bridges and money for public

buildings. The Attorney-General, appealing to the same spirit of selfish-

ness, asked for tenders for a bridge across the St. John, at Frederisbon,

and made lavish promises of great road improvements. The Liberals are

lamenting the relapse of York into the bosom of Tory barbarism, andthe

Liberal Conservatives are singing hosannas over its redemption, but the

mourners going about the streets and the makers of music are alike per-

fectly conscious of the fact that personal considerations decided the

contest.

We are disposed to marvel much, here in New Brunswick, at the

"Bystander's" assertion that "the Ontario tax-payer bears the chief

burden " of the expenditures of the Federal Government. Our politicians

have frequently figured on the subject of relative contributions to the

revenue, and have always shown to their own satisfaction that the New

Brunswick tax-payer bears a heavier burden than he of Ontario. Without

going into the arithmetical mazes and conjectural assumptions which are

employed by those who discuss so unprofitable a theme, it is safe to say

that it has never been demonstrated that the Ontario tax-payer bears a

larger share of the public burden than the New Brunswick or Nova Scotia

tax-payer. " Bystander's " statement as it stands is simply incorrect,

and there can be few readers, even among the chronic grumblers of On-

tario, who- do not reco|Sze ite falsity at a glance. If " Bystander

"

intended to personify Ontario, the statement is unphilosphical and absurd.

Ontario pays no tax to the Dominion Treasury. The individual consumers

of native whiskey and imported goods, no matter where they reside, have

the whole burden of Federal taxation, and it is mischievous and mislead-

ing to talk about the share any Province bears. We look for something

sounder than this sort of shoddy from your distinguished contributor.

SL John, N. B., Feb. 1, 1884. •
,

Jay. .

and in every way better for the country, than if occupied by one or two

wealthy holders farming on a large scale. I am pleased " A Bystander

has referred to this matter again, as it may help to get it the consideration

it is entitled to. Yours truly, Wm. Osboekb.

Hamilton, Feb. 6, 1884-

THK IBISH QUESTION.

To the Editor of TJte Week :

Sir,—What does Mr. Edgar mean by Home Rule for IreUndl Does

he mean a separate "Parliament ! If life does, he seems to forget that the

experiment has been already tried, and that it ended in a war between the

two races and the two religions, which plunged the island into sanguinary

anarchy in '98. It is difficult to imagine how any man of sense can fancy

there is any analogy between the case of a distant dependency like Canada

and that of Ireland, which is an integral portion of the United Kin^om,

or imagine that it is possible, without dismemberment of the United King-

dom, to give Ireland self-government on the Canadian plan. -The Pamel-

lites do not want Home Rule. They want, and avow that they want, sepa-

ration. On the other hand, there is evidently a large party in Ireland

opposed to anything of the kind. Why are we bound to withhold our

sympathy from the Irish Protesants and Unioniste ! They have among

them almost all the intelligence of the country. Why is their opinion less

deserving of attention than that of the masses of which we have specimens

in Conway street? Mr. Edgar says that we did not deprive the Irish in

Canada of their rights on account of the Fenian invasion. But suppose

the Irish in Canada had joined the Fenians, murdered our citizens, maimed

our cattle, and blown up our pubUc buildings with dynamite, what should

we have done! However, nobody has proposed to deprive the Irish ot

any rights. Pariiament was legislating for them in the most liberal

spirit when the standard of rebellion was raised, and Mr. Gladstone, whose

life they are daily threatening, had given them a Land Act, and was pro-

posing to give them an extension of local self-government. It is quite

clear that this question of sympathy with rebellion in Ireland has become

mixed with party questions here, and that we shall have to be on our

guard accordingly. I am yours, etc., Canadiax Libbkal.

Toronto, FebniMry 11, 1884.

CORRESPONDENCE.

EMOLISB WOMEN IN PUBLIC LIFE.

To the Editor of The Week:

Sir,—As the question of Female Suffrage seems likely to be brought

before the Legislature, it may be worth while to call attention to the testi-

mony of " A Good Liberal " given in the PM Mall Gazette, itself a very

Ubeml journal, respecting the ladies who take part in public hfe m l!-ng-

land

—

The advocates of women's suffrage and of women in public work M^ fond of takmg

it for grauteJ that their opinions are gaining ground in the Liberal party. For mysau,

with fSr opportunities of judging, I doubt it. The experience of the election of guar-

Lna is not favourable to them, and with regard to women on school bo"fs and other

pubUc bodies, 'phere are the cases in which they have been of service ? ^°'°rtunately

^pubUo business as is private life it is found that women are apt to «o™ ">e^ °P'°:

ions by their likes and dislikes, and to be moved by personal reasons rather tf'"'^ J^e

merit* of the questions at issue ; and this has made them often the cause °l^-i^^^^
rrdisoomfort on the boards on which they have sat. There has been nothmg in the

work which they have contributed to counterbalance this. They have done nothmg

which could not have been as well or better done by men.

To experience of this kind is probably due the decided retrogression

of Female Suffrage in the British House of Commons, where from a

-regular Bill, which once passed a second reading, it has shi-unk to a mere

resolution, the rejection of which is so much a foregone cone usion that

members hardly think it worth while to attend. At the Radical Conference

at Leeds tb» other day, a resolution in favour of Female^ Suffice w^
LIMITED FARM HOLDINGS.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sib —In the last number of The Week " A Bystander " again refers to

the proposal to limit holdings of land to 320 acres, or any other arbitrary

quantity. Permit me to ask "A Bystander" if he would favour selling

2i unlimited quantities to individual holders? or would he fix a limit

?

and if so, about where 1 In either case he would be liable to be objected

to In the the first, as favouring an aristocratic monopoly detrimental to

the best Interests of the people ; and in the second as fixing on a limited

arbitrary quantity, and therefore a nationalist aiming to slay the monster

°*
Tquito agree with " A Bystander" as to the effect a tenancy at the

will of the state, would have. But a fixed lease of say ten, fifteen, or

twenty years would have a very ditterent effect. The tenant would have the

advantwe of using all his capital in plant and stock, which would enable

him toTultivate the land better and raise more bread. If his object was

cultivation and bread raising for his remuneration, and not speculation,

the amount of rent and value of improvements could be sfettled in fairness,

o as to admit of the experiment of ever so large a farm without cause of

^Having had some experience in farming, and having read, talked and

thouaht a good deal about it, I have no kesitation in saying that a town-

BhiBliiittled with famUies on every 320 acres or less, with a mixed system

oiXnainK whose surplus of produce will not be grain entirely, but largely

of bStorTcheese, beef, pork, etc., the freight on which would be so much

le« felt than on grain, wUl be better cultivated, better skittled for the

pnbUo good, will raise mow bread-stufi, make more ti»de and commerce,

at LiOouB the other <my, a reaoiutiuu i-u j-_»*_^"» ^^ .. v..^>,.w ^— m a i -

carried as it was announced by a great majority. But it seems thaToTtSe"

540 delegates only about 200 thought it worth while to be present on that

occasion. Among the mass of the wives and motiiers of England the move-

ment evidently finds no support. Yours, etc., Sex.

Feb. 9. . -

To the Editor of The Week :

Sir —I see reported another hideous case of premature burial, the vic-

tim beiiig Miss Hockwall, of Dayton, Ohio. It is surely time that some

medical man who has a regard for the reputation of his profession shouUl

explain these cases and tell us why such horrors are ever permitted to

occur when the use of very simple teste might prevent them. Philo.

This story is told in illustration of the elder Dumas' untiiinking

generosity. A friend came in with a thousand francs for him, in gold

and silver, and piled Uiem up on his mantel-piece. "Not there, not there,"

criedllexander Dumas, " for whatever money is put tiiwe is common prop-

erty for my friends. A score of needy men would come in—there are so

many needy people in Paris just before dinner—who might be hungry,

and seeing the money there would help tiiemselves, and I couldn't deny

them. By eight o'clock there would not be a sou left I wouldn't have

tiie heart to say no. Somehow charity has no definite object. It must be

universal, but in this case I must be prudence itself," and saying this he

took up the money and looked it in a drawer in his writing desk.

m
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VALENTINE IN fORM OF BALLADE.

The soft wind from the south land sped,
He set his strength to blow,
From forests where Adonis bled.
And lily flowers a-row :

He crossed the straits like streams that flow,
The ocean dark as wine,
To my true love to whisper low,

' To be your Valentine.
- s, • - - A

The spring half-raised her drowsy head,
Besprent with drifted snow,
" I'll send an April day," she said,
"To lands of wintry woe."
He came,—the winter's overthrow,
With showers that sing and shine.
Pied daisies round your path to strow,
To be your Valentine.

Where sands of Egypt, swart and red,
'Neath suns Egyptian glow,
In places of the princely dead,
By the Nile's overflow.

The swallow plumed her wings to go.
And for the north did pine,
And fain would brave the frost, her foe,
To be your Valentine.

ENVOI.

Spring, swallow, south-wind, even so,

Their various voice combine
;

But that they crave on me bestow,
To be your Valentine.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.
By Edoab Fawoett, author of "A Oentleman ot Leisure"

Ad Ambitious Woman," " Tinkling Cymbal*,"

VI.

'A Hopeless Case,'
etc.

BEPORETanline had been an hour longer in the Dares's drawing-room
she had become acquainted with many new people. She could not count
them all when she afterward tried to do so ; the introductions had been
very rapid for some little time ; one, so to speak had trodden upon the

. heel of another. Her meditated project had transpired, and not a few of
her recent acquaintances eyed her with a critical estimate of her capability
to become their future leader.

She soon found herself an object of such general scrutiny that she was
in danger of growing embarrassed to the verge of actual bewilderment.
She was now the centre of a little group, and every member of it regarded
her with more or less marked attentiveness.

" I've a tragic soul in a comic body, Mrs. Varick," said a fat little

spinster, with a round moon of a face and a high colour, whose name was
Miss Upton. " That is the way I announce myself to all strangers." I
should ^have gone on the stage and played Juliet if it hadn't been for my
unpoetic person. But imagine a bouncing, obese Juliet ! No ; I realized

— that.it would never do.—^shaH have to die with all my mnaie In hie, aa
it were."

" A great many poets have done that," said a pale young gentleman
with very black hair and eyes, and an expression of ironical fatigue which
seldom varied. He was Mr. Leander Prawle, and he was known to have
written verses for which he himself had unbounded admiration. " Indeed,"
the young poet continued, lifting one thin white hand where his moustache
was yet to be, " it is hard to sing a pure and noble song with the discords
of daily life about one."

" Nt5t if you can make the world stop its discords and listen to you,
/Mr. Prawle," said Pauline.

" Oh, Prawle can never do that," said a broad-shouldered young blond,
with a face full of dreaming reverie and hair rolled back from it in a sort
of yellow mane. " He'8 always writing transcendental verses about Man
with a capital M and the grand amelioration of Humanity with a capital
H. Prawle has no colour. He hates an adjective as if it were a viper.
He should have lived with me in t)ie Quartier Latin ; he should have read;
studied and loved the divine Th6ophile Gautier—most perfect of all French
poets I

"

The speaker fixed his drowsy blue eyes upon Leander Prawle while he
thus spoke. A slight smile touched his lips, leaving a £aint dimple in
either smooth, oval cheek. He was certainly very handsome, in an uncon-
ventional, audacious way. His collar gave a lower glimpse of hia firm yet
soft throat than usage ordinarily sanctions ; the backward wave of his h«ir

was certainly against any conceded form. He had been made known to

Pauline as Mr. Arthur Trevor, and she had felt .surprised at his name
being so English ; she had expected to find it French ; Mr. Trevor had
appeared to her extremely French. ,

" When you speak of Paris and of Gautier," she now said to him, " you
really relieve me, Mr. Trevor. I was so prepared, on first meeting you,
to find that you were not an American."

" Oh, Trevor is very French," said Leander Prawle, coldly.

Trevor laughed, lifting one hand on the middle finger of which was the
tawny tell-tale mark of the confirmed cigarette-smoker.

"And my friend, Prawle," he said, "is enormously English."
" Not English—American," slowly corrected Leander Prawle.
" It is the same thing !

" cried Arthur Trevor. " He ib cold-blooded,
Mrs. Varick," the young gentleman Continued, with emphasis and a certain

excitement. " We are always fighting, Prawle and I. I tell Prawle that
in his own beloved literature, he should have but one model outside of
Shakspere. That is Keats—the sweet, sensuous, adorable Keats."

" I loathe Keats," said Leander Prawle, as if he were repeating some
fragment of a litany. " I think him a word-monger."

"Aha?" laughed Arthur Trevor, showing his white, sound teeth.
" Keats was an immense genius. He knew the art of expression."

" And he expressed nothing," said Leander Prawle.
" He expressed beauty." declared Trevor. " Poetry La that There is

nothing else. Even the great master, Hugo, would tell you so."
" Hugo is a mere rhapsodist," said Leander Prawle.
Trevor laughed again. He gave a comic, exaggerated shudder while he •

did so. He now exclusively addressed Pauline. " My dear Mrs. Varick,"
he said, " are you not horrified ]

"

Before Pauline could answer, the fat little Miss Upton spoke. " Oh,
Mr. Trevor," she said, " you know that though you and Mr. Prawle are
always quarrelling about poetry,.and belong to two difierent schools, still,

each of you, in his way, is admirable. You are the North and South
poles."

" No," said Arthur Trevor, " for the North and South poles never come
together, while Prawle and I are continually clashing."

" It looks very much as if chaos were the result," said Pauline.
Arthur Trevor gazed at her reproachfuUy. " I hope you don't mean

that," he said. He put his arm while he spoke, about the neck of a short
and fleshy man, with a bald, pink scalp and a pair of dull, uneasy eyes.
"Here is our friend, Eufus Corson," he continued. "Rufus has not
spoken a word to you since he was presented, Mrs. Varick. But he's a
tremendously important fellow. He doesn't look it, but he is the poet of
death, decay, and horror."

" Good Heavens ! " murmured Pauline, playfully.

" It is true," pursued Arthur Trevor. " Rufus, here, is a wonderful
fellow, and he has written some verses that will one day make him famous
as the American Baudelaire."

" I have not read Baudelaire." said Pauline.

Mr. Corson at once answered her. He spoke in a forced, loitering way.
He wore the dress of a man who scorns all edicts of mode, and yet he was
very commonplace in appearance.

" The literature of the present age is in a state of decadence,'"^ he saidT
Mr. Corson, himself, looked to be in a state of plump prosperity ; even his
rosy baldness had a vivid suggestion of youth and of the enjoyments which
youth bestows. " I write hopelessly," he continued, " because I live in a
hopeless tima My ' Sonnet to a Skull ' has been praised, because—"

" It has not been praised," said Leander Prawle, firmly and severely.
Mr. Corson regarded Prawle with an amused pity. "It has been

praised by people whom you don't know," he said, " and who don't want
to know you."

" It is horrible," enunciated Leander Prawle, while he appealingly
rolled his dark eyes toward Pauline, which the confirmed pallor of his faoe
made still darker. " Mrs. Varick," he went on, " I am sore that you will
agree with me in asserting that skulls and skeletons and disease are not fit
subjects for poetical treatment."

"Yes," answered Pauline, " I think that they are not beautiful—and
for this reason! should condemn them."
- "Then you would make a grave mistake, Mrs. Varick," now quickly
interposed Arthur Trevor. He passed one hand backward along the yellow
mane of his hair while he thus spoke. But he still kept an arm about
the neck of his friend, Corson, " I maintain," he continued, « that Corson
has a perfect right to sing of autumnal things. A corpse U as legitimate a
subject as a sunset They are both morbid ; they both m«ui what is
moribund."

"Oh,- but they are so different!" exclaimed the ia.t Mias Upton.

<tj'r
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" One is the work of God, to delight man, and l£ho other is—oh, dear !

.

the other is well, it's only a mere dead body ! None of the groat poets

have ever written in that dreadful style, Mr. Trevor. Of course, I know

that Mr. Corson has done some powerful work. But is it right to give

people the shudders and the horrors, as he does 1 Why not have sunshine

in poetry, instead of gloom and misery ?

"

"Sunshine is commonplace," said Arthur Trevor.

" Very," said Mr. Corson.

" Sunshine means hope," declared Leander Sprawle. " It means

evolution, development, progress."

" Art is art I " cried Trevor. " Sing of what you please, so long as

your technique is good, so long as you have the right chic, the right facon,

the right way of putting things 1

"

" True," said Corson. " I write of skulls and corpses because you can

get new effects out of them. They haven't been done to death, like faith,

and philanthropyi and freedom. Optimism is so tiresome, nowadays. All

the Greeks ar« dead. Notre Dame stands intact, but the Parthenon is a

ruin."

Leander Sprawle shivered. "You can make clever rhymes about

charnel-houses," he said, " but that is not poetry. You can deplore the

allurements, of women with green eyes and stony hearts, but you degrade

womanhood while you do so. You—

"

"Are you not bored 1" whispered Kindelon, in his mellow Irish brogue

to Pauline, as he just then stole to her side. " If so, let us walk away

together."

Pauline slipped her hand into his proffered arm. " I was not bored,''

she said, as they moved off, " but I was just beginning to be. Are there

nothing but belligerent poets here to-night 1
"

" Oh, you'll find other sorts of people."

"But, who are these three wranglers,—Mr. Trevor, Mr. Sprawle, and
'

Mr. Corson?"

Kindelon laughed. " They are fanatics," he said. " Each one believes

himself a Milton in ability."

" Are they successful 1"

" They send poems (with stamps enclosed) to the magazines, and have

them rejected. They make believe to despise the magazines, but secretly

they would give worlds to see their names in print. Heaven knows, the

magazines print rubbish enough. But they are sensible in rejecting

Arthur Trevor's poems, which are something in this style—I quote from

memory :

—

' The hot, fieroa tigor-lUy madly yearns %
To kill with passionate poison the wild moth
That reels in drunken eostaoy above

Its gorgeous bosom
'

" Or in rejecting that bald-pated, posing Cor89n's trash, which runs like

this:

—

' Death is far better than the loathsome lot

Of kisdng lips that soon must pale and rot,

Of olasping forms that soon mnst cease their breath

Within the blaok embrace of haughty death I'

"Or in declining to publish Mr. Leander Sprawle's buncombe, which

sounds somewhat after this fashion :

—

• Man shall one day develop to a god,

Though now he walks unwinged, nnaoreoled...

To-day we moil and mope—to-morrow's dawn
Shall bring us pinions to outsoar the stars.'

" That's the sort of the thing this brave trio does. All poets are partly

mad, of course. But then they are mad without l)eing poets ; it's this that

makes their lunacy so tiresome."

" And are they always quarrelling when they meet ?

"

" Oh, they do it for effect. They are privately very good friends.

They are all equally obscure ; they've no cause, yet, to hate one another.

If one of them should get a book published before either of the other two,

they would probably both abominate him in good earnest"

(To be Continued.)
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EVENINGS AT HOME.

(IKKALDINE.

They nearly strike ^jne dumb,--
I tremble when they come

Pita-pat

:

This palpitation means
These boots are Geraldine's

—

Think of that

!

O, where did hunter win -"""

So delicate a skin

For her feet i

You lucky little kid.

You perished, so you did.

For my sweet.

The fairy stitching gleams

~^n the sides and in the seama.

And it shows

The Pixies were the wags

Who tipt these funny tags.

And these toes.

What soles to charm an elf

!

Had Crusoe, sick of self.

Chanced to view

One printed near the tide,

P, how hard he would have tried

For the two !

For Gerry's debonair.

And innocent and fair

As a rose

;

She's an angel in a frock.

With a fascinating cock

To her nose.

The simpletons who squeeze

Their extremities to please

Mandarins,

Would positively flinch

From venturing to pinch

Geraldine's.

Cinderella's lefts and riglUs

To Geraldine's were frights ;

And I trow.

The damsel, deftly shod.

Has dutifully trod

Until now.

Come, Grerry, since it suits

Such a pretty puss (in boots)

These to don,

Set this dainty hand awhile

On my shoulder, dear, and I'll

Put them on. -Frederick Locker.

CONCERNING MARK TWAIN.

"In 18CT Twain triedi

Thb Tribdmb says that shortly after Miss Alcott's " Little Women "

was published, a quiet-looking lady entered a Boston circulating library

and asked a lAdy clerk to pick her out a good book that would rest and

amuse her." Naturally " Little Women" was offered, and declined. "It's

very nice ; you'd like it," urged the clerk. " I should not care to read it,"

said the other. " But at least look at it" " No," came the answer, firmly

and with an odd smile ; it is not a book that I should care to read." .I^^R
the clerk, pretty angry, walked away to the chief librarian an(!'crisd,

" There's a woman down there wants a book, and if you want her waited on

soma one else must do it. I won't." " Why, why not t" " Why, she says,

' Little Women' isn't good enough for her to read." " Do you know who
that lady is V " No, and I don't care." " Well, I'll tell you. That is Louisa

M. Alcott Now go and get her a book."

J in Buffalo, where he held an~
editorial position on a daily paper. While there he fell in love with a

young lady, a sister of "Dan"—made famous in Innocents Abroad—but

her father, a gentleman of wealth and position, looked urtfavourably upon

his daughter's alliance with a Bohemian literary character.

" I like you," he said to Mark, " but what do I know of your ante-

cedents t Who is there to answer for you, anyhow ?
"

After reflecting a few momenta, Mark thought some of his old Califor-

nia friends would speak a good word for him. The prospective fathei^in-

law wrote letters of inquiry to several residents of San Francisco, to whom
Clemens referred him, and, with one Exception, the letters denounced him
bitterly, especially deriding his capacity for becoming a good husband.

Mark sat beside his fiancee when the letters were read aloud by the old

gentleman. There was a dreadful silence for a moment, and then Mark
stammered :

" Well, that's pretty rough on a fellow, anyhow ?

"

His betrothed came to the rescue however, and overturned the mass of

testimony against him by saying, "I'll risk you, anyhow." - —
The terrible father-in-law lived in Elmira, New York, and there Mark

' was married. He had told his friends in the newspaper office at Buffalo,

to select him a suite of rooms in a first-class boarding house in the city,

and to have a carriage at the depot to meet the bride and groom. Mark
knew they would do it, and gave himself no more anxiety about it When
he reached Buffalo, he found a handsome carriage, a beautiful span of

horses and a driver in livery. They drove him up to a handsome house on

an aristocratic street, and as the door was opened, there were the parents of

the bride to welcome them home. The old folks had arrived on the quiet

by a special train. After Mark had gone through the house and examined
its elegant finishings, he was notified ofScially that he had been driven by
his own coacliniau, in his own carriage, to his own house. They say teara

.1..

**!:!
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came to his wonderfully dark and piercing eyes, and ^hat all he could say
was " Well, this is a first-class swindle."

Not long after his marriage, Mark settled down in Hartford, and
invested capital in insurance companies there.

The Clemens mansion in Hartford is a model of architectural beauty,
and is elegantly finished in the interior. In the library, over the large tire-

place, is a brass plate with the inscription in old English text :
" The

ornament of a house is the friends who frequent it." Mark does not use
the library for his study, but does nearly all his writing in the billiard

room at the top of the house. It is a long room, with sloping sides, is

light and airy, and very quiet. In this room Mark writes at a plain table,

with his reference books lying scattered about him. He makes it an in-

variable rule to do a certain amount of literary work every day, and his

working hours are made continuous by his not taking a mid-day meal. He
destroys much manuscript, and it is said he rewrote five hundred pages of

one of his popular books. Mark is an industrious worker, and continues

his labours the year round. In summer he retreats to his villa on the Hud-
son, or to a little cottage in the mountains near Elmira, New York. There
he finds the most quiet solitude, and there he works undisturl^ed. Mark is

fond of his home life, and of his three beautiful children. He has
achieved a notable success as a lecturer, both in^ this country and in

England.

—

Famoui Funny Fellawa.

SCENES IN PARLIAMENT.

The decorum and even dignity with which the proceedings in the House of

Lords are usually conducted prevents, to a large extent, the occurrence of

what are ordinarily termed scenes in that assembly, but which are by no
means uncommon in the Lower House, where hooting, howling, cockcrow-

ing, braying, and all^orts of discordant noises are now and then tolerated

during a debate when an unpopular speaker is on his legs. Such doings

would not be allowed in the House of Lords, although that assembly is not

altogether exempt from the occurrence of " scenes," it may be of a milder

and much more decorous description. We may refer to the account which
we gave in our last article on the House of Lords of the fracas between
Lord Durham and the Bishop of Exeter, as also to the irregularity of

which the Lord Chancellor was thought to be guilty in leaving the H«use
of Lords, although only for a few minutes, during the progress of a debate.

Lord Brougham indeed, on another occasion, in the same place, contributed

his full share to get up a scene during the debate on the Reform Bill

when His Majesty was momentarily expected to enter the House for the

purpose of dissolving Parliament, when the Chancellor and indeed the

House in general, was in a very excited condition. In fact, the House of

Lords seemed for a few minutes quite in a state of uproar ; on this occasion

the Lord Chancellor left the House in order to receive the King, on which
some noble lord moved that another peer do take the chair, amidst cries of
" Order ! " and " Shame I " after which we are told that " a scene of con-

fusion ensued of which it was impossible for words to convey any idea."

At one period, indeed, the uproar was so great that it was impossible for

any speaker to be heard. The Chancellor attempted for some time in vain

to make himself audible.

We doubt, indeed, whether any scene in the House of Commons has
ever exceeded this, though, on the other hand, what are termed " scenes

"

are of much more frequent occurrence in the Lower than the Upper
House. One of these occurrences took place in the House of Commons on
the 17th of April, 1823, between Mr. Canning and Mr. (afterwards Lord)
Brougham during the course of the debate on the Catholic claims, when an
assertion was made by Mr. Brougham that Mr. Canning "had exhibited

the most incredible species of monstrous truckling, for the sake of office,

which the whole history of political tergiversation could furnish." On
this, "Mr. Canning, who for some time had laboured hard to control his in-

dignat.ion, with eyes fixed on Mr.

'

Brougham , suddenly started up and ex—
claimed in loud and indignant tones, " I rise to say it is false !

'

The excitement caused by this exclamation probably exceeded, both in

ths House and throughout the country, what had been caused by any pre-

ceding scene of the kind in the House of Lords or the Commons. The
ferment in the House of Commons, as we have heard it described by one
nearly connected with Mr. Canning, who witnessed the proceeding, was of

the most intense description. A short pause followed Mr. Canning's ex-

clamation, when the Speaker called on him to retract his assertion. He
at first refused to do so ; then the Speaker called on the House to support
him in his authority. It was then ordered that both Mr. Canning and Mr.
Brougham be taken into custody by the Serjeant-at-Arms, which order,

however, was revoked on both gentlemen declaring that they would dis-

card the subject from their minds.

The two eloquent rivals became eventually quite reconciled, acted cor-

dially together, and a strong bond even of friendship was established be-

tween \!iiem.^Modem Thought.— ^^^ ._; ^__:
,

•

A DIALOOUE.

Thb Alpine summits—a complete chain of steep precipices right in the

heart of the Alpa Over the mountains is a pale 'green, clear, silent

sky. Hard, biting frost ; firm, sparkling snow ; dark, weather-beaten, ice-

hound crags rise from beneath the show. Two colossi, two giants, rise

from the horizon on either side—the Jungfrsu and the Finsteraarhom.
And the Jungfrau asks her neighbour :

" What is the news ? You
can see better ; what is going on down there 1

"

Thousands of years pass by—as one moment. And Finsteraarhom
thunders back the answer :

" Impenetrable clouds veil the earth ....

W*itl''

Again, thousands of years pass—as one moment.
" Well, what now 1 " asks the Jungfrau. *,

" Now ! see ; everything there is unchanged, confused, and pretty.

Blue water, dark woods, heaped up masses of gray stone, with those little

insects running all about, yon know—the two-legged ones which have
never yet ventured to intrude upon your summit or mine."

"Men?"
"Yes, men."
Again, thousands of years pass by—as alnoment.
" Well, what now ? " asks the Jungfrau.
"It seems to me as if fewer of those insects are to be seen," thunders

Finsteraarhom ;^it's getting clearer down there,—the waters narrower,
the woods thinner !

"

Again^ thousands of years pass by—like one moment.
" What do you see now 1 " asks the Jungfrau.
" Round about us, nearby, it seems to have got clearer," answered

Finsteraarhom ;
" but down there, in'^the distance, in the valleys there are

still some spots, and something moving."
" And now % " asks the Jungfrau, after thousands of years more—

a

mere moment.
" Now all is well," answered Finsteraarhom;—"clear and shining every-

where
;
pure white wherever you look .... Our snow everywhere, nothing

but snow and ice. All is frozen. All is calm and peaceful."

" Yes, now it is well
!

" answers the Jungfrau; "but we have talked.,
enough, old friend. Let us sleep awhile."

" Yes, it is time we did."

They sleep, the giant mountains. The clear green sky, too, sleeps above
the ever-silent earth.

—

From Tourgueneff'a " Poems in Prose."

"ENGLISH AS SHE IS TAUGHT."

Hitherto San Francisco has been comparatively free from Anglo-man-
iacs, for, excepting an occasional Eastern traveller who electrifies the clerks
and habitues of the PaLice Hotel office by asking " what he shall do with the
brawsses," when he is desirous of redeeming his baggage from the transfer
company, the Queen's English has not been inflicted upon the public ear.
But those good days are over, for far away in the wilds of the Western
Addition the principal of a primary school has undertaken to Anglicize
the mode of speech of the rising 'Americans under her charge. A reporter
of The Chronicle saw two little girls returning from Sunday School yes-
terday morning and was astonished to hear them take leave of each other
in the following manner : "Hit's'awlf pawst ten, Attie, awnd I must go
'ome. Me mother will be hangry. Good-bye." " Don't forget to come
hover to me 'ouse this awftemoon, Hawnie," replied the ocher, as they
parted.

"Who told you to say 'hawftemoon'1" the reporter asked of one vf
the little misses.

" The teacher," she answered. " Hall the boys and girls 'ave to do
that."

"Since when?"
" Oh, a long time now. Our teacher says that hit is not proper to say

afternoon.'"
" You don't say so," said the astonished reporter. " Does she make

you use any other words ?
"

" Oh, yes ; she makes us say awnd," and the little girl opened her jaws
like a rock-cod's, to give the proper pronunciation. " Awnd she says dawg,
too," she continued, " awnd brawss, awnd cawnt, awnd pawk, awnd mawn.
Oh, hit's beginning to rwain," and she scampered off without giving the re-

porter an opportunity to ask the name of the school and its principal.

—

^an Francisco Chronicle.

A contented man.

A YOUNG man is mincing along the streets of the capital. His manner
is contented, cheerful, and self-conscious ; his eyes are sparkling, his lips

smiling, and his pretty littleface is slightly flushed. He looks the picture of
contented self-satisfaction. What has happened to him ? Has he received
a legacy ? Has he come into a title ? Is his lady-love waiting for him ?

or is it merely a feeling of physical comfort and satisfaction, the result of
a good breakfast, that pervades his whole body ? or htis he, perhaps, had
hung about his neck the beautiful eight-cornered cross of the Order of the
Polish king, Stanislaus.*

No, he has only invented and carefully circulated a nice bit of scandal
about one of his acquaintances. This scandal then came back 4o him
through some one else and he has believed it himself.

Qh, how pleased and satisfied is this amiable, pFomiaing young man
now !

—

Tov^gueneff's Poems in Prose.

"Wb need not dwell on this point," wrote the editor as he aat down
upon an upturned tack. .

^

A brother journalist across the border has just discovered that the
census embraces seventeen millions of women. Fortunate Census !

Thorbau says :
—" The youth gets together the materials to build a

temple on the earth, and the middle-aged man concludes to build a wood-
shed with them."

Maker of musical instruments (cheerfully rubbing hia hands) :
'* There,

thank goodness, the bass-fiddle is finished at last." After a pause :
" Ach,

Himmel, if I haven't gone and left the glue-pot inaida t

"

*A Wnssiitotdar o< modarat* impoitano*.
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THE PERIODICALS.

Tb« Manhattan for February is an excellent number. Pleasant is

pears more compact, and direct in ^ ," '

^ |,„ „„ means over-

^ry.. "An Ambitious Woman^
Q^e nK^ge^' "^The Old Elm," by

ffi^Da^B on'iheie^hand. his quite too many
^'^'-^'Z^^ oZ

Joullbe satisfied with just one »tan:=a^f it, or perhaps a
^^^^^^-^J^^

°"!^ha Indians have a very sat^factory account of theo^^^^^^^

,„ito«. The legend ™°» t^u"Jhere were m t.m^ o^^^^^^^^
„„ t^e

feathered mouBters permitted by the Maniton «> aegoena
^^to. They were

STnks of the Seneca Biver Their form ""
'Yallhev flow tow«d the earth. Stand-

so large that they darkened the eunhke » "l""''*^ '°*y"?,"
'their long necks into the

tag^e on either bank '^ey guarded the nvera^dstretohmgth ^^^^^

JxoMoi the Indians, .»« 'W attempted to paddle along
j,,t,„otion of Ufe

ap, as the stork king m 'h« table gobbled up^he^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^„,^pj.

WM so great that not an Indian couid P»»« ^-^^'^^^ f„a then only by the corn-

It was long before the monsters
^-f^.^^^i^'^^a onondaga nations. The battle

bined efforts of all the wamors <>«

'\»°Xh'd^dtSe mammoth mosquitoes were

was temble, but the wamors
^^f

y '^^^P^n^ans had to pay dearly. The car-

':Z>nLZo^^''^^ thrp^ir^^fl^ by,the .^, ««, o« m douds of mu..

q"tL; which have flUed the country ever since .

^t ».y i. • V,i.»ol Power/ b, Mr »
f/„:^*'X.«lb Night,"

story and ^^e ending is good -d^^^^^^
„, Colorado."

i^du^ioj. srThe»« ;f!:: --e J;^?^2xr
In the book-notices appeals

J^^^
- ^P-J^^P ^t is called forth by Mr.

FaTc::t':Xr? '°S L^titrW^man ;" and, it is ha.Uy necessary to

say, is warmly appreciative.

" I saw the fields that are forever grsen.

And purple hills that melt into the sea.

The thousand brooks that sing their way between,

One and a part of His great minstrelsy.

Not far Sway that happy sea may be,

Not fa^ those aaUs by rapturous breezes bent.

With mortal eyes, at times, we almost see,

So near they are to oar own lirmament—

The Blessed Isles, where all men are content.

S™*" l::roT"fhe^ynif J.er^y
1^^^^^^^^

tive But we cannot forbear quoting the
_

manly, laughing, vigoro »

called " It you want a kiss, why, take it.

^^
" There's a jolly Saxon proverb

That is pretty much like this

A man is half in heaven

When he has a woman's kiss.

But there's danger in delaying,

And the sweetness may forsake it

So I tell you, bashful lover.

T'! — If you \^ant a kiss, why, take it.

<
. BOOK NOTICES.

The Happy Isles, and Other Poems. .
By 8. H. M. Byers. Boston:

Cupples, Upham &, Co.

The verse in this volume is not strikingly original, but ">'»«•» 0L.;;*/«
j.ne verao in uu

shows nlainlv the influence of K-eats,

sweet, sensuous and liquid. The best

J°j^«
P'^'^^^

^j,„^ ^^o have a real

an influence which -^^ ^^^^^ ^^J^.^^tt^^nrn^ust be at least half a

C"£'Te««no;^^SLTwever;'he simply lets it be seen

S:;:iT^-j,i»:r.JLK;r;l'»bfob ,*.„ .« »... .. u..

volume:
.. i ,,, the gardens of the happy Blest,-

,

The k)tu8-blooms and golden asphodel.

And flowering shrub, angelic hands had d^'"^;
,

B4ri.benied ash and the sweet mountam beU.

And thomle« rose that doth forever smeU,

And Uliai fiur, and waton all in tnne

With odonraa winds that come like fairy speU

Out of the night to cool the parched noon,

And make the year a nev«r-»ading June.

Never let another fellow

Steal a march on you in this.

I"
Never let a laughing maiden

See you spoiling for a kiss :

There's a roval way to kissing.

And the jolly ones who make it

Have a motto that is winning—

If yon want a kiss, why, take it.

' " Any fool may face a cannon.

Any booby wear a crown.

But a man must win a woman

If he'd have her for his own.

Would you have the golden apple.

You must find the tree and shake it;

— If the thing is worth the having,
_— And you want a kiss, wby, take it.

"THE Grandissimes," "Olo Cre^..vs," 2 vols. ^^ J^^^e .^^

Cable. New York : Charles Scribner-s Sons. Toronto .
William

Briggs.

" Old Creole Days. All these dispuy, ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
Cable's ^'^^\^T^:^':f,^C^^e1^Lu of Jrekch and English

vation, his complete ™^t7- L Inman^j charact<»r On this latter point

and his -^"P-thetic msight into woma^s c^^^^^^
^^ write quite

we would say that, in our "P'""'";^'' h^ women be they irreproachable

so well of women as does f^^^able. H^women be
^^^_^^p ^.^^ ^^^

or otherwise are ^^^^y^^ ^^^^tv^ry Z;^ and movement. And Mr.
charm of their

^''^ICZays lovable. Where, in modem fiction, shaU
Cable's women ^"^ »l'"°'\*^^„*y^™

and Clotilde, Madame D^licieuse,

we find women ^^^^^^^""^ -^""^^^ A^dnone of these women are

"^ ^''f:rLTlZ^^^'iof^rJ:i:Zy food, praise, blame,

rXkrr'aranSes." ^or^B M.;^CableV^^^^P-^^^^^^^^

tion served for women yo^ng^amlWUu^^^ I is a^lo^^
.^^^ ,^^ ^^^

ont always that hay^v^ Madame Delphm.^^
^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

in, «„ch st«sB
«P-JJ;^f„^„'^j\Vtd fault' with'his studies of men But

we would not be i^derst
novelist whose men are «telized

excellence in this field

«J^f'^*'^ Sand appealing? as so many ginger-

rlTlU It"haTbC M . Ca^eTgood fort'uL to discover and work a

bread dolls, it has p*^*^" "
^. -,.„„„„ t-Uq Creole "f« « ""e ot pictur-

•'^^
'^-^rs tiroTiu?^^-?d^Sctve:r

"?t preinj. a,l

esque extremes, full ol colour,
„-„^-ct., of different races and differ-

the P»-^^"S: Tt ^nVrcon^^^^^^^ -rents, it seethes,

ent civilizations. The P"'"* °'
, surface manitesUtions. Only

and shifts, and ^hro- up a thouW
^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^

in such a life as this o"*'"™,''
»^ , ,

<,troncest things in modem tic-

Coupe in " The G^^^^^^\^^:^\^J^:Zt.nce. po'ssible which make
tion. Only m such a ifea«th«a^^

^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^

the story >of
^^f

Cafe d^ ^x^^
., /table's genius is ripening, as we

Vignevielle in Madame V'"P"'7„„ •

i„gi„i,t and in evenness of execu-

«ee by Ws later work
l^^jl^-^f.^^-jf ;^^":gthing more new and striking

S " ?:lr S'lorw"ierc5y impres^han " Jean-ah Poquelin.'

,0R..L0R.Ewin^h^^^^^^^^^^
speeches in England and ^''?"*"?'/''

"^^t^ ^ large circulation. Lon-
tmted and sold at a shilling, in "jj^"-J^ '"^^^^^ '^£ be called up to the

aon Truih^y^ 'VLTrrlu ll^ t^t^he Co^ is intriguing' forto

fp-prntl'ri" trViriyat; oTmdia or the LoHl-Lieul«nancy of Ire-

%KW Englan. will have none of Matthew AmolJ^m^^^^^^^^^

^'"T^'ilVT^ t:^1^^^^^V^'^^ buy h^swo'rks'not^th-
quarter of the i^°^- j'^^^J' f„^„, ^ which they have appeared. For-

standing the "^ *"i "^"^^tj! j^s not take the Ememm lecture so to

tunately, the restof ^e^untry doe^ ^^ ^^ ^^
'nr^y':Sfd?s;rof-rrMiddle and We^m States.

^

-ly.i

N
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MUSIG AND TEE DRAMA.

Mr. McDonnell's operatic romance of " Marina," which was on the
boards at " the Grand " during the latter portion of last week, was hardly,',
we think, seen to advantage or received with the respect due to the musical
talent displayed by its composer. Assuredly the defects in representation
were many. The voices were to a large extent inadequate, the pitch would
be considered exhaustingly high even for skilled professional singers, and
much of the acting was either wooden or haphazard. In this latter
respect, however, there were several exceptions. Mr. Frank Nelson, as

t)

Harry, was generally good, though at times he had an air of telling the
audience that he could do better if he were to try. Miss Essie Barton's ,(Anna was satisfactory, in spite of an occasional lack of earnestness.
Agreeable, both from a musical and a dramatic point of view, were the
Sir Richard Ford of Mr. Harry Russell, and the " Lady Ford »

of MissAmy Collins, except in the scene of the sudden home-coming of Captain
-

irl"i
\'"<='»,^^ «»'^'^°t ^^^ <^Wnk the performers might have done as

**!l »^ V.

^^-.f^ sleep-walking. Miss Collins has a strong rich voiceand the beautiful duett " See the Dawn of the Fair Bright Mornine " wassung by herself and Mr. Russell with excellent effect. This duett was
cordially encored. Miss Bertie Bowen, as " Marina," was lifeless, and her
obvious inclination to smile at unseasonable times created an air of

T^t^}'^l\
".^.1""%" ^"Z'^

Ae^^^oxxs, in a manner, of letting the audience
a little bit into the joke. Two or three.of the situations, especially that
attendant upon the reprieve of Stephen, when all fall upon their knees indevout thankfulness at the closeof a jovial song by the Queen's Messen-^er
could only be saved from a suggestion of the ridiculous by sincere and
skilful acting which was not at the time displayed. There is snap and
liveliness in Act 1, the termination of which, with march of the Grenadiers
around the stage, gave the audiencte something over which it was easv'towax applausive The quickstep to which they marched is a spirited and
elective piece of composition. In the construction oi the opera there aremany points which might be altered to advantage, omitting superfluous
dialogue and introducing more action ; but the strength of the work liesm the beauty of the airs. A proof of this may be drawn from the easewith which they lend themselves to effective orchestration. The sone ofAnna 'How sad, tow sad," is very fine in its direct and keen pathos : and
the part song Beauteous summer weather," is undeniably good. But the
bright song of the " Queen's Messenger," which was weU delivered by MrMuiphy, IS marred by a very perceptible reminscence of "Buttercup''Ihe libretto IS altogether inferior to the score, as is usually, if not invariably
thecase. It IS hardly worth wiile looking for either beauties or defects
in a libretto, but we will point out one of not a few defects and one of the
not numerous beauties. Anna, in a moment of anguish, is made to sins
vociferously "I scarce can speak, I scarce can speak," which sounds un-

.
comfortably funny. On the other hand, in the quite unremarkable words
of one ofMarinas songs we find such a beautiful and imaginative touch

" The lark on high, in the bine sky,
Seemed liJse a singing star."

We should like to see this work, which is entirely a home production,
revised and better fanished by its author, and then presented by a strongCT
cast of performers. °

LITERARY GOSSIP.

On Dit tliat Charles Reade is engaged upon a work of fiction " with an
object," for Harper Brothers.

Mr. Robert Browning has finally consented to have a cheap edition of
his poetical works published.

In The Current for Feb. 2, Mr. J. E. Bourinot, of Ottawa, begins a
series of papers on " Some OI4 Forts by the Sea."
"The Massacre of Protestants in Ireland in 1641 " is promised at an

early date. Mr. Froude is engaged writing the preface.

In the "Eminent Women" series a place will be given to SusannaWesley whose life is being written by Mrs. Sarah Clarke, one of her de-
scendants. '

London Truth says that in the autumn we may look for a volume inwhich will be recorded Mr. Arnold's " impressions" of the United Statesand their inhabitants.

At a meeting of the Canadian Institute on Saturday evening, a paperwas read by Preifessor Campbell, of Montreal, on "The Khitan and Aztec
Languages, and one by Dr. McNish, of Cornwall, on "Celtic Topography."
Lady Brasses, is getting ready an account of her recent voyage in the.S««6«am its^port bemg a chronicle of a fourteen-thousand-miles' tourIn the Trades the -Tropics, and the ' Roaring Forties.' " Messrs. Long-raan will publish the book. *^

A number of enterprising young liiteratevrs are startling, for Glasgow, anew university-niagazine, on somewhat the same lines as the Oxford Ma^a-
zxne and the Und^gradv^tes' Jourrml. It will be called the Gk^ow
University Revtenj,a.nd will be published monthly.

nf it^ 1-'"/'^ T;" ?*'''^'^]^ ^""^ *^^ Walkham " in the January numberof the Engluih Illustrated jtagaziru: is illustrated with sketches by thePresident of the Canadian Academy, Mr. L. R. O'Brien. The drawing
are of unusual excellence, full of poetic feeling, and in two cases, of fii^atmospheric effects. '»

v,«ooo, ui une

The foriihcoming number of Manlutttan wUl contain a paper on theEgyptian question by Gen. W. W. Loring-Pasha, who conducted thecampaign apmst the Abyssinians under Khedive Ismail for ten years.An Illustrated article on "Dartmouth College," by the editor, wiU ab«,appear in the same number.
<' j . »«"

How strongly characteristic of the possibilities of life in America, andin what sharp contrast to the average artisan career in Engknd, k thefecttha Mr. Campbell, a member of Congress from Pennsylvani;, commenced life as a type.setter^ was afterwards a Mississippi River boatman,

GenetSTpeZyta^T'
"''' ^-^^-^--^ ^^ «>« Surveyor!

Colonel Hiooinson, in the Woman's Jowmal, thus illustrates the foUvof literary gossip
: "It was stated in the newspapers that when Mr. Em-erson s daughter told Mr. Arnold that her father Ws sorry not to see hS.when m England, he answered, " Yes, I was told that he wished to see me."Insolent-' Yes but the fact was, as a lady who heard the remark toldMr. Higgmson, that Mr. Arnold said, ' Yes, I was told that he did me thehonour to wish to see me. "

JoHANN Strauss, the composer, has been suffering frem poisoning by
nicotine, the result of smoking strong cigars to excess.

In 1883, 251 dramatic compositions and twenty-two operas were ad-
dressed to the General Intendant of Theatres at Berlin for acceptance.

;~ hymn begiiining '^The cflnaecrated cross I'd bear " had j«irt been
sung, and in the momentary quiet that foUowed, the perplexed youth
turned to his father: "Say, pa, where do they keep the consecrated cross-

I
eyed bear?

We have received from Messrs. J. Suckling k Sons, of this city a
composition for the piano-forte by a young Toronto musician, Mr "t'c
Jeffers. It is simple in movement and not greatly varied. But the mel-
ody is pleasant, the harmonizing efiective and characteristic.

Miss Ellen Terry's daughter, a tall, graceful girl of fourteen, has
already developed considerable histrionic ability, and will make her dehut
at the Lyceum Theatre on the return of Miss Terry and Mr. Irving from
their American Tour. Her stage name will be " Ailsa Craig," in memory
of her mother's pleasant recollections of that rocky islet.

Minnie Hauck was born in New York thirty odd years ago At the
age of three she went to New Orieans, and returned with her parents when
she was about fifteen. Miss Hauck first appeared in public in Christ
Church, as soprano in the choir, at the age of eighteen, and two years after-
ward sang at the Academy of Music in the opera of " Crispino " In 1868
she made her dehut at the Italian Opera House, London. England as
Amina, in " La Sonnambula." * '

A STRANGE sort of festivity took place on Jan. 11 at the Hospital St
Louis in Pans. A comic opera, written and composed by the young sur-
geons atUched to the establishment, was performed for the amusement of
the patients. Fifty years ago Charles Fourier, the celebrated philosopherwho used to say man would only be perfect had he a tail with an eye at the
end, wrote :

" One day medical science wUl endeavour to overcome the
sufferings of patients by amusing their minds. HospiUls will be filled
with flowers, and music and plays will be performed there."

The Saxon shnger of ink has provoked his GaUic rival and got him-^If into a serious row. One of the London weeklies having lashed severalyPaul de Cassagnac in an artiicle, the fiery editor of the Pmj, sent a friendwhom the Londoner with little valour but much wisdom, handed to the
police. At least Imlf-a-dozen victims of Cassagnac's sword ar« limping

!r;l.£!2f" L ^^ '^y*' "•'" incensement is so implacable that
satistaotion can be none but by death and sepulchre.'^ -^

Almost simultaneously with this issue of The Week the Queen's newbook was published. From the advance sheets it would appear that Her
Majesty honours the late John Brown by writing of him as her "devoted
personal attendant and faithful friend," and gives full particulars of the
duties he performed. The royal writer also makes frequent reference to
the various members of the family, but not giving prominence to thePnnce of Wales s name. A strong preference is implied for the late Lord
Beaconsfield as compared with Mr. Gladstone. Napoleon III and hiswidow also receive high eulogium. The impression made by the book in

* f™« ^*", • ^^ ^,'1'cals being inclined to deride it The first edition
of 100,000 IS already sold. A French edition will be out next week.

The following story is told of Mr. Gilbert the writer of " Princess Ida"and a score other popular comic operas. Miss Finney, who has played in

^^?r °* M"-- Gilberti's pieces, some time ago engaged herself to be mar-
ried to a Mr. QuUter, and wrote GUbert announcing that fact Mr GU
bert wrote a polite and cordial reply. A few weeks after he received an-
other letter from the kdy saying that her engagement with Mr. Quilter
was broken off. The reply was a little more difficult this time, but MrGUbert was equal to the occasion, and expressed the greatest interest iii
the lady s happiness and confidence in her judgment A few days elaoaed
and then came another letter from Miss Finney, announcing her en»w-
ment to Lord Garmoyle. Then Mr. Gilbert's spirit of fun^er«une h^
and he wrote a letter m his oddest vein of topwr-tnrveydom. It oongratu^
lated the lady on her approaching marriage with and then came a
blank space with an asterisk referring to a marginal note, thus conceived :"Here insert the name of the happy man." All London has laughed over
this at onoe innocent and piquant bit of pleasantry, at the expense of the
lady who hoped to become the Countess Caims.

FuBWABt 14th, 1884.]

International Throat and Lung

Institute,

St-Sde gargeon of the French urmy. ^ .

H«»d Offloe; London, E'»8i»>;d„B"?°wt^'
Mon^al Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Win-

"itPysioians and sufferers can ty 'Je 8^,'>^^

X«i;», published monthlv-
Addrbsb: .

173 CHURCH ST.. TORONTO.

'

OB

IS PHILLIPS SQVARE, MONTREAL^

TOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

" HOM(EOPATHIST,

«s?sss%-oK't;?o£Si!?fretS'r8r
dly;9tol0a.m.;5to6.30p.m.

336 A 3i38 JabVIB 8TBEBT.

THE WEEK.

NORTH AMERICAN
LIFE A.SSXJRANCE CO.

(WCOEPORATBD BY 8PB0UL ACT OF DOMXHIOH PARLIAMDIT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO.

issue, all approved form, of Life PoUoies and Annuitl... and .t. speelaUy favourable Tok

Ttms and Sf.mi-tontinb Invbstment Polioieb.
. „B«(UnK the nroteotion of In-

3e''rira%"j:fi.rthrur.r''t2iL°tW^^^^
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™ CANlWlNPACfflC RMLWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

a'
EO. MioDONALD, _ ,

''•.

BaBBIBTBB, SOLIOITOB, ETC.

—: oFPioBB :

—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East.

Toronto. Monty to Loan.

s
MTTH, SMITH & BAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TOROtlTO, CANADA.

LABBATT W. SMITH, D.C.L. • JaMEB P SMTH.

E COATSWOBTH, Jb..

Barrister. Solicitor, Notary I>ubllc,

Conveyancer, etc.

Monty to Lmd. OJIom-10 York Chamber,,

No. 9 TOBONTO 8TBBBT, ToBOMTO.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and inSotith-

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.

upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.
"P ' • , ,^. . . , ,,„„ »i •us to S3 SO per acre, according to price paid ti.r

the itnfS^ord-^Jf-S'^i^rot^tl?^^^^^^
also »«- La„.U

.

Without Conditions Of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS

diate cultivation. ^^^^ ^^ Payment:

P,„x,haser. may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

withinJ^rettTtSIxMRCKNT. per annum, payable in advance.
^ , _'^":, plhasing without conditions of ..Uivation, will receive a Beed of Convey

ance at time of pui^hase, . P'^^^^'^^^J;",.' BONDS which wiU be accepted at ten

PaymenU may be made m LAND ^KA.>t 1
f^^"?' ^"^^ gonda can be ..btaine.l

perc.nl p«mi„mnnt^..rpa^^^^^^^

-->--%"l,rs:„VcONDI^^^^^^^^
to the purchaw of Lands, apply to JOHN H. MclA V lan, i.an

peg. By ordetof the Board. -

Montreal, January, 1884.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

Ifram the Mail (Can.) Dec. IS.

Catarrh i. a muco-pumlent disoharRe canjed

bv the presence and developmeut oJ the

;IsetablJ parasite am,«ba in *« '°t"™» "^,
inRmembrade of the nose. This paras tei.

only rtevoloi.od under 'jy'™.™'''*, °''i''lhB
stances, aurt these a".-Morbld state of the

blood, as the blighted oorpuKle o* "^ero'e.

the girm poison of syphilis, 'n"""7,;,l«2;
mcBa,fromthe retention of the «««'«'>,"f'X
of the skin, suppressed perepiration.baUly

ventilated sleepine apartmeuts and other

poisons that are (.ermiimted n the blond.

These poisons keep the iutenial liiiins! mem-
brane of the nose in a oonstaut state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit ..1 the seed'of

these Kenos, which sprea.! up the nostrils

and do™ th« fauces, or back of the throat.

SausinK iUoeration <"
,
«be ,

'"""i.' 3 '^'
eustachian tubes, oausinu deafness, burrow-

ing in the vocal cords. causinR hoarseness,

UMinimg the proper structure of the bronchia

InbVs, endins in pulmonary consumption and

**

M'any attempts have Ijeen made to discover

a cure for this distresslnR disease by the uae

of inhalents and other inRen.ous devices bnt

none of these treatments ca.. do a Pi^'f'» °'

Kood until the parasites are either destroyed

or removeil from the mucus tissue

Some time since a well-liuown physician of

forty years' standinR. after m"":? "ipenment-

ine. sicceeded in discoverint; the necessary

combination of iuRre.Uents which "ever taU

in absolutely and permanently eradicating

thii ..jrrible disease, whether staudinR tor

one year or fortv years. Those
1^°'^^jJi^

sufferinR from the above di.sease. should,with-

out delay, communicate with the business

manaRers,

Messrs. A. H. DIXON & WK
mr. King Bt. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inoJose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.

pAINLESS DENTISTBT.

Artlflolal Teeth, life-like in appearance and

perf^ in eating ind speaking. The pirinles.

method includes fllliuR. and operation, both

meohauioal and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DBimsT,

266 Queen Street, East.

VHABLBM OBINltWATBK.^"^
Secretarii.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbhb.,

Homaopathic Physician,

At hi. old reridenee, 33 BICHMOND ST. B.

Offlo, hour, .—9 to 10 a.m. ; 2 to 4 p^^ and

on Monday and Thnrwlay evenings, from 7.30

to 9 : Sunday, 5.30 to BJO p.m.

a 0. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

A.
SUBGSON DENTIST.

til ChOTOH StBBBT, - • TOBOSTO.

JL PEAESON,

No. 2 KiNo Stbekt Wkst, - •» Toronto.

j~CBEIGHTON,

SoLlCITOB. NOTARY PUBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,

ViCTOBiA Stbbkt - - TOBONTa

DiB. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabtib Stbbbt.

MIDVLFESr, AND DlaEASES Of
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

HOBACB P. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portrait, from Ule. Old painting, copied a

•TiMiBltv Portrait, of horm. and dog.. Oil

SSung tao^tTn the .ystem of the Boyal

iatOBBiJ, London, England.

FBASER <* SONS,
(Late Notman & Fnwer, Photographer,

to the Queen.)

Portrait Sc Miniature PaJnters,
Photoqraphbbb. bto.

J.A.Fnu»r,B.O.A.^ ^ J. A. Vraetr, Jr.

A. O. Ftomt.

^HAMiBS W. PHILLIPS,

SOLIOITOB, OONVHYANOBB, Btc.

—:Officb:—
^ Adelaide Street Satt, Toronto, Ont,

THE FEBRUARY

Magazine of American History

CONTENTS-
,.,v^it of George W. Lane, lato Preddent of the New York Chamber of

FBONTIBPIBCB. Portrait ol oeorgeinr. "J-"".

commerce. *«""» P''"'"*"^;,^,
caryEggleston. I. The Pir.t Ten-Washington to

«-Tr"~=--Tr""^^^^^
Harriaon-Portrait of John Tyler.

maetration.

r.rr=^^L=^P:esir^rN;:.orkChamber Of commerce. Be.

THBrsr.-rr;oo^.o.c... '-—-:--^-rn .ri::^::^
^.eteh-historical biog^pmcaumdgen^^^^^^^^^ ,^^ ,,, ,,^„.

by various members of '*^'*°°;3 ""^^ information from EngUsh and other sources

„mg. of
"">«7°;^;^^rar":le!.t?e ::ntrihntion. It will be comp.ete<l in March,

^ds greatly to the mtere^t and V
^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^"''"i^"'"*-

''""Z C^n'butod by Dr.Thoma. Add.. Emmet. Introduction and Noto. by Edward

P. De Lancey.
^^^^^ll^^lTo^:,:':;;^^^....,.,^ K.ghte with the Comanche.,

rrrwau'srtrdrl^rie S^ver-Puneral Expend, in the Olden Times-

Mrs Volokert P. Douw. _ „ ,

« .^s Washington Buttons, iHwfmf«l-DeWolf-TT.S. Ensign.
qu»ffls. ,^'"""7" ^„„,„^ coin ?-Colonel David Crockett-Lafayette's Regret..

BbpCibs. I. It the First American "-°>"
Historical Society - Buffalo Historical

SOCIETIES. New
^-''„f'^°""'g„«X-Bli^dtll^^^^^^^^

I
T^Z'^Z: Entlld'Ttoric. Oe^'ealogical Society - Massachusetts Historical

society.
Aboriginal American Literatur*. No. III. The GiiegUence, a

BoobtNo^cbb^ Libt^of Aborton^^
^^^^.^^

Comedy.Badlet^editedbyr^^B™
c. Bichard^-Memorial of John Farmer, A.M., by

in Song and Sonnet. "^ »*^- "'•"",̂ ^ ^y William Hand Browne-Maryland in the

rn7rb~yterAP;e^7srietre.^,by
ofXlTpewey. by Mary E. Dewey-The Andover Beview.

..Th.matterfm.i^^^i.^.^.^odlc^ i. va^^^^^^^^

'^:'nT.?!^^ulT'^^^^^'i<'^^^^ volum..."-f/.. X,«i««..apo«» .Journal.

..The Magazine of
-*,™f-^«f&?," fTaTl^y 'frn'/ric'^'n ^itf^R^^^^

neccity among the »'";'""'•
°**^en upon »Sbi«ts of national and local interest, and not

the year 1883 has been fnll of P»l'«"
iTstorioal students in other countries. It i. well and

JhesI alone,but paper, of '3';»j'"„2 J,'^"°no« will ». a repository which no student can

;Sor^rov"look,-V^ E^"JS.nd^^^^^ ""O^'"-' """^'^- '"^

..I, i..»murtr.t«l monthly
which never fail, to hold our att.ntion."-Ne» Yorktlna,-

p0ndent.
-o

I sold by ^.deaUr, everywhere. Term.. 95 a year, or 50 cent, a m^er.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, 80 LAFAYETTE PLACE. NEW YORK CITY.*

Hrhatth,Rev. E. B. «'<'«"»"• B-/,i.^'?,";W-
man nf (he /...ii<Jon Conference of the Metho-

dist Cliurch of C'fliiuda, hM to saym reoaia

(o i. H. Dixon <t Son; New TreatmetU for

Oakland, Ont.. Canada, March 17, 'S3.

Mexitrs A. 3. Dixon tt Son :
. . . ^ ^

D?^ tims, -Y<mrs of the 13th instant to

hand. It seems almost too Rood to be tnio that

I am cured of Catarrh, bnt I know that I am.

I have had no return of the disease, aud never

felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so mauv years, that is bard for me to realiie

that I am really better. ,„.„.
I consider that mine was a very bad case

,

it was aRgravated and chronic, involving the

throat as well as the nasal passages and I

thought I would require the three treatments

but I feel fuUy cured by the two sent me, and

I am thankfai that I was ever mduced to send

'Vou are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured ai two treatment,, and

I shall Bladlv recommend your remedy to

same of my friends who are sufferers.

Jonr., with many thanks,

BET. E. B. BTKVfchboB.

1>US8ELL'S, 9 KING ST., 'WEST,

ijb TOBONTO, for

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES & JEWKLLEKY

Watch Bepairing and Jewellery Manufac-

tured to order, special features.

Charges Moderate.

Wo..DSOR HOUSE, COLBORNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELURS' HEAD-dUARTERS

This House has all the latest improvemeute.

Good Sample Booms, excellent cuisine.

Terms, -iLOO per ilay.

Wm. Males, Cler*. .Albbbt Gkhman, Mangr.

TOBONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the LiRht-KunniuR "DOMESTIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Fashions; also solo

agency for Macrame Liueii Throad. soft nnish-

id Cotton Twine, and all materials used in

^SSkiuR Macrame T.ac-6. Knnimg. Wool,

Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sewing Maohme
Needles for all Machimis for sa;o.

A. W. BBAIN, oS Yonge Street.

o,RI0N AND OTHEB POEMS

— HI

—

CHABLKJ G. t>. EOBEBTS,

Square 12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

'l^ )

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,

_715 & 717 Market Street,

Philadelphia.

^O fiUBSCRIBEBS

Those wishing to keep their copies of The
Wefk in Rood condition, and have them on

baud for reference, should use a Binder. Wj
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For T.'i Cents. Postage prepaid.

These nlndera have been made expressly

tor TnH Week, aud are of the best manufac-

ture rhe papers can be placed in the Binder

week by week, thus keepiuK the file complete.

'(. I'l

.\ddre.s-

Okpice ok The Wuia,

Jordan Street. Toronto.
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WEBSTER'S' GRAND TRUNK RY.
UNABRIDGED.

In Sheep, Russia «nd Turkey Bindinfli.

JoNABRIDOfWeBITIOM
^

WDWTIONAlf)^'
"'^^

IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

SEASON 1884.

"A LIBRARY IN ITSELF.
/JL'Pnp the Intest edition with 118,000VTA^X Worcl«, (:kk«j more than any

^^^^^ other EnRlish Dictionary.)
r|i ^M VIBIographicsl Dictionary whichA M M J< it contains ^ive» brief faetH con-

I

^^ ^ cerninK 9700 noted persona.
TSX'Q'll in Illuatrations—.XJOO in nnm-

IA^fil9A ber, (about three timep ar many
as found in any other Dict'ry.)

THE STANDARD.
Webster is the Standard of the IT. s. Snpreme

Cpart and in the V. S. Gov't Printing OlAce.
11 has all alon^ kepta lead in); place, and the

New Edition brings it fairly up to dAUt—London
Timeit, Jitnf 1S8-*.

Nosclim>l in the Dominion, no teacher, and no
'

reader of the langliagc, can afford to he without
this monumental work.—CWnadn ^uca't Journat.

It has come to be recognized as the most use-
ful existing " word-book " of the English lan-
guage, all over the world.—JV. F. Tribunr., 18«2.
Specimen pages sent prepaid on application. '

O. * C. BCERRIAM A CO., Pnbliahers,
.<*prlngl)«ld, Mb«*., V. 8. A.

Intendiog settlers from Canada are hereby
notified that thig Company will adopt

Exceptionally Low Rates and Fares

MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
MONTANA, MANITOBA and

THE NORTH-WEST,
AND

BRITISH COLUMBIA,
COMMENCING ABOUT MARCH 3rd,

\

A seriee of Special Settlers' Trains will be
started from dififerent sections of the country.
Notice reKaxding dates, rates, and fares will

shortly be issued.

JOSEPH HICK80N.
If General Manager.

HoNTREAii. Jan. 14th, lesi.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.LENOX_PENS
A CoMPLBTE Series m Twelve Nombebs, RodffBr, MaelaV & CO.

Prom which every writer can select TSEBEST PEN for his or her peculiar style of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mall to anj address for ten cents.

Taintor Bros., Merrilii & Co.,
18 A 20 AsTOB Place, New Yobk.

KAirCrACTCBmBS OV THE

' LILY WHITK " FLOATDTO SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWN PERFECTION SOAP,

ENGLISH HOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHEB CBliBBBATED BBANDB OF

EVERY WOMAN OF REFINEMENT FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS.
SHOT7I.D HATE THE

. AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HER PARLOUR TABLE.

Under the new management great improve-
menta are being constantly Introdnoed,

making it without dispute ths
JOTTBNAL OF PoLITE SoCtETT.

A special feature of in*
terestisofferedin
uie se*neir'0t

" ' —
SOCIETY PORTRAIT^

just began. Among the ftm already pre-
sented by Fowler's able pencil are thoee of
the

FKOrCESS 07 WALES.
LAS7LAVSD0WNX,
MI88 CHAKBEBLAOr,
UtS. COMfWAUJS WEST,
LADT CHTTRCHILI, and the
HON. MBS. BUSEK-SOCHE.

TEABLT SUBSCRIPTION,
fOpB DOLLABS.

Single copies mailed at 10 cents eaoh.

ERNEST F. BIRMINGHAM & CO.,
Proprietors,

: 14 NASSAU ST„ NEW ^ORK;

Fullins Soaps,
Toilet Soaps,

ALMA LADIES' COLLEGE,
St. Thomas, Ont.

BtniiDINOS AND FURNIBHINOH THE FINEST
i» Canada.

15 Teachers - 165 Pupils last year.

Board, Boom, Light, Laundry and Tuition,
from $38 to S45 per term. l!he same, witii
Music and Drawing, for S190, in advanoe.

HUaiC, fINE ABTS, and COMMERCIAL
DEPAUVMSNTS ara ansurpomsd.

Students may enter February 6tb, March
13th, or April 19th, 84. For information or
admission apply to

PBIHCIPAI. AUSTIN, U. A., B.D.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO..

MUSIG AND DRAIA.
Attractions for the week commencing

MONDAY, FEB. 18th.

TORONTO.
GRAND OPBEA HOUSE,

DION BOUCICADLT,—Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday Mat. and Evening in "Shaugb-
nmn.

"

HENKY raviNa. supported by EttKN
T]/;krt and the Lyceum Company ot London,
I'inRland,—Thursday, "The Bells and The
Belle's Rtratagem ;

" Friday, " Merchant of
Venice

;
" Saturday Matine'e, " Charles I. ;

"

Saturday Evening, "Louis XI.," in three
acts, and "The Belle's Stratagem."

HORTICULTDBAL QABDENS.
Tuesday, 19th,

IiECTDRB BT DB. TaLKAOE, OF BBOOKI,TN.

Spirit Merchants

THE WEEK.
Single oopies sold, and aabscriptiona taken
by the following foreign agents

:

New Yarfc,

J. W. Bbbntaho, 39 Union Bqnare,

E. P. DUTTOK & Co.

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

SXND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and Oil Works,

• wi^iffr— „3Jiir';--

70 Fbokt St. East, 1 Defeies Street,

TOKONTO.

Business Edueation
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THE

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

WINES, SPIRITS, (tc, CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

TECB3

MINNEHAHAN!

Literary ^ Family Magazine

WEST OF THE KIB8ISSIPPL

Representative of Western thought and cul-
ture ; illustrative of Western scenery,

it ranks, East and West, among
the best Magazines of

the country.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere. Any per-
son a bona fide subscriber may canvass for
The MINNEHAHAN. and retain 50 per cant, of
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CONTENTS OF (JURRENT NUMBER. Nothing oould better, illugtrate the rapid manner in which Canadian

. public life is becoming Americanized than the fact that even the proposal

TopioB OF Thb Week I'' to erect new parliament buildings for Ontario has been made apartyques-

CoHTBiBOTaD ABTiai.Efl "« tion. This ridiculous position has been forced despite the protest of

Current Bvenu and Opinions AByatimatr. sensible men on both sides the House.

TheC. P. B. by Wayofthe Kicking Homo Paiii\^ PHnkpM Orant.

Sid^'iJ'NewyiAN^wspSw'offlM :;.::::::::::"^ With incomprehensible unwisdom, and to the infinite discredit of

oS^^^^h^!^..Z:^.ZZZZZ:ZZZZZZZ::::ZZ:^ political morality, the details of the Weekes perjury case are still dangled
'

: ^ jgj before the public by means of a correspondence in the public prints, the

1V7 obiect of which is to shift the responsibility of the unwholesome affair upon
Ll'TEBATUBE JKI J r ,».,,,.,.,.,

Harold the Judge - FraiarUk A. Dixm. the shoulders of some scapegoat, no matter whom. If the discredit which
The Adventures of a Widow Eigar Fameatt.

. , ^. . , ^ u v. vx iv u ' j « iU u
recent election malpractices have brought upon the heads of those who pro-

BvEMiKos AT hokb.
moted them should have the effect of preventing such abuses in future, the

THB PBBioBioAie
exposuiB of One and the humiliation of the other will prove of public

BoOKNonOBB 1**
K„„ofit

ThoBeportof the Minister of Education for ISSS.—Hardy's" But Yet a Woman." oenenu .,

waac AMD thb sbaha ~ *
TuK unblushing effrontery with which the game of grab is being played

laTBBABT Gossip'
jj^ Ottawa is highly entertaining. Seeing the Oriental lavishness with which

millions are being distributed, bankrupt Quebec insolently threatens to

flT n ^ ^BH ^ ^ tC .^
revolt from the Grovemment if not conciliated with a share of the spoils,

and Manitoba querulously asks what is going to be done for her. The pro-
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jfeanwhile the unhappy taxpayer, with a beautiful faith, contributes his

in Oidvanoa, r rj k -j

Subscribers in Great Britain and Ireland supplied, postage prepaid, on terms following:— hard-earned money to the pool from which Other gentlemen, who do not
One year, 12«. stg.; half-year, «•. stg. Bemittanoes by P. O. order or draft should be made ^ „ . v
payable and addressed to the PubUsher. like work, are continually grabbing.

Advbbtibbjcbnts, unexceptional in eharaoter and Umited in number, will be taken at •<

oer lino ner annum; •2.50 per line for six months; gl.* per line for three months; aocenta _, ^^ - . , ,..,_. * xl t\ • • i. u i.1. l- _l *
pSuSe per toiertion for a shorter period. T^ financial condition of the Dominion has been the subject of some-

ara»^lc:f;?SSSu%ra:J?e^hrce°&ii\X'l, o7't1ie".^viSSEiT?'it.''S what unfavourable comment by the Springfi^U Bepublican. Our contem-

tisement charged less than eive lines. Addreei-T. B. Clooohbb, BusiMss Xanagtr, S Jordan
porary points out that whilst the United States have reduced their debt by

street, Toronto.
^ BLAOKBTT BOBIN80N. PniUaiiar

one-third, the Canadian debt has been doubled, being now $158,466,714,

end an additional $30,000,000 is demanded fcr nilwa.y^ enteiprise. The
mmox TO oOKTBlBUTOm

American debt represents about $30 per eapiia ; diat of Canada, neariy
AH «^«buiioa»»h»rtd be addressed to the Bdltor, and should be aoeompanied by Btamp

. . i. . u j • • ..u i *-i _ •son -j. »t nn
tol^Tnl^-^ in««' the m«.us«ript. »« rejected. Upon payment of postage, the $50, and the tax per hewl 18 in the latter case $8.80, as against $7.90 m
Hdltor win endeavour to teturn all manuscripts no* proving available, but cannot be respon- ^Jjg States. But it is only fair to remember the different conditions of the
rtbleintheea-ofloesof any but accepted -rtlclea ContrtbntionswlU be paid tor when they ^^ G„,g,^ent«. That of the United States has done a great work, and

— is paying a great debt, while the young Dominion is called upon to under-

>pnpT(JS OF THE WEEK. t*^^ the building of a transcontinental railroad over uninhabited moun-

tains and prairies, in a region where ice and snow, bears and blizzards

, -it. e ii.- !• J have it pretty much their own way.
Mr. Cabltlb once fut forward a curious theory of multiphed person- *^ ^ '

ality. When A. and B, he said, were engaged in conversation, there were Bradstbbkt's weekly returns of oomteercial failures are discouraging,

really not two people so engaged, but no less than six. There was A as he though they are not considered to be indicative of more than temporary

appeared to B, and there was A as he imagined himself to be, and there depression, and merchants are sanguine that an improvement of trade win

was A as he really was ; while B of course appeared as one person to A, g^^ {„ ^^jj tjjg spring months. In Canada there were sixty-six failures

as quite apxthar pemon to himself, and yet was present in his true during the past week, as ^n*'"°* thi'-ty-fivo in the corresponding week of

character, which was distinct from either. But even Mr. Carlyle would J8g3_ ^^d thirteen in the same week of 1882. From the United States

find it difficult to say how many individuals are wrapped up in the two
^^^j hundred and forty-three failures are reported as having occurred during

figures which occupy so much attention in the Provincial House of Legis-
^j,g ^^^^ j„gt expired, whilst in the corresponding weeks of 1883 and 1882

lature as the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition. Mr.
^j^gj^ ^^^ t^,, hundred and twenty-one and one hundred and seventy-two,

Mowat and Mr. Mendidl might each be said to have not three but thirty
regpootively.

separate personaJities, whsn viewed from the numerous standpoints which

1mm bssa irnkm up in reytrd to thom since this fifth Parliament of It is clear that under the Act which permita grocers to seU excisable

O tario asBsmblaL 5» spsonlate upon what the real party leaden may liquors, a tntffic has sprung up not contemplated by the originators of that

be^like, or what their own opinions of themselves may be, would be a pio- i t iitiitl Ik i»jm^mmt^ifa^^ aJ^g^ount at wureptitions drink-

fitless task • but it is curious to note the different stmctursa raind by ing daily taksa pi*"* "» ^mmi^ Wmi^ tta»»akaMdMi4 swidsDoe

different people upon what may be called the Mowat or the Meredith basis, that one disastrous effect of selling aleoholio fmr^miaiiimm in grooan' stores

To the Conservative members the Prime Minister is a usurper, a time- is an increase in female drunkenness, it ia ahanrd to oantnd that men do

server steeped in politioal crime in «mim to wtain the leadersh^ of a not also krgely use these plaoea The police are perfectly oognixant of an

party Pstumed to ponw by sheer woghi of doflaM and cents. Mr. Mara- ammiaed system, with watchwordsaad otliar pnaautians, by whioh grocers

dith. on the other hand, in the ey« ot die iiiiiisrtwisl partgr, is an aaMm- sdl diiiik hyrsiail in ooB«»v«B<ioB of the law, and thst there are numbers

pulons politician, convicted of dhingenuousness aad adlimctics, aad A. o* s«J. "itebMM " ia sMry cHj where men meet daily and hourly for the

head of a wrty of corruption. Tta respective poUtical (MTpna, finding the cons f>iw of beverages on the psenuaea This is demoralizing in evsry

lanjraage of polite society iiiinipsl to tiie task of daMribing Aese gentla- sansa ot the word, aad ought to be suppressed. The licensed victnallMs

men feU back upon that of the tap-room, and have axhaast«i the vocabul- will seriously compromise themselves if, as is rumoured, they throw thair

^es of Billingsgate and tlw Slang Dictionary. The disinterasted Puhfc, influenoe into the scale of the grocers in resisting the abolition of, or redno-

^^whUe, estimates tha objeota of all this criticism, Uw ona as a wdl- tion ct, grocers' licenMs. They are wrongly advised in regarding this

•

tended successful, not over atnag poliliaiMi ; his •Bt^p>niBt as an movemant aa only " the thin end of the wedge " of prohibition. Numbeni

ILiabla gentieman of avawge capa^, who tea ba«i oompaUed by cirenm- of good oMBaas outside the tamperaaoe partf favour tha reform of the

stances to do some things he would mdier have left obAmm. abuM nit ml to, who would heeitato to entavtain the idea of prohibition.

4^!
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Th» "Bystander Paperi'A ara not editorial, but the opinions, expressed without
reserve, of an individnal writer. Those who hold the opposite opinions are eqnally
at liberty to advooate their views in the colnmns of this jonmal. It was the special
object of the founders of The Wire to provide a perfectly free court for Canadian dis-
oanion.

—

Emtok.
i--

Such a demonstration as the University dinner can hardly have failed to

impress upon the minds of the people of the Province the fact that a

question of real importance has come to a head. Universities, like pro-

fessions, do not exist for themselves but for the community. That they

are merely 'places of education for the rich, though a prevalent, is a totally

fallacious notion. In the first place, if properly organized, they afford the

ladder by which aspiring ^merit, even when bom under the lowliest roof,

may mount to eminence, wealth, and fame. But, in the second place, if

they are provided with sufficient means for advancing learning and science,

a function not less proper to them or less important than that of educa-

tion, they make their beneficent influence felt by every grade and in every

department of society. Honour to labour by all means ; only let us not

forget that the work of Bacon's or Newton's brain is labour, and worth
more than the labour of ten thousand hands, not only to philosophers or

astronomers, but to humanity. Fate sometimes has agreeable as well a^

disagreeable surprises for u.s. Ten years ago university confederation

seemed to be coming. There were speeches and conferences ; there was in

different quarters a most hopeful manifestation of interest in the subject.

But local jealousies, pecuniary difficulties, denominational fears interposed.

Provincial opinion was at the time under the influence of a narrow, selfish,

and ignoble dictatorship, to which all generous aspirations, and all who
shared them or tried to give them expression were alike hateful ; the move-
ment flagged and expired ; there appeared to be no hope of its revival

;

we seemed to have sunk back finally into the " one-horse " system. Only
a great university can be a good university ; only a great university can

support a worthy staff, library, apparatus ; only a great university can con-

fer degrees which will be of any value or afford an assurance of com-
petency to the nation ; only a great university can do anything of importance
for the advancement of learning and science ; only a great university can
produce the atmosphere in which learning and science flourish ; only a great
university can be a powerful organ and focus of intellect in the com-
munity—all this continued to be affirmed, though in desponding tones,

and it all remained unconfnted, but it also remained ineffective, and the

advocates of high education had begun to turn their minds elsewhere.

Suddenly the movement is renewed, and with greater vigour than before.

A wealthy and generous man holds out, as it is understood, to a denomina-
tional university the hope of a large addition to its endowments if it will

migrate to Toronto ; a proposal to give assistance out of the Provincial

funds to the college which is identified with the Provincial University,

gives birth to a debate which excites interest in the general subject ; and
we find ourselves in a moment almost on the the threshold of confedera-

tion. Even at Trinity, where it might be supposed that the spirit of

religious separation would be strong, the tone of the discussion which took

place the other day, though adverse to the endowment by the State of a
" mammoth college," was far from adverse to confederation. To men
trained as the Trinity staff have been, in the English universities, a fed-

eral university with colleges enjoying autonomy within their own gates,

is the familiar model. They know that under such a system the life of the

college is nof lost in that of the university, but on the contrary is rather

the stronger of the two, and gains in intensity by the emulation with other

colleges. Probably when their thoughts recur to Oxford or Cambridge, it

is not the image of the Sheldonian Theatre or of the Senate House that

rises in their minds so much as those of the quadrangle, chapel, and hall

of their own college. Not a sentiment, not an association, not a memory,
except such as are purely local, vrill be disturbed by confederation. In
truth, the vitality of colleges may be said to depend on the adoption of

that policy, for as universities some of the existing institutions assuredly

will not live forever. Sectarian enthusiasm is waning ; support from that

source will fail ; and in the end the choice will 'lie between decay and
migration to the centre. For religion, all the security possible is afforded

by the control of each college over the religious teaching within its own
walls, and the fair representation of each in the governing body of the

university, which will give a veto on any professorial teaching adverse

to religion : though the truth is that» as a lecturer generally wishes to

please, not to affront, his audience, offences of this kind are not likely to
be often committed. Each denominational college may continue to

exercise its university power by granting its own theologicaJ degrees. This
ia an age of religions disturbance, of a free press, and of open book-stores.

A iwiversitjr protected \>j testa ii now like a city with ^tee of brass, but

without walls. Maynooth excludes doubt by immuring the student's mind ; '^

but no system less monastic, none which a Protestant or Anglican College

could enforce, would shut out the intellectual influences of the age. There

will of course be difficulties, and serious difficulties, in the process of "con-

federation ; there yi\\\ be rival interests to be adjusted, jealousies to be

.removed^ misgivings to be allayed ; but the policy itself presents no
, ^

inherent obstacle ; it is the one which seems to meet, as no other policy

can, at once the intellectual and the religious needs of our time. Nothing
else can give us a great university ; for it is evident that the further

endowment, On anything like the necessary scalw, of any one college by the

. State, if the Government could be induced to propose it, would meet with

insurmountable resistance. In one of the debates on the extension of ^he
British franchise, Mr. Lowe spoke with horror of the dreary and mono-
tonous level of democracy, on which tiny mole-hill wjis a mountain. The
orator was a strong Conservative ; and to buy political picturesqueness by
the retention of unjust privilege is to buy it much too dear. Yet a demo- *^

cratic society has its liabilities as well as" its blessings. We cannot have
here the historic grandeurs of the old world ; but we may have grandeur
in the shape of institutions which, by attracting the free and rational

allegiance of the people, and by presenting centres of national pridie and
attachment, shall reconcile the justice of democracy with the loftier and
richer sentiment of the old regime. Nor is there any institution more
likely to play this part than a university, of which the honours are open
to all merit and the benefits universal. Destiny offers to the members of

the Provincial Government an opportunity which it is to be hoped they

will not want the spirit to embrace. There have been junctures in

Canadian history when the occasion called for the man, but the man did

not appear.

The intervention of Mr. Houston in the debate respecting co-educa-

tion seems to show that the " Bystander " was, at all events, right in con-

necting that plan with the general movement of sexual change and per-

haps with some other schemes of beneficent innovation which society, at least

that part of it which is not gifted with flashing insight, must be allowed a
little time to consider. Mr. Houston thinks- it unnecessary to state, what
everybody must know, that the " Bystander," in his notes respecting co-

education, has contented himself with dogmatizing on the subject and has
not cast on it a ray of helpful light. We are all, perhaps, rather apt to'

take the reasoning of others for dogmatism and our own dogmatism for

reasoning. Mr. Houston, no doubt, believes that he is reasoning when he

peremptorily dooms to derision and contempt as " fossil anachronisms " all

universities which fail without further deliberation to embrace his view.

It may surely be doubted whether a male university, such as the great uni-

versities of Europe, with a world-renowned staff, leading the van of intel-

lectual progress and promoting literature and science as well as teaching

thousands of students, even if it should take a little more time to ponder
over the question of admitting female students, will be in very imminent
danger of sinking into derision and contempt. " Ludicrous " as it may be

nothing is more certain than that in the United States co-education has

hitherto failed as a general system, the immense majority of parents having

continued to prefer separate to mixed places of education for their

daughters. Tire fact is patent and rests not upon the personal evfdence of

President Eliot, though there is not a man living whose evidenceron these

subjects is worth more than his. But the " Bystander's " attitude on this

question is somewhat misinterpreted by Mr. Houston. He does not

obstinately oppose an experiment which a certain number of worthy people

desire ; he only prays that it may be tried in the safest, not in the most
hazardous, manner, and that it may not, by the fanaticism and petulance of

a tyrannical minority, be violently thrust upon all the universities at once.

He proposes that female students shall be placed under some special

guardianship. In the United States, it may be, thanks partly to the new
turii given by co-educationists and sexual revolutionists generally to female

ideas, there are young ladies who, under any system or absence of system
are as safe as icebergs. But all young l^ies are not as safe as icebergs -

at letwt Mr. Charlton does not think they are. If they were, why should
not our female colleges redeem themselves from the reproach of fossilism

and anachronism by the admission of a few young men 1 Has nature
placed the duty and happiness of women in the line of domestic affection

or in that of intellectual ambition 1 That is the question which demands a
distinct answer before we plunge into fundamental change. If it is wrongly
answered, and the error is carKed into practice, a false direction will evi-

dently be given to the aspirations of women. That intellectual ambition
is higher than domestic affection, and that learning is worth more than
beauty of character are positions tacitly assumed by sexual revolutionists,

which some of us still take leave emphatically to deny, At all ^v^tn

nature has instituted sex and ordained that it shall exercise a profound

influence over the whole of our moral, social and economical life. To flout

it as " Orientalism " is not to get rid of it, or to assure the success of any co-

educational policy which refuses to recognize its existence.

— t-
—^^—

PRRHAPsin order frankly to define his position, the " Bystander " ought

to confess that, whether in the case of men or women, he is not an unlimited

believer in the benefits of a long general education apart from any practical

object. If a young man is destined by taste and circumstance for a learned

or scientific profession, to a university of course he must go. The heirs of

wealth also will embrace the best chance of escaping its corrupting

influence, and becoming something higher than mere consumers of the fruits

of the earth, by giving themselves a university education ;
though the

advantage is apt to be greater to them than to their fellow-students. But

of these there are not many here. In other cases, when once a youth has

received a practical education, the sooner he enters some honest calling by

which he can make his bread and enable himself to marry and maintain a

family, the greater probably his chances of usefulness, virtue and happi-

ness will be. In a highly civilized community his education does not end

with his schooling ; he continues daily to imbibe ideas and information at

every pore. His calling itself, if it is above mere routine, sharpens his

faculties as well as mathematics ; domestic affection refines his feelings as

much as poets; and his character is elevated by honourable industry

and the sense of .
self-support;. ^ is perfectly true, and has been

proved in .signal instances, that the highly trained inteUect when it bnnga

itself to apply to business details shows superiority in rapidity and method
;

but how often does it bring itself to apply ? Even the students in agricul-

tural colleges too often with a knowledge of scientific farming acquire a

distaste for the farm. It is one of the objections to the system of small

universities that, by bidding against each other in facUity of graduation,

they tempt into literary callings men who would be better engaged m

practical pursuits. A single Mrs. SomervUle is insufficient to assure us that

when we have turned our own women into university graduates we shall

not have to look abroad for housekeepers and mothers.

In England the session of Parliament has opened in a manner most disas-

trous to thtf nation. At the very moment when all loyal citizens ought to

be laying aside or adjourning their party differences, and standing shoulder

to shoulder in the defence ^of the Union, party spirit breaks out with the

utmost fury. The immediate offenders are the extreme Tories, notably

" Randy " Churchill, as by a public which amuses itself with his scampish-

ness and absurdity, the leader of the " Fourth Party " is called. The day of

statesmanship must indeed be gone, and that of stump oratory must indeed

have come, when the mere possessor of a glib and rattling tongue, of whose

eloquence the chief element is freedom from the restraints of sense and

self-respect, can be regarded as a possible aspirant to the Conservative

leadership, onee held by Sir Robert Peel. With a cynical effrontery, in

which no Tammany demagogue would have been so lost to shame as to

indulge, th»4ieir of the name of Mariborough has avowed that his principle

in politics is victory, no matter by what means it may be obtained or what

« moralists,^' that is, men of honour, may say ; and this view of the conduct

becomes an English gentleman in public life he has not failed to

iUustrate, by openly leaguing himself, for the overthrow of the Govern

ment and for his own advancement to place, with men who are openly

aiming at the dismemberment of the nation. As a party chief, if the ring-

leader of a mutiny can deserve the name, he has marched from one exibi-

tion of folly to another, and shown, it might be supposed, all who are not

drunk with partisanship, what, under such guidance, the councUs of the

State would be. At one time it was evident that the state of delirious

excitement and vituperative frenzy in which he lives had brought on, as its

natural consequence, a nervous collapse. Yet he and his section are sup-

ported, tacitly at least, by the kindred spirit of Lord Salisbury, whose

immunity from the restraints of a high-minded and self-sacrificing patriotism

is not less complete, nor his unwisdom really less profound, though, being

a man of genuine talent, he knows how to assume a greater dignity of

form Sir Stafford Northcote lends himself with evident reluctance to a

policy of violence, which he has not power to resist : he might be a

worthy codhtry gentleman, but, unfortunately for himself, he has succeeded,

by a long course of somewhat servile assiduity as a partisan, m creeping

upwards to a position in which to be weak is almost to be wicked. On the

otiier hand, it must be owned that Mr. Gladstone has failed in doing tJ»t

which when the integrity of the nation was in peril, it was clearly his duty

to do,'and he might easily have done. He ought to have restrained the

excesses of Mr. Chamberlain, whose only hope of gaining the object of his

greedy and unsorupulons ambition lien in his being able to use his chief for

~1

the present as a stalking horse, and who might, therefore, have been silenced

by a single word. By justifying and virtually abetting disaffection in

Ireland, by leaguing himself openly with its authors, steeped as they were

in loyal blood, by denouncing and trying to cripple loyal resistance, by

reckless appeals to political passion, by stirring up social war, by threaten-

ing whole classes with confiscation, and at the same time holding out vague

hopes of boundless plunder to the populace if it would support his designs,

Mr. Chamberiain has done his utmost to drive the Conservatives to desper-

ation, and to bring on this calamitous stoi-m. There are in England masses

of solid worth, sober sense, steady industry and genuine patriotism, which

only need a trustworthy leader ; but, thanks to the party system, they can

find none. The common enemy meantime hovers between the camps of

the two factions, ready to avail himself of their divisions for the promotion

of his own designs ; and thus the most powerful nation of the worid is

actually in danger of being dismembered by a rebellion which has not a

particle of military force, and which an hour of patriotic unanimity would

scatter to the four winds. Let all communities which are under the rule of _

party take warning by the example.

iNthe struggleon the Egyptian question, Mr. Gladstone's eloquence seems

to have triumphed. Would that eloquence, as it influences an audience,

could influence untoward facts ! The conclusidn, however, was fo;-egone.

The Liberal party has still a majority, irrespective of the Irish vote, and

whatever dissensions there might be among its sections, the eflect of a direct

motion of censure is always to send straggling partisans back into their

lines. They murmur to the Whip, and they growl in their speeches, but

they vote. The Radicals, moreover, know that the defeat of the Gladstone

Government, and the advent of the Conservatives to power would be at once

followed by a dissolution and a^general election, in which the appeal would

be to the existing constituencies, whereas the Radical policy obviously is to

pass the Franchise Bill, and hold the election with the extended suffrage.

Sir Stafford Northcote when, spurred on by his extreme followers and his

imperious colleague, he advanced with rueful visage to the attack, must

have felt that defeat sat upon his helm. After all, the vacillation of

the Government in Egypt, calamitous as its effects have been, was the

.vacUlation of the country, which has accepted with natural reluctance and

misgiving the new burden imposed by destiny. Imposed by destiny the

burden is, since the route to India U by Suez ; and under one name or

another, Egypt will henceforth be an adjunct of the Indian Empire.

The shudder which runs through American society at the marriage of

a white woman with Frederick Douglas has a significance ominous for the

social future. Frederick Douglas is not a pure-blooded negro, and he is

about the only coloured man in the States who has risen to anything like

eminence. Yet the marriage of a white woman with him is a portent.

How can these races fuse ? Without fusion, how is equality possible 1

And without equality, how can there be a real republic ? The Roman

Commons, in their constitutional struggle, insisted not only on political

right, but on the right of intermarriage with the Patricians, and they

showed their wisdom is so doing. After the war, when the negroes were

emancipated, the prevalent belief was that the race would die out
;
and for

a time its numbers did decrease, the slave being too stupid and shiftless,

wheiituriied adrift, to And himself a livelihood. But that solution of the

problem is no longer within the range of possibiUty. The negro race is

increasing and likely to increase. Its physique is tine ; in the museum of

the British College of Surgeons there is a model specimen of the human

form, the original of which was a negro : only the brow is low. But fusion

is more out of the question than ever, since slavery is at an end and with

it the connections between overseers and black women, from which a

numerous breed of half-castes sprang. The mental weakness of the negro

is at present not less marked than his physical vigor, and while it lasts

the political difficulty will probably continne to be settled, after a fashion,

by the submission and practical elimination of the inferior race. But this,

while it may prevent disturbance in the Southern States, can hardly fail to

give the South as a Whole a political character so unlike that of the truly

democratic North as to be hardly capable of harmonious partnership under

the same set of institutions. The future of the South and its relations to

the North are still a mystery, and would form an excellent subject of

political study for anyone who thoroughly uiiderstands the SoutL Such

indications as there may be of any mental improvement in the negro would

be an essential element of the inquiry. His achievements in 8. Domingo,

andwherever he dwells apart from the superior race, hold out as yetpxtremely

little hope. In the meantime economical, and with it social, change ia

coming from a more beneficent source. The depressing and brutalizing

grasp of slavery being removed, manufacturing and mining industries appeM-
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to be rapidly growing up in the Southern States. At the beginning of the

present year there were 1,276,422 spindles and 24,873 looms, an increase

of 662,433 spindles and 9,651 looms in three and one-half years. The

value of the products of the Southern mills was $21,000,000 in 1881; it

had risen to $40,000,000 last year. The New England manufacturers will

soon require protection against the South, which has the advantage over

them of raising it.-) cotton on the spot. Georgia and the Carolinas are the

chief seats of this progress, while Florida hasher share. In Alabama over

1,000,000 tons of coal were mined last year, and the same wealth, 'both of

iron and coal is possessed by Kentucky and Tennessee. " All these coal,

iron, and cotton areas," says the Chicago Current, " will within twenty

years be under transformation from purely agricultural regions to beehives

of manufacturing industry. Old conditions must pass away ; the thunder

of the steam-hammer and the roar of the furnace, and the whirr of the

revolving machinery of cotton mills, are forces more potent than those of

self-seeking politicians to break a solid South, dissipate prejudices and

equalize political forces." There is'momentous truth in this, and if histor-

ical confirmation is needed, it will be found in the fact that the North of

England which, since the development of manufactures, has been the land

of English Liberalism, was the stronghold of Boyalism and of all that

remained of Feudalism in the time of Charles I. Yet in spite of manufac-

tories and mines, of the thunder of the steam-hammer and the whirr of

the cotton mill, the negro problem, social and political, will remain. The

fact will remain that two races which cannot intermarry cannot unite and

can hardly fail to be more or less hostile to each other.

A BVSTANOER

HERE AND THERE.

a citizen of a republic, he is welcome. We have faith to believe that his

children will be an improvement over their father."

Apropos of the latter-day mania for analyzing fo^ds, and tht apparent

delight which scientists take in making us uncomfortable by discovering

deleterious qualities in almost everything we eat and drink, the Manchester

Examiner says :
" The object of all research, of course, is to discover the

truth ; but in the interest of the contentment of mankind generally it may be

said to be a beautiful dispensation of Providence that the people of the

globe generally are not supplied with eyes of microscopic power." It appears

that a gigantic electric microscope has lately been exhibited at the Crystal

Palace. By its assistance a picture of a drop of unfiltered water was pro-

jected on a screen, with the result that there were seen floating about in it

numbers of creatures likened to serpents, crocodiles, and forms and figures

like those of antediluvian monsters. Sugar and salt, beef and vinegar,

cheese, and, of all things, snuff, were majgnified with similar results. From

the description, this new instrument is more merciless than Herr

Teufelsdrockh in his dissection of men from whom all sartorial disguises had

been stripped.

Ah Sik, the almond-eyed conserver of the pig-tail, continues to be a

thorn in the side of his American and Australian fellow-workman. The

outcry against the " Heathen Chinee " throughout the Western States, and

more particularly in California, is so great that legislative means of check-

ing his immigration are sought. A measure introduced for this purpose

by Senator Wilkins is now under consideration by a sub-committee

appointed by the Washington Parliament, and is understood to meet with

considerable favour. On the other hand, the Nation roundly charges the

opponents of Chinese labour with envy at " the spectacle of Chinese fru-

gality, industry, and cleanliness," and says these qualities are the reason for

American detestation of Chinese. A San Francisco correspondent replies

that the bestialities of the Chinese are repugnant to civilized peoples,

adding that they might be passed over did there seem to be any possibility

of correcting them by allowing their perpetrators to stay, to cast in their

lot with Americans, to become citizens of the State, as other immigrants

become its citizens. But it is pointed out, that even the bones of John
have to retiim to China—the safety of his immortal soul demands the

pigtail and a final resting-place within the Ixirders of the Flowery Kingdom.
Damnation is for him averted per contract, and his forwarders to these

shores agree to return him, dead or alive. " And this is the conclusive

argument against the Chinaman. Not that be works for too small wages,

not that his rate of living is too low, but that he comes here as a parasite

to feed upon our substance, not to increase it. In and about the city of

San Francisco there are many thousand Italians, who, with the Chinese,

monopolize certain work, especially market-gardening and fishing on the

Bay. They live for at least as little as the Qhinese, ihoy work for as small

wages, they have made it impossible for Americans to compete with them
in their chosen labour

; yet no man ever heard any Califomian propose a

reatriotion of Italian immigration. The Italian comes here to stay ; his

family, if he has uiy, comes with him ; poorly qualified as he is to become

As usual, an undue significance is given in the American press to the

,announcement that a " mass meeting " was held on Saturday in the

Princess Hall, Piccadilly, London, " fSr the pjirpose of denouncing the

policy of the Government." The cablegram adds that an overflow meeting

took place in St. James' square. Now, the Princess Hall is of very limited

proportions, and therefore no importance ought to be attached to the fact

that an " overflow meeting " was found pecessary, especially when it is

remembered that Saturday afternoon is a half holiday for the majority

of employt^s in London. But in estimating the value of mass meetings in

the metropolis it is more important still to remember that the slightest

pretext is suflScient to bring together a huge crowd of what.might be called

the floating population of the streets—a constituency which, on Saturday

afternoon, includes the average working man, the professional loafer, the

man who loafs because he can get no work, the genuine rough, the thief,

and the pickpocket. Those who are familiar with so-called people's

"demonstrations" in Hyde Park and Trafalgar Square know perfectly

well that widely divergent reasons will call exactly the same crowd to-

gether—a crowd which, as a rule, does not include the employed artisan,

and cares as little about politics as it does about the origin of species, and

which, like the Irishman, is homogeneous only in being " agin the Govern-

ment," whoever is in power. These agglomerations are always critical, and

shout with cheerful Impartiality for the downfall of Government or the

extension of the suffrage. These are the people who cheer Mr. Bradlaugh

to the echo, accompany him to Palace Yard, and who would laugh at his

execution. This residuum—the great unwashed—is the stuff " mass meet-

ings " in London are usually made of. Baron Borthwick, Sir Robert Peel,

and Lord Randolph Churchill, who were the speakers at Princess Hall,

make use of this element to impress the country and foreign nations, but

nobody in London is deceived by such meetings. Just as Lord BeaCons-

field used the Music Hall Jingoes to bamboozle the country, so the tail of

the Opposition uses the mob in its attempt to discredit Mr. Gladstone.

In fact, the whola policy of the insubordinate Tories is based upon Glad-

stonophobia, which in turn is the outcome of a cheap Jingo effervescence.

The Athens Archseological Society has decided to make researches at

the bottom of the sea in the Bay of Salamis, where the famous naval battle

between the Greeks and Persians was fought. The water is not very deep

in the Bay, and it is hoped that the enterprise will succeed. Since the

Greeks lost about fifty and the Persians nearly two hundred galleys, which

have since been lying undisturbed at the bottom of the sea, it is thought

that it may be possible to bring up some complete specimens, or at least

portions of them, which may afford more accurate knowledge of the naval

architecture of the old Hellenes and the Persians than can be gathered

from their writings. The attempt is looked forward to with great interest.

A GREAT public benefit is to be conferred in Paris. The " pledges "

left by the poor in the bureaux of the Mont de Pi6te are to be liberated by

a Government grant of over 3,600,060^ francs. What this meictrs to many
a starving being left in perforced idleness—-by the forfeit of the very instru-

ments of labour, upon which a few fiuncs, to save a dying child or find

bread/for hungry mouths, have been raised—may be easily imagined.

Strange that a Government performing such an act of charity should at

the same time turn a whole colony of honest toilers adrift !

Discussing the Reform Bill now before the Imperial House of Com-
mons, in its most caustic style, the Saturday Review says :

If JiSerenoes of opinion as to proposed methods are easily smoothed over, it will
be wholly unnecessary to reconcile the oonilicting reasons and motives which will in-
duco liberala and Bodiools to vote for any measure whinh' Mr. Oladstone proposes.
In a humorous story published long ago a set of jovial boon companions apologize to
one another for taking a dram. One of them takes a gloss of brandy because the day
i« tultiy, and another because he has felt unusually chilly all morning. Only one
out of holt a dozen confesses he takes his dram because he likes it. The proportion of
those who like the ooming Reform Bill will perhaps not be much Urger, bat there will
be no lack of exonaes for conformity. Mr. Chamberlain avowedly hopes to dis-establish
the Choroh. to introdooe payment of members, and in some indefinite way to mulct the
riohoi^clasaee, and especially the landowners, for the benefit of the poorer^ On these
gtonddls he sapports household and eventually oniversal snllrage and sqoal electoral
distriets. Mr. Forster desires to maintain the Ohoioh Bitabiishment, and it may be pie-
snmed that ha disapproves of all Mr. Chamberhun'g reTolutionory measures ; but he
likes a dram because the day is chilly ; or, in other words, be also supports a uniform
and low franchise and equal •laetoral diatricts. There can be little doubt that Mr
Chamberlain Judgei more aoennttely than his less violent ally of the future consequences
of demoaratie despotism ; bnt many politicians have, like Mr. Forster. auonstomed them-
selves to regard the diffusion of electoral power ae on ultimate object. Mr. Forster
him.^lf pasMd the Ballot Bill, which hoe done more than any other measure to
destroy u« inflaenoe of the np]^ and middle classes. WJMia the work is completed
by ibe impending Bill, he will perhaps regret the deitmotion or iaseoqiity of the beat
national inatitatiotts.
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With the emanoipatiod of women—whatever that may mean^ne of

the burning questions of the hour, it is suggestive that Mr. Gilbert has

chosen that fashionable eccentricity as the protoplasm from which to evolve

his latest topsy-turvy structure, "The Princess Ida." With stinging

sarcasm he enlarges upon Tennyson's oft-quoted

—

Prudes for proctors, dowagers fur deans,

And sweet girl-graduates in their golden hair.

In the second act there is a tableau of girl-graduates at the feet of Lady

Psyche, who expounds the classics, and thus describes the lord of creation

—

Man will swear, and man will storm,

Man is not at all good form ;

Man is of no kind of use, ^
,

Man's a donkey—man's a goose ;
'

^ ^,

Man is coarse, and man is plain
—

'

Man is more or less insane;

Man's a ribald—man's a rake

—

Man is Nature's sole mistake. - " j

One who had frequent occasion to hire vehicles in almost every civilized

country has described "Cabby"

—

coclm; gondolier, what you will—as a

" necessary evil." The necessity for the fraternity will hardly be disputed,

and the discussion of its moral status may safely be left to The Hackney

Carriage Gtuirdian, SL joxxm&l recently started in London to advocate the

rights and declaim the Wrongs of " that familiar figure who guides the

wobbling hansom or perches on the box of the dawdling four-wheeler."

Probably no other calling numbers in its ranks so heterogeneoufi a body of

men as cab-driving does. The average Cockney Jehu delighta to level his

profession upwards by claiming noblemen for "mates." Many of us have

had personal experience of this amiable weakness, and have been indebted

to some enthusiastic knight of the whip for personal acquaintance witL fellow-

workers who could trace an unbroken descent from the Norman invasion.

The reason such men drift into the calling of hack-driving in London is

not far to seek. A large proportion of those who fall from affluence for-

merly kept horses for riding or driving purposes. Such unfortunate wights,

having descended step by step the social scale until the patience of friends

is exhausted and pride is gone, either turn rooks and blacklegs, at the

imperious bidding of want, or adopt the only " trade " they know—driving

—

and are fain to do for bread that which they were wont to do for pleasure.

Not long ago there died in a Kentish work-house a baronet who, forty

years before, wm one of the best whips who ever tooled a four-in-hand from

the White Horse Cellars. He was not rich, but was universally loved

for his merry and devil-may-care style. Five years ago the ere-while

envy of young bloods about town was seen in a Strand gin-shop taking

" two-pennorth " with a " fare " whom he had driven in a hansom that

was standing at the door. Some acquaintances, more hospitable than

thoughtful, plied the aristocratic " cabby " with liquor until he became

loquacious, forgot his " team " outside, related how he drove the Brighton

coach, with the Duke of ^on the box seat, in a blinding snow storm, " in

so-and-so's year," and gave repeated assurances that he was " Sir ,

Baronet," adding, " there's no better blood in the. House of Lords this

minute than runs Ln my veins." Enquiries proved his assertions to be

correct in every particular.

Thbhs are uuiiiistakabie signs of thtr revival of boxing on this continent

and in England. Scarcely a town or city of any magnitude but has its

gymnasium, and most of these have their boxing classes. It is natural for

such a form of athletic exercise to be popular among Anglo-Saxons, acting^

as it does, as a kind of safety-valve to pugnacious instincts. Apart from

this, boxing is valuable as developing self-command, caution, watchfulness,

calculation, not to say almost every muscle in the human body. For

these and other reasons "the noble art of self-defence" is deservedly

popular, But there is danger that under cover of so-called " glove con-

tests " fighting for money or prizes will regain more or less of its former

popularity, and debase by its attendant brutalities. It is possible, in a

fight with " hard gloves," to inflict almost as much punishment as with the

naked fists. A recent " glove fight " in the Albert Hall, Toronto, was

nothing less than a prize-tight for the " gate-money." From the published

reports it appears that the contestants fought fourteen rounds, and the

features of one at least were scarcely recognizable whenthesponge wasthrown

up. Of course this was expected by the crowd that witnessed the fight

They knew and all sensible men know also—that professional boxers do

not fight for love, and they went to see these men fight for the receipts at

the doors. Modem boxing bears very small resemblance to that of fifty

years ago. " Sparring " with the gloves was only a means to an end ;
now

it is both the end and the means. "The test of a good man is not how many

blows he gets in. The quality of the blow should determine its value, and

a straight left-hander from the shovilder given without a return may fairly

oottnt twioe as much as one delivered in a bungling way. A man who

stands his ground and stops or eludes each attack is obviously entitled to

more credit than one who is all over the ring. If the hits are equal, the

prize ought to be awarded to the man who does the most work in attacking.

But perhaps the point which a good judge most carefully observes, and a

bad one most disregards, is that science which is known as "^timing." A
blow which meets a man as he comes forward has usually nl^re effect than

two which strike him as he is standing quite still, or four which overtake

him «s he is drawing back. Now the art of timing depends partly upon

so delivering the blow that it meets an advancing foe, though it also haa

to do with the quickness of sight which perceives when an enemy is un-

covered for a fraction of a second. It is obvious tha,t these matters ought

^ be regarded by a judge in arriving at his decision.

Enough has been said to show how much more there is t» be noted in

judging these matches, than the uninitiated suppose. The same reasons

which make the office of judge so arduous make it also necessary to the

making of a good boxer that he should have had long and careful practice -

with a variety of opponents. It is for these reasons that boxing never has

been and never can be so nearly reduced to the condition of an exact

science as fencing or single-stick.

The politeness of the French nobleman who recently shot himself in

the Hotel de Paris at Monte Carlo was worthy of Beau Nash himself. It

will be remembered that just before he " retired " the late Count sent

some twenty bouquets to as many ladies of the grand and demirmonde with

compliments and regrets that unavoidable circumstances prevented him

from further continuing their charming acquaintance. It is related that the

late Lord Hertford—the "Lord Steine" of Thackeray—when dying in

the presence of a noble friend and an apothecary, said to the one, " good-

bye, Tom," bowed gravely to the other, and then gracefully expired. Of

another nobleman whose politeness remained at command when the dews

of dissolution were upon him, the story is told that, in response to the

importunities of a leech who brought a draught which he said would cer

tainly cure, the dying man replied, " I'm sure it will, if it comes from your

hands," swallowed the potion, and died.

" The pity of it, oh ! the pity of it !
" that girls who are to be wives

and mothers should be allowed to grow up with so little idea of domestic

matters generally ! is the lament of a lady who writes upon domestic

economy for children. Without the slightest idea of being cynical, the

observant writer points out that the pulse of the average paterfamilias is

largely affected by his dinner, and after reminding us that t^ Queen has

set an exceUent example in the way of teaching her children cooking, she

says :

When girls are sent away to school, it is not easy to train them weU in domestic

affairs but much may be done before their school days begin ; it is bnt bad poUcy to leave

it until' they ore ended. The keeping up of accomplishments, and the round of social

duties and pleasures, make the taking up such a study as the art of cookery almost

impossible except in a dilatory manner, the worst of aU ways in which to take up any-

thing Besides this, though an added experience may be brought to bear on the aubject,

there'is not the same zest for it as will be shown in the early days, when the more

sticky and messy the productions, the higher the state of enjoyment. A girl of eighteen

or twenty will enjoy putting on a love of a bibbed apron and dainty white sleeves, will

go to the kitchen and mix a Uttle fine pastry daintUy, her hands when onoe she hiM

mastered the art, being infinitely fitter for this than the cook's ;
bnt she wiU not, with

any degree of wiUingness, trim, skewer, and prepare a piece of meat for roasting or

boUlng nor will she care to baste or watoh the some. Xha amaU of the meat will-

seem objectionable, the fire scorching, and, probably because of the unpleasantnesses.

she wiU'give up the whole thing in disgnst. If, however, she had made aoqoamtauoe

with these same when a good healthy girl of ten, her added years would but show her

how daintUy to cook a good dinner, and stiU keep herself in the perfect freshness of

ladyhood for the drawing-room.

The ostrich-like conduct of Lord Salisbury and many bther English

peers, in refusing to see or hear any danger to the House of Lords and

pooh-poohing suggestions for its re'form, is not shared bjJfcU members of

that august assembly. A paper by Lord Dunraven in the February number

of the Nineteenth CerUury has attracted considerable attention in England.

In it the writer admits the existing peerage is too numerous, and would

distinguish between a peerage as a distinction and reward for merit and a

peerage as conferring of necessity the right to legislate. His Lordship,

moreover, goes a great deal beyond this by proposing that the Upper

House should be elected for a term, say, of nine years, but, in order to

make the change continuous though gradual, should be divided into three

classes, each class going out in rotation. Lord Dunraven is not to be

understood as wedded to the idea of having the House of Lords elected by

the whole body of Peers only. On the contrary, he sees clearly many dis-

advantages which would arise from such a scheme, and proposes alternative

plans by which, in his opinion, the balance of parties in the ^ftouse might

be made to fairly correspond with that of parties in the country.
,
The

most significant thing about the whole article is the admission which runs

throughout that the reform of the Upper Chamber is a clear matter both

of neoeasity and expediency.
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THE a PH. Bit THE KICKING HOUSE PA88 AND
THE SELKIRKS.—VI.

THE SUMMIT.

FiVB miles on this side of the Summit, the located line for the railway

leaves the Bow River, which had guided it thus far into the heart of the

Mountains, and up the north side of which we had journeyed from Cal-

garry. At this point the river, still broad and strong, is seen circling away

to the north, while our course was across it and to the west, along an aijgry

stream called Bath Creek. The origin of names all over the West is

usually some personal incident. The Bath received its name from an

involuntary baththat MajorRogers toot on one occasion in its ice-cold waters

to the great amusement of subordinates, whose manner of life makes them

incapable of sympathizing with anything short of drowning, starvation, or

death in some way. After f6ur miles of Bath Creek, we again diverge to

the west, up a streamlet called Summit Creek, and by it we soon reach the

Summit: Some engineers, dissatisfied with the Kicking Horse Pass, which

extends from the Summit down the western slope of the main range of the

Rockies to the Columbia, maintain that, by following the Bow or Bath

Creek farther "up, it would be possible—perhaps by a tunnel or two—to

strike the head waters of the Blueberry River, and so reach the Columbia

by the well-known Howse Pass. To determine this finally, and because it

would be difficult to push work down the Kicking Horse in the winter

months, railway construction ceased a month or two ago near the junction

of Bath Creek with the Bow, and a party was sent, under charge of Mr.

Hogg, C. E., to make new exploratory surveys in north and north-west

directions. If Mr. Hogg succeeds, his line will be very little longer than

that now located, which, after reaching the mouth of the Kicking Horse,

has to strike thirty miles to the north before crossing the Columbia. It is

of no consequence whether this thirty miles of deviation from a straight

course is made on the east or the we^t side of the main range. Should Mr.

Hogg fail, the Kicking Horse Pass will be accepted as a pis oiler. It is

not an ideal pass, but it is no worse than it has all along been known to be.

From Hillsdale to Castle Mountain and on to Bath Creek, the scenery

becomes more and more striking. Women and children may see it now by

rail. A few months ago, only people in the most vigorous health could

assert that the beauty was compensation sufficient for the fatigues involved

in an expedition. Soon after leaving Calgarry, We met an acquaintance

with his face turned homewards. He had gone a few miles up the valley,

and had had enough of the Bow. All that he could tell us of the scenery

was that " it was terribly dusty." And so it was. The endless teaming

for the thousands of men Engaged on construction had cut up the rude

trail, and it was " terribly dusty ; " and forest fires were mingling their

dense smoke with the dust But our luck stood us in good stead. Enough

rain had fallen just in advance of us, to lay the dust and put out the fires.

Near Castle Mountain we passed through spruce and Banksian pine that

had been swept by fire three days previously. Two mules had been burnt,

and their drivers -were thankful to escape with their lives. The fires were

still smouldering, bursting out here and there up the sides of the moun-

tains ; and the efifects of the smoie curling up and round the liare cliffs by

day, and of the fires burning brightly at night, were superb. As we neared

Bath Creek the smoke increased so much that we could not see distinctly

to any distance. To the south, a magnificent range extends from Hills-

dale in a succession of clearly defined peaks ; a cone 5,000 feet above

the river, with a glacier curtaining one of its sides ; next a pyramidal

mass, and then a cube with one side scooped out and filled with snow. This

we were told, was Mount Lefroy—so called in honour of General Lefroy,

- who, in his younger days, did good exploratory work in the Rockies. Next

to it comes a saddle-shaped summit, and other peaks with- erater-like

depressions filled with snow and ice ; all alike bold and distinctive. To the

north. Castle Mountain is the most charsMjteristic. Beyond it, the blackened

poles, that the fires had left as grim monuments of their fury, gave the

country a desolate appearance. Where the flames had not reached, all was

beautiful ; in the valley, dark spruces and the lighter green of scrub pine

alternating with the more tender green of the aspen ; along the sides of the

mountains the forests extending upwards, at first in solid blocks, then

more sparse^, and then as solitary trees and shrubs ; and, above all, the

bare rock towering high in naked majesty.

Before starting up Bath Creek, we completed our packing arrange-

ments. Qeorge, whom we had engaged at Hillsdale as packer, had gone

ahead to select horMs for us out of a number that were grazing here, and to

engage Dav.e, a pal of his, to act aa cook. Our dunnage, bufUo robes,

blankets, tent, provisions, cooking utenflils and axea, were made up into

packs, averaging as nearly aa poaaibld fifty pounds in weight, ' and of con-

venient shape. Three of these were tied firmly by the diamond hitch to

the pack-saddle, and the horse was then considered to have a sufficient load

for the trail before him. Each of us was mounted, and we had six pack-

horses ; Calgarry, Buckskin, Steamboat and Methodist being such knowing

old stagers that their names may be chronicled. At nightfall we came

upon two parties of engineers, in a little grassy park through which a creek

was meandering, about half a mile on this side of the Summit, and camped

with them. Next morning the sun shone brightly through the cloudy

atmosphere. Our little park was completely surrounded by spruce whose

branches are small and of the same size all the way to the top so that the

trees are not unlike monumental pillars. Lofty mountains look down over

these ; to the south a double-peaked Parnas8U8,'the sides patched and ribbed

with snow ; and beyond it a range, like Salisbury Crags, Edinburgh, fissured

vertically, and ending in a great bluff of rock immediately overhanging the

Pass. Right behind them towers a loftier peak, with a glacier down its

side ; and farther west, successive ridges and peaks. To the south, we see

only one mountain. Moving slowly off from camp, we soon teached the

little lake from which Summit Creek issues. Here the Pass begins, a level

plateau extending about four miles from east to west ; a string of three

lakes along it mirroring the great mountains, that rise up on both sides for

5,000 feet above the 5,300 feet that is the altitude of the Pass. From
Summit Lake runs the creek to the east : Link Lake in the centre neither

receives nor, so far as can be seen, sends forth the tiniest rill ; and from the

third and largest, the Kicking Horse river, a fine strekm fifty feet wide at

the start, rushes out like a mill-race, and every mile it runs its speed

increases. From the side of the first lake, the mountains to the south

open out, tremendous gorges between them filled with snow slides that

extend down to the spruce-clothed foot hills. Peaks, bluffs and ridges, with

the intervening gorges, make up a magnificent panorama.

" This," remarked George, who had seen all the transcontinental rail-

ways, " will be the boss route for scenery." After returning by the North-

em Pacific we agreed with George. The Union and Central Pacific I had
seen eleven years before, only to acquiesce in the judgment of the tourist

who, looking in vain for the promised sky-kissing summits, returned, con
vinced that " there were no Rocky Mountains." At Sherman, between
eight and nine thousand feet above the sea, the railway winds along a great

bare plateau, a few little peaks in the distance more like mole-hilla than
mountains, alone breaking the monotony of the scene. The Northern
Pacific railway is much better, but the mountains, as a rule are too far

away from the line to be seen distinctly. At every turn the guide-books
call upon you to burst into rapture, but the raptures refuse to come. But,
up the valley of the Bow, for sixty miles from Padmore's, and down the
Kicking Horse, and across the Selkirks, we are all the time within touch
of the most striking rock formations I have ever seen. Not so lofty as
Mounts Hooker and Brown, farther north, nor as Mounts Baker and
Tacoma in Washington Territory, they are so rich in detail and so com-
pletely within the range of vision that they constitute a veritable picture-

gallery. There is an endless succession of pictures, each a complete whole
that satisfies the eye and mind of the beholder. The beauty of mountains
is not only in height and mass. To me, the mountain forms of Mull and
Skye in the Western Highlands of Scotland had a fascination that I did
not find in the Alps ; and I think that poets prefer the Alps to the far

loftier Himalayas.

George and Dave became our fast friends before the journey ended.
George was a Virginian, English by descent. His father, a colonel in
the southern army, had fallen at Antietam, and George had lived a wander
ing life from boyhood—a seout with Custer, a boss-packer from Mexico to

Cariboo, a sagacious frontiersman, ready for any emergency, cool, wary and
self-respecting. Dave was a full-blooded Englishman, long enough a frontiers-

man to know the dialect and the ways of " the boys," but still English to
the backbone, strong and stout, with a merry twinkle in his eye, except
when he considered it his duty to grumble or blow off steam ; animated with
a sacred fury for cooking and eating, and ready to werk as long as the pot
kept boiling. The unforgivable sin in an employer was a larder ill-sup-

plied. " I'll work with any man, but if I'm to work, I must eat,'' was the
position from which you need not think o£ budging him. " How did that
old bilk in Idaho trieat you?" George asked him on one occasion in my
hearing. " I hare nothin' agin him," Vas the answer in a calm, judgmatical
tone, "except that he starred me, and starved me with rotten grub."
All the pay in the world, or any fancied qecessities of the case, would
evidently never effiM» from his memory that bad bacon, on which he had
subsisted for a few days or weeks. Whoi toiling through the mountains
Dave sometimes indnl^ in viuons of the delights he expected to find at
Kamloops. Meeting him in the street an hour or two after our ai-rival,

looking rather gloomy, I asked him what ha thought of the village. •• It's

a mean place," he answered ;
" they give you a thimbleful of rum for a

glass, and charge you twenty-five cents for it. You can't get a' real good

hooker under a month s wages." Dave had a true Englishman's respect

for his master, most refreshing to find on the Pacific slope, of allplaces in

the world. I think it must have been out of respect for us that he invented

an ingenious substitute for profane swearing, which I would i^pcommend to

all who at odd times feel that " an aith wad relieve " them,—as the Scotch

beadle put it, to his minister. When angry at man or horses, you could

hear him, far ahead or in the rear, denouncing them as " buzzard-heads."

This good round word enabled him to express his feelings so satisfactorily

that he used it on all occasions as a safety-valve. One evening that he had

hung his red bandana handkerchief on a branch near the camp-fire to dryj

his attention was called to the fact that it was beginning to bum. " Ah,

get out of that, will you, you buzzard-head ! " yelled Dave, as he whipped

away the offending bandana and threw it into a stream that ran beside the

tent. I hope my readers will pardon these reminiscences, which are given

simply that they may understand how and with whom we travelled, and

that they may accompany us on our journey with some human sympathy.

The first day's march down the Kicking Horse was toilsome enough in

all conscience. The trail ran straight up and down a succession of preci-

pices so steep that it would have been impossible to sit in the saddle, even

if we had cared to burden the horses with our weight. As we toUed after

the pack-animals, I felt quite sure of the origin of the river's name. The

poor brutes get mired in muskegs, or their feet and legs entangled among

slippery, moss-covered boulders, or in a network of fibrous roots, that they

are all the time kicking, plunging and sprawling. It seemed to me that a

kicking horse would be the one distinct picture graven oft the mind of

every one who had ever tried to make his way through this valley. I gave

the explanation with the utmost confidence to the junior member of our

party, but he suggested, as a better, that it was quite evident that no horse

would have a kick left in him at the end of the journey. These attempts

were as creditable as the guesses of the antiquary or philologists with

reference to the derivation of disputed symbols and words, but, unfor-

tunately, an Edie Ochiltree, in the persons of some Stoney Indians

whom we met in the evening, blew our theories to the winds. They

declared that the origin of the name went back to an experience of

that Dr. Hector who accompanied Captoin Palliser on his expedition.

Hector was a Highland athlete, who could out-walk, out^climb, or out-

starve the toughest Indians. Stories of his wonderful feats and medical

skill and kind-heartedness are told in the North-West to this day.

Well, his horse kicked himwhenhe was in this valley, and the Indians attached

sufficient importance to the fact to give the river the name which it has

borne since, " the horse-kicking river,"—the name which is now known all

over the continent in connection with the Kicking Horse Pass. Why the

Pass should receive its name from the river that runs down the western

slope of the mountains, instead of from the one that runs down the eastern

slope, I could not find out. Certainly the Bow deserves the honour. It is

the guide of the railway for 120 mUes from Calgarry to within sight of the

Summit, and a more temptingly open and beautiful roadway, into the very

core of a great mountain range, could not be desired ; whereas the Kicking

Horse ia followed for only forty-seven miles, and as to the grades that will

be necessary in that section, it is enough to mention that a des^t of

2 700 feet is made by the river in its short course. It is impossiWe to feel

very grateful to the Kicking Horse. Wl^en. rivers get their deserts, the

Pass will be called the Bow River Pass ; but, until that time comes, we had

better continue to caU it, under protest, if that wUl help, the Kicking

Horse Pass. ^
THE DOOM OF LITERARY COMMUNISM.

delay, and furnishes the easiest and most satisfactory solution of the inter-

national copyright problem.

The text of the Bill, which js designed to give protection in the United

States to books, maps, and dramatic or musical compositions, the product

of a foreign author, is to the following effect, viz.: "That whenever any

foreign government shall accord to American authors the same rights that

their own have, then, by executive proclamation, the foreign author shall

have the benefit of our (U.S.) laws." This, it will be seen, is the spirit

and letter of the existing English system, and the reciprocity will at once

establish international copyright between the United States and Great

Britain and end the reign of literary piracy on the American Continent.

It would be ungracious, in view of the passing of this act and the right-

ing at length of a great wrong, to look very closely into the motives
'

which have incited to this act of tardy justice, or into the condition of the

American book trade which, while it has enriched itself on the spoils of

the foreign liook market, has brought the native one to the verge of ruin.

Piratical publishing, it is obvious, however, has run its course, and met

the fate which poetic justice in the long run deals out to dishonesty and

wrong. In the glutted book market, where license has had unlimited

sway, and one publisher has become the prey of the other, it does not now

pay to pirate a book. The trade in cheap reprints has been run to the

ground, and protection in some measure, to make reprinting profitable,

has become a necessity. This, all engaged in the trade, including the type

and paper maker, the publisher and bookseller, the printer and bihder

have come to admit. Sick of the situation, the Dorsheimer Bill is hence

hailed as a relief and a remedy, and it is more than probable that it will

be permitted to become law. This is all the more likely as the measure

has an active ally in the American author, whose work has been crowded

out by the cheap reprints. For years, American literature has had no

chance of competing on equal terms with the productions of the foreign

author. This state of things is now about to pass away.

How far the American public will sufier protection to be applied to

literature, and be passive under the wiping out of the cheap reprint, re-

mains to be seen. Their pride in their own literature, which will now

emerge from its years of repression, will console some, while to others will

be thrown the sop of a reduction in the book tariff; the effect of which will

not only be to cheapen the imported book, but to keep down the cost of

the authorized reprint. The masses, of course, only care as yet foi- the

daily paper, and as newspaper proprietors and conductors have no liking

for their field being encroached upon by cheap books, they have no

motive but to keep quiet while Mr. Dorsheimer's BUI goes into effect

In this great but silent revolution going on across the line, has Canada

no concern, and is there no voice in our legislative halls to speak for her "i

When is Canadian literature to have rights abroad the equivalent of those

which Imperial enactments oblige her, in the case of both American and

English works, to respect at homel Let our public men show the people

what Canadian interests are ; and either by treaty or by native legislation get

or take the rights we ought to have in this, to us, important but neglected

matter of domestic and foreign copyright.—

—

..G^Mkkckr Adam__

WMCMr-

It is not a little singular that while the American apostle of Com-

munism is having the garments stripped from his crude land theories in

England, Mr. Dorsheimer, in the House of Representatives, is clothing

the nakedness of American publishing morality, and setting on its feet, in

its right mind, the American conscience in its dealings with the hitherto

unprotected literature of England and the European Continent The sim-

plicity and directness of Mr. Dorsheimer's Copyright Bill, which casts

aside all negotiations for international treaties, and hampers itself with no

conditions as to where and vp. what manner the book- to be copyrighted

ahall be manufactured, are proof alike of the practical common sense of

the originator of the measure, and of his earnest desire to take the simple

line of duty and justice, in a matter that has long been a reproach to the

people of the United States. Mr. Dorsheimer has evidently taken up

literary copyright as a simple question of moral right, and with the least

ciroujnlooution h*8 framed a BiU that opens the door to no controversy or

INSIDE ^ NEW YORK NEWSP^

Journalism has probably been brought to a higher state of perfection in

New York city than anywhere else. Whether a New York journal is

ahead of a London journal of the same calibre is another thing. A London

journal is carried on under several different conditions and has different

objects in view from its American counterpart In fact the strength of an

American newspaper lies in its reporters; in an English paper, in its special

correspondents.

With this remembrance in mind, that it is the reporter that makes the

American newspaper, it is easy to see a consequence,-a man cannot

become an editor, or even a general editorial writer, without having served

his apprenticeship as a reporter. A man. who goes to New York to

become a journalist, or even a literary writer, simply starts on his career by

becoming a reporter on one of the hirge papers like the Herald, Tribwru,

Spm^ Timet, or World, and it is in that excellent school that he learns

that crisp, racy and reckless style of composition that characterizes every

American paper from Maine to California.

About 1,000 men in a year go up to New York^ to seek admittance to

one of the hirge offices. Very few of them ever get past the boy who

runs the elevator, the elevator boy having a naive and facile way of dis-

couraging them from proceeding further. Those who do get upstairs have

letters of introduction in their pockets to the editors. It may be roundly

stated that a letter of introduction ftrom a man whom the editor ia willing
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to oblige is the only way to be received into one of the large offices at the

present day. I am aware that it is popularly held that a man has only to

write some brilliant article on some subject that has been overlooked by

everyone else and present it to the editor to be received with a " come and

take my chair, my brilliant friend." Mr. Howells countenances this belief

by committing one of his heroes to that course. The method is now, how-

ever, only available in Kamschatka. In the first place the editor in New
York has an excellent staff to rely on and is in no need of brilliant recruits.

In the second, it is difficult to find a subject which a New York reporter

has overlooked.

Once in the office and duly enrolled on the books as a reporter, a man

begins to look out on life with different eyes. This will be readily seen

when one watches his course of transformation from an ignorant layman

to an omniscient professional. When he sees the editor he turns his back

on his old world pretty effectually. In a New York office the general

staff is as follows : First, the editor-in-chief, who is generally part owner,

is always a prominent politician with his eye on the presidency, and directs

the policy of the paper. His salary is from $15,000 to $20,000 a year.

There is, next, the managing editor, who gets $10,000 to $12,000 a year.

He sits is his office off-and-on from two in the afternoon till two in the

morning. He does not write ; he has control over 200 or 300 men, and

his duties chiefly consist in seeing that the sub-editors get that share of the

" space " in the next day's issue which the importance of the matter they

have in hand demahds. He has a thorough knowledge of newspaper work

in every department, and has the eye of a hawk for the comparative value

of news. The whole harmonious working of the office depends on him.

Then come the city editor, the day editor, the night editor, the correspon-

dence editor, the telegraph editor, the editorial writers, the " ed. head "

writers, the " night-desk " men, the routine men, and the reporters, making

up a staff of about seventy men. Of these the city editor and one or two

of the editorial writers are chief. They get about $5,000 a year each, but

their duties are very different. Of the city editor I will speak presently.

Of the editorial writers it may be said that their lot is happy. They are

the only men whose hours are respectable. Their work is light ; they are

generally literary men of eminent standing, and they are frequently the

correspondents for English and foreign papers by which they double or

treble their income. They are nearly all promoted from the reporters'

ranks, though fen* some special subjects outsiders are employed. For

instance, the writer of the weekly or bi-weekly commercial editorial is a

broker from the " street ;
" and simUarly, in special cases where a special

article may be wanted, a specialist is employed. The regular staff consists

of five or six men who average from $2,000 to $5,000 each. They have

the use of a fine library, have their subjects daily distributed to them by

the editor-in-chief, and are composed of the picked journalists of America.

They average in age about thirty-five, a man under thirty being rarely

found there.

Of the other editors, the day and night editors exercise a sub-manager-

^-ahip under the managing editor. They are always promoted reporters, and

their work is merely routine. The correspondence editor reads, marks,

learns and inwardly digests the vast amount of advice gratuitously given

the paper on which he works, from Van^erbilt to O'Donovan Rosea ; he

also edits the foreign correspondence. The telegraph editor comes to the

office at seven in t^e evening and works till half-past two in the morning,

clipping, arranging, and re-writing telegraph matter. The " ed. head "

writers, of whom there are usually two, have similar hours and write short

paragraphs on the news of the day as brought in by the reporters or

telegraphed. All these are promoted reporters.

Then comes the city editor, who has control of the whole city depart-

ment and under whom are the reporters. He is generally as sharp a news-

paper man as is in New York, is well read, a smart writer, and has an

unerring " nose " for news. He knows everybody and everything and every

place in New York. It is he who makes the paper " readable " for the

vast mass of people. He is always an enthusiastic journalist and has had

a brilliant career as a reporter. He loves his paper better always than

his wife. The office is his home and has* been for years. In all his in-

stincts, habits, virtues and vice* he is journalism incarnate. His salary is

about $5,000 a year ; but he is next candidate for the managing editorship^and

is on.the high road to the editorahip-in-chief. His duties are to give each

reporter his daily work, but to do this he must know from day to day all

that is going on in the city, he must aoent news while it is yet a&r, he

must know to a nicety the comparative value of news, and he must know

when always to send his men to obtain the information required. Having

a staff of from thirty to forty men under him, he is of course shrewd enough

always to pick out the beat man for any work in hand. Hia life has

generally been as follows : He is probably a graduate of Harvard or Ann

Arbor. As a reporter he has distinguished himself for energy and for a

capacity for distinguishing what is news from what is not news. He has

been through all the grades of general, police, and political news-reporter.

He has been sent byJiis chief to attend conventions in various parts of the

country. He has then been put to the " night desk " to be trained for the

editorship. Here his duties were to read all the copy sent in by the

reporters and reduce it by judicious cutting and re-arrangement to its proper

length and uniformity of style and character, and to correct all mistakes

of orthography or reference. Then he reiftches by natural gradation the

city chair.

The duties of the " night desk " men are rather curious. There are
"

generally three men at the work ; and they commence operations at six in

the evening, continuing them till two or three in the morning. Each news-

paper in New York has a style of its own. It also has a vocabulary, of its

own, banning the use of certain words and phrases from its columns, and,

ordaining a special mode of spelling or reference. For instance, adjectives

are frowned on, the abundant use of capitals discouraged, and certain ways

of beginning a paragraph forbidden. All these things are well-known to

the night desk men and their duties correspond. The copy any reporter

brings in is ruthlessly made conformable to these rules. It is rare then

for a new reporter on reading hia dopy as it appears in print! to recognize

the thing he wrote the night before. All his little jokes hj^ejjeen cut

out. His favorite expressions have gone into the waste basket. His

. classical allusions have gone where classical allusions deserve to go, and in

fact his brilliant column has become a very matter-of-fact, terse quarter

column. It is the night desk men whom every reporter curses, but must

conciliate, for within certain limits they are omnipotent.

Well, it is after these that the reporters come,—the reporters who are

at the bottom of the ladder, but who, as I have said, are the backbone of

the American newspaper.

The reporters of New York are, as a body of men, well educated, sharp,

and before all things, energetic They are not as sharp as Western reporters

they are not as respectable af New Orleans reporters, but In education

and energy they are ahead of any reporters in the world. They go to their

work wiih the recklessness, and contempt for obstacles, of war correspon-

dents. They are nearly all clever writers, the majority are university

graduates, and the good work of a good New York reporter is well worth

study as a model of the way, in the newspaper world, in which the subject

should be handled.

When a reporter, by means of his letter of introduction, is handed over

to the city editor to be turned into a newspaper man, he finds himself in a

large handsome room, fitted up with desks and pencils and papers, amongst

thirty other young men of his own age. They are lolling about reading

the papers, discussing the news, and are nearly all smoking cigars. It is

midday and they have just returned from breakfast. Presently, from the

editor's sanctum, a book is brought out and placed on the table. In it is a

list of all the events that are to take place during the day, such and such

meetings, arrivals, departures, cases of crimes to be investigated, men to

be interviewed, trials to attend, etc. Opposite each item is written a

reporter's ""mOj thus signifying that such ^item is to be hia special care

during the afternoon. Having ascertained their business, the reporters

flock in to consult the city editor about the manner in which the work is

to be conducted, and to get his advice and instruction. Half an hour later

the office is deserted. From one end of New York to the other the re-

porters are distributed each about his special business. About five o'clock

they return and begin to write up what they have been engaged on, and

so they continue till six o'clock, when a second book is brought out and a

second assignment of work made. The evening has its own duties, and

the reporters having dined go to perform them, returning to write up

again from eleven till two o'clock, when their work for the day is over.

Practically then their work may be said to last from midday till a couple

of hours after midnight, or fourteen hovira a day. And their pay ? It is

anything, According to their value and the paper their are working on,

from $15 to $70 a week.

But the life of a reporter in New York has much in it that is so inter-

esting of itself that I reaerve it for a separate paper. R.

The Hon. Wayne McVeigh contributes to the March Century a paper

<m "The Next Presidency," in which the ideal president is pictured, and

the author venture* the opinion that the political p«rty nominating the man

who approachea nearest that ideal will be soooeaaful in thecoming election.

Another important essay in this forthcoming number of The Cmtury

disctaaaes methods for " The Suppression of Pauperiam."

« GRANT AND JULIUS 0^8AR."

The comparative standard by which military heroes are judged will

always differ as widely as the standards and prejudices of the judges them-

selves. Thus we see the Hon. Mr. Belford, of Colorado, comparing General

Grant with one of the greatest soldiers of antiquity ;
while Gol. Denison is

of opinion that he was a pure creature of accident, who simply " happened

to be in command when Lee was defeated." The writer served under

Grant during the^ great struggle, and his experience led to very different

conclusions ; so much so, that he ventures to think Mr. Denison must have

formed his opinions upon misrepresentations of the real facts.

In attempting to do justice to a soldier who has had unintentional

injustice done to him, we will commence at a point which found Grant a

division commander under Halleck. We may say that his successes in the

West covered so wide a range of conquest as to forbid more than the briefest

synopsis. This occupied two seasons (1862-3^, and included three cam-

paigns, fifteen great battles (exclusive of the three general assaults on

Vicksburg), among which were some of the bloodiest of modern times,

besides many of lesser importance. Col. Denison tacitly concedes that Grant

never lost a battle in the West, but he forgets to say that McClellan did

not either form or train the armies which followed him to victory there.

He also forgeU to tell us that at Fort Donaldson, a stronghold considered

impregnable, stored, armed and garrisoned to stand any siege from any

force, the number who surrendered to Grant after three days' desperate

fighting, almost equalled his own entire command, and was the greatest, at

that day, who had ever laid down their arms at one time on the continent

-

of America. He omits all mention of the terrible action at Pittsburg

Landing, so foil of fate to the American people, where Grant, coming upon

what already seemed a lost battle, "with odds against him » * * inspired

his men with confidence ' * * and wrested victory from despair." He

deems it unnecessaJ^ to mention that both great baUles at Connth were

fought against overwhelming forces, and that, after both battles, the dead

and severely-wounded Confederates left on the field more than doubled the

Federal casualties by actual count. He is good enough to admit that

Grant "did some good service around Vicksburg." People generally have

the same idea, somewhat magnified, however, in face of the following

officially epitomized report of the result of the operations
:
"The defeat of the

enemy in five battles outside of Vicksburg, the occupation of Jackson, the

capital of the State of Mississippi ; the capture of Vicksburg with ite gar-

riaon and munitions of war, and the opening of the Mississippi from ite

head waters to the Gulf of Mexico ; a loss to the enemy of 37,000 prisoners,

over 10 000 kiUed and wounded, and thousands scattered, who can never

be coUe^ted and reorganized; arms and munitions for an army of 60,000 men,

besides an enormous amount of other pubUc property, and much more

which was destroyed by the enemy to prevent ite capture." Grant's losses

in «!complishing this result were 8,575 men, viz : 943 kiUed, 7,095 wound-

ed, and 537 "missing," which means either killed or captured.

The campaign of the Cumberland included the battles of PerryviUe,

Stone River, Chickamauga, and Chattanooga, otherwise variously known

as Lookout Mountain and Missionary Ridge, besides the siege of Knoxville

and a great maay smaller battles and skirmishes. Of the whole series

Chickamauga was the only one wherein the Noriih suffered a serious reverse.

Of 60 000 men that Rosecrans took into this action he lost over 25,000 in

kiUed,' wounded, and prisoners, beside 51 cannon. Bragg, who opposed him

with about the same number of troops, which were reinforced during the

progress of the battle, by Longstreet's corps, reported a loss of over 20,000 m

killed and wounded, and was so crippled he could not pursue. But receiv-

ing furiiher reinforcemente from Virginia, he closely besieged the Federals

inChattanoo^. Grant at once relieved Rosecrans. and coming from Vicks-

burg took personal command. Jefferson Davis, who made a special trip

from Richmond, considered Grant's doom so surely sealed that he detached

Lonjrstreet to wrest Knoxville from Burnside. But Sherman was approach-

ingby forced marches from Vicksburg, " with only two days' rataons,

without trains, Uving on the enemy's country, without a change of clothing,

and with but a single blanket or great coat to a man, though it was the

end of November, from myself to the private inclusive," as he himself

says. The rapidity of hb march utterly astounded the Confederates. Throw-

ing himself into Chattanooga, Grant took advantage of Longstreet's absence

^ immediately attacked Bragg in his fortifications. How he out-gener-

aUed, out-fought, and utterly routed his enemy in the " Battle above the

Clouds
»

is too weU known to caU for comment. Among the fruite of this

victory which ended Grant's operations in the West, were 40 cannon, over

6 000 pri«.ners, and the raising of the siege of Knoxville by the rapid

retreat of Longstreet into Virginia. Tlius, opposed by brave and determined

enemies, led by the ablest generaU of the South, often in face of greatly

superior forces, opwating in regions whose topography made them easy of

defence, and continually surrounded by an active and bitterly hostUe

population, the " man of chance" had, besides immense captures of stores,

prisoners and public property, and with a loss of killed and wounded much

Ughter than his enemy's, conquered for his cause an empire, as it were, vast

in area, fertility and riches ; and now held in practical submission, if not

yet in full allegiance, the entire territory west of the Alleghanies.

Coming to the year '64, when placed in supreme military command,

what do we find t The gi-eat political uncertainties, both at home and

abroad, made the outlook far more desperate than the military situation

would suggest. The duplicity of Louis Napoleon in seeking to induce

combined European action in favor of the South, his invasion of the neigh-

bouring republic of Mexico, and establishing an empire on ite ruins, the

hostility of the "ruling classes" in England, who were striving to incite

the British Government to acta of hostility, the machinations of the "cop-

perheads " in sympathy with the slave-holders, and the draft riote and negro

butcheries by the Irish thieves, thugs and "greek-tire " vagabonds of New

Yortliid other large cities of the North, all combined to make it com-

pulsory that Grant should adopt the "hammering " process, it being now a

political rather than a military necessity, in order to prevent foreign inter-

vention, to accomplish certain resulte within a certain time no matter at

what cost. The " fact" is not "undoubted," but absolutely untrue, that

he refused to exchange prisoners. It was purely a political question with

which he had nothing whatever to do. It was decided by the treaty-mak

Ing power of the national government, and exchange was refused because

rebels would thereby be acknowledged as belligerents, and this would have

involved foreign poUtical complications. The imaginary cruelty which his

critic condemns in Grant is applauded in Fredrick the Great, whose record

was one uninterrupted series of brutal butcheries and massacres, unparal-

leled cruelty and treachery, broken treaties and perfidious desertion of

friends. Kind-hearted to his soldiers. Grant looked upon the cruelties of

war as the necessary price of his country's future tranquillity, a fact cleariy

demonstrated by the generous conditions ofiered Lee when completely in

his power, and by the resulting circumstances which .gave birth to the

historic epigram, " Let us have Peace." His magnanimity to his enemies

is further proven by the chivalrous manner in which he treated his

prisoners at Fort Donaldson and Vicksburg, after receiving their " uncon-

ditional surrender," while his loyalty to his comrades is aptly Ulustrated

by his conduct toward Sherman, when the latter entered a formal written

protest against his " breaking loose " from his base before Vicksburg, by

handing him back the protest (instead of forwarding it to the War Depart-

ment) after the movement had proved a complete success.
,

Grant's admirable report, the accuracy of which has never been ques-

tioned even by his enemies, and the same from which his critic quotes in

reference to the " hammering " process, the following :
" The resources of

the enemy and his numerical strength were far inferior to ours, but as an

offset to this, we had a vast territory with a population hostile to the

Government, and long lines of communication to protect, to enable us to

supply the operating armies, and it is a question whether our numerical

strength and resources were not more than balanced by these disadvantages."

His army, as Col. Denison informs us, was composed m large part of sub-

stitutes and conscripts, which would seem gather aa impedimen t
,
and

y-x

— ».

contrasts strangely with his subsequent statement that it " had been formed

and trained by McLellan in the early part of the war." Instead of Lee

having 50,000 men in his " Army of Northern Virginia,
'|

as alleged, he

had over 65,000 " present for duty " on the Rapidan, according to his own

reporte subsequently captured at Richmond, besides ", interior lines," which

gave him immense advantages of concentrating and choosing positions.

Instead of Grant's losing 100,000 men to Lee's 18,000 between the Rapi-

dan and the Chicahominy, the actual losses were :
Grant, 65,551 killed

and wounded, 9,856 " missing ", and 5,000 prisoners, total 80,405 : Lee,

52 000 killed, wounded and " missing ", and 8,500 prisoners, total 60,500.

Both generals had from time to time been largely reinforced. Grant's

objective point was Richmond, Lee's object to keep him as far as possible

from Richmond. If Grant was four times severely defeated, as his critic

says, how did he get there 1 Probably by being so stupid as not to know

it, alid so kept "hammering" away. The same story is told of Scott in

Mexico and Wellington at Waterlooo. According to all rules of military

etiquette Wellington was beaten at Quatre Bras, but he " hammered " away

and " happened to be there " after Napoleon found" it convenient to leave.

It was Santa Anna who accused Scott of being a Uke fool. Lee, however,

» one fit to rank with the greatest generals of aU ages," has not left this

record of his great enemy.

Of a part with other criticisms are, (1) that had Grant commanded in

1862 on the Chickahominy, instead of McClelhui the army would have

' 1 I
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been destroyed ; and (2) that the position gained by changing his base, after

the terrible battle of Cold Harbor, might have been reached by water, in the

first place, without the loss of a man. McClellan's "campaign of the Penin-

sula " two years earlier is a complete refutation of the latter charge, which

is further disproved by the then recent failure of Butler, who had been

" bottled up " at Bermuda Hundred with the " Army of the James." The

secret of it was that Lee possessed " interior lines " which, probably, better

than any other man living, he. knew how to use. Regarding the first

statement, McClellan's great ability is acknowledged by all military writers;

but the generally prevailing opinion is that there were at least two occa-

sions during his campaign of '62 when, had Grant been in his place, he

would"liave entered Richmond. The first was after the battle of Mechanics-

ville, when McClellan had 95,000 men on the right bank of the Chicka-

hominy, almost in sight of Richmond, and between that city and the main

body of the army of Lee, who held the lieft bank. He also held all the

bridges and fords and with 20,000 or 25,000 men could have continued to

hold them against any force brought against him, while only 20,000 Con-

federates under Maginder, lay between him and Richmond to oppose the

70,000 or 75,000 he might easily have spared for its capture. But he let

the golden moment pass, Lee " turned " his position and he wap obliged to

change his base to the James, precisely as Grant did two years later.

The next occasion was after the battle of Malvern Hill. In this desperate

action Lee's army was completely broken up and demoralized, and the panic

at Richmond was as great as at its final capture by Grant. But McClellan

again hesitated and to the consternation of his subordinates ordered a retreat.

Though personally popular with his generals, every corps and division-

commander was disgusted with this order and protested against it, and there

was a strong disposition on the part of some of them to disobey his orders

and advance on the rebel capital now within their grasp.

But McClellan was a political general. He did not wish the overthrow

of his armyy but he desired to prolong the war till the expected advent to

power of the Democrats. Like other less-noted men, at later dates and

nearer home, his subserviency to party made him disloyal to his country.

Grant was a Democrat also, but a soldier Jirst, a patriot always, " true to

his comrades, and true to his cause
;
" and as Washington was the father, so

will the name of Ulysses S. Grant be remembered as the saviour, of .his

country, while the name of America endures. A Oanadiak.

OTTAWA NOTES.

This has been a busy week in the Legislature. The committees have been

at work ; the House of Commons has sat every night until late, and even

the Senate .met, preparatory to beginning to make ready to do some

thing. But the lobbies have been the scene of the hardest work. It is a

'

strange thing that no " promoter " seems willing to trust his measure or

his scheme to an unaided Legislature. E^n bills that are good in them-

selves, bills that one would never notice in the mass of legislation before

the House, are made the excuse for more or less button-holing of honour,

ftble members. The increase of lobbying seems to be in double ratio to the

importance of the bill. With such a measure as the Canadian Pacific Loan

"pesolulioiis before the House, invoMng a big eorporatton aMItsbig TivaT

to say nothing of half-a-hundred minor plots and quarrels, political and

commercial, the extent to which lobbying Js carried on is a marvel.

Since last week the situation on the Canadian Pacific question grew for

a time more threatening for the Government, but Sir John Macdonald's

tactical skill and his steady determination to carry his point seem to

have won for the Ministry at least a respite from their troubles. Sir

John gave notice more than a week ago that he would move for pre-

cedence for the Pacific Railway resolutions over all other business until

the vote upon them was recorded. From day to day, however, he put

off bringing his motion before the House.- This meant, of course, that

his Quebec followers were not ready to vote upon the question, and that

some arrangements with them would be necessary. It was noticeable that

during the early days of the debate, hardly a French-speaking Conserva-

tive remained in the House. To-day it was made evident that Sir John

had succeeded in reducing the insubordinates, for, at the very beginning of

the sittings, he moved his resolution to give precedence to the great ques-

tion of the hour. The Opposition submitted an amendment, which was

voted down by the usual majority. So that we are now in for a long siege

of talk on the one subject. It will seem like a revival of the days of 1880-

81, when the Canadian Pacific railway contract was before the House day

after day for weeks.

But what at first looked like another difficulty threatened the Qovem-
ment early in the week. The Grand Trunk, which has hitherto contented

itaelf with harassing the Canadian Pacific in the money-market, gave indica-

tions of a determination to enter the political field, and to attack, not

merely its rival, but the Government which supplies that rival with the

sinews of war. Some of the chief officials of the Grand Trunk became con-

spicuous in the lobbies, and a pamphlet was issued containing the corres.

pondence between the Premier AD,d the Company's manager, in which the

latter broadly hints that if Sir John will persist in giving the Canadian

Pacific money, he must either see that it shall not be used against Grand
Trunk interests, or take whatever consequences the political enmity of Mr.

Hicltsop, his superiors and subordinates, as policy may dictate. This, of

course, has provoked a miniature war of pamphlets. There is no doubt that

the building of lines to compete with the Grand Trunk' is within the limits

of the Canadian Pacific charter. There is just as little doubt that, if com-

petition with the Grand Trunk is established, it will be hailed with delight

by the people of Ontario, many of whom have never known the time when
the Grand Trunk monopoly was not a factor in their daily lives. If the

Liberals and the Grand Trunk fight against the Government and oppose

the proposed loan to the Canadian Pacific, it will look, to the eye of the

ordinary man, very much like a fight between two sides. Try as they may
to escape it, the Liberals will sutfer from the imputation that, while oppos-

ing monopoly in the North-West, they are supporting it in Ontario. This

will discredit them in the Province, which has hitherto been their strong-

hold. On the other hand, the Government will be able to appeal to

the people of Ontario for their gratitude for having broken the old

monopoly. What then if they have given a few millions to Quebec and the

Maritime Provinces ; Ontario will give them good support, while in the

Reform ranks the men will fight feeling that they cannot justify the whole

cause for which they are fighting. If Mr. Blake has any skill as a general,

now is the time to use it.

In Mr. Blake's absence to-day, the leadership of the Opposition was

assumed for the time being by Sir Richard Cartwright. It is worth while

to notice that fact. Sir Richard had the opportunity of giving the Govern-

ment a thrust, and he did it very neatly. When Sir John moved that the

Pacific Railway question have precedence, the knight—the only one now
in Parliament on the Reform side—rose and protested, and, when Sir John

Macdonald assured him that the motion would be passed, moved the

amendment spoken of above, that further information was desirable before

the discussion was proceeded with. The fact that this was voted down will

be a good election card for the Liberals. A small but patriotic Opposition

refused access to the public documents is calculated to rouse sympathy. By
. the way. Sir Richard had a relapse from his goody-goodiness the other

evening. The cry that the Opposition is wanting in patriotism—which is

usually answered in long and laboured speeches by the innocent Opposi-

tion man—roused the member for South Huron, and he declared, with all

his old-time ardour, that they " would not sit still and be charged with want

of patriotism, at any rate by the heroes of the Pacific Scanda.1," a statement

which called forth cheers from the Opposition and groans from the Minis-

terial side of the House, just as his denunciations used to during the last

Parliament

This week the Parliament Buildings showed evidences that the usual

sessional invasion of military men was in progress. The annual meeting
<\£ t'tin TlfmilTHrtH n.lXlA A HBfyil Q t'l/tn
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Dominion Artillery Association on Thursday. The Governor-General was

present at each and delivered an address. Without any disrespect to the

riflemen or artillerymen, it may be said that, so far as the interest taken

in the meetings by the general public is concerned. His Excellency's

speech was the principal feature on each occasion. His Excellency had
nothing particular to say, and he said it briefly and with good taste. Each
association elected a new president. The Riflemen chose Lt.-Col. Kirk-

patrick, Speaker of the House of Commons, in place of Col. Gzowski,

A. D. C. to the Queen, who retires after fifteen years of earnest work, not

only as president, but as the best friend of the Association. Maj.-Gen.

Luard, who is going to England on leave, was succeeded, as President of

the Artillery Association, by Lt-Col. Irwin. While the Riflemen had to

regret the loss of the Kolopore Cup, which was held in Canada the previous

year, their comrades in the other society had the satisfaction of seeing

on their table the Marquis of Lome's cup, for the competition in a " go as

you please " shift of ordnance, won for the second time by the Canadian
team sent to Shoeburyness. There was a feature common to both meetings
which could not but strike a disinterested spectator as strange. The
English military style of bearing and conversation was copied by the chief

men in both. The glory of the profeaaion of war was insisted upon if not
directly, at least by inference, by almost every speaker, and yet the very
men who'twere so exceedingly military spoke of the team to Wimbledon or
the team to Shoeburyness as first-rate immigration schemes. It was a
combination of glory and busineas rather difScolt to understand.

Oftotoa, ftb. 15. E». Rcthtks.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
HAROLD, THE JUDGE. *

WALT WHITMAN AND JOAQUIN MII.LBB. i^

To the Editor of The WeeVr^
' "" — ^_^

SiE, -Joaquin Miller furnished The Week of 24th January with some

interesting merary gossip, and "secrets of the shop." He told us how

Walt Whitman had refused to write his tribute verses of sorrow for the

dead Garfield, even when his brother poets pressed him to do so, and thereby

,to earn the profferred «100 that was so important a sum t°^™-
JJj^

Miller explains the refusal in this way : "He was poor, but l^"^* forever

in testimony that he was honest, and would not proJMse to sell that which

he felt Ood^had not at that moment given him to sell.- Jhis theory does

not strike me as being altogether the right one. Walt Whitman had

already sung of the death of another President in an outpouring of

immortol verfe. Abraham Lin&ln had been the Leader, the Captain, the

Hero of the old soldier-poet.
, , , . a *u „ui^ttj^ir,'»

Let me recall to your readers in what words he lamented the chieftains _
death in the hour of his country's triumph :

" O Captain I my Captain ! our fearful trip is done,

The ship has weathered every rack, the prize we sought is won.

The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all eiulMng.
.

WhUe foUow eyes the steady keel, the vessel gnm and darmg.

Bat O heart I heart ! heart 1

the bleeding irops of red.

Where on the deck my captain Ues,

Fallen cold and dead 1

" Captain ! my Captain ! rise up and hear the bells

;

Biaa no for von the flag is flung, foi you the bugle trUU,

For you bouqaets and ribbon'd wreaths, for you the shores a-oro«dmg.

For you they call, the swaying mass, their eager faces turning.

Here Captain 1 dear father I

This arm beneath your head !

It is some dream that on the deck.

You've fallen cold and dead.

" My Captain does not answer, his lips are pale and still.

My father does not feel my arm, he has no pulse nor wiU,

The ship is anchored safe and sound, its voyage dosed and done ;

From fearful trip the victor ship comes in with object won :

Exult O shores ! and ring O bells !

Bat I, with moumfol tread.

Walk the deck, my Captain lies

Fallen cold and dead."

Could the writer of that wonderful threnody have placed another Presi-

dent's name beside that of his dead Captain ^ No '. it was too sacred a

memory with him, and if Walt Whitman chose to speak I am confident be

would iell us that was the reason why he refused to write upon the sad but

nunor event of Garfield's death. Yours, etc., J. D. Edgab.

Toronto, February 11th, 1884-

THE BKCENT CELESTIAL PHENOMENA.

To the Editor of The Week :
, ,

Sib.—Scientific men seem to have arrived at the conclusion that the

remarkable sunsets of a few weeks ago, were due to the presence of volcanic

d^t from the irruptions in Java, floating at a great height above thekwer

Saturn of the atmosphere. I have not seen it referred to that in WhUes

Natural History o/ Selbome is recorded that like phenomena were observed

^ the summer of 1783, during great earthquakes and volcanic eruptions

that happened in Italy. White speaks of " the peculiar haze or smoky

fog that prevailed for many weeks in Britain, and even beyond its limits as

almost extraordinary appearance, unlike a^^yt^ing ^kn°7
,

^*m
J«

Lmorv of man" i and adds :" by my journal I find that I had noticed the

^^l^n^e from June 23rd to July 20th, inclusive, during which

period the wind varied to every quarter without making any alteration in

S^air. The sun at noon looked as blank as a clouded moon and shed a

rust^oloured, ferruginous light on the ground »'«» ^oors of rooms ;
but was

particularly lurid aid blood-coloured at rising and setting AU the time

Cheat wi. intense. The country people began to look w,th a ««Pe"titio"s

awe at the red, louring aspect of the sun ; and, indeed, there *«« '«a80^
^^

the most enlightened person to be apprehensive, for all;the-while Calabna

and part of the Isle of Sicily were torn and convulsed by earthquakes

and, tibonfr that juncture, a volcano sprang out of the sea on the coast of

Norway."

To the Editor of The Week :

Dbab SlK,-In one of your paragraphs in last week's issue, Feb. 14th, in

your department "Here and There," you take occasion Sjccording to my

C^ to slander Englishmen. Evidently the words are hastily and thought-K put together. An Englishman cannot be accountedW ^-^T^^^^«

wS not woS on Sabbath or eveB Saturday afternoons, and maybe the

Belman or French peasants would be no better if they were deprived of

S^umerousSainrDays and motional holidays It n. geueraHyad^

mitted that industry produces wealth, and when a motion is ^'^It^y it mm.t

^ve been and is industrious. Now contrast the position of the Englwh

^th the Behrian or French nations, or any other nationality m the wor d,

^s« in wS country most wealth can be found ? Which nationality

S. been the pioneer in commercial enterprise, explorations^and everydes.

oription of labour] Wherever heavy, laborious work is being performed,

ffiig canah,, erecting immense stone structures, '>*^^^ZT!^^t*W^ Negro, or industrious Chinamen can be found in the cr^'i Let

history supply fact, and figures.
JsjiQUSHMAN.

Who calls on Harold, Harold the King,

For justice and recovering 1

Man against woman ! love 'gainst love '.

^
>•» Justice be done as by God above. _^

Love thou hast had by thine own confessing.

Caresses in change for thine own caressing:

Entangled each in the body's mesh.

Each has had love ; the love of the flesh.

If nothing more, who* fault 1 whose lack 1

Whose loss 1 and whose the giving back {

-She was but woman ; thou but man ;

Knowing how small her woman's span.

Why claim the bargain was a cheat '(

Let be ! Grass can not grow to wheat. —
Alas for both that ye could not fashion

Aught else but this from all Love's passion !

Alas for both that your souls could bring

Naught to maintain Love's blossoming I

Whining, thou bid'st me arbitrate

;

Thus I award and adjudicate

—

, .

She shall restore thy sleep and youth.

She shall give back thy honour's truth;

Thy days and thoughts shall again be thine,

And life-blood drunk aa the lover's wine-

When thou restore what she has spent, —'—

Fill up the measure of her content,

. Give those high gifts whose lack made sinning

in her—God pardoned at its beginning.

If these thou' hast not, justice asks but this

—

Each shall restore the other's kiss.

Thus do I right thee ; thus do arbitrate ;

Thus Harold the judge does adjudicate.

Fredehick a. Dixon.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

«., KnoA» FiWCBTT. aotbor of "A Gentleman of Leisure" ',A Hopeless Case."
By BDOiB

''^"^^mbitloQa Woman," "Tinkling Cymbals," etc.

VI.

—

Continued.

Just then a tall, sallow gentleman, with small gray eyes and a nose like

the beak of a carnivorous bird, laid his hand on Kindelon's sleeve.

" Powers has just asked me to write the Fenimore Cooper article for

his new Americai} Cyclopaedia," declared this gentleman, whose name was

Barrowe, and whom PauUne had already met.

"Well, you're precisely the man," replied Kindelon. "Nobody can

do it better."

« Precisely the man !" exclaimed Mr. Barrowe. " Perhaps I would be

if I were not so overwhelmed with other duties—so unmercifully handi-

capped." He turned to Pauline. "I am devoted to Uterature, madam,"

he went on,
" but I am forced into commerce for the purpose of keeping

starvation away from my family and myself. There is the plain, unvar-

nished: trotfc. And now, aa it is. I return home after hours of hard,

uncongenial work, to snatch a short interval between dinner-time and

bed-time for whatever I can accomplish with my poor tired pen. My case

is a p^uliar and a pathetic one—and this Powers ought to understand it.

But no ; he cornea to me in the coolest manner, and makes my doing that

article for him a question of actual good-nature and friendly support. So,

of course I consent. But it shows a great want of delicacy in Powers.

He knows well enough that I am obliged to neglect many social duties-

that I should not even be here at this moment—that besides my daily

business I am besieged with countless applicatic^ns from Uterary people for

aU sorts of favours. Why, this very week, I have received no less than

fouri^en requests for my autograph. How are my wife and Uttle ones to

live it I am perpetually to oblige inconsiderate and thoughtless friends?"

" Your complaints would indicate," said Kindelon, rather dryly, " that

.

Powers has not offered you the requisite cheque for proposed services ?"

Mr Barrowe gave an irritated groan. " Kindelon !
" he exclaimed,

" do you know you can be a very rude man when you want t

"

"You've told me that several times before, Barrowe," said Kindelon.

quite jovially, moving on with Pauline. ,

He did this briskly enough, to prevent the mdignant Mr. Barrowe

from making any further reply.

" I'm afraid you'll have trouble with that man," he said to Paulme,

presently, " if you admit himmto your talon."
^^^ ^

• 8«« H. C. Bmrasa's "Hawld ths King," in January Manhattan.
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" I have read some of his egsays," she answered. " They are published

abroad, you know. I thought them very clever."

" So they are—amazingly. But Barrowe himself is a sort of mono-

maniac. He believes that he is the most maltreated of authors. He is

forever boring his friends with these egotistic lamentations. Now, the

truth of the matter is that he has more to solidly congratulate himself upon

than almost any author whom |I know. He was sensible enough, years

ago, to embark in commercial affairs. . I forget just what he does ; I think

he is a wholesale druggist, or grocer. He writes brilliantly and with ex-

traordinary speed. His neglect of social duties, as he calls them, is the

purest nonsense. He goes wherever he is asked, and finds plenty of time

for work besides. This request from Powers secretly pleases him. The

new encyclopedia is going to be a splendid series of volumes. But Barrowe

must have his little elegiac moan over his own blighted life."

" And the applications from fellow-authors ? " asked Pauline. " The

requests for autographs 1

"

" Pshaw ! those are a figment of his fancy, I suspect. He imagines

that he is of vast importance in the literary world. His sensitiveness is

something ridiculous. He's a far worse monologuist than I am, which is

surely saying a great deal ; but if you answer him he considers it an inter-

ruption, and if you disagree with him he ranks it as an impertinence. I

think he rather likes me because I persistently, fearlessly and relentlessly

do both. But with all his faults, Barrowe has a large, warm heart. Still,

it's astonishing how a fine and true character can often enshroud itself

with repellent mannerisms, just as a firm breadth of sea-rock will become

over-crusted with brittle barnacles. . . Ah, Whitcomb, good evening."

A corpulent man, with silver-gray hair and a somewhat pensive ex-

pression, was the recipient of Kindelon's last cordial sentence of salutation.

After he bad made the needful introduction, Kindelon said, addressing

Pauline while he regarded Mr. Whitcomb :

" This is the author of no less than five standard histories."

" Kindelon is very good to call them standard, Mrs. Varick," said Mr.

Whitcomb, in a voice quite as pensive as his face. " I wish that a few

thousands more would only share his opinion."

" Oh, but they are gradually getting to do it, my dear Whitcomb !

"

declared Kindelon. " Don't make any mistake on that point A few days

ago I chanced to meet your publisher. Sours. Now, an author must stand

pretty sure of success when h^ publisher pays him a round compliment."

" What did Sours say?" asked Mr. Whitcomb, with an almost bo}rish

eagerness.

" He said," exclaimed Kindelon, " that Whitcomb was our coming

American historian. There, my dear sir, what do you think of that 1

"

Mr. Whitcomb sadly shook his silver-gray head. '"I've been coming,"

he murmured, " ever since I was twenty-eight, and I shall be fifty-seven

next May. I can't say that I think Sours' compliment meant much. It's

got to be a sort of set phrase about me, that I!m coming. It never occurs

to anybody to say that I've come, and I suppose it will not if I live to be

eighty and totter round with white hair. No; I shall always be coming.

.

coming. .

.

"

4s the gentleman repeated this final word he smiled with a kind of

weary amiability, still shaking his gray head ; and a moment later, he

had passed from sight.

" Mrs. Varick," now said a cold, rasping voice to Pauline, " have you

managed to onjoy yourself, thus far t If you recollect, we were introduced

a little while ago. . Miss Cragge, you know."

" Oh, yes, I remember. Miss Cragge," said Pauline. " And I find it

very pleasant here, I assure you."

Miss Cragge had given Kindelon a short nod, which he returned some-

what faintly. She was a lady of masculine height, with a square-jawed

face, a rather mottled complexion,' and a pair of slaty-blue eyes that looked

at you very directly indeed from beneath a broad, flat forehead. She was

dressed in a habit of some shabby gray stuff, and W^p at her throat a

large antique cameo-pin, which might have been unearthed from an

ancestral chest near the lavendered laces and faded love-letters of a long-

dead grandmother. She was by no means an agreeable-looking lady ; she

was BO ungentle in her quick, snapping speech and so unfeminine in her

gaunt, bony and almost towering figure, that she promptly impressed you

with an idea of Nature having maliciously blended the harsher traits of

both sexes in one austere personality, and at the same time leaving the

result sarcastically feminine. She seldom addressed you without appewing

to be bent on finding out something which she thought you might luive to

tell her, or which she would like you very much to reveaL Her affinuations

often had the sound of interrc^toriea. She had nohe of the tact, the

grace, the finutt of the ordinary " interviewer
;
" she went to her task

rough-handed and undexterous.

" I'm glad you like it," she at once said to Pauline. " I know you've

moved a good deal in fashionable society, and I should be gratified to learn

how this change affects you." '

" Quite refreshingly," returned Pauline.

" You don't feel like a fish out of water, then ? " said Miss Cragge, with

a sombre little laugh. " Or like a cat in a strange garret I. . I saw you at

the opera, the other evening. You were with Mrs. Poughkeepsie and her

daughter ; I was downstairs in the orchestra. I go a good deal to places

of amusement—in a professional way, you know ; I'm a dead-head, as the

managers call it—I help to paper the house."

" You are rather too idiomatic, I fear," now said Kindelon, with a *

chilly ring in his tones, " for Mrs. Varick to understand you."

" Idiomatic is very good—excellent, in fact," replied Miss Cragge, with

a pleasantry that barely missed being morose. " I suppose you mean that

I am slangy. You're always trying to snub me, Kindelon, but I don't

mind you. You can't snub me—^nobody can. I'm too thick-skinned."

Here the strangely self-poised lady laughed again, if the grim little sound

that left her mirthless lips could really be called a laugh, " I know the

Poughkeepsies by sight," she continued, re-addressing Pauline, " because

it's my business as a newspaper correspondent to get all the fashionable

items that I can collect, and whenever I'm at any public place of amuse-

ment where there's a chance of meeting those upper-ten people, I always

keep my eyes and ears open as wide as possible. I'm correspondent for

eight weekly papers outside of New York, besides doing work for two of

the city dailies. I never saw anything like the craze for society-gossip

nowadays. One good story from high-life, with a moderate spice of scandal

in it, will pay me six times as well as anything else. They say I'm always

htmting about for material, and no wonder that I am. The thing is bread-

and-butter to me—and not much butter, either. You see, the rich classes,

here, are getting to represent so large a body ; so many people are trying

to push themselves into society. And when they can't elbow their way

into the swell balls and parties, why, the next best thing is to read about

who was there, and what they had on, and who led the German, and what

they ate and drank, and how the house was decorated. It seemed a queer

enough business for me, at first ; I started with grand ideas, but I've had

to come down a good many pegs ; I've had to pull in my horns. And
now I don't mind it a bit ; I suppose Kindelon would say that I enjoyed

it . . eh, Kindelon t Why, Mrs. Varick, I used to write book-reviews for

the New York Daily Criterion, and my pay kept growing less and less.

One day I wrote a very careful review of a book that I admired greatly

—

it was George JEliot's ' Middlemarch,' in fact The editor-in-chief sent for

me. He named the article, and then said, ' I hear that you wrote it ' It's

a very fine piece of work. ' Thank you, sir,' I replied, with a tingle of

gratification. * Yes, a very fine piece of work, indeed,' continued the

editor ; ' I read it with much pleasure. But don't do that sort of thing

again. Miss Cragge—we've no use for it on the Criterion.' After that I

became less ambitious and more mercenary. There's no use pounding

against stone walls. The reading-public will have what it wants, and if I

don't give it to them, somebody else will be only too glad to take my place .

.

By the way, Mrs. Varick-, do you think that Miss Poughkeepsie is going

to marry that Scotch earl—Lord Glenartney 1

"

" I can't tell you, really," said Pauline. She had made up her mind

to dislike Miss Cragge very much indeed. At the same time, she felt a

certain pity for her.

Kindelon began to press quietly forward, and Pauline, who still had his

arm, by no means resisted this measure.

" I've been very candid," called Miss Cragge, while the two were slip-

ping away from her ; she spoke with even more than her usual blunt, curt

manner. " It was because I knew Kindelon would be apt to say hard

things of me, and I wanted to spike a few of his guns. But I hope I

haven't shocked you. Miss Varick."

" Oh, not at all," said Pauline, as blandly as her feelings would permit.

" You were a good deal disgusted, no doubt," said Kindelon, when they

were beyond Miss Cragge's hearing.

" She isn't the moat charming person I have iever met," replied Pauline.

" I will grant you that"

" How amiably you denounce her ! But I forget," he added. " Such a

little time ago you were prepared to be exhilarated and .. what was the

other word 1 .... to fraternize with most of the company here."

She chose not to heed thia last stroke of light irony.

" Are yon and Miaa Cragge enemies f " she asked.

(To he Continued.)

A coNTiMroRAKT thua hdbmoea aoooonta in the Egyptian boaineaa :—
England—all loas and no profit. M»hdi all prophet and no loaa.

EVENINGS AT HOME.

AMERICAN " NOTIONS " AT HOMR.

Th»M are few towns of any size in the United States in which what is

caUed a " Notion Store " is not found. There is not a bazaar, or a hard-

ware, or a stationer's, or a turner's shop, or any other of a distinctive

character, that does not include among its miscellaneous wares an astomsh-

injt number of useful devices and patented inventions of a small and

exceedingly cheap description, generally classed as " Yankee notaons.

Should you chance to admire some wonderful little contrivance, from a

dove fastener to a patent automatic pudding-maker, your fnend wUl say,

* You can get one at the notion store." It is noli, however, these commode

ties I am now going to describe, but some ingenious devices in the way of

fancy work done by feminine fingers at home.
_

-There were brought to a house where I was staying some six weeks

before Christmas a number Of Uttle wall mirrors of various sizes, all well

finished and with beautiful bevelled glass, but all in perfectly plain, broad,

flat frames, one white, another ebony, a third of maple, and so on. 1 rather

wondered at the tasteless, heavy frames, and for what purpose such miirors

could be intended, but thought nothing more of them until some days after-

wards, when I found the daughter of the house at her easel surrounded

bv the identical mirrors, on whose frames she^as busy, and where were

bursting into blossom tasteful sprays of flowers. She had sketched in

aU her subjects, and nearly finished one of them, the black frame, now

brilliant with scarlet poppies and white clematis. She had chosen her sub-

iects to suit the colour of the frame—on one clustering convolvuli, on

another roses and a lovely trailing vine. The sprays did not extend all

round like a stiff wreath, but were massed in one corner, trailing m a

natural way along two sides and, here and there, even on to the glass,

where a bud or leaf broke the stiff outline, and where a flower, half on the

frame, half on the glass, produced the prettiest effect possible. She bor-

rowed her ideas from anywhere—a china vase, a Christmas card, arranging

the sprays to suit her purpose, and. if we must not too closelv cnticise the

finish of this rapid oil painting, the general effect was excellent, and the

work good enough ior the purpose. All girls aspire to paint in oils, which

they use from the very first drawing lesson. A girl just in her teens came

home one day laden with a number of wooden bowls, from the size of a tea.

cup to one foot in diameter, which, as soon as her back was turned, were

relegated to the kitchen. " Where are my bowls 1 cned Nessie in tribu-

lation, when she came back and missed them. " We thought mamma had

ordered them for the kitchen," explained an elder sister. Why, no
;
Im

eoine to paint them," protested the giri ; and forthwith they were ^led

off to the drawing school, to reappear in due time—and a very shorttime

it wa>-completely cov<pi* ^tMM*^. J* *^ ^*'g^ "^ *-iy^^

~"ro'!!!y" '"in'a ty!!d'flutt3CTi83|rSra tower, a^Aa toilet tiAle

Z the Ubrary would now find uses for the, transmogrified bowls. The

numbera of "notions " Nessie would bring home and lavish her paints upon

rewrdless of cost, was a daily surprise. Little fringed fans horse-shoes and

Ks^ cardboard pallet^s in imitation of ivory to " decorate in oils.

SKs S pottery. Anything that could be placed or hung up, or pmned

up somewhere found scope for her painting craze.

^
But another "notion," which is, I believe, peculiariy American is the

" crazy quilt" There are some among us who can remember the astonish-

inTTrr^rof patchwork quilts which covered the walls of he United

StitHc'tion o'f the first ^at International Exh bition. U-td *hen -
one dreamed of a patchwork quilt being a work of art. But the crazy

auUt "
is a new development keeping pace with the luxury of the age.

Tis composed of small scraps of rich materisis o any and every unsym^

metrical shape, and from two to five or six inches long or broad
;
and ^e

"rt is to ai^range and fit together these numerous scraps of curves and

Angles, and so to oppose or blend the colours as to produce a generally

^uLnt^d harmonioM effect. The smallest pieces of silk satm or velvet

are avSaWe, and the more irreguUr they are the better the effect under

skUftil treatment yAt these are fitted and sewn on the ^""g^^e, the nicest

work is required. An easier though more laborious method is to lay the

Te^ up^ a foundation of some soft and sufficiently strong ^"^enal then

Sng the overUpping raw edges. You can better watch the effect this

^y only, when every piece is tacked, the joins are to be covered with

c^; St teh or buttonVole stitch in embroidery sUk. You -n ^hen ^ry

the colours of the chain stitch, and supply a warm or a neutral t>°t ^Jere

needed. By the way, it is said that the idea y> tb a certain extent Oriental

Lme Japanese pictukin which was a sort of " crazy.' tessellated pavement
• ZZS^i odd fragments, having suggested it. A large undertaking, re-

cSrluch time3 patience, is a quilt of this kind ;
but for cushions

SncTrmaller articles the work is equally suitable. These area few of the

American notions at home.

—

The Queen.

THE PERIODICALS.

Wb have received the first number of Th^ Art Union, the organ of the

newlv established American Art Union, which, during the few months

that "have elapsed since its organization, has already done so m«ch for

artists and the find arts in America. Incorporated May 11 th 1»»J, the

society has held two exhibitions, and has disposed of American pictures to

the value of $17,000. The periodical before us, to which we extend our

heartiest welcome, will commend itself to all art-lovers This issue comes

accompanied by an etching by Farrer. very broadly and effectively treated.

To subscribers to the Union will be given a proof on India paper of Walter

SherlaVs large etching, from Eastman Johnson's paintmg, » The ^lepn-

mand."

St Nicholas for February opens with one of Mr. Elbridge Kingsley's

exquisite wood-cute engraved from nature. It is called " A Midwinter

Nieht." An article by Mr. W. L. Fraser entitled " An Engraver on

Wheels," tells about Mr. Kingsley and his novel methods of work. The

second of Miss Alcott's spinning-wheel stories is a dehghtful one with the-

title
" Tabby's Table Cloth." No. 14 of Clara Erskine Clement s readable

and valuable " Stories of Art and Artists " deals with Albert Durer, and

is very finely illustrated. Mr. W. O. Stoddard continues his story

"Winter Fun," and Mayne Reid's "The Land of Fire" grows more and

more absorbing. There are poems by the venerable poet Christopher P.

Cranch and by E. Vinton Blake. Of course there are also valentines, the

best of which—and it is exceedingly good—being that by R.T., entitled

"To My Valentine, Aged One." A good story tor girls is Margaret

Sidney's "Griselda's New Year's Reception." One of those interesting

and nractical papers for which this magazine is noted is " Pigmy Trees and

MinUtureLa^d^pes," by Mr. JohnR. Congell. E. S Brooks contributes

No I of a series on " Historic Boys," the subject of this sketeh being

Marcus, the boy magistrate, who afterwards became the Emperor Marcus

Aurelius.

Thb story goes that a certain Anglo-S«ion enterea into a Parisian res-

taur^t wili iltont to eat, drink, and be merry. Wishing to infojm the

wStor of his hunger he said, " J'ai une femme !
" to which the polite but

iSshed waiter'^naturally responded, " J'espire que --^-^ -^"^
bien 1 " Whereupon the Anglo-Saxon makes a second attempt at the JVench

for hunger and ^rts, " Je suis fameux !
" to which ,the waiter^ obvious

r^Dly^'Je suis bien aise de le savoir, monsieur!" Then the Angl^

^L%ded up hi- loins, and made a final effort, and declared. "Je sm.

f^me^ wUch theWer could answer only. " Alors m^Mlame s'habdleK fa^on tres^trange." After which the Angl<vSaxon fled, and was seen

no more. p.

BOOK NOTICES.

Thb Report of the MraiarraE of Education for 1883.

Paeliambntart Blue Books, as a rule, can hardly be termed " light read-

in"" • but the Annual Report of the Minister of Education ought to be

an^imoortant study to those who follow the administration of education m

Ontario, with interest in the work of the schools raUi«r than with interest

in education as a poUtical question. It is to be regrett^ that a report

iatics of 188« might be eompfled and presented fresh to the House within

^ w^ks of ti^Uowingyear. But with the statistics we do not^
pose SaVarJ^lengtTt? deal, so we shall not dwell on the staleness of

?^e Departmental refums ; nor have we occasional presen to comment on

wLtvLd to be the stock-criticism on this report that though compOed

Ind printed, the wont was to hold it back from 'l'^
P'^^b'^<=.";;'^i^lt

evolution of official etiquette, the legislature was ^ed ^ge'^er ^e sUte

cl^monies had been gone through with, and the House had settled down

to its normal condition of dull decorum.
. i • l ..u

?ora^oment, however, let us look at those statistics in which the

public are presumedly concerned, as they affect either the pockets of the t^-

C«- or We an influence, more or less direct, on the efficiency of the

Cv^cial educational system. And first, le* - <^ } ^rdtThe hS
relative cost of the education of the pupil m »]»« Public and m the High

^hools, and to the expense to the Province of the teacher-in-training at

^eSn^ Model and Normal Schools. In the Public Schoos the cost per

STpU aveLing the whole expense orthceducaliunal mach inc^a^the rural

d£te cS and towns, is $6.42 : in the High Schools and Collegiate

Institutes it is $27.56-a contrast sharp enough to incite the disbeliever

LSer education to rebellion. The cost of the professional training

i^ the Normal Schools, so far as we can make out from the report, is

S the neighbourhood of $50 per pupil, an amount, it is to be feared, far

hieher thM the character of the work and service rendered is worth.

^
In connection with this matter of the training of t««=hera one p^mt

is here worthy of note, viz. : the disproportionate number of t^ird-class

cerS^lte hoiders, whos^ interest in their work is either very «^ght, or theix

desi^ for increased pay. which the possessor of a higher grade certificate

J^alwlyTsecure.^ undeveloped. The number teaching under new

cTuntyW third-class certificates Ls 3471 ;
the number t^hmgunder

^^^^ciaTTtificatesof the second-class is 2169 ;
the number hoUnig a

fiw^ass certificate is only 246. Of the character of the work done m
S^toirserved by this iLge contingent of third-dass certificate t«^
ers. the intelligent reader is in a position to judge for himself. We are

J^ tomed to^t the big drum of glorification over
^^f

« -'j'-«--^^:

our much vaunted educationa; system. In presence of the fact we have

mentioned we have need to b* more modest
.^ • , • _ i.vA

The salaries paid to our teachers in recent years, it u. pleasmgon th^

otheVLid to It., are on the increase, though l^«
-«™8«°"

^^^^J^j:
is still low Male teachers in counties, receive $385 per annum .female

HherTrUS: in cities, the former receive $742, the latter $331 :in

^^e former receiv'e $576, and the latter $273. In this wealthy

ftZice, it is not creditable that the rewards of e<l"»*'°'^.,'*';^^ "^
sTh a. the figures denote. In many establishments the uncertificated cook

^^*^^^ fact is noted in the Blue Book, in the improved condition

^1m

'A, -i •
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of the school buildingB throughout the Province. We wish it were possi-

ble to say as much for their equipment and esthetic adornment. The fre-

quent absence of wall-maps, globes, and apparatus, and above all, of a

good reference library attached to each school, is a serious drawback to its

efficiency and usefulness ; while,' in the unrelieved ugliness, in many cases,

of the school surroundings, the eye and taste of the pupil is left wholly un-

cultivated.
, , , . 1 «

The percentage of pupils attending the schools for a portion only ot

the year, and the large number that leave them before their schooling can

by any stretch of courtesy be said to be over, are facts brought to light

by the report, and upon which neither our educational authorities nor the

people of the Province can plume themselves. Before the Legislature and

the municipalities are asked to increase the grants to the Public Schools--

and agitation with this object in view has begun to show itself—this

matter of school attendance should be minutely investigated.

The gatherings throughout the year at the County Teachers' Associa-

tions are referred to in the report with approval, though to get the full bene-

fit of these professional conferences, the presence of every teacher should

be compulsory, and the greatest care be taken to provide interesting

themes for discussion, and programmes sufficiently attractive to ensure a

full attendance.

Turning to the Reports of the Inspectors, we come to matenal more

provocative of comment than that which we have so far dealt with. The

reports show the inward working of the schools, with remarks by the

supervisors of the educational machinery on many pomts which have been

and still are subjects of heated controversy, in connection with the curri-

culum of studied the text-books in use, and the methods of teaching. But

this section of the Minister's Report opens so large a field for criticism

that we shall have to defer to a future issue the task of handling it.

G. M. A.

[" Pdt Yet a Woman, " By Ahthor S. Hardy, Boston : Houghton",

-^ MiFLIN & Co.]

This novel by ft hitherto unknown writer, disputed with " Mr. Isaacs
"

the honour of being regarded as the hit of the season of 1883. Professor

Hardy's characteristics as a writer are altogether unlike those of Mr. F.

Marion Crawford. Such prodigality of genius as has enabled Mr. Craw-

ford to pour out from unjaded brain four stories within the year, could be

expected of Mr. Hardy by no reader who had made himself acquainted

with Mr. Hardy's methods and the distinctive qualities of his work.

" But Yet a Woman " has as yet had no sucjessor. It is a story carefully

elaborated, polished ad unguem. It must have been written slowly. It

displays neither the charm nor the ill-efiects of the running pen. There is

no haste in it, neither is there very much unnecessary loitering. Still the

story is to us a little disappointing. We can hardly understand the

cnthoolam which it has «x«t«l_«n enthu«iwm quite comprehensible m
the case of " Mr. Isaacs ". Mr. Hardy observes microscopically ;

he

analyzes with delicate skill ; dissects with the keenest of lancets. He has

clear judgment, and, therefore, justly relates his causes and eflfects ;
he has

poetic feeling, imagination, and hence can vivify his creations, can cast the

purple of ideality"over his scenes and happenings. With such fine excellences

he has made a book which every one ought to commend, but over which few

could be expected to rhapsodize. Yet such cynics as editors have certainly

rhapsodized over it ; whence our wonder ! To us it seems a book to please,

not to absorb one. Its life moves through fine blue veins ; it throbs not

warmly enough, not redly enongh. Only here and there, in the Spanish

episode, are we suffered to be conscious of a pulse. As a consequence, our

feelings' are not very ardently enlisted upon the side of any one of the

characters, unless it be old Antonio. On this account also our sympathy

is less with the sweet maiden Renee, than with the beautiful and self-

saerifioing young widow Stephanie MLlevski. who has lived and endured,

and whom we are almost permitted to think of as endowed with like pas-

sions to ourselves. It is a certain pleasure to point out that the work does

contain one slip ; we discovered after a lynx-eyed search, a plural sub-

ject with an unjustifiable singular verb. We cannot conclude this notice,

however, without giving a specimen of Mr. Hardy's accurate and original

character painting :

—

"There are some men who reach the downward slope of life without snccnmbing to

Penelope Phyllie, or Phryne. Such men are rare ;
nevertheless they exist, for M.

Michel w'as one. Daring the forty years that had elapsed since he left the Lyc<* Loois-

le-Grand many women had crossed his path, of whose charmsTie was not ignorant and

to whose influence he was a debtor. More than once they had softened his oflnviotions

and purified his ideals, for he was neither a hermit nor a scoffer. * * • Still, for M.

Michel woman existed as it were en masst, as says the proverb, 'he admii«d the forest

without seeing the trees. ' Indispensable to society as the flowers of the Luxembonrg

to the gardens in which he took his daily walk, it had never ooomred to him to appro-

priate either the one or the other. He admired neither one nor many women, but only

woman Indeed, some of M. Michel's friends had affirmed that it was precisely this

eooentrioity which rendered him so agreeable. In his society they escaped for a time

that mania of appropriation which even a coquette tires, at times, of provokiugl; with him

one could lower one's guard without danger, and indulge in a certain ahanOon with

security."
^

[" English Lyrics." D. Appleton and Co., New York.]

A curiously-assorted collection of lyric poems from the pens of great

English writer* forms the ultimate volume of (the |' Parchment Library,"

to which are appended some useful notes by the Editor.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

At the warerooms of Messrs. Mason & Risch, this evening, will be given

the third " Evening Concert " of the Toronto Quartette Club.

Miss Carrib Reeves, daughter of the famous tenor Sims Reeves, is

said to have scored a success in her dihut. This will somewhat compensate

for the great disappointment Herbert Reeves has been to her father.

The Chicago critics have been saying that there is genius in every wrinkle

of Mr. Irving's eyebrow, and that god-like power is manifest in the bend-

ings of his little finger. Also that Ellen Terry has a plastic soul, as

responsive to emotion as an .^olian harp, and that her wind-blown tresses

do not bear the marks of moral crimping-irons. Is there not poetry in the

City of Pork ? In one week Irving was able to wrinkle that eyebrow and

to run that little finger over 1 7,000 dols.

A MAN shall be judged by the company he keeps. So the tastes of a com-

munity may be estimated by the companies (theatrical) it most liberally

supports. Measured by this standard, the city of Toronto contains a large

sprinkling of amusement seekers who have a preference for spicy perform-

ances ; for the " Devil's Auction " had crowded houses during the whole of

last week. No legitimate play has been attended with such success for a

long time. The Queen City i^eems to be cultivating a tAste for naughty

shows, with a strong preference for such as include a ballet costumed to the

verge of indecency.

In Toronto general complaint is made of the extortionate prices

demanded for seats at the forthcoming Irving-Terry performances in the

Opera House. The management have sold a large quantity of tickets to

speculators whose rapacity has raised the prices from 100 to 150 per cent,

over the advertised rates. This has naturally excited the indignation of

lovers of legitimate performances, who protest against being charged fancy

prices each time a good company comes along, after steadily supporting the

average indifferent ones at ordinary rates. The remedy is in the hands of

the play-going public. Let them on all similar occasions refuse to pay

more than the billed prices, and neither management nor speculators will

repeat the experiment.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

On dit that a Toronto evening journal is moribund, and is not expected

to last many days.

Littell's Living Age has in its last issue judicious selections from the

greater magazines and reviews.

At the meeting of the Canadian Institute on Saturday evening a paper

was TotA by Profesaor J. B. McMurridh, on "The SkehstantrftheCat-Fiafa."

Artemus Ward's mother, Eli Perkins, and Josh Billings have each had
a legacy of $5,000 left by Colonel Hunt, a millionaire lumberman of

Michigan.

The current number of Manhattan contains a very readable article on
" What will become of Egypt " by William W. Loring, Pasha, and a paper

on " Creation or Evolution " by George Ticknor Curtis.

Mr. John T. Hawke, manager, and editor of the lately defunct Hamil-
ton Tribune, has purchased the Palladium of Labour, recently started as

an evening Hamilton labour organ, and will shortly transform it into a

two-cent daily.
,

In 7^e Continent, for February 20th, is sm exceedingly interesting,

compact, biographical essay, entitled " The Friend of the Dyak," by James
Macdonald Oxley, of Ottawa. The friend of the Dyak, of course, is Rajah

Brooke.

The Biography or Lctber, by Mr. Froude, which appeared in the

CoTUemporary Review has been reprinted in volume form by Charles

Scribner's Sons, of New York.

Herbert Spencercomplains of the inexcusable misrepresentations of thn

Duke of Argyle in criticising Spencer's " Data of Ethics." He charges the

Duke with twisting jhis language until it does not bear the remotest

resemblance to the text.

l' The Joys op Life, Emile Zola's new book, is in press and will be shortly

I
published by T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia. It is the literary

' curiosity of the season, being a novel of passion, whose interest, it is

i deemed, lies in its truth and pathos.

" The Confession of an English Hashbsh-Eater," is the title of an
unpublished work by De Quiupy, which will shortly be issued. It was
written in the last years of the author's life, and the MS. was discovered

on the backs of some illustrations, in a book which was for many years in

De Quincy's possession.

The autobiographies of George Augustus Sala and Edmund Yates,

which are promised for an early date, are looked forward to with great

interest in London. It is to be hoped they will not cause so much disap-

pointment as Serjeant Ballantyne's " Reminiscences," which were expected

to be so very spicy and entertaining, but which were merely the perfunc-

tory writings of had man who d promised a work he afterwards " funked."

The Messrs. Stoddard, of Philadelphia, have had the enterprise to

project and bring out the first of a series of four quarto volumes, under the

title of "The Encyclopedia Americana," which is in the nature of a supple-

ment to the ninth edition of " Encyclopaedia Britannica." The design of

the publication is to extend and complete the articles in the " Encycloptedia

Brittannica ," which deal with American subjects, so as to make them more
satisfactory and more serviceable, supplying what that work has designedly

or othewise omitted, and adding what has come into view by the lapee of

time since the volumes of the " Encyclopadia Britannica " left the pr

TtmvASt iUt. 1884.]
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Interoational Throat and Lung I

Institute,
For the treatment of Asthma, Bronohitds,

Catarrh, I^aryngitis and Consumption In the

ftSTSld second »t»gea,andaU diseases of the

Sose. throat a,nd lungs bv the B.id of the Hjrlra.

metir. invented by Dr. M. Bouvielle, of Paris,

«x-alde saraeon of the French army. -
- •-

Head oSie: London, Engl'^n*-. B"?"^!;-
Montreal, Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Wln-

"Fhyslcians and sufferers can try the Spiro-

r^ free. Con«iltation free, /f unable to
meter free, uonsuiwiuou ""« " -rUJiT »„,
Su personally and be examined, write for

l5t of questions and copy of Intemati^mal 1

jfnot, published monthly.
Addakss :

]j73 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,
on

IS PBILLIPSr SQUARE, MONTREAL.

^OHN B. HALL, M.D..

HOMCEOPATHIST,
apeolalties-IMBewiee of Children andNervous

System. Hoare-8 to 10 ft.m.; 4 to 6 p.m., Sun-

day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 8.30 p m.

388 ft 328 JABTIS 8TBKBT.

NORTH AMERICAN "

LIFE ASSXJI^A]S^CE CO.
'(DfOOEPORATBD BY 8PBCIAL ACT OP DOMIinOM PAKLUMEMT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST„ TORONTO,

D...j,7^»> HoM A Mackenzie, M.P., F.x-Prime Minister of Canada.

r"t*fJ«^i2S^Ho'5*l*MoZe,M.P.P.,anrt..oHNL.Bl.AnuK.E««.

Issue, all approved forms of Life PoUoie» and Annuities, and its speoiaUy favourable Toy-

W.fl. IflcCABK. Tor«iit», afanoflinfl Director.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

GEO. MacDONALD,

Babbibtsb, SouoiTOB, Etc.

LAND REGULATIONS.

— ; oFncxs :—

Equity Chambers, 90 Adelaide Street F.ast,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

OMTTH, SMITH & BAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.

LAaaATT W. Smith. D.CJ.. James P Smith."""^
a,o. M. Ra«.

E COATSWOBTH, Jb..

Barrister. SoUcltor, Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Uonty to Lmd. OfflcM-lQ York CTiomlwr",

No. 9 ToBOSTO Stbbbt, ToBOirro.

-pAINLESa DENTISTBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and

perfect in eatinn and speaking. The painless

method includes ftlUng. and operations both

mechanloal and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Deitist,

266 Queen Street, East.

The Company- offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South

em Manitoba, at prices raufdng from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from $1.M to «3.M P«r «|re. «<^"1>«K *" ?"<=« P*"* '"^

the i«.d, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlenaent. or Cultivation.

THB RESERVED SECTIONS
:^^^s?S^ni;i;^r^^tr,i^s^r^^^^^
diate cultivation.

^^^^ ^^ Payment

:

Purchasers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at SIX "PEKCEXT. per annum, payable m advance.

Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey

ance at time of purchase, if payment is made m full.
, .„ ^. , j . »„„

, 1 • T * \rr> ii P aVT ROXDS Which will he accepted at ten

vn-a PBTPFH and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with respect
FOBPKlCKSanrt uu..'njiii^ _ vfnTAVISH Land Commissioner, Winni-

to the purchase of Lands, apply to JOHN H. JdoiAv laa., i>»n

peg. By order of the Board. cHAIM.KIi ftU.VtU.VrXTKU,^
SecrHarjI-

Montreal, January, 1884.
^
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WHAT Is CATAERH ?

J'rom tht MatliCan.) Dee. IS.

Catarrh is a mnco-pttmlent disohargecaused

by the presence and development of tne

vegetable parasite amteba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite Is

only developed under tawonrable circum-

Ftanoes, and these are.-Morbid state of the

blood, as the blighte<l corpuscle of uberole,

the germ poison of Hyphills, mercury, tOTO-

racea. from the retention of the efleted matter

of the Hkin, suppressed pernpiration. biully

ventilated sleeping apartments, and other

poisons that are germinated in the blood.

These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit ot the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration ot the throat ;
up the

eustachian tubes, oausine deafness; burrow-

ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

usurping the proper structure of the bronchiaJ

tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and

Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing -disease by the use

of inbalKuts and other ingenious devices, but

none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed

or removed from the mucus tissue.

Some time since a well-known physician ot

forty years' standing, after much experiment

Ing. succeeiled in discovering the necessary

combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating

thii . jrrible disease, whether standing lor

one vear or forty vears. Those who may be

guffering from the above disease, should.with-

out delay, communicate with the business

managers,

MK3BBB. A. H. DIXON 4 SOS.
303 King St. West, Toronto. Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbkb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At his old residence. S3 RICHMOND ST. E.

Offiee houn ;-« to 10 a.m. ; 2 to 4 p^. ;
and

on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to 9 ; Sunday, 6.30 to 6J() p.m.

A C. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

SUBUEON DENTIST.

HI Chiiboh Stbebt, - - Tobohto.

,T PEAB80N,

DENTIST,
No. 2 KiHQ Stbbbt Wbst, - - Toronto.

T CBEIGHTON,

SoLlCITOR, NOTABT PUBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CBAMBERS,
VIC58BIA SnuBtr - - Toronto.

D,B. 8INCLAIB,

334 Jartis Stbbbt.

iaDWIFEBr, AND DISEASES
' WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

OF

TTOBACE F. ALLKINS, ABTI8T,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a

siwclalty. Portraits of horses and dog». Oil

iStattng taught on the system of the Boyal

Aoadamy, London, Englimd.

FBABEB 4 SONS,
(Late tJotman ft Fraser, Photographers

to the queen.)

Portrait & Mimature Painters,
Photoobaphbbb, bto.

J.A.Fra^.R.C.A. _ J. A. rramr, Jr.

A. 8. JVoser.

FBOHTISP^CB. Portrait of George W. Lane, late President of the New York Ch«nb« of

Harrison—Portrait of John Tyler. ,

_F DaLanoey- Chapter V. (Begun in October.) _„__^_^ , .

M^B^o«r^etter from LyonGardlner Tyler-Cavalry Fights with the ComancUes.

Tths. A W.11 Street Incident-Historic SUver-Poneral E^euses In the Olden Tlme^

Mrs. Volokert P. Douw.

(JUBBIBB. Washington Buttons, «Iu.traf<Kl-DeWolf-r.S. Ensign.

2!^^s Is it the First American Coin 7-Colonel David Crockett-Lafayette s Regrets

I^™s New York Historical Society - Maine Historical Society - Buffalo Historical

™ty-wLonsln Historical Society-Rhode Island Historical Soc«ty-Ch.cago Histori-

cT^iety-New England Historic, Genealogical Society - Massachusetts Historical

,. ^to^cBS Library of Aboriginal American Literature. No. lU. The Gftegiience, a

" ComX^.i't^^ ^y Dr l^tou-The Lord is My Shepherd, the Twenty-third Psalm

.^Jlnrt Sonnet by Rev Dr. Wm. C. Rlchar,ls-Memorial of .lohn Fanner, A.M., by

S,S:t-^r« of'S.xyUnd. edlte<l by WiUlam H-d Brow^Maryland in the

B^g^X. by Nein-Appleton-s Guide to Mexico, by Conkling-Autobi^aphy and Letter,

of OrriUe Dewey, by Mary E. Dewey-The Andover Review.

What tits Ben. E. B. Stereruon. B.A.. a Clergy-

man nf the London Conference of the Metho-

diit Church of Canada, han tn tay in reaard

to A. H. Dvton <t Son's New Treatment for

Oakland. Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

3fM<rs. A. B. Dixon * Son :

Dear Sirs,—Yours of the 13th instant to

hand. It seems almost too good to be true that

I am cure<l of Catarrh, but 1 know that I am.

I have had no return of the disease, and never

felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Cat*rrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really better

I consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the

throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments.

but I feel fullv cured by the two sent me, and

I am thankful that I was ever induced to send

/ouare at Uberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at tao treatmmte. and

I shall gladly recommend your remedy to

flOFne of my friends who are guflerore.

Togo, vtth menj thaaki,

Bbt. E. B. 9fVTBxaoH.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WESI,
TOBONTO, for

HIOH-CLASS WATCHES & JKWKIXKET

Wateh Repairing and .Tewellery Manufac-

tured to order, special featurea ^

Cbarges Moderate.

-rrTTNDSOE HOUSE, COLBOBNE.W COMMERCIAL TRAVEUIHS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House has all the latest improvements.
Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine.

Terms, .»1.00 per day.

Wm. MAtES, CJert. Auibbt Grbhas, Mangr.

TOBONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the Light-Running "D0BIE8TIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Fashion« ;
also sole

lUlencyfor Macrame Lmei^ Thread. soft flnish-

ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used In

making Macmrne Lace. Knitting. Wool,

Crotehet. Daminc. Hand and Sewing Machme
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BRAIN. 96 Yonge Street.

o,BION AND OTHEB POEMS

— BT—

CHARLte G. D. Eobebts,

1

i

Sauare 12mo. Cloth, $1.00.'

.. The -tter
rrfj^ki°o*f*'l3.CrT'Se^'ilJul^^^^^^ pap'i

"^Tt£fa'^'el^jlSS

r'nSSb'^rd'ilSn'g^a 5^Vie"t'riiegS?^S^o.°mn.s."-f-.?r«4ia»*oii.
Journal.

..The 3fa<,a.i« "f^^-^.^^'Z^J^J'iX \''m''eric":rn 'dZT^ISJii SSSib^eVZi^nS

?hT:£^^SS°hL hU fXof paX^tnWeS. of national an'd local Interest, and not

I£LI^J,?hntMS^ of import to h&torical stu.lents in otuer countries. It is well and

J^^StuStt^S^^^S d3rvHd maintenance will be a repos.t.>ry which no stmlentcan
(Inely. illustrated. »°«^^';^(„„^ Bietorioal and Genealogical %igfter. .January. 1884.

. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,

715 4 717 Market Street,

Philadelphia.

10 8UBSCEIBEBS !

-f-

/^HABLBS W. PHILIilPS,

aOLIOITOa, OONVBTANCBB, Btc.

—:On'ioB:—

^ Adtlavk Street Etut, Toronto, Ont.

afford to overlook.

.. It is an illnitrated monthly which nevwr fail, to hold our atten»ion."-2f«. Tort llnde-

ptndtnt.

_ o

Sow by newtdeaUrt everywhm. Ttnu, ».5 a year, or HO cento a numfter.

PUBUCATION OFFICE. 80 LAFfYEHE PUCE, NEW YORK CIH.

Those wishing to keep their copies of The
WeIck in goiMl condition, and have them on

hand for reference, should use a Binder. We
con send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid.

These Binders have been made expressly

for Thh Week, and are of the best manufac-

ture. The papers can be placed in the Binder

week by week, thus keeping the tUe complete.

Address—

OmoB or The Wmotr

jfordwi SBMt, Toronto.
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ALMA LADIES' COLLEGE,
St. Ttiomas, Ont.

BCIU)IN08 AND FCBNISHINQS THE FINEST
IN CiNADA.

16 Teachers - 165 Pupils last year.

Board, Room, Light, Lanndry aod Taition,

from «38 to »4S per term. The same, with

MuBio and Draving, for »190, in advance.

MV8IC, FmE ABTS, and COMMERCIAL
DEPABTMBNT8 are uiuurpaMed.

Students may enter February 6th, March
13th, or April 19th, '84. For information or

admission apply to

FBINCIPAI. AUSTIN, M. A., B.D.

Business Education

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THE

BRITISH AMERICAS

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

FEUCnCAL BOOK-EEEPINO,
KEMTAI. ABITHHETIC,

COHMSRCIAL LAW,

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the greatest sncceis with

pupils, and have received the highest enco-

miams from the leading business men.

For descriptive oatalogne, address

Ths SxmnABT,
TORONTO.

WEBSTER'S
UNABRIDGED.

In Sheep. Russia and Turfcejfjindlnga.

'A LIBRARY IN ITSELF
*»•^rn the latest edition with 118,000
ft]ff<X Words, (3000 more than any

other English Dictionary.)

Blnyreph'rf' J>lction»r7whrch_

I
it contains gives brief facts con-

cerning 9700 noted persons.

^X<011 in niastrationa—3000 in num-

jiMM9^ ber, {about three times as many
as found in any other Dict'ry.)

THE STANDARD.
Webster is the SUndard of the U. 8. Supreme

Conrt and in the V. 8. Oovn. PrintloB Offlce.

11 has all along kept a leading place, and the

New Edition brings it fairly up to date.—Lonaon

Timtt, June,Wia.
No school in the Dominion, no teacher, and no

reader of the language, can afford to be without

this monumental vroik.—Canada Eduea' t Journal.

It has come to be recognised as the most uee-

ftll existing "word-book" of the EnglUh lan-

guage, all over the world.—iV. Y. Tribunt, 1882.

Specimen pages sent prepaid on application.

O. te C. MEBRIAM * CO., PublUliera,
Springfield, Hasa., U. B. A.

THE CRITIC!
A BBVIBW OT

LITERATURE, THE FINE ARTS,

SCIENCE, UVSIC, THEDRAUA.

J. L. at J. B. GtLDHt, - - Editobs.

Grand Trunk Railway.

TENDERS ARE INVITED

FOB THR

SUPPLY OF COAL
FOR THE

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
for the season of 1884, delivered as follows:-

Tons net.

At Black Bock, Buffalo, or east side

of Snspenslon Bridge ^J-SS
At Detroit Junction 35,000

At Jackson, Mich 2,000

At Samia (Pt. Edward), delivered m
yi^ 32,000

At D. AjiirsUp, Detroit 18.000

At Port Stanley, Ont 12,000

At Brockville. Ont, in Company's
yard, by water 20,000

At Port Hope, Ont., in Company's
yard, by water 7,600

At Waubaushene, Ont., in Company's
yard, or over vessel's side ..'. 7,600

Full particulars to be obtained on applica-

tion to D. McTaggart, Fuel .^ent, G.T.B.,

Montreal.
,^ „ ,

Tenders to be in on or before 4th March,
1884. The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

JOSEPH HICK80N,
General Manager.

MoNTBKAi., iTeb. 7th, 1884.

GRAND TRUNK RY.

IMPORTANT PRELIMIKARY NOTICE.

SEASON 1884.

Intending settlers from Canada are hereby
notifled that this Company will adopt

Exceptionally Lew Rates and Fares

TO

MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
MONTANA, MANITOBA and

THE NORTH-WEST,
AND

BRITISH COLUMBIA,
COMMENCING ABOUT MARCH 3rd,

A series of Special Settlers' Trains will be
started from different sections of the country.

Notice regarding dates, rates, and fares will

shortly be issued.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

MoNTBEAL,, Jan. 14th, 1881.

THE

HISTORICO-SOCIOLOGICAL

LECTURES. ^

QUETTON ST. GEORGB
AND CO..

AND

Spirit Merchants

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, $250,000.

JOHN B. BABBER, President and Managing
Director.

CHA8. BIOBDON, Vice-President.

EDWABD TBOUT, Treasurer. • .

Manufactures the following grades of paper :—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Macbine Finished and Super-Calendered).

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, ETC.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLOBBD CovKB PAPERS, Buper-flnished.

ei-Apply at the MUl for samples and prices.

Special sizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

VANTTrAOTUBVBS OV THE

" LILY WBTIZ " TLOATOia BOAP,

QUBEirS OWN PSBFECTIOir BOAP,

SH0LI8H MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHSB CXIjEBBATBB BRAin>S OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

FuUlne Soape,
Toilet Soaps,

A.XLiline Dye*.

SXND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and OH Woria,

Office : Works :

70 Fbont St. East, I
DzFiuia Stbdt,

TORONTO.

ESTABUSHBD 1880. 384 Yonse Street

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOKIXJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just
arrived. Balance of old stock offeringat re-

markably low Agurea. Calanmining
,
Papar-

Hanging, Glazing. Be-Glazing and Painting
done to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stook of Stationery, Christmas Cards,
etc., at lowest prices. A call aolloited.

aONTBIBUTOBS.
H. H. BoT»aKH, John Burroo^s, F. Marion

Crawford. Osoriie Wm. Curtis. Edward Eggle-

stom, Prot. Geo. P. Fisher, O. B. Frotlilngbam,

H. H. Fnmesa, Sidney Howard Oav, R. W.
OUdar, Bdinosd W. Oosae, W. E. Grifls, E. E.

Hale, Joel O. Harris, "H. H.," Dr. O. W.
H^aa, JnlU Ward Howe, D. Q. MltchaU,

Rav. Dt. R. B. Newton, W. J. RoUa, Dr. PhUlp
Bobaff, B. C. Btedman, B. B. Stoddard, Pn>I.
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Arr«R the triumph of "brute majority" in the Ottawa ParUament

the other night, the followers of Party no doubt broke up m the sweet

l«uranoe ofa night well spent upon earth. When the tension of excite-

™«nt has passed away, however, may we not hope that Ontario members,

XrotedtiT'-straight ticket" on the Canada Pacific loan, will put to

themselves the question :
" Why contravene public sentiment in voting to

throw enormous burdens upon Ontario, by acquiescing in legislation to

„-«.ote the interests of a raUway in the construction and maintenance o^ the Province has little to gain and much to loss 1 " In this political

tramway across theContinent, which, «, far «» Ontario is ooocemed, mj^

he said to run along the confines of the Arctic regions, what interest has

Se^rovince, and wherein is her commerce to be benefited by iU construc-

tTl 1 The road if tributary to anything will be tributary to the sea, and

Lv «in to be got out of it will not be Ontario's but Quebec's. In this

Jw rf the matter, had it been our own members, rather than those of

Z Lower Province, that withstood the Government and demanded

..better terms" as the price of their vote, we could »*-« "'^'"'-"^^

therituation, and. in a measure, justified the act. As it », Ont«^ h«

not only the deUghtful outlook of having to pay her already large share of

^pubUc burdens of this costly poUtical railway, bat the pr«.pect o

havL to contribute her heavy proportion of an alarming addition*^

"
ount vlus the " better terms" extortSd by Quebec and those yet to be

rmand«l by, and no doubt ceded to, other Provinces equaUy eager to dram

r^tic ^est. Such are the drawbacks imposed upon the Province

whose privUege it is to be consumingly nch !

, ,, v ,

To the ateve picture we have to add the pleasing setting of the wW«.

«,<„eand elevating influen* upon public moral, of a section of the countrys

Ljators deliberately seUing their vote, though hsppJy for something

X^^han a mess of pottage. Noble patrioU ! to wrest from ^e sdmuiu.

^tion at a time of crisis that which may entail the ruin of the coun^.

One would have thought that the Province they represented '"•8^
Xh in bringing th, line of the road by Ontario's back ^-^^
LTLawrence. Jut weigh the matter for a moment in the ^e. of

^two older Province* Quebec has no interests the rail*ay wiU not

help she has hardly a trade it will not stimulate and develop ;
she has

no farms it is likely to impoverish, nor lusty yeomen to be ti^en from the

.oil Ontario, on the contrary, has interestH the railway will dwarf, and

a commerce which the position of the line precludes from aiding. She

has farms the North-West has harried, and towns and villages which

have suffered more than from the most rigid conscription. When, we may

ask shall we have done with this drain of men and treasure, and for what

is the country despoiling itself 1 To give continued power to the mere

seelwrs and retainers of power, and to imperial flatterers the gratification

of having a military highway from sea to sea. For the present d^vert^sse.

ment of party, it will be well if some day the tax-payer has not to wring his

hands Yes, by all means, hurry the road recklessly to a conclusion, but

don't let the people of the Province delude themselves with the idea that

it is for Ontario's benefit. • Ontario has as much interest in this mUitary

highway as Texas has in the line of the Northern Pacific.

The proposal to strengthen boards of police commissioners by adding

to each two members, to be elected by the city councils, is fraught with

danger. A petition praying for this change was adopted by the St. Cath-

erines city councU, endorsed by that of HamUton, and placed in the hands

of Mr.- Meredith for presentation to the Provincial Legislature. As at

present constituted, a police commission includes the County Judge, the

Police Magistrate, and the Mayor of the city employing the force. The

first two, by virtue of their offices, are supposed to be preeminently fitted for

the position of commissioners, and are compelled by statute to serve, such

duties being included in their salaries as judge and magistrate respectively

The third commissioner, the Mayor, is supposed to represent the city, which

of course has to provide funds necessary for the preservation of the peace.

It is contended by those who advocate the change that the city ought to

have control of the disbursement of so large a sum as this requires, and

that object can best be attained, they suggest, by increasing the boards to tive

BMbers, ttoe»^ wta«-^«KiH JSe directly aaswetable to the 1»x^y«!ni

through the council But there seems no valid reason why a commission

as at present constituted should be guUty of extravagance which would

result in no personal gain except in ca.se of a conspiracy between all three

members-^ most improbable result. Two at least out of the thr^ are

directly interested in the efficiency of a force that is intimately related

with their own duties. If the control of such commissions passes into the

hands of men who are elected in the interests of party, the police force

would become a hot-bed of jobbery and corruption-a force into which

men would be pitch-forked as a reward for political services, and so sub-

ject to neverWing mutations. This proposal is not the '>«^°'^^° *

popular cry. The tax-payer has not originated it, and if brought abou A^

would not be his friends who would get the loaves and fishes. But it

would be used by the ward-representative for his own purpose.

»i !

Th. floods in the West reached terrible proportions. The Ohio rose

from two to three feet higher than last year. Various towns along the

river bank are still under water. In some instances they have been

entirely abandoned by the inhabitants. We have not yet heard the worst

Sickness will follow, with sufiering. which no generosity of the government

and no sympathy from the general pubUc can relieve. Homes have been

dertroyed which have cost the labour of a lifetime to secure, and with their

destruction energy, enthusi.«n, hope have gone also. An urgent ap^ «

a,ade to the country at large for aid. It does not allev^te the distr^ to

know that \he country has brought it upon itself by its own foUy. Years

a«, it was foretold that if the forests were destroyed at the headwaters of

Zr rivers, sudden thaws would make sudden floods, and spread rum and

de«>l»tion. But men beUeved it as little as they believed the warnings of

Noah in the days that preceded the flood. If pur own experience were

not enough we might be Uught also by that of France, whose govemmen

has attempted to stop the destruction of the forests m order to prevent

.imUar floods. Will this disaster make any impression on the New York

Legislature, who are now com.idering what measures, ,f any, should be

takeTto pn«erve the Adirondack forests 1 WiU our Dommion Legislature

learn the le«Km that rday be so plainly read in the American floods and m

the minor bat rigmfioant floods of London, Ontario, and other Canadian

town.1 Or muTt we le«n in the same bitter school of experience m which

Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, aad Illinois are taking their lessons 1

. , 'H 8 StaMttAefe
>''*'

M
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

The debate on the Pacific Railway resolution was, as it was sure to be, a

faction fight. Had the two parties in this " deliberative assembly " delib-

erated with their fists, nothing would have been lost in wisdom, while some-

thing perhaps would have been gained in justice. Apart from the

general expediency of the enterprise, there were points which might have

been discussed with great advantage to the country. It might have been

considered whether the increase of speed in construction, which forms the

special ground of the demand for further assistance, was worth the increased

cost It might also have been considered whether the opportunity should

be taken of stipulating, in the public interest, for any modifications of the

original agreement. But nothing connected with the public interest was

considered or discussed; nothing -connectted with the public interest really

weighed a feather in the wavering scale. The magnanimous patriotism of

Quebec had embraced the opportunity of levying a handsome tribute on the

confederation, and whether the Government would be able to make a bar-

gain with Quebec was the only practical question. The situation must have

bepn edifying to devotees of party .government when the Prime Minister

was seen sitting anxiously expectant in the House while the Ministerial

contractor for Section Q was higgling in the name of the Cabinet behind

the scenes. It is due to the Prime Minister to say that he seems to have

held out to the last extremity. A point of melodramatic interest was

reached when Mr. Costigan, by suddenly decamping, showed, or was sup-

posed to show, that to a well-informed and careful observer the Ministerial

ship appeared in a sinking condition. At last, however, it transpired that

the price had been settled. Quebec filed in as per contract, and the fate of

twenty-two millions and a-half of the earnings of Canadian labour was

settled by a straight party division. It seems that fees are to be paid to

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick also. Such is Confederation ! Such are

the elements which, if we are to believe (and who does not believe?) Professor

Foster, a railway is to weld into a nation. That Mr. Blake also made a

corrupt offer to Quebec it would be difficult as well as disagreeable to sup-

pose, though everything is possible in the delirium of these frays ; a flag was

certainly waved by the principal organs of Mr. Blake's party. But the

indignation of Mr. Ouimet is hardly intelligible, unless it is intended as a

blind. Why should it be dishonourable to entertain from one side a pro-

posal which it was not dishonourable to embrace when it came from the

other f Was it that the bribe offered by Mr. Blake was comparatively

paltry and such as it would have been derogatory_to ao high a power

even to consider 1 What remains of the honour of Quebec proteste through

the lips of Mr. Joly, but the sound is that of a death-rattle.

The Opposition was in- every way weak, because the ground on which it

fought was false. Fatally trammelled by ite own past acts, as well as led

by generals who are not over fond of broad issues, it declined the main

question and made safe though unjust attacks upon the Company. The

chiefs of the Company are no more responsible for the treaty with British

Columbia, or any of the .consequences in which it has involved the

nation, than they are for the Treaty of Berlin. They are merely national

contractors on a vast scale, and in the opinion of all imp&i-tial judges

they have done their work well. If the work proves far more costly than

was expected, that is no fault of theirs, any more than it was their fault

that Parliament in the first instance deluded the people by assuring them

that the road would be built without any addition to taxation. Con-

ceived in recklessness, the undertaking shows its character as it advances.

In the struggle with the Grand Trunk for an Eastern continuation, there

have no doubt been minings and counterminings of the kind with which

the railway market and the stock-exchange are familiar, but which would

not adorn the pages of the moralist or the poet. If the politicians wanted

to prevent this, they ought themselves to have secured the Transconti-

nental character of their line by assuring to it » communication with the

sea instead of leaving ite eastern end in the air. That which they omitted

to do the Company has had to do with ite own resources, by hard fighting
;

and what are denounced as speculations outeide the contract are virtually

as much within the contract as anything between Nipissingand the Pacific.

Mr. Blake in his censures of the Syndicate kept him^lf, within bounds

and dealt more in insinuation than in statement, but his delicacy was

not imitated by his lieutenants, who flung upon some of the most

honourable nam^s of Canadian commerce iiApatations which there is

nothing whatever to sustain. The strongest point olf the Opposition leader

was the relation between the Pacific Railway Company and that aomewhat

mysterious body, the Construction company, which as he put the matter

certainly wore a questionable aspect. But he is mistadcen if he thinks

that the Construction company oonsisted o? the directors and their friends.

If be will loo^ wore closeljr into the factn h© will find, it yt beljered

that every shareholder in the Pacific Railway Company had a proportionate

share in the Construction company, and would have participated in any

profit that might have been made by the contract. It seems to have been

the aim of the Company to build the road with the proceeds of common

stock, without mortgaging ; in other words, to build it without debt. To

induce the public to take shares, it was deemed absolutely necessary to

afford assurance that the road could be built for the sum stated in the

President's official circular of December, 1882 ; and this could be done only

by making such a contract sui that which was made and by which the

construction of the road was secured, the cost being the subsidy still to be

received from the Government, the balance of the money to come from

the land grant bonds and $45,000,000 of common stock. There had at

that time been no survey of the line through the mountains, nor any

close estimate of the cost of the Lake Superior division, so that nobody

could tell whether the bargain would prove a good or bad one for the con-

tracting Company. Financial difficulties arising out of a failure to sell

the land bonds intervened, but the arrangement, when correctly stated,

though complicated, presente nothing sinister. The whole responsibility

reste on the shoulders of the politicians who without a proper survey or

estimates plunged the country into the undertaking, and not least upon the

shoulders of those who seeing the true interest of the country wanted the

courage to uphold it. Vituperation of the Company is impo^tic as well as

unjust. Already the one great advantage which the country promised iteelf

in assenting to the agreement has been lost. The connection between the

Government and the Railway has been renewed, perhaps in a more danger-

ous form than ever. To assail the Company is to drive it still more com-

pletely into the arms of the Grovernment, and to establish an alliance which,

especially if any compact should be made with the Grand Trunk, may

become truly formidable to the State.

An eloquent speaker to whom reference has already been made exhi-

bited his classical learning in the debate by alluding to Cassandra as a

false prophetess. According to the common version of the story she was

a true prophetess who failed to obtain credence. Her warning voice

was raised in non-poUtical circles at the time when Parliament prom-

ised that the road should be built without taxation ; it has been raised at

each stage of the expanding outlay. But it has not been nor was it likely

to be heard. The die was oast and expostulation became useless when the

Mackenzie Government accepted and practically ratified, though with

evident misgiving, the policy of ite predecessor. Nature apparently has

dedicated this Continent to popular government, to a unity which is per-

fectly consistent with( local freedom of self-development and to peace.

Imperialism inspired by aristocracy is determined by the creation of an

anti-continental empire to set bounds to the growth of democracy, to

introduce division and to establish a balance of power with the possibility

of eventual war. Nature has placed the cbmmercial outlet of each of the

territories in the Dominion to the south ; the policy of Imperialism requires

that the outlet should in each case be wrenched round to the east and

west. The Canadian Pacific Railway in the west, like the Intercolonial in

the east, is the force by which Imperialism hopes to vanquish nature.

Which of the antagoniste is the stronger, experience alone can show.

Thanks to the energy of "the Pacific RailwayCompany the^tiecisiou is not

likely to be long delayed.

Though the Government majority voted solid at last, a rift was dis-

tinctly seen in it, and through the rift a glimpse was caught into a troubled

and chaotic future. Sir John Macdonald may be the Prince of Darkness ;

with some of ite imps he is certainly far too familiar. But an angel of

light would perhaps not have been so successful in holding together the

motley and discordant elemente, local, ethnological, religious, social and

personal, on a combination of which the Dominion government has been

based ; or if he had, it would not have been without detriment to his seraphic

purity. Not Cavour or Bismarck was more singularly fitted for his special

part than Sir John. The means which he has used, it is true, have savoured

and do still savour strongly of corruption and intrigue. But if he has em-

ployed Walpole's arts, he has been able to plead Walpole's excuse.

He has had always to deal with what have been happily called

sinister interests, and with men of whom the shrewdest of his compeers

used to say that it was not difficult to buy them, but the worst of

it was that they would not stay bought. Could he have appealed to

the disinterested patriotism of the politicians of Quebec 1 When this

man is gone, who will there be to take his place 1 What shepherd is there

who knows the sheep or whose voice the sheep know 1 Who else could

make Orangemen vote for Papists, and induce half the members for Ontario

„ to help in levying on their own Prorince the necessary blackmail for

Quebec 1 V'et this is the work which will have to be done if a general
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break-up is to be averted. Things will not hold together of themselves.

In what sense Quebec is attached to the Confederation we have just seen 1

Nor is it much-otherwise in the Maritime Provinces. Give us Government

railways is the cry in New Brunswick, or solid advantages of some kind.

What has Confederation been to us? A delusion. Fifteen years have been

lost to us. We have not retained even the natural growth of our popula-

tion. We expected larger markete and we have gained only more formid-

able competition. The Intercolonial Railway was to have done great things

for us ; it has done nothing. Our last hope is to be made the winter port,

but for this privilege others are competing. We have given our energies

and paid our taxes to build up the North-West. What is the North-West

to us 1 It was not for the sake of the Prairies or of British Columbia that

"we entered Confederation, but to advance the interests of our own Province.

We were better off as we were with our old Provincial spirit and our

energies directed to the improvement of our own land. In Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick they still speak of Canada as a different country,

and only in an official sense call themselves Canadians. Quebec remains

utterly unassimilated, more French in fact than ever, and a complete non-

conductor of national feeling between the Maritime Provinces and

^tario. When the shears of fate cut the thread of Sir John

Macdonald's public life, what bond of union will be left 1 To raise the

question whether a system which is kept in existence only by one man's

statecraft is really worth preserving w;onld be to enter on a field of

enquiry at once wide and perilous. \ . ^ 1

as his strenglSh laste, and in this pariiamentary struggle he has evidently

shown no sign of decay ; as a speaker he appears even more powerful than

ever. Yet the end murtkcome and the minds of all men in England are occu-

pied with speculations about the future. The principle forces seem cleariy to

be working towards the formation of a Liberal-Conservative party in which

the section of Conservatives which now follows Sir Stafford Northcote will

find iteelf allied with the Liberals whose types are Lord Derby and Lord

Hartington, while the extreme wing will be thrown off on either side. Land-

owners and property owners of all kinds must begin to see that it is not a

question of special institutions or of policies domestic or foreign, much less

of personal pretensions, but of property and order ; and that it would be

suicide to withold support from any government by which those funda-

mental intereste could be sustained against the advancing tide of socialism

and revolution. A Tory Government pledged to the defence of an unre-

formed House of Lords, a State Church on the present footing and a Jingo

foreign policy, if in the chapter of Parliamentary accidents ip should be

called for a moment into existence, would be the last as well as the most

short-lived of ite kind. But a Franchise Bill impends, and it miist call to

the exercise of power some classes at least whose political tendencies are

unknown and will probably not for some time be disclosed. Zadkiel alone

can pretend to cast the horoscope of a nation which is about to take

another great leap in the dark.

ExcEPTloiJ has been taken in several quarters to the statement that the

chief burden of a wasteful policy was borne by Ontario. The phrase may

not have been precisely accurate, but nobody could take the writer to

mean that the import duties were higher for Ontario than for the other

Provinces. Ontario is the largest taxpayer because she is the largest

consumer, not only in the aggregate, but in proportion to her popula-

tion. Moreover she does not receive back a part of her taxes in the

form of better terms. What wUl she gain by the Pacific Railway? Merely,

as it would seem, the gratification of staring like a cow at the passing-train.

The traffic will be carried past her to the seabord. That her manufac-

turers will long be able to retain exclusive possession of the North-West

market, nobody who has marked the rising spirit of the North-West will

be inclined to believe. She has lost and is losing not a few of her best

farmers, while the value of her lands has declined. In England the Pacific

Railway Company does, and cannot be blamed for doing, all in ite power to

divert the best class of emigrsnte—those who. are prepared to purchase

farms— from all other parts of Canada to the North-West Ite endeavour

is seconded by a hundred agencies, while for Ontario scarcely a voice is

raised or a finger moved. All the" leading representatives of Canada from

the ex-Govemor-General and the Prime Minister downwards, with one

accord cry up the North-West ; naturally enough, since it is the promi-

nent topic in their minds, and their reputation is bound up with ite suc-

cess. Yet anyone who knows the English farmer, his Conservative habite

and his dependence on the neighbourhood of the mechanic and on all the

appliances of English civilization, can well doubt that he is more likely to be

successful and happy as the purchaser of a fann in a cultivated and peopled

district than as a pioneer, even on the fertile prairie. Ontario and her

Government must bestir themselves if the Province is not to pay for her

own depopulation, which she is in imminent danger of doing.

In the division on Sir Stafford NorthcoteT motion ^ censure, the

majority of the Gladstone Government was evidently pared down to the

quick. The Irish, as usual, condemned the policy of conciliation by voting

with their old oppressors the Tories against the author of Disestablishment

and the framer of the Land Act and the Arrears Act. But extreme Radi-

cals and Free Lances, such as Mr. Cowen, also voted against the Govern-

ment From a hundred to forty-nine is a fall ; stUl forty-nine is a fully

sufficient majority ; the Whigs dragged on for years with less than half of

it, and Palmerston's majority pfseventy in ite day was thought prodigious.

The majority will be held together, as was said before, by the unwillingness

of the Radicals, who are the doubtful wing, to bring on a general election

before the Franchise Bill has been passed. The Government has also the

advantage of an Opposition weaker in men than a great party has ever

been in English history. Of that, the prominence of Lofd Randolph

Churchill is proof enough. The two best men. Mr. Edward Gibson, and

Mr. Plunkett have not the social position which, saving in case of extra-

ordinary genius. Conservative caste requires in its \emden, and the lack of

which was always the source 6f some weakness even to Peel. Mr. GW-

stone on the other hand, is supported by some administrators of the highest

qnaUty. He will in all probability remain master of the country so long

The Globe suit, among many things which concern only the suitors or

the lovers of personal gossip, has brought to light one thing which is

interesting to the public at large. It has been clearly proved that to con-

vert a journal from a public intelligencer and instructor into the iron flail

of a personal despotism and to use it in destroying all independent opinion,

is a policy which, whatever may be ite moral merite, commercially does not

pay. The Globe, which, in the position which it had attained by skilful

management in ite early days, ought to have been a splendid property, had ••

actually been reduced to a state of complete financial rottenness, from which

it has been with difficulty rescued by the present management Ite

master would not be content to live and let live ;
he musi needs crush

everything which was not under, his sway ; he lost sight of the proper

objecte of commercial enterprise, launched into reckless outlay and at the

same time provoked dangerous rivalries. In this way he seems to have

brought himself to desperate straite ; for it now becomes manifest that the

dividend at the rate of sixteen percent declared on Globe stock a few years

ago which sent the stock, as appeared from the quotations published wiU.

transactions, up to 140 and more, was not earned, but was declared probably

for the purpose of selling the stock, the bulk of which must have been then

in the manager's hands, and obtaining advances from a bank. The number-

less reputations, from that of Sir Edmund Head downwards, against which

the Globe appears as a witness before the tribunal of Canadian history, are

entitled to the benefit of the fact.

Mr George went to England to receive a shower of roses. A shower

he has r*«eived, but not of roses. The Tories of course pelt h.m as a revo^

lutionist ; the Radicals pelt him still harder to clear their own characters of

any connection with " a Calitornian mail robber ;
" the Irish, melancholy to

gay, pelt him hardest oTttlt; asthey were auro to do as soon as they inder^

stood what it was that he really proposed. For comfort he turns to the

Skye crofters, among whom it appears he is trying to get up an agitation.

It will soon be necessary to have a new chapter of International Law

written for the special benefit of our friends in the United States, defin-

ing the limite within which citizens of one country are to be at Itbe^y to

gratify their malice or vanity by kindling sedition in another. But the

object of the Skye crofters is the same with that of the Ir.sh land-leaguers,

and they are just as little likely to welcome the glad tidings that their

farms belong not to the occupants but to the nation ;
or as Mr. George

if he were consistent would say. to humanity at largo. ^r. George has

brought out a new volume of essays under the title of "Social

Problems," but he does not meet the objections, moral and economical

which have been advanced against his theory. Above all, he does not

attempt to show that under his system the land would produce mo^ hr^ for

the people. His book is one long Jeremiad. Nor do^.-s the New World

escape4denunciationsany more than theOld. Government m the United

Stat^ is utteriy corrupt, and has passed out of the hands of the people into

those of unscrupulous rings. Yet it is to this Government that Mr

George proposes to transfer all the landed property of the country after

taking it away from ite present owners. If political scoundrehsm were

the liversal proprietor, no doubt the race would bo blest A va.t

geneoJization always takes the worid by storm. One theorist «co»nte for

every thing in heaven and earth by a mechanical formula, and ha at once

11
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become, the great philosopher of the age. Another .8 enthroned as prince

ofeconomUts for resolving all social phenomena >"^ "^

^"f
'°'*.°;

Jf"f
tenur;, and tracing all social evils to the general abandonment ^y the «ml^

ized world of the system which lingers in its pnstme beneficence among the

barbarians of Afghanistan. The light of Mr. George .s

-^-^y^-f^"
ingin the west; but in the east rises another luminary. Mr. Hyndman

a disciple of Carl Marx, and one of a band whose object is to ^I'^y ^he ^wo

great ip-Bsors of labour, Christianity and Capitalism The -ndaion of

.Lbour'Jhen Christianity came into the world almost -iver^^ was

Slavery; and that Christianity had a large share - ^^e ^^mancipation of

the slave is a fact as certain as the existence of Mr. Hyndman. The great

crimes of Christianity in the eyes of the Nihilist are that it peaches ^If-re-

form and makes people content with their lot. If it prevented people from

improving their lot, it would stand condemned; but the -«-?' ^
^^

charge of that kind is the social and economical condit^n of Christendom

compared with that of the heathen world. A Bystakder.

HERE AND THERE.

LOED Laxsdowke is evidently a man shaped to the times. He appears

to have made up his mind to understand the people and the institutions of

the great colony in which he represents her Majesty, and is consequently

rapidly becoming popular. " He is the best Governor we ve had in a long

while
" said a member as he came out of the office the other day. He is

the first one that's talked to me in many years. Lome used to talk at a

person, not to him, and you always felt that the conversation was on a

formal basis. Dufferin talked with you instead of to you. He always

seemed to be saying to himself ' Ain't I doing this nicely 1 Here I am a

lord and a great genius, and I am actually indulging m a free and easy chat

with a plebian.' But Lord Lansdowne talked to me just as you do
;
frankly,

pleasantly, and with an evident interest in what I told him If the

Ottawans see much of Lord Lansdowne it will be more than they saw of

his predecessors. It is the custom of the Govemor-General to stay at

Ridean Hall most of his time, and to go to his office only when he pleases.

He gives two balls, the A to M baW and the M to Z ball, each winter

The first one takes in half the members of Parliament alphabetically and

their ladies. The next takes in the other half. The baU-room is not big

. enough to hold them all, or he would give an A to Z baU and have done

with it He and his wife give occasional drawing-rooms, also, throughout

the season, and in spring they go to the other official residence,- in the

Citadel of Quebec, whence they make trips to Montreal, up the Saguenay,

or into the country, salmon fishing.

A New York correspondent who has been " doing' Ottawa says :

[FaBBVABt 98tb, 1884.

It certainly is » fact that the Canadians are spare as a

rnaniBT 28th, 1884.]
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Ti 11 !. .,«iv,iT.o hnt & natohwork. It la not a creditable eatabUshment for

of New Tork. ^t^* TJ "^,™ ^
Ottawa ia the ball room. The other ib the tennis

!lC"bi« bS roo^^th its S^^ and portieres of gay-hued satin, .. a

I^e apiJmenr On the top floor .re the bedrooms, bnt nobody who i. not a pnnce,

a lord, or a laokey ever enters them.

MONTBBAL as seen by a representative of the Ntw York Sun during Car-

nival-tide was a revelation, judged by the impressions he gives to the

world Everything tended to convince the visitor he was m a foreign

country with a frigid climate. Snow was omnipresent, and furs were as

plentiful as telegraph-poles in New York. The Canadian's one idea was to

keep out the cold, and with a fur cap, a fur or double-cloth great-coat,

thick under-clothes. and rubber-coated feet, cold did not avail nor did a

tumble out of a sleigh hurt. Montreal is a city of magnificent limestone

structures, and its American critic is bound to confess the public buildings

are all as fine as any in New York. He was struck with the prevalence

of French manners, but his impression was that the Gauls are generally

carters, servants, small shopkeepers, privates in the militia, clerks, and

labourers, whilst the wealth and enterprise of the city are more .with the

Scotch element. At the period of his visit " everything went on runners.

The horses were tough Canadian ponies that rushed like mad along the

streets. Hot Scotch and Canadian rye whiskey were the favourite tipples.

It depends he thinks upon who you are as to how you are treated in

M(jntreal, and " caste and aristocracy are not empty words " there. " There

i. not one smooth male face in one hundred in the streets, except among

the boys. The old men let their beards grow all over their faces, and the

voung men wear side whiskers and moustaches. The Canadian, say they

oan teU a New Yorker by his smooth lace, his round hat, fat and woU-

fed appearance.

rule."

Portions of the New York and German presses continue to condemn

the action of Prince Bismarck in returning to the House of Representa-

tives of the United States the resolution of condolence on Herr Lasker s

death. The more moderate and thoughtful American journals, however,

perceive the absurdity and ill-breeding of the whole affair. P-^^bablyjio

other representative body in the worid could have been guilty of such a

breach of internatiom^l courtesy. The resolution was simply the expression

of American sympathy with the deceased gentleman as the representative

of a party with whom Prince Bismarck and the German Government have

continually been at issue. It would he interesting to know how the United

SUtes would have received a resolution from the late Napoleon I"-^y"*"

pathizing with the disappointment of Jefferson Davis at the issue of the

civil war And yet the one incident is in the same execrable taste as the

other would have been. What Germany wants from America just now is

pure pork, not specious sympathy.

The advocates of cremation in the United States have of Ute displayed

renewed aggressiveness, and now seem to be surely gaimng ground. An

association was a few weeks ago formed at New York, others have more

recently been formed at New Orleans and in Kentucky, and within the

week the New England Cremation Society has been organized at Boston,

with Nathan Appleton as the pervading spirit, and means to build a

crematory at once. The leaders in this Boston movement report that the

cremation idea is steadily growing in favour throughout New England, and

that many women even are joining the society. The enlistment of women

in this cause is a noteworthy indication of the breaking down of the oppo-

sition to incineration. • It has long been clear, says the Sprtnafidd Repub-

lican that this dislike has almost wholly grown up from the sentiment of

the burial-ground. An uru full of ashes on a dusty shelf is not as poetic

an object as a flower-strewn grave under green trees. But sentiment must

eradually give way to the conviction of hygienic necessity, and the opinion

t gaining ground that cremation is altogether the cleanliest and healthiest

method of decomposition. And besides these considerations, the recent

horrible cases of living burial h*ve tended to bring the present mode of

interment into disfavour. _ 1^_

Matthew Arnold won the eternal admiration of the HaSalo Advertiser

-not by his lecturing or by his writings—not by his philosophy-but

because when discordant strains from an adjoining hall interrupted his

lecture in that city, the apostle of sweetness and light ." calmly polished

the end of his nose and continued." - The fact that Mr. Arnold practised

the phUosophy he preaches instead of hurUng himself like a bull at a red

rag showed, the Advertiser thinks, "his title to greatness clearer than

ever
" Had M. Frechette profited by the acquaintance he claimed with

Mr Arnold's writings, the unfortunate Montreal incident would have

been avoided, and the poet would not have been forward to take offence

at the repetition of an opinion he must have often read.

The elaborate discussions upon the red sunsets of the past two months

have brought two prominent theories before the laity who take an increased

interest in the determinations and speculations of the scientists. The

favourite theories as to the highly coloured and protracted glow in the

western skies are that it is caused either by a vast accumulation of volcamc

dust from the active volcanoes of the earth, or an excessive amount of

meteoric dust in the atmosphere of our earth. The sunlight falUng through

this fine powder, produces the beautiful colour effects. Dr. Siemens, the

distinguished scientist, holds tiiat all interstellar and interplanetay space

is filled with something more than imponderable ether ;
that vapour of

water and gaseous compounds of hydrogen and carbon are universally dif-

fused, and this material gas is drawn to the sun with great energy by the

whirl of its vast mass ; then bursting into flame, it is turned back into the

.compounded state, recombined by combustion, and gives back to the sun

the heat generated by their reunion. The heat is thus used over and over

again, the combustible vapours being sucked into the sun, utUixed and

liberated. It is possible that an excessive amount of energy in the sun,

noticeable during the period of sun-spot frequency, may produce upon this

pervasive material-vapour the effects observed of late at sunrise and at

sunset. Sir Robert Rawlinwn attributes the ruddy sunsets and sunrises

to the existence of vast areas of sp«ce free from clouds. Anyone who has

noted the eflect of evening suilight on clouds of dust wilfatjonce conclude

tiiat the peculiar colour effects in the western sky are'due to>e action of

sunlight on material matter of aome kind, Ifte dust

" Lord Landsdownb spoke sensibly when he told the Canadians that

he hoped they never would be ' a military nation in tiie sense m which

some of the great European powers are military nations.' No greater curse

could come upon Canada or any other as yet free country than to be

saddled with the crushing burden of militarism. Canada, however is m

no danger of that, and wiU doubtless go quietly on her way until her

people conclude that manifest destiny calls for consolidation with the

United States." So says the Tribum, and so far as the first sentenceg

of the excerpt are concerned it reechoes the sentiments of truly patriotric

Canadians. But the concluding words will find no response.

Professor E. Ray Lankbster is more distinguished for his scientific

knowledge than for his urbanity ; but a New York contemporary has

shown that his erudition is not infallible. Mr. Lankester dubbed the

over-rated "white "elephant "Toung,"and the " priests " attending him

"impudent frauds-American inventions." He further runs a-muck of

spiritualists, thought-readers, quack-doctors, and queens of comedy—all

of which, he says, are also American inventions. The New York Trrbur^,

after denying the soft impeachment, says : " If his reference to us be not

aU we could wish, it is flattery itself compared to what he says of others.

The Burmese imported by Mr. Barnum may not be priests, but would

Professor Lankester, who is a zo(ilogist and has studied ethnology, tell us

when and how the people of Burmah became ' niggers ' 1 When he has

done tiiat he will perhaps find leisure to spread before the London public

further details of that ' conspiracy ' into which, as .he alleges, the London

press and the Zoological Society have entered to delude tiie British public.

•Absolute nonsense,' 'conspiracy' and 'mendacity' are surely less

innocent and better deserve exposure than the mere " inventions, which

he imputes to America. That we should be accused of nothing worse than

inventiveness cannot be attributed to any poverty in Professor Lankester s

vocabulary of vituperation. In the course of his short commumcation we

find the words 'conspiracy,' 'delude,' 'impudent,' ' showman's frauds,

'Kulled'
' absolute nonsense,' 'mendacity,' 'humbug,' 'niggers, 'show-

man's invention," wanton mendacity," credulity ' and 'impudent fraud

a fair assortment for a dozen lines or so."

Thb fact that all the eleven bridesmaids who were present at the

wedding of the Marquis of Leinster and Lady Hermione Duncombe tiie

beautiful daughter of Lord Feversham, were brunnettes. is considered

indicative tiiat tiie reign of the blonde is over in Engknd, and that her dark-

haired sisters have come once more to the front There seems to be no

fixity of idea in the human mind as to what constitutes beauty. It is

within the recollection of many that the shades of hair disparagingly

oaUed " red " were considered abominable, and dark hair-dyes 'were m great

demand. Then came the pre-Rai>haelite craze, during which the once-

despised shades were the highest beauty. And now the ever-revolvmg

wheel has brought round the taate for raven tresses once more, and with it

weeping and waUing amongst foolish devotees of fashion who have half

rained naturally black hair in tiieir endeavour to make it auburn.

Mr. Chambr^ilain's Ungmige with regard to the forthcomi^ English

"Reform Bin is mucKmore moderate than his opponents expected. So^far

from being grateful to him for this, however, the more traculent Tories

feeling the ground has been cut from under their feet, continue to assail

him with most venemous invective. Speaking to his constituents the

junior member for Birmingham said : " We are going to interfere as little

as possible with exUting arrangement*. We are going to proceed, as my

right honourable friend here (Mr. Bright) has advised us to do. on the old

lines of the Constitution, and we are going to disturb as little as we pos-

siblv can existing rights and existing privileges. We shall have to put a

stop to faggot-voting, by which persons with no interest either of property

or responsibUity in the constituencies are brought in on the day of election

to swamp the votes and nullify the action of the real electors of the p ace.

But even the Tories do not defend this particular abuse. Why then

should they oppose our modest Uttie BiU 1" The Spectator cpnsiders the

very "modesty" of the Bill its greatest drawback, since its want of

thoroughness wiU necessitate the eariy reopening of the question. It is

object^ that there would be no necessity for this continual tinkermg if an

element of finality were introduced into the contempkted Reform. In

this connection the Sp^tator would prefer the scheme of Mr. Forster who

practically is at one witii Mr. Morley in advocating "one man, one vote

This would involve tiie splitting Urge constituencies into sections, each

returning one member.
" Why," asks our contemporary, " should an elector

>in onTconstituency have twice the voting power of an elector in another

constituency" because the former rerides in a town large enough to have

two members and the Utter in one for which one is thought sufficient ?

Mr. Chambbblain has also provoked the enmity of Mr. W. T. Marriott,

M.P. for Brighton, a gentleman professing to be a Liberal, and who

recently delivered a furious attack upon the Government on their Egyptian

policy. Mr. Marriott is a member of the local bar in the pleasant but

somewhat shoddy watering-place he represents, and is said to be the^ pro-

prietor of of a pink social paper published there. He has caused his

friends considerable anxiety by his extraordinary conduct since entenng

the House, and one of his latest eccentricities is the publication of a

pamphlet indicting Radicals in general and MiC Chamberlain in particular

with conspiring to send the country to the dogs. But though Mr. Marriott

falls into the error of blaming Mr. Chamberlain for becoming more moder-

ate with age and office—greater than he have been guilty of tiiat-he scores

a point in the following

:

Mr. Chamberlain endeavours to turn the mind of the pubUc away f~'"
'^"J""^*'

of the poor to the iniquities of landlords. •' The expense of making '»'"» ^»'"'^^*

for the toUers who dwell in them must be thrown on the land which their tod make.

'riuable-TMs proposition sounds very simple, bat why is "ot the wealth which toe;r

toU creates to share the expense? Charity begins at home,
'"tli? the ordS of

connection with Birmingham is saiiicient to induce him °
<="°''f" '^•,Xr of the

bi» noorar neiffhbours there An em nent Amerioaa, Judge KeUey the latner oi me

^oaZT^X^l^lt Washington, has "cently been travelling m EngW and

taking notes of the condition of its people. Speaking »' '.>>» °""'.*""* "'PL^iX'omen are
Birmingham and its environs there are tl»ree principa industries in which wen^^^

Urgdy employed, that is to say. chain-making, briok-makmg, and '^^e galvan zmg ot^on^

Th« last trade is one which ruins the health of workwomen more than any trade 1 Know

self an anchorite or a monk Uving on plain (are and wearing mean aPP"«'- '""^^r"

buting Ws go^sto tSe poor, nob!dy w'ould condemn the jeremiads "e pre«hes .«.m.t

we^th and the wealthy, however useless they might consider them. But for one w^o

do, look aponhis declarations as nothmg more than examples of glarmg nypocnay

U^idismaybd by the grave disaster met by Baker Pasha in Egypt, with

which the tribes whom General Gordon has undertaken to pacify must be

acquainted, English jourmilsstUl hope that brave soldier will escape the

perils surrounding his mission. No man of the day is the centre of so much

interest, and everyone has confidence in his judgment, in his resource, and

above all in his extraordinary power over other minds. These great

qualities may enable him to overcome obstacles which would baffle any

man of less genius.

Thb expected visit of M. Clemenceau to England with the object of

studying the constitution and working of trades' anions, and other social

subjects, U creating considerable interest amongst the leaders of unionism

in the metropolis, and it is probable, if the time at the disposal of

'

M Clemenceau will permit, the London trades will, in some public form-

either by deputation, reception, or banquet-give expression to their

.ympatiiy with tiie efforts of the Fi^ench deputy to ameliorate the socml

condition of their fellow-workmen across the Channel.

The most enthusiastic admirers of the British Constitution will not

deny that the machinery of government is complex, m many resp«:tH

anomalous, and is very little understood outside the charmed circle. For

instance, in spite of its political importance, the Cabinet is not recogmzed

by any court of law in the Kingdom, and no record is kept of its decisions.

It is informally summoned by a card calling " Her Majesty s servants to

meet to-day." Its deliberations are also purely informal, no Votes are

taken, and the greatest secresy is observed as to whatever transpires. No

Masonic secret is more religiously kept than the result of a meetmg of tiie

Cabinet, it being a strict point of honour with ita members not to rev^

ita proceedings. This is absolutely necessary, as it is imperative for it to

present an appearance of [solidarity to Parliament, i^;-3^y^•
meeting of the most trusted members of the Privy Councd who assembled

in the King's "Cabinet" or private room. Since the time of tiie early

Hanoverian kings, who did not attend .because of their ignorance of the

English language, it has not been customary for tiie reigning monarch to

be present Vanity Fair thus writes :—

A Cabinet CounoU may meet '^.n -he« and ho, it^pl~»«. J^*^^^

S^t d^plt^he., though each M'«^'" '» '^'^^^ ^.^ tSTir^e centre of

Tradition aaogns the mambera their aaaU. ina rremi»r «
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the table, fadng the fire, and with his back to the window: On the right «ita the

Foreign Secretary, and opposite to him the Lord Chancellor. As no one else, under

any pretence, is allowed to enter the room, the janior members of the Cabinet are

seated nearest the door, so that they may themselves bring in any despatch-boxes

which may arrive.

In a comer stands a table bearing a few captain's bisoaits and some plain water

—the only refreshment allowed to be taken in or ever introduced into the room.

There is no oratory ; the opinions of the Ministers are expressed briefly and plainly,

and each man is expected to say what he really thinks, without ambignity and

concealment, for he is taken at his word by his coUeagass.

3-

Dr. Culllmore, of the Northwest London Hospital, writes what the

English journals call a very sensible letter on the evils attending children's

parties in winter. The subject is one which may well receive the thought-

ful attention of parents and all who are solicitous for the welfare of the

young. Dr. Cullimore's principal objections, hich are based on physical

grounds chiefly, are urged for the benefit, of children under seven years of

age. It is impossible not to recognize that the so-called " pleasure " of a

children's party involves a very larg^ measure of excitement both

before and after the event ; so that, apart from the exposure to the

chances of " chill " and improper food and, drink on the occasion, there is

an amount of wear and tear and waste attending theise parties which ought

to be estimated, and the estimate can scarcely be a low one. It may seem

ungracious to strive to put a limit on the pleasures of the young ; but it

must not be forgotten that early youth is the period of growth and develop-

ment, and that anything and everything that causes special waste of

organized material without a compensatory stimulus to nutrition ought to

be avoided. The amusements of young children ought to be simple', unex-

citing, and as free as possible from the characteristics^ of the " pleasures
"

of later years. As a matter of fact, "children's parties" are in no way

necessary to the happiness of child-life.

It is suggested that if the search in the Gulf of Salamis for relics of

the Greek and Persian galleys sunk there 2364 years ago is successful, the

Archaeological Society might institute a careful search after Pharaoh's

chariots lying in the neck of the Gulf of Akabah. Or could not the

" Anglo-Israelites," who believe the English people to be Jews, use their

spare cash—they have plenty, for they are most of them Anglo-Indians

—

in that exploration ? They might find something that would support their

theory, a prophetic tablet, for instance, written by Aaron and bearing testi-

mony to Lord Beaconsfield, or a square stone with inscriptions shewing that

Moses established representative government, joint-stock banks, and trial

by jury, and must therefore have been the first Englishman. That would

not be a whit more wonderful than some of their discoveries, and the

chariot-wheels would be irresistible evidence.

ENGLAND'S OLDEST COLONY.—IV.

DESPATCHES.

That light which brightens and dwindles every half minute, a curious

spectacle from 'board ship, what is it 1 The revolving white light of Cape

Race. Near to and in connection with it is worked a telegraphic station

whence to St. John's, it may be over the continent, day: by day^ is flashed

word of such casualties as happen, state of the atmosphere thermometric

and barometric, rate and direction of the wind, number, class and condition

of sails that psiss, and whether inward or outward bound. But important

as it may be to-day as a meteorological and shipping outpost, Cape Race

was much more important before the cable which spans the Atlantic was

laid, before steamers had risked a more southerly route. Then all vessels

made the Cape to shorten the passage, get into higher latitudes the nearest

way or keep there as far as possible ; the mail steamers, in addition, to

drop their despatches. In setting out from Liverpool or Glasgow, these

despatches, chiefly market reports of the day of sailing and such general

news as now comes by cable, were packed in cylindrical, water-tight cans

made of tin or zinc, about three feet six inches long, ten inches in diameter,

with a conical cover painted red from the apex of which sprung a short

staff with a small red flag attached. These were flung overboard on reach-

ing Capellace, floated flag uppermost, being weighted for the purpose, and

were picked up by the Victoria, a small but powerful steamer which the

local authorities maintained there. The cans brought to shore were

opened and their contents sent broad-cast over the wires. lu this manner

rectders of the Globe twenty-five years ago obtained their telegraphic news

bom Europe.

Of the Victoria and her master, Sluyter, his doings and experiences,

innumerable stories illustrative of that time are current in the island. I

onll one which rests on good authority. Yon may picture the Captain as

A robust, bushy, representative salt, rough and !^eady, inured to toil and

hardship, a man who never knew what fear means, in a strong but not

most admirable, sense "no respecter of persons," and one, who, amid all

his rollicking mischief and practical jokes, had still a steady eye to the

main chance. To many persons of middle age it will be no news that,

before the civil war, the United States had a foreign, as distinguished from

a coastal, merchant navy ; that much emulation was manifested between

British and American ship-builders, owners, master, sailors, shippers el

omne hoc genua, and that such emulation grew stronger year by year.

The point of contention between them was not safety, the interest of the

general public, nor carrying capacity which an increasing commerce lordly

demanded, but speed rather. Hence the clippers of New Brunswick and

of Maine in the early years of this century. Now, from sailing tables and

otherwise, it became known along the Atlantic seabord that, by a for-

tunate concurrence of circumstances, the Vanderbilt of the Collins line,

afterwards transferred to the Pacific route to escape blockade runners, was

timed to sail and would sail from Liverpool on the same day, if not at the

same hour, with the Persia of the Cunard Company. What fairer field for

a race than the wide sweep of the Atlantic t What better test of long-dis-

puted, never-settled points could there be, modes of building, rigging,

navigating 1 What ships more representative than these of their rival

nations and rival styles 1

As the appointed and long-looked for time wore on, enthusiasm grew

into excitement The set-to of Heenan and Sayers drew forth small

interest compared with the ebullition which the great race commanded.

The millionaire betted his thousands, not a school boy but lost or gained

top or knife on the result, jack-tar, whose impecuniosity has for centuries

been proverbial, fought out the cause within the precincts of his tavern.

Looking back one may see that sides were taken and wagers were laid

along lines patriotic, that the conflict was international. W,hat precise

relation shipbuilding holds to allegiance I am not aware that any man has

fully explained, but who would be nidering, turn Turk upon his country 1

Not Sluyter by any means, over whose birth the stars and stripes are said

to have flapped in their merriest mode early one May morning. He had

not only shares in all pools that offered or he could find out, but had private

bets to the extent of his ready cash, to the extent of the borrowable money
of his friends, to the full extent of his credit The. form of the wager was

secondary, which should first pass Cape Race, which first reach Sandy-

hook, which first docked in New York. For all and sundry whether at

odd or even, Sluyter was not only ready but eager, and with wonderful

resources. As he was reported to be reckless, he was freely accommodated.

By way of proving his loyalty to his land he made a dash at the sublime,

and, to the amazement of the old hands, laid heavy sums that the Vanderbilt

would be ten hours in dock before the Persia reached New York harbour.

Twas afterwards found out that he never hedged.

The passing of Cape Race, that is Raze or shaved cape, as the opposite

point of the island is called from its appearance Ray (Raie) or split cape,

was in all respects critical. More than half the voyage would then be

over, and both vessels would have a straight run of nine hundred and

thirty miles to New York harbour. Newfoundland's interest concentrated

on her own shores. Many of the betting fraternity in New York and

Brooklyn wishini to bd there, and envied^ ^bat Bfllsct few to whom Sluvtcr

sent a card of invitation to spend a week in the Victoria, to intercept the

rival steamers.

Early one morning Sluyter, always on the alert, mounted deck and
before breakfast time detected on the far horizon, about N.E., a narrow

streak which grew into a dark ridge of smoke. " The Vanderbilt," said

he, put his boat about, made for it, and shook up his slumbering guests.

No breakfast was to be served then, as his little steamer rushed over the

waters. The surmise proved right, it was the Vanderbilt. After salutation

up to the mast-head ran the signals :
" Any word of the Persia 1 " " Passed

four hours ago," was the Victoria's placid answer. But how Sluyter roared

with laughter and careered along deck, much to his friend's astonishment,

when he saw the Vanderbilt jerk her despatches overboard, crowd sail, for

the wind was fair, send forth denser volumes of smoke, and drive wildly

ahead, determine^ to win at all hazards. The steward, dragged heels first

from bunk, served them champagne instead of coffee ; for this was a red

letter day in the diary of Sluyter. He picked the cans up, made with

them to the station, and gave word of the VaTtderbilt ftassing to every

hamlet on the North Atlantic coast, word which, may be, reached Toronto

street.
—

'

About five o'clock in the afternoon of the same day, the Persia was
sighted. Being signalled, " The Vanderbilt, any tidings of her 1 " Sluyter

answered, "None," gathered hia despatches and again made for the Cape.

In high glee, confident dt snccesB, the unsuspecting Persia pursued leisurely

the even tenor of her way. Four days afterwards, what was her surprise
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to find that her rival had beaten her by fifteen hours, and that Sluyter

had won every wager he had made !

He was a daring man in Newfoundland and a proper object of ridicule,

who would question the infallibility of the captain's deliverance on ships,

their build and speed, for years after. But, little by little, the knowing

ones came to suspect and then to see that he had held the key of the situa-

tion, and had not been backward in making use of it He, nevertheless,

pocketed and kept the money. I never heard that any question was

raised upon the matter. Why should there 'i Was race ever more fairly

run t Was bet ever more honestly earned 1 To hold otherwise would it

not overturn the whole stock exchange 'i T. B. Browning.

PREHISTORIC AMERICA.

There has issued from the Parisian press in recent months a large and

elaborately Ulustrated work from the pen of the Marquis de Nadaillac,

entitled " L'Araerique Prehistorique." The author has dealt in a previous

work, with primeval man and Europe's prehistoric times, and he takes for

his motto for this later work :
" The New World is a great mystery." To

the French student of American archaeology the work will be of value as

a resume of much that has been embodied in the voluminous issues of the

American press in recent years. But it contributes little that is novel

either in facts, illustrations, or induction. Here and there the student

familiar with the subject recognizes a novel contribution to its illustrations,

as in Fig. 203, " Armes et bijoux des Chibchas," from the Mus6e de Saint-

Germain, and the " Aymara Mummy," Fig. 177, from the Museum of

Natural History of Paris. But with the rarest exceptions, the illustra-

tions are from works very familiar to New World studenta ; and the_same

is true of the facts adduced in the text The " Crane de Calaveras " pro-

duced by Mr. Whitney, the State Geologist, in 1866, from the auriferous

gravels of Sierra Nevada, overlaid according to him by ancient lavas and

other seeming evidences of remote prehistoric antiquity, is reproduced here
;

but only to acknowledge the unsatisfactory nature of this and other

attempt* at establishing evidence of the American man of the Tertiary epoch.

The Pemberton inscribed-axe reappears, though long since recognized as

spurious. With a very little research, and at no great increase of cost, the

work might have presented novel features, for the galleries of the Louvre

are rich in examples of Peruvian and Mexican pottery and terra-cottas ;

and the Museums of Beriin and Vienna furnish many valuable illustrations

of American art Especially is this the case in Vienna, where some of

the rarest hieroglyphic codices have been preserved from an early date,

when Dominican fanaticism was destroying such valuable historical material

as Pagan incantations and books of sorcery. As it is, the author has travelled

anew over the old trail, already traversed again and again with untir-

ing zeal by a host of American writers, who seem never to weary in repro-

ducing the oft-told tale ; and he winds up once more with the conclusion,

which he borrows from an American savant :
" La terre d'Am^rique est on

grand mystere."

America had got beyond this in the important step of hieroglyphics, in

which a pictorial ideography is seen to be passing into abbreviations, and

so to arbitrary word-signs akin to those of China. There too a barbarous

yet imposing architecture, and a partial skill both in metallurgy and ceramic

art, contrast strikingly with the highest efforts of any tribe north of

the Gulf of Mexico. But the experienced student, familiar with the archie-

ologv and early science of the Old World, is more and more tempted to

con'firm the verdict of Humboldt, and trace all such indices of the begin-

nings of American civilization to an Asiatic source.

In Mexico we witness the, meeting of the wild untutored barbarism of

the North with this incipient civilization ; but all beyond this, from the

Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic Circle, reveals only diverse phases of savage

life. Man is there little better than a part of the wild fauna of forest and

prairie, gregarious, predatory, hunting, warring, and differing more notice-

ably from the lynx or the wolf in this "than in aught else, that his endless

exterminating feuds find no satisfaction in the supply of any natural appe-

tite. They serve only as the gratification of an inextinguishable fury,

which seems through unnumbered centuries to have rendered progress

impossible. The ravages of wolves are reasonable, for they are in search of

food, and can be satisfied. The hereditary feuds of Mohawks, Crees, or

Blackfeet are insatiable, and no less detrimental to themselves than to their

foes. Yet throughout the North American Continent we look in vain for

any trace of man in a higher condition than this predatory savage.

This fact defines, but it does not account for, " the great mystery of

the New World." Here mari appears to have occupied its vast prairies,

and the regions of lake and river, fertile in soil, and abundant in game ;

and through all the centuries reaching ever more remotely into an unknown

past, he has remained unprogressive as the wolf, less ingenious than the

beaver, more irrational—considering the gifts which he thus abu.ses,—

than the wUd moose, the buffalo, or the grizzly bear^ I>. W;

No doubt this is true, but the solution of the mystery seems to lie in

another direction than that in which it is the fashion to seek it. Though

the discoveries of Professor Whitney and others, in the auriferous beds of

California and Nevada, of implements and human bones, have ceased to

carry any weight as evidence of ancient arts or races of the New World,

the researches in the drift of New Jersey have been more successful ; and

the rude "turtle-back celts" of the Delaware VaUey are generally accepted

as evidence of the existence of post-glacial American man.

If then it be true that man has existed on this-American Continent

through all the unnumbered centuries which preceded the memorable year

1492, when Columbus revealed the New Worid to Europe, what a strange

disclosure of unprogressive humanity does the archeology of America

reveal to us. Africa, Asia, and Europe, alike present successive stages,

from the rudest arts of a stone period, to polished stone and carved bone

and ivory ; and so to metallurgy, architecture, letters, and to art in its

highest sense. Prolonged as the Old World's centuries have been, we wit-

ness in them a steady process of evolution in which the rational and intel-

lectual element is ever actively present, until at last we look on man as—

" The hair of all the ages in the foremost files of time."

In America it is altogether otherwise, and the farther back the archae-

ologist carries the date of man's presence on this continent, the more per-

plexing becomes the problem which he undertakes to solve. Peru has its

ingenious pottery, its imperfectly developed metallurgy, its Cyclopean

architecture, its crude infantile astronomy, and its equally rudimentary

qaipos as the primitive system, of chronicling and computing. Central

DEATH OF AN ENGLISH QUARTERLY REVIEWER. '

The death in London, on the, 2nd inst, at the age of eighty-one, of Mr.

Abraham Hayward, Q.C., one of the most notable of the modern English

essayists and reviewers,, and author of perhaps the best English translation

of Goethe's " Faust," deserves to be chronicled. Only to a few in Canada,

we fear, is Mr. Hayward known by name, though his two volumes of

Collected Essays have had some sale on this side of the Atlantic, and his

biographical and literary contributions to the Edinburgh and Quarterly

Beviews, though unacknowledged, as the rule is with those periodicals,

have doubtless had many readers. Mr. Hayward is another and notable

instance of a man who, though he had a fine professional career before him,

deserted law for letters. His was a conspicuous figure, during a long life,

in the literary and social circles of London, where his conversational

powers, hi^ varied gifts, and, above all, his wonderful memory for faces,

events, and all the gossip of EnglUh county and metropolitan club Ufe,

made him a welcome guest and a great acquisition at the dinner Uble or

in the salon. Few could rival him as a raconteur, and his literary and

dramatic instinct enabled him to tell a story with capital effect, while his

remarkable powers of observatioB and retentive- memory .supplied him—
readily with the facts. What he says in his critique on Sydney Smith

may not inappropriately be said of himself :
" He never came into society,"

says Mr. Hayward of the great divine and wit, " without naturally and

easily taking the lead as, beyond all question, the most agreeable, sensible,

and instructive guest and companion that the oldest living person could

remember."

Besides his published essays, his edition of " Faust,
"
and the "Letters

and Literary Remains of Mrs. Piozzi (Thrale)," Mr. Hayward's literary

work embraces extensive contributions to the higher class English journals,

and, at an early period of his career, to a legal periodical, the Laiv Maga-

zine, of which, we believe, he was the founder. The pungent article in the

January Quarterly, on Mr. George's " Progress and Poverty," is under-

stood to have come from his pen, and it is, we surmise, his last contribu-

tion to Uterature. His styla is sparkUng, and his work is marked by

acuteness of thought, aptness of illustration, and rare feUcity of expres-

sion. The charm of his writings, however, lies more perhaps in the wealth

of personal reminiscence, which abounds in his essays, and in the quality

and flavour Imparted to his writings by his scholarly tastes and wide

acquaintance with cultured society in London. He is one of the first

exponents of modem literary and social life in England, and as such his

death, and the close of a long career as critic and reviewer, will leave a

bknk not easUy filled by the literary men of a younger generation

G. M. A.
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OTTAWA NOTES.

The week now almost closed has been one of the most exciting known in

the Parliament Buildings since Confederation. For some time the fate of

the Government hung in the balance. The preponderating influence of the

French Canadian members was withdrawn, and all waited with breathless

interest to see into which scale it would be throw^.

Just for the sake of making a complete story, and not with a view to

imparting information, it may be worth while to go over the facta of the

case. The trouble culminated on Tuesday evening last. The Government's

resolutions in favour of loaning the Canadian Pacific Railway Company

twenty-two and one-half millions, and making other modifications in the

contract with that corporation, had been before the House of Com-

mons for two weeks. On the Friday previous the House had declared by

resolution that the discussion upon the question should have precedence

from that time. This was generally taken to mean that the difficulties in

the Ministerial ranks had been settled, and that a majority for the Minis-

try was assured. These difficulties had arisen through demands of the

French Canadian Conservatives of Quebec for large grants to that Province.

One of these grants being toward paying something to the construction of the

Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa <fe Occidental Railway, which it is contended is as

much a part of the great through-line as is the Canada Central, which was

subsidized by the Mackenzie Government, a settlement of the whole

question would naturally be pressed for before the Canadian Pacific was

allowed to handle more millions of the public money. Monday evening

the French Canadians held a caucus in Room No 8, at the western end of

a long corridor leading from the main lobby. Hour after hour passed and

still no definite result was arrived at. At two o'clock, shortly after the

adjournment of the House, the meeting broke.

Next morning the air was full of rumours. It was said that the

claims of Langevin and Chapleau had been discussed with a good deal of

acrimony, and that on a vote being taken Sir Hector's supporters were

found to number only four, while Mr. Chapleau could claim forty-two. The

demands to be formulated to the Government wpre said to be in some

respects most reasonable, and in some respects nothing short of attempted

public robbery. The question was whether the Government would accept

or reject. Three o'clock, the time for the meeting of the House, came and

passed. The fact that the Speaker did not take his seat then excited no

comment, for the Ministers are not generally in their places ready for the

Speaker's entrance until twenty minutes past the hour. Quarter past

three, halt past, and even a quarter to four came, and the bells which

announce the Speaker's entrance remained silent. A few minutes later,

however, the mace was borne down the corridor, the Speaker followed and

and took his place. The galleries were soon thrown open and were quickly

crowded, for Sir John had vowed a vow, and had it recorded in the Han-

sard, that early or late, for or against the resolutions, the question had to

be decided that day, and it was expected that the session would be a lively

one. On the opening of the sitting the most conspicuous people were the

French Canadian Conservatives, for, except for the Ministers, they were

-M absent. It was known that they were again in caucus, deliberating

upon the results of an interview of their spokesmen with the leading men

in the Ministry. Rumours were current that the great majority of their

number had resolved hot to be satisfied with the vague promises they had

received, but to hold out until a definite proposition was made. Failing

a definite proposition—well, they ^idn't like to do anything unpleasant,

but they feared Sir John would have to go.

Looking down at the House from the gallery, there was little to indi-

cate that a crisis had com6 up with the suddennes of a tropical storm. The

Ministers, except two, looked unconcerned. The two were Sir Charles

Tupper and the " Chieftain." Sir John looked paler than usual, and less

satisfied. Mr. Blake spoke rather angrily about the waste of time in the

late opening of the House, and resumed the look and attitude customary to

him—of a man who needs rest. The only anxious looking man on the

Liberal side was Mr. Trow, the chief whip and organizer-general of the

party. The Liberals refrained from speaking; they would have com-

pelled the Government either to trust a vote with their difficulties still

unsettled, or to put up speakers to talk against time, while they made

peace with the Quebec contingent. Some Liberals thought this good

policy, and would have been glad to see it acted upon. The difficulty was,

that the men whose turn it was to speak could not bo induced to retain

their seats. Thinking that he was entitled to speak, Mr. Charlton gravely

proceeded untU a few minutes to six, when he aaked that it be called six

and recess taken, as he had yet an important point to deal with. Mean-

time the Quebec Conservatives had remained away, whispered conversations

fiad taken place between Sir John and Sir Hector, Sir John and Mr. Caron,

Sir John and Mr. Chapleau. There had been a busy time in the lobbies,

and at six o'clock the situation was at least no more unfavourable for the

Government than at the opening of the House.

When the House resumedits session Mr. Charlton resumed his speechi

and the Ministers and their go-betweens and helpers resumed their

negotiations. Sir Jol^n's face was even paler than ever, and its lines

expressed weariness and determination. Mr. Blake leaned forward on his

desk with his head on his arms and his characteristic " slouch " hat pushed

back upon his neck. This is his usual attitude at the nightsittings, and

he has an undoubted right to indulge in it, even during a crisis. But,

wonder of wonders, eariy in the evening Sir John himself leaned forward

in much the same way, and there were the leaders both apparently asleep,

Mr. Chariton still talking, the Bleus still in caucus, and the ti-ouble coming

nearer every moment.

It was strange to notice how the name by which the Premier was

spoken of changed in the mouths of many who spoke about him. Usually

he is called " Sir John." That night the man who talked about him and

what he ought to do, spoke about him more frequently as " the old man."

As the vote came nearer that was to decide the fate of his Government,

even his opponents seemed to feel more kindly toward him. It soon

became known that a final answer was awaited from the discontented ones

at nine o'clock. By this time Mr. Chariton had given place to Mr. Dawson

and the Liberals had Mr. Paterson in reserve, many of them praying

devoutly that he would not speak at all. Shortly after nine the rumours

were to the effect that a truce had been patched up and that all would be

well.

But this was discredited, for a new influence had made itself felt.

Learning of the tronbles in the Government ranks, a prominent official of

the Grand Trunk, and the burly French Canadian known as " King

"

Senecal, had come up by special train and were ready to do what they

could to influence the Bleus against the Canadian Pacific interests. As

the French Conservatives swarmed out they were " lobbied " in the most

approved style. They kept to the front lobby and, crowded as it was

with tired and excited men, the scene was one not soon to be forgotten.

In the House, Mr. Dawson had taken his seat and Mr. Paterson had

the floor. After him came Mr. Ross, of Manitoba, elected by the Liberals

but regarded by them always with suspicion. He came out square in sup-

port of the resolutions, and his speech was greeted with cheers by the

Government supporters. Then came Mr. Mul6ck with the shortest speech

of the debate, then Mr. Laurie, and at one o'clock the division.

As the bells in comftors and rooms vibrated clamorously the French

members filed in. They were not enthusiastic, but rather sullen. They

voted to a man against the amendment of Mr. Cameron, which had to be

decided before the main motion came on. Then the House adjourned, and

thus ended a memorable night. Ed. Rdthven.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO C0BBE8P0NDKNTS.

T.—YonT commnnication i§ 8n»Toid»bly attriad o»« untU aaxt waak.-
W. H. Stevens.--The subject is exhausted.

Qmo. T. X>ENi«ON.—Next week.
8. A. C—Next week.
.H.—" Lominoas Skies" next week.

CO-EDUCATION.

To the Editor of The Week :

SiR^ In the last number of The Week a writer takes " A Bystander"

to task for what he is pleased to call his " somewhat stereotyped warnings

against the evils of co-education," and with an air of infallibility worthy

of the Vatican, he pronounces the opinion that the time is close at hand

when every one who opposes his dictum "will be regarded as a fossil

anachronism."
. ,, . -i

Now it is somewhat odd, in view of this sweeping verdict of fossil

anachronism," that not only Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard, and other ancient

seats of learning and science, but Owen's College, Manchester,—the

youngest and, as one might fancy, the most radical of all,—has, after

mature deliberation, decided against co-education. The writer refers to

120 Universities and Colleges in the United States in which co-edncation

is practised. How many of them will compare with a second or even thirds

rate Ontario High school 1 Even at Oberlin the actual students, aa com-

pared with those pursuing mere rudimentary studies, or engaged in music

and other " accomplishments," are a mere handful. There, however, the

blessings of co-education are enjoyed to the fulL Ite president describes

love-making as the normal condition of things and matrimony as the M.A.

which precedes and supersedes the time-honoured bit of " fossil anachronism"

styled Bachelor of Arts.

But Canada we are assured has its own examples. Is there not the

Normal School where young men and women study together ! And we

would ask, did not D% Ryerson recognize the exceptional character of

such co-education by the rule that the young gentlemen and ladies were

not to speak to one another,-not even if they met on the street 1 How

the system works it may be well to carefully enquire. But such an excep-

tional «^e is no more to be taken as our model, than that of young men

and women sharing the same dissecting-room.

Again, our Collegiate Institutes are appealed to, and you are told that

^' negligent master of a secondary school could now think of Beparatmg

thTsexes.'' We recognize the radical difference between the boys and girU

Tsecondary schools, and young men and -«--''"»»«
-'f'^ t'hU 3

nineteen to twenty-three. Yet the fact is notorious that it is in th«,
j
u t

as in the higher institutions, as Principal Eliot says :
For the collegiat«

^uLion of the two sexes together there is but one respectable argument

TlZlty / " Go into any%f the public schools of Toronto ;
it will be

fouAdThat^boys and giris are to a large extent kept apart,
/.f

mor« ^et

your correspondent visit the Model Schools of Toronto, and »*« CoUeg^ e

Lstitute. It is perhaps a slight on one who sets down all ^hojenture to

mer from him ifsuch «x cathedra fashion to suppose he can bejnor-

of the fact that the young men and women in the Collegiate Institute of

Tort.! never etenLL another except during theb^efopning prayer

of each day, when they sit on opposite sides of the public hall. I can add,

mo^ver, from personal knowledge, that there are t»»°«« '"°°«8 f^P"",

Tnced Canadian Institute and High School teachers who would mos^

heartily welcome a change that enabled them to re-organize their schools on

^^'S^VoShioned notions will doubtless give way to growing intelli^

gence: but it seems probable that, as long as the word lasts, '' «e "in^

thoughtful parents and^eachers will realize the critical issues involved m

brinling yoLg men and women together in all the seductive freedom of

Colkge^compefitionat the most critical period of life. P'/bably even some

who slight its other dangers will doubt whether the fascinations most

tempttfto such a condition of students' life will be either the old classics

!l3i tLugh they may be with a new gloss-or the muse of cube a„d

triangle. Is there no objection in the minds of thoughtfu Parents to

tW daughters mixing freely with some three or four hundred young men

S L famSTr intercourse which College life involves ! A good --y

fathers are Ukely to think long and seriously before they send their sons

ZZLZ fnxits grafted on this modern branch of the tree of knowledge.

An Old Teacher.
Toronto.

CO-BDCCATION IN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.

To the Editor of The Week :

SlE.—My remarks on this question in the last number of The Week—

e.peciaUy about "Bystander's" dogmatic style of treatment-seem to have

S^T^me offence. I need hardly say that to offend was no part of m^

furpose Respect for his persomil character, and admiration for his unri

^Xl form of expression, would of themselves prevent me from showing

^Iny intentional rudeness. But they cannot prevent me from feehng

th^!^ this matter he is entirely wrong, and that his mode of discussing it

^n^tXtory and disappointing. I have characterized it as dogmatic,

^dTSh^ d7e respect for"^" Bystander's" feelings, I must be permitted to

Sk to the expression. It may be that I also have dogmatized
;
but I can

Tl^t say thit I have made an earnest effort to arrive at the tru h and

SatTh^e made no assertions which I am not prepared to support by an

^''%t.£^:??^^Jr^'rZ"i^^ that I have phblicly given in my

adhesion to the movement to secure the franchise for women is an unfair

Stempt t^iBJure an opponent's case by an appeal to prejudice. There is no

nlSry iction teLeen co-education and the franchise, and Idechne

to teTvSed away from the point at issue by so clumsy a device. I firmly

£,lSveTthrfLichiseas a potent means of elevating the characterl^d

S^rovi^g the position of wom^n, and I shall always be ^eady to^give

the reasons which impel me to take tHs stand as I amnow to^ve^tfee^

^'LThlcrinduce ^e to believe that women should be ^dmiUed to ^e

Provincial University on precisely the same footing a^ men. But one sub

iect at a time, and to the latter I now address myself.

"^"BysSd^r" reiterates his former statement that -educa^-n a,

a genekl system is a failure. In my former article I charactenzed

thaT s^ment as ludicrously incorrect, and challenged him to pro-

Sria?yS oTit. It was'open to him to ignore altogether what

. he bKd to call my "intervention in the.debate respecting co-education ;

t wa^t^ and is not' open to him to ^.ttompt to reply to me by a mer

renetition of unsupported expressions of opinion, whether his own or Pre

Xnt eU's. I challenged particulariy his implied assertion that co-educa-

Sonh.1 proved a failure at Cornell University, and as he is, or ought to

tiStely acquainted with the internal condition of that irtetitution the

n^fo^b Lertion should be easy, if it is capable of being proved at alL

Ke h,^ ch^n to pass the matter by, I am entitled to claim that hM

^rtiod is in this p^icular case, unfounded, as I can easily P'O- ^* °

bTbT aDDeali««.to The testimony of Dr. White, the President of ComeU.

T ca^ risTproTby appealing to experience, that his assertion as to general

L^ requaU; unfounded.^ I have b^ore me the emphatic testimony of

SeTr^lderiL'd Faculty of Michigan University where the experiment
^

admitting women, undertaken fourteen years ago, « regarded by th«» in

^1 of the institution, as an unqualified success. The OP'^"^
"If^".

J . wwr.^ of Harvtrd U more than oflbet by that of President Barnard of

dent ^°^°l^^^^Y^ For many years the latter has endeavoured

2'S: hTtrt^s toIpl the coUege Ifwomen, and with ajiew to^^

^cing them of the expediency of doing «., he ^^ P"r^'«^ '" ^^ '^^/^

^tk^that is procurable on the subject, and, unlike Dr. Ehot, h«» given

Z .^ns for his belief. The fact that th? attendance of women at Cor-

^LrS^otaWe fifty, proves nothing except that prejudice dies hard, and

of this we can find abundant evidence without going to Ithaca to seek it

"Bystander" complains that I have misinterpreted his attitude on the

auestion • and though he does set me down, in the next breath, aa one

^fa fana:ti^l, petulLt, and tyrannical minority, I am not disposed to

°ns?st that the inference I and others have drawn from hui^previous utte

^
^ces is correct. I prefer to take him, in what he now defines to be his

attitude and endeavour to meet him on ground of his own choosing. His

Dosition is analogous to that of a man who has tumbled over a precipice,

Tdwhiout knowing that he is not likely to be hurt by the fall, distresses

WmseT needlessly by hanging to a jutting rock. We have all passed

thZgh his present experience? and it i^ a humiliating as well as a painW

one Our prejudice are dear to us, and it is only after we have trampled

?hem under f'oot and learned .to approach social
q^*'^^**"'^'' Jfe foo^e

determination to get at the truth that we fand ourselves on a safe footing.

If he^Tll only let go his hold and.allow himself to fall, I can assure him

not mlr y of'the absence of danger, but of a safe footing when he reaches

the ground. He is willing now to have co-education of the-, sexes, but

wish^to have female students " placed under some «?«<=*! g""'^"^^'"?,-,

Whv should they require this any more flian young men do? And why

BhouW both "Bystander" and the Council of University College, argue

th^t if harm results from co-education the responsibility must rest on the

v^ng women? Must we assume that the position of the sexes will be

rnMve"Ld,and that the men will be the tempted and the wo„en

the tempters? The covert slanders on the weaker sex which are

XlieXanThalf-expressed. in the vague ---''"'
°ff't^xTnttSt°o

co-education are not argument ; if they are to have any effect except that of

4uitTng the pure andVatifymg the prurient there must be some ph^iner

talk than has yet been used in discussing the subject.

The only other point in " Bystander's" paper which I shall notice is

his curious assumption that there is a necessary antagonism between

"domestr affection" and "intellectual ambition," that those whom he

cal^' sexual revolutionists "place the latter above the former, and that

the practke of co-education is'^the result of a refusal to recognize the exist-

ence o? sex This mode of dealing with the question k not new. I have

read I think every line written by " Bystander" on this subject, and 1 am

now 80 familiar ^^h his method that I know exactly what to expect when

he touchri I for one do not admit that domestic affection and mtel-

fectual amotion in the same woman are incompatible. If I -f-
ff'-f

^

-do so I would be forced to abandon all hope for the social and inteUectuaJ

fmprovement of the race. Mothers have more than fathers to do with the

JdSon of their children, and every educated man will prefer a wife who

^rtt intellectual and affectionate to one whose heart has been cultivated

at the expense of her mind. A clinging vine is in its own place an mter-

e t ng object but the woman who can stand alone and even support others

LTkely to be more useful as a wife and mother. So far from refusing to

^e«.gn^e the existence of sex as instituted by nature, I claim that only

thTsf^ho flvour co-education take account fairly of this great physica^

Sd psvcW fact " Bystander " and those who side with him are the real

^lualTevolutionists." We are merely pleading for a return to a more

naT^ system than the artificial one which has been banded down to us

fromthe Middle Ages. And there are abundant indications that the long

and bSer controversy is drawing to a close, that the time is near when

Lx i^l be noTnge7regarded as^ an insuperable b^^^^

of ercational opportunities, and that very soon those who cannot surren^

tlh^tr prejudfcL will find themselves condemned^to^silenc^fo^r^wan^ of

an audience.

CATHOLIC VOTE.

To the Editor of The Week

:

Sir.—I shall gladly avail myself of the privilege extended by you, Mr.

EdS ./r^^ls\old'ing views opposed to contributed articles appearing

""
7n yiri issue " A Bystander " drew a pen-picture of the impend-

ing r^in "to which our ship of state is drifting by reason of the umfia.-

t^on^f the Catholic votes. Not here alone, we are to d, does the evil ex st

but in every Anglo-Saxon colony, imperilling the weU-bemg and ev-en the

exLenceofVe State. Our owA beloVed Canada, we are told, '--danger

of dismptL unless the Protestant horse is mounted by some °>odern Don

OuiKOte who Bhall marshal the phlanaxes that "A Bystander thinks

?ecesiry lor the neutralization of so terrible a phantom. I- de-hng
^^^^

the Son of such Catholics, the fact is altogether ignored that as far

^
pln^dl is concerned our catholicity has become largely Canadian, the dis-

Swely Irih element having passed on by at 'e-t one gene^tion^

ThosL possessing the franchise have won it by persevering industry, and

2Z to exerds^e the rights of citizenship for their own advancement

The admi^Ln of " A Bystander" that those very Catholics are enabled to

hold th"r own against overwhelming odds, and to tread their way upward

Snst tha° boXi supremacy of intellect which Protestant ideas are sup-

Sto«?te,rnodou^bt cause for serious and melancholy forebodings ;

veUt t ft the same time a tribute of praise from an unwilling pen

^i^" Bystander" been a close observer, he might have assured him-

I* fW C^hoHT voters are not as Irish as were their fathers ;
but they are

n
"1 les^ CathX f"r Wg Camidians. The ^ter makes his greatest

riltakeirsujposing that Catholics are led or influenced by their pnests

Tth^u^ ofTis frLchise. I beg to assure him ^^^Cadioh-
^^^^^

Ae franchise can neither be led by pnesta nor purohwed by pohtiwans, any

""l^Sf'^t^e^areftetaclmit that Irish Catholics did not identij

themL vL^th the living, moving spirit of the country ;
but then, as no^

m:nBrfound with pens dipped in^gall. ready to array race and creed

4..
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against each other to the {iisadvantage of the State. To-day we are identi-

fied with the moving spirit of the nation. Our roots are deep in the earth,

which is the best guarantee of our loyalty to Canada ; the <^o great parties

recognize our citizenship, and accord to jis an equality of rights, the posses-

sion of which only the free-born sons of the soil can appreciate, and which

we will be slow to relinquish, even though warned to do so by the prophecy

of "A Bystander." \
Canadian.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By iJDOIB^i-wcKTT, RntboT of '"A OentlBman of Ijel«iiT»," "A Hopelei» flMS>" —
"An Ambitloua Woman," "Tinkling Cymbali," etc.
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Continued.

" Well, I alx)miriate her, and she knows it. I rarely abominate any-

body, and I think she knows that also. To my mind she is a conscience-

less, hybrid creature. She is a result of a terrible modern license—the

license of the Press. There is a frank confession, for a newspaper man

like myself. But, between ourselves, I don't know where modern journal-

ism, in some of its ferocious phases, is going to stop, unless it stops at a

legislative veto. Miss Cragge would sacrifice her best friend (if she had

any friends—which she hasn't) to the requirements of what she calls ' an

item.' She thinks no more of assailing a reputation, in her quest for so-

termed 'material,' than a rat would think of carrying off a lump of cheese.

She knows very well that I will never forgive her for having printed a lot

of libellous folly about a certain friend of mine. He had written a rather

harmless and weak novel of New York society. New York manners. Miss

Cragge had somo old grudge against him ; I think it was on account of an

adverse criticism which she believed him to have written regarding some

dreary, amateurish poems for whose author she had conceived a liking.

This was quite enough for Miss Cragge. She filled a column of the Rochester

Rocket, or the Tupeka Trumpet, or some such sheet, with irate fictions

about poor Edward Foster. He had no redress, poor fellow ;
she deckred

that he had slandered a pure, ^igh-minded lady in society here, by carica-

turing her in his novel. She parodied some of poor Ned's rather fragile

verses ; she accused him of habitually talking fatuous stuff at a certain

Bohemian sort of beer-garden which he had visited scarcely five times

within that same year . . Oh, well, the whole thing was so atrocious that I

oflered my friend the New York Asteroid in which to hurl back any epistolary

thunderbolt he should care to manufacture. But Ned wouldn't ; he might

have written a bad novel and worse poems, but he had sense enough to

know that his best scorn lay in severe silence . . Still, apart from all this,

I have excellent reasons for shunning Miss Cragge, and I have told you

some of them. She is the most aggravated form of the American news-

paper correspondent, prowling about and seeking whom she may devour.

I consider her a-dargerous person, and I advise you not to allow her within

your salon."
" Oh, I shan't," quickly answered Pauline. " You need not have

counselled me on that point It was quite unnecessary. I intend to

pick and choose." She gave a long, worried sigh, now, which Kindelon

just heard, above the conversational hum surrounding them. " I am
afraid it all comes to picking and choosing, everywhere," she went on.

Aunt Cynthia Poughkeepsie is perpetually doing it in /ter world, and I

begin to think that there is none other where it must not be done."

Kindelon leaned his handsome crisp-curled head nearer to her own ; he

fixed his light-blue eyes, in which lay so warm and liquid a sparkle,

intently upon the lifted gaze of Pauline.

"You are right," he said. " You will learn that, among other lessons,

before you are much older. There is no such thing as not picking and

choosing. Whatever the grade of life, it is always done by those who have

~^ny sort oT social TmpuTse. I Relieve it Is done in Eighth Avenue and

Avenue A, when they give parties in little rooms of tenement-houses and

hire a fiddler to speed the dance. There is always some Michael or Fritz

who has been ostracized. The O'Haras and the Schneiders follow the uni-

versal law. Where two or three are gathered together, the third is pretty

sure to be of questionable welcome. This isn't an ideal planet, my dear

lady, and ' liberty ' and ' fraternity ' are good enough watchwords, but

' equality ' never yet was one ;— if I didn't remember my Buckle, my
Spencer, my Huxley and my dear old Whig Macanlay, I should add that

it never would be one."

Just at this point Kindelon and Pauline found themselves fape to face

with two gentlemen who were both in a seemingly excited frame of mind.

Pauline remembered that they had both been presented to her not long ago.

She recollected their names, too ; her memory had been nerved to meet

all retentive exigencies. The large, florid man, with the bush of sorrel

beard was ' Mr. Bedlowe, and the smaller, smooth-shaven man, with the

consumptive stoop and the professorial blue spectacles, was Mr. Howe.

Mr. Howe and Mr. Bedlowe were two novelists of very opposite repute.

Kindelon had already caught a few words from the latter, querulously

spoken.
" Ah, so you think modem novel-writing a sham, my dear Howe t

"

he said, pausing with his companion, while either gentleman bowed recog-

nition to Pauline. " Isn't that rank heresy from the author of a book

that has just been storming the town t

"

"My book didn't storm the town, Kindelon," retorted Mr. Howe,

lifting a hand of scholarly slimness and pallor toward his opaque goggles.

"I wish it had," he proceeded, somewhat wearily. " No; Bedlowe and I

were having one of our old quarrels. I say that we novelists of the Anglo-

Saxon tongue are altogether too limited. That is what I mean by declaring

that modem novel-writing is a sham."
" He means a great deal more, I'm sorry to say," here cried Mr. Bedlowe,

who had a habit of grasping his sorrel beard in one hand and thrusting

its end toward his hirsute lips as though they were about to be allured by

some edible mouthful. " He means, Kindelon, that because we haven't

the shocking immoral latitude of the French race, that we •an't properly

express ourselves in fiction. And he goes still further—Howe is always

going still further, every fresh time that I meet him. He says that if

the modern novelist dared to express himself on religious subjects, he

would be an agnostic."
_

" Precisely ! " cried Mr. Howe, with the pale hand wavering downward

from the eerie glassea " But he doesn't dare ! If he did, his publisher

wouldn't publish him !

"

" My publisher publishes me .'
" frowned Mr. Bedlowe.

" Oh, you're a pietist," was the excited answer. " At least, you go in

for that when you write your novels. It pays, and you do it. I don't

say that you do it becav.se it pays, but .

.

"

" You infer it," grumbled Mr. Bedlowe, " and that's almost the same

as saying it." He visibly bristled, here. " I've got a wholesome faith," he

proceeded, with hostility. "That's why I wrote The Christian Knight xn

Armor and The Dmihtful Soul Satisfied. Each of them sold seventy

thousand copies apiece. There's a proof that the public wanted them—

that they filled a need."
.

" 8o does the Weekly Wake-Me-Up," said Mr. Howe, with mild disdain.

" My dear Bedlowe, you have two qualities as a modern novel-writer which

are simply atrocious—I mean, plot and piety. The natural result of these

is popularity. But your popularity means nothing. You utterly neglect

analysis
"

" I despise analysis !

" '

" You entirely ignore style-

-.:t

" I express my thoughts without afiectation."

" Your characters are wholly devoid of subtlety —"

" I abhor subtlety !

"

" Yqu preach sermons
"

" Which everybody reads !

"

. ^
" You fail completely to represent your time

"

" My readers, who represent my time, don't agree with you."

" You end your books with marriages and christenings, in the most

absurdly old-fashioned way "

" I end a story as every story should end. Sensible people have a

sensible curiosity to know what becomes of hero aiid heroine."

" Curiosity is the vice of the vulgar novel-reader.' Psychological interest

is the one sole interest that should concern the more cultured mind. And

though you may sell your seventy thousand copies, I beg to assure you

that
"

" Had we not heard quite enough of that hot squabble 1 " said Kindelon

to Pauline, after he had pressed with her into other conversational regions,

beyond the assault and defense of these two inimical novelists.

" I rather enjoyed it," said Pauline.

" Thev would have presently dragged us into their argument," returned

Kindelon. It was just as well that we retired without committing our-

selves by an opinion. I should have sided with Howe, though I think him

an extremist."

"I know some of Mr. Bedlowe's novels," said Pauline. "They are

very popular in England. I thought them simply dire."

" And Howe is a real artist. He has a sort of cult here, though not

a large one. What he says is true enough, in the main. The modern

novelist dares not express his religious views, unless they be of the most

conventional and tame sort. And how few tine minds are there to-day

which are not rationalistic, unorthodox 1 A man like Bedlowe coins money

from his milk-and-water platitudes, while Howe must content himself with

the recognition of a small though devout circle. . .Did you meet the great

AmBrir..Ln dramatist, by the way 1 I mean M^. Osgood Paiseley. He is

standing over yonder near the mantel., that slender little man with the

abnormally massive head."

"Yes, I met him," returned Pauline. "He is coming this way."

" Have you any new dramatic work in preparation, Paiseley 1
" asked

Kindelon, as the gentleman who had just been mentioned now drew near

himself and Pauline.

" Yes," was Mr. Paisele/s reply. He spoke with a nasal tone and

without much grammatical punctilio. " I've got a piece on hand that I'm

doing for Mattie Molloy. Do you know her at all ? She does the song-

and-dance business with comedy variations, I think the piece'll be a go

;

it'll just suit her, I guess."

" Your last melodrama, ' The Brand of Cain,' was very successful,

was it not 1 " pursued Kindelon.

" Well," said Mr. Paisely, as he threw back an errant lock or two from

his great width of swollen-looking forehead, " I'm afraid it isn't going to

catch on so very well, after all. The piece is all right, but the company

can't play it. Cooke guys his part because he don't like it, and doesn't get

a hand on some of the strongest lines that have been put into any actor's

mouth for the past twenty years—fact ! as sure as you're born ! Moore

makes up horribly, and Kitty Vane is so overweighted that Miss Cowes, in a

straight little part of only a few lengths, gets away with her for two scenes ;

and Sanders is awfully preachy. If I could have had my own say about cast-

ing the piece, we'd hare turned away money for six weeks and made it a sure

thing for the road. I mean for the big towns, not the one-night places

;

it's got too many utility-people to make it pay there. But I shan't offer

anything more to the stock-theatres ; after this, I'm going to fit stars."

Pauline turned' a covertly puzzled look upon her companion. She

seemed to be hearing a new language. And yet, although the words wbre

all familiar enough, their collocation puzzled her.

" You think there is more profit, then, in fitting stars," said Kindelon,

" if there is less fame 1

"

, , „ ,

Mr. Paiseley laughed, with not a little ^itterness Oh, fame, ne

said, "is the infirmity of the young America^ dramatist. I -« 0"tg;°3

r I used to have it' But what's the use of fighting against France and

England in the stock-theatres \ Give me a fair show there and I <=»« draw

bigler money than Dennery or Sardou-don't you make any mistake !

But those foreign fellows are always crowding usnativ^out of New York.

The managers hem and smirk over our pieces and «»? *W/e go<^ «^3'
but they've got something that's running well at the Porte Sang Martang

or the Odeun in Paris. The best we can do is to have our P aysdone by

a scratch company at some second-rate house, or, if it's a fa^t-^lasf house,

they give us bad time. No, I fit travelling stars at so much cash down

and so much royalty afterward-that is, when I can't get a percentage on

the gross. I don't work any more for fame ; I want my dinner ...

.

_^

" Your friend takes a rather commercial view of the American stage,

said Pauline to Kindelon, after they had again moved onjvard.

" I am sorry to say that it is almost the only view taken by any of our

dramatists. Paiseley is thoroughly representative of ^"^ ^^^^
. ,.^^"y

would all like to writfe a fine play, but they near y "^ll '°^'^;
*^,^,ff

*'^8 °^

money their primary object. Now, I doTiot believe that the lust of gam

has ever been a foremost incentive in the production of any g-eat mental

achievement. Our novels and poems are to-day better t*^'^
""'^Pjj^^J

think, because they are written with a more artistic and a less monetary

Btimulus. The rewards of the successful playwright -^y -«-^/°^'^"^:

to him ; he always remembers that when he begins, and he usually begins

for the reason that he does remember \t...."
„vpnin2

Pauline had glimpses of not a few more indmduahties, that evening,

before she at length took her leave.
, ^ ,,. ,

, „„ .i,„^ ™«re heine
" Well, how have you enjoyed it % " asked Kindelon, as they were being

driven home together.
" I have not entirely enjoyed it," was the slow answer.

" You have been disappointed ?
"

|

"Yes " '
»

» But your purpose of the salon still remains good ?
"

" IndeL, it doeV! " she exclaimed, with eagerness^
nlre^Ws pro^-

work-I shall issue my invitations, in a few day^ Mrs. pares has prom

ised to supply me with a fuU list of names and addresses.

" And you will invite everybody V
^^

" Oh, by no means. I shall pick and choose.

"Be;are of calamity ! " said Kindelon. And his ^°''=«
J^f/" "J^^^

blending of the jocose aiid serious that she could ill guess whether he were

in earnest or not.

(To be Contvnued.)

teoted place. *«"^ "°'%°° ^Jf™' resBion just now in both ooantries is in hoBe
ever, remains that the seyereBt "fP""" , ':,.:_„ti. enforced, and conBequently it

*
^iS OTHERS SEE US.

The English Economist has an exhaustive article upon " The Condition of

Canada," in course of which the following remarks appear :—

It U in times Uke these t^at Protectionists Win to realise the^..t^^^^^^

boasted development of internal mdustnes ""^ P'^J*; '" J'^^ .*^a apart from agri-

Canada since 1379 has greatly developed her "'«'°»'
"^"b^XV peat mainstays, she

culture, cattle-breeding and l""""""?;
'^o °X ^d so forth These minufao-

has now her cotton mills, wooUen mills, I'onwor^
^terfereTe and to extort from

tones are placed in a position to k««P.»"»y '^^^ "e possible wTre British goods

Canadian consumers prices m exoesa of what wonia ""^P"™'" - ^ „ protection,

i^tted on e.iual terms. That Can-^ians as^nsum«s so5^r ^om
p^^^^_^ ^^

there can be Uttle doubt ;
whUe, as to their

8»^'","ro„raffinK The Canadian
cotton companies- stocHs dnring 1««^'« *^« '''"^d^Tm,"!?^5, and the Montreal
stock feU 62i per cent, in value daring the year ;

the Uundaa leu oo,

82i per cent, daring the same period.
„Kt..,iiv fillnn most- but the financial

Canadian manufacturing concerns have nndoubtedly alien mon out
^^^^ ^^^

estabUshments have also Baflere,l-the gmng ^J^^^'^^Z^TTome ot tb.

close of the year bemg rapid and "ontmuous H«re » a <» P
experienced by the

leading institntions of this »»'"«•-*
'*"°'*hg ^r January and December ; the

by the previous rise in values "O"''* b* ^ept up ^°ttaj»o^
^^^ j_^_

lieroially and financially, was maintained. But ^»^ „t^as a powerful lever to

riustraUa appears to be "--^"^'^-^^P'^^^Tdi" Aat fulc^r^m show signs

force up prices so long as credit held hrm, no """"/"^^ Although the depres-

of being overstrained than the
«»"»PVV.T„.^ oHhel^r^ilielailurl Ust of 1883

.ion showed itself mamly
»°'«'»%'^«"'7^i,°^e';^r755 stoppages, with M^

•ihibits a very distinct expansion. In 1882 there '"«
'';°!'^,JS igai. in 1883,

^V,139.0^1iabilities-showing some ,nc««e asoomp^^^^

however, the failed estates numbered 1,464, '^'l '?" "^^q j^ amount. In ManitobaL incriaseover 1882 being T09n number andJU 012 OOO - amoun^^

«ipe«ially. thedefalcaUons were heavy. The nati^^^^
„, isgs bemg

uon of 1880-1-2, now shows an "°™"'»''7 f '.^"°„^e„ge8 were »l,0OO,00O greate

&m. 12.000,000 less than those of 1«82 ^hde "»«"?;"'„«»
i^^J, 'the Government

and J ihowing the strain '^•»»^y Pl»««*
°^^nTo7»4 OW OoT in the Dominion at

Ur^ ."jL^^'o^y^tioro^-fo-urrMTU^ t.'^Ce ^-' "O"^^ ^-^ ^^

lo^ taken up eagerly at 3 or 3 per "f'-.'Jove P"- ^g^t^ ^ ma, b«

But in aU thia. «id more ''^«\"^''^3^„% present appearances, jnd.

Mid we are painting a picture. ''"?=^'j°''7"J'^_!^Som causes aparii from thoM
l»d.«l, upon Mtual figure., ha. ^^^^it. gloomy asp«*ft^ V ^^
..h.^; isigned. «id aiat •^"V"' *f« ''"X'^SSTlianitob. and tk. North-

Oanadian harvest of 1883 was deficient
, ">f

»»»?°?«^ l^ kx. dear to make that fact of

;^Snu not, r.ilro«i f«»Utie. ««"y«*iS^„''^"lf?imW trade h« .nil«.d

«a«h importanoa to the outside ""^^^^^^'^^^^ .nppUee of Swwliri* and

from the faU of prices m Europe, whe« theM M«in<nreasea vv
uk. Canada

^^^"^ timber offering^ Bej^d thU^^ top»«bl^^r '^^
.S p.««i h«-

ever, remains that the severe^, depres^oo ^u, ..-
-,--;;i;;;rconsequently it

channels wherein protection haa been ™™\""'""'-"J'
,.„aa.'B main road to wea th

U there the depreciation of capital is now
^«»'^f'j;„

™»
'i„°','^ei° markets as

Ues in pUcing t.^«
P-^"„<^,lt7^"''drthiruot^n!? mu" land be che%, but labour

dnctive description
,^ii„„ „f desDoodencv in Canada and in Manitoba,

Looking to the '«»««. t^«« "U^fXl of tS^Imerican Lumber Company, is a

which cannot be concealed here. Ihe 'aum^e « "^ ^^ _^ ^^ „ ^^,„^
matter •^'"'i"?,

»
^
'canI^"rXy ^d^'lan'^uS^' mlt^certainly c'^eck our

depremion m aU our Cani^ rs^way ^a ^ jti^^, ,he utmost importance
investments "> the colony and

^»'^^J'J™''p"^ifi„ K.ii^ay, ,haU be pushed on rapidly

that their g^«^\°»''°°;^.7*
'^^,^'°n„en° here withm the Uet few days, that the

towards completion. The ™»o»"
"=°^*°;„tiai financial aid to that undertaking than

Canadian Government will give ™o"'"°"™"",'
"..^jee have now taken shape— Sir

that involved in the 'oo^'^^^^-^^'^^'^^^ZL^L^^^l fntroducea resolution. -
John Macdo-'-J* l"*"-*' °"

'"o,tawJ which a^e of ver^ material importance. These
to the House of Commons at Ottawa wmcu are o, j

the company to the

resolutions defer for Bome years the paymen^ of »7.3^0.JU

State; 'l"l«. o^'''« "'^"^T' '„* Fu^ ^ the company for seven years at 3 per

000 out of the CoMolidatedJUv«nne Fu^d to tne ^ j ^ extinguish the

cent, interest. O'*''"
"f™"'^ »^;toVk of consteuction proceeds, ^s security for

fioating debt, and the
^^}^°^XTcZm)lniinUtent, the (iovemment receive a first

these sums, amonntmg to, say 'jO'^^''^*"
*°';'°Tt ^e same time, the 9.S5,0OO.00<1

Uen upon th. entire P™?*;^/. b/the^oTemmtnt «e tTb^mX available for the

in the company's ».^'"«" °°" ;^'i^^^i,* ^^oto It has become apparent that, for

Pr^'""^t"'^S"hoTo1TLmLon'guaiantre would have found favour

the time bemg, nothing suori oi a -
Mmoanv should be placed in a posi-

S^nT^ch •wSJ'erir iJ'Tot^l ^pp^tir 3".^arket, for aLnsiderable time _

to come.

* EVENINGS AT HOME. ^
. , ,

WOMEN OF SHAKSPBRE's TIME.

The changes of type which took place in the prominent female characters

of SlmTDer^'s plays as the poet passed from youth to manhood, and from
of ='^'^*Pf^ P,7

.j^^ maturityTwould form an interesting .subject for

^^ZtX- T^o^onal ^'omen of the early plays, if not turbulent
detailea stuuy.

deficient in delicacy of heart, in refinement of

and aggressive,
"^fj*'" ^f^'^^^Tiie bitellectiil women who stand by the

SroUhTse'tT'brigtttTclever but over-confident, forward, or defiant.

side of these are Drign
female forms-women whose

In the early *^^"4.P'Y^h^o^ hearts have been torn and crushed, who

'""^riTtrfi^c: '°ioVp-ionaTindigm.tion, a thirst for revenge,
are filled with fierce »rro,P

j^ % „f ^„jo„, Queen Elinor,

Just at ine mob"
entrance to the tragic period, appear types of

a: Z:t^r wihrd^Sulhed by somi single element of peculiar

?™„.^h T^ena. Isabella, Portia of Julius Oa-sar (type of perfect womanly
strength, Helena^^lsa^eiia,

^^^^ „f her sex) ; and over against

ther^'e'stSof fti^e incapacity, of ignobleness, Ophelia Gertrude
these are suiu

ai-aksDere at this time needed some one strong, out-

Cressida. It
l^'l^Z^F'^^il^iy himself by, and had lost his delight

standing «««"'='^*^''

'°J"^J^ «hkh suit^ui and brings us joy when
in the even harmony ot rf»««=*f «^^.T^"^. . h.ln Next follow'"'^'^r'^^nSrurlnrTnTp^uhar demaTd for help:-Next follow
we make no «'»8l«'"8^°;''''le invincible loyalty of wifehood ;

Cordelia,

the tragic figures
f«»J«™^;S"i^e ^ich are offered up and

the invincibe fibal W^'*y
'. ^Xh fall in the strife with evil, and

"K fXfacMe:eTe^ v Itoril of love ; and as these make the world
which falling achieve ^n?'"^

,

j^ strange and sorrowful, so over

SrrtrelTpSrtrl:t^7e;r;f Ufe, Lady Macbeth, and the

"°Cali?TshS^s^re's ktest plays appear upon the one handle
Finally, in anas P ^^ self-possessed, much enduring, free

fagnres of thvgreat ^^^'^^^^^ ^^ io„ of revenge. Queen
from self-partiality, unjust r ,

.^ -^^^ i^ji^h figures,

Katharine Hermione,^don^ he other h
^^ ^ ^ ^

an ideal light, '^"'l^J^^T^ ^ jj ^^ a distance has been traversed,

tenderiy. Mjranda Perdita^ How
p^ Katharine.

'rrire t\T^iS wollfha^ find coM, alid without s^ita-

Shakspere in his early P*™\ . •

., patience, reserve, and equUibrium

tlJ" ^t^o^lS; h'ereTpe'rlita. A death-bed gJrious with
of souL insteaa oi ^"T~~ • -^ j ^i a young girl's life, these are

a visionof ange^juidthe^exquuite d^^^^^^
^^^^ ^ ^^^,,

Art," by Edward Doteden, L.L.D.

ST^ JSt^lecW wUh^recent occurrence in the family history.

I
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The 'Hl&TcYi Atlantic Monthly o^am with two more chapters of Dr. S.

Weir Mitchell's fresh story, " In War Tijne." Mr. Crawford's " A Roman
yiffger" is in these chapters big with portent; one feels bitterly aggrieved
when he comes to the end of the instalment. " Drifting down Lost Creek"
is one of those admirable dialect stories for which the name of Mr. Charles
Egbert Craddock is becoming noted. An article just now of special interest

to Torontonians is Mr. Henry A. Clapp's paper on "Henry Irving."
Papers of value and interest are those on ' The Discovery of Peruvian
Bark,"—Henry M. Lyman ;

" Don John of Austria,"—Alexander Young;
"Texts and Translations of Hafiz,"—E. P. Evans ; and "The Journal of a
Hessian Baroness." A delightful story is E. D. R. Bianciardi's " A Pisan
Winter." From Mr. Richard Grant White we have more concerning
Mansfield Humphreys—the last of him, probably, as his fate is decided in
this paper. Holmes contributes a poem on " The Girdle of Friendship ;

"

the most striking verses of the number are those by Mr. H. C Bunner,
entitled, " The Way to Arcady."

Particularly apropot of his visit to this continent is an article on
" Henry Irving," by J. Ranken Towse, in the current Century. It is

headed by a capital wood-cut of the tragedian as " Hamlet," from the statue
by E. Onslow Ford. Helen Zimmern has a paper on " Count Von Moltke,"
which materially assists in the comprehension of the taciturn military
giant. Of the other topics, possibly Sarah Freeman Clarke's " Notes on the
Exile of Dante," will be most interesting. The illustrations, upon which
the success of this magazine so much depends, are well up to the average.

With the March issue. Outing and the Wheelman completes Vol. III.
The publishers announce that the forthcoming volume will be " the leading
illustrated magazine of the world devoted wholly to the literature and art
of out-of-doors."

BOOK NOTICES.

by Sarah Tytler.;
LiFB OF Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen

;

'^ Toronto : George Virtue, Adelaide Street, East.

Parts I. and II. of this work are just to hand. It is somewhat remark-
able that the first biography of the Queen should be published in Canada,
and that before the close of Her reign. At the same time the contention
of the talented author must be conceded :

" A biography written in the
lifetime of its object has certain advantages of familiarity with the sayings
and doings of the generation—with the very atmosphere around." Lord
Ronald Gower, F.8.A., has undertaken to edit the work, for which he is to
write an introduction. Without seeing this, and until we have had an
opportunity to read beyond the opening chapters, it would be precipitate

to offer an opinion upon the literary merits of the biography. Its typo-
graphical get-up is first class. It is not possible to say the same
of the illustrations; that of Her Majesty in Part I. does not bear the
faintest resemblance to its royal subject, and the engraving of the Prince
Consort in Part II. is scarcely better. The plates of Balmoral, the Albert
Memorial in Hyde Park, and the landing of Prince Albert at Dover are,

however, really good. The publishers announce that the " Life" will be
completed in fifteen parts, each of which will contain two steel engravings.

Aboriginal American Authors. By Daniel G. Brinton, A.M., M.D.
No. 115 South Seventh Street, Philadelphia.

This work is an enlargement of a paper upon the literary productions
of the American Aborigines, which was read by Dr. Brinton before the
CongrH International des Americanistea during its session in Copenhagen
in August last. Upon all the subjects connected with aboriginal American
literature, Dr, Brinton is the higheet^ authority i& America. This, iw he

the happy after-thought of their author, who at first had designated them
" Senilia,"—the fruits of his old age. Each tiny creation is perfect in itself

;

there is no suggestion of a . gathering together of chips and experimental
fragments from the workshop of the artist. Some of the compositions
hardly seem well fitted by the appellation of poems ; but if creative imagin-
ation, a vision definite and flawlessly clear, direct simplicity of utterance,
emotional intensity held in restraint, unity and symmetry of design, and
ever present consciousness of the supremacy of the spirit of beauty, of the
law of art, suffice to make a poem, then to most of them the name does
rightly apply. Where will one find idyls more exquisite than " The
Village," and " The Nymphs 1 " The latter may almost be set as the
final expression of that yearning toward the " glad Greeks " which goes
out continually from these self-conscious and self-sick days. We cannot
help feeling a certain kinship of Tourguineff's genius, as it finds expression
here to the spirit which reaches us and fertilizes .us through the work of
Maurice de Gudrin, unlike as were these two men in their major charac-
teristics. The prose-poems are so widely dissimilar in subject, in treat-

ment, and in fashion of mind, that it injures their effect to read them con-
tinuously. Their author himself said of them:—" The reader must not
skim over these poems in prose one after the other ; that would probably
tire him, and he would soon cast the book aside. But lei him read each

_ one separately,—one to-day, another to-morrow, and then perhaps one or
more of them may sink into his soul and bear fruit." Next to such a
limpid stream of loving description as " The Village," comes the naked
strength of the soul-appalling sketch called " The Old Woman," which
cannot be remembered without a shiver. Beside the titanic imagination,
the immeasurable calm, of the " Dialogue " between the Jungfrau and the
Finsteraarhorn, we find the biting sarcasm of " The Blockhead," or the
simple pathos of " Mascha.". Here is surely infinite variety, and almost
infinite riches in little room. The translation is for the most part unaf-
fected and direct, though here and there is a tendency to expansion, and
to a species of grandiloquence utterly foreign to Tourgu6neff''s style.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

IBVING'S TISIT.

observes, is a chapter in the general history of literature which has been
hitherto wholly neglected. Dr. Brinton says in his introduction :

" When
even a quite intelligent person hears about ' Aboriginal American litera-

ture,' he is very excusable for asking : What is meant by the term ? Where
is this literature 1 In fine, is there any such thing ] Indeed, it will be a
surprise to many to learn that any members of these rude tribes have mani-
fested either taste or talent for scholarly productions. All alike have
been regarded as savages, capable, at best, of but the most limited culture.
Such an opinion has been fostered by prejudices of race, by the jealousy of
caste, and in our own day by preconceived theories of evolution. That it

is erroneous can, I think, be easily shown." He goes on to prove the exist-
ence in the native mind of the literary faculty—instancing the vivid
imagination of the Indians, their love of omat« narrative, the resources of
their languages, and their facility in acquiring foreign languages. He
enumerates many highly creditable works that have been produced by
Indian writers, in English, Spanish, Latin, Aztec and Mayan. Chapter
3 treats of their narrative literature ; 4, Didactic ; 5, Oratorical ; 6, Poeti-
cal ; 7, Dramatic ; and in conclusion Dr. Brinton says that his object is

to engage in the preservation and publication of the work of native Ameri-
'

can authors the interest of scholarly men, of learned societies, of enlight-
ened governments, etc., throughout the Tiorld. He says : " The languages
of America, and the literary productions in those languages, have every
whit as high a claim on the attention of European scholars as have the
venerable documents of Chinese lore, the mysterious cylinders of Assyria,
or the painted and figured papyri of the Nilotic tombs."

PoBXS IN Prosb. » By Ivan Tourgn^neff. Boston : Cnpples, Upham & Co.

, The collective title of those small but brilliant scintillations from the
genius of him who may be truly calle'd the incarnate genius of Russia, is

Mr. Henry Irving and his company have come and gone. They received
what he himself described as " a right royal Canadian welcome." There
can be no question that for sheer adequacy in every particular which
goes to make up a perfect performance, nothing even approaching to that
of " The Merchant of Vanice," given last Friday, has ever been witnessed
in this city. The nearest approach to it was that of " Julius Csesar," at the
Royal Qpera House some years ago, with Messrs. Davenport, Lawrence
Barrett, F. B. Warde, and Collier in the principal parts. No play ever put
upon the stage lends itself more readily to legitimate spectacular and
ictorial devices than " The Merchant of Venice "

; and of this advantage
Mr. Irving's genius for stage management has availed itself to the
utmost.

If the setting was worthy of Shakspere's great dramatic poem, the
acting was no less so. From the most difficult parts down to the smallest
there was not one weak exponent. It is a pleasure of no common order
merely to hear the English language spoken as it is by the members of Mr.
Irving's company,—the voices of the men, rich, manly, and ringing ; those
of the women soft, sweet, and musical ;. and the elocution of both, clear,

simple, natural, and unforced. The only conspicuous offender in this {>ar-

ticular is Mr. Irving himself, his natural voice being somewhat heavy and
mufiled in tone, and his elocution at times verging on the fantastic.

The " Merchant of Venice " has been selected for special notice here
not because it was more perfectly presented than the other plays produced,
but because it was by far the finest given, and the only one which allowed
the stage management to display its immense resources, and gave the com-
pany an opportunity to show its full histrionic strength. The other plays
given were Mr. Lewis's " Bells," a dramatization of Erckmann and Chat-
rian's story of "The Polish Jew;" "The Belle's Stratagem," of Mrs.
Cowley, compressed into two acts ; Mr. W. G. WUls's " Charles I. ; " and
Casimir Delavigne's fine play, " Louis XL," as adapted into English by
that consummate master of stage business and dramatic dialogue, Mr. Dion
Boucicault Each and all of these were prod.uced with the same histrionic

power, the same careful regard to the minutest details, the same earnest
desire for truth in local and historic colour. In " The Bells," where the
scene is laid in the house of a burgomaster in Alsace in the beginning of
the present century, the qtiaint, old-fashioned furniture, the antiquated
box-stove with its rickety stove-pipe, and the general rather unlovely sur-

roundings sufficiently evinced the determination of the management not to

sacrifice truth and realism to mere stage glitter. Even in the other plays,
which allowed more scope for scenic display, there was the same manifest
desire not to step outside the path of nature, but to,give a faithful repre-
sentation of the reality.

Of Mr. Irving's acting so much has been written that there is little left

to say. Mannerisms he has, no doubt To his queer elocution at times,
there is added a curiously stilted gait. The actors, however, who have
been free from mannerisms are few in number ; and when the world gets
hold of that rare prise—a really great actor—it is only too glad to accept
him, mannerisms and all, to care to make very much out of trifling blem-
ishes. That Henry Irving is a great actor, those at least who saw his
Louii XI. can have no particle of doubt. A more terrible diapUy of
ghastly realism has surely never been witnessed on any stage. To make it

endurable the author apparently felt himself obliged to resort to the same
artifice as that adopted by Shakspere in his Riekard IIJ., that is, to lighten
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it up with flashes of grim humour. Here, at any rate, Mr. Irving s man-

nerisms totally disappear. Sfe completely is his identity sunk in that of

the character pourtrayed, that it is at first difficult to recognize the actor.

In place of a man of vigorous vitality in the prime of life, we have a poor,

feeble wretch, who, notwithstanding occasional flashes of pristine strength,

is tottering on the verge of the grave—a miserable creature, with blanched

face, sunken cheeks, toothless ; with bent back, Shrunken frame, and totter-

ing limbs ; the hands, even, attenuated and bony, with the fingers—at times

of momentary doubt—lifted to scratch the right temple or cheek, and—at

other times, when some specially diabolical piece of cruelty is being

hatched—spread out like the claws of a vulture. The voice and manner

of speech also are changed. Instead of being slow and measured, they are

now quick, irriUble, waspish, or brief with epigrammatic gibe. The inner

character of the man is pourtrayed with a verisimilitude equally startling.

His utter selfishness, his duplicity, his low cunning, his suspicion of every

one around him—even of his own son—his craven fear of death, Ijis

grovelling superstition, his loathsome cruelty and still morn loathsome

hypocrisy, his spasms of semi-maniacal terror when confronted by his dread

enemy, De Nemours, dagger in hand ; all these and more, together with

the final death-scene, combine to make up a characterization which, for

fearful and appalling realism and power, has certainly never been matched

on the Toronto stage. And what makes the impersonation still more wonder-

ful is, that there is a vein of kingly majesty running through it all, which

never lets the spectator forget that the man before him is the monarch of

a great kingdom.
. .

Next to Louia XI. the part most characteristic of -Mr. Irving is Mat-

thias in "The Bells." Unlike Louis XL, however, of whom so complete

and striking a portrait is given by Casimir Delavigne (and by Scott, also, in

" Quentin Durward "), Matthias is not a man individualized, so much as a

personification of one particular emotion—criminal fear. Besides this,

only one other quality goes to make up the charaqter—love for his wife

and daughter. It is in the final act, with its harrowing dream, the shock

of which brings about the death of Matthias, that Mr. Irving finds his ^

opportunity, and it is needless to say that he makes the most of it The

power displayed here is so striking that the less obvious but more subtle

artistic touches which characterize the two earlier acts have hardly received

the recognition which they deserve. The eager, half-fearful way—to give

but a single illustration—in which, while alone, he counts over the money

which is to form his daughter's dowry, gives a quite thrilling impression

of the vague, ever-haunting terror with which the man's mind is possessed.

The effect produced here and at other points in these two acts is precisely

the same in kind as that produced by Poe in his weird stories, notably in

" the Fall of the House of Usher," and in an inferior degree by Wilkie

Collins in the eariier and better days which gave us his "Woman in

White."
, J .

Mr. Irving's impersonation of Shylock, though noble and impressive,

especiaUy in the trial scene, is not very strikingly superior to others which

have been witnessed ; and his Charles /., while regal, dignified, and pa

thetic, is hampered by the circumstance that the character is by no means

strong in a dramatic sense. The author, in spite of his courageous efforts,

and his perversions of history, has found it impossible to galvanize the

weak and perfidious Stuart into a hero. The pathos, even, of the King's

final parting from his children is considerably mitigated by the recollection

that, in the persons of Charles II. and James II., they turned out to be

about the most worthless sovereigns that ever sat upon the English throne.

Of Mr. Irving's company we have already intimated our opinion that

it is by far the finest that has ever visited Toronto. Miss Ellen Terry, the

leading lady, is altogether the most delightful actress we have had here

since Neilson was last among us. She does not possess quite the same

emotional and tragic force as her dead rival, but in brilliant comedy she is

fully her peer. In Portia she had a noble part, and it was worthily filled.

No figure brighter or more beautiful has ever flitted across our stage. In

Quetm Henrietta and Letitia Hardy she was equally good, though of course

in different ways. Of the rest of the support it is possible to particularize

only two or three of the more important Mr. Terris was superb both as

Bassanio and as D« Nernours. In the latter character, the fearful scene

with the king was acted by him with such magnificent power as fairly to

carry the house off its feet, and, he was twice recalled after the fall of the

curtoin The Antonio of Mr. Wenmail and the Prince of Morocco of Mr.

Mead were equally fine ; and Mr. Tyars gave a very vigorous and natural

rendering of Cromwell ; and as President of the Court in the dream scene

of " The Bells," when impeaching the miserable Matthias, his solemn tones

reverberated through the Court as though they had been the voice of

doom.

Miss Tbbby had her first toboggan ride at the Toronto Tobogganning

Club's weekly meet on Saturday last, and expressed herself delighted with

the experience.

Madamb Modjbska will not play in America next season. .She is

booked to sail to Europe in June. Her engagements there cover a period

of two years, and take her as far as St Petersburg.

"Pbikobss Ida" is not^an unqualified success in New York. The

critics are divided as to its merits, the general opinion being unfavourable

that it does not sustain the reputation of its joint composers.

Hbhbt Ibvinq's^wo sons have been distinguishing themselves at Leigh

VicAiage, Tunbridge, in tableaux and recitations, particularly in the

" S<^ool for Scandal." Henry playing Joseph Surfact, and his brother

Lawrence Charles Sur/ae«, both showing talent, which evidently " runs in

the family."

At the Toronto College of Music on Friday evening, Mr. J. Davenport

Kerrison gave his second lecture, which dealt with Hayden and Mozart.

The lecture was particularly interesting, and received illustrations when

necessary by the aid of the piano. After the lecture Mr. Kerrison played

the first sonatas of Haydn, and from Mozart the Symphony in G minor.

Especially fine was his rendering of this beautiful symphony, and the

exquisite sonatas two And four. The next lecture will be upon Beethoven.

Mr. Dion Boucicault met with flattering receptions and, what is

more to to the point, full houses on his three days visit to the Toronto

Grand Opera House last week. Mr. Boucicault has been so long before

the public th»t this was not wonderful, though probably the announce-

ment that his daugher Miss Nina Boucicault was to play " Moya " to her

father's " Conn " was the means of drawing many to see " The Shaugh-

raun " again. Seeing that Miss Boucicault only recently made her dehut

at the Louisville Opera House, it would be manifestly unfair to pass any

opinion upon her as an actress, and it will be sufficient only to wish her

every success i^ her profession.

Thb concert given by the Toronto Quartette Club on Thursday evening

last, at the rooms of Messrs. Mason & Risch, was a treat to lovers of fine

miwic. The Beethoven quartetto in E-flat major, was executed with

brilliancy and expression. Sympathetic and delicate was the rendering of

the D minor quartetto of Schubert. Mrs. Petley's singing of Schubert's

appealing " Ave Maria " cannot be too much commended. Her voice was

exquisitely rich and pure in tone, her interpretation was faithful, her vocal-

izing artistic. In the more unimpassioned music of " The Violet," both

her voice and her rendering were much less effective. _ Mr. Jacobsen's violin

solo displayed fine technical skill, and was received enthusiastically. In

the earlier part of it he was a trifle defective in his management of the

upper notes of the highest string, which lacked precision and acquired a

slight bluntness of tone.

^^^ LITERARY GOSSIP.

The leading British reviews and quarterlies are all to be regularly re-

printed in this country by the Leonard Scott Publishing Company.

Among mementos left by Wendell Phillips are two canes formerly

carried, one by Charles Sumner and the other by Daniel O'Connell.

Brissley Richards is engaged on an answer to " John Bull and His

Island." He gives a description of France and a characterization of its

people.

The British Museum possesses the only authentic manuscript of

Raphael, the manuscript being a sonnet written on a sheet containing

sketches for some of the figures in the " Dispute of the Sacrament," which

was painted in the Vatican about the year 1508.

We believe that we may count on a new volume of poems from Mr.

Brownin" this season. It will probably be of the same size as his late

volumes-^" Jocoseria," "Dramatic Idyls," etc.—but will differ from these m
being a continuous poem, though in separate short flights.

The publication of a new weekly, to be named Exchange and Mart is

contemplated by a lady in Toronto. It is intended to run it on similar

lines to the London Bazaar, as a medium for exchanging or selling articles

for which subscribers to the new venture have no further use or need.

Boston has now another new weekly journal, edited by Howard M.

Ticknor, and published and managed by Cyrus A. Page. It is caUed Th^

Beacon, and will be devoted to literature in that comprehensive sense which

includes personal paragraphs, art news, literary intelligence, sermons, satiri-

cal cartoons. February 16 is the date of the first publication.

It is known that George Crtfikshank was engaged for years before his

death on his autobiography, for the illustration of whiA he executed no

less than fifty etchings on glass. . This interesting mass of material was

entrusted to Dr. Richardson of London, to give to the world m a complete

form ; but it is said that " pressure of business " prevents that gentleman

from executing the task, and there is considerable feeling shown by Cruik-

shank's friends on the subject

Suggested, no doubt, by Messrs Blackwood & Sons enterprise, " Ancient

Classics for English Readers," the Messrs. Trubner, of London, are about

to issue a series of volumes illustrating the literatures of the principal

nations of the East, under the general title of " Eastern Classics for

Western Readers." The first series will be devoted to Indian Literature,

under the editorship of a well-known Sanskrit scholar, and will consist of

manuals of. The Veda, The Drama, The Fable, Proverbs, Lyncsand Epic&

The second series, if the first be successful, is to deal with Asiatic and

Russian, and the third, with Chinese and Japanese literature. The price

of each volume, it is announced, is not to exceed five shillings sterling.

Thb Springfield Republican says: "One of Matthew Arnold's

unexpected remarks in this country was that he had not learned enough

of America to write a book about it. He has changed his mind, and word

is cabled from London that he will publish his ' Impressions of America '

along with the lectures which he delivered here. His publishers might

append this rhyme from Punch to the lecturer's remarks about the saving

qualities of the ' remnant '
:

—

" Who shall be sure that he's in this minority?

So that he's tnily among the elect.

Let him dissent from all men in authority,

Soofflng at everything others rmpeot.

That's how the sthieal trick can ba dons

—

Matthaw's minority's just Nnmber 0ns !

"
-d»^.
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ONTARIO INDUSTRIAL LOAN AND INVESTMENT CO.i

Xjl2r£xa7S3r>.

The third annual general meeting of the Shareholders of this Company was held

at its offices ou Thursday, the 2l8t day of February, at one o'elook, p.m. The Presi-

dent, David Blain, Esq., occupied the chair, and Mr. J. Gormley, the Managing
Director, acted as Secretary. There were present also a.large number of Shareholders
both from the country and city. The President read the following

KEPOBT.

To the SharehoI4ert of tlie Ontario Induatrial TjOan and Inventment Company

:

The Directors beg to submit for yonr information the following report of the busi-

ness of the Company for the year ending 31st December, 1883, with the financial state,

ments, duly audited. The subscribed capital at that date amounted to S47'2,9OO.0O, on
wiiich had been paid 9220.796.22 : the balance of the authorized capital still unsub-
scribed (827,100) represents that portion of the allotment made at the close of last year,

which, not having been taken up within the prescribed time, reverted to the Company.
The item of S'218,977.35 representn the amount actually invested in real estate, inclu-

sive of S20,000 already expended on the Arcade Building ; the item of 972,394.17 men-
tioned in the Balance Sheet represents loans made by the Company on real estate

mortgages, showing an increase over the amount so invested at 31st December, 1882,

of 926,353.53 ; the item of :$'28,R91.3i> represents loans made on personal security

additionally secured by collaterals. The real estate ami other securities of the Com-
pany have been carefully inspected and examined by a special committee appointed for

that purpose. Beference to the " Profit and Loss " account will show the net profits

for the year (after deducting the expenses of management) to have been 924,179.05,

out of which two half-yearly dividends, at the rate of eight per cent, per annum, have
been declared, amounting to 916,327.02. The Directors recommend the placing of

97,(X)0 to the " Beserve Fund," and the carrying forward of the balance to the credit of

Profit and Loss Account. The profits on sales of real estate as shown amount to

913..309. (>0; this, while not quite realizing the anticipations of the Directors formed at

the beginning of the year, may (taking into consideration the almost universal inactivity

of the real estate market) be considered satisfactory. Although for a while unavoid-
ably delayed, building operations on the " Arcade " are now progressing favourably.

Numerous applications for accommodation have been received, and the prospects of the
success of the enterprise are most encouraging.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
D. BLAIN,fPre«d«a.

J. GORMLEY, Managing Director.

The following statements were also laid before the meeting :

—

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.

LUBILITIKS.
Capital Stock paid np t2ao,796 22
Deposits 64,332 81
Sundry accounts payable 806 75
Dividend No. 5, payable 2nd January, 1884 8,B63 64
Reserve fund, as at 1st .Tanuary, 1883 (aOiOOC 00
Added this year '. 7,000 00

27,000 00
Profit and loss account, cairied forward 2,783 62

«924,47S 04
ASSMTS.

Real estate •342,648 88
Less remaining on mortgage 126,671 53

213,977 as
Loans, mortgages : 72,3M 17
Loans, bills receivable, and collaterals 28,091 36
Interest accrued 1,617 93

102,603 4S
Cash in bank ». 6,376 41
Cash on hand ; , 128 74

6,504 16
Office furniture Ill 68
Sundry accounts and rents receivable ...„ 1,278 41

•324,475 04
PROFIT -VND LOSS ACCODNT.

, Dr.
To cost of management «..„".,„.,. .«. „ •4.231 30

Interest puid bank and depositors. ..,...,.„,„.„ 3,241 96
Net profits for year : (24,179 05
.\dd balance at credit from last year 1,931 59

«26,110 64

.Appropriated and proposed to be appropriated as follows:—

To Dividend No. 4, at 8 per cent, per annum, paid 3rd July. 1883 •7,663 SS .-

Dividend No. 5, at 8 per cent, per annum, payable 2nd Jan., 1884 8,663 64
.\dded to reserve fund 7,000 00
Carried forward to credit of profit and loss account 2,783 62

26,110 64

•33,580 80

By Balance at credit Ist January, 1883 , •3,447 SO
Less voted to President, Directors and Auditors 1,616 00____

•1,93159
Interest on investments, loans, real estate, rents, etc 16,800 27
Interest accrued '.t'..'.' ^, 1,479 43
Profits on sales of real estate 13,309 60

•3S/i80 80
AuDiTOBa' Bkport.

We hereby certify that we have audited the books of the company for the year
ending Slst December, 1883, and finJ the above statements to be correet as shown
thereby. We have also examined the seenritiea and voaohers relating .thereto, and
have found them in good order.

Chaiil»« B. Pitbt, ) . ...

Toronto, 12th February, 1884. Johk Paio», f
Au<Mor$.

The President, in moving the adoption of the report, gave a short remme of the
business of the company and its oontinned snoeess since it* organisation.

Mr. E. H. Duggan, the First Vice-President, seconded the resolation, and briefly

referred to the investments of the Company, notably the Areade.
The motion was carried nuanimoosly.
The nsnal vote of thanks having been passed to the president, direoton and man-

gment, the meeting proceeded to elect ten direotors to serve for the ensning yaar.
At the close of the poll the sorutineers, Messrs. L. Bolster and W. H. Bm(, de-

clared the following gentlemen elected:—D. Blain, Esq.; E. H. Doggan Esq.: Jas.

Lan^ftafl, Esq., M. D. ; C. B. Bobinson, Esq. ; James Bobinson, Esq. ; John Hame,
Bsq. ; John J. Cook, Esq. ; A. MeliMm Howard, Esq. ; Alfred Baksr, Esq., H.A., and
James Oormley, Esq. The meeting than adjoomed.

At a subsequent meeting of the Board David Blain, Esq., wm ra-alaota Pntidont,
and E. H> Doggan, £s^., and^aa, Tiangitafl, Esq., M.D., Vie«.Pr««daata,

BRITISH AMERICAN ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The annual general meeting of the shareholders of this company was held in the

company's ofBces, Front street, on Wednesday, the 20th inst., the Governor, Mr.
Morison in the ehair. Present: Messrs. J. Morison, H. B. Forbes. H. S. Northrop,

John Lvman. T. B.Wood, John Levs.^Jeorge Bovd, J. Y. Reid, W. J. MacDonell,

W. 8. iiee, E. H. Bntherford, C. C. Baines, A. Meyers, Barlow Cumberland, G. M.
Kinghorn, Rev. J. Douse, S. J. Vankoughnet, 0. Gilpin, Alexander Mills, Dr. H.
Bobinson, Alexander Smith, W. A. Sims, and others. Mr. W. J. Frederick acted as

secretary. Minutes of last meeting were confirmed; The annual report and statement

were read by the secretary.
REPORT.

The Directors beg to submit the annual statement of this Company's assets and
liabilitiei>, ending the 3l8t December. 1883. The Directors regret that the business

has not been more profitable. The shareholders will not fail to observe that during
the past year business of fire and marine insurance in Canada and the United States

has not: been satisfactory. The aggregate loss^ambng the varions e(impa|ta|^in flre

alone, in these countries, has been estimated at over (103) one hnndrednQr^three
million dollars, a far greater waste-ratio than has occurred for years. ' The Directors

are assured the stockholders will share with them the pleasure they feel to know that

this company's liabilities with English companies, under certain treaties in Europe
and other foreign countries, have been greatly reduced. The Direotors look with con-

fidence for a more satisfactory business for the year just entered upon, on account of

increased rates having been established in many parts of the country.

AU of which is respectfully submitted.
, J. Morison, Governor.

ToBOKTO, 20th Febnrary, 1884. Silas P. Wood, Secretary.

STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIARHjITIES AT THE 31ST DECEMBER, 1883.

Cash in hand and in banks 939,547 90
Debentures and mortgage on real estate 67,39-5 58
Bills receivable 17,874 22
Agents' balances i. 59,191 87
Real EsUte 90,000 00
Bank and other dividends paying stock 81.270 20
United iStates bonds and special deposits , ^ . .

.

756,620 89

Office furniture., 11,590 44

91,123,491 00
LiaBIUTDIS.

Capital stock $500,000 00
Lossee under adjustment 116,557 40
Dividend No. 79 (balance) : 2,455 3;i

•' " 80 :

'->>--r-
25,000 00

Snndry accounts payable .~^',~. '.'*":.> 7,943 44
Balance ' 471,624 83

91.123,491 00
PROFIT AND LOSS.

Fire losses 4fc... :...:. 9368,814 58
Marine losses 46,197 43
Commission and charges 257,000 26
Re-assurance 65 269 78
Unsettled losse 110,717 40
Balance ., ll,-238 52

9859,297 97

Premiums received—Fire Department 9718,245 52
Permiums received—Marine , 86,931 99
Interest on investments 40,717 48
Increase in value of investments 11,888 11

Bent account 1,514 87

•859,297 97
SUBPLDS FUND.

Dividend No. 79 925,000 00
No. 80 25,000 00

Balance 471,524 83

•521,524 83

Balance from last statement •SI 0,286 31

Profit and loss 11,238 52

' ' •531,524 83
RE-IN8UBANCE LIABnjTY.

Balance at credit of surplus fund $471,524 83
Beserve to re-insnre outstanding risks 298,333 37

I^et surplus over all liabilities {173,191 46

AUDITOBS' REPORT.

To the Directort of the British America Assurance Company :

Oentlemin—We beg to report that we have carefully audited the books and ac-

count* of the Company np to and including the thirty-first of December last. The
vouchers and securities have also been examined and found to agree with the state-

ment, and balance hereto annexed.
B. B. Cathboh, R. C. Fitzoikau}, Auditon.

Toronto, Feb. 15th, 1884.

Moved by the Governor, seeoned by Deputy-Governor, " That the report now read

be adopted and printed for distribution among the shareholders." Carried.

Moved by Mr. E. H. Bntherford, seconded by Mr. W. J. Maodonell, "That the

thanks of the shareholders are due, and are hereby tendered to the Governor, Deputy-
Governor, and Director* of this Company for their attention to the^interests of the
Company during the past year." Carried.

Moved by Mr. John Lyman, seeoned by Mr. A. Meyers :
" That Messrs. W. S.

Lee, W. J. Maedonell, and C. 0. Baines be appointed sorutineers for taking the ballot

for directors to serve during the ensning year, and that the poll be closed as soon as

five minntes shall have dapsed without a vote being taken." Carried.

The following is the soratineers report

:

We, the undersigned serutineers, appointed at the annual meeting of the British

America Assurance Company, on the twentieth day of February, 1884, declare the fol-

lowing gentlemen unanimously elected Directors : Messrs. John Morrison, H. B. Forb«a,

Hon. Wm. Caylay, H. S. Northrop, Geo. Boyd, J. Y. Reid, John Leys, Henry Taylor,

and G. H. Kinghorn.
Wauxb S. Lib, C. C. Baihis, W. J. MACooasLi., Scrutineer:

Hovsd by Mr. Barlow Cumberland, ssoonded by S. J. Vankonghiist : " That the
thanks of the shareholders be presented to the serutineers, and that they be paid the
mm ol fly* doOaia aaeh." The mtating then adjourned.

At a meeting lA the board, Mr. John Morison was re-elected Governor, an4
llr. H. B. Forbw Deputy-Governor.
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International Throat and Lung

Institute,
For the treatment of Asthma, Bronchitis,

Catarrh, Larynijitia and Consumption in the

first and second stages, and all diseases of the

nose, throat and lungs bv the aid of the Spiro-

meter, invented by Dr. M. Souvielle, of Paris,

ex-aide snrgeon of the French army.
Head Office : London. Enfdand. Branches

:

Montreal, Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Win-
nipeg.
Physicians and sufferers can try the Spiro-

meter free. Consultation free. If unable to

call personally and be examined, write for

list of questions and copy of International

News, published monthly. .

Addrrss :

173 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,
OR

tSPBILLIPSP fiqVARE, MaSTRBAI^

NORTH AMERICAJ5T
LIFE ASSURAIN^CE CO.

(IKCORPOaATED BT SPECIAL ACT OF DOMIMIOH PARLIAMEST.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO.

p'reHdmt—Hoji. A. Mackenzie. M.P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canwia.

Viee-Prtsidmta—Uoi). A. Morbis, M.P.P., and John L. Blaikte, fcsQ.

Issues all approved forms of Life Policies and Annuities, and its specially favourable To»-

TlNEand«EMi-'roNTlNElNvE8T>CENT Policies. j<„„ *i,. „.„t«„Hr,n n< Tn
Its Commercial Endowment Policy meets the wants of those ne«»^g the Proteetirai of In-

surance only, avoiding the uncertainties of the Co-operative plan and the overpayments ol

thaordinary system. ^ ^, _. . . , .AaenU »»«««e4 ! nre^rmwBted dialrirte. Apply to

Vrjt. BIcCAllK, T»rnnl», Managing Director.

STEWABT & SON. (Latb STEWABT
4 STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offlceit—^ri AiUlaide St. East, Tornntn.

WJi. STEWART. WM. H. STEWART.

Tt)HN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to « p.m.; Sun-

day, 9 to 10 a.m. : 5 to 8.30 pm.
396 * 388 JaBVIS StBEBT.

GEO. MacDONALD,

Babbistbr, Soucitob, Etc.

OFFICES :

—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

OMITH, SMITH & RAE,

Baaristers, Sollcitdrs, etc.,

TORONTO, CAN.iDA.

Labbatt W. Smith, D.C.L. James P. Smith.
Oao. M. Rab.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE. -

upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A reliat^for cultivation of from Sl.M to «3.50 per acre, according to price paid t.ir

the land, allbwed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

"Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVJUD SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e.. the od.l numbered Sections within one mile of the Railyva.y, are

now offeree fer sale on ailvantageous terms, to parties prepared to nndertake their imme-

diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment:
Purohaeers may nay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at SIX PER CENT, per annum, payable in advance.

Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey

ance at time of purchase, if payment is maile in full.

Payments may be ma.le in LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be ace^Pt^' :''.'«"

per cent, prsmi.un on their par value and accrued mterest. These B.inds can be obtaine.l

on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with Tespect

to the purchase of Lands, apply to JOHN H. MoTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-

peg, fey order of the Board.
CHIARI.BS »BIWKWATKB,

Montreal, January, 18M. Secretary.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

From ths Mail (Con.) Dec. 15.

Catarrh is a tnnco-purulent discharge caused
by the presence and development of the
vef^etable parasite annfiba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of tihe nose. This parasite is

only developed under favourable circnm-
Rtancea, and these are:—Morbid state nf the

Mood, fts th« blighted corpuscle of uhercle,

the Rerm poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-

mtea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleepint? apartments, and other
poirfons that are t,'*'rminftted in the blood.

These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane ol the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these Kerms, which spresjl up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or hack of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eu8ta.chiau tubes, causinir deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumptioa and --

death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this* distressing disease by the use

of inhalpnta and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatmftnts can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mncus tissue.

Some time since a well-known physician of

I

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in diacoveriug the necessary

I combination of ingredients which never fa,il

in absolutely and permanently eradicatinit

thit . jrrible disease, whether standing tor

one vear or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-

out delav, communicate with tne business
managers.

Messrs. A. H. PIXON A SON.
:W5 King St. West. Toronto, Canada.

an^l inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

BcuTlater, Solicitor, Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Money to Lend. Offlces~10 York Chambers,

No. 9 TOBOHTO Stbbbt, Tobobto.

-pAINLESS DENTISTRY.

Artiflclal Teeth, life-like in appearance an<l

perfect in eating and speaking. The painless

method includes hlling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dbntist,

266 Queen Street, East.

DR. JOHN HALL, Seub.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At hla old residence, .W RICHMOND ST. E.

Office hours:—9 to 10 a.m.: 2 to 4 p.m.; and
on Momlay and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to a ; Sunday, 5.30 to G.30 p.m.

C. McKINLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

121 Chitboh Stbut, - - Tobohto.

THE FEBRUARY

Magazine of American History
o

CONTENTS
I^NTispracE. Portrait of George W. Lane, Ute Prertdent of the New York Chamber of

Commerce. Prom a photograph.

OUB TWE.NTY-ONB PuBSlDBNTS. George Gary Eggleston. I. The First Ten-Washington to

Tyler Illustrations: Portrait (rarel of Washington-Portrait of .lohn Adams (executed

in London in n83)-Portrait of Jefferson- Portrait of Ma<lison-Portrait of Monroe-Por-

trait of .John Quincy Adams-Portrait of .lackson-Portrait of Van Buren-Portrait of

Harrison-Portrait o( John Tyler.

The Houses op the Monso BtnLDEns. Cyrus Thomas, Ph. D. With an Ulustration.

Tbibute to Geoboe W. L«je, late President of the New York Chamber of Commerce. Bev.

Charles H. Parkhurst, D.D.

The Gbiswold Family op Con.vecticct, I. Professor Edward E. Salisbury. An exhaustive

sketch-historical, biographical and genealogical-showing the part taken in pubUc affairs

by various members of this notable famUy during successive generations from the begin-

nings of settlement in Connecticut. Fresh information from English and other sources

adds greatly to the interest and value of the contribution. It wiU be complete<l in March.

OBIGISAI, DocoxESTS. Sir Henry Clintons Original Secret Record of PHoate Daily Intelli-

gence. Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addis Emmet. Introduction and Notes by Edward

EJJeLanoej. Cbaptet Y, iBeganinJ>otoberJ

WTulttheBev. E. B. .ffmenson. B.A..aCl4rriiy-

man of the London Confertmce of the Metho.
dist Church of Canada, ha^ to say in reqatd
to A. S. Dixon <t 3on*s Ne^o Treatment for

Catarrh.

Oakland, Out.. Canada, March IT, '83.

Messrs. A. B. Dixon <» Son :

Deab Sms,—Yours of the 13th instant to

hand. It seems almost too good tobe true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, an«l I

thought I would require the three treatments,

but I feel fullv cureil by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to vou.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatment*, and
I shall gladly recommend yonr remedy to

of my ftiends who are sufferers.

Yours, with many thanks.

Rev. E. B. Stbvbssos.

T)CSSELL'S. 9 KIKG ST., WEST,
rt TORONTO, for

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES ft JEWELLEKT

T^ PEARSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 Kino Stbeet Wicst, - - Tobosto.

T OREIGHTON,
^

SOLICITOB, NOTARY PUBLIC,-- itc.,

5 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
Victoria Stbbbt - - Toronto.

DR. SINCLAIR, .r^

334 Jabvis Stbkbt.

MIDWIFERY, AND DISEASES OF
WOatBtr A SPECIALITT.

HGRACE F. ALLKINS, ARTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings eoplad a
specialty. Portraite of horses and dogs. OU
painting tanght on the system of the Boyal
Academy, London, England.

WA. niPEY,
•' Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

»71 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT, .

Ji^Bitimate* given on appU«ation, i

MIMOB Topics. Letter from Lyon Gardiner Tyler—Cavalry Fights with the Comanches.

Notes. A WaU Street Incident- Historic Silver—Funeral Expenses in the Olden Tunes-

Mrs. Volokert P. Douw.

QijEBiBS. Washington Buttons, illustrated—T>a Wolf—tr. S. Ensign.

Replies. Is it the First American Coin ?—Colonel David Crockett—Lafayette's Regrets.

Societies. New York Historical Society - Maine Historical Society - Buffalo Historical

Society—Wisconsin Historical Society—Rhode Island Historical Society—Chicago Histori-

cal Society— New England Historic, Genealogical Society — Massachusetts Historical

Society.

Boob Notices. 'Library of AborigUjal American Literature. No. lU. The Giiegiience. a

Comedy BaUet, edited by Dr. Brinton—The Lord is My Shepherd, the Twenty-third Psalm.

In Song and Sonnet, by Bev. Dr. Wm. C. Bicharda—Memorial of John Farmer, A.M., by

Le Bosquet—Archives of Maryland, editeil by \VilUam Hand Browne ^Maryland in the

Beginning, by Neill—Appleton's Guide to Mexico, by Conkllflg—Autobiography and Letters

of OrvUle Dewey, by Mary E. Dewey

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

Charges Moderate.

W^INDSOR HOUSE. COLBORNE.
COMMERCIJU. TRAVEUiRS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House has all the latest improvements.
Good Sample Rooms, e.xcelleut cuisine.

Terms, SI.DO per day.

Wm. Mu.es, Clerk. Albxbt Gebman, Mangr.

r
I
lOKONXaAGENCY FOT. THE SATTE"
1 of the Liirht-Runninj; "DOMESTIC,"
aud the Domestic Paper Fashions ; also sole
agency for Mu^rame Linen Threail. soft hnish-
ed Cotton 'Twine, and all materials used in
making Macrame Lace. Knitting, Wool,
Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sewing Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

..V W, BRAIN. 38 Yonge Street,

-The .\ndover Review.

" The matter furnished in this periodical is valuable for all time, as presenting historical

tacts not accessible in books of history. The iUustrations and papers are of the ftnest, and

the numbers during a year make two elegant bound volumes,"—T»« Indianapolis ./oumal.

"The Magasine of American History has eeased to be an experiment, and become a

necessity among the students of the history of early .American davs. Each number during

the vear 1HH;1 has been full of papers upon subjects of national and local interest, and not

these alone but papers of import to historical students in otner countries. It is well and
flnelv illustrated, and with deserved maintenance will be a repository which no student can

afford to overlook."—Jfsto England Historical and Genealogieal Bsgister, January, l^jM.

" It is an illustrated monthly wlUoh never fails to hold oar attention."

pendent.

-New Torkllnde-

FRASER * SONS,

'

(Late Notman & Frasar, Photographers
to the Queen. \

Portrait & Miniature Painters,

PaOTOORAPHEBS. ETC.

f. A. Eraser, B.C.A. J. A. Fraser, Jr.

A. G. Fraser. ^
,

ptHAHLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOB, CONVBYANCBB, Etc.

—; Office :—

.^' Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Ont.

oRION AND OTHER POEMS

Sold by newsdealers everytehen. Ttrmt, %S a year, or .50 cent* a tmmber.

PUBUCATION OFFICE, 30 UFAYETTE PUCE, NEW YORK CIH.

Chablis G. D. Roberts,

Square lamo. Clotb, $100.

J. B. UPPINCOTT A CO.,

Yra4 717 Market Street,

Philadelphia,

i^...:.^^.
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO CBVRCH BTBBET, TOBOIVTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.

Deposits received from Jl upwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 4J. 5

and 6 per cent No notice required for with-

drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

ksr HoNBT TO Loan ok MoBToaaE Sbcdbitt

Grand Trunk Railway.
ESTIBUSHBS ISn. 364 Yonge Street.

PREPARATION FORHARVARD OXFORD
and CAMB BIDGE (Eng.), and for Welles-

ley, Lady Margaret Hall and Oirton Colleges

for Women, by E. R. Humphbeys, LL.D., by

separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.

Vacancy for one pupil in place of one who
has just left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts:—1. Dr. Humphreys
has suocessfuUs prepared for Harvard, in 16

years, 131 candidates. 2. In each of the pre-

sent four classes there are members in Rood
standing prepared by him. 3. Five of his

former pupils will graduate next .June, all

creditably, one in High Honors. 4. During

the same period he has prepared for various

Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge 17

students. 5. And for other American and
English Colleges 25 in aU. Dr. H. gives les-

sons in 0]^ek and Latin composition and
criticism by correspondence.

For circular, address

E. B. HUMPHREYS, LL.D.,

129 West Chester Park, Boston, Mass.

February 25th, 1884.

IN FK'ESS.

CANADA
UNDKB THE

Administration of Lord Lome.

By J. E. COLLINS.,.

:AL80:

A MEMORIAL VOLUME
OF

Toronto's 50th Anniversary.

Bt rev. dr. SCADDING and JOHN
CHARLES DENT, E8(j.

Bold by Bubseription only. Agents wanted.

TENDERS ARE INVITED

FOB THE

SUPPLY OF COAL
FOB THK

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
for the season of 1S84, dellvererl as follows :—

Tons net*

At Black Bock, Buffalo, or eut Jida

of Suspension Bridge *^'9?9
At Detroit Junction "'922
At Jackson, Mich 2,000

At Sarnia (Pt. Edward), delivered in

yard 32,000

At D. & M. Slip. Detroit 18,000

At Port Stanley, Ont 1«.000

At Brockville, Ont., in Company's
yard, by water 20,000

At Port Hope, Ont., in Company's
yard, by water 7,500

At Waubausbene, Ont , in Company's
yard, or over vessel's side 7,500

Full particulars to be obtained on applica-

tion to D. McTaggart, Fuel Agent, O.T.B.,

Montreal.
j

Tenders to be in on or before 4th March,
1884. The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

JOSEPH HICK80N,
General Manager.

MoNTBEAi,, Jfeb. 7tb, 1884.

THE BOOKMART
A MAGAZINE OF LITERARY AND

LIBBARY INTELLIGENCE,

Devoted to the individnal interests of the
PnbUc in the

Purchase, Exchange, or Sale of Books

OLD, FINE. RARE, SCARCE AND
OUT-OF-THE-WAY.

BOTH AMERICAN AND FOREIGN,

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

I THE AXESICAjr^UTD TOBZiaH

BOOK TRADE JOURNAL
The Representative of the Second-hand

Bookdealer. 'The companion of book lovers

and book buyers. Establishing direct com-
munication between book buyers and sellers,

bringing a market to their doors from all

over the world.

Sample copies free on application.

ADDBESS BOOKHAST FUBLISUllia CO.,

PITTSBURGH, PA., U.S.A.

Snbseriptlon price. United States and Canada,
tl.OO; Foreign, 5s. per year.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPORIUM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers Just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsominind, Paper-

Hanging, Glazing. Ro-Olazing and Painting

done to order. Estimates given. A well

selected stock of Stationery. Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices, A call solicited.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND 00.,

AND

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

[FUBCABT 2eUi, 1884.

MUSI6 AND DRAIA.
Attractiont for the week eomrneneing

MONDAY, MAR. Srd.

TORONTO. _

GRAND OPERA HOUSE,

JOE MURPHY.
BIX NIGHTS AND SATURDAY MATINEE.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.

..Royal Bell Ringers of England.

ALL WEEK.

THE WEEK.
Single copies sold, and inbsoriptiona taken

by the following foreign agents

:

" l»ew Y«rk,

J. W. Bbbktako, 39 Union Sqawe,

E. P. DOTTOB 4 Co.

WINES, SPIRITS, etc., CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have onr very best

and prompt attention.

V-A-XTLTS :

10, 12, 14,16 & 18 King St, West,

TORONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

ROSE PUBLISHING CO'Y.,

TORONTO.

WEBSTER'S
UNABRIDGED.

In Sheep, Russia and Turke][jindin]|i.

CAPITAL, $S50,000.

JOHN R. BABBEB, President and Managing
Director.

CHAS. RIORDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Cdpplbs, Uphak a Co., Old Corner Book
Stand.

PkUa4clphia.

W. B. ZiiBiB, Comer 3rd and Walnut St,

Vhlctsc*.

Pinci & Smtdib, 122 Dearborn Street.

WaahlBSMH,
BaSHTASO & Co.

New Orleam.

G. F. Whabtob, 6 Carondelet Street,

It. y. Thokas.

Detiwit, mich.

JoairH Masbh, Detroit News Co.

A. J. Hawis, Seneca Street. '

Manufactures the following grades of paper: -

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Snper-Calendered),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVB
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

^ ACCOUNT BOOK PAEEBSi^

HISTORICO-SOGIOLOGIQAL

LECTURES.'

'A LIBRARY IN ITSELF.
f>tvim the latest edition with 118,000
IvCiX UTords, (3000 more than any

other English Dictionary.)

^Blosrraphlcsl Dictionarywhfch
'-

it contains gives brief facte con-

cerning 9700 noted persons.

I in niastratlona—3000 in num-
ber, (about three times as many
as (bund In any other Diet ry.)

THE STANDARD.
Welister is the Standard of the U. 8. Suinreine

Court and in the V. 8. OovH Prlntlns Office.

II has all along kept a leading place, and the

New Edition brings it fairly up to date.—ionooa
Timus, June, 1882.

No school in the Dominion, no teacher, and no

reader of the language, can afTord to be without

this monumental work.—Chnado Eduta'l JaxrrtaL

It has come to be recognised as the most use-

ftil existing "word-book" of the English lan-

guage, all over the world.—JT. T. Trihunt, IMS.

Specimen pages sent prepaid on application.

O. * C. MKBRLAM * CO., FubUsher*.
Bprinsflsild, M»ss., V. 8. A.

Business Edueation

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT TBI

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLoBKD CovBE Papebs, super-finlshed.

13-Apply at the Mffl for samples and prices.

Speeial sizes made to order,

CANADA SOAP & OILWORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

AnBiCAS ExcSAioa, 449 Strand ; B. F.

St«tbh8, 4 Tr»f»lg»r Square.

Pmrto,

Galiohahi's, 224 Roe de Bivoli.

Baasc.

Office ot the Nvova Antologia.

THE CRITIC!
a BiTiEW or

^ITSSATVRK, THE FINE ARX&r

SCIENCE, MUSIC, THE DRAMA.

J. L. * J. B. GiLDIB,

FKACnCAL BOOX-XXBPIira,

MEHTAL lUTHKETIO,
OOHMSBOIAL LAW.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the greatest saeeaH with

popils, and have receired the highest aooo.

miams from the leading bnsineia men.
For descriptive eatalogne, addresa

Thi Sbcbitabt,

TORONTO.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

lCANT7rA0TVaKBS Or TKB

"LILT ITHITE" FLOATOia SOAP,

QUSEirs awn psbfbctiok soap,

BHCOJBH HOTTLED lOAP,

Aim OmSB OSIiBBmATBD BBAJfDS OV

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

Fullins Soape,
Toilet Boapsi,

Ajalline Z>yesi.

Editobs.

COIfTBIBUTOBS.
H H BoT»BE!f, John Burroughs, F. Uarion

Crawford, Qeorge Wm. Curtis, Edward Eggle-

ston. Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, 0. B. Frothingfisum,

H H. Fnmess, Sidney Howard Gay, R. W.
GUder, Edmund W. Qosse, W. B. Griffls, E. B.

Halo, Joel C. Harris. " H. H," Dr O W.
Holmes, Julia Ward Howe, D. G. Mitatosll,

Rev Dr: R. H. Newton, W. J. Bolfe, Dr. Philip

Sefaaft E. C. Stedmau, R. H. Stoddard, Prof.

W G Sumner, Edith M. Thomas, Charles

Dudley Warner, Walt Whitman, Prof. W. D.

Whitney, Prof. C. A. loung.

Bingla Copies, 10 cents ; 83 a year, in advanee.

iO Lafayette Plaoa, New York.

TO SUBSCBIBEBS t

SMND FOB PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soaip and Oil Work*,

OiBoa: Worits

:

70 FMirr St, EaaT,
|
.^Dmai Stskr,

TOBOKTO.

Those wishing to teep their oopies of Thb
Wbbx In good condMon, and have them on
hand tor reterenca, slioald nss a Biodar. we
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 7S Cents. Postage prepud.

These Binders hale been made ezpnaaly
for Thb Wbbz, and an ot the best mannfaa-
tnra. The papers oan be plaasd la the Blsdar
Tsak by weak, thns keepliic the Ilia oomylata.

Omen or Thb Wbe,
Jotdaa Sttaat, TaroBlo.
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$3.00 p«r Annntn

7Z~7r~ Tarmto. Thursday, March 6th, 1884. smgi. coptaB^7c«nt8^
Vol" Is* No, 14. ' —'-=̂ —' ^

Si09 of 'the McCarthy Act if the question of its validity were referred

TOKOS OF ThbWmk : ^^
to it is^ 08 yet a matter of opinion, and in the present state of

Oo«TBiBtrr.D ARTioi,«s ....^.^ ZZ.r.r.'.'.Zr.iBv.fa..id«-. confusion the liquor traffic and jurisdiction must remain until at leant one

. ^V^^fri^^gHiiii^^ii^^ otherdecisionisgivenonthesubjectbytiiehighestcourtofcolonialjuris-

- S: ^^Si'7Que'siin'^S!^R'^M" ^Progress -"r-f^. ^^fti^Z. ^^^ The point has also been raised whether the Scott Act, m requiring

?S?^^Si:::::Vr:::=:V:.::::r::::::r:r;
^'^'-

^„^i,ip^i ^^^^^ to perform certain duties under threat of a heavy penalty,

CoifflBSPo™.»oB • 7 :

^,, is not itself beyond the competence of the Dominion Parliament. This

LrrBBAxn™ „.......;„...:...;::.:.......:™:~« ^^-^^i^."" question was not raised in, the previous Usue over the Domini(m permuwive
,

The Adventures Ota Widow - ^^^
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ interesting situation would result from the refusal of some

SPOBTiNO NM-. AT Ho« ANi, ABBOAD ,
••••

^ municipal clerk to furnish a copy of the voters' Ust for the purpose of

HBB MAjBeTT-s BOOB -

ZZIIZZ-. ~ Ml voting on a Scott Act by-Uw.
BooxNonoBS :

•••"

. . i. t
I,OT.A.T Qos«p

••'

Thr news that the so-called rebels in the Soudan have received a check

.rr=^=^=- has been heartily welcomed. The British troops under General Graham

i; h e ^ e e k t encountered the enemy in force near Fort Baker, and
f
« --« ^""^^^ •*

• ,,,,,,„ severe fighting, utterly routed them, inflicting a loss of about 1,000 as

AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE. POLITICS, AND CRITICISM.
^ 8^^^ 6^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ English side. The

TBB«a.-On. year, »3.00 ; eight months, .2.00; four mon^. tl.OO. Subseriptlons payable
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^ ^„<.h severer test than m some recent

in adKMux. .onnUed Dostaie prepaid, on terms foUowing:- , ^^ jj^g enemy fought desperately, fanatically, hurling themselves

oJl^^J^.?'^'^SS£F^^^'^^^- ^ ••'*« "^ -^"^ " -^-^ ITL^Z the nUnders. But of course t^e undisciplined hordes

--lr£:^r^rre^:«^^^^^ :e:;,wress against L squares of trained troops. ,Baker F^ha was

5lj!SrpSSS."r3on*fofa^.hVrM77
•

J^^^^^ wounSed in the face by a shell splinter ; Colonel Bumaby, on the otiier

'*^- '-'^-
'll^'"^^

*°^°'^°^- """"^
3'^of"on^derable assistfnce to British arms in Egypt and General

NOTICE TO C0NTBIBUT0B8. Gordon in particular. The revolt must, however, soon collapse, EI Madhi

'

Ancontrihations^ouidbe^d^j^at^theEd^^^^^^ having no resources to fall backjipon^

^^:^S^I^SSSiC-kj^^£'^^^.^^^^^ TH. result of Mr. W. T. Marriott's appeal .. his Liberal constituents in

a« »ad. us. ot =„==^=— UHiditon. England, after delivering a fierce attack upon the P -'.emmeiiti.

Tthl doings of tiie Ontario Parliament. With tiie people of the Province ism as against Badicahsm.

however, those of the Local House ought to count for somethmg. If
™„ .j^thirsty "patriots" who promiscuously murder men, women

the Ottawa Government are to continue to make " ducks and drakes of

/j^™7^J^^Ird attempts to coerce the British Government have

D:minion interests, the Ontario administration and the

J'°-fJ^^^;;- ^J^tlThtit long Ust'of crimes committed in the nameof Irish

lature may, ere long, be all in all to the Province. Should that fate ov^
^'^te^de-r An infemd machine was discovered in the cloak-room of

take us, though we may not see politics broaden into sUtesmanship, we ^-^-^ ^^^^.^^ „^ s,,„^,y ^hich, if it had answered the

hope ^e may find party ardour in some -—^'« "^^^^^f J^^l pur^se li its depositors, might have kiUed hundreds of inno-

bv^Lrty discretion. The Provincial administration, though it has deter- '*««°»^/^P'^P
j^^ -^ "1^^,^^^ i, one of the most-used in the metro-

'Zr^BW to be brilliant, has evidently
^^^X-^'^^^^i^t ^L't^S^cen'X«d--at the foo.of L«^

Affairs, it is not too much to say, are economi«.lly managed the fimmces

^^^J'^. J^^ Farringdon street and New Bridge street (leading

are Tgood shape, and though many ministerial cattle eat and are filkd at and »» '^e j^° g^^„ j^^ Trains arrive and depart e^ery

Tervemmen? 'crib, decency is not outraged and
V^^^o^^^Joft. Zo!^mLt^s To and from a^ parts of London and the suburbs,

some respect. The work in committees goes on, and by the cl<»« °' *!»« °
'n^We numbers of business men, as well as ladies and children trav-

^oXe will be the usual average of Private Bills passed, though there

-^^^^^^^^^J^,^ ^, ,heir suburban residences. The French Govern-

^be a smaUer number of those of a public character The div^ion on
^^j^^^^^^^'J,, ^^en the initiative in offering assistance to dis-

;^ School Book Policy of the Government gave the Ministry a safer party ment « •^P«'^
reproaches the indifference of America to the

Un^ though, in vfew of all the facts, it is difficult to - ^ow * « was
^^^^^^^X^,,'..^ in her midst. It ought not te bjvo

de«,rv«d. The Treasurer's railway aid scheme m relation to tiie su^ >*^ °
'
L. ^ ^^ British Government to request any English-speaking

win no doobt meet with approval, and t^ MiakUpal priiyMpM'^
_afc tii "Ito iiriir mmM^ke O'Donovan Rossa stamp ;

but it is impera-

speedSy be expected to wind up with a sdilto. ' . ^, \ ^^ declaration that the Houses of Parliament are to be

,• r ^ouestionhas"^thrown in api^entiy inextricable t,::;^ up. that recent outrages were aimed at the Royal family, and that

^J^Xl^^^'"^^^^^-^"^^^^
theQue»'.Ufei.tobeattempted_

haveskilfuUyavailedthemselves. The validity of the 8«o*t Act, .Domu^ •

Mures reported to Bradstreet's during the p«rt week

ir^havingLndisputed, the matter wasreferredtotheJudi^on^a^ ^T^total of thirty'Iight, an increase of five over those of the

ol^Pri^Co«ncil,whichaffirmedtheauthority of theDominionP.^ '^^'^J^^ „„, ^„^ than were reported m the corresponding

„ent to paL «.ch a law for the maintenance of peace, o"*--

-f
««^ l^ ISM -d^-tyf-' -<>- '"^ "^"^ ^"^^ ^ *'*' T'T v"

OovemmCover the whofc country, ^'^ ^'^ ^^'"^J^J^^ 7812. Tth United SUtes 237 failures were repori^ as having taken

tfce Dominion Parliament could, for such a p«rpo«s p-- a stnn^t m««ure 1882.
^^.^^ ^^^^ ^,^^^ ^^ week

Hto the Scott Act it could, a fortiori, pass a lessjtnngent one. hk^tlhe P^"^^^
,^ ^,^ ^ ,^, ^^, week of 1883. About 85 per cent^

^tl^X'^^^'^^^^-^^^^^'
r^weJ..faUure.werethoseofsmallt^erswhose,capitalw..und«
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Tbodoh the Budget Speech of Sir Leonard Tilley was long, the upshot

is that his surplus is reduced to two millions, which are likely to be

drawn upon heavily for better terms, and that the only alterations of

the tariii which he proposes are slight reductions on the materials of cer-

tain manufactures. Between him and Sir Richard Cartwright there was

of course a tilting match ; and while the Finance Minist<*r saw prosperity

smiling around him and ascribed it to the wisdom of his own policy. Sir

Kichard- deplored the ruinous condition of the country, of which the errors,

or worse than errors, of the Finance Minister had been the cause. The

strongest point in Sir Leonard Tilley's case is the increase of deposits in the

Savings Banks, a most certain sign of prosperity, and happily also of

improved habits among the people. At the same time there can be no

doubt that at the present moment commerce is depressed. It is also certain

that there is a large amount of destitution and suffering in the cities. An
indifferent harvest and a stagnation in the lumber trade are evils which

the tariff did not cause, and which, as its author must admit, it is also

powerless to cure. Ul-regulated immigration may have something to

answer for, so far as the destitution in the cities is concerned. But

responsibility also rests upon the Finance Mini.ster. who, by his promises

of protection, has induced over-investment in manufactures, inevitably fol-

lowed by over-production, dismissal of workmen, and distress. This would

perhaps be more distinctly felt if workmen, when thrown out of employ-

men here, remained upon the spot instead of going over the Line. Sir

Richard Cartwright may lay too heavy a load of guilt upon Sir Leonard

Tilley. But Sir Tjeonard Tilley will wrestle in vain against comuion sense

which pronounces that the more the people are taxed the less wealthy

they must be, that it is a disadvantage to be excluded from the best

and cheapest market, and that labour forced away from its natural object

always becomes less productive. There may be patriotic motives for put-

ting up with commercial loss, but they do not convert the loss into gain.

Some things on which the Finance Minister lays heavy taxes, cannot be

made in such a country as Canada, and his impost upon mining machinery

casts a heavy weight into the scale against mining enterprise in this coun-

try. Special interests are too constantly present to the mind of Sir

Leonard Tilley. The main test of every economical system is its effect in

-producing plenty among the peop4%. The cost of living in Canada roust

now, takili _:3ll things together, be very nearly as great as it is in the

Ulrftecl States, especially if the quality of food is brought into account as

well as the price. A reform of the American tariff would turn the

balance completely against us ; and it can hardly be doubted that this

reversal of the economical position would be followed by consequences of

other kinds. An exodus would almost certainly ensue. About that

monstrous piece of fiscal folly and iniquity, the coal-tax, nothing is said,

though the sufferings of the poor from want of fuel during this hard winter

have been great. The Opposition, fearing to offend Nova Scotia, is as silent

as the Government, and by its silence it becomes almost equally responsible

for the tax.

Buaded tjiemselves that Christ and His apostles were sinners because they

instituted the eucharist with wine. Liquor-selling under a Stete license is

surely not more criminal than slave owning ; and when England abolished

slavery she gave full compensation to the slave-owner. The old-fashioned

teetotallers were worthy of entire respect ; they sought a moral end by

purely moral means, and to them, to the Bands of Hope in England, and

other voluntary associations is probably due most of the good that has

been done, otherwise than by the ^atural progress of moral principle

and sanitary enlightenment. The success of legislative repression, after

all the agitation, strife, suspicion and bitterness which it has cost society,

appears to have been most questionable even in the judgment of the

Prohibitionists themselves, who in a recent manifesto spoke of drinking as

stiir constituting a national peril oTthe most awtut kind:^Tfaey may, per-

haps, say with truth that the root of the evil has not yet been plucked up.

Not only has it not VJeen plucked up, but it has not been touched. The

root of the evil in this country is the production of whiskey. Whiskey is

the real poison, and if produced will infallibly find its way, by one channel

or another, to the lips of the consumer ; so that the only consequence of

harassing the respectable retail trade will be here, as everybody says that it

has been in Maine, the multiplication of disreputable and clandestine

taverns. If we want to kill the monster and to do a noble thing at the

same .time, let us sacrifice the excise and, having paid due compensation to

the distillers, whose trade has been not only recognized but made a source

of revenue by the State, shut up the distilleries. But there are more

reasons than one for not expecting this decisive course' to be taken. The

movement has now become thoroughly entangled with politics. Here, as

in England, the temperance vote is like any other vote ; it is courted and

manipulated by political adventurers who clamber into Parliament on its

back. In the pirate fleets of Borneo, which were encountered by Rajah

Brooke, the crews consisted of Dyaks, religious fanatics who collected heads,

while the captains were sharp Arabs, free from fanaticism, who collected

plunder. This is the image of a moral reform movement which has become

political, and as the Arab captains in Borneo would not have beeii anxious

to destroy the 'sources of plunder, we can hardly expect that the political

adventurers who have secured the leadership of the temperance movement

will be very eager to close the game.

grocers of their liquor licenses were friends of the existing system ; much

less were they all enemies of temperance. Some were voting against what

they deemed to be injustice. If temperance is good for the State so is

righteousness ;
perhaps righteousness is even the more important of the

two. The trade which the grocers were carrying on might be desirable or

undesirable ; but at all events it had been sanctioned and not only sanc-

tioned but specially licensed by the State which, in accepting the license fee,

morally bound itself to an equitable performance of its contract. To

abolish the trade with so short a notice that the larger stores could not

possibly dispose of their stock, and thereby to inflict on the proprietors a

heavy loss, was as barefaced an act of tyrannical iniquity as ever was com-

mitted by Stuart or Turk. Mr. Bright, who is himself a total abstainer

and commenced his public life as a temperance orator, felt called upon the

other day to raise his voice of wise and manly protest against the measures

of confiscating violence into which extreme Prohibitionists wished to hurry

the Legislature against a trade which, as he truly said, was perfectly legiti-

mate, though he would personally desire to see it cease. It is a heavy set-

off against the benefit of these philanthropic crusades that enthusiasm

almost always perverts not only the judgment but in some degree the moral

sense. How can equity, any more than reason, be expected at the handji

of a crusader who has persuaded himself that a man like the late Mr. James

Michie, not less deservedly respected in the church than in the community

at large, because he sold wines, was "the agent of a demon against whom

ihe best weapon would be prayer." There are other people who have per

It is curious to see how invariably doomed institutions resist reform

till it is too late. Up to 1828, or thereabouts, the Rotten-borough Par-

liament of England might have compromised with fate, for a time at least,

on easy terms. But it refused even to let a .seat be transferred from Eiist

Retford to Birmingham, and then the Flood of 1831 came upon it and des-

troyed it. In the halcyon days of Palmerston, who was as great a Tory at

home as he was a disturber of the peace, abroad, the House of Lords was

offered the chance of arresting a more drastic reformation by the admission

of a few life peers ; but it refused to allow any infraction of the strict

hereditary principle. The consequence is that the hereditary principle is

now likely to go by the board. Lord Dunraven, feeling that the fatal

hour draws near, proposes, in the Fortnightly, a partial reform. His plan

is to reduce the number of the House to a hundred, of whom some are to

je ilie peers nofmnaveci ny tjtit? ^^ruwit, wiiiiu i/uu rvsw an; wj 'mt rir.cieu oy

the wh(9e order. It occurs to him that the result of the election, as in the

case of the representative peers of Scotland and Ireland, will be the exclu-

sion of all but Tories. To obviate this he proposes three expedients, the

first of which involves the permanent division of the House into three

political parties—^Conservatives, Liberals and Independents. This is

stereotyping the party system with a vengeance, and people must have

minds of a very accommodating structure to be able so to regulate their

convictions as always to supply the necessary quota of each political brand.

A standing party of Independents is a conception even slightly Hibernian.

The sheeirs of Destiny will soon cut these knots. Lord Dunraven is not

alone in treating the House of Lords as a Second Chamber or Senate. But

it is not, nor has it evet' been, anything of the kind. It is a feudal

estate of the Realm, consisting of the great landowners, and its action has

been always in accordance with its nature. A strong Conservative, who
follows Lord Dunraven in the Fortnightly, pleads for the retention of the

institution on the ground that the landed aristocracy, while packed into

the Houie of Lords, are restrained from the free indulgence of their

reactionary piropensities by the precarionsness of their position, while, if

they were tamed loose upon the Commons they would give free play to

their natnral tendencies, and at the same time become practically much
more powerful than they are. This argument, though somewhat Jesuitical

in the mouth of a Tory, would not be baseless, if the aristocracy were to

retain their great estates with the influence attached to them. But the

feudal land laws which hold those estates together are sure to Ml with the
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House itself. Lord Dunraven, among other improvements, proposes to

introduce representatives of the Colonies into the House of Lords. There

he thinks they might with propriety sit, thougl. they could not sit ,n the

Commons, where they would have to vote on English money tails
;
but

.here are other things exclusively English besides money bills-franch.s.

bill, for example-which must come before the Upper House. The conclu^

Hive objection, however, is that Colonists made members of the House of

Lords and brought under the influence of aristocratic society in England

would be about the worst, and the least trusted, representatives of Colo^nial

interests that could possibly be selected. Lord Dunraven and other Eng-

lishmen who are always devising schemes for improving the tutelage of the

(Inlonies will in time become alive to the fact that these young nations are

no longer mere suckers, but have now a life ofTheir own.

The multipUcation of dynamite outrages perpetrated, as is believed, by

Fenian emissaries from the United States appears at last to have stung the

British Government into remonstrance. As to the flagrant violation of

international morality there cannot be two opinions. Nor would the mem-

bers of the American Government or the mass of the American people

hesitate for a moment to give any satisfaction in their power. By them

these fiendish acts and their perpetrators are as heari^Uy abhorred, and m

private as severely 4pnounced, as they can be by the British Government

itself Yet the remonstrance will probably be ineffectual, because the

politicians of the United States, like those of Cam«ia, are the slaves of the

Irish vote. Their hypocritical servility will be increased by the prospect

of the Presidential election, the intrigues preparatory to which have

already commenced. Thus under the party system, national honour a«

well as domestic policy is at the mercy of an unscruplous minority which

can muster votes enough to turn the scale. Mr. Pamell and his fpllowers

find it expedient to avert the stormof public wrath by an affected condemna-

tion of the outrages. Why did they not condemn those public meetings of

the Fenians at which the use of dynamite, as well as of the Thug-knife, was

openly proposed and applauded, or the subscriptions which were taken up

avowedly for a war of assassination ! They have been all along deriving their

supplies from this very quarter; though now, very likely, there is a division

in the councils of the rebel party, Mr. Pamell and the Parliamentarians

wishing to keep quiet, and give no alarm till they have got the extended

Franchise, while the desperadoes in the United States bum «or "now vio-

lent courses, and aim, if possible, at precipitating civil war. The British

Government may rest assured that the sentiments of the native Americans

are all that can be desired, and it will, no doubt, wisely refrain from pressing

remonstrance in any form which might give an advantage to the common

enemy, whose object is, above all things, to bring on a quarrel between

England and the United States.

drawn, properly executed, by the proper parties ; that it contained this par-

ticular properi;y, and that other transfers recorded on the same page and

mixed up with them did not ; that each previous owner had paid his taxes
;

that he was of age ; that he was unmarried, or if married, that his wife

was twenty one years of age and joined in the transfer ;
that if a previous

owner died intestate, all his heirs joined in the transfer, that all were of

age-and unmarried, or if married, that their wives or husbands were of age,

and joined ; and further that for several years at least, the sheriff had

held no writs of execution against any of the owners ;
what, if all this were

necessarv, would Ibe the effect on the market value of such property 1

Ready convertibility and certainty of ownerBhip'being impori;ant elements

in determining the worth of any investment, it ij, manifest that the effect

^wo«14^ to detract «iaterially from its value. YelLall this troublesome^^

expensive, and time-consuming procedure, has to be undertaken at every

transfer of real estate, no matter of how small extent, or of how little

value." In the tract on Land Transfer Reform from which the above

extract is taken, Mr.. Mason gives some striking instances of the nsk,

which- as well as trouble and cost, attends conveyances under the present

system. In one case, a deed which formed a link in the long chain having

been executed, not by the vendor in person, but by an attorney, proo^ was

insisted on by a careful solicitor that the power of attorney was in force at

the time of the conveyance, and at .length a tombstone in an English

churchyard revealed by its inscription the fact that the person who gave

the power had been dead two years when the deed was executed and that

the deed was consequently bad. The "Bystander" is not la lawyer and

cannot pretend to pass judgment on the Torrens or any other special plan

But it is not easy to see why, except from the lingering force of feudal

habit real estate should be thus burdened and trammelled m comparison

with all other kinds of property ; and it is certain that an increased facUity

of transfer, with additional certainty of title, would be welcomed alike by

the economist, the agriculturist and the statesman. Free transfer, with free

ownership and free tillage, are the only practicable nationalization of land

The North-West seems to open a fair field for the trial of an improved

svstem The Torrens system has at least been sufficiently tested to warrant

an experiment which, if successful, would confer the greatest benefits on a

young country.

To say that every man upon being horn into the world, even in Venice,

has a right to land, is palpably absurd, unless the State is to be allowed to

determine how many men are to be bom. But every man has a right to

acquire land without artificial let or hindrance, as he has to acquire any

other kind of properi;y which his industry may enable him to purchase ;

and the more freely this right can be exercised, the betternot only for the

individual purchaser but for the State. Agrarianism has its native seat

in countries where the enormous difficulty and trouble of conveyance, added

to the feudal customs of primogeniture and entaU, has caused land to

accumulate in the hands,of a few, and practically shut out the many from

the possibility of acquiring a freehold. In England, the system is

attended not only with immense expense and trouble, but with frequent

uncertainty of title ; and the uncomfortable consciousness that there was a

skeleton in almost every family muniment-room had a great influence m

inspiring the resistance of the landed gentry to the registration of deeds.

In Canada we have registration of deeds, and we are not exposed to the fate

of that English family which in the days when conveyances were>y lease and

release awakened one morning to the fact that all the releases had been used

by the'bitler as convenient slips of parchment for the addresses on presents

of game. But though we have registration of deeds we have not registra-

tion of tiUes, and the transfer of real property is still not only saddled with

exceptional expen.ife, but attended with exceptional risks. " Would such a

system
" asks Mr. Herbert Mason, the managing director of the Canada

Permanent, "be endured if it applied to personal property, which can now

be transferred in a few minutes at little or no expense 1 Let us suppose,

he adds "that every purchaser of registered Government, or Municipal

bonds, bank stock, or any of the vast railway, mining, shipping, mortgage,

or other corporate interestsi the outcome of modem civilization, was

HMuired to examine the chain of title from the first iswe to the present

ostensible owner, to see that every previous tramifer had been properly

Thbbk is all the more reason for carrying out without delay these

rational reforms, because agrarian agitation is everywhere rife and every-

body is ventilating some fantastic scheme for the alteration of th6 tenure

of land The motive of all the schemes is radically political and social.

Whether the land, under the new system of tenure, will produce more

bread for the people than it does under the present, not one of the projec-

tors thinks it worth while to inquire, though this is the only consideration

of real importance to the community at large. It it evidently with a

political and social, not an economical, object that the English Radical,

Mr lesse Collings, proposes to tax the whole community, under the guise

of a public loan, for the purchase of lota in order U> create a peasant pro-

prietary which fascinates his fancy as it has that of many other philan-

thropists. Nothing seems more certain than that a hundred men on a

large ranch, with all the appliances of machinery and scientific agn-

eulture, can raise as muck grain as a thousand French peasanta
;
so that

the labour of nine hundred of the peasants is wasted. There are political

and social advantages, no doubt, in a numerous proprietary, though, judging

from the state of civilization in which the French peasant is content to live,

the advantages are more political than social. But the question between

one system of agriculture and another will be decided in the end not by

the indirect but by the direct resulta ; not by poUtical or social considera-^

tions but by the comparative rate and cost of production. Nordoes it

appear by any means certain that the taste of the people, as they become

educated, points to life on a small farm. On this continent there appears

now to be a decided disposition to leave the farm for the more social and

gayer life of the cities. Besides his purchase fund Mr. Colhngs, if he

tiishes to make his scheme perfect, will have to institute a relief fund for

bad seasons, with which the peasant proprietor, having nothing but his

annual harvest, is unable to contend. Joint stock farming, if it ever should

be found practicable, might combine the political advantage of a numerous

proprietary with the economical benefita of scientific agriculture, whUe life

upon the farm would be rendered more sociable and civilized by the employ

ment of a large and skilled staff, which would form a little community in

„ A Bystandbr.
Itself.

•

A 8.KIM of excellent photographs of the recent Ice Palace »» Montreal

were^taken by Mr. W. Fkrmer. of Hamilton, and are now published m
T^oTLl No prettier memento of the great Canadian Wmter

Carnival could be imagined.
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HERE ANJ) THERE.

There will be few, we apprehend, outside the clerical and lay combatants

immediately interested in what is known as the Rectory case, who will not

heartily pray that the recent decision of the Courts may end the unseemly

war that has been bitterly waged between the Vestry and the Rector of St.

James' Cathedral, on the one hand, and the expectant Rectors of the

various Anglican Churches in the city of Toronto, on the other. The spec-

tacle of.brethren of one fold massed as litigante in the public courts over

the partition of treasure is neither elevating nor to be complacently

regardedT Whatever legal haze surrounded the case, sn* however variously

the historic questions it has raised may be viewed, there can belittle doubt

that the decision of Vice-Chancellor Ferguson accords with common-sense

and justice. The effect of the decision will be to give to the city clergy

of the denomination a share in the revenue of the Cathedral, in which

time and the increased value of the original grant from the Crown entitle

the plaintiffs in the case to participate. But while we express approval

of the decision of the courts, we are not disposed, in view, particularly, of

the attitude of church parties, and the almost bridgeless gulf that sepwr-

ates them in matters of doctrine and ritual, to censure the defendants in

this protracted suit, who wished to monopolize for Cathedral purposes the

"unearned increment" of the rectory lands. It might be well, indeed,

for the contesting churches not to seek to augment their revenues by any

share now likely to fall to their lot in the partition of the Cathedral sur-

plus. Endowments, as the history of Voluntaryism incontestably proves,

do not always tend to the health and vigour of the church that possesses

them. But this is a view of the matter in which trustees of needy churches

and clergymen with straitened incomes are unlikely to concur, and it may

therefore be set aside. Presuming that the case is not appealed, the Church

of England city clergy may soon now have their stipends substantially

increased—a circumstance which there will be few to object to, though

the Synod, we understand, will first have to settle some points in dispute.

First and last, in the Province, what a wrangle there has been over this

matter of State aid to the Church ! For the present suit is obviously a

legacy from the past : it is the historic continuation of the old Clergy

Reserves controversy. We trust that we have now, however, heard the

end of the whole vexed question, and that the litigating Rectors will have

their rights.

The Canadian book trade, of recent years, seems to have run down at

the heels, but we hope that the opening of the Toronto Public Library,

which takes place on the 6th instant, will give a fillip to business and

stimulate in a healthy direction the commerce of literature. How much

more might be done to help the book trade, and, at the same time, promote

. public intelligence by the removal, or, at any rate, the reduction of the

fifteen per cent book duty, the trade as well as students and the reading

public well know. Nothing, as it seems to us, can be more unwise, how-

ever, than the continuance, in the case of Canada, of this obnoxious tax.

It is in every light objectionable; it imposes a grievous burden on the

student, and ia a sad hindrance to intelleotual progress. As a protective

about twenty in number, are seated around four small tables, five guests

at each table, and the tables are placed sufficiently near for general con-

versation. Breakfast is served in courses, aft^r which there may be music

or any amusements suggested by the hostess.

It is a pity that Boston cannot save the Gay head disaster from the

vulgarity that flesh is heir to. One of the Gay head Indians who aided

in the rescue of some of the passengers is in. a Boston dime museum receiv-

ing the daily tributes of the curious. He was paid like the rest of the

Indians, and now seems to further coin his heroism by putting himself in a

place with the living skeleton and the sword swallower. This recalls a

chapter in the eventful life of Red Jacket, chief of the Wolf tribe of the

Senecas who died in 1830, and for whom a memorial is soon to be put up in

Buffalo, N. Y. In his old age he found it necessary to enter a museum

in order to gain a living. The Gay head Indian has not the excuse of

poverty.
'

A WANT for some time felt by leaders of public thought in the United

States has just been formulated in the press by Mr. Joseph W. Harper,

of publishing fame. There is, he thinks, at this moment a demand for a

broad-gauged, liberal and high-toned organ of opinion, not crude or part-

isan, but above parties, and concerning itself with the science of govern-

ment and the economic future of the American people. " Let it correspond,

if you please, with the great English weeklies or fortnightlies that have

for their clientele those who make politics 'a business." Such an organ,

Mr. Harper says, should not be demagoguish, or the mouth-piece of a

clique or section, but should be catholic, eclectic, independent It is the

desire of The Week to supply the demand for some such journal in

Canada as Mr. Harper thinks is wanted in the States.

measure, it is without justification, for Canada, it may be said, has as yet

no literature to protect, while the brain of the country needs all the stimulus

it will derive from the free entry into the Dominion of the printed thought

of other lands. If our rulers are wise, they will let the book duty ga

The destruction of our forests, attended as it is by the most serious

results, is not wholly blameable for freshets. A scientific observer has

pointed out that all the primeval forests which covered the head-waters of

the Ohio did not prevent freshets. A wide-spread stonUj^ with heavy rain

on frozen ground and snow, such as to raise all its tributaries at once,

must inevitably cause a flood. The most serious effect of the denudation

of the land is the increased erosion to which it is exposed, by which the

fertile soil, unprotected by vegetation, is swept by the rains into rivers,

and lost The magnitude of this loss, and the great erosive effect of water

on the clay soil of the west, can only be realizedby those who have observed

the tawny floods, thick with mud, which flow through the deep and wide

valleys which the western rivers have cut in the soft earth.

The extraordinary difficulty of real-estate conveyances in Great Britain,

on account of the absence of any system of registry of titles, is curiously

illustrated by the experience of the poor law guardians of.Wexford, Ire-

land, who determined to proceed under the general law and invest £16,000

in labourers' cottages, of which they expected to build about 200 at a cost

of £S0 apiece, each on a half-acre of ground. What was their dismay to

find that the costs of making out a title would amount in some cases to

XlOO for each parcel and JEIO more for conveyance ! The Government

required them to acquire the land in fee simple. If they were allowed to

lease they could proceed, with the help of the landlords, but actual trans-

fer of the land seems to cost more than the land and the house themselves

would be worth. ____^

The revelations of heavy gambling in the London Park Club and the

recent exposure at the Petit Cercle, Paris, have given rise to much

Pharisaical talk about the wickedness of gambling. People who stake

whole fortunes upon a possible rise in " Egyptians," are scandalized at the

iniquity of the man who speculates a sovereign on the turn up of a card or

a die. To stake a " fiver " that a much-fancied horse will be first past the

wisBine-post at Newmarket is the preliminary step to moral and social

ruin • but to purchase cotton " to arrive " in an unsteady market is quite

permissible. Everybody knows that gambling goes on day and night in

private clubs and casinos, and it undoubtedly occasionally has very unfor-

tunate results ; but it is no more immoral to indulge in the habit in such

places than it is on the Stock Exchange.
, ^

Breakfasts are the latest novelty in the way of entertaining, in some

American cities. Eleven o'clock is the hour, and by candle-light is its

chief style. The idea comes from Boston, where among the fashionables

candelabras are taking the place of lamps. Last winter none of the Boston

belles burned gas in their drawing-rooms. Lamps were the order of the

season. Now candles are having a turn and are being introduced through

tbew eleven o'clock breakfasts. All daylight is excluded, and the gueste.

French eereUt are divided into three classes, " le^ cercles autoris^s, les

cercles toUr^s, et les . . . tripots," in plain English " hells." In England

there are authorised clubs and tolerated ones, subject to visits of the police,

occasional fines, and other inconveniences ; and there are few Canadian

cities but have clubs where poker and euchre are played for varying stakes.

Play runs as high in many a club as in the bad old days when Prince

Floriel :

BnUt palaaM and boats,

And ehorohM. ohapcli, and pavjlioni.

And resnlated all the coats

And huf the prineiplai of millions.

Certainly we do not have the roll of the balls and the croupier's monoto-

nooB cry of " Faites votre jeu, messieurs," or " Lo jeu est fait, rien ne va

plus." We are a virtuous nation, we leave all that to mundane Monaco,

to meretriciooa Mont* Carla There let the adventurers, the knighte of

industry, the denireps, the eoeottet and the eocodettei of Cosmopolis fore-

sather. We brush the skirts of our moral garments, and with phylacteries

made broad stand aloof and thank God we are not like unto these publicans

and sinners ; but Poker, Euchre, Baccarat, Van John, and Nap, are quite

as effioacioui in extracting the coin of there«i]n as Botige et Noir, and over

the lintel of many a club might be written the wammg, " Lasciate opi

^ranza voi ch'entrate." Men will never foUow the advice given by

Turu^h: Why should a good man and a sharp bet, imd 80 becomeabetto.^

and a sharper 1

What is known in London as the Finney-Garmoyle case is -tijl ""^^ °«

the topics of the hour in society. Whilst Garmoyle is condemned by the

aristocracy for engaging himself to an actress, considerable sympathy is

Sussed' or Miss^nney-sUge name " Miss Fortescue "-by the general

nublic, and it is thought she must recover a large sum in the pending action

Ught by her for breach-of promise of marriage. " Society " is scan<kl^

Za at this proceeding, and think, she ought to be content with a stipulated

„m and not expose "one of their order " to vulgar comment If this suit

Un^t compromised, Lord and Lady Cairns wUl be subpcenaed as witnesses,

and some amusing letters from the changeable youth will be read in cour^^

The affiiir has been made almost a " Cabinet " question in the Ix,«ls. It ib

said that a cerUin duke, himself the descendaht of a womaa of no high

origin, has been very loud in his protests against such marnages as that

Sy contemplated by Lord Garmoyle. The Prince of Wales has

Tpresid himself so strongly against the match as t. lead to the impres«^

that influences would be used to keep Lord and Lady Garmoyle, if Mis.

Finney became Lady Garmoyle, from Buckingham Pah«=e. MeanwhUe

Manager Abbey cables from New York his willingness to engage Miss

ForteLe as a star, and there is a talk of her going on a provmcu.1 tour

under the auspices of the Carte dujour.

The rumoured elevation of Mr. Gladstone to the peerage may probably

prove correct If so, it is altogether likely the veteran statesman s inten-

Z is, after carrying his new franchise biU through the House of Commn,

to have himself translated into the Upper ^ouse whereM wdl^

bitterly opposed, and there fight Lord Salisbury. This would be a cha^-

teristic and noble manner of closing a long and honourable political career.

It is very probable Mr. Freeman, the historian of the Norman Conquest,

wiU accept the Chair of History at Oxford, vacated by ^;-o- «^^^«^^
the Live^ol Mercury very properly says, he is " the greatest of the Oxford

school of^ientific historians, and is eminently fitted for the post ^
rumour that Dr. Goldwin Smith had been offered the chair, no doubt arose

from the discussion in connection with the vacancy, of his occupation of

that position several years ago.

In the afternoon of the first day's journey, after strugghng along an

unspeakable trail for six hours, up and down well-wooded precipices, at the

rate%f a mile an hour, we came upon the most striking mountain scenery

that we had yet beheld. To our left a great peak rose abruptly as the peak

of Teneriffe to a heigth of over 5,000 feet As we came more abreast of

it the country opened out and it appeared flanked and banked by a pano-

rama of sister mountains. One was * singularly bold and naked ma^ of

rock, ita summit quite distinctly marked off as a crown by a broad dark

riband that completely encircled ita neck. The riband is probably com-

posed of ferruginous shales, banding slate rock that resta on enormous

masses of limestone which again rest on slate. Between it and the mam

peak,accumulatiom,of snow and ice had gathered evidently nearly suffi-

cient force for a snowslide on a resistless scale. At other pomta th^

THE C P R.B7 THE KICKING HORSE PASS AND

THE SELKIRKS.—VII.

. DOWN the kicking horse.

Starting from the Summit, our next objective ^^'^^'^^^'l^^T^
cache at the junction of the Kicking Horse with *»^« ^oW.ia.^e
distance is less than fifty miles, but we took four days to make it, and the

work was so heavy that our horses needed a day's rest at the cache, whUe

we felt the bette^of^aouble Sabbath. The Kicking Horse, a vigorous

stream as it issues from the parent lake, becomes after a mile or two a

series of rapids and cascades, one of them a beautiful leap "thirty orJ-^T

feet in a cannon so narrow that it looks as if a man could leap ac^ss^

Emerging from this series of falls, the river ten miles from it».«'»«« " *

chum^ mass of milky or rather putty-coloured water, running witi so

strong a current that it is fordable with difficulty, even at theP-- '''-«;*

is subdivided into half-a-dozen sections, separated from each other by mta^

vening gravel beds. Fifteen or twenty miles farther on it ^^-^^^^'^^^

deep, at'Lst in summer, for horses to ford. It rushes down ita steep mc^e

between high banks of clay and gravel, through narrow denies and ma«m^

ficent box Lnons of slate rock, opening out occ^onaUy-^ -^^^^^
fringed with wUlows, where it has room to broaden and where it genen^y

divTes into secUons, sometimes inclosing green is et. ^o wonderU^^

the ColumbU is a noble river when thi* is but one of a hund«d tabutanes.

The snow-clad mountains on each side supply it most ^oun^^y ^^t
summer, «id in the same month- snowslides are precipitated with *underou»

Z. into it and the lake from which it issues. We could see where^e

trail along the side of the Uke had been completely covered by a shde tha

Udswept everything before it down the mountain sides for a width of

S^e^ or forhundre^ feet Great tree, had been uprooted by t^e thouaand.

uZ^ b^ken and^roUed together in the wildest confusion. The dea^d-

ing^ hurled boulden, earth, and everything in ita way along wil^ it

out into the Uke, forming an exceUent commencement for a pier two or

three hundred feet long. 1

moraine was being pushed out and down the mountain sides. It was worth

while making our long journey to see those peaks alone, and after seeing

them, no one 3an question the fitness of the appellation of the Rocky, or as

the Indians call them, the " Stone " Mountains. For the same reason the

Indians themselves are called " the Stonies." We camped on a grassy flat

under the shadow of the rocks. Four mountains, each a mile high, and

the farthest little more than a mile away, formed a quadrilateral^ in the

centre of which our camp fires burned brightly beside the view. We spent

a pleasant evening, for some engineers, descending some six or seven hun^

dred feet from the overhanging rock where they had been at work like so

many insecta on ita face, joined onr party and gave a valuable contribution

in the shape of songs and choruses to the evening's enteriainment, while a

group of Indians from Morley, the Chiniquy famUy, who had been hunting

mountain sheep and goata with good success, attracted by the smoke of

our fire paid us a friendly visit, probably with an eye to whether we had

any spare tobacco. They were too polite, it is only fair to say, to ask

for anything, and we found them inteUigent, ready to answer any questions,

• and the very men for guides if we had wished to hunt The engineers

propose to run a tunnel 1,400 feet long through the nose of the most out-

standing peak. The line then graduaUy descends to the river bottom, the

erade being 1 19 feet to the mUe for a stretch of seventeen miles.

The next day we met Mr. Hogg, C.E., returning to the Summit

from his first visit to the Selkirks. He had satisfied himself as to the

reaUty of the pass across the Selkirk range, and informed us that it wa.

decidedly better than the Kicking Horse. This was good, but his answer

to our next question wa« of a different sort He had pushed on a

mUe or two in advance of the trail-making party down the western slope,

but the underbrush proved so dense and the fallen timber and other

obstructions so formidable that he had no hesitation in declaring it to be

impracticable for us. This ought to have settled the question, but.we.had

left Calgarry determined to stick at nothing short of the proved imprac-

ticable so telling him that at all evente we would try, we pushed on with

S h-ts! e^ted as much as sobered by the thought of the difficulties

^^
we descended towards the Columbia, gradual changes in the vegeta-

tion indicated the Pacific slope, and a warmer and moister region. Beside

rose bushesand strawberry planta in open gkdes of the forest, the western

barberry, the Oregon grape, and^ ferns different from those on the Bow

showed themselves. The second nfght we campedWe . ma«h ^Jshowed tnemseivea. 1.^'= ov7>.«.»- —o— - ',,.„.. „).„„^

lake that a colony of beavers had recently dyked. Their house was stand^

in« with exit to a pond, from which extended to the lake a long covered

:fy with suitableZ spaces and openings at intervals Barked trees and

sticks cut by the sharp chisels of their teeth were piled all round. The

ZiLj we had oVtirst rain in the mountains, and the travelling was

decidedly more unpleasant in consequence. Progress was slow and we

Zi to cLp at two o'clock as there was no food for the horses between the

pltan iind in the river, reached by us at that hour and the.cache, and

SecLhe was still fourteen miles distant The w-*^-
;1«7^^ ^^^^Z

dinner, and we had fine views of the mountains on each side of the nver

lT;reathing and curling up their sides like great ---/>*;-; ^^
At sunset, jiTas we were preparing to .it down to tea at the door of our

tont, the louds gathered again with extraordim«ry rapuiity on the top of a

high mountain opposite, and then swept down the side towards u. m a

Sious charge, Zt volumes folding in upon each other -d dnven a^ong

^rirm oTwind. Scarcely had we heard the crashing of fidhng trees

onL mountain sides mere than a mUe away when the storm was upon u

L driving rain and wild gusta of wind that sent the ^^^^^ -«» ^^ °

our cJ^fires in every direction. Hustling the most perishable articles

into the tent, which fortunately had been property «»cure<^ '"'*.'=°'''"?^

oti^rlng. up a. far a. our waterproofs would go we sat down in»de^

Lt door to w;toh the storm. It lasted le» than half^ hour. The sky

then cleared ««i the evening was all that could be dewred.

i
1

i
I.
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To give as faithful a picture as possible of travelling down the Kicking
Horse, I shall transcribe my next day's diary :

" Friday, in t/ie burnt woods.—Moved off from ' Last feed Camp ' at

1^9 »•?>• Everyjaorning we could get away an hour or two sooner but
for the time taken in packing the horses. Rightly did the Romans call

Uggage and provisions ' impedimenta.' The trail was a series of precipi-
tous ascents and descents. After two hours of slow movement, all of us on
foot, we same across a forest fire burning right across the trail. This was
bad, but it would have been much worse only for yesterday's rain. A flank
movement was inevitable, at every step of which the poor horses boggled
and stumbled and crashed through windfalls, and over slides of smoking
earth and heated stones. George was in front leading the bell horse, two
pack horses followed ; then Dave adjuring the bnzzard-heads to act di^^
cretely, and then his horse and other pack horses. I happened to come
Jiext. All went well till Calgarry, a strawberry-coloured old fox, always
on the look-out to snatch a tuft of grass, or to outwit his fellows in some
way, in turning a comer slipped over a wet rock covered with loose earth and
tumbled down the hill along the face of which we were working our way.
After rolling down twenty or thirty feet, he was brought up by one of the
blackened polls that the fire had left standing. Dave yelled to George
and both rushed to his rescue ; but while they were doing their best to
loose his pack, Calgarry struggled violently, and in a moment we saw him
rolling—pack and all—more than a hundred feet down the precipice, out
of our sight and, for aught we knew, into the foaming river at the bottom.
The men were after him in an instant. I saw that there would be a long
delay, and as the other animals had in the meantime gone steadily on, for
we were on the trail again, I ran to the front, doubling round the trees as
I came to each horse and so getting ahead of him until I came to the bell

nearly half a mile beyond the scene of Calgarry's slip. Having thus stopped
them from going farther on I sat down on a log to write my notes. In
leas than an hour George came along cool as usual, and Dave with his face
like a red full moon. ' So, we've lost Calgarry, ' I said. ' Lost him J No,
there ain't nothin' wrong with him, he's packed again, all right,' panted
out Dave. ' Do you mean to say that he's not hurt V 'Oh, he snagged
his foot a little, but he'll take care now where he steps, you bet.' These
oayuses are the hardiest brutes in the world. They live on branches of

trees when there is nothing better to be had, are sure-footed almost as

mountain goats, and take with equanimity exposure, hard knocks and
tumbles that would kill a dozen ordinary horses. Dr. Hector tells us in

his journal that when going up the Kicking Horse, an old gray of his fell

down a precipice slope about 150 feet in height, till he at last ' slid on a

dead tree that stuck out at right angles to the slope, balancing himself with
his legs dangling on either side of the trunk of the tree in the most comi-

cal manner.' But they managed to get him up again so little the worse

that a few days afterwards when they were almost starving the Dr. was
about selecting him for food when fortunately his Indians killed a moose
and the old gray was saved again.

" The march was again resumed, but ditficultiea seemed to accumulate.

Half burnt trees still smouldering had fallen across the trail, and the wild

gusts of last night had overthrown others. These had to be cut through or

a new trail broken round them, in which case the trouble with the pack
horses was very great But worse was to come. The precipices became
more precipitous, and instead of climbing and descending we had to wind
along the face on a trail a few inches wide. Hills of clay and sand, shingle

terraces, and great bluffs of limestone or granitic rock, seamed with quartz or

a dyke of greenstone hemmed the river within an almost continuous canon.

The trail wound round these at heights varying from^two to seven hundred
feet above the river, while an equal height of slate or rock rose above us,

and above that again we could sometimes see a higher range. At times a
few shrubs or trees spotted the sides of the precipices, so that the eye had
something to rest on as it looked down ; but oftener there was nothing
between us and the torrent but a bare loose shelving hillside. One false step

or a slip and down we would go into the green, white-crested river far below.

That sort of thing continued for miles. It would be nothing for goats or

experienced mountaineers, but we did not like it, though we knew that

our only course was to follow our horses as quietly as possible and keep our
heads from getting dizzy by looking upwards or to some point ahead rather

than downwards. We made progi-ess from hour to hour. Reaching a
summit where signs of mountain sheep abounded, there arose, beyond the

forest clothed hills that have enclosed the Kicking Horse, a range of snowy
mountains. ' There they are,' said George, ' them's the SelKrks.' We
had pretty well crossed the first range of the Rockies.

" Late in the afternoon on rounding a sharp point we saw in a nook near
th« trail two elderly gentlemen with clothes, no better than our own. The
nearer, a man with sinewy frame, well-cut features, quick glancing eyes and

white hair, came forward and said, ' my name is Rogers." We had come upon
the conqurer of the Selkirks, or he had come out to meet us, and after intro
ducing us to his companion, Major Hurd, he gave the welcpme information
that the oAohe was only two miles distant. We reached it about sunset,
our pace for half a mile or more decidedly quickened by an onslaught of
wasps, on whose nest one of the horses trod. Tarn O' Shanter's mare did
not make better time than that cayuse for the next few minutes. The
Cliche consisted of two or three log shanties that to us seemed quite a city.

In one we had the luxury of the nearest approximation to a Turkish bath
that the Rocky Mountains could supply, and in another a dinner of roast
beef and plum pudding, which after the fatigues of a long day tasted like

—but here language fails me, and I drop the curtain. " Gso. M. Graot.

THE WOMAir QUESTION IN ITS RELATION TO
PROGRESS.

About twenty-five years ago there appeared in the Westminster Review an
essay on "Progress, its Law and Cause," which immediately drew the
attention of the scientific world. In this essay the writer, who was none
other than Mr. Herbert Spencer, made systematic statement of a certain
theory of progress, which had been first suggested by a German physio-
logist, and afterwards greatly expanded by himself. The theory was, in
brief, somewhat as follows

: Progress is essentially a change from the honio-
geneous to the heterogeneous, from the condition of being all alike through-
out to the condition of being unlike throughout and composed of
many different parts. Prom first to last it is a process of separation,
diversification, and differentiation. Our most familiar example is

that of the egg, the inside of which at first seems to consist of

^
white and yolk only, each apparently all alike throughout its mass, with
the exception of a single point in the centre of the latter. In the process
of hatching, however, it developes into a bird, with beak, wings, claws,
feathers, legs, body, and a fuU set of vital organs, among all which various
parts are distributed manyand diverse functions. The original all-alike
mass has become greatly differentiated ; there has b^n a change from the
homogeneous to the heterogeneous, which would appear positively mirac-
ulous if it were not so familiar. The same theory is extended not only
to the whole material universe, but also to the development of man upon
the earth—to religion, government, sociology, and in fact to man's whole
historical record. His steps of progress have been successive divisions of
character and function. In the youth of the world the offices of priest and
king were combined in one peiion, but later on the political and the
religious functions were separated. After this the political ruler still made
as well as executed the law, but the time came when the law was made by
one authority and executed by another. This all-embracing theory
includes among other things the nebular hypothesis, as the greater includes
the lesser. The material universe, once an indistinguishable, homogeneous
mass of nebulous matter, has become diversified into suns and systems,
planets and comets, in various stages of development. The earth, once a
gaseous and afterwards a fluid or semi-fluid mass, all aUke throughout, has
divided off into rocks, metals, soil, water, trees, plants, atmosphCTefand
what not. These examples may convey a tolerable idea of what Herbert
Spencer's theory is, and of the lines upon which it has been built up
Only the law of progress, however, is here indicated

; its cause, as laid
down by him, may be left out of view for the present. The theory, which
was promptly accepted by scientific men generaUy, may be said still to hold
the allegiance of most o^ them. If not absolutely invulnerable at all
points, it is still of wider reach, and offers explanation of mote and more
various phenomena than any other yet propounded. Here let another
illustration be added—the extreme lengths to which the division of labour
is now carried in the most advanced communities, in contrast with the
striking lack of it which prevails among those that are backward and nn
progressive. This is worthy of' special note in connection with what is to
follow.

One of the most prominent questions of ourday ia " the woman question "

by which is generally meant the question of varied employment for women
Coming still neai«r to the pr«>tical point at issue, it is the question of how
far women should be permitted or encouraged to take up various callings
and employments, now or heretofore believed to be suited for men only
ShaU women become doctors, prwchers, Uwyers, professors and such like ?
Sh*U we sabstitute them for men in large numbwi in shop and office and
at the counter

»
The womu'i advocate* say, " Yes, by all means ;

''

and
their oonrtant endeavour is to prove that, in capacity and constitution of
both body and mind, woman is far more Uke to man, and &r moreWrly
hia equal, ihma hu generally been supposed. The likeness of woman to
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man is in fact the key of their whole position ; they would reduce to a

minimum the differences between man and woman as thinking and working

l>eing8. They held, further, that thu tendency of education, civilization,

and progress generally, is to cause^woman to become more like man than

she was in bygone times—more fitted to assume many tasks formerly

allotted to men only. «

Now it may be worth while to examine how this theory of woman's

becoming more like to man in our days harmonizes with Spencer's theory.

In the progress of civilization, does woman really tend that way 1 Or, on

the other hand, is exactly the reverse the case, and does she tend to become

more unlike instead ? At the first blush it seems as if the two theories

must be irreconcilably opposed to each other. One affirms increasing

diversification to be of the very essence of progress ; the other affirms that

in at least one most important instance, progress tends towards increasing

similarity. The " woman's rights " theory is on the face of it in flat con-

tradiction to the modern doctrine and practice of the division of labour,

which latter, again, agrees with and is included in the Spencerian theory.

Let us now make one comparison of a certain sort, which may perhaps in-

dicate to us in which of these two directions the progress of the human
race really tends.

Examine the physiognomies of savage or half-civilized peoples. One

of the first things to strike us is the similarity between male and female

faces—the lack of distinctively feminine character in the latter. In Catlin's

portraits of North American Indians, the women's faces look so much like

the men's that we have to refer to the printed description to distinguish

one from the other. Photographs and sketches of savages from all quarters

of the globe, copied in the illustrated papers, tell the same story. The

story is that of a certain condition of existence—a degraded condition of

existence, be it remarked—in which woman loses her distinctive facial

expression, and takes on something of the masculine expression instead.

Now, compare this with the striking difference between male and female

faces which we see among the highly-civilized races, and which is so pro-

nounced a characteristic in portraits of the most cultivated classes—-of

those who are people of mark at' the world's centres of art and literature,

of politics and society. If the portrait of " George Eliot " be cited in

opposition, the case can easily be disposed of as an apparent exception only,

which really helps to prove the rule. Go back to the Greek statues, which

ought to be a crucial test, and we find the face of 'Vena^ a long remove in

its expression from that of either Jove or Apollo ; while even Minerva is

not made to look like Mars, though both are cut out for war. But, given

the faces only of a Hottentot Venus and a Hottentot Apollo, who but an

anatomist could tell one from the other %

Now, what is here pointed out is no accidental circumstance of only

trifling import, no mere coincidence without meaning. If a fact it really

be, then, most assuredly, there lies behind it a mass of cognate facts, all

of profound and permanent significance, with regard to the bearing which

civilization and progress have upon the aptitudes, the occupations and the

general destiny of woman in future ages. When these facts have been co-

ordinated, and the riddle of their meaning solved, they will point to some-

thing very different from what the woman's advocates are looking forward

tor Already we inay divine beforehand that, instead of^tendinglio assimi-

late the work of the woman to that of the man, the world's progress will on the

contrary bring us to still further division of labour between the two, and

will mark still more deeply the distinctive characteristics of each.

John Maclea.v.

his side had looked for. This is one of the grand opportunities of the

session, of thn Liberals. Tho N. P. has \wv.n glorified for years and they

have JwwL to bide their tiuic. N^w the time has come. J?lie most eifectiya

argument in favour of the policy—its success— is gone. If the Liberals

are an active, aggressive party, as they pretend to be, now is the time for

them to show their strength.

So, Hon. David Mills and Mr. John J. Hawkins have changed places at

last. The Supreme Court has declared that Mr. Mills is the member for

Bothwell, and as such he is now sitting and voting. Whatever may be the

private views entertained as to the merits of the question at issue in the

late suit, we are boui\d to accept the judgment of the court of highest

jurisdiction as just. That being so, all may be glad of the result. Mr.

OTTAWA NOTES.

Sir Leonard Tillby made his Budget Speech to-day, just six weeks and

one day after the opening of the House. It was a disappointment to both

sides. Sir Leonard had to talk about depression, falling revenue, decreas-

ing surpluses, maturing debts, and other subjects of a like unpleasant

nature. He is not accustomed to the task, and as he went on with his

speech he evidently did not relish it Personally he is ten years an older

man than he was this time last year. His explanations were feeble ; his

attack on the Opposition for want of patriotism was but a crack-voiced

echo of Sir Charles Tupper's ringing denunciation of a few weeks before,

and his muddled sentences were more hopelessly incomprehensible than

ever. Even his own followers seemed to yield to the depressing influences

of the occasion, for the Government benches were almost empty while the

speech was in progress. On the other hand, it had been expected that Sir

Richard Cartwright would riddle the Finance Minister and the Govern-

ment with hot shot Bat Sir Richard was not " up to his old form." His

strong points looked a good deal like exaggerations, and his weak ones

were palpably sa He made a good 8j>eech, but not so good as the men on

Hawkins fs not so able a man^ai^MrT Mills by a very great deal ; Mr.

Hawkins was not necessary to make the Government strong, but Mr.

Mills was badly needed by the Opposition. A strong Opposition is just as

necessary as a strong (Jovernraent, and this tends to equalize the parties.

The arrival of Mr. Mills at this juncture, it was feared, would lengthen

the session very materially. But writing editorials seems to have taught

Mr. Alills to oondensB what he has to say ; for speaking on a point of con-

stitutional law—and that is his pet subject—on the first day since his

return, he occupied only about ten minutes. If it becomes generally

known that this is the effect of journalistic training, newspaper men should

rank high as candidates for Parliamentary honours.

The subject of Mr. Mills' first speech was the right of Sir Charles

Tupper to occupy a seat in the House. The question was broached by

Mr. Blake, who contends that having accepted the office of High Commis-

sioner to England, an office to which a salary is attached, Sir Charles

has violated the independence of Parliament The fact that Sir Charles

has not voted this session seems to indicate that even he admits he

has no right to be in Parliament. The idea that a man may be legally a

member of Parliament to sit, but not to vote, seems on the face of it

rather absurd. The difficulty is said by Government supporters to be

only a technical one att'ecting only the vote, and a bill was introduced to

indemnify the Minister of Railways for any penalty he may have incurred.

The question has been referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elec-

tions. That, like all the other Committees, has a majority of ministerial sup-

porters, and though the Opposition all vote against Sir Charles—and they

undoubtedly will—he will be confirmed in his seat Of course a certain

form of investigation will have to be gone through first

The first state ball given by Lord and Lady Lansdowne came off, as

all the world knows, on Monday, 25th inst. Since then, there have been

heartburnings. Somebody on the new Governor's suite undertook to limit

the invitations. He did it by leaving out many M.P.'s and their wives

and daughters, as well as other female relatives enumerated by Mr. Gilbert.

He left out also many other people of almost equal importance with the

people's representatives, to say nothing of dozens of excellent, but less pro-

minent people who have hitherto swelled the crowd at the state ball. But

worse than that, this gentleman of the suite made up a list divided into

three heads, "special," "military," "general." Ye Gods' Imagine the

feelings of a man of importance, imagine the feeling of the better half of

that man of im}wrtance, when they find tfaeir names in the "
general " list.

But worse than all this, at the ball a shorthand writer and an A. D. C.

were stationed at the door to register the names of those entering the hall.

Whether the idea was to keep out dynamiters, or whether such a check

was thought necessary to make the ball select, is not announced.

For the last two days the snow blockade has kept trains from entering

the city. The interference with traffic and jffith public business will

"naturally be very great.

Next week, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday will be occupied with the

debate on the Budget. The other two days will be devoted to the con-

sideration of various items of business to be brought forward by private

members. Eo. Ruthven.

Ottawa, March Ist., 1^S4-

Mr. Joseph Hatton is already " well on " with hia book on the Irving

tour. Mr. Hatton "interviews" Mr. Irving everywhere en route, and
accompanies him in all hia travels. It is understood that the book will be

entirely in dialogue, and that its chapters will be verbatim reports of the

conversational utterances of actor and author. Hr. Hatton will endeavour

to draw Mr. Irving out, and Mr. Irving will freely criticise America and
Americana in replying to Mr. Hatton. .^The work will be eagerly read

when it does appear, but the author dt " Clytie " is not likely to have the

field all to himself. There are other " ohiela " in Mr. Irving's company
who are *' takin' notes," and other bookmakers are reported to be hard

at work.
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THE CHURCHES.

-Th* other w«ek the anniveraary of Bishop JainotV elevation to the
episcopate was celebrated with great eclat at Peterborough.

Thb Western Association of the Congregational Church will hold its

half-yearly meeting in London on the 24th and 25th inst Considerable
opportunity will be afforded for the discussion of religious questions, both of

practical and speculative interest

PrbpaIiations have been made for the erection of an English church
on the Island, Toronto's place of summer resort. The design of St.

Andrew's, auper-intula, is a neat unpretentious but classic English Gothic.

The island church will be a great convenience to summer residents.

It is now confidently expected that the various Methodist Churches of

_ Canada will be united in one organization. The movement has for the
most part been very favourably regarded. The Dominion and Provincial

parliaments have been applied to for the legislation necessary for the accom-
plishment of the union. There is just the possibility of a slight, but unin-
fluential secession, from the united church.

Thb Bishop of Ontario, about a year ago, delivered a lecture on
Agnosticism, which was afterwards published. Mr. Le Seuer, of Ottawa,
wrote a pamphlet in reply, which has called forth a rejoinder from the
Bishop. It was delivered as a lecture, two weeks ago, in Christ Church,
Ottawa. Its publication is expected. The discussion on both sides has
happily been conducted in a proper and becoming spirit.

Thb late Father Stafford endeared himself to an admiring flock in the
town of Lindsay. By active and intelligent efforts he did good work in the
promotion of education and temperance among his people. To find a
worthy successor was no easy task. The clergyman who was appointed to

the church in Lindsay found the burden too great for him. On account
of enfeebled health he has been relieved from bis charge.

Thb Evangelical Alliance meets in Stockholm, Sweden, in the last

week of August in the present year, and the Pan-Presbyterian Council
assembles at Belfast in June. The former includes among its members all

sections of the Evangelical Protestant Church ; the latter cpmprehends the
various branches of the Presbyterian body. It is designed that fewer
elaborate papers will be read than was customary at former meetingSj and
more time devoted to the discussion of practical issues. It is obvious that
one important member of the Presbyterian family, the venerable Church
of Scotland, is disposed to look coldly on the approaching Council

HowBVBR religious beliefs may be modified by changing circumstances
and by the results of scientific investigation, religion itself continues to be
a subject of deep interest to most thoughtful minds. Thomas Carlyle was
deeply alive to the value of a credo. In this age of conflict" and doubt
there are throughout Christendom all varieties of spiritual belief, com-
prehending the most materialistic conceptions of man's being and destiny,
the varying degrees of formalism, and the contemplative tendencies of the
mystic. It is not in this column designed to discuss theories, but to
narrate facts, and to chronicle current events in the religions world as they
ariae.

"

A DECISION has been given by the Hon. Justice Ferguson in the case of
Langtry v. Dumoulin. It is in favour of the plaintiffs. As was to be
expected, the decision has been generally received with favour. The finan-

cial affairs of St. James' Cathedral are not as flourishing as could be desired
yet many people believed that it was never intended that the income deriv-
able from the rectory lands should all be lavished on one church. The
judge before whom the case was tried, with a proper sense of congruity,
suggested the settlement of the dispute by friendly arbitration. This wise
counsel was not accepted. He has bestowed the utmost care in considering
the case, and his decision is obviously the result of honesl and painstaking
endeavour, yet it seems that it is not to be accepted as final. It is to be
submitted at once to the Court of Appeal.

Pboplb are wondering why Dr Wilson, late of Kingston, has been so
persistently held up before the public view as a hero-martyr. He has
deservedly obtained the reputation of being a most devoted worker in the
Christian Church. His connection with the Salvation Army has caused
all the trouble. Whatever good that body has been the means of accomplish-
ing, it cannot be questioned that many of its methods do not, and cannot
commend themselves to people of cultivated tastes and pure Christian feel-

ing. It may be very reprehensible, but it is too much to expect that
people will do violence to their feelings and say that what appears at vari-
ance with the sacredneas of religion ahonld be pronounced adminble.
And yet many broad-minded men have been highly eulogistic in their
pronounced estimates of the Army : why t

Thb Catholic Church in the Province of Quebec is at present in a
divided state. Within its bosom are two antagonistic parties. Though not
originating in the movement to establish a branch of Laval University in the
city of Montreal, the strife has been intensified by that proposal. The friends

of Laval and their opponents have strenuously endeavoured to compel a

triumph over each other, though in time it is pretty certain that the for-

mer will gain the object for which they have long contended. The papal
authority has been invoked by both parties, and deputations have been sent

to the Vatican. Leo XIII. does not err by being too impulsive. It is

generally understood that he has deputed Dom Smuelders to solve existing

difficulties, and if possible reconcile contending factions. Archbishop
Taschereau is supposed by mUny to be too liberalizing in his tendencies,

and the Cercle Cathotique was formed to counteract his influence, and that
of his following. Though embracing influential clergy and laymen in its

membership, it is said to possess many sympathizers throughout the prov-
ince. Whether Dom Smuelders will be able to evoke harmony from the
prevailing discord remains to be seen. Astbrisk.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO COBRESPONDENTS.
GxJs.—Not before the public.
F. and H.—Next week.
J. B. U.—Too lata.

CO-BDUCATION.
To the Editor of The Week :

Sir,—It is a matter of gratification to me, and no doubt to those who
think with me in the matter, that the columns of Thb Wbbk are evidently
thrown open for the discussion of woman's rights. Mr. Houston's article
on University Co-Education and the letter from "Sex" on "English
Women in Public Life "—a misleading letter, by the way go to show
that, at last, " Bystander " has come to the conclusion that there is some-
thing more in the ugly subject than he credited it with, and is willing to
hear the other side. Accepting this concession gratefully, I desire to give
the letter of " Sex " a rejoinder as short and to the point as I can.

" Sex " quotes the Pall Afall Gazette, which is, he says, " a very liberal
journal." If the fact that a paper entitled " Justice for Northampton," by
Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, M.P., may be found in the issue of February 4th is

to be counted as among the proofs of the liberality of the Fall Mall Gazette,
then no doubt it is a liberal journal, yet I do not think that all who eall
themselves Liberals would care to acknowledge it as an expositor of their
views, or as a recorder of their successes.

It is, however, a mistake to assume that the question of Women's Suf-
frage is only a Liberal question, either in England or Canada. That its
first promulgators belonged to the Liberal party in England I may concede,
because I am not able to show otherwise ; but the Somerville Club, now
and for several years in existence, was formed in order that the Conserva-
tive and Liberal friends of Women's Suffrage might have a common centre
of communication. Scarcely any question has more distinctly won its
way to favour on its merits than has Women's Suffrage, nor is there any
other that has had less sweeping support from a party point of view. All
Liberals are by no means supporters of Women's Suffrage. Mr. John
Bright, notably, is no friend to it. Nor in Canada is the movement sup-
ported alone by the friends of the Reform party. On the contrary, a large
number of the members of Sir John Macdonald's government are mem-
bers and friends of the Canadian Women's Suffrt^ Association, the wwk
of which at present remains free from party trammels—the women who
were its first promoters and are still its warmest advocates holding that a
question is greater than a party.

" A Good Liberal," as quoted by " Sex" from the Pall Afall Gazette,
says :

" The advocates of Women's Suffrage and of Women in Public Work
are fond of taking it for granted that their opinions are gaining ground in
the Liberal party," and he "doubts it." Whether Women's Suffrage is
gaining ground in the Liberal party especially I cannot tell, but that it is
gaining ground generally is shown by the review of the past year in the
Women's Suffrage Journal for January, 1884, where the opening parar
graph runs thus:—"The year that has just closed has been marked by
greater advances Ln public opinion in regard to the franchise for women
and more significant manifestations of such advances than have occurred
during any similar period since the movement began." And the writer
proceeds to cite these manifestations, the first of which is " the presen-
tation to Mr. Gladstone of a memorial signed by 110 Liberal members
of Parliament, stating that in the opinion of the memorialists, no
measure for the assimilation of the borough and county franchise will be
satisfikctory unless it contains provisions for extending the suffrage, with-
out distinction of sex, to aU persons who possess the statutory qualifi-
cations for the Parliamentary franchise."

The next event cited is "the debate and division on Mr. Mason's
resolution, when the hostile majority, which had been 116 on the last
division, was reduced to sixteen—a result which seems to h*T»-been
accepted among members as an actual success." * * *' j^
would he trespassing unwarrantably on your space, Mr. Editor, to quote
further on this point, and perhaps enough has been said to show that
"A Good Liberal" has little cause to "doubt" the advance, even
among Liberals, of the Women's suffi«ge question in England.

The same authority (?) proceeda to say : "The experience of the
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elections of guardians is not favourable to them (women), and with regard

to women on School boards and other public bodies, where are the cases

in vhioh they have been of service 1 And confidently assuming that

his query answers itself, ha proceeds to account for the state of things

he describes :

—

" Unfortunately," he says, " in public business as in private life, it is

found that women are apt to form their opinions by their likes and

dislikes, and to be moved by personal reasons rather than by the merits

of the question at issue, and this has made them often the cause of

discomfort and ill-feeling on the boards on which they have sat. Were I

prepared to yield the correctness of the assertion thus made, I might say

in excuse, that having been disallowed the right of forming an independent

opinion on any subject during an indefinite past, and having been expected

to guide their actions by "likes and dislikes," it would be no wonder did

women act in public life upon the only ground that has been allowed them.

But I do not admit that such has been the general result of women's

presence on bcArds, while I am quite willing to allow that there may

have been exceptional cases of the kind, though I do not know of any.

But I have had experience of men on boards and committees, and I

know that "personal," and above all "party" reasons, and "likes and

dislikes," interfere quite as much with the due consideration of the

question at issue as if they were all women of the type " A Good Liberal

"

objects to.

In reply to the query of " A Good Liberal :
" Where are the cases m

which they have been of service f " which I will couple with his closing

assertion : " They have done nothing which could not have been as well

or better done by men," I will give two instaaoes that recur to me in

which a woman has done what men did not discover required doing, though

they had been undisturbed possessors of the opportunities up to the

time that women went upon the several boards. The most notable case

is that of Mrs. Surr, a member of the London School Boartl. As one

of the committee appointed to visit certain schcob this lady felt dis-

satisfied with the result of her official observations at St. Paul's School,

an industrial institution where boys and girls, orphans or otherwise uncared

for, are prepared for useful lives. Something in the expression of the

children's faces, especially of the girls', convinced Mrs. Surr that there

was an evil somewhere which did not appear on the surface. Despite the

objections of many members of the Board, who scowled and scoffed at such

" woman's reasons " as Mrs. Surr advanced in support of a special enquiry,

for which she asked, and in face of a certain amount of persecution from

those who did not hesitate to tell her that she was a " cause of discomfort

and ill-feeling " on the Board, the lady persevered until an enquiry was

ordered, when a system of management was discovered, the heartlessneas

and brutality of which aroused the indignation of the whole nation, and

amply justified the " woman's reasons " which forced the enquiry.

Miss M. B. Willard, a sister, I believe, of Miss Frances Willard, of

Women's Christian Temperance Union fame, gives the other instance of the

value'of women on boards, which I will adduce. She says :
"On Saturday last

Miss Florence Hill, a niece of Sir Rowland Hill (and daughter of Matthew

Davenport Hill, so well known in judicial circles), kindly showed me over

St Pancras parish workhouse, of which she is one of the guardians. It was

a clean, airy place, full of the comforts suggested by the heads of women-
wise women, too, who are making it a study how to prevent as well as care

for pauperism." Here, then, are two cases in which women have done and

are doing what men cannot do, with all their authority and experience.

Who should tell so well as a woman when children and women are well

and duly cared for 1 It is a truism formulated by men themselves, that a

man cannot make a home, though he may provide all the material it seems

to require. And correspondingly a man cannot tell what the needs and

rights of women and children are, because he is not one of them. He

win remember well enough, however, that he did not run to his father but

to his mother for comfort in his infancy ; and this will be a sufficient

argument, if he is a fair-minded man, to show him that in the management

of women and children, women ought to have an authoritative say.

From- the assertions of " A Good Liberal," to which I have endeavoured

to reply, your correspondent " Sex " draws some very unfair conclusions.

He speaks of the " decided retrogression of Female Suffirage in the British

House of Commons," where, he says, " the regular BUI has ' shrunk to a

mere resolution.' " The •' mere resolution " in place of the Bill was occa-

sioned by the action of Mr. Gladstone in bringing in a Bill for the exten-

sion of the franchise. In England they do not play at legislation any more

than they can help, and therefore, when the Government announced a

Franchise Bill, it was no longer desirable to carry on a BiU for Women's

Suffhige, but, instead, to get in a resolution on the lines of the Government

KU which would give what the former Bill had embodied.

It is hardly fair of " Sex " to call the Leeds Conference " Radical,"

since it was composed of delegates from three Federal Liberal Societies—

the London and Counties Liberal Union, the National Liberal Federation,

and the National Reform Union ; and as the 540 delegates " Sex " cites did

not attend in the interest of Women's Suffrage, but took it as one of the

resolutions at one of the meetings, experience tells us that, if 200 delegates

were present at the meeting and voted in favour of the resolution, they

were no insignificant majority.

As to " Sex's " further assertion that " among the mass of the^ wives

and mothers of England the movement evidently finds no support," I can

only say that if the presence in thousands of the women of any town and

neighbourhood where a great meeting is arranged for. and the hearty

applause and assent they always give to the question mean anything, ^e
r^Zm of the wives and mothers—and of the widows and spinsters too, who

wiU alone be benefited directly by the franohiae—do approve of Women's

SnUrage, decidedly.

And has not Matthew Arnold lately shown us that the minority are

always the conservators of the right ? and there was a time when peeresses

sat in the House of Lords in their own right, and women were not only

the guardians of the poor, but churchwardens and justices of the peace,

also. I anit Sir, yours respectfully,

Toronto. S. A. C.

QBANT AND JULIUS 0A8AB.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sib,—"A Canadian," writing in reply to my article on " Grant and

Julius Ctesar," said very truly that the standard by which miliUry heroes

are judged will always differ. I fancy that no amount of writing will lead

us to take the same view. I admitted that Grant had done some good ser-

vice in the Western Campaigns, but still nothing that would justify placing

him in the' highest rank among generals. Space forbids my discussing

this.

My object in writing this letter is to reply to the following statement of _

" A Canadian "
:
—" The ' fact ' is not ' undoubted ' but absolutely untrue

that he (Grant) refused to exchange prisoners. It was purely a political

question, with which he had nothing to do."

I referred to the prisoners at Andersonville specially, and this was in

the latter part of the war, when Grant was in chief command, and there is

undoubted evidence as to his refusal then to exchange prisoners. General

Benjamin P. Butler was the Federal Commissioner of Exchange at Fortress

Monroe in 1864, and he made an official report to the " Committee on the

Conduct of the War" appointed by Congress. In this report General

Butler states :
—" General Grant visited Fortress Monroe on April 1st

—

being the first time I had ever met him. To him the state of the negotiations

as to exchange was verbally communicated, and most emphatic directions

were received from the Lieutenant-General not to take any step by which

another able-bodied man should be exchanged, until further orders from

him."

The report then details the plans adopted by General Butler to prevent

an exchange being agreed upon. In one place he says :—" This argument

set forth our claims in the most offensive form possible, consistently with

ordinary courtesy of language, for the purpose of carrying out the wishes of

the Lieutenant-General that no prisoners of war should be exchanged."

The conclusion of the report is as follows :—" I have felt it my duty to

give an account with this particular carefulness of my participation in the

business of exchange of prisoners, the orders under which I acted, and the

negotiations attempted, which comprises a faithful narration of all that was

done, so that all may become a matter of history. The great importance

of the questions ; the fearful responsibility, for the many thousands of lives

which, by the refusal to exchange, were sacrificed by the most cruel forms

of death from cold, starvation, and the pestilence of the prison pens of

Raleigh and Andersonville, being more than all the British soldiers killed

in the wars of Napoleon ; the anxiety of fathers, brothers, sisters, mothers,

wives to know the exigency which caused this terrible, and perhaps

as it may have seemed to them, useless and unnecessary destruction of those

dear to them, by horrible deaths, each and all have compelled me to this

exposition, so that it may be seen that those lives were spent as a part of

the system of attack upon the rebellion, devised by the wisdom of the

General-in-Chief of the armies, to destroy it by depletion, depending upon

our superior numbers to win the victory at last. The loyal mourners will

doubtless derive solace from this fact, and appreciate all the more highly

the genius which conceived the plan, and the success won at so great a

cost." .
,

This official report, written by a subordinate, and avowedly in Grant s

interest, justifies every word I said as to Grant's responsibility for the

refusal to exchange prifloners, and if the Northern stories of the horrors

of Andersonville are true, they prove the heartless cruelty of the policy.

Tours, etc.,

Toronto, Feb., 1884. George T. Dssison.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

Bv IlDaAB Fawobtt, aotbor of " A Qentleman of Leisure." " A Hopelon Caae,"^D, -M~
„^^ AmbltloM Woman," "Tlnklins Cymbali," eto.

VIL

Pahlinb now began in excellent earnest the preparations for embarking

upon her somewhat quaint enterprise. During the next three or four days

she saw a good deal of Kindelon. They visited together the little editorial

sanctum in Spruce Street, where Mrs. Dares sat dictating some of her

inexhaustible " copy " to a pale and rather jaded-looking female amanuensis.

The lady received her visitors with almost courteous hospitality. Pauline

had a sense of shocking idleness as she looked at the great cumbrous writing-

desk covered with ink-stains, files or clippings of newspapers, and long

ribbon-like rolls of "proof." Her own fine garments seemed to crackle

ostentatiously beside the noiseless folds of Mrs. Dares's work-day cashmere.

" We shall not take up much of your valuable time," she said to the

large-eyed, serious, little lady. " We have called principally to ask a favour

of youk and I hope you will not think it a presumptuous request." "

" I hope it is presumptuous," said Mrs. Dares, " for that, provided I

grant it at all, will make it so much pleasanter to grant"
" You may be sure," cried Kindelon gaily to Pauline, " that you have

made a complete conquest of Mrs. Dares. She is usually quite miserly

with her compliments. She puts me on the wretched allowance of one a

yew."

I

'4
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" FerhapH you don't deserve a more liberal income," said Pauline. Then
she re-addressed Mrs. Dares. " I want to ask you," she proceeded, with a
shy kind of venture in her tone. " if you will kindly loan me your visiting -

book for a little while." '
^

" My visiting-book 1" murmured Mrs. Dares. Then she slowly shook
her head, while the pale girl at the desk knitted her brows perplexedly, as
^hOugh she had encountered some tantalizing foreign word. " I would
gladly lend it if I had one," Mrs. Dares went on ;

" but I possess no such
article."

" Good gracious ! " exclaimed Pauline, with an involuntary surprise'that
instantly afterward she regretted as uncivil. " You have none !

"

But Mrs. Dares did not seem to detect the least incivility in Pauline's
amazement.

" No, my dear Miss Varick, I have no need of a visiting-book, for I
have no time to visit."

"But you surely have some sort of list, have you not V now inquired
Kindelon.

Mrs. Dares lightly touched her forehead. " Only here in my memory,"
she said, "and that is decidedly an imperfect list. My guests understand
that to be invited to one of my evenings is to be invited to all. I suppose
that in the fashionable world," she proceeded, fixing her great dark eyes on
Pauline," it is wholly diflferent. There matters of this sort are managed
with much ceremony, no doubt."

" With much trivial ceremony," said Pauline. " A little scrap of paste-
board there represents an individuality—and in just as efficient manner as
if it Were truly the person represented. To be in society, as it is called, is

to receive a perpetual shower of cards. I strongly doubt if many people
ever care to meet in a truly social way those whose company they pretend
to solicit. There are few more perfect mockeries, in that most false and
mocking life, than the ordinary visit of etiquette." Pauline here gave a
little meaning smile as she briefly paused. " But I suppose you will under-
stand, Mrs. Dares," she continued, "that I regret your having no regular
list. I wanted to borrow it—and with what purpose I am sure you can
readily imagine."

" Yes," was the reply. " My daughter Cora shall prepare you one,
however. She has an admirable memory. If she fails in the matter of
addresses, there is the directory as a help, you know. And so your idea
about the salon is unchanged ?"

"It is unalterable," said Pauline, with a laugh. "But I hate so to
trouble your daughter."

"She will not think it any trouble," said Kindelon, quickly.
Pauline looked at him with a slight elevation of the brows. " You

speak confidently for Miss Cora," she said.

Kindelon lifted one band, and waved it a trifle embarrassedly. " Oh,
I have always found her so accommodating," he answered.

" Yes, Cora is always glad to please those whom yie likes," said Mrs.
Dares. . .

.

A little later Pauline and Kindelon took leave of their hostess. They
had been driven to Spruce Street in the carriage of the former, and as they
quitted the huge building in which Mrs. Dares's tiny sanctum was situated,
Kindelon said to his companion : " You shall return home at once 1"

Pauline gave a careless laugh. She looked about her at all the com-
mercial hurry and bustle of the placarded, vehicle-thronged street. " I
have nowhere else to go just at present," she said. " Not that I should not
like to stay down town, as you call it, a little longer. The noise and
activity please me . . "Oh, by the way," she added, " did you not say that you
must repair to your office?"

" The Asteroid imperatively claims me," said Kindelon, taking out his
watch. " Only twelve o'clock," he proceeded ;

" I thought it later. Well,
I have at least an hour at your service still. Have you any commands 1"

.

"^""^ "" ^iMtrft vuutu wt? pass your nour or leisure » ssict rauinie.
" It would probably not be proper if I accompanied you into the office of
the Asteriod."

" It would be sadly dull"
" Then I will drive up town after I have left yon there."
" Why not remain dovm town, since the change pleases you V
" Driving aimlessly about for a whole hour t"

" By no means. I have an idea of what we might do. I think you
might not find the idea at all disagreeable. If you will permit, T will give
your footman an order, and plan for you a little surprise."

"Do so, by all means," said Pauline, lightsomely, entering the carriage.
" I throw myself upon your mercy and your protection."

Kindelon soon afterwards seated himself at her side, and the carriage
was immediately borne into the clamorous region of what we term lower
Broadway.

" I hope I shall like your surprise," said Pauline, as she leaned back
against the cushions, not knowing how pretty she looked in her patrician
elegance of garb and person. " But we will not talk of it ; I might guess
what it is if we did, and that would spoil all. My faith in you shall be
blind and unquestioning, and I shall expect a proportionately rich reward .

.

What gulfs of difference lie between that interesting little Mrs. Dares and
most of women whom I have met ! People tell us that we must travel to
see life. I begin to think that one great city like New York can give us
the most majestic experience, if only we know how to receive it. Take my
annt Cynthia Poughkeepsie, for example, and compare her with Mrs.
Dares ! A whole continent seems to lie between them, and yet they are
continoall)^ living at scarcely a stone's-throw apart"

Kindelon gave a brisk, acquiescent nod.
"True enough," he said. " Travel shows us only the outsides of men

and women. We go abroad to discover better what profittc of observation
JiW'at hooie

"

The carriage at length stopped.
" Is my surprise all ready to burst upon me }

" asked Pauline, at this
' poinL ^ ^t-

" Yes. Its explosion is now imminent," said Kindelon, with dry
solemnity of accent.

Pauline, after she had alighted, surveyed her surroundings for a
moment, and then said :

" I knew we were approaching the Battery, but I did not suppose you
meant to stop there. And why have you stopped, pray t

"

Kindelon pointed toward a distant flash of water glimpsed between the

nude black boughs of many high trees. " You can't think what a delight-

ful stroll we could take over yonder," he said, " along the esplanade. The
carriage could wait here for us, you know."

" Certainly," acceded Pauline.

They soon entered the noble park lying on their right. It was a day
of unusual warmth for that wintry season, but the air freshened and
sharpened as they drew further seaward. There are many New Yorkers
to whom our beautiful Battery is but a name, and Pauline was one of them.
As she neared the rotund wooden building of Castle Garden, a wholly novel
and unexpected sight awaited her. Not long ago one of the great ocean-
steamers had discharged here many G«rman immigrants, and some of these

had come forth from the big sea-fronting structure beyond, to meet the
stares of that dingy, unkempt rabble which always collects, on such occa-

sions, about its doorways. Pauline and Kindelon paused to watch the
poor dazed-looking creatures, with their pinched, vacuous faces, their timid
miens, their coarse, dirty bundles. The women mostly had blonde braids
of hair matted in close coils against the backs of their heads ; they wore no
bonnets, and one or two of them led a bewildered, dull-eyed child by the
hand, whUe one or two more clasped infants to their breasts, wrapped in

soiled shawls. The men had a spare, haggard, slavish demeanour ; the
liberal air and sun, ,the, very amplitude and brilliancy of sky and water,
seemed to cow and depress them ; they slunk instead of walking ; there was
something in their visages of an animal suggestion ; they did not appear
entirely human, and made you think of the mythic combinations between
man and brute.

"They are Germans, I suppose," said Kindelon to Pauline; "or per-

haps they hail from some of the Austrian provinces. Many of my own
country people, the Irish, are not much less shocking to behold when they
first land here."

" These do not shock me," said Pauline ;
" they sadden me. They look

as if they had not wit enough^to understand whither they had come, but
quite enough to feel alarmed and distrustful of their present environ-
ment."

" Ihis dramaof immigration is constantly unfolding itself here, day after

day," answered Kindelon. " It surely has its mournful side, but you, as
an American, ought by all means to discern its bright one. These poor
souls are the social refuse of Europe ; they are the pathetic fugitives from
vile and time-honored abuses ; they are the dreary consequences of king-
doms and empires. Their state is almost brutish, as you see ; they don't
think themselves half as far above the beasts as you think them, depend
upon it. They have had manhood and womanhood crushed into the dust
for generations. It is as much theii- hereditary instinct to fawn and crawl
as it is for a dog to bark or a cat to lap miUc. They represent the enlight-

ened and thrifty peasantry oversea. Bah ! how it sickens a man to con-
sider that because a few insolent kings must have their hands kissed and
their pride of rule glutted, millions of their people are degraded into such
doltish burlesques upon humanity ! But I mentioned the bright side of

this question from the American standpoint"
" Yes," said Pauline, quickly, lifting her face to his. " I hope it is

really a bright side."

" It is—very. America receives these pitiful wretches, and after a few^
short months they ai« regenerated, transformed. There has never, in the
history of the world, been a nation of the same magnificent hospitality as
this. Before such droves of deplorable beings any other nation would shut
her ports or arm her barriers, in strong affright. But America (which I

have always thought a much more terse and expressive name than the
United States) does nothing of the sort With a superb kindliness, which
has behind it a sense of unexampled poHgr, she bids them all welcome.
And in a little while they breathe her vitalizing air with a new and splen-
did result They forget the soldiers who kicked them, the tyrants who
made them shoulder muskets in the defence of thrones, the taxes wrung
from their scant wages that princes might dance and feast. They forget
all this gross despotism ; they begin to live ; their very frames and features
change ; their miserable past is like a broken fetter, flung gladly away.
And America does all this for them—this, which no other country has done
or can do !

"

He spoke with a fine heat, an impressive enthusiasm. Pauline, stand-
ing beside him, had earnestly fixed her look upon his handsome, virile face
noting the spark that pierced his light-blue eyes, below their black gloss of
lashes, and the little sensitive tremor that disturbed his nostriL She had
never felt more swayed by his force of personality than now. She had
never felt more keenly thian now that his manful countenance and shape
were both fit accompaniments of an important and robust nature.

" And what does America really do with these poor, maltreated crea-
tures, after having greeted and domesticated them t " came her next words,
fiUed with an appealing sincerity of utterance.

Something appeared suddenly to have changed Kindalon's mood. He
laughed shortly, and half turned away.

" Oh," he said, in wholly altered voice, "if they are Irish she sometimes
makes Tammany politiciftns of them, and if they are German she Hometimea
turns them into howling sociAliats."
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"Do you moan what you say 1 " exclaimed Pauline, alinost indig-

"^'^He bent his head and looked at her intently, for a moment, with a

"""^S^ert pTay of mirth under the crisp dark flow of his moustache. —r.

" I am afraid that I do," he replied, with another laugh.

" Then you think this grand American hospitality of which you have

inst spoken to be a failure—a sham t"
_ .

» No no—far from that," he said, rapidly, and with recurring serious-

ness, "'l was only going back to the dark side of the question—that is

aU You know, I told you it had both its dark and its bright side

Come, let us leave this rabble. You have not really seen the Battery yet

Its true splendors lie just beyond
"

(To be Continued.) ^

SPORTING NOTES AT HOME AND ABROAD.

With a season lengthy and severe, for Canada even, lovers oT winter

spotts have no reason to complain of the opportunities oflered them for the

pursuit of their respective fancies. The very jingle of sleigh bells has

now grown weary and montouous, and skating, to most, as as natural as

walking ; snowshoes, toboggans and iceboats have been in constant use, and

those who find pleasure in the last named have been made happy by the

recent assurance of Miss Ellen Terry that a slide in a toboggan and a sail

on the ice seemed the true poetry of motion.

The-irreat winter game of Canada is, however, curiing, and those who

are supporters of the national and ancient gam.^ of Scotland have had a

rare season of it, a season which reached its climax when, last week, the

final eames were played for the silver tankard. On the last day of the

contMt four clubs were left in, Lindsay, Preston, OriUia and St. Marys,

the two last named meeting for the final when, after a long and keenly-

contested struggle the St Mary's obtained the -ight to have their name

engraved on the trophy, which was first played for in 1875 when the

Hamilton Thistles were the winners. Dr. Ross, president of the Ontario

Curlers' Association, also presented the winners with a handsome gold

TD AflJl.1

Considerable discussion has of late been expended on the antiquity of

curling That it was popular in Scotland several centuries ago there can

be no doubt Charles I was a warm patron of the game, and James

II was so distinguished a curler chat few could equal him. Reliable records

of the game go back to four hundred and fifty years ago-

Trottin<r meetings both on the ice and on regular tracks have been held

at various places in the Dominion, yet they cannot, as a whole have been

said to have proved successful, and unless there be a decided change in the

management and inducements offered there seems to be but a poor future

fortrotting in Canada ; for not only amongst spectators of these events but

also amongst promoters themselves there seems to be a woeful lack of energy

and vitality. However, retrospection on winter sports does not afford

much food for comment, so with pleasure we turn to coming events, which

are now faintly casting their shadows before.

Primarily in importance and of most interest not alone to sportsmen m
particuhir, but to the Toronto public in general, is the coming dog show.

Ottawa set the ball rolling last spring ; London followed suit in the fall,

both with such marked success that we can but predict for the (iy^n

City
" a still greater triumph in the kennel exhibition than attended either

her eastern or western rival. Subscriptions and entries are freely promised

whikt the liberaUty of private individuals wUl doubtless furnish a good

list of special prizes. Advanti^e wiU be taken of the presence in the city

of sportsmen throughout the Dominion, to hold a .sportsman s convention

_ for the purpose of forming an association for the proper protecUon of game

and to look after the interests of lovers of sport.

With a representative Canadian team in England last year lacrosse at

home was somewhat under a cloud, the Toronto Club especial y suffering

from the absence of so many of their best men. The proposed trip of the

Montreal- Shamrocks to Europe has fallen through, so the prospects of the

coming season are particularly good, and some notable contests are likely

to bewitnessed on the new lacrosse grounds at Rosedale. The impetus

riven to kcrosse in Great Britain by the visit of the Canadian team has

been most marked. New clubs are rapidly springmg up, and the arrival

of a picked fifteen from the old country to the new will be an event of no

very distant date. Brighton, the sea side metropolis of England, has two

clubs in full swing ; and tho match between England and Ireland is one of

the SDortinK events of the year. ,

cLaZn Cricketing prospects are not bright, the
^^"^'''f°''%°fj^«

miserable exhibition made in the International match, when half the Eleven

were morally bowled before reaching the wickets at al ,
is too fresh in our

memory to speak more hopefully. Local talent is sadly at a discount A

step in the right direction has been taken by the mtroduction of the pro-

fessional talent in Canada. . ,

It is rumoured that Lawton wiU again ftU an engi^ement for the

Toronto club, though a coach of greater experience is badly wanted, and

onTwho has filled such a post at a pubUc school should be procured, and

with Uberal inducements there should be no serious difficulty "^efi^^S

such a man. J. Norley, who has done such yeoman service for both the

counties of Kent and Qloucester-phiying for the former by birth, and

thrUitter by residence-remains on at Trinity College School, Port Hope

and the results of his tuition should bear fruit this year. A tour of the

Past and Present of the school wUl again form an interesting event in the

programme of the season. The Port Hope club are laying down a new

JS and as they will have the iKsnefit of Norley's assistance during the

school vacation, and have besides some useful cricketers in the club, they

should be able to put a fair eleven in the field. The East Torontos, who

got through a most successful season last year will be. strengthened by

^eraL fresh members with cricketing reputations, and they bid fair to

assume the premier position amongst local clubs. Ihey last year set a

most exceUent example by instituting a fortnight's tour, wluch from its

success will, we trust, encourage the olul) to organize another tor the coni-

inir season.
, j ^l • • *

It was quite on the boards that an amateur eleven, under the joint

management of Lord Harris and Mr. A. N. Hornby, would have visited

Canada in the fall. Such an arrangement has, however, been postponed

till next season, which, as the international match will then be played on

Canadian soU, is perhaps after all best, as that event and a match between

the English visitors might be the means of establishing a cricket carnival

"week, 5i imitation of the " Ca^rbury weet," andmight do much towards

arousing the present apparent apathy amongst "lUe general public on mat-

ters appertaining to cricket.

An Australian eleven, which in ite general composition will be the same

as the last, will again visit England, playing in America en route, and an

attempt will be made to induce the Antipodean eleven to arrange a niatch

or two in Canada. An English team got together by- Shaw Shrewsbury,

and James Lillywhite will again go to Australia. A Philadelphia amateur

eleven has arranged a European tour, playing fourteen two day-matches m
Great Britain—commencing on June 10th at Dublin, and fanishing at

Maidstone on July 26th.

Aquatic news at this season of the year must necessarily be sj^nt.

Hanlan, who has of late been dividing his time by giving exhibitions and

posing at theatres in CaUfornia to the surprise of his friends who con-

cluded his Australian trip had been, abandoned, saUed on the l.th of hist

month for Sydney, where he shouW reap a golden harvest.

In England the attention of rowing men is now centred on the coining

racebetw^Bubear and Ross for 82,000 a side, which is fixed for the 10th

inst over the Putney to Mortlake course, Ross conceding a start^of ten

seconds, which, from the easy way in which Bubear recently polished ott

Elliott it U generally thought he is incapable of doing. Professional oars-

men in England have of late years been of a very mediocre class and

Bubear, who is said to greatly resemble the champion m his style of row-

ing, is regarded as the coming man.

The Inter-Varsity boat race comes off on the 5th of April. Both crews

are in full practice, Oxford on the Isis, and the Cantabs on the Ouse near

Ely • the Cam, despite the money expended on it for improvements, being

totally unfit for training purposes. The rival crews as at present composed

are about equal in weight This will be the forty-first contest between the

two universities, of which the Dark Blues have won twenty-two, the Light

Blues seventeen, and one " a dead heat by six foet, as the excited old

waterman, Sam Phelps, who was referee m 1877, announce.1.

Yachting men are preparing for the season, and the formation of a

yachting association for Lake Ontario, with headquartei-s at Toronto, will

likely be inaugurated.

The only recent event of importance in the athletic world was the fifty

mUe amateur championship race of America, which came off last week at

Williamsburg between J. Gassman of that city and P. Oolden of New

York ; the latter was favourite, but was never in the race, being out-

paced from the very first, and after going some thirty one and a-half miles

(being then some three miles behind) he gave up. Uassman, after covering

thirt;y-five mUes; was stopped and awarded the race and championship, his

time for the distance covered being 4 hours, 22 minutes and 42 seconds;

his times from the eighteenth up to the tbirty-fafth mile are the best on

record in America.
, t , u

Under the joint auspices of the ^a^^atten and the SouthLondonl^
' T~ ^1 1 T" :_ ~-£t.~t-nd~^ n rk^a^arrw ' UTl It VISId C^flfflftQu «ftw OOID tilts

rier8.^i^keff Amerroan athletic amateurs^ will visit fan

seascJn Murray, the champion walker, and Myers will be in the number.

Delaney, who, it wiU be remembered, beat George in a ten-mile handicap,

has decided not to go, and he is wise to rest on his reputation, as at that

distance he would find one or two in England besides Ueorge able to dust

him over. Snooks and Cattlin'should show him a clean pair of heeh a.s

should also Dunning. .Myers should find foemen worthy of his steel at

short distances, but Murray will hardly meet an opponent capable of fully

stretching him now thatRaby, who developed such wonderful powers as an

amateur, has joined the professional ranks. ;

In England the Spring handicaps have filled well the Lincolnshire

Handicap having fifty-two acceptances out of «i^.ty-«g'>'^^«°'"''^ = '" ^^^

City and Suburtan sLxty-four cry content out of sixty-eight Both events

have American representatives. In the Grand National there were forty-

nine acceptances out of fifty-seven subscribers, a considerable improvement

on last year, when there were but forty-one subscnbers and thirty-one

Leptances. The race comes offatLiverpoolon the 28th inst and specula-

?^nC^ready brisk, " Mohican," " Cortolvin " " Cyrus and "Satellit^
"

being most in demand. The three first mimed are no strangers to the

See course.
" Mohican," one of the powerful Irish fot, who w^ la«t

^rtop weight, got home third, and as h.f has wintered well and will

likely have Mr H Beasly up, he will, no doubt, be freely supported.

The Prince of Wales for the first time in the history of the race enters

a horse in his own name-" The Scot "-who was greatly fancied for last

year's Natiomd, but going amiss he was scratched In the previous year

he was going well, when he feU at the h«t fence but one He is undoubt-

edly onfofthe finest chaflers ever seen between flags, and his victory m the

interest of the Prince of Wales would be a most popular one He is now

trained by Jones at Epsom. ^ "•"""•
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ff^iJ MAJESTYS BOOK.

" More lieaves from the Jonmal of & Life In the HighlaiidB " precisely

resembles in every respect—as one extract will show—the volume to which

it is a sequel. Everything that was said or thought about the first work
will be equally applicable^to the second. The belief that political senti-

ment would be betrayed proves to be unfounded. Nothing visibly denotes

preference for Lord Beaconsfield over Mr. Gladstone. The only indications

of sentiment on any subject that can be called in the slightest degree politi-

cal are an expression of sympathy with the Stuarts, of whom Her Majesty

rejoices to think that she is now the representative, while she " cannot bear

the recollection of Culloden ;
" and a manifestation, rather than an expres-

sion, of sympathy with the Germans in the Franco-G«rman war. In the

latter case too, it is evident that Her Majesty's heart is with her German
sons-in-law quite as much as with the German cause. She is strongly

attached to the French Empress, and bitterly bewails the death of the

Prince Imperial. John Brown receives special mention in the dedication,

and there is a warm tribute to his memory at the end. He appears in

almost every page as the trusted and constant attendant, devoted, as no

doubt he was, to the personal Silfety and comfort of his mistress, but

nothing is said about him which can give reasonable offence, hardly

anything that can provoke a smile. He is always there, and so are the

luncheon basket and the tea. The allusions to the death of the Prince

Consort are frequent, unaffected and touching. The life depicted is one of

simple pleasures, genial affections, kindly interests and pure Highland hap-

piness. There is a good deal of religious feeling, and it is decidedly not

Ritualistic, Her Majesty's favourite clergyman being evidently Norman
McLeod. The reflection will sometimes obtrude itself that Royalty has

its public, as well as its domestic, duties, and that had the Queen's time been

shared between the Highlands and Ireland, as ail her most loyal and

honest councillors desired, she might, in tjie opinion of all who know the

Irish people well, have made it impossible for her throne in the Irish heart

to be usurped by demagogues, and thus have averted a long train of calami-

ties, past and yet to come. If any other thought of a pensive cast arises

as we turn the pages in which the commonest, the most minute, the most

personal details of everyday life are presented to the public eye, it is that

Royalty lives in a charmed circle of illusion with regard to its own rela-

tions with the world, and can hardly ever have its impressions corrected by

the voice of an adviser who will venture to speak the truth.

A OABBUSB ACCISBHT.

Wi started at about twenty minntas to seven from Altnaginthaaaeh, Brown on
the box next Smith, who was driTing, little Willem behind. It was quite dark
when we left, bat all the lamps were lit as osoal ; from the first, however. Smith
seemed to be quite confused, and got off the road several times, onoa in a ver;
dangerous plaoe, when AUoe ealled oat and Brown got off the box to show him the
way. After that, however, thoogh going^ very slowly, wa seemed to be all right,

but Alice was not at all reassured, and thought Brown's holding up the lantern all

the time on the box imlioated that Smith ooold not see where he was going, though
the road was as broad and plain as possible. Suddenly, about two miles from
Altnagiuthasach, and about twenty minutes after we had started, the carriage began
to turn up on one side ; we called out :

" What's the matter r " There was an awfal
pause, during which Alice said :

' We are apaatting." In another moment—daring
which I had time ,to reflect whether we should be killed or not, and thought there
were still things I had not settled and wanted to do—the carriage tamed over on
its side, and we were all precipitated to the ground ! I came down very hard, with
my face upon the gronnd, near the carriage, the hones both on the ground, and
Brown oalUng out in despair, "The Lord Almighty hare merey on us I Who did
ever see the like of this before I I thought you were all killed. " Alice was soon
helped up by means of tearing all her clothes to disentangle her ; bat Lenchen,
who had also got caught in her dress, called out very piteoasly, which frightened
me a good deal ; but she was' also got out with Brown's assistance, and neither she
nor Alice was at all hart. I reassarad tham that I was not hurt, and urged that
we shoald make the best of it, as it was an inevitable misfortune. Smith, utterly
confused and bewildered, at length came up to ask if I was hurt. Meantime the
horses were lying on the- ground as if dead, and it was absolutely necessary to get
them up again. Aliee, whose oalmneas and coolness were admirable, held one of
the lamps while Brown cut the traces, to the horror of Smith, and the horses were
speedily released and^got up unhurt. There was now no means of getting home
except by sending back Smith with the two horses to get another carriage. All this
took some time, about half an hour, before we got off. By this time I felt my face
was a good deal bruised and swollen, and, above all, my right thamb was ezoaa-
sively painful and much swollen ; indeed I thooght at first it was broken, till wa
began to move it. AUoe advised then that we shoald lit down in the oaodage

—

that is, with the bottom of the oarriaga as a bask—wfaieh we did, covered with plaids,
Uttle Willem sitting in front, with the hood of his " boamoos " over his head, h^M'tig
a lantern. Brown holding another, and being indafatigabla in his attantion and care.
Ha had hurt his knee a good deal in jumping off the aairiaga. A littla elaret was all

we coold get either to drink or wash my taoa and hand. Almost directly aftar tha
accident happened, I said to Alice it was terrible not to ba able to tell it to my daaraat
Albert, to which she answered :

" But ha knows it all, and I am snrs ha watehad over
us. " I am thankful that it was by no impmdsnaa of mine, or the slightast deviation
bom what my beloved one and I had always baan in tha habit ot doing, and what he
sanctioned and approved.

4 Bumnsomoa.

At Aherfeldy, a pretty village opposite Caatla Manxiaa, oaa or two people saemad
to know ns. Now wa eama in among fine, high-woodad hills, and hara it was maah
olearar. We were in tha Bradalbaaa proiiarty aad'approaeUag Taymoath. Wa pasaad,
to tha left, BoUrax, where Lord Bredalbana'a faatec atill Utss, and to tha tight tb«
principal lodge of Taymonth, which I so wall raaaaoibar ning in by ; bat as wa aoold
not have driven through the grounds without asking parmiMJon and baooaing known,
whieh tor variuas reasons we did not wish, wa datidsd on not attampting it, and oon-

tented ourselves with getting out at a gate, close to a small fort, into which we were
admitted by a woman from the gardener's house, close to which we stopped, and
who had no idea who we were. We got out and looked down from this height upon
the hoase below, the mist having cleared away saffioiently to show as e^ei^thing ; and
here unknown, qaite in private, I gazed, not without deep inward emotion, on the

scene of our reception, twenty-four years ago, by dear Lord Bredalbane in a princely

style, not to be equalled for grandeur and poetic effect I Albert and I were only

twenty-three, young and happy. How many are gone who were with us then I I was
very thankful to have seen it again. It seemed unaltered. K verything was dripping

from the mist. Taymoath is twenty-two miles from Dunkeld.

piOHioaio,''

At half-past two we five ladies lunched on 'a heathery knoll, just above Hr. Eeir's

wood, and were indeed glad to do so, as we were tired by the great heat. As soon as

luncheon was over, we walked down throngh the wood a few hundred yards to where
the carriage was. Here we took leave, with much regret, of the dear, kind Duchess
and the amiable Miss MaoSregor, and got into the carriage at half-past three, stopping
for a moment near Eindrogan to wish Mrs. Eeir and her family good-bye. We drove

on by Eirkmichael, and then some little way until we got into the road from Blairgowrie.

The evening was quite splendid, the sky yellow and pink, the distant hills coming out

soft and blue, both behind and in front of as. We changed horses at Spital, and
about two miles beyond ,it—at a place called Looh-na-Braig—we stopped, and while

Grant ran back to get from a small house some hot water in the kettle, we three, with

Brown's help scrambled over a low stone wall by the roadside, and lit ^ fire and pre-

pared our tea. The kettle soon returned, and the hot tea was very welcome and
refreshing. We then drove off again. The scenery was splendid till daylight gradu-

ally faded away, and then the bills looied grim and severe in the dusk. We cleared

the Devil's Elbow well, however, before it was really dark, and then many stars came
out, and we reached Balmoral in safety at half-past eight o'clock.

ABBOTSrOBD.

Another twenty minutes or half-hour brought ns to AbboUford, the well-known
residence of Sir Walter Scott. It lies low and looks rather gloomy. Mr. Hope Scott

and Lady Victoria (my god-daughter and the sister of the present Duke of Norfolk)

with their children, the young Dake of Norfolk, and some other relations, received us.

Mr. Hope Scott married first Miss Lockhart, the last surviving grandchild of Sir

Walter Scott, and she died leaving only one daaghter, a pretty girl of eleven, to whom
this place will go, anil who is tha only surviving descendant of Sir Walter. Thay showed
us the part of the house in which 'Sir Walter Uved, and all his rooms—his drawing-
room with the same furniture and carpet, the Library where we saw his MS. of

"Ivanhoe," and several others of his novels and poems in a beaatiful handwriting with

hardly any erasures, and other relics which Sir Walter had himself collected. Then
his study, a small dark room, with a little turret in which is a bust in bronze, dona
from a cast taken after death, of Sir Walter. In the study we saw his journal, in

which Mr. Hope Scott asked me to write my name (which I felt it to be a presumption
in me to do), as also the others. We went through some passages into two or three

rooms where were collected fine specimens of old armour, etc, and where in a glass

case are Sir Walter's last clothes. We ended by going into the dining-room, in which
Sir Walter Scott died, where we took tea.

AWKWABD.

We waited and waited till dinner-time, but nothing came. So we ladies had to

go to dinner in our riding-skirts, and just as we were. I, having no cap,

had to pat on a black lace veil of Emilie's which she arranged as a coiffure. The
Duke and Sir Thomas dined with as ladies. None of the maids or servants had any
change of clothing. Dinner over, I want with Louisa and Jane to the drawing-room,
which was given me as my sitting-rooom, and Jane read. While at dinner athalf-paat

nine, Boss told as that Blake, the footman, had arrived with some of the smaller things,

but none of the most necessary—no clothes, etc. The break with the luggage had
finally broken down at Tomintoul : from thence Blake had gone with a cart to Duff-

town, where he bad got a small break, and brought the light things on, but the haaviar
luggage was coming in a cart, and they hoped would be here by twelve o'clock. Louise
and Jane Churchill left me at near eleven o'clock. I sat up writing and waiting for

this luggage. A man was sent out on a pony with a lantern in search of it. At one, he
came back, saying that nothing was to be seen or heard of this Inckless luggage, and
urged my going to bed. My maids had unfortunately not thought of bringing anything
with them, and I disliked the idea of going to bed without any of the necessary toilette.

However some arrangements were made which were very uncomfortable ; and after

two I got into bed, but had very Uttle sleep at first ; finaUy fatigue got the better of dis-

comfort, and after three I fell asleep.

A HOnSE-WAlUIIHQ.

We dined at about half-past eight in the small dining-room. This over, aftar wait-

ing for a little while in my sitting-room, Brown came to say all the servants ware ready
for the house-warming, fand at twenty minutes to ten we went into the Uttle dining-

room, which had been cleared, and where aU the servants were assembled. We mads
nineteen altogether. Five animated reels were danced, in which aU (but myself) joined.

After the first reel "whiskey-toddy" was brought rouod for every one, and Brown
begged I would drink to the " fire-kindling." Then Qrant made a Uttle speech, with
an aUusion to the wild place we were in, and concluding with a wish " that our Boyal
Mistress, our good Quetn," should " Uve long." This was followed by cheers given out
by Boss in regular llighland style, and aU drank my health. The merry, pretty Uttle

baU ended at a qaarter-past eleven. The men, however, went on singing in the
steward's room for some time.

Sad thoagbts filled my heart both before dinner and when I was alone and retired

to rest. I thought of the happy past and my darling husband whom I faneied I

must see, and who always wished to build here, in this favourite wild spot, quite

in amidst the hills. At Altnaginthaaaeh I oould not have Uved again now—alone.

It is far better to have built a totaUy new house ; but then the sad thought struck
me that it was the first Wulow't houae, not built by him or hallowed by his memory.
But I am sure his blessing does rest on it, and those who Uve in it.

k. ooKKuaioa snavtoa.

A very bright morning with deep snow. At twelve o'clock I want to tha Urk
with my two ladies (the Duchess of Roxburgh and Lady Ely), Lord Bridport being
also in attendance. At the end of the sermon began tha service of tha Communion,
which is most toaching and beautiful, and impresisad and moved ma mora than I

can express.

The prayer after the sermon was very short, after which Dr. Taylor deUvatad an
address from the pulpit, in whieh he vary baautifuUy invited all true penitents to raoiava

the communion, Uia hardened sinner alona to abstain. It was dona in a vary kind and
enoouriging tona. Dr. Taylor adopted part of one of tha KngUsh prayers, only
shortened and simpUflad. . . . Aftar this address—" the Fencing of the Tables," aa it

is oaUad—tha minister came down to the smaU table in front of tha pulpit, where ha
stood with the assistant minister, and the' aiders on either side, and whila tha Sfith

Psalm was being sung tha eldars broaght in the elamants, and plaaad tham on tha
table, vis., tha bread aat into small piaoas, and two large plates lined witii napkins,
and tha wina in four huge sUvar enps. Tha ministai than read tha words of tha initl-

tution of the Lord's Suppar, from 1 CorintUans xL 38, and (his was toUowad by a
short but vary impraasive prayer of oonsaoiation.

This dona, ha handad tha bread first, and than tha wina, rigjit and lafl to tha
aldars, Franaia Lays (Brown's nnola), Syaum " iha msrchant," Hnatac, and Dr. Bobart-
MW, to iiMftam ; hlmaalf givhig both to on* or two paopla naatasl to Urn. Tha hi^aad
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waattaen revei«nay oaten, and the wine drank, sitting, each person passing it on, one

totha other ; the cup being replaced by each on the table before them after they had

nartaken of the wine, and then the elder carried it on to the next pews, in which there

were tobies, untU aU those in that portion of the church prepared lor the Lord s aupper

had oommunioated. After which the elders replaced the Elements on the toble before

the minister, who deUvered a short address of thankfulness and exhortation.

We left after this. It would indeed be impossible to say how deeply we were

Impressed -by the grand simplicity of the service. It was all so tnUy earnest, ^d no

description can do justice to the perfect devotion of,the whole aSrajblage. It was

most touching, and I longed much to join in it. To tfee aU these ^^ good people

in their nice plain dresses (Including an old woman in her mutch), s<Wiany of whom 1

knew, and some of whom had waUied far, old as they were, in the deep snow, was very

striking. Almost all our own people were there.

CHABAOTEBIBTIO OLIPPnjaB.

At length Brown ran off to a cottage and returned after some Uttle while with a cm»

fuU of hot water, but it was no longer boUing when it arrived, and the tea was not good.

Than all had to he packed, and it made us very late,

One of the Duke's keepers had prepared a fire and got a kettle boiling, and here we

took our tea. Afterwards I sketched, but we were surrounded by a perfect cloud of

midges which bit me dreadfnUy.

And there tha poor old woman, whom we had known and seen from the first here

these twenty-one years, lay on her bier in her shroud, but with her usual cap on, pcMe-

ful and little altered, her dark skin taking from the usual temble paUor of death. She

had on the sooks I gave her the day before yesterday. She was m her eighty-nmth

And very melancholy, and yet sweet, were my feeUngs when I,landed and found on

the path some of the same white pebbles which my dearest Albert had picked up and

had made into a bracelet for me. I picked up and earned off a handful myself.

This was the only eoniretmft to our most successful, enjoyable day. How dearest

Albert would have enjoyed it I

MacAlUster had broiled some fish and got tea ready for us in a very small rooin

upstoirs in this little cottage, where there was a fire. I had my coffee. We Udies, and

Leopold, aU squeezed into this room. It was a very merry tea.

Dr McLeod gave us such a splendid sermon on the war, and without mentioning

Prance, he said enough to make every one understand what was meant. It was all

admirable and heart-stirring. Then the prayers were beautiful in which he spoke of

the sick, the dying, the wounded, the battlefield, and my sons-m-law and daughters.

Wa aU came back deeply impressed.

Yes • and Tfeel a sort of reverence in going over these scenes in this most beautlM

country' which I am proud to caU my own, where there was such devoted loyalty to the

fanulv of my ancestors—for Stuart blood is in my veins, and I am now their represent-

ative, and the people are as devoted and loyal to me as they were to that unhappy

race. •

We met those dreadful reporters, including the man who behaved so iU on Satur-

day, as we were coming back.

Thb Undbbobodnd City, or the Child of the Cavern. By Jules Verne.

Philadelphia : Porter <fe Coates.

Yet another fascinating book from the prolific pen of the mercurial

French fiction-scientist. After having taken us in fancy to the heavens

above and the earth beneath, an4 the waters under the earth, in this last

work he delighta with a fantastic description of an underground world,

such as is only possible to a writer who has a wonderful and unique power

of describing the marvellous so as to make it seem reality. The work has

lost little'of its force in the able translation of Mr. W. H. G. Kingston,

and forty-two illustrations add further to its attractions.

"
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BOOK NOTICES.

SocBATBS. A translation of the Apology, Crito, and parts of the Phsedo

of Plato. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

A Day in Athens with Socratbs. Translations from the "PMagana

and the Republic of Plato. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

These two books consist mainly of translations of parts of Plato

deemed to be more peouliarlj adapted for promoting sound philosophical

study among young people, especiaUy ladies. The author's name was

lately made public, much against her wish, we understand, by some of the

ladies who had been indebted to her generous assistance to themselves

personally, and to the cause of woman's education and elevation in New

England. The first-named book was published in an expensive form four

years ago, but is now issued at a popular price.

The second, " A Day in Athens with Socrates," made its appearance

only a few months ago, and has already reached a considerable circulation

both in the States and in England. Both these works have received favour-

able notice, the Very Rev. Dean Liddell, of Oxford, Lord Chief Justice

Coleridge, and Mr. Matthew Arnold, amongst other distinguished critics,

having expressed their admiration for the performance of the fair author.

They are evidently the work of a sound Greek scholar. The clear, chaste

style of the translations is such as to render them attractive to readers who

have not the advantage of perusing the works in the original. At a time

when so much that is light and frivolous, not to say unsound and unhealthy,

is found in books which are eagerly read by the young of both sexes, it is

an agreeable surprise to find a lady of wealth and high social position thus

resolutely set herself to the task of endeavouring to promote philosophical

study of a simple and practical character among her sisters.

Thk Andovkr Review. Boston : Houghton, MifiSin &. Co.

Theological science in New England has been studied in a freer spirit

than is usually the case elsewhere on this continent It seems to be in close

sympathy with the speculative methods of Germany. Orthodox theologians

have become suspicious of Andover teaching and no little commotion has

been raised. The representatives of the latest phases of religious thought

have commenced The Andover Review as a suitable medium for the discus-
^

sion of the religious problems of the time. The first two numbers have

reached us. Professor Egbert Smith writing on " The Theological Purpose

of the Be-view," takes as its key-note the ancient motto, " Let us learn to

live according to Christianity." Articles deserving special mention in the

initial number are :
" Chritianity and jEstheticism, " by Washington

Gladden, D.D. ; "The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture," by Professor George

Harris ; and a most interesting paper on " The Churches of the Huguenots

and the Religious Condition of France," by Augustus F. Beard, D.D. The

February number contains several thoughtful articles, among which may

be mentioned : "The Christian Conception of Providence," by Dr. Brastow,

" Professor Harris's Contribution to,Theism," by Dr. Newman Smyth ; and

"The Theological Tendencies in Germany." The topics selected for

editorial discussion are of immediate interest. Their method of treatment

is clear and condensed. T)io Andover is not open to the reproach of dullness.

It is sure to be welcomed by a growing class of readers.

The Canada Educational Monthly, Vol. VI., Nos. 1 and 2, January

and February, 1884. Toronto : C. Blackett Robinson.

Educational journalism in Canada, we are not amiss in saying, has as

yet hardly received the public attention which its aims, and, in the case of

the above periodical, its manifest merits, deserve. This, we fear, is true of

education itself. Educational work is too much left to its paid professors,

and public interest in the profession and the work of the schools is repre-

hensibly slight It is difficult, we were about to say, to account for this,

particularly when it is borne in mind how much is annually spent by the

Province on the schools and the school system. But the indifference is

explained when we reflect upon the amount of public interest and concern

which is daily expended on politics and the party press. When that is

deducted from the time our reading population have at command for the

high affairs of the State, little can be left for the consideration of matters

of equally urgent moment. All things considered, perhaps it is well that

"

matters are as they are, for were public interest more pronounced, and our

politicians better informed as to the educational administration, we should

have more of a wrangle than we have, and a keener and wordier war, in

the great cause of public instruction.

But with or without public recognition, the Educational Monthly is

doing a work which the teaching profession, at least, value. And value it

they may, for nothing can be of higher service to education than a per-

sistent, disinterested effort to maintain a periodical of high character, out-

spoken views, and helpful criticism, in the interests of a class upon whose

professional and personal equipment so much depends in ensuring the

mental and moral training of youth. Were we to refer to^ ona mmmend -

Thb Abt ITnion. New York : The American Art Union, 44 East Four

teenth street, Union Square. Nos I. and II.

This new candidate for public favour is in point of general ^oellence

one of the best class monthlies yet published on this continent It is the

official journal of the American society whose name it bears. The pro-

prietors announce that a leading feature wUl be the contributions of artist

members of the Union, both in the form ot papers and illustrations. |' It

will support only such ideas as obtain among earnest and honest artbts,

and will deprecate such (only as these in common condemn." The first

part contains a beautiful etehing by Mr. Henry Farrar, " Off Quarantine,

New York." It includes some exquisite reproductions from the American

Art Union Exhibition by various artists, of which the group by H. A.

Loop, H. P. Share, and M. J. Burns are especially good. Part II. con-

tains 'a charming etehing, " The Rainbow," by Mr. Thomas Moran. Three

pictures in this number are drawn by the artists, and are excellent, though

a lew amount of finish than the subject deserves was bestowed upon the

faoeain Mr. Preer's "The ConnoiflMUfB." The get-up, letterpress, and

paper ate all first-class.

menial auu uiunu w^uuu^ v* jv.««.*. — — — —
able feature of the magazine more than another, it would be to this, viz., its

manifestinterest in all that pertains to the well-being of the profession,

and the constant effort it puts forth to bring into clearer recognition the

importance and dignity of the teacher's work. With the indifferent status

the teacher, as a rule, has in this country, the result, no doubt, of explain-

able circumstances, it is of no little mpment that the organ of the profes-

sion should spend its efforts in raising the aspirations and lifting the spirits,

OS weff as stimulating the thought, of the men and women whose days are

spent in unremitting, and often thankless, toil in the laborious work of

teaching. To the Rector of the Toronto Collegiate Institute, it is well

known, b due the credit of spiritedly maintaining this excellent magazine,

and he is ably assisted by the present editor, Mr. Geo. H. Robinson, M.A.,

and by hb aidea, the conductors of the professional departments. In tie

literary articles, in the technical sections, and in the reviews and editorial

notes, there b an array of matter of high scholastic value and professional

interest which should commend the publication, not only to the toaching

fraternity of Canada, but to the recognition and support of every lay friend

of education throughout the Dominion.

A Defence of Modern TnonaHT.—In this pamphlet, published by

Hunter, Rose and Company, Toronto, Mr. W. D. Le Sueur replies to a

recent brochure by the Bishop of Ontario on " Agnosticism," and the

author b evidently satbtied that he has utterly routed that reverend gentle-

man. Mr. Le Sueur objects to the Bishop attributing modem scepticbm to

the theory of evolution, and points out that twenty-two years ago, when the

" Origin of Species " was only two years old, Bishop Wilberforce discerned

a sceptical movement which he prophesied wovUd lead up to the great

Antiohrbt
'
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Thb White House will be described, and fully illustrated, in the April

Centim/.

Blackwood & Son, the English publishers, announce a new volume

of Essays by George Eliot.

Messrs. I. Sucklikg & Sons, Toronto have published a very pretty

waltz, entitled " With Pleasure," and composed by E. A. Jones.

The devout pilgrims to Carlyle's house at Chelsea have become such a

nuisance that the house now bears aTjuge placard, reading :
" No questions

about Mr. Cariyle answered here. Please do not nng."

The Continent for March 8th has for its most interesting feature a

paper on " Nihilism " by D. Cumming Macdonald. The instructive series

of papers on art by Henry Blackburn are concluded in this issue.

A r.lFB of Chinese Gordon has just been published in England, to be

sold at a penny for the benefit of the poor. He is at present, and deserves

to remain so, the most popular hero since the Duke of Wellington.

Of the articles culled for the last issue of LiUeir» Living Age, prob-

ably those on " Chinese Gordon " and " Recreations of Men of Letters

will be most read. They both originally appeared in All the Year Round.

The Auk is the name of a new quarterly published in Boston for The

American Ornithologists' Union. We notice that Mr. Montague Chamber-

lain the best known of Canadian Ornithologists is an associate editor of the

periodical.

By arrangement with E. C. Armstrong & Son, the Putnams will shortly

brin" out a limited edition deluxe of Poe's works. It will conUin Mr.

Stoddard's Memoir, the Essays by Lowell and Wills, and various other

interesting material.

Mr J E Nettle, of Ottawa, has been induced to send the MS. of a

series of private readings which he gave on " Reminiscenses of a cruise to

the Mediterranean in H. M. S. ' Hastings,'" to the press, and they will

probably soon appear in volume form.

" Rices' Surprise Party" played "Pop" to good audiences in the

Toronto Opera House last week. There is no plot in the piece, which is

characteristically named, and depends chiefly upon the effervescences of

Kate Castleton, Mr. Mackay, and Mr. Fortescue.

The New York Daily Graphic devoted a whole page to illustrations of

the principal scenes in Barrymore's " Nodjezka," in which Madam Modjeska

plays the title role. So successful has this production proved that it is

poraible the talented star may be induced to postpone her departure.

On Satunlay la.st Dr. Bryce read a paper before the Canadian Institute

on "Some Factors in the Malaria Problem," in which was given the result

of ob8er^•ation8 at .several points on the Grand River. Next Saturday Mr.

Wm. Houston will read a paper on " Old English Spelling and Pronuncia-

tion." .

A cobbespondent directs attention to what he considers striking

resemblances between Mr. Charles ^'^'^IJ'^^^ ,f't?^''^\"^T'!'
entitled, "The Picture," and a novel, "Where Shall He Find Her?

translated from the French and published by the American News Com-

pany in 1867.

Mr Ed W Bok, an enthusiastic young autc^raph-collector of Brook-

Ivn announces that at an eariy date he will publish a pamphlet descriptive

of his collection of autograph letters-some 1,.500 in number, and including

the signatures of many of the greatest names of modem times, as well as

some equally distinguished in the past.

Thb Canadian Methodist Magazine for March is a strong number.

The articles on ' ChristTan-tJirity," by the BirfKjp of N»g«a, *x>d

"Heredity," by Dr. Clark, of Toronto, are specially woriihy of attention.

Rev Alfred H. Reynar has also an analysis of " The Poems of Owen

Meredith," accompanied by a capital portrait of Lord Lytton.

" 1 understand they are getting up another Art Imposition," said Mrs.

Blank the other day. But they needn't expect me to loan em anything

Last year the clumsy things broke an arm of 'Venus de Medicine and

then had the cheek to tell me it was that way at first. Just as though I

was foolish enough to pay $15,000 for a second hand st»too-the idea.

Kate Field says that when she goes to Massachusetts, "the land of the

Pilgrim fathers, the home of Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Whittier, Lucy

Stone, and Julia Ward Howe," she finds that the women, the most enlight-

ened ih this country, are praying in vain to have a voice in the making of

thelaws When she goes to Utah, " where education is at its lowest, and

culture is almost unknown," she finds women enjoying suffrage.

Mr. Arnold says that our newspapers show great enterpriae and abUity

hnt that thev pay a great deal of attention to police news. Mr. Arnold

LiSt iK become a <iuestion whether any Wing daily c« be «rfely

left on the library table, or put into the hands of chUdren The details

of crimes of evei^ character, and especially of all kinds of dome.tic infe-

Ucit^^ are given with disgusting fulness. Our hope is that the thmg wiU

g^ on until U creates a i^lstion so strong that the publishers of the news-

papers will not mistake it. '

« u

In his forthcoming work on Prince Bismarck, Herr Moritz Busch

states that some time before the war of 1866 Prussia askwi Austria to

ioin her in a war against France for the po«e«don of Alsace. The National

Zit^, however, declares that the account of Herr von Gablenz s m«ion

«3d by the author, was published by a Saxon JO."""*!"*J
85.9 ami

Promptly contradicted by Herr von Gablenz. There is no doubt that the

S^ book on the German Chancellor wUl give rise to many discuwoni.

when it shall appear in print.

The March Manhattan opens with 'a particularly interesting paper on

Dartmouth College. A bright article is that by Mr. WiUiam Willard

Howard, [entitled " Rafting on the Alleghany." Mrs. Harriet Prescott

Spofford's quite unbelievable story, " Transformation, ends happily in this

number. Mr. Edgar Fawcetfs "Tinkling Cymbals " begin to rival An

Ambitious Woman," but is not quite so strong a story. Especially timely

is the paper by Loring Pasha entitled " What will become of Egypt (

To sing of merrier things, I will cite the case of an irritable author who •

went the other day to "have it out" with his publishers, Messrs. Chatto

and Windus. He had never seen either of them in the flesh, having only

communicated by letter with the firm, and when he found himself in the

presence of one of them felt timid and confused, so he stammered W4th

oblique indignation :
" Sir, I don't know whether you are Mr. Chatto or

Mr. Windus, and I don't want to be rude. But if you are Chatto, d—

n

Windus ; and if you are Windvw, d—n Chatto !

"

The editors of St. Nichnlas are gratifying the spirit of adventure and

heroism which all boys have, by furnishing sketches of " Historic Boys, —
some as wonderful as fiction, and all true. Papers giving the boyhood ot

Marcus Aurelius, Harry of Monmouth, afterward Henry V., and Giovanni

of Florence, afterward Pope Leo X., have appeared in late numbers ofthe

the magazine. Among the others promised are :
" The Boy Viking (Olaf

of Norway) ; The Boy Crusader (Baldwin of Jerusalem) ; and the Boy-

Chieftain (Brien of Munster). Had the boys of this Series died before

manhood, they still would worthily rank as Historic Boys.

It was shown a short time since that a celebrated line in one of Lord

Tennyson's poems has undergone more than one change. At the dimier

of the "Odd Volumes," it was mentioned by a Chinese scholar that when

Lord Tennyson wrote," Locksley Hall " he could not have been aware of

the exact nature of a Chinese cycle. " Better," he exclaimed, " fifty years

of Europe than a cycle of Cathay." It being granted that Cathay is

poetical English for China, it was stated that a Chinese cycle consists of

sixty years. By these cycles the lapse of time has been computed in China

during the whole of the present dynasty. The poet, therefore, was less

complimentary to Europe than he probably intended to be when he said

that fifty years of Europe were only equal to sixty years of China. Per-

haps he was not so far wrong after all.

How curiously the Queen's book strikes the American mind !
The

closer judgments of great minds as revealed in private diaries are oJ««n-

times of the greatest interest ; but when a person, greater in royal rank

than in mental power assumes that his or her purely personal affairs and

sympathies are invested with a sacred and profound interest, because of

inherited station—that his or her little worriments, common to the humblest,

are of especial moment to the great, busy world—that the public is inclined

to weep, not so much on account of the thing over which royal tears are

shed as that it has disturbed the royal mind, we, who have lived in a land

where there are no "Court grammars" in which a single individual is

pluralized, cannot understand why the Queen's book, with its tnviolties,

its pettiness and pettishness should ever have been published, and it is

gratifying to realize that our understanding is not assisted by perpsal of

the English press.

—

Th/i Current. ^

Here are some American criticisms on Mrs. Langtry's performances in

" Peril " at New York:—" Her face is as immobile as a mask, and her

voice as expressionless as a Cape Cod fog-horn." " Her dresses were of a

splendour rarely seen, and her appearaice in the third act was assuredly

that of extraordinary beauty." "It is a lamentable truth that to the

amusement-seekers of this city (N.Y.) as a body, Mrs. Langtry is the most

interesting figure on the New York stage." " She did a double-header fall,

a la Bernhardt, whieh caused roju* of laughter—she shook the bofurds^

The headlines of one criticism are : " She pleases—she is very cold—

a

humorous fall." Another critic says :
" An astonishing marvel of textile

architecture." Still another :
" Failed to create surprise or enthusiasm.

One critic wishes " she would not act, but simply keep on changing her

dresses, and thus carry out the intention of Providence, and that was to

make her a lay figure." And another says :
" her neck is lovely, her

hair beautiful, her waist aristocratic, and her hands large, loose, coarse and

red—in fact, awful." StiU another says :
" She is twenty-nine, and hasn t

been home to see her papa for ten years." Fred EveriU seems to have

made an immense hit as the Doctor, in " PerU "
; but Coghlan, they say, is

again showing too much reserved force.

An interesting account of the respective conversational powers of some

of the lights of French literature says that Alexandre Dumas does not shine

in a salon. " He has a tendency to stand in comers, with arms folded, and

nursing his chin between the thumb and the index of his right hand, whUe

he reliSes some anecdote of himself or of his father, in a roughish, hoarse

voice, and with a certain brusqueness of language." Augier is a nervous

and incisive talker, "joyous, gaulois at times, and gifted with a communi-

cative laugh." Renan is " urbane, unctuous, priestly, and unaffirmative.

Alphonae Daudet retains the awkwardness of Bohemian antecedents ;

Sardou " will talk your head ofi ; a single word is sufficient to start him.

Edmond de Goncourt talks "weU and elegantly, and with great originality-

of language." Victor Hugo "used to be reputed ah excellent talker.

Barbey^Aurevilly, who is one of the Uons of the Boronne de Poilly's

salon, is a master in the art of causerie, both as a narrator and in repartee. /

About, " of course, is a capital talker." Zola is a " boor in all respects ;

he never appears in a salon, and when by chance he visits one of his

colleagues in naturalism he invariably talks about the circulation of his

book^ond the scurvy thievery of those American publishers who translate

his novels and never pay him a cent."
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International Throat and Lung
• Institute,
For the treatment -of Aijtbma, Bronohitle,

Cateirh, Laryngitis and (^onatimption in the
first and second stages, and ail lUseoaes of the

nose, throat and lungs by tlie aiil of the Hniro-

meter. invented by Dr. M. Souvlelle, of Pa '"

ex-aide sar^eon of the Frenoh army.
Head Otfoe: London, England.' Branches:

Montreal, Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Win-

Physicians and sufferers can try the Spiro-

meter free. Consultation free. If unable to

call personally and i>e examined, write for

list of questions and copy of International

News, puoURhed monthly.
Addbksb:

173 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,
OB

U PHILLIPS' SQVARB, MONTREAL.

NORTH AMERIOAJJT
LIFE ASSUnRANCE CO.

(nrOORPORATSD BT SFBCUL ACT OP DOMIinON PABUAWgNT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO.

Prnidmtr-nos. A. Mackenzie, M.P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canada.
Vict-Presidrntt—yios. A.Mobrib,M.P.P., and .Iohn L. Blaibie, Esq.

Issues all approved forms of Life Policies and Annuities, and its specially favourable Tok-
TiNE and Skmi-Tontinb Invbbtment Policies.

Its Commercial Endowment Policy meets the wants of those needing the protection of In-

surance only, avoiding the uncertainties of the Co-operative plan and the over-payments of

the ordinary system.
AffftBta waBled In anrepr«a«lBted dlatlivte. Apply to

Vrm. nicOAlMt, Torema, Managi^i Dirmlot.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

STEWART * SON. (Late STEWART
* STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VAtUXTORS.

Offictii—39 Adelaide St. East, Tornntu.

WM. STBW.VRT. WM. H. 8TEWABT.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

nOM(EOPATHIST,
Speoialties—Dlseaaes ot ChUdren and Nervous
System. Hours—8to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Son-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to S.30 p.m.

39S ft 32S JABVI8 STBBST.

LAND REGULATIONS.

aEO. MacOONALD,

Babbistbb, SouoiTOBf Etc.

Kquity Ohambers, 90 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

s
MITH, SmTH & RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Lasbatt W. Smttb, D.CL. James F. Smith.

Sho. M. Bab.

E,
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor. Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Monty to band. Officts 10 r.ir* Chamb»rt,

No. 9 TOBOHTO Btbbbt, Tobonto.

pAINLESS DENTI8TBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method inclndes filling, and operations both
meohnntoal and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dbntist,

266 Queen Street, Kaiit.

DR. JOHN HALL, Sbnb.,

Homceopathic Physician,

At bis old reeidence, 3.H RICHMOND ST. E.

Office Iiours;—9to 10 a.m.: *2to4p.ra.; and
on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to 9 ; Sunday, .>.;« to 6.30 p.m.

^ C. MoKINLAT, L.D.3.,

SURGEON DENTli^T.

121 Chuboh Stbbbt, • - Toboiito.

Ty PEARSON,

* DENTIST,
No. 2 Kino &TBEBT West, - - Toronto.

T OBEIGHTON,

SoLlCITOa, NOTARY PUBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBSRS,
VicTOBiA Stbkkt -

.
- Tobonto.

The Company otfer Lands within the Railway Belt along the niain line, anil in Smitli

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from S1.28 to 83.50 par acre, acccudins to price paid for

the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RBS^RVMD SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are

now offered for sale on advantageous tomis, to parties prepared to undertake their imme-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment:
Purchasers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at SIX PER CENT, per annum, payable in advance.

Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deetl of Convey

anoe at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.
^

Payments may be made in LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be accepted at ten

per cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be i>btaine<I

on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.

FOR PRICES-and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with i-cspect

to the purchase of Lands, apply to .JOHN H. MoTAVISH, Land Commissioner. Winni-

peg. By order of the Bowrd. ,_._„„
Montreal, January, 1884. SecrOan,.

THE FEBRUARY

Magazine of American Histoi^y
o

-i ^ CONTENTS-
Pbontibpiece. Portrait of rieorge W. Lane, lata Prendent of the Now York Chamber of

Commerce. Prom a photograph.

OtTB TwENTT-oNE Pbebipents. Oeorge i;ary Ii;ggleBton. I. The First Ten- -Washington to

Tyler. lUuttratimu: Portrait (raiel of Washington— Portrait of .Iohn Adams (executed

in liondon in 1783)—Portrait of .lefferson- Portrait of Madison Portrait of Monroe Por-

trait of .Iohn Qulncy .Idams-Portrait of .lackson-Portrait of Van Buren Portrait of

Harrison Portrait of .Iohn Tyler.

The HonsEB of the Moond Bnil.DBnp. Cyrus Thomas, Ph. n. With an illustration.

TRiBrTE TO Qeoboe W. Lane, late President of the New York Chamber of Comraoroe. Rev.

Charles H. Parkhurst, D.D.

The (tbi8woi,d Famii^t op Connboticiit. I. Profeseor Edward E. Salisbury. An exhaustive

sketch—historical, biographical and genealogical—showing the part taken in public aCfairs

by various members of this notable family durinc successive generations from the begin

nings of settlement in Connecticut. Fresh information from KngUsh nnd other souroos

adds greatly to the interest and value of the contribution. It will be completed in March.

OBIOINAI, DocnMBNTS. Sir Henry Clintons Original Secret Record of PHvaU Dailii Intelli-

genee. Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addis Emmet. Introduction and Notes "by Edward

PTDe LanoeyT CEapter Vr (begumnTTfitoBSfr) '^

MiNOB Topics. Letter from Lyon Gardiner Tyler -Cavalry Fights vffth the Comanche-s.

NoTBB. A Wall Street Incident Historic Silver—Funeral Expeiises in the Olileu Tiiiios

Mrs. Volokert P. Donw.

QUBBIBB. Washington Buttons, iUiM(raf«l—De Wolf—U. S. Ensign.

Bbpukh. Is it the First American Coin ?—Colonel David ('rockett-Lafayettes Regrets.

Societies. New York Historical Society — Maine Historical Society — Buffalo Historical

Sooioty—Wisconsin Historical Society—Rhode Island Historical Society—Chicago Histori-

cal Society — New England Historic, Senealogiaal Society — Maesachupetts Historical

Society.

Book Notices. Library of Aboriginal .American Literature. No. m. The Oilegiienco, a

Comedy.Ballet, edited by Dr. Brinton—The Lord is My Shepherd, the Twenty-third Psalm,

in Song and Sonnet, by Bev. Dr. Wm. C. Richards—Memorial of .Iohn Farmer, A.M., by

Le Bosquel—Arohivea of Maryland, edited by William Hand Browue Maryland in the

Beginning, by Neill-Appleton's Guide to Mexico, by Conkling- Autobiography and Letters

of Orrille Dewey, by Mary B. Dewey— The Andover Review.

WHAT IS CATARRH %

'Frtnn th» Mail (Can.) I>9€. 15.

Catarrh i»a mnco-pamlent dischargeoaaMd
by the presence and development of the
veKBtable paraaite ainicba in tne Internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is

only developtid under favourable circum-
htanoee, and theee are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the liligbted corpuecle of ubercle,
the germ poifton of syphilis, mercury, toxo-
uicea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the akin, suppressed perspiration, badly

,

ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poiaons that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons kbep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irnt&-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these tierms, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fances, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the tbroat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarsenest;'
usnrpmg the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary oonBomption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of Inhalents and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mncus tissue.

Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years" Htauding. after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thif -orrible disease, whether standing tor

one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

IfESBBfl. A. H. DIXON & SON,
%5 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

What tJui Rev. E. B. Hietermm, B.A..a Clergy-
man nf the London Cortference of tta Metho-
dist Churrh of Canada, has to nay in regard
to A. S. Dixon <t Son'B Ymc Treatvxent for

Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont.. Canada. March 17, '83.

Mea»r». A. H. Dixon dt Son :

Deab Sms,-—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too goo<l to be true that'

I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, sufTered so much and for
so many yearn, that is hard for me to realise
that I ani really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad cAse

;

it was aggravated and chronic. invoK-ing the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fullv cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to you.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at twn treatments, and
T shall gladly recommend your remedy to

some of my friends who are sufferers.

Tours, with many thanks.

Ret. E. B. Stbvbhbon.

RnSSETiL'S, 9 KIN(i ST., WEST,
TORONTO, for

HI0H-CXA8S WATCHES & .TEWELI.SRT

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special feattxres.

Chareres Moderate.

-TTTINDSOR HOUSE, GOLBOENE.W COMMERCIAL TRAVEUiRS' HEAO-QUARTERS

This House has all the latest improvements.
Good Sample (looms, excellent cuisine.
Terms, l.OO per day.

Wm. Males, Clerk. Ai.brrt GbrbiIAX, Mangr.

TOBONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the Light-RunninK "DOBIESTIC,"

and'the Don^stic Paper Fashions; also sole
agency for Macrame Lmen Thread, soft finish -

ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in
making Macrame Lace. Knitting. Wool.
Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sewmg Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BRAIN, 98 Yonge Street.

D,B. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabvi8 Stbbbt.

MIDWIFEBY, AND DISEASSS OF
WOMEN A SPECIALITT.

"The matter furnlBhed in this periodical is valuable for all time, as presenting historical

faote not aocessible in books of history. The illoBtrations and papers are of the finest, and
the Dunibers during a year make two elegant bound volumes."—Tfte IndianapolU -Toumal.

^OBACB F. ALLKINS, ABTI8T,

40 Chureh Street, Toronto.

Portraits tn^n lite. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portrait* of borMs ana dogs. Oil
minting tangbt on the system of the Royal
Aoadamy, London, England.

"The MagoMinc of Ameriaan HMory has ceased to be an experiment, and become a
necessity among the students of the history of early American days. Each number during
the year 188a has been full of papers upon subjects of national and local interest, and not
these alone, but papers of import to historical students in otber countries. It is well and
Qnely illustrated, and with deserved maintenance will be a repository which no student can
afforti to overlook."—ymo Ennland Hintnriaal and Genealogieal Ttegitter, ./nnuary, 1884.

WA. OCPEY,
• Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

an OHtmcH ST., tobonto, ont.

JVBildmatas given on appUcaMoB.

" It is an illustrated monthly which never fails to hold our attention. —.Voto Tnrklind*-
pendent. ^

.VoU By newlealere everyirltere. Ttmu, t.'i a year, or -V) eeiUt a number.

PUBLICATION OFFICE, 30 LAFAYKTTK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY.

FBASES (t SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraser, Photographers

to theQneen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,

Photooraphebs, btc.

/. A. Fraeer, B.C. A.
A. O. Fraeer.

J. A. Fraeer, Jr.

ptHABLBS W. PHILLIPS,

soucrroB. convbtancbb, ate.

-:0fficb:—

ie Adelaide Street Saet, Toronto, Ont.

,BION AND OTHER POESIS

ChARLIB 6. D. ROBERT»,

Squitre I2mo. Clotb. $1.00.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT ^k CO..

ns * 717 Karkat Steaat,

Philadallibla.
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

90 CHCRCH WTBBET, TORONTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT,

Deposits received from H upwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 44, 5

and 6 per cent. No nottoe ifequired for with-

drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIH, Manacer.

%S- MONBT TO LOAir 0» MoBTOJkOB SEOWBITT

PREPARATION FOR HARVARD, OXFORD
and CAMBBIDOE(Eng.). and for Welles-

ley, Lady Margaret Hall and fiirton Colleges

for Women, hy E. R. Humphreys, LL.D., by

separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.

Vacancy for one pupil in place of one who
has iust left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts:—1. Dr. Humphreys
has successfully prepared for Harvard, m 16

years, 131 candidates, 2. In each of the pre-

sent four classes there are members in good

standing prepared by him. 3. Five of his

former pupils will graduate next .June, all

creditably, one in High Honors. 4. During

the same period he has prepared for vanous
Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge 17

students. 5. And for other American and
English Colleges 28 in aU. Dr. H. rives les-

sons in Greek and Latin composition and
criticism by correspondence.

For circular, address

E. R. HUMPHREYS, LLJ)..

129 West Chester Park, Boston, Masa

February 25th, 1884.

TIHBJ

MINNEHAHAN!

Literary (| Family Magazine

WBBT OF THX mssissipn.

Bepreaentative of W«Btam thought and cul-

ture; UlustratiTe of Weatem scenery.

It ranks, East and West, among

the best Macailnea of

the oountry.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere. Any per-

son a bma fide subscriber may canvass for

The Miukehahak, and retain 50 per cent of

the subscription money. This offer extends

only to April l«t, 1884. No one not a lub'soriber

is permitted to solicit subacriptlons.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, Sj.oo.

TO CLERGYMEN, Si.oo.

Grand Trunk Railway.

TENDERS ARE INVITED

FOB TBa

SUPPLY OF COAL
tOB THE

GRAND T*UNK RAILWAY
for the season of 1884, delivered .as foUows :—

Tons net.

At Black Rook, Buffalo, or east side

of Suspension Bridge iJ8a,000

At Detroit .Tunction ""^
At Jackson. Mich 2,0110

At Sarnia (ft. Edward), delivered in

yard fttOOO

At D. & M. SUp. Detroit 18,000

At Port Stanley, Ont 12.000

At Brockville, Ont., in -Company's
yard, by water 20,000

At Port Hope, Ont., in Company's
yard, by water 7,500

At Waubaushene, Ont, in Company's
yard, or over vessel's aide 7,500

Full particulars to be obtained on applica-

tion to D. MoTaggart, Fuel Agent, G.T.B.,

Montreal. _ .

Tenders to be in on or before 4th March,
1884. The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

MoHTBBU,, Feb. 7th, 1884.

THE BOOKMART
A MAGAZINE OF lilTEBABT AND

LIBBABY INTELLIGENCE.

Devoted to the individual interests of the
Public in the

Purchase, Exchange, or Sale of Books

OLD, FINE, BABE, SCABCE AND
OUT-OF-THE-WAY.

BOTH AMERICAN AND FOREIGN.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

THE AHEBICAV A5D lOSEI&H

BOOK TRADE JOURNAL
The Representative of the Second-hand

Bookdealer The compasdon of book loven

and book buyers. Establishing direct com-
munication between book buyers and sellers,

bringing a market to their doors from aU
over the world.

Sample copies tree on appUoation.

ASDBXSB BOOEKABIUFUBUHUUIG CO.,

PITT8BUBGH, PA., U.S-A.

price. United States and Canada,
tlJBO; Foreign, Be. per year.

E«TABI,IBSai> 1 3M Yonse street

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOKXTJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers lust

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsomming Taper-

Hanging, Glazing, Re-Olasing and Painting

done to order. Estimates (rtven_ A well

elected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A caU solicited.

QUETTONSL GEORGE
AND CO..

AND

Spirit Merchants

MUgI6 AND DRAIA.
Attraetiont for the week commencing

HONDAT, MAR. 10th.

TORONTO.

QBAND OPBBA HOUBB-,

BLACK FLAG.

Edwin Thome Combination.

SIX NIGHTS AND SATUBDAY MATINEE

THE WEEK.
Single copies sold, and subBcriptiona taken

by the loUowing foreign agenta

:

KTew Tark,

J. W. Bbbutawo, 39 Union Bqoue,

E. P. DOTTOB & Co.

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, etc., CAREFULLY

PACKED IN JAR, KEG
OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

-V.A."CrX.TS :

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, QNT.

PROP. W. R. DOBBYN,
Editor and Publitker,

MINNEAPOLIB, MINN., U.S.A.

UNABBIDOED.
, Rutaia and TurkeyjMndingg.In ShMjM

CAPITAL, 9S50,000.

JOHN B. BABBEB, Preaident and Managing
Director.

CHAS. BIOBDON, Vice-President.

BDWABD TBOUT, Treasurer. -

HISTORICO-SOCIULUGICAL

LECTURES.

A LIBRARY IN ITSELF."
^w virfl the latest edition with "••••
1* Wa 'Words, ( 30(10 more than any
*""^ other English Dictionary.)

IBtoKTapbicBl DIcttoiuuTwhich
it contains gives brief Ikots con-

oeming V>«> noted persona,

in lUttatratlona-aWO in num-
ber, (about three times aa many
as found in any other Dicfry.)

THE STAHSARD. ^-

Webeter is the standard of the U. 8. »»»»««•
Court and in the IJ. 8. Gov't PrlnttanD«<».

It has all along kept a leading place, andthe
New Edition brings it fairly up to date.—ionaea ,

TimM, Ju«», 1S82. I

No school in the Dominion, no teacher, and no i

reader of the language, can afford to be without

this monumental work.—tVinado Educa I Journal.

It has come to be recognised as the meet uae- i

ful existing "word-book" of the Engliab lan-

guage, all over the world.-iir. Y. IViiwM, 1M2.
[

Specimen pages sent prepaid on application.

'a. » C. irrF»TA'— * go., FsbUahma,
'*• * 8^ta«««MI, MSMM., U.i.A.|

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM.

Business Education

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT TBI

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TOBONTO.

Mannlactures the foUowing grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB

(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CBBAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

. ACCOUNT BOOK PAFEBS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLOBKD COTBB Papebs, super-flniahed.

13"Apply at the Mill for samples and prices.

Special sizes made to order.

^^NADAmpTbriwoR^,
TORONTO, ONT.

PKAcncAL Booz-Kuraro,
UMTAL lUTHJUTIC,

oomnouL law.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have bad the graatMl oooeta with

pupils, and hav« received th* highaat.anoo-

miuDU irom the leading bosineu m^s.

For descriptive oatalogxw, addrew

Taa SioanaBT,

XQBQNfp^

SMJTD FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.

Canada Soap and Oil Workt,

Office

:

Work* T

70 IBOITT St. Bast, |
DBHin Strot,

TOBOKTO.

OnppLKS, Upham & Co,, Old Comer Book
Stand.

Pbiladelvkla,

W. B. ZiBBiE, Comer 3rd and Walnnt St.

PiraoB 4 S»TO«B, 128 Dearborn Street.

Waahlaatoa,
BUNTANO (£ Co.

Vtvw OrlvaiM.

G. F. Whabtos, 5 Carondelet Street,

Daarer, C*!..

M. v. Thomas.

Valrwlt. Mlek.

JosBPB Mabsh, Detroit News Co.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

MAinirAOTUaSBB OF THB

" LILT WHITB " raOATWO SOAP,

QUBEirB OWK PBRTBCnOH SOAP,

XHaUSH MOTTLBD SOAP,

ana orana oautBaaTBD BBAsne o»

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

FiiUinS Soap*.
< Toilet Soa.pa,

ikjilllne Dye*.

A. J. Hawks, Seneoa Street.

AuBiCAH ExcHABOB, 449 Strand ; B. F.

Snms, 4 Trafalgar Sqoara.

GaiiaSAWi's,- 224 Bne de IUtoU.

Office of the Nuova Antalogia.

NOTICE.
Sale of Dundaa and Waterloo Road.

THE Mocudomized Boad commencing atthe

western limits of the Town of Dundaa in

the County of Wentworth, and thence running
westerly through the said County to the

limits of the Town of Gait, m the County of

Waterloo, wUl be oBered'for sale by PnbUo
Auction by Mr. T. J. BeU, Auctlonwir, at tte

Elgin House, in the Town of Dundaa, Ontj,

at 2 o'clock p.m., on SATUBDAY the 16th

March, next. ^
Printed terms and conditions respeotlng

the above sale can be obtained upon apj^oa-

tion to the undersigned, at the Depwtmant
of Public Works, Ottawa, or frona tiie Aiic-

tioneer at Dtmdas, by whom they wUl also Be

publicly read before the Sale.

By order,

F. H. EMNIS,
SeeraCorv.

Department of Pnbllo Works,
Ottawa, Mth February, 188*.

T°
SUBSCBIBEBS !

Those wishing to keep their copies of Th»
Wbbk in good condition, and have them on

hand for reference, should use a Blndar. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 78 CenU, Postage prepaid

These Binders haTS been made eapieesly

forTM Wb««, and are "rf,"** •*»*»"»'•?;
ture. The papers can be placMdto the Binder

week by wMk. thus keeping the flU complete,

Address-

Offioi of Thi #MBt,

Jordan Street, Toxonto.

^/
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$3.00 par Anmiin.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

During the past week tlie legislative machine has been going on almost

without a hitch, and without even serious fear of a break-down or an

^fT^i-.8~. mk^ '^tOj' VV^ k*^t^ Tsported in ft beoomin^y dry mftouer

the " debate," and the leading party organs have sought to make political

capital out of trivialities, in the vituperative style peculiar to them,

" Which read and read, you raise your eyes in doubt.

And gravely wonder what it is about."

Evening sessions have been the rule, rendered necessary by the wearisome

prolixity of many speakers, and the occupants of the front Government

and Opposition benches begin to wear the jaded appearance of men sick

with constant listening to the weary waste of words which becloud, rather

than elucidate, the most trivial as well as the more important topics. It is

hoped the businefs of the House may be got through about the 21st current.

In the Fiftieth anniversary of the incorporation of Toronto as a city,

which was celebrated after a quiet fashion on Thursday last,!the capital

The proposal to cede over a mile of water frontage to the Grand Trunk

and sister railway companies, endorsed by the City Council, is a most

dangerous and extraordinary one. That its many objectionable features

are well understood by the promoters would appear evident by the unsatis-

factory manner in which the basis of agreement between the city and the

railways was smuggled through the Council; and the suspicion naturally

arises that Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk influences had much to do

with this. Be that as it may, those most concerned have fortunately _
grasped its real significance in time, and have made known their objections

in no uncertain tone in public meeting. It is difficult to retain a convic-

tion of the City Council's shrewdness, and at the same time believe in its

disinterestedness in voting away the control of the whole Esplanade-

offering the greater portion of the land lying between the city and the bay

—to the railway companies virtually as a present for all time, with

permission to fence it round, and thus close many approaches to a lake

that is so largely used for business and pleasure. No person can say

toKlay how necessary it may be in future for the city to have easy access to

the lake ; but everybody may learn how much Hamilton has lost by being

to a great extent cut off from Burlington Bay by the Great Western

Railway. The Grand Trunk already intervenes its track between Toronto

and the water frontage—in itself a huge mistake—and it is to the interest

of that huge corporation to further .hamper the shipping trade. All this

is beside the serious injury that further isolation would inflict upon owners

of property on the approaches to the water, on the water-side, on the

island, and the almost ruin that would be brought upon ferry-boat owners.

To the aUegatioH that the fencing in of lake-approaches is necessary for the

safety of human life, the reply is obvious. If the increasing trade of the

raUway companies renders necessiry the acquisition of more land, let them

pay for it,and erect bridges—or, better still, construct an elevated railway-

over it for the use of the public. The disgraceful condition of the Union

Station is not caltfolftted, however, to impress traveUers with at. idea tiiftt tin

proprietors are unduly regardful of life and limb, since rather than spend

$500 on a foot-bridge across the track, young and old, women and

children, infirm and cripples, are left to dodge around the trains, at the

imminent risk of accident, in, order to get from one platform to another.

Canada had, according to Bradstreet's, forty-three failures last week,

being an increase of five over the preceeding week, and of nine over the

corresponding week of 1883. ^^ccording to the same authority, there were

211 failures in the United States during the same period, twenty-six leas

than in the preceding week, three more than in the corresponding week

in 1883, and thirty-four more than in the same of 1882. About eighty-

three per cent, were those of traders whose capital was under $5,000.

of the Province begins, it may be said, to have historic life. Later in the

year, the city is to have a more demonstrative celebration of the event In

the meantime, interest was given to the day by the opening of the Public

Library and by a reception at the City Hall, which took noto of the official

fact. Half a century in the life of a city in tha New World is crowded

with eventa What the period has seen of progress and development, of

poUtical, social and industrial change, of the passing away of the early

settler, the birth and incoming of the present generation, and all the muta-

tion the years have been witness of, we need not recall to the reader.

From crude beginnings and a pi^itive life, Toronto has burgeoned out

into an important centre, with a great future before it, and the material, in

muscle and mind, in its midst, to give it a prominent position among the

cities of the Dominion. Already its influence is great, and this influence,

if its citizens are wise, will become increasingly powerful, alike, we trust,

for local benefit and for the general good. In this respect, the city, like

the individual, has responsibiliiies as well as duties ; and it is befitting that

those who direct and govern its afiairs shall recognize what Toronto owes

to the country at large, in the exercise of a wholesome influence and in

the spectacle of a beneficent example. In all that makes a city great—in

the sobriety, thrift and industry of her people, in their intelligence and

uprightness of character, in the abUity, honesty and good repute of her

public men, in the purity of her courts and the wisdom of her law-given*—

we trust that Toronto will increasingly contribute to her civic fame, and

promote peace and prosperity in the nation.

Thb slovenliness of giving-uncouth, and often vulgar, names to towns in

the New Worid, as well as the pedantry of designating a place in the cheap

imitation of classical lands, have been often tie subjects of indignant pro-

test, and sometimes of not unmerited satira Raraly, however, has there

been occasion to animadvert on the error and bad taste of discarding an

historic name from motives which are purely commetcial. At present, the

people of the good old town of Niagara, the first capital ofUpper Canada, are

greatly exercised over the proposal to discard its ancient and honourable

name, and to christen the place Fort George. Some half-dozen reasons are

assigned for this threatened civic outrage, the chief of which is that there

are, it seems, some seven places that rejoice in the name of Niagara, and

that confusion is the result. This, we protest, however, is no reason for

WHjhristening the town, as there is but on« Niagara, Ont., and though it

has somewhat faUen into the eddies of industrial and social Ufe, and in

winter is difficult of access, it has a distinctive appellation, and occupies a

notable position among the historic towns of Canada. With the stranger,

that it should have to bear the sins of Niagara Falls, and be held in execra-

tion as a place of extortion and thievery, is of course not pleasant. But

this is the penalty of greatness, and like greatness, when it suffers detrac-

tion, it should aim to " live it down." If it has no other stain on its civic

escutcheon than that flung at it by those who ignorantly confound it with

the Sodom and Gomorrah up stream, there is little to ruffle the patriot

breast, and naught to disturb the village's slumber.

ii
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Wb may safely credit to the genius of the Correspondent the report

that Russia, Germany and France have entered into a league for the pur-
.

pose of arresting the maQtime and commercial aggrandizement of Great

Britain. That Russia, the one power in which England had, and might

always have had, a fast friend, has been embittered, perhaps hopelessly,

through the insanity of the Jingoes, egged on by the Jewish Press, is too

true ; but France will not so soon be found in the arms of Bismarck. The

report, however, may be taken as prefiguring the swarm of growing

jealousies and embarrassments which gather round the course of advancing

empire. Bismarck, for his part, is no dupe of reveries about the extension

of Germany. He understands well the burdensome weakness of distant

dependencies and the value of concentrated power. Egypt is annexed, let

Mr. Gladstone disclaim the intention as be will. This was destiny from

the hour when the Suez Canal was opened. Reluctantly, not only on

grounds of interest, but on grounds of morality, the nation accepts the

new burden, and its reluctance has been shown in a hesitating and waver-

ing policy which, though creditable in so far as it is a proof of moderation,

hM entailed on it disaster and some shame. Yes, under whatever guise or

name,—whether dominion, protectorate, or control—Egypt will henceforth

be a part of the British Empire in the East. And this great and perilous

addition to the sum of Imperial cares is made at the moment when, by the

Irish revolt. Great Britain is in some danger of having a hostile republic

carved out of her own side.

France and China, after much vapouring and sparring at each other,

seem likely at last to come to blows. What will be the result t The

Chinese will no doubt make a much better fight than they did in the old

times, when they took the field with bows and arrows instead of muskets,

and with tom-toms to frighten the enemy instead of cannon. It is now

more than likely that some day a civilized power, while displaying itscivi]

lized morality by making filibustering attacks on the territory of these

people will see reason to wish that it had been content with its own. But

in this war, if war there is to be, the odds will be on the side of France.

Even military civilization is still very imperfect among the Chinese, and

their ridiculous self-conceit combined with their ignorance of everything

outside the C Jfestial realm, will prevent them from measuring the force of

the foe and adopting the improvements necessary to place them really on a

level with him. The Krupp gun and the Martini rifle China has, and with

them she probably fancies herself invincible. She has a certain amount of

military discipline though, it seems, not good officers. But her Conserva-

tism has rejected railroads, and, therefore, her numbers though overpower-

ing cannot well be brought to bear. The passive indifference to life which

characterizes her people affords no assurance of their active valour. The

chances are that the Gaul will once more hang up some captured standards,

_or, in their absence, pigtails, in his Invalidet.

It is strange that sensible Americans should be able to persuade them-

fu^lves that Bismarck has done them wrong in rotusing to reoeiv© ta© -ijAslEer

Resolutions, and should even be talking of what they would do to Germany

if they had a fleet If any hostile step were taken against the Father-

land it would quickly be seen that the German vote in the United States

is at least as powerful as the Irish. Congress has been guilty, not for the

first time of a breach of international manners, and has received from

Bismarck, as it richly deserved, a dignified and effectual rebuke, under

which, no doubt, it is wincing. What business had American politieianB

to be interfering between parties in Germany and telling the head of the

German Government that his opponent, the leader of the Opposition, " by

his firm and constant expositions of free and Liberal ideas, materially

advanced the social, political and economic condition of the pec^le 1" Sup-

pose, upon the death of Lord Beaconsfield, the Conservative majority in

Germany of which Bismarck is the leader, had sent the Gladstone Ministry

resolutions of condolence on the loss of a statesman who had been so suc-

cessful in checking the progress of Liberalism, and upholding the cause of

order against revolutionary innovation, would the Gladstone Ministry have

put np with the impertinence 1 It is probable that the tears shed at

Washington over thefcier of a German Radical had their source partly in

the quarrel with the German Government about pork. But Congress, at

least the House of Reprewntatives, is the Anaoharsis Clootz of Assemblies.

Happily it" ^'y •*« °o* *•><** <*' ***• American people. " They are fit for

nothing," mtya somebody in the Breadwinnmrt of a het of bhitant vagabonds

•' bnt to be sent to Congress, and they cannot all be sent from this district."

Thr New York iVotton, a paper which holds its head very high as a

public moralist and cenwar, beiug qwoed by l^^ Irish N»tion»U»t, i» employ^

ing ita superior knowledge of political etiiics in providing the Americans

with excuses for paltering with their honour on the subject of dynamite and

assassination. Being obliged to admit that the United States themselves

asserted, in the Alabama case, the principle, that no defecte of municipal law

can constitute an excuse for the non-performance of an international duty,

and that they are now holding a large sum of money (more to their advan-

tage than to their glory) in pursuance of that very plea, the Nation sug-

gests that in the present case no proceedings can be taken for the repression

of the outrages, because there is no overt act. Public meetings helll for

the organization of a dynamite war, subscriptions taken up avowedly for

that purpose, -publications of all kinds advocating the use of dynamite and

assassination, even the assassination of particular persons, are not overt

acts ! In the French Republic a man has just been imprisoned and heavily

fined for preaching assassination. A dynamite magazine is now being pub-

lished in the United States. The Alabama slipped out to sea while the

order for her arrest was on its way, and her devastations, though savage,

were the acta of belligerente and not of Thugs. Do civilized morality and

the sense of international honour prevail in the United States, or do they

not 1 Americans will soon have to give a practical answer to that question.

By the answer which they give they will show whether the Republic is or

is not the slave of the Irish vote ; for nobody doubte what are the real

sentiments of all decent Americana Not but that well-advised sympathy for

the Irish would point the same way with international honour. Great Britain

is prevented from crushing rebellion and Thuggism like an eggshell only by

those restraining sentimente of moral civilization on which savagery relies

in playing with her forbearance. If she was once transported with anger

at the murder of her citizens by dynamite, or seriously alarmed for her own

safety by the junction of the Irish with the enemy in a foreign war, she

would speedily settle the Irish question in the same way in which it was

settled by the fellow citizens of the Nation on the occasion of the Draught

Riota in New York.

In the debate in the Local Legislature on Co-education it was once,

more asserted by the advocates of the experiment that it had been success-

ful in the United States. Once more it must be repeated that only in a

very qualified sense is this assertion true. Female studenta have been

introduced without any bad results of apalpable and serious kind into sev-—

eral American universities. But these studenta are a mere fraction of the

whole number of young women undergoing high and final education, while

most of them belong to a special class, as your eye will almost tell you at

a glance. The great mass of American parenta have positively and, it

seems finally, rejected the system after having seen it in operation now for

something like a quarter of a century, and after having had it pressed in

every imaginable way on their acceptance. For reasons connected with

the delicacy of the female character and with the special destination of

women, which to nobody but a fanatic can appear baseless, they decisively

prefer the separate system wherever it exista and they can afford it. Yassar

and a multitude of other female colleges are just as full of students as ever.-

The education at these colleges is as high as that in a male university,

though it is adapted to the requirements of the female sex, and train

woman to be the partner and the complement, not the rival and competitor

of man. To confound co-education with high education, and opponenta

of the first with opponents of the second, is therefore a patent fallacy. As

well might it be said that people objected to a lady'? taking horse exercise

because they objected to her taking it on a man's saddle. How many

Canadian women really • desire co-education will be seen when the experi-

ment which the Local Legislature decrees shall have been made. From

what the "Bystander" can glean as to the female opinion in general, he would

not be surprised if the number should be small, and confined for the most

part to the class of young ladies now under training for the educational

profession in the Normal School. He does not expect the popularity ol

our Ladies'Colleges to decline, while these institutions will have an additional

claim on the support of all who cherish the distinctive graces of female

character, and desire, as a manly education for men, so a womanly educa-

tion for women. The number of women who show any active interest in

the agitation for sexual change altogether appears to him, both in England

and here, to be small. He does not mind so far risking a betrayal of his

identity as to say that, as a Liberal, he signed the petition to Parliament

in favour of Mr. Mill's measure of Female Suffrage, but was led to re-con-

sider his opinion and refuBe to sign a second time, by finding that among

the women on whom he had been accustomed to look aa examples of female

excellence, hardly any were in favour of the change. By far the greater

number believed that it would jeopardize, for no adequate object, the posi-

tion and privileges of their sex. This iieemad praotioa]^ conclusive so far

aa Engli^women were concern^. In the United States there is really

mmething like a third k%.
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By those who wish to plunge us and our families into Female Suffrage

it is argued that property held by women will otherwise be unrepresented.

Such of them as propose to confine the suffrage to unmarried women will

still leave the grievance of which they complain in great trieasure unre-

dressed. But it is strange that not only private citizens but legislators

should sometimes be ignorant of the most rudimentary facts relating to the

policy under which they live, and should appeal to principles as constitu-

tional, to which nothing in the constitution corresponds. How much pro-

perty is really represented ? The minimum held in each case as a qualifica-

tion for the suffrage, and no more. Suppose in a joint stock company the

holder of one share and the holder of a hundred shares had each of them

a single vote, everyone would say that ninety-nine shares were unrepresented.

It is just the same with shares held in that great joint stock company, the

State. If the man of one acre and the man of a hundred have each a single

vote, ninety-nine acres are unrepresented. Property held by women, there-

fore, is subject to no peculiar hardship unless it is of a different character

from all other property, so as to form a separate interest needing special

championship ; and this it certainly is not. It suffers no more from the

absence of the'political suffrage than property held by minors, which nobody

supposes to be in any way aggrieved. At least if it is, it has not cried

out ; nor has the property held by women. Property is not, under our

system, whether national or municipal, the thing represented or the basis

of representation. A certain amount of it, together with a fixed residence

is required by way of qualification, as a pledge of the voter's respectability

;

just as it is required that he should be of age,* and in some communities

that he should have received a certain education. Another qualification

under the law as it stands at present, in almost all civilized communities,

is sex ; and there can be no reason in the nature of things why sex should

not be a qualification for political duty, as it certainly is for duties equally

important. Nobody doubts that it is a qualification for the duties of

national defence and of police ; fe>v doubt that it is a qualification for

the duty of a juryman ; as on the other side it evidently is a qualification

for those maternal and domestic duties, which nature, like the " anachron-

istic fossil " that she is, obstinately persiste in assigning to women. There

are functions of various kinds which all of us save a few are precluded, if

not by law, by inexorable circumstance, from performing, and our exclusion

from which implies no inequality or disparagement. Circumstance practi-

cally shute out the whole seafaring population and many of those employed

in railroads, or in other migratory callings, from voting at elections,

though their aggregate number can hardly be smaller than that of the

widows and spinsters who hold property. So long as justice reigns, and

the community as a whole is well governed, the sole object of the franchise

and of all legislation relating to it is attained.

Thbrb can be little doubt as to the motive which leads a Conservative

politician like Sir John Macdonald to introduce a measure of sexual

revolution. He hta taken a hint, as he thinks, from the extreme section of

English Tories, who, in opposition to the more moderate section of the

party, vote for Female Suffrage avowedly because they think that the

women will vote Tory. The assumption on which these Machiavellian

tacticians act may be safe in England, but it is more precarious in the

New World. We have here no Monarchy or Aristocracy to fascinate the

female imagination, nor is the influence of the priesthood so great as it

is in lands of long-descended hierarchies and 'ancient fanes. Mrs. Victoria

Woodhull, Mr& Cady Staunton, Miss Susan Anthony, Miss Lucy Stone,

and the others of that stamp, will not vote Tory. Miss Helen Taylor

does not vote Tory ; in her opinions as well as in her language she outvies

the most advanced males. The excitement of revolution fascinates as

well as the romance of Royalty, and all the phenomena hitherto seem to

indicate that when a woman breaks away from her sex she breaks away

from it with a vengeance. The only thing that can be foretold with

certainty aa to the result of female suffrage is that it will render legisla-

tion and government less masculine and more feminine. It will make

them more the expression of emotion and less of judgment : for nature,

physical nature, must be completely reversed, before the female character

can cease to be more emotional and less practical than the male. If

people deliberately believe that this will be a gain to the community, they

will do right in voting for female suffrage. The sole consideration to be

kept in view, in the joint interest of both sexes and that of their children

at the same time, is the probable effect of the measure on the character of

government That the question should be decided by the shifts of party

strategy would be disgraceful. A lenient judgment may perhaps be

passed, from a certain point of view, on the means which Sir John Mac-

donald has used through a long series of years to maintain himself in power,

injurious to political character as they have been. It may be pleaded

that they were the least objectionable at his command, and were in some

degree redeemed by his own superiority to corruption ; but when to gain

a few votes for his party, he lays his hands upon sex and the home, the

limit of such toleration is passed. This is one of the kind of questions

with regard to which, if the Senate in any way corresponded to ita

ideal, we should look to it to steady the counoils of ih.e nati«K, check tJie-

blind precipitancy of faction, and afford us time for mature deliberation.

But we might just as well look to Sir John Macdonald'a butler.

Thb study of history, while it makes us sceptical of Utopias, prepares

us for change. The hour for a great sexual revolution, such as is proposed

in that manual of the Woman's Righter, Mills' Svijecti^n of Women, may

have come. The " Bystander " does not shut his eyes to the possibility,

^ut he maintains that of all revolutions, a revolution in the j^lations of

the sexes and the constitution of the family is the most momentous, and

the one into which society can least afford to allow itself to be hustled,

either by the violence of enthusiasta or, by what is still less respectable,

the party exigences of gerrymandering politicians. In these democratic

communities, the tyranny of majorities is the constant subject of com-

plaint, but there is such a thing as the tyranny of a minority also. Politics

infect the general character of the people, and private men, though

they are not like politicians in need of votes, dread unpopularity almost

as muoh^lS-if they were. As soon, therefore, as the leaders of any

movement can succeed, by well organized agitation, in creating an impres-

sion that it is likely to become popular, everybody's moral courage gives

way, and all emulously attach themselves to that which they imagine to be

the winning cause ; while the Press, which ought to act as ballast, and

steady the lurching vessel, rolls with everything else to the wrong side. To

this general influence is added, on the present occasion, the personal

wheedling of the female leaders of the movement, which, as Mr. Meredith

said, "mesmerizes" individual legislators and aldermen, who fear that

they may offend the sex by refusing anything to a hidy, though the fact,

if they only knew it, is that they would do nothing of the kind. " There

are^ many young fools and so many old fools that I think Female Suf-

frage wUl be carried "—in that saying of an English Liberal .lies much of

the philosophy of this movement In the United States a constitutional

amendment is submitted to the people at large, and the influence of

personal blandishmenta is thus in great measure excluded. Hare, unfor-

tunately, we have no safeguard of the kind. ^

Thb German writer Bluntschli, in his great work on politics, has discussed

the question of Female Suffrage in the broadest and most dispassionate

manner. He concludes against the change on the general ground that

not only law or custom but nature has made woman for the family, and

man for public life. He urges with irresistible force, that if women are

to be electors, they must also be capable of being elected, and that this

would import a radical change of politics and a greatly increased influence

of the emotional element in public affairs. He had demonstrated before

that no abstract right to the suffrage could be pleaded against the interest

of the community, since it is only by and through the community that the

suffrage itself exists. He says in conclusion, " As things are, the moral

and indirect influence of woman on public life is great and beneficial. The

statesman finds peace, repose, and a renewal of his powers in his tranquil

home. What would become of these happy effects if his wife were to enter

the political lista with him t The statesman often holds converse with his

wife as with his conscience ; he recounts to her his projecte, his dangers,

his aspirations, his victories. It is on these occasions that women may

represent moral duty in opposition to political necessity or the exigences

of statecraft Let us beware how we take from her this good part to give

her one to which she is a stranger. The influence of women on public life

would cease to be pure when it ceased to be indirect." As has been

remarked in these papers before, power in whatever form and under what-

ever name it may be exercised is still power, and there are not only

women but men who, without taking any part in elections, have by their

writings and their conversation exercised a marked influence over tha

politics of their day.

Of the truth of Bluntachli's assertion that nature, not merely law or

custom, has made woman, not for public life, but for the family, we have

just had signal and decisive proof. There is one woman whom law and

custom have done all in their power to divorce from the duties and inter-

esta of the family and attach to those of public life ; whose name is

actually cited on all occasions by the advocates of sexual revolution in

proof that women are equally fitted with men, or even better fitted than

men, for the work of government That woman is Queen Victoria, long'
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sovereign, of a vast and varied empire in stirring i^nd stormy times. She

publishes her diary, and in that diary from beginning to end appears

hardly a trace of concern or anxiety in public affairs. Home and the

family are all in all. If feeling is shown even about a war, it is because

" my daughters and sons-ih-law " are concerned, or because " my dear son "

is in 'the field, or because my bosom friend, the ex-Empress of the French

has lost her only son in such a shocking way. Everything outside the

domestic circle is^djstant and strange. Surely this is the voice of nature.

i)

The season of immigration is at hand, and it may be interesting to

exporters and importers of pauperism to know that the number of nights'

lodgings given to wanderers at a single Police Station in Toronto during

the single month of February was no less than 49.5, while between the

first day of December and the last of February three charities, the House

of Industry, the Ladies' Relief, and the St. George's Society, relieved in

the aggregate 1,532 families. In the city gaol there is an increasing

number of people committed for no real offence, but simply to dispose of

them and save them from starving. The poor Irish colony has been, as it

could hardly help being, a burden on charity throughout the winter.

There are also in Toronto not a few young English gentlemen, lured

by vague accounts of the boundless openings afiorded by Canada, who find

it impossible to get employment, and some of whom are on the verge of

destitution. Naturally, when the callings suitable for gentlemen are already

so over filled that an advertisement for a secretary at $600 a year brings

72 applications. Control, therefore, ought at least to be exercised over the

proceedings of Emigration Agents, and also if possible over the tongues of

ex-Govemors-Greneral and other well-meaning persons with rhetorical gifts,

who may otherwise become responsible for a terrible amount of disappoint-

ment and distress.

The state of the night accommodation for tramps and wanderers also

imperatively demands the attention of the City Council. In one of the

police stations the room into which the crowd of unfortunates was huddled

became so infested with vermin that strong chemical measures had to be

adopted for its purification. In another, a policeman caught typhoid fever

Jrom the malaria which issued from the room in the basement used as a

shelter. A proper casual ward, with labour yard attached, a city officer

to relieve urgent cases of distress, and an infirmary to receive the broken

down and helpless, instead of sending them to herd with criminals in a

gaol, are necessities of a populous city, in providing which no time would

be lost if popularity and votes were to be won by activity in such a matter.

But here lies the difficulty. Nobody now-a-days suspects the existence of

any grave abuses in the City Government. Nobody imagines that members

of the council peculate, or even that they job, beyond the measure conceded

to human frailty, especially to unpaid frailty, when called upon to exercise

patronage, and award contracts. But the ephemeral character of the

government and the constant dependence of its' members on the popular

vote are fatal to administrative excellence. The first precludes anything

__like forecast or plan, so that the same street is taken up several times within

a few years to do, separately, things which ought to have been done at once ;

whence ensues great waste of money as well as much inconvenience. The

sesond makes it almost hopeless to obUin a hearing for anything, however

indispensable, which will cause an increase of the estimates without bringing

anybody political capital or causing anybody's public spirit, energy, ability

and perseverance, to be glorified in all the journals. So the Queen City of

"""Ontario will probably go on using her gaol as an infirmary, crowding herds

of wanderers nightly into her police stations till policemen die of the

malaria, and running the daily risk of a case of death from hunger in her

streets. If anywhere on this continent one city could be established with

a stable and skilled government instead of an annually elected municipality,

the benefits which would flow to all classes, but especiaUy the poor, for

its superior administration would so preach by their example that all

except the ward politicians would give ear.
^

A KCMOUK has been afloat that the Co-operative Association at Mon-

treal had failed. It appears, on the contrary, that the Association is

doing a large and increasing business not only at Montreal, but at Toronto

and elsewhere. There is no reason why any joint-stock association of this

kind should do better than a private store. The keeper of the private

store is, perhaps, more likely to be careful in the selection of his goods and

the general management of his businew than are the salaried officers of a

co-operative esUblishment. The one great advantage which the coopera-

tive system has, is the principle of ready money payments, inflexibly

enforced, so that all who deal at the stwre can feel quite sure that they get

^e bewefit. In the ca^e pf » priy»t« store, eyen thou^^h the ready money

principle may be proposed, people never feel sore that it is inflexibly

enforced, or that when they pay ready money they are not paying the

interest on the debts of others who are secretly allowed to run up bills.

Let merchants at Toronto or elsewhere, who deem themselves threatened

by the progress of co-operation, lay this truth to heart, and consider

whether they cannot adopt the ready money principle, and not only adopt

it but give the requisite security to the customer who pays ready money.

Long credits are the bane of commerce in Canada, and not of commerce

alone, for debt is moral slavery to the working man.

Thb Mail thinks that in making the remark that nothing has been said

about the coal tax, the " Bystander " must have overlooked the " elaborate

statement" of the Finance Minister on that|||ubject. Not only did the

"Bystander" overlook it at the time, though he always reads the Budget

Speech with care, but in the MaiTa own report, which was the one he used,

he cannot find it now. He can find nothing but a reference, comprised in

a single sentence, to the increased importation and consumption of coal,

which is tendered, truly enough, no doubt, as a proof of the growth of

manufactures in this country. There is not a word directly about the tax,

of the impolicy and injustice of which the " Bystander" waa complaining.

The coal burned in the furnaces of manufactories does not warm the people,

nor is anything more certain than that within the range of the

" Bystander's " personal observation a good many of the people during this

hard winter have not been warmed. It was natural to expect that the

Finance Minister would have justified the continuance of an oppressive

impost on one of the first necessaries of life. The " Bystander " said, and

he repeats, that the responsibility for whatever the people may suffer rests

almost as much on the Opposition, which connives at the tax for fear of

offending Nova Scotia, as upon the Government which imposes it. Passive

acceptance of the tax is submission to protection in its most pronounced

form, and in a case in which its effects are most injurious.

An allusion made by the " Bystander" to the contradictory accounts of the

physiognomy of Robespierre has procured for him a sight of a curious and

valuable little work of art which is in the possession of his eminent brother of

the pen, Mr. Josiah Blackburn, of London. It is a portrait of Robespierre

drawn in crayon by Mile. Boze, after one by her father, the Court artist who

painted Louis XVI. and Louis XVIII., and who though, as became him, a

strong Royalist, seems to have taken a catholic view of the province of his

art The portrait differs from that given in the Tableaua: de la Hevolation

Franr^aise, in being nearly full face, but corresponds in other respects. The

face has the cat-like shape said to be indicative of affinity to the cruel

feline tribe.. There is intellect in the features and in the general aspect

But the expression bespeaks at once the extremes of self-conceit and weak-

ness. As to the livid hue of the complexion all the witnesses are agreed.

The dress is neat, almost foppish ; it is well known that Robespierre's

vanity always prevented him from adopting, like Danton, Marat, and other

demagogues, sansculottism in costume. Allusion was made to the descrip-

tion of the terrible dictator given by Serjent, ex-secretary of the Jacobin

Club, who, as was mentioned before, ended his days a nonagenarian at

Nice. ' It has not yet, the " Bystander " believes, been published. "Robes-

pierre," said Serjent, " had not been in any way favoured by nature. His

figure was small and awkward ; all the parts of his body were ill put

together. He had also in his hands, his shoulders, and his neck a convul-

sive movement which made |him 'at times absolutely frightful. His phy.

siognomy lacked expression ; there was nothing thoughtful in his look ; his

livid and bilious complexion, with the frequent contraction of his forehead,

indicated a sour, and atrabilious temperament He had in his manner a

roughness which, upon the slightest contradiction, broke out into brutal

rage. His gait was slow, and when he wished to quicken his step became

,,a succession of jerks. The voice of Robespierre was not less disagreeable

than the whole of his person. His intonations and inflexions produced on

the ear a sensation of shrillness, with a strong Artesian accent, which

strangely disfigured an oratory' in itself devoid of grace, life and genius."

The weakness of the man seems incontestible ; he had not the daring which

plans and executes great deeds, good or evil; and Mr. John Morley is

right in saying that his general share in the crimes of the Revolution was

that of an accomplice after the fact. The question is^how such a man can

have raised himself over the heads of rivals who were, at all events, men of

action ; how he can have prevailed in that mortal struggle not only for

ascendancy, but for life ; how he can have crushed such a Titan as Danton,

and remained for a time master of the blood-stained field, of the Conven-

tion, and of France. It has been remarked with some truth that his career

is a more interesting subject of study than that of Napoleon, inasmuch as

it is more uitaoQonnt«ble ; every one sees how the successful soldier, being[
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also a man of unscrupulous ambition, mounted to supreme power. The

main solution of the mystery probably is that Robespierre, dunng the

months of his ascendancy, was the incarnation of the dominant idea. But

to this it must be added that though fanatical, egotistical and cruel, he was

sincere and, unlike Mirabeau, Danton and most pf his compeers, free from

any suspicion of corruption. Jeer at' the " Sea-green Incorruptible " as

you will, it was his incorruptibility that gained him the confidence of the

people, of whom he was not, and in fact did not know how to be, a great

flatterer ; and it is something to learn that even such a mob as that of the

Faubourg St Antoine, at such a time as that of the Revolution, is led by

what it imagines to be public virtue. A Bystander.

EERE AND THERE.

In another column a correspondent calls attention to the increased and

increasing amount of talk in the Legislative houses. The age we live in is

one of rapid movement in every department of life. We do our business

at high pressure, and we even hurry our pleasures as though we were

impatient to have done with them. It is an age of short books, terse collo-

quies, brief enXerfaiilments, of letters written and answered in a single line,

bargains proposed and accepted in a telegraphic word. Yet it is at the

same time, unfortunately, the age of long Parliamentary debates, of much

talk, and many speakers. And there are numberless causes which diminish

the excuse for Parliamentary prolixity. Most questions are threshed out

by the press before ever a debate commences, and hence—not to mention

the exceeding mediocrity of some public speakers—the indifference with

which the public turns away from the protracted display of Parliamentary

speechmaking with which we are deluged. And there is the less necessity

for all this talk when it is remembered that most questions are made party

issues, and no speaker hopes to influence one vote, though he talk to the

Greek Calends. Mechanical majorities are at the beck and call of party

chiefs, and debates are but useless preliminaries to foregone conclusions.

It is not the true stability of consentient^ opinion, but the artificial cohe-

sion produced by external pressure, which at present keeps majorities

together. __^__

A CORRESPONDENT of the New York Sun has drawn some interesting

pen pictures of remarkable persons and places he saw in Ottawa. Of the

Parliament Buildings he was most impressed with the Library, which

Lord Dufferin thought was unequalled in the world. " The central figure

in Parliament," says the critic " is also the greatest figure in Canada.":

—

He is Sir John A.. Macdonald, the real mler of Canada, with but a short intermp.

tion, for twenty-five years, and the greatest man British North Amerioa has prodnoed.

Knight Commander of the Provincial Order of St. Michael and St. Qeorge, Knight

Commander of the Bath, member of the Imperial Privy Coanoil, a distinction enjoyed

by no other man in Canada. For forty years he has been in Parliament, and daring

ail that time Canada has noted his remarkable administrative ability. His service on

intercolonial commissions, as, for instance, on the one regarding the Alabama claims,

have given the English also chances to admire his genius. He is about seventy years

old, and looks Uke William Davidge of Daley's Fifth Avenue Theatre company. His

face is big featured and rough hewn. He is democratic, easy going, good natared, and

unaffected. He lolls about in his chair, which is like all the other chairs, with his

knees up against the edge of his desk or his Umber legs twisted under the seat, and

twists this way and that, to Usten to the speakers in his party, to pass an approving

word to tbon, or to excfaangs glsnosror witticisms with the men anmnd him. He i»

a politician of the smartest sort.

Of Sir John's rival, the leader of the Opposition, the same writer says :

—

Mr. Blake, looks like Senator Bayard, but there is in his face an indefinable touch

that betrays iiis Irish origin. He is smooth shaven and wears black, and, if he had

a ohoker, might easily pass for a priest; but he prefers to put on a big slouch hat and

to wear clothes that don't fit him, so that Grip, the Canadian imitation of oar Puck,

has made a bit by always pourtraying him as a farmer. He is considered the best orator

in the House. His Irish softens and beautifies his pronunciation, gives him ready wit

and a smooth flow of language ; but he is batter than a good talker. He has a broad

andlogioal mind, has a lawyer's training, is predisposed to figures and accounts, and

is absolutely and mathematically accurate. It is his business to want to koow, and he

has a great capacity for disturbing complacent and shiftless offloeholders, exposing

pablic extravagance, if any there be, and demanding official figures that may be hidden

in sly, Ministerial poke-holes. He does not compare with Sir John as a politician. When
one of his followers is speaking he is as likely as not to bury hii head in his arms on

his desk, or to read a newspaper, or go out and take a walk. The Premier will never

be oanght making such mistakes.

America is going to do everything. It is is now preparing to give the

• world dried figs. A flg orchard is to be planted in Los Angelos, California,

and it is expected that the Smyrna variety will soon go out of popularity,

and be replaced by the American sort What a pity it is that the United

States cannot grow cathedrals dating from Saxon times, old English churches,

and bmotts abbeys. If they could, there would be nothing left in the old

oouotry to be proud of any longer.

The progress made by women during the last ten or fifteen years in

England and America has been very great. In many respects our neigh-

bours of the States have made more extensive and rapid progress than

others. We hear of wealthy, cultivated women in Boston, New York and

other cities of the Union, devoting time, money «nd personal labour to the

advancement of sound education, morality and religion, to the relief and

raising of the cast down, the " beaten bnes " in life's battle, and the tending

of the sick and afflicted. Among many noble examples of this kind who

have come to the front during the last few years, two appear- preeminently

worthy. For several years—though one of them is still in the early prime

of life—they have been performing their beneficent work quietly and unos-

tentatiously. One of them is Mi-s. Quincy Bhaw, of Boston, daughter

of the late Professor Agassiz, who, as we read in the Home Journal

and know from private sources, spends yearly mOre than $50,000 in sup-

porting schools, kindergartens, nurseries for children of the poor, and other

benevolent institutions. This accomplished Christian lady does not merely

thus devote a large yearly income to these objects, but personally superin-

tends and watches the good work. Daily she may be seen in her unpre-

tentious one-horse brougham passing through some of the poorest parts of

Boston to inspect her schools, and cheer and advise her managers and

teachers, paid by herself. The other lady—Miss Ellen F. Mason, recently

made known as the author of two excellent translations of Plato—is also

setting a noble example to ladies of high position and fortune, with-

out renouncing any of the duties incident to her position as a member of

one of Boston's oldest and most honoured families, grand-daughter of the

late Hon. Jeremiah Mason, celebrated orator and jurist, daughter of the

late Mr. Robert M. Mason, and near kinswoman to Hon. Robert C. Win-

throp. Mr. Winthrop has maintained, in advanced life, the reputation early

won by him as a statesman and orator. He has often been the guest and

host of the mother country's most distinguished men, among others our late

Governor-General, Dean Stanley, and Chief Justice Coleridge. Miss Mason

devoted six years of her life, after finishing a lady's usual education, to the

study uf the classics, especially under a well-known able instructor, who,

during his twenty years' residence in Boston, has fully maintained the high

and solid reputation he had won at a very early age in Scotland and England

as a classical scholar and teacher. Besides all this, she and a sister are

devoting a large portion of their means and personal superintendence to

the advancement of sound education, the assistance of deserving but poor

students, and the helping of worthy distressed persons to help themselves.

When Plato's philosophy is united with such practical and beneficent work

as this, it wins from us a love and admiration we should never have given

to the old Greek Philosopher alone. .. .

Interviewed on board the steamer when on the point of departure to

England, Lord Coleridge is reported to have declared " American women

far excel their English cousins in beauty and intellect," and since that

moment the press has not ceased to discuss the question : In what does

female beauty consist ? With pardonable pride Americans cried " content

"

to Lord Coleridge's definition, and are doubtless honestly convinced that

their women are the most beautiful in the world. Sir Lepel Griffin, how-

ever, on the other hand, boldly declares his conviction that " more pretty

faces are to be seen in a single day in London than in a month in the

States," and he very truly adds that this is the opinion of travelled

forBigner" " The average of beauty is far higher in Canada, and the

American town in which most pretty women are noticeable is Detroit, on

the Canadian border, and containing many Canadian residents "—this also

is the opinion of Sir Lepel, expressed in the Fortnightly Review.

But there is beauty and beauty—that of mind and heart, as well as

that of face and form. If the question were asked, what is the greatest,

most potent and most enduring charm of female beauty, Shakspeare has

given us the answer. It is the charm of variety. Of his wonderful pre-

sentation of what a late critic has called " the perfect and everlasting

woman " in Cleopatra, we are told as her secret of retaining her powers in

spite of the efiects of time,

" Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale

Her infinite variety."

It is certain that women lose much of their influence by their readiness to

forego their oharm of variety. The idea of every fashionable woman is

not to develop herself, but rather to stifle down her originality, and to

cram herself into the one conventional world. Victor Hugo tells us of

those infitmous persons who form human monsters for exhibition, that they

put a child into a huge earthen pitcher, let it grow there, grow into the

mould of the pitcher. When it stops growing the pitcher is broken, and

you have not a man, but a living jug. Something such is the idea of self-

formation entertained and acted upon by the fashionable women, with such

results as we see. That they thus surrender the chiefest of the spells by

which man's feelings are wrought upon by female '4>eauty it would be

"'>^^*^"
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useless to attempt to show. No woman would regard such an exhortation,
and men know its justice already. However, beauty is a rare gift, and
what is to be said for the multitude of plain women t The answer to this

is given by Mr. Ruskin. He tell us " No girl is plain who is well bred,
kind, or modest. All real deformity means want of manners or of heart
All real ugliness means some kind of hardness of heart or vulgarity of
education." But George Eliot is a better guide here.

" Bless US," she says, " Things may be lovable that are not altogether hand-
some, I hope f I am not at all sure that the majority of the human raoe have not
been ngly. Yet there is a great deal of family love amongst us. . I have
seen many an exoeUent matron, who oonld never in her best days have been hand-
some, and yet she had a packet of yellow love letters in a private drawer, and sweet
chUdren showered kisses on her sallow «heeks. And I believe there have been plenty
of young heroes, of middle stature and feeble beards, who have felt quite sure they
could never love anything more insignificant than a Diana, and yet have found themselves
in middle hfe happily settled with a wife who waddles. Yes ! thank God, human
feelmg is like the mighty rivers that bless the earth ; it does not wait for beauty—it
flows with resistless force, and brings beauty with it."

However, no woman will consent to think that it is her part to dispense
with beauty. And kindly mother nature gives some to all of her children.
Where beauty of face is absent there is sometimes seen a slender willowy
grace of form, or a rich abundance of wavy shining hair, or there is a tender
sympathetic thrill of voice, or there is a subtle charm of manner pervading
the whole person, which language has no words to define. Beauty is multi.
form, and it is seen at its best when it is the outward form and expression

'

of a beautiful tender soul, full of life and grace and affection.

THE WEEK.

Possibly no question taa given rise to more disputation than the anti-
quity and probable authorship of our "National Anthem." A leading

~ German newspaper again brings forward the subject, claims the " Anthem "

as a German production introduced into England at the time of the Hano-
verian succession (1714), and affirms that such is now the accepted date by
even' would-be English authorities. But this is by no means generally con-
ceded. Our National Anthem has been popularly handed down to us as
the conception of an Englishman, John Bull—sufficiently national that, at
all events—written on the occasion of the discovery of the gunpowder plot,

which would make the date 1605, and the words seem to tend towards a
confirmation of this assertion, though unfortunately reliable proof as to its

authenticity is wanting. John Bull afterwards retired to Antwerp, where
he was named organist to the cathedral, and where he died.

Macaulay, in his description of the battle of La Hogue, describes the
victorious flotilla, when retiring after the fight, with the thundering chant
of " God save the King." The date of La Hogue is 1692. The German
authority to which we refer, in acknowledging the allusion of Macaulay,
asserts that the " thundering chant " was simply sounded as a battle cry.

But what would seem more completely to fix the first introduction of the
" Anthem " in England prior to the date claimed by our German contem-
porary, is an extract from the letters of David Garrick, containing a copy
as chanted at the Royal Chapel for James II., when the Prince of Orange
landed in 1688 :—

Lord our Ood arise.

Confound the enemies
Of James the King I

* ' Send him victorious,
Happy and glorious.

Long to reign over us,

God save tha King J

Another verse written about the same time, and now to be seen engraven
on drinking cups which belonged to distinguished Jacobites of the time,

is as follows :

—

Ood bless the Prince of Wales,
The true bom Prince of Wales,

Sent ns by thee I

Grant ns one favour more,
The King for to restore,

As thou hast done before,

The familee.

In France the air of the English National Anthem has been alternately

ascribed to Hadyn and Sully, and is supposed to have been written in

honour of Louis XIV.-
,

,

Nothing more pitiful than a lady once in the full swing of society,

faithless to a husbi^d, and deserted by her lover and by aU the world left

lonely and desolate, with a child and her dogs, in a cottage by the road-

side, near a forest in the country, can be imagined.
, Such is Lady Ayles-

ford, whose case was recently before the courts. It will be remembered
this unfortunate lady ran away from her husband with the Marquis of

Blandford, who deserted his victim when the scandal became public. She
is suing heir husband for the X500 a year upon which she has been living,

while the duke for whom she forfeited her position in the world, and who
is the reputed father of her child, ia selling the pictures which were the
pride of his family to have money to spend upon his pleasant way. Beauti-

ful, bright, accomplished, graceful in movement, kindly-hearted. Lady

Aylesford has lost everything which makes existence precious to most
women, tenderly nurtured as she has been ; and now she is called into

court to confess publicly her offences, under penalty of being left in poverty.

She is still comparatively young, but her husband and she are tied together,

and he refuses to maintain her because she has had a natural child. It is

an awful picture of modern society. Balzac himself could not have added
one melancholy imaginative touch to make it more sorrowful and sad.

Undbr the title "Public Life in England," M. Philippe Daryl, a
Frenchman who has spent ten years in Britain, has published a study of
public life, free from jealousies, affectation of superiority, or national pre-

judices. It will hardly attain so remarkable a success as the satirical

" John Bull and his Island," of M. Max O'Rell, but will be welcome as
the work of a more serious man, written in a more forcible style. English-
men will hesitate to accept all M. Daryl says, because he admires so much
and sees so few faults. He praises the literature, the press, and recognizes

the high motives of most English publications. Of public men he writes
freely.

" Mr. Bright," he says, " is perhaps the only living man in whom are united the
supreme gifts of the orator, the most briUiant imagination, the most exquisite sensitive-
ness, the finest humour, the surest judgment, the most upright conscience, and the
most elegant, pure, and vigorous language. To hear him is a pleasure for the godsHe is a Bossuet, a Pascal, and a Franklin all in one."

Mr. Gladstone is described as a " vocal conscience '.'—a phrase charac-
teristically French in its comprehensiveness, force, and appositeness.

" He is the orator who exhausts all sources, who puts -together the smallest frag-
ments of his subject, and who is unequalled in grouping them, and arranging them
into files which march past before his astonished audience in battle array If his
eloquence is of a less ^olian kind than that of Mr. Bright, his authority over the House
IB of the same order. The Honse rehes on his evident honesty, on tha respect which
all parties feel for firm and sincere opinions.

"

Sir Charles Dilke is commended. Lord Hartington is pourtrayed as a
dilettanti politician, and even Mr. Bradlaugh receives a passing word :

"Advocate ? No, certainly he is not that. Imagine the genius of cavil personified,
with the mnscle of a tiger, crouched down in the jungle of the most tangled legislation
in the world. A Blackstona and a Montesquieu perpetually occupied, not with eztrioat-mg the epint of the law, but with trying to discover its weaknesses. Then, treasuring
up his discovery, and even allowing himself to be condemned in the first or second
mstance, accumulating the expenses, heaping up the procedures, he, at a fitting
moment, terminates the affair by a leap or a bite."

M. Daryl is inclined to laugh at the English aristocracy. "The feict

is," he remarks, " that a lord ia a strange anthropological phenomenon, a
human fossil straying in our century, of which there is no specimen to be
found in French Society." But even though the Crown should go, our
critic thinks England would preserve its lords, because the cultivation of
" blue blood " has been so fostered as to have become a national idiosyn-
crasy. M. Daryl is a close observer, and probably understands the English
character better than most Frenchmen, but in the rdle of prophet his

speculations will go for what they are worth.
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Apeopos of the Petit Cerch rookery scandal referred to last week, the
London Spectator points out that gambling has two inevitable ends men
don't pay, and men take to cheating. The former disaster always occurs
as " paper " is admitted as a legal tender over the green baize. The latter

known as " correcting fortune"—is almost an invariable sequel to the for-

mer. The "Philosopher," "Chevalier d' Industrie," "Greek," haa ~q/tlwd
the very lowest depth to which civilized man can descend. No one can
defend a man who has cheated at cards. No, a man may do many shady
things ; his accounts may be difficult to unravel ; he may decline to fight a
duel in a foreign country ; he may find that urgent private business calls

him to Europe when his regiment is in the Soudan or Nova Zembla, and
people will make excuses for him. But he really must not cheat at cards.

An English correspondent says : Baccarat has been stopped at njost of

the gaming clubs, though it is not yet decided whether a gaming club is

illegal. Instead of baccarat, however, ecart^ and poker are being played.

In morality the change is hardly such as to be worth very much, though
there may be all the difference in the world as to legality. And the result

seems likely to be that a legal sanction will be given to every form of

gambling such as only professional gamesters would play.

'^ M. Clwmkokau, the eminent French physician-philanthropist, whose
good works are so well known to the sick poor of Paris, is studying the

social question in London, believing that light itota England can help him
at home. He it was who carried against the French Ministry the other

day a resolution for a committee of enquiry into industrial distress, and he
is perhaps, at present, the most conspicuous figure in French politics, though
his party is too small to command the Chambers. M. Clemenoeau wiU find

the treatment of the poor in England very different from the French state

of afihirs. In the former caw it is as though an affluent territorial aristoc-

racy desired to make compensation (or their monopoly of the soil, by giving

their disinherited vassals the organized alms of parish relief. In France,
on the contrary, the owners of the soil are numerous, and many are needy.
There is no legal right to relief ; the workhouse is unknown. In Paris,
even the vagrant occupants of the street are largely subject to police sur-
veillance

; in English cities almost absolute freedom to seek subsistence is

allowed. If a cab is wanted or stopped, a ready boy finds his chance of a
penny springing up like a blade of grass between the flags from beneath
his feet. Jobs for idlers arise at every railway station or street comer. To
girls, London and^places like it offer much worse opportunities of gain. No
wonder then, that the surplus of the fields is poured into the cities ; and
the stream, pure at its source, becomes muddy, sometimes black, in the
centre of the towns. No check is placed on any calling, even if it leads to
danger, or becomes professional vice. The State says to the whole popula
tion, "You are free ; fight the battle of life as you like; if you fail the
Poor Law wUl pick you up." In France there is neither the same initial
freedom, nor the ultimate help. Instead of the benefit societies, which a
spirit of self-help has encouraged English workmen to found, the French
have individual economy

; but the absence of State relief has bred enmity
towards the rich. It will be curious to note the commentaries of M.
Cl^menceau on the social contrasts of the two nations.

Thb printing world is much disturbed by the discovery of a new pro-
cess which enables any number of copies to be taken of the oldest book
without setting a line of type. A compound has been discovered which
may be spread upon a page vrithout in the slightest way injuringthe paper
and which refuses to rest upon ink. It can be easily removed to a stone,
and there become the matrix for stereotype, or can be used for printing
from at once. You hand your best beloved Aldine to the inventor of this,
new process, and he will return it to you without a stoin or a mark, unin-
jured and only cleaned, and he will give you along with it an exact fac-
simile, letter for letter and broken stop for broken stop, of the volume
which he has had in his possession for only a few days. Mr. Quaritch, the
second-hand bookseller, is said to be thirsting for the blood of this'too-
dever inventor ; but practical printers are already moving to see whether
they cannot save the cost of re-setting old editions, and, if certain diffi-

culties can be got over, we shall see a change not only in the production of
facsimiles of old books, but in the reproduction of modem books. It will
no longer be necessary to keep type standing. A proof will be as good as a
stereotyped plate. No book wiU ever really be " out of print " so long as a
copy of it remains. It will be nearly ar cheap to reproduce a volume as
to print an extra copy of a volume passing through the printing machine.
Certainly we are progressing. Already water-colour drawing can be so
well lithographed as to deceive the very artists. The time is not far dis-

tant when we shall photograph colours. And now that a book may be
reprinted from itself, we may reasonably hope to find a method whereby
oil colours may be multiplied from their own canvases.

Thb proposal to replace the time-honoured red coat of the British army
with a grey tunic is causing much comment in military circlea " Tommy
Atkins " in particular is very sore about it, and recruiting-sergeants with

-some show of reason prophecy that such a change would materially reduce
the numbers joining the colours. The handsome feather bonnet of the
highland regiments is also to be abolished by the army rftormers. The
bear-skin of the Guards, and the " tiji-pots " of the heavy cavalry, will

probably soon follow suit, and the whole army after such " reforms " will

present an appearance of delightful uniformity in gray frocks and forage
caps. A communique was sent to the morning papers by the War Office,

extolling the merits of the new gray uniform, and announcing that it wUl
probably be the future dress of the British infantry. It is not yet certain,

however, that the Queen will indorse the recommendations of the dross
committee at Aldershot. It is well known that all its members, with one
exception, were chosen from corps not wearing the red uniform which it is

now proposed to abolish. And even if there were abundant evidence of

the disadvantages of wearing red in the field—which there is not—it would
be a moot question whether they were not more than covered by the esprit

which the soldier feels in wearing a uniform associated with so many
glorious traditions,

" I» there is anything the President enjoys," says a Washington corres-

pondent, " it is giving dinner parties. He revels in a handsome table, and
gives the finishing touches with his own fingers, so to speak ; that is, he
inspects the board, presumably to see that everything is complete. The
most effective designs seen this season were on the table at the dinner given
to the judges on Thursday evening, and the state dining-room never
looked handsomer. The central ornament was an open floral temple,

3*

with Greek columns and a dome, the latter wholly of pink and white
azaleas, in separate colours, the other parts being of roses, smilax and
acacia blossom& In this Temple of Justice, as it was called, was an open
book with the words Law, and Constitution, in gilt letters. On either
side of the temple were scales, the lever of pink and white azaleas, and
the balance of heliotrope and carnations. There were fifty covers, and the
teble was extended with cross tables at the ends. On these, large cirouhir
baskets of. roses, shaded by parasols of liliesof-the-valley and fine fems,
were the centre pieces. The effect was pretty and graceful. The windows
of the room were -filled with dark-green palms bending over the snow-white
azaleas, giving an exquisite mingling of green and white. The President
spent some time in the room, giving directions, and the guests say it was
in every detail a faultless entertainment."

A CORRESPONDEKT of one of the Worcester papers relates a character-
istic anecdote of the late Lord Hertford and the Prince Consort Lord
Hertford told the writer that the most interesting part of his life was
when he was thrown into constant contact with Prince Albert ; and
the Prince spoke more freely to him than to anybody else, because he
knew that he (Lord H.) did not keep a diary in which every remark would
be carefully recorded. He added that he was much with the Prince when
the Osborne estate was bought, and when the grounds were subsequently
laid out under the Prince's direction. Upon one occasion the Queen and
the Prince Consort were crossing to Osbome together, and he was surprised
to find the Prince on deck enjoying the breeze while the Queen was below
He expressed his aiirpise to the Prince, saying he thought he was a bad
sailor. The Prince replied that " he knew that he had that repuUtion, and
that the Queen was thought not to suffer from sea-sickness ;

" and he added,
I' I know the English laugh so much at sea-sickness that I am quite, willing
that it shoiild be so, and that the laugh should be directed against me
rather than against the Queen."

The time spoken of by Mr. Matthew Arnold, the prophet, when we
shall all yawn in each other's faces, and the whole air shall be filled

with the roarings of journalistic young (and veteran) lions, seems to have
arrived. At least, so thinks the Saturday Review. We are suffering, our
contemporary thinks, from " the burden of actuality "— of a prodigious
dreary earnestness which is quite capable, unluckily, of occupying itself

with the most trivial things. The newspapers are the prophets of actuality.

They have naturally no time, space or inclination to waste on literature and
art, and the leisurely essay in which our idle ancestors contemplated life

and plucked the flower of humorous meditation. A book may get a hasty
half-column while the appearance of the book is an " actuality " or an item
of news. A picture gallery is actual till people have had time to see it,

after which it falls back into the dust-bin of forgetfulness. The iniquity

of oblivion blindly scattereth his poppy over every play after the first night
unless, perchance, a quarrel full of very pretty actuality can begot up on a
charge of plagiarism or on a trifle of costume. The worst of this state of
things is that all literary organs and their editors seem as athirst for actu-

ality as the evening newspapers themselves. The result is that the roaring^
of the most majestic lions fills the larger monthly magazines. Instead of

being devoted to literature, art, fiction, and general entertainment, with a
dash of lively politics, as in the old days of the Quarterly, the Edinburgh,
and Blackwood, the monthly magazines have become bulky collections of

signed, and, if we may say so, stodgy leading articles on topics thrilling

with the actual.
'

Mr. Herbert Spencer and the Duke of Argyle are at loggerheads. In
his theological books the duke has been laughing at the notion of an ideal

evolution which would produce progress without struggle and pain ; and
attributing this proposed improvement on the divine order to Mr. Herbert
Spencer. The great thinker is as angry as a philosopher can be ; charges
the duke with making quotations which do not exist ; and explains that he
was describing a future of humanity in which men would not fight one
another, or interfere with one another's liberties, or hurt others in pleasing

themselves. He wants to see no wars, no legislation touching liberty, no
attempted ^interference by the State with individtials, and very little

State organization save for the purpose of protecting liberty. He never
imagined that there could be an end to competition in thelower ranks of Hfe,

or an abolition anywhere of death.

Thb Waterloo Cup—the Dog Derby of coursing men—which was
decided on the 20th ult and two following days, was, as last year, won by
a rank outsider. Whatever may be the future of horse-racing or the
lamentations over Uie present supposed degeneracy of the turf, followera of

\
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the leash can have no reason to bewail the lack of interest shown by the

general public in coursing events, for never before in the records of the

meeting has so large a gathering thronged the classic flats of Altcar. The

nominator of the winner netted the nice sum of 130,000. " Mineral

Water," this year's victor, was within an ace of being an absentee from the

cup altogether, as only a short time previous to the event did his owner,

Mr. Maher, receive the returned nomination of Mr. Marfleet, whose

kennel was unable to furnish a representative at all up to Waterloo form.

" Mineral Water "is a third season black-and-white dog, whose past

performances have partaken rather of an out-and-in character, yet last

year he showed excellent form for the cup ; and though at no time can he

be called brilliant, yet without being a flyer he possesses that amount of

durability and resolution which are a dne qua non over the trying course

at Altcar. Being English bred, his victory is a decided triumph for the

English brigade, whose success in carrying off the blue ribbon of the leash

has not of late years been so frequent. As the turf this year loses one of

its brightest adornments in Lord Falmouth, so, too, will coursing circles

regret the announced retirement of the Earl of Sefton, patron of the

Waterloo meeting, and a keen lover of the greyhound.

Possibly no event in the acquatic world has of late occupied so much

attention in public circles, both on this side the Atlantic as well as

on the other, as the race over the championship course between Bubear

and Ross, in which the latter, conceding a start of ten seconds, won, on

Monday last, with comparative ease. The result was not altogether un-

expected, for though in the early period of training Bubear was the most

fancied, still the Canadian representative, who by most is thought to be

only second to Hanlan himself, showed such marked improvement that he

started first favourite, a position fully justified by his easy victory. The

best man undoubtedly won on his merits, though there is no disguising the

fact that the easy defeat of the Thames representative has been a sad blow

to English patrons of the river. They fondly hoped they had discovered in

Bubear whose style is said to resemble Hanlan's, an oarsman who might

have proved fit to be matched against the " Champion " and have

brought back to England the supremacy on the river which they thought

no nation or colony could ever wrest from her.

— NOT THE UNIVERSITY, BUT THE PUBLIC SCHOOL.

Is there not abroad at present, it may be asked, just a trifle too much

noise on the subject of University education, and would not a little agita;

tion in regard to primary and technical training be more to the purpose

'

There is, of course, no call to find fault with the enthusiasm or with the

objects of alumni associations. On the contrary, there is need of sym-

pathy with these student unions, and, in the interest of higher education,

the public voice would bid them go further in their work, and if possible

secure inter-collegiate action in all that will advance the cause of culture,

and, at the same time, enable graduate opinion to assert itself in the neces-

sary affairs of academic management. The fear, however, is that in this

^matter of University education we are not only in some measure in advance

of our needs, but there would seem to be a necessity to get back to more

thorough preparatory study. If any one will look over the reports of the

school Inspectors throughout the Province, or will confer freely with some

of the more thoughtful and intelligent teachers, he Mrill find that our

runted system of education falls very far short of accomplishing the work

of it in the essential matter of a sound and useful elementary

permitted to appear in the Departmental Report for the year. As the

reports of but six out of a total of seventy-five inspectors are published in

the present Blue Book, there is a fear that the authorities have little else

to boast of in the way of commendation of Provincial school-work. Hence,

matters may be worse than we are permitted to see. Here are a few sample

quotations :

" I find a want of thoroughness in teaohing and a disposition to push pupils on too

rapidly t»be one of the greatest defeots in school work." [p. 127]

"In many oases teaohing has not advanced beyond the dull routine of study and

recitation, of telling children to learn instead of teaohing them." [p. 137.]

" Frequent change of teachers, want of professional devotion to the work, and, in

consequence, a lack of energy and inspiring zeal are bat too often manifest in the prac-

tical working of our schools, and, therefore, neglected schools and ineffectual work are

the result." [p. 124.]

" In Public Schools, as in High Schools, it seems to be thought that only that study

is of any value which is worth an examination, and that to give attention to a subject

not on the examination Ust is a reckless dissipation of energy." [p. 139.]

" FeMing the importance of the subject I have taken especial pains to learn in how far

reading has been a mechanical act pronouncing the printed words, in how far it has been

an exercise of the mind in getting at the thoughts and feelings of the author. My
experience has been that, in too many instances, pupils have not been trained to go

beyond the mere black and white page of the book, and that the exercise has often been

a hindrance instead of a help to their grasping the author's ideas." [p. 135.]

" Literature is taught * ' at times, with no end in view but the preparation of

certain details for examination : it has degenerated to mere parsing, derivation, and

the conscientious learning of every appended note, to the complete exclusion of broader

and more intelligent views of the subject." [p. 136.]

"In very few high schools is there an adequate supply of ordinary books of refer-

ence; in some, even the standard dictionaries are wanting." [p. 147.]

"The spirit of criticism and enquiry into all methods and results is just now

unusually active. Who shall say that in all oases the schools have come out blame-

less ? When it is found that the teaching of grammar has made the pupils neither

speak nor write good English ; that years of arithmetic have failed to make them compute

quickly and correctly ; that empty words are used instead of ideas, there muat be grounds

for the harsh and severe criticisms, there must be weak points that require strength-

ening." [p. 137.]

In these extracts we have an indictment from official sources more

severe than any the Education Department would be inclined to justify

had we penned the criticisms. But, as we have already hinted, the worst

is not told. In the remarks of other inspectors we find statements and

opinions with regard to the condition of the schools and the work done in

them that go far to prove that elementary education in Ontario is confess-

edly a failure. Not only do we find that there is inaptitude and a want of

thoroughness and enthusiasm in teaching, which are the bases of educational

success, but there is failure in achieving results which the most perfunctory

work might be expected to produce. The essential requisites of good read-

ing, correct speaking, legible writing, and accurate computing, are admittedly

not gained by the average pupil in the Public School. In regard to reading,

it is notorious, that, first in importance as it ought to be in the school

curriculum, in the High Schools at least, it has scarcely a place assigned to

it on the time-table. This is explained by the fact that it is not made a

test of proficiency in the Intermediate Examination, and is therefore not

one of the " paying " subjects. In the Public Schools, though it receives

attention, the lessons are, rarely made intelligible, the matter is read

mechanically, and mistakes in emphasis and inflection are too often passed

over, either from indifference or want of knowledge on the part of the

teacher. That reading, under the circumstances, fails to develop a taste

for good literature is not to be wondered at, and when literature is reached

training. . -

With the eager haste which is characteristic of the methods of the New

World our educational system would seem to be too much in a hurry to

iret to the goal. " From the Public to the High School, thence to the

University" is the watchword passed along the line, and shoals of immature,

uninformed minds are driven forward at a pace that allows of little delibera-

tion and no settling of thought throughout the brief and forced stages of

the cramming process. What wonder, therefore, that pupils leave the

schools, and that even graduates are turned out, with no intelligible com-

mand of the resources of education; with little power to make good and

staying use of the crumbs of information they have been able to pick up

;

and worse than all, utterly lacking sympathy with culture or interest in

literature and the intellectual life 1

That we are not taking too pessimistic a view of matters, or speaking at

random on a subject of which, it may be charged, we practically know

little, let UB quote one or two sentences from the current report of the

Minister of Education, which direct attention to the defects and deficiencies

of school instruction and management in the Province. The opinions cited

ue thoae of a few school inspectors whoee criticisms on ^« schools are

the same deplorable results are manifest. Literature, we are told, is taught

in the main as the pedants teach it, and mental unfolding and any intelli-

gent delight in the beauties of our best authors never come into play. To

some extent the school reader itself is responsible for this, as the selections

too often lack interest for the pupU, and in the old, undiscarded books

there are no aids to the teacher in making the lesson attractive. But the

root of the e>dl clearly lies in the defective methods of teaching. The

senior inspector himself, in the report we have quoted, practically gives us

the clue when he urges that Normal School masters should have the power

to exclude for illiteracy the would-be teacher who presents himself for

professional training. If the men who come up and are admitted for a

few months to the Normal School, to acquire the art of teaching, belong in

any degree to the class of " illiterates," it is not difficult to account for

much of the bad work of the schools. " Keeping school " may seejnJiQ—
these callow youth the easiest and most delightful of vocations ; how far

they are from ever attaining the ideal of the bright, pliant^minded, well-

equipped schoolmaster one shudders to think.

Besides the poor material, however, there is an acknowledged inade-

quacy of professional training which should bear its share of censure in

reviewing the shortcomings of our Provincial school system. Our two

Norma![ Schools draw no infinitesimal portion of the half million the Prov-

ince annually expends upon education. If these institutions are not up

to their work, or if politics or intrigue conceal the truth when

enquired into, the administration must be held responsible and the fact

made public. The time has gone by alike for executive leniency and publio
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indifference. With the issues at stake both are now criminal. If our

university " wranglers " will for a time intermit their clamour, public

concern may be profitably aroused to look into the work of the schools.

O. Mbrcbr Adam.

REPORTING IN NEW YORK.

AliTHOUOH in some respects a very tiresome and lonely life, a reporter's

life has a certain amount of fascination about it that renders it a hard one

to give up. There is emlless variety and excitement in it ; it gives a very

rare and peculiar insight into one or two phases of human life, and it is

daily crowned with that rarest of triumphs—the triumph of seeing the

immediate fruits of one's efforts. It is no bad compensation after a day of

unceasing journey, effort, unrest and contention, to see the next morning

how far one has beaten one's rivals, and hear one's clever journalism com-

mended as the sensation of the hour.

There are five large papers in New York which are recognized through-

out journalistic America as the schools of the profession. These are the

iSWi, Triiune, Herald, Times, and World. Of these the Sun has more

exclusively a city circulation (140,000 a day), and hence relies more on

reportorial news than any of the others. The consequence is that the

Sun reporters are acknowledged to be the flow.^r of the profession. Several

of them make $50 a week, and upon occasions more. Most of them have

been on the paper for years, and only one or two of them are New Yorkers.

Their skill in obtaining information is amazing, and I have seen a story

told in the Sun with a dash and literary ability that is quite unrivalled in

journalism.

The Tribune relies more on its politics and its' excellent correspondents

to fill its columns than on the city staff. The staff is composed almost

exclusively of university men.
|

On the Herald the reporting staff is large, but the men have the repu-

tation of being the most reckless and illiterate reporters in New York. The

strength of the paper is in its cablegrams.

The Times reporters are rather envied by the others, as being the only

ones whose jokes are allowed to get into print, the Times rather pluming

itself on being a witty sheet. It pays well, rather l)etter than the last of

the five, the World, which has lately, under Mr. Pulitzer, of St. Louis,

rather amused New York by its attempt to introduce a Western style of

journalism into the metropolis : an attempt which rather fortunately has

not met with success.

A reporter's daily life on one of these papers begins about midday,

when he is supposed to be at his office to meet his city editor and learn from

him his afternoon's work. Having learned what he is expected to do, he

is not expected back in the office till late in the afternoon, when he returns

to write up his afternoon's work and receive a second assignment for the

evening. About midnight this is completed, and ' he is henceforth free to

take recreation.

All around Printing House Square there are any number of eating

houses of varying grades of respectability. Some are underground, some

in upper stories^ and some on the ground floor. Here between 6 o'clock

and 7.30 in the evening one may generally run across a party of reporters

dining together by threes and fours, and generally to be known by their

happy unconsciousness of the presence of other diners. They behave

rather like Qerman students, and the post-prandial bottle of claret and

cigar with which they finish up do not lessen the resemblance. They are

Bohemians, most of them, and their reckless leaps from a five dollar to a

twenty-five cent dinner, according to the day of the week and its remote-

ness from pay day, is characteristic. There is a charming little French

restaurant in Fulton Street, where, for the first three days of the week, a

number of those who habitually dine down town are fond of congregating.

The table-d'hdle is slightly Americanized ; but the coffee, wines and liqueurs

are all orthodox. Here the reporters brew their brandy aristocratically,

tip the waiters recklessly, and generally conduct themselves like million-

aires. This for the first three days of the week. On Wednesday they

emigrate. The restaurant ia still French, but it is in a regular cellar.

Boxes of groceries are piled up around the rooms. The tables have no

cloths. Here one can get dinner for twenty-five cents. The dinner con-

sists of soup and bread, a small square of meat with a villainous sauce

smeared over it, and some mouldy cheesa Here the scribes dine with

unfailing resignation until their purses admit of better quarters.

They do not all, however, live in this fashion. After one has served for

six or eight months on a paper, one's work becomes somewhat more regular,

ft certain kind of work, perhaps, falling to one's share. Such, for instance,

aa falls to the theatrical and operatic reporters (those are not by amy means

the theatrical critics, who are generally well-known artists), the society

man, and departmental men (shipping news, stocks, market, railway. City

Hall, or police headquarter reporters). When a man couros to get work

regularly, of a certain kind, he is able to adopt more regular hours and a

more regular style of living. He is able, perhaps, to get all his meals at his

boarding house, or, if married, at home. This is a great savin|^ to him.

A good sized bed-room in 22nd Street, East or West or anywhere up town,

with excellent board, is fo be had for $10 a week. If, on the other hand,

he is compelled by the irregularity of his work to take his meals at restaur-

ants, he will scarcely live under $15 a week. A man, however, no matter

what his regular work may be, is never altogether free from irregular

work. He must always be, as it were, in call.

To take an instance : It is 8 o'clock in the evening, and no one ia in the

reporter's room except a couple of fresh hands who have had no work for

the evening. The telephone rings and the city editor jumps to his feet.

The call is from the night reporter at police headquarters. News has just

come in of a railway accident on Long Island. Instantly the office is in a

bustle. The fresh hands cannot be entrusted with a heavy accident,

especially at night ; they would not know how to get the news. One of ,

them is detailed to police headquarters temporarily, while the regular man

there, who is generally one of the sharpest men on the paper, is sent off to

Long Island. The other fresh hand is sent to take a lecture from the hands

of an older man, and despatch him to Long Island. The telephone is

brought into requisition and regular men are re-called from all parts of the

city and sent over to Long Island. Within halt an hour six or eight men

are at the scene of the accident, where they put themselves under the

orders of the oldest of them, and proceed to work. One interviews the

station men, another the conductor and engineer, another the wounded and

the passengers, others go to the hospitals and wait till the ambulances

arrive. Meanwhile, at the office all is excitement ; the night desk men are

ordered to cut all copy short and leave room for the accident. The " ed. head '«

men now look up parallel cases and consult as to the proper commentary

to make. The reporters, as they come in one by one, are told there is no

room for ordinary news until the men arrive from Long Island. About

midnight the first man returns from Long Island. He tells his story to

the city editor. A dozen men are killed and so many wounded, and the

accident happened so-and-so. He is told to write up a general account of

the occurrence, and while he dashes off sheet after sheet the night desk men
hover over him, and despatch his copy to the compositors as it is written.

By-and-by the other men straggle in, one by one, from Long Island. They

each write up the part they were detailed to investigate. A list is made

of the dead and wounded. Fresh hands are sent off to interview relatives

and obtain obituary accounts, and so the hurry and excitement go on till

2 or 3 o'clock in the morning. Next day the papers are teeming with

accounts, and woe to the unhappy man who has let another paper get a

better story than he has got. The place that knew him will not know him

again till he has retrieved himself. Next day, and perhaps for a week

after, the men are engaged gathering up the loose threads of the story, and

presently everything that is to be known is known, and the jury has noth-

ing to do subsequently but confirm the newspaper accounts. If this

thorough system of reporting were carried on in England, those absurd

dynamite panics they have over there would soon be traced to their sources,

and many things would be made plain that now are shrouded in the

mysteries of official reticence.

Many a new reporter has made a reputation for himself by having to

take a leading part in investigating a " case, " on account of the absence of

all other available men, and many a man has slept to a Byronic awakening

and found himself famous. These are the chances that all the men wait

and pray for.

Sometimes news comes in in an irregular way, and one paper gets the

start by several hours of another, and scores a "beat." Such a case occurred

at the time Cornelius Yanderbilt shot himself. A reporter heard it acci-

dentally at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, and immediately went to police head-

quarters, telephoned to his office, and proceeded to the hotel where the

occurrence took place, to investigate. Curiously enough two other reporters

at headquarters belonging to other papers took it into their heads to follow

him and see what was up. They all entered the hotel about the same

time, and the following dialogue took place between the pursuers and the

hotel clerk :

"Anything up?" '

,

"No." •

"Anybody dead?"
" No."

"So long." And the two went out, satisfied they wrire on a.wrong

scent. Meanwhile the other man had casually been looking through the

register, and now looked up. " I want to go up to room 124," he said,
I
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VJth a knowing smile. The hotel clerk winked and had him shown up to

where the dead millionaire lay stretched out. A suicide among the Van-

derbilts in New York is like a suicide in the royal family in England.

This reporter got the news six hours ahead of any other reporter and scored

a " beat " for his paper, which is still referred to as one of the stories of

.journalistic New York. B"

NORTH-WEST NOTES.

Tub only plank of the Provincial platform on which the local politicians

agree is that the weather is extremely severe in its Arctic-like severity.

This concession is however made at home ; it is unnecessary to say that it

is not made in the local press, nor admitted to outsiders. Whether it is

the j)lea.sure derived from the circumstance of seeing others disappointed,

or whether it is a " rule of business," is not easy to determine, but it is

only a fresh arrival in the Provinces who would be guilty of such a breach

of North-Western etiquette as to say "it is cold" when the temperature is

actually registering Arctic severity. The " typical " Manitoban will not

" give the climate away," though this is the fourth winter in this country

that I have seen a Fahrenheit thermometer register 57° degrees, which

is within thirteen degrees of the coldest weather ever experienced by Arctic

navigators. It is about time that the suppregsio veri in the matter of

Manitoban writers was exposed. All the rhetorical descriptions of our

winter temperatures are deceptive, and on that account they should be

discontinued.

It is better that the intending immigrant should be previously informed

that this country in winter is intensely cold, that the mercury goes down

at odd times to fifty-seven degrees, that winter begins in earnest about the

tenth of November, and lasts, with only a slight break, until the first of

April ; that there are three months in mid-winter when it is hardly fit for

man or beast to remain exposed ; that winters known as " blizzardy " are

very severe, and render travelling and all out-door work next to impossible.

The prairies are bare ; there is little or no shelter, and during the severe

months travelling is not only nearly impossible, but it is very dangerous.

It would be better to instruct the intending immigrant as to the facts, so

that none but the hardy and the venturesome may come. It is a paradise

for the Scandinavian and the hardy races of the far north, but the Anglo-

Saxon, and even the Canadian will find it " too far north " for permanent

occupation. Those who understand the winter climate of this country

best are the "old settlers," and the half-breeds. It is, after all, the country

that makes the people, and not the converse, though this may be disputed.

When Principal Grant travelled through this country, it was during

summer, and he travelled fast, and perhaps on a gauge somewhat narrow
;

for what can any one tell of a country from a couple of hasty trips taken

through it with all tbe comforts, and even luxuries, of a government expedi-

tion ? Had the distinguished professor taken both his trips in mid-winter

he mi^ht have modified his enthusiasm. It is the fancy pictures of the

artist who has been shot through the country in a Pullman car, that too

often do a great deal of harm. A comparison of these pictures with

nature herself shows that imagination has entered largely into the artist's

anind as he stood at his easel.

We Canadians boast of being a matter of fact,'reliable people. This claim

is doubtful since the annexation of the North-West. The Government

pamphleteer has endeavoured to outdo the speculator in the magnitude and

brilliancy of his exaggerations. Since the advent of the Canadian North- .

West pamphleteers the Munchausen of the Western States has disappeared.

By this time the people of the Eastern Provinces have become thoroughly

acquainted with the political maladies (I say political for convenience) of
'

s aspiring Province.

The return of the " Farmers' Union " delegates from Ottawa without

having accomplished anything was the signal for additional clamour, and

another manifesto was issued, which, besides calling a general convention,

breathed some defiance and contained a hidden purpose which is now being

made known in clarion tones. So say some of the chiefs of the agitation.

Whatever may be the grievances of the farmers, it is clear that most of

these grievances have been self-imposed.

It must be admitted, so far, that local self-government in this Province

has been a great failure. This is as much due to the class of men which

has come to the surface as it is to the expensive governmental machinery

with which the Province has been furnished, and to have furnished less

would not have satisfied the settlers in 1871, to say nothing of the camp

followers and the local aspirants for legislative honours. If Provincial

legislation in this country has been a failure, municipal government has

undoubtedly proved itself to be most disastrous. The municipal_con(fition

throughout the Province is most deplorable.

Added to rural and local municipalities is the county conncil system

and judicial districts, imported from Ontario. The machinery was cum-

bersome ad it was, but the last legislation made it so cumbersome that it is

now clogged, and work it cannot In a wide range of municipal experience

in the Eastern Provinces, covering many years, I have never seen such a

complete muddle as that in which municipal affairs exist in this Province

at the present time. One would suppose that the farmers, who are largely

interested in direct taxation, would have given some attention to these

matters entirely within their control ; but it may be relied upon as an abso-

lute fact, that within the range of the whole discussion of grievances the

matter has never been touched. The platform which the Union have

Adopted refers to Provincial Lands, C. P. R Monopoly, Boundary Exten-

sion, and the Hudson Bay Route questions, which are wholly, or almost

•vhoUy, Federal in their character. This feature shows that there is spme-

thing wrong within the Province itself, and that something is not hard to

find. With few exceptions, the legislature is scallywag. No special pro-

perty qualification beyond being that of a voter is necessary to be eligible

as a candidate for the local legislature. Instead of Mr. Speaker Murray

presiding over « body that is, for the most part, composed of responsible

residents, he sits in an Assembly composed for the greater part of boorasters,

insolvents, men of straw, and some who are birds of passage. True, the

speaking talent and the ability of the legislature have increased of late,

but it is doubtful if its respectability or honesty of purpose has advanced

since the time when Speaker Bird refused to put the motion for the incorpor-

ation of Winnipeg, and for which some indignant residents ventured to

anoint him with a pail of Stockholm tar.

The people of the Eastern Provinces have, doubtless, become accustomed

to the sounds of war preparations which the leaders of the " Union" are

now making, but as there is no cash tor the purpose of carrying on hos-

tilities, it is not likely that the services of the Dominion artillery will be

required.

Brandon, Manitoba. -^ =^"5 ^ G. B. E.

OTTAWA NOTES.

With little but the Budget Debate going on, politics have been

decidedly dull this week. Even the prospect of Secession resolutions being

passed at the Manitoba Convention in Winnipeg, and the shoutings of the

Liberal Press of the" province, have aroused much less interest than might

have been expected. It is very difficult to understand why there should

be such a feeling of apathy in the presence of, what seems on the face of

it, national peril. But there are several things which may, to some

extent, account for it. In the first place, Manitoba has never shown any

determination to break with the Dominion Government. The Premier,

Mr. Norquay, has come here several times to demand the rights of his

Province ; he has remained to seek favours, and at last gone away with-

out securing anything but a pleasant reception and a kindly farewell. It

is thought that he will remain as subservient now as he has always been,

and thAt he will be able to bring his followers intp line, also. Further, it

is felt that the Liberals, however just may be their contentions, are backing

the agitators for merely party purposes, and that they would be

grievously disappointed should the Government make sufficient concessions

to pacify the malcontents. Among a large class of the back-bench mem-

bers, who have found their level through natural lack of intelligence,

there is a belief that the Catiadian Pacific is being built for the benefit of

the North-West, at the expence of the older Provinces, and that therefore

those older Provinces have purchased a right to oppress the North-West

as they please. And besides—a most important consideration—in the

ranks of the agitators are some men of unsavoury reputation, politically.

People here, instead of allowing for the fact that agitation always attracts

such men, and almost always makes them prominent, refuse to consider

the grievances at all, but condemn the agitation as the work of the few.

Should Premier Norquay throw himself into the arms of the Liberals and

conduct that party as the party of Concession or Secession, i> will be

decidedly awkward for the Dominion Government. Sir John Macdonald's

followers may shout "treachery !
" as loud as they please, across the floor

of the House, and the organs may grind to that tune, but that will not do

away with the agitation. The Government's hope is to ward off this

trouble until Spring. The agitators, however great their grievances, will

theii have to resume work, and they cannot organize again for six months

to come, at least. What may turn up in six months who can tell 1 The

situation can hardly be worse then, and it may be much better.

Apropos of- Sir Bichard Cartwrigkt's speech in reply to the Finance

Minister's statement, in which he made a strong indictment against Cana-

dian political morality, it is true that there is in the country the " rem-

nant " of which we have heard so much since Matthew Arnold came

amongst us. That remnant has its members in every constituency, and in

a majority of the constituencies these men hold the balance of power. But

they are not to be won by the present course of the Reform party. They

see that that party does not know its own mind, that while prating about

purity, it has not the honesty to condemn the corruption shown by the

court records to exist in its own ranks ; that its Maritime Province Con-

tingent is for the greater part made up of sore-heads who have yet to admit

that Confederation is a thing to be worked for with enthusiasm, and who

have not the manliness to denounce Confederation and work against it

;

that the Reform party's programme covers no reform to arouse the enthu-

siast or the patriot. The men who are looking forward to a destiny for

Canada, and are anxious to work for that destiny, find in the Reformers a

party of men who do not know and apparently do not care to enquire what

that destiny is to be. They find that the sole aim and object of the Reform

party is to attend to the details of legislation, and to trip up the other

side. If Reformers are aroused to enthusiasm at all, it is in making much

of their petted leader, and in denouncing as knaves and fools a people who

will support even a bad Government that shows signs of believing in and

honouring Canada.

The Railway Committee holds three meetings a week now, and some of

the bills brought before it are very important. Among the most important

are a series affecting t^e Ontario and Quebec, the Credit Valley, and the

Toronto, Grey and Bruce. These biUs embody the scheme, which has been

so long preparing, of sectiring for the Canadian Pacific a separate system

of roads in Ontario to compete with those of the Grand Trunk. The Credit

Valley is authorized to extend its line to the Detroit River, and both that

road and the Grey and Bruce are authorized to amalgamate with the Ontario
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and Quebec, the last named being authorized to lease itself to the Canadian

Pacific for nine hundred and ninety-nine years. The Grand Trunk Rail-

way Company is also before the House asking for extensive powers for the

re-organization of its debt. Now that the Canadian Pacific is basking in

the noontide sun of Government favour, sympathy is naturally aroused for

tlM Grand Trunk,' once the lordly monopoly, now hardly able to command a

Maadly voice in Parliament. The difference in the position of the two roads

is matt marked before the Railway Committee. The C. P. R. solicitor, Mr.

J. J. CL Abbott, elected an M.P., is always present to watch the legis-

Intiirr tr it aaases, with full liberty to address the Committee when he

pleMHi. jKrTAbbott is always sure of an attentive hearing, because he is

on the Gtavemment side, and one of the very ablest men in Parliament.

On the other hand, when a bill affecting Grand Trunk interests comes up,

there comes up also Mr. John Bell, solicitor of the Company—like Mr.

Abbott, an able man, but unlike him, an outsider, who can speak to the

Committee only when he is called upon to do so. Notwithstanding

natural sympathy for the Grand Trunk, however, it must be confessed that

some suspicion attaches to the meaisure. now submitted to Parliament, for

the reason that it appeai-s to have been the outcome of some hasty decision

come to among the leading men of the Company since the last annual

meeting. The bill covers a scheme for taking,up existing securities by new

ones at a lower rate of interest, wiping out many complications which have

necessarily followed the issuing, in past years, of many classes of securities.

The scheme covers also the raising of additional capital—without increasing

the annual interest charge—to double track the road from Toronto to

Montreal, and for other purposes.

Visitors to Ottawa generally spend a little while in the model room of

the patent office. The place should be one of absorbing interest, not merely

to inventors and those specially interested in improved contrivances in the

physical world, but to every person who makes the slightest pretence to

keeping abreast with the times. But to the general public it is dreary

and disappointing; to the amateur or professional mechanic it must be

painful ; to the inventor seeking knowledge and inspiration, it must be

disheartening and discouraging to the last degree. Two close ill-ventilated

rooms in the top flat of a three-storey building contain the results of work

of brain and hand continued under, who can say what, discouragements and

disappointments. The models are in good glass cases, except some which

have been crowded out and are left upon the floor. System in arrange-

ment seems to have been attempted in years gone by, but the attempt was

evidently a feeble one, and is completely set at naught by the neglect of

later times. If any member of Parliament wants to work a valuable

reform he cannot do better than devote his attention to a re-organization of

the system of displaying the models in the patent office. Ed. Ruthv^n.

Ottawa, Ma/rch 7th.

the next week Mr. Eurus, and Sir. Notus, and Mr. Africus receive the

congratulations of their friends on their respective efforts, and they feel

they have secured a place in the immortal pages of Hansard ! And this is

what Parliamentary Government has come to ! Such another display of

miserable mistaken vanity it would be hard to find on this vain earth.

Ottawa, March 4, 1884. Fathkr Time.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS

T. B. B.—" Englanil'B Oldest Colony " crowded out.

8. Q. C—The subject is exhausted.
A Canadian. -The " Grant and JnllnB CiBWur" controversy must cease.

'Hbbbrbt C. Jonks.—Too late for this issue.

J. S. M.—" A Protest " came too late for insertion this week. •V

LONG SPBECHES.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sir,—I hope it will not be considered improper on my part if, without

mentioning a name or saying one harsh word, I through your columns ask

members of Parliament if they consider what they are doing by stretching

out their speeches to the length they do.

1. If any debating character remains in Parliament, this is the way to

-destroy it,

2. Such speeches can exercise no effect out of the House. Life is short

;

I would suggest that every member, other than a Ministerial leader, who

speaks for more than one hour shall be compelled to supply the Hansard

publisher with an analytical index. Otherwise the money spent in publish-

ing these speeches is lost. It is easy to make the most comprehensive speech

on any question. All you have to do is to cover sufficient ground ;
not so

easy, apparently, to make a subject luminous, so that the points shall stand

clearly out, and be easy of comprehension by the mass of men, for whom,

after all, parliamentary reports are printed.

3. There is an idea that a long speech is a great speech. Members begin

to ask, not " did I drive my points home, so as while I did not weary, I

left my adversary on his defence 1 " but " how long did I speak ?
" The

great speech is that which compresses thought while making a question

plain. But it requires genius for that sort of speech. A scissors, a paste

pot, and newspaper files are not equal to it. Parliament—at least the

House of Commons—has become a cave of ^olus, if a classical allusion is

permissible. Sir John on the one hand, and Mr. Blake on the other,

impersonate the god. Bags of wind lie around on all sides. But the stern

discipline of the suave Premier and the severe Blake keep down many a

fierce ventosity. On given occasions, however, a certain number of bags

have to be opened. When a Budget speech is made, it may be in dulcet

tones by some Minister ; the sky is calm and the sea mirrors the peaceful

arch above. Probably, though not necessarily the case, a speech equally

calm is made on the other side. Serenity is still the order of the day.

But the time*^mes when the .lEolus of the moment opens a bag, and then

for the rest of the debate we have that, compared with which a storm is an

edifying spectacle. Wind ! wind ! wind ! wind ! 'a
It must be confessed the thunder of the storm is of the penny gaff

order, and the scene is not redeismed by any displays of lightning. A windy

dHy with newspaper scraps tossed to and fro is what would represent it. For

THK a p. R. SUBSIDY.

To the Bditor of The Week :

Sir,—I belong to a class which seems to occupy a very peculiar position

in Ontario. I am a farmer, and have noticed that no matter what or whose

interest is advocated by the patriotic and cultured gentlemen who control

the press or the party machines of Canada, the interests of the unfortunate

agriculti}rists are never considered. I am told that loyalty and patriotism

require that I should submit to buy all or nearly all my supplies at an

increased price, and sell the products of my farm at about twenty per cent,

less than their natural value, and I do .so without a murmur.
I am next told that I am to practically mortgage my farm (a second

mortgage, unfortunately) to build' a railway across the Rocky mountains,

in order to have communication on British soil with ten or eleven thousand

whites (mostly Yankees), about half as man^Chinamen, and a few Indians,

and I admit the necessity at once.

A few years pass, and I am informed that a further contribution of as

near as I can make out, about .$150 per family is to be levied on the farm-

ers of Ontario, to hasten the completion of the railway, as the Indians of

British Columbia are getting impatient. I now see poverty staring me in

the face, and I ask my neighbour, who is a Grit politician, if Ihere is no

help for this continual drain on my almost exhausted means. He tells me
that he very much regrets the necessity, but does not see what can be done

about it, as Messrs. Blake and Mackenzie had admitted that the road

should be built, and consequently the Reform party were not in a position

to say anything effective against it.

I write to the editor of a paper which has boldly advocated almost

Democratic principles, and has had an article per week for the last ten

years in favour of " free trade " with Switzerland, and ask him if the time

has not arrived for us to throw over our connection with Vancouver's

Island and get up some scheme for reciprocal trade with New York and

Pennsylvania. He not only refuses to publish my article, but writes me a

private letter rebuking me for my presumption, and cautioning me not to

talk that way, as the party might be accused of disloyalty, and it may
burst them at the elections. I have in the last few months come across a

few numbers of the Bystander, and understanding that its former editor was

connected with a popular paper in Toronto called The Wbkk, I send for

that, hoping to find someone to take the part of the unfortunate agricul-

turist.

I find its columns taken up with criticisms on poetry, and powerfully

written articles on scenery, which is about the only thing that I can get

enough of.

I try the Telegram, having heard that it is an independent journal, and

find in the first number a powerfully written denunciation of the Globe

and the Grits for their temerity in opposing the grant to the C. P. R.

In fact there is no paper in Canaiida, if you except one country weekly,

(the Bobcaygeon Indeperident), that even pretends to take the part of the

farmers of Ontario. As for the politicians, we see enough of them at

election times, but even then the arguments most of them advance are

insults to the intelligence of the farming community.

The great railway corporations and the manufacturers control the press,

and the public men of our country, and we have absolutely no way of mak-

ing ourselves heard.

The only consolation left us is that the present course of events will

bring na^onalbankr^iptoy^aa-sbort^tiiyo, and that in the new dea l that

must then take place, the position of the farmers may be improved and

cannot possibly be made worse. I remain, etc., F.

THE IRISH PROBLEM.

Thosb who are connected with Ireland, as so many of our citizens, both

Catholics and Protestants, are, may read with interest the following extract

from a letter from one who is watching on the spot the working of the

Land Act :

—

" I ardently desired to see a numerous occupying or peasant proprietary -

in Ireland, but would have it created without breach of public faith and

honesty. From my long experience as a Conveyancing Solicitor in Leinster

and Ulster, I should say that the majority in number of Irish landlords

were purchasers for money, under the sanction and on the faith of the laws

of the sUte. On the other hand, many of the tenants were new men who

came in without purchase, on improvements made by other people, and

beyond the terms of their contracts of tenancy had no more right to claim

an interest in the soil without purchase than their labourers or any other

lacklands. ,,',,
"What the landlords—mahy of them^poor, small people—purchased

was the right to themselves, their heirs and assigns, to occupy the land or let

it for the best rent that could be obtained on the determination of present

tenancies, if any, with the mesne right to receive the rents of these. The

Act of 1881 stript them of everything they purchased, and compelled them

to take in exchange a rent to be fixed by contentious proceedings before a

tribunal that refi^sed from the first to state the principle on which it would

act, except that it was to be ' a rent which would enable the tenant to live

and thriva' Rents which were regularly paid for half a century by

tenants who remained solvent have been largely reduced ; many a person
(
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depending on those rents has been left destitute ; and some, as I have

heard, have been consigned to lunatic asylums. Surely they have a right

to say to Parliament :
' We toolc that coin your laws made current

;
you

clipped that coin and spoiled its currency ; now take it from us at the price

we might have obtained before you did that, or give us a clearing-house

instead of a prating-house in College Green to make and maintain com-

munal distribution of all the real and personal property in the kingdom.'

" It seems to me that the British Parliament has given the communist or

socialist his first great victory, and that it will not do here to rely on the

distinction between real and personal property, the question being one of

keeping or rectifying a breach of public faith with private citizens who in

that faith invested their personal property in land
" For the present one patent effect is, that competition between farmers

seeking to rent land having been extinguished, competition between farmers

seeking to purchase the estates of tenants carved out of the estates of

landlords is intensified. In Leinster, where nothing corresponding with

the Ulster custom obtained, I heard a tenant farmer say, ' It is the

worst act that ever was passed for Ireland ; no man will ever get a bit of

cheap land again, as the interest on the price he pays for stepping into the

tenant's shoes will exceed the rent clipped from the landlord.' It must be

so, the farmer reasoned well. Here in Ulster from £20 to £50 an acre is

being paid for tenants' estates, and money is being borrowed on mortgage

to complete purchtwes."

DULCE DOMUM:
k LEGEXD OP WINCHESTER COLLEGE.

^*l

There i« a beaatifol castom, iitill in vogue, at Winchester College, whose students

assemble at " Evening Hills," towards the close of term, and awake the echoes with the

touching song of " Dolce Domnm."

DuLCE DoMUM ! Sweetly Homeward ! Loud the old familiar strain

Rdls its wondrous tide of sweetness o'er the hills, adown the plain,

Bearing happy thoughts of school-work, soon—oh bliss—to be resigned

For the pleasant, dear home-coming—hall and studies left behind ;

And the gentle night-wind wafts it, over mountain, vale, and lea,

Whispering softly to the white cliflfe, and the white cliffs to the sea

Echo back the glorious anthem ; once again, and yet again.

O'er the woodland slopes of Hampshire, roll the gladly sweet refrain :

Dulce Domum ! Sweetly Homeward !

Dulce Domum ! Sweetly Homeward ! But each word with anguish thrills

One lone heart beneath the shadows of the grand old " Evening Hills,"

One, whose melancholy features likeness to his dead aire's bear.

Round whose young life beams the halo of a sainted mother's prayer,

And the scorching tear-drop glistens, rising nigh beyond control,

For the iron of his sorrow pierces to his boyish soul,

Whilst the memories of his childhood o'er his recollections throng

As he listens, in his sadness, to his schoolmates' gladsome song

:

Dulce Domum ! Sweetly Homeward !

Dulce Domum ! Sweetly Homeward ! Homeless he, with none to bless

;

Not for him the hearth of welcome, nor sweet sister's warm caress ;

Chill his classmates' careless good-bye on his heart despairing falls,

Doom'd to linger, through vacation, in St. Mary's dreary halls,

Dreaming of his happy childhood, and his gentle mother's love,

Wondering, if she now beholds him, from her home in realms above.

But forever, and forever, through the dreary nights of pain,

In his orphan ears are ringing bitter echoes of the strain :

Dulce Domum ! Sweetly Homeward !

Jl

Dulce Domum ! Sweetly Homeward ! Soon the " long vacation's " o'er,

One by one, the Tads come trooping back to college life once more
;

But a face they've known is absent, and they hear, with bated breath,

That their sad-eyed little comrade sleeps the unbroken sleep of Death.

Yes ; Ka- angel voice had whispered at the hour of midnight, " Come,"

And the dear Lord, in His mercy, took the little orphan Home.
Bright and glad his parents' welcome, who had waited for him long.

But the brightest, the most joyous, was the youngest angel's song :

Dulce Domum ! Sweetly Homeward 1

Toronto, 1884. H. K. COCKIN.
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THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By Edoab Fawostt, anthor of " A Qentleman of Leisure," " A Hopeless Case,"

"An Ambitloas Woman," "Tinkling Cymbals," etc.
^

VII.

—

CorUintied.

They were presently strolling aloi\g the stone-paved esplanade, with its

granite posts connected by loops of on* continuous iron chainwork. To the

south they -had a partial view of Brooklyn, that city which is a sort of

reflective ani^mitative New York, with masts bristline from her distant

wharves ati*inor« than a single remote church spire telling of the large

religious impulse whic)^ has given her a quaint ecclesiastical fame. But

westward your eye could traverse the spacious bay until it met the dull-

red semi-cirple of Fort Columbus, planted low and stout upon the shore of

Oovemor's Island, and the soft, swelling, purplish hills of Staten Island,

where they loomed still further beyond. Boats of all shapes and kinds

were passing over the luminous waters, from the squat, ugly tug, with its

ho*rse whistle, to the huge black bulk of an Atlantic steamer, bound for

transpontine shores, and soon to move majestically oceanward through the

fair sea-gate of the Narrows. A few loiterers leaned against the stone

posts, and a few more lounged upon the seats ranged further inlafid along

this salubrious marine promenade. Back among the turfy levels that

stretched broadly between the flagged pathways, you saw the timorous

green of hardy grass, where an occasional pale wreath of unmelted snow

yet lingered. Pepple .were passing to and fro, with steps that rang hollow

on the hard pavement. If you listened intently you could catch a kind of

dreamv hum from the vast city, which might almost be said to begin its

busy, tumultuous life here in this very spot, thence pushing through many a

life-crowded street and avenue, sheer on to the rocky fields and goat-

haunted gutters of dreary Harlem.
" What a glorious bay it is !

" exclaimed Kindelon, while he and Pauline

stood on the breezy esplanade. " There n^ver was a city with more royal

approaches than New York."

"That fort,. yonder," said Pauline, "will perhaps thunder broadsides,

one day, at the fleet of an invading enemy. This is still such a young city

compared with those of other lands .... I suppose these waters, centuries

later, will see grand sights, as civilization augments."

"Perhaps they may see very mournful ones," objected Kindelon.
" But you are an evolutionist," declared Pauline, with a priggish little

pursing of the lips that he found secretly very amusing. " You believe

that everything is working toward nobler conditions, though you laughed

at Leander Prawle, the optimistic poet the other evening for his roseate

prophecies about the human race."

" Oh, I'm an evolutionist," answered Kindelon. " I believe it will all

come right by-and-bye, like the gigantic unravelling of a gigantic skein .

.

But such views don't prevent me from feeling the probabilty of New York
being reduced to ashes more than once in the coming centuries."

" Oh, yes, I remember," said Pauline. " There are often the apparent

retrogressions— rhythmic variations of movement which temporarily retard

all progress in societies."

Kindelon burst into one of his mellowest and heartiest laughs. " You
are delicious," he said, " whep you try to recollect your Herbert Spencer.

You make me think of a flower that has been dropped among the leaves of

an Algebra."
" I am not at all sure that I like your simile," said Pauline, tossing her

head somewhat. " It is pleasant to be likened to a flower, but in this case

it is rather belittling. And if it comes to recollecting my Herbert Spencer,

perhaps the process is not one of very violent effort, either."

" Oh," said Kindelon, ruefully, " I have offended you !"

A sunny Smile broke from her lips the next moment. " I can't be

offended," she replied, " when I think how you rebuked my absurd out-

burst of pedantry. Ah ! truly a little knowledge w a dangerous thing,

and I am 'afraid I have very little . . How lovely it all is, here," she pro-

ceeded, changing the subject, as they now began to move onward, while

they still kept close to the edge of the smooth-paven terrace. " And what

a pity that our dwelling-houses should all be away from the water ! My grand-

parents—or my great-grand-parents, I forget which—once lived close to

the Battery. I recollect poor mamma telling me that I had an ancestress

whom they used to call the belle of Bowling Green."
" That was certainly in the days before commerce had seized every

yard of these unrivalled water-fronts," laughed Kindelon. " Babylon on

its Euphrates, or Nineveh on its Tigris, could not eclipse New York in

stately beauty if mansions were built along its North and East rivers. But

trade is a tyrant, as you see. She concedes tof' you Fifth Avenue, but she

denies you anything more poetic."

" I wonder who is the belle of Bowling Green now 1" said Pauline, look-

ing up at her ^companion with a serio-comic smile.

He shook his head. " I am afraid your favoured progenitress was the

last of the dynasty." '

" Oh, no," dissented Pauline, appearing to muse a trifle. " I fancy

there is still a belle. Perhaps she has a German or an Irish name."
" It may be ' Kindelon,' " he suggested.

"No it is something more usual than that. If she is not a Schmitt

I suspect that she is an O'Brien. I picture her as pretty, but somewhat

delicate ; she works in some dreadful factory, you know, not far away, all

through the week. But on Sunday she emerges from her narrow little

room in a tenement-house, brave and smart as you please. The beaux

fight'fOT her smiles as they join her, and she knows just how to distribute

them ; she is a most astute little coquette, in her way."
" And the beaux t Are they worthy of her coquetries 1"

" Oh, well, she thinks them so. I fear that most of them have soiled

finger-nails; and that their Sunday coats fit them very ill . . But now let me

pursue my little romance. The poor creature is terribly fond of one of

them. There is always one, you know, dearer than the rest."

"Is there t" said Kindelon, oddly. "You're quite elucidating. I

didn't know that."

" Don't be sarcastic," reproved Pauline, with mock grimness. " Sar-

casm is always the death of romance. I have an idea that the secretly-

adored One is more of a convert than all his fellows to the beautifying

influences of soap. His Sunday face is brightjand fresh ; it looks conscien-

tiously washed."
" And his finger-nails 1 Does your imagination also include those, or

do they transcend its limits 1"

" I have a vague perception of their relative superiority . . Pray let me
continue without your prosaic interruptions. Poor little Mary . . Did I not

say that her first name was Mary, by-the-bye f
" I have been under the impression for several seconds that you called

her Bridget"
" Very welL I will call her so, if you insist. Poor little Bridget, who

-,.l
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steals forth, endimanchee and expectant, fails for an hour or two to catch a

glimpse of her beloved. She is beginning to be sadly bored by the society

of her present three, four, or five admirers, when suddenly she sees the

beloved approaching. Then she brightens, and becomes quite sparklingly

animated. And when her Ideal draws near, twirling a licorice cane—

I

insist upon having her Ideal twirl a licorice cane—she receives him with an

air of the most unconcerned indifference. It is exquisite to observe the

calm, carejess way in which she asks him "
. . .

.

" Pardon me," interrupted Kindelon, with a short and almost brusque

tone, '<but is not this gentleman coming towards us your cousin t"

" My cousin 1" faltered Pauline.

"Yes—Mr. Courtlandt Beekman."

Pauline did not answer, for she had already caught sight of Courtlandt,

advancing in her own direction from that of the South Ferry, which she

and Kindelon were now rather near. She stopped abruptly in her walk,

and perceptibly coloured.

A moment afterward Courtlandt saw both herself and her escort. He

showed great surprise, and then quickly conquered it. As he came forward

,

Pauline gave a shrill, nervous laugh. " I suppose you feel like asking me

what on earth I am doing here," she said, in by no means her natural voice,

and with a good deal of fluttered insecurity about her demeanour.

"I shouldn't think that necessary," replied Courtlandt. His sallow

face had not quite is usual hue, but nothing could be steadier than the cool

light of his eye. " It's very evident that you a^e Uking a stroll with

Mr. Kindelon." He then extended his hand, casedvin a yellow dogskin

glove, to Kindelon. " How are you 1" he said to the man whom he entirely

disliked, in a tone of neutral civility.

" Very well, this pleasant day," returned Kindelon," jovially imper-

turbable. " And you, Mr. Beekman 1"

" Quite well, thanks." He spoke as if he were stating a series of brief

commercial facts. " I had some business with a man over in Brooklyn,

and took this way back to my office, which is only a street or two beyond."

He turned toward the brilliant expanse of the bay, lifting a big silver-

knobbed stick which he carried, waiving it right and left. " Very nice

down here, isn't it V he went on. His look now dwelt in the most casual

way upon Pauline. " Well, I must be off," he continued. " I've a lot of

business to-day."

He had passed them, when Pauline, turning, said composedly but

sharply

:

"Can't I take you to your office, Court?"
" Thanks, no. I won't trouble you. It's just a step from here." He

lifted his hat—an act which he had already performed a second or so pre-

viously—and walked onward. He had not betrayed the least sign of annoy-

ance all through this transient and peculiarly awkward interview. He had

been precisely the same serene, quiescent, demure Courtlandt as of old.

Pauline stood for some little time watehing him as he gradually disap-

peared. When the curve near Castle Garden hid him, she gave an im-

patient, irritated sigh.

" You seem vexed," said Kindelon, who had been intently though fur-

tively regarding her.

" I am vexed," she murmured. Her increased colour was still a deep

rose.
" Is there anything very horrible in walking for a

Battery V he questioned.

She gave a broken laugh. " Yes," she answered.

little while on the

" I'm afraid there

' But surely you are your own

At least that is

Kindelon shrugged his shoulders

mistress 1"

" Rather too much so," she said, with lowered eyes.

-what people will say,^ I suppose."
" I thought you were above idle and. aimless comments."

" Let us go back to the carriage."

" By all means, if you prefer it."

They reversed their course, and moved along for some time in silence.

' I think you must understand," Pauline suddenly said, lifting her eyes to

Kindelon's face.

"I understand," he replied, with hurt seriousness, "that I was having

one of the pleasantest hours I have ever spent until that man accosted us

like a grim fate."
, t j '4. ri -i. «

" You must not call my cousin Courtlandt 'that man. I dont Iilce it.

" I am sorry," he said, curtly, and a little doggedly. " I might have

spoken more ill of him, but I didn't."
^^

Pauline was biting her lips. " You have no right to speak ill of him,

she retorted. " He is my cousin."

" That is just the reason why I held my tongue."

" You don't like him, then V
"I do not."

" I can readily comprehend it."

Kindelon's light-blue eyes fired a little under their black lashes. " You

say that in a way I do not understand," he answered.

,

" You and Courtlandt are of a different world."
^^

" I am not a combination of a fop and a parson, if you mean that.

" Pauline felt herself grow pale with anger, as she shot a look up into

her companion's face.
. . „ . 1 • j

" You would not dare say that to Ifiy cousin himself, she exciaimea,

defiantly, " though you dare say it to me !"
,- j ., t

Kindelon had grown (juite pale. His voice trembled as he replied. 1

dare do almost anything that needs the courage of a man," he said. " I

thought you knew me well enough to be sure of this."

" Our acquaintance is a recent one, " responded Pauline. She felt nearly

Seftm *»* »•»« J**^ '*°* * wounding shftft in those few words, but ^e

chose to keep her eyes averted and not see whether wrath or pain had fol-

lowed its delivery.
" A long silence followed. They had nearly reached her carriage when

Kindelon spoke.
" You are in love with your cousin," he said.

She threw back her head, laughing ironically. " What a seer you are !"

she exclaimed. " How did you guess that 1"

" Ah," he answered her, "with a melancholy gravity, " you will not deny

it."

She repeated her laugh, though it rang less bitterly than before. She

had expected him to meet her irony in a much more rebellious spirit.

" I don't like to have my blood-relations abused in my hearing, she

said. " I am in love with all of them, that way, if that is the way you

mean."
" That is not the way I mean."

They were now but a few yards from the waiting carriage. The foot-

man, seeing them, descended from his box, and stood beside the opened

door.
. .

" I shall not return with you," continued Kindelon, " since I perceive

you do not wish my company longer. But I offer you my apologies for

having spoken disparagingly of your cousin. I was wrong, and I beg your

pardon."

With the last word he extended his hand. Pauline took it.

" I have not said that I did not wish your company," she answered,

" but if you choose to infer so, it is your own affair."

" I do infer so, and I infer ttoJ^'.- . It is best that I— I should not see

you often, like this. There is a great difference between you and me. That

cousin of yours hated me at sight. Your aunt, Mrs. Poughkeepsie, hated

me at sight as well. Perhaps their worldly wisdom was by no means to

blame, either . . Oh, I understand more than you imagine !"

There was not only real grief in Kindelon's voice, but an under-throb

of real passion as well.

"Understand ?" Pauline murmured. " What do you understand 1

" That you are as stanch and loyal as ever to your old traditions. That

this idea of change, of amelioration, of casting aside your so-called patrician

bondage, has only the meaning of a dainty gentlewoman's dainty capnce .

.

that—" , , ,

His voice broke. It almost seemed to her as if his large frame was

shaken by some visible tremor. She had no thought of being angry at

him now.

She pitied him, and yet with an irresistible impulse her thought flew to

Cora Dares, the sweet-faced young painter, and what she herself had of late

grown to surmise, to suspect. A sort of involuntary triumph blent itself

with her pity, on this account.

She spoke in a kind voice, but also in a firm one. She alighUy waved

her hand toward the adjacent carriage. " Will you accompany me, thenf

gitA oiilrAri

He looked at her fixedly for an instant. Then he shook his head.

" No " he answered. " Good-bye." He lifted his hat, and walked swiftly

away.
,t„ • , , ,

She had seen his eyes just before he went. Their look haunted her.

She entered the carriage, and was driven up-town. She told herself that

he had behaved very badly to her. But she did not really think this. She

was inwardly thrilled by a strange, new pleasure, and she had shed many

tears before reaching home.

(To be Continued.)

A SUPPRESSED BOOK.

A PAMPHLET on " Berlin Society " was recently issued in Germany which

was so malicious and slanderously indecent—which contained such out-

rageous attacks upon the Royal family and prominent Berliners—that

the German and French Governments united in suppressing it. Seeing that

the brochure is accessible in other countries, and that its very extrava-

gances minimized its power for evil, people wonder that it was thought

needful to further advertise it by an impotent suppression, fenough truth

underlies the malicious statements made to give vim to what would other-

wise be beneath notice. The author is said to be a Frenchman who had

been engaged as reader to the Empress Augusta—a man so lost to decency

as to slander the benefactors whose salt he had eaten. It will be necessary

^
to remember the vitiated source from which these cynical abuses come, in

perusing the following more moderate cuttings from the pamphlet which

for a few days so exercised the Royal family and the haul ton of Berlin.

The stronger passages are unfit for the eyes of ladies and gentlemen :

—

THB nfPBBOB WILLUM.

The Emperor WQliam is, without oontradiotion, among his people the most popu-

lar prince living. Without having remarkable intelligence, he possesses a talent for dis-

covering people who may become useful to him, and pushes them forward. He has

no vanity, disappears at the right moment, keeps in the background behmd his Chan-

cellor, and whatever ho may suffer from the imperious wiU of the latter, he has too

much ditnity to let the world behold it. He is braUUy ambitions, through a sentiment

of oovetousness ; morally he has the same appetite as physioaUy ; he would always

have more than ho already possesseii ; and even to this day he cannot console him-

self in thinking that he did not take Saxony in 18fi6. He busies himself about the

Oovemment more than anybody tmspeots ; when it Is something that oonoems him-

self he is stubborn and persistent in the determination to triumph; m any other event

he leaves everything to others. The army has in him a stoftt champion, and it is

the only thing which be ha« not permitted Biswarck to n»eddj« with. He bw oev«

i

r J..^g - ^* .1^--
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approTed the oondnct of the Crown Prince daring hie short regeney in 1878. The treat;

of Berlin displeased him; he would have liked to see a smaller Bnlgaria, and was
indignant at the emaaoipation of the Jews in Bonmania. That these two points
have always displeased him is what he assured one of my friends one day in a
moment of expansion. Perhaps it was oat of spite for not having been eon-
anlted in so grave a circnmstanoe. Perhaps it was truly his political conviction which
was the animus of this plaintive recrimination. Above all, he has been very happy in

his life, and he knows how to appreciate this blessing. In public he never speaks of

politics, bat is essentially a man of the world. His ooartesy is extreme and unaffected.

He knows that he owes everything to others, and does not disdain to be grateful ; but,

on the other hand, he allows nobody to forget the fact that it washis name that covered
all that was done. In fine, he is really kind, truly frank, of medium intelligence, of a

somewhat narrow mind; a very well-developed, good common sense; an excellent heart.

He is an individuality which can only inspire sympathy and respect in his people, and
he will hold a place among the great sovereigns, without ever having been a great

man.
THK mPBZSB AnOUSTA.

The Empress Augusta has had some ardent friends, some passionate admirers, and
some bitter detractors. Those who attributed to her a great intelligence were wrong

;

_ those who said she was vicious and malicious were equally wrong. She has no iutelli-
' gence ; she is not wicked ; but she is treacherous and affected. She exerts herself to

persuade the world that she is learned, literary, au courant of all that passes in the
/rorld of science and arts, and also to make herself popular. But she laoks dignity

;

xhe confides her secrets to her maid of honour. She surrounds herself with courtiers

and with favourites who are the first to speak ill of their protectress. Her heart is

excellent, her kindness is unbounded ; but she is ignorant in the art of giving. Tire-

t some from amiability, she produces the impressions just contrary to what she desires.

They believe neither in her philanthropy, her charity, nor in any of the qualities of

which she really is possessed. An unhappy (jreature, bat unhappy, above all, through
her own fault.

THE CBOWN -raiNCI.

The Prince Boyal is not a man of action ; he is a paterfamilia* in the fullest sense
of the word. He lives only for his wife, and he adores his children with the exception
of his oldest son, whose bold mind excites his fears. His passionate admiration for the
Princess has made his heart entirely English. The Emperor and Bismarck look upon
the Prince as Utopian in his views ; he loves the arts, encourages beUt»-Uttre». When
he ascends the throne politics will undergo a transformation. Therefore those who
differ politically, in secret or openly, with the reigning Emperor, put their hopes in the
heir apparent. Here in my opinion is their mistake. The Prince will never know
how to make a decision, or he will only decide when the time for decision is passed.
His manner is cold ; notwithstanding his oonrtesy one doeii not feel at ease when in his
presence. He has no other ambition than the legitimate desire to reign. Notwith-
standing his kindness, which is unbounded, he never forgets an injury. Under his

reign German; will have peace, and the greatest happiness for France will be in the
prolongation of his reign. He is not popular with the army. His father fears him
and endeavours to keep him in the shadow as much as possible.

THE OBOWM PBIBCXB8.

The Princess is a woman of much versatility of mind; she writes political memoirs,
maintains a correspondence with philosophers, is something of a sculptor, paints pic-

tures, composes sonatas, draws plans of architecture, etc. Society is an annoyance to

her ; she ha^ no affection for it, and without a doubt she looks with contempt upon it,

for one meets at her soirht certain people not to be seen in any other place, and who
frequent society only as it is to be found at her house. She interests herself in politics

and has upon this subject pecaliar opinions not always orthodox or compatible with her
immediate surroundings. In consequence of these opinions she makes frequent little

journeys to Italy, ostensibly artistic pilgrimages; in this way she escapes the necessity
of feigning an approval and is not obliged to relinquish her standpoint. Her relations

with the Empress are very constrained ; they are less so with the Emperor. She exerts
through her afTection and through her knowledge an unbounded sway over her hus-
band.

THB HUB or THB CBOWM PBISCK.

The Prince William, her oldest son, is but twenty-foor years old ; it is diffionlt there-

fore to foretell what he may become eventually. It is an incontestable fact that he is a
young man of mind, of goodness of heart. He is the most intelligent among the
princes of the royal family; he is brave, enterprising, ambitions, somewhat flighty, bnt
has a heart of gold ; sympathetic to a fault, fiery, active, and so vivacious in conversa-
tion and possessed of such quickness of repartee that one sometimes finds it hard to

believe that he is a German. He adores the army and the army returns his love. He
has found, notwithstanding his extreme youth, the road to popularity with all classes

of society. He is educated, well read ; he forms plans for the well-being of his country
and is possessed of a keen jiolitical insight. His greatest fault is a pronounced suscep-

tibility to feminine blandishments. His wife is a person of too mneh insignificance to

exercise any restraint npon his spirited nature ; even now she is neglected by him.

k LOW TIBW OF BEBLIN 80CIETT.

Berlin society does not welcome strangers ; the men of prominent position are very
reserved, the women prudish or dissolute, the yoang men for the greater part mauvait
tujett. They dance a great deal there. They do not talk at all. Berlin is essentially

provincial. There is more slander there thsa in any other place. There are no lectures,

little opportunity for instruction, and no interests other than local ones or those having
a direct influence npon Berlin itself.

LITERARY OOSSIP.

TgNNYSON's new book, "The Cup t and the Falcon," contains much
matter that is already familiar to the public, "The Cup" having been

produced at the Lyceum theatre, and " The Falcon " at the St. James.

The fever for the edition de luxe has begun to affect the publishers of

newspapers. The proprietors of Tfte Graphic announce that hereafter an
edition de luxe of their illustrated newspaper will be issued at ninepence a

copy.

Maynb Rbid, in his story, "The Land of Fire," now appearing in St.

Nicholas, brings to light the curious fact that white, the colour universally

elsewhere regarded as a sign of peace, is by the natives of Tierra del Fuego
used as a signal of hostility.

Royalty is actively entering the field of authors' life. We have lately

had " More Leaves " from the Queen's journal; now we are to have a trans-

lation, by the Princess Helena (Christian), of the Princess Alice's

" Memoirs, " lately published in Germany.

MiLLAis at last has devised a plan for getting rid of his recently painted

portrait of red-headed Lome. The National Oallery would not accept it,

and 80 the painter will present it to the Dominion, which vU) hapgit up in

some hall or hallway in Ottawa.

—

American paper.

The Foreign Eclectic Magazine, Philadelphia, has just made its appear-

ance in the form of a monthly magazine of selections from current French
and German literature. It wiJl commend itself to all readers of these two
languages Eta furnishing a r6sum^ of the best contributions to both tongues.

Olivke Wendell Holmes, the " Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, " is

about to publish a life of Emerson, for the American " Men of Letters

Series." The previous volumes of this series embrace biographies of

Washington Irving, Noah Webster, Henry D. Thoreau, George Ripley, and
J. Fenimore Cooper.

The fifth volume of Stanford's "Compendium of Geography and Travel,"

dealing with North America, has just been issued in London. The first

part of the work, treating of the United States, is written by Prof. F. V.

Hayden, while the second part, dealing with Canada and the British

Dominions in North America, comes from the pen of A. R. C. Selwyn, of

the Geological Survey staff of the Dominion.

Herb is consolation for the writers of " Rejected Articles, " contributed

t(^the periodicals. A magazine has just been started in London called The
Scribbler's Monthly, which is designed to give persons with a taste for writ-

ing an opportunity of seeing and showing their work in print, and of thus

graduating for more ambitious pages. What a field for the gratification of

revenge, not only upon an unappreciative public, but upon insensate

editors !

Julius Benedict went to New York in 1850 with Jenny Lind ; he was
in the prime of life, just forty-six. He is eighty now, and poor. He is

poor old Sir Julius, for he was knighted, not baroneted, in 1871, and his

friends are getting up a benefit for him which is to be a testimonial fund.

Lord This and That, with many well-known commoners, are subscribing

sums ranging from j620 to £100, and the old man's few remaining years

will be smoothed and softened for him.

The April Century contains two architectural papers, one on the New
York City Hall and another on the White House. In the May Century
will begin Mrs. Van Rensselaer's articles on the present movement in

American architecture. The first of a unique series of humorous stories

by " Ivory Black " will appear in the May Century. These stories are

about artists, and the names of the characters are adapted from the pig-

ments with which painters are familiar.

The trio biographies of the great Broad Churchmen of the present

generation are now nearing completioli. We have already had the life of

Canon Kingsley, edited by his widow ; now comes the life of Frederick

Denison Maurice, edited by Lt.-Col. J. F. Maurice ; and soon we are to

have the Memoirs and Remains of Dean Stanley. A new and somewhat
cheaper edition of the latter's " Lectures on the Eastern and Jewish
Church," in three volumes, has just appeared.

OwiNO to the abolition, in the United States, of the tariff of twenty-

five per cent, on periodicals, a well-known art publisher in New York
advertises a great reduction in the subscription price of fine art serials.

L'Arl, the great French art journal (bi-weekly), is reduced from $32 to

$12 ; Philip G. Hamerton's Tlie Portfolio (monthly), from $10 to $7.50 ;

The Gazette des Beaux Arts (monthly), from $15 to $12 ; and Le Livre,

Revue du Monde Litteraire, from $12 to $9 per annum.

The publication of Mr. Thorold Rogers' long-expected " Six Centuries

of Work and Wages, " rightly named " A History of English Labour,

"

is just announced. Mr. Rogers has been over twenty years collecting the

material for this noble work. No reviews are yet to hand, but it is under-

stood that the result of Mr. Rogers' inquiries has been to convince him
that artificial laws are the cause of the deterioration of the market value

of labour, and that the remedy must be sought in perfect freedom, not yet,

as re^urds land, attained,
:

Matthew Arnold's paper on " Literature and Science," which will

appear in The Manhattan for April, has some of the matter contained

in the lecture with that title, which he delivered here and in the States,

but differs from it in,important respects. It has some sharp thrusts at

those who clamour for a "practical " education for youth. Since the news-

papers criticise the magazines, it is but fair play that the magazines should

criticise the newspapers ; and so in Tlie Manhattan, E. V. Smalley will give

his view of "Recent Tendencies of American Journalism," pointing out

what, in his opinion, has been the effect of the reduction in the price of

leading journals.

Th« posthumous work, now ready, of the late John Richard Green, enti-

tled " The Conquest of England," has had a pathetic preface written for the

work by the author's widow, in which she alludes to the last hours of her

husband's life and his earnest wish to live for the completion of his work.

Mrs. Green remarks that " the single aim that guided aU his (her husband's)

work till the end came, was the desire to quicken in others that eager sense

which he himself had of how rich the inheritance of our fathers is, with the

promise of the future, and to bring home to every Englishman some fact of

the beauty that kindled his own enthusiasm in the story, whether old or

new, of the English people.
"

The passage in Queen Victoria's book respecting Dr. Norman Macleod's

sermon on the war in October, 1870, when he obliquely applied to France

the denunciation of Isaiah, is not pleasing to French leaders. One Paris

newspaper says :
—" Her most gracious Majesty has revealed her political

sympathies, and shown that she is still a German by birth and breeding."

Another speaks of the stupid but wide-spread prejudice which made the

cause of Germany that of justice and morality against corruption, and adds:
" Wo have always considered that Prince Bismarck's greatest adroitness at

the time of the war was his creating a belief in German virtue and French

vice*. There was never greater success in defaming before aaaassinating."

Jigs
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International Throat and Lung
Institute,

For the treatment of Asthma, Bronchitis,
Catarrh, Laryngitis and Consumption In the
first and second stages, and all dlBeoaes of the
nose, throat and luugs bv the aid of the Spiro-
meter, invented by Br. M. Souvielle, of Paris,
«z-alde Burgeon of the French army.
Head Olnoe: London, England. Branches;

Montreal,. Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Win-
nipeg.
Physicians and sufferera can try the Spiro-

meter free. ConBultatiou free. If unable to
call peraonally and be examined, write for
list of questionB and copy of IntemaUontU
Htm, published monthly.

AnoRBSs:

173 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,
OB

13 PHILLIPS' SQVARE, MONTRBAL.

SIEWAHT & SON. (Late STEWABT
* STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offices—30 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WH. BTBWABT. WK. H. STBWABT.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D..

HOMCEOPATHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.ni.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 0.30 p.m.

338 A 328 JXBVIS StBBST.

(^
EG. MicDONALD,

BlBBISTBB, SOLICITOB, Btc.

; OFFICBS :—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan,

QlMITH, SMITH 4 RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Labbatt W. Smith, D.C.L. Jakes F Sxtth.

Qao. M. Bab.

E.
COATSWOBJH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Money to Lend. 03BUn~Vi York Chambers,

No. TOBONTO Stbbbt, Tobonto.

-pAINLESS DENTISTBY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painleRB
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dbntist,

266 Queen Street, East.

DB. JOHN HALL, Skmb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At his old residence, .33 BICHMONO ST. E.

Office ^urs :—0 to 10 a.m. ; 2 to 4 p.m.; and
on Mondar and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to 9 ; Sunday, S.30 to 6.30 p.m.

A 0. MoKINLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DBNTIST.

131 Chuboh Stbbbt, • - Tobohto.

N.
PEARSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 KiKO STEUBr West, - - Tobosto.

J.
CREIGHTON,

SOLICITOB, NOTARY PUBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
VioTOEiA Stbebt • - Tobonto.

DB. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabtis Stbbbt.

MIDWrFBBT, AND DISBASSS OP
WOMEN A aPECiALrrr.

TTOBACB F. ALLKINS, ABTI8T,

to Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from lite. Old paintliigs oopied a
specialty. Portraits of horses anddogs. OU
painting taught on the system of the Boyal
Aoadamy, London, England.

p^HABLDiS W. PHILLIPS,

80LIOITOB. OONVBTANOBB, Btc.

—:0»Fio»:—
^e Adelaide Strtel Xatt, Toronto, Ont.

NORTH AMERICAN
LIFE ASSXJI^AlSrCE CO.

(IHCOSPOIUTSD BY SPECIAL ACT OF DOHINION FAIUilAHENT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST,, TORONTO.
Presi(J*nfc—Hon. A. MicEenztb, M.P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canada.
Vioe-Prsaidenta-^Koit. A.Mobrib.M.P.P., and Joon L. Blairik, Esq.

Issues all approved forms of Life Policies and Annuities, and its apeoially favourable ToH'
TiNB and Semi-Tontinb Invbhtubht Policibb.

Its Commercial Endowment Policy meetti the wants of those needing the protection of In-
surance only, avoiding the unoertaintles of the Co-operative plan and the bvor-payments of
the ordinary syHtem.

Ac«nle vrantvd In anrrpresented dlatiieta. Apply to

Wn. fflcCABB, Toronto, Managing Director.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South
em Manitoba, at prioes ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from $1.36 to .$3.B0 par acre, according to price paid for
the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THJE RESEBVMD SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offered for sale on advantageous terms, to parties prepared to nndertake their imme*
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment:
Purchasers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at .SIX PER CENT, per annum, payable in advance.

Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey
ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may be mode in LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be accepted at ten
per cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be obtained
on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with respect
to the purchase of Lands, apply to JOHN H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-
peg. By order of the Board,

VHABCKIil DRIIVKWATKR,
Montreal, January, 1884s

—

'

Secretary.

TOBONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the Light-Running "DOMESTIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Fashions; alEto Bole
agency for Macrame Linen Thread, soft flnish-
ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in
making Macrame Lace. Knitting, Wool,
Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sowing Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A W. BBAIN, 98 Tonge Street.

FBASEE 4 SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraser, Photographers

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,

Photoobaphbbs, bto.

J. A. frater, B.C.A.
A. a. Fraser.

J. A. Prater, Jr.

MISS BIBD.^ALL,

8s St. Albans Street.

TEJ-A-OHTElIi OF AIXJSIO
Pupil of Carl Martens.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
satin or velvet.

Tbbhs—Music, (0 ; Drawing, etc., $4.

QHAW & USBOBNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold

and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TOBONTO.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
TOBONTO, for

mOH-OLASS WATCHBB ft JEWSUEBT

Watoh Bepairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

Oharvea Moderate.

WINDSOB HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVEllERS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House baa all the latest improvements.
Oood Sample Booms, excellent cuisine.

Terms, (1.00 per day.

Wk. BIaIiSS, Clerk. Ai,bbbt Obbvan, Mangr.

WL. IMPET,
• ~ Daalsr in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

an OHtTBCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.

0-Blstlmatn given on application.

BION AND OTHEB POEMS

— BT —

Cbablks G. D. Bobebts,

Square 12mo. Cloth, $^.00.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
TIS * 717 Market Street,

Philadelphia.

LENOX PENS !

A COMPLKTK SeBIKS EH TWELVE NOMBEBS,
Prom which every writer can select THE

BEST PEN for his or her peculiar stylo of
jjenmanship, Sample of eaoli number -iiz
pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintob Bbos., Meebill & Co.,

18 A 20 ASTOB Placb, Nbw Tobk.

EVERY WOMAN OF REFINEMENT

SHOUU) H^TE THE

AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HER PARLOUR TABLE.

Under the new management great improve-
monts are being oonBtantly introduoed,

making it without dispute the
JouBNAj^ OF Polite SocraxY.
A special feature of in-

terest is offered in
the aeriea of

SOCIETY PORTRAITS
just begun. Among the faces already pre-
sented by Fowler's able pencil are those of
the

. pBnrcras or WA1X8.
LAST LAS8D0WBX,
IS8 f^WAinnmraTir
KBS. (MBgWALUg WB9T,

IiAJ>7 CEnBCHILL, and the
SOS. HBS. BUBES-BOCHZ.

fsASLY svBacaiPTioir,
FOUB DOLLARS.

Single oopies mailed at 10 cents each.

ERNEST F. BIRMINGHAM & CO.,

Proprl«tor«,
140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

^rom the Mail {Can.) Dec. 15.

Catarrh is a maco-pumlent dischargecansed
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amcnba In the internal lin-
ing membrane nf the nose. This parasite is
only developod under favourable olrcum-
stanoes, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle.
the germ poison of syi^hilis, mercury, toxo-
mosa, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the akin, suppressed perspiration, baWly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
?oidon8 that are germinated in the blood,
hese poisons keep the internal lining mem-

brane of the nbse in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, caasing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal oordH, causing hoarseness-
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalents QAd other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites ore either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known phvsiclan of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
Ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail
in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thit ujrrible disease, whether standing lor
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the businees
managers,

Meshbb. a. H. DIXON & SON.
305 King St. West. Toronto. Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on CataiTh

WhattheRev. E. B. Stevtmaon, B.A.aClergy
man of the London Conference of the Metho-
diet Church of Canada, han to aay in reamd
to A. H. Dixon tt Stm's New J reatmertt for
Catarrh.

Oakland, Out., Canada, March 17, '83.

Meaers. A. H. Dixon dt Son :

Deab SiR8,~Youra of the 13th instant to
hand. Itseemsalmosttoo good to be true that
I am curedof Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very had case

;

It was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat OS well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
toyou.
Yoa are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatniente. and
I shall gladly recommend your reujedy to""""" of my friends who are sufferers.

Tours, with many thanks,

Bet. E. B. Stetenbon.

RECENT PAMPHLETS.

^'A P!ea> torPopular Instruction in

the Evidences ot Christianity,**

By Rev. James Middlemi&s, Elora. Price lo ceots.

"A well-reawined, wcll-wriiten and convindng
essay, which cannot laii to be uf service."

—

Presbyte-
rian Record.

"We can very highly recommend this essay. It is
altogetHer tiniery, and it is written with dep h, acute-
ness and discrimination, ^t clearly points out the
way in which ea<ne&t minds, of every class, may at-

tain to the assurance that God hath indeed spoken to

us by His Son from heaven."— Principal Lavbn iu

Canada Ptesbytcrian,

" The Buie of Fnith and Private
fliiii^ment,'*

A Lecture delivered at the close of the session o,
Knox College on jth April, i88o, by the Rev
Prof. McLaren. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.

A lecture by Rev. Piof. McLaren, Price locents.
"The more extended circulation which will thus
be given toit is not greater than it deserves."

—

CoM'
ada PTtMbvUriam.

'* EOndTAnces &nd Helps to the
Spread oi Presbyterianlsw**'

By Rev. D. H MacVicor. LL.D. Price to cents .

or $6 per 100.

'* It should be read by every Presbyterian in the
and."—BotumanviiU .Statetmast

"Worth a score of paste ral letters."

—

Rtv. Dmmd

**I>octrines of the Plymoatb
Brethren,''

By Rev. Prof.Croxkery,M.A.,MageeCnUece, Leo*
donderry. Price 10 cents.

'* A comprehensive and very complete exposition
in short space of the errors of Plymoulhisin. —^-—

-

itda PrttirfttriaH.

Mailed to any address post free, on receipt of^rice

C. BLACKXTT ROBINSON.
S Joardan Street, Toronto.
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO CHURCH STRBBT, TORONTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT,

Deposits received from ft] upwards. In-

teseflt allowed from date of deposit at 4^, 5

and 6 per cent. No notice required fot with-
drawal of moDOya.

JAMES SCROGGIE. Managrer.

$^ HONBT TO LOAH ON UORTaAOB SeCTIBITT

BANK OF OTTAWA^
OTT.A.'W.A.

In

Authorised Capital,

Subtcrited Capital,

Paid-up Capital, -

JUtt

9J,000,000
1,000,000
993,1163

110,000

Riverside Shakespeare.

Billtcd kT Rlchnni Ontnt IVMIe.

With Olosaarial, Hlitorioal and Explanatory

Notes. In three volumes. I.. Comedies ; II.

Histories and Poems ; HI., Tragedies. Crown

8vo.,Bllt top. The set, «7.50; hal/ calf, tlS.

A remarkably good edition of Shakespeare

for libraries, public and private.

lar Send for circular describing It.

AMERICAN COMMONWEALTHS

Edited by Horace B. Scudder.

Vol. I., ViBOiNiA,

Vol.. n., OHEOON,
Bt John Estbn Cooke.

By Ret. Wm. Bamiowh.

JAMBS MacLABEN, Esq., Pruident.
CHABLES' MAGEE, Esq., Vict-PretULmt.

Director)—C. T. Bate, Esq.. R. Blackburn,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. R. Church,
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Gboboe Burn, Cashier.

Branches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.
Agents in Canada -Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in New York—Messrs.
A. H. Goadbv snd B. E. Walker Agents in

London -English Alliance Bank.

ESTABLISHED IN ISU.

BANK OF MONTREAL
Capital, all paid uv, - - - tl2,000,(100

B*tvneFund, - . - 6,750,000

HBA» OFPICB,—9IONTBKAE..

Board of Directors,

C F. Smithers, Esq., Preeidmt ; Hon. D. A.

Smith, Esq., Vice-Preeident; Gilbert Scott,

Esq., Alexander Murray Esq., Alfred Brown,
Esq., A. T. Paterson, Esq , G. A. Drummond,
Esq Hugh McLennan, Esq., Hon. John Ha-
milton. W. J. Buchanan, General Manager;
A. Macnider, Amt. (Jen. ifan. and Inspector;

M. V. Meredith, Anet. Intpector; A. B. Bu-
chanan, Secretary.

^ Brancha and Agencies in Canada.
'

MONTREAIi—E. S. CotrLSON, Manager.

Almonte, Ont., BeUevUle, Brantford, Brock-

ville Chatham, N.B., Cornwall, Godench,

Guelph, Halifax. N.S., HamUton, Kingston,

Lindsay London, Moncton. N.B.. Newcastle,

N B Ottawa, Perth, I'eterborough. Portage

la Prairie, Man.. Picton, Port Hope Qne-

beo, Recina. Assina., Sarnia, Stratford. St.

John, N B. St. Marys, Toronto,Winnipeg, Man.

Aaentein Great Brttain.—London, Bank of

Montreal. 9 Birchin Lane, Lombard Street, O.

Ashworth, Manager. London Committee, E.

H King, Esq.. Chairman; Robert Gillespie,

Esq., Sir John Rose, Bart., K.C.M.G.
Banters *n Great Britain. — London. The

Bank of England ; The London and Westmin-

ster Bank ; The Union Bank oJ London. Liver-

pool—TheBank of Liverpool. Scotland- -The

British Linen Company and Branches.

Aaente in the ifnited .StaMs.-New York.

V/alter Watson and Alex. Lang 59 Wall St.

Chicago, Bank of Montreal. 154 Madison St.,

W. Munro, Manager ; R. Y. Hebden, Assistant

^
^"jamkl^e in the Pnifsd StotwI^New York,

The Bank of New York, N.B.A. ; The Mer-

chants National Bank. Boston, The Merchants
National Bank. San Francisco, The Bank of

British Columbia. , , q»
Colontol and Foretffn Corretpondmta.-St.

John's, Nfld.. The Union Bank of Newfound-
land. British Columbia, The Bank ot British

Columbia. New Zealand, The Bank of New
Zealand. India, China, Japan and Australia,

Oriental Bank Corporation.
Issue Circular Notes and Letters of Credit

for Travellers, available in all parts of the

world.

Each volume 16mo., gilt top, tl.25.

It is clear that this series will occupy an
entirely new place in our historical literature.

Written by competent and aptly chosen au-

thors, from fresn materials, in convenient
form, and with a due regard to proportion

and proper emphasis, they promise to supply
most satisfactorily a positive want.—Boston
Journal.

BIOHTBKNTH THOITSAND,

BEYONtfTHE GATES.
BY ELIZABETH BTUART PHELPS.

PBICE, $1.2S.

•' The effect of the book is to make this life

better worth living, and the next life better

worth desiring."-Boston Journal. ,

(3- For sale by aU Booksellers. Sent by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of price by the

Publishers.

BsTABUsHss 1888. 364 TonK« Street

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOHXTJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsomining, Paper-
Hanglng, Glazing. Re-Glazing and Painting

done to order. JEstimates given. A well

selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

MUSIG AND DRAIA.
AUraetioKi far the week commencing

MONDAY, MAB. 17th.

TORONTO.

GRAND OPERA H0D8B,

J. H. Haverlys "Silver King."

SIX NIGHTS AND MATINEE WEDNES-
DAY AND SATURDAY.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO..

Aas

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

4 Parle Street, Boaton, Mnaa.

THE BOOKMART

Business Education

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THE

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

A MAGAZINE OP LITERARY AND
LIBRARY INTELLIGENCE.

Devoted to the individual Intetests of the
Public in the

Purchase, Exchange, or Sale of Books

OLD, FINE, RARE, SCARCE AND
OUT-OF-THE-WAY.

BOTH AMERICAN AND FOREIGN.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

THE AKEKICAK ABS FOBEIOH

BOOK TRADE JOURNAL
The RepresenUtive of the Second-hand

Bookdealer. The companion of book lovers

and book buyers. Establishing direct com-

munication between book buyers and sellers,

bringing a market to their doors from all

over the world.

Sample copies free on application.

AJH>B£S8 BOOKIUBT PUBLiSHllCU CO.,

PITTSBURGH, PA., U.S.A.

Bnbwsription prioe,.United SUtesand Canada,

91M: Foreign, 8s. per yea*.

p.

"I : FBACnCAI. BOQg-KBBPIHO,
MERTAI. AUTHMETIO,

ComiKBCUL LAW,

Elegant Penmanship.
~

W«h»Teh»dtlie grwU** roootu with

pnpUs, »nd have reoeiTed the highest enoo-

minms bom the leedtng bn»ineM men.

For deeoriptiye cetalogne, eddreu

Thb Sicbxiabt,

TOROHTO.

WINES, SPIRITS, <te., CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

V-A-TTLOTS :

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO.

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 9250,000.

JOHN R. BARBER, President and Managing
Direetor.

CHAS. BIORDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper :—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITt; AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

Colored Covub Papebs, super-flhished.

I^rApply at the Mill for samples and prices.

Special sties made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OH. WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

(REPARATION'POB HARVABp.OW'OBD
1 and CAMBRIDGE (Bn«.), and for Welles-

fey Lady Margaret Ball and Girton CoUeCH
for Women, by E. R. Hdiiph»«tb, LL.D., by
separate, personal teaching, 7 pnpUa.

Vacancy for one pupil In place of one who
has lust left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts:-!. Dr. Humphreys
has snooessfullj prepared tor Harrard. in 16

years, Wl oandiditefc a. In each of the pr^
sent four classes there are members in good

standing prepared by him. 3. FlTe of his

former pupUs will ^aduate next June, aU
credltablT, one in High Honor*. * Oorlog

the same pwiod he has prepared for vanoas
Examinauons at Oxford and Cambridge 17

Modents. S. And for other Amerioan and

English Colleges 9S In all. Dr H. glT|S les-

souln Greek and Latin oompositl<« and
criticism by eorreepondence.

For circular, address

K. B. HUMPHREYS, LLJ}.,

1» West Chester Park, Boston, Mass.

Febm»ryasth,ieM,

THE WEEK.
Single copies sold, and subscriptions taken

by the following foreign agentej

rJ

New Yerh,

J. W. Bbbhtaho, 89 Union Sqnare,

E. P. DUTTOB & Co.

Cdpples, Upham & Co. , Old Comer Book
Stand.

Phlladelrbta,

W. B. ZiKBiB, Comer 3rd and Walnnt St.

iJUcaye,

FiiBCB & Smtdbb, 122 Dearborn Street.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

ICAKXJrAOTUSVBS or THB

" LILT WHTTB" FLOATIMO SOAP,

QUEEirs own perfection soap,

SmiLISH MOTTLED SOAP,

AXn OTHBB CH.BBBATB1> BBAMPS OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

X-ulliiiK 8o»p«>.
Toilet 8o>Ai>a.

iLnillne IDyea.

SXKD FOR PRICM LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Camada Soap and Oil Works,

OOoe

:

Works

:

70 Ttotn St. East,
I

Darmns Stbut,

TOBONTO.

W^ashlBgtaa,

Bbentano & Co,

Ncvr Orleans,

G, F. Whabtok, 5 Carondelet Street.

Oeaver, Cel.,

M. v. Thomas.

Detroll, nich.

Joseph Mabsh, Detroit News Co.

A J. Hawks, Seneca Street.

Akbbioah Eichaboe, 449 strand ; B. F.

Stetehs, 4 Trafalgar Sqaare.

Paris,

Galiosahi's, 224 Bae de BiToli.

tease.

Office of the ^tiovii Antoloffia.

NOTICE.
Sale of Dundas an Road.

mHE Macadamized Road commencing atthe

I western limits of the Town of Dundas in

the County of Wentworth, and thence running
westerly through the said County to the
limits of the Town of Gait, in the County of

Waterloo, will be offered for sale by Public

Auction by Mr. T. .T, Bell, Auctioneer, at the

Elgin House, in the Town of Dundas, Ont.,

at 2 o£lock p.m., on SATURDAY the 15th

March, next.
Printed terms and conditions respecting

the above sale can be obtained upon applica-

tion to the undersigned, at the Department
of Publii^ Works, Ottawa, or from the Auc-
tioneer at Dundas. by whom they will also be
publicly read before the Sals.

By order,

F. H. BNNI8,
aecreta/ry.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, 25th February, 1884.

T SUBSCBIBEBS I

Those wishing to keep their copies ot Thb
Wbbk in good condition, and have them on
hand for reference, should use s3lnder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders havs been made expressly

for THB Webb, and are of the best manufao-
tare. The papers can be plaeed in the Binder

week by week, thus keeping the <Ue cimiplste.
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LrrBBATUBB— ''''* Conserrstives are seeking to unite the various scattered Provinces into one great

At the Toboggan Slide V D J McMurchv a.'n
Confederation. To accomplish this end they are striving to wipe out Provincialism, to

The Adventures of a Widow ^..Z^.ZZZ"''ZZZ''...Eiifiar Fawoeti. 251 "nerKe all politioal power in a central Government, and to extingnish what are known as
" Provincial Rights." The means used to accomplish the object in view are various,

EvBNiNOB AT HOME 252 bnt the one most prominent is the building of railways connecting together the long

Boo^NoTiCBB 254
line of Provinces which extend across the Continent. These views of the Conservative"'""
and National Policy party are sustained by arguments which at once appeal to the

Mosic AND Dbama 254 national vanity, and the public speeches are inflated with such phrases as " great

LiTBBABT Oossrp ..'

254
?ountry," " great people," " from the Atlantic to the Pacific," and innuendoes tonch-
ing the probability of the Great Dominion overshadowing or even absorbing the— =^ United States.

^R It ^ VV ^ ^ K '^^ Independent then proceeds to show how Ontario would be the most

serious loser if the centralizing process were developed. " It would absorb
AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS, AND CRITICISM. ,,. e ^ ^ r, ^ r> ^ x ,ji_everything of value to Ontario. Ontario prosperity would be made a
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graphical appearance, and enhance the value of the advertising in its columns. No adver- '™'" ""' Peop'e of Ontario the right to control the railways they have built with their
tisemsnt charged leas than FIVE lines. Address—T. R.CLouaaEB, Dusinoi jfanoffgr, 9 Jordan own Ontario money and Ontario enterprise.
Street, Toronto.

C. BLACKBTT ROBINSON, Publisher Our contemporary thinks the people of Ontario are willing to make any

reasonable sacrifice for the sake of strengtheninsr Federal Union, but
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AU contribution, rtiould be addressed to the Editor, and should be accompanied by stamp
*^^'^« *'^^"' *° ^^""^^ ™^"' ^•"^•>®'" encroachments on provincial rights.

to insnra notilloatlon in case the manuscripts are rejected. Upon payment of postage, the
Editor will endeavour to return all manuscripts not proving available, but omnot be respon-
sible inths case of loss of any but accepted articles. Contributions will be paid for when they There were thirty-eight failures in Canada reported to Bradstreet's last

.
.Jii jl ..Ki*..".''i • ''' • "' .->-'- '...»....,^.,,^...

.wa^JMiinat f^::|||HB^,!^,,g»QMyqit,,week. and fortyttira> l^i^ Mm>

TOPICS OF THE WEEK seventeen the correspondmg weeks of IS83, 1882, 1881, respectiTefy.

There were also one hundred and eighty-aix failures in the United States

Th« scene in the Ontario House of Legislature on Monday night was
reported to Bradstreet's during the past week as compared with two hundred

as painful as it is likely to he memorable. In the lobbies and galleries,
"^^ thirty-three, one hundred and forty, and one hundred and thirty-three,

before the sitting, there was considerable talk, of a more or less facetious ™ '^« corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882, 1881. About eighty-four per

character, about an expected " explosion," which was to make St. Patrick's
<=«°*^- ^^'^ ^^°^ °* *"^«'' ^^°^ '^''P"*^ ^''^ ^""^ ^^^"^ ^^'^°.°-

Day of 1884 notable in the history of Canada. The building itself was

doubly guarded against the hidden enemy, and the presence inside of per- Thb Chicago Cwrrent feels compelled to observe that, as far as America

sons whose semi-ubiquity and watchfulness proclaimed their calling, gave « concerned, public opinion has by no means arrived at unanimity as to the

colour to the alarmist speculations. The rumour that some person had propriety or the favourable effect of the co-education of the sexes at colleges

been arrested was considered confirmation strong as Holy Writ of a pro- or universities. The increase of colleges for women exclusively, in our

jected dynamite outrage. But when Mr. Mowat rose and announced that country is evidence that separate education is generally preferred. At

a conspiracy to purchase the votes of members of that House had been dis- Cornell University, which has been open to women for twelve or fifteen

covered, and that proofs of the charge were in the Speaker's hands, it was years, '^th every inducement which the higher education can offer, there

felt that was an " explosion " of an infinitely more damaging nature to the are not over forty or fifty female students. At other colleges, or " univer-

House than any Fenian attack could have been. When the Speaker, in sities," as many of them are erroneously called, where co-education obUins,

response, produced letters confirming the Premier's statement, and counted there is no enthusiastic rush ot young women, and the majority of prudent

out bills to the value of almost two thousand dollars, which it was alleged parents in the United States are averse to sending their daughters to such

were actually paid over to two members then present in the House, a pro- institutions, having an old-fashioned prejudice against the current effort to

found sensation was made. Up to this point the Government had con- force woman, by a kind of sexual revolution, into lines of action and

tented themselves with a bare statement of the facta, without unnecessary association alien to her nature. There are certain potent reasons, resting

comment, but the ill-judged remarks of Mr. Meredith and Mr. Morris pro- on a deep substratum of delicacy and natural refinement and conviction of the

yoked a scathing retort from Mr. Fraser, which gave the Liberal side oi fitness of things, wh^ young men and young women should receive the

the House an opportunity to relieve its pent-up feelings in thunderous higher education separately, and jvhile the champions of the system are

applause, and the House soon after adjourned, after one of the most 'painful very positive in their asseverations of a resultant mental improvement from

scenes ever witnessed within its walls. consociation, the proof is far from being attainable.

.i|

SioNiFiCAKT references are freely made iir-p^blic places to the attitude

of the public press in connection with the frequent railway accidents which

it has had occasion to chronicle of late. No editorial comment has

been made by the leading dailies, for instance, upon the succession of

serious disasters which have happened this year at various points of the

Grand Trunk railway, natsbly at that fatal spot known as " the Hnmber, "

near Toronto. A perfect holocaust has been offered at that baleful spot

alone, not to mention minor " accidents, " attended by lose of life in other

parts of tbe system. Railway travelling, now become an absolute necessity

of existeaoe to commercial men, might be, and ought to be, conducted with

Thb rumour that Mr. Gladstone is about to dissolve Parliament will

probably turn out to be basaless. He could not hope to increase his

following by such a course, nor does he need a better working majority.

" Fared down to the quick," he can count upon half-a-hundred votes. To

say that he fears "obstruction," and so would have a new House, is

nonsense. The cloture is quite capable for irreconcilables, of which he would

have more if he went to the country now, for Ireland would send a

stronger contingent If the House of Lord.s thrdws out the Franchise Bill,

as it probably may, then an appeal to the constituencies would have

a show of reason.
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Wk have now before us Mr. Gladstone's speech upon the Franchise

Bill. He IS always at his best as a speaker when he is expounding and

vindicating the details of a great and complex measure. This power and

his impressiveness of manner are his great parliamentery gifts ;
for he does

not vie with the renowned masters of what is more properly called

eloquence in their own line, nor do the moral appeals and the perorations

which are so thrilling in the House produce the same effect when read

next morning in cold blood. He has an easier task on this occasion than

he had seventeen years ago, when he was defending against the criticisms at

once philosophic and biting, of Mr. Lowe, the measure which disturbed

the great settlement of 1881 and launched the nation on the slope down

which it was sure to slide ultimately into universal suffrage. The issue

was then the broad one between middle class and popular rule; but that

question was settled in 1867 by the mad party spirit of the Tones, the

unscrupulous ambition of their leaders, and Lord Beaconstield s vulgar

hatred of the commercial middle class. When the suffrage has been con-

ceded to the populace of the cities, now largely composed in many cases of

Irish immigrants who are avowed enemies of the nation, it cannot be

consistently or reasonably withheld from the peasantry, who are, in the most

essential respects, worthier and more trustworthy citizens. Mr. Gladstone s

general principle, which is government not only for but by the people, has

therefore been ratified beforehand, by his opponents, who are now in the

position of having to combat the less dangerous concession, after having

themselves made the more dangerous ; while shame forbids them to avow

that their object in enfranchising the city populace was to subvert the

ascendancy of the middle class, whereas the enfranchisement of the rural

householder threatens to subvert their own. Their best argument, practi-

cally, is theperU attendant on the extension of the measure to Ireland. To

leave out Ireland is felt to be moraUy impossible, and the hope is cherished

that the Irish labourers may not always vote with the Land League, which is

purely a conspiracy of tenant farmers for the spoUation of their landlords, the

woi-st of whom can hardly excel in harshness the behaviour of many tenant

farmers to the labourer. Perhaps wisdom might suggest the postpone-

ment of political change altogether till the country is in a more settled

state and the Union has been placed out of danger ;
nor is it unlikely that

this ^nsiderationwiU decide the action of some who either welcome or

accept as ineviUble the extension of the franchise in iteelf. The Tones in

the Lords, under the Marquis of Salisbury, will no doubt make a stand,

and try to force a dissolution, by which they would probably gain if their

leaders were less despised and mistrusted than they are. If they are beaten,

the reform wiU unquestionably be extended, without mercy, to their own

House Privilege, if it throws down the gauge of battle, will be faghtmg no

longer'for its ascendancy, but for it« existence. This deadly arbitrament

Mr Gladstone probably wishes to avert ; many and fierce as his political

collisions with the aristocracy of late have been, his social connection with

it io intimate a good deal more intimate, in fact, than ever was that of

i. elected passion and ignorance prevail, they will prevail m the govern-

ment of the country, and there wUl be nothing to check or mitigate their

influence. If the House of Commons becomes a mob, as a mob it is fast

becoming, the new rules notwithstanding, anarchy is the inevitable result.

Nor will it be possible to resume, otherwise than by a reactionary revolu-

tion, the concessions which have once been made. Two things as the

.' Bystander" is convinced, have been proved by the experience of demo<^

racy on this continent. The first is the fatal tendency of the party

system, which inevitably involves the progressive ascendancy of faction

dcmagogism and corruption. The second is the inability of the people

really to exercise the right of direct election to the central legislature. The

popular suffrage always is and must be practically confiscated by the wire-

puller, who will always get the nominations into his hands, and whose

influence, his objects being what they are, will, in increasing measure.

i

Lord Beaconsfield ; his personal respect for it amounts even to a weakness ;

and it will by no means bo surprising if, after carrying his Bill through the

House of Commons, he should, by way of close to his long career, go up

with it to the House of Lords and try by his personal influence in debate

to counteract the violent counsels of Lord Salisbury, and avert the mortal

shock. Much still hangs by the thread of a life which now numbers seventy-

four years. '—

Thb defect of Mr. Gladstone's speech on the Franchise Bill is the general

defect of his mind. It lacks practical forecast He fails to tell us except

in a vague and rhetorical way. what he expecta the effect on the character

of GovTmment to be, and what sort of polity he supposes will be he resul

In his peroration he commends his, BiU as a measure which " wiU unite al

classes Vf the community in one soUd, compact mass round an ancient

the," A leading member of hU Government, Mr. Chamberlain, is

alLliy sounding, in anticipation of the extended franchise, the tocsin of

^i; The mention ot the throne shows that even Mr. Gladstone's

Sect has not escaped the influence of the general Ulusion. He beheves

ihat the Crown is still the govemment, and that the Hou«, of Commons is.

„ it was in bygone days, merely the representation of the people; so that

the character of the House of Common, can be changed «id «?« G-«'-

ment get left subrtantially «, it is, with an authonty and a stabihty of its

Z. This belief i. only a survival of the tfK«i«chied past. There i. now

no govemment in England but the House of Commons, who*, nominee,

^dwrvanta the members of the Executive are, though they are styled the

Zr*nU of the Queen. There is no reiJ power or authority remaining in

Zpber hands. If in the comitituencie. by which the House of Common.

exclude integrity and independence. The one clear success of the Amencan

Constitution is the Senate, which is not elected by the people directly,

but by the State Legislatures, and which, if party were out of the way,

would be about as good a Federal government as could be desired. First

to develop thoroughly the local institutions, and then to base the central

institutions upon them, was the course to which expenence pointed,

and to which nations with elective govemmente will in the end come

round, though not tUl they have tasted more thoroughly the bitter fruita of

party govemment and direct popular election.

Thb weakness of divided command has appeared not on the field of

Cann« alone, and it is natural that the English Conservatives, now on the

eve of decisive battle, should think it time to put an end to the dual

generalship and elect a single chief. It is natural also that they should

prefer Lord Salisbury, as being at once the stronger Conservative and by

far the stronger man. Sir Stafford Northcote is a relic of that residuum

which remained with the Ute Lord Derby when the mpture had taken place

on the subject of the Com Laws, and the talent of the party had seceded with

PeeL He humbly and awiduously served Lord Beaconsfield, who, unlike

Peel bequeathed to the country a rich legacy of political domestics, but no

stat^men. Lord Salisbury is a man altogether of higher calibre, besides

the advantages, never disregarded by Conservatives, of rank and fortune.

Yet it may be doubted whether, by discarding Sir Stafford Northcot*

and giving the tmncheon of command to Lord Salisbury, the party will

improve ita chances of victory. Sir Stafford's conservatism, though feeble,

is national ; it is the sentiment of the quiet and well-todo classes generally,

of all who look with dread upon the progress of socialism, collectivism,

acrarianism, disunionism, atheism, and all the other spirits of revolution

which at present ride the gale ; and therefore it attracte as large a follow-

ing as any conservatism can in an age of progress. Lord Salisbury's

conservatism is that of a ten-itorial aristocrat with no real interests or

Bvmpathies beyond the pale of a privileged order, and his eloquent

unwisdom never fails to accentuate the untoward fact A Government on

such'a basis as his would topple over in six months. Never was man more
,

richly en<Iowe<l by nature with every qualification for bringing ruin on his _
party and cause. A grain less of talent, and the compound would have

been marred. Among the many misfortunes of England at this perilous

Juncture it is by no means the least, even in the eyes of rational Liberals,

that the Conservative party, instead of being led by a Pitt, a Canning or a

Peel should be compelled to choose between Sir Stafford Northcote and

Lord Salisbury, with the prospect, apparently, in case the choice falls upon

Lord Salisbury, of having such a poUtical scamp and mountebank as Lord

Randolph Churchill for leader of the party in the House of Commons. Such

is the effect of the party system upon the quaUty of statesmen.

Eneland with all her faulta and backsUdings, is still full of integrity,

patriotism and practical wisdom; as may be seen by anybody who goes

among her leading men in the great professions, the great mdustnes, and(,

the other walks of private lif^ But these men do not come to the front.

The men who come more aid .more to the front are the masters of that

craft in which Lord Randolph Churchill is preeminent, and can give

congenial expression to party passions and follies on the stump.

It is pretty dear that among the other storm-douds lowering over

EngUnd a regency now impends. That which has long been coming seems

at hut to have come. The Crown is poUticaUy faineant; yet a great

channe in the social character of the Court might in the present fnime of

the public mind be attended with political effects The Prince of Wales

went into life with an excellent disposition ; nor in becoming a voluptuary

has he like most voluptuaries become heartless or forgotten old fnends

who .^ entirely oatBde his present circle. He h^l the misfortune to lose,

at the critical moment, the three men who might have stayed his youthful
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steps in the slippery path, his father (whose hand; however, was rather too

tight), the Duke of Newcastle, and Getaeral Bruce. Bad men, and women

as bad, of course, soon beset the unguarded heir to the throne. The

pleasures of Marlborough House have not been like those of Carlton

House, grossly scandalous
;

yet the company kept there has wrought

the most serious mischief by lowering the tone and standard of society.

It is possible that if the Prince comes into a position of high responsibility

the sun may break through the clouds ; but suns do not often break

through the clouds at the age of forty-three.

means have we of bringing them to their senses 1 As to the secession move-

ment, the only thing which can make us regard it as at present serious is the

panic betrayed in the proposal to indict a secessionist orator for treason.

Indict a man for treason because he proposes to repeal or amend the British

North America Act ! What is to be done to the Ottawa politicians who

propose to repeal the Act of Union with Ireland and dismember the United

Kingdom? A Fenian raid, however, as the Chicago Current truly says,

would be the most effectual extinguisher of secession.

.It i. impossible not to feel great sympathy for the Arabs whose' native

valour hurled upon the British bayonets all but wrested victory from

discipline and military science. Yet they had shown themselves to be

fanatical bntehers, who slaughter unresisting fugitives and helpless towns-

people ; and had they conquered, they would have swept Egypt like the

destroying wind of the Desert, filling it with carnage and ruin. Their

devastating course is now arrested, but apparently they are far from being

subdued, and their restless presence is likely to make Egypt a heavy

addition to the Imperial burden of England. The Sikhs, from most

dangerous enemies have been turned into good soldiers ;
possibly the Arabs

of the Soudan may be found capable of the same transformation, but it

will not be before they have been made more thoroughly sensible of the

superior force of England. It would have been perilous to enlist Sikhs before

Gujrat War is a cruel and costly tonic
;
yet a tonic it sometimes is to a

nation the sinew of whose patriotism is relaxed, and it seems that in

following with their hearts the fortunes of their army, the British people

have for a moment half forgotten the intestine quarrels which, under a

weak form of Government, are leading them to ruin. Many an Irishman

must have conquered under a British general at Teb and Suakim.

It seems that Reciprocity is at last taking a practical form, the

Washington (government having sensibly made up its mind that it can

afford, as the greater power, to make the first advance. Our Government

will naturally claim credit for the success of its policy of retaliation. It

is the mere purism of free trade which refuses, in deference to abstract

principles, to employ for a practical purpose a really effective instrument

The reciprocal removal of the «oal tax, which has been definitely proposed,

will be received with fervent gratitutk by all who have seen the sufferings

of the poor in Toronto from want of fuel through this rigorous winter.

Nova Scotia will be far more than compensated by free access to the

marketa of the United States, for the miserable tax which she levies

through protection upon the shivering people of Canada. We mast not

refuse an instalment of a good thing. But reciprocity treaties are diffi-

cult of adjustment, and when adjusted they are always liable to being

upset by the hostility of the political party opposed to that by which they

were made : so that iijidustries built on them have but a sandy foundation.

What the interest of the people on both sides demands, and will some day

extort from the unwilling politicians, is the total and final abolition of

the Customs Line.

Thb period in each year during which the waters of Hudson's Bay

are clear of ice would seem a fact capable of being very easily ascertained

;

but nothing can be easily ascertained in a case in which commercial specu-

lation and party feeling are both at work. Did not a " scientific " witness

depose the other day that as the Hudson's Bay territory was in the same-

latitude with Devonshire, there was no reason why it should not have an

equally mild climate t The only independent evidence which has come

under the notice of the " Bystander " seemed to indicate that the waters

were not open, on the average, for much more than two months, in which

case the harvests of the North-West, or part of them, might have to lie

over a year. But the Govemment enquiry will now decide the question,

if the task is only committed to trustworthy hands. A strange struggle,

this, against the ordinances of nature ' No point of economical geography

can be more certain than that nature has placed the commercial outlet of

the prairie region to the south. But first, for political purposes, it was

wrested round to the east ; and now, to break the monopoly thus estab-

lished, an attempt is to be made to fix the outlet at the North. In the

meantime the evidence from all quarters indicates that the wheat trade

with Europe, which is the ruling object of all these desperate efforts, is

likely to be most seriously affected by the increase of exportation from

India. The tracts of land available for wheat-growing in India appear to

be immense ; while labour is superabundant and the labourer is content

with a couple of handfuls of rice a day. The only thing wanted is trans-

portation. The United States have 50,000,000 of people and 100,000

miles of railway ; India has 250,000,000 of people and 10,000 miles of

railway, of which only 862 are laid with a double line. Here is immense

capacity awaiting development, for which it will not have to wait long.

What is the meaning of the movement in the North-West f A paper

in another column, which comes from the spot, may help us to answer this

question. The Government journals, of course, say that the movement has

no significance ; the Opposition journals, equally of course, say that it has.

It has, at all evente, sent Mr. Norquay to Ottawa, and there is hardly

room to doubt that through him large concessions have been extorted from

Sir John Macdonald. This much has been clear from the beginning to all

who used their eyes : a territory five times as large as old Canada, and

separated from her by seven hundred miles of water or desert, was not

likely, when it became peopled, to allow iteelf to be treated by her as a

tributary appendage. To the observation that Ontario would reap little

profit from the money spent by her on the Pacific Railway and the opening

of the North-West, the W^orld replied that she would reap the benefit of a

close market. This is the only benefit she does reap, and it is impossible

that it should last long. The farmers of a country absolutely dependent

on agriculture will soon be tired of paying a heavy tax on agricultural

implemente to Ontario manufacturers, when they can get the implements

better, as well as cheaper, in a market closer at hand. It would be a

desperate undertaking to guard such a customs frontier against the param-

mount interesta of the whole population. The people of the North-West are

told by some Canadian journals that as we have given them land for almost

nothing they ought to think themselves very lucky and pay with akcrity

whatever is exacted of them. But if they are so misguided as not to think

themwlves very luoky, and to say that the land is rather the gift of the

British Crown, or even of Nature, than of the Ottawa Government, what

Thb Crooks Act put the patronage of the liquor trade' in the hands of

the Local Govemment ; the Dominion License Act was passed to take it

out again. Such is the political history ot those rival strokes of states-

mansliip, whatever the legal rights of the question may be. The same key

will unlock the mystery of the Temperance question itself, in its relation to

the two political parties. The Temperance vote was being drawn into the

Liberal lines. To obviate this an anti-liquor movement was got up on the

Conservative side, and Mr. Foster was smitten at once with passionate

devotion to the Temperance cause and with desire of a seat in Parliament.

A deserved compliment probably was paid the other day to the pure zeal

of this moral crusader when it was surmised that he had purposely talked

out his own prohibitionist resolutions. But both parties probably begin to

find themselves in a situation with which it taxes all their powers of

evasive manoeuvring to deal. They are compelled to outvie each other in

the extravagance of their courtship, though, at heart, neither of them

wants the lady. In the Local House the other day this rivalry of sham

wooing rose to the pitch of proposing that a man who bought drink out of

the legal hours should be punished unless he would save himself by inform-

ing against the seller. To cap this again, another member proposed that

the seller should be allowed to purchase impunity by informing against

his customer. To prevent 'the illicit drinking of a glass of beer two men

are to be tempted to play the part of a treacherous informer, and publicly

to brand themselves as the most infamous of sneaks. Nothing seems left

for the next bidder for the Temperance vote except to propose that

a few dozens of the licensed victuallers shall be blown away from

guns. In Australia they have an agitation which appears to be the very

counterpart of ours, and an extract, given in another column, from a

leading Australian paper friendly to the Temperance dause, may possibly,

coming from an independent source, find access to the minds of those who

are bent on violent courses here. But why do we not put an end to

violent courses, to an agitation which is fast degenerating into hypocritical

intrigue and to the trade of Mr. Foster all at once t Why do we not go

straight to the real root of the mischief 1 Whiskey, once more, is the

poison. Why do we not close the distilleries, after paying reasonable

compensation to the distillers, and save, as well we may. out of the need-

less expenses of Govemment the amount lost by the sacrifice to the

excise t
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The grinding tax laid by funeral fashions on mourning and simetimes

destitute households has been attacked with spirit by the Rev. Mr. Burton

of the Northern Congregational Church. May success attend his efforts

The " Bystander " had brought under his notice the case of a widow left

penniless, and barely able by her labour to gain bread for herself and her

children, who had incurred a debt of over thirty dollars for funeral fnp-

peries. If anywhere, vanity ought to veil its face in presence of death.

Yet it is now the fashion to publish in the newspapers caUlogues of the

floral offerings. Is the clay which is carried to the grave the man or is it

not 1 If it is, the burial service is a mockery. If it is not, why lavish

money and heap decorations on it as though it werel But some day these

questions wUl be settled by the victory of cremation, which evidently

begins to gain ground, and has just obtained recognition from the law

courts in England, oyer the revolting practice of protracting the process of

decay by coffin burial, while, at the same time, the hideous risk is incurred

of burying somebody alive.

The President of University College in a forcible but temperate and

dignified letter to the Minister of Education, casts upon that functfonary

the responsibility of introducing co-education, if co-education is to be intro-

duced For himself he has done his duty to the institution of which he is

the head, by stating the objections to this great change. It may be added

that he has given us what above all things we want-an example of a little

moral courage. Had he been on the side of innovation, his long experi-

ence would have been triumphantly cited by its advocates as a weighty

testimony in their favour ; as he is not, he is a fossil and a dotard. No

argument, perhaps, is more likely to weigh with a political Minister of

Education than the fact, of which Mr. Ross may rest assured, that at the

crowded meeting of the University Literary Society held in the Convoca-

tion Hall last Friday evening, when the subject was Co-education, the

sympathy both of the general audience and of the students was unmistak-

ably with the opposition. The frontispiece of our lively friend, the
'
VarsUy,

therefore no more represents the general opinion of the studente than, it

is to be hoped, its name represents their tastes. The question runs up into

larger questions. Are women to enter what have hitherto been male pro-

fessions? If they are, it would seem to follow, as an economical necessity,

that they should be educated with men. Yet, unless all regard for the

delicacy of female character is to be given to the winds, reasonable precau-

tions ou-ht to be taken. It is too much to ask us to assume that the whole

world hL been out of its senses in believing that there could ever be any

peril in the unrestrained intercourse of youth of the two sexes, and scoffs

at prudence come strangely from those who are bringing in special Bills

to prevent schoolmasters from seducing their female pupils. The discus-

sion has elicited some important criticisms from high practical authori-

ties on the complacent assumption that the mixture of girls with boys in

High Schools, or in any schools, after the age of ten or eleven, does no

injury to the female character. The efiects of the system are marked in

the States, and, as not a few observers believe, for evil. If the final^uca-

tion of women is not to be professional but general, the part of th» woman

in life being different from that of the man, it would seem that the final

education too ought to be different. Variety, not monotony, will be con-

ducive to the wealth of marriage. But to direct the aspirations of women

away from marriage to the path of intellectual ambition is the tendency,

and even the object, of the whole movement. There are things in American

life about which nobody writes, yet which everybody sees. We seem des-

tined to have some of our Canadian maidens turned into counterparte of

the Third Sex, declining maternity, and knowing how to avoid it. But we

show no bigotry or cowardice in desiring to limit and guard as much as

possible experiments which may involve peril, not only to home and home

affections-that is, to all that is best on earth—but as the tendency of

things in the States shows, to the vitality of our race.

Amidst " uproarious merriment," to quote the phrase of the Evening

Telegram the I.ocal House has passed a measure altering the poUtical rela-

tions between the sexes. An American State Legislature the other day

passed a measure which, as the Governor said, would practically have

subverted marriage, with a merriment still more uproarious, as it was

inspired, according to the account, not only by a polished hilanty, but by

virits to the bar. In the American case, the Governor protected the oom-

munity from the consequences of a tipsy freak by interposing hU veto
;
but

here we have no such protection, nor have we the salutary practice of

submitting constitutional amendmente to tho people. The place of thow

invaluable safeguards is filled among W» by the obsolete and illusory forms

of a monarchical system which has practically been long defunct. Our

goyernment is less conservative than that of our democratic neighbour.,

because the conservative parte of it, instead of being realities, like those m

the States, are fictions. The Local Premier voted against his recorded

convictions in deference to what he calls the wUl of the people
;
that is, to

the voice of the clique which happens to be close to his ear. The opinion of

the people has not in any WAy been taken on the subject. It is, perhaps,

as good an argument as any other in favour of female suffrage that no

woman, if she were put at the head of affairs, could show less of political

nerve than Mr. Mowat He is a very worthy man and would consent to

nothing, if he could help it, corrupt or wrong ; but woe betide any public

interest or principle committed to his keeping if he fancies that a breath

of unpopularity is to be incurred in ite defence. The bones of the Roman

sentinel at Pompeii are found upon his post. Mr. Mowat in the sentinel's

situation would have shown no such military stolidity ;
perhaps he would

have requested Mr. Eraser to take his place for a few minutes. But the

blame reste not on the man but on the system. To get into Pariiament a

candidate must first lay down his mental imdependence at the feet of a

caucus, and then he must go through a process of fawning, flattery and

false profession, which laivea him but half a man.

That the Orange Bill would be voted down was an admitted certainty.

In'truth, if there were not a large majority against Orange incorporation,

Orangeism itself would scarcely be able to show good and substantial

reason for ite existence. It is wanted to face with fortitude a case of

supreme need. It is wanted once more, in face of a host superior in

numbers, to shut the gates of Derry. The necessity is a sad one. It

would be far better, as every good citizen and every right-minded man

must feel, if government on the regular political agencies, apart from any

special league or society, could effectually protect us against sectarian and

tribal domination. Unhappily both of the factions and the leaders of

both are slaves to the Catholic vote. On the very day on which the Orange

Bill was rejected the Liberal leader paid servile homage to the power at

whose hands he hopes to receive office, though it has been, through ite whole

history, the mortal enemy of its principles. Nothing stands, practically,

between the community and Catholic ascendancy but the strength of the

Orange Association. Perfect equality in every respect the CathoUcs have ;

they have even privilege, for they enjoy separate schools, and in Quebec

their church is established ; but they want more ; here as in Australia, and

everywhere else, they want to rule, and at the same time to use the

Colonial Legislature as the engine for attacks on the Union and the

Protestant civUization of Qreat Britain. To declaim against them U idle

and unjust ; they pursue their natural objects, and no doubt in sincerity of

^ heart; but to resist them is both lawful and expedient; it is expedient

perhaps, in the real and ultimate interest of the masses of our CathoUc

fellow-citizens themselves, fuUy as much as in our own. Let the Orange

Association be as pditical as it may, it cannot practically be more

political than the Roman Catholic Church, from which nobody thinks

of withholding incorporation. We shaU see whether Orangeism will

be able to set itself free from the fatal leadership of men whose only

object is to sell its vote, and act once more in an independent spirit for

its proper objects. If it can, it may yet render to liberty and Protestant^

civilization a service which, it is devoutly to be hoped, will be the last.

It has been said that nothing gives so much pleasure to a rural neigh-

bourhood as a murder, unless it is a case of crim. eon. committed by a

clergyman. It may safely be said that in the political sphere nothing

gives so much pleasure as a scandal. This luxury of emotion the Ontario

Legislature is now enjoying to full perfection. It seems that some studious

but cynical observers have come to the conclusion that members of the

Legisrature were approachable by money, and acting on that preposterous

assumption, have been led into a trap. It would be wrong to anticipate the

resulte of an investigation which will be in progress when this paragraph

goes to press. The " Bystander," for his part, though duly scandaUzed,

cannot affect to be startled. To put up the offices and emoluments of

government as the prizes of a perpetual struggle between two unprincipled

factions is the way, if there is a way, to produce corruption of every kind.

When Sir Hugh Allan drew up, for the instruction of his American

partners in the Padfio Railway enterprise, a schedule of the leading public

jnen, with the price of each set opposite to his name, he might be mistaken

in particular instances, but aa to the general fact he spoke from the experi-

ence of a long life.
Btstand...

Th« miseries of the poor i» England are exciting a sentimental interest

among the upper eUmtm in London, whetted by the thrilling record of Mr.

G. R. Sims' new book, « How the Poor Lire, " of which no fewer than

20,000 oopjee have been alrestdy sold.
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HERE AND THERE.

Ih these days of active trade competition and keen rivalry in business

that are trying the souls of merchante, and applying with relentless force

i^he law of the " survival of the fittest " to him who would " keep shop,"

how curious it is to find that, of all tradesmen, the chemist and druggist

alone seems to have immunity from the operation of that principle in

economics which governs supply and demand, and has its effect in cheap-

ened wares and diminished profits. To-day the chemist, it may be

hazarded, is paid as much for his potions and decoctions as he was paid

in the times of the Alchemiste, and for " a dram of poison ' he abstracte.

from the pockete of the ailing about as much as Romeo flung at the

apothecary in the streets of Mantua. The failure of a druggist is as rare

as the bankruptcy of a Jew, and what wonder, so long as five cents' worth

o£ drugs and two cento' worth of bottte; wrapping paper and sealing wax,

command seventy-five cento, or a dollar ! Then think of the one or two

hundred per cent profit upon perfumery, articles for the toilet, liver and

lung pads, seltzer water, and feeding bottles for the baby, not to speak of

the Eldorado mine in physicians' prescriptions, pharmaceutical preparations,

and all sorts of patent medicines and nostrums ! Yet we are told that this

is a scientific age, an age of medical research and investigation, of much

study in physiology, large practice in chemistry, and a wide familiarity

with the Materia Medica. But the masses, notwithstanding, pay 'a dollar

and a-half for am ounce of bicarb, of soda, put up, as a contemporary points

out, with sealing wax or red twine, when almost a cart load of " baking

soda" may be had at the grocer's for the same money. Why must this go on 1

and what potency is there in a Latin prescription, compounded by some

chemist prentice-lad, that should charm millions annually out of the pockets

of the public 1 We have competing schools of medicine, keen rivalry

among doctors, and institutions where advice, and aven medicine, can be

had gratis. But there we foolishly stop, though all nature cries out for a

fall in the price of drugs, some conscience in the druggist's shop, and active

competition in the trade of the apothecary.

office, and so is the house in which Seward was nearly murdered at the

time of Lincoln's assassination ; the houses of Staunton and of Hamilton

Fish are boarding-houses now ; and Daniel Webster's former residence has

been converted into a beer-saloon."

A HIGHLY dramatic scene took place on the Esplanade des Invalides

the other Sunday afternoon. A large dog, in a terrible state of rabies,

after biting several other dogs, rushed at a group of children who were

playing. A man darted out of the crowd, and, placing himself in the

path of the dog, accepted battle with the animal. The man and the

brute rolled together in the sand for some minutes. Then the man rose

victorious. He had broken the creature's spine ; but he was streaming

with blood from the bites he had received. The crowd applauded, and

gathering round him, pressed him to have his wounds cauterised. " No,

said the hero of this adventure in a firm voice, " I have a wife and three

children. My wife has broken my heart, and I am rejoiced to know that

I carry in my veins a poison that will kill me." He then ran from the

scene of the struggle, and was soon lost to -view.

There is a fate in things. Lord Tennyson never could lose that cloak

of his—even at an Academy banquet. It was always too shabby for the

most careless of Bohemians. The gods would have him wear it ever, and

never wear it out. He thought, however, that he might get a new robe

for the House of Lords, and he ordered the same. The gods seem to have

been angry. Those robes went a-missing. Lord Tennyson could not, for

some days, get himself sworn for want of them, and was as effectually

excluded as Mr. Bradlaugh from a lawful seat in Parliament. Clearly it

was the intention of Olympus that he should be sworn in the familiar

robes which have figured so long in London and the country. His pro-

posal to ring out the old, ring in the new, was resented by Apollo, and

he should have claimed a poet's right to dress as he pleases, as a Peer.

The enterprise of the New York Herald is notorious, but Mr. Gordon

Bennett's latest resolution will in all probability mark an epoch in

journalism. The Herald is prepared to expend a million sterling, or indeed

— whatever sum may be required, upon a trans-Atlantic cable direct, connect-

ing Fleet-street, London, with Broadway, New York. Nor is this all
:
as

soon as the cable is at work, which it is fully expected to be in July next,

a European edition of the Herald will appear in London daily. The

metropolitan daily press requires to be aroused from its respectable lethargy,

and the Herald men, with their American smartness, are precisely the men

to do it. The difference in time between London and New York is about

five hours, consequently it will be possible to make full use of the wires

from both ends. One curious result will be that speeches in Parliament

made, say between three and four o'clock in the morning, may be read in

full by the New Yorker at breakfast time, whereas the Londoner will be

fortunate if he finds a vilely mutilated travesty of the same proceedings in

one or other of his evening journals.

A CORRESPONDENT from Manchester, England, writing on the political

situation, says :
" There is an independent political party forming, which

is to have an independent club and to bring forward independent parlia-

mentary candidates. Who the promoters of this movement may be I know

not, but probably it will be found that, as usual with self-assertive

' independents,' they are a mere knot of bitter partisans and fanatics, or

if not, a collection of persons to whom any new ' fad ' is welcome. I
-

doubt if either of the great parties in the State will be much alarmed at

the advent of this new rival." An independent " party " would be merely

another party. The proper independence is that which is free from all

party. •

AMERICAN HUMANITY IN THE CIVIL WAR.

The latest dudeism is bracelets. " We have seen males from time to

time who wore them," writes a society journalist, " and who always had

an affecting explanation to the effect that they were the gift of a deceased

sister, or a collar that once belonged to a toy terrier. But now to be in

the fashion, the dude has to wear short sleeves and cuffs and a big gold

bracelet. This is as it should be. If we had our own way he should wear

anklets, a ball and chain, and a ring in his nose ; a tiara underneath his

lobster-pot hat, and an engagement ring on his third finger
;
a bouquet-

holder with a big sunflower for a chef (Taiuvre at the theatre, and a four-

foot fan."

Wk read in a New York paper that a noticeable feature of the sleigh-

driving tums-out " on the Avenue " and in Central Park this year has

been the winter costume of the gentlemen, whose coato of beaver, astrachan,

and sealskin throw the lighter garments of the ladies quite into the shade.

The women, in fact, looked poorly and thinly clad beside husbands, brothers,

and lovers, whose caps and coate cost as much as half-a-dozen of Worth's

moat expensive creations. Indeed, the outfit of an American gentle-

man in winter is vastly more costly than his coach, landau, tandem, or four-

in-hand, as seen on the Avenue at Newport in summer time.

A CORBBBPOITDBNT, revisiting Washington after an interval of some

Years, writes :
" Quantum mutaiUur. Charles Sumner's old house is now an

. . . 'c<j__-j 'E<.»_«i.i.>. :. ^..A.,niaA l>s a 'War Denartment '

hotel annexe Edward Everett's is occupied by a War Department

The discussion raised by Colonel Denison's vigorous critique on General

Grant carries back my mind to the days which, as a visitor to the United

States, I spent in General Grant's camp, almost within sight of Richmond,

towards the close of his last campaign. General Butler was my host He

was then busy in digging his canal at Dutch Gap. I have not followed

^vrith unvarying sympathy lEeGeneraTs subsequent career as a potlticiaE;

but I have a very pleasant recollection of him as a kind and jovial host, a

lively teller of good stories, and a chief whose roughness of manner

evidently did not prevent him from being extremely popular with his aides

and all about hii^ His character had suffered much from an erroneous

version of his New Orleans proclamation. His style on that as on other

occasions had lacked refinement ; but his action was in substance right,

and probably averted bloodshed. I am, of course, not going 'to ofter an

opinion on military operations, or to debate the question whether Grant

might not have got to the point at which I found him and Lee entrenched

in face of each other, and apparently at a deadlock, without a series of

murderous battles. But I wrote to my friends in England at the time

that all the stories current as to the composition of the Federal army,

which represented it as a mercenary rabble of foreigners, vagabonds, and

Indians picked up as food for powder, might be at once dismissed as

fables; that so far as a civilian's eye could judge, the material of the army

was very good ; that there was every appearance of strict discipline, and the

field works, which were immense in extent, seemed by their finish to

bespeak care and zeal in their construction. One man of Indian blood I

saw, but he was an officer in uniform and with the usual side-arms. No

doubt there were many substitutes. But what regular army was ever

composed of disinterested volunteers 1 General Grant was not with the

army at the time. He had gone to Washington to confer with the Presi-

dent, probably about Sherman's decisive move. But I vimted his tent and
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afterwards saw the General himself ; and I can corroborate what Colonel

Denisoii has said as to the simplicity of his habiU and his freedom from

military ostentation. It was also universally felt that he was thoroughly

true to his colleagues and loyal to the common cause.

I had come to America to see the character of a great nation under-

going the test of civil war, which I take, with the possible exception of a

plague, to be the severest test to which national character can be subjected.

Everybody knows what civil war was in France in the time of the

Armagnacs and Burgundians, in that of the League, and again in that of the

Revolution. In the present case, so far as I could see, the test was well

borne. There was a remarkable absence, for the most part, of bloodthirsty

and "truculent language, even on the part of those who hacilost sons and

relatives in the war ; no thirst for vengeance was expressed ; the general

sentiment seemed to be a determination to maintain the Union and make

the Southerners submit to . the law : if they would submit to the law, it

appeared that the door of reconciliation was open. About slavery less was

said, in the West at all events, than about the Union and the law. The

West, however, heartily went with the East in its determination to restore

the Union ; the loss of which meant, among other things, the loss of control

over the Mississippi. In England the belief propagated by the friends of

the South was that the West was being reluctantly dragged on by the

East. I reported at once to my friends in England that the reverse of

this was the fact, and that as the combined resources of East and West

were overwhelmingly superior to those of the South, the result of the

struggle was sure. A large number of farmers must certainly have gone

as volunteers to the war from Illinois, where women and boys were doing

the work of men, with the aid of improved machinery, the invention of

which was stimulated by the scarcity of hands.

The treatment of prisoners by the North, so far as I had the oppor-

tunity of observing it, was in keeping with the general tone. Through the

kindness of Dr. Duggan, the Catholic Bishop of Chicago, whose acquaint-

ance I had made and whose hospitality I had tasted, I was enabled to go

over the large prison camp at Chicago. The prisoners of course looked

listless and unhappy, as caged eagles always do ; but they seemed to me to

be suffering no other hardship, and the food was certainly good. Presenting

myself at the prison hospital for convalescents at Baltimore, I was refused

admittance on the ground of recent attempts at escape. But it happened

to be Thanksgiving Day, and as I stood in the entrance hall I could look

into the dining-room where I saw the table spread with roast turkey and

all the good things of the season. Afterwards I called on the Commandant,

General Warren, who was so good as to take me down at once to the

hospital and permit me to look over it. I looked over it, I believe,

thoroughly, and came away convinced that its inmates were being treated

with all possible humanity and kindness. It was said in England that

Confederate prisoners were dying in heaps, of maltreatment, in the Northern

prisons. I can oppose to such statements the evidence of my own senses

with regard to the two prisons which I saw.

The humanity of the North was all the more creditable because it was

the universal belief that thousands of Northern soldiers were all the time

tmdergoing the most cruel ill-treatment at the hands of their Southern

«iptors in the Libby prison and in the prison camp at Andersonville. As

to the hideous mortality and the other horrors of Andersonville there can,

unhappily, be no doubt. I went on board the first ship that arrived at

Annapolis with exchanged prisoners, and a more pitiable sight I never

beheld. The men were absolute skeletons. I should hardly have thought

it possible that life could linger in such frames. Where the blame lay, is

a much controverted question which I cannot pretend to decide. For my

part, I believe that slavery has always been the parent of inhumanity. Ther

resources of the South were, no doubt, rUnning very low, though the

prisoners and deserters from their army under Lee appeared not to be ill

fed and they were lavish of shot and shelL By the North, at the time,

the alleged cruelties were generally coupled, whether rightly or wrongly,

with the name of the only one, I believe, among the Southern leaders

who, when the wreck came, did not stay by the ship. General Grant,

as is well known, has often been accused of having ruthlessly refused to

exchange prisoners because the enemy was more in want of men than he

was.

The military hospitals of the Northerners seemed to me admirably

arranged, and evinced in every detail the tenderest care for the wounded.

But their contents after the battles on the Bappahannock were a sight

which would have cured a Jingo of his love of war. I had no love of war

to be cured of, but I came away hating it more than ever. Yet it is at

its beat when men are fighting in such a cause.

Nowhere were party passions more fiercely excited than at Baltimore,

in which freedom and slavery confronted each other, and which had been

threatened by Lee, whose supper had actually once been prepared for him

by his partisans in the city, and had suflTered from the incursions of his

raiders. While I was there a lady who, being passionately devoted to the

Southern cause, had repeatedly held correspondence with the enemy, was

brought before a council of war and sentenced to a term of imprisonment.

This fate she had evidently courted. Yet the strongest sympathy was

evinced for her by Baltimoreans of the opposite party, including Mr.

Kennedy, of literary fame, and his wife, whose happy guest I was ; and I

learned afterwards that by their intercession at Washington her release

h^wi been obtained. »This incident, and the elopement of another lady of

strong Southern sentiments with the trumpeter of a Yankee regiment,

convinced me that the breach between North and South, though wide, was

not irreparable, and that the Union might be perfectly restored.

That conviction was also produced by seeing the manner in which the

armies observed towards each other the amenities of war. As I rode with

a general officer about the Northern lines, Confederate riflemen were seen

near at hand in the bush, but they did not fire, and the party seemed to

feel assured of their forbearance ; nor was. there any danger, except at

certain points, in getting on the parapet and looking down into the

Confederate lines. But I have reached the proper limit of any contribu-

tion to a weekly journal. Goldwin Smith.

THE NORTH-WEST PROBLEM.

There can be no doubt that by far the most important and by far

the most difficult problem the Canadian Confederation has to solve is that

of conciliating and amalgamating its great North-West. Upon the success-

ful solution of this problem depends the future greatness of the Dominion.

With the North-West marked out as it is by nature, and by a rapidly ripen-

ing destiny, to be the home of millions of the most stalwart and energetic

people of the Old World and New, and a vast storehouse of agricultural and

mineral wealth, vitally incorporated into the body of the Union, Canada may

well aspire to national greatness. With the North-west and, as a natural

consequence, British Columbia severed from the old stock, whether to take

independent root, or to be grafted into the Great Republic, Canada's hope

of attaining a worthy national status must quickly fall to the ground.

Does any reader of The Week regaij^ this problem as already settled4-

Such a one cannot have studied the situation,— certainly not from a

North-West point of view. The bond of union, as at present subsisting,

is but a cord of flax. The torch of self-interest, or of outraged sense of

right, is already lighted, and its touch, even now, threatens to snap the

band like a thread of gossamer. The permanent union of provinces, far

apart in space, and diverse in interests and industries, can be assured only

by the growth and culture of common interests and sentiments. So long

as the older provinces persist in regarding the newer as so much purchased

territory, to be made tributary to the industries and revenues of the pur-

chaser, so long the tendencies are in the direction of separation, not

unity.

The last sentence touches, I believe, the very heart of the difficulty.

Manitoba and the North-West is that they are regarded by the people of

the older provinces as but tributary adjuncts of Old Canada. There is, it

is to be feared, too much ground for this feeling. It can scarcely be denied

that the lands of the North-West have been, and are, held and managed,

not solely with a view to the rapid development of the country and the

best interests of its inhabitants, but largely as a means of enriching. the

older provinces and reimbursing the Ottawa exchequer. It can hardly be

denied that some of the features of the contract under which the great

North-West railway is being constructed are conceived with reference to

the same unstatesmanlike ends. And it most certainly cannot be denied

that the tariff was framed wholly on the same unsound principles.

The three points indicated are the centres around which the rapidly

growing disquiet of the people of the Canadian prairies revolves. Had the

leader of the so-called Liberal party, when he put forth his well-known

manifesto in regard to North-West lands, stopped midway in his propo«i-

tion, his utterance would have been wise and statesmanlike. " The land

for the people " is certainly a motto worthy to be inscribed on the banner

of a statesman and a Liberal. " The money for the public " is a sentiment

conceived in the spirit of a shopkeeper. The land belongs by nature and

in equity to the people who occupy and cultivate it. Any money it

repreeento should also be theiiB to aid them in overcoming all the difficul-

ties incident to the building up of a State in a distant, lone and somewhat

inhospitable land. No spirited British subjects would at this time of day

consent to play the part of oolonisto in a land, a large part of which was

hold and managed in the interests of the Mother Country across the ocean.

They would not stay to ask whether she bought the territory from a foreign

power, and for how much. They would expect her to deal with them

as citizens of the nation. They would claim that by taking possession of

a foreign territory, enduring the hardships of pioneers, cultivating the

land and developing its resources, they established a natural right to the

possession of the soil, and that their fellow-citizens at home would be amply

recompensed by the indirect advantages arising from the addition to the

wealth and business of the Empire. A fortiori, no high-spirited British or

Canadians will long consent to remain the colony of a colony under «mi-

larlv humiliating conditions. If the Canadian Pariiament and people wish

to heal, thoroughly, the sores of their brethren in the North-West, let them

"
insist on the prompt correction of the most galling part of the Govern-

ment's present land policy. Let them proclaim, without condition or

reservation, the just maxim, " The land of the North-West for the people

'
of the Nort;h-West."

Few settlers in the great prairie districts will now refuse to accord to

Sir John A. Macdonild and his Government a meed of praise for their

spirited railway policy. Contrasted with any purposes that were avowed

by either Mr. Mackenzie or Mr. Blake, the scheme which has resulted m

throwing a railway from the International Boundary to the Rocky Moun-

tains in an almost incredibly short space of time, is broad and statesman-

like
'

But none the less the monopoly clause, as interpreted by the dis-

aUowance of the Manitoba charters, is a most damaging blemish. That

this clause, as thus interpreted, can remain in operation until the expiry

of the contract is out of the question. Rebellion, followed by Independence

or Annexation, would settle the question before half the years had expired.

The condition of farmers, in a land so far distent from the world's markets

and great channels of commerce, is bad enough at the best, no matter how

fertile and easy of cultivation the sciL I am free to admit that a great

part of the inconvenience and loss against which those of Manitoba are now

crying out is inevitable under the circumstances. The man who ha^ been

attracted by the marvellous richness of the prairie soil, and has thought

himself wealthy in the possession of a fine farm on the simple condition of

<.ultivation, is naturaUy enough disappointed, if not enraged, when he finds

that with thousands of bushels of grain in his bins, he is no better ofl for

all his toil, inasmuch as his crop is not worth the cost of carnage 4o the

nearest market. No doubt the Canadian Pacific Railway monopoly often

«,me» in for a share of the bUme which it does not deserve. Under the

most favourable circumstances it is a work of time to get even a prame

country intersected with the vast network of railways needed to bring

the bulk of its population within reach of a profitable market. But all the

more, those who are responsible for the railway system of such a country

should see to it that no artificial obstacles are added to the too formidable

natural ones. The sooner some just terms are made with the Syndicate,

for the giving up of their monopoly, the better will be the chances for

allaying the popular discontent in the North-West, and consohdatmg it

with the rest of the Dominion.
c ^ u a a *h.

The present exorbitant taxes on the implemente of husbandry and the

household, and on the necessaries of daily life, are simply an intolerable

voke upon the neck of the North-West people. The attempt to turn the

THE G. P. R. B7 THE KICKING HORSE PASS AND
THE SELKIRKS—VIII.

IN THE SBLKIRK8.

^rrente of trade out of their natural channels, and to force them through

long and unnatural routes by such artificial embankments is worthier of

the seventeenth than of the nineteenth century. Under the most favour^

able conditions, the great cost of these indispensables is -^''^^^'
to the settlement and progress of a new b.nd, so far from trade and manu-

Lturing centres. Is it to be wondered at that the settlers in the North-

Wett ^ow that they are beginning to review the situation calmly, to take

3c'of their advantages, and to discount their difficulties are rising upn « one man to say, " Confederation or no Confederation, Canada or

noTallSa, this is an imposition to which we cannot and wiU not longer

'"''S'ere are other features of the situation to which, it seems to me the

att^ntL of the readers of The Week should be called- But this let^r «

toS^enough. With the Editor's approval I may refer to someofthem

again.
J. E. W.

" I£ I were a Lumti-tum lum-titum-too

In the land of the olive and fig,

I'd sit aU day on the trolle-lol-loo

And play on the thingee-me-jig.

And if in the Rumde-dum battle I fall __--

A what's-ita-name's all that I crave-

But bury me deep in the wh»t-you-may^»lI,^

And plant thing-um-bobs over my grave .

We spent two days with Maljoi- Rogers at the cache or log chalet that he

had constructed as his headquart^ers, and discussed with him for hours his

three summers' explorations in the mountains, and our prospecte of getting

through the Selkirks and Gold Ranges to Kamloops. About a mile from

the cache we saw, without regret, the Kicking Horse lose itself in the

Columbia. The unit^ stream runs directly to the north, between tlie

Rockies and the Selkirks, as if intending to unite its waters *'th *e

Fraser and make a river worthy of BritUh Columbia ;
but at the Big Bend

it turns right round and flows directly south, away down to and beyond

the boundary line, where it is no longer ours, I believe, because at the time

of the Oregon dispute a near relative of the Prime Minister told him that

the river was not worth quarrelling about-,- for the salmon in it wouldnt

rise to a fly Behind the cache is a bench three or four hundred feet high,

and above it another, and a third above it again. We climbed the Lrst,

and had such a good view that we did not think it necessary to climb the

others. To the right and left, spurs of the Rockies rise some four thousand

feet, the torrent of the Kicking Horse flowing between them, rather peace-

fully now that it is nearing the close of ita mad rush from the summit. At

our feet the valley of the Columbia extends north and south, covered with

trees and shrubberies, the noble looking river winding in and out among

them and flowing with a quiet current in strong contrast to the usual

course of its tributary. The forest-clad foothUls of the Selkirks nse

almost immediately from the river banks; beyond these a first line of

mountains, also wooded, and right behind the first a second line covered

with snow fields, both with fine peaks, but from this point of view by no

means so bold and distinctive as the Rockies. There seems a cleft in the

range right opposite, but the Major says that it leads only to impassable

walls of mountain, from the summit of which, instead of a hopeful river

valley stretching down the western slope, he had been able to see ' nothing

but snow-clad desolation in every direction." It is necessary for the rail-

way, and therefore for us, to go thirty miles to the north before crossing

the river and beginning the ascent of the sullen range. That bend of

thirty miles the Major had kindly arranged that we should make with

comparative ease on Monday, by rowing down the river for eighteen miles,

and then, a six-mile long canon intervening, taking to our horses again and

making for the proposed railway crossing by the trail that he had cut out

along the river bank.

On Sundav morning divine service was held in the open air among the

stumps near ;he cache. Notice having been sent to the camp of he

engineer's party engaged in running the line in the lower «-»-- °f^^^

Kicking Horse valley, it was attended by twenty-three men. Naturally

enough all came, for it was the first opportunity they had had of engaging

in public worship since beginning their work. They took part m the ser-

vice heartUy and reverently, and 1 think that it did them good, were it

only in awakening old hallowed associations. The form that I used, and

ZIt I am accustomed to use in travelling in the North-West, is the one -

arranged at Mr. Fleming's suggestion, when he was chie <^^^'J>i
J*;

C P R by thr«^ Ottawa. clergymen, belonging reseectivelxJoiheChurche^

of Rome, England and Scotland. Mr. Fleming at the time was Govern-

ment engineer, and of course " the duty of an Opposition being to oppose

inLordRandolph Churchill's frank phrase, a writer in the Globe made what

he and doubtless some of his readers, supposed to be great fun, not only

of 'the engineer and the Government, but of the clergymen who had

co-operateTin compiling the little work. The able editor -^ed to know

if the engineer was paid for attending to religious matters of that Uk and

particularly wished to know who was to pay for the copies that wou d be

^plied to'the scores of parties out in the wildemesses from the Upper

Ottawa to the Pacific. Had not Canada rid herself of church estab-

ijhmentsl And was one rag or any other slightest mark of the Beast to

be allowed again upon her fair form 1 I am inchned to think that the

^tar mighXve Ln ashamed of his " wut," if it had ever been his lot

Ts^ rrone of the score of little con^gations that I have seen gathered

t^^her'to worship God in the prairies and the—^-^^^-P'^^^X
3men red and white, were told that the service to be used had the

^cTo:: ^far as individual clergymen could give it, of churches so wide

Zt « the Papal, PreUtic and Presbyterian. But if the three pilla

iSles had compUed the litUe book, it would have been the duty of the

cK«"ion all the same to have made an attack, and ma^e it would have

W accordingly. And yet we are expected to beUeve what one organ says

:,X'trPro^cial,an'dwhat another organ says about the Dominion

Government

!
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Talking with the Major over our proposed journey, he gave uir fair

warning of what we might expect. He would accompany us over the

summit of the Selkirks and as far down the western slope as his most-

advancod party had reached, the said party being under the charge of an

old friend, Mr. McMillan, a hardy New Brunswick engineer, and from that

point he would give as many men as could be spared to carry our dunnage

and provisions on their backs to the second crossing of the Columbia, and

would also send with us a guide in the person of his nephew, Mr. Albert

Rogers, commonly known as Al, who had been over the ground with him

in 1881. That was the utmost he bould do, and it was all that we could

possibly have expected. Indeed he gave us Al because he, being younger,

would probably be more useful than himself. But he told us that we

would have at least seventeen miles without a trail down the Ille-cille-waut,

that there we could not count on making more than three or four miles a

day, and that the roughing it would be of such a kind that we should never

forget the journey as long as we lived. "And then, " he added, "what

will you do if there are no Indians from Kamloops to meet you at the

Columbia '!
" We a8.sured him that the Hudson's Bay officials in British

Columbia would send them without fail through the Eagle Pass to the point

where the Ille-cille-waut flows into the Columbia. " Very good, " he

answered, " but I have ray doubts if they can hire Indians to undertake

the job. When I tried to get through from that side on my first expedi-

tion in search of a pass across the Selkirks, I had great difficulty in

securing any to pack for me and I would have failed had it not

been for the Kamloops Mission. Luckily too, the Indians agreed

before starting that if they did not bring back a certificate from me
to the effect that they had given satisfaction, all their wages were to go to

the church, and they were to get a whipping besides." " Yes," chipped in

Al, " we had the sinche on them there ; and if it had not been for that,

they would have deserted us a dozen times before we got through the Gold

Range, though they knew at the start that we intended to cross the Selkirks

as well. Of course we did not know whether there was a pass, but we

thought that we could get across any mountains somehow." " But why

did they think of deserting 1 " I asked. " Because they had agreed to

pack 100 pounds apiece, and they could not fill the bill. I don't wonder

either, for though I was sure that I could give and take with anybody, I

had more than enough of it that time. What with the deep snow just melting,

and the underbriish, and the fallen timber, and the precipices, and the

heavy packs, I can't begin to tell yon what it was like. Many a time I

know I wished myself dead. And the Indians were sicker than we, a

good deal. When they got home, in my opinion, they'd never volunteer

or be pressed again to pack ^through the Eagle Pass. Besides," added

the Major, " I heard that a British Columbia Company proposed to make

a road this summer through the Pass, to connect by means of a steamboat

on the Columbia with the Kootanie galena mines, and of course they would

start from the Kamloops side, and if in connection with their work fires

have got into the woods, it might be impossible to get through the Pass

just now." ",Wj|ll, Major, suppose that we get to the Columbia, and find no

Kamloops Indians there with supplies for us, what shall we do ? " " Take

enough provisions with you from here, and thnn at- thn wnrat, ynn pun

turn back to MacMillan." " No, we will not do that." " Well, there may

possibly be an Indian from Fort Sheppard or Fort Colville hunting near

the mouth of the Ille-cille-waut, and if so you are all right. He would

run you down the Columbia in his' canoe in three or four days to where

you could get a stage to the nearest point on the N. P. R. That was the

course I had to take in 1881, but not having a canoe we made a raft, and

poled slowly al^ng by day and slept on the rocks by night." " And what

can we do to secure that there shall be a Colville Indian just where we

want him 1" "Well," slowly and meditatively rejoined the Major, "you

must pray that he may be there." That ended the conversation. It is

not becoming to tell to what extent we took the Major's excellent advice,

for we are commanded, when we pray or give alms, not to do so that we

may be seen of men. - But at any rate, we decided, notwithstanding the

rather cloudy outlook, to move on, and arrangements were made for an

early start on Monday.

Floating down the Columbia in a long cotton-wood " dug-dut " at the

rate of five miles an hour was a pleasant experience to men who for a

week iiad been content with ten or twelve miles a day. At every turn

the river changed ; now calm as a lake, then rippling pleasantly over a

gravelly bed, and then running almost as strongly as a rapid. The banks

-were low, and though grassy in a few spots, were generally covered with

shmbs and trees ; high cranberry bushes, the blae-berry, the broad-leaved

dewberry, and the dark green, holly-like leaves of the Oregon grape show^

ing clusters of its deep blue fmii Overhanging their blended green and

pnrple drooped the early autumn-tinged pale golden leaves of white birches,

while higher up the dark green of spruce and fir and Douglas pine extended

to the summit of the foot-hills. Occasionally we could see from the canoe

a peak with a patch of snow looking down over these, and suggesting the

great background of mountains beyond. Long reaches of the river were

walled in as I have described, and signs of life redeemed them from the

loneliness that we had sometimes felt in the valley of the Kicking Horse.

Otter track.s ran down the Vmnks into the river ; and along sandbanks were

the footmarks of bear and beaver. At one place we landed to see the log-

houses built by Moberly's party in 1 87 1 when surveying about the Howse

Pass. The buildings with their huge hospitable-looking clay and straw

fireplaces looked serviceable as when new. We passed the mouth of the

Blaeberry, which, running down from the summit of the Rockies, forms

the Howse Pass; then the mouth of the "Wait-a-bit ; and the last four

miles of our morning trip to the beginning of the canon we made in less

than twenty minutes. At this p6int, where a pretty stream rightly called

the Bluewaters gives its contribution to the Columbia, our pack tiain and

horses, which haS been sent on ahead, were on the bank ; and after a

hurried lunch we mounted and passed on, anxious to reach the crossing

before dark. The road was a .repetition on a smaller scale of the Kicking

Horse. It ran along the face of the precipices that enclosed the caiion on

one side. Opposite were similar precipices of clay and shale, with ledges

of limestone, and boulders of granite and quartz, and above these towered

the irregularly shaped summits of the Selkirks. Passing the tents of the

party to which this section, the crossing included, is assigned, and making

free with some tempting looking plum-cake that cook was just taking from

the pan, we reached our camp ground, opposite the point where the Beaver

flows into the Columbia. By following up the valley of the Beaver we

were to find our way into the heart of the Selkirks.

Next morning we crossed the Columbia. There was a leaky little

boat, and the steersman dragged the bell-horse after him, while the others

were driven in with blows and shouts. They followed the bell till they

felt the full sweep of the current. Then they turned right about and

swam with it till they could land at a convenient spot, of course on the

wrong side. On the broad bosom of the river nothing was seen but horses'

heads for a few minutes, and then the poor brutes, touching bottom, soon

clambered up the bank, snorting and shaking themselves violently. We
had to go for them, and the same kind of operation was repeated three or

four times before they all crossed, so that although we breakfasted before

five o'clock it was nearly ten when we started up the Beaver. What a

misfortune it would be if some grasping capitalist should think of building

a scow and establishing a monopoly at the crossing of the Columbia ! The

trail led through a forest of magnificent cedars, from three to nine feet in

diameter, and shooting up straight and branchless to an extraordinary

height. At last we were in the Selkirks, and the trees certainly were

worthy of any mountains. ,

• Geo. M. Grant.

OTTAWA NOTES.

Whatever may have precedence in the public discussions in Parliament,

to© S^XfJlCCC zOFdQODw X" 1>UV uisOUBBIOOb nUlOuK HItj'UOwrs (ubv SO^T xd* tt llx

the session close before Easter 1 " This year's session, it must be under-

stood, is, in a way, an experiment. Hitherto the general practice has been

to call Parliament together in February, and to send the legislators home
again some time in May. This year the opening was almost a month
earlier than usual. This involved a good deal of hurry on the part of

Government Officers all over the country to get the ministers' reports ready

in time. To the Government's credit be it said, the reports have been

^ready at an earlier period of the session than usual. Even the statement

of the Department of the Interior, which Sir John Macdonald used to bring

down, with a smile on the last day of the session, is already before the

House. If Parliament can be prorogued at Easter, this session will form

a valuable precedent, and we may hope hereafter that the session of the

Federal Legislature will be confined to the twelve weeks before Easter

instead of extending on into the latter part of May, as last year. The
business of the House progresses slowly but surely. One great bone of

contention has been taken away by the Government dropping ita Franchise

BUI. The proposal to give the vote to women is particularly distasteful

to (he French Canadian mind. Quebec is the great bulwark of Provincial

Rights in this Dominion, and if the Reformers of Ontario are still allowed

to say who shall and shall not vote, they owe it to the Bleus whom they

hate so cordially. The end of the session is in sight when the debate on
the Budget is over and the House gets into Committee of Supply. This

stage was reached on Thursday night

From an answer given to a question by Mr. Coursol last night, and
from the statements of French Canadian members who are well informed,

~it is evident that Quebec is to have compensation for the share she gives

of the Canadian Pacific loan. A bill will be introduced this session to

make some arrangement to refund the Province of Quebec a portion of the

cost of the railway from Ottawa to Quebec. This is done on the principle

that this road is a part of the great through line, and should be bonnaaed

Kke other parts. The proposition seems one to arouse opposition, but the

Government has its answer ready. The Liberals, when m power, gave a

bonus of $12,000 a mile to the Canada Central, running north-west to

connect with the Canadian Pacific at lake Nipissing, and if it was nght to

help to build that link, it cannot be so very wrong to help to pay tor tne

link which the Quebec Government has run in debt for.
, ^ ^,

.

One of the principal subjects of debate in the House has been the posi-

tion of Sir Charles Tupper. The Liberals held it to be a dangerous thwig

to allow the Government to appoint men to salaried offices by simply

sayinff " without salary," in the letters of appointment, for the Ixovern-

ment could employ half the members of the House granting them only

these " expenses." Whatever may be said of the advisabihty of passing

such an act, certainly none can doubt that it is altogether unlike the Tup-

per of old days to accept shelter under it. But when one notices Sir

Charles' pale face marked with lines which show that there ^ more will

power than vitality in the man, the trembling hand and the failing voice

and thinks how difierent was the Tupper of a few years ago one must

realize that the Minister is forced to take the course in which the effort to

himself is lightened by the votes of his friends.
tv,„ r„„^

If there is any virtue in legislation, the double track on the Grand

Trunk Railway between Toronto and Montreal is now almost assured

The Bill to authorize the company to rearrange its debt by perpetual stock:

to replace many classes of its securities has passed, the Committee on

Railways and Canals, with the assent of the Government. A Bill of great

importance to every-day people, is the new Insurance Bdl. It is intended

to check the operations of the American co-operative frauds in Canada.

The purely mutual system of insurance established under the auspices of

the Masonic and other benevolent societies has been adopted by American

sharpers to serve purely selfish ends. In some localities notably in places

easiW accessible from the United S'-ates border, trustful Canadians have

been^engulfed by the thousands. This is manifestly unfair to the Canad^n

people Tnd the Canadian companies. But on the other hand it wo^W not

do to compel all societies run on this plan to submit to the .rest^tion

placed upon insurance companies. The difficulty is got over in this Bill

by providin<x a special sy.stem of license and inspection for these concerns,

and at the ^me time prohibiting all not so incorporated from doing insur-

*'"'"
Are the galleries a part of the House ? " This is the question which

got the deputifs of the people into trouble on Thursday last. A question

was put for the House to vote on. Mr. Fortin, who was in the gallery

Zrd the question and went down and voted. Mr. Trow the Oppoai ion

whTp, objected to the vote being recorded and asked he Speakers ru ing^

"oFd you hear the question 1" asked the Speaker. " I w^ in the gallery

and heLd the question," was the reply. The Speaker ^id that notwith-

_,tauding the member was in th« gallery, as he had heard the «^uestion his

vote was in order. He referred to the well-known rule that if ^^^^^
leaves his seat during the division his vote must be struck off if "attention

bTcalled t^ the fact. Attention was then promptly called to the fact that

5r Fortin had not only moved from one seat to another, but had come

fo^wn all the way from'the gallery. The vote was accor^n^lCny"-
Ottawa march loth,.

the country is given at 6,623,176. The numl^er of Roman Catholic clergy

in England is 2,176. Scotland added six to her list of clergy during the

year The number of churches, stations and schools in Scotland and

England increased fifty-one per cent during the past twelve months.

England has one archbishop and fouAeen bishops, and Scotland two arch-

bishops. ''

, The Roman Catholic Bishop of Montreal does not view with favour

the exodus of French Canadians to the United States. He has recently

issued a pastoral detailing in vivid terms the spiritual and other dangers to

which the exiles are exposed. He strongly urges their repatriation and

favours their colonization in suitable districts in their native province.

When the Evangelical Alliance assembles in Stockholm the principal

subjects for consideration are stoted to be : Religious indifference among

various classes of society and the best means for its removal
;
Sabbath

observance ; Sunday school work ; Modern Unbelief and the best means of

counteracting it ; The harmony of Science and Revelation ;
Intemperance ;

Immorality; Home and Foreign Missions. The Alliance officials are

already in possession of valuable and interesting commuiucations from aU

over the world.

THE CHURCHES.

Algoma has been fortunate in securing the services of a zealous missionary

Hshop He is at present in England awakening interest in his field of

labour' and appealing for contributions to aid in carrying on his work

amon' the fettlers\nd Indians. Last week a "°^ded meeting wo^

hSdat WiUis' Rooms, at which the Marquis of Lome presided. A small

-^l^ft ^^quired \n the prosecution of missionary workm the dl^ese

ffXoma The Bishop will not fail in his object. He has succeded in

obtaining the influential support of Archdeacon Farrar.

There are twenty vacancies in the Cardinals' College Although by

recent IppoTntments the number of Italians has been reduced they still

'pTeponS One soUtary survivor, Cardinal S<=hwartzenber^ Arct

bishop of Prague, owes his appointment to the predecessor of Pius 1A.

^ L, therefore held his high position for neariy half a century.

Thirty seven were cS^^ by plus 'iX. and already twenty have been

Ilevld to the cardinalate by the present pontiff, while twenty vacancies

remain to be filled. Cardinal McCloskey is, as yet, the only wearer of the

scarlet cloak on this continent.

The building of the long-projected Roman Catholic cathedral in Lon-

aon^rabtt to L begun.J^-t"tc^Jefb^^ Vot^Sl"^^^^^^^^

S*hrCn™chJe'd%o^r75%. T^ estim'atedcostof thebuilding

tts^lf^ about ^35,000,000. In magnitude the structure wUl surpass

^.tilinster Abbey It is designed to be 570 feet in length, and 350 m
SSrW^ttSr Abbey be^g 511 feet in length and 203 feet across

the transepts.

The Catholic directory for 1874 gives the foUowmg statistics of the

r-tbi^ic Church in the United SUtes : There are 13 archbishops, 57

£?ops 6 385 priests, 1,651 ecclesiastical students, 6,613 churches, 1,150

Ss' 1 476 stZns, 22 ecclesiastical seminaries, 87 colleges 599 acade-

f^r 2 ^.82 parochia schools, 481,834 pupUs attending the parochial

^h^ls? 204 asylums, and 139 hospitals. There has been an increase during

tt« Ust year of 289 priests, 217 ecclesiastical students 372 churches, 6

nZL ^"Tacademies and 41 parochial schoob, and in the attendance an

SiS^'^f 53,192 pupils, and'l9 asylum.. The number of Cathohcs in

The religious life of France is in a transition state. "The Roman

Catholic church is yet the church of the masses, but it is ceasing to exert

a powerful influence on the minds of the people. Dr Beard, an American

Congregationalist minister, long resident in Paris, has, through various

channels, of late been giving his impressions of the re igious condition of

France In an address recently delivered before the Congregational Club

of New York he makes this statement : " The attitude of mmd toward

Romanism may be seen in the factwhich I have from one whose hgures 1

have found to be usually remarkably true, that at the Easter communion

attendance, which is the supreme test of church loyalty, not more than one

man in twenty-five attends, and not more than one woman in four.
. .

So, as you go up and down the Provinces of France, you will fand 't common

for the men especially, to sneer at religion ; that is, at the Church. They

hate the priests, they laugh at their pretensions, while at the same time

they may record themselves as Roman Catholics in the census. After all,

they wish some one to attend their children if they die." In on arta^le m
the first number of the Andover Review, Dr. Beard discusses hopefully the

position and prospects of the Protestant Churches in France.

As agitation in Bale, Switzeriand, against the priestly control of

education has resulted in a popular verdict against the continuance The

Grand Council submitted the question to popular vote. The ballot-box

showed that 4,479 were in favour of committing the schools to the care ot

laymen, while only 2,910 voted for clerical control.

Madison Avenue Congregation.al Church, New York has been for

months in a state of great perturbation. Stormy meetmgs have from time

to time been held, the scenes at which occasionally rivalled the animation

at political partizan assemblages. The present pastor °f.the eongregation

Rev Mr Newton, was and is a minister m connection with the Methodist

Episcopal body. He entered 6n an engagement to supply the pulpit ot

M^adison Avenue Congregational Church. After a time a number m the

congregation thought he should either consent to be formally installed a^ a

Con^^tionalist minister or retire. Dr. Newman and his fnends objected

to the proposal and the antagonism subsequently became intense. A

council has just decided that the course proposed by what "termed the

Old Church^party is the properone to follow, and they advise the calling of

a meeting to finally end what has been a long, unseemly and bitter conten-

tion. All parties in this militant congregation seem now inclined to

manifest a conciliatory spirit

Iv response to the existing desire for shortening and simplifying creeds

a committee of Congregational ministers i'^ the UnitedStates have^^
a symbolical delineatio^of what tlieyr^ard-as-tfrffundameuLal principles

of the Christian faith. It consists of twelve articles or propositions sub-

stntTair^l-niry -ith the older creeds, but divested of the angular

and archaic phraseology in which they are expressed. Asterisk.

CORRESPONDENCE.

LOCOMOTIVB POLICKMBN.

To <A« Editor of The Week :

Sir—The recent strike in the North-West, and the fact that there is

only o^ raUroad management, and only likely to be one ™' '°»d 'ua'i.**;

ment, has opened a new danger to Canada-not only west of Ontario, but

to all the eastern provinces that have any manufactories.

The Minister of MUitia appoints officers and sends men into the North-

West and has an able and efficient force in the Mounted Pohce to protect

settle™ against Indians, etc. But when the settlers do come, and when

they maTtheir contracts and order in their supplies the Canadian Pacific

reduce the wages of the engineers, the engineers strike, no trains are run,

.Td he s^ttle^s suffer more in one day than they ever suffered m ten year,

fmm Indians Jor this there is no remedy. I forgot ;
there is a remedy,

iTthatiTthat "Mr. Arthur, of the Brotherhood of Engineers, who

n?;\lfrpi^ ofc'^aTa^t^ten the C. R K tw^^^^^

of dolb^ and twenty-five millions of acres of land to build the railway,

andhaverecently lent them thirty millions of dollars more to hnish it quickly

and have givJ. therp. the railway cJUr »« w >«A«rf. Sure y they have

the right t« ask the Government for protectum »g»uuit railway aggran-

^i

J

,iJ
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dizement and the despotic exercise of power by Mr. Arthur or others. Why,
the whole force of the argument that Canadians should own an independent
line of railway from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and on their own territory,

is taken away if the traffic is to be stopped after it is built, at the nod of a
gentleman from the United States.

What the Government of this country should do forthwith is this :

They should organize a force of " Locomotive Policemen," consisting of

drivers, conductors, and all hands necessary to run a train in an efficient

manner ; they should arm these men with the same power as they have
given to the Mounted Police ! The whole railway, or smy part, at any
time, should be subject to the officers in charge in case of a strike. This
body of men should be under the command of the Militia Department,
and could be controlled in the same manner and with the same kind of

organization as the Mounted Police. Think for an instant what the effect

of a strike would be next spring ! and what is to prevent it t With Loco-

motice Policemen the people would then have some protection, but with
the whole North-West under one railway, and that railway officered by
Yankee officers and dictated to by " Mr. Arthur, a gentleman in the

United States," in case of trouble, neither the settlers, nor the public nor
any part of our domain can be considered safe. Yours, etc.,

Amprior, March, 1884- Hubert C. Jokes.

PICTURESQUE CANADA.

To the Editor of The Week :

''^

Sir,—When the above work was first brought out, we had the publish-

er's positive assurance, in prospectuses, announcements and advertisements,

that it was to be a purely Canadian enterprise throughout, " embellished

with engravings of the finest character, from original drawtng8~.made

expressly for the work, from sketches taken on the spot by Bell^mith,
Creswell, Edson, Fowler, Fraser, Judson, O'Brien, Peel, Perre, Sandham,
Watson, and other Canadian artists." It was further guaranteed to be a
" true delineation of our country," a " tribute to native art and native

genius," a '' beautiful specimen of Canadian art and Canadian workman-
ship," and much more to the same effect

But as soon as the publishers had by these promises enlisted the press

of the country, and secured a liberal subscription list by their aid and the

use of the names of several well-known Canadians who had no real interest

involved, they " dispensed with " all Canadian artists to whom they had
promised work, moved their pre^es, plant and entire establishment secretly

to New York, where the senior proprietor permanently resides, and all we
have of " Canadian art " in the entire work (except some half-dozen small

and unimportant illustrations) is from the pencil of a single Torontonian

—

the entire staff of artists, as well as engravers, printers, proprietors, and all

others connected with the scheme being New Yorkers. Some of these New
York " artists " were simply a.Tt-stadenta, employed because they worked
cheap ; the unfortunate effects being everywhere visible in the '" butcher-

ing " and utter misrepresentation of Canadian scenes at their hands. Many
such instances have been severely denounced by the country press of the

localities thus maligned. But worse than all (and this is a point which
unquestionably invaiidates every contract, and leaves with every subscriber

the option of refusing further issues of the fraudulent work, and collecting

back—if the publishers are responsible—what has already been paid on
account thereof,) they have insertedforeign pictures, falsely named as Cana-
dian subjects. A leading Canadian newspaper, which explained that it

originally favoured and assisted the enterprise, recently stated that many
such cases exist, and explicitly specifies a number of them ; adding that in

its particular locality (which the writer knows to be true of many other

sections as well,) a great majority of subscribers have absolutely refused to

take their books, while many threaten to sue for the money alresuiy paid

out for the same ; and that any quantity of the books can be procured from
-disgusted Bubsoribere at 10 cents to 25 cents pw part, — ^^

Further, the book was sold " straight " as a 24-part book ; but we
now find a " catch " condition on the back of the contract, saying it may
run to thirty-six, while H. Belden stated on oath at the trial of a suit-at-

law in this city last July, that he intended to run it to forty parts. Though
steel-plates were distinctly promised with each part, and guarantee equal

to samples (each of which contained a full number, including steel engrav-

ings, of Appleton's Picturesque America), yet the only steel in the work is

the frontispiece and title-page of Part L—the comparative merit of which
may be judged from the fact that the publishers " swore them through "

the custom-house at a combined valuation of $150, while the best quality

of steel plates of the same size cost XlOO stg. each in England, for engrav-

ing alone.

The great wonder is that those Canadians who were led into what now
looks like a cunningly devised trap, that their names might be freely used

in bolstering up the enterprise, did not Insist upon the original conditions

and promises being fulfilled—particularly when it came to be common talk

that the publishers were the same people who " scorched " the rural dis-

trict some years ago with the notorious " Belden Atlas," and are now trading

under an assumed name to conceal their identity. Among those who in

good faith, and in the dark as to the real facts, have recommended this

work, ai« some authorities usually well-informed on such subjects. In this

connexion it was a source of surprise to the writer to see something tending

in this direction in a late issue of The Week ; and to explain the " true

inwardness " of this metaphorical second edition of the disreputable "Atlas"

swindle, attention has herein beeA called to a few of the many deflections

from what might have been a most creditable undertaking, if honestly

carried out Disappoinibd Subscriber.

fWe fear there is ground for these complaints, which have been put for-

' ward very circumstantially by more than one of our contemporaries,

and have not been answered by the Messrs. Belden. We should be very

sorry to think that the literary review of two numbers of Picturesque

Canada which appeared in The Week had been in any way instru-

mental in promoting or encouraging an imposition on the Canadian

public.

—

Ed. Week.]

LUHIN0U8 SKIES.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sir,—At a time when public attention is directed to the lununomt
appearance of the evening sky in this and other countries, it may net he
uninteresting to recall other occasions when abnormal atmospfcerieal

phenomena were presented in this country.

On the 9th of October, 1785, a short period of obscurity occnrred at

Quebec, about four in the afternoon, and during its continuance, a lumi-

nous appearance upon the line of the horizon, of a yellow tinge, appeared
in the sky in the north-east quarter below the city. On the 15th, about
three o'clock in the afternoon, there was a repetition of the same luminous
appearance, in the same quarter, accompanied by a period of obscurity some-
what longer than that of the preceding day. Both of these periods were
accompanied by violent gusts of wind, by thunder, lightning and rains.

[Vide Quebec Gazette, 20th October, T785.]
The morning of Sunday, the' 16th of October, 1785, was perfectly calnn

and there was a thick fog, bat the fog was not denser than is often seen at

that season of the year ; towttrds nine o'clock a light air from the north-

east sprung up, which increased rapidly. The fog, by ten o'clock, was
entirely dissipated ; black clouds were seen rapidly advancing from the •

north-east, and by half-past ten o'clock it was so dark tha^ printing of the

most usual type could not Ijeread. This lasted for upwards of ten minutes,,

and was succeeded by a violent gust of wind, with rain, thunder and light-

ning, after which the weatJier became brighter until twelve o'clock, when a
second period of so much obscurity took place that lights became necessary

and were used in all the churches. This period was longer in its duration
than the first. A third period of obscurity came on at two o'clock, a fourth

about three, and a fifth at half-past four o'clock, during which the intensity

of the darkness was very great, and is described by those who witnessed it

to have been that of periCect midnight. During the whole of these periods,

and the intervals between them, vast masses of clouds of a yellow appear-
ance were driven rapidly by the wind in a south-westerly direction ; there
was much lightning. The periods of total darkness were about ten minutes
each, and although the intervals were not so dark, they afforded but little

light. The barometer was stationary throughout at 29.5, and the ther-
mometer, which stood in the morning at 52", fell two or three degrees i»
the course of the day.

The water which fell from the clouds was extremely black, and the
next day, upon the surface of what was found in different vessels, a yellow-

powder was floating which upon examination proved to be sulphur. A
deposit of a black substance in powder was also found in the bottom of the
vessels, but does not appear to have been submitted to any test. [ Vide
Quebec Gazette, 20th October, 1785, and Dr. Sparke's Journal.]

Similar phenomena were observ^ed on the 16th of October, 1T85, at
Montreal. The clouds were of the iiame yellow tinge, and at fi.Te »folock in
the afternoon the darkness was so intense that, to use the expressioor ef an
eyewitness, "jamais nuit ne fAt plus obacure."

A medical gentleman of Montreal collected a certain quantity of the
black, pulverized matter upon a piece of muslin, and by rubbing between
the fingers, and by ignition, found it to be strongly impregnated with
sulphur. [Vide Quebec Gazette, 27th October, 1785.]

Similar phenomena were observed on the 3rd of July, 1814, and are
described by Captain Payne, of the Boyal Engineers, who was at the Bay of
Seven Islands, above Anticosti on the second and third of July, 1814. His
narrative will be found in Tilloch's Philosophical Magazine. The intro-

ductory words are as follow : " Your philosophical readers will not fail to

notice the coincidence between the phenomena and those which were
observed at St. Vincent and other islands in the West Indies upwards of

a year ago."

The narrative of officers who were on board the transport. Sir William'
Heathcott, states that on the 2nd of July, 1814, there was a heavy fall of
ashes and sand, succeeded by a dense haze which increased until eleven'

o'clock, when it cleared up, and the sun appeared of a blood-red colour;.

Later at various periods of the same day darkness was experienced, and
ashes during the whole time fell in abundance and completely covered the
deck. The transport was the whole day off Cape Chat, and the wind blew
gently from the north shore of the St. Lawrence. The neighbouring
inhabitants declared there had not been any appearance of fire in the
woods. [Narrative of Lieutenant Ingall, 15th Foot.]

A third narrative by an officer of another ship also lying off Cape
Chat, on the 2nd July, 1814, completely corroborates the second narrative,

and in addition says that " for three days previous some ashes and smoke
had been obeerved ; but on the second no symptoms of burning wood were
felt. It may be presumed that some volcanic eruption has taken place in
a north-easterly direction, which caused total darkness in a breadth of about
fifteen leagues on each side of Cape Chat." \yide Quebu: Gazette, July
28th, 1814.] ^

Another narrative of the same occurrence is in these words : " July 3rd
1814—Sunday—A most extraordinary day. In the morning dark thick
weather, and a fog of a deep yellow colour, which increased in density and
colour until four o'clock p.m., at which hour the cabin was entirely dark,
and we dined

after.
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gome northing and the "Phoenix" was in latitude 45', 50", north, and

toniritude 53', 12", west. ^ ,

The phenomena of the 2nd of July, 1814, does not appear to have

extended much beyond Cape Chat. A mixture of ashes and a black sub-

stance in powder fell in showers at Kamouraska ;
at Quebec the day

exhibited nothing peculiar except the yellow tinge upon the clouds, border-

ine the line of the horizon in the nortih-east quarter of the heavens.

Chief Justice Sewell in a paper read before the Literary and Historical

Society of Quebec in 1830 imputed the phenomena above mentioned to

Volcanic Action and indicated the existence of a volcano (not yet extinct)

in the Labrador territory. " The existence of volcanoes in the north _of

Europe, partioulariy Hecla and Jan Mayen, affords ^ground (says the

learned Chief Justice) " for the belief that volcanoes may also be found

to exist in the north of the American Continent. The north shore ot the

St Lawrence appears also to exhibit proof of volcanic action. Malbaie,

the Eboulments, and perhaps the promontory of Quebec may be cited in

support of the assertion, and the frequent recurrence of slight shocks of

earthquake in the places enumerated may be mentioned as facta from

which a continuance of this volcanic action may be inferred. 1 here is,

moreover, a good deal of coincidence in the facts stated m the preceding

narratives of the dark days, and those which are stated by Charlevoix in

his description of the earthquake in 1663, which is generally supposed to

have been of volcanic origin. ' A Tadousaac (savp he) il pleut de la

«„dr« pendant six heures.'-Tom. 1. p. 367-and in P»«« ^66, he »ys

' Une poussiere qui s'eleva fut prise pour une Fum.ee, et fit craindre un

""'iToTtVetdi::^- tribes on the north shore of the St. I^wrence a

traditional belief of .the existence of a volcano to the north existed at an

early date in the history of this country. **•

aed by candle-light; the binnacle also was lighted shortly
* • * « The wind duriiur this obacuritv was westerlv withwm( during this obscurity was westerly with

AT THE TOBOGGAN SLIDE.

Over the hill-top we gleefully go, - ^ ,

Down like a flash to the hoUcw below ;
•

Fair faces smile as their bright cheeks aglow

Blush at the kiss of the frolicsome snow.

Round us the snowflakes in ecstacy dance.

Cold in their brightness a thousand gems glance,

Ha ! how the north wind—the tempest's keen lance.

Charges in haste o'er the sunlit expanse.

D. J. MacMurchy.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW. ^

H„ WnoAR FiWOTTT »athor of "A Qentlemiin of Letaure," • A HopeleM Cm«.'
By Kdoab

*^*lf™'J-^|5Soa. Woman," "Tinkling Cymbal.,' etc.

VII.

—

Continued.

The excitement of Pauline had by no means passed when she regained

her home Kindelon's last words still rang in her ears.

ShHeclared to herself that it was somethng horrible to have been

call^ a dainty gentlewoman. At the same time, she remembered the

Su^ty^fhif address, and instinctively forgave even while she con-

rr^^i StUl there remained with her a certain severe resentful sense.

"wS^righCsheXd herself, "hasthis man to undervalue andcontemn my

nnr^" Is it not based upon a proper and worthy impulse 1 Is egotism at

Fte^llsnot a wholesome disgust there, instead ! Have I not seen, with

Lj£ su^ey, the aimless foUy of the life led by men and women who

™^ tollaUwrnselvea social leaders and social grandees t Has Kindelon

J^:T^°:fetr^Eor telling me to my face that I am a mere politic

*"'°ShrhLd scarcely been home an hour before she received a note from

Cora Da^s The note was brief, but very accurate ^ meaning^ It

•
» „,^auUne that Mrs. Dares had just sent a message to her daughter's

mformed ^»^°« *°^*^^^d be glad to receive Mrs. Varick there on that

riy' s"^'cX aTteZon, wifh the view of a consultation regarding the

^Ta^^in'iVonSy -solved to visit Cora that same day. She ordered

her rrSL and then countermanded the order. Not solely tecause of

£ oTe^'w^ther, and not solely because she was ma mood for walk-
the Pjff^r' ;™ ,

'

j^ first design. She reflected that there might be

'l;„chofaDi^S<i.tentationintheuse of a carriage to «.ll upon this

fJ^ f?JCrting artist She even made a change of toilet, and robed

Of" a^B^^"-*-- much plainer than that which she had pre-

"TlfnTw studio was on Fourth Avenue, and one of many othe« in

, ^nil^ Xch artiste principally peopled. It was in the top-floor

a h^ge building '°|^" *".,*"
u^e her mother's sanctum, by that most

"*
^'Iff^r; oTCdernTuWeni the elevator. Pauline's knock ata

^^S «t1ieA^owy door in an obscure passage, was at once answered

^^ ThTsSo"was extremely pretty
;
you saw this at a glance. Ite one

T Hnw llun a flood of unrwtricted sunlight Its space was small,

*^f^A Tl.Jfor thiTi^^n a few briUiant dra^ries and effective though

"•^^Tv IbeSLlenThad made ite interior"^ bloom and glow p.ctur-

r^SU'S BTit conUined no o^ent of a more alluring pattern

- ^.STyS^rm^S^rjout'Jt minting." -.d the Utte^^

an exchange of greetings had oci^urredr' " *;fiee-that you are busily engaged

at vour easel. I hope you can telk and pwijt fct the same time. '
,

" Oh yes," said Cora, with her bright, winsome smile. She was dressed

in some dark, soft stuff, whose sombre hiie brought into lovely relifll the

chestnut ripples of her hair, and the placid'refinement of her clear-chisellea

face!
" But if I am to give you a list .of Rames," she went on, that will

be quite another matter." •.
. ^ ,. , i_ j • *

"Oh never mind the list of names," replied Pauline,^who had just

seated herself. " I mean, not for the present It will be more convenient

for you, no doubt, to send me this list to-morrow or next day. Meanwhile

I shall be willing to wait very patiently. I am in no great hurry, Miss

Dares. It was exceedingly kind of you to communicate with me in this

expeditious way. And now, if you wilPonly extend your benevolence a

little further and give an hour or two<(E future leisure towarclthe^develop-

ment of my little pUn, I shall feel myself still raore in your debtj ,
,

Cora nodded amiably. " Perhaps that would be the better; arVange-

ment " she said. Her profile was now timed toward Pauline, aa she stomi

in front of her canvas and began to make little touches upon it with her

lone slim brush. " I think, Mrs. Varick, that I can easily send you the

list to-morrow. I will make it o.ut to- night ; I shall forget nobody ;
,at least

I am nearly sure that I shall not."- ,.,.•...
" You are more than kind," said Pauline. She paused for a slight inter-

val, and then added :
" You spend all day here. Miss Dares 1 '

" All day " was Cora's answer ; and th^ face that momentarily turned

in Pauline's direction, with its glim'^ of charming, dimpled chiii, with the

transitory light from ite sweet blue, lustrous eyes, affected her as a ranty

of feminine beauty. " But I often have my hours of stupidity, Cora con-

tinued " It is not so with me to-day. I have somehow seized my idea

and mastered it, such as it is. ^
Yo« can see nothing on the canvas, as yet.

It is all obscure and sketchy." „ , c • i i

" It is still very vague," said Pauline. " But have you no fimshed

^"^Ifi^h yes, five or six. They are yonder, if you choose to look at them."

» I do choose." Pauline replied, rising. She went toward the wall

which Cora had indicated by a slight wave of her brush.

The pictures were four in number. They were without frames. Pauline

examined each attentively. She knew nothing of Art in a technical and

professional way; but she had seen a host of good pictures abroad
;
she

knew what she liked without being able to tell why she liked it, and not

seldom it befell that she liked what was intrinsically and solidly good.

" You paint figures as if you had studied in foreign schools, she said.

Quite suddenly, turning toward her hostess.

" I studied in Pari^ for a year." Cora replied. " That was all mamma

could afford for me." And she gave a sad, though by no means despondent.

little

Y^- ^^^^.^^ ^advantage," declared Pauline. "Your colour

makes me think of Henner . . and your flesh-tinte too. And as for these

^o landscapes, they remind me of Daubigny. It is a proof of remarkable

talent that you should paint both landscapes and figure-pieces with so much

^' Coro'rfre'tas glowing, now. " You have just named two art^sW'

she exclaimed, "whose work I have always Specially admired and loved

ifr^^mbi; either of them in the least, I am only too happy and

*%"uiine was silent for several minutes. She was watching Cora with

great intentness. " Ah ! how I envy you '.
" she at length murmured, and

L she thus spoke her voice betrayed excessive feeling.

" I thought vo« envied nobody." answered Cora, somewhat wondenngly.

Pauline gave a little soft cry. " You mean because I am nch, no doubt

!

she said, a kind of melancholy sarcasm tinging her words.

" Riches mean a great deal," said Cora.
^ « fV.„

" But if you have no special endowment that separates you from the

rest of the wtnrld, yott are still^woman.
"

M

"I am not sorry to be a woman. ,.,••. <•

" No 1 because you are a living protest agamst the inferiority of our

sex You can do something; you need not forever have men doing something

for you! like the great majority of us !
" Pauline's gray eyes had kmdled,

and he; lips were slightly tremulous as they began to shape her next sen-

tence
" More of us ar/sorry to be women, " she went on, " but I think a

s^at many of us are sorry to be the sort of women fate or circumstance

SIkesuT There is the galling trouble. If we have no gift like yours that

Tn compel men's recognition and respect, we must content oursdves with

SmergeJ into the big commonplace multitude. And to .*- -«rg^ -

She bi^common-place multitude is to be more or less despised. This

ma^ sound like the worst kind of cynicism, but I assure you. Miss Dares

Tat U is^by no means as flippant as that. I have seen more of hfe than

you why noti You perhapVhave heard a fact or two about my past

rhaveW a past-and ^ot a pleasant one either < And experience (which

fa thS^me wVgive our disappointmente very often) has taught me that if

we coiOd see down to the inneVmost depth of any good man's liking for any

good woman, we would find there an undercurrent of real contempt.

« Contempt !" echoed Cora. She had slightly thrown back her head

^*'»V^rt'emp?itverated Pauline. " I believe, in all honesty, at

this hour, that if the charm which our sex exerts over the other-the

Physical fascination, and the fascimition of sentiment, tenderness^ idealiza-

t^n-Xl never exilited, we would have been literally crushed out of being

long ago. Men have permitted us to live thus far through the centuries,

not iZuse we are weaker than they, but because some extraordinary and

undiscoverable law has made them bow to our weakness instead of destroy-

ing it outright. They always destroy every other thing weaker than

I

I
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themselves, except woman: They have no compunction, bo hesitation.

History will show yoii iHts, if you accept its annals in an unbiassed spirit.

They either eat the lower animals, or else put them into usages of the most

severe labour. They leave woman unharmed because nature has so com-

manded them. But here they are the slaves of an edict which they obey

more blindly, more instinctively, than even the best of them know.
" I can't believe that these are your actual views ! '" now exclaimed

Cora. " I can't believe that you rate the sacred emotion of love as something

to be discussed like a mere scientific problem !

"

Pauline went up to the speaker arid stood close beside her while she

responded ;

" Ah ! my dear Miss Dares, the love between man and woman is

entitled to no more respect than the law of^ gravitation. Both belong to

the great unknown scheme. Wo may shaKe our heads in transcendental

disapprobation, but it is quite useless. The loftiest afiTection of the human

heart is no more important and no more mysterious than the question of

why Newton's apple fell from the tree or why a plant buds in Spring._

All causes are unknown, and to seek their solution is to idly grope."

Cora was regarding Pauline, as the latter finished, with a look full of

sad intei-est. " You speak like . . like someone whom we both know," she

said, hesitatingly. " You speak as it you do not believe in God."

" I do not disbelieve in God," quickly answered Pauline. " The care-

lessly applied term of ' atheist' is to my thinking a name fit only for some

pitiable braggart. He who denies the existence of a God is of no account

among people of sense ; but he who says ' I am ignorant of all that concerns

the conceivability of a Deity ' has full right to express such ignorance."

Cora slowly inclined her head. " That is the way I have heSrd him

talk," she said, almost musingly. Then she gave a quick glance straight

into Pauline's watchful eyes. I—I mean," she added, confusedly, as if she

had betrayed herself into avowing some secret reflection, " that Mr.

Kindelon has more than once spoken in a similar way."

"Mr. Kindelon?" replied Pauline,with a gentle, peculiar, interrogative

emphasis. "And did you agree with him 1

"

" No," swiftly answered Cora. " I have a faith that he cannot shake

—that no one can shake ! But he has not tried to do so ; I must render

him that justice." »

P.iuline turned away, with a faint laugh. " The clever men, who have

thought and therefore doubted," she returned, " are often fond of orthodoxy

in the women whom they like. They think it picturesque."

She laughed again, and Cora's eyes followed her as she moved toward

the pictures which she had previously been examining. " Let us change

the subject," she went on, with a note of cold composure in her voice. " I

see that you don't like rationalism . . Well, you are a poet, as your pictures

tell me, and few poets like to do more than feel first and think afterward

.... Are these pictures for sale, Miss Dares 1
"

Cora's answer came a trifle tardily. " Three of them," she said.

" Which three 1 " Pauline asked, somewhat carelessly, as it seemed.

" All but that study of a head. As you see, it is scarcely finished."

" It is the one I should like to purchase. You say it is not for sale ?

"

"No, Mrs. Varick."
" It is very clever," commented Pauline, almost as ^ough she addressed

her own thoughts. She turned her face toward Cora's ; it wore an indefinite

flickering sort of smile. " Has it any name t

"

" Oh, no ; it is a mere study."

" I like it extremely . . By the way, is it a portrait 1

"

Cora did not reply for several seconds. She had begun to put little

touches upon her canvas again—or to seem as if she were so putting them.

" It's not good enough to be called anything," she presently replied.

" I want it," said Pauline. She was looking straight at the picture

—

m imq" square of rather reckle«ly rich colour. " I want it very much

poor girl confess to me that she loves Ralph Kindelon. And how suited

they are to each other ! She has actual genius—he is brimming with

intellectual power. I have made a sad failure in my visit to Cora Dares.

.

I hope all my valiant exploits among these people who are so difFerent

from the people with whom my surroundings of fortune and destiny have

thus far brought me into natural contact, will not result so disastrously."

Her thoughts recurred to Kindelqji, as she walked homeward, and to

the hostile terms on which they had parted but a few hours ago.

" My project begins badly," she again mused. . " Everything about it

seems to promise ill. But it is too late to draw back. Besides, I am very

far from wishing to draw back. I am like an enthusiastic explorer ; I want

to face new discoveries in the very teeth of disaster."

(To be Continued.)

Cora flung aside her brush.

" I think you are cruel !

"

nearly in straits for speech,

sparkle through unshed tears.

_^ EVENIN08 AT HOME.

indeed. I . . I will give you a considerable sum for it."

She named the sum that she was willing to give, and in an admirably

cool, loitering voice. It was something that surpassed any price ever

proposed to Cora Dares for one of her paintings, by several hundreds of'

Cora kept silent. She was touching her canvas. Pauline waited.

Suddenly she turned and regarded her companion.

" Well 1 " she said.

The two women faced each other,

cried Cora. It was evident that she was

and her very lovely blue eyes seemed to

" I—I told you that I did not wish to sell

thepicture," she hurried on. " I—I don't call it a picture at all ; as I also

told you. It—it is far from being worth the price you have oflTered me.

It. .it.
." And here Cora paused. Her last words had a choked sound.

Pauline was looking at her fixedly but quite courteously.

" It is Ralph Kindelon's portrait," she said.

Cora started. " Well ! and if it is !
" she exclaimed.

Instantly, after that, Pauline went over to her and took one of her

" My dear Miss Dares," she said, with that singular sweetness which

she could always throw into her voice, "I beg you to forgive me. If you

really wish to retain that picture—and I see that you do—why, then I

would not take it from you even as a voluntary gift Let us speak no

more on the subject." ,,,„.. -a i- •

Cora gave a pained, difficult smile, now. She looked fuU into Pauline s

steady eyes for a brief space, and then withdrew her own.

" Very well," she almost faltered, " let us speak no more on the

"" *"! have been horribly merciless," Pauline told. herself, when she had

quitted Cora Dares' sttjdio about ten minutes later. '• I hare made that

Dinner Parties are decidedly the most popular fornji of entertainment

with those who have passed their first youth, but it is also one that re-

quires more care and attention than any other. It is not only, as some

hostesses unfortunately imagine, the menu which requires careful considera-

tion ; the arrangement of the guests is a matter of at least equal import-

ance. The invitations, if for a formal party, should be sent out a fort-

night before. Delay in answering invitations is extremely ill-bred, and

the culprits are generally either under-bred people, who fancy that it makes

them of importance, or else people who, never entertaining themselves,

have no idea of the inconvenience they are causing. Answers should

always be sent immediately. The first point for a hostess to settle when

arranging a dinner party is the number of gue.sts she wishes to entertain,

and it" is of the greatest importance that she should avoid crowding them.

There is nothing so unpleasant as to be so close to a neighbour at dinner

that the elbows occasionally come in contact, and yet it is an annoyance

constantly inflicted upon diners out, whose hostesses think more of invit-

ing the greatest number of people to the smallest number of dinners than

of the comfort of their guests. When the number, allowing ample space,

is settled, the choice of guests remains. It is by no means necessary, aa

some old-fashioned people seem to imagine, that all the guests at a dinner

should know one another ; indeed, such a party is apt to be dull, and

people prefer to meet some one fresh, but a judicious hostess will always

endeavour that each guest should be previously acquainted with some

other member of the party. Fourteen is a dangerous number to invite
;

there always is the danger that some guest may fail, too late to be re-

placed, and, strange as it may seem to rational people, there really are

many persons so very childish as to be nervous about dining thirteen ; it

is therefore wiser to avoid fourteen, and be either sixteen or twelve, the

latter being preferable, unless the room is quite spacious enough for the

larger number. A really well-arranged party should never consist entirely

of married couples, as such a combination is apt to be dull ; a single woman

or widow, with a stray man to balance her, introduces a fresh element.

Though it is not necessary that all the members of a party should be

acquainted, a judicious hostess will contrive that they should all be people

moving in something of the same set, or else guests are apt to say, " One

meete such strange people at Lady Brows's, people that one never saw any-

where or even heard of." She must also endeavour so to arrange the pre-

cedence of her party that each guest may go down with someone suitable

in age, and if possible, in tastes. If that is quite impossible, she must

endeavour, in arranging the table, that any ill-matched person shall have a

more congenial neighbour on the other side. It is the attention to those

details which gives an infinity of thought and trouble, which makes the

difference between a hostess who understands giving pleasant dinners and,

one who does not.

The host, of course, places the lady he takes down to dinner on his

right hand, and all the other gentlemen do the same. Properly speaking,

the lady who goes down second ought to sit on the host's left. Sometimes,

however, this point is sacrificed to what is considered the better arrange-

ment of the guests. In very large parties it is usual for the host and

hostess to sit opposite to each other in the .centre of the table, instead of

at the top and bottom, as is usual in smaller parties. The arrangement

of where the guests are to sit requires infinite care and forethought, and

must bfe worked out carefully on a sheet of paper before placing the

guest cards on the different plates. Husbands and wives must never be

placed opposite each other ; when possible they should be on the same

side of the table at opposite ends. The ventilation of the dining-room is

a point of the utmost importance. The windows should be kept open both

top and bottom, during the whole day, excepting, of course, any window

on which the sun shines, which must be shut and the shutters closed. A
dinner cannot be well waited on with leas than one waiter to every

four persons. There should be an extra servant outside to carry up

the dishes to the door. There should not be less than one menu to

every two persons, often one is placed to each. It is better style

that the cards should not be very ornamental, but the printing should be

very clear. It is growing daily more the fashion not to have any dessert

on the table, but rely entirely on floral decorations. This, however,

necessitates a good many flowers and much trouble, and some ladies com-

promise matters by having dishes of bonbons and dried fruite on the table,

and having the fruit handed round. This is better for the fruit, which

loses ite frediness in the atmosphere of the dining-room, and also for the

iniests, as they are not annoyed by the scent of the fruit. It cannot be

too often repeated that sweet-scented flowers ahoold never be used for table

aecoration. Unless a lady can afford
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The Australasian.

THE ROYAL ROAD TO ARTISTIC REPCTATION.

OUEEN Maria Leczinska possessed great talents. Her religious, noble,
yUKBN mAnia

fhJ refinement and udiciousness of her under-
and resigned conduct, and the eh^^^

^^^^^^ ^.^^^^^
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t^',5" ,nd'of the olturer he drew the pictures with a pencil, the faces
back-ground of '»« P|^\^'?;'

^^ ^^^ ^^ l^^ execution; she reserved to

ieTnoS uV£ /ra'^riSand the least important accessories^

Se queen evefy morning filled up the outline marked out for her, w^th a

Uttle red blue or green colour, which the master prepared on the palette,

Ln?even fiS her frush with, constantly repeating, " H'ghe-i,. madame-
j„„o__o llftlfi to the ri<'ht—more to the leit. Aiier an

t:Js iTrk' t'hftm^o: hearin'^maL, o% some other family or pious duty
nour s worn, t"c >

.„ . „„ j n.^, nointer Dutting the shadows into the

draperies she
««f

P '

^^en the work was completed the private

:^lCCcS had a'Lw^ditional pavilion constructed in her hotel

chale de JVlDucny, na ^ j ^ suitable receptacle for

iXI^XC^Sil^^^^e'l^'^-"-^ in-iption placed over the door^

n letters of gold "The innocent falsehood of a good princess. -From

P^Zufe of Marie Antoinette, by Jean,^ Lou^se Uenrutte Campan.

THE ORANGE.

It ripened by the river banks,

Where, mask and moonlight aiding,

Don Bias and Juan play their pranks,

Dark donnas serenading.

By Moorish damsel it was plucked.

Beneath the golden day there
;

By swain 'twas then in London sucked.

Who flung the peel away there.

He could not know in Pimlico,

As little she in Seville,

That / should reel upon that peel,

Ji_ai wish them at the d 1.

—Frederick Locker.

HIOHLAND CHARGE WITH THE BAYONET.

The' following anecdote is a contribution which I think worthy of^-

Stewart, of Garth, in
^?^^'"4%°;^^„ McGregor, som,e ten or fifteen years

how often ne na j
^^^ ^^^^ possession of Sicily m 1S12,

Duncan, and o^ce omy. g
^^ encounter the French,

and a force was ordered to
<=J°^«

°;!^ ',\ ^^^^^ We came in contact

who at that
'--y^Z^^'T^'^Zv^ tr thelrL time at the battle of

with the revolutionary French troops lori
Glengarry,

Maida. James Macdonnell younger brother ^f^t^^^^^^^^^

wTrl I^dT^ryt'n'/offi^e:^^ regiment, which was

^t i ?;ZrJe" At once as if by a kind of instinct, every Highlander

°£-ti"h^x.^°^-^y|^ 'irrNtw£dyo-f ^:

Ke battle."-Macdonnell's Ulster Civd V^ar of IbJ^,

How Turkish Jewellers Ornament WATCHES.-When an Armenian

• r T K»lli«h a watch-case, he gets the precious stone set in gold

"'
rer wrh thetwer part of the metal made flat or to correspond with

or silver, with the lower paru
, . • , . warmed gent y and some

that part to
-"^^f^llMllt^^^^ neverTepTate.' Th^s cement is

glue applied, and the P"*^ *°!"
^f,"^f astic. each the size of a large

thus made: D-olve J- o^^^ ^^^^^^^
pea, in as

'""'=\'^f°J° '^^^io^^ly a little softened in water, though
dissolve as much ^s'^g^f^^ P'^' ;„^„. j u„nd„ as will make a two-ounce
none of this water must ^«

?_?,^-/^/°li7Ss^^^^ gum-galbanum or ani-

phial of very strong glue, 'dding*'^" «"''*"

;';"°*i=^,^g^ t^en mix the
Lniacum, which must be ^--^'^

^eV"J^^^^^^^^^ ^^"PP*^-^'
^^"^

whole, with sufficient heat Keep the ? «e i P ^^ ^^,^^ ^^ ^^^

S t'^sUt rucM:i^Seat1 a thin green glass phial^d

K'ittoX steam for a few seconds before immersing it in the hot

water. .

one of the bestf'f^ Jj^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ttU utvirt\;'th'e Itk^raThS indent o^f the English poet^

Matthew Arnold will give a discourse
-^---^^tent"^:!

Institution. London, on March 2U when^ he
^^^^ ^^^ ^

S:rn?lrrandl'Ae J'eef^^ial distinctions in Americ"

•k

'^^^-
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BOOK NOTICES.

Thk Poetry op Other Lands. Compiled by N. Clemmons Hunt. Phila-

delphia : Porter & Coates.

This volume will prove of infinite value to English readers who are

desirous of studying the poetry of oth«r countries, ancient and modern,

and who are not able to read such writings in the original. Mr. Munt nas

made a most judicious and copious selection of the best translations. Many

of these are already familiar to lovers of poetry, but the great majority are

unknown by name, even, to the average reader. In his preface the com-

piler disclaims any pretensions to present an encyclopedic volume, but

has endeavoured to reproduce such as are worthy of being better known

than they ever would become "lying hid in obscure corners and amid

much rubbish." It is impossible to resist the temptation to quote one short

poem, which may be commended to the thoughtful consideration of patriotic

Canadians in general, and to their political leaders in particular. It is a

translation by Sir William Jones from the Greek of Alcseus.

What oonstitutes a sUte '

Not high raised battlement, or laboured moand.

Thick wall or moated gate ;

Not cities fair, with spires or turrets crown'd

!

No ;—men, high-minded men

—

With powers as far above dull brutes endued -

In forest, brake, or den,

As beasts excel cold rocks and brambles rude

—

Men who their duties know,

But know their rights, and, knowing, dare maintain ;

Prevent the long-aimed blow,

And crush the tyrant while they rend the chain.

printed in excellent form, for a just price." Never has a chea,p pre* done

more for the promulgation of the gospel of sweetness and hght than in

placing such works as those within the reach of the masses. The great

writer of " Modem Painters " is all too little known on this continent. A
prohibitory price of publication can no longer be pleaded for such ignorance.

MUSIC AND TEE DRAMA.

The Fair Enchantress. By Miss M. C. Keller. Philadelphia
:

T. B.

Peterson & Brothers.

The story of Mora Evans is told with a graphic power not common with

modern lady writers. The heroine devotes her life to the discovery of her

parents' assassin. Thrown on the world with a younger sister. Mora is

picked up, educated, and, of course, eventually married, by Arie Kmgsley,

a millionaire doctor, after she has seen the man who made her an orphan

die of yellow fever. From first to last there is a succession of incident,

and the plot compels attention to the end, despite padding of a more or less

pretentious character. Miss KeUer, however, is not free from the common

mistake of making most of her characters think m the same groove and

use the same language. Thus, she puts the following words into the mouth

of a girl of less than fourteen summers :
" Claudine, I shall always b*lieve

that men can accompHsh whatever they choose, and that they may compass

~it sooner or later, if they use just discernment and do not permit them-

selves to be led astray by Utopian fancies or paradoxical motives....

Mortals do make flaws, but still one can sculpture his soul into exquisite,

perfect proportions."

The English Illustrated Magazine.

millan & Co.

Outside of Cassell's there was no illustrated monthly magazineof note pub-

lished in England previous to the appearance of this venture, which has now

run to its sixth number, and appears simultaneously in London and New

York. The proprietors are to be congratulated on their enterprise, and judg-

ing from the superior manner in which the first issues are turned out, the

EnglUh will probably be patronized by a large constituency on both sides

of the Atlantic. Whilst the literary contents show careful editing, the

illustrations are such as to make it no unworthy rival of its A.merican

contemporaries. It^, "wttbal, exceedingly cheap, and no places within the

reach of the million a class of magazine which has hitherto found subscrib-

ers only amongst the comparatively well-to-do. The list of writers and

artists already engaged to contribute include the foremost names of the

day. We heartily wish our contemporary the success we predict it cannot

fail to obtain.

"The Black Flag," which for six nights attracted good audiences at

the Toronto Grand Opera House, is properly advertised as "sensational
;"

but though in his libretto Mr. Pettit makes no pretensions to high-class

writing or originiality of conception in the plot, his drama possesses a merit

not common to the average pot-boiler's production—from first to last there

is nothing to shock (public decency, nor d,oes he descend to that most

repulsive nastiness, the dottle erUendre. Mr. Edwin Thome's compMiy is

balanced above the average of caste en tour. As " Harry Glyndon, the

misjudged, unselfish, rough-diamond son of a rich father, sent to Portland

prison for his fashionable brother's crime, Mr. Thorne has full scope for

his histrionic power, and from first to last was in sympathy with his audi-

ence. " Naomi," niece to " Harry's " father, and in love with the
«>J»1'^>

" vagabond," contrives his liljeration and vindication, assisted by " Ned, a

boy devoted to " Harry." "Miss Bessie Stevens in the former, and Master

Woodruff in the latter, character, acquit themselves very creditably, the

last-named particularly. The comedian of the piece is Mr. Russell Bassett,

who is excruciatingly funny as " Sim Lazarus," a sharper Jew. Mr. P. J.

Martin was a rather inanimate villain—" Jack Glyndon," the roue son for

whose misdeeds " Harry " suffers. Of course the powers of darkness are

vanquished in the last act, and the hero is restored to freedom and to his

fiancee to " live happy ever after."

London and New York : Mac-

Haverlt's " Silver King " company are playing to crowded houses in

Toronto this week.

On the 1st of May the operetta " Hans Gretel " will be given in the

Toronto Grand Opera House, the proceeds to be devoted to the relief of the

poor of the city.

It is said that Mr. Irving will revisit this country in the fall, and ^at

Miss Ellen Terry will bring her daughter—who has made some mark A a

young actress—out at the same time.

The Toronto Choral Society's next subscription concert will be given

in the Pavilion on April 8th, when Haydn's " Seasons " will be pr«lYced.

Mrs. Wells B. Tanner, as soprano, and Mr. Bowdoin, as tenor, have been

engaged.

In the rush for Patti tickets at the Grand Opera House, San Francisco,

on Friday, the crowd burst in the doors, smashed all the plants and pic-

tures and the window of the box office. A boy was hurled through the

door and badly hurt. Men's coats and women's dresses were torn from

their backs. Several women were seriously injured, and many fainted.

The Question op Ships. By Lieut.

York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

J. D. J.^elley, U.S.N. New

In this unpretentious book, Lieut. Kelley propounds a plan for the res-

toration of the American merchant marine and navy. He thinks that the

administration of maritime affairs should be placed in the hands of a cen-

tral bureau under the navy department. He would admit all ships over

3 000 tons to American register ; he would free from duty all materials

used in the constraction or repair of ships of this class; he advises the

adoption of a new tonnage measurement based on actual carrying capacity
;

the exemption from taxation of all ships engaged in foreign trade eight

months out of the twelve ; a revision of the laws relating to seamen, pilots,

and owners. He would build seven new cruising ^hips a year, for ten

years at a cost of $40,200,000 ; and in support of his theories he advances,

besides his own arguments, the opinions of the best informed writers on the

subject.

By John Ruskin, LL.D. New York : John Wiley
Sesame and Lilies.

and Sons.

The raiton (£ itre for the present issue of " Sesame and Lilies " by

Messrs Wiley is the same as induced the author of the three lectures

collated under that title to preface them in 1871 as follows
:
" Life bemg

short, we ought not to waste it in reeling valueless books ; and valuable

boolfs rf^ottld, i« ft civilized country, be within the reach of every one,

LITERARY GOSSIP.

The prizes recently offered by St. Nicholas, for the best original

illustrations by young artists under seventeen years of age, brought more

than nine hundred pictures under the notice of the judges.

Whether " the admission of ladies to University College would be

advisable " was debated in Convocation Hall of Toronto University College

on Friday last, and the weight of argument was decidedly on the side of

those who took the affirmative view. There was no vote taken, however.

Mr. J. Ross, in maintaining the desirability of admitting lady students to

the college, gave a very able address, and the debate was wound up by an

exhaustive speech by Professor Goldwin Smith. The evening's programme

also included two choruses by the University Glee Club :
" The College

Song of Songs," creating much amusement ; an essay by Mr. W. D. Mac-

kenzie ; a reading by Mr. W. A. Frost, which was encored, and a solo by

Mr. M. J. Mercer, also encored.

An author who respects his pen does not assert the right to put in a

journal or a book what he would not say before young girls or modest

women. He knows that they form the best part of his public, the most

honest and sincere ; and if his artistic wings are clipped a little by the

necessity of draping his statues, he is easily consoled by the thought that

there is nothing doubtful or suspicious in his success, and by the assurance

that the public do not seek filth, but talent, in his works. Nor is it a

trifle to have readers and friends among all classes and in all ages. Independ-

ent of the satisfaction a writer finds in communion of ideas with the com-

ing as with the passing generation, what a prodigious stimulus this gives

to his genius ! Let us admit that the French novelist is within his righto

as an artist in systematically stirring up human mud, under the pretence

that on a final analysis everything is reduced to combinations of oxygen,

hydrogen, azote and carbon. It is not leas true nor lees deplorable that

by a necessary result of this system all one olais of a nation—the most

precious, the most interesting, the most sensitive to impressions, the fond-

est of reading—is cut off from novels or compelled to read them secretly,

and thus led to seek the worst parts of them. The young girl (to say

nothing of the young man) arrives at marriage with an imagination either

void of true ideas of the real world, or, on the contrary, filled with too

reaUstic ideas.

—

M. DoryI.
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International Throat and Lung

Institute,

For the treatment of Asthma, Bronohitls,

Catarrh, Laryngitis and Consamptlon In the

flrrtSd seconf stages, and aU dlseMes of the

"si. throat and lungs by the aid of the Bmro-

meter. invented by Dr. M. Souv telle, of Paris,
|

^-aide Barneon of the French army.

'HeadOfflce: London, England. BnuichM-.

MOTtteaJ, Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Wln-

"Kystoians and sufferers can tir the Bpiro-

mrterTee. Consultation free it nnable W
Si personally and be

»»»''»}"»*'JS^M,JS^
list ot questions and copy of Intvmational

jltwi, published monthly.
Addabss:

173 CHURCH ST.. TORONTO.
OB

13 PHILLIPS- SQUARE, MONTREAL.

S^^IewIrtT* 90N. (liATS STEWABT
& STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BlIILOINC SttRVEYORS AHD VALUATORS.

Off,ce»-S9 Adelaide St. Ea»t. Toronto.

WM. H. STEWABT.

NOR'tH: AMERICAN

I^IFE ASSUI^ANCE CO.
(INCOEPORATBD BY SPECIAL ACT OF DOMINION PAMJAMHIT.)

HEAD OFFICE, ----- 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO,

PrMidrnt-HoN. A. MAcfeENZiB, M.P., Bi^Prime Minister of aana<la.

riM-/'rM«<l«n«.-HoN. A.MoBai8.M.P.P., and John L. BLArare, Esc,.

I.«.e, all approved form, of Life Policies and Annuities, and it, speoiaUy favourable To«-

-rnre and SKM.-toN'nNj Invksti^nt Pot-icies ^^ ^^^ protection of In-

,.rZ^°^l7X"<^'iS.fZ'^^J^^^orti^oZo^.rn^e plan au.l the over-payment, of

ithe ordinary system.

Jiaenu wanted In nnreprewnled dUtrl«l». Apply to

WM. iWctiABB, r»T»ntt>, MavagiM9 Director.

I
W^AT IS CATARRH ?

rram til* Ifoil (Can.) Dee. 15.

Catarrh is a mnco-purulent discharge causetl

by the presence and development of the

vei'etable parasite amieba in the internal lin-

inJ membrane of the nose. This parasite is

only developed under favourable circum-

stunoes, and these are:-Morbid state of the

blood aa the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,

the germ poiM)n of syphilis, mercury, toxo-

misa from the retention of the effeted matter

of the skin, suppressed perspiration, baaiy

ventilated sleeping apartmeats, and other

noi,ions that are germinated m the blood.
C t- ^1 :».A.» ..«. nl 1lvkip\r* m ATVt ^

ORWARNER'S HEALTH CORSET

W«. STEWART.

-rOHS B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATHIST,
Specialtie.-Di.ea.e. of ChUdren andNeTTOiis

8y.tem. Hour.-8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p jn., Sun-

day, 9 to 10 B.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p.m.

SaS * 338 JaBVIS 8TBBBT.

>^E0. MacDONALD.

Babbistxb, Solicitob. Kto.

—: opvicas ;

—

Equity Chambers. 30 Adelaide Street East,

* Toronto. Money to Loan.

Patented Sept. 28, 187.5. Patented

.Ian. 11, 1876. Reissued July 3.

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-

issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July

17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented

Feb. 19 and .rone 4, 1878. Patented

also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health
"

Corset, Registered Sept. 25. 1876.

With Improved Tampico Busts.

Awarded the Highest Meiial over

all American competitors at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and

^oiuCeca.

AjjjmiTed by all physicians

This favourite Corset ia now

made with the celebrated Tam-

ptco BnsTS, which are as soft as

velvet, and yet so elastic that

they will retain their shape per-

fectly until the Corset is worn

ont.

The " Health Corset " is boned

with Coraline, a new substance

which is much superior to horn

or whalebone. It cannot break,

, and i. elastic, pliable and com-

fortable.

» The • Health Corset" ia not de-

iignml for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,

even the most fastidious in dress.

I'hese poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat; up the

eustachian tubes, causinK deafness; burrow-

ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

usurping the proper structure of the bronchi^

tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and

Manv attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use

of inhalents and other ingenious devices, bat

none of these treatments can do a particle OI

good until the parasites are either destroyed

or removed from the mucus tissue.

Some time since a well-known physician ol

forty years' .standing, after much experiment-

ing succeeded in discovering the necessary

combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating

thif oorrible disease, whether standing lor

one year or forty years. Those who ma^ be

suffering from the above disease, should,with-

out delay, communicate with the business

managers,

MEBSBS. A. H. DIXON a SON^
305 King 8t. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

qMITH, smith * RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc..

TORONTO, CANADA.

Labbatt W. SOTTH, D.CX. James F. SMITH.
Gbo. M. Bax.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO.. TORONTO.

E C0AT3W0RTH, Jb..

Barrister, SoUoltor, Notary Public,

Conveyancer, etc.

Uotuy to Lend. Officee-lO York Chambm^

No. 9 Tobonto Stbbbt, Tobohto.

T>AINLES8 DENTISTBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and

petfect In eating and speaking. The painles.

metho.1 inoludee fUling. and operations both

mechanical and surgical.

M. r. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Qneen Street, East.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbmb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At his old residence, ;H RICHMOND ST. E.

Office hour. .—9 to 10 a.m. ; 2 to 4 p^n.
;
and

on Mon.lay and Thui».l»y evenmga, from 7.J0

to 9 ; Sunday, 5JU to 6Jll p.m.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company olfer Lands within the Railway Belt alontfthe main line, and in South-

em aianitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE._i -.
: y * . .

WlMttheRev. E. B. Stevm«m. B.A.aClerm-
man of (he London Conference of the MetHu-

diet Church of Canada, hoe to eay in r«»ar<t

(o A. H. Dixon (t Son's New Treatment (or

Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Mettn. A. B. Dixon tt Son :

DBAB Sms,-Yours of the 13th instant to

hand It seems almost too goodtobe truethat

I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.

I have ha.1 no return of the disease, and never

felt better in my life. I l^J™ '"«d^'"„°J"£T
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really better;

I consider that mine was a very bi^ =%" •

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the

throat as well as the nasal Passages^ml I

thought I would require the three treatments.

uii«»rdB, with ctinditions requiring cultivation.
'

A rebate for cultivation of from »1.M to $3.50 per acre. «c»>-fl";B <" P™« P»'<* «"'

tteimd, aUowed on certain conditi.ms. The Company also otfer La.ids

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS

it Ute cultivation.
"

but ffeel fully cured by the two sent me, and

iMul that I was ever mduoed to send

a%re at Uberty to n« thl^^et^r_stating

I am thank
toyou.

that I have been currd at two treatmenU, anu

I shall gladly recommend yonr romeay to

of my friends who are sufferers.

Touts, with many thanks.

Bar. B. B. Stbvbhboii.

Terms of Payment:

Purchasers ma.

with interest at SI^

A.
HURGEON DEXriST.

121 Chotoh Stbbbt, - - Tomnto.

N.
PEARSON,

r)EisrTis:T,

No. 2 Kmo STBHirr Wot. -
_

- Toeokto.

one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments.

;R cent, per annum, payable in ailvance.

"parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation. wiU receive a Deed of Convey

anca at time of purcha»e.Jf payment is "-yi" '"_M^;_^
. . , ,^„ ^ ^,, ^, ,^„

r^cTtCTthTBank ^Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.

TTOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with respect

to the pi,!fhL'^.^f Llmirapply^) JOHN H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner, W.nn-

p.«. 6y order of the Board.
c«a»..B* OHINKWATK.. '

,„„, Secretary.

1 Cimtreal, January, lSo4.

J.
OBEIGHTON,

SoLlCITOB. NOTARY PI FBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAM. VERS,

VlOTOBlA STBBKT - - T^BOMTO.

Dfi.
SINCLAIR,

334 Jabtu Stbbt g.

MIDWIFERY. AND DIS I!ABES OF
WOMEN A SPECIJ JCITT.

TTORACB F. ALLKIN g, ARTIST.

40 Cftitrcfc Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portraits of ho nae and dogs. Oil

-.i„«Hiig taught on the s: /stem ot the Boyal
Xoademy, London, Engla ad.

y^^JHAiuSs W. PHI XLIP8,

^)LIOITOB, CON .VBYANCBIB, Btc.
—:0f ^fcm:—

48 Adttaide-Stree
| fbut, Toronto, Ont.

niORONTO AGENCY FOR THE SALE

.1 of the Light-Running "DOMESTIC,"

tmdthe Domestic Paper Fashions; also sole

agency for Maorame Linen Thread, soft finish-

ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in

making Maorame Lace. Knitting, Wool,

Crotchet, Darning. Hand and Sewin4j^aohine

Needles for aU Machines for sale.

A. W. BRAIN, 98 Tonge Street.

FBASER & SONS,
(Late Notman * Praser, Photographers

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniatvire Painters,

Photoobaphbbs, bto.

J. A. Frater, B.C.

A

A. a. Fraeer.
J. A. Praetr, Jr.

M188 BIRD.-iALL,

TB]-A.0H:B3II o-b' mittsio
Pupil 0/ Corl Martens.

" PonoU drawing, etching, water oolours, on

,. tin or valTet.
^^ Tbbmb—Music, vo

;

; Drawing, etc., #4.

qHAW & OSBORNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold

and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
TORONTO, for

BIOH-CLASS WATCHB8 H JBWBLLKBT

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-

tured to order, special features.

Chargrea Moderate.
_

riNDSOB HOUSE, COLBOBNE.

.. COMMERCIAL mYEIiEHSHUO-QUAIlTIRS

This House has all the latest improvements.

Qood Sample Rooms. exoeUent cmsme.

Terms, »1.0O per lUy.

WH. MA1.R8, Clorlt. Albbbt Gbbmam. Mawgr.

W"^
A. MPEY,

• Deator iii all tiinda of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

871 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

arEstimatwi given on appUaation.

TDECENT PAMPHLETS.

ii
J, Plea, torPopular Instractton in

the Evidences ot Cbriiti&nity."

By Rev. James Middlemiss, Elora. Price lo ceuto

••\ well-rrasonMl. well-wrinen and conviicing

esray. which ciiinot liiil to b« of service. -Pr.-il-yt'-

riitn Rceitrd.

••We can very highW recoinmeiid this essay. It is

altogether liraely. aud it is written -ith depih. acute^

ceTT and discrimination. It clearly iMunts out the

way in whicl; ^;_;;^y^^-^^l^^l^:,^^i^^
?JCS^"'X'mhl:ate„?^-^^l^MC"LC.vH. iD

Cait.tdn Presbyterian.

-• The Rule ot Faitb and Private

Judgment."

A T ^..^.». .wlivered at the cla»e of the session of

""^"ctue'ge on"h Apnl, .880. by the Rev.

Prof. McLaren. 24 pages. Price, to i.ent».

Alecture by Rev. Prof. McLar^u, Price "ocents.

"The mo« «lend«l circuUtion which will thus

be given toil is not greater than it deserves. -C«»-

a4ia PretirUrtan.

<* HbtdrajaceB m,nd Helps to the

Spread ot Presbyteriaalam."

By Rev- D. H M«cVicar. LL.D. Price 10 cents

W^

MacVicai, LL.O.
or $6 per too.

•• It should b. read by every Presbyterian la the

^ai."—Bn>mMmlUStat4tmMt

"Worth a score of pastoral letters."—««'• D»ml
lyUiarl.

'* Doctrines ot tbe Plymouth
Brethren."

Bt Rev. Prof.Crostary,M.A.,Mag»> College, Loo-

donderrr. Pnce ro cents.

" A coi»Breh«ui»e and verr complete «i;

in short .pice of the errors of hymouthtsm.

^4UPnsiyteriam.

Mailed to «.T add.... po« free, •" «"iP« "f P^"

C. BtACK«TT ROBINSON.
< Joidu Street, Tonow-

eiff»'

r"*'**'"-""''-^
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

30 CHURCH 8TRKET, TORO!VTO.

SAVINGS^ANK DEPT.

Deposits received from •! upwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 44, 5

and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-

drawal oi moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

lar MoNRT TO Loan on MoKTaioE Secukitj

BANK OF OTTAWA^

AutKorizfd Capital,

Subtcribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, •

Rta

91,000,000
1,000,000
99S,t63
110,000

JAMBS MAcLABEN, Esq., PretiAent.

CHABLES MAGEE, Esq., TKt-Prttident.

Direeiort-C. T. feate, Esq., B. Blackburn,

Esq Hon Geo. Bryson, Hon. li. B. Church,

Alexander Fraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Geoboe Bijbn, CmMw.
Branches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-

broke, Winnipeg, Man. „ ,. -

Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank ol

Commerce. Aqentb in New Yobk—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. AoBNTS IN

London- -English Alliance Bank.

ESTABLISHED IN 1818.

BANK OF MONTREAL
Capital, all paid up, -

Rmervt Fund,

«i2,ooo,o(ia

S,750,000

BEAD OFMCB.-MONTRBAl..

BOABD or DiKECTOBS.

C F Smithers, Esq., President ; Hon. D. A.

Smith Esq., Vice-PreHdent; Gilbert Scott,

Esq., Alexander Murray Esq., Alfred Brown,

Esq A. T. Paterson, Esq , G. A. Drummond,
Esq , Hugh McLennan, Ksa.. Hon. .John Ha-

milton W.J. Buchanan, Oenera! Manager;
A. Macnider, Antt. Oen. Man. and Intwctor

;

M. V. Meredith, Anit. Impector; A. B. Bu-

chanan, Secretary.

Branchet and Ageneiet in Canada.

MONTREAL—E. 8. Coclson, Manager.

Almonte, Ont., Belleville, Brantford. Brock-

ville Chatham, N.B., Cornwall, Godench,
Guelph, Halifax, N.S., Hamilton, Kingston,

Lindsay London, Moncton, N.B., Newcastle,

N B . Ottawa, Perth, Peterborough, Portage

la Prairie, Man.. Pioton, Port Hope, Qne-

bec Begina, Assina., Sarnia, Stratford. St.

John, N.B., St. Marys, Toronto,Winnipeg, Man.
Agentsin Oreat Britain. —London. Bank of

Montreal, 9 Birchin Lane, Lombard Street, C.

Ashworth, Manager. London Committee, E.

H King Esq., Chairman; Bobert Gillespie,

Esq., Sir John Rose, Bart.. K.C.M.G.

Banter* in Oreat Britain.— London, The,

Bank of England ; The London and Westmm-
Bter Bank ; The Union Bank of London. Liver-

pool—The Bank of Liverpool. Scotland- -The
British Linen Conipany and Branches.

Agentt in the VniUd Sta(««.—New York.

Walter Watson and Alex. Lang, 59 Wall St.

Chicago, Bank of Montreal, 154 Madison St..

W. Munro, Manager ; B, Y. Hebden, Assistant

Manager. *^ „ ,

^ Banker* in the United S(a*ffl.—New York,

The Bank of New York, N.B.A.; The Mer-

chants National Bank. Boston, The Merchants
National Bank. San Francisco, The Bank of

British Columbia. . , „.
Colonial and Foreign Corre>pondml».—St.

John's, Nfld., The Union Bank of Newfound-
land British Columbia, The Bank of British

Columbia. New Zealand. The Bank of New
Zealand. India, China, Japan and Australia,

Oriental Bank Corporation. . „ .,^
Issue Circular Notes and Letters of Credit

for Travellers, available in all parts of the

world.

Business Edueation

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THI

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
XORONTO.

PKACnCAL BOOK-KEEPIHO,
HKRTAL AKITHHimC,

> COKHSBCIAL LAW,

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had l^e grsatmt aaooeu with.

pupils, and have received the highest enoo-

mianu from the leading bnsineaa men.

For descriptive oatalogne, address

The Secbbtabt,

TORONTO.

JUST RECEIVED r

(Per ChappeUe *t Co., London, JSnff.)

INVOICB 0»

Gilbert and Sullivan's Kew Opera

PRINCESS IDA.
VOCAL BCORE '. •! 25

PIANO SCORE 75

LANCF,H8 76

WALTZ ^ 75

QUADRILLE « "
POLKA O ™

To ensure copies it will be necessary to

order at once, as only a limited number have
been sent ns.

A. & m. NORDHBIIMKR,
15 Kino Stbbbt East, Toronto.

EVERY WOMAN OF REFINEMENT

gHOTTXJ) HATE THE

AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HER PARLOUR TABLE.

Under the new management great improTe-
ments are being constantly introduced,

making it without dispute the
Journal OF Polite Society.
A special feature of in-

terest is offered in
the series of

SOCIETY PORTRAITS
just begun. Among the faces already pre-

sented by Fowler's able pencil are those of

the

FEnrCESS OF WALES.
LADT LABSDOWITE,
MISS CEAKBERLAIH,
KBS. COMTWALLIS WEST,
LAST CHUKCHILL, and the

HOir. KBS. BUKKE-SOCHE.

YEABLY SUBSCRIPTION.
FOUB DOLLASS.

Single copies mailed at 10 cents each.

ERNEST F. BIRMINGHAM & CO.,

Proprietors,
140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.

THE BOOKMART
A MAGAZINE OF LITERABT AND

LIBBABY INTELLIGENCE.

Devoted to the individual interests of the
Public in the

Purchase, Exehacge, or Sale of Books

OLD, FINE, RARE, SCABCE AND
OUT-OF-THE-WAY.

BOTH AMERICAN AND FOREIGN.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

THE AKERICAB AHI) FOSEIOH

BOOK TRADE JOURNAI:
The Representative of the Second-hand

Bookdealer. The companion of book lovers

and book buyers. Establishing direct com-

munication between book buyers and sellers-

bringing a market to their doors from all

over the world.

Sample copies free on application.

ADDBE88 BOOKKAST PPKTJHHIHQ CO.,

PITT8BUBGH, PA., U.S.A.

Subscription price, United States and Canada,

tliX); Foreign, 6s. per year.

PBEPABATION FOR HABVABD,OXFORD
and CAMBRIDGE (Eng.), and for WeUes-

ley. Lady Margaret Hall and Girton Colleges

for Women, by E. R. Hckphbkts. LL.D., By
separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.

Vacancy for one pupil in place of one who
has just left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts;—1. Dr. Humphreys
has suooenfuUi prepared for Harvard, in IB

yeai«, 131 oandidates. a. In each of the pre-

sent four classes there are members in good
standing prepared by him. 3. Five of his

former pupils will graduate next June, all

creditably, one in High Honors. 4. During
the same period be has prepared for various
Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge IT

students. S. And for other Amerioan and
English Colleges 1? in all. Dr. H. give* lee-

sons in Greek and Latin composition and
criticism by oorreapondenoe.

For circular, address

E. R. HUUFBBEY8, LIiJ>.,

1» West Chester Park, Boeton, Masa

FebmarTi96tb,UM.

Ebtabushbd 18S9. 364 Yonge Street

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOKXXJlid.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers lust

arrived. Balance of old stock otfenng at re-

markably low figures. Calsomining, Paper-

Hanging, Glazing. Be-Glazing and Pamting
done to order. Estimates ipven. A well

selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

QUETTOrTsL GEORGE
AND CO.,

AND

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, de., CAREFULLY

PACKED IN JAR, KEG
OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

% CAPITAL, 9250,000.

JOHN B. BARBER, President and Managing
Director.

CHAS. BIOBDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper :
-

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLOBKD Cover Papebs, super-finishecL

l^-Apply at the Mill for samplefl and price*.

Special sizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

MDSIG AND DRAMA.
Attractions for the week commeneing

MONDAY, MAR. Hth.

, TORONTO.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE,

POWER OF MONEY.
SIX NIGHTS AND BIATINEE WEDNE8-

nxt AND SATURDAY.

HOBTICULTURAL GARDENS.
MARCH ifith, rrth and iSth.

Second AiratiAL

International Exhibition of Dog:s,

Under the auspices of the Dominion of Canada
Kennel Clnb.

^

THE WEEK.
Single copies sold, and subscriptions taken

by the following foreign agents

:

New York,

J. W. Bbentawo, 39 Union Sqoare,

E. P. DniTOB & Co.

BoatODf

CnpPLia, Upham 4 Co. , Old Comer Book
Stand.

Philadelphia,

W. B. ZHBIB, Corner 3rd and Walnnt 3t.

4'hlciss«,

PiEBCi & SsYDER, 122 Dearborn Street.

Waahlnctan,
Bbintano & Co.

New Orlnam.

G. F. Whabtob, 5 Carondelet Street.

Deavrr, €•!.«

M. V. Thohas.

Delrall, nich.

JoBiPH Mabsh, Detroit News Co.

BMflai*,

A. J. Hawks, Seneca Street.

lj«n«l*H,

Awibicak Exchahoi, 449 Strand ; B. F.

,,
Stbtbjis, 4 Trafalgar Square.

Pari*,

Galiosani's, 224 Bae de BiToli.

Kanar,

Office of the NtMoa Antologia.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

luirUFACTUBBBB OV THB

'• LILY WHITE" FLOATniO SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWN PEEFEOTION SOAP,

ENOLISH MOTTLED SOAF,

AVD OTHBB 0BI.EBBAT11D BBANDS OV

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

Fullins Soaps,
Toilet Soaps,

A-niline Dyes.

EION AND OTHKR POEMS

— BY

—

CHABLK 6. T>. ROBIBTS,

Square 12mo. Cloth. - - $1 00.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
715 Ic 717 Market Street.

Philadelphia.

LENOX_PENS !

A COMPLBTE SeBIKS IH TWELVE NDMBEBS,

From which every writer can select THE
BEST PEN for his or her peculiar style of

penmanship. Sample of each number (^2

pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintob Bugs,, Merrill & Co.,

18 * 30 AsTOB FI.ACB, New Tobz.

SXJTD FOR PRICK LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.

Canada Soap and Oil Works,

Office :
Worka

:

70 Fboht St. East, |
Detbies Stber,

TORONTO.

TO SUBSClilBEBS I,

Those wishing to keep their copies of Thb
Wkkk in Kood cottdition, and have them on
hand for reterince, should use a Binder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made ezprenly
for Th« Wbbk, and are of the beet mansfao-
ture. The papers can bo placed in the Binder
week by week, thns keeping the Die complete.

Addrev

OmoE OF The Wdk,
Jordan Street, Toronto
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. J ».« I i.<r.o/ $3.00 per Annum.

Vol. I- No. 17. Toronto, Thursday, March 27th, 1884. single copies, tcent^

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER. gerous a scheme to such a notorious tool a«. the fo^r. Apart from the

' pioE. immorality and dishonour of the attempt, it wa» a blunder only possible to

T0F108 o» Tot Week ^5' men whose lack of principle equals their wairt of judgment. The bare-

CoHTBiBOTED ABTictBB- faced manner in which it waa essayed is only paralleled by the assurance

H^'^d^There*^"''"'"'" V.r.V.V.V.r.liZy.r.V.V.I'.'.'.'.r.'.''."";*..*."''" Sa with which it is sought to throw the whole blame upon the " approached "

• The'lrae 8ofJ«onof aiisii™^^ ™ ^ ^j^^ Government. On the other hand, no generous leader should ask
Spelling Keiorm w F C '2M ii i

"
|«!'ety^initonitoba

"Z':^ZJ::!Z:Z::Z:^^::ZZZ''''^"^^^^^ 2m his followers to descend to the tactics employed to entrap would-be

KeMVcinb^aition ".!

..•".:. V.V.V..V.........V.'.V...V..V.'..V.V..V."V.VgJ"^^^ M6 corruptors, even to snatch a party triumph. It would further lI«Fe shown

»
•

-
„.„. better generalship if the Government had at once appealed to the House

'
Sweet Fern "'Ed^F « m "^^^ 'i"* ^* received an intimation of what was going on, whilst the hands
The Adventure, of a Widow

T*^
"""

'

aig
of their party were clean, leaving the House and the country to surmise

"Vebax-ohtheQtjees'sBooe..... ^ ^^^^ ^^ contemplated by the Opposition. The whole thing is unsavoury,

THE PBBIODIOAI.S
^^^ ig strougly corroborative of the demoralizing influence of blind partizan-

'

BookNotices ;• ^^ ^^ resulting from the perpetual scramble going on for place and

Mosio AND DBAMA " -.

^^ pQwcr as TOwards for poHtlcal scrviccs. _ ^^ y
l^TTEBABT GoSalP

x:
',

-

'

"
^ ' ~^

.

' *" At Ottawa the news caused a great sensation, and " the Ontario

'® f| ^ l3J ^ ^ Ic t bribery conspiracy " was the subject of heated discussion by little knots

AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS, AND CRITICISM. around the Houses to the exclusion of almoHt every other .abject. One

TEBMs -one year, .3.00; eight months, .2.00; four months, *l.o«. Subscriptions payable curious result of the matter is that the copious reports of the Parliamentary

inadtana. and police court ewiuiries have so crowded the columns of leading dailies

One'yeS''i^"slS*'".;^yell!t,.'^4''trm'it'S.^^^^^^ that Mr. Blake's speech on the Orange Bill was almost unreported
;
and

''^i:Bt«ir;T:^':et:pt":on:^^^^ thus the worW ha^ lost the opportunity of reading one of the most^

per Uneper annum ; .0.50 per line for six months ;«1.50 per ime for tHree months, 20 cents fu prepared and successful speeches of the premier orator of the
ner Une per insertion for a shorter period.

, ^ _^ , , ..

J r tr

An advertisements wUl be set up in sneh stvle as to insure Thb Week a tastrfnl t™- Dominion.
araohioSi appwanoe, and enhance the value of the advertising in it. columns. No aiver- i^oi"'"'

t"emeS^cha?Jld leas than »rvB lines. Addrea.-T.B.Ci,oooHBB,BartnM.3fana^
j , u r .u . ** I

Str«t! r^ontS.
. (, BLACKETT BOBINSON, Pubu,h»r THERE can be no question but the scandal has for the moment utterly

—

.

demoralized the Conservative Party in Ontario, as evidenced in the wild

NOTICE TO C0NTBIBUT0B8.
.manner in which the " you're-another " cry, couched in most offensive

• .oi^°nr^^i-rre^hfm^uL^°irts«Se"^e?e^?e^^^^ Unguage. has been Uken up by their chief organ. Meanwhile the

S]iSSJlnilS.*S5SSS-S5SSiSBi£i"^^ gentlemen whom it was sought to buy are ffted by their constituent. «i

are made use of. ^^^ political heroes who have assisted to confound the enemy. It is felt,

"" "
/rnnr/^o'^ TTTV WVfJT

^
however, that more, if not " worse, remains behind," and that if the whole

TOflLS UJf mJi tr^/SA.
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ known, it will be found others were implicated,

The miserable bribery scandal which is occupying the attention of the on both sides the House, whose names have not yet been mentioned except

public and the press, to the exclusion of more wholesome subjects, is not a in whispers. The reply of an M.PP. who posed as an independen

vL extraordinary termination to a session productive of no particular member to the question if he had nothing to say in the matter was pregnant

S to anybody, and chiefly spent in undignified wrangling upon subjects of meaning : " What I know I mean to keep to myself. I have no wish

often not within the jurisdietion of the Local House. But though the nine to figure in the Ppljce Court."

weeks' session just concluded has not resulted in any startiling legislation,
•„ . ,, . . .•

uC demonstrated, beyond possible doubt, the clumsiness and absurdity It is not thought that Mr. Hickson will.push the proposed reduction

of Tpr^vincial Parliament constituted as that of Ontario is. To the non- of Grand Trunk employes' wages to extremity. The results of a stnke and

nartizan observer it is evident that members come up to Toronto with pre- stoppage of business would not be confined to the company and the work-

^'Z^ ideas upon thB subjects touched in the addwss, and that aea wliosa wage^itia propased to reduce, but would bring widesprea.1

ev^Tvote goes upon strictly party issues. It is equally apparent the disaster to commercial men generally just at a time when it is hoped the

ZZry of the House is not directed at its members, but at the constituents spring will bring a revival of trade which will in some degree compensate

Tth^sDeaker and the party he is identified with. This view is taken by for the disasters and stagnation of the past winter. A great responsi-

1 leadC papers, each of which reports only the speeches made by mem- bility would rest upon those who should precipitate so calamitous a resu t

V^™ of the party it represents, and deliberately ignores replies, even when as a general strike at the present moment_a result which would be equally

such respoiLs absolutely demonstrate the untruthfulness or fallacy of the ruinous tojhe company, the strikers, and the pubhc.

statements which provoke them. A dozen men of average capacity could
u • .

i, i

tIZltle business of the Province in a couple of weeks with infinitely " Bbadstkeet's " records thirty-seven failures as having taken place ,n

ritisfaction to the pubUc, andata_tithe of the cost.

Lre^lt:^:^^^^^ lBsT31^'^t^:^^-
The revelation before the Pariiamentary Committee on Privileges and

^.^^^^ respectively. There were also one hundred and ninety-two failures

•nd the Police Magistrate affords no grounds for hope that any satisfactory ^ ^^^ United States during the past week, as compared with one hundred

explMUktion can be offered which will exonerate one political party from ^^ eighty-six the preceding week, and with one hundred and ninety-six,

the attempt to corrupt another, members of which have not hesiUted to
^^^ hundred and eighteen, and one hundred and twenty-one, respectively,

descend to very sorry tricks in an endeavour to turn the tables.and secure
j^ jj^^ corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882, and 1881. About 84 per cent,

a party triumph. Whatever tbe judicial outcome of \)xe muddle
^£ ^j^^^g faUures were those of small traders whose capital was less than

concocted by a " brawling brood of bribers," one moral result wiU be
J5^000. :

Its weaknesses abroad, ine '*»^' P
„„i„ion8 of the Province of Mr. Gladstone's intention to dissolve the English Parlu^ment. He has

rrr^tll^'toThTl^^^^^^^^ L^hingwhaj^ver to gain by such a step, and is, furthermore, p.edg^ to

form. » fi""2stXkind of thing such creatures as Wilkinson are usually carry the Reform Bill now under consideration before appealing to the

""""f^ 7 WiiK^W who «L American, has no possible politi- country. What effect his indisposition may have upon the situation it is

T 'ill °iJve ^pX"o ^'v^Wna m^ltter ofLinesa' But impossible to surmise, though his absence from the House of fcommon. at

::'i:Srru:d7«t::Srh" eX- entrusting ^.absurdand dan- the pn«ent moment might seriously imperil the Franchise Bill and the party.

i:i!

1 1
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

I

• WiiKN n>en are in the hands of public jusUce and are about to be brought

to its bar for a serious offence, the commonest regard for propriety for-

bids the publication of aAything which can prejudice the question of

their guilt or innocence! Above all it is unfair to pillory as a convicted

cri,«inal a man who has not yet been tried. The objection is strongest of

all when the accused person is a foreigner ; indeed, his government would

in such a case, have a good ground for complaining that his trial had not

been fair To the "Bystander" therefore, it appears that silence upon

the subject of the Ontario Bribery Scandal till the verdict shall have been

pronounced, is a plain dictate of duty. Most cheerfully does he submit to it

since it exempts him, for the present, from the necessity of dealing with

a case no part or incident of which can be touched without pain by any-

body who has a regard for the character of our public men or for the

honour of the country. The taint, however, ought not to be spread to

move reputations than the disclosures affect. The existence in the hands of

one of the accused of a note from the Minister of the Interior consenting

to reward some subaltern services to the party with a petty appointment

in no way justified the introduction of Mr. Macpherson's name into the

present case. The object was apparent, but the act was unwarrantable.

That the persons accused, if fairly convicted, may receive the punishment

due to such offenders is the common desire of all good citizens. But the

real moral of the whole affair is one which the " Bystande.;' has so often

drawn that he is almost ashamed to draw it again, even under c.rcum-

stances which give it so much force. This is the outcome, the ineviUble

outcome, of party government. When the two parties are evenly balanced,

the excitement of the game becomes intense, and the party out of power

seeing the prize so close within its reach makes desperate efforts to turn

the scale by drawing over to its lines a sufficient number of the supporters

of the Government. This happened at the opening of the session of the

Ontario Parliament which saw the fall of Sandfield Macdonald's Ministry
;

and though bribes were not then offered, expectations were at least

tacitly held out, and in one far from creditable instance, were ultimately

fulfilled. When organic questions are out of the way and no real

-principle of division between the two parties any longer exists, the

only agency by which they can be held together is corruption of one sort or

other
°
Nor are the more refined aud subtle kinds of corruption less

injurious in their effects to the public than the coarser and more open

kinds A man who sells himself for a place or a so-called honour is likely

to be fully as groat a knave^s the man who sells himself for money, while

his influence for evil will be greater. Nothing, indeed, is practically more

noxious than hypocritical solicitation of the "vote" of some section or

church which has to be purchased by a sacrifice of public interests on the

lar..est scale. Sir Richard Cartwright, in the debate on 'the Budget,

bitterly deplored the condition into which our political morality had fallen,

and declared that the government of the country was not only corrupt but

corruption incarnate. He intended, no doubt that his description should

^ confined to the nh«^,-m:ter of his opponents ; but common sense will

recognize no such limitation ; the men on both sides "are drawn from the

same social element, have undergone the the same training, and are subject

to the same influences ; the object of all alike is the possession of power

;

between individual politicians there may be wide differences, but between

parties the difference can nev6r be wide. The longer the factions fight the

more violent the conflict will be, and the more desperate and the more

corrupt will be the expedients to which, especially at the turning pointa of

the struggle, they will have recourse. The larger, also, will be the train,

on each side, of professional agents of corruption. Nothing will put an

end to the consequences of the system but that which puts an end to the

system itself. In the general history of this session of the Ontario

Parliament we have an argument against party-almost as cogent as the

scene of scandal in which it closed. It opened with the waste of a

fortnight of public time in the debate on the address, each member in turn

reproducing in a diluted form the editorials of the party press
;
and

throughout ite course it "has been little but a continuous broil. Of genuine

deliberation upon public business, with the single object of promoting the

interest of the Province, there has been almost none. If the affairs of any

commercial company were managed in this style the end would infallibly

be ruin. Why, in the case of the community, should we expect a better

result 1

The President of the United States has obeyed the call of national

honour by issuing instructions against the exportation of dynamite. The

explosive being so easy of concealment, it is not likely that the instructions

will bo very effectual, but at least they are a tribute to humanity, the

payment of which, if the character of the American people was t. be kept

Linless before the world, no longer brooked delay. This is the cause not

of England but of civilization, threatened in all its kingdoms and common^

wealths by a domination of murder. The Government of the French

Republic is exerting itself in earnest to put down by a vigorous application

of the criminal law the plots and the preaching of the assassins
;
and the

most liberal organs of the European press, even though not friendly to

England, are loyal to morality. If the Americans continue to permit the

open advocacy of murder at public meetings and the public raising of

subscriptions for dynamite, their republic will be an oasis m the map of

moral civiUzation. Mr. Godkin, of the New York Post and the Natu>n, is

considerate enough to suggest that if assassins were not allowed to conspire

and collect money for their work publicly, the English police might be

deprived of useful information. What Mr. Godkin as an Insh Nationalist

wants is that the Fenians should be left unmolested in their operations,

and that they should succeed. His sympathy is the source of counsels

which will lead America to dishonour. No man of sense can have any

doubt as to the moral effect of licensing the open advocacy of crime. When

any native American journal pretending to respectability meets with scoffs

the remonstrances of England against dastardly attempts to butcher her

unoffending citizens, we know what the motives are : they are that ignoble

hatred of the Mother Country which is still the cherished heritage of the

meaner Americans and, still more, the fear of the Irish vote
:
they are

that is to say, malignity and cowardice, the common seducers of men and

communities from the path of rectitude. The Americans may rest assured

that the struggle between their civilization and Irish Catholicism is as

inevitable in the United States as it is in Great Britain, in Canada, in Aus-

tralia and in all the other communities where the two elements confront

each other ; it is as irrepressible as was the conflict between Freedom and

Slavery and as in the case of Freedom and Slavery, the more the hostile

power is courted and flattered the severer in the end the conflict wUl be.

The sacrifice of natiom^l honour to Slavery was bootless ;
it only entailed m

the end a large sacrifice of national blood. It may be wholesome to Ameri-

can patrons of Fenianism, though it is not pleasant to anybody, to reflect

that on the occassion of the Draught RioU, American repression «hed m one

day a good deal more Irish blood than British repression has shed in fifty

yean. " '~~r
•—

—

Mb Blake's speech against Orange Incorimration and against the

"Secret Societies " in general is said by good judges who heard it to have

been one of his highest efforts, though its effect was drowned in the " Scan-

dal
" But the whole strength of his case lay in one point of his argument.

The Orange Association has allowed itself to be used as the vassal ally of

a political party ; it has given itself into the hands of leaders whose object

was not Protestant Uberty, but place ; it has laid its head in the Delilah

lap of patronage ; it has even, by an unnatural and ignominious league

with the Bleus, promoted that Roman Catholic ascendancy which it was the

Orangeman's profe^ed mission to restrain. These charges Orangeism

cannot deny. It can purge itself for the future only by withdrawing

-itself from the leadership of intriguers, by renouncing mercenary aims,^

re-kindling ita fire at the original altar, by acting once more in the spirit

of William of Orange, with proper regard for altered circumstances and

without forgetting that tha Ulnstrious defender of Protestant freedom

against Rome and her vassal despots was also the steadfast upholder of

toleration. But when Mr. Blake assails Orangeism as a secret society, his

f(i)t is on less firm ground. There is a fallacious ambiguity about the term

secret. It is loosely appUed even to the Greek Letter Societies of the

American Universities, which have nothing secret about them except a

grip and a password, being in truth merely social clubs. Orangemen do not,

any more than Freemasons or Oddfellows, make a secret either of their

membership or o! the object of their association ;
they parade in public ;

their aims are avowed, and whether expedient or inexpedient, are not

illegal ; they do not, like the sepret societies of Europe, conspire against

the Government or the law ; they are now in Ireland setaaUy engaged in

defending the Government, the law, and the union against rebellion. Mr.

Blake, on the other hand, by coining forward, with a motive not to be

mistaken, to advocate Home Rule, that is, as he must well know. Disunion,

and by forcing, as he unquestionably did, the Canadian Pariiament to

throw its mstml weight into the scale of the Land League at the very time

of the Phceaix Plirk murders, connected himself politically with an associ-

ation which is secret indeed, walking in darkness, doing the works of

darkness, and aiming at the subversion of the Government by terrorism,

and assassination. Recourse to private associations for the defence of

public liberties is always in iWflf an evil ; but when public liberties are

deserted or bartered away by the cowardice or the selfish ambition of

TOliticians, there may be need for a strong arm to, shut the gates of Derry.

And the arm of Orangeism may yet be strong if the Order, having been

used, and flung aside by the politicians, can profit by the bitter lesson

and once more be true to itself and its cause.

served protection to the Protestants of Ulster ; above all to guard her-

self against that most fatal of all invasions, the inflow of Irish Catholic

immigration into her own cities. The end almost certainly would be

re-conquest and the final settlement of the Irish question with the sword.

The Irish rebellion is raking up again all the bitter questions of Irish

history, and notably that bitterest of them all, the question of the massacre

of Protestants by the Catholics in 1641. Dr. John Macdonnell, of Dublin,

kinsman of that Sir Alexander Macdonnell whose life was a proof that a

British official in Ireland may be the best of Irishmen, undertakes to plead

the cause of the Catholic insurgents once more at the bar of history. He

shows his learning and his kindliness ; he detects, what is easy enough to

detect, untruthfulness in Mr. Froude : but he cannot much affect the prin-

cipal fact. There are wide discrepancies, no doubt, among the Protestant

authorities as to the number of the victims, and Eome of them exaggerate

immensely. But we have similar discrepancies and exaggerations where

nobody has any doubt as to the reality of the main event. The massacres

in the prisons of Paris at the commencement of the Reign of Terror, the

September massacres as they are caUed, were enacted under the eyes of

the Parisians ; the prison registers and the testimony of the gaolers must

have been there to assist inquiry ; the subject was, after a short interval,

brought up in the Convention, which ^as sitting on the spot, and was there

debated several times ;
yet the estimates of the number massacred vary

from six thousand to one thousand, and it is with much hesitation that

Barante sets it down at about fifteen hundred. Panic and horror always

distort and multiply. A half-savage race, as the native Irish then were,

rose in frenzied wrath upon the intruders who were despoiling it of its land
;

first proceeded to expel them, ^nJ then, its fury kindling in the process,

butchered all upon whom it could lay its hands. Such is tht alleged fact,

and why should we refuse to believe what was believed at the time by

everybody, among the rest by Clarendon, an eminently sober writer, who

must have had access to the best information, and was as far as possible

from being inclined to magnify the wrongs of the Puritan party in Ireland 1

That in the war which ensued the Irish gave no quarter, is proved by the

explicit and exulting testimony of the Papal Legat Rinuccini, and this

forms a sufficient answer to the charges of inhumanity against Cromwell.

Nobody proposes that the Irish Catholics at the present day shall suffer

-any privation or disparagement on account of the massacre of 1641. On

the other hand it is preposterous to charge the people of Eng and in 1884

with the acts of the Normans, of the Tudors, or of those who fought m the

CivU Wars under the Stuarts. As well might the Government and the

citizens of the French Republic be charged with the massacre of St

Bartholomew or the persecution of Protestants under Louis XIV. Le

the dead past rest in its grave. Much stress is l&id by the exhibitors of

historical sores on the f^t that one of the worst of the persecuting acts

against Irish priests was passed so late as the reign of Anne. At the very

end of Anne's reign one of the worst of the persecuting acts against English

Noncomformists was passed by Bolingbroke and his Tory crew. The only

use of these investigations is to warn us what might happen in a Und s U

divided between hostile races and religions if the Union were now repealed

and the controlling presence

^

the Imperial power were withdrawn. Who

could,guarantee us against another 1641 t

As in every Irish conspiracy the infermer is sure to come, so in every

Irish party is sure to come the split. It has long been evident that there

was a divergence between Mr. Parnell, who wants to play a waiting game till

the Franchise Bill shall have been passed, and the Dynamiters, who do

not want to play a waiting game at all. But now Mr. Power open

fire on the Parnellites in the House of Commons, and of course receivs

a broadside in return. Mr. Power is more moderate than Mr. Parnell
;

he is opposed to terrorism and outrage; yet the policy which he advocates

is practically even more' inadmissible than that which is advocated by Mr

PaxneU He wants, instead of a Legislative, a Federal, union between Grea

Britain and Ireland. The British statesman who consenta to this must

Tin his dotage, or a traitor. What sort of '«« <i°

-^\«;«'^^\,"f
Norway leadTder such a system 1 At this moment the tie between them

U Zfned almost to breaking ;
yet between Swedes and Norwegians

there is no diflerence of race or reUgion, nor has Norwegum hatred of

Swedenb«n cultivated by a long succession of mischief-making demagogues,

LTs Irirfi hatred of Engknd. The character of the matrimonial rela-

tions which would subsist between the Parliaments of We^J-"-^'
^J

Dublin, after a dissolution of the Legislative union extorted by Insh

agitation, may too easily be foretojd. A --P'f ^P^*'"^'^'^,M tLe hands of England. She would then be 't

J'-'^l*" "^^^
Ld outrage, in the last re«,rt, with arms ; to extend a frank and unre-

-.r

^^^ ._^, Let the British Parliament only lay faction

aside for an hour, allow for an hour patriotism to prevail, and by its

But there is a better way.

attitude make the conspirators understand once for all that while every

real grievance shall be. redressed, there shall be no tampering with the

Union.

Mr. Dike, the investigator of the Divorce question, has an important

paper in the Princeton Review. The disintegration of the family is

apparently going on apace. Statistics showing the rapid increase of divorce

cases have already been given. It appears that there were in a year in

twenty-nine of the fifty-two counties of California 789 divorces to 5,849

marriage licenses, or one divorce to 7.41 licenses. It is safe, in the opinion

of Mr. Dike to say that divorces have doubled in proportion to marriages .

or population in most of the Northern States within the last thirty years,

while present figures indicate a still greater increase. It is, in fact, in the

recent indications that the serious part of the case con.sist8. Instances of

fraud and collusion in obtaining divorces continually come to light. Causes

are disposed of with haste, on frivolous evidence ;
in the courts of one

State fifteen minutes is the average time spent on a divorce suit. A dozen

families will be broken up in far less time than it takes the same court to

decide a five dollars-suit. The example thus set in the higher grades of

society is leading, as might be expected, to loss of respect for marriage al

down the scale, the poor thinking that they are morally at liberty to

do without expensive forms that which the rich do with them. The incn.ase

of licentiousness Mr. Dike says is marked ; as are the lowering of the

tone andthegrowth even among married women of the opinion that adultery

is a mere peccadillo. The physician and the student of social life .liscover

in some quarters immorality both in sentiment and practice which wa.s

unknown half a century ago. A partial loss of capacity for maternity has

already befallen American women, and the voluntary refusal of its respon-

sibilities is the lament of the physician and the moralist. That the majoriy

of American homes remain yet untouched and happy is a fact which

does not annul the significance of a growing tendency. Such are the

phenomena which present themselves, and may well present themselves

to Mr. Dike and to any one to whom the vital tissue of society is an object

of interest as matter for anxious investigation. If the case is not over-

stated Mormonism, when it is denounced and threatened by New England

preachers and moralists, may hold up its monstrous head and fling ba*;k

the accusation upon its censors. It at least does not discourage maternity
;

it even upholds the family in its own strange and barbarous way. Perhaps

it may have the effrontery to maintain that the simultaneous polygamy is

not more licentious than the successive or even has the advantage, inas-

much as it does not cast the children adrift. Mr. Dike ascribes the evil

largely to the relaxation of divorce laws.* But it appears that the tenden-

cies of which he speaks run very much with that particular element

which though Puritan in its origin, has been most affected by the march

of Radical ideas generally and especially by the progress of sexual revolu-

The headship of the family and the family

or undeimined by a variety of subversive agencies of which direct alter-

ation of the marriage law is one, while others are the changes in the politi-

cal educational and economical relations of the sexes which are being

purfied on, generally with the effect and sometime, with the object of

rendering the family less a unit, separating the interest of the wife from

that of the husband and making the woman the comnetitor lustead of the

partner of the man. This does not escape the notice of Mr. Dike, who

treats his subject with philosophic breadth of view. At this moment there

is before the British House of Commons Radical legislation in respect to

the guardianship of children manifestly directed against the hea.lsh.p of

the family The Radical is wise in his generation who acts on the convic-
^

tion that while the headship of the family continues to exist and to be

regarded as sacred, authority will not be extinct. Lawyers cannot help

favouring the change from the bond of atfection, or stat^^^ they choose o

call it, to contract. Affection does not pay fees, but contract does. We

are all so absorbed in politics that we pay little heed to the progress of

sexual and domestic revolution, though it must affect things more precious

than any civU righta, inasmuch as the home is the centre of our moral

being Professed Conservatives even allow themselves to tamper with it

and to borrow from it female suffrage, that they may steal a polit.ca

victory, albrit the movement is directed against the very type and root

of that principle of authority on which Conservatism rests. Collot d

Herbois.^he frantic Jacobin who in the French Conventiq^ first proposed

1 ^

^^1
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emale Bufirage, well understood his own game. Am.dst the 8- «1 >-*

tention. but under cover of a cloud of vague sentiment, a very small number

of enthusiasts is sufficient to carry on the most fundamental of revolu-

tions. In our own country we see recurring in every hst of the move«^

with kaleidoscopic variations the names of two or three ladies devo ed to

Woman's Rights, of the husband of one of them, and a few other gentlemen

generally prominent in the championship of political and social innovation.

A little personal wheeling and a few sentimental phrases are enough o

p^vail with Aldermen and members of Local Legislatures who like to

'

show their fallantrj* and have -never studied any social question^ It is

indeed rather appalling to think to what hands subjects affecting the very

dearest interests of society a^e entrusted. " The Bystander, aa he has

said before, does not close his eyes to the possible advent of a great change.

-Tor the advent from time to time of great changes, every student of history

must be prepared. It may be, as some speculators seem to to think, that

lik. the Clan, the Tribe and other primeval phases of society, the family is

now about to pass away, or to undergo fundamental modification ;
though

it must be owned, that nothing in the Clan, the Tribe or any other primeval

institution seems so, deeply rooted in human natureas the relations of man

to wife and of parent to child. That on which "The Bystarffter insist*

is that the sexual and domestic revolution is of all others the deepest, and

that the community cannot afford, abandoning itself to supine negligence

or superficial sympathy, to leave the question to be decided by such agencies

as those which are now at work. Women are much mistaken if they

think that their interests will ultimately be less affected than those of the

mep The man's turn for emancipating himself from irksome ties and

obligations will come. Desertion, Mr. Dike intimates, is growing common

amon- the working men. Contract may, w all publicists trained in the legal

schoo" think, be an improvement on status, but to make it as sacred as

Christian wedlock has been in the eyes of man or woman is impossible.

Some exceptionally moral person writing in the Witness the other day

about the Chariton Bill exercised the privilege of exceptionaUy moral per-

sons by using uncivil language. The Charlton Bill had been brought by its

framer somewhat more within the lines of common sense
;
the insult to the

educational profession had been struck out, and the " Bystander," not at all

liking that class of subjects, had refrained on this occasion from saying

anything about the matter. The reason why people have opposed the

Bill was not that they approved seduction or wished to commit it, as from

the tone of the writer in the Witness might be supposed, but that they

thought Mr. Chariton's remedy not the right one. To be operative,

especially on questions into which ^sentiment enters largely, law must be

iust and it is not just when two have sinned, to treat one alone as a

sinner. In most cases, no doubt, the advances are made by the man, whose

passions are the stronger ; but this cannot be always assumed to be the

fact • and Mr. Chariton would punish a foolish boy for falling into the arms

of an adventuress, whUe he would treat the adventuress as the passive

victim of a wrong. The writer in the Witness says that " a ribbon " is

often enough to do the seducer's work. Why is a sin committed under

the weak temptation of vanity less Heinous than a sin committed under the

strong temptation of lust t This admission shows how dangerous it would be

practically to preach to women through the law that they were not respon-

sible for the keeping of their own honour. The writer in the Witness

wants it laid down as a principle "that the chastity of a girl shall be pro-

tected against fraud by the same means and to the same extent as her

chattels." Against fraud by all means as well as against force
;
let drugging,

if it is ever practised, be punished as the worst kind of rape
;
but law

cannot protect either a woman's chattel or her chastity if she chooses of her

own free will to give it away or barter it for a ribbon. We are all as

convinced as the writer in the Witness can be, that as pure affection is the

highest source of happiness, so impurity is the ruin of happiness, not less

than of character. We all condemn as miserable and vile the man who

misleads and betrays a woman. But there is no use in legislation which

disregards sense and justic^i any more than in the unmannerly effusions of

an angry pen. The remarks of Chief Justice Hagart,y on the case of the

plaintiff in the seduction case of Baird v. Sweetman and on the policy of

Mr, Chariton's Bill may be instructive to the writer in the Witness.

It looks as if the titular and the actual throne of England were about to

become vacant altogether. Mr. Gladstone's strength seems to be at last

giving way under his immense burden of toil and care. Any amount of

^"^parliamentary work, and anything in the way of framing legislation,

would be play to him ; but such que«tions as thoee of ImIui4 and Egypt

are out of his natural range, and sorely they must tMk him. He has not

the cynical levity of Palmerston, who when his invasion of Afghanistan

had brought down an avaWche of disaster and disgrace, felt not a twinge

of remorse and thought only-ol getting himself personally out of the scrape,

which he did by coolly mutilating the despatches of Sir Alexander Burns.

Few things are more tragic than this end of Mr. Gladstone.'s career. This

statesman, whose foreign policy has been righteousness and peace, finds

himself in his last days drawn into a; bloody war of aggrandizement which

we may be sure is not the less hateful to him because he is but the instru-

ment of fate; v^ile the framer of the Land Bill and the Arrears Bill, the

great author of the policy ofr. conciliation for Ireland, when he drags his

failing frame to a country retreat for an hour of repose, is guarded by

police against the knives of Irish Thugs. This last is, at all events, a black

tribute to Mr. Gladstone's -patriotism. Mr. Joseph Ohamberiain needs no

guard. Mr. Gladstone's retirement, by arresting the legislation which is in

his hands, would at all events ^ive the country a respite from political

change and a little more time for the consideration of the Franchise Bill.

The advocates of extension point.to the success of universal suffrage in the

United States. In a, certain sense they are right. The breadth of basis

which enables government; to claim allegiance as the complete representa-

tion of the national wUl, is*unquestionably a great advantage, as appeared

on that most trying occasion when the American Government appealed

to the loyalty of the people in carrying the country through a desperate

civil war. But it must always be borne in mind, in the first place, that

the masses which form the basis in the United States are superior both in

intelligence and diffused wealth to those on which the polity of England

reste; and in the second place, that in the constitution of the United

State's, which was framed in fuU view of democracy and its requirements,

there are real conservative safeguards, whereas in the British Constitution,

which in theory and in popular conception is monarchical, there are none.

The American Executive is a real government, elected in an objectionable

way, havmg but an existence independent of the fluctuations of party in the

Legislature, and clothed with an actual authority of its own which it does

not shrink from exerting. This is true not only of the Federation but of

each State. The veto of the President and that of the Governor of each

State is real, and has been used in momentous cases as a check on rash or

unscrupulous legislation. There is a Federal Senate elected, not by popular

suffrage, but by the State Legislatures, conservative in its tendency and

strong in the confidence of the nation. There is a Senate in each State

which at all events forms a real second Chamber, dividing power with the

more popular house and not unfrequently modifying ita action. There is

a written constitution, clearly defining the limits of aU authority, legislative

as well as executive, which is graven on the hearts of the people and is in

the keeping not of party but of a supreme court of law. There is the

system of submitting all constitutional amendmente to the people, a strong

barrier against hasty innovation, and one which has of late been preserving

more than one State from the spread of social revolution. In place of these

safeguards England has nothing but the dead and ineffectual forms of what

Mr. Gladstone calls an " Ancient Throne." There is no real veto
;
there

is no written constitution ; there is no submission of constitutional amend-

ments to the people ; the elections to the Central Legislature are all direct

;

Ohamt^'- hilt an old feudal estate of the realm, as odious

as it is obsolete and weak. The only government is a committee of the

d'ominant party, dependent for ita existence from hour to hour on the

support of the majority in a legislature which is becoming every day more

factious, more split up into sections and more diflicult to control. The

Federal system itself also is strongly conservative in its tendency, inas-

much as it puta bounds to the spread of revolutionary movements, and

localizes a multitude of questions, political, social and economical, which,

if made national, would bring on fatal storms. —

The re-election of Mr. Marriott, after his vote against the Govern-

ment, by an increased majority at Brighton, and the election of a Conserv-

ative' in place of a Liberal for Cambridgeshire by a majority of a

thousand, seem to show that, in constituencies widely different in character,

there is e'quaUy a Conservative reaction. Three influences are manifestly

at work : fears for the Union, which Mr. Chamberlain and his section have

shown a disposition to betray for the sake of gaining the Irish vote
;
alarm

created by Mr. Chamberlain's breathings of social war ; and impatience of

the domination of his caucus, which is naturally suspected of serving his per-

sonal ends. But to these may probably be added, in the case of Cambridge-

shire, the unwiUingness of the existing county constituencies to be swamped

by an extension of the suffrage. This last feeling is one which Parlia-

mentary Reformers are sure to encounter, and which is Ukely to be fatal to

them except when there is a prevailing enthusiasm sufficient to lift people

above the motives which rule their actions in-ordinary times. In 1831

proprietors o! rotten boroughs voted for Reform, but at that time the spirit

of the nation was stirred to its depths by tfie desire Of accomplishing a revo-

lution which promised to all classes the removal of an immense pile of

abuses and the inauguration of a better and cheaper government. The

farmer is by no means disposed, on abstract grounds of philanthropy, to

share the suffrage with his labourer, especially, since his bitter war with

Joseph Arch and the Agricultural Labourers' Union. If the Conservative

leaders were not so deplorably bad as they are, and the party in the House

of Commons would behave with some semblance of patriotism, instead of

outvying the most reckless factiousness of the lowest demagogue, victory,

and even ascendancy, for some years to come, might be within their grasp.

But no reflecting enemy of revolution can fail to see that the straightest

road to that which he wishes to shun would be through the government of

arrogant and insensate reactionists such as Lord Salisbury and Lord

Randolph Churchill. The friends of revolution see this very cleariy, and

are by no means unwilling to resign themselves to a brief period of Tory

rule as the means of killing Moderate Liberalism, which they justly

regard as their most dangerous foe ; from the hands of the Tories they think,

and are right in thinking, that power would soon come back into their

own. The Parnellites, with whom the Conservatives, true to the traditions

of Lord Beaconsfield, are not ashamed practically to conspire, have objects

of their own in overturning the Government which has done, or tried to do,

so much for Ireland. Toryism, if it gains the day, will requite them with

a heavy hand, and in that portion of its policy, at all events, it will have

the hearty concurrence of an insulted and imperilled nation.

Of the spirit in which the Tories will rule if they succeed in grasping

power, and of the probable effects of their temporary ascendancy on the

prospects of a rational Conservatism for the future, the Bradlaugh case is

a portentous sign. Sir James Stephen the other day, while he rejected

Bradlaugh's appeal to his court on the ground that the House of Commons

was a tribunal whose decision, however unjust, was final, intimated plainly,

though in reserved and decorous language, his opinion that the decision of

the House of Commons had been unjust. That Bradlaugh's sentiments,

both on social and religious questions, are more than extreme, and his

expression of them singularly offensive, is very true ; as it is that little

respect seems to be felt for him outside of a small and ultra-revolutionary

circle. These are proper matters for the consideration of his constituents.

But his constituents have decided ; nobody questions the legality of his

election ; and having been legally elected, though he were ten times an

atheist and a revolutionist, he would have as good a title to his seat in

Pariiament as the Queen has to her throne. He has neither done nor said

anything disloyal, nor given any reason for the suspicion that he means to

make any bad use of hi^poUtical trust. If he can be lawlessly excluded

by party hatred from his place in the House of Commons, there is no lawful

authority in England. The folly of persecuting into factitious import-

ance a man who, if he had been allowed his right, would, like many others

of the same stamp before him, have subsided into comparative insignifi-

cance, is truly astonishing, when we consider that those who are guilty of

it are' men of the world ; but the folly i^ swallowed up in the injustice,

^he Speaker ought, on the first occasion when Mr. Bradlaugh presented

himself after having been duly elected, to have insisted on performing

ministerially the duty imposed on him by law ;
he ought to have accepted

the oath, and left it to Sir Stafford Northcote afterwards to move the

expulsion of Mr. Bradlaugh, if he thought fit. The House is now in the

worst and the most humiliating imbroglio into which it has got itself since

the Middlesex election, the Stockdale and Hansard case not excepted. It

is evident that Bradlaugh will be continually re-elected, and that the

House will have, at last, to make ita choice between a disgraceful sur-

render and the barefaced exclusion of a particular man from his civil rights

on the ground of political and social antipathy. Religion has nothing

to do with the business ; she has spoken by the lips of Mr. Gladstone

and Lord Selbome, who have cleared her of complicity in the iniquity

which political hypocrisy is committing in her name.

A SHORT time ago ^curious document went the rounds of the European

press. It purported to be a letter written by a Russian NihiUst, from a

State prison. It was written, we were told, in blood, and it unfolded a

fearful tale of cruelties and horrors. It described damp walls overgrown

with fungi, neglected sufferers wallowing in filth and covered with vermin,

wretches rotting away\n diseases so infectious that the doctor dared not

touch the patient's pulse, putrid food, foul pails, the yeUs of the mad, the

shrieks of the scourged, a woman fighting desperately to save her new-born

•hild from the rats. In Dante's Inferno there was nothing more hideous.

Even the London Tirnes inserted this thrilling wurrative, and commented

«poa it in the accents of outraged humanity. To some, more sceptical, or

^

warned by the catastrophe of previous revelations, it occurred t^t those

who made a practice of murder would hardly scruple to lie ; and that if

they found it expedient to lie, this was just the sort of lie that they would

telL An Englishman resident at St. Petersburg has now inspected the

dungeon, and this is his report published in the Fall Mall Gazette, a strong

Liberal journal

:

Not wishing to give yon any second-hand information, I obtained permisRion

tbroagh the Miniater of Justice to visit at once the Troubetskoi bastion, the scene of

all these horrors. I was shown through the guardroom, and into a long, well-lighted,

and perfectly clean corridor. The floor was of asphalt, the walla of a Ught bine wash

and auite fresh. To my right was the yard and garden containing the bath-house ;
un

mv left I saw the doors opening into the several cells, some of which, being empty,

I entered measured, and sketched. These ceUa are, aa nearly as I ooold judge by

steoping across them, about twenty-five feet long, fifteen feet wide, and about twelve

feet high in the middle, the walls being slightly arched. At the further end of the

room there is a window about seven feet by three feet, on which I could perceive little

dust and no cobwebs, as asserted. The furniture consists of an iron bedstead, close to

which is a table of the same metal, and both fastened down. On one side of the door,

and therefore mvisible from it, is an air closet, on the other a waehing stand. An -

electric bell communicates with the soldier on duty m case the prisoner la unwell or

nuiaances need removal. Formerly the bedsteads were of wood and movable, but as

the prisoners used them aa laddera to reach the window, and thus communicate with

the inmates of the neighbouring cell, fixed iron ones were substituted. It appears also

^
tliat it was reported to the authorities by an informer, that in case members of the secret

society were caught a system of communication by taps on the waU was invented, and

that the boards of the bedstead served as their means of communication. Tapping on

the waU ia therefore strictly forbidden. Insubordination is punished, not by the knout,

but by imprisonment in a room quite aa clean and furnished the same as the rooms

above described but the room can be completely darkened, and a rag is substituted for

the straw mattresses. A few cases of madness have occurred, but there has m every

case been a reason for it other than the prison discipUne. It-has either been m the

famUv or the poor Victim was aheady a crazed fanatic before his arrest. In cases of

sickness the invaUds are removed to a hospital—When the brain is affected, to a special

aavlum The gaolers are aoldiers picked out for their good conduct
;
their wtvea

attend on the women when necessary. The story of the stripping and the outrages to

moraUtv are but pure inventions. I then asked to see the kitchen and prison fare.

The fomer was perfectly clean, and two cooks were preparing the dmner, which con-

sisted of two coursea. The first was a very good " borsch, '
or soup prepared of beet-

root and meat, half a ponnd of which was given to each man They could have as

much soup as they Uked. The second course consisted of a fairly sized piece of stewed

beef a lb is the regular size)
,
potatoes and salt cucumber. I have often eaten a much

worse lunch than I made oft these two dishes. A vessel in the kitchen attractmg my

attention, I enquired its use, and on examining it more closely I found it to be a

^ntrivance for keeping the prisoners' fare hot while carried through the eorri^o"-

I^ the centre of this vessel there is a small stove which, when heated, keeps the

intents almost at boiUng point. I then visited the garden, where I saw a prisonerS his -Ttl^ walk, fwo never being taken out together. Sohtary confinemen is

d^tless a terrible punishment, but here it was the only one as far as I could judge

Men who take means to keep a man's dmner hot are not likely to treat him with

unnecessary and wanton omelty.

Not long since, it will be remembered, an EngUsh missionary named

Lansdell took advantage of his mission to explore the Siberian torture^

houses of the Russian tyrant, and found them to be really prisons on the

general level of Russian civilization, while the penal quicksilver mines, on the

horrors of which fancy had so often feasted, could not be found at aU.

Yet it would hardly have been wonderful, or have proved the Czar to be

a fiend, if there had proved to be more truth in these stories than there is.

If any 'men are out of the pale of humanity, they are who make a system

of murder. Moreover, the hourly fear of assassination is proverbially of all

things the most maddening ;
perhaps the only man whose nerve it ever

failed to shake was Cromwell ; and there would be little reason for astonish-

ment if a Czar whose path and bed are beset by assassins, whose faithful

servants were falling round him by dynamite or the dagger, should in his

fury break all bounds and launch into the utmost excesses of retaliatory

Thar CzarsrmidTKrtr only
"

k threatened by
cruelty. , -

, , u
the Terrorist, are too likely to be goaded into defendmg themselves by

means repugnant to humanity, and may thus relapse and drag back

the worid into moral barbarism, is a strong reason for steadfastly

-Withholding sympathy from murder, whatever grievances the murderer

may allege, or however lofty the aspirations which he may be pretending

to fulfil. Sentimental anarchists have told us that we ought to welcome

liberty even in the guise of a serpent. The allusion-probably was to the

serpent which represents the struggling power of good in the opening of

Shelley's " Revolt of Islam". But Shelley's serpent is not a cobra da

capello. ...;,, J

Whenever we see charges against Russia, it is to be borne in mmd

that Renter's agency, the Vienna press, a great part of the German and

no small portion of the EngUsh press, are in the hands of Jews, and that

the Jews are bitterly hostile to the power which is invoked as a protectress

by the Christian peasantry of Eastern Europe, who are groaning under

Jewish extortion. ^ By8ta.>,dbb.

Mas. Spurgbon, the wife ^ the far-famed London preacher has Wn
engaged in the past year in -a rather novel but extremely laudable under-

tawSTviz., the supplying, from a fund placed at her disposal^ of books to

clergfmen who are t^ poor to add to their scant libraries The income of

thelund for one year, it is stated, is not far from $9,000 ;
and no fewer

than 11 351 volumes were distributed among 1,155 needy ministers. Here

is an exkmple any wealthy Canadian might follow with profit not only to

the recipient of the books, but to the congregations mmutered unto.

t

I
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HERE AND THERE.

T„E advent of' warm weather and the disappearance of snow from the

ulughfares has brought out numbers of ladies en rrorneruule^J upon

"m^re prosaic wheels which have now supplanted "^^-^'^
J^

'LZ ii>f«lo of the sleish-bell" is gone-and that same music, by the

way s p to pall upon the n,ost imaginative after some four months

ZtL. The'occasional gli.npses of sun with wh.ch we hav W
favoured during the past few days have had an almost m.raca^^ ^ffeP

upon the appearance of King and Yonge Streets, ladies appear to b^

-determined to emerge from the chrysalis stat. of-
f
^

^^^J^^^;^^^^^
brighter dress, and a short continuance of spring weather will bnng gl^ness

and dismay to the dry-goods merchants and paterfamilias respectively.

„ i

! ii.

TH.KK i; nothing remarkable to chronicle regarding the -^er -ason

just past. The number of balls and dinner parties S^^ ""
previous to the advent of Lent was quite up to the -«"^g«- ./'*^^
to dinner parties, there is still too great a tendency to provide a long and

hoa ;— , ins^ad of adopting the English «.n« w^^-h Srj.ws lighte

every day. The American fashion of crowding the Ubles with flowers

seZ unfortunately to be creeping into P-^j- ^ "^ Z^Z
overdone it becomes vulgar, and adds unnecessan y to ^^^^

"J^J ^''^'^
what Canadian hosts require is that these entertoinments should be made

leap They have imitated far too much the heaviest and most expensive

styles of E gland, and the result is restriction in the number of dinner

pities for L people can afford profusion, and rather than be behind

their neighbours they give no parties at all.

T0B00OAK..O has been quite a feature of the season, and --y ---

li,ht parties have been organized for the exciting sport. A music society.

I- h'wTformed to meet in the afternoons at the houses of the various

m bers. hasbeen very successful. A reading club ^^^
^^J^^^^^'^^

but soon showed a tendency to degenerate into a --^^ °
7^"^;;

parties Probably a reading club, to be successful, should consist of a few

SsLted ladiJs and gentlemen who really care for Oie riding. J
too large, such meetings become ordinary evening parties. People come

late, and little attention is given to the readings.
, . tv.

The so-called "Kettledrums" of the season have degenerated. The

oriZl EngUsh "Kettledrum" was a meeting of from six to ten persons

n frafternoL, with music, perhaps reading, and conversation over a cup

of t^; Te thing which now'bears that name is simply an evening crush

Jvl in th afternoon, where a lot of people go and sta^d in a ho room

Sredt^ death talk about things they don't care a straw atout to an

rl^ralenl of feeble— - ^.r^e perhaps o refr^menU

iSwt thought of when hesaid the world would be " pleasant enough if it

were not for its pleasures."
..... < -rivate theatricals going on

,f<. into which the duel has fallen that the Palmetto

•^-^"^^''''""'^'^t't^^Tarnvel when a ready recourse to the pistol

State recognizes he t me ha. arr
_^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

must be repressed and d"«^ ^J \^ ,y^^ ^i^^tto. the citizens of

Basil Hall o-
-f-*;'^j*^;'; "toT or their typical symbol. At that

r*aSleW tttott -guinary description were of constant

time (1827) duel* ot
^^^^.^^^^ ^^ ,_^^ ^^^„ ^ ^^tend

occurrence, and */"•* ™"
; pistol or a musket, so as to be

Church upon Sunday without carrying P
^sing among the

Colonel Considme.

' «
CULVERIK

" writes :
" Was Leonardo da Vinci, the Director-General

CcLVERiK wri
^.^j^ dynamite as a material

of Artillery in Caesar Boreas a my
^^^^^^ soliciting employment

of legitimate warfare] In has we
^,^^^^^^,„^ ^e says: 'If

T'^"^ htTeii; o The wal^tLe strength of the position of any place

through the height «

'J^J^ j ^^^^ ^^^^^ ,f destroying such fortress

it cannot be effectually ^"''"^''^•'
^^^^ , ^s gunpowder was in

provideditsfoundationsarenot ^ade on r^^^^^^^^^^
^=^ P^

^^^^^^.^^ ^^

conundrum for Battery B."

Thrke has not been much in mo n»j — r -

everybody thinks he or she has got the wrong part. And all this trouble

is for one evening's entertainment.

As others see us : With a se^ilti^al heading-" Seeds of Secession

i. the ptvLe of Ontario"-the Boston m. thus writes, under date

""^tD!!:: Government o-w^^^^^^^^^^

0° seoession, but the D""?'"'"" X^^to tKnt oJ deolaring theU indep»^^

rapidly provoking the people of the Povmwt^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ bmlt

Iteilroad monopoly « at the l^''"""'
*°|,Y5So 000, and the Dominion now .nume. the

about 2,000 miJeB of '"^"^y »' "T^^^^ o«rtX monopoly. Boad, which were buUt

right to seize these roads and l"^-! '^^ over
^^^^^ ^„^^^, been absorbed

under express stipulation ^^<'}^^^J±°°^^^^^in a mood to .tand any more mteriw-

by the Canadian Pacific, and the P«°P'« "«X„yon. The prospects are that .tnpid

enceby the Dominion on behjO^ °' '^^S provhioe. belor. long. When Mam-

raJd^n^ono^nc&TutToJ^et'ii'eT^^ot Uck sympathizer, south o. the

bolder.

A HE.BUKK ha. been brought before the South C-H- Legirij.«re_

W.H reference to the question of^^^^^ V^T^^^
of the Pa. ^<^^^^-<'^l;-^:ZTZ'^^etl::tL This

breed ^''^-^^\\^^^^ZrtZiyT^^r^^- man,-servant of his, and

dog was often kicked and Ill-treated y
^^^ ^^^^ „y neighbour,

this I saw take place in the back yard
^j^^^duct. I may

and therefore felt reluctant to

f^^^J" „„,. One day the dog

be to blame in this, but that i no^ he q
^.^^^^ ^^

went upstairs to the second ^0--/W^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^
the yard. I enclose my name and address, ana

exactly as I have narrated them."^

» «f tbe results of his visit to England, is strongly
M.CLEME.c,^u.asoneof th resu^^^^^^^^

,hings_the '• q-ck.-
impre^d with the heal hy baUed^xn

^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^^

'':
: rt;''snTb" s hegat'the following definition, which is on all

asked what a snob is, ne ga
individual who would enjoy

big people."

M Philippe Darvl. from whose La Vie Puhlique e,. AngUterre some

famous war correspondent :ous war corresponuciii' .

Mr.Archibald Forbe. {^e
rha°^^ ts'^hi-!'a?wVTt'-^y^fw^^^^^^

disposal of his editor-in-chief. He ^iw a^^/
?Ue o h" for summer or hot coontne..

equipments, one for winter or =°'^ «2 '
ei«>-yt'»i''8 ^» "»"«• even to a purse flUed

^mS, clothing, camp ^^l^PS. «»^^^''^y>„Xt '„poS aU the capitals. A telephonic

rer^"^mrfr°omFCt''^^r.'nr^^^^^^^
=^-^'^"' '^ ^"'^' " '" ^°^"-

THE recent discovery of a boy possessed of a Uil. or what appears to

X
- ^^TJihXirt:T^":^^^^^^^^^theories of which the late ur.

descended from the

noble nM» of «in«.
Jf."""'° .

j,
,^„,„inm.d«ltepoinlo(di.pu-

,1.10. .».ng.. di«ipl- o( d«»^J''""^""- T^","^" „.nU».

•t^.uT«i:: 'trrelnrpi--1 o, .» ..o.

^ .u .»11«H Barbarv cats have no tails, and as many of the

in Spam, the so-called B"*'^ cj
.^ ^^^^ ^

Bhips of the Armada wore
--J^^^^^J^^y ^thout some on boanl)

the derivaUon of the name JJian in am
.».„ „„i„nt« as " Mona,"

TK« ialand was known to the ancients as aiuu»,

the Spanish word moiui, a monlcey. n u»o m

« Island of Monkeys." But the ancient name of the island had the

penultimate short, whereas the Spanish word for monkey is long
;
hence

it may be more fairly premised that the word came from the Gre^k-

rrumos, a monk, as the island was well known to have been a refuge for

anchorites. To account for the modern appellation two derivatives suggest

themselves. First, "Man" may with great probability be considered to

be a corruption of the word mona, mon, man, or it may be a corruption ot

,^nnin, a little island-by which it was known to the early Briton, and

which we find Latinized into manavia by Orosiu-s. The 'absurdity of

alluding to the Mona of Tacitus as the present Isle of Man is jidiculous ;

for we are told by Suetonius that his men swam out and charged the island

Now no one can believe that he could have persuade<l even "his choicest

auxiliaries, even his gallant Uth " to swim the sixty miles of water yhich

separate "Man" from the mainland. The Mona of Tacitus was Anglesey,

sometimes known as Southern Mona, also a refuge for the Druids of old

a circumstance which favours the derivation of the word from the Greek

rather than the Spanish source. Darwin was by no means the originator

of this theory in connection with the Isle of Man, as Snorrwylch, an ancient

bard, traces our development from the noble simia> through the quadru-

mana into man.

Our friends "over the way" have been laying claim to "Mrs.

Partington" as an American invention. In reality. Sydney Smith was

the first to make this personage famous, and to him its creadon is generally

credited. In a speech delivered at Taunton. England, on Oct. 1... l»^i,

on the Reform question, he said :—

Partington. ,, , ^

This so far as is at present known, is the earliest mention of Mrs. Partington,

but since then she has passed over to America, and is credited with all sorts

of queer sayings.

A LEADER of the Irish Republican Brotherhood has written to the

Pall Mall Budget on "The Truth about the Feniaa Murders^ He frankly

admits that "a certain number of assassinations committed in Ireland and

elsewhere have been indirectly traceable to the Fenian organization.

Previous to 1863. he says, the Fenian body never admitted the theory of

assassination, and its leaders spumed the stiletto of the assassin as they

would the assassin himself. Before the starting o F-anism ^b-

bonism was predominant almost everywhere throughout the land, but

Fenianism broke up the Ribbon lodges and made them into I. K. B.

circles. As a consequence the Budget writer claims that agrarian crime

Zost disappeared from the country. In 1863 an " I--"" ^-le jas

__,_^ havin^ior^t^obi^t ^.Moing away
_
with ^les and inf^m^.

foot that you didn't kick the other out too.' »

An English lady has what she calls a remembrance album. She

requests her friends to take a sheet of or.linary sized writing paper and

on the first page, write some poetry suitable for an album. Ongnial

poetry is preferred, but a quotjation from the writer's, favourite poet

answers In the second page the writer's name, address and the date are

to be written. On the third page arti.st friends draw or paint something,

but those not artistically inclino.l fasten ferns, flowers, or leaves, with the

name of the same written underneath. Care is taken in selecting thin,

delicate articles, as all others prove brittle and hard to manage when

pressed The fourth an.l last page is fastened to the album, which^

lar^e enough to allow a broad margin after the sheet is placed thereon.

The following extract from an account of his crime, written by a man

who had just completed a term of twenty years ponal servitude, wouM

form excellent material for a dramatic idyl :—

^u ™, »ifo Rnt onl7 think 1 She left me on the night of the mamage !

LTId'o"'t"rem:mtfIt^,tw^rd wi&'^d drin^ Well, I shot her through the

head, and that's a fact.

.< It was composed of desperate men, who had Uken an oath to be royarto^

one another in the extreme projects they contemplated carrying out.

, „ V .., isKfi three or four of its members were told off to slay » Fen|»»
In February, 18b6 toee « 'oir ^t

„asonably suspected of haying supphed the

brother named 9^!!«,^|»„ ;brch led to theTscovery of the Fenian armoury at Dubhn,

'''ft'ZZ^.T^Zt^rlt^on%t2^Z kept there awaiting the msur-

?eir '?Ce:?ePssaries met the^d<.med »-
-/^tt^ltt hi^^^^^^

DubUn, late at night, «i^ ' .^•»" ^^sT p^Jer«S a^^^ on the «,ene, and with
lessonthero^ide. !,hort^y aftorww^^^^^^

^^^^ Misericordi» Hospital

the aid of a few bystanders Clark was con y ^ ^^ had received. I

where he expired froni the '"eots oi ">«
J°^^ ^ leading men of the L B. B.

•x~".r4Si °o. 5jpr£Ti„"..';2 5t.=ssiSKS;i'!.-:s>;

£H?Brs£?.nr-'.TL-aS.°ar:i.v.s.s;sa
taken place.

, ,> u ii.

It is then related how other "obnoxious " men were " removed by the

conspirators, whose plans were carried out with the certainty and almost

the Lresy of the carbonari. A description of the manner in which 8-

was murdered concludes

:

Anronoe of this inoidenfan anecdote may be not i"PP"P'i»!°'y P"' °° '«^^°
ahoXCiiu^

-;' i%v:t.f'-t:te'Kin.t^':^K t^rJ^^^-J^^i
altrf having acau'tted himself to the best or ms '"V^*^ ^ ^^^^ „, ^^ rebeUion of

r^'lL^^^^uy^p^l^-^^tJ^S^^^^^
beiand. "I have good news to tell yon, madam, saia d— ,

wiu.

THE TRUE SOLUTION OF THE SILVER PROBLEM.
'

A FEW months ago financial circles in England .ore

^^-^'^^^^f^f'^l
the publication of two or three papers by Mr. ..osch^n ILP.. on the

apprLiation of gold. In these papers he endeavoured o show, hrst-that

during a number of years past prices of staple commodities .-nerally 1
ad

been falling ; and. next-that scarcity of gold was the bottom cause of the

a parent /edine "in commodities. It was not so much that arUcle^

^

merchandise were getting cheaper, as that gold, relatively to all oth i

Thli.., was getting Icarcer and dearer. The demonetization of silver in

GeXy, an'd the establishment of a gold standard there had been a most

prounced and particular factor in aggravating an evi whi=h had been

developing elsewLre and from other causes. Silver
^j^^

>--
'^^^^^^^^^^

as money, at the same time that the production of gold had fallen off not
.

Ly relatively but absolutely. There had been an actual shrinkage in

^he amount of standard coin available for the world's exchanges, alongside

of arenormous expansion of the world's whole traffic m buying and

llL It the very time when a large increase of coinage of the precious

:trs was wanted t'o accommodate the world's
-P^^-JJ^X' .^J

withdrawal of silver from circulation and its consequent fall m pnce^ad

I^Ja tremendious shrinkage instead. And it was argued that the

woTl^s growing needs could be met only by devising --«™ «

ri^Ig^ilver back to its old place as a medium of exchange and standau

of^a'lue The world's whole supply of gold being miserably
--f^"^

t the requirements of commerce, it was imperatively necessary that silver-

be brought into use to make up the deficiency.—-S :^^.ords, M .. Qosehon proclaimed himnelf a bi-meUllist^an

adv^te^both gold ana silver as standards of values. O course the

tr».i.. and other organs of the ^old n.ney schoo were down on

him immediately; and many links of statist.es long
^'^^^^^VJ^^^^ZL

to show that he was wrong in his facts, and that no =~;
^fJ

P^^,

of commodities, such as he affirmed, had taken place. Some of th. ojn

referred to said, boldly and bluntly, that, as Eugland was a creditor

America to Australia, and from China to Peru.
, .^. . ^ ,.,„,,

b" t Mr. Goschen, who ranks high among financial authorities in Eaglar.1

is not Lily putdov^n ;
and of late many letters sustaining his position

ha" be" published in the London papers. Among them is on. from

Sr hT Grenfell, an ex-Governor of the Bank of England, and the

iorlS it must be said, does not appear particularly strong in reply.

SnSct bnow before the public, and England's vast interest in

Sdia where silver is the sUndard. gives it a practical importance which

Lt't be p oh-poohed. The United States, too. has its silver queston

Xh is every year becoming more pressing. The growing ""POJ^"-

Tndia as a coi.erciar country, the expected opening up of the who^

it^k continent." also of China-all these are circumsUnces «howjg tha

the world's circulating medium >n>^ibe largely increased «e long, if the

i^

f/l
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wheels of trade are not to be blocked. Now, can any rational and efficient

solution of the problem be suggested ?

The following is offered as the true solution of the silver problem,

first fix the ratio between the two metals, be it 15J, 16, 16|, or whatever

a competent international convention may agree upon. The relative

values of the two precious metals once determined, make all debts payable

, lull/ in gold coin and half in silver coin. Then, should any depreciation

'

of one of them take place, from increased production or other -causes, it

would be exactly balanced by the appreciation of the other. Suppose a

bond for a thousand pounds to be given now, payable twenty years hence.

The holder at that future date would receive five hundred pounds in gold

sovereigns, and five hundred pounds in English silver crowns, or American

silver dollars, all which coins would be par value the civilized world over.

-No loss to the creditor could accrue, for if a loss there were on the silver it

would be balanced by a corresponding gain on the gold, and vice versa. In

'

the compensation pendulum, the ball hangs on a series of steel and brass

rods placed alternately. These two metals are so differently affected by

heat and cold respectively that the pendulum, as a measure of the time

beat is not affected at all. The action of one metal is compensated by

that' of the other, so that the ball neither falls with heat nor rises with

cold, but remains constant at the same distance from the pin upon which

it swings. The chronometer balance, used for first-class watches, is another

application of the same principle. This may be taken as an illustration of

the true solution of the silver problem—of the problem of two metals

circulating side by side- the value of each and every payment of a

thousand pounds or a thousand dollars remaining a consUnt quantity,

because wade half in gold and half in silver coin. John Maclean.

SPELLING REFORM.

A LBARNEU gentleman of advanced views has been making arrangements

at a recent meeting of the Canadian Institute for a wholesale reform of

English spelling. We presume he is a leading member of The Spelling

Reform Association, under the auspices of which the Fonetic Nuz has been

issued with such excellent results in the way of amusement to its bemused

readers. He waxed eloquent on the sufferings and privations of the sorely

afflicted rising generation under our present barbarous orthography; and

gave way to joyous anticipations, in which every tender heart must sympa-

thize, as he pictured the emancipated bliss of the coming juvenile, with his

reformed primer. Here is a specimen of the spelling that is to be, in the

happy times when advanced: views get fully carried into practice. Let our

readers understand that it is literally extracted from one of the publications

of the St. Louis Spelling Reform Association, which has. for its motto

:

"The best ejuceshun for ech and ol without west of tim, muni, or enerji."

The editor introduces it with this commendation :

The foUowinK has only ' ' one eign for one sound " and therefore represents the fewest

letters possible to express the words : No marked Utters are used.

UBOP AND AliEBlCA.

im torries« mor iavitinor mor fitior fllozofiol diBcussn tan te aesn and mftaens ov

tfl Nq World upon te Old ; or te oontribusnz^v America to Urop.

TTer oblSasnz to Urop for siens and art, laz andmannetz, Amene. aonolejez az se

ot ^t r^BpSst and gratitSd. And to pepl ov to United Stats, desendanta of Knghs or

?nBUs>7tcS l^atfl for te trezarz ov nolej derivd from ter EngUs ansestrz acnolej also

•. lllVror tar.cs> and filjl re^a^d, tat, amun toz ansestrz, nndr to cultyr (or culor)
w« tanks (or »»°<=^> ?"" "j^^ J ^.'^^ ;, „ot canid) and oter asidaus frendz, tat sed

Tv poTu?'lLrt?nr'sUe'Stod. wic on or sol, la'z sot up to i.z fnl hit, antU itz

branoez oversado al te land.

This is serious ; and deals with Sydney, Hampden, " and others who

called Chilton friends." But as the reform specially aims at relieving

suffering infancy and tender youth, in their first orthographic throes, we

shall select a lighter piece, only remarking that in the latter example, the

original spelling is helped—or supposed to be helped a little,—by sundry

dote, and tails to the vowels, which our unreformed founts will not repro-

duoJ. The piece is Charles Mackay's " Come and Help ":

Cam forth from the vali,

Com forth from the hil,

Cam forth from the warkshop,
^

V The min and the mil

:

From plezhur or slumber, __^
From studi or pie, ~ '

.

Cum forth in yur miriadz

To ed as tu-de

:

Thar'z a word ta be spokn,

A ded tu be dan,

A trnth tu be atterd,

A ooz (oaase) tu be wan.

Cum forth in yur miriadz I

Cum forth everi wo« I

Perhaps the reader can* recall the time when he first peeped into

Chancer, and tried to spell his way through the old orthography of the

" Canterbury Tales." If so he will appreciate the good time coming, when

all the literature of Pope, Addison, Goldsmith, Cowper, Wordsworth;

Tennyson, Scott, Dickens, Macaulay, Freeman and Green, will be even

more incomprehensible to the happy race of the new golden age.

We live in an era of advanced views ; social, political, moral, and

religious. As to alphabetic writing, it originated in hieroglyphics ;
why

should it not return, like all else, to its second childhood 1

The error which lies at the foundation of much that is at present

written on spelling reform originates in the assumption that the sole func-

tion of the alphabet is to represent sound. This is a fallacy. Sound is a

spoken, not a written thing. Spelling appeals to the eye, not to the ear.

Whether we write ideas graphically or phonetically, we use a device

intended to represent the word, and its meaning or idea, to the eye. A

printed book represente the idea to the mind of the deaf mute who never

heard a sound, just as clearly as to the reader gifted with hearing. To the

latter air and heir are the same sound. He learns by the context which of

the two ideas is referred to. So with right, write, rite, wright, and many

another familiar example. Pronunciation, moreover, is far from stable.

Chaucer rhymes plough and encmgh ; and Pope, in his famous lines on

Addison, makes besieged pair with obliged, as the pronunciation of the

latt«r word fully justified in the last generation.

As to the orthographic reform, a steady, almost unnoted process goes

on from generation to generation. The spelling of Pope's or Addison's

original editions are by no means those of our own. Neither, for that

part, is the grammar of Addison—prince of essayiste,—always the grammar

of to-day. Those silent, unnoted changes are the healthful vital process of

a living language. Our prayer-book, for the most part, with characteristic

ecclesiastical coi^rvatism, will still be found spelling musick, catholick,

&c., just as our clergy still make a distinct syllable of the final ed. But

the'worid moves, in spite of such jealous conservatism ;
though happily not

at the mad rate that the advocates of advanced views, communism, agnos-

ticism, and all the other nostrums of the restless lovers of change for its

own dear sake would have us resort to. D- " •

SOCIETY IN MANITOBA.

Conventionally speaking, society does not yet exist in Manitoba. Among

the negations by which a certain cUss of people describe the draw-

backs to life in the North-West, "no society" figures conspicuously.

Members of society, in the technical sense of that phrase, do not make

their way to new countries, except under stress of a stem necessity.

They are wholly destitute of the pioneer spirit, and, with all their self-

importance, are only the bric-a-brac of humanity. Even in Winnipeg,

society is as yet in a crude, primitive, chaotic state, but the crystals are

already forming, and it is evident that they are taking on shapes and

forms peculiarly their own.

Manitoba is almost wholly devoid of the rough element so prominent in

the western and north-western States. The typical American and frontier-

man is a rara avis there. Gamblers and blacklegs have found their way

to Winnipeg i" """^'l coterie8j?ut lawand order are fairly established in

the young city. It is the Chicago of the North-West only in rapidity of

growth and commercial importance. Winnipeg, like every other city, has

ite cave of AduUam, and its haunts of vice, but their frequenters make no

mark, even in municipal elections. Outside the city, the lazy, rollicking,

devil-may-care species has hardly a representative. Industry of some kind

is a necessary of existence, and those who aim to Uve by their wita have no

vocation. A wonderful sturdiness characterizes the race that is moulding

society in Manitoba, ^t is no country for weakUngs. The rigor of the

climate, and the fact^hat subsistence must be won mainly from the soil,

DMj, an effectual check on the influx of effeminate and dilettanti settlers.

Only men, in some true sense of that significant word, can get on there.

Goethe says that without energy it is impossible for a two-legged creature

to be a man. Gcethe's " man " invariably faUs in love with the North-West.

Its "iUimitable possibilities" charm his mind and heart, rouse his indomi-

table spirit, and fire the energy that is latent within him. The statement

that there is no society in a country where such men are attracted, is true

only when and where but one is present Give him a companion, and at

once, like kindred drops, they mingle into one. A bluff, hearty friendship

springs up between such congenial spirita. Yet rndeneas and impoUtenew

are uncommon. The writer has been in many new countries, but never in

one where oourlesy was so uniformly the nde. Most of the settlers are

educated people, if not in a scholastic sense, in that of being self-tau ;it, self-

reliant, and self-poised. They have seen the world, gained some polidi

and much breadth, know their bearings, and instinctively steer their sUp

clear of rudenew and diaconrteBy.

The large proportion of college-bred fellows among the younger settlers

in the North-West is remarkable. Eton, Oxford, Cambridge, and even our

own McGill, Toronto, and other Canadian seats of learning, have sent

forth many of their sons to the prairie land. The over-crowding of the

professions, the locking up of Britain's broad acres in few hands, and the

cost of farms in the older parts of the Dominion, have all had their share

in this. It is now becoming much more generally known than it was a

quarter of a century ago, that scientific agriculture gives ample occupation

for both head and hands. Nowhere in the world can labor-saving imple-

menta be employed to greater advantage than in Manitoba. There is hard

work to be done at farming in Manitoba, but it is not the incessant drudgery

that characterizes it in some other countries. In ploughing, all that is

necessary is to touch a lever «t the end of a long furrow. The seed-drill

follows the sulky-plough. Then comes the roller, and you can ride on that.

There U entire emancipation from the back-breaking scythe and sickle.

You ride on the mower, take in your hay with a self-loader, dump it in the

bam, or more likely stack it in the field, with a horse-fork. You ride on

the reaping-machine, rather on the self-binder, and have but to pitch the

bound sheaves, which is child's play. The race of men in the North-West

who farm, as a great artist mixed his paints, " with brains, sir," is already

large, and will multiply as the advantageous features of prairie farming

become more widely known. To one who has long dreamed of " a good

time coming," when the king of callings shall be prosecuted by a kingly

race of men, the possibilities of rural life in the North-West seem like a

happy realization, " too good to be true." There is, however, both truth

and poetry in it.

The most striking feature about society in the North-West is the

scarcity of homes. A hotel is not a home. Nor is a bache.or's shanty on

the distant prairie, though inhabited by a pair, trio, quartette, or more of

those to whom the post-prandial ditty is applicable :-^

" For they are jolly good fellows."

An American writer says, " A man in a hotel is like a potted flower

plant, carried about from place to place, shorn at the roots, and cut short

at the top." A man in a bachelor's prairie shanty may not resemble the

potted flower in being carried about from place to place, but he is very

like it in being pruned both root and branches. The want of homes has led

to Winnipeg's reputation for wickedness,—a reputation as unenviable as

it is unfair. Given a large population of young men, and men in the

prime of a vigorous manhood ; exiled from family and home ;
passion,

sentiment and affection strong within them, the natural flow of these

pent up, yet stimulated by the most exhilarating climate—is it any wonder

that many of them stray to the billiard saloon, bar-room, and house

of ill-famel Sheer loneliness tempts not a few astray, who, under other

circumstances, had never left the path of rectitude. Nearly every

single young man who has gone to the North-West, has done so

with the definite purpose of returning for some already selected

fair daughter of Eve, and the sweetest solace of his lonely hours is the

memory of " the girl I left behind me." In most cases it would have been

better to have " taken her along." Girls are just as brave as boys. They

are quite as hardy too, if not hardier. Women may be, in some respects,

«nhe weaker vessels," but it is not in power of endurance, divine wisdom

did not formulate the axiom, " It is not good that man should be alone,"

for Eden only. It is as true of the prairie wilderness as it was of the

primeval garden. Indeed, the wilderness becomes a garden so soon as it

can boast an Eve. It is wiser to make a home with a woman than for

one. Give her a share' in the task. Many a newly-married couple has

gone to the North-West and made a start together. No one who has had

extensive observation of life in Manitoba will condemn this plan. The

moral phase of Jthis question is of importance. It is a pitiful thing to

meet with young fellows in the North-West " dead broke," as the saying

is, financially, but ttua is not an irreparable calamity. The saddest of all

spectacles, that of yfi^ng men "dead broke " morally, may also be seen there.

That is an irreparable calamity. "The bloom on the peach " is not more

truly lost by a young woman when she falls from virtue, than it is by the

young man who lapses into vice. Statesmen, fathers and mothers, teachers

and preachers, philosophers and philanthropists, wUl do Manitoba the best

possible turn by using every endeavour to multiply homes there. The

ladies will not faU to do their part, if only asked. " Nobody axed me.

Sir, she said," is woman's adequate explanation for not being where she is

so greatly needed. ^- ' •
*^-

Canon Liddon is now far advanced with his " Life of Dr. Pusey," and

hopes to bring it to a conclusion at an early date.

Mr. Archibald Forbes, the war correspondent, is about to issue a

biography of " Chinese Gordon," the now famous soldier and diplomat,

whose career recent events in Egypt have brought into prominep'^^

EvBfiTONB is disappointed in Rome, I believe. Everyone expects large

ness grandeur, and finds littleness and meanness are the characteristics

that' force themselves upon the attention. Of course the visitor may

climb to the Pincian, and, looking over the city that is stretched beneath

him with the Vatican and St. Peter's piled up, an architectural mass, to

the level of his eye, realize that Michael Angelo did indeed " hang the

Pantheon in the heavens," as he boasted he would do
;
and that the

Vatican with its four thousand rooms, is the largest palace m the world

Or he may walk beyond the walls and satisfy his lon-mg for immensity

with a sight of the Colossaum and the baths of Caracalla. But it is when

walking about the city that the narrowness of the streets, their closeness

and unwholesomeness, strike one most forcibly. For, from the time you

leave your hotel in the Piazza di Spagna and set out to "do 8t Peters,

Raphael's Sibyls, the Sistine Chapel, or a one-hundredth part of the \ atican,

to the time you return to the haunts of the Americans and English in the

Piazza di Spagna, you are trudging through a labyrinth of dirty, noisesome

lanes and alleys. .. . , . a ,i„
But we are looking at Rome from an aldermanic point of view. Surely

ite streets, of all streets, should be looked at with the eyea_ of an artist.

Surely once within its sacred walls we should forget civic rerorm, and be

satisfied with thoroughfares that are insanitary because they are picturesque

;

and irregular though they be-steep, perhaps, or narrow-full of endless,

purposeless twistings and twinings-we should see in them only a succession

of paintable " bits," wonderful in colour, and as forceful m their clearly

defined light and shade as Regnault drew them, or an Italian sun can

make them. Neveri;heless, Rome is crowded. Perhaps on entering a

piazza (an open space at the junction of two or more streets) you are plp.ase.d

with the portico of a church of which a good view is here attainable, and

of which it is desirable to see more. But that is impossible : a narrow

alley is all that intervenes between the remaining three sides ot the

buUdin<r and the neighbouring houses ; so you must abandon your hopes

of gaining furi;her information on the subject by your own enterprise, and

"look it up" in "Murray." The city is tilling rapidly; the season is

iust beginning; and one meets tourists everywhere-in the Corso ^Komes

most f^hionable street ; about half as wide as King street, Toronto), in

the Vatican, on the Pincian, and, on Sunday afternoons, ^in St. J^eter s,

where everyone goes to hear vespers sung by the male sopranos. Our

American neighbours are here in great force ;
proving, by their untiring

peregrinations in search of the art treasures of bygone ages, that the.r love-

if antiquity is as real as it is deep ; and that that played-out old ,,oke of

ours about the Yankee who complained that Rome was " out ot repair,

though, perhaps, characteristic of the American of half a century ago is

far f?om being indicative of the feelings with which the trans-Atlantic

visitor now l.S>ks upon the Eternal City and the wonders that are within ^
ita walls. But your practical, common-sense-loving New Yorker is some-

times guilty of anachronisms, and it was with some amusement that the

writer; while looking at the antique statues that have lately been

unearthed in the Forum, listened to a son of the great republic as he

described to his lady friends how the Roman sculptors executed these works

from sketches in " terra-cotta or plaster of Paris
!

"

, , ,

When those pellegrini were here, on their pilgrimage to the shnne ot

Victor Emmanuel, they turned the city upside down So great were their

numbers they had to come in three detachments, and, as each detachment

had its procession, there were at least three days this month when every-

body was late for his business. Morning dawned in the city offices and

had meUowed into noon^before the clerks appeared. The man from the

latteria knocked atrtyftudio door and announced the arrival of the artists _
lunch but not the moAl whose protracted absence kept the painter idle.

The ckretaker at the^nk warmed his hands over his charcoal hre and

wondered, as the dgif wore on, why the place was .-itiU e^p,ty . All day

—

the procession streamed by on its circuitous route to the Pantheon. The

main thoroughfares were impassable. An impenetrable crowd med the

pavement, and w^ kept from encroaching on the street by gardie The

procession did nbt strike the foreigner with any degree of awe The

costumes were too fortuitous for that. Local magnates with frock coats,

antiquated " sto^pipe ' hats, white bosoms and pea-green ties were very

numerous, and ioUowed their leaders, who held aloft banners of rare device

and" excruciating colour with a soleuinity that befitted the occasion

Warriors in their civilian dress, each decorated with a silk hat (very much

on one side) aAd innumerable medals (the non-possession of which made

one feel quite conspicuous) marched proudly behind their tattered <,on/a/on.

I have it from an eye-witness, that an etdB?ly gentleman ot the ocal

magnate type, and evidently a man of distinction, fearing that the onlookers

interest in his person might be limited to that side of his head upon which

he had adjusted his " stove-pipe," had obviated the difliculty by placing a

red fez cap over the other ear.
, , , • t.

There is no music, worth the name, to be heard in Rome just now
, .

and vet the King is here. A concert occurs now and then, with, perhaps,

one good thing on the programme, but, to hear it one has to pay a dollar

and a quarter for the cheapest seats. " Carmen was performed here, for

the first time, two weeks ago. It was well put on ;
the orchestration was

first-rate, and the Romans showed their appreciation of it by encoring the

overiiure and other orchestral parts two and three times. But these

Italian singers spoil- everything by their incessant tremolo, which they

seem to think it necessary to make use of on every occasion.

The wrocco, an unpleasant, warm, damp wind, has prevaUed of late,

and we poor Canadians long for the cold, clear weather that our friends

across the Atlantic tell us about. This wretched wind is so humid and^

^cUmnytit makes the roads and sidewalks (where any exist) as sticky and

II
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wot as thougl. it had rainod. The only people it does not 'fem to affect

are the artists' u.oaels, who lounge on the «t*ps of TnmUl de ^«'^'* »"

at tb^corner of the vias Capo h Case and Sxstuui m any and every sort

of "weather. They are interesting, these models, and heterogeneous.

There are ferocious-looking n.en from the Campagna who pose as bandits ,

meek maidens who look seraphic, when, artist-like, y^>'
«*^'-%f^ ^J"™'

""'

who sit for Madonnas; boys who are painted as
^^^'^'''^X'^Zilt

Uirls, shepherdesses, matrons ; all are h.-re, satnt and devil, John Baptist

lm\ Beelzebub, priest and blackguard, prince and pauper-each procuraWe

for about four francs a day. Modern Italian art, so different from that ot

the renaissance, excels 'in the elaborate imitation of nature
:

in the

photographic, minute representation of textures materials and
^^J-^^^A

at least, these are the characteristics of the good modem school-foi good

it may be called however unfavourably its productions may compare wit_h

those of the painters of the sixteenth century. But ^he work which is

exposed in the dealers' windows, the work from which unfortunately, the

visitor almost invariably gets ^is impression of modern art in Ital^^^^^^^

tricky, and, but for its possession of one good quality, would be distmctly

bad. The redeeming features in these " pot-boilers is their accentua ion

of local colour-over-done, generally, but yet characteristic «li. **'«'»;«

and blaze of Italy, which is bright and " sudden" in its colouring, almost

to crudity ; in fact, on sunny days, which, despite an <x^'^'o^^^'^l°^^l

are most common, when the grass and trees are violently green, the roads a

chalky white, and the walls and houses stand, yellow a"d^g»"«^'
.*^'*T1^

sky that, by contrast, seems So blue that one feels tempted to beheve that

afier all Ruskin was wrong, and the Italian skies are more intense in th«r

colour than those of any other country-on days like these, when the

artist loads his palette with his brightest pigments and
«^f

P«
"f^

«

blacks and greys, the eye becomes so surfeited with gaudy tints that it is

no wonder the painters should fall into the error of exaggerating the

kaleidoscopic character of the landscape, forgetful of the atmosphere which

does its best to mellow all.
, tc. v u " „»U- in tbp

The Italians say that none but '^dogs and Englishmen walk in the

sun in Rome, and, though the canine connection in which we foreigners

are thus placed is far from complimentary, yet we must adtoit that the

practice, so common among us here of wearing insufficient clothing and

trusting in the sun for warmth, is not a wise one in a city in which the

streets are so narrow as to admit small patches only of ^^e cheering^ys

And in the shade the temperature is certainly very low. The court-yards,

rhurches, and stone stairways have a vault-like chiUiness that makes one

grateful to the "experienced" friends whose advice was "bring your

overcoat." But, really, there is nothing to complain of in the climate of

Rome in the winter; and if you do not over-do your sight-seeing, if you

~ always wear a great-coat, and do not climb too many of the seven hiUs

which the visitor tinds are no "historic fiction," but, on the contrary, a

most wearisome actuality, a sojourn in Rome during, «^y-/''^"y °^

February, may be made as delightful as all who have learned to love the

city have pictured it to be.

THE KENNEL CLUB EXHIBITION.

The annual international exhibition of dogs under the .'^»«Pi<=«« °| ,*^^

Dominion of Canada Kennel Club, was opened yesterday with g^e^t ^d^*
^^

the Pavilion. Though the second in the history of the club it is the hrst

time a show of this kind has been held in Toronto The mdefaigable work

of the committee, the numerous entries, and the liberal support accorded in

iie wjff of speci.1 pri-, have given
t^^'Xr":!,^^"^"*!^jthe way or special prizc», u»^ s-v^
7. -r ..5v W ^nmnotition oa show

exhibition of IBM iTnEeTy^o prove, ilrw wrfy^ ""^P*****^, ^„,*Tr
benches that owners of our respective canine breeds can become thoroughly

acquainted with what should be the faultless characteristics of their favour-

ites and the excellent representatives in most of the prominent classes

afford .'ood subjects for the necessary study. Nor is it alone to the sports-

man that a show of this nature commends itself ; for those who may be

possessed of no sporting proclivities whatever, who may be entirely ignorant

of the distinctive nature and points, or in many instances the very names

of the various breeds which grace the benches cannot fail to be mterested

°n a movement not organized solely for the benefit of exhibitors or the

gratification of the public, but also for the improvement of a race of

Sitmals seemingly ordained by an all-wise Creator as the friend, the

companion, and, in many cases, the protector of man.

Cuvier, the naturalist, asserted that the dog was perhaps necessary for

the establishment of human society, and it is true certain barbarous nations

owe much ot their elevation above the brute to the possession of the dog.

"The more I know of men, the better I like dogs," is quoted as a saying

of Madame de Stael. The antiquity of the dog is lost in the early »ges^

The monuments of Egypt show that dogs, lie men, ^^^^ '«/'«*"'; '^

their races thousands of years ago as now. Naturally acadent,
^J<J

«
experimental breeding, has given rise to species, which in time *ave

LsS distinct properties from the original stock The distinction o

Foxhound, Staghound, Terrier, Boarhound or the like, is ""'y » /"^^ter of

education and not of natural instinct Whatever may have been their

originals, it is altogether probable that the primitive dogs like other

domestic animals, were very different fi-om any of the present races, and

- perhaps indeed from any now existing canines.
;

u„„„„,i

Ttat different species of dogs have more or less bram power is beyond

a doubt, and is notably proved in the case of the Bulldog in which it is

r.ss developed tlian in any other breed. So strongly marked is this pecu-

liarity that the Bulldog is by some considered a sort of abnormal canine

monster; a dog idiot, yielding to uncontrollable- impuh^s, now of blind

ferocitv now of equally blind and undiacriminating tenderness. Yet this

dorbT'tho::! una'cquJnted with his natural characteristics and menta

abe;raLn, is looked upon as a reflex in the brute '=|;«''^*'°\°* ^,« ,^^8'^'

Saxon in the human. The Bulldog, however, when expatriated from

England, deteriorates in both pluck and strength.

In the present show the exhibits may be cut up into two <:la«««»' *«

sporting and the non-sporting. The former, from the use and >mport*n;«

t^s representatives play in the different fields of sport, is both nmnencally

the st^ronger and in its sub-divisions boasts better ^P*'^-'^"^Jjf '^J^^
'

non-sporting. Sport at the present time constitutes an important factor m

the generaf commonwealth, especially amongst English-speaking nations,

so that anything which furthers its interest receives especial attention

Redulg tL number of breeds of dog now used in ^'''^-g "'.
p'rojer a^

smallest possible limit, a goodly array mee^ts us. The Hound^ prop«,J

us6d for the different pursuits of sUg, fox, hare or other ^0^^^-^°^^^ ^^^^^
is never, even in England, where hunting rages ^^PTT^'. '^^Sg '''P^f^

sented on the show bench, and hunting is yet too much
>'^/t8;f;;2iens

side of the Atlantic for us to have hoped to see nota,ble spec™en«-

From the Foxhound, which is a careful cross between the Greyhound j«id

Bloodhound, with a mixture of the English Southron, 7«;,^^«
^em^^

and Beagle. The blood of the Greyhound is largely circu ated m most of

our canine species. Representations of this hound greatly >;eB«^WV^/ »^

present physique are to be seen on Egyptian monuments, whilst figures

wits the characteristics of the Bloodhound are often ">«* 7*^- „.„•..
'

Followers of the gun rely almost solely on Pointers, Setters or Spaniels

for assistance in the field, and these classes are ^-^dijidually as well as

collectively, strong ones. The Pointer is generally looked upon m Spanish

n origin, but was'doubtless introduced by the Phoenicians ^om the east
;

our present breed owes much of its beauty of frame and incre^ed p^e^
a daTh of the Foxhound, and affords a practical lUustration of the su^ess

which, attends scientific breeding. The Setter is undoubtedly a greater

favourite on the show bench, and some gi^nd specimens are ^°«. °" T,*>
representing the three distinct varieties of this breed, the English, Gordon

Ind Irish. "Having been originally used in the netting of P^^fndges for

which purposes they were taught to squat flat down t^ey obtained the^r

present name. The Gordon Setter owes its original distinction to the Duke

of Gordon. Spaniels, as their name infers, werejiatives of i^^^^^^^
^^

also a largely represented class. Roughly they may be divided ^nto two

sections, fhe VVater, and the Land Spaniel, and these
'^S-^^^ll\}^'^l

subdixdded. Of the former the Irish Spamel is far a^d away the test

while of the latter, the Clumber, so named from the seat of th« ^u^^
"I

Newcastle, bears off the palm. The Black, which for beauty takes premier

rank^was introduced in the reign of Charles I., and by that monarch w^

highly prized, and doubtless from this strain sprung the Cocker, iemers

-4an« terraWtM-so named from their tendency to seek their game m
subterranean burrows, are another strong cla^ Their origin is veUed m
a certain amount of obscurity, yet their claims to antiqmty m^t be

respected, for it would be hard to class the dog so ably described by

Oppian aL anything but a terrier, though he doubtless owes his onpn in

the first instance to the Hound. There are two root«-the rough-haired

and the smooth-haired, from which the numerous «"b-<iivisions spring 1he

latter is chiefly represented by the Fox Terner ; the most notable exhibits

of the former being the Skye, the Dandie Dinmont, and tlie now fashion^

able Bedlington. This last named has only recently found a place on show

benches ;no%ne knows their origin, though their
^^'^.'^f^J.^^^^^

clue A pitman in the village of Bedlington, in the north of England, may

be said to have fathered them, some score of years ago. For pluck, tenacity

and general use, they have no equal. ... , . i, „.»„„™.i

The non-sporting division is more diversified, but not of such general

;.,,^.„. 41 w« Mtoelb M»8tifi» and- St. Bernards. The former, which came^
interest, h wv ex«ejH» uxiMiwii* •****-•-»«» .»^u*««»

iv.^,;- TiftT^T«

ori-inally from the mountains of Thibet, command respect by their noble

proportions and dignified mien. From ancient history the Mast^seems

L ^ve been known to the Greeks about the time of the Macedonian
to have Deen Known to mo vircc.^= a.^^« — -- „ „„-_
conquest, and classic Roman writers describe the pendulous hps fiery eyes^

loos; fold of skin above the brows and other characterj^tics ot the modem

Mastiff The history of the St. Bernard is interesting. They were originally

^t^oduced in the year 962 by St. Bernard de Monthon, founder of the well-

known monastery in the Alps, and their special tendency seems to be to

save life. Bulldogs and Collies, though not a numerous, are a well repre-

sented class. Pugs, Toys and Pomeranians may be seen in all their various

e^^ntricities of b?e'ed, while the Dackshunde, or "J^V^^^^L^^
known in the olden time, from having been employed to turn the spit in

the kitchen, walking round in a kind ot wheel, is not '"'^^'"S;^^^^^^^^^^

OTTAWA NOTES.

The news about the Toronto "Bribery Plot "has awakened the most

intense interest here. This is only natural considering tlwt this is the

meeting-place of the chief party poUticians. Every scrap of mformation

that can be secured about the case is eagerly canvassed, '"dhardly any-

thing else is spoken of in the lobbies an^gjembem' rooms. It is rather

diifiwiltfor ai impartial observer, at tflTdistance, to ""^derstand who

were the bribers and who the plotters. The supporters of eith«r party

seem quite satisfied that the enemy never showed such baseness «»d Ft^«
weakness as in the present instance. Hon. Senator Macpherson Minister

rf^KtTrior, wh^taame ha. been mixed up with the '«^-.
^„f«-^,

publicly, in his pUce in the Senat.!, all knowledge of any attompU at

'"
The annual Orange BUI episode was relieved of its monotony this year
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cent effort. The oration was commenced '^^^er d?'

W

?
^^^^

circumstances. It was the evening of
^^ J^*"^^^,^^^^ Mr. Blake was

necessarily one of the disadvantages
"f"^-^f^^ '°,ti.tg lieU in honour of

absent, having been j-vi'^V n b^trLk bS wasu^d r discussion for a

the day. The Grand Trunk Double-tra^k B^^^^
^^ ^,^^

short time after recess, then the order *or
^ discussion

Orange Bill was called Evidently the L'^ejals expe^te
^^ ^^^.^

on the question, and that th«y jould have^opportim ty
^^^^ ^^^

time for speaking. But, contrary
j*^ P'™?''t„ ,^y that he and his allies

had the Bill in charge, only spoke
1°.'^S/^°"8Y" 'Yteir opponents would

were willing to forbear from 'l""^"''""^.
^*^^^.X offer for^no person rose.

^
do the same. The others seemed to

"^^f
P

*J^ °f^^' ^^^^s "Call in the

The Speaker P-t the quesUon^d
-^^^^^^Ji. The sergeant-at-arm-s.

"
members " uttered when Mr. Mi Is rose to spe

haps, but true— ^
who had, with unusual a^crityskipped-und.gnifiedp^^

^p^,^^^^^^^ ^^^

into the lobby, was called back AH hope
°^ ^^ ^hey said

abandoned. Mr. Mills spoke and Mr
^l' ^^^^ZT^Z'^ininWy evident

some good things; but were not
"';^"fJ^^^^f;;,Vlt the question being

that they were speaking against ^^^^^ .^J^^senger was despatched by

put before Mr. Blake's arrival
^I°*"^""''^^„^''Xle Mr M. C.Cameron'sL Liberal whips to summon their leader, and, while ur^^

rasping voice f^ -^i^t^^-Sior^^e^cL^^^^^

irittrhrrtra lX^^^
speech must seem much like an « f^f^^^f^^^^^^^

ton worn away
Such a feeling as that, however, if ^"y^^^?

''

"Xoughout, logical, clear

in listening to the oration. I
-^/°^'ff^'J^ it was too heavily

and magnificently worded. Its only fau wa. that
^^^^^ ^^^^

cumbered with quotations Mr. Blake wui p j ^,„^^ent against

lawyer's habit of giving his "proofs in full,

^^''f J^ ^^^^^^
the Orange Bill was conclusive. The °ny reason „

p,o^i„ees

incorporation for the Orange Association i.s be a^^^
^^^

wUl not give a charted The Purpose ° ^^^.P^_.^
^ ^.^ter within

Association power to hold property as an
Parliament to give a

Provincial jurisidction. Therefore
p'vinces t^slation which they ha.1

charter would be to force upon the Provinces 'egw
^^ ^^^^^

refused, and which they had a P«rf«^\."6j^,,'°
^f.^cord a., personally

. went further than that. He put h^"»8«"
^^^f^'y "^J^i^;^, they afforded

•

opposed to all secret societies, hf^*^«^ "^^^^^hr'n Believing this, he

unprincipled leaders to manage their
^«f^".°'!i*^^^^^^^^^ and, narrowing

objected to aJl state recognition "^ ^^^P^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^i. was the"^
it down further, he gave it to be ""^^eratooa

, ^^^ be achieved against

Orange Association and that any -cognition of it must be a
^. ^^^ g^^^^

his most strenuous opposition. But ?°*
'=°°*f''' ^holies, and made these

quoted the Orange denunciations
°^^^^°^y^^\?\t ^ee^^h, and in that

documents the text of a sort of
«f^'Xw to be generally discussed. It

extension are the points that are most likely to

"^f^ \^^, ^hey owe

is a defence of the Roman C^^^^ «
o«kn potLtate." The defence is a

aUegiance not to th^
'^•^'^^^'^^^''l^^tmZrt^^ the Roman Catholics ^

- magnificent one. Was it a bid for *he support
^^ ^^.^

T^is and always must remain a matte^of oP-io-
^^^^^^^^^^

speech, however, certaidj has t««"
f -^^^^j^i^^^^^ and their leader than

f^much better diposed toward the Oppos^^tion
.^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

before. The i—i-^/ ^^^^-^'gdward B akT^d a revival ot the talk

SariKc^bf^m^^^^^^.,^^. with the

Thi» brings up considerations of the presen^^^^^^^
f.imnus

Govemment. Although Sir^ohn is m the worts
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

WUkinson, " as smart as a cricket yet t >» =^«^^
g^^ Leonard

JsitionUg enough to h-g a man forward a. h^ succe^^^^^^
^^^ ^.^

Tilley is an older man, m fact if not in yea
, ^ ^ ^^

Charies Tupper seems to acknowWge tha^^^^^^^^ h- -
.^ ^^^^^

^V
.

lead the Conservative forces After thes^ there c
^^^^^^ ^^^^^

and after him a lot of -"bodies Not but that the
^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

the ranks, among them Mr. Dalton M^^^^'fy^ j^„^ the ranks to the

Mr. Thomas White'; but no man can hope to ^tep Uom
^^^^^^

place of command There seems to be a ™sgc now n^p
^^^ ^^ ^^^

Sir Leonard and Sir Hector for the chiet p
^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^ ^^

Commons and on other
^'^'"''IJ^T'^^^^r^!\t was after midnight

absent. The other evening-or «tther ^o"^'^-
'°^^,^ „f ^he Government

_Mr. Blake crossed the A--;*"
^P-^'^J" '^^ °he ^Chamber speaking with

benches. Sir Hector was near the
^"j^^, °'q

^^itj^n leader approaching

one of Ilia supporters but,
-''^/^^^^J^.^eHy forward and entered, as of

as if to speak to Sir Leonard, he f™«^1^^'['y
i^^^r a member of tfie

right, into the conversation. A
^J.^he Wer of the House." The

Oppciition rose to ask a^question »«
f| ^"^^^"^ rose to reply, as if

worfs were hardly out of his mouth ^hen Sir Leom^m ^
jj gj^

To prevent Sir Hector having -y^P^^tXTp he is decei'ving him-

Le^nard hopes, as he seems to do, for thetoaae p
^^ ^^^ ^j

self. He has no fol owmg worth ^«^*r^3 his respectable record

character at f --l«i„*°"°74^^^L,rilSvt^^^^^ theU he cannot

to recommend him. B°t. 'f Sir "e^'^ - English-speaking partner.

hope to be successful unless he has a strwig 8 f
^f g^^

ffre is no such man °« . *he Go^e-ment «de °fjhe^^
^^^.^^^ ^.^^

ro:ri;;n'rHtto'^rL'::bS^^^^
-«
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,
must come

,m,»er to Ihi. ,«e.tion, like Mr. B1.W. Kcenlon lo power,

.,..r Sir Job. 1» dr.p^ »^ [r,1.^°i::T.£i'. ».»b.r. .a *.

tney aeciartju I."
-J- (Wlarin" several times that the

LcUytrwLirL I'Sorctsir'john ks conse.t.^ to submit a

faj'rSet^rt. to decide a« to the constitutional, ty of^the law^^^^
^

Ottawa, Mcvrch r"- ''•''^^^i, 1884.

SWEET FERN.

The subtle power in pnrfume (onnd

Nor priest nor sibyl vainly learned ; :

On (itecian shrine or A/.tec mound

No censer idly burned. -

That power the hoary Magian knew,

The dervish in his frenzied dance,

The Pythian princess swooning through

The wonderland of trance. _j

And Nature holds, in wood and field,

Her thousand sun-lit censers stiU:.

To spell of flower and shrub we yield

Against or with our will. __

I climbed a hill-path strange and new

With slow feet, pauains at each turn :

A sudden waft of west wind blew

The breath of the sweet fern.

That fragrance from my vision swept

The alien landscape ; in its stead,

Up fairer hUls of youth I stepped.

As Ught of heart as tread.

With me June's freshness, lapsing brook,

Murmurs of leaf and bee, the call

Of birds, and one whose voice and look

In keeping were with all.

A fern beside the way we went

She plucked, and smiling, held it up,

While from her hand the wild, sweet scent,

I drank as from a cup.

O potent witchery of smell

!

/

The dust-dry leaves to life return ;

And she who plucked them owns the »p«dl,

And lifts her ghostly fern.

Or sense or spirit? Who shall say_

What touch the chords of memory thnlls ?

It passed ; ind left the August day

.

Ablaze on lonely hills.

Danvera, Mwis.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW. ___

VII.

—

Continued.

V. Ko^ «r».rcelv time to Uke off her bonnet before

On reach ng home she had scarce^ ime
^ ^^^^^^ ^^^

the name of her cousin Courtlandt was brou^nr^to n y
^^^^^^

went down into the little ^^P-^-^-^,,
"^^^^he def;nsive. Her sensa-

anticipations ot hemg forced to p^the^el^o
^^^ lowering of the

^^^irtCrt^'^dji/t'^ft tTe^rtL^^^u^ ihS
watched the black, tumbled blocks of coa Mnth ey

^^.^^ ^^^ immcli-

.napping and crackling AameB a. P^^^^^^^^^^
3^^ ^,^„he did raise

ately raise his eyes as her e-^ten^^
^,j impve..nable calm,

them, she saw that he was clad in h'« «Ul imp
^. ^^ ^^^^ ^.^,^ ^j^h

She sank into a chair, n°t f^r from the
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^,j

an amused smile playing about her lips, i PP J

me dreadfully." „ „„ i •' !,« asked.
.. What makes you suppose soj he a.sMa^

fearfully

" You darted away, there at the Battery, as ii y

shocked.' „
" I don't think I d^'«^^ away^ ^^^ y„^ „,ight

: ?• ''^r YouSi B^ress ot business, and you hadn't any, or

Sp^erre':^Jw-.tsoe^^^^^^^

,ou';;:^X:i?^I^SS^;,
YouLkemeteelconscience-

Lcken by a realization ot my °^^ d^e^t
., ^^^

" I might speak pretty plamly to you y
^ ^^ ,, ^^ ^^ ^

Lpudentyouare. I gen.-rally have.

i-li

m
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'•^ou did something that was a good deal off colour for a woman who

wants herself always regarded as careful of the proprieties. I found you

doing it, and I was shocked, as you say."

Pauline straightened herself in her chair. " I don't know what you

mean," she replied, a little crisply, "by 'off colour.' I suppose it is

slang, and I choose, with good reason, to believe that.it conveys an unjustly

contemptuous estimate of my very harmless act. I took a stroll along

that beautiful Battery with a friend."

" With an adventuring newspaper fellow, you mean," said Courtlandt,

cool as afways, but a little more sombre.

Pauline rose. " I will stand a certain amount of rudeness toward

myself," she declared, " but I will not sUnd sneers at Mr. Kindelon. No
doubt if you had met one walking with some empty-headed fop, like

Fyshkille, or Van Arsdale, you would have thought my conduct perfectly

proper."
" I'd have thought it devilish odd," said Courtlandt—" and rather bad

form. I've no more respect for those fellows than you have. But if you

got engaged to one of them I shouldn't call it a horrible disaster."

Pauline smiled, with a threat of rising ire in the smile. " Who thought

of my becoming ' engaged ' to anybody 1
" she asked. And her accentua-

tion of the word which Courtlandt had just employed produced the effect

of its being scornfully quoted.

He was toying with the links of his watch-chain, and he kept his eyes

lowered while he said :
" Are you in love with this Kindelon chap t

"

She flushed to the roots of her hair. " I—I shall leave the room," she

said, unsteadily, "if you presume to talk any further in this strain."

" You are a very rich woman," pursued Courtlandt. What he said

had somehow the effect of a man exploding something with a hand of

admirable firmness.

Pauline bit her lips'excitedly. She made a movement as if about to

quit the chamber. Then some new decision seemed to actuate her. " Oh,

Court ! " she exclaimed, reproachfully, " how can you treat me in this

unhandsome way t" .

He had lifted his eyes, now. " I am trying te save you from making

a ridiculous marriage," he said. "I tried once before—a good while

ago^—to save you from making a frightful one. My attempt was useless,

then. I suppose it will be equally useless now."

Pauline gave an agitated moan, and covered her face with both hands.

Hideous memories had been evoked by the words to which she had

just listened. But immediately afterward a knock sounded at the partly

closed door which led into the hall. She started, uncovered her face, and

moved toward the door. Courtlandt watched her while she exchanged

certain low words with a servant. Then, a little later, she approached

him, and he saw that her agitation had vanished, and that it appeared to

have so vanished because of a strong controlling effort.

" Mr. Kindelon is here, " she said, in abrupt undertone. " If you do

not wish to meet him you can go back into the dining-room. " She made

a "esture toward a portiere not far away. " That leads to the dining-room,"

she went on. " Act just as you choose, but be civil, be courteous, or do

not remain.
"

" I will not remain, " said Courtlandt.

H e had passed from the room some little time before Kindelon entered

it.

" You did not expect to see me, " said the latter, facing Pauline. His

big frame had a certain droop that suggested humility and even contrition.

He held his soft hat crushed in one hand, and he made no sign of greeting

with the other.
" No, " said Pauline softly, " I did not expect to see you. " She was

W&lXIiri? lOT Xu6 SOTlTlCt or inc Ilelll-vtOOr OuMlu© J
ont? owii uuuru iv^ nuu atiww

that it meant the exit of Courtlandt. Then she went on :
" but since you

are here, will you not be seated t

"

" Not until you have forgiven me !
" Kindelon murmured. Between

the rich, fervent, emotional voice which now addressed her and the even

regularity of the tones she had just heard, what a world of difference lay !

° " You were certainly rude, " she said, thinking how chivalrously his

repentance became him, and how strong a creature he looked in this weaker

submissive phase. " Yon know that 1 had only the most friendly feelings

toward you. You accused me of actual hypocrisy. But I will choose to

believe that you did not mean to lose your temper in that positively wild

way... Yes, I forgive you, and in token of my forgiveness, there is my
hand."

She extended her hand, and as she did so he literally sprang forward,

seizing it. The next instant he had stooped and kissed it. After that he

sank into a near chair.

" If you had not forgiven me," he said, " I should have been a very

miserable man. Your pardon makes me happy. Now I am ready to turn

over a new page of—of friendship . . yes friendship, of course. I shall

ne*er say those absurd, accusatory things again. What right have I to

say^hem 1 What right have I to do anything more that the honour of

your notice, as long as you choose to bestow it t I have thought everything

over ; I've realized the fact of your being willing to know me at all is an

immense extended privilege !

"

Pauline still remained standing. She had half turned from him, while

ho thus impetuously spoke ; she was staring down into the ruddy turmoil

of tho fire.

" Don't say anything more with regard to the little disagreement," she

answered. " It is all ended. Now let us Ulk of other things."

He did not answer, and she let quite a long pause ensue while she

still kept her eyes upon the snapping co»l-blooks. At length she con-

tinued :

" I shall have the full list of Mrs. Dares' guests quite soon. It has

been promised me."
" Yes t

" she heard him say a little absently.

" I shall, no doubt, have it by tomorrow morning," she went on.
j

"Then I shall begin my arrangements. I shall issue invitations to those

whom I wish for my guests. And I shall expect you to help me. You
promised to help me, as you know. There will be people on the list whom

I have not yet met—a good many of them. You shall tell me all about

these, or, if you prefer, you shall simply draw your pen through their

names. . . Why don't you ask me how I shall obtain this boasted list 1

"

" You mean that Mrs. Dares will send it ? " she heard him ask.

" No, I mean that I shall secure it from her daughter." '"'

—

"Her daughter?"
" Yes—Cora. I have been to see Cora. I visited her studio . . By the

way, what a good portrait she has there of you. It is really an excellent

likeness."

She slowly turned and let a furtive look sweep his face. It struck her

that he was confused and discomfited in a wholly new way. . ^^

—

" I think it a fair likeness," he returned. " But I did not sit for it,"

he added, quickly. " She painted it from memory. It—it is for sale like

her other things."
" Oh, no, it is not for sale," said Pauline. She saw his colour alter s

little as her gaze again found stealthy means of scrutinizing it. " Miss

Cora told me that very decidedly. She wants to keep it—no doubt as a

precious memento. I thought the wish very flattering . . I—I wondered

why you did not ask Cora Dares to marry you."
" She perceived that he had grown pale, now, as he rose and said :

" I think I shall never ask any woman to marry me." He walked

slowly toward the door, pausing at a little distance from its threshold.

" When you want me," he now proceeded, " will you send for me ! Then

I will most gladly come."
" You mean . . about the salon 1 " she questioned.

" Yes . . about the salon. In that and all other ways I am yours to

command . .
."

When he had gone she sat musing before the fire for nearly an hour.

That night, at a little after nine o'clock, she was surprised to receive a

copious list of names from Cora Dares, accompanied by a brief note.

She sent for Kindelon on the following day, and they spent the next

evening together from eight until eleven. He was his old, easy, gay, bril-

liant self again. What had occurred between them seemed to have been

absolutely erased from his memory. It almost piqued her to see how per-

fectly he played what she knew to be a part.

Soon afterwards her invitations were sent out for the following Thur^O

day. Each one was a simple " At Home." She awaited Thursday with

much interest and suspense.

(To be Contimied.)

VERAX" ON THE QUEEN'S BOOK.

We can know but little of the effect of a royal environment upon a royal

personage except by a voluntary disclosure such as the Queen has now

made, and which is so valuable, partly because of its rareness, but chiefly

because it comes to us like a flash of light from a distent all but unknown

land. Our ignorance, it should be observed, relates chiefly to the moral

and intellectual effect produced by the royal environment, and not to the

environment itself. Of this we may take several attributes for granted.

We see at once that it must differ in many essential respects from the

eiivirdnments of common people. One difference is found in the almost

absolute power of controlling it which lies in the Sovereign's hands.

Ordinary folk cannot help themselves. They must take life as they

finds it. They cannot always choose the sort of people they have

to deal with, but must teke them as they come, rivals, cynics, critics,

people who do not care a straw for them, and have not the smallest

objection to tread on their corns. The disciplinary effect is no doubt

admirable. It teaches us to know ourselves, and it compels a recognition

of the rights of others. From discipline of this sort a sovereign is almost

wholly exempt. Ho can take care to remove from the range of his habitual

intercourse all unpleasant things. The result is the freest possible

outcome of his own nature. The autocratic individuality has fashioned its

surroundings to its own taste, we see it as it is. In such a state of things

when everything disagreeable has been weeded out of the surroundings of

daily life, there are no critics, no censurers, no advisers. Moods of temper

which in private persons would have to be repressed are enticed and

pampered into luxuriant growth. Sorrows meet with exaggerated

sympathy, and when a fit of gaiety succeeds everybody is ready to attest

by appeals to Heaven how natural and how laudable is the indulgence.

How will it fare with poor human nature in such circumstances t If we

really wish to know, the Queen's Book supplies us with abundant illustra-

tions. In the first place we have what may perhaps be described as an

enormous aggrandizement of self^wnsciousness. It absorbs into itself ail

persons and things that come within its range till they all think the same

thoughts, sigh the same sighs, and shed the game tears. The Queen presenta

herself to the world as a sorrowing widow, and in that character aska for

universal aympathy. It is not in human natiire to refuse the request Yet

widowhood i» no nnoommon misfortune. A colliery explosion often makea

fifty widowa at a atrokei A ooUter'a widow finds the cupboard empty,

and is obliged to atifle her grief in order to find her children food. In the

exaggerated 8elf-con«cioo«n«*i of royalty a special measurement is applied

to the ordinary iociilenU oi life, ao that what would appear to ordinary

people the most common things teke the form of gigantic sacrifaces Thus

the darling Albert is remembered and idolized for h.s ready self-denial,

for his uncomplaining submission to the behests of Providence. We grant

at once the demand made upon our homage, but we find ourselves slightly

betrayed.on discovering that the transcendent sacrifice he had to make

wl merely a journey from Balmoral to Windsor or from Windsor to

London, when, like most family men, he would rather have stayed at home.

Another result of the same cause is a disposition to regard the ausfortunes

of life as singularly atrocious and inexplicable when they happen to great

''^"llere are the Queen's comments on the death of the Prince Imperial :

" To die in such an awful and horrible way ! Poor, poor dear Etnpress, her

only, only child-her all, gone ! Monstrous ! To think of that dear young

man the apple of his mother's eye. born and nurtured in the purple, dying

Tus is too'^fearful, too awful, and inexplicable that the others should not

have turned round and fought for him. It is too horrible !
Horrible

Z doubt, but what of the scores of English lads of gentle bir h every bit

L good as the Prince Imperial^ who were speared at Isandula I We see

"oTher illustration of the'same general principle in the tendency to over-

estimate the value of personal fidelity. The hero here is John Brown

who figures on every page of the book. He was no doubt an hones man

who did his duty. He had "a good time of it." His devotion to the

jSeen enabled him to domineer over everybody else. It does not need

much knowledge of human nature to enable us to teke an accurate

m^ure of the man, and it is not one which would ensure h.m a high

SreTn the esteem of mankind. A human lapdog is not a sublime objec

^contemplation. We should have thought better of him ^ he had go

tired of his post, and sought refuge in his native Hignlands -the home of

ndependence, leaving his mistress to her maids. We cannot worship John

Bro^ though it is f comfort to think that he did not live in the times

of ET^^ard the Second, for in that case he would have run great risk of

ting hanged. When the battle of Tel-el- Kobir w^, pending, all the

Seen's thoughte were for her " darling child,' the Du,.e of Connaught.

We felt sure^hat His Royal Highness would have the maximum of honour

with the minimum of risk, and that no harm would come to him JChe

Sieen praved for him, and read K,irner's " Gebet ^°;; d^-'^^^^f^t';,

There was'no need for so extreme a supplication on the eve of a hght

with the Egyptian forces of Arabi. It has been noticed that the Queen sS is silent on the great occurrences which within the last twenty years

We changed the fate%f Europe. But it tells us of Loch Leven, where

"poor Mary Stuart" was imprisoned, and swells into a sort of rapture

when it reaches the lands of Lochiel, whose great-grandfather was the

prime cause of the Jacobite rebellion of 1745. The Queen rejoices that

Te has Stuart blood in her veins, and that Scotland is her own dear

counTy Her English suhjecte will gladly make her a present o all our

Tie Stuarts-James I., Charles I., Charles II., James
"-/f

H-
"Majesty take her pick of them, and tell us whose memory we should adore.

Her Majesty visited another historic scene. On the •23rd of August, 1878

8heM at Broxmouth Castle, the seat of the Duke of Ro'^hurghe The

Ouem reached Dunbar at a quarter to nine, suffering from "a rather stiff

stIder
'^ They drove in a landau to the house. The Queen telb us how

she and her retainers were quartered. Most interesting in ormation On

her way from Dunbar the landau would cross a low bridge close to the

nark Over that bit of low ground Cromwell sent his cavalry to storm

Leflankof Leslie's army at the famous battle of Dunbar -hi'^h sj^'^^d

the Stuart interest in Scotland. Along the southern bank of the^ Brox-

burn Leslie arrayed his troops after their fatal descent from the hills

Sond ns3 of attacking them in front. Cromwell, anticipating the

Scs of Frederick and Napoleon, threw his attacking force across the

Sae over which the Queen passed, and doubled them up in half an hour.

iu fhis wTt^n bow-shot o^ttkiJiamber where the fa thful John Brown
j\.li luiB W11.U""

, ,.,.„„ „f fi,„ ( )Mr«in H other
sleot I have no space left for deploring the fortune of the Queen s other „ther se

tvourites the chief of whom was Dr. Macleod. Poor theologian !
if he .:™ „f S

W ever dreamed of becoming such a fool as the Queen' s Book makes him

e^n his Highland fidelity must have faltered. Yet we may be gratefu

torthebook^ It is one of the most instructive of the season, and if

royalty can quite afford the venture we are ready to welcome another.-

Manchester Examiner. ~

and some Canadian journalists we know of might take a hint and a lesson

from Mr Smalley's blunt statements. Lovers of Chaucer will resent

Kate Sanborn's attack on " The Chaucerian Mania," but may calm their

ruffled feelings by perusing " An Easter Egg," or the interesting sketches

of "Jasper Francis Cropsey, N. A.," and " Rothenburg in Bavaria.'

The Century has five profusely illustrated articles and a biographical

paper with two portraits. " How Wilkes Booth crossed the Potomax: "is

told by Oeorge Alfred Townsend, and this interesting contribution fills the

historical •'ap between the disappearance of Booth in the scrub pines of

lower Maryland and his appearance in Virginia. Mr John Burroughs

endeavours to show that Emerson" is entitled to a, higher place than

Matthew Arnold has accorded to him. The present status of the negroes

of the South, from a Southern standpoint, is treated in an essay by Walter

R Hill, and Professor Samuel WiUard has an essay on " The Destiny of

the Universe " Of the illustrated articles, (Canadian readers will probably

be most interested in S. G. W. Benjamin's " Cruise of the Alice May '

-

a picturesque record of a cruise among the Magdalen ..lands of the St.

Lawrence Gulf. Good companion reading to the ^{anlmttari .i article ou —
Booth is to be found in George Logan Montgomery's comments on " Law

rence Barrett and his Plays." Those who have read Miss Clark s charming—
" Notes on the Exile of Dante " will regret.to part company m her conclud-

ing beautifully illustrated paper.

The Atlantic is scarcely up to itsaverage. It is redundant of romance,

however, and in addition te the serials has a pretty Uttle Florentine story

" Annina,' by Charles Dunning, as well as Ldith M Thomas account of

" The Return af a Native." Bradfor.l Torrey, under the caption Phillida

Corvdon" lovingly descants upon an evidently favourite theme—birds. .

Several recognized theories accounting for red sunset.s are pat in a very

readable form by N. S. Shaler, and Oliver T Morton, m Im article on

" Presidential Nominations" suggests a plan vvhereby he thinks the power

of election "bosses" and wirepullers might be broken. Maria Louise

Henry supplies " An Outline Portrait ' of Madame do Longue^ville.

Readers of The Week who have followed the articles and correspondence

on General Grant will read with pleasure a review of a work on <,eneral

Beauregard.
.

'

Education (an international bi-monthly magazine devoted to the

science, art, philosophy, and literature of education) has for a frontispiece

rstriking,'beautifull?-executed steel engraving of the Hon^ Wendel

Phillips. "Co-Education " is defended in a paper by Hon H. S Tarbell

whose contribution to a burning question is worthy the attention of

Thinkers General John Eaton maintains that the nation is the only patron

of education equal to the emergency. G. G. Bush, Ph.D. has an able

article on "The Origin of the First German LTniversities." The .lesira-

hn^v of including drawing in the industrial education curriculum and m

g^'mar loolsl dTscusLd by S. Edward Warren and Walker S. Perry

?^tively, and John T. Prince writes on the duties of school supenn-

3nte Especially deserving of notice is Mrs. C. Bascom's contribution

on the " Rights of Children."

The Cor.«in««« company are to be congratulated on the success which

has attended their efforts to establish a good weekly dlustrated magazine.

r"eqX and quantity of good subject matter, well i lustrated capitally

irintld. which they offer for ten cents is almost mcredible^
J'j''.

3"''"'

dlted March 27 th has a very interesting article on Robert Eodd Lincoln.

St Nicholas contains an account of the first ice-palace-that built by

the Empress Anna Ivanova of Russia-which will be read with intere t

„Tonlv the voun" folk for whom it is written but by many of the r

efders Th sto'ry orthe boyhood of Henry V. of England is told in this

uumber. As usual, the illustrations form no inconsiderable part of the

attractiveness of the St. N'icliolaa.

LiTTBLLS Living Age for March 1.1th and 22nd, contain amongst

other selecllbn^. I hristian Aguustidsm ;
Cardinal Nowmaa on the I n spira-

Hnn of Scripture and Profosfor Tvndall on Rainbows, ^ xnet,;:r.th C.ntury ;

ChLlGodon'^-iniBcences of Jamaica, and Club CUmbling in the

La^t Century, All the Tear Round: Gales and Hurricanes, Spectator;

George Eliot's Essays, Ath^mrum.

THE PERIODICALS.
V

The April Manhattan couples with its usual elegance of appearance an

unusua? strength of subject matter. Mr. Matthew Arnold's eloquent plea

for the retention of literature in a prominent place in education, as opposed

to the utilitarian theory that it should be supplanted by science will fand

numerous admirers. " To know ourselves and the world is the aim of

culTu« and the mean, te this end is te "know the best which has been

thou«h and said in the world." The next subject in point of importance

s Jable criticism by Henry C. Pedder, of Edwin Booth and his ac ing,

prefaced by a short biographical sketeh, and beauti uUy illustrated by

cute fi^m photographs by Sarony. It is not generally known we be leve,

that tto dVeamfactor was called before the curtain twenty-four imes

dmSng his performance of "Hamlet" in Germany. Mr Booth is

dSed as a man who "from a .mall beginning made himself what he

i. bv dint of perseverance, singleness of purpose, and worthiness of aim,

wLd by natural abiUty." J«li*n Hawthorne tells a quaint autobio-

B^phical romance, and Edna Dean Procter contributes a poetical appeal

f^m fiTMadhi to the tribes of the Soudan. There is much more ruth

thT poetry in an article on " Recent Tendencies in American Jouraham,

BOOK NOTICES.

Nova Britannia ; or Our New Canadian Dominion Foreshadows! ;
being

a sfi^B of Lectures, Speeches, and Addresses; by the Hon. Alex.

Morri^! P.C. D.C.L.; Edited by a Member of the Canadian Press.

Toronto :- Hunter, Rose .t Co., 1884.
,.,. . .

Little apology, we should say, is necessary for the re-publication of

what constitutefthe bulk of the present volume, namely:-a couple of

Tectun-s delivered in Montreal, twenty years ago, replete with information

vS must have been difficult te procure at '^^ '"«•,
™;''=''™'"i''

the

resources and the future of the older provinces of Canada together with

much statistical matter relating to the Hudson's BJy and Pacihc Oo^

Territories In view of what has tranijpired in connection with th(.

Lndi. Hnd the development of tho Dominion in the past seventeen

vea^ Mr Morris's thoughtful and patriotic utterances so long ago as

{858.' may be looked upon' if not as a bitof inspiration then as a shrewd

far-seeing speculation, and a remarkable forecast of history. To those

who ^n remember the period when these .lectures were delivered, and can

TecalUheTeagreness of*^ the information we then had of the c-ountry we

have sice^qTred, and have partly entered into the possession of, itwiU b

curious te t^ce in the fuller light of to-day How far Air. Mon-is^

prognostications have been verified, and in what direction there haa been

i\i

i

I';.;;
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the most eratifying development, the Editor's illustrative notes as well

*aS h'ttr^ductV prefac^. will give substantial aid in -k.ng ^h>s

interesting retrospect. How far what is yet a dream m Mn Morns a

picture of national progress the coming years may realize it will be for

the country's rulers and the people themselves to say The f"*"'/' « /«*

to the play of circumstance, or imperilled by the sinister work of faction

ly reLe"^ it difficult to determine whether Canada is to ho^^^ place a^a

disLct power in the New Worid, or holding it, will be able to do so for go^^

We can only hope that the roseate hues of Mr. Morris's imagination may

set upon a maturity as full as promise as gilded the earlier days of the

Tountry, and that the nation as she gathers unto herself years may a so

gather wisdom and strength. In the latter half of Mr. Morris s work the

^terest is more or less personal to Mr. Moms himself, if we except the

s^echl on Confederation and on the Resolutions for the Acquisition of

tre North-West territory. In these addresses, besides their patriotism and

healthy national tone.. there is much interesting reading matter, and _the

evidence of a wide and practical acquaintance with public affairs.

Men of thb Time : A Dictionary of Contemporaries, 11th edition, edited by

Thompson Cooper, F.S.A. London: Geo. Routledge & Sons
;
Toronto

^"- Williamson i Co., 1884.

Like its predecessors, the present issue is full of ripeness of age, with

honours, and of the budding promise of Spring. More than its previous

vdumes we have in the new issue, a larger proportion of younger men

men who are coming to the froiit as writers, journalists, newspaper corres-

pondents, artists, travellers, actors, singers, . scientist^ and
f« (•^P^^'*^

tive nam;s in law and medicine, politics the army and the church Names

familiar and engrossing, as Butler and Barnum, Cetewayo and Chelmsford,

Cesnola and Belthere, unfold their secrets and apprise us of what we have

either forgotten or have never known. The United States have m the

volume a large mustering of representative names, and Canada has exten-

sive additions to her Walhalla of fame. Besides the new Governor-General,

two or three Lieuti-Governors, the older statesmen of Canada, and the

Bishops of the Anglican Church, among whom we find some of the later Kight

LverLds, we mL for the first time in this " Du=tionary of Contempor-

aries," the following names: Blake, Mackenzie, Mowat, Rowland^ Hunt-

3n. Fleming, Frechette, Gzowski. Grant, Lind^y^^and Hagarty.

Dawson, Sterrf Hunt, McCaul, Goldwin Smith, and Wilson of those

outside politics who have had place in an eariier as well as in the present

edition We note some obvious omissions, the result, we presume, ot

accident rather than of design. As a whole, however, the work is satis-

factorily representative, and the facts and information furnished, though

condensed; seem accurate. '

A Short HisT(yi,Y of Oor Own Times. By Justin H. McCarthy. New

York : Harper &, Brothers, Franklin Square.

The art of epitomizing is an exceedingly difficult one. The tendency is

to condense the life and usefulness out of the work abbreviated So^ when

it was announced that Mr. McCarthy intended to issue "A Short History

of Our Own Times," though the news was hailed with popular satisfaction,

there was a fear amongst readers of his larger work that it would suffer

in the process—the more so that it had not appeared at all prolix Ihe

shorter history, however, though necessarily less interesting from the fact

that much of the literary work upon which the facts were strung has

unavoidably been eliminated, is still an exceedingly valuable and readable

history of the period covered—from the accession of Queen Victoria to the

^esepftl^ election of 1880. As reduced, Mr,McCarthy's history holds mi

"The Power of Monbt " was unjtnown to Toronto audiences—that is,

so far as a dramatic pourtrayal of that all-pervading passion is concemed-

Tntn ^ven in the Grand Opera House this week. It has been most

favourably received " across the line."
^^

No better te8timonJ^to the continued popularity of the "Silver King

and^he ability of Mr. Haverly's company could be desired than theTo™"*"

Opera House presented on Saturday afternoon. On that oc^ion so

crowded was the theatre that the band, was placed up m the flies and

s^or's of eager listeners lined the passages. Mr. Sheppard hinks it was

Te biggest house ever known in this city. Considering that this dramatic

romance is now an old friend, and has been played fourteen times dunn^

the past season, this speaks volumes for its merits and attractions Messrs.

Jones and Herman's play is so well known that criticism is superfluous. It

may be interesting to^ecord that Mr. Charles A. Hasw.n, whose po-erful^

delineation of the leading part-^iZ/r.^
R''''''''\'^\^ltZhtZf^

worthily rivals that of Mr. Wilson Barrett, the creator of the character

is a stage enthusiast, and did not don the sock and buskin for vulgar dollars

and ceifts. He is a lawyer by profession, but threw up a possible successful

career in law for the more congenial and faspinating pursuit of histnonic

fame. _^__^—

unassailable position as a concise, reliahle, unprejudiced, and eminent

readable book. The edition under notice is also carefully indexed, and is

well printed, on good paper—by no means a small consideration in the

enjoyable perusal of a book in these days of omnivorous reading.

MUSIG AND THE DRAMA.

D'Oyly Carte has six companies travelling in England—two " Patience,

two " lolanthe," and two " Princess Ida."

Mr Frank D. Nelson, well and favourably known in Toronto as a

vocalist and comedian, has just recovered from a serious illness.

Mr. Boucicadlt is rumoured to have been offered the management of

a projected New York theatre which is to compete with Wallack s.

Mart Anderson re-opens at the London Lyceum in September with

" Romeo and Juliet," with Torriss as Romeo, who played Nemours here with

Irving.

The re-appearance of Salvini in England after an absence of mne years

has an interest not only for those with an intelligent knowledge of lUlian,

but of all playgoers who love the really good things apperUimng to the

drama. "v, „ , . •_

Mrs Lanotry returned to the Chestnut Street Opera House last week

Bays the Philadelphia Progress, handsomer than ever in appearance and

improved in her acting in that she is more natural, more evidentljrjij her

ease upon the stage. .
.

Sara Bernhardt was twice forced to suspend her performance during

the past week. Wednesday night at the end of the first «ct of ''La Dame

MX Camellias " she fainted on leaving the stage and vomited blood. She

was unable to re-appear that night.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

The late Blanchard Jerrold is succeeded by his son Evelyn as editor of

LloT/cTs News, one of the most popular weeklies in Great Britain.

Forty-one of Du Maurier's "Pictures of English Society," reduced

from the well-known illustrations from Punch, have been brought out in

the 18-mo. parchment,paper library at the modest price of thirty-fave cents.

The John W. Lovell Company announce for publi^tion a new

American Novel by Charies W. Balestier, called " A Fair Device. The

scene is among the Berkshire hills and at one of the Virginia springs.

The idea of the story is .said to be strikingly original.

Matthew Arnold told a reporter that the further west he went during

his tour here the more discontented he became. He only went as far as

St Louis. Boston he found too cold and artificial. Philadelphia, is m his

opinion, the handsomest of the big cities, and Chesnut street is the only

"business-looking street in America." It reminded him of Bond street,

London.
. , n

A TRANSLATION is about to appear of the " History of the Coup

d'Etat " from the pen of M. de Maupas, one of its first instigators and

hottest and boldest actors. De Maupas was a prefect of pohce at the

time of the coup cT Hat, and his record of the event has just been published

in Paris. The work is to appear in English, from the press of Messrs.

Appleton k Co., of New York.

The publication of Max O'Rell's "John Bull and His Island has

provoked the issue, by an English publishing house, of a brochure entitled

as follows: "John Ball's Neighbour in Her True Light :.in Answer to

some Recent French Criticisms, by a BruUl Saxon ' The author, who

has lived for many years in France, it is understood, draws some atartUng

pictures of French life, which will be rather disturbing to the Gallic

mind.
,

A WRITER in a Pod; Hope journal, attacking -Colonel Denison s paper

on "Grant as a General," objects to the Colonel that he has never seen

active service. But Tomini himself, when he published his TraUe des

Grandes Operations Afilitaire8,\i-jA acquired his knowledge almost entirely

in the closet or in the war office. Colonel Denison's work on cavalry won

the prize offered by the Russian Government to the whole world for the

- best trp'^tiap. on that subject.

Henry James' new novelette, which is to begin in the May Cent^vry,

beloncs to the " International " series, the scene shifting from London to

New York and back to London. The novelette will run through three

numbers of the magazine. The Story, which has never yet been told in print,

of how Wilkes Booth, the assassin of President Lincoln, crossed the Poto-

mac and where he si>ent his time from the night of the 14th of April until

he was shot on the morning of the 26th, will be contributed to the AprU

Century by George Alfred Townsend.

Few editors have been more happy in the results of their work than has

Mr Austin Dobson, in his charming edition, in the Parchment ^ries, of

Goldsmith's famous tale, "The Vicar of Wakefield." In the preface and

in the notes Mr. Dobson has given evidence of a genuine sympathy with

the author, while the spirit of Goldsmith breathes throughout the book in

the editor's charming style and in the terms and cadences in which he has

siven loving expression to the ever-increasing interest of nineteenth century

students in the writings of " poor Poll." Free alike from pedantry and

from the stilted criticisms so much in vogue of late, Mr. Dobson s notes

seem as much a part of the book as if they had been prepared by Gold-

smith himself.
• . n

It has been recently remarked that "Materialism is now m luU

retreat," that the aggressive position taken up by it of late years, and the

strength it has given to the opponents of Christianity in formulating

assaults upon the beliefs and faiths of the past, are weakening, and cor-

respondingly, that theistic literature is taking heart of grwse and coming

more boldly to the front. No more encouraging evidence of this firet ib tor-

be seen than in the pubUcation ol such books as Paul Janets FimI

Causes." Prof. Flint's treatises on "Theism," and Mr. Henry Drummonds

"Natural Law in the Spiritual World." The latter work has met with

remarkable favour, seven'editions being successively called for by thow who

desire to see the tables turned on agnostic science.
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Cities, Tuwiis.md Villages

liiciiioimce it superior to any

oilier aiake in ibe market

lor its Ktn'nttth and dnr-
uble qiialiti«».

iisTJie Stiu- Bi-.md
Seamless Rill'her

Steam Fire Engine Hose,

is made Irom the best Giill

C.nloii ami Hue ftira Rub-

ber and fully w.arranted from

any iletecls in maniilacture.

Sample mailed on application

WHAT IS CATARRH r
irrom th» Mail {Can.) Deo. 15.

Catarrh is a mnco-puralont discharge caused

bv the presence and dovolopment of the

vegetable parasite am(Bb!i in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This panwite 18

only developed under favourable oircum-

stauoes, and these are.-Morbid state of the

blood as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,

the germ poison of svphilis, mercury, toxo-

raoia, from the retention of the etfeted matter

of the skin, suppressed perspiration, ba^Uy

ventilated sleeping apartments, and other

poisons that are germinated in the blood.

These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or bock of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat; up the

eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-

ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

usurping the proper structure of the bronchial

tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and

Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by tlie use

ol inbalents and other ingenious devices, but

none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed

or removed from the mucus tissue.
^

Some time since a well-known physician ot

forty years' standing, after much experiment-

ing suceeoded in ilisroverinc! the necessary

combination of ingredients which never faU

in absolutely anil pemianently eradicating

thif njrrible liisease. whether stiiuding tor

one year or forty years. Those who may he

suffering from the above disease. should,with-

ont delay, communicate with the business

.managers.

Mesbkb. A. H. DIXON * SOX.
;in.) King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on CutarrU

What the Ben. K. B. StermBnn. B.A .aCJfrjni-

man nf the l.<'ti<lmi Confn-mice ot the Metho-

diiit Clmrr.h „f CanaiUi. has to .ot?/ in room 'I

to A. H. DUam dt Sim's New I reatnumt for

Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Mestrs. A. S. Dixon <t Son :

Deab Sins,—Yirars of the 13th instant to

hand. It seems almost too gooil to be true that

I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.

I have had uo return of the disease, and never

felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I lim really better.

1 consider that mine was a very bail case,

it was iiggrnvated oud chronic, involving the

throat as well ns the nasal luissages^in.l I

thought I would require the three treatments,

bnt I feel fullv cure.l by the two sent tne, and
T am thankful that I was ever induced to send

•^ou are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured ai two treatments, and

1 shall gladly recouiraonii your remedy to

some of my friends who are sufferers-

Tours, with many thanks,

Bev. E. B. Stevessok-

Dll. JOHN HALL, Sbmb.,

Homoeopathic Phynicimi,

At hie old residence, 33 BICHMOSD ST. B.

to9;SumUy.5.:toto6.3()p.m.

THE CAN.\DIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAKEROOMS:

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto.

'

E. HOUGHAN, ^^«^'*^-

A 0. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

A.
SURGSON DENTIHT.

121 CHDBCH SiBMT, - TOBOHTO.

t^All muirio % nxM ehaU ha^ our prompt an,l careful attcUiun^

N.
PEARSON,

r)|ENTIST,
No. 2 King STitKgr Wkst, • - Tobomto.

^^^xmEIGHTON,

|ot!iCITOB. notary public, etc.,

riCTORIA CBAMBERS,

VicTOttiA STWwr - • ToBONm_

THE"cANADLAN P.ACIFIC RAlliWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

DB.
SINCLAIB,

384 Jabtis Stbkbt.

MIDWIFEBY, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

i Tlie Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt alon«th., main Une. and inSontU-

I
em Manitoba, at prices r-ingmfc' from

1
$2.50 PER ACRE.

I

upworils, with =""'««""". '•«"l"fA"'f''ii"Mtr^.8^ per acre, periling to price paiil for

I

tlieltttw^d-rjeScolSo^^^CcomAy^

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation,

THE RESERVED SECTIONS

O HAW & USBORNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

HirasoB rented, renta collected, loans and

insurances nlfectod. Property bought, sold

and oxchani^eil.

10 KISC, ST. EAST, TORONTO.

's > DSSELL'S, 9 "king ST., WEST,

\\i TORONTO, tor

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES & JEWKLLEEY

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-

tured to order, special features.

Ctiarsres Moderate.

IND.SOB HOUSE^-CQLBOBNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVEUEBS' HEAD-dUARTERS

This House has all the latest imi)roveuieuU-

Goo,l Sample Uooma, excellent cuisine.

Terms, *1.00 per day.

WM. MALES, Ci«r*. AI.BEBT GBBMAK, Afatlj/r.

A. IMPKT,
• Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

an CHCBCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT,

iS-Estimates aiven on application. — -.

TORONTO AGENCY FOR THE SAI,E

of the Lii;ht-RunninB "DOMESTIC,"
anil the Domestic Paper Fashions; al-so solo

aaencyfor Macrame Linen Thread, soft flnisn.

ed Cotton Twine, and aU materials used i»,

making Macrame Lace. Knitting, Wool

Crotchet, Darning, Hand and Sewing Machine

Needles for all Machines for sole.

A. W. BBAIN,98 Yonge Street.

TTOBACE P. ALLKINS, ARTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old painting. ooP'»J^i»

SDKialty- Portraits of horses and fof-
OU

Stawig tanght on the system of the Itoyal

Xoademy, London, England.

/-^HABLES^W. PHILLIPSr

SOlilOITOB. OONVEYANOBB, Etc,

—.OnrioB:—

1^ Adelaide Street Eael, Toronto, Ont.

diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment;
')

- ..1. ..1. ™n.i thp Imlance in five annual instalments,

-."vSSiSlrfli;^.. . ^1 ., c™..,

ance at time of purchiise, « V^ANU GllANT B )ND8. which will he accepte.l at ten

Payments may b"
""•'"'J ^^JL\l a^^n.e.l interest. These B..mls .ca« be ol,t.a.ne.l

per cent, promiuni on their P^^'^'J* ^'^^mtreal ; or at any of its agencies,

m applicH'i™ »' '^« »»"'' ;^7NDmbNS O^^^^ an.l all information witli respect

FOR PMP«, ••'"'' \,'J^.,,,mNHMc'rAVWH, Land Commissioner, W.nni-

to the pnrchaso of Lands, .»! l"y '" I'^'tP-^ "
D<K. By order of the Boanl. t;nA»I.«i» BKINKWATBB,•^^

Secretarn.

Montreal, January, 1884.

ERASER * SONS,
(Late Notmon & Frasor, PhotograpUera

to theljueen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters:

PnoTO«IlAl>HEBS, ETC.

J. A. Frater. B.C.A. J- A. Fraaer. Jr.

A. O. Frater.

w-ISS BIRD.'^ALL,

.^. -^ >a St. Albans Street,

TEAOSEB OF DOIXJBTC
Pupil of Carl Mnrtene.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on

'""
V«VMa-Mu,ic, .0 ; Drawing, etc., **.
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION.

30 CHUBCIl BTBKBT, TOBOnrXO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT,

DepOBitB received from »1 npwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 4J, 5

and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-

drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

13- Monet to Loan on Mortoagk Skccbitt

BANK OF OTTAWA.

Authorized Capital,

Subscribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, -

Jkft -, -

91,000,000
1,000,000
005,KS
110,000

JAMES MacLABEN, Esq.. Prendent.

CHARLES MAGEE, Escj., Viu-Presidmt.

Direetora—C. T. Bate, Esq.. R. Blackburn,

Esq. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon. L. R. Church.

Alexander Fraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Geoboe Bcbn, Cashier.

Bbanches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg. Man, ,

., , „.
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank ol

Commerce. AOENTS IK New Yobk—Messrs.

A. H. Goadby end B. E. Walker. Aoents in

London -English Alliance Bank.

JUST PUBLISHED, AND FOE SALE
by all Booksellers, price »1.50. ISmo,

cloth. REMINISCENCES OP A CANADIAN
PIONEER, from 1838 to 1S88. By 8. Thomson,

formerly Editor of the Toronto Daily ColonUt

'ftc, <&o., Ac.

HUNTER, ROSE & CO.. PnbUshers.

ESTABLISHED IN 1818. •

BANK OF MONTREAL
Capital, all paid up, - - - •12,000,000

BmrvtFvmd, . - - - 6,750,000

HEAD OFFICB.—MOIfTBBAI,.

BoABD OF Directors.

C. F. Smithers, Esq., President .-Hon. D. A.

Smith Esq.. Vice-Presidettt : Gilbert Scott,

Esq., Alexander Murray Esq., Alfred Brown,

Esq. a: T. Piterson, Esq , O. A. Drummond,
Esq . Hugh Mcljeonan, Esq.. Hon. .John Ha-

milton W. J. Buchanan. General Manager

;

A. Macnider. Ami. Gen. Man. and. Inspector

;

M. V. Meredith. Axst. Inspector: A. B. Bu-

ohanan. Secretary.

Branches and Agencies in Canada.

MONTREAL—E. 8. CoDLSON, Manager.

Almonte, Ont., BellovUle, Brantford, Brock-

Tille, Chatham, N.B., Cornwall, Goderjch,

Guelph, Halifax, N.S., Hamilton, Kmgston,

Lindsay. London. Moncton. N.B.. Newcastle,

N B Ottawa, Perth, Peterborough, Portage

la Prairie, Man., Picton, Port ."?P«'j*3ot"
beo, Regina, A^sina., Samia. Stratford, bt.

John N.B.. St. Marys. Toronto.Winnipeg, Man
Agents in Great Brital'ii.—London, Bauk of

Montreal, 9 Birchin Larfe. Lombard Street, O.

Ashworth, Manager. London Committee, L,.

H King, Esq., Chairman; Robert Gillespie,

Esq., Sir John Rose, Bart.. K.C.M.G.

Bankers in Great Brilotn. - London, The
Bank of England ; The London and Westmin-

ster Bank ; The U nion Bank of London. Liver-

§ool—The Bankof Liverpool. Scotland -The

ritish Linen Company and Branches.

Agent,, in the United S(at«».- Ivew York.

V/alter Watson and Alex. Lang, 59 WaU St.

Chicago, Bank of Montrealj^l54 Madison 8t.^

W. Miihro, Mttnager; B.-Y. Hebden, AsoistaBt

Ba%«-'» in the United Sfaltej.—New York,

The Bank of New York, N.B.A.; The Mer-

chants National Bank. Boston, The Merchants

National Bank. San Francisco, The Bonk of

British Columbia. j , o.
Colonial and Foreign Correspondenla. St.

° John's, Nfld.. The Union Bank of Newfound-

land. British Colnmbia, The Bank of Britwh

Columbia. New Zealand, The Bank of New
Zealand. India, China, Japan and Australia,

Oriental Bank Corporation.
Issue Circular Notes and Letters of Credit

for Travellers, available in all parti of the

world.

Business Edueation

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THE

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

EVERY WOMAN OF REFINEMENT

SHOUZ*X> ^TS THE

AMERICAN QUEEN
UPON HER PARLOUR TABLE.

Under the new management great improve-

ments are being constantly introduced,

making it without dispute thk
JoDBNAi, OF Polite Socibtt.

4 A special feature of in-

terest is offered in
the series of

SOCIETY PORTRAITS

just begun. Among the faces already pre-

sented by Fowler's able pencU are those of

the

PKIHCESS or WALES.

LADY LAirSDOWirE,

mSS CHAHBEKLAIir,

UES. COBJTWALUS WEST,
'

LAST CHnBCniLL, and the

HOB. KBS. BUXXE-EOCHE.

EiTABi.i8Hn> 1859. 384 Yongo Street

THOMSONS
"Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOHXXJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. CalsolQining, Paper-

Hanging, Glazing, Be-Olazing ami Painting

done to order. F.Btimates given. A well

selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A call eoliolted.

QuYtToYsL GEORGE
AND. CO..

AHD

Spirit Merchants

MUSI6 AND DRAIA.
AttrctcUont for the week commenciiui

MONDAY, MAK. Sl»t.

TORONTO.

QRAND OPBEA HOUStB.

APRIIi IBT iUP 2ND,

Sol Smith Russell's Edgewood Folks.

ApBn. 3BD, 4th and 5th,

THE WEEK.
Single copies add, and anbsoriptionB taken

by the following foreign agents

:

N«w Vmrk,

J. W. BEiNTiHO, 39 Union Square,

E. P. Ddttob & Co.

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINEfl, SPIRITS, itc, CAREFULLY
PACKEDl m J.iR, KEG

09 CASK.

TEABLY SVBSCRIPTIOIT,

FOUB DOLLASS.

Single copies mailed at 10 cents each.

ERNEST F. BIRMINGHAM & CO.,

I*ropriet,Q.r«,

140 NASSAU ST., NEW YORK.

THE BOOKMART
A MAGAZINE OF LITERARY AND

LIBRARY INTELLIGENCE.

Devoted to the individnal interests of the
Pnblic in the

Purchase, Exchange, or Sale of Books

OLD, FINE, BARE. SCARCE AND
OUT-OF-THE-WAY.

BOTH AMERICAN AND FOREIGN.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

iirroTriw IBS fOBEXOS-

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

V.A.XTLTS :

10,12.14.16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO.

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, - 9S50,000.

JOHN R. BARBER, President and Uanaging
Director.

CHA8. BIOBDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Cdpplhs, Upham & Co. , Old Comer Book
StuKL ^ ...w

PhilarfelMt*.

W. B. ZiBBBB, Comer 3rd and Walnut St.

<;hlcaca,

PilBCa <t Bmtdbr, 122 Dearborn Street.

WaehiBctsB,
Bbbntaso & Co.

New Orleaaik

G. P. Whabton, 5 Carondelet Street.

D«BTcr, C«l.v

M. V. Thomas.

Detrait, mich.

Joseph Mabsh, Detroit News Co.

BOOK TRADE JOURNAL
The Reprenentative of the Second-hand

Bookdealer. The companion of booli lovers

and book buyers. Establishing direct com*'

munication between book buyers and sellers,

bringing a market to their doors from aU

over the world.

Sample copies free on appUcatlon.

ADDKE8S BOOEMAST FUBUSHIHG CO.,

PITTSBURGH, PA., U.S.A.

Subscription price, United States and Canada,

»1.00; Foreign, 5b. per year.

Manufactures the following grades of paper :—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CEEAM LAID AND WOVE

FKACnCAL BOOk-KEEFINO,

MENTAL ABITHHETIC,
COHIIEBCIAL LAW,

Elegant Penmanship.

We h*ve had the greatest sneeess with

papils, and have reo»ived the highest enoo-

miams from the loading business men.

For descriptive oatalogae, addreu —
Tbb Sxcbbtabt,

TORONTO.

PREPABATION FOB HARVARD,OXFORD
and CAMBRIDGE (Eng.l, and for WeUea-

ley Lady Margaret Hall and Girton Colleges

for Women, by E. R. Homphbbts, LL.D., by

separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.

Vacancy for one pupil in place of one who
has iust left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts:-l. Dr. Humphreys
has suocessfullj prepared for Harvard, m 16

years, 131 candidates. 2. In each of the pre-

sent four classes there are members m good
standing prepared by him. 3. live of his

former pupils will graduate next Jime, aU
creditably, one in High Honors, *. Diuring

the same period he has prepared for various

Examinations at Oxford and Cambrldf* 17

students. 5. And for other American and

EogUsh Colleges 86 In all. Dr. H. gives le^

sons In Greek and Latin composition and
criticism by eorrespoudenoe.

For circular, address

B. B. HUMPHREYS, LL.D.,

19B West Chester Park, Boston, Mass.

February SSSb, 1884.

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLoBBD CovEB Papebs, Buper-fluished.

warApply at the MUl for samples and prices.

Special sixes made to order.

CANADA SOApToIl¥oRKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

A J. Hawks, Seneoa Street.

fjandaa,

Ahbbicab Exchahqb, 449 Strand ; B. F.

Sthvbbs, 4 Trafalgar Square.

Parte,

Oii.iaMAiii'8, 224 Bne de BItoU.

Baaia,

Offioe of the Attain AnMegia.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

manuvaotubbbs of thb

'< LIIT WHITB" FLOATDIO SOAP,

QVEEH'S own FERFECnOH 80AF,

ENOLISE MOTTLED BOAP,

AMD OTHBB OBljBBBATBD BBAIfDS OV

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
Fullias aoapm,

Xollet Soa.p«,
ilkixillne TJyea.

aSKD FOR PBICS LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soof and OU Works,

OfBce

:

Works :

70 Fbont St. East, |
Dcrsin Stbut,

' TOBOHTO.

jSJB

o,BION AND OTHKB POEMS

Charles G. D. Robbbtb,

Square 12mo. Cloth, - - $1.0O.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
715 <k 717 Market Street,

Pbtladelpbia.

LENOX PENS !

A Cohfletb Skbibs ih Twxlti Numbxbs,

From which every writer oan seleot THE
BEST PEN tor hie or her peenliar style of
penmanship. Sample of eaoh number (12

pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintoe Bkos,, Merbill & Co.,

18 A 20 ASTOB Plaob, Nbw TobK.
.

TO SUBSCBIBEBS 1

Those wishing to keep their copies of Thb
Wbbb in good condition, and have them on
hand for reference, should use a Binder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

Thesa Binders have been made expressly
tor Tdi Wbbk, and are of the best manufao-
tnr*. The papers can be placed In the Binder
week by week, thus keeping the file complete.

Addrssa—

Ornoi OF Thi Wbbk,
Jordan Btreet. Toronto

=E=e

-^...

THE WEEK.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Ihmi iiiix>pi Ha" grtd' '-t'M^o—••:

But it wooU hkve been no more than just if our contemporary had discussed

that proposition from the standpoint that all its intelligent advocates take,

and which is perfectly well understood—that government by party, for the

sake of party, and not in the interest of great principles adopted by that

party for the public advantage, must end in misgovernment—cannot but

resolve itself into a struggle for "kudos" and emoluments. Fiafe either

the Dominion or Provincial Parliament, or both. Ex pede Hercidem. The

most diligent search fails to show that either the Conservative or the Liberal

party in Canada has at the present moment an intelligible programme, or that

one is distinctly at issue with the other upon any great public measure.

Who that has followed the past OnUrio session can say chat it was to

place ameliorative measures which they advocated upon the statute book

that the Government were put in pbwer,^f1ihat the vocatTon of the OppO^

sition was to protect the Province against hasty or ill-judged legislation by

judicious and healthy criticism? To the most cursory observer it was

patent that the members on the Speaker's right hand considered their first

duty was to maintain that position, whilst their opponents were as determined

to spare no pains to oust them—in both cases the loaves and fishes being

the primary consideration. On one point alone was there unanimity : that

the science of government is thus summed up

—

^
"That he shall take who hath the might.

And he shall hold who oan."

It is quite true that many " intelligent, hon«9t, and well-meaning men,"

refuse to go into politics ; nor is it wonderful, seeing that these qualities

are almost at a discount in public lite. It is such men who lament " govern-

ment by party," pur at simple, and they can afford to leave the use of

innuendoes to those who substitute them for arguments in defence of party

rule. The old gentleman of the Baatilo could not bear light and gaiety

after the gloom of his dungeon, and he missed his pet rats.

Wkbthbr the much-discussed bribery chaig^ wili be sustained before

a superior court—and there are those who thiak the Provincial Govern-

ment in cooler moments will not push the affair to extremities—or whether

the Royal Commission of Enquiry will elicit further evidence of import-

ance, d». public is apparently convinced that a prima facie case has been

establialMl in the Police CourL The scandal is so indicative of the

political immorality of the " conapiiators," and the attempt to bribe was

so poor a oompliment to those " approached," that honest Canadians must

in despair begin to cast about for means to purify the political atmosphere.

The reception given by their constituents to the members whom it was

sought to corrupt must have been grateful salve to the many wounds they

received in hoisting the enemy with his own petard.

Mr. Dwioht's refusal to comply with a wholesale order to produce ^

telegrams will meet with the approval of the great majority of the public.

If the prosecution had shown, or had good reason to suspect, that telegraphic

messages relating to the conspiracy had passed between the accused on or

about certain specified dates, a reasonable ground for demanding such

telegrams in the interest of public justice would have been established.

But it is monstrous to demand the exposure of whatever business the

accused may have transacted over the wires during two months. With a

precedent such as that esteblished, what is to prevent any unscrupulous

speculator from demanding, through a tool in the House, under a trumped-

up charge, that, "in the public interests," certain telegrams relating to

operations he has in hand may be handed to him or their contents be made

known ?

The death of Prince Leopold, though it shocked the public by its

suddenness, was just such a termination to his career as had been expected

by those who were conversant with his physical condition. It is more than

probable the sad event may have marked and serious effects on Her Majesty.

Leopeld was the favourite son, and through him her relations with the

Government of the day were usually kept up. The Queen has unquestion-^

ably been in a very critical mental and physical conditiom for some time,

and the shock to her system caused by the death of the Duke of Albany is

almost certain to develop further complications which may necessitate an

early abdication.

Th» New York Sun has the execrable taste to describe the late Dtike

^-JUtmxf oa-A^IbAMa, feeble, morbid, and riiallow-paited Prince, who

oouli i4yer have fairly earned a pass degree at Oxford or gained a livelihood

at any manly calling." De mortuis nil nisi bonum. And further, the

deceased Prince's physical weakness ought rather to have earned for him

compassion during his lite and protected him from insult after death.

But the above slander is as untrue as it is unmanly. Weak, physically,

the Prince unfortunately was, but it is perfectly well known that his

disability did not prevent him attaining an education extremely creditable

under the circumstances—an education that would have made it impossible

for him to write in so brutal a manner of his humblest dependent—or even

of his slanderer in the Sun. - ___^

The Colonel Burnaby who is mentioned in the accounts of the battle at

El Teb IS no Other tliail Lliu aoluier wno was maa« erueiiy lanious oy ai

certain advertisement about the wonderful effects which followed prescribing

a certain pill to a savage in need of castor oil. Commanding the Horse

Guards, Colonel Burnaby is a standing reproach to the stay-at-home officers

of the Household troops, who really seem to be occupied so much by

" kettledrum " tea-meetings, balls, suppers, and bazaars that they hardly

find time to dance attendance on their duties. Dashing from one quarter

of the world to the other, and generally with your life in your hand, as

Colonel Burnaby does, is certainly a nobler existence than wearing out the

carpets in Belgravia or idling the season out at the " Rag."

Lord Tennyson has taken his seat in the British House of Lords. In

a very small House, and with such nervousness as suggested feebleness, the

laureate, looking ridiculous in his robes, went through the solemn form,

which is spoilt by so much pantomime. When Lord Clyde took his seat

he is said to have sworn at his robes. Lord Tennyson is toojjolite to be

profane, but he looked as though an oath would relieve his mind as much

as it would that of Mr. Bradlaugh. His petticoats annoyed him
;
he

stumbled over them, and seemed to wish them miles away
; and as soon as

he could get them off hf did so, and marched away home. He left the

House without settling the vexatious question of the party to which he

belongs. Introduced by the Duke of Argyll, he took his seat for a moment

on the baron's bench which is on the Tory, side of the House, and when he

had disrobed he left a country anxious to make even a poet into a partisan,

still quarrelling whether our greatest man of letters is a Liberal or a

Conservative.

%
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

A ROVA. funeral in England, with iU midmght pomp >U dra^^ in

black chapel, its dead .narch, its lines of cuirassiers hold.ng fl»™^«»"^'

HBLo-nn'rlin of mourners, its chanted ---^- "
-P';^7„\^;X

pageantry of death can be. -But the number of s.ncer,^mour^«^^^^

bears a small proportion to the display of woe. In the case of Pnnce

iTpc^d the sincere mourners will not be few. The congenital ma ady

which has been the cause of his early death and wh.ch always mad^ h«

life precarious, brought with it a o-^"" '^^^P'^^,*'""' '7""""^. "^
debarring him from physical exertion and from field sports, it disposed

Jim t^ntellectual puVuits. He had
<^or^^^^^f\'X:lot^^C^^

a refined taste, and was a good musician. He also took a most ntemgent

interest in public affairs; and the wish which he expressed to become

Gotemor-General of Canada, though it could not w.th propriety be

grat fiTwas the earnest of his sense of duty and his desire to be no me

social fetish, but a man and a useful man in his generation^ A mo

amiable disposition or pleasanter manners there coidd -otje.Jr^^
Leopold's life seemed likely to be a happy one. It ha^ at east he p„me

element -of all happiness, union with a woman worthy of ove Clare

mont the pice wLh was built by Clive out of the spoils of Indian

Zuest in which his last dark years were passed, and where theJiM s^oi^

of his fi rce and towering ambition came to its tragic close, ha^ become

of domestic happiness. But the gentle and gracious young wife who was

tLcen of the circle, is a young widow. Perhaps, -ft«r alU as these

ar notto^ times for Royalty, the Prince who had such a high idea

f Rnva^l duty may have been taken from evil to come. His aspirations

migXe bin^Iappointcd. and disappointment might have brought a

cloud even upon the sunny life of Claremont.^

Is this affair of the Conspiracy Scandal we have seen what a hold

. lutirLe got upon the minds, or, as it would be nearer the truth

Tslyt regions ofthe people. What horse-racing and betting on

to say, on y
Fasrlishman party politics are to the Canadian. It is

""TTfZoltf^^n^r^i^r il disclosure 45,000 copies of the

"it: 1 it aTresolnded with the exultation of the Grits, into

hotc tchesso inestimable a piece of political capiUl ^^ad fallen and

with the veils of anguish uttered by their discomfited opponents. Small

1 the number of Lse who followed in silent grief the ^-er^.o P-b -

Zour A tornado ensued in which moral bearings were entirely los .

ATi^Lrd or semblance of regard for justice gave way^ Accused persons

teTthem a foreigner and a stranger, before they had been committed

! , Li rf.,.. even the prima, fack evidence against them^Jiad been

for trial, before even w» ?>r««u
/^ ^ ^ ^^^ „*„f„,„„„V<rf^lie

the suspicion that money has been spent, or corrup ion o any ^md

habitually employed, in buying over votes upon political questions W th

ret dl commercial questions and private bill legUl-tion generally, he

same assurance can hardly be felt. We remember the «-*« conn«:ted

with the name of Mr. Rykert. Some years ago *»>« Toronto i^ot^on

published, under the title, " Down Brakes," an article on the railway legisla-

'L^h iWince, showingJiow chapters hftd been^given in every dn-ec^

Ib^Tcompanies. all of which cannot have had a bona fuU object, and how.

ti suit the Convenience of their projectors, all the legislative safeguards

against fraud had, one after another, been abandoned. It is difficult to

beUeve that this was accomplished without a Lobby, or that the Lobby

employed no means of persuasion h^ arguments drawn from a special

Zry of the public good. What can we expect ^ Under the party system

hebLt men 'are pretty sure to stand aloof from politic. They care

nothing for the prizes for which factions fight, aad they B.l'-k f-m the

trouble, the annoyances and the humiliations of a --P-«- Jh? are

not prepared to have their characters torn to pieces, in addition to

incurring heavy expense, for the pleasure of being present at a series of

futile party squabWes, and having the literary dainties in the shape -of

party editorials on which they have already fed to satiety at home, served

'p cold to them again at Toronto. They know that there is no issue

between the parties great enough to make it worth their while U. sacrifice

their comfort and interest for the sake of putting either party into power^

The wirepullers, therefore, are compelled to have recourse to men of

another class, men whose objects are personal, perhaps to needy men who

can ill afford the expense of an election, and go to the Legislature with

pecuniary embarrassments round their necks. It would be almost miracu-

lous if the result were a Parliament of incorruptibles.

STtatTbeTI a-ll^tLT-ripeared exce;t the st^t^mentoT^^

K Tnf the plrty interested in establishing their guilt, were held up to

bti - xtraSon as convicted criminals. On the other side the witnesses

rer vH^d w^H „ot less fury. Where evidence failed suspicion took its

Icelndno suspicion was too extravagant for the credulity of party

tre'd The party division which excites the people to such frenzy

^
luSabsolutelT baseless, and senseless ; as baseless and as senseless as

anvLng n the' history of factions, as the feuds of the Blues and Greens

:: Con" antinople or that of the Blacks and Whites at Florence No Gnt

: iCy of Ontkrio can give any intelligible account of h« Pol'^-^J-'J^

he can only assert that his party is the party of purity and that the

nL party is the party of corruption ;
meaning by purity the appro-

"'•'tonof the sp<riU himself and by corruption their appropriation to

pr.ation of the "F^^
independence, of which the Grits just at pre«,nt

"TeTcr; Ts mei^yTheaccidental tendency, or rather the strategy, of the

::'ty whfcL haTlTns to be out of power at OtUw. Yet the people a.

SLuyotzedTith the excitement of this unwholesome game, nor doe.

£rl: to be any hope of weaning them from their m«ter ^lo.

Reason has no access to their minds upon the subject They will no

ISTat anything which is not narrowly and bitterly partuan. In point of

fact they read very little but falsehood.

I, is naturaily asked by an an^ublic whether this scandal stands

alone or whether it is merely the aocidenUl appearance ou Uie surface of

twVh cfhas always been going on below. As there have not oeen

'
turonurio Legiriature many noUble cases of ratting, we ma, d«.miss

Okcb more the devotees of party government a«k
'«.J»"*

«»"*•«

substituted for it if it is given up ; and they seem to thinkthat this

question is unanswerable. It has been twenty times answered. The

Lural substitute for a system which makes the offices of goyemment

the prize of a perpetual faction fight is the regular election of the execu-

tive council by the legislature, for a term certain, with such a rotaUon of

measures as may suffice to keep up the general harmony between the two

bodies. Perhaps it might be also desirable to have a minority clause as a

Lt^rd agaiLt sectionalism, at all events, till party had been faiHy

worked off. Neither this, nor any other political arrangement, will

exclude human passions and infirmities ; but this arrangement would put an

end to the ceaseless battle of organized factions for place, which con-

stitutes the present system, and which is dragging all free communities

through discord and corruption to their ruin. And now, m turn let us

ask the advocates of the present system how the division of the com^

munity into parties can remain reasonable and moral when differences of

principle on organic questions have ceased to exist 1 What can justify

sood citizens in permanently banding themselves together against their

fellow-citizens, unless there is some great political object which can only

be attained through such a combination 1 What, at this moment, just^

party divisions and party feeKng in Ontario 1 The practical aaewer is being

given in several of the legislative assemblies of Europe by the total disin-

tegration of parties, which, where there is no other government or basis for

goveniment, must end, sooner or later, in administnitive chaos.

Further, let the advocates of the present system tell us. if the existence

of two parties is indispensable to the life of the State, why they are

always vUifying and trying to destroy the party to which tl.ey do not

hapiin to belong. Might not one of a man's legs a» well vilify and try

to dVstroy the other 1 Among other good effects of a change our ablest

political writers would be rescued from the most unhappy thraldom No

longer chained like galley-slaves to the oar of faction, they would be free

to make the best use of their intellects to tell the truth and give honest

advice to the country.
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That there i« no fundamental difference of character between our two

political partiea, whatever fond belief the »eH-*.teem of either of them may

cherish, U proved by the occasional coalition.. The sectiom. of which the

Confederation Government w«. made up had all their lives been waging

war in the mime of indefewible principle, on each other. Yet when

De.^lockgaye the word, tk^y suddenly di«:ov«ed that P«Wic morahty

sanctioned and even coml-nded their union, not only in the hall of the

legiriatore, but in pU«e. Mr. Cauchon's reputation " stank to heaven ,

but Mr Cauehoi. became indUpensablo. «id deodorizing chemical, were

found. The Ottawa oorre.pondent o! Th« Wk«k. in his l-t letter fore-

sh^iowed a edition .till more indicative of the fundamental harmony which

underUe. all the di«x,rd. Speculating on the »ucoe«ion to Sir John

Macdonald, he reckoned among the possibilitiei^ if not among the

probabilities, a combination of Mr. Blake with Sir Hector Langevin. Now

if there is anybody who professes to represent the rigid purity of the

Reform party, it is Mr. Blake ; and if there is anybody who represents the

principle opposed to rigid purity it is Sir Hector Langevin. Sir Hector's

frailty has always been the special mark of Grit denunciation, and many

have been the virtuous editorials, the moral of which was pointed with his

-iucktesBrame. Nor, i*-must be-owned, without excuse. .Unquestionably^

he has been for many years the centre and the arcK-priest of all the

intrigue and corruption which have so thoroughly demoralized Quebec.

Unquestionably it has been through him that Quebec has made her bargain

whenever she found an occasion for selling herself anew to the Government

at Ottawa. He has been the go-between and the broker of her dishonour.

In the Pacific Scandal he was one of the three. Not only so, but while

nobody for a moment suspected either Sir John Macdonald or Sir George

Cartier of using the money for any purpose but the elections, a great many

people strongly suspected, and do still sti-ongly suspect Sir Hector Langevin

of using a part, at least, of it in a different way. His disclaimers

were scouted, his challenges of inquiry were derided by Mr. Blake's

allies in the Reform press. A coalition with him therefore would

prove that the moral barrier between parties, as well as the political

barrier, was capable of being surmounted, and might yield to the paramount

necessity of forming an Administration. The correspondent's idea is

given merely as a conjecture ; but it is the conjecture of a trained observer

at the centre of politics ; and it is rendered plausible at all events by Mr.

Blake's double appeal to Catholic sympathies on St. Patrick's day. If it

should be confirmed by the event we should be able to apply, and with

better reason, to the parties in Canada the apologue which Mr. Bright

applied to the two old aristocratic parties in England. There were, he said,

in A city which he knew, two rival stores which waged against each other a

furion. war of advertisements and counter advertisements, each assuring

the public that it alone sold the genuine article and that the article sold by

its competitor was a counterfeit ; the noise drew custom to both
;
but at

last both became bankrupt, when the fact was disclosed that they were

the same concern. Our Canadian parties show that they are the same

concern in one respect, at all events : they invariably unite their voices to

denounce and their forces to exclude that pestilent interioper tjie Inde-

pendent. They are antagonists in the game j but they wish to keep the

table and the stakes to themselves.

Thb term fanatic, applied by an Australian journal quoted the other

day in Thb Wbkk to an intemperate advocate of Temperance, appears to

have aroused ire in certain bosoms. Have not the best causes suffered

from the frenzy of fanatical Did not Cromwell's parly suffer from it, as

well as that of General Neal Dow 1 Fanaticism has certain well-known

marks. One of these Ls the propensity to treat friends wlio will not go

your length, or differ from you with regard to means, as worse than

declared enemies. It was by denouncing " moderate drinkers " as more

hateful and dangerous than actual drunkards, that tho preacher incurred

the censure of the Australian journal. Another mark is the habit of

""treating error, or what is assumod to bo error; as stn; I»he not a^tanatic

who treats as sin that which was unquestionably the daily practice of

Christ and of the Apostles, and has been the daily practice of the best

men in Christendom down to this hour ? Where has fanaticism ever shown

itself, if not in attempting to proscribe the use of wine in the Sacrament?

A third mark, and indeed the very essence of fanaticism, is the disregard

of ordinary moraUty in the headlong pursuit of the favourite object; and

assuredly ordinary morality is disregarded, when, to hasten the disuse of

liquor it is proposed to rob those who have been selling it under the license

of the State. A leading Prohibitionist has been heard seriously to

propose the punishment of death, in the last resort, for contumacious

liquor-sellers. The first execution under his code would bring Prohibi-

tionism down with a run. The blue ribbon which temperance men have

assumed as their badge may remind them that there once were Blue Laws,

and that their galling severity brought on a reaction in which other things

besides the Blue Laws perished.

A CURIOUS crisis of the liquor question is impending in the United

States. The period during which whiskey is permitted to be in bond before

the payment of. the tax upon it is three years. In the course of this

year and the next the period will expire on 70,000.000 gallons held in bond,

mainly in Kentucky, Tennessee. Illinois and Ohio. The distillers, and

the banks which have made large advance, on this immense stock, have

teen trying to obtain from Congress an extension of the term, but they

have failed; so of the 70,000.000 gallons, 30,000,000 at once, the rest

'^

very Mon, will be poured upon the market A. a Congressman pictur-

esquely, though profanely, expressed it. " a fiery river of damnation will

soon be set flowing " over the United States. What, then, is the proper

remedy 1 To forbid the use of pitchers, cups and glasses'! That is the

remedy of the Prohibitionist, and the only result will be that people

will be compelled to drink out of extemporized vessels, or to scoop up

the liquor with their hands. While it flows and lips are thirsty, it will not

be allowed to sink into the sand^ The one effectual remedy is to stop the

river at its source by compensating the di8tirier»rf^Temeving the revenue

and shutting up the stills. We shall not be able^to believe in the perfect

sincerity of the Temperance party till they have either adopted this

thorough-going policy, or given good reasons for refusing to adopt it.

That a league has been formed by the European powers with Bismarck

at its head for the purpose of curbing British aggrandizement is beyond

doubt a fable ; nothing either in Bismark's character or in his policy points

in that direction ; and he has from the first encouraged England to occupy

Egypt, though with the covert design, it may be, of shifting French

enmity from Germany to her. Yet the addition of Egypt to the Empire

could not fail to raise the hobgoblin of British ambition. The hobgoblin

rises accordingly. The Anglophobic press tells over in accents of alarm

the long bead-roll of colonies, dependencies and military stations, showing

how it girdles the globe and threatens to enslave the commerce of the worid.

A definite and persistent design is of course ascribed to the British Govern-

ment, though amidst the perpetual vicissitudes of the conflict between

British parties power passes from Peel to Palmerston, from Palmerston to

Gladstone, from Gladstone to Beaconsfield, and from Beacongfield back to

Gladstone, wielded one day by a Jingo, next day by an apostle of moder-

ation who has just been denouncing the Jingo's Imperial policy in an

election campaign. This notion, ridiculously baseless, as the slightest

acquaintance with the history of the vast miscellancy of possessions

comprised in the British Empire would show, derives colour from such

historical phantasmagorias as Professor Seeley's Expansion of Brufland,

and from the ambitious sentimei;»ts breathed by Imperialists when they

are advocating Imperial Federation. Extension and dispersion, instead of

being elements of strength and making the Empire formidable to the worid,

are manifestly sources of weakness. An Empire on which the sun never

sets is one assailable through the whole circumference of the globe.

Wellington complained to Peel that the col6nies and dependencies were

undefended. Peel, in reply, could only invite the Duke to frame a plan

for their defence. The British Empire is sometimes compared to that of

Rome ; and Palmerston in his boastful mood talked of the Englishman as

the modem Roman. But the Roman Empire, vast.as was its extent, lay

all within a ring fence ; nor, with the questionable exception of the Persian

monarchy, was there at that time any other great power in the worid.

The British Empire has to be defended against a number of other powers

greatly superior in military strength to England, and some of them lying

between her and the principal mass of her possessions. There is no

military or naval force of impoi-tanoe in any part of the enormous frame

saving in Great Britain herself, and the strain of a war with a coalition

of naval powers^ would almost certainly prove too great to be boroe.

Egypt is annexed : the step was inevitable : but the hesitancy with which

it was taken shows that England leels the burden and the peril. Expan-

sion has now reached its limits ; contraction is at hand, let Iraperiahsts

vapour as they may ; and it will begin in this hemisphere, where the

so-called dominion of Great Britian is now a dangerous liability without

real compensation of any kind.

y Once more the social alarm bell has sounded, and sounde«l loudly, in

the United States. Cincinnati has been the scene of a repetition of the

Pittsburgh riote, though, happily, on a smaller scale, as well as more

accidental and trivial in its immediate origin. On the former occasion it

was a quarrel between the railway managers and their men that set fire to

the materials of social combustion in the shape of rowdyism, communism,

and anarchism, which lay around. On the present occasion it was a

lynching affair. Once more, however, the hordes of barbarism, which have

been collected in the homes of civilization, poured forth to riot and plunder,

nor were they driven into their lair again without lamentable carnage.

As in the case of the Pittaburgh riots, some of the militia appear to have

misbehaved themselves, and refused to answer to the call of duty
;
but

those who did act seem to have acted as fiercely a. militia always do in a

civil war where, as civilians, they share the passions. Regular troops are

always the most humane, as well as the firmest guardians of order
;
and Uie_

Americans would do weU to provide against their real danger by doubli^

their diminutive army, instead of spending money, a. they appear inclined

j^m mtM
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to do, in building ironclads to force Bismarck to --^*
f;^Jl^'^^^^f^:^"

tions or prevent England from hanging murderers. If such a calamaty

irir at ail, it is a pity that it did not occur at Chicago rathe

K.n,.t Cincinnati- some of the politicians and journalists of that virtuous

„t :ho surst by pandering to dynamite, might then know what it w«

^hav'the exiJttsion at their ow« doors. The list of killed and wounded

^pretty long. If England, or any other power of the old world, had

epCd anLchy,or Ihugism, with half as much ^^^^'7'
^^^J^^^

would have been moving resolutions in Congress and perorating on al_ the

platforms. But as the American Republic is the repressor. Elijah will be

mute.
^

_ UNDEE the title of "The Harvest of Democracy" Sir I-Pel Griffin has

poured out the second vial of his wrath <>-

'^-^"'^y^^S^^^^^,
ForlnujMy Review. So hateful is popular government to the knight that

he doe^ not think it possible for England to be on good terms with France

Le ;rnce has beco'Ie a republic. It has been remarked by a wri^r on

Roman history that the "lesser houses" of the nobihty were always the

^ost ari r^rltic. and the observation in i« general sense is bonie o^

^ a most striking manner by the demeanour of Colonial and Indian

Whl ^r Lepel Griffin would probably have thought that he was

demeaning h mself had he made a patient and serious study of democracy

Tk TTn1t«l States At all events he has vouchsafed it nothing but a

^uli and di^Sul gtance. He has satisfied himself at once that the

trueSy to American 'politics is that lively and telling but now almost

o^i^ttTn squib. "Solid for Mulhooney;" in other words he has been observ^

ng not American politics in general, but the influen^of the I-^ vo^^ -

New York and sTme of the western cities. Nobody doubts that the

Irish vote, in proportion to its strength, has everywhere generated great

nJltica" vils But the Irish vote is not American society; it is a

?o i^ eement, as Sir Lepel himself, when he describes the pohUca^

feeliS of the native Americans towards the Irish, shows that he is

irtW aware • and it would be rather hard, say. upon the native Poles,

r^ent^rthem with all the doings of the intrusive Mu^ovite. Sir

£1 has evidently seen nothing of the rural districts m which are the

jTew and sinews of the nation : in this he only resembles other travellers

who wr^t. with the same confidence on the character of a community he

W part of which they have observed from' the train. Hu view o the

"Sarvest
"

is confined to the blighted ears. Did he not sea fifty miUions

of oeoDle living in greater opulence and upon the whole in greater

happ^^^ thaTfny oth'Ir fifty millions on the face of the earUi, atUched

tTei" stitutions, obedient to their laws, proud of their country busUy

Sdustrious, sure of the rewards of their industry, and hopeful as ^ thejr

own futures Did he not see Government well obeyed ^^ fMrly

filtered, public credit high, and finances in the most flourishing

I'tionl And does he think that these political grapes and figs grow

~
upon political thorns and thistlesi Does he believe that an enormous

rblic'debt can be paid off by squandering and stealing^ EviU there are

—Sracan potltiraBd society ; evils which he haa not noted, besides

those which he has noted and exaggerated ; and there are evils in British

J^aics and society also. There are even in England now, as in the United

States, a Mulhooney and a solid Irish Vote.

Some worthy people in Iowa, it seems, are so convinced of the trans-

cendent excellence of the public school system that they have proposed to

suppress private education altogether by laying a heavy tax on private

scE^T Their project would combine social iniquity with a shameless abuse

of t^e taxing power. The worship of the public school system among^

iLe that of the Pope among the Ultramontanes, has pretty nearly reached

the extreme Umit Tt reason. Its devotees, among other things, always

h nk of the public school as an abstraction, the same and ^-'^J ffj^
te^lere, at least on this favoured continent. But in fact it differs

Sy in Afferent district^ being in some places ve.7 good, in others vei^

bJ wi ; every intermediate sh«le of quality. Much must depend on the

intvidual tJhers, who cannot be turned out uniform m excellence f^m

any State madiine. But the system itself does not appear
'^^-'fjj--^''^

7air There are some who have misgivings as to the effect of that inter-

fixture of sexes after eleven which to other, seem, fruitful of the bert

TelX and even artisans who were very careful about the cl-ractero

tW chUdren. have been known to withdraw a giri from a pubhe «hool

Wuse they found that .he wa. learning to use bad language and wa.

!!^uig coarse in her manners. AU, however, acquie«=e in the institution if

Tt Jthe consummation of human wi«lom. a. the nece«^ty of a.democratic

form of government. All submit upon that ground to the •pp«*nt

^^stice oTmaking a man pay for educating the children of <,the«^

he himself either has none, or if he has. prefers for them the nstnicUon

and the moral atmosphere of a private school. But the proposal to abolish

liberty of education and to compel a parent to bring up his children in
.

ignorance if he did not like a State school or the State schoolmaster of his

district, seems to have been rather too much for the digestion o the people

of Iowa, though social and sumptuary coercion is by no means alien to their

tastes. To the abolition of Hberty of education, however, and a ^ood many __
other liberties, we may come, unless philanthropic

^f'^^^'^^^;^'^^^'^
made to feel that there is a moral limit to the prerogatives of the ba"°t as

well as to the prerogatives of kings. The fate of society would be hard if

after emancipating itself by centuries of struggle and suffering from the

tyranny of Tonarchs, it were doomed to fall under the more searching _
tyranny of crotcheteers. — -'

. .
""

.

In the last number of T^ W«ek Mr. Maclean propounded what he

conceives to be the true solution of the silver problem. "The relative

values of the two precious metals once determined, make all debts payable

half in gold coin and half vn Mver coin. Then, should any depreciation of

one of them Uke place from increased production or other causes, it would

TeLctly balanc^ by the appreciation of the other." Whether this . a

true solution or not. it is the natural expression of bi-metalism, and Mr.

Maclean deserves a crown of silver at the hands of the Silver Kings for

his ingenuity in devising it. But in the first place think of the incon-

venience of being compeUed to take a mountain of silver in payment of

the moiety of a Urge debt. In the second place, is it true that the balance

of appreciation and depreciation would always be preserved? Might not

the appreciation of one of the two commodities be out of proportion to the

deprivation of the other, or «tc« v.rsa, so that the total value of the

Davment would be altered 1 Through all the forms and phases of bi-met-

aUsm as through all the forms and phases of paper currency, there seems

to run openly or covertly the idea that government can create and deter-

mine value by its fiat But the value of gold is intrinsic ;
it receives no

addition but merely an attestation from the action of government m

stamping the coin; it originally owed its existence to the beauty ranty

and convenience of the metal ; but to thes. elements is now added that of

immemorial and practically immutable establishment as the standard of the

ereat commercial nations. That this element is moral, not material, makes

ft none the less real, or less incapable of being changed, actually or rela.

tively by the fiat of any political power. To call sUver, under existing

circumstances a precious metal in the same sense as gold, is a faUaoy, or

perhaps, to speak strictly, a survival. The SUver Kings are levying a

heavy tribute on the people of the United States by compelling the Govern-

ment every year to coin a quantity of silver which nobody wants and

which in fact is an encumbrance and a nuisance. The salaries of all

congressmen ought to be paid in it. There U no other chance of giving it

cur«ncy and appreciation. If Mr. Maclean's proposed enactment were

to become Uw, specific covenants would be inserted in all large contracts

providing that the payment should be in gold only, and this would be

enough in itself to derange the government determination otre^
values. The wealth of Great Britain and of alt the great oommercial

nations is stored in gold, and it is to the List degree unlikely that they will

go into convention for the purpose of disturbing the value of their treasure.

An English journal of fashion the other day presented its readers with

an elaborati. menu for Lent, in which turbot cl la reins wsb the centrepiece

of a gaUixy of delicious and costly dishes. The writer observed that with

Buch a dinner, after aU, one need not complain, and that it was rather a

eood thing for the health sometimes to take to fish instisad of meat. " So

easily have we passed through this austere seawn," wa* the reflection with

which the Paris correspondent of the Morning Post once closed hi8 bright

narrative of Lenten entertainments. Such is our modem asceticism.

Medi«val asceticism did a great work in its day, though it may be sum-

marily consigned to contempt as mere devU-worship and superstition by

philosopher, who have paid «) little attention '^to history as has Mr.

Herbert Spencer. Religion under this form, by her authority and her

promi««, stimulated and aided the barbarian to rise above h« merely

animal nature and contend againat hi. own coarse lusts, an effort much

harder to him at the outwt than any exertion of the chaw or war. As

respect for the sacred Uves and property of the clergy was a steppmg-stone

to that reepeet for life and property in general by which it is now entirely

superseded, so wa. f»ting on Friday and in Lent the steppmg-stone to-

rational temperance. We, a. oiTili«»d men, have better inducement, to

refmn from gorging and .willing like .wine, than had tho«, Franfa. and

Smou who abatained from their bMbarou. orgiem in devout obedience

'

to the ordinance, of the calendar. We have the dictate, of a reawnable

~^
.

^

hygiene and the recognized claims of our higher nature
;
while a. a

counteroharm to brutish appetites, we have intellectual pleasures which our

rude ancestors never knew. With the action of these, rational influences

a revival of that which is now triily superstitious could only interfere.

The natural concomitant of Lent is a carnival, that is to say a wild out-

break of the sensual nature, indemnifying itself beforehand for the

restraint which it is about to undergo, and which has no more of reason

-nn it than the outbreak. The Mahomedan, after fasting strictly all day

in the Ramadan, and having whetted his appetite to the utmost, gorges

himself like a hog at sunset. Comic stories used to be told of the break-

fasts of Oxford Ritualists on the mornings of the Sundays in Lent,

when the Church relaxed her severe ordinance for the day. The present

revival of Lent, remarkable and curious as it is. may be set down as part

of the general attempt to call from the grave of the past the religion of the

middle ages, the destinies of which, and of other artificial revivals it is sure

in the end to share. The Church of England is in the main the Church

of the fashionable world, and is thus able to impose the observance of ita

ordinance, or some shadowy semblance of observance, such as bsii- menus

and high dresses, upon gay society. It may be a good thing to dme for a

time upon turbot A la reins in place of beefd la mode ;
it is certainly a

good thing to rest for a while from the dizzy whiri of dissipation. But it

would be better aU the year round to take no more food than nature

requires, and confine ourselves to that genuine recreation which renews

the brain and cheers the heart. Superstition now gives upward effort a

false direction, perhaps not in the case of physical abstinence alone.

When next a social preacher wante a tlieme. he. may address himself

with advantage to tiie growing itch for publication which now spares

neiUier friendly intercourse nor the social hours, and unless it is checked,

will soon destroy the freedom of all conversation and poison the pleasure

of every genial meeting. Disregard of social rules in publishing what

ought not to be published, is naturaUy attended by equal disregard of

strict accuracy in the report. If people want to know any mans real

opinions, they had better look for them in his acknowledged utterances

and writings, especiaUy if he is a man whose habit, in his acknowledged

utterances and writings, is frankness and not dissimulation.

A Bystandbe.

to say the least of it, be a dangerous precedent. The safeguards upon

female honour are none too strong, and those who remember the scene in

a certain railway carriage, and those who are not carried away by senti-

ment, are not likely to sympathize with the whitewashing of even the best

cavalry officer in the world-if he be th^t A correspondent to the Pall

MaU Gazette, writing about the deluge of appeals in behalf of the soldier

of fortune, says : " It brought to mind the familiar couplet of Pope :—

Men, some to buaineBB, some to pleasure, take,—;
' Bnt every woman U at heart _i^

HERE AND THERE.

Many are the tiieories suggested as to tiie origin of " All Fools Day.

which b yet associated with the first of April, and still no definite solution

of the absurdities which characterize tiie day has been arrived at.

The custom of sending people on empty errands on this anniversary is

common in every European country : in France it is designated pou^on

dAvrU, in Scotland " hunting tiie gowk."-a gowk usually signifies a cuckoo,

though now used in the sense of a fool. Oriental schoUrs ascribe the

custom as an innovation of the Huli-feast amongst tiie Hindoos, which

takes place on the 31st of March, when a similar absurdity prevails.

Others maintain that it comes from a celebration of Christ's being sent

about to and fro between Herod, Pilate, and Caiaphas, as referred to m the

miracle plays ; whUe tiiere is not wanting a tiieory which traces the

custom to Noah, a* sending out tiie dove on such a quest. However, it

may safely be concluded that the ridiculous absurdities now in vogue on

the first of April were not practised by the ancients, as no reference to AU

Fools' Day ever occurs in the earlier writers. France seems to have

fathered the freak, and by some it is attributed to the change m that

counta-y inl564, of New Year's day to the first of January, which left Uie

first of April destitute of anything but a burlesque of ita former festivities.

The very mime of April in connexion witii tiie fourtii montii of our year

is also another subject fo|r^dispute, yet a derivation may reasonably be

attributed to the Latin v^rb aperire "to open up," when as Varro says of

the month, omnia aperil, "it opens up all tilings." On antique monu-

ments April is represented as a dancing youtii with a rattie in his hand.

Tub proposal to re-instate Colonel Valentine Baker in the militiury

Dotation in the Britidi army which he forfeited wme year, ago is a topic

of great interest in EngUnd. The Standard claims to have received some

two hundred letter, from ladie. iW^g that tiie erring officer .hould be

forgiven. The Telegraph deyobed an editorial to advocating his pardon

and re-admiMion to tiie wrvice. In a very pretty poem Punch make.

Private Hayes beg in tiie name of " Uie boys " tiiat tiie lOtii's old colonel

be given back his command. Forgiveness is the virtue which most men

usually specially associate with what Mr. Disraeli called " the angeU." but

to a«k that Valentine Baker be pardoned and re-admitted to society would,

Let tho.e finish the quotation who will."
"^

What will be known in history as the Paris Petit Cercle club scandal

is still the subject of much comment in the French journals, and is yet an__

unsolved mystery-or crime. On dit that a Greek prince and a well-known

Viscount have been compromised by the discovery of some papers, but

there is not sufficient evidence for the police to act upon. The club ha.

been a veritable gold-mine to "philosophers" for years, although it had

the reputation of being most exclusive. The scandal has been the means

of calUng attention to the furious play that went on there. A Russian

noble is said to have lost two millions of francs in one night, and the son-

in-law of M. Grevy, M. Wilson, lost, it is asserted, a fortune at ecart«

before resigning his membership.

-- Why wails "A Playgoer," will ladies go to the tiieatre in big

hatsi He compkins that, after having taken the trouble to book a

seat for a performance he had not seen, when he got to the theatre his view

of the stage was obstructed by a lady who sat immediately in front of him,

who wore " a huge thing called a hat, at least (including the feather) eighteen

inches in diameter, and which rendered it absolutely impossible te see one

quarter of the piece." We think our correspondent is entitled to say that

" te wear such head-gear is indulging in fashionable dress regardless of the

comfort of others-a result which no lady would wish, but which is

brought about no doubt thoughtlessly."

"Cms" sends tiie foUowing cutting and commente from Quebec ;-

It used to be the pun that wMie f^^^^^:^^'^::':ti:7j:^^^:^r^v^:'^.
locomotive was aide-traoked. Mr. {^^^^^^"^'^^^1^"^^^^ the orew reete, the

^^e^o'ee^ "'t^^^X T.^^^^'roJ^ri^ economy . ,.50.000 «

""^e phUosophy of the modem raUway system is

f
"dowed fortii in the

above Uttie pL«raph. What the companies will do for profit, they refuse

to do for public safety. Nothing but certain duplications _of mental and

a.,tive kbour in signalling and despatching will make the lines safe
;
but

in this case only human lives are involved, unless we remember the

risk to tiie rolling stock and freight, and the inconvenience of heavy

damages ;
considerations that may at last rouse tiiese modem arbiters to

practical alleviations of what has become intolerable." •

Following the remarks on dinner m^us in the last issue of Thb

Wbbk, it ii of interest to note that in England suppers are becoming quite _

fashiomible. This is one result of the ordimiry dinner hour being too late

to permit of attendance at tixe tiieatre afterwards and jo justice to the .

.. d!^event." Wherefore it h'as become usual to eat very little before

going to tiie play, and to take supper on return. The practice may not

Tdefended on hygienic principles, but it is decidedly -re -forta^^

tiian dining a UAmericaine-t>.t high pressure-and arriving at the theatre

t^,t^^ and sluggish. So greatly has the ^''i"- «\-Pf-^"^J
Lc^ased^ London that at tiie best houses there is a distinct reduction of

the menu at dinner.

WB have it on the authority oT^as Cariyle. in "Sartor Resartus
'•

that the first sign of man's endeavour to escape from barbarism is his rude

l^mptato prSuce decoration. How far, then, must we be at presen

tmpliti'e times, judging by the devotion of all classes- too-—
There was a time when nobody but a savage would wear any but bona fade

Iwe'er and even now that legend obtains to a consideraWe extent m

^::pje7c^.les," tiiough it does occasionally lesjc out that Lord Gotiiepac

orTIdy Montecarlo have had their diamonds replaced by paste. But

noways it is the exception to see a man or boy who is not be-chained

::XLed and be-ringed in a manner which would make a squaw or

Egress Ht« »»«-« ^^ ^^'^ ' '' ""^*^ ''^^ " ''"T ." TTld
"Tidiotic aatiiete. who wear armleta, anklets, and use ^-r-pins '.-and

n tiie proce«i forfeit their manhood. The worst of 1 aU is that, whe^

he articles worn ^ "Brummagem," it would seem to mdicate a fsJ^

\'X^o. which doe, not augur well for

^^^^^^'^y-^'^Xt^il^'
wears bnu« as brass, or paste a. an imitation diamond, but wudies U.

I
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ornaments to pa«8 »s gold and real atone, whilst the dude with a double

brass watch-chain, heavy curb pattern, would be insulted if it were ms.nu^

ated that he wore in his left vest pocket a bunch of keys and m the dexter

MA^ was an old knife, the watch being non e»t invoitus. How many

centuries would the philosopher of Chelsea consider us to be from cavamen

in these decorations 1

Apropos of Oscar Wildeism," we are in possession of the"^ following

incident : An esthetic young lady wrote of her engagement to a young

man, likewise esthetic, or in her own language, " consummately artist^

After expatiating upon Edward's fortune and family she added
:

We

shall have no embarrassment in fitting up our drawing-room, for d^at

EdwarcTs heard a^id complexion are perfect, they would not hurt any back-

ground. With a little gentle admonition to his tailor to be more careful

in future, I am confident in being able to manage the wall-so important,

you know." What splendid coloniste these folk would make !

day long, and brings him back to me at night an ardent lover.' - I quot«

this advice for what it is worth. At all events it seems reasonable,

doesn't it r*

Thbrb were thirty-one failures in Canada reported to Bradstreet's

during the past week, against thirty-seven in the preceding week, and

forty and eleven in the corresponding weeks of 1883 and 1882 respectively.

^The United States had one hundred and" sixty-fwb as cOiapared wrth^one

hundred and ninety-two in the preceeding week, and with one hundred

and seventy and one hundred and twenty-nine respectively in the corres-

ponding weeks of 1883 and 1882. About 85 per cent, were those of small

traders whose capital was under $5,000. ^^ ;

In a recent number of the London Times appeared this very singular

advertisement—" The gentleman who received an unsigned note on Friday

last, desiring him to be at a certain West-end theatre on the 11th inst.,

bees that the writer will send a signed communication in confidence.

Thereby hangs a tale. That night the stalls of the Lyceum Theatre were

filled with some sixty gentlemen, carrying the Napoleonic violets in their

button holes, and all of them looking out for a lady wearing in her bosom

a bunch of geraniums. The lovers of the violet had all been drawn to the

theatre by a note in a lady's hand begging them to be at that particular

theatre on that particular night. Most of the invited came-all of them,

apparently, expecting to find an entertaining partner, and all of them

disappointed at the discovery of fifty-nine other gentlemen hoaxed like

themselves. They looked very silly at each other when they saw that a

joke had been plaved upon them ; but it is to be hoped that they were

consoled at finding so many fools bitten by the same folly, and that they

enjoyed the play.

" Max O'Rell " does the English wrong in an amusing little letter to

the Standard the other morning about American publishers, and the strange

fact that they " should not yet have come across the precept, ' Thou shalt

not steal.'
" America, he says, " is a country possessing 189 religions, thus

beating England by five ;
" but the number of religious denominations in

England is not 184, but 200. However, Max O'Rell's information is in

this particular only one year behindhand, for the sixteen new denomina-

tions which make up the difference were added to Whitaker's Almanac for

1884. And as for America being " no other, it appears, than the tribe of

Manasseh," why. the English, it appears on equal authority, are no other

than the ten lost tribes. .

W«8T0N,»yclept, " the wobbler," has completed his 5,000 miles. He

deserves credit for pluck and endurance, but what benefit is to result from

his accomplishment of the feat is n5t easy to see. He will have proved

that it is possible to walk 5,tKI0 miles without the aid of alcoholic stimu

lanU. but even if we had not known that pretty well before we should not

be any better off. for few of us propose to start walking fifty miles a day

for several weeks, with or without alcohol

THE C.P.R.BY TEE KICKING HORSE PASS AND
THE SELKIRKS.—IX.

THB SUMMIT OF THB SELKIRKS.

•Having heard so much of the Selkirks as the terror of railway men, we

were astonished to find a fair trail and a well-defined open valley leading

right into the heart of the range. After travelling for about sixteen miles

south-westeriy in the valley of the Beaver, and then following up a large

tributary called Bear Creek for two or three miles in a north-westerly

direction, we came upon Major Critchelow's camp and accepted his hospi-

tality for the night. The summit, we were told, was only six mUes farther

west and had it not been for our four hours' detention in the morning, we

could have made it before dark. Certainly, we had not expected to reach

the summit of the Selkirks in one day's march from the Columbm
;
but

here we were within touch, without having had any difficulties worth

speaking of to encounter. True, I had lost my wateh on the way, but Umt

was my own fault ; and then, I-or rather Al.-had found it again. This

was how it happened : After lunch, Al. and I had remained behind our

party to make up a bag of fool hens, after a fashion that I am well aware

wUl bring down upon us the wrath and contempt of all sportsmen. There

are various kinds of grouse in the mountains, all easUy shot, but none

taken so easily as the fool hen, or ruffled tree grouse. These sit on logs or

underbrush, or the branches of trees, and gaze pkcidly at you, even

when you are drawing near to knock them over with a stone or stick, or

to snare them in some primitive way. Dr. Hector says that he never

found much difficulty in catehing them with a short piece of sinew twine,

made into a noose and fastened on a slender pole. As you approach

slowly the bird does not seem in the least frightened, but sits gravely

watehing your proceedings, till you pass the noose over its head or-

perhaps when the noose is close-it obligingly dodges its head, and then

you have only to pull it off the tree. The flesh is sweet and tender, and

Llf a dozen fool hens in a stew are to dainty appetites a welcome addition

to the invariable bacon and bannocks of the camp supper, though packers

and ordinary men disdain anything less solid than pig in some form or

another Well, Al secured four or five in ten minutes. I knocked one

OTerwith»irteHe,»ad, chasing another into the bush, struck at it twoor

Hbrb is a new idea to enable ladies to captivate their husbands. It is

from the letter of a lady correspondent- in London, England :—" I called

recently on a bride of a few months early one morning, and found her

pouring the breakfast coffee for her husband. She was fairly submerged

in the foamy billows of a sea-green robe, and on her head was a cap of more

intricate construction than I could clearly describe in half-a-column.

After she had kissed her spouse, said good-bye for the day, and we were

alone in her boudoir, she threw off the head-dress and changed the elaborate

gown for a plain one. ' Good gracious me! ' I said, ' Is it possible that

you put on such a careful toilet simply for your husband?' 'Yes,

certainly,' was the reply. ' You mean to marry some time % Well, take my

advice. When you have once Uken a husband, keep him. Don't let the

charm of fascination be broken through your own careleMiness. The

greatest danger U that the sampness of one wife will tire him of you. Now,

you can't effect any actual changes in yourself. Whatever novelty of

person you present must be extraneous. Is'nt that so 1
'

'I believe it is.-

• Well, I came to the conclusion that the time to show myself in new aspects

to my hubby was in the morning. Nightgowns can't bo varied much, and

one CMi't arrange one's hair to any extent for the bed ; so Lhave made it a

point to get a number of odd toUeU to appear in before him at breakfast.

This captures him afresh every morning, makes him think about me all

over wrai ovumj, ——

i

w n ^i.

three times with a long stick, and at hist brought it down. Farther on, we

peppered with volleys of stones an old cock who had perched on the top of

a tree and who looked calmly down at us the while, occasionally changing

his position to another tree, as if to give us a better chance, and at last-

disgusted with our bad practice-flying away too far into the wood for us

to follow The gun had gone with the horses, and by this time was a mile

or two ahead. We now had to run for it, each of us carrying his game,

I for one, occasionally catehing tremendous croppers as my feet

stumbled, or became entangled in networks of roots that stretehed across

the traU. Scarcely had we caught up to the horses when I made the

discovery that my wateh was missing. The words announcing the loss

were no more than out of my mouth, when Al., exclaiming " I'U find it

!

wheeled his horse round and was off out of sight. I had no idea of going

on what seemed the fool's errand of looking for a wateh over miles of wUder-

ness and amid thick underbrush, especiaUy as there was danger of being

separated from the party, which, of course, had to press forward. But,

after going on for half a mile more, and in rather sorrowful mood, for the

wateh had been presented to me in old student days, I felt that it would

never do to desert Al.. and so I too turned back, greatly against my horse's

Krain who retraced his steps with a reluctance that no amount of cudgelling

could overcome. I soon came upon AL's horse tied to a tree, and inferred

at once that the plucky fellow h«l dona this that he might be able to

scan each side of the trail more closely. The minutes seemed houw, as I

moved wearUy back over the ground. There was nothing to break the

silence of the sombre woods- but the noise of the Bwver, heard now and

then brawiing down a rapid. Pacing ^''«

^;^7;^\ttol'rer:tt;
had been measured on the trail, I came at last to the .^P"*

*"

fruitlessly cannonaded the old cock, and while examining thereabouts my

W 00 wL answered by a cheery cry fifty yards away,
^^l:'^'^^^^^

T^ I've found it
! " On he came, bounding like a deer, h.s face all aglow,

tteh ;: ottand, a quart can of tomatoes in the other. "U^^^^^^^

you killed that last chicken. It must have been a Judg»-* °"
l^'^

Llling it that way. I searched every other spot, and tha was the^last

place, and I felt it was the only chance left-by Jo, I'm gb.d. And so

wJi To signalize his victory and satisfy his parched throat, he had

Xted I eXce into acooJof Major Critehelow's hard by, and levied

fie Latoes. We drank that quart can with enthusiasm, a^d then

Hr^ed to run hoping to cateh up to the party before nightfall. Reaching

Turhtiirwo mounted and daThed ahead. Such an eight or ten miles

nJe iZe never to have again. No waiting for pack animals now
;

no

Tciking out f^; good footingfr anything else. Over P-if"^ ^^-P^.J
r^te innumerable interlaced fibres of giant trees, Moulders piled up by

Vr. Z freshets
• through mud-holes of the worst kind, m which the

h:Ss pisttlie girthf, and then through the hot ashes of smouldering

tir^S kindled in the forest
;
projecting branches hitting us smarUy

fnir^ lags threatening worse consequences to our eyes
;
up and down

legs, and letting
^ ^^^^ ^^^ f^^^^ „^t

\:::ZZ.::r.tli:ZZ^ lon/and what^hehickofatraU
the P"'-'^^^^

undergrowth made it impossible to see ahead or to

Wlv a^L well m.med the Devil's Cluba The ascent proved only the

pnckly an^lea, well m.
^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^ ^^^.^ ^^^ ,„^^jy

°' *' "3C^.iI »" W. i. a., p- » !«« » po-i"., » .b.

ZTZwtfln »7"1.«. d- i. tto «.«.. C«.oU, U.. U,p.g»pl.»

feed was better inan aujr
i>„Mrg in 1882, when he discovered

of the party

J^ ^Z^l^o^^, it w. named after him in

the pass, and one of the mountains "^ , ^^^^ „£.the origin of the

name Mount C-roU -» ^^ J ,^^, ^ ,,^,i ,nd ran two miles to

climbing It, and he looked so wick ^^^
camp without_ once looking ^hind. Jer.* the n ^ ^^^

\

«^^ T^A .In fishi^in August and September. Wild fowl, duck,

and «Pl-^J .^^^''^^^J itLce at the door ; and bear«, mounUin

geese, swans m the greacesi, »
and on to a week's

Seep and goats, and the noble ^"^ ^'^^^^
:jS^ '^^atitude of the

^-^•'^.^'"'"rrormrg^ourable—
ir^cctXIig'trc^^^P-i^^^ and condensed milk are never,

TblCotten; and\Lough-nut^we. t^ted^pe^^^^^^^

The valleys of the Beaver and Bear C"««^ "T;';
. ^ o/deal of

timber; cedar, cottonwood a.d '^Vr-'^lf'^^Zri^e. Vent fires

hemlock and Dough- fir, and a ^P-^*;^*
^' J^^^^J'^^revent wholesale

jr^r^j: r^o!:-- ---"•-•

,.1n»t^r red and the lower halt still green. xiib" "
« . , ,

tlwTrLi huCsUtely forest trees ; one cedar having a diameter of eight or

re feet and a spruce bejng the largest any of us had ever seen. Though

Zlt;n of fliering plants was- neariy pas, iiowers, such as ^aste.«

h Tdy blue-bell and the well-known fire-weed, showed themselves in

:r;ie^osTand^- -und^
IJ—d -- -^^

=jtr:rte;^r^.£^-t^-,-;-i
from the forest into an open saucer-shapea vauey

.v.„„p thn
"

r:rc,-:ru.„.--pf.. » -- -;--- - -

n Tunt;ZJm 1.. .. bo., or .».- LiUle *. p.., b,»«, h.d

let tne nun^rj
„i„i,fa We took our seats on a moss-

had for the ^^ P^ret k and o^d rid. A grander and lovelier

s:rd-e:ro;rt^:^^^^^^
point to point an ^^^^^ .^^'^:^^'^^^ol the snow, the looker

accumulating in gorges into glaciers, n =. ^ ^^^
shales of the summits having ^orn...y,<^r^^^^

TanZing out of his

up. One of these, from its resemblance to an old man commg

house to look down upon us, the Major had ehnsten d H ™.t P^k^

east. Mount Carroll ^"
^"-j^^'rarh g^abole h^^ fore.t line, and

a bold forehead of rock stood out bare and high a
^^^^^^^

=:Troltlrul^881 he beheld a huge.
^^^^^^^^^

^hLir runtain looming up-
;^.^o.^ ^̂ ^0^

this magnificent amphitheatre,
^^^^^^'^^'^^l^'^Z to Canada. The

of the Pass, a discovery so -P^'^^^^^^^J;! Havana, and after a

chief passed round some cigars, ce^ifled to ^e tr
^^^.^^

smokeThonour of the occasion we resolved te- *! ute
^^^^^^^^

Alpine Club." The following interim officers -<'- ''PP
,^^^,,

Fleming, president ; G. M. Grant, secretary S. H. Flem ng

Several resolutions were passed unanimously a^^^
^^^ ^^^J

"^ rTX Clut. ^rth^t^fpl^ betml the Rogers Pass; (3)

member of the Club
, ^- M-""

services in connection with

that Mr. Albert ^0S.2^^^:^'^ZiM,lA^^-^-^-^
the discovery, 1>e the

1'-''
f^^"^**^

j „f members be deter-

regulations regarding the elecuona^dquahh^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ .^^^_^^

mined at a subsequent -^J^ ^^/^^^ ,, ..^ablished by Britons

president. Inasmuch as no
-^J'^J^ ;irp the members then lunched

without eating, drinking and go^
^''r^L water, vowed to plant the

together, toasted t^e
^^'^'^^^^^^^^X^.Z ^e.^ to greet the first

Union Jack and the SUrs and htr.pes on sy
^^

through.trainM,.tbe,Ia,ific.
drank t^e~f the oun^y

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ .^^

rrX - -t I .nake bold to say, ever p.,.d^on the—
t
of

the Selkirks.

THB position of Ei.ei«>n as one of the^-Uf not the v^er,,r^atest

of write™ and pWlrJ"'"' 1"^' we ar^ told, if they differ from the

national question. " Foreigner
^^^^^^^^^^.'^y at once to conclude that

national judgment, may have the^mmo^
^^^ ^^.^ion Vf^oe.J hnd

they are wrong. Inat oi >u
„„intolliKible, off with his head in<

Emerson somewhat incoherent and unintellig,^^.^^^^^
^^ ^^

national judgment, however is not P^««« y^ ^ ,„„id pretend to

Imerican and a New Englander who^^id that^^^ y^^^ ^j

understand Emerson except young ladies
^^ ^^^^^

^f^'\^Tot^^::Sn%^ no dTubt is that wehayenotthe

]\-
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EMIGRATION^ FROM BRITAIN TO HER COLONIES.

Thk emigration movement from the old world to the new is increasing in

volume year by year, and the indications are that there will be a very

large influx of desirable settlers to Canada in 1884. There is much less

hesitancy shown by the British people to come out to this country in the

present day than existed a few years ago. The causes which have led to

"this, apart from dissatisfaction at home, areThe "extensive advertising thiff

country has had in Europe, and the increased knowledge which has

been obtained in later years regarding our Dominion, chiefly through the

observation of travellers, the operation of the Immigration Department

backed by the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Fisheries Exhibition, and the

exhibits of Canadian products in England.

The writer, who has lately been on a visit to his native country, Scot-

land, has had opportunities of discovering some of the reasons why

emigration from among the more desirable classes there has been retarded

in the past, and of observing the causes which have given so strong an

impulse to the movement westward in more .recent years. The most

extraordinary stories had, until recently, been credited in the mother-land

regarding the lite of the settler in Canada. Encounters with bears and

wolves were represented as being of frequent occurrence, the severity of

the winters was said to be beyond the limit of human endurance, and the

productiveness of the soil was greatly underrated. But a new era has

dawned on this question of emigration to Canada. For the reasons already

stated, the claims of this fair land of ours to notice are now being well

represented at home, and the advantages to the settler have been for some

time made manifest to all. Our climate is properly understood, the

productiveness of the soil—both as regards qualityand variety—is now well-

known ; and the increased railway facilities and ready access to the best

markets have reduced the settler's drawbacks to a minimum.

In recent years emigration has, as has already been pointed out, flowed

in a largely increased tide to this country. This fact is clearly demon-

strated by statistics from the Immigration Department, and it is confirmed

by a sojourn in Britain, where almost every family misses one or more

members who have gone to try their luck in the colonies. And there is

every likelihood that the present year will show a still larger movement

Canadawards. Emigration is a leading topic among the rural population.

Both in England and Scotland—and more particularly among the middle

and southern counties in the latter country—there is much discontent

among the agricultural classes. The farmers have such heavy rents to pay

that they have scarcely anytliing left after the landlord has been satisfied

and the family expenses paid. Another eflFect of the high rent is that

farm labourers' wages are on the decline. In some parts of England, too,

many farms are without tenants, the occupants having been compelled,

from an inability to meet the demands of the landlords, to give up their

farms. These oppressed ones have all found new homes beyond the seas.

Others are preparing to follow them, and unless the landlords hasten to

~ make liberal concessions the movement will become even more general

There seems to be less dissatisfaction in the north of Scotland (the islands

-excepted) than in any other part of Britain. Rents are more reasonable

in the north and the landlords have shown a better spirit in the matter of

allowing for improvements. This was especially observable on the estates

owned by the Earls of Seafield and Moray. The tenants on their lordships'

lands seemed very comfortable and happy, and report has it that they are

able to save something against the approach of old age. Some of the

leading proprietors have taken numerous farms into their own hands,

leaving the management to "grieves" (overseers.) This plan has been

resorted to more from necessity than choice, however, and its profitableness

is very doubtful indeed. Before many, years elapse the system will,

beyond a doubt, be abandoned. And with its abandonmeat will be sure

to come a downfall in rents and better times for the tenantry. But, mean-

while many scores of farmers will have found new homes beyond the

Atlantic. Anticipating a larger immigration movement this year, and

with a view to facilitate the speedy settlement of Manitoba and the North-

West Territories, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company has made most

liberal arrangementa for the conveyance of immigrante desirous of settling

in these Provinces. They wiU be carried direct through by the company's

trains and steamers for the small sum of ten doUars. In this way, in

addition to reaping the benefit of direct transit, new comers wiU escape the

wiles of American agents and ticket-scalpers.

That there will be a large immigration movement to Canada this year

ig, ai we have already pointed out, almost a certainty ; that the Canadian

Pacific Railway will see to the transit of the immigrants to the North-

Weat, under the moat favourable circumstances, is evident. It only

nmains for the Government to see that the settlers are not harrassed in

their quest after new homes ; and when they have been located, that they

are not disturbed in the possession of their lands by scheming speculators

or grasping land corftpanies. It will require some effort on the part of the

Government to disabuse the English mind of the impression that settlers

have, in many instances, been somewhat unfairly dealt with. No doubt

such an effort will be put forth. W. Campbbi.l.

PARTY MANiEUVRING v. USEFUL LEGISLATION.

Interest in the meetings of the Dominion and the Provincial Parliaments,

we are within the truth in saying, is almost wholly centred in the political

game. To prove this, we need only point to the time and attention taken

up in our legislative halls with mere party manfeuvring, and to the

relishing, by the followers of faction, of the daily episodes in the party

struggle, to the exclusion of any active and wholesome interest in the

serious business of legislation. Only on a large scale does the game of

party show to advantage. The smaller the theatre of strife, the more

petty becomes the conflict. Even in the Dominion Parliament, seldom

does legislation rise into statesmanship, and rarely do we see national

questions debated in the nation's interest Party-ridden as we are, this,

we fear, is the fact we must continue to face, and public interest in legis-

lation will soon only mean looking on at a dog-fight.

In this general scuffle of parties, what, it may innocently be asked, is

the end of legislation 1—what have we in view in summoning our Parlia-

ments together 1 In putting this question we are here suggesting no

inquiry, searching or otherwise, into the raiaon d'etre of the Second

Chamber. Our purpose is simply to call attention to the legitimate

functions of Parliament, and to ask if those objecta which legislation

is designed to further are being kept in mind, in and out of the House,

or if, in the confused fight of faction, they are being ignored and thrust

aside altogether. To glance at the daily reports of the proceedings of our

Parliaments, no one will affirm that the proportion of useful business taken

up and despatched at each sitting bears any reasonable relation to the time

consumed in fruitless talk on subjects which can hardly be termed public

business. The few measures of importance that are d^ily advanced in

either the Ottawa or the Local House are, in the main, matters fished out /
by the Opposition for the confusion of the enemy, or questions the discu)/

sion of which merely tends to the glorification of the party in power.

When weighty matters of State are discussed, nine-tenths of the debates

to which they give rise are taken up with objectless talk or mere faction

wrangling. Commercial questions and measures of importance to the trade

and commerce of the country are subjects that, if dealt with at all, are

relegated to the closing days of the session, and even then, discussion, is too

often clogged by selfish interests or it is unwholesomely influenced by the

malign power of the Lobby. The latter is a dangerous, insidious, and ever-

increasing evil. On the other side of the Line, legislation, it is well known,

is in the grasp of monopolies. Railway rings, mammoth stock companies,

colossal organizations having command of immense resources, which they

do not scruple to use corruptly, exert a baleful influence alike upon society,

upon legislation, and upon trade. In Canada^ though the^ power to control

legislation by corrupt means is as yet not as strong as the desire, the danger

is quite as menacing, while resistance to the influence of the Lobby is

manifestly on the decline. In Ontario, had the surplus which was

expended in granting bonuses to railways held out, the morals of our

legislators to-day would not be Puritan. With the growing hostility

between the Local and the Federal executives) and the game that Party

must needs play to hold ite own in the fight, new dangers alarmingly beset

us. The revelations of the bribery scandal unmistakably show to what

depths faction is sinking the nation. It is possible, of course, in directing

attention to these dangers and abuses, to out-Cassandra Cassandra ; but

that they are dangers and abuses, and that commercial and all legitimate

and useful legislation is too often set aside for mere party manueuvring,

are facta of grave significance and saddening reality. In the country's

essential moral soundness we have some faith, but with each returning

session of Parliament this faith suffers serious abatement.

G. Mbbcbb Adam.

A DAILY newsp^er haa just been started in Paris which will change

ito politics every morning. One day the political article will be written

by a Bonapartist, another day by an Opportunist, then by a Legitimist,

and sometimes by an Intranaigeant. Each writer is to be at liberty to

say exactly what he pleases. In like manlner the literary part of the paper

will be surrendered n^n alternate days to representatives of opposite

schools. It is said that the journal la started with American capital.

THE GHURGHES.

At a recent consistory the Pope app6inted the Right Rev. P. X. Lerac
^

archbishop of New Orieans, and the Right Rev. D. Mauncy bishop of

Molftle.

Thkrb is a proposal to bring out Professor Robertson Smith as the

Liberal candidate for the representation of the universities of Glasgow and

_at Andrews. It is.uot yet known whether he will accept the nomination.

Memoeial buste of Drs. Moriey Punshon and Gervase Smith have been

placed in the City Road Wesleyan chapel, London. Distinguished Metho-

dist clergymen and laymen were present at the ceremony of unveiling the

busts.

There are eight spiritualistic newspapers published in Spain, five^ in

France, four in Belgium, three in Germany, two each in Holland and Italy. -

. Austria, Russia, Mexico, Chili, Brazil, Uruguay, the Argentine Republic,

Australia, India and South Africa have one each

The Roman Catholic bishop of Cleveland has received from Archbishop

Gibbons letters of convocation for the Third Plenary Council to be held in _

Baltimore on the 9th November of the present year. It is expected to be

the greatest Catholic Council ever held in in America.

In a recent lecture, Dr. Joseph Cook animadverted somewhat strongly

on the negative aspect of the new Congregational creed. The complacent

serenity of several admiring friends has been disturbed thereby. Their

criticism of the Boston Monday lecturer's opinions lack the repose by which

they are usually characterized.

Since the Italian government by decree of the court of Cassation has

taken possession of the Propaganda, it is expected that the American

College at Rome, which is an adjunct of the Propaganda, will likewise be

confiscated. The college was for the most part maintained by contributions

from America, as it was there many American candidates for the priest-

hood were educated.

Colonel Robert Ingersoll has been lecturing on his favourite theme

—infidelity—to a large audience in Chicago. Three thousand people

assembled to listen to him. On the Sunday following numerous rejoinders

were made by more or less prominent clergymen. Their modes of argu-

ment varied, but all were earnest in upholding the fundamental principles

of the Christian faith.

Ddeing the Lenten season at Madrid a Jesuit preacher, Father Mon,

has been inveighing in forcible language against the fashionable dissipa-

tions, court frivolities, and the French plays performed in Spanish theatres

during the holy season. Cardinal Moreno having been appealed to by the

Minister of Public Works, forthwith silenced the plain-speaking preacher

and sent him off to Seville College in disgrace.

Some people attach great importance to pastoral visitation. Mr.

Spurgeon apparently attaches very UtUe. He says :
" With all the force

of my being I say whatever you do not do, keep your preaching up to the

mark. You can do much better by a thoroughly good sermon than by

dropping in here and there and talking a little chit-chat. By all means

keep the sermons up. The pulpit is the very Thermopylai of this war.

~:HbTd: the-pulpit
!

"

A VERBATIM report of Henry Ward Beecher's sermon on a recent Sunday

was telegraphed to a Chicago journal, in which it appeared next morning.

The subject was the Sermon on the Mount. The Brooklyn divine holds that

literal, absolute foUowing of ite precepta would destroy law and order,

morality, and human nature itaelf. It is only, he said, when one brings

his spiritual sense to bear on the words of Christ that they.oan be property

interpreted and understood.

By the death of Dr. Ezra Abbot, American Biblical scholarship has lost

one of ite foremost representatives. He held the appointment of Bussey

Professor of New Testament CriticisiD and Interpretation in the Divinity

School of Harvard University. Though a diligent, painstaking and

accurate scholar, he has left no work behind him giving an adequate repre-

sentation of his critical aptitude and labours. Dr. Abbot lent valuable

assistance to the critical efforte of Tischendorf, Tregelles and others.

A SHORT time since Prince Leopold and Princess Gisela of Bavaria

visited Rome. They were not accorded a reception at the Vatican. The

following note addressed to all papal nuncios explains the reason why :

The Vaticwi o«n naithar now nor henoaforth ooMont to rwwiva Catholio Prinoee who

have been weloomed as gueiU in a place which, although conflaoated by 'he ItaUaoe, is

«5u the property of the Papacy. The ooexiitenoe of two GoyemmentB in Rome is

Sidmisrible. The Vattoan declines to acknowledge any nuthonty but one m Boma-

the authority of the head of the churoh, Leo XUL

As was expected, the recent decision pronounced by His Honour Justice

Ferguson on the rectory lands Oase is to be appealed to the Court of Appeal.

At a recent meeting of the vestry of St. James' Cathedral to consider what

action should be taken, there were two distinct opinions entertained.

Several prominent Churchmen, among them Canon Dumoulin, were in

favour of accepting the decision of the Court as final. Others thought that

an appeal should be entered. Those ftvouring this view being numerically

the stronger party, succeeded in carrying a motion to proceed with the

appeal.

The 21st of May is the five hundredth anmversary of the condemnation

of the doctrines at Blaekfriars, London, of John Wyclif, " the morning

star of the reformation." Efiorta are being made for a celebration in

honour of the intrepid reformer who is supposed to have been the faithful

minister described in the " Canterbury Tales." Special religious services

are to be held at Lutterworth, a popular demonstration at Exeter Hall and

a Conference in the Mansion House under the presidency of the Lorff

Mayor, to consider the best mode of doing honour to the memory ofJohn

Wyclif.

Two subjects of public interest were freely discussed at the recent meet-

ing in London, Ont., of the Western Congregational Union. These were

the Salvation Army and the New Theology. While several speakers

acknowledged that many who had led abandoned lives had been rescued

from their degradation through the efforts of the Salvationists, their methods

were destructive of true religious feeling, and repellant to all ideas of good

taste. A paper by Rev. C. Pedley on the -New Theology elicited wide

divergence of opinion. Mr. Podley is an earnest advocate of liberal thought,

while several of his brethren acquiesced in the remark of one of them that

" the old theology was good enough for him." Asterisk.

I

-T—f----

A MODERN PALADIN.

It is not generally supposed that the camp and the battle-field are the

places best fitted for the development and exercise of the religious life.

Asceticism and church tradition would rather point to the cloister or to

the multiplicity of activities and organizations characteristic of our own

day And yet men of strong religious conviction, whose sincerity is

unquestioned, have adorned the profession of arms. In the " History of

Frederick the Great," the "Old Dessauer" who described Ei,i Jeste Burg

as " God Almighty's Grenadier March," never went into action without

offering a brief but fervent prayer. The Protector of the English Common-

wealth was a man who strove to realize the Puritan idea of God's kingdom

on the earth, Hedley Vicars, whose religion was of a conventional and

unrobust type, was thoroughly sincere, while Henry Havelock waa^ a

Christian hero.
. ,, , l .. j

The great soldier on whom public attention has recently been bestowed,

is a man of most fervid religious belief. The brilliant and invariably

successful mUitary service begun in the Crimea, and continued in China,

the Soudan, and Africa is no more a distinct part of General (xordon s

personal history than are his inseparable religious convictions. It may

not be uninteresting to glance briefly at some of these while the heroic

deeds of the soldier and rare dexterity of the diplomat have a fitting tield

for their exercise in the endeavour to disentangle the intricacies occasioned

by the impotence of Egyptian rule, and the sinewless vacillation of English

intervention. • « i t„i

The reality of the divine existence and presence is a fundamental

article in General Gordon's creed. These and the other chief characteristics

of his religious belief seem instinctive, rather than the final result of

His system of belief ia not ransacked .from the
reasoning processes . jj..u -j.—m . ..——— —

lumber-room of the past. He has spent no time in weaving meshes of

metaphysical subtlety. The great problems of existence have been looked

at with keen, clear eyes squarely in the face. What he has seen he

believes, and his is not a nature to be perplexed with distracting doubts.

In all things ho seeks to obey God and follows the divine guidance. His

Bible is his "constant companion. But on occasion he adopte a courae

which it would be hard to describe otherwise than as superstitious. Me

says " tossing up about difficult questions relieves me of much anxiety

Mor^ healthy and manlv, however, is this maxim, which he genemlly

follows • " In following the divine direction you have not to consider

difficulties. Keep your eye on the cloud by day and, the pillar by night,

and never mind your steps. The direction is the main point
"

In the main he obviously accepte the leading features of the Chnstiaii

system though he entertains but little respect for conventional dogma.

Indeed, for conventionalism in every shape and form he has but scant

tolerance. He looks at the Saviour's life and teachings not through the

lenses of tradition, but with the common every.day gaze of the nineteenth

century The humanity, the tenderness, the all-embracing sympathy of

Jesus have great attractions for him. No less clearly does he see through

the meaningless conventionalism of the Christianity prevalent m churches

and religious cir<;les of our time. His censure of Christian Pharisees, iikft..

all else is intense. The essence of Christianity, in Gordons opinion,

consista' in submission to God's wUl. "There will be times,' he says,

" when a strain may come on me, but it is only for a time, and as the strain

so will your strength be."
. t, ., ^n -.i

There is nothing of the sour ascetic nor the prim Puntan about General

Gordon. With him there is no virtue in a long face, no merit m excI^MVff-

austerity. He Uvea in an atmosphere of radiant cheerfulness. "Why,

% I
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heaskB .'are people like hearses, and look like
P/^^rf

%
"^^.'Sl are

benefactions are given with lavish hand, iie is as p
^ ^caiBB.

OTTAWA NOTES.

THK echoes of the great ^^"^^,-f^^::'t^:Zf:Zlt%T£^
the past week,

-J
-embers of Parhament hav^e^bee^ .U^

^^^ ^^ ^^^^

attention more fully to
^'^"J

T°'''-
j^„^°i^ ^^ery day has witnessed a

sittings and strictly party
^-^^^J^^ZenlZnt t^^, the same, with a

motion for a Committee of Suppl^ and an a
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^

the vote, depose of the
^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^i Brant, the man of Stentor

supplies. On Monday e^emn^ir '

j j^ation. He made an
tones, brought up ^^^I't^f'°°

°*
''^S ^aiiSt assisting mechanics,

excellent speech and closed with a -<««« ^;. labourers to come to

artizans, -^ k^-^' ^^^ st^chX SLn'^hoT^d by official

^"""^"i -iLl r Hoi thatThere h^ been no eflFort on the part of

letters laid before the House,
^f
" *°«^^^~ p^ifi^ Railway Company

the Government to arrange ^''\:^l^^^''^^J^TtheGoJrnmeJ^ny
respecting immigration nor was there in^ehan^^^^^ ^ ^^

statement showing the ^^^^.'^^ °*
""^f (Tries Tupper followed Mr.

iniluencing i"?-'g'-'^''°^^^\rf^ ^^ very unpatriotrfor Mr. Paterson
Paterson. H- argument was that it w^ver^^^^^

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^
to attempt to show that

^^^^^P'^f^^^'^^k This is the one single argu-

that many Z^'>'''^'''^^%'^^.^'°\ZZd thU session. He is master
ment that the Minister of

.^'^'j*f,^*L"X.^ ijeas of their duty to the

of his own style of denunciation "°^ ^"^ '^^^^ ^is talent on such
country do not .""^^^^^e with h^ own, but yl'^n h« u

^_^^^ ^^^^
slight P—^*'- " ^^; ^pTJTnCjiveJ a blow from his own side.

S^JrL^L l^eJt:^ "p^^ another of h. grea^^^^^^
particular occ^ion,

-J. ^^^-^Xrt^^ofle ^ablfan^ painstaking
quence was, of course, that the effort even "'^^ / ^ ^^ ^i^^e shone

_J^berfrom Brant was -f^;°-Pl«^*^y^^,.'^^^^ ^l'^^ is a wonderful
forth as the principal speaker on tb« q™^^ that thwTcan be no possible

complication of figures andargumenuto^rovetbatther^^^^^^ ^F^^._^^^

„,i.Uke about the large
«^-J^7^^,*ts Sorter than Speeches ffom the

''''''''::iZ^::^iy^r^^ttZZot do any good beyond giving the

rhorrTir'Sble akd perfect logic to the opinions of certain people.

It -« Biniply a " great «F^V' ^^-g "^^^e the pleasing duty, for so

. ^™fr't^ ret;^" of t^M niter of Railways to denounce Mr. M

ScTm-^lVa-i^^^^^^^^

-rente SSoI^gisiature, the North-West C^^^^^^^^^^immigi-ants ....v,
.^^ MrnjTnba Legislature, the North-West Council, ana

suppose that when the Manitoba l^g^ature,
^^

the Faimers- Convention had ««nt down se^te ^I^^^
J" ^^^^ ^^.

certain alleged |J---^/^;5,ttcomS t^oX wh'ole House to

plainte made. ThereJ^r^ ^^e^^J^w'"'
a

^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ „, ^^^^^^
consider them. T"ie, the mow^

Cameron knew
in the Government and had to be

^P^^^^^^^^^^t' ^ ^^ redress for

it would be voted do'rn ; true th*t he meant no^« ^
North-west ^^-f'^^^Z^^^^t ^^tCbelt^ved to be 'a popula^
Government ««PP°J*^7jj7^^*^Tshould for that reason be bellowed at

proposiuon. ^fJ^^ fJ^^vTi^ n^ ^^ Sir Charles

as an enemy of his country ' /*X^„ the mover of this resolu-

exhausted his v«<^ ,^
J;^" ^vte« S^w7um he succeed in rousing his

tion, his friends ^»\«7^P*7"^";,ri^t gp«ng to his feet as soon as the

opponents, that Sir « f/'^^^'fJ^jS^^JLtJ or more, made the house

X^.VtZJ:SZ'A^rZr. violent than Tupper. own. but

"^^fIiid:r^^herewa;anamen^^^^^^
of Supply. It brought Hon. JL H-

D^^^ul,^ ^ Washington treaty

t:ut,^'o^^:fXTs^X^ofZZ.. ought to utstep^to

have them -ewed ^d ^^J ^^w^ rSnVa:;^^ oppo^d
advantages in «°"«'l"**"^,'^ °* ^ i^'^ „^ to the United States Govem-

'^T^;.XZ^;;f^i:f'rX^^^^ ^s Government did not

I whLher he has been lashing himself into fu^ /"^'j^P^,^,,
the

defender of the ^io.errnuent, ^
^^n ^ '^rT Z^^e\e remains

chamber. Sometimes he goes into t^e ga lery some
^^^

outside in the lobby, -''Ik'ng up and dow„ UWea sent
y^ ^^^^^

S^i:^?:s^3^r'3^^ ™- w Mr.

L^teTtol'^outVa^riouscoM^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^y
On Monday night he --ted on

^^"/g^^^j^^^wLh seemed to be to

was Annunciation and a holiday and air oo
.^^^ ^^^

discount the loss of time jby
°:°'''i''^«n^7Minister8 First and most

Something ought to be done wih -me c^Ejh^^^^^
^«^^„^ This

noticeable is Hon. Jo^n Costigan, Mimster oi in

gentleman seems to have been appointed
^^}'';°'^'^J°l'llZliJ

li showing how densely Ignorant he isj everythn^^^^^^^

department of which he is the n°'°''»^
J^f^; .,7 ?3'1^ Hs charge, that

he^pear, when attempting ^ P™-^^*„^
„^J^/,i,Toffie^^^^^^^ the^art-

a stigma must rest, not only upon
f^""'

°" P,
„ anything of their work

^ent. It is almost ^^conceivable that if they know a^tni^g
^^^^

they could let a Mmi^ter e^^^^^^ them ^^^^^^^^^,^,^ „, i^g

i:r:S^^^"u'Z^:-^^r.. at least a few simple t^i^.^
trgh^i:

Stands in his place trying *» ^^am some bUl relaj^^n^^^
.^^^

^L ^mtrthiS about which this gentlemak^^^^^

But his dread of altering, even
^aJ^S'^V-'^y ^ iP^^ap^ared in a bill

''tililLl:/:^TT:TyI^::^l^^^ attention ^^t and pointed

which was there oy error. iu.i.
„t„ „, _.„»rk written upon the original

came to the rescue by asking ^hat the matter oe
estimates for

A. P. Caron has been almost a week, off and o'l gting the

^ ^^^^

"ZT..T.^^r^Sal^^^°-i objections. Some of the est mates are m
questions ana r»isH»s •" ou*-.

, "' 1 • „ i.kam Vinf. lui it is evident ho

„1". chit difcJty i. m •!» "? » »"
»r '^.,. „, . „,^

is stUl sitting almost every day. The report wm
ruthvun.

as many witnesses have been examined.

Ottawa, March 29th.

?""'*
».^i^ tot be fr^m^ withoutadue^nsideration of every translation

^KVh'^rtlS^^^W It would be the wisest course to encourage

r^wTp^ttSTobl^^- in the way of such pl«>es of amusements «•

iSt^to tLive the endorsement of ladies.-Proi^rw..

aORRESPONDENGK

THB ONTARIO ART SCHOOL.

To tlie Editor of The Week :

Sir,—Art education in Toronto is at the present momtot threatened by

the officious and discouraging machinery of government. The Ontario Art

School, after struggling to maintain itaelf with credit on King Street, was

some time ago removed to' the Education Department, tjie Provincial

Government undertaking to bear the expense of the school, with, however,

the explicit understanding that the Society of Artists should, as heretofore,

manage ite affairs, engage teachers, and provide art instruction in both the

day and the evening classes. Under this arrangement, the school has in

the past year carried on its operations in the Normal School building Dr

S P May, the general locum Unens of the Education office, being placed

as the Government representative on the Board. The result to be looked

for in permitting art to fall into the hands of this well-known member of

the "casual advantages " ring, has duly shown itself, the worthy in ques-

tion having promoted himself to the position of " Superintendent of the

School of Art," and into the enjoyment of the perquisites of his self-claimed

office This has produced an upheaval in the school, the Council of Artists

naturally rebelling at the management of the institution bemg taken out

of competent hands and assumed by a functionary of the Department whose

reputation in connection with the now famous Book Depository is not of

the saintliest. The President of the Royal Canadian Academy, who is a

member of the School of Art Council, has tendered his resignation, in conse-

quence, it is stated, of the efficiency of the teaching being impaired, and

the interest of the school imperilled by the injudicious act of the repiesen-

totive of the Government on the Board. The rest of the faculty, with a

single exception, we learn, have joined that gentleman in .us protest to the

Government We can well understand that the interests of the Education

office functionary, of whom the public have heard so much, are not coinci-

dent with tho^ of true art ; and we trust that the autocracy which he is

strangely allowed still to exercise in the Department may not be long

nermitted to threaten the usefulness or detract from the success of the

V. . c L 1 e A i.
Critic.

Ontario School of Art. .

SFBLLIMQ REFORM.

To the Editor of The Week

:

S.B._M.y I be permitted to B.y briefly to your contributor •• D W." that .0 long a« I

am myself aoce-sible, he has no ri«ht to attribute to me views about apeUrng reform o

rvtrnTelse which, he does not know to be mine? I said nothmg m my address

TtS^ CaZL^n IiBtitute which would justify the production of so much nonsense on

m^^" D W" has embodied in his short article. If your oolomns are open

toaili^ussfon of the necessity for spelUng reform. lam luite willing to take

1 n-SiT t if they are not, then I cannot see what is to be gained m the mterest

7t^ « nro^M by aUowmg any one who knows nothing of an important move-

1^^ c«tTd^e upon it. MeanwhUe, I am quite content to take my pla.e among

Teri^cu^spelUng reformers, along with such distinguished phUological scholars as

Sax St; PrT^Mtney. ^. Sweet, Mr. Ellis, Prof. March. Mr. Skeat, and others

^nui^t^ mention. M the present moment I cannot think 0. a single distm^

^isreTEnglish scholar on either side of the AtUntic who u. not m sympathy with

''^!^"SV;ratrdTnSh spelUng. Without being aware thatit is reaUy bett»

than o^r own just because it is more phonetic. At the same time ho admitr that

devotion to the Church, have for years striven to crush their political opponents. These

two factions-both preeminently Tory in fact, both pre-eminently religious m practice

theorecLoUcthe other Protestant, at least in name-form the bone and s,new_of

he Conservative party, and Mr. BUke would have displayed such a lack of app eciation

o' the hZ ous'as would have belied his nationality had he failed »" -"Pl"--' ^

"
bZp their heads together " and expose the hoUowness of their professions both of

patriotismTnd religion That he did not faU in this should have satisfied your corrcs-

IJnd^tThat he was "bidding - for no other support than that which sound principles

shnnld everywhere and always command.

tyour^ssue of the 20th inst., '. A Bystander - says -"On the very day on

which the Orange BiU was rejected, the Liberal leader paid servile homage to the

poZ atwhosehandshe hopes to receive office." etc. In what d.d the " servile homage

Zsist? Surely not in duoting from offloUl documents testimony to prove tha the

pensions of the extreme section of the Weu. were as lU founded as those of the

Orange section of the Tories? Yet there is no other evidence of "^--^'^'>'
l^^JJ

evidence at aU of the ....r.i.e homage," to «« " P"^ \f'"'''f'jTBllSr
'

ning to the end of Mr. Blake's speech ; and on what evidence does Bystander

assert that the Liberal loader " hopes to receive office " at the hands of thl. power?

'°rBirpidiSu his speech that he would be misrepresented by the Orange

Tory leaders, and that the Catholic Tories would regard him aU the more distastefully

beclse he had shown how "false and unnatural" was their conjunction. But

^aToI thl « conjunction " with Oraugeism of " Bystander," and other writers m Thk

WaBK. m depreciation of Mr. Blake ?

"'"""H^^oB^rso..
Toronto, March 3Ut, iSa^.

i'l

IhAn onr own IUB* UBOBUBw m « i«waw tf^——— — ^1 1 •_

Modern Engish speUing is being gradually "reformed" though apparently he is

rawa" that the '• reform" consUt. in making it more phonetic. Saul - therefore

Z long the prophets, though he knows it not. In a short time if he ^vll

S,;Te some attention to the matter he wiU be as good a spelling reformer

„ anfof us, and quite as radical as I am. At present he is frightened by all

IZU are not •sUent" and "unnoted;" after the spelUng reformers have

hSlage over to their Bide, he will, no doubt, feel more at -"ome ^ ^*^«^^jld

Bngliah word-forms.

Toronto, March S7th. ,

MR. BLAKB AND THB ORANGE (JUBSTION.

n the Editor of The Week :

. , «!. o, 1, .,

Sib -Your Ottawa oorren-ondent acknowledges the conclusive force of Mr. BUke s

«„am»t that the incorporation of the Orange Society by the Pominion ParUament

wo'mnintarle«mo; with the oonstitnUonal right, of the .«veral ?">"»««» »"^

rrasta Uhis " magnifloent " defeno. of Roman CathoUo. from the Orange imputation

oJ^l^I^notTL country but to a foreign potenUte." was a " bid for the

IpStT^man CathoUo. ? " It s«,m. to me. Sir. that Mr. Blake s defence was a.

Zt L it WW "m-gnmcnt." Wa. it not the refutation of a calumny m the vy teeth

o7l"iJ^a3^urelytheoco.«onh..furnirf.ed ample ground for the •defence-

.n.1 l«(t no room for the imputation of unworthy motives ?

i Btl^sTd notrtop with «i exposition of the comititutional objection to the mcc^

pJS;n Tth. Or«.ge Society, nor with the vmdication of C.thohc loyalty from

Cie aBpersions. Bs stripped the mask from th. grim visage of Orang«.mj«id

p3 f^Tthe lip. of it. Zen le«i«r. that iU ultra.Prot..t»iti.m was a preton^

telS iterance of iU political aim.; «id whUe "hi. hand .w~. m he dealt an

^X 3l.^ved blow at tho«, of th. Qa.b«3 Tori., who. under th. gu.«, of

A BRACE OF FORTUNES.

" what's is A NAME ]"

I.

You'll be airily wed

Just to kisses and bread,

For you'll marry a ' Fred,'

And you'll live with your love in an attic
;

But you never need part .

With the song in your heart,.

And the song will be sweet and ecstatic.

There's no mere to be said,-, - .

^
For you'll marry a ' Fred.'

You'll have silks to put on

When your husband is won,

For you'll marry a "John,"

That kind of grave steady good fellow

Whose money unlocks

You an opera box.

And a carriage with linings of yellow.

You are sure to " get on "

For you'll marry a "John."

Frederick A. Dixon.

MARCH.

Oh, dawning month of Spring ! in thee are met

Quick showers, glad sunshine, and the rushing wind ;

And ere thou goest they who seek will find,

'Neath unleaved trees the dim wood-violet

;

And on the sunny^ aide of many a slope

The delicate pasque-flower's purple cup will ope

And blue birds sing ; for the earth's wintry debt

To time will soon be cancelled to the hour
;

The pale anemone from the passing shower

Will toss its fresh leaves like a fairy plume.

For the gay forehead of the spring-time meet

;

The slowly budding groves will lose their gloom,

As shaking Winter from thy hastening feet,

Thou beckonest to the Summer soon to come.
''^ Amelia Y. Colk. >,|

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By Kuo^ ^^^Zl:^ST^>°'^:i^^'^C^^>r ttc^-^""
'--"

IX.

Rv nine o'clock on Thursday evening all her guesta had arrived. They

w^Wv filled her two smart and brilliant drawing-rooms, but quite

?:SStop^u^tte'cS^d^ in Mrs. Dares's less ample

"•"^^iriine saw with pleasure that the fine pictures, bronies and bric-a-

hrJwSrhTbroughtfrom Europe, wei^ most admiringly noticed

SiX w- constat being formed before this canvas- that cabinet

^f J* 1 j„„*.l ^y,P, had keot for some time quite close to Mrs. Uares,

SSi^a p-S:i-seroftttle lady's valuab e social «sista„ce o. an

Son iL the present, apart from all personal feelings of hkmg.

«-|
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" You make it much easier for me," she said, at length, after the assem-

blage appeared complete and no new arrivals had occurred for at least ten

minutes. " It wks so kind of you to come, when I know that you make a

rule of not going anywhere."
^_

"This was a very exceptional invitation, my dear, answered mrs.

Dares " It was something wholly out of the common, you know."

" I understand," said Pauline, with her sweetest laugh. " You wanted

to see your mantle descend, after a manner, upon my younger shoulders.

You wanted to observe whether I should wear it gracefully or not

" I had few doubts on that point," was the slow, soft reply.

" So you really think me a worthy pupilt" continued Pauline, glancing

about her with an air of pretty and very pardonable pride.

" You have a most lovely home," said Mrs. Dares, " and one exquisitely

designed for the species of entertainment which you are generous enough

to have resolved upon."

"Ah, don't say 'generous,'" broke in Pauline. "You give me a

twinge of conscience. I am afraid my motive has been quite a selfishly

ambitious one. At least, I sometimes fancy so. How many human

motives are thoroughly disinterested 1 But if I succeed with my salon----

which before long I hope to make as fixed and inevitable a matter as the

day of the week on which it is held—the result must surely be a most

salutary and even reformatory one. In securing my guerdon for work

accomplished I shall have done society a solid benefit; and when I wear

my little crown I shall feel, unlike most royal personages, that it is blessed

by friends and not stained by the blood of enemies."

Her tone was one of airy jest, but a voice at her side instantly said, as

she finished : . ,

" Do not be too sure of that. Very few crowns are ever won without

some sort of bloodshed."

She turned and saw Kindelon, who had overheard nearly all her last

speech to Mrs. Dares. Something in his manner lessened the full smile on

Pauline's lips, without actually DUtting it to flight.

" You speak as if you had gloomy tidings," she said.

Kindelon's eyes twinkled, tho^h his mouth preserved perfect sobriety.

" You have done precisely what I expected that you woilRd do," he said, " m
undertaking an arbitrary selection of certein guests and an arbitrary exclu-

sion of certain others. You have raised a growl."

" A gtowl ! " murmured Mrs. Dares, with a slight dismayed gesture.

Pauline's face grew serious. " Who, pray, are the growlers 1
" she

nQlrAQ

" Well, the chief one is that incorrigible and irrepressible Barrowe.

He has his revolutionary opinions, of course. He is always having revolu-

tionary opinions. He makes me think of the Frenchman who declared

that if he ever found himself in Heaven his first impulse would be to throw

up barricades." . „

Pauline bit her lip. " Barricades are usually thrown up in streets,

she said, with a faint, ired ring of the voice. " Mr. Barrowe probably

forgets that fact." o» u j
" Do you mean that you would like to show him the street now I askea

Kindelon.
. „

" I have not heard of what his alleged growl consists.

" I warned you against him, but you thought it best that he should be

invited. Since you had decided upon weeding, there was no one whom

you could more profitably weed."
" Mr. Barrowe has a very kind heart," here asserted Mrs. Dares, with

tone and mien at their gentlest and sweetest. " He is clad in bristles, if

you please, but the longer you know him the more clearly you recognize

that his savage irritability is external and superficial."
• , »

" I think it very appropriate to say that he is clad with bristles,

retorted Kindelon. " It makes me wish that I had reported him as grunt-

—

i

ng instead Tjf growling. In that ease the simile would have been, perfect.

Mrs. Dares shook her head demonstratingly. " Don't try to misrepre-

• sent your own good heart by sarcasm," she replied. She spoke with her

I;: a*

sent yvuL uwia gw« «^c*. « uj »..»».»., --^ - ^ ^ n
unchangeable gravity ; she had no lightsome moments, and the perpetually

serious views which she took of everything made you sometimes wonder

how and why it was that she managed to make her smileless repose miss

the austere note and sound the winsome one.

" I am certain of not losing your esteem," exclaimed Kindelon, with

all his most characteristic warmth. " Your own heart is so large and kind

that everybody who has got to know it can feel secure -in drawing reck-

lessly upon its charity."
. u j

Mrs. Dares made him no answer, for just then a gentleman who had

approached claimed her attention. And Pauline, now feeling that she

and Kindelon were virtually alone together, said with abrupt speed i

" You told me that this Mr. Barrowe had a kind heart, in spite of his

gruff, unreasonable mannera. You admitted as much, and so, remembering

how clever his writings are, I decided to retain him on the list But please

tell me just what he has been saying."

•' Oh, he's tempestuous on the subject of your having done any weeding

at all. He thinks it arrogant and patronizing of you. He thinks that I

am at the bottom of it ; he always delights in blaming me for something.

He positively revels, I suppose, in his present opportunity."

" But if he is indignant and condemnatory," said Pauline, " why does

he not remain away 1 He has the right of discountenancing my conduct

by his absence." . u •

" Ah, you don't know him ! He never neglects a chance for being

turbulent I heard him assert, just now, that Mise Cragge had received a

most cruel insult fromyou."
" Miss Cragge ! " exclaimed Pauline, with a flash of her gray eyes. 1

would not have such a creature as that in my drawing-rooms for a very

great deal ! Upon my word," she went on, with a sudden laugh that had

considerable cold bitterness, " this irascible personage needs a piece of my

mind. I don't say that I intend giving it to fiim. for I am at home, and

the requirements of the hostess mark imperative;limits. But I have ways

left me of showing distinct disfavour, for all that Are there any _other

acts of mine which Mr. Barrowe does me the honour to disapprove 1

" Oh yes. I hear that he considers you have acted most unfairly toward

the triad of poets. Leander Prawle, Arthur Trevour and Rufus Corson^

Pauline gave a smile that was really but a curi of the lip. Indeed !

she murmured. " I was rather amused by Mr. Prawle's poetic prophecies

of a divine future race ; it may be bad poetry, as he puts it, but I thought

it rather good evolution. Then the Quartier Latin floridity of Mr. Trevor

amused me as well : I have always liked fervor of expression in verse, and

I am not prepared to say that Mr. Trevor has always written ludicrous

exaggeration—especially since he reveres Theophile Gautier who is an

enchanting singer. But when it comes to treating that morbid pose^, Mr.

Corson, who affects to see beauty in decay and corruption and who makes

a silly attempt to deify indecency, I draw my line, and shut my doors.

"Of course you do," said Kindelon. " No doubt if you had opened

them to Mr Corson, Barrowe would have been scandalized at your doing

so As it is, he chooses to championize MtsJCorson and Miss Cragge. He

is a natural grumbler, a constitutional fighter. By the way, he is coming

in our direction. Do you see him approaching T' .

" Oh, yes, I see him," said Pauline, resolutely, " and I am quite prepared

°'
m"' Barrowe presented himself at her side during the next minute.

His tall frame accomplished a very awkward bow, while his little eyes

twinkled above his beak-like nose, with a suggestion of restrained

^^
'^Your entertainment is very successful. Mrs. Varick," he began,

ignoring Kindelon, who had already receded a step or two.
.

" Have you found it so t " returned Pauline, coolly. " I had fancied

otherwise.", „ , .«„i »

Mr Barrowe shrugged his thin shoulders. " Your rooms are beautiful,

he said, " and of course you must know that I like the assemblage
;

it

contains so many of my good friends." •

" I hope you miss nobody," said Pauline, after a slight pause.

Mr. Barrowe gave a thin, acid cough. "Yes," he declared "I miss

more than one. I miss them, and I hear that you have not invited them.

I am very sorry that you have not. It is going to cause ill-feeling.

Everybody knows that you took Mrs. Dares's list-my dear, worthy fnend s

list It is too bad, Mrs. Varick ; I assure you that it is too bad.

" Ido not think that it is too bad," said Pauline, freezmgly, with the

edges of her lips.
" I do not think that it is bad at all. I have invited

those whom I wished to invite."
. j • iu

" Percisely '
" cried Mr. Barrowe, with a shrill, snapping sound in the

utterance of the word. "You have been wrongly advised, however-

horribly advised. I don't pretend to state who has advised joi. but if you

had consulted me. .well, handicapped as I am by a hundr^ other duties,

bored to death as I am by people applying for all sorts o£ favors, I would

nevertheless, in so good a cause, have willingly spared you some of my

valuable time. I would have told you by no means to exclude so excellent

a person as poor, hard-working Miss Cragge. To slight her like that was

a very unkind cut You must excuse my speaking plainly.

"I must eithef excuse it or resent it," said Pauline, meeting the glitter

of Mr. Barrowe's small eyes with the very calm and direct gaze of her

own. " But suppose I do the latter. It has usually been my custom, thus

far through life, to resent interference of any sort."

" Interference ! " echoed Mr. Barrowe, with querulous asperity. Ah,

madam, I think I recognize just who has been advising you, now
;
you

make my suspicion a certainty." He glanced irately enough toward

Kindelon, as he spoke the last words. « ^ . -j, „,^
Kindelon took a step or two forward, reaching PauUnes side wi*

pausing there. His manner, as he began to 8P«»t, showednoanger^ but

rather that blending of decision and carelessness roused by an adversary

from whom we have slight fear of defeat
, j , .. t * „„

"Come, Barrowe," he said, "if you mean me you had better state so

plainly. As it happens, Mrs. Varick was advised, in the matter of not

lending Miss Cragge an invitation, solely by herself. But if she had asked

my counsel it would entirely have agreed with li«r present course.

" No doubt," almost snarled Mr. Barrowe. " The ill turn comes to th

same thing. We need not split hairs. I made no personal reference to

vou Kindelon ; but if the cap fits you can wear it
_^

" I should like to hand it back to you with a bunch of bells on it, said

^"""li^Lt what you call Irish witl" replied Mr. Barrowe, whUe his lips

grew pale. "If so, you should save it for the columns of the Asteroid,

which sadly needs a little." '

"The Asteroid never prints personalities," returned Kindelon, with

nonchalant mockery. " It leaves that kind of journalism to your fnend

Miss Cragge."
^^

« Miss Cragge, sir," muttered Mr. Barrowe, " is a lady.

"I did not say she was a gentleman," retorted Kindelon, "though her

general deportment has more than once cast a doubt upon her sex.

Mr Barrowe gave a faiflt shiver. " I'm glaS I haven't it on my con-

science"," he declared, "that I injured an honest girl to gratify a mere

gnite" He at once turned to Pauline, now. "Madam," he pursued, I

mustwton you that your project wiU prove a dire failure if you attempt to

develope it on a system of despotic preferences. We were all glad to come

to voufiix » liber*!, democratic, inteUectual spmt. But the very moment

you imdertake the establishment of a society formed on a basis of capnciowi
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likes and dislikes, I assure you that you are building on sand and that

your structure will fall." ^^
" In that case, Mr. Barrowe," said Pauline, stung by his unwarranted

offlciousness into the employment of biting irony, "you can have no excuse

if you allow yourself to be buried in ita ruins .

.

"

She moved rapidly away, while Kindelon accompanied her. " You
were quite right," came his speedy encouragement, as they moved onward

together. " You showed that insufferable egotist the door in the politest

and firmest manner possible."

" I was in my own house, though," said Pauline, with an intonation

that betokened the dawn of repentance. " He was very exasperating,

truly, but. . I was in my own house, you know."
" Of course you were," exclaimed Kindelon, " and he treated you as if

it belonged to somebody else. We are all apt to assert a proprietary right

when a fellow-citizen ventures to relieve us of our purse, and I think a

similar claim holds good with regard to our self-respect"

Pauline presently came to a standstill. She looked troubled, and her

gaze remained downcast for a little while. But soon she lifted it and met

,
Kindelon's gaze, steadily watching her.

" You don't think me unjustifiably rude t " she asked.

" No ; indeed I do not. I don't think you were rude at all."

She was silent for a brief interval. Then she said, without taking her

eyes in the least from her companion's face :

" Do you believe that most women would have acted the samel

"

" No," he said, with a quick, slight laugh, " because most other women

have neither your brains nor your independence."

" And you like both in a woman ?
"

" I like both in you," he said, lowering his handsome head a little as

he uttered the words.
" Do you think Cora Dares would, have acted as I have done ?

" Pauline

asked.

He made an impatient gesture ; he appeared for a moment distressed

and embarrassed.
" You and Cora Dares are . . are not the same," he said, almost stamraer-

ingly.
" Oh, I know that very well," answered Pauline. " I have had very

good reason to know that we are not the same. We are extremely

different. . By the way, she is not here to-night"

" Not here ? " he repeated, interrogatively, but with a suggestion of

drolly helpless duplicity.

Pauline raised one finger, shaking it at him, for an instant and no

more. The gesture, transient as it was, seemed to convey a world of

significance. No doubt Kindelon tacitly admitted this, though his face

preserved both its ordinary color and composure.
" You are well aware that she is not here," Pauline said.

" Why do yon say that 1 " he asked.

" I think so."
" But perhaps you may be mistaken. Perhaps you have merely fancied

that I have observed Miss Cora's non-appearance."

" Perhaps," Pauline repeated. She seemed to be saying the word to

her own thoughts. But suddenly her manner became far less absent.

" Mrs. Dares told me that Miss Cora had a headache tonight," she said,

with brisk activity. " We all have headaches, you know," she went on,

" when we choose."

Kindelon nodded slowly. " I have heard that it is an accommodating

malady," he said in tones that were singularly lifeless and neutral.

Pauline put forth her hand, and let it rest on his broad, strong arm

for a second or two.
" Did Miss Cora have a headache ? " she asked, very softly.

He threw back his head and shook it with a^udden sound of his breath

which resembled a sigh of irritation, and yet was not quite that.

" Upon my word, I doirtknow !^ he oried^ softly^ ^

(To be Continued.)

sheet of paper. Mr. Winter said it would be proved that after Swallow

had made an unsuccessful attempt to change the cheque, Henderson sent

it back to Sir Edmund. Samuel Dickens, house steward to His Royal

Highness the Duke of Cambridge, at Gloucester House, Park Lane,

deposed that on the 1 2th of January last he enclosed a cheque for ten

guineas with a letter and an account in an envelope. The cheque was

drawn in favour of J. W. Winsett and son, Ashburnham Park Nursery,

King's Road, Chelsea. The letter was posted at the comer of Hartford

street. May-fair, but it never reached its destination. Both prisoners were

fully committed for trial.

—

London Daily News.

BMILE ZOLA.

Emile Zola was born in Paris on the 2nd April, 1840. He .spent the

first years of his life in Aix, only returning to the capital in 1858 to finish _

his education at the Lyc6e Saint-Louis. He cannot have worked very

hard there, for he failed at his final examinations and did not get his

degree. Being fatherless (the elder Zola having died in 1847) and evidently

in poor circumstances, he did not continue his studies, but at once sought

employment He did not succeed in finding work during two years, when

at last Hachette, the well-known publisher, received him as <fterk. During

this period of enforced idleness he used to write poetry and try to sell his

verses to newspaper editors, but these literary efforts were of very little

worth, and were more frequently rejected than accepted. Life at that

time was very hard indeed ; he was in great want of even the necessaries

of existence ; so poor was he that he was driven to live part of one winter

on bread and oil, oil that had been sent him from home. He had in those

days a much larger experience of pawnshops than of restaurants. He was

often obliged to part with his clothes so as to buy something to eat ; and

he himself has said that hie was once forced to spend a whole week in bed

with simply a blanket as covering, circumstances having forced him to

pawn his clothes. He sometimes set traps on the roofs for sparrows, and

thus once in a while was able to enjoy a feast, for Zola has a vivid imagina-

tion, which would certainly permit him to transform the sparrows into any

savoury and dainty dish. After he procured regular employment, he was

no more driven to such extremities ; his salary, although probably not very

high, must at least have allowed him to live without being in a constant

state of not knowing where he was to find his next meal or spend the

coming night He had also money with which to buy books and time in

which to study, and, so to speak, collect his thoughts and make mental

notes of all that he had seen and suffered. All the bitter experiences of

his two years' wanderings in Paris, the sin, the degradation, the misery,

the immorality which exist there, have never been forgotten ;
the scenes

were so impressed upon his memory that he has never been able to shake

them off ; they are ever before his eyes, they darken his view and cause

him to misjudge men and things.

HIKTS TO LADIES. -vJ
-^^

Ip that plump little human pigeon could see herself as others see her

when she laces her stays so that her waist becomes like an hour glass, and

looks as easy to snap as a pipe stem, would she make her nice little round

nose as red as a rosebud with the compression of all her vital organs, and

destroy every trace of symmetry in her lines ? She thinks she makes her-

self a sylph, poor little plump pigeon ! She only makes herself a very tiadly

constructed pincushion. And would she wear those high heels so that

she totters at every step, and looks ready to fall on that nice little nose

aforesaid ? If she saw herself as others see her, she would let out her dress,

as a sailor would 'say, and lower her stilts, and she would be all the prettier

and more graceful for the process. Would Viator air his bad French,

when his interlocutor can speak good English, if he knew how others took

EVENINQS AT HOME.

PILLAR LETTER BOX ROBBERIES.

At Westminster police court, on February 20th, William Henderson

and Johii Swallow "were finally examined before Mr. D'Eyncourt on a

charge of being concerned together in stealing letters from pillar letter

boxes. They were also charged with forgery, and with the fraudulent

conversion of valuable securities. Mr. Winter prosecuted for the post-

oflSce ; Mr. Corts appeared for the prisoner Swallow, and Mr. Dutton for

Henderson. The evidence taken on previous hearings is of a very

voluminous character, but, briefly summarized, it goes to show that

Henderson extensively robbed postal boxes in the south-western district

by withdrawing the letters with the aid of a contrivance coated with an

adhesive preparation. Cheques contained in letters so obtained were

negotiated with forged endorseinente, and, in one instance, the prisonera

journeyed together to Bournemouth to obtain cash for a cheque. They

stayed at the same hotel and paid their account with a £6 note given

at the branch of the local bank in part payment for the cheque. Sir

Edmund Hay Currie deposed that on the evening of Sunday, the 13th day

of January, he enclosed a cheque for ;e20 in a letter addressed to Mr.

Dorkings, 20 Upper Grosvtoor Street, W. The <Aeque came from Mr

F. W. Buxton, M.P., and was payable to witness. It was sent as a

donation to the East End Assembly-Room Charity. A day or two after

the cheque was sent back to witness, at 4 Hyde Park Terrace, in a blank

his broad Britannic accent and hopeless muddle oF verbs and nouns (

Would Stridule breathe false notes from that scrannel pipe of his if he saw—
and heard himself as others do ? or would Daube show his pictures which

have no art, and no merit, save that of intention, if he too could see them

in that other mirror? Would Miss Stompe play the Battle of Prague

before a large party of amateur critics if she could measure the efiect of

this scamped passage and that false chord and phrases tumbled up into

mere balls of conglomerated notes where the sense is as hopelessly lost as

is that of a patter song to the uninitiated ? Would that skittish young

person laugh as loud ; thinking her skittishness to look like girlish glee, if

she saw the supercilious smiles and slightly raised shoulders of those who

hear her ? In a word, would there be a failure anywhere if wc could all

see ourselves as others see us, and thus be able to make our endeavour

correspond to our power, and to co-ordinate our efforts with our material 1

And would there in like manner be a folly of appearance if we could look

into that other mirror—that of the world'sjudgment which is now covered

over by the grass of our own fancy ! What a revelation it would be !

What confusion of face and torn fragments of make up would reign in

that wing, of the Palace of Truth where this mirror would be placed ! From

what blunders indeed it would free us !—and in truth what airs and grace

and dress would leave us—and as the dear Robbie said truly in his day,

" e'en devotion "—as well as other things !
—Qtieen.

Tub poorer class of French are able to invest in the public loans by

meansofAgenta.de Change, a ^lass which has no exact counterpart here

or in England, who sell shares ^n the instalment principle. These

I

i 'H

per^

sons retain the securities until all has been paid up on them, the subscribers

meantime receiving the interest on what they have invested.
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THE PERIODICALS.

Thb Magazine of American History has an especial interest for Cana-

dians this month. In treating of the life of Major-Oeneral Kichard

Montgomery, considerable prominence is given to Quebec, and the illus-

trations accompanying the letterpress possess a charm outside their

artistic excellence. An " Antique View of Quebec," " Quebec and its

Environs," " Preacot Gate," " St. John's Gate," " Palace Gate," the spot

where Montgomery fell, "The Plains of Abraham," amongst others,

are particularly valuable to younger historical students. An excellent

portrait is given of Morgan, the leader of " shirted " riflemen. An able

article treats of a lost tribe of Indians—The Natchez. "The Utah

Expedition," and its consequences, and the lesson to be learnt from it,

is ably treated by Jno. B. Robinson, who concludes :
" Let our (American)

surplus revenue be devoted to building vessels for the navy, the manu-

facture of modern, artillery, and the fortification of our harbours, then

with our volunteers always ready, the United States may defy the world

in arms."

" OOTINO," with the April number, commences a new volume—a good

time for athletes and lovers of sport to begin subscription. As usual,

bicycling, canoeing, rowing, yachting, archery, descriptive articles of

these sports, hints and instructions on the best way to manage the

appliances necessary, and stories based upon the delights of out-door

recreation, are the bill of fare provided, whilst the illustrations- which

liberally intersperse the contributions relieve and assist the reader. The

proprietors announce that an English edition is begun with this issue. It

is unfortunate that the serials did not conclude with the March number,

so that each volume might have been perfect in itself.

The Canadian Methodist Magazine for April (William Briggs, Toronto)

has a comprehensive list of contents, a principal and interesting item being

an illustrated article on " Luther and his Monument," by Francis Huston

Wallace, M.A., B.D. Judge Dean contributes a paper on "Christian

Unity," which will commend itself to those who see in this the greatest

possible usefulness for Protestantism. The first of a series of essays on

"The United Empire Loyalists of Canada," from the pen of Willia

Kirby, also appears. Easter is remembered in two poems—one a clever

translation from the Latin by W. H. C. Kerx, M.A., Brantford.

The Continent has two special features worthy of notice in its issue

for April 2nd : A charming mediieval poem by Henry F. King, entitled

" The Lamb of St. Just," and a readable paper on Walter Savage Landor,

by Joel Benton.

BOOK NOTICES.

Social Problems. By Henry George. Chicago and New York : Belford,

Clarke and Co.

Mr. George's book, and the theories he endeavours to sustain in it,

have been so thoroughly discussed that nothing remains to be added at this

time. In his European crusade, rejected by the Radicals and ridiculed by

the Tories in England, he turned for comfort to Ireland ; but so soon as

Paddy understood that not only the broad acres of the Sassenach but his

own poteto plot would become public property under the gospel of

"Social Problems," he would have none of it. With the Skye crofters in

Scotland Mr, George's problems were demonstrated to an ignorant people

having nothing to lose under any change, and so were received with some-

•thing like favour. His book is singularly lacking in argument—equally

strong in denunciation: He finds it much easier to denounce the corruption

of the States and the graspishliess of English aristocracy than to propose

any practical scheme for the amelioration of' these acknowledged evils.

Mr. George, in common, with many other enthusiastic Originators of crude

theories, is going through the bitter experience of seeing them crumble

to pieces in the hands of ruthless political analysts.

Our Sceptered Isle, and its World-Wide Empire. By Alexander

Macdonald. Montreal : Dawson Brothers, St. James Street.

In this little book Mr. Macdonald sets himself to trace the origin and

development of the British Empire, " to mark the causes which have led

to its growth and contributed to its present greatness." Naturally, in less

than two hundred small pages of large type, he has been able only to touch

the fringe of a gigantic subject, and in this connection is unavoidably

disapppintin^ Ho writes enthusiastically but somewhat aimlessly about

the " possibilities " of this huge empire, and from the rapid progress made

it the latter half of the century augurs a stiU more advanced and near

future. He occasionally breaks out into platitudes and is not altogether

reliable in his facts. i

Mbmoeib and Rimb. By Joaquin Miller. New York : Funk and

Wagnalli. ,

Truly " a most delightful mingling of sketches of travel, stories, and

poems" by the facile pen of the popular and prolific journalist, told with

the humour and pathos for which he has long been noted. The author

gives leaves from his expekaence in New York, at the Franco-Prussian

War, with Rossetti, etc., and in " In Memoiiam " gives some recollections

of men and events which occupy a prominent place in history. California,

Colorado, and especially Oregon, are drawn upon for a fund of interesting

anecdote and reminiscenoe.* The author writes of a life he knows

thoroughly, and with the pen of genius.

Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson and

' A Race for a Wife " takes for a

Two KisBBS. By Hawley Smart.

Brothers, Chestnut Street.

The versatile and popular' author of

motto the lines,

Methinkg no wrong it were, i( I should steal

* From those two melting rubies one sweet kiss,

and upon it hangs perhaps his most successful romance. " Two Kisses " is

a bright and snappy love story in London fashionable life, is full of

dramatic situations, the plot of which is intensely interesting. This is not

to say, however, that the novel is of high tone. On the contrary, it is

apropos of nothing beyond describing the more or less questionable lives of

two women in a style suflSciently good po?ir passer le temps with those who

love purposeless reading ; though, to be sure, the " goody-goody " character

is not forgotten. The author well sustains his reputation as a descriptive

writer, and interweaves a web of fun tBroughout the work. >̂ -^f===^

The Joys of Life. By Emile Zola. Philadelphia: T. R Peterson i

Brothers.

La Joie de Vivre is one of M. Zola's most powerful productions, and

is unquestionably a remarkable book. . Whether it is healthy reading is

another matter. There is a weird, almost ghastly fascination in tracing

the miseries of the characters in this satirically-named work. Death and

disease are scattered unsparingly by the author amongst his creations, and

even a poor dog is made to have paralysis of the hind-quarters. Indeed,

he seems to take a special delight in pourtraying the miseries of existence

in strong colours, and the result, though he cannot be accused of insulting

the proprieties so far as language or moral tone are concerned, is repulsive,

and is calculated to disgust the reader with life generally. A profoundly

pessimistic view of humanity is taken by M. Zola, and this work will be

an interesting study to the psychologist of the future.

Newport. By George Lathrop. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

" Newport " is a novel—at least so we are led to believe ; but careful

perusal of its contents fails to detect any plot, or, indeed, any incident It

is chiefly a string of aimless conversations, conducted on the part of some

of the male talkers in the most objectionable of slang. Nor can much

be said for the lovableneas of the principal male character—Eugene

Olyphant—who is made to show a letter written to his deceased wife by

the deceased husband of a widow to whom he is devoted. She, consumed

by a fierce, posthumous jealousy, revenges herself by drawing Olyhpant on

to love her, then refusing him. The scene of the " novel " is Newport,

and the author's most successful eflforts are those in which he satirizes its

fashionable follies. ,

A Guide Book to Cape Breton, with an original map and a plan of

Louisburg, has been issued in handy form by G. E. Morton, Halifax, N.8.

" Cape Breton," said a recent visitor, has " the grandest and most

picturesque scenery which the Province of Nova Scotia can produce."

LITERARY GOSSIP.

The efl"ect of a peerage :—The English papers report that Lord

Tennyson has written the following letter and as yet unpublished lines in

answer to a request for his autograph from the Secretary for the Chelsea

Hospital for Women, to be sold at the forthcoming bazaar in aid of the

hospiUl funds :—" Sir,—I^ send you a stanza from a poem of mine—
•written halt a century ago -^-as you say you wish for * verse-o£ mine :

—
Not be that breaks the dams, bat he

That thro' the obannels of the State

Convoys the people's wish, is great,

His name is pure, his fame is free."

TSMNTBOH.

Those who do not know the literary rank of Vanity Fair, might be

deceive.d into attributing some slight importance to the following cutting

from its columns which is going the rounds of the American press. Vanitij

Fair is almost unknown out of London, and owes the small place it holds

in flunkeydom to the clever cartoons of public characters which appear

each week. Its principal features are backstairs court and aristocratic

tittle-tattle and personalities as broad as the law allows ;

"The lecture was reeled off in a yawning, lazy, indolent fashion. It was only

interesting because from some kind of oritioal impudence Mr. Arnold had had the bad

taste to deliver it at Boston to those who reverenoe the memory of the gentle New

Enjtland phUosopher-poet. The leoture brought the sage of Oxford mto anything but

go<S repute. Where not dull the lecture was a tissue of captious contempt rather than

of analytic criticism."

The Ute Charies Buxton, whose nobly ingenuous mind could not fail

to be impressed by Maurice's spiritual authority, told me once that he had

recently mentioned him to Lord Macaulay, asking if he had in any way

become acquainted with him. " Oh, that is the man," answered MacauUy,

in a tone of scornful impatience, " that wauU to apply a sponge to the

national debt." Charles Buxton expressed a doubt whether this wb» so ;

- but Lord Macaulay was quite confident that he- was right. I wa« unable

to guess what could be meant, so I asked Mr. Maurice himself i! he ooald

suMCstany explanation. " I think,'> said tMr. Maurice,' with a patient

smile " he must have confused nsT'with Francia Newman, who has pro-

posed some questionable phui of paying off the debt"—y. LUwellyn Dimiet,

in Contemporary Rtintw.
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International Throat and Lung

Institute,
For the treatment of Asthma, BronohlMs,
Catarrh, Ijaryngitia ana ConBumption in the
Brat and aecoud utages, and all diseases of the

nose, throat and lungs by the aid of the Spiro-

meter, invented by Dr. M. Souvielle, of Paris,

ex-aide sarveon of the French army.
Head Offioe : Loudon, England. Branohes

:

Montreal, Toronto, Boston, Detroit and Win-

Fhysloians and sufferers can try the Spiro-

meter free. Consultation free. If unible to

oall personally and be examined, write for

list of questions and oopy of Inttmational
Nmo; published monthly.

ASDRBBB

:

173 OHUBCH ST., TORONTO, 1

n PHILLIPS' SQUARE, MONTREAL.

NORTEC AMERICAN
LIFE ASSUI^AlNrCE CO.

' (INCOEPORATBD BY SPECIAL ACT OF DOMINION PARLIAMENT.)

HEAD OFFICE, 23 TORONTO ST., TORONTO,

PrMi(J«ne—Hon. A. Mackenzie, M.P., Kx-Prime Minister of Canada.
rios-PrMldones-HoH. A. Mobbib, M.P.P., and John L. Bdaikie, Esq.

Issues all approved forms i)f Life Policies and Annuities, and ite^ciaUy favourable Toh-

TIHE and Semi-Tgntinb Intkktment PoLioms. '

..,„„, »„
Its Commercial Endowmiiit Policy meets the wants of those needing the protection 01 In-

surance only, avoiding the uiiuertainties of the Co-operativo plan and the overpayments ol

the ordinary system.

Aerate wanted In anrcpresentcd dlMrlrt*. Apply to

xrn. mcCABB, Taranto.JfanoffinglXrector.

STEWABT ft SON, (Latk STEWABT
ft. STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUIIDINC SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Officet—H!) Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WM. STBWABT. ' WJI. H- STEWABT.

TOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATHIST,
,

Bpecialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 tn 10 a.m.; 4 to 8 p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p m.

a98 ft 388 Jabvis Street.

DR. WARNER'S HtALTH CORSET

^.0 Macdonald,

Babbistkb, Solioitob, Etc.

—: OFFICES :•—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

^
MTTH,' SMITH 4 RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Labbatt W. Smith, D.C.L. James F Sjuth.

Gbo. M. Bab.

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

Patented Sept. 28. 187S. Patented

Jan. 11, 1876. He-issued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-

issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July

17 and Nov. 27. 1877. Patented

Feb. 19 and June i, 1878. Patented

also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Heii'.tU
"

Corset, Registered Sept. 2.5, 1870.

With Improved Tampico Busts.

Awarded the Highest Modal over

all American competitors at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style und

comfort.
Approved by all pbysiciauB.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-

pico BOSTH, which are as soft as

velvet, and yet so elastic that

they will retain their shape per-

fectly until the Corse* is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned

with Coraline, a new substance

which is much superior to hom
or whalebone. -It cannot break,

i iind is elastic, pliable and com-
' fortable.

The " Health Corset " is not de-

signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fEifitidious in dress.

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!

Barrister. Solicitor, Notary Public.

Conveyancer, etc.

Mon*v to Lmd, ' Offloet-10 Tort auxnibtn.

No. 9 TOBO»TO Stbbbt, Tobonto.

-pAiNLEss dentistby;

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless

method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and sui-gioiU.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Queen Street, Kast.

DR. JOHN HALL, Sbhb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At his old residence, :13 RICHMOND ST. E.

Office 7io«r«.—9tol0a.m.: 2 to 4 p.m.; ami
on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to 9; Sunday, 5.30 to 6.30 p.m.

RUBBER SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BELTnrG,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

RUBBER VALVES. CASKETS,

A
* a*

Sta^r Brand Cotton-

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

h:ose3.
(280,000 feet in use.)

• *^* *

y

This is the only scainli-ss

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Bistinct Plies Mann&cfd.

Cities, Towns .-infl,Villat;es

pronounce it sniu-riar to nny
olhftr tnakc in the market
for its Mtrenslli nnd dur-
nblr qnHlltltis.

tSB'The Star Brantl
Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire Engine Hose,
is made Irom the best Gult
Cotton and fine Para Rub-
ber, and tully warranted trom
any defects in inanuiacti(irr.

Sample mailedon application

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

From the Mail {Can.) Dee, 15.

Catarrh is a muco-pumlent discharge caused
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite ainieba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the iioae. This parasite is

only developed under favourable circum-
stances, and these are :—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uljerclo,

the germ poison of syphiliB. mercury, toio-
moea.h'om the retention of the offeted matter
of the skin, supproBsed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poiiKtnB that are yerminated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a conetaut state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;
usurping the proper structure of tbe bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and »

death.
Many attempts have been made to discover ~

a cure for this distressing disease by the use

of Inhalents and other ingenious deWces. but
none of these ti'eatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.

Some time since ii well-known physician of

fortv years' Ktauding. after much experiment-
ing, .succeeded in discovering the noecssary
combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thif I'jrrible disease, whether standing lor

one vear or forty years. Those who may be
sufFerlng from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Mkshbb. a. H. DIXON A SON,
305 King St. West. Toronto, C:mada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WhattheRev. E. B. Sterenstm. B.A.,aCU!raV-
man nf the London Cfmfereitce of the Methr*-

dist Churrh of Canada, ha» to nay in regatd
to A. H. Dixon tt Sim's New Treatment for

Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Meeerg. A. H. Di»on ffr Son

:

-^

Dear Stns,—Yours of the 13th instant to

hand. It seeraH almost too good to be tmethat
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in mv life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, sutfered so much and for'

so many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really better.
1 consider that miuo was a very bad case

;

it was acnfi*avated and chronic, involving the
throat OB well as the nasal imssages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fullv cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was Qver induced to send
to you.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at tton treatments, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to

some of my friends who aro sufferers.

Tonrs, with many thanks.

Bet. E. B. Stbvehson.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,

'K'-
MoKINLAY, L.D. 8.,

aURQBON D&NTIHT

121 Cboboh Stbbbt, -

OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto.

R. HOUGHAN, - - Agent.

s
HAW & USBOBNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

HouBOB rented, rents collected^ loans and
inBiiranceB otfocte<l. Propetty bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KIN(i HT. EAST. TOIIONTO.

I > USSELL'S,
!V TO

^All inquiries by mail shall have our prompt and careful attention.

Tobonto.'

•N.
PBABSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 KiMG Stbebt Wkst, - - Tobonto.

T CEBIQHTON,

SOLICITOB, NOTABY PUBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
VioTOBiA Stbbbt - .- Tobonto.

SINCLAIB,

334 Jabtib Stbbbt.

MIDWIFEBT, AND DISEAaSS OF
WOMEN A SPECIALXTT.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

D

HOBACS F, ALLEINS, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Fortraita from Ute. (JW paintinn oopled a

aimcialtT. Portralta of taoraaa and doga. OU
painting taught on the gyatam of tba Boyal
AoBdsmy, London, England.

|-^<HABLBS W. PHILLIPS,

80LI0IT0R, OONVBYANOBB, Etc.

—;Offiob:—
^ Adelaide Street Eaet, Toronto, Ont.

The Company offer Lands within the Railwify Belt along tliu main line, and in South

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivotion. ,•,..•,£

A rebate for cultivation of from 81.26 to .'J3.80 per acre, aooonhng to price paul for

the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Oonditiona of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are

now offered for sale on atlvantageous tenus, to parties prepared to undertake their imme-

diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment:
Purchasers may pay one-Bixth in oasli, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at SIX PER CENT, per annum, payable in advance.; „ , , „
Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Ueetl of Convey^

anoe at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

These Bonds can be olitained

9 KIN(} ST., WEST,
TORONTO, for

HXQH-CLASS WATCHES ft JEWBILEBT

Watch Reimiring and .Jewellery Mannfas^
tured to order, special features.

Cbargrea Moderate.

wHfBfiOB HmiSB, COLBOBNE.

w.

Payments may !» m'nde in'LANlJ URANT BONDS, which ivill be accepted at ten

per cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest.

on application at the Bank cpf Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OK SALE and all informati.m with respect

to the purchase of Lands, apply to .JOHN II. MoTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-

peg, fey order of tlieBoanl. c»A«I.«* »BIW»WA1'«K.
.Montwal, January, 1884. Secreiar».

COMMERCIAL TRAVtaERS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House has lUl tbe latest improvementB.
Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine.

Terms, $1.00 per ilay.

Wm. 9Iai,bb, Cterk. Albebt Gbbman, Mangr.

A. IMPEY.
Dealer in all kindB of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

271 CHDBCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.
i^-Estimates given on application.

'

TOBONTO AGENCY FOB THE SALE
of the Light-Rijnning "DOMESTIC,"

and the Dninestic Paper Fasbioua; also sole
agencv for Maorame Linen Thread, Boft flnish,

ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in
making Maorame Lace. Knitting. Wool
Crotchet, Darning, Haud and Sewing Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

A. W. BBAIW, 08 Touge treet.

FBASEB & SONS,
(Late Notman & Fr&sor, Photographen

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
PnOTOORAPHERS, HTO.

J. A. Frater, B.C. A. J. A. Prastr, Jr.

A. a. Fraser.

MIBS BIUDSALti,

at St. Albans Streat,

tb].a-Oh:e3» of :m:xjsic
Pupil of Carl Martrus.

Pencil drawing, otohing. water colours, on
satin or velvet.

Tkrms—Muaio, 9C ; Drawing, etc.. $4.

Il:
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO VHVRGH BTBBBT, TOROWTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.

Deposits received from »1 upwards. In-

terest allowed Irom date of deposit at 4j, 5

and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-

drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

I3r Monet to Loan on MoBTOiOB SECnRiTT

baniToFottawaI
OTT.A."W.A.

Authorized Capital,

Subscribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, •

But

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,163
110,000

JAHF.S MaoIiABEN, Esq., Preridmt.
CHAJtLES MA.GEE, Esq., Vice-President.

Directore—C. T. Bate, Esq., B. Blackburn.

Esq Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. B. Church,
Alexander Fraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Geoboe Bubn, Caehier.

Bbanches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg. Man. „ , -
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Aoents in New York—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker Aoents in

London—English Alliance Bank.

ESTABLISHED IN 1818.

BANK OF MONTREAL
Capital, all paid up, -

Beeerve Fund,

HEAD OFFICE,

•12,000,000

6,780,000

-inONTRBAI..

Board op Directors.

C. F. Smithers, Esq., President: Hon. D. A.

Smith. Esq.. Vice-President; Gilbert Scott,

Esq Alexander Murray Esq.. Alfred Brown,
Esq.. A. T. Patorson. Esq . O. A. Dmmmond,
Esq Hugh McLennan. Esq.. Hon. John Ha-
milton. W. J. Buchanan. General Manager ;

A. Macnider. Aist. Oen. Man. and Inspector:

M. V. Meredith. Asst. Inepectnf; A. B. Bu-
chanan, Secretary. ,

Branclua and Agencies in Canada.

". MONTBEAL—E. 8. Com-SON, Manager.

Almonte, Ont., Belleville, Brantford. Brock-

ville, Chatham, N.B., Cornwall, Goderich,

Guelph, Halifax. N.8.. Hamilton, Kingston,

Lindsay. London. Moncton. N.B.. Newcastle.

N B.. Ottawa, Perth, Peterborough, Portage

la Prairie. Man., Picton, Port Hope. Qne-

bec. Begina, .'^ssina.. Sarnia. Stratford. St.

John. N.B.. St. Marvs, Toronto,Winnipeg. Man.
AgentsinOreat Britain.—lionAoa, Bank of

Montreal. 9 Birchin Lane, Lombard Street. C.

Ashworth. Manager. London Committee, E.

H King. Esq.. Chairman; Bobert Gillespie.

Esq., Sir John Bose. Bart . K.C.M.G.
Bankers in Oreat Britfiin. — IjOndon. The

Bank of England ; The London and Westmin-
ster Bank; The Union Bank of-London. Liver-

Sool—The Bankof Liverpool. Scotland -The
ritish Linen Company and Branches.
AgentK in the Vnited States.—Hew York.

V/alter Watson and Alex. Lang, 89 Wall St.

Chicago, Bank of Montreal. 1.M Madison St.,

W. Munro, Manager ; B. Y. Hebden, Assistant

Manager.
Bmiter* *n the Vnited iStotra.—New York,

The Bank of New York, N.B.A. ; The Mer-
chantsNationalBank. Boston. The Merchanta
National Bank. San Francisco, The Bank of

British Columbia.
Colonial and Foreign Correspondenls.-St.

John's, NBd.. The Union Bank of Newfonnd-
land. British Columbia, The Bank of British

Columbia. New Zealand. -*he Bank of New
Zealand. India. China. .Japas and AustraUa.
Oriental Bank Corporation.
Issue Circular Notes and Letters of Credit

for Travellers, available in all parts of the

world.

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT TBI

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

PKACnCAL BOOK-KBBPINO,
KSMTAL ARirHHKTIC,

OOHMXBCIAL LAW.

E^ant Penmanship,

We b»Te had the greateat saooeaa with

paplla, and have received the highest enoo-

mitima Irom the leading busineaa men.

For desoriptive oatalogne, addreea

Thi Siobitabt,

TORONTO.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT'i

Annual Income

ABOUT

$6,500,000. $1,200,000

BV INSCRINQ NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS

Will be secTired at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.

April, 1883.

BEAD THE

EXCHANGE & MART.
IBX I8BDE Next Satcrdat, (April Sth.)

The New Illosthated

FAMILY AND SPOBTJNO PAPER
COMBINED.

Tbe Poultry T»rd, The Kernel, The Library,

The Ottrdea, Woman'a Work, Sports

and Patstimes, etc., etc.

BaTABUsarED 1859. 304 Yonsa Stree t

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPORIUM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers Just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsomining, Paper-

Hangiug, Glazing, Be-Glazing and Painting

done to order. Estimates given. A well

selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

QUETTOtTsL GEORGE
AND CO.,

^"^^inSTE

Spirit Merchants

J^AMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

Office - - 23 Adblaidb St. East.

Subscription - »1.50 - per annum.

THE

Magazine of American History

"For A.pril, 18B-4-.

OOITTEIN'TS :

POBTRAIT OP MAJOB-GENEBAL BiCHABD
MONTOOMEBT— MaJOB-GENEKAL EIOHABD
MoNTooMEBT. Brevet Major-General George
W. Cullum. U.S.A.

_ „ ^
lUiMtrattotw.— Antique View of Qnebeo.

after engraving by Boyce—Montgomery Place
on-the-Hudson—Portrait of Edmund Burke,

after engraving bv Wagstaff of painting by
Sir Joshua Eeynolds—Portrait of Bight Hon-
ourable Charles James Fox—Quebec and ita

Environs, from a rare map—Old City of Que-
bec, from a rare map—Prescott Gate. Quebec
—Portraitof Daniel Morgan. in the Shirt Uni-

form—St. Johns Gate. Qaebec—Palace Gate.

Quebec—Where Arnold was wounded—Cape
Diamond, from a rare print—Where Mont-
gomery Fell—The Plains of Abraham—Mont-
gomery's Tomb—An Original .\utograph Let-

ter from Montgomery to Colonel Bedel. St.

Johns, from the collection of Dr. Thomas
Addis Emmet.
THE Natchez Indians. A Lost Tbibe. J.

H. Walworth. The Gbiswold Family of
Connecticut. III. {ConcUision). Professor

Edward E. Salisbury. An exhaustive sketch
—historical, biographical, and genealogical-
showing the part taken in public affairs by
various members of this notable family dur-

ing aueoeesive generations from the bflgijl--

nings of settlement in Connecticut. Fresh
information from English and other sources

adds greatly to the interest and value of the
contribution. The Griswold Pedigbeb—
The Utah Expedition. Major-General John
C. Bobinson. U.S.A. Original Documents.
Sir Henrv Clinton's Original Secret Keoord of

Private Daily Intelligence. Contributed by
Dr. Thomas Addis Emmet. Introduction and
Notes by Edward P. De Lancev. Chapter
VII. (Begun in October.) Minob Topics: Let-

ter from Mr Thomas C. Amory ; The Massacre
of St. Andre. Notes. Dr Franklin as a Cour-

tier—A Poetic Morceau of 17714—The Murphy
Bale of Americana—A Scrap of Unwritten
History—Wayne's Indian Name—Mrs. Flet-

cher's Tomb. QuEBiES-Replieb—Leabkbd
Societies -Book Notices.

Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms. 15
a year, or 60 cents a number.

Pt^BUOATios Office - SO £a/laret<e Place,

NEW YOEK CITY.

PREPARATION FOR HARVARD,OXFORD
and CAMBRIDGE (Eng.). and for WeUes-

ley. Lady Margaret Hall and Girton Colleges
for Women, by E. R. Hdmphbbts, LL.D., Dy
separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.
Vacancy for one pupil in place of one who

has just left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts:-1. Dr.> Humphreys
has successfully prepared for Harvard, in 16

years, 131 candidates. 2. In each of the pre-
sent four classes there are members in good
standing prepared by him. 3. Five of bis
former pupils will graduate next June, all

creditably, one in High Honors. 4. During
the same period he has prepared for various
Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge 17

students. 5. And for other American and
English Colleges iB in all. Dr H. gives lee.

sons In Greek and Latin compoeltlon and
criticism by oorrespondence.

For circular, addreo

.E. R. HUMPHRETB, LLJ>.,

1» West Chaster Park, Boston^ Mam.
Fabiury SSth, 1881.

WINES, SPIRITS, die, CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

V-A.TTLTS :

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO. ^
THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

MUSIC AND DRAHA.
AttroMtiota for the week commenoing

MONDAY, APRIL 7th.

TORONTO.

GRAND OPBBA HOUSIB
BABTLEY CAMPBELL'S

SIBB3III.A..
all week.

HOBTICULTUBAI. GARDENS.

TtJEBDAT. APBIIj 8TH.

TOBOITTO CHORAL S^IETT.

the'WEEK.
Single oopiea aold, and Bubsoriptiona Uken

by the following foreign agenta

:

•» New V»rU,

J. W. Bbbnta»o, 39 Union Square,

E. P. DOTTOH & Co.

CAPITAL, $S30,000.

JOHN R. BABBBB. President and Managing
Director.

CHA8. BIOBDON. Vice-President.

EDWABD TROUT. Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper :—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS. Etc.

CoppLM, Upham 4 Co., Old Comer Book
Stand.

PhllaalelvlllK.

W. B. Zisbxb, Comer 3rd and Walnut St.

Pikbcb * Snydkb, 122 Dearborn Street.

WaahlBBtaa,
Bbintano a Co.

New Orleana.

G. F. Whabton, 5 Carondelet Street.

Dcaver, €•!.<

M. V. Thomas.

Oedwil, mich.

3oasra Mabsh, Detroit News Co.»

A. J. Hawkb, Seneca Street.

Camlaa.

Amsbican Exchahob, 449 Strand ; B. F.

Btbtbhs, 4 Trafalgar Square.

Fsuria,

Galiomami's, 224 Bue de Eivoli.

Office of the Nuova Antalogia.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEBS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLOBBD Cover Papebs, super-flnlshed.

larApply at the Mill for samples and prices.

Special sizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

BION AND OTHER POBHS

Chablk G. D. Bobbbts,

Square 12ino. C31oth, - - $100.

J. B. LIPPINOOTT ft CO..
715 <fe 717 Market Street,

PhUadelphla.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

MAiniPACTUaBBB OF THB

" T.rr.Y WHITE " FLOATDCO SOAP,

QUEIN'S OWX FESnCnOH SOAP,

BNOLUH HOTTLED SOAP,

AMD OTHBB OBLBBBATBD BBAHDS OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,

FullinK Soaps,
Toilet Soupa,

A-xxiline Dyea.

LENOX_PEN^

L

A COMPtBTB SbBIES IK TWBIVB NoMBBBB,

From which every writer can select THE
BEST PEN for hl« or her peculiar style of

penmanship. Sample of each number (1%

pens), by mall1» any addresa tor ten oenta.

Taintob Bkos., Mbmill & Co.^

18 ft 10 ASTOB PlaoB, Nbw Yobz.

SEITD EOS PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
" Canada Soap and Oil WorJu,

Office

:

Worka

:

70 Fbont St. East, |
Defbicb Stbbit,

TORONTO.

TO aUBSCBIBEBS t

Those wishing to keep their copies of Thb
Wbbk in good condition, and have them on
band for reference, should use a Binder. We
can send by mall

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 76 Cents. Postage prepaid

Tbeaa Blndar* bava bean made azpreaaly
for THB Wbsx. and axa of the beat maaufao-
tnra. Tha papers oan be plaoad In the Binder
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Thk political atmoBphere is still full of scandals aod rumours of scan-

dals. It would seem as if nothing less than a terrific thunder-storm of

public indignation were capable of purifying the air of the body politic.

Unfortunately, the malaria has become common, and does not appear to be

offensive. The long-suffering tax-payer seems content to "let everything

go "
to .allow those in charge of public business to work their own sweet

wills and to ungrudgingly " foot the bill." In this state of affairs it is not

very surprising that charges of corruption and bribery in the departments

are made daily and taken as a matter of course. The latest—that a gentle-

man occupying a prominent and responsilile position in the Government

has accepted a " testimonial " from parties upon whose suits he afterwards

adjudicated—is so monstrous as almost to defy credence, however, and even

the voracious maw of the scandal- loving partizan would surely be satisfied

~~tO ^66~tii6 ciiKrire disprovfttr^^^tiO' so© fits nxoiooa aoprivoo. oi- a - fflorsBi vu&b

present moment under a cloud, and is responsible more than anything else

for whatever tension there may be in the British Cabinet. It is nonsense,

however, to suppose that he will dissolve Parliament until he has carried

the Reform Bill, or until the House of Lords shall have positively rejected

that measure. Provided always that the health of the veteran statesman

does not break down. He has nothing to gain by an immediate appeal to

the constituencies, since an alliance of Tories and Pamellites after a general

election might swamp the Liberal vote, whereas at present Mr. Gladstone

has a large and solid majority who have implicit faith in his home policy.

His brilliant speech on Thursday night is reported not only to have delighted

the Ministry but to have utterly demoralized the Opposition. Nevertheless

the situation in Egypt is so critical that it is scarcely possible the event can

bring anything but embarrassment to the Government.

There is not by any means perfect unanimity in the Cabinet on the

provisions of the Reform Bill as drafted. Mr. Gladstone, for instance,

objects to electoral districts, would preserve the distinctiohs between town ^
and country, would "respect within moderate limits the individuality of

constituencies," and would not be precise or mathematical in alloting seats.

He declines to give "large and highly concentrated populations" a

proportional share of the representation ; he would not reduce the number

of Irish members, but would compel the smaller boroughs, chiefly in the

South of England, to give up seats in order to augment the representation

of London, the great towns, the counties, Scotland, and generally the north.

But why should the South of England be deprived of representatives

because it is not populous, while Ireland, which has lost three millions of

inhabitants since 1841, retains her full quota of members? The Irish

people in 1801 were about a fifth of the population ;
now they are less

than one seventh. Their proportionate contribution to the revenue has

diminished in a much larger ratio. Mr. Gladstone would increase the

total number of members in the House, but the Marquis of Hartington

recognizes that would make the House still more unwieldly, and the

proposal is received with implacable hostility out of doors. More might

be said for reduction than augmentation. In view of the prospect that the

electors of the United Kingdom will probably before long amount to five

mUlions—half-a-million of them living in mud huts in Ireland—the more

moderate Liberals are asking whether the educated and propertied sections

of the present constituencies, who will then be the minority, are to be

swamped entirely, or, by some scheme of proportional representation to

retain a fair share of the constituencies !

would still further drag the political honour of the Dominion through the

mire.

The conclusion of the police-court evidence in the bribery scandal,

the able addresses of counsel on either side, and the committal of all the

prisoners for trial, has been followed by a lull in the nauseating business,

and whatever the result of a Royal commission, there is small expectation

that any definite issue will be arrived at in the higher court. Apart from

there being legal difficulties in the way of a verdict, lo many reputations

are involvied besides those now on their trial, that no atone will be left

unturned to squelch the enquiry.
'

Thb decision of the Privy Council r« Caldwell v. McLaren, involving

as it does the freedom of all " floatable streams " and the validity of the

Rivers and Streams Bill, is an indirect triumph for Mr. Mowat, whose

position as the vindicator of public right to use such streams was practically

challenged by Sir John Macdonald's veto. The outcome so far as the

litigants are concerned is that Mr. McLaren will have to pay some

$30,000 for denyiqg Mr. Caldwell the use of that portion of the Mississippi

running through his property—a lesson which riparian owners may take

to heart. _____

The reluctance with which Mr. Qladstone went into the Egyptian

imbroglio—a hesitancy born of his clear forecast of the inevitable results

of such a step—is probably the cause of hia foreign policy being at tha

When rogues fall out a certain person is said to get his own. So it is

with the " Nationalist " leaders in Ireland. The Parnell-Davitt quarrel, as

to the best form of election procedure, is like to considerably cripple the

power of the rebels for mischief. Each leader is engaged iit the congenial

task of discrediting the other, and though Mr. Parnell has the larger foUow-

ing, his quondam friend and associate has a by no means insignificant band

of admirers. The " uncrowned king " will either have to submit to the loss

of some of his prerogatives, or Davitt may wreck the party.

Thb able London correspondent of the Manchester Examiner aa.ya :— ^

" Whatever opinion the Duke of Richlncwid and his colleagues may have

formed of the Manchester Ship Canal scheme, they must be convinced that

the trade of the district is in a very bad way. Witness after witness has

testified to the severity of the struggle in which Lancashire is eiMjaged

against the other manufacturing centres of the world, and their -etCdence

has indeed been such that, did one not know the energy and pluck of the

Lancastrians, one might almost be tempted to despair of the future. The

one fact that the consumption of raw cotton in Great Britain has only

increased during the last ten years by between two and three gpn cent.,

while in the United States the increase has been over eighty pW cent., and

in India over sixty-four per cent., is sufficiently startiing to alarm even

those who have the smallest knowledge of the ti^de. That the ship canal

would be tiie means of entirely restoring the supremacy of Lancashire in

the cotton markets of the worid is not, of course, to be supposed, but if the

«ireful calculations laid before the committee are to be trusted, there is no

doubt that to a large number of manufacturers the cheaper transit rates

. which the company would offer would make all the difference between profit

and loas."

'f
»a-**!i*'^
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Mr. Blake's speech against Orange Incorporation has raised again the

old question as to the relations between Roman Catholics and the State. It

is clear that if no Roman Catholics could be good citizens there could have

been no good citizens in Europe before the Reformation. The framers of

the Great Charter, the founders of the Italian, German, Flemish and Swiss

liberties, all were Roman Catholics. But they wer^e Roman Catholics in

whose breasts allegiance to their country or their municipality held the

first place. They were above all things patriots. This they proved by

taking the Pope by the beard as often as he encroached upon national or

municipal rights. They left representatives in those English Roman

Catholics who, with Howard of Effingham at their head, bore arms for

England against the Armada ; in the Galilean Churches both of Old and

>, New France, and eyen among the great Remain Catholic families of Eng-

land in later days, one of whose chiefs, the Duke of Norfolk, so deeply

resented the violation of national feeling by the " Papal Aggression " that

he passed over from the Roman Catholic to the National Church. With

Roman Catholics of this school a national government, even if it were

Protestant, might dwell in peace, though it would have some difficulties

about public education ; and the Protestant government of Canada did dwell

in peace with the Gallicans of Quebec. But a widely different kind of

Roman Catholicism was bred by the struggles of the Reformation and the

antagonism of the Papacy to the Protestant governments ;
and the anti-

national spirit of Ultramontanism has been growing more intense up to the

present hour. " I am a Catholic first and an Englishman afterwards "

were the very words of Lord Petre, an English Roman Catholic of the Ultra-

montane school. The embodiment and the restless propagator of Ultra-

montanism has been the Society of Jesus, an organization of cosmopolitan

intriguers absolutely without country or national tie, which sees in every

Protestant government an enemy. Mr. Blake could hardly pretend that

'
Ultramontanism and Jesuitism were not political, seeing that the Jesuit

was for nearly two centuries the arch instigator of religious wars in Europe,

that his machinations brought about the Swiss Sonderbund, and that his

influence over a fdolish and devout Empress was the principal cause of the

quarrel between France and Germany. The Encyclical and the Syllabus

are an open declaration of war against religious liberty, against liberty of

education, against the liberty of the press, against the independence of the

State, against those claims of the people which are the basis of popular

government, against the organic principles of Protestant civilization.

Nor in Quebec, where the Jesuit has now decisively triumphed over his

Galilean opponents, does he fail to give practical expression to his prin-

ciples, religious and political. " The new school teaches that the Roman

Catholic Episcopate in Canada is as much above the civil power as the

supernatural is superior to the natural ; that the Pope is the Church, and

that the Church contains the State ; that every human being is subject to

the Pope ; that the Pope has the right to command the obedience of the

King and to control his armies ; that the civil authority can place no limit

to the ecclesiastical power ; and that it is a pernicious doctrine to allege

that it has the right to d» *o^; that to deny the priests the right to use

their spiritual authority to control the elections is to exclude God from the

regulation of human affairs ; that civil laws which are contrary to the

pretences of Rome are null and void ; and that the judiciary has no power

to interpret the true sense of laws so passed, which are, in fact, not laws

at all ; that civil society is inferior to the Church ; and that it is contrary

to the natural order of things to pretend that the Church can be cited

before the civil tribunals." Such are the averments of Mr. Charles

Lindsey in his " Rome in Canada," which is the most elaborate study of the

subject, and is" devoted to making the allegations severally good. An alli-

ance between Mr. Blake and Sir Hector Langevin, therefore, would appar-

ently be fruitful of thorny questions, at least on the side of Mr. Blake, who

would find that even the rule of publicity which he deems so essential to

the health of the body politic was not always observed in the conclaves of

the Society of Jesus.

Scarcely was the ship of the Pacific Railway Company floated off the

sandbank by the vote in aid, when the cry was raised that it had

grounded again. Colour was given to the report by the somewhat faltering

language of the Minister of Railways, but the alarm was entirely un-

founded. No demand for further assistance was ever made. Yet it is not

difficult to imagine a source for the belief, apart from the designs or the

credulity of malice. A mortgage over the whole of the stock could not

fail ti> render it for the time unaakble, especially as it was already weak,

and powerful enemies were interested in decrying it Its decline in the

market was likely to be out of proportion to the amount of the loan, and

the land bonds being included with it in the mortgage, would share its fate,

though there can be no doubt that the land grant will be a magnificent

principality if all goes well with the North-West. It would have been

better if the Government could have seen its way to the purchase of a por-

tion of the stock at a reasonable price, which would have sent the rest up

and made it marketable. The '
' Bystander's " opinion on the main question

remains the same, but a pessimizing policy is always a mistake. Rightly or

wrongly the country has now embarked upon this enterprise, and there is

no use in starving it or crippling those to whom its execution is entrusted,

and against whose capacity and probity no charge, or shadow of a charge,

has been yet made good.

In an article on the Provincial Subsidies, the Toronto Monetary Times

sets forth, with financial precision, what in effect is the table of fees paid

to the several Provinces for the vot* of their delegations in favour of the

fresh subsidy to the Canadian Pacific Railway. Quebec, ever patriotic,

demanded better terms in two forms : direct increase of her annual subsidy

and the huge dole now announced by Sir Charies Tupper under the guise

of re-payment of expenditure on railways. Till she had extorted both these

concessions she would not vote, and it seems that the bell had rung twice

before her delegation could be got into the Chamber. British Columbia

exacts a settlement of her own, and a heavy one, as we know, though it

does not satisfy her cravings. The rest are to receive their doles in the

shape of a direct increase of the annual subsidies, and when provision has

been made for the aggregate amount, the Finance Minister's surplus will

be reduced to very moderate proportions. Such were the inducements to

which it was found necessary to have recourse, in order to persuade the

several members of the Confederation to save from ruin the grand federal

enterprise, the vital bond and pledge of their future union. Potent,

indeed, must be the railway which can impart national life and spirit to

such a frame. What has been done on this occasion will be done at every

similar crisis, and the hand of Quebec will be always held out for her

black-mail till the second bell has been rung. The truth is, that Quebec

is again New France ; the fruits of Wolfe's victory have been lost ; the

British race and language are being thrust out, and the separate French

interest rules the Province, both internally and in its relations with the

Dominion. It is commerce, which is British or American, rather than

Englishry, that holds its ground, though vastly outnumbered, in the western

part of Montreal A recent decision of the Superior Court, at Three

Rivers, seems to proscribe the English language in the witness box. The

Maritime Provinces, cut off from us by New France, have not learned,

and it is doubtful whether they will ever learn, to regaid themselves as

part of Canada. This is the excuse, if not the justification, of Sir John

Macdonald. The task of his political life has been to hold together a set

of elements, national, religious, sectional and personal, as motley as the

component patches of any "crazy quilt," and actuated, each of them, by

paramount regard for its own interest. This t»,sk he has so far accomplished

by his consummate address, by hia assiduous study of the weaker points of

character, and where corruption was indispensable, by corruption. It is

more than doubtful whether anybody could have done better than he has

done. His aims, if they have not been the loftiest7 have always been

public, and in the midst of daily temptation he has kept his own heart

above pelf. Indeed, if he had not, he could scarcely have played so

successfully upon the egotism and cupidity of other men. By giving the

public interest the full benefit of his tact, knowledge and strategy, he has

probably done the work for us as cheaply as it was possible to do it. Let

it be wfitten an his tomb, that he held out for the country against the

black-mailers till the second bell had rung.

It seems that there are a few among us at all events who are open to

the suggestion that there may be something better than the party system,

and are not unwilling to entertain the idea of an executive council

regularly elected by the Legislature. But they call for details. There

are hardly any special details to be given, except the rotation of elections..

To keep up the necessary degree of harmony between the Executive and

the Legislature the occurrence of vacancies ought to be so arranged that there

should be one or more elections to places in the executive council

every year. The union thus produced would be sufficient when the Legis-

lature and the Executive had been set free each to do its proper work,

and the Executive was no longer expected, as it is now, to control the

action of the Legislature by means of a niajority under its command. In

other respects the process would be the same with the election of direc-

tors by any commercial company. For a time, perhaps, as was suggested

before, it might be well to arrange the elections so as to admit the opera-

tion of a minority clause giving each elector, say, two votes for three

vacancies, in order that the lees of party might be thoroughly worked off.

Personal fitness for the particular office might, under such a system, be

expected to assert its claims, instead of the promiscuous pitch-forking entailed

by the necessity of providing each of the leaders of a party with a seat in

the cabinet. There would be an end at all events of that everlasting struggle

for the offices of government between two organized factions, the source

of the evils which all good citizens daily deplore, though they have

hitherto been unwilling to consider the remedy or even to believe that a

remedy was possible. The writer of this goes further. He is persuaded

that it would be better for us all, if the Central institutions were based

upon the Local, and the Central legislature were elected not by the people

directly, but by local councils elected by the people. The people are

practically unable, themselves, to exercise the direct vote
;

it is always

confiscated by wire pullers, who get the nominations into their hands,

and the utmost which is left to the people is the liberty of choosing

between the nominees of two wirepulling organizations. A vote for a

local council on the other hand the people can really exercise, as they

know and are able to choose among their immediate neighbours, while

the members of a local council can really exercise their vote for the

central legislature. The members of the local council are sure to be men

of a higher grade of political intelligence, and men who pay more atten-

tion to public affairs than the constituencies at large. Thus there would

be a sifting process at each step of the ascending scale, and it might be

reasonably hoped that the central legislature and the executive council

elected by it would fairly represent the intelligence of the community.

The only cleariy successful part of the American constitution, as has

been said before, is the Senate, elected by the State Legislatures. A vote

on constitutional amendments would more than make up to the people at

large for anything which they would lose by surrendering the direct vot<!.

The question between direct and indirect election to the central legisla-

ture however, stands apart from that respecting the relations between the

central legislature and the executive. . It is not likely that either

question will be practically considered till the worid has had more bitter

experience of the fruits of the present system and we have all been taught

to reflect that political ambition .is entirely out of the range of the great

mass of us, and that all we want is to have our political, like our commer-

cial affairs, managed by competent and trustworthy men, with proper

securities for responsibility and for a change in case of breach of duty,

while we go about our work and enjoy the general benefits of advancing

civilization. But let it not be said again that no substitute for party

government has ever been proposed, because here is the obvious substitute,

not propounded now for the first time.

Earl Grey, the son of that Eari Grey who carried the Reform Bill in

1832 though now in his eighty-second year, preserves his intellectual

power unimpaired. He was long a member of Whig Cabinets and a

conspicuous figure in English politics. He ha« always studifed the suffrage

question with hereditary interest, and has almost alone protested against

blind and demagogic extension of the franchise without previous enquiry

into the poUtical fitness of the classes to be enfranchised ^and the probable

"
effect of the change on the character ofgovernment. In parliamentary

government by party, however, he has hitherto been a firm believer. But

his article on " The House of Commons " in the Nir^teerUh Century shows

that misgiving has at last found its way into his mind. No wonder
;
for

the inability of a mob of 650 men, broken up into factions, and with no

organization but the authority of party chiefs, to govern the country, is

becoming every day more fatally apparent. "The most cherished traditions

of Parliamentary procedure," says the Times, " are dissolving in the fierce

heat of partisan conflict." In an article headed » The Anarchy m he

Commons," the Spectator says: "A great political institutionWike the

House of Commons can hardly fall into such anarchy as now prevails there

without such a falling-off of patriotic spirit on both sides of the House as

ought to cause the English people serious alarm." "There can be no

' ' doubt
"

it adds " but the nation has now reason for serious misgiving
;
that

the very first of all questions is the Condition of the House of Commons

question, and that is one with which every politician of character on either

Hide ought to make a great effort to deal from some higher point of view

than that of mere party feeling. It is a question of national morality and

one of the most urgent kind. Without some effort to raise the level of

political morality out of the bitter and dishonouring spirit of faction into

which we are now falling, we may soon see English representative institu-

tions in a condition worse than that which we have so often deplored in

countries without our great constitutional traditions." Remarks only too

well founded, yet, as coming from an advocate of party government, some,

what illogical. When your system is based on faction what can you

expect but factiousness, and factiousness ever increasing in ascendancy,

as is the nature of that and every other bad passion 1 What can the

" morality " of party be but partizanship 1 How. when partizanship pro-

duces its inevitable fruits, can you hope that those who are thoroughly

imbued with it and completely enthralled by it, will in a moment lay aside

their nature, rise above themselves and deal with the public interests " from

a higher point of view." Such an effort involves self-abnegation, and which

of the two parties will begin'! The party-man has no « higher point of

view." Mr. Gladstone's new rules render it possible in the last extremity*

to cut short a debate which might otherwise be interminable ;
but this is

not enough to restore order in a political chaos. All the social restraints

which used to be owned by the members of the House of Commons as

gentlemen have been broken through, and on one side Lord Randolph

Churchill, Mr. Ashmead Bartlett and the Baron de Worms, on the other,

the Irish members, give not only courtesy but decency to the winds. On

Mr. Gladstone's side of the House the only support of order is his personal

authority ; on Sir Stafford Northcote's side of the House there is no order

at all. As the Spectator says, the system in England is in a bad way
;
and

if it is in a bad way in England, the parent and cynosure of Parliamentary

government, its prospects are not good elsewhere.

Tbmpbrance men have the satisfaction at all events of knowing that

their question is a burning one, since it comes before us day after day in

different forms, even to satiety. Perhaps all of us have reason to rejoice

that a battle cry which is, at any rate, moral, has for a moment drowned the

common battle cries of party war. The Senate has rejected the amendment

requiring a majority of three-fifths for the application of the Scott Act, and

at the same time that exempting from its operation the sale of beer and

light wine. Yet both amendments in the eyes of those who are not filled

with the new wine of platform oratory are reasonable, and ought to have

been adopted. It is notorious that sumptuary laws depend for their

effective operation on the public feeling in their favour, and that unless

the arm of those who are charged with their execution is upheld by the

sentiment of a great majority they become a dead letter and worse than a

dead letter, inasmuch as connivance at their violation breeds a general

disrespect for law. In the cities of Maine, popular feeling not being on

the side of Blue Laws, the consequence of rigorous legislation has been the

addition of all the evils of contrabandism to all the evils of drinking. In

Toronto at this moment if an extreme measure of prohibition were passed it

could not be executed ; even the Crooks Act has resulted in the multipli

cation of illicit grog-shops. The other amendment is conducive to the real

object of the Temperance movement if, as may be presumed, that object is

not ascetic but sanitary and moral. People deceive themselves if they

think that because they are virtuous the world in general will consent that

there shall be no more cakes and ale. A glass of wine or beer with the

meal is an indulgence on which, as on the meal itself, an anchorite may

frown ; but it does no more harm to him who drinks it, or to his neighbour,

than a' cup of tea or coffee, which are also stimulants, and even intoxicants

in their way. That it is compatible with perfect sobriety the example of

the wine-growing countries affords conclusive proof, If it is true that a

man^cannot venture on his glass of wine without "toppling over" mto

the abyss of intemper^ce, how comes it to pass that drunkenness is so

rare and has always been held so disgraceful in Spain? Whiskey, once

more, is the real poison, and th^ higher the license for selling it is made, the

worse poison it becomes, because the greater is the inducement to adulter-

ation. The substitution of a lighter and more wholesome beverage is as

much as can be reasonably hoped or desired ; it is as much as is compatible

with liberty. Let extreme Prohibitionists note that one of the concomi-

tants of their legislation in the United States has been a fourfold increase

in the importation of opium.

It is rather startling to find a writer in the CorU»mpor(vry Beview coolly

debating the questions "whether dynamite will ever be naturalized in

Europe as a political agent," and " whether terrorism has a future there."

"Stepniak," the author of the paper, is inclined to answer both questions

in the ne^tive, but his decision is by no means confident. Of moral

indignation or horror at the idea of a general domination of murder, there

is not the faintest expression. On the contrary, there is a disposition to

enlist sympathy for the persons and object* of the Terrorists. " That," we

are told,
" which surprises and perplexes all who interest themselves m the

so-called Nihilists, is the incomprehensible contrast between their terrible

and sanguinary methods, and their humane and enlightened ideas of social

progress ; a contrast that is suggested most toicibly by their personal qual-

ities." The apparent contrast cannot surprise or perplex anyone who is

moderately acquainted *rith the history of the French Revolution. From
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RobeBpierre and St. Just downward, the most sanguinary of the savages

who made France a shambles, the perpetrators of the Noyades and the

Fusillades, as well aa those of the butcheries in Paris, were always propound-

ing ideals of social progress, every whit as humane and enlightened as

those of any Nihilist or Dynamiter at the present day. In their utte^

ances, the tenderest effusions of'pj.ilanthropic sentiments alternated w.th

preachings of wholesale massacre! Robespierre and Couthon were pre-

eminent in this line Nor were their characters at all wantmg in sensibility

;

they were always ready with tears of love, as Louis Blanc, their great

apologist, has been at the pains to prove. It is due to them, however to

gay that, vile, and steeped in innocent blood as they were, they recoiled

from the public sanction of assassination when it was proposed by one of

the homicidal lunatics' of the Convention. History takes strange turns.

"Who would have dreamed half a century ago that murder would ever again

become a power in the world 1 We used to read of the Old Man of the

Mountain and the reign of terror which he set up by means of his

assassins as a half legendary tale of the remotest and most irrevocable past.

The secret societies of the Middle Ages, such as the Vehmgencht and the

. Hermandad, which put people secretly to death, were Vigilance Committees

of a permanent kind, and found their apology in the lawlessness which the

arm of gov.ernment was too weak to repress. Assassination prevailed to

a fearful extent in Italy, but it was personal, not political or terrorist.

The Carbonari hardly assassinated any but traitors to their own brother-

hood ; and in private, as well as in public, Mazzini always repudiated the

use of the dagger. He had too much sense to believe that nations could

be regenerated by crime. A terrorist association was discovered some

years ago at Ravenna, but it was purely local and its objects were private.

Extravagant faith in the efficiency of education is rebuked when we see

that a depth of wickedness unknown to the barbarous Middle Ages has

been opened by highly educated men and women in the midst of our

modern civilization. To suppose that murder will prevail would be treason

to humanity ;
yet the struggle may be severe, and dreadful things may be

done before it closes. Besides the ordinary denizens of "a Faubourg St.

Antoine, there are wretches, both male and female, in whom the lust of

crime is congenital, and whose depraved natures revel in the conscious-

•

ness that they are terrible powers of evil. Science just at this juncture

has placed in the hands of such people instruments of destruction hitherto

unknown, while the increased facilities of locomotion and intelligence have

enabled them to extend their concerted action over the world. It happens

also that the moral sinew of mankind has been somewhat relaxed of late.

The Agnostic will vehemently deny that this is in any way traceable to

the decay of religious faith ;
yet it is at least conceivable that, pending the

evolution of scientific ethics, he who believes in nothing beyond or above

this life may be less willing to brave the stroke of the assassin than he who

believes that so long as his feet are in the path of duty his life is in the

hands of God. Policemen and all the guardians of the law are men, and

should the influence of terrorism ever reach them, society might for a time

be to a fearful extent at the mercy of the assassins. Sentimental dalliance

wU.h Nihilism or any of its kindred villainies is, at all events, more than

soldiery, and its devouring Jews, was doomed to share the fate of all

Mahometan powers when their military energy has become extinct. It

ended as its fellows have done, in military mutiny ;
and as it has no recup-

.erative force, moral or political, once fallen it can rise no more. England

will make no selfish use of her acquisition ; she will hold the highway of

nations in her trust, but she will never close it against the commerce of

mankind Nor will she take the Soudan if she can help it, though it

would be impossible to leave the valley of the Nile always exposed to the

devastating swoop of a fanatical horde. The trade of Egypt will not be

monopolized ; it will be left, as is the trade of India, open to the whole

worid That the object of the Protectorate will be mainly material is

true ; nobody pretends that it will not. The object of the conquest of

Texas and New Mexico was not purely moral. But though philanthropy

is not the leading motive, there can be no doubt that for the downtrodden,

plundered, and tortured peasantry of Egypt there has dawned a day better

than any which they have seen since the Persian conqueror thrust the last

Pharaoh from his throne. To them, poor beings, bowed to the soil, which

they till for a master, destitute of national sentiment, of any political

feeling, except abject fear of the despot and his slave-drivers, British

sway, though that of a foreigner, is no humiliation ; it is simply the sub.

stitution of a beneficent Christian ruler like General Gordon, for the

tyrannical Ottoman and the grinding Jew. Let those who think the

ambition of England unmeasured remember that without the slightest

pressure she ceded the Ionian Islands to Greece, and let them produce, if

they can, from the history of Empire, another instance of such voluntary

renunciation.

society can afford ; and it is somewhat alarming to find anything but

thorough-going reprobation in the pages of so eminently respectable a

journal as the Contemporary Review.

When a journal so strongly liberal and Anti-Jingo as the Pall Mall

Gazette proclaims that a British Protectorate of Egypt has become a

necessity, we may be sure that the die is oast. There is, of course, a

chorus of outcries against the hypocritical ambition of Great Britain, from

Anglophobists, both French and American, who see nothing hypocritical

or ambitions in French aggression on Madagascar and Tonquin. But the

charge, like the legend of " perfidious Albifen" generaUy, is baseless. It is

true that the reactionary party in England, wishing to divert the minds of

the people from political change to mUitary adventure, advocates a Jingo

policy in Egypt as well as elsewhere, and that Sir Stafford Northcote, in

order to earn his bread, a miserable crust, as leader of the Tory Opposition,

has been making a series of factious and unpatriotic moves in that direc-

tion. But Mr. Gladstone has been, in his foreign and imperial policy, the

steadfast champion of moderation and righteousness. His reluctance to

occupy Egypt is sincere, and it is shared by the great body of the nation.

The English people want no more territorial aggrandizement ;
many of

them would be only too glad to resign much of the territory which they

have ; they want only that which is indispensable to the security/6f their

trade, as well as of their empire—safe transit through the Suez Canal.

Had Egypt posaegsed a tolerably stable and not unfriendly Government,

no British soldier would ever have set foot on the banks of the Nile. But

the Khedivate, with its golden stye of lust and gluttony, its ragamuffin

The thanks of all, but especially those concerned in the administration

of charity, are due to the St. George's Society of Montreal, for its protest

against indiscriminate assistance to immigration. The protest no doubt

has been extorted by the bitter experience of this last winter, and it will

be heartily echoed by the St. George's Society of Toronto, the office of

which, like that of the sister society at Montreal, has been besieged for

the last four months by sufferers, half of whom ought never to have been

sent here at all. The chief culprits are the ship agents, whose heedlessness

calls for prompt and decisive repression. But it is time that the whole ques-

tion of assisted emigration should be reviewed in the light of present facts,

which are widely different from the facts of forty years ago. It is

extremely doubtful whether any one is now wanted here who does not

find his way to us without government assistance. The North-West

may be a case apart ; but then it should be treated as a case apart
;
and

emigrants bound for that region should be forwarded straight to their

destination, as it were in bond, so that straggling destitution may not be

scattered over the eastern cities of the Dominion. When Sir Hector

Langevin denounces restriction as unpatriotic, he should have the justice

to remember that there being no French immigration, the burden is

not shared by his compatriots. Next to thQ ship agents, the people

who do most mischief, though with the most amiable intentions, are orators

Uke Lord Lome and Lord Carnarvon, who by their pictures of Canada

create tte belief ttal whoever is fanngry in England ha» only to^ cobw-

here and bring his family to be fed, even though it be at the setting

in of winter when the season for work has closed. If the special object is

to make Canada more British and to divert English emigration to us

from the United States, it is more than doubtful whether that object is

attained, so far at least as the class of mechanics is concerned, for displace-

ment goes on, and the new comers often supplant older residents, who

migrate to the States. Englishmen of rank who visit Canada and have

no intercourse except with the knights and politicians are often

in a fool's paradise about these matters. Canada has been so

completely laid at the feet of England by ex-Governors General

and other hyperbolically loyal persons, as to lead the English naturally

to beUeve that we shall be thrice happy to reUeve them of their

pauperism. We would gladly do almost anything for the Mother

Country, but for her pauperism we have no longer any room.

It is another thing to put any check on free and unassisted immigration.

This, as a rule, is forbidden alike by economical policy and by justice.

Immigrants or children of immigrants ourselves, how can we close the hospi-

table door of nature against our fellows t To immunity from artificial

competition, the working man of Canada has a right, especially when the

money used to flood his market is taken from his own pocket, but he has

no claim to artificial protection. In the resistance to Chinese immigration

the cloven hoof of industrial protectionism is always peeping out from

beneath the cloak of moral quarantine. " The presence of these foreigners,"

says an anti-Chinese orator from British Columbia, " is a great drawback

to the province : they work for lower wages than Englishmen demand,

and only spend from ten to fifteen centa a day in food." A hard-working

population, cheap labour, and frugal habits are terrible drawbacks no

doubt, to the prosperity of a young, industriH community 1
Does Bnt.sh

Columbia suppose that all the rough and coarse work necessary in laying

the foundations on which the edifice of her commercial prosperity is to be

reared can be done by labour brought from England across the ocean and

the continent 1 There is, however, in the case of the Chinese a real moral

objection. They do, at least when they are in foreign lands, things which

Christendom cannot tolerate within its pale. To compel them to bring with

them a certain proportion of women would perhaps be practically the best

antidote. Their superstitious habit of going back to die on the celestial soil

will iu time, we may be sure, yield to more earthly considerations ;
some

mode of dispensation or of formal compromise will be invented. In the mean-

time they leave behind them the railways which they have built and all

the work which as able bodied labourers they have done, nor has Canada

ar British Columbia need either of their decreptitude or of their bones.

Sir John Macdonald's conclusion was worthy of a statesman at once

practical and moral ; he will let the Chinese finish the Pacific railroad and

then he will appoint, a commission to enquire into their morals, ihe

struggle to confine the Pacific coast of this continent to British and Euro-

pean labour is a hopeless struggle against nature. Let the competition

for the Asiatic trade between Port Moody and San Francisco, which Sir

John Macdonald spoke of, once begin, and it will be seen how long either

of the competitors will be content to remain self-handicapped in the race

bv the virtuous exclusion of the hard-working Chinese.
' A Bystasdeu.

HERE AND THERE.

While commercial training forms so small' a part of the work of our

Secondary Schools, the business portion of the community m ist necessarily

be grateful to the Commercial Colleges for fitting Canadian youth for

mercantile life. The other day we were glad to observe the Minister of

Education and one of our leading bankers-Mr. Yarker, of the Bank of

Montreal-recognizing the work being done at the British American

Business College by addressing to the students of the institution some

words of wholesome admonition and hearty encouragement. The Hon.

Mr Ross's address, though somewhat didactic, was appropriate and stimu-

latiiJg In the alliterative fashion of the time, he admonished the students

to bring to their work the virtues of "push, plu^'.k, and principle, inter-

mingled
"
as an evening contemporary reports the address, " with complete-

ness! concentration, and cowrage." With the sound and goodly maxims of

the Minister we hav^ no desire to quarrel, but he will pardon us if we take

exception, on the score of redundancy, to his citing " courage " as an added

virtue to
" pluck." " It is an ancient forester," to quote an old and quaint

•saying " who stumbles over the tree he has planted." Mr. Yarker's alht-

erative word-alliance, if more modest in range, was happy as well as apt,

in recommending the students to add " patience " to the p's and " courtesy

to the c's for there are few records of any large practical success in busi-

ness or indeed in any other avocation, without these essential qualities.

'Eq.i'anyoppbrrun6^va8^MT: Yarker's counsels the students, not only _tQ

be zealous in preparing themselves for the varied duties of life, but to take

pride in that training which would best fit them for successfully engaging

m the practical occupations of commerce. He deprecated the popular

notion that an academic training was necessarUy superior to a mercantile

one and urged the students to get rid of this fallacy .which, in a country

like' Canada, operated disadvantageously when young men went into busi-

ness He enforced the point, without depreciating other studies, by

contrasting the facility with which any of the modern languages (French,

to wit) might be acquked with the difficulty of making oneself conversant

with the vast and intricate machinerji of trade and the varied and complex

methods of modern commerce, in all its ramifications. In the school-rooms

of the country there is need of more talk of this sort, to convert mistaken

notions and to give a more practical turn to Canadian elementary and

higher education

The New York Forest and Stream says :—The formation of an associa-

tion by the yacht clubs on the chain of fresh-water lakes is now an accom-

pUshed fact. At a spirited meeting held in Toronto, Saturday lust,

representatives from the principal clubs, both on the Canadian and

American shores, drew up a constitution for the proper government of the

new union With the customs and laws of racing assimilated, a new era

has opened for the prosperity p£ the sport. Through tbe adoption of the

length and sail area rule of measurement, competition between the repre-

. sentatives of different types can now be undertaken with something like

rational interpretation to the results. Individuals will not be forced ulto

the construction of the largest saU carriers for the only purpose of racing,

but can suit their -preferences in a|l respects, and build to meet other

requirements besides. The custom of making the rounds, which is the very

life of match sailing, will now take a fresh hold upon lake yachtsmen, and

the voyages and passages such undertakings entail is certiiin to bring to

the fore that boat best suited for the fresh-water seas.

Tub Inter-'Varsity boat race, which was originally fixed for Saturday,

was, on account of the funeral of Prince Leopold in the same week, post-

poned till Monday, when Cambridge succeeded in stemming the tide of ill

luck which for the last four years has attended her representatives in the

areat annual aquatic contest. The first race between the rival universities

dates back to 1829, but it is only since lg56 that the event has been of

yearly occurrence. In the records of the fortj-one races which have been

rowed, the Dark Blues have won twenty-two, and their opponents but

eighteen, the race of 1877 having been declared 'la dead heat by six feet

by the excited old waterman, Sam Phelps. Since their arrival on the

Thames the Oxonians have been the favourites, but their easy defeat-as

did their victory last year, when Cambridge was siy^r^tlj fancied-shows

that " University pots " are not the safe thing they have hitherto usually

been considered. Backers of the favourites will now know that other

things besides "the best laid schemes, of mice and men gang aft agley

But though the knowledge may make them sadder, it is q.estionable

whether they will in any degree be wiser men.

The victory of « Voluptuary " in the Grand National was another good

thing for the book-makers. This year's winner, which was a cast-off of Lord

Rosebery's, was for a long time a doubtful starter, and till within a short

period previous to the event was quoted one hundred to one. That he was

to be steered by Mr. E. P. Wilson, whose mounts a certain chque alway^

follows, was the sole reason of his being brought to a shorter price which

his previous performances would never seem to have justified. The blue

ribbon of steeple-chasing is usually an event which is favourable to the

gentlemen of the pencil, though doubtless there are yet some who
<=^YT]

the memorable bet of Mr. John Power, a ^tep-son of the celebrated

Richard Taylor Shield, which hit the ring so heavily. Johnny Taylor was

justly esteemed as a very wild rider and bettdr, so when he offered to take

odds that he would name the horse, the rider and owner who would lead

the start, who would win all the way, who would be first over the last ditch,

first at the finish, and that he would place all the other horses and riders

in the race, he was promptly and profusely accommodated to a very heavy

amount of wagers. When he declared that " Valentine," owned and

ridden by John Power, would be first from beginning to end, and the rest

nowhere, he was laughed to scorn. Nevertheless ' they had to tumble to

him for he took the lead on " Valentine," never was headed, and distancea

his field overthe trying fohr-and-a-half miles which mark out the Grand

National course at Aintree.

The passing of an English bill making the shooting of pigeons from

traps illegal is to be followed, it is rumoured, by an attempt to introduce a

UiU for the purpoae^of 3uppres_sing betting on horse races. The class to he

first attacked is the press, which is to be prohibited from publishing the

odds on coming events, whilst the sporting " tips" of " aristocratic touts

are to be held illegal. That the bill if brought forward will not lack

cousiderable support, may be safely promised, but it is too much to expect

such an act, even it become law, will be obeyed. " So long a^ Englishmen

meet together, so long will there be betting in some form or other, was a

trite and also a true saying of the late Admiral Rous. Call it a deplorable

vice or not, there seems to be something inherent in every class of the

An-lo-Saxon race which finds ita vent in a certain kind of speculation on

matters of chance. It is an acknowledged fact that horse-racing and

betting are inseparable, and it is to be feared no legislation will ever

sever the connection. Experience, bitter and disastrous as it so often

is in turf circles, is no deterrent to the patrons of the » ring.' There is but

one class of men which makes money on the turf-the book-maker Lord

Falmouth, one of the most successful of racing men, and who only made

one bet in his life-and that sixpence-despite the large amount of stakes

he has won in his racing career, retires from the turf by no means remun-

erated in specie for his great outlay. Betting is a fool's game and legisla-

tion, even though it succeed in stopping the publication of the "market

price" in the organs of the day. will never make wise men of the large

class which pursues the deleterious excitement of taking or laying the odds.

Apropos of the chess column which is added as a feature' to this issue

of the Week, it may be interesting to recall a game played when the stake

If.;

!'
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at issue was a heavy one,—nominally an old gray hat on the one hand and

a few rebellious Thugs on the other. The event forms one of the most

interesting of the " Contes Bccentriques " of Adrien Robert. The Thugs,

according to the French writer, who wished to have it all their own way

in Ilidia, having failed in five attempts to stab, poison, and blow up the

governor of the East Indian company, attributed their want of success to

a Ulisman in the shape of his gray felt\ hat, unknown till then in India.

His passion was chess, and it was determined by the chief of the sect to

challenge him to that game. The stakes arranged were as above men-

tioned. A chess board one hundred yards square was marked out on the

plains of Barrackpore. There were elephants, knights of armour and

living pawns. The governor's men were supplied at £25 a-piece by his

rival. The game lasted all day, for all the pieces were killed as they were

taken, and just as the Thugs' queen was in danger, the imperturbable

"governor adjourned to lunch, where he stayed two hours. His rival, who

had hitherto considered himself invincible at chess, was in anguish, for the

queen was his own wife. On his return the magnanimity of the English-

man stepped in, and instead of allowing her to be killed, he took her a

prisoner. This generosity so demoralized his opponent, that in a few more

moves the game was over. The conspirators were handed over to the

tender mercies of John Company, and India was saved.

twenty courses, each more elaborate than its predecessor. All the floral

decorations were horizontal. It has been established as the mode at the

White House that all monster elevations in the middle of the table shall

be abolished, and nothing but flat decorations used, except bowls of long-

stemmed roses placed at intervals. This gives the President an opportunity

to let all the ladies make eyes at him at once, so there can be no

partiality." '

Barnum has been outdone, and Willing should die of chagrin. The

boldest advertiser who has lived hitherto may as well hide his diminished

head. Here is the latest development of the faculty for obtaining publicity.

It appeared verbatim et literatim in the columns of a very largely-circulated

London daily paper—" Twenty bald-headed men wanted, as perambulating

signs, willing to have the words ' ' burnt in on the back of their heads.

Apply for address at any retail chemist's." The force of advertising could

no further go. The tattooed man who off'^rs his back for a permanent adver-

tisement is nothing to this. Fancy the degradation of a man who would

submit to become an object of scorn and derision for the sake of a few

dollars taken from a chemist ! It is very far from consoling to think that

the twenty men were probably found. ^ ,

Fbox " across the border " we hear of a new out-door game for ladies

and gentlemen, which has been named " Enchantment." Light hoops, not

unlike " grace hoops," are used, and by means of wands are thrown so as to

encircle successively upright posts placed some distance apart The real

end and aim of the game appears to be to exhibit the grace and elegance of

the figure, though it is reasonably claimed that there is suflScient physical

exertion to afford healthful action for every part of the system, and that

there is sufficient excitement to give real interest. A moderately large

piece of ground, whether smooth or not, is suitable. The bounds of the

game are indicated by eight coloured flags on posts driven into the ground,

lending ornamental appearance to the lawn. A small amount of practice

will secure a good degree of success in the game. It will probably be found

on sale at the fancy stores.

It is well known with what amazing rapidity rabbits multiply. In

New Zealand the pigs deposited there by Cook have become so numerous

as to necessitate a price being put upon their tails, but that horses in a

state of wildness should have propagated in such numbers as to be

destructive to vegetation, would not generally be credited. It is but a little

over a century since the first horse was imported into Sydney, Australia,

and whether this equine prodigy, as the first settlers regarded him, came

from Valparaiso or the Cape of Good Hope is still a disputed question.

Not many years elapsed from the introduction of horses to a country where

soil, climate and the natural surroundings lend themselves admirably to

the propagation of the race, before a few specimens escaped into the

bush. The result is that thousands and tens of thousands of horses now

run wild in Australia. They are for the mbst part spindle-shanked, flat-

—sided, cat-hammed, straight-shouldered brutes, and would be dear at five

dollars a-piece.

An American writer points out, in touching the question of the " eman-

cipation of women," that one possible effect would be the infusing into the

female chartcter that sort of virility which produces a readiness to shoot at

sight. The advocates of woman suSrage maintain that female virtues will

remain just what they have always been, only " more so." Conservatives,

however, maintain that as they are clothed with the rights of men, many

feminine traits will be lost The old-fashioned feudal woman always had

an excessive aversion to gunpowder ; the noise of a pistol or gun being

painful to her nerves. She seems, however, in modem times to be gradu-

ally growing fond of it ; and the ladies who get into " shooting scrapes
"

explain their connection with them in a way which resembles that of the

Southern Colonel or Major. The Countess de Raconska, who had to shoot

little Willie Coad in Philftdelphia the other day, explains it by saying that

her landlady, Willie's Aunt, had annoyed her by keeping the gas in their

boarding house too low, and making too much noise. She therefore thought

she " would fire " next time, and accordingly did so. It looks as if the

possession of a revolver had just the same effect- on woman that it has on

In the prevailing business gloom, the Nation takes pleasure in calling

the attention of its readers to any sign of cheer and hope ; and one of the

most significant of these, our contemporary says, is a notice that Mr.

Emanuel Delmar, late associate editor of the Commercial Advertiser, is

going to " start a paper." His " salutatory," which is for some reason

published in advance, gives the name of the new paper as the G-reat Republic,

and fixes the circulation at 200,000 a week, and " as much more as possible."

It is to be a large, handsome eight-page semi-weekly, and will appear on

Wednesdays and Saturdays. The name of the editor-in-chief is not given,

but his services have been secured, and he is described as " a gentleman

and scholar of the highest social and political standing," and a " Republican

of national reputation."

Germane to the remarks which have appeared in these columns on

suppers, the American Caterer insists that late suppers are not in them-

selves bad if one knows how to eat them. The essential error consists, not

in indulgence, but in ignorant indulgence. It is necessary to understand

the likes and dislikes and the capacity and caprices of the stomach which

is relied upon to digest the late supper we thrust into it An ox tills

himself with food suited to his occasion and lies down to digest it. If man

would imitate the ox and only eat what was good for him he might fare as

welL

Thb London correspondent of the Liverpool Mercury says :

' " American

journalism has been so far well imitated in England that a newspaper

which was recently started to give the people old stories, literary extracts,

and stale jokes has lately given a villa to a prize-winner in one of its recent

contests. I understand that the villa cost the proprietor no less than

X600. Such a prize is, I believe, absolutely unprecedented ; and it proves

that we are getting on in the journalistic world as well as in other

directions."

Prksidbnt Arthur is said to have dined and wined every member of

both Houses of Congress and his wife this winter. His plan is to take

them by sections of forty or fifty. At his last dinner a correspondent of

the New York Sun says that "oovera were Uid for fifty, and there were

The announcement that Edmund Yates, " the reckless and pert editor

of the London World," as an American writer dubs him, has been sentenced

to four mouths' imprisonment for libel, has caused quite a sensation

amongst " Society journalists." Taking advantage of the average English-

man's reluctance to figure before the courts even as an injured prosecutor,

conductors of papers which pander to the unhealthy appetite for scandal

and personalities have attsicked private reputations in a wholly indefensible

manner, and Lord Lonsdale has done the public yeoman's service in at

once clearing himself and showing that^this reckless disregturd for sensibilities

shall not in all cases be permitted to slaughter reputations with impunity.

Almost anything is possible to the man of means to appeal, and it is not at all^

certain that Mr. Yates will be imprisoned ; but if he were, though it might

close some doors to him, the result would eventually be to his advantage.

His burly form would be missed by scandal-mongers in " The Row ; " he

would be looked upon as a martyr—particularly as the libelous paragraph

was not seen by him before its insertion ; and his paper would sell all

the better. It will be remembered that Earl Lonsdale was accused of

eloping from the hunting-field with a lady of noble birth. The Springfield

Repvhlican says of this nuitter :

—

" The inoidmt ii intwMting for th« light it throwi on the way thas* London
boulevard weeUiM gat their news. Y»tm said that the libelotu article waa written
by ' a peraon of titl«,' who i» • paid odntiibotoi to his paper. Yates has got a
raapita pending a law point."

,

From an English correspondent we learn that the Custom House is

overdoing the dynamite percautions. Magaificent boxes have been forced

open, jewel cases of the costliest kind have been wrenched in twain, dress-

ing cases worth pounds have been, greatly damaged. A "poor player

who had gone over with an ingenious apparatus for an electric ballet was

pursued for liours until he had proved that his machines were not infernal ;

and people have been actually stopped when they were in a hurry on

railway platforms, to turn out their bags. One night all the Duke of Nor^

folk's trunks were forced ; and an official who let the servants of one of

the Rothschilds carry away his trunks without examination—the master

having the key—was censured. All this zeal will end in an outcry, and

tken a reasonable examination will become impossible, or will be very

perfunctorily performed. Surely the Duke of Norfolk is not to be sus-

pected of being a dynamitard.

The latest growth of journalism—the Dynamite Monthly, the organ of

the dynamite party, has caused a thrill of horror amongst civilized commun-

ities The frank avowal of murderous intent which characterizes its every

page the cowardly admonitions to its readers to take advantage of

"scientific" means to destroy English life and property, and the hendish

glee with which a " black list" of persons to be butchered is dwelt upon,

are calculated to make all men thank heaven they are not " Irish Nation-

alists'
" In concluding a summary of persons who have been murdered by

"zealous" patriots, the editor gives a list of victims who must be

"removed ' at an early date, and concludes :-" In mentioning obnoxious

persons, we should not forget Judge Lawson and .he infamous Clifford

Lloyd and William E. Forater, who escaped for a time the judgment

passed on him. Even that 'grand old man ' Gladstone may be included."

A little further on in the paper Lord Lansdowne is singled out for a

special attack. The passage runs :

—

"Th« hatred of the Irish peopIe'"goe8 forth to sncb mouaters as J^wson, CliSord

Llovd O'Brten and Denmln. ^These men mu«t be guarded by constabulary and detec-

^l?s';hile d'rrng out their mockery of Justice. The "- 0^,'° --^^tSJ^^rg^ ^Ts

aureate; scoundrel, sits with impunity under oar very noses, »"* over the noses of

beside whom even Careys may be considered virutoas.

There can be no doubt what this list means, or what "justice" it is to

which the writer is referring. Every man in the list is marked out or

murder and the 22,000 persons to whom copies of the DyrmmxU MonlMy

have been sent are appealed to for help in carrying out the diabolical plan.

A correspondent of the London Times, commenting on tne precious pubh-

cation, says :

—

at the New York Post-Oflice.

the Houses of Percy, Grey of Howick, Lowther, Vane, Stanley, Grosvenor,

FitzWilliam, Cavendish-Bentinck, Clinton, Stanhope, Talbot, Leveson-

Gower, Paget, Manners, Montagu, Osborne, Fitzroy, Spencer, Grenville,

Russell, Cecil, Villiers, Baring, Petty, Fitzmaurice, Herbert, Somerset,

Berkeley, Seymour, Lennox, and Howard. It has been claimed that these

families alone suppfy on an average to every House of Commons three

members of their own surname, to say nothing of seats in the Lords. -

Including the Irish and Scotch aristocrats " sixty families supply, and for

generations have supplied, one-third of the ultimate governing power for

an empire which includes (with India) one-fourth of the human race."

But all is not fair sailing ahead for English monarchy and aristocracy.

The law of primogeniture is threatened and the blue-blood legislators know

that if that is abrogated and the division of real esUte among the younger

sons and the daughters of a noble house is made equally with the eldest

son, then " good-bye" to noble privileges and the House of Lords
;
for that

is how the death-blow came to aristocracy in France and Holland. —

Would the New York Nation consider this an " overt act"1

"LoTHAiR" has given up his- youthful idea of cathedral building.

Instead of erecting a shrine at Westminster to rival the famous Abbey, he

has translated the Breviary, and thrown considerable doubts on the very

existence of some of the saints whom he is bound by his faith to mvoke^

But as a sort of concession to his early enthusiasfn, he has commissioned

Miss Edmonia A. Edward, the negro sculptress, to " do" him a Virgin for

one of his chapels. Miss Edward is the first Ethiopian in very recent

times who seems to be on the way to win her place among the great sculp-

tors of the day. Lord Bute's patronage of her is creditable to him.

Mr. RUSKIN, in his latest Fors, contends that " the three R's" ahodd

be taught, not at school, but at home. " I do not care" he adds, that St

Ceorire's children were not Uught either reading or wnting. because there

^r? el people
'

this world who get any good by either." These senti,

ments would not ill-become a noisy declaimer against the School Board

but they come with a smack of ungraciousness from a great art critic, and

a man who has often boasted over his University Education.

A London " society
" paper is respomiible for the foUowing sUtements :

Thirty-one families of the titled aristocracy govern England. They are

No controversy excites more amusement in the minds of men who have

a sense of proportion than that over the unraarriageable sisterin-law. It

raises an interesting question of social expediency. But while the English

bishops say that if it passes there *ill be an end to Christianity, other

people devote their lives to proving, what is sufficiently obvious, that a

Judaic regulation has no application to England in 1884. Mr. T. Paynter

Allen has published a volume of opinions of Hebrew and Greek professors

of the European universities, of Bible revisers, and of other eminent

scholars, on " the scriptural aspect of the question." The book shows that

the weight of learned opinion is against the readings which the English

bishops make. The American Episcopalians give a uniformly favourable

answer in support of the Biblical legality of such marriages. Only prelates

and high ecclesiastical dignitaries are against them, or professors in the

Presbyterian Free Church. Mr. T. K. Cheyne is now probably the prince

of Hebraists, and he is a clergyman and a reviser. He " cannot hnd any

Biblical passage which can be proved to bear upon the question. Dr.

Ginsburg, the leading reviser, and the compiler of the Massorah, is of the

same opinion. Professor W. Henry Green was of the same opinion, ho

is Dr Kennedy, Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge. Professor

Stanley Leathes is against the marriage, but not because of any distortion

of Scripture. Cardinal Newman, who was asked to be a reviser, .says that

the law ought to stand as it is if the educated classes are the objects of

legislation, and to be repealed if the interest is to be consulted of tha

lower classes." Dean Perowne gives up the Scriptural argument. So does

Dr Robertson Smith, the chief Hebraist of Scotland. In short, the whole

of the argument from this point of view is destroyed, and has Ijecome a

positive weakness to the case of those who still hold that such marriages

are inexpedient

The office of speaker of the House of Commons is no sinecure, and the

man who tills it U probably the hardest worked member of the House of

Legislature. The position is deservedly a lucrative one, and a peerage is

invariably oflered on retirement. Custom has undergone no change in the

case^air H^ar^Bran.l, who recently vacated the chair he has so ably

filled with both dignity to himself as well as to the House, and he has

been raised to the honour of a peer by the title of Vicount Hampden.

That the late speaker was fully worthy of the highest dignity that could

be bestowed upon him none will attempt to deny, though many must fee

surprised that he, as heir to the presumptive and time honoured title of

Baron Dacre, should have been content to have allowed a title, which is

interwoven so much with English history, to lapse -as it will have to do-

into a new creation. Twenty-third Baron Dacre, as in the co*rse of a few

years, should he have lived, he must have become, surely takes the prece-

dence of the first Viscount Hampden. Sir Henry Brand, doubtless, is the

nearest lineal descendant of the illustrious man whose name he ha^ hon-

oured in the present title, and he may wish to record that fact and re-gild

an immortal name. Yet it is not a title, which the name of the Great

Commoner calls up, but a man whose distinction is not that he was of

ancient lineage, or on^of the largest proprietors in the kingdom -though

he was both-but that being one of the greatest gentlemen m England, he

fought for the people against the cro^B. The title of Viscount is a

superior one to that of Baron; but tV the English min^ it must always

have a new and foreign sound. Still it mnst be supposed from tke eager

way in which Peers, whose present rank is associated with much hat is

historical in the annals of England, seek for a step up the social ladder,

;ra?even amongt the titled members of the " Upper Ten,' there is the

«,me desire for a superior rank as there is amongst the vulgar herd fo

a knightage or baronetcy. That a Baron might desire the title of Earl

M
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or an Earl that of Duke, is perhaps natural enough, but why they, whose

rank dates from the Conquest, should wish to merge their honourable and

ancient distinctions into either that of the new-fangled grade of a Viscount

or Marquis seems strange. The ordinary rustic, it is true, sees in a Lord

a great man, in an Earl a very great man, and in a Duke the greatest man

of all; and it would seem as if this same sentiment is cultivated by the Peer.

They value rank as rank only, not as history, and test it by the only scale

open to them, namely precedence, and thus the old title with its glorious

associations is too often merged into a new, though superior, one. There

can be no doubt of the anxiety for fresh steps, and that too, when in the

case of speaker Brand, promotion seems to outsiders a positive loss, since

for every step conceded the Premier refuses half-a-dozen urgent applica-

tions. Peers seem to b»-without historic mind. Amongst themselves

they are distinguished first by th^ir power, next by their wealth. They

would place Lord Palmerston before the late Viscount Hertford, at the

same time they would rank the late Lord Overstone far ahead of Lord

Kingsale, whose family is as old as the monarchy, or Lord Sudely, who is

a lineal descendant of RoUo. It would generally be thought that to be a

peer at all was enough ; but the curious fact must remain, that a title

weighs with its bearer as with commoner folk. If pedigree entered into

the question of rank as elsewhere, the advancement of twenty-third Baron

Dacre to first Viscount Hampden would be ludicrous, the Viscount being

of yesterday, the Baron a Norman peer.

WEISS'S LIFE OF CHRIST*

Civil-Service Reform, in the opinion of the Current, ought to embody

strong efforts to do away with a great deal of the expensive state, muni-

cipal, and county government with which Americans burden themselves.

It would be astounding, no doubt, to contemplate the actual figures of the

cost of these governments. The census does not give it ; no statistician has

given more than a large guess. Half the citizens are employed desperately

working to get money to pay salaries to the official class. Perhaps if people

could be made to see the folly of such over-government and over-taxation,

they would adopt a more economical system : one which would make them

more prosperous and contented.

" Economy is the death of a newspaper," said Emile de Girardin. M.

Charles Lalou, who has stepped into the shoes of Emile de Girardin in

more senses than one, is following out the advice of his predecessor. Not

only has he purchased the newspaper property. La France, but he has

made himself possessor of the splendid residence of its ^late proprietor in

the Rue La Perouse. Everything in the hdtel is as De Girardin left it,

even to carpet, curtains, and pictures. There is the dining-room with the

table at which have sat Gladstone, Thiers, Gambetta, Gounod, Dumas,

and, at times, most of the prominent personalities of the age in art, letters,

and politics. There, too, is the small elegantly-furnished drawing-room,

where some of the most brilliant women of private and professional circles

used to meet. At these reunions a game then much in vogue, called

Definitions, was often played. On one occasion " Girardin " was the word

chosen to be defined. When each person present had written his definition

upon a scrap of paper and dropped it into a vase, the host, turning to

Thfeophile Gautier, who stood aloof, said :
" And you, my dear Thdo, are

yoti unable to give a definition of me 1 " " No," said the poet ; " but I

prefer that my definition should not be anonymous." " Let us hear it

then," said De Girardin. Th^ophile Gautier said : " Emile de Girardin b
a tiger, who has spent his life in eating a bolster."

When we consider the profound interest of the subject, we can hardly

wonder at the multiplication of Lives of the Lord Jesus Christ. It is

perhaps more astonishing that this work should hardly have been seriously

undertaken until the present century. Whether the greatness of the

subject and the surpassing beauty of the four Gospels deterred early

writers, as they have deterred many of later times, we cannot say. It is

at least clear that believers an^ unbelievers have, during the last century,

given an amount of attention to the earthly history of Christ which had

never previously been bestowed upon it.

In the first ages the attitude of the Church was partly aggressive, partly

apologetic. She had to carry her message into all the world, and she had

to defend its contents against Jew and Gentile. Her next great work was

the overthrow of heresies which sprung up within her own bosom. When

this had been done—when, at least, the approved doctrine had been formu-

lated and the heretical condemned—the next step was to reduce to system

the various doctrines of the faith. This was the chief work of men like

Thomas Aquinas and the Schoolmen.

The Reformation made no change in this respect. Some of the doctrines

of the media?val church were agitated ; but the Confessions of the Reformed

were, in their way, a reproduction of the creeds and doctrinal canons of

the early councils, and the systems of theology were constructed after the

manner of the Schoolmen.

For a time the war was simply between Confessions. It was only when

the attacks were made, not upon the outworks of the churches, but upon

the citadel of the faith, that theologians came to understand that they must

change their mode of warfare.

At the time of the Reformation, Scripture-study was directed to the

epistles, especially to the epistles of St. Paul. Here would be found the

arguments by which the erroneous theories—on the one side or the other

—

respecting the disputed doctrine of Justification could be refuted.
.
In

later days, study has been directed more to the Gospels, and to the central

object of their testimony.

It was Paulus, of Heidelberg, who first produced a complete and system-

atic "Life of Christ," written from a distinct point of view, according to ^hich

all the incidents were regarded. The Wolfenbiittel Fragments had sown the

seed of Rationalism broadcast in Germany, and there had ensued a wide

unbelief in the supernatural, among the clergy as well as the laity. Paulus

took in hand to show that the contents of the Gospels might be received as

substantially true, while the miraculous element was denied.

After him were Strauss with his mythical theory, which almost entirely

supplemented the "Rationalistic" method of Paulus. It must indeed

always be considered a great merit in Strauss's work that he exposed the

utter absurdity of the rationalistic method of dealing with the miracles
;

since he showed with irresistible force that the miraculous was an essential

part of the narrative, and that to remove it was to leave a mass of frag-

ments, the existence of which was inexplicable.

Strauss's own theory was far more sweeping. He got rid of the whole

history. Parts of it might be legendaiyor they might not. The esaeutial tru^U_

Feom Sol Smith Russell, in his variety entertainment, to J. T. Keene

in tragedy, is a change which at least possesses the charm of variety, and

the mixture seems to suit the Toronto amusement-seeker's palate judging

by the large audiences which assembled in the Grand Opera House last week,

though, as usual, Shakespere played second fiddle to comic songs and

burlesque. Mr. Keene's impersonation of " Hamlet " is one of the fii^fst

histrionic conceptions of the day. Mr. Keene, however, like Mr. Booth

and 80 many other players, depends too much upon his own powers, his

support being lamentably weak. " Polonius," for example, was burlesqued

by a comedian, " Horatio " was marrowless, the Queen was heavy and

forced, whilst, with the single exception of "Ophelia " the other characters

do not call for comment Laertes' sister in parts was well played, and in

his delineation Mr. Keene makes the mad Dane much more devoted to her

th^^oes any other " Hamlet." Whilst Mr. Keene has not hesitated to

play an original conception of the Prince of Denmark, he does so without

taking liberties with the text, and the result is a production eminently

agreeable to students of Shakespere.

jlL

according to his view, was this : that the history of Christ was the product

of the imagination of the people. The events of the history were mere

embodied ideas. A Messiah was expected, and the Messianic expectation

attached itself to Jesus. Whatever the Messiah was expected to be, Jesus

must be. Hence the floating notions bscame stories and were put on

record as facts.

Thirty years ago the mythical theory was the favourite form of unbelief.

But this, too, has had its day. Apart from other difficulties, it became

clear that the period of time within which the Gospel narratives took the

form in which they have come down to us was utterly insufficient for the

generation of myths. Perhaps Renan, although unintentionally, hastened,

as much as any other writer, the downfall of the theory of Strauss. He

had been one of his followers ; but the soil of Palestine was too powerful

as a witness for the history, and he produced a book of no great scientific

value and full of inconsistencies, yet the result of extensive learning and

of much thought, and presented in a form which could hardly fail to be

attractive. It was one of the results of Renan's book that Strauss produced

a new Life of Jesus, written from a slightly different point of view, and

finally abandoning the mythical theory, yet giving more prominence to the

rationalistic and legendary view, and, as he explained, making some use of

the theory of conscious imposture. In this respect he fell back to near

the point of view of the Wolfenbiittel Fragments.

Since the publlcati<Mi of Renan's Vie de Jems we have had quite a shower

* Dm I^ebtn Jfu von Bamhard WeiM (S vols.) Barlin, Eii«lkh tranaJation (ia 8

vols., 9 pubUahed), Edinborgb.

of biographies with the same subject. In France, Pressens* is perhaps the

foremost ; in Germany we have had Schenkel's book, and the great work of

Keim. while in England, a succession of works of more or less importance,

some of them of extended popularity, Jiave dealt with this theme. If we

except Keim's Geschichite Jem von Nazara, this work of Weiss's is certainly

the most important contribution to the subject which has been made during

the last twenty years. In some respects we place it even before the work

of Keim; and its point of view will render it much more acceptable to

most students of the Life of Christ. It is a book of solid learning and

solid thought. No man could have written it unless he had studied in

the most thorough and exhaustive manner the whole literature of the

subject. But it is not the work of a mere accumulation of learning. The

writer is a thinker, a theologian, a man of deep sympathy with humanity

and with religion. If his conclusions are, in some respects, different from

those which are current among ourselves, we shall, probably, for that very

reason, find his work the more helpful and instructive.

Dr Weiss has already distinguished himself as a writer on the Gospels.

He maintains strongly the priority of St. Mark's Gospel among the four^

He has been chosen to edit the great Commentary of Meyer. The results ot

these studies are seen in his present work. A considerable portion of the

first volume is devoted to a critical examination of the sources. By this

means he professes to ascertain the comparative value of the various Gospels

and the method to be adopted when apparent discrepancies occur. It

need hardly be said that Weiss, like Neander and others of the liberal-

conservative school of theologians in Germany, does not think it necessary

to asseri; the exact historical accuracy of e^ery statement in the Evangelical

narrative.
t

Although the method of Weiss may, from the old orthodox point of view,

seem rather "free," he has no sympathy at all with his rationalistic or

mythical predecessors. He is distinctly a superm^turaUst, and recognizes

the miraculous element in Revelation. He is therefore more neariy allied

to High Lutherans, like Delitzsch or even Hengatemberg, than with destruc

tives like Paulus or even Schwarz. If he cannot accept either verbal inspir-

ation or ecclesiastical authority, he is far removed from the pantheistic,

or even the merely deistic, point of view.

As frequently happens to men who refuse to take an extreme position,

Weiss has Uid himself open to the charge of belonging to the " Mediation
'

school It may be well to give his own remarks on this point. " Because

he says " I have never been able to identify myself with one of them, and

because there is a common inclination to impose upon every theological

work the etiquette <jf a theological standpoint, it will be easy to charac-

terize my book as a production of the Mediation school of theology, the

very name of which, in the case of many both in the right and left, means

condemnation. For my own part, I, too, must repel this Utle entirely

because of its being utteriy misleading. Between a supranaturalism which

believes in the actuality of an objective Divine revelation and of miracle m

the proper sense, and the standpoint which regards both as imuimissible,

there can be as little scientific (not historical, as the English translation

renders improperly wisseruicliaftliche) mediation, as between the conception

of Christ as a mere man-although the greatest and most unattainable

relations were poor. And Bunsen seems to have held siibstantially the

same opinion. According to Strauss no such incident occurred. The story

<rrew out of the Jewish expectation that the Church must do greater

miracles than Moses. As the latter turned wat.r iito blood, so the (Jhurch

must turn water into wine. As an example of the " Mediation" school,

Lange's view may be mentioned, according to which the water was not

changed, but only the subjective state of mind of the guests, so that

they thought they were drinking wine when they were .Irinking water !

Weiss brushes all these theories aside, as well an the atteniptu made by some

orthodox writers to minimize the miracle. Explain as you will, he xays,

the narrative of St. John. Either it is a miracle or an imposture. It is

not an imposture, and no attempt to explain how the miracle was per-

formed will make it less ot a miracle.

His account of the feeding pf the four thousand will be less satisfac

tory to many readers. He thinks that it is a kind of echo of the earlrer

miracle, and that only one of this kind was wrought. He thinks il most

unlikely that the disciples would so soo.i have forgotten the previous

miracle. We imagine that human experience would very easily account for

such forgetfulness ; but we have not space tr> argue the question.

The chapter on the Resurrection deserves the most careful study. It

is not that there is much new here : the controversy has been almost

exhausted. But the points are put in a clear and condensed form. There

are also some excellent remarks on the theory ot Schle.ermacher, which is

akin to that of Paulus. On the whole, the English translation may be

taken as a fair and accurate representation of the original. W e have

noted one slip, and there are some others. We object to the word

"historiaty" when the words "historical character" would do quite as

well and here and there the German is a little prominent
;
but on the

whole, the work is well done, and will not mislead the reader. C.

POLITICS AND SOCIETY AT OTTAWA.

It is a rule with a .certain school ot novelists to have a double courtship

running through their plots, the one standing well out, the other kept in

the back-round. Thus while my Uncle Toby assaults the heart ot W idow

WadmaiT, Corporal Trim lays siege to the sensibilities ot the widow's maid.

In the drama of politics, likewise, there is a two-fold action. We have

the game as played in Pariiament, on the hustings, in the lobby, m the

closet of the wire-puller, and in the dark alleys of intrigue, and we have it

as represented in the genteel comedy of the drawing-room.

The leader of society is the wife of the Prime Minister of the Dominion

for the time being ; its nominal head is at Rideau Hall, but without real

power The spell of rank, indeed, has a double potency—what may be

called its natural influence, and the influence which it exercises on people,

many of whom feel a kind word from a lord to be an act of infinite conde-

scension and few are proof against a sense of desolation it they are not

-found in the silver circle ot the invited to Rideau Hall. We say silver

circle for there are dozens of houses in every city in Canada which people

who find easy admittance to the Government House could by no possibility

o^^nris. as - u.... ^».—.™--»- --- -.
^ and lived a n«w aad^ enter aa guests. One can always tell by the tone m which a Governor-

from the beginning as the Divine Mediator and Redeemer. In respect to

this alternative, I have never entertained a doubt, and I express none in

this book I have never attempted to mediate between these opposites,

just because I am acquainted with their fundamental principles, and my

scientific labours have only confirmed me afresh in joyous assurance of the

faith which 1 did not gain from them, and which'none can gain by scientific

demonstration." . . , ,. ^. u _

We have sufficiently indicated the principles by which the author has

been guided in the preparation of this work. Whether he has applied

them with .uniformity is a question which will be variously decided^

While he occupies the supernatural point of view he considers himself

entitled to consider critically the credibility of any particular statement of

the Gospels. Thus he seems to consider the story of the miraculous con-

ception as legendary, while he yet does not regard the Lord Jesus as being

the son of Joseph. His notions on the subject of the Incarnation, more-

treated with becoming respect. At one time the best people will unbosom

themselves because persons of defined social position and political conse-

quence have been neglected, while Rideau Hall is tilled with a mob of

regular civil servants, reinforced by the camp followers of that noble army

of martyrs to routine ; at another the civil servants will be loud in their

wail because the lines are drawn too close, and the rich and powerful alo

are favoured It is unreasonable to expect that English A.D.C's., when

they first come out here, can avoid mistakes. If they trust to their own

iudcrment they will infallibly proceed on fals^ analogies. Knowing that

in the civil service in England the younger sons of peers and good

commoner families find a sci^e for their talents, or a refuge for their

imbecility, how can it enter into their hearts to conceive the circumstances

from which the civil servant in Canada emerges 1 How can they divme

the motives which lead to the admission to the Departments of members

Of the outside staff, male or female ? The consequence is that when Rideau

the son of Joseph. His notions on the subject of the Incarnation, more- ot ^^^ "^^J '

^.^^^ „j ,^^^, p^uueians shall not manage the

over, are different fro., those which have -^ved the seal oecce.iasW
^^^^f^^^^^ll^J^ ,, , ,,. ^^dies in every sense, who avail

authority In regard to the miracles, however, and especially the miracle

of Resurrection, he speaks with no kind of uncertainty. To him, as to the

Church the Resurrection is the comer-stone of Christian Revelation.

If we Uke the first miracle, we shall soon see the difference of his method

from that of the rationalistic and that of the mythical school According

to Paulus, Jesus and his disciples did provide wine ;
but they brought it

with them, as a sort of kindly joke, knowing that the bridegroom and his

court it falls into the hands of a tew nobodies in every sense, who avail

themUlves of the opportunity to pay off favours and grudges, and to pour

contempt on " those vulgar members of Parliament." Naturally the

members of Parliament begin to growl, and Ulk of overhauling the vice-

regal accounts, and of reducing the Governor's salary from $.50,000 to

f"5 000 a year " No more money shall be squandered on useless prome-

nldes through the country," they cry, "if we are to be ignored and

r;-
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despised.' If an A. B.C. is horsey, none can enter the charmed circle o£

the first set unless those who smell of the stable. What is the prime

object of vice-regal balls nobody has, perhaps, even stdjiped to enquire, and

the good they do eludes analysis. ' It may be they are as useful when they

give offence to politicians and a sense of importance to small people, as

when they evoke a chorus of irrational eulogy, taken by which, Parliament

relaxes its hold on "the purse strings, and allows for the court extras from

$30,000 to $50,000 a year more than is necessary or right.

Ottawa is not as gay as it was in Mr. Mackenzie's time and the earlier

days of the present Government. Several families are in mourning. In

the days of Reform rule the wife of the Prime Minister entertained Tories

as well as Grits, and other ladies followed her example. There are a few

houses in which members of the opposing factions still meet under the

same roof, and at the dinners at Rideau Hall, and at those given by the

Speaker of each branch of the Legislature the wolf lies down with the

lamb. But, as a rule, the cleavage of politics regulates the social cleavage.

At all gatherings above the size of a family party there is sure to be

some distinguished-looking man who turns out to be a member of the

Civil Service. His wife is equally distinguished-looking, and always

pretty. There are several such interesting pairs, and if you enquire

...through whose influence the capital has been thus enriched, the name of

some Minister is the answer. There is hardly a Department where some

promotions have not taken place, dictated by the social rather than

administrative qualities of a Minister. Nor is it easy to condemn him.

When he is seated at dinner near a pretty woman, and whispers a compli-

ment, she smiles bewitchingly and requests a place for her husband, or

another step. What is he to do—especially if he be a gallant Anthony

from whom a woman never had the word of nay 1 More embarrassing

utill suppose one day he finds her in his office, and in tears, what reply

is possible but that the dull officer for whom she pleads, with wifely devo-

tion, shall be pushed on? It is not every statesman can behave as

President Lincoln did on a like occasion. At Ottawa a fond wife with a

pretty face and an enterprising disposition can accomplish great things for

her husband, and sometimes for her friends. People of this class become

most devoted politicians. If the Grits are in power, who so thoroughly

hate the Tories "i If, on the other hand, the upper dog is Tory, how

eloquently they vituperate the Grits'? In the midst of their philippics one

hears " dear Sir this," or " dear Mr. that," uttered like pious ejaculations.

Lady Mary Wortly Montagu embodies in a vigorous epigram the idea

that whereas our fathers, born slaves, bought freedom with their blood,

their offspring, inheriting freedom, vote for bondage. In the face of what

we know of the past and present it requires no small amount of optimism

to entertain sanguine hopes for the future. Wherever we look on politics,

and in whatever shape, there we behold men courting slavery. For a

member of a party to show more regard for the public interest than for

the nod and wink of his chief is a deadly crime, and whoso has the courage

and patriotism to take the upright course, finds he has to endure more

than the " short-lived fury " of his leader, or that leader's underhand

resentment ; his fellow-slaves on the plantation, to a man, turn on him for

daring to resent the whip^under which they comptaiaantly cringe. There

is, indeed, no crime like this, while abject subjection covers a multitude

of sins. The very decalogue has to give way to the interest of party, and

if a prominent party man breaks a commandment or two the rank and file

are expected to wink hard. Even at a scandalous dish of tea, should

anything having a political bearing arise, an aberration towards an honest

opinion is marked by bated breath. Yet there have recently been symp-

toms which seem to indicate weariness of the complete distrust of generous

motives, of a system, in a word, in which treachery is a cardinal virtue,

lying an accomplishment, and truth a jest. Hknby Milward.

HOW TO CUBE A COLD.

How to cure a cold is a question that interests most people, especially

in our changeful and uncertain winters. And the amount of work-

producing power drained from Tiuman systems through perpetual colds

and catarrhs, as well as the quantum of discomforts and lassitude, must be

something considerable in the course of a winter. To all sufferers in this

way, Dr. Page, in the Popular Science Monthly, brings a welcome message.

They need not suffer for a day, or at any rate for more than a day, if they

will but follow his advice ; and his remedy, or rather remedies, are so

simple as to be within every one's power. They are just starvation and

fresh air.

Dr. Page's theory of a cold is that it is either caused by improper food,

resulting in some degree of indigestion, or by some «hortcoming in the

matter of fresh air, aooonlpamed by a similar disturbance of the digestive

functions. To prove this, he has tried a oouMe of the most severe

experiments on himseU—imicidal, most people would call them—and

has found that when living on one simple meal per day, or at most two,

and supplied with abundance of pure air, he can bear with impunity an

amount of exposure to cold and wet, and even to the influence of damp

garments which, by all ordinary rules, should have " given him his death

of cold." His experience is certainly corroborated by that of most

" campers out," and others who, while living an absolutely open-air life,

have been able to brave all kinds of exposure with impunity, whereas,

when they returned to the " snug " in-door life of the city, a very slight

cause is sufficient to bring on a severe cold. In the former case Dr. Page

would attribute the immunity not merely to the open-air life, but also to

the amount of exercise taken in such circumstances, rendering it probable ^
that the quantity of food will not be in excess of the power to digest it. —
For he contends that people in general, whether the absolute quantity of

food be much or little, are apt to eat relatively more than they are able to

digest, or eat food of an unwholesome quality. His own professional

experience is,
" I have rarely known a person to become sick except as

the direct result of some degree of fear of pure air and fearlessness

respecting the influence of impure food. Whatever else may have contri-

buted to the production of his disease, it is seldom, indeed, that these may not

truly be regarded as the principal causes." If the draught of cold air

brings quickly on the several symptoms of a cold, it is probably only

bringing out the internal derangement produced by previous over-heating

or injurious diet. According to him, " high living " is' one of the chief

cold-producing agents. He cites the case of a family who invariably had

colds when they dined on roast goose ! He himself used a diet " mainly

of fruit and cereals " while practising on himself the " heroic treatment
"

referred to. His prescription for prevention and cure is simple enough.

For prevention, abstain from wrapping up, from "sweltering clothes," ^

from living in an over-heated atmosphere, secure plenty of fresh air, and

psirtake moderately of a simple and nourishing diet, not going farther in this

respect than relUh or appetite indicates as safe, for he regards as most

injurious all devices to " tempt the appetite." For cure, when the first

familiar symptoms of a " cold " appear, " skip a meal " altogether, if neces-

sary two or more, and by thus giving the digestive system a rest, enable

it to turn off the disturbing cause. To " stuff a cold " he says, is simply,

to make it necessary ultimately to " starve a fever," because, far from

increasing the physical power of resistance, it is simply adding fuel to a

fire already kindled which is consuming the vital forces ; and if the process

is only carried far enough, the patient will die. Of course his .system

implies disapproval of alcoholic remedies, ajortiori.

Like all general principles, the principle on which Dr. Page bases his

treatment must be modified by circumstances. What may be salutary in

the latitude of Boston may not be safe in the latitude of Quebec. In some

of our Canadian winter days, with the thermometer from seven to seven-
.

teen below zero, not to speak of Manitoba, the exposure of delicate beings

to the outer air may be, and often is, death. And if rich and wholesome

diet invariably produced colds,we ought to have a general epidemic just about

Christmas or New Year. Possibly we have, if we noticed closely enough.

However, nature always has a certain resisting power, stronger or weaker,

according to the strength of the constitution ; and it is impossible, in

any individual case, to say when the limit is over-stepped. Enough there

certainly is in the principle to make it important for all to pay greater

attention to diet and fresh air, especially in our long, comparatively shut

up and physically inactive winters, when the temptation is often so great

to " hug the fire-side " or, still worse, the stove ! As much open air as can

be taken with safety ; as well-ventilated rooms as can be secured ; a

temperate, not over-heated atmosphere within ; and a simple and whole-

some diet, would, if general, undoubtedly secure very great immunity

from colds and make cough-mixtures a drug in the market. Above all, let

us attend to the ventilation of our churches and school-rooms. On Dr.

Page's principle, we can easily see why so many colds are caught in going

to church where the " sextant" is so often deaf to the appeal for "purer

air;" and our close, over-heated school-rooms must be very hot-beds of

colds and their resulting maladies. As an " ounce of prevention is better

than a pound of cure," it is worth while to pay some attention to this.

And the cure is easily tried, and can certainly do little harm, at all events,

if pursued in the first stages of a cold. If you have resolution enough to

'skip your breakfast, and possibly your luncheon, when you wake with a

cold. Dr. Page gives you reason to expect that by- dinner-time, with

ordinary precaution and fresh air, it will have disappeared. Whether you

are to take a walk fasting, he does not say, but it is hardly probable that

he would encourage anything likely to exhaust the strength and bo prevent
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a healthy re-action. We know a hale and healthy old man who mvar.

ablycureshimself of acoldby going to bed and -"^-^ ^ "^-^"
cure is effected. At all events, it is worth trymg ;

and .
the meal slflp

ping" system does not succeed, it is easy to go ba.k to *« ^rugs and

LnJ Dr Page maintains that the experience of many patienU tesu-

filtoThe success of his system, and'a.so. which we well bel.ve, thaMt ,s

„.ore profitable to the. patients than to
^t^^'^^^'^^^^^^Z^Z-

doubt, the vis medlcatri. Ifatur<^ is not sufficiently taken xntoa^uat^

" Dr Page thus sums up " natv^e's prev^nl.ve and curative agents
.

"Pure air appropriate food, exorcise, active or passive, as the case may

reqle, skin'cUliness, with proper ventilation »* ^''--^^
;^;^;^^ ^f^j

J, though the use of non-sweltering garments, supplemented by raUonal

exposure of the entjre surface of the body to the air, by means of air ba^hs

unlne in the house, and .sunshine in the heart.' With these and lUy

_ these, all curable cases wUl grow to certain recovery
:

-^'^--

"^'^^r
medication will avail."

OTTAWA NOTES.

scandal in Canada. W netner ii '"
'^'* l'

, . ^ j,ut uttle of each

t '-::IZZ!^^^:'r^V:^^^^^\:i''L famt of the p^ce
other and 8U«pe<=t "i wun '

^ ^^^ ^ jt does not make

if"fJct'atv the iJss depllX true.' Charac^.r seems to count for

the fact any ine less " / , f. statements against man or woman
nothing, and even the most damagng

^^^"^^\^l^^ ,„, ^,,„ ,„ ,,

never seem to ^« [™^^jJ'^f ^^^3. i£ one half that is said be true,

accepted as most edifying b^U of nes^^^^
^^^ ^^ ^„,e other

Ottawa should get up »
^^J^^^" j^^^y ^^ ^^ for scandal-mongers.

^"^i^^ ;L: verb-y -on If the politicfans. There is a feverish

^v to finlshX business, and leave. Nobody seems half so anxious

anxiety to tinisn ine ouh
' . •

j jf Parliament is not prorogued

for this as the leader of t>^« ^Pr?^'""^^^^^
f^^i^ L^te sittings are now the

before Easter It will certainly no be hy^ult^
^^^ ^^^^g».^^ ^ ^^^

":1^' "^"ie'tS^'SXaJe under disLssion, is an amusing thing if one

sitting, when the esMmaLe
.^^^^0^, This session the members stay

i3 wakeful enough to takejn
^^J^^^'"^^^^^^ ^n either side of the chamber

awake bet^r than --'^;- ^.f^^^LS^ who look at the speakers a.

U a small body ot tne P^^oP'" / . • qq only that they fand

^'''^'-TJ^leV^::^^:^^^^^^^^^ o/ the opposition

' *°°
Tall done by the gentleman who leads for the time being, and on

'I'^Tv.^ bv the minuter to whose department the estimates under discus-

the other by the^'^^tej q ^^tion who has some reputation as a

Bionrelate. I amemt,e PF^
.^^ too long over one item, the

bore rises, or it tneir *P"
. , ^ ;„„ ^nd other noises by way of

Government supporters tegin'^desksc™^^^^^^
.^,,t. i^.- i, the

' protest. It --y
J;^^,' tllind of " pafimenta noise." The members-

technical name for a special Kina 01 p ^ honourable gentleman

desks are enclosed
'^^'^'»f

^^ i n;ess^n« tte sWe of his bootSle firmly

'-'^^rtt'^si'droTri^:;^^^^^^^^
toe ever so little, he can

against the side 01 me u
„u.i,„a the nerves of even an experienced

^r rd"dSt:re"ve y'loi^tt his' Weas. Some of the hardened ones

speaker and '^'.^1°'^?;"'^^^^/ .'gg^ rather to enjoy the distinction of arousing

on the other ^'^"^^^^^^^'^^^^'^^^^^ even if all the worse, while they

these protests, and speak all the longer
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^.^ ^.^^

tain definitely the possibilities of navigation there

The division of the Fishery Award is not a dead question yet. Mr^

Davies o Prince Edward Island, wants a portion of the money given to

Eli th. mMtioa ol .ho Don.mion Go™n.m. ...m. «. b. to hold

the resulte of Conservative and Reform rule. k'D- Kuthvex.

Ottawa, April 7th.

are continued. Still,

that the ora— — „ -

that his voice cannot be heard,

when a number of members make up

pan naiise such a tremendous noise

^t f,« nearu The work on the estimates is progressing

that his voice
'^^'''^^'^^1'^,^'^Lpect that they will be got out of the

satisfactorily a^dther-^B every p I>e^

^^^J^ before Easter if the

y ,n time to

f^'^'^l^^^^^^ ^th other business.
Government is ^eady to pro y

^^^^ parliament in a new,

The Hudson's Bay railway scheme lias ,
-^^ incorporated to

and rather ^'P^^nfknown as the "W^nipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway

buUd to the Bay one known^ tne
/^8» kelson Valley Railway

and Steamship CoW.^the^^^^^^^
,„ amalgamation and for a

Company.' J'^°P°f'Xt there would be only one company, but, owing

time it seemed certain
J^ *^^" ';°7f the respective schemes, nothing

to differences tetw en th^^rom^^^^^
that Vhe Government will not

came of it. it has since «=«
^^s at first proposed,

„,erely give so
«»"<*'^;^**^Jyto^'^erever company proves itself best

but wUl '-^er -btanual aid t ^ehe_^^ ,„„P
Jes'should they yet

fitted to carry out the wort «
^^^^ „e allowed under

decide to jom hands '^t'^°"'g^
.
« ^^^ Hudson's Bay Company has

the -f'^fJl^^;i:,,'^^:'':^:^An.en^ to ita charter which wUl put

• come forward asking i°5™'^"^
. . . -jhe Bill to make the amend-

it in a much- better position than ita rival ine^
RaUway

ients came in under ^P-'^ Xe^^^^hVl^at w^ supposed to be ^
Committee of

^^^^^^'^^Ton^n^^n fo^ coi^Wer the Bu'lU did so on

fin^ meetuift
gJ'^J'fJi°"'^^„p:^y represented by ita solicitor, strongly

Friday. Tl^J*i°V "^th^ BUI, but pasLd it was, so far as the Committee

objected to the P""'^^
°^^J^^^ opposition will be given to it, in the House,

.(TOB concerned, ine »*"'"8'»"'
J'l' . j «^ite progress with the

but the Government st^ds
^^^^^"^^'^^JZLl ^ Tthe favoured

Hudson's Bay scheme th^^^y^^^^^^ ^ at any cost. Given a

JKJ i tL N^tWest Zid woYk actively proceeding on the Hudson s

CORRESPONDENCE.

SPBLI'IKa HKFOBM.

To the Editor of The Week

:

,
• , „

SxB The letter of
" D. W.." in yoor issue o( 27th March is before me as u also

SiB,-Hie lener 01
'.

„,=, 3,^ .. W." has made two extracts from a 3t.

are given side by side, as tentative examples or ^"^^ ^''^^^J^l^^,^ ,,., „,,

..
, ta^. .. I."* '*'^-„„ '™';Ju .,. „iw ., ..w™ ..a di..i...

HSa. b- "^ •"'"•;j" "„ „r, .„ .„ t«„. Tb., «..„ .. lr,.j—
uw. ao. ofl.0. .to OTH V.

.ipb^bet h«i . V witb the

puce in ''•e P;;--'-—rd :»"tscrl';:o:l'show the name of .lol^us C.sar as

'^^TtZ ^lat!aX last century the capita, for u" was of the same shape as

!u ilLtlr Seoarate and definite functions were not assigned -u and v nntU

w'ritrDelivrTfrolvir'wasprinted'.DeliaervsfromenU,"theforms..uand
about 1630. i:>el ver as iro _ f

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^,^^^ ^ ^^p^^t,

r"'T^T'^ZtZ new h ;:rr and was made by actually putting two Vs

St^r. thl-s, v" .Ttillother letters have-";—^J^inirk^eret

rxtt::-ation Will help tosimpUy^andamendo^^^^^^
out.

^^''^^'^^'"'^ZZ^ZZ::^^^^^::. from Cadmns_not so. it has been

people suppose the alphabet ^»» ^-^
^^^ „,„ i.^ers now ? Our ances-

rv^riofeach^ou^--^^^^^^^
Those familiar with Grreek know now a

_ ^^^ ^^^^
, v,„^'<n" «» also for long and snort e. lucj luau ».» ^

than for short o, «» "^'o ''"

^^„„„, diliereneces of shape, often only

these two simphfy reading 'i'^^-"' "*^
^et it not be forgotftn

aUght modifications. wiU indicate difference
0^^^^^^^^^^

Uiat the Greek alphab^Ucke^^.^fu,l^^^^^^^^^^
in the'archonship of Euchdes.

Tc ir uV'thtgh TeTLean letters were sixteen in number. When

v.- L (il^ telt the need of new letters they introduced them, and even four at

:r xCtT^ce Lly better than resorting to the misnseof '^^o-- -^ " '«

abme. 1 nat was ooii»u^j
„„„ «an»A remedy, especially as we boast so

do. Wh, are we so slow to adopt a '=°"»^^°°
resoec s ' ^steL of having a separate

.^chofonrmodernadv^cesm B 3,0 »«^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^
sign for a long " e.' as the Greeks l^- '«

^^ „, ^^^^ „ badly off.

seating that sound, very puzzhng to remember Otber
did thi old

^r^ new letters as are most urgently needed sho^dd b^
^^, ^ ^^^^^^^^

0„^. « did oar forefathers m '»-^»'^»^-^^^ "J^ Ts^, «„ modern typography,

the Saxon dropped letters, or snoh
'^'^'\'^J^'"'^^^^.^ » ,^ do.en such, while we

Webadlyneedaseparateletter oreachvowel^ We^^^^^^^^

^^^^ ^^ ahonld have a

have but five letter, for them-a. «. '• »' » °
/ ^^ ^^, ^U complement of tools-

j:^"ir^rarrs:-n b...h. . ,^ .. . «.,..-

driver in place <>' » f^"';*'"-
^ ^^ ^^e ^Fortnightly, something more effeotivo

.„"rirrm" freso-r nS; the advocates of amended speOing are to b.

.*
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Bileucod. Tlie rerart to ridioale in plaoe of krgament betrays a lack of the latter.

Miarepresentation added to ridicule will not carry much weight with any one who will

oarefuUy consider the matter for himself. The question is scientific. Let " D. W."
approach it in proper spirit. Every one admits the necessity of amendment in some
degree. It is only a question of how and how far. A. H.

Port Hope, ith April.

TBE SILTEB niOBLElf.
To the Kditorof The Week :

Sib,—In Thb Week of March' 27th the following was offered as the true lolntion of
the silver problem :

—

First fix the ratio between the two metals, be it 15^, 10, 1 6J. or whatever a competent
mternational convention may agree upon. The relative values of the precious metals
once determined, muke all debts payable half in gold coin and half in tilver coin. Then,
should any depreciation of one of them take place, from increased prodaotion or other
causes, it would be exactly balanced by the appreciation of the other. Suppose a bond
for a thousand pounds to be given now, payable twenty years hence. The holder at
that future date would receive five hundred pounds in gold sovereigns, and five hundred
pounds in English silver crowns, or .\merican silver dollars, all which coins woold by
par value the civilized world over. No loss to the creditor could accrue, for if a loss
there were on the silver it would be balanced by a corresponding gain on the gold, and
Vict versa. In the compensation pendulum, the ball hangs on a series of steel and brass
rods placed alternately. These two metals are so differently affected by heat and cold
reap ectively that the pendulum, as a measure of the time beat, is not affected at all.
The action of one metal is compensated by that of the other, so that the ball neither
falls with heat nor rises with cold, but remains constant at the same distance from the
pin upon which it swings. The chronometer balance, used for first-class watches, is
another application of the same principle. This may be taken as an illustration of the
true solution of the silver problem—of the problem of two metals circulating side by
side—the'Value of each and every payment of a thousand pounds or a thousand dollars
remaining a constant quantity, because made half in gold and half in silver coin."

In The Week (April 3), Dr. Goldwin Smith questions whether the balance would be
preserved by the plan proposed. And the Globe (March 31) says that the depreciation
of silver is not necessarily accompanied by a corresponding appreciation of gold: A
further objection is made to silver because of its great bulk and weight as compared
with gold, when used for large payments.

As to the bulk and weight of silver. The amount of gold and silver actually used
in commercial countries for large payments is very small compared with that of
payments made by cheques and clearing-house transfers. Supposing silver to be
deposited in the Bank of England, and in the American sub-treasury at New York, and
that certificates for it were issued guaranteed by the Government in each case. Then
very Uttle silver would ever require to be shipped from one country to the other, except
as a commodity sold for export. And there are those who think that the position of
Canadian banks would be greatly strengthened, if their whole specie reserve were some-
what increased, and held half in gold and half in silver.

During the two hundred years ending with 1872, the ratio between gold and sUver
varied, m Europe, from Uli to 1583. It was this steadiness of relative values
between these figures that suggested the adoption, by the Latin Union, of the raUo of
151 to 1. In England, during the twenty-two years—1851-1872—the ratios Were as
under, in the years named :—

First year of the period, 1851 , 15 46
Minimum, 1859 ' '.'".!'.'.

15 21
Last year, and maximum, 1872 .*.*.'......'!...'.'.'..'".' 16 63

England adopted the single gold standard long ago, but as long as other nations did
not foUow her in this course, relative values the world over were not much disturbed.
Portugal was the first country to follow, in 1B65, but, the greatest.effect was produced
some eight or nine years hiter, when Germany adopted the single gold standard. This
had the effect of greatly restricting the coinage of silver in France and other double
standard countries, and has been the most important proximate cause of the depreci-
ation of sUver in recent years. The appreciation of gold has not been from natural
causes so much as fropi the arbitrary action of governments. But it is just as right
and proper for governments to decree a double as a single standard. The intrinsic
values of the two metals would not have been seriously disturbed from natural
causes had the governments simply let them alone.

These objections to the proposed solutions are, however, of comparatively little
account. The most serious objection of all is that which says that depreciation of one
metal would not be balanced by appreciation of the other. If this objection be sus-
tained, it is fatal to this particular scheme ; though the old argument in favour of the
double standard, under which a payment may be made wholly in gold or wholly in
silver, would remain unaffected.

Suppose a debt of 8200 to be paid with one hundred gold doUars and one hundred
sUver dollars. Also, that it had been contracted when the two metals stood to each
other in the ratio of sixteen to one (the old United States standard), not only by law
for purposes of coinage, but aUo as bulUon in the open market. And, further, that in
the meantime sUver had depreciated fivei j)er cent., as ^sompared with gold. ' In the
open market, then, the $100 in silver coin would bnyonly »96 worth of gold bullion ;

but the »100 m gold coin would buy »105 worth of silver bullion, so that the total
value of the payi»ent would be »200. This would not be exactly the ease, because it
takes a fraction over five and a quarter premium to be the exact co-reUtive of five per
cent, discount. But practicaUy the rise in one metol would balance the fall in the
other. The most important consideration is probably this, however : that, were any
particular ratio adopted by the leading commercial nations, acting in concert, and were
all actual transfers of specie made half in each metal, fluctuations in the market value
of each, as bullion, would drop to a minimum, and would praotioaUy cease. Once bring
silver mto general use in Europe and America along with gold, and to the „.me extent
and we should have very Uttle mora of fluctuations in the value of either.

- : John Uaci.iah.

An inquirer asks
: "How can I tell classical music 1" That is easy

enough. When you hear everybody applaud and look relieved after the
piece IS finished, then you can know it is strictly classicak—iVeto Y<»-k
Graphic.

A SONNET ON A BONNET.
"

A film of lace and a droop of feather.
With sky-blue ribbons to knot them together

;A facing (at times) of bronze-brown tresses,
Into whose splendour each furbelow presses

;

Two strings of blue to fall in a tangle,
And chain a pink chin in decorous angle

;

The tip of the plume right artfully twining
Where a firm neck steals under the lining

;

"
And the curls and braids, the plumes and the laces.
Circle about the shyest of faces.

Bonnet there is not, frames dimples sweeter f

Bonnet there is not that shades eyes completer !

Fated is he that but glances upon it,
'

Sighing to dream of that face in the bonnet.

WlNNIFEKD WiSB. JbNKS.

T^E ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By Edoab Fawcbtt. author of'A Gentleman of Leisure." •' A Hopeless Case,"An Ambitioui Woman," "Tinkling Cymbals," etc.

IX.

—

Contintied.

Just then Pauline found herself confronted by Mr. Howe, the novelist.
His stoop was very apparent ; it seemed even more consumptive than
usual

;
his slim hand was incessantly touching and re-touching his blue

spectacles, which gleamed opaque and with a goblin suggestion from the
smooth-shaven, scholarly pallor of his vi.sage.

"Excuse me, Mrs. Varick," he began, "but I . . I wish to speak a
word with you.

'^

Pauline smiled, and assumed an affable demeanor. It cost her an
effort to do so, for certain acute reasons ; but she nevertheless achieved
good results.

" A great many words, Mr. Howe," she answered, " if you wish "

Mr Howe gave a sickly smile. " Oh, I don't ask a great many," he
faltered

;
and it at once became evident that he was for some reason ill at

ease, disconsolate, abysmally depressed.
" You are annoyed," said Pauline, chiefly because she found nothing

else, as a would-be courteous hostess, to say.
" Annoyed r- came the hesitant reply, while Mr. Howe rearranged

his blue spectacles with a hand that seemed to assume a new momentary
decisiveness. '• I am grieved, Mrs. Varick. I am grieved because a friend
of mine has received a slight from you, and I hope that it is an uninten-
tional slight. I . . I want to ask you whether it cannot be corrected, i
allude to Mr. Bedlowe."

" Mr. Bedlowe
!
" repeated Pauline, amazedly. She turned to Kindelon

as she spoke.

" Oh, yes," came Kindelon's ready answer, " you remember Bedlowe of
course. '

" I remember Mr. Bedlowe," said Pauline, sedately.
" Ah

! you seem to have forgotten hiin !
" exclaimed Mr. Howe with

a great deal of gentlemanly distress. He had discontinued all manual
connection with his blue glasses ; he had even clasped both hands together
in a rotatory, nervous way, while he went on speaking. " I hope you did
not mean to leave poor Bedlowe out," he proceeded, with quite a funereal
pathos. "The poor fellow feels it dreadfully. I promised him I would
say nothing about the matter, and yet (as you see) I have broken my

"} *'''°^^ ^."- 7»"<=t >8 soiry to see that you have broken your
promise, said Kindelon, shortly and tepidly.

Mr. Howe glanced at Kindelon through his glasses. He was obliged
to raise his head as he did so, on account of their differing statures

friends
»'''**''°°

'
" ^^ *'"^' '®P'"°*'=''^'^'y' " I thought you were one of my

.
"^ ^ *'=','." came Kindelon's reply, "and that is why I don't like the

pietistic novelist, ^1owe who wrote Th^ Christian Knight in Armour and
The Doubtful Soul Satxsfied.

If there could be the ghost of a cough, Mr. Howe gave it. He again
lifted his wan, lank hand toward his spectacles.

"Oh, Kindelon," he remonstrated, "you must not be as uncharitable
as that Bedlowe does the best he can . . and really, between ourselves,
his best 18 remarkably good. Think of his great popularity. Think of
the way he appeals to the large masses. Think. .

."

But here Pauline broke in, with the merriest laugh that had left her
lips that mght.

"My dear Mr. Howe!" she exclaimed, " you forget that I heard a
bitter wrangle between you and Mr. Bedlowe only a few days ago You
had a great many hard things to say of him then. I hope you have no
so easily altered your convictions."

" I
. I haven't altered my convictions at all," stammered Mr. Howe

quite miserably. " But between Bedlowe as a literary man, and . . and
Bedlowe as a social companion, I . . draw a very marked line

"

Kindelon suddenly put his big hand on Mr. Howe's tnH shoulder
He^ patted the gentleman s shoulder, joviaUy and amicably, whUe he

"Come, now, my dear Howe, you mean that the analytical and
•gnostic novelmt wante the romantic and pietistic noveliat, only for the

Ap»il 10th, 1884.]
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You wstnt him for that reason
purpose of breaking a lance with him

''"'^Mr. Howe removed his spectacles, -^ -^"^''^ P«'*°T'! Srectl*^
was evident that he was extremely agitated The removal of his specta^

cles revealed two very red-rimmed eyes, whose colour escaped all .note

because of their smallnoBs. , „ „ . j t

" I I want Mr. Bedlowe for no such reason," he asserted But I
.

I

do not wanTto attend a . a so-called salon at which mere fashionable fancy

Ukes the place of solid hospitality."

"You forget," said Pauline with rapid coolnfess. that you are

speaking in the presence of your hostess."
Tr:„j»ir.n " that he

" He remembers only." came the fleet words of Kindelon, that he

speaks at the prompting of Barrowe."
,.are-anvthins

Pauline tossed her head ; she was angry again. "I don t ca^e^y^*""!

about Mr Barrowe," she asserted, with a very positive glance at the

unsoecSed Mr Howe. " I should prefer to believe that Mr. Hov,e

^x^^esst Ms fwn opinion. Even if they are very rude ones, I should

^"'"kt'tforiraT^id Mr. Howe, feebly, but someiiow with the

manJerYfTmL who'possesses a reserve of strength
-'"f

^^---^1%^°
readily command.

" I do not borrow my opinions. I
.
I think nearly »ii

^•'"^aZt V'^-Spaulinee, very tranquilly, and with an accent -ve

f JJZ "I have read your novels, Mr. Howe, and I have liked them

Tery much I don" say that this is th; reason why I have asked you here

to niaht and I don't L that because I dislike Mr. Bedlowe's novels is

the la!on why I have not asked Mr. Bedlowe here to-mght But T hope

you >^n l^t my admiration of your talent cover all d>lmquenc.es and

Pm'me to be^the judge of whom I shall choose and whom I shall not

"^"Tr^owe'Sufon his spectacles. While he was putting them on, he

saidla^oiL St had a cLked and also mournfully -proachful sou°d :

"I have no social gifts, Mrs. Varick. I can't measure swords with

tionofwords soa^to escape what is now caljed commonplace diction

mgetTnt the°habit of striving after novelty of -P'~7- ^Txc
use fur Thesaurus, and search for synonyms-we have

*»
J^^y^'^^.

Srj^titrl:^ru ^^ti^ti^yaupt^^

''''^fj:'t'^l^<::£:'^^^'^^^^
-^ ^-auUne, while she caught the

speaker'sTand S he?s, gloved modishly up to the elbow with soft Uwny

t^d "I insist upon supposing nothing except that you are glad to come

hire and will bejlad to come again. I know three or four of your novels

ve^ well and I know them so well that I love them, and have read theni

Jv^nr thrice which is a great deal to say of a novel, as even you, a
twice or

*!^"^^' ^"'b 't I don't like Mr. Bedlowe's novels, any more

rrn v^u ]L andif Mr. Barrowe has tried to set you on fire with his

i^endC feiV I 'hall be excessively sorry. You have written

ovdy ^^ brillant things ;
you know the human soul and you have shown

that yoTknow U. You may not have sold seventy thousand copies, as the

commercialphrLe goes, but I don't care whether you have sold seventy thou^

n nnlv^^ain seventy vou are a true artist, all the same. And now

r^m gorng'to it" you for' ly other guests claim me. But I hope you

_ iKt tSink of an'ytjiing severe and bitter wM.hJhat dyspep^^
Rarrowe may say ; for, depend upon it, hff onir yrtns yow aanorence

Wuse heTa Trill antly clever man on paper, and not because he is even

S^^«r^:ir^?^^Xt^^=9^^^

"TaX:'pasTel°ontrd- as she ended her final sentence. Kindelon.

^^'-mtral^eTfL^eU^o^W^ you have won Howe^ You flat-

tered^^ v^J adroitly. l{s an open ^-^f-^l^l^^^iZsl
Sris^TnoweTm^etr be gret fht wSl alwl^ys be exquisite in^^ead^

He adoTes his wife, who hates society and always stays at home If Howe

fad ore committU a genuine fault it might have served posterity as a

•^--^^Se rStrhl'ad with negative emphasis. "I like him >st .s

heiB," she murmured. She was sUent, for a moment, ''^d^'j^"
f^f^

almost plaintively :
" My entertainment looks pleasant enough, but I fear

'

^'''-mrer^rcl^^'Sel'on. with no sympathy in the interroga-

*'*"'«

Yes everybody is grumbling. I somehow feel it It is not only

that S^owe^ infected everybody ; it is that everybody has a h.tent

hoatUity towards anything like harmonious re-umon. * „ r-.
, .„_

«Wt there a bit of pure imagination in your verdict 1
Kindelon

^^Premonition," answered Pauline, "if you choose to call it by that

>

name." She stood, while she thus spoke, under an effulgent chandelier,

whose jets, wrought in the semblance of candles, dispersed from the

ornate metallic cluster whence art had made them spring, a truly splendid

^
°'^''We have a new arrival," he said. He was glancing towards a near

doorway while he spoke. Pauline's eyes had followed his own.
^_

" My aunt ! " she exclaimed. " And Sallie . .
and Courtlamt, too

" Yes, Courtlandt, too—my friend, Oourtlandt," said Kmdelon, oddly.

" I told aunt Cynthia she had best not corae" murmured Pauline.

"And your cousin, Courtlandtl" said Kindelon. " Di<l you tell h%m

not to colne

^^^^ came-aunt Cynthia, Sally and CWrtlandt !

"

exclaimed Pauline, while she moved towards the door by which she had

"'''^"Sr^^to'arrsaid Kindelon. He spoke below his breath, but

Pauline heard him.
. ,

,

( To be Contvnued.

)

"VERAX" ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN CHURCH-^
AND STATE.

A GREAT change is passing over the English Episcopate. In the first place

the number of bishops has increased and is still increasing. The people o

England have always shown a goo.l deal of scepticism as to the value ot

Wshops The bulk of the lay members of the Church, though attached to

episcopacy as an institution, have never been seized with an "v.rpowering

.iesire to increa.,e its numbers. The evangelical party, now of sadly

diminished force, have always attached more importance to the multiplica-

tion of earnest preachers and pastors than to increase in the number of

dZified overseers. The bishops themselves hav-e not been df>nSuished

fof any great earnestness in the matter. The chief use of a bishop after

aU is to ordain the clergy and administer the rite of confirmation. He i.s

not expected to interfere in parochial work. His powers are confaned

^hin'^the narrowest limits, and though his clergy have many inducements

to cultivate his good opinion, they do not care to be ^spec ed over much^

The movement would have been brought to a standstill with the creation

of the new sees of Ripon and Manchester if it had not been for he deter^

mination ot the High Church laity. Parliament was induced to p.^« an

Act permitting the indefinite multiplication of sees, on condition that funds

for endowing them to a respectable amount were raised beforehand. Ihe

money ha c^ome in and the sees have been founded The new list com-

priLaTn^ro, St, Albans, Liverpool, Newcastle, and Southwell, and- there

r^re^on to suppose that it is'closed. The Churchmen of Bristol, having

Completed the restoration of their cathedral, are anxious once more to have

a bishop of their own, and their wish will, no doubt be complied with. So

much for the extension of the episcopate proper ;
but a middle course has

been devised in the creation of suffragan bishops. This invention has

many recommendations. In the first-place, it is cheaper. As the suffragan

3p has no state to keep up, and need not reside any part of the year m

London he can afford to take a smaller stipend. If it is desirable to have

thTa°d of a suffragan, all that is necessary is to institute bim to a living

vielding! perhaps, I thousand or fifteen hun.lred a year. He can appoint

Icurate to do his parish work, and the suffragan will live on t le rest. In

these two modes, by the regular extension of the ep,,s...pate and the

ISntment of suffragans, we\re in a fair way for seeing England replen-E wiTbishops. The House of Lords, though devoted to episcopacy in

i ab^ract and not unwilling to let the people have as many bishops as

they pSe are determined no't to tolerate the presence of a larger number

nTheirTwn assemblv. Hence on the establishment of the See of Man-

chester it was enacted that the new bishop should not take his seat in the

go'noof Lords fill .nn,e s.-e became vacant other than those of the two

Archbishops, and of London, Winchester, and Durham, ilie same rule is

applicable to the bishops of all sees that have been created since. The

result is that bishops now stand four or five deep, waitmg till their turn

comes. The House ot Lords by insisting on this rule may be said to have

Xn the first step towards excluding the bishops from that House. They do

not exdude those^who are already in, but they will permit no more to enter

The other change to which I have referred relates to the manner of their

appointment. In the early days of the Church a bishop used to be^ejected

bv the clergy and presented to the laity for their approval I" EngW
the elec7ofrests v^ith the Dean and the Chapter of the Cathedral Church,

though n former times Kings and Popes took care to have a hnger in the

S^Since the Reformation the Crowti has appointed the bishops but

under forms which recognized the righta of the Dean and Chapter, and

enable it to be said that the actual election is performed by spin ual

personage* On an episcopal vacancy the Cro^n issue. ^ coje <^4^re,C3 empowering the Chapter to proceed to the election of a bishop

Ke sime time recommending some clergj-man to their choice. Jhe
nominee of the Crown is always chosen as a matter of course. The Chapter

dare do no nothing else under the mysterious penalties of proemumre

tm the Chanter do elect, and the fiction has a certairi^otency among so

^y otheSoi! while the honour of the Church is laved. But what

S^Cdone when there is no chapter 1 In these cases only one course

cl^bTtakel The bishop is appointed by patent from the Crown without

Te inte^osUion of any spiritual body of electors. Anything more horrible

2^m aK Church point of view, or from the point of view of any du^

*t,^rhnrph it would be impossible to imagine. Five years ago

^rPn^Ster" wJa Wt^ed Jew, who thought that his countrymen

WllSd the world under unspeakable obUgation by crucifying Christy

iWarte happens to be a fervent Churchman. A dozen years hence he

I
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may possibly be a Nonconformist. The chance is perhaps greater that he

may be a man of no religion at all. ' Yet a Premier whose religious char-

acter is subject to such contingencies is empowered by means of a Crown
patent to appoint the chief pastors of the Church. The High Church
party have shown no restiveness under this politicHl arrangement. The
reason is that they cannot help them-solves. They want more bishops, and
are prepared to pay the needful price in the meantime ; but nothing is

further from their thoughts than permanent acquiescence in this state of

things. The pious Churchman is bound to look forward to a time when
Uzziah's hand shall no longer, profane the Ark by its sacrilegious touch

;

when the Church, in whom the fulness of the Spirit dwells, and not a
statesman nominated by Jews, infidels, and heretics in the House of

Commons, shall exercise the functions that are needful to the fulfilment of

its exalted mission. It is proposed to re-establish the Consistory Courts, to

degrade the lay Chancellor into an assessor, and empower the bishop to sit

as sole judge. It is proposed to confer similar powers on the two Arch-
bishops in their Provincial Courts, and to make the final Court of Appeal
as far as possible ,.<iubservient to the episcopate. These changes, taken in

the aggregate, betoken a revolution in the relations between bishops and
the laity, and between the Church and the State. The consequences may be

traced out some other time. All I will say now is that so large a quantity

of new wine cannot be poured into old bottles without bursting them.

—

Manchester Examiner.

THE PERIODICALS.

The Musical Observer is readable and instructive as usual on music,

art, and the drama.

The American Queen maintains its reputation as a pleasant, chatty,

well-got-up journal of home and society. Its first page portraits are

almost invariably good.

The New York City Item has, besides its drawing-room and literary

notes, dramatic gossip^ and chitchat, portraits of Mrs. Frank Leslie and

the Marquis de Lenville.

Of the selections in LitteU's Living Age for April 5, probably those

entitled " Glimpses of the Soudan " and " The Fabric of Westminster
Abbey " will be most apppreciated.

No. 3 of ThelArt Union is prefixed by a beautiful re-production of a

page from the sketch-book of Frederick Dialman, entitled "The Prayer."

Five clever drawings by H. P. Spare of subjects in the Art Union water

colour gallery are gracefully grouped on one page. Mr. A. C. Howland
has a drawing which he calls an " Elementary Sketch from ' Veterans of

1812'"—a group of three easy-going farmers who meet to " fight their

battles o'er again." Valuable contributions on art and art gossip form the

reading-matter of this attractive magazine.

The English IllvMrated Magazine for April contains an article entitled

" How I became a War Correspondent," by Archibald Forbes, which

possesses an additional interest at this period of wars and rumours of wars.

Especially interesting to those who have visited London is Austin Dobson's
" Changes at Charing Cross," though even those who have only read about

the ancient metropolitan landmark—and who has not 1—will find a fund of

attractive reading in the profusely-illustrated article. The author of

'• John Halifax " has another description of " An Unsentimental Journey
through Cornwall " which is excellent reading. The English is bravely

fulfilling the promises which preceded its issue.

LITERARY GOSSIF.

"Ouida" announces a new novel entitled "Princess Napraxine."

Thomas Hughes, M. P., will contribute to the May Century an impor-

tant paper on "Trades-Unionism of England."

A POSTHUMOUS work by the late E. C. Grenville Murray, entitled " High
Life in France under the Republic," is just announced.

Justin McCarthy is writing a history of the four Georges. It will

be completed in four volumes, the first of which is already in the press.

Robert Browning's new work is called " Divers Fancies of Dervish

Ferishtal." It consists of twelve " Fancies " in blank verse, introduced

by a lyrical prologue. There is also a lyrical epilogue.

The Regius professorship of modern history at Oxford, made vacant

by the promotion of Dr. Stubbs to be bishop of Chester, has fallen into

worthy hands, Edward A. Freeman, the historian having been appointed.

"The Life of Frederick the Great," by Colonel C. B. Brackenbury,

R. A., will be published very shortly by Messrs. Chapman and Hall. A
main point dealt with is the part played in the battles of the last century

by the various arms of the service.

" The Journalist," a weekly paper devoted to the interests of the press

and its people, has appeared in New York, with C. A. Byrne and Leander

Richardson, of the Dramatic Times, as editors and publishers. The first

number is full of vim, dash and news. The Journalist is bound to create

a sensation.

In a contribution of much interest to the National Review on "The
Aristocracy of Letters," Mr. Alfred Austin remarks, that " the Many
are in these days Sovereign." The article should be read by our party

journalists, as well as by young writers, jjobitious of fame, but who are

not over scrupulous in the means by'whioh they attain it.

CHESS.

>3x-.iU communieatiom tnltnded/or (hit dmartmmt nhould btj addmiied " Chtn Editor,

offl£e of Thk Wrbk, Toronto.

Thb origin of the royal game of ohes8 is lost in the mist of centuries, though it is pretty

generally conceded that it was known in Hindustan 5,000 years ago, under the Sanscrit

name of Chaturanija. Then, as now, the game was played on a board of sixty-four

squares, bat by four persons, two on each side. In the gradual diffasion throughout

the world of this moat purely iotellectual of games of skill, it has undergone many
alterations and modifications, but marked traces of its Asiatic origin remain. CbeAi is

supposed to have been introduced into Europe in the eighth century, whilst it seems to

have been known in England prior to the Norman Conquest.
In introducing a column devoted to chess into The Wzik, the editor would ask the

hearty co-operation of all lovers of the game. In this way only can the space devoted

to i^hect do justice to the game and to the journal as its sole representative in the

premier province of the Dominion. The editor will at all times be glad to receive

problems, games and chess news, and would specially request secretaries of clubs to

supply reports of what is transpiring in their respective circles. Special features will

be introduced from time to time, and while "the poetry of chess," as problems are

aptly termed, will not be neglected, the game itself will receive careful attention.

Games and end games, carefully annotated and analyzed, will regularly appear, and,

with the assistance of our readers, we hope to make this column both useful and
interesting.

END GAME No. 1. PROBLEM No. 1.

From 'a game betweeu Messrs. Bonltbee From The Field.
(White) and Gordon (Black), in T.C.C. tourney. py j ^ Abbott.

WHITE.

Black to play. Can be win ?

WHITE.

White to play and mate in three moves.

GAME No. 1.

Played in the match Dr. Zukertort (blindfolded) vs. 12 Toronto and Hamilton players.

Fbench Defence.

Dr. Zokertort.

1. PK4
2. PQ4
3. P take« P
4. Et KB3
5. BQ3
fi. Castles
7. P Q Kt 3 (o)

H. PQB4
QKtQ2
QB2

9.

10.

11. I Kt2
12. PB5
13, PKt4
14. Kt takes B
16. P Q B 4 (d)

K. PKt S

17. KBKl
18. Kt K S
19. PKB4(/)
«)
9.1 3 takes Kt
22. Q takes P
23. BQ4

NOTES.

(a) A departure from the beaten track which looks well.

\t) Under ordinary circomstsnces the B should be posted at K 3. Here, however, owing to
White's last move this seems better. ~—

—

(c) Well played.
\d) Evidently bent on making matters uncomiortable for Black on the Q'a side.

{«) A fine coup, f^vine Black decidedly the better game.
(/) We Bee nothing betrer. If Ifl Kt K 4, then 19 P K R 4, etc.

\g) If he takes Black Kt theroUowing would be the probable continuation : -20. P K 5,

21. B K B 1, 21. 9 Q taken R P (ch). 22. K B 2, 22. B Kt 6 (ch). winning easily.

ih) A queer oversight for the champion to make. Why not have brought out his King ?

\j) An " expiring flicker."

{k) Mr. Kittson has condncted his game with great skill, but it mast be confessed that Dr.
Zukertort's play is not up to bis usual standard.

Apeil loth, 1884.1
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DR. M-'SOUVIBLLB'S

SPIROMETER GIVEN FREE!

Enoouraged by the -fact that during the
\

past Ave years thousands of patients who
used my Hpirnmeter have been cured of

Asthma, Bronchitis, Labtkgitis, CiTAaBH,
Catabbhal Df.ai-nesb. Consdmption or
Weak I^UNdS, and flnrtini; that many who
could be cured are nnancially unable to pro-

cure the Instrument, I will glTe «h« Kplra-

meter free to any one autteting from any of

the above ailments who will call at

173 CHURCH ST,. TORONTO,
and consult the Surgeons of the

International Throat and Lmig Institute,

the medicines alone to be paid for. If unable

to call write for particulars and treatment,

which can be sent by express to any address.

DR. M. aOUVIELLE,
ex-Aide Surgeon Frevch Army.

STEWART * SON. (Late STKWABT
& STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUIIDIHO SURVEYORS ARD VALUATORS.

Offices—SO AdeltiuU St. East, Torontii.

Wil. H. STEWART.

New Dress Goods,New Blk. Cashmeres

NEW HOSIERY AND GLOVES,

New Prints, Wew Fancy Handkerchieik,

NEW TAOES AND PBILLINQS.

The best assorted Stock in the City.

A COMPLETE STOCK OF

SHfBTS, COLLARS. SCARFS,

TIES AND UMBRELLAS.

Our Prench Cambric Shirtings to hand.

' Bhirts made to order on the shortest

CO.,

WM. STEWART.

M.D.,TOHS B. HALL,

HOMCEOPATRIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-

day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6.:10 p m.

326 A S28 JarTIS STREET.

1 16 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET

aEO. MicDONALD,

BLACK. WHITK. BLACK.

H. N. Kittson. Dr. Zukertort. H. N. Kittson.

PK3 24. P takes P Kt takes B
PQ4 2.';. Q takes Kt q takes B P

R takes QF takes P 26. Q takes Q
27. 3 R Kt 1KtKBS BB2

BQS 28. P Kt 6 (h) B takes Kt P
Castles 29. K B 1 BB7
BKKt5(6) 30. RK2 R takes B
PQB3 - 31. E takes K BK2

S2. KB3 BB4
S3. K li4 PC Kt3

Q B Q B 1 (0 34. PB5 PQB4
BKtl 36. P Kt 4 B< 2
B takes Kt .36. P Kt 5 BC 5(<;A|

KtBl 37. K B 3 PI 5
KtKS 38. PK6 PR6
QB3
Kt Kt 4 (<)

3». PB6 PB7
40. P K 7 (» BQ6(l!k)

PKB3 41. KB4 KB2
P tPkes Kt 42. RKl RK6
KtKS (71 43. KQR 1 P takes F
P takes B 44. P takes P K takes

P

P takes Kfs P 45 B takes P R takes P
KtK3. 46. Resigns It)

Babbisticb, Solicttob, Etc.

— : oFFicHB :

—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

s
MITH, SMITH & RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Larbatt W. Smith, D.C.L. James F Smith.

Geo. M. Rab.

E.
COATSWORTH, Jr.,

Baxrlater, Solicitor, Notary Public,
Conveyancer, etc.

Moiuiy to Lend. Office*—10 York Chambers,

No. 9 Toronto Street, Toronto.

-pAINLESS DENTI8TBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speakinR. The painless

method includes filling, and operations both
meclianical and surgical.

Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented

.Jan. 11, :h7«. Reissued July :i,

1H77. Patented Jan. 9. 1977. Re-

issued Aug. 6, 1678. Patented July

17 and Nov. 4J7, 1877. Patented

Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented

also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada June 7. 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health
'

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 187(1.

With Improved Tampico Basts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over

all .\merican competitors at the

Paris Exhibition cf 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style an<i

comfort.
Approyed by all physicians.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

This favourite Corset i« now
made with the celebrated Tam-

pico Bdsts, which are as soft iis

velvet, and yet so elastic that

they will retain their ahape per-

fectly until the Cnrset is worn

out.

The "Health Corset" is boned

with Coraline, a new substance

which is much superior to horn

or whalebone. It cannot break.

iand is elastic, pliable and com-

7 fortabie.

' The " Health Corset " is not d*--

• signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress.

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INmA RU^BBER GOODS!
KUBBEB SHOES,

PELT BOOTS,

BELTDTG,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

RUBBER VALVES. CASKETS,

M. F. SMITH, Dkntist,

266 Queen Street, East.

NEWS ITEMS.
,, ^ ^

Db. Zukertort believes he has played over 25,000 games in bis time. —
The Inter-University match was to take place on April 3rd.

Chbss in BBRiiiK.—The ties in the last Berlin Tonmey are at last reported in the follow-
ing order :—Itt prise, S. V. Gtottschall ; 2nd. Herr E. Schallopp ; followed by Herren Harmonist
and Lasker.

Chess in New Orleans.—The Chess, Checker and Whist Clnb is now reported as having
considerably over 900 members. It is said the club proposes UmitinK its membership to 1,000.

It is also said that this city is again about ready to introduce to the chess world another pre-
oocionsly brilliant and powerful player.

Thb New York CHpver. in publishing the game won by Ur. W. Bonltbee from Dr. Znker-
ttnrt during the bUndlold exhibition in Toronto, calls it "the shortest game" lost by the
champion in America, and concludes by saying :

- " On the principle of seeing everything, Dr.
Z. seems not nnwilliog to explore the upper waters of that mythical river which all American
politicians sconer or later navigate. How he relished the hospitalities or enjoyed the scenery
we are not informed. How say you Bro. Bonltbee ?

"

Chbss IN New York.—The Manhattan C. C. Tourney has recently been completed. The
five leaders were : Maokensie, 25 won, 3 lost. 6 drawn; D. G. Baird. 23 won, 6 lost, 3 drawn

;

Ltpsohnts, 22 won, 8 lost, 4 drawn : Delmar, 21 woo, 10 lost, 3 drawn ; Ryan, 20 won, 11 lost, 3
drawn. Mr. Simonson won "hcmorarv mention " for the best score against the prixe winners.

Chbss in ToRONTO.~The Annual Tourney of the Toronto Chess Club qqw drawing to a
close is exciting great interest among chess players in the city. One game just oooclulied
between Messrs. Boultbeeand Gordon is the longest on record inT. C. C contests. It lastiid
lOO moves, and required Ave adjonrnments. At one part of the game the position given above
ooourred and evpked great disonssion among the members, many declaring it a forced won
game for Black, notwithstanding White's Pawn ahead. We recommend our readers to thor-
oughly examine the position, it will well repay careful study.

The score In the first olass Champioaship Tonmey for the Blaikie Cup and Gordon
Medal now stands :—PhUlips won 9, lost 3; Bonltbee won 71. lost 2(, with 2 mmes to play;
Fraeland won 6, lost 4, with a to play ; Gordon won 3. lost B. with 3 to play ; Eddis won 4/, lost
<4, with 1 to play ; Gibson won 4. lost 8 : Meyers won 3, lost 7, with 2 to play.

A TfeAM of five players from Hamilton and two from Brampton will do battle with the
T. C. 0. on Good Friday.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbkb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,

Sta,r Brand Cottoirst

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

h:ose-
(28o,OQO ieet in use.)

A

V

* a* *

• ^^ *

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct Flies Kanii&cfd.

Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce it 'iuperidrto any
other make in the market
forits«tmi)|th ttiftddnr-

tS'The star Bi'ami
Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire Engine Hose,

is made Irom the best Gulf
Cotton and fine Para Rub-
ber, and fully warranted from

any delects in manufacture.

Sample mailed on application

WHAT IS CATAERH ?

yrom the Mail (Can.) Dec. 15.

Catarrh is a muco-purulent discharge caused
by the presence and development of the
vegetable "piffraHite amoeba in the Internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is

only developed under favourable circum-
stances, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,

the germ poison, of syphilis, mercury, toxo-

locea.froni the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poidous tbat are j»erminated iu the blood.

These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these Kerms, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness ; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseneat-
usurpmg the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary oonsomption and
death. -.

Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this diatressing disease by the use

of inhalants and other ingenious devices., but
none of these treatmenticau do a partic^8 of , _
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mncua tissue.

Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after mncia experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fall

in absdlutely and permanently enulicating
thif .-jrrible disease, whether standing tor

one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, shonld.with-

out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Messrs. A. H. DIXON & SOX,
:«)5 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,-

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

What the Rev. E. B. Strveruon, B.A, a Clergy-
man of the London Conference of the Mettto-

diHt Church of Canada, hait to nay in regard
to A. H. Dixon <t Son'» New Treatment for

Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Meeers. A. H. Dixon dt Son :

Dear Sirs,—Yours of the 13th instant to

band. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know tbat I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

so many years, that is hijrd for me to realize

that I am really better,

I consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fullv cureil by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
tOTon.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been c^tred at two treatmentn, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to

some of my friends who are sufferers.

Tours, with many thanks,

Rbv. E. B. Sthtbnsow.—

s
HAW * DSBOENE,

At his ol<l residence, 33 RICHMOND ST. E.

OMce hours .-9 to 10 a.m. ; 2 to 4 p^. ;
and

on Momlay and TUursday evenings, trom 7.30

to 9; Sunday, 5.30 to B.3I) p.m.

C. McKISLAY, L.P. 3.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

121 CUDBCH StBBKT, - - TOBOSTO.

THE CAN.\DIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto.

- R. HOUGHAN, - - Agent.

mail shall have oar prompt and careful atUniioik
IS"All inqairie* l

N.
TOBOSTO.

PEARSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 Kino STMra Wkst,

T CREIGHTON,

SOLICITOR. NOTABY PUBLIC, etc.,

,y VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
ViotoBiA Ste«bt - - ToaoSTO.,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Rouses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effecteil. Property bouglit. sold
and exchanged.

10"king ST. EAST, TORONTO.

T>rS8ELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
X\) TORONTO, (or

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES & JEWELLEKY

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

Charges Moderate.

INDSOR HOUSE, COLBORNE.
nSiililHEHClH. TfWEUEUy HMD-llUAHItHSw

D

H

B. SINCLAIR,

334,JAitTi8 Stbxzt.

MIDWIFEBT, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEtf A SPECIALITY.

GRACE F. ALLKINS, ABTI8T,

iO Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from Ufe. Old paiiltings copied a

soecialty. Portraits of horses andTlogs. Oil

painting taught on the system of ttaa Royal

Academy, London, England.

pHARLES W. PHILLIPS,

80LI0IT0B. OONVEYANCBB, BiM.

-: Office:—

#)• AUtlaule Street Bait, Toronto, OrU.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO,

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the RaUway Belt along the main line, and in South •

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
Howards with conditions requiring cultivation. . .

'^ A reblte for cultivation of from.n.36 to S3.50 per. acre, ajcordmg to price paid for

the land, Moved on certain conditions. The Company also otter Lands

Without Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS
alonK the Main Line, t.c., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are

now offend for sale on advantageous terms, to parties prepared to undertake their imme-

diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment :

__Enrcha«^iIiay.DM_«M^xttJa^cagh^»«ld. the baU^ein five anmaal-inntataente,

"%'^S'l:SSh*;.ut^n.'^4r^^^^^^ Convey

*""AV^:ts^ryte"^'lrLTN'.i%?S!^:iV^^^^ which will i.e accepted at ten

per Mnt. p«mi^ on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be obta.ne.1

Sn aoDlication at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal : or at any of its agencies,
on

''PP""S"'4"piiicES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and aU information with respect

to the purchase of Land,, apply to JOHN H. McTAVISH. L«.d Commissioner. Winn-

This House has .all the latest improvements.
Good Sample Rooms, excellent cui.sine.

Terms. Sl.OO per day.

Wa. Malks, Clerk. Albebt Gkbma.n, Mangr.

A. IMPEY,
Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.
£^Estimates given on application.

TORONTO AGENCY FOR THE SALE
of the LiKht-Runnirit; "DOMESTIC,"

and the Domestic Paper Fashions : also sole
agency for Macrame Lmen Thread, soft finish

ed Cotton Twine, and all materials used in

makiag Macrame Lace. Knitting. Wool
Crotchet. Darning, Hand and Sewmg Machine
Needles for all Machines for sale.

.1. W.; BR.\IN, 98 Tonge treet.

peg. By ordfr of the Board.

Montreal, Jalnaary.'ltMH.

«;aAI»l.B>l DRIIVKWATBlt,
Secretary.

ERASER 4 SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraser, Photographers

to the Queen.

)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
PHOTOGRAPHEas, ETC.

J. A. Fraaer, Jr.J. A. Fraeer, RiC.A.
A. a. Fraaer.

Wiss BlRC^ALt,
8a St. Albans Street.

Pupil of Carl Martens.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
a or velvet.
Tbbics—Music, «; Drawimi, sto..^^.

1

i,4V
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

30 CrtftBCH BTBKBT, TORONTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.

Peposits received from •! upwardi. In-

(orBBt allowed from date of deposit at 4i. 5

and B per ceut. No notice required for with-

drawal of inoneya,

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

IS- MONKT TO LOAW ON MoHTOAaB SECDBITT

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

BANK OF OTTAWA.

Authorized Capital,

Suhicribcd Capital,

Paid-up Capital, -

Hest

9i,000,000
1,000,000
99S,S63
110,000

JAMKS MacIiAREN, Esq., rretidetit.

CHARLES MAGEK, Ek<j., Vict-President.

Directov-C, T. Bate, Esq., R. Blackburn,

Esq Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. R. Church,

. Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay. Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Geobqe Bubn, Cashier.

Bbanchks—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man. „ , ,
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank or

Commerce. Agents in New YoBK-Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. Agents in

London- -English Alliance Bank.

ESTABLISHED IN 1818.

BANK OF MONTREAL
Capital, all paid up, - - - $12,000,000

lleterve Fund, 5,750,000

HBA» OFFItK.—.nOIVTBEAIi.

BOABD OF DIBEOTOBS.

C F Smithers, Esq., President ; Hon. D. A.

Smith Esq., Vice-PreHdmt : Gilbert Scott,

Esq.. Alexander Murray Esq., Alfred Brown,

Esq A T. Paterson, Esq , G. A. Drummond,
Esq' Huoh Mcljennan, Esq , Hon. .John Ha-

milton. W. J. Buchanan, aeneral Manager:
A Macnider, Aaat. Oen. Mam. and Inspector:

M. V. Meredith, Asst. Inspector; A. B, Bu-
chanan, Secretary.

Branches arvl Agencies in Canada.

MONTREAL—E. S. ConLSoN, Managtr.

Almonte, Ont., Belleville, Brantford, Brock-

ville Chatham, N.B., Cornwall, Godench,

Guelph, Halifax, N.S., HamUton, Kingston,

Lindsay London, Moncton, N.B., Newcastle,

N B Ottawa, Perth, Peterborongh, Pcrtage

la Prairie, Man., Picton, Port Hope, Que-

bec Beaioa, Assina., Sarnia, Stratford. St.

John N.B., St. Marys, Toronto,WinnipeR. Man
Ig^-nUinGreat Britain.—London, Bank of

Montreal, 9 Birchin Lane, Lombard Street, C.

Ashworth. Mauaeer. London Committee, E.

H King Esq., Chairman; Robert Gillespie,

Esq.. Sir John Rose, Bart., K.C.M.G.

Bankers in Great Britain. — London, The
Bank of England ; The London and Westmin-
ster Bank ; The Union Bank of London. Liver-

gool—TheBankot Liverpool. Scotland- -The
ritish Linen Company and Branches.

Aaentn in the United States.— Hew York.

V/alter Watson and Alex. Lang, 59 WaU St.

Chicago, Bank of Montreal. 154 Madison St.,

W. Munro, Manager ; R. Y. Hebden, Assistant

Manager. „ .

Bankers in the United ,S(a4M.—New York,

—The Bank of New York, N.B.A.; The Mer-

chants National Bank. Boston, The Merchants
National Bank. San Francisco, The Bank of

British Columbia. . . o.
• Colonial and Foreign Correspondmts.-St.

John's, Nfld.. The Union Bank of Newfound-
land. British Columbia, The Bank of British

Columbia. New Zealand, The Bank of New
Zealand. India. China, Japan and Austraba,

Oriental Bank Corporation.
Issue Circular Notes and Letters of Credit

for Travellers, available in all parts of the

world.'

Business Education

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

«T WW
BBITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

Annual Income

AliOUT

$<{,S00,000.
I
$1,200,000.

BV INSITBlnrC} NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS

Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, isai.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

ElTABUSUBD 1859. 364 Yonse Street

Cash Assets, -

Income for Year

PSAOnOAL BOOK-KEEPINa,
MENTAL ABITHKETIC,

COHMSRCIAL LAW.

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had tbe greatest suooeas with

papils, and have received the higheat enoo-

miums from the leading baeineas men.

For descriptive catalogue, address

Tea BioRSTABT,

TORONTO.

$i,>89,iZ3 o«

1,690,838 aS

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at

moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pres. .
.JAS. BOOMER, Sec.

3. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

THE

Magazine of American History

For April, 18B-4..

THOMSON'S
WaU Paper and Stationery

EMPOKXUM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers Jtist

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low flgurea. Calsominin^ Paper-
Hanging, Glazing. Be-Qlazing and Painting
done to order. Estimates given. A well

selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

QUETTOlTsL GEORGE
AND CO.,

Spirit Merchants

COnSTTHHTTS :

POBTBAIT OF MAJOR-GENERAL filCHABD
Montgomery— Major-General Bigbard
MoNTGOMEBT. Brevet Major-General George
W. CuUum, U.S.A.

JUu»(ra(io»is. — Antique 'View of Quebec,
after engraving by Royce—Montgomery Place
on-thff-Hudson—Portrait of Edmund Burke,
after engraving bv Wagataff of painting by
Sir .loshua Reynolds—Portrait of Right Hon-
ourable Charles James Fox -Quebec and its

Environs, from a rare map—Old City of Que-
bec, from a rare map—Prescott Gate, Quebec
—Portrait of Daniel Morgan, in the Shirt Uni-
form—St. Johns Gate, Quebec—Palace Gate,
goebec-Where Arnold was wounded—Cape
iamoiid, from a rare print—Where Mont-

gomery Fell—The Plains of Abraham—Mont-
gomery's Tomb--An Original Autograph Let-

ter from Montgomery to Colonel Bedel, St.

Johns, from the collection of Dr. Thomas
Addis Emmet.
The Natchez Indians, A Lost Tbibe. J.

H. Walworth. The Gbiswold Family of
Connecticut. III. (ConciiuiOTi). Professor
Edward E. Salisbury. An exhaustive sketch
—historical, biographical, and genealogical-
showing the part taken in public affairs by
various members of this notable family dur-

ing successive generations from the begin-

nings of settlement in Connecticut. Freall

information from English and other sources
adds greatly to the interest and value of the
contribution. The Griswold Pedigree—
Thk Utah Expedition. Major-General John
C. Robinson, U.S.A. Originai, Documents.
Sir Henrv Clinton's Original Secret Record of

Private Daily Intelligence. Contributed by
Dr. Thomas AddisEmmet. Introduction and
Notes by Edward P. De Lancey. Chapter
VII. (Begun in October.) Mi.vOB Topics: Let-

ter from Mr. Thomas C. Amory ; The Massacre
of St. Andre. Notes ; Dr. Franklin as a Cour-
tier—A Poetic Morceau of 1772—The Murphy
Sole of Americana— A Scrap of Un-written

History-Wayne's Indian Name—Mrs. Flet-

cher's Tomb. QOERiES—Replies—Learned
80CIETIB8 —Book Noitces.

Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms, »5
a year, or 50 cents a number.

PCBLIOATIOK Office - 30 iMt^jretta Place,

NEW YORK OITT.

T)REPARATION FOB HARVARD,OXFORD
X and CAMBRIDGE (Eng.), and for Wellos-

iey. Lady Margaret Hall and Girton Colleges

for Women, by E. B. Humphbeys, LL.D., Dy
separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.

Vacancy for one pupil in place of one who
has just left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facta ;—1. Dr. Humphreys
has snooessfully prepared for Harvard, in 16

' years, 131 candidates. 2. In each of the pre-

sent four classes there are members in good
standing prepared by him. 3. Five of his

former pupils will graduate next June, aU
creditably, one in High Honors. 4. During
the same period he has prepared for various
ExaminaUons at Oxford and Cambridge 17

students. 9. And for other Amerioan and
English Colleges IS in kU. Dr. H. gives les-

sons in Greek and Latin oompoeltion and
criticism by correspondence.

For circular, address

B. R. HUMPHREYS, LL.D.,

199 West Chester Park, Boston, Mass.

February asth, 1884.

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, dkc, CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very beat

and {trompt attention.

10, 12, 14, 16 & 18 King St. West,

. TORONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, $S50,000.

JOHN R. BARBER, President and Managing
Director.

CHA8. RIOBDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TBOUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

; ACCOOSX BOOK PAPEBS i-

—

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLOBED COTEB Papebs, snper-flnished.

I.^"Apply at tbe Mill for samples and prices.

Special sizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

KAXUrAOTUJIlBS OF THB

" LILT WmTB" FLOATIHO SOAP,

QUEEVS OWN PEBFECnOM flOAP,

EKOUBH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHBB OXLEBBATBD BRANDS OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
FollinB Soaps,

Toilet Soups,
nillne Dres-

SSND FOX PBIOM LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Gomada Soap and OH Workt,

Office: 'Works:

ro FioHT St. Bast, l^Jtmratmanwm,"
TORONTO.

MUSIC AND DRAHA.
AUraetiom for the weak eommeneing

.MONDAY. APRIL l^h.

TORONTO.

OBAND OPBRA HOU8B.

Lizzie Evans in "Fogg Ferry."

ALL WEEK.

NEW BOOKS.
THE STATESMAN'S YEAR BOOK. 18B4.

Statistical and Historical Manual of the
States of the Civilized World, edited by
J. Scott Keltic *3 <">

A NEW DICTIONARY ON HISTORI-
CAL PRINCIPLES. Founded mainly
on the materials collected by the Philo-

logical Society. Edited by .lames A. H.
Murray, LL.D., with tbe assistance of

many scholars and men of science,

PartL 3 25

MATTHEW ARNOLD'S WORKS. 7 VoU.12 25

LIFE OF GOETHE. By Heinrich Diint-

aer. translated by Thos. W. Lyster 2 50

CAMPING AMONG CANNIBALS. By *
Alfred 8. Johnson 1 ''5

ADVENTURES IN THULE. Three
Stories for Boys. By William Black .. 1 00

THE CUP AND THE FALCON. By
Alfred Tennyson 1 "O

BETHESDA By Burbon Elbon 100
A GREAT TREASURE. By Mary Hop-

J?»_ 1 00

HESTER; A Story of Contemporary
Life. By Mrs. Oliphant 100

HEROES OP SCIENCE-qjiemistB 1 10
•< " Astronomers.. 1 10
" " Botanists, Zo-

ologists and Geologists 1 10

HEROES OF LtTERATTTRE—Poets 1 10

THE IMPERIAL DICTIONARY. By
John Ogilvie, LL D. New edition, care-

fully revised and augmented. Edited
by Charles Annandale. M.A. 4 Vol".,

cloth 20 00

ROWIIKL.L. & HU'TL'HIIfOIV)

7R King Stbeet East, Tobonto.

r A PTTTC ^*'^* *"^ Beautiful

LAL I Uij Texan and Mexican

sorts, hardy, requiring absolutely no care, ex-

cept protection from severe frosts ;
novel and

curious in form, and some with flowers of ex-

quisite beauty and fragrance. Send aOc. for

small specuuen. Illustrated circular free.

TKOUPB NVRIIERIES.
Tbodpb, Texas, US. A.

isr These plants can be shipped at any
season of the year.

BBAD THE

EXCHANGE & MART.
IsT IBSXTE Next Satcbdat, (Apbil 5th.)

Thi New Illiistbated

FAMILY AND SPOSTINO PAPER
COMBINED.

Tke Poultrjr Yard, The Keaael, Thr Library,

The Qarden, Woman's Work, Sports

and Paatlmea, etc., etc.

Office

Subscription

23 Adelaide St. East.

$1.60 - per annum.

SION AND OTHER POEMS

Chabus G. D. Bobkbts,

Sauare ISmo. Cloth, - - $1.00.

J. B. LIPPINCOTT A CO.,
715 ik 7X7 Marltet Street,

Philadelphia.

LENOX PENS !

CoMFLiTi SiBiKS IH Twelve Ndmbxbs,

From whloh every writer can select THE
BEST PES tor his or her peculiar style of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12

pens), by mrnH to any address for ten cents.

Taintor Bros., Merrill &d Co.,

18 A 20 ASTOB Placb, Nbw Tobk.

T10 SUBSCBIBEBS t

Those wiahing to ke«p their copies of THX
Wkek in good condition, and have them on
hand tor reference, should use a Binder. We
can aend by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 76 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders haye been made expree«l7
torTn Wux, and are of the best manufas-
tnre. The papers ean be placed in the Binder
week bT -week, thns keeping tbe flle oomyM*.
__ Address-.-

Omoi or The Weik,
Jordan Street, Tonato

THE WEEKi^^
L .

-=" ~
$3.00 per Annum.

: Tormto, Thursday, April 17th, 188^. single copi^^^^
'Vol. I- No. ao.

^^^^^^^^li^^^n^^^^^^i^"^^^ ^^r^" r.'C:er»4,; ^Janxrs
•^ — "^5 steps-as the Site Of his provincial capital. Everyone muBt appreciate the

TOPICS OF THB WEEK '

^^^^ „ j.j^_^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^., ^ itg nativB soil," and would invite neign-

coHTBiBtniED ABTiotEs- A Byttander. x^
hours and friends on such an occasion to partake of the hospitality of a

S^^i=^?SS,"!*°'''"°°V"-iiiiri^^ ^ city which in fifty years from its inauguration, has grown through many
The Briber? Case in its Social and Moral Aspects ., _,_,TriviatoT. in City wnicn, lu mi-:' ;> o

^.r, thi<i continent.
Huntmc in England and America .—

r^-::::: Z o. B. £. 313 „heauered experiences to be one of the most beautiful on this continent.

North-'Srest Notes •.•.•.:..... Ed Suthven. 312 chequerea expeneu
n,,t«ide of Toronto share this

ottavfa Notes • But we fear it will not be found that many outsiae oi ioroui«

CoBBESPONDENCE "
;

; enthusiasm, no? is it probable that the advertised processions and other

LrrBBATtTBE-
^ ^7^ J. w. M4 attractious Will' attract, in the absence of this anu^ patrue more

^V^'^^^'J
What's in a Name 7 .... Anon. Sli

, ,, , T„J,-,=<-,.io1 TTair is to be held in September. inaeeo, 11

AModel woman ...^... ZliZ Edgar Fawcett. 31* as the well-known Industrial l!air is to oe neiu f
pvokine

The Adventures of a Widow •

^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ gemi-centennial celebrations are evoking

THE scBAP-Boo. •

^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^1 „j i^t^^^t even in^Toronto beyond the small circle of enthu-

LiT-BABT OoBsn. ••

^^^ ^^^.^ organizers, and tho.se who will immediately profit ^7 th«°'_ ^^^
'f

BOOK NoncBs •
;

'

^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ impression that if the programme were added to that of * air

Mrsic ASD DBAMA v '.

••

^^'Z. 318 the result would be very much more satisfactory to all concerned.

CHBSB CoLtlMS
'' """"

2=^^ _-, " ^Zu Chicago did not discover that the report of Matthew Arnold's crit^

i: f| ^ W e ^ k t cism on her Philistinism was a hoax soon enough to prevent the -PP^»™-f«

.S 1HOHPE.OENT journal OP LITERATURE, POLITICS. ANO CRlTiC.SM
„, ,,, following paragraph in the

^^^^^^^^2;^^::^^;:::'Z,^
TEB«B:-Oneyesx,»3.00; eight months, »2.00 ; four months, «1.00. Subscriptions payable g^t ^lass, and, it IS safe to say, a representative the

g

inadeance.
.. o ».„ .„,i T~l»n,1 snonliad oostaoo prepaid, on terms following:— „nd best manners of the city :

—

oJj'l^^^'^^^r^^^^^^r'^l^^^^
"'"" "' •^"'" ''"'°"* "' "^''

.It u time to stop the opening of our purses, our houses and our heartj^to^

p^^alle and addressed to the Pobbsler. ^, ^e taken at «4 .
1'l?

'j.'?*„°i 't^S-iog Xo come over here to rob us. Among the more noted

l.^^7^'l^^^r^r^iil^''^4^^^^^-^^^ "°« '- ""- "™"- ""^'"
rnTb^hmen^wWav'Sfy^ ns - Matthew AnioldS^LepeGn^^^^^^^^

street. Toronto. . „pper class ' Englishman of to-day is a
P'8-'»««f,'^,,''.'^f'„ ._,e^e,n. Those people,

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS. anJl jealous, --'"? -^^0^*:°^Tncw tL^X X'Sect EngUsTw'ays

AncontributionsshouIdbe^add«.edtothe.^^^^^^^^^^ SlVbe'^el^foff tL^l^t^ts whenever t^^

TOPICS OF THE WEEK. iS^"^'""^?-^;^^^^^ w -^Xm^-SJ

who orobablv thinks no act of which it has been guilty during the thirteen y^^ ^^^^^^ „, those who have '"'^« f
°8 »°,\^^;* u i the c^ of his kind who re-

:Lkr:"^.becameit so well as dissolution will. The -.nuous ^me ^^^^^^^i^^^t^:^^^^^^^
of grab which has characterized the whole session must at the last have

.j^^ u,, ,!» 'i'^^^^s^'VthTngfVan^^^^^^

bL^e somewhat monotonous even to the open-handed and astute Premier - ^^1 ^the^-J°- l^Ziu'erilV^^^oV «i« ^rJ^,'fTestV'th^^^^ll ^4^Z
who has borne the heat and burthen of a trying session with remarkable ^^^^JP „„,;,,. ^^7^, Cush btg«« of dittta^on Lt every Ameri<»a

^gour or a man rapidly approaching three score years and ten Probably fore let the doors^be ^^^.tC^^'^^T..^^ h^ ™.s t- -k -^-d^g^

,o^ther n,.n in Canada could have successfully handled a party composed
hospitali^ .bn.^^^<^l«^^^« <" ""^ "'"

-ZH incongruous and restive e..ents as the Con^rva iv.s in ^e ^^^^^f*j:7:::,7ttr. ^ enough after reading

Ottawa Parliament have proved themselves during the 1884 sitting. JNo The public ot unicag , 3

hereafter as often as the Current may

Tmptlems to have bL made to add any measure of great public this,

X::::^::^X^:X^T^^^^-'^<- '^"^^ P™*^-*' ^
usefulness to the statute book, and the session just concluded will be deal with the character °' ^°g'»^

^ some allowance for emotion.

^Ibered chiefly by that truly outrage <ie lor^^. W.i.., ^e Canada e^ti^^aUng h^^^^^^
^-^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ,^,^ „„, ^^

Pacific Subsidy Bill-which, octopus-like, spread its huge arms over the whether
^^^^l^^^^""^ ^^ ^^^ ^ Lord Coleridge, came by special

„>,nle session-and as having been prolific of conflict between ^>he Federal informed. Mr Matthej ^moia
however, the

Ind thlTo^inc'l administlions. The speech of Mr. Blake on Saturday inviution and .0
^^^J'^'J^J^ hTa paroxyT'of Lth, of something

::rQur^.ubsidieswaslookedup.nasthela.t^.^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^-^^^^:ZtZZ^::2i:XVr^- ^^-^ Englishmen who

session-some who heard him cUim it was one of

"^"^^"^'^J'^Zed fceTiclined to accept invitations to the United Sta^^^

after which "the massacre of the innocents commenced, to bo followed feel mclme J ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^_ Onlookers who know

by the closing ceremonies. Post totnaufrag^a portum.
^e^ound have for some time been nervous on this score.^ The old

W. Uve in an age of centenary celebrations, varied by -h otherW.
^^^J^^^^ t^%::l'.Vt A^riltviPlglaTH

„ bi-centenaries, ter-centenaries, and the like. It was only last November '* -^-°»* ^ ,,j,^„^ ,„ ,he Irish vote ; but ther.

we were paying respect to the memonr of Luther on the --- ° '^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ,^^ ,,„i ,,a visitors must take care to be assured

four hundredth anniversary of his birth. At th» present -"-«"* P^P^^
harthey are really welcome in the first place, and not to outstay their

ations are being made in England for a quin-centenary ™-°™"
tlmeTthe seind. It is rather fortunate that this warning explosion

honour of John Wyclif. and Edinburgh is in a ferment of ^y^''^^°^'
^^^^ j^^h, not by any real imprudence on the part of an

the ter-centenary of her University. And now, some enthu^-^cTo^n^ h^W
^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

^7 ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^
toni«is, imbued with an absorbing desu^ to -l«^~'f' *"

;^«S in the Current, are screaming with fury, and emptying slop-pails of abuse on

arranging a semi-centennial anniversary of

'^^.J-^ ^^^J^.th llyl'be^ Matthew A;nold-s head. Poor Biddy in her rage ha. quite forgotten her

June. It is not difficult to understand the pnde with which Walcitu
-^^^.^

«ark the fast strides made by Torotito since Governor Suncoe m 17»4 ie«on»

I
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Thb Session which is just closing has not been very fruitful of legislation.

Its only measure of first-rate importance has been the fresh grant in aid of

our great political and military railway. The grant was necessary, and it

is not likely to be lost. The line to the north of Lake Superior and that

through the mountains, when completfed, will probably require assistance

in their operation : that through the mountains almost certainly will,

unless the vision of a diversion of the Asiatic trade from San Francisco to

British Columbia should be fulfilled. Conquering nature for political

objects is a costly business, and the nation which embarks on such an

enterprise must be prepared to pay. All impartial testimony go(« to prove

that the work is, at all events, being well done, and that the construction

• is solid as well as rapid. But the terms which the Government was com-

pelled to make with Quebec and other Provinces, as the condition of their

acquiescence in the grant, form, apart from the startling magnitude of the

sum, an incident of the most profound significance. They at once make

more manifest and wider a rift in the edifice of Confederation, which was

too manifest and too wide before. It is evident that the several Provinces,

and, above all, Quebec, instead of identifying themselves collectively with

the interests of the Dominion, regard the Dominion as a separate, and almost

as an adverse, interest, from which each of them is justified in exacting as

much as it can. This is not union, nor does it promise union. It looks like

fi combination held together by a manager of vast experience and consum-

mate address, whom it has no very assured prospect of surviving. If the

original settlement between the Provinces had been made final, and no con-

tinuing claim of grants in aid, to the extent of eighty cents per head, had

been introduced into the compact, a sinister element would no doubt have

been excluded ; but this would not have made New France British, nor

would it have brought the Maritime Provinces close to the heart of

Ontario, from which New France cuts them off. Great party struggles

have been rendered impossible by the weakness of the Opposition. That

the majority was not only overwhelming, but compact and unrestrained

by scruples, was shown in the affair of Sir Charles Tupper. On the ques-

tion of the Pacific Railway grant the Opposition was fatally crippled by

the impossibility of directly refusing indispensable aid to an enterprise to

which, it was itself committed; while the policy of oblique attack

'3 which it resorted failed, and deserved to fail, through the ground-

•,viiie, egg of the charges against^the Syndicate, the integrity of which in the

fulfilment of its contract is really the strong point on the side of the

Government.. On the Tariff question nothing vigorous could be done by

the Opposition, because the mind of its leader evidently wavers ; his

attitude is always that of a man standing on one foot, and uncertain where

he shall put down the other. His financial lieutenant delivered himself

of a fierce invective, but neither of them ventured to attack the coal tax,

which embodies, in the most rampant form, the principle of Protection.

Their abstention no doubt was dictated by their fear of losing the votes of

Nova Scotia : but wrongdoing, or acquiescence in wrong, for the sake of

votes is precisely the offence with which they are always upbraiding Sir

John Macd""'^1'l The Sectioa B affair seems to have collapsed, though

this is strange, after what appeared a virtual admission of the truth of the

charge on the part of the accused. To raise great issues, such as that of

the reform of the Senate, in face of an overpowering majority, may be bad

tactics. But Mr. Blake has certainly failed to impress the country with

any definite idea of the better policy which, if he were in power, he would

pursue, and consequently he has failed to sustain public, interest^ once so

intense, in his political fortunes. This is what people mean when they

express disappointment at his leadership, for his speaking, without rising

to eloquence in the highest sense, is uniformly good, though perhaps it

somewhat exceed* in detail and lacks breadth. His great effort was his

—
^speech against Orange incorporation, and this was not a declaration of

policy, but a stroke of strategy. Its character ia-jnarked, by its connection

with his previous speech in favour of Home Rule, by. the use which has

been made of it as an appeal to the Roman Catholics, and by the signifi-

cant exception from its general denunciation of se.-ret societies of that not

least questionable class which embraces the Terrorist Land League. This

may be good generalship, and it may produce—what it is evidently intended

to produce—a political friendship between the speaker and the Bleas. But

it is not the Aurora speech.

*' 8m Mizriam's kingertit, of iti erown bereft,

Sink to nootamal deeds ol petty theft "—

Sink at least from the ambition of founding a nation to that of manufac-

turing a majority by the ordinary acta of the unsentimental politician

—

those acts against which so much has been said, and with so much force,

when they were employed in the service of the wicked.

"Thb idolatry of the heathen is not greater than the idolatry of party

politics today." Principal Grant, who is reported to have said this in a

sermon, is clear of all suspicion of sinister motives, sana reproche as well

as sanspeur, and behind the ample shelter of his mantle the " Bystander "

takes refuge from the imputation of covertly disseminating toryism, under

pretence of decrying party. But, in this Conspiracy case, that which with-

held the " Bystander " from following the example of eminent writers in

the Reform press and holding up the accused to public reprobation, has

not been preference of independence to party; still less has it been indif-

ference to political corruption : it has been simply regard for the first

principles of justice. Every man is to be held innocent till he has been

proved guilty, and no man is proved guilty tiU he has been convicted after

a fair trial. Surely that is a maxim recognized by every one who holds

British traditions, as well as by every minister of the law. Therefore, in

the interval between arrest and trial the lips of all those who love

justice are sealed ; and they will refrain not only from presuming the guilt

of the accused, but even from descanting upon the heinousness of the

offence, which the illogical are apt to accept as a sufficient proof of guilt,

or doing anything which may influence the minds of those who; are

to serve upon the jury. In a political case the duty of forbearance becomes

trebly strong, and it is still further enhanced when one of the defendants

is a foreigner. It was a questionable measure even to keep a parliamentary

inquiry on foot when the case had been consigned to the hands of ordinary

justice, because one process was liable to be, in some degree, affected by the

other. But party feeling in its paroxysms bursts through all laws. Let

a conviction ensue, and the " Bystander " promises to show, as he believes

he has before, that independence of both parties is not sympathy with

the corrupt acts of either. Meantime let him assure his more powerful

brethren of the party press that he is as far as possible from laying claim

to any breadth or elevation' of view not equally possessed by them. He

has no doubt whatever that in their own minds they see things exactly as

he does, and scoff at the absurd idea that there is any essential difference

between the parties. But their public task is that of party advocates.

No doubt they perform it with daily groans. Their finer intelligence

shares the fate of Ariel, stuck by Sycorax in the cleft oak. Unhappily

there is not likely to be a Prospero in this generation to set them free.

Why will the EpiaeopaLChurch in thia country persist in marring the.

festivals of a religion of charity and at the same time playing into the

hands of scepticism by reciting the Athanasian creed ? No document can

have a worse pedigree. It is needless to rehearse the well-known proofs,

historical and philological, of its spurious character and its late origin. The

defence made for it is that, though a fabrication, it contains a genuine

expression of the dogmatic tendencies of the day : but the same defence

might be made for the False Decretals and for all the fictions of the Middle

Ages. The ostentation of paradox which not only provokes but juatifies

the ridicule of the scoffer is fully as objectionable as the uncharitableness

of the Anathema. But the Anathema embraces in its sweep not only

Arians and Unitarians of every shade, including Milton as well as Chan-

ning, hilt the whole of the Eastern Churches which reject the procession of"pT — ^^ ""
r- —

the Third from the Second Person d the Trinity, though to forai an

alliance with the Eastern Churches against Rome has long been, and still

is, the cherished aim of high Anglican diplomacy. It is difficult to see

how even the author of the Fourth Gospel escapes : for the Greek words,

chapter i. 1 4, can hardly be translated otherwise than " The Word (The

Second Person of the Trinity) was converted into flesh." Responsibility

for the Anatheiaa m scarcely evaded by closing the prayer book, or omitting

to respond, as fa the habit of many, or even by sitting down, as old

George III., liberal in this singular instance, used to do. The only

presentable ground for retaining the creed is the desire of conformity to

the Mother Churflfc. But the Established Church of England has long

ceased to be, if ever she was, a living authority. She has been, for

centuries, morally "lapped in lead," her powers of self-government, of

legislation, of self-adaptation to times and circumstances being suspended

by her subjection to the State. Nor is it possible that, without dis-

establishment she should recover her liberty and her volition. Inde-

pendence will never be conceded \>y Parliament to a body holding vast

State endowments, white Parliament itself, swarming with those whom

the church counts infidels and heretics, is wholly incapacitated for e clesi-

astical legislation. What the Church of England woulfl do on any question

if her chaina were struck off, it is impoasible to say. A large section of her

clergy, apparently would move in the direction of Ritualism, Sacerdotalism,

and ultimately of union with Rome. The great mass of the educated laity

and some of the ablest and meet learned among the clergy would move in

the very opposite direction. But, at »ll events, it is idle to plewl the
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authority of a body which, since the days of the Tudors, has never had

the power of free decision, either for the retention of the Athanasian creed,

or for any other ordinance of the past.

Thb majority of 130 by which the Franchise BUI was passed in the

British House of Commons must.iiave included not only all sections and

shades of the Liberal pari:y proper, but the solid Irish vote, the masters of

which thereby show their conviction that the measure will add to their

power, as, if they can manage to remain united among themselves, it

unquestionably will. It is not certain, however—indeed it is very far

frum certain -that the largeness of the majority in the House of Commons

indicates a corresponding amount of enthusiasm in the country. Mr.

Chamberiain's caucus, having an organization in every city, can always

produce mechanically a multitude of resolutions and addresses ;
but, to an

eye accustomed to the diagnosis of opinion in England, the signs of

spontaneous excitement on the Franchise question do not appear. There

are no such practical objects to be gained as there were in 1830, and

classes already enfranchised, though they may be not unwilling to share

their political power with others, are seldom passionately desirous of the

partition. The agitation which finally gave birth to the Bill of 1867 was

confined to the Liberal party in parliament, or the active politicians of the

great commercial cities. South of Birmingham, though the franchise

question might figure in election addresses and speeches, hardly anybody

really cared for a change. The consequence was that the Liberals, having

launched the question for their own purposes, lost control of it, and it

fell into the hands of their opponents, who, of course, settled it in their

own interest. From the results of the bye-elections it would appear that

in the constituencies alarm about the Union and fear of the demagogic

socialism which finds its mouthpiece in Mr. Chamberlain, predominated

over any desire to extend the Franchise. This must be taken into account

in itttempting to forecast the conduct of the House of Lords. The action

of that body is invariably the resultant of two influences : its self interest

as a privileged order, and its fear of a fatal collision with the people
;
not

once in the whole course of its history, since its transformation by the

Tudors, can it be said to have risen to a higher point of view. Idleness

and sybaritism, which are the lot of most of these hereditary legislators,

do not form great characters either in men or in assemblies. The moral

position of the Lords on this Franchise question is as weak as the deadliest

enemy of aristocracy could desire. Its last act was to pass, at the inati^

tion of the most unscrupulous of tacticians, a measure, the patent and

almost avowed object of which was, by enfranchising the masses of ignor-

ance and what Carlyle called amenability to beer and balderdash,

accumulated in the puriieus of the cities, to swamp the progressive intelli-

gence of the country. The policy of " dishing the Whigs " has proved to

have been as shallow as it was unprincipled. But upon what ground, con-

sistent with pubUc morality, or any semblance of it, can the Lords now

take their stand in opposing an extension of the franchise to a class m the

counties undeniably worthier and more trustworthy than that to which

they have, by their own act, extended it in the towns? Can they avow

their reason to be that the honest peasant would be less amenable to beer

and balderdash than the populace of the cities, ojLj)roclaim their fear that

household suffrage in the counties will weaken their own local influence,

whereas household suffrage in the cities only weakened the influence of the

respectable middle class? They may, perhaps, fix upon the Irish portion

of the measure. But, if they refuse the extensi1)n to Ireland altogether,

they will throw the whole Irish squadron into the arms of their enemy in

the general election which wiU certainly ensue. If they merely refuse to

Ireland a number of representatives out of proportion to the population,

national feeling will support them, and the Commons will give way, as

many of them, even on the Government side, would be nothing loth to do
;

but this wUl not appreciably lessen the effect of the measure upon the

electorate as a whole, or upon the Lords. ' Brave words are uttered
;
but

words equally brave were uttered about the Arrears Bill, which was

nevertheless allowed to pass ; and of the present leader of Reaction it has

been said with not leas truth than wit that he saute pour mitux reenter, and

that he ia a lath painted to look like iron. That battle q^auiot be accepted

with much chance of ultimate victory on the field of the Franchise seems to

be indicated by the persistent efforts of the Tory leaders in the Commons

to exasperate th^ public mind against the Government on the question of

Egypt ; a not very hopeful policy, since, even if the people were more

angry than it is likely that they are after the victories of Tel-el-Kebir and

Teb, English elections wUl never be decided by anything which has only

a remote interest for the great mass of the people. The probability is,

therefore, that the Lords wiU succumb. There is very strong ground to

be taken in opposition to blind and demagogic extension of the franchise.

But the man to take it must be one who has studied the problem of

democracy, knows that the hour for solving that problem has come, and

is prepared to deal with it, nOt like a demagogue or a sentimentalist, but

like a statesman. Neither in the Lords nor in the Commons is such a man

to be found.

The defeat of the English Conservatives, wheth-r desirable or not, was

deserved ; for the policy which they have been pursuing is one which

ought not to succeed. They have been following the traditions of Lord

Be'aconsfield and not the traditions of Sir Rober^Peel. The steadfast aim

of Peel was to earn and keep for the party which he led the respect and

confidence of the nation. He never forgot, in the struggle with his

adversariesfor power, his paramount allegiatice to the interest of the country;

he never factiously embarrassed the executive government, least of all __

when it was contending with public peril ; he always loyally supported the
.

moderate section of his opponents against the more extreme
;
he never

formed unprincipled alliances ; he never descended to paltry stratagems
;

he showed no indecent eagerness to take office, but on the contrary held

back his impetuous followers and waitecl till with the full and deliberate

consent of the nation he could assume real power. The men formed under

him were of the same stamp ; they were not intriguers or tacticians but

statesmen trained to a thorough knowledge of the public business, and

having solid claims to a high place in the publi.; service. By these means

he had placed on the firmest foundations the ascendancy of the Conserva-

tive party, and had he not been stabbed in the back after triumphing over

. the forces'in his front, he might have held power for many years himself,

and transmitted it to a long line of Conservative leaders after him. But

the intrigue which overthrew him brought with it a complete change.

From that time, not to deserve the confidence of the country, but to clamber

into office, no matter by what means, became the paramount and avowed

lim laienceforth prevailed the maxim, faithfully preserved as well as

frankly enunciated by Lord Randolph Churchill, " Gain the victory, secure

the fruits of it, and let moralists say what they will." To overthrow a

Liberal Government by an intrigue with some extreme and disaffected

section of its supporters, whether " Pope's Brass Band," Radicals, or Home

Rulers was the famUiar strategy of Lord Beaconstield, and by it his only

areat pariiamentary victories were won. Repeatedly, as the result of these

^ctories, he took office with a minority, and on each occasion bought a few_^

months of power, or rather of impotence, by a fated sacrifice of principico

The men formed under him were Jike^himLand of course unlike those

formed under his predecessors. The pupils of Peel were Sidney Herbert,

Gladstone, Cardwell, the Duke of Newcastle : the pupils of Beaconsfield

are Lord Randolph Churchill and his set, who would have been regarded

by Peel with contemptuous disgust. Had the Conservative leaders during

the last three or four years controlled their personal ambition, suppressed

their personal antipathies, abstained from factious embarrassment of the

Executive, above all, from anything like complicity with rebellion m Ireland,

and presented to the country the image of patriotism and moderation, they

would have gained many adherents among the classes alarmed by Disunion

or Socialism, and their feet would by this time be on the steps of power.

They or most of them-for Mr. E. Gibson, at all event^i, is an honourable

cxeoDtion .have^dnne the vgry reverse. They have virtually si.led with
e:mi;pui"" "- - — -» ——— — —

-. -r-

the Disunionists, they have openly coquetted with Mr. Parnell in the

House of Commons, they have done their utmost to weaken the Executive

in its struggle with terrorism and disorder, they have behaved on the

Egyptian qMstion with frantic factiousness, trying to put the Govern-

ment in a minority even by a coalition with Mr. Labouchere, they have

held the language almost of maniacs, and done everything m their power

to repel from themselves Tlitional confidence and support. If they have

won bye-elections it has been in spite, not in consequence, of their demeanour

and their tactics. It is probable that they will now, in Committee on the

Franchise Bill, try to snatch a victory over the GovernmenLby an un-

principled combination with some sectioa of the Radicals, perhaps with

the Female Suffragists, though there is hardly a man among them who

does not know what the social and domestic effects of Female Suffrage

would be, or who would think of voting for it except with this sinister

object. For success, if they attain it, they will pay as usual by a sacrifice

of principle, and by increased weakness in the future. The real Conserva.

tives and those who present the best rallying point for resistance to revo-

lution are now the Moderate Liberals, such as Mr. Goschenand Mr. Albert

Grey. .

The difficulty incident to an age of disturbed belief, which the Brad-

laugh case at once most signally and miserably illustrates, does not fail to

present itself in multiplying imitancea. We have now a Grand Juryman

who as an " Agaostic," declines to take an oath. It is a pity that the

%
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school will cling to a fantastic name. Every man must either be a theist or

an atheist ; he must either believe that there is, or that there is not, proof of

the existence of a God : that the existence of God could be disproved, no

atheist ever pretended. This, however, is by the way. The facts with

which jurisprudence has to deal are that at the present time, while the

majority continues to believe in God, there is a minority, containing some

most respectable people, which does not ; and that members of the minority

will sometimes be found on the jury panel and on the witness stand : per-

haps they may even sometimes be found on the Bench. It has Jiitherto

been assumed that religion was the sole basis of veracity as well as of

morality in general. But it is possible to hold firmly the great doctrines

both of natural religion and of Christianity without assuming anything of

the kind. Apart from any theological belief, a man may obviously have -

inducements, both personal and social, to tell the truth, which will make

the rejection of his testimony a flagrant wrong, both to him and to the

interests of public justice. Were it not for the conduct of the English

" Conservatives in the Bradlaugh case, it might have been deemed impossible

that any being endowed with reason should be found capable of upholding,

as a tribute to the God of truth, the exaction of a false profession of faith

from an unbeliever. On the other hand, the Agnostics themselves will

hardly deny, or deem it offensive to assert, that a sincere belief in a Power

which marks and punishes perjury, when it is unmarked and unpunished

of men, is an additional guarantee for veracity ; nor will they question

that in the minds of common people, the belief is still sincere ; and Public

Justice, though she may be no theologian, must take notice of a motive

which, whether founded on speculative truth or not, is, in its operation,

real. It would be dangerous to assume that, in the mind of a rustic

witness, the old religious basis had yet been replaced by that of evolutionary

science. Even such evasions as kissing the thumb instead of the book

prove that the awe of what the book denotes retains its power. In

political cases the oath is utterly superfluous : the guarantee for- the right

performance of duty isTiot profes.sion, sworn or unsworn, but a responsi-

bility enforced by the vigilance of the constituency, or of the community

at large. In the case of witnesses, the obvious course, where the witness

objects, or attaches no meaning, to the oath, is to permit affirmation, and

leave the difierence, if any, between the values of the two kinds of testi-

mony to find its level in the estimation of the jury. In the case of a jury-

\|lB

">an the course to be adopted is not so obvious ; but this matter is of less

consequence, as nobody deems it a privilege to be a juryman, nor does the

exclusion of an individual from the jury box afiect a cause like the

exclusion of a witness. Whatever policy is most liberal is most Christian
;

and Christianity has suffered enough already from association with political

injustice. Only let a Christian legislator ask himself honestly what

St. Paul would have done, and he will not be likely to go wrong.

A Bystander.

HERE AND THERE.

Easter Monday—a Bank holiday here as well as in England—may to

a certain extent be looked upon as a day which in the Old Country, in no
small degree, inaugurates the commencement of summer sports. In the

list of even ts set down in th« programme , orioket

meetings figure prominently, but what is especially noticeable is the large

number of fixtures for lacrosse. The game has made rapid progre.ss in the

Old Country, perhaps more esipecially in the northern counties, where in the

vicinity of the great commercial cities it is most popular. The chief

devotees of the game are, for the most part, drawn from the ranks of foot-

ball players. As yet the game has assumed neither a definitely winter or

a definitely summer" sport, for by some olubs it is played in the summer
only, when the foot-ball is laid on the shelf ; by others only in winter, the

former adopting it in the hot months to keep themselves in trim for foot-

ball, the latter disjSlacing the old winter sport in favour of Jthe new. The
visit of the Canadian lacrosse teams to the old country is now bearing fruit

for until their arrival lacrosse was not thoroughly understood ; but we
may now confidently expect that, before long, England will be able to send
a twelve over here capable of holding their own in the national game of
the country they visit, and when that event takes place, right royally will

they be welcomed.

Those who are interested in athletic sports cannot fail to appreciate the
inauguration, by the delegates of the various athletic clubs throughout
the Dominion, of an association which is to bear the title of " The Amateur
Athletic Association of Canada." The popularity of amateur sports has
long been assured. The formation of fresh clubs and the increase of

imnual meetings sufficiently testify to the-fact. The circumstance that these

contests are solely open >o amateurs is not, however, guarantee sufficient that

every event in connection with them is altogether above board. The very

definition of what constitutes an " amateur " too often now-a-days wants

explanation, while of late a certain amount of crookedness, which at one

time was only to be met with in some of the lower ranks of professional-

ism, has crept into amateur circles'. To put down any attempt at this, to

protect the mutual interests of its members, and to advance all legitimate

amateur athletic sports, is the object of the association. That a consider-

able impetus will be given to amateur athletics by this movement, there

can be no reason to doubt, for clubs belonging to the association must hold

annual athletic meetings, containing in their respective programmes at least

three events open to amateurs, and any club failing to hold such a meeting

will forfeit its membership. The first annual meeting will be held in

Montreal in September.

The Saturday Beview, in an article on the decline of rowing and
sculling in England, attributes the falling-off to the habit of spirit-drinking,

and the waterman's custom of idling away nearly the half of every week.

The former pernicious habit, now so long established amongst the working
classes, has undoubtedly begun to have a serious eflect upon their health

and constitutions, whilst evidences are not wanting to prove the superi or

bodily strength of the labouring class in the colonies—a class both better

bred and better fed, and living in a purer atmosphere, removed from the

material and moral dinginess of great cities. The lack of public encourage-

ment also prevents the most likely men from taking up rowing as a

business. " It is not very flattering to our national good sense and good
taste to find that, when so many thousands of pounds are annually offered

for horse-racing, which so little promotes the strength or health of the

people, it should have been found impossible to raise the very few hundreds
necessary to give a first-rate regatta, such as was formerly held upon the

Thames every year." The one thing that has most discredited professional

rowing is the fact that book-makers manipulated the matches to suit their

own personal ends, to the detriment of both public and performers.

English amateur rowers and scullers have not suffered the same loss of

prestige as the watermen. Foreigners seldom enter for the big events at

Henley. When, last year, a Frenchman and a German entered, the

former was defeated easily, whilst the latter, though he won his trial heats

and beat the Frenchman, stood no chance against Mr. Lowndes the

winner. " The analogy of cricket and other sports, besides professional

rowing, seems to show that if there had been crews anywhere good enougb-
to win the Grand Challenge Cup, or the Diamond Sculls, they would have
appeared at Henley to dispute these coveted trophies." The attempt to

retrieve the lost laurels of England in the recent Bubear-Ross match
resulted in a disaster which " disposes of our chance for many a day to

come, and again condemns English professional sculling to a place in the

international list far below Canada, Australia, and the United States.".

Dr. Price, the Welsh Druid, who was recently tried and acquitted of

having indecently cremated the body of his child, has at last succeeded in

accomplishing his object He .fixed three hurdles on a hill, then had hiilf

A ton. ill coals piled within the triangle thus formed, and upon a pair of

large iron grates he placed a box containing the body of the child, wrapped
in napkins. Petroleum was thrown over the coals, and this served to

make the pile a mass of fire as soon as ignition took place. The Druid
with a large shawl thrown over his shoulders, was present during the

process, and chanted an ancient sacred song, in the presence of a number
of women, who climbed the hill and peered over the fence to catch a
glimpse of the proceedings. He promises to cremate his bull " Morgan "

in similar manner after he has died a natural death. t

An English writer says, gourmets have often been advised that London
is a place worth living in, as it is the first to receive the fruits of the year.

This year will not diminish its reputation. Although March is not the

month to expect strawberries and asparagus, London has both, thanks to

Science aiding Nature. Two weeks ago English strawberries could be

purchased at four shillings a basket of twelve berries at Covent-garden and
elsewhere, and asparagus at five shUUngs a bundle. The prices are not so

much, too d6ar. Indeed, a dramatist remarked senteotiously that the

strawberries were " dirt cheap ; for, look," said he, " a month ago I saw
one of Mr. Hollingshead's coryphees, whose salary is probably thirty

shillings a week, munching strawberries at half a guinea a basket." Lilies

were selling at two shillings a spray a few weeks ago. And notwith-

standing close time, Taj and Sevens qalmon has been an article of food

all the winter.
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To the most loyal it was apparent that the Queen's book laid itself

open to buriesque, and indeed it was expected that Our Ameridan cousins

would be unable to resist the temptation to thus score one against monarch-

ical institutions. But, to their honour be it said, in criticising her

Majesty aa an author, American writers remembered her private virtues

and her hereditary weakness, and, until the publication of a book entitled

"John Brown and his Legs," confined their strictures within bounds. But

that JrocAwre is a rank offfence against all decency, and is as mendacious

in inference as it is vulgar in style. The. writer « evidently unacquainted

with the distinction between indecency and wit, and in a vain endeavour

to raise a laugh, insults the understanding of the public by dwelling upon

a series of disgusting creations of his foetid imagination utterly unfit for

perusal.

In the English House of Commons signs of an approaching dissolution

are abundant. Members answer the call of the Whip grumblingly, and

great difficulty is experienced in " keeping the pack " together. Deputa-

tions from all manner of people haunt the worried members, and sound

them on this or the other question, or ask explanations of certain votes.

Not that all this means immediate dissolution ; it is possible that the

House may survive for twelve months yet. But experienced frequenters

of the lobbies find there all the signs which usually precede an early

break-up.

French journals do not always weigh their words when speaking of

John Bull. One writer, in reference to the Englishman of to day, says:—

" He has inherited from the Danes and the Normans his readiness to

anger and fickleness of mind, his passion for gambling and horse-racing,

his proneness to alcoholic drinks and to table pleasures generally, together

with the few artistic faculties that remain to him." The article concludes

by alluding to the despairing moods which, "in th'.s land of fog^, incite so

i^ny poor miUionaires to spleen, to melancholy, and to suicide."

The Eari of Lichfield and sundry members of the British Pariiament

have subscribed |5,000 to be offered in prizes for the two best temperance

drinks which shall take the place of the chief intoxicating beverages to

which the public have been long accustomed. Many previous attempts

have been made to provide for the need, but with little or no success.

" Fruit essences," preparations of lime-juice, and the like, have not hitheri;o

met with a more than temporary popularity, though one who should invent

"Tpalatahle, cheap, thirst-quenching beverage for summer vae, which

would take the place of the alcoholic beverages now too largely used,

would be a public benefactor. In the large centres of population there is

little difficulty in obtaining non-intoxicating beverages in the form of soda

water and numerous effervescent dnn^s of the class ; but these are costly-

and far beyond the means of the great bulk of the people. If there was

a great demand for effervescing drinks, there is no doubt that they could

be supplied, as they are done to some of the troops in India, at an almost

nominal cost. Other drinks are also coming into vogue which were

formeriy not to be obtained. Soda-and-mUk is comparatively a novel

announcement, and lemon squash is also a recent innovation. The coffee

taverns now supply tea, coffee, and cocoa in q^uantities that w«-e_hardlx

contemplated by their founders; but, in spite of all these means of

quenching thirst without having recourse to fluids that contain alcohol,

there is a want of a drink which shall be as accessible as beer.

proposed 'The Queen.' The toast was cordially drunk, and then, in turn,

' The Prince and Princess .of Wales,' ' The Army and Navy,' and ' Lords

and Commons ' were similarly honoured. Ther? was a slight stir over the

aff-air at the chairman's table, and Mr. Parnell looked daggers at the

presumptuous Saxons ; but there was no disturbance, and in the end the

loyal twain created much merriment Vjy solemnly toasting each other."

LovB, like poetry, seems to flourish best among half-civilized peoples.

In a state of highly advanced civilization the great primeval passion is apt

to be whittled down to a form or ceremony, or a bargain. As a poet of

our Jay somewhat cynically remarks :

For hearts, like aheep, are bought and sold ; ^

. Aad Woman's arm,-) will only fold
•'

To her keen bonom him whose hold,

A3 tough as Death's and twice as cold,

^. Is fixed on bags of beauteous gold. %
But if not with us, in Russia love still holds its ancient sway

;
for a

marriage has just taken place in St. Petersburg between two people who

loved each other forty years ago, when the man was twenty -five years of,

age and the woman sweet seventeen. But the res angugtm domi forbade

the bridal. They had not even enough between them for a perilous

experiment of housing their love in a cottage. In all the barren and

- lonely years that passed neither loved another, but were true in

thought, word, and deed to the mutual passion which moved their hearts

when their love was first avowed. Since that time forty-two years have

ekpsed, and the man, who is tjj« proud and happy owner of a twenty-

atory wooden house, and the 4oman who has saved .500 rubles, are at

last, in reward of their patient fidelity, made happy by marriage. It is

impossible, writes an eye-witness a few days ago, to describe the happiness

which shone in the eyes of those old and faithful lovers aa they were made

one by the priestly blessing.

A LoNDOS " society journalist " is responsible for the statement that

the belles of Philadelphia are what are known aa " dancing girla," and not

only begin young, but keep it up late in life. There are more dancing

married women in Philadelphia, and more young old girls who dance when-

ever they can get a partner, says our authority, than any other place where

dancing looms into prominence as a tine art. It is said to be the custom

in Philadelphia, before any large ball, for women who have grown rather^

rusty to " brush up" a little, and accordingly they have recourse to th'e

dancing master. The day before a recent assembly a moEt pronounced

" old "irl "—she was fifty years old if she was a day—entered the domain _

of a fLhionable teacher, and told him in a grand way, with a great deal of

manner, that he must "consider himself engaged " to practise with her for

the assembly, and " the interview must be a secret." Wincing at his hard

Juck, the professor went at it. After a dozen turna about the large practice

room had been made, the wrinkled and venerable belle began to enjoy her

lesson.
" Faster," she said ;

" can't you do the galop step / You don't

pull me round enough !" " Madame," said the perspiring and desperate

professor,
" it will be five dollars extra for me to pull you round any more

than I am doing." " All right," she said, and the extra sum was paid

without a murmur. A gentleman who came in quietly also to practise was

witness of it all. The same gentleman saw the ancient belle at the

iLasembly with a huge bouquet, bat in vain she waited for partners-

n

ot

one came to " pull her round."

At last it is thought science has discovered the cause and cure of that

terrible scourge, cholera. A German cholera commission, some time ago,

discovered that bacUli-oi a particular kind were present in all true cases

of cholera. These microscopic creatures were found swarming in the

water used in the native quarter of Calcutta, where cholera raged. And

now an English surgeon, Dr. Vincent Richards, has found the last link

in the chain of evidence. He administered bacilli to a pig, which died

three hours afterwards of what is believed to be genuine cholera. It

remains now only to discover how to banish bacilli to some region of the

universe where they may disport themselves without injury to man.

The following is culled from an English letter:—" A curious occur-

rence is reported in connection with the Irish dinner at the Holborn

Restaurant on Monday evening, over which Mr. ParneU presided. As

usual upon these ' patriotic ' occasion*, the Queen's health was off-ensively

omitted, as also were other loyal and customary toasts. During the

proceedings, and when the audience were stimulated by the eloquence and

excited by the utterance of the 'spakers,' an English gentleman in the

company poised his glass to the gentleman who sat next to him and quietly

Madame Marchbsi says American women have splendid voices, perhaps

the finest in the world, but they wUl not take the time to train them.

" They come to you with all sorts of impossible requests. They want to

know how much you can make them do in six months ;
and when you tell

them nothing, they cannot believe that you are serious. They bring you

a lump sum, and ask you to pull them through for that as quickly aa possible,

and make often the mistake of timing you for the lesson, watch in hand.

They hate the dull methodical labour of the beginning, and want to start

at once with opera airs."

The importance of poultry raising, as an agricultural industry, never

seems to have struck home to the American farmer. The returns of the

«gg8 and poultry imported into Great Britain during the past year form

an interesting report, and: their value is computed by tens of millions of

doUars. In this special industry, Fi-ance does the largest export trade.

Statistics would seem to show that fifteen or sixteen eggs are annually

imported from France for every head of population in Great Britain, and

when it is taken into consideration that France importa no eggs from

other countries for home consumption, the importance of this trade to

France wiU at once be apparent. Yet, though poultry thrive nowhere

go weU as they do in America, the native farmer takes no share in this
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commerce. The European poultry raiser is at considerably greater pxpcnw^

in the rearing of his stock than is the American. Who would ever think

on this side of having shepherds or guards for their poultry, and not only

that but veterinary surgeons 1 Yet in France such things are known, and

all large poultry raisers have a guard for their fowls. France produces

annually a grand total of nearly two thousand millions of eggs, which

together with the value of the poultry is estimated at nearly one hundred

millions of dollars. In only a few instances is this great result achieved

by large producers. In most cases the middleman crops up, collects the

eggs from numerous large producers, and exports them to England. The^

farmer there gives close attention to his poultry, and is rewarded by

substantial profits ; attention is paid to the smaller details, and not even

a feather is lost. Yet in France the condition for fowls is not so favour-

able as in America, where the fowl finds an abundance of running feed

as a reward for his industry, which the French bird misses, and hence

requires more artificial food. It is absurd to urge the coldness of the

climate as detrimental to the thriving of fowls, and what is more, they do

better roosting up in a tree than closed up in a house. Nature has made

the fowl for the air as manifestly as the fish for water, and it is doubtless

in no small degree owing to their being so often shut up out of their

native climate that they become in many instances sickly and diseased.

In the present depression of agriculture, it behoves all farmers to look

carefully and systematically into an industry which requires so little outlay

and promises sure and steady remuneration

Farmers as a rule are not much given to argumentative theory
;
they

are, in general, best satisfied with what takes them least time to learn ;

their ideas are simple and uncompounded, and if they have the ability

they mostly want the inclination to trace effects up to their causes. If

they see the immediate effect of a mediate operation and approve of it,

its primary cause they leave to be investigated by others who have more

leasure. But with an industry which is simply and purely one of easy

practice, and not involved theory, it seems strange the enterprise should

so long have been neglected. For this business, which in America has

hitherto been regarded as trifling and contemptible, yields to the poultry

farmers of France about one-third as much in value as the average

wheat crop in America, and nearly twice as much as the gold mines of

California produced in the best days, with the advantage, too, that poultry

products are improving, while the gold mines are gradually declining.

THE BRIBERY CASE IN ITS SOCIAL AND MORAL
ASPECTS

The recent developements in the PoUce"13ourt mThe Bnhery and don-

spiracy case have uncovered a spot in society which most of us would have

been glad to discredit.

The purely legal aspect of the case laid aside, it presents a social and

moral aspect which demands serious contemplation, and a wholesome dis-

cussion of the subject, based upon the theory of the criminal law, the

essentials of the offence of bribery, and the mode of detection adopted,

_». t.j.™ . i„ nn Mfiftirtiii- in nnv vyflv intprferiny '^^it^ t.np coursfcot
may wen tafce place witnout m »"j wwj* iiiiiTjiiTjiin^^ wiv- «**** ^"*'* "^

justice.

Accept the finding of the Police Magistrate as demonstrating that an

attempt had been made to unlawfully influence members of the Legisla-

ture ; and accept the statements of the principal witnesses that, after they

had been approached, they continued under the instructions of the Ministry

to treat with the accused in order to see how far they would go, and pro-

vide themselvek and their friends with what they believed to be undoubted

-
evidence of guilt. Was the mode of detection consistent with morals or

with the theijry of the criminal law, the aim of both of which is to prevent

crime, not to encourage it for the mere satisfaction of the greed of punish-

ment or revenge? Was it consistent with a high tone of morality that the

instruments of detection should toy with the blandishments of the seducers

and finally surrender themselves to bo debauched in order to induce the

actual commission of an offenco which could not have been consummated

(aa we for the moment assume it was) without their consent 1 Was it

necessary that they should actually have accepted the proffered reward,'

whether with or without a guilty intent, in order to make the offence com-

plete and the evidence sure 1

To answer the last question first, it is undisputed that the offence of

bribery consists in the giving, or offering to give, or in the receiving, or

offering to receive, an unlawful rewanl, in order that a public officer may

be influenced in the performance of hit duty. The offer, then, was suffi-

cient; acceptance was not necessary to complete the offence of the bribers

And, further, it is of the nature of the offence that both offence and

evidence are complete when the offer is made and refused—the offence

consisting in the offer, the evidence existing in the testimony of the person

approached. Whether it was conceived that, if the transaction
,
had been

checked at the mere attempt to bribe, the evidence of the patients (shall

we'call them 1) would not have been credited, or whether it was that there

was a desire to implicate more, or more eminent persons in the affair, and

therefore events were directed as they were, it is difficult to say. But one

would judge that the latter was the ruling motive, as the information was

finally laid for conspiracy and not for bribery only.

As a rule, an honourable man will resent an insult at once, being

more anxious for the preservation of his honour than for the detection of

crime. He will as soon make a decoy of his honour as will a woman of

her virtue—aa a rule, be it said—for the Ministry of Ontario are honour-

able men. So are Messrs. McKim and Bowling. So are they all, all

honourable men.

It will be said that it is perfectly justifiable to lay a trap for the

purpose of detecting and bringing offenders to justice. For instance, A
suspects his servant of pilfering. ^e is certain that an offence has

been committed. He is morally certain that his servant is guilty. He

marks a coin, and gives the servant the opportunity of stealing it. The

coin is stolen, the servant is arrested with it on his person, and the evi-

dence is now sufficient to convict the offender. But suppose that A sus-

pects his clerk of undue intimacy with his daughters, will he adopt the

same course 1 Will he give the clerk the opportunity of accomplishing the

betrayal of his daughter in order that he may have a complete cause of

action or ground of accusation against him for his </wn enrichment or for

the punishment of the betrayer 1 One would say not. Lost money may

be recovered ; but not lost honour or virtue.

There is a difference in the offence itself ; and there is a difference in

the surrounding circumstances, which is easily pointed out. And the case

in question may readily be distinguished in both ways. For bribery is an

offence of such a nature that it must be committed towards or upon a,

person. That person cannot be debauched or corrupted without his con-

sent. If he refuses the bribe, detection of the offender follows at once,

from the nature of the events. But, if it be necessary to induce a con-

tinuance or repetition of the offence, in order to secure the conviction of

the offender, life, liberty and honour are too dear to be sacrificed to the

detection of crimes against them. Lay traps for criminals, by all means,

— bat-doftVbftit them with human beings

It must, also, be borne in mind that there is a vast difference between

furnishing opportunities to a suspected criminal, for the purpose of

exposing him and bringing him to justice for crimes already committed, on

the one hand—and on the other hand, inciting a person to the commission

of an offence, with the sole desire to detectMm in jtbe act and procure hia

punishment for the offence alone. In the former case, prevention is

impossible, and a criminal may escape punishment, but for the device of

making him continue till he is caught. In the latter case, prevention is

possible, and no punishment is merited until the actual commission of the

offence, which the detective aids in bringing about. The creation or pro-

curing of an offence to be committed, for the mere purpose of detecting it

and j>unishing the offender, for that alone, is most abhorrent to morals. It

involves two persons in the actual commission of crime, alone, the evUT

intent of one might have been frustrated. Indeed, the device of the ,

marked coin is justifiable in morals only on the fictitious presumption that

the theft of it is a continuance of an old offence. For, if the stealing of

the marked coin be regarded as a separate and distinct offence, the induce-

ment to steal it is quite as reprehensible as the offence itself. Assuming

that there was an offer of a bribe to a member of the Legislature, the

offence of bribery was complete, and the subsequent transactions were

unnecessary in law to establish or prove the offence, and were most repre-

hensible in morals, because honour was held up for actual sale, and the

commission of fresh offences was directly induced.

A French magistrate once said, in giving advice to a police spy,

" Remember well that the greatest scourge of society is he who urges

another on to the commission of evil; where there are no instigators to bad

practices, they are committed only by the really hardened ; because they

alone are capable of conceiving and executing them. Weak beings may be

drawn away and excited ; to precipitate them into the abyss, it frequently

requires no mbre than to call to your aid their passions or self love ; but

he who avails himself of their weakness, to. procure their destruction, is

more than a monster, he is the guilty one, and it is on his head that the

sword of justice should fall ; and to those engaged in the police, they had

better remain forever idle than create matters for employment. The

police is instituted as much to correct and punish malefactors as to prevent

their committing crimes ; but, on every occasion, I would wish it to be
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understood, that we hold ourselves under greater obligations to that person

who prevents one crime, than to him who procures the punishment of

many." ,

There is this peculiarity in the offence of bribery, that there can be no

inciting to the crime without actual guilt in the person inciting. For, as

the offence consists in the accepting, or offering to accept, as well as in the

giving, or offering to give, a bribe, there can be no offer to accept without

actual commission of the crime. If, however, there must be an actual

giving in order to constitute the offence, it is evident that there must be

an actual acceptance before the gift is complete. And, therefore, the

offence cannot be complete in the giver^without being also complete in the

acceptor. However the matter may be viewed legally, it is manifestly

subiecting morals to grave risks to incite to the offence of bribery.

E. Douglas Armour.

HUNTING IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA.

The fox-hunting season is now drawing to a close in Great Britoinyrtiile

spring hunting on this side of the Atlantic is at hand, so it may mjt alto-

gether be inappropriate to attempt a comparison between the/sport as

carried on in the two great homes of foxhunters. To attemp/this on an

equal footing would not be fair, for climatic influences and the difference

of country must be taken into consideration. Still, allj^ing for these

local disadvantages, foxhunting in the new country is not w6rked on the same

sound sporting basis as in the old. In Great Britain Anting plays a most

important part in her general commonwealth, and i/a powerful factor in

her social welfare. If the words " Liberty, Equjdity, Fraternity " are a

reality anywhere it is in the hunting-fieH, and/ they would be more in

place over the doors of hunting-stables and kennels than on some of the

public buildings in republican France. Th/re is no place and no pursuit

• whether of business or pleasure, where/en are made so much to feel of

one family, for in the arena of the chas/the peasant may jostle the peer,

the tenant cut down his landlord-a/d that, too, with no Land League

assiatance-the sporting curate ma/over-ridt his patron, and the coster-

monger kick the mud in the fa^ of royalty. Whether it was m the

playing grounds of Eton or acro^the gi-ass lands and heavy jumps of the

shires that the battle of Wate/oo was won, we know not
;
still, it is a fact

that the Duke of Wellingto/often remarked that the best training-ground

"for Officers' was tbe huntutg-fieM. At the -present time the «WeoH«try -

can boast of two hund/ed and fifty packs of hounds, representing an

expenditure of over haTf a million of pounds. Though this large amount,

it must be remember^, only represente what is actually spent on hounds,

horses and servanta of the hunt. Were it possible to compute the expendi-

^TuTe of tFose who teep horses for the sole purpose of hunting, the amount

would have to be reckoned in millions. In America the number of packs is

under fifty With few exceptions the establishments are not on so large a

scale, nor does the desire to support hunting in all its branches permeate

through the various grades of society, as in England. It is not difficult to

find a solution of the great success of the sport in the old country, for it is

to the agricultural element that so much is due, though the fact is not

gonorally acknowledged. Yet it is not too muclLt^say that hunting would

be impossible unless supported by the farmers. For were they inimical

to hunting, foxes would soon cease to exist, fences would be impracticable

and damages ruinous. This sympathy with fox-hunting seems to be

peculiariy inherent in the British agriculturist, and as the bull-dog, it is

s^d, deteriorates in pluck and energy when expatriated, so it would seem

that the English farmer, when colonizing, leaves behind him, or loses

entirely, that love for the chase which characterizes him at home. Let

anyone remember with what tenacity the exclusive right of entering upon

their small territories is clutched and maintained by all foreign cultivators

Let him remember the enclosures of France, the vine and oive terraces of

Tuscany, or the narrowly-watched fields of Lombardy ;
the little meadows

of Switzerland, on which no stranger's foot is allowed to come, or the

Dutch pastures divided by dykes and made safe from all intrusion Let

him talk to the American farmer, of EngUsh hunting, and explain to that

independent, but somewhat prosaic husbandman, that in England two or

threrhundred men claim the access to every man's land during the period

of the hunting season t Then when he thinks of this, will he realize what

English agriculturists contribute to their national winter sport, and what

American agriculturista do noti The finglish farmer looks for his day or

two a week with the hounds as fSgutarly as he attends the market, and if,

« is so often the case, he is a breeder of horses, he regards the hunting-

field as a useful horse-mart. On the other hand, his American compeer

looks upon a pack of hounds with jealous eyes, as an innovation and an

encroachment, and an institution to be opposed at every hazard.

Whether, as some are inclined to doubt, the science of hunting has

mode OS much.pcDgres8 these last ten years as it did in the previous decade,

cannot well be deciSed ; but that more people ride to hounds than ever

before is a fact beyond all dispute, though but a very small propori:ion

merits a claim to be ranked as foxhunters in the full sense of the term.

Qaot komima, lot sententia, says old Terence, and it might well have been

applied to the community which usually graces a hunting meet. Those who-

help to swell the field may, in general, be divided into two closses-those

who hunt and do like it, and those yho hunt and don't like it—for,

strange anomaly aa it may appear, the latter forms by no means a small

minority., Many, are worshippers at the shrine, few priests at the altar.

Fashio/which now rules all things seemingly, divine as well as human

whichpopularizes a religion or a church as well as a sport or a special

bre2 of dog, has ordained that fox-hunting .should, Jacile princepa, be the

a^rt a la "mode, and has accordingly brought out would-be disciples of

Diana, who, redundant in pink and superlative tops, imagine themselves

" mighty hunters and Nimrods on the face of the earth." This class is not

confined to one side of the Atlantic, though it is much more common on this.

Fox-hunting is an art to which one must be educated and in which one

must early be initiate^. The creed of the latter-day saints at the shrine of

fox-hunting is not a sound one. The two cla:ises, as above named, which

apparently meet for the same purpose, are as diametrically opposed as

is summer to winter. In fact, they may almost be divided as fox-hunting

representatives of the seasons mentioned. The. man who hunts and does

like it, looks forward with a keen relish to the days when with the com.

gathered in. the fields bare, and when the hedges and ditches have lost

their blindness, he can once more pursue the sport he lo^'es so well. To

such the very drawing of a cover, the whimper of a puppy newly entered,

the -eneral working of the pick, the country crossed, the nature of the

jumps negotiated, all afford an untold pleasure. The man who hunts and

doesn't like it—he who has become the votary of fashion—our friend who,

in every hunting group, is to practised old-timers so painfully conspicuous,

must now pay the penance for that gaudy attire, the contemplation of

which in the non-hunting months has caused him so much joy. If fashion

had only ordained the attire of foxhunters to have been such as char-

acterized the early Puritan fathers, would there have been so many

worshippers at the shrine 1 We trow not. The delight of these hunting

martyrs is at its highest in presence of their tailors or possibly their boot,-

makers. A new pair of top-boots isa pretty toy, and more decorative la a

man's ThT^ng-roo« than >»y-^bwJdn4..oL-gatment..--mans uicOTi.ij, .-—"• .- -.; - .

,

when multiplied in such a locality tell such pleasant lies on their owner 9

behalf While your breeches are dumb in their retirement, as though you

had not paid for them, your conspicuous boots are eloquent with a thou-

sand ton-ues. This is the class of followers in the field which so brings

bitterne^ to the heart of the 4Bast_er_olhojagds^_In England the r^le of i_
master is superbly autocratic ; on this side it is too often rid^ulously

democratic, with too much of the amateur huntsman and a superfluity of

amateur whips. These gratuitous assistants are always drawn from the

class of tine-weather fox-hunters-thoso who air their pink and faultless

tops in summer, and who loudly brag around the social board of the

wonderful runs of a post season, and who seek to verify their boastings by

the length of theit^hunting crop. In England there have been, and still

are notabl^ non-professional huntsmen, b u t they are a rare claoo
.

In

America those amateurs who have attempted to carry the horn are a com

plete failure-to them the sounding of the horn seems to be the consum-

mation of all that is necessary in a master and huntsman of hounds
:

it is

all
" blow " Tennyson, in one of his most charming sonnets, sighs for the

sound of a voice that is still," and foxhunters on thisside, who have followed

the hounds of " gentlemen huntsmen," when they think of the " view hall
,

of the immortalJohnPeel, must reiterate the lament of the poet laureate.

Hunting establishments, as in Great Britain so in America, vary

considerably. They are simply a matter of finance and no indication o

the sport they afford. The magnificent appointments of the Montreal

hunt fully equal, if not surpass, those of the Duke of Beaufort's at Bad-

minton, which for luxurious surroundings may be said in England to fall the

premier position. Of the hounds themselves-" dogs "many so-called

sportsmen and sporting organs on this side call them, while the '-brush

of the fox is often designated the "tail," and the "mask the 'head -
the hounds in England, which in most packs have for so long been bred

with such great care and judgment, may, like the horse of the Arab, trace

their origin back for generations, and are, as a class, decidedly superior to

any found on this continent. A pack of foxhounds rarely leaves the

country of ita birth, and can but seldom be purchased ;
Hmo and care can_

alone establish it. Still, the fault to be found in many instances in America

is not the h(junds or huntemen, but the sport pursued. Sportsmen in

general love fair play ; "a fair field and no favour" is their motto, but

1,^
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does a fox always receive it ? Alas ! for American foxhunters, the answer

must be in the negative. But recently a fo:cbunt was announced at

WiUiamstown. to afford sport for the noble fox-hunters of New Jersey.

A fox was trapped in a gin, by which one of his legs was broken. A large

number graced (1) the meet, and the poor animal with but three legs to

use having previously had his brush shaven to a stump, was unbagged.

The poor fox was dazed and helpless, and refused to move. In order to

compel him to show sport, one of the " foxhunters " poured a flask of

turpentine over him, causing him to make a feeble effort to escape. He

ran a short disUnce, dragging his broken leg helplessly behind, thei\ rolled

over on the grass in agony. More turpentine was applied, aind he made

for the woods. The hounds were laid on, the "gentleman" huntsman

loudly " tooled his horn," the self-appointed " amateur " whips, resplendent

in scarlet, wielded their crops, and the chase commenced. Why continue ?

In five minutes it was over, the " mask " and < pads " were duly awarded,

and a fresh victim sought.

What the future of fox-hunting will be is hard to say. At present

there is no doubt the sport is more or less under a cloud. Many old

established packs in England are now going a-begging for masters, and

changes are imminent on this side, whilst the general agricultural depres-

sion no doubt has a considerable damping effect on the present state of

, , ^. Triviatok.
fox-hunting.

^

NORTH-WEST NOTES.

It is not news to say that the transitions from Winter to Summer in

this country are most sudden. There is really no Spring ;
it is a jump

from the keen air of Winter to the mosquito. What is called Spring is

indeed but an apology for it. It is a rush, and Summer is here. Correctly

considered, there are only two seasons in this climate-Winter and

Summer. There is not that regularity, either, which some climatologists

have undertaken to credit the seasons here with. As an instance :
On

the 20th of April, 1877, a fierce blizzard swept over Manitoba, lasting

fifteen hours. The anemometer in the United States Signal Office, at Pem-

bina, D. T., showed a wind velocity of fifty-two miles per hour, and the

mercury went down to 29^ A Mennonite was frozen to death a few

mUes west of Emerson during that storm, and the " drift" was as heavy as

exnerience before him, he sees that it is of the utmost consequence that

::trfr;t relaxes its grasp upon the prolific soil he must be up early and

Le in order that no time may be lost. A great deal of noise has Wn

made about the frost of the 7th of last Septemoer, by which a great

quantity of wheat was frozen ; but when the past experience of the

country! from immemorial time almost, shows that a frost invariably takes

place in this climate about the first or the beginning of t^«

--f
--^"

that month, the farmer should protect » himself against that fact. Last

tear hTwas late in putting in his crop, and before he could get through with

his harvest what might have been reasonably expected occurred. Not

only must seeding in this country be done with a rush, but harvesting

must be conducted with the greatest expedition.
. , . , •

The discussion of the Hudson's Bay railway scheme is maintained in

the local press with a persistency that shows it will soon wear out, and

some other hobby will be ridden with the same ^aracteristic devotion.

The latest literary contribution to the subject ,s the Illustrated North-

West Quarterly," which is to be published by the Bishop Engraving and

Printing Company. The first number, which is now in the press, will

contain illustrations of the old historical scenes near and around Churchill.

The Legislature is likely to be prorogued at an early day. Perhaps

there has been an unfair proportion of debate as compared with actual

work done but when it is considered that nearly all the work done this

session wiU be undone in the next, the people should not complain that

there has been nothing done. •
• •

Brandon, Man., April 5, 1884.

uuea wool. yiE. ^ijAoii^^ -——p —
. x-thing that had occurred during the whole of the winter. Less than a year

later March 1 6th, 1 87 7, the ice broke up on the Red River, and three or four

days'later a steamer passed down the Red River from Grand Forks. The

indications are that navigation will be opened on the rivers about the 20th

of the present month. The variableness of the climate is only exceeded by

the fickleness of ite poUticians. Perhaps the climatic influence wiU explain

much that seems unaccountable to an eastern Provincialist The voice of

the agitator has died with the first flock of crows that the local meteorologist

has already recorded as "-having seen." This ominous bird is always a

welcome arrival, for he is looked upon as the avant courrier of thousands of

winged processions which are now on the way for the far north—an

immigration which cares nothing for your raUways or steamboats, and

-which 18 diminished only by the rifle of thejportsm^

OTTAWA NOTES. -

It is probable that by the time this appears in print the Session of the

Dominion Pariiamenl for 1884 will be over. If prorogation comes on

Thursday next, the session will have been of exactly thirteen weeks dura-

tion A quarter of a year of talk - All here admit that it is a great

advantie^o have the session close thus early in the year. Meeting in

February, as in former years, ran the day of prorogation in o the latter

Dart of May None can know, who have not experienced it the wretched-

nSof the last weeks of such a session. The spring is Ottawa s most

dutiful season, and it is all the more delightful because it follows a long

a^ steady winter. Bright skies, life-giving breezes, springing flowers,

pC^^w^yll^- invite the sessional worker to enjoy himself outside.

Mr. Norquay and his legislature—for he stUl has the upper hand-

have been in session for some time, enacting, re-enacting and amending

with much of the old clamor that appears to be a part of the legislative

machinery of the Province. Acta which were passed last session and

engraven on the statute book as something like perfection itself have

been found to be wholly inapplicable and unworkable in practice. Every

session there is a new Municipalities' Act ; but instead of each new Act

being an improvement on its predecessor, it is a Bill of confusion immensely

confounded. Mr. Norquay and his Government have assumed full control

of the grievance question, and there seems to be no disposition on the part

of the farmers to worry him with dictation or suggestion. Those in the

Province who have any knowledge of political grievances in other Pro-

vinces are satisfied that the Dominion Government intend to make

reasonable concessions, and with these the people ought to be satisfied.

.Even Mr Norquay asks more than he hopes to get, but he is doing this to

satisfy the farmers that he is working for his Province, for he frankly

maintains that it is better to ask for a whole loaf at once than for a fraction

of it The farmer, as well as the real estate owner, has awakened to the

momentous importance of looking a little into the question of local taxation.

. A strong current has set in against judicial Boards and County Councils,

and a direct motion to sweep them away has been met by the Government

with an amendment providin'g for a select committee to enquire into their

utilitT. J

With the near approach of the warm season the fartoer has commenced

to make his preparation for the work of the field. With last year's

^^utTl^him i;"; The buildings,
^^ th^r^ he finds dark d.se

lobbies flaring lights, and hard work. No contrast could be greater, and

the mo'st soothing philosophy cannot reconcUe one to the situation.

Once aSin the rumours have been revived of difficulties in the ranks

of the French Conservatives. It is wonderful what credence is given to

these rumours of Bleu disaffection. Everything m the French Camidian

nature and training is against such a division. The vast majority of them

are not ambitious to shine, and those who are ambitious are quite ready

to take second, or any lower place until they can see their way to rise.

Chanleau but a short time ago the autocrat of Quebec, seems quite con-

tent to have the almost nominal office of Secretary of State, to sit m the

second row, behind Sir Hector Langevin and M. Caron, and to speak only

Xn he is directed to do so. He will rest quietly where he is unUl he is

Ture of his way. What is true of Mr. Chapleau is eminently true of

other French Canadians, for the others have neither his ambition nor his

fo^e^cEaraSter. Thetttfficnlty^chwassaitl to ex«t was » revival-

of the old North Shore question. When the Bleu contingent wheeled into

line on the Canadian Pacific Loan question a few weeks ago, ^^/^^ on^

on the promise that the Province of Quebec should be recouped $12,000

a mne on the railway she had built from Quebec to Ottawa. Bu the

Government has undertaken to make a change. Instead of giving $12,000

a mile for the whole line from Ottawa to Quebec, they divide the line into

two sections, and give a different compensation for each. The first section

s thrt nowVned by the Canada Pacific from Ottawa to Montreal, and

for this Quebec gets the full subsidy of $12,000 a mile, or for the 120

miles «1 440 000. But for the section from Montreal to Quebec, now

known alSe" North Shore Road," and controlled by the Grand Trunk,

the Pr^ince is to receive only $6,000 a mile, or for the 159 miles

*<»54 000 This change is made notwithstanding that the very resolution

presented by the Government »ys :-" To the Government of Que^. in

J^nsideration of their having constructed a railway from Quebec to

OttlwaTforming a connecting-link between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts,

^a the Intercolonial and Canadian Pacific Railways and being as such a

work of national, not merely Provincial, utdUy." ote. These words we

rppUed. it wilPb; observed, to the whole line from Ottawa
*f

Q^'>^

Th« reiiwn for this, however, appears in a subsequent section of the sub-

sidy resolutions, wWch says :-" For the extension of the Canadian Pacihc

Railway from ita terminus at St. Martin's Junction, near Montreal, to>he

Harbour of Quebec, in such manner as may be approved by the Governor-

General in Council, a subsidy not exceeding $6,000 per mile nor exceeding

in the whole $960,000." It has been quite evident all along that the

Canadian Pacific wanted to get to Portland, and Quebec u not by any

m^nT^ the direct line from Montreal to that city. But the Govem-

ment is anxious to have the national highway make its summer termmu*

at Quebec and takes this means of inducing the Syndicate to run a line

-- -^-"tf

J«wn that way It will be remembered that during the Canadia,n Pacific

tinSebltrManagerHickson, of the Grand J-k, pu ish^ h.B
•^^

advised letter virtually offering to give the North S^o'« "^ ^° ^

bC TheV «r. pVc.iKd tl.™ million. lor .h.ir Pro.™., .nd Ihey

STthu . mllUonol ll will go to th. Cim.di» PkHo- There .ho ..r.

-nri=r5r»::;L»tr^'-*isn^^
- ri.«Xuras to the exact disposition of the three million odd do lara, they

dSSrf ,W rth?,o..ti.o. .nd .on».,r W lh.ir a.n.l P^ »• '••^*

f a^ki'-ihi; ';r!ir^r«vH

in power at Ottawa, is uoi- "^
Mnntrpal Ottawa and Occi-

Constitution. Five years ago the "^^^^'^^'^^^^ „„7ii ^ short time

dental road was built by '!»« P^°^'^%!j^S''^^,%fiTo the road was

^'1' rtr/T "Quebectf ^to^tliarCbl, and her repre

^'^f-^ !LedtoDupport°°L Government on its most important
sentatives refused ie- suppori i.nr ^'"'^

, received the promise

no such proportion of increase in either, and when the G<>^«™'"«'»*'\?;'^'y
'/„"no 8»<"»P™P°"'

.

^ charges <»f want of patribtism against the men

':r„ col ate them iTTs difficult to understand'why the Government sup-

iters^ not make ^me effort te have this service put in better sh^pe^

The Government could make no more popular move than to declare thaM

will cease assisting all classes, except, possibly, genuine agricultural

labourers. Ed. Ruthven.
Ottawa, AprU 1 1

.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO COBBESPONDEHTS.

jAMKa THO«nos.-Yoarcoaunuaicatlon on "Intemperate Temperance- Bhall appear

No X. " ia unavoidably crowded out.next veek-
" The C. P. B. to the Selkliks.

THE IRISH LASD ACT.

""***''VePadficRa\Zay Loan BUI, unl^s-they received the promise

measure, t^e Pacihc Kauway _uu
L

j^cg. The promise was given,

of three millions of dollars for t^ieir Provmce. p ^^^ ^^^^

and now it is P-P-«J„'° ;\7,f,if;^^^^^^^^^ and they give

the other provinces should oe aeaii wn." -

^''itate to

"" *%rr.frh."»"lt«i InIE •»n» .< bu .p«=h h. ^>i
r?snt,tg »>«, up »«.»; j».».j-^^^^^^^

f^S'-^tr.^rdrnqn^w 5h,

^

m. ..,.^^^
Conservative position

«°°^«'^^f,-
„ "

'as they ^ve done so often before.

remSedT^e rec'ent decision in tHe.ceIebrate<rc^e ofMcE«^
There were '^^ ^-^.S^'^^^alSat^Vto^O^^^ i. specially

commercial, and the political
,
ana m

industrious,

interested. .Ottawa's great industry,
f"S!«;*";'^°*'°the%uestion whether

than the Civil Service industry
"^l^^'^f-'^f,*"3''dot^^^^^^^^^^ stream was

McLaren could P^^^^* ^^Jfj'^^J^^ hC Ss^^^^^ Present, of course,

an important one o hu"J«dso peopleW J ^P
^^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^^

the political q'ie8tV°"T^^''=''.Pfj5»t There are Lny^^ the best lawyers

case was of most absorbing interest. 1 here "« '"*°y
tion excited as much

in the country -ong^'j« Pf~^' ^^^^^^ he w^
discussion here as anywhere. ^ hen Jyir.

^^^^^ seemed to prick

more than glad. He became ^'"'"fM^^y- . XTsTedeemed on the point

him at times, and to check his .^niiles but
^^

°'J^«;« f^J ^^ bantered Mr.

of giving himself up to the enjoyment of
tj?^«^;\°°;i^i^ ^^^ told the

Ha^rt! and other strong -P^P^'^^J i^Xng, of co'urse,so far as

news to every friend he met. ^^^^ c^^ '*^
^ j^ "i^t against Sir John

poUtical questions are
^^'^'^'^^f

' ^'''^V*,i^^°*^"^Lt coiSolation for the

Macdonald on a question of law, and that is s e

"""SVestion of assisted immigration. w^f^„J^VrThe?mmi|^Ton
other 4s. was discussed once

''8»-°^„^*^«jteen under the ^ntrol
service. Unfortunately, this ^-^P"'^'J°'^^i^ "^or has he seemed to

of Hon. J. H. Pope, a man w'>%''f^/fTf' .7"»g; -"^ politician, and a

care to earn, the respect even of his
^"«J^„^^«;^,

*;\;' J„t but the votes

schemer, nothing more. ^^ *>»« ^ouse he knowsnoargumen

behind him and the ^^'J.^'^'^^^l^f.^l'l^^lTlttled in Canada
therefore, the claim is put forward that ^/^.WO pe<,p'e ^ ^^^^ „£

- in 1883. and ^^at statement » metwithfa^re^o^e muP ^
Ontario, and the Government's own fagurea respecung m»m

'"t -TaLCy- '-ders there are those who wUl some day „ay .h. deBtini«^
.

rth t^a the general defect o. Mr. Gladstone-, mind Is that it laok. P-'-";^ '--"^-

his interest in the farm (given to him by Mr. u aa

that a farmer in the old country, re.iu.res ^^ ?«'
^/^

"« ^'P^
^ ,^^ „,, ,,^,^

with, he obtaining about fifteen per cent. P^f '"; Jfor £272. ha, in addi-

inatead of carrying on his business ^^'^ ^

'^^l^"'^^^^"^^ f^,,,^ b-^ides

rx^i.Ser^r^:^^^ertig;^..^^^^^t;
-
^.ana in^ Ireland- M

;;'̂ -
^^

-t^rod^^
-
Te^ertttfS^-oSl on,

return to C as a farmer would be £40 I*"-
"f

,* ^.. m,. od.

'^«^^:r"°^s^rr:iwrt^:^eii"«rp;rcent.^n^
LVtr'^wtch c'::;id have obtained had he rented in the ordinary way, he wUl

an. at afteen per cent oMain^d "
.^^^^^^^ '^ pLIL^heles thirty.ve per

ZTot Sncle. i: etil result will be. that a poorer dass wiB be prevented

from rising into the condition of farmers.
^^

PohUcal Economy to Jupiter and Saturn.

Toronto April 7.

HI

ISFOBMATIOS FOB IMMIOBASTS.

farmers of Great Bntam in such » '°»°";'
f*

'"^^ ,m ^„d me space to draw

these advantages is of such importance that I trust you wm an

the attention of your readers to the subject^
financial position of those

I would submit that Ontario has reached a stage "''»"
"f ^ ^ t„

,Uo come to settle is of more importance *»
^J "7^:r,„ .fj^1 doUars

acknowledge that the practical tenant farmer w^"J"^8'^7^ °
\^^ ,„^,, p^.i^es

with him is worth a. much to the country a, ''^;^™
^J"'^^"^ ,„a profitably too,

a n^eans of our absorbing the latter -^f^^^wl t« ;^, bJside, pUe

remLire Tmptyr rthe rofl^na. man, the store-keeper, .o. and his

children will be pupils at our P"'''^"
^f7^;^ ^ ^^^„ h»„ „„„« to me, anxiously

During the last few years a ^^^^^^^^^l^ here, after having lost aU.

enquiring how they can commence fo *
""J;«;°°

V^^.y ^,^, that they did not

or nearly »U. of their capital »t home, *o
J^^^ '"^^They ^ght have brought with

know sooner what could be done here, as '° '^»'
;;^;,'Voroughl, independent, *c.

them an «nount of ^^^^:^:^X:^^^^^^^^^^'^ '"-^'^^ ^ "-' "'

It is evident, therefore, that aU the 8'°' °« f^ j ^^j t^e case of the better

the p«nphlet. issued for

^^''"^^f^''" „ule information as to part^

olas. of farmers. In "d^r^^-''
jT^dTtiofto this, they were met in the markets

^hrrp'ri::irn':hrc-:;^cus.^^.te.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

.^

.I-
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when asked, call opon them at their homes in order that all who are inter»it«4

in so important a step may learn all they possibly can before it is undertaken.

The Canada West Land Agency Company has, for the past three seasons, been

earnestly engaged in this work as far as it can be done by a private corporation, but

it must be manifest to those who understand this subject that to be thoroughly done it

ought to be taken up by our Provincial Government. The eager demand in England

for our Canadian Farm Journal shows how much information is desired.

Trusting that the discussipn of this subject may lead to practical results in

the immediate fnture, X am, etc.,
'

J. R. AciMSOs, Manager, C. W. L. A. Co.

'"

ALLEOED CONSERVATIVE CREED.

"A Reformer" who disagrees with "Bystander's" assertion that there is little

difference between political parties in Canada, thus summarizes what he calls the

Conservative creed :

—

t,i/ '.The Tories lay down the following principles and act on them :—

1. The labourer and all wage-earners must be subjected not merely to the fullest

competition from the whole world, but to competition intensified by aided immigra-

tion.

2. Certain capitalists must be relieved from such competition.

3. When rich capitalists go to buy from the labourer they must be allowed to buy

in the cheapest market.

4. When labourers go to buy from capitalists they must be prevented by severe

penalties from so buying.

5. The people, as a whole, must not be allowed to make the best possible exchange

they can for their labour, but must be driven by penalties to make exchanges with

certain individuals.

6. Canadians are unfit for freedom and have not common sense enough to know

where to buy and sell.

"WHAT'S IN A name:'

[Being a reply by a correspondent " with a grievance," to the sonnet

"A Brace of Fortunes," in The Week of April 3rd.]

' ' Your nose will be red

From a cold in the head,

If you marry a Fred,

And you'll live in a cellar rheumatia

And you'll ride to the mart

Not in cab but in cart.

And your drink will be very "dram"-atic.

And you'll wish you were dead,

^^__ If you marry a Fred. .

«.

In the shops you'll have "tick,"

And of ribbons the pick,

If you marry a Dick,

A strong-armed and long-headed fellow.

Not over aesthetic.

Not ultra poetic.

But with voice loving, tender and mellow.

Give a kick to Fred'rick,

And get wed to a Dick.

Ottawa, 9th April, 1881 R. J.W

A MODEL WOMAN.

-I know a woman wondrous fair

—

•

-^

A model woman she

—

Who never runs her neighbours down
When she goes out to tea.

She never gossips after church

Of dresses or of hats ;

She never meets the sewing school

And joins them in their spats. ~

She never beats a salesman down .,

Nor asks for pretty plaques

;

She never asks the thousand things
" Which do his patience tax.

These statements may seem very strange

—

At least they may to some

—

But just remember this, my friends.

The woman's deaf and dumb.

A Wisely Anonymous Poet.

|!

Dr. Samuel O. Rislfy, one of the most eminent oculists in Philadelphia,

says that the result of three years' careful examination of the eyes of public

school children shows that almost five per cent, of the pupils in the primary

schools are short-sighted, and that this increases in the upper grades until

it is as high as twenty per cent.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By BOoui Fawobtt, antbor of "A Gentleman of Leisure," "A 'Hopeless Case,"

"An Ambitloas Woman," "Tinkling Cymbals," etc.

X.

"I A.M very glad to see you," Pauline was telling her aunt, a little

later. She felt, while she spoke them, that her words were the merest

polite falsehood. " 1 did not suppose you would care to honour me this

evening i mean all three of you," she added, with a rather mechanical

^ile in the direction of Miss Sallie and Courtlandt

Mrs. Poughkeepsie promptly spoke. She was looking about her

through a pair of gold-rimmed glasses while she did so. Her portliness

was not without a modish majesty ; folds of black, close-clinging, lace-like

fabric fell about her large person with much grace of effect ; her severe

nose appeared to describe an even more definite arc than usual.

" Sallie and I had nothing for to-night," said Mrs. Poughkeepsie.

".Lent began to day, you know, and there wasn't even a dinner to go to."

" I am pleased to afford you a refuge in your social distress," returned

Pauline. It flashed through her mind that circumstance was drawing

upon her, to-night, for a good deal of bitter feeling. What subtle thunder

was in the air ready to sour the milk of human kindness to its last drop 1

" My dear," murmured her aunt, temporarily discontinuing her stares,

and speaking more in reproach than conciliation, " you must not be so

very quick to take offence when none is intonded."

Pauline ^ve a laugh which she tried to make amiable. " It pleases

me to think that no offence was intended," she declared.

" Your little party was by no means a pia-aller with me, dear Pauline,"

here stated Sallie, whatever it may have been in mamma's case. I really

wanted so much, don't you know, to see these, .a. .persons. The peculiar

pause which Sallie managed to make before she pronounced the word
" persons," and the gentle yet assertive accent which she managed to place

upon the word itself, were both, in their way, beyond description. Not

that either was of the import which would render description requisite,

except from the point of view which considers all weightless trifles valu-

able.

Pauline bit her lip. She had long ago thought Sallie disqualified for

contest by a native silliness. The girl had not a tithe of her mother's

brains ; she possessed all the servitude of an echo and all the imitativeness

of a reflection. But like most weak things she had the power to wound,

though her little sting was no doubt quite unintentional at present.

Courtlandt here spoke. He was perfectly his ordinary sober self as he

said :

" I happened to drop in upon Aunt Cynthia to-night, and she brought

me here. I believe that I come without an invitation. Don't 1 1 I've

forgotten." '

. .

',
~~

— "You haven't forgotten," contradicted Pauline, though not at all _
unpleasantly. " You know I didn't invite you, because I didn't think you

would care to come. You gave me every reason to think so."

"That was very rude," commented Sallie, with a rebuking look at

Courtlandt. She had a great idea of manners, but her reverence was quite

theoretical, as more than one ineligible and undesirable young gentleman

knew, whom she had chosen to freeze at parties with the blank, indifferent

regard of a sphinx. " It is so odd, really, Pauline," she went on, with her

supercilious drawl, which produced a more irritating effect upon her cousin

because apparently so spontaneous and unaffected—" it is so odd to meet

people whom one does not know. I have always been accustomed to go to

places where I knew everybody, and bowed, and had them come up and

speak."

Pauline busied herself for an instant in smoothing the creases of her

inng gloves between wrist and elbow. " Don't you find it rather pleasant,

Sallie," she said, " to procure an occasional change t

"

" It ought to be refreshing," struck in Courtlandt, neutrally.

" You can have people talk to you this evening, if you \^ish," pursued

Pauline, while a certain sense that she was being persecuted by her relatives

waged war with a decorous recognition of who and where she was.

Before Sallie could answer, Mrs. Poughkeepsie, who had ceased h&
determined survey, said in her naturally high, cool, suave tones

:

" Oh, of course we want you to present some of them to us, Pauline,

dear. We came for that, Sallie and I. We want to see what has made

you so fond of them. They are all immensely clever, of course. But one

can listen and be instructed, if one does not talk. Do they expect you to

talk, by the way 1 Will they not be quite willing to do all the talking

themselves t I have heard . . I don't just remember when or how . . that

they usually are willing."

" My dear Aunt Cynthia," said Pauline, in a low but not wholly com-

posed voice, " you speak of my guests as if they were the inmates of a

menagerie."

Mrs. Poughkeepsie threw bcwk her head a very little. The motion

made a jewel of great price and fine lustre shoot sparks of pale fire from

the black lace shrouding her ample bosom. She laughed at the same

moment, and by no means ill-naturedly. " I am sure they wouldn't like

to have you suggest anything so dreadful," she said—" you, their protectress

and patroness."
" I am neither," aflSrmed Pauline, stoutly.

Mrs. Poughkeepsie lifted her brow in surprise. She almost lifted her

august shouldeni as well. "Then pray what are you, my dear?" she

asked.
" Their hostess—and their equal," asserted Pauline. She spoke with

momentary seriousness, but immediately afterward she chose ,to assume,

an air of careless raillery.
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" Ah, Aunt Cynthia," she went on, " yott don't know how you make

me envy you."

::Sner;o^u''hav:lIttled matters so ^absolutely.
,,

You have no mis-

liWngs, ko distrusts. You are so magnificently secure.
qu^ookeS*

"I don't understand," politely faltered Mrs. Poughkeepsie. She looked

'^'''^P^'.:^i^::;i:?Co.rtl.n6.t at once said. " They are a branch of

study ii^wWc^pLune has made great progress." His face remained so

completely placid and controlled that he might have been giving the

nXterof^^re«dence or recording the last quotation in stocks

Sallie had become absorbed in staring here and there, just as her

mother had been a brief while ago; Mrs. Poughkeepsie ,^as at a little

di^ta^ce from her niece ; Courtlandt stood close at Pauline's side, so that

iekt^r^uldask him', in an undertone full of curt, covert impenous-

"l?!irsS^oiX S^'f'lt:^^' ^e answered, with a

-^rwty"di^t^corrtSed Pauline, lowering her voice still

'

""""You invited them, I believe. That is, at lea^t, my i^JP'^f
°""

, ,.

" I mentioned the affair. I never imagined they '"'"^ ^^^ ,'°
^7^",,

"You see that you were mistaken. If I had been you I wouldn t have

- •^TX^tlwfuUppoTry^^^^^^^^^ ,

::2yXrCutl'rSr'oke in Mrs. Poughkeepsie, " shall you not

'''^^InTo'n'r whom";ou please to meet. Aunt," responded Pauline.

"tZZ d»a^L please to meet anyoru,. We have no preferences.

^°:^sT:ttmenV' thought poor Pauline. She fneed to7rd.^;ou^^^^^

landt. but she might as well have appealed to one of her chairs. Wha

Lnidor' her thoughts sped fleetly on '; This woman ""^ ^h-^
/^^^^

would shock and rfepel whoever I should bring to them. It would

like introducing the North Pole to the South.

^
*^''

But her fad revealed no sign of her perplexi y. She quietly put her

hand within Courtlandt's arm. "Come, Uour ," she ^^'^ J'*h
a^e^

creditable counterfeit of gay sociality, let us find a few devotees for Aunt

''^"^^^tlltd'l good many," said Courtlandt, as they moved away.

"^-Yl^g^'no^merns'sure that we shall find ^y," protested Pauline,

^^'^.S^aV^r^LTteVcrrCt. " Mention the name. It will work

— like magic."
" The name 1 What name ?

(To be Continued.)

THE SCRAP BOOK.

.
::?'o:gTk^psie."D;ro-upposethesehaphazardBohemianswould^^

'^rJTt:^^^:fZ^£^C^^^^^6.,^ he made a slight muscular

"°^.t?^:rarfnoTtphazard Bohemians," she said. "You know too

that tW are not. Th'ey are mostly people of i°'«ll-^;
"J^",!,^^^^^^^^^^^^

harsh. "Where have they ever heard of Aunt Cyn*h.a he repeatad.

.'Why, she never dines out that the society column ««
^'^J^^^'^Xj

paperl does not record it, and her name would be very far from a

Sr. It would be a decidedly living letter
^^.^eratedly.^'' But vou don't understand," insisted Fautoe, oxasperaucuij,.

,
""*

-i?_u oi^.. tn know the so-called higher classes. _
_

" Rut vou don t unaersiana, uiaioi^^"
, . . , , 5>

" The^ people have no aims to know the so-called higher elasse-

"Excuse me," said Courtlandt, with superb calm. ^''«''y.??,7 "„

aims to know the so-called higher classes-if he or she possibly can.

F^neciallv ' she,' " he added in his colouriess monotone.

''^^0h, Mrs. Varick," she said, " I've a great. ^reatt..onr^to ask of you !

^ want y'ou to introduce ^^y^^X^l^l^/^t^'^^t had been
" With pleasure,' answered fauline, teeiing as ^" TT„f„„ "

a sort o jeer. " You know my aunt by sight then, M«sU^t^- ^.^^

" Oh, yes, I've known her for --« ^-« ;^'«^;• ^^^ haS^Tbox, with

Cragge pointed her out to me one night atWal a^k^ J^^e
^

^^^^

^_!;rtii£c"AS^::.^."B:;rx:£-

^°""'who toM Jou that I did not like Miss CraggeV asked Pauline, with

*"T?ih"^oCy, nobody," hurried Miss Upton. "^BuJ yo^Td
invited her here to-night-you left her out, you know. That was all. Ana

W-ATPORM WOMEN.

oft^n greater .till
;
she P--^^ '«

^^tt'akaitefft of .^el , she'Jan be

^-=dtrjtXSj^hfj;^^"^iLgm^^^
even addresses to their sense and rea.son are not -an^mg. H she b

^-i^z^2^SSg^.^ .^ i-:-j::^z

as part of our P^^yt^^l ĉre^Tnt /
^^

strongly on any subject, to beco°^«
"«^'*'^^^^^ J -^ .^^^j, i^, relation to

are no longer able to see it m its true bearm s
^^^

other things, it fills our whole horizon (justly it may be a
^^^.^^^ ^^

sarily), and there ore we see no re^on why ^-houM
^^^ ,,

;3rlr;h\°.:^vrX« equauy ^-^or^:i'-;^tilT\ii^t
other people of greater

-g-'f''°'=;^7''^^,;i3eouVown special view

therefore, we force our P^rfouar sub^t as hke-- °-^^^ ^^
P^
„„ ,^,,

of it, on the minds of others (^t may te, less «ducat
,„ j,,

this one-sided tendency to such a "parked degree that weareusu y

which .«d lo b. «™rdrt '• ">™"°»!"-„ ~
-t;;„„ ,. h.v.delib.,-

i„g,th.ph,.Mdi.,ua «..t.o™of-o«™to'y «';;'^ P ^
h.™ D,«l. .ueh .Sort. «y 'I'S^'SfLSe* „d throu* th..,, in ib.ir

„1 ib,ir work, or m th. he.lth oUhnp '»»'•?•"»;
,|^^|, n„ h„, pa.

up,rth™Ll«. in ord., "•«»' ''»f~^J'''i,.,.ppU». »

with the utmost actual P"^acy.
modern platform woman

The menUl and moral ^^^^^^ ,^J^tischierwhich public speaking is

herself exhibits is the surest proof °«. *he ""'^^"^
j^ 1^ ^^ hardening

working by her agency on the com^-'^y^* -=,^^ ^.^L, indicating too

of the countenance and of *he ^^^t^al^^an
^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^

surely the real repression
S°'°8J"^ ^^1° „, mentally, is to be found in

admirable in woman No '^P"^;- ""^gJio'; of unnaturalness, and of

her society, she produces a strong nnp-ssion o^^
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ „f

living in anUgonism with the world »"'""'
^ ^ , t^ank heaven,

mind which has to be fostered, since
''«T,P°'i''°^JL

fo^^
under

by any means an assured or^ynd-..^^ '^^1 notSw the shudder

'-^t.t:':^^::^^^^^^^^-^'^-- - woman s^aksof

. ^ ^ ialji^ss
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those whose persons are continually before the world, whose names are
bandied about, whose principles are discussed in half the drawing-rooms of
London. " That dreadful woman " is the mildest term ai)plied to them.
Even the hard-natured part of the community receives shocks from its

public-speaking sisters occasionally with a shrug of the shoulders, and
makes jokes at their expense. And the meaning of it all is that the women
who take up a personally prominent position in the world are distasteful to
the good sense and refined feeling of the majority, and therefore that female
influence in the world is degenerating. Their power may be increasing
(but that I take leave still to doubt), but in their proper sphere, a small, it

may be only a home, circle, their once all-powerful influence is waning.
Would not true width of intellect, true largeness of heart and soul, be
shown by submitting to live in what seems a small space—by seeking to
influence what appear to be few men and women, to bring up a. few children
faithfully—by realizing that a narrow sphere does not imply narrow sympa-
thy—that in fact " the growing good of the world is partly dependent on
unhistoric acts, and that things are not so ill with you and me as they might
have been is half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life,

^nd rest in unvisited tombs?"

—

Margaret Lomdale, in The Nineteenth
Centwry for March.

I
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CORRESPONDENT FORBES ON THE BAYONBT.

Both in Afghanistan and in Zululand it befell me to see something of
the use of the cold-steel, and I cannot agree with your correspondent " C.
B. " that against foes armed with stabbing implements as their main
weapon, any advantage would be gained by discarding the bayonet for the
short sword, the Ghoorka kukrie, the American bowie knife, or any other
kindred instrument. Napier was right ; the bayonet is the " queen of
weapons"—that is, of all varieties of I'arme hlanche ; of death-dealing
instruments that one man can wield, the repeating rifle is unquestionably
the most lethal. Let me clear the air a little before coming to " close
quarters " with " C. B."—not, I hope, " with tiger-like ferocity." Hand-to-
hand fighting is a thing of the past, except in campaigns against savages
such as our three latest—those in Afganistan, in Zululand, and this one on
the Red Sea coast. The bayonet was but once used in the Franco-German
war—in a street-fight in the village of Villiers-le-Bel ; and only once to
my knowledge in the Russo-Turkish war, at SkobeletTs Snal capture of the
redoubt outside Plevna on the Loftclia road. Our men ocaasionally used
the bayonet at Inkerman, where " C. B." thinks a shorter weapon would
have been " servicable." Why ? They were fighting with men armed with
bayonets like themselves, and in sipgle, combats it was the man who was
handiest with his bayonet who won. Those men of ours at Inkerman who
were armed with shorter weapons—namely, the officers with their regula-
tion swords—had rather a bad time against the longer-reaching bayonets.
The Prussian infantry did, and perhaps still do, carry a short, straight
sword, without a guard, which is never used in fighting; and in the
Russian army the Guards and Grenadiers carried a similar weapon, con-
cerning which Lieutenant Greene truly observes that the " only use to
which this antiquated weapon was put was in hacking tv<rig3 and wood for
camp fires, for whioh it is not adapted, and it will probably soon be
abolished." At Ulundi no Arabs could have "^meant it" more intensely
than did the Zulus, yet not a Zulu got within twenty yards of Lord
Chelmsford's close-locked square. Again at El Teb while the square was
maintained, no Arab fell but by the bullet ; nor at Tamanieb could the
furious fanatics get up to within striking distance of Redvers Buller's firm-
gripped square formation from whose faces streamed the deadly hail. The
Arabs did not break the square formed by the 2nd Brigade at Tamanieb,
nor could have broken it, had it been true to the square formation. The
change of the front face—I do not now care to enquire how that change
came about—dislocated the square, and then the gaps thus made "^ave the
Arabs tnei r opportunity, aroti have^.ominy Atkins," with" his^bayo
stabbing weapon with which he can lunge well on to six feet. If he
knows how to use his bayonet the swordsman Arab cannot reach him, that
is surely clear enough. In fighting the spearsman, given the two men of
equal physical calibre, the bayonet-wielder should have the best of it.

Both Arab and Briton are tied to stabbing practice ; neither has a striking
weapon while they are at "out-fighting ;

" but the bayonet has advantages
not possessed by the spear. It has greater strength for the parry ; by
reason of the weight of the rifle, whioh is its shaft, it has greater force for
the lunge than the spear, which, even when lead- weighted at the butt, can-
not accumulate such impetus of penetration. It is for these reasons that in
the school of arms the skilled footman with the bayonet has the mastery
of the smartest mounted lancer ; with him the dismounted lancer is simply
"iioiiD.it."—Pall Mall Gazette.

PBINCE' LBOPOLD.

For the departed Prince there is nothing but praise. No scandal has
ever touched his name ; and since his boyhood he has shown signs of a
literary faculty and a moral elevation whioh have given him a character in
the eyes of the whole people. Even Republicans to-night mourned that
the one Prince with whom no thought of unworthy self-indulgence was
associated should have fallen before the deadly archer. He has for years
associated himself with -movements intended either to extend true scholar-
ship or to elevate the masses of the people. The interest which he has
taken in education has had great ellect on the national progress. It was
he who first impressed upon the Prince of Wales the evils connected with
the dwellings of the poor. He had more thought in his speeches than
either of his brothers permit themselves.to express, and he took such pains
with hi$ elocution that he was developing into vi orator. Personally, he

was so modest and unassuming, so anxious to learn, so desirous to be
informed, and so thankful to anybody who assisted him, that the whole
t<»wn is ringing to-night with stories to his credit. Oxford men of his day
recall his pleasant parties at his villa. He was, with one exception, the
best chess player in the University. He was no bad whist player, and,
though he never gambled, he indulged himself at the table with eagerness.
He was an energetic Freemason, and was to have presided at the feast of
the Royal Masonic Institution for Boys in June. I& was an enthusiastic
student of Shakespeare. One edition of Shakespeare bears his name. He
was also a member of the Shakespeare Society. In fact, hi? activity ran
in all directions. Nobody would have guessed from his constant and most
punctilious regard to all claims upon him how severely he suffered. From
his infancy, however, he has been an invalid. He was not expected U>
reach manhood. In his youth a bruise nearly destroyed him, and a cut
threatened to be fatal. For years he has been subject to fits. The exact
manner of his death is being kept very secret ; it was such as to add to the
distress and grief with which his death will be universally regarded. Its,

suddenness is the more agonizing since he could be seen by none of those
who loved him best.

—

Liverpool Mercury.

ANTHONY TROIiLOPE FROM AN EDITOR'S POINT OF VIEW.

It was indeed a comfort for any editor to have TroUope as a writer, for
there was never any anxiety as to "copy " being forthcoming at the appointed
time. We remember the surprise we experienced when, on ihe occasion of
our first arranging with him for a story, he asked, " How many words do
you wish?" "On what day do you wish copy 1" was the next question.
A jotting was then taken of the agreement, and it was observed by him to
the letter. Such methods cannot but appear inconsistent with any precon-
ceived notions of inspiration, and as being too mechanical for the accom-
plishment of the best work. Yet we believe it had no such trammelling
influence on Trollope, whose temperament was such that he could reach his
highest power whether he was flying in an express train or being pitched
about in a steamer in a gale. With unflinching regularity and decision he
could concentrate his mind on his allotted task—sometimes even timing
himself with his watch for the production of so many words in so many
minutes.

—

Donald Macleod, in Good Word».

LITERARY GOSSIP.

On dit that the Gilchrist scholarship will be withdrawn from Canada.
Bret Harte is said to be becoming lazy, and to bo too much addicted

to brandy and soda. He is ostensibly U. S. Consul at Glasgow, but lives
at the House of the Belgian Ambassador in London.

Henry J. Byron, first editor of Fun, but better known as an actor and
the prolific writer of burlesques and extravaganzas, died on the 12th inst.
One of his comedies, " Our Boys," has been played over a thousand times.

Lord Bute has ofiered a prize of $2,500 for the best setting of music
to the " Alcestis of Euripides" after it has been translated into Welsh.
The Marquis has ofiered $250, through the National Eisteddfod Committee,
for the translation.

George Eliot's widower, John Walter Cross, will use three sets of
correspondence for the basis of his biography of her. These cover the
period from 1859, when " Adam Bede " was published, to April, 188a,
eight months before her death. One of these series of letters is appearing
in the Paris Journal dea Debati.

On the occasion of Mr. Matthew Arnold's visit to Chicago, the apostle
of culture was asked by the ubiquitous reporter what his opinion was of
Chioago jouraalisfla. " I think," was the stinging reply, « you make toO^
much of the sort of news which is excluded from the English newspapers
and appears only in our Police News."

The Council of the Society of Authors has formed itself into a legal
corporation called the " Incorporated Society of Authors." It includes
Matthew Arnold, R D. Blackmore, WUkie Collins, W. S. GUbert, Lord
Houghton, Prof. Huxley, Thos. Hughes, Cardinal Manning, Mrs. Oliphant,
George-Augustus Sala, Prof. Tyndall, and Prof. iSeeley.

Two new serials will begin in the May St. Nicholas, one by Maurice
Thompson, entitled " Marvin and his Boy Hunteaa," in which the author
will endeavour to treat the question of guns for small boys- and the
other, "The Scarlet Tanager," by J. T. Trowbridge, the stor^ of the
adventures of a young naturalist in his efforts to secure a specimen of
this rare bird.

The Andover Review, Boston : Houghton, Mifflin <fc Co. This high-
class theological monthly has at once taken a place in the front rank in
the class of literature to which it belongs. It is solid without being dull,
scholarly but not pedantic, liberal but reverent in its treatment of
subjects bearing on the speculative and practical questions of the day. The
April number is the best that has yet appeared.

It is not generally known that among his other accomplishments
General Gordon is a skilful draughtsman. In the Commissioner's house
at Mah6 is a very careful and accurate pencil study by him of the coco de
mer, and, as everything connected with the General is of interest to the
public, we would suggest that Mr. Barkly would do well to lend thU
drawing for exhibition in.4^i^unction with Miss North's sketches.

Herb is a book by a man who has been at work among the graveyards
of criticism, which, we (^ne, oaa be of interest only to the Uterary
antiquarian. Mr. T. Hall Caine, author of " Recollections of Roasetti "

has just published a collection of Essays, entitled, " Cobwebs »« Criticism

whiih reproduce much interesting and curious information ^"'"'^'"'"g
*f

«

Teception, by contemporary critics, of the early works of Byron, Keats,

Sbelley, Leigh Hunt, and Wordsworth.
' A striking literary feature of the May C«n<«ry will be Julian

Ha^horne's paper on "The Salem of Hawthorne," in which the scenes of

StdianTe" Hawthorne's daily life and of his romances are described with

a oerso^l knowledge and an insight which only a literary son could

^o^manT ^nddentllly, much new light is thrown »-fJ^ Ĵ^^^^^^^^

the father and on the relations of his scenes and his people to real places

and persons. Harry Fenn has made several pictures for the paper.

A CURIOUS pamphlet is advertised in London, under the title of The

Rati of the sLndard." It is described as " the interlocutory documents

fnReaction in the Court of Queen's Bench, Cooper - Mudford and others

the proprietors of the Standard newspaper) for the recovery of 1000

Eeas for an advance copy of the Eari of Beaconsfield's last novel

< Endyn>ion,' with elucidatofy hints." This refers to the aPpearance in he

SlanLrd of a review of " Endymion" before the issue of the book to the

^press.

French criticism on English public and social life seems to be now the

fashion A second edition of U Vie Publique en Angkterre par Philippe

Sfryl has just been issued in Paris, which aff-ords John Bull a capital

Sunity to view himself as he and his country appear in the eyes of a

shrewd buT not unkindly observer. The first part of the work deals with

EnS literature, the press and the stage ; the second, with Parliament,

elec'ti!tnd muAicipal'matters ; and the third, with the Queen, the army

and navy, and the courts of justice.

"The Wife of Monte-Cristo," being the continuation of Alexander

T^ ' i^Wprl novel of " The Count of Monte-Cristo," is in press and

^rr wXfimmediately by T.T Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia.

Cristo" wUUook with interest for "The Wife of Monte-Cnsto.'

Iv " Essays and Leaves from a Note Book," by George Eliot, we have in

novel, or to be expanded some day into an essay.

George H Adams & Son make an announcement which will be read

witffnTerest by the multitudes who are looking for good maps^ but d„ no^

- know where to find them except in high-priced atlases. ™ publishers

wUl be-in on the 1st of May the publication of a geographical and indus-

tral monthly to be called "American Progress. " One of the characteristic

features of the magazine will be the treatment in each issue of some single

State or Te ritory^th reference to its geographical and industrial position,

to be accompanied by a new map of such State or Territory, corrected up

to the last date. Dr. L. P. Brockett will act as editor.

Matthew Arnold says we in Boston ar« "artificial." He i^ now at a

safe dfsTance and will not explain himself to us by word of mouth, there^

?^rewemusttry to give our own interpretation of his opinion. -To be

"Irtrficiri" would se^m to mean that which is not what it Pre^^-^fH-^^
Now let us see where we are not what we pretend we are. Are we not

£ most cultured people in the land? We are, or else we think we are^

XlCUnblmoLilished of American peo^e? We are, or we think
Arc we not iau ""»" f<""" - ±^ ^^ T,«va nr we think we

BOOK NOTICES.

The Works of Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Poet Laureate. New edition,

corrected by the author. New York : Macmillan & Co. Toronto :

Bowsell and Hutchison.

The Cup and the Falcon. By Alfred, Lord Tennyson. New York :

Macmillan. Toronto : Rowsell and Hutchison.

The latter volume is the latest work of the Laureate, and comprises

two short dramas, "The Cup," produced by Mr^ Henry Irving >n London

in 1881 and "The Falcon," first put upon the stage of the St. James

theatre,' London, in 1879. By neither representation hojver, did Mr

Tennyson add to his literary or dramatic renown The plot of the former

composition is laid in Galatia. An ex-tetrarch, " Sy"°"='' ,]'?^"^
assistance regains the governorship of the province from which he had,been

driven for hi's tyranny? and compels the wife of his slain rival, ."Camma

to marry him. To this she consents, but only in order ^to poison herself

an.r"ynorix ' at the altar. Mr. Tennyson is indebted to the story o

^F-^deriL in " The Decameron " for the materials of " The Falcon.

The latter drama is stilTless fitted *r production than the former^
.

Thr- "Collected Works," though they contain a few poems which have

not until now, been re-printed since their first appearance m the edition of

1 883 are not ^omplete.'^ Neither of the dramas " The Cup and The

Falcon
•• are included, nor does "The Charge of the Heavy Brigade

aPD-ir The volume, however, is a very handsome and reliable edition of

the Laureate's versifications, and presents them in convenient and economic

form, and as such meets a real want.

The Statesman's Year-book for 1884. London and New York
:
Mac-

mil Ian & Co.

Mr Martin has been succeeded by Mr. J. Scott Keltic in the editor-

ship of this veritable multum in parvo. This " statistical and historical

annual of the states of the civilized worid" has attained its majority-the

^884 edition is the twenty-first issue-and is deservedly so well known as

o make it unnecessary to expatiate on its merits. Additional «ta istics on

political, e-luoational. social, agricultural, muimg, and manufactunng

Stersare included, and information on .six more countries--Madagascar

S^noe Free State, the Transvaal, Zanzibar, Burma, and Hawau-have

necessitated the adding of some hundred pages more than the book swelled

to in previous years.

Creators of the Age of Steel. By W. T. Jeans. New York :
Charies

Scribner's Sons.

This is a work which bears evidence on every page of the loving

familiaritv of its writer with his subject. Not only has Mr. Jeans broa^

a^d comprehensive views, but his knowledge includes the m^nut^^ of the

manufacture of iron as well as an intimate acquaintance with the minds

and work of those who have ma.le its almost universal adaptability possible.

The !*ynopsis of the life and studies of Sir Henry Bes.semer is most mteresting

read n"°and the pa.ssages in which it is told how the " Bessemer steel

process
" alternated between success and disaster, en.ling in revolutionizing

?heTron trade, and saving the worid five million dollars in a score of years

read more like a chapter^of romance. Thesame might
f
™°«t

^-.-^f
,°«

the chapters on Sir William Siemens, Sir Joseph Whitworth, and J,ir John

Brown's inventions.

tTar^IavTwenorth^ proudest ancestry? We lave or we think we

have Are we not the mos^ benevolent, the most musical, in fact, is not

Boston Oie "hub'' of the republic, or is it only that we think so from

.^orance of the worid ? Do we not make for ourselves graven images ?

Cwe not et our°ods up on pedestals so mighty that the pedestal is out

SXroponiorto%he iLge^ Let us ponder. JhU- tune for me^^^^

tation and prayer. If these sins are ours, let us find it out and try to bo

for2°ven not only by Matthew Arnold, but by the world at large. The

5 the' world L'to-day ought to be our ambition to deserve. -fio.ton

Home Journal.

Apropos of the attacks made upon our methods and our jn^^'^ere m

books^itten by travelling Englishmen, a K^*
'=°"T ^ then inZ

following story i" When Sir Charles Dilke was m Nevada, then in the

hevdly of itsTusty youth, he was somewhat disappointed that he met none

SKe and roujh manners which all tourists had Uughthim o expect

to find there. Har^ Mighels, editor of the^Carson Appeal, a college man,

wit audtr.i..a»^ b7t ajoLr vrithal, wi^wUUng to see

So one day at the hotel dinner table, Mighels, who had a slight acquamt

ance with Mr. Dilke, said, in his choicest affectation of the true na^ tone

of the true American, ' Mr. Dilke. do you know Thomas T. <-arlyle f

Mr. DilirLkt'wledged that he had a speaking acqu-Unc^-th ^e

irreat man whereupon his interlocutor said, with warmth,
J^*'. "f

«"^

K iZhe kin" '"^Mighels afterward told Bret Harte ho*
Je

had^sold

the EhzlU maker of note-books.' whereupon Harte said j You thmte you

Jive dfne a very clever thing, Harry, but that wul appear eventually as a

S^I^i^rimeri^nism-.' Sure enoug^the incident -h-l--?y ^^ P/J^^J
S Dilke's book, where the curious reader may find it to witness the truth

of what may seem an ittpcobable yarn.". —

^

Mt House. By Oliver B. Bunce. New York : Charies Scribner's Sons.

Toronto : William Briggs.

Mr Bunce has condensed fhto a hook of ordinary dimensions a fund of

inst^ctionand advice on house decoration which is of the highest value to

those, who would make llie ii resid .. no i.n nomething more t,han places of

sheltrfand rest. To men of taste and to almost all women the experience

oLthers in domestic architecture and ornamentation is most acceptable and

to °uch Mr. Bunces book will prove a treasure. He tells how he bis beau-

°fir"mv house," outside and in, gives hints on the construction and

planninVo-f veramlahs. porches, lawns, gardens, and the rest, and plants here

and there the most refreshing bits of word-painting on scenery a^d orna-

mentation. Present and intending housekeepers cannot do better than

consult Mr. Bunces book.

Parts III and IV of the Life of Her Majesty the Queen (by Sarah

Tytler, published by George Virtue, Adelaide street, Toronto) contain beau-

tiful s eel engravings of the Prince and Princess of Wales, Osborne Castle,

1„^ the Princess Helena. The portrait of the Prince is particularly good

CWer V. dTals "ith the coronation, and " The Maiden Queen " is treated

of.n the following chapter, " giri-like '", h«^, f°"^-«'' °^? ^nw'sV^"^
nernetual excitement." In her "Journal" Her Majesty " thanks God

^hirnoni ^f her dear children are exposed to the dangers of the posi ion

of a maiden queen of eighteen. 'W\ worse school,- says the Q^fen " for

a young «irl. or one more detrimental to all natural feeling and affection

Lnnot well be ima-inpd." Chapter VII is devoted to " the betrothal,

Td how the young'-queen subsided from the liege lady tothe loving woman.

In the Ei^hth'^chapt^r is a minute account of Her Majesty's marriage, and in

Chapter IX. the royal pair are subjected to critical survey as man and wife^

TheChor comments on the fact that time has confirmed the proud and

gW condition of the first day of wedlock, when the Que^en wrote to B^n
Stockmer : "There cannot exist a dearer, purer, nobler being m the worid

than the Prince."
)

f

iMh
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MtsiO AND THE DRAMA.

It is one of the unavoidable disadvantages of weekly journalisin that it

occasionally happens some interesting event takes place just at the Iwur for

Koing to press, which is too late for notice a week afterwards. But the

Toronto Choral Society's second subscription concert of the season, which

took place on the evening of Tuesday, April 8th, was too important an

event in the musical world to be dismissed without reference. It is pleasant

to have to record that the pavilion was well filled on the occasion, subscribers

only being admitted.' The principal feature of the concert was the hrst

section of Haydn's oratorio, " The Seasons," the text being an adaptation of

Thomson's well-known poem of that name. The music is charmingly graceful

and melodious, and perhaps is as fair a specimen as could well be chosen

as a representative of that master's choral works. No gloomy Calvinist

was "Father Haydn." His soul, brimming over with childlike naivete,

unrestrained joy, and good nature, doubtless found in the words of the text

—descriptive of the budding forth of Spring, bright promise of Summer—

a subiect in complete sympathy with his own cheerful nature. The society

numbering about a hundred voices, rendered the choruses with great

steadiness, paying particular attention to the varied lights and shades,

thereby producing «hose pleasing effects which at the present time are too

prone to be overlooked by sortne conductors, in the desire to startle by

means which might be more properly described as noue than music. Ihe

orchestra, usually good in part, was on this occasion deserving of credit as

a whole ; excepting in the overture, where the brass, especially the trumpet,

was perhaps a little too pronounced. There were none of those blurting

sounds which have hitherto so often marred the effects of the orchestra at

the concerts of both the Philharmonic and Choral Societies. The absence

of the horns may account for the absence of these defects.

The second part of the programme was of a miscellaneous character, a

feature of which, well worthy of remark, was the Concerts for Pianoforte

and Orchestra, by Schuman. Miss Cox rendered the difficult Pfnofo'-te

part with clearness and expression, and was carefully supported by the

orchestra The performance drew from the audience warm manifestations

of approval which were well deserved. The vocalists of the evening were,

in addition to members of the society who assisted in the solo parts, Mrs.

Wells B Tanner, soprano, of Buffalo, and Mr. F. A. Bowdoin, tenor, also

of Buffalo Mrs. Tanner contributed to the second part of the programme

"OLuce di quest Anima," from "Linda di Chamounix," receiving an

encore This lady has a voice of great range and clearness, and of a pleasing

quality of tone, and her method evinces a good school. Mr. Bowdoin s

voice belongs rather to the tenor di gratia order, smooth and cultivated,

with considerable power, especially in its upper middle re^ster but his

sineine while pleasing, does not arouse in one any degree of enthusiasm

He impresses one as though he conld do more if he liked, but that he d%d

iwt like Mr Warrington struck out of the fields on which he has won many

laurels into the strange and difficult one of Italian "buffo " singing,

essaying " Largo al Factotum," from Rossini's " Barbere di Seviglia To

say that he more than fairly succeeded, would be false praise. The^English

language is not a vowel language, and for that reason the English tongue

is not adapted for the rapid utterance of separately articulated vocal sounds.

" Feranti " who perhaps created the character of the barber in this opera,

sang it half as fast again and smiled the while. A charming part Song,

" When Hands Meet," bv Pinsuti, was delightfully sung, without accom-

paniment, bv the ChoralSociety, and drew forth an «r«;ore The concert

Concluded with the chorus, "The Heavens are Telling," from The Creation,

in which the Society fully sustained its high reputation.

The amateur operatic and theatrical performance in aid of the Home

for the Incurable is announced to take place in the Grand Opera House

OB^J-riday May 2. The^ffair is in the hands of the Government House

GHESS.

us-All eommumieatioiis inUnded far thU dmartment »hoaW b» aOdrmtd "Chm Editor,"

o(Jl«« 0/ The Wbkk, Toronto,

PBOBLEM Nor. 2.

By .J. MoOrboor (Toronto Cb«M Clnb).

BLACK.

PBOBIiEH No. 8.

By the Editor.

BLAGS.

WHITE.

White to play ami mate in three moves.

WHITE.

White to play and mate in three moves.

THE ABT OP PROBLEM SOLVING.

The following concludes a very interesting series of papers on problem oomposition and

solving, by H., E. and J. Bettmann, in the MilwautM Sunday Tttegraph.

"Tiieiirime object in solving a problem is to obtain pleasure therefrom. The object in

analyzing U t"te.t The problems soundness. In this latter qj?"?"^''™' P'~'3 '" °, 'SV
pected aSi i« seldom derived. The best way to analyse a position '"'"e shortest and only

by method can speed and accuracy be assured. Every move of ea^li. P'«»
''°"J'*„?,* "L^e

fifllv aiamined and having once thoroughly determined its power, it should no longer be

c^nrid"red.'°!t CoftenTeln suggested tla? 'his method should be appied to »2^viJ|^-.
as beine the Quickest way of coming upon the solution. But although tms is a sure prooess,

ifianotatliuktistacto^ because, to be pleasing, the theme should strike the solver, and

not b^ ground out meoSnically. Besides*^ it is 5o faster, under most circunistances. TheW and mo°t interesting way of solving, and one much more in accordance with the spWt of

SHlHHrt'"iit«^^^^SSHfYnTo-cal'^wlirS^e^^e b^-anVd^r^^^^^^^^^^

""'^r^meoTthe''mem^i^«''o?'the Toronto Chess Club read. mark.-l.«n. and inw^dl,

digest this morsel of wisdom.

HERB DANIEL HABBWITZ.

Tn the death of this distinguished player recenUy at Posen, Germany the chess wOTldhM

"'Verarfi>r^rv«L'yeVr.;h^rdi,5M.'rchampion of Franc., and did much for the gam.

'°
'ms bSliSi career was. however, marred bv his.disastroos match with Paul Morphy.m

rura^rde-^eaTb? i*o'S^hT»^is"^^^^^^
amid the romantic mountains of the TyroL

GAME No. i

Playwl at th. St. George's Club (London), on th. 6th July, ISflB.

From th. C)w«» IfonfW».

BemoT. Blacks K B P.

party, and will doubtless prove a success.

The musical programme at the forthcoming Semi-centennial demonstra-

tion will embrace the oratorio, "The Creation," by the Toronto ChoralSociety,

and we believe, " The Redemption," by the Philharmonic Society. There

is t^ be a third concert, the nature of which is not fully determined upon.

Messrs. I. Ruckling & Sons, of Toronto, have published a pretty

transcription for the piano, of Mr. Torrington's popular song " Abide with

Me " arranged by Arthur E. Fisher. The same firm are also the publishers

Tl " Farewdl," a song without words, by W. Octavius Forsyth and a song,

"Meet me, Darling," words by J. H. Porter, music by Chas. W. Stokes.

Th^ Eighth annual concert of the band of the Queen's Own Rifles took

place in Shiftesbury Hall on the evening of Friday, April 11. The soloists

for the occasion were Mrs. Morris and Miss Berryman, sopranos; Miss

A iiscou contralto ; Mr Taylor, tenor; Mr. H. M. Blight baritone, and

Miss Leonora Clench, solo violiniste. These concerts have always drawn a

large attendance, and Friday evening was no exception. Space will not

pemit of a detailed notice of the concert. As a whole, it was a pleasing

and varied entertainment. Miss Nora Clench deserves specia mention

for the artistic manner in which she performed the violin solo Reverie

by Vieuxt^mps; winning an encore, she responcied with a melange,^ Auld

Robin Gray," and "Last Rose of Summer." Miss Berryman and Miss

Cttboth susUin^ed their favourable reputation by the tasteful way m
which they sang the numbers entrusted to them The same may be saud

of Mr. Morris,^in the Romance "Com 'e Bello," Donizetti and of Mr.

Taylor and Mr. H. Blight, the former singing the "Last Watch "Pinsuti,

and the latter " Trusty as Steel," also Pinsuti. The vocal quartettes were

faTrly wetl rendered, but do not call for special mention. The selections

-fy the band were both well chosen and well performed. The concert was

under the directorship of Mr. John Bayley, who performed the responsible

duties with his usual ability.

WHITB.

Messrs. Pullar and
Young (consulting).

1. PK4
2. PQ4
3^ Q Ubcija)

5. (3 tskes B P
6. KtKB3(c)

BLACK.

Ph. Hiraohf.ld.

PK3
PQ4
PKt3

»*1*i
KtB 3
P takes F

Messrs. Pullar and
Young.

7. B K Kt 5
8. Kt K 5 (d)

9. PBS
—10.^Kt 7(/)

11. Q takes B (0)

BLACK.

Ph. Hirschf.Id.

§B4
Kt S eh «)

B R 4 (!)

Q takesB
Mates in thrMlw

NOTES (ABRIDGED).

,ai White may force the exchange of Queens by 3 P takes P. S P tak.. P, 4 Q B 5 ch. F Kt 8

^ "^
^)''4°Kt K B 3 is the usual continuation at this point.

!^1 ig^aPn ^^/ a'irelfn'e^g.rtto ^^'^^'gthen their attack with 8 B Kt 5. After the e.chang,.

^"i^ ?2e'commence"StntM Xa?tiM combination deeply conoelv«i and fln.ly .x«ut«L

',';, nrdi^ttly''f"afilVry'otrr'?ontinuation, however, would leave White wfth a pi«.

*
(?) Wit 1 11. q B 8 (ch). .tc.

—'
CHESS INTELLIGENCE.

The match announced 'or G«>d Friday betw^n Toronto and H^^^^^

Toronto.
PhilUpB S
Qurdoc *

Beynoo
UcKinnon .

Braanpton.

We are glad to hear that Bl«kburn. the English champion, who ha. bwn «,riou.ly Ul. !•

now Mly ."««<'"t«?A«^^ he 1» In «>me quarter. repr.Mht.d to b.. We Lara on tb»
St.inlU is not *,h» "IS* "? ''J;, „„,, A^amatUi Nn», that having been unexpeotwlly

authority of "M*".' i"
J*.

Sgo^™^^^^,^'^,,^ w. GrimshSw (not hav.'ng b«.n
defeated m a bhndfold oontjM °A^" '^JfTLj) \^ great player heartily congratulated his
pr.vioudy taformwlof tk»^^^^i^f^i in hSnonr of ^their ftr.t encounter.

"*»«°°'»J;je,'l!S.'l^?.,^S^.m»l7S Sur cSiadl«i fair one..ln the active Intereef

inotli.r 1. addwl ^ »"• ''"^
i?ttr weiS^WlntirWoodrand H. J«ob..

Larkom ha. «•« «".^*P'^A w2?rf?^e3 on ttriS Maroh last at the school for th.
A nov.l and ln»<««^.^'''J? *'? Kl^^d boys and «l«ir.aib.r. of the Owl«ton Club,

blind, BroomhiU(Eng^brf««i«Terfth.bltadb^^ ^^ ^^ Bup«lB*.n.
Th. gam- »««P'»«^.'^£2kMuSSS7S. rSlS^d th. black pt«.. h»v. a peg ai th. top
d.nt of the school. Th. Wmk Kuarwm »>>>«• •»

ni»toht»»Ud two bonn. and mm wo«
so that th.V««"<>°.'*HL^^;? So/ totlSS^ In toL NJ^'tovSntion u>d ^oarntji*i»

Jj,??lSild??J^^^th:ttt."i^t.mSt«^*^«rS 0. thS wbo «.d.priy«lof thcU-ght

are being thus inoTMMd.

Aran. 17th, 1884.1

DB. M. SOUVIBLLE'S

SPIROMETER GIVEN FREE 1

Encouraged by the fact that during the

„„fttvnears thousands of patients who

S"d my Spirometer have beau »•«•* of

ASTHlS, BRONCHITIS, LaBTNOITIS. CATARRH,

r^TiKBHAL DeAFNKSS, CONSUMPTION OB

S'SSed^^SfJ^^^
itrr:°rtr:n=v'o'ue''s'u'ie«5K^^^
the above ailments who will call at

173 CHURCH ST,. TORONTO,
and consult the Surgeons of the

_iitenlfttional Throat and Lung In«tituto,

the medicine, alone to be P»W '">• " 5°';^',*

S call write for particulars and treatment,

which cS be sent by express to any address.

DR. M. HODVIBLLB,
tx-Aid» Surgeon French Army.
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LADIES !

We are showing some very interesting lines consisting ol the foUowing :---All-

Wool d"L Go^dl at 20 cent^ new shades -, Grey Checked Shirtmgs for children

S^m cenU worth 17 cents; a splendid ran(?e of Black Dress Goods (all wool)

from Moe^is yard to »1.00. Those India Lawn Fichus at
Jl-^i"""'; "«,»

?«['««'

^irprise to eve^ one. We are sTiowinK a case o( Guipure Embroidery
^^^^J^^

hal?"rice° Ou7Btock of Laces, Fichus, Collars, Buttons, Tnmmmgs, Hosiery,

Gloves, in ladies' and children's, complete.

INSPECTION SOLICITED.

XjTJKIES, nD.A.G-C3-E <Sc CO.,

STEWART & SON. (Latb STEWABT
4, STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS. BUILOIHO SURVEYOBS AND VALUATORS.

Officea-30 AdeUUde St. Ea»t, Toronto.

WM. STUWART. "«• = STEWART.

116 YONGE ST., Cob. ADELAIDE.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET

JOHN B. HALL, M.b.,

HOM(EOPATBIST,
Specialties-Diseasesof Children andNervous

system. Hours-H t.) 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-

day. 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p m.

3!» * 338 JAIITIS Strert.

aEO. MacDONALD,

BABBiaTZB. SOLIOITOB, ETO.

—; OFF1CB8 :

—

Equity Chambers. 20 Adelaide Street East.

Toronto. Itoney to Loan.

OMITH, SMITH & BAE,

Btirristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.

Labbatt W. SurrH, D.C.L. Jajies F Smith."""^
Qao. M. Bab.

Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented

.Ian. 11. 1878. Re- issued July :i.

1877. Patented Jan. 9. 1877. Re-

issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July

17 and Nov. 27. 1877. Patehteil

Feb. 19 and June 4. 1878. Patented

also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada Jime 7. 1870,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset. Registered Sept. 25, 187B.

With Improved Tunpi(» Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over

all American competitors at tliu

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

aneqnalled for beauty, style and

comfort,
.'ipproved b^ all physicians.

MANUFACTURED

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebriitod Tam-

Plco Busts, which are as soft as

velvet, and yet ao elastic that

they will retain their shape per-

fectly until the Corset is worn

cut.

The "Health Corset" is boned

with Coraline, a new substance

which is much superior tu horn

or whalebone. It cannot break,

4 md is elastic, pliable and com--

'j iDrtable.

"1 The " Health Corset " is not de-

'/^.gned for invalids only, but is

'

Kiiually adapted to all women.

even the most fastidious in dress.

BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDITRUBBER GOODS!

E C0AT3W0BTH, Jb..

Barrister. Solicitor, Notary Public.
Conveyancer, etc.

Utmty eo Lend. OfflctB-lQ York Chambera,

No. 9 Toronto Stbbbt. Tohonjo.

T>AISLES8 DENTISTBY.

ArtiScial Teeth, lifelike in appearance and

perfect in eating and speaking. The painless

metho<l includes filling, and operations both

mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Queen Street, East.

KUBSEB SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BELTIirO,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

HIWBEII VtlVES, CASKETS,

Sittr Brand Coitoa

' Linen and Rubiwr

Steam Fire Engine

HOSE.
(280,000 feet in use.)

A
* #4*

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose

with

Bistmct Flies Hann&ctd.

Cities, Towns .iiul Villaues

pronounce it superior to .my
other make in the market

for its wirvMKth tiud dnr-
atol« qnnlillri*.

x^The Star Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire Engine Hose,

is made from the best Gult

Cotton -Hid fine Para Rub-

ber, and hilly warranted trom

any defects in manufacture.

Sample mailed on application

WHAT IS CATAERH %

Ifrom theMaU (Can.) Dee. IS.

Catarrh is a mnco-pumlent dischargeoanjed

by the presence and development of the

vegetable parasite amceba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is

only devBlope<l under favourable circum-

stances, ami these are:-Morbid state of the

blood, as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,

the germ poifion of syphilis, mercury, toxo-

mma, from flie retuntion ot the effeted matter

of the skin, snppvessed perspiration, badly

ventilated sleeping apartments, and other

-

poisons that are germinated in the blood.

These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these germs, which sprea<i up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

causing ulceration of the throat ; up the

eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-

ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness;

usurpiug the proper structure of the bronchial ,

tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death. J . ,.

Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by tlie use

of tnhali-nts and other ingenious devices, but

none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed

or removed from the mucus tissue.

80 tie time since a well-known physician 01

forty years' stamiing, after much experiment-

ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary

combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating

thii ..jrrible disease, whether standing for

one year or forlv years. Those who may be

suffering from the above disease, should,with-

out delay, communicate with the business

managers,

Mkhsbh. a. H. DIXON & SON,
;103 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WhattheRev. E. D. Slnetuon. B.A.aClermi
man of the London Conference of the Metho-

M»t Oiurch of Cmuultt, k<M to aay in repatd

to d. a. Dixon (t Soil's JTffio Ireatrnmt for

Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont.. Canada. March 17, '83.

Mettra. A. H. Dixon it Son :

Dear SiHs.-Yours of the 1.3th mstant to

hand It seems almost too gooiltobe truethat

I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never

felt better In my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for

BO many years, that is hard for me to realize

that I am really tietter

1 consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the

throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would requii'e the three treatments,

but I foSl tiUly cure<l bv the two sent me. and

I am thankful that I was ever induced to send

to you.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatment*, and
I shall glaiUv recommend your remedy to

so'ue of my friends who are suilerers.

Tours, with many thanks,

Kbt. E. B. Stbvbbbok.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbsb.,

Hoinceopathic Physician,

_ktM» old reaidence. 33 BIOHMOND ST. E.

ogUie hourt .--9 to W a.m. ; 2 to * p^. ;
and

on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7.30

to 9 ; Sunday. 5.30 to 6.31) p.m.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto.

R. HOUGHAN, - - Agent.

a-AU. inquiriee by maU aluUl have our prompt awl careful attention, ^^

qHAW & USBOBNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loons and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold

and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST. TORONTO.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST.. WEST,
TORONTO, for

HIGH-CUUS WATOHBS <C JEWELLERY

Watch Repairing and .Jewellery Mouufao-

tured to order, special features.

Cliarsrfis Moderate.

t 0. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S..

'surgeon dentist.

121 CauBOH Stbiit, - - Tobobto.

-i^ PEARSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 KiNQ Stbkbt West, - - Tobohto.

-r OREIGHTON,

SoLlCITOa. NOTARY PUBLIC, etc..

9 VICTORIA CBAMBSRS,
ViOTOKIA SlMBT - - TOKONTO.

D,B. SINCLAIB,

334 Jabtis Stbbbt.

XlDWITERr, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

r^HARLBS W. PHILLIPS,

80LICIT0B. OONVnYANCEB, Etc.

—iOffiob:—
jB AiUlauie Street KaU, Toronto, Ont.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South

em Manitoba, at prices ranging trom

$2.50 PER ACRE.

''^''lt^'\:rc^^"^ZTlZ.'n%^t%.«> peiacr.. acconUng to price paid for

the Un4 aUowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

,

Without Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

i THE BESERVISD SECTIONS
1 .k. TW.ir, T ine i e the odd numbered Sections within <me mile of the Railway, are

i ^'^w^oMfo^^Hn aclvant^eous terms, to parties prepared to undertake their unme-

I

diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment

:

Pnrchaeers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

•..i,-»^f«;5rt PER CENT per annum, payable in advance.

"•^^pSspn^S^thout conations orcultJyation.. will receive a Deed of Convey

ance at time of purchase, if
?»37«°'''','?S;'X^V BONDS which will 1« accepted at ten

per lT^^l^<l\t:i^,^
1-1^°

i^i ieidfnS' Tt^Vonds can L obtained

--"Skfc« C^ro'R^^^^^^ -SiTn With respect

totheE-^cwf^S^ls iply to JOHN H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner. Winn,.

peg. By order of the Board. vmJk.mM.Mm BBiWItWATBK.
laiu Secretar;/.

Montreal, January, 1884.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
COMMERCIAL TBAVEUERS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House bus all the latest improvements.
L UIH nuunu wn .... ..... ..»-~..- — , ^-

"GooTSlinpte Booms; e-tcellent enisine .

Terms, 41.00 per day.

Wm Males, CTorlt. .Ai.bkpt Gebman, Jfojiflr.

WA. IMPEY,
• Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

•271 CHURCH ST.. TORONTO. ONT.

£^Estimates given on application.

rp*HE UGHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
I SEWING MACHINK. .artistically beau-

tiful. Without a peer. In its mechanical
construction it has no rival. The new Une of

attachments that are now being placed with

each "Domestic" ore specialties. No other

machine has them. These attachments and
the new wood-work make the " Domestic

more than ever in demand. A. W. BRAIN,
.Ageqt. 'Ja Yonge Street.

ERASER & SONS,
il.ate Notmon 4 Fraaer. Photographers

to the Queeu.

)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
PHOTOaBAPHEBS, ETC.

J. A. Frater, B.C.A. J. A. Fraeer, Jr.

A. a. Fraaer.

MISS BIRD-^ALL,

8s St. Albans Street.

TE3.A.OS:EIi OF :M:"0"SIC
PiipU of Carl Siartene.

Pencil drawing, eto^lling. water colours, on

satin or velvet. _. .,

,

Tbbm»—Miuio, W ; Drawmrj, mo., **

1"

^
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UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO CHURCH STBKBT, TORONTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.

Deposits received from •! npwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 4». S

and 6 per oeot. No noUca required for wltn-
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JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

(3- MONBT TO LOAS ON MOBTOiOB 8E0DBITY

BANFoFrn'TAWX

CANADA LIFE
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OTTA."W^ft^
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Bett
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1,000,000
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AGENTS IN Canada— Canadian BjBk of

Commerce. Aoents in New York—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. Amkts in

London -English Alliance Bank.

ESTABLISHED IN 1818.

BANK OF MONTREAL
Capital, all paid up, - 612,000,000

Reterve Fund. - - - - 6,760,000

HBAD OFFICB.-MONTHKAI..

BOABD OF DiKBOTORS.

C. F. Smithers, Esq., PreoidmJ ,• Hon. D. A.

Smith Esq.. yice-Pretiient ; Gilbert Scott,

Esq., Alexander Murray Esq., Alfred Brown,

Esq., A. T. Paterson, Ksq , G. A. Drurnmond,

Esq Hugh McLennan, Esq ,
Hon. .John Ha-

milton. W. J. Buchanan. Omeral Managtr;

A. Macnider, Amt. Gen. Man. and Irupector;

M. V. Meredith, Antt. Impector; A. B. Bu-

„ chanan, Secretary.

Brandu* awl Agenda in Canada.

MONTREAL—E. S. CouLSON, Manager.

Almonte, Ont., Belleville, Brantford. Brock-
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Lindsay London, Mo^icton, N.B., Newcastle,

N B Ottawa, Perth, Peterborough, Portage
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AO'^tt, i« Great iSrilain.-London. Bank of

Montreal,9 Birchip Lane. Lombard Street, c.

Ashworth. Manager. London Committee, E.

H King, Esq., Chairman; Robert Gillespie,

Esq.. Sir John Rose. Bart.. K.C.M.G.

Banker! in Great Britain. - London. The
Bank of England ; The London and Westmin-

ster Bank : The Union Bank of London. Liver-

pool—The Bankof Liverpool. Scotland -The

British Linen Company and Branches.

Agent, in the United statM.- New York.

Walter Watson and Alex. Ling, 59 Wall St.

Chicago, Bank of Montreal. 154 Madison St.,

W. Munro, Manager ; B. Y. Hebden, Assistant

"^mlr"'» in the United Statee.~S»^ York.

^TUB Barik of New York, N.B.A.; The Mer-
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National Bank. San Francisco, The Bank of

British Columbia.
Colonial and Foreign Carretpondmta.-St.

John's, Nfld.. The Union Bank of Newfonnd-

land. British Columbia. The Bank of British

Columbia. New Zealand. The Bank of New
Zealand. India. China, Japan and AustraUa,

Oriental Bank Corporation. ,,,_„•„
Issue Circular Notes and Letters of Credit

for Travellers, available in all parts of the

wmld.

Business Education

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THE

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,500,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

BIT .INSCBIPrK WOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS

Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, 1883.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPOBATED 1861.

HEAD OFFICE, TOBONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets. - . - - $i,a9.iis oo

Income for Year - - - i,69o,8j8 s«

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at

mo<lerate rates. Agencies in all towns through-

out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Prm. JA8. BOOMEB, See.

J. J. KENNY, Afan. Director.

BsTARUBHKD 1869. 384 Yoiiffe Street

THOMSONS
WaU Paper and Stationery

EMPORTUM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers Just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsomininti, Paper-

Hanging, Glazing. Be-Glazing and Painting

done to order. Estimates given. A well

selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,

etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

QUETTOrSL GEORGE
AND CO..

AHD

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY,

WINES, SPIRITS, dc, CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

THE

Magazine of American History

"For April, 18S-4-.

PRAOnCAL BOOK-KKEPWO,
KBNTAL ARrrHMETIC,

OOmCEROIAI. LAW,

Elegant Penmanship.

We have had the grwitert laeoeaa with

DQpila, and have received the highest enoo-

Vvme <">™ '^* leading bniineM men.
' Vor deeoriptiTe aataloigne.LaddreM

Tai SxnnABT,

TOBONTO.
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OOISTTHJITTS
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POBTKAIT OF MAJOR-GENEBAL BICHABD
MONTOOMF.BY— MaJOB-GENERAL RICHABD
MoNTGOMEBT. Brevet Major-General George

W. CuUum, U.S.A.
, „ u .

liiujlrations.— Antique View of Quebec,

after engraving by Boyce—Montgomery Place

on-the-Hudson—t'onralt of Edmund Burke,

after engraving bv Wagstaff of painting by
Sir Joshua Reynolds— Portrait of Bight Hon-
ourable Charles James Fox Quebec and ita

Envirous, from a rare man—Old City of Que-
bec, from a rare map—Prescott Gate. Quebec
—Portrait of Daniel Morgan, in the Shirt Uni-

form-St. Johns Gate, Quebec-Palace Gate,

guebec-Where Arnold was wounded—Cape
iamond, from a rare print—Where Mont-

gomery Fell—The Plains of Abraham—Mont-
gomery's Tomb—An Original Autograph Let-

ter from Montgomery to Colonel Bedel, St.

Johns, from the collection of Dr. Thomas
.\ddis Emmet. , „ t
The Natchez Indians, A Ijobt Tbibe. J.

H. Walworth. The Gbiswold Fakilt of
CoNVECTlruT. HI. {Conclusion). Profpsaor

Edward E. Salisbury. An exhaustive sketch
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The Utah Expedition. Major-General John
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cher's Tomb. Qcebier—Beplibb—Learned
Societies —Book Notices.

Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms, »5

a year, or SO cents a number.

PCBLKJATIOH Office - 30 1«/»rerte P/are,

NEW YOBK CITY.

T)BEPABATION FOB HARVARD,OXFORD
r and CAMBRIDGE (Eng.l. and for Welles-

fey I*dy Margaret Hall and Girton Collegee

for Women, by E. B. Hckphrets, LL.D., by
teparate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.

Vaeanoy for one pupil in place of one who
has iust left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts :-l. Dr. Humphreys
has successfully prepared for Harvard, in 18

years, 131 candidates, i. In each of the pr^
sent four classes there are members in good
standing prepared by him. 3. Five of bis

former pupils wllHigraduate next June, all

creditably, one in High Honors. 4. During
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Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge 17

students. B. And for other American and
EnglUh CoUeges «S in aU. Dr H. glTse lee-
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Price 38 ceaia.

The above is. as might be expected, coming
from the pen of the above distinguished artist,

•• A Gem," and ihonld reach all lovera of good

music.

PUBLTSHBD BT

A. & S. NORDHEIMER.
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LAL 1 Do Texan and Mexican
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cept protection from severe frosts ;
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curious in form, and some with flowers of ex-
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persuaded to go to the House of Lords, and so still keep up some connexion

with political life, but this is very doubtful. Of all men who ever

entered that assembly he would find himself most out of place, and most

of his admirers would probably rather see him retire from politics

altogether than subside into the obscurity of the gilded chamber.
.

Thb language of the Montreal Herald on'tl^jj^icy of Sir John A.

Macdonald in reference to the Grand Trunk BillBftVe^ Jiothing to the

imagination. Probably the Prime Minister, him^, ^Iftttld be the last

person to deny that his conduct of that measure was influenced more by

party exigencies than by the requirements of Quebec, or'the i^lfare of the

railway corporation. But it is doubtful if the writer, who is said to be an

ex-colleague of Sir John's, will not do himself and his journal more harm

by the use of Billingsgate than he will the implacable politician, from whose

shoulders "derangements of epitaphs" seems to glide like water from a

duck's back. It is written that not what enters but what comes from man

defiles him.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Th« meagre information which is to be gleaned about the Egyptian

"campaign" helps rather to the further confusion than to the solution of

the muddle. The attitude of the Government would seem to indicate a

calm confidence in their policy-or that they have none, and are trusting

to the chapter of accidents. It is sincerely to be hoped the former is the

case ; for, if the opinion of the only capable man on the spot who speaks

out-the'rim«» correspondent-is worth anything, Gordon is in imminent

peril and the masterly inactivity of the Cabinet is likely to result m a

cushing d«feat of that general and his devoted followers. It is incon-
^

. • . A.1_ ....^ /^ rf^^J ^-*W1

It would appear that the constitution of County Boards of Audit, in

Ontario, requires modification. At present, each is composed of the

County Judge, County Attorney, and an official representing the county

town. The duties attaching to the first and last offices are usually

included in the general routine of the persona who till them, without

extra salary, the County Attorney being the only paid member of the

board as such. Amongst other duties, the board has the passing of

accounts for expenses incurred by city policemen in pursuit of criminals

who cross the boundary into the county, and it is urged that so many

reasonable charges of this kind have been disallowed as to discourage the

city police from following up criminals-the suburban force, furthermore,

being usually insufficient for the work. It should also be remembered that

the l»w Stipulate* such ehM«e» most be borne by the counties. The result

ifl that criminals take advantage of this state of affairs and escape. It la

manifestly the interest of the County Attorney to keep down charges, so

as to retain the favour of theaiatepayers, and if he can, by any influence,

get either of his co-officials*o vote with him, he controls the board. This,

it is stated, is often done, and a city official who protested, the other day,

against the "consideration for thieves " which such a niggardly policy on

the part of a board displayed, was publicly rebuked by the Judge. If the

critic's contention that the reimbursement of moneys paid out of their

private purses by constables in pursuit of criminals was refused, there is a

premium being placed upon crime, for the most vigilant officer cannot

afford out of Us small salary, to pay for the cost of taking his prisoners.

ceivable Mr. Gladstone and Lord Hartington can mean that Gordon

can "come home if he likes, and when he likes, and there's an end on't"—

yet, that is the policy which, in so many words, is attributed to them by

an 'influential London review. Mr. Gladstone's aversion to interference

in the Soudan revolt is perfectly understood, even by those who do not

sympathize with it ; and he majr extract all the ponsolation possible from

the fact that he was forced, by circumstances, into the occupation of

Egypt—that it was the necessary outcome of the poUcy of the late

Government ; but, having gone so far, he must go farther. For the

moment, Egypt is, in all essential respects, under English control, and she

is bound to give Generals Gordon and Graham, and Clifford Lloyd, the

neoesswy assistance to crush the revolt, and inagurate. reforms calculated

to prevent ite recurrence.

Those who are in a position to form a pretty correct judgment of

Mr. Gladstone's policy and heaith say, that though he is not going to

leave the House of Commons yet awhUe, the probabilities are increasing that

he will not be one of the members of the next House. He has arrived

at an age when a politician who has laboured incessantly for fifty years

may well seek the repose of private life, and it is clear that his health

is no longer robust, or equal to the strain of the late hours which the

House keeps. It may, therefore, be expected that whenever the disso-

lution comes it will be accompanied by a no^fioation that the Prime

Minister does not intend to seek reflection. He may perhaps be

-'-JfcJft-i

Thb Financial Reformer, in an editorial note on Lord Lansdowne, and

after reminding its readers that the tJoveruoi-Geiieral resigned lHs^eat4a

the Gladstone Ministry rather than be a party to the passing of the Irish

Land Act, says :—" However, his Limerick estates were dealt with a few

days ago 'and the commissioners reduced his rental by just the trifle of 25

per cent '—from £'2,400 to £ 1,800. Folks can now understand the
'
noble

independence of his lordship in his heroic retirement from the Ministry.

It is to be-hoped that his salary in Canada will constitute a sufficient solace

for the ' outrage ' done to him by the fixing of a fair rent for his depleted

tenantry in Limerick/

INDICATIONS that the " uncrowned king " of Ireland must soon abdicate

or be dethroned accumulate. The rumour that Mr. Parnell will retire

from the leadership of the National party is revived, and following close

upon the reporta of disaffection amongst his followers, and the pretensions

to that position of at least two others, each of whom is the exponent of a

sharper policy, is significant. The truth is, that would-be leaders had

no idea the "perquisites" of chieftainship were so large until that unfor-

tunate £40,000 was presented to Mr. Parnell, since when the more

«lventuro* spirita, with an eye to a share of the spoils, have been strug-

KlinK to supplant him. If a recent cablegram is to. be believed, th*

Nationalist leader has no stomach for the physic he so glibly prescribed to

his brother landowners, and, despite the big douceur, objects to the "no-

rent" theory being adopted by his own tenants, one of whom he is report

to have secured a verdict against for arrears of rent. ^

f
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS. find that though, happily, there is no such a thing as an "English vote,"

there are a good many English votes.

Mr. Blake's defeat on tho question of the grant to Quebec has, as

might have been oxpect.«i, caused uproarious exultation among his victori-

ous foes, who pursue him through column after column of jubilant satire

and invective. It was, no doubt, n signal overthrow. Yet. Mr. Blake

seems to have made an excellent speech, and unquestionably he had

right upon his side. Even to Sir John Macdonald it must sometimes

occur in the pensive hour of moral reflection that government by mtrigue,

corruption and gerrymandering, though it may be a sad necessity in his case,

as it was in that of Walpole, cannot elevate a nation. But Mr. Blake was

forbidden by the fell exigencies of the situation, which he at heart feels as

much as docs his antagonist, to take the high and strong ground of pure

government. Had he done this he would have been deserted, as he too

well knew, by the whole of his following, except that part of the Ontario

delegation which is true to the interests of its Province, He was therefore

obliged to take the less moral and less straightforward course of demanding,

formally at least, better terms all round. He thus fell into an incon-

sistency of which the Arch Enemy did not fail, with his usual adroitness,

to take" advantage. But as there is sometimes method in madness, so there

is sometimes sense in inconsistency. In Mr. Blake's inconsistency on tjiis

occasion there was only too much sense. Is he, or is anybody prepared

with a policy which shall supersede provincial interests and unite all the

Provinces in the common pursuit of a great federal object 1 Unless some-

body is prepared with such a policy there is nothing to be done but hold

the discordant elements of the Confederation together, and maintain a basis

for a government by influences of the sort employed by Sir John Mac-

donald"- and of that business Sir John Macdonald is a far greater master

than Mr. Blake.

The annual dinner of the St. George's Society is held this year under

circumstances of rather more than common interest and importance. .
As

a dispenser of relief to distres.sed immigrants from England, the Society has,

during the past winter, been tasked beyond the usual measure of its burden,

indeed almost beyond its resources ; and the energies of its ever zealous

Secretary, Mr. Pell, have been strained by the multitude of claims on his

attention,' to the very verge of breaking down. But the political juncture

jg j^iao such as to lend special signiticanco to an institution which has

~
partly for its object the maintenance of a feeling of brotherhood among all

men of English blood throughout this continent. The position of the

English in America is peculiar. They represent the country from which

mainly the language, the literature, the institutions, the religion, the

moulding influences, generally, of society on this continent are derived.

The name of New England is the monument of their glory as the founders

of that illustrious group of colonies which was destined to be the vital

germ of the whole. Yet, of all the nationalities they are the weakest, and

"

politically the most despised. No politician ever thinks of appealing to

English feeling or paying court to the English vote. The main reason of

this is that the English are not like some of the other nationalities, gre-

i;a.'ious and clannish. Th" Ip^ding featiiros of their political character, as

of their character generally, are independence and self-reliance, which they

too often carry even to the extreme of isolation. Wherever they settle

they become citizens in the full sense of the term, identifying themselves

thoroughly with the interests of the community which has adopted them,

going each of them about his own business, and not seeking to form any

sectional combination for the promotion of any separate interest of their

race. This, while it is a political virtue, is also under the circumstances

of society here, a political weakness, and that it is seen to bo so by the

worshippers of political force appears from the general tone of thi^ Press,

as well as from the demeanour of the politicians. Negative disregard is in

fact beginning to assume the form of something like a positive prejudice,

and this, strange to say, is more visibly the case in Canada than it is in

the United States, where traditional dislike of England is combined with

a liking for the individual Englishman. Therefore, men of English blood

have a special motive and a justification, not indeed for sectionalism, much

less for con8i)iracy, which it is to be hoped will always remain alien to

their natures, but for availing themselves of such centres of friendly union

and such opportunities of demonstrating their community of feeling as the

St. George's Society affords. The Society is charitable and social, not

political ; nor will it ever call upon iU members to take the field under

any political banner. But an occasion may possibly present itself on which

they would toke the field uncalletl. If, for example, an attempt shall

again be made by any political tactician to cSj>|;ure the sufirages of Irish

Oatholics by using the Parliament of Canada as an engine for dealing the

Mother Country a dastardly lilow in her hour of peril, the schewei' will

It is always fair to form our estimate of the character of a movement

from tho utterances of its best men, and the character of the Temperance

movement, or, as it should rather be called, the Prohibition movement,

(for we hope that we are all of us friends of temperance) will certainly

suffer no injustice if our estimate of it is formed from the utterances of

Mr. Samuel Blake. In him we are sure to find the equity, the impar-

tiality, the calmness of one who has sat upon the -judgment seat, combined

with the pre-eminent charity of a leading Christian. Especially is he sure

to be scrupulous above the measure of the mere laymen, his associates, in

respect for the rights of property, of which, as a judge, he was, and as a

member of the legal profession still is, an appointed guardian. A special

significance therefore, attaches to his words reported in a Temperance

journal as to the consideration to be shown to the people whom it is

proposed to deprive of their trade. " If there was to be compensation

given at all he would like to know from whom it is going to come. The

temperance people were really the injured ones ; it was they who were

entitled to compensation. Liquor dealers had better leave compensation

out of the question. It would get them out of their depths. It was a

farce to talk of compensation when those men jvho dealt in liquor were

the wealthiest in the country. They had put the city to the expense of

building the hospital, the gaol, the central prison, and they had cau.sed

the expenditure of $1.^0,000, or $200,000 a year for the administration of

justice. They had had a monopoly for years, and should now take warning

and get out of the business." Mr. Blake's trained, sense of justice will

assent to the proposition that when it is proposed to turn men,

without compensation, out of a trade in which they have invested their

property, with the full sanction of the State, and by which they are

earning their livelihood and that of- their families, the case against them

ought to be stated with strict accuracy and perfect candour. la strict

accuracy observed or perfect candour displayed when the liquor trade is

charged with causing the expenditure not only of the central prison, but

of the hospital and the courts of law. Are there no maladies or casualties,

is there no litigation except among drunkards ? Is it. fair even to hold

the trade responsible for the entire cost of the gaol when Prohibitionist

Maine both has a gaol and needs it, while she stands above all other

communities in the statistics of divorce 1 However, be the blame what

it may, why is it to rest on the dealers alone 1 A licensed dealer is an

agent of the State. The community of which Mr. Blake is himself a

member has largely shared, under the form of license fees and excise, tho

profits of the tniffic. and is therefore just as responsible as those actively

engaged. To reconcile the moral sense of his audience to measures of

violence, the eX-judge compares the trade in liquors to the trade in

dynamite for murderous purposes ; but the trade in dynamite for murder-

ous purposes has not yet been licensed by the State. Slave-owning is at

least as bad as li-juor-selling ;
yet no emancipationist proposed to. abolish

slavery without compensating the slave owners, nor would England have

any reason to \>e proud of emancipation if it had been merely an act of
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philanthropic plunder. The suggestion that it Is the temperance men

who oujiht to be compensated by the liquor dealer for his criminal

opposition to their views reminds us a little of the French Jacobin., who,

when charged with peculation, replied that he could not possibly have

been guilty of it since all property of right belonged to the patriots.

Among the men whom Mr. Blake thinks proper to treat as felons, almost

as fiends, and to put out of the pale of common justice, there are many

just as respectable and just as hostile to druukeniiess, as the reformers

themselves. To say that the daily practice of Christ, the Apostles, and the

best men in Christendom down to this hour, is in itself criminal, is rather

too much. Mr. Blake, therefore, has to fall back on the assumption that

the use of wine must inevitably lead to a craving for stronger liquors and

to excess ; but the instances already cited are as fatal to one hypothesis as

to the other, and the notable absence of drunkennes^in the wine-growing

countries is as decisive as any experience can be. It seems to come pretty

much to this, that views and practice at variance with those of certain emin-

ent philanthrophists must be proper subjects of coercive legislation, and

that facts, whatever they may be, will be pleaded in vain. This is not a

spirit to which, when it indulges in suggestions of high-handed violence,

society can aftord to give up the reins, nor is i^dikely to be satisfied with

victory in a single agitation. The assertion that drunkenness is spreading

with alarming rapidity in Canada is contradicted by the best authorities

on our social history, who aver that within their memory, temperance

has mad* great progress. But if strong measures are necessary, let strong

measures b« taken ; only let them be consistent with social morality, which

forbids us to ruin innocent citizens -*»>-\-™P«7t°al° we onW
venience of the public. NobodyP^-^^STor^'-i-
want reasonable noti.e, and when that is nsu*^^^^^

.^ ^^^ ^.^^^^^

reasonable amount of mdemmty. Above ai
,

v:,^„thropy, even

interest of society, a recognition of. the prmc^^le
^'^^^ ^^^^^^^ ,

when most convinced of the para-nount excellence of its object,

itself within the bounds of justice.

'

THE writer of a letter to the GW^he other day sought an answer to

.Hedltscratldtnhis mind by the di^culties ^^^^
:^:::^,

.ipline in ohr public schools. ^\-i::^J^ZZ:: .^,
Why are our young boys so disrespectful 'o-rds^h

ai.respectful

and sometimes afterwards? Why are many of them equally P

.0 their parents, even in the P^ Ĵ ;;;3::J,! ^'r Jigar

• insolent in the streets, using profane
""f

.^""^
7^";"^;^^,, „f ,^dies, and

-moke in the faces of passengers spitting on

^^^^^ ,^.r.ot .'e dis-

T^'^rnTorToutrw^ p^rr-eutogi^r s^o copiously over

:: bodyTnd etything. 'could Lt ^X^:^!:^^
manners of children. The blame, as he writer in th^ « *^

>

for excessive punishment, his moral influence bemg at the

those who have studied social ^-tory ^l^-t Pre.^^^^^^^^

^^^^ ^^ ^^^

cracy, with all its drawbacks, is, on the whole tor

eommunity,a vast improvement - ^JJ^^tJ Xpeofle
democracy has its drawbacks, .tXe^^^^^'^ Wo true liberty. The

•

*?'h some ev n of the churcles, led by their anxiety to cultivate

ux which some, even oi

The home being the mould of character,

for parents, or for age, on tnis ,

^^ sentiment on

it is feeling, like everything else the decay o „
^^^ ^ ^^

m^ e popular, and certainly none is more cKaractenstic of^^^^ Zw^ter, the artist, may stiTlTie lifted .abo.<. the lu

?-^.,^^^a^..;a^;^ ..ialoursuits.butinthemindsofordin.ymen.

^^^^^"^^^^
of the jokes

'^'^^^^^l-lt^^'^^^LZL.,. to chew it with his

. person's macaroni,
"'^J. ^'^^J^"'

.. ^„,e fun than they would

failing teeth, a show which a^^^^^^^

have at a circus. The father is repr
^^^^^

general atmosphere of irreverence and
l^'^^'^'^lJ^tZr oho^e. goe.

inspiration to another popular work in which »
"-"J'^^^^ ^ ile.

round all the most sacred places of history, including
'^^^^^J

and profanes each of them with his mechanical grins

^-^^^J^' ^ ;^^ „

MandeviUe's FabU of iks Bees, Chesteriield's UUers
^J^"J>^-'^^^

'

them literary portenta in its wa^ ; and so in its way is P.ck s Bad Boj

THE anguish which, to jud^ from the language of her io-n-J^^

Chilg^ fTwhen an arrow from Matthew Arnold's silver bow had. as she

supposed, touched her Philistinism shows how sensitive she is upon that

poLt Philistinism has always been, to minds not celesta., a somewha.

cabalistic word, but if it means devotion to pork and ^'--' ^^
J^^

scarcely deny that to the eye of the close observer son.ethmg of the kind is

villlLJth the beautiful surface of Chicago's intellectual and spiritua

lite However, Matthew Arnold is large-minde.l and will no doubt have

iud..-d fairly. He will have set the marvellous proofs of energy, enter-

irUe and co'nimercuvl intelligence against anything in tli. pork or ..tock^

fobbing department on which the Muses and Graces would -^ -ml- Hj

Lst know that culture is necessarily sacrificed to hard work
;

'>at ApoU
•

if he could touch the lyre while he was watching the h.rds ot Admctus,

couH1 have touche/tho lyre while he .as turning a hog into sausages ,

and that the intellectual apex of soci.ty must rest upon a -oars, founda^

Ton No doubt he will also have been warned by native Americans that

iTud the commercial ^mbUng table of Chicago, e.s round that o New

y"
k there are almost as many foreigners as natives, so that ,t ,s hardly the

plal: where a fair idea of American charactei, even as it exists in the^^
dtTes can be formed. But there is still danger lest, by Matthew Arnold

Inrother Englishmen who visit the States, city life and charac-ter should

Ttaken for the life and character of the whole people^ Englishmen now

come to the United States much more than they did
;
for such of them as

ar^ n public life or mean to enter it, a visit to the Republic has become

TeJntial part of political education ; and though they may. as we are

"idTave composed the Longfellow inscription in deplorable ignorance of

he fact that there were other Portlands besides that in the State of Main

and may otherwise show that they have still a^eat, de.l to learn, it is

yet pretty safe to say that they know as much about ^he people of the

United States as the people of the United States know about hen. Still

^Thardly go beyond the cities, or. at most, the villas on the Hudson.

Snty 1 fe they see only from the train ; and if the political facts relating

^o it are pretty well known to them from conversation with American

loUticTans or from books, the social facts are not. Rural society is by no

«rrvld by the devouring greed of gain which gnaws the vitals of

The Chicago or NeV York speculator, and hurries him through a restless

ff fntTan any grave, any' more than it is pervaded .by the nervous

excitLent for which social philosophers are always
P^'^-g-^'^f^^ .

The farmers and the village merchants are industrious and thrifty
;
their

!unS of material civiUzatio'n is high, .nd therefore they want to e^

mo^ money than would satisfy a Mexican or a Negro. That they care for

TtLgTut money would never be said by anyone who had lived amoi^

; m they care for higher things than money, and care for them a good _
deir The cluster of church steeples which crowns every American village

t a proof that though the inhabitants may be far from being philosophers,

heir hTarts are not set wholly on pelf. In a new country, where the

deJllopment of wealth is rapid, and the prizes dazzling, money^makiug is an

exS ime ;
and it is the exeitment of the game as much as the .gross

ovTof foney that prevails in the American breast. In all countries,

however newer old, just now the empire of Mammon is pretty strong^

however, ue
,

. / ^ •„., _„„. his throne. The missionaries, the

^''''^: :rtt "edral- uuZ!sZlL days had a faith, and believed,

f::Srit mayt but sincerely, that if they sacridced the material to the

toolisniy It. uiajf
, .,,.._, In our day the man of .science,

ve of money by their
tist, may si.li' "c '"•'- -;

, ,..i_ j
•

1 n„r,uits • but in the minds of ordinary men. desire of wealth and
special pursuits ^-i m

aominate, and Philistin-

the oleasures which it brings muai;. lui u^c ,

'
SThat is to be the name for gross tastes, must have >ta hour. The-

ism. If that «
"

J

^^.ij^„,, that religion is true. He.

tmVit renounce iTbelirf th.t something far better than religion

s

"
tre womb of evolution and will presently come forth. But withou

do nVerthe^he may "admit that between that which has been and that

doing ^^h''^ !>_ y .

^^ interregnum marked by phenomena^

rnS;; a^'a^Ii:^ asLl as mammonism and sybaritism, of which

social science will find good specimens at Chicago.
^

Loan LORNE'S proposal to make the Province, instead of the county

"'^^^'rzr loai^t .,,. p..£. «^r p™««. c.™.^-

' ji
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of the Leaguer. Local a«sembHe« of any kind would now certainly be

worked not'for the purpose for which they were intended, but a-genc

of disunion. A large measure of local self-government, mclud ng Ireland

^ well as the other kingdon,8, had been prepared, and was on the point of

Zing through Parliament when the rebellion broke out
;
but this ^as

^ nlwhat Mr. Pamell wanted ; nor had there ever been much a^^tion on

that subject. The grievances, when set forth with all the pomp olan^^^^^^

by the literary heralds of the "Irish Kevolution," amount ^.1 "1^-^

have their parallel in England, where the county is still,admimstered not

by L elective council, but by the Justices of the Peace iri Q-^er «es.on;

Nor would the people of the Catholic provinces be likely to make much

use of an elaborate system of councils and boards if it were bestowed upon

them to-morrow. Many would prefer the personal rule o^ -y sort of lo^a

-chief. It is not in the political region that the root of the evi lies. The
chiet. 11 18 not III "•'--

H"""^— --o ., , .. „_i.„.

constant growth of a redundant population in an island over the greater

3 of wLh wheat will not ripen, is the Alpha and Omega of the sod

Lsh question. Migious animosity and the memones of ^-tonc wrongs

are secondary sources of bitterness, but they are nothing more. We have

le very thTng before our eyes in Quebec, where the French pa^ants

encouraged by their church, as the Irish are, to marry early and to take

little thought for the morrow, having numerous families, Imng in a poor

country, and being deficient in industrial energy, outrun the means of sub

^ten^ and are forced to emigrate by thousands to the adjacent States.

If Quebec were an Island, the case of Ireland might have a perfect para lei

,

and the French emigration into Maine and Vermont might .,ust as wel be

ascribed tothetyrannyof Government and styled an "extermination of the

people as the Irish emigration into England and across the Atlantic. Quebec

^wever, is happily free from the curse of incendiary demagogism which

in Ireland not only diverts the energies of the peasantry from fruitful self-

help to barren agitation, but, by rendering all property insecure, precludes

investment, arrests commercial progress, and prevents the development

even of the limited resources possessed by a country poor m cereals and

almost destitute of coal. Were Ireland allbwed to be at peace, the beauty

of her coast would soon attract a wealthy class of residents, and her nch

pastures, restored to their natural use, would supply with meat and dairy

produce the manufacturing cities of the sister island, which, m their turn

would furnish employment to the redundant population of Ireland. But

this as well as the depletion of the congested districts, which is indispens-

able as the first step in improvement, is hopeless, because the pountry is

always in the hands of adventurers who subsist by public discontent. It

is called inconsistent in those who have written in a friendly spirit about

Irish history and character to withhold their sympathy from the Fenian

movement. It would be inconsistent in any true friend of Ireland not to

pray, in unison with all the property and intelligence of the island, that

agit«!tion may end, and that there maybe peace.

Thb agitators are now quarrelling among themselves, and there is a

revolt against the despotism of Mr. Pamell. This is the invariable course

of events. O'Connell, combining all the forces of that day, religious as

—^i^ as pomicat, under his leadership, was able to preserve his ascendancy •

.tion has l^ken place, neither Mr. Pamell nor anybody else ha« ye

attempted to explain. Nationalism embarks on a shoreless sea. There

is no native dynasty, there is no available centre or basis of any kind

Monarchy, which is congenial to Roman Catholics, --^'^
^f

«';*7«
_^^^

almost out of the question. For republican institutions the Celts are

suited neither by their natural character nor by their historical training

It was from England, whether under a good or under an evil star, that

Ireland received Pariiamentary Government, nor is there the shadow of

reason for surmising that she would ever have created it for herself. The

political tendencies of Ulster are directly opposite to those of the rest of

Ireland, as are those of the priesthood to those of the Anarchis s and

Atheists. To found a new constitution, even in countjfies prepared for the

process, is the most desperately difficult of all undertakings, and m this

case the edifice would have to be built upon a -\
^^«°'"f

'^ .^^I^^
with the blood of historic feuds, and cumbered .with the deadliest Upas

tree of mutual hatred. Personal rivalries among leaders, not one of whom

could have any recognised title to allegiance, would infallibly be added o

the other sources of confusion. Distress, and with it discontent would

increase; for England would be at liberty, and would certainly avai

herself of her right, to close her ports against Irish immigration, and if

Ireland excluded her products, as Nationalists threaten she would exclude

Irish products in her turn. Can any Irish patriot foretell the sequell

"In revolutionB," said Danton, in a moment of frankness and resipiscence,

"the worst men always prevail." The more violent, at any rate, always

prevail for a season. A reign of anarchy and terror, probably accom-

, panied by massacre of land-owners and Protestants, as well a., by confis-

cation and plunder, would probably be the immediate result: the ultimate

result would most assuredly be re-conquest.

•
(

well »» jjui.i;.^-., •• -

T> i 1.1,

and with him it was possible, after a fashion, to make terms. But the

supremacy of all the leaders since O'Connell has been partial and ephemeral

;

and it has been fruitless to negotiate with the idol of the day, when he was

certain almost before the compact had been sealed, to give place to the

idol of the morrow. Had the arrangement styled the treaty of Kilmam-

ham taken effect, the only consequence would have been the dethronement

of Mr Pamell by some " irreconcilable " rival If there were a definite

and at the same time, a patriotic object, there might be union among

theJe men ; but there is not. Some of the insurgents are for complete

separation : others are for a Federal union : though the latter class might

spare themselves the trouble of further argument, since the solution of the

problem to which no British statesman ever can or will consent is the

estabUshment of two independent Legislatures under one Crown. There

is scarcely more agreement on the agrarian than on the political question

;

Mr Davitt is preaching the extermination of the landlords and the

nationalization of the land, while Mr. Parnell is suing a tenant for rent.

Mr. Parnell, Mr. Justin McCarthy, and others of the less .rabid section

probably shrink from contact with dynamite, though they are fain to be

beholden to it for their funds; but the more advanced section is now

completely identified, not only with Irish dynamite, but with European

anarchy; and the Irish priests, who adhere to the Nationalist cause, find

themselves practically in alliance with the moat furious propagators of

atheism and disseminators of the Comic Uf» of Christ. It is not unlikely

th»t with this appearance of the Red Spectre a current of reaqtioi^ may

^j^ in, What *)rt of government is to b« set up in Ireland when wpar-

Under the sUrtling title of Th^ Coming Slavery, Mr. Herbert Spencer,

in the Contemporary, once more essays to item the current of the regula-

tive and semi-socialistic legislation which is setting in, and which appears

to him to threaten with extinction individual liberty. He is the surviving

spokesman of that old school of Liberalism of which lausez fa^re was the

Itto, while John Stuart Mill was the oracle, and which has now been

ousted from the command of the Liberal party by the Co lectivists as,

to add one more uncouth term to the pile of jargon, they style themselves,

whose chiet is Mr. Chamberiain. Mr. Herbert Spencer would carry his

principles a good deal too far, and militarism haunts his dreams. The

functions most proper to government no doubt are national defence, the

maintenance of public order, the protection of the rights of property and

the repression of crime. But its actions cannot be always confined within

these bounds; it must sometimes become paternal ;
it must, as m the

case of children employed in factories, take care of those whp cannot take

care of themselves; it must enforce regulations which, though interferences

with private habits, are essential to public health or comfort
;

it must

sometimes interpose to save people even from the consequences of their

own misconduct, and prevent them from dying of hunger on the street

though their destitution may be the consequence of their own faults and

the penalty affixed to such faults by nature. Strictly to define the duUes

of a govemment is impossible ; they must vary witT ctrcumHtaw ^wrtlr

the character of the nation and the stage of civilization which it has

reached Govemment is the organ of the community for such purposes

as it may be found, from time to time, expedient to effect by common

action But unless we have renounced our faith in liberty and its fruits

we must all-hold that the narrower is the range of coercion, the wider that

of free action, tie better for each man and the community it will be.

Mr Herbert Spencer at all events does us a service by calling attention,

as he has done in language of great force and clearness to the revolution

which has taken place in the aims of a large section of the Liberal party

and the growing tendency to revert from liberty and economy to paternal

govemment, accompanied as it must be, with vast expenditure and heavy

taxation. Regulative enactments have of late been rapidly multiplied,

each in tum'forming a precedent for others, and the ftrst impulse of every

social or sanitary reformer now is, not to recommend his improvement for

free adoption, but to get it enforced by legUlation. Candidates for the

popular suffrage are fast leaming to take this lin.. With the number o

Lulations that ef regulators increases, and ground is not wanting for

Mr. Herbert Spencer's apprehension that in the end a bureaucracy may

be formed which wUl be practically too strong for the community, so that

the Arch-Bureaucrat whoever ho is, will be master of the State. Atten-

tion has been called in these columns to the growing practice of creating

boards, such as those for schools and free libraries, with taxing powers not

under the control of the citizens or their regular representatives. Oftoo,

as Mr, SpenoeT truly «ys. th, paternal legisUtor m h^. "practical
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wisdom sees, nothing beyond the immediate consequences of his act, and

unwittingly kills voluntary agencies, which his coercive measure very

imperfectly replaces. Undertaking to provide for the poor better lodging

at the public expense, he prevents the investment of private capital in

house building, and thus aggravates the dearth of house room in the long

run. Larger and more threatening developments of the paternal principle

begin to looiif,1,ana Government is in some quarters encouraged to become

the universal educator, sanitary guide, purveyor of literature, and pro-

vider of amusement for the people, as well as the reliever of every kind of

distress. The money necessary for all this beneficent outlay is regarded

as the largess of a superior power called ths State, when in fact it is

taken out of the eaonings of the more industrious classes for the benefit,

too often, of those less industrious. Finally we come to proposals for

confiscation, for turning out as " marauders " all whose property is in

land and all those who have been allowed " to lay hands on our great

railway communications," that is to say, on roads which the stockholders

constructed with their own money, and quite as often to their loss as to

their gain. Socialism, the ultimate consummation of the system on which

the world seems now disposed to enter, would actually, as Mr. Spencer

says, be a revival of Slavery, since each man in the army of workers would

be compelled ^o render absolute obedience. to the command of the officers

appointed to set each his task. Then liberty and progress at once would

cease.

Amosg the curious and characteristic phenomena of the time

is the proposed erection of an international monument to Schopen-

hauer. To his own generation the prophet of Pessimism seemed crazed.

But he has now found' a number of people to believe with him that this is

the worst of all possible worlds, and that the only hope of man is releagp

from consciousness, or what Buddhists call Nirvarux. Undoubtedly he can

make a case, if not as to the whole, as to a large portion of mankind. To

a Roman slave, for instance, who spent his life in hard labour for a ruth-

less master, was lodged with his fellow slaves in an underground dungeon,

and perhaps in the end was crucified, this might well appear the worst of

all possible worlds. He might well think with Schopenhauer that it could

not have been worse .without going to pieces altogether. His was an

extreme case, but with regard even to mankind at large, when bereavement

is token into the account as well as death and pain, the pessimist has

surely a formidable array of evidence on his side. Christianity has a reply

to him. She avows that the present state of man in the main is evil, but

asserts that it is not the final stote ; that this world is a training place and a

theatre of action, not a permanent abode ; that the evil may by moral

effort be turned into good ; and that the Gospel contains the secret of that

process. Her faith may be a dream, but her hypothesis covers the facts.

Not so with the philosophy whose hope is summed in intensity and

duration of earthly life, to which pain is necessarily evil, and painlessness

is the goal of all effort, or rather of all evolution. "The absolutely good,

the absolutely right in conduct," we are told in the Data of Ethics " can be

that only which produces pure pleasure—pleasure unalloyed with pain

anywhere, fiy implication, conduct which has any concomitont of pain,

r jg. any painful consequence ia partially wrong; and the highest claim

HERE AND THERE.

Contrary to general expectation, the wedding of Princess Victoria of

Hesse to Prince Louis of Battenburg is not postponed on account o.t the

death of Prince Leopold, though the marriage ceremony wUl be shom of much

of its intended brilliancy. Despite the deep grief experienced by the

Queen at the death of her favourite son, her Majesty has proceeded to

Darmstadt, in order to be present at the ceremony. The Emperor William,

whose iron constitution at length begins to show signs of decay, has, by

the advice of his physicians, gone into retirement at Weisbaden, and as the

Empress Augusto is also in delicate health, neither will be present. Their

absence and the general mourning of the Royal families present will invest

the whole ceremony with a certain amount of gloom.

V

to be made for such conduct is that it is the least wrong wTilch, underlEe

conditions, is possible—the relatively right." On this hypothesis, unless the

pains of childbirth can be abolished, it wUl always be at least partially

wrong to bring a man into the worid. From the positive pain of bereave-

ment, which will become more intense with every increase of our sensibUi-

ties, there is evidently no escape any more than from death and the shadow

which death casts over life. But whatever may be the visions of philosophy

with regard to the future they will not cure the illsof the present, on the

supposition that the sufferers have no hope beyond. A man dying of

thirst on this planet would not be refreshed by knowing that a being hke

himself was quaffing sherbet in Uranus. Nor will the pain and sorrow of

to-day be deprived of their sting by any philosophic forecast of happiness-

to be enjoyed by others, thousands of years after we are dead and gone.

A Bystandbe.

It is very curious to note how the legendary influence and position of

the London Ti.nes is insisted upon by journalists and others who ought to

know better. On Saturday a leading Toronto daily spoke of the erst-

while " Thunderer " as " the great organ of public opinion " m England,

whereas the Times rarely represents, nor does it but seldom influence,

public opinion there. It does not even possess the merit of being inde-

pendent, for it usually inclines to the Government of the day, though it

never becomes an out-and-out party organ. At the present moment the

News and the Standard, respectively, represent the Liberals and Conserva-

tives, the Morning Post is the extreme Tory and aristocratic organ, the

Chronicle is the paper representing the masses, whilst the Telenraph is

somewhat after the manner of the Time,, a trimmer, and has its strength

more in providing general sensational reading than in posing as the

exponent of public opinion. On the Continent and generally abroad the

Times is still looked upon as occupying the position it did of old, hence the

many misUkes made by writers and politicians, in pther countries as to

English public affairs.

Whks, some twelve months ago, in London, a general attack was

made upon amateur actors and play-writers, almost all the worid said

" Amen !
" And amongst those who subscribed to the anathemas, pro-

bably none did so more heartily than the unfortunate friends of the mis-

cuided people who deluded themselves by thinking they were destined for

a kind of aristocratic sock-andbuskin career. The same condemnation

cannot by any possibility be extended to the ladies and gentlemen whose

performance of " lolanthe " in the Hamilton Opera House last week met

so enthusiastic a reception. On the contrary, the public verdict seems

to be that the representation of Gilbert and Sullivan's sparkling production

then and there given was one of which a professional company might well

be proud, and the fact that it will probably run to four performances would

appear to confirm this. Should the " company " consent^ to perform at

Toronto, it would be safe to promise a hearty reception.

It is customary and proper in arranging celebrations, anniversaries,

or the like, for the executive committee to invite local composers to write

some musical or poetical composition commemorative of the event, or to

advantage themselves of the opportunity and undertake the fitting produc-

tion of some similar existing workjvhjch,the author has not yet given to

Lecturing on "Emerson" at the Crystal Palace, Mr. Joseph Foster

said- "A man who thinks of the success of his writing, and not of hia

writing only, may gain a superficial success; he may be noticed in the

Times but he never gains, and never deserves to gain, a hold on the brain«.

and hearts of mankind. It is not by pleasing the vulgar that a maa

succeeds ; it is by pleasing the wise and discriminating, who dictate to the

vulgar what to admire. Genius can only be thoroughly appreciated by

genius. A man can only be really judged by his peers. But still we little

people may pick up some thoughts and ideas suitable to our size, and, it

WB are strong enough, carry them away."

the world Would it not. in connection with the forthcoming Toronto

semi-centennial, be a graceful act, and one extremely appropriate to the

occasion, to arrange a performance of Mr. Davenport Kerrison's symphony-

" Canada," dedicated to the people of the Dominion 1 This musical compo-

sition has been favourably reviewed by the press of Toronto, and is well

spoken of by those connoisseurs who have heard it. The author intro-

duces English, Scotch, and Irish national airs, with cunning variations, and

naturally°as8igns a prominent position to his Canadian national anthem.

The composer's task is at bett a hard and ungrateful one, and if oppor-

tunities of recognizing talent, like the forthcoi^ing one, are overlooked or

neglected, there is little to encourage a native composeiN^ make any effort

to do credit to native art.
'

^

A CHARMING yachting picture, representing the. cutter " EQeen

"

rounding a buoy in an imaginary race, has ju^t been finished by Mr.

Robert F. Gagen, of King street. Toronto. The artist, in the working out

of the " combination" picture, photographed Com. John Leys, Capt. W.

Gooderham (owner), and seven friends separately on a tempotoy " deck

placed at an angle of about forty-live degrees, so as to get the correct

posture, then painted the boat, wirter, and sky, and arranged the photo-

graphs in position. The result is a striking and natural pictut;e, which it

is intended eventually to photograph in reduced size. Mr. .Gagen- has^
in hand some water-colour^oast views painted round an(l about Bw

' '

/,
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Harbour, and a number of beautiful flower pictures. One, a large bunch

of hollyliock8,,vs certain to command much attention at the forthcoming

exhibition, at #hich all the subjects mentioned will be shown.

Mr. Foster, ^Isii of King street, is finishing a speaking full-length por-

trait of Mrs. McLaren, companion to one already executed of Mr. McLaren

—of Caldwell v. McLaren fame. The same clever artist has also been

commissioned %o p^int a third picture of the two Misses McLaren.

occupied "desirable positions," he understood—that of pitcher and catcher

—

" so that there is little chance for the youth to gratify his ambition." It

would be interesting to know what was the President's " favourite weak-

ness" in games " when ho was a boy."

In the course of.a paper on "The Deer of theX)tfewa valley," read

before the Field Naturalist's Club of the capital, and re-printed in Forest

ami Stream, Mr. Lett says:—"A well-beaten yard, often acres in extent,

within twelve; miles of Ottawa, is now no mean representative of the wide

trodden haunts of (he Viginiari deer in the near past. The multiplication

of hunters, auperinduced by arms of precision and volunteer companies,

but above all the lawless assassin who slaughters them, male and female,

old and young,' upon the crust, during deep snow, have tended, in a

measure, legally aind illegally to more tihaa decimate the magnificent

denizens of the forfest surrounding the city of Ottawa. The clearing away

for agricultural purpo.ses, and the destruction by bush tires of the forest

in many places, have driven the deer back to more distant haunts. The

wolf, too, although not more sanguinary in its instincts than the lawless

crust-hunter, has done his part in thinning the deer in the Valley of the

Ottawa. Still, it is almost astonishing to know that there are large

numbers of them oh both sides of the Ottawa River, and in the forests

bordering upon its many large tributaries. In summer the Virginia deer

delights to hang around clearances for the purpose of feeding on grass, clover,

turnips and potatoes. In former times many were killed from scaffolds in

the nights by watchers in the turnip and potato fields."

Bx refusing the bill to remove the disability of non-jjirists, the U. S.

House of Representatives have declared themselves on the side of intoler-

ance and superstition. In the words of a Republican coht!«nporary,

" Religion got in the way of the legislators, and blinded their eyes to

honest judgment." Nobody maintains now that a man's creed or unbelief

affects his credibility in commercial affairs, or that love of truth and

religious conviction are concurrent. A few visits to an ordinary police-

court, where a majority of witnesses glibly perjure themseves, will bo

sufficient to convince unbiassed thinkers of the uselessness of the oath.

The following, read in the light of an extract from the Chicago

Current which was given in these pages last week, is interesting :

—

-|i

The caltare(^aociet7 °' Chicago la passing through another very painful crisis Rinoe
the dkcoverj that the Mntthew Arnold letter was a hoax. The prominent citizens who
denounced and exposed Mr. Arnold so freely on the strength of the letter, are now
engaged in the very trying process of getting out of the scrape. Professor Swing
modifies bis remarks so as to make Arnold simply an " egotistical " nr " blunt " man,
\*ho frightened a servant at his table by the peremptory way in which he said "Salt."

,

Most of the others who committed themselves are silent, except Canon Knowles, who
observes enigmatically, '

' I regard the thing as below par. " Oeueral McClurg, who
was Arnold's host during his stay, is the only one who comes off really creditably, for
he refused to comment on the hoax, and is now able to say that he always regarded
Mr. Arnold as " a gentleman of culture and refinement." We trust the affair will

be a warning to the scholars and critics of Chicago, for it is a very humiliating one.
They ought to have been able to detect the fraud at a glance, by the style. Professor
Swing, in particular, seems to us to need a little ripening.

—

N. Y. Nation.

The St. John, N.B., Daily Telegraph has commenced a series of

articles which will set forth the advantages which New Brunswick offers

to intending settlers from Ejjrope. This action is taken " pending the

publication of an official hand-book upon the Province." The writer

maintains that farms which will compare favourably with those in the

west are to be found within a day's journey from the steamship landing

about half-way between Europe and the western prairies. The settler-^

farmer has there the option of buying a tract of new land out of which to

make a homestead from the virgin forest ; or he can purchase an improved

farm in the heart of a thriving district, with excellent buildings and

stock upon it. In the- latter casts he would Ije near schools and churches
;

in both events he would be near the port of shipment. " It is a geogra-

phical fact that some of the finest farming districts in America lie

awaiting occupation, less than a day's journey from the Atlantic coast

of New Brunswick."

Thackeray's life has never been written—Mr. Anthony TroUope's

unsatisfactory sketch tells us little we did not know—and his private

letters remain unpublished. But some of his letters occasionally see the

light, especially those which warn people off authorship. One written to

" Dear John " is especially good. It is so frank. " Dear John," he

begins, " pray do not dream of authorship, there's a good fellow.

It would never pay you, I give you my honour. Many have
failed. But few succeed. You are utterly incapable of passing so

toilsome a life. Your very feeble health would not permit of it. Besides,

what you send me for perusal is not poetry ; there is not (pardon me if I

pain you) a bit of true poetry in it—and tllere are over three hundred
lines. I am glad to learn that you have been studying my essay 'On
Going to See a Man Hanged ; ' I hope you will receive profit." This is

true friendship. It is like Carlyle's advice to Sterling—which Sterling

always took with true humility, and never acted upon.

Thkre were twenty-two failures in Canada, reported to Bradstreet's

during the past week, as compared with thirty-six in the preceding week,

and with thirty-two, six, and four, respectively, in the corresponding weeks

of 1883, 1882, and 1881. The same authority reports 155 failures in the

United States during the past week, as against 193 in the preceding week,

and 160 in the corresponding week of 1883. -

_ • .

Tng Ph iliflelphia Progress wiohoa. Mr. Arnold would write a book

about America—principally because the great critic says he will not do so.

" When he is so positive in denying the statement that to write a book is

his purpose he must have strong reasons, and we would like to know what
those reasons are. He has something to say, without doubt, and it is

possibly because he believes that something would not please us that he

refrains from making a book. Americans, however, are not nearly so thin-

skinned as they were when 'i-Martin Chuzzlewit " appeared, and if a

foreigner criticizes us in print, and does it honestly and intelligently, we
are not likely to abuse him in return. A book by Mr. Arnold would have

a large sale in this country and fair consideration. It is to be hoped that

the distinguished gentleman may be induced to change his mind. Let him
write a book, even though he wants to return to our republic. His book

would have to be very severe and very unjust to induce us to put our
hands behind our backs on his arrival. He should have sufficient confid-

ence in his own judgment and ability not to fear to speak of us frankly.

But it looks as if he had not."

President Eliot, of Harvard,'^is hard upon base-ball. Speaking to a
meeting of high-school teachers in Boston he said it was a " wretched

game "—" one of the worst games," although ho knew it was called the

American national game. There were 950 men in the college, he said, and
the college team only numbered nine men. Out of these nine, only two

Mr. Swinburne has been moved by Mr. Matthew Arnold's preference

for Byron, as compared with Shelley, to an outburst of violent anfer

against Byron, which should remain one of the curiosities Of literature.

He publishes his wrathful prose in the Nineteenth Century. Its langua"

e

is of the choicest. Byron's " Childe Harold " is called blundering, floun-

dering, lumbering and stumbling ; his images, jolter-headed jargon ; no
real music, not a gleam of imagination ; Byron was no poet. He depends
for his effects on the most vulgar and violent resources of rant and cant
and glare^nd splush and splatter ^his^ verse illustrates thB sickly stumble
of drivelling debility. Other phrases there are, such as " the impotent
nakedness of utterly unutterly rubbish," and "his drawling, draggla-tailed

drab of a muse ; and Byron is placed in a rank inferior to that of Crabbe.
" Alfthe ramping renegades and clattering corsairs that strut and fret

their hour on the boards of a facile and theatrical invention vanish into

natural nothingness, if confronted with the homely horror of an indisput-

able personality such as that of the suspected parricide, alone in his

fisher's boat at noon among the salt marshes." This is a newer method of
swearing than that of Bob Acres, and it shows how lovely a thing it is

to spend one's days and nights in the study of the beautiful. Byron
offends Mr. Swinburne, too, by his impurity. " The Russian episode in
' Don Juan,' " he declares " is a greater discredit to literature by its

nerveless and stagnant stupidity that even by the effete vulgarity of its

flat and stale uncleanness." Mr. Swinburne has a nobler idea, and would
be ready to protest with Mr. Matthew Arnold against the French goddess
Subriety. In nobler superiority he cuts himself apart from Byron's too
seldom virtuous muse ; and his rebuke is magnificent

T

Says the out-spoken Springfield (Mass.) Republican :— " Pleasing
compliments between political opponents are not confined to Congress. Sir
Stafford Northcote in lately accusing Lord Randolph Churchill with
'playing the part of bonnet to the government,' virtually called Mr.

t

I
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Gladstone and the ministry card-sharpers and thimble-riggers,—since

'bonnet' is thieves' slang for the confederate who plays innocent for these

swindlers in order to decoy greenhorns into the trap. And yet Sir Stafford

comes of one of the most ancient landed families of England, with a pedigree

going back 780 years, and he ought to be a gentleman."

A good clerical story is told in an English paper. Canon Knox
Little had been preaching in St. Paul's, London, and his peculiarly reviv-

alist style was being much cricitised before a high ecclesiastic. " Vox et

prtBterea nihil 1 " asked one of the commentators of the dignitary. " Oh
no," he replied, affecting to be shocked, "Knox el prmlerea Little."

The scene in court when Lord Coleridge was attacking Mr. Yates
and the World is said by a London correspondent to have been very

exciting. Lord Coleridge can be as severe as any living man ; but he is

capable of intense indignation, and the way in which he denounced the

World and its contributors and its readers matle the court stare. For a

moment the Chief Justice assumed the role of a chastiser of the faults of

the age ; and as he used the whip, the follies he abominates seemed to Hy.

No such a scarifying judgment has been delivered from the English bench
in our time. The same authority thinks unless Mr. Yates can manage
to defeat the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench by raising what
seems like an unpromising technical point, he will find himself placed in

prison for four months. Mr. Yates is now fifty-three years of age, and
probably the thing he will have most to fear would be the sudden cessa-

tion of his very active habits.

Racing proper, in England, may be said to begin with the Newmarket
First Spring Meeting, which commences on Tuesday and the following days
of next week, and racing representatives of all nations will be drawn
together on the classic downs, associated with that far-famed home of

horse racing, for at this meeting the horses in training belonging to Lord
Falmouth are to be brought to the hammer. Racing in England has

attained to such gigantic proportions that it may be almost looked upon in

the light of an important native industry, and regarded as such. The
retirement of Lord Falmouth from the turf must be deemed a national

calamity. Since the retirement of Lord George Bentinck, in 1846, no
event has excited so much surprise, or caused such universal regret, as the

announcement that the whole of Lord Falmouth's stud was to be disposed

of. The turf is now in a transition state, and the loss of one who has for

so long been its brightest adornment and its strongest pillar is an irrepar-

able one. In the last year or so the turf has, by the iron hand of death,

lost too many of its most distinguished votaries : Prince Batthyauy, Lord
Stanford, Count Lagrange, Mr. Gretton, and Mr. Stirling Crawford have
all crossed to the majority. The voluntary retirement of Lord Falmouth
makes the gap the more conspicuous. For over a quarter of a century his

lordship has figured prominently in racing circles, and now retires with a
reputation for probity and straightforwardness against which the breath of

scandal has never been raised.

History sometimes repeats itself. Lord George Bentinck disposed of a
Derby winner in "Surplice." There are more unlikely things than that
" Harvester " may credit his purchaser with the Blue Riband of the turf,

though, unlike Lord GJeorge, the colours of Lord Falmouth have twice

INTBR-DOMINION AND, PROVMGlAL FINANCES.

Once more, a demand for an increase of the Federal subsidies to the
Provinces has been granted. It is in the nature of those calls that twice
as much as is asked hais to be given. Three or four provinces, finding
themselves deficient in revenue, call upon the Federal Government to supply
their wants ; and the necessity of balancing one dole by another makes all

the provinces sharers in the increase. For the addition some provinces had
no need

j and the supposed adjustment of iiitiirests by these luake-weights
involves inevitable wa^. Some Provinces get money which they, do not
want, and which^y (Apt either needlessly spend or uselessly hoard. Temp
tation to extravaPmce^ put in their way ; and if tli^y yield to it, .^s they
are sure to do sooner or later, habits will be formed which will demand ii

constant increase of expenditure. The imprudent isxpenditure of QueVjec,

whi<;h lies at the root of these demands, will meet no check so long as
supplies can be got from the Federal Government for the asking. The
immey distributed to the Provinces must first Im; collcct(!d from them ; but"
as It will be collected in different proportions, the richest Provinces, con-
suming most dutiable goods, will be mad(; to contribute to the local expen-
diture of the poorer. What is offered as an equiUble ailjustment really

causes an unequal and unfair distribution of l>urthens. [f Quebec requires

more revenue, her necessity does not warrant her in forcing Ontario,

indirectly, to assist in contributing to its increase. The subsidies do not
form the sole resource of the Provinces

;
powers of tiixation were conferred

upon them, to enable them to supplement this source of income ; but thev
-will not risk the opposition of their constituents: by an exercise of those

powers, so long as they can supply their wants by repeated demands for an
increase of the subsidies.

Th(! great danger of these concessions is that they are not controlled by
the check of any constitutional limitation. The gulf into which the

increasing amounts are, from time to time, thrown, is unfathomable, A
constitutional limitation there was—each Province was to get a stated sum
—but means were found to break through or g('t ovisr the fixed limit ; and
there is no scruple about making demands to supply wants creutetl l)y

imprudent expenditure. The latest amounts granted ari' ciipitalized, and
interest thereon is payable to the Provinces, [f the whoh? of the sulisidies

were capitalized, and represented by securities liable to be paid off, and a
constitutional inhibition against any further increase of the amount were
set up, there would be ground for hope in connection with what is now the
most hopeless feature of our finances. '_

It is perhaps unfortunate that any agreement for subsidies was ever
made. But the bargain, once entered into, should have been stri<;tly carried

out. Ou the Dominion was thrown the burthen of the greater piirC of the

pre-existing public debt. Nor was this an unreasonable arrangement,

since to the Dominion were accorded the customs and excise duties. But
Quebec becoming impatient under its share of the load of debt, a ^pdistri

bution of burthens was made ; the load of Ontario and Quebec was li^'ht-

ened, not wholly thrown off, at the expense of the Dominion ; the other

Provinces receiving an increase, by way of makeweight. The demand for

the shifting of the burthen came from Quebec, and Ontario acquiesced in

the settlement. The other Provinces were glad to receive an increase
;

so strong is the delusion that the Provinces can bo benefitted individually

been carried to victory in_the classic event—to have secured which Lord
George would have given ten years of his life. It is well known that Lord
Falmouth never bets. He is said to have made but one in his life, and
that sixpence, with Mrs. Scott, when he laid against his own mare " Queen
Bertha," who won the Oaks in 1863. The bet was paid with a brand new
sixpence, set in diamonds, and mighty proud of it was the happy possessor.

All the great events of the turf have, in turn, fallen to the manipulation of

the powerful triumvirate. Lord Falmouth, Matthew Dawson, and Fred
Archer. The value of stakes won in the last fifteen years amounts to con-

siderably over one million dollars, yet it may well be doubted whether
Lord Falmouth retires a winner in the long run from his racing specula-
tions.

A LADY went from London to Oxford to ascertain for herself about the
difference between Puseyism of that day and Anglicanism. After havin"
spent a short time there in visiting several churches and university chapels,

she was constrained to leave without having satisfied herself fully upon
the point. On her way up to London, however, she met a reverend
gentleman in the train who happened to be Dr. Pusey himself, and, without
knowing who he was, she asked him if he could enlighten her about the

object of which she was in quest. His quaint reply was :
" I, also, heard

a good deal about the Puseyites, but I can assure you, madam, that I am
not ooft."- . - ., , • . .

by robbing themselves in the aggregate.

Some of the Provinces backed the demand for increased subsidies by an
argument which is, from any point of view, inadmissible. The ground was
taken that, since the Federal Government receives the customs and excise

revenue, it is bound to supply the Provinces all the means necessary to

maintain the local administrations in a state of efficiency. To a subsidy
of eighty cents per head of the population, according to the census of 1861,
certain powers of local taxation were added ; and by the exercise of these

powers any additional revenue that might be required was to l>e obtained.

If any Province does not choose to exercise those powers, it must be
prepared to limit its expenditure to the amount of the subsidy

; its neglect

or refusal to do so can give it no claim on the Federal Government. The
Federal Government, unlike the local," which may have a resource in public

lands, has no revenue but what it raises from taxation ; and to increasetaxes

either by local or fedenkl legislation, is not a welcome duty, but a duty it is

that must sometimes be performed. There is one element in the autonomy
of the Provinces, on which the advocates of local rights do not sufficiently

insist
: the right and the duty of each Province to raise ita own revenues,

beyond what is secured to it by the terms of Confederation. Beyond this

what Parliament gives, it can take away
; there can be no 8ecuri;,y for

provincial autonomy when the purse-strings are liable to be close? by the
hand of a stranger, and closed they would have to be, if any great pressure
wexe4Uit on the finances of the Deiuinieni '~^-- ^
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This necessity becomes apparent from a glance at the financial history

of the United States. The close of the war of Independence found the

young nation burthened with a debt, much of which, consisting of paper
currency, it was destined never to pay. The original confederation was
not accorded the customs and excise duties. The break-down of the old

confederation partook largely of a financial complexion ; and the time came
when the States had to give over to the Federal Government the duties of

customs and excise, without compensation of any kind. The unconditional

transfer was necessary, in the highest interests of the nation. The trans-

fer of the public lands, the property of the original States, followed, from
the same law of necessity ; and it was made in everajjase,, except perhaps
one, without equivalent. The Federal GovernmentWCflkda, not having
national expenses to meet, has not come under the same pressure of finan-

cial necessity ; but it would be unsafe to count on a perpetual enjoyment
of this immunity. Under any great pressure, the extra subsidies would
be the first to go ; and the Provinces which had relied upon them would
find themselves at a disadvantage. S'hey would have to seek new sources
of revenue at a time when it might be most difficult to obtain them.

The tendency, from all sides, is to throw heavy financial responsi-

bilities upon the Federal Government. Eighty cents a head of the popula-
tion, the amount of the subsidies, with which the Dominion set out, exactly
suffices to pay the interest on the debt of the United States, which the
civil war rolled up. Besides this, we have the interest of our public debt
to pay, a debt that has increased with galloping speed since the first day of

confederation. The time will come when it will be necessary to halt, to

retrench, to restore finances that will have fallen into disorder ; and then
any extra subsidies which it is possible to lop off will have to go. In view
of this contingency, the Provinces would act wisely if they put themselves
in a position to meet any such emergency.

Direct taxation has become a political catch-word, the necessity of

resorting to which by a province is assumed to be proof of every vice of
administration. The necessity would, however, prove nothing of the kind •

it would only show that a provincial legislature had the courage to exercise

powers which were vested in it for the public good. The refusal to

exercise these powers, uider pressure of necessity,, may be proof of moral
cowardice and a neglect of duty. Besides the subsidy, license duties,

crown lands and timber, the Provinces have no source of revenue but in

direct taxation. Though Provincial legislatures have sometimes mistaken
indirect for direct taxes, and thus unwittingly exceeded their powers, no
Province has asked authority to levy indirect taxes. But a demand for an
extension of the taxing power of the local legislatures is sure to come ; and
to a certain limited extent, it will be impossible to refuse compliance. The
restriction to direct taxes furnished a security against heavy taxes being
raised for local purposes. But it has ijnduced inaction in raising
Provincial revenues in this way, and led to successful demands for an
increase of the Federal subsidies. The policy of drift and shiftlessness has
run its course. A new start must now be made. C. L.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE YOUNGER AMERICAN POETS.

Just at this day, when the acknowledged chiefs of American song for
the most part have fallen, or have laid down the pen, it may be of interest
to examine the qualilicationa of soma of those younger poets on whom the
leadership will next devolve. It is evident, at first glance, that the new
generation is not following the traditions of the old. On this account,
before dealing directly with my subject, I may be permitted to review very
briefly those names which have become representative in American poetry.
Between these poets and their contemporaries in England a striking differ-

ence exists, in the absence on the American side of that quality which goes
to the formation of " schools," or gathers a following of pronounced dis-

ciples. This really 'proves less than might at first be imagined, but it

suggests and emphasizes several points of difference, besides accounting for
what was noticed above—that the methods of the new men are new.

Of all the earlier singers, the pioneers of American verse, Edgar Poe
b perhaps the one who has stamped himself most on the work of other
men ; but it is certain that he has founded no school, such as those that
carry on the traditions of Keats or Wordsworth, Tennyson, Browning,
or RossettL He has left his impress to a certain extent on the music of
other masters, even upon that of Tennyson himself, and has exerted an
influence on some of the later French singers ; but in America even less

than elsewhere will he be found to have gathered disciples. Upon Bryant
is the mark of Wordsworth more ineffaceably than upon any writer is

stamped the mark of Bryant. Emerson himself, who has indeed a devoted
and illustrious following, can hardly be said to have a single imitator, or
any who could directly assert that from him they had learned their art.

Again, what poet owes as much to Longfellow as does Longfellow to the

German Romanticists 1 So far as I have been able to observe, Longfellow

has scarcely left a trace on those of the younger verse writers who are

worth taking into account. Where his influence is perceptible it shows
mainly in the fashion of quaint similes—a fashion which he knew how to

wear to advantage and with new and exquisite effect, but which most
readily grows offensive upon a lesser wearer. Let me not be misunder-
stood as joining in what is just now quite prevalent, a wholesale deprecia-

tion of Longfellow's genius. Some slight depreciation at the hands of the

literary class was inevitable, from his fervent acceptation by the masses.

But his best work—unfortunately very restricted in quantity—possesses

qualities which have perhaps quite failed to hit the sight of the admiring
people, excellences other than those which have won him his wide-spread

popularity. These are, a consummate grace of thought and diction, an
undistorted vision, and sweetness and purity of tone, which, with his

wholesome naturalness and his universal tenderness, must set his fame
secure, if not high, as time goes on, even among those who now somewhat
decry him. His individuality, though much less obtrusive and insistent

than, for instance, that of Emerson, is none the less a fact. And that
his genius is, to some extent, begotten of German romanticism on one
of the finer developments of New England culture, no more detracte from
his originality than does the general theory, that Tennyson is the outcome of

Wordsworth and Keats make Tennyson's title less secure. But neither has
there arisen, nor from the nature of his genius is there likely to arise, from
among Longfellow's throng of admirers a group of disciples to perpetuate
his style and traditions.

As for Whitman, who, in the judgment of many of the finest intellects

of the day stands out the most prominent figure in American poetry, with
all his admirers he has no imitators, for which we are devoutly thankful.
Yet Whitman's genius is so great that, in spite of his immodesties, his

irritating egotism, his extravagant affectations, his reckless constructions,

his inapt and -awkward coinage of unnecessary words—in spite of the
deadly dullness of his catalogues, his pages on pages of utter failure, at
length the most hostile critic, unless blind of the mind's eye, is constrained
to yield him homage. When most truly himself, the inspired interpreter
of Nature in her largest and freest moods, his genius refuses to be hidden by
the rags wherewith he decks it. The elemental strength and the truth of
it will out. Whitman's song has the power to set one face to face with
nature. It is perhaps the fullness of satisfaction to be obtained, in
certain moods, from Whitman, which has made his advocates so unqualified,
almost furious, in their advocacy. Yet how rarely is he at his best,

or even at his second best ! And who could tolerate his manner in a
smaller poet? Himself we accept gratefully, with all the bitterness he
will sometimes force down our throats. But the prospect of feebler Whit-
mans who could endure? Therefore it is a matter for congratulation
that his admirers, some of whom themselves are poets, display no tendency
to become his imitators.

It is Dr. Holmes, I think, of whom it may most safely be predicted
that a follower will not be lacking to him while cultured society in
America continues to exist. He is the unquestioned master in this country
of what is called "society verse"; and no future writer in this form can
afford to neglect his instruction. His following indeed will probably ever
be small, as the qual i fications for a su^oessful society p<Jet are most rare;
but it will be select, discriminating, and also very devoted. Dr. Holmes
has written a few poems in the purely serious vein—poems like "The
Chambered Nautilus " and " The Iron Gate "—which take their place with
the best of American song ; but his title will be derived from his most
characteristic and individual work, his vers de aociete, a form of verse
which has been moulded and altered in his hands, and on which he has set
the impress of his genius indelibly.

Why is this species of verse so hard to fit with a name? No one
appears quite satisfied to call it "society verse." But this title, under
protest as it were, has been universally adopted, and must, I think, stand
as the best attainable. It has been suggested, and not without a grain of
wisdom, to call it '' evening verse "—this earnest song with a smile upon
its lips, this laughing song that is never quite unmindful of life's pathos.
Such a definition is particularly applicable to Dr. Holmes's verse, of which
the tone and manner and limguage are those of such refined and informal
social intercourse as an evening gathering alone can best afford. Of such
society, whence broad buffoonery is excluded, where the strong passions
and the tragedies of life, though recognized, are not dwelt upon, where
hearts are sound and flippancy \a not a<jceptable, the verse of Dr. Holmes
is the ezpreasion, 1^

Further particularizing is not necessary to show that among our elder
poets, as compared with their brethren in England, there has been some

lack of those characteristics which are apt to exert deep influence on future
song. Whether they have adequately stamped themselves on the mass of
their fellow-countrymen is quite another question. For instance, we see

no trace of Whittier upon the new verse, yet undoubtedly his influence has
been wide and deep on American life and sentiment.

We may omit discussion, therefore, of Stoddard and of Bayard Taylor
;

as well as of the essayist-poets Lowell and Stedman, the former of whom is

less a master in his verse than in his prose, while the latter, speaking to us
as our wisest critic of song, proves his title to this office, now and again, by
the production of a perfect lyric. Passing over, also, a later poet, Mr.
Aldrich, whose standing has been fully secured to him, whose gem like

richness and elaborate art have long been widely recognized, we oonic at last

to what may be considered as distinctively the younger school. The most
prominent members of this are :—Joaquin Miller, Edgar Fawcett, Sidney
Lanier, Richard Watson Gilder, Charles de Kay, Miss EUeu Mackay
Hutchinson, H. H. Boyesen, Maurice Thompson, F. SvSaltus, Starr H.
Nichols, Miss Edith M. Thomas, with others who may be referred to later.

I have mentioned here the name of Miss Thomas, although as far as I

am aware her poems are not yet gathered in book form, and are therefore
only to be obtained, few in number, by gleaning fyom the magazines and
periodicals. Yet so red-blooded are these verses, of thought and of imag-
ination all compact, so richly individual and so liberal in promise, that the
name of their author is already become conspicuous. Miss Thomas's work,
in some of its best characteristics, recalls to me Shakspere's sonnets. We
are justified in expecting much from her genius.

Charles G. D. Robebts, M.A.

nature and a moral duty, yet occasions not unfrequently arise when that
instinct and duty must give way to some paramount affection or obliga-
tion.

On the whole, it is safe to say that by the course a^pted in this case
such a beacon and a barrier have been raised against the repetition of the
ofience that the Hke will not be attempted for generations to come, in
Canada—a wholesome result which, it is also safe to say, would not have
been effected if the game had been merely blocked, if it had been simply
checked by a point blank refusal, which Mr. Anaoiir mildly proposes aw
the appropriat.e remedy.' Supposing the Ministry and Mesnrs. McKim
and Balfour to have been actuated by a sincere desire to stamp out for
the future all airailai^attompts, and, so far, to bring about a more satis-

factory condition of morals, no more effectual measuhis could have been
adopted.

While, as Mr. Armour sentpntioualy remarks, it is subjecting morals
to grave risks to incite to the offence of bribery, it may confidently be
submitted that if the offence were periiiitted to go unhindered, undetected

~

unpunished, the risk to the comhionweal would be of much wider extent
and far graver import. -j. (_i. Wood.

ANOTHER ASPECT Of THE BRIBERY CASE.

Mb. Armour's thoughtful paper on the Bribery Cast has opened for discus-

_
sion some interesting questions in ethics. It is well worthy of consider-

ation whether the means taken for the detection of the offence were justi-

fiable, and, upon the whole, the best that could be adopted in the interest

of morals.

Let it be granted, as to which there can be no dispute among honest
men of whatever political opinion, that the transaction was one tending

,
grievously to lower the tone of public morality, and to bring serious and
lasting discredit upon the whole community ; then it follows that the
Government was not only justified by the instinct of self-preservation, but
also bound in the interest of public morals to take such. steps as would
insure the offenders being brought to justice and prevent the failure of
justice through any defect in the evidence. To have brought the charge
and to have failed in the proof would have been, politically, disaster to the
Government, and (assuming the charge to be true in fact,) it would have
been morally a defeat of right and a triumph of wrong.

Again, if the members approached had contented themselves with indig-
nantly declining the bribe and kicking the person who offered it down stairs

the ofience, no doubt, would have been complete, but the punishment would
have been entirely inadequate. Had such a course been adopted, can any
one seriously believe that exposure of the conspiracy, the due punishment
of the offenders, or the prevention of like attempts in the future, would
have been the result ? If the matter had come to light at all, would it not
Save "Been merely in the shape of a few nights' sensational debates in the
Local House and a few days' scurrilous articles in the city dailies ? The
attempt would have been denied or explained away by the alleged oBenders,
and the whole affair would have proved but a nine days' wonder—a result

widely inconsistent with thi* theory of morals and the object of criminal
law, and a heavy blbw and great discouragement to the moral instincts and
sentimente of the community.

But it is suggested that by the means adopted to secure the detection
of the alleged offenders, the persons approached not only trifled with
and jeopardized their own honour, but created and procured the commis-
sion of the offence. The latter charge seems entirely contrary to the
evidence, inasmuch as it clearly appears that the first overtures were made
by the bribers. As to the former, while it may be conceded t^at there
are men whom even the boldest briber would nolrdareto approach, it does
not follow that a man is regardless of his. honour because, in order to
promote the ends of justice, or on some special emergency, he permits
it to be temporarily placed in an ambiguous position. Or to take tha
illustration offered by Mr. Armour, circumstances may be imagined in

,

which it might b« needful and commendable for a woman to allow herself
to be placed, for a time, in circumstances of apparently doubtful propriety
in order to ensure the conviction of an ofiender and the protection of
herself and others against the repetition of disgraceful overtures, and her
fair fame should sustain no damage. Self-preservation is an instinct of

CHARLES READE.

There is no writer of the Victorian era whose just place in letters it is

more difficult to assign than the distinguished novelist who died last week
in London. Contemporary with such great masters as Dickens, Thackeray,
Bulwer, Disraeli, and George Eliot, he won for himself a place and a name
in the very teeth of his rivals' achievements. The same causes—the inbred
hatred of cant and tyranny, the whole-souled love of manliness and truth
which inspired Dickens to expose the " Squeers " and - Pecksniffs " of a
past day impelled Reade to tear the masks off' sham insane doctors and
brutal jailors. It is a question if his extreme humanitarian views and
impulsiveness did not, to a considerable extent, mar him as a writer.
Though his greatest admirers would not claim that Mr. Ri.-ade was a genius,
he had a ready command of dramatic language, was often epigrammatic in
style, and charmed his readers by an intuitive grasp of every-day thought,
and life and feeling, and by a magical power of pourtraying men and
women that lived and loved and struggled. His books are full of human
nature, and are perceptibly the work of an earnest social reformer." Indeed,
it is probably owing to the latter fact that they have been . called
"pamphlets." Few per.sons have read '' Peg Woffington," "Never Toa
Late to Mend," " Hard Cash," or " Put Yourself in His Place "—represen-
tative books—without loving his heroines, admiring his earnest men, hating
his shams. He sometimes lacked polisii of expression, but his sincerity
was ever so manifest that he was sure of prosent forgiveness. When
something of import was to be said—when a corrupt institution was to
be destroyed—he wrote with a pen dipped in gall, and struck sledge-
hammer blows at abuses. He selected subjects of the day, the hour, and
was keen of scent for scandals and wrongs. In his " Cloister and the
Hearth," however, he gives a graphic account of life on the continent in
the sixteenth century, in a style not unworthy of comparison with Scott.
His readers loved him for his fearlessness and devotion to purpose, and

__ were fascinated by paaaionat^ language which at tha same timu conveyed a
sense of the very manner in which the turbulent blood danced through the
writer's veins under the excitement of some generous and often ill-regulated
sympathy. His later works seemed to indicate that, in the absence of any
soul-stirring impulses-^or perhaps owing to the hallowing influences of age
—he paid more attention to literary finish than to dramatic effect, a modifi-
cation which proved somewhat disastrous to his reputation, for the public
attributed the change to failing powers. But in "Hard Cash" and
'' Never Too Late to Mend " — both of which were dramatized with
considerable success—Mr. Reade has demonstrated his claim to a fore-
most place in the ranks of modern novelists.

In temperament Charles Reade was hasty, fiery. ' Certainly he
frequently quarrelled wit^ his contemporaries. Physically he was tall,

thin, light-complexioned, with a natural brti^querie that would occasionally
proclaim ita presence. He is said to have left copious notes for a
biography, but whoever edits them will have.an unenviable task in dealing
with some of the extra^ordinary stories told about him. He had been ill

for some time before his decea.se, and had just returned from Cannes,
where he sought relief from the bronchitis which so long troubltd him
and was the ultimate cause of his death at the age of seventy. As indica-'
tive of the earnestness and perseverance of his charactier, it may not be
uninteresting to recall an incident the outcome of which fully j'^fies
"Hard Cash." A few years since, the inmate of an insane ayslum died
and was buried. Reade was not satisfied with the aSaix. He immediately
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devoted his time and.lug money to a personal investigation. He inquired,

interviewed, questioned, inspected ; even had the body disinterred. Then
he oflered £500 reward for. proof thiit this man had Vip.on killed by an

attendant jumping uj)On him and breaking his breast-Vtone. Dreading a

libel suit, no paper would publish this offer even as an advertisement. He
thereupon had printed and distributed thousands of cirulars all over the

United Kingdom. The press outside of London began talking of it. It

grew into such proportions that the London papers were oltliged to take

notice of it, and the attendant is now serving out in an English prison his

sentence for the crime of manslaughter.

The mortal remains of the deceased novelist wer^uried at Willesden,

beside those of Mrs. Laura Seymour, who was his dearest friend, and for

a score of years lived in his house at Albert (late, London. He was never

married. His celibacy was a condition of his retaining a fellowship of

Magdalen College, Oxford. W. P. R.

THE CHURCHES.

When the national Congregational Council met in St. Louis in 1880,
a committee of twenty-two of the most eminent and scholarly ministers,
representing also the various shades of theological opinion in that denom-
ination, was appointed to formulate a .statement of doctrinal belief. This
committee has done the work assigned it, and the result is, what has
recently been published as, "The New Congregational Creed." It has
been variously received. Generally the new .symbol has been very favour-
ably regarded. The more advanced theologians 'object to some of the
articles as being too dogmatic, while the strictly ortho<Jox consider that it

errs by defect in not being sufficiently explicit and definite in some of its

statements on cardinal points. Those belonging to the orthodox school
think that its eschatology is weak. The time-honoured symbols of the
Anglican and Reformed churches have been most widely departed from
in these particulars. The resurrection of the dead has been substituted
for the resurrection of the body. The new creed is silent on tbe state of
the soul after death, nothing to indicate whether it is con.sciou3 or uncon-
scious. The question much discussed at present, whether there is a state
of probation after death is left untouched.

The new creed is binding on no one, not even on those who constructed
it. They have not to report it to the council by whom they were authorized
to draw it up. Individual churches may adopt, reject. Or leave it alone as
they choose. It is not even to be used as a test of ministerial communion.
It is simply a declaratory embodiment of the doctrines generally held by
the Congregational churches of America. For the benefit of readers who
may desire to see the new creed for themselves, it is herewith subjoined.

THB 8TATEUENT OF DOCTBIVB.

"I. We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and
of all things visible and invisible ; and in Jeans Christ, His only Son, oar Lord, who is
of one substance with the Father; by whom all things were made ; and in the Holy
Spirit, the Lord and Giver of life, who is sent from the Father and Son, and who
together with the Father and Son is worshipped and glorified.

•' II. VVe believe that the providence of God, by which he executes his eternal
purposes in the government of the world, is in and over all events

; yet so that the
freedom and restonsibility of man are not impaired, and sin is the act of the creature
alone.

"III. We beUeve that man was made in the image of God, that he might know
love, and obey God, and enjoy him forever ; that onr first parents by disobedience, fell
under the righteous condemnation of God ; and that all men are so alienated from
God that there is no salvation from the guilt and power of ein except tbrongh God's
redeeming grace.

•' IV. We believe that God would have all men return to Him ; that to this end He
has made himself known, not only through the works of nature, the course of his
providence, and the consciences of men, but also through supejnatural revelations made
eepeoiallY to chosen people, and. abovfl all. when the fnincna oj t\ma „»» «om« throagh
Jesus Christ his Son. '

'"*""*"

" V. We beUeve that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are the record
of God's revelation of himself in the work of redemption ; that they were written by
men under the special guidance of the Holy Spirit; that they are able to mak^wise
unto salvation

;
and that they constitute the authoritative standard by which religious

teaching and human conduct are to be regulated and judged.
" VI. We believe the love of God to sinful men has found its highest expression in

the redemptive work of His Sou : who became man, uniting his divine nature with our
1
hnman nature in one person ; who was tempted like other men, yet without sin ; who
by his hnmiliation, his holy obedience, his sufferings, his death on the cross, and his
resurrection, became a perfect Bedoemer; whose sacrifiGe of himself for the sins of the
world declares the righteousness of God, and is the sole and sufficient ground of forgiv-
ness and of reconciliation with him.

" VII. We believe that Jesus Christ, after he^had risen from the dead, ascended into
heaven, where, as the one mediator between God and man, he carries forward his work
of saving men ; that he sends the Holy Spirit to convict them of sin, and to lead them
to repentance and faith ; and that those who, through renewing grace, tnrn to righte-
ousness, and trust in Jesus Christ as their Bedeemer, receive for his sake the forgiveness
of their sins, and are made the children of God. ,

" VIII. We believe that those who are thus regenerated and justified grow in
sanctified character through fellowship with Christ, the indwellin^of the Holy Spirit
and obedience to the truth ; that a holy life is the fruit and evidence oi saving faith •

and that the believer's hope of continuance in such a Ufe is the preserving grace of

" IX. We believe that Jesus Christ came to establish among men the kingdom of
God, the reign of truth and love, righteousness and peace ; that to Jesus Christ the
Head of this kingdom. Christians are directly responsible in faith and conduct

•'

and
that to him all have immediate access without mediatorial or priesWy intervenlton

" X. We beUeve that the Church of Christ, invisible and spiritual, comprises aU
true believers, whose duty it is to associate themselves in churches, for the mainten-
ance of worship, for the promotion of spiritual growth and fellowship, and for the
oonversiou of men

;
that these churches, under the guidance of the Holy Scriptures and

in fellowship with one another, rtiay determine—each for iti>elf—their organization
statements of belief, and forms of worship, may appoint and s«t apart their own

ministers, and should cooperate in the work which Christ has committed to them for
the furtherance of the gospel throughout, the world.

" XI. We believe in the observance of the Lord's Day, as a day of holy rest and
worship ; in the ministry of the word ; and in the two sacraments, which Christ has
appointed for hie church ; baptism, to be administered to believers and their children,
as the sign of cleansing from sin, of union to Christ, and of the impartation of the Holy
Spirit ; and the Lord's Supper, as a symbol of his atoning death, a seal of its efficacy,
and a means whereby he confirms and strengthens the spiritual union and communion
of believers with himself.

" XII. We believe in the ultimate prevalence of the kindgdom of Christ over all the
earth ; in tbe glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ ; in the
resurrection of the dead ; and in a final judgment, the issnes of which are everlasting
punishment and everlasting life.

Philotheos Bryennios, Metropolitan Bishop of Nicomedia, a few years
ago, discovered, in the Library of the Most Holy Sepulchre at Constanti-
nople, several ancient manuscripts of much importance. From these he has
supplied the sijj^ missing chapters of Clement's First Epistle ; and now he has
succeeded in awakening general interest in his discoveries by the publi-
cation of " The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles," consisting of sixteen
sections or short chapters. Several eminent church historians have
advanced the opinion that the Seventh Book of the "Apostolic Constitu-
tions" and the " Epitome of the Apostolic Rules" have their origin in the
document recently discovered. " The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles

"

is a copy of an earlier but long since lost manuscript. Its genuineness is

accepted by most scholars. Dr. Rosewell Hitchcock of Union Theological
Seminary, New York, is at present engaged on the translation of a copy
of the original Greek, printed at Constantinople. Its publication is

announced by the Scribners. Asterisk.

OTTAWA NOTES.

Parliament has been prorogued, and Ottawa has nothing particular to
do just now but to await the opening of the lumbering season. By the
time this reaches the readers of The Week all that can well be said in the
way of summing up the work of the session will have been said. But the
last few daijp of the session were marked by so many important measures
that a few notes will not be out of place.

The Bill to amend the Liquor License Act of 1883, usually called the
McCarthy Act, reached its final stage only a few minutes before Black
Rod summoned the Commons into the presence of the Governor-General.
The motion on the subject was that the Commons do agree to the amend-
ment made by the Senate to the Bill, and the Commons agreed without a
dissenting voice, notwithstanding that the amendment was in effect to
nullify a change made by them only a day or two before. As the present
Bill was introduced, no hotel, tavern or saloon was allowed to open into a
store or shop, but at the instance of the Government this was made not
applicable to the hotels, because it was said, otherwise some of the
largest hotels in the country would be injuriously afifected. Mr. Mc-
Craney, of Halton, however, moved to have the clause changed back to its
original shape, and this was agreed to. When the Senate got hold of the
Bill they modified it so as to give Commissioners in cities and towns dis-
cretionary power in regard to this question. Mr. McCraney was absent
from the House of Commons when the amended Bill came back from the
senate, and the amendment was concurred in. It is not easy to see what
object the Government can have in persisting in legislation which is clearly
not needed now that the right of the Provinces to make such laws has been
decided.

In the debate on the Railway Subsidies Bill, the Premier declared that
he knew of no negotiations for securing the continued allegiance of the
Bleus by the promise of 112,000 a mile to assist their Provincial Railway.
At the same time, he as good as said he did not believe that Mr. Blake
was ignorant of overtures having been made by the Bleus to join the
(Opposition on certain conditions. Poor, innocent Sir John ! The nego-
tiations tsetweeir him and his followers could not have "been more open, nor^
could the terms offered have been better known unless the sale and pur-
chase had been by public auction. Mr. Blake rose in his place and said
that he absolved every person from pledges of secrecy on the subject, and
called upon anybody who knew of overtures being made to him for the
purchase of the Bleu vote to come forward and make the facts known.
It is not probable that anything was said to Mr. Blake himself. Nobody
would choose him out as the person with whom to conduct a <juiet, friendly
conversation upon political matters, because he has an uncomfortable
fashion of hearing, not what a man wishes to say but what he wishes to
conceal, and of conducting a conversation on that basis. But Mr. Blake's
followers probably knew that, for certain considerations, the Bleus-would
drive the present occupants from the treasury benches and would put the
others in their places. Choose the most pleasant diplomatic language
possible to describe the state of affairs, and it still comes down to this
the Bleus offered their votes for the $3,000,000 to be given to their
Province, the Government made the bid, took t^e goods, and has given the
country's note for the money. Such being the fact, whatever name may
be given to it, it was a public crime and a public disgrace.

By the RaUway Subsidies BUI all the poorer pirts of the Dominion
not already secured were bought up for the Government. A number of
places interested were represented by Opposition supporters, but these like
ihe rest voted for the Bill as a whole rather tham run the risk of defeat at -
.the next election, through local prejudice. 'The men who voted against
the Bill were the Ontario Liberals. Mr. Allison, of Lennox, and one or
two others whose constituencies benefit by the subsidies voted " yea," but
the vast majority were on the 'other side. Mr, Sutherland, of Oxford, who
very rarely speaks, said a few words in explanation of his vote, and it is
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probable that he voiced the voices of the others. He said that his con-
stituency had paid heavily in municipal bonuses for railways, and not only
were they not "recouped," but the railways they had built under control
of the Local Legislature had all been taken charge of by the Dominion
Parliament, and all the people of the Dominion given a right to say what
rules should govern them. He protested against his constituents being
compelled to bear their own burdens alone, and to help other parts of the
country also, as this Bill would compel them to do. Mr. Sutherland's
opponents call this " Sectionalism."

The Insurance Bill for the regulation of the business of co-operative or
assessment benefit societies, was dropped at the last moment. The question
is a ticklish one for the Government to deal with, because such bodies aa
the Masons and Oddfellows have societies of this kind in connection with
their order, and to " regulate " such matters may alienate a good many
votes.

The day of prorogation was marked by pie asont weather and a much
larger turn-out of people than usual to see the closing ceremonies.

Ed. Rhtuven.
Ottawa, .^pril 21.

u.^

the Statei, the importation of opium has increased by fourfold, would bo more forceful
if it were accompanied by some statistics showiug the connexion between the two- -that
opinm was being largely consumed by individuals who could not gratify their depraved
appetite for stimulants (an appetite created and loat=rod by intoxicating liquors) in any
other way. If there is a "new wine " of prohibitory argument, is it not just possible
that the "old wine," which condemns without showing ^of, may be a more dangerous
spirit still?

"^^
' .Yours, .Umes Tuomson,

f'ec. Toronto Prohibitory Alliance.

THREE LOVE LETTERS.

Criss-cross she writes to him,
Obts and (lashes rather dim-r—

All to please a g irlish whim :

^ure it doesn't matter. ,-'.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO C0KRE8PONDENT8.
Several Important contributions ore unavoidably crowded out. and will appear next

Jbauib Obaham.—The subject is treated in this column by another oorxeBtiondent
besideB which your letter arrived too late for iusertiuu this week.

J. P. M.—" The Bribery Cose " traverses the same ground as uu article which was in
type when your ooutributiou came to hand. - .

THB BBIBBBT OABB IH ITS SOOIAI. AND MO&AL ASPECTS,

To the Editor of The Week :

Sib,—Permit me a few words in reply to Mr. Armour's article of your last issue. In
his preUminory question he asks, ' Was it consistent with a high tone of morality that
the instruments of detection should toy with the bhindishments of the seducers, and
anally xurrender tlienuelvei to be debauched in order to induce the actual commission of
an offence which could not have been consummated without their consent. " The italics

are mine. In subsequent portions of his article Mr. Armour foUowij out the some idea,
vii : that the approached members allowed themselves to be corrupted.

I contend that this is an entire misconception. The gravamen of the offence of

bribery, so far as concerns the receiver of a bribe, is the intent with which ho takes the
money. If he takes it with the corrupt intent of allowing itto inlluence his parlia-
mentary action, he is debauched. But if he take money with a legitimate and proper
intent, how can he be " debauched " by its receipt ? The detection of crime is a
legitimate and proper intent. If Mr. MoKim had taken those hundred dollar bills with
the sole object and intent of receiving payment for a quantity of grain, sold in the
ordinary oouroe of commerce, that would have been right. Was it less right to receive
the, bills when his sole object and intent was to detect crime ? How could ho he
debauched when the corrupt intent on his part was absent ?

As a well known example of the importance of the intent with which an action is
committed : You may takeaway a man's property without his consent, and the intent,
with which you take it, makes all the difference whether you are guilty of larceny or
whether you have done a correct and proper act. I am suprised that a clear headed
lawyer like Mr. Armour should have committed himself to such an evident fallacy. He
uses as an illustration the case of allowing a woman to be seduced in order to bring the
seducer to punishment for a completed offence. Bearing in miud the foregoing, it will
be seen how misleading is the attempted analogy. Were it permissible in these
columns, a few plain physiological words would show this completely.

Suppose that an honourable and high-minded mon, by a combination of remarkable
ciroumstanoeB, found himself in such a position that by descending to the work of an
ordinary detective for a brief period he, and only he, could bring to justice a murderer
or a well known robber and depredator. If he had the requisito courage and mlHra.a tf

""Jolhe detective's work, and bring the criminal to justice, would ho not be doing right
in every sense of the word, and be deserving of the greatest credit? And is not this a

,

fair onalogy in reference to the conduct of the approached members, put in perhaps a
bluntly offensive way f

Like Mr. Armour, I of course assume the correctness of certain facts in the case
merely for the purpose of argument.

'

"I love not to meddle with poUtios, sir
:

" but these points struck me and for once I
depart from my rale. Tours truly, -

OuTsmsB.

t "• mTKMPBBATB TEMPBBANOE.
To the Editor of The Week

:

' ' '

Sib,—Much as one may admire the manner in which " Bystander " generally treats
the voriouB topics under review, I beg to take exception to his treatment of the temper-
ance question, in Thb Wbbk of April 10th. Without dwelling particulariy on the case
of " the cities of Maine," I think abundant proofs have been adduced to show that the
evils of drinking have been very much reduced. If oontrabandism exists, it cannot be
truthfuliy said that the evils of oontrabandism have been added to all the evils of
drinking

!
The assertion that " even the Crooks' Act has resulted in the multiplication

of Ulieit grog shops " I hold to be utterly foundationless. Let such authorities as
can be found be consulted on this matter. Take the population of the cities before the
Crooks' Act came into operation, the number of Uoensed taverns then, and the number
of illicit grog shops

;
oompars that with the population of to-day, the number of UcensAd

taverns and the number of illicit grog-ghopa, and I venture to express the opinion that
th« number of UUoit grog-shops wUl be found to have proportionately decreased instead
of increased. Gladstone's experiment of light wines and beer to drive out the stronger
drinks will hardly, oven by him, be claimed as a very marked success.

Again, " Bystander s ossertion that concomitantly with prohibitory Irgislation in

Toronto.

Criss-cross she writes Again,

Dainty paper, ditto pen.

Just to tease "these horrid men ;

Thinks it doesn't matter.

Criss-cross she writes no more.
Someone's heart is getting sore.

Wonders if
—" Well he's a bore

—

So it doesn't matter.

D J. Mac.

TBE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By EnoAB Fawoett, author of "A Gentlemim of Leisuro, " A Hopeless Cam •

"An Ambitious Woman,' "TrnkliuK Cymbals, • etc.
•'

Then he nodded his

X.

—

Uo7itiniied.

" It is a challenge then 1 " she asked softly.

For a .second he seemed not to understand her.
head. " Yes—a challenge," he answered.

" She gave an inward sigh . . A little later she had .iiade the d.sired
introduction

. . Presently, as Miss Upton moved away on Courtlandt's arm
in the direction of her aunt and Sallie, she burst into a laugh of whq.se
loudness and acerbity she was e(iually unconscious.

Martha Dares, appearing at her side, arre.sted tlie laugh. Pauline
grew promptly serious as she^looked into ."Martha'.s honn-ly face,%vith its little
black eyes beaming above the fat cheeks and the unclassic' nos.^ but not
beaming by any means so merrily as when .she had last given all its features
her full heed. .

" You don't laugh a bit as if you were pleased," said Martha, in her
short, alert way. " I hope nothing has gone wron".'

" It seems to me as if everything were going wrong," retumedl'auline
with a momentiiry burst of frankness which she at once re<'retted.

'

"J'-in <«itonished to hear you tell

reply.

" Good gracious !
" said Martha,

me so.

"Forget that I have told you .so, ' said Pauline, throwing a. little
delicate repulsion into voice ami mien: " By the way, your sister is not
here to-night, Miss Dares."-

Martha's plump figure receded ajfstep or two.
" No," she replied, in the tone of one somewhat puzzled for a

" I came with my mother."
" And your sister hiul a headache." -

" A headache," repeated Martha, showing, what strongly resembled
~

involuntary surprise.

" Yes. So your mother told me."
rit's true," mit Martha. Pauline was watching her more closely

than she perhaps detected." " Cora's been working very hard, of late «lhe
works altogether too hard. I often tell her .so . . Hen; comra Mr
Kindelon," Martha pursued, very abruptly changing the subject, while lier
gaze seemed to fix itself on some point behind her companion. " He wants
to speak with you, I suppose. I'll move along . . vou see, I go about just
as I choose. What's the use of my waiting for an escort? I'm not
accustomed to attentions from the other sex, so Tjust behave as if it didn't
exist. That's the wisest plan."

, " But you surely need not be afraid of Mr. Kindelon," .said Pauline ^
" Oh, we're not the best of friends, just now," returned Martha She

had passed quite fleetly away in another instant. And while Pauline was
wondering at the oddity of her departure, Kindelon presented himself.

" You and Martha Dai-es are not good friends ! " she quickly asked.
She did not stop to consider whether or no her curiositv was unwarrant-
able, but she felt it to be a very distinct and cogent curiosity.

Kindelon frowned. " I don't want to talk of Martha Dares," he said
" and I hope that you do not, either. She is a very unattracta'ble topic

''

"Isn't that a rather recent, discovery?" "

"Oh, no . . Shall we speak of something "hlse I Your aunt's arrival for
instance. I see that she is quite surrounded." .

'

"Surrounded?" replied Pauline, falteringly. Her eyes turned in the
direction of Mrs. Poughkeepsie and .Sallie.

It was true. Seven or eight ladies and. gentlemen were gathered about
the stately lady and her daughter. Both appeared to be holding a little •

separata and exclusive receptiop of their own.
" Courtlandt was right

!

" exclaimed Pauline, ruefully, and with a stab
of mortification. She turned to meet the inquiring look of Kindelon " I

'

thonght Aunt Cynthia wiould l)e unpopular here," she continued " I

n

i •.

• J
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I lance"^"*^
*''** "° °°^ '" "^ '"'^°'* to-night would care to seek her aoqnaint-

"This is a grandee," said Kindelon, " and so they are glad enough toknow her. If your cousin, Mr. Bukman, prophesied anything of that sort,
he was indeed perfectly right."

^^

Pauline shook her head musingly '< Good heavens !
" she murmured,

are there any people in the world who can .stand tests ? I begin to think
not "Her speech grew more animated, her eyes began to brighten
indignantly and with an almost tearful light. " Here am I," she went on
determined to encourage certain individuals in what I believed was their

contempt of social frivolity and the void delusion which has been misnamed
position and birth. With a sort of polite irony AuntCynthia appears and
shows me that 1 am egregiously wrong—that she can hold her court here
as well as at the most giddily fashionable assembla^ . . Look • my cousin
has just presented Mr. Whitcomb, the ' coming historian ' with the pensive
face and Mr. Paiseley, the great American dramatist, with the abnormal
head How pleased they both seem ! They appear to tingle with deference.Aunt Oynthia is patroni/ing them, I am sure, as she now addresses them
Mie thinks them entirely her inferiors; she considers them out of her
world, which IS the correct world to be in, and there's an end of it You
can lay the Atlantic cable, you can build the Brooklyn Bridge, but you
can t budge the granitic prejudices of AuntCynthia. . Yet why do they
consent to B5=^ronized by her? Do they not know and feel that she
represents a mere sham 1 Do they value her for what she is, or mis-value
her for something that she is not 1

"

I Kindelon laughed a little gravely as he a'nswered :
" I am afraid they do

the former. And in being what she is, she is a great deal."
"Surely not in the estimate of those who are at all serious on the

subject of living—those whom super^cialities in all conduct or thoueht
weary and even disgust." °

U ." ^"' *^*'*"''" ^'''^ Kindelon, with one of his hand-sweeps, " are not
|tnat sort of people.

"I supposed a great many of them were."
" You supposed wrongly."

I Pauline gave a momentary frown, whose gloom meant pain. And
^efore her face had re-brightened she had begun to speak, " But they can
•not care to do as Aunt Oynthia does—to trifle, to idle."

, " I fancy that a good many of them would trifle and idle if they had
your aunt s facihties for that employment—or lack of it."

I
"But tmf paint, they read, they write, they think-; they make poems,

novels, dramas. They are. people with an occupation, an ideal. How can
they be interested in a fellow-creature who does nothing with her time
except waste it 1 »

j
"She wastes it very picturesquely," replied Kindelon. "She is Mrs

^Poughkeepsie
;

she represents great prosperity, aristocratic ease, lofty
security above need. 1 hey read about her; they shoiild not do so, but
that they do is more the fault of modern journalism than'theirs. Theoreti-
aiUy they may consider that she deserves their hardest feelings ; but this
has no concern whatever with their curiosity, their interest, their hope of

^_advancement." ' *^

'
,
"T*"'!f„^°P'' °r*f^*"'*'°«°''" echoed Pauline, forlornly, almost

aghast. " What possible hope of advancement should they have from such
a source r ''

Her querulous question had scarcely ended when she perceived thatArthur Trevor had presented himself at her side. The youn-r poet was
exceedingly smart to-night. His tawny hair was rolled ofl his wide brow
with a sort of precise negligence

; it looked as if a deliberative brush and
not a careless hand had so rolled it. He fixed his dreamy blue eyes with
steadfastness upon Pauline's face before speaking

"lamsosorry Mrs^ Varick," he began, giving a distinct sigh and
slowly shaking his head from side to side. " I wonder if you know what- i am sorry about. ''

"Oh, yes," returned Pauline, with a nervous trill of laughter " Youhave come to me with a complaint on the subject of Mr. Rufus Cnr^nn-You ^s-Mr. Trevor, rumor has forestalled you. I heard that you were
furious because I omitted to ask your intimate enemy "

». i^J*i"J.- '^ur°I ^"r ""^ ''^*g«'^'-'*t«d start
;

it was a very French start

;

he lifted his b ond eyebrows as much as his shoulders. And he looked at
Ji-indelon while he responded :

'• Ah
!

I see
! Kindelon has been telling you horrid things. Kindelon

hates us poets. These men of the newspapers always do. But there is awide gulf between the poetry of today and the newspapers of to-day "

Of course there is," quicUy struck in Kindelon. " That is why
the modern newspaper is read so much and the modern poetry so little

"

Arthur Trevor chose to ignore this barbed rejoinder. His dreamy
eyes and genera air of placid reverie made such an attitude singularly
easy of assumption.

6ui»ii_y

"Poor Rufus feels your slight," he said, addressing ^uline solely. "Why
do you call him my mtimate enemy ! We are the devest of friends. He
adores decay, and sings of it. 1 do n.t sing of it, but I adore it for its
colour. Ihere is always colour in decay."

" Discolour, ' said Kindelon.
" Decay," pursued Arthur Trevor, " is the untried realm of the future

poet. Scarcely anything else is left him. He is driven to find a beauty
in ugliness, and there is an immense beauty in ugliness, if one can only

^rceive it'''

P'-o^'^ce of the future poet shall be to make one

"That is like saying," declared Kindelon, " that the proyince of the
future gentleman shall be to make one perceiye the courtesy in discourtesy
or the rehnement in vulgarity." j . j

Again Mr. Trevor ignored Kindelon. " Poor Rufus was so much less
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to blame than LeanderPrawle," he continued. " And yet you in'vited
Leander Prawle. Prawle is so absurdly optimistic. Prawle has absolutelyno colour. Prawle is irretrievably statuesque and sculpturesque. It is so
nonsensical to be that m poetry. Sculpture is the only art that jrives an
imperious rxen-ne-vaplm to the imagination. Prawle should have been asculptor. He would have made a very bad one, because his ideas are too"

fa b,rJT/h^r • ^^^ ^'' P'"'*''^ *°"''^ »°' ^-"^ been such an icy
lailure it it had been carved instead of written "

"You need not put up with this kind of thing any longer than youwant." whispered Kindelon to Pauline. " Hostship, like Mr. PrawL's
poetry, remember, has its limitations."

Pauline pretended not to hear this audacious aside. " Mr Trevor "
she said making her voice very even and coliecte.l, " I regret that I couldnot quite bringyiysolf to ask your friend. The Egyptians, you recollectused to have a death's-head at their banquets. Bu? that wasl good manyyears ago, and New York isn't Thebes . . Please pardon me if I tell youthat I must leave you for a little while."

As Pauline was passing him, Trevor lifted his eyes toward the ceilin".He did so without a hint of rhapsody, but in a sort of solemn exaltatioS.New York is surely not Thebes!" he exclaimed. "Ah, if it only

^T !rr
^^^'^

i"
'^^""^^^ ^°'" °"<' '^'^-^' '° have got its real and actualcolour would be worth ten years of dull existence he?e '

'

" How I wish fate had treated him more to his taste !
" said Kindelonwhen Pauline and himself were a little distance off. " He meant to make

nerneC V "i"""'*''^
^'"'°"- "^ ""S'^* *>«*»«•• ''ave tried toperpetuate his own welcome at your ne-^t salon"

H^..;!-^^''^''*
""'""'" ^"^'^ Pauline, with a laugh full of fatigue and

" What do you mean ? " he asked shortly.

f>. ."I"**" ^}^^ ^ had best give no other «oW," she replied. " I weantnat this IS a failure and a mockery."

«non^^> ^°°^'f- ^"'i I?'".*",
^'' ''^''' *' 'h*^ ^^°^^- They both paused. " Sosoon? questioned Kindelon, as if in .soft amazement.

" Yes-so soon," she answered, with a quiver in her voice and a slightupward movement o both hands. " What is it all amounting to A ^
What did I tell you ? " he said.

_

"Oh, confirm your prophecy?" she broke forth, .somewhat excitedly.
1 know you warned me against disappointment. Enjoy your satisfac-

^C'do^'l "'
''T^ n?"'"^ ?"• ^'^^''^ holdingapeifLt'court How

would I ? f iT . f.^"'' "-Jt^ v^'"*^'^'
J"*^' ""^ Courtlandt said that they

^rii 1 . A
.'*"' '' *^ beginning and the end. I have misjudged

miscalculated, misinterpreted. And I am miserably dejected '
" *

Just then Martha Dares approached Pauline. " Will' you pleaseintroduce me to your aunt?" said Martha ^ ^

I
With the greatest pleasure. Miss Dares," returned Pauline.

but M^rth'a did not
. ".'' ^"''^'°"' "'^'^'^'^ "^^ '''''''' ^^^'^'^ ^^'^^^ ^^

awa^
little later Courtlandt had joined her,- and Kindelon had glided—

" Are you convinced 1" said Courtlandt.

II

Convinced of what ? " she retorted, with an almost fierce defianceOh, of nothing, since you take it so ferociously "
. . She saw that hiscalm brown eyes were coolly watching her face

to-niXt r° '' ^°" ""^^^ *''''"'
'

"
^^ ^^^^'^- " ^' ^' ^° b** * ^^^^ fr°«a

" It is never to be again," she answered.

(To be Continued.)

- TEE SCRAP BOOK.'

COLIGNT AND THE PC PBS.

In this age of separations and rehabilitations in the historical domain"no possible objection can be raised to the proposal to erect a monumrn^nhonour of Admiral Cohgny at Paris. But ir is diflicult to seT whyEng ishmen shou d be appealed to in its support or to take part. ItTs a

Td nn th r* ""'""'''': ^°' ^^f'^hmen. Commenting upon this que tfonand on the true inwardness of the massacre of St. Brrtholomew he

Malf"^l Tr^'^ "Catherine de Medicis was a true discfp e ofMachiavel li, and for religious ends as such she cared nothing. As MrFroude puts it-and his testimony may be trusted here, for Catholicism iseven more offensive to him than Catherine-' religion. In its good orT^i sbad sense Was equally a word without meaning to\er.' She had favouredtheplanforthe marriage of Anjou. and, when that fell through of herthird son D'Alenvon, with the heretic English Queen. When the crfsiscame, and her interest required the sacrifice of Cdi-my who hJ Zrl^Z
been wounded but not killed by the shot of a hired assl^sfn of tU D ke o^fGuise, she wou d apparently have been satisfied with his death onl^ Butthe feeble and frightened boy in whose name^she misgoverned France darednot go so far without going further. It was he who cried out in ^paroxysmof tears, when driven to desperation by the fierce insistence of his^hfamou^mother:-' Since you will have the life of the Admiral, Ukeft buTatthe same time, you must ki 1 all, the Huguenota in France, JtL't noto^
Z^hZr" '""T* T/ u

^''">^""« '^'"^'^'^ 'hat she ;„ly desirTd Zdeath of SIX men and would charge her conscience-a tolerably elastic onewith no more
;
50,000 actually perished. It must be noted Uiat he whoi;

of°'ihe°i™n:ro^b
>"''" "ir" "^ Protestant, including a large porS

R ? f
French Catholic nobility, protested against the ruffianly crimeBut for the part pbyed m the businem. of the St. Bartholomew by The

Popes of the day there is unfortunately nothing to be said. It cannot be
proved, as Ranke points out, that Pius V. was privy to the preparations
for the massacre, ' but he did things which leave no doubt that he, as well
as his successor, would have sanctioned them.' Ho had formally approved
the butcheries of Alva in the Netherlands, and had privately encouraged
plots for the murder of Elizabeth. But Pius had gone to his grave four
months before the fatal day. His successor, Gregory XIII., best known to
the world as the reformer of the Calendar, was an able and cultivated man,
and is described in the Memoirs of Richelieu, with imperfect accuracy, as
'prince doux et benin, meilleur nomine que bon pape.' He at all events
did not leave doubtful his estimate of the ma.ssacre of St. Bartholomew.
He celebrated the event by a solemn procession of thanksgiving to San
Liiigi, and by medals struck to commemorate it, where the Archangel is

depicted presiding oyer ' the slaughter of the Huguenots,' and a picture of
it was painted, which may still be seen at the Vatican. It is curious that
the Venetians, «^ho had no interest of any kind in the matter, should h&ve
expressed in official despatehes to tlieir minister at Rome theTr" satisfaction
at ' this mark of God's favour.' Cardinal Santorio, who was the Spanish
favourite some years later, in the Conclave of 1.592, and narrowly missed
his election to the Papacy, has designated the event in his autobiography,
still extant in MS., ' the celebrated day of St. Bartholomew, most joyful
to the Catholics.'

" On the whole it is impossible to exculpate the Court of Rome from full

complicity, at least after the fact. In the chief perpetrators the crime
must be attributed rather to political Machiavellism of the worst kind than
to religious bigotry. In the subordinate agents there was probably a
mixture of political and religious fanaticism, as the Huguenots were alwii}'.-!

looked on as the unpatriotic, and therefore naturally became the unpopular,
part in the country. But some further explanation is needed for the
peculiar atrocity of the transaction we are ini mediately concerned with,
and it must be imputed partly to ' the fool fury of the Seine,' which has
again and again since thf^n deluged Paris with blood shed by her own
citizens, partly to its Medicean authorship. Charles IX. is .said to have
suffered agonies of remorse on his death-bed, though he was far less guilty
than his wretched mother, but he had in his veins French as well as Italian
blood. And to ' the serpent of Florence ' must be chiefly traced the
original sin of the terrible tragedy of St. Bartholomev."

THE SLAVB WOMAN.

Shedding cool drops upon the sun-baked clay.

The dripping jar, brimful, she rests a space
On the well's dry, white brink, and leans her face,

Heavy with tears and many a heartsick day,
Down to the water's lip, whence slips away
A rivulet through the hot, bright square apace,
And, lo ! her brow casts off each servile trace

—

The wave's cool breath hath won her thoughts astray."

Ah, desolate heart ! Thy fate thou hast forgot
One moment, the dull pain hath left those eyes_
Whose yearning pierces time, and space, and teaifti.

Thou seest what was once, but now is not,

—

By Niger thy bright home, thy Paradise,
Unscathed of flame, and foe, and hostile spears.

—C/iaa. G. D. Roberta in " The Century."

.VOaiESKA, COUNTESS BOZENTA.

Modjeska, the Countess Bozenta, is, without doubt, the most refined
and accoinpli.shed artiste upon the English-speaking stage ; in dramatic
skill and culture she is excelled by none ; in the details of character pour-
trayal she is without a superior, and in power of Hxeniitinn abn js the peer

LITERARY GOSSIP.

Mr. Froude is out of health, and when the Carlyle proofs are finished
he will visit America and Australia, delivering lectures in the principal
cities.

Col. Albert A. Pope, of Boston has pul)lished a little book entitled
" What and Why," containing a (luantity of information extremely useful
to cyclist.s. /

The first papei'; on "The Art of Decorationj" by Hester M. Poole,
appears in the Continent for Aprir23rd, and is accompanied by a number
of beautiful illustrations.

Littell's Living Age for April 18th contains judicious selections
from the great reviews, which well maintain its repute as one of the best
eclectic publications of the, day.

(iEo. H. Adams k Son, New York, announce that the name of their
forthcoming magazine will be " Descriptive America," and that this " new
departure in the geographical world ' will contain a new map each month.

The British museum library had a little over l,;iOO,000 volumes at
the last return. There are 160 mile.s of shelves filled, with twenty more
empty, and literature of one sort and another arrives at the rate of a ton
a day.

Mr. Froude has finished the concluding volumes of his biography of
("arlyle. The third volume will contain a pntface, in w.hich Mr. Froude
replies to, the abusive criticisms which have l)wn showered upon him for
his conduct in his capacity as Mr. Carlyle's literary executor.

.ToHN Bright is described as " perhaps the only living man in whom
anp united the supreme gifts of the orator—the most brilliant imas;ination,
the most exquisite sensitiveness, the finest humour, the surest jmlgment'
the most upright conscience, and the most elegant, pure, and vinorous
language."

''

Mr. p. J. MacMdrchy, has printed an es.srty on " Morning in the
City and in the Country," for which he was awarded the prize bv University
College, Toronto. It is a pretty piece of word-painting, and the writer is
justly proud that an essay written in his .second year should have won such
distinction.

Chin Chen, secretary of the Chinese legation at Washington, plumes
himself upon speaking good English, and when asked whether he would
have sugar or cream in his tea at Mrs. Frelinghuyseil's reception the other
evening answered thus :

" Me pass cream ; me no takee sugar, me takee
tea hot and strong as debbul, please."

The date of publication of " Archibald Malmaison," by .Julian Haw-
thorne, in TIte Standard Library (Funk & Wagnalls), will be May ,ith.
Another novel by Edgar Fawcett is soon to be published in the same
series, and May 1 9th is the date tixetl for the publication of Edward
Everett Hall's " Fortunes of Rachel," also by the same firm.
~ There are .300 colleges and universities in the United States, of which,
only twenty-four have more than 200 students, and only .seventeen have
more than twenty teachers. A large number of these colleges furni.sh no
better education than can be obtained in a high school of 'the first-class.
One "university " has three professors and twelve students ; and another
has two professors and eiglit(!en students.

—

G/ohe.

Dawson, Brothers, of Montreal, have, at the request of the St.
Patrick's Society of Sherbrooke, P. Q. published an address on " Thomas
D'Arcy McGee," delivered before Kliat body by Robert D. M. Gibbons.
The pamphlet is a generous but dispassionate sketch of the life and work
of the poet-journalist-politioian who was so foully murdered because he
spoke out his honest abhorrence of Fenianism.

Mr. Blaine's fii-st volume is out, and its value as a campaign docu-
ment is enhanced by a full page steel portrait. Nobddy else is so distin

of any actress upon the contemporary stage. This is her record—and" she
has won her leading position upon the stage in a language forei"n to her
and which she acquired only a few years ago, and for the specific purpose
she has accomplished. A Polish actress and a Countess, with artistic
renown and a title, she landed on the western shore of this continent to
find a home among strangers. She learned English, appeared, was accepted
in San Francisco, and the cfties of the Pacific coast heralded the risen star.
She reversed the .stellar order, arose upon our horizon in the west, and shines
as brightly in England as in America. She began her work on the English-
speaking stage with only two or three plays, but steadily extended her'
repertoire, until now she presents all of Shakspeare's tragedies and comedies,
and all the French and German standard dramas. This remarkable
woman visited Toronto about a year ago, and was received by largo and
enthusiastic audiences. Next week's visit will be her "farewell." She soon
sails for Europe, and we may never again have the pleasure of witnessing
her finished acting.

Mr. Irving relate^d in Boston that once travelling in Scotland near
Balmoral, he met an old Scotchwoman with whom he spoke of the Queen.
" The Queen's a good woman," he said. " I suppose she's gude enough

;

but there are things I canna bear." " What do you mean?" asked
Mr. Irving. " Well, I think there are things which even the Queen has
no recht to do. For one thing, she goes rowing one the lak on Soonday

;

and it's not a Chreestian thing to do 1
" " But, you know, the Bible tells

us "—" I knaw," she interrupted," angrily. •' I've read, the Bible since I
was so high, an' I knaw ev'ry word in't. I knaw aboot the Soonday
fishing and a' the other things the good Lord did ; but I want ye to knaw,
too, that I don't think any the more, e'en of him, for adoin' it,"

^uished except Presidimt Linwltl.—The first edition is 1001) copies but
the second of 100,000 is under way, besides a superb edition with the
portraits on Indian paper, the printing on linen paper, and Mr. Blaine's
captivating autograph on the title page of each copy.

Mr. Henry Georuk intends to reply to the article called " Thp
Prophet of California," by the Duke of Argyll. He will probably be as
personal as the Duke himself. Mr. George has been to Argyllshire, and
if the stories told him are half as numerous as the stories-totd to me last
yearin Mull, he will be able to prove that the Duke is the worst land-
lord in Scotland. He may not be that, but he is certainly the most
unpopular.

The Rev John Paul, of .Montreal, has published a " Tr.act for the Times "

on " Future punishment, will it bo endless suffering, ?" in which he endea-
vours to show that the Bible, properly read, gives a negative answer to
the query. In common with the large majority of intelligent men, Mr.
Paul recognizes the revolting nature of the (leath and damnation doctrine,
and would prefer to^ substitute even " d(!struclion " for" torment" in
such passages as the one upon which ho founds his tract (No. 1), " They
shall go away into eternal punishment," ifec.

'

The Right Rev. the Bishop of Ontario has printed " .1 Second Lecture
on Agnosticism," delivered by hiin in Christ church, Ottawa, in reply to
a pumphlet by M. Le Sueur. The Bishop again attacks the doctrines of
evolution and the survival of the fittest, and in very moderate lani'uage
shows their weaknesses. He claims that Herbert Spencer has advanced
from pure unbelief, since the " High Priest of Agnosticism " has arrived
at the conclusion that there is ail " Infinite, absolute, and eternal energy,
from which all things proceed." "Is this energy," asks the Bishop^
" without aim or direction, governed by wisdom or by chance ?"

'•J
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THE WEEK.

THE PERIODICALS.
[Apsn,24tb,I884.

(Nez Perc6), and the accomnl.
"'""«^ P"*"""^'' °^ ^'''^^ J^^h

-masterly reti^at of ttsremaZbT^^rP''" g':'*P^'«^% describes the
of almost impassable couTrvw ft.

'
°^'''-

"ff'>' ^^o tf'ousand miles
the encounter"^ with the SrTcS TrTor'

'=''''^'-"^ -"^ chattels, after

Lapwai. Ani„terestingco„XtiLwD^rVv".ir.^'r?' "°""^^ '^
An, at Camhridse, Ens on ''Thp \r?f

^
i
Waldstem, lecturer on Greek

a beautiful engm;i„ "^^h^^nJ^e ^3^^ Parthenon " is illustrated by
in the British Muse,^ The SrstJ ''"fJ ^'^faur, as now exhibited

Architecture in America " bv Mr v "T' ° ^"'"'"^ °" " ^«««»t
trated, as also is 8. G. W Benjaln': !^Zy.

««"-«laei-. is profusely illu,.

Alice May." Frank R Stock
"

h
^^P""" "'' " ^^'' ^^""'^ "f the

Training of Parents" which hits off ,r •'' ''"'''"^ contribution on "The
of childin. and'r;ur?ro\t' mi' :,lTo1'"^(?TT *° ^^''''"^
Unionism in England " from <.o <mnA , »i.

^^^ *'"*"''^ °" " T''ades-

valuablo contribution to a dfffio'ult suL'c" Th'
" Thomas Hughes, is a

new serial story, entitled "Cy LrbSa " w'm^'"'"?
"^^^'^'^ "^ »

miseof future good readin" and "The ^»T \ "^'"•T James, give pro-

the attention of the Wstor^aT tudfnt v" T
^^'^t'^*'°'-ne " w.U merit

curious paper on " British Fertikv^Th
''" ^,"°"ghs writes a

"Slave Woman" of Chis G T) RnV , >!
^ '" "°

'''*'='' °* P^^'ry, the

Besides the serials, which are un^or^^nTr
''«"? ^ charming composition.

-"Dr. Sevier" a^d " An I^vSe Ma! ' ' th
""''^ ^'°™ ''''''^'' ^°'»-^

of Ivory Black ^amed " Rose Madde '*
~'^''' '' * ''^'^ ^'•°™ *^« P''"

CHESS.

l^AU co,nm,micali..m inie,,d,d for thU department .ho,M 6. addr,ss«l 'CA«»» Editor,'

PROBLEM No. 4.

Hy r. Pabkinbon (Toronto Choss Club).

BLACK.

PROBLEM No. 3.

By .1. MoGbeoob (Toronto Chess

BLACK.

Club).

//

Whito t., Play au., n,ate ,u three moves. White to pl.y and sui-mat, la three moves.

of stLXtt1;om%KLhr?v''r''r«-^ <=""<=« -<j -i°g-t-
article is entitled "The An,,To^;^ P?"

'?n-^'°'''*'"»
^''•»"* White, ^e

fully recognizing il'e prTem^ : a ^'''T.f'''"P^"'"'" ^'^^' -''"^^

essayist points out the absurdTtv of the f ?
*''" S"""^' dramatist, the

the poor idea-less scholarrthe pa^^ful i ,17' ""^''^ ^^'"^ " '^' f'^'^^'''
and mouldy books in black letter "hivf'..'

*»ong "lusty parchments
Evans has a thoughtfu artide on " Ltn'u^^rP ?°" ^f

*"'•"«"• E- P.

Waters Preston thus sums ui, a nanl? .V'J'''r"'°'°8y'"
'^"'^ Harriet

"There is no pas.sion in them' h^-rrf ^
'^''"':''' ^^"'-^ "^ ^ ^oet."

none,-no hur^y, no excess ftevr'"'*'
''' ^' ^ave- seen-or next to

sparingly pruned from the be-in--
"« g^^ve concise, philosophical, un-

the ge^ne^l tenor of he coSuLn n,r*r»"'^.P°!"^'''^'"
^'""^ -''*<=•>

criticism of " The Bfair and Letters nf H ^ ^ '^i'^^"'^-
^"^ exhaustive

son " is given by GeorJe Ellis Re I

^'^ '"^'1'"°"^ ^^'^'^^ Hutchin-
the Wk^kk, a /aper by^^-Sence'^Sugl "n^ f* ?J^r' ^^^'^ ^^
P08ses.ses present interest. A carefi,Il» nrll. ^ . -i •

'''^'''' ^^anger "

H. Seward" is signed by Henry CaSrTnl "Il^^^^^'r
""^ "William

Nationalism" Edward StanwoJ trea?, K^-"' f"^
'" " ^^^ ^^^^^ °f

of many thinking mLTS siZT'^^^'"' °^''¥''^ the attention

T^^." -At ^^.tircarbiX^^^^^^^^ " ^^ ^-

atte'nLV^^^th^fnSe;:^"^^^^ «: ^- Rensselaer calls

figures in fiction. iSa klj, DilS a^iS'tir."
"'.-'l"- '^^ildish

and vivid pictures of child lov;- and so doTb ^^^^ 1?'"° numerous
introduce ''children in fict on " JoeTfie *L ""Tv."'.!"^ ^T'^ '^°^''"«*«

writer for his subject, rejoices that at l2T,:
"'' t^^^ evident love of a

writings of John Keats irb^ouJ^it to-^e her ^"''"'f
""'^^ """^ °'^^'

testimony to the long-deferred pmLsfnl fY°^^^-'
and adds his

The contribution is aptly entkler'The ?T^T^ '".'''" '*""' «'°»«'-

article on "The Gunnison •-! .

^^e Latest News about Keats." An
illustrated. In " VVho bonnet ?"

T'nnl I
^«"* '"S-^^^""' '« P^^^-e^y

are known as " Shakespeare" Sonnet^^
^^"^^"^ mainUins that wha{

at all._ and hacks his pSil b vT ^Kir/" i^'^.^y^-'^^^^^P^^

^„7es'''
"«''"'^«''° "' ^°-- NO. . shouM ha™ been • White to pl„, and mate In two

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 1.

White
:.BK7Mr„la.M.K.oves,..«ta.esBoh.eto.,.l,B,acl.l.P.oves..BKta,oto

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
I- R

.
M.D.. Hamilton.—In End Oamn w^ i^ o u-i. o „,

W H. J., „..„
hear from you often.

SAME No. 3.

Between Messrs. Bl«=kbume and Stelnltz. Payed in the Vienna Tourney. 1882.

(Ruy Lopez.)

WHITE.

Mr. Blackburne.

1. PK4
•i. Kt K B 3
3. B Kt 5
4. BR4
5. PQ4
6. Kt Cakes P
7. Q takes Kt
8. B Kt;j
9. P g B 3

10. Q y 1
'

11. Castles
li R K 1

BLACK.

Mr. Stelnitz.

PK4
Kt g B :)

,

PQK3
K Kt K 2 (a)
P takes F
Kt takes Et
P Q Kt 4
P<i3(i))
PQB 4
B Kt2
Q Q 2 (C)

PBS

WHITE.

Mr. Blackburne.

13. B B 2
14. Kt Q 2
15. Et H 1
10. Q B 6
17. Et Kt 3
IS. EC B r>

19. P Q B 4 Ul)
20. P takes Kt P
21. B E 3
2S. K B Q 1

23. QB3(/)
.i4. B Q 7 and wins(*).

BLACK.

Mr. Steinltz.

KttoEt3
BK2
Castles E B9BK1
iigi
PB3
PQ4
B P takss P
P takes P (o)gB2
B K 4 (a)

NOTES.

'?.' 1;?°^^ '° " """"Ped Bame for Black
i6) Throatenmg to win White Bishop

witl'.': fl,:^e'","fsit'So„''

''""'" "" ^--^ -iU'l-ious.

S 1 moSrSlJllSi^lr^JjJI'""'' "' "»'-""-''. »»--6 - open flle.

(/) A very atrung move.

MF^J^BA.'"^" ">« 'W- Rather extiaonUaary that Black did not

White would recover the P in a few moves

White's nreTiSu;";novr Fe'ha.ruThfog m™h betS bj,we?ir
t ''"' '"" «•« ">« <"

(*) l/24. Q .X B, White 25. Et B eh. ii^^t^'li'':^^'XZ?7^i Q^fTiS^^rT; Black i

the object of

mated.

at all. and hack, his pS; , by au umbrot'collaT
-
^r"

'j ^h^^eapea..
very beautiful iHustratiZ ^company " RiminT 1.71 ''^^'f

''^'- ^''""^

Alfred Ashton. " Ulric Zwin "li " T^^t . j i f""*
'^'^ Malatestas," by

the nan.es Brander MaUhewsfid H c't^
°' ^^ ''''^''''' «• Hall an^

stupid sketch called "The SevL Conversations"" Th'
'*PP"^"^'^^'° - ^^ry

"Trajan," a story without an authors nar\nd„/ TT^' ''"^P'"^ °*
are expected, also appear, " Tinklin° Cymbal's "h

"^ «'"*' '^'°««
elude in the June number. wSn H S. ^^^ announced to con-
"Leo XIIL"

>vii,,ara tl. Morse has a short story named

The Overland Monthly for April is fi,11 nf „„^ ,•

article, " A Pueblo Fdte Dav "II ! * "^ 'eading. The opening
Mexican festival. In "Barbaric pL^nf ,!T''''^^

'"='^°""^ "^ ^ ^ew
pictures of life amongst fheC^Ls^^" Moslem 7T' ^''"^ ^""'^ '^'^P'^'
ance" is a contribution equally ?nstr„,.Mv!>

Influence on the Renaiss-
series of "Pioneer SketXs'^ri ho'Thr^ '^^^ The fourth of a
from the Old World to CaliforiS by sel anH "'H'tVV^' •""« ''^o went
Doctor in Ordinai-v " i« i .V I ', 1

'*'''*' ^« *°"'id 'here. " The
articles and stoS a e ' rVdr '"^ p™" '^' «''™''°- «'ber
"Mowema Uke," "A Romance 1f^?frj

^^,""«^,<" "A Heathen."
Civilization."

romance of History," and "The Clothier of

on in: S:S:^rs,5^i^^«^ ^^"-trate * ^^ of articles

exhibited in the Internat onal PUh T'^^u- •'"^J^<='^ ^^"^ ^'^^^7
artist. Mr. M. J. B:^:tZi:£T,.XtZul^^^^^^^ -d th^

THE DUKE DE NIVEBN0I8.

IJJTom the Choss Players' Chronicle.)

Lord\o^5n\'llLTs°s^f^?llru*^rinriX°on"^ SSv'aT'^"-; '" ^"'i'-l' »"' -« ?oin« toone servant, when he was obligeJ bV a very heivT .^J'^L^toS^ „'^''"''l''*'
'"'1 witho*nJyThe master of the house was a clergymin, who toTLorV^rJ Y"; *""''" "•' ""> way.

dry^?i^?e5Wcrr'o\rrVcX^reT^

^''o^ircCs\™oSt«n^gLTJ^''a^nraTthrP^^^^
clergvmaa whether he coSfdol; The ?atte?'.ow' hZTeLuM f "»»«'«"«>. teaskodlhe
J?.-?.".^ ",A>«fJi"",\°A'"'lP-« <^' tL country toy^an'Sagonist"'''"^! a^PyXr^mln"'''''^' "."'

'OH Will ot-aTT 1 i_.-'
""

whe^A hrsi.Xonis°tTayed°so Sh b^.l^S-r"*^"?-?.'!™""*
-'"y"' '"""'l'-" .""=^»u n.s u»or

tomef.t'Sl'^," ""*/«
'»° Se-ed Vo'"meefa''maT^hrc^STgWe''h/^"'^ -oZ'f?"^'

.^n?"^*^".',?' 'i"„'";™"'?«,s™e,. He accordingly in?ui?ed into th«^„?;yf J,"?,."".?""" "nter-

'I'TA'J A"^.""' beat you." The day conruuiig Jafny, the Duk" SdS'i' h!^V°'better that he won evervW.^ "^L*"™?.'*'' bis ofl^r
:

Some mouths elapsed, and the olergVman never thouoh* nf *h= ™ .»a footman rode up to the door and pSiMnted him ^th a notl "^S'*^^' 7^^" "»« evening
compliments wait on the Rev. Mr. --S_, I^,i m a^emembJ^t^'n. !'"'.?"''« <*« Nivernolsl

TJh^ n
°''-."''' begs that he will accept the IWing o™!^^^ wo!?h .m^^"""

drubbing he
that he will wait unon hia »nu.<i tho n„i,. „• »!____ A,"^' _ . -

worth £400 per annum imil
?h.r>r. n •?'• "eg' ''hit he wUl accept the living of

'"' """ 8""u aruDbmg he
that^lle W.U wait upon his Grace the DukLt Newcae^tle'on^;^^ „e^t. toThr/k'S'iToi 'Z
jest^a'^drge&cTo^e"? thTi^a'Sa^e'T'C ^hJ^^'lietntSS^ iJnX« -"l."— "^^ '

ita-y't??,."'
""'"• *"•> '^ "'» -Po-^iWe rt,'.iL'[l?n:7S?ge''5S,Sntlff fh^jfti;

CHB8S INTBLLIGENCB.
Bbkntanob Cheta Monthly is to be resoscitated.Mb O. W. Phillips has won the championship of the Toronto Chew Clnh

to lend his aid to any soheme^r the popu°aSiniKeM '^'»™"i»y. Md was ever ready

wui,\7{;e''uev''e': beThe ar'ifrrSo^r"*"" ""' ^"°"'° '» ">« »«' "•"t on the card,. It

Afbil 24tfa, 1884.1

DB. M. aOUVIBLLSS'S

SPIROMETER GIVEN FREE

Enoonroged by the fact that during the
past five years tbouBantlB of patients who
used my Spirometer have been cured of
Asthma, Bhonchitis, Laiiynoitis, Catarrh,
Catahbhal Dkafnehb, Conbomption on
Wkak Lungs, and ftndinK tliat many who
could be cured are tUiaucially uuable to pro-
cure the ingtrument. I will ylv« the Nptro*
meivir free to any one suffering from any of
the above ailments who will call at

173 CHURCH ST,. TORONTO,
and consult the Surgeuns of the

International Throat and Long Institute,

the medicines alone to be paid for. If unable
to call write for particulars and treatment,
which can be sent by express to any address.

DR. M. SOUVIELLE,
ex-Aide Surgeon French Army.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

Ifrom the Mail (Can.) Dee. i5.

Catarrh Is a muco-purulent discharge oanaed
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amceba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is

only developed under favourable circum-
stances, and these are :—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,
the germ poison of sypbilis, mercury, toxo-
mcea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
?oisous tbat are germinated in the blood,
hese poisons keep the internal lining mem-

brane of the iioRe in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the rocal cords, causing hoarseneBs;
usurpmg the proper structure of the bronchial
tabes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a care for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalants and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessarj^
combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thi> i.jrrible disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
siiffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Mbbsbb. a. H. DIXON & SON,
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada.

" and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WhattheRev. E. B. Stevenson, B*A., a Clergy-
man of the London Conference of the Metho-
diet Church of Canada, han to say in regard
to A. S. Biecon <t Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17. '83.

Jlfas«r«. A. H. Dixon db Son : %

Dbab SiRS.—Tours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, bat I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, sutfered so much aud for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I Eim really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case;
it was aggravated and cluronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I
thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send

—tfrvou.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have l)een cured at two treatments, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to
some of my friendB who are saflFerers.

Tours, with many thanks,

Eev. E. B. ^tbvbnson.

Business Education
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THI

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

THE WEEK.

SHIRTS. SHIRTS. SHIRTS.

• LUKES, DAGGE & CO.
arc* showing this wcvk all the leading novelties in

FRENCH CAMBRIC, OXFORD .AND FANCY FLANNFLS,
SUITABLE FOR SPRING AND SUMMER WEAR.

^rOiir block ol Whitk Urkss Shirts is superior to anything in the retail trade, r'ither to

order or ready-made.

LUKES, DAGGE &;:CO ,

SHIRTMAKERS,

Ii6 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORBET
Patented Sept. 28. 187G. Patented
Jan. 11, 1870. Re- issued July :i,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-

issued Aug. 0, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada .June 7, 1870.

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health '

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1870.

With Improved Tampico Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all .\merican competitors at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for ^eauty, stylo and
comfort.

Approved by all iihysicians.

PRACTICAL BOOK-KBEPINO,

,
MENTAL ABITHMBTIC,

COMHEECIAL LAW.

Elegant Penmanship. .~\

Wo have had the greatest suooeas with
pupils, and have roceived the highest enac
Diums from the leading biiaiaeBB men.
7or deeoriptive oatalogue, address

Thb Sbobbtabt,

-XOMomeo^

This favourite Cor.set is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as

velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their sbaiie per-

fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is mncli superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot l>reak.

and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

; The " Health Corset" is not de-
* signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

mWk RUBBER GOODS!
BUBBEB SHOiS,

FELT BOOTS,

BELTDfO,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

RUBBER VALVES, CASKETS.

Slaj" Brand Cotton

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

HOSE.
(280,000 feet in use.)

A
* a* *

This is the only seamless .

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct Flies Dtanu&cfd.
Citifs, Towns and Villat^cs

pronounce it superior to any
other make in the marktt
for its Mtmt||th null dur-
nblr qaaliii4*M.

s^The Star Brand
Seamless Rubher

Steam Hre Engine Hose,
iii made from thtr be^t Cult
Cotton and tine I'ara Rub-
ber, ;ind tully warranted troin
any delects in inanulacture.
Sample mailed on application

THE CAN.\DIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND W.\REROOMS :

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto

; R HOUGHAN,
t^AU in^pwrita bif maU »hatl haiv our prompt and careful attention.

Agent.
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THE CANADJAN PACfflC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REOqLATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South

-

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

1 $2.50 PER ACRE. —

-

upwards, with contlitinna requiring cultivntion.
A reliate for cultivation of from 31.26 to .fS.SO per acre, aoctirdint; to price paid for

the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company almi otfer Lands

Without Ooitditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RJESEBVJSn SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offered for sale cm advantageous terms, to parties prepared to undertake their imme-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment

:

Purchasers may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual inatalment.s,
witli interest at SIX I'ER CENT, iwr annum, payable in ailvance.

Parties purohaaing without conditiims of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Cimvey
ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in fidl.

Payments may be made in LANU (JllANT BONDS, which will be accepted at ten
per cent, premium on their par value and accriie<l interest. These Bonds can be ohtaineit
on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at .iny of its .-igencios.

FOB PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with respect
t<) the purchase of Lands, apply to .fOHN H. MoTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-
peg. By order of the Board. ^^-

(IHAKLKS DRINKWATKB,
Montreal, January, 1884. Secretary.

PBF.P.\BATION FOB HABVABD. OXFORD
and CAMUBIDCE (Eng.). aud for Welles-

lev. Laily MurRarot Hall iiud (iirtoii Colleges
for Women, i.y E. U. HnMPHBKYB. LL.D., by
separate, personul teaebiug, 7 pu]iils.
Vacaucv for Olio pupil in place of one who

has just left to outer Oxford. Attention is
invited to those facts;—!. I)r Humphreys
has siiccossfully prepared for Harvard, in 16
years, llil caudidatos. i. In each of the pre-
sent four classes there are members in good
stuniling prepared by him. :i. Five of his
former jiupils v;iH graduate uoxt .lune, all
creditably, ono in Hijib Honors. 1. during
the same {leriod ho bus jireparod for various
E.Kaliiiuatious at Oxford and Cambridge 17
students, j. .And for other American and
Englisli Colleges r. in all. Or. H. ^'ivos les-
sons in Qreok and Latin (composition aud
criticism by correspoudenee.
For circular, address

E. B. HCMPHUEYH, LL.D.,

120 West Chester Park, Boston, Mass.
February 25th, 1884.

BEAD THE-

EXCHANGE & MART.
Out oh Hattjbdat, -,

Thk Xkw Illusthated

F.iMlLY A2^D S/'ORTiyG I'APElt
COMliiy^nD.

Tbt^ Poultry Tuitt, T/w Kt-imH, Thf I.ihnuy,

ThH friintfn, fl'omun'-i tf'€trk, Sportu
and Pitfitiim-H, i-tr., *ftt\

(Jffice

Subscription

ESTABLIBUBD 18J9.

l.'i \di:laide St. East.

$1 50 - per anntim.

364 Yonge atroet.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMFOHXXJM

New stock of next season's Wiiil Papers just
arrived. Dfilauco of olil stock ')lTermK at re-
markably low ftRuree. CalBojniuiu^, Paper-
Hiinginc, Glaziug. Ite-Glazin^ iLnd Paiutiu^
done to order. Estimates t;iven. A, well
selected stock of Stationery, ('Uristmas Cords,
etc., ut lowoiit prices. A caU solicited.

rpO SUBSCRIBERS !

Those wishing to keep their copies of The
Wkkk in t^ood condition, and have them on
baud for reference, should use a Binder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 (^ntft. PoKtage prepaid

Those Binders have been made expresBly*
for Thb Wkek, and are of the best manufac-
ture. The papers can be placed in tbo Binder
week bv week, thus keepiuR the file complete.

Attdress—
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MASON ft COLLINS, -

LIFE-SIZE PORTAAITS IN OIL AND CRAYON.
Studio, - - 31 Kino St. West, Toronto.

FBASER * SONS,
fl*ate Notman & Fraser, Photographers

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photographers, bto.

J. A. Frcuer, B.C. A. J. A. Fraaer, Jr.
A. O. Fraaer.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbnb:,

' Homoeopathic Physician,

At his oia residence, X3 KICHMOND ST. E.

Office hours:—9 to 10 a.m.; 2to4p.m.; and
on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7.30
to 9 : Sunday, 5.30 to 6.3(1 p.m.

THE LIGHT-EUNNING DOMESTIC
SF.WINO MACHINE. Artistically beau-

tiful. Without a peer. In its mechanical
construction it has no rival. The new line of
attachments tha^ are now beiuK placed with
each " Domestic " are specislties. No other
machine has them. These attachments and
the new wood-work make the " Homest'c "

more than ever in demand. A. W. BRAIN,
Agent, 98 Tonge Street.

-pUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
IV TORONTO, for

HIGH-CLASS WATCHBS ft JEWELLERY

D,R. SINCLAIR, .._. ^
334 Jabtis SiBEII.

.

MIDWIFERY, AND DISEASES OF
W03SEN A SPECIALITY.

4 C. MoKINLAT, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

121 Church Stbeit, - - Tobonto.

-|^ PEARSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 King Street West, - - Toronto

Watch Kepairlnii! and Jewellery Manufac-
tared to order, special features.

^^ Chargres Moderate.

QHAW & USBORNE, ^
Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.
Houses rentpd, rents collected, loans and

insuraVicBs effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST. TOBONTO.

s

"pAINLESS DENTISTRY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating a^d speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

EOM(EOFATHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children andNervoua
System. Hours—8t<>10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-
day, S to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p m.

398 & 328 Jartis Street.

i-^HARLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOB, CONVEYANCER, Etc
—; Office:—

iS Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Ont.

"rEWART k SON. (Late STEWART
& STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS. BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offices -Xn Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WU. STEWART. WIC. H. 8TEWABT.

WA. IMPEY,
Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

^^Eatlmates given on application.

CRAZY PATCHWORK!

E.
COATSWORTH, Je.,

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary I>ul)Uc,
Conveyancer, etc.

Jfoncy to Lend. Officea—lO York Chambera,

No. 9 Toronto Street, Toronto.

GEC, MacDONALD,

RlBBlSTEB, SOLICITOE, ETO.

—
: OFFICES :—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Iioan.

T CREIGHTON,

SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
Victoria Street - - Tohonto.

THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,

No. 23 Park Bow, New York city,

having on band an unusual quantitv of rem-
nants, will send to any ladv subscriber of this
paper enough pieces of BEAUTIFUL SILKS
AND VELVETS to make a beautiful quUt
with.

I^r Send for a dollar package.

r A PTTTQ ^^'^ *"^ Beautiful

L f\ L 1 Do Texan and Mexican
sorts, hardy, requiring absolutely no care, ex-
cept protection from severe frosts ; novel and
curious in form, and some with flowers of ex-
quisite beauty and fragrance. Send 20c. for
small specimen. Illustrated circular free.

TBOCPB NCRHKRIKA.
Trocpe, Texas, U S.A.

t^" These plants can be shipped at any
season of the year,

"WESTElHISr

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets,

Income for Year

$1,369,1x2 00

1,690,8x8 s8

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at
mmleratB rat«s. Aganciaa ia all towaa ttarowgb-
out the Dominion and Uuited States.

A. M. SinTH, Vrea. JAS. BOOMER, Sec.

J, J. KENNY. Man, Director.

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

S
MITH, SMITH & RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Labratt W. Smith. D.C.L. James F Smith.

Geo. M. Kae.

MISS BIRDSALL,
a> St. Albans Street,

Pupil of Carl Martens.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
atin or velvet.

Terms-Music, (6 ; Drawing, etc., t4.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COIxBORNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS' HEAO-QUARIERS

This House has all the latest improvements.
Oood Sample Booms, excellent cuisine
..XBimi, tl.OO per day.

Wn. MAiEB, CJ«r*. AJ.BSHT QuRUAs, Mtmgr.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,500,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

BV II«8l7BINe NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, 1S8»,

Grand Trunk R'y of Canada,
{Qreat Western Division.)

T"ENDERS
Will be received by the undei*flii?ued until
nooa on Saturday, tbe .Ird of ^ay next,
foi the formation of an embankment near
Ciiyiiaia. on the T..oop Line aeution of the
Great Western Division of the Grand Trunk
Railway.

Plans and Specifications can be seen, and
Forms of Tender obtained at the office of the
Chipf Engineer of tbe Great Western Divieion
at Hamilton.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

Montreal, April 2lBt, 1R84.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO CHCRCM HTREBT, TOROIVTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEFT,
Deposits received from *1 upwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 4if, 5
and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.
13* Money to Loan on Mortgage Sectjuitt

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT-A."W"-A.

Authorized Capital,

Subscribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Best

91,000,000
1,000,000
993.en.1

110,000

JAMRS UfAcLAREN, Esq.. President.
CHARLES MAGEE, Esq., VUxPresident.

Directors-C. T. Bate, Esq.. B. Blackburn,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. R Church.
Alexandnr Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Oeoroe BnBN. Cashier.

Bbanchrb—Arnnrior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnippg, Man.
.Aoents in CAfJADA — Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in New Tore—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby snd B. E. Walker. AasMTS is
London- -English Alliance Baok.

ESTABLISHED IN 1818.

BANK OF MOxNTREAL
Capital, all paid up,

BBBerve Ptt/noi,

$12,000,000

5,750,000

HSAD OFPICB,—mONTRJBAI..
Board of Dibectob^

C. F. Smithera, Esq, Preai'lent ; Hon. D. A.
Smith. Esq., Vic^-PresitUmt; Gilbert Scott,
Esq., Alexander Murrav E-^q., Alfred Brown,
Esq., A. T. Pat-^raon, Esq . G. A. Dmmmond,
Esq., Hush Mc^.ennan, Esq . Hon. Jnhn Ha-
milton. W- J. Bucbftoan. Oeiiaral Manager;
A. Micnider. Anat. Gea. Mm. nnl Inapmctnr

;

M. V. Meredith, Anst. Inspector; A. B. Bu-
chanan, Secretary.

Branches an/1 Agencies in Caruuia.

MONTREAL—E. S. Codlson, Manager.
Almonte, Ont.. Bellevill«, BrantforJ Brock-

ville, Chatham. N.B.. Cornwall, Goderich,
Giielph. Halifax. N.S., IlamiU^m, Kingston,
r^indaav Lon'lon. Moncton, N.B.. Newcastle,
N.B.. Ott'»wa, Perth. Peterboroufih, P rta^e
la Prairie, Man., Pictnn, Port Hope, Q le-

bec. Be-'ina. A>*sinfl., Sarnia, Strutfnrd St.

Ao'^tsin Gre-U Britain. —hnndon Rank of
Montreal. 9 Birchin Lane. Lombard Street, C.
Asbwnrth, Mauacrer, Lnnd"n Cnmmittee, E.
H. King, Esq.. Chnirman; R<»bort Gillespie,
Enq . Sir .John Rose, Bart., KC.M.G.
BavkfrH in Great Britain. - Jjnndnn. The

Bank of Encland ; The London and Westmin-
ster Bank; The Union Bank of London. Liver-
pool—The Bank of Liverpool. Scotl(tnd--The
British Linen Company and Branches. -

Aoent» in the Vnitud States.— }iew York,
Walter Watson and Alex. Luna. 59 Wall St.
Chicngo, Bnnk cf Montreal. l.'>4 Madison St.,
W. Munro, Manager ; B. Y. Hebden, Assistant
Manager.
B'lttkers in the United States.—New York

The Bank of New York, N B.A. ; The Mer-
chants National Bank. Boston. The Merchantf
National Bank. San Francisco, The Bank oj
British Columbia.
Colonial and Foreign Correspondenta.—Bt.

John's, Nfld.. The Union Bank of Newfound-
land, British Columbia, The Bank of British
Columbia. New Zealand. The Bauk of New
Zealand. India, China. Japan and Australia,
Oriental Bank Corporation.
Issue Circular Notes and Letters of Credit

for Travellers, available in all parts of the
world.

LENOX PENS !

A CoMPLSTE Sebiis in TwmvE Ndmbebs,
From which every writer can select -THJS!BEST PEN for hie or her peculiar style o«

penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mall to any address for ten cents.

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.,

18 ft JM AsxoB FiiAoa, New Tons. '

Attractiotis for the week commencing

M0ND.4T, APRIL 28(fe.

- TORONTO.
GRAND OPBRA HOUSE.

Three Nights and Matinee.

Monday evening

—

As you liks it. Tuesday
evenina--MnritStewart. Wednesday matinee
—Twelfth Night. Wednesday night—£<ut
Ly7m.

HORTICULTDBAL GARDENS.
I1I6NDAT, May 19th.

MADAME TRBBRLLI-BBTTINZ,
Assisted by Ivanh Marawski, Chas. Warner,
Edward Mallinhaubb and Ibai>obe Luck-
stone.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO.,

'

Spirit Merchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, dc, CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEQ -

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very best

and prompt attention.

V.A.XJLTS :

10, 12. 14, 16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL. - - tiSQ.OOO.

JOHN B. BABBEB, President and Managing
Director.

CHAS. RIOBDON, Viee-President.
EDWABD TBOUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper :—

.

Engine Siz;d Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CBSAM LAID AND WOVE
roOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEBS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers,

Colored Cover Papers, super-finished.

12*"Apply at the Mill for samples and prioes
Special sizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
HAXDFAOTUBBBS OV THB

" LILY WHITE " FLOATINa SOAP,

QUBBN'S OWlf PBRFBCTIOK 8OAP,

ENGLISH UOTTLBD SOAP,

AND OTHER OBLBBBATBD BBAHDB OV

Fine laundey Soaps,
1*11111111); Soaps,

Toilet Soupa,
A.iiiline Dyes.

SEND FOB PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and Oil Worki,

Office : . WorlH-^ ;

70 Fboht St. East,
| Difbus STBin,

TOBOITTO.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Tea author of the just-published " Canada under the Administration of

Lord liOtne " has scant consideration for the press of this country, and has
the courage to say in his new book that " the intelligent ones among our
readers have no respect for the critical estimate of the [Canadian] news-
papers." An unprejudiced reader of a recent issue of the Globe would be
inclined to find ample justification for the statement in the circum-
stance that it was thought fit to refer in the editorial columns of that
journal to a letter which ought not to have found a place in a leading

:iOTgan without a liberal use of the pniniiig-knife. It not only ooatMaed
what the editor ought to have known were misrepresentations if not
fabrications—but these were worded in the language of intentional insult
to a writer whose oflTence is the outspoken expression of his convictions.
Fortunately the letter was its own antidote, so apparently was it the
vapourings—not of an over-heated imagination, but of a would-be literary

assassin, avec malice prepense. The letter has, of course, been ignored by
the writer assailed, for the same reason that in the days of duelling a gentle-
man could not fight with a blackleg. Noblesse oblige. But it may be
worth while to point out that it is the admission into its columns of
billingsgate for argument and slander for logic that has made it possible
for an unbiassed writer to speak of the Canadian press as he does in the
work already referred to. The apostle of a new creed expects and welcome*
criticism when it is conducted upon possible lines : it has been the unvary ,

ing fate of thinkers who have Uved to see their doctrines adopted by th«
men who opposed them. And if those Grit politicians who object to
"Bystander's" utterances would take cognizance of the fact that Tory
organs, such as the Hamilton Spectator, are just as much dissatisfied with
his course, they would see the absurdity of discovering in him a masked
Conservative, and of ascribing covert motives. Such a mode of attacking
a writer sans paw «t sans reproehe is a boomerang policy which wiU not
stand the test of experience. It is tooabsurdly ridiculous to serve even a
present purpose : for everybody knows the " Bystwider " has no tempta-
tion to be otherwise than impartial. He is out of politjon, and notoriously

has no desire for place, political position, or anything which he does not
already possess. Intelligent men of all shades of politics must grieve to
see such treatment accorded to him. It was only the other day that a
journal published in Toronto, and another printed in Hamilton, circulated
reports of "Bystander's" visit to Buffalo which their conductors must
have known had been officiaUy contradicted, capping them by hysterical
screeds against him as the propounder of an " annexation doctrine." The
authors of such stuff would save themselves much unneoeMary tribulation
if they would previously and honestly read^the writings they undertake to
oommant upon.

It is pointed out to us that the information upon which we based our
remarks last week on the County Board of Audit was not exact. County
Attorneys, as such, are not members of the Board. The body consists of
the County Judge and two members of the County Council. By a recent
statute the County CouncUs are authorized to pay to these nominee audi-
tors certain fees for their services. Two of the Board are practically the
paid servants of the County Council, and their duty is to strike off the
accounts of aU consUbles every possible item. If they fail in this respect,
their places will be filled by more subservient successors. The only inde-
pendent member of the Board to whom the constables can look for a liberal
and equitable taxation is the County Judga Unfortunately, this their
sole safeguard is wanting in some counties, owing to the action of the
County Council in annually voting a " honorarium " to the County Judge
for his services. The unfortunate constable who faces this extraordinary
tribunal—judge and jury all feed by the county-has a hard time of it in
getting his just dues. The pnbUc oflicial to whom we alluded last week as
having protested against a niggardly policy on the part of his board|Df
audit which practically amounts to "consideration for thieves," and who was
so pompously rebuked for protesting, had just the hybrid board last

mentioned to contend with. The Board of Audit is a cumbersome and
ahsord tribunal, and, with rare exoeptions (aa, for instance, where. the
County Judge happens to be a painstaking, liberal-minded man), its treat-
ment of constables is harsh and illiberal. As the law stands, the disburse-^
ments incidental to the pursuit of a criminal have to be borne, in the first

instance, by the officers of the law ; and whether they ever receive them
baok depends upon a board of audit who are feed to disallow the bill, if

posssible. In any event, the unfortunate constable has generally to wait
from three to four months after his advance before he can recover his own.
A more objectionable system than this it would be difiicult to devise, but^
notwithstanding the periodical remonstrances made to the Local (lovem-
ment by those who suffer under it, the redress so often promised has not
yet been given. —— ;

A CONTBIBUTOB to the Canadian American who has been touring
through Ontario gives some of his impressrons to the readers of the journal
named. He says that whilst " the drinking customs of the country are very
prominent," he saw " less drunkenness than he would have expected to

see in the States." He was much impressed with London, and thinks " the
cathedral they are building there would be a credit to a city of a hundred
thousand population." Canadian business people he found were not in
such a hurry as their American cousins. He seems surprised that anypne
in business can say "thank you" and mean U. "The manners of the

alespeople are not so conventional as with us, and when they say ' thank
^ou

' they really seem to feel it" " Manners are much more seen in public

ways and places than with us." He does not think much of the averags

Canadian's " directive " power, and was glad to hunt up places for himself.
" The greatest fault' and wonder is, they do not seem to believe either in

themselves or in their country. They disparage their land and the crops

they produce. They compare opportunities with the Sates unfavourably

to themselves. They will swear by England, and die for England." The
writer does not see why Canadians, should migrate to the States. He
grants that more money is made in his own country, but thinks Canada has
more health and comfort. " I know no place where they seem to get aa
much comfort out of lif& The women, especially, look much healthier

;

they are, in nearly every instance, strong and hearty, but they are not

usually as good looking as the men, while in the States it is generally the

reverse. I do not know that Canada, or even London, would be a good

_Eliw« t9.agT« to, batXIaelthat-itMoot the host plaee te^eve from."

^^«*^'S^
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

It is excusable, in a notice of the Session, to have totally overlooked the

Senate. The Senate can scarcely be conscious of its own existence In

the early part of the Session its sittings were suspended for want of busi-

ness, nothing having come up to it from the Commons; a conclusive

answer to the allegation that it exercises a useful initiative in any special

class of que8ti6n«. By extinguishing the last spark of life in Mr.

Charlton's luckless Bill it provided itself, as it is careful to do each session,

with formal proof of a lingering trace of vitality in itself. Otherwise it

hardly did anything which might not have been done equally well and far

more cheaply by means of a stamp affixed by a clerk to the legislative acts

of the Commons. Its debates are seldom reported unless they happen to be

personal If we did not know from constant experience how the most

inane titles are coveted, it might seem strange that there should be so

many applicants for a position of conspicuous nonentity. Yet nonentity

would be respectable compared with the servility which the nominees of

the Minister in the Senate are compelled to display in registenng the

decrees of a master who does not condescend even to make a show of

acknowledging their legislative authority. The theory that inde-

pendence would be the result of nomination for life, plausible

as it might seem, has received a decisive confutation. Independent

of national opinion the Senate is with a vengeance, but it is entirely

dependent on ite patron. We have in this institution the misleading

show of a conservative safeguard without any conservative influence

either in the way of initiative, or in that of control. The analogy of the

House of Lords, a body of territorial magnates, few of whom can be at any

one time the nominees of the Minister, if it were attractive in itself,

would be wholly inapplicable. Never did the work of a constitution-

builder more signally break down. The only assignable reason for

aUowing a minister, under the name of a faineant Governor-General, to

nominate a whole branch of the legislature was that the power, if gener-

ously, or even sagaciously, used, might produce a more comprehensive repre-

sentation of national worth and distinction than was likely to be produced by

any political election, especially under the party system. The Senate of

the Bonapartes, though not morally august, w^s at least an attempt to

bring together the eminence and influence of France. The Senate of

Sir John Macdonald is nothing but a political infirmary and a bribery

fund, nor is it possible to conceive any case in which a body so destitute

of moral weight could render real service to the nation. Any freshet of

—T)opular passion would, in a moment, sweep away such a dam. In appoint-

ments to judgeships. Sir John Macdonald has not risen to the magna-

nimity of the British Ministers, who generally disregard party altogether

;

yet he has always kept the greediness of party at bay, and shown his

regard for the interests of public justice. It is reasonable, as well as

charitable, to suppose that in this he has shown his real inclination
;
and

that if he misuses, as he has misused, his power of nominating to the

Senate, it is because the government which he is set to administer can

exist only by purchasing support, the price of which he is unable to with-

hold. So we shall go on, however, till greater changes come. Yet, if

there is a waste of public money at which we have a right to be indignant,

it surely is the maintenance of such an institution as the nominee Senate

by taxes levied on agricultural implements and eoat

It is to be feared that the conceit of the arrogant Britisher will be

pampered by the nervous anxiety with which Americans look for the criti-

cisms which they assume to be coming from Mr. Matthew Arnold. Chicago,

betrayed by the credulity of her fear, into belief in a ridiculous hoax,

has been already writhing and bellowing under the phantom shaft like

the Python struck from the bow of Apollo. In the new number of

the NOTth American Rmieio is a criticism on Matthew Arnold, the author

of which at once discloses his motive :
" It is doubtless to be supposed that

Mr. Arnold's estimate of our civilization will not be flattering to our

national vanity or national pride. A writer who has repeatedly told his

own countrymen that their higher classes are materialized, their middle

classes vulgarized, and their lower classes brutalized, cannot be expected

to proclaim after a few months' residence in this country, that the

conduct, politics, society, science and literature of the United States

come up to the high ideal standards which he is accustomed to apply

to other nations aa well as his own." Mr. Arnold is conjured above all

things not to be condescending. Any thing may be endured except

condewension. Then follow some pages of elaborate disparagement, the

object of which manifestly i« to blunt, beforehand, the point of the arrow

which is supposed to be already quivering on the string. In vain. The

mirow wUl come, painle* at fiwt, but dipped in a subtle venom which

will, by degrees, produce intolerable pain, and make Chicago writhe

and bellow to some purpose. There will ensue a violent fit of Anglo-

phobia, a great increase of sympathy with Irish dynamite, and a call for

more iron-olads to punish the arrogance of a nation which produces such

insufl-erable persiflage. Suppose, latter all, Mr. Arnold were to say

nothing ; might not his silence be harder to bear even than his conde-

scension? Joking apart, the "English tramp," as the Chicago Current

calls him, has ^ar too much in common with other English tramps of the

same class to requite hospitality by rude or malicious criticism ;
and

there is every reason to believe that anything Mr. Arnold may write about

the United States will be animated by the same friendly feeling, and the

same sense of kindness received, which he expressed to those who conversed

with him at the close of his tour. That he will flatter is not likely.

Flattery, in the estimation of all people of sense, is an insult more intoler-

able even than condescension. —

AT^S^ashington, the doom of the Tariff Bill appears to be sealed. Its

friends admit that even if it passes the House by a small majority, it will

be kUled in the Senate. The free people of the United States will thus be

condemned still to bear, at the bidding of a ring, a load of unnecessary and

arbitrary taxation, such as no despot or aristocrat would venture to impose.

The debate on the Bill is hardly serious. Upon it, as upon every other

discussion and interest, has now fallen the deadly shadow of the coming

Presidential election. To put himself and his party in a good position for

that contest, not to settle the fiscal and commercial question before him, is

the real object of each speaker in the interminable series. This interruption,

during one year at least in every four, of the current of legislation on all

questions of practical importance is not the least of the evils which attend the

elective Presidency. As »ventilation of theories, however, the debate is not

without interest. Some of the views propounded are curiosities of the human

understanding, considering that the propounders are living more than a

century after Adam Smith. The policy of the thorough-going Protec-

tionist amounts to nothing less than the construction of a Chinese wall

around a people which boasts itself the most progressive in the world.

Immigration as well as importation is to be excluded ; the nation is to

consume its own produce and to produce just enough of everything for its

own consumption. It is to be perfectly isolated, and it would soon become

stationary, Uke that Celestial Empire from which its poUcy would be

borrowed. But reasoning has very little to do with this matter. The

strong hand of the Ring is upon the throat of the nation. The de-

spoiled are an unorganized multitude ; the spoilers are an organized army,

and the organized army prevails. Protectionism has, of late, received soma

accession of strength from the rising manufactures of the South. Yet

Free Trade, or to speak more properly, the principle of a Revenue Tariff,

is decidedly gaining ground, and has developed in the battle over the

present Bill more strength than it has^ever shown before. The patent

evidences of overtaxation could not fail to tell on the mind of an

intelligent people. The artisan is not the gainer by Protection:

his wages, nominally high, are not really so, because every-

thing purchased with them is dear. The sole gainer is the master manu-

facturer. When this truth dawns upon the mind of the artisan, the end

of Protectionism will be at hand ; and it appears that recent reductions of

wages haye^^at all events, drawn the attention of the working classes to^

the point. Many there are who see, or at least suspect, the fallacy of

taxation for the purpose of Protection, yet are afraid to knock away the

artificial props upon which the manufacturing industries of the United

States are supposed to rest. They believe the orator who tells them that

a reduction of twenty per cent, would be fatal to the existence of some of

the greatest branches of manufactures. Admitting, or half admitting,

the system to be wrong, they cling to it from fear of falling into some

commercial abyss. A too zealous revenue officer, as the story goes, once

fell into the hands of smugglers, who, to revenge themselves, blindfolded

him, suspended him over a precipice with a rope in his hands, and there

left him, as they told him, to hang on as long as he could, then fall and

be dashed to pieces. He hung on till his sinews cracked
:

then having

commended his soul to Heaven he let go, and found that he had been

hanging only six inches from the ground. If those who nervously cling to

the Protectionist system in the United States would, like the revenue

officer, commend their souls to Heaven and let go, they would find that in

five years the emancipated industries of the United States would not only

hold its own market, but compete with the foreigner in the markets of the

world. At present the United [States export little except raw material,

while an artificial stimulus often entaila on them the evilfl of over-produc-

tion at home. Great Britain has far less interest in the abrogation of

American Protection than is commonly supposed. The American market,

doing its utmost to ,!,.„,
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been tried with iiiooeH at Mveral public schools in England, as veil as by

regiments stationed at Gibraltar. The mode of laying it down is as

follows : The matting, which consists of two long strips, each twenty yards

long and one wide, joined in the centre—the seam if neatly made will

be foand no inconvenience—is nailed down with spikes eight inches long,

three at either end and two on either side at the centre. The matting

'"Biust only project about two inches over the batting crease at either end,

otherwise a bowler with either spikes or nails would cut it up in no time

if stretched to the wickets. Any sort of level ground will do, which should

first be well watered, and when the water has soaked in, pull the matting

tight all round, peg closely down, and in a short time you have an excel-

lent pitch, on which a much more satisfactory match can be played than

on many of the bumpy and dangerous grounds now used. It is best for

the batsman to run clear of the matting.

Thbrb had been a lot of nonsense talked and written in England and

-America about the PTor^Yates affair and about what is known as

" sosiety journalism." Mr. Yates has explained himself in his own organ,

and his rival, Labonchere, has not only contributed to the same subject in

Truth, but has unbosomed himself in the Pall Mall Gazette office.

Premising that the mainstay of " society " journals is their gossip, Mr.

Labouchere claims that good natured gossip is harmless, is the staple talk

of the wisest of the human race, and does not see why the press should

ignore it. He did not justify the -paragraph for inserting which Mr. Yates

was sentenced to imprisonment, but thought it slipped in the World through

inadvertency.

" To «how yon how aoeidenti may oooar, I will tell 70a a oaie in my own experience.
One of the best-known men on the press sent me a paragraph. Its basis was politieal.

bnt it contained a reflection on an indiridnal. I passed my pen throngh the reflection,
The printer, however, imagined that I meant to anderline it, and printed it in italics.

The individnal bronght an action. I, of oonrse, accepted the responsibility, and did not
state in my pleadings what bad reaUy occorred. for I thought that people would say
that I was trying to get out on a snbterfoge. Well, we each spent about £300, when I
oame to the conclusion that my best plan was to agree to pay the plaintiff 's costs. A
mistake, therefore, which certainly was no fault of mine, cost me £600."

Mr. Labouchere would never dream of inserting a fact sent to him by the

best of ladies—" the fair sex is credulous and imaginative." He thinks the

sentence of four pionths' imprisonment a severe one " considering that a

man may break his wife's head for a great deal less." He cannot
understand why the writer of the obnoxious paragraph. Lady Stradbroke,

was not prosecuted by Lord Lonsdale.

Thk partizans of Cambridge, who were overjoyed at the result of the
" boat race, met with a serious disappointment on the following day in the

Inter-Varsity sports, the majority of the events in the programme being

looked upon as " sure things " for the representatives of the Light Blues.

However, of ..the nine events set down for decision, Oxford won six and
Cambridge but three. The contests were gOod throughout, the mile, done

in 4.26J, being the best on record in the history of 'Varsity sports, while

the performance of Pollock, of Cambridge, in the Hurdle Race, who covered
• the distance in sixteen seconds, if the timing be correct, marks him as

the most brilliant hurdle racer of the day. The other two events which
- went to Cambridge were the high jump and broad jump. Since the

commencement of these sports in 1864, Oxford has won ninety-four and
Cambridge ninety-three events. The cheas contest between the sister

Universities went to Cambridge by four games to three. Seven men repre-

sented each University. Since the inauguration of the annual meeting in

1873, Cambridge has won five games, Oxford three, and one resulted in a
draw. The double-handed rackets for the ninth time in succession went
to Cambridge, though the match was one of the best ever witnessed, the

Light Blues winning by four games to three. Thus making as the result

of all the matches phiyed fifteen to Cambridge and thirteen to Oxford. In
the single-handed game the Cantab also proved too much for the Oxonian
and won a grand match by three games to two. Of theso matches Oxford
has won fifteen and Cambridge thirteen.

Few there are of those now left amongst us whose names are associated

with Waterloo. Of that select few, one who witnessed the glories of that

memorable Sunday has just gone to join so many of his comrades who
then fell at La Belle AUianoe—Mr. William Hamilton Williamson. The
deceased gentleman was the second son of Sir Hedworth Williamson, the

,

sixth baronet of that ancient and honourable house, and at an early age
Vwaa sent to Eton. The only books, however, which he ever studied con
antore were the Racing Calendar, the Stud Book, and the lists of the
Durham and Zetland Hounds, and his stock of learning when leaving that
olawic seat was much on a par with that of Sir Robert Walpole, who by hia

own confeaaion acknowledged to having picked up " a few lines of Horace and

a knowledge of how to swim." At an early age Mr. Williamson was
gazetted to the 6th Dragoons, or " Inniskillings," in which regiment at

Wate^lop the present Earl of Albemarle also served. But it is not as a

soldier, but as a sportsman, that " Billy Williamson " was so well and so

generally known. Few there are of us but have revelled in the pages of

" Mr. Soapy Sponge," drawn by the master hand of Mr. Surteas, in which
old Ralph Lambton figures as the master of the Durham Hounds, and
Billy Williamson as his favourite pupil in all matters pertaining to horse

and hound. To the mastership of this celebrated pack he succeeded on the

death of his Mentor. Still, it is chiefly in his connexion with the turf he

has gained such notoriety. No man living was a better judge of thorough-

breds, and never was the proof of his keen judgment more satisfactorily

proved than in the case of '' VoUigeur," who won the Derby and St. Leger
of 1850. Yet had it not been for Mr. Williamson'^jdiscemment, his

brother-in-law, the late Lord Zetland, would never have purchased the

colt, and possibly one of the finest horses the English turf has brought out
might have never been seen between the flags at all. As long then as

Derby winners are valued and honoured among the foremost nations of

civilization, so long will the name and memory of Mr. Williamson continue
to be associated with the history and fame of " Voltigeur." With the late

Admiral Rous, and with the late Sir Samuel Martin, Mr. Williamson
lived on the closest intimacy, and no men of- the present century ever
knew more of the thoroughbred aad „mcing matters in general. Sir

Samuel never ceased to regret, to the hour of his death, that he had not
left " Coke upon Littleton," and " Byles upon Bills " alone, and confined
his studies to the works periodically promulgated by Messrs. Weatherby.

The action of the French Chamber of Deputies in voting General
Campenon's proposal making it obligatory on all classes of the nation,
without any exemption whatever other than that of physical or mental
incapacity, to serve three years in the army,.is a step full of political portent.
Hitherto, considerable exemptions were allowed, and the professional classes

were allowed to pass out of the ranks after a year's service. This policy
will bring the probabilities of war closer even than they are. Indeed a
writer in the Journal des Debate has the courage to make the following
gloomy forecast :

—
" The Republic is preparing a dragon's crop of armed

men which will some day be let loose on Europe to avenge the disaster of
Sedan, and to realize again the dream of military glory which has always
been the bane of France."

THE C.P.R. BY THE KIGKINQ HORSE PASS AND
THE SELKIRKS.—X.

THE ROGERS PASS.

From the summit of the Selkirks—down the western slope—to the
Columbia, the distance is about forty-five miles ; and, in the first week in
September, a trail had been cut only about half way. Soon after starting
from the summit, we came upon the Ille-cille-waut, sometimes called
Moberly Creek, and followed it pretty closely all the way down, except in
the last three or four miles of its course. We found ourselves in the heart
of the undisturbed forest primeval, and among slate mountains intersected
by quartz veins tempting to prospectors. The cedars, hemlocks, spruce^
and white pine are all on the largest scale. Before reaching a point where
the river is said to " fork," or where a large branch enters the main stream
from the north, we came upon the most perfect box canon we had yet seen.
The river boils between walls of naked rock, two hundred feet high, the
distance from wall to wall at one poipt being not more than twenty feet.

A mile or two below this cauon, the trail—to our sorrow ended. Here
at McMillan's Camp, whose inen were busy surveying and trail making
we were to part with Major Rogers and with ottr horses, and foot it as
best we could to the Columbia, where we hoped to effect a junction with
Indians from Kamloops.

On the way down from the summit to McMillan's Camp, I had ujany
long talks with the Major about the steps taken by him to discover the
pass. The information obtained then, and confirmed subsequently, in all
requisite points, by official documents, I may give in the form of a historical
sketch :

From the time that British Columbia was formed into a Colony, its
public men looked forward to being connected, by waggon road and then
by railroad, with the other British Colonies in North America. They
were thoroughly loyal, and had no idea of remaining in the condition of a
thumb separated from the body any longer than they could help. Dis-
coveriea of gold at the Big Bend of the Columbia attracted a mining
population in 1864 to that remote district, and it became important to
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connect these with the settled parts of the Province. Miners are a profit-

^e trade of what were expected to turn out rich gold fields. #romKamloops .gamers could run up the South Thompson River and Shut^apl^ke, and from a pomt on the lake called Seymour, Mr. W Moberivonstructedatr.il through the Gold Mountains 'to the' Big bL andt
Mr irutchT'^R ^j^Tl '"" """^ "'""^^"P ^e to' the C^lumbil

^toW ?86 T. V"" """' ''"' ^°'''' Department, dated 29th

"nklown^ IT " !° '' P^P'"'"'' language:-" It was not oni;unknown to white men but so- far as can be ascertaine4 neither the

TmVZ *,'?
^°"""'''* ^^'^ '"'^•''"^ •"''• -y knowledg7^,fCiviouto Mr. Moberly's reconaissance. . . The Gold R^„„»

" We^vious

b« an unb^ken and i^pas^ble wall of'irnrSe^rrorthS

eet oter I:T'pY''J'l"' '"'^ " "''^ ^""'^'•«'» ^^^ twenty-seven

the nl .1, . . f'"'"' ^''' "' '"" "''^'- ""'rk at the mouth of

nt:rT7um:?rtr °"'' f"^ *"'*^-'"° "•"- ^- «-« distancenear Its summit, this pass is walled in on each side by abrupt cliffs and isnot therefore available for the construction of a cheap trai but fnr

X r °K r"'
'"'"'' '°'" 'y ''•^ P''^^' '' -»y l-e confident hop^

:i:iz^:z^;:!^ ^r-^-^^y--^^-
-d fi^r

and down the valley of the Eraser River to the sen."
The Eagle Pass through the Gold Range having been discovered Mr

w:t:eTa^'^^'''?^^''"^'"
'''' ^P— '^^e SelkiZar' He

ZnTV TT """*"« '"' '^' ^'» Bend would be most extensive

^2e of r '^'^ ""' *° '^^^'°P '^^ ""-'• - '^^ extremely dlZ;
"h uttriirc""^: '' '^"'''''''

'"' ^^°'p-^- "^
--"

ot^^tht^tarrii—hrti^t:^^^^^^

B^ille-waut . its forks, and rightly judging^TL e'sTerbir;
Indians to accompany him up it and all the way across the ran„„ n .

we went on we should be caught in the snow and never set out nf fhmountains. As I now found it would not be possible t Tomp,: hexplorauon of the easterly bntnch so as to arrive at a definiZnCusil;
• .. and as a partial exploration would only be a waste of fiJ^

<=°^'='""°n.

forshould it be explored throughout, at a^y futur^:! Tc^lTuTd^commend the same ground would have to be traversed aga^ I dedde'to explore^the nonJierlj,fork . ... At a distance of about four'SsiT^^„ *i. « 1 T •
—*" » ««»«anee or abotit four milPH^ove he forks I entered the slate range, and continued in it the reTt „the distance travelled up the stream. These slate mountains are interlted

and bars much hard blue gravel, intermixed with clay, was seen" He

cente to the pan. Noticing traces of silver in a vein of quartz, he knockedoff a few pieces of rock, and the Government Assay Office renort^rthmineral to be argentiferous galena, with 84 oz. of siW Tthe t^Finding that the valley turned more and more to the no^h and tWnothing could be gained by a longer continuance in the Lk^^s'thatytr

nmvJ H r «"P'°"*--. tl>e diggings at the Big Bend havWproved disappointing to the miners who had flocked to them withTu?

by ^e British Columbia Government ceased. The colony had no money

IwivZ r"'"
'"'' ''' """' P~"^ - --^l-to iurn, and mT

Tli^fX^Z^T^tt '^""'^""^"'^ ^"^ inthe'existenc:

Miyor.
•" ^"^ ^"^"^"^ *°' o" friend the

t„„_ ..,j.„.T, ., o „ . ,

onered, it became all important toknow whether the Selkirks could be crossed nr n„f m • tj

**"'«»

was appointed Engineer of the MountaHt^^tfXX 1"

Tly totke ur h!
'"";: ''"^'"^ *'"' ^^P*-^' ^^- *•>«'* »•« '.ad

oblfged t lele offTnTT 1^^'"*'''" '''"'"' """^''^ ^'^ »-«"

obtaining ten Sbuswap Jnti^;;' ,t 'V^^^ ^•''- '*" ^'"-^P^-"^
push thigh the ITle P^cLTthtsrt" ""T '" '''^^'^''' "^

mouth of the Kicking Ho^f. .'''"' ""'""'""'' '^'^ "^^ *«
elusion that the K c^'in^Ho^^^wlT l^rL'" "^. ''""' "^ *^ --
elope of the Rockies.' le fa^STtht fi^e'^orr'^HeTrc!;^ r"""indeed through th« W.„i„ b j

^" '""^ed his way

avance farther. Turning back to the Columbia, he dismissed bi.

l'7rZ7iTV'^- '''-''''' ^ ^°^^°'^'^ FrotThTjoS
nlr kT u

1""°"'""^ ^'^' •^'^ °« J»'y 16th he met on the Bown^r Padmore's his Rocky MounUin parties. The rest of that seaTn wJ
« g -thrtZ 7"^^"«.r-«

*'"<' -- of a pass inTmZ
HoTse In Ma^T««,\ °'!.^''"' "^^"^ '^''"'"' ^'"^-g Hon,e andiiowse In May, 1882, he mnde another attempt to find a n«s throughthe Selkirks, beginning this time from the eastern side. StHT f .f

Beaver, and then struck across the divide into the valW o7 the Spill amacheen, and got back to the Kicking Horse Cache on June 6tL Siemen w th him had kept his birthday by sweetening their tT, butta ^d
Cache, and had they not found a canoe that enabled them to cn«» the

on t", r"''
"*'' ''"'' """^ '^''' *•>-• ^ --tt later he"^*on a third effort to discover the Pass, taking with Wm Car.;!! anT^Bemiouse as assistants and three Indians. Louis. Charlie Mounta" and

trlv^ll f7 ^" ""'"^ •''' ^^' '^^ *^« '"-'' -- - dense that theyt^velled only from two to four miles a day. It rained almost every Zfand when it did not rain the black flies, mosquitoes and sandflies madeU—
Zt"^ ^"*^8 **'"'• -»y«P the north bank of the BTverljev

Thl L ? '" "" ''°' "''"'^^- ^'"*y "P"' »'»d to be explorj

o?r nu n''"'""'f"
between the headwaten, of the North F^of the llle-celle-waut and of Bear or Moimtain Creek ; so, sending ^U-house and an Indian back to a point where he had cached s^me ^o^^l

d^lTb 1^^, " *" '''"' "P "^""^"^ ""^^ »•« -<» the resTZ;
" Zh ; """"iT"*..*"

'""^ ^°""'' '-'• ^«- P-».ed up the North ForkEach day . said Carroll, " was a repetition of its pJecessor, with t^texception, that our packs we., becoming lighter, and we were able J^.^k:better time. Finding that there was no prospect of a Pass by the NorthFork, we concluded to cross fa.m where we were, and trvand fit
Mountain Creek. It took us a whole day to cl^b ^mThe .tutt^anow-lme, about 7,500 feet high, where we camped, melting slow t^makt •

ourtea^ A high wind was blowing. Our clothing was we^ Ourth^ket-for he Major and I had only one between us-ias wet also. We^ddnot get enough wood to make a big fire. Our supper had been limit! Jthei. was little grub left. Altogether, it was a night to be n.mem^^e next day we crossed the main divide, but for some time courd not ^d -

^y water running in the direction of Mountain C«ek. At Ust we ^uck
^,

and ajo a good cariboo traU which followed the .tream abouTsSln -
mJes and proved invaluable to us in our almost femished state. 1"^^
place n«ar the trail we saw eleven la,^ cariboo, quite tame, but weLno gun. Soon after, we met Bellhouse, and we then made f^r the Ki^mg Hor^ cache. Two of our Indians were worn out, and le of ifhtnot been able to do much since. Major Roge« suZdLlSr&immosquitoes and black fliea. His forehead and^ .weUed 1^^ ^Z-hook . he walked, and he dech«^ that they felt jm.t ^^'^^Z

conduit a^^Z'plifltl^L":.;:^ ^^cf•
^"^''^''

entitled . in connection with :jfiTe^oftet^kirPaTIt matalso enable even casual readers to understand somewhat of th«^ ',

energy and pluck of M^or Roger,. Not one e^TTL 1^! H^""","^have risked, again and again, health and lifZT^w Zlf- Tfde^rvcd succ«. Few can unde«tand the ^iTc^'L^'L^tt t

t4t

•'
jtwai
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encountered, where ev^Ejtthing has to be transported on men's backs, and

where—what with tori-enls, precipices and inhospitable mountains, densest

underbrush and incessant' rain—only a snail-like progress can be made.

The Selkirk system (sonsists of several parallel ranges, which send out

transverse spurs enclosing deep valleys ; and it is simply wonderful that

among sucif a sea of ihterlac^d mountains so good a Pass as the Rogers'

should h^y,o been discovered. It deserves to be known for all time by the

name of its discoverfei", atd on the saihe principle I would suggest that the

Pass through the Gold Range should be called after Moberly, instead of by

the meaningless title jpf the " Eagle Pass."

It may be asked how it was that the Indians did not know of the existence

of the Rogers' Pass. 'Xh« explanation is that the Indian travels either on

horseback or in a cajboe.
.

' He'would rather go a hundred miles round the

difficulties that huge fallen trees and dense underbrush present than cut

his way through a mile.or two with an axe ; and the valleys of the Beaver

and the Illecille-waut'wfW choked with obstructions that he considered

insurmountable. '
. .'. G. M. Grant.

HESSIANS IN THE, AMEfilCAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR*

In the American* Reybluttonlo'y War of 1776, the royal forces con-

sisted of English regular troops, the United Empire Loyalists, Indian

allies, and German mercenaries principally from Hesse, and therefore

generally known as Hessians. Of all these, probably the latter were looked

upon with the greatest aversion by the rebels, and down to this day the

term " Hessians " is one of reproach in the United States. Interest has

been lately attracted to this subject by a work just published in New York

by Edward J. Lowell, entitled " The Hessians and the other German
Auxiliaries of Great Britain in the Revolutionary War."

In this work Mr. Lowell has given a most interesting and readable

history of the organization and exploits of these troops, and his researches

have brought to light much information not previously made public The

treaties made between the English Government and the yarious German
princes whose troops were employed were of the most business-like char-

acter. It was a clear case of the bargain and sale of human blood at so

much per head. A provision in one treaty deserves especial mention. It

runs: "According to,custom, three wounded men shall be reckoned as

one killed, a man killed shall be paid for at the rate of levy money." It

is said on the authority of the German historian, Kapp, that this blood

money, amounting to $35 a head, was pocketed by the German prince, and

not by the family of the soldier.

The total number of German troops sent to America during the war.

amounted to 29,867. The total number returned was 17,313, leaving

12,.554, who were either killed in action, or died of wounds or sickness, or

deserted. While being recruited and organized, in Germany, the most

careful precautions were necessary to prevent desertion, and they

were detailed in the military regulations with minute precision. Although

marched to the seaboard practically under guard, these soldiers, when they

arrived in America, fought bravely, maintained good discipline, and rarely

deserted. It is a curious fact that desertions were more numerous from

the English troops, in proportion, than from the Hessians.

Mr. Lowell has written in a fair and impartial spirit, and his book will

do much to reKeve the Hessians from prejudices that exist in the United

States against their memory. It is said that in the battle of Long Island,

where the Hessians first met the rebels in action, they did not give quarter.

Mr. Lowell says :
" The fact that neither side could understand the other,

may have tended to diminish the chance of surrender, and have contributed

to swell the complaints that some of the Americans had treacherously

attacked their captors after yielding." The same belief on the part of the

Americans, that the Hessians gave no quarter, existed among the garrison

of Fort Washington, which was captured by Knyphausen's column on the

16th November, 1776; the popular imagination had made fiends of the

Hessians. Captain von Malsburg relates that when he entered the fort-

ress he was surrounded by anxious officers, who expressed surprise at his

affability, telling him they had not been led to expect such from a Hessian

officer. After the defeat of Trenton, where a Hessian brigade under

Colonel Rail was surprised and captured^ the Hessian officers were treated

with the greatest courtesy by the American commanders, Washington
expressing his sympathy with them immediately after their surrender.

The letters of the Hessian officers to their friends speak very kindly of

Washington.

The Brunswick contingent under Baron Von Riedesel, nearly 4,0(W

* The Hesnans and th* other Oennui •uzUiurios of Oreat Britain in th« Bevoln-
tionary War. By Edward J. Lowell, with maps and plans. ^J(ew York : Harper &
Brothera, Franklin Square, 1884. pp. 328.

strong, formed almost one-half of the army which set out in 1777, under

General Burgoyne, to move by Lake Champlain and the Hudson to

Albany. The work before us gives a most vivid and interesting account

of thft march and the subsequent surrender. The facts are mainly drawn

from the narrative of the Buroness von Riedesel, who accompanied the

army on its march, and was an eye-witness of the stirring events she

relates. She is somewhat severe on General Burgoyne, and blames him

for his conduct of the campaign. "The Duke of , Brunswick's action on.

hearing of the surrender of his contingent at Saratoga, was characteristic

of the system of hiring troops. He insisted that the men surrendered

should not be allowed to return to Germany lest they should be discon-

tented and discourage others from enlisting. His commissioner writes :

" Send these remnants to one of your islands in America, place them in

Europe in one of your islands like the Isle of Wight." He did not intend

to let the poor fellows come home.

As a history of the military operations, Mr. Lowell's book is very

incomplete and defective, in fact it is not a military history. It is rather

an account of the organization and fortunes of the Germans in America,

and is full of anecdotes, and opinions of these strangers, written to their

friends in Europe, and gives a striking picture of the kind of people they

were, while their impressions of the United States and the Ajnerican

soldiers and citizens are most valuable and interesting. The bitter feeling

engendered by the war is well illustrated by an anecdote related by

Baroness von Riedesel. While travelling with the prisoners from near

Boston to Virginia she spent one night at the house of a Colonel Howe,

who had a pretty daughter about fourteen years old. " I was sitting,''

says the Baroness, " with her before a bright open fire. She looked at the

coals and cried out :
' Oh ! if I only had the King of England here ! with

what pleasure I would cut open his body, tear out his heart, cut it in

pieces, lay it on these coals, and then eat it."

The following extract from Captain von Ewald's work shows a striking

contrast between the British and American officers. " I was sometimes

astonished when American baggage fell into our hands during that war to

see how every wretched knapsack, in which were only a few shirts and a
pair of torn breeches, would be tilled up with military books, for instance

the ' Instructions of the King of Prussia to his Generals,' ' Thielke's Field

Engineer,' the partisans 'Jenny 'and ' Grand Maison,' and other similar'

books, which had all been translated into English, came into my hands a

hundred times through our soldiers." This was a true indication that the

officers of this army studied the art of war while in camp, which wm not

the case with the opponents of the Americans, whose portmanteaus were
rather filled with bags of hair powder, boxes of sweet-smelling pomatum,
cards (instead of maps), and then often on top of aU, some novels, or stage

plays.
^

We can recommend this book as pleasant and instructive reading to all

who take any interest in the history of this continent. G. T. D.
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THE TORRENS SYSTEM OF LAND TRANSFER.

It is now, we believe, exactly eight years ago since the introduction of

the Torrens System of Land Transfer into this Province was first mooted
in the press of this country. For a long time the proposition lay dormant
t was referred to by the Hon. Edward Blake, in a political speech, as a
desirable amendment in the law, but, we believe, ho was the only public

man who made any public profession of his faith in the system, until the

Hon. Mr. Mills, in 1878, introduced a bill into the Dominion Parliament
or the purpose of applying the Torrens' system of land transfer to the

North-West Territories. The Government, of which the Hon. Mr. Mills
was a member, shortly afterwards suffered defeat 'at the polls, and, in the

convulsions of that crisis, Mr. Mills' infant was forgotten, and perished, at

all events it failed to elicit any paternal sympathy from the minister who
succeeded Mr. Mills in office.

It was under these circumstances, when public opinion seemed abso-

lutely stagnant on this important question, that some gentlemen in Toronto
determined to take the question up, and, by organized effort, endeavouf to
bring it into the sphere of practical politics.

In April, 1883, the Canada Land Law Amendment Association was
formed, having for its principal object the introduction of the Torrens
system of transfer, and also as a subsidiary measure the amendment of the
law of succession to land, so as to assimilate it with that of personal estate.

After a year's labour, the Association recently held its first annual meeting,

and, on the wholerwe Aink it may be congratulated on the success which
has thus far attended its efforts. For one man that waa<«ognizant of the

nature of the Torrens system when the Association was started, it is safe

to say there are now hundreds who have an intelligent knowledge of tb<

matter, and who are convinced of both its superior merits and the desira-
bility and practicability of speedily introducing it into this Province. It
is, in fact, impossible for any intelligent man to compare the system of
tenure and transfer which at present prevails in Ontario, with thaiwhich
the Association desires to substitute, without being convinced that the
substitution would be a most decided benefit to the owners of land. There
is, however, still a large amount of apathy and indifference to be overcome

-ere we can hope to see the question satisfactorily settled.

In these days when communistic ideas are afloat, and principles are
openly advocated, which, in plain English, amount to nothing less than
robbery under the form of law, the most useful counter-movement that
can be inaugurated is that which will increase the facility with which land
may be bought and sold. If land be placed on the footing of goods and
chattels in point of facility of transfer, people will readily see that visionary
schemes for robbing people of their land are about as honest as breaking
into men's.houses and stealing their furniture would be. Increased facility
of transfer is one of the leading features of the Torrens system, but to this is
added the equally important one of greatly increased security of title-
two most important objects to be attained. We are aware that the ques-
tion of law reform is a difficult one, and.one requiring technical knowledge
in a large degree, and yet this most important measure of reform was
conceived and carried into operation, not by a professional lawyer, but by
a layman. This is an encouragement to those who are too prone to regard
such questions as only tit for the consideration of lawyers to take heart of
grace, and endeavour to master the subject sufficiently to give a practical
and intelligent support to those who are seeking to bring about the much
needed reform of our land laws. TS.

--.-J

.

NORTH-WEST NOTES.

What a change in a week A difference of longitude in the North-Westalso means a difference in latitude, at all eventa^in the matter of climat^

Jnlf^ "^r? -^V'^*^ °* ^P"^ with winter still intrenched in ht
^^^T °V f"""^°!f«' ''fd hiB Bcouting parties still lingeriS on thepraine. Our train had twelve coaches literallv aliv,. with ^
when we left Brandon-a circumstance ^hatTwoU'nltirgt cCXnwith the anti-immiKration resolution Hf^ot „« n, ° i-ouuection

unmistakable Canadk^ type. A few are £Lh .nd^'^'''^"'^
^' '^'

^ypical miner and raifr^ad cltUwttldTor he^ rkt^^X^passenger who looks from the oar window as th« fr.;rK i f ,

believes he sees the North-West ilTike thT i^ tanta ofTk« p"^
'^'^

who imagined that their familiar lofty mountai^r^Xunded'th^CrMReginawas bathed in moonlight and solitude as we rXhed it I^H »number of refined-looking ladies aSd gentlemen disemCk^r One ^ehthave suspected that a state ball was in nroin-eiw inT^r /^fe might

North-West Territory aad these fasWo'^bCSe'wetgSt "JttendIt; but there was no ball, no dinner party. It wa^ the picnic of the settSThese people were actually farmers, and farmers' wives and daughter X
S'^.'lf!?"'' *° 'f u""

^^'"^ ^" '^^ ^Pn^ blizzards #hey would

tTe vlJ1nrLos°o Th
'' ''^^ *'"'^^*^'' ""-^^ and le^ns i

fsr^ tirwrh ^z: i^di^is^
«^^«" ^^ ^« -^-^^ ot sL\^

the prairie snow sparkled with its mXns of felZy dtmLdf fc
Her^ PJ<=«P*:^'« '^^'^S^ o[ temperature until Medicine HatTs reacheS^Here, as our tram crosses the magnificent bridge of the Saskatehewan theblue waters of that stream show that we have entered ,mTo ^ '

-.if
a milder climate. Medicine Hat (what a hoSe a3o^ fT""" \

^t^bluff
" ':'fr' ^'r *"^^ ''°-" east Tnder^SXirws oTSgreat bluffs which here indicate the marffin of fho sj«oi,«*

^"^^ or tne

dimb the steep grade with the assltar^^Uhei^^oltS^^^Sr
eSl?!^^- r" '' ''«g.">"i^g to pencil the eastern horizon I^VeL^entered into new climatic conditions. The stove fire which had beenreligiously kept going was now neglected. Ponds Ind lakp. „unbound, and well the ducks and the cranes and the geese knew ft andthey knew too that there was a train nassin^ fnr 7h»t =1 j ' ^
into space in many a V-shaped procliC *' ^"^ •x^^P^rM away

i» r:!^/^
undoubtedly a great change of climate after the Saskatchewan

irri:* Bu^ifr'j^"' "'^"^ f""-««« the attention of theW
TnTr .

*
a * ^° '""^ *"''""' ''"d totally disappeared from oraWe

soil If soil It is, is part of the great American de^rt, Tnd it exSnfcZas the eye can reach on each side of th« tn,/.!, at *•
'" "'*°'>b as tar

only habitation along this rente but it mar)^"
^^!^'"'}°'^ *"> the.

-
Calgawy io reached /rfteirthe^eW glasses have long been levelled at the

X

For twei fol?™ 1"°'' ^^'"^ '°''"' "P "S^^'^' '!>« western horizon.

It ^oT fn ?K
''°''" *•»!" ^«« t^'o Calgarys

; but it was for a day only.

iSrorthVriver Th„ ^ .V*°r ^" «"* "P°" '^ »-" "«"=<"•"' and walL

PllZ. rL ; • ??* ^* Sary was located on the east side of the

fc^Z^Z I r
'" J'":^""" '''•? '^^ ^°^- When the Railway Company

r?ait side™ °.r **' """* "''^ "'""^ " "•''« ''""y fr-"" 'he ^'d «te^

Jhe river Lld^'ni^t
**^ e'cceptions, folded their tents and stole acresthe nver and joined the enemy. In less than six weeks upwards of onehundred and fifty buildings (I ought to say shack., for mos^of them ar^shanties) were run up with all the rush of a booming mining town A^ar^crewd of Calgaryites tur^ied out te meet our train.^ As thieTs only onepassenger tram a week, its arrival is looked forward to with the eacerness

Cunari; n'^-l f"''^°'^* ^"'"'"''^ ««"'' ^ ^'S-ri the arrival of

'

Cunarder. Daily trains are soon to run. A construction train runs tothe ' Summit" two or three times a week, but Calgary is the end ofregular travel. It will continue to be the terminus of passenger travel
till the road is completed to Moody.

f b

ru.ii^° T""'^
of Calgary consists of a variety-in fact, quite cosmo-

'rt^.
'"'""'' ^'"'^1: ^'•'^'^ *** " ^"^"'^ Edward Island skipper."The mining and ranch hate are the favourite coverings for the hel«lbut I may make an exception in favour of the landlady of the leading

hotel who was out in a Fifth Avenue riding habit the other day, and who"holds the aristocracy over at the fort.

R«n!hfn''T'"»
'1"^!,'''°°« t ^^^'^ are the mining regulations, theRanching leases, and the Mounted Police. The first do not suit the

Sr"'Tl!^'°*"\r'' °f,*'>r.""'°°* 'nake the government deposit of

kin™ InH fT*. >

" '"^^ ''"^""« "" 'h« preserves of the ranchkings and the ocal socabi ity, including the cowboy, is kept in whole-some terror by the Mounted Police. Nowhere in Ca^da can you find asaloon or a bar-reom without the liquid stock-in-trade. The conventionalbar-room 18 here; so is the barkeeper. Beer is the most intoxicating
beverage. Not a great deal of this is sold, considering the embargo thS
18 kid upon the more exciting alcohola The loungers sit around the bar-rooms, smoke cigars, and talk about bears and the Rockies. No one isseen intoxicated on the street, though a person suspected of having toomuch "permit/' as it is put here, is met at odd times. It is an orderiycommunity. Nothing like it east or west, a civilization peculiar to iteelj

o?"^rJir T*''^K'?-/*r'i P"" "''^y' °° ''"-''^ ^^ the advance

liiT^ •
•'"' '*.'''" be regretted by those who have enjoyed a

t '^'»J^^"'Pe""»ce, If not practised from choice, has, at all eventa, beenobserved from necessity.

stenlof 'i?«To'f"i''*^7r"^°'"'
^""^ '^^ ^^ P'^^'y '^'^ i^'^ 'bo doorsteps of the hotel

;
and the various peaks of the great Rockies themselveswhich nse under their eternal snows are affording to the observer a

Twlh^ r^; ^'
i" ^T^^^« *° "^« '-^ «8»'* °f tbe Rockies.

I^ttL Zu '^t^T ^°""^ ^^^" 8°''^«° "^^^ ^ ^''ell the money cireu-lation of the world, there cannot now be any doubt. This year is likely-^

s'elSkr
°'°'"* *'"P°'*«' '^»''eral discoveries both in the Rockies and the

Calgary, April ISlh, 1884.
^' ^' ^'

NOTES ON THE MONTREAL ART EXHIBITION.
•' Nature benign and bonnteous, let me draw
Pure inspiration from ye, as child
Draws nurture from a loving mother's breut
And be your child, your yearning, wayward child.And sitting here as on a parent's knee,
(Jaze wonder-full into the face of uators.

"

JoAQum MiLLiB's '• Smg$ oftfie Sierra, "

Although philosophers and docton. do sometimes differ there is acommoa pomt of agreement between artists as they reverentlv wo«^„^
sion of dieir ideal on canvas. Otherwise they are human. As for artilthey seldom see straight, and are forever pushing their noses u^der the s^nand proclaiming, owl-like, that " after ^all th^e sunHghTi^a mLtke "
The artist's trials are severe. There is no roval roJ t^ ff.!

,"*"!•
courte, his home is as near to heaven as a ^Yi^et ca^ Siselt Tt tpoetical nature is dragged threugh the mire of*the maXt where he Litethe earning of his "daily bread," and there he endures The^rt„roforucifaxion in the careless criticism of the crowd on "th^ K ""^'"f ,

?^

youth the despair of his age." Fortunlt:iyTr clKli'aSi\'rrts. «
"

earned te hope from the worfs of the noble patroHTtre iSemratthe opening of the present exhibition, there is every re<«oTto feel^ured of the progress and success of art and ite priesThoT" Can<SaBe It far from us a« Canadians to forget our past benefactore. hLh «;

5r„i'\r 7 "°- "Jly.'^ond Hi8 E^cellenc^, the MaroSs^ofWdowne, the able and wUling delegate who ha^ acceptedThe trusHadmmistering and fostering all that is nearest and dLrest t^ us politically, socially, and »sthetically, in which last r6U we have now soTiaUv

^*rr r '.?
*"
f: ^"''^^ «.pn.sentative of an unbrokenTiTe oTbtZfactors. In this address there was linked with the magic ofIhe orato^

SniZfT ^*
an appreciative patron of art, who realiX^d 4r5ioadolescent stage in which art stands in Canada, and lr,-J^„ * •

indicate the way leading to progres, and tTrtCdarJ worthvT *°

people and of this beauteous home of the norUim^ BeiW if™/ T\

\

i

\
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^i^^^a?^
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to its predecessor. The artists have not kept up to the average in number

of paintings or in quality. Some o( our old friends are not represented ;

of those -wfe miss the bold draughtsman and brilliant colourist Fowler,

whilst Hamel, Millard^ Fraser, and many others of our able and repre-

sentative men are absent. However, we have to greet our Dusseldorf

veteran Jacobi, who sends us four mementos of his well-trained pencil.

No. 26 (oil), is a " Youthful Pioneer," axe in hand, in his winter work-

a-day dress ; an ice cutter. This picture, carefully painted in the master's

rich style, which would do credit to any scHool, is after all a portrait.

Three small woodland scenes, No. U4, 128, 164, in water colour, with the

strong primary colouring, characteristic of this painter, bear evidence of

being compositions in which he has undoubted skill, but fails to do

himself justice as when he seeks nature. Life is too short for an artist to

master geology, botany, meteorology, zoology, and all the " ologies," and

combine therewith applied art on which to construct a picture. When
he cannot represent himself or any live animal correctly without a model,

how can he possibly hope to paint absent nature, who changes her airs

"and graces each instant? Composition is a will-o'-the-wisp which has

- deluded many an able artist.

L. R. O'Brien, President of the R.C.A., has thirteen exhibitsin

water-colour, and all are good. I select those which appear to attrwt

most attention, and best indicate his style : dreamy, poetical, harmonious,

and tender, but not crisp. No. 134, "Cape Trinity, Saguenay River."

Although the height of this cape, about 1500 feet in nature, renders the

water stretch of two miles across the Saguenay delusive to the eye of a

spectator, still the introduction of a foreground to help the picture robs

this grand river of its waste of water. We can, however, forgive the

artist in this when he has so softly rendered the Indian summer haze and

the Montagnard's light canoes as they skim below the over-hanging masses

of nature's Laurentian foundations. Still, this foreground destroys the

distance, and detracts from the height of the distant hills. No. 144

(water colour), " On the coast of North Devon," is a good mate to the

former picture. H«re the misty spray has lent its opalescence to the

air, and you draw in the briny perfume as you watch the surf breaking

, far, far, beneath, against the baise of the walled-in sea. This is a picture

grateful to the senses and well handled. No. 156 (water colour), "A
Clovally herring boat taking in the nets," is the somewhat familiar

subject of a fishing boat rocked on the restless tide, very carefully painted

but not imaginative or otherwise striking. No. 106, a " Devonshire

Woodland Road," and No. 135, " Twilight on the Thames," are charming

bits of English scenery. In the former the foliage and grassy carpet of

sweet old England, and in the latter her quiet evening river repose, with

that soft atmosphere admirably caught by this artist, are rendered in

masterly style and with individuality. Are these exhibits equal to his

former onesi I prefer "St Annie" and " Des Eboulements," and

possibly " Quebec " of a prior exhibition. I pass now to

M. Matthews, Secretary of the Academy (and a courteous one he is),

" who shows one picture in oil and four in water colour. No. 48 (oil), "Moun-

tain Gloom, N. H.," is a cold mountain peak desolation, too cool in colour

to warm one's heart I prefer this artist's water colours. No. 104,

" Mount Jeflferson, N. H.," (water colour). This is one of Mr. Matthews'

pleasing mountain tops—no gloom about that—but standing among the

richly mossed and lichened rocks of the foreground you see before you

one of nature's sentinels rising from the misty depths below, and grad-

ually lifting its head to the clouds while it waves its banners of green in

rivalry to the blue and mottled canopy above. " The Wet Day in the

White Mountains," now in our " National Gallery," is perhaps even a

better picture than the present No. 104, as the subject aSords more scope

for distance, variety and atmospheric effects. Nevertheless for truth,

fireshness, harmony, richness of colour, crispness, and an avoidance of

over-plastering, and consequent loss of the out-door sketch-charm, Mr.

Matthews is deservedly admired in all his works. He is another indi-
~^

vidual artist inspired by Canada's charms.
• C. I. Way has three exhibits in water colour. No. 122, "An Alpine

Gorge," is the largest, a very large, and perhaps too large, a work to suit

either water colour or the artist He excels in smaller pieces, particularly

in such as represent the placid sea, boats, and their accompaniments, as

shown in his No. 118, "Twilight at Venice." The Alpine gorge is assur-

edly, from the characteristic of this painter, true to every circumstance.

The air is clear, and each detail sharp and carefully rendered ; but this very

particularity in detail mars the general effect, which is thus dissipated.

There should be only one, and a central idea, presented in a picture, a foetu

point to which the attention is directed. When this is interfered with by

the protruding of details, the picture loses unity. This painting would

out up into several fine pictures, but in its present combination it appears

to me to fail. No. 118, above referred to, is small, but it ia nice, and No.

174, " On the Mountains, Summer Afternoon," is a picture in. which this

artist is at home.
Henry Sandham, has six oils and three water colours. Na 60, " The

Old Subdued and Slow," represents an old fisherman bearing on his

shoulder a heavy log of " Drift wood " as he drags his weary legs home-

ward along the heath. It is evidently inspired by Millet's style of a
' shadowy suggestion, in this case, however, not sufficiently marked to be

generally acceptable. No. 21 (oil), "An Old Canadian Homestead," and

as such ia very good. This house, however, has a story, and the tale

,.of the ohivalry ol Lasalle whose home and fort it was, standing as it does

at the head of the Lachine Rapids, with the aasooiations of the French

and English regime as narrated by Parkman, the £«gliah Chateaubriand,

might lure suggested the lines, with altered circumstanoeo, of

'^' ' '/ Das' Mt on Morhtun'i eaatled itMp
'

, And TwMd's fail riTor," sto.

No. 137 (water colour), " Close Quarters," is an admirable Canadian

winter r^YicorUre on a harrow snow track between two merry habitants, who
are discussing the legal part of " the right of way." This is happy, natural,

and pleasing, affording scope for Mr Sandham's powers of drawing and

colouring, and of which he has taken advantage.

A. Boisseau has five exhibits, all in oil. No. 43, " Montreal Cabbies;

a rush for a fare," attracts the most attention. This painting needs no

explai^tion, which is a good point in a picture. As a local aceno it is well

represented, and although some of the leading figures are faulty in

drawing, the general effect is pleasing. No. 47 (oil), " Witness and Star,

Sir ! " needs explanation, as it is only the portrait of a young girl news-

vendor. Passing this point and noting the colouring, there is an abuse of

the negative " black " in this as in nearly all of this artist's works. " Black

and white " are effective in places, but black is not a colour, and should

not be attempted in union therewith, as it mars all harmony.

Homer Watson- has five exhibits in oil, and all good. No. 54, "Near

the Well in the Ravine," and No. 89, " Near the Close of a Stormy Day,"

are capital specimens of his style, strong, truthful, and with good atmos-

pheric effects. The lights of the clouds being particularly well rendered,

and the landscape natural, although possibly partly sacrificed by heavy

shadows to help the sky. This painter's exhibits this year show an

advance over his also good ones of prior exhibitions, but his cattle have not

yet recovered from the " foot and mouth disease."

Robert Harris leads the list as an exhibitor of fourteen oils. In

producing these works he must have worked hard, as he certainly has done

well. No. 24, " The Confederation " picture, although painted under

the special circumstance of an order from our Dominion Parliament, and

thus exceptional to the otherworks on exhibition,has to be noticed as a feature

of Canadian art. In fact, you are brought face to face with the Canadian

delegates as you enter the Association Hall, where this painting covers a very

large wall space. As it is neither finished nor placed it cannot be fairly

criticised ; but viewing it from the most distant point, on the off side of

the entry Hall, the general effect is highly satisfactory. The subject

presents the greatest number of artistic difficulties, particularly that of

grouping naturally and unaffectedly a number of persons for portraiture

whilst maintaining the light, shade, colour, harmony, and unity of a picture.

As if this were not sufficient to try any artist's mettle, there is added the

trying back light of the windows affording another portrait, not to be

ignored, of the wonderful landscape of the citadel of Quebec, the expanse

of the Orleans Basin, the shipping of the harbor, and the distant hills of

Beauport. In spite of all this, the picture is harmonious and the colour

rich and pleasing, from the judiciously adopted colours of summer dress

for the figures, and from the scarlet drapery. In its present position the"

colour is strong, but in the " House " this will be modified by the there

surroundings of red. The figures are very good, and the portraits are life-

like. The jaunty premier, the vif Cartier, the bonhomie of Tacfae, the

cheery Gait, the calm Tilley, the prompt Mitchell, whilst Brown, Langevin,

Campbell, and the other Fathers of Canada are there.

More space cannot be given to the notice of this historic painting,

which, however, will hold its own with Lentze's paintings in the Rotunda

at Washington, or any pictures of like class. It does credit to our

Canadian artist, and proves that he has availed himself of foreign authors,

and adds therett) his personal • power. No. 7, " Canadian Fiddler," and

No. 35, " All, all, are gone, the old familiar faces," shew the powerful and

able rendering of Mr.. Harris, The former subject gay, the latter sad

indeed, whilst No. 65, " And Son from Sire," and No. 90, " The Colour

Sergeant hard pressed," touch our sentiments of humanity or stir the blood.

Objection has been made to the boldness of touch and intensity of colour

of this artist. It is a good fault that time will tone down both in the

artist and in the painting ; but I must admit that he has not surpassed if

equalled "The Flute Player," and "The Chorister Boys," of a former exhibi-

tion.

F. M. Belt Smith has seven ezfaitaitB in oil and four in water, as weH •

as several out-door water-colour sketches. No. 2 (oil), " The Heart of the

White Mountains," No. 20, "Art Students" (oil), and No. 29 (oil),

" Daughters of Canada," are the most striking of the oils. Taking No. 2, the

moit. ambitious landscape I have seen of this artist, it shows great progress,

and ik carefully painted, but it does not strike one as a powerful work.

No. 26, " Art Students," is a cabinet picture in a nice quiet key of colour,

delicately and carefully handled, and not only this artist's best exhibit in

oil, but a " bit " that would grace any exhibition. No. 29, " Daughters
of Canada." Figures are evidently this artist's forte. Had not similar

scenes been painted over and over again, it would have to be admitted that

this picture should command attention. The grouping is good, colour rich

and drawing true. It is all that can be desired, and the subject is happy,
where one sees the dear young faces beaming as they are thinking of .their

dinners, but the subject is hackneyed. In water colours Nos. 100 and 171
are a pair of little beauties, with the sunlight popping through the trees

and tipping the stones and water of the brook. The out-door sketches are
. nice and happy. This artist has power and poetry in him, and has made

good pirogress since last exhibition.

F. A. Vemer has one oil and four water colour exhibits. No. 16 (oU),
" The Upper Ottawa." Mr. Vemer is well known for his prairies, canoes,

and bu&loa, which attract special attention. It is said that he astounds
the " natives " in England, who now take an interest in the wonders and
inhabitants of the great " Lone Land " of a past generation. The painting

of the " Upper Ottawa " is not of this class, but is without exception the

best work this artist has ever exhibited here. It is worthy of partictt]*r

attention as a remarkably well painted and pleasing landscape, such as ever
oharma and never wearies in the beholdii^. In early autumn, aa the
picture sets forth, when the woods are beginning to mellow, of a bright

>

?3 ,> ^.7w T"" ''f'^^'y
P"'*^ °" *^« g'-^y ^^'^'^ of the rivertomng Itself between the rocky shores separated and still united in their

reflections whilst they claim the companionship of their isUnd aide-de-

'ZTll'rTT''- .^^' ^l^y 'auRhs, the water^esponds in this mirror,and the reflections dance. The wind must be present, , so it comes in agently wheeling eddy, and kissing the water marks the spot Ttwouldbe a joy to Inro even in converse with such a scene. This is nature notpainting. No. 180 (water-colour), " Buffalos, Winter." How deferentfrom^ihe foregoing work
! The sky is dark with the heavily charged snow

. clouds as they beam on the unbroken lines of the horizon, making thl

iIZ:i " 1°"^
".^''"r'' .

*° ^."S"^** '°"«"«- The snow on the plSlightens the sky, and yet in its subdued tints passes through all the shadesfrom hgh to darkened white. Nothing but snow, and a stmgglng blade ofgrass for the advancing skirmishers of the scattered herd of bfson withtheir heads prone to crop a scanty meal. Here and there they break thedrear desolation of snow space, and say this is winter indeed. If not so

paTntrng."
"""'"''' "^ ''"'' "^ '""^ " ^P^*'" ^'**"'''" '* " '*° equally goo"

Mr. Brymner shows three oil!|, all figures, and, very good. No 85 andNo. 94, each an old housewife, one at work over her whe!l, the other dozing

ori>od S" ^°'' '"""'"^ "''' ""^"'"^"y P"'''^ ''^ showing evfdeTcf

^"';
f^^^^^^"" t°^^ "^ """^ ^°- 30. "Amy and her Kitten " isnice and he best No. 27, an ideal head, is also a pleasing exhSf 'th slady s style, which attracts and secures many sympathizing frieC amon«Wown sex particularly. In her own way she works smoothly Vutwante

P. G. Wickson has two oils. No. 38, " The Dawn of O»n;.,o - jNo 79, "One of Many," both painted in the coolXnchs'r T^heformer picture was selected by His Excellency, and was purchased by himThe drawmg is perfect, the colouring quiet but harmonious. The subjectshews a lad intent on the tracing of his "ideal" on the sand for wantperchance, of a future palette awaiting him. Ge.ius is in the Sy fromface to fingers, and genius and skill are in the artist who represented himNo. 79, • One of Many." Why tell this tale, unless as aCr post ofour social errors and m the hope of a speedy remedy I One hates thepicture for its truth. As a painting it is perhaps inferior to the ftmerbut I can well undersUnd the hurry with which the artist sought toCthe link between himself and the skeleton arms and wan feafurerof tWswaif of misery and neglect.
•jamres ot tnis

Allan Edson has two oils and one water colour. No. 14 "ShootinaPath m the Park," is the best exhibit shown since his residence in pSwhere he is studying under the Celebrated Pelouse. It is a closeimiSof the noted master of woodland scenes, and a remarkably good pttn^after Pelouse," but I should prefer Edson himself
* ^ '

As several of our young and rUing artists have wisely taken advantageof European training it may be proper here to refter to this courae K_ ;.tudent gaina, by ti-aunng under a first class master, a knowlX of Lchnuiu^ and a familiarity of observation of the best w^rks of the ferfectfonof beauty whereby his confidence in himself is increased, a^d hfrskmproi^rly directed-well he is benefitted. But, on the other ha^d, if he h«not sufficient staying power to rise above his training in his ow^ idealit^and individuality, he is lost He becomes a copyist of style or matter 3IS consequently weak. To put it broadly, Mes^onnier is hims^f_and soIS Murillo-and so must other, be, each in his own walk and order Weall hope for the " survival of the fittest " among our Canadian ;o«th.Paul Peel shows three oila Selecting No. 51, " The Youne Mother • "
this painting reminds one of a former picture of this aS^the subject'

^o c^fuir' 'f/ ""f f""'
'-^ ""'"^

'
»'"* '•'^ present one ilLt JuTteso carefully painted as the former; ^

P. F. Woodcock has five oils. No. 11 "An Tfoli.n vt^^ » j xl
others landscapes Mr. Woodcock is a clo^ i.n1^ti''orUii''LirJ Z-^ench school wherein "Paris green" and "shadowy noXn^ets" ^e
SsThenST'f ^r'" ""''^^'^^ ^'^'^ "'''• consid^erablesldll, but wetrust he may develop his own individuality and be true,to himself, when

E. S. Ca,lvert One oil No. 64. " Tfae ToUers of the Shore," a coastscene m cool grays. Admirably painted, light very good, and the whdeharmonious, and not laboured ; a good point
«, ana me wnole

attei;,n; ^°'a^ Z"' ^^' °'^
P"^ P'"'*'"'' *»"* «"«"««» '" a"™ct much

British scientists see this painting they are sure to take it a. a specimen ofwhat we have to show Were there more variety in tone it would make

Sl|r£rrn"iSe ''"'^'' '''''^' ^'^ remarkabletb-fn^;

^ J. W.. H. Watts. No. 108. "The Glen, Shelbourno, N.H." Onewater colour. A woodland scene such as Edsar used to charm us withTheonlycomphunttobe made is that this artist has given us burone

^mTu\ "'°.^^:'f^
!?''""^« *"'• '"^'^« *^^ "Objects. It wouW

te. . ^
rich, and careful m drawing of rocks,-wator, foliage, and trees.iBiB 18 truly a good water colour. .

•
^^'^•8« ""!'"' White. Thirteen water colours, mostly small but all

Srate^^r r^'v*" "fi^
*"•* ^"^-^ '^^ 8howi„rmore fiLsHhan Ls

m^Zllr'lA A°- ^/^ ""r"*^ '"P"' "O-rnaervonshire," is wel

^1 Far^ North'w"!
"°'"''

? <""°-. *«**"* *n<i "tyle. No. 167,

^i^L Wm'^^ ^ \'^^'\ f ^^' "nd ""ggeHts the late Englishfamter Whittaker m his cele^ted moariaiid jmu^. TIub painter's

cTntinuaTi;."'""
°" "°"" '°'' ^ '"''" '" * Hbrary and contempUte

andT-i/rV^ '^^Sf^ painter, sends two small water colours. No. 182

Hi Ih!) ^'""^t
°^ Hadleigh, Essex." His style is strong, butbright,and^shadows possibly rather gloomy

; but his folikge and drawing are ver;

for tf,"""^ *"*!!J!'''
?«"•'='«''«=« *°° "nueh, as space obliges me to reserve

by Day, Bird. Cresswell, Warton,Porteou8,-and a long list of others Wellmay we feel encouraged over this result of our illustrious founder's ieal forour Canadian artists and art itself. We have but sUrted^n the ra^e forthe culture of the intellectual eye to the harmonies of the creationTnd anappreciation of the truth of "all Thy works praise ' Thee, O Lord "and

us'^Somt "'^Y ^r'"*":'"
"^^ '^"'^ '°°' ^'^

'
^»"^ -t^rial iTbefore

2ri.! •/
°f Turner's may yet, we hope, paint " Quebec " in all itsglones in Its morning haze or mystic sunsets. From the Alpfee heights ofthe Rockies, over prairie, lake or river, through forest andS. unln you

[ZL ^""^u"
°^G"">''-P•^. Canada fou are beautifut 'ar^ m^t

on fnTorf^i^tef
"^ "'" "°"^' '"'' "^ ^'^'^ '" ^°"^«""' -d 'there 'dream

Quebec.
^•

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO C0BRE8P0NDENTS.

ideaUtSte'S" t"^"'"
A-NONTKors Poet" did not enclose hi, name;

flot r.liabZI^d''a"2mendmem'wMinYv'ne wh''"*''''
'J'^o-ered that oor information was

Bbbweb.-YoS letto?^m^to hZn'^^^^^JT' """".""""ion came to hand.
onr next iune. ° "" "'""' ^° '"'^ '<" msertion this week. It wiU appear in

besides which the

THB BBIBBBT CASE IS ITS SOCIAI, AND M0B4I, AgPBOTS.
To the Editor of The Week :

Sm.-Mr. Armour does not prejudge the case. The witnesses may be nrov-l

Zr Lth"""""'";
^'"'-te-t-onyi-coepted si.p.y for the s^of tJ^

0^ whaJ """P-.'"- '^o'"' '"at tbeir statements are truthful depends th.Z.of whatever m.y be said here on the •• moral aspects " of this celebrated « Brib«y oT'I am not sure that we can accept all the views presented by Mr. Armour. fL somem.t.noe. he assumes what is untenable and thus builds without a foundation Hetake, it for granted that the recipient. lost their honour, that they were cor^pL s^ddebanohed, and that this fearful self.s«,riaoe was unnecessary to make^helin o5bnbery possible. If a man from the standpoint of morals ma/steal without tll^

the mlTs" 'th""^^^- ""'u " °°' '"'"' ""'""'* *""-« ""'"'" »-•'' honour' Hhe mo«.ls of the case he m the intent, it follows that the motive, of one depend uponthe motives of another
;
that, in this partioaUr. the one cannot have ui e^l oaZl!

In this Bnbery C«,e were these men •- corrupted " or " debauched » " On the

fn^L f A
" '^"'''"''uy" '""•>"". " " <iiffl«n» to see how such a charge

^^
sust«inei As we are dealing with the moral, of the question, we are comp^ L
Tnot"

';^7"""""'<'"8''' <'"'«'--'-'-.. They acted no traitors' pa^^^^didnotsell their country, nor the.r party, nor themselves
; they had no thoughtdomg so. They had no personal interest in the bribery fund. Lt came ^rthe^hand. It was no secret transaction on their side. They stood in the light in fa^view of those against whom the briber, wore plotting. They had the certainty a thX

ThT 1
''""^"''""""°° ^ '^''' ''°°"° 'o ^-'^0 "->'< Thereto

ILdwh"^ r" °' '" "" ''°°'"*°°'' "'*'''' S-"" <«"«<"<" bribed

JTiig Sd"
"'"°' ""' *""" *" """' "'""""' '''°*^""" " •"" " "«"'" "« '1""^'

It must be oonfced that they pretended to be bribed, and how far they were iuatifled in this IS a question upon which no doubt a great difference of opimonTu eS"
le^„"

" ""Tr"!^'"^^^ ean eonceiv, ofmany cal in which^le«ling 1. an excellent and proper thing to do, and where the detection of crime isTeobject (explamat as we will) there is a common feehng everywhere that suchZ^cl ofprocedure are quite frequently perfectly right.
metnods of

.J^r" "If /"'^ '""' "" "''*• "" "'" "'"'' »" •'"«'«" '" "»»' Potest. against thedeceptioiis that were practised to detect this great political crime have notXt „vagauiBt that system of pretence, which is universaUy employed by professio^T
deteotives. When clever misleading device, culminate in the capture oLZ^TZy
mlltZr^'"'""^ »''"'^"'' ''""'" """°« ""' '"« -''"' ""'o <" '''e'oomf

T? JT . T- ^"' "* "'"•« ""'"'' '" '^'' P"P»'«' <" do'aeting and bringing
offenders to justice" oare should be taken that a man sust«ns no injurTin setti^^Ifc Armour thmk, a .nan would hesiUto to e,po» his daughter to betrayal f^the
..1^ of oonviotrng the betrayer. The iUustration, for the purpose given, wiU not bej

S^r"" <^? ,"T " '""*'"' '"" "" *'"«'"*' " "^'^- The man deliberatelybnngs an awful calamity upon one to secure the punishment of another. He inflict, adamage that oan never be repured for the purpose of convicting a villain. If ,aoh .thing ^re conceivable, i. there any paraUel between it and the can before u. f Theaot of these men upon whom bribery was intended i. more perfectly p«^eled by theOMe (known to the writer) of a virtuou. young woman who wa. solicited on the rtRMrtby « mfamou, «oundrel, whom, under the pretence of compUanoe, .he led str^ght
into h« own father . hoMe. where he .ummarUy received the duo rew.«l of hi. infam,Wa. die debanohed because .he pretended to yield to hi. sollciution T Oan her virtuebe impeached beoauM (for the moment with a view to hi. puniahmentkahe sMmed tncomply with his request. I. it true " there can be no 08^ to aeJ^^tLT^
pretence they led them political Ubertines .traight into the hands of ju.tioe

... T.'!'^' "*/ '°"*'''° "' ^^^ """^ •"""'" ••P"'- " »*" "»^ly he admitt«l that

tt! 11« ,'•!
""""^ """ " J""*'"""' *" °°'»"' ""'y »» "^ Pr..umptian thatthetheftof itw a oontmaanoe of an old offenee," and thrt the "proouring of «.

oflano. to be oommitted for th. mere purpo« of drtertlng it. andpunuhingtheoirendar

i

Ltz:r>uj!i;
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i. most abhorrent to moraU ;" but does Mr. Ariponr mean to intimate, as he seeme to

do, that thi« is the character of the act by which the (so-caUed) conspiracy was brought

to light. H 80, he will hardly get the parties in power, at least, to agree with him.

They hold that it was the " oohtinuanoe of an old oflence." They hold that the oomtry

was full of bribery and corruption. They had their strong suspicions as to who w«e

the guilty men. They " marked the coin," so to speak, and put it where it could be

appropriated, and sure enough they caught the very men whom they suspected.

It is contended that in orfler to-do this the mere "offer was sufficient ;
acceptance

was not necessary to complete the offence of the bribers." To which it is only neces-

sary to say : true enough the offence is complete when the offer is made, but the

evidence of the oflence is much more complete when the offer is actnaUy earned mto

effect. It gives vastly increased weight to the testimony of the witnesie*. As it is, a

partisan press will denounce them as liars, utterly unworthy of confidence, but their

statements backed up by the actuil production of the purchase money wiU be hard to

shake. ^- 8- ^"^

THE MAYFLOWER.

Dbbp dungeon'd under drifted snow,

But nursing hope in patient breast,

The little Mayflower lies at rest,

Waiting to hear the south-wind blow.

•' For time," she saith, " doth changes bring,

And after Winter will come Spring."

The south-wind comes, persuasive, mild,

Melting grim winter's icy bands, ^

Loosing his grasp on Northern lands.

The little Mayflower's heart throbs wild,

—

"Sure time," she saith, " doth changes bring ;

Winter is passing, near is Spring."

41

Her prison opened, soon anon.

No longer draggled, duH'd, despoiled,

—

Fresh robed in green, of earth assoiled,

She lifts her pink face to the sun.

"God's time," she saith, "sweet change doth bring;

Goodbye, old Winter, welcome Spring."

Jessie Cambrom

A SONNET.

In other days round classic boards, I met

With those whose young brows bore the laurel, pure

From stain. Talking of art and strong to endure

All things, we felt youth's star could never set

;

_Ihe wine I' spurn now like an anchoret,

.. .But oft from out the past I fain would lure

The joyous wit, the impromptu portraiture.

The high philosophies which haqnt me yet.

Fresh as those you gave us for a whet,

Apicius sent cool bivalves to his friend

In Parthia. Many millions would he spend

On feasts colossal ; but I'd make a bet

Than yours a choicer did he never get.

And higher our young wits did ne'er ascend.

Ottawa, March 19th, 1884. D.

THE J^BVENTUi UBOW^

Bv Edoab Fawobtt, author of "A Gentleman of Leisure," " A Hopeless Case,'

"An AmbitioaB Womim," "Tinkling Cymbalu," etc.
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She meant the words, precisely as she spoke them. She longed for the

entertainment to end, and when it had ended she felt relieved, as if from

a painful tension and strain. Musing a little later in her bedchamber,

before retiring, she began to feel a slight change of mood. Had she not,

after all, expected, demanded, exacted, too muchi Was she justified in

giving way to this depression and disappointment 1 Was she not more

blamable in dtebeiving herself than these people were in surprising her 1

She had been warned by Kindelon ; she had in a certain way, been warned

by Mrs. Dares. But these were not her desired band of plain livers and

high thinkers. They were very far below any such elevated standard.

They had seemed to make a sort of selfish rush into her drawing-rooms, for

the purpose of getting there and afterward boasting that they had got

ther«. She was by no means sure if the very quality and liberality of her

refreshments had not made for them the prospect of another Thursday

evening offer increased allurements. Many of them were full of the moat

distressing trivialities. The conduct of Mr. Barrowe h«d seemed to her

atrociously unpleasant. His action with regard to the excluded Mias
- Cragge struck her as a superlative bit of impudence. If she went on
"

giving more receptions she would doubtless only acclimulate more annoy-

ances of a similar sort.

No ; the intellectual life of the country was young like the country

itielt It was not only young; it was raw and crude. To continue in her

task would be to fail hopelessly. She had best not continue in it. She

might be wrong in abandoning it so soon ; there might be hope yet. But,

after all she was undertaking no holy cmsado ;
conscience made no

demands upon her for the perpetuation and triumph of her project. Let it

pass into the limbo of abortive efforts. Let it go to make another stone in

that infernal pathway proverbially paved by good intentions • • •

She slept ill that night, and breakfasted later than usual. And she

had scarcely finished breakfasting when a card was handed her, which it

heightened her colour a little to peruse.

The card bore Miss Cragge's name, and one portion of its rather

imposing square was filled with the names of many Eastern and Western

iournals besides, of which the owner evidently desired to record that she

was a special correspondent It seemed to Pauline, while she gazed at the

scrap of pasteboard, that this was exactly the sort; of card which a person

like Miss Cragge would be apt to use for presentation. She was at a loss

to understand why Miss Cragge could have visited her at all, and perhaps

the acquiescing answer which she presently gave her servant was given

because curiosity surpassed and conquered repulsion.

But after the servant had departed, Pauline regretted that she had

agreed to see Miss Cragge. " What can the woman want of me? " she now

reflected, " except to abuse and possibly insult me 1

"

Still, the word had been sent She must hold to it -^

Pauline gave Miss Cragge a cool yet perfectly courteous bow, as they

met a little later.
. , j • -i

" You are Miss Cragge, I believe," she said, very quietly and amiably.

" Oh, I didn't suppose you'd forgotten me so soon ! " came the reproach-

ful and rather unsteady answer. Miss Cragge had risen some time before

Pauline entered the room, and her gaunt shape, clad in scant gear, looked

notably awkward. Her street costume was untidy, shabby and even

bedraggled. She held a bundle of newspapers, which she shifted nervously

from hand to hand.
" You wish to speak with me, then 1 " said Pauline, still courteously.

" Yes," returned Miss Cragge. It was evident that she underwent a

certain distinct agitation. " I have called upon you, M^s. Varick, because

~1 felt that I ought to do so."

" It is, then, a matter of duty. Miss CraggeV
« Yes a matter of duty. A matter of duty toward myself. Toward

myself as a woman, you know—I think that I have been wronged—greatly

wronged."
" Not wronged by me, I hope."

" Through you, by someone elsa"

" I do not understand you."
•• I I shall try to make myself plain."

" I trust you will succeed."
" Oh, I shall succeed," declared Miss Cragge, gasping a little for breath

as she now proceeded. " I have an enemy, Mrs. Varick, and that enemy

is your friend. Yes, I mean Mr. Kindelon, of course. He has set you

against me. He has made you shut your doors upon me. Oh, you need

not deny that this is true. I am perfectly certain of its truth. I am

_ always received by Hagar Williamson Dares. She is a noble, true woman,

and she lets me come to her house because she knows I have my battle to

fight, just as she has always had her own, and that I deserve her sympathy

and her friendship. I don't maintain that I've been always blameless. A
newspaper woman can't always be that. She gives wounds, just as she

gets wounds. But I never did Balph Kindelon any harm in my life. He
hates me, but he has no business to hate me. I never cared much about

his hatred till now. But now he has shown me that he is an active and

dangerous enemy. I mean, of course, about this affair of yours. I wanted

to be invited to your house last evening ; I expected to be invited. I was

on the Dares's list. I'm going to he perfectly candid. It would have been

a feather in my cap to have come here. I know exactly what your posi-

tion in society is, anil appreciate the value of your acquaintance. If you

had snubbed me of your own accord, I would have pocketed the snub with-

^OUt a murmur. I'm used to snubbing* ; I have to be, for I get a good

many. Nobody can go abroad picking up society-items as I do, and not

receive the cold shoulder. Bat in this case it was no spontaneous rebuff

on your part ; it was the jmalicious interference of a third party ; it was

Kindelon's mean-spirited persuasion used against me behind my back. And
it has been an injury to me. It's going to hurt me more than you think.

It has been found out and talked over that I was dropped by you . .
Now, I

don't want to be dropped. I want to claim my rights—to ask if you will

not do me justice—if you will not waive any personal concern with a

private quarrel and allow me to have the same chance that you have given

so many others. To put it plainly and frankly, Mrs. Varick, I have come

here this morning for the purpow of asking you if you will not give me an

invitation to your next entertainment.'

All the time she had thus spoken. Miss Cragge had reinained standing.

Pauline, who also stood, had shown no desire that her visitor should sit

She was biting her lip as Miss Cragge ended, and her tones were full of a

haughty repulsion as she now said

:

" Really 1 am unprepared to give you any answer whatever. But you

seem to demand an an<wer, and therefore I shall give you one. You are

very straightforward with me, and so I do not see why I should not be

equally straightforward with you."

Miss Cragge gave a bitter, crisp littlo laugh. " I see what is coming,"

he said. " You think me abominable, and you are going to tell me soV
" 1 should not tell you if I thought it," replied Pauline. " But I must

tell you that I think you unwarrantably bold."

" And you refuse me any other ezpmnation 1 " now almost panted Miss

Cragge. " You t(iU not give me even the satisfaction of knowing why you

have dropped m« t

"

Pauline shook her head. " I do not recognize your right to question

me on that point," she returned. •• You assume to know my reaaon lor
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not havmg asked you here. I object to the form and the quality of your
question. I deny that I have dropped you, as you choose to term it I
think: your present course a presumptuous one, and I am ignorant ofhaving violated any rights of your own by not having sent you a card tomy reception There are a great'many other people in New York besides
yourself to whom I did not send a card. Any quarrel between you andMr Kindelon 18 a matter of no concern to me. And as for my having
dealt you an injury, that assertion is quite preposterous. I do not for an
instant admit It, and since your attitude towardme is painfully unpleasant
1 beg that this conversation may be terminated at once."

"Oh, you show me the door, do you ?" exclaimed Miss Cragge. She
looked very angry as she now spoke, and her anger was almost repulsively
unbecoming. Her next words had the effect of a harsh snari. "I might
have expected just this sort of treatment," she proceeded, with both her
dingy-gloved hands manipulating the bundle of newspapers at still brisker
speed. « But I'm a very good hater, Mi-s. Varick, and I'm not stamped on
quite so easily as you may suppose. I usually die pretty hard in such
cases, and perhaps you'll find that your outrageous behaviour will get the
punishment it merits. Oh, you needn't throw back your proud head like
that, as If I were the dirt under your feel ! I guess you'll be sorry before
very long. I intend to make you so if I can !

"

Pauline felt herself turn pale. " You are insolent," she said, " and I
desire you to leave my house immediately."

Miss Cragge walked to the door, but paused as she reached its threshold
looking back across one of her square shoulders with a most malevolent
scowl,

" You've got no more heart than a block of wood," she broke forth
you never had any. I know all about you. You married an old man for
his money a few years ago. He was old enough to be your grandfatherand a wretched -libertine at that You knew it. too, when you married
Uim. So now that you've got his money you're going to play the literary
patron with it. And like the cold-blooded coquette that you are, you'vemade Ralph Kindelon leave poor Cora Dares, who's madly in love withhim and dance attendance on yourself. I suppose you think Kindelon
reaJly aires for you. Well, you're mightily mistaken if you do think so,and If he ever marries you I guess it won't be long before he makes younnd It out i

"
.;

Miss Cragge disappeared after the delivery of this tirade, arid as she
closed the outer hall-door with a loud slam Pauline had sank into a chairShe sat thus for a longer time than she knew, with hands tensely knottedm her lap and with breast and lips quivering.

The vulgarity, the brutoUty of those parting words had literally stunned
'

her. It IS no ex^geration to state that Miss Cragge's reference to her
marriage had inflicted a positive agony of shame. But the allusion toCora Dares s love for Kindelon and to Kindelon's merely mercenary regard
for herself had ako stabbed with depth and sufi'ering. Was it then truethat this mMs feelings toward her were only the hypocritical sham of an
'""

*,*„Tl-^
advancement? "How shall I act to him when we againmeet ? 'Pauline asked herself. " If I really thought this charge tr^ Ishould treat him with entire contempt And have I the right to believe it

true ( Ihis Cragge creature has a viperiah nature. Should I credit such
iniormation from such a source ?

"

{To be continued.)

7lt\f ^°"'!^i ^T' ''"* '* "PP"'*™ "»"' the round basques are-

TnH TT\^u ^1 '" ^'''°"''- *^"" '^'•''=«" ^^'^ waistband are^ almostabandoned, but the sleeves are still high on the shoulders, and longer Tan
velvet cuT ''li* *t"ll"

"". '""""'"^ T ""' """^ except 'perhaps Limple

• HJ« !' A^ ! 7^ r"^" "" ''^'"°^' *" '«^y ^^S^ round the throat

Tl,» ^- f u •^f« « do.'i'X; ^^'y much in shape from those of last season.The chief characteristic is that the brim of a hat is generally narrow^

bacT wv5l^ "f '1"v^ '*
't'J"^^-

Sometimes it fs turned "p at the'back, while^ in front it overshades the eyes. The crowns are high and'

r.1f . f°T "7 """" ^""^ close-fitting, cut out at the back to suit the-present fashion of arranging the hair. Transparent hats and bonnetewhich were introduced last season, are likely to be much worn There isscarcely a bonnet or hat to be seen in which there U not combined withdarker shades a sparkling of gold, silver, or the duU lustre of a bronze
It may be the centre of a flower, the wing of a butterfly hovering above
It, the half-hidden buckle, or a narrow edging of the brim, but it is rarelymissing Brown, moss-green, and mushroom are worn more than Uitckand white straw

; a wealth of ostrich feathers, buttertlies, and other winged
msects, laces, flowers, and ribbons make each head-dress ablaze with colourIhe fur or ve vet cuff" so often seen on gloves during the winter is givingway to a similar one of lace. It is of the same colour as the gant de Suil
to which It IS attached, and will be found an improvement on the long
tight-fatting glove, or the stiff" gauntlet of the past season. There is no om^ment whatever on the new walking boots or shoes. Even the patent
leather has been abandoned, and a neat plain boot or shoe of kid hastaken the place of the ornamental cluiusaure.—Pall Maii Gazette.

,
MIRAGE.

We'll read that book, we'll sing that song,

'

'

But when ] Oh, when the days are long
;

L When thoughts are free, and voices clear ; :

Some happy time within the year :

The days troop by with noiseless tread.
The song unsung ; the book unread.

We'll see that friend, and make him feel
The weight of friendship, true as steel

;

Some flower of sympathy bestow :

But time sweeps on with steady flow, '

Until with quick, reproachful tear,

^
We lay our flowers upon his bier.

And still we walk the desert sands.
And still with trifles fill our hands.
While ever, just beyond our reach,
A fairer purpose shows to each,
The deeds we have not done, but willed.
Remain to haunt us—unfulfilled. A. S. R.

PROTECTIVE (!) TARIFFS.

THE SCRAP BOOK.

women's wear.

ALTHonoH chaeun a son goUt is professedly the watchword of fashion
the question, "what will be worn this season?" is one which no individualwiU venture to answer. The favourite colours of the season are likely to—be the soft h^ browns known as biscuit and mushroom, and r6s6da and
moss-green. The shot silks which began to appear last season are comingmore and more into vogue, and are worn both plain, striped, and figured
nie effect of a combination as, for instance, of a striped light blue skirt
shot with terra-cotta, with bodice and drapery of terracotta satin, is very
striking. Another combination of moss-green and ruby is equally charming
The richest looking among the shot surahs, glaces, ete., are the brocades,where the ground of grey, brown, blue, red, or green colour is figured withmore brightly coloured leaves, flowers, or fruits, the whole effect either
forming an effective contrast or a soft harmony. In dinner and evening
dresses the biscuit colour is equally popular. An evening dress of biscuit
satin and embossed velvet of the deeper mushroom shade, richly trimmed
with lace of a corresponding colour, looks very elegant Bright terra-cotta
with a front of broad lace flounces of the same colour is also v5£v.&shion-
able. There IS a new red colour of a shade between crimson andWenta.w^ch, with lace and ribbon trimming, has a good effect as an eveningdre™
although It IS rather a difficult colour to harmonize with any other. BlackIwe dresses will also be much worn. Black lace on a foundation of shot
silk makes another pretty dress, recalling the olden times of the grenadine-
covered kkc silks, once so much in vogue. A pretty white nun'sK:loth
dress, with a broad border of blue Japanese embroidery, the back and bodicetnmmed with dark blue velvet, U one of the prettiest and most novel-ookmg dresses for garden parties. For young ladies there is a number ofI^ht wooUen materials interwoven with tiny tufts of pink, blue, or crea"^
chenille. The walking dresses are generally of a quiet colour; the trimming
IS ui chendle braid, velvet, ribbon, fringe, or woollen tufts. The dmperyM full, but the arrangement differs as much as the dress materials. Un-
file outline embroidei7 is frequently seen on shot sUk skirts, strewn care-
lessly about as rosebuds, foliage, or small fruit Bodices are generally made-

fl. t salutary lesson is taught in a very able letter appearing recently in

S!. K ^r^^r^'^' "^'P-'i'^'^S '^^ "''^^"l industries wiped'out, in ^th^

or^^don Sp 1^ tT ^""^ ^^""^ monopolist went in for his sha«, ofprotection, the Lake Superior copper owners included. Copper smeltinifwas a very important branch of trade in Baltimore, and other places ifMassachusetts. Before 1861 there was a large trade with Chili whicTtook a great quantity of American manufactures, sending, as return^goes, Chilian copper ores in American ships to be smelted, in the Statesby American workmen. The gentlemen of Lake Superior, however'managed to get so high a tariffj,ut on &«ign copper afto p^.l.H^ th^

S,«tH '"PJ'I
'°'"*'^^-

u^^ AmericanlSMtrrwas thus^Sv^^
crushed, and American ships could not |M «,turn cargo.^ from ChiliThen Yankee captains tried carrying Chilian ores to England, but theirships went back-empty. The British people then, seeing the blunder

Zt ''^.wT"?' ^"f,
'° *^'>"'' ^"g'^l' »°d Scottish go<5s in "Bntih

^r wi^ ir^' T'^
^"^^ "^^ '" "'"'^''S-, the ores, L return cargoes.

It will thus be seen," concludes this welcome letter, "that in order

hJiT- • % !
Superior copper-mine owners, who employ a compara-

tively insignificant number of men in one of the least desimble and leastpaid of all the occupations-mining for day's wages-the high tariff men
f^'°^'^^

firs
.
American smelting works, and seTnd, a valible shTppT"

trade and hnally destroyed a large and rapidly growing market for a greatvariety of American manufactures-a market which the English nowthanks to this single instance of so-called protection to American Industrie^almost monopolize, and^ which is so valuable that they run a semi-weeklyhue of very large and finely-fitted steamers to Valparaiso." ^
'

in J: !T I
^^^°* °* t^'s """d and ridiculous policy is evidencedm what has happened to the American manufacturers of copper goodaThe protected copper-mine owners actually now charge AmeriSin manu-

fiicturers more for their protected copper, than they seU the same copperfor to foreigners in English and other European markets'." " Thus " aavsthe letter already referred to, "our home manufacturers of copper goodsare oppressed m fevour of foreigners, and this is called proLcti^ toAmerican industry."- Financial Beformer. '

' - varieties of swords. — '-

edJ?th?w? °l! !^ "'"'fd -nay be reduced to three types ; the straight-edged, the leaf-shaped, and the scimitar. A French duelling swordTSecomplete development of the first, a good Persian or^ Ind^X of £
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last. Our Western military swords are a compromise between the two.
The leaf-shape, familiar in the classical monuments of Greece, is represented
in modern times only by a few eccentric patterns of short swords and sword-
bayonets, and possibly, by no means certainly, by the yataghan. The
common yataghan form of sword-bayonet, by the way, is much disparaged
by Captain Burton, and we fully agree with him. Probably the yataghan
is the most formidable of short hand-weapons ; but at the end of a rifle,

which it spoils for shooting and makes top-heavy-ior a pike, it is hopelessly
out of place. It is tempting to see, with General Pitt-Rivers, the original

type, developed in metal from the hint of a stone spear-head, in tlie

symmetrical leaf-shape. Straighten out the edges and lengthen the point,
and we have the broadsword, and are on the way to the rapier. Give the
preference to one edge and incline the axis of the blade in its direction,

and we have the doubly-curved yataghan shape. • Lengthen this blade in
proportion to its width, and transfer the cutting edge to the unbroken
convex curvature which forms the back of the yataghan, and we have the
Eastern sabre, preserving in the old Turkish scimitar, now rare, and in the
common tulwar, with their broadening near the centre of percussion, a trace
of the original model. This, wo say, is tempting. But the historical

evidence is none of the most encouraging to this or to any other simple
theory of origin. On the Assyrian monuments we find a tapering, pointed
sword with straight edges. Bronze weapons of the same pattern, only
longer, have been found in considerable number by Dr. Schliemann at
Mycenae. The like form ocsurs in Egyptian bronze daggers, and in several
iron swords found in Etruscan tombs, to which Captain Burton justly calls

particular attention. Egyptian monuments abound in a particular cutlass
or hanger, shaped somewhat like a broad sickle, the name of which is

written Khopsh by our author, and connected by him, after Meyrick (with
doubtful warrant, we conceive), with the Greek kojti?. The leaf-shaped
bronze sword has also been found in Egypt, we are not told with what
indication of date, ^r whether, in particular, under such circumstances as
to exclude its being a Greek importation. Of the earlier history of the
Eastern sabre there is not forthcoming, that we know of, any positive
evidence whatever. Thus we have no proof that the leaf-shaped pattern
was in fact earlier than the others, but rather al certain amount of

presumption to the contrary.

—

The Satv/rday Beviewion "Burton's Book of
the Sword."

~'
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE PHILHARMONIC COKCERT.

The second concert given by the Toronto Philharmonic Society this
season was so well received that we may hope the promoters feel encour-
aged to persevere in their laudable efforts to produce a first-class programme
in finished style. The capacious Pavilion presented a brilliant appearance,
the white-and-blackdraped artistes on the orchestra being faced by the elite

of the city. Dr. Sterndale Bennett's beautiful pastoral cantata " The May
Queen " was cast for the first part of the programme, the second half con-
sisting of "selections." The piece de resistance is too well known to
need detailed description, especially so as the Society gave it some years
ago. Mrs. Caldwell accepted the soprano rdle of Queen of the May ; Mr.
F. Jenkins, as tenor, of course pourtrayed the rustic lover ; his rival,
" Robin Hood," was assumed by Mr. E. W. Scuch ; whilst the part of
•'The Queen" was taken by Mrs. Petley. Succeeding the opening chorus,
Mr. Jenkins' rendering of theair "O Meadow Clad" left little to be desired,
except that he looked so uncomfortable whilst singing it But he sang
Well in tune, correctly, and with expression, though it is apparent that his
is a comparatively untrained voice, and he occasionally gets throaty and
brazen in his upper range. The villagers' sympathetic chorus, "O Melan-
choly Plight," succeeded by the inspiriting " With a laugh as we go round,"
were faithfully given by the choir, who, with one exception, got through
with great credit, being well under command, fairly well together, and
conscientiously painstaking. Mr. ^Porrington will, no doubt, in time be~
able to get it better balanced, and if he could persuade all his ladies to
wear white dresses the effect upon the eye from the auditorium would be
much improved. But to return. " The May Queen " then sang a solo
rejoicing in her coronation, but did it in a mechanical manner. The same
remark applies to the duet between her and her lover, there being a lament-
able want of expression on both sides. This lack of feeling, of sympa-
thetic tone, indeed, is Mrs. Caldwell's principal weakness. Possessed of
a voice of extraordinary range and flexibility, and well under control, she
yet fails to move her audiences. She compels their admiration by her
pleasing manner, she gratifies their ears, but she does not touch their
hearts. And Mr. Jenkins, comparatively at home in oratorio, is life-

less and almost expressionless in operatic music. All too little was
heard of Mr. Scuch, but in the air "'Tis jolly to hunt in the bright
moonlight" he acquitted himself like an artist who understood both
the music and the words he sang. The trio in which the queen hears the
impassioned appeal of the forester and the warning notes of her lover was
very successfully given, as was the following recitative and chorus, which
leads up to the pageant music announcing " 'The Queen." The instrumental
Work here was very good, but, as in several other parts of the programme,
the brass was too pronounced. Mrs. Petley was not in her best voice, and
after the cantata met with a slight accident which prevented her from
taking part in the second half of the programme. When " The Queen "

dismisses " Robin Hood" and admonishes the " May Queen " to be more
circumspect, Mrs Petley was feeling more at home, but the band com-
pletely drowned her, as it did even the chorus, powerful as it was, in the
final soli and chorus, the cornets, as usual, being the principal offenders.
To Miaa Dervieux and Mr. Jenkins was entrusted the opening of the

r-'

second part of the programme. The " Miserere " scene from Trovatore
was the first item, and " Leonora " sang so well as to give great promise of
high rank as an amateur vocalist. Naturally, having only recently made
her debiU, she was nervous, but she really -won the enthusiastic applause
which followed. Mr. Jenkins' " Troubadour " left much to be desired. In
the first place, it was a mistake to perch up in the top gallery instead of
taking a position out of sight near the platform. That fact probably
accounted to a great extent for him singing so flat in his upper register in
this number. Miss Kerr's piano solo was a creditable piece of manipula-
tion. Miss Torrington won golden opinions by her rendering of Donizetti's
"Com' k bello," and "Si voli il prirao." The " FanUsia Militaire " violin

solo of Herr Jacobsen was a splendid piece of execution, and though this

devotee of " the perfect instrument " has got far to go to attain pre-emin-
ence, he is so evidently an enthusiastic student that ho may probably make
a wide reputation. The orchestra then played a >valtz, and played it so
well that the audience would have encored it but that Mr. Torrington
wisely forbade repetitions. Mrs. Caldwell's aria from the " Magic Flute

"

was a very fine effort, and gave her an opportunity to show her phenomenal
compass. The '

' Good Night, Beloved " of the choir was remarkably well
done, and fittingly brought to a close a very successful concert

349

c-^

the claxton concerts.

The two concerts given by Mr. Claxton's orchestra, assisted by several
vocal and instrumental soloists, in the Toronto Opera House on Saturday
afternoon and evening, were not attended by the success anticipated. In
gathering into one band some forty local musicians, and giving them the
opportunity of constantly practising together which alone will enable them
to play good orchestral music, Mr. Claxton has undertaken a very praise-
worthy task, and deserves the hearty encouragement of those who are
" moved with concord of sweet sounds." Nor ought such to be too critical

of the first performances of the band. Though there is as yet a want of
finish in the executants, still, judged by the manner in which the " Claxton
Orchestra " performed the morceaux allotted to them on Saturday, and
making allowances for the comparatively short time it has worked together,
that band reflects great credit upon Toronto, and is worthy of better
patronage than it has hitherto obtained. . There was much truth in Mr.
Manager Sheppard's statement—that had the artistes down on Saturday's
programme been imported from New York or Boston the Opera House
would have been filled. But if Mr. Claxton is desirous to cater to any
other part of a house than the gallery, he must not repeat the experiment
of introducing buffoonery into his programmes. The vulgar and senseless
antics of one " performer," and the inane exhibition of a quartette of others,

' were out of all keeping, and were an insult to the understanding of the
audience as well as to the artistes engaged. The overture, " Semiramide,"
was very well played, as also was the waltz " Violet," in the second part
In accordance with the opinion expressed, it will be sufiScient to point out
to Mr. Claxton the absolute necessity of attending to the drums (!). We
do not remember to have heard anything so hard other than two-inch
boards. Miss Agnes Corlett is a self-possessed, capable soprano, and is very
pleasant to see and hear. Her rendering of " May Blossoms," " The
Return," and the portions of two duets for which she was down, amply
merited the encores and applause given to her. Mr. J. F. Thompson found
" The Toreador " too much for him. In addition to an awkward lisp, this
gentleman, though he has a good voice, has a bad habit of straining after
upper notes which are not in his natural compass. Herr Jacobsen repeated
the fine " March Militaire " he gave in the Pavilion on Tuesday night
But what a falling off was there ! Certainly, the difference in the accom-
paniments would account in great part for this. The concert was wound
up by a performance of the overture " Niagara " (Boettiger) by the
orchestra.

JI0DJE8KA IN TOBONVO.

The brilliantperformance of the countess-actress in " As You Like It,"
"Twelfth Night," " Mary Stuart," and " Romeo and Juliet," which were
given in the Opera House on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, supplied
a dramatic treat not readily to be forgotten, well and favourably known
as she was previously. Looking back to the earlier days of her dramatic
career, to 1880, when Madame Modjeska first made her mark in Shake-
spearian characters—in the Court Theatre, London—one is struck with the
advances made during that period, and more particularly with the great
improvement in her English. The slight accent that now remains adds but
piquancy to her elocution, whilst her greater familiarity with English
enables her more thoroughly to enter into the spirit of the lines she speaks.
It was not Modjeska, the accomplished actress, that one saw and heard
but Rosalind, Mary Stuart, Olivia, and Juliet. In each pourtrayal, her
sweet, expressive features, and melodious voice, her cultured " concealment
of art in art," her tasteful costumes, combined to a tout ensemble charming to
the most blase of playgoers. Her rare versatility enabled her to give a Mary
Stuart worthy of Ristori, at the same time to play the child-mistress Juliet in a
manner vividly recalling Neilson. It is not too much to say that she
electrifies her audiences by the passionate manner in which in the second
act of Schiller's unhistorical " Mary Stuart "—she pours forth her torrent
of reproaches on Queen Elixahsth. Madame Mo^jeska's exquisite rendering
of Rosalind and Ganymede did much to draw attention from the
extreme improbability of the plot of "As You Like It." The great
master asks rather more than this matte]>of-fact age is prepared to grant,
when he would have us believe that an impassioned Orlando did not see
through the disguise which his inamorata had adopted, especially as they
were so much thrown togethw, and actually made mock love one to the

\

other. From the moment the daughter of the banished duke loves Orlando
for his valour m the wrestling match, to the period where his brother
recounte to her enraptured ear the encounter with a lioness in the woods,
Rosaltnd is the wayward, loving, chic, true woman—full of abandon as
Ganymede, charged with exquisite tenderness as Rosalind. Notaword, noU

'gesture, not a look but is in consonance with the part played, and never
for one moment betraying the consciousness of the individual. Madame
Modjeka's Juliet is one of her finest conceptions, many of her intonations
reminding one of Neilson. The infinite pathos with" Which she wailingly
grieves, "Wherefore art thou Romeo T is the jwry ^cme of art The
scene in which she in her impatience first offends and then artfully coneil-

'iu**"d®^"
^""* ^^ ^^^ irresistible coaxing, left nothing to be desired. In

Mr. H. M. Barrymore Madame Modjeska has an actor of no small parts,
and who well acquitted himself in the characters assigned to him. Miss Mary
Shaw, Mr. Ian Robertson, Mr. McManus, and others contributed in
no small degree to the smooth running of the performance. On the whole
It 18 an excellently balanced company. The mw en scene, aa is usualm this house, was all that could be desired.

Campanini's voice is reported hopelessly broken.
Sir Michael Costa has had a second stroke of paralysis. He is now

speechless and there is no hope of his recovery.

iiTiP°"''°°
^^ completed a new work, an oratorio, which is entitled

Mors et Vita," and is a sequel to the " Redemption."
A complimentary concert to Mr. Sims Richards will be given this

miursday) evening in the Lecture Hall of Jarvis street Baptist Church,

Satisfactory progress is said to have been made by the Toronto Choral
Society with the " Creation," which is in preparation for the Semi-Centen-
nial celebration.

It is expected that about 600 voices will take part in the Buffalo
Musical Festival on June 15th, 16th, and 21st. Several star vocalists
have been engaged to take part in a very strong programme.

A musical treat is expected at the Toronto Grand Opera House on
Saturday, when the Lablache Concert Company will give the last two acts
of Verdi's ever-fresh " Trovatore," and a miscellaneous selection.

/Tiu^^? °P"*'** "Hans and Gretel," at the Opera House to-night
(Thuraday) ought to be weU patronized. The receipts go to the Toronto
Relief Society. The Home for Incurables is to have the proceeds of Friday
night s performance of the amateurs in " Used Up." Both entertainm ents
are under the patronage of the Government House party.

Mr. Sims Reeves, when a boy, was known as " Jack," and the town
boys used to mock him for the dreadful grimaces he made in singing ; but
his father who is said to have been a sergeant, and clerk of the barracks
church, told them that " his son's voice would be worth a guinea a minute
to him some day." The prophet even understated its value.

Mr. Davenport Kbrrison delivered the fourth of his series of lectures
on classical composers in the Toronto College o^ Music on Friday ni<Tht
Hummel and Cherubini were the masters whose works were commented
upon, and Mr. Kerrison's sketch of their history was of great interest
For the illustrative recital Mr. Kerrison selected Hummel's " Return to
London " and Cherubini's " Overture to Anacreon," the secondo to the
Utter selection being played by Miss Lily Smith. The next lecture wiU
be on Dussek and Wolfl.

It would have reflected anything but credit upon Torontonians if they
had not availed themselves of the opportunity of hearing the charming and
petite cantatnce Madame Trebelli Bettini, who is engaged, we understand

* flfl^i".*'?''
P»^"i<"» 01 May 15th. Referring to a recent performance

of this brilliant singer the New York World said :—" There were two or
-^hree things which never were sung better, and the principal amona them
was the drinking song from ' Lucrezia ' by Trebelli. There were rfchness
method, and the most perfect power of pleasing both the cultured and the
uncultured. They all joined in a salvo of applause that shook the house "

BOOK NOTICES.

PROCBBDINaS AND TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF CA.VADA :.
FOR 1882-3.* ^

This ponderous volume in black (why was it not bound in royal blue t)which we have been permitted to see, is the gift of the Crown to the Eijthtv
« immortals nominated by Lord Lome to sit on the pedestal of Canadian
fame It is late m the day now to take exception to the inauguration of aCanadian Academy of Letters—an institution, as we think, of doubtful
benefit to literature, and one that can be of small service in calling forth
native talent, or m sowing the seeds of patriotism. Measured by its $5,000
cost to the taxpayers of the country, we should say that the Society was a
"culpable luxury," and that its product, so far, at least, as English Utera-
ture u concerned, gives us but little tot our money. To the members, or
as we believe we ought to designate them. Fellows of the Society, the
prewntation at the public expense of a printed cOpy of their proce<iding8m the courtly capital of the Dominion must be a gratifying incident. bS
as » sou'ejur of a pilgrimage to the literary Mecca, the volume comes not
to aU of the members of the Society, for at neither gathering, it seems, has
there by any means been a full muster. Not a few, inde^, hive yet to
put m a first ^pearance at the place hallowed by the meetings of the
Society, so doubtful, we presume, are they of the benefits of State patron-

age of letters or of the advantage of taking from the public the right ofdetermining and of honouring, merit It is well, however, that such
defaulters should be reminded of an ordinance of the Society, which
provides that "any member failing to attend three years in su^ession
without presenting a paper or assigning reasons in writing satisfactory to
the Society, shall be considered to have resigned." As the Society has
ventured upon the experiment of calling itself into being, it would be a
pity that disintegration, from the failure of a sufficient number of iumembers to answer to the roll call, should prevent the experiment from
1^ P"V° ^^J^^\ °^- ^'T' ^^i

^^"^ *1"*"y practical test of existence
without the artificial stimulus of Court favour.

As we thought would be the case; the literary section of the Society
18 overweighted by the scientific. la this fact, which the volume before us
brings into relief, we see some justification, as we previously admitted for
the creation of a Canadian Institute of Science, to consolidate if necfesiry
the vanous local organizations already in existence for'furthering scientific
research. But we see little or no justification for founding an Academy of
Letters, or in allying literature with science, especially where literature in
Canada, to gam anything by union, -has to pit itself against those who
speak and write an alien tongue. The rivalries' of race and languajre itmay be said, are likely to be beneficial to both literatures ; but ^ the
other hand, the consciousness of being overmatched may have a depressinjt
If not fatal, effect In the volume before us this sense of inferiority ismore than apparent, for if we set aside the two addresses of the president
of the English literature section, which, by the way, deal with archaeoloev
rather than with literature, we shall find the English matter quite overlaid
by the French. The knowledge of this fact will give a bad quarter-of-an-
hour to those who are fond of boasting that English is one day to become
the dominant language. But a more unpalatable fact has yet to be stated
Not only m volume, but in quality and interest, does the French depart-
ment tower above the English. The French literature section fairly teems
with literary productiveness

; and in most of the contributions there is a
grace and style of diction peculiarly Gallic, and without parallel in the
corresponding English section. Nothing in the volume is more noticeable
than this, and the disparity brings into unpleasant prominence the weak-
ness of our English section in both men and matter. One feels at oiice
that the French members not only have more intellectual vivacity but
that they are moved by a high intellectual ambition, and, moreover have
the insuperable advantage of possessing what the English section ha^ not •

a history and a literature to inspire them in their work. The latter
circumstance, of course, is an accident of history, for which the English
members of the Society are not responsible. Only partiality however can
excuse what they are responsible for—the failure to put that strength and
enthusiasm in their work which distinguish the contributions of their
French compatriote. Even in volume, as we have already said the
English contributions are far outscaled by the French. This will be r^dilT—
seen by enumerating the papers in both sections, leaving out of accounr^
the inauguration addresses of Principals Dawson and Wilson in the one
department, and those of MM. Chauveau and Faucher de St Maurice in
the other. The English literature contributions, which do not exceed Ave
papers (three brief abstracts by Dr. Clark Murray belong to the depart-
ment of Psychology, and are therefore not here counted), are as follows-On "Free Public Libraries," by the late Dr. Alpheus Todd ; on " Language'
and Conquest, by Mr. John Reade ; on " Pre-Aryan American Man » b«
Prof. WUson; "The Literature of French Canada," by Mr John
Lesperance

; and " Some Old Forts by the Sea," by Mr. Bourinot It is
only fair to say that to this department belong four other papers, which,
however, the Printing Committee of the Society have not deemed It
expedient, or had permission, to print

Against this meagre showing in the English section we have fi/ieen
"

papers in the Department of French Literature, which are as follows • Two
papers entitl8d"Le8-A«!hive8du Canada," and " Nos Quatre Historieni—
Modernes, from the pen of Mr. J. M. Le Moine ; two papers " Families
Canadiennes," and " Etude sur les Noms," par I'Abbe Tanguay • two
papers, "Les Interpretes du Temps de Champlain," and "Premiers
Seigneurs du Canada," par M. Benj. Suite ; with the following single -
^ntribufions

: I'Abbe Casgrain on " Notre Pass^ Litteraire et nos De^x
Histonens ;

" M. Faucher de St Maurice on " Louis Turcotte • " I'Abbe
Vsrreau on '^Les Fondateurs de Montreal;" M. Chauveau' "Sur les*
Commencements de la Poesie Francaise au Canada ;

" besides contributions
in verse by MM. Frechette, LeMay, and F. G. Marchand.

Again, if we compare the literature sections with the scientific a like
disparity, in matter at least, is manifest—the latter doing duty as an enor-
mous tail to a very small kite. Into the importance and merit of the
science transactions we have left ourselves no space to enter, nor can we
now even enumerate the papers. That they form the more worthy portion
of this portly volume, even a cursory inspection will readily disclose. As

*

an exchange for the transactions of other societies the science section must
be depended upon to make the work acceptable. In English literature at
least, it has little to commend it to favour, nor, we fear, can there be better
promise for the future until the section is strengthened by new material
or (shall we be pardoned for saying it ?) untU the old is rebaptized in
Helicon.

But we must take leave, for the present, of the volume, hoping that
literature may do more for the Royal Society than we have any expertation
the Royal Society will do for literature. We have noticed a number of
errors in its pages, which sit as a blemish on the work : even the roll of
members for both years has omissions which it is not easy to account for,
and 18 as difficult to excuse. O M. A. ~

* 1 ToL 4to, 723 pages. Moatroal : Dawson Bros.
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Canada undbb the Administratiok of Lord .Lornb. By J. E. Collins.

Toronto : Rose Publishing Company.

This is the third volume of " Rose's Canadian National Series." Whilst

claiming to have written an impartial history of the regime of Lord Lome,
and begrudging no praise which he considers to be merited by that noble-

man, Mr. Collins frankly declares in his preface his objections to such
" foreign importations " filling the Governor-Generalhhip. Just as he is

outspoken in his condemnation of men and systems he dislikes, the author

is lavish-—perhaps too lavish—of praise to those with which he is in

sympathy. In the introduction he delivers a philippic to extreme parti-

zans, and declares for a Third Party which is to bring about the millennium

in double-quick time. Mr. Collins' most readable book is supplemented

•by a number of speeches, germane to the history, delivered at various times

and places by Lord Lome. In a future issue we, hope to give a fuller

notice of the work—despite the assurance of Mr. Collins (in his review of

the literature of the period covered) that no literatureVtherthan-suchasis

devoted to horse-racing or sculling gets more than " two inches solid " of

notice in the Canadian press. « '

A Popular History of the Dominion of Canada. By the Rev. H-
Withrow, M.A., D.D. Toronto: William Brings.

This new edition, which has not undergone so*careful a revisal as was
desirable, brings the history down to the year 1882. Of illustrations of

varying merit there is a profusion, the aim being to make the work what
it purports to be—a popular history of the country.

The Macedonian Cry. By the Rev. John Lathcrn. Toronto : William

. Briggs, 78 and 80 King Street East.

This book is a " plea for missions "—" a-voice from the lands of Brama
and Buddha, Africa, and Isles of the Sea," and the author is above all

things exceedingly in earnest. He at once enlists the sympathies of his

readers in behalf of uncivilized heathendom by a description of Oriental

religions systems, and by showing their results, after which he makes a
powerful appeal for aid to Protestant missions. Of these latter he gives

an interesting account, and upon what has been done bases an estimate of

the good that might be effected did he inspire his readers with the same
'Zeal as he is evidently imbued with himself.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

I

George Eliot's posthumous " Essays and Leaves from a Note-Book

"

are to be published by Harper Brothers.

It is now said that Mrs. Pierre Lorillard, jr., is the author of the

charming romance " Those Pretty St. George Girls."

It would appear that the gods would destroy Mr. Rnskin. His latest

eccentricity was to dub Mr. Gladstone " an old wind-bag !

"

The subject of the last Art Interchange extra coloured study supple-

ment is " Marguerite," an ideal head, produced in most charming tints.

Messrs. Putnam have ready a new edition—tftfe fourth—of their " Globe
Pronouncing Gazetteer of the World." A strong recommendation of this

work is its convenient size.

The Toronto World, after being suspended for some days, has taken a
fresh, and we hope a long, lease of life. Our bright breakfast-table contem-
porary, by the law of survival of the fittest, ought to have a useful future

before it.

Mr. H. S. Howland, Jr., read a very interesting paper on " The Art
of Etching " in the Canadian Institute, Toronto, on Saturday night. After
describing the fascinations of etching, Mr. Howland gave a graphic history

of the progress of the art and an account of the rnodug operandi of repro-

"duction.. By tlie kmdness of Mr. Jardine, the reader was enabled to^How
fais hearers a number of etchings by various masters.

The May number of Outing and the Wheelman is decid<idly the best so

far. Cyclists will read with interest an account of the great Canada
bicycle tour last year, as also Mr. Marsh's account of his tricycle r%n over

the Alps. Yachting and canoeing are assigned due place, and fishing,

-photography, story and poesy each in turn are treated in an intelligent and
interesting manner. Withal, there is a wealth of capital illustrations.

James R. Osqood and Co., of Boston, announce a strong list of works
whose appearance will be awaited with interest. Amongst others we note

the " Complete Pocket-Guide to Europe," " Over the Border," a volume
of sketches by Mr. Howells, entitled *' Three Villages," " Song and Story,"

by Edgar Fawoett, Mr. Grant's "Average Man," a new book by "Uncle
Remus," Henry Irving's " Impressions of America," " Tinkling Cymbals,"
"The Battle of Stone's River" (a valuable military work), an edition of

Rolfe's " Students' Tennyson," tWo new editions of Scott's " Lady of the

Lake," etc.

The May Magazine of American History is a very good number. An
historical paper by John Esteq Cooke on the " Virginia Declaration of

Independence," accompanied by about twenty illustrations, is well worthy
special attention. " The Cherokees were Probably Mound-Builders "—at
least so thinks Dr. Cyrus Thomas. Fred G. Mather writes interestingly

on "Slavery in the Colony and State of New York," and the editor has a
contribution about " William III. of England." Other subjects are "The
Great Seal of the Council of New England," Mr. Dr. Lancey's " Notes,"
" Private Intelligence Papers," " Minor Topics," etc. It is not surpriung
to read the publishers' announcement that this magazine is " growing on
the public with every issue."

GHE8S.

%3'All Mr^municatioiin intendtd for thU depnrimsnt nhrmld be addr«ss«d *' Cheat Editor,"
office o/Tms Wkek, Toronto.

PROBLEM No. 6. PROBLEM No. 7.

By E. H. E. Eddis (Toronto Oh«88 Club).

BliACK.

By C. W. Phillips.

BT.ACK.

WHITE.

White to play and mate in two moTes.

WHITE.

White to play and aai-mato in five moves.

SOLUTION TO END GAME NO. 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

BLACK.
EttalieaBF!
P Kt 4 (best)
P B 5 (beat)
Kt R 4 (best)
Et E Et 2 (nothing

better)

1. B Et 3
2. KQ2
3. P talies F
4. P Et 6
5. B K R 3
5.-.E takes B P

7. Kt K 1 (nothing
better)

8. K Kt 1
0. B B I

10. K B 2
11. RBI

and wins.

7. BB7
8. BBS
9. Kt B 8 oh
10. Kt takes BP
11. P Kt 7

We have not apace to give the many variations of this play which are possible, but if our
readers will carefully study the position we believe tbey will come to the some conclusion
that we have reached, viz., that after 1. K Et 3, with best play on both sides, Black will win.

solution to PROBLEM No. 2.

1 . B Q 5 2 Mates ace.
Correct solutious received from £. B. Q,, Montreal ; F. W. M., Detroit ; W. H, M., London

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 3.

1. B Q 8 2. Et K B 3. Mate ace.
Correct solutions received from E. B. O., Montreal ; Senex, Ottawa; F. W. M., Detroit.

ANSWERS TO C0RBESP0NDENT8.
E. B. G., Montreal.—Your's received. Correct. Thanks. Can you not do something your-

self in the desired direction. J. MacM., Ottawa.—Your solution of No. 1 is not oorreet. After
J. Q takes P oh, 2. B B 4, how do you mate ? D. J. W., Brontford.—Thanks. Hope you will be
flaoces8ful.

GAME NO. 4.

Played at the Wiesbaden Congress, 1871.

IBBBQULAB.

Dr. Goring.

1. PQ4
2. PK«
3. Etq3S
4. B K Kt S
5. B takes Kt
6 Kt takes F
7. B Q 3 (6)

8. Q B 6cb
9. gES

10. Q takes B

Herr Minokwitz.

1. F K B 4
SL F.takea P
3. Et E B 3
4. P E 3 (a)

fi. Q takes B
«. QKt3
7. g takseP
8. P Kt 3
9. takes B

10. a takes Kt ch

Dr. Goring.

11. K Q 2
12. Kt B 6 (cb)
13. Q Kt 8 (ch)
14. g takes Bch(/)
35. F K B 4 ch
16. B K 2 ch
17. OBaoh
18. g Kt S oh
19. B B 3
White mates in 3 moves.

Herr Minekwits.

11. g takes B (o)

12. K B a (d)

13. KtakeaKt(a)
14. E Kt 4
15. K Kt S
16. E B 6
17. K Kt 7
18. K takes P
19. g K B 8

. Et takes P,

NOTBB ABBIDaSD FBOU NSUE BEBLIMBa SCHACHZEITUNO.
(a) The proper play is 4. P B 3. Then after 5. B takes Kt, 5. K F takes B, C

Steinitz'B move 6. Q Kt 3 gives Black the bettor same.
(&) White's method of attack is very spirited and pretty.
(e) After this move the game cannot be saved. By 11. Q takes B P, Block possibly would

have escaped by very careful play ; bat the chances in hla favour justified the sacrifices he
has risked.

id) If 12. K K 2 White forces mate in a few moves by Kt Q 5 ch ! P takes Kt li. Q take^
B F ch 1 against 13. Q takes R P ch, Black might escape with a draw by 13. K Q 1, whereas now
the ch at K R 4 la open in reply to that move.

(e) 13. K K 2 would be followed by 14. Kt Q 5 ch, as in preceding note.
(/) White, whose play has been briUiaot, here overlooked the shortest course : 15. P R 4 ch

15. K Kt 5 1 16. B K 2 ch 16. K B 6, 17. Q B 3 oh. and mates in two more moves.

NEWS ITEMS.
Mr. W. BouLTBBE has won the 2nd prize in the Championship Tourney T. C. C.
Cambhidoe won the later University match by a score of 5i to Oxford's 4^.

PB£NOB LEOPOLD OH OHE89.
Reference having lately been made in these columns to the late Prince Leopold's patron-

age of chess, we now reproduce a portion of a speech delivered- by H. R. H. when presenting
the prizes at the 55th Anniversary of the Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Association some
years ago. He said :—" I notice that in what is called the Miscellaneous Department of your
curriculum ybu provide instruction in the gome of chess. This is not the most obviously
firactical of yoni- subjects, but it has struck me that even those, if any there be, who desire to
imit their education to this branch alone, may leam some not unimportant lessons of life
from the manner in which you teach it. Particular attention, I see your programme says, la
paid to the study of the openings. Now is it not tnie that in life as in chess it is often the
opening, and the opening only, which is under your conjarol? Later in the game the plana
and wishes of others begm to conflict unpleaaantly with our own. Sometimes it is as much
as we can do to avoid being checkmated altogether. But for the first few moves we are free.We can deploy our pieces to the best advantage ; we can settle on the action that best suita
our power, and we sometimes And it will repav us to sacrifice a pawn or a piece so as to gain
at once a position which will give us a decided advantage throughout the whole game. Does
not this remind us of early life ? Must we not often be content to sacrifice some pawn of pre-
sent pleaaure or profit to gain a vantage ground which may help us tu success, which self-
indulgence could never have won ?

"

THE CHABffPIONSHIP TOURNEY OF THE TORONTO CHESS CLUB.
This interesting tourney which is now praotioally conoluded, has during the winter at-

tracted great attention in chess circles In Toronto. The close run between the leaders kept
up the excitement till the last moment. There can be little doubt of the value of suoh oon-
teats in improving the play of the members. They keep up a spirit of generous rivalry aaiong
them, which goes far toward ensuring the success of such an organization. We appezid the
full score.

Toronto Cress Clvb Chakfionship TouaNBY—1st Class.

PlilTBBB.

4
0.

1 1 a
•a

S 1
Gamei won

PbUllps 1

o'i"

a

1 1
1

" 6""*'"

1

1 1
I 1
1*

I 1

J?
1 i

1 1

1

1
1 1

"Ti"

1 1
1 i
1 1
1 1
1

Bonltbee
Freeland
Gordon

1

1 1

7 (one to play),

H (ona.to play).
Eddie u

0*
Gibwm
Meyer* 1

4
3

Games loet 3 H 4 «1 7 8 «

* Sndgame nnilnlshed.
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' DB. M. SOUVIHLLB'S

SPIROMETER GIVEN FREE

EnoonraRed by the fact that during the
past five years thousands of patients who
used my Spirometer have been cured of
ASTHUA, Bronchitib, Lartkqitib, Catabbh,
CATaHBHAL DeakNESB, ConBDMPTION OBWSAK Ldnob, and ftmling that many who
oould be cured are flnancially unable to pro-
cure the instrument, I will give the Mpfrs.
seter (tree to any one suffering from any of
the above ailments who will call at

173 CHURCH ST,. TORONTO,
and consult the Surgeons of the

International Throat and Lung Xnititats,

the medicines alone to be paid for. If unable
to call write for particulars and treatment,
which can be sent by express t» any address.

DB. M. SOUVIELLB,
em-Aids Surgeon French Army.

SHIRTS. SHIRTS. SHIRTS.

LUKES, DAGGE 8c CO.
are showing this week all the leading novelties in

FRENCH CAMBRIC, OXFORD AND FANCY FLANNKLS,
SUITABLE FOR SPRING AND SUMMER WEAR.

ta- Our stock of White Dress Shirts is superior to anything in the retail trade, either to
order or ready-made.

LUKES, DAGGE & CO
,

SHIRTMAKERS,

ii6 YONGB STREET, - - . TORONTO.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

From the Mail (Can.) Dee. 18.

Catarrh is a mnco-pumlent discharge causedby the presenoe and development of the
vegetable panulte amceba in the internal lin-
ing inembrana of the nose. This parasite is
only devabiped under favourable clrcum-
'*•»"•• and these are:-Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberde.
the germ poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-
njcea, from the retention of the effeted matter

the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poisons that are germinated in the blood.Tbese poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
oon, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrilsand down the fauces, or back of the throat
oausing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness-usurpmg theproper structure of the bronchial

d th
*" * "' Pulmonary aoninmptl<^ and

Many attempts have been made to discover
*•".""!? .

'°'' distresBing dlseau by the use
of InhaJents and other ingenious devloea bntnone of these treatments can do a particle of

, good until the parasites are either destroyed
O'reuioved from the muoua tissue
Some time since a well-known physiolan of

forty years standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the neoenarv
combination of ingredients which never fafl
in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thu ..jrrible disease, whether standing forone year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-out delay, communicate with the businessmanagers,

ubbbbs. a. h. dhon et son,
303 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for thek treatiseon Catarrh

What the Bev.B. B. Stevenson. B.A.aaeray.man o^ the London Confermice of the Metho-Mat Chureh of Canada, hai to aay in rtaardtoA.H. Dixon <* Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh. '

Oakland, Ont, Canada, Uaroh 17, '8S.

Meswrs. A. H. Dixon it Son

:

Dbab Sms.-YourB of the 13th Uistant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
1 am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am
I have ha<l no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and fop
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case
it was aggravated and chronic, involving thethroat as well as the nasal passages, and Ithought I would require the throe treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two seat me, aB4-T am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to you.

.L . ? ?"" *' Uberty to use this letter stating
that I have been cured at two treatments, and
I anall gladly recommeud your remedy tosome of my friends who are sufferers

T

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 187S. Patented
Jan. 11, 1878. Re-issued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan.. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and Jnne 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With ImprOTed Tampico Boats.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unsqnalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUPACTUBED

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Bdbts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly untH the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraliuo, \ new substance
which is l$i>i^(uiperior to horn
or whalebone>-It cannot break,
and is elasticr pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset" is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress.

BY THE

CROMPTOM CORSET CO., TORONTO

INDIA RUBBER GOODS

!

SUHBEB SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BELxnra,

steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hdae,

RUUEa VtLVES, OASKETS,

Star Brand Cotton-^

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

h:osb3-
(280,000 feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct Plies Mannftctd.
Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce it superior to any
other make in the market
for its Mreaipli «a«l ikir-

^Tbe Star Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire En^e Hose,
is made Irom the best GuH
Cotton and tine Para Rub-
ber, and tully warranted from
any defects in manufacture.
Sample mailed ou application

'oars, with many ^anlu,
RBV. E. B. STHTHIVSOir.

THE .CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS :

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto.
B. HOUGHAN, - - Agmt.

^^^•^ ptpi^wi^fWl WJT nwxV/ 8/HKc-C rwbVt Ou,T T

Business Education
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,

AT THB

BRITISH AMERICAN

BUSINESS COLLEGE,
TOBONTO.

PBACnCAL BOOK-KXXFIirO,

HEHTAL Asirmonc,
COIUEBOIAI. LAV.

Elegant Penmanship.

We haye had tha graalaat saooMs with .

Vnpils, and have received the highest enoo
Vitims from the leading baainees men.
Tor denoripliTe oatalogne, addran

Taa BiouiABT,

TORONTO.

THE CANADIAN PACH'IC RAILWAY CO.
~~~-

LAND REGQLATIONS.

em ^n,?X^^ offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South-em Manitoba, at prices ranging from • "u.u

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

th« Llf^ for cultivation of from »1.M to $3.50 per acre, aocordins to price paid forthe land, allowed on oertain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Oonditiona of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE BESEItrJSD SECTIONS
^^^J^"^" ^'' *'"j '^\'^^ numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway are

duL SaUon '"* «•'«''««<»"" ton^ *•> P"ties prepared to undertake their^miT

Terms of Payment

:

with^iSto^ts'S^'lRrPV^*' '" ""''• """^ 'he balance in five annual instalments,wiuimceren at aiA ii-JfiK CJSNT. per annum, payable in advance.

i^rJ^" P»™^'n« wjftout oonailaons of cultivation, wUl receive a Deed of Conveyanoe at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.
^vouvey

per«St?^iSi' ^.fl^'
"" H^^ GRANT BOND3, which will be accepted at ten

^»?5;».^^^^i?"^'',' P" yalue "nJ accrued interest. Thewi Bonds ean be obtainedon appUMtjonM the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its wenoiM
"""""^

Mont»J.Jann.rr. 1884.
""^''*'

"""""'"'S^*,,,.

PREPARATION FOR HARVARD, OXFORD
aurt CAMBRIDGE (Enff.), and for Welles-

ley, Lady Moigaret Hall ami Girton Colleces
for Women, by K. B. Hdmphbbyb, LL.D., by
separiite, personal teaching, 7 pupUs.
Vacancy for one pupil in place of one wbo

r„".»'"f'
.'"'* '° ™'«'' Oxford. Attention is

invited to tbese facts:-!. Dr. HumpbrevsHas successfully prepared for HarvordT in 16

n^^fi ™ """'IWates. 2. In each of the pre-sent four classes there ore members in rood
standing prepared by him. 3. Five of hie

™'!1>'J"'"'' w'll "jrailuate neirt .June, aUcreditably, one m gigh Honors. 4. Duringthe same^riod he has prepared for vanoui
Rxamiuations at Oxford and Cambridge 17

Kr^n M
'^'"'„'"'" "'"^ American "and

S.?,?' ?" ^''""Ses 25 in aU. Dr H. gives les-
sous In Ciroek and Latin composition andonticism hv correspondence »'"'"""" »""
For circular, address

E. B. HUMPHREYS, LL.D.,
129 West Chester Pork, Boston, Mosa

February 25th, 18M.

READ THE

EXCHANGE & MART.
Out OS Satubdat,

THB New iLtOSTBATED

FAMILY AND SPOUTING PAPER
COMBINED.

The Poultry TartI, The Kennel, The Library,
The Oardea, WomBti/a Work, Hporta

and faatlmes, etc., etc.

Office

Subscription

23 Adelaidb St. East.
$1.50 - per annum.

Established 1859. 384 Tongro Street.

THOMSONS
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMFOHXXJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-markably low figures. Calsomining, Paper-
Hanging, Glazing, Re-Glazing and PoiutiuB
done to order. Estimates given. 4 well
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards
etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited

'

T10 SUBSCRIBERS I

Those wishing to keep their copies of Th»Week m good condition, and have them onhand for reference, should use a Binder We
can seud by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 73 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made eipreMlv
for Thb Were, and are of the best manufac-
ture. The papers can be placed in the Binder
week bv week, thus keeping the file complete.

Address

—

Oppick op Thk Wbik,
Jordan Street, Toronto

Magazine of American History

"For May, ISS-O-.

00]SrTEN"TS :

POBTBAIT OF WlLLIAM III. OF ENai.AND.
Fronttapieee. The Vibqinia Declaration
OP Independence. A group of Virginia
Statesmen. John Esten Cooke.
^Ultutrations.—'rhe Old Raleigh Tavern—
Portrait of Benjamin Harrisou—Apollo Room
of the Raleigh Tavern -Berkeley, Residence
of Benjamin Harrison-Old Capitol, the Focus
of Bebolliou in Virgmia^The Oldest Stove in
America—The Spenkera Cbair-Portrait ofEdmund Pendleton-Pnrtrait (.f Patrick Henry
—Seat of Patrick Henry- Portrait of Thomas
Nelson, Jr.—Portrait of George Mason—Guns-
ton Hnll, Home of George Mason -Portrait of
Colonel Archibald Carv—Portrait of Richard
Henry Lee—Portrait of James Madison—Por-
trait of Edmund Randolph—Portrait of Thos
Jefferson,

CHEBOEBES PHOBABLT MODHD-BmLDRBS
Cyrue Thomas, Ph. D. Slavbbt in the Col-ony AND State of New Yobe. Frederic G
Mather. William III. of England ; Hie In-
fluence on America. Editor. The Gbbat
Seal of The Council fob New England.
James P. Baiter. Obioinal Docckiihts •

Sir Henrv Clinton's Original Secret Heoord of
Private Daily Intelligence. Contributed by
Dr. Thomas Addis Emmet Introduction and
Notes, by Edward F. De Lancey. Chapter
VUI. (Begun in October.) Minob Tqj'ics :

The Soldier's Homeward Voyage—A 'I'hrillinK
Experience at the close of the late Cl^ War
by R. G. Dill. Aaron Burr at Quebec by
James Parton. Letter from William Mo^n
Fultertou, Notes: Philena- The Zero of
Baptismal Names— Governor Hntchineon^
Gordon's History—Reverend Stephen John-
son. QuBBiEs

: Oliver Brown—PlAteB in Na-
tional Portrait Gallery. Bbplibb: Webstar
Chowder (H—WebsterChowder (2)—Webster
Chowder (31—Mrs. Webster Made the Chowder
-Welwter Chowder M)—Flags of the Bevoln-Uon—First Piece of ArtUlery. HnToaioAi,
Socutibb—Book No'ncEB.

Sold by newadealars everywhere. Terms, »S
a year, or 60 oenti a number.

PuBLioATioif OmoB - 90 ZMikf*tt» Place,

NBW TOBK OITT.

^
I,'' f-'
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MASON & COLLIN?!,

-A-HTISTSj,
UFE-8IZE PORTRAITS IN Oil AND CRAYON.

Studio, - - SI Kino St. West, Tobohto.

FBASEB A SONS,
(lAte Notm&n & Fruar, Fbotographan

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photoobaphibbs, etc.

/. A. Fratar, B.O.A. f. A. Frcutr, Jr.

A. a. Frattr.

DB. JOHN HALL, Bivvf,

Homoeopathic Physician,

At bis old residence, .13 BICHMOND ST. E.

OtUt hours:—8 to 10 a.m.; 2 to 4 p.m.; and
on Monday and Thnraday eyenlngs, from 7.30

to 9; Sunday, e.90 to 6.30 p.m.

D,B. 8INCLAIB,

334 Jabvis Stbxit.

UIDWIFERT, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

k C. MoKlNLAT, L.D.S.,

SUROBON DENTIST.

131 Chdboh Stbkxt, • - Tobonto.

1^ PEABSON,

• DENTIST,
No. 2 KiKO Stbkbt Wist, - - Tobonto.

•pAINLESa DENTI8TBY.

Artificial Tsetb, life-like in appearance and
perfect In eating and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DiNTisT,

266 Queen Street, East.

TOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

.

HOMCEOPATHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 6.30 p.m.

326 * 328 JABVIS Stbebt.

/"iHABLES W. PHILLIPS,

BOLICITOB, CONVBYANCEB, Etc
—:0»Fic«:—

4S Adelaide Street Eait, Toronto, Onl.

E.
COATSWOBTH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public,
Conveyancer, etc.

Monti/ to h*ni. Offica—V> York Chambert,

No. 9 TOBOKTO STBEET, ToBONTO.

GEO. MacDOMALD,

Babbisixb, Bolioitob, Etc.

—: omoBB :

—

Equity Chambers, 90 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

OBEIGHTON,

SOLIOITOB, NOTABT PUBLIC, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
Viotobia Stbiit - - Tobonto.

QMITH, SMITH & BAB,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
IlABBATT W. BmTTH, D.CJi. JAKES f. SXTTH.

Obo. M. Bab.

MISS BIBDaALL,
la St. Albans Street,

Puvil 0/ Carl Martmt.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
satin or velvet.

Tbbms—Music, t8 ; Drawing, etc., (4.

WINDSOB HOtTSE, OOLBOBNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVEIURS' HEAO-tUARTERS

This House has all the latest improvements.
Oood Sample Booms, excellent cuisine.
Terms, (1.00 per day.

Wk. HaiiES, CIsr*. Ai,bbbt Obbkan, Mangr.

TTOBAOE F. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portrait* from life. Old paintings copied a
paetalty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oil
punting taught on the system of the Boyal
Aoadwny, Ijondon, England.

*! J
'

- ~

THE LIOH'I'-RUNNING DOMESTIC
SEWING MAOHINK. ArtlitlcftllybeaQ.

tifal. Without a peer. In its mechanical
constructipD it has no rival. The nev line of
attachments that are now being plaoed with
each " Domes^tlo " are specialties. No other
machine has them. These attachments and
the new wood-work make the " Domestic

"

more than ever In demand. A. W. BRAIN,
Agent. 98 Tonge Street.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST.
TORONTO, for

HI0H-CLA8S WATCHES tt JEWEXXBRT

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Uannfao-
tnred to order, special features.

Chargr^a Moderate.

s
HAW A tJSBORNE,

Real Est&te Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. BAST, TORONTO.

s
lEWABT * SON. (Latb STEWABT
& STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUILOIIIG SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Office!—SO Adelaide St. East, Toronto,

mi. stbwabt. wk. h. stewabt.

WA. IMPET,
. Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHURCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.

i^'Estimates given on application.

CRAZY PATCHWORK!

THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,

No.« Park Bow, New York' city,

having on hand an unusual quantity of rem-
nants, will send to any lady subscriber of this
paper enough pieces of BEAUTIFUL SILKS
A>fD VELVETS to make a beautiful quilt
witU.

tS" Send for a dollar package.

r A PTTTQ ^*^® *°^ Beautiful

L AL I U li Texan and Mexican
sorts, hardy, requiring abtolutely no care, ex.
cept protection from severe frosts ; novel and
curious in form, and some with flowers of ex-
quisite beauty and fragrance. Send 20c. for
small specimen. Illustrated circular free.

TROOPB IVVB8KRIE8.
Tbodtb, Texas, U.S.A.

1^ These plants can be shipped at any
season of the year.

^ E!ST H!H IT

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets.

Income for Year

$i.aB9,xxa oo

i.tf9o,aaS s8

nsurano
esinauiDtOuerate raves. A^eceies in airtowm thynHgh^

out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Br$t. JAS. BOOBfER, Sec.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,600,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

BV IKCSHBIIVe NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
wm be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, laas.

•cp
r-

Grand Trunk R'y of Canada,
(Great WeaUm Division.)

Will he received by the nnderslKned nntil
noon on Saturday, the 3rd of May next,
for the formation of an embankment near
Oaynga. on the L009 Line sdction of the
Great Western DivlBlon of the Grand Trunk
RaUway.
Plans and Specifications ean be seen, and

Forms of Tender obtained at the offlee of the
Chief Enirineer of the Great Western Division
at Hamilton.

The lowest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

JOSEPH HICKSON.
General Manager.

Montreal, April 21st, 1884.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO CaCBOH aTBBKT, TOBOKTTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.

Deposits reeeived from tl upwards. In-
terest allowed from date of deposit at 4^, 5
and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

t3*MoNST TO Loan ots MoBxaioa Secttbitt

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT-A-"W.Aw

Authorized Capital,

Subscribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, •

lUH

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,963
110,000

JAMKS MacLARBN, Esq.. PrftaiA&nt.
GHABLES MAGEE, Esq., Vict-Preeidsnt.

Director$~C. T. Bate, Esq., R. Blackburn,
Esq., Hon. Geo. Bttbod, Hon, L. R. Church.
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Geoboe Burn, Cashier.

Branches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke. WinnipeK. Man.
AoENTB IN Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in New YoRK—Messrs.A H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. Aosnts in
London -English Alliance Bank.

OAJNAl^A. "WEST

Land Agency Company,
{LIMITED.)

e^^iT^z - - ^f00,000,

HON. G. W. ALLAN, President.
A. H. CAMPBELL, Esq , Vice-President.
ROBERT GILLESPIE. Esq., Got. Canada

Co. Londoa. England.
GOLDWIN SMITH, Esq., D.C.L., Toronto.
J. S. LOCKIE, Esq., Toronto.
J. 8. PLAYFAIB. Esq.. Toronto.
HON. B. M. WELLS, Toronto.
W. J. MENZIES Esq.Edinbnrgh, Scotland.
WALTER F. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

Tke CaTtodtan Fa/rm Jourrtil which con-
tains the largest amount of Property for Sale
in Ontario of any list published, will be fur-
nished to applicants by the Londoa Office. 37
Royal Exchange, E.G., on receipt of Id. popt-
age, or by the Head Office in Toronto, on
receipt of 3 cent stamp. Besides a large num-
ber of Farms and other property in ul parts
of the Province, they have amongst others the
following beautiful residences :—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beauti-
fully laid out. The house and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Price,
•8,000, which is a great bargain.

2079. Valuable small farm and residence,
28 acres, aoodloam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick reiiidence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellar,
frame bam, carriage house, etc. Very fine
orchard of choice fruit trees. Price, f4,500;
$2,000 down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

9500. Delightful residence in Port Burwell,
oomprlslng 23 acres fronting on Lake Erie.
Larse frame honae. nearly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and oold water, etc. Also 2 frame
dwellings, frame bam and numerous out-
bnUdings. About 3 acres orchard of old and
youi^ trees. Price, 96,000 ; •2»000 down, bal-
auoe oa easy terms.

J. R. ADAMSON, Manager,

U ADELAIDE 8T. EAST, TOBONTO, ONT.

LENOX_PENS

!

A COMPLITB SOUZS or TwiLTt NCMBIBS,
Fiom wbieh every writer oui leleet THE

BEST PEN tor bii or her peenliar ityle of
penmuuhip. Sample of eaeh somber (12
pena), by mall to any addreee for ten oente.

Taintob Bbos., Ifsbbill & Co.,

18 ft M AtTOB PLAoa, Nbw Tobk.

mm AND DRAIA.
Attraetioru for the uxek txmmeneing

MONDAY, MAT 5th.

TORONTO.
GRAND OPBSBA HOUSD.

Hay fitb, 6th and 7tb.

ATKINSON'S " PECK'S BAD BOY."

Hat 8th, 9th and 10th.

CALLANDER'S MIHSTRKLS.

HOBTICnLTTJHAL GABDEN8.
Monday, May 19th.

MADAME TBEBELLI-BETTINI,
Assisted by Itane Mabawsxi, Chas. Wabhbb,
Edwarb Maixinhaubb and Isadobb Lncx-
STOMR.
Plan of seats joreobscribera at Snckling A

Sons, after May lOtb.

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND QU^,

AND

Spirit iVIerchants

FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, dbe., CAREfVLLT
PACKED IN JAR, KEO

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have oar very b«t
and prompt attention.

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St West,

TORONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, etso.ooo.

JOHN B. BABBER, President and Managing
Director.

CHAS. BIOBDON, Vice-President.
EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper :

—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEBS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papere.

CoiiOBSD CovBB Pafbbb, super-flnlshed.

ts*Apply at the Mill for samples and prioec
Special sizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO. ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

iCAirurAOTUBBBS or THB

" LILT WHITE " FLOATINO SOAP,

QUJUUCS OWN PEBFBOTIOH MAP,
UrOLUH KOTTUO) WAP,

A2n) OTHBB CBliBBBATBD BBAHDB OV

FINE laundby Soaps,
S'uUIhk Soaps,

Toilet Soupa,
AjiUine I>ye«.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Ca
Canada Soap and Oil Works,

OfBoe: Works:
70 Fbont St. East,

| Ddbiis Stbdi,

TOROITTO.

^
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CONTENTS OF GUR_RENT NUMBER. false preW. It is graUi^ly supposed IJ^iouists Ihat a^
Topics OF ThbWbbk _- "^ who do not openly oppose the attempt to enforce total abstinence from
CoNTBiBDTED ABTioiBB- slcoholic drinks favour their doctrines, whereas nothing could be further
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^^ liquors, and the prevention of adulteration in the case of lighter drinks.
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By the retirement of Sir Charles Tapper from the office of Ministw of
**''^**'* ^""^ projected. It is, to say the least, unfortunate for Toronto that

"

Railways, Sir John A. Macdonald loses an able Cabinet Minister and a
^ «*'•'"»?/ Programme should be offered at such a date, and is one more

faithful henchman. There is every reason to believe this step was induced ""^u-
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by personal rather than political causes. Sir Charles's health has for some
"'^'^ ^'"'"^'^ ^^ postponed to the fair week. Otherwise the executive
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°°°'°''"^ °'"^' '°'^ '^° *'™''' "^ "»«y "^'^"^ Sad Toronto's semi-centennial

the English High Commissionership on the choice of that or the Canadian
'^ ^ °* ^'^ ^"^ ^"P*^'""

office being offered by the Premier. He will be much missed by his
colleagues in Parliament, where he had been for some time recognized as

'^^^ inaction of the British Government in Egyptian affairs is incom-
deputy-leader. Whatever may be the estimate put upon Sir Charies Tupper

P^ehensible when taken in conjunction with reported appeals for assistance
as a politician, it is unquestionable that his name will be intimately

^^°°^ General Gordon. That he is considered to be in danger by many
connected with the history of Canada since Confederation. persons in England is evidenced by the repeated attempts made to organize

^^=^^ »r"reKef fund "
; but the attitude of the press in refusing to recognize the^

The Toronto Parliament-house dynamite scare was a god-send to the
™°^em™t, despite the unsparing manner in which the Government's policy

dailies, coming as it did when there was a dearth of news. Of course it
^ condemned, would seem to indicate that Gordon's position at Khartoum

was immediately made a party question, and the leading organs vied one
'^ *" *'"°'" desperate. It must be remembered, also, that not only did

with the other in evolving reasons why the destruction of the Ontario
^«°«™' Gordon declare his intention of bringing about a peaceable solution

Legislative BuUdings should be compassed by t'other side ! Surely the
°^ ^^^ Soudan difficulty, and refuse military aid, but that in previous

force of folly could no further go ! The impartial observer was inclined to
^^'»'i°es he has shown wonderful resources in raising money and money's

look upon the whole thing as a hoax ; but the presence of a fuse and other
''°^^^ -^' Governor of Darfour in 1873, at Gondo-Koro, and other

necessaries for the explosion of the cartridges discovered, tend to a oonvic- P^*^ ^^ "^"^^ '*'«» "»™« ^^ '^o** <» his Government—he was then
tion that, at any rate, the authors wished to be thought in earnest. The ®"Pl°y«<l by Khedive Iwnail—that he and his army were amply provided
most probable motive that suggests itself is such an one as would influence

'""^ *'"' '"^"y raoiths. If, however, the desponding report that Gordon
the Irish dynamiters to an outrage—the necessity of doing something, if

*'^^' Khartoum in jeopardy should be confirmed, then grave re^nsibUity
only to get up a scare, to bring in subscriptions. At any rate, this is the ^^ "^^ "^^^ '•»« British Government for not having sent the reinforce-
more rational theewy, pending the discovery of further evidence. °'®'»* >* ^ said Gordon demanded. But Mr. Gladstone is not usually rash

T«B I.«.„r fm,n . .. R .. TT" """^ '""'" *^^* """^ *°°^ «™"°'^ ^"^ *^« '*1'° confidence with which heIHE letter trom a Brewer which appears in another column chums apparently awaits the issue of events.
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS., '

Thb grave and memorable words of Chief Justice Hagarty in his charge
to the Grand Jury on the Conspiracy case against the violence of party
feeling, must have been uttered with special reference to the organs of the

party press. Violent indeed the language of those organs has been
;

violent to the verge of frenzy and beyond ; for they have not shrunk from
charging political opponents with having laid dynamite in the Parliament
buildings. But what can we expect 1 Is this anything but the inevitable

outcome of the established system? It is not the business of a party
journalist to bo judicial : his business is that of the wlvocate, and we must
be thankful if he keeps his advocacy tolerably within the bounds of truth

and decency. He would be guilty of usurpation or hypocrisy if he played
or pretended to play the judge. The writers on whose public utterances
the merited censui'e of the Chief Justice falls, when you meet them in

private are found to be not only able and highly educated but genial,

candid, and open-minded men, whose conversation you enjoy and whose
judgment you respect. When duty calls they take up their pens in the
party quarrel, as the soldier shoulders his musket in the quarrel of his

sovereign, and like the soldier in storming Badajoz they sometimes forget

the humanities of war. They are only supplying what the public taste

demands. The people of Canada have become absolutely besotted with
party : no milder term will adequately express this state. They are like

the Blue and Green factions at Constantinople, whose fury was in direct

proportion to the futility of the quarrel. They cannot be induced to look

at anything but party politics of the narrowest kind, and the vast majority
of them probably read only one paper. The soul of the community is

absorbed in the national cockfight ; and these poor birds, when they drive

their spurs into each other, do nothing but what they have been trained,

fed up and tarred on to do. By the equitable mind and the feeling heart

they will be regarded with pity as they lie after the fray with torn plumage
and bleeding crests. Something, however, has been gained. We hope
some day to have better things in the press than organs of party passion,

but we have had things which veire a good deal worse. We have had
powerful journals used not for any public purpose however narrow, but as the
engines of personal interest or malignity, and in those interests systematic-

ally assassinating character, and deliberately crushing independence of
thought This at all events is numbered with the past, and we can work,
with less damage, even through a cyclone of that sort of mutual vitupera-
tion which comes, perhaps, more from the pen than from the heart.

If there has been nothing to hinder the "Bystander " from condemning
Sir John Macdonald's dealings with the franchise, his appointments to the
Senate, and his choice of agents for elections and other political purposes,
in language which the Grit journals have deemed it worth their while to
reproduce, what is there to hinder the same pen from criticizing with
equal freedom all the other parts of the same man's public conduct ? Why
should the " Bystander " be deemed by any unbiased reader open to the

— suspicion of covertly supporting Sir John Macdonald's policy under the
mask of independence 1 A partisan's idea of impartiality, of course, is

entire agreement with his opinions and prejudices ; anyagreement short of
entire he regards as a mere cloak for treasonable sympathy with the other
side. The Government of Sir John Macdonald is sustained by questionable,
or worse than questionable, means ; he has too often employed bad men
as well as sinister influences ; such a system as that of which he is the head
is demoralizing, and right minded men must desire to see it brought to
an end. But his policy is not the ofispring of Tophet. It is the offspring
of a Confederation called into existence without a strong popular move-
ment, by a deadlock among the politicians, and which, being made up of
jarring interests, and ill cementaa, cannot he held together without the free
use of intrigue and sometimes of corruption. A)! that has been said in
these papers for Sir John Macdonald is that circumstances are more to be
blamed than he ; that he is not devoid of patriotism ; that he has done what
he thought best for the country so far as the necessities of party would
allow him ; that he has kept at least one pair of hands clean amidst great
temptations; and that by his rare address and powers of management he
has probably spared us a good deal of corruption, and generally minimized
the evil People who hold out for blackmail till the division bell has rung
are not to be governed by appeals to principle ; and the question is whether
any Prime Minister would have brought vte off with a smaller amount of
blackmail than Sir John Macdonald. Nobody commends Walpole's
corruption, but everybody makes allowance for the necessities of a Minister

^ who had to contend with the dangers of a disputed saocession, with the
fury of unscrupulous factions, and with a House of Commons as venal as
the politicians of Quebec. Perhaps, after all, Walpole's worst offanoe was

not his purchase of votes, but his allowing himself, rather than resign

office, to be drawn against his conscience into war with Spain. Mr. Blake
knows as well as anybody that to give Ireland Canadian Home Rule, in
other words, to put her on the footing of a transatlantic dependency, is

impossible, and that to foment the revolt against the Union is to sound the

trumpet of civil war
; yet, to capture the Irish vote in Canada, he foments

the. agitation against the Union. The coarser crime is not always the

greater or the more serious in its consequences to society. If to bribe with
money is bad, to bribe with confusion and -bloodshed is worse. In all this

" Bystander " may be mistaken ; and he may be mistaken in thinking that

the reason of Mr. Blake's ill success as a leader, nothwithstanding his high
reputation, his ability and his excellence as a speaker, is that he has no
rival policy to oppose to the policy, or the system, of his astute antagonist
But the error does not proceed from political leaning to either side. " Th»
Bystander " heartily wishes that he was a fourth part as sure of the correct-

ness of his own judgment as he is that he is free from partisan feeling, as
well as from the shadow of personal interest in these affairs, and that,

apart from any public objects which may be 'at stake, he would not hold
up his hand to give one party an advantage over the other.

Scarcely had the last words been written when another strong appeal
was made on Mr. Blake's behalf to the Irish vote by a writer whose
articles everybody believes to be of more importance than those of an
ordinary journalist, and who by claiming ifor Mr. Blake the credit of hav-
ing forced Sir John Macdonald's hand in the case of the Home Rule Resolu-
tions, partly exonerates Sir John. Paddy has probably the wit to see
that necessity rather than affection is the parent of these caresses ; and if

Paddy has not, his spiritual adviser has. The Catholic vote is always the
last refuge of statesmen in distress. Mr. Blake will receive in retura for
his self-abasement just so much support as may enable him to effect any
object which the priests may have in view, and he will then be bidden to
depart in peace. If he doubts this he had better consult the experience
of the Liberal party on the other side of the water. Nor will he have
reason to complain of perfidious treatment unless, laying his hand upon
his heart, he can sincerely declare that he is himself actuated by no motive
but genuine sympathy with the Irish Catholics and their cause. Had he
in the decisive moment of his political career, grasped the hand of Destiny
instead of dallying with it, and been steadily true to the cause of which he
had assumed the leadership, and to the friends who had enlisted under his

banner and shown that they were ready to follow him with devotion, he
would not now be sitting in the political gate and holding out his hand for
an obolus to the Archbishop of Toronto or to the Jesuits of Quebec. But
he has the name, without the habits, of the Puritan sea king who founded
the naval tactics of England. He allowed the Globe to " whip him into
the traces," and since that time, though he has been always showing ability
both as a speaker and as an administrator, he has never had any policy on
which he could found an effective appeal to the intelligence or the heart of
the country. He has been forced to fall into the ways of the ordinary
political strategist and cultivate the art of vote-hunting, of which his
adversary is an incomparably greater master than he is. Perhaps he may
congratulate himself oa'his inferiority ina black art At all events he^doea—
not possess the skill which can capture one vote without fatally estranging
another, and at the next general election he will find that he has not only
made all the Orangemen and many members of the other societies his
mortal enemies, but roused from their electoral apathy a good many
Englishmen who, if they do not wish to dominate, do not choose to be
trampled on, and are determined not to be made accomplices in the dis-

memberment of the United Kingdom. In the meantime it would be
shameless to call on a Liberal, by his allegiance to his cause, to follow a
leader who is bidding for the favour of the Irish CathoUcs, which he can-
not win without rivetting upon us the yoke of a power radically hostilelo
every article of the Liberal creed.

It is not in the least likely that any practical step will be taken during
the present session of Congress in the way of commercial legislation.

Henceforth serious attention will be given to nothing except the prepara-
tion of the two parties for the coming Presidental election. But Recipocity
is evidently alive. The presence, the other day, of a member of the -

Canadian Government at Washington seemed to indicate that the negotia-
tions opened between the two Governments had not been abandoned, and
members of Congress inclined to liberal opinioiis on commercial subjects
are moving in the same direction. The American lumbermen do not
oppose, they appear to fayour, the free admission of Canadian lumber

;

probably not a few of them have an interest in timber limits on this side
of the Line. To the Protectionists, who must now be beginning to feel that
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Mk. G..DSTOKE-. case is a hard one. Subdued at last ^y
J«

-^f^^

struggling against disease, harassed night after n.ght -
^^^^^^f^;;;^^

Commons by Lord Randolph Churchill and his crew ol aris
.

gurely nothing could marK more aiso.u^-^ —• — .v.„,„„„hlv
_thereisno^uffianismlikethearistocratic-withthese.purpos^^^^^^^^^

-
7^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^, ,,, ,,,„,! ,„tion,"^ ^^'^^^^

him down, and at home guarded by policemen against the knives ot ,

^^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^^^^ p^^,, ,,^^tion to its gravity,

Irish, for 'whose sake he h.s been encounter^g a

'^-l-^l^-^-'J^, St enforce the necessity of ^orecast^^lfeUbera^^^^^^^^^

imperiHing his reputation as a statesman, he is at tne sa

a load of care which would crush any ordinary man andJo
jh.h every

day seems to add fresh weight. That he was -*fJ^ f^
^^'^^\

wilh the Irish or with the Egyptian question, both "*
^^^^^

^J^i; ^^^^
coarser fibre and a more miliUry cast of mind, may be ^d™^'^^~
being unmindful of the high tone of morality which in

^^^^^^^ J^
preserved, and which, with regard to the Egyptian

^-'^f'^^ ll'^\l2
perhaps done the country a greater and -°- .^"^^'^'^'^S

?7";,
t"

would'have been done by a policy more
'--^^'^•''^^''^Z'^^J'^'lZ

moral. Shrinking from territorial aggrandizement and det™ed to keep

the path of righteousness, he has evidently been very unwilling to accept

at th'e hands of destiny the protectorate of Egypt ^e has deseed a^^^^^^^

ently.to find a middle term in the rule of G-^on, with who e r igious

enthusiasm he is also likely to have great sympa hy, *- ^ ^^"^^^
character there is a great deal of the Puritan mingled -^^;'^; «f
Churchman, and it will be observed that he gets on

^^'^l^^^J'^^l
the Presbyterian clergy of Scotland. He has, at all events, made it mam

Jt! t tuTthe fltic enemies of England ^^^t she is not ,.pa.iouB

but sincerely disposedto moderation. He has done this

^^'^^^^^^^ll^^
allevents, temporary embarrassment and

--""''f
'
"•'^"';;''

^^^^j^^^
Parliament has no right to reproach him; for Parliament it elf torn with

selfish and anarchic factions, has not only
^«f"

^"^ '°/'°'^ "° t £
impulse to the government but has rendered it almost -PO-^l^J"

government to take a decided line. Vacillation and inconsistency have

To been confined to th. Cabinet. The P.U Mall Ga.tU^
^^^'XlrZ-

vehemently denouncing the Ministry for not promptly

J^ -"^^^'^j^^^

torate ; but Mr. John Morley, who was the editor of that journ^ only a

vear a^o is not less vehemently demanding the evacuation of Egypt

LL'souae of Commons. ^^-^^' ^'^^^
^f^^^^^lZ^t^ n

-

English Government with the utmost cordiahty and

^-^"J;J^^
having, nevertheless desertod her diplomatic partner, and left EngUnd to

contend single-handed with the insurrection of Arabi and all the d ffi

cultTes which ensued, is now. as might have been expected show ng

her ealousy, and apparently inclined to take a hostile course, though it i

douitL how far tL Government shares tiie feelings expressed by the

tuml That Bismarck is in actual league with her is unlikely, but his

Et throughout has been to divert French enmity from Germany to

EnSnd and he will no doubt do. without scruple, whatever may furthe

fw end! There is however, nothing for it now. so far as can be seen, but

Z^lnl c nsideration for their reasonable claims, a Protectorate, or an eff^ ive

t^ntrol of some kind, and face the risk, whatever it may be. setting it

: ^wn vSh many .rther risks, and with muck blood sh^an^4Jreasure

spent' to the account of the Indian Empire. French ambition may

gallantry, and carele.,ac,uie~ ^^^^ ^ ^fofTdeb^lng
Mrs. CadyStanto. appear to thi^^^^^^^^^^^^^

,_^,^^

LTof' cTrii WUS.U n thaJ is of all that has hitherto been worthy of

tWale exc prrlhort-liU narrow, and morally questionable oivUiza-

InTg eecfand Rome. NoUbly, it has determined the relations of

the sexes the law of their union in marriage, the special functions of ach

t:Z2l life, and the special -ellences, distinct though cc^^^^^^^^^^

which each is to be taught to aspire. To denounce it therefore, as a

itrLlrce ofdegradaLn to woman than all other adverse influences

Sttgeler is to sound the trumpet of doom to the family, to home, and

tesS a^li^gements generally, as they now exist. M- Stanton would

LXaver that the l^t of her sex within the pale of Christendom had

be n wo^than without that pale, even taking into account those privileges

owomeT under the Roman Empire which embodied in the code of that

tLrre now held up to us by the lawyers as the model of conjugal juris-

prudence What she and those who agree with her mean, probably, is

. Et trChristian Church has upheld the distinctions of -• -* ^he same

time that it has mainUined the moral equality of the sexes, and that it has

Tfined the duties of women to domestic and private life
,
and this canno

Z denied. Christianity does not care very much for power whether

matet.lt intellectual, seeing that the force of the

^^^^^^^^^f^^^
compared with the force manifested in the universe is that of a mere

p sm'rfbut it cares much for pure affection, self-devotion duty, holding

Tern to be. if anything is. divine. It sees -'>^^-^
'^^1^^^^;^^:^-

woman in obedience where obedience is necessary, m respect for the head

Zli the famUy in acknowledgment of the guardianship of affection.

SLms upntttollectual ambition, or commercial success, but maternity

a the crown of woman. The Christian Church may. at any rate, say for

Itsli thatof all the nations given into its hands not one has perished

tSL some of them. Greece for example, and Spain, have been brough

« deatVsdl by Conquest or mismanagement. We are not without

1 Ins ofToniecturinl what the efforts of the Woman's Rights theory

l:^; fn^TrS^are' likely to be upon the viUl^y of the Angl.
when put V

^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ i^ ^ d,,t,^,t programme

French ambition

.

r::;i2rit:r;:o;ecr:f =n:s;;;:when the Turkish^^

Wks up. and it is fortunate that the filibustering propensi y which has

led F^l to extend her dominions in the remote EastwiIK at the same

me bind her over to keep the peace towards maritim^ ^77/^'
tL; is perhaps, more danger now of a collision between England and

F«Ic Van therl has really been of a collision between any two Powers

sil the Congress of Berlin, incessant as the rumours of war have been^

. War is so unspeakable an evil at all times that it seems treason to

humanity even to suggest that there are times when it is less an evil than

uTrt other times, or circumstances in which it brings with it some sort of

comr^Jation. But France, by forcing war on Germany made Germany a

IX If Bhe should now force war on England, she may re-animat«

Stldi patriotism. The unstrung sinew of national vigour may be braced

Sn'Con.demagogism and Cnt may be swept aside ;
the course of

Seal dissolution ml/be arrested ; anarchy, in Parliament and elsewhe^

C be repressed ; and perhaps genuine worth, at least of a military kind

^v be c^Ued by tern necessity to the front, while stump oratory i. sent

Tie r^ The nation may findaleader. and the insoluble Irish problem.

::^1a:;; p^smg, may fi'nd. like the problem of South German Dis-

unionism, a swift and decisive solution.

..Thb Church has done more to degrade woman than .U the other

Averse influences put together." Such, according to the New York Tme^

TJZ^ dedaraJn with which the Nineteenth Century Club was greeted

ITmv^ Cady Stanton, a leader of Femrie Suffrage. Co-education, and

ff ; newTxual dispensation from the Women's Rights point of view

dealing plainly with the questions of maternity and of the family. We shall

Jhenl enaWed to choose deliberately, and with our eyes open, between

the systom of Christianity and thatwhich is tendered to us in its room.

It might have been supposed that American journalists, when they

discovered that the supposed criticism of Matthew Arnold on American

fharX wasa hoax, wouU have heenglad to withdraw ^hefoul^bu^e

\ l [n^eir paroxysm of wounded self-esteem, they had poured

lotlyonMUhriLldhi^^^^^^
;°d even onl British Government and people. At least it might have
and even on ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^,y j^^,,

Sc^nt e ;y thIsTey "cheerfully reiterate " what they caU their

"denunciation of distinguished English beggars " and desire us to believe

that H was written with full knowledge of the hoax, and as the expression

of a deZrate opinion. Perhaps, indeed, it was too much to expect tha

Ise who. after receiving eminent men with every outward mark of

lit and hospitality could turn round and revile Iheir late guests as

"SStrs" and "tramps" would have the grace to retract injurious utter-

anTor to wish to undo a social wrong. Emerson lectured in Eng and.

reT;e^"there30gnitionofprivatehospitality."andafterwardswroteW^^

about English character, habits and institutions. - Was he a " t«mp and

1 "L^rV Is hospitality shown to men of eminence only that it may

I «S by them in flatteryl However, all this is of little consequence.

W^t't of Lore consequence is that the moral- drawn by Th« W«k from

these revelations of American feeling at the time of their occuirence should

tli^to heart by thos. who are concerned, and that English • tramps

^d" beggars "when engaged in "replenishing their exhausted purses

^ISs, instead of "receiving the recognition of a private hospitahty
'

to which apparently somewhat onerous condit'ions are attached, should

henceforth^j their ownhotel bills. Then they wiU be at ^^^^'^-^y :'^''

ihTth'nk^ue. At all eventsthey had better keepclearof the "irritable

^; and choose the hospitable roof of the ^-ncan -nan jf b«sine«

who i. not rendered pret^rnaturaUy sensitive by rivalry with English
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e7tt^ O r?
"* ""'''"'* '"'""^^ *°""''« E"g'''"<l - "°- almost

^Tl I "' P''"'**P'' ^'- ^'•''°''' """!«• He had better nothave chosen Emerson as the subject of a lecture in the United States. Theworship of Emerson, we have been frankly toH is national ; certainly it is

vetTT ' r 'T'" "^ '"^ """'^ '° ^""^^ '^-« °^ »>- -fl-««e. -tvery easy to find a tgference to his opinions, in any great French or German

t . T JI
^°"

T'
'''"'^"g^'ly ^«li«v« in the Siamese elephant, discre-

tion forbids you to lecture on him in Siam, and all the more if you have
reason to believe that the natives themselves are vexed with a suspicion
that his divme whiteness is partly paint. Mr. Arnold has probably said
at least as much in praise of Emerson as he thinks, and he has said a gooddeal more than any ordinary intelligence can foUow. A Bystander

become members of the Stock Exchange, Ind now Lord ScarsdllTm^Lord Yerulam, has started a huge dairy and butter factory.

Lord Randolph Churchill, the cock-a-hqop member of the British

wondered. He married a daughter of Leonard W. Jerome, of New Yorkand will no doubt have " a good time " /this side the Atlantic.

HERE AND THERE.

An extraordinary story is being teld in Court circles, and is being
retailed by the Spiritualists, as to th. reasons which induced the Queen at
the last moment, to alter the arrangements for Prince Leopold's funeral
It IS said that a short time before his death, dancing with an intiuiate
friend, a lady of Danish birth, of great personal beaut;., and the wife of an
English peer, he was rallied by her upoahia unwonted abstraction His
answer was that his sister Alice had come to him in the night, warned
him of an approaching calamity, and told him not to trouble, for all would
soon be well. The royal duke, like his mother, the Queen, seems to have
accepted supernatural visitations as real, and he told the lady he would
prefer, if anything happened to him. to have a militory funeral. Her

« '^'^'n r'P'"°' °^ ^^^"^ confidences, wrote a letter to a high Court
official telhng him the story, and he laid her comoiunication before Her

l^'-T^; f^.TT 't
*^""'' °"^''"^ ^"^ ^'"^ «°"''' J««'««. '^>'Pre«««d in

life, to be fulfilled. Hence that change at the last ^ooient which led to so
much perplexity and inconvenience.

"The Duchess of Albany is the daughter of a petty German prince
whose dominions are not more extensive than the cabbage garden on an
English nobleman's estate." So states a writer in aL English Journal

^"j/anrfr."
''"'"'"«''°"° "»« °>^^"iage conditional upon a settlement

of $30,000 per annum being made in case his daughter became a widow
The royal duke was in receipt of $125,000 a year from the date of hismamage. It u> remarkable how tenaciously these pensioners hang on to
dear life. For instance, the Duchess of Cambridge is between eighty and
ninety years of age. and for thirty-four years has been in receipt of $30 000
a year from the public funds. She is futhermore lodged at St James'
Palace, has a residence at Kew, near London, and her children are educated
at the expense of the long-suffering tax-payer. The following salaries arenow being annually paid from the same patient source :_Crown Princess
of Prussia. $40.000

;
Princess Christian. $30,000; Princess Louise, $30 000 •

Duchess of Cambridge, $30,000; Duchess of Mecklenburg, $15 000-
Duchess of Teck. $30,000

; Princess of Wales, $50,000 ; Duchess of Albany.'

A well-known Toronto divine at a recent dinner stated that HerMa
jesty s ^iiwaacfl was only half a million of doHars annually There

was considerable astonishment amongst his hearers at the rev. gentleman's
Ignorance. It may be a fitting time to point out that the exact yearly
amount voted by Parliament for her privy purse was $1,925 000 In
acldition to this the revenues of the Duchy of Lancaster bring her in some
$200,000 a year more, besides which it is more than supposed the Queen ism receipt of a large income out of investments made of money saved from
her allowance.

the minds of our American cousins. The Springfield Jiepu6lican-gener.ay a moderate, and always a well-written, journal -pr;fesses to derivegreat amusement from Mr. Arnold's visit, his sayings and doings, "oall that he said here the only memory that remains is that fe found

SS; • r r '^"^''^^'^"^ ^^ ^^anding in a degree that none of ourEngh h visitors for a generation has lost. He had become a realist and aphilutine. and given the lie to his own message. When he failed t^recognize the work of Emerson in exalting the' thought ^f AmtL herevealed his own hopeless limitations." Our contemporary op"n ^h^Iwhe Mr. Arnold addresses culture. Mr. Emerson appeals to huZit^-not to a privileged ar^tocracy, but to an educated people. Mr. Arnold'ssurfece impressions are true enough. " but they are all he gained from his

ZL f

!

? .
^""^ ""^""^ ^"^'^ °^ '"''^'^•" There was " littlein the substance of the hoax that was not based upon things he said whilsl

coZ'trv ^y^°''f
-^ disposition to "sweep the characteristics of the

viSi:;'" ^h
P-°-:-'i. idea, like an agent for a museum ofcivOization The great critic's critic rejects Mr. Arnold's anticipation of

and r'^fi r'~;"
" -fi'>«°'-^*.«--eding commerce, will bring a grandand beneficent civ.l.zation-and says if that ideal is prophetic, their :hoIedemocracy . a failure and their Government but a temporary expedielt

nresl'o^p''*'!"]"!!!"'''
*° ^"^ '^' "^'"""^ P'«^ ^^-^'^ ^^<^-^^S thepress of England because it complains of the United States Government^

mLt^;r^^"r:°' ^'^^'^^ ^^^^^ *° *- '^^^^y plottedmZmidst. The New York papers, in telling Englishmen to mind their own

IZr "T" t'
''^^"'' '° ^^"^^ ^« ''-^ -'^at a howl o^^

Tubt fnT.
""'" """'^ '' ^""'^""^ -^- '° aUow a paper tTb"!published there periodically advocating the destruction of t^ city by!dynamite. The American Government, in refusing to put a stop to theproceedings of O'Donovan Rossa and miscreants of that stamp sill

declines to fuW one of the first duties of civiW life, and th^r^et
attr buted rf ' ""'"'' " '^^"'^'^ ^" '1"-'-'^ ^-PJ ^ be

ietrhe Sta^tes^^'^

'"'' " '°^^ ''' ^°" °^ ""^ '^--^ «^ °'^ -^o

Amongst the matter-of-fact sigm, of the times may be noticed the number
of peers of the realm who are now actively engaged in commercial pursuitsThe sign IS surely one of good omen, for till recently, members of our
itled aristocracy were wont not only to be regarded, but also to regard
^emselves as mere ornamental puppeta. A few like the recently dec^
Duke of Bu=cleuch, or the present Duke of Bedford, became practical
agriculturists; but in other respects, to hold a title was a sufficiently
powerful social bar to all commercial onterprize. At present the Eari of
Shrewsbury-premier Eari of England-is a large cab proprietor, and the
recent procession of his thirty weU-appointed " Forders "-an improved
syleof "Hansom -was watched with keen interest during ita course
through the fashionable streeta of the west end of London, in which aristo-
cratic neighbourhood his Lordship's cabs ply for hire. The Marquis of
Salisbury, by nature more cut out for a country gentleman than a political
leader, is proprietor of a Urge jam factory, the fruit being grown on the

- hooie farm. The Marquis of Lome's brothers were the first of title to

S^.. .'''?
'y'"'"'"'' "' ''"°"''y discussing the future of ttfe UnitedStates wheat industry. From recently-collated statistics it appears that

agricultunsta number about seventy per cent, of the total popuJo;This must eventuate in a production which wUl touch the limit ofdemand, and that time is being hastened by the opening out of wheat
fields in other parts of the world. India and Austrl ar! enterLi^Scompe ition with this continent, and its position as the world's gLZ^
IS not long assured. America must look for new markets for her va^surplus produce-for the grain which, it is held, the farmer must sell"any price-for the dry goods which protected manufacturers haveproduced until they are overwhelmed with stocks in excess of the wantaof the people "But." say the Manchester E.a„nner, commenting on

W . nw m"*
^'*'" '"^^ seriously to look for new marketa.the fact wiU be forcibly brought home to the national mind that purchase™

of ita overp us wiU require America to take their products in rlrn, andthat an exchange of commodities is prohibited by a Protective tariff."

Still another centemuy
: this time the hundredth anniversary ofAmencan Methodism. The general conference-a quadrennialgath3-met this year at Phihuielphia, and had important business to ti^sact^itu the privy council " of the Methodist church, controlling the polity andgovernment of near two million members and some twenty-five thous^dminister^^ A leading topic of discussion was the imitation of cWhmembership and the abolition of the itinerant system. New bis ops^to be elected, and the Temperance question was comridered.
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If the Springfield Rtpublican is rightly informed, Chicago is to have

genuine London hansbm cabs, i
A company there has bargained for one

hundred of them made il» London iteelf, and they will come over, with

drivers and harness, .iit.a month or two. The fare will be twenty-five cents

for a mile and a half, ^fteen cents a mile thereafter, and sixty-five cents an

hour. Says the Tributte ii regard to the matter :
" The strik ing resemblance

which Chicago now boars to London will be considerably intensified !

"

In connection with th6 recent announcement that Mr. Parnell had

sued and recovered from a tenant, Mr. West, arrears of rent, it is in-

structive to note the e;^traordinary position of the " no rent " agitator. He

has posad as an enemy of Irish landlords, and has consistently preached

the doctrine 'that they wfiie rack-rentera He has constantly claimed for

the tenant a right to tile benefit of every dollar he may spend in permanent

improvements. Yet,' In the lease granted by him to Mr. West, there was

a clause expressly defining.'it as a " bar to all claims for compensation,

past and future, and Sso" in lieu of all claims for disturbance." No person

will deny Mr. Parnell's right to recover his rents ; but what will his dupes

who contributed to th^ £4)3,000 honorarium think of him as the advocate

of landlord and rent abolition 1 The landlord land-law reformer is not the

first man who has dis^ov^red, how difficult it is to run with the hare and

hunt with the hounds. "'
.

'

Fob some time past a petition has been left open f* signature at the

respective offices of the chief military organs of the day, which will in due

course be presented to Her Majesty, and which has for its purport the

restoration of Baker Pasha to his old rank in the British army. The

petition is being largely signed, not alone by comrades to whom his social

qualities had endeared him, but by officers and non-commissioned officers

of other regiments, to whom he w&b best known as one of the most brilliant

of light-cavalry commanders of the day, as well as by civilians in all ranks

of life. The Prince of Wales, himself colonel of the Tenth Hussars

—

Valentine Baker's old regiment—is well-known to favour his restitution.

There is a precedent for such a step. The late Lord Dundonald, for alleged

discreditable transactions in connexion with the Stock Exchange, was

imprisoned, fined, removed from the navy, and degraded from the Order of

the Bath. A quarter of a century later he was reinstated and given the

rank he would have held had he never been expelled. He was

quently employed afloat, and restored to the Order of the Bath.

A SuNDAY-scaooL boy was asked :
" How many boys are in your class?"

he said :
" If you will multiply the number of Jacob's sons by the number

of times which (he Israelites compassed Jericho, and add to the product the

number of ephahs of barley which Boaz gave Ruth, divide this by the number

of Haman's sons, subtract the number of each kind of clean beasts that went

into the ark, multiply by the number of men that went to seek Elijah after

he was taken to heaven, subtract from this Joseph's age at the time he

stood before Pharaoh, add the number of stones in David's bag when he

killed Goliath, subtract the number of furlongs that Bethany was distant

from Jerusalem, divide by the number of anchors cast out when Paul was

shipwrecked, and subtract the number of persons saved in the ark, and the

ier -win be the answer."

Herb is another puzzle for the curious. A correspondent is involved

in domestic perplexities. He writes :—" I got acquainted with a young

widow, who lived with her step-daughter in the same house. I married

the widow ; my father fell, shortly afterward, in love with the step-daughter

of my wife, and married her. My wife became the mother-in-law and also

the daughter-in-law of my own father ; my Vife's step-daughter is my
step-mother, and I am the step-father of my mother-in-law. My step-

mother, who is the step-daughter of my wife, has a boy ; he is naturally

ray step-brother, because he is the son of my father and of my step-mother
;

but because he is the son of my wife's step-daughter so is my wife the

grandmother of the little boy, and I am the grandfather of my step-brother.

My wife has also a boy : my step-mother is consequently the step-sister of

my boy, and is also his grandmother, because he is the child of her step-son
;

and my father is the brother-in-law of my son, because he has got his step-

sister for a wife. I am the brother of my own son, who is the son of my
step-mother ; I am the brother-in-law of my mother, my wife is the aunt

of her own son, my son is the grandson of my father, and I am my own
grandfather."

.

The late Charles Reade left behind him quite as krge a mass of

biographical matter, and that in as entirely confused a state as his contem-
poraries expected. Several of his literary friends are at present over-

looking the collection of manuscript, and portions of it will appear in

print during the year.

THE MORALITY OF AIDING TO COMMIT CRIME.

The discussion of the moral and social aspects of the bribery case has

now reached a point at which the expediency of the method employed to

entrap the offenders seems to be put forward as a sufficient justification of

the act. A reply on this branch of the question may, therefore, be exused.

It is recorded in an ancient Book of great authority, that it was a

" slanderous report " to affirm of the early Christians that they said, " Let

us do evil that good may come." The advance of the moral influence of

Christianity is therefore small when we find members of a Christian body

politic, not only contending that the end justifies the means by which it is

attained, but also contending that the enticing to completion of a crime,

the apprehension and punishment of men who might have been deterred

from consummating their guilty intentions, is a good or a desirable end.

It has remained for devout men to close their missals, from which they

lisp fervently, " Lead us not into temptation," and champion the right,

the morality, the expediency of leading men on into temptation, deep,

deep—of weaving the net around them, close, close—until there is no hope

of delivering them from the evil which is thrust into their grasp, until

there is no escape from, the punishment which is being prepared for them.

Is that morality 1 Is that expediency 1

For the benefit of those who aver that it can be done, let us detach

from the code of morals all Christian doctrine, and let us ask whether it is

for the benefit of society that men who find intending criminals should not

seek to prevent the actual commission of offences, should not consider it

expedient to plant the seeds of reform in soil where they may take root,

but should rather lead the would-be criminals on until they have committed

overt act^ have consummated their offences, with the sole object of appre-

hending and punishing them as a warning to others. The theory of thte

law is to prevent the commission of crime. The interests of society require

it. Punishment is not inflicted for the satisfying of revenge, but as a

deterrent to others than the punished offenders. To aid the commission

of an offence in order that the offender may be punished as an example to

others is to fall far short of what it is possible to do for the good of society.

If it is in the power of any one to intercept a would-be criminal, and prevent

the actual commission, or the repetition, of a crime, is there not a duty to

that man as a member of society to stand in his way and prevent his

farther degradation 1 There is a duty owed to every criminal as well as

to every innocent man, and the duty to the criminal, who needs guidance

out of evil and not into it, and who needs a reforming and not a debasing

influence, is a higher one than the duty to an innocent man who needs no

hand to rescue him. And when a man sees his fellow-man on the verge

of crime, with everything at hand to make him a convicted criminal except

the means to carry out his act, and, instead of putting out a hand to

rescue him, furnishes the means for the completion of the crime, and thus

helps to sink him deep into degradation, for fear he should escape punish-

ment, that man is recreant to his duty, an immoral man, and a traitor to

society. Would not society be better served if every man in the commu-

nity who had formed a guilty intent were intercepted and debarred from

the actual commission of crime, than if every such one had the means

furnished him to consummate his offence, in order that he might be held

up as a terrible example to others 1

If it is a satisfactory result to be able to add one more crime to the

calendar, to count so many more criminals in the community, so many

more cells filled, and so much more money expended in bringing men to

justice, well and good for those who can think so. If all the crude

material of crime were to be worked up and manufactured into complete

criminals, what a state would society be in t what a dignified, honour-

able, elevating, and charitable occupation—the polishing up and finishing

off of half-made criminals ! We cannot -prevent men from forming evil

intents, but We can prevent them from committing overt acts of crime,

if they are discovered soon enough.

Mr. Wood will get few men to agree with him that the same benefi-

cial result " would not ;have been effected if the game had been merely

blocked," instead of carried on until there was a complete case for the

courts. If the ministry felt that, they felt that the moral tone of the

House was low. They felt that they could not depend on persistent

refusal to be bribed—persistent kicking down stairs, as Mr. Wood phrases

it. The better view seems to be that exposure and contemptuona

treatment of the offenders would have deterred others from similar

attempts, would have shown that the House was on its guard, would

have shown that the men who were approached were impregnable and

jealous of their honour, would have shown that their dignity and honour

held first place in their own estimation—and the whole community

would have been with them. It does not improve their position in the~'
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least to hint that the proof would have failed in a court of justice, if the
aggressors had been checked when the first proposal was made. To say
so IS merfely to say that the witnesses were not credible, and that themore reliable testimony was required.

To defend the act on the ground that the Ministry were justified by
the instinct of self-preservation, is simply to assert that party exigencies
produce good morals. People of that cre^d will defend the episodes of
send along another ten thousand ;" "make a big push;" and "speak

now ;" and people of, that creed must also first show that is is a matter
of expediency, and one for the good of society, that a Party Government
should be maintained at all hazards. That is placing the matter on a
purely political basis, which is entirely foreign to the scope of this

^
discussion. A reference was made in the first article on this subject
which was intended to show the difference between the use of decoys to
detect the commission of offences against property, such as larceny, and
their use in the detection of offences against the person. The reference
was not thoroughly understood. Let us, however, accept Mr. Griffin's example
of a virtuous woman who, being solicited on the street by an infamous
scoundrel, led him to her father's house where he received his due reward.

The reference to an actual case prevents one from enquiring (without
fear of personal offence) whether such a woman's self-possessiqn did not
exceed her modesty, whether her own fair reputation or the punishment
of the offender were uppermost in her mind, and where she learned the
strumpet's act so well as to completely deceive, and decoy into a house
"an infamous scoundrel," without being even suspected of bein- a
virtuous woman. In order to make the ease more nearly like the "one
under discussion, we must intensify it. Suppose such a woman to have
simulated consent, to have invited a repetition of the advances, and under
her father's instructions to have led on the aggressor until he had left
undoubted and ineffaceable evidence of his guilt. '"Vill any one pretend
to say that the moral tone of both father and daughter would not have
been lowered? A virtuous woman does not hold out her honour for sale
even if she does not intend to part with it, neither does an honourable man!

To say that there is an irreparable injury done in the one case and not
in the other is simply to say that a man's honour may be trifled with a
woman's may not. And to say that the injury done to the member who
took the money is not irreparable, is begging the question. That depends
entirely upon the morality or immorality of the transaction, and is the
very thing to be demonstrated. If the offenders had been enticed within
reach of the authorities of the House as soon as the approach was made
and had been there and then approached and punished by the House their
case would have been the exact parallel of Mr. Griffin's illustration.' But
as it stands it is not.

If the alleged conspiracy had been a conspiracy to assault and beat
Mr. McKim with sticks, and he had informed the police, and if the police
had told him to let the conspirators proceed until they had belaboured him
sufficiently to have left undoubted evidence of their assault, wUl any
reasoning man say that Mr. McKim would have consented to this in the
interests of justice and for the good of society ? The fact that a man will
allow his honour to be tampered with, when he will not submit his body—4o blows, proves nothing more nor leas than that his honour Is^jide^f
tougher material than his bonea

It has been argued that the acceptance of the money had not the effect
of debauching or corrupting the acceptor; that, though honour was held
up for sale, honour was not in reality sold. We have now the aid of the
decision of a court of justice upon this branch of the case. It has been
decided that the money received by Mr. McKim is his property (we
question if the right to coerce the Speaker to hand it over to Mr McKim's
creditors is left open). The decision proceeded upon well understood
principles of law

: that, where a man conveys property to another for an
immoral—not necessarily a criminal—purpose, the title to the property
passes to that person, and it becomes his absolutely. He can only be
divested of it with his consent, or in invitum by process of law at the suit
of his creditors. On this principle the money given to Mr. McKim cannot
be recovered back and must therefore belong to him. Will any OpoatXe of
purity, who alleges that Mr. McKim's moral tone has not been lowered
will any such an one tell us what Mr. McKim, an honourable man, hai
given m exchange for the money which he received 1

It may be well to disclaim any intention to defend the accused, or their
action. They havd their counsel, and they are in the hands of justice.
Reference to their case has been studiously avoided, and the course adopted
by The Week in refusing to discuss their case while it is before the courts
cannot be too highly commended. Criticism of the mode of detection is
not a defence, and cannot be distorted into a defence of the accused or of
*''"' act-

. E. DOBULAM Armooe.

IS IT DECADENCE}

Wb sometimes see a little child of n. fo,„ i

,

Food fails to nourish it. The fle^h as il w"" '"'"" "''' '"'"P''^-

limbs and thp haK«'» f

^"^ "
„

' •""' "^-aporates from the feeble

and withered before it bloomed ' '"'"^ °" '" '^^'''"'^'

of d^bremln;" Q "'T '"" ago Canadian journalism reached the nadirOf debasement. Qwing to causes which it is not necessary to particularize

appeared signs of a general intellectual awakening, which, to people who

jod. It was not uncommon then to find in ephemeral literature evidencesof mental vigour, fulness of knowledge, and independent though . Young-

Much there was to stir a generous mind with admiration, much to inspireand justify sanguine hopes. What blight fell on this out-budding ZZ
TJLT^Jt' VT ^' ^'"""^ '"^^ -^"' Were^he movlmentsas of life the result of external influences? Were they rather

t::Zt^i::T:\ ^^*'^^ ^•"^^ ''-^ -'^'^' -^^it can

:

more certam than that stagnation speedily followed those manifestationsof real or apparent, of inborn or factitious, energy As in allZZT^

TslonthatlLrfT^
the pure effect of one day becomes an efficLtcause on that which follows, and to appraise the influence of any person

:;n^ ^dr* ^ ^ ^"- ^^^ '-'-^ "- ^-- *^

=

Among the phenomena which have accompanied this decline stands inoffensive prominence, that which might well seem to be its ma^tusel"

tZl .h ' °1" ''' ''"*"*^ °' '•'^ ""*-= - °- leadingjou^ar Butthough this can be immediately traced to the employment of a lower Id

X read ittC?. ' " ' '=°"°"'^ "''"•^ ""'^'^^'^^ -" - ---sally read it s hard to exaggerate the moulding power of the press we areinclined to class the want of freshnes., ih. Zv "^
P-^^as, we are

J . -
»"i- ui iresnness, the reliance on detraction th*.

271 nf1 nte lectual life of Canada been vigorous it would have

trS 't",r'^*'°r-
B"' *»"« f°«nt ot our inspiration, it is to blfeared, was shallow. Once auUgonized by material interests, enthulsmgrew pale, and the light which lit „s for a space soon burned so 0^7"

hardly a glimmer or spark remains. The fact is, the sturdy spin't wWctcan live for an idea, and if necessary go into the wilderness lith1^not yet been acclimatized with us. Here is something for national sTa^'h^

nation^ is T "
' '^'"' '' °""' '''' S"-*^'--' ^^-lual ofnational, is a star in a distant sphere, beyond our grasp, beyond even a

first conception of what It is. Had the ardour of those hopeful yearsburned on, men who are now in middle age, common-place "dollar-getters -
and breeders of dollar-getters," would have grown into figures of moral
andmtellectual excellence; society would have a depth Vnd glow andspai^^onJy eoBspiouotts by their absence to-day

; politics themselveswou^dhavehadat least to assume a virtue; and the rising generationwould be entering active life with more inspiring thoughts t^an cynicismand an eye for the main chance can supply.
j «m

We shall be glad if time proves that we Uke too gloomy a view of the
situation. When to the despondent prophet all seemed unrelieved wicked-
ness m Israel, there were yet seven thousand who had not bowed the knee
to Baal; and it is possible that what we deplore may prove part of a
progressive undulation, not a section of a depraved curve. It may be thatflame will again burst forth and the light be brighter than before. The
refluent wave may rush forward and register a higher mark. Otherwise
the future is indeed a dreary prospect. Scepticism, which involves Canadawith Uie rest of the world, is apt to make people think that there is nothing
for which It IS worth while either to live or die. Our peculiar position
relying on a distant arm for defence is not conducive to heroism of anykmd. The most prominent and, at the same time, most useless of ourmsUutions fosters flunkeyism and false displays, while making the dudethe Ideal of fashionable ;manhood. A democratic people, with no great
private esUtes, with no conditions whatever to set one section of thecommunity apart from, and above the rest, and with only common red

"

btood in our veins, we have an exotic Court planted afresh at intervaH theofficers^ which are invariably the rump of the young lordling class/anda bastard arutocracy, with tin-foil decorations, looking for favours, not tott. people of Canada, but to the decr^id trunk of feudalism beyLd the
sea. The mode of conducting political controvehiy in and out of parlia-ment declares war agaim.t mental progress. To change a man's opinion ia
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a crime. Let a politician lay down a proposition ; does his opponent try
"

to prove that it is fallacious ? By no means. He directs his energies to

prove that ten or twelve years before, the infamous propounder of a new

idea held different views. For the mastery of this convincing rhetoric

Hansard is an invaluable mine. Not only will he confront and, as he

thinks, confound you with your views of a remote period : ten to one you

will be triumphantly asked whether some dead man with whom you never

had anything in common except belonging to the same party did not, thirty

years ago, say something very different from the peccant utterance for

which you are now arraigned. In the newspapers this sort of stuff is

considered the,highest effort of dialectic*, and is always distinguished by

italics, small capitals, or black letters. The least pretence of having inde-

pendent views is a deadly sin, and the rank and file of a party, only too

glad to have their thinking done for them by others, are ever ready to

" kill " the man who is presumptuous enough to show impatience of political

servitude. The ideal statesmanship among Canadians, old and young, is

mere manipulation of men, and the highest political character seems

to be the masking with lofty pretensions hypocritical manceuvring for

sectional support. The whole thing is rotten. How can we expect the

people to develope under such conditions a taste for what is wholesome and

pure in political thought and action ? They are at the mercy of a vile

system in which the dead and half-putrid hog beats the living cow every

tima Where is it to end 1 Can we expect anything better than such

scandals as that which made the last days of the late session of the Ontario

Parliament inodorous? How can we look to see anything superior to

gutter-slingers in newspapers, and pensioners, nepotists, and corruptionists

in politics 1

Is there any hope 1 There is hope. The awakening referred to above

was not the expiring glow of what had once grown and matured and culmin-

ated. It may have been like the anticipations of the distant spring which

we see in soft winters, when the chestnuts bud, and the sparrows, deceived,

think the time has come to build. Shall we behold a spring-time for

Canadian thought 1 In human things let philosophers say what they will,

there can be no new Ufe-giving impulse without will and effort. Now,

the worst feature of Romanism has been introduced into politics by party

—

the suppression of private judgment Let the people of Canada do what

their fathers did at the time of the Reformation, namely, assert the dignity

of their manhood, the supremacy of the individual conscience in matters

political, as Luther and John Knox did in matters religious ; let them

determine to honour mental greatness wherever found, to give their allegi-

ance to high thought and noble and consistent action, not deify the cunning

and deceptions of the wire-puller, and we may yet see in the parliament

of Canada men of large views, with adequate knowledge—statesmen in a

word—and, what is of not less importance, our leading newspapers redeemed

from provincialism and restored to decency. Douglas Rowan.

FIFTY YEARS' PROGRESS AMONG THE ENGLISH
WORKING-CLASSES.

The recent inaugural address delivered by Mr. Robert Giffen on the above

naubject before the Royal Statistical Society, which has jnst been published

in pamphlet form, has not received the attention which its importance

demands, and a brief synopsis of it may therefore be of some use to Cana-

dian readers. Mr. Giffen shows conclusively that in every department of

living the English workman of to-day is far better off than his compeer of

fifty years ago.

During that time wages have risen from 33 to 85 per cent, while

the hours of labour have diminished nearly 20 per cent, the total gain to

the labourer from both sources being from 60 to 100 per cent On the other

hand, with two or three exceptions, the prices of commodities have either

decreased or are much the same today as they were then. Many new

things also can now be had at a low price which could not then be obtained

at all. During the deoennium 1872-82 the average price of wheat was ten

shillings a quarter less than during that of 1837-46. The price is also far

more steady now than it was in the old Corn-Law days. In 1812 it was

126». ed. per quarter ; in 1836 it was only 36*. ; while in 1847 it had risen

again to 102*. 5d., a fluctuation which implied semi-starvation in the dear

years. During the last twenty years, on the other hand, wheat has never

been as high as 70». a quarter. In the period 1863-73, the highest yearly

average was 64». 6d., in 1867 ; while during the period 1873-83, the

highest was only 68«. 8rf., in 1873. Among important items of labourers'

consumption, sugar and clothing have both greatly declined in price. The

only important article of diet which has become dearer is meat Fifty

years ago, however, meat was not an article of consumption with work-

ingmen, aa it is now. In house-rent also there has been an increase

—

largely due, however, to the fact that the houses of workmen are far better

now than they used to be, the increased rent being merely a higher price

for a correspondingly better article which the workman can afford. In

1 834, house-duty was levied on all houses rented at £10 or upwards ; now,

all houses below £20 are exempt, the benefit going almost wholly to the

working-classes. The increase in rent and the cost of meat does not,

however, counterbalance the decrease in the prices of other articles, so that

the increase in wages and the decrease in working hours represent eo miioh

clear gain. The superior style of living among the masses is shown by the

immense increase in the imports per head of such articles as bacon and

hams, butter, cheese, eggs, rice, tea, cocoa, sugar, and raisins. The consump-

tion per head of tea and sugar, for instance, is about four times as great,

and that of rice eighteen times as great as it was forty years ago.

Savings' banks deposits are an especially reliable criterion of the diffu-

sion of wealth among the masses. Between 1831 and 1851, the number of

depositors in these Banks increased from 429,000 to 4,140,000, and the

deposits from £13,719,000 to £80,334,000, the amount of the deposits per

head decreasing in the same time from £34 to £20. The great increase

in the number of depositors, and the decrease in the deposits per head,

afford conclusive proof of a greater tendency towards saving on the part

of the poorer classes. There has been a correspondingly great increase in

the business done . by ,the industrial co-operative societies. Between 1862

and 1881 the number of members increased from 90,000 to 525,000 ; the

capital from £483,000 to £7,142,000 ; the sales from £2,333,000 to

£20,901,000 ; and the net profits from £165,000 to £1,617,000.

The workingman'a position has improved in other ways. The cost of

government per head is considerably less, and the workman's share of

government expenditure is greater now than they were in 1832. Nearly

£15,000,000 of expenditure under such heads as education, post-office,

inspection of factories, is entirely new as compared with fifty years ago,

the workman consequently getting something now which he did not get

before at all. The same is true of local taxes, which are now £60,000,000

as against £15,000,000 in 1832. The latter sum was mainly for poor-

relief and other old burdens, from which working-men got little benefit.

Now, while poor-relief expenditure is about the same, there is a vast

expenditure besides for sanitary, educational, and similar purposes, of

which the masses get the chief benefit. The expenditure in these directions,

says Mr. Giffen, has helped to make life sweeter and better, and to open

careers to the poorest The benefit of such an institution, for instance, as

a free library, is, he says, incalculable.

A natural result of better food, better lodging, better clothing, and

better sanitary precautions is a considerable decrease in the death-rate.

For the years 1876-80 the average annual death-rate for males between the

ages of five and twenty-five was from twenty-eight to thirty-two per cent,

less than in 1841-5 ; and for females between the same ages, from twenty-

four to thirty-five per cent less. The mean duration of life of males has

thus been raised from 39.9 years, in 1841-5, to 41.9 years in 1876-80, a

gain of two years, or equal, taking the whole population of Great Britain,

to a total gain of sixty million years of life for every generation. The

larger proportion of this increase, moreover, has been at the useful ages,

not at the dependent ages of. childhood and old age. The increase of

vitality has been accompanied by a corresponding decrease in sickness, the

average number of days lost in the year by the workingman in consequence

of illness being now considerably less than formerly. The improvement in

health, moreover, has been mainly among the masses, and not among the

well-to-do. Many sanitary improvements, it may be added, are compara-

tively recent, and their benefits are only beginning to bo felt, and only the

younger lives will be affected by them. We may therefore expect that

the improvement in the public health will be even greater in the future

than it has been in the past As it is, the gain has been enormous.

As the country has prospered in health and wealth, so it has declined

in pauperism. In 1830, with only half the population, the expenditure

under this head was nearly as great as it is now. Between 1849 and 1881,

notwithstanding the great increase in the population, the number of

paupers iS the United Kingdom decreased from 1,676,000' to 1,014,000.

The material progress has been accompanied by a corresponding advance

in the intellectual and moral spherAs: Fifty years ago the children of the

masses got either a miserably poor education or none at all. Now they

are getting a fairly good all-round training. Between 1851 and 1881 the

number of pupils attending the public schools increased from 782,239 to

4,306,000. On the other hand, in spite of the steady increase of popula-

tion, there has been a great diminution in serious crime. In England the

number of persons committed for trial decreased from 24,000 in 1839, to

15,000 in 1882. For the United Kingdom the corresponding dScrease was

from 54,000 to 22,000. At tj^e present time there is proliably not oae-
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held, and the number of young men who Uaily^seelT^^tuations on theleading metropoliUn dailies i.s past belief

fact^ll''""/" ™!!'?r^ °®"r
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tJlrk ? Z "T''^''''
*"' ^•"''"'^•^ "''P-- their willingness

to work two or three months on trial without remuneration in therope
of eventually secunng a desk

;
but this eagerness to obtain these positions«tnnot be ascnbed to the great love young men have for the business, nor

s .t with a desire of promotion that they remain for a few years. Why is
there such a rush of applicants for these positions ? Ask any one of theyoung men in chese railrpad offices and he will put your curiosity at restby telhng you that every clerk, almost, who applies for a posiUon in arailroad office has but one idea, and that is of learning shorthand and ^oin.
into an American Railroad Co.'s office.

'

Of the many clerks iu the railway offices of the principal roods inChicago,! IS estimated that fully one-sixth of them are Canadian-born
who have left Canada within the last few years. Their careful and aeneral
training in a small office at home, coupled with natural ability, has
obUined for them lucrative and responsible positions, and if th.y ever
return to Canada it is merely to spend their Summer holidays

The stenographic art has for some time past been a craze, and although
countless myriads ' take the initiative step, but very few complete the

course of study essentially necessary to become proficient in this useful art.Yet these few (comparatively speaking) are no sooner proti.fent than they
declare shorthand as their profession, endeavour in a half-hearted kiuj' ofway to obtain a situation in some law office or mercantile firm her^ turnup their noses at 8500 a year, and betake themselves to one or other of the

r -o..™..„ „. uur young men, and our dailies as a natural ,p„„.
^ ''^"'^ * y**""' *"'<* ^*^^^ themselves to one or other of th^

ZtjZl"'''
'''"^ ^'^'^-^'^^ ^-^ --^ «"-''^ wX:iru~ -^-H^tan cities where good stenographers aje constantlytdema a

more fnd '"•«'"'"t°"*"'''
''^'"'"'''^' ^'"l d«<='»^« '^at Canada offers' t"

' ' T""^""
P""'""' '""^ ^"^" ""^ '»"« ^nit^d .States forevermore inducements now than it _ever did before to keep her youn"a .

I am not Uking a pessimistic view of the situation by any mean.-- — —™v..^u by any means.Any unprejudiced person cannot but look at this deplorable state of affairs
in the same light The fact becomes painfully patent: Canada has the
coarser stones that refuse to pass through the sieve, and the United States- -—ing away the pure sand that falls through. We need a lar-^er field

professions and trades. J H *!

The discussion is a purely patriotic one, and it is only natural th..
°^ " ™=» >«""'•»''

press should take issue in the matter, defend our country m^S^ Z '=°''"" '"""'' ''"'' '^'"^^ *° P"^ through the siei
assertors, and refute most boldly these assertions, even if ^Lre f,

" """'^^"^ ""''^ '^' ^"'^ "'^'^ '^^' ^'^ ^'^-Si^'
doubts as to the correctness of their refutations

^^ °* ^°^^ professions and trades.

Notwithstanding these grandiloquent and 'flowing but h.
convincing, articles of denial on the part of the CaU' ^
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mams, the more does the desire <rrow on himf
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where he thinks his ability willTe ^ppL ate^ and
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if ever, returns to " settle'down " ag^LTctl '"^' '^ ^^''^°'"'

business or profession of \i« choice in Can d ^f'Vs JT^e sT?
^' '''

YACHTING ON THE GREAT LAKES
The wisest man that ever lived has^: " The glory of a young man is in
his strength.-' It U not at all probable that there were yachts or yachtsmen
in the days of Solomon, but of all the exercises of young men, and old men
too, he would have given the palm to yachting. Here is a pastime that
requires strength and agility of body and fearlessness of mind. To him who
goes thoroughly into it, it brings a knowledge of the deep sea, the sky above,and the winds that blow. The pleasures and advantages of yachting, he
only knows who has been overcome by the fascination of this sport, not of
kings, but of brave and hardy men. The delights of sailing are not to be
expressed in words. To feel the heaving deck beneath your feet, to watch
the swirling eddies curiing away astern ; to look aloft at the swellin.. sailsand know that you have made the winds your servants, dangerous tlough
they be^ndap^atjimes to o_vercome their ma^ to battle with-and-

professiona in Canada are n. .'
i .T

' '*«"' """^ '^^''^

The profession which our joxins men fn „a.»
"have no use for," and in fact lo k1::^^ oneir"" 'Ji

''""^
as one scarcely suitable t^ . ,;

° ^^ sneered at, and
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border, and as a general result ]n.CZ^'
'^""'^ '"" ^-^-S across the

receltrmr-^t ri?r.;;,t:;^r" " ^r "- ^^ ^

«t^.in Which a member of theToL^^t^Trt;t't^r^il

defeat the seething sew, depending often for your safety on the soundness
of a timber or a strand of rope

; and again to float lazily for days and
hours, sailing always towards the dim, disUnt line dividing the sky and
sea. These are joys that the landsman may not know. The exhiliration
of yacht sailing should be a personal experience with all who live in the
lake cities, for surely if ever a people was favoured with opportunities for
yachting it is the people whose homes are on the shores of

__ , , " The Kreat lakes, rWhore cool breadth fills the whole horizon,
"'

Like the green, aalt sea." '

From far Superior to where the blue waves ripple on "the enchanted
strand of the Thousand Islands of the St Lawrence, the greit lakes tempt
the milhons who dwell by theirshores. Compared with the three thousand
sail which make up the yachting fleet of Great Britain, the lake yachting
fleet makes but a poor showing. But the comparison is not one that should
be drawn

;
and looked at, of itself, the yachting fleet of Ontario telh. of a

spirit of energy and of a healthy feeling that every people is the better forOn the south shore yachting languishes. The American people can makeno such show of fast and staunch craft as belong to the Canadian yachtdub, and the American lake cities have no such healthy organizations asthe Canadian cubs. The white signal and blue letter^ of the Bav of
Quxnt^ Yacht Club alone have floated over more fast and famous ve««la ^hanever sailed from any of the American cities. Many fine and luxurioussteam yachts hail from the south shore, and one gentleman has expended a
fortune to secure a craft that will be the fastest on the lakes. But the
true sailor h« a fine contempt for the craft that depends on its coal-

e^_J-

it!
.-^-
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bunkers instead of on the wind, and so long as the Americans are unable

to build a sailing yacht to defeat those turned out from Canadian yards, no

uneasiness will be felt here. It must be rather humiliating to American

yachtsmen to see the champion flags of the lakes carried away regularly by

some craft from Canada, and the endeavour to overcome this by bilying

Canadian yachts has not been productive of success. The victories of the

Annie Cuthbert, Oriole and Atalanta have settled so far the question of the

relative superiority of Canadian and American yachts on the lakes.

The slqpp-rigged, centre-board yacht is the prevailing dass on the lakes,

but some of the newer boats are cutters. There are not many racing

machines on the lakes, and by the time the cutter comes into more general

favour, as it undoubtedly will, by reason of its handy rig and sea-going

qualities, it will not be the " lead-mine " of to-day, but a common-sense

mean between the extremes of yacht building. A couple of fine cutters

are owned in Toronto, the smaller a regular winner in her class, but I have

a strong impression that the larger will be beaten in any weather by the

sloop Atalanta, the latest production of the most famous yacht builder in

Canada. The schooner class has but one representative on this lake, but

she is a noble craft, with a reputation on all the lakes. There is no yawl

with any claim to racing qualities, but as a comfortable, conveniently-rigged

boat, the yawl should have the call as a cruiser. Of the smaller crafty

about ten tons, the eastern end of the lake claims the largest number and

the fastest boats. There the sloop is always the type, and it will be some

time before the feeling in favour of cutters is prominently shown in that

locality. Toronto and Belleville are the headquarters of yachting on Lake

Ontario, but Kingston's new club promises to bring back some of the olden

glory of the fleet at that port. At Hamilton, the home of the Brunette^

Gypsy, Restless, Annie Cuthbert, and other craft famous in former years,

I am sorry to say yachting is dead, but not in the sense that the love of

sailing has faded except among those whose means enable them to gratify

a taste for a rather expensive sport. The craft out of commission and

those disposed of to other cities have not been replaced, and the yachting

fleet of Burlington Bay retains but the shadow of its old-time reputation.

On the south side Oswego has a fine fleet, the crack sloop being a Canadian

bottom. The formation of the Lake Yacht Racing Association will encour-

age yachting on this lake very much, especially by consolidating the

statutes—if I may use the legal phrase—of measurement and time allow-

ance. This has been badly needed, the prevailing measurement regulations

being very unfair to the sloops. The arrangement of a circuit of regattas,

which will enable yachts to take part in all in the course of the regular

summer cruise around the lake, will greatly assist cruising, which is perhaps

as important to many as racing. Disasters to yachts on Lake Ontario are

very few. It may be that boats are better found and more carefully

handled now than they formerly were ; but whatever is the reason there

are no such losses as those of the Foam and the Sphynx, and this with a

greater fleet, and longer cruises in all kinds of weather. F. J. N.

THE TORRENS SYSTEM.^

[ Thb manuscript of an article on the above subject which appeared in

these columns last week arrived late, and -by some oversight ^©^ooatribution

was put in type and sent to press unread. We regret that in the hurry,

mistakes in punctuation were made and overlooked which somewhat

obscure the meaning of the author.

—

Ed.] ^

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO COBBESPONDENTa
E. Q. J.—Too late for inaertion tbia week.
W. N. omitted to enclose his uame.
H. M. P.—" Sketch " to hand.

_L

their aoooanta had bten allowed to stand over panding their »pplio»tion to the ooart tor

a re-valuation of theit holdings, upon the ander^tanding that any reduction which the

ooart might make should be retrospective, and that the arrears should be paid subject

to any alteration in the rentals which the Commisssioners might make. On the bulk

of the Lansdowne estates, which are very large, no reductions in the rents have been

made bythe Commissioners. These facts, I believe, I have from a trustworthy source.

I happen, myself, to have had occasion to make particular inquiries respecting Irish

estates and their administration ; and I have always been told that the Lansdowne

estates were liberally managed.

Lord Lansdowne did not secede from Mr. Qladstono's Qorernment on the Land Act,

but on the Compensation for Distarbanoe) Bill, which narrowly escaped defeat in the

House of Commons, and to which many Liberals besides Lord Lansdowne felt objeo-

tions.

The stories which have been set afloat among us about Lord Lanadowne's oppres-

sion of his Irish tenants owe, I believe, if not their origin, their form and currency

mainly to the editor of the Chicago Tribune, who eaters, and no doubt is worthy to

cater, for the taste of the Invincibles of Chicago. The other day this gentleman gave

ns the measure at once of his critical acumen and of his integrity as a joamalist, by

printing, as transmitted to himself from an English jonrnal, the pretended essay of Mr.

Matthew Arnold, which afterwards proved to be a hoax concocted at New York.

I have no sort of connection with Lord Lansdowne or with any interest which ha

represents, but justice onght to be done to the low as well as to the high, and to the

high as well as to the low. Yours, Faoi.

May, 1884.

PROHIBITION AND C0MPBN8ATI0N.

To the Editor of The Week

:

SiX—An article in tbia week's isane of your paper In favour of compensation in the

event of Prohibition becoming law is so much to the point that I would not attempt to

weaken its force and expression by any criticism of mine, and I only write now to say

that I feel strongly the bitterly unjust speeches made against ns by men who are anp-

posed to be leading men, and by ministers who are supposed to be ministers of a Gospel

whose founder is Christ—the former in trying to create a prejudice against us socially,

and the latter in virtually preaching us out of their churches. I, as an individual,

and not speaking for others in the business, beg to protest against compensation in

any shape if not accorded as a right, and without begging for it. No compensation is

likely to be given which can cover the loss caused by an utter cessation of the traffic

which others, as well as myself, have followed as a trade, and no compensation is

likely to be given which can atone for the necessaries of life taken away from the

thousands of workingmen engaged aa at present. At all events, no tangible provision

is made in the prohibitory programme to replace the means of living proposed to be

taken from these men and the employers, who will be forced, under the circumstances

and on account of pressing necessity, to become keen, catting competitors with other

trades and other labours. From being an immense purchasing power, this trade and

its employes must suddenly become a competitive power, and I leave it to other trades

and workingmen to say if there are openings to jastify any such enforced competition.

True, promises are abundant from the compulsory eamp—promises of a millennium,

which, but for ever-cropping-up causes—causes which everybody bat themselves seem

able to foresee—is ever about to be consummated, but never quite yet. No, I would

protest against any such limited compensation. Forced out of commercial existence in

the business we know, it is preferable that the onus of failure be laid upon these

leading men and ministers, who will then become irredeemably, by their own implica-

tion, responsible for all the drunkenness, all the crime, all the jails and all the hospitals.

The only sections of the commanity who can hope to benefit pecuniarily by the change

are those who have realized and oan live upon their money, and those who have

stated incomes and stipends, so long as these last, in the altered circumstances.

It may soon become a matter of contention, as an article of faith, and as affecting the

Being of Christ and the example he set, whether the Founder of the Christian religion

made wine or merely sweet syrup ; involving the right to the possession of those

churches foanded upon the former belief. Farther, the principle of sacrificing one

portion for the good of the community, without compensation, will be established, and if

those who suffer claim a farther extension of the principle, it may eventually equalize

all interests, and will be much better than any paltry compensation wrung oat of unwill-

ing leaders, who ought to know better than to lead their comparatively innocent fol-

lowers into troubles they have no means of extricating them from. They do not even

predicate any means of deliverance, save sweet dreams of the immediate establishment

of the Golden Sale—just after ignoring it, as an example—when Uws, prohibitory or

otherwise, will not be required at all. Bazwaa.

Toronto, April 26, 1884.

LORD LANSDOWNE AND HIS TBNANTRT.

To the Editor of The Week ;

Sib,- In your number of April 24th there was a paragraph embodying a statement of

the Financial Reformer respecting Lord Lansdowoe's treatment of his Irish tenantry.

It was alleged that his Lordship's rent had ibeen reduced by the award of the Land Com-

missioners 25 per cent. This was adduced as proof that he had been an oppressive

rack renter, and an injurious inference was drawn as to the motives by which he had

been actuated in seceding from Mr. Qladstone's Qovemment. The Financial Reformer

is, I believe, regarded as a respectable authority, but in this case it appears to have been

mistaken.

The reduction in question was not 25 but 17 per cent. ; it was on some farms near

Limerick, the bulk of the Lansdowne eitatai being in Kerry ; it was not so great as the

general fall in the value of land throagh the three kingdoms within the last five years,

by reason of agrienltural depression. The rents had not been raised by Lord Lans-

downe, but had been paid without question in moat oases tor forty or fifty yean. The
tanauta bad not been pressed for payment during the dapreasion. The settlement of

A CoBBXcnoN.—Mr. Qriffin writes, referring to his letter in the last Wiix on " The

Bribery Case " :—" Dear Sir,—In condensing the first paragraph in my letter, I am
made to say what seems to ba simply unintelligible and nonsensical. It must have

bean the printer's error. But what I wished to say was : He (Mr. Armour) takes it

for granted that the recipients were oorrupt, that they lost their honour, that they were

debancfaed, and that this fearful seU-saorifice was necessary to make the sin of bribery

possible. If a man from the standpoiat of morals may steal without taking another

man's property, may ha not bribe without taking another man's honour 1 Is it posaibla

that there should be guilt in the one without guilt in the other 7 If so, than the one

cannot have an eyil purpose nnlasi the other ha^ it too. This would ba a new doctrine,

and bard to baUara."

In the year 1669, at a term of court held at New Haven, Jacobeth
Murtine and Sarah Tuttle were prpsecated. They were accused of " setting

down on a chestle together, his arms around her waiste, and her arme
upon his shoulder or about his neck, and continuing in that sinful posture

about half an hour, in which tim#he kyssed her and she kyssed him, or

they kyssed one another, as ye witnesses testified."

THE WEEK.

THE FIRST PH(EBE.

Sweet latest herald of the Spring,
Fresh from thy rest at nature's heart.

Where thou dost linger listening
Till all her warm, strong pulses start.

Last eve I heard thy fairy note
Along the orchard arches blown —

Faint, faint, it seemed, and far remote
And yet I knew it for thine own.

Though wild the robin sang above
And bluebird caroled blithe and clear.

• Ihy low voice, like the word of Jove,
Found instant pathway to my ear.'

And in my breast the pulse of Sprin.'
"^

M- 1 f °"^ ?" answering throb, I knew. H"Midst rivals' noisier caroling
The one tine voice of prophet true.

And thine, alas ! a prophet's fate
;

All night the rains have fallen on thee
-«n Ail night no comfort, no, but hate.

Darkness, and doubt, and misery.

Thou comest not to me this morn
-^ With secrets of thy earth and air,
«ut with thy poor drowned wings foriorn

Ihrice weary with thy heart 's"despair.

'Where didst thou pass thy soul's unrest
Ihrough all those bitter hours and wild 1

iieholdthy soft sky- woven vest
With darkest stains of earth defiled !

Oh welcome to my porch and vine,
Thy singing bower in other days;

Make it thy house wherein to pine.
Which once thou mad'st thy house of praise

Ay, welcome to my heart, dear bird

_
Come in, come in, and lodge with me,

ihis breast with greater griefs is stirred
Ihan any fate can give to thee.

I'll tell thee of the wearing pain
No human heart may share or know,

Ihe slow worm that amidst the grain
Robs harvest of its overflow.

And thus with kindly sympathy
We'll sun these lives with sorrows sown

l^st some approaching season see
Their fields with bitter weeds o'ergrown.

See now the clouds flow back, the sun
Comes through the orchard's eastern gateAdown the air fleet murmurs run
That break in song, and soar elate.
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THe scenes that coldly viewed thy pli-^ht
With golden lights are hallowed now,

Ihe drops that beat on thee all night
Are chains of diamonds on the bou-rfa

O. C. AURINOBE.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

XI.

—

Contmued.

Ralp^'tXo^talo'XTew Thl ""sf
"" 1''^^ ^-^^^ *° '-"^ "P-

liant personality had made hfsLX\ ^''«/«'^"«d '^at the man's bril-

that she cared for him ^ she h!^^ 77 ^^ '° ^^^- ^^'^ t°ld herself

the thougTt that persoi^ ambSn'w^ *?' '""'"
f"^' ''^ '»«' !««• »«'

affected fer with CrirnoSr fTmSr"* ^"^ ^' °^ ''" ''^-'^-

and^fei'^^The'roleTeecl-£ £^«^'^ ''-' ""'^-^ «'-« her less

wantonly insult had beeT^o eWde^""
- despx^ble the intention to

Paulinefound that she had r^gaTned neari^S^*
'^^'»°»" ^"^ P«««ed

She felt that if Kindelon shoXcomeX ^ ^^' customary composure,
him calmly and rationally the alml^V^ ^*°"'«' *^« <=""''* ^''^ ''ith

,

He diJcome, aTd ZtoU h^a Sin^'bT? °!.*5^ '"°"^«-
alL No mention of Cora DartssTef? hTul '

"*/''.* ^'^ °°' *«" '»»°"

answer^ in'tones tiroughly'rS^f- taVa^dtu'^ht^

I did noTtCkS :^s ofr sh'e''"*^"'
^oTZ^z^::^^^;;'^^^

forces of modern timL--the Lri, IZld'C't''"'' °' '^' ""o-t baleful

She has dipped her pen for year, into nnfv, "^T °^ '^^ newspaper.
American Inonstrosil^es and Ib'minatLr H^r'tr'; f" "-T °'°"

, you would be ridiculous if it were not so serious
''''' °* P^-^^hment to

You think|;hat she will carry it out r' aak«I Po 1-

;;

I should not be at all surprised i? she dfd so
''

""
^^^,Do you mean that she may write some slanderous article about

"It is quite possible."
Pauline gave a plaintive sigh. " Oh hav« T „„

her?" she exclaimed. ' ^ ^ "° '"^*''« "f preventing,

Kindelon shook his head negativelv " qh» „ff i r
neariy always." h<" answered » Th ^'^ ^^^^ *™"' *" ambuscade
for tfey are^k;pt s:LX^Sti>Jtru:hTtt:\^^^^^^^

would bring such disastr' upon .u' '
^"°"" "'""^^ '''»'

"'J' P™J«<='

oftL'Lo"ea7„ltV"mpthr "' ''''•" "^^'^ ^-i^'on, with a voice full

stru'ggHng"with°hfr Ifir'^"-
'''''''' '"'"^^"^

' " ~'-' ?-'-«, still

-

^^^
Have you told mo all ? " ho suddenly asked, with an acute, anxious

" All ? " murmured Pauline.

^ '' v!f » I?''',
"""^ "'°™*'' ^y anything more ?

"

what It was," he went on. "She was nnf IfV , \f° "1most guess

eyes, now; they wore a dTtetin^r^llr^ ,ooT Sh''"'"
'1!'^'' ""

Dares was madly in love with vn„ . vT^, ^. •, ^'"' ^"^ '^"at Cora
word to apply J that inTleXifiedS'' ""^ - - -1^ enough

ros^^T:'^trr"^st-rnr^r-^««
excited mangier

;
all hi.s past volatility w^ ^ LtW to^'f T T\ V"was plainly endeavouring to repres^ his excitement »kn ^" u"proceeded, in a swift undertone, %'hU absurdlSr needZr^nce^

nlrauti/SgL" "re'!"
'^°^•-"^'''-k '^ -."^he said,

an^f^or^ -^^^^^^^^^

-^'nomttere^Aletm.^ TSe^ttra^^'^''' --^^"^y
with you before I heard MLss Cr^le ly ft Or .^T.T '" '"'«

suspected as much. But of course thiH^n.rl. .'u
''^*'' ^ ««"°"8ly

least concern to myself, untU " Ld h.r K
'"' ^ * '"''"^^ °* '^^

" Well ? " he queried --Untilt''
"^' ^'"^'^ ''"^ '"'^'^'^y-

rnoi'' XTthe"i«fjur tat^:-^X:'''-''^^ ^' -^^"^
"Oh," she declared " not until tW u JT"'^' •«<=Wess motion,

me of heartlessly standing in "hi nathIf°T ^^^ *»>,« »«dacity to accuse
ating your regard from W-of „^«Vn„

Dares' happiness-of alien-

meaL teward^this enSLa „.elL '^SfchTsT'n' .*
'^'''""^ treacherous

dreamed of using !"
. . PaXeWoLh r^ '^'''P'^^ °>y«elf if I ever

pronounced the latter word
"^ ^"^ ^ ^'"""^^^ ''^^^ "he

"I understand," lie said, Hin own ^^-...^ ^^—Wugh the anger had in great me^urlleftTX h^
°°

"""""u
"^^y-

quite near her and then seated Mm=!lii u
^^"^ »"'"P"se he drew

truly eare for me," cam':U^S se'^^e^ ,^,-^1^:^f,^
" « ^^ ^^'^

false witness that woman bore affain<.f tL ^^. t ,

^"'"^ "^^ '''»»'

day down at the Battery wherrr^i^emvh^l^"""' ',
^"' '''"=^ '^'^

I have made a resolve 11,^11 CI '"^^''^f'^"'^
my sleeve so daringly,

And if I do faiuiraJl & 1 mL tr'etchedt'' T^'A 1,

'"".'" ''"P '^•

desperate l^ap at the barrier which nowt^^ates^ou Ind^mT''^
" ^"^ "^

hodsitVwch^aeforelr^^ "^'^^' The colour
a most clear glow "X^ 'v^Sltt 'ry^uU r'

'''^' "°*^"'=*' ""^ ^"'^

3omet;^5tri^h:iirk:re\er:^s'^>" '- -''' -- - •-*

her theetTer^ro:^ JeXTow^'tirt^^^^^ -»"
'

his sidelong look watched them ^' PerCvB^ nufl"n°''V\^" ^^^ "^

undLTnTffatt'rr^:"'
''"' '"^ ''""« ^^ °'

^^'^^ »>- '^and rested

;;

It « e«y for you to be cruel, where I am concerned-

hurt iSaJation.'^
"^*^' ™P'diy withdrawing her hand, and using a

He leaned closer to her, then " Yes " he salrf <• a j
I have told you of the difference betZnL i b^,,'^/°'' ^^^i^^y-am incessantly feeling it.

™u ua. i nave told you because I

n. "l''*/* '» a great diflference," she answered witK » k •
i • .

though of relief and gratificati;. •• Z\t:2: ttellirth^^i^

'->
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far more. You arc exceptional, capable, important. I am simply o«nal,

strenuous, and quite of the general herd. That is the only difference

which I will admit, alth'ough you have reproached me for practicing a

certain kind of masquerade—for secretly respecting the shadow and vanity

called caste, birth, place. Yes." she went on, with a soft fervor that

partook of exultation, while she turned her eyes upon his face, and thought

how extraordinary a face it was in its look of power and manliness, 1

will accede to no other difference than this. You are above ne, and 1

will not let you place yourself on my level !"

She felt his breath touch her cheek, then as he replied :
" You are so

fine, and high, and pure, that I think you could love only one whom you

set above yourself—however mistakenly."
" My love must go with respect—always," she said.

" I am not worthy of your respect."

" Do you want me to credit Miss Cragge V
"Did 'she say that I was unworthy of itl"

" 1— I cannot tell you what she said on that point. I would not tell

you, though you begged me to do so."

She saw a bitter smile cross his face, but it lingered there merely an

instant. " I can guess," be avowed, " that she tried to make you believe

I do not really love you ! It is so like her to do that."

"I—I willsay nothing,"stammered Pauline, once more averting her eyes

Immediately afterward he had taken her hand in his own. She

resisted neither its clasp nor its pressure.

" You know that I love you," she now heard him say, though the Itap

of her heart made his words sound far off, confused, unreal. " You must

have known it days ago ! There—my resolve is broken !
But what can

Idol
that 1 .— -. .,-- .

below you—all the world would say so except yourself. But you don t

care for the world. Well, then I will despise it, too, because you bid me.

I never respected what you represent until you made me respect it by

making me love you. Now I respect and love it, both, because you are a

part of it. This is what your project, your ambition has come to. Ah !

how pitiful a failure ! you're disgusted with your salon—you have been

ill-treated, rebuffed, deceived ! The little comedy is played to the end—

and what remains? Only a poor newspaper-fellow, a sort of Irish adven-

turing journalist, who offers you his worthless heart to do what you choose

with it! What will you choose to do with it 1 I don't presume to advise,

to demand—not even^ to ask! If you said you would marry Ralph

Kindelon you would be making a horrible match ! Don't let us forget

that. Don't let us forget how Mrs Poughkeepsie would storm and scold !'

He had both her hands in both his own, now. She looked at him with

eyes that sparkled and swam in tears. But though she did not withdraw

her hands, she receded from him while brokenly saying

:

" I—I don't care anything about Aunt Cynthia Poughkeepsie. But

there—there is something else that I do care about. It-it seems to steal

almost like a ghost between us—I can't tell why—I have no real reason

to be troubled by it as I am—it is like a last and most severe distress
'

wrought by this failure of mine with all those new people ... It is the

thought that you have made Cora Dares believe that you meant to marry

her".
,

Pauline's voice died away wretchedly, and she drooped her head as the

final faint word was spoken. But she still let Kindelon hold her hands.

And his grasp tightened about them as she heard him answer

:

" I suppose Cora Dares way have believed that . . But, good God !

am I so much to blame ? I had never met you, Pauline. . It was before

I went to Ireland the last time. . . I never asked her to marry me. It

was what they call a flirtation. Am' I to be held to account for it 1

Hundreds of men have been foolish in this way before myself . . Have

you raised me so high only to dash me down . . Won't you speak 1 Won't

you lelT me^tbat youTfOTglve^ dead fancy for the sake of a living love 1

Are you so cruel !—so exacting 1" "

" I am not cruel," she denied, lifting her eyes. • • •

_

It was a good many minutes later that she saidjto him, with the tears

standing on her flushed cheeks, and her fluttered voice in truly sad case :

"I I am going to accept the Irish adventuring journalist (as—as he

calls himself) for ray husband, though ho—he has never really asked me yet"

"He could not ask you," affirmed Kindelon, with by no means his first

kiss.'* " Like every subject who wishes to marry a princess, he was forced

to recognize a new matrimonial code !"

(To be conlinued.)

concerned. I have been more annoyed than I can say. Now, I should

like to have this out," continued Miss Anderson, quite fiercely. " ' It is

an advertising dodge,' say some. An advertising dodge, forsooth ! Why,

such a dodge is beneath me ! I would scorn to have recourse to such

methods. I manage my own affairs, and employ no one. Not professional

jealousy ; no indeed ! The kindness I have received at the hands of my

brethren in the profession I shall not soon forget. Two or three days after

my professional matinee I received some eight hundred letters from one

and another."
.

The absurd stories which have been invented appear to be innumerable.

Who for insUnce, could put credence in a report that Miss Anderson is

only working to make a fortune, and then she proposes to—take the veil,

having, like a good and dutiful Christian, first provided for her relations t

Yet this is a fair sample of the reports now in circulation, and even in

print. Some of Miss Anderson's admirers have gone, as many as a doren,

nay, even a score, of times to see her in " Galatea." At once a report is

spread by some kindly spirit that each one of these admirers is engaged to

Galatea. " I speak to some one. The next day I hear that we are to be

married, and everything is settled for us both, in, the most matter-of-fact

way. Why, daily some kind friend—yes, anonymous friend—sends me a

newspaper clipping, every line of which is venom. I don't read them all,

of course. They disappear into my waste paper basket, which needs to be

pretty capacious." The mania for marrying Miss Anderson, and engaging

her, to bachelors and married men alike, will probably go on in spite of her

disclaimer. It may be, as Punch said, Mr. Gladstone or the Master of

Balliol, Lord Randolph Churchill or Mr. Toole, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury or the Maharajah Dhuleep Singh ; every one is fair game. " Well,
....... .. - —^ - - ° , ,

, -

,

... „.... v,„ tellinf? me Misis Anderson, fame has its unpleasant side." " Yes ; and this is a very

! You have stooped downward ^T yo^'-.*"g\«„^%iy
^'j',"f Z unpleasant side to it. Why, according to your papers I have been married-

I am better than you. ^amnot^ better^ thanjou, Pauline^ I^am J ^^^ ^^^^ ^,^^ ^ ^J,^ .eceive-bushels of proposals every post
! ''

" I really feel intensely sorry at the thought of my departure. Indeed,

I scarcely realize it yet. But I have ray autumn season to look forward

to, and I really want quiet. It is not only the theatre, but the social whirl, so

pleasant, so entracing ; but oh ! such hard work. Routs, shows, teas,

dinners, drives, calls, receptions—one after the other, day after day. I

seldom get to bed before two o'clock in the morning, and I come down to

breakfast—well, never mind. But, alas ! this delightful round of pleasure

and work has to be paid for, and now I am suffering from sleeplessness for

the first time in my life." In fact, the work has been very hard, and she

is-tooking forward to her holiday with no small degree of pleasure. " It

will be really a feast to me. After Saturday I take a few weeks' rest ;
I

then play three weeks at Edinburgh, and shortly after that I hope to go to

Venice. Yes. I thought of making a stay in Rome, but my friends warn

me of the fever, so I have determined to postpone my visit there for a

time. In September I hope to open in the Lyceum for an autumn season,

probably in ' Romeo and Juliet,' possibly in 'The Hunchback,' but that is

a matter that we have not yet settled." ^__ ^__

THE SCRAP BOOK.

MISS ANDERSON AND HKR SUITORS.

Under this caption " A Humble Admirer " gives an English journal the

result of an interview with the popular and successful^ actress. The

fair American looked fagged and weary. She voluntarily introduced the

subject of the recent series of slandering paragraphs that have been circu-

lated about her during her few months in England.
" Every one of them is fiction—fiction ; but none the less painful to

me. And if it be painful to me, what must it be to such men as my name

has been "coupled with? Now, who originated that canard about Lord

Coleridge and myself 1 I have never even seen him to my knowledge.

The Duke of Portland, again—I wonder who set that going 1 Perhaps

one of his friends as a practical joke ; but who knows t The fact is that these

on dits, or what you like to call them, have been the plague of my life.

If they are practical jokes they are cruel ones, and bring pain to every one

SILVER A TRANSMITTOR OF DISEASE.

The scant respect which is paid to small silver coins, especially the

infinitesimal coins of some continental countries, is likely to fall still

lower in view of the result of the investigation of a German chemist into

the " parasites of money." The very name is enough to inspire a new

terror. That there are parasites of money in a figurative sense everybody

who has a great deal of it must have found out by experience, though they

would be better described as parasites of moneyed men. But, according

to the Frankfort Gazette, it has been discovered by Dr. Reinsch, with the

aid of powerful microscopes, that the surfaces of 50-pfenning pieces, equal

to sixpence in English money, are the home and feeding ground of a minute

kind of bacteria, or vegetable fungus, which science has shown to be a

principal agency in propagating epidemic disease. What is worse, the

learned doctor tells us, the case is the same with the small silver coins Of alt

nations. In the course of time, after long circulation, a thin incrustation

of organic matter forms, and, coming no one knows whither, or spontan-

eously generated, " a parasitical settlement" is esteblished. Are then

the germs of disease everywhere—in the air we breathe, the water we

drink, in the walls of the houses we live in, even in the little " unmilled

abominations " men have been wont to hold in contemptuous indifference %

It is not quite so bad as that. The same scientific research which finds

out the evil supplies the remedy. There is no germ of disease against

which the public could not protect itself if in its collective capacity it

strictly obeyed the laws of hygiene. There as nothing perilous in the

small coins with their incrustations and their bacteria if people will take

the trouble to cleanse them in a weak solution of caustic potash at boiling

heat. Dr. Reinsch has supplied another argument to those who have

been urging the Mints of Europe to more regularly and at shorter intervals

replace the worn silver circulation. His hint, however, is of most impor-

tance. The operations of the mints are not so rapid as the action of

caustic potash.

The newspapers and periodicals of all kinds at present ip the United

States and Canada number 13,402, a net gain of 1600 during the last

twelve months, and an increase of 5618 over the number published ten

years since. The increase in 1874 over 1873 was 493. During the past

year the dailies have increased from 1138 to 1254; the weeklies from

9062 to 10,028 ; and the monthlies from 1091 to 1499. The greatest

increase is in the Western SUtes. Illinois for insUnce, now shows 1009

papers against 904 last year, while Missouri issues 604 instead of the

623 reported in 1883. The total number of papers in New York state

was 1523 papers against 1399 in 1883.
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MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

T^rJZa^''^ « "^^^ '"*'"' ""•'^ fashionable audiences assembled in theToronto Ope,^ House as patronized the amateur and professional perform-ances given there dunng the past week. Madame Modjeska, though the

oretr^'f
P "-^ of charging high prices prevented large house's from^be ngpresent to receive her, had select audiences on Mogday, Tuesday andWednesday

;
the amateurs who played and sang on Thursday and Fridayn^hts and on Saturday afternoon were welcomed by bumpinj assemblies

^bWr-^ ""'"T^'^i'^T"'^'^*'
small, audience patronLed MadameLablache s concert on Saturday night. The small attendance in the lattercase was also undoubtedly to be accounted for by the absurdlv 4hpnces charged. In this respect the amateurs were well advised. ChargSreasonable prices, they were well received. It is extraordinary ?hat

pubU:Tt't;'r:r ^^^^'r^^ ^y -?---. -d leam that the T^itopublic at any rate will not pay extortionate prices, except to see an Irving.

"HANS AND ORETEL."

nlp.^^^-'tw"
P«'"f°'"°>»n.«e« having been noticed in our last, it is with

pleasure that we recognize the careful manner in which " Hans TndGretel was played on Thursday. We do not think the commTttee were

their Hamilton friends, and played "lolanthe" or a like niece we areconfident they would have scored a yet more conspicuous succer' "Han^
rhl ' ''"''«/ ""''' '""•^'^y °* °ld airs strung together withoutrhyme or reason, and set to words which are in many oases not in char

Tndn ::^ l'".?..°'T,'/.^«
""«*«'' ^"^ ««' -n opportunity to do tteTrundoubted abilities full justice. JThe plot is of the feeblest, and probablyWM not understood by a quarter of the brilliant audience of " fair womenand brave men " who faced the proscenium. As a singer, MuL Walkerwas undoubtedly the prirna donna, and her whole impersonatioTofSwas excellent, Miss Robinson, as Mary, her friend, 4as perhaps the mosgraceful and natural actress in the caste, her tinging also beinV ve'

iT^-uJ""
'^' ^^'^^' **"*' P''^' ^"V^'' "''d i"-'-'". Miss Maddlsona tonished even those friends who were aware she was endowed wTth g ea^

histrionic and musical powers. Mrs. Armstrong played a capital FrauAUus to Jacob. Miss Berryman (GeUa), Mi^ •Wyatt (pJa I -iosvqueen). Miss HWyatt (a gipsy), and Mrs.' H. Nichol (Chinteha)3
cTdl?.hl

"* *° '^' T""^ °* '^' "P"^*'^'^ ^-" -"" poui-trayed n a verycreditable manner by Mr. Geo. S. Michie, Mr. E. C Winans playinraremarkably good Frit.. The comedian of the piece, Jacob, father toT^f
TeZr^ 1>^ ^'- ^- "• ^- ^'^"«*»'^ ^-^ ^ •»'">"- that would havereflected credit upon a trained professional. Gipm, WiU anW n.,^l.h f
were played by Masses. H. P. Envies and C. H. bZ re^pect^vel^^^^^^Geddes Mr. Geo. Burton, and Mr. H. C. Scadding were friends of hTs
MiTer K^JaTdwIir^r "^ "^^ ^f ''^"'^^'^ ^' ^^ ^- ^wLfZd
.rTj^Z^r

^''''^^^"•7
w' "^J'^^y ^^SS*"" -children, sang and acted with

nr.Hv fr'^ r"^ ^'"i^
"""^ intelligence. The mise en scene was Terypretty the costumes reflecting the greatest credit upon the wearersSandal. Great praise is due to Mr. J. Bailey, who, as lelder of £orchestra had a very difficult duty, which he discharged wi h m^h tact

occurred " LTTisf."f /' "'' '^'''
'"'T« P^^f"'^*'^' ^ ^^^^^^^^^

occurred. List list, list to our warning" was particulariy admiredBeyna's warning in th, second act was a really good piece of actin
°

Indthe ghost scene m the succeeding act called forth rounds of apSiauseAnother strikingly pretty scene was where, before the gipsies' incaEon'the chorus sang "Bring forth the Rations," to the tune " Voi^TslT'The proceeds of Thursday evening's performance and the Saturday m?J^«were devoted to the Toronto Relief Society.
^ matinee

^ PsiD jtpJ'^asd " LimasK an& s^ritzc:

THE LABLACHE CONCERT.

dem^tfon" W^"'^""*,!'
performance it is difficult to speak without con-demnation. When a high price is put upou tli... whole Opera hou.se one

n^ " ?t' '°J^P'"' ^^'^^ '-'^"^ °* '''^'^'- ^^' "">' Ls ju.st what wis not

Leat no' ""^r'
^™''{

^"'^^''f' '' P'^'^''^'^-"' "^ atontralto voice ogreat power, well-preserved and of large co.npass
; it has been carefuhytrained, and she has considerable capacity for expression. Its 4,^terbeauties however, lie in her piano notes, and these are wh.t she doeTnotgive She mouths her words, sings much too robustly, and appears to

sTelr rT ^"'^
'^r

"''^'' "' «'^'"« unmistakaMe'proof of ^r v"cllstrength. As Azuce7m, she was on Saturday a di.stinct failure. She wastoo pronounced she sang facing the audience always, and rolled her ey^in the approved heavy villain fashion. Exception must be made, howeverto her singing in "Home to our Mountains " -the only' piece ofT.ovatore where she sang with expression. She was much ruoresuccessful m the first part, in "Ah, Mon Fife," and with her sister in the
^

duo "MiralaLuna," from Mejistojile, Here she was .subdued andmore at home, and con.sequencly charming. MdUe. Loui.se Lablache likeher mother, has a round, powerful voice of great scope, but aLso mistakesforce for expre.s.sion. She is moreover, a thorough follower of the Frenchschool and indulges arf nameum in the tremulo style which the Gauls seemto think the acme of vocal art. She took unwarrantable liberties with thescores, so that her airs were lost in variations. In this way she toreYnavocepocoFa" to ra,gs, and attacked L.on^ra's music .so .savaJyas to kill It totally. S.gnor Stagi also is gifted with a tenor voice of .rf^Zpower, but utterly acks feeling. His voice is uneven, is throaty anibrassy m turns, and his upper piano notes are all sung from the headWhen he wishes to make an effect he hurls forth a blast that would wakenthe d(>,.,d. As Manrico he made those who understand " Trovatore " ku<rhby nu acting,^Kd Mitg out of tune; his rendering of Flotow's" M Appari " and Verdi's " La Donna e Mobile " were rather better but

K !ILr«"° " ^artistic instinct. Mr. Claxton's orchestra was' wellhandled by S.gnor Vianesi, played good accompaniments, and, with thechorus gave the best music of the evening. The substitution of " Sen^remide or "The Merry Wives of Wiudsor" was disappointing, and manyQomplaints were made that Signer Del Puente did not put in an appearanceWe would like to have heard the piano accompani.st as soloist-he had anexquisite touch, and was provided with an excellent in.strument.

The ladies and gentlemen engaged in " Used Up " enjoyed the advan
^^^^7""^ '"^

t '°r^^ ''t'^
""^ intelligible plot and l clever librettoand so had scope for their abilities-in this respect having the " null

"
over their rivals in "Hans and Gretel." Mr. Charies Matthews' tw'^ actcomedy was produced on Friday night as few amateur comprnies couldproduce It. With scarcely an exception it ran evenly, ai^ thoroughmterest was sustained to the denouement. The characters SircZZColdstream and Adorns Evergreen were two of their great creator'sfavourite parts, and it is hardly too much to say that he would have beendelighted to see Mr. Walter Townsend's reading of the blase man of thbworid who was so " Used Up" as so have hardly a pulsation Teft in hiscomposition The scenes in which he interview! ZoSy cSi* andwas stimulated to the necessity of throwing /ronArai out oTaSdowand again when he moralizes on the additional enjoyment he gets outTfexistence when he has a motive for action, were inimitable Mis? Robinsonplayed a bright and charming Mary Wur.el, .nd Mly earned the mZ
HT/T, T"?"^ '^°

••""• ^"- ^'''**' Townsend Ls quite at hornedLady Clutterbuck. Farmer KTurarf was the part allotted to Mr. W J^

t„T«!L n'^-'R*ii'''*r^^™*°'=«'''°'* g--^"' '^'^'lit mustbeSvento Messrs. F Lewis Bird and W. IngersoU Merritt for their clever plJZof Fenn.1, a Uwyer, and John Ironbrace. Mr. Huson Harman pWed

The comedy was followed by Offenbach's "Lischen and Fritzchen "

a chorus. There is not much in this operetta at best, and it was at Idi,ad,^anUge m following so successful a production as « Used UpT MissRobmson^ however, was chxc and graceful as ever, Capt. Geddes ablvaasmUngher. As in "Hans," the costumes were ex'ceedi^nglyp^. andh^the assistance of coloured lights and other mechani^l effects. Theproceeds of these performances were handed to the Home for Incurables.

Hbrr .JosBFPY is announced to give two pianofort;e recitals in this cityon an early date.
'

On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of this week the Lablache OperaCompany will give Concerts including selections from "Trovatore"Carmen, and " Mignon," in the Pavilion of the Horticultural Garden^
Mrs. Langtry has an idea in art. It is not a very good one • she isplaymg Galatea m New York, not as a white marble statue, but L' naturalhair and flesh tints and with gilded bands; "because," she oxpkin,

L^;t"ante:
'^"'^ °''^"^ '"^^'•"

^"' "^^ '"^'" P^^' « '>''^'^^-

A Miscellaneous Concert is being arranged by Mr. Schuch, to be givenin St. James Schpol-house, Toronto, on the 21st instant. Several lady andgentlemen amateur vocal soloi-sts will be assisted by Claxton's orchestraand a special feature will be the performance by the latter of the accord'paniments to several well-known ballads.

The popular and efficient bind of the 1.3th Battalion, of Hamiltongives Its opening concert to-night (Thursday). The battalion glee clubinaugurated at the close o kst concert season, by the indefatigable band-^aster,- Mr. Robinson will give some selections, and an e.xhibition ofbayonet exercise will also be given. Queen's Own, go and do likewise

f^ ^'""ffln"^°'''J'u''''
"^^ ^*'"'"' '^''''"'"' '" '^^"^ *' Marseilles, France, atthe age of 80. The name revi ves memories of the stately days of the ballet

before the can-can ruine,l it and changed an art which was the poetry o'fmotion to a matter of physical contortion. In the davs of T.i-lioni's
glory, 40 and 50 years ago, dancers wore actors as well'; and the' balletwas not an incident, but a pretty story told in pantomimic rythm

^"^TVl
«°'>«''«:al;'e enthusiasm in Toronto about the approaching

visit of Madame Trebelli-Bettini. Referring to a concert in xVew Yorkm which this accomplished singer recently took part, the Tribune says •—The genuine artistic triumph of the evening was that won by Mad.ame—
Trebelli. Hers was the exposition of beautiful .singing. Her voice istrue, even, powerful, and clear as a bell throughout aVide range and inevery respect shows a degree of cultivation that is all too rare amon- theyounger singers of to-day. Her execution is finished, and repose, ease
gracefulness and symmetry mark every phrase she utters." The plan ofthe Pavilion will be open to the jjublic, at Messrs. Suckling's music ware-house, on Tuesday next.

^

A practical New England motKr thus counselled her .son when hebecame of marriageable age, with respect to " musical younlsladies " " Ifthe young lady manifests a pedilection for Strauss, sheis frivolous • forBeethoven, she is impractical ; for Liszt, she is too ambitious
; for Verdishe IS sentimontal

; for Offenbach, she is giddy : for Gounod she ;,
ackadaiscal

;
for Gottschalk, she is 'superficial'; for' Mozart.^hrif̂ rfdLhfor Flotow, she is commonplace

; for Wagner, she is idiotic. The drlwho hammers away at ' Maidens Prayer,' 'Anvil Chorus,' and ' Silviry

Irri T\^ depended u(^n as a good cook, and healthful ;Ldtfshe includes the 'Battle of Prague' and the 'White Cockade' Herrepertoire, you ought to know that she has been religiously and strictlynurtured. But last of all, pin thou thy faith upon the ca L dress of a i

giri who cannot play ataU/" ^ *\

''

^-v

li

.

'
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TBE PERIODICALS.

Thk Overland Monthly for Ma^ is an excellent number. There are
two papers devoted to the Chinese, question, and the writer of the first,

William C. Blackwood, after .a careful analysis of the whole labour
problem, is of opinion that the Restriction Act which operates to the
exclusion of Chinese labourers is not- in , the real interests of the country.
In "The Chinese in Early Days" the- question is treated from a different

and a narrower view, the writer being of a contrary opinion to Mr. Black-
wood as to the advisability of discouraging Chinese immigration. John
H. Durst has a capital article on "The Colossal Fortunes of America."
He thinks the fortunes of to-daj will, for the most part, be squandered
by the successors of those who have made them, and predicts that such huge
sums will not often be put togethe'r by the speculators of the future.

There are also interesting contributions on " Rotation in Office," "Peruvia,
Bolivia, and Chili," " Notes on Lower California," a good complete

- atory entitled "Monte Dick," besides a serial, sevei^l poems, etc. etc.

The May St. Nicholas is the first nifmber of a new volume, and comes
out in a new dress. " Olaf of Norway, the Boy Viking " is the " historic

boy " of the month. A thoroughly practical paper by Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps is headed " Supporting Herself," and is valuable reading for girls.

Frank R. Stockton contributes a. quaint legend of " A Philopena," and
" The River-End Morey's Rab," by A.G. Plympton, will find many juvenile
admirers. The fifth " Spinning-Wheel Story " is told by Louisa M- Alcott.

J. T. Trowbridge and Maurice Thompson give the opening chapters of two
stories, "The Scarlet Tanager," and "Marvin and his Boy-Hunters."
Capt. Mayne Reid's " Land of Fire " roaches the twenty-third chapter.
Boys of a mechanical turn will be delighted with Charles G. Leland's
"Leather Work for Young Folk." The very little folk are not forgotten
by the management of this excellent magazine, and the whole, as usual, is

profusely illustrated by first-class woodcuts.

Le LtvRB for April (Paris : A. Quantin and Octave Uzanne) contains
a second article on " La Ciracature Alleraande," by .John Grand-Carteret, in
which the writer gives a thoroughly Gallic historic analysis of German cari-

caturists. The able paper is illustrated by some excellent wood-cuts and
silhouettes. In " Bibliographie Moderne " is found the following :

—

Thi Week (La Semaine), journal politique et Iitti5raire de Toronto, Canada, rend
compte d'un livre intitule Noiivdla soir^$ Canadiennes. public sous la direction de Louis
H. Tachi? (Quebec : L. J. Demers et frferes). C'est le second volume d'une s^rie destin^e
h. oonserver les l^gendes Fran9ai8e8 du Canada. Lea Fran9ai8 du Canada gardent avec
amour leurs traditions et leur culture, et ils se sont cr^e une literature nationale, ce que
n'ont pas su faire leurs compatriotes de race Anglaise.

This number of Le Livre fully sustains the reputation obtained for it by
its redacteurs—that of being one of the ablest literary reviews of the day.

1 The Engliih lUuatrated Magazine does not contain any subject of special

interest on this side of the Atlantic. The paper on " Lace Making " at
Nottingham is intelligently written, well illustrated, and will prove of
special interest to ladies. " The Industries of the Lake District," more
particularly charcoal burning, bobbin-making, hoop-making, basket-making,
are well described by a writer intimate with the locality. The eighth
and ninth days of an " Unsentimental Journey through Cornwall " are
good reading. The last two articles are beautifully illustrated. " Inter-
lopers at the Knap" is the title of a complete story; the serial, "The
Armourer's Prentice " being still continued. A frontispiece entitled
" Hauling in the Net" is one of the best magazine pictures of the month.

The Canadian Methodist Magazine (Toronto : William Briggs) for

"May contains a second article on "The United Empire Loyalists," in

which Mr. Wm. Kirby briefly and interestingly treats of those who " stood
for the King." " The Homes and Haunts of Luther" are described

;

""^Britain's Oldest Colony "is commented upon ; Lady Brassey contributes^
paper number five ;

" Robert Hall" is a text well preached upon ;
" Chris-

tian Unity " is treated, and the editor writes descriptive matter to fit two
Nova Scotian ^ews.

The May number of the Andover Review amply sustains the favourable
impression made by the earlier numbers of this high-class theological

monthly. Timely topics are discussed by representative writers in a full,

free, and reverent spirit. Among distinctive articles in this number may
be mentioned " The Christian Conception of Man," and " Arnold of
Rugby and the Oxford Movement."

Mr. Brigos, of Toronto, has published a cheap "Life of 'Chinese'
Gordon."

It is understood that a biography of Prince Leopold is to be written
under the direction of Her Majesty.

St. John, N.B., has given birth to another journalistic venture, The
Trade Reporter, to be issued monthly in the first place. It will attempt to
give concise reports of the state of IVade in all parts of the Dominion, and
will occupy this by-path of literature unfettered by any political shibboleth.

Three weeks after all the rest of the world had learned how Chicago
was humbugged by the bogus letter of Mr. Arnold, the Chicago correspon-
dent of The Presbyterian writes as though he had not heard but that the
real Matthew wrote it. He is indignant and says

:

" Hi. Arnold wm • drear? and decided failure in Ohioago, both ai a leotnrer and
genUeman. He wu appreeiated here at his real wortii, though not at hie own

eitimate of himielt. As a remit, his worldly wealth was not materially enhaneed b;
onr oontribntions, thongh, i< he had been capable of doing so, he might have earriaa
irom OS a dcoent stook of oommon-sense. And now Mr. Arnold shats down on ' sweetness
and light,' rails at Ohioago, aocasee as of want of oaltare, and takes Professor Swing
at a heavy discount. It i* an awful fall from a high aposUeship."

CHESS.

13-AU oommnnioaUom inttndtd for thU d-rpnrtment nhoutd ba aidrested " Chem Xditor,'
offlee of The5 Week, Toronto.

PROBLEM No. 8. PROBIiEM No. 9.

By E. H. E. Eddis (Toronto Chess Club). By F. Healet. (From The Field.)

BLACK.

WHITE.

White to play and mate In two moves.

WHI IE.

White to play and mate in three moves.

Answeb to CoRttEspoNDENTS.—J, B. H., Ottawa.—Thanks for enclosure. Beauty, not
dimcalty, is the element most prized in a two move prolilorn. W. (1. B., Montreal.—Have
written you. W. A., Montre il.— Have written vou. Send aloug games .inil problem!. H. B ,Colhngwood.—Sorry for yonr opinion. Hope it does not apply to C. C. Ij. C. C, Aruiirior.—
Solution to No. 2 correct. Mrs. L. C. C, Arnprior—Solution to No. 3 correct.

QAME No. 5.

_^ Chess In Adelaibe.

(From the Adelaide Obter^ier.)

A brilliant brevity between rfr. H. Cha-lick (Adelaide Cliesa Club) ami Mr. J. Mc\rthur
(semaphore Chess Club). Played February ioth, 1884.

(Ruy Lopez Knights' Game.)

Mr. H. Charliok.

1. PK4
2. KtKB3
3. B Kt 5
4. BB4
5. Castles.
6. R K 1 (a)

7. P Q 4 (6)

a KtBB
0. Kt takes P

Mr. McArthur. Mr. H. Charliok.

1. P K 4 10. R takea Kt
2. Kt Q B 3 U. B K I
3. P q H 3 12. B takes Et
4. Kt B 3 13. Kt K 5
5. Kt takes P 14. q Kt 4 (a)

6. Kt q 3 16. B R t) (//
7. P K 5 16. P takes P
8. B K 2 17. R takes 11

9. Kt takes Kt 18. B taka.i K Kt P
Time, three quarters of an hour.

BLACK.

Mr. McArtbur.

10. P. q. 4 {CI

11. Castled.
12. P takes B
13. B Kt 2 id)

U. T Q 8 4
15. B K B 3
16. B takes Et (a)

17. q B 3
18. iilack resigns.

NOTES,
(a) P Q 4 flrst would also be a strong move.
(6) Kt takes Kt, followed by P 6 4 would be still stronger.
(0) Block has defended himself very well,
(d) Weak.
(«) Strong.
(/) If now or next move White play Kt to Q 7 Black turns the tables by B to B 1.
iB) Black plays thus with Q B 3 in view, but the latter move loses right off. for White

menaces 19 R K Kt 5 winning.

THE TORONTO CHESS CLUB RECORD.—1870 TO 1884.

Through the kindness of Mr. J. H. Gordon we are enabled to present our readers a eomnlete
record of matches played by the T. C. C. with other clubs since 1870.

YeW

1871.

1872.

1873.

1875.

1877.
1878.
1879.

Oppokehtb.

Hamilton

.

Seaforth ...,

Hamilton ..

Seaforth....
Dandas « t,

Seaforth ...

Montreal...
Cobourg.....
Cobourg.....
Hamilton ..

Telbgraph
OR

Over thb Board.
Tel.

1880.
1881.

1882.

1883.

Oullug eoud....
Seaforth
Hamilton
Cobourg
Hamilton
Cobourg.........
Hamilton
Detroit
Ouebec
Hamiltion
Buffalo

Quebec
Hamilton «

O. B.
Tel.

O.B.

Tel.
OB.
Jel.
b.B.
TeL

O.B.
TeL

O.B.

CONSTJLTATION
OR

iMDrVIDnAL.

Con.

lad.
Con.

md.
Con.
lad.

Con.

lad.

Toronto Toronto
WON. LOST.

can.
ind.

Ooa.
Ind.
Con.
lad.
COSL
Ind.
«

Coii.
Ind.

a
1
a
a
a
1

-8—
t

s

e
3 .

1
a
1
a

7|
C
1

-TJ—

«

.2

?

I*

TbSr::.... ;r. 87 matches. 911 xi

NEWS ITEMS.
TwxNTT years ago Herbert Spenoer played fonr handed chess.
SiDHBT, Australia. Chbbs Club—A handicap tonmament, for prises given bv Mr P B

Walker, President of this Club, has been inangurated. j -u. jt. ».

Thb Handicap Toomament of the Montreal City Chess Club is announced to commenceon the Sib May. 'There are Ave cUsess of players. The first class is composed of Messrs.Asoher Shaw, Wildman and Wright. The prises, it is said, will be very handsome, especially
the flnt, an inlaid gold and silver chess board.

'^ '

A tbbt rich story is going the rounds. As told by " Mars " In the Sportina and Dramatic
^•lin It is as follows :-Ai a dinner given in Philadelphia by the Chess Club, Messrs. Zaker-
tort and btainiti happened to be present, and after several toasts had been given Mr EugeneDelmar rose and cried out, " Here's to the champion chess player of the world Let nim

Zokartort sing a daet in response.'
duet is still (MM vet.

'

8t«nits was whii
Zukertort was gal

maticel geni.

-. n,^ - . Well, the champions wouldn't sing a duet, in taut that
yet. History further saltb that as the company were about leaving Mr.
spering, " Yon see lyjw I am treated and receive no recogni ." Whilst Dr
illy twittering forth, " Yes, sir, even when I was a boy I was a great mathe^

" Us he would have said.
Bat ere the word was out
The i7iMst> had fled."

THBSlst «mm«l dinner of the City of London Cfaeaa Club eame off on Tlh April lastDerbyshiie beat Leioaeter Srd April by 10 games to 7.

Thb Ohttt monthly annanncea its second Intematianal Problem Tournament. The nrisai
are:-FirH, 10 (nineas; seeond, « guineas; third, t guineas, with special prises to be an

-

nonnoea.
A itiTOH by eorreepondsoce Is In progress between Vienna and Paris. The stakes areiMO traoee. Among the Vienna ehamplolu are Weiss and English, while in the ranks of the

Paris players Rosenihal and DsKlriere Sgnre promtnently.

Mat Sth, 1884.] THE WEEK.
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DE. M. aOUVlBILLBl'S

SPIROMETER GIVEN FREE 1

Encouraged by the fact that during the
past Ave years thousands of patients who
used my Spirometer have been cured ofAsthma, Bronchitib, Labtnoitib, Catarrh,
Catarrhal Deapnebb. Consumption or
"!:*/ LuNos, and finding that many who
could be cured ore financially unable to pro-
cure the instruinent, I will ('Ire the Hplre.
meter free to any one suffering from any of
the above ailments who will call at

173 CHURCH ST,. TORONTO,
and consult the Surgeons of the

International Throat and lung Institute,

the medicines alone to ba paid for. If unable
to call write for particulars and treatment
which con be sent by express to any address.

DR. M. SOUVIELLE,
ex-Aide awgeon French, Army.

SHIRTS. SHIRTS- SHIRTS.

LUKES, DAGGE & CO.
are showing this week all the leading novelties in

FRENCH CAMBRIC, OXFORD AND FANCY FLANNELS,
SUITABLE FOR SPRING AND SUMMER WEAR.

^Our stock of Wk.te Drkss Sh.rts is superior to anything in the retail trade, either to
order or ready-made.

LUKES, DAGGE & CO
,

SKIRTMAKERS,

116 YONGE STREET, - - . TORONTO.
Mr-A*H>Q ^uffywn .pTvnon Army. ,^_^

—

^^Hl^s"SIi^^nl DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
#'rom th» Mail {Can.) Dee. 15.

Catarrh is a muco-pumlent discharge causedby the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amoeba in the Internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. This parasite isonly developed imder favourable circum-
stances, and these are:-Morbid state of the
plood, as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,
the gOTm poison of syphilis, mercury, toio-
moea. from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poldous that are germinated in the bloodIhese poisons keep the internal lining mem-prane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds ofthese germs, which spread up the nostrilsand down the fauces, or back of the throat
oausing ulceration of the throat; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, oausing hoarseness-
usurping the proper structure of the bronchi^

d ^fr^"° * m pulmonary consumption and

Many attempts have been made to discover
V.°^ ,

!°'° distressing disease by the useof inhiUents and other ingenious devices, butnone of these treatments can do a particle ofgood until the parasites are either destroyed
o' removed from the mucus tissue
Sooae time since a weU-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much eiperiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the neosssarvoombmation of ingredients which never fafl
to absolutely and permanently eradicating
«nu ..jrrible disease, whether standing tot

?S.^^ Z. '".I"' 'I'"''
1''^°»« ''^o may besuffering from the above disease, should,with-out delay, communicate With the businessmanagers,

Mbssbs. a. H. DIXON <t SON,
305 King St West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

What thtRev. E. B. Stevemon, B.A.,aCl»Tm-manjff the London Cpnftrence of tht MeOio-dm O^rch of ConoAz, ha, to my in regard

Cotai^ °" ^"' ^'«"»>«n* for

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Memre. A. H. Dixon <t Son

:

h.^^S^T^^™''""^"""' "' *''« "»•> instant toBand. It seems almost too good to be true thatI am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am
I Uove had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so manythings for Catarrh, suffered so much and forso many years that is hard for me to realizethat I am really better.

"«"»»

I consider that mine was a very bad case •

It was aggravated and chronic, involvinu the
Jh''°*t.*? "''i .*' *« °"»J PMsagee, wd Ithought I would require the three toeatments

ram thankful that I was ever induced to send

You are at Uberty to use this letter statin

f .iii?'7 S?'°
""'"* "* '"™ treatmmtt. an'

Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Re-issued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 8, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 47. 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and Franco.
Patented in Canada Jime 7, 187D,
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health

''

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Busts.

Awarded tne Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhib.-tion of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset " is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress.

PREPARATION FOR HARVARD. OXFORD
1. t""!'

'-:'>1IBBIDGB (Bug.), and for WeUes-
J™'w >' Margaret Hall and Oirton Collegesfor Women, by B. B, Homphbeys, LL.D., bv
separate, personal teaching. 7 pupils.

ha«'hf»'J°L«^°°'' P"P" i" Pli^o "f one who
inviS , i*" "'i*'"'

Oxford. Attention ismvlted to these facU:-l. Dr. Humnhrevs
™rr?5f'"'"!1?.P"'P"«1 '"• Harv^Hn le

86^fo!,r m'""'"*?^*'- ^ 1° »''"'> °' 'be pre-

«tonrt?„J
*''™'' '>"" "^ members in goo<istanding prepared by him. 3 Five of his

SeStih?"""' ""' J«"Juate next .lune, ai?creditably, one in Sigh Honors. 4. Duringthe same period he has preparsil for variou?

siurnr"""'*"^ ?'"'"'' »nd C.SUd^«°??
Fn„M?i^-n n '^'"*„''"' "'^or American andEnglish Colleges 25 in aU. Dr. H. gives les-

c^Xii^l""" *"* I^"'- eomposl?ioritd
criticism by correspondence
For circular, addres.s

E. R. HUMPHREYS. LL.D.,
129 West Chester Park, Boston, Masa

February 25th, 1884.

CROMPTON^CORSET CO., TORONTO

INDIA "RUBBEFGOODS!
BVBBER SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BEITnrO,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

UBBE1I VALVES. OUKETS,

Stajr Bra,Bd Cotton

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Enj^ine

(280,000 feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distmct Pliei HannfiLctd.

Cities, Towns and Villages
pronounce it superior to any
other make in the market
lor its acr«>ngih nnH dnr-
afelv ^aalicles.

iS-Tbe star Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire Engine Hoee,
is made from the best Giilt
Cotton and fine Para Rub-
ber, and fully warranted from
any defects in manufacture.
Sample mailed on application

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
A^fD CO.,

AND

Spirit Merchants
FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

friNES, .SPIRITS, dc, CAREFULLY
PACKED m JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have ,™r very best
anil prompt attention.

V.A.TTLTS :

10, 12. 14, 16 & 18 King St. West,

TORONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL. Oirr

ishau glatUy recommend your remedy tosome of my friends who are stifTerers.
Tours, with many thanks.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS : ' ;

'

.
ai Yonge and i Front Streets. Toronto.

CAPITAL, $250,000.

JOHN^R.^BARBER, President and »fanaging

S?^.?;
BIOBDON. Vice-President.EDWABD TROUT, Treasurer.

R. HOUGHAN,
ta-AU inquiries by maU shall have our prompt and earefal attention.

Af/ent.

Manufactures the (oUowing grades of paper : -

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TIKTED BOOK P.VPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calen.lered),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WO^TE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS. Etc.

R»v. E. B. Stbvbnboic.

ESTABLHOTD 18S9, 364 Yon»o Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOHTXJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers Just
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-markably low flguree. Calsomining, l>aper-Hangmg, Glasing;^ Be-Qla»ing and i-ainfiigdone to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stook of Stationery, Chriatmaa Cards
etc, at lowest prioea. A call solicited.

'

rno SUBSCBIBEBS I

Those wishing to keep their copies of ThbWbm in good condition, and have them onhand for reference, should use a Binder Wecan send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
• For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

. ''5l"*5.'°'*"' •"" *'•«"' ™»de expressly
'Of Thji Wmk, and are of the best manufao-
tnre. The papers oan be placed in the Binderweek by week, thus keeping the flle complete.

Addrese—
,Omoi OF Th» Wok,

JordkD anreet, Toronto

THE CANADIAN P.\CXFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGOLATIONS.

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation

thelt.tti°;."o"it^xt^rot.^tt?^^^^^^^^ -« -<• ^>^

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RBSERVMD SECTIONS

Terms of Payment

:

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

Colored C.veu Papebs, superduisbeil.

I-!*-Api)Iy at the Mill foraamiiles iinil prices
hpu>:ial iiizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
icurDrACTiraBBB ovm

" LILT WHITE " FLOATnra SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWH PEKFECTIOH SOAP,

EtraUSH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTBlSB CBI.BBBATBD BBAND8 OF

FINE Laundey Soaps,
FuUins Soaps.

Toilet Soaps,
A.iiiline Dyes.

SEITD FOR PRICX LIST.^p^.^rXZrr^y-^i-I}}k^''-^^^-r' » ^'^ "* convey

-^M^^^^^S^BF^^ I

Roi^GER, Maclay.. Co.
^h^f'^a:tXl''I^k%''%''L^^^.^/p^J^'^^^^ !

Caru^ Soap and OU Works,
Offic: Works:

70 Fbokt St. Eabt,
| Dkfbiss Stbbw,

TOKONTO.
CHAKI.KS DBIIVKITATKB.

- Secretary.
Montreal, Januarr, 1884.

I
•
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MASON & COLLINS,

LIFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AND CRAYON.
Stttdio, - - 81 KiNa St. West, Toronto.

FRASEK 4 SONS.
(Ijate Notman & Fraser, Pbotograpbera

to the Queen.

)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photooraphebs, etc.

3. A. Frutr, B.C. A. J. A. Fra—r, Jr.
A. a. Franr.,

DE. JOHN HAIjL, Senr!^

Homaopathic Physician,

M his oia reBideoce, 83 RICHMOND ST. E.

Office Itoura:— to 10 a.m.; 2 to 4 p.m.; and
on Mondav and Tlitirsday eveniDfjs, from 7.30

to 9; Sunday, 5.30 to 6.sn p.m.

DR. SINCLAIR,

334 jAnvia Stbeet. -^x.

MIDWIFEJiT, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEU A SPECIALITY.

I C. MoKINLAY, L.D.S..

SURGEON DENTIST.

121 OiiDBCH Stbkst, - - TonoKTo.

T^ PEARSON,

DEJSTTIST,
No. 2 King Street West, - - Tobonto.

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public,
Conveyancer, etc.

3foTMV to LtmA. Offices—\Q York Chamhert,

No. 9 Toronto Stbeet, Tobonto.

(^
EO. MacDONALD,

Babristsb, Solicttob, Etc.

—: OFFICES :—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

T CREIGHTON,

SOLICITOR. NOTARY PUBLIC, etc ,

9 VICTORIA CBAMBBBS,
Victoria Street - - Toronto.

S^
MITH, SMITH & RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Labbatt W. Smith, D.C.L. jAitss F Smith.

Geo. M. Bab.

MISS BIRDSALL,
Si St. Albans Street,

TB3.A.aECHlI4 OF 2i£X7SXO
Pupil of Carl Martme.

Pencil drawing, etohing, water ooloors, on
•atin or velvet.

Tebiu—Muiio, tt ; DraWloR, etc., •«.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBORNE.
COMMERCIAL TUVELIERS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House has all the latest improvements.
Qood Sample Booms, exoellent cuisine.
Terms, 91.00 per day.

Wh. MAI.SS, Clert. AiiBBBT Obbhah, Mangr.

HGRACE F. ALLEINS, ARTIST,

iO Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits trom life. Old paintings oopled a
specialty.. Postoralts of horses and dogs. Oil

Xalntlng tanght on the system of the Boyal
cademy, London, England.

TIHE lilGHT-BUNNINO J)OMESTI0
SEWING MACHINE. Artistically beaa-

tifal. Without a peer. In its mechanical
coDstructloQ it has no rival. The new line of
attachments that are now beinf; placed with
each " Pomeatic " are npeclalties. Ko other
machine haa them. These attachmentfl and
the new wood-work make the " Domestic

"

more than ever in demand. A. W. BRAIN,
Agent, 98 Yonge Street.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
TORONTO, for

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES ft JEWELLEBT

Watch Bepairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, Bpeoial features.

Cbarares Moderate.

s
HAW & USBORNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TOBONTO.

pAINLESS DENTISTRY.

Artiflcial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
peWect in cacinij and speaking. The puinleHS
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgiciU.

M. F. SMITH,, XlKNTIST,

286 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOM(EOPATHIST,
Special tios^Diseases of Children andNervous
System, Hours—8tr>10 a.m,; 4 to 6 p,m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 6,30 p m.

sae A 328 Jabtis Stbeet.

/^HARLES W. PHILLIPS,

aOLICITOB, CONVEYANCER, Etc.
'

—

—: Office :—

46 Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Ont.

STEWART & SON. (Late STEWART
4 STRICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUILDINC SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Off.ee>—39 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WM. STEWART. Wll. H STEWART.

WA. IMPEY,
• Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

271 CHURCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.
i^'Esttmates given on application.

CRAZY PATCHWORK!

THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,

No. 23 Park Bow, New York city,

having on hand an unusual quantity of rem-
nants, will send to any lady subscriber of this
paper enough pieces of BEAUTIFUL SILKS
AND VELVETS to make a beautiful quilt
with.

tS" Send for a dollar package.

p » pVtTC ^'6 *"d Beautiful

LAL I U O Texan and Mexican
sorts, hardy, requiring absolutely no care, ex-
cept protection from severe frosts ; novel and
carious in form, and some with flowers of ex-
quisite beauty and fragrance. Send 20c. for
sm.all specimen. Dlustrated circular free^

TROtJPB IVVRSKRIBI*.
Tbocpb, Texas, US.A.

1^ These plants can be shipped at any
season of the year.

13^ E3ST EI HIT

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPOBATED 18fil.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT,

Cash Assets, - .- . . $i,a89,xxs oo

Incone~for Year = = = r;;69o,ft0 18

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pre». JAS. BOOMEB, Sec.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,600,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

BT INSITBINC NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS

Will be saoorvd at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
AprU, 188S.

Grand Trunk R'y of Canada,
(Great Western Division.)

TENDERS
Will be received by the nndersifmed until
noon on Saturday, the 3rd of May next,
for the formation of an embankment near
Cayuga, on the Loop Line section of the
Great Western Division of the Grand Trunk
BaUway.
Plans and Speoiflcations can be seen, and

Forms of Tencier obtained at the office of the
Chief Engineer of the Great Western Division
at Hamilton.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

JOSEPH HICKSON.
General Manager.

Montreal. April 2l8t, 1864.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

30 CHDRC'B STRBBT, TORONTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.
Deposits received from SI upwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 4^, 5
and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.
j:^ MoNBT TO Loan oh MoBTaAOE SECTmixT

BANK OF OTTAWA.
O'ilT.A.TV.A.

Autkoi'ized Capital,
Subscribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Rett

91,01X1,000

1,000,000
OO.S.HfJi

110,000

J.iMKS MacLAREN, Esq., Preatdmt
CHARLES MAGEE, Esq., Vice-President.

Director>-C. T. Bate, Esq.. R. Bluokbum,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Brysoa, Hon, L. R. Church,
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Oeoboe Bubn, Cashier.

Branches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg. Man.
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in New York—Messrs.
A. H. Ooadby «nd B. E. Walker. Agbnts in
liONDON- -EogliBh Alliance Bank.

CA.NA.DA. "WJEST

Land Agency Company,
yLIMITED.)

CjiTlTjiZ - - ^/00,000.

girtctors

:

HON. G. W. ALLAN, President.
A. H CAMPBELL. Esq , Vice-President.
ROBERT GILLESPIE, Esq., Gov. Canada

Co. London, England.
GOLDWIN SMITH, Esq., D.C.L,, Toronto.
J. S. LOCRIE, Esq., Toronto.
J. S. PLAYFAIR. Esq., Toronto.
HON. B. M. WELLS, Toronto.
W. J. MENZIES Esq., Edinburgh, Scotland.
WALTER F. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

The Canadian Farm Joumil which eon-
tains the largest amount of Property for Sale
in Ontario of any list published, will be fur-
nished to applicants by the London Office, 37
Royal Exchange. E.C., on receipt of Id. post-
age, or by the Head Office in Toronto, on
receipt of 3 cent stamp. Besides a large num-
ber of Farms and other property in all parts
of the Province, they have amongst others the
foUowing beautiful residences :

—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beauti-
fullj laid out. The house and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Price,
$8,000, which is a great bargain.

2079. Valuable email farm and residence,
28 acres, good loam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick residence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellar,
frame bam, carriage house, etc. Very fine
orchard of choice fruit trees. Price, $4,500;
92.000 down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

2500. Delightful residence in Port Bnrwell,
comprising 23 acres fronting on Lake Erie.
Large frame house, nearly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and cold water, etc. Also 2 frame
dwellings, frame bam and numerous out-
buildings. About 3 acres orchard of old and
young trees. Price, •0,000; 92.000 down, bal-
ance on easy terms.

'
J/!R. ADAMSON, Manager,

14 ADELAIDE 8T. EAST. TORONTO, ONT.

LENOX PENS !

A CoitrLnx Sibiis nr Twxlti Numbibs,

From wbloh every writer ean seleot TBE
BEST PEN tot hli or bar peculiar ityle of
penmanship, temple o( eieb B«ii)ber (12
pens), by niail to Miy ftddreea tm tan ejinta.

Taintob Bbos., Merrill & (Jo.,

18 A so Ano> PiiAOB, Naw Tobx.

MUSI6 AND DRAIA.
Attractumt for the week commeneiiuf

MONDAY, MAY 12th.

TORONTO. .

ORAND OPBBA HOUSE.
Mat 12, 13 & 14.

HANLOM8 IM

LA VOYAGE EN SUISSE.

May 15, 16 * 17.

DENMAM THOMPSON.

HOBTICn^TUBAL GARDENS.
Monday, May 19th.

MADAMK TBEBXLhl-BETTINI,
Assisted by Ivank Mabawski, Ghas. Wabneb,
Edward MalIjInhaueb ind Isadorb Lcck-
8TONE.
Plan of seats for snbscribers at Suckling &

Sons, after May lOtb.

MACMILLAN'S
DOLLAR NOVELS.

NEW VOLUMES.

BETHESDA.
By Barbara Elbon. 12mo., 91.

Will rank with the half do^cen works of fic-

tion that have rendered the last twelvemonth
a somewhat noteworthy period in the de-
velopment of American literature
The passages quoted will indicate sufficiently
well the wholesome moral tone of the book,
a tone which takes its note from the loftiest
aspirations and rises above the gross and
material into an atmosphere of hope, and
faith, and peace. " Bethesda " is unquestion-
ably a novel of depth, originality and power.
It marks a tendency in fiction which is des-
tined to bring forth noble results.—Z/iterary
W&rld.
Its style is not unlike that of Mr. F. Marion

Crawford, though its moral tone is far superior
to anything Mr. Crawford has as yet written.
The book is strangely fascinating. The
reader falls at once deeply in love with the
beautiful heroine, and his admiration and
love increase for her as the book approaches
the end. The moral lesson which " Bethesda "

teaches is a high and noble one. . . . Next
to "Mr. Isaacs" the book is the best novel
that baa appeared in several years. • Ameri-
can Queen.
This is one of the great successor of the

book— the power to make us forget that we
are dealing with fiction, and that instead we
are actually taking part in the tribulations
and trials and purposes of real living per-
sona . . , The book ia destined to be
widely read, and almost aa widely apart will
be the views concerning it.—Chriatiem at
Work,

RECENTLY PUBLISHED,
A O&EAT TKBA80IV.
By Mary A. M. Hoppus. 12mo.. SI.

It is a sensible relief to light apon a book
° which has for its foundation the events of
some remarkable period of the world's his-
tory. ... "A Great Treason'* will cer-
tainly recommend itself to those readers who
ask more from a novel than the amusement
of an idle hour.—aformnj; Poet.
Miss Hoppua tells a story of the American

War of Independence in a characteristic
and attractive style, which accommodates
itself both to the time and to the scene, with-
oat affectation or extravagance. History and
fiction are adroitly blended, and It is difficult
to say which part of the tale is thd most in-
teresting.— .^ thenreuTn.
Investing with a romantie glow the entire

history of the Revolutionary War. . . The _
book has a peculiar charm.—^«w York Oh~

By Mrs. Oltphant, 12mo., 91.

At her best, she is, I think, with one or two
exceptions, the best of living novelists. She
is at ner best in " Hester."—^Icadtfmv-

112 Fourth Avenue, New York.

Fob SAI.B BT ACli BoOKSBULBBa.

NOW READY.

Price X5C. Annual Subscription, $1.30.

The English Illustrated Magazine

No. 8. CONTENTS. May, 1884.

Frontiiplaoe. "Hanllng in the Lines."
From a drawing by C. Napier Hemy.

2. " Laoe making at Nottingham." Bernard
B. Becker. With namerons ulnstrations.

3. "A Woman's Keepsake." E. W. Ooase.
ninstrated.

4. " Indnstries of the English Lake Dis-
trict." E. Boaooa. With Ulnstrations.

5. " An Unsentimental Joomey throngh
Cornwall." The author of " John Halifax,
Gentleman." Ulnstrated.

6. "Interlopers at the Knap." Thomai
Hardy.

7. "My Wife's Talentine." J. Hanry Bhort-
hoQse.

8. "The Armourer's Prentiaea. Chap. Is-IT.
C. M. Tonga.
Omamaata, Initial Lattara, ate.

MACMILLAN ft CO., NEW YORK,
AND ALL roOKBELLXBS.

4amatiit

' V

_,

Toronto. Thursday, May l.'^t.h. ixjja $^p«.Annum.~^ -— '

^^^ Single Copies, 7 omttt,
CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER ^-TwT^^^T^^Tr ' ==—-=

—-«-« =
: : _

- ^z'z.::^:::,^?:^,:- '""^ ^°^^™' -''-^ ^'-^^ ^^^y

COHTRZBTTTBB ABTIOLBB
Current Events and Opinions

' '—

The oh^ch-i"
""• '""«'-t»i'"n«>tiofSo<^ety ::::::;;

••
ya^-o l. tm t^^^.. j, r ^"7™ •

^here la a very vigorous movement in theIbeOhnrohes ' J. M. Lon. yis J-'O^lJUOn iTOVince of Quebec to i»«mr<. .« ...t « iU 1 • , .• - Aettriak. 376 , . . . , ,

vjueoec lo secure an act of the lecfislature eealizinir

lZiz""^^
— • ^-^

377 ;rr. r
^

' ""f
°

"' ''°"'^'" ^""^ ^^'^'-'^y- ^^* '»" -«^- of

^"^"r's^fthaB.a.-sut.ofPioriaa." ' ^ij^ T "' ^"'^ " ^^^^^^, *»<! i' « to be hoped Our

The Adventures of a Wiaiw.r.r;.;:.V.3:.V:::: OharU^UacUy.iit ^^° °' *"« ^^^ °^ this Union. The worst feature of a leifaIi2Pd lntt»,.„

-"—« :z:~:zi:^T " '^'"^'^ " '^ '^''"''•''"^ ^^^^ "p- *••« p--- cws-irtl^::^
Book Notices

LxT.H«. Gossn. ..IZIZIZII Z n
^"^

''™^T'
"^ ^"''^ Randolph Churchill to form a new « Democratic

'^»°'«'~"
• Z uThT? r^" " '^''«'*°'' " *=""«•"« '""'''^ amusement in the-^-^--==—=====--==..-^==^^ ^n nT"

^^P'^^"-"^^''='^-'^«-^*'-'i"--gulated young nobleman

«bqC l^^^k^ !!"'"; '^'^ ••« ''^^ '"*'* *° P-°°>i«e proper submission to his natural chiefsAN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE. POLITICS. AND CRITICISM T^ '^' '^"'^ """P' ''°^""«'-' ^ ''^''''^«^'' "^ -ore than the

in ^'„",S:-°'"'
^•"' •''^- <"«" -ontbs, «<.«,; fou, „,„,,^ „.^. Subscription, payable JT"'" " Z """'^T

"^^'' '"'"'''« ^°'' "°*°"^'y- ^hese perturbed
Subscribers in Great Britain and Ireland sUD^Iied f

souls are searching about for the foundations of a New and Ponnlar
^a7aKnfad&s^.-tepM"^^^^^^^ Toryism-the dream of Lord Beaconsfield and Lord JoL M^nerf The

perLTprf\"u".SriS1S'\r?L'V.''So'Sirs'S?5'rnL'?fi'°^ 7^ *''°"«''f! '^t!!
"''^ "''''°"' '^''«<=*'y identifying themselves with

per ime per Insertion for a shorter period
^'

'

*'"' "" ""« '"• "«" -"""ths
; !» centi **»« movement, hopefully watching for the solution of the problem th h

street. Toronto.
.^.^

""" ''•"""••-T. B.CLOoaHH:B, BuMine«, atanager.sjTrdZ, "^ '^^^^ '*^"- I' ^as neither principles nor policies yet, its apostles
*''® without a gospel, and are tentatively sounding those whom th.. n»-

^.U^mtrjbutionssbouldbearrt^r^ri.,
b

^^'"^ "^^ "" ^"^^-^^ '^ ^^^^^ "'^^'^ ^ berppl^^^4 VO^
|£^7;m°°eSd"ro°u°r;s^.Tu^faii'sru'^f^^^ ,

—
JlS:il£:-''''-<--'>-£^«r«b'u^«£^^^ "Cow.aDi.v, caitiff crew." This is the language which Mr. Henry^^^ "yrmUlkmmlmm^. «*«U^ - -?^ • Tory obdaructionist member of the British House of Comm^= has thought It good taste to apply to Her Majesty's Govermnont becMae

TOI^TCS OF THE WEEK '* hesitates to precipitate further slaughter of British and Egyptian
*f°"P^ '^" ^ *•»« *»=« gentleman who has worked might and main for

Thbee can be little doubt but the accusation of forgery brought a^ai^.t *'''/^f'"*°°
°' ^*'^'*''''^ ''^^ American cattle from the English market,

Mr. McKim, aprincipal witnessinthe notorious bribef^TaseTas a«Z 71 Th TTl T^T ^ *'^ ""'''' ''"' ""^ ^''''='' the Government'
tory measure inspired by those he had testified against ZdTll H ^.u"' f'^"'"'

'^ " "'"''"" '' ^"^^ ^°' ^^ '° 'trike
the charge was dismissed, it was in such manner, a^ revitent ^t ^ T . u

" ''"" ""' '^' '^"^^ ^"'""'^ ^^^'^^ --^^t^ i" sending
that there was a serious division of opinion on tL bench as to th^ V T"" T. ''''' "'"'*''' fi^-eating Jingoes who originate this policy
ment, that the defendant may consider himself fortunate n the rllf I^Mr cZlin Z^'

"7"* "'.'"^ '° '^""'"^'''^ "'^'^^'^ '«^-'~«-
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.
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Thk party press is providing curious materials for history. Generally m

the conflicting testimony of contemporaries respecting any character or

action, there is some element of agreement on which the historian fixes as

presumably solid fact; but the -future Hallam or Ranke will not easily

discern such an element in the conflicting testimony of contemporaries

respecting the character and actions of Sir Charles Tapper. In the two

valedictory biographies there is hardly any point of identity but the name.

That the man has made his way to prominence plainly appears, but in one

account his rise is ascribed to a genius which nothing could equal except

his purity : in the other to the qualities of a sturdy and daring felon. Once

only we find something like concurrence. The Grit organ having called

Sir Charles a bull-dog, its adversary accepts the metaphor and improves it

by adding that he is a bull-dog who has often torn the pants of the Reform

party. As the bull-dog who has often torn the pants of the Reform party

Sir Charles may with indisputable accuracy be described, whatever be

our estimate of his statesmanship or his virtue; and if he is presented

for an honorary degree at one of the English universities the public orator

will be safe inAdopting that delineation, though to give it a classic turn

may somewhat test his Latinity. We are reminded by the same event

that the pants of the Tory party, if they have not been torn by any bull-dog

with fan-s 80 tenacious as those of Sir Charles, are being rapidly fretted

by the tooth of time. Sir John Macdonald himself will soon be the only

part of the garment left, while some of the new pieces which are being

put into it are not unlikely to illustrate by their effecte the truth of the

Scripture warning to the menders of raiment. Evidently the life of the

politician is trying ; he is now called upon to worry and be worried, not

only on the floor of Parliament but on a hundred platforms, and one after

another of the class breaks down. Yet not one of them, once enlisted, is

afterwards ever weaned from the pursuit^ of a generous ambition; they

all die with their teeth in the pants.

It seems that we are in danger of receiving further consignments of

the Irish pauperism which gave birth to the miserable colony of Conway

street. The agents of the Steam Ship Companies too are at work, no doubt

after their usual fashion. It is Toronto that is chiefly threatened, because

it is the head, so to speak, of importation, the point to which all the

immigrants come and from which the more energetic of them push out west-

ward or into the country, leaving the less energetic and the [incapable in

the city, to throw themselves on public charity. The Irish in their own

island display a passionate desire for the land ; but this is only because the

land is there their only means of subsistence ; they are not farmers, and

when they come to this Continent they cling to the puriieus of the cities

where, settUng clannishly together, they form Irish quarters with the result

too famiUar to all who know anything of the municipal history of New

York. The tramps, so much execrated and dreaded, are comparatively

an innocuous tribe ; their number, apart from cases of merely casual distri-

bution, is not large ; and as they are essentially wanderers, they cannot

infect the population or form the nucleus of a bad element in any locality^

It is otherwise with Irish pauperism, which, if we do not take care, will

inoculate the community with its habits, particularly with systematic

mendicity, a thing hitherto almost unknown in Canada. It is time that

Toronto should bestir herself. Representations have been made both by

the Combined City Charities and by individuals who foresaw what was

coming • but they have hardly been regarded as serious by the Home

Authori'ties, in whose ears the sweet periods of Lord Lome and others who

talk in the same flattering strain have never ceased to sound. There is a

foolish notion that the country is injured in ita commercial standing by

deprecating indiscriminate immigration. On the part of Toronto, at all

events, a firm protest should be entered, and the protest can hardly take a

better form than that of an address of the City CouncU to the Governor

General, who would no doubt forward it to the Colonial Office. It is the

City CouncU that must act; the Ottawa Government probably is not

racked with anxiety about the special interesta of anybody in Ontario

since the Province has remained in the hands of the Grits
;
while the

city members, as Conservatives, will avoid above aU things giving any

trouble to the Government. If an effort is not made in time to make it

clear to the Home Authorities and to all concerned, that a dumping ground

for pauperism Canada cannot, and will not any longer be.'Ve may have,

amongst other bad consequences, a dispute with the authorities of the

Mother Country and a disturbance of those kindly relations which every-

body, especially at a crisis of Imperial fortunes like the present, desires to

see undisturbed. If the Mother Country has ever done the Colonies a wrong

it has been through ignorance, and ignorance produced in great measure by

the false representations of Colonial courtiers to whose flatteries Downing

street has too readily given ear.

At Washington the bill for the reduction of the tariff has met the

fate which, after seeing the ground, the " Bystander " found himself con-

strained mournfully to predict. Even such of its friends as were

sanguine enough to hope that it could pass the House, where the Democrats

have a large majority, by a few votes, anticipated its defeat in the Senate.

With the Presidential Election impending, everybody is afraid of provoking

the wrath of the Protectionist Ring, which has a disciplined force at its

command, and arousing the alarm of the artisans, a great many of whom

were still possessed with the belief that their livelihood depends upon

Protection. Yet the closeness of the division shows plainly that the

impatience of unjust and unneqpssary taxation is gaining ground, and the

minds of the people are so far opened to the truth that any event which brings

it home, such as a serious depression of wages, may turn the wavering

balance. In the meantime a curious spectacle is before us. A hundred

years ago the fathers of these people flew to arras, broke a connection to

which most of them had been deeply attached, and faced the calamities of

civil war rather than pay a paltry tea-tax which ttey believed to be un-

justly imposed by a single tyrant. They are now bowing their servile

backs beneath an enormous load of taxation imposed by a many-headed

oppressor, whose objects are at least as selfish as those of any despot.

They fancy that in the present case they impose the tax on themselves,

but this is an illusion, and one of many of the same kind, which under the

democratic system, as it at present exists, haunt the mind of the citizen,

who imagines that he is acting freely, and exercising political power, when

in fact his wires are pulled by the manager, or he is coerced by some

dominant organization. However, the people of the United States are

prodigiously rich; they can afford, if their fancy leads them, to lay a

hundred miUions a year, besides a large portion of the earnings which

their industry, if free, would produce, on the altar of native production,

and to make away with vast sums in gorging pension agente, buUding

cruisers to protect a mercantile marine which Protection keeps out of

existence, and educating the young negroes, or washing them white. But

Canada is not prodigiously rich, and her indebtedness will soon be, in pro-

portion to her population, double that of the United States, though she
.

has had no civil war. Yet her ProtectionisU have made it perfectly clear

by the psean of exultation which they have been chanting through their

organs on this occasion that they are ready to play the same game here

which is played by their brethren in the United States. Nor are they

without a good excuse, since the Government has induced them to over-

invest in their special industries by ita promises of Protection. They

approve a lavish expenditure to keep up the necessity for taxation. They

have already inaugurated this policy on a grand scale at Ottawa, and it is

evident that they and the railway men, combined with Quebec, which

receives a large share of the money, are now able to control the Govern-

ment. Salvation will come from the North-West, where the Ottawa

Government, with the most beneficent intentions, has succeeded in making

itself known only as a remote power of evil, and where such a tax as that

on a^icultural implements, levied not evea for the benefit of natim.
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manufactures but of manufactures in a country a thousand,mdes away, and

en^loying not a single Manitoban artisan, must stir, if anything in the

way of fiscal oppression can stir, the blood of the taxpayer, who is not only

mulcted of his cash but crippled in his one great industry at the same time.

The two party conventions for the nomination of a President will soon
|

meet, and the quadrennial carnival of intrigue, corruption and slander will

begin. To the memory of the framers of the American constitution it is

due on these occasions always to proclaim anew the fact that they never

intended to establish that which, if they had intended to establish it, would

have been the most pestilent institution ever deliberately adopted by man.

Nothing was further from their minds than a popular election. They

meant that a college of electors should choose in calm conclave the fittest

man in the Commonwealth. Their only fault consisted in failing to perceive

that when the college itself was to be elected only for the turn, the result

must inevitably be a mandate, and that thus the election of the President

would be practically given to the people at large. For this fatal oversight

they are no doubt undei^ing a thousand years of Purgatory. They may

perhaps, plead as a further extenuation, that they did not anticipate a reign

of organized party, though, both in their own country and in England, they

had before their eyes that which ought to have awakened their misgivings

on that head. Unsearchable are the riches of evil in the system of an

elective Presidency : the least of them U the cost of the election to tha

country, which must greatly exceed the annual expense of any royal court
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dolph Churchill a correspondence has taken place which has brought those

two personages to the verge of a rupture. Sir Stafford Northcote, we may

be sure, has counselled moderation ; Lord Randolph Churchill, we may be

still more sure, has counselled violence ; and Lord Salisbury, perhaps, for

refusing to support "Randy's" aspirations has received a volley of his

impertinence. If the tactics of the party on the Egyptian question have

been, in any measure, the subject of the dispute, the voice of the more pug-

nacious section has prevailed. The opportunity was tempting to the com-

bative. The heart of the nation is stirred by the perilous situation of

General Gordon and the appearance of his being betrayed. So it is :
the

mass of mankind are far more touched by anything personal than they are

by public questions or principles. The chief hold which Royalty retains is

due, not to any part that it plays in the machine of government, but to the

purely personal interest excited byjoyal births, deaths and man-iages, in

which all men, and still more all women, see glorified counterparts of the

principal events of their own lives. Few Englishmen, probably, have

followed the diplomatic windings of the Egyptian question ;
not many,

perhaps, at any rate before the battles, had ever taken the trouble to look

for the scenes of action on the map. But the romantic figure of General

Gordon, and -the idea that lie is being deserted in his hour of need by the

Government, at once set public feeling in a blaze. Before the vote on the

motion of censure has been taken this paper will have been sent to press ;

but the result can hardly be doubtful. It is the evident policy of the

Opposition to stave off", by obstruction and by bringing on battles upon

extraneous issues, the passing of the Franchise Bill, which, after the crush-

ing majority obtained by the Government on the second reading, even the

imperious Lord Salisbury can hardly hope to defeat. But to pass the

Franchise Bill is equally the policy of all the different sections of which the

majority was composed, and notably of the Parnellites, in whose secession

from the Government ranks lies the only hope of a victory for the Opposi-

tion. Speeches will no doubt be made against the Government from the

Liberal benches
;
perhaps a few Liberals may even indulge themselves in

voting on that which, for the moment, is the popular side, as they may

with impunity do, the party majority being so large; but the division will

almost certainly sustain the Government, and the dreaded Franchise Bill

will resume its march. The energy of Mr. Gladstone's speech seems to

show that a good deal of vitality is still left in him, and that his public

life, on the continuance of which the course of events mainly depends, has

not yet reached its close. A Bystakdbe.

lights, when collisions at sea would be almost impossible. That powerful -^

illuminating agent is already in use on some lines, and its universal adoption ^^

would be in the interests of life and property. u_
It is a remarkable fact that no mention is made of the use of life-belts,

nor is it stated in any report of the wreck whether such articles were in

abundance and easy of access. Surely had the colliding vessels been so

supplied—as is required by the Board of Trade—more lives might have

been saved, more especially as the sea was perfectly calm at the time of

collision, and until help came.

HERE AND THERE.

As is usual, columns of rubbish anent the recent terrible catastrophe

in mid-ocean have been dished up for a sensation-loving public. The

people who step in where angels fear to tread have been telling how

inhuman it was for the Cit]/ of Rome not to " speak as she passed by"

the Louisa—the ship which carried part of the unfortunate State of

Florida's crew and passengers. These scribes have attempted to " point

-ft moral and aclorn « tal»" at^he expense of shipmasters generally, and

accused them of indifference to human suffering and life. In the case in

point, there is no pretence that the Louisa was flying a flag of distress.

Indeed, she had no need to ; and she merely signalled the fact that she

had picked up some passengers of the wrecked steamer, presumably in

order that the Rome might convey that information ashore, for the benefit

of the survivors' relatives and friends and the ship-owners. Captains, we

are told, care only for making quick passages, and go " full-speed ahead"

in all weathers, indifferent to any unfortunates they may pass, and

running hourly risk of collision. The writers of such taradiddles seem

oblivious of the fact that ships' officers have souls to save, and property

which it is their interest to bring to shore uninjured. They are probably

unaware that it is the custom for owners to add a bonus to the salaries

of the captains and officers who make their " trips " without accident.

They ignore the fact that the mortality amongst officers of wrecked

passenger ships is almost always exceedingly high ; and how common an

occurrence it is to read, as in this case, tbat the captain " went down with

his ship." And certainly no j>er8on who has sailed much, or knows
anything about the able and hardy men who command Atlantic and

Pacific liners, could accuse them of indifference to the sufferings of

those who go doVm to the sea in ships. A braver and more humane body

of men does not exist, the diatribes of 'long-shore sailors to the contrary

notwithstanding. That some one blundered on board the Stat« of Florida

or the barque Ponema goes without saying, or both those ill-fated vessels

would now have been afloat. It is probable that the look-out was bad on one

pr the other. It ought to be made compulsory for steamers to carry electric

Very apropos of the calamity just referred to are the musings of the

Philadelphia Record :
" What poor human creatures we are ! When a

passenger on an ocean steamer sees at sea the lights of another vessel, or

in the distance the flash of the lamp in a lighthouse on the coast, his heart

throbs with a feeling of safety. But in reality at such times there is

greater danger than when his vessel is the only moving thing on the

waste of waters. On nearing shore or in meeting a ship at sea the master

of a vessel first begins to feel the full weight of his responsibility, and the

lights that give the anxious passenger assurance of the nearness of a

journey's end are only beacons to warn the commander of greater perils

than those through which the vessel has passed."

The Toronto Island Bath Company seeks incorporation chiefly for

the building and operation of baths at Toronto Island and elsewhere in

the city of Toronto or county of York, including the acquiring of lands,

wharves, vessels, boats, ferries and houses. This may be regarded as a

good health movement, especially if the class most in need of washing

—

the "great unwashed "—could be induced to take kindly to it and in a

practical way, ______

A " Canadian-American," in the course of a paper on a trip through

Canada, says :

—

Few plaoes that it has been my good fortune to see look more beaatiful at this

season of the year than Old Ontario. The whole eoantry had a thrifty, proaperoas

appearance. After a delightfol trip throngh the Thousand Islands and the Rapids

I arrived at Montreal early in Jane, when sammer is at its best and brightest. I

was more than deUghted with Montreal. It seems to have the soul of an American
city, with a rash and bnstle that would do little discredit to Chicago—as cosmo-
politan as New York, as pablic-spirited as Philadelphia, as literary as Bostnn. Bat
poor old Qaebeo was as dismal a sight as a live man oonld well conceive I Ichabod t

Thy glory is indeed departed ! Gone are the military that gave the old city so gay
an aspect and made the names of England's prondest aristocracy as familiar in oar

months as household words ! In their place is a shoddy, shabby, insignificant local

government. As an intelligent Canadian remarked : "A Oovemment as conlemp-

tible as it is pretentions, whose ignorance is only equalled by its rapacity."

Bat after all, the rocks are still there, the streets are still as steep, and crooked, and
dirty, the terrace and citadel are still as beaatifal, and the grand old river flows on
forever, as restless and as magnificent as when Jacques Gartier first anchored on its

broad bosom.
In the ooantry I foand very little change. Very {ew of the great inventions of the

past twenty-five years have fonnd their way to the Tack coantles of Lower Canada.
Bat the men are jast as sturdy and independent as ever; the women jast as intelli-

gent and jast as handsome. Old friends are just as kindly, new ones just as friendly.

The dearest country in the world to as Canadian-Americans is Old Canada, the

firmest friends are Canadian friends, the best ways are Canadian ways, the finest

people are Canadians.

To wooden nutmegs, manufactured eggs, pig butter, turnip jam, and

such abominations. Uncle Sam has now added " tobacco-paper !" The

adulteration consists of paper manufactured in exact imitation of the

tobacco leaf, and so well flavoured as to defy dfttection. An American

journal says, " Cigars made of this tobacco-paper have a good flavour, burn

weW, and hold a white ash firmly." tempera, mores ! That the

nicotian herb should have put upon it this form of flattery ! And if, as

we are told, the small quantity of paper used in the cigarette is deleterious,

what is ta be expected from the vile fraud referred to ? Those of us who

have found pleasure in burning tobacco have of late been inclined to tako

heart of grace from the dicta of the philanthropist and scientist, Dr. Rich-

ardson—that " tobacco is in no sense worse than tea, and by the side of

high living contrasts most favourably." But if the fountain of enjoyment

is to be poisoned at its source by dollar-hunting vandals, smokers will have

to apply to the Raleighian weed the same gospel as Dr. Richturdson preaches

regarding alcohol : touch not, taste not, handle not lest—it be tobacco-paper !

"The gondola of the streets," as Mr. Disraeli named the English

hansom cab, is becoming popular in the States. Last week we recorded

that Chicagoans are about to adopt this convenient vehicle. We are now

reminded that Washington, New York and Philadelphia have had them

in use for some time, and that they are just creeping into general favour.

There is nothing remarkable about this except the fact that oar

cousins did not utilize the idea long since. In coarse of time it may be

expected the hansom will become naturalized even in Canada. It ii of

all " hirable " conveyances far the best for one or two persona, is speedy

and comfortable, is within the draught-power of one light horse, and ia

easily and safely drives.

Mat 16th, 1884.]
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Lawn-tbkhis players-and who is not a iawn.-xenma„w«*w~«
ttesedaysJ-will be glad "to hearthata seamless ball has been brou"^mto use which holds ten grains less moisture than the ordim^ry covered

tW Z Tn"*"" ' «'^'"'
'' "*" """^'-^^ """"^ °' the "Perfect," sothat they challenge criticism. The ball goes admirably, even on wetturf and is hkely to come into general use this season, as it outlasts threeor the usual kind.

The Sanxtary Journal gires some " Seasonable Hints" which are worthy
attention. In view of the near approach of the baching season our
contemporary advises

: "Be not too ready to get into 6old water out of
doors. Better to bathe at home until the weather and water get decidedlywarm. Go not into cold water when overheated, nor when cooliru, ok,nor when cold, nor remain in too long at first. Fatal cramps are causedby such indiscretions. Dry off quickly, and dress as soon as possible, onleaving the water." Referring to the too common habit of leaving off
under-^aanneJs on the first warm day, the Journal says that indisciJtion
has been the pnme cause of many a death. Better to be uncomfortablywarm than fatally cold. It is a good plan to wear lighter flannels for afew weeks before leaving off altogether, although many do not. Theymight be left off at night, if so worn, at almost anytime "

out !f the r^ f T r' ^""'" •' *° ""^ "^^"^ *** g"-*"' -^ «">»" ?«"-»«out o the Civil List to the widow and family of the late Mr. Blanchard

T t . u .
'* ""^ P"""" '° '^y " '^^"dlessly unkind word onhe subject, but one would have thought the late Mr. Jerrold, a prosperous

literary man nearly all his days, would hardly have left his family in needof assistance^ The amount that can be annually pven out of the Queen'sBounty Fund is only $6,000, and therefore it should be distributedTthhe utmost discnmination for real necessities. Unfortunately, this is verv
far from being the case generally, as witness, for instance, the pension o^

L: IfitsTh ?. "'".'''• ^'"^"^ ^^'>°''^' -''°' - ''dlition tothe profits of his literary work, is understood to hold a post worth $i .500per annum in the Education Department, and therefor^ hardly sIms aproper recipient of a pension from this fund.
^

THE RECENTLY DISCOVERED "TEACffim OF THE
___.!_- TWELVE APOSTLES."* •

About nine years ago a manuscript was found by Philotheos Br^ennios in thelibrary of the Most Holy Sepulchre in Fanar of Constantinopfe, contaTn ngcopies of various works of the most remote Christian antiquity Among ^econtenU of the manuscript was a complete copy of the tw'o soLlled Ep'ueof St Clemen of Rome, which, although long well-known in parts andpublished in 1633, had remained in a fragmentary state. To Llightand astonishment of the students of Christian antiquity, these preciousdocuments were now recovered in their entirety, six chapLs being addedto the former, and eight sections to the latter. The MS. was a g^^d one

—«-l*e text, Aserediting others, and in one very remarkable passage sup-porting a reading which some previous editors had regarded asTorrup^Among other things it gave confirmation to the opinion'^held bylme'ofh most judicious editors of the Apostolic Fathers that only the fir.t ohe two reatisescou^d be considered an epistle of St. Clement, while thelast must be regarded as a homily of a somewhat later date
It IS imporUnt to draw attention to these facts, because they willinfluence the judgment which we shall form on the little book whichLow

aid 7 ,^° 'l'^^-' ^-J'to"- oi the Apostolic Fathers has discrXdand neglected this MS. Bishop Lightfoot has published an appendix toh« ^ition of St^Clement, giving the newly discovered portions'' th twotreatises, and modifying some of his readings, on the authority of the MSwhich not only gave the endings but supplied some gaps in the portions

o'^l^'l
«'^"*- ""^^ '^^'^ '"'^^ "''^ *»-" P-hlSTed by FunTTyGebhard 4 Harmick, and by Hilgenfeld, all of whom treat the MS. as adocument of authority.

^^o. as a

The MS. is an octavo volume, written on pa/ghment in cursive charac-ter, and consists of 20 leaves, and bears the signature of « Leon, nota.^

of June'efsr h b
'"" *'** '^ """P^^*^ '••« transcription in the monSof June, 6564, which corresponds to A.D., 1056. The contents of the MS.

STw T^ . ^i^i:"T'°''' ^^"°P«" °' ^^ Books of the Old andNew^Testament^^he Epistle ofjarn^; (3) The two Epistles of

Br,ir.'i(^?^^iiS:t?laFwr^^''^^
Hlt.h««k'«,d F. SJown. New To^r'^Scri^er, J^T "' "" "'"""• «' «• °-

"^ary'^f G^s'slbX to Wi^s •te^'^^'r
"1'°'*',"

'

^'^ '^^ "="''"« »'

the seven regarded as ge^iraJl'Sl ^^"-"^ "' '^"^'"' '-"'^'^

If the " Teaching of the Twelvn Ann<.fi -.

referred to hv PI»„, *
" a laie origin. But this is not the case. It is

one oegmning of the ninth centurv qavs that fK» . ... ^^ "
manuscriot ia 900 • th.

^''°'^"7' ^»ys **"** the number of lines in the

beinr203 W I u"^' T''" '" '^« ^^- ""^ P-^Hshed by Bryennios

P rtfon of'the^ t I u'""^'
''''"""'' "' ^'^'^^'^'l"'' -^-i <i-otes aportion of the treatise which is found in the copy now published

and!o irZ ' "'"^ *° '^''" " '° '""^ genuineness of this document,

Zuot ho r" °
'"^ ^'"^'*' ''^'•'"^'"^°* *>»*' •' belongs to the firshalf of the second century. It would hardly be possible to imLne such awork as being produced at a later period, and the notion of itsTZfrbri-ted to counterfeit an earlier document is still less credible. It would

It adTlT ". '°f
'"' '' """ """'''^ "^ ^'^ '» -^^ -ything, certainly

itutr '
' '° ^'"'' "' "^"^ °' '"^ ^''^'^^'^y »' '^«

«--'

Of the sixteen chapters into which the treatise is divided the first sir

bf;r^C'oV r?
'''] '"'

'I-'-
" "-° -'^^^ thereire "^rb:kbegins, one of life and one of death, but there is a great difference

Gc^'d r'-"
^°' ''''" ^' '"••' "^'^ °f 'he necessity o loringGod and man and a number of precepts are added which are simply echc^s

thi
17""' '" ''' '""°" °" "^'^ ^^°""'- I' '^ -'y probaWe h"this portion was a common form of instruction in the early church as itoccurs substantially in the so-called " Epistle of Barnabas." In th fo'thchapter the reader is admonished to respect the clergy :

" My child him Lit

Tntr h°""f;r'/;
'"'' "•"^""'- "^^^-^^ --^ day a^dlihors ahonour him as the Lord, for when that which pertaineth to the Lord isspoken, there the Lord is." It will be remarked that the distinction

«.e clergy noted in this place is their speaking the word of the Lord notoffering the sacrifice " or absolving the sinner
'

On the subject of baptism there are some statements of intei^st F„u
t IS commanded that baptism shall be in the Name of the Father and ofhe Son, and of the Holy Ghost

; and, although some doubt has be;n^s:,as to the meaning of baptism " in the Name of Jesus Christ "
(Acts ii mhere can be no serious question but that this has been the formula fromthe beginning. Next running (living) water is recommended to be usTd

;but I this cannot be had, cold water may be employed, or even warmAnd If water sufficient for immersion cannot be had, then we read • " Pourwater upon the head thrice, unto the Name of Father and Son and H^y

of adminis!' "IT °"'"" '""'^''' "-^ "^^ Sener.1 Syrian methodot administering the Sacrament.

-fln^ other thin^ we note here. It is constantly asserted that in the

fasting. To this there were certainly exceptions
; but for the most partsuch was the custom. We are reminded by the document before us th^

thTbatT.^ T'r " ^''' '''"'' '""^ ^^P''^- '«' 'he baptizer oldthe baptized ast, and whatever others can; but the baptized thou shahcommand to fast for one or two days before."
In regard to the other sacrament it is remarkable that the cup is firstmentioned. "Now, concerning the Eucharist, thus give thanks • firnconcerning the cup " etc. Readers of St. Paul's first Epistle to the CWthians will remember that he speaks of the " Cup of Blessing "

before the"Bread which we break." In St. Luke too there is a cup Lded roundbefore the solemn blessing of the bread and of the cup. It would be inter-
esting to know If there are other examples of this inversion of the usualorder, m other early documents. In the brief prayer here reported wehave the foundation of the liturgy, commonly known as the cfementinewhich IS given in the soK»Ued "Apostolic Constitutions." The chanLhowever, are very significant of the "development" which had taken plTce'in two hundred years. ^

F„-.r''^''/T''"'u*"''*°'"
" *" 'he weekly administration of theEuchanst, and of its being spoken of as the Breaking of Bread. Some havecontended for a daily «.,ebr.tion, although there slis to be no quesZ

SfhafTTT TT''^ ^ ""' ^"'^ °' "*« ^P«"»- -« exceptional.^tWagainbeen doubted whether the scriptural phrase, " BreaLg of

w^' or r« dl
""""'• "^^ '^'^""'^ *° **"*' «ff-' '-- thewords of thm document seems quite clear. " But on the Lords Day

m
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assemble and break bread, and give thanks, after confessing your trans-

gressions, in order that your sacrifice may be pure."

The early date of the treatise may be inferred from the manner in which

reference is made to the election of the clergy. " Now appoint for your-

selves bishops and deacons worthy of the Lord, men meek and not avari-

cious, and upright and proved ; for they, too, render you the service of the

prophets and teachers." By the middle of the second century the episcop^

office had become almost universal in the Church, yet it is here ignored.

Moreover the prophetic office seems to be regarded as the rule and not the

exception, which also points to a very early date.

—A'ttTie close there is a reference, indistinct indeed,yet tolerably conclu-

sive, to the doctrine of a double resurrection of the dead, which was certainly

the ordinary belief in the first three centuries :
" And then shall appear

the signs of the truth ; first, the sign of an opening in heaven, then the sign

of the trumpet's sound, and thirdly, the resurrection of the dead ; yet not

ofall, but as it hath been said : The Lord will come and all the saints with

Him. Then shall the world see the Lord coming upon the clouds of

heaven." One phrase occurs which might suggest a later origin or an

interpolation :
—" If ^hou hast anything, by thy hands thou shalt give a

ransom for thy sins." We must not, however, assume that these words

meant the same as they would have done in the middle ages, or that they

are not susceptible of an orthodox meaning, and similar language occurs

in very early Christian documents.

There is nothing in this little book that will interfere with the beliefs

of any of the existing Christian communions. It is perhaps too much to

hope that any of them will think the less of the mere trifles by which they

are separated. At least they may learn that the first Christians were not

even conscious of most of the questions by which the Church of Christ is

now rent in pieces. ^•

WITHROWS HISTORY OF CANADA*

Some conscientious and painstaking work has been done by a few

writers in the field of Canadian history. To produce a hundred pages

of the history of the French colony, Professor Dussieu went through

the heavy labour of reading all the documents relating to his subject

to bq found in the archives of the Marine and War departments, in

Paris. To him, more than to any one else, we owe the scathing

exposure of the system of plundering, carried on by Bigot and his guilty

associates, in the last days of the agony which ended in the colony

ceasing to be French. The Abb6 Ferland, another professor of history,

. has given us two volumes which, on the whole, present a fair and honest

view of the same period—a"Vork largely founded on original sources of

information. Its fault is that the method is that of the annalist ; the

little rills are not carefully gathered into one unbroken stream. We get

glimpses of the little colony struggling for existence, on the banks of the St.

Lawrence; but we get them through openingvistas as we pass along the edge

of the forest. Among musty documents relating to the history of Canada, the

Abbe Faillon spent a life of loving labour. The amount of work he did, and

did well, on Canadian biography And history, is enormous. Gameau

takes us oveFlhe whole course of the history, down to the union of iB407

and under his guidance we are never permitted to forget that we are

under the direction of an intensified sentiment of French Canadian nation-

ality. Whatever the merits of these writers, their standpoint is not

ours ; and after all they had done, the want of a good English history

; of Canada was felt. .

Of the long list of writers who have been pleased to adorn the

pages of their books with the title The History of Canada, from 1609

to 1884, Mr. Withrow has the distinction of being the latest, and

of covering the longest period of time. Living in Toronto, where there

was no great public library, and where private collections are f6w and the

best of them defective, Mr. Withrow has worked under disadvantages.

He draws most of his materials from secondary sources ; he copies McMuUen

with a fidelity which is proved by his re-producing that writer's errors

;

and he very often errs, in points of fact, on his own account. The

assertion that Hudson penetrated to the depths of the great Mediter-

ranean Sea which bears his name (page 48), and at which, in truth, he barely

got a glimpse, might pass for a stroke of rhetoric ; to describe as a

"leading capitalist" (p. 434) a man who was hopelessly bankrupt

is an indication of carelessness such as we too often find in this work ; the

repetition of McMullen's blunder, after the specific refuUtion it had

received, which carries up to thirty-six the number of insurgents killed

and wounded in the fight at Gallows Hill, shows that the looaest stote-

• A Popular History of the Dominion ol Ctnada, from thediMorory ol Amtrioa to

Um present time. By the Bev. William H. Withrow, M.A., D.D.

/

ments of other writers were copied without any attempt to test their

accuracy. The site of the battle is in the outskirts of Toronto ; and in

an hour half-a-dozen surviving eye-witnesses, cognizant of the facts,

could be consulted.

But these are trivial errors, and are only noticed here to give the

author an opportunity to correct them when occasion offers. There

remain to be noticed errors which are not trivial but fundamental ; state-

ments which, if true, would have had a decided eflfect on the current of

Canadian history, for several years. We are told (p. 391) that when the

British Government determined to unite the Canadas, in 1840, it decided

to embody in the new constitution the principle of Responsible Govern-

ment, and that, by the Union, Act, the government " must command the

support of a majority in the Legislature." If Mr. Withrow will read the

Union Act, he will find in it no warrant for the statement that the

government " must command the support of a majority in the Legisla-

tare." Such a provision, if happily it had been contained in the new

constitution, would have established parliamentary government so securely

that it would, frotn the day the Union Act went into force, have been

able to resist assault, from whatever quarter ; the responsible government

resolutions afterwards passed by both Houses, and of which Mr. Withrow

makes no mention, would have been unnecessary ; the agitation over the

question of responsible government, which convulsed the country, under

the administration of Lord Metcalfe, would have been avoided. The

Union Act vested in the Governor-General all the legal prerogatives that

previous governors had possessed. The theory had previously been that

the general policy of the colonial governments -wras determined in Downing

Street, and that the governors were to see it carried out. Even Lord

Sydenham, who came in the transition period, aimed to dictate the

general policy of the government.

The statement that the French Canadians had a better goverment

than any of their race enjoyed elsewhere may or may not be true ; but

it was a government which Lord Sydenham frankly avowed he would

not have fought to sustain. The revolution which was evolved out of

the rebellion is the most important event in the history of Canada,

since the conquest. Papineau, the leader of the rebellion in Lower

Canada could hardly have been painted in blacker colours if he had been

the worst of ruffians. Yet, Papineau was a seigneur, a man of culture,

and, in his way, a patriot. For a rebellion which failed in the field no one

offers justification; but the beneficent revolution which it brought about

we can all welcome. The situation was, indeed, full of difficulty ; for not

only did the official mind, in England, distrust responsible government

in a colony, as the expression of independence ; but the British minority,

in Lower Canada, had a real dread of being placed at the mercy of a

majority between whom and themselves there was an icy barrier of

social isolation, which seventy years had done nothing to melt. These

fears were, however, exaggerated. Responsible Government meant eman-

cipation from Downing Street direction, in the details of colonial admin-

istration, and that the colonies in which it got sway would become

virtually independent. All this was foreseen, and more than this was

feared ; but the error lay in supposing that colonies could be perpetually

kept in leading strings <^^'^ the local policy of Canada dictated from a

distance of three thousand miles. An' experiment of such perilous

import as that of submitting the British inhabitants to the control of a

French majority was happily avoided ; but the escaping of this danger did

not make the irritating mockery of elective institutions, with which Canada

was then amused, the less galling. An elective Chamber there was, it is

true ; but this Chamber was constantly prevented passing any measure that

was distasteful to the nominated Legislative Council. From the repeated

application of this check, nothing but irritation and exasperation could

ensue ; and in the expression of that exasperation, foolish things were

said and don&

If Papineau refused, and no doubt unwisely refused, to accept the

revolution, which was to a large extent the work of his own hands, he

did so because he believed it be incomplete. The nominated chamber

might still remain master of the situation. Papineau was haunted by

this few, and several years later M. Morin, a political pupil of his, now

become a member of the Government, prevailed on his colleagues to procure

the passing of an act for making the Legislative Council elective.

Mr. Withrow says the French Canadians, after the Union, held the

balance of power, and were able for a long series of years, by their

compact vote, to turn the scale in favour of whatever p«rty could

best promote French interests. To the interests of their race and

religion the French were keenly alive ; but there is no warrant for the

reproAch that, for a long series of years, they acted as an oscillating

balance between the two parties, for purely selfish ends. As a rule they

''^-^i^etiii.
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voted with the Reform party, till the coalition of 1854 bwke up the oldpart.es; and then they drifted into an alliance with the ConlvadvesNor «. U correct, as Mr. Withrow asserts, that it was to check this osc"latmg baknce of power that the double majority was invented tLdouble majority was born of the inter-provincial inequality of representa

Its object wa^ to prevent any law affecting either province Ling passedm the umted Legislature, in opposition to the voice of a mSty ^ ^own representatives. •'7

Losses Bill of 1849 had not become law, the French "would have been

frrTr f*'r r'
^^"'"^ ^'° ^^^°''" ^°"»-« - ^•^'^^

Manif^tT Zl:. T ""'' """^ '^^°"' nor was the Annexation

oTpartTzan f
' -/-"•-! about the same time, " a mere outburst

PohticalU was not, .n a party sense. Annexation was advocated onpurely commercial grounds.

nf
'^.'- ^''''™'^.^°rg«t« to «tate that the differential duties, the abolitionof which he mentions, implied and were intended to imply a system of

cZf"t' ft'"^'*"''"'"^"
'"''''' ^ Preference'in Canada and

Hw HH, T.u r"P'°''"''« P"'''^8«- '^^^ •='"'nge meant that theswaddling clothes of a young colony had ceased to be suiLle to the staturewhich Canada had then reached, and that England had discovered thather true policy lay in free trade with all the worid. With the fall of the
diflferential duties, which formed a reciprocal obstruction, the last pillar ofthe old colonial system crumbled away.

Mr. Withrow is not fairly chargeable with wilful perversion. His

Zt tt r" '-f
'^"on. fro- a tabit of taking for granted sUte-ments that require corroboration, from following unsafe guides, and trans-cnbing without cnticizing. It is when he becomes an apologist, that

FraL'cit"? . t :f
*'' ^"'°"- '"^ """"''^ «°- •^'-i aSa^t Sir

coneagues. He says that if some of Sir Francis' colleagues acquired publicproperty Sir Francis left public life poor. From this statement the reader

^".thltwtTh :i
"'/"-"'«-- °- °* *!>« P-hasers; the truth

more Kr I """ '""'^'°' "' '^"'P'*"^' ^^ P^^ably acquiredmore public property than any of his colleagues.
C. L.
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WEAK POINTS IN THE ENTERTAINMENTS OF
SOCIETY.

The business of life attended to, men and women seek amusement according
to their tastes, and as circumstances allow. Indeed, perhaps in a certain
sense the object of all work is to satisfy the craving for pleasure, or togam the means for that happiness which the human heart is always seeking
for. Among the most prosperous ckss, where the necessaries of life have
not to be struggled for, there is often almost as unending a struggle for amuse-ment as in the poorer ones for the wherewithal to live, so that we iind—n«ny people making a "study" of their amusement!,, frequently withvery unsatisfactoiT results. Some one has said something to the effect
that life would be tolerable if it was not for its amusements," a senti-ment calculated, one would imagine, to damp the ardour of pleasure seekers.One would ask IS the author of such ^ blase remark an individual with
Dundreary prochvities, or does he merely exaggerate the unexpressed senti-
ments of a number of the devotees of society ?

In Canada we rather pride ourselves that our social gatherings are fuU
of life

;
and if in the Old World an air of boredom, assumed or real, is muchm vogue. It cannot be said to be the fashionable craze in this Dominion •

yet there is, except with our young people, a perceptible lack of enjoyment
to those attending our private parties. Now, as with the best directed
energies It is impossible to retain, for any great length of time, a youth-
fulness that leaves the most of us all too soon, this is an unsatisfactory state
of affiurs, particularly as even with the first flush of youth gone, there
remains with us immem«, capabUities for enjoyment. Entertainers,
however, find no difficulty in getting their invitations accepted, which
«>ems a contradiction to the statement that there is a lack of enjoyment
to the participant, of their gaieties, which, if people will grumble about,
they stiUal*, wiU go to. If parents go to look after their fledgUngs^.»e girh,, to try and prove they are not pa^, others because the L^l
So s have a fine house, are sweUs, «id ««ryo«« who is any<y^ is going, there
1. a hope, however remote with a», of extracting a little enjoyment out of
the evening, a hope very frequently unfulfiUed. The fault sometimes Uesm the guests, oftener with the hosts, who having provided a great supper

and thrown open their beautiful rooms feel that they have done th«,Vduty and,ea,heir guests to find their own amusement N^a^^

a ;: w :, LTnt^hT"' " '° "''' ''" ''"^ choicest pict-res L bric-

Lw? , i
'""'^ P'"^^ '^'^ P'-o^'de a surprise in the way of anew floral decoration scores the triumph But thnn.,1, I u .

h f^ninghTf ;Thl^'"'^'
''-' ^'' '''' - "^^^ ---^--a I so de ightful The customary engagement cards, with all their facilitiesfor retaining good dancers, securing pleasant tete^Stes, and ^ttLrrid ol

on "Wo *''Vt*i"'"*"
'"'•" '° ''"P'^"'- --l wall-flowers, " loZgon becomes decidedly wearisome. As to the cAa;,.r<m,, wdl no Z

LTe^lntoTh'"
^"^°' ''^'""'^^^' °' '-'''' -"^ attTntiou'exce;;;;beled into he supper-room first; the waU-flowers are sometimes a sourceof anxiety, for they "are young," or supposed to be, and ought to ZZthemselves. The gentlemen who support the walis and dlr wl «Igenerally considered able to look after themselves, but to all who do Zdance there is a terrible want of something to do the men grow mJ^and look .t, the ladies who feel the eyes of the world Jupon^^'

Zl^^.7
-tchedness they end^vour to hide under sLles Ld

ImeTxcr ^^""''.««'^«™'«-PP-i'^-''-t no two persons of thesame sex can enjoy conversing together at a party, most women prefer tob seen in company with a man, be he never so uninteresting, to thafof L^
t7Z T '"''^'' " ''' ''•"'^'^'^^ °' '^ -°^ *' ^^« »ide of a U^y^veathe general impression that she is being neglected_an impression

hat tr"''.:r"7°"''
'° '"*^*''^°« ^ '-••l- one other great rZ^that the middle-aged and those not in the ranks of the young do not eZour assemblies .« the manner in which the old and young 4ara" aZrgatherings, and a growing want of courtesy on the part of the ttt

"
their elders. What young lady will be bothered Ulking to a gentleman^^grey hair, or where IS the young man who would thiL itlorthTLT^make himself agreeable for half an hour to the matron to whom he isperhaps indebted for much hospitality ? How little care do our youthful
society-goers take to hide that they think "Mr. A. an old fogy "

andMj^ B. " on the shady side of forty." Now Mr. A. may considf;ond;rMiss "an insignificant chit of a giri," while Mrs. B. regard, the you^

TZZZT.l' " "'"' °' *'' ^'^'^" ''' *'>«•' -diffe-^attentiolZ

H^^tl
«l'g'''. -ay annoy each of them, and be a reminder that youthh^ left them

:
a fact they might otherwise forget for a happy hour or two.Then again how speedily do the married join the ranks of the " uninter-

esting A pretty, young, married woman may enjoy herself for a seasonor so, but a man finds his prestige vanishes with his young lady acquaint-
ances as soon as he has placed the golden circlet on the finger of one ofthem, and usually comes to the conclusion that "dances are a bore "

andwere it not for his wife's wishes would probably give them up altogetherwoman does not get tired of parties anything like as soon as man •

it iaher one way of seeing the world, and she aaturally clings to it, and the love
of seeing and displaying elegant toilets is a thing of joy to her forever.But If dancing-parties are dull to a few, musical ones are so to the majorityAlthough music I. voted as one of the most fascinating of the arts, and is

^ivL^r' Trff *° "'''"'''' ^'*''°* ''"'°'^8 -' -parti- are so
universally voted failures as "musicals," and as some people object todancing even if possessed of all the means for entertaining, there Jms to
be no chance of their giving any large entertainments but those that donot entertain The reasons. for these faUures are various. It is notcustomary and scarcely practicable in our Canadian cities to obUin (except
bands) the services of professional musicians, while amateur performances
do not always repay the listeners. At a large party it*is impossible to give
everyone a seat, and walking about i, generally the only occupation for the
majority who, unless some one is "singing," are generally seemingly
oblivious to any music that may be going on. In this "walking
about, one of the chief drawbacks to the amusement of the evening
occurs. For instance, an acquriintance meets a lady, asks her to take awalk, or to go and look at the conservatory ; she consents, and they get oncharmingly for a quarter of an hour or so ; then, having exhausJ the

wr^*^ r^'^r."""""'™^'""'"""
"""'"^ interest, one or other or

toIt r "Zt"^"'
'° "^^ *° ""« °°«' '^' but neither liketo say so

;
so they probably wander around (if the crash permits) for another

quarter of an hour, each wondering hpw on earth they are going to get ridof the other, and when at Ust the suggestion is m«le, unl2.^t^t i.
used^, the s-ggestor finds he or she has wounded the amour prlpr, of the

>

1^'



/
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companion. WHen they do start on a search for the lacfy's''ffiendtf.'Hhey

are sure to be scattered in different places, and a good deal of time is

consumed in the search, very likely to pounce at last on a solitary couple,

who though possibly equally bored with themselves, it looks somewhat of

an intrusion to leave a third person with.

Then there is something to be said in regard to the way in which the

musical part of the entertainment is arranged. The lady of the house usually

asks some of her musical friends beforehand if they will play and sing for

her, so that they can come provided with music ; but as there is no

programme, the performers are left in doubt as to when they will be called

on, which is a fruitful source of disquietude to a nervous person. Then it

is a great trial for a singer to be obliged by a loud commencement of his

song to annouce to the talking, laughing multitude that he is going to sing,

while scarcely less reassuring are the " hushes " of well-meaning friends

who are desirous of obtaining silence. The moment it dawns on the

walking, standing, chatting crowd that some one is singing, politeness

requires an instantaneous quiet. No matter if you are at the telling point of

your best story or making the wittiest remark, at the first pipe of a shrill

voice, the check-rein of politeness pulls you up, and demands a sudden

halt, for your reluctant ears to be, perhaps, assailed with a jargon of

foreign words, or wonderful shakes or trills of a voice pitched half an

octave higher than nature arranged the vocal words for. Then how

difficult it is for a number of persons to stand perfectly still ! The best of

shoes will occasionally creak, and silk dresses rustle with the faintest

movement, frequently just as the singer is at the most pathetic part of the

song. The softest tones are lost by these inadvertent noises, and the

etfect of the whole is spoiled. As to the players, in one way they have an

advantage over the singers, for as no one listens to their efforts any

mistakes pass unnoticed. They have for their consolation the fact that

their performance is useful at least in filling up the chinks in the conver-

sation of the assemblage, and leaving no gaps in the general buzz. For

this purpose bands are sometimes engaged, and do even more, almost

drowning the voices of the guests in toto, or making them yell till their

throats are hoarse. Sufficiently remote, a string band is an agreeable

accessory to a party, but the hostess who engages one will do well to taboo

the playing of waltzes lest she would set her young guests to wishing to

clear the rooms for a dance. Musical parties, to be really successful, should

be small and for lovers of music only. But where large ones are given,

one room provided with seats at least should be set apart for lovers of

sweet sounds, while if some sort of engagement cards were provided, they

would obviate the difficulty above mentioned in changing partners during

the evening. Dinner-parties are becoming more and more popular, and

are growing in favour with young people as well as older ones. Their chief

drawback is that they are costly and only entertain a few. When the

guests are chosen with tact and skill, the cuisine good, and the table

, appointments well arranged, they often prove delightful. The hostess

knows who to expect, and having an equal number of ladies and gentlemen

no one is left out in the cold. One cannot complain of " having nothing

to do " at a dinner-party ; the danger is rather, in view of the number of

courses provided, of having too much. They certainly give opportunities of

displaying conversational talents. The hosts do well who remember it fs a

greater charm in them, as entertainers, to make their guests talk than to do

over much in that line themselves. One great advantage in the dinner-

party is that it does not upset the usual routine of life. The city man dines

at or near his usual hour, and gets to bed at a reasonable time—a great

essential for the gentlemen of this work-a-day Canada of ours. He has not

an extra meal (as in the case of Suppers) thrown in to tax the endurance of

his digestive powers, and as the number of guests is limited to a few, there

is more chance of congeniality among them. If the custom of wearing

gloves before dinner could be dispensed with, some of the " red hands
"

that are so frequently a disfigurement to beautiful toilets would be done

away with. The literary entertainments that have sprung up of late seem

to be more suited to country places than cities. In cities people have so

many opportunities for attending good concerts, the theatre and opera, that

amateur performances partaking of their nature suffer from the contrast,

and though they offer us opportunities for displaying the talents we have,

and occasionally those we have not, there is great danger of our boring our

acquaintances without improving ourselves, or what is worse, fostering those

habits of mutual admiration which only require our backs to be turned to meet

with often well-deserved ridicule. If, however, these literary evenings further

a love of books and prove entertaining nothing can be said against them, while

—they certainly have the virtue of providing the guests with something to da

If people learned to play games, as chess, back-gammon, cards, etc., and

they were provided for those who liked them at our social gatherings,

amusement might be found for all, instead of a portion of the guests, and

time that is now dragged out wearily by many a good-natured chaperon

might be passed pleasantly enough ; for even the greatest talkers find three

or four hours, many evenings in the week, a severe tax on their conver-

sational powers, when " the season " has had many predecessors.

J. M. LOBB.
r-._..

THE CHURCHES.

Dr. Stubbs, formerly Regius Professor of Modern History at Oxford,

was recently consecrated to the bishopric of Chester The ceremony was

performed by the Archbishop of York.

A WEALTHY member of the Episcopal Church in Chicago has given a

valuable site on Washington boulevard for a theological college. He is

also to pay for the erection of the building.

The endowment of Knox College, Toronto, will in all likelihood soon
J

be accomplished. The amount required for the purpose is $200,000 : of

this sum $154,000 has already been subscribed.

Thb Bishop of Worcester announces that a gentleman who wishes to be

known only as a "land-owner" has given $50,000 for the purpose of

making better provision for the spiritual wants of the town of Birmingham.

The new oratory dedicated to the Blessed Virgin at South Kensington,

London, was recently opened by Cardinal Manning and several Bishops.

The new church occupies a fine site at the comer of Brompton and Crom-

well Roads. It cost about $400,000.

A RELIGIOUS contemporary gives the church connections of the present

Senators of the United States as follows :—Presbyterians, 27 ; Episcopal-

ians, 16 ; Methodists, 12 ; Congregational, 7 ; Unitarians, 5 ; Baptists, 4 ;

Roman Catholics, 4 ; Jew, 1. Total, 76.

The Methodist centenary celebration will be held in the City Road

Chapel, London, the mother-church of Methodism, during the month of

June. The same month will also see the consummation of the union between

the various Methodist Churches in Canada.

The Rev. Paxton Hood a short time since preached on "The Gospel

Notes to be found in Tennyson." Soon afterwards one of his hearers at a

prayer-meeting solicited intercession for his minister that he " might preach

the Gospel according to Christ and not according to Tennyson."

Dr. BicfKERSTETH, Bishop of Ripon, died recently. The deceased

prelate, a distinguished member of the evangelical section of the Church

of England, was highly respected by all parties. He was large-hearted,

charitable, and tolerant. Dr. HeUmuth, late Bishop of Huron, for some

time assisted him in the discharge of his Episcopal duties.

The statue erected in honour of Martin Luther at the Memorial

Church, Washington, will be unveiled next week with imposing ceremonies.

The Hon. Chief Justice Waite is to preside. The Hon. O. D. Conger, of

the United States Senate, and the Rev. Dr. J. D. Morris are to be' the

orators, while President Arthur will unveil the statue of the great

Reformer.

As an amendment to Mr. Dick Peddie's annual motion for the dis-es-

tablishment of the Church of Scotland, Sir Alexander Gordon is to move

the appointment of a commission to inquire into the causes of disunion

between the Presbyterian Churches in Scotland with a view to such settle-

ment of ecclesiastical affairs in that country as may be most agreeable to

the inclinations of the people.

At a meeting of the Ottawa Presbytery last week the Rev. W. D.

Armstrong submitted an overture on the evils resulting trom the intense

party politics of the country. In support of his overture he showed that

political partyism was injurious to mutual good-will, public confidence, and

loyalty to truth. The overture was transmitted to the General Assembly

where the subject will come up for discussion.

Among the many distinguished men on whom honorary degrees were

conferred during the ter-centenary celebration of Edinburgh University

were Professor Green, of Princeton, and Professor Briggs, of the Union

Seminary, New York. Both are eminent in the department of Old

Testament exegesis. The University of Glasgow also bestowed the

honorary degree of D.D. on Professor Mowat, of Kingston.

The establishment of a great Mahommedan university at Hyderabad is

contemplated. The suggestion was made by an Englishman, Mr. Wilfred

Blunt, that a university for the dissemination of Mahommedan learning

and the propagation of Islamism should be founded in Central India. The

young Nizam has favourably received Mr. Blunt's proposal, made all the

mt)re attractive fdnce he offers to.endow the first professorship.

The Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States is by far the

most influential section of the denomination that owes its origin to the

labours of the Wesleys and Whitfield. The General Conference of that

body has just been held at Philadelphia. The meetings this year were of

more than ordinary interest, since 'that Church in the United States has

completed the first century of its history. Not a little excitement was

occasioned in connection with an election of bishops. Four were required.

Various candidatett were named. It was openly asserted that canvassing

and wire-pulling were freely resorted to, if not by the candidates them-

selves, certainly by their friends. The suspicion is not by any means

agreeable that partisan tactics have entered within the sacred precints of

the temple. Astbkisk.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

^HE MORALITY OP AIDING TO COMMIT CRIME.
To the Editor of The Week :

woi~fth7
7"*' "'7' °' "JO'^der may perhaps be allowed. la the drst place, the

Z^on xt^S'f' ".''>-°°""«. ' -' -"leading, a. applied to the <,a,e in

rnmwl rl.T ^""'J
'^"^°"'' "'—

-
P-i-d«-g the case, but merely

.ntenuL n, k
'^°™ "^ '*"' """"»'""' '>'^^''^<">' '"« crime had, to all

oit too'olar'T:'
"''"""'"'' "-' completed before any iaciting or enticing

or deterrinj the „J""! "1 ""'"1" "' ""' """^ "^"'"^ "^ opportunity for intercepting

sTon The of, Tir " "" <»'"'"'-'°° °' 'b« otfe'-CB or preventing ita commU

tTwI, t J
^"^" " '° '"'" » """"P""" "»'«'«« The coarse taken by thoae

had already been conBummated. It was taken merely as a means of making the

ZZTIL^.T"', .°"' "^ '"'*°''°° "' ''^^P"^'" appropriating it. bat onlyas a piece of additional evidence, was not in itself either evil or immoral. Viewed as

uTTrZ^ '^
"'" '" ":'"' ** °^^°''*" '^ punishment, offenders who, to borrow

exnediir.'. ''"T-
"^ consummated their gaili.y intentions, it was not only

noSe 'sd, r""r^"'"«'""<'- P-^bment. as Mr. Armour traly observes, is

todlrotb/ / T?"""' "^''°««' '^"* '° '*'»« '""--J the offender. Ind

rrr V *''"""' """ *" '"'"''"°8 "o"^" '° "«""» '° ""> punishment

of re^eZtT T "'
"'^f

"-'-Pl^'ed by the law, and not theLe desire

tho rwhodoLuh
'"° ;'""«"""" «™'»ito-ly suggested. The condemnation of

^d Ihe homiir V H 1° r"^
°°"" "• *'"'"'°"' ''°' "PP'""""* "" "•« P"-"t case,and the homUy which has been read to us upon that text is quite irrelevant

There was no mtention. whatever, on the part of the writer in his former article to

m^iX ut,
'"'" •""' :'"""°°' '"" '''" '° '"^*'''' °'-- -««-'• """ » P-ty Gover^!ment should be maintained at all hazards. The argument intended was this that theMm.ti7 being justified in assuming, as from their point of view they undoabteSy

r—tL: Trr"" C?---'-- of the a.,.mption being entirely foreign lothe question), that theu maintenance in power is for the benefit of the oommanitythe, were amply warranted in adopting any proper mea.sures for defeating their adver

hZr t ""''T"'
*'^ """ ''°^'"°°- ^°-«"'» "> "•« comparative vane ofhonour, It seems obvious that one sort of honour is. or may be. according to circam

17Z' T"" 7 '''".P'-T"' ""'° '"o"'*'^! » "'h« 'l>at the honour of one person

tive rank, position, age. profession, sex, relations in life and other surroandinK

ZZlZl- .\'"°r
'"' ™«-'- --«ests the truth of this positLr ^'^thehonomrof a judge of greater value to himself and to the public than that of a

t7ZT!J "°' "' """ °' '°°°" "°"^^'i°^°' °p°"

«

^^^""'0 y-"j-« 'o

. Z* , °' » .»«ducer more grievons than that resulting from a loafer selW his

r^ulTtt T, ^°""™' '^""•"^ «•"--'-'<«««"- between thT^soi.mation of a^o act of seduction and the receiving of money (by way of a bribe realor supposed), that in the one case, the act itself constitutes tie harm done^ ^dZ
{ffencrrd'f ", °' '°°°"

'
'" ""^ ""^^ ''"' -'-' ^ <" »•"> -oe^ce ofreoffence, and if no evU mtent is entertained, a fortioH. if the purpose is a jastifi-

hononr'T^" T °u
"™""« ^™'''^ "^ «"'"«' "^^ •«" ^^^^^J -? OS. ofhonour. This has been weU pointed out in the able letter of " Outsider ••

in tl^W„K of AprU 24«i. The fact that in the eye of the Uw the ownership of themoney IS considered to be in Mr. McKim does not affect the moral question LZ
duty u to let those who are beneflciaUy entitled have the benefit of it

Outsider's" letter above referred to contains in advance a sufficient answer to

_^, McKim had taken those hundred dollar bills with the sole object and intenT-ST

that would have been nght. Was it less right to receive the bills when his soleobject and intent was to detect crime? '•

were'wl'itl",!^'^'
''''"°'" '"P^fl""-" '" »"? «>»' 'his and a former communicationwere written solely m regard to the abstract question of morals which had previonslvbeen suggested for discussion as arising out of the "Bribery Case, ' anrwTouIthe shghtest mtention of prejudging the case itself. g. G W^n! ^

COMPENSATION AND PROHIBITION.
To the Editor of The Week : _

«o ttbaTMb
""^ Ti "

t"
"""""^ ^^'^ «""' ^'° "•" «" °* «»« •i-J""' ""op would

emlveesltb-*"?- ^"^f
•"°»''y "'"'" "'erred to? There 1 just so many

WW 7 J '' '"'^' ""* '" """* •"""-y P"<* '««"y :
>e»» win be paid per capita

IteZora^Tr •""="•.,

'f«/«««™8
'*" »" "ome upon poor people as usual-the temporary suffering as it is facetiously called. How long does " temporary " mean

eventlur-.b«l T^"""" ''"" '^"' '° «" "-" '" »"-»'« -esslieZt

"C^LwlZ "T' ^"'°°" '^"°' ""' yellow ophre and sheepskins.

islotTZh/ '^rr "u
°""^''"' '*^'" '" '° '«?"»'« "^ manufactures intoduit^ot branches, o that each product may be made better and cheaper, keeping

beef and beer, and clothing, and pays rent, and it is one of the laws of snccesafal

Z^v of i!T I TT- ? ™ °°* *"'• ""'^ '^' P'O" ^^"^ 8°e» to k«,p theWy of the dealer, and which profit .«un goes out in investments, enabling oSier,to c^ on bnsme... If half.a-io.en new tr«ie, could be invented for tToo^"
of labour th* labour bnng, its own reward-.ooomit for the f«,t economically „ oneniay. The more trade there is. the indefatigable Uttle dollar travels round them 2

of debt to renew their obligations for another dollar's worth. AU this tends to a

May 10/A, 1884. Bbbwbb.

To the Editor of The Week :

PULPIT ELOCUTION.

ner^Larh 'f r !l*^ '*'"'°' ^" ""^ "' °"'' ""? °^''«''e» "*" read in such a man-

Zi ™ "t
"""" ""' "'"'P'"' ""'"" ''y ''««'' I -""i "C-cely have gath""

Balaam s journey from Mesopotamia down to lloab There were also th» -,„, ,

anTbeforr"^'
""?' ''"' '''"'' '^'^''^^'"— ^^^^^^^^t tttauntCabJand before the angry Council. But the grandeur and beauty therein poartrayed for ou!instruc ion were utterly lost to view. If..uch reading were the excep^rwoJdCbeen let pass without remark

; but bad reading is the rule. I have regally attendedhurches in every diocese in Ontario and in many in England, yet rriTUellba"
22 Ir I

"''"' ""^ "*'*''"• ^" "'o --'-« 'e— Moses a;d Phl^aSh

f'rTntheT .:*''• " """ '^" '""" "•"' '""^ ^««'» '^ '"^y^""' ^ -7 face no mlor in the day thou seest my face thou sholt surely.die. And Moses said. • Thou h.L;

srwedro;e7^rI^'''"'"°"°"'''- "•'-«-"''-'«' I"cterboroaghCa^^^^^^^showed more plamly than a painting could have done the an«ry despot on his tw'holding ui his hand the power of life and death, and in strZg^contrL
, the untZMoses quiet^ replying to the excited autocrat. It was a picture; but 2aysTfl™and smce. the wrathful tyrant and the meekest o, men appear to speak in ex^tirthesame tone Irving. Terry and Modjesk. would decUim to empty houses wereTheySa neglectful o traming and as careless in deUvery. The Jt'that there
"

suTh^nart as voice culture, by which a bad voice may be made good and a good one be madevastly better, seems wholly ignored. The other day a man told a teLher" elocuTono whom he apphed.for lessons, that he -didn't want no more than on ,aa^ r
''

for his former teacher had brought him as far as •• Emphas." It would app J^The

Sfrs^L^T^rra::.'^''^-^-""-'^-"---'---^^^^

power to bnng out their grand lessons should be.theahnos; invariable rS.
Toronto, May 6th, ia«4,

E. O. J.

To the Editor of The Week :

SiB-In my article of last week on "The morality of aiding to commit

Zee r" T'"'«!%"»''-
me say in parenthesis. " wJ question

'
the rghTt^coerce the speaker, &o." It should read, " The question of the right. 4c.

"

^
Yours, E. ConuLAS Abmodb.

THE LOSS OF THE S S. "STATE OF FLORIDA."

Alas
! 'tis true; the dismal tidings ring

Within our ears,,the gurgling throes of souls .

Oerwhelmed by ocean, smiling treacherous •

The he^rt-wrung shrietof hopeVereemt^asceuds
ro smite the sUr-lit heavens that seem to lau"h
Ironical at fate, whose callous sweep
Enforces life to join the life beyond.
At sunset, when the golden rays shot forth
Brom twilight's diadem, all then was peace •

No rage was in Atlantic's breath ; the sea
Itself was mirror to the traveUer's hope
Of haven-rest assured.; and round such hope
Perchance in one fond heart* there warmly gleamed
Anticipations ever of friendships won

"

And oft renewed in Scotia's dear-loved realmNo cloud of ill presaged the midnight woe •

With heedless, tensioned pride, the great ship throbbedlo kiss the coy horizon's crowning line
Disdainful of the jealous swell which deemed
The embrace its own ; and men and women slept
Confiding m the wanton strength which dares
Ihe crested storm and flouts the staying calm
Fate holds, howe'er, no counsel with the skill
Whieh man can boast ; its unrelenting grasp '

Reveals no law which he can tame his own

;

The-pride of all his toil is but the sphere
Whose soapy film breaks at a moment's breath
To pass within the yeast of chaos, God-controlled.

J. M. H.

A LOVK-STORy by H. C. Banner, entitled
chief," will appear in the June Century.

'The Red Silk Handker-

'
!
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TO " BA Y MI."

Lacking a good three years of seven,

Sunny haired boy with eyes of heaven,

. With everlasting ripple of laughter
;

As yet 'no touch of worldly leaven

Inthy frank soul. Oh ! how you capture

All hearts, and drown in ])resent,joy

The cares which come from before and after.

Sunny haired, bhieeyed, happy boy !

Running, jumping, never at rest.

Now using one toy, now abusing another.

Caning your dearest friends in jest.

Ruling father and sister and mother.

And bowing all wills to your high behest,

I could watch your movements all day long,— Whether you laugh or whether you cry,

Like a bird or a rill you enchain the eye,

\\

And you till the heart like a burst of song.

As pageants held in ruined towers

Will make the sad place glad once more.

As laughing waves on wreck-strewn shore,

As summer sunshine after showers.

You brighten up the weary heart.

And charm with sweet unconscious wiles.

So that the tears which still will start.

Before they fall are lost in smiles.

And you are folded to my breast,

And patted and caressed
;

My hand rvns through your golden hair.

The worlj is seen in hues of love.

There's not a cloud in heaven above.

And all the earth is fair

;

Scorn and hate—each evil passion flies

Before the beauty of your sinless eyes.

You—best of preachers I have seen !

You steal into the heart, bid flow

The dried-up streams of long ago,

The farthest shores of memory glow

With fragrant flowers and tempering green.

So that this truth I more discern.

If moral beauty we would wed.

We must, as the Great Master said,

Of little children learn. ,
-

Ottawa, April 17th, 188Jf. N. F. D.

/

COMPETITIVE GRAM.

I COULD not tell the cutler's name
Who sold the blade that murdered Ciesar,

Or fix the hour when Egypt's queen
First thought that Antony might please her.

I could not say how many teeth

King Rufus had when Tyrrell shot him
;

Or. after hapless Wolsey's death,

How soon, or late. King Hal forgot him.

I could not tell how many miles.

Within a score, rolled Thames or Tiber
;

Or count the centuries of a tree

By close inspection of its fibre.

So I was plucked, and lost my chance.

And plodding Cram passed proudly o'er me.

Who cares for Cram ? I've common sense,

And health, and all the world before me 1

Charles Mackay.

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

It '•)

By EDaAB Fawobtt, author of "A Gentleman of Leisore."
"An Ambitious Woman," "Tinkling Cymbala,'

XII.

' A Hopeleu Caae,"
•to.

Pauline was surprised, during the several ensuing days, to find how
greatly her indignation toward Miss Cragge had diminished. The new
happiness which had come to her was, in a way, resultant, as she reflected

upon it, from that most trying and oppressive interview.

" I cou\d almost find it in my heart to forgive her completely." she

told Kindelon, with a beaming look.

"I wish that my forgiveness were to be secured as easily," replied

Kindelon.
" Your forgiveness from whom 1 " asked Pauline, with a pretty start of

amazement.

" Oh, you know. From your aunt, the vastly conservative Mrs. Poagh-
keepsie, and her equally conservative daughter."

Pauline gave a laugh- of mock irritation. She could not be really irri-

tated ; she was too drenched with the wholesome sunshine of good spirits.

" It is so ridiculous, Ralph," she said, " for yon to speak of my relations as

if they were my custodians or my patrons. I am completely removed from
them as regards all responsibility, all independence. I wjsh to keep friends

with them, of course ; we are of the same blood, and quarrels between kins-

people are always in odious taste. But any very insolent opposition would
make me break with them to-morrow." .J

" And also with your cousin, Courtlandt Beekman 1 " asked Kindelon,

smiling, though not very mirthfully.

Pauline put her head on one side. " I draw a sharp line between him
and the Poughkeepsies," she said, either seeming to deliberate or else

doing so in good earnest. " We were friends since children. Court and
I," she proceeded. " I should hate not to keep friends with Court

always."
" You must make up your mind to break with him," said Kindelon, _

with undoubted gravity.

" And why 1 " she quickly questioned.
" He abominates me."
" Oh, nonsense ! And even if he does, he will change in time .... I

thought of writing to him to-day," Pauline slowly proceeded. " But I did

not. I have put off all that sort of thing shamefully."
" All that sort of thing ?

"

" Yes—writing to people that I am engaged, you know. That is the

invariable custom. You must announce your intended matrimonial step in

due form."

He looked at her with a pitying smile which she thought became him
most charmingly. " And you have procrastinated from sheer dread, my
poor Pauline !

" he murmSi'ed, lifting her hand to his lips and letting it

rest against them. " Dread of an explosion—of a distressing nervous

ordeal. How I read your adroit little deceits !

"

She withdrew her band, momentarily counterfeiting annoyance. " You
absurd would-be seer !

" she exclaimed. " I^o, I'll call you a raven. But
you can't depress me by your ominous wing-flapping ! I thought Aunt
Cynthia would drop in yesterday ; I thought most certainly that she would

drop in to-day. That is my reason for not making our engagement tran-

spire through letter."

" I see," said Kindelon, with a comic, quizzical sombreness. "You
didn't want to open your guns on the enemy

;
you were waiting for at

least a show of ofiensivo attack . . .

.

"

But, as it chanced, Mrs. Poughkeepsie did drop in upon Pauline at

about two o'clock the next day. She came unattended by Sallie, but she

had important and indeed momentous news to impart concerning Sallie.

As regarded Pauline's engagement, she was, of course,'in total ignorance of

it. But she chose to deliver her own supreme tidings with no suggestion

of impulsive haste.
" You are looking very well," she said to Pauline, as they sat on a

yielding cachemire lounge together, in the little daintUy-decked lower

reception-room. " And my dear niece," she continued, " You must let me
tell you that I am full of congratulations at your not being made Ul by
what happened here the other evening. Sallie and I felt for you deeply.

It was so apparent to us that you would never have done it if you had
known how dreadfully it would turn out . . But there is no use of raking up
old by-gones. You have seen the folly of the whole thing, of course. My
dear, it has naturally got abroad. The Hackensacks know it, and the

Tremaines, and those irrepressible gossips, the Desbrosses girls. But Sallie

and I have silenced all stupid scandal as best we could, and merely repre-

sented the affair as a capricious little pleasantry on your part. You
^haven't lost caste a particle by it—don't fancy that you have. You were a

Van Corlear, and you're now Mrs. "Varict, with a great fortune ; and such

a whim is to be pardoned accordingly."

Pauline was biting her lips, now. " I don't want it to be pardoned.

Aunt Cynthia," she said, " and I don't hold it either as a capricious

pleasantry or a whim. It was very serious with me. I told you that

before."

"Truly you did, my dear," said Mrs. Poughkeepsie. She laughed a

.mellow laugh of amusement, and laid one gloved hand upon Pauline's arm.
" But you saw those horrible people in your drawing-rooms, and I am sure

that this must have satisfied you that the whole project was impossible .

.

en Pair, my dear, as it unquestionably was. Why, I assure you that Sallie

and I laughed together for a whole hour after we got home. They were

nearly all such droll creatures ! It was like a fancy-ball without the

masks, you know. Upon my word, I enjoyed it, after a fashion, Pauline
;

so did Sallie. One woman always addressed me as " ma'am." Another
asked me if I " resided on the Fifth Avenue." Still another . . (no, by the

way, that wasn't a woman ; it was a man) . . inquired of Sallie whether

she danced The Lancers much in fashionable circles . . Oh. how funny it all

was ! And they didn't talk of books in the least. I supposed that we
were to be pelted with quotations from living and dead authors, and asked

all kinds of rsulical questions as to what we had read. But they simply

talked to us of the most ordinary matters, and in a very extraordinary

way . . However, let us not concern ourselves with them any more, my
^Mear. They were horrid, and you know they were horrid, and it goes

without saying that you will have no more to do with them."

"I thought some of them horrid," said Pauline, with an ambiguous

coolness, " though perhaps I found them so in a different way from your-

self."

Mrs. Poughkeepsie repeated her mellow laugh, and majestically nodded

once or twice as she did so.

r<:
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THE SCRAP BOOK.

IJfSTINCTIVE LOVE OP MIMICRT BY A MbTH.

I PASS now from these exhibitions of instinct in the class of birds to one

which I observed in the class of insects during the recent winter, November,

1882. It was in the beautiful Riviera, where insect life continues much

more active at that season than it can be anywhere in the north of Europe.

But even there, although bees are busy during the greater part of winter,

and some of our own Sylviadie find an abundant living throughout the,

season, the Order of the Lepidoptera are generally dormant. I was

surprised, therefore, late in the month of November, to see a large insect of

this order come from above the olive-trees overhead, with the wild, dashing

flight of the larger moths. Attracted app;xrently by a sheltered and sunny

recess in which scarlet geraniums and bignonias were in full flower, it

darted downwards, and after a little hovering, settled suddenly on the bare

ground underneath a geranium plant. I then saw that it was a very hand-

-some species, with an elaborate pattern of light and dark chocolate browns.

But the margins of the upper or anterior wings, which were deeply waved

in outline, had a lustrous yellow colour, like a brilliant gleam of light. In

this position the moth was a conspicuous object. After resting for a few

seconds, apparently enjoying the sun, it seemed to notice some movement

which "ave it alarm. It then turned slightly round, gave a violent jerk

to its wings, and instantly became invisible. If it had subsided into

a hole in the ground, it could not have more completely disappeared.

As, however, my eyes were fixed upon the spot, I soon observed that all

the interstices among the little clods around were full of withered and

crumpled leaves of a deep blackish brown. I then further noticed that the

spot where the moth had sat was apparently occupied by one of these, and

it then flashed upon me in a moment that I had before me one of the

great wonders and mysteries of nature. There are some forms of mimicry

which are wholly independent of any action on the part of the animals

themselves, and this kind of mimicry is especially common in this class of

insects. They are often made of the shape and of the colour which are

most like' those of the surrounding objects in their habitat. They have

nothing to do except to sit still, or perhaps to crouch. But there are other

forms of mimicry in which the completeness of the deception depends on

some cooperation of the aninial's own will. This was one of these. The

splendid margins of the upper wings, with their peculiat' shape and their

shining colour, had to be concealed ; and so, by an effort which evidently

required the exertion of special muscles, these margins were somehow

folded down, reverted, covered up, and thus hidden out of sight. The

remainder of the wings, or the under surfaces which were now made upper-

most, were coloured and so crumpled up that they imitated exactly the

dried and withered leaves around.

And now I tried an experiment to test another feature in the wonder-

ful instincts which are involved in all these operations. That feature is

the implicit confidence in its success which is innate in all creatures fur-

nished with any apparatus of concealment. I advanced in the full sunlight

close up to the moth—so close that I could see the prominent " beaded

eyes," with the watchful look—and the roughened outlines of the thorax,

which served to complete the illusion. So perfect was the deception, that

I really could not feel absolutely confident that the black spot I was

examining was what I believed it to be. Only one little circumstance

reassured me. There was a small hole in the outer covering through which

a mere point of the inner brilliant margin could be seen shining like a star.

Certain now as to the identity of the moth, I advanced still nearer, and

finally I found that it was not till the point of a stick was used to touch

and shake the earth on which it lay that the creature could believe that it

was detected and in danger. Then in an ' instant by movements so rapid

_ft8 to escape the power of vision, the dried and crumpled leaf became a

living moth, with energies of flight defying all attempts at capture.

—

From
" Ths Unity of Nature," by the Duke of Argyll.

)

BASE BALL.

The base-ball season is fairly upon us. Talk about nines and scores

and errors and fouls and uilipires and all the rest of it is heard upon every

hand—it comes before either flies or mosquitoes, and there is not the

smallest chance but that it will stay after both are gone. The very small

boy has his small game in a vacant lot, and pitches and bats and runs and

falls and buries his nose in the earth and gets miscellaneous bruises and

wounds like a veteran—and yells like a Comanche Indian let what will

happen ; children of larger growths show the same zeal in this pursuit of

pleasure in the same way ; college boys dodge bats and ball with the delight-

ful enthusiasm peculiar to their kind, aud so on all the way through.

Clerk and carpenter, gutter-snipe and granger, tinker and tailor—every

man and boy must somehow get a right to risk his bones in a " nine.
"

You may even see a pretty girl playing catch and toss with one of those

terribly hard white balls in an earnest way which shows that only skirts

and the proprieties keep her out of the fray. Whole stores are given up

to " base-ball goods," and some merchants who sell harmless merchandise

are depraved enough to oBer balls and bats, and even hideous caps, as pre-

miums to those that buy their wares.

There are amateur players and professionals. The former may be dis-

tinguished by his habit of quickly taking the ball in his left hand after

catching it with his right, and shaking the latter much as a cat shakes a

wet paw. The climax and zenith and final culmination of the whole base-

ball system, however, is reached only when a game is played by a couple

of squads of professionals in the " league." These men are hired by asso-

ciations of intelligent persons in the large sities, and play for gate-money.

A

Their performances have, from a sporting pointof view, precisely the_ in-^

torest that attaches to the acrobatic and other feats of the sawdust ring,

and no more, the men are not intellectual giants, and they run for their

supper and for that only.

But it is of no use to reason or argue. The base-ball craze is here, and

it attacks all without regard to age, sex,.colour or previous condition. Not

all can play, to be sure, but all can Ulk. There need be no multiplying

of words about this, for every one knows how it is. The ears of even the

most inoflensive person are assailed by base-ball talk from morning until

night, go where he will. In every house, in the street, in stores, shops and

offices, and even in the fields if there is one human being within ear-shot,

discussion and dissertation are ever present ; it is impossible to find relief,

and deafness is robbed of its terrors. Lot us, however, not condemn the

national game too harshly. Those who are young may hope to outlive the

present insane rage, and those whose sands of life are fewer may at least

consider that the base-ball business tends to relieve the intellectual strain

of the country in electing a president.

—

Springfield Rapubliean.

LAND NATIONALIZATION IN NEW ZEALAND.

Mr. E. Wakefield, Member of the New Zealand House of Represen-

tatives, writes denying that the principle of land colonization has been

adopted, or would be popular in New Zealand :— " The very essence of

colonization is the inextinguishable desire of freemen to be their own land-

lords. It is this which has established in New Zealand within forty years

a British community of more than half-a-million of the most prosperous,

contented, and law-abiding people in the world ; and we certainly are not

going to abandon at this stage an institution which has made us what we

are, and which still supplies the chief inducement of the most desirable

kind of immigration. You say the nationalization of the land may answer

in a new country. Permit me to say, on the contrary, that it is in a new

country where such a tenure would be most ruinous, for the reason that it

oflers no incentive to energy, perseverance, bold pecuniary enterprise, or

that indomitable endurance of hardship which is inseparable from early

settlement. Neither are there in a new country those terrible social anom-

alies connected with land ownership which, in old countries, appear at first

sight, at least, to justify the proposals of Mr. Wallace, if not those of Mr.

George. In New Zealand, for example, land is a chattel. It is bought

and sold, and 'swopped,' just like sheep, or cattle, or furniture, or groceries.

In every village there are half-a-dozen land agents lawfully qualified to

convey land, and the same practitoner who prepares the deeds—merely a

printed form—will survey the land, negotiate the bargain, and, if required,

lend the purchase money at current rates. The whole question, I solemnly

believe, lies in a nutshell. Free trade in land is the antidote for monopoly

of land. We have a few great estates in this country, which were bought

when land was cheap and have since been held for a speculative profit

But there is absolutely no 'landlordism' here in the Irish, Scotch, or

English sense ; and there never will be so long as the Land Transfer Act

is in operation. There is not a large landowner in New Zealand but is

only waiting for his price to ' cut up ' his estate and sell it in lots to suit

purchasers."

AOASSIZ'S OBJECTION TO THE DARWINIAN THEORY.

Professor Tyndall has given us an interesting anecdote of a very

celebrated man whom the world has lately lost. He tells us that he heard

the great Swiss naturalist Agassiz express an almost sad surprise that the

Darwinian theory should have been so extensively accepted by the best

intellects of our time. And this surprise seems again in some measure to

have surprised Professor Tyndall. Now it so happens that I have perhaps

the means of explaining the real difficulty felt by Agassiz in accepting

-the modem *heory^«l Evolution. I had not seen that distingu ished man

for nearly five and thirty years. But he was one of those gifted beings

who stamps an indelible impression on the memory ; and in 1842 he had

left an enthusiastic letter on my father's table, at Inverary, on finding it

largely occupied by scientific works. Across that long interval of time I

ventured lately to seek a renewal of acquaintance, and during the year

which proved to be the last of his life, I asked him some questions on his

own views on the history and origin of Organic Forms. • In his reply

Agassiz sums up in the following i*ords his objections to the theory of

Natural Selection as affording any satisfying explanation of the facts for

which it professes to account. *' The truth is, that life has all the wealth

of endowment of the most comprehensive mental manifestations, and none

of the simplicity of physical phenomena."—/Vorra " The Unity of Nature,"

by the Duke of Argyll.

Fashion has seldom looked kindly upon patent leather shoes. Patent

leather shoes have somehow never been thought quite the thing. And,

mdreover, they are not comfortable. The sun draws the leather, and then

they clasp the foot unpleasantly close. But this summer they are going to

make patent leather the mode if they can. Patent leathers are cheaper

than they used to be. Now all grade shoes sell only about a dollar lower

than patents. However, the patents do not last as well as calfskin, and

they must not get wet. But they are easily cleaned. They do not have

to be blackened ; a rag with a little oil on it is all that is required. Patent

leathers are only for gentlemen. Ladies never wear them. Why, I do

not know except it is that they have too much taste. But the shoe of

shoes for Summer for gentlemen is to be of seal skin. As for boots, there

are hardly suiy made for regular wear, except for conservative old gentle-

men who never change their habits. Thirty years ago it was all boota

—
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servants' regulars.
To the uninitiated we may explain what " regulars " are. They are a

commission or percentage, paid by tradesmen to servants for a presumed
agency on the part of such servants in obtaining for those tradesmen the
custom of their employers. In detail they are worked very much as follows.
The cook in a large establishment expects a fee from the butcher when the
latter's bill is paid. The cook likes, if possible, to be allowed to ta^e the
cash or cheque to the butcher. This simplifies the process, and enables her
to press her claims in person. The grocer in like manner has to disgorge
a percentage on his bill. The coachman has a variety of sources for
regulars

;
he expects them from the corn chandler and the hay and straw

dealers, from the coachbuilder, from the harness maker when a new saddle
or harness enter his domain, from the horse dealer when a horse is sold to
the employer. The farm bailifl" expects his dues from the iron merchants
who sell fencing or feeding troughs to his master ; the head gardener looks
for fees when he dispenses his patronage to horticulturists and seed
merchants. These fees are supposed to retain the goodwill of the employer
through his servants as his agents.

^^
v!;ft^"M

' T ^"?n "'V By-ftenry .Tames. London and NewYork
: Macmillan and Co.

; Toronto : Rowsell and Hutchinson.

l.nJ!*" t"^!'.'^^"'
^•"•'^ J^ *°° ^"1' and favourably known to requireengthened notice here The present beautiful edition is from a revised

text
;
but It IS somewhat disappointing that Mr. James has not includedthe paper on Sarah Bernhardt which he promised long ago.

Mexico FROM the Material Standpoint. By Alex. D. Andekson.
Washington and New York : Brantano Bros.

In this book the author of " The Silver Country" gives an exhaustiverPView^ of the resources of Mexico, which country, he claims kT^ne
magnificent but undeveloped mine,"-the American India in t;ommercial'
importance, her Italy in climate and attractions, her " sister Republic
triend and ally, m international politics." On the completion of itsisthmus highway ,t will become " the bridge of the commerce of the world "

Therb was a great deal of strategy about Gambetta, though he trusted
to the inspiration of the moment to shape and colour the material he had
in his mind. I have have often heard his friends regtet that he had not
niade in the tribune speeches he had poured forth to them in the privacy
of conversation. Even a few days before his death, excited by roniarksm the papers, which he insisted on reading to the last, he raised himself
up m his bed, and, to a friend who had watched him through the night,
delivered one of his most impressive and comprehensive speeches on the
present and future policy of his country. Driving one day with a young
deputy from Paris to Versailles, he said, ' Do not speak to me : I have a
long and important speech to make, which I have not even had time to
think over.' The silence, therefore, remained unbroken, aud on looking
round his friend saw that he was not deep in thought, but fast asleep nor
did he wake till they reached Versailles ; he laughed arid shrugged hia
shoulders when reminded of the speech he bad intended to prepare, and
which he made that afternoon as brilliant aud finished as though he had
taken voluminous notes and committed them to memory.-— TAe Pall Mall
Gazette.

\ The " dime novel " is a very small volume, but, like nitro-glycerine in
small packages, it compresses a large amount of destructive energy It
seems to have had a singularly fatal influence over small boys, since cases
are constantly cited in the daily press, where boys, after saturating them-
selves with such literature, have been found as organized bands of phinderers
or engaged in highway robbery after the style of the James Brothers. It
has recently been discovered that the greater portion of the thrilling and
darkly suggestive stories of the dime novel literature have been written^a stout hearty young man," named Badger, residing in Kansas.He receives $100 for a five cent story and $200 for a ten cent story, and
these productions he reels off with great celerity, acknowledging to his
friends that he is " a pretty good liar." Doubtless if the young manwho leads a rather secluded life, it is said, knew what trouble he ha^
occasioned fond mothers, and to what extent his thrilling tragedies have
diverted the boys from their studies and led them in forbidden paths he
might use his powerful pen as a deterrent of youthful crookedness '

Published by the Author :

Silvia Dcboi.s. By C. W. Larison, M.D.
New Jersey.

This_ " Biography of the slav who whipt her mistres and -mud herfredom IS printed in the phonetic spelling, and ought to have had the
effect of curing the author of his vandalism. It is preceded bv anexplanatory chapter on the system of spelling adopted—a very necessarv
precaution as the letterpress hasu more forbidding appearance than Sans-
crit or old German text. Even if there were sufficient ground for the
addition of such an alphabet as is here used, it would be impracticable
as the cost of " fonetic " type would render its general use commercially
impossible. For which lovers of English literature will be devoutly

A Study op "The Princess." By S. E. Dawson. Montreal: Dawson
Brothers.

Mr. Dawson's essay is already so well known to cultured readers in
this country that in announcing a new edition it is unnecessary to add tothe many deserved eulogiums it has received. Lovers of Tennyson are
indebted in no small degree to Mr. Dawson for a better comprehension ofthe laureates often misunderstood work ; and in elucidating some difficult
passages, the cntic has not only given birth to some original ideas but isalways in possession of an intelligible reason for the faith that is in himHe was unquestionably well advised in giving to the world Mr. Tennyson'.s
letter in this edition—a letter whose contents must have been highly
gratifying to Mr. Dawson, and containing a revelation of the laureate'smethod of construction which will be read and remembered with interestThe most diligent student of "The Princess" will discover in it new
beauties after perusing Mr. Dawson's thoughtful and polished little work

BOOK NOTICES.

Reminiscences op a Canadian Pioneer. By Samuel Thompson. Toronto-
Hunter, Rose k Co.

The author of this interesting volume of reminiscences is one of the
many who were induced to come West from the Old Country in search of
fortune by reading Dr. Dunlop's "Martin Doyle "—just as " Oriey Farm"
has been the means of turning many a young man's thoughts, not to love, but
to law. Though crossing the Atlantic in 1832 was a very difterent under-
taking than in these days of economic and cheap travel, Mr. Thompson
and his brother set out from " London town " with light hearts, each
confident of making a competency in five or six years. It took the'voun"
adventurers four months to fetch " Muddy Little York," «ii Lake Ontario''
The author's description of the Toronto of those days—and again on his
visit in 1848---reads curiously to those acquainted with the prosperous city
of to-day. His account of roughing it in the bush is exceedingly graphic
The chapter on " Society in the Backwoods " is evidently the work of a
thoughtful observer and student of human nature. Mr. Thompson visited
Toronto in 1837, and his recollections of the "rebellion," which broke out
during that year embrace some incidents, not hitherto made public or
authenticated. Having been a printer in London, England, it was to be
expected he would return to his old love, and the chapter on " Newspaper
Experiences " is one of his best. Mr. Thompson' occasionally finds prose
inadequate to the expression of his thoughts, and breaks out into poetry
with more or less success. Dr. McCaul, who in 1846-48 edited the
Maple-Leaf—" which has not been surpassed, if equalled, in combined
beauty and literary merit by any work that has issued from the Canadian
press'—so encouraged Mr. Thompson in this direction that the latter
writes, "Had I met with Dr. MoCaul thirty years earlier, he would
certainly have made of me a poet by profession." Which only goes to show
how fortunate it was for the " pioneer " the meeting took place so late as
It did. The chapters on "The British America League " and on general
pohties, whilst they are strongly indicative of his political bent, are not by
aay means marred by it. Very appropriately he concludes his book by a
forecast of the future of Canada from the standpoint of a Federalist.

LITERAR7 GOSSIP.

The Art Interchange for May 22 will be accompanied by three illus-
trated supplements—a coloured plato of two heads, a coloured susj-estive
design, and designs for half-a-dozen dessert plates.

Mrs. Sophie B. Herrick has prepared for the June St. NicMas apaper on hee-huntmg, which will open a field for sport and profit that will
be new to many readers. It is entitled "Queer Game."

Henry Irvinq's " Impressions of America " are published. The book
IS generally looked upon as a piece o f literary flunkeyiam, .^nd aurprioo ineveryw^re expressecrthat Irving should have employed Joseph HattoTto^
be the Boswell to his Johnson.

A BOOK has just been made at the Governmeflt printing office at
Washington which contains 10,000 pages and weighs 140 pounds It is
one foot and four inches in breadth, and is bound in sheepskin and Russia
leather.

" Littell's LiviNO Aqe " for May 3rd, contains "Historic London,"
"Christopher North," " Preachers of the Day," " King John of Abys-
sinia, 'Indians of Guiana," " Poisonous Reptiles of India," " An ancient
Manuscript," " The Italian in Life and on the Stage," etc.

In January the Hon. Mellen Chamberiain delivered an address on
_^

John Adams, the statesman of the American Revolution," before the
Webster Historical Society. This paper has just been published in
pamphlet form by the society, Boston, and is full of excellent reading.

The current number of LitteWs Living Age contains articles on the
following subjects:—"The Monastic Knights," "An Idle Hour in my
Study, "Bourgonef," "A Hampshire Trout," "Heine's Reminiscences of

„ ^u ^^^'j . ^^f
^°»oval of the Pope from Rome," " Hampstead Heath,"

" 1 he Trade in Modem Antiquities," etc.

Some time ago the Hon. Donald Ferguson delivered a lecture on
" Agricultural Education," before the Y. M. C. A. of Charlottetown, which
was so favourably received that ho was induced to print it—the more so
that he was not able to deliver the lecture in various parts of the Province'
as he was on several occasions invited to do.

'

A UNIQUE contribution to the history of the war in Egypt in 1882 will
appear in the June Century. It is the diary of a young daughter of Gen
Stone, Chief of the Kh6dival staff. The family of Gen. Stone were in Cairo
during the bombardment, and were in constant danger of massacre by the
Arabs, from which the tact and courage of Mrs. Stone alone delivered
them, her husband being on duty at Alexandria.
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Edwakd Bulwbb, Lord Lytton, derived his name from the old Danish
name Bolver or Biilverk. One of his ancestors, a Norman soldier called
Bolver, settled in Norfolk, and was, according to Norman custom, named
Bolver de Balling, the latter being the name of his estate. Later, the
family followed the fashion reigning in the old Danish part of England,
and took up again the old Scandinavian family name.
A PAMPHLET replete with information on "The Algoma District,"

with particular reference to its resources, agricultural and mining capa-
bilities, has been issued by the Ontario Government under instructions
from the Commissioner of Crown Lands. It is accompanied by a map of
the Province of Ontario, exhibiting the counties and districts and the
unsurveyed portions of northern and north-western Ontario.

In the June Century President Eliot, of Harvard, will attempt to
answer the question, " What is a Liberal Education ? " In the July num-
ber, ex- President Woolsey, of Yale, will write of " Honorary Degrees."
Co-education and the study of Greek will be discussed in later articles, and
Mr. Arthur Oilman, manager of the Harvard Annex for women, will con-

- elude the series with a paper on " The Collegiate Study of Women."
Mr.^ Harris's new book, " Mingo, and Other Sketches in Black and

White," to be issued by Osgood about the end, of the present month, will be
made up of " At league Poteet's," re-published from The Century, " Blue
Dan," and another hitherto unprinted story, besides the sketch that gives
its title to the book, and which appeared originally in Harper's Christmas.
David Douglas, of Edinburgh, will print an English edition of the book.

An antiquarian in France has found a document, dated 1644, indi-
cating a curious survival of pagan superstition. It is an order from some
ecclesiastical authority that a hole in the lower part of the altar in the
Church Saint-Jean du Marillais be closed, in order to stop the practice of
the peasants of putting the heads of their children into it for some fancied
benefit. He connects this custom with a superstition relative to dolmens
with holes.

Bismarck is guarded as closely when he goes to the Reichstag as is the
Czar when he appears in public. Police agents, in plain clothes, are posted
all along the way from his house and even in the chamber itself, and no
one—not even a regular government employe—is admitted to any part of
the building without special permit. As soon as the Chancellor reaches
his desk, attendants place before him half-a-dozen well-sharpened pencils
and a large glass of Moselle wine.

Houghton, Mipfin <t Co. have nearly ready the first contribution to
their " American Men of Letters Series" which fixes the generic significa-
tion of the term " men," namely, ' Margaret Fuller Ossoli,' by T. W
Higginson; 'Captains of Industry,' by James Parton ; 'The American
Horsewoman,' by Mrs. Elizabeth Karr ; ' Government Revenue, especi-
ally the American- System,' by Ellis H. Roberts; and a new translation
of the 'Odyssey,' by Prof. George H. Palmer, which will be awaited with
great interest."

'^ ^ ~
M. Gounod is preparing a very valuable work on the Great Wao-ner.

It is to be divided into three parts (1) The Man, (2) The Artist, (3)''The
School. It will lead to much controversy, as doubtless the life, character
and works of the latter will be pretty severely handled by the French
master. There was never much love lost between the two composers.
Wagner, in his heart of hearts, could never quite forgive Gounod for
having achieved an immoral operatic masterpiece with Goethe's " Faust

"

for his subject.

The " Greek Question and its Answer " are amusingly stated in a
pamphlet by Assistant-Professor Dyer of Harvard College. He shows
the absurdity of confronting boys of twelve or thirteen with the choice of
Hercules, of forcing upon them at this tender age an unalterable determin-
ation to cultivate language or science as chosen branches; and he points

—out how they must all alike be grounded in the fundamental rudiments.
And how, he asks pertinently enough, can men who are ignorant of both
Greek and modern languages talk about the " superior training power " of
of the latter

1

\
Here follows an extract from a letter from Dr. Schliemann, dated

Tiryns, April 11th, 1884: "Three cheers to Pallas Athena! In fact I
have succeeded here in a wonderful way, having brought to light an im-
mense palace with innumerable columns, which occupies the entire upper
Acropolis of Tiryn% and of which the floors and all the walls are well pre-
served Of paramount interest are the wall paintings, which my
architect and collaborator, Dr. Diirpfeld, is now copying with the same
colours. Of the very highest interest are also the vase paintiiigs with the
most primitive representations of men and animals. The plan of this
wonderful prehistoric palace can be made with great accuracy, and it will
excite universal amazement, for nothing like this has ever turned up
The capital found is of the most ancient Doric order ever discovered."

The North-West Problem is beginning to produce its literature, and
amongst the latest protests against the policy of the present Government is
a pamphlet entitled " Manitoba and Confederation," in which the author,
" Veritas Vincit," makes use of the following vigorous language :

" I fearl«8sly asMrt that throughout BritiBh North America there are no more loyal
people to be found than in the North-West, but their loyalty is to the head of confeder-
ation— tA< Crown—and not to a directorate ohosen from the representativee sent to
Ottawa by the confederated colonies ; and while as solicitous of seeing the Dominion of
Canada consolidated into a strong nation as the Eastern Provinces can be, yet the same
elf-interest which influenoes the people of those Provinces actuates those of the North-
west, and while asking no speeial favours, no ' spoon-fseding ' at the Instance o^
the member for Cardwell, they demand that the intnests of aU the members of the
Federal Union shall have due consideration—that those of one partner shall not be
tturifleed for the advantage of the others, and that oonfederation exists for the common
good, and not for the benefit of one or more, or for any paHy of politicians."
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PROBLEM No. 10. PROBLEM No. 11.
By Dr..»S. Gold, Vienna. By Fbitz Peii-ebs, San Franctaoo, Cal.
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WHITK.

Wbiteto play and mate in three moves.

WHl IK.

White to pUy and mate iu three movea.

END GAME NO. 2.
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SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 4.
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SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 5.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
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<* ''• Montreal.-It undoubteOly will be.
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be popular hw?' '
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GAME NO. 6.

Chess In Montreal. Played during
WHITE.

Mr. W. G. BIyth.

1. PK4
2. Kt K B 3
3. B Q Kt 5
4. B4B4
5. PQ3
fi. Castles
7. B Q Kt 3
8. P Q B 3 (6)
9. BK3

10. Q Kt Q 2
11. B K Kt ,'-, (c)

12. B takes Kt
13. P K R 3
14. B Q B 2
15. KtKR2
16. Q Kt B 3
17. Kt K sq
18. K R 1 (i)
19. P Q 4
20. F takes B P

BLACK.

Dr. Zukertort.

1. PK4
2. Kt Q B 3
3. F Q B 3
4. Kt E B 3
5. B B 4 (a)
6. P g Kt 4
7. PQ3
8. B K Kt 5
!). QK2

10. Castles
11. PKR3
12. Q takes B
13. B K 3
14. Kt K 2
15. Kt Kt 3
16. Kt K B 5
17. Q Kt 3
18. P K B 4
19. B Q Kt 3
20. B takes P

the Champion's recent visit to that city.

WHITB. BLACK.

Mr. W. G. BIyth. Dr. Zukertort.

29.

30.

31.

32.

.13.

.34.

3S.

36.

37.

21. B takes B
22. Kt Kt 4 (oi

23. P takes P
24. KtKB3
25. K Kt K 3
26. KKR2
27. P Q Kt 3
'28. B Q B 1

PQ5(/»
KtKtl
PKKt3
FiR4
Q B«l
KtB3
QQ2(0)
KtR4— Kt K B 5

39. Kt takes R (cb)
40. P takes Kt

21. Q takes B
22. P takes V
23. (JQ4
24. QKKl
1KB2
IB3
)B2

25.

20.

27.

PQl
BQL

28. go 2
29. P Q B 4
30. BK4
31. Kt Kt 3
32. Q K B a
33. R K 2
34. B K B 1 to K 1
35. Kt takes P
36. B Kt 3
37. P K Kt 4
38. QB4
:19. B takes Kt
40. Resigns.

NOTES.

in aSo^t ev«y^v"1tuo'n'^"'
'"' '" '' °'''^««- ^ ^ *" "" ""^^ "I- ""^ "''' » '° '"» OP'-^"*

in fi't ™^rnder'°BS B^B ?aC^Ve°al^^!r'
'^'^ ' ™'^ "^°°« P"""""' «> "^"^

W P to <J 4 wouW be stronger.

attack.
*''"° '^'" ^^"-^^ "'^ '"•" '™ °' "^"* '°^'""' ^'y ''«"• The Dr. threatened a fierce

(«) Kt K B 3 would perhaps be better
(/) Well played.

I?'
I' ?' P« captured, Black of course gains White Kt in return.

(A) Winning the piece.

GAME NO. 7.

Played in the last World's Tournament in Berlin, 1881.
' Cochrame Qambit.

wHint.

Herr Tschigorin.

1. PK4
2. P K B 4
3. KKtB3
4. BB4
.5. Kt K 5
6. KB 1

BLACK.

Herr Winawer.

1. PK4
1. P takes P
3. P K Kt 4
4. PKt5
5. Q B 5 (ch)
6. PB6
7. K Kt B 3

8. Kt B 3
9. K takes P

8. P takes Fob
9. K takes P

WHITE.

Herr Tschigorin.

10. K Kt 1

11. B takes P
12. Kt takes Kt
13. Q K 1

14. Kt takes Kt
15. P K 6
16. P takes B
17. Q B 5

BLACK.

Herr Winawer.

10. F Q 4
11. Kt takes B
12. B q 3
13. Kt Q 2
14. B taJies'Kt
15. Castles Q B
16. 9 R K 1

17. Resigns.

NOTE.
..

Winawer having m the first port of the tournament astonished th« ni>.f<,». h» ..i.^-. .

Srj^«reS^iiltyti'i°fe'rw%=^Tei:^ ="^''"°"' '^'^^^^'^^i^^^^'^^l't'iL'^i

THE TORONTO CHESS CLUB RECORD SUMMARI^D.-WTO To 18S4.

OAMBS WON.
Toronto 511

i=i=l

Hamilton
Seaforth
Dnndas
Montreal
Cobonrg
CoUingwood..
Detroit
Suebso
nffalo

OAMJES WON.
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DB. M. SOUVIBLLH'a

SPIROMETER GIVEN FREE!

Encouraged by the fact that during the
past five years thousands of patients who
used my Spirometer have been cured of
AsTHlfA, Bbonchitis, Laktkoitis, Catabbh,
Catarbhal Deapnrhs, Consumption obWeak LiiNiis, and flmlinx that many who
could be cured are financially unable to pro-
cure the instrument, I will Hive the Hpiro-
Mfflor free to any one suffering from any of
the above ailments who will call at

173 CHURCH ST,. TORONTO,
and consult the Surgeons of the

International Throat and Long Xsatitute,

the medicines alone to be paid for. If unable
to call write for particulars and treatment,
which can be sent by express to any addresR.

DR. M. SODVIELLE,
tx-Aidt Surgeon French Army.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

Ifrom tht MaiHCan.) Dee. 15.

Catarrh is a muco-pumlent discharge caused
By the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amoeba in the internal lin-mg membrane of the nose. This parasite is
only developed imrter favourable oiriium-
Btanoes, and these are;-Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberole.
the gMia poison of syphiliB, mercury, toxo-
moea, from the retention of the effeted matter

the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poidons that are germinated in the bloodThese poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit o( the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat
causing ulceration of the throat; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness-
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial

d ath
*" "8 in pulmonary consumption and

Many attempts have been made to discover
*.'?"i? ,

*^^ distressing disease by the use
of Inh^entB and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment.
Ing, succeeded in discovering the neoessary
combination of ingredients which never fail
In absolutely and permanently eradicating
tm» jumble disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, shouULwith-
out deUy, communicate with the business
managerB, >»~uo™

Ukbbbb. A. H. DIXON & SON,
305 King St West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclosestamp forthelrtreatiseon Catarrh

SHIRTS. shirts: SHIRTS.

LUKES, DAGGE & CO.
are .showing this week all the leading uovellios in

FRENCH CAMBRIC, OXFORD AND FANCY FLANNELS,
SUITABLE FOR SPRING AND SUMMER WEAR.

^Our Slock of Wmitk Dskss Shirts is superior to anything in the retail trade, cither to
order or ready-made.

. LUKES, DAGGE & CO
,

SHIRTMAKERS,
ii6 YONGE STREET, - . . TORONTO.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1870. Re- issued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and Prance.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
ail American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,

§and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

I

J
The " Health Corset " is not de-

.' signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to aU women,
even the most fastidious in dress.
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PREPARATION FOR HARVARD. OXFORD
and CAMBRIDGE (Eng.), and for WeUes-

ley. Lady Margaret Hall and Girton Colleges
for Women, hy E. R. Homphbbys, Lh.D.,hy
separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.
Vacancy tor one pupil iu place (if one who

has just left to enter Oxford. Attention is
invited to these facts:—1. Dr. Humphreys
has successfully prepared for Harvard, in 16yem, 131 candidates, a. In each of the pre-
sent four classes there are members in good
standing prepared by him. 3. Five of bis
""''S!'',_?"P"" ''"I graduate next .June, aU
creditably, one in High Honors. 4. During
the same period he has prepared for various
Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge 17
students 5 And for other American and
English Colleges 25 in aU. Dr. H. givnB les-
sons in Greek and Latin composition and
sntlcism by correspondeuoa.
For circular, address

E. R. HUMPHREYS, LL.D.,
129 West CbSBter Park, Boston, Masa

February 25th, 1884.

i

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO

INDIA RUBBEFGOODSI

WhattluSn. E. B. atm>tn»on.B.A.,aCl»r(ni.
man of the London Confm-mice of tht MetVo.
ditt CAunrA of Canada, haf to tay in reoarij
to ^. H. Diaon * Son't New Trtatmimt far
Catarrh. '

Oakland, Ont, Canada, March 17, '83.

Jf«««r«. A. S. Dixon * Son :

DBAS Sras,—Yours of the 13th Instant to
Band. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better In my life. I have tried so manytungs for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realiie
that I am really bettor

«""=
I consider that mine was a very bad case

it was aggravated and chronic. Involving the
tbroat as well as the nasal passages, and Ithought I would require the three treatments^
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to you.
YouareatUbertyto use this letter stating

that I have been oiirsd at two treatmente. and
1 snail gladly recommend your remedy tosome of my friends who aro sufferers.

Yoors, with many thanks,

Bbt. E. B. Stbviinsoii.

BUBBEB SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BKLTHrO,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

HUBBEfl VALITES, OASICnS,

Star Brand Cotton

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

^OSEl.
{280,000 feet ill use.)

A
* *.* *

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct FUea Hann&ct'd.
Cities, Towns and VillaRes

pronounce it superior to any
other make in (he market
for its Mrrn^h and dur-
able qualltleH.

tS'Tbe Star Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire Engine Hose,
is made from the best GuU
Cotton and fine Para Rub-
ber, and fully warranted from
any defects in manufacture.
Sample mailed on application

QUETTON ST. GEORGE
AND CO.,

AND

Spirit Merchants
FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

WINES, SPIRITS, (£c., CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OR CASK.

Orders by letter will have our very beat
and prompt attention.

10,12,14,16 & 18 King St West,

TORONTO.

THK

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT;

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

ai Yonge and i Front Streets. Toroato
R HOUGHAN,

CAPITAL, 9S50,000.

JOHN B. BABBEB, President and ManaeinB
Director.

-6»"«

CHA8. BIOBDON, Vice-President.EDWABD TBOnT, Treasurer.

I^AIi inquiries by maU shall have our prompt and careful attention.

Agent.

EBTABLiBHim 1859. 384 Tontfo S treat.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

New stock of next season's Wall Papers jnst
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-
markably low flinires. Calsomining, Paper-
Hanging, Glaaing, Be-Glazing and Pointing
done to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards
etc., at lowest prices. A oaU solicited

T10 SUBSCRIBEBS t

Those wishing to keep their copies of ThbWKBK in good condition, and have them on
hand for reference, should nse a Binder We
can send by mall

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 76 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made expressly
for Trs Wbbx, and ore of the best manufao-
tnre. The papen can be placed in thcBlnder
week bv week, thus keeping the Hie complete.

Address—
Omoa OF Thb Wibk,

Jordan Street, Toronto

THE CANADIAN PAOTIC RAILWAY CO.

^ LAND REOaLATIONS.

em M^itetySs r^^ngl^in"
"" "^""^^ ^'' »'""«"'"' """- «»«. ""d in aouth

.

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.A rebate for cultivation of from S1.28 to 83.80 per acre acooriiinir t^ n.n-«. „.:j c
the Und, allowed on certain conditions. The Company aZ olff^llLnds ^ ^ ^ '"'

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESEBVISD SECTIONS
IwlSl" !f?'" M"'' '":! ^\'^^ numbered Sections. within one mile of the Railway are

dCl *Ttivation "''
'«*™°'^«<"«' "^"^ ^ P"««« prepared to undert,kke1hSm"

Manufactures the foUowing grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),''

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID AND WOVE
gOOLSCAPa, P08T8 , Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEBS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLoBBD Cover Papebs. super-ftuished.«Apply at the MUl for samples and prices
Special sues made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Terms of Payment

:

.^SSrestTt SliS??R PFVT t.°"^'
*"* ">«

I""!""
i" a™ -nual instalments.interest at aiA. i-JiK, OKMr. per annum, payable in advance.

Parties purohasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey
9 of DUrchase. if navmnnf i. mo^la ;« t,,u

*^owyi ui \juuytsy

with interest i

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
HAHUrAOTUBIIBS OF THE

" LILY WHITE " rLOATmo SOAP,

QUBKN'S OWN PEEFBCTION SOAP,

BHOLISH MOTTLKD SOAP,

AND OTHBB CELEBRATED BRANDS OF

FINE laundky Soaps.
Fullins Soaps,

Toilet Soupsi,
.A-niline Dyes.

_----._„ t-"- -.-."« ...xiiuuu (.uiiuibiuus ui CUIWVl
anoe at time of purchase, if payment is made in full

PaymenU may be made m LAND (JRANT BONDS, which wiU be accented at tenper cent, premium on the r par value and accrued interest. Th... R^„^™ iP f,. •
i

on appli^tion at the Bank Cf Montreal. ^^Z.^^^^^^^tti^:^^^ "' "'"""'"'

Montr«J, J«.„.ry, 1884.
*"^'^''"*

^"'"^''^''^S^etarp.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger. Maclay & Qq.
Canada Soag and Oil Works,
OfBoe :

' Works :

70 Fboht St. Ea«t,
| Dbfbiis Stbmt,

TOKONTO.

» •(

,s
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M^rASON ft COLLINS,

IIFE-3IZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AHD CRAYON.
Studio, - - 31 Kino St. West, Tobonto.

FBASER * SONS,
(T/ate Notman & Frassr, Ptaotosraphers

totheQaeea.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photooraphbrs, kto.

J. A. Fra$»r, B.C. A. J. A. Frater, Hr.
A. a. Framr.

THE IJGHT-BTyjNING D0\

tiful

D JpHN HALL, Sekb.,

'omceopathic Physician,
At his old relideace, .13 RICHMOND ST. E.

Office hour*;—9 to 10 a.m.: 2to4p.in.; and
on Monday and Tharsday evenings, from 7.30
to 9 : Snnday, 5.30 to 6.30 p.m.

DK. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabtis Stbiet.

ESTIC

Without a peer. In its mecbanicKI
construction it has no rival. The new line of
attachments that are now being placed with
each Domestic " are specialties. No other
machine has them. These attachments and
tne new wood-work make the " Domestic

"

more than ever in demand. A. W. BRAIN
Agent, 98 Yonge Street.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
TOBONTO, for

HXOH-CLASS WATCHES tl JEWELLERY

Watch Repairing and .lewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

s

Cbsrgres Moderate.

HAW * tJSBORNE,

MIDWIFEBT, AND DISSASES OF
WOMEtr A SPkcZALITT.

A C. MoKINLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.
121 Chuboh Stbkxt, - • Tobokto.

vr PEARSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 King Stbeet West, - - Tobonto.

"pAINLESS DENTISTBT. I

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOM(EOPAjrHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 6.30 p.m.

ax itSSSS Jabtis Stbebt.

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.
Houses rented, rents collected, loans and

Insurances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

STEWART ft SON. (Late STEWART
ft STBICKLAND.)

ARCHITECTS, BUILDINC SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offices—30 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WM. btbwabt. wai. h. stbwabt.

Grand Trunk-J^ 'y of Canada;^
tOrtat Western Divitian.)

Will he received by the undersigned until
noon on Saturday, the 3rd of May next,
for the formation of an embankment near
Cayuga, on the Loop Line section of the
Great Western Division of the Grand Trunk
Railway.

Plans and Specifications can be seen, andForms of Tender obtained at the office of the
Chief Enaineer of the Great Western Division
at Hamilton.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily

accepted.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
._ " General Manager.

-MontraM. April Slat, 1884.

mm AlfB-BRAlAr
Attractiotia for the week commenciiu)

MONDAY, MAT 19th.

W: IMPEY,
Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

i0'E8timates given on application.

CRAZY PATCHWORK^.

/^HABLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOR. CONVEYANCEE. Etc.
—:OmcB :—

^ Adelaide Street Sat, TarotUo, Oat.

THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,
No. 23 Park Row, New York city,

haying on hand an unusual quantity of rem-
nants, will send to any iady subscriber of this
paper enough nieces of BEAUTIFUL SILKSAND VELVETS to make a beautiftl quUt
with.

tsr Send for a dollar package.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

50 CHDRrn HTRfeBT, TOROlVre.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT,
Deposits received from »1 upwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at ik 5and 9 per cent. No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.
13" MoHXY TO Loan on Mobtoaob SEOUBirr

BANK OF OTTAWA.

TORONTO.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

M. B. CURTIS
IN

SAM' r. OJ^ 'POSI.Y,

HORTICULTUIUL GARDENS.
MONDA7, May IOth.

MAnAMK TRSBBI,I.I-BKTTINI,
The world-renowned Contralto,

Supported by the following distinnuisbed
artists, Ivan E. Mobawshi, BaRso; Edwabd
MoLiiRNHAURB, Violinist; Chabi.rs Wkrneh,
Chamber Violoncellist to the Emperor of
Brazil; Hebb Isedobk Luckstone, Solo
Pinlhist. »
Plan of the Pavilion now open at the Piano

Warerooms of Suckling & Sous.

TORONTO

REFORM ASSOCIATION.

Authorized Capital,
Subscribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Rest

31,000,000
1,000,000
9ns,i6S
110,000

Sir Richard Cartwright

CACTUS

E.
COATSWOBTH, Jb.,

Barriater, Solicitor, Notary Public,
Conveyancer, etc.

Money to Umd. Offices—10 York Chambers,

No. 9 Tobonto Street, Tobonto.

aEO. MacDONALD,

Babbistbr, Solicitob,' Etc.

—
: OFFIOKB :

—

Equity Chambers, ao Adelaide Street East,
Toronto. Money to Loan.

Rare and Beautiful

Texan and Mexican
sorts, hardy, requiring absolutely no care, ex-
cept protection from severe frosts

; novel and
curious in form, and some with flowers of ex-
quisite beauty and fragrance. Send 20c. for
small specimen. Illustrated circular free.

TROtJPB IVURSERIE8.
Tbocpb, Texas, U.S.A.

t^ These plants can be shipped at any
season of the year.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCOBPORATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TOBONTO, OJfT.

i^}i^?^^^''i'^^^^' E"<J-. President.CHABLES MAGEE, Esq., rice-President.
Direotors-C. T. Bate, Esq., B, Blackburn,

Esq., Hon. Geo. Brvson, Hon, L. B. Church

M*th^ F *""• ^^' ®°°- ^*y' ^'1' John

Geoboe BtTBN, Ccuhier.

Bbanohes—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Wmnipeg, Man.
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank ofCommerce. Aoents in New YoBK-Messrs.

A. H. Ooadby and B. E. Walker. Aobnts inLondon- -EngUah AlUanoe Bank.

T CBEIGHTON,

SOLICITOB. NOTARY PUBLIC, etc..

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
VicTOBiA Strkkt - - Toronto.

QMITH, SMITH <t RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
IjAbratt W. Suith, D.CL. Jakes F Sidth.

Oeo. M. Bab.

MISS BIRD.-iALL,

•i St. Albans Street,

Pupil of Carl Martens.

Penoil drawing, etching, Vater colours, on
Mktin or velvet.

Tbbhs—Music, t6 ; Drawing, etc., >4.

WINDSOR HOUSE, OOLBORNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVEUUS' HEAO-QUARTERS

This Bouse has all the latest improvements.
Good Sample Booms, excellent cuisine.
Terms, (1.00 per day.

Wk. MAI.BS, Clerk. Ai,BnT Gbbhan, Mangr.

Cash Assets, -

Tnrnmr ios Year

out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMI^, Pres. JA8. BOOMEB, Sea.

JTj. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA LrFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

CA.NA.XiA. "WEST
Land Agency Company,

(LIMITED.)

CATJTjiZ - - $/00,000.

^irtctors

:

HON. G. W. ALLAN, President.
A. H CAMPBKLL, Esq., Vice-President,
•BOBERT GILLESPlfi, Esq., Gov. Canada

Co. London, England.
GOLDWIN SMITH, Esq., D.C.L., Toronto
J. S. LOCKIB, Esq., Toronto.
J. S. PLAYFAIB, Esq., Toronto.
HON. R. M. WELLS, Toronto.

S-.iJJ,^"^™^ ^"1' Edinburgh, Scotland.WALTER F. SMITH, Esq., London, EngCd!

WILL ADDRESS A

PUBLIC MEETING
AT THE

GRAND OPERA HOUSE,

Tuesday Evg, 20th inst.

The CanaAian Farm Jourml which con-
tains the largest amount of Property for Sale

$1 s8g IIS 00 '° Ontario of any list published, will be fur-7^ nished to applicants by ihe Loudon Office. 37
t,tfi»e» »• Hoyal Hxchange. B.C., on receipt of Id. post-

» » J ..
,
«««. or by the Head Office in Toronto, on

, . . . .,-,;-- effected at ) receipt of .'! cent stamp. Besides a large num-mo.lerate rates. Agencies in all towns through- ^J berof Farms and other property in iSl SSrts

Chair to be taken at Eight o'clock.

TTAMILTON MEBBITT,
'^ ASSOCIATE ROYAl SCHOOL Of MINES, ETC.,

vnnsa ebquteeb & mrrALLnBOiBT

15 TORONTO,STREET, TORONTO.

Capital & Funds

$6,000,000.

Annual Income

$1,200,000.

HGRACE P. ALLKIN8, ABTI8T,

iO Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from lite. Old paintiiiga oopied a
•peoialty. Poitratts of horses and dogs. OU
pUDtlag taught on the system of the Boval
Aoademy, London, England.

V HVSVBIHrCi NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be seoured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, 1888.

„..,, T> ^,^ - property in aU parts
of the Provmce, they have amongst others the
following beautiful residences :

—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, Iieauti-
fuUy laid out. The house and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Price
»8,000, which is a great bargam.

2079. Valuable small farm and residence,
28 acres, sood loam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick residence, 10 rooms, kitchen and oellai-,
frame bom, carriage bouse, etc. Very fine
orchard of choice fruit trees. Price, .*4,500;
*2,0OO down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

2500. Delightful residence in Port Bnrwell,
comprising 23 acres fronting on Lake Erie.
Large frame bouse, nearly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and cold water, etc. Also 2 frame
dwellings, frame bam and numerous out-
buildings. About 3 acres orchard of old and
young trees. Price, »8,000; »2,000 down, bal-
ance on easy terms.

J. B. ADAM0ON, Manager.

14 ADELAIDE ST. EAST. TOBONTO, ONT.

LENOX PENS !

A CoMPLBTB Sebibs im Twilvx Ndhbibb,
From which every writer can select THEBEST PEN tor hli or her peculiar style of

penmanship. Sample of each number QS
pens), by m»U to any wUtM* for ten oeniK

Taintor Bro&, Merrill & Co.,

18 * 90 AiTOB Pi,AOB, Nbw Tosk.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
139 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Baal and Imitation
Stained Olass. Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from 36o. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light $1, size l«x30 in.

LAWN MOWERS,
}

GARDEN HOSE,

GRASS SHEARS

'W. ^. S E» .A.BB O "W,

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE 8TBBBT.

Vol. i„ No. as. ^
~

^^^'^^^"^radmf^av SSruf. ma,. «3.oo p«. Annum

-o.o,Tn. WB„ zz... - «-^^o;;L'"n'nrzr;^^^^^^^^^ i
^^^ ^ ^^

Con™„^„^„_ ^' - mo. intelligent appi^iation of artLt^^i:! and ob LT'f^ol^t;

The wyciif Qa,n«,nt.na^ :::.;;.:::.;:::::"

- - .- • «• „, ^ 'f .. „ *°,""y ^*y
;
Sandham-s « CaU to Sunnae Ma«, " • Cruick

Thec.P.B.byth.KiekingHors.P..s.ndthes^k;iki..:.;.:^^^ ^^^^ .. 0^^'^' f^' "j J'^'^^'
"^^7 fountain Canon":

iiranATDM- «„h^„K»^ •

""°"""»s iJaughters of Canada," and two of Hrs
A Gentleman of the Old School ZTlt t

PMntings figure among the ambitwa. pictnw. in the eallery'
The Adventure, of a Widow 't-tin Dob«.n. ma '*"* ^'"'y ^all short of that merit which would entitll H.„,« f i

*^ ^'
• BOaarFaMKeH. 384 the 8ucc«wfi,l „w^..„f„ t ^i. ^ entitle them to place among

BOOB NoTfoB, J successful products of the year. Other pictrir«8, also in oils, are worthy
M.«c .™ oni..

-
:^. .T'^*'-

-- - •>- attempting a criticism on the y^TsZ^^a'

c™c„.n.» •

——"-- Walker, and CressweT MXnWork Trwe ^ !^'''''''''

cue m^^k^ -our native artist, have brought together. It will bring discredit oTtho
AN INDEPENDENT JOlffiNAL OK LITERATURE. POLITICS. AND CRITICISM.

'"""' exhibition this year fails of success.

«»«S"r
"***"""" •"'"^ "^' months. W.00; four months, «.o«. Subeertptlon. payable ^'^^ ^^ conjunction with the speech of Sir Richard Cartwright in the

9ub«,rib.ni in Or«.t Britain and Ireland .nppii«i. postage prepaid on term., „>.
'^'•<»»to Opera House on Tuesday nigbt, a statement in the Winninerone year. 19.. St*: hMf-yoar. 6.. stg. BemitUnce. by P^ o^Str^r',2^! m k

°*^~ ^'^^ ^*'"«* ^ '^e effect that Mr Blake is ahonf f^ 7
Winnipeg

, P»yableandaddi»»ed to the Publisher. ^ *• "<>«»•' or draft should be made
leaderalim nf fl,» r» .- •

^'*'^'' ^ ^^O"* *» retire from the
f

AnvBBTrBBMBKT,, unexceptional in charaeter and Um.t*, h. wIZ °* '^^^PP'""'""* « noteworthy. Our contempomry. though a
P^iineperannnm. •"-^P" Uue"t s,;'r:rhi;T.^':^i;r,rt^'l?!r:: "''^ ^^ ^' ^'^^''^^'^ been free from the blinding partizLhipwhidw
peruneperinsertionforaehorterperiod.

P« '»»'» three month.
;

20 cents charactenned other leading paper., and is not likfly to ornate ocircr

«^:S::rrr.^JCvr.:?^-.d^ ,„ ^,^^,^ ^^^ Ute a ca,^r</ pur. and simple. Of the reasons attributed t Mr. LSTe"

.OTICKTOCON^EI^H. ^^^^^^^i^^^:;^
All oontribations.honld be addres«,d to the Editor .-,1.1, ... ,. T?„f tl,„ « ^^i^
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In Canadian politics there is a welcome lull which may last some

time, unless, contrary to the expectation of many, a renewal of the

Conspiracy Trial should vex the summer air. In gladly taking leave of

these subjects, let the 'tiystander " once more assure his brethren of

the press, some of whom appear diflBcult of conviction, that no shadow

of injurious imputation is implied in his view of their position as

that not of judges, but of advocates bound to present the case on one

side and themselves not committed to any belief in the case which they

have to present. Do we not laugh when the defendant in Bardell v.

Pickwick is shocked at seeing his counsel walking away arm-inarm

with the counsel for the plaintiff? Why then should we be shocked at the

•opposition that the editors of our two party journals, even after such a

war of words as that which has lately raged between them, can sit down

together in the social hour, and like unprejudiced and easy-going men of

the world chat in a light and bantering vein about the tremendous

issues of the day, find that they are pretty well agreed about them, and

find that they are perfectly agreed as to the nothingness of party politics

and the folly of the masses who go mad about them. In the morning

you read what you cannot help thinking a very one-aided and virulent

editorial : in the evening you meet the writer and are charmed with his

openness of mind, his urbanity, his perfect freedom from all the character-

istics of his editorial. Do you accuse him of duplicity? No more

than you accuse of duplicity the actor who plays Othello because you find

that he is not black when he is o& the stage.

orely~iBenc«tTab]e that he may care "very Kttle about usf of^the pai*^

politicians, and very much about his native country. The next general

election may possibly throw some light upon this subject.

Therb is £ point upon which it seems necessary to say a word in a

rather more serious strain. Independent writers are sometimes arraigned

as being guilty of a breach of allegiance to the Liberal party, of which it is

assumed, and perhaps rightly, that they have heretofore been members.

But before they can plead guilty to the indictment, they|mu8t be convinced

that the Liberal party named in it is the same to which their allegiance was

originally pledged. If it is not, they will naturally decline to sacrifice

their independence to a name. Now, supposing the Liberal party as it at

present exists in Canada, to be correctly represented by its ablest and most

powerful organs, it most have introduced into its creed certain articles of

tjie most momentoos character which did not form a part of the creed of

the Liberal party in any country twenty or perhaps ten' years ago. One

of these is socialism, or something nearly approaching to it, embodied in

the propo8ition.that all property beyond the measure necessary to supply

the personal wants of the holder is to be considered a quasi public trust.

A second is the policy of restraining individual liberty, for which the

Iibei«ls of fqrmer days fought, by sumptuary and regulative laws. A
third is the promotion of sexual revolution, in all its phases, economical,

domestic and political. A fourth is agrarianism, which is carriedapparenly

to the length of palliating agrarian murder, and beneath ivhich, as no

rational distinction can be drawn between ownership of land and owner-

ship of anything else, lurks a still more extensive principle of confiscation.

The merits of this programme are not here discussed, much less are the

--motives of the eminent journalists who advocate it impugned. It may

be the genuine and inevitable birth of time ; but unquestionably it-is a new

birth, and requires to be fully considered in all its parts before it can be

adopted, as a whole, by anyone who is not prepared to risk the dissolution

of society. Difference of opinion on any one of the points embraced in it

must do more to divide, than agreement on any of the ordinary party

issues can do to unite. With questions so fundamental the Irish question,

perhaps, can hardly be ranked. Yet the dismemberment of the United

Kingdom is at least as serious a matter as anything relating to the

Boundary dispute or the contract for Section B, not with reference to

Great Britain only but to Canada, since the triumph of Irish Catholicism over

the Union at home, would surely be followed by an aggravation of its

yoke here. The most genuine of Liberals, therefore, if he is a Unionist,

may well hold himself aloof from those who for the sake of capturing the

Irish Catholic vote in this country, are countenancing an attempt to dissolve

the Union, especially if he is one who firmly believes that the result of

separation to Ireland could only be confusion and civil war. It is a carious

illustration of the remark recently made as to the disregard into ^hich the

English race has fallen upon this continent, that when an Englishman

protests against being led, with the bitterest enemies of his country, to an

attack upon her most vital interests, nobody thinks of giving him credit for

being actuated by English feeling. It is taken for granted that his pen

must be governed by some clandestine motive connected with the pturty

politics of Canada, and that he must be trying furtively to thwart Mr.

Blake or afford underhand awistanoe to Sir John MacdonAld. Yet it is

On the vote of censure Mr. Gladstone's majority was once more pared

down to the minimum, though that minimum is fully sufficient to keep a

government alive. The Famellites, contrary to general expectation and

their own apparent interest, voted against the Government which iscarrying

the Franchise Bill. But their motive is not difficult to 'divine. They

knew that without their votes the Government would be sustained, and

they reduced its majority in order to keep it as weak and as dependent

on themselves as possible. Their course was profligate, for they had fill

along been denouncing the war, and the motion was in effect one of censure

on the Government for not prosecuting the war with more vigour ; but

profligacy is a trifle to the terrorists of the Land League. Some of our

friends in the Canadian press must feel the advantage of being able to

treat discoixlant themes in separate issues ; otherwise they would have

some difficulty in combining their ardent support of Mr. Gladstone with

their equally ardent support of people who vote against his government

and are trying to cut his throat. The treatment of the author of Disestab-

lishment and the Land Act by the Irish agitators will go far to settle the

verdict of history on the characters of these men, while it demonstrates

with the certainty of scientific experiment that not by benefits or by

expressions of sympathy are the hearts of such people to be won. That

a party which openly avows as its object not only the dissolution of the

Union but the destruction of Great Britain should be able, or even for a

a moment be allowed to fancy itself able, to wreck the councils of the empire

by playing off one British party in Parliament against the other, shows how

low faction can bring the greatest and what was once the most high-spirited

of nations. Mr. Forster's onslaught upon the Government wiU no doubt

be regarded as the deferred payment of a debt which has been accumu-

lating since the time when he was driven from the Irish Secretaryship by

the ascendancy of Mr. Chamberlain, and the liquidation of which might

well appear indispensable to a strict man of business. He is, however,

an Imperialist; and though as becomes his Quaker origin, he always

professes to be an Imperialist of the drab, not of the scarlet order

and to eschew force as the means of aggrandizement, trusting entirely

to philanthropic influences, in practice he admits that philanthropy some-

times requires the help of a pinch of gunpowder. If he has any intention

of joining a ministry reconstructed on a moderate Liberal basis after Mr.

Gladstone's departure, he would have done better by being quiet or

confining himself to amicable remonstrance in the House, and pressing his

counsels in private on his destined colleagues. Politicians are rarely as

grateful as they ought to be for the attempt of a conscientious friend to put

them in a minority.

It cannot be denied that the situation in Egypt is bad and promises

trouble. Mr. Bright, we may be sure, congratulates himself on the fore-

sight which led him to leave the Government rather than take part in the

Egyptian expedition. Gordon, it appears, overrated his own influence, as

workers of miracles are apt to do. Mr. Gladstone, captivated by the man,

shared his illusion, and with the sanction of the Government he has advanced

into a position from which it is desperately difficult to extricate him, while

nobody can bear to think of leaving him to his fata The Government

which, unlike the Opposition and thejournalists, is responsible, naturally and

properly hesitates to risk the lives of a British force, and with them the

honour of the British arms, in any desperate adventure. To say that it is

betraying Gordon, may be left to Lord BAndolph Churchill, who compares

Mr. Gladstone to Pontius Pilate, washing his hands of the blood of Christ.

>rhe whole business, however, evinces the weakness of diplomacy and war

carried on, not by the Government, but by the journals and the people at

large. Yet the end of a struggle, if there is to be one, between England

and a religious impostor at the head of a horde of barbarians, cannot be

doubtful ; in spite of the difficulties of locality and climate, the steady

pressure of a great Power sustained by inexhaustible resources will prevail.

The serious difficulty is not the strength of El Mahdi, whose overthrow

would be only a question of time, but the jealous attitude of France, which

seems to grow more pronounced. The soul of Mr. Gladstone, we may be

sure, is filled with anguish. But he has the consolation of feeling that he

has succMrfuUy reversed th8 Jingo policy in other quarters. What would

be the situation of England if to the Irish and Egyptian difficulties were

now added a ehronio war&ure in Afghanistan and an embroilment with

Bussia t It is something to know that England in Egypt is not like France

in TonquLn and Madagascar, a mere filibuster, and a scourge to the country

Tiaitecl by her armies. Her tutelage, if she can only keep herself dear
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is capable of anything so cold-blooded, yror^ld show him that it is the product

of human effort, which varies vastly in its productiveness according to

individual capacity and energy, and is stimulated by desires of profit and

advancement which, if he were allowed to roll humanity flat, would stimu-

late no more. He would then see what was the value of that right to a

fair share of the good things of the world with which he imagines all men
to be born. The second generation would inherit an equality and fraternity

of destitution. The reveries of Mr. Elisee Replus do not materially differ

f^oro those of Rousseau, nor does he fail, amidst his yearnings for universal

brotherhood, to show his affinity to the immediate disciples of that master.

He is mealy-mouthed and wraps up his sinister meaning in highly philan-

thropic language, but he means to open the reign of fraternity with the

guillotine.

It is perhaps an amiable and salutary, at all events it is a singular

feature of conspiracy in the present age, that conspirators instead of hold-

ing dark meetings in caves and vaults, now lake counsel with each other

before an edified public in the leading magazines. While M. Elysee

Reclus ingenuously propounds his plan for an anarchy, to be opened by a

reign of terror, Mr. Head Centre Stephens, between the same covers, takes

the world into his confidence on the policy and prospects of Fenianism in

Ireland. Vanity is not the most malignant of vices, ^nd with regard to

this Irish question especially, it has done the com.nunity against which

plots are being hatched no small service by loosening the tongues of the

plotters. What the Head Centre himself wants he has not made very clear

to us : apparently he wants some less Parliamentary and more military

course of action. But there can be no doubt whatever as to his feelings

toward Mr. Pamelt, who by his dictatorship, and by his monopoly both of

the glory and the gains of agitation, has evidently begun to give umbrage

to his rivals in that line. Such has been for the last half century, in fact

ever since Catholic Emancipation, the history of the political movement in

Ireland. There has been a constant succession of adventurers, whose

objects were usually selfish, and who have generally ended by selling the.

cause, or by pulling each other down. Mr. Stephens paints with a free

hand the portraits of some of his predecessors in this line of ambition, and

he may be well assured that the gallery is not yet closed. Agrarian

suffering in Ireland unhappily is real, though, its main causes being over-

population and thriftlessness, it cannot be relieved by public robbery,

as Uie practical result of the confiscations already begins to prove. But

the political grievances are unreal. Since Disestablishment, at all events,

Ireland has had politically no serious ground for complaint. She has had

more than her share of members in Parliament, and if her delegation, in-

stead of looking after \ex legislative interests, has chosen to spend its time

in brawling or, as Mr. Stephens alleges, in place-hunting, that is no fault

of her partners in the union, who have never refused to consider any

measure which the Irish members have, with anything like unanimity, pro-

posed. There were defects in local institutions, but these, together with

the parallel defects in the local institutions of Great Britain, Parliament

was not only willing, but was actually preparing to cure. The political

agitation, therefore, has always been hollow ; it has derived force and

Bubstaaeeoaly from its alliance with agrarianism ; and the characters which

it has produced have been accordingly poor and weak. Some of them have

been enthusiasts : but the best of these have ultimately abandoned the

cause, and taken to better ways of improVing the lot of the Irish people
;

others have been mere sharpers. Not a single agitator has ever made

two blades of grass grow where one had grown before, while as a body they

have not only diverted the minds of the people from productive industry

to political mendicity, which is now becoming an ingrained habit, but by

keeping the country in a constant turmoil, and rendering all investment

insecure, have prevented the development of such resources as Ireland

Mr. Stephens' testimony is strong as to the probable effect

of the extension of the Irish franchise, which he says will put political

power into the hands of a far more revolutionary class. He tnay be sus-

pected of a lurking inclination, by creating alarm, to spoil the game of Mr.

Pamell ; but his forecast is, to say the least, as trustworthy as that of states-

men who have abandoned their judgments to the Control either of a

theoretic philanthropy or of the Irish Vote.

Thb usual libations of obituary eulogy are being poured upon the

grave of Charles Reade. He leaves a gap in the circle of great novelists

which there seems to be nobody jto filL In fact there are decided

jmptoms of decadence in fiction, and the fund of plots and characters

-which the human mind is capable of inventing, appears to be approaching

exhaustion, as well it may, considering that novels have been appearing

in England at the rate of two in every three days. Reade's merits were

undeniable: they culminated in "Christie Johnstone": his plots were inter-

esting, and some of them bore the test of dramatization ; his characters, '•

if not very deep, were clearly outlined ; his language was eminently

strong, fresh and vivid. His morality, as a rule, was pure, though in

" A Terrible Temptation " it was, to use Mr. Compton Reade's phrase,

" lubricious." It always seemed unaccountable that a generally clean

'man should have written that dirty book. It appears that Reade prided

himself upon being a gentleman ; but when stung by the criticism which
he sometimes richly deserved, he gave public vent to hii rage in language

such as never came from a gentleman's lips or pen. This want of dignity

had its' root in the almost insane self-love which led him to introduce

into one of his novels an elaborate, and it is needless to say, absurdly

flattering portrait of himself. This is, at all events, a better excuse than

that tendered by some of his friends, who declare that he did not lose

his temper and that his pretended fits of rage were advertisements.

But his main offence against art and against society was pamphleteering
under the guise of fiction. His accounts both of the lunatic asylums and
of the model prisons, though they might have some slight foundation in

isolated cases of abuse, were, as general pictures of the institutions, totally

and criminally false; and the attack on asylums could not fail to do
mischief by setting families against the only remedy which affords any
hope for the insane. To use fiction as an engine of. controversy is to usurp
an unlimited license of coining facts in support of your own case • and
when the writer's object is to create a prejudice against any man or body
of men the practice becomes at once a most culpable and a most dangerous
form of slander. Denial is hardly possible, however innocent the victims of

the attack may be. Even " Uncle Tom's Cabin " is not unobnozious to

criticism on this ground, and if it misrepresented the South, the responsi-

bility of its author is heavy, for it did not a little to kindle on both sides

the passions which led to civil war.

Thb journals are full of P. D. Maurice, whose life has been published

by his son. He was one of the intellectual circle of J. 8. Mill, whose
estimate of him in his own autobiography is perhaps as just as any that has
been formed, though the portrait was that of a Christian leader drawn by
one who was not a Christian. " I have always thought," says Mill, " that

there was more intellectual power waated in Maurice than in any other of

my contemporaries. Few of them certainly have had ao much to woai^

Great powers of generalization, rare ingenuity and subtlety, and a wide

perception of important and unobvions truths, served him, not for putting

something better into the place of the worthless heap of received opinions

on the subject of thought, but for proving to his own mind that the

Church of England htul known everything from the first, and that all the

truths, on -the ground of which the Church and orthodoxy had been

attacked (many of which ha saw as clearly as anyone), are not only con-

sistent with the Thirty-Nine Articles, but are better understood and

expressed in those articles than by anyone who rejects them. I have never

been able to find out any other explanation of this than by attributing it

to that timidity of conscience, combined with original" sensitiveness of

temperament, which has so often driven highly gifted mep into Romanism,

li'oui "the need Or a firmer support than tbey can nnd va. fciie ic

conclusions of their own judgment. Any more vulgar kind of timidity no

one who knew Maurice would ever think of imputing to him, even if he

had not given public proof of his freedom from it by his ultimate collision

with some of the opinions commonly regarded as orthodox, and by his

noble origination of the Christian socialist movement." Mill rates

Maurice's intellectual power very high, placing him even above Coleridge,

whose disciple, however, in the fullest sense of the term, he unquestion-

ably was, and whom, to ordinary minds, he at least rivalled in obscurity.

It is easier to acknowlege in his writings the constant presence of an

intensely religious spirit and of broad religious sympathies than to under-

stand bis theological system, or even positively to assure ourselves that

he had one, while his modes of reconciling his liberalism with the

the formularies of the Church, are sometimes, and notably in the case of

the Athanasian creed, so far-fetched and super-subtle as to shake our con-

fidence in his good sense. To the formularies of the Church, however, he

steadfastly adhered, and he even faithfully practised her asceticism, fasting

rigorously on the appointed days. Tet the High Church Warden of

Kable College who, in a notice of the Life, is anxious to add this eminent

figure to the company of the faithful, evidently feels that he has a ticklish

task in hand. On the question of Eternal Punishment Maurice came into

dirisct collision with Orthodoxy, and was expelled from his Professorship in

an Anglican College. Perhaps he gave even greater offence to Anglicans

by his tilt against their renowned apologist Mansel, with whom he was not

well qualified to cross swords as a logician, but upon whoae theory ha
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rebellion against his home government without interference, and raise

money here to arm assassins and dynamite fiends. No one says hxm nay

in this."

James Stephens, late Fenian Head Centre, has an article in the

current Contemporary on "Ireland and the Franchise Bill,' in which he

declares if that -measure becomes law it will very sensibly increase the

revolutionary vote throughout Ireland. As for Mr. Parnell, the Franchise

Bill will bring parliamentary candidates to the front in Ireland with

much extremer views, and he will have to give way to a "more advanced

leader. Even Mr. Biggar and Mr. Healey will be cast aside, the one a« an

obstructive fossil," the other as "a mere moderate." Troublesome men will be

sent to the House, with such revolutionary aims and aspirations as will even-

tually bring them to imprisonment in the Tower. This is a queer sort o

patriotism, uttering slanders upon the Irish people that at any rate are no

justified by the results of the Land Act. Fortunately Mr. Stephens is not

likely to have such a following as he had beforetimes, and moderate Irishmen

know perfectly well that the House of Commons would soon devise means

to put an effectual stop to excessive .blather and treason. England

must make up her mind, after the passing of the Franchise Bill, to rule

Ireland as a conquered province in a chronic state of siege And

England would not hesitate so to do if the unfortunate necessity arose

of choice between that and dismemberment. It is amusing to note that

the late Fenian head-centre is much more concerned about Mr. Parnell

»

course than about the policy of the British Government. But there is n^

mistaking Mr. Stephens' programme: The bloody Sassenach is to be

intimidated into granting separation ; James Stephens is to be made presi-

dent of an Irish Republic, and Ould Erin will be happy evermore
!

The

paper is remarkable as indicating the utter inability of the writer to see

Lrgood that has been done by anybody for Ireland from OConnell

downwards. "^

1
-f

1

J

Me HuRBEaT Spenckr does not care to acknowledge that his theory of

liberty has failed-that laisser /hire means the destruction of the w«»ker

by the stronger, and that it is the function of society to protect the help-

less against tyranny, and especially against monopoly. He continues

his argument in the CorUemp<yrary that government is founded upon agres-

sion; and Ukens legUlators to a chemist's assistant who purges for inflam-

mation and kiUs his patient. He has obtained illustrations m eve^r region

and he protests against interference in all. But he does not touch the real

argument that monopoly is itself the defeat of freedom ;
and that it is only

by interference that the SUte can get rid of monopoly. His sense of free-

dom is freedom of monopolies-^nly they will not be State monopolies

And if the theory be carried to its full, not only the chemist s assistant, but

the properly qualified doctor, will be forbidden to administer medicme.

"Let nature have its own course." Mr. Spencer would say, because the

doctors sometimes make mistakes.

rascalities in the transport and commissariat departmen^^ tl«

^|||
Egyptian campaign of 1882. The reports --*»-/''«"

^f ^''^/iH
r-inch of salt; more especially as they come ma New York but it is

rnftuL^y'true that when anyone is to be ^^^^
^^^''^^^^^l^^l

to do it are largely left to their own resources, and there mSf prove to

some foundation for the scandal. - -

THE WYGLIF QUINCENTENARY* .

While these lines are in the handsTThe printer,

^-"g^^^^-^^^J^^^^j'^
"

be commemorating the work of Wyclif in London Wycl.f died on New

Year's Eve, December 31, 1384 ;
but that has not ^-/'Tf^^"

ient day for an English gathering, and inconsequence the

^'^'fj^^yj^
been selected as the anniversary of an important event m the life of the

reformer, and as occurring while many persons from all parts are assembled

n thrE;glish metropolis. If Toronto, which celebrated the four hui.

dredth anniversary of the birth of Luther in a worthy manner, should

awake to the duty of commemorating the five hundredth anniversary of

the death of Wyclif, there is still time to take measures for so domg.

Wyclif is certainly less known to his countrymen than he ought to be

;

and it is very difficult to convince those who have little time to study his

life or his works, that he was a very great man and has been a great power

in the world. It was not that he originated all, or most, of the »deas which

have been most prominently connected with his name. ."That could be said

of very few men. But he grasped the significance of those ideas with a

new firmness, he appreciated their importance with a clearness superior to

that shown by any of his predecessors, and he carried on the work of maia_

taining and defending them with a decision and a boldness which, for but

time, was vary remarkable, we might say, wonderful.
. „ ^ , .

One great difficulty in the way of believing in the intellectual and

'
moral greatness of Wyclif arises from the fact that he seemed to make but

little impression upon the succeeding age. This notion, however, has been

exaggerated, ind it is not altogether difficult to account for the visible

success of his work having been less than might have been expected

It was not merely that printing was not yet invented, nor merely that

Wyclif, as has been well suggested, had not clearly seen as Luther did,

that an appeal could be made to the masses of the people only by tie

presentation of some positive doctrine, which, like that of Justification by

Faith, could influence at once their consciences and their hearta. There

were other reasons in Wyclif himself, and in the circumstances of the age

which succeeded his own, which will help to account for this partial

^
It would appear that Wyclif was somewhat lacking in those qualities of

geniality and robustness which were so mighty a power in the case of

Luther; perhaps, also, in some measure, of the later reformer's lion-like

courage, although it seems quite untrue that he was timid, evasive, and

The disgraceful Lord St. Leonards esdandre may eventuate in the

^itish aristocracy being shorn of an ancient privilege. Though

not, in the true sense of the term, a member of the aristocracy, the black-

guard, unfortunately attached to that order, who has so sullied his

manhood and his rank, claims to be tried by a jury of his peers. If

this should be granted, whatever the verdict, the popular notion of

iustice would be shocked, and though the reports said to be cabled about

such an act jeopardising the British aristocracy are pure nonsense, it

might very weU cause an outcry against such antiquated privileges. It

is a sight for the gods to note how this miserable scandal has been made

a party question by some Canadian organs ! One would make it an addi-

tional reason for abolishing the hereditary Chamber ;
another sees in the

House of Lords the quintessence of wit and intellect. It would be as

reasonable to hold the journalistic worid responsible for the extraordinary

vagaries of these tin-plate knights-errant as to make the Upper House

answerable for the depravities of one who is a member simply by virtue

of being his father's son, and who has never been recognized other than

M one of its necessary evils.

Th. report that intimate friends of General Gordon are satisfied he

is really in no danger, that there is perfect concord between the General

and the Ministry, and that the success of his peculiar mission is assured,

is a sufficient explanation, if true, of the attitude of Mr. Gladstone on

the Egyptian question, and will prove unwelcome news to tto Opposition

who^ndemnationof the Government has been understood all through

to be purely political and fictitious. Much more serious, as affecting the

Wm- Offioe, are the charges now formulated of gross irregularities and

ready to shrink from the consequences of his words. It is admitted by
.

Wyclifs more ardent admirers that he was not distinguished by fervour or

enthusiasm. His distinction was moral and intellectual, and those quali-

ties come ou«^ia his writings, mingled at times with something of fiercenes8_

and indignation when he is stirred up to rebuke some superstitious doctrine

or mischievous practice. At the same time, the influence which he

possessed in the University of Oxford, which enabled him for a long time

to keep the ecclesiastical authorities at bay. showed that he possessed no

inconsiderable power of attraction. If a man who was teaching that

which the Church of his age regarded as flat heresy could induce his

university to bid defiance to the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Pope,

as he did, he must have had other qualities than his acknowledged blame-

lessness of Ufe and pre-eminence of intellect.

But there were other causes operating to prevent the spread of Lollard-

ism. Although for a time the reformer enjoyed the protection of John of

Gaunt it was this man's son who was to prove the most dangerous enemy

to the disciples of Wyclif. The imperfect title of Hemry IV. to the crown

rendered necessary all the support he could obtain, and therefore he ingra-

tiated himself with tiie clergy by persecuting the Iteformers. The first bloody

'statute against heresy was passed in this reign. On the other hand, the

risings o! the peasantry were most unjustly attributed to WyoUfs teachings,

and this aroused the resentment and suspicions of the nobles. It was

among the middle class, the reaUy English portion of the population, that

the Wyclifite doctrines were held and cherished, and through aU the miser-

able period of the French wars and the succeeding Wars of tiie Boses, there is

• Th« iDeUinc of the retorm«r'i name sMiiui about • nnowWn •» ^"t «< ""

aImSSSril«U WtoUf. and English Wyolit It U not very lmport«»t. but ft M..

(IQlt* impoiiibto to dMid* hatmm th«m.
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,^tt^believe that there were mu i titudns whn otuns..tQ.tha!pwMout6d- -differ &V
faith. But the time of the middle class was not yet.

If, however. WyoliPs influence had ceased or was hidden in England
it was spreading elsewhere. It U no longer doubtful that Hus and Jerome
had imbibed the doctrines of the English reformer, and they were burned
at Constance in 1415. A long time had to pass before Luther arose
to continue the work which they had begun, but it is certain that he was
stimulated by the remembrance of the Bohemian Reformers. It is true that
Luther spoke pf Wyclifa work as mere hair-splitting

; but Luther was apt
to say strong things, and sometimes without due consideration At "least
he was indebted to Wyclif for giving the beginning to the work which he
was himself appointed to continua A chronicler of the 15th century
declares, that the " books of the evangelical doctor. Master John Wyclif
opened tiie eyes of the blessed Master John Hus, as several trustworthy
men heard from bis own lips," and Paletz, one of the opponents of Hus,
told tiie hitter, "Since the birth of Christ, no heretic has written more
dangerously against the Church than thou and Wyclif.'^

We cannot here dwell upon the incidents in the life of Wyclit Its
earher portion is hid in obscurity. During his residence in Oxford, first as
master of Balliol and afterwards as warden of Canterbury Hall, he warmly
espoused the nationalist side against the claims of the papacy. For a long
time he escaped formal condemnation, even although he attacked the
central dogma of transubstantiation. Ultimately he was forced to leave
Oxford

;
but although he was exposed to a good deal of annoyance, it is

astonuhing to remark how little of real danger he incurred. On these
nuitters of detail we cannot now dwell. Those who wish to study the
life and works of Wyclif at length may safely be recommended to read
Leohlers Life, transited by Lorimer. There are several smaller compila-
tions which will give the mere facts; indeed most of the histories of
England wiU furnish the principal incidente in his conflict with the author-
ities of the Church. We must here confine ourselves to pointing out some
mistakes which have been made respecting his motives and his teaching.

It 18 to be regretted that the usually fair and moderate Lingard should
have displ^ed such bitterness in his account of WyoUf. According to
this historSn the reformer was provoked by his removal from the wanlen-
hip to attack the friars, and so continued their enemy tiirouglylife There is
no doubt timt Wyclif, as a secular priest, had to give way to tiie regulars
but h« rivals at Oxford were monks and not friars ; and no one could
know bettor tiian Dr. Lingat<l the diflTei^aoe between these orders.

It was not until quite late in life that Wyclif began his attack on tiie
fnars, perhaps not before 1381, certainly not before 1378. and tiiis was
long after tiie Oxford dispute. So far was he from turning against the
friars because of hi« dispute with the monks, that, in his earlier writings
«e spoke of them often witii commendation on account of their voluntary
poverty. It is quite clear to any one who studies Wyclifs life or writings
that he was in downright e,imest, whetiier he was rebuking the avarice and
luxury of tiie clergy, or protesting against the arrogance and greed of the
papacy, or arguing against what he regarded as the prevailing corruption
of doctrine.

As regards those portions of his teaching which have been assailed
witii peculiar virulence, we select that on " Dominion " for notice, because
his opinions on tiiis subject have been declared to be subversive of the
rights of property. The origin of tiiis controversy was connected wiUi
Uie claims of tiie Papacy to universal authority over things temporal as
well as tilings spiritual. Among the schoolmen there were some who
supported this view, and others, such as WUliam of Ookham, who, Uke
Dante, declared there were two masters of the world, tiie Pope over spiritual
things, and tiie Emperor over temporal things. But in England the
Emperor had no autiiority, and another chief lord had to be found from
whom property should he held. Wyclif was not tiie first to go to tiie root
of the matter. It was one whom he acknowledged as his master, Fitzralph
Archtishop of Armagh, who first maintained tiiat God Himself wa^
Chief Lord, and tiiat every man held of Him and must do Him service
for aU tiiat he possessed. This dootiine; which was defended by Wyclif
was directed against the chums of tiie Papacy ; and it is obvious Uiat, if
stated witiiont qualification, it might become mischievous. Only tiiose it
might be inferred, who were in grace, had any right to tiieir earthly Aosses-
sions. And Wyclif deohires: "He tiiat siindeti, in g«ce is very lord
of tilings, and whoever failetii by default of grace, he faUetii right titie of
Uie things tiiat he occupietii and unabletii Wmself to have tiie gifts of God."
B«t Wyolit^ and hU followers drew no such inference from tiiis principle
•« has been imputed to them-namely, " tiiat tiiey were sainto and their
adversaries sinners, and therefore tiie applioation of tiie doctrine was
very simpla" On tiie oonti^ry, he makes it dear tiiat he is here dealing
with man's relations to God, and in this respect no tiieologian would

-„-nr-nnn, ana set „i^ uuo mutual reiauons ot men in society
"There are," he says, " two tities by which a man holds temporal goods •

the titie of original justice and that of earthly justice. By the title of
original justice Christ posses-sed all woridly goods, as Augustine often
says

;
by that title-the titie of grace-all things belong to the just ; bat

civil possession has little to do with that title, therefore Christ and Hi«
disciples despised civil rule and possession, and contented themselves with
holding only according to the first title." It is clear that this was directed
against the Pope's cUim to control,, as the Vicar of Christ, all earthly
things, secular as well as spiritual.

It may, however, be inferred that Wyclif encouraged men to refuse
their dues to men who were living in sin, and tiiis has actually been
assorted. But this is not the case. He certainly taught that a man in
sin forfeited his dominion, but he also taught that no. one could tell who
was in mortal sin. for he did not accept the division of tiie oasuista of
mortal and venial sins; and he distinctly and continuously asserted the
duty of obedience to wicked rulers. It will be remembered that, when
Mary Queen ot Scots accused John Knox of teaching treason in his
•Regiment of Women," the sturdy reformer replied that the theories of
Plato and others had not prevented them from being loyal citizens in tiie
countnes to which they belonged. In the same way, Wyclif held that.
Ideally, only the godly man could properly hold of God his over-lord, and
most rehgious men would say that he was right ; but this in no way inter-
fered with a man's obligation to observe the laws under which he livedWe have drawn special attention to this point, as it is one which is
often urged as a fatal objection to Wyclif. There are faany other tilings
which we would gladly dwell upon, more especially upon his work as
the first translator of the Bible into English, and the first writer of English
prose who could claim distinction in that department. We should ahio
have liked to bring out more clearly the individuality of the man in his
combination of earnestness and moderation, of prudence and heroism for
It IS not true that he trimmed and evaded the force of his own words.
His later writings make tiiis quite clear. For satisfaction in tiiese and
many other points, we must refer our readers to Lechler and Buddemueg
and others who are entitied to speak witii authority on tiie subject. C.

THE C.P.&. BY THE KIOKINQ HORSE PASS AND
THE SELKIRK8—XI.

' '

DOWN THB ILLB-OIU.»-WAUT OW FOOT.

At McMillan's camp on the Ille-ciUe-waut, the trail that we had followed
from tiie summit of the Selkirks ended ; and the vaUey tiiat extended
before us was clothed with a pathless tangle tiiat the trail markers wm
cutting through at tiie rate of perhaps half-a-mile a day. The distance
to tiie second crossing of the Columbia, however, was estimated at only
seventeen miles, and we felt that old travellers ought to be able to worry
through in some way or anotiier. Our chief apprehension was tiiat tiie
Indians from Kamloops might not be at tiie moutii of tiie Ille-cille-waut.
We had telegraphed from Winnipeg to British Columbia that they must
bo there between September 8th and 12th. So far we were up to our
programme; for Jwe had reached McMillan's camp on tiie evening of tiie
6tii

;
and the Major said that the intervening seventeen miles could be

made in four days. Our party numbered twelve ; tiie original three, Al
Dave, and seven fine fellows from MoMiUan's camp. Mr. Fleming and
I carried littie; all the rest shouldered packs from forty to nearly a
hundred pounds in weight, carrying tiiem knapsack fashion, or l,y means
of a tump-line across the forehead, after the manner of tiie Scotch fish-
wives to be seen on tiie streete of Edinburgh with tiieir great basketa
of fish from Newharen.

In all my previous joumeyings, otiier men had been before me and
had left some memorial of their work, a railway, a Macadamized or gravel
road, a lane, a ti^l, or at least, blazed tr«es to indicate the direction to
be J^ken. Now, we learned what it was to be without benefit of otiier
men's work. Here, there was nothing even to guide, save an occasional
gUmpse of tiie sun, and the slatesjoloured churned-up torrent,- running
generally west or soutii-west, hemmed in by canons, from which we
turned aside only to get mired in beaver dams or alder swamps, or lostm labyrinths of steep ravines, or to stumblft over slides of mossKjovered
rocks tiiat had fallen from overhanging mountains. It r*ined almost
every day. Every night tiie thunder rattied over the hills witii terrific
reverberations, and fierce flashes lit up wierdly tall trees covered witii
wreatiis of moss, and the forms of tired men sleeping by smoulderinir
camp fires.

-o .r —

»

How our men managed to get 'along; drying packs which, of neoe.-
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aity wftrft in some cases ot,
awkward sl^pe^^^seemed tojne^Uttle ^ort of

a miracle. Thoy clambered over, 'or sqiiSezed"tinder, fallen cedars ot

enormous size, wriggled through dense alders that obstinately got between

their legs and twisted round their loads, wound their way up precipices

whore they could hold on by little save their eyelashes, stepped lightly

over slippery rocks, and even when they fell headlong among the prickly

aralea, the packs almost strangling them at the same time, took every-

thing as a matter of course. Sometimes, for a change, we waded up to

the knees through the ice-cold water of the river where the current was

moderate, and a sandbank on the shore offered relief. Instead of moving

continuously, the men, on account of the weight of their packs, preferred

rapid marches for fifteen or twenty minutes at a time, with brief rests

between. Al. led the way, sometimes too rapidly for the slower members

of the party. The men ahead vanished out of sight, and not a trace of them

could be seen. It might be thought that they would always leave some

kind of trail,buta spniceOr hemlock thicket, or a bare fallen log along which

they had run, showed no sign. At such times the feeling of desolation was

overpowering. Morasses, tangle, interlaced logs in every direction !
We

had to press on, and there were always the thirty-two points of the

compass to choose from ; but whatever point was taken, we soon wished

that we had taken another. It is easy enough to cross or crawl under

one fallen tree; but to push through fallen trees for even a quarter of

an hour, stumbling in€S holes or slipping over soft moss against sharp

snags seems hours long. One dense thicket is nothing ; but to get into

a wilderness of alders till you think that there is nothing in the world

but alders, all of them obstinately obstructive, is something that tries

temper and strength. To Canadians, the beaver is what the eagle is to

Americans, and the lion and the unicorn to Britons ; but wading for

half-a-mile through the fetid water or the black or red muck of an old

beaver dam, with the knowledge that at any moment you may tumble

into a hole and be completely submerged, is apt to make you undervalue

the industry of the [beaver. But no one grumbled. Once or twice an

Tinparliamentary expression burst from the lips of Dave, but the recording

angel did not put it down. We did our best to keep together. When

that could hot be done, we took the consequences. Sometimes we were

able to put on a spurt for a few hundred yards, where the valley opened

out and the thick, underbrush disappeared, or, we struck bear or cariboo

trails that had been used for centuries and on which were morin not an

hour old. It required judgment to know how far we should use these,

for they generally led from a stream or favourite feeding-ground to^their

abodes near the snow-line, where in our circumstances we had no wish

to go.

Travelling, such as I have tried to outline, has its charms ; but the

charms are chiefly those that the savage appreciates most keenly ; the

delight of stretching wearied limbs on a bed of spruce boughs laid

thatch-wise, half contentedly, half impatiently, watching the cook

preparing supper, and inhaling the savoury smell of fattest pork and

the fragrance from the tea kettle. The constant pressure to get on made

us rather insensible to the beauty of the scenery except in the evening,

and after a good wash and the gratification of appetite. Besides, the

Selkirks, except at the summit, are not to be compared to the Rockies,

white tent

mile or two back

The valley of the Bow is so wide and open that the mountains on each

side can be easily seen ; but the Beaver and the lUe-cille-waut run in

more contracted valleys, and the valleys are so choked with heavy timber

that views can be had of few points. There are not many flowers, but

mosses and ferns are innumerable, and shrubs like English holly and ivy,

and bushes laden with wild fruit abound. The chief impression, however,

that remains on the memory is that of a succession of forest-clad hills,

mountain streams running between, and always within sight or hearing

the raging torrent and cascades of the Ille-cille-waut.

On the morning of Septefliber 11th we crossed to the north side of the

Ille-cille-waut, over an immense jam of logs and driftwood which made

a complete bridge, thirty feet high and 200 broad across a deep and

furious river. At this point we were within three miles of the Columbia,

and while resting for early lunch, it was suggested that a shot be fired to

attract the attention of our [Kamloops Indians, if perchance they had

reached the trysting place. Fired it was, and scarely had its reverbera-

tions ceased when it was answered. Every one sprang to his feet, cheering

again and again. Our fears ^ere at an end. To make sure, two ^ots

were now fired in rapid succession, and these were answered by the same

number. There could be no doubt that our Indians wiere waiting

for us, and no one wished to delay a moment. We picked up our loads,

and pressing on with swift feet, soon i4ter noon reached a high bank

overhanging a noble river that swept away to the south with a current

of six or seven miles an hour. Here was the Columbia that we had left

a week ago, runningto the north. In its course OT^nd round the Big

Ifed- atSa throngnits termnis 'l)aHBsrit-h3d:^i*ceiy^^^«^.y tributary

waters, and now it was some 1,200 feet wide. Right flJSpSsite us was a

little eddy or bay, and there, near the shore gleamed

among bushes with three or four Indians near.

rose the Gold Mountains, a range stretching away to the north and

south, another barrier between us and the Pacific, but cut down, appar-

ently almost to the level of the river, opposite where we stood, by the

Eagle or Moberly's Pass. The range was not so lofty as the Selkirks,

but to the south, one three-peaked mountain was covered by an immense

snowfield, culminating in a glacier. The sun now burst forth, driving the

clouds away, and shining on mountains and river, and away into the heait

of the Pass ; and through air cleaned by a week's rain, not only every

feature of the wide extended scene, but every shade of colour came out

with marvellous distinctness.

But could those be our Indians t Por^nqjy, children are seen running

down tl^rough the bushes to the river's brink. Two Indians push off two

canoes and row across and up the river to the point below the bank on which

we stood. A short conversation between them and Al. reveals that they are

Fort Sheppard Indians from the South who had been hunting in the Gold

Mountains for some weeks. At any rate, we had arrived first at our

trysting place, and whether our Kamloops Indians came or not, we were

secure from risk of starvation, and from the necessity of turning back.

Postponing till next day any decision as to our course, we asked the

Indians to take us and our dunnage across the river, and said good-bye

to McMillan's men, saying it with great regret, for a finer lot of

fellows, modest, patient, self-reliant, pure in speech, I never travelled

with. The canoes looked fragile, for each consisted ot a strip of spruce

bark stretched over a light framework ; but heavy men stepped lightly

into them without fear, and our packs were thrown in without much addi-

tional effect. Once in motion, their long sharp-pointed prows cut through

the water like great swordfish ; and, taking advantage of the stream, we

were at the Eddy in a few minutes. On the bank sat several grave-looking

Indians, and in the rear clustered squaws and papoosea Among the

aspen bushes were two or three tents, partly canvas and partly bark.

Skins of black and cinnamon bears, cariboo, and mountain sheep, and goats

hanging on the trees and about the tents, with the nnmistakeable odour

of fish and flesh drying in the air showed that our friends had been

successful in hunting and fishing. Purchasing for a dollar an armful of

dried cariboo meat, we sent it across to the men who were rer-arranging

packs for their return journey, and then looked out for a place to pitch

our tent at a convenient distance from the odours of camp Siwash.

After a swim in the Columbia, we dined off a savoury mess of dried

salmon parboiled and fried with a little flour, eating our meal with a calm"

sense of satisfaction. The Kicking Horse and the Selkirks were behind

us. Even if our Indians did not turn up, we could doubtless hire those on

whom we had so luckily happened, to take us down the river to the N.P.~-

Railway, or to guide us through Moberly's Pass to Lake Shuswap. So we

felt that we could rest and enjoy the glorious afternoon. Between the

Selkirk and the Gold ranges the Columbia swept grandly, its banks bear-

ing only clusters of green aspens, or on sandy flats the tall jointed goose, or

snake, grass. The Gold foothills had been covered with spruce, but fires

had swept across them so effectually that we could see the naked, burnt

rocks up almost to the snow line of the mountains behind. The rocks

were chiefly slate or granite, with veins of quartz that promised well to

prospectors. Above the rush of the Columbia the roar of the falls of the

Ille-cille-waut, three or four miles away, could be heard. We had missed

seeing these by crossing at the jam of logs and making directly for the

Columbia in the forenoon. The gap in the Selkirks through which the

Ille-cille-waut runs appears as almost a direct continuation of the lateral

fracture in the GJold range to which Moberly gave the name of the Elagle

Pass ; and we could see how natural it was for him to divine at once that

a pass across the Selkirks could be found by pressing through ^uch a gap. As

the afternoon wore into the ovoning, Al. and I took a walk to inspect the

camp of the Indians. They were gathering together for prayer, aJid while

one led, the rest chanted responses and counted their beads. Al., like most

Americans, detested Indians, but he pointed to the leader, a man past

middle age, called Baptiste, as one who had stuck faithfully by him on a

previous expedition, and of whom nothing but good was to be said Qoing

on towards the mouth of the Pass we heard loud cries, but the shouts were

so re-echoed among the hills and caught up by the young Jndians and

McMillan's men on the opposite bank, that we thought it best to return to

camp and give information and perhaps fire a shot. We had not been long

there when Mr. Fleming came in with a light step, and imtrodooed to us

Mr. McLean, of Kamloops, and four ^huswap ladiau. All had gone

tfAfitii 'ii
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well. Our connections had been made from the opposite ends of our long
journey separated by three ranges of mountains and trackless forests.

McLean told us that we had still to travel twenty miles without a trail

;

that he had left at tliat point horses and provisions in charge of an Indian
;

and he produced letters and a long sheet ot foolscap with a most attractive
list of supplies, awaiting us there. Fortunately we had brought on
provisions sufficient for a forced march, and we could, therefore, supply
ourselves and McLean's party for four or five days more. Ten or fifteen

miles beyond the horses, we would come upon Mr. tt. V. Wright con-
structing a waggon road from Shuswap Lake in our direction, and driving
along it luxuriously in a buggy, and then our trials would be at an end.
Mr. Mara's steamer would take us from the Lake to Kamloops ; and there
we would be within touch of the engineers constructing the railway all the
way down to Port Moody.

As this series professes to speak only of the Kicking Horse and the
Selkirks, I shall not touch upon the last section of this journey of ours by
the C.P.R. from Lake Superior to the ocean. To me its chief interest was
in connection with railway construction through the Cascade and Coast
range—the last biilow.s of that sea of mountains that rolls between the
plains and the Pacific. Thousands of Chinamen are engaged on the grade,
and more patient, sober, inoffensive, hard-workin§ people, as a class, I have

- never seen.' Instead of excluding white labour, they are the Gibeonites
needed to do the cheaper and more menial work that civilization demands.
White men are needed as engineers, officials, overmen, timekeepers,
mechanics, and for all kinds of rock work. Hence there are more whites
in the Province now than ever there were before. But I shall not touch
upon the Chinese question, save to express the shame and despair with
which I see Canadians and Americans forgetting their common sense and
their avowed belief in the Golden Rule of Christ, and even of Confucius, -

whenever our neighbours on the other side of the Pacific are concerned.

Georob Monro Grant.

CORRESPONDENCE. •

THB LAW students' DINNER.
To the Editor Of The Week

:

* "" '

wa. token up by the spewifae. of the invited gueate and too little w«« <riv«n tnT!
speeches of the student, themselves. The eomplaint is perfecrweu" u^eS td I

the mviM gnests. They are speoiaUy brought there to speak, with toastsasZiIdthem, and were they to confine themselves, a. the W(«id^ms to wi»h IT

give offence. The right oonrse la that suggested by the World-to let the in^tJguests enioy their dinner and listen without speaking Perhaps theTr lealS ^Zf

" Yours. Seniob.

THK FABMBBB AND PROHIBITION.
To the Editor of The Week

~ ^

oft.^h':L'SonTrrroi'rdT
"°"^"°"' °' '-"

' "-'-i^i":
thA wl,„i

,°~ *°'^'> oe on hand if not required for malting, the value of

lutwoi'stirr.r "'""' *" "^-'^ '" - «-'« - bietwr^tii

16 miUioiu of bnsbels @ 30o.

At present this account stands :—
94,600,000

7 millions of bushels@m »2,800,000
formaltmg@70o..A 6,600,000 $8,400,000

r • . , w.goo.ooo

ir-iSorrehri:itt;rd"urrnu2; -" - --—'• -

which scourges the land,ri«^mLZ.n T°""*
""'"' ^''°»"''' "^'^^ '!««"

It i. said with an am^LImTr^^f ^ ' T**
"'""'""^ ^ ^' ""> 'J""'" '°rid-

themselves in iL^r^e expe^lrZ"? "' """'" ''" "''^ """ "'' """'^
more cattle. Peedin| catUe ^™I' We ^f" T T" """"^"^ "^ " "^
longer time in roaUzTng the pZed, in^ w^""!"""^' "' °"""^ ""* " "'"<"'

bushelsjof^heat^ which at 30 qentsjaet bushel for feeding purposes woald-rroKze »171.
TTSaer present conditions it wonU realize ITOXboshels ^ 40 cents, »68 ; and 400
bushels at 70 cents, J280. In all $348, againnt «l7lr-a-1oss to that farmer of 9177
annually. This loss, 9177. capitalized at ten per cent., would lessen the value of that
farm by $1,770. Now, supposing said farm to be valued at »7,O00, and, as in the
case of many perfectly good farmers, it is mortgaged to one half of its value, amounting
to »3,600. How would loan societies and others regard this changed value ? It
would be wise in farmers to ascertain, as the reduced value of the land would not leave
sufficient margin on a one-half advance as before. The account would stand :-

Value of land under old conditions
_ _ ay (,qq

Reduced value under new conditions !!!!.!!!! 1 770

, $6,230

Available for renewed mortgage j2 815
Cash to pay difference on old mortgage ......'.

'

885

Amount of old mortgage
,_, , y,!) gQ^

But it may well be asked, "Why should the farmers suffer through a sumptuary
Act of Parliament for the good of the whole commanity, and not the loan societies
also r '• And why, for the matter of thai, either of the two specially ? Why not the
other monied classes as weU ? And why, in the name of common sense, should aU ">

these matters not be pre arranged, and not left to develop in consternation ?

There is yet plenty of time, should common prndenoe be exhibited, and the
Governor-General advise-under advice of Ministers, of course -a stay of proceedings
where the Scott Act is not yet adopted, till after Parliament reassembles. If not, I am
afraid our esteemed Minister of Finance will have difficulty in borrowing, if English
securities are to be tampered with by direct Act of the House. England holds a large
amount of money lent out in Ontario, and England has a great respect for vested
interests. „

. Bbeweb.

A GENTLEMAN OF THE OLD SCHOOL
%

-- .- He lived in that past Georgian day.
When men were less inclined to say
That " Time is Gold," and overlay

With toil their pleasure;
He held some land, and dwelt thereon,
Where, I forget—the house is gone

;

His Christian name, I think, was John,
His sui-name. Leisure.

Reynofff&=has painted him—a tufie

Filled with a ^net
^"fashioned grace.

Fresh-coloured, frank, wiafT^f 8^3J<«i»ry wura. ^t-a ..

Of trouble shaded
;— -..-- The eyes are blue, the hair is drest

In plainest way, one hand is prest
Deep in a flapped canary vest.

With buds brocaded.

He wears a brown old Brunswick coat.
With silver buttons ; round his throat,A soft cravat, in all you note

'

' An elder fashion^
A strangeness, which, to us who shine
In shapely hats, whose coats combine
All harmonies of hue and line.

Inspires compassion.

He liv^AsoJong^ago, yon see-;
Men were untravelled then, but we,
Like Ariel, post o'er land and sea

With careless parting
;He found it quite enough for him

To smoke his pipe in " garden trim,"
And watch, about the fish-tank's brim.

The swallows darting.

.He liked the well-wheel's creaking tonijue •

He hked the thrush that stopped and sunc

;

He hked the drone of flies among
„ ,., ,

His netted peaches.;
He hked to watch the sunlight fall
Athwart his ivied orchard wall.
Or pause to catch the cuckoo's call

Beyond the beeches.

His were the times of paint and patch.
And yet no Ranelagh could match
The sober doves tliat round his thatch

,. XT ,., , .
Spread tails and sidled :He hked their ruffling, puffed content

;

For him their drowsy wheelings meant
More than a Mall of beaux that bent.

Or belles that bridled.

Not that, in truth, when life began
He shunned the flutter of the fan

;He too had, maybe, " pinked his man "

In beauty's quarrel

;

r<c|
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Where lost things go, and he was grown

As staid and slow-paced as his own
Old hunter, "Sorrel.

Yet still he loved the chase, and held

That no composer's score excelled

The merry horn, when Sweetlip swelled

Its jovial riot

;

But most his measured words of praise

Caressed the angler's easy ways.

His idly meditotive days,

His rustic diet.

Not that his "meditating" rose

Beyond a sunny summer doze ;

He never troubled his repose

With fruitless prying;

But held, as law for high and low.

What God witholds no man can know,

And smiled away inquiry so.

Without replying.

We read—alas, how much we read,

—

The jumbled strifes of creed and cre«d

With endless controversies feed __

Our groaning tables

;

His books—and they sufficed him—^were

Colton's "Montaigne," "The Grave" of Blair,

A "Walton"—much the worse for wear.

And "Esop's Fables."

One more—" The Bible." Not that he

Had searched its page as deep as we
;

No sophistries could make him see

Its slender credit

;

It may be that he could not count

The sires and sons to Jesse's fount,—

He liked the "Sermon on the Mount,"
And more, he read it.

Once he had loved, but failed to wed,

A red-cheeked lass who long was dead j,— .'

His ways were'far too sloWj^^^ '^A,

trails mat hart he»n nnea-ior cr*-'" "J"* .
*"^ i.;' „„_

And still when time had turned him grey,

The earliest hawthorn buds in May
Would find his lingering feet astray.

Where first he met her.

«« In Ccelo Quies " heads the stone

On Leisure's grave—now little known,

A tangle of wild-rose has grown
So thick across it

;

The " Benefactions" still declare
-^

s He left the clerk an elbow-chair.

/

And "Twelve pence yearly to prepare

A Christmas Posset"

Lie softly; Leisure ; doubtless you,

JWith too serene a conscience drew
Your easy breath, and slumbered through

The gravest issue

;

But we, to whom our age allows

Scarce space to wipe our weary brows.

Look down upon your naiTOW house,

Old friend, and miss you.

From " Old World Idylls," by Austin Dohson.

THE "ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

at vnaku FiWOUTT author of "A QenUeman of LoUnre," " A HopeleM Case,'
flX EDOAB *^*lf™^'^JJ5°a, -Woman." •' Tinkling Cymbal.," etc.

XIII.

7

That night was an almost sleepless one for Paulino, and during the next

morning she was in straits of keen contrition. Theoretically, she despued

her aunt, but in reality she despised far more her own loss of control. Her

self-humiliation was i. pungent, indeed, that when at twelve o clock on

this same day, Courtlandt's card was handed to her, she felt a strong desire

to 6«*pe seeing him, through the facile little falsehood of a "not at home.

But she concluded, presenUy, that it would be best to face the situation at

once, since avoidance would be simply postponement Couftlandt was as

inevitable as death ; he must be met sooner or later. ^ , , . , , ,

She met him. She did not expect that he would offer her his hand, a^d

he made no sign of offering her own. He was sUnding near a small toblo,

U the entered, and his attention seemed much occupied with some eiqui-

•itdr lovely roses in a vase of afirUl porcelain. He somehow contrived

not whoUy to dUiegard the ro«es while he regarded PauUne. It was very

^lewedj^done, and,with that unconscioua-quiet whichjtamped alLhisJilexer

"These are very nice," he said, referring to the rosea. He had a pair

of tawny gloves grasped in one hand, and ho made an indolent, whipping

gesture toward the vase while Pauline seated herself. But he still remained

standing.
" Yes," she replied, as we speak words automatically. " They are rare

here, but I knew that kind of rose in Paris,"

" Did your husband-that-is-to-be send them 1" asked Courtlandt Hw
composure was superb. He did not look at Pauline, but with apparent

carelessness at the flowers.
xr- j

" Yes," she said ; and then, after a slight pause, she added :
" Mr. Kinde-

lon sent them."
*

, u «.
Courtlandt fixed his eyes upon her face, then. "Wasn't it rather suddenl"

he questioned.
" My engagement 1"

"Your engagement"—J« Sudden 1 Well, I suppose so."

"I didn't expect it quite yet"

She gave a little laugh which sounded thin and paltry to her own ears.

" That means you were prepared for it, then V
" Oh, I saw it coming."
" And Aunt Cynthia has told you, no doubt"
" Yes. Aunt Cynthia has told me. I felt that I ought to drop in with

my congratulations."

Pauline rose, now ; her lips were trembling, and her voice likewise, as

she said :

" I do hope that you give' them sincerely, Court."

" Oh, if you put it in that way, I don't give them at all."

" Then you came here to mock me V
" I don't know why I came here. I think it would have been best for

me not to come. I thought so when I decided to come. Probably you do

not understand this. I can't help you, in that case, for I don't understand

it myself."
_ . • ji

" I choose to draw my own conclusions, and they are kindly and friendly

ones. Never mind how or what I understand. You are here, and you

have said nothing rude yet I hope you are not going to say anything

rude, for I haven't the heart to^ick a quarrel with you—one of our old,

funny, soon-healed quarrels, you know. I am too happy, in one way, and

too repentant in another."
" Repentant 1"

" Yes. I said frightful things yesterday to Aunt Cynthia. I dare say

"
siiffkis rejx«»<«4 t^em."

_^

"Oh, yes, she repeated 8%'erv one of them

"And no doubt with a good deal of wrathful embellishment !
here

exclaimed Pauline, bristling.

« Do you think they would bear decoration 1 Wouldn't it be like putting

a^cupola on the apex of the Trinity Church steeple 1"

'^ot at all !" cried Pauline. " I might have said a great deal worse !

Oceans and continents lie between Aunt Cynthia and myself !
And 1 told

" Really 1 I thought you were at pretty dose quarters with each other,

iudeinK from her account of the row."
, ',. . i

" There was no row !" declared Pauline, drawing herself up very finely.

" What did she accuse me of saying, please 1"

" Oh, I forget She said you abused her like a pickpocket for not liking

the man you're engaged to."
i. «.- u„ k„**„

Pauline shrugged her shoulders, in the manner of one who thinks better

- of the angry mood, and handsomely abjures it. " Positively, Courtlandt,

she said, " I begin to think you had no purpose whatever in coming here

to^lay." jv,..^ fc^inti ha
His sombre brown eyes began to sparkte, though quit« faintly,^^

now fixed them upon her. " I certainly had one purpose, he said. She

saw that his right hand had thrust itself into the breast of his coat, as

though it searched there for something. " I wanted to show you this, as

I imagined that you don't see the horrid little sheet called Ths Momtng

Monitor," he proceeded.

" The Morning Monitor ! " faltered Pauline, with a sudden grievous

premonition, as she watched her cousin draw forth a folded newspaper.

" No, I never heard of it."

" It has evidently heard of you," he answered. " I never read the vUely

personal little affair. But a kind friend showed me this issue of to^iay.

Just glance at the second column on the second page—the one which i»

headed ' The Adventures of a Widow '—*nd tell me what you think of it

Pauline took the newspaper with unsteady hand. She sank into her

chair again, and began to read the column indicated. The journal which

she now held was one of recent origin in New York, and it marked the

lowest ebb of scandalous newspaper-license. It had secured ^ enormous

circuLition; it was already threatening to make its editor a CroBsus. It

traded, in the mort unblushing way. upon the curiosity of it. subsoribeta

for a knowledge of the peccadilloes, imprudences and general private

histories of prominent or wealthy citizens. It was a ferret that prowled,

prodded, bored, insinuated. It was ntteriy Uwless, uttoriy hbeUoM. It-

left not even Launcelot brave nor Galahad pure. It was one of those

detestable opportunities which this nineteenth century, notwithstanding a

thousand evidences of progress, thrusts into the hands of cynics and pesn-

mists to rail against the human nature of which they themselves are the

most melancholy product It had had suits brought against it, h«*tt«

noble sale of its copies rendered its heroic continuation possible. "««"*

crushed to earth, may rise again, but scurrilous slander, in the shape of
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- y**^ iyomwir:^nt?»r; remaineSrSpaH^orect it fed andtfi^^^T^^
own dire poison. x"

Pauline soon found herself reading, with misty eye* and indignant heart-
lieats, a kind of baleful biography of herself, in which her career, from her
rash eariy marriage until her recent entertainment of certain guests, was
mercilessly parodied ridiculed, vilified. These pages will not chronicle inany unsavouiy details what she read. It was an article of luridly intem-pemte style, dissolute grammar and gaudy rhetoric. It bit as a brute bitesand stung as a wasp stangs, without other reason than that of low, dull
spleen. It mentioned no other name save Kindelon's, but it shot from
that one name a hundred petty shafts of malign inuendo.

" Oh this 18 horrible
!
" at length moaned Pauline. She flung the paperaway

;
the t^ had begun to stream from her eyes. ".What shall I do

against so hideous an attack 1"

th« w'^f V*
^'^ **

''k,
'"^ ^ ""^ '""^"'- He caught her hand, andthe heat ot his own was like that of fever.

"Do but one thing !

" he said, with a vehemence all the more startline

^^"f ^ *
' usual unvaried composure. " Break away from this follyonce and forever

! You know that I love you-that I have loved you

onl/tr„L.
^°"1^' r **"** y*"* '''"''* '^""^ i^ *«' »t *»»« best you'veonly taught your«W4o forget it ! I've never said that I loved you before,Wrt what of that ( You have seen the truth a hundred times—in mv

tw f '^T fT ^""^ ^ "°'^- ^"^ I'-" «° fo-id »' you. Pauline,that I want you to be my wife, merely liking and respecting me. I hat^to shame myself by even speaking of your money, but you can sign that

tlT^ ..T" ''"'P'^^ to-morrow, if you please-you «m get it alltogether and throw it into the North River, m far ,4 I am concernedS^d K ndelon adnft-,ilt him ! On my soul I beg this of you for yourown future happiness more than anything else ! I don't say it will be aSW« or nght thing to do. But it will save you from the s^ond horribleHMrtake of your life
! You made one, that death saved you from. ButA«will be wo«e. It will last your life-time. Kindelon isn't of your

UkTt'roh^T'.T ^ There is so much in that I am not speakingUke a snob. But he has no more sense of the proprieties, the nice exterS )L"""^f ''°l^«
"" *•"'*' <^ou,>^ trifling things, which, trifling as

S^n 'r5^'"P three-quarters of actual existence, than if he were%n

I m^^al u"l°' * ^^l ?*'**" =«'^«'>' P»"«°«. « I thought such

l-nr? > T? y?." '^PP»'>«^ i'd gi^e you up without a murmur!

L th« tln^ T"^*? ^^""^ *"• P*''"' °'" «^«° -""P*^^ »« any woman
™„ )fi^r °*™« *'"

"""J ,
^"' ''°^' ''y 'P^i'^8 ""^ the right to guard

^?^.^I "^^ ""^ "? ^^^^ ^ y°" that only the rest of my UffZe
^iMMf.Jr'

""^ «™*'*''*^' y°« '^'^ ««*P« «Jamity, distress,LdV^
thi«\*^^^"^"^^ ''?'• **'^^ " Courtlandt were really speaking:

^A^^ r*"
"" ^°*"^^y uncharacteristic of him : these ripidtonfs

YetbTn^^'*?'^'' ""'^ ^ '"'"°** *«"» his accustomed pe^onaJu^Yet by degrees she recognved not alone the quality of the change but itemotive and source. She could not but feel tenderly toward^hhn then

ine'vilw
* "7*°' ^^

•'f
^-^ *°^"^ *»«' *^* he lov^ herTthb b;,Jelinevitable condoning results.

And yet her voice was almost stem as she now said to him, rising andrepe ling the hand by which he still strove to clasp her own :

^'.1 think that you admitted that if I broke my engagement with RalphKinde on it would not be-I use your own wo4, Coirt-the squaro or

^tfii ''°'
to do

. .
WeU. I shaU not do it T\^.r., I hope^raro

at hS^K*t**.^!!i !i*^
" ^"n>assing pain. His hands, while they hung

^*«tiS'!"^^ ^''"''^'"'- "Oh. Pauline," he exclaimed, "lam*

thol'^Z^^^j!^'' ^^'\ '^^ ^^ ^ *»«' «y«« had vanished, though

lZ.l^I^^ ?^*^T^ °° hercKeeks. "Very well. I am sor^
1 love Ralph Kindelon. I mean to be his wife."

" xou meant to be Varick's wife."

no mU^!l*'°'^"^^°'"
^°" *° ]'"''« '*''* "P '

" «he cried. « Here I commitno mwtake. He is a man of men ! He loves me, and I love him Do
wouM «M

*°yjh"»gagainst turn-outside of the codes and creeds thatwon d exclude him from one of Aunt Cynthia's dancing-classes ?

"

He 2,^°"" T""'*
him

;
he is not true. He is not to be trusted.

SntTnS'defiSl''"'''*^''"^"'"^-''' *^ ^^^^ ^^^ -^''-^
" It is felse

!
" exclaimed Pauline, crimsoning. " Prove to me " she

Jou to°°pro:?it^*
'"• "*'"'* '^ "" '^^ *"^«-'^°' *» beZstS.^ diro

oa„'f" ^^^ "^V^^ ^"^^ **« ^°°'- " It is an intuition," he said. " I» news^ipei '£^ '" """^ *^" '"'' '''''' ^*« ^' viUainous'

W

mortryL^K^urrtr^^^ ^^-^^' --
Courtlandt shook his head. The gesturo convoyed, in some way anexcessive and signal sadnes*.

°'

A„,I' T^J* Tr"* ""r*!" 5* /««"^«'^. " I shall be saying nothing to you.^ G^-t;.""
^' '"^^ ever Willingly come'int. your |reseU

Pauline gave no anawe^V "inking back into her seat as he disappeared.

„ ILT,]'**"**/ uP°^ "** ''^'"" newspaper while she did so. Itshalfcrumpled folds made her forget that her co^ was departii^ She sudde^y-prang up^ -^ caught the sheet from the floT^Tkro was bwj
Xnlltiol

""^ "" '^^' ^'^•''"''8 *° ''^'troy the printed

But pausing half-way, she once more burst into tears. A recollection

cut her to the heart of how futile would be any attempt, now, to destroy
the atrocious wrong iteelf. That must live and work its unmerited ill.

" And to this dark ending," she thought, with untold dejection, " has
come my perfectly honest ambition—my fair, and proper, and wholesome
plan

! And then, abruptly, her tearful eyes began to sparkle, while a
bright, mirthless smile touched her lips.

"But I can at Iwt have my retort," she decided. " ffe will help me—
stand by me, m lh|^ miserable emergency. I will send for him—yes. I
will send for Ralph at once ! He will do just as I dictate, and I know
what I shall dictate

! Miss Cragge wrote that base screed, and Miss Cracire
shall suffer accordingly !

" *"

(To be continusd.)

BOOK NOTICES.

Airs Pkom Arcady and Elskwherb. By H. C. Bunner. Now York •

Charles Scrihnor's Sons. Toronto : William Briggs.
An unpretending little volume, full of graceful writing, with a dash of

Bohemianism which adds to its charm. Mr. Bunner has earned a distinct
reputation as a writer of vers de societe, and is a regular contributor to the
magazines. Indeed, many of the poems in the work under notice are old
acquaintances which have previously appeared in the monthlies, but are
none the less welcome for that

Edited by Austin Dobson. New York : D.
Thb Vicar of Wakepibld.

Appleton & Co.

This bijou volume is one of the Parchment Series, and both in the
manner of treatment by Mr. Dobson in his notes, and the beautiful letter-
press and binding, would have rejoiced the heart of " Poor Poll." The
editor has based this edition upon the text of that of 1773, the last which
appeared during Goldsmith's lifetime, and both preface and notes are indi-
cative of the strong sympathy there is between him and the author The
famous tale is commented upon with a loving familiarity and in charming
penods that'elucidate and embellish it to a considerable degree Mr
Dobson 18 to be complimented upon the manner he has acquitted himself
of his task.

Indian Idylls. By Edwin Arnold. C.S.I. Boston : Roberta Brothers.
Toronto : Willam Briggs.

This is another volume of polished ver8e,.by the author of "The Light
of Asia, and though perhaps not possessed of quite so much merit as the
last named charming book, ia full of interest and good Uterary work. ^The
Idylls consist of eight poems selected and translated from the Sanscrit
epic " Mahabharata." The morality preached in that great Indian poem is
itt> inferiorm ito order to that of the highest Christianity. Mr. Arnold aava
the stones, history, songs, religion, art, learning, philosophy, morality—

the veij phrases—of the Indian epic are intimately interwoven with Hindu
life and history. They have instituted the library, the newspaper, and
the Bible—generation after generation—for all the succeeding jmd count-
less milhons of Indian people."

Stobibs By American Authors. Vols. L a.vd IL New York • Charles
Scnbner's Sons. Toronto : William Briggs,

These little volumes are the first of a series which it is intended to
'

publish in handy form, so that they may be carried in the pocket and read
'

at leisure. "They are tastefully got up, and each book contains a number /

rtf short stones by well-known authors, which have already appeared in i

Ore ma^es. Certainly the idea seems a good one. Vol. I. contains :Who Was She?" by Bayard Taylor; "The Documenta in the Case."
by Brandon Matthews and H. C. Bunner ; " One of the Thirty Pieces," hv i

William Henry Bishop
;
" Balacchi Brothers," by Rebecca Harding Davis •

1"An Operation in Money," by Albert Webster. Vol. II. contains • " The !

Transferred Ghost," by Frank R Stockton; "A Martyr to Science." by

,^n uTrJ**'""^ ^J^'' "P- Kuollys," by the author of "Guem
a , • ;„

The Mount o^ Sorrow," by Hamot Prescott Spofford ; "Sister
Sylvia," by Mary Agnes Tinckero.

The Conquest of England. By John Richard Green, M.A.. LL.DNew York : Harper and Brothers.

Had the deceased historian been gifted with prophecy, he could nothave more tersely and tnily gauged the post mortem verdict of the literary
world. Indeed, and in troth, Mr. Green "died learning "—laid dow'n hkpen whilst adding to a store of knowledge already large and varied. OneglMce at the portrait which forms a frontispiece to the volume noticed is
sufficient to reveal the exquisite intelligence and sensitiveness of his natureand the refined, eager features seem to index the polished literary qualities'
which his wntings show him to have been so richly endowed with The
loss of such a man in the prime of his life and powers was an irreparable
literary calamity. As Mrs. Green pathetically shows in the preface "TheConquest of England" was written with the very shadow of death ove^
hanging. That, howerer; did not dishearten the heroic worker, who with

I ''i! u r'^ °' "!"*'"« ^^^ "'tone development of the English raceonly half finished, took the waniings of disease rather as an incintive tomore vigorous work. The scope of this volume is weU-known. It firstenlarges the ground covered by his previous histories—the time of theDwish Conquest-then ti^b. of the final success of those piratical invaders,
leadinjr up to the exciting story of the Norman Conquest The author^

<'-
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exact knowledge has amplified the history of this imperfeetly-known period,
and, coupled with his broad views and scholarly style, has enabled him to
present a brilliant and a reliable work that ought to find a place in every
library.

The Life of Frederick Dbnison Maurice. Chiefly told in his own letters.

Edited by his son, Frederick Maurice. With portraits. Two
volumes. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

The son of Frederick Denison Maurice has chosen the military, not the
clerical profession, but though with commendable modesty throughout
these two volumes he keeps himself studiously out of sight, it is discernible
that he has followed his father's teaching, and is distinguished by the same
exalted moral principles that made his father so influential and lovable.
The story of Mr. Maurice's life in these two volumes is as fully as it is

admirably told. Readers will find in them the portraiture of one of the
best of men. There have boon, and will continue to be, differences of
opinion as to the value of his teaching ; there will be none respecting the
high moral and spiritual perfection to which he attained. Though Mr.
Maurice has, not without reason, been classed as a member of the Broad
Church, along with Arnold of Rugby, Llewellyn Davis, Charles Kingsley,
Dean Stanley, and others, he himself would have repudiated the claim.
His dislike of all partyism was intense. He held truths in common with
that section in the Church of England ; he had to engage in keen contro-
versy with many who attacked his views, but to him controversy was
always exceedingly distasteful. The depth and earnestness of his convic-
tions made him, from a sense of duty, anxious to commend them to others
and to remove the misapprehensions of those who opposed what he held to
be most important truths. He was no mere dreamer of speculative dreams.
In everything ho was practical. He abounded in deeds of active philan-
thropy. He was as much at home in instructing village children as in
addressing the cultured and critical hearers who delighted to listen to his
teaching in St. Peter's, Vere street. ' The Life of Mr; Maurice was worthy
of preservation by the embalming process of biography ; the task has been
carefully executed by a filial hand ; its reading is both profitable and
delightful.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

^ THE TREBELLI CONCERT.

X)jf Monday evening last a large and faahionable audience assembled at
the Pa,vilion of the Horticijlturai Gardens to hear the concert announced
to be given by ^adsme Trebelli-Bettini, the famous contralto cantatrice.
Among the audience were all or nearly all of the representative profes-

> Hetk.i' musicians of the city, besides a large proportion of the dilettanti.

Madame Trebelli was assisted by the following well-known and popular
artists : Mr. Edward Mollenhauer, of New York, violinist ; Mr. Charles
Werner, also of New York (chamber 'cellist to the Emperor of Brazil, to

whose court he is about to return), violoncellist ; Herr Isidore Luckstone,
pianist, and Mr. Ivan R Morawski, basso vocalist. The programme was
well selected, and comprised some standard works of the masters, but
presented no especial feature in the way of novelty. The concert was
opened by Madame Trebelli, who sang a single verse of " God Save the
Queen." The first number was the Andante and Scherzo from a Trio by
Scharwenka. The Andante is a quiet and graceful movement with poetical

and fanciful motives. The Scherzo is vigorous and somewhat more formal
in its construction, and very melodious. Messrs. Werner, Mollenhauer,
and Luckstone did full justice to the composition, appearing quite at
home in its individual intricacies, and producing a delightful ensemble.

No. 2, "Sorgete," from the opera Maometto II. (Eoasini), was sung by
Morawski. This song, composed in the Italian school of florid vocali-

zation, does not seem to give a basso an opportunity to display the quality
or profundity of his voice. Like rapid passages upon a double bass or
tuba, it may be possible, but it is not effective. Again, taken away from
the opera of which it is nearly always an integral part, it loses its force
from the want of coherency and association. Although Mr. Morawski's
mastery over the difficult vocalization was apparent, and gained him an
encore, it was quite plain that the song was not "approved. To the recall

he responded with the well-known favourite of the concert-room, " I am a
Friar of Orders Grey," rendering it in such a manner as to leave little or
nothing to be desired. No. 3, Solo violin, Fantasie Caprice, by E.
Mollenhauer, and played by the composer. In the double capacity of
composer and performer Mr. Mollenhauer certainly takes high rank as an
artist. The Fantasie is all that its name implies—fantastic, but suffi-

ciently formal withal. Its themes are well pronounced, and the variations
and fadenxi try almost the entire compass of the fingerboard, the difficult

feat of rapid double stopping, harmonics, and all the other effects of solo
violin playing. As a violinist Mr. Mollenhauer is undoubtedly an artist

of great power. His bowing is vigorous, his tone pure and mellow, his
piano and harmonics clear, soft and sweet. The audience at once recog-
nized his ability, and united in an encore. No. 4, " Di Tanti Palpiti,"

from the opera of Tancredi (Sosaini), was sung by Madame Trebelli.
Although this beautiful song has been sung continually in the concert-
room with always more or less of success, the same remark as applied to
"Sorgete" will apply here. The long recitative before the aria, apart
from the scene and action of the opera, becomes obscure or altogether
unintelligible, loses its dramatic force and character, and is therefore unlit
for the concert stage. It is probably due to the few concluding bars of
weU-pronounced melody, rhythmically constructed, that this song has
retained its place as long as it hag upon the concert platform. Again this
recitative and oavatina gave Madame Trebelli an opportunity to exhibit

her power antf compass and dramatic force. It cannot he d«aied that-she-
is a great artiste. To the encore which was unanimously awarded her she
replied with " Chantez, rien Dorraez " (Gounod). No. 5, Violoncello solo,

"La Musette," a dance of the sixteenth century, a quaint and pretty
melody well suited to exhibit the appealing, rich and sombre timbre of the
'cello, was played by Mr. Werner. This gentleman, a thorough and
conscientious artist, uses his instrument only in a legitimate way, never
resorting to tricks of any kind to win the applause of an audience.

The second part of the programme opened with the well known violin
solo by Paginini, "The Witches' Dance." This trying piece Mr. M611en-
hauer performed in an artistic and entirely satisfactory manner, if we ex-
cept the passage double stopping in harmonics. This, passage is very
difficult, and only a few violinists have succeeded in mastering it perfectly.
In that instance '-alone Mollenhauer was not quite satisfactory. No. 7 :

Madame Trebelli appeared in an English song, by the English composer
Cowen, entitled, "Regret," followed by a Mazurka (Chopin). The
simpler form of the former song gave Madame Trebelli. an opportunity to
fully reveal the power, quality, and compa-ss of her rich voice. She won
an enthusiastic recall, to which she good naturedly responded by singing in
a most charming manner the exquisite little garvotte from Ambrose
Thomas' " Mignon." This drew a storm of applause and another eTicore.

Appearing this time with the song " Habanera," from " Carmen," in which,
if possible, she eclipsed all her former efforts. Independent of her singing,
Madame Trebelli seems to have won the hearts of her audience by her
kindly appearance and evident good natured desire to please them. No.
9, Solo piano, Polonaise, in A flat major (Chopin), wiis performed by Herr
Isidore Luckstone. This gentleman, who is quite young, possesses a firm
and vigorous touch, clear technique, and graceful delicacy. He, however,
appeared to be slightly nervous. Taking his tempo a little too fast, he
occasionally sacrificed the clearness of his phrasing ; nevertheless, his ren-
dering of the Polonaise was highly creditable as a whole, and in reply to
the encore which was given him, he played " Polish National Dance " No. 1

(Scharwenka). To Herr Luckstone fell also the difficult and responsible
task of accompanying during the evening, in which duties he was most
happy, giving entire satisfaction. The concert closed with a drinking song,
to an old Swedish melody, sung by Mr. Morawski, in which he certainly
appeared at his best. No failures, no disappointments, no change of pro-
gramme

; everything was faithfully carried out as announced, and the
audience will thank Messrs. Suckling and Sons for their enterprise in
bringing on so fine a company, and thereby affording them so pleasant and
instructive an evening.

Rafael Josbpfy will give two grand piano recitals in Toronto in the
first week in June.

" In The Ranks," by George R Sims and Henry Pettit—sufficient
guarantees for the vitality of the play—is to be given in the Toronto
Opera House next week. :

"

" Joshua Whitcombb " wm played to good houses in the Toronto
theatre on the three latter days of last week. It is an essentially " one
character play," in which Mr. Denman Thompsbn gives his favourite char-
acter, " Uncle Josh,"—rather funny but at times very vulgar.

The Hamilton Philharmonic Society have decided to present during
Christmas week, " The Redemption," Gounod ; in February, on the 200th
anniversary of Handel's birth, the " Messiah," and later in the spring a
repetition of " Elijah." The Society expect to have a chorus of over 300
voices. Coupon tickets for the three performances will soon be out, when
a guarantee canvass will be made.

The Hanlons played to fairly "good business" in their popular
Parisian absurdity in the Toronto Opera House, on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, and again in the Pavilion on Saturday. " La Voyage en Suisse

"

fias no pretensions to dramatie ment, and nr merely written up to show
the extraordinary gymnastic horse-play of the brothers Hanlon, who are
ably assisted by an excellent comedian in Mr. E. V. Sinclair.

Mrs. J. R. Adamson's m/itinee musicale in Messrs. Mason <fe Risch's
music warerooms, Toronto, on Saturday, was attended by a largo and
fashionable audience. The gifted violiniste, who played with her accus-
tomed manipulative skill and good taste, was assisted by Miss Hillary, aa
vocallist, and Mr. H. W. Field, pianist. If the selections had been more
popular the hearers would have been better pleased, and the object of the
performance would have been just as well attained.

The Toronto Quartette Club gave their fourth concert of Chamber
Music, in the Philharmonic Hall, on Thursday evening last, to a very good
audience. Miss Corlett and Mr. Schuch were down on the programme as
soloists, but the latter did not appear

—

-a misfortune, as there was too great
a preponderance of instrumental music for an average assembly. Miss
Corlett sang " The Last Watch," and " To an Absent Friend." In the
latter selection she was specially successful, and once more made good her
claim to rank in the front of Toronto soprano singers. The Club's selections
were not of the happiest. They were too high-class, and to the untrained
listener would pass for practice themes, albeit well performed. This does
not apply, however, to the Quintette, Op. 114, A major, by Schubert, which
was played in a manner that reflected the highest credit upon the Club.
It should be noted here that Mr. Whittaker gave the members valuable
assistance as double bass, and a word of special praise must be given to the
pianist. Herr Jacobsen was, of course, facile prvnceps as violin, and givea
great promise of becoming a finished performer. In giving future obligatos
the 'celloist would do well to moderate his tone. In playing to Mioa
Corlett's second number he at times almost drowned that lady's moat
beautiful passages.

' LITEWAET WSSIP.

A voLUMBof political portraiture from the pen of Mr. David Anderson

:l^L7:tz crit""""'^""
"'''-' ''—

^
-^- "^«s

• \? ^T''^\ !"'".« '"^"l* " " journal of men, manners, and thines " It
18 published weekly in Chicago, and treats of society, a;tmusc dramaand literature, m a light racy way.

""usic, arama,

•Cheap editions of Mr. Ecmont Hnlrp'a " «*.«..„ „* n\.- ^

W th?- ^'-'"''f
^orbes's^irof'^et:., SS ^hav^renU^fo^mfrom the press and are being eagerly read

'ci-enwy come

An English translation, by Prof Ten Rrnr-lr ^t fi,„ tt • •. ,
Michigan, of Prof. Gindel/s ^. Histry of thrThir^ tarY'Ta^-^:
Sure"ij of^p-ri^r-^^""^'^

'''''' *'- ''"'^^ "^ ^«™- ^«-yt
W»?"J!'If"'' ^""T' Z^^'V^^y °f "Bismarck in the Franco-German

a curious bit of portraiture.
'-nanceiior. it :s

fact? statirarfiL'LTrd"UiT-'t^^^ T' ^T"'^
°^

received by the Toronto book trade a'^^^^
'"'« been

"The Statesman's Year Book "for 1884 ^ contemporary,

Pbof. Thohold Rooers' new work on the Historv of Fnoi,«K t u
has just appeared. It bears the title of " s" StuLSfWor^t"Wage^ and is a most interesting contribution to a subiect on wWhaccurate intormation has long been unattainable.

•* "''

The editorial rooms and business offices of the American 0,«-,» Ko,been removed to the Comer of Broadway and FourtZth Strewn •

Square, South, New York, the recent rapid^wTh of £""""'
"

having rendeted larger accomodations absolutel7nLs,a^ '^ ^ "' ^"^"^

.sp-ofrBpcS^muir Jt^liTca^St if oTt^am^last year has brought out a work entitled "The Book of thrR
.^°."""°-

comes to his ow. delt^rS„TJrLVtbr:,,?^f^^^^^^hu. free use in his story, which treats of the early ChriSi^Chnri. l^mirac^ous raising of the dead at the hands of th^ A^Sof^-J^rimltSv:

A. W To^^« ?• P p**""^'
!!
^ ^'" ^"^ Terry Cooke, Edgar Fawcett

two-score of authors ® "'" ^"""'^ '^"^^ '« 'V which of the

„ '^,°' P.''°fT°'' °^ Rhetoric and English langua.ro in Pr; M..„i.... n- .tMr. T. W. Hunt, has issued his new texM^^„ a th p •" ^f^^iWritten Discourse." The work Drerenb. in ! °
^ ^ Principles of

manner the leading laws, quriities and forn « nf
'".'~°« '"^'^ '"g'"^^'

and aims to show the viJ"elatTon of Z '"""*'". P""""" discourse,

our mental, emotional,Z etLicalnaluJe ^"""^ °' """^ *''°"8''* '°

of three volumes on "The Water B[rcr„f ^ m f°**°°' 7'^' ""« S"'
Baird. Brewer, and Ridgway The CoL^

America," by Messrs.

Bii^s," was published by'T/e samt%rrrr874'^°Th'e°C;
'l''"'^.'edition of the new work is especially attractive and^alu^le
°"'^'*

fromtet3w;;;rvtL*,s*Gtdi:r""r '" ^'"««"'^''-" -'-'^^
Holy Land, will be pubUshed by Mlmilln

^^''p''"'""*
'T''"' '" '»»«

General left instructiLs for its%uSiorblth- T'^^^''^^- "^^^
Soudan, and has since written from Kh«r<^

his departure for the

friend in whose hands he^S the^S ^ "^ """ ""''•''«=* '" *he

appear with his full «ncJn.
'^^

^'^^^l ^^'^ ^°'""«' ^i", therefore,

EcotmTwhTa/pL^d l-^Parifin^l^Was"^Tr'"'
^'^^

Messrs. Bertram, of New York It « i\l' " •"•"* ^*« •«««'i hy
new school of economics, In opposition to Zt f -J", '^'^^^^J

"''^ "^^

and Mill. Prof. Ellis Thompson of S-^"-" °\^^T^'^'*'^' Richards,

al«, just issued a work on /oMcd ^onol^""" ^
°* Pennsylvania, has

the idustrial history of nations
^""""y' ^'^^ ««P««iaI reference to

tTSn^'anXr-it'^rr^^^
which is exciting the critics, espeoialWoflZ'"'''' fl" ^^'"u"

^'^•"»'

tion of M. Didon's work is 'announced "^
• ^" ^"^''^'^ *"""''''-

paper on "Oomme^e in the ColonLs^ It u fad fe fv" T^J^^.'^l''

anumber of choce ^lustmSr^
Academy Exhibition is accompanied by

Evening," " GoTd Sr'' " A ^ '°^„ (^^ng the best) " A Summer
Morn4 Ride" etc. Ch'l.Itr'?''!' ^ Woodland Brook," "The
Story ofPygmaHo^ " S if// I.

*'
T T^ S"^^' ?»«•» °» " The

ConSTt "

""

The'Turor'^U The ffl "''''

TI' °°^^' «""*"''^ " ^-°^--
Postmaster-genemI and ha- ^ *

Huntington, who was lately

Privv Counpfl^f f^ .

''*^''5•'" ^°' years a member of the Queen's

York pil P '^!' ""'i^'"'
*••" P"*^' '^° y«»" has resided in New

amembe^^f'Tariiir-wtstr
andastatosmfn XwortheSl^ T.^'^^'^r^'^''"'''^

a publicist

racy and imitate the JrTf A
P^^P'"' *"«* '*«'»>«'' them to defend democ-

among the Winter snorts of r«n»^ a fu ^'" "*"^ royalty, far

herdslmong the'^JnSf l^Tr^irto'vX""
'^"""^'^ '"''' ''''

THE WALL STREET PANIC.

ten days previous to the Ssi of th^ l^^^SrV^ ^"^^ *HE« ti«-„i,M ^ •

brokers- establishments t^e Zn ete nt^^

resulted ^m the faUaxe of six exteo«v,

another, and the short suspeZfof a th7 .r ^"''' ''"'' '*""~'^ '««""'"""
by no means affected throtherb.n1i^f«fJ. ^^ '""'°"' °' """ ~"""y has been

pnh,ation of the ahoc a^d Lie"f ^021^™ » °r
""" '""' "™ ""^ '"" •""•

interested in the slight;stdeg«e
"' '''""'*' '"" '<«"ar off to be

o»us?s'th::;:.°?;L''rt™e'rhl^^^ Xhemoreimmediate
ofthe large brokLn/horo^Ct wZ^T .T,^"'':

^"''' """»"•'-
brokers to overreach one another. The! wet hoJ^ ™ "'"'"''"" ""'««"' °'

causes, and added Tor 'tatH TT^. V^" --''^_ '«" - '<> 'hese

Fbbnoh writers have of late taken to «hiJ» n. • • i.^-« point, of view. Recently wTZeh^tlZ':^^^^^''!^ ^°J«dh«lsh.nd." and PhilippeWs " ^U^if^^H,^^.^

causes, and added Tt, o^ .uota tl brLg Z'Z1^ ™T'^V^" "" '° '^
-Kwever, that the event reaoL so littlTaDorT. ^ ^^^ " " ''""'°»'»-

and when we say " country'- we i^clnie T '""/""f™'
'"""''"'« "' ""• country-

not a single interest exoZ thlt oTletl T ^' '"' '""""^"'' <" '^""^•-th.t
Theb«ik,. the most rnsUiv^'fLLlT.' ^ ^'"^^ '"'™' '«" 'he rebound,

siightest degree to LlTZ tZ^Tt^^ZT' 'tT T.
""'"'"''"'

'" '">

re^onfor this immunity from .'^LZuZV^LJXZ^T' '""• '""'

died the .. monetary heart ".of the continent isZ l to Jk ThelLT;
'""""

who operate at the board room on WaU Street no InnVJl . ?

\

*.tock-brokers

of the oonntiT Thev now fnr^. T u u * ''*''"'« '" ""» general interests

support. In that capacity their efforts hsve hZ. ^"^^ '" P"*"""

to contribute even sm'aU sLs L po! f^rir^iir ZZZuJZ "^ :''' '""^^
wind-faUs. No profit has ever been known

T

. I
°"'"°*'' "* P«^~»

who are induced to make thim are alJ^! • T'" '""^ ''"^ ™""""''- Those

pooled, but al«. of Lditio^L sums tr^'T'^,"'^''"'^-
""' ""'^ "' ""» """"^

the goose that h«l btenSy exZtedTa! T^
P^'-^onal service,. Th^

killed. Through such^ZV^ l V"" ..
"" ""'*''" "^'^ "" P««°»'""«»y

York operate:^ The W^tlt pa^ Z7 ? ""'""' '" ^"""'««» *""- »«-
intam^-ine struggle betwl S^ 't^t b"k ^Tf:;":; ^ '"* "" """"' °' '^

.t-prr"----~-°'--^
pou]:i'^nk^:riX"rrtIre;^^rrro'!r^^
. !..«. brokering esUblishment. the m3« of whth I^ O™"" •J'"'

* '^^ "
»n.. WaM. and on. or two others. WaM L ll ptLZ? T*^

~"' ^ *""
n«,t dlr«*,r of ,the M«ine Bank-thoaghH "ow'r^lu, " "T"'' *'^
—elrne.,. except in. Plekwick.^ sT, the"Zir^,rdtZ;Tt 'inrC

I

I

s,

/ I ' H

i



•>.

)

point of view he will still be regarded as Bneh H« m.j« • a- .

lion with the bank by borrowl exten" velv it. f . T^'"'" ""' °' "" ~'"""'-

tion, on the Bettlen.ent i^y^ZTZ7^t,i^IZ' ^t u""*"
'° "*«' ••" °'"'«»-

erate them from aU Hame t.™ ^ '^ ^ """ '""*^''' "" '"""^'y '""""'^ '<> "«»-

M di««,vered in the snit of Captain Spence aLsUhefi™ V mT"* ""* ^^^'"'

immense loaae. were sustained. The clients of some of the brokers we e unable t^

aTuit:;ar3uriminhr;r4rBr2^^^^ ';t r •'"'^""" '-

thesamefraternit^angin^theirrtrstollthtro^^^^^

;Z el 7h' f
'"' "* °""' ""* ^''"^ --equenS' for some Se SL'upon eaoh other, regular investors, as we have alreadvintimated dpcl-ninT. u

Add to these the fact that the banks, which make ^^r. ' * ° P"""""*-

tions. were clamouring to be recouped l.^L^e J Zd^'T!:"
that immediately led up to the panic

^ °' ""* '='^<»"°»t«nces

But to proceed. The President of the Seaon,? w.««„.i u v •

gambler. His unsuccessful operation, for . Zk o^ - ^ " " "" '"*"''

resulted in a loss, it " -.id. ^ two miU on oTlul H^U'CtT't*"
"" "Tbank, the fund, of which he had employed would W- . ,?f^u

' ''*°°P "•»

su,p«,d had not his father. Mr. Amos eI stJ^p^TnLT k
'." ""'*""'"' '°

institution from thecrashwMchwouldindiTtkCh.tritSf,o^^^^^^
it during t^ entire banking hours of the Uth Jhe rui^lhatrn u ».

° °'~''

from the r«>kle«, speculations of President Euo w« av.^Ill have resulted

father, who came forward just a. the nick of tCeZ^.'j^'^.fT"™'*' "."'"
inititution over which he presided. The bank th.rt?l.

'"" ""* ""»

had toondure the slight odL of a .em;,r^ diS^'lt nlrr°°"^- " ^'
M%m^r^:-^....

PoaryducredU. It narrowly esc.p«l the fate

**"" *-— —" »i
.

,.,_ -i„ ^n ^f fi»^ ••«c\rp«<^nt.at;ivB ijrutc**- i

Mr. Sweeny is president of the Metropolitan Bank. He. like Pre8id«int Eno of the
Second National Bank, is a prominent stock operator. He also speculated extenaively
and lost an enormous sum, part of which belonged to the bank oyer which ha ia presi-
dent. His ban)c was uaable to meet the run upon it on the 14th. and was compelled to
suspend. Dealing principally m Government securities, the suspension of the Metropo-
litan Bank surprised not a few ; but in an emergency like that of thj 14th, realizing
npon such securities could not be effected quickly enough to surmount it. Through the
activity of the sub-treasuiy and the munificence of the Clearing House Bank funds were
soon obtained which enabled the bank to re-open its doors on the 16th.

The ruin of one bank, the discredit brought upon another, and the temporary
suspension of a third were caused by having at their head men habitually engaged in
stock broking operations which they supported and sustained by the funds of the banks
with which they have been connected. The recent crisis will have the effect of discon
tinning such practices. The result wiU be, as a New York financiil journal has stated
such that banks will hereafter secure their integrity by discarding as directors and presi!
dents men addicted to dangerous speculations. Presidents and directors of banks in New
York, who are also stock speculators or brokers, are few in number. The recent
exposure will have the effect of rendering them still less.

The probabiUty is, that the disaster of the 14th would have been more widespread
had not the Treasury and the Association ofNew York Bankers interfered. The former
announced its wilUngness to make advances on unmatured Government securities on a
very generous percentage, to any solvent bank that needed ready money, and the latter
adopted a resolution through its representative, " The Clearing House Bank," which
may enable any bank temporarUy embarrassed to keep open and continue doing basi
nesB. Twenty mUlions of doUars will, it is said, be forthcoming to maintain that reso-
iBtion. In its pursuance a committee was appointed to secure notes and other aeou
riUes from embarrassed but otherwise solvent banks, and to grant upon the security
of such paper loan certificates bearing six per cent, interest to any amount not more
than seventy-five per cent, of the face value of the securities so deposited. Upon the
strength of this resolution and the immediate aid afforded by the action taken upon it
the MetropoUtan Bank was enabled to open its doors after bisimg closed for a few houri
only.

It is needless to state that from the natare of the reoent panic on Wall Street the
character of the agents charged with its promotion, the timely steps Ukan to aUeviate
ts oonseqaenoes. and the wise precautions adopted to prevent any evils that may enine
from it, the money centre* of the Dominion of Canada—Montreal and Toronto—can be
litUe affected, prinoipaUy from the faot that our moneyed men do not dabble with
itoeks in WaU Street, and if they did. no evil consequences would ensue because of tha
protection now afforded. We are pretty well satisfied that they were merely paasive
peotators at a respeoUble distance, of the frantic excitement and furious gesticuUtions
of • few gentlemanly blaok-lcg* in the Boardroom of the Commercial Capital of the
United SUtes. It is true that the stocks of the Canada Soothem and the Canada
Pad«e BaUroad* underwent great depreciation, bat th«y have now risen to pretty nearly
their normal figures. At any rate the great bulk of onr capitalists are but slightly inUr
eeted in the securities of these railroads. DioB C. Sotuvm LL B

rUiT aShd. 1884.

CHESS.

PROBLEM NO. as. PBOBtEM No ,3By J. P.rk,n.o„. Toronto Ch.„ Club. By E. I.. 0„.bhs„s,^,. MontreMChess Cub
BLACK.

BLACK.

WHITE
White to play and mate iu two moves.

WHI IT,.

White to pl.iy and m^ito iu four myves.

1 Kt K 3
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 6

E. A., Toronto
; E. B. G., Montteal; J. B., Ottawa:

SOLUTION TO PROBLE.\l NO. 7.

3- P Q 4, 3. P taken P. 4. p q 3, 4,

1. n Kt 3 to B 3, 1. P takes B. 2 B O 5 a P f.l,«= trtP taSe. R. 5. Q Q Kt 2 oh. r,. Either P tike. Q mite
" ^'

Correct solution received from E. B. G., Montreal.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. B G., Montreal. -Sand alone the .»-iir w r ^ rHave ordered It. T. P. B., Detroit.iwbVd^n't yfu org^i^^Sne"'

"^''"™ '*''''™''-

GAME NO. 8.

Thauka.

Chen in Toronlo.

Pbil^4ro'/t£^,'Ki;'nt^o'£rj°cfnl"'"""" "' '"^-^ '«'--' «"«.. H. Northcot, and C. W.

Gnloco Piano.

WHTTB.

Mr. Northcote.

1. PK4
2. Kt K B 3
3. BB4
4. P Q B 3

""^*>*Ct -
5. P takes P.
7. B Q Kt 5
8. BB4
9. Kt B 3

10. Castles.
U. KB1(6)
12. P takes P.
13. B B 2
14. P takes B
15. B Kt 5
16. BKtl

BLACK,

Mr. Phillips.

1. PK4
2. Kt Q B 3
3. BB4
4. PQ3(o)
-5;*-tftk9^P-
6. R KtS
7. P g B 3
H. PQ4
9, Kt K 2
10, B Kt 5
11, Castles,
12, q Kt takes P
13, B takes Kt
14, Q Kt B 4
15, 002
16, KtKt3

WHITB,

Mr, Northcots,

17. B Kt a
la RKt4
19. g q 3
20. d It K Kt 1 (O)

21. QBKta
22. U Kt 4 (d)
23. BKt3
24. BK2
25. Q g I

26. B takes B (A)
27. Q takes Kt
28. K Kt 2
29. K B 3
30. KR4
31. K B 5
32. Bin.

BLACK.

Mr, Phillips.

17. QKtBS
18. Kt B 4
19. Ktgs
in. B takM B P
»1. P K B 4
22. BB4
28. g R K 1

24. KtK4
as. Kt takes P (•)
26. H takes R
27. R K 8 ah
28. R Kt 8 oh
29. P B S die oh" BB7oh

<^B2oh
takes B mate.

(a) Kt K B 3 is slighUy stronger,

oppSm^'qK?."""*' •"" " "•• """*™ »' P"'" «»»"">•• "" » heavy attack on the

tbe'^bKd°S^i?h"?.?he''f£S^^?n".';rt^^st'JS"^ "*~"'' ""' '""" «"' ««""' "lack turn.
(<t) This B is forced into a ruinous inactivity

Wh«l .^^h'.^i,''^'
""^^

"S* played apparently to tempt Block to take this P in order thadm F^!nr,X,* E"""- '*'?.?",';' "»5 P'*"" "^"rtoinly. bat he loses tho gams ' '"*
(/)lalUaglntoiij8ownp.tfaU. After this Black hoe a fo.oed mate in wven moves.

THE CIBCDLATING GAME OF CHESS,
From the St. John Olobe.

ti.

7.

H.

9.

10.

u.
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
17."

WBrrE.
,
Kt K B 3, C. P. Stubbs, St. John N.B.
P Q 1. W. H. Lyona, Louisville, Ky. —
P Q B 4, W. J. Ferris, Newcastle, Del.
P Q 5, J. W. Shaw, Montreal, Can
P K 4, A. Hood. Barrie, Ont.
Kt B 3, A, B. Block, Galveston, Texas,
B takes P, R. W. Pope, Elizabeth, N.J.
B K Kt 5, E. E. Burlingame, Elmria, N YB takes Kt, E. W. Kaeney, Newport, Ky.

'

Castles, W. A. Shinkman, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Q Q Kt 3, S. Heriberg, Salt Lake Cit>.
P. takes P. J. E. Narraway, St. John, N.B.
^'J'^',*;'';,^'"'?''''^*'''''*-I'-'^"'"»woe,Wi8.
9 B Q 1, J. C. J. Wamwright. South Boston.
Kt takes Kt, Mrs. J. W. Gilbert, Hartford. ConnK R 1, A. Oldask, Merlden. Conn.
P K B 4, J. A. Sittser, Tunkhannook, Pa.

BLACK.
Q. 4, M. J. Mnrphy, Quebec, Can.
r<JB^, L. M. Jewett, Athens, Ohio.

P

Kt^^i'\£"n- ^Ji"'"' WUmi°gton,3)el.
Kt Ktl.W, Braitbwaite.Uuionville, Ont.
5'A"„',?• ^- Kittson. Hamilton, Ont.P K 3, C, E, Dennis, Thurlow Pa
B B 4, W, A. Piatt, Garden City, L,LP KB 3, J, W. Miller, Cinoinnattl, O,

8 ^.•*,"> °- Powers. Ord Rapids, Mich,P K 4, Jas, Roberta. Philodelpliia, Pa,P g B-3, J. B. Johnson, St. .roseph. MoKt takes P, I. Byall. m,d. IHamilton. Ont,
g Q 3, K, D, Peterson, MUwaukee, Wis
B t H.^- i.**; ^^^i""- Hartford, Conn,B t^es K t, J^ C. Romsyn, Bondout. N.r

.

Castles, C. H. Tntton, Buffalo, N YB K Kt 5, John Costello, Athens P

'

NBW8 ITEMS.
ZOKIBTOBT is in New Orleans.
Mb. J. A. Kaisbb, Of Philadelphia, denies the report that he will adit tfan nmhi..^. a .ment of Brentano's Chess Monthly, if revived,

proBlem depart-

Sblf-Rboistbiumo CKBBS-BOABD.-We have received a oommnnioation from M, h»Humbert Couaciltor of the Court of Appeal, and President of theChesrCiBS rf m;^,?,^;^that he has oonstnuted a chess-board on which the score of «. bri7,. ni.S.j 7^ ^ "esanoon,
Tvit»t»i. We an. in oortespondenoe wSih «b« ln«nS?l^d %Sa^JbS\^^ ^'^f^'^JmI^ test tWs valuablepi*»5Weohanlsm.whlohw;.mwport^^^
If wemlstaka not. a oertahi member of the Onebeo Chess dliS tovanSd at^™.^.??"!!''''.oontrivanoa three or fonr years ano, but whether ha evar^nV 1tt»i,ht, »?d •""'•»hat slmUar
•a position to stkte. Bnoh an in«nt^, hSwi JiSSi'tat n^JS J^" ?°* *• •" not in
esplSaUTtn "cording nuttohSmSTSd^^tTih^SffiSSifSISttiJhSL^^'^r ^^IS^prevenuhim from searching his pockets for a pencu!-qiJS? cSrSSjJ °"'^°^'" <*»'«

^.^ ?*?"*" IiramUIATBWAl, CHBSS CLOB,—The foUowinC Stm wu SnM h. HI. »„ ^ ^1

the • direotor of pUy" in the lata London lovmmiS^VSSZ^M^ol^^^H^^^""^

fl«nv«a9" T nwmla^fl *!«>* K^ k.^ .... a,. ..a.V^'"" ^*OcorM?" I tmnlMd that IM h«d com* to feb* muff

their moves, teyin« to beat sa«liothsr," "Sdl»ow^IL«S^SI^ jr!?ff"Z.^ "B«i«Wag
• That dweadsv^m the streaJSTof SI defei^ - S^SSi SSU" ^SS^*f^ ¥» '"'^
inteattjT&tne^ back t^SJ and sSi^toSL to tL^2a?irtSmiSoS.5ti!rSL"?^and Dr. Moa, " I know nothing about oSSmebnt 1 wSllhZJfc «SSJ^12[ Cairtwta KaokaDaia
rest 16 moves in IW-Bookl^tluTo^^Znt. " *wo to give any of the

-I

»-*

\
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Money tt

^itlenie
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^WAT is CATARftff
'Vom th4lIaiHCan.)D»o. 16.

b^thT^jjror.isrissi,'''"''-?''''''""''
vegetable piSSSte^cnhaT???","?*''' ">•
Ing membnuirv;/ firr "" ''' *" internal lin-

' o.5y dlS^™5tl°'unde?T;„J"';, >"»"""• 1«
•tances, and these «^ If .,°.?'"* ""roum-
blood, asthahuJh?^ *'"''''•' "tate of the
the gi™ polsoW'l,lfh°i^P.''"""' <" "berJl."
nioea,fiT>mtheretBnti,J?Si.!,' "e"ury, toito-
of the sklnrsi^p»iS°'i5f ?''«'«'l'°tt"er
ventilated sImdiSo ^„ J'^'P'™''"". bodly
poisons that aSferSinPS"^' •"^ "'her
These pols5i„kM^',S? ,„?'«<' 1"! '•" blood,
brane of tho uosriS?^ '"if"'."' ">'"? mem-
tlon, overreadT fnJ, .f

"""'"'»'>' state of irrita-
thesi «ems?^h?ch ^il?!"'" •"

'J""
«e«de of

death, '"P^^on^Toonsumptionand

a o'SS?or*thS''<u;,JiSlnr'! '°'^» *» """over
of InhalenuSidTSS flJ'f"*."'' "'« u»e
none of thase^atmSnts f»n S"'

'''"<'»' """

S^St!ld'?S.sSS3""'''--™-i
foS?yT.^"?-feSa"°h,.„,„ „,
tog, TOccwHl^ia <g',^J?S''li'"'P"'*"'""

""f";
A- =• DIXON A SON,aw King St West, Toronto, Canada

»din.lo«„t«npfor their treatiseon Catarrh

300 X.<Sli=J-S|fii^^^-il-Vr^ '^- »=•--. per pair.

^"^ BBST VALUEm CANADA.

«> aATm at aoc, worth trom $1.00 to $1.m p., „^

"« ^O'^OK SntEET, COBNEB OF AOELAxS

DR. WARNER'S HEALThTcORSrF
1877, Patented Jan. 9. 1877. Be

nTnYv""''™- P^t^-tedJuly

Peb.]9andJnno4,1878.
Patented

Pa^n?.2""V'''*""°-"«"^''<'«

c^r^t ""' ""'"'• " Health
'

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1870
With Improved Tampico Bnsta

pirisTrr. ."""P*'""" "» therans Exhibition of 1878

comir"'"''"'""'"'^-'^"-''
Approved by all physicians.

This favourite Corset is nowmade with the celebrated Ta„

vret''''."r'''°''
"«"-«"

thilwiir /" «> elastic thatthey will retain their shape per^~tly untU the Comet is^wrrp

-1^%""""'' C°"et" is boned

which s much superior to horn

la^L '^'""'«- """"hotbroa?

^si^7™^"''^°™'"'"«"de-
'^ n '" ""'»"<" only, but is

Zntl '^'""*'' '°«'iVomen.even tho most fastidious in dressTV

OM^d. Ont., Canada, March 17, '83

f»-n.A.B.Dimm,tSm:

h«d"lt2SSi73m'^tSL'S;LJ!i''J'»*«»' f
I am cured of CaSS* bSt^^'?v.'™»*''»'I have had no nitura of th. 1,°^ ""• I "n-Wt better in m^e I^have^^*"" "»''"•
things for CatMrh mffe^rt^^"*.^^ """y» ™«>y ywmuSit li his? !° """Oh and for
'h*t I «?S3[yb^*"^ '" »• *o n«U«J

lt';Si"':;Siv^'Si'/„T' » "'ybad case-

MwnjMlTOitldi»,ni«thrth^S!^£^''* I
but rtoel foUy oumIi br thS £!?* treatments,

,4l^"'*''~^"Sr,JJ'^'-r" .tattn,
I Shan gladly reom^m.^j ''«>«'»«nt«, and
««ne of Syt,S^^^'^^^'^^X

Tours, with many thanks,

«^- B. B. SnwBMsoH.

^J^^JA RUBBER~GOODSl
EUBBEE SHOBB.

'

P''«fd''c^^iJJ°R?^g«HAByABD,OXFOBD

ha;Tu\rfar,s''inC'''i£si'^!f ''-'' -'-
invited to thMe fact, i.1 "Ji,

Attention ishM sucoessfullj nron»~T ,' .''i Humphreys
years, I3i oaudidaS^ r,?

Harvard, in 16
sent four olasse, fht!:.

'° "*"* "' 'he pr».

I

ftanding pr^e^'r^''^ rm"'?".?" '^.^'"^
former punila win ,£, . / 3. Five of his
cjeditabTrone'a bS?"S'" "«' "«". •^'

the samoMriwl h. hi!
honors.

4. During
ExaminatiJns at O^rHr,"^ '°"" "»"''"»
students. .;. And V„, 5,,i.'"''.<^»™''"''ge 17
English College, jTn s^"n^'^""'^ -^-i
sons in Greek and r .fii"

'*' "• gives les-
Criticism by oo,^^X°oe°°""*"'"°° »«"»
For ohwular. address

!» w ^; ^: HUMPHREYS. LL.D„

Fell of'""*'' ^"•'- Boston, uUJebmary 25th, 1884.
•"""«.

AND CO., 'N

AND

Spirit Merchants
FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY.

irilfES, SPliilTS. <tc., CAREFULLY
PACKED IN JAR, KEG

OS CASK.
\^i.

ILE]>fOX_PEJVS

BEST "^for*hif^r"h.^.S°,«"«" TH«
penmanship. Samol. nf P«"U»r style 5
pens,, by mil ^«?'i.Sle^, ^roei.."^

BUBBER SHOBB,

raiT BOOTB,

SEvnsa,
Steam Packing, Engine,

^dract and Suction Hoae,

"UMu vAivts, mxtrs.

Siar Brand CottowK^
Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

h:osb3.
(280,000 feet in use,)

Orders by letter wiU have onr very beetand prompt attention.

10. 12.a 16 & 18 King St West,
TORONTO.

THB

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
^hKS Al tbRl^WALC-ONT:

CAPITAL, ~ ,.^„
_1 9S50,00O.

TAncTOB BEOS., MEBRttr, & Co
_J^^^»AaTOB Pl,^OB. nkw Yobk.

Wall Paper and Stationery

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANYOFFICE AND WAREROOMS.
^^''^^^^^i^,

-Yonge and X Front Streets; Toronto.A ffOUGHAN,

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

™**^rtHlee«airaihcfd.
Cilirs, Towns and Villaire«

Seamless Rubber

?«^BrB KnglneHoee

"""oUto^r^^^^' '•"•i.lantand Managing

h

fel

Agent.

Manufacture,
thefollowinggradesorpapirr

Engine Sized Superfine Papers.
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER

'

(Maob^ne Pmis^e, and Super-cl'da^,.
BLPEANDCBEAiLi^UO AW^WOTB-^

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc
ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEB8 :

Bmelop, and Lithographic Paper,
Colobeh Covan Vkvv^,^, snper-flnished.

S,!^.SPsl''„Vi'Xt"l,;S'er°P'"'«">Prio"

A

J<
'

^-C^^^\r^%^,,'^^^^ Just
2"**«hly low aSnrL ri 1

* offeriig at re-
?««in«. Ola^ BS.ai^S~'°'°l?%>«P«-^one to ord^Tk;»7Sl„l""''». ""oPainSnu
"^eotjdstoSrofStowZ?; ,»;!,»"• A wou*'
etc.. at lowest prices. Tllit^^^^ ^"'"'.

-^ fe'^^'oSu-^^fcopiesofTH,

A STRONG PLAIH BINDER

jor^s5S£r«5f2;.''ortb?£2i«p"«'y

OWKW OF Thb Wmk.
Jordan Stwet. Toronto

. are
imme-

^'""-ya'*' offer Lands ' '

Without Condition. Of Settlement or Cultivation

alon. the Main I.in^-^^,.^f^^f,'^^^ SECTIONS

^ j^'r*""^ "•"^^'aderL^'Sfii','??'' ""»» "' *" '^"^ » Deed of Convey

^^VX^^CT^:^£i^^£^i^^Z?n» 'hich Win be aooepte. at t,„

W firo^Xb^'' '^ •'OHN H. MoTAV^H''£^'d°'^r*1'"! "'"> -l-eot
M- , , , •

.

' ""^ '-'Ommiaaioner, Winni.

*er«ary.

CANADA SOAP & OIL^VOBFfS^

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
"ANDrAOTDBBBS OF THB

" '^•'^ »HITB FIOATWa SOAP
QTOKirs owH raapBonow'soAP,

EiraUBB HOTTLED SOAP,
A»D OTHKB OHI,HBBarai) BBUroa OF

FINE Laundby Soaps.
bulling Soaps.

Toilet Sotip.,
AjiiliQe Dyea,

SBND FOaJ^g i^jgj,

Rodger, Maclay & Co
t-'anoda Soap and (HI Work,

Offloe

:

wr J.

TOJIONXO.

1

.#_,i.^ , — ..... ^,. —-\**-V
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A80N A COLLINS,
-A.RTISTS

llFE-SIZE PORTRAITS III Oil AND CRAYON.
, 31 KiHff Sj:. West, Toronto.

FBASER * SONS,

» »v 'k***
Notman «k Fmser, Photographers

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photooraphebs, bto.

f. A. Frtutr, B.C. A. J. A. Frcusr, Jr.
A. a. Frater.

TpvB. JOHN HALL, Seto!|^

-^ Homoeopathic Physician,
At hl« old reBidence, .13 KICHMOND ST. E.

Oflcs hour*.—9 to 10 a.ni.; 2 to 4 p.m.; and
on Monday and Thursday axaniaaa, from 7 30
to 9; Sunday, 6.30 to 6.30 p.m.

rpHE LIGHT-BUNNING DOMESTIC
tifnl

^^jyjNG MACHINE. ArthtieaUybean-

the rli^"" *?*", ^^^"^ a"«ohment8 and
more tw i"'"?''''.,'"*'"'

»"« " nom«8tio "

Agent,'!^''?„^™Vt?eet'°""'- *• ^- *«^™-

ir

D^B. SINCLAIB,
.

334 Jarvis Stbbet.

MrOWIFESY, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

A 0. MoKINLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIHT.
121 Chubcq Stbeit, . . Tobonto.

USSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST
TORONTO, for

'

HI0H-C1A88 WATCHE8 ft JKWKLLBKT

t„^^f*" ^%V<i.inng and Jewellery Manufac-tured to order, npecial features.
""*"'"*=

Charges Moderate.

nHAW & U3B0BNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

in^,™!"' ""*«''• "nt' collected, loans and
Lndexc^angfd'"""*- ^"^''^ bought, Ji3

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

ao CHCBCH BTBBBT. TOROIVTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT,

tB!?«'=?™n' "f«'™'l 'rom «1 upwards. In-terest allowed from date of deposit at 44 5

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.
«|^to««T TO Loan on Mohto4gh; Seooritt

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co.

AMUSEMENTS.

TORONTO.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE

Wbek Commbncino May 88th,

BROOK.S & DICKSON'S

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS
Evbnivo May 30th, Afternoon M4t SIst.

OLD FOLKS' CONCERT.

Vr PEABSON,

DENTIST,
No. 2 Kino Stpebt West, - - Toronto.

"pAINLESS DENTISTRY.

Artiflcial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
S'i7r''i^ °?"f* ^"JS

"peaking- The painlessmethod includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,

266 Queen Street, East.

S^^^^^^
* ^ON. (Late STEWABT

& 8TBICKL4ND.)

ARCHITECTS, BUIIDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Officea-39 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.
WK. STEWART.

tltcorpor»lMl, A.n. 18IS5.

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capital '

-

Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

Steamer Chioora.

,„?»^"J; <>""»™f>>oing May a4th, leaving To-ronto at 7 a.m. for Niagara and tewiston.

i^tnamer JHmpresB of India.
rnn?.I'r

""""raBncinii May 21th. leaviiig To-ronto 3 p.m. for Port Dalbousie.

?3.«»,ooo
2,200,000
1,100,000
8,000,000

Wa. H. STEWART.

TXr A. IMPEY,
» ' • Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

O-Estimates given on application.

JOHN B. HALT,, M.D.,

BOM(EOPATRIST,
Specialties-Diaeaaes of ChUdren and Nervous
System. Honrs-Stoio a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-day, » to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 6.30 p m.

326 ft 32S Jarvis Street.

CRAZY PATCHWORK!
THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,

No. 23 Park Row, New York olty,

having on hand an unusual quantity of rem.
oaSit'."'" "t""*'" ""' ""17 8obscrili,r ofXs
rN'',?'?-rT°e';'r?! 1 BEAU.TIPnL SIlI'I

SAVINGS BANK BBANCH.

short'^nS'J^?'!*'' '?P»y»ble on demand or

Princip°al hllf-'y"e'a*A'y"
" '»"' "' ~»''«»^ ""o

DEBENTURES.
Money received for investment In sums tosuit lenders, for which debentures are iSued

attS.X^""'' ^ ;ff'"*'' ""'h interes' coupon?attached, payable in Canada or in EnglandTrustees and executors are authorized bv^aw

bo ^l^i„ir'? particulars as to termsfmayDO Obtained from the Office CompaiTv'.Buildings, Toronto Stree" Tomoto
J. HERBERT MASON.

Uanaging Director.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

TMWT VALLEY WAVKATION COMPANY.

BOBCA.-ya.Hioiir,

STURGEON POINT,
THE KAVORfTE CANADIAN Sli.MMER RESORT.

RaU to Lindsay and thance by Boat.

• Send for a dollar package.

OLHABLE^ W .PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOR, CONVEYANCER, Etc.

—: Office:—

Ifi Adelaide Street Eatt, Toronto, Ont.

E.
COATSWOBTH, Jr..

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public,
Conveyancer, etc.

Monxy to Lend. OJUcet—10 York Chamben,

No. 8 Toronto Street, Toronto.

GEO. MacDONALD,

Barrister, Solicitob, Etc.'

—: OFFICES ;—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street East,

Toronto. Money to Loan.

-r CRF.TGHTON, .^___

SOLICITOR. NOTARY PUBLIC, etc,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBERS,
Victoria Street - - Toronto.

s
MITH, SMITH 4 RAE,

Barristers, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Larbatt W. Suith, D.CL. Jakkb F. Smith.

' Geo. M. Rae.

MISS BIBDSALL,
U St. Albans Street,

tei-a.o:h:ee ow dvcxjsic
Pupil of Carl Martem.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
atln or velvet.

Terms—Music, t6 ; Drawiog, etc., (4.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
COMMERCIAL TRAVEUERS' KEAD-qtlARTERS

This House has all the latest Improvemenka.
Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine.
Terms, »1.00 per day.

Wk. Haub, Clert. Ai.bebt Oxbman, Mangr.

r A fTU^ Ra^e and Beautiful

XT/ru Y Ukj lexan ana Mexican
borts, hardy, requiring absolutely no care, ex-
cept protection from severe frosts ; novel and
curious in form, and some with flowers of ex-
quisite beauty and fragrance. Send 20c. for
small specimen, niastrated circular free.

TBOVPE NITBSKBies.
Tboupb, Texas, US.A.

1.3" These plants can be shipped at any
season of the year.

"W"EST E3R isr

assurance company.

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT.A.-W.A.

Authorized Capital,
Subscribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Rat . . ' .

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,263
110,000

had''* R-I^'^r""?'
fl'Wngand boating to benad. tirm-clrt«a Summer Hotel (StunieonPomt Hotel) on the Lake Shore.

"""'««<"'

I ^"^7^
Toronto 7.ona.m. Arrive Bobcaygeon

TorSuUia
^-ave.B<"-y8eon 2.30 p m, i?riv.

On Saturdays the Boat wiU also make con-

?etu™?nrM 'S" * "•"• '^»'° from rSro'ntoreturning Monday moniing-.

»f^^«i^^
reduced fare tiekets on applicationat Grand Trunk Railway ticket offices.

INCORPOBATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets, -

Income for Year
$i,a89,tia oo

1,690,8*8 a8

Tire ani STanne Thsuronceg effected at
moderate rates. Agencies In all towns through-
out the Dominion and Uuited States.

A. M. SMITH, Pr«j». JAS. BOOMER, Sec.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

CHiBL,fcS TiLAGKl!, Esq., Vice-Presidtnt.

Dirtetors—C. T. Bate, Esq., R. Blackburn
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. B. Church
Alexander Frasor, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Oeoroe Born, Cashier.

Branches—Arnprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Itfan.
Aoents in Canada — Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Aoents in New York-Messrs
A. H. Goadby nnd B. E. Walker Aoents in
LONDON—Engliah Alliance Bank.

OA.NJLDA. "WEST

Land Agency CompanYt
iLIMITED.)

cjiTirjiz - - $i00,000.

Jirtctors: .,

HOBACE F. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

V> Church Street, Toronto.

Portrait* trom life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portrait* of bona* and dogs. OU
painting tanght on the aystem of tba Royal
Academy, London, England.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,S00,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,900,000.

T INSOBINO NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
'Will b* aaoured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
Apiu,i8m,

HON. G. W. ALLAN, President.
A. H. CAMPBKLL, Esq , Yloo-Preoident. —
ROBERT GILLESPIE, Esq., Gov. Canada

Co. London, England.
GOLDWIN SMITH, Esq., D.C.L., Toronto.
J. S. LOCKIE, Esq., Toronto.
J. S. PLAYFAIB, Esq.. Toronto.
HON. B. M. WELLS, Toronto.
W. J. MENZIBS Esq.. Edinburgh, Scotland.
WALTER P. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

The Camidian Farm Jourml which con-
tains the largest amount of Property for Sale
in Ontario of any list published, will be fur-
nished to applicants by the London Office. 37
Royal Exchange. EC, on receipt of 1<J. post-
age, or by the Head Office in Toronto, on
receipt of 3 cent stamp. Besides a large num-
ber of Farms and other property in lul parts
of the Province, they have amongst others the
following beautiful residences :—

2892. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beauti-
fully laid out. The bouse and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Price,
•8,000, which is a great bargain.

2079. Valuable small farm and resillenoe.
28 acres, good loam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick reflioence, 10 room*, kitchen and cellar,
frame bam, carriase houaa, etc. Very floe
orchard of choice omit trees. Price. C4,S00;
92,000 down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

2S0O. Delightful residence in Port BurweU,
comprlaing 23 aam fronting on Lak* Brie.
Large tram* bona*, neatly new, 13 room*, with
bath, hot and oola water, etc. Also fl nrame
dwelling*, frame bam uid nnmerou* out-
building*. Abont 3 Borea orchard of old and
young tarn**. Prio*, 96,000; «2,000 down, bal-
anM on r"- *—~-

JNO. A. BARRON, .JOSEPH HICK80N,

t™„. v^ffS"^' „ General Manager,Trent VaUey Nav. Co. Grand TrnSi By.

Montreal, April 29th. 18R4.

TTAMILTON MEBBITT,
*^ ASSOCIAn ROYAl SCHOOL OF MINES, ETC.,

HIBHrO ESQIBEES k KBTALLasOBa,

15 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

J. B. AOAMSON, UamtgeT.

UADELAIDE ST. BAST, TOBOirrO, OUT.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
139 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Kaal and Imltatloa
stained aiats. Send for ciroulart, etc
Costs from 35c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light $1, size IKxSO in.

LAWN MO WEBS,

GARDEN HOSE,

GRASS SHEARS.

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSB.

87 YONOI 8IBBBT.

THE WEEK
Vol. I, Np. ae.

OoKTRiRnTEn iRTicx..*- «' its Egyptian policy Mr Ef^ ^""^^^ ""''"'^ condemning
current Kvento and opinion. K.

S/P »« po ley. J>lr- Gladstone has made up his mind to do wW
Provincial Toryism'. .„..

••

Otora. s^^rtjr ISi
Out he 18 nofc the leader of a party whinh ia f^ K • ..• J

™"'-''«e,

^^^A^::::::::EiEEEEF===^^^ 7'l
''^ '-^ ^'^«~*^*'"^e, or^hll Jl^lJ ^.Mt^^r^ittr'r

Ooi»«i,Po»»»Ho
— o-***- *^-> Neither would the main body of the OonnaiUnn

" P"°"P'«^, ^°' ?''«:«•H— BBA^A .:

=-=-• — «> --"oning rebels, except. 'perhapg t^'uriT; 'Th""""
^'"^

i^vr^r^.- , «« ouBting its opponents. L person kn^w^bJf i ^ P""^""' °'

A Gentlewoman of the Old School- that in enfranchisini. a l.rl u .
^' """* ^'- ^'ad^tone

The Adventure, of a Widowr.':::^;::::;::;:::;:::;;.;. ^^««nDo6«„.409 an in™ 7.^ \ ^ """"^^^ °* uneducated irishmen he risks
-THESoRAP-BooK... EdaarFau^tt.im <« increase in the number of irrecomcilable members of P.ri;

"
,

BOOR NOTK.S .:::.
• - ^^-gh many of his staunchest followen. ^rsTio. the ^itr^of tT

THE PERionicA.* :
««

r'"^'
•* -y -entually prove the better'course by prl^pLinl th"

^n^ mt^^k^ and jailed as conspiratol^ Th«\ 7 ^"'^'''"«'>- 1"*- been arrested

All advertisements will be set uo In an h t
«" oontg

SS-«^.^^:SSS1H^ ^e2^i-~t-Jo;^-esput.rth^^— TO co^^iBOTOR. Bill," r«,ently introduced into the^ S.1 ^L"lhi
^"^^^'^""^

O. BLACKBTT ROBn«ON. Pul.u,H^. "nder the pn,visions of this ertmordW^TRn '^"'^J^'^ « »>»*

nands of a noisy section it has bir f(.» i„i.t u ,
»t!.,Bives at tne »«"«" i-iauses ot the "Labourers' Protection Rill" «-„ j

prominence, and some dLttL^ay be SedT w"'° ^ ^'''"'''' '''' '"' ^'^^ ^^ °^ '^'-''-l--, Tat^ rlia Lt7 LdlT ^'^

who have lived under thelcoItlT^^^'"''"^*'^™''''''''''-'''* P"^"""*"' *"'» ^ '»'" '"^SarJeJ as too ridilbuTt^ ^?^^^

is a demand, and to meet Zs dlma^dlor 113 'iLT'
^'"'^ ''''' ''" ''^"'"^^' '^"''' ^ tieket-oMeav: st^^t in ZsZj^r^^

lot of whiskey peddlers, generally thieves and cutthr^'^r '"Z"'
"' " Z '.

'''"'' "'"""^ ^'^'"^ '" -"J- contract, herHf courL

io^prisonment It is also bro^ht ^ o^'l C pT/r'''"'
'"^ °^

oatmeal, flour, varnish, and, in fact, la^w „f».' '.:Z'
^ "** ** ""*' °"' English writers are askin- Is the rhino-u. i.

% *
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Sir Richard Oartwright's speech was a vigorous effort, and it has

told. The people begin tp feel that they are overtaxed, and for the benefit

of sinister interests. Ontario, loo, suspects that she is the milch-cow. Sir

Richard dwelt again, and more impressively, because more calmly than

before, on the demoralizing character of the present system of Government.

That the present system of Government is demoralizing no impartial

observer has denied ; but what is the real source of the evil ? It is natural

that the Opposition should ascribe it to the personal wickedness of the head

of the Government, whose figure they invest with Satanic gloom, and at

the isame time with Satanic interest. Still a philosophic curiosity may
enquire what produced Sir John Macdonald. He did not come up from the

realms below through a trap door. The fact is that he and his system

are mainly the offspring of a necessity created by the want of unity,

and of common interests among the Members of the Confederation, who

can be held together so as to form a basis for a government only by

such means as are now employed. There is no reason to believe that this

necessity would be removed by a mere change of ministers ; indeed we

have had the strongest indications that the practice of capturing special

interests and votes would go on just as it does now, if the Opposition were

in power. To supersede intrigue and corruption a policy must be found

which will unite and inspire. This, Sir Richard Cartwright seems to feel,

and it leads him to touch the chord of Independence.

Had Sir Richard Cartwright touched the chord of Independence fifteen

years ago he would have been excommunicated by the old leaders of his

party, and branded as a traitor by their journals. Even commercial inde-

pendence was denounced in those days by the Globe because it might bring

political independence in its train. ,. ,0n the other hand, in the heart of

many a young Canadian the chord would have responded to the touch.

Then was the accepted time if ever Canada was to be made a nation and

to enter on an experiment in democracy, independent of that carried on by

the United States. The feeling aroused by Confederation was fresh. The
financial situation presented a happy contrast to the debt of the United

States after the war. The federal territory though not compact was still

within a ring fence, and not unmanageably stretched out or disjointed.

The statesmen of the Mother Country were by no means unfavourable to

the measure ; in fact some of them certainly regarded Confederation as a

step towards Independence. On the side of the United States there

would have been no sort of hostility ; the most thoughtful Americans,

knowing the defects of their own system, have always been in favour of the

double experiment Yet Independence can hardly be said to have ever

been more than a possibility. The stars did not fight for it in their courses

as they did for German unity and Italian nationality. The question was
one of those in which the secondary forces and even personal influences

might turn the scale. The wielder of the Globe in those days wanted
accommodation in England ; Lord Dufferin (of whgjfc-i^'Collins has

spoken with profane freedom) had a game of his own to play ; and their

efforts were practically combined to quell the rising spirit of nationality.

The situation is now no longer the same : financially it is reversed, for the

^American debt is considerably less per head than ours, and it is being

rapidly reduced while ours is being not less rapidly increased. But the

great change is the enormous extension westward, the influence of which
on the destinies of Canada cannot yet be fully foreseen. Our territory has

lost every vestige of compactness ; it is no longer really within a ring fence

for Lake Superior divides as effectually as the salt sea ; it is completely

interlaced and bound up in all its parts, commercially as well as geographi-

cally, with the territory of our neighbours. If the Confederation holds

together and the North-West prospers there will, at any rate, be a complete
displacement of the centre of power. In any event, however, Sir Richard
Oartwright's words are significant. Nothing can be treason which is

countenanced by a knight We have now the highest assurance that

uAabated attachment to the Mother Country, just pride in our connection

with her, the heartiest feeling of interest in her fortunes and a determin-

ation to take no step without her consent, are compatible with a conviction

that dependence, at all events when the colony is adult, becomes a false

relation and injurious jto both parties. A few years ago men who held this

opinion and had the honesty to avow it were being bunted down like wild

beasts by loyalists whose loyalty was in their pockets. It is notable

that even the Tory papers have been cautious and rather backward in

attacking this part of Sir Richard Oartwright's speech ; they evidently feel

that abuse of national aspirations would no longer meet with a general

response. Their own leaders have asserted fiscal independence.

Mr. Collins is at all events a lively writer, and when he deals with

party politics it is in a style which does not fail to excite sensibilities on all

sides and produce a general brandishing of shillelaghs. The title of his

present work, " Canada Under the Administration of Lord Lome," is a

tribute to the sacredness of constitutional fiction. Everybody knows that

no Governor-General now takes any part in the administration, or does

anything in the way of government which might not be just as well done
by a stamp. If he retains any real influence it is on the stump, to which

like the rest of the world he has now taken, and on which he speaks,

naturally enough, in the interest of his Order. To make up for him any
semblance of a history, it becomes necessary to insert detailed accounts of

his journeys, with descriptions of the scenery and records of his dinner

parties, while the pen of his devout historiographer is always trembling on
the verge of the burlesque. The event which stripped him of the last

shred of power is recounted by Mr. Collins in this book. Lord Lome's
conduct in the Letellier case was no doubt correct, and it was not to be

expected that he should do anything but submit, as the Colonial Office

instructed him, to the dictation of his nominal servants. Yet it is possible

to conceive a man who in such a case would have said that while on all

questions of policy he was willing to be guided by his constitutional

advisers, even against his clear conviction, on a question of justice, and
especially when his own representative was the person arraigned, he must
consult his own conscience, and that if he was to be told that unless he
would consent to injustice he must go home, home with unsullied honour
he would go. It is at least a tenable position that in resisting. Lord
Lome would have the express provision of the law upon hia side. Letellier

was dismissed by the vote of the two Houses of Parliament : no cause

other than their vote was assigned
; for the allegation that " his usefulness

had ceased," inserted to satisfy the requirement of the Act, was obviously

a mere verbal subterfuge. But the two Houses of Parliament had no
such power, the power of dismissing a Lieutenant-Governor being expressly

reserved to the Governor in Council, who is unquestionably directed to

exercise it only for a specific breach of duty such as could be distinctly

set forth in the instrument of dismissal. Governor Letellier may have
acted improperly and under sinister inspiration : probably he did ; still

he was within the legal limits of his prerogative, so that it would have
been impossible for the Governor-General without impeaching his own pre-

rogative to assign a specific reason of dismissal. Thus the requirement <tt the''

Act was not satisfied, /ind the instrument of dismissal was void. Moreover,
if the two Houses of Parliament had possessed the power which they
claimed, they ought to have exercised it byjoint resolution, whereas the reso-

lutions of the Senate and the House of Commons were passed not only in

different sessions but in different Parliaments. * The vote of the Commons
on the first occasion was in effect the defeat of the joint resolution, and it

ought to have been held final, particularly when the motion was of a penal

character. The proceeding was a lawless act of party vengeance which, we
may be sure. Sir John Macdonald disapproved as thoroughly as any one,

though he was compelled to give way to the vindictive fury of the Bleus.

From the Letellier case, as it is recalled io our minds by Mr. Collins,

two inferences may be drawn. The first is that a community like ours

ought to have a written constitution strictly defining the limits of every

one's authority, and really operative in -all its parts. It will not do to

have questions of prerogative or jurisdiction open, and trust to their being

settled as they may arise by " the well understood principles of the British

Constitution." The principles of the British Constitution may be well

understood in Great Britain. They are there indelibly stamped by the

practice of centuries on the minds of all public men. They have, more-
over, been in the keeping of a hierarchy of great political families with
an unbroken tradition, and bound by the strongest considerations to

respect the integrity of a polity which was their own particular heritage.

In this country the case is different The French, to begin with, who
were the chief actors in the Letellier affair, though they have received

the British Constitution, can hardly be supposed to have perfectly imbibed
its spirit, nor can they be trusted on doubtful points, especially when,
the possession of power or patronage is involved, to be, like the heirs of

Somers and Burke, an unerring law to themselves. But even our politi-

cians of British race are not controlled by tradition anything like so

thoroughly as their kinsmen in the Old Country. Canada has nothing
answering to the hierarchy of great families; nor is even the public life

of individuals so continuous a8 it is in England, where men of property
and rank once elected to Parliament commonly remain there for their lives

leaving the House of Commons, in many cases, only to pass into the
House of Lords. Here in a fierce party struggle there will always be a

.
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and the moderation of the regular chiefs. It wants to set up a caucus, as

a rival to Mr. Chamberlain's machine, and by means of this democratic

engine to transfer the nominations and the policy of the party from the

hands of the aristocratic council in the Carlton to its own. But its ascend-

ancy is confined to the large cities, while it is in the rural districts and the

towns commercially dependent on them that the strength of the Conserva-

tive party lies. Nothing can be less likely than that the territorial aristo-

cracy, the country gentlemen, and the farmers, who have so far steadily

adhered to those interests, should bow their necks to the yoke of Lord

Randolph Ohurohill's caucus, or consent to imperil the vital objects of their

paity, propei-ty and social order, for the gratification of his demagogic vanity.

The London Times, when it suddenly embraces the caucus, after long

writing vehemently against it, only shows one more symptom of the weak-

ness of head which has for some time characterized the management. The
idea of the Tory Democrat, if he has any idea at all, is an oligarchy sup-

ported on the shoulders of a mob. Such a combination is not without

examples in history, and wherever it has appeared it has been equally

beneficent ; but it requires conditions different from those which at the

present time exist in England, where among other things the mob is bent

upon the partition of the great estates upon which the power of the

oligarchy rests. That Lord Randolph Churchill can be destined to great-

ness is credible only on the supposition that England is destined to the total

loss of it. His conspiracy against his leaders is an imitation, in every

sense base, of, Disraeli's, from whom his Tory-Democratic programme is

also borrowed ; and while he displays all the moral qualities of his original, •

in the intellectual gifts he is plainly wanting. There is nothing of depth or

finesse about him. His game is entirely on the surface. His greed of

office t»as shameless as the appetite of an animal. His behaviour to his

leaders is not only perfidious, but gratuitously insulting, and shows
that he does not know how to deal with men. His vanity is shallow

enough to delight in the parade of cynicism, and the violence of his

language sometimes verges on delirium. In fact, he has once broken down
from over-excitement. These are not the marks of a far-sighted schemer

or a profound tactician any more than they are those of an upright states-

man. Out of a party of 280 Lord Randolph carried with him into the

Lobby about twelve. That the autocratic demagogue is capable of out-

vying in profligacy the lowest of his plebeian rivals is not now seen for the

first time. Whatever humiliation Lord Salisbury may have to undergo he
has brought upon himself by his encouragement of violence 'and faction.

Where is the use of a Marquisate and half-a-mUlion of dollars a year if

they do not enable a man, at a moment of national peril, to impose a little

restraint on his own ambition 1 Some of the more sensible Conservatives

must be beginning to reflect seriously on their own future
; perhaps they

may also be beginning to doubt whether they did wisely in ever allowing

Lord Beaconsfield to lead them out of the plain path of English honour.

What can be more bitter to a true Englishman than to see his country

made the gambling table for such a game and by such gamesters t

" If riches increase, set not your heart upon them " is one of those

Bible precepts which, as a class, have been fixed upon as interfering with
the production of wealth, and with the economical progress of the world,

jj. may be doubted whether, even in Wall Street, extreme anxiety is

conducive to success
; perhaps the coolness of moderate desire may be not

less so. It is certain that in politics and in war they have often suc-

Xfeeded most who had not staked everything on the result. But there can
hie no doubt who has the best of it when riches make to themselves

wings and depart. The agonizing panic of the New York speculators,

the other day, was like that of women in a burning ship ; and the failure

of the Oriental Bank in England has been followed, we are told, by a score

of suicides. General Grant has reason to wish that when his riches

increased he had not set his heart upon them. How could a man with
such a career upon which to look back in the arm-chair of old age, and with
wealth ample for every rational purpose, let himself be tempted into gam-
bling speculations 1 He ought to have felt that he was laying on the faro

table not his own honour only, but that of his Country. However Ehe
man is made of coarse clay, and though not actually corrupt, he was always
greedy, and ready to accept perquisites which a high-minded man would
have declined. Perhaps we might go^on to ask what makes any man who
has enough, deprive, as we see many a rich man deprive, his closing years of
eaae, tranquillity, and dignity, to gain more 1 Why do so many merchants
build, with an old a^ of toil, palaces to die in 1 A* ta the crash in

Wall Street generally, it was evidently the old play with new actors. The
part of Mr. Ferdinand Ward has been 'played a thousand times before.

The friends of Women's Rights are ready with the suggestion that to

secure us against fraud for the future, «U the male offioerq nqd clerks

should be turned out of the banks, and women put in their places)

It does not occur to these benevolent persons that if women have hitherto

been generally pure, it is because they have not been exposed to tempt-

ation. What is to become of the married women who, together with
their children, are dependent on the male officers and clerks for their

bread 1 This, no advocate of Women's Rights thfnks of inquiring. It is not

about wives or mothers that those reformers are specially concerned.

TnB Day of Judgment will probably find the curious still delating the

authorship of Junius, the identity of the Man in the Iron Mask, the char-

acter of Mary Queen of Scots, and the guilt or innocence of Bacon. The
last of these questions is revived by the Life of Bacon in Macmillan's series,

from the pen of Dean Church. Yet it is difficult in Bacon's case to see how,
but for the reluctance of posterity to condemn august intellect, the debate
which seems destined to be interminable can ever have begun. He
confessed his guilt in the most abject terms ; and therefore if he was inno-

cent, he must, in the hope of mitigating his penalty, have been guilty of

desertion of his own honour, more disgraceful even than the offence with
which he was charged. But his corruption as a judge was not so bad as

his betrayal of Essex ; while his base adulation ot a vile favourite, his osten-

tatious sycophancy on the occasion of Carr's infamous marriage, and his

sinister communications with the King at the time of the Overbury murder
trial show that his character was entirely mean. Yet, taking range into

account, as well as force, there is none greater among the kings of mind than
he : his very style is marked in every sentence with the majesty of intellect

as well as with its power. He stands in history the most terrible monu-
mentof the difference between intellect and character, the most impressive

warning of the powerlessness of culture by itself to produce virtue. What
is true of the individual is equally true of the mass. A community, like a
man, may be intellectual, highly educated, polished, and wicked ; as, notably,

was the Italy of the Renaissance. How positively the world was
assured, fifty. years ago, and how completely statistics seemed to support the

assurance, that popular education would put an end to vice ! Yet not only
malice and covetousness, but sensuality, has managed to survive that which
was to be their certain death-blow. A Btstandbr,

HERE AND THERE.

Favocrkd by the weather, the two days' meeting of the Ontario Jockey
Club was all that could be wished. Not alone in the number of entries,

but in the racing itself, there was a marked improvement on former years.

The attendance was also larger, the course was weH kept, and the various
events were marked by punctuality, so that, altogether, the Jockey Club
has every reason to be proud of its Spring Meeting, while it must also

have reaped a big pecuniary benefit. The racing opened on Saturday with
the Trial Stakes, with four starters, and proved, as was generally expected
in the absence of " Disturbance," who had strained a tendon at exercise

the day before, a gift for." Lloyd Daly," who won easily. The second race

wasthe event of the meeting—the Queen's Plate, one and a half miles and
for it the large number of fifteen horses faced the starter. After several
break-aways the lot were dispatched on even terms, the pace throughout
being a cracker, resulting in the comparatively easy victory of " Williams,"
who twice before in tha history of the race has had to content himself with
second honours. The time was 2.50|, or the fastest since " Bonnie Bird "

in 1880. The Woodbine Steeplechase, which was next oh the list, brought
out a field of five, and resulted in the finest race of the day, the finish being
close and brilliant, " Miss Archibald " winning by the shortest of necks
from "Gilt Edge,^ who, however, did not go the course. The Cash
Handicap brought seven to the post, and produced another good race
Blanton winning cleverly from " Inspector," with " Bonnie Bird," a good
third. The Welter Cup had eight starters, and was well won by " The
Laird," who, admirably ridden, got home a length ahead of " Charlie
Weir."

Monday's programme started with the Ladies' Purse, with nine
runners, which after a punishing finish was well won by " Modjeska,"
who beat "Minnie Meteor" by half a length, with "Willie a good
third. The Hotel Stakes, of mile heats, resulted ir> a match between
" Bonnie Bird " and " Lloyd Daly," the former winning two straight heats
in the easiest manner. The Dominion Handicap proved the event of
the day. For it there were six starters, " Marquis " finally winning a good
race by a length froni " Minnie Meteor," with " Inspector" third. The
Steeple-chase Handicap brought out a field of six, for which " Baccarat

"

was the fancy, but he could get no nearer than third, the winner showing
up in " Oakd«le ," with " Rienzi " oecoa The Consolation Stakes, woo
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The book has been sLTntlvanc 't the '^

"""^'^ '"^ ' ^'"'' «~-''
is a very graceful memory of a ^ wh
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"^''^'^ "" * ^°'^'^«J't to

necessary for the Cne^ of ou7m," T"' '^'"'' °' ^«=^ ^
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excellent charities languishing for Tk of 1 "°"^'^' '^'^^'^^ »'
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weather sets in he will remove to the balmiest place on the coast. Mr.

Bright's obedience to medical advice contrasts very greatly with the

venturesomeness of Mr. Gladstone. People who met him driving during

the Easter vacation say with astonishment that he insisted upon an open

carriage, and defied the blast without one extra wrap. Such presumption

is justified if it is successful. It hardens him, and makes him less

susceptible to cold ; but one does not like to see him running so great a

risk."

A i!ady contributor to an English journ^ writes :—" I was talking the

other day with a lady who is a well-known lecturer on cookery, and she

strongly advocated the use of cotton seed oil for frying purposes. She told

me that it was commonly used in vegetarian cookery, and that it is cheap,

sweet, and far better than inferior dripping, lard, or any animal oil but

butter, which, if good, is costly. She says, it requires rather a higher

temperature to boil than other fat, and should be used very hot, when it

fries most excellently and produces a beautiful, delicate, brown colour on

fish, potatoes, rissoles, or whatever may be fried in it. The price varies

from 2s. to 3s. fid, a gallon, which when compared with Lucca or olive oil,

lard, or butter, is very cheap. It was used all last year at the Fisheries^

in preparing the sixpenny fish luncheons which were so popular."

MATERIALS FOR HISTORY.

The student of early Canadian history must not place too great depend-

ence on the printed books of one and two centuries ago. Both sides are

well represented in the numerous printed volumes ; and the bitter antagon-

isms, rival sentiments, and opposing narratives which they contain shed

light on all transactions which occupied the minds of the founders of a

rugged and jealous nationality. But the careful student, fresh from the

perusal of such works as the " Premier Etablissement de la Foy dans

la Nouvelle France," of Pfere Le Clerq, (which, by the way, was written

• under the eye of the great Governor, Count Frontenac,) and the copious

chapters of Hennepin, La Hontan, Tonti, Marquette and others, will do

well to verify what he finds there inscribed by consulting the official and

other contemporary documents. These latter, thanks to the spirit of

enlightenment which has within a few years pervaded governments and

keepers of archives, are now available to writers and enquirers. In 1835

the French Government refused to allow copies to be made of the valuable

and priceless annals and data under their care. In 1838, access to these

archives was again denied. But in 1842 the persistence of an American

scholar, General Cass, at the time United States Minister to France, was

rewarded, and he secured, in behalf of the SUte of Michigan, some forty

cartons for publication. Ten years later (1852) the efforts made by an

agent of the Quebec Literary and Historical Society, in 1835, bore good

^^ruit, and thirty-six folios of copies were obtained by the Parliament of

Quebec. Since that date no doors have been closed against the seeker

after historical truths, and almost every year fresh discoveries of documents

have been made, and placed at the disposal of students. One of the most

wJuable of the late collections of historical papers given to the public is .

the e.thaustive Margry set. It comprises five large volumes. The collec-

tion has been printed in a limited edition of a few hundred copies, and

bears the title " Dteouvertes et Etablissements des Fran^ais dans I'Ouest et

dans le Sud de I'Amerique Sept«ntrionale (16U-1754), Memoires et Docu-

ments originaux." Three volumes deal with the career of La Salle, and

the others relate to other explorers. They are beautifully printed, and

edited with intelligence and circumspection.

Within the last thirty or forfcy years the Literary and Historical Society

of Quebec "has published a good many useful papers and rare manuscripts

relating to the early history of the country. Many of these are now out of

print, but few remain in pamphlet form, and are available for consulta-

tion. Besides the printed collections the Society has a goodly number of

volumes of unprinted and unedited works, notably the interesting series of

papers comprised in the diary of .Tames Thompson, a veteran who fought

under Wolfe, and died in Quebec at the age of ninety-eight. These

journals, of course, treat of Quebec under English rule, but the Society

possesses in its strong boxes several other documents which are of interest

to those who wish to trace Canadian history from the beginning.

Government in Quebec province, whatever its shortcomings may have

been in an economical or moral sense, has never been unmindful of the

archives of the community. These have always been open to inspection.

The collection in the Registrar's office is very complete and rich, and a

couple of years ago the series was sensibly augmented by the copies brought

Irom Boston by M. Evanturel. This collection was made a few years

since by an agent of Massachuselts at Paris. The papers relate chiefly to

Acadian matters, but they also contain a good deal about Quebec. The

extensive series known as the " Correspondance Offici^le " is the most

exhaustive of all. Two complete sets exist in Canada, in French and in

manuscript form. One is in the library of Parliament at Ottawa, and the

other may be seen at the Archives Department in Quebec. The original
,

register and proceedings of Council, in several volumes, remain in very fair

condition in the Registrar's office, Quebec. The first, a folio bound in calf

and indexed, bears two titles, the first of which is, " Registre des Insinua-

tions du Conseil de 1663 k 1682 ;" ninety-six pages. It begins with the

King's edict, creating the Superior Council, dated' April Ist, 1683, and

ends with the " Proifea Verbal " of the Superior Council concerning the

" Redaction of the Code Civil," or ordinance of Louis, April 14, 1667. The

second title is, " Jugements et Deliberations du Conseil Souverain do la

Nouvelle France, 1663 a 1676," two hundred and eighty-one pages. It

begins with an arret of the Superior Council ordering the registration of

the King's edict of April 1st, 1663, creating the Superior Council for New

France, to be held at Quebec; and ends with an interlocutory judgment^

dated December, 19, 1676, upon a petition of Francois Noir Roland, com-

plaining of his curate for refusing him absolution. This book, or register,

is authenticated by the certificate of the Governor, Comte de Frontenac,

on the first page as follows :

" Le Present Registre du Conseil Souvertrin Contenant trois cena soix-

ante et seize feuillets a ite ce jour paraphs ne varietur par premier et

dernier, par nous Louis de Buade de Frontenac, Chevallier Comte de

Pallau, Conseiller du Roy, en ses Conseils, Gouverneur et Intendant

G6n6ral pour sa Majest6, en la Nouvelle France, Quebec le Quinziime

Janvier Mille six cents soixante et quinze. Frontbnac."

The entries in general throughout this end of the book are authenti-

cated by the Governor, Bishop, Intendant, Councillors, or Clerk of the

Council ; and the last, or two hundred and eighty-first leaf, is signed by

Duchesneau, Intendant, and by Dupont, member of the Council. Its

general contents consist of a variety of orders, 'regulations, ordinances,

judgments, civil and criminal, of the Superior Council, licitation, and

adjudications of Crown estates, representations to the King and his minis-

ters upon various subjects. There are four following volumes of this

register in the archives at Quebec bearing the dates 1677 to 1680, 1681 to

1687, and 1688 to 1693, respectively.

The majority of the historical papers in the Registrar's office are in

manuscript, but before many years elapse it is to be hoped that all this

valuable material will be accessible in printed copies. Thirty years ago

the Parliament of Canada authorized a beginning to be made in that direc-

tion, and the publication of the " Edits and Ordonnances " was the result

In 1858, mainly through the instrumentality of the Rev. Abbi Bois, Cur6

of Maskinonge, the famous " Relations des Jesuites " were undertaken^

They fill three very large volumes, and throw a great amount of light on

the history of French and ecclesiastical occupation from 1611 to 1672,

inclusive. In this laudable work Messrs. Francis Parkman, G. B. Fari-

bault, Henry de Courcy, Jean-Marie Shea, and reverend Messrs. Plante,

Ferland and Laverdiere lent their valuable aid. The "Relations " was the

last work of the kind published under public auspices before Confederation.

Since 1867 the various Quebec administrations confined their labours in

connection with the archives to the transcription of important documents

whenever and wherever they could be found. A year ago the new Prov-

incial Secretary, M. Jean Blanchet, decided to resume the publication of a

limited edition of the literary and historical treasures which enrich his

department. One volume of the collection, containing papers from 1492

to 1712, and occupying some six hundred and forty ample pages, has just

been issued. Volume second is well under way and will be ready shortly.

There is ample material left for upwards of twelve volumes, and we are

promised these in time. These memoirs, letters, etc., are deeply interest-

ing, and exhibit in a strong light the heroic struggles of the infant colony,

and the trials and dangers to which the first settlers were subjected. They

tell, too, the story of daring achievement by land and water against savage

tribes, a^ reveal in touching terms the zeal, fortitude and devotion which

the Jesuit missionaries never failed to show in the prosecution ef their

noble work of Christianity and colonization. In these pages we are

brought face to face with the actors who played so conspicuous a part in

those first trying days of a colony which a great King sought to erect into

an empire which might rival in grandeur, as it surpassed in extent, the

splendid Mother Country itself. Their motives and policy are laid bare,

and th« notable and stirring adventures through which they passed are

described in simple but earnest languaga Th* collection cannot fail to

awaken renewed interest and pride in the early history of this country, and

it is to be hoped that ' the Dominion authorities may, one of these days,
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PROVINCIAL' TORYISM.
Thb question as to the limif-H nf n^ • •

tively, is-undoubtedirihe2 Ifm 'T
''^^ ^~---' Powers, respec-

attention in Canada.' A feT/ea. Z" j!"''"' other now engages public

Free Tn.de stood at the front and Tk .

'"""" ^''^''" Protection and
-ent was ordered by IltTr^t^TL"" f"^^ " '^'''^"^ ''^«—
somewhat to the bac'kgrrndTce not b

P°P^'—'«• But it'has gone
counted any the less but chX be ''"^r

'*« "''""«i« i«.portance is

P-tically settled-fLr Cantl'^ 'SLi f*
^"^^^ "^^ ^' ^«

mistaken one, the fact being that cL^ \ ^ "^^^ *"" ""* »

country influences-politS finan.
""
T

'"'"''' ""«''«•' "P""* •'^ "Id

traders here have J^lT^oZT '

Tl^'
''"' "'^'•'^'•^-that our free

base of operations, at wmeTe 'aid
"' f °' "="«'"" °P'"'°'^ ^°- '"«-

The fight for the e,stabirshmert „'
a c"

^^~•'*««'^ '°— '^e fight,

cally over, though the quesZ I to r
"" ""'= ^'^"^ ^ P"--""

is still to be disposed oJ It
" T ^°^r°>«°'

=0'^*'-ol over all railways

tion as to what Provincial nlhts
''"'T "' ''^ P^^^^'"' "-« '^^ 1«i

one Of all before theTe^pLoflld^
^'""'' "^ ^^ ''' '^'^'^ ^'^^''^^^

-^s: :r:^,r :^;;:rz::h^tr ^^- ^ ^- --^^
neccessary alliance between Torvil^ .1

'"'''' * '"'*°''^1 »°d
on one hand, and between L^Srlh' -''- Dominion position

on the other. It is probable hirl . '^f
^^'•^"'^ Provincial position

OnUrio. at all events! fu^ b He e W T. r''""''
"' ''' '^'''' '"

vative policy to exaggerate the now' T u' " "''^ """^^ ^« ^onser-
be Li^., p„Hey to p?.brth^utCsX t^^^^^^^^this a profound mistake having v _ P"''^" "^ *be Provinces. Now,

It IS an utter mistnlrB f« „
"wiory aD aU.

States of ancient GrSllr/u^rirre^r* ''' ^^-""^ ""'«
term. They were in reality ^'212.!""'^'*"°°°*''^^
working bees of the hive-thTw„ * aristocracies, in which the

that their masters were bound XecT"?;/.
''" '^^''"'^ "" ^^'^

the length of political insanitv anT If u ^
"^^ provincialism to

Philip of Macedon. TheTw^To k^ ^11""^
''f

^"''^"«*"°'' '^
our North American Indians mL;^ or Sparta; only what
demanded. Gillies in hi h.^^ °"f* /=*^^ " ^" <=bief, as the occasion

of a king
;
but he wol L fbln : ^'^r'""''

^^^« ^«" '^ ^-^
Athens and Sparta fell vltlls "th /

*'""''' ""^ ^« ^'^ *bat
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Parliament idea that they fall rL rt;^
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;°'' ^'^^ ^'''^^"' ^ ^^^

cause of human liberty the JolTZ' "ne T ""'' " * ^^'^ '^ *^«
is to be observed in the history of Ln, ^'"'"•k«We thing there
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Provincial Toryism was and2 contf Tf *"" ^''^^ '""?^«d *hat
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°'''«"' " was the Tory
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JUDGES AND JUDGES.
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every-day lif» of Jurors, without even an excuse for " laying down the

law," may be suggestive, if not etlifying ; and if the old adage about

teaching one's grandmother crops up in the mind, who can wonder ? The

Judge who prefers Law to Facts, as a mental study, will inevitably have a

tendency to see the one terminate, and the other begin, at the wrong spot.

Then chaos comes again ; the litigant who has the facts in his favour is

usually the sufferer, and he naturally concludes that the maxim, " every

wrong has its remedy " is a delusion and a snare. In Criminal trials, the

influence of the non-Jury Judge is less baleful. He lean* to mercy's side ;

and if, as often as not, he selects for an illustration of the stock-inrlrade

proposition " every man is to be deemed innocent until he is proved

guilty," some downy pale-face in the dock who has, to the know-

ledge of the bystanders, passed his best years in the Penitentiary, what

matters it ? The maxim is noble in itself, and it, as well as other old

saws, may be pathetically repeated, in season and out of season. If the

guilty do escape occasionally (t !), it is comforting for Society to reflect

(their missing forks and spoons to the contrary notwithstanding), that

While the lamp holds on to bum, '

The greatest sinner may return.

The administration of the Criminal Law by a Judge who never framed

an Indictment, or took bail in a criminal trial, is anomalous, to say the least

of it. The frequency with which professional criminals " decline to elect

"

before Police Magistrates has method in it. There are Judges and Judges,

and whether escape is more probable in the minor tribunal or in the other,

depends. The criminal takes time to consider.

The Ontario Bench is replete with able Judges ; but, for a time at least,

the vacancies existing and imminent should be filled by lawyers of extensive

Nisi Prius experience. Questions of law, except such as are well defined,

and easily solved, arise only in a small percentage of the civil suits tried and

disposed of at the various assizes. It is unfortunate for the litigants when

the experience of the counsel in dealing with conflicting evidence, with the

character of witnesses, and with the tendencies of jurors, in different classes

of oases, is greater, in the rates of ten to one, than that of the Judge. It

behoves those who have to determine the judicial character of the Bench

to preserve a wise equilibrium, in keeping with the requirements of the

different fora in which Justice is sought and administered.

Memobabilia.

believe that, in the words of the statute. Divine vengeance would fall upon

the profane swearer. But at all events that "Damn it" or "Damn

you" was not profane swearing. It would be unjust to suspect his

Honour of a critical knowledge of language, and it would never do to

suggest that " profane " was simply " profanum "—without the temple, and

simply meant an imprecation—a calling down of the divine wrath without

religious or judicial sanction. The assault was ignored, or rather the com-

missioners chose to record. elaborately that profane language was not a

breach of the peace. The constable was fined $10, and it has gone forth

that, before a constable makes an arrest, he should be quite sure he is

within the law. If he have a doubt, of couree he must give it in favour

of the supposed law-breaker. If he should arrest a person who may

happen to be acquitted, by the art of an advocate, or the lenity of a tribunal,

he is liable to a keel-hauling by the Police Commissioners, followed by a

substantial fine. Whether this will conduce to the efficiency of that most

excellent of police forces which looks after law and order in Hamilton,

remains to be seen. OuTIS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

-THE POLICE AND THE PUBLIC.

Thb Hamilton Police Commissioners have been considering the case of a

policeman who arrested a well-known citizen of that town who had followed

a friend under arrest to the station with a view of giving bail for the

friend's appearance to answer the charge for which he was arrested. The

evidence as given by the local press, would seem to establish that upon

askin<' the reason for the arrest of his friend the information was given,

but upon becoming importunate for details, hot words passed ; the "citizen"

shook his fist in the policeman's face, and used the word which Captain

Corcoran is said to have " hardly ever " spoken. An arrest followed, incar-

ceration in the cells, and a speedy release. A complaint was made to the

-police commissioaeHh

Upon the investigation, the policeman was represented by counsel, who,

naturally enough, expected that his client was being tried by a tribunal

which was both judge and jury, and who, while anxious to conserve the

liberty of the subject, would take some account of the duty of the guardian

of the peace. But it seems this was all a mistake ; the commissioners held

the constable to as rigid law as if he had been a criminal on trial. Indeed,

presumably the most learned of the commissioners thought he ought to be

held to a more strict account than the average criminal, a^jd boldly said

so, basing his judgment maihiy on that ground.

Forced into this corner, counsel for the accused raised three points :

1. That no person has a right to ask any information at a police station

as to the cause of arrest of any person there in charge.

2. That it was proved by great preponderance of evidence, that the

complainant had shaken his fist in the face of the policeman in a threat-

ening manner, accompanied by threatening words ; that under such circum-

stances the constable was justified in arresting the complainant, a breach

of the peace having been committed. In support of this, counsel cited

Timothy vs. Simpson, 1 C. M. and R. 757, and cases there collected, and

Price vs. Seeley, 10 C. and F., House of Lords cases, 28.

3. That under 19 George II. Cap. 21, Ss. 3 and 7, the constable was

bound to arrest.

The preamble to the statute of George seemed to afford the County

Coort Judge much ftxxl for r^irthful scorn and sarcasm. His Honour

tboaght that, in the present enlightened age, no one would be foond to

NOTICES TO 00EBESP0NDENT8.

Tbhpbrancb.—Your letter next week.

W. H. Stevens.—"The Last Kick" is onaTOldably orowded ont Shall appear In our
next.

AUDI ALTERAM PARTEM.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sib,—Ae an ultra temperance citizen I endorse " Brewer's" argument about the dollar

that goes into the liqaor dealer's till and goes out again, it may be on its mission o(

love. Bat what does he give in exchange for the dollar 7 This is the qaestioo. Let

"Brewer" prove that the tragedy at Kingston, of the 19th inst., was oaased by drinking

too mach cold water, or that the poor fellows daily appearing before Dennison are victims

of the electric light. His plea for the dollar is wide o( the mark. We are not fighting

because the dollars go into his pocket—they may go in and stay, for all we care—but

because we believe he gives misery-prodaoing returns for these dollarg,

Toronto, May 20tK . J.

PLATFORM WOMEN.
To the Editor of The Week :

SiB,—May I ask for the insertion of the following calling from the ".Manaheater

Woman's Suffrage Joaraal '' a) a partial reply to tha piper oa " Platform Women," by

Margaret Lonsdale, which appeared in a late issae of The Week I

Mrs Frank Morrivon gave a highly-saocessfal " At Home " the other dav, at the

South Kensington Hotel, fur the principal supporters of women's saSragd. There was
qnite a brilliant company assembled. All the speakers were good, an I the audience

delighlfully sympathetic. Mr. Woodall, M P , was in the chair (the member who is

going to bring our Bill before the Hoai'e fur us), and the principal speakers were
MisH Frances Power Cobbe, Mrs. A^hton DilKe, and Mrs. Charles MLareo, Miss

Becker, and Mr. Seymoar Trower. Mrs. MLaren, is a deliuhlfal speaker, and is

thoroaithly mistress of the eol>ject. Miss Cubbe was the first speaker, and delighted

the audience very mach. She commenced by polling a little good-natarC'l fan at

Miss Lonsdale's recent article on •' Platform Women,'' in the Nineteenth Century.

She said she felt a certain awkwardness in ppeakmg after the severe things Miss
' Lonsdale had said of platform women. Miss Lonsdale bad said that public speaking

"rubbed the bloom oS ' women. "What a dreadful thing, ' said Miss Cobbe, "to
appear witbont one's bloom !

" But the idea of what robbed the bloom of a woman,
said Miss Cubbe, was an idea that varied with the eentary ; what was considered

vory shocking by one age was thought quite proper by the next. Many years ago,

her dear old friend Mrs. Somerville was considered to have rubbed her bloom off

because rhe had written a book on astrouomy, and if Miss Lonsdale had lived in
those days she would havH been supposed to have lust hers becaase she had written

an article in the Nineteenth Century I Miss Cobbe spoke of the guod work which was
done in the world by saoU women as M>8s Octavia Hill and of the desire which every

woman oaght to feel to throw her weight into the scale in the direction of righteous-

ness and goodne'S. Miss Cobbe was very much applauded on the conclusion of her

speech, which, whilst decidedly enthusiastic, was also temperate in tone.

I am, Sir, Yoar obedient Servant, Zihoaba.

S. A. CCBZOH,

President Canadian Women's Suffrage Association.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

" Ye Olde Folkes' Concert " is announced to be given in the Pa'vilion

of the Toronto Horticultural Gardens to-morrow (Friday) night.

Mr. Ravael Jc^SErFr's Piano Recitals, which will take place early in

June, are expected to be the grandest ever given in the city. Selections will

be given from Beethoven, Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, Franz Liszt,

Schubert Liszt, Mendelssohn, Haendel, Martini, Bach-'Tausig, Pergoleae,

Gluck Joseffy, Raphael Joseffy, Bargeil, Bach-Joseffy, Boccherini kc

Claxton's Orchestra sure announced to give a subscription concert early

in June. The orchestra progi-amme will include :—Overture, " William
Tell," Ronini ; Waltzes, " Brunette and Blonde," " VioletWaltz," Wald-
tenfel; Andante, "Fifth Symphony," Beethoven; Overturt, "Banditten-

streiche," Suppa ; Selections, " Chimes of Normandy," PlanquttU ; Polo-

naise in A Major, F. Chopin ; Racohzy, " Damnation of Faust," Berloia.

The four sold numbers will be announced later. Miss Agnes Corlett,

soprano, and Herr Jacobsen, violin virtuoso, will assist, and Mr. £. F.

Moore will conduct.
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brutes who abuse us, and we fly to the refuge of the divorce-court, we are

notorious. It we go on the stage, no matter how well we may guard our

honest womanhood there, we_are notorious. If we turn ministers, doctors,

lecturers, philanthropists, political agitators, it is all the same ;
we are

observed, diacused, criticised ; hence we are notorious. Now, I've never

rebelled against this finely just system, though like nearly all other yoked

human beings, I have indulgedvertain private views upon my own bondage.

And in my case it was hardly- a bondage. . . Except for certain years

where discontent was in a large measure remorse, I have been lifted by

exceptional circumstance above those pangs and torments which I have

felt certain must have beset many another woman through no act of her

own. But now an occasion suddenly dawns when I find myself demanding

a man'-s full justice. To tell me that I can't get it because I am a woman,

is no answer whatever. I want it, all the same."

Kindelon gazed at her with a sort of woebegone amazement. " I don't

tell you that you can't get it, as far as it is to be htwi," he almost groaned.

" I merely remind you that this is the nineteenth century, and nsither the

twentieth nor the twenty-first."

Pauline gave a fierce little motion of her shapely head. " I am
reminded of that nearly every day that I live," she retorted. " You fall

back, of course, upon public opinion. All of you always do, where a

woman is concerned, whenever you are cornered. And it is so easy to

corner you—to make you swing at us this cudgel of ' domestic retirement

'

and ' feminine modesty.' I once talked for two hours in Paris with one of

the strongest French radical thinkers of modern times. For the first hour

and a-half he delighted me ; he spoke of the immense things that modern

scientific developments were doing for the human race. For the last half-

hour he disgusted me. And why ? I discovered that his ' human race

'

meant a race entirely masculine. He left woman out of the question

altogether. She might get along the best way she could. When he spoke

of his own sex he was superbly broad ; when he spoke of ours he was

narrower than any Mohammedan with a harem full of wives and a pro-

spective Paradise full of subservient houris."

Kindelon got up and began to pace the floor, with his hands clasped

behind him. " Well," he said, in a tone of mild distraction, "I'm very

sorry for your famous French thinker. I hope you don't want me to tell

you that I sympathize with him.

V "I'm half inclined to believe it!" sped Pauline. "If my cousin,

Courtlandt, had spoken as you have done, I should have accepted such

ideas as perfectly natural. Courtlandt is the incarnation of convention-

alism. He is part of the rush in our social wheelwork, that makes it move
80 slowly. He could no more pull up his window shades and let in fresh

sunshine than you could close your shutters and live in his decorous demi-

jour I

"

Kindelon still continued his impatient pacing. " I'm very glad of your

favobrable comparison," he said, with more sadness than satire. He
abruptly paused, then, facing Pauline. " What is it, in Heaven's name,

that you want me to do 1

"

" You should not ask
;
you should know !

" she exclaimed. Her clear-

glistening eyes, her flushed cheeks, and the assertive, almost imperious

posture of her delicate figure made her seem to him a rarely beautiful vision

as he now watched her. " Ri;flect, pray reflect," she quickly proceeded,
'• upon the position in which I now stand ! I attempted to do what if I

had been a much better woman than I am it would not at all have been a

blameworthy thing to do. The result was failure ; it was failure through

no fault of my own. I found myself in a clique of wrangling egotists, and

not in a body of sensible co-operative supporters. Chief among these was

Miss Cragge, whose repulsive traits I foresaw—or rather you aided me to

foresee them. I omitted her from my banquet (very naturally and properly,

I maintain) and this is the apple of discord that she has thrown." Here
Pauline pointed to ihe fateful newspaper, which lay not tar oSL ^0£^

" To-morrow I " murmured Pauline.
" Yes, tomorrow I You will say it is too soon. You will urge conven-

tionalism now, though a minute before, you accused me of urging it

!

When you are once my wife I shall .feel empowered to lawfully befriend

you!"
'

" Lawfully !
" she repeated. " Can you not do so manfully, as it is !

"

" No !—not without the interfering claims and assertions of your

family !

"

" I have no real family. And those whom you call such are without

the right of either claim or assertion, as regards any question of what I

choose or do not choose to do !

"

He still retained her hands ; he put his lips against her cheek ; he

would not let her withdraw, though she made a kind of aggrieved effort

to do 80.

" They have no rights, Pauline, and yet they would overwhelm me with

obloquy ! As your husband—once as your wedded, chosen husband, what

should I care for them all ? I would laugh at them ! Make it to-morrow !

Then see how I will play my wife's part, and fight her battle !
"

. . .

They talked for some time after this in lowered tones . . Pauline was

in a wholly new mood when she at length said :

"To-morrow, then, if you choose."

" You mean it 1 You promise it 1

"

" I mean it.—and I promise it, since you seem so doubtful."

"I am doubtful," he exclaimed, kissing her, "'because I can scarcely

dream that this sudden happiness has fallen to me from the stars !...."

When he had left her, and she was quite alone, Pauline found her lips

murmuring over the words, in a sort of mechanical repetition :
. " I have

promised to marry him to-morrow."

She had indeed.made this vow, and as a very sacred one. And the

more that she reflected upon it the more thoroughly praiseworthy a course

it seemed. Her nearest living relations were the Poughkeepsies and

Courtlandt. She had quarrelled with both—or it meant nearly the same

thing. There was no one left to consult. Besides, even if there had been,

why 'should she consult any third party in this affair, momentous

though it was? She loved ; she was beloved. She was a widow with a

great personal, worldly independence. She had already been assailed ;

what mattered a little moro assailance 1 For most of those who would

gossip and sneer she had a profound and durable contempt . . Why, then,

should she regret her spoken word 1

And yet she found herself not so much regretting it as fearing lest she

might regret it. She suddenly felt the need, and in keenest, of a near

confidential, trustworthy friend. But her long residence abroad had acted

alienatingly enough toward all earlieV' American friendships. She could

think of twenty women^married, or widows like herself—who would have

received her solicited counsel with every apparent sign of sympathy. But

with all these she had lost the old intimate sense ; new ground must be

broken in dealing with them ; their views and creeds were what her own
had been when she had known and prattled platitudes with them before

her dolorous marriage : or at least she so chose to think, so chose to

decide.
" There is one whom I could seek, and with whom I could seriously

discuss the advisability of such a speedy marriage," at length ran Pauline's

reflections. " That one is Mrs. Dares. Her large, sweet, just mind would

be quite equal to telling me if I am really wrong or right . . There is one

obstacle—her daughter, Cora. But that would make no difference with

Mrs. Dares. She would be above even a matemiil prejudice. She is all

gentle equity and disinterested kindliness. I might see her alone—quite

alone—this evening. Neither Cora nor the sister, Martha, need know
anything. I would pledge her to secresy before I spoke a word . . I will

go to her ! I will go to Mrs. Dares, and will ask her just what I ought

to4oJ"

course,", she went on, with a very searching look at Kindelon, " there can

be no doubt that Miss Cragge is the offender ! I, for my part, am certain

of it
;
you, for yours, are certain as well, unless I greatly err. But this

makes your refusal to publicly chastise her insolence all the more culpable !

"

" Culpable !
" he echoed, hurrying toward her. " Pauline ! you don't

know what you are saying ! Have I the least pity, the least compunction

toward that woman 1

"

Pauline closed her eyes, for an instant, and shook her head, with a

repulsing gesture of one hand.. " Then you have a very false pity toward

another woman—and a very false compunction a^well," she answered.
" How can I act, situated as I am 1 " he cried, with sharp excitement.

" You have not yet allowed our engagement to transpire. What visible or

conceded rights have I to be your defender 1

"

" You are unjust," she said. " I give you every right. That article

insinuates that J am a sort of high-bred yet low-toned adventuress. No
lady could feel anything but shame and indignation at it. Besides, it

incessantly couples your name with mine . . And as for right to be my
champion in exposing and rebuking this outrage, I . . I give you every right,

as I said."

" I desire but one;" returned Kindelon. His voice betrayed no further

perturbation. He seated himself at her side, and almost by force took both

her hands in the strong grasp of both his own.
" What right 1 " she questioned. Her mood of accusation, of reproach,

was not yet quieted ; her eyes still sparkled from it ; her restless lips still

betrayed it.

" The right," he answered, " of calling you my wife. As it is,' what am
^^*H A man far below you in all worldly place, who has gained from you a

matrimonial promise. Marry me !—marry me at once !—to-morrow !—and

everything will be different ! Then you shall have become mine to defend,

and I will show you how I can defend what is my own t

"

This resolve strengthened with Pauline after she had once made it.

The hour was now somewhat late in the afternoon. She distrusted the

time of Mrs. Dares' arrival up-town from her work, and decided that the

visit had best be paid at about seven-o'clock that same evening.

A little later she was amazed to receive the card of Mr. Barrowe. She

went into her reception-room to see this gentleman, with mingled amuse-

ment and awkwardness. She was so ignorant what fatality had landed him

within her dwelling.
" I scarcely know how to greet you, Mr. Barrowe," she said, after

giving a hand to her guest. " You and I parted by no means peacefully,

last night, and I . . I am (yes, I confess it ! ) somewhat unprepared ..."

At this point Mr. Barrowe made vojuble interruption. His little

twinkling eyes looked smaller and acuter than before, and his gaunt,

spheroidal nose had an unusual pallor as it rose from his somewhat depressed

cheeks.
" You needn't say you are unprepared, Mrs. Varick !

" he exclaimed.
" I am unprepared myself. I had no idea of visiting you this afternoon.

I had no idea that you would again give me the pleasure of receiving me.

Handicapped as I am, myself, by visits, letters, applications, mercantile

matters, I have insisted, however, on getting rid of all—yes, aU trammels."

Here Mr. Barrowe paused, and Pauline gently inclined her head

saying:
- "That is very good of you. Pray proceed."

" Proceed !
" cried Mr. Barrowe. He had already seated himself, but

he now rose, approached Pauline, took her hand, and with an extravagant

gallantry which his lank body caused closely to verge upon the ludicrous,

lifted this hand ceremoniously to his pale lips. Immediately afterward he

resumed his seat. And at once he re-commenced speaking.

"I feel that I—I owe you the most profound of apologies," he declared,

-with a hesitation that seemed to have a sincere emotional origin. " Handi-

i^
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"The lady/" repeated P^e^Lff /''*[ °* y""' '^"Pl««'"-e.
distinct sneer. " Go^on,pW frfi^rrn '"'"^""r.^I'J'"''^'

^'"^ -''t a
" Miss Cragge didnotSU B^t2 h ^'f ^T ^'•*««« '=°"f««« ^"

not to confess-she treated me with such ''""k"'*'
* '^"'**°' '«"dency

and disdain, that before I had C five min^r'^'^f'^ ^'^S^^^ousneL
doubts whatever as to the real iuSior^hio „f .K "I ^V-

'°""'^ ^ ''"d no
now, Mrs. Varick, I wish to offeryou

'

VL''i\'''°=KK'"g
'"•'''=^«- And

apologies. I wish to tell you how deenlv3 !'"'"''« »°<1 deferential
ever having entered into the least coE ""u""'^ '""^ ^ «» ^or
-nost aggressive and venomous fernJelFor-^'^'* ^"" '"^ga'-ding that
and ^handicapped though I may be b/coun^W^ '^' ""^"'' "^'^^^

PaulinenL^S^; froTV:Z'l^i s^'^" ^rt '

" ''^ ^^^"^

-

"It is quite needless! I owe y^ mo^ .t^''^
^^^ ^'^^ °* her guest,

told me the name of my enemy^of^^ch lTJ°" T' ""^ ' Y"" ^ave
And here Pauline gave the glntie^.h T"^! °*''*^" »" al°ng."
those glances which tho^lC^T^^^y^^^ <fdayerouB face one of
"I have been told," she wJnt on Si a t^Jl

°"«^* ^' '^°''
'^'^'^'-S-you bad a large, w^rm heart 1

"' ^^'^ ''"^"»« intonation, « thft

the ^l^i^Vhir^r£;\;;r™^^ ^'- ^-«. «^<i-tly under
Mr. Kindelon," Pauline said, gfnUy

"Kindelon I" exclaimed Mr. Barrowe "Whv has-as I fear, my dear madam that Mi«T P.. ^' '^ ""^ ''°"* «nemy,
:0h. never niind Miss Cn^gJe''^idffi"y°"!^J"laugh; "and never mind Mr likdeTon !f.h

' T't^ " «^«^*> q^i'^k
about yo. Mr. Barrowe, and to te^y^L^^j^a fhlv

^""' °"'^ '""^^
true man (for I am certain that you are suchWhl fZ^' ^t'

""«* ^ «°°d
so persistently as you do Vn„ iZ • ^ '"' ^*°^ ^ his own light
she went on.^with^ prety serious^:ss "VrTV '"''''' ^°' qnarrellin|,"
yourself! Yourself is a very hon^ts!;^ « ^m* '*-'='-"s1' it down-be
on the side of people with g^d rntentio„«^'"'T r'"

""" "^ ^- ^ «"» always
the best A really bitter-hurled manTil "f """" **"" y°"" are of
your motives for it are :>^dmrent(r7fZ^'°^^'' f""^

«° ^o you. But
dyspepsia. I am sure you aj S i r^ferm "ll^t' % differenlfro^

"Reform T" echoed Mr. Ba^e ' ^' ^°'"'-
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gateI\^^V°re?afd1trth^ere„St;f^^^^^^^ - --«-
endurance is part of^ervitude, or the fate 'ftu '^^P"™''' <=urse

;
its

races. Pain in disease has always bet rrLn^"'"''"!''*'*''^
^"»'^«' «a;age

cross we have to bear. Yet he quiuon^. K '^ '^ S-"*^^' P"' "^ 'he
gated evil

;
has not pain other a^nel«o.^^ i'"''''^'

'" P^'"^ '^'^ ""niiti-
disease, or of an inju^ not often^Lh Iv ,n^ Z"^*"

'" ''
' ^ '>»« Pain of

There are certa nly forms of nt-^'j^^'^ eminently useful ?

subject, which seem 7evod of an^ .ood
'"''• '° "''-'> animated beings are

by a cancerous growth. Cancer does If
"'''°''' "^"^ ^ ">« P-^^" '"flirted

nerveless regionl its growTLnot nrnH T'^'T'^ P'°'^"'=« P'''"- and in
nerve-fibril |ets caughtTy the prog^essi'. 711 ""\'''''f

^"' *'>«° *
pressed upon by its remorsdessS the/oain'^'"""'

°^ *^''°'^'' '^"'^ «
"

. « the result. Probably no torture tW ever w^; fXfTf '"'^ ''^""'^'^^^
IS more exquisite than that caused by the grin oTa.ln

^^ "'''" °" ""'^
as Montgomery wrote, " there is no tempo"rr? relTef b';?"'^''""*'^ '

"''«'^'
manent rest but in the grave "

'^'uporiry relief but in opium, no per-

3olely%7e?enSrery"frotrp:7nro7" '^t
°"^-^'''^'* '» ^^'d pain

protector of the voicele s tlues Pit ?
11'""^

Y'".
P"' ^°''^- ^^in is the

they are becoming injurious "teaches utol vf'T*
^'°" ^«"°'^« -ben

the tissues; it compels us t^ reslTn'ured parJ'ndV '^'^""""'^^ ^
repair. Pain, then, is very far from / ' ^ '° P"«" °f their
injuries, blows! burn; contus7ontic?^roulL"o"ThT^^^ ''\ /<' -'>'^'
of animals be subjected to if the slow llaon, r.f

^-^amework of man and
left without the sharp reproof ofTarn tTp "V""'"^"'''""'*' "'J"'":^ *ere
the attention, and consequently Zt' wS. w M^;™'"''^^""'^''"^'^*^avoided, not from any rutLalcVsiat on of tb^'^

'^^ "'"'='' '^'""''g« «
the pam directly produced Withm.t t » a f

"^""^equences, but from
from pain, animals and savage men loildtrTf l""''^

*'»"« '^^^^S
injury upon themselves, andindeedof"en befm^ I^' { ^ '''*"'='"« ^"«b
from this point of view is distinct]vn,».^l"«^'''^"''^*'«'ence. Pain
animated Ution. Th^ ut^ of ^^ ^irr'

"'^°"«'"'"' 'be whole of
sweeps the surface of the eye for i/stlnce r "" '' ™*™brane which
any irritant particle is broujhi into conUct wM tW ^Tf"'

^^''"'^'^
The pain caused by the foreign body setTun rpfl» 1

'""^^ structures,
tion in this memoine, and thns it U broLh?

reflexly a muscular contrac
surface, and so the offending mat e^s~d'°w^ T' 7'^^'''^ the
IS too fixed to be so removed disnrli!^

removM. When the foreign body
a general destructTon oTthe o^^^^Tetri^f *tr«.^°"o-, and'^mids^
struction of the eye in these a^imairwoI^K

•" "^ S°' ""^ °'- I>es-
were not for this muscular ai^n^^elt and

" "°'°'"? occurrence if it

only does pain so defend the^ ff^rthe i^ -^"^
'J

'''^ ""'^'- Not
it often serves to protect th^ deficate orl^n^

' '^^"^ °* ^°'««« bodies,
is so produced, re^t is given to ^e parfld°^°'"''°^^ /

and wherep^
grave diseases of the eye are those whinh "T '' instituted. The
disease is aggravated by ^e^Ttiig^LTon *" P*"'"^' ^""'^^ ^-'P-"*

^o^^^^Z:^:^:^-^ ^^:^;S^^^^y seen,andare

exercised to th^ d^tSranS'toThrdela^o^fTe^'' :'""' "^"'^^^
"

too. m broken bones, the agony caused bv ™.'^"^\P'°'=''^«- *>
position is maintained for weeks w^^M, ^ ?}T '\'"'^'' **' a fixed
at absolute rest, is thus peraitted tot ""'"'* '^"^^ '^« P''''' being kept

happens with^Tx^^rrrst'i^rdZ' '^-^f'f^'- ^^ °^'-
misery for at least the space of a mS^r sJ

'^"' '''' '°'«°* »" P^«-"'
les, she cried, with a h«nri°fr.h;„~ 1

'
. .

means lost upon her' somethat rsceofibt'lir^*' ^'f
°^ ''""^ "^^ °°

con orm the Mr. Barrowe of real 1 foto^he Mr r'' ^°^ ""' «°'"« '°
brilliant, judicial, and trenchant essays Oh t u

"^ '1'° r"'^'
'^°^

need not fancy that I am tallc,n,r\„ « Y '
^^""^ ""^ad them ! You

doubtless getLm manrof tho^Zpk wt''"''1^"^'^' «-"» -y-
you know

. . And your reformltio^VL )i
^ ' .'"'"' ''^° ''»°dicap you,

master I have a dt of £0™^ tJh^>° '^' °-- ^ am to b^/ou;

certain a^LY;d;eVptltrvfXtS«'''!:'lary^'- ^-°-<'-^"' ^
them."

'^ s<"'aniry. i am very anxious to receive

"The; ie fl ^i"""^^- incidentajiy »

bread
. . Oh, myTar'^Sl.''^;*^ ""^^^ ^'^^^^^ -station to break

to know you better, and soZ^m^'Z^L] T??,
"" ""P'^ that I want

faults which prevent all the world from
'•^•°'' °* » '«'"'"P«'fi«aL

I . .
" °'''* fr"" recognuing your kindly soulT

{To ba eontiniitd.)

It seems to be settled that New Vn,i- n l.
delphia, Montreal «id other \»LZjl^'^'^^^7J^P^^'^9^^ Pbila-
Museum Compwiy next sewaT^ •« to be vuuted by the Boston

^ia Ws w^fc,^^J^ ?. ,\ i;^*^
to recover as speedilv as B^^y he Uih....^ ws weH-known -wort, " On Rest and Pain "

te^la nf^^ u
*t«tonr

had a large mass on her collar- boT,» wi. •
i,

'^"^°\a washerwoman who
a bony tumouf. The fact wt the clavi le^T^ "'\ '^' '"^^''^^ »'
pened, movement did not in ^iscll ell n

^'•''*:'"«d; but, as it hap-
at her occupation, and soo^an eno^ous l7°'

*""*
'.^" '°'°*" '°"«d on

splint was required to permiro^re^rorrkfngX?''^ "'^'^^ '^'''""^

^^^i^^^^^^Z^CSj^^:^^''^ -"^^^ interna, diseases,
minal viscera and lines the wllk of fM ^^ "'""'' '"^^''^ 'be abdo-
ment, secures rest Doubtles^ this Ja n L'Z.n'""\''''

^'^^"" °'—
great danger to life; nevertheless ^^thout it an l'>

*" ""^•"^'i'uto a
senous mischief would usually be ^rT^luced W^ "« -consequences more
the liver, pain is induced by movement of th.« ^ '^ """ "^''^ in
the fractured end rubs upon t^ pW and ex^r^ '«^ "* "' " ''""^'"'
the pain thus set up causes the Daftn?".

«*"'« mHammation of it ; and
UinconditionsoftLstoTatpCi.pXid'b:-'"'"^'"" /""" '^ -"•
dyspepsia guides the sufferer to the choi^.f . L T^P*"" ^°°^

• and so
set up pain. Sach are some of the bes kno^ ' '°°'^' 7^"^ ^°^' "^"^
pain in local ailments or injuries.

instances of the utility of

whel'rat'Pin'rtrmeTnTof^^hn' r?"''r ^'^'^'^ -""^^ Pain, and
by medical iT Take neur^£ 't in^.

° ^'"^ ''^^^^< or remeC
several conditions whTchW^ t^T"^' .

5','°*^ ^^ *''« ""t^ome oi
is the common outcome of blS,d eUW Jv f ^7 ? "^^^^^ Neuralgia
.some deleterious ingrcdiente as^ maf •

P°^«'-'y-f'"<=ken or poisoned i,y
out the pain so produ^ the c^ndf.; '^.iP°*'°'^« ^°'" ''^^<^- WiS^
organic Ganges' wouW pro^bly rbZ^ht^ar T^'^t^ *»«^ ^^^--
creatui* who is the prey ofS neu^J^f ^T ^"^ ?*'«' doodle,,
nerves which is felt below the h^7A^ "I '''f

P^'^ *" ^^e intercostal
IS compelled thereby to desistW lT "^°'°'dy referred to that organ)

With .veral ^r.ns known ^^^l^'^T:Si-CX^y:t'

^
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first evidence of the system being overtaxed. In one gentleman this is
very marked. Long ahd sustained over-exertion, mental and bodily, some
years ago brought on a most severe and continued attack of sciatica, which
necessitated a lengthened rest before recovery was completed. He now
knows distinctly how far he can go with impunity. In this case the pain
IS directly conservative and conducive to health, and to length of days : it
IS indeed protective against physiological bankruptcy, or exhaustion. It is
rather singular that in this gentleman's wife a similar phenomenon is
found. She is dyspeptic, and as a consequence often reduces the food she
takes to an amount below what is compatible with proper nutrition. In
her case, a gusty current of facial neuralgia, like a long wail, is at once the
indication for, and the direct cause of, more attention to her diet, and so
too, her health generally is improved. So, too, in lead poisoning ; here
cohc or neuralgia attract attention, and point alike to the cause and its
treatment.

Headache often alone can secure that rest which the brain requires

;

and the headache of exhaustion is as marked as is that pain at the top of
the head which tells us that the brain is insufficiently supplied with blood
The headache after a day of exertion, excitement or enjoyment, so com-
monly met with in ladies, secures a day of complete quiet, during which
the system regains its tone. In dyspepsia, too, the pain caused bv food,
and still more by unsuitable food, either improper in quantity or in q'uality
18 the direct incentive to the necessary attention to the matter, whereupon
improvement follows. Absolute rest for tfie stomach is a serious and very
troublesome affair for the patient ; and though so grave a condition is not

> often reached, such cases are sufficiently frequent to point out the protec-
tive character of dyspeptic pain. To many persons their hateful dyspepsia
IS a species of guardian-angel ; though it is very probable that they are not
in the habit of regarding it in that light

!

When a muscle is exhausted its contractions are accompanied by pain
Consequently this pain secures the rest requisite for repair in muscles that
are utterly exhausted, as is seen in the present common "tennis-elbow"
Ihe characteristic of muscular pain is that it is absent as long as perfect
quietude is maintained

; but as soon as the muscle is thrown into action
pain IS produced. So, too, with a gouty toe, the agony produced by move-
ment secures the requisite rest for the inflamed joint. From which con-
siderations It is clear that pain is not only not always an unmitigated evil,
but has at times a distinct value of its own.—7. MUner FetkergUL in the
Oonlemporary Review.

BOOK NOTICES.

Peopessor Conant : A story of English and American Social and Political
Life. By the Hon^ L. S. Huntington, Q. C, (late Postmaster-Genei^l

^-«f Canada, etc.) Toronto : Rose Publishing Co.

The remark that the English worid is growing American, and more andmore taking interest in the doings of America, the present work and much
?:ii ?°l.T''"'^\r'^.

"*"">' *''°"S*'* °^ *•>« ''""^ ?«•»''*'• The people of the
Old and New Worid are coming closer together ; are studying each other's
characteristics

; notmg the institutions of either side the Atlantic • and
evincing a lively interest in the social, industrial, and political life of either
country. Fiction is not slow in taking its cue from the fashion of the
time

;
and it is no surprise to find that much of the plot and portraiture of

recent novels deals with international scenes and incidents, and to a largo
extent introduces us to American society and to American womanhood.
In Mr. Huntington s delightful story we have not only the notable fact of
a Canadian publicist and politician taking to the writing of fiction but we
have the charm of being introduced by him -after the fashion to which weHave referred—to interesting scenes in the social life of the New Woridandtothe discussion of problems of absorbing contemporarVinterest to a
dcmocratic^pcopie. In-theTsreface the author modestlv disclaims responsi-
bility for other than reportorial work, in chronicling the sayings and doings
ot the various personages to whom the reader is introduced. It is true the
story IS slight, and interests more by its dialogues and reflections than bv
Its plot and constructive art. Still, in iis literary form, our author has no
reason to be ashamed of his work ; while in motif, and in the materials
that go to make an enthralUBg story, he has wrought to good purpose and
given us a wholesome and refreshing novel which skilfully blends love and
politics romance and philosophy,-the dalliance of the hour with interest
in the deeper and serious things of our modem life and public affairs. The
story, which we regret we have no space even to epitomize, ought to find
interest m eveo^ Canadmn breast, not only for its hearty liberalism and its
tribute to all that is best in the political and social life of the New Worid
but from the fact that one of the chief characters in the book is a Seigneur
of Quebec, whose interest in and love for Canada is passionate and strongand whose unhappy fate, depicted in a chapter of no little power, enthrals
one by its sadness and quickens one's sympathies with those who suffer
bereavement and whose future is darkened by an untoward event The
tone of the book, as we have hinted, is elevated ; its characters are' genialand attractive

;
the dialogue is bright ; the views expressed are optimisticand sensible; ^nd the plot is restrained and unsensational. "Professor

t-onant combines in his person the characteristics of a scholar and anadvanced Liberal-a man of broad culture, enlightened views, a^ ofgenerous enthusiasms. His utterances are those of a well-informed man ofthe world, of large experience in public affairs, of sound judgment andbroad views in regard to many important topics of the time. On mcJst ofthe subjects broached in the novel, Mr. Huntington is warranted to speakand no. thoughtful reader will turn from hisBtory with dissatisfaction.
'

, G. M. A.

How Much I Lovbd Theb. By Raymond Eshobel. Published by the
author, Washington, D. C.

A quaint conceit, in dramatic form, and written in imitation of Shake-
speare. There is, however, an almost irresistible tendency to laugh at
phraseology a la the great bard when put into the mouth of a policeman.
Ihetime of the drama is that of the American War, and, unconsciously or
otherwise, the author has travestied " Hamlet," " Othello," and other plays

The Ruskin Birthday Book. New York : John Wiley and Sons.
This handsome quarto volume of " Thoughts, mottoes, and aphorisms

for every day in the year," selected from the works of Mr. Ruskin, must
become a familiar object on the book tebles of cultivated collectors of
friends autographs. Mr. Raskin's " Apples of gold in pictures of silver

"

lend themselves readily to arrangement in this^nagnificent birthday-
book, which IS also far above the average in sizeW outward finish, as it
IS in internal excellence.

^^

The Seven Great Monarchies op the Ancibnt Eastern World. By
George Rawlinson, M. A., complete in three volumes : with maps and
Ulustrations. New York : John B. Alden, 1884.
What the enterprising publisher really offers, in a marvellously cheap

and excellent form, is a combination, in three volumes, of Mr. Rawlinson's
Five Great Monarchies," published in 1862. "The Sixth Great Monarchy "

published in 1873, and "The Seventh Great Monarchy," issued in 1876.
In a future edition Mr. Alden will no doubt find it advisable to add an
explanatory preface stating the above facts. Mr. Rawlinson's works are
so well known, have been so frequently and favourably reviewed, that it is
not necessary to say more of this reprint than that its issue at a popular
price IS a public advantage which does credit to the publisher

THE PERIODICALS.

Though there are four profusely illustrated papers in the June Century,
apd four full-page pictures, this number of the magazine is perhaps evenmore notable for its literary features than for its pictures. Of Special
interest is Mias Fanny Stone's " Diary of an American Giri in Cairo during

"Ww" T v!^-
^?^«^«'»* Eliot, of Harvard, discusses the question.What IS a Liberal Education ?" in which he claims that the sciences and

Jinghsh should be given leading places in the school, and also in the college,
wurse. In a paper on "The Use and Abuse of Parties," Dr. Washington
Gladden advises mdependente to try to act with their party in the choice
of candidates, and to bolt bad nominations. "Reaping the Whiriwind "
is a sequel to the editorial of the April Century entitled " Mob and Magia-
taute, which so surprisingly anticipated the Cincinnati riot. • In "Open
-.^^TTT^'"' ,

5.,®" ^- ^*'>'>»on continues his series on Church music
with "What the Choirs Say"; Prof. Ritter and Mr. Grant White break
lances once more over "Music in America;" and among the other short
contributions is one by Walter Herries Pollock about "Miss Mary Andersonm London. The illustrated papers of the June Century, in their order,
are, A French-American Sea-port," and a part of Mr. S. G. W. Benjamin's

wT iT"r'°^ ^"^ "^"^ "^ '•*« ^'«" ^'^V' " description, by Franklin
M. North, of the seamen's retreat on "SaUors' Snug Harbour,'' to which
paper belongs the frontispiece of the number; "American Wild Animalsm Art by Julian Hawthorne, and a curious and scholarly paper, interest-
ingly Illustrated, by Dr. Edward Eggleston, on "Commerce in^hTcolonies."
in hction, Henry James's new story, "Lady Barberina," Mr. Cable's « Dr.
Sevier, and Robert Grant's story of "An Average Man" (concluded),
the short story of the number is a vivacious sketch of character and inci-
dent by ac. Bunner, entitled "The Red Silk Handkerchief." Thepoetry ts contributed by Kenyon Cox, Dr. T. W. Parsons, Miss Emma
Lajzarus, John Vance Cheney, Christopher P. Cranch, Richard Watson
Gilder, and Mrs. Helen Jackson (H. H.), and there are several clever andamusing poems m " Bric-a-Brac."

-The Manhattan comes out in a beautiful new wrapper, June num-
ber being the concluding one of Vol. III. Mr. Buxton Forman contri-
butes an elaborately-illustrated and well written paper on Mr. H R New-man s Florentine studio and work. A critical paper on " The Brownings "
IS given by K. M. Rowland. "Retrospection of the American stage," byJohn Bernard Lawrence Hutton, and Brander Matthews, will attract much
attention, and is richly illustrated. J. Heard gives some potent reasonsWhy women should study Shakespeare." A second paper on " The Gunni-
son Country, 'by Ernest IngersoU, is Ulustrated by many prominent artist.,
isora l-erry has a charming, complete story entitled "A Boston Man."Other subjects are " Trajan," serial ; " Ploribel," a story ;

" Tinkling Cym-
bals,

,

concluded; "Spring," "Betrothed," "In Sorrow's Name," " To J<v

S;"&c.^
"Salmagundi," poetry; "Recent LiteraturJ," "Tow^

LiPPiNCOTT's Magazine for June opens with an illustrated paper on
'

Raglan CasUe, "the fin^t ruin in England," and one of .he riS^
historical assocmtions. W. H. Schuyler discusses the subject of " AcademyEndowments, and makes a strong plea in behalf of the extension of thksystem, showing the superiority of endowed sohoohi over others as morepermanent and establishmg a better grade of scholarship. Dr Felix LOswald contmues his papers on "Healthy Homes." tte .nbject in th^present number being "Out-Buildings" or 'as the Ei^glish say, "o^The concluding paper on " Shake.pean,'. Tn^jedie. onle Sta,^ " dew^the acting of Forrest^ the elder Booth, and M«Te«iy, andZteJTuw^
quahties and methods. <• Voyaging on the SavMiih,'' hj Charto.W
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Byr^s-stonJifp^^^^>an American'mag^lne Z^'tt^^'T'T^- '"T^ ^'^' P-''''''hod
in this number. "Winifred's Letf^ ' ^.^"r ^°'"'«''' '''•« «°"«'»'l«d

entertainingshortstoriea A new serial's l^ ^"-^^ P^^"™" are

,

begun in the July number, ^C^C^''^, ^Tnt'^llr'''^
^^" ""

"The^l/aLtLt^/:,^^^^^^^^ by Richard Grant White on

rTheNewPrrt^-'EdUorirCZ-piri^^^^^^ ^~ I-4S'
m the Revolution," " The SesLn „r<^h

;°^' ^°"°"'^'" "TheHesnians
OthercontributionsareentS Th. R-l^^'P/i *°', P'"°-"'''« «°°d reading.
"The Trail of the Sea Serpent" .^wih,-

°/ ^°''*"'^«{' "The Beach Plum?'
Gold Appleton," Two lKv ^f

Vl'^'^.^Stoi as it Should Be," " Thomw
ContemJLine:" " The^'S^bS^f^uJ-^^^^^^^^ ^T^^'^^^
a 'poeTfn ^ii^; " ^entworth^ime.^^O^^^,^^
froirp^L^riTterwt^T werr^d7at'^ \V"r-"'^»"

--^^-^

Perr^entlnvesTrn \''MaryN"^^^^^^^^
pleasing story entitled "A

have poems; Rose Porter XL^^°' ''^^ ^- ^- «• Goodale, who
"Poetry and ProT- or Iff ^P"^^."* 'his number a short serial

course o^; ^t^^T'Zn^ SZ^^rif'^^i:
:'

" ""^^^ ^^ ^^-^ook "i;''

consideration of spiders, whcha^e h^t • u"^ ^'^ '''""' "°^« '° 'he
discusses in his ow^ vilmn. •>'« "Peoalty

; A. W. Tourg^e, who
literary; and otherwhXTe n^^tirlr r''''*^''

"""""^"^ ^^^
way of saying them. The islue of I^ !i,i T^ ^^ '""^ "" agreeable
addition to fhe regular weTw' n!,tr^^^ "^'""V*

The Continent in
instalments as this^rt for Jnn« K k

" "^''^'^'^ ^"^^'^^ by such
well-stocked mag,^^.'' TLZstratfon"""*'

'"*"'*'« «^«""-'« "^ «
excellent ^^,^,, -« ^^^^^^ZnZ^^^^Z Z.^'-' °^

article talfrht^dt Snt''thr^!l''"*-°it°'- --•-'' --'7 every
Berial, " The Scarlet in^S '"s^ot h"^^

^'^\.'^- '^^ Trowbridge's
get into a scrape than to^t out oT it

' Zt""'"}^^- 'T ^"""-^ ''">
Maurice Thompson's serial sto?^i of'hir "n ^ Boy Hunters,"
prairies. "The Banner of Beaumanoi^ "

fb • fif ?S" ^"""^ "'^ ''"' Indiana
wheel Stories," is a vivid Wand^riUn T} °*^^ ^'=°"'« "Spinning-
Middle AgT- "Frederick of nlf \ /^ of devotion and adventure in the
E. 8. B.X' "Ston?Wnr^ '.^? ^7 ^'"P^^"'-'" «anotherof
like a fairy tale than^TheSion ofTKW " '^'^'^ ""'^ "^« '"'^'^ds more
queer title> a paper «: Whu^t n/ Ey mTs' 1%^'

^."""t'-'
'^ '^^

of the curious habits of bees the annf^^^ Tu ',

B- Herrick, which tells

opem. a source of much >^;sure^d p^tfiTt
i"' ^'"='"°=" '''•""• ""-^

hve story for boys U written byVw^Ffnk °
nT"^..^^^ In"'*

^'^'- ^
Migi? esville " A I.J.,t*.,i

"/ "• *»• i'lnlt. and called "Two Bov^ nf

by&tnaWn'"AZr. tfJ.^'^
"Margaret's Favour,-S,"'

Voya^," another adventurrof^h^^'Tentor^llT "' "^''^ ^^°''°'-'
tions from Lucy Urcom Helen P^Jo.^? ^^^

'
*"d contribu-

Mrs.B.FButts%ndothe«. theUlusL^r'^'"" Wellington Rollins,

especially those for "Queer (ime '' fnd " Hiror^R™"'.""!''^''"'^'^''ments are full and entertaining, "Lk-^lthe PulnTt" T' • •

^'"' '^^'P*''"
of communications instancin/casesrr/^J^^ u u^i ,

'=°"'a»ning a number
animals. ^ °^^ °* remarkable longevity of domestic

Mr^Ss' LfiSn'^yl^^^^ '^'•-^-^>— last week,
and he was fairly well supported

" drummer was a very funny one,

-v^Hs1;'°2.ii;'rd:i:-;- ^^^^^n. of -Toronto. Jubilee-
children of the public schools on Semi CVn^I

Mariens,-to be sung by the
by W. H. Billing & Co., Toronto ^"^^ ^"^^ been published

the Internatio,^al Science Series hJ appeared Th"^ ,

^"'*^"'^«"-=« " ^n

Sutherland Edwards contribnL Vn fi?
"'^ *''' Freund." Mr H

^^^^^""Z-'SmotT^T^^^^^ °^ the Chautauqua
Tuesday, May 20th, was a gSat st ess '^'m^^*'

School BuildingV
Society's work in Toronto and elsewhere waT.hl °,'^' ^'^"'^ °° the
Corlett, Mrs. Baxter, Mr. Schuch Ind M7rw " '"'"^

'"""•'^•^'i"S- Miss
entertain the guests by solos, and a^„/ u ""°f^°'^' ^''^ "ssi.sted to
suecess of the evening ^ ^°^ orchestra added not a little to the

floar'rsh^^SaLTVht" t f:r"^'''' °i
^°- ^^-^'onald stillm which she lived is stilM^ existence and luf.y""'
"''"

'f '

^he house
by her posterity. Flora, it nmy be ^entionld w'^

""! '^'"'^""^ '"^^"«d
Jacobite to the end. When thJ 7 """.""""ed, did not remain an ardent
Royalist side, returned toXeand^rntedtr T''''^

'""" '^'^^ '"«

service of George IIL Dr Doran f"™*"^ '" her five sons entering the
the five Lieut^-Colonel MacdonawTa. "''r/he latest survivor of
imaginative king fancied h^ZfA I ^^^''^^'^ '° ^^orge IV., the
those around hil, '- This gemirman tZll'rTf^ "°°'*' -'' -id to'

owe a great obligation."
''^ '"" °^ * '''dy to whom viy famUy

wi.er^Jtar;^.te'o?£tu'el 'X^sf t^^ '' ^ ^^ '« ^--.
about the brilliant circles of lE when Vol"; T"^"^ '° ^« g-"''"?

<

" My lord, I know you area jud^ 'whTch aJi^ ! '''"f
-accosted himi

or French ladies?"' "Upon m^TCd .'

TplTerhirr'^;',-''^''
^"^li^h

usual presence of mind, "I am no conL-., ^ •
'"rdship, with his -^

after this, Voltaire bei^g i^ London hZr^' « paintings." Some time ^with Lord Chesterfield. A lady1™Ln^'^ ^ "'•'* '^°^'«---- rout
'^^

her whole discourse to Vol^I a„d Z^r^'
Prod-giously painted, directed ^^

Lord Chesterfield came up a^rtTnli ^ ^'^ engrossed his conversation
take care that you are no't c^'ptSed'' '""iXd'-^'^^^^^' "

«'"'

wit,
"I-rntobeUkenbya^nEnglishfriga^Ji/^t^cotui^:'^^''

1

r:e«

4-

LITERARY GOSSIP.

^^^^y:'^7nZ::^ltZTo^^ ^--^^ Horticultural
numbers of holiday make^ A 1^! I!?^

^'«''*' '^'^ attended by large
a passable nianner,^much moretSSnrrr"""' I" '"' '""''^S"^ -
ph»y which took place cencurre^tir

"" P7^<"«<=hnic dis^

gate, D.D.,-' has j'ust been p^'bl^^^^^'^^^^J^^^^^ Bath
fight anew the battle of the riirht of nriJ!ff^,i ^^^ '^ ^''^ to

siastical authority and the voic"Vf t^iC •'^^'°' "^ *«*''"* ^^
loc^^pTpeforth^.rtrrto'^'on?o7^^ * •^^'^-^.-laimed by a
the violin in the worll Ma^trjohn

p"""* accomplished performers on
five instruments at ont tima j;i°tn r^S^ml^f1 "T '"*''' ^''^^
mouth-organ at a recent competition I^^nS P^*^'°« '"' ^''^

the '2,Ttie*^it".:.^!^s^^ ^t.^'t''^, r '^JT.
*-*--

Simpson when the curtain fell.'' S^ *
Can'f

' 'I.Pro«««ed to meet
Simpson too, darling t" Ernest conX'. aT- ^°" ^""^^ ""^ » S^^^ of
again, and looks ^i^onte^Xrl^^tsT^ '^T.Tj^ '

">^" ^''^ '*°-

Maomillan <fe Ca havn in T^^^ *•

«ven volumes, to bepnu2^STZl tTZh'', I'k
"^

f
'^''°'>' ^

Tennyson, the first volume conta^inJ - i T ^^' °' ^^ ''"rks of Lord
by Rejlander, will be pubUrfi^^lrf J^^'ir^t ''*'' * P'"f"'««Ph
hmited edition printed on the b^rhlnd ™Li

There will also be a
only in set*

li*nd-m»de paper, wUoh will be sold

thelrnerb;iLrT^rpriLtrred"::tt""'^'\^^'^^^^
tive policy they might buy cheap cloXofl % ^"' ^°' '''^r protec-
and England sufficient toVpprthefr wal "^'^"^'n'rT '" ^'^''^ "^"""'ry
ber and other staple Canadian productl to^'/^ ^1' >r]ey, wheat, him

_w°«ld induce the employment orr.trr L ca^y^T'^f!;
Purchases. This

—that-are natural to the^soil and situat^^^of rb'"
P'''^"'=*''« enterprises

would be more cheaply clothed and our n.!^ f
the country. Her people

tagein being more cheaply sunpH^^^^S" T"''^..^^''?- -""tual ad vfu-
invested in cofton mills ^/cSt UkeKno^ '"^

''Y''' ^"^^^
bananas in Michigan. The industry can on?.

^ '""'''"'' '" growing
factitious circumstances. A.s oon ts^h^e T ^ Pro-'Per under torced and
supply the restricted Canadian marl ^tL;e;nfrT'''r°°"«'^ '°°^«-
employers and distress- among employee! r„,[-

^^-.'^'"'^.r^Ptcies among
we may see, as in a glass set up SHs the rS"

^""""^y^^- experiment
We have played theVme of protection a

f;,,;'"'^'^"on of our own folly.

spoI!:nTtedt^x^':^t.ern:^r ^i^^^^^f- ^^ "^h -ly
was a rule of modesty and /o^CtefofZ^.T Z^'"^

^"""^^'^ "
Ignorant of, is a feature of modem t^eswhth

"^"^ '° ''PP^^r to be
thing for the sex and for societ?^ Not manv

'^''^ '"" """^ '^°' be a good
were almost a laughing stock on fk^

J>*ot many years ago American giris
nnwiUingness to -Ik^WgritrroTll^Z'^^^ '' ^^'"°''" '^'
pntlemen Friends. Now Amerkan rirUdT "f '^'^ompanied by
beauties, and defects of ho^Ts a"^ do^ »! n

""•'' """^ *^« P°int8.
pedigrees, and give opinionT;i:hou'°^^erve Tn el?ti" '^V'

'''^°""'^«'
training. They affect, too, the utmost TJ • u

'^'''**'on to breeding and
their cutaway c'o.ts.d\decdarVnar^lTer^i!f"' °^ ''"j'^' '^"'^ ^^th i

m^ht, but for the ineviublepett^coat blSv ml Tr^"'!
°^ '^''' f"'°'».

whom they talk, bet and con^t HowC he^^^"'',
'°' '^« ««» ^^th

or their attractiveness at any age, wS L nroL^.L^w^^l^ '« after Kfe,
of education to which so muc^'mrand aUeTt^^ ^ '^"^ '?*'" ^"'^''es
least, doubtful. Certainly the fam.'^^t

"'?""' "^ «''«°' «- to say the
between girls and men, which is now^^ "Irr"' ""^ convenition
to breed respeot-iVW York Sun.

*^
'
^'^^ °°'' thus far, seem

V

<

i^TO •««'.vr».««-

,

-:S\
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t»All ,oommunioation, tnlmcUd for thi. ^^ .

PROBLEM No. u
Composed tor The Week by w' Atk.n^ ^

PBOBLEM No. 15.

Montreal.
Atkfnwn. Compowd tor The Wbek 1

Toronto.

BLiCK.

John Macdonald & Co..

BLACK,

r by J. ParHnson,

WHOLESALE IMPORTERS OF

STAPLE AND FANCY DRY GOODS I

iy£LLiyGroif ST. EAST TOHOym.

xisr STAI3X.JE3
THEY OFFKit ro CLOSE BOTEB8 SPECIAL DRIVES IN

^JD^EITT

^f to play and mate In tbre, move..
WHITE.

White to play and mate in three i

White Cottons, Cottonades, Prints. Rough Brown
AWD oh:

Hollands,

hick:eid smuTi N

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. a

C3-:

1. R K 8.
^' — * "wDijcju no. 8.

Correct solution received from W A M„n*, , » ~n, W. A.. Montreal
..
E. B. a, Mont,..,; ,. W. M.Detroit.

1 Q K B 4 , ,
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 9.

Correct.oi„tion?eceiv?d'?r?iVB':'}r;„'on';^i.'t,"n,„„,
, „re<", w. A. Montreal; G. S. C. Toronto.

From a b
^"^ °'^*"' *'°- '

• X " », a K a White to play

EBa .
^''^'^^"S TO CORRESPONDENTS.

E.B.G.-rour.,«„ived.
Will reply by letter.

D, .

.

GAME NO. ».

PI.y.CinPhi.ad.lphiab,t..enMe.sr..Zn.ertort
and Martin...

WHITB.

Zukertort.

1. PK4
2- Kt K B 3
3. Bfi4
jL PQKt4
6. P « R 4
«. P Q B S
7. P B 6
8. PQ3
9. Q Kt Q 2

10 KtBl
11. Kt Kt 3
12. Castles.
13. B B 2
14. Kt R 4
15. Kt Kt B 3
18. KRl
17. P K B 4
18. Q B takes P
19. Kt takes KtB<6)
20. RtakeaB ^ '

21. K Kt R 5

(From r;;. BrocHyn Ch», Chronicle.)

Evans Gambet Deoliaed.

BLACK,

Martinez.

1PK4
3. BB4
4. P Q Kt 4
6 P 9 R 3
8- PQ3
7. BBa
8. qK2
». Kt B 3

10. P B 3
11. Kt Q 1
la. B K 3
13. Castles
M. KR2
16. Q Q 2
16. P 3 4

Jlp^fSs'llPC'
19. B takes B
20. OQ4
21. &f't takes Kt

Zak»tort
22. Kt takss Kt
23. R Q 2
24. B K 2
25. B takes K P
26. B takes B
27. B 04
28. r£7
g:it'3'"«
31. P Q 4
32. B S 4

35 B takes Bp
SO. Q B 3
37. h K Kt
38. BKS
39. B takes P
«. BKS
"PQ4W

BLAOX.

Martinez.

24 b B 2
25. Q takes Kt
26. S B 2 (<J)

27. Kt 8 3
28. Q Kt 3
29 Q takM R
30. Kt K 4
31. Kt B S
32. RKKt
WUh
35. Kt K 6
38. QB7
87. gt Q 4
38. P B 6
39. QB5
<0. Kt takes P
<1. an4 Blackweunm.

SECOND FLOOR
Open^ T.^y Com^,, ^^^ ,.„ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^

TaSe,,. Glo,.,. aUo Bla.k VeUin,for Dre. Ooo4s.

,
MANTLE ROOM

*" »HOW«G .PJOIAL TALDH m
8UCKSaK BROCADES. OMENTAL UCES.„£WP«,UmGS

AHD
A FILL BA»OE OP MAOE-nP LAOE OOOOB:^

HABERDASHERY DEPARTMENT

Componuon. I^r,. Pear,, sUk. etc.. euj^

nc

:AT TEBT LOW PRICES :-

J-

NOTES.

s ^p^rrttVx.T.rj:;T?acr;rjT

(* It IS evident that takine the w.y, ' ° »<=«OQnt 0/

<«)-.,uietiittl.moveirdr:iTtrnsTp'irbV,t^."-

BEA^^fflgg, C0LLAB8, PHBRKT.M,, j^.,^

NEWS ITEMS.

wllliSSSSS^SSJo-ntt -'"<='> -With the J^^^tM.^;^ orSe'^iSir'flSliS- S- ^^s"iaae-i„-
esne^f.';,^"^-!'!''" '?'- Chronicle tor M.. ,. .

""• "^""""^ "> ^ew YorkroS"^;

continent. j «*vD^uon oi

espe^fau "^""ifjf" ^"V" Ohronicle tor Mav is . .

"""" '" """ ^''"" *"''"«

T.r ""-counts was.
. Isaacson, won I lost 4 •

",; . i>aira, won 4 lost 2'

won"ai"d'lTosr"" ^"^ ''^o- oFub: HrnSS;yp^T°o'Snam«? '*..'°J'^'

.IN C

Uewrs.

». W ghil.^*^..^^:'' <^"'' (Montr.a« Handi..„ -
Kl..b«g, «th. Dr H.W. SW4. how.v„. ci,..„^„ MlHandie^p^^^^^^^^^^-J.W.

^-A.ESE AKO .A«C. OOOOa IK EKOL^e VABIET.

CARPET AND HOUSE FURNISHINGS
A special lot of TAPESTRY CARPKtq xr

PtTLL RANGE OP MAT<* axtt^ r,^ JKLars AND RQGS—SPPr-TAT t^„
COCOA MATS AKD «ATnm^^'' '"^""'^'

SCOTCH AND CANADIAN WOOLLENS

"• *'*° » f«U rang, of

LAOIES^A^O MISSES HOBBEBCI«CCLABe '

*l

w

l-

o-

in

.n

'7

is

re

L.

he

J."

MS
"»eir

limxt

J :.

Mat 29th, 1884.]

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

<^om Oie itail (Can.) a^. 15.

bT° thS'S '' * """o-Parulent discharge eanied
vlMt»hir„°"°°'!J ""^ development of Se
talmtmbr'knro," ,'{,"'"""' '> '^« '"«""" ""
mKiuemorane ot ±he nose. This oaiaaita !•

?to?ce'J*In?';i.''
*"<»" 'avourabIe*'%"i^,i!

/toSd is toe hn»hfV"**'"""' ""'« "' 'he
i I. «;™ •

"I'shted corpusc 6 of uberole
U™/? " ?S:"°" °' "TPhilTi,, mercury toxo-'

of"th;e sWn''*.n™^'"'°°.°' '"« «ffete.7iatL°r

ventiltt^S :i
'^P™""'* pe"Pi>-atioa, badly

pSns th».f n?'"*
»P?rtmenta. and o^J

H^r™. ' V* germmated in the blood

«^t " '1°'^ '° » constant state of iTrita

e^rr-rr*- ""''-"'•oatrurtS'e'
f^^ tS^

'"''^?' '='"""°'' leafDMs borrow'

Bome time since a well-known Dhv»(cl»n n»

sr.rcrearn'°disfo^j.r"tb!T^'""^^^
f°»bination of iUedfent"''^hich never'fS

Mbssm. a. H. DIXON A SON,
305 King St West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

Oakland. Ont. Canada. March 17. '83.

JTesn^. A. B. Dtxm <* Son

THE WEEK.

THIS WEEK WE ARE SHOWING
ON OUB TABLES THE FOLLOWINO USES-

rff^ BEST VALUE IJV CANADA.

Reader, you wUl positively save money by visitingLUKES, DAGGE & G(3.8 STORE,
116 YONGE STREET, CORNER OF ADELAIDE.

DR. WARNER'S HEALfhToORSET
Patented Sent. 28. 1*7.,! p,.t._i.... _

>i* fc— IPatented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Reissued July 3
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877 Re'
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patente i July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. P,.tented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7 1879
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Heklth "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With ImproTed Tampico Bnste.
Awarded the Highest Medal over
all Amenoan competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.
Unequalled for beauty, style ami

comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTURED

CROMPTON CORSET
BY THE

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico BcsTS, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset i. worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which IS much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break
and ia elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The 'Health Corset ' is not de-
signed for invalids only, but ia
equally adapted to all women
even the most fastidious in dress
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ha?rrt"fe;r,;i"LL"'''^?p'-" "'''•''<' -bo
invited to th^ef^'f °^\°"k Attention i.
has successfun, n/on^'-TV ^Si Humphreys
yoars, 1.(1 candwKe? »*/'" harvard, in 16
sent four classeH f ht;. '° **"'' "' ">« P»-
standing "prepared by Mm^T Pi?e'°„f'=Vformer puniia ™in „L V / ' '"* "' his
creditably.'^one^n wX''»^ °°" •'""«• aU
the same period he h«?

"""O"- » During
ExaminaS a* o5?o,5''''PV''A' '^ ^ariouJ
students. 5 And ?or other '^a^'"''"'*«« "English Colleges 2.'?n all Dr "?!*""]'" ?""*
sons in Greek anTl r »?/;' ^- K'^"' '«»-

criticism bf^corrTs^o^;^:L''ce?''"''°""°° <""»
For curcular, addres,s

,„„ ^- **• HrMPHBEY.S, LL.D
129 West Chester Park, Boston, MasaPebmary 25th, 1884.

CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBEFgOODS!

RUSSELL'S. 9 KING ST.. WESTTORONTO for
""='''^'

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES Jt JEWELLERY

tuSS^^ «r,T^e^c.l"1e.'l,^;^.'»^
^-"'-

Chargres Moderate.

OHAW 4 USBOBNE^

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.
Houses rented, rents cnWnoiA.^ !«-„

10 KING ST. EAST. TOROXTO.

s
ARCHITECTS, BUIIOIHC SURVEYORS AND VAIUATORS

Oficet-SO Adelaide St. East, Toronto.
WX. STEWART. _,, „ ..,_Wir. H. STEWABT.

thiigs for CatSih . •* "t™ "^•d 0° many

thought" ^id'^*SfJ'.¥?l.P"'«««. and I

tOToo. —• •Yor inaooed to send

-m. of SrSen'dSThr.^^,SS.S,-«5y *«

Tour., »ith many thanks,

Rbt. E. b. Sthvihboii.

CBAZY PATCHWORK!
THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,

No. 23 Park Row, New York city

with. maae a beautiful quUt

«a" Send for a dollar package.

BlTBBiS SHOiS,

lELT BOOXS,

Bixmro,
Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydraot and Sactlon How
UBBU YAUES, OMKfTS,

Star Brand Cottonst
Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

(280,000 feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

DiBtinct Pliea Hannftc^d.
Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce it superior to any
other make in the market
for Its >tre>ph and dar-•Me «aaiiriee.

i^Tbe Star Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam'' Fire Engine Hoee,
IS made from the best Gulf
Cotton and fine Para Rub-
Der. and fully warranted from
any defects in manufacture
Sample mailed on application

Trr A. IMPEY,
' ' • Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT

ia-Estimates given on appUcation.
"

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

'

ai Yonge and i Front Streets. Toronto
Ji. HOUGHAN,

B^ABUSHK, 1859. ^j^To;,^^^ ^-^S '»««W« hy ^UMl A<.« our pron.pt and careful attention.

Aytmt.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, T^. 9250,000.-

'"^D^irJit^r^''^^^' ^""''•"tand Managing
CHA8. RIORDON, Vice-PrB«iVI«ntEDWARD TROUT, Tre^Ser-

Manufactures the foUowing grades of paper:-

Engine Sizcd Superfine PapersT
WHITE AxVD TINTED BOOK PAPER

(Machine Finished and Super-Caiendered)
BLUE .iND CREAM LAID AND WOVB

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS. Etc.

I
'.

.^^'

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOHTTJM.

^"Z.?*^ ,"' °*^ Mason's Wall Papers luirt

SSltily'^^^°a"^?i.'"'''c'',S'"''°««SSrai^
Hanging; QlMiL?^ 14-

„p'^.9ominmi{, >aper-
done to orctef *p««„'?i''^"°8. '"«' Pamting

rAPTITQ Rafe and^Beautifui
l^AUl UO Texan and Mexican

TBODPK KrVR8KBiK«.
Tbocpb. Texas. USA.

mHE LIOHT-BUNNING DOMESTir
»iLXh^^u^^*p'i^,^''«f„*[Ji"^|U^'>eau.
•ooitmotlon it has no rival Th-™'°H^'=»'
U»fchm.nt. that a^° now'b.?4%12^™ °'

S?»^s^nssm.'"Th'ss':iSSS

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
LAND REGULATIONS.

en. M.^SSTprteS^.^S'XlJi"
"-«"^^3^ ««>' al"n«the main line, and inSouth.

$2.50 PER ACRE.
""Tt'l^r^l"? '"'"'',i«™'.

reqniring cultivation.

t.eUna;^rrX-S«„-.^trp-r^ P-e paid .r

Without Conditions Of Settlement or Cultivation.

TSM RESEItrjSD SECTIONS
no7o^:lCsfc-:dv'Xl>usTe^m7''tf''Sl'r "'"''° "^ »"" "« ">e Railway arediate cultivation.

'*""«eoa8 terms, to parties prepared to undertakeXJ^"
Terms of Payment

:

FOR PRICES and CONDITI )VS Ofc' «'aT^ ^7 ?,' "« "^encies.

Montrwl, January, 1884. CHABfcK^j BRIIVKWATKR.
Smrttary

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.
Colored Cover Papebs, super-flnished.

Sp^iS^sfieV^'al^'U^/er"'«' "•» "-"

CANADA SOAP & OILWOR^
TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
••AirurACTuaEBs op the

" LILT WHITB " FLOATDrO SOAP.
QTOEN'S OWN PEKTECnoNSOAP.

ENGLISH MOTTLED SOAP
AM) OTHEB CELEBUATED BBAJOJS OF

FINE Laundey Soaps,
Fulling Soaps,

Toilet idoHps,
-A-nillne D^-ea.

SEIfD FOrTrmc's LJST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
CatMda Soap and OU Workt,

Office: Worka:
70FbontSt.E^t,| DEFR,i«Sn«,T.
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IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS.

AMERICAN EXPLORATIONS IN
THE ICE ZONES.

By Prof. J. e: Nourse, U, 8. N. A narrative
of exploratioDB conducted under American
auapiCBB in the North ani Bouth Polar Beaa.
Illustrated and accompanied by large oircum-
pdlar maps in colours. 50b pp.,8vo, $3.50.

We have in this volume the work of a scien-
tist and scholar, and at the same time a book
of thrilling interest. It contains all that the
public deHire to know concerning the subject
of which it treats, and must be, for years to
«ome, regarded as the standard work upon
Arctic affairs.

LIFE OF OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.
By E. E. Brown, author of " Life of Wash-

ington," *' Life of Garfield," etc. 12mo, $1.50.

Aside from the interest attached to the
name of thesubject.it i.^ a biography of un-
usual merit. It has also the approval of Dr.
Holmes, who has furninhed the author with
much valuable material.

THE TRAVELLING LAW SCHOOL AND FAMOUS TRIALS.

By Benjamin Vaughan Abbott, LL.D. 81-00.

An excellent book for home reading, especi-
ally in families where there are boys, as It

renders simple and clear the foundations of
national, state and town government, also the
legal regulations of ordinary business. A
capital book for supplementary reading in
schools. The Fifth volume of the Beading
Union Library.

HEALTH AND STRENGTH PAPERS FOR GIRLS.

By Mary J. Safford, M.D., Professor Boston
Univerpity ; and Mary E. Allea, Superinten-
dent Ladies' and Childrens' Gymnasium. Bos-
ton. Extra cloth binding, 16mo, 60 cents.

Aif enlightening and stimulating book, writ-
ten in bright, vigorous style, for mothers and
daughters, with hints for safe gymnastic
exercise.

'Otnt BUSINESS BOTS.

What Eighty-three Business Men say. By
Bev. F. £. Clarke. 16mo, 60 cents.

This crisp little volume embodies in really
practical and digestible shape the worldly
wisdom of nearly one- hundred successful
business men ; it is full of hint an I impetus,
of snap and spark, and business firms cannot
do better for themselvus than to distribute
the little hand-book broadcast among their
young employeeii.

D. LOTHROP ft CO., Publishers,

FBANKLIN ST..r^fiTON. MASS.

CANADA PERMANENT

LuAN & Savings Co.

laeorpor»tedf A,D. 18SS.

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capitaf -^-

Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
- 2,200,000

1,100,000
8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.

"Deposits received, repayable on demand or
short notice. Interest is paid, or added to the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTUBES.

Money received for investment in sums to
suit lenderA, for which debentures are issued
in currency or sterling;, with interest coupons
attached, payable in Canada or in England.
Trustees and executors are authorized bylaw
to invest in the debentures of this company.

Circulars, with particulars as to terms, may
be obtained from the Office Compant'b
Buildings, Toronto Street. Toronto.

J. HBBBBRT MASON.
Managing Director.

BANK OF OTTAWA.
\

OTT.A."V^A.

Autkorized Capital,

Subtcribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, -

But

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,t6S
110,000

JAMR8 MacLAREN, Esq., PreMidmt.
CHARLES MAQEE, Esq., VUx-Praiasnt.

DlrKtort—C. T.Bate, Eaq., B. Bl&okburn,
Esq., Hon. Cteo. Bryaoo, Hon, L. B, Cburoh,
Alexander Fraser, Esq., Qeo. Hay, Esq., JoliD
Mather, Esq.

Obobob Bubn, Cathitr.

Bbikohbs—Amprior, Carleton Plaoe, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.
AaxHTS IK Canisa~ Canadian Bank of

Commeroe. Aobnts in Nbw Tobx—Mes«rs.
A. H. Ooadby and B. E. Walker. AoBHTS nt
JjOMSON—English Alliance Bank.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION.

30 rHVRCH 8TRBBT. I'ttBOrrTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.

Deposits received from f 1 upwards. In-
terest allowed from date of deposit at 44, 5
and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE. Manager.

tS'MoMBT TO Loan on Mortoaob SscuRiTr.

"W^ E3s a? E3 msr

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
_ INCOBPOBATED 1861.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets, «

Income for Yejur

$i,a89.xia oo

z.690,8a8 aS

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Tru. JAS. BOOMEB. Sec.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds Annual Income

ABOUT

$6,600,000.

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

Bv iixAUBinrc; now

TWO YEARS' PROFITS

Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
ApHl, 1883.

OA.NA.r>A- "WEST

Land Agency Company,
{LIMITED.)

CjLTIT^Z - - ^wo,000.
Jirectors

:

HON. O. W. ALLAN. President.
A. H CAMPB KLL. Esq , Vice-President.
BOBERT GILLESPIE, Esq., Got. Canada

Co Londou, Knglaud.
GOLDWIN SMITH, Esq., D-CL., Toronto.
J. B. LOCKIE, Esq , Toronto.
J. S. PLAYFAIR, Esq.. Toronto.
HON. B. M. WELLS, Toronto.
W. J. MENZIES Esq , Edinburgh, Scotland.
WALTER F. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

The CaruxdAan Farm Journil which con-
tains the largest amount of Property for Sale
in Ontario of any list published, will be fur-
nished to applicants hy the London Office. 37
Hoyal Exchange, E.C., on receipt of Id. post-
age, or by ttie Head Office in Toronto, on
receipt of 3 cent stamp. Besides a large num-
ber of Farms and other property in ul parts
of the Province, they have amongst others the
following beautiful residences ;—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beauti-
ful!) laid out. The house and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Pricey
$8,000, which is a great bargain.

9079. Valuable small (arm and reddenec,
26 acres, good loam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick residence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellar,
frame bam, carriage house, etc. Very floe
orchard of choice frnit trees. Price, #4,600;
92,000 down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

2500. Delightful residence in Port BorweU,
comprising 23 acres fronting on Lake Erie.
Lai^e frame house, nearly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and cold watar, etc. Also 2 frame
dwellings, frame bam and nomerons ont-
bnildinga. About 3 acres orchard of old and
young trees. Price, $6,000; $2,000 down, bal-
ance on easy terms.

J. B. ADAMSON, Manager,

14 ADELAIDE ST. EAST, TOBOiTSO, ONT.

TTAMILTON MERBITT,
'^ ASSOCIAH BOYAL SCHOOL OF MINES. ETC..

KnnVG DrODfEEB * KETAIXTrSQIST,

' ^ TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

THE SHELDON OCEAN OROVE, N.J.
City by the Sea.

Established 1875; Enlarged and Improved
1883. Health and Pleasure Resort, if hours
from New York—20 trains daily: 2 hours from
Philadelphia ; 10 minutes from Long Branch.
Recommended by the most celebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric baths, steam
heat. Paasenger elevator. Iron fire escapes.
Wonderful flowing artesian spring. High dry
land ; air filled with the mingled ozone from
the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. No malaria. No mosquitoes.
Terms moderate. Open all the year. C:rculira.
WKLooua E. Shbldon, Owner and Manager.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

TSENT 7ALLE7 KATiaATZON COKPAKT.

BOBOA-^Srca-ElOlT,

STURGEON POINT,
THE KAVORITE CANADIAN SUMMER RESORT.

Bail to Lindsay and thence by Boat.

The best shooting, fishing and boating to be
had. First-class Soininer Hotel (Sturgeon
Point Hotel) on the Lake Shore.
Leave Toronto 7.00 a.m. Arrive Bobcaygeon

1.30 p.m. Leave Bobcaygeon 2.30 pm, Ajrive
Toronto 8 S.'i p.m.
On Saturdays the Boat will also make con-

nection with the 4 p.m. train from Toronto,
returning Monday morning.
Special reduced fare tickets on amplication

at Qrand lYunk Bailway ticket ofBces.

JNO. A. BABBON, JOSEPH HICK80N.
Secretary, General Manager,

Trent VaUey Nav. Co. Grand Trank By.

Montreal, April 2!)th. 1884.

]iJou:Si[[fGLAssi

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
1S9 CBVRCH ST., TOBOlfTO,

Mannfactaren of Beal and Imitatton
Stained Olaaa Send for circulans, etc.

Costa from 35c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light 9if size 16x30 in.

CREIGHTONt

SOLIOITOa. NOTARY PUBUO, etc.,

9 VICTORIA CHAMBBBS,
ViOToaiA Stbkjst - - Toeonto.

s
MITH, SMITH & RAE,

Banisters, Solicitors, etc.,

TORONTO, CANADA.
Larbatt W. S«ith, D.CL. Jakes F. Smith.

Oko. M. Has.

M'
ISS BIBD.1ALL,

la St. Albans Street,

Pupil of Carl Bttirten$.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
satin or velvet.

TsBMs—Music, M ; Drawing, etc., (4.

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
COMMERCIiU. TIIAVELURS' KEAD-tUARTER S

This House has all the latest improTements.
Qood Sample Booms, excellent ouiaine.
Terms, •l.OO per day.

Wm. Uaijis, CUrk. AiiBBBT OaBMAN, Manor.

HOBAOE ¥. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

40 dkureA Street, Toronto.

Portraits firom life. Old paintings copied a
speo^ty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oil
painting taught on the system of the Boyal
Academy, London, England.

AHUSEBENTS.

TORONTO.

ORAND OPERA HOUSE.
MOHDAY AND TCBSDAT, AntE SND AND 3BD,

TONY PASTOR.

Steamer Cliioora.
Daily, commencing May 24th, leaving To-

ronto at 7 a.m. (or Niagara and Lewlston.

Htoamnr Smpress of Tndia,
Dally betveen Port Dalhousie and Toronto,

in connection with G1.T.R. Shortest route to
Buflalo and Stations on Welland B.R., leav-
ing Port Dalhousie at 8.15 a.m., and Toronto
3 p.m.

REFRIGERATORS,

WE CREAM FREEZERS,

GOAL OIL STOVES.

"w. ^. e-E> j^-Etstcsfr,

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE 8TKEET.

MASON & COLLINS,

LIFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AND CRAYON.

Studio, - - 31 Krao St. Wbbt, Tobohto.

FBASER & SONS,
(Late Notman & Fraaer, Photogr^hers

to the Queen.)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
Photoobapkbbs, bto.

J. A. Prater, B.CA. J. A. Fraur, Jr.

A'.fi. Fra—r.

DR. JOHN HALIi, San.,

Homceopathie Phyiieian,

At his old residence, 83 BICHMOND ST. B.

Offie* hoars .'—9 to 10 a-m. ; 3to4p.ni,; and
on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7.30
to 9 ; Snnday, 5.30 to &3i) pjn.

DB. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabth Stuxt.

IttDWJFEBY, AND DISEABES OF
WOatEN A SPECIAI-ITT.

. 0. McEINLAT, L.D.S.,

SUR6S0N DENTIST.
121 CHmtoH BTsnar, - • Tobohto.

N,
PEARSON.

DENTIST,
Na 2 KiHG Steiet Wbst, - - Tobohto.

pAINLESS DENTI8TBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and snrgiosl.

M. F. SMITH, Dkntist,

266 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATRJST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children andNervous
System. Hours—S t<> 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 pjn.; Son-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p m.

338 A 388 JABTIS StbbsT.

/-^HARLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOR, CONVBYANCBR, BtC.
—iOfpiob:—

46 Adelaide Street Bait, Toronto, Ont.

E.
COATSWOBTH, J*.,

Barrister, SoUoltor, Notary Public,
OoDvoyancer, etc

JfoiMy to LmA. Ogten—V> Tort CMomters,

No. 9 ToBoirro Stbiit, ToBOMra
-«

/^EO. BfaoDOMALO,

BaaauraB, BouonoB, Eto.

qnlty Ohambot, « Adalatda BtcMt >•«,
Iteoato. iraMir Is Aeon.
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^ ^^"P"-'"
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I-perial Federation Scheme rhichwi^n^r'T "'. ^°^'"'' """"^^ '^^
political millennium of the EnglisSpltg Le '
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considering the vast interests affected it ;, ^J, ''''*°^^'^' """^

Government does not at once ^^ede t tl d J" T'^'^""''
^''^ *^«

made by the Canadian commercial world.
"""* unanimously

AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATrin., o„,
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'^°'-""'"- ""^ "ITICISM.
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""""a. ^a*tn#M Manager, 5 Jordan
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and Imperial Federation by the counlrv
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with the attitude of the To' n o^ Cs":
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by careful observers present at tha?

d
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was not scouted. Imperial F^'^*''"""^'^'*'"'^
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liberal measure 'of iXlZZaTto'lt'' ''
-^ '''-'-' ^-^ ^

future iuight be that of an independent nai
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not by any means "bring down fhehoul " Jh ".
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

SiK KiCHARp CartWright's speech has, of course, set rolling the ball

of discussion on the question of Independence. We are still treated by
the adherents of Dependence with some lectures in the old denunciatory
style, and loyalty is still paraded as if in these days the word could have
any rational meaning but reverent submission to the law, and a hearty
desire to do whatever may be bestior the community. But it is manifest
that ihe Reign of Terror is at an end. The advocates of Independence
speak with perfect freedom, and their opponents evidently feel that mere
denunciation has lost its force. This may be ascribed, in great measure, to

the change which, unpercejved by many, perhaps, here, and certainly by
writers on Colonial subjects at home, has been stealing, over Canadian
society. Canada has ceased to be English and has become Canadian. Our
elder statesmen, judges, and commercial chiefs are the best representatives
of a period in which all the high places here were held by men who had
conle from England, and still regarded England as their home. That
period has closed, and the high places in every department are now being
fast filled with native Canadians. Instead of the disposition to acknowledge
the superiority of men from the Old Country and to prefer them for all

appointments, there now prevails, in every sphere, a feeling that they are
interlopers whose intrusion is unwelcome, and whose pretensions are to be
watched with jealousy. This sentiment is shown even in the Universities
and the Militia. In Toronto University umbrage has never ceased to be
given by the presence of the " Oxford Quartette "—now, by the way,
reduced to two Professors, since of the supposed four one was not con-
nected with Oxford at all, and one of the three who were has just resigned.
In the Militia, albeit the reputed seat of the most fervent loyalty, General
Luard certainly owed the unpleasant treatment which he experienced, not
so much to any defect either in his own manners or in those of other
people, as to the jealousy felt by native officers of a British Commander-in-
Chief, and their impression that he could not understand Canadians. His
successor will be fortunate if he escapes trouble from the same source. The
fact is that an Englishman, of the professional class, is now better received
and has a fairer field in the United States than he has in Canada, notwith-
standing the traditional hostility of the Americans to the country from
which he comes. Not that Canadians are leM liberml or len good-natured,
but they are more distinctly threatened by Engliah eompetitian. Tory
jmpm ten OS that from Sir Richard Cartwright and those who hold his
opinions they will appeal to the " undying love of British connection."
The last material bond of connection between Canada and the Empire was
broken by Sir John Macdonald when, in loud and defiant tones, he pro-
claimed Fiscal Independence. The moral bond, which alone can he"^

undying, none value more highly, cherish more intensely, or more earnestly
desire to perpetuate than those who are at the same time convinced that
the relation of dependence cannot last forever, that sooner or later equality
must take its place, and that to prolong dependence when it has ceased to
be good for either party is merely to run the risk of misunderstanding and
rupture. However, the issue depends upon the great forces and the higher
powers; while men of letters, least of all men, can have any personal
motives for desiring to hasten, or in any way to influence, the result. The
Canadian man^f letters or journalist, though he may be uncertain as to
the future, Tias m any event a plain duty to perform. If Canada is
destined to be a nation, wo must all wish both that she should have a
national literature, and that her public men and her citizens generally
should be trained, so far as the press can train them, not in mere party
tactics, but in politics worthy of the name. If she is destined ultimately
to join the great Confederation of the Continent, we must all wish that she
should not be merely annexed as the smaller to the greater, but should
carry into the Union, as Scotland has carried into the Union with England
and Ireland, a distinct national character of her own and be a substantive
power, if possible for good, in the Councils of the United race upon this
Continent.

Ministerial journalists declare that Canada has been made so rich by
its National Policy that Reciprocity is no longer any object to her. Why
then has a Canadian Minister been at Washington negotiating for a
renewal of the treaty 1 In the sphere of political economy every sort of
Ulusion seems to be possible, otherwise i£ would be difficult to believe that
well-informed and sensible men could persuade themselves that a heavy
increase of taxation could make up to the people of Canada for exclusion
from the markets and other commercial advantages of their own continent
Amidst all the angry questions which concern only the parties and their
leaders this is the one which really concerns the people, and to which the
people if they know their owa intereat will give their special attention

The Customs Line by which Canada is cut o8 from her continent is like

the Customs Line by which Scotland was once cut off from the rest of her
island, and its removal would be followed by a large measure of the.
same happy effects. A renewal of the Reciprocity Treaty of 1 854 would
be a boon, and it is always wrong to quarrel with the half loaf if the whole
loaf cannot be obtained : but the thing really to be desired is the abolition
of the Customs Line. The Canadian statesman who would bring that
about would deserve the blessings of every Canadian who lives by the
sweat of his brow. Mr. Hitt was rightly informed when he was told that
the feeling in favour of Free Trade with the United States wa^, strong, and
was likely to gather strength by discussion, among the people of this

country, especially along the frontier
; nor can there be any reasonable

doubt that a complete measure, if fairly put before them, would speedily
win its way to their acceptance. Opposition there would be, not only on
the part of " officials," but on the part of others whose interests are more
or less bound up with the existing system, and of politicians who always
regard commercial union with suspicion because they fear that it may
bring political union in its train. It is remarkable that though the com-
mercial relations of the two countries have been under discussion, not a
word has, so far, been said by the leadi^g American journals, or by Ameri-
can statesmen about political annexation, and the remark may be extended
if the " Bystander's " experience is a fair test, to the conversation of political

circles at Washington. Customs-line or no Customs-line, the political

destiny of Canada will remain in her own hands. That the Americans
harbour any designs against her independence all who have lived in the
Stotes know to be a chimera. Even if they were not too moral to conceive
projects of agression, they are too completely occupied with their own
politics to pay much attention' to anything beyond.

In connection with some things which have been said in these papers
respecting the progress of the French element and the threatened extinc-
tion of British influence in Quebec, the attention of the writer has
been called to a series of articles on the Evangelization of French Canada
by Mr. S. A. Abbott, which appeared in the Montreal Witness. " The
French race," says Mr. Abbott, " appears destined linier Providence to
play an important part in the future of ,this continent, and possibly, in
some respects, a controlling part in the future of this J)ominion. The
religious question, therefore, in its bearing upon political questions,
assumes the utmost gravity to English Canadians, while in itself alone it

is incomparably important We must not build on the assumption that
the French Canadian* are being Anglicized, or that the races are about
to amalgamate. Henceforth, whatever influence we may hope to exert
upon them must be through agencies as thoroughly French as we can
make them. This conclusion may be humbling to our pride, and contrary
to our national traditions, but we must bow to the logic of events." Mr.
Abbott's specific is conversion to Protestantism. But of the result of
missionary efforts hitherto he has a doleful tale to tell. The mission-
aries estimiite the total result of half a century of effort, of the work of
labourers now 113 in number, and of an expenditure at present
amounting to about 8-50,000 a year, at 10,000 converts among the French
Canadians in Quebec, and 15,000 among those in the States. The cause
of failure, as Mr Abbott thinks, is the rivalry of sects. Protestantism i»
presented to the French Canadian as a jangle of clashing creeds, all

peculiar to English churches, so that the medley is at once confusing
to his mind and repugnant to his national sentiment. Drop sectarianism

says Mr. Abbott, support a United French Protestant church, and the
work of evangelization will prosper Unfortunately, to convert the sects

to unity, or even to united action in a single case, is at least as hard as it

is to convert a Catholic to the religion of any one of them. If Mr. Abbott
can achieve this feat he will have performed a service to Christianity

more important than the evangelization of Quebec. There is likely, as
Mr. Abbott is aware, to be a great stirring of the stagnant waters of Canadian
opinion by an agency very different from evangelization, though one which
will be " as thoroughly French as it can be made." New France has, of
late, been assiduously renewing her connection with Old France. But
Old France has not, like New France, remained unchanged, and the
influences now, instead of being those of Louis XIV and Bossuet, will be
those of the Revolution. Ultramontanism in Quebec may triumph over
Gallicanism, it may set at defiance the feeble and disunited efforts of the
Protestant missions, but it wMI soon find itself assailed in the rear by
French Scepticism, and perhaps, as has often happened before, the hour
of the Jesuit's apparent victory may prove that of his total overthrow.

Sunday evening last, we were told, was to be tl^crisis of preparation

(or the <;oming Presidential conflict in the three camp* of electioneering

,\
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manceuvre pitched at Chicago ; and no doubt it was a very bles|fed Sabbath

eve in the Holy City. Before this number of the Webk appears, unless

the struggle is very obstinate, the Republican nomination for the Presi-

dency will have been decided. What most interests a political observer is

the fissiparous condition of the .Republican party, which on the last

occasion was split into two portions, and is now split into three. The two

portions before were the Machinists, or the Stalwarts, as they delighted to

call themselves, and the Reformers, nicknamed by the Stalwarts Half-

Breeds. Now we have besides the Machinists, whose candidate is Blaine,

and the Reformers, whose candidate is Edmunds, a section which may be

called that of the Commercial Conservatives, which supports Arthur on

account of the generally Conservative character of his admini.stration,

caring little, so long as he keeps things in Wall Street right, for the fact,

which still deeply impresses the minds of the people, that he was made

President by the pistol of Guiteau. While the contest for the nomination

is going on, the three factions vilify each other and each other's candidates

in public, just as fiercely as the two great parties presently will in the

actual election ; they behave, in fact, as bodies mutually hostile in every

respect. But the party candidate once nominated, they will all combine

' again to support him, whoever he may be, against the candidate of the other

party. Reformers who have been denouncing Blaine as a scoundrel will,

if he gets the noniination, wheel into line and support him, as a point of

party honour, against any man however good, who may be nominated by

the Democrats. This, in its way, is a high triumph of the party principle
;

but it cannot last. It is not likely to last very much beyond this election.

Besides the other disintegrating agencies, the Tariff question is beginning

to splii both the parties across. The Democrats are apparently waiting

for the decision of the Republicans. Of their own decision nothing is

known. There seems to be a disposition among them to disinter Mr.

Tilden. There is a disposition to do. everything but to bring forward

Bayard, the best man they have, and to stand upon their one sound and

hopeful issue, that of Tariff Reform.

the ranks of disaffection and diminish the priests' revenues at home. That
unoccupied, or imperfectly occupied, land of good quality, and sufficient in

extent for this scheme can be found seems in the last degree improbable.

But if it can, no permanent cure will be effected unless the habits of the

people can be changed. To prosper, they must learn to rely for the improve-

ment of their condition, not on political mendicity; but on industry, and
they must be provided with a religion which will teach them thrift and
providence instead of practically fostering the opposite tendencies. Yet the

migration movement is, at all events, significant as an undesigned testi-

mony, on the part of the political revolutionists, to the fact that the real

root of the evil is not political but economical. An unthrifty population

multiplies with reckless rapidity on a soil which will not yield them a
decent subsistence, or supply them with the means of civilized life. This is

the source of suffering, compared with which the political grievances are a
flea-bite, while the historical wrongs are a mere dirge of the past. If

Quebec were an island, and all the French Catholics who now seek bread

in the States were pent up in its niggard confines, we should .soon have an
Ireland here ; and Canadian statesmen, Mr. Blake among the rest, would
be accused by French Catholic agitators of " tossing puling infants on the

points of bayonets," " torturing venerable priests," and "organizing famines

to sweep off the people when they had failed to exterminate with the

sword." Give the people whom Mr. Parnell is proposing to " migrate "

an Irish Republic to-morrow, with the dynamiters at its head. Next day
it would be a political Bedlam, which would very soon be turned iflto a

slaughter house, while two blades of grass would not be made by it to grow
where one had grown before.

In the division on the Vote of Censure the ship of the Gladstone

Government was struck by a heavy wave, but it righted ; and the division

on the Irish Franchise must have had a very redeeming effect To call

the division on the Vote of Censure a moral defeat, as the London Times

did, was absurd. There could be no moral significance in that which was

the mere result of a most immoral trick played by the Parnellites, who let

it be supposed that they were going to support the Government till they

had lulled the misgivings of such malcontent Liberals as would have voted

with the Government rather than let it fall, and then filed into the Lobby

with the Tories, at the same time belying their own recorded convictions

with regard to the Egyptian war. It would be well if the policy of the

ministry were as certainly wise as its position is now, apparently,

secure. Abstention from any interference in Egypt, unless the Suez Canal

was in actual danger, would have been an intelligible course ; and those

who, like Mr. Bright, steadfastly adhered to it would- have much to say for

themselves, if it were possible that England should ultimately leave the

key of India to the ordinary chances of revolution or conquest. But

England has interfered, and she has now Egypt on her hands. The native

- Government is a total wreck,, and while England hesitates, and all the

powers are giving themselves up to their jealousy of her, or of each other,

E<Trptian society is sinking into anarchy and ruin. An onlooker can

hardly help thinking that, having gone so far, it would be wisdom to go

boldly on, to terminate the uncertainty and the confusion which it breeds,

by openly assuming the Protectorate, say for a period of ten years, and to

explain to France, with all possible courtesy, the absolute necessity of the

step. The chances are ten to one that France, though she might grumble,

would do nothing worse ; she has the renewal of war with Germany before

her, and she would scarcely care to provide her destined adversary with

the greatest maritime power as an ally. But onlookers are not responsible,

nor have they all the diplomatic facts before them. It has been often and

truly said that one bad general is better than two good ones. The weakest

counsels of any Government not absolutely imbecile are sure to be stronger

than than those of a Babel of wrangling factions, discordant journals, and

tumultuous public meetings, with the sinister influence of ..stockbrokers

working secretly below.

Again the Irish Dynamiters have been at work, and it has been shown
that though naturally enough there were some false alarms there was also

real ground for fear. Had the Nelson column falle^jcross the wide and

crowded thoroughfare in front of it, scores of men, women, and children

would probably have been killed or wounded. Indiscriminate assassin-

ation is, in the most literal sense, fiendish ; it belongs to a different category

of crime from murders which are committed under the human, though evil,

influence of gain or revenge ; and its appearance shows to a self-complacent

civilization what abysses of moral barbarism still lurk beneath the

polished surface. The real authors of these crimes are such journalists as

the editor of the Irish World, and such agitators as Messrs. Pamell,

Healy, and Sexton, who daily address to savage natures the inueuuiary

appeals of which the crimes are the natural results. It is highly

probable that Mr. Parnell himself thinks dynamite impolitic ; but he

draws his supplies from it, and therefore neither he nor any one of his

party has ever made a serious effort to put it down. The United States

are now the only country, monarchist or republican, in which these

outrages on humanity can be publicly organized, and collections can be

openly taken up to defray the expense of their commission. Whether the

conduct of American journals which support the refusal of redress and

answer complaints with mockery is determined by spite against England,

or by fear of the Irish vote, the motive is equally deserving of respect.

Dynamite has up to this time had a great advantage in its attacks on

civilization because the hands of the savage were free while those of civiliz-

ation were morally^ tied. But this will not last for ever. Civilization,

goaded beyond the possibility of endurance, will cast off restraint ; and we

may then see a measure of repression applied to the Irish in Great Britain

as rigorous as that which was applied to them when they rose in support

of Slavery at New York. At last it will appear that those who advocated

a firm attitude and prompt repression of murder and outrage at the begin-

ning were the truest friends of Ireland as well as of humanity.

It is announced that Mr. PameU is calling upon the clergy in Ireland

to aid him in a plan for promoting what, in the ever-growing vocabulary

of political jargon, is called " migrating," that is, transferring the surplus

population from the congested districts to other parts of Ireland. " Migra-

tion " is intended as an antidote to emigration, which, by (tarrying off

the suffering people t6 happier boniea in other countries would at once thin

It seems likely that this community will have in the coming yean

rather a violent fit of horse-racing. Distinguished patronage, ever dazzling,

will apparently be added to the ordinary attractions of the game. If we

may judge by the appearance at the Woodbine races the other day, the

Canadian Turf has not yet formed for itself such a train of blacklegging,

rowdyism, and general blackguardism as that which now graces by its

presence every English race-course. Still, the gambling-table was there,

and sharpers' tricks were evidently practised. Feeble warnings against

running into the patent snare were addressed by sporting papers to

gambling idiocy, a*'though gambling idiocy could listen to the counseb

of good sense. If blacklegging does ever get the upper hand in a

community like ours, it will get the upper hand with a vengeance ; for we

have no social magnates like those who, even in the moral decadence of tbe

British Turf, stUl rule through the English Jockey Clubj and make ita

voice, in some degree, that of honour. That the leaders of Canadian.

Society are among the company- on the racecourse is a belief irbicb
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requires limitation. Apart from great and general causes of national
decay it^may be doubtful whether anything has ever done more to corrupt
the character of a nation than the T„rf has done to corrupt the character
of England. It has opened a gambling table in every newspaper and in
every ^vern. People who have never seen a horse race, who cannot tell
the points of a horse, who would not know the favourite from a screw,
bet on races, and if they lose, steal money to pay their bets. The regular
answer to all protests is that the system is necessary to keep up the breed
of horses. We should know more about that if, besides tests of mere
speed, there were tests of endurance, and also tests of longevity and of
the number of years for which the working powers of the animal last.
Some famous breeds of horses, such as the Arabian, the Barb, and the
Turk, have been produced at all events without a betting ring. Probably
a cock-fighter would tell you that cock-fighting was necessary to keep up
the breed of poultry. Preaching against a fashion is perfectly useless

;

one might as well preach against an epidemic. But those "who have
misgivings will do well to encourage, as the best antidote, the sports which
are still free from blacklegging, and which deserve the epithet of manly
rather better than does the pastime of sitting in a stand to see horses
cruelly punished. Managers of banks and other men of business hardly
need to be warned against betting officers and clerks. Napoleon, who

) knew good men from bad, though he made a bad use of them all, never
would employ a gambler ; and about the worst of all gambling hells is the
betting ring. It is to be hoped that honourable men on the Canadian
Turf itself will do all that is possible to preserve their sport from stain,
and to prevent it from becoming here as it is in England—the bane of the
P«.°P'^- ABystandkr.

HERE AND THERE.

The long-cherished hope of advanced Methodists was triumphantly
consummated on Sunday last, the day named in the Act legalizing the
union of the various Methodist bodies. There can be but one opinion as
to the result of such a drawing together of congruous elements. The
Methodist Church must become the stronger, the more capable for good,
with less friction or wear and tear, and less waste of men and means.'
Sectarianism, schisms, splits of all kinds, have been the prominent weak-
nesses of Christianity, have kept its ministers poor, it* flocks ill-tended,
and Jone much to prevent the teaching of a comprehensive Gospel. This
gathering of the clans of Methodism into one Canadian Church is an
example many good men and true would gladly see imitated in England.

Nothing could better testify to the increasing popularity of Lacrosse in
Canada than the large sprinkling of ladies present at the championship
contest on the Toronto grounds on Saturday. The very simplicity of the
game is probably the main cause of this. Cricket is so much more a game
of skill, and is so intricate, that few ladies can understand it, and the
crowds of ladies who form a considerable attraction at the brilliant a.ssem-
blages at " I^ord's " and the " Oval " go more to see and be seen than to pay
critical attention to the game. Besides which, cricket is too slow for the
average Canadian spectator or player. A half-day is not sufficient to enable
two good elevens to play a game, whereas a longer period could' not
be spared by the more go-ahead young Canadian, however fond he might be
of either lacrosse or base-ball. Furthermore, the number of Canadians with
means and without vocations, from whom to draft the "gentlemen players"
who are the backbone of cricket in England,— not altogether as players, but
as liberal contributors to the fund out of which " ground men " are paid—is
very small. These and other reasons render it extremely improbable that
the more intelligent game will ever become thoroughly naturalized along-
side ite faster, if less skilful, rivals, lacrosse and baseball.

The arrest of John C. Eno, the defaulting New York banker, at
Quebec, and the subsequent failure to fasten a sufficient charge upon him
to justify his detention under the Extradition Treaty, is an additional
argument for the strengthening of that instrument. Both Canada and the
United States are sufferers by the defective character of the treaty, and
the importance of negotiating an amended code of extraditable offences is
recognized by both the United States and the British authorities. It is
absurd that offences such as larceny, embezzlement, misappropriation of
funds, swindling, fraud, and obtaining money by false pretences, should
not be included in an extradition treaty.

" Cbown Wm)," writing from Rochester to the New York Forett and
Stream says

: " A young man who did not kntfw a setter from a pointer,
- or » trigger of a gun from the hammer, went from this city to Toronto, and

"^ 7 —
became acquainted with some Canadian sportsmen, to whom he vaunted of
his skill with the shotgun, and success in the field over dogs. He was
welcomed into the circle of shooters and prorai.sed by them a day's sport,
they volunteering to provide him with gtm and dog. A party was made
up and duly repaired to a locality where birds were known to be abundant.
Our hero (who told the story himself), with gun in hand, followed a setter
and after some tramping through the brush noticed the dog moving slowly
and finally stop as if paralyzed. He thought that it was a hunting dog's
business to hunt, and that a dog which grew tired and gave up so soon in
the day deserved punishment for laziness, so picking up a piece of wood he
huried It at the offending setter, and started in amazement as a 'lot of big
brown birds ' burst up before the dog."

Religious people whose sense of decency has been shocked by the fan-
tastic exhibitions of the people who call themselves "the Salvation Army"
are rejoiced to see the authorities of London, Ontario, have the courage
to suppress the musical (He/) street performance's which have become so
mtolerable a nuisance in many cities. A by-law has been passed to the follow-
ing effect :—"No person shall on the market place or on the streets blow any
horn, ring any bell, beat any drum, play any flute, pipe, or any musical
instrument, shout or make any unusual noise calculated to disturb the
inhabitants anywhere within the city." . Hereafter residents in " the Forest
City" will be free from the ear-piercing sounds by which the "

Salvation-
ists ' advertised their demonstrations and made day and night hideous.

The ver^tile and successful journalist, playwright, and philanthropist,
George R. Sims, is accustomed to handle abuses and humbugs without
gloves. This IS how he writes concerning a begging letter circulated by
the Salvation Army's " General " :^-« General Booth is sending out 'a
circular for 'special contributions,' in which he puta it very plainly that
he IS desperately hard up. The roaring, ranting, drum-beating, horse-
fnghtenmg, Christy Minstrel emotionalism, which has been mistaken for
religion by folks who ought to have known better, is evidently in a bad
way. The general does not disguise the fact. After an ad misericordiam
appeal for cash, he requesta the recipient of the circular to ' put the amount
you feel God wishes you to give into the small envelope enclosed ' and he
adds

: ' To help those unaccustomed to send money, I may add' you can
send coins or stamps if you like, but it is safer to send postal orders
Altogether, the kst begging letter of the general is a remarkable document
and is well wori;hy of study. I have omitted the most striking paragraph

'

by the by. 'Our friends will please note that this is an Extraordinar^
Fund, tn addition to the usual contribution. Nothing will be gained if in
contributing to this fund, less than usual is given to others.' It wo'uld
be interesting to know how many funds the general controls."

Does anybody in Englandregardour American cousins as "foreigners"?
The question is raised in an original manner, with a view apparently of
further discussion, by Mr. Henry .Tames in the first portion of a story he ia
contributing to tlie Century Magazine. How does common sentiment
run m the matter ? When an Englishman of celebrity, judge or writer or
actor, IS entertained by the hospitable people across the " line " one thing
is sure to be dinned into his ear. By the shades of Shak'espere and
M4koB,he » assured that he is with the members of the race whioh~
oceans cannot sever, and so on. Foreigners, forsooth! Mr. Grant
White, in one of his brilliant paradoxes, might say tljat the American was
the only man left who was not a foreigner in England. More 'seriously-
speaking men on each side the Atlantic practise thus much reciprocity
of feeling that neither is made a foreigner in the country of the other
But Mr. James's heroine meeta the proposal of marriage made to her
by an American gentleman with the remark, " I have never supposed I
should marry a foreigner," and presently she adds, " Really you know
you are a foreigner." He, likenjost of Mr. James's cultured Americans'
IS enormously nch

;
she is not. though the daughter of a hundred earls.'

Still, she does not "jump at him " ; we are left to presume that she is
meditating on a question of races, as though her suitor had been a Pole
or a Portuguese, or a gentleman from Honduras.

'

The question is interesting in a literary sense, because it bears upon
a prominent characteristic of recent American fiction. Who that reads
Mr. Jame^ or Mr. Howells, or Mr. White, will not remember the always-
recurring suggestion that this generation has made greater change in the
American character than a century in that of England? There was a
time when the similarity was close ; but that was in America's days of
darkness. "When the light of the higher culture fell on the Western hind
her sons and daughters basked in it, absorbed it gladly, until whatever
society w fullest of gre*t thoughts, "of refined manners, of chivalry aind
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beauty, there Americans, and no longer Englishmen, set ita tone. They|

have risen out of the one-race theory is out of a waning solar system.

Are we now to find Mr. James representing the lady's mental embarrass

ment, not as implying & reproach, but a recognition by one high nature of

a nature more exalted—England's proudest tribute to the superior distinc-

tion of the new culture from over sea 1"

I

The story of the life of Mr. Judah Philip Benjamin, Q.C., who died in

Paris ffecent^y, reads like a romance. Born in the West Indian Island of

Santa Cruz, in 1811, he received his early education in North Carolina,

and completed it, as far as a university curriculum was concerned, at Yale,

New Haven, Connecticut. By-and-by, young Benjamin removed to New

Orleans, and entered as office-boy the employment of a law firm, of which

he afterwards became the most distinguished ornament, till, having honour

ably won his spurs in public -speaking, he was sent up to the Senate of the

United States at Washington by Louisiana, at a time when Congres.s was

ringing with th ; eloquence of Webster and his gifted contemporaries.

During the four years of the American civil war, Mr. Benjamin rendered

services of the highest order to the Confederate cause at Richmond, and at

the close of the struggle escaped in company with Mr. Jefferson Davis.

From the coast of Florida he made for the Bahama Islands in an open

boat, and at length reached the shores of England in 1865. He resolved

to study for the English bar. He wfs fifty -five years of age when he gained

the position of a junior barrister, but from that hour he never looked

behind. From the lowest, he rose to the highest, step of the ladder. He

was a man of enormous industry, and made it his business to master every

detail of the most intricate brief that was put into his hand. He found

time also to write as well as plead, and " Benjamin on Sales " is a law

book which will retain a permanent place in the literature of the legal

profession, and which probably very few know was the work of a man who

•was within five years of sixty when he first put on his wig and gown.

" paragon of nature " has been discovered at the Kimberly Mines, South

lAtrica. On the 27th of March last a digger was fortunate enough to find

diamond measuring IJin. in length and l^in. iij diameter, weighing no

IS than 302 carats. This is by far the largest gem yet discovered in,

'

South Africa, oryin fact, elsewhere, if we gXcept'the '.'Pitt " and " Mattam"

(of a flask shapa) in their uncut state, and some dlanlonds of apocryphal

history. It is a perfect octahedron in shape, and of the usual " Cape " or

"off" colour. Some years ago its value would have been simply enormous.

At the present, however, it is reported £3,000 has been refused for it in

its uncut state.

THE PROGRESS OF THE NATIONAL IDEA.

An interesting experiment is just now being made in New York with

a view to the utilization of the street sweepings and house refuse of that

city. A large machine has been erected by a stock company at the East

River wharf of the street cleaning department, which sifts and reduces to

ita elemente all refuse of whatever description which ia brought to it. By

an ingenious arrangement all scraps of paper, rag, coal, cinder, glass, iron,

Ac, become separated. These are afterwards sold, with the exception of

the coal and cinder, which are used for firing the engine. The projectors

estimate that every load of 1,800 pounds of refuse contains about 400

pounds of coal and cinder, which is more than sufficient for their own

purposes. The residuum refuse is cremated and the ashes are discharged

into the sea. So far, it is said, the experiment has proved an entire

success, and the promoters annouKce their intention of having machines

at every city wharf to utilise all the refuse of the street cleaning depart-

ment, with profit to themselves and the city. Should these anticipations

prove well founded, a solution will be offered of a problem which has long

perplexed New York. The system of the disposal of refuse which now

prevails is most unsatisfactory, the whole of it being carried some little

way out to sea iu scows and then discharged. Year after year the pilots

raise warning cries respectTngThe^no^ruibus mjuiy^hichTs^eTiig done to

the harbour's mouth by the accumulation of ashes and street dirt there,

and a radical change of jnethod has long been sought

The Princess Alice's book is already well known to all who read German.

The English edition has a preface by Princess Christian. Her Royal High-

ness explains that her object has been to present a clear idea of the beauti-

ful and unselfish life of her sister—not to give a complete picture of it,

but to illustrate it by her letters to her mother, the Queen, and to explain

those letters by brief records of fact. The English public. Princess Chris-

tian thinks, will see with satisfaction how devoted was the Princess Alice

to England, how ste ever turned to it with reverence and affection as the

country where most was being done for liberty and the advancement of

mankind. Her request to her husband was that the English flag should

be laid upon her coffin, and in uttering that desire she expressed the modest

hope that nobody in England would take umbrage at her wish. There is

an interesting conclusion, though it contains nothing very new, describing

the spiritual crjsis of the Princess's life—how she passed from the faith of

her childhood through doubt back again to the faith which the fulness of

womanhood knows. The volume is a fitting record of one of the sweetest

livestHat ever was passed in a palace.

Me. Br»ck-Weioht says in a letter to the Kmet : It may interest

TOOT readers to hear that by the latest advice from the Cape another

In the debates on Confederation there was considerable said about nation-

ality, but, after that measure was accomplished, little was heard of it for

years. The men who accomplished Confederation had no feeling on the

matter; they were simply and purely colonists acting on stimulus supplied

from the Colonial Secretary's office in Loudon. They would have accom-

plished annexation just as readily, if that would have left them their

offices. But what would thirty seats then, or about forty now, in the

American Congress—a.s that would be about our proportion—be to the

swarms of politicians which infest Canada ! Hence they supported Con-

federation. TheRg^ay have been numbers among the rank and tile imbued

with British patriotism, and a love for British institutions ; but power,

place, perquisites, and the British Colonial Office were the main incentives

to the measure.

The men who carried Confederation are the men in power still, and the

same means which were used to effect it are used chiefly to sustain it.

This must not be wondered at ; it is the invariable process in the forma-

tion of States. In a country like England, imbued with the monarchical

idea and attachment to the person of the Sovereign, what was there to

hold it together on the extinction of their legitjmate line of kings, the

Stuarts 1 ' Simply plunder. How was Ireland obtained and held t By

national dishonour and. plunder. What was the American Continental

Congress after the close of the Revolutionary War but a body of public

robbers t This is all extremely modern. There Ls no necessity to go back

to Hugh Capet and the question of the reproved swash-buckler, " Who

made thee King? "

Shall we Canadians then hang our heads and blush because the same

things take place in the formation of our country ! Nonsense. We can

stiind up proudly and ask the world to show us a like condition of society

on the dissolution of an old system. Where are the CuUodens, the Irish

rebellions, or the Pennsylvania riots in our country—not to speak of

Semptembrists, or anything like them !

The old British patriotic spirit that made such men as the late Chief

Justice Spragge and the living Goldwin Smith is dead—gi-anted. There

is nothing to take its place This is where the grand mistake is made. In

the old days, when Canada was split up into insignificant fragments with a

sparse population, there was no other issue but British or American con.

nexion. Since them there has been a new generation growing up who

know little and care less about either England or the United States as

nations. We ^know^tfieir people too well. The majority uf English

—

humanity are on a lower plane than the people of Canada ; while the

Americans are away beyond us in commercial prosperity. We know that

long before the infancy of the nation haj passed. Corruption claims them

for its own. Of the 500,000 Canadians in tW United States not one-fifth

of them have become naturalized there. Why ? They love Canada. All

this is quietly ignored by the old politicians. There is no such a feeling as
'

patriotism, according to them. You might as well talk to a Hottentot

about the qualities of ice. That great man, David Mills, an old represen-

tative party man, will talk for four or five hours on obsolete American and

Canadian politics, and never give the faintest indication of the change.

What have we to do with this old element ! How are we responsible for

their doings or acts ? Like dogs, they never could exist without a master
;

and whether it was an English lord or a Yankee demagogue, it would satisfy

one or the other of them.

But where is this Canadian patriotism ! In the people ; but there ia

nothing to make it manifest. Is there not abundance to keep it quiescent 1

Since Confederation, our trade has doubled ; our Savings Bank deposita

have increased fourfold ; our railways span- the continent ; our shipping

covers the seas; and we manufacture nearly all our own goods. All

merely materiaL You build a grand house and live in the kitchen. Not

so; it is only our old people who live there. Have we.not increased in

spirit and obtained national advantages ? Our Ambassadors live in

London and Paris.; .and England has simply an Ambassador here—the
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Governor-General, whose chief dutji is to foster national sentiment. Lord
Derby, the Colonial Minister, has consented to the withdrawal of the

English Admiralty Courts ; and all that is necessary is time to perfect the

details. A Canadian naturalized subject is now entitled to British protec-

tion. The Canadian Deputy-Governor now consents to the most impor-
tant legislation. Witness the'.Paiific Railway loan—really $80,000,000
given by our people without a'mjirmur in furtherance of an idea. The
nomination to the command of the Canadian military force is now in the

Canadian Government ; and lasfr but not least, we are on the eve of man-
hood Bufirage. All parties are agreed as to its necessity. Are these

things nothing 1 It is true, we ha»^ a <leal to accomplish yet ; but Rome
was not built in a day ; and when the edifice is completed it will s^nd
better the longer it is in buiMing. We have the Privy Council to

suppress as a final court of appeal Hby which our rich corporations, life

assurance companies and others impoverish our people or cheat them out

of their rights. We have to get rid of the English shipping laws, and
Chamberlain's, and Plimsoll's Act«i by which our marine is being

destroyed. We have to annul tl)e British Copyright Act, which is keeping
our people in ignorance. We must 'repeal the English Medical Act, by
which our " plucked " young gentkmen can go " home " and pass and
come out here again full-fiedgedl physicftins. We must do away with our
English Governor-General, and.onx "Constitution" passed for us by a foreign

legislature, in which not one Cfint^ian'* sat, and finally achieve independ-

ence and Republican institutions.*'- •'

Let not our young men be impatient. All these things are coming so

sure as the sun shines at noon-day, and in the near future. Can any one
believe that the Canadian people, not to speak of their national aspirations,

will be content to lay out $150,000,000 to build a railway to run through
solitudes and rot? The real troubles of the Canadian Pacifie Railway will

only commence when it is finished. Unless there is a large population in

the North-West, it will not pay to run it. Does any one think that

Canada can obtain immigrants so long as she is a colony 1 The Pacific

Railway must therefore be a great, factor in obtaining self-government. If

80, the money is well spent. The amount spent is not to be compared to

the amount liberty cost the Americans in eight years of war and destruc-

tion of property, not to speak of the lives lost.

Then, the men who rule tliS ODuniry are in advanced years. John A.
^_Ma«do^y » seventy years of age ; TUlay is over sixty ; and now Charles

Tupper is out of politics. These are the men who have sworn to die

British subjects, and whose long lives in the Government of the country

have given them such a hold on the people. After them the new spirit

will become apparent. Let them live out their time. They have done
well in their day and generation ; but nothing like what they ought to

have done. They have built the mansion ; it will be for us to put the

q>irit in it when they are gone. They have joined our country together

materially ; we shall make it a living thing that will tremble from Halifax

.to Victoria at the touch of insult, or thrill with pleasure at flie mention of

Canadian triumphs in the paths of human welfare and national progress.

A Canadian Nationalist.

OOVERNMENT IN THE NORTH-WKFiT

It is not an easy matter to " localise " the North-West. Mr. Dewdney
has attempted it with his " square mile " representation, and the North-

West Council has endeavoured to emphasize it, but the attempt has been a

failure. The only Government worthy of the name in the North-West are

the Mounted Police, and I say this as a civilian having no especial fond-

ness for military life. The North-West Territory is space itself, and the

division of it into separate districts was well intended. The districts,

however, so far, mean little more than what they appear on the map.
True, there are judicial districts, the boundaries of which are more or less

identical with those of the conventional districts, but the line of judicial

demarcation is not very respectfully observed. The central sun of North-
West autocracy is Regina, and the judicial authorities in Regina are

continually interfering in civil matters with judicial districts which are

supposed to possess separate judicial authority. A writ, with an ominous
legal name, is issued under the authority of Col. Richardson, and it is

executed in Alberta without endorsement by Col. McLeod, the stipendiary

for that district, though strictly speaking, it should be endorsed, or sonie

record of it should be made in the district wherein it is executed. This

may appear to be a small matter ; but when there are separate judicial

districts with distinct stipendiaries there ought to be a certain respect for

the boundaries of districts in civil matters. In the preservation of law and
order the mounted policeman knows no conventional line. Boundaries, in

the North-West to him are not taken into consideration. His authority

is supreme. Sometimes he may abuse it, but not often. He is a terror

only to those who want no restraint placed upon them. To such indivi-

duals the scarlet tunic and his snowy helmet are the emblems of vengeance.

It is principally in suppressing the illicit whiskey trading that the mounted
policeman finds occupation, though he has occasionally to turn out to awe by
his presence the irrepressible Pia-Pot, or bring to terms the more crafty Black-

foot, or perhaps " run in " a band of thieving Sarcees, for if ever there was
a thief who loVes his work it is a Sarcee. He embraces theft like a

Lazzaroni does vagabondism. From the time he enters a Blackfoot camp
until he is well out of sight, a Sarcee is watched, and the spoons carefully

counted after his retreat.

The North-West Territories' Act underwent certain amendments at the

last session of the. Dominion Parliament. What these amendments are, no
one in Alberta yet knows, but they will doubtless be acceptable.

A considerable sectioa of the North-West is rapidly increasing in popu-

lation ; and it is no ea.sy task to keep pace with western progress. It has

always been a difficult matter for eastern legislators to understand. They
have never seemed to realize that western growth and eastern growth are

essentially difierent. Of late they have begun to get a faint idea, but it is
.

only a faint one. Lieut.-Governor Dewdney and his North-West Council,

the membership of which is partly nominative, and partly founded on
" square mile representation,"" have already begun to find that the Canadian
element in the North-West, in matters of local self-government, will be
satisfied with nothing less than local self-government, and that this can only

be secured by conceding to each district an elective council. The present

Council is more or less irresponsible. Besides it cannot properly legislate for

a territory that is already divided into districts, the interests of which are

not identical in a great many matters, and which districts are in the course

of time to form separate provinces. The people of Alberta are already

clamouring for a council for their own district, and upon the very good

grounds that their section has no interest in common with Assiniboia

or Saskatchewan or Athabasca. It is hardly possible that the Dominion
G^verument could refuse so reasonable a request as separate councils for

each district. The expense will be no greater than that now incurred to

sustain the North-West Council, while the legislative machinery will be less

cumbersome than that which it now takes to conduct the affairs of the*

North-West Territory.

There are certain anomalies which exist in the North-West, the men-

tion of which will excite surprise. Until recently there was no appeal

from the decision of a stipendiary magistrate except in cases involving

capital punishment. There is no Habeas Gorpv^ Act in force. The magis-

trate may order you into prison and keep you thore. If you can reach the

Minister of Justice you may do so, but Ottawa is a long way off. This, of

course, is martial law, but there is no necessity for martial law in order to

suppress illicit whiskey-trading. The mounted police are able to do that

without suspending the Great Right of all freemen.

The fact that the magistrate himself prosecutes on behalf of the Govern-

ment while trying the case does not seem in accordance with our strict

Canadian methods of fair play. 'This might have been done a few years ago

at Pembina, Dakota, and on the United States frontier, with impunity,

"but it is intoterabie in the Dominion. The Department of Justice inight^

look into the operation of the law in the North-West and see, for instance,

if it is carried into effect by incorruptible agents and that there is no undue
tyranny. So far as Colonel McLeod is concerned, he is highly spoken of

by all classes for the fairness of his decisions and his good common sense ;

but Colonel McLeod does not sit upon every case. A magistrate who is

not a professional man, trying a case and at the same time prosecuting it,

is a spectacle which a Canadian should not be called upon to complain of.

It is surprising because it has been unexpected. G. B. E.

Calgary, May U, 1884.

IN CANADIAN WOODS IN SPRING.

When Canada shall be old enough to have her own poetical classics—her

Burns and her Wordsworth—the various charms of our Spring woods- will

undoubtedly be "is prominent in their strains as the " mountain daisy " of

the one and the " yellow primrose " of the other, though the too dignified

scientific names of Hepatica and Trillium will hardly lend themselves to

poetry, as do the sweet old Saxon flower names of the old land. Bat cer-

tainly there is enough in our Canadian Woods in Spring to delight any
eye capable of taking in the wondrous spells of foru and colour that nature

is perpetually weaving around us, but especially ' in this season o£ her
special productiveness, when her lavishatuof beauty is the more appre-

:\

i

dated, after the rigorous winter. Pew readers of Parkman's graphic

pages can have failed to note his sympathetic picture of the first

welcome sign of returning spring to the first French colonists after the

dreary winter which had held the land in icy chains and themselves in

misery : of the clamour of the wild-goose, the song of the blue-bird, the

ruddy bloom of the swamp maple, the snowy wr/aths of the shad bush, the

white stars of the blood root among the dark fallen leaves, and the marsh

marigolds gleaming in the wet meadows like spots of gold.

Scarcely less delightful are all these to the eye and ear of the lover of

Nature in each returning spring. We are, in Canada, so shut out during

nearly half the year from anything like out-door life, so shut in with our

base-burners or furnaces and the inevitably vitiated air of houses hermet-

ically sealed by double windows, that the freedom of the first few days of

spring is like the opening of prison doors, through which we may go forth,

as did " the world's grey fathers " from the ark, to feast our eyes on the

glories of a " now heaven and a new earth." Happily, even in our towns

and cities, people are not, in general, too far removed from bits of unspoiled

woodland to enjoy this annual pleasure, if they will—even our largest city,

Montreal, being most abundantly privileged, both in its noble Mount

Royal, and its charming sylvan isle of St. Helens, at its very doors. We

might, in Canada, adopt the pretty Japanese custom of making a little y?<i?

of going out to " view " the blossoms at their several seasons. And as they

their have" plum " and " cherry viewing," so might we have our " shadbush "

and our " hawthorn viewing," if our Canadian life were not too practical and

utilitarian for any such sylvan pleasures, and fireworks and sham reviews

were but more to the taste of the people as a class. Let us be thankful

that some of the children, at least, still live " in Arcadia '."

Perhaps the most fascinating time at which to seize our budding Nature

is that moment in May when the delicate tracery of the forest boughs ia

not yet hidden by the abundance of foliage, but is atill dimly traceable

through the faint, misty veil of that most exquisite ethereal green of open-

ing leaves, when the white feathery sprays of the shad flower rise like

snowy plumes against the still grey background of budding boughs, when

the moss on the lichened rocks wears its most velvety green, and the slender

young ferns in their infantine freshness, are uncurling themselves from their

long winter's sleep. There, among the already luxuriant green under-

growth of wild raspberry and gooseberry, and dogwood and viburnum, the

dainty white trillium nods her trio of snowy petals ; the feathery mitella

raises its delicate racines ; blue and yellow wood violets with a few late

hepaticas cluster in the sheltering glades, and the blossom of the wild

strawberry smiles everywhere from the sward. Here and there, in shady

places, the odd-striped arum rears its dark spaltic and handsome leaves,

and the graceful " dog-tooth violet " waves its golden petals from its delicate

stem. The vivid green of J;hc young bushes would be almost dazzUng to the

eye, if it were not so refreshing in tone. The young leaves of the maples

have still a slight russet tinge. The arching boughs of the elms are as yet

just studded with tufts of palest green, and the graceful, white stems of the

birch are not yet concealed by the unbinding of its leafy tresses. The wild

plum and cherry are gay in their wedding finery of snowy bloom, which

appears just as the pioneer " shad flower" fades and falls under the warmer

sun, and make a charming contrast to the dusky background of veteran

pinoo which have stood the winter's atorms unchanged. The just bursting

tree, busy like the rest in making its nest, and preparing for family life,

or a sprightly brown " chipmunk " glides up and down some hollow

trunk, arranging, doubtless, for his summer house-keeping in the old home-

stead which has served him so well as a refuge through the winter storms.

The woodland picture is completed by the picturesque tracery of wild vine

and Virginia creeper just opening their leaf-buds, while the partridge-

berry and the sweet pink Linnaea are spreading their delicate stems

under the trees ; the winter-green festoons the more open and higher ground,

and the low whortleberry is already thickly covered with the promise of

coming fruit.

Such are some of the spring charms of Canadian woods, for all who

have eyes to see, and ears to hear. And let us not bring this sketch to

a close without a plea for our Canadian birds. We have a barbarous,

youthful population of boy^ about Ull our towns and villages, who seem to

think that the birds exist chiefly to supply them with " sport " in firing

at them with any convenient missile, or robbing their nests in spring. It

is hard to siy whether this is worse for the poor birds, in loss of eggs or

life, or for the boys in the hardening and coarsening influence it exerts on

their moral nature, the nature which should be trained to love and sympa-

thise witl*all God's creatures. But one thing is certain, that if rigid restric-

tions are not soon put on this ruthless exercise of boyish destructiveness,

our woods will, ere long, be left pretty well stripped of the happy, innocent

creatures which constitute one of their chief attractions. Fidelis.

THE CHURCHES.

leaves of the oaks gleam with almost a ruby tinge in the sunshine, and the

butter-nut and the hickory have their summer robes just a little farther

advi^ced. The dark hemlocks have not yet donned the bright green tufts

which brighten them up so much a little later. Besides the wild flowers

so delicate and shyly charming, in their present bloom, there is an indefi-

nite variety of leaf and bud promising future blossom. The large, luxuri-

ant green leaf of the podophyllum or May apple, Uke an ample umbrella

shelters the incipient flowers underneath its wing. The still green clusters

of the alder are just beginning to grow white, and the dogwood, and vibur-

num and hawthorn are preparing to blossom out in their June beauty. The

graceful wild columbine is already hanging out its scarlet bells in sunny

spots, or from grey mossy rocks, and countless little shrubs make an

exquisite variety of tiiit with their newly opened leaves.

Overhead, the birds are darting in and out on domestic cares intent,

conducting their own affairs with the vociferous accompaniment -which

seems indispensable to their transaction of business. The brisk

treble of the smaller birds, the little wild canary or yellow-hammer,

and the blue birds, alternates with the liquid, pathetic alto of the

robin, and the hoarse bass of the grave old crows, or the brisk tap

of the wood-pecker, while the rapid whirr-whirr of the tiny humming-

bird, gathering the honey " from every opening flower^' tells us that

these exquisite little creatures too, have returned from their winter

quarters. Now and then the flash of a golden oriole glances fronr-tree to

A BISHOP recently went to Del Rio, Texas, to dedicate a new church

but found that a cyclone had blown it away.

Propkssoe Robertson Smith, now Arabic professor at Oxford, con-

tinues to write articles for the Encyclopwdia Britannica.

The Methodist Episcopal Conference at PhUadelphia, and General

Presbytarian Assemblies in the United States, have condemned the publi-

cation of Sunday newspapers.

De. Wild, the prophetic seer of Bond street, preached last Sunday on

Sir Richard Cartwright's political vision of an Anglo-Saxon Confederation.

The seat of the coming Parliament is to be Jerusalem.

Thb General Assembly of the Southern Presbyterian Church, which

met at Vicksburg, favours the omission from the Confesssion of Faith of

the passage that forbids marriage with a deceased wife's sister.

Bishop Hbnry C. Potter, of New York, proposes that every clergy-
~

man whose salary is $3,000 or over shall contribute an annual percentage

to increase the income of clergymen who receive less than $1,000.

Canon Anson, late of Woolwich, who recently visited the North-West,

has been asked to accept the bishopric of Assiniboia. At the requea of

the Archbishop of Canterbury he has consented and is to be consecrateci

on the 24th inst.

The recent dynamite explosions in London have called forth a strong

denunciation from the Pope. Last Sunday a letter was read in the churches

condemning the j^rties implicated in these inhuman plots, and threatening

with excommunication the members of secret societies.

The fiftieth birthday of Rev. C. H. Spurgeon is to be made the occa-

sion of a handsome presentation to the well known Baptist preacher. Many
of his admirers in America and England are subscribing liberally to the

testimonial fund. Mr. Spurgeon's birthday is on the 19th inst.

In the General Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal Church,

held at Baltimore, two bishops were accu8ea^l)f^aving ritualistic proeliv-

ities and holding the doctrine of apostolic succession. Such things, how-

ever do not find favour with the Africans. A resolution condemning

these tendencies was sustained by a vote of 127 to 11.

There is beginning to be less tolerance for the obtrusive parades of the .

Salvation Army. In several Canadian cities and towns there are com-

plaints that in addition to their extravagant and objectionable methods,

they are in the habit of disregarding the rights of others, and acting in

some cases as if they wished to invite collision. The City Council of London,

Ont., have passed a by-law prohibiting street parades.

The venerable and worthy Bishop of the Diocese of Niagara has inti-

mated that from 'his advanced age he is unable adequately to fulfil the

duties of his office. He is prepared to accept a co-adjutor bishop, or to

retire altogether, as may best suit the interests of the Church. The names

of various probable successors have been mentioned, among them that of

Canon Dumoulin, rector of St. James' Cathedral, Toronto.

This is the season when the churches hold their respective conferences.

The various District Conferences of the Methodists have already been held.

Last week the Western Baptist Union met at Brantford, and this week

the Presbyterian General Assembly ia sitting in Toronto. No question of

general interest has come up for discussion in these annual gatherings.

Most of the denominations report progress in the Christian efforts in which

, they are engaged.

Thb various branches of Methodism in Canada have now been consoli-

dated^ In accordance with the spirit of the time they have realized the

absurdity of keeping apart, and the importance of attaining organic unity.

When the question of unjon was discussed, though strong feeling existed.

\l
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outspoken in their expreLbnordll'J^f^*''" ^""^ P'^ ^ave been
misfortune of being mZrXlndL'T^ I^^

''"^""•^ ^^ the
form anything like anXquIte es i7.t f ^ ^^'^f' ^' " i'°Po««iWe to
opses that appeared in the paoers thl^^ "

^r""
.**•" ^"-P'oportioned syn-

at all events to indicate thK? r17"""« *^'*!: '*« ''«"^«'7. They seem

Asterisk.

[Jdm $tb, UM.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of The Week :

™'' ^^" '"^''•

Sib,—I have read the whole of the yeiv r.^.Ki
P«B«.dthe8elWri.,'. b, George Wo Grl^/T" ""*'"' " ^'"^'^K Hor.e
greaU, indebted to the va/iousoffieiS^rthe:mnr/r.°' '""^ "P'^"" ""' ^^ "
«.oe rendered him in hi. very arduous bnt^T'^ ' *"" ^°'«"'™°' '<" «>« "«i«t.
.ble. t«.k ia crossing the Z^« LdrSf^T^!"' '"'''""''"« -"-^P'^"-
end*Toured to render back his indebtedness .iriiul.

°°' ^'"' ^'P" ^^^ >"»
rise to a few thoughts here, fle seems to fo'S^h 'h""

' ""T' """ '"" "^-^
progress by entering the debatable or LbMf

l""]>»» ">»"ed the whole of hi.

gentleman willgran7that snchatu stion «heh!^r°ff; "°°''"-' '"« "--d
I«t paper is looked upon from two dZLr.tlH!^ ^ "f

°''°° "" ""* """"^ »' »•"

- "-gly forgotten that he ha. onZJZZ^^Tu.^^' '^'"P'' ""' "^ "'""-
remark, as he has done on thiscZ^^^'' B-t'^^'^Lr°°' "' ""^ '^«
in returning thanks for services giv^n to Mm ' h V . f"'"'*'' «'"'"''"""«"«^«'

.contractor, require and employ ch^p Chiles^ubour ^d h""'-
'"'"' »-«»-»'

on his part in a pending crLi/may ^07^.^.^;^ ^u"
'"""""°° * ^^^ '"^^

given. The ralne and merits of the ChL!!^^ v
" ^^"^ '^' '»"'« '<" ^J"- "

eSlogi^ed, "^ through thes^^d the vtrlLJu"?:' T T*" -'» the light and
its oompletiZ the Government and 00™™™!? '"'""'»»^'«k» and going on to

commended. I hope the reverend genuirn.
~"'"«"°" "<>%% defended and

the purity of hi, motives areZsti^^ iT^w"tb-
""

"^^T"' " """ '^^"^ "'
^e end of his papers. It isL pl^Lid mai^r-'^ bI^ shtu nolVT"" "" '°

Chmese question " etc.-that caU for th«>« l..t u * '°°'''' °P°° f"'
With the question to its widest exUn ^''TTolt^or Chi

""'' '^ "'' =
<''^'''°«

grade, and more patient, sober inolIensiveTr^
«>' Chinamen are engaged on the

never seen. Instead of excludLg ,^^1.^^ Zv ^.r''''''
" ' "'"«• ' '"'^«

Cheaper and more -nial work thlt .t^.^'T^:' i^.^"^: ^^'^^^^^
-<i«0'o<io the

•ngmeers, officials, overmen, timekeener,. SI °""*'; ^*"'« ™en «re needed as
Hence there are more whites'T^^^LltTZ^"' 'l

'^ "^^ °' '<»'' '-''.•

_ not think Mi; Grant to be an Irirfmin
-" there were bejore." T did

The Government and Government eontrsator. ».ii j u.,
compliment to their wisdom. But hrcomT„„ ^ °°''"'"" "^ """k" '<> *»>«^ not say thank, to this estimate of chZL ^I^ ",1 ^ '" "' """ification,.

the industrial world, look upon htdefenoe^f^hl r
'^ ""^ "^'^^ """"«•. i"

light as he does. They are not indebZ1 the
7"""*°' ""°° ^"'* ^ "^^ """«

b«ng kept up. and it. surrounding, of houle, .nl TsLt. ?' °"""" "1"''""'^?
interests But the Chinese are ali»

; the^lthe ^et«^' T",""'':' "^ "''
<mty and interest their own. Their counhy with theh-^. , .

'^~'' !' "'"' ' ""P*"'
preeminently above what we can offer wUh the exoe!^- ,

" ""* «'^* "P*™'-
that bring, them to this continent. TCoS^ttotr K Tr

'^''-"" «"" •'*°1

theWerencedrawn; itis: " No whiitw^rntripi;" tT '"^L'''"^for the grievous burdens to be borne in .nrh .„ ^TTM- ' "* *^ civUized

H<«e Pass and the Selkirk. " aZhw« to
"
so^,

"^ " to make the • Kicking

as E«>int Avenue
" "^^^V toi sooUea, commerc •• to pas. over.

^°'^'
.

W. H. Sravuta.

" BKBWBR " AND PB0HIBIT10».
To the editor of The Week

considered is prohibition. Now I ha" 1 1 ,e to .1
" "" """"" ''" ""^ '»"-«°"

to be a correct priociple
; but with reg. d t' !r TlT^'r '«""P"^''°°- I believe it

".d hope to show some reasonT for bSL/tl: ' "" '° '" " '" ""»' "«"•
his ideas.

believmg that your correspondent i. mistaken in

aurir °'ri';i:;4;ris;?i:r
'"*

"""-; -'"«'' -'-'' -p'« -p><>^--
people being employed, that is 7f the si T °" °' "" ''*°'*'' ^^''^ ^^ »» 1«-
daction It this.'they wou dh.™ le,, toTo

""'..•''"*"" " "»«1« ««« the intro-
time, less work-time and they w^ not b«'°

° '""7°''^^' -"W *>»'« -ore spar.

makesnoall„.iontoanythingLriirTnhis.T '''fJ'^"'"''-
^'"B'^-»:

belief that he means beer, apfrt fl^wh skS wTc' , T"" '"""" '° •»"«' ""•
looking forward to what non urohTJt,^r \ ""'' ''"' '"«'"°° *" 'l^'t hght.
what we consider the na iona, fype o "IZn t ''""I

"'' '' '"""^ ""> »''»'»
of unrestricted beer-drinl^ing That ^vn« i ^^ "*"" "'" '"' '^' co-^eqaence
idolent. potbellied man. And tWs.ifebLfr^^^'

• '?'*'''"*'' *" "'" » «'-»-
direct consequence, of an unrestraild .'«/., T"'

""'°'"""' ""*•' "« ^ »»""k. '»>«

men are beer-drinker,, ba" that most '"*'"f '"^ ^"- ^ot that I think all pot-bellied

bloated and corresponding" tdollT vZ irLtG^mr V" T"-" " ''
not common here. Bat no one knows bet^r th! ^. r '^"T"'' " ""' ^e claimed, is

the increase, and if it be not restrlned^ '
I
"" ""' »'««"-d^mking is on

why we should not. in the fatu Tethe si °'k !
*™'°'°« ' "" '" "° "•«'°

drinking habit becomes more exte;dl^.
'''"'"tenstic. more common a. the

proh?bmnToTl".':r'r°He7eL'rZr'"''° '''" '*" "* '•"> <">t«»ome of the
prohibition cry. and ,rh.t he use. 1^1,.?"' """ '''•' ^" ''"«•«'" •''°'" ">.
to .ee diificalties whilh any on buTan inTT^ '**'""' '" '"'°""°°- H* P"tend.
know how any bold .trokffor"ational iWovlm ^r^lf

°'^' <=- "-• B.' we aU
been met. Is this a movement7<^^ natIn^CT, r"'^"

'" °'°"'' "' ^ ''"^o »«•
if kept in moderate limits hLlw Zl7 k

I^e' °- look at it. Beer-drinking

.ppeUto. asat table, isnotobnoWbTtwrr ''*"-^'"^-8 »° -'"'/ • ".turj
to a craving, then we have a r g t t; fear TolTr ""' " ""'' """^ *» «'~
luxury like tea, would not be bJ bu, L ma^ ^1 "' '""''• " * ~"""o»
vice. To show it more forcibly no' ototil?!

"" "' °°*'' ^'' '° «<" " " •
to his becoming a polygamist or wnr». r u

""" «*'""« '°»"'«<'- b-taU object
putting down pVamrCnriLrmr^;-;;:: -Jr"' - ^--ei in
nature, only one is more common ' " • P^eruon of

•toff... Hasthetrt^c :'wSnVt''.~r^^^
offensive, unbearably offensive , WeW u'J:^';''^'

""7" ^'"" "*«"-. '"^
among n, who cannot bear t^Umonv « 1! K . .

' ^ *"•• '^''"» " »»» «»»
not argae what all know baTuTu^^

"^^ 'T'""'
"'"" •*""« " weak. I will

and cutting, which it wiu' c^l^Z ^1^ "^^ «*'"'"'• '"^ "<"--«««>-. '«»
e^^ery^-Uau. Id.,..,,, w^ S:e:rtra- U^li^^

-^^ ^^
^^^

auriii^^^tv^rra^awhr^iTwr "'r-
°-'

"' -''^-^'.
whether this complication wi "J« °

^, J''
'*«'' '" ,*" "~>-- W" -re not told

think it will be lasting. I am cerU^ tL^t tT ?.* ''' ""'' *"" '" •" •«" *»

-pinning.jenny was discovered men^en^ m^^ ^T ? '"'""«1'""'~- When the
all were fed

;
and do we feel ;nTm eflLtT? Do the" t'

""*' '''°°"' "'•"«' "»'
WiU. then, the cessation of this tr,^™ .

the cotton workers ? I think not.
s. eithera proportiom.telytearLXTmrS"hav?fon' "' '' '"
employment, or they will have less m«rk«t f„, ,7 ,T *'* ^°'^ °°t <>'

thought that England is a more exten^ve bin '\ t^"n
'''° " '°' » """"o"' l^

calling and coaxing Ubourers to trTo :s .^^r^ . T.''-'''"'^^proportionately much greater namber for the \t ^ ^''•° ""*" """' »» «
narrow circumference oflhecottonc^mr' and th.« """°° '^""^ '•"• I" «"
the proportion fails. dwi„dh«.w°yanr^^
the same when the time comes. '' I haLT.rdTH

^^'' •" ^"''"'' "'''"•'"' "l"

and it. accompanying crisis. No one J^Tvl .ronbl"'^^ u'
""" ''P'°»^-i'»"'y

examples. '^ *"™ ''""^le m thinking of . dozen other

____^^ TlMPSKAJfOl.

AT THE GALLERY: "a^CTURE^COMPLAINT.

I HAVB hung here from morning to nichtTo be criticued laughed at and'^scorned
'

I am «' skied to the very worst light.Though my title is" Art Unadorned."On my right is a terrible " sketch "
Such a nightmare of purple and g^^n.On my left is a red-coated wretch

'

Marked " An A..D.-C. to the Qu^en."

Some say my " lights are too high"—
I should think my location is toS-
But I shall come down by and byWhen bought for a hundred or two

:

rhey say my perspective is badAnd my "treatment most dreadfully weak • -W
• Z,

'•'•?«'"'' I «y. I've waited long, ' ^^
tjo now I am going to speak.

D. J. Mac

f

4
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THE MAN IN THE PARK."

ABamaitT.- -Lo I Summer is here, and the voice of the Park-preachar Is
heard in the Land.

Whbn the whispering tones of a Sabbath^ kiss'd breeze
Sigh, with musical cadence, " midst summer crown'd trees,"
When the rays of blest Sunshine, and Nature's own voice.
Bid the trance-risen landscape, in beauty, rejoice,
When the azure resounds with the notes of the lark,
O ! 'tis then that we gaze on " The man in the park."

Ah
! "The, man in the park," Sirs ; blest creature is he.

From the frailties of mortals he's perfectly free,
He's an alien, true, in the realm of success,
And a failure in life, though he sneers none the less
At all weaith (ygt a sail in prosperity's bark
Would uncommonly tickle " The man in the park").

He can smash up agnostics with thundering'knocks,
Or, with misapplied logic, be heterodox;
And can spout—though his nose be suspiciously red—
On the Temperance work, till his hearers have fled

;For to argue black's white, and to swear light is dark.
Is the nndenied right of " The man in the park." '

He blackguards the parsons, from first unto last,
With small hope for their future, less respect for their past

:

They are wastrels who drink the sweet wines of the lees
And are less interested in souls than in fees.
Thus, in bile, be he navvy, mechanic, or clerk,
He's " agin " Mother church, is " The man in the park."

We thought him erratic, but esteem'd him sincere.
In his bowlings on " Faith," and his strictures/)n beer

;But ono day, as we travers'd a Don-watered vale
We beheld "BIkcfc Maria," on her way to the gaol.
And the rogue who peep'd out thro' the bars of " The Ark "

Was that stumbler from grace yclept " The man in the park."

Yet we like him, the scamp, and his overworked tongue,
Though the force of his logic ne'er equals his lung,
We admire so the man who can shame a bassoon.
Who can discount, in antics, a circus buffoon.
And we tender our thanks (Heav'u assoilzie the mark)
To the " idjut " who's known as " The man in the park."

Hekbward K. Cockin.

She

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.

By Kdoah Fawobtt. author of "A Gentleman of Leisure," • A Hopeless Case"An Ambitioas Womaji," "Tinkling Cymbals," ato.
'

XIV.—Continued.

But here Pauline paused, for a servant entered with a carA
glanced at the card, and made an actually doleful grimace.

" Mr. Leander Prawle is here," she said to her visitor.
Mr. Barrowe gave a start. " In that case I must go," he said. " I

once spoke ill of that young gentleman's most revered poem, and since then—ke-iiaa n«ver d«igne4 to notice me."
"But you will not forget the dinner, and what ia to follow," said

Pauline, as she shook hands.
" No," Mr. Barrowe protested. " If you cleave my heart in twain I

shall try to live the better with the other half of it."
" I should not like to cleave it in twain," said Pauline. " It is too

capable and healthy a heart for that I should only try to make it beat
with more temperate strokes . . Au revoir, then. If you should meet Mr.
Prawle outside, tell him that you are sorry."

" Sorry 1 But his poem was abominable 1"
" All the more reason for you to be magnanimously sorry . . Ah here

he is
!

'

J J >

Here Mr. Leander Prawle indeed was, but as he entered the room Mr.
Barrowe slipped past him, and with^ suddenness that almost prevented
nia identidcation on the part of the new comer . .

" Mrs. Varick," exclaimed Leander Prawle, while he pressed the hand
of his hostess. " I came here because duty prompted me to come."

"I hope pleasure had a little to do with the matter, Mr. Prawle,"
aid Pauline, while indicating a lounge on which they were both presentl'y

Mr. Prawle looked just as pale as when Pauline had last seen him, just• dark-haired, and just as darkeyea ; but the ironical fatigue had somehow
left his visage ; there was a totally new expression there.

" I suppose," he began, with his black eyes very fixedly directed
upon Pauline s face, " that you have heard of the . . the Aforning MonUor't
outrageous ..."

" Yes, Mr. Prawle," Pauline broke in. I have heard aU about it"
" And It has pained you beyond ezpreaaion !

" murmured the youne
poet "It must have done so I"

J »
" NaturaUy," replied Pauline.

" It
. . it has made me suffer

!

" asserted the new visitor, laying one
slim white hand upon the region of his heart .

' ' s

^^"
Really t " was the answer. " That is very nice and sympathetic of

Mr. Prawle regarded her with an unrelaxed and very fervid scrutiny.He now spoke in lowered and emotional tones^leaning toward his hearer sothat his slender body made quite an exaggerated curve
" My whole soul," he said, " is brimming with sympathy !

"

Pajjline conquered her amazement at this entirely unforeseen outburst
Thanks very much, she returned. " Sympathy is always a pleasant

thing to receive. ,

•' ^

Mr Prawle still describing his physical curve, gave a great sigh. " Oh.Mrs Varick," he murmured, "I should like to kill the man who wrot^that horrible article !

" Suppose it were a woman," said Pauline.
"Then I should like to kill the woman!. . Mrs. Varick, will youpardon me if I read yon . . a few lines which indignation com . yes,

__ combined with reverence-actual reverence-inspirwi me to write after
reading those disgraceful statements! The lines are-are addressed to
^°"^^

T>
With--with your peimLssion I—I will draw them forth."

Mr. Prawl,>, however, now drew forth the manuscript to which he had
thus rather agitatedly referred, without any permission on Pauline's part.His long pale fangers underwent a distinct tremor as he unrolled a large
crackling siieet o foolscap. And then, when all, so to speak, was ready,
he swept his dark eyes over Pauline's attentive countenance. " Uavel
your permission ? " he falteringly enquired.

" It is granted, certainly, Mr. Prawle."
After a slight pause, and in a tone of sepulchrally monotonous quality

the young gentleman read these lines :

-i j<

" White soul, what impious voice hath dared to blame
With virulent slander thine unsullied life 1

Methinks that now the very stars should blush
In, their cliaste silver stateliness aloft^!
Methinks the immaculate lilies should droop low
For very shame at this coarse obloquy,

, The unquarried marble of Pentelicus
Deny its hue of snow, and even t/ie dawn
Forget her stainless birthright for thy sake !
Cursed the hand that wrote of thee such wrong ;
Cursed the pen such hand hath basely clasped ;
Cursed the actual ink whose ..."

" My dear Mr. Prawle! » exrlaimed Pauline, at this point ; " I must
beg you not to make me the cause of so terrible a curse ! Indeed, I cannot
sanction it I musta^k you to read no more."

She was wholly serious. She forgot to look upon the humorous side of
Mr. Prawle's action ; his poem, so-called, addressed her jarred nerves and
wounded spirit as a piece of aggravating impudence. The whole event
of his visit seemed Uke a final jeer from the sarcastic episode recently
ended. '

He regarded her, now, with a sorrowful astonishment " You you
wish me to read no more !

" he exclaimed.
" Yes, if you please," said Pauline, controlling her impatience as best

she could.

" But I—I wrote it especially /or you !
" he proceeded. " I have put

my soul into it
! I consider it in many ways the most perfect thing that

I have ever done. I intended to include it in my forthcoming volume,
" Moonbeams and Mountain- Peaks," under the title of " Her Vindication.''— Even the grossly material poetic mind of Arthur Trevor, to whom I read
it a few hours ago, admitted its sublimity, its spirituality !

"

" I will admit both^also,^ said Pauline, whose mood grew less and Ifjm
torerant of this seTPpoised^fatuityT " Only, I mu.st add, Mr. Prawle, that
it would have been better taste for you to have left this exasperating' affiur
untouched by your somewhat saintly muse. And I shall furthermore
request that you do not include the lines in your ' Moonbeams and HM-
Tops,' or

—

"

" Mountain-Peaks ! " corrected Mr. Prawle, rising with a visible
shudder. " Oh, Mrs. Varick," he went on, " I see with great pain that
you are a most haughty and ungenerous lady ! You—you have smitten me
with a fearful disappointment 1 I came hpre homing with the loftiest
human sympathy ! I believed that to-day would be a turning-point in my
existence. I confidently trusted that after hearing my poem there would
be no further obstacle in my career of greatness !

"

Pauline now slowly left her seat Unhappy as she was, there could be
no resisting such magnificent opportunities of amusement as were now
presented to her.

" Your career of greatness ? " she quietly repeated. •' Did I hear yon
properly, Mr. Prawle ?

"

Her guest was re-folding his manuscript with an aggrieved and pertur-
bed air. As he put the paper within a breast-pocket he rolled his dark
eyes toward Pauline with infinite solemnity.

" You doubt, then," he exclaimed, " that I am born to be great
supremely great? Ah, there is no need for me to put that question, now !

I had thought otherwise before . . when you smiled upon me, when you
seemed to have read my poems, to be familiar with my growing fame 1

"

" You mistake," said Pauline " U never meant to show you that I had
read your poems. If I smiled upon you, Mr. Prawle, it was from coort-
esy only."

" Horrible !
" ejaculated the young poet. He clasped his hands

together in a somewhat theatrically despairing way, and for an instant
lowered his head. " I—I thought that you were prepared to endorse, ta

kefc

\
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,

assist my genius ! " he soon proceeded, levelling a look of supreme appeal
at Pauline. " I thought that you had separated my poetic veracity from
the sham of Trevor and Corson I I—I thought Mrs. Varick, that in you
I had found a true worshipper !

"

Pauline was at last amused. " I usually reserve my worship for
divinities, Mr. Prawle," she'said, " and I have found but a few of these in
all the history of literature."

" I see !
" cried her companion, " you mean that I am Tiol a genius !

"

I did not say so. But you have given me no proof of it."

" No proof it ! What was the poem I have just road ]

"

" It was . . well, it was resonant. But 1 objected to it, as I have told
you, on personal grounds." As she went on, Pauline tried to deal with a
rather insubordinate smile of keen, sarcastic enjoyment. " So you really
think," she continued, '• that you possess absolute genius ?

"

-*' I am certain of it !
" cried Mr. Prawle.

" That is a very pleasant mental condition."
" Do you doubt it ? . . . Ah ! I see but too plainly that you do !

"

" Frankly," said Pauline, " I do."

Mr. Prawle flung both his hands toward the ceiling. " It is Kindelon's
work !

" he cried, with an effect of very plaintive lamentation. " Kindelon
is among those who yet oppose me !

"

" Mr. Kindelon is not responsible for my opinions," said Pauline.
" However, you probably have other opponents !

"

" Their name is legion ! But why should I care ? Do you join their
ranks 1 . . . Well, Shelley almost died because of being misundei-stood ! I
had hoped that you would assist me in—yes, in the publication of my book
of poems, Mrs. Varick. I do not mean that I wrote to you, for this
reason, the poem which you have just refused to hear me read. Far from
it ! I only mean that I have cherished the idea of securing in you a
patron. Yes, a patron ! I am without means to bring forth Moonbeams
and Mountain-Peaks. And I had hoped that after hearing me read what
I have already told you is my most nobly able creation, you would . .

consent, as a lover of art, of genuis, of , .

"

" I understand," said Pauline. " You wish me to assist you in the
publication of your volume." She was smiling, though a trifle wearily.
" Well. Mr. Prawle I will do it."

" You will do it
!

"

" Yes. You shall have whatever cheque you write me for . .
" She

approached Prawle and laid her hand upon his arm. " But you must
promise me to destroy ' Her Vindication '—not even to think of publishing
it. Do you?"

"Yes . . if you insist."

" I do insist . . Well, as I said, write to me for the amount required."
Prawle momentarily smiled, as if from extreme gratitude. And then

the smile abruptly faded" from his pale face. " I will promise !
" to

.(Jleclared. " But . . oh, it is so horrible to think that you help me from
no real appreciation of my great gifts—that you do so only from charity !

"

" Charity is not by any means a despicable virtue."
" From a great millionaire to a poor poet—yes ! The poet has a sensi-

tive soul ! He wants to be loved for his verses, for his inspiration, if he
is a true poet like myself !

"

" And you believe yourself a true poet, Mr. Prawle t

"

"11"
It is impossible to pourtray the majesty of Mr. Prawle's monosyllabic

pronoun. " If I am not great," he enunciated, slowly, " then no one has
been or ever iciU be great ! I have a divine mission. A truly and posi-
tively divine mission."

Pauline gave a little inscrutable nod. " A divine mission is a very
nice thing to have. I hope you will execute it."

"I shaU execute it !
" cried Mr. Prawle. " All the poets, on every side

of me, are singing about The Past. I, and I alone, sing of The Future. I set
evolution to music . . what other poet has done that 1 I wrest from Buckle,

r^Tyjidall, Huxley—from all the grand modern -thinkers , in fact—their poetic and yet rationalistic elements ! If you had heard my poem
to yourself through—if you had had the patience, I— I may add, the kind-
liness, to hear it through, you would have seen that my terminus was in
accord with the prevailing theories of Herbert Spencer's noble phil-
osophy . .

"

"Shall I ever cling to or love Herbert Spencer again 1" thought
Pauline, " when I see him made the shibboleth of such intellectual char-
latans as tbia) " .

"In accord," continued Mr. Prawle, " with everything that is progres-
sive and unbigotSB. I finished with an allusion to the Religion of
Humanity. I usually do, in all my poems. That is what makes them so
unique, so incomparable !

"

Pauline held out her hand in distinct token of farewell.
" Belief in one's self is a very saving quality," she said. " I congratu-

late you upon it."
'

Mr. Prawle shrank offendedly toward the door. " You dismiss me !
"

he burst forth. " After I have bared my inmost soul to you, you dismiss
me !

"

Pauline tossed her head, either from irritation or semi-diversion. " Ah
you take too much for granted !

" she said, withdrawing her hand.
Mr. Prawle had raised himself to his full height. " I refuse your

assistance 1 " he ejaculated. " You offer it as you would offer it to a
pensioner—a beggar ! And you

—

you, have assumed the right of enter-
taining and fostering literary talent ! I scarcely addressed you at your
last reception . . I waited. I supposed that in spite of Kindelon's known
enmity, some of your guests must have told you how immense were my
deserts—how they transcended the morbid horrors of Rofus Corson and
the glaring superficialities of Arthur Trevor. But I discover, plainly-

enough, that you are impervious to all intellectual greatness of claim. I
will accept no aid from you !—none whatever ! But one day, when the
name of Leander Prawle is a shining and a regnant one, you will perhaps
remember how miserably you failed to value his merits, and shrink with
shame at the thought of your own pitiable misjudgment !

"
. . .

"Thank Heaven that monstrosity of literary vanity has removed
itself

!

" thought Pauline, a little later, when Leander Prawle had been
heard very decisively to close the outer hall-door. " And now I must
dwell no longer on trifles—I must concern myself with far weightier
matters."

Ths coming marriage to Kindelon on the morrow seemed to her fraught
with untold incentive for reflection. " But I will not reflect," she soon
determined. •' I will at once try to see Mrs. Dares, and let her reflect for
me. She is so wise, so capable, so admirable ! I have consented because
I love

! Let her, if she shall so decide, dissuade me because of experiences
weightier than even my own past bitter ones !

"

The hour of her resolved visit to Mrs. Dares had now arrived. In a
certain way she congratulated herself upon the distracting tendency of
both Mr. Barrowe's and Mr. Prawle's visits. " They have prevented me,"
she mused, " from dwelling too much upon my own unhappy situation.
Mr. Barrowo is a very sensible fool, and Mr. Prawle is a very foolish fool.
They are both, in their way, taunting and satiric radiations from the dying
bonfire of my own rash ambition. They are both reminders to me that I,
after all, am the greatest and most conspicuous fool. Some other woman,
more sensible and clever than I, will perhaps seek to establish in New
York a social movement where intellect and education are held above the
last Anglomaniac coaching-drive to Central Park, or the last vulgarly-
select cotillon at Delmonico's. But it will be decades hence. I don't
know how many . . but it will be decades . . All is over, now. I face a
new life

; I have ended with my salon. Only one result has come of it
Ralph Kindelon. Thank Heaven, he is a substantial result, though all
the rest are shadow and illusion !

"

Pauline soon afterwards started on foot for the residence of Mrs.
Dares. It was nearly dusk. She had determined to set before this good
and trusted woman every detail of her present discomfort, and while
confessing her matrimonial promise as regarded the marriage with
Kindelon on the morrow, to exhort counsel, advice, guidance, Justifica-
tion. Being a woman, and having made up her mind, justification may
have been the chief stimulus of her devout pilgrimage.

The great bustling city was in shadow as she rang the bell at Mrs.
Dares's residence.

A strange, ominous, miserable fear was upon her while she did so.
She could not account for it ; she strove to shake it off. She remembered
her own reflections :

" All is over now. I face a new life
"

Bat she could not dismiss the brooding dread while she waited the
answer of her summons at Mrs. Dares's door.

{To be continued.)

TEE SCRAP BOOK.

HISTORY OF A POOR FELLAH FAMILY.

Hassan was not always as poor as he is now. When his father died some
twenty years ago the family possessed twenty-five acres of good land, with
all that was necessary to cultivate them, and lived in a large house with
a stable, in which were a pair of buffaloes and a donkey. He and two of
his married brothers remained united under the authority of the eldest one
and for a time things went yell with them—especially during the
American War, when cotton was in great demand and brought unheard of
prices. Grain, too, was pretty high in price, and the members of the
QousQuoiu WHO w^po fiOfr r©<jH^tr©ci tof tb^ ctrttiTJtttott or 'tnc pAtcm&f ncpss^
made good day wages in a neighbouring cotton plantation belonging to the
Omdeh. Hassan, who was then a mere boy, earned during the cotton-
picking season as much as two and a-half piastres a day, and put his •

earnings into the common family purse. At eighteen he married Fatima
and already the tide of fortune had begun to turn. The price of cotton'
which was by far the most profitable crop, had fallen to less than a half'
and the Government took^to demanding the payment of the taxes a year or
two in advance. In these circumstances it was impossible to make thelwo
ends meet. A Greek, who had settled as a little shop-keeper in the village
came to the rescue of the distressed family by lending them money to pay
the taxes, but the relief was only momentary and created an additional
burden, for in a few months the tax-gatherer demanded more money and
the Greek insisted on the payment not only of the money which he' had
lent, but also of as much again by way of interest. There was no more "

m^ney in the family purse, so the bastinado was applied, but without
effect, and things looked very black indeed, till the Greek money-lender
proposed to buy the standing crops. By dint of long and laborious
bargaining he was induced to raise his first offer to about two-thirds of the
real value, and the money thus obtained was spent, after deducting part
of the usurer's claim, in paying the taxes ; but as the debt could not be
entirely paid off, and the tax-gatherer soon returned, the difficulties began
afresh. The bastinado was again called in, and applied vigorously till the
soles of the eldest brother's feet were so swollen and lacerated that he
could not walk, but it extracted from him merely solemn asseverations
that he had not a piastre more to give. This time remedy was found in
the sale of the buffaloes, the donkey, and part of the household goods, and
a few weeks of tranquillity were thereby secured, but in the long run the
remedy only aggravated the evil, for the family, having no longer the cattle

Si
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required for cultivating the land, was less able than before to meet the
tax-gatherer s demands. The village sheikh, however, who was in a vague
informal way, held responsible for the deficit, suspected now that therewas money concealed somewhere in or near the house, and in order to
discover the hidden treasure, he used his ordinary divyiing-rod, the bastinado.For a long time the instrument did not prove efficacious, but when all the

Mnf^l^'L ?K
•^P^'^'^f'^'^'^'J^go'^e.severe castigations, and the sheikh

tTr^ fl T'T^ °f »PP y'"g h's divining-rod to some of the femalemembers of the family a small bag of gold, which had been buried manyyears before, came to light. As it barely sufficed to pay all the arre3of
taio^tion, the still outstanding claim of the Greek usure^r,^and the ^^^t onof the collector, and as new instalments of taxation were falling due thedivmmg-rod was again employed irt the hope that some mofe hidden^ure might be discovered, but this time^ll efforts were fruitlessbe«.use the poor people had really not another piastre in their possessionand starvation was staring them in the face. Reduced to deCaT theeldest brother, Ahmet, one evening announced to the family ciSh^t heys determined to leave the vi iage and seek his fortune in some other partof the country. As a better alternative Hassan miively su-^gested that theacre, which they had inherited from their father should bf sold "And
themTi?' r.t*

'^^
^"^c''^

''"' f''™^^' "-°">J <=onsent tot^ythem or even take them as a gift ; they cannot yield now the amountrequired for the taxes. Why should one labour only for the taxgaherer, and himself die of starvation." The question^was unanswer-able, and all manner of supplications failed\o move Ahmet inbs decision. Eariy one morning he left the village with hU wifeand famdy and went no one knew whither, and not Ion. afte^w^rdsthe second brother followed his example. If' it was difficult for fourbrothers, working together,, to keep their heads above water it was "f

capital. What made their positions worse was that they were officiallv

LTahr^ f
'' '"7; k""*

consequently they had much more than t2fair share of unpaid labour on the public works. Finding that they were

D^ZvaT.b'°lH.^"''": "u° •^'f'^"^"''^
'""'y -^--^oned the familyproperty and the old house to the creditors, and Hassan, separating himselffrom his brother built for himself the little hut in which we havelustsren

a^d'c^t^' Tv""*' '^^ '*^'^'j°° '" -^"^ ''S^"'^^'^< and that if he had landand cattle of his own he could support himself and pay his taxes regularlybut he has no money wherewith to buy land or cattle, and he has not even

S^Iinr^^K-^ T' '^"i'^
'^""'"y ^""^ "•« administration of the SuteDomains, which has a large estate in the neighbourhood When heventured once to apply to one of the officers of the Domains admStration, he was asked what security he could give for the paymenTo therent and as he had none to offer, his application was refused. His onlymeam, of gaming a livelihood, therefore, is to associate himself with one of

^bwh l^'li^^''"^ "^^^ ^'^t' » large parcel of Domain lands andsublets to him as many acres as he can cultivate, furnishing him%riththe necessary cattle, implements, and seed. h return the neT^hhour takes three-fourths of the harvest, and Hassan gets for himself theremamingfourth from which is deducted, of course, any g^in Xch he

—£gypt and the Egyptian Quatwn, by D. Mackenzie Wallace.

THE PERIODICALS.

UiTed^toTf^ « ^'"^"t'n ^T'r?, *" "^'"^•^ ^ ""^ «="=«»«°t article by

Nnrwi h w ^"|^«''> Cathedrals," illustrated by cuts of Peterborough,

sir. ' ^ '' i««'-«^°'-d. Salisbury, and Bristol cathedrals. LiS^

fhroZ
°-^'.^'"' ^°y^«* "Around the Worid in the Sunbeam," and

" The Uni^t^dT '''''''^'T' :
The O^igation of the great Communion,"Ihe United Empire Loyalists," " How Methodism came to Texas," u-At

Tbb English Illustrated Magazine for this month has for a frontispiece

n f.^.li"^'^''
^^"^ Canadian reading, those on " Drawin<r-RoomDances," " The Author of Beltraffio," and "Two Centuries of Bat1i,"Teof more genera interest and will well repay perusal. George du M^urierhas a very good picture, " Der Tod ..Is Freund," illustrative of a poem Z

fntlr/f •

'""^"•at'ons accompanying the article on dancing are exceedingly
nteresting as well as of high artistic merit. The same remark applies to

Cornw^r-'^^f'u ''^•'P^PT entitled " An Unsentimental Journey throughCornwall, which especially to those who know the charming localitiesdescribed, is full of good reading. The magazine is a marvel of cheapne!:^!
The Magazine of American History maintains its high excellence TheJune number is prefaced by a beautiful steel engi-aving of Georae Wash-ington taken from an original portrait. The articles Ire : "^efenclrofNarraganset, Rhode Island," an exhaustive paper by Major-cWill GeoW Cullum

;
" Discovery of the Yellowstone National Park," by P. KochThe Sharplesa Portrait of Washington," by Walton W Evans • "The

Wf •'' fa«^*"'^'
^'^'*''" "^y ^^- H- Fitch

;
" A Dinner with GeneralScott in 1861," by General Charles P. Stone; "Original Documents"

&:V'p°* '^^
^""'i

"^"° Unpublished Lafayette Letters," from

vol xi
^'^""P""'' ^"'^ editorial "Notes." This number completes

The May number of Le Livre is rich in artistic and literary meritAccompanying an article on Jean Jacques Rousseau by R. Chantelause'
are beautiful portraits of Rousseau and Therese le Vasseur-the former

S f R ^''"^'f'^r
'^^'^"^ "P°° "^« '°"= ''^^ ^of thirty-five

^ears of Rosseau with the vulgar woman Le Vasseur as one of the mostexplicable events in his career. Ph. van der Haeghen is the writer ofthe opening essay, "La Bibliotheque de Marie Antoinette," and Mm
foZ.? ^°!f"^t.'""^

»-^-G- d^Saint Herage each contribute papers, theformer on "Cabinets de Travail et Bibliotheques des Hommes du Jour"and the latter on " La Bibliotheque du Senat." The editor's " chronicle
'"

'^
" rYp

good reading, and concludes the first part. In the second part— Bibhographie Modeme"—are several able-contributions on subjectTof

BOOK NOTICES.

HOW TO WASH COLOURED LACB.

h.^T''''T-fV^\^^ "/'' ^ '""<='' ^°^°' it i« ''"rth while to knowhow to wash 1 without fear of injury. First, soak it for an hour in coldsoft water, with a teaspoonful of salt to each pint, then wash it in a warmhither of soap and water. "White clird" or "white Windsor " ilth"

SrL'n'/°'.t'''1
P^P"^"^.'^'"^ 'f «°^' -''ter is not available, borax mustbe added to he lather. The lace should be squeezed through this se^era-fames nntU clean, and allowed to remain in it for a time. It wTITthenlTedW Om'^L'"
'='«*'^,'^»7 *^ter without soap, salt being added, as at

first. Old gold especially, after this treatment, will look almost like new :and many case, though necessarily somewhat lighter in shade than when

annl •

"k" ^ ""^""""^y "^hter, without that objectionahle patchyappearance which one sometimes sees in lace either carelessly washed orimperfectly dyed If it should be required stiffened a littlera r^rSweak
Snjm water or sugar water will suffice. It must be squeezed as dry as pos
sible, and ironed on the wi-ong side, between the folds of a clean cloth

.^f'T"""' f^J^lT- " ^^^ ^'^°<='^ ^^y murmured one day as we

iw«^/r"f' '^ ft'' °^
'^l ^""^K"

J°"*°y f'°"> ""^ "averse^" whichswept the streets of Pans as effectually as the cannon of the Man of Sep-

WhtTfrth^ l\^Tt' ""^.'''V^/,
"^d OTginal koo de tar. Kel Tom !

™n/trnt„ * ^ M
Tom we've had for years. These sudden changes from

w.^!rt, *=^1'''"'^ fr""" 'Whiskey hot with a little lemon to iced

Trllr f
'^ ''aistooats to lined ulsters warranted all wool and

Sbw^"/„^V °'t'=*^ry.V,^*'*®«''*
one, from "Kel shaloor. monDew

!
to " Es ist schrechlich Kalt !

" from " Rumbo! " to " Multee Ker-teever —these sudden changes in temperature, clothing, and foreign lan-guages are, I repeat, most dangerous. And who is to blame 1 The Gov-

t^w« „w« ^k"
*^^

Tul'"*?^ P^^'^y °' ^'•- Gladstone's Government
that we owe these remarkable changes in the weather. If Lord Randolph

!^1 f ?r
^"°«;y^«"«°t convince the Conservative electors of BirmiiL-ham of that, I shall think them^duffers. If the Tories are wise they wiU

force the Mmisters to go to the country on the weather. If the weatherwonld only go the country itself and leave London alone I would return totown at once and pay my long-promiwd visit to the Health Exhibition and

Ol^ ^lilT^T^' '^^,^-.^'^1 (Saturday) the "shaloor" is on again.Oh, Kel Tom !
—" J)ag<met," vn the Rafarte.

IRELAND AFTER THE LAND ACTS.

The foUowing extract from an English contemporary is of considerable
present mtereat:-" A new book, not large, and readable from cover tocover every page being bright, clear, and genial-has been published by

fi^n , v'

f?t|tled "Gleanings m Ireland after the Land Acta," by W H
(Bullock) Hall, whom everybody knew as the accomplished Commissioner
of the Daily News French Peasant Relief Fund Mr. Hall ias the advan-
tage of intimate association with the peasantry of Italy, and of Russian
Prussian, and Austrian Poland, of France, and of other countries, during
periods of effervescencjLm some respects not dissimilar to the Irish eompll-
cation. In addition to these unusual qualifications,- Mr. Hall has sincehad a wide experience in land-owning in several English counties wherehehM displayed a judgment and solicitude for the welfare of his tenantry
ot mhnite device and incomparable consideration for their comfort self-
action, and progress, of which his large estate at Six Mile Bottom' nearNewmarket, is an example. What state of things such a writer found
and^ what he thought, is a real contribution to the Irish question

One passage answers the question put in these columns lately MrHall says
: 'Of all the countries I have ever visited, I consider Ireland the

least fatted for successful potato culture,! in consequence of the excessive
ramfall and the humidity of the atmosphere. It is really, in the absence
of any kmd of manufacturing industry, a country in every way unsuited
to support even a moderately dense population on any diet whatever On
the other hand, Ireland is eminently suited to maintain infinite herds ot
cattle, producmg, as it will, fodder sufficient to keep them alive for the
first eighteen months of their existence. The great advantage Ireland
possesses IS in the climate permitting the cattle to remain out.aU winter
. . .

Breeding and butter-making are, in fact, the only real profiUble
businesses now possible in the south and west of Ireland, and it argues a
strange want of perception of facts on the part; of the so-called National
leaders to preach the opposite doctrine, advocating breaking up of pasture
and arable farming.' Mr. Hall agrees with Professor Goldwin Smith who
was the first writer to point out that the Irish Celt is not essentially a
farmer. Out of 600,000 occupiers in Ireland only 36,000 cultivate hold-mgs of J90 or over. Mr. Hall adds to the value of his book by a map intwo colours, divided by a line drawn from Skibbereen to the Londonderry
comer of J)onegal, separating the parta of comparative prosperity from
those of chronic distress. This arrangement is of great advantage to the
student of the Irish question, since it enables him to localize arguments lu
debate.
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A Prairie Dream, and Other Poems. By Nicholas Flood Davin.
Ottawa : Citizen Printing and Publishing Company. /
Mr Davin'b aim in writing his "Prairie Dream" was "to strike a true

and high note in Canadian politics and literature, a note above and beyond
anything to be found in or beneath the din of parly strife. " In the pursuit
of this object he sometimes disdains the ordinary Jaws of ver-sitication,
with a freedom which perhaps becomes the dehizen of the prairie. His
very hrst lino, which ends, as several of his lines do, with a preposition
will, It 18 to be feared, bo to the critical martinet a rock of offence at the
threshold. Some of the lines can be made to scan only by a tour Je
force of pronunciation. But has il not been said of Shake.speare that "he
walked through the rules of dramatip composition with astonishing tran-
quillity whenever it seemed him good ?" Tho soul which is great enough"to
swallow technicalities will find that "Eos" and its companions are devoid
neither of the spirit nor of the language of poetry. The language indeedw sometimes very rich and picturesque. The main idea, that of making
the morning in its course round the world, from east to west, show the series of
successive civilizations, is also undeniably happy. We select these lines on
yuebec partly on account of their subject

:

—— :~ We pass'd that city hoar 2Which wears an old face in a worlil all uew,
"

From whose high plain aud sloried citadel

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

THE ORIGIN OF CHURCH MUSIC.

Wolfe's glory streams (or ever, and we mark'd
How the broad river roU'd along, hemmed ia
With wooded shores, the laud and water all
One mighty blaze of ruby snnlit mist.
Far burning wof.d, and sheets of silver fire. ' «
A shade of thought passed like a cloudlet o'er
Her face, and like a summer clou liet went.
"Lo I there," she naid. "a piece of French antique
Gainst which the waves of time, its blasts and storms
Wouia seem to break in vain. They cling down there-
Is t strange ?— to glories and tradilions old
Of other lands and of long vanished years,
And while they live beneath one rale they own
The civilization of another not
In harmony therewith ; nor can they cease
To look bpyoud the sea until that day.
Far off, which impulse new will give and bind
The heart's affections round the land they till,
Their mother then, no nursing substitute
For one long leagues away. They have the force.
They have the genius of a mighty race

;

Poets and thinkers, statesmen eloquent

;

Their peasants gentle, virtuous foU ; but lost
Are many winning grace, of the Gaul
At home. Old wine is |ient in bottles new

;You see the same thing farther west in those
Blind egotists who damn in others what
They do themselves—the merest slaves of cant,
Of what has been—incapable of deeds
Strong-limbed and bold, such as are bom of thoughtAnd will. But there shall come a race in which
This Gallic stream will play a noble part
A race which, gathering strength from diverse founts
"ill—a majestic river—onward flow
Full-volumed, vast, its guide its proper bent.
And take its characters and hues from all
That makes the present great-rolhng alongA crowded avenue of wealth and power."

Our readers will not have failed to notice that the roughness and other
defects of Mr. Davin's style display the.nselves in this extract as well ^
ts better characteristics. He will have to whip his Pegasus into the traces
^ he means to take an abiding place among Canadian poets. For some of

Tf '^:f u*
"'*^ P^'**P* P'""* **"« ex^m^le of Milton : but Miltonwas Milton, and he wrote more than two centuries ago

History op France By M. Guizot.
Vol. I. New York : John B. Aldeu.
This best popularJiistory

Translated by Robert Black.

•7
".

»i »
t; ;; ^. ' > by one of her most brilliaht

writei-B, 18 now for the hrst time published complete in America by MrAlden. It wi 1 spread over eight volumes, and as they will be publishedat the extremely low price of 75c. per volume, it will be within the reach of
all. Asthe publisher says, in the announcement, "The present edition
18 unabridged, and includes the really superb illustrations of the Englishedition

;
and its convenience of form, for reading and the library shelves

18 superior to any other edition published. My first announcement ws^planned to include only 100 illustrations, but I found it so difficuir?^
select, or rather to omit, that I was compelled to yield to the temptation
to uiclude the more than four hundred original pictures." Guizot theminister-historian-the advocate of and devout believer in consti u ion^monarchy-writes with a fire and enthusiasm that ensures the attentionof his readers tathe end, and might well induce the thoughtthat romancenot hn^tory. was being read. For such a writer, what moreTS.^
subject than the history of France 1_" France, the home of GheSBayard, and the great Napoleon

; of Joan of Arc, and Lafayette of theHuguenots and the execrable monsters of St. Bartholomew's Cay •

of
* Voltaire, and Bossuet, of Fenelon, Racine, and St. Pierre."

By Oscar Fay Adams. Boston
Hand-Book or American Authors.

Houghton, Mifflin, and Co.

This is a really admirable little referenpe-book. It has no pretensionH
to supplant more exhaustive works, but attempts, by a clever^eySmof
condensation, to give all the substantial facts pertaining to each nime andthis^in such compact form that the book may easily be earned "i thepocket The author haa, nevertheless, coutrfyed to give inform^tLnconoenung fifteen hundred authors.

«u«u«uon

From the earliest times music in some shape or form has always taken
a place of greater or lesser importance in the religious services of the
peojjle. Thus we read of the songs and singing in the Jewish Temple
service, and that great importance was attached to this accessory to their
religious services is evidenced by the fact that the larger portion of the
tribe of. Levi was set apart and consecrated to the musical service of the
lemple. But mu.sic as we understand it, i.e., as an Art, based upon
scientihc principles, was quite unknown to the ancients. We gather from
old Greek writers that the music of the Hebrew Temple worship was
mainly vocal

; and although the Bible frequently speaks of the trumpets,
flutes, shawms, sackbuts, psaltrys, harps, and other rude musical instru-
ments, it must be remembered that most of these were incapable of
producing any modern, scale, and their musical system, if system they
had at all, must have been of the crudest kind. The grand combini-
tions of these incongruous instruments-" With cymbals also and shavims"—
so often referred to in Holy Writ, did probably assist in keeping unity of
pitch and rhythmic accent among the people who took part in these
religious services; but as an instrumental performance, the effect
produced would, to us, have sounded as a combination most intolerable.
But, undeveloped as was the art, rude the instruments, and unknown
the science, there yet struggled in the breast of man an instinctive desire to
praise in song. Language, however exalted, seemed not to be able fully to
give utterance to his noblest aspirations, and he sought in music, "the
handmaid of religion," the means of utterance for emotions and feelings
beyond the power of words to express. With the establishment of the
Christian religion music was awarded an important place. That the first
Christians loved their hymns and singing, and cherished them amidst the
fiercest persecution the following passage from Plinius, who wrote about
the begmning of the second century, will show. He says : "On certain
days they will assemble before sunrise and sing alternately (antiphonal)
the praise of their God." Another writer, speaking of the sect of Ther-
apeutists, says

:
" After supper their sacred songs began. When aU

were arisen, they selected from the rest two choirs-one of men" and one
of women-m order to celebrate some festival ; and from each of these a
person of majestic form, and weU skilled in music, was chosen to lead
the band. They then chanted hymns in honour of God, composed in
defierent measures and modulations, now singing together, and now
"°\7"°« ,«»<=•> °'»>«"- by turns." To St. Ambrose (Bishop of Milan, 374
to 397) be ongs the credit of establishing the scales or keys, known asthe authentic or ecclesi^tical tones or scales. It is, however, consideredM more than probable that St Ambrose borrowed or reformed them from
the musical system of the Greeks, who in turn had doubtless developed
their system from a foundation existing among still more ancient nations.Ihe sister arts of poetry and sculpture had reached their climax three
thousand years ago. The art of painting reached its highest development
some five hundred years ago, about the time that music was beginning tothrow ofi her garb of empiricism or crudest theory, and to base itself upon
scientific principles of true art Previous to this, the combination ofsounds, if we except the fifth and octave, were unknown, or if known cer-
tainly were not put to any practical use.

Two hundred years after St Ambrose's time, St. Gregory (591 to 604)reformed and regenerated the entire musical 'part of the church serviceHe revised and restored to their original condition the melodies and chants
of bt. Ambrose which, from change, had lost much of their primitive
purity. In addition to this, he added four more scales, known as the
plagalkey or scales." St Gregory was a connoisseur ia music. He is

credited with having written and composed the music of many hymns and
chants, beside^ collecting the best existing.^ He arranged th« liturgy fo.^ -
tlie Christian service according to the Church year, caused the whole to be

"^r f Z \^°^' f"^*^
'''' " Antiphoner," which he deposited upon the

altar of St. Peters, fastened with a chain, intending it to serve as a foun-
dation and unchangeable direction for all time to come. These chants andhymns are known as the " Gregorian chants and tones," and are sometimes
called "plain song." They were not intended to be sung in harmony(harmony,was not discovered), but in unison, t.«., the melody only wm
sung.

_^

In the early ages of the Christian Church, these melodies or "plain
songs were sung, unaccompanied by musical instruments.

Because the Romans, in their heathenish sacrifices, made use of instru-
mental music, It was thought to savour too much of their idolatrous prac
tices to admit it into the service of the Christian church. For this reasonthe musical services of the Eastern Christian Church for several centuriesremain^ exclusively vocal. The Western Church, however, at a much
earlier date admitted instrumental music into her services. The oldest
reference to harmony of which we have any knowledge is by one Isidore.
Archbishop of Seville, who lived at the time of St Gregory. In h^
Sentences on Music " he says : " Harmonious music is a modulation of the

voice
;

It IS a. so the union of simultaneous sounds." He also speaks ofSymphony and " Diaphony." meaning, probably, by the first . ^mbina-
tion of consonant, and by the latter, of dissonant, intervals. Notwith-
standing this knowledge, several centuries elapsed before men were able tocr^te works, even in a simple sense, in which melody and harmony were
united in such a manner as to give adequate enjoyment It U certain
that without the gradual perfection and use of harn«)ny, musical art, in the
sense we understand it, would have remained stationary, and have .hi»ed

closely the rhythm of the language and became purely .ylkbio. inc«p*hl«

%-
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of advancing beyond the form of the language to which it was fettered, its
freedom was destroyed and its further development rendered an impossi-
bility, hence its ultimate decay. ^ J. Davexpobt Kbrriso.v.

FiSr^ni^'ht"*'"'^'^''
'" Shaftesbury Hall, Toronto, to-night (Thursday) and

Sara Bernhardt is taking lessons on the flute. Those who have seenher practising say that it is scarcely possible to say with certainty which isthe player and which is the flute. / i- i.-.

After singing her last song in Cincinnati, Mme. Christine Nilsson told

Hho,M"T»'rr M •"' ^'".P-'fi^-'ly her last tour in America-that she

SwphI IkT.^^iw'''' -^"'y ^"'^•"'>S a little in England, go toSweden, and bid farewell forever to professional life. j
Mr.* Edward Fisher's piano recital in the wareroom^ of Messrs

f^S M^Frr ' * •^''•' °"/'''-'l»y ''^'^rn-n, passed off very success^
fully. Mr. Fisher once more demonstrated his powers as a pianis^ AII,^

of°teaching ^"^ ' ^"' 'P'"'''''^ '^*™P'"' "^ "•" success of his system

n„.'lJ'J^*^^ ^^A^^'"
P'*^^'' ''' "* '^''^°"'° Opera House all last week is

for some lime Tr'"°
^^'^'"^'''--'^

?."* ""^ *'"' ''°-''« "^ »'-' thea refor some time. The announcement that George R Sims and Henry Pettit

Hbretto 'Th
*^^°" '" r*r"' «"'"-*"^''« f"-- ^h« e..c.llenoe^of helibretto, rhe managers. Brooks and Dickson, have, on their side sparedno pains to make he mise en scene perfect, as it pretty nearly s^ Thecompany wa^ a well balanced one, and quite capable of presentin. a most

;rKSn^:t:,T"^- "
'^^^ '^':^'- °^ '^^ ^-^ -^^--

the If/ r^'^^""
°^ '^ Metropolitan Church areto be complimented uponthe great and deserved success that attended their concerts in the PavXn

f„/? ?J
''"'^ Saturday nights. The idea of giving a programme consistmgof old airs and words by artists dressed in ancient costume, was a

tt H:in:d\:t"Th'°""-"''^^P''rt'^'* ^^ '>« first.cla.ss a^dTenceswno
1 stened to it. The programme itself is a literary curiosity and willdoubtless be kept by many as a souvenir. Many more wouTd have bee^ opreserved had it not been for the interleaved advertisements Ohp ^'^

almost tempted to call such a thing an act of vandalism ItTnot possibleto apply ordmary/ules of criticism to such u performance and Ttwmperhaps be sufficient to say that, generally speaking, the pr^.r^mme waswell carried out, albeit it was much too lon».
programme was

LITERARY GOSSIP.

and Mr. Trevelyan wiU contributTto th^ series
' '''''""'' ^'^'^'"'

n,pS,^rXS:;\::^^^^,?7th^- ™^ffi^^ - issuing

The magazines are well printed on'ex'celleS pl^er "p^ff^ parvfurttEnglish editions, but reduced in size. This will be a^eat Lnn'^
with the

who cannot afford the English price
^ '" "^^^"""^

^hich will b, p„bii.bed b, M^/^irpSorc Sz ";t.s
'

toand hw wife readtng-a letter sTghed "^Tour Own TnUn " ^1. • u u , ,

in his inside coat-pocket, has m^Sie a sketch of th«"'K ^^ '""^ ^"""'^

ings," which he win send to the scientific editor.''*^
^'^""'^"^'^^ P^'^-^^"

The election of Dr. Withrow to a membershin nf n,» d i c •

as editor of the Ca.arftan .lf«SS^S Ultl^^^^^^^^^
a reputation throughout the DominionTlich%u»; eSS Ct "''Tment on the list of Canadian " Immortels." ° ^°'"°'-

no/? J^
'^ told that Longfellow and' Fields were making a short

stood on the footpath, evidently determined to demolish both p^t andpublisher. "I think," said Field, "that it will be prudent to rive thi^

dlsTJ:d^;a;t"
"'"'•" "^'''" -P^^'^^'^^P-^ "^-PPears'^^bt:

^
"The Ainerican law," says The St. James's Gazette, "already grants toAmerican authors rights which the English laws denies-to Ssh o'es

i^ATTT^'"'"-;",^"''!"'* " P''yf°^ 'he first time in Englanddoes not thereby invalidate his rights in America. An EnglishWhowever, who publishes or produces for the first time in Amerkfa for^;by so doing his rights in England. This is an injustice whi"h it does notdepend upon the Congress of the United States to remedy "

to ^ZSi^i^Z^-''"^'^' *'^ ^°"°'''"« '^-^-^' - -'^^^'^^

projll.'^slrti^l^^^;;:^"^^?—^^ .

^nXr;:™.""
"""* "^ ""'"' <" '^« -"-^ «^P''«-'- th:Zttfwa'^poltpTn'edT

There must surely be something behind this. Professor Fernet resi-medin AugiLst or .September )ast. The advertisements published by the Govern-ment in Canadian and Boston pi.pers required candidates for the vacantappointment to send in their testimonials by November 1st Have notseven „o„ths sufficed for the examination of these testimonia s? Is therenot time enough to examine them now before October when the duti^ ofthe Professor commence? A Mini.ster of Education is bound, abovraUMinisters, to speak the truth.

•

^^'''H^PS some rearlers may find an application for the followingimpromptu afflatus of a lyric poet of no mean eminence :-
'°"°''"»«

I ciefine a politician as a wordy rhetorician
Full of chatter and verbosity and tfidioiu repetition • -. . .

He s A faltering logician and a time-serving tacticianWho sacrihces honour, tmth. and conscience to ambition •

He needs little erudition to illumine his position
And consults but the expedient without the least contrition •

Of a shifty .iisposition, ho emplovs ran« intermission
Those deceptions, wiles and stratage-us which lead unto perdition

frnJ^T"" ""
^r^',

*^ ""
"^'"."r

P"""'-^ ""'^ "^^y- ^'"'^ -charged with'stealingfrom a farce wr.tten by one of his friends the expn.sssion. " You are dowfupon me, a.s the candle said to the extjnj^uisher " He immediate^ n7f^ceeded to sho* how little he was under IhT necessity of stealhig TytpX
Sf nextTrif'^lf"''

°^ "'"!^''™ '° everything that was said^'to him'^^forthe next half hour, e.g., "You are ver, pressing, D,an, "as the filbertssa^ to the nuteracker.s. Pray pass the wine," he continu;i, " though I^^r?y to. trouble you. as the pin said to the periwinkle." "Brav™Hookens!' shouted the Dean; "you must give up your plan of gdr^abroad; we can't afford to lose you." " Oh, it will be allV Imfon!
" B"ut'"l^r" "n- "t

"^^
t"'^'""""

"'''^ ^'^''^ '^""^ ''— into bTc^m '
But your song. Hook

; only a few verses." " You really redi,™ rn^i^
extremitie,, as the rat said to the trap which cut hi^taTl off. I've Tba^cold but will try my best, and hope to come off with flyin^ colours <^ theEnglish general said when he ordered his niggers to retLt' If nt^mp:a stave, don t make a butt of me."

cn-ucuipi.

The publisher of The Wekk, Mr. C. Blackett Robinson, has in prepar-ation an important historical work intended to give a vivid poriraitrrToV
Canadian hie dur.ng the past century. The field of research is an i^terest ng one The early settlement and struggles of tho.se who have beenn rumental m making Cana.la what it is to-day, afford ample material forinstructive and vivid narrative. Macaulay introduced a new era of h s or"c

eTe' "f .•:':L''/!.'!:,!.^ ''irj'li'^^r"^: ,

"- •-P^^-d no pains in seSg^ryth.ng that could throw the least ligh t onany part of bis subject! -

Mr. Tissington, who has been so aiiopp^fnl ;« p„ i j • i - .

of farming out novels to various pubrcXnshLh? '" ^''^'^^^^^^

here, and'has arranged withrhe New York sL ^Z "l fT^'''
"°'"'^

Cincinnati ^n,,^^.: Springfield ZZb^cl^ f^^^'o^Hirtlt^lTZsimultaneous publication in their columns of stories bv TT^f,? t
' r>^

Harie. W. D. Howells, and other popularllricl^CeTof'S^"'
at a^^frh^n^Krng^t'^L^Vr sto/'JM'^ l'^'^^^

w.lk«i before the bride and^mt^nra^rolhe^CcTrte""'

ontfrrs^irofT^re-a'tSevre^^^
of her readers are doubtless sat"fi"d that Mr F^'

*"'^ increasing circle

recent years has equalM it
'**'"""'* '"^'"' ""^ '^^^P f««hng no story of

He ransacked not only the recesses of the' BritLh^Xu^s^um LnTthe sSarchives for official documents
; he did not disdain the ephemeral poSsqmbs, the broadsides and ballads disposed of by an extina race, ifeSstationers. He availed himself of everything that could impart life colourand reality to the movements of British history. Here in Cai^da thecapable h storian has, in addition to authoritatiVe documents, a"-' andvaried materml in the reminiscences of eariy settlers, in^lon<.-for .ttenpamphlets, and the eariier issues of the newspaper press whirewr. toconstrict a narrative that will be true to fact and Jet interesting and read

thin "V T"" °^ ''"°" .^''*""""" ^'''°'y^ P^^P^"-' ''ffords i splendidtheme for the competent writer who has undertaken the task, and Intel i-gent Canadians will hail with pleasure a well-written work that traces therise and progress of free institutions, paving the way for future nadona!greatness and prosperity. Parties in possession of historical reminiscen.^ohl documents or pamphlets relating to early Canadian hiirywoddconfer a favour by communicating with the publisher.

armlf.^rfif^'""'
^^*'' <"•, .COMMERCE.-" You ,<,8k me about standingarmies, and the impression which is produced on t^ Oriental mind by fcontinent converted into an armed camp. That J|ctacle, I am fre^toconfess impressed me far less than the war of comJfce wh ch, underthename of competition,' goes on unceasingly. In milar. warfare the^i.sometimes peace. You have truces ^nd treaties, and / ,u haveinter^Jsduring which nations abstain from armed strife BuV the" war of c^mmerce never stops. The competition of nation with nation for themonopoly of the trade and industry of the world is constan" and crueL Idon t complain

;
nor do I affect to censure. I am taught that the proire«of the race is by the survival of the fittest and the elimination of tK!S^

.un^^:'"°*-""'"™'"''f°"'
""^ ^h««o-P«titionisone^or™ bywW^superior organisms tnumph over,the lower."-J Japanese ArnbaZl^

'^i

i
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AN UNBIDDEN QUEST.
A BIRD one day, as birds wiU do

p:pi;,dr;:.iL:Tai°^-« '•'-«'•
One day when all the place was stUl.

Of gram that covered all tbe-flow
;But never thought, in point of law,

It had no right to what it saw.

For birds are children of tfee air
5?P«°dent on the Father's care
VV ho made for them His sun to shine,And gives them food by law Divine

And so it hopped about the floor

'
4"^ '''"*^' «"-'«»"« °«=t day for moreAnd every day; and on the tree

"

It used to sit and sing to me i » „"'•"•Eastwood.

. ,
^^ NosEs.—Some philosopher has said thaf K«into a person's eyes to judge his or hTr charlcte, h"'""" T"'"'' '« '°°k

can be changed, and is deceptive. He prefered to T!,' *^ expression
the eyes belonging to it were closed, because the nl

""^ '*"" "°^« ^^le
and gives the truest index of chara,^ter There art'tT""' ^^ '=•"'"««'''.
noses, severe noses and merry noses morri 1*^ ""^"^ ^^d c?uel
reserved noses, and jolly noses uZl f°T """^ dissipated noses
nose to the human face! "t hL experimTnt o°"l' fl '-Portance of a
elevate the tip of his own nofe with h[ fin

'^at feature. Let him
whether he does not add am:lih^t'^/^f:;;°;;-''h a string and'see
the ,p close to his face and aclcLwledVd "I "t **•..• ^"^ '»'"' d^Presswou d not hide from him in terror Let Sim ZtT '"' ^*"°""'« ^^^^
shorten the nose by folding it across the brid!«

^^Vonr^xt of a friend,
recognise the face.^ What countenance howp^' "u^ '^'° «"" '^ he could
have the eighth of an inch Lken from th? no

'"^'^."'' •=°"''l ^^^^^ to
comeliness

»
Many a lesson c^n beWd from Th

^"'' ^°^ ^ '•'^'*"« ^'s
pleasantly told by the poet- """ '''^ °°»«> ^^d one is thus

H--od:-t^oin;^tX^^LSj.wom.nl..
^*'* "oi'ed as she answered " Th. » i- .

If you II foUow yours to the regions helo; I

[JuHB «th, 1884.

CHESS.

PROBLEM No l«PROBLEM No. 18
By, Chr. w., Kjobenhavn

From Copenhagen Nationaltidmie.

PBOBLBM No. 17
Composed for The Wkek by K. B, Green

shields, Montre^.
BZiACK,

WHITE.
White to play Md mate in two moves.

WHITE.
White to play and mate in throe moves.

E B G M t -
^"SWEBS TO COBRE8PONDENT8

, In Brentano; CKe,, M. J ^^"'OUS CHESS PUZZLE.

Whitehavin^g'tll'e-™^,?;; «1«1- PK^'y^B^a'-'^^'' « = "^ «• « B «.

.3,%T.-L^fe^f„"Uv£?S"^^^^^^^^^^^^^
JL--ATi„'r in'?.'-f£H- ^^^^^^

S^b;rJS^eTC%-it?o«ns--'^^^^^^^ «-"'o^°rd]£5 ES'T ^^^^ '^'

r-jT^^^^^--^^^^^^^^ "^'.K after a

dinner and a large quanti^^fSaJpa^ntor.^^"*^^f'^ -hich agoo^
on their w.ay home to pay a visirof r^spe^t to ^h^"""'*"'"'

^«'<^™i*dQd
fnend not long dead. They stopL theTb n,?.

^^
^u"*^^

"^ * '""'""I
whil^ groping about (for the n^gt wt Tark and ?.' ''f'"'^'^'-^'

""^

ir^. "P^ ^""y ^•'"' «'" thoughts oT^he d4d frilr ^ ^ .^?^^°° ™'
after the kangaroo rat rushed the Cabinet M^nilf ' V"^ '•el'^rskelter
Green. After, however, falling over ™» ^ t*" I"**

""' '"^nd Mr.
had to be abandoned, and ouf friendrsirod' wef

°"^'°"^^' **« '^'^-
among the tombs. Mr. Green was equal to t^ Z ""'^ "'"d-bespattered
the cabman," suggested he. No soonerlut^elT^T:, " ^' "« ^'^'^'^'^
their coat« and waistcoats off, this wortK, I

''°"^- ^°' P""*"?
outa.de their neither garments and clSed the^^he !,"'*"?f

'heir shirts
kerchiefs. In this guise they crawledtE^hL/ '"'"' Pooket-hand-
emerging into the road, mised an unirthTvfhn .

'"«'«•*««. and suddenly
nose

;
but, alas, for the scene, the Matter taststr"" '^'. '="'"°'"''«

^^^Yshaking would wak^ himL imagiTV^lil'^P' ^'^rri'''"^
''"' »

thetero of such a story as this WeTT^V n r
" ^""^ ^"ty beine

stars as Mr. Mundelkor S f Henrv I^ '''/ ^T^ ''^^'^ suchsmallef
yet in Queensland, Cabinet MiSste^ arr„n '"'W^^ circumstances

; and
in the club.-rA. Never, Nefe7S, % ^t'^S^.^'""' -'='''^-««

An Appkopriatb Gift " Bv Tnvo 1 " •j
"Forrest would rise in his grave if he kne^f

an American actor to me,
Forrest, of course, was the famo„« A™

knew it, and snatch it from' you "

words that accompanied th^reltTCrerr'r^ -««•« "^e
he hated everything and everyone EnglSTh7:^t\*° "^^ '^'"f' *-
the large and valuable collection of fheatrin^ ! u^ ^°^' '° ^"<='-ease
which Mr. Irving has gathered together fa *TP*"''

'"^.^ mementoes
and jewels. "Here," he' said. "U John KeS" "T^"- ''°«"""««.
enough, you see, ' Hamlet ' is the m"ker."

^«'"^'«'' ^atch, and, oddl^

A Nation op Speech-makers.—" I cannot «„ *i, . t .Americans possess the art of real oratory mor« A ^ ^"^ ^ *'''«'' ^he
do. It would be difficult, I believe to mlf^^ of, °'"' ""'n Public men
or Lord Coleridge. The Amerilr; tTf^ ^

^'- ^^'^"^one, or Mr. Bright
intones. Now, here is^v^ZTL^^ '"•"'^ "''« ' Preacher. He
just read :-• We are,' theTrkfr ^^ ^ "^"t"^"

critique which I have

a foot-hold upon our stage and a certain fr^^w
""^'' '"'^^ °b*»iaed

Indeed, it is notan unheafd-of L'nrami^^"' T°« *7"« °" ""diences.
to become full-fledged actors at abound and

1^'""*"''""%°^ P°«««»'«'
the period through which we are passZ J awl vtill"*''v i^''"

S^"'"" »'
wnving at the very niceties and uTtrm'trr^^ '.''"*]'*'• """"tious of
tiunk ver^ just and true.»-^,:V/rC'^ ZTooT "' '"'"'•' '''"* ^

TbeNewTorkC«p,Jl?M™™ '
^''" ™ ™«°''™-

'"3?oX,»^7e^,rnrijS5"
ciL"^^i'ira?e\\''i^,d°' St^F:-^^^^^ but .*.resnmea at s. and flnaj°rftnisb^d .i""?"'*."'''''"'"'' began at 5 o m w°° °' '^ba/a^t, of the
fortahly cold until about 11 ivWk If'iS^V^" °"' mSrni^ ^ tS rl*,^™'"*"""*^ "n'" ?'
Club Boom were rendered nM?eH8h„fh ''"'.'' •""" >"" "' thefieatiSs ^f^' '.1™ "<" ™»om-

^^oron"nt-^7^-,2SS^^^^^
.. op^nent. wouM have savIdnK;ron%°l^Kn'i^^^^^^^^

In onr opinion the true rea>r,n f„. ... ^ ,

* Interfered with

^Ta3rn^,^;jl-ti7lF£r^°^^^^^^^

We are somewhat surprised that »n, .,,
"* '° ''""""""'" more powerful

confess that be is not ab"J?eZ ?r'Sjt1e?'oYre',?I?i„r'''^f. --neeshonld thus p„Micly

iTHE WEEK''
,
Tbronghtbe liberality „, an eZm d

^"'^ ^^'''''^^ TOUENET.
nUesandeonditionsofa/robi^-d-sTttSy-S^^^^^^^

GAME NO. 10.
»"""».

Chess in Montreal.

WHITE.

Prof. Hiolcs.

1. PK4
2. P K B *
3. Kt K 8 3
4. P K B 4
5. Kt K S
6. Kt takes Kt F
7- P Q 3

— _.,w »M Auuubreai.
Kg* betoeuu Prof. Hicks and Mr. Geo.

(Remove Queen's Knight.)
Kieseritsky Gambit.

BLACK.
I

»» « _ WHITK.
Mr. Geo. Barrv » . „
1 PIT..

Prof- Hicks.
- - ' ' a BtakesBP3. P takes P
3. P K Kt 4
4. P Kt 5
5. B Kt a
6. PQ4
7. F takes P

9. B Kt 1
10. K B a
11. K Kt 3

}?• f ' «»kes Kt ch
I'l. P taltes P
14. B Kt 5

Pi.„.., GAME NO. 11.

BraUhXi'T^o^'a "ue'*" "^ ""«Pondence between Dr. I. RyaU.
Evans Gambit.

WHITB.

Barry, at th* odds of

BLACK.

Mr. Geo. Barry.
8. B takes Kt P
8. B checks

10. B checks
11. Kt K B 3
12. Q takes Kt
IJ. K checks.
14. B mates.

WHITK.

Dr. Byall.

1. PK4
a. K Kt B 3
3. BB4
4. PqKt4
«. PQB3
6. PQ4
7. Castles
8. P takes P

10. B a a
11. PKS
la. BKl
13. FQ»(c)
14. Kt takes E F
IS- K takes B

BLACK.

Mr. Braithwalte.

1. PK4
2- Q Kt B S
3. BB4
* B takes Kt P
& B B4
*. P takes P
7. P 6 3 (a)
8. Blit3
9. KtB4

10. Kt K B 8
11. P takes P
la. Castles
13. BKl
Ji'2'»^*'BI'oh(<i)
iS. B takes Kt

Dr. ByaU.
16. K Kt 1
17. g g a
18. Q takes B
19- BKKtS
20. KBl
21. q Q B 1
22. PB3
as. K B a
24. QKl
25. P Kt 3

27. Q takes Q Kt
28. g K 1 ^
29. B Kt 1
30. Resigns.

Hamilton, and Mr. w.

BLACK.
Mr. Braithwalte.

16. B Kt S

21. Kt K 5
22. Kt Kt a oh
23. Kt K 7
24. Q B a oh

*• 9 takes

B

27. MK B4
28. BKe
29. Kt takM Kt P.

Notes

fl^^S'SSHS^'i^"'-------'
(«> BlAQk vlaya the flni,h yery well

•!«;/?
A qa-r ,trin«of WhU. piJo« on the Q Bflia. Uniqae. but oot •ffecWra Hain«t Btaoi,',

f^.

^»^^"
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J
DON OCEAN GBOVE, N.J.

f-y by the Sea.
Il875: Enlnrgecl and Improved
tad P'eMure Resort. IJ houra
,11—20 trafim daily; 2 hours from
i 10 minuted from Long Branch,
by the moflt celebrated phy-

JF*ator and electric batbs. Hte'im
J«r elevator. Iron Are escapes.
I'lnii artesian spriiiR. High dry
i with the mintiled ozone ft^m
^ool breezeH from the sea. Per-

, No malaria. No mnsqiiitoea.
fete. Open all the year. Circulirs.
: Shxldom, Owner and Manager.

I'GAZINE OF AMERICAN
} HISTORY.
ublicatlon in doing a grand work "

jnut Blatorical BogisUr,

TTS FOa JUNE, 1884.
tPLEflS POHTRAIT OP WASHING- .

)L Frontispiece.
OF Nabhaqanset Bat. Bhqde

-istorioal Sketch. Brevet Major-
Mrge W CuUum, U.S.A. I

(on«. -The Duinnine Tower—Map
nset Bay. B.I.—Th« Five Batteries •

m Battery
; It. Port Greea ; III

ellnx ; IV. Battery on the Bonnet

;

on Conanicut I.ltind. May of
.erations (n 1777-'78 in Rliode Is-
Adams—Dumplings Tower—Cou-
ld—Port Hamilton-Port Wolcott.
OF Tte Ykllowstone National

-loh.

spy; SB Portbait of Washino-
m w. Evans.
]ue A Mkchawical Ideal. Illus-
iflee H. Fitch.

)
WITH Qbnebal Scott, in 1881.

•al Cbarles P. Stone, late Chief
laj Staff of the Khedive in Egypt.
iJociTHKNTs. Sir Henry Clinton's
et Record of Private Daily In-
.ontributed by Dr. Thomns Addis
(ted by Edward P. De Lancey.
UBegun in Octob-r.)
fclSHED LkTTKBS FBOM LaFAT-
jLLiAH Constable, Esq.. of
g 5, 17991. Contributed by Henry

»airablv edited departments-
,. Replies, Historical Societies,
"ices—occupy some thirteen of
hlosing pages of the work.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

50 CniJKVn KTRB8T, TORONTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT,
Deposits received from «1 upwards. In-

terent allowed from date of deposit at 4* 5and 6 per oout." No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.
^3- Money to Loan on Mobtoaob Sbouritt.

"W B3 ST :E3« JJfl"

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCOBPOBATBD 18S1.

BEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Grand Trunk Railway.
|

" amusements.

Cash Assets. -

Income for Year
$i,sS9,iia oo

i,69a,8s8 l8

Fire and Marine Insurances' effected atmoderate rates. Agenciesm all towas through,
out the Dominion apd United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pret. .IAS. BOOMER, Sec.

J. J. KENNY. Man. Director.

NOTICE.
Commencing on Monday, June ;iOth, and

until further notice, a Pullman Car willleave Toronto bv the 7..50 p.m. train daily forKingston wharf, for the luioommodation of
parties wisl:ing to take the Ktoamer at that

JOSEPH HICKSON,

Montbeal, June ind, 1881.
'""""" '^'"""""

GRAND TRIJNk1<aTlWAY;

TRENT VAIiET NAVIGATION COMPASY.

BOBOA."3"3-E3O isr,

STURGEON POINT,
THE KAVORITE CANADrAN.Si;.MMER RE.SORt!

Bail to Lindsay and thence by Boat, •

HANLAN'3 POINT PBBRT LINB.
Steamers Canadian and Ada Alicb leayeTonge St Wharf d.iily, from 8 a.m. to C p!m.Hieamers Genkva. Ldrlla, St. Jean Bap-

tistb, leave York St. fro.n 7.30 am. to 8 p.m.Steamer John Haslan leaves Brock St. every
half hour.

friteftnaef Chioora.
Dsilv, commencing May •24th, leaving To.

ronto at 7 a.m. for Niagara and Lewlston.

Ht«amf»r Empress of India.
Daily between Port DHlhousie and Toronto,m cnnnectinn with G.TR. Shortest route to

Builalo Hud Stations on Welliind U.K., leav-
ing Port Dalhousie at 8.15 a.m., and Toronto

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

The best shooting. Ashing and boating to he
had. First-cliiss Summer Hotel (Sturgeon
Point Hotel) on the Lake Shore.

'"'-'"^8°"''

Leave Toronto 7.0O a.m. Arrive Bobcaygeon
l.dO p in. Leave Bobcaygeon 130 p m, ArriveToronto 8 a.'i p.m.
On Saturdays the Boat will also make con-

nection with the 4 p.m. train from Toronto,
returning Monday morning.

Special reduced fare tickets on application
at Grand Trunk Railway ticket offices.

Capital & Funds Annual Income

ABOUT

JNO. A. BARRON, .;OSEPH HICKSON,
m. . Secretary, General Manager,
Trent Valley Nav. Co. Grand Trunk By.

Montreal, April 'ioth. 1S84.

ABOUT

$e,500,000.
I $1,200,000.

$3,000,000
3,200,000
1, 100,000
8,000,000

peelers everywhere. Terms,
L or 50 eents a number.

)

^ Offles, 30 Lafayatta
tl^ Kev York Oitr.

of

enjoyaiERMANENT »
80 that Si.

ihe-o'ftV.INGS Co.
poa

^''^ttd, A.B. lajSJf.

Vro]

batl

gauV*«r
subs! -

that

whii

Ci. iii.^ BANK BRANCH
iL^jed. repayable on demand or
""'^'sreet is paid, or added to the

aa *'^^-

.^yjj^BENTUBES.

^uA ff^r investment in snms to
''"'which debentures sre issued
fi_;terlin£r. with interest coapons
,*-5ble in Canada or in Kugtand.

id executors are authorized by law
the debentures of this company.

. with particulars as to termn, may
fd from the OOlee Company's
ToBoNTO Stbbet. Tobonto.

/7. HBBBBRT MASON,
Managing Director.

,(JF OTTAWA.

BT IN8I7RINO NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, 1883.

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,gtiS

110,000

jA'BXS, BsQ., Pretident.
>OEE, Esq., Fic<-^rM<<I<n(.

Oil
"* T. Bate, Esq., R. Blackburn,
tip- Bnrson, Hon, L. R, Chttrob,
^•r, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
patw

it mr ^^""'^ <?<"''<«r.

rlOT, Carleton Plaoa, Pern-
resOMao.

of Oaoa— Caaadiaa Bank of
IT» IN N«w Yobk—Messrs.
B. E. Walker. AaiiKTs in

' AUiaooa Bank.

GA.NA.DA. AV£aT

Land Agency Company,
(LIMITED.)

CjiflTjlZ - - $/00.000.

Jirrciora

:

HON. G. W, ALLAN, President.
A, H CAMPBKLL, Ken

, Vice-PresidentUOBBRC GILLESPIE. Esq., Gov. CanadaCo Londou, Euglarid.
GOLDWI.N S.UITH, Ksq., D.C.L., Toronto.
J. 8. LOCKIB. Ban,, Toronto.

J. S: PLAYFATK, Esq.. Toronto^
HON. B, M, WKLLS, Toronto.

™."JJ"^'*^'^''^ E»q, Edinburgh, Scotland.WALTER P. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

The Canadian Farm Joiirml which con-
tains the largest amount of Property for Sale
in Ontario' of anv list published, will be fur-
nished to applicants by the London Office 37
Koya! Bitchange. E.C, nn receipt of Irt. post-
age, or bv the Head Office in Toronto, on
receiptof Scent stamp. Biisi<lesalarge num-
ber of Farms ami other propertv iu all ports
of the Province, they have amon','st others the
following beautiful residences :—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beauTi-
fullj liriff out. The bouse and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Price
98,000, which is a great bargain.

'

2070. Valuable smalt farm and residence
28 acres, 5iiod loam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick residence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellar
frame bain, carriage house, etc. Very fine
orohiLrd of choice fruit trees. Price, 44 500-
•a,000 down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

'

2500. Delightful residence in Port Bnrwell
comprising '23 atres fronting on Lake Erie'
Large frame house, ne . rly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and cold water, etc. .I'so 2 frame
dwellings, frame barn and numerous out-
buildings. About ;l acres orchard of old andyoung trees. Price, »a,000 ; »2,000 down, bal-
aaoa on easy terms.

J. B. ADAMSON, Manager

14 ADELAIDE ST. EAST. TOBOSfO, OST.

TTAICILTQS MEBBITT,
*-*

ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOl OF MINES. ETC.,

MiaixGt KKEUBXEa ft KETAIXUXaiBT,

1& TUBOSTO STRSST, TOBONTO,

REFRIGERA TORS.

WE CREAM FREEZERS,

COAL OIL STOVES.

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE STREET.

MASON 4 COLLIN.S,

-A-RTISTS.
UFE-SIZE POBTRAITS IN OIL ANO CRAYON.

Stotio, - - 31 KiNu St. West, Tobonto.

FKASEB ife SONS, ,,'

(Late Notman & Frasor, Photographers
to the Queen.

)

Portrait & Miniature Painters,
PaoTOOBAPaBBS, ETC.

J. A. Fraser. B.C A. J. A. Fraeer, Jr
A. a. Frater.

"pwB. JOHN HALL,- Sksv^,

'-' Homoeopathic Phijsician,

At his old residence, .33 RICHMOND 8T. E.

once *oiir».—9to 10a.m. ; 2to4p.m.; and
on Monday and Thursday evenings, from 7 30
to 9: Sunday, 5.30 to S3I p.m.

Dfl. SINCLAIR,

334 .Jarvis Strbbt.

MIDiriFEBT. AND DISEASES OF
WO.\lEy A SPECIALITY.

C. McKINLAT, L.D.a.,

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
259 CHURCa ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Real and Imitation
Stained aiasa Send for circulars, etc
Costs from 3.5c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light «I, si™ IlivHn ,'„

in all our O

SURGEON DENTIST.
121 Chcbch Stbkbt, - . Toaeim.

N,
PEARSON,

DENTIST,

s

_i all our -^
well-known brands.

P ZR I T CI
Bponaierf, Whiskeys, O

Rum. Uin, etc.

W the largest stock O
of imported Havonna cigars in the Dominion.

JAS. SHIELDS & CO.,
COB. YONQE * TES4PBBANCE STS

TOBOi'wTO.
(Telephone Communication.)

MI3S BIBD.SALL,

a> St Albans Street.

Pupil of Carl Martena.
Pencil drawing, etching, water ooloun. on
it.in nr irAlira*.

Drawing, etc., *4.

No. 2 King Steebt Wbst, - - ToBOirro.

T)AINLESS DENTI3TBY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includos ailing, and operations both
meohamcal and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dkntist,

266 Queen Street, Ea«t.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATRIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 0.3O p m.

326 * 328 Jabvis Stbjset.

satin or velvet.
Tbbms—Music, <8

WINDSOR HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
COMMERCIAt TRAYEUiRS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House has all the latest improvements
Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine
Terms, #1.00 per day.

Wm. Malbs, Clert. Albbbt Giirha.v, Mamgr.

TTOBAOB F. ALLKIN3. ABTIST,^

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portraiu of horses and dogs. Oil
pamtlog taught on the system of the Boyal
Aoadamy, iKindon, igjmiuid.

pHAELES W. PHILLIPS,

80LICIT0H, CONVBTANCBB, Btc.
—:Ofpicb:—

4^ Adelaide Street Eatt, Toronto, Ont.

E.
COATSWOaiH, Jb.,

Barrfster, Solicitor. Notary Public
Conveyancer, etc.

JTimsy to Lend. OJlcee—10 York dlamben.

No. 9 ToBOMTo Stbbbt, Tobohto.

aEO. HacDONALD,

Babbis'tbb, Soucttob, Etc.
—

; OF7IOBS :

—

qnity Cbamber*, 90 Adelaide Street Baet,
Tondto. M<m*u to iMm.

%

\
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?
from the Mail (Can.) Dee. IS.

iiHiiP
suffering from th« Ih^^l'A "" ^1''° "'"y ba

MsasBS. A. H. DIXON & SON
305 King St. West, Toronto, c'anada

and tacloee stamp for their treatiw on Catarrh

IHuit the Sev. E. B Stattntn^ n i ^

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Me»»n. A. H. Dixon <* Son

Ihave had no rfltiii»n «i#u„ J- *"** I *Da.
felt bettw fn my i«e I h».v.'t"*'i^°'l "«""
thing, for CatS?h '*nffered?o m^l"" 'T?^8o many years that ii h/,.? ? ™°"''' """J 'or
that I ^^e^iV'blC "* ""• "« tor«ali«

Iamt^.anwJtra??^V.\Vrl2drdrCd^

THE WEEK.

THIS WEEK WE ABB SHO^V^

300 DOZEN LADI^ Lm^^'c^I.^KTitTo!^'' '"'°' ^^ '° "^- ^ «»"•

rvy^ S.ffAI' VALUE IN CANADA
X.W> YAKDS OF BASH RIBBON »t ,.

^^^ADA.
780 YARDS OF IfsH R?BBoS*,*t''«;>..'"'"''

^»<'-

480 YARDS BR0CADED^*ttV*";' ''°"'' »1»0-BROCADED SATIK at 50o., wortl. from $1.00 to ,1.50 p.r yard

^if.o^'^'^'^^ ^ ^«'« store:
116 YONGE STREET, OOBNER OF ADELAIDE,

DR. WARNER'S HEALfHCORSET
Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented. ..^

^WriOtll

1

Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented,

\Z 'i
;'^''- K«-"«°«d July 3,"

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-

nT^r '•''"'• P'^'antedJuIy

Peh^o 3fc
''• "" Patented

Feb.l9an<ffrone4,i878. Patented

Patented ft Canada June 7 1879No. 10078. Trade ma-k,"HeklT:
Corset, Registered Sept. 2.5, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Bnsts
Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at thePans Exhibition of 1878
Unequalled for teauty,' style an

comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTURED

CROMPTON CORSET

This favourite Corset is nowmade with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic thatthey will retain their shape per-
fectly untu the Corset is worn

The "Health Corsef'i, boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which IS much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break
Hnd IS elastic, pliable and com-

15, fortable.

I ^ The •• Health Corset " is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is
equally adapted to all women
even the most fastidious in drew'

BY THE

CO., TORONTO.

india^ubber"goods1
BOBBER inrnpB
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i''sL^rVadr;°reco'mmi„'r''"'»'™«""''"^s~me of liy ^lenrX^reMS^JeJI"^"^ '*'

Yours, with many thanks,

^BT. E. B. Stkvbhbok.

CRAZY PATCHWORK!
THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,

No. 23 Park Row, New York city

n;n'S,'^'ll^?^d^raryTadt''XS'r^',i'''/--

with.
TTMLB a beautiful quilt

- Send for a doUar package.

BUBBEB SHOBS,

FEIT BOOTS,

BELTOrs,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Snction Hoae,

l»ME« YAIVEJ, CMItETS,

Star Brand Cottony
Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

S:OSE3.
(a8o,ooo feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Di»tiiict PUes Haanfecfd.
Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce it superior to any
other make in the market
for Its Mrcii|[ih and dar.nkir «aalUI«>.

t^Tbe Star Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam nre Engine Hose
IS made from the best Gulf
Lotton and fine Para Rub-
ber, and fully warranted fromany defects in manufacture,
sample mailed on application

PREPARATION FOR HABV
lev r»'i.'''i^''"«IDOB(Bng)
for w^'' ^faraaret Hall anS cfor Women, by B. r UrtinL^.
separate, personal teo^hi^T,

yearr?5f''""!J,V"^"»<l'or^
Mift fn,i

"""'"'lates. 2. In-Jo

Sf,Ini°
""^ classes there arej"*standing prepared by biT?"*former pupu^ „j„ gJ-ff/W

oreditably.'^one in S!^11„'the same period Im ?„? «*^°°°'
Examinations at oi??^'-*''^"'

F«b^5r2SS^v^
* or circular, address

,o« ™,
^' ^- HUMPHREYS, U

129 West Chester Park, Boston,
February 26th, 1884.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KINO 8"
TORONTO, for'

HIOH-CLASS WATCHES * Jt

turad'S'
Repairing and JeweUetured to order, special features

•^"•srea Modsrate.

QtHAW A U8B0BNE,

Real Estate Brokers and 7.-

Houses rented, rents collect.,?

10 KING ST. EAST, TORO

STEWART 4 SON. (Lat» >
4 STBICKLAND,)

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SORVEYOIIS AI ^

O:fflces~30 Adelaide St. Eatt '

WM. STBWiBT.

Ty A. IMPET,
''

» Dealer in all kinda

Window Shades and Spri
271 CHURCH ST., TOROl

O-Estlmates given on appU
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THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOHXUM.

New stock of next season's w»ii t>.„amyed. Balance of old Jt^^w, ''''®"' '"»»
markably low flsiire. rsjf^ offering at re-
Hanging; QIasini RLnF*''"""''"^. *aper-
done to^'oSer %s^^l:^«'°*'-

""' Pointing
selected stock if 8tettoit5^v ^l^^,' *, "«"
•^^:^»tlowestpric^^ '^'-ds.

r A fTlK ^*'® *"^ Beautiful

. V.

"^ Texan and Mexican
ce'pfp5o"?^'^iSJ2.''?e?^^»s"" -7- «•
curious in form, a^d lomJwi^h « '

"""^ »•"»
qnisite beautTknd f"wanle ^^VIS! "''-

.mall .p«,im/„.
niu,"&Sed''circ',S°.i' S.'"

TBODPB NCKSBHles
Tboopb, Texas, U.8A

se^^e^.'S-** "" •« '"''-d « any

niHE LIOHT-RUNNINiTM^iESTW
Jul. ^^s'?rp"e?™Vi'S'*Ln^-

each ; Domestic • „e s|^^t^,'"'N«1 f''*'machine has them. Th«ur.f»!*.' ""other
the new wood-work ma£ th.".^S'°'» »">
more than ever In dSJSd 1 ,P°S5«"<'"
Agent, HeYongeS^t' *' ^- *»AIN,

""'?'« mailed on applicatioi

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANYOFFICE AND WAREROOM.S-
^i'' 1 ,

ai Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto
a. HOUGHAN, . J ,Agent.'" "•'-' ^^^i-'-i^.

I
...^̂ :̂ ^TT^^T:^^:^-''P'^^.l.^r^.,..,^

THE CANADIANPAMRAIIMca
LAND REGOLATIONS.

e™ S^SSTatffiS'nai"^^^ Belt a,o„.the n„.„ „..„, ,„3„„,,.

upwards with a:-
^^'^^ ^^^ ACRE.

Without Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation

Mon. the Main Unf^lne^f^^f'^-^'^ ^^CTJO^T^

, P«roha»er» maj
withmterest at SIX

P«r cent, premium ortheh^nl^ v.f ° «RANT BONDS, which will h.on application at the Bank ^Moif "d accrue,! interest.' Thew B^nS^
•ccepted at ten

. .. FOR PRICES a„H''^^^?.f^;,Mo''t«al ; "r at any ofTts a^^^,;^"
^^ "Stained

«,«
Terms of Payment

:

'^^^;^:^^!'i^^S^''' -"" ™-'- ^ ^-^ o, Convey

Toronto Paper I

WORKS AT CGRNWii

^dtaia

'°Dle''ct?r'^"^«'^'»
CHA8. RIORDON Vice Pr»EDWARD TROUT, T?eMa

manufactures the following

,

Engine Siz-.d Supr
WHITE AND TINTEr

(Machine Finished and i

BLUE AND CREAM LAI
FOOLSCAPS, PCS

^=:^CCOONT BOeg t

Envelope and Lithogr^ \.,
COLOBED COVBB PaPEBS, 81

8^^^s&''i^».^"|,i°/-

CANADA SOAP & OIL
yy

TORONTO, oJ

Rodger, Maelay .

lUlrurAOTUBBBS 0» TJ

••my WHITE "FLOAraft
QUKEW8 OWK PKRFE»

SiroUBH B
*Jn> OTHBB CELEBBATBI) '

Fine Laundry
rulling Soaps,

Toilet Soap,
A.nili

fothe
peg.

tlJanukrr. 1884
'

Ctt4KI<Bl> nnai.^Montreal Januvy, 1884.

Stcretary.

1^

SEND FOR PMiCX

Rodger, JTaci
Canada Soap and •

Office:

70 yaowT 8t. JU»t,
| d*

TO»OKT<

)'

°
' ° " Toronto, Thursday, June 12th, 1884. *3.oo per Annum.

I

Single Ooplea. 7 centa.

U - CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER m» ^ u «J^JSl JS UMBER. men w^ hare Saturday afternoonB to them.,elveH is much greater in theTo™,o,THBWE.K --• latter country. The results of permitting bands to play tn Hyde and

"TreTEvra"^:Vpinion, ^^.^
''"''

n"'
''" '"" '""'^'^"^ satisfactory. The bugbear with

^r^riSl^i^s-'cfrri^Sr^^^'^'^''™^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ?herei,2h r^ .^^ 1
7^"' ""''' " "* ""•'' "'^"" °* ^''^-•

TheEmigrationof YoungMen touiic.a::;::::::::;;;;;::;:::;::;;:::::;:::::;:;; -/h S?o«' m
nothing to be said m defence of horse-racing on Sunday—though,

CoBBESPONDBscE • ZZ——^- '

^^^

^'^ ^"''*""'' '* ^lay be noted that Chicagoans, not content with Sunday
LiTEBATtm.-

"""
- concerts and theatrical performances, now want Sunday races But

TreTdventu.:e.ofaWidow-Co^iicf-.d v,"^' ^i.'^^^''
«^

''^K
"* T' '" *^*'"'^''- ^"'"'•oise is none the worse, but the better

TH. BcBaP-BooK
""^ EO^ar F.^cett. ^ ram, that he can take his wife and children to an open-air concert, or

M.s,o^ DBAMA :
""

fT*''
''' '^" ""°''" ^'^ "S''^"'^ *°'l «iP his cup of coffee or light

BOOK NoTiCEs
• **"

,t '""T
'"'"''""^ ^'"^""^ '^" ^*''"'*^ ''^ =*» '^^'''^s f-^ion. Men

L^^BaBv GOSSIP ... :
•.- "^ °\

, '^r
'^^ '"'"' '"""' recreation on Sunday, and if it is made legal

CH,BBCo.cK» '
""

Tt 7 ':'^'''^^^'' '^'y ^'^'l '»ke their families, which is infinitely

"_Z::Z
'

"Zll
• "• '^ better for all concerned. If not permitted to do this, they will take some

AT fc -. a» ^ t r"^
of recreation all the same, but the restraining influence of wotnen«bH^ ^M^t^U^ ''""S absent, the line dividing recreation from dissipation is more likely

AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS. AND CRITICISM ,,
• "'T^'

^°'"'^ Bramwell, who, as a judge, claimed to know some-

*« <S»"e,-°''''^''"''
•'•'"'''«''' "'''''''•'••'^"^'''"""onths.-M.oo. Sub.oript.on, payable

' "^ ''""^ ^""^ criminals, characterized the objections to rational

™.n1JI„»f'^''"""°""'" "V "? »«» "P ''™'"» "t?!' « to insure Thh Week's taatefn. t^.
P'^jel on the village green. There is still a great deal of nreiudice

Sr5S™'"-----^^^ '° overcone prejudice not in all cases founded on':eason ; but Se tte
'

""""^^ '-'""^ ^h«° " 'be monotonous gloom " of the English and Canadian^~
^rOPICS~i^THE~WEEK. ^it'dilp^l^"

""'""^ ^ ''' '^'^ ''''^ ''' Commonwealth.

AT^he^^nual mating of
^^^gj;;^-^^

Soeiety last month, the ^ -^^^ have been expected";::7the ..eeorl" of the accuser, Mr.

r^Tabri^a:; c Lrf;::irr^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ :rr t
^ "^tr r ^"*.^^' -^-TToiTpi^af^th^rre^a^u^err

JtL Sunday might be relie.Tf^mThe dLTand doom to^h b ""t
' .^ "^r".!"^

'''*' "^"''^ ^'^'^^ semi-political transaction.,

they were unfortunately accustomer Thai w alrehendTabo T tf
'"^^°"'='*"y

'i^^Sf f"• ^lake with unprofessional behaviour. This

position of the advocates of Sunday Reform in L^da itC^^^^^ TT ' ^
' ':^" """"^^ '""'''' """''^^^ groundless," becomes^ purpose in discussing this ^estion,2^^:^^]2 1^^^T^L^T:^ZZ^^Zt^'- T^

E:rzrn;:y^rttrrt^^^^^^ "-- rnrrV-- '-^'^^ '^^ affiris^r^rrirr.
gaUeries, and permit music in the p^ks Jfo^nLr auLTons

T'
I .'

^-^ Society very properly demanded that the slander should

substitutes for, the churches and div^woTshr lI i, !T m' T
"^ ""

f*""^'
^'' "**"" ^"""'^ '° "^^ ''"'^ '"^'^^ "'^^ """^ '° '^e many

that the idea 'of attending a j^actTpX'^orsL i^ oneT^' Tl "T! t'^"r
'""'''''' °' " "^'-'^ ungentlemanly and questionabll

which oceui^jo^the ordinary ar'ti.n or fabourer ^An^d reTus: dl, J^H^
°°'''"" ^"""^'^ °° ^°°°"^'- ^^"^ °° ^^^ -'^

~S^t'i;7endSt7;tlt:ti:f trr:;"ntronT;r'^ ''"'t^T* . i;^^-
'^^^ ^^° ^'•^ -^^^ ^"^-^ ^-^-^^ ^-^^ ^ -«-—^^^^

as a day of physical r!st and reshment for a^^^^^^^^^^^ f tb ,
^^ "^^ "'"' ^""'"'^'^

'^ ""'"''^^ °' '^^^''^"-'^ """'^ ^^-^^ "^ ^o-^f
would L mu'ch to be depreled B^ th eff rt 70 dr^ve tt

'""
''^, T''"^''

"'''^' "" ''^^''^"*'^ '""'^''^ ^^ ^^^^ -^"--
church by shutting up every other ilstituttnmlt. .

"'
T'""'-

"'^ '^"""'^ importance from the fact that the author seemed to

failure, ke arguLn't t^aT t^ encoutrrnt^^^^^^^^ "^T' '.T.r
"^^ "^P- ""^ ^'°™'''^'"^ °" *'''' ^-^'.--^—^ "^ '^^^ »*-

would involve an additional emlymontTsabbath S^ ' T ^ f
letter correcting the misstatements ^as sent to the editor of the ^rapkic

for the principle that there mTs^bTa ce ut atun^o7:rk d"" '

'h r'""'
'"' ^" "''^ inserted-which, seeing that it was accl-

admitted by every man who eats a meal rWe! tnTb K
"" ^ ^ " P"'''"' '=°'"?'"'>'<^''«°- -^. <» ^ay^tt? least of it, not ultra

on Sunday- an^^as the Dnke of ZL 1^^^^^^^^
''°"'"°"'' ""' '" ''^'=^^''*'^'^ *''''' protJ^ag::Skt the too common

required is that it should^ extend!^ ra^llrr'' "t'
" T Pr*''=«>.^'"°"»"«'

->'»-*<'" "* presuufa^yrespect^ble and fair journals,

well-being of society. It is not^t:'!!: :^r:riL^r:onti:c:
''^''""'' "'^^"^^°''^' '^'^'^^-^ ^""^^ contemporaries

of a few when the many are to reap benefit. The question is not one of t w u , .
principle but of degree. W^moderate man believes or hopes that public

completed half a year of existeice ; and though it has
opinion in Canada would -eve'r sanction a serious disregard of the sacred

°°* *'''""^* ^""^ ''"' difliculties which beset the commencement^ of
ness and repose of the day ; but surely that is a mistaken religion which

*"""^ enterprise, those who are connected with it can say with truth that
would VTea.oh-aut eccUaia aut nulla.' The results of throwing Kew

^^''^ ^""^ ""'^'^ 8'°'"''* for satisfaction and hopefulness. Their objects
Gardens open to the public of London were shown in a letter from Sir

^^^ *^° '° ^"""^'^^ Canadians of all parties and opinions with a fair

Joseph Hooker read by Professor Tyndall at the Sunday Society's meeting
^""^ "^"^ ^^^^ '"'" *'^^ '^'^'"ssion of the questions of the day, especially

Six hundred and sixteen thousand people visited that delightful spot in
^^""^ ""^* *^*"' °" '"'° ""'"'^'^

'
'° ^°'^ *" Canadian talent

the course of last year on Sundays alone—almost the same number as T "^^"""^ ^^''^ '*' *^^**'^ ''**^^' •°'^'""«^'' *« i* «" practically excluded
patronized the place on all the other days of the year put together And

^^ English periodicals and not freely admitted to those of the United
it must be remembered that thousands of citizens who cannot reach such f—** '

^^ *'*'" *° ^""""'* *^*°*^»' '^ possible, from ceasing to be a
resorts on any other day reach them on Sunday. This is even more true

""^^ ''^'^^'^ "* intellect. With these aims it was hoped th

of Canadians than it is of Englishmen, since the proportion of workin

^ ^^*^'" ^°>*1^ bave sympathy, and the hope, so far, has not been -'»«

" riting-
pointed. .o Irish

J prosperity.
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• CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Good service has been done by the Globe in sending a commissioner to
report on the working of Prohibition legislation in the Maritime Provinces
The result seems to be that the legislation is ineffective where it was neededi
and IS apparently successful only where it w^ superfluous. In the native
place of the Scott Act liquor is to be hid freelv, both within doors
and without

;
men carry about whiskey in their pockets and retail it

at ten cents a drink. Where the Act is in force the sale of beer is stopped,
while worse whiskey than would have been sold under the license finds
customers under the system of oontrabandism. Prohibition, being supposed
to be the law, all other safe-guards are of course removed. Witnesses
ascribe the failure to the obvious cause, the absence of any general feeling
of responsibility for the enforcement of the Act. Thi« notoriously is the
weak point of all sumptuary legislation in a free country. When the act
prohibited is one by which the law-breaker does harm to his neighbours
his neighbours will assist the police in enforcing the law; wKen it is one
which does no harm to anybody but himself, they do not care to inform
against him or to provoke his enmity by interference. By working up
enthusiasm and by applying moral pressure to waverers, a majority.''per-
haps a bare majority, is obtained in favour of prohibition, but there the
success ends. The trade only assumes a contraband instead of a lawful
form

;
the evils of habitual law-breaking are added to those of drinking •

worse liquor is drunk
; it is drunk in more disreputable places ; and instead

of being drunk in company arid convivially, it is drunk in solitude, with
increased liability, as all experience proves, to excess. Hence the statement
which appears paradoxical may very well be true : that where Prohibition
prevails there is less drinking but more drunkenness. We are aU agreed
as to the object. We all alike desire to put an end to drunkenness, and to
the misery which it brings upon the drunkard and his family. We differ
only as to the means. In these papers it has always been maintained that
to compel the human race, all at once, to give up stimulants of every kind
is impracticable, even if it is desirable ; that ardent spirits, especially
when they contain a large proportion of fusel oil, are the poison, and that
to stop the production or importation of these, except for medical or scien-
tific purposes, and under the control of Government, would, of all legis-
lative remedies, be the surest and the best.

A WRITER of a letter in the Globe on the question whether there is any
growth of Canadian sentiment seems to have an eye to a recent paragraph in
these papers

;
but if he has, he has not read the paragraph rightly What

the < Bystander " said was not that the proportion of native-born persons
in the population had increased

; b^t that the high places of public life
Of all the professions and of commerce, which in the last generation we're'
hlled by Englishmen, are in the present generation Tield by native Cana-
dians, and that this was a new and important factor in Canadian senti-
ment. Let the writer of the letter look round him and he will see that
this IS true. He avers that there is no growth of Canadian sentiment
and that what is taken for it is only the growth of hostility to England
which he finds pretty much the same here as in the United States, Frknce'
and other countries. This the " Bystander " ventures to question. That
the growth of Canadian sentiment is not large, he must sorrowfully
admit; but it seems to him that what is called hostility to England is in
truth, nothing more than jealousy of English intrusion into Canadian
professions and employments. Still, if there is a sentiment generally
prevailing which can be taken for hostility or in any way partakes of
that character England can hardly reckon on very strong and devoted
attachment. She can scarcely rely with confidence on the aid, in case of
need, o those Canadian armaments which applicants for Imperial honours
or J!,nglish capital have represented as ready to start out of our loyal soil
at the first trumpet-call of approaching war. There may still be affection
and genuine affection at bottom, but it will hardly produce regiments.
Political withdrawal from a continent on which her position is now one
of me^e danger and liability is the advice which sincere attachment would
give England. But such advice does not find a hearing. A system runs
on m the ruts which it has worn, till it is jolted out of them by disasterThe present Governor-General, however, is a man apparently of a char-
acter different from those of his two predecessors. He may, at least, dothe British Government and people the service of telling them the

Wk need not be afraid that in openly discussing immigration or anything
else relating to our ovra affairs we shall be lowering the reputation of
Canada in England. If you want to conceal anything effectually from the
English people you can hardly do better than publish it in a Canadian
paper. To be sUent on the subject of immigration is impossible for those
who have any interest in this Province. Those who have a stoke in the
North-West are plying all engines and using every advertising agency
that they can command, from ex-Governors-General downward, to draw
emigrants to these shores. We all heartily wish them success in their
enterprise. But even they cannot afford to be indiscriminate. When
we hear of a number of families of Londoners, wholly unused to agriculture,
under tents and with very slender provisions, much as we respect the bene-

. ficent intentions of the Lady Bountiful who is understood to have sent them
out, we feel misgivings as to their fate in a North-Western winter. We feel
some misgivings too as to the effect whichjheir fate may, in the end, have
upon the popularity of the North-West among their compatriots ; for the
English have grown, by bitter experience, rather deaf to the voice of the
advertiser, and the wail of one disappointed emigrant tells more with them
than a good many puffs. However, let the Jforth-West look to its own
interests

;
they are commercially quite distinct from those of Ontario

which will reap hardly any benefit from the opening up of that territory'
while it has carried off maajr of her best farmers and lowered the value of
her farms. Ontario cannot afford to be saddled with the burden of pro-
viding for the refuse of North-West^ immigration. It is preposterous to
charge the St. George's Societies with getting up a false alarm.

'

Four
..hundred and ninety-five applicants for a night's shelter at a single police
station in one month, more than eighteen hundred families relieved by two
private associations in Toronto in the course of the winter, the street out-
side the House of Industry blocked by a destitute crowd, and men by scores
sent to the city gaol to save them from starvation are surely signs of danger
not to be disregarded. The conduct of Protectionist organs which denounce
aU warmng as unpatriotic and call for the continuance of assisted immigra-
tion cannot be termed inconsistent, because keeping down the price of
labour IS manifestly a part of the same policy as keeping up tho price of
goods. But it is rather hard that while the community is taxed to protect
'^e capitalist against natural competition the artisan should thus h exposed

-^ly to natural, but to artificial, competition of the importation of which
Tpaycr partly bears the cost.

W4>

A Polish Diet is the laughing stock of history, and the electivemonarchy of Poland is commonly supposed to have attained an evileminence among all human institutions; but the palm of absurdity may

t^e 7>!?«f r
""""^'^^ convention and by the elective Presidency ofthe United Stat^ What could Sir Lepel Griffin imagine worse than theConvention at Chicago? Behind the scenes intrigue and corruption wer^domg their most noxious work. In public, the scene was like a mob ofunatics. When New York was reached, on the roll of States, there weretwenty minutes of wild and prolonged uproar. The mention of Blaine's

State was the signal for a general outbreak of sheer frenzy. The delegates from California mounted on chairs, hoisted their white hate on canesand waved them in response to an ocean of handkerchiefs. The roar of thecrowd, we are told, was like that of a tempest, while the crashing of theband sweUed the dm. One gentleman in his delirium opened his umbrellaSuch IS the outeome of the arrangemente devised by the sage framers ofthe Constitution to secure the calm selection of the best citizen as thehead of the Republic One thing is to be said for the Chicago Convention

llwt^l' r.. !^ 'l-.r''''
and produ^ed^ite natural result. The_r,om,ngtion of Garfield with irisTndependence. Tiis rectitude, his single-

ness of aim. was a by-blow
: when his name was first brought forward hehad not more than half-a-dozen votes. But the present nomination is'thelegUimate offspring of the caucus. Mr Blaine is a tjrpical politician, .heauthent^ product of the demagogic system, the Stump and the BoomWith all popular passions, prejudices, beliefs and fallacies, from Protec'

tionism to hatred of the Chinese he is, or can affect to be, thorou-^hly in
unison, and this, more even than his unquestionable brilliancy as aspeaker is the source of the magnetism in which he is always said by his
partisans to abound. His Presidency, if he is elected, is likely to be afair trial of Magnetism as a paramount influence in the government ofnations The result will be awaited with interest by the political observer •

but if Jingoism is a part of Magnetism, the experiment bids fair to be'toed at some expense to the commerce and industry of the United States
Happily, Mr. Blaine is not only a stump orator and a " telegraphic controller
of his own boom, but a man of genuine ability ; and the period of court-
ship over, he may be content to merge the lover in the husband and touse power like a wise man. If his Jingoism goes no further than anmcreaseof the attention to the relations, long neglected, of the United
States with other communities on this continent, it will be desirable in
Itself, and will take off the eyes and thoughts of the people from thenarrow cock-pit of domestic faction to which they have been far too much
confined. However, Mr. Blaine it not yet President. We shall seewhat effect hw nomination produces on the Reform Win^ of his party
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A PHRUSAL Of the Republican Platform 4s enough at once to showanyone familiar with the tricKS of the political vocabulary wL^Hprevailed in the Convention. Reform of-rfro T.,w • j- T ^

demanded that the imposition o^lZeslr^^^ ^^^^f;*: 'T ''Jnot for revenue only but4or the purpose of i.:!!^ pro t oTSmanufacturers, whose objects are shrouded in the usual veiflf
phrases about diversitie. of indust.^ and the rights ard wJ 'ofla^uZ'In order to get nd of the surplus produced by over-taxTtion aT f

T'
same time to gain the soldier's vote.'the Re.JvZlXZZ'::^:!':go on squandering in pensions sums which dwarf the most In f
pension-list of European monarchies in the most cori ftZ luZof claptrap schemes fo^tho legislative improvement of the lot of the working man, receive the kiss of electioneering hypocrisy The elh. 7

po«,ibl for any power on earth to maintain an unchanging ratio bwTentwo values, each of which is constantly chanmna wJ . ,

'^^^^

of universa, freedom, equality and Ji.^::!ZoJj:rT:^:::7:
resolution to deny the right of labour to the Chinese. The ZvaT of th^

and threatened with extermination by the sword ; but the fulfilment of he

ztiTofrt irr^'r ^''' ^""'^ «^''''^^^'' an invaluableCzme of cant A faint profession of allegiance to Civil Service Reform is^nomma^ tribute to public morality and to the sentiment of that sect! ofthe party of which Mr Geor^ W Curtis is the foremost 1: ^h^probably no practical significance. The whole document, like platforms i^general is a curious comment on the assertion that the people ar^lduXa^a their interest in politics is kept alive, by the presenrtioVorgrXe"'txonsm connection with presidential contesta Presented the qtsrol^ but only as they serve the ends of electioneering trickery ZTtZcant language pecuhartothe framers of electioneering manifestT;, of wUchthe object is to hide the truth.
mauuescoes of which

In England the nomination of Mr. Blaine seems to be regarded as asmu,ter triumph of the Irish vote. The impression is exaggeS Butthere IS no doubt that Mr. Blaine has resorted, withouT^rttwiLs^ruples to this as well .« other sources of popularity. No one ^In 2take the meaning of that plank in the platform which declares tZt"everywhere the protection accorded to citizens of American bttT mu!be secured to citizens of America by adoption ;
"

or, it might be led byf^udulent breach of the naturalization laws. A change' seems to have

fT. ir' r'"'""'
°* ''•^ ^"•^"-'^ J'--h. In England theInsh hover between the two camps ; so they do in Canada ; so tleT do

t

Australia, where local writers on politics com>laia th,.t il.:' i.;^7 .
ence renders it almost impossible toTr^T^^^^^"-
T^ff t J .u ,

"°P°***^'e «> carry on representative governmentIn England their ambiguous manceuvres were the chief agency in rZt. -
the House of Commons to that anarchic state from whi:h Mr. Gllton:has. with very imperfect success, attempted to bring it back to order byIrSr b 1 *'!.'^"*^ '^^'^^ '•'^^ '"'- ^'-^« remain^t onecamp. They have adhered, in spite of all Republican allurements steadfastly and in a mass, to the Democratic party. Slavery, to the end ^ ite"days, received their undeviating and almost solid supper . uZyMdnow disengage themselves from their old allegiance, and begin to plav thesame game which they have played elsewhere, their polS pl'r Ja!

Which they have hithe;to i::or^TJ:r:^T:'^,:^^:^-r^^^^^

delay, let Tammany go Tnd It Z[ ^^''^^''^'''^"^''^'-'itbo^t

t -^
'"•^7 S0< and, at the same time, dec are boldly for tur.ffreform^ it would at once become respectable, and it would ZnWstrong. But parties seldom have courage or forecl tL n ^

renounce or compromise the futurei tr risk fhe'loT ot'''''immediate support-abov^ all. rather than face a splU
^

himself the Crimean War. Now thaf fj,» t? ^

Russia will scarcely remain unmoved Her T ^

'""*'" '"' "'"''P'""*

ately bad as readers either of tL reports 27 I ^
""' " ''"''''

on NihilUm may suppose Her fin!
"tockmarket or of essays

debt compared withT;\nd! l^Td LraSlLrr^''^''
'''''' '" '''

large; and financial embarrassmenMoernorate^r-"^^ " ""* '^"^

atively rude state as it affects the sensitive Jrlm ofTh^br ' ""?""
community. All the best authorities on the sT ! ^ ^ °"^'"''''^

the sympathy with Nihilism .iZ I . ! ^ "'''"" '" '^^'^^ *">**

well as of the whole system of social morality must hp T„ .i,

a^ exat at hqme. That she aims at the conquest of British India is inthe opinion of all cool-headed men. a baseless beHef, whatever loose taTk the ^may be m her guardroom, and whatever menaced may be hr^wt o„t by

days of Genghis Khan, and a Czar must be intoxicated^th H Vindeed if ho *„- • -,. •, ,

mooxicated with despotism

Calcutta That Russia, while she is threatened and badgered by British •

Jmgoism should be inclined to take possession of pointe o '^^Tntaget ntunnatural
: England has in the same manner trij to make a btsln aLa sally-port of Afghanistan. But it is not to BritilTnL IT ^'

aspirations of Russia point; they point to a free passage trolt tlDardanelles into the Mediterranean. This is her conlnfma'k fd hefixed object of her desire. It is an aim perfectly natural, since every gr^Iempire must crave for access to an open sea; and being natTiS"s sure to be pursued with a tenacity which must in the end triumph ovVr'Jlthe artificial and temporary combinations formed by the jealouly^
^

war r"; '^"'.''^ Mediterranean Russia will .infallibly' make Wway; the only question is whether she shall appear there as the friend orthe enemy of England. Jingoism does its best to determine that s e ,h^appear « an^nemy o^ Ejigland, and .as the future ally olJiaJlZL-^
eomprrca^on wEIc^mav ar;>.« • k-TTTT:- ._ ^ ^ ° "^ ^7.: ^ _^ .

—0-—.v., ...»>A .ta uuB cuture ally nf H'rancn in nn-wmprrcamn wETcr^may arise; but there is no reZn in the 1 LTfthings why she should not appear as the best of friends.

I» the Emp^r Nicholas looks down in snirif „n *». j- i

.scene, he must be enjoying a grim satiZtL Tt w K
''""*"'

partition of the Turkish Empire, in wh ch Elvnt TI^T
'"^^^'^^ *

of Kn^l^d, that he aroused I .Z:^l^S^^:Z ^ -J-;
>^*>»S^

unle^ F r^ T " "'""'^ *"*' "°* ^'' <=•""'' ''^'° °"^ hands. Butunless English journals mistake its import or over-estimate ita importance
rt strongly confirms that view of the Irish question which hasTound«kpression in these papers. Mr. Hall, it seems, maintains, as the "Bystander"

nrerhT.'^T'''"''
''"' '^^ •"'"'* " incapable of affording a decentlivelihood tea large population. Owing to the wetness of the clLate it is

Ittle b 7 7T V"' ^"""^ °* '^' P°^'°- I^ " fi* only forcattle breeding and for the production of butter and cheese. When insuch a country, population multiplies recklessly ani "thriftlessly, suffering
and. If the potato fails, famine, is the inevitable result. The political insti
tutions are no more responsible for the destitution and the barbarism thanthey are for the rairifall. nor would any alteration that could be made inthem remove, or materially help to remove, the root of the evil. Nothinir
will remove the root of the evil but the conversion of the land to ita proper
uses, and the departure of the population which now starves upon it tosome coimtry where it can find bread and the means of civilized existence
10 say that the Government organizes the famines is the mere delirium ofhatred. Political incendiarism simply aggravates the sufferings of thepeople by turning them from industry, by repelling the application of the
economical remedy, and by rendering all property insecure and preventing
the investment of capital and the;, development of such resources as the

UK ^ ^ P°«>^«^- It « in the lulls of political agitation that Irishwealth has increased and the island has enjoyed a measur,, of prosperity

acj
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Politicians, even such politicians as Mr. Gladstone, are apt to look too much

to the political, too little to the economical side of things. If Mr. Hall and

those who hold the same opinion as to the nature and capabilities of Irish

land are right, all legislation which tends, as the recent legislation does, to

multiply small freeholds, and to fix the population to the soil, is certain to

make matters worse. If all thS land were equally divided among the

people to-morrow, and they were left to themselves, in a few years the

result would be a famine. Mr. Hall seems also to have confirmed

the view constantly put forth in these papers, that the Southern or

Celtic, or Catholic Irishman—let people choose which term they will—is

not a farmer. In Ireland he clings to the land because it is his only means

of subsistence, but when he conies to this continent his land-hunger deserts

him, and he either cleaves to the cities or takes employment with a body of

his fellow-clansrocn on a railroad or in a mine. ; Some Southern Irishmen

are now taking up the abandoned farms of New England, but, as a rule,

when you hear of an Irish farmer he is likely to be a Protestant and a man

of Scottish blood from the North of Ireland. A Southern Irishman has

rarely tilled twenty acres or had anything to do. with machinery. By

industrial training under a happier star, if priests and demagogues will let

him alone, he will become a farmer and everything else that his friends

can desire ; but there is no use in saying that he is at present that which

he is not, or in dealing with him on any hypothesis which is not supported

by the facts.

Thk Saturday Review, which is now a fair representative of old

fashioned Toryism, says that " Tories who are alarmed at, and Radicals

who rejoice over, the Tory democratic speeches of Lord Randolph Churchill

commit a double mistake ; in the first place they take Lord Randolph for a

serious political thinker, and in the second place they forget the immense

difference between the conduct appropriate to a partisan pure and simple,

as Lord Randolph now is, in opposition and in power. Tory democracy

is perhaps a useful battle cry in Opposition ; on that point it is not

necessary to pronounce any opinion. But, independently of the fact that

no one has yet succeeded in discovering what it means, there is another

very simple fact which makes it pretty certain that so clever a man as Lord

Randolph Churchill will have the good sSnse not to adopt Tory Democracy

when he reaches Downing Street The word may in itself have all the

blessedness of Mesopotamia. But, it is quite certain that at least a large

section of the Tory party will have nothing to do with the Democracy, and

that nearly the whole Liberal party will have nothing to do with the

Toryism." Cjmical as the suggestion as to Lord Randolph's probable

course is, it is fully borne out by his own published avowal that iii politics

the aim should be victory, no matter by what means it may be obtained,

and that moralists should be left to prate as they choose. Lord Randolph

and his train have shown themselves just as willing to enter into league

with Disunion aa with Radicalism. The net result is that the House of

Commons, torn by un.scrupulous factions, is fast becoming again the chaos

which its despairing leader said it was before the recent changes. It

^hsa almost ceased to be an organ of national deliberation. Female

suflfrage, peasant proprietorship, aboHtion of vaccination or anything else,

may be carried by a coalition of Tories and Parnellites with ultra-Radicals,

simply to embarrass the Government. The ab.sence of a really.able and

lurable Conservative leader at this moment is one of the_ greatest

disasters in the Parliamentary history of England. The place which such

a man sh6uld fill is filled either by miserable incompetence or by faction

and greed of office, which are ready not only to league with revolution but

to grasp the hand of treason.

has been carried so far as to lead to an outbreak at Cincinnati, while in

some States, such tts Kentucky, no practical security for human life exists.

If it were forgery or the counterfeiting of bank bills which was being

openly advocated, axii for which subscriptions were being taken up, all

the world would .see the necessity of suppression, as all the world sees the]

necessity of preventing the dissemination of licentiousness through the

mails. It is only the pretence of a political motive that misleads opinion

in the case of dynamite. The motive of most of these miscreants is as

mercenary as that of any forger or counterfeiter ; their objects being, by

making a sensation, to cause the subscriptions to flow in. But the crime

•once., licensed and rendered familiar, the sanctity of human life once

openly set at naught, limitations on the ground of motive will become

precarious, and a reign of assassination may ensue.

The poor Salvation Army is falling into the clutobea of' the law. It

clearly cannot be allowed to block the streets with its processions, or to

frighten horses with its drums and flags. Much, also, of what its enemies

say against it on more essential grounds is true; and the probability

is that in this, as in other cases, the transport of enthusiasm will pass away

and that of the momentary conversions and reforms few traces will be

left, while moral exhaustion and languor are too likely to ensue. Such

has been the general result of these movements, of which many a one with

its shouting preachers and its train of demonstrative devotees passes across

the page of history. But, those who believe in religion at all, will, perhaps,

temper their censure and will certainly restrain their mockery. It is

highly probable that phenomena such as would be very uncongenial to

the educated and refined Christianity of the present day attended the first

preaching of the Gospel to the poor ; and that an assembly of early

Christians gathered in some upper chamber to hear the words of Paul, if

our eyes could look back upon it across the gulf of ages, would seem to

us hardly less strange or grotesque than the march of the Salvation

Army through the streets. Two distinctive features of Christianity, at all

events, the Salvation Army retains. Unlike Socialism and Nihilism, it

seta to wo^ to improve the world by self-reform, not by revolution, and

unlike Socialism and Nihliam, it preaches not hatred but good will to men.

The highly cultivated apostle of Communistic anarchy, M. Elis6e Reclog,

proposes to open his new era with a moderate number of murders.

A Bybtandbe.

HERE AND THERE.

It was to be expected that the dynamite explosions in England would

cause a protest to be addressed to the Government of the United States.

Americans can hardly doubt that they wduld remonstrate, and loudly, in

a like case. Any representation coming from Lord Granville is sure to

be made with perfect courtesy, and with an intelligent sense of what are

euphemistically called the difliculties of the American Government on the

eve of a Presidential election. It is not likely that much good will be

done. The Federal Government, even if it were itself free from the fear

of the Irish vote, is unable to control the legislation of the States, and if

anything came into Court there would be sure to be on the jury either an

Irishman or some one under Irish influence. Yet silence on the part of

the British Government would have been a betrayal of the interests of

civilization, and at the same time an implied insult to American honour.

Apart from international obligations, the people of the United States, and

of the continent generally, can no longer afforf to leave the question of

morality undecided. It is impossible to doubt what the effect will l>e of

allowing murder, and murder of the vilest kind, to be openly organized

fwd promoted by public svibacriptioo, Already impunity for mur^eren

"Without incurring the imputation of prejudice and partiality," says

the ably conducted Canada Presbyterian, in an editorial on the just-con-

cluded General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, " it may

with modesty be claimed that Presbyterianism in Canada is advancing not

only in numbers and resources, but in spiritual power and influence. Each

successive Assembly marks a gain in prosperity, and in greater working

efliciency. In almost all that pertains to the more important departments

of Christian activity and usefulness, the reports submitted to the present

General Assembly show abundant cause for gratitude. The blessings

experienced afibrd additional incentives to renewed consecration and still

'greater devotedness." Commenting upon the changes which, in common

with most other institutions, the " Ecclesiastical Parliament " hasjundergone

since its first session in 1870, our contemporary points out with satisfaction

that " old dividing lines are no more, and the union is in all respects a happy

reality. Another perceptible change is noted in the manner of transacting

business. Long and elaborate speeches are no longer heard. Debates are

less eloquent, but far more practical and to the point. There is, however,

no change in the sturdy independence of personal conviction and manly

adhesion to the true principle of Presbyterian parity. As the years go by

there is less and less disposition to tolerate the formation of clerical or

other cliques in the management of affairs. The spirit of independence and

fairness is too strong for that." In face of the voluminous reports given

in the Toronto dailies, and the exhaustive summaries in the columns of the

Presbyterian, it is obviously unnecessary to make any reference here to the

details of work done. To quote once more from our contemporary, "^he

meetings of the present Assembly have been seasons of enjoyment and

profit. The evenings devoted to Home and Foreign Missionary afEairs

have been widely commented on in the most favourable terms. The

arrangements were obviously the result of wise forethought, and were

admirably carried out. The delegates who mi§e\in St. James' Square

Church will retain pleasant memories of the General Assembly of 1884,

and the people of Toronto will feel that in entertaining them they have

been amply compensated by pleasant and profitable intercourse, new

friendships forn)e4 and old ones cemented."
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Thbub were thirty-three failures in Canada reported to Bradstreefs
the paat week, as compared with fourteen in the {)receding week, and with
thirty-two, eleven and six in the corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882, and
1881. The same firm report 182 failures in the United States last week,
as compared with 148, 130, and 82 respectively, in the corresponding
weeks of 1883, 1882, and 1881. About 80 per cent, were those of small
traders, whose capital was less than $5,000.

Under the caption, ;' Reciprocity with Canada," the SpHngfield
Republtcan points out that from 1854 to 1866 soige 1229,000,000 worth
of Canadian products had gone into the American markets, scarcely half
that amount having been bought by Canada from her neighbour. In
reply to the assertion that this was evidence against the beneficial effects
of reciprocity to the States, our contemporary bays,' " the same reason
would justify an embargo on our foreign trade witli many of the nations of
the earth." Continuing

:
" Whether the abrogation of the treaty at that

time was vise or not, the condition of things is greatly changed. In 1854
Canada was a free trade country, but now the Canadian tariff falls on
English importation as it does on ours, and we are in a position to make a
bid for the trade of all British North America. It is not the policy of Great
Britain to allow the colonies to make reciprocity treaties with the United
States, and it was only the other day that Lord Derby said as much to a dele-
gation of British West India traders who asked the home government to
make for them the terms contemplated in the pending reciprocity treaty
between the United States and Cuba. But there is a difference between
Jamaica and Canada. The latter is not under leading-strings. She puts on
a tariff against the home country, and when the sentiment for a reciprocity
regulation is undeniable in Canada, she will doubtless be allowed to have
her own way. With us reciprocity is a proper means of increasing our
^rket, if it cannot even be called a preparatory step toward free trade.We have made our treaty with Mexico ; we are likely to do the same with
Cuba, and now Canada wishes it."

more religion than he does in England. He was witness to less misery
among the poor, more comfort amongst the middle classes. He thinks
the intellectual life of the country, active, earnest and honest. To put it^
in a word, he is in all but complete sympathy with the dominant spirit of
American life. He could not see in New York apparently, streets, danger-
ous to foot passengers, houses rendered unsightly by forests of telegraph
poles or uninhabitable from the scream of the overhead engine, does not
object to pay five dollars a day for board, and is oblivious of the evU doings
of the interviewer. But for the "popish" aspect of American life, Dr
Macaulay would appear to think it as near perfection as anything he
knows.

Baron Tbnkyson and Matthew Arnold have joined the movement for
international authors' copyright, and the American Authors' League will,
says the New York Nation, no doubt " welcome their offer of alliance.
The battle, however, will have to be fought out on American ground, and
must be lost or won at Washington. English authors' motives are always
suspected by a large number of Congressmen, who; on hearing that Ten-
nyson and Arnold are in favour of protecting authors' rights, will only be
hugely delighted, and point to the fact as additional evidence of the corrupt
designs of all English advocates of copyright." ,

"THEBBare a few hardworking, patient, and inoffensive Chinamen
working in and around Montreal," says the Slwreholder. " It is difficult,
however, for them to live here. Their enemies are the same class of brow-
beating scoundrels that hanged negroes to the lamp-posts in New York and
prevented them obtaining work because of their colour, although crying
for freedom at home and in their dynamite clubs in New York. It is the
same class of villains that ever and anon seek their vengence on two or
three poor Chinamen, who are anxious, in a free country, so-called, to work
for their living—for what reason no one can explain. They own no
stocks—have little or no money beyond the wants of the day. That they
should be so maltreated, and then badly protected by the magistrates, is a
disgrace to the Dominion of Canada. Far better to be a heathen Chinee
than such so-called Christiana" Amen !

It is now said to be practically settled that when Lord Ripo. goes back
to England and is made a duke, Lord Lome will go out to .succeed him.
At one time the Viceroyalty of India was thought Lord Dufferin's honne
bouche, but the influences in favour of Lord Lome, which everybody can
understaiAd, were too powerful to be resisted -especially since the Duke of
Connaught being in India the Princess ' Louise wishes to be there at the
same time. Lord Ripon has still some time to serve, but having used up
his power as a reformer over the Ubert Bill, he may come home at any
moment. Lord Lome, aa his successor, would at once revive the popularity
of the Viceroyalty, and the visit of the Princess Louise would probably
have good results on native feeling. But it is a pity that the greatest
Governor-General of our day should spend all his time in keeping a foolish
Sultan from acting foolishly. Lord Dufferin was an ideal Governor-
General of Canada. He would make an ideal Viceroy of India.

De. MACAnLAT, the editor of Leisure Hour, has just published in
volume a reprint of papers that had appeared in his magazine descriptive
of America. He has called the book " Across the Ferry," and though it is
overloaded with statistics, it is the most favoumble description of AmenSa^
given to the worid of late. The interest felt in England in all that relates
to this continent seems to be increasing. It says a good deal for the
Americans that they enjoyed Lord Coleridge's candid speeches. He told
them that it was not their colossal fortunes that interested him—he could'
see them at home. It was not the size, or force, or strength of their
nation that impressed him. That England, Greece, Holland, occupying so
little of the world's area, had affected the destinies of mankind was more
amazing than that America should have done so. Frank speech like this,
.which was courteous as well as frank, found an echo among enlightened
Ajnericans. Less agreeable were the comments of Mr. Matthew Arnold.
Mr. Arnold resisted the interviewer. If he had anything to say about
America he declined to say it through that medium. But he hit out
palpably enough at the essential spirit of the American institutions, and
indeed, of the American Constitution. The most popular visitor to
America by far is a man of a widely different type. Mr. Irving's person-
ality 18 eminently attractive. Mr. Irving did not go to America as a
philosopher having a message, or as a prophet having no better desire
than to travel from the modern Dan to Beersheba and cry out " All
is barren

1
" He went out as a public entertainer, and has added to ''the

sufficient lustre of a name that has perhaps no equal in the annals of his
profession, and he has taken the best part of one hundred thousand pounds
sterling of the money of the Americans. His book is naturally being road
with a good deal of interest. Dr. Macaulay can hardly be said to have
seen anything that tells against America. He finds less drunkenness and

The preparations for an expedition to be despatched to Egypt in case
General Gordon should require mUitary assistance are being pushed forward
vigorously in England, though the Government decline to be "drawn "as
to details. Everything goes to show that, however wise or otherwise the
policy of the government has been, Mr. Gladstone and General Gordon
have been in perfect accord on all material points, the bellowings of the
Jingoes to the contrary notwithstanding. The Government have re-affirmed
their determination not to attempt a permanent occupation of Egypt, and
a basis of agreement is said to have been arranged for the conference. Mr.
Forster'a attack upon the Government's Egpytian policy aeems to haveboea^
of so virulent a character aa to justify him being spoken of as un homme
fini, and would appear to render it impossible for the Premier again to
^peak of him as " my honourable friend':! The Bradford^ Liberal Four
Hundred probably exceeded their duty in calling their member so severely
to task for his attack on Mr. Gladstone, it being impossible for Mr. Porster
to accept the role of delegate of any constituency ; but he was so utteriy
regardless of party exigencies—an unpardonable offence in an ex-cabinet
minister—that he will probably forfeit hia-^eat aa a penalty at the next
election. When a malcontent Liberal is not content to criticise his chief's
policy, but must needs challenge the whole party by endeavouring to put
in their opponents, the Liberals have as much right to complain as a
general would have if one of his men turned round and fired at him instead
of the enemy. The position is justly, if somewhat brusquely, summed up
by a London weekly :

" Because a Liberal member does not agree with the
Egyptian policy of the Government, that is no reason he should turn round
and fire a broadside into the ministerial ranks. On such a distinct issue as
a vote of censure Liberals have a right to remonstrate with those who betray
their trust No one has yet come forward to champion Judas Iscariot on
the plea that he might conscientiously have objected to some portion of his
chiefs programme. But had he lived in these later daytr he wwuld have
had at least a dozen leading articles written to show what a very honour-
able and patriotic person he really was." *

Why anything that Mr Biggar said, on any subject, should be cable-
gramed is a mystery. Yet Monday's papers contained a long telegraphic
account of what that Irish member thought of the Nationalist and Orange
meetings in Ireland, which resulted in a collision. Mr. Biggar is an
ignorant nonentity whoSo sole reputation consists in being a malignant

IfSt- -
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obstructive, and whose prominent personal characteristic is a total disregard

of all Parliamentary decencies. Mr. Biggar's statement that Lord Spencer
first devised Orange demonstrations in order that he might afterwards

prohibit both them and Nationalist meetings is characteristic of this

undesirable firebrand. Irish Lord-Lieutenants are not in the habit of

looking for excuses to perform their duties. The member for Cavan's

prophecy that " the Nationalists will hold their meeting at Newry, and it

is safe to guarantee there will be no trouble" was immediately falsified
;

for the next cablegram brought news that " on the return of the Nation-

alists from the meeting they threw stones and broke the windows of the

Orange Hall."

Baron St. Leonards, the hereditary peer whose career has been so

sharply ended, is not exactly in.the heyday of youth. He is thirty-seven

years of age. He is the grandson of a Lord Chancellor, is married, and has

a daughter. His wife is a Dashwood,- and belongs to the Dashwoods of

Kirklington. His daughter is only six years of age. His sister-in-law is

a daughter of Lord Hawarden. With all his advantages he has done
nothing worthy of his name, nothing <vhich justifies his rank. His grand-

father, whom he succeeded in 1875, chose for his motto Lahore vincit.

Lord St. Leonards has not laboured, and the conquests he seeks have landed

him in the box as a convicted misdemeanant. Truly the peerage is in an
evil plight. It was Lord Euston the other day. Last month another heir

to the peerage ganged his ain gait before he was twenty-one. And
now Lord St. Leonards brings upon the aristocracy fresh degradation. It

is no wonder that Mr. Chamberlain anticipates with confidence the struggle

which will bring the hereditary branch of the Legislature before the

tribunal of the country for its fa!e to be decided.

Oscar Wilde, the apostle of marrowleas " floppiness " and bilious

art has once again rendered himself supromelv ridiculous by writing—after

five days' experience of matrimony !—a silly and thoroughly characteristic

letter in which he says he is " not disappointed in married life." His
undaunted spirit will, he feels confident, enab'-^ him to sustain its labours

and its anxieties, and he sees in his new relations an opportunity of

realizing a poetical conception which he has long entertained. He says*

that Lord Beaconsfield taught the Pe«rs of England a new style of oratory,

and sioilarly he intends to sot an «i-- -.pig of the pervading influence of

art in matrimony. Surely the force of foiiv oould no further go. And so

the sun-flower worshipper who went ud like a 'ocket has met the fate of all

such pyrotechnics—has come down like a stick, and a very poor stick, too.

Balaclava seems likely in future years to be remarkable not only for

the famous Light Cavalry charge, but as a fashionable resort for invalids.

According to a report just issued by Vice-Consul Harford on the trade of

Sebastopol, a medical commission which visited Balaclava a short time ago
hag reported very favourably on its climate, and specially eulogised its

sheltered position. An enterprising Frenchman has already resolved to

utilise the sardine fishery, and has established large buildings. What is

atLU more important as a factor for developing its resources, though not,

we should have thought, as a place of fashionable resort, is that coal has
been discovered in the neighbourhood. Consul Harford discusses in his

report the derivation of the name of Balaclava, which many historians

have attributed to a corruption of Palakion, one of the fortresses said to

have been built by the Scythian king of Scylurus ; while others say that

Bella Clava (fine port) is the real origin of the word.

A singular story of a salmon's persistent attachment comes from the
the Fowey. Some time ago a gentleman, fishing with a trout fly, hooked
and lost a salmon, which he judged to be about eight or nine pounds. A
week later he came again with a frie)jd, who used an artificial minnow

;

and the friend hooked in the same spot what was judged to be the same
salmon. While he was playing it, another salmon, about sixteen pounds,
joined the hooked one, and to all appearance made great efforts to release

the captive by plunging on to the gut, <fec. When the smaller fish

appeared beaten and was hauled into shallow water the big friend followed,

and the other gentleman, to prevent an accident, walked in, and with the
greatest ease took it out with his landing net. He put an elastic band
around it and took it to the next fwjol, where, after a few moments' hesita-

tion, it sailed off. The editor of Th« Field, commenting on this says :

" The question of attachment in fishes is an open one, offering a wide range
for the imagination. We have seen other fish, in sea and fresh water
follow a captive comrade in the same way as that described above. Their
motive we never quite made out."

With the departure of the stately graces and formal politeness of the
old school from Society went several social arts which have hardly
been replaced by any modern accomplishments. To turn a compliment
neatly, to hand a lady to her carriage, or assist her to mount her horse

gracefully, to tell a good story, or to read well a poem to a roomful of

cultivated listeners, are among the arts not lost, perhaps, . but certainly ,

mislaid, in these piping, active times of ours. It was considered essential

in our grandfathers' days, that the young men should be taught these

graceful nothings and arts of a polite education of a gentleman ; and those

of us who have had the good fortune to know a survivor of that well-bred

generation, have been charmed, perhaps, with that ease of manner and
courteous consideration for the feelings of others, which are as rare now as

rich family heirlooms or real antiques. To rise a step higher ; the art of

conversation—how uncommon it is ! How few men, even of abundant
leisure, care to cultivate the talents required to make a good talker ; to

refine the voice and the manner of using it ; to read discritainately ; to

polish the stock-in-trade of language, and add to it with taste and care.

Verily, the telegraph and telephone are making of ua mere automata,
which jerk out certain syllables ad infinitum.

^A^ INTERREGNUM IN LITERATURE.

Attention is beginning to be directed to the present-day dearth of original

creative work in literature, and to the fact that while our great writers
are passing away there are few, especially among the masters of fiction and
of song, to fill with acoegtance their vacant places. At successive periods
we must, of course, naturally look for the ebb and flow of the literary tide,

as the world is orphaned by the hushing of its melodious voices, and again
sired by the coming of new aspirants" for literary honour and historic fame.
But while the natural order has sway, and the old yields to the new, the
fresh material, it is held, is inferior in quality and lacks the vigour and
power characteristic of that which it supplants. Even to the unreflecting
reader of contemporary literature this fact is beginning to be realized
that while the area under cultivation is greater than ever, the literary

harvests for years have been poor, and the indications for the near coming
time are not rich in promise. There is ceaseless literary activity, and this

in all departments of human thought ; but its results are those of study
and research rather than of original creative work. Thn London Spectator,
referring recently to the present lull in English literary history, speaks of
the attitude of the reading world of the time as " standing by to watch
one of those intervals which divide literary periods, and give second-rate
men their long-hoped-for chance." The journal goes on to remark that
" the lull in the production of first-class fiction, and indeed of good
literature generally, is very swiking:" "Nobody," it affirms, "gives us
enchaining books,—above all, enchaining fictions." That this is true few
who recognize the force of the adjective " enchaining " will gainsay. There
is the usual quantum of entertaining, and often clever, novels, ingenious in
plot, skilful in dialogue, and wonderfully, often painfully, elaborate in
analysis of motive and character. But of books that "enchain," that
fasten themselves on all the faculties of the mind, and leave a never-
to-be-fdi«otten, never-esoaped-from impress on the memory, there are
notabl^few, and the sum of them will make but a small addition to the
permanent literature of British fiction.

What is true of the eminent writers of fiction is also true of the great
masters of song. The latter have passed, or are passing, away, and there
are few to replace them who either move us by their genius or entrance
us with their art. There are always the ninety and nine thousand, of
course, who are forever twanging the lyric harp and affect to live apart
from the •iling influences of a sordid world. But their harp-twangings
are as mechanical as their lives are commonplace, and the divine art is
enriched by little that is worthy of their w^uld-be epic life. Even the art
of political squibbing, someone reminds us, has disappeared ; and our
political literature in general, with not a little that claims to be religiooa,
is far from allaying one's moral anxiety. Whatever poetry has done or ia
doing for the age, it only fitfully refreshes and but feebly inspires the world.

It would be untrue to say that there is little of the poetry of the time
that is not marked by high excellence, though not perhaps by genius.
There are writers of verse among the modem literary men of England,
particularly of the critical school, whose literary faculty enables them with
faultless art to construct a sonnet, or give soul and beauty to a lyric, as it
enables them to write a literary monograph or a critical dissertation on some
notable period of English prose. But the work wrought by minds gifted
with that supremo endowment of nature which we call genius is in the
present age rare, not alone in song, but in the great undertakings in prose
such aa have marked the path of English literary history for the fuk three
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.
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well-kept secret might better have so remained, for the verdict of Darwin

on the crude science of the " Vestiges " accords with that of older critics
;

and if its author still lived, he would doubtless have persisted in with-

holding his name. But the firm in which the author's son has suc-

ceeded to the control has issued a new edition " with introduction, jwimit-

ting the authorship, and revealing the circumstances under which it was

written." Professor Masson of Edinburgh University, who in earlier years

was the editor of Chambers' Journal, gave tolerably clear hints to the same

effect years ago. But now we learn from the principal agent, Mr. Ireland,

that the manuscript, transcribed as we presume by the fair hand of the

correspondent already referred to, was forwarded to him at Manchester ;

and by him transmitted to Mr. John Churchill, the London publisher
;

proofs passed and repassed through the same intermediatory channel; and

the like course was pursued through nine successive editions.

It is curious to realize all that was involved in this literary mystery.

The writer talked over the subject with Dr. William Chambers, during a

visit to Glenormiston, in 1882. The mystery was not formalljk disclosed ;

but the surviving brother noted the very practical issue that, if the mere

suspicion of authorship of a work of unorthodox science was an effectual

bar to the Civic Chair of the Scottish metropolis, its open avowal would

have been ruinous to a popular Edinburgh publishing firm. But the

"Vestiges" is now an extinct volcano. All its fires are burnt out ; and

such is the revolution in public opinion, that the younger generation of

publishers find it for their interest to kindle up one more eruption by this

disclosure of the old open secret. It is not in politics only that men find

themseves hampered in free impartial discussion. It was a rash thing, as

Galileo found, to say that the earth moved ; and he formally disavowed the

heresy. When Copernicus had like truths to tell he put them in mystic

disguise for the esoteric few. Dr. Robert Chambers believed that he, too,

had truths to tell, which could only be safely uttered from behind a mask
impenetrable as that of " Junius." With him, too, it was the theological,

more than the scientific, heresy of his teachings that impelled him to wear

the mask. As to the science of the " Vestiges," much of it is already

obsolete ; but the book retains a historical interest as one of the forerunners

of Darwin, with its discussions on geological and geographical distribution ;

on mental capacity in the lower animals ; and other points provoking com-

parison with the marvellous combinations of evidence and the clear induc-

tive reasoning of the great naturalist in his chapters on the origin of species.

D. W.

GABRIEL MAX'S GREAT PICTURE.

i)o{ his

Hating taken advantage of a recent trip to Hamilton to pay a visit to

the fine Art Loan Exhibition at St. Paul's Church in that city, which
included the picture of " The Baising of Jairus' Daughter," by Gabriel

Max, the Bohemian painter, which is to be exhibited in Toronto on and
after the 10th inst., a brief description of this picture may not be without

interest to your readers. So far as my knowledge extends, the work is by
far the greatest ever seen in Canada. Duncanson's " Land of the Lotus
Eaters," exhibited in Toronto some twenty years ago, though a noble work,
would not bear a moment's comparison with that of Gabriel Max. Indeed,

though I am familiar with the finest pictures in manyj)f the great galleries

in England, 1 can call to mind none which is at once so moving, so thrill-

ing, and so awe-inspiring as this work of the great Bohemian artist. Its

only fault is its title—" The Raising of Jairus' Daughter "—a des-

cription quite unwarranted by the bjblical narrative, being in fact merely

a chapter-heading foisted into the original text in utter defiance of the

words of Jesus, who expressly says, "She is not dead, but sleepeth."

Why language so plain should be tortured out of its natural meaning is

something which passes an ordinary man's comprehension.

The scene of the picture is laid in a vaulted chamber lighted from
above. The painter has followed the narrative of Matthew rather than
the versions of Mark and Luke, and the sole figures are the tinconscious

girl and Jesus Christ. The girl lies on a couch ; the white covering

has been cast back, throwing, with the help of the light, her figure into

strong, but not too strong, relief. Jesus is seated on the edge of the bed,

in profile, gazing steadfastly at the face of the girl, and holding her right

hand lightly but tenderly with his left, having apparently just uttered the

words Talitha eumi, "Maiden, arise." De Quincey, in his remarkable
little monograph on " The Knocking at the gate in Macbeth," profoundly
remarks that in the case of the fainting fit of a wife or daughter or sisteV

the most affecting moment is that in which a sigh and a stirring'snno«nce

the racommencement of suspended life; and from personal experience t'

o*n testify that the same thing is true of the unconsciousness produced by
chloroform for the purposes of a surgical operation. Gabriel Max, with
the sure instinct of genius, has chosen such a supreme moment for the

subjeot^'of his picture. The spectator can almost see the slight quivering

of the eyelid and the faint roseate flushing of the cheek which announce

the first feeble beginnings of reawakening consciousness. The figure of the

young girl, being thrown into strong relief, and painted with exquisite and
pathetic beauty, is naturally the most immediately striking thing in the

picture. The greatest triumph of the artist, however, because the diflSculty

to overcome was far greater, is in the figure of Jesus. This is not striking

at all, and its wonderful power of noble and pathetic dignity only grows
on one after long and searching scrutiny.^

If failure be a test of difficulty, the personality of Jesus Christ is about
the most difficult subject with which a painter can grapple. In the
wonderful " Ecce Homo " of Corregio, for instance, the aspect of Jesus's

character presented is very faf from being the highest, namely, his patient
endurance of mere physical suffering, an attribute in which he has been
rivalled by many a stoical American Indian. Among modern painters
the Jesus of Gustave Dore and the Jesus of Holman Hunt, unlike as they
are, are equally unsatisfactory. The Jesus of both these artists is a poseur.
The French painter, as for instance in his " Christ entering the Pretorium '

loves to present Jesus posing with an air and with the surroundings of
theatrical pomp, an attitude which, besides being historically false, is quite
out of keeping with the meek and lowly Jesus of the synoptic gospels.
The Jesus of Holman Hunt, as presented in his pictures of " The Light of the
World" and " The Shadow of Death," is effeminate, morbidly self-conscious

and, in the latter picture at least, touched with an air of spiritual priir^^
gishness. There is abojjMiim something of the mawkish and affected
iestheticism of the pre-RapBaelite school, which has found its latest expres-
sion in the lank and unhealthy sea-green females of the Dante Rossetti
and BurneJones type. One can quite understand the feeling of the
English critic who pronounced " The Shadow of Death " the most morbid
and repulsive picture he ever looked at

The JesUs of Gabriel Max's picture is absolutely free from any taint of
morbidity. About him there is not the faintest trace of self-consciousness

nothing effeminate, nothing even epicene. He is emphatically a man.
He is thoroughly human, and it is pre-eminently, though not solely the
human aide of his nature which is presented. He ia the beloved physician
the great consoler, the man of sorrows, sympathising with human griefs

'

and yearning with infinite love and compassion to assuage them. The
Jesus of Gabriel Max is all this and he is something more • and in
depicting, or rather suggesting, this additional something, the painter has
achieved his greatest triumph. Without resorting to any of the customary
devices to indicate a divine presence, such as added stature, or majestic
mien, or a halo of glory round the head, the painter has succeeded in
investing the figure of Jesus with a quite indescribable air of divinity. So
vague, so indefinable is this impress of the superhuman, that the spectator
is in doubt whether it is in the picture itself, or whether it ia merely a
creation of hia own mind due to the well-known law of association

whether, in short, it is objective or merely subjective. No matter what
its origin, the fact that it unquestionably exists is suflicient for the purposes
of the artist. —

Goethe, himself one of the greatest critics that ever lived, has told us
that the main office of the critic is not to pick flaws, but te^ diacover and
point out beauties. In dealing with such a work as that of Gabriel Max
the injunction is almost needless. Before it even the moat captious
criticaster must stand dumb. No one possessed of human sympathies can
look at it without the deepest emotion—without feeling his eyes grow dim
and a lump rising in his throat. It is a picture which must make an
indelible impression upon the heart and brain of every one having a heart
to feel and a brain to remember. Emphatically is it a picture which once
seen can never be forgotten. Like all great works of art, it appeals to the
universal heart. The unlettered rustic, if he cannot analyse, can at least

feel its wonderful beauty and power. Life most great works of art too
its effect is produced by means which are almost bare in their directness
and simplicity. So perfectly isjihe art concealed that the spectator can
scarcely realize that he is looking at a picture, and almost imagines that
he is witness of the scene itself. The first glance at it sends a thrill through
him like that produced by the opening bars of an adagio by Beethoven.

The picture is the property of Mr. G. A. Drummond, of Montreal
having been purchased for the sum of J16,000. It is quite safe to
prophesy, however, that in fifty ye,ar8 it will be worth five or ten times
that sum. To Mr. Drummond the thanks of all Canadians are due for

having brought such a work into the country, and given them the privilege

of seeing for once in their lives what a really great painting ia. Keattf
has told us that " a thing of beauty is a joy forever ; its loveliness

increases ;" «uid it wrfrbe for Canadians to see that their country, having
acquired so priceless a gem, never again parts with its poaaeasioii.
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A. H. Gross.

CORRESPONDENCE.
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,

[JOKK lath, 1884.

To the Editor of The Week
"'"'"''" «'"''=''«««•

^:^T:::v[ZZZC^^^^ ?n;:t7f"
""*'"' the stinger because t^,

Toronto
'''""'"''"""'^"''"''^

°' ">» -"^-^ »' '''o University of

that he .ay decide toToIl^ ZL^tllZliZ En ^ h n
" '""°"'"' '"' '" »"'

Germany and America that better m-n T ^ ^ ^^ Universities, and in those of

career at^.sidence t;^nt:r:rher"X°rrtM:r^^^^^
in all parts of the civUized world save in Canada?

"' Universities

•their students. The Presbyterians have Kno" the p
'''''

'"""'f''*'^
'«''»'«"=«« ""

Baptist, McMaster H^l.L the B^an ^t^ 1 s.^Sa":: '"LsTf
'^''^

tions have, no doubt, considered the daneers to »l„.h Ti, .
™ '" ^^«»« denomma-

they were obliged to lodge in the ci v iXed 'd
"'*'°'' ^°°''* '« "P"'"" "

Perpetual innings till the close
Keep on the'Wert both friends and foes

And each must do his part.
'

"Lacrosse is rough," opponents say,
, " There's little science in the play,"

Some tell us with a sneer ; '

It breaks no bones, it " barks " no " shins "

And he must skilful be, who wins
'

The field's applauding cheer.

" No matches international,"
Is thought by some a capital

Objection to our game
;

But we will play Lacrosse so well,
The press shall on its merits dwell

And give it world-wide fame. »

Our game is young ; with time and age— Its claims will more and more engage ~
The admiring public view •

And when " this Canada of ours "

Shall gain maturity of powers,
I-acrosse will get its due.'

Wm. F. Clabkb;

THE ADVENTURES OF A WIDOW.
By .no^ -^^^^--^^i^. ^e^^ .^Hopeless Case.-.

XV.

LACROSSE.

Thou game of Indian origin !

Our nimble youths and stalwart men
Have chosen thee their sport—

Our nation's pastime ; and have shown
Its agile arts before the throne

And Britain's royal court.

Cricket is England's favourite game •

"

Uaseball no less of Yankee fame,
Lacrosse is wholly ours

;- Born on Canadian lioH, and played
Hard by the maple's tempting shade

in pleasure's gladsome hours. '

Cheaply equipped, it does but ask,
lo lit us for the sportive task,

A crooked stick and ball •

Pads, gauntlets, armour, it discardsAnd costly furnishings regards
Unnecessary all.

A busy race, whose time is cash
Kequires a game of pluck and dash •

A two or three days' match '

May do for wealthy, idle men,We play, when we, just now and then,A holiday can catch.

Fair ladies weary of a sight
That lasts from morn till gathering nightOur game IS short and sweet 7

'

The "tug of war " is keen and quick,
Around the ball the battle's " thick "

And fought with footsteps fleet.

No idle players criticise
The hard-fought field with envious eyes

iJut, from the eager start,

ther:'ffobod^'riS hfrr^'"*'^
^ *^^ "^^ --'" ^^ '^^ answer, « but

the ^^Snc:."^i?rhe" stfif: 's
"°°"'

: f^f-^^ -- -- «•>«-
awaiting the appearance of C T^

Prettily-furnished apartment,

some soft of chamlr lay LS tZ ' '"'^''^ apprehended that

dining-ro<;m. But she hear^
°

;

^^"^ ^^' '^'^o^ably, the Dareses'

woo£tapestry;^.il^;-;.t^rht^^^S"' '-'-''-

m™3 p^q^^g:^;^x^r:5^-— *°

not£^t^;4ys.TS^3ris.:^^-

curtain instinctively before realizingW !^? ^^^ ^'^ approached the

withdraw several steps from ^tR?. .\
•' ^^^^ '"?"'«« °"«^'' *>««•

she now clearly helTK/nTel^n spt^Z^' "" ^"'^""^'^' "'"'

repa;a.^o"i:;tgre"'rk^;::ttr ''^-'^-/-"^^ ^^^-^''''^ -

- W»k<^tt» !* ^^*'**'""'''0"8 marriage^ wJuctwUt»iftm» ___.

has achieved a fine :rprrd\:lsr"^GoS-Ce"cr^ Tet^ ^k'"

fire?rmrFii:^r:vTr^t^ \r.
rn gra^:*^oTthat };:urvS

Good Heavens
! don^fook at^ °f thaff" K^

"" '^1^'' -^^^^a^""-

you make me willing to re^LTce't^'^ir'^^ lZn7'alT'i T?
"No " B I-

^^ y°" *°'"g'^« ^^^ forget !

"

^

vengeful feeling toward you I wish vo„ «1I *.,f u
.^—^^^.ve &o

shine hereafter as your talents d^rveT 1 ul
happiness. If you

triumph with no i^o:.tutt:^z\':^^^r^yz 't^i- r^my chief anxiety, will be for the woman whom you hat l^rid T t°^'her enouch to know that, nha I. *„ii e j • '
.

married. I know

deptheofdis-iUusionl'"
^"K""'* °* '^PP°«itoent_never realize my

door^;;XtinntrneTroor '^* "^'^^ *^« "^^^^ "' ^'^

Cora uttered a awift and smothered n^ ' v;^a i

.tar. ThanasaencefoUowe4n'lt;J^opStrmrt\p^^™,t

)
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THE
silence. She meant and wished to^^ iTv

^''^^^'''^^ ^^==
her will and resisted her repeated effort afH

^^' ^f ."P^"* ''^P' defying
said, looking straight at Kindelon

''"' '""^*'°'- «"' «* length shf

i^''^^;i^^':Z:::'r~' ^^-'^ -- you to say abefore you-before you both? I-I tZkTh ^^ "" '*^- ^ "''"P'^ app^ear
thing, now. You . . ,„„«t have Ln L. '« enough. I know everj-

Srrr '' ^- '^'^ "- tr me-Tfirod^^ ''I ^-Ti^
pi.^ou; dUtrauK""

X'!"'. ^^S' ^""^1 '^^'^ ^oth hands in a'lost conciousness.
. .

' ^" Kindelon caught her she had already

clear thought was^!""''ho^ lonThlve^h""'
^'""^ «''« "woke. Her first

Thfttayou, Mrs. 0am"sb.. ,1!; .
" '^">"'<'"3 'augh.

tml eyes. I try to look at evSbodv'« " ^'^ '"""^'""' ^^'^ i^par-He was far below you in thr«„ri "^'^ ^"'' i«.partial eyel
which means inferiority now a-dal ^r ^'='''«-that is the uhv^nty for many a year JoZl trhaj eur nt"' ',*.

^^'" "'-"^ -'«^oHe meant to marry her ThT' u
®"Saged himself to mv dear Hr^Jl

<l-zledandcharme5^himr ifw^ ,trif
^"^ ^-^^hing^t" Jouwealth, your importance. H^c3lr '"""''

'I: y"""-
P°«''on, yourhy you; his nature is not a / ^°"

'
^^ ^"^ enchanted

tellect is large and keen ffl • ,
*'P "*'"'"». though his in

Kindelon-thf Irishman who i^statelrh' *'' '^P'"'" ^"«^--' ^h^s
trative force, has left poor 1% and wW.P'- "^ governance, in ad minisbut he had no vu>rale to make hfs ZiV^'- '" '^'^''y- ^e meant we
temptation came, and he yielded arinTu= a-^^^o and cogent, -^he
dishonour. The strain wafpirupothTm and hr T "° P^-^ditated-that 18 all. Such men as he never ca^h T"'''

''°' ''«'"• the strainnot ahmt of cold-bloodedness in his conduct m'"'''
* '''^''^- '^he^, w^

tune-hunter's deliberate method. Trrow~';° 7"^ """^ °^ the fo^
there was nothing except an inherenrmn >f' 'u",*^*^'

°° ""^thod at all
exceptional as he is, he^an To more he

„'
^f 'T"" ^^^'i'^nt as he L,'

leon can help taking the tinK Z I ? ^ desires, than the chame

Cora the best. That is he-thaTis k!^ ^^"^ ^^^ or my poor
distressing race that he represent

K'nde on-that is the fascinating'
expansive Irish heart was onif^ u. .

^""""^ ^ou both • his hi!
precarious conscience wri^X'^of'^on?"^. ^'S''

«"' ^^« «-"«:
stern, imperative path Hon™

Pomting to him the one straiah^
lady, and hence the Low o? L/r °"^ «<"-row, ray dear, iTutd

Pauline's eyes slowly ullnl .^ T'' ""fortunate Com !
" '

**

^^ " You speak like Tsyb^' '' It ^''
^T"'' ^^' ^°^<^ -ere spoken

If I had only talked wfi you a Crsr*^- ,

"
^f ^°" ^P-"^ too^ato"

'

prepared for such words th/n^ Now thev I'l ^ '''""''^ '"'^^ '^''ea soand . . and sarcasm !
" ""^ *hey only come to me like mockery

Again Mrs. Dares stooped and kissed hert*od knows," she said " H.ot r .
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^^^»b n,i-v----b
.^^^^^^^

near me in blood It
^^'

, ^
""""'' ^'i* «« one else tbnT •

^"°ther

fortunateescape,'^be 2 ''-'A'd Ih"' ^'''"'^ ^^ '-- hud a veryand beon of us, again."
^"'^ ' ^"P^ ^^u mean, now, to come bll -

sigh. '
"''^-"^ P"'"''^ it - " she exclaimed with a .

"There' ' ^''®* 1"ivering

""'^fsBi '™'J'"V,t;iH.?;; •«- "^ ««-i
.
.b. .«,

-« .LS- i.m": ;,-;«;»«.I .»b o, ,, ,, „.,.^,

t '"^Sn^'/o- SS'fV-' "^"'X'^^^^^^^^^^

«»« ^, u^y„ z„, L„.f?2 1.«
'' '"'"""" p'«pbsr d;^^'

lou make me rpr>all tKo* - —
Pauline, with another wLl'^r Sh'

'^'"^* ^>'""'''^'» ««Phew " said

^^
Certainly she will."

^" Jsn't she furious 1 " '.

.

Borr^foryo^rWr-^rticle has repressed her fury She's..„„/„ f ""• Aint Cynthia would never fi„,l ,>
7'

,
^ " enormously

.

'Zl'^J'^. ^- Corlear; .she am ML""."^--' 'o b^

^.-. ,

1

XVL
By a little after nine o'clock tJ..-
a carriage to her own residence

"*^ ^^""^g' ^^^^ine was driven in
She alighted with excel Innf „„

^Imitted.
'"''^"«°' -">Po«ure, r^g the beU and waa soon

fiu. wUh'cou'lSardr*"
^"'^'^ ^«^ *han she found hei^ f^. to

-^-^'f^^^^^^^
his old self-contained

Courtlandt followed her. She sank into a cW*^ '^?"" J"«' "* 'he hall.
of her bonnet A brisk fire crackled on the wS'^'r ""'^'^^ '^^ strings

"*
,
sne stared into it.

_^JUo, by all means."

• D? ".ffte':;,t°:i ^-i; .;
-" • •«« »' P«ibo p„p.„, ,.

'Ph 1
^' '00 much

all soun'Hifv'Xr'''? ' ''"''* ''-''*' ^'''''i^^. hut you'll come . .
*•

A can t believe it
!

"

" Wait and see." '
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4i4 THE [3v»B 5th, 1884.

" Ah, I shall have to do a good deal of waiting—for .jiothing

whatever !"

" I too shall wait," said Courtlandt, grimly.

She suddenly turned and scanned his face. " For what?" she sharply

questioned.
" For you."

Pauline threw back her head, with a brief, bitter laugh. " Then you
will have tj) wait a long time !

" she exclaimed, with sorrowful irony,
" I e]rfect to do that," answered Courtlandt, more grimly still. " And

I am a good prophet
;
you told me so."

END.

TBE SCRAP BOOK.

OSMAN AND UIS WHITE ELEPHANT. AN EPISODE OP EGYPTIAN LIFE.

OsMAN had always been an ambitious man and, as is often the case

with the fellah, his ambition had taken a sensual direction. He aspired

to have, like rkh Beys and Pashas, a lovely Circassian slave, or at the

very lea.st a ^etty young Abyssinian girl, in his harem. The ever-

increasing, extraordinary rise in the price of cotton enabled him to realize the

early dreams of his V)oyhood. Late one evening, after an absence of about

a fortnight in Cairo, he returned home, and next morning the whole

village knew that there was a fair Circassian in.Osman's house. Great

was the excitement caused by this important news, and great was the

anxiety to see the important addition to the population ; but the aristo-

cratic lady, who had cost a perfectly fabulous sum, was not at all disposed

to display her charms to the vulgar gaze. Like Achilles, she sulked in

her tent, or rather in her mud-hovel, for the light-headed, thoughtless,

Osman had bought his white elephant without first providing suitable

accommodation. The female neighbours, and anyone else who had imagin-

ation enough to invent a decent pretext for passing that way glanced

furtively in at the half-open door in the hope of seeing the illustrious

stranger, but all such clandestine efforts of unbecoming curiosity failed,

until one day, when a number of women had collected in front of the

hovel and were carrying on a very noisy conversation in the hope of
" drawing the fox," suddenly Fatima (for she had the honour to bear the

name of the Prophet's illustrious daughter) appeared at the door, and
gazed at the disturbers of her serene tranquillity with an expression

which struck terror into their inmost hearts. As a compensation for the

scathing efifects of that haughty, terrible glance, the victims became, for

a few days at least, quite important personages in the highest circles of

the village, for they had seen with their own eyes the mysterious guest.

They had Jlot, however, much positive information to give in reply to

the innumerable inquiries. Their answers, when stripped of hypothetical

comment and fantastic invention, amounted simply to this : that Fatima

%vt8 very big, very fat, and looked very fierce. Any bodily charms which

she might possess—the existence of which, by the way, was more than

called in question by every woman in the village—were carefully cono^led

at the moment of apparition by voluminous folds of white drapery, and

by a thick, well-arranged, Turkish yashmak, which is a very diflPerent

thing from the loose, blue veil with which ordinary fellah women make a

pretence of concealing their features. When Fatima returned to her

carpet and her cushions, so at least a little female attendant afterwards

related, she laughed merrily at the trick she had played ; but when Osman
came home, she had resumed her sullen, sulky demeanour, and when he

attempted to coax her, she flew into a passion and poured out on his

unfortunate shaven head all the vials of her indignant wrath. The
neighbours could hear her loudly-uttered reproaches, expressed in broken

Arabic, and of course, this added to the already large amount of

scandal which Osman's inconsiderate conduct had created. Was it

.

for this that she, the daughter of a Bey in her own country, had been

brought to this miserable house. Let her"T)e taken "back aT once to

the comfortable quarters in Cairo, where she had lived and asso-

ciated with people of her own condition. Such was the return poor

Osman received for all the efforts which he made to conciliate and

please the haughty despot of his humble harem. And these efforts

were not stinted, for they comprised everything that fellah imagination

could devise. He turned Osman, junior, his obedient, hard-working son,

out of the house and made him sleep in the stable. He had bought

ear-rings with enormous stones, bracelets of gilded silver, which the dealer

had declared to be of solid gold, and a big necklace, strong and heavy

enough to restrain a mastifi. Costly silks, too, he had bought for divans

and cushions, and perfumess to dispel the unpoetic perfumes of a fellah's

hninble abode. Having noticed that the nostrils of her fastidious com-

p^nion curled with mingled disgust and contempt as he approached her,

he had poured over his unsavoury person a whole bottle of the most costly

perfumeJie could procure. And all in vain ; the domestic delights which

he had long dreamed of, and which he fancied he had at last obtained,

slipped ever from his grasp. The luscious cup, at the very moment when
he raised it to his lips, was ever dashed ruthlessly to the ground. And it

was not merely in the recesses of his • harem that he had to bear obloquy

and disfavour. His friends and acquaintance's now looked askance at him,

for he had unwittingly disturbed their domestic tranquillity as well as his

own. In every hovel of the village unheard of female pretensions had

appeared, and day by day the flood of feminine discontent and insubordin-

ation rose, till it threatened to sweep away the time-honoured embank-

ments of marital authority. In vain the terrified husbands sought to

resist or appease the raging torrent by vigorous admonitions or generous

gifts, proportioned in value to their pecuniary resources. The admonitions

received less and less attention, and the gifts only whetted the appetite of

unretisonable spouses. Why should they be satisfied with a new costume
of coarse, homely stuff, or a few ordinary t|:inkets when " the Circassian

"

had rich silks and costly jewels, and lived in an atmosphere of perfume
that could be smelt at ten yards from her accursed door ; was she better

than they were, or was her husband anything more than a simple fellah

like their own. These unreasonable complaints and reproaches naturally
• irritated the husbands, and a considerable share of the irritation fell on the

unlucky Osman's head.

Poor Osman ! He had become the maltreated slave of the white
elephant which he had purchased with his own hard-earned money, and he
received from his friends and acquaintances, instead of sympathy and com-
passion, merely angry looks and bitter reproaches. His sin, if sin it was

—

for, though ambitious, he had transgressed no precept of the Koran—had
surely found him out, and what made his hard lot all the harder to bear

was'this, that the sin, as avenger, came not in the common form of satiety

but before fruition, so that he had not even the memory of past delights,

which sometimes blunts a little in ill-regulated, unprincipled minds the keen^-

edge of merciless retribution. Then why did he not, like a reasonable man,
take his tyrant back to her comfortable quarters in Cairo and resell her
at a reduction to the slave-dealer from whom he had purchased her 1 This
idea probably crossed his mind often enough, but he had in his composition

a large share of fellah obstinacy, and there was in the peti^lant, capricious,

savage creature a mysterious something which charmed him. He deter-

mined to conquer her, and, strange to say, he ultimately succeeded—in so

far at least as to insure a moderate amount of domestic comfort. In spite

of his domestic troubles, his worldly affairs 'prospered, and he built for

himself and his Circassian a large, comfortable house; As soon as Fatima
was installed in the new abode her character seemed to change. She
became contented, agreeable—sometimes almost affectionate. The truth ia

she was not a bad woman of her kind. A woman who knows she has

charms sufllcient to insure the drawing of a prize in the matrimonial lottery,

and who has long looked forward to leading a life of ease and luxury in

the harem of a wealthy Pasha, may be excused for showing a little bad
temper and other unamiable qualities when she suddenly finds herself con-

demned to live in a fellah's mud hovel ; and her ideas about the equitable

interpretation of the conti-act of sale, passed in due legal form with the

slave-dealer, miust naturally be somewhat different from those of her
purchaser and husband. Fatima was, however, not unreasonable in her
exigencies. When she had obtained a comfortable house to live in, and
had taught her husband to respect, in his dress and habits, certain elementary
requirements of civilized life, she threw off her habitually sullen demeanours-
refrained from the occasional violent outbursts of temper in which she had
previously indulged, and displayed—what is not rare in women of her race

—a decided talent for managing domestic and even commercial affairs. If

Osman retained and increased the fortune which he had made so suddenly,

it was partly due to her advice and assistance, and now that Osman has
been gathered to his fathers, she still Etdministers the fortune with prudence
and ability. Osman, junior, who was ignominiously exiled to the stable

during the first weeks of her sojourn in Kafr-Suleiman, now lives in the

paternal mansion with her on very amicable terms, and always speaks of

his step-mother with the greatest respect. She had no children of her
own, but she shows much maternal affection for the son of Osman, junior,

and calls him her grandchild. He will probably be some day Omdeh of

the village, or perhaps something higher,' for his grandmother insists on hia

having a gbod education and entering the public service.

—

Egypt and the

Egyptian Question, 4>y C. MacKenzie Wallace.

LAQIES DRESS AT THE HEALTH EXHIBITION, LONDON.

Up to the present, the Hon. Lewis Wingfield's oases of figures illustrik-

tive of the dresses worn by our ancestors, male and female, from the time

of the Norman Conquest to about 1820, is the most attractive exhibit in

tte Health Exhibitrdn. The general Tmpression to "be gathered^ Trom them
is, that the ladies of tfre present day are in a much happier condition as

regards clothes than were their ancestresses. Taking all the mistakes of

tight-lacing, dress -improvers, heavy mantles, and high-heeled boots into

account, yet any impartial observer must own that no monstrosity now to

be seen at all comes near to the tremendous white haaddress or tite borne
on the head of one revived victim of fashion, or ofthe vast hoop worn by
another, from which the body and head emerge with the efiects of a fancy

penwiper. As to the poor lady who was doomed to go through life with'

the foot-high head-dress, one can only rejoice that death has ended her

sufferings, which must have been considerable. It reminds one of an
almost forgotten farce, " The Birth-place of Podgers," in which one of the

characters—a very small officer, who, according to the custom of stage

officers, always appears in full uniform on all occasions—wears a tremen-

dous bearskin shako, which quite overbalances the hapless little person,

and takes him about quite irrespective of his own will. Were there' no
hygienic lectures in those days ; no Flower, no Treves, to pour out the vials

of their righteous wrath on the erections women wore on their heads, and
the cages with which they surrounded their bodies ? What are the chignons,

the head-imp»9ver»^ 4^e flounces of the present day, on which so much
eloquence has been expended, in comparison with those astonishing arrange-

ments ? Even the much-attacked corsets, with their mild whalebones,

must yield in powers of constriction to the iron frame shown to us by Mr.
Wingfield. It is indeed positively exhilarating to think how much women's
dress has improved in form, convenience, and ease, especially as it may
fairly be hoped that the improvement will continue until the acme of

healthy and beautiful apparel is attained. Here we are tempted to digress

and point out to our readers that in one respect we have perhaps dsterior-

ated, and that is in beauty and quality of material. We do not mean to

**"« 12th. 1884.]

imply that beautiful brocades satin« .ZT^T ==
but they a., not sufficientV JseV 1^°"'"

T'""*'''
'^"' "^o* *>« had

mistaken, nay insane, love of change in,?,? '""^f
^°'" «h«apness, and thequently badly dyed silks and3 whlT P"""'"
"l

'^"^ ^^^V *nd conleour mothers, would scarcely have Wn Vl
".'° ^""^ ^"^^ >»« "'^ ^JTot

Bervant-n-aida It was not tLn condd'red
"?''

*
^""^ <-'"-«'' ^- theL

"I MUST d
™'''' -^cuZ;;;;: in amkuioa.

which pre?allstTh:7natS^*i''r^''>f «^-""^«- in tickets

everything he ..LVrl Ls LlVrCto^'^'l' T'^-' ^X Closewho sell perhaps actually at half he rill .'"'"^'li''e remaining vouchee

o-ih^oZZT£f-— ^- S- ten^dlitr ^ ^?r
during the firsTrusI 1^ wXiv^rv nat"'"';

^"'^ '^°"- -» ^^^^o^wra.hful people are' not plealanlto nf
"?' ^'"'-''''d twenty or thiSevery one concerned." "IsnTthl i^K ^ *^ ^- ^' '« " gross iniust.W^

certainly not. On one oiZVr^t^^^f'^r '^'"^r
^«'« -^flotou"]-' %["

am^rr. ^'^^•"»'' WiioLt"K*;5;;"'''-"™yhoa»!half-a-dotnam unable to give you more than two ^^^ ^"r" «^"«' ^ ^X. *No I

J 'ui,,iys impressionx of
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and eioqurnt .speech. ^ " '""'' ^ Lawrence Barrett in a genial

The second and laut «* c- t ,. _

motnVJ 'r'^^^^^^'::^:^ i-^"- concerts m cel.morning before an audience of 6 000 Tp^ . f -"^*"' "" Saturday

s^vei^TT'
""'''""^ *«'"'' °« theS ZrSuaf. "^ ^°y"' '^"--^S

y BOOK NOTICES.

IHE Americans consume a ^reat dp,l * •

have lately awakened to the fac?tW .

""^ '" *''e .summer, and thnvneaHy, if not quite, as dangerot af th!
1".'' °"' °' '""P"'- w.Cmaf^^has been passed in Connecti.M.rr ,V .^*'^'" "^ <> 'iquid state A i

water .jken anywhere w hi aS ^5"^'- '''" "'-'"'acture of' ice fromunder heavy penalties. In Paris l-« ^'^'°?.^' °""'-'''* '"*« 'hlrS"fond of ices. mm;h h«,^ .„ H^?^' "'.''e'-e the Parisiana ar„ ; "-I
"'^''.'^'rj!^..^?.^^^^ P«-'«- r"n paPisT^We'thrpfris"''''''*

'-^'^^,
harm is said to be done by trr *'" ™«°denxtei;
red. """^ "y t'>e Seme water, which is

fond of ices, much uai
largely used unfiltered,

-MUSIG AND THE DRAMA.

T„» ..* ..

™^ J08BPFY BECITAZ.S.IHB attendances at Herr Tnoofp,,- •

.
the audiences. Thll^ ;..„*. °e proceedinira bv tha „,„ -^ .

or that its study l^l^^,Z^T, ^-'^^h^out b?C^?

or tne virtuoso,

ToRo.VTO
: Past ivn d,

*
i..\ai A.VD Present a i-r™ i u .

ham Mulvany, M.A, M.D Ilfuj^ T
"" ""''' «^ ^' P'''-

This handsome volume is one ofT " ^ '^^ "" ^-'^'^"'^' '''^

preparation of the book has fal en in't""'''
'"'- °°"fe"--t"lation hat the

too often treated in works of the k n
^^^\"' ^^hieh the pul.iic a4

under tL old fla^' StS " ''""'"« *-' --'t'^ colonies fo^Tf"'
writer qualifies what hrhlto ZT^'r^'r'' ^"^ ^^"^T Z'^Zldo, the gain to the Province in thTfin'^'far"'r''f""'

''^ ••« ^^^Sd to

-tr T —___ "'"' Virtuoso.

i^9K -atton, C. J. Loveday DavU T
^>"'^ham, George Gr^mTth

Jj^gh. Wilson Ba„.tt, Jok^' SS^Ct^f^^'I^^Joutl^^^^^W t ta, and Lord Londeeborough.

. C. M. A.
The Son op Monte-Ckisto, sequel to " Tl. • •

adelphia.- T. B. Peterson aiidkl '

""'-' "' -^^°»^-^'ri«to.' Phil-

Cris?:„'rth1 SIS'"'" '^'"= "'" -1-i to .. The Wife f Ar

career &« remarkable adventu^eTfoL''
"°"''^^^"' ''"^ "npre^odcnted

Count „fM^ " fi^'^''^ rise are de^XcMn f •'"•'"""»" «°'"P'icai-ount of Monte-Cristo anH Wo ,
P'^tf" m fascinat ng fashion Ti,

Mercedes, Benedetto. Sa„" elmfC n'°
^''"' '"^"^ -'-ntu"e.s Sdagain appear. The hosts nf a? •

^^^ng'ars, together witl. B-' t
should .ad "The SoS Mlt'S.»°' " ^''"- ^^°'""^ ofCtcr^^

Haidn often saw ]Vf~ ql •

admired
; he fonn.l u '

,
Sheridan, the sinirer whr,,., u

h*^ Uken trtitrterYfS"c^ *,°
««^-'^' ^^ hV;orS ""t

^llis r-'t'^ ,^-- M^'s^'sK:?' ;rS '° *^« oeleS must

said Httv.ln - I.
"y- J^ou have painted ho- i. .. •

*^ "at is that J
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LITERARY G0S3IP. CHESS.

Princess Beatrice is engaged on a statue of the Queen for Lichfield

Cathetlral.

Miss Gladstone has written an article on the Princess Alice's letters

for one of the monthly reviews.

Mrs. Lanotby has had a set of two dozen dress buttons made of gold

dollars engraved with her monogram.
* Mr. Froddr's "Life of Thomas Carlyle," in two volumes, will be

published immediately in London.

Lord RftwTON's "Life of Disraeli " is making very slow progress, owing

to the terrible confusion the deceased nobleman left his papers in.

Lord Chief Justice Coleridge is correcting thelast proofs of his

" Reminiscences of America," and the book is announced for publicati on

during the present month.

Mes-srs. Scribner have a few India proofs of Charles Burt's steel-

engraved portrait of the poet Bryant in the Bryant and Guy history of the

United States. 'They bear Mr. Bryant's autograph.

James Patn, the novelist, hates athletics, and never walks when he

can help it. The only exercise he takes is breathing, pulling at an old

tobacco pipe, and writing stories. For indolence he is ahead of the

American lady of leisure.

Mr. Michael Davitt is engaged upon a book, which will be shortly com -

pleted, and which will deal with social rather than political questions, the

material having been drawn from his prison experiences. It describes his

prison life and experience and embodies his views on the convict system in

general.

Max O'Rell, the author of " John Bull et son He," is engaged on a new

book. Meanwhile, says The Athenmum, the Sanga-bashi, a Bengali news-

paper of soihe standing, has recently translated the former work and pub-

lished it piecemeal, with the heading, " Letters from Our London Corres-

pondent."

Henry George's theories are keeping the book-makers busy. The latest

result of their activity in this connection is "The Labor-value Fallacy," by

M. L. Scudder, Jr., which is just announced by Jansen, McClurg & Co.

The same firm will issue simultaneously with the above the sixth and last

volume of Topelius's " Surgeon's Stories."

The Ottawa Free Press of Saturday was entitled to claim—as it did

—

to be one of the best papers ever published in that city. In addition to

the news and editorial pages a large ' quantity of varied and interesting

family reading was given in the inner pages, making the Press what all

Saturday papers ought to be—a readable family journal.

" Why, how wonderfully life-like ! " said Mr. Derrix, gently caressing

a bumble-bee which reposed among the artificial flowers and insects on his

wife's new bonnet. " If it was on a garden-flower I'd swear it was all

Gr-r-reat Cse-sar ! " he suddenly shrieked, inserting a wounded finger in his

mouth and dancing around like a whirling dervish, "why, the horrid

, thing is alive !

"

Cornell University has just received a genuine Egyptian mummy. In

the presence of the faculty and invited guests the cerements encasing the

body were carefully removed. Profs. Moses Colt Tyler and S. ^TGage

made addresses setting forth'the history of Mr. Peppi. The body was in a

fine state of preservation. A number of sacred beetles and grains of com
wBre found in the wrappings. Mr. Peppi lived 300 years before Confucius.

Mr. T. H. S. Escott, editor of The Fortnightly Review, will contri-

bute to the July Century a careful and critical estimate of John Bright as

an orator an4 * parl iamenUrian A frontispiece engraving aftera iulli—

length photograph accompanies the article. Julian Hawthorne will contri-

bute an interesting and narrative paper on the " Scenes of Hawthorne's

Romances." Many of the descriptions will be accompanied by charming

illustrations by Harry Fenn, among them being several views of the " Old

Manse " and The " Wayside." The United States Pension Office is the sub-

ject of a paper by Eugene V. Smalley.

The July MavhattanviW have a humorous short story, " Plain Fishing,"

by Frank R. Stockton. A biographical and critical paper will also appear

on the Earl of Dufferin. The Earl became so well and favourably known

while he was Governor-General of Canada that an article about him ought

to interest a Jarge number of persons. J. Parker Norris, so well known as

a Shakespearean scholar and collector, in discussing the question, " Shall

we Open Shakespeare's Grave 1 " will not hesitate to argue in favour of

opening it, in spite of the anathema carved on the tombstone. Frank

Vincent, Jr., whose travels in Burmah and Siam make him an authority

on the subject, will have a paper on " White Elephants," maintaining that

a white elephant has never been allowed to leave Asia.

Dr. Hodoins, Deputy Minister of Education, announces that he has

under preparatiqn a personal and historical narrative of events connected

with the founding and administration of the Ontario educational system

under the late Dr. Egerton Ryerson, including a chapter on the adminis-

tration of his successor, the Hon Mr. Crooks. Dr. Hodgins states that the

announcement is made, of the piiblicatioii of the Narrative, not with the

view of immediate publication, but with the object of getting access to

certain letters on educational matters known to have been written to

private individuals, and the loan of which is solicited by the Deputy

Minister. The work,, when it appears, will be the complement of The

Story ofmy Life, the memoir prepared by the executors of the late Dr.

Ryerson, dealing with the ecclesiastical incidents in his career.

tSFAll oommnnieatlom IntmHeA for thin d'piHment nhouW bt addreiMd "Chea Editor"
otUt of Thk Wrek, Toronto.

PROBLEM No. 19.PROBLBM No. 18.

By R. Hoodie,

Ottawa Chess Club.

BLACK.

Composed for The Week by A. C. Meyen
Toronto.

'

WHITE.

White to play and mate in three moves.

WHITE.

White to play and mate in throe moves.

ANSWERS TO CORRBSPONDENTS.
L. C. C , Arnprior -Tours received. Would like to hear from yon more frequently. E. B. G.

.

Montreal.—Have communicated your wishes to publishers. J. B. H., Ottawa.— fhanks for

kindness. Will try and arrange exchange. The 2 mover is impossible. Pax. -Welcome.
Hope you will enter solution tourney.

SOLDTION TO PROBLEM NO. 10.

1. Q K R 4, 1. P B .). 2. Q B 6 ch., 2. K moves. 3. Q K 7 mate, if 1 K K 4, 2 Q Q 4 oh., 2 K
takes Q. .1. B B 6 mate, if 1 any other 2 Q K 7 mate. ......

Correct solution received from B. B. G., Montreal ; G. S. C, Toronto ;
F. W. M., Detroit.

SOLCTION TO PROBLEM NO. 11.

1. KtfromQ3toB2, if 1. K Q 2. 2. QQ3ch., 3q or Kt mates, if 1 K Kt 2, 2. QQEtl. 3.q

Correct solution received from E. B. G., Montreal, who volunteers second solution as

follows : 1 Remove Q Kt from the board.

THE "WEEK" PROBLEM COMPETITION.
Through the liberality of an esteemed correspondent who insists on beini; nameless, we

hereby offer a prize of six dollars in chess nvitrrlel for the best three move problem contribated

to The Week, on or before the 15th September, J884.

BtTLES AND CONDITIONS.

1. Problems to be direct, unconditional three move mates never before pnblishefL

2. Each competitor to enter as many problems as he pleases.

3. Joint compositions barred.
4. Bectiflcation of prohlems allowed to closing date.

.^^ ^ ... ^ „ ^ i.

5 The problem on a diagram with mntto and having solution on the back in full, to be

mailed in an envelope, addressed Chess Editor The Wbek. Toronto, and a simultaneous en-

velope bearing inscription " Problem Competition," containing motto, name, and address of

sendnr, to J. H. Gordon, 111 St. Patrick St., Toronto. The problems to be exclusive property

of The Week until the award of judges. „ , ^ ^, ^ ^^,
Want of compliance with any of the above rules will debar problems from competition.

The standard of award will be : Difflculty, l.'i ; Beauty, 15 ; Originality, 15 ; Variety, 10 ; Boonomy
10 ; Correctness, 10. The judges' names wiU be gven in a future issue.

THE WBEK SOLUTION TOURNEY.
For the most complete set of solutions and criticisms of problems published in Thb Wrkk,

commencing with the issue of July 3rd. 1884. and ending with the issue of October 30th, 1884, we
offer a prize of live dollars in chess material, and for the second best, a prize of four doUors m
chess material.

^^^^^^ ^^^ CONDITIONS.

1. No prizes will be awarded unless at least eight competitors enter.

2. Solutions and criticisms to be mailed within two weeks of date of issue, to Chess Editor,

T^WTP WBjEK
3 Marks for solutions will be awarded as follows ;—For 2 move problems. 2 points ; for 3

move problems, 3 i>ointa ; for tour move problems. 4 poinM, with an additional pomt for every

indispen.iahle variation of whites 2nd move. For second solution, further points will be

awarded in the same way. The criticisms must be short and to the point.

GAME NO. 12.

Played in the Vienna Tournament of 1882, between Messrs. Steinitz and Tschigorin.
Salvio Gambit.

Steinitz.

1. PK4
2. P K. B 4
3. KtKBS
4 . B B4
5. Kt K 5
6. K H 1

7. PQ4
8. Kt Q B 3 (c)

9. B B 4

10. Kt tiikes Kt
11. K takes P
12. B K B 1

1.1. Q CJ 2
14. Q K K 1

1.5. K K 3

16. Kt K 2

black.

Tschigorin.

. PK4
. P takes P
. P K Kt 4
PKtS

5. q B 5 ch
8. litB3 (a)

7. P H6 (6)

8. Kt B 3

9. P Q 3 •

10. P t.ikes P ch
11. P tiikes Kt
12. B Q 2
13. B Kt 2
14. Castles K B
15. K R t

10. F Q 4 (d)

Steinitz.

17. P takes P
18. B Q3
19. K Kt 1

20. KtKta
21. QR5(/)
22. KBl
23. P Q 6
24. Q takes Q B P
26. H K 3

Kt K 2

, RK7((7)
B takes Kt
BB3
P takes P

31. K Kt2(h)
. B K 5 ch.

26.

27.

29.

30.

BLACK.

Tschigorin.

17. K Kt B 4
18. Q R 4
19. Kt B 5
20. Q Kt_3i<a-^
21. Kt H 6 ch
22. P It 4
23. P K B 4
24. Q B Q 1

25. PR5
26. Kt takes Q
27. Kt takes Kt
28. P Kt 6
29. B K Kt 1

P takes P
B K3

30.

31.

32. Resighs.

"
' U1M<
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ELDON OCEAN GBOYE, N.J.

bity by tlie Sea.
11676; Enlarged anri Improved

'h and Pleasure Resort. l{ honrs
ork—20 trainndaily ; 2 hours from

Iphia ; 10 minutes from Ijou^ Branch.
tnended by the most celebrated i)hy-
Ouean water and electric baths, steam
*a»senger elevator. Iron &re escapes.
^ul flowing arteniau spring. High dry
jr filled with the mingled ozone from
tea and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
jttinage. No malaria. No mosquitoes.
ymoderate. Open all the year. Circulars.
puB B. HHBiiDON, Owner and Manager.

MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN
HISTORY.

'1b publication is doing a grand work."
vagantet Historical Registir.

ICTTEirTS FOE JUNE, 1884.

Shabplebh Portrait of Wabhikg-
In staeL FrontispUce.
BNOKR OF NARRAaiNHKT BaY, RBODB
o. Historical Sketch. Brevet Major-
-al George W CuUum. U.S.A.

IjiflfM. -The Dumping Tower—Map
at Bay, R.I. -The Five Batteries

:

J
Battery ; II. Fort (ireen ; III.

lux ; IV. Battery on the Bonnet

;

hn Conanicut Island. May of
«»y Operations in 1777-78 in Rhode Is-
VJ[ort A'lanas—Dumplings Tower—Con-
1%, Island—Fort Hamilton—Port Wolcott.

•SCOVBBy OP THE YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL\ P. Koch.
\ SuABPLFSB Portrait of Washinq-

. iValton W. Evans.
lUsa OF A Mechanical Ideal. IUub-
\ Charles H. Fitch.

^^irxER with General Scott, in 1861.
1it.-Genoral Charles P. Stone, late Chief
ue General Staff of the Khedive in Egypt.
pioiNAL DocDMKNTS. Sir Henry Clinton's
Qal Secret Record of Private Daily In-
'"- '

' Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addis
aet. Edited by Edward F. De Lancey.
er IX. (Begun in Octobpr.)

^O UNPaBLISHED LETTBBS FBOM LaFAY-
To WILLI4M Constable, Esq., of

\yoBK 11785, 1799). Contributed by Henry
^.TreptJUt.

ftve admirably edited departments-
queries, Replies, Historical Societies,

lOok Notices—occupy some thirteen of
Udsome closing pages of the work.
tf

Jby newsdealers everywhere. Terms,
r|& a year, or 50 cents a number.

)

ration Offlce, 30 Lafayette
Flaco, ITe-v York Oity,

NADA PERMANENT

N & Savings Co,

Inaorpovatml, A.O. 18SS.

ribed Capital

m> Capital

•• Fund

issets - ' -

$3,000,000

2,200,000

1,100,000

8,000,000

NOTES.

(a) Much stronger than 0KtKB3. 6PKB0 constitutes the OoobTaoe. gambit.

(6) Beit. P Q :t leads to a winning game (or White.

(0) An invention ol Steinitz. P takes P is the usual move.
(d) In^jenious, but un iv tiling against White's superior development.

(o) Of cour8e20 Kt BOch losssa pieotf. ... _,,, ^ , ,^

(/) A peculiar place for the Q; but far away as she appears ner innnenoe will be lelc

during tbe rest nt the game.
ig) The toils are closing rounjl Black.
ih) The winning move. „' NEWS ITEMS.

Mb. Bdbn has won the silver cup which Mr. Butherford, the President of the IilTerpool

Chess Club, presented to thit organization for oompetition. „ .„
A HATCH wa4 pid'yed lately at Bi-isbton, England, between the oo;:nties ox Sussex and

Surrey. Score-Surrey. 34} ; Sussex, 17J. , , „, , „, ^ ,
.'

,^, u «.. _
A Handicap Tournamknt h-wi commenced at Simpson s Divan, liondon, in which Qiessrfl.

Blockburue. M ison, MivoD )unell, Oimsborg and others have entered.
Tnw. mat<-h between tliu St George's Club an<l the Bristol and Clifton Chess Assooiation

resuTwd in a narrow victory (or the St. George'K by a score or 7J to 6*.

It is pr ,no.»od to praieui Mr. J. H. BlaoKburne, the illustrious Bnglish blindfold player,

with a national testimonial In recognition of his services in the cause of obesf in England
during tbe past twentv years.

, „
Thk announcement or the death of Mr. .Tud ih PrJlenjamin, the eminent Queen s Counsel,

will be heard with regret by oil members of the Westminster Chess Club, of wutch association

ho became » member on bis arival in England at tbe close of the American Civil War. Mr.

Benjamin was an unulo (by marriage) of Paul Morphy, aid was himself a skilful chess plaver.

H ) visited the Criterion oBseveral occasions Inst yearduring tbe progress of the International

Tournament held there and evinced tbe liveliest interest in the proceedings,—r^a lUuelrattd

"
Mb. J. O. AsoHRB still leads in the Montreal City Chess Club Torney, with the dne soi)^ of

19 won, lost, 1 drawn. , , ...^ .,^ , „ . _ \
Thk Rochester Chess and Checker Club has been organised with the following offleanV—

President, Frederick Driscoll ; Vice-President, K. H. Damon ;
Treanmr. ntmr MoMUlir"

Saoretary, A. B. Newman. The club Includes several One players.

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.

ts received, repayable on demantl o^
. tioe. Interest is paid, on "'

1 half-yearly.

\ DEBENTURES.
y oeivGd for investmeut In sums to
^ for which dobentures are issued
* >r Bterlinw. with interest coupons

vable in Canada or in England.
executors are authorized by law

.
^^'le <lebentnres of this company.

mrapVith particulars as to terms, may
ained from the Office CoMPA!rf

s

»aa, TonoNTo Stbekt, Tobonto.

J. HSBBBRT MASON,
Managing Director.

NK OF OTTAWA.

feed Capital,

hed Capital,

9 Capital, -

91,000,000

1,000,000

093,163

110,000

fw

X

jB MaoLAREN, Esq., Preiident.
SiES MAGEE, Esq., Ftot-Prmidant.

Mon—C. T. Bate, Esq., R. Blackburn
Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. B. Ohureh,
tder Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
It. Esq.

Sbcbsb B<niH, OOiMtr.

^CHBB—Arnprior, Carleton Flaoe, Pem-
^ Winnipeg, Man.

ixTB a Oamadi — Canadian Bai|k of
jneroe. AasHTs m Nbw Yobk—Messrs.

"^ Ooadby and B. E. Walker. Aobhts d)
],pngli«h AlUanoe Bank,

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO CHDBGH MTaBBT, TORONTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT,
Deposits received from »I upwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at «, 5
and 6 per cent. No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys,

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.
I3"M0KBT TO LoiH ON MOBTOAOB SeOCBITT.

Grand Trunk Railway.

NOTICE.
Commencing on Mondav, June 30th, and

until further notice, u Pullman Cur will
leave Toronto by the T.rM p.m. train daily for
Kingston wharf, for the accommodation of
parties wishing to take the steamer at that
point.

JOSEPH HICKSON,

MoNTBBAi/, June 2nd, 1884.
General Manager.

AMUSEMENTS.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
Seml-CrnteluUBt

Friday, .Ini,v 4th,

MENDELSSOHN QOARTETTE CLUB
" OF B08T0.V, A88I8TEU BY

MISS FANNY KKLLOGG
and other artista.

"^EST El HOST

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 18S1.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

GRAND TRUNK R.MLWAY.

Cash Assets, •

Income for Year"
$i,s89,iis DO

i,69<>,8sa aS

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through,
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Fret. JA8. BOOMER, See.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA LIFE
ASSURANCE" COMPANY.

TEENT VALLEY NAVIGATION COMPANY,

BOBo.a."ya-EioiT,

STURGEON POINT,
THE KAVOIilTE i;.\.\ADUVN SU.M.MEIt RESORT.

Bail to Lindsay and thence by Boat.

The best Bhootiui.', Jlshiiig and boating to be
had. First-class Suiuuior Hotel (Sturgeon
Point Hotel ) on the Lake Shore.
Leave Toronto 7.0<) a.m. Arrive Bobcaygeon

1.30 p.m. Leave Bobcaygeon 2.30 pin, .Arrive
Toronto 8 .^5 p.m.
On Saturdays the Boat will also make con-

nection with the 4 p.m. train from Toronto,
returning Monday morning.
Special reduced fare tickets on application

at Grand Trunk Railway ticket otflces.

Reserved .sf^ats at the piano warerooni=
Messrs. I. .Suckling & Hon.

GRA.N'ITE RINK.
Oranrf .Villtaiy I'ntmraude Coacrrt,

.Jiinf: .Wth, .July Ibt.

SIGNOR ALLESANDBO LIBEPATI.
Tickets at Suckling's.

Its.

ley

CHANGE OF TIME-HANLAN'H POINT
FEUBY.

YoRs Stkkkt steamers run from 7.30 aan
until B.30 pm.—last trip from Island 10 p.m.
YoNOE S^BKET steamers, H ii.in. until 8 p.mBrock Street steamer lo it.m. until 9 ;iu

p.m.
. -i P.

JNO. A. BARRON,

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,500,000.

Annuai Income

JOSEPH HICJtSON,
General Manager,

Grand Trunk Ry.

Montreal, .Apr 1 29th. 1884.

Secretary,
Trent VaUey Nav. Co,

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

BY IIVSITBItVO NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be aeouied at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, 1883.

Land Agency Company,
(tiafTTBD.)

CjITITAZ - - ^fOO,000.

Jxrcrfara

:

HON. O. W. ALLAN, President.
A. H. CAMPBELL. Esq., Vice-President.
HOBKKT GILLESPIE, Esq., Gov. Canada

Co. London, England.
GOLDWIN SMITH, Esq., D.C.L., Toronto.
J. 8. LOCKIE, Esq., Toronto.
J. 8. PLAYPAIB, Esq., Toronto.
HON. R. M. WELLS, Toronto.
W. J. MENZIE8 Esq., Edinburgh, Scotland.
WALTER F. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

McINTYBE, Manager

SJteamer Chioora.
Dally, leaving Toronto at 7 a.m. and 2 p.m.

for Niagara and Lewistou.

t^teamfir Empress of India.
Daily between Port Dslhousie and Toronto,

in connection with G.T.R. Shortest route to
Buffalo and Stations on Wolland K.R.. leav-
ing Port Dalliousie at «.15 aan., and Toronto
3 p.m.

FRANCE.
Copies of The Week may be obiaiuea o/

XI. Fotheriugham, 8 liue Neuve des Capn-

MASON & COLLIN.S,

llfE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AND CRAYON.

SroDio, -
"- 31 iuNu St. West, ToBoNTo.

IBASEB & SONS,
I Late ."{otman & Fraser, Photographers

to tbe Queeu.)
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Portrait & Miniature Painteirract that
Photogbaphebs, etc. . . |_

J.A.Fra99r,B.C.A. J. A. Fraser, J^^ bean
A. Q. Frager. '

. .——— Iden age

)k smart

world is

e worst

The Canadian Farm Jmimal which con-
tains the larsest amount of Pronerty for Sale
in Ontario of iiny list published, will be fur-
niehed to applicants by the London Office. 37
Itoyal Kxchauge. E.G., on receipt of Ul. post-
aee, or by the Head Office in Toronto, on
receipt of 3 cent stamp. Besides a large num-
ber of Farms and other property in all parts
of the Province, they have amongst others the
following beautiful residences :—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of pround, beauti-
fully laid out. The house and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Price,
$8,000, which is a great bargain.

2079. Valuable small farm and residence.
28 acres, good loam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick residence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellai*,
frame bam, carriage house, etc. Very fine
orchard of choice fruit trees. Price, *4,500;
92,000 down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

2500. Delightful residence in Port Borwell
comprising 23 acres fronting on Lake Erie.
Larse frame house, nearly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and cold water, etc. Also 2 frame
dwellings, frame bam and numerous out-
buildings. About 3 acres orchard of old and
young trees. Price, $6,000 ; *2,000 down, bal-
ance on easy terms.

J. R. ADAMSON, Manag^^

14 ADELAIDE ST. EAST, TOBONTO, ONT.
-— ^ _^^

TTAMILTON MERBITT,

"•ASSOCIATE ROYAl SCHOOL OF MINES, ETC.,

JSUnSQ ZSaniEER a HBTAILDBOISr,

' 15 TOBONTO STREET, TOBONTO.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
ISO CHURCH UT., TORONTO,

Manufacturers »f Real and Imitation
Stained Olass. Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from :i'i<;. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-liyht .?1, size l(i.x;iO in.

REFRIGERATORS
,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

COAL OIL STOVES.

"W7". H. S F .A.K R C. ^?^r,

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE STKEET.

DB. JOHN HALL, Sbnb.,

Homoeopathic Physician,
At his old residence, 33 RICHMOND ST. E

OjSice hours:—9 to 10 a.m.; 2 to 4 p.m.; '

on Mondav and Thursday evenings, from
to 9 : Sunday, 5.30 to 6.30 p.m.

SINCLAm^ ;

334 Jabvis Street. tjig utter
MIDWIFEHX. AND DISEASES OF

VOMEy A SPECIALITY. PPe»r in

A C. MoKlNLAY, L.dX !
applies

Xx

.

.:.^. 'ned via
a TT T> rt v it \T r, jii nr m T kj m

appear

C. MoKlNLAY, L.D.S.,

suRGSOJsr 'dentiht.

121 Choboh Stbebt, - - Tobontt on the

t resign,lyr PEARSON,

r>is:srTisq:,
No. 2 Kiso STKKgr West, - - Tokonto

MI8S BIBD.SALL,

Pupil of Carl Smartens.

Peilcil drawing, etching, water colours, on
satin or velvet.

Trbms—Music, ie Drawing, etc., H.

pAlNLESS DENTI8TBT.

Artificial Toeth, life-like in appearauce and
perfect in eating and speakint^. The p.iinless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,
'Xii Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children andNeryous
System. Hours—H to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; d to 6.30 p.m.

'

326 Si 3-28 jAnyia Stbebt.

ead the

General

WINDSOE HOUSE, COLBOBNE.
COMMERGIAl TRAVEUERS' HEAD-QUARTERS

This House has all the late^jmprovements.
Good Sample Rooms, excellent cuisine.
Terms, 91.00 per day.

Wm. MaIiBB, Clerk. Albbbt Orbman, Xangr.

pHABLES W. PHILLIPS,

80LICIT0B. CONVEYANCER,
—

: Office :—

4S Adelaide Street Eatt, Toronto, Ont,

, Etc/

HOBACE F. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

40 Church Street, Tomnto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings oopied a
specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oil
painting taught on the systena of tbe Boyal
Aoadamy, London, England,

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb.,

include many'wno uii^.^

inclined to encourage .female immigrationW. - —...Mug themselves lutely priceless t^ a p»roy s,.

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public, '

Conveyancer, etc. , ..

JlfoTKW fo LtnA. Offiaa—Vi York Chambtra,
No. 9 Tobonto Stbbbt, Tobonto.

/^EO. MaoDONALD,

Babbibtbb, Souoitob, Etc.

—
: OFFIOBB ;

—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide S' "

Toronto. Money to 'erTy Andrew ti
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Ca*.h

WHAT IS CATARRH
from tht Mail (Can.) Dee. IS.

tc

by the presence and development of the
rnlt^^!"'?

parasite omrebii in the internal lin-

for |°8
membrane o* the nose. Tills parasite is

?.-L.'''""''?P.l'' ""<>«' favourable circum!
M w^S '"^i '^v^™ are:-Morbi,l state of the

, „ ^i^^ir"'
""' bl'Shted corpuscle of ubercle,

dollars J* 8»I"> Vaimn of syphilis, mercury, toxo-otea, from the retention of the etfeted matter
Mb. «f.,.,'"','°P.P'»'»ed perspiration, badly
vr u 2i„. .1

!'««P'ng apartments, and other
publlshc'*o»s that are germinated in the blood

. hv.t'^ "1".^°"' '®'''' '*"« ii'ternal linins mem-
j orane or the nose in a constant state of irrita-

fl...'.
* """''y 'O"- ">e deposit of the seeds of

Ind rtnl*;";h'
^}'^''^ »'"''»•' "P ">« "O'Ws

??„„ " ,""" 'auces. or back of the throat,

Sn^tiK- "'".".'"""' "' ""« throat; np theeustachian tnbes, caasiug deafness; burrow-

n^f„i.",ni'?.,''°°'''
""'.'''• "aiiins hoarseness;uaurpmg the proper structure of the bronchial

death
*°'''°* '° Pulmonary consumption and

a i!f,«L*,*f hT^Pj?
have been made to discover

^f i^K.i .""' "distressing disease by the' use
S^„. „, ;j*' "?'' """" ingenious devices, butnone of these treatments can do a particle of
5?^™" ' i'i* P»™«'e' are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue

1^^" ''°?« 9m<;9 a well-linown physician offorty years standmg, after mucheiperiment-
i^^K-"""'.''®''®''. '," discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never failin absolutely and permanently eradicating
sni! ..jmble disease, Whether standing forone year or forty years. Those who may besuffering from the above disease, shonld.iHth-

m.nffltr """""""hloate with the business

ME8SB8. A. H. DIXON 4 SON,
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada

and inclose stamp for their treatife on Catarrh

1 TrJliJliA..

THIS WEEK WE ABB SHOWING
ON OUB TABLBS THE POLLOWINO LINKS- \

TffE BEST VALUE IN CANADA.
*''^,J^Po't^S^^**^"* ^'»»0N "t 280., worth 7Bo.

780 YARDS OF SASH RIBBON at 60a, w^h jl 60
480 YARDS BROCADED SATIN at'sS^rwoJ^irom $1.00 to ,1.80 per yard.

Reader, you will<go8itively save money by visiting

LUKES. DAGQ-E & CO.S STORE.
116 YONGE STREET, CORNER OF ADELAIDE.

DR. WARNER'S HEAUTH CORSET

r>

M..

.Th

vo.

WliatthgRev. E. B. Stevejuon. B.A..aCl»rm.man of the London Conference nf the Metho-dUt Cluirch of Canada, hat to say in regardtoA.H. Dixon it Son't New Treatment for
Catarrh,

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Mettrt. A. B. Dixon <t Son

:

Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. n, 1876. Re- issued July 3,
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877 Re-
issued Aug, 6, 187.8. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877 Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 2.5, 1876.

With Improved Tampieo Bosti.
Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comtort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUj-ac

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
Plco BnSTS, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shapei per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
md is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

; The " Health Corset ' is not de-
If' signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious }n dress.

TURBID BY THE

~ r"
PREPARATION FOR HARVA'X and CAMBRIDGE (Eng 1 ai

yj'l^'^^ Margaret Hall and Gi..„
for Women, by E. R. Humphbe-*"*
seimriite, personal teaching, 7 i)uViicancy for one pupil in plao.has just left to enter Oxford,
invited to these facts :-l. Dr Tluhas successfully prepared for Har.i
y««"/ '•^' OHndldatei. 2. In eiihMsent four classes there are momli Jstaniling prepared bv l)iin. 3 U«v
J?^""--

''"Pil« will graduate „e>. »:
creditably, one in High Honors..^
tlie same period he has prepared drfExamiuaticms at Oxford and Cj^b
English Colleges 25 in all. Dr cisons in Greek and Latin comM-tit
criticism by correspondence. ^ "

^

l> or circular, address >

E. R. HUMPHREYS, LL.D.,
129 West Chester Park, Boston, Mot

February 25th, 1884.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST.. r

TORONTO, for y
HIOH-CLASS WATCHES & JEWEL

THE WEEK
Toronto, Thursday, June 19th, 1884.

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Mi
tured to order, special features.

Charges Moderate.
' is for
borne.

OO^^TENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER.
"Topic. OF Tot WBBK.e ^

paob.

OOWTBIBOTBD ABTICT.ii„_
*^

hS« ^d'^lS^.'-j^-'"' Opinion.

Bra°,SiSfs'!«?'°<B.inkofflci,ui::;;:.;::;:;:
A Sketch of ^H?"!?

" ^^y Schools
: ::

fSJif« B'»-mini«rce,'
^"""'* °' *'°'""'^ ^"o ••'••

DevK^r'"! Chitchat...;.;;:;;;;:';eveiopn,
'gnt of ohuroh Musio ::..:.:.;;;:;:.';:;;

I'ITBBlTnB»Q^_

1 Sl'dStlny ;

mi Portrait
'I oe White Dogs: a Story':...;;:.:.::::::;:::::::

$3.00 per Annum.
Slnerle Copies, 7 cents.

A ByttanOer. 4fi0
• • 460

: C. L. 462
"• "•••••• B. 4SS

B. M. Patem. 453
• Tally Hoi 454

"Li Mary Melville. 466
....J. Davenport Kerriton. 459

h SoBAp-Boos.

HAW & USBORNE,

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

Deab Sibs,—Yours of the l.lth instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be t rue that
I am cured of Catarrh, bnt I know that I am

• I have had no return of the disease, and never
elt better in ray life. I have tried so many

to De lings for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
tli« n.'

many years, that is hard for me to realixame n j^t j ^^ really better.

famil I consifler that mine was a very bad case •Q.' was aggravated and chronic, involving theoatUhroat as well as the nasal passages, and Ihoaght I would require the three treatments,
^nt I feel tally cured by the two sent me, and

a Viif
"" thankful that I was ever induced to wnd» iJ'to you.

wife's ?" a™ at liberty to use this letter statingG.t I have been ci(r«d at two treatmenti. and
r-r-Iihall gladly recommend your remedy to

mout™' °' ™'' friends who are sufferers.

thing Yours, with many thanks,

Q Bet. E. B. Stetbskin.

^^^^yRAZY PATCHWORK

!

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!

£^e THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,
WBI No. 23 Park Row, New York city,

laving on hand an unusual quantity of rem-
nants. will send to any ladv subscriber of this

DUpaper enough pieces of BEAUTIFUL SILKS
»T> ^?iP VELVETS, to make a heaiitifnl g-in,

SUBEEB SHOES,

rSLT BOOTS,

BELTDTO,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction How,

miiKii vtirES, OAsnrs,

Star Brand Cottoa-Wk

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

(280,000 feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct Flies Kann&cfd.
Cities, Towns and Villaces

pronounce it superior to any
other make in the market
for Its MrcHfih and dur-
able qanlllies.

ta-Tbe Stat Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Hre Engine Hose,
is made from the best Gulf
Cotton and fine Para Rub-
ber, and fully warranted from
any defects in manufacture.
Sample mailed on application

s
Real Estate Brokers and .,^.
Houses rented, rents collected, loa-"^

insurances effected. Property boughland exohaliged. * •

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONT,»/''

if/STEWART & SON, (Latb &*;«
& STRICKLAND.)

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS ANO VAUfc'

Offices—30 Adelaide St. East, Toroiu.

WM. 8TBWABT. wu. H. BTH;

Thb

^nic AND Drama .

BooB,

F. A. Dixon. 456
..E. DouaUu Armour. 466

W. E. Wilson. 456

TTT A. IMPEY,
' » • Dealer in all kind, of '

Window Shades and Spring Bn-
271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, O^

^TEstimatea given on application.

THE ^ \

Toronto Paper Mfg'..

WORKS AT CORNWALL, Ojf

(

O' NOTIOBS

to PBBI0I)ICAZ,8

^oabaABT Qossip

^f'*** Column

/ tn

4S8

459

.-460

4fiO

461

462

^^ Independent journal of literature, politics, and criticism

,„,S.r.?^""'"""='''*"'°°°""''*''-"= """"»'"'•«•«<'• subscription, payabl.
8u

'e""^"ir"«5f-yel^'?,.X''R'^trn?«1;v''°p''?f' ^^P-^^- -^ ^"r^' foilowlng.-
5" W»»°'» addressed to the Publlslier' ^^ ^- °- °''^' °' "Jn*" shoold be mlde

AddTMs-T. B. OLooaHBB, Butintsi Managr. 5 JTorcSn
_wms
atreet.

Jt oliarged less than fivb lines.
Toronto.

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS.

*"fe^»^srrci^t^e''i'^s!^c'?i^?s^s^^^

6intXtro,i-;^-b.' ^-idfor whST.";
BdSS^ S2 SS?:;??""

t" "'"° oii manuscripts Mt proW^"av«i^bli^ffi"?an?„f?,"•«''
""

slblo in St'"*"' '»"« "' any but aoo.pted artioloi '^OontX.ttll. iS',,".?' fi??-" 5« ""R""-

CAPITAL,
9SxiT,

I

worst' "''?"' P»'"-thropy. and so exposing those whom theywould assist to a much worse fate than being unemployed near home.

tha/h
^ "^'"^ "?'''' ^^ "'" ''*'°"' '^^'"^'^^ "^ compulsory teetotalism,

wemurh"::
" ? --P^'-T vaccination a„d oompuJry sanitationwe must have compulsory teetotalism. As this argument savours more ofogical conviction on th^ part of those who advance it than many of the

u?r T^r "^'^ '^ prohibitionists, it may be well fo po nout the prime fact that whereas the two first named forms of compulsion

would Tdl'tre
"^'^ "' T '='""™"""^' --P"'-y '-^°^••-would saddle the poor man with a vexatious hardship, and at the sametime scarcely affect the capitalist or man of even limiL mis Tvery much to be regretted that well-meaning enthusiasts should perfor..drive the friends and advocates of mode„.te drinking into the enVm/acamp or make them seem to take sides with intemperance. ExZfvednnking does lead to disease, pauperism and crime ; but is that a reinwhy modemte drinking should be prohibited^ It is not as if the evil Zl

Zlt "T"- ^7"^«™ '"- '-=" -- gone out of fashion with th^

noT? wu 'T ''''""'"^ '" f"^""-- °^ * temperance propaganda

aults of heir disreputable neighbours." If it were known for a fact thatthe world would come to an end at a certain date, there might be ^excuse for imp«)vising a hurried Utopia. An electro-plated golden agem ght pass muster If it wer. not intended to wear, but only to look smart
for a short t.ma It happens, however, that as the future of the worid is

:Lt:f';:rir^:-
"^ ^"""'^ "^ ^""^-^'^ ^"-"^'^

*? -^^ ^^^--

^wltET
^ei 1:^ Send for a dollar package.

ESTABLISUEI) 18S9. 334 Yonge Street.

THE^CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Tor
R. HOUGHAN,

ta-AUinquirie, by maU s/uill have our prompt and careful attention.

JOHN R. BARBER, President and mT^
Director. lie

£?^^; J'i"'"'0^' Vioe-PtBsident.EDWABD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of pr

Engine Siz.-d Superfine Paj,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPi
(Machine Finished and Super-Calena

BLUE AND CRE

Agent.

EMPORXTJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers Just
arrived. Balauce of old stock offering at re-
markably low figures. Calsoniiuing, Paper-
Hanging, Oluzing. Re-Olazing and Painting
done to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,
etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

waii^pSr/s^Lery ^E CANADIAN PACIFIC Railway CO.
LAND REGULATIONS.

em Mani?:Srrp?£:rr«inglJl"
the'i:;;;;:^ Beit along the main line, and in South.

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwM-ds vith conditions requiring cultivation.A rebate for cultivation of from SI 2a to «.<< iin »•« .--.
the land, aUowed "n certain condiSons.^T^e^^^p^ry^L'-off^rLlSs'" '^'"' ^"^ '"

Without Conditions Of Settlement or Cultivation.

TJSE RESERVJUD SECTIONS
n:^'oZ^tlri^»A:^:Co^^^^''^:t"-'> -'"in one mile of the Railway, are
diate cultivation.

'«>««««'n» terms, to parties prepared to undertake their imme-

Terms of Payment •

withJjprtsTiWc^E'ijt^l: -^^^^^^
annual instalment,.

^^o.pZ.'T^Z^i:T^Z€:^-^. ii^r^^^^^^ a Deed of Conve,

per ^nrp^^'i^i^o^nX^U" ^i^^^J^t^d fnS' xt'' iL" 1' '"T""' »' '-
on-'-- -^/,ank of

^^^^^^^^^^

he ohtained

\M LAID AND WOT
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

'

Envelope and Lithographic Pap
CoLoBKD Cover PArF,RB,Bnper-flni»>"

tsi^Apply at the Mill for samples am
Special sizes made to order.

r A TTIT^ Rare and Beautiful

L/iL 1 Uo Texan and Mexican
sorts, hardy, requiring absolutely no care, ex-
cept protection from severe frosts ; novel and
carious in form, and some with lowers of ex-
quisite beauty and fragrance. Send 20e. for
small specimen. Illustrated circular free.

TBOVPB NIIR8KRIKS, •

Tbodpb, Texas, U.S.A.

•a- These plants oan be shipped at any
season of the year. ^

THE LIGHT-KUNNING DOMESTIC
Hf.,1

SOWING MACHINE. ArtisticaUybeau-
tifol Without a peer In its mechanical
construction it has no rival. The new line ofaotacbments that are now being placed with
•""1," D««»e"«" " are specialties. No othermachine has them. These attachments andthe, —w wood-work make the • Domestic

"

"ver to demand. A. W. BRAIN,
'e street.

CANADA SOAP & OIL mm
TORONTO, OWT.

Rodger, Maelay & i

MANUrACTTTRBBS OP THR

" ULT WHITB " FLOATDfO SOAP,
QUEEN'S OWN PEEFECTION SOAP,

BNOUBH HOTTLED SOA.

AND DTHUn OELEBBATED BBAHns OF

FINE LAUNBEY SOAJr-t

KullinSC Soaps,
Toilet Boupa,

A.niline Dyes.,'

FOrVrICES and C(Tn"dTt%K^^ ~',U.'
!''.'*''"<'•'«'''

to the purchase of Lands, apply
peg. By orde^ of the B<Mri

Montreal January, 1884,
Sterebuy,

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
.b(

Rodger, Maclay & (k,
Canada So(q> and OU Work*,

J V
Offlon

:

Works

:

/
70 Fboht St. East,

| Ditbim StbuJ
XOJBONTO, f

y

„0)I' " necessary, in discussing the advisability of encouraging a liberal
lo, immigration of young women from the old country-* course which is
a, being strongly advocated by sections of the Canadian press-to ascertain
to< the class of persons invited out Lord Shaftesbury spoke within the mark
„£ when he said there were thousands of unemployed women in England but
b. It ..not so certain that it would be wise to encourage their being^ientJ to th« country in large numbers, and without .judicious pruning TheTeUgrar. says "there are always homes ready in Canada for domestic^v-nt. who are wiUmg^to work." So thware m England. One of themost embarrassing social problems in that country at this moment is how

to get good servant*. The average English housewife has had bitter

dX37 f^f'^ "' *'" '^'- ^°""''y S'^^^' -ho used to be
delighted to go into domestic service, now flock into towns and cities totake situations in factories, warehouses, and shops, where they are "more
their own mistresses," can be "more independent," and have fixed hour« ofwork, after which they may spend their time as they please. The adver-
tisement columns of any prominent daily will show hundreds of applications
for domestic servants, and at salaries that would have been thought
pnncely two or three decades ago. For one response to an advertisement
of this class there would be twenty applicants for the position of sewin«-machme g.ri. bar-maid, or paper-box maker. A lady must exe«,ise the
greatest patience, and make many pilgrimages to the "registry," before shecan engage a suit*ble chambermaid or kitehen help ; but her husband, ifhe should be a cotton-spinner, need not wait a day for a female "piec^r"
or "mmder." The conditions are veiy much the same in the two countriesand ^it\,^TeUgram writer ^ad substituted the word "England" fo;Canada, in the following sentence, he would have exactly hit ofF the
situation in the older country :_"In Canada there is always a demand fordomestic servants, so many of the young women of this country, preferring
to earn theu- living in factories to going out to service. There^!re always
homes ready in Canada for domestic servants who are wiUing to work
The newspapers contain applications innumerable for servant giris." There
« considerable danger that a large influx of unemployed females would
include many who might be useless, or worse. It behoves those who ait,
molined to encourage female immigration to avoid committing themselves

famUiar with his profession on both sides the Atlantic it is' the utter
unr^habUity of the cabled reports on European politics which appear inthe average American newspaper. To a considerable extent this applies
to the Canadmn journah^ because their Old World news is obtained\ia
X«(ew York Hence the absurd contradictions that constantly appear
regarding the position of England and the British Government on^e
Egyptian Question. One day we are told Mr Gladstone is about to i^sign.

whdeof England nngs with reproaches of his "desertion" of General
(.rordon

; then we ate assured that Umv Promio. o...i ^\.„ __»ji, ^^^
•*

.
^" ""** ^•'^ i'remier and tlie sonner are enTafeTy

of one mind. The fact is, the London representatives of New Yorkpapei^do not understand England, Eaglishmen, or British politics, andthey further telegraph only such rumours is they think most palatable to
the average American reader, even though they have to stultify them-
selves by announcing their falsity the next day. Of such a natui-e was the
t^un, report that "evei^body, including the Ministers, was last week
convinced that defeat and dissolution were only a few weeks off"' Itwould scarcely be rash to say that no such report was ever afloat in
influential English circles, though it might have obtained amongst a few
shortsighted and bitterly hostile opponents of the Government ^e
Jingoes have strained every nerve to discr^lit Mr. Gladstone's fomgn
policy, but their tin and tinsel programme causes only derision. It
required all the adroitness that Mr. Dismeli commanded to foist such a
policy upon the re*xdxmm and music-hall elemente of England but the
savage recklessness of Lord Salisbury or'the blatant impertinence of Lord
Churchill will not deceive to anything like the same extent. This is borne
out by a paper in the current Fortr,ujhtly entitled "The Bursting of the
Bubble, in which Lord Ohurehill receives a smart castigation. The writer
a conservative M.P., pronounces anametha maranatha upon the " mouth-
piece of quacks and empirics who are aiding a crude and novel Toryism
in the Provincial press." No doubt Lonl Randolph could lead the hybridsweU

<
His attacks on the Whig landlords of London, his appeals for the

restitationof an 'exiled Arab!,' and hU rapid conversion on the exten
sion of the franchise to Ireland, savour enough of the Merry Andrew t.

T? *t! "''•r'"^"*^
"^ *•»« PO"*^ Moreover, among the qualitie,

which unfit him for ordinary political preferment are some which are abso
lately pnoeless to a party whose first principle it is to be unprincipled "
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

luyl7H:ltXl''''' 'r^^STof the Republican journals, espe-

But Li HLs^"
-y large and that the part, was doomed' to dZ .

warts tirTr 1 ''' """^"""""^ P''^'^' ^''^ ««^— -d ^he'sL,warts, which d.ffer from each other almost as widely as it is possible forany wo bod.es of politicians to differ, after fighting'despeZly on thequestions of substance, turn round, when the ho.'r of "battle'^t L Demo

The Z-
^"^'=°'"^-'' *•>-•• fo-- as strongly as ever on the name

non.,nated ,t will bo discovered that, bad as Blaine is, the Democraticcandidate IS worse; upon that point the necessary e;olu ion wm beperformed, and the whole Republican party, except a few perve^ andstubborn consciences, will once more be in line. Something, however "h
tZ 7°".f"

""'"'' "' ''^ ''^"""""'^' "^'^ -'h -gard to the r pTaform and with regard to their nomination ffarner'^ W..M u
theDemocrats with having no distinctive princSrclp^rXT:!'?
ness. Barring the hbstile phrase, the impeachment so far has been t"uesmocrats have hitherto \.^ a . „ "*" "^^n true.

^
JuNi 19th, 1884.1
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ELned .rf'r"'
P"''*' °* *'« estabiUment is found in the

XoTs tho t"-
\"'^"^'='-« - ^-' has had full as great a share as

wtThip o th LV"'"""^ *'^ ^'"«"'*- '•''-"- ^o-'d^ *he faith and

and n?w belt 2 ""^i
^'"' "' ''"' ''"^^ *»>« -«"« "^ TracUrianism,

veryToL o"t • ?rT-
°' ?*"'"""'• ^"" "^^ -clesiastical polity canno

beZ a^osfi^H . "r
''' ""«""• ''''« Ri^ualists^ho, Langelicism

acXrpar fh Vr ^"'"''"" '^'"« ^"^ -«-^. aV« -w the only

colffLwSit'l.
?""'.' '"' ''"""^^'^"^ '" P-P«'»«/l -'I -andalous

set free to . W TT '""• ""^^^ "°"'<^ ^^^ beliisestablished and

xtr mllT p v""
"'"' "'''""* being disendo,:,ed. But the

LTnastol^l /"".'°''" *"^"'^ *'^°"«-'J -bl.'. with theirngs as to grant the clergy disestablishment without disen<owment.

But they would ha^e an excellent re^ f ty Touir"^ '''T''
""^ --'-*-> Poi-t en^tely t tpposit wt;

'^^^^^^^
Tariff Reform. That policv wo„.H ,-.„„,JT. "°"'^.^''^ly ^"^^^^ '"^ ''^ ""'*'P'y''^« *he number of private p^prtol ! ^^^ "^""t I

private proprietorship deeper roof. ..!: ^I!?""!"": !

*° «'".'' '''^ ^^^^'^'^ ""'^

Tariff Reform. That policy would invo7v;"th^e i™diaT;Ls"ofTPennsylvanians, and possibly of one or two of the new manufactu L Stat;of the South
; but unless the nation is in its flnf^„» „if *

"''''"""«^^^
not be doubtful. With regard to their choice o1' anrdarrVe:''
crats have been delivered from the danger of suidJe hv .K
renunciation of Mr. Tilde. The nomin^ti^n ofT p^^i.^^ p^TS

magnetism of Mr. kne.'^^;. a.rdt r^^^^^^^^
da^, tough perhaps the deserved reputation for forJoT chlrafterandintegrity which, as Governor of New York he !,»« .

^ cnara^cter and

such an offence there might surely be a Statute of LimitatioT

W.k

lishment of the Church In Wale^ thoul. ''""'' ''''^' '^'^^^**^-

fervid and impulsive Celt the extreme sobrietv of U.» 1 ,

''^

ritual has always been uncongenial In Sn] f" ^^^^^ ^^^'^^ -^^

astio Catholic; in the Highlands ol\.l au '* " '" "»""'«'-

terian of the Free Church t" in W "t " '" -'husiastic Presby-

The congregation whicTlisS IothT^^c oV in^^W^"^"^^ '''''"^''

scandalously small as it was in Ireland while ll Z k" i""'"""
'^

Calvinistic preacher in.the NoncoIformislX Zl^'TZ:' :''lm Ireland attends the liass Bi,o.f.Ki- i. f '" ** 'a»^ge « that which

'.w .,.,.0.., „_^'r:r: .z"r:' riiro/r
""•*°-

P-.U.U,. w.. uv. «.^ ...j^ ^r^a, r:i,M ^psj

- - - -1 ^iivitiic propr
private proprietorship deeper roots than ev^t^ <af ii

" ^" '•'

the air, and as no rational Hi»f! " *«™"*° ^^^^^'^ «» '^•

land and prope;;t a"'tW .'" "' "^ '~^ '"''^^"'^ P^P-'^ -
coming disUanlepl^7e ''2:.STLirTiS. V^'^^

"^

::Taro7a;tarpert°^r^^'--^^^^^^^^^
reason for apprehlSn is^ ^ ^ '' * ''"°"^ «"«^*°<=«. a«d the

of nationalize nTr^^ilrttld
'" '' '''' ^"'°'^« "^' P-^°-'«

the way- to remove whltevrr I
'''"'' * """""^^ '^'^«^«'- ^ut

and to place TJety on I ! ^" ^^ '^''"'"'—unism there n,ay be.

purchasing lanJ.UcnriroutV.V°"^:*'' ''^''""^ ^'"^ '*°''* °^

WhenitsLlbein^tpowlofeverv '^"'t'^u
'^-l-—^-^^ «««•

land as freely as he ^nbuTa loaf oZbT^ Tk
'''"^'' *° '"'^ * P'-'"^ <!^

"

assaU except the priTlle^l?
" "'bread, there will be notUng left r^

which weaUh is toZbydistriCtS^/T' '''"' '" immunities i,"—"""

-

bers as well as mora.i^'on^trsit^ T^ T'^'"^'
"-whelming nun^a^S^-

of the land and the best security ^''t^'^^
P""«-b'« -tionali».tio.-

Socialism is the reform 12:;^!**'''' T' '^ "'"''''' Agrarian^—
Nor would the benefit of the'chat o«t1:"^ T"^ SystemPerfine Pa,
cultural land. The mechanic who'buys a bui^in , t ,u'ff" T "'

''^"r
"°^ ^^^

r of a farm from the oLre^"! "!. °. .!"^r™ ^"f'.'"
""-J*

.l"''"-^^'-''

V"L

The announcement that Mr. Gladstone has promised not to
'"""""' '*''^- '^^' '"«'='>anic who buys 1^1!°,!, ^J'''"'""

°* ''S"-" ="0^ p^p,
jBill which is to be brought in bv a Welsh ^„

^^°""^^^ °°t 'o oppose a as the purchaser of a farm from fh„ ' ^ '"^"" J""' '«' «»ch 8"Per.Ca)o„a l

lishment of the Church fn Walel tho^.h itr" T' '"' *'*' ''^^^*''^- ^'^'^^
^>r the preLnt s" ^ ^h T""/''^"""'^"^^ *"^ '-""i*-" *^ ^^° ^^ /

form, is in itself perfectly cretblf"t O, 21!^ l-^^V!'^
?'^-«« » --^an'ce froL it ritrut^rth" 'I'T.^^.^i^^'^^

--P-^ -'^ -^- ^.^pI-. ta conveyance from it without 1,^^ ^' "
""'^ '^'""P''"^ »"d "^akes 'L'f^^^-

Wm «™4^=* I "^"""'J'lrther ^nquiry^ there ii nothine. tn ^^ „
^^^«8

him against a subsequent discovers fJ,„f .u„ 1." . , .

"""^ng to- secure
._,^,^_._ ^

him »™.^^ , .
"" ^"ruaer ^nquiry^ there ii nothing ^i^«,^ .^

trc:c;stnr Thetr^ tr f*"^

^'^^^ ^- ^eertTumtr.^
tioners Ler tt el^ng^LT andT "' '''""^ ^°""^ "^ P^"'
these would be componsatd bv th

,'
"'''°' «^"''^''''°'» -««> »«

titles, to beguaran3trGl^nZttj:;'th:t*'^ T"'""-^"
°^

system would necessarily involve.
transition to the new

A Bystander.

HERE AND THERE . ,

eious and dishonest L^;: 7/ttlrtV''°""'r '"''''• ^^^^^^

amongst good citizens which ml C" ^71": '" ? '*''«'*'^*'-

that the ministry is awakening to the evils of pal V-
'"'*'^ "'^

was very truly said at th« .Z. < r. T ^^"^ politics—which, it

at the Lt of 'ouTyoungttir NoT
"*^"'*'^ ^^^^""''^' -« "^^^king

t^^chers made pubL pr^'^ainst^r^yrgTv':; \T1T t"^'noble purpose, can be attained at the expeL^ ortruth Tk
""""^ ""

pure-minded man is forwaa} to attribuL hT \ """^ '"'°°"'
=
"^

differently from him; no trTe patrtt w^,
'"^ '"'";«» *° all who think

the state, or even jultify th Co II sCbt' "" ^'^ ^^''''"' °'

^ay seem a go«. end. Justice must '^I^lZ^^CTrJ^:
8tiUa«,th,h«,«hurtK aad;?i2:a"S,t„„^„,,,.
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It IS impossible to dispute the truth of the overture presented to the
Assembly: "By engendering and fostering a spirit of strife and bitter-
ness m connection with political issues it seriously disturbs the exercise
of the love and goo<].will that ought to prevail in a Christian land." Our
public prints are daily witnesses to the justice of this statement. Without
the excuse of the man who, in the heat of a discussion, expresses himself
too strongly, these would-be guides do not hesitate to attribute the basest
of motives, couched in the language of the pot-house, to their political
opponents. That the creatures of either party are occasionally guilty of
practices which deserve hearty condemnation is one of the inevitable
results of the extremity to which partisanship has degraded politics
Until an era of public morality is inaugurated, the best men of the nation
will naturally refuse to take part or parcel in its councils, and unscru-
pulous bidders for place and power will continue to engage vile tools to
do their dirty woric. This is not an evil that belongs exclusively to one
party, though at the present moment the party in power is beyond all
doubt the most guilty-6eca,«« it is in power, and is led by a man who
makes all things subordinate to the retention of place. But it is unreason-
able to suppose that section of the community which calls itself Tory—
though heaven knows why-i^ swayed by baser moral motives than those
who are for some occult reason known as Liberals. Neither party can
hope to do credit to itself until it is prepared to do justice to its opponents
and though Mr. McDonnell showed in his opening remarks to the
Assembly that he is not so free as he supposes from the reproach of
partizanship, he struck the right chord when he said • " They wanted to
see a patriotic spirit, one which looked to the interests of the country, a^d
not simply to the interests of party, a charitable spirit, which he supposed
meant a spint that would permit a man to be decently fair in his esti-
mate of what his opponent said, and not almost invariably colour and
misrepresent him whatever side he was on."

ling sea, .s practically for unreserved sale, and tho mere enumeration of
Its advantages fills the mind with wonder. This seagirt " lot

" measuresone hundred and forty mile, between its most remote capes ; in breadth it
IS no Ie.ss than thirty miles, and within these points lie nearlv two million
acres an.la-half of good firm soil. It possesses all the the ;esources of a
free state in itself Its timber is famous all along the fertile shores of the
i?t. Lawrence Gulf; its mineral wealth has made some fortunes already,
and IS capable of making others; while in regard to fisheries it goes hand-

'

m-hand with Newfoundland, and shares the unlimitedVharvests of the
deep-sea banks. Says the London Tdegraph :

•' Such minor matters asrocky peaks in the lulian seas, carrying titles of nobility to their pur-
chaser, whoever he may be, and forests and moors in our own northern
counties, impinging perhaps on a score of parishes, pass occasionally under
the hammer of the auctioneer

; but all these transfers of land pale before
the sale of Anticosri." Such a princely bargain has not been offered since
Didius Juhanus bought Rome and her colonies of the Praetorians

It was the punishment of Sisyphus, who was an original seller of
strawberries that he had to forever roll a huge round stone up an impos-
sible hill. The modern strawberry dealer's punishment is somewhat simi-
ar, says the Philadelphia Record. He is doomed to the perpetual attempt
to put a quart of berries in a pint box. He always fails, but he keeps
at It with a pluck that deserves commendation.

TOBONTO if not absolutely gay, has. during the past few days, presented
more than an average share of attractions to visitors and residents The
boulevard thoroughfares, the tasteful gardens, the charming suburbs, have
looked their very best in their new summer suits of verdure and variegated
floral colour. Lawn-tennis grounds have been got into good working
order, to the delight of the white-appareUed players, fair and otherwise
The boating sewon has been fairly opened, and the number o£ white-
winged and long-Umbed craft that daily dot the surface of the noble bay
give promise of good sport; in future regattas. The Island gets more and
more popular, and is becoming the location of many picturesque chalets.
Daily trips are made by ferry-boats to the Humber, Victoria Park, and
more distant places. And Saturday last was a veritable field-day for
lovers of out-door sport. Over three hundred officers and men of the Fifth
Royal Scots came up from Montreal, -«rere feted, promenaded the city, and
took part in Highland games on the Jarvis street lacrosse grounds Squads
of the Queen's Own, the Grenadiers, and the city police assisted, there
being over three thousand spectators present. Simultaneously the annual
sport of the Toronto Bankers' Athletic Association took place on the
Rosedale grounds, and attracted a large assemblage. The same afternoon

OUK cousins across the line are terribly exertjised by the misdeeds of
the. English sparrow. This feathered scavenger and worm destroyer emi-
grated-by an " assisted passage " to America some ten years ago, but its
rapid multiplication have made its bad habits all too familiar both in town
and country, and residents in both unite in denouncing it as a "pest"
The Springfield BepMican, in an editorial wail on the Anglo-American
sparrow says :-" He stands confessed a nuisance ; his habits are base and
disgusting; his temper pugnacious and ugly ; a bully, joining with himself
other bullies of his own kind, and the whole posse spitefully attacking a
solitary bluebird or the nest of a robin, killing the one and spoiling the
eggs of the other. In some localities robins, bluebirds and gr^enlets, those
gentle and careful protectors of the garden and the foliage, have disap-
peared, driven out by this foreign invader. Instead of the beautiful note,
of these aboriginal birds are heard the tiresome and continuous 8cr«eoh-
ings of a bird to whom a musical note is entirely wanting. To the dweller
on the quiet streets of the city, if he prefers a musical sound to that of a
creaking wheelbarrow, life is becoming a burden. As Mary Howitt has
written :

—

Chirping, aonffling, soreamiog, fighting,
Plying and flattering up and down
From peep of day to evening brown.
Ton may be sleeping, sick or writing
And needing silence—there's the sparrow
Jnst at your window—and enough to harrow '

The soul of Job in its severest season.

-many- spectators were prfiseiit at a good cricket match bet^veenlhe^oronto
C.C. and East Toronto C.C, and the baseball championship of Canada was
being contested about the same hour by the St. Michael's College students
and the Torontos.

It is very creditable to the ladies of the Churchwoman's Mission Aid
Society of the Diocese of Toronto that they have, in face of a falling
revenue, kept their expenditures within their receipts. " We have never
yet owed more than we could pay," writes the secretary. There is a too
common tendency amongst charities to run into debt in hope that " some-
thing will turn up" in the future. One cannot but imagine there is a
h^-reproachful strain about the pathetic sentence from the annual report,"We might have done much more, and also what we have done might
have been more satisfactory if we had received more pecuniary assistance "

It 18 sincerely to be hoped next year's report; will not show the gross
receipts to be " much less than last year," as we find was the case in 1883-4We may be permitted to commend the following to the attention of our
readers: "We hope that this year our members and friends generally
will show more forethought for us, and by working during the summer
enable us to make a fair start in September, when we begin to send off our
boxes to the more ^isUnt placea A few minutes' work every day wiU ,

produce something considerable in a short time, which has heen proved by
our Twenty Minutes branch having sent us in goods to the value of .f138.99."

Thb Island of Anticosti is likely ere long to be knocked down to the
highest bidder. The magnificent domain, " in its own ring fence of spark-

A LADY whose pretty rose gardens near London are well-^nown to

of roses^
friends by the deJeHners she .so nftj»n gives in "

1 ,^„
"
^which

owing to her talented gardener, and the many varieties now known, is not
as in days gone by, confined to the " month of roses ") has found a new
use for the flowers other than the making of potpourri from their
faded but still scented leaves. Taking the idea from the Empress
Josephine, whose boudoir was so impregnated with the perfume of the
violets she always had in such lavish profusion, that to this day the odour
is perceptible, this lady has the fallen rose petals used in sweeping out her
special apartments, instead of " tea-leaves," and indulges indeed in a
luxury of luxuries.

I

Anothbr story is being added to the many Mrs. Oliphant produced in
her " Madam," which is appearing in Longman's Magazim, which she is
editing. She gave herself up for a time to the supernatural. Her
" Little Pilgrim " was one of the results, and an eminent member of parlia-
ment reading it with wet eyes in a club the other day said :

" It's the first
bit of real comfort I've had since I lost my son." Then " The Wizard's
Son" was well done. In "Madam" Mrs. Oliphant returns to this
sublunary earth, and she again shows her command of the higher passion.
Her lack of humour is still obvious, but it is the only lack in this story.

Thb London correspondent of the Liverpool Mercury writes • "
Still

the cry is ' Who is " G.? " ' Mr. Gladstone has told his secfetary to deny
that he is ' G.' Lord Granville has not taken the trouble to deny it, and
the world is seeking 'G.' as though its future depended upon the discovery.
The latest id»?iB that 'G.' stands for Gorst, and that the article in the
Fortnightly betokens a grand new departure in the tactics of the Fourth

')
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Party, and a new basis for Democratic Toryism. The whole situation is

ridiculous. One is reminded of the speech of Clarence in the first scene of
' Richard III.' He is asked what is the matter by the Duke of Gloucester,
and he replies that he does not know, but that, as he can learn, the Kinj?

Hearkeng after propheoies and dreams,
And from the cross-row plucks the letter 'G.'
And says a wizard told him that by Q
His issue disinherited should be :

(That is of course that Prance is to have Egypt.)

And for my name of Qeorge begins with G,
It follows in his thoughts that | am he.

Substitute the editor of the Timet for the King, and Mr. Gladstone might
use this very language. In time to come, this week will be known as the
Gee-gee week. By the way, why has nobody thought of the Duke of
Cambridge ? His name is George."

Thbrb is more truth than poetry in the Philadelphia Progresif com-
ments upon the London dynamite outrage. Here they are : " If Great
Britain could catch and hang some of these infamous dynamite scoundrels,
I have no doubt there would be the usual howls of sympathy for the fiends
from republican America. Just now, of all times, we cannot afford, or
we think we cannot, to be just in this matter. We are on the eve of a
Presidential election, and both parties must do nothing to ofiend the Irish
vote. In the meanwhile, women and children may be blown up all over
England, and we dare not enter our protest against this useless savagery.
There are fair minds in the United States, however, who do not hesitate
toaflirm that Great Britain would be justified in any course, no matter
how severe, to put a stop to these damnable outrages. They are crimes
not against Great Britain alone. They are crimes against civilization.

Their perpetrators deserve no mercy."

The Fortescue-Garmoyle case is finally off. Lord Garmoyle went on
his travels believing that the action would never come into court ; and
now the lawyers have arranged a settlement. Miss Finney goes on her'
way, it may be with a bruised heart, but certainly with a heavy purse.

It is becoming more than ever clear that the so^Ued reconciliation
between Lord Randolph Churchill and his titular leaders was no reconcili-
ation at all. Already we may note the symptoms of another outbreak, and
if no such event happens it will only be because neither party will think it

worth while to have another trial of strength before the decisive and inevi-
table conflict. No Liberal can doubt that the member for Woodstock
understands the tendencies of the time better than the Marqftis of Salis-
bury, or that at least, he sees and knows better the utter futility of obsti-
nate and dogged resistance to those tendencies. Lord Salisbury
and those who think with him abhor the extension of the franchise,' and
believe it, sincerely, no doubt, to be only the precursor of a coming deluge
which is to sweep away all the great institutions of the country. Lord
Randolph Churchill, on the other hand, thinks that with judicious manipu-
lation the new electors are quite as likely to be enlisted on the side of
Toryism as any other, and his aim is to conciliate the masses and not to
turn them into enemies. The member for Woodstock hopes, in fact, to

^popularise Toryisca, and sees thatif that i« to be done «t all it can only be
by breaking into fossil tradition and casting aside aristocratic prejudice.
The differences which exist between Whigs and Radicals are small com-
pared with those which divide the two sections of the Tory party. How
the two will settle those differences is one of the most interesting, and
certainly not the least important, questions of contemporary politics.

'

SPECULATION BY BANK OFFICIALS.

From time to time, the world is startled by the story of the ruin wrought
through bank officials indulging in forbidden speculation. New York fur-
nishes the latest instances. Except in the form of the fraud, there is
nothing to distinguish the case of Seney or Fish from thousands that have
gone before, and thousands more that will in all probability follow. The
desire to obtain wealth without the slow and painful processes of industry,
the opportunity of using other people's money without leave and without
check, an intense belief in his own good fortune, have proved the ruin of
many a trusted bank officer. From 1815 to the present day, the hiatoiy
of American banking could tell of wrecks and disasters innumerable, arioing
from this cause. UsuaUy, pains are taken to conceal the operations as
well as the source whence means are obtained to carry them on. Ficti-
tiouk names are used and the real actors try to conceal themselves behind
the curtain, not always sucoessfuUy. ' _;

If Canada has not been startled by any explosion similar to that which

recently took place in New York, we are not authorized to conclude that
there is no dangerous speculation going on here among bank officials. In
1875, Canadian banks were forbidden by law to buy their own stocks
except when it is necessary to realize a security. The object was to
prevent a bank speculating in its own stock. The necessity and ineffici-
ency of this inhibition were soon illustrated in a remarkable manner.
Within a little more than four years after the law was passed, the
President, Vice-President and two directors of the Metropolitan Bank,
helped themselves to neariy two millions and a half ($2,405,403) of the
money entrusted to their care, for the purpose of speculating in the stock
of the bank. The president explained that the principal object of these
speculations was to make money for the bank ; but the loss incurred from
the vice-president's share in the transactions was neariy seventy thousand
dollars ($69,286). This is a typical case, and well illustrates what has
since been done in other quarters, on a large scale. When a bank specu-
lates or allows its officers to speculate in its own stock, it substitutes stock-
jobbing for legitimate business, and relies on the hopo of irregular gains.
It tries to rig the market by fictitious purchases, by one member of the
ring from another, and by making real purchases from outsiders. But the
juggle is sure to be discovered

; and these operations, if continued long
enough, are almost certain to end in heavy losses. The stock most largely
dealt in, by a ring organized for the purpose of forcing it up, is the one
which, within the last two years, has suffered the greatest decline. The
losses to the operators must have been enormous. What proportion of the
operators on whom the loss has fallen were inside and what outside, can
only be a matter of conjecture.

Irregularities and abuses in putting stock on the market, though of old
date, still survive. The commonest of these is to pay in a promise, to
give a note to the bank in payment of the stock, an operation by which, it
IS needless to say, no real capital is added. A few years ago, there were
two millions of Canadian bank stock which represented nothing, which
had been created without the addition of a single dollar of real capital.
What the amount of fictitious bank capital there may be to day is a secret
known only to those who are interested in concealing the fact. Some-
times fictitious capital is made to do double duty j for it is the nature of
financial fictions to beget their like. Take an example : M. Maurice Cuvil-
her, vice-president of the Metropolitan Bank, subscribed for 800 shares of
the stock of the bank, paying the first call in cash, and giving a demand
note for the remaining calls. The stock passed to his credit, the note was
not paid, and no security was given. Advances were made to him, from
time to time, for speculative purposes—to bull the stock of the bank—to
the amount of over one hundred and ninety thousand dollars ($191,480) •

>ind the only security the bank had was a lien on his stodc, a large part of
the payment on which had been made out of money advanced by the bank.
Irregularities of this kind only declare themselves when a catastrophe
occurs. But when a large amount of new bank stock is reported to be all
taken, as soon as offered, and at the proper time to be all paid up, the
reality of the transactions must be judged by the accompanying circum-
stances. If there is inordinate speculation in the stock, and if there be an
organized ring of speculators inside, there is room for irregularities : pur-

»<~v«. uj. uH> utuHf fflay oe suspected ; notes given in payment 61
stock are among the probabilities.

In spite of the elaborate monthly'retums made by the banks to the
Government, the public is left in the dark as to the real meaning of many
of the figures. A bank which, in the extremity of weakness, obtains a
loan to tide it over a time of trial, will probably put down the loan as a
deposit. The Consolidated Bank so treated a loan which it obtained and
though one court found the president guilty of malfeasance for signing false
returns to the Government, another court, on appeal, quashed the judg-
ment. The amounts owing by Canadian banks to one another never agree
with the amounts owing to Canadian banks by one another. The amount
receivable is always made to appear larger than the amount payable.
The difference probably represents the amount owing by weak banks to
strong, but it is impossible to tell of what it consists. In cases of the
greatest gravity there is no machinery for ascertaining the real facts,
through an official inspection. The directors of a bank may borrow all the
bank's capital, and no enquiry of any kind be made into facts. If such a

—
thing were to happen in New York, there would be an inspection by
a public officer, as soon as the fact became known. When a bank fiiils,

the directors should at once be displaced. If ever the directors of a bank
'

consisted of an honourable body of men, most of them wealthy enough to
be beyond temptation, the directors of the Exchange Bank would have
been thought to answer this description; yet their administration, after
the bank failed was such as to show that it was not prudent to continue
them in office.

For years past there have been bank officials in Canada, who have been
openly and notoriously engaged in speculations in the stocks of ithe banks
with which they were connected. Even if they had means of their own
to carry on these speculations, they ought not to have been allowed to do
so. They could do nothing to vary the price of the stocks, without injuring
or deceiving their constituents and employers. If they used information
which came to them officially, for their own private ends, they were guilty
of a grave breach of trust, and no longer deserved the confidence of the
stockholders. All experience shows that officials who commence specu-
lating with their own money are liable, before they stop, to use the money
of the bank to carry on their operationa Against this danger, the only
safeguard is rigorously to put a stop to the practice, on its first dis-
covery.

A regular official inspection of banks could not fail to discover much
that is now covered with a mantle of secrecy, and which it is not desirable
should be hid. An inspection will not prevent frauds such as have
recently come to light, in New York; but it would prevent 'many
improper things which might otherwise be done. It is not so much as a
security against positive fraud that bank inspection is desirable as
against irregularities which lead to bad resulte and breaches of law
which cannot be made with impunity, the law violated having been made
for the protection of shareholders and the public. C. L.

« *

BOARDING-SCHOOLS V. DAY-SCHOOLS.

The increasing demand for boarding-school accommodation for boys in
the Province marks a minor social change of some interest. It is prob-
ably due to two causes

; the growing, number of persons of means residing
in the rural parts, and the development of the belief in the minds of many
people living in our towns that their sons will be better brought up away
from home. To the first of these classes boarding-schools are a necessity,
if they wish their children to know anything beyond the elementary school
course

;
and it is oleasing to reflect that the increase of this class means the

diffusion Of certain elements of culture which wiU tend to redeem
Canadian country life from-the unattractiveness which has hitherto charac-
terized it.

The steady growth of the opinion that boys can be better educated
away from home is a very noteworthy phenomenon. N««rly every town and
considerable vUlage in Ontario is provided with a high school which affords
the means of acquiring the rudimento of a liberal education. Nothing
can be clearer than that when there is a fairiy good high school and the
other influences to which a boy is exposed are good, the best place for him
to study is at home. No boarding-school master, however great his influ-
ence may be, can foster the higher, and keep in check the baser tendencies
of a lad's nature so successfully as judicious parents. Yet the sentiment
in favour of a boarding-school training has grown and is growing.

The reason is to be found partly in the relaxation of parental authority,
which is one of the significant characteristics of this age, and in the increas-
ing number of men whose business requires them, to be much away from
home. But the tendency is more largely due to the desire of parents to
expose their sons as little as possible to the XR>ntamin&ting influences pf
Canadian town life. All the world over, residence in the country is found
to be the best for the moral as it is for the physical development of the
young. Perhaps our Canadian towns are not worse than towns in other
lands

;
but there is in every one of them much that tends to vitiate the

moral atmosphere for both men and boys. During a considerable part of
the year, our climate compels us to live largely in-doors, and at these sea-
sons the attractions of the June novel, the saloon, and the public billiard-
table are hardly counteracted 6y any others. In many places you may add
to these evU influences those of gambling and betting duly enforoed by the
example of the most prominent men.

Whatever be the causes, the results are patent A very large propor-
tion of the boys brought up in our towns and villages turn out badly. To
this all who have followed the history of any of them for twenty years
can bear the fuUest testimony. And it seems to be the case that the
smaller places are the worst. In our cities there are great aggregations of
evil, but the good influences are also stronger, and the line of demarcation
between those who lead reputable and those who lead disreputable
Uves IS firmly drawn. In them too. there are more books, more numerous
and effe<;tive atWetic organizations, more harmless attractions of every
kind. The city parent who wishes to secure for his sons playmates who
are free from serious evil tendencies can generally find them ; and aa boys
in large places segregate themselves into sets, outeide of which they have
no intimacies, he may feel certain that, after his have fairly joined a
certain good set, they wUl run Utile risk of contamination. But the

careful father residing in a small town or village is in a different position.
There all the boys, whether well or ill brought up, constitute practically
one set. A large number of them will have received a very small amount
of paternal attention. It would be but a slight exaggeration to say that
the average boy in a small town or village is not trained, but simply grows.
His father sends him for several years to the Public and Sunday-school,
but seems to imagine that his duty ends there. He grows up without
manners, without character. To gratify his social instincts he idles about
the streets during thejkrge parts of- the year when he can neither skate nor
play baseball. He drops into the saloon and the billiard-room, at first for
a lark, afterwards because he is certain to find company there. Though
perhaps without any exceptionally" strong bent towards evil, he leai-ns a
great deal, because he is neglected, and there is an absence of counter
attractiona His father, who seldom spends an hour at home that is not
passed in eating or sleeping, knows nothing of what is going on. The
result is that at eighteen his son probably has learned to drink and
gamble, and joins the manners of a tramp to the morality of a bar-tender
and the ideals of a dime novel.

With some such neglected boys, in such places, the well traine<l lad
must more or less associate, or else be without playmates and friends.
From this

.
dilemma a well managed boarding-school affords an escape.

There he will lead an ordered life, and as friends whom he will make will
be under the same discipline, the chances are much greater that he wUl
not form undesirable and injurious associations. B.

A SKETCH OF THE GENERAL ASPECT OF
MONTREAL LIFE.

Thbrs is perhaps no city on the continent, certainly not in Canada, exhib-
iting so strange a commingling of the French and English languages and
people as in this, the metropolis of the Dominion. Here are met the
descendants of those who spoke the language of Racine, Voltaire and
Rousseau, side by side with men sprung from the three greatest. races of
the British nation.

Between these two great classes there exista a strong line of demar-
cation. The English people, for the most part, live in the western portion
of the city, the French in the eastern, and though dwelling in such close
proximity yet they form two distinct societies, each having its three grades
at low, middle, and high class. The French character is Ught and
emotional, fond of the pleasures of the moment, careless of the sorrows
that time may bring. A French Canadian of high society speaks with finer
accent than even a Parisian, and charms one with the brilliant wit and
ready flow of language always at his command. Although in profoundness
of researoh and in the wide grasp of a subject he is scarcely equal to the
English speaker, yet in eloquence and figure of expression, he far excels him.
It would scarcely be true to say that the French lady of Lower Canada
ip more beautiful than her English sister, still there is a certain grace and
ease, a tastefulness in dress, and a piquancy of manner peculiar to herself
that renders her especially charming. She has almost invariably dark hair
and eyes, as evidences of her Celtic extraction. As a consequence of the
care which the Catholic Church bestows upon the musical part of its

service, from earliest youth the love of this grand and beautiful art is

implanted in the French Canadian mind, and develops as age advances.
Let us now turn to the English-speaking, business man of Montreal.

He is active, energetic, and works incessantly. Commercial prosperity is

the one end and ambition of his life, and to this object he devotes all his
powers. To his energy and business sagacity is due, in a large measure,
the prosperity of the city both in the past and present time. One race in
particular stands forth prominently—the Scotch ; their shrewd and econ-
omical nature has placed them almost universally in the foremost rank of
the city merchanta The most beautiful residences of Sherbrook Street are
occupied by Scotchmen who have risen from the ranks by dint of hard
toil and saving.

It is a curious fact that, go where you will among French society, you
will always be addressed in your own tongue, and often with perfection
of grammatical construction and accent. It seems to be one of their ambi-
tions to be able to speak and write English. On the other hand, it is the
exception to find an English person who can speak French even tolerably
well.

Although, numerically, the French element far exceeds the English, yet
the latter, by ite great energy and business ability, almost exclusively
controls the commerce and wealth of the city. The great banking institu-
tions, trading houses and steamship lines are either entirely English or
are uiider English management and supported fty English capital. By
reawn of their majority, the civic government is virtually in the hands

f
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of the French, and they are exceedingly jealous of any official position
b«ing given to an English-speaking person. Indeed, in the mayoralty and
CIVIC contests the French candidate, no matter how incompetent he may
be, has only to raise the nationality cry to insure his election. It is unfor-
tunate that this state of affiairs should exist, for, as a consequence, men
altogether unsuitable are intrusted with the government of the city, and
those who are really capable become disgusted and refuse to run for office.
Moreover, it is unfortunate in another way, for, through their distrust of
one another, the two races can seldom be got to unite in combined effort
to force the governing body to pass needed reforms.

The city's commercial wealth has three great sources, the first being the
immense systems of the Grand T-funk and Canadian Pacific Railways,
having their eastern termini in Moptreal. By these lines, much of the
enormous products of the provinces and territories west of us are brought
down to Montreal for shipment. The second source is her ocean trade.No less than twelve regular steamship lines make this the port for
embarking and discharging their cargoes. The third is, of course, the
produce of the surrounding country for hundreds of miles. All these
mighty influences tend to broaden the minds of the people and enlarge
their sympathies and ideas. In this respect the difference between Toronto
and Montreal might be expressed in two words : the former is local, the
atter universal. It is, however, scartely fair to compare the two cities •

the position of Toronto and many other things are against her, while
Montreal has everything in her favour. Yet it may be asserted with
almost a certainty that if the Queen City keeps increasing in wealth and
commercial prosperity as she has in the past she will, in a compara-
tivety short time, outstrip her former rival. Between the business men of
the two cities there is also a strong contrast. The Toronto merchant, after
he has made a sufficient fortune, retires, and spends the remainder of his
life m looking after what he has acquired. The Montreal merchant, on the
other hand, very seldom indeed leaves active work until compelled eitherby sickness or old age. It becomes, in fact, as age advances, the one
pleasure of life.

Although, however, he is thus eager in the pursuit of wealth, yet he
IS always found willing to contribute Uberally to any work tending to theadvancement of the pubUc welfare.

' As one evidence of their appr^iation
of the good work done in connection with McGiU University, the private
cicizens of Montreal have given, this year, three hundred thousand dollars
for the purpose of improving its faculties. Mor«,ver, during the past three
years, four magnificent structures, built for the most part by the subscrip-
Uons of Montreal people, have arisen on the University grounds-the
Redpath Museum the MorriceHall, and the Wesleyan and Congregational
CoUeges. On the Mountain Park, the citizens through their representatives
haveexpended a vast amount of money,and for grandeur and natural sceneryno city on the continent is its equal. Broad carriage roads, shadedby taU maples and constructed in rising terraces, encircle the mountain
while from its summit, clothed with a carpet of flowers and grassy verdure'
a scene of surpassing beauty presents itself to the eye. Before us themighty St Lawrence winds through the vaUey in a sUver line, and beyond
It here and there, solitary mountain peaks rise from the level surface ofthe piaui. Behind us lie the picturesque and beautiful shades of the twocit^f the dead. Cote de NeigU and Mount Royal, with the white marWe
Ot the tomlstones glistening through the foliage of the avenues.

I have already mentioned. In forming a judgment of Montreal, it is
always fairest to look upon it as two distinct towns, one of English people,
numbering about 65,000, the other oT French, numbering over 90 000

The pleasure-loving spirit of the young people finds its vent in the exhil-
arating sports of tobogganing, snow-shoeing and skating in winter, and
of lacrosse and football in summer. A young man now-a-days is not thought
a yorfhg man unless he possesses an enormous toboggan wherewith to
take other fellows' sisters and cousins-but very seldom their aunts-out
Sliding. If the city be compared to others in a moral sense, everything showsm Its favour. In no seaport town of its size is the Sabbath better kept
crime less prevalent, and, one might almost add, society more honest.*rom a religious point of view, the two languages again form an
important feature. As a result of these, and on account of the diversity of
denominations, the number of places of worship has been multiplied insuch a degree *hat the city has been familiariy called " The city of churches "

Montreal is in reality the great centre of the Catholic religion in Canada,
for, from here, principally, i, its wealth and support derived. One of the
largest and most imporUnc of the Presbyterian colleges is here located,and here again IS situated the headquarters of the French work of thedifferent denominations.

It has been stated by someone that there are only two newspaper/ inCanada, and that they belong to OnUrio. To contrast Toronl ai^dMont ea from a journalistic standpoint would I fear, result very unfav-ourably for the latter city. The Toronto paper is handsome in appl"!
onUins aU the news of the day, and the editorials -are numerourand

fairly well written. On the other hand, that of Montreal is badly printedand poor y gotten up, amounting, in the main, to a mass of advertise-ments with a small amount of news and editorial matter mixed in Asfor literary journals, there is not one that, with any show of reason can

noted for their ready wit and brilliancy of speech, yet their newspapersare much inferior to the EngUsh in every respect.
Taking into account the many drawbacks under which shekbours. suchas the miserably corrupt government of the Province of Quebec theheavy Uxes on her commercial institutions, imposed by the same body theJ^lousy and determined opposition of Quebec city to her comme^ialadvancement, I think the conclusion of all impartial observers wUl be thatMontreal deserves great praise for the large share of prosperity which shehas managed to obtain. n- »/ t.tL M. Patton.

HUNTING REMINISCENCES.

Wk live in a world of change. butlTnothing is the radical element moreonspicuous than in the arena of fox-hunting. The animal pursued is alonethe same
:
horses hounds, and the v^ry class of men who indulge in theglorious pursuit, differ very widely from those of half-a-centuryL • thlvery sport itself is altered, and it may well be questioned if the changeZin every way been beneficial. The hunting of the present generation,^compared with the past, is a. summer to winter. la the days of our7o

"
fathers, fox-huiiters were up at daybreak, would think nothing of a ten or

It^" ':^'
t"

'''• ""*' '^'^^ consistently hunted in their own dist^
lookmsrupoBthehuntino'fi«M«.^«^.;r„„T..i:;^-____,

rruuiatncv-

Montreal has sometimes been accused of apathy in intellectual mattersbut the interest taken by the citizens in support of McGiU, combined withthe fact that there are four largely attended universities in the city eivestrong evidence to the contrary. The influence of this spirit is sprldin.
widely, and is^own in the numerous movements now on foot to placeopportumties for self-improvement within the reach of aU. Throulout
every class of society, the tendency towards practical knowledge is on the
increase, and the Science Faculty of McGiU. though but recently organized
18 now one of the most important departments of the universitrwork'
Formerly the culture of the city was confined almost entirely to the Enriish-speakmg portion, but commercial and social advancement have create! inthe French mind a strong desire for knowledge and enlightenment, and havebrought out the natural genius and free spirit of the race, so long smotheredby ignorance.

The division of the people, consequent upon the two different lan«aK»
and societies, has hindered any great enterprises in the way of musiila^
theatnoal entertamment, and in strange contrast to other Canadian andAniencan cities, the theatre is not popular here. However, among a smaUcommunity, music is eagerly cultivated, and sever*] high ch«s concerts ar«
every season, given by societies formed from its numbers. It may «,em'
8tr.mge that this, the soul of amusement among other people, is so little
ought after here. Ths reason for it must be looked for in the facts which

lookm^upo^ the huntmg field as a counTy club, from which radiated aple^
serial intercourse, which was by no means confined to class or clique. Tall IS changed. Fox-hunting is now more like steeple-chasing, and thebrilliant burst o some ten or fifteen minutes, with hounds runnL ahnostmute for " Silence you know 's the criterion of pace,"-is regalj withmuch greater favour by the majority of fox-hunters than weHhe Io5old-fashioned runs of an hour or more, with the whole pack openingSheavenly music, that cheered the heart of both horse and rider. The oSsocial element, that made the hunting field so powerful and united a factorfor much that was good, entirely independent of the sport, ha. in a g^^tmeasure disappeared. We are now wheeled off to some distant meet,huEovor a country, heaven only knows where, and riding with men. hZfon y knows who while in general, except by a very select few, bo^TZentirely lost sight of It is then with a kind of pleasurable re^t we loTeto hark back to the days of old John Warde and Assheton SmSi. plioJl
tTZ °J

"^""^ """ ^"^S^"* '""^ " H""""* Beminiscenck'
John Warde was known as the Father of Fox-hunting. He lived at *•

fine old mansion in the County of Kent. caHed Squerryes! near to Wester

ftT;K
.'^ ^T"^t *'' '""^ ''**"<^ ' ---nt co;memo«rg lefact that on that spot Wolfe received his first commission. ThoughTil

ITfo'T!^
'**"*'"'''"' *^« ^"'^ '•«<=«ived but Uttle care at the hiid. It

^ tox-hunting o^er, as, for twenty years, a fire was hardly ever lighted

dmtion for h« hor«« and hounds. John Warde cared very little about th.
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comforts of himself or his family. When his wife remonstrated at the
badness of his lodgings, he told her that any room was large enough if you
could put on your stockings without opening the door. The only character
he ever wanted of his friends or servants was satisfactory evidence of their
ability to ride and manage a horse; consequently he was surrounded by
some pretty rough fellows as grooms or whips, to the great vexation of his
wife, a quiet religious woman. One day, looking out of the window at
Hatchett s Hotel, in Piccadilly, to which men of his sUrap used to resort
in those times, he saw a boy drive a mail cart with four horses up to the
door m particulariy good style. He at once went down and took the lad
into his service. Ho turned out a young barbarian, and Mrs. Warde under-
took to civilize and Christianize him, for which end he had to say his
Collect to her every Sunday. One evening when the party were sitting in
the drawing-room at Squerryes, the footman came in and announced that
the boy was waiting in the next room to say his Collect. Mrs Wardewho happened to be veiy deaf, at once went to him and left the door ajar'The lad was asked to repeat his lesson, but the young savage, trusting toher infirmity, with great glibness and uncTion gave out the nursery rhyme •

Cickery d.ckery dock, the mouse ran up the clock," and at tlie conclusion
received from the old lady high commendations and a shilling for having

.said his Collect so well. On her return to the drawing-room she was
received by the Squire with a hunting-field salutation.

John Warde was a great gourmand, and he at last grew too fat to ride
to hounds, and had to content himself with keeping to the lanes. But henever had been a steeple-chaser

; he was a fox-hunter of the old school now
nearly extinct, whose chief delight was to see his hounds work, aiid heknew the voice of each member of his pack. He had the reputation of
say ing good things as well as eating them. Many of his bon mots, fathered

^

at his favourite hour of the day, that is. over his port wine, as soon as the
servants had left the, dining-room, are constantly related wherever fox-
hunters meet together. The Squire had a nephew who was looked upon
as one likely to prove a worthy wearer of his uncle's mantle, but he was
unfortunately disabled by a strange accident. Hunting in a country which
he did not know, and taking a blind fence, he landed in a deep chalkpitA quantity of loose, wet chalk, into which he fell, saved his life, but he
was'never able to ride with hounds again. The horse, though apparently
umnjured, feU down dead in the stable as soon as it got home

. ;!.°"
•^"^'J

^'^'*" ^^ ^^^ F^'lie"- ot Fox-hunting, Assheton Smith, the
mightiest of all the som, of Nimrod, was the King of it He always hunted
his own hounds, and continued to do so till he was past seventy The
first of sportsmen, he was always a most daring, though not a reckless riderSome of his jumps are historical. He once cleared a canal by leaping onand off a barge, and he alone got the right side. On another occasion he
rode up-hill at a stiff post and rail, and though he carried away the topbar no one dared to follow him. It was said that his horses knew him so
well, and were so used to going straight, that when he once chanced tocome to a pond, while he was looking back after a lagging hound, and notseemg what was in front, the horse without hesitation took the pond andleapmg as far as he could, soused with his rider into the middle of it
Assheton Smith once went to hunt with John Warde. The day after his
arrival was* hard fr^. T^con«rfe him. the Squire of Squerryes proposed^. 1 -""-'•• "--"luon J' CO uroposea
tekmg the hounds out for exercise, though there could be no hunting
ihey accordingly got on their horses. Assheton "Smith begged Warde
just to let the hounds find a fox, to which Warde consented, only stipu-
latmg that they should be whipped off before they broke cover. Smith
gave a look which signified he did not intend they should be, though
If that IS what you mean," said Warde, "You had better get on 'Blue

Kuin, Warde's famous horse. A fox was soon found, and Smith had anard run of twenty minutes over a frozen country, and killed
There is^ierhaps no healthier or more thorough relaxation than fox-

Hunting. It IS the most effectual of brain-workers. Horace says that care

fi!7> ri^'
"''/"'^ "'°""'' "^^ ^''^''^ **»« horseman; but car^ wouldtod It hard to keep her seat over a stiff country in a straight run with

fox-hounds^ For a man of sedentary and intellectual pursuits especially
this sport has the greatest charms. But the drawing for a fox, and theunceri^mty of hu. course, with the incidental adventures presented by anunknown line of country, are essential parts of the pleasure, for which
drag-hunting, or turning out a bagged fox, as practised on this continent,
offers but a weak apology. As a refreshment from business or study
fox-hunting ha^ no rival

; but when it is made the sole occupation of life,'
Its effects are hke those of other sports, which become too engrossing, and
It IS apt to lead to a vacant, gloomy and morose old age. Even withinhvmg memory there have been English fox-hunters who had in them a
good deal of the Squire Western. The late master of a well known hunt
was stfch. The country he hunted was very Utrge, and during the season

he was m the saddle all day. and almost everj. day. getting home kte to
his beef and port wine. In the non-huntim; months he bought and trained
horses and dogs. His heart was good, C his manner was coarse he
swore constantly, and it is said that when he met a gentleman who had
been guilty of the unexpiable offence of trapping a fox he began to swear
at him two fields off He lived entirely alone in a large house, without
family or companions. Before his death he became paralyzed, and as hehad no interest or pursuit but fox-hunting, his only solace was sitting onthe terrace when the meet was at his place. At last he was fain to havethe huntsman to call over the hounds by his bedside, and his heart was
almost broken when the nominal mastership was at last taken from him

Another man who had been famous at Melton, being also paralyzed,'and without family or companions, solaced his dreary old age bv preserving
rabbits, which eat up no small portion of the produce of his estate, and goingout to shoot them in a cart, seated on a music-stool which enabled him toturn his paralyzed frame.

As.sociated with the time-honoured sportsmen of the past is a small
classs of men, of whom in their profe.ssion we have but few successors-
the huntmg parson. With the death, last year, of the Rev. "Jack" Russell
the race lost its finest and its brightest representative. How fond we
foxhunters are of reminiscences of the grand old Devonshire diving
Amongst the many distinguished men so neariy associated with fox-hunting
annals there are three names .so pre-eminently conspicuous that " age cannot
wither nor custom stale their infinite variety," and to find analogues forJohn Warde, Assheton Smith, and "Jack" Russell, would be impossible
Others there have been, or are, who will deserve to be honourably recordedby the Thucydides of fox-hunting, whenever that prodigy shall arise, but
beyond Ul doubt the three most representative names connected with horseand hour,d m the past half-century are those above mentioned. Yet of aU
tox-hunters we must presume the sporting "parson to be the most d'evoted
to the sport, otherwise he would not venture to run counter to the censure
of the worid, especially of the bishop and the old ladies, who regard the
hunting parson as an apostate from his vows and as false to his profession
Ifet It ,s the most innocent amusement going. Hunting is done by a crowd
but men who meet together to do wicked things meet in small partiesMen cannot gamble in the hunting field, and drinking there is more difficult
than m almost any other scene of life. The vice of extravagance can alone
be urged against it, but to that, if a man be that way inclined, every pursuit
win equally lead him. Judged thus harshly, the hunting parson seems to
rijemore or less under a cloud. Mind you, he always rides'straight, stiU
hsKarcely feels comfortable. In the genial halo of the hunting field youmay talk confidentially to the banker of his banking, to the brewer of his
brewing, to the farmer about his bariey, but to the hunting parson you must
not say a word about his church or his parish. Though when the hounds
are first dashing out of covert, and when the sputtering is beginning and
the eager impetuosity of the young is driving them, three at a time, into
the same gap

;
when that wild excitement of a fox just away is at its height

a^d ordinary sportsmen are rushing for places-though at moments UkJ
these the hunting parson may be able to restrain himself and declare by
his momentary tranquillity that he is only there to see the hounds be will
ever be found seeing the hounds also, when many of that eager crowd have
lagged behind, altogether out of sight of the last tail of them He will
drop mto the running as it were out of the clouds, when the select few
have settled down steadily to their steady work, and the select few wUl .

never look upon him as one that is likely to fall out of their number He
goes on certainly to the kill, and then retires a little out of the circle as
though he had trotted in at that spot from his ordinary parochial occu'pa-
tion-just to see the hounds. " I hear that you hunt. Sir," said the bishop
of the diocese to Mr. Russell, when a young man. " My Lord," answered
the divine, "as you know, my parish is large, and to do ray work I keep
a couple of hacks, and amongst their naturaF gifts they happen to be ^ood
fencers, and sometimes I find the hounds going the same way as I°go "

Another clerical fox-hunter, by the love of the sport, was brought into
contact with his bishop. Being a very courtly man, his Lordship was
profuse in his assurances that he had no fault to find with the parson's <^neral
character or conduct "But," he added, "this is an uncharitabWorid
and I think it right to mention to you that you are accused of taking part
in fox-hunts." " It is indeed, my Lord," replied the deacon, " an unchari-
table world

;
even your Lordship's character is not spared

; you are accused
of attending Court balls." "It is true," said the bishop, "that I attend them
because I do not think it proper.to decline my Sovereign's invitation • but
I am never in the same room with the dancers." « Just my case, my L^rd "

was the parson's rejoinder, " L have only a very old horse, and I am-nevMm the same field with the hounds."

Tally Ho !
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6ASTR0N0MIGAL CHITCHAT.

[JcM Hih, 1884. Jom leth, lt«84.J

Jule C™ h
''^'''' -"P-fesBional cook." Miss Parloa and MissJul.et Cor«>n have a national, and Mrs. Ewing of Chicago and MrsCongdon of Detroit, a metropolitan fame. They are striving ^Frenhcooks before them have done, to elevate cooker/to the dignity ol an"rt

upon women the importance of providing a variety of weli-cooked sensibleand att«.t,ve-looking food remains to be seen. Miss Parloa th ZTtnot a good s.gn that when she is announced to lecture an7g v de^o"^ative lessons on plain, everyday food, that the attendance is 1,,^;
ZLstlaTir ? T"^^'^^

*"' "'^"^"'^ ^^'''- -« - ^''e ta^is-

tie holidav
""J'*"'y "^ »« «"> -'y -d»'ge in^n fete days and durin.

good work by furnishing minute accounts of their methods of workingbesides giving copious extracts from the cook-books which the^ ladles have'

ZSvI ,e?t
" '"'

f'-
""'^ ^"'"^' -*'° '^ ^' P'esentgivingdemol

'
;l?e ilrt

" ''^
'" ''''"''''' '''""' "^ •»-« "-^^ -^ 'Host favour-able mpressio „pon reporters of the culinary art in that city. They talkof the" graceful, serene-faced woman," of her .'^bewitching rmUe.' Trsoft musical voice." her "sweet serenity," and her "graceful ambidex

tZf "'f
^'^''" ^'"''^ -""^ ^»- ad-ired'and app^rved of'

It
,. to be hoped housekeepers will take a hint from this last, and show

the rums of a church or street dress. I can hardly believe these descri^^account, of Miss Parloa's personal appearance' I fear she mu^rZ
,

been currying favour with sips and tastes. For if it be true that th rid
^

a man's heart lies through his stomach, s„ch a handsome attlTvewoman and a capital cook would have been snapped up long a^o by^megourmand of a bachelor, and not be, as she is,^fIio^\^^Z
thel T^ 1 ""^"^ *""'' *•"* professional cooks .re c^ok. only in

toZkin
" '"'' "' ""• ''^'^ '^^'^ "" --«1- apprenticed, pto cookmg m one way or another. Miss Parloa, it is said,Z for threeyears head cook in one of the largest and best conducted hoteh. in Fl^^

t^Sr ^jt\«;;'*'>--'^-«
-f-t 'or wealthy people frpm aU parU of

!!!t v!", J ^""^ P™'='"=*' P-"""* °' '•»"• PO'^e" by preparing andcooking be ore their audience whatever they are lecturing up^n TnalZteach p„p.l » t one sip and one taste." Mrs. Ewing^^f Chicago whenecturing in Buffalo, said the art of cooking was in its f;fancy xT: intlhgent practice of ft may be by the world at krge, but the ar^ or theory Lnot when such men as Ude, Francatelli, Carence, Soyer, H^^wtd Ld
^TtZm;" r"'" .'T^'''

-P«-'-«'y -1 exhaustiveirupongastronomy and some of them gained a worid-wide fame as practiJ cooks

nofrntirtr""^ ^f; °' ^"^'^^"''^ -^^ '''^' ^'^ so^volumes wlwnot containthe receipts for soups alone, invented in those grand schools of

oZ „! ,

Americans as a nation, is ignoring the glories of the past ofother nat ons. I verily believe that they would not allow that an IriWmlcouU boil a potat. better than an American, with or without its j^k'rMiss Parioa and her co-labourers wish cookery not only to be reducedtea science, but also elevated to the dignity of a profession! and the^lt
wL L T'^'l'^'"'^

'^ "'*'^"« "'"'^•?? °"« °^ '"^^ branches'^of thehighereducation of women. It is a curiSus fact that though womenprepare most of.the food eaten by the human race, men only hZmade tbe-lves famous as epicurean writers and gas'tronomical artisTs

La r rr "" *'*'" "*'" ""' "'<''« «"<='^« '^-- -omen n

m which It 18 done. Women, on the oontrvy, as a genend thimr deZiddefe^nce to themselves for what they arenas woml-not « worZLouis Gustache Ude, who had been cook to two French kin« and wToemigrated to England to teach that beef-eating nation how ^'Zt I^how to dine, never forgave them for not permitting him to call himself^artiste-nor for slighting him when decoctions 'were being coZ^^"Scrapers of catgut" he said, "call themselves artistes, anTfelWr^ojump hke kangaroos claim the same title; yet the man ^h^.^^ under Wssole direction the great feasM given by the nobiUty of EngUnd^T^^
thirr^' ",.:'" "''^^-'^-'^ *•>« ^-i banquet at Crookfordrolthe oooa«on of the coronation of our amiable «id beloved «ver«gn vZ

toria was denied the title prodigally showered on singers, dancers andcom^ians, " whose only quality," said the indignant che^ "'not r^" ^i^g

pril "' "'*'* ^' "'"''''^'"^ «° "ff'"*"^^ in others-
Mary Mblvillk.
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. A DESTINY.

"CROSS THE OIPBY'S HAND Wli^,i,VER, LADY ! »-
Hedgerow Saying.

You wfll have love, soft kisses on soft eyes.And live your little day in lover wise •

With children at your knee to make life dearAnd twenty smiles to every passing tear
And not for you shall come that awful voice.Which wil not be denied (whereat rejoice).
The voice decreeing that to you belong- The gifts of gods too kind, of music, song.

Old EnglUh

, " ~ o —-
' -">... ^J•. luusii;, song.And art. to make life restless, bitter sweet.And shut the home-light from your wistful feet.You will be happy, good, and pure; that so

All those who touch your garment's hem may goTheir several ways, the better for the touch. -
Vou will have wealth too, but not over much •

tnough for modest pleasures, simple state.

TMr^A-*?/®***
'be hungry at your gate.

lUl, at life s end, upon your coffin lid.

UL„n . 11 r , : ""» " '""' j-uM were a
Shall fall such loving tears as wash away
Ail naughtiness that soils a human day.

^
Fkbdebick a. Dixon.

A PORTRAIT.

Tripping lightly.

Smiling brightly.
Joyous happy, little fay-

Ne'er repining.

Ever shining
Badiant as a summer day.

Hair of gold
Deftly roll'd,

In the sunlight ho*^ it flashes 1

Eyes of blue
Laugh at you

From beneath their sweeping laahes. r,

O'er her cheek
At hide-and-seek

Sportive little dimples play
;Now they slip

O'er ruby Up,
Stealing kisses. Happy they'*!

Stray, wander
Hither, yonder

Errant beam of purest day
;'^~'~^~ fTAwn «k.».— '

y

from the different trappers in our employ. The comitique, or Indian
sled, I sat upon, was piled up with skins, marten, mink, and fox. Oureyes had glistened at the black and silver foxskins that bj? good luck had

sTri^'^S^h^^ur^pte^.*'''^
^^^°-' -^ - -- ^-^'i ^o- in .0^^

..nHV"^ * '''*'*' ^7-
u
^^'"^ ^^'* ^'^^ Toomer's tilt ten miles away,and the dogs were fresh and wild. Our room was justly proud of its

o1^.1i!h'^ T: •°.' ^T ?1''™°' *">* "^ ''^oss between the'^large breedof English mastiff, introduced by the well-known Captain Cartwright, andthe Indian wolf-dog. The dog in Labrador is not a domestic animal and

oowe^uT Tn
^?™ 'i"?''n«,.<=on«sted of animals the fiercest and most

^ITltt
In winter they live on raw seal's flesh, a most stimulating

^nW K ff°.°u- T^^'" ^T ^"^ ^"^'^ ^n'i l^ound upon a stranger as ifm play, but If they throw him down the whole pack will be upon him

twi- "
.
^ ^ ^

^^'u^
***^ ^'^ °' ">" American skipper who beganthrowing stones into the water for the dogs to run after, till he was

rL^m7nd^re'^^tt';Li'"'
'"^' "^ ' •""'"^^ ''^ -""'^ ''^^ '^^^^

We had started eariy, but it was;flow a few minutes before sunrise.Ade«p crimson suffused the lower edge of the eastern sky. Nothing

hin^V ."ir
'*""'''*"' ^^""^ "'^ •^""'=**« pink that tinted every rift andhillock of the snowy waate ; nothing more brilliant than the blue of everys^ow. No artist dare venture to paint the scenery of those sub-arctic

regions m such pure and pearly hues. It was exhilarating, in spite ofthe cold and solitude, to dash along at the speed we were going, our

risi^rSr/?r"
'^'^^ng behind two glossy^treaks. and the snownsing like dust from the broad feet of the dogs. The voices of the dogssounded through the still f.osty air

.
»tronr-and°deep as of a pack of houn

-^

Here, there,
• Everywhere,

Shed abroad thy golden ray !

T^

E. Douglas Abkoub.

THE WHITE DOGS.

Grace, found a cave of AduUam in Alexis Bay
^^^ Harbour

they w^;e?iT» t''*'^

"^ytbing worth taking they might take it from uh if

" Wal^^ni ' J,'""T«"^ "i^^""
*° "^y ""^ t^'ongbts than to his woHaWarn t ,t OUrke's schooner from Halifax, they boarded as soon^ !«

^rk'^Buti?^*?"ti *" ^'""^ \'' "^« dic^'tgivelhemW aJS

T^hlA^^J'^t
'°°°*^

°i
^«bruary, on the coast of Labrador-not the

ttir^°J^ **' "*?'"" '"'* '^^ P*^ «* i' *»t fao«r~^he AtlanS? &there a drearier spot upon earth? The whole coast is barrwrWesT

4^'

m full cry. There were fifteen of them, and the leader wa.s a slut ofremarkab e grace and swiftness, with a trace that kept her five feet aheadof the rest. So swift was she that she seemed to saunter along while the
rest were almost at full speed. Her colour was light brown: while the

Sfrt'^fTK""'
°^ different shades of black and b?own. She curvetted

TJT ^ '^' ^^^ '°««,«'i her head like a showy tandem leader, and

Sr ^""^ "^ '' *° '^"^'^^ directions from her

kJa^^I^'^J''' *'f
"'""*" (« the sled is called) was not very great.B^des the skins there were my rackets, part of a seal's carcase' frozen,and an axe to cut it up for the dogs ; then there was Chariie's gun. anda small package of provisions which we had not as yet opened. ChariieSweetapple, as the Indian driver was caUed, did not sit on the "cart"with me a^ the time. He could outrun the team even on his rackets,

Jr r"^ ^ T^ ^."''^"'S "'*'" ''y ^oi'=« or whip, or by darting to the
front of them and leading them. He had been brought up at the English

cS°,^' a -^
.?'"^y«^ ^!^, 'be Moravians at Nain, was intelliJnt,could read and write, play the violin and mend a watch

About noon we crossed the neck that would bring us to Alexis.Slowly and kboriously the dogs mounted the ridge. I put on my
racketa, and walked behind, for the snow had drifted in the hollowbetween the scrubby forest that lay on either side of the path, and thedogs sank to their bellies m the sand-like mass. Once on the top we

ITlfrV >f °w r
.''^ ^'^l

" ""*" ''^^I'^nche. We soon reached theend of the fall that led from fthe shore of Alexis Bay to a tilt. The tiltw a winter shanty, built in the roughest style, and roofed with birch barkIhe fissures m the waUs are compensated for by the fire in the doubleCanadian stove kept constantly at a red heat. We noticed as we
approached the door that a huge pile of mussel shells lay on one side
Of the path. The Indian glanced at them, and turned with a significant
gesture to me I knew what he meant. The occupants of the tilt had
tjeen and probably were being driven to keep themselves alive ky eatinathe miMsels which lie in beds under the ice, close inshore. Thetwomen who came out from the tilt were gaunt with famine. They wore.
moreover, a sinister and forbidding expression of face. One wtfs old and
gray, and greeted us with a mean and shifty smile.

"Good day to you, men. Come in and warm yourselves. Have youany biscuit and tea with you? We can give you a kettle and water, but
nothing, eke. Come in, men, come in." We shook hahds all round and
untackied the dogs.

Tea was quickly made
; a cup of the leaf from my bag was dropped

into a kettle of water, as much molasses added, and Ihe whole boiled onthe Stove. How those famished men enjoyed our Hamburg bread, our fat
pork, and the steaming infusion from the black kettle '

t.Ki"
j4-'^*"*°*""'^'"'" "^ked the old man Davis, as we left the

table andTit o^r pipea His three sons looked up as I pau^d before

"
u'^*u^?^r-''^k and sUver foxes—" Before I could finish myremark Charlie interrupted me.

'

"J^®'d.ib«"»r go and .knock up some swoile (seal) for the dogs, andK^ while we have a chance for a daylight journey.

"

1 J ^Z Tt »''^" i" preventing any disclosures of mine respecting our
load, and I followed him out.

"Good heavens, Mr. Obbome," he whispered, as we took the carcase
from the roof where we had put it out of reach of the dogs, "SamDavM and huj precious boys would think nothing of knocking us downand putting us through a hole in the ice for these skins ; and see how
hard up the poor feUows are. I never seed anything so hard as this
before. And he began chopping the seal's' carcase. The whole team
stood round, ey»g it gx*edily, only deterred by fear of a blow of the
axe from snatohing it from under his quick and deft strokes.

••Gomg gunning, boys?" He addressed two young Davises, who had

come out of the tilt and were going off. each with a gun on his shoulder.

fnll„ w "
-f

^"^^ *^' ""^ """^ 'Ti'n Snyder's boys have agreed to
follow. We can't shoot flour and pork : but by gosh.' venison Abetterthan mussels anyway." j a

7
>~

,a f^***''!*
flung the food to the dogs, and stood over them with his whip

Teep order
^"^^P*"* "''*"" ""^ ^"^^ '" 'P''*' °* ^"* attempte to

"If the way them fellows treated Chariie wasn't something likeshooting or being willing to shoot for pork and flour— I'm a nigger "hemuttered. "We'll get off as soon as the dogs have quit eating. T^nd^
urthp^ff ^.J^^.T- 'l'*'^ ^t"""

^' ^°''"' Soing borne. She'll lead
further off, and they'll likely go the quieter for it. I want to get awayfrom this infernal place as soon as possible. We shall have snow beforean hour is gone.

The sky had changed with the rapidity so characteristic of the climate
of the American coast, and before we had travelled five miles the windwas rising and the flakes of snow were driven into our faces

" St. Michael's Bay is a nasty place in a storm." remarked Sweetapple.
aa we laboured thro' the snow on a neck of land between that Bay and
Alexis. • then there's the Narrows. They do say its unlucky to pass theNarrows m a storm. And if we meet Mary Lowell, it's certain death toon© or VIS, *

.u
fbe driver had taken his seat close to me, and his whip was laid by in

the lashings of the cart.
^

"Mary Lowell)" I enquired.

*i.
''^bejvas stifled in the snow hereabouts; she and her team. Herhusband had been killed by the falling of a tree when he was out alone

chopping. She found hini, and was taking hio corpse home w hen lust
such a storm as this is likely to be caught her. She wa.s found dead, lying
on his body, and before the man who found them could bring them help
to take and bury them, the bay broke up and they was carried off to sea.
It was spring, you see sir !

"
.

Brandy was meantime keeping wqII ahead of the team, who strained
every nerve to get up with her. We were some hours from our destina-
tion which we hoped to reach at night-fall. As we were in the open
bay the drift swept clean across our path, and the cold increased in inten-
sity. I turned my back to the wind, and looked into the lee of the storm, a
white heaving waste of snow in earth and air.

We bad now entered the Narrows. This place was a narrow strait
in the frozen bay formed by two basaltic islands. The storm roared as
through a funnel between the perpendicular cliffs on either side of our
path, and the snow seemed to be swept off from the shore, sheer as the
side of a house, and to fall in blinding volumes upon our team. The does
set up a wild cry. and the cart spun rapidly along the path which wL
kept by the roaring wind hard and smooth as a curiing rink

"Did you hear that?" shouted Sweetapple, with his lips close to my
ear. " By thunder it must be she !

" ^

Wa^it the echo of our own team, or was it the baying of another pack
that came swelling upon the breeze ? As a gust of more than ordinary
^aolence swept through the defile, now growing grey in the twilight, the
storm seemed to reach a climax, and the sound of the strange dogs to grow
nearer. In a whiriwmd of snow which eddied round and well nigh suffo-
cated us, and threatened to blow the cart off the ground, Charlie seized my
arms convulsively

—

"Look
! look ! Mr. Osborne. It's all up with us now !

"

I turned my face to the blinding gale, fending the snow from my eyes
with my sleeve. I strained my sight as well as the tempest permitted in
the direction he pointetl. I gave a glance of only a few seconds, but it
was enough. Approaching on a driving squall of snow that was flashing
towards us hke a huge white foaming wave. I saw the tossing tails and
burning eyeeof ar4arge team of snow-white dcsgs. lathe cart they drewT >k Ui T 7

— " ,— """" T,^i^ uuga. J.U me can iney drew
1 thought I made out the wan features and piercing black eyes of a
woman, her hand extended towards the dogs as if encouraging their speed
They swept by us with a howl of the storm. It seemed as if their cries
were taken up by our animals and redoubled by the echoing cliffs Yet
through the turmoil of noise, wind, snow and barking packs there rose
never to be forgotten by all who heard, a human shriek. It caused my
heart to stop for a moment, and to feel a pangof pity for the agony of suffer-
ing which it seemed to express in one note. Charlie tightened his grasp onmy arm, as if he heard it, but said nothing.

We passed through the Narrows in safety, though trembling, breathless,
and half frozen. Though the elements still raged on the open bay it
seemed almost to be calm here after the half suffocating simoom of snow
through which our powerful team had just taken us. Indeed, the snow
was not falling so heavily as hitherto, and we drew up the team and under
the lee of the cart set up on edge took a pull at our rum fla.sk8. But Sweet-
apple had sunk into a gloomy silence, and even deeper depression had
fallen upon me. We did not speak, for we knew that the dangers of the
journey were by no means past. The glass must have fallen rapidly since
noon, and would still be falling. It was no uncommon fate to perish in a
snow-storm on the Labrador. I had been shocked and startled by many
things I had seen that day, and a thousand dreadful anticipations passed
through my mind. I never seriously expected to get safe to our destina-
tion. Yet how vivid, almost to the degree of actual vision, were the recol-
lections of sweet, social scenes in England. They would be lighting the
lamps in the Rectory at home, and gathering round the fire ; how safe
happy and pleasant it all seemed, while I was exposed to a horrible fate in
a lonely, wintry desert. I had become quite imbued with a belief in the
portent which Charlie had spoken of, and was half benumbed with frost, so
that the dangeroofl drowsiness of deadly cold began to oppress me," makingmy dreamy reveries more wUd, hopeless, and incoherent every moment
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aguI:;f.Ci::t:^:fX",X" we .«. starred b, the^;::;^

^^ ... Head o. .,e ^^^^''^1.^^:^ZT^^l^Tl^^^
but IJo fa'X'al fhlt ':lL^T.^Ve'c7;f« ^"V''^

'^•"«^'^'"= ^° ^-''^ =

to load the weapon
" '''

"'''i
^'"°«'^- ^e thea proceeded

St. Michael's B:;'.';;ho'ra mfa'ai 'T,.*^""
' "''^ ''' "'°-^-» P^"''or

peCrrl7d.nhe7o:ttt tftoTSS^ ^^^^Hand

snow.
struggle, and he threw the useless gun into the

;;

Sweetapple
!
" a voice hSiled from the side of the path

India?'''
'''^°" "^"' ^'"^ -«'y- -"rdenngviflainf growled the

Th^bln!/""'' i"^'^
^'°'" y°" <='^''^' °^ ^«'" shoot you."

and cLk d ear " Iknet ^haTa's
'^'^'^''" ^"""^ "? ^"^ *>-"-« 'ail

enough to exc te them perhaps Zewl,'
"'""' Z *^ ^'="''' "' ^ ^eer was

falling tempest. Ch'rlie'^as ' u„d .raron'S m''"°"l\''^ ''"'^''"S'

'^^'<
N^iTotrrr/f •

a-h'-

''-'' '
" "^-""lut^a'iroe^ ^^'"^ '''^

utteredriotTconoltryeiraK^sS '" " ""t T"''-
^'^^ --<*•«

the same time I saw in the h.r^f ^f '" " ^"""P ^""^ '»>« ?«'»»• At
like .air. The dot! made t liltTr T '"^" '^''"'y, 'h-ugh^he mist-
if they would avenge their d:fd''',iS„/',7"'d «'™ost seem as
gun and turned in flight, for he knew that ?Z .

'^^ '""'>
''"""PP^'^ ^'^

y.fch for aainfuriated^XiZs^^S r '"'1."*' ^'^^''''^'^ ''

Other w« down with-th^h"a3rhJt^at " """^ -t«'P>^ ^he

[JCM 19th, 1884

Mu hwj ••""• ""^ "uoie leam at his throat. . .
--

hea.^L% -L'^ u1.i:r":hlVn?s't'trV''-"«^^«' '"^'^ '° •»- his

after them, but it w!s some timr^.f k
' ''T ^'''"^"^ ^^ rushed

heavy enough to km TnTdoT^ h^! u T"''' "=u^""
'''«'" ^y blo<^8

down with lulling toniues and b oodv fl
' .^^^ ^^'"^"'^- ^^^^ '''y

with excitement
° ""^^ ^""S' "" ^^^ crimsoned, snow, spent

and W: Shltt^rtatterf H^
«'"'">" 'T ^^^'^ P"' ^'^'^^ ^ody,

three guns on che c^rtandS th^coZ"''*' TL^'r',*
'^°''^- ^^ P«' t^;

it With a black bear-skil"' He^tddT^uTied^n^rr "' ''' "^^^^'^^

tHetnl?rrd1l^:h'X:H:5''''' ^»«« -^^^^ ^'^ become enUngled

M«;:jtei tr;di: t^trv:;'ir i°' '•'•"-r
-' ^- -. *hat

get home, and I hope neither you nor me MrVT'" **'*•, ° '^'^ '^''"'^ ^«
the White Dogs of St. MichaeXy ™ ' O^horne, will ever again see' vv. K Wilson.

ne does so.

hens; the water hal inundated mv ™1i/T'^ ^°'*^ '''«'«'• ^ ^^Pe
the public expinse."

'""'*'''"'* ""^ <=«"*•> and I want it pumped out at

put'lJtIrlsttot'rtr sS'"="
'° *'*'^ "^^f"*^"--*' M- Mulldoon; we

I-iultrcl^ttl'^S^:^^^^^ to it, for
get wan o' theirs."

^ ^""^ " "'8«f "»'''» Tammany Hall ^hali

seeTheTa/orind Z' l^ZZ^rt^^T^ T' '•>-' ^ou had better

out at the public expinse

"

^
' "° ^ '^*'>* " pumped

" Norhel7„,^'"'"'?'-^''? y°" ^'- MuUdoon. but "_
fourth^'ward! "h^.^^Tsour I'lV^^ 1 't "'f— ^ ^^^ twenty-
Chinee." ' ^ ^ '°"'' ^" '^'^' ^hem forty votes for a hathea

" Very well tCn ^ TT "^''"'
"k yon^aroTWalite done"

duecou^s^pTe^i^him^selfttre'tr
''°''°'-'

i' ^^ ^""^°-' -''o in
IHshman liL himself aTdt^^^^^^^ o^ 'heboid, an

votesSi!^ Tk^pfh' 'nr^^ 'iirciT'th ""^f^ ' •^-'^-'^o^y
out at the public'expinse. The to"w So''"' '.

"''°* '* ^""'P^^
tion, and, by St. Patrick, if you rt^f^e it div I .

^°"
'?u

*" *PP'-°P"»-

''
''riot-ir'h''^' ^" fo^a nllTAmeSn^J" *'^"' ^"'^^ ""'

" You dS relf ZIV:::? ^PP-^P"-^'--. ^r. MulWoon."
Hall wid it

; I'm a^li'tleTot J'
/"'^ "*^ «° *° *^« '^^''"> ""'^ Tamnumy

you';' ttX7J''::^,Tr.^[ZTo°''^
'''I

"^ -"-' '-^ ^ '^o- ^O'
less dangerous for th^ Ztv co/,-I .k""^

to suggest that it would be
if, in thf future. youLZ'l;:::^^^''^lX:i^''7ro'r '''''''"^'

America, by Henry Irving. ^ ^ —From Impretawnt of

TEE SCRAP BOOK.

BY THE WAY.

York, and r^marW™ Z™J^^ of Jle*
furth;rend of NeTYoTnity ""^""^ ^°"^« *«^»y »P at the

" Oh," said Porter, " those places belone to the l«t .f .k at ,.
squatters. Most of them are occuni^^ h! fLr u

^^^ Manhattan
little or no rent at all. They are on th« f u- /' T*""'

"^ * """l"' P»y
city extends into their dttrfct they <^s^oo"?"'*\°* "^l^'r- ^ *he
pastures new. Nevertheless somr,ff f/'^Pf*'' ^^"^S fresh woods and
there. They are inXdedTor^vo in! purl^Trtrf ^'fV^'^l'^'''^of the city. The houses as vn„ h^„„ T ^ ^

^^ twenty-fourth ward
beautiful.' All the Tnhlitant's Lp fowtanTa^ir. ^'.^'^'^'"^''"^
or cellars. As a rule, nobody repaT™ orl tend! L U • 'u 'J'^''

l>»8e«>ents

aUy in wet weather they couMUthe Z th^irtl^
'heir abodes. Occasion-

most important men in'the district w^^ a M Mulldoon Th "' ""'"^ '""^

tical views of city politics will be gathered by The Btnrv'r
^^'^ P"^"

you, which also illustrates the local troubles frorn.. I ""^ ?°'°« '" *^"

MulWoon's premises were flooded He wa^aZ^H T'^^'^.P"'"'."^ ^'«^-

miasioner of Public Works on the ^1\1m a^ ° ".PP'^ '" *he Com-
enoe in the matter, and he did Enterinithe^ffl

*" ft ^^ P""''*"^ '''^^

said: -

anema. Entering the office of the commissioner, he

fort;Sertrr?.?Ch;nV^rl\''T*'-^^ I <=-t»'-o'

I wL it pumped outrthXubUo'exTi^''.''"
'""°<^*'«<^ "^ -"-' -^

our de^^reL^'-Zlftroef
""'* ^"^^ «" -'"^

^ ^^ ^- -' belong to

' „ X°">'i
.better go to the fire department."

Divil a bit
;
It's the wather department I'm after." I"

BIRDS AS OaiTAMKlfTS

prev^^'ed"-; °aV;tt"of^;eToHri;;V'"r">r*''^"^*^ "^^ ^
nothing procured so easilv cZ Zl a i^""

'^is be wondered at. as
bililit/ ^n some c^:?o^„':,trtT'^' '° *''^'" ^ beauty and dur^
commerce, and their ^l^tT^T,l^^Z.rb7T''' ''"<='- "'
which serious objections may be madp '' wiT

'^'''"^ ^"^ '=»se« in
fashion dictates, the most r^ckle^ dTrllrH t°'

*" ^' "'^ ^^"'^^ "modern
and other considerations FoSn^T t" ''l°'?

'" Pmdence. humanity,
sale, and if ladies are f<^lish e3h ^J

°**'^" birds are slaughtered whole-
not a few of the most teautifu" S tZT""^^ '^^ ''*'''°'^ destruction,

guished. Humming bS and malv o^ ' ^P^^'^f.'^i" soon be extin^
forms and lovely plLa^e wlu erTZ^ K^"''.'"'"'''''^'''"

^°' ^^eir graceful
at home our fields^and wood are bii„.^

?' ^^T ^^'bilated. And here
by their*ong and beau^ and whictTfe r^f^^ uY""^'

*^ "^^ «
render in various y^<.yT^uZstdZT^?^T^^^^°''^^ ««'^'^ 'hev
of wild birds, are sought for and^l Iw '

f
°"^"'' ^^ ^ ^* "U "orts

enough,they aredyed^n aU theTintilf ?r "*'J!™^
""^""^ »^« ''ot bright

are used wLe ^d BomLmL? po tnTa^dV"^^^^^^^ '"''"^''^
combinations are made of them Thf ^k

' u ,

^^ °'°^* inconsistent
refined taste, follow in the wake of th? I '^°t^^'^ff

multitude, with no
demand is cheated for feltler adorning';* '\f

^f^^ionable. and thus a
upwards. Hence the gene^l d/strTeti^n "v

?"'''' ^""^ * ^^'^ ?«'»<=«

circumstances it behoves ladfes who knnw K^.
"^"''- ^'^'^"'^ ""''h

ornaments, to hesitate before thTrr , l"^""
'^^ "'"' "^^ord costly

tion of nearly all our wild bWs Let "^""^K
^"^ T^'^ ^" '^e destruc-

if they discard the fashioj tt demSd ^Tmi oT''°i' ?k' ^?'''»«' '^''

spared. The appeals which wTwn a
""? ^^^ birds will be

in.^c «... ^d-,«d.tt^i^rl-cs^: £X"i'::;i^

A CANADIAN ON BNQLISH WEATHBB

thec:rp^.'^;Torrr^^^^^^^^

cannot, therefore, escaprthfumVelSl law TZ?/"*^ 1 ')^ >«"• ^
And let me frankly say thif I ca.^ lik„ fi. w "?* uP^"" °' *'>« ''^"her.
rain disconcerts me The inslUh^ l-„^ ^^ ^''^^"'t

'='""*'«
^
*he eternal

presses on the rich for theXonnf r^J"""*'"' •"'<* "^ »» 'like; it

fortable as we dTin Ca^X Vith hi""'' ^"V" '^'"' *''«*' ''°'>«- <^«»-

absenoeof wUch.inmy^Xnrt isto^"".*" "^"^^
-J:
^^ "^o^ *«> the

of consumptiont the^i^Vni ""u^^r^o^^^-^^Z
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they cannot giiard against the cold damp atmosphere of their dwelling if
they would. A bright clear sky. with the snow crisp and dry as we have
It m Canada, and this for weeks continuously, even although the tempera-
ture is much below that of 'an English winter, is infinitely preferable todark gloomy skies and an unceasing downfall of rain. How under such
depressing skies the Anglo-Saxon energy of character has survived, and
led Englishmen into every land, from the Tropics to the Poles, and covered
the fju:e of the earth with busy and flourishing communities, is still to meone of those mysteries of which the solution lies deep below the surface.Any other race of men would have become as weak and colourless as thewashed-out tints which aesthetically-disposed young men and women now

rILI^
*o admire, and would never have strayed beyond the borders of the

British Isles.—ZCon. P. Cartarel Hill, in Ca»sdV» Magazine

CHARLES BEADS.—AN EPITAPH.

Hebe rests in peace—if rest he can
A crooked- brained, straight-hearted man,
A Quixote full of fire misplaced.
A social saviour run to waste.
Of plenteous zeal but wisdom scant.
Perverse, perfervid, petulant,
He took his every fad to be a
Divinely-sanctioned panacea.
And warped his powers from higher uses
Abusively to right abuses.
Unskilled to reach the root of things.
He spent his strength on tinkerings,
In nnn troyersies small and great
Would dogmatize and fulminate.
Till " Hold—enough !

" the public cried,
Converted—to the other side.

Thus sympathetic zeal intense,
And industry and eloquence
Have left upon the roll of fame
No record but a fading name

;

Eor, gauge his merit as you will,

'Tis " manner makes the classic
"

And he who rests in silence here
Was but a copious pamphleteer.

still.

QAMBLINO women in AMERICA. '

There may be as many gambling women in Europe, but there are. to
our knowledge, as yet, no gambling-houses exclusively instituted for
women. In that respect America has the advantage, or the disadvante<re
of Europe, if we may believe an American newspaper, which publishes" a
description of a so-called ladies' club in New York, a palatial edifice to
which only women are admitted, and in which, like in any other gambling-
house, fortunes are;daily won and lost. The proprietress of this " club " \
thoroughly proficient for her post as superintendent, having for many years
hved with the proprietor of one of the most famous gambling-houses ofNew York. After quarrelling with him she hired the house where at
present she rules supreme over a staff of female servants and assistants.No outsider is admitted who cannot show a card from the proprietress oran introduction from a frequenter. Only once has the bank been very
low. but at the last moment a Creole gamestress appeared, lost a fortune
at one sitting, and since then business has been flourishing, and the hand-
some proprietress no longer thinks. of closing. This is a kind of female
witerprise which, it is to be hoped, will remain on the other side of the
Atlantic.—PaW Mall Gazette.

CREMATION IN SPAIN. *

Light is spreading even in Spain. It is a little humiliating for English-men, ft-Mh from the perusal of Sir W. Harcourt's diatribe against crema-
tion, to hear that at the last meeting of the Council of Health at Madrid itwas unanimously agreed to memorialize the Government in favour of
permitting cremation at the request of individuals in all cases where the
relatives of the deceased are not opposed to it. and to make cremation
compu sory in times ofjpreat epidemics. Of course, a CouncU of Health is
Mtarally more advanced than a Home Secretary ; but surely an English

H^th
°"^''' ** '^' ^ ^ "-™' "^ " Spanish Council of

MUSIG AND THE DRAMA.

the development of chubch music.

With slow and uncertain steps music, the youngest sister of the arts
timidly groped her way during the long period of ten centuries, that isfrom about the time of St. Ambrose (at the the close of the fourth), to the
latter part of the fourteenth century. During this long period the
difierent nations of Europe had contributed aboit equally to the slow
development of the art of njusia But now we see the Netherlanders tak-mg the lead, and imprewing their individuality upon the musical art forms.
After the destruction of the old Roman Empire, a new civilization arose
torn Its rmns-Feudalumnnlted the citizens in powerful corporatiom.
Wealth and liberty gave to literature, art and science, a new impulse.
Bologna. Pisa. Padua. Parma. Naples and other cities, established univer-
nties and schools of learning. To these institutions flocked students from

all countries to listen to the teaching of the great masters who wereassembled within their walls. Advanced in literature. arT a"d TcLnce ^was the favoured land of lUly. and though contra to he unlnforred idea

lllTTy,
" •^'*''

'^^l' '°u
'^' '"habitants of the Dutch Republic beWs tT;

DurL th''""^ T^l
the first real advancement in the science of fusiVDuring the period of Itolian literary and scientific brilliancy referred to

Ss oTZr "h"' f ''•'' PT'Pf^ Po«'s. -d stood at th^e held of ht'schools of music, chapeis, and church choirs, for more than a century •

and of those, the larger number were from the Netherlands. Thelreater'freedom which came with the new religion and feudalism did nS Tongremain m its original state. Power was misused in many oases, but toosuccessfully, to crush out the liberty of the people.
During the period of the middle ages, to the Church belongs the creditof having protected the infant arts and literature and, with thase the£

)
crude attempts at music founded upon a scientific l^asik The oWest m^s"sknown, written m contrapuntal style, are to be found in the ar hi^^othe Pope's chape in Rome. William Dufay, who is said to have ^en
an^Ji ^^^T^ "^ ^"°*"^'' ^ "'^'^ ''"'bor.'^' This composer!itTs .eneT-

a L "^ . "^Z Tf "'" ^""^ "^ ^"^'^ '"'"««« of any artistic me it" andalthough he took for contrapuntal treatment his caZi Jirmi usually from

tlSZth '^'^ ^ " "'"''•"^ "°' i-'f-quently made use of s'ecuL"me odies for the same purpose, and without the slightest intention contrato the dignity of the church. Not only Dufay, but%very oompos^r fromhis time to that of Paestrina. composed mLses founded upon proEsu^ects. as ^^Cantx firmi." Thus we find, '^ Adieu, mI AmZ^"
toi"W .^ f • 'If" 'T" "*-" '"^ The masses thus composedtook their titles from the secular airs upon which they were founded It

_ cerUinly sounds curious to read " The mass of the red noze.' etc Masses

^'fr"r'"T?r^
"'''''

'"f
subjects were simply termed massesnne nonune. The impropriety of such a practice was by manycondemned, and by others defended. Through th^ gradual development^

richer invention and greater experience and practicefin the art of counter-

time 'thTsTrH f^''
*°

''^^T'' "P*"* themselves, and in course oftime this method of composing disappeared. The composer whose works

twfr''^^ u
'"^

"^f'* ''"'^ '''°' ^ ^'^ °'°«* of 'he composers of those

nTZ'/r ^r"iK *°, composing for the Church, was a Netheriandernamed Jos.ium des Pr6s (about 1445, died 1521). This justly celebratedmusician who has left a large number of works for the ChurcTi, motetsmasses, etc was the first composer bold enough to break throu-h th^
earlier artificial construction of contrapuntal phrases, and to seek, with allhis art^ to give a fuller significance to the meaning of the words. Josquindes Prfes was much admired by his contemporaries, and the historians seem
to agree m placing him high above the heads of the composers of his owntime, and a great many who succeeded him. Certain it is that his motetsare such master works that, well performed, they will be listened tothrough a^l time as real jewels among sacred compositions. Josquin desPr68 was followed by Adnan Willaert;, bom at Bruges 1490 In 15-^7 hewas appomted chapel master in the church of St. Marc, Venice Thiscomposer wrote much for the church, and his influence as a teacher ofmusical science and art was great and beneficial.' He was the inventor ofthe double chorus in the antiphonal form in church music.

From these three composers, who were representative men of theschools of the Netherlands, and who, as we have seen, exerted theirinfluence upon the Italians, as chapel masters and heads of schools of musicand m various parts of Italy, sprang a race of Italian composers for theChurch Of these one of the earliest, and perhaps greatest of his time was
Palpstrina (1524, 1594). But before proceedinfto speak of PakstViT
mention should be made of those English muscians who, contemporaneousi;
with the Netherianders, had given to the Church many a tine motee andanthem. Amon" the most famous of these were TaI IJ.. RiH, Morlur John^^BOT, and Orlando Gibbons. The ItaUans, under tiie guidance of such
excellent composers and teachers as the Netherlanders, gradually made
themselves masters of the diflicult art of counterpoint ; and Palestrina was
the hrat Italian who, formed in the^ great school of the Netherlanders
appUed his profound knowledge of counterpoint, coupled with a remark-
aljle genius, to that noble school of church music which was named after
him, the Palestrina style. This composer studied deeply the Gregorian
chant, and remained true all his life to the traditions of the systems of the
ecclesiastical modes. In Palestrina's works Catholic Chureh music found
Its culminating point, and formed the close of a great unique epoch in our
musical art. To the genius of PaleSlrina the credit is due of having saved
hgurated or contrapuntal music from banishment from the Catholic Church
for a.l time. The reverend fathers, angered at the ti^atment of profane
subjects for church purposes, and- the contrapuntal artiticialties, with which
the words were so overioaded as to render them unintelligible, had petitioned
the Pope on the subject. Pius IV. was about to take sweeping measures
but before domg so, appointed a committee of cardinals and singers of his
chapel, to examine the subject and to recommend the means for a reform.
Palestnna wrote three masses, of which, one in six parts pleased through-
out. This mass, said to bo a wonderful work, is built upon a canon ^d
treated in artificial contrapuntal form from first to last It is known as
the "JfM»a Papae Marcelli," and is dedicated in grateful remembrance to
his former protector. Pope Maroellus II. The victory of this work gained
for Palestrina the title of " Saviour of Church Music."

'

J. Davenpobt Kerbisom.

notices to COBREaPONDENTa
^Th» TniBT MnmoH.'-The author omitted to send Ua name and addraw
•IACS PiiAHB did not enoIoH hie name and addnee,
Ounw.—Your letter ihall a ppear next week.
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Hknry Ikving's Impressions of Ambrioa Ti„ t u xr ..
Jan.es R. Osgood and Company! 188^^

^^ ""''""• ^'"^'^ •

andhlso'S'nlVnTattS;:™^ 'T " \«'^-'--n this book,
pervades it. Mr. Ir.^S^^^ZZ l^ 1 '°™'^'"t'

'"'*°'°« "?>"* ^''^^'h

as it is world-wide Ct iiT^t Z ^^" " P'=^^'*'''^ "« ^«" ""eri^d
;>rm.«;„_not amongst giantT bat i^^'

be remembered that he i^ facile

informed actor he un^ueEabfv l T' '"''"i'T'''
P'S'"'^^' ^ ^e""

tiousandpainstak.TracctdrnXh,- '^
successful-he is ever conscien-

worship elevated him beyond his spherf and h!?
*^

u'^- ™K\*'"- '^«'-°-

more the fault of his toooushinV^«;i ^' *"'^,^''*« ^POi't him—that being
Mr. Hatton's book contain some verv"iS"

'"^°""- ^°^ *" ^^^^^

however, has already beenXennL ^1^ ''""^'"«^' '"°'' °^ ^J'icb,

following excerpt "S^TorXtnT/"""''''^*" ^^ '^^ ^'^^- The
these columns, and also interesTng .

°''°"' *'
"""•^ °' '^ »P^°PO« of

ro»ty faahion. The "dewalks were Wd sieiZ 11°T' , ^V '* "»"« > « bright!
fares. Lake Ontario was a vast nlain „Ao k- u "f''®''

*'°°8 '"« ^^^ng thoronKh-
drivers. and that most fairyX ^T''S I^ls "T"'^

k^'""*"'
"»''«". rid«™.

.

across the silrery ice on runners, wUh Zl^tZ^nl'J^" 'It^''^-
^'^ y" e^" Ay

enoe
;
you may spin along at sixt/mUes an hour or m^' '^^'^°'^ ' " '" »° «^Pe"

the eyes m fur you may also freeze to death Th« »L T" V '?° "« °<" ''"'PP'd to
IS intensely exhilarating

; but, ,f you are a novTee ««* °,° "' ^"'*' P^o^ecfced motion
send you flymg into space, or scudding over the IVJon

'**" °' '""' °' K^P ""Vseat 1. only obtained by accommodlung yoUaelf^ tJT °T f.""""""-
^ »««""

" nXrgthCre3"wL^?r'"^^^^^^^^^^^
°'°"'"' °'^°"

;:
Toboggan "'is Ind^n for''^rei°?^^r Freth cSptV'

.Tobogganing. The word
light boards deftly fastened together, a m»t«M laid^'n J?""*

'"'°'»«''- ^wo or tht«e
in front, into which a lady thrasts herTet -th^t ?ff*"l*°''

' '°" °' ''°"°» P'o^
canoe or boat, with a flat bottom and no sTdir tL U^

toboggan. It is like a toy
gentleman behind. He traUs his lees nnon fhi ^"f.

'"'^y Pawenger sits in front • the
It is not necessary, of course! tl^tTereThoulV^-i'' """* '^°' «°''*»'' ""« '°»«hine
that one of them should be aUdy: The contr?v«„r

P*''!''^''''.
:
"or, being two

American Indians. They used it M, tK^
oo°"ivanoe was myented by the North

sometimes made it availTbl^^oVh.Si'nl'l'lonrtL'er^ °' ''"^'.'«"- The sq^w^
CourceUes. Tracy, and Montcalm. mZaK^iL o 'u*"'

^''' P'°°^' ''°°P» °'
There 18 a famous ToboK^aninff ri.,K Jf -r ^ i'

•

length, down the side of aM in .%^ ?„re
'
e ,°ubu Ln ^S}"'

"
^'i^"

»' *•»" « ""e in
angle of about fortyfive degrees, then u"m8 aion^'^" J»"«y; The slide starts at an
going over a frozen Niagara, to shoot ont.l^no.^ .

'^?''' ^"
' *''«° >' drops, aa if

rapids. To stand at the eummU an^'watoh the «ft!l"""^°'',"^»' ""K*" •>« 'he fro" n
pear down the Niagara-Uke precipice to sh^f out «Tk'u''L *'*'• "'' 'hendi^ap

''""£Te::y^Th:inhV:^-fe^^^^
"°"« '^^

oonrage on the experiences ofI^'ldTj^'^Lt'^oortheflf T'^^'".^'''
""^ »•"" °P h»dressedm pretty flannel costumes. andrthe^^f^g^owS°«\lfP»','i^ They were

they were practised tobogganers. Somrof thZ^Z^ "'J''
''*»'"''"' «"teme°t. But

their first sUde. A sturdy officer of the club exn?.- «S^th°°'- "r^^*' ""O" "•«/ too"Wns actress, and o«er^ to let her tr^t^'CT^^t^^X"^^^^-
tit"

"I ought to have made my will first hnt .,»„

shoulders and stepped into the fraU lookL sled " ^*' "'"»* about her

hertoutCurhfl^ranT.:t^.^,^Ci^^^^^^
scene ten minutes, in fact, before b^th of Them w^™{^ '"" ''«*° "P"" the wintry

^t^ ttrfeC^ «-« I>uto°in!^nfTe 'miI^K^rw"'-^^rZ
mounS'l''a';'at,rJ;tr^lri'a1^'i:;^ -'^-'^. 'ben she had

otherexcursiLists, the^^?airffl°^^ ''JS^re'bl.t^"'"', '^ "^"^'^ «>lli"-. "yof the merry tobogganers.
n«ning with the bright flannels and gay head-drewes

" Tes." she said, on her return "it;.. i j-,
qnite right, it beats skating, ioe-boating trotUn? ?/ ,P"'i?»- The Canadians areWhat mattors the cold, with such «erciJl't^tobog3g^^."' "" '"' °' '~=°"'°tC

" In-Doors and Oat-of-Doors," " Colleira Tallr " «*„ nn. • .
Bohemian, style of Ik Marvel is tr.n£!.it' J

^he informal, almost
enough to'sa/ that his hand hi notT^ f^c^n

•" '^''"'-.^^'ogy. It is

and fire in the editing of this charmiSg'g;!^^."" '" ''^^ '''"^''

"; -T^r^^^^rge^i^^^e--> -^^«-

described, and the folln^in™ „», .
^ ! ' ^he first christening" is

of Wales" 'ThpAfivi^ P'f ^'''^"^^ "^ the " Birth of the Prince

LiPB OP LJS.T. By Louis Noel. Translated from the German by Georger. Upton. Chicago
: Jansen, McClurg, and Co ^ ^

an ^; S^^HhtVernaT'afr ** ^^TT °' '""^ ^'^^^^ ^'^''^^ ««^-
biography of him DrX^ r"*^

characteristics of Liszt than a

dist1ncVtraceaWethrou^houtThe\t°"^ "''f'''
"'I-i-t. and this is

gives much in^rLtinrSl ^h 7 ^^ ^" ""^ appendix Mr. Upton
illustrate, the c^nt^^te^ ThUl Z"'^'' ^° '^P'"'"' '"^'^ ^onietimes to

"Biogra;hies of MuSciaI^'%^
"'""' the fifth of Messrs. Jansen's

Mozart, -LethovfenHa;T'andVr"°"' ""'""''I
''"''^ '^^ "^«« »'

be of more preLnt interes't to -^^T' •'"'P'u*'^*'^^' ''"' ^"^ P'-o'»%
splendid portra^of ZfsztTt MJnTR°'''K"' *'"'" ^'^^ '^^'-named, as the

great deal of attention o Lte
""^ ' music-rooms has attracted a

"""
'"^T: ^m^rr^L By -Brother Jonathan." Frederickton.

and daily Japer It is bri^ll f ^^'T'^"*
"' ' '^P""^' ""^ » ^^^h

THE PERIODICALS.

BostoH
: James R. Osgood and

AN AVBRAGK MAN._By Robert Grant
Company.

the tiSir^xtz'tz^^:'?. rur;z^^7r -^t^
^^^ '-- -

It is an essentially American novel of f^!
^°™7'" be welcoi^ed by all.

beingsuchasare4tinev";-da7wei.?l^rtt*''' '^'''""^" P*^'^'^
being quite up to the " average "Th!*u "" ^ery unlovely, others

palliationofth^ettinessesS'^orei.oerfi.^'K"'^'' "° •^«^«''- O'"

his attempt to show that despTtTreS^u "''."*!"' *"'^«"'='=««'l«in
majority of the units of wUch Net YoTk a^H *^ *"^«^ hoUowness of the
posed, it is possible to live a noble We in tK

Newport societies are com-
story Mr. grant Ukes ut into^Velr'i^^t^^^^^^^ the"

*'' ^^.f ^'«
unsavoury political arena, the excitin^fe^^ ui C^^,

*"*'*' "'"'H the
centre of Wall street, and AoughS^^^ h« iT*'''''

""'^ *^« ^^^''^^^
of some unpleasant things, the undereurwnt o/i •

*" necessarily to write
ence for lofty motive mire thim «m^f ,f T*"" purpose and rever-
exposures. -^

^ '*"°''« **« depressing eflfects of the

By Donald G. Mitchell. New
BouKD Together

: a Sheaf of Pape«.
York: Messrs. Scribner.

Together" it would have exnla^ .,^,?''«»' "'the Papers Bound
•'ReveriesofaBachelor-'LSj^ate^'* "*^1'* "8^^ The author of
excellent reading and miscelU^^^ T^ T^* ^^. ^" expected, some

Aimes, The ProoeMuoD of the Months,"

With the June issue The Ov«rkmd Monthly finishes vol i,i Henrv

by an expanse of green or blae waves b7m™ns of „.r7»i ?^ u ^"^i "^ ^ ""^"^
marine^p^ter. supplemented b7 a^ ~oTmLl pe^tiv"e Thi ^T*" "? 1^barge, too, is a most tempting subieot both aTre^rJ^. £!i j .

^^' P«nt«d
gr^t deal of the former to^ yefy little of ^e l.V"^i.T«aT, ^t '^"'"S«; i'^ »
a sketoh before him when he ii painting^ort^thi. «1^.,^^' . '.u

"*!•' ^^ •^»
most gi„„ to th. painting ofvol^^^V^^^^y^^T^^'^l^^i:^ "' "^

a^fh^ntl ^^•^*'," ^^ ^'^""^ '* ^"t*' « ••«° «c«U«nt reeling

.

m^' "T?^lL^^ !f "^o^""-
•^"*"<^ Shallow," "Some SouSMesos, " Hebgoland and a Romance," Chile, Bolivia. Peru." " NW^Marrying Man," Yuka Legends," " The Haunt^l Ho-I^al^ipeeXa
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, LITERARY GOSSIP.

Mr. J. W. L. FoRSTEB, of Toronto, has been commissioned to paint a
presentation portrait of ex-mayor Lowrie, of Sarnia.

Sims Reeves, the great tenor, is contemplating a tour in the States if
his health will permit, and he can make arrangements with Mr. Abbey.

EsTBs AND Lauriat have in preparation an edition of Moore's " Lalla
Rookh," to be illustrated by nearly two hunSred coloured photogravures.

The Springfield Republican has commenced a series of stories by
American authors. They will run several months, Mr. James having con-
tributed the first.

Mr. Herbert Spbncer has been forbidden by his physicians to undertake
his contemplated voyage to Australia, and his expected destination is now
some sunny spot in the Riviera.

G. P. Putnam's Sons have issued a new edition of ColonRl Bracken-
bury's "Frederick the Great," in which the twenty-two maps and battle-
plans omitted from the first edition have been inserted.

Julian Hawthorne and his publishers are receiving a large number of
letters from readers in England and America, asking whether " Archibald
Malmaison," the book lately published in Funk & Wagnalls' Standard
Library is a true history.

"Cardinai, Newman," " The Mad Czar," " Courts of Three Presidents
—Thiers, MacMahon, and Grevy," " John Bull et Son He," " The Ju<r<rer-
naut," and " Irish Love and Laughter," are the principal selections iTthe
current number of LittelVs Living Age.

An order has been issued forbidding the members of the orchestra at
the Grand Opera, Paris, from bringing opera glasses with them. It
seems these gentlemen have been using the said glasses rather too freely in
examining the beauties in front of the house.

A PIDDLE which Washington played is offered by Col. J. Washington
for 11,500, and an effort is being made to buy it for Miss Custis's music
room at Mount Vernon, Which already has the harpsichord the general gave
Miss Custis, and the flute upon which he used to accompany her.

Mrs. Spurqeon, the wife of the famous London preacher, has established
» "book fund " for the supply of books to poor ministers. Last year she
gave away more than 7,000 books, and during the past six years over
40,000, and by making frames for photographs she haS earned ^50, which
she has devoted to this work.

" Choice Literature " is a monthly magazine notsufficiently well-knowA
la Canada. As its name implies, it is eclectic, and the June number con-
taMW, amongst other selections, articles by the Duke of Argyle, Robert
Gnffin, LL.D., Principal Dawson, Herbert Spencer, Octavia Hill, Col
-BVed. Burnaby, Matthew Arnold, and by the editors of The Fortnightly
The Spectator, and The: Academy.

•» y'

Miss Safpronhub is an aesthete, and when someone quoted one of Oscar
Wilde's imbecile verses the other night, she raised her hands in admiration
and murmured, " Continue, oh, do continue. I just dote on Wilde."
" My child," said her father, who overheard the remark, " when I was
your age I had sown my Wilde dotes." It required five smelling bottles to
restore Miss Satfronhue's equilibrium.

The last novel written by Charles Retide, entitled " A Perilous Secret "

will be published by Messrs. Bentley early in July. Mr. Reade finished
th« novel two or three months before his death, and told his godson, Mr
C^Oes Liston, " This will be my last novel

;
put at the end, ' The curtain

drops. 1^'^ Mr. Bentley-publishedhis first novet, "^Peg Woffington," and the
last will now appear from the same house.

°

A printer's amusing error deserves to be recorded. A very expen-
sive and elaborate missal was published some time ago by a Paris firm.
Among the directions for the celebration of mass is one which should be
" let U pretre ote aa^ calotte, " but by the unfortunate change of a letter it
was found when most of the edition had been bound, to the publisher's
horror, to read " Ici le pretre ote aa culotte."

A BiooRAPHT of Henry Irving, by Frederick Daly, has just been issuedm London. It gives more facts about Mr. Irving than had before been
made known, an analysis of American criticism of his acting, and a variety '

of mMoeUaneouB matter. " Frederick Daly " is the pseudonym of a personwho has been for years in intimate communication with Irving, and who
has written this book, so to speak, with the ooUaboration of the actor.

A NUMBER of ladies held a meeting at Bedfonl-park the other day,
and discussed the great question, " Is man inferior to woman?" They
excluded man from the meeting, and decided unanimously that he was in-
ferior. To refuse to give the masculine animal a chance of asserting his
superiority to, or, at any rate, equality with, woman, and then to decide
the issue against him is not a very logical proceeding. At Bedford-park
the ladies are particularly demonstrative.

An interesting connecting Unk with the past is severed by the
death of the venerable Lady Dukinfield. She was at the celebrated
baU at Brussels the night before Waterloo, immortalised in verse by
ByroiL She saw the officers called away, witnessed the subsequent depar-
ture of the troops, and the next day saw the Duke of Wellington ride out
from the city followed by his aide-de-camp. Lady Dukinfield was on the
r»mparts throughout the day of battle, and saw the wounded brought in.
Her eldest brother was killed at the head of his company.

fnr^f''"'•'"' ''^^^"'^^ ''•" ^ 8'*'* *° !«»"» that the church of Strat-ford-on-Avon is no longer m danger from those who have been agitatingktely for a very reckless restoration. The fabric has been for some year!

SnnipfVfP-"^ *? <* '\« suggestion of Mr. C. .E. Flower the services of the

?hetf.ilt''' I:'';"?
^""'''' ^"'^'"^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ '^^^'^'^ *"»« requisition,

anth^^f ^'r^K^^"'
last week examined the building with the local

authorities, and his report is awaited in many quarters with much interest.

hnn^"" ^'i^'
^^'^,«''' °* Toronto, one day accidentally came across a

Pone V'' nri tTKP'''r'p"*l''t? n'^^"
^°°' ^''^'^ Preservative against'

and whi.rT ^ ^Z- ^^"' ^'""^'" "*'=•'' ^'''^^*' House, Toronto,

PrLL- T P"'-?^'^*'^. This work, he claims, is "The First Book

JSf l^ m""" ^' T"^-
^^-^"^ ^'"'"^ "^^ ""Py '" ^^ illuminated coverbeanng that legend offering it to the public as a semi-centennial .souvenir

"fu «''!k °,T ''"* "fgati^e evidence of the pamphlet being actuallythe first book printed in the city, it will be interesting to observe if themerit claimed for it will be contested

A LITERARY work which m its double form of novel and drama has
yielded its author nearly |60,000 in a couple of years, is one to awakenboth curiosity and interest. Such has been the pecuniary result of MrGeorges Ohnets " Le Maitre de Forges," which is shortly to be presented
to Jinghsh readers in one-volume form. In England the play has beenadapted on two occasions by Mr. Robert Buchanan, under the title of
l.ady Clare, and more recently by Mr. A. W. Pinero, as " The Iron-

master,
^
and up to the present date no fewer than 120,000 copies of " LeMaitre de Forges in its form as a novel have already been sold in Fance.

Sir John Lubbock, the English naturalist, the student and biographer
of antfl, has a dog whose intelligence he is testing by means of cards printed
with various words expressive of his wants. When hungry, the story
goes, the dog will pick up the card bearing the word " Food," and carry it
in his mouth to his master. Similarly the card " Water," when his drinkingbowl IS dry

;
and when his beloved master grows so absorbed over his

books and papera of a morning as to pay his favourite no attention, the dog
will select a card printed "Pet me," and carrying it, lay it beseechingly in
his masters lap. We should think it might be ea.sy to experiment on adogs sense for colour, and *re recommend Sir John's methods with his
taithtui animal to other investigators.

Speaki.w of Mrs. Langtry, reminds us that inconsistency is one of the
chief characteristics of .society. After all that has been said and done tokeep Mrs Langtry out of society in America, it certainly looks now as if
she would soon get into it, and at no distant day either. The other day she
gave a lunch at her house in Thirteenth street to twelve women Eight
of the guests move in good society, and besides attending this lunch of
Mrs. Langtry s, visit her frequently. Mrs. Ungtry is certainly one of the
moat charming and fascinating women off the stage, she has a lovelv house
and understands thoroughly the art of entertaining. Crowds go to see her
as iralatea and come away apparently delighted. It is hard to tell what
draws people to see Mrs. Langtry, but that she does draw there can be no
doubt.

.V. P^^J^^J{--
^**'*«'"' ^^^ great French scientist i*ho has just discovered

that hydrophobia can be cured by inoculation, received a letter from a
distant Drench province. A man in humble circumstances wrote to him
that on such a date he had been bitten by a mad dog. In spite of speedy
cauterization, the symptoms of rage had slij^vn themselves, and thisunknown would-be martyr offered himself sirapiy and without heroic
phrase to Pasteur for his experiments. " I will come," he said, " to Paris
and place myself in a hospital at your orders ; there you may .study me at
your will. M. Pasteur at onoe telegraphed this worthy man that the
n^ladxwith^arhickhe believed himself infec ted was purely imaginary
that, according to the dates given in his letter, the period of incubation of
the virus had long ago passed by, and that he should not worry concerning
hydrophobia which was practically impossible. The event proved that
M. Pasteur was absolutely correct.

Ranuey.

THE HOUSEKEEPER'S MOAN.

On I many a time I am sad at heart,
And I haven't a word to say ;

'

When I hear folks sigh for the simple joys
'

That oome in the month of May.
They talk of the beauties fair Nature displays,
Of her leafy glades so green

;

I think of the housekeeping worries involved
In the annual Spring time " clean."

And I tell them they need not oome talking to me, »

Till my work is done, and my hands are free,
For how can I picture a world so fair.

While my curtains are down and my floors are bare.

They rave aboat sunshine, its brilUanoe and Dower.
And prate of its health-giving rays

;

I glance at my time-worn belongings, and think
They looked bettor in dark, dingy days.

The bright, garish sunlight reveals the defects
The wintor so tonderly veired

;

' Oh
!
who woald imagine the labour and tbonght

Those dreadful old patohes entailed T

But the work onoo aocomplished. my mind is at reat
And revels in sunshine as well as the best

;

Dame Nature seems lovelier than ever in Jane,
For my honae ia in order, my thooghta are in tune.

A Minx NuSTnsiBg liAssis.
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'Chtu Editor.'

tS-All communicatio,,, inUndtd for thu a^„,, . ,

oZ. „, T
'*'**"'»<"•« '"ouw b» aMrt,»d

PROBLEM No. .r'""^''-
^---- roromo._

Compo.e.l for Thk Week by J. Parkin.nn n
PROBLEM No. 21 ,

Toronto Chess Clab.
*"'""' Omposed for The Week by J. McGregor;

Br,»cK. Toronto Chess Club.
BI.ACK.

THIS WEEK WE ARE SHO^P^^

760 YARDS OF 8rSH^?BBoS*,^°^ """^^ ^'C-

^

SATIN at 60C worn from $1.00 to $180 per yard.

LUKES, DAGGE <fe CO.S STORE.
116 TONOE STREET. CORNER OF ADELAIDE

DR. WARNER'S HEAlTrHCORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented ^_ "^WriVJtl

WHITE.
,

White to play and mate in three moves.
white.

White to play and mate in three moves.

1. Q Kt 8.
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 12

O. s"rT%ro?^.rJI^^.J;- E. B. O.. Montreal; „. ,,. c, London
; W. B. M., Detroit

;

- /

<:

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 13.

Correct soIoti?n*?,^c^/iv^ed Irfm w! i.^Moitee" I? H.*?T. C.! L^ndo*?"
* ^^ « <*- •*«•

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
;'*°- "• "ST*- Re-iMoed July 3
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 187a Patented July

i-.h^f ^7i '"• '^- P«ented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented

P.T "t ^?*' *"'*'' »°rt Fr'-c..
ratentod in Canada June 7 1879No. 10078. Trademark, "Heklth:
Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With ImproTed Tamrico Biuti.
Awarded the Highest Medal overan American competitors at the
i'ans Exhibition of 1878
Unequalled for beauty,' style and

comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

columns. "'"^" «*ra,a<^_s„me of the numbers'Se o'JftVpri''nt.'"'^^»Send .J2."t oVtSS

GAME No. 13.

„ ,
From the Morning ChronieU

MANUFACTURED

CROMPTON CORSET
BY THE

This favourite Corset is nowmade with the celebrated tIk-
Pico Busts, which are as Mft „
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per.
fectly untU the Corset is wora

w.th Coraline, a new snbrtanoe
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break
^ind is elastic, plUble and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset " is not de-
,;^

signed for invalids only, but is
S- equally adapted to all women

«ven the most fastidious in dress.

4=

CO., TORONTO.

™iA rubbeFgoods]
WHITE.

Mr. Wildman.
1. PK4
2. EtEBS
3. BB4
4. EtKtS
5. P tks P
«. B Kt 5 (ch)
7. P tks P
8. B K 2 (a)
9. Kt K 5
10. KtK5
11. P K B 4 (c)
12. R B Sq
13. P B 3
14. F Q Kt 4
15. P Q H 4
16. Kt B 4
17. KttksB

BLiCK.
Mr. Ascher.

1. PK4
2 KtQ'B3
3. Kt_
4. PQ4
5. Kt O R 4
«• P Q B S
7. P tks P
8. P K B 3 (6)
9- P K 6

10. Q Q 5
11. BQB4
12 B Q Kt 3
13. 003 .

14. KtKtQ
16 P Q R 4
16. g S 2
"• Q tks Kt

WHITE.
Mr. Wildman.
18. P Kt 5
19. Kt R 3
20. B tks P (d)
21. QB2
22 St B 4
23- Kt K 3
24. Kt tks B
25. HtklKt
as. KttksKt(ch)
27. Q Kt 3
28. KQsq
29. B R 3^
30. K R so
81. KKt2
32. Q Q sq
13. K B sq
34. Resigns.

BLACK.
Mr. Ascher.

la Castles.
19. P tks P
20. B Kt 5
21. Q Kt B 4
22. QB2
23. K R Q sq
24. Kt Q 6 {X)
25. PtksB
26. P tks Kt
27 R K sq (ch)
2a Q K 2
29. Q K 7 (ch)
30. Q tks R ich)
31. Q tks B P
32. ftK7
33. Q R K sq («)

NOTES.W S* O"'/ V>o& mr.ve at this jonctnre
gg.^refer8B.Kt2topre^S?e"^eastling,.idea,soonaspo..b,e.

f) Th.^^^^ ^ k" ?"<='' preferable.
(.) The ending has been played in excellent style by Mr. A«,her.

^^
AN INTERESTING POSITION

.^aWh?m^Ve«Sd^|ViS«"^^^^^^^

SDBBER SHOES,

'EW BOOTS,

BELTDTO,

.Steam Packing, Engine,

^ydnnt and Suction Hose,

uUEi ywm, (UMtrrj

Star Brand Cottorrwt

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

(180,000 feet in use.)

^^
— •-

«""'<-fpiicatioB

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

*

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

™»ti»ct Piles aimlkrt'd.
Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce ,t superior to «,other make in the marketfer Its Mreii>ih aadldiiw.

t^Tbe Stat Br&ad
Seamless Rubber

Steam Hre Engine Hbas
IS made from the best GulfCotton and 6ne Para Rub.ber, yd fully „arrant,^dfrSm

SI 1""?. '" "X^Wnfactore.
Sample mailed on application

GAME No. 14 . i

Xverymterestinggamere^^frtceby^s.^.^
King s. Bishop's, Gambit.

"wcrat,

BI.ACK.
I „„' WHITE

WHITE.
Harrwitz
PK4
PKB4

3. B Q B 4
4. KBl
6, PQ4
6. Kt K B 3
7. Kt Q 3 3
a PKS
9. Kt Q S

Anderson.
1. PK4
2. P takes B
3. 9 K R 8 ch
4. B B 4 ?
A. B Q Kt 3
6. QK2
7. Kt K B 3
a Kt K B 4
9. QQl

Harrwitz.
10. P K Kt 4

!

II- B K Kt 5
12. K P takes P
13. Kt K 6 !

M. K P takes P
16. KtB6dbIech.
}?:g^'f.''5.sRPch

t K Kt 4

'

BLacx.
Anderson.

10. P takes P io pas.
11. P K B s '^"*
12. P takes B P
13. CasUee.
llP*»kMBdl8oh
16. K Kt 2
16. K takes Kt

Checkmate,

NEWS ITEMaMr H «EW8 ITEMS

take place.

Oare.<« rt«t«. .>,.. .. _i.„. . ..
. •«:rmeea

*u T..^* , J"*^* WHO, playli
the Kt and won lu great style.

'

''^^^^^^^^'^-^^'^^ arui^„M attention.

THE CANADIANPAmRAILWA^
LAND REQQLATIONS.

em S^.'niSSfWc^s^^'n.tt '"^'^^^ ««>' '""^'-e -in H„e, „a inSonth-

^ « $2.50 PER ACRE
"•"a «W *^ conditions requiring cultivation.

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

TffE RESEBVMD SECTIONS

Terms of Payment

:

""'^^V^J^'l^'^B^T^y^^^^^^^'^'' in X'°-'^ --• "^ of Convey

P« ^"Zt^'o^Zt^ ^u^^n^ilt^Vr''^ '."•<"« "i" be accepted at t«

r
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WHAT IS CATABRH ?
from thtitaiKCtm.) Dec. 15.

Sli^

thirni!f.°"""''P?^'«''* di'obarge caused
^»£Lhlf^.?~^J '"'^ development of the

MmhS^^'V'.^"''"' '° *« Internal lin-

^H?J^°* J''
"*« no"- This parasite is

rt.v?„Jl
"^ jPf """'«> favourable circum-

mJSS ;f°.2 "trV^^-Mofbid state of the
SJ?~.^ ""! blighted corpuscle of uberole,toe germ poison of sypbilis, mercury, toxo-

S «hi^°K ""* "'™"on of the effeted matter
SnttLfln •,'"P-P'«'»*'"' perspiration. baiUy
Sli;.,. .V,

"Jeepmg apartments, and otherpoisons that are germinated in the blood.

i21!f «?°.u°"' ''*",'' ** internal lining mem-aae Of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

SZ. IIU^"^^ Ll'^^" deposit o( the seeds of

S?5„S^J' \*'^'^ "P™"^ "P ">e nostrils

™»r.?™ ,""" '*°''«"' <" back of the throat,causing ulceration of the throat • uo theeustachian tubes, causine dea/ness; burrow-

SSmo.fi,^"'*' °°'"£?' "ausiSg hoarsenessOBu^ing the proper structure of the bronchialtabes, ending in pulmonary consumption and

a ^^Inr^i,?^^-
?''™.''een made to discover

«f i^if.i
I^is distressing disease by the use

M^ o^^S" "?'' I'ber ingenfous devices, bat

!3,?nfn*,if "«""??«»» <=au do a particle of

K^m^t Vi^*
parasites are either destroyedor removed from the mucus tissue

f/,2?,'^"
titne since a well-known physician of

£?'J**"/'?°.'"°#' »"«•• much'experiment
«S™i?)i ^''*''.'P ""'"Oaring the necessary

fn^b»^?„t!I?
"' -ngre-Iients which never f*^

thl. i^i^,''^ .?."'' permanently eradicatingmi. .--.rrible disease, whether standing for

^JJfnlS' 'V y"""- Those who may be
SSf JS?J'°" 'b» "bove disease, should,with

mmalaM;
'"""'"n°"=ate W'h the business

_^ Mbssbs. a. H. DIXON ft SON,
303 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

•nd inclosestamp for thehr treatise on Catarrh

di$t Clmrch. ofCan^ ha, to my in rnard
Cotorfi.

** *"" ' ^"° '^''^tmerU for

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Messrs. A. H. Dixon * Son :

h.«H**r..^"'"'~'^°"" "' ">« "* instant to

I tS,;„lf°?^*l"°l' ^° B""" 'o be tme thatI am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am
l^fllh"^ ?° "*"" °' 'be disease, and neve^
Sl„»?"n°.'"\'"«- Ibavetried so manythiols for Catarrh, suffered so much and foi

ItS^'S^""*' S?onVrvo^,';^n°g'^
•

throat as weU as the nasal pkssaiei and i

h^"?^?;CS°l'' "«"'" thTthC^tmrnts
iSn'S:' JjSJr.i"^ "y ^be two sent S,^IMO ttaokfol that I was ever induced to srad

»K.f? f" 'fberty to use this letter stating

li^lll^^j3JT"°J^'"'^ y°" ">nedy tosome of my friends who arc sufferers.

THE WEEK.

Tours, with many thanks,

RBT. E. B. ST«VB»SO!f.

A MSTWOUISHED HONO0K AKD GrtUCETOl COBrPLIMEITT PEOM
THE OEEAT MASTER

J^Ji. FRANZ LISZT
TO JifASON & RISCH. TORoyro.^

y^rj/ Ifotionred Geiittemen ~

Z Ay J,of%
'""" P"'"^'^" for you hy B.rL .Zoi.
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MAN, and as such „l?f become more ^^^^tT^r:^r^^\Z^%^^l

MASON & BISCH,
PIANO MANUFACTURERS.

33 SXSa ST. WEST, TOSOBTO.

CRAZY PATCHWORK

!

THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,
No. 23 Park Row, New York city,

havtog on hand an unusual nuantitv of remnants, will send to any lady sl.bwriber ofX^

with.
*"^'*'^^ ^ ™ake a beautiful quut

•*" Send for a dollar package.

BsTABuaiiD 1869. 3S4 Tonse Street.

THOMSOJ^^'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPORXXTM.

irtvIl^R^i"'
next seasons WaU Papers just

SkS;!,^*''"'^* "' °''' ""»' offering at re-

1^J£^J A"." fi'fnres. Calsomining, T-aiier.

Sf:S>'S?a^»'^vrVS
Wanted.

peg. 6y order rfti^SiJSf''

MootreeJ January, I884.

t ™ifabu i^'r^ffs;^ ^rrr-1 ^'^

ffir-ifS e^Jt^'S-^r^i"
?i'ix!;U1c«trl^e'^.S«K
Pi:U'd' a°;3 i'S'odSEaW «
broflts the first year wSSld S iS.***,?'

•*»
?.r cent, net, witraJ!^'?faX'^" ^ ^ »
year. The best of referenJeTwSl bl'riSl?and are therefon required Ani^-^ "S:
saust be oonsummated' by tSe IrtsJIKlS?
Addms,

BOX 8^ TROUPE. TEXAS. U.S.A.

1HE LIQHT-BUNNING DOMESTIC
^E^'**'"'"*^; '^rtisticaUybeau-

jr»™-i.?.??. h'
P**'

',"" "' mechanical
=syS??y-'>° '» b"s no rival. The new line ot
2«!?5 nJSil^'. "' "'"' ,b?'n« Plaeed with
g??!L.-P?°*«*"' »" specialties. No other
JJMfetee bMtiiem. These attachments and«•• » wood-work make the • Domestic

"

TAINTOR'S GUIDE BOOKS, 'o-SfSr"

tainmg a variety of maps, including a' ^^^^rln^"^S^''^t^:Zir^'-^^-^^^^ -" =--

hotJ^nntiis>i^:i«il^S?lt"iSSl^^^
regattas, excursions, commerciaifnterrt;,?ti-^''e^^.»P,!?r,f-^f3'^^^^^^^^

^
A hand-book for healthaJgiS^^DBJBBaORTS. ,„ •

^1
^t7o7&ern"gti?,''«'-'°^^^'^^^^^"^^^

-^SM^rS!i?SSl«i^<-onn.^^^
^ |??«rc'oreTtirur^itr"c°e'if^rv"eTmo™ri^
! fnl'?5is?r^?-^a^-'^-'"- ^bite^^loSSSritSS^^^^^

t„th\«1SSu'SL'?;it'W||iS TorkandBoston
treal and Quebec, with full .lescnptioS''«?'i7e "^^^.^ZZ'^^i^'^^^fZ^^^^^^^^n

^
New York ^d^P^ilSlSfo^EtsIf^N^ohSn^^f REGIONS

fSa'°cireSrr^g"^-a^}'i;f3y7v'ai?S^
Easton BethleheSrAUeuLX^H^'a^Sg Mluch°cS^f„TS ""Z ^°'^^^^^i^^l^l^^
Wilkesborre, Pittston, Scranton, et^ *' ° Chunk, Hazelton, WiUiamsport, EUnira!

Of t/eSi^er4i^a^i2',''s'^e[°e'^'iM^Sf^H^i'^^^:^ ""-<""• ""b sketchesand stage conuectious, including map a^d ("escrintMn o/?.!™']**- ™"' ""'^ad, steiSiW
SlsTr^Ko^d.*'""-"' *««--^'--«^'^^^^^^^^^^

^^^
^°vtH*u°dJn«f-*?£^. B.-fSiOe-d Nja^ara Pall..

j.e^^^fjrd'Jt-^StiM^™^^^^^
interest along the route.^ '

'"*"• "U»Ses, stations, scenery, an? objects of

Baltimere, and Washington. "* nescHption of the three cities of Philadelphia

Dlrections^^e^S^A MINBR^ WA^^

et^nSr«-~

P"au7cAM^°„^,?'2^,^BVARD. OXFORD

for Wom'^,,, 'fl^'^^f'i'li!^''
"'"on Colleges

ha,Ti«t7. r^""" P"P" in •pire'^„f''one who
tavit'e'ti^'^h^eTc'ts"'^'"''!^ Attentions

ye"a,S"f.^°"c? >~'"Ha^r^^
»enT^ur'c?^Sli'„''^'«-„ '• '- '""be' 'be'^/e"

former mipjiJ^ili |raduiue next'7uS^, "all

^'e°r?o''d'h"e ?if„«-!". ..! _^_n^'n8

For circular, address ,

E. B. HUMPHREYS, LLD., f
129 West Chester Park, Boston, Masa

r ebruary 25th, 1884.

RtrSSELri'S, 9 KING ST., WEST
TORONTO, for

HI0H-CI.A3S WATCHES & JEWELLERY

h.^'i'fi'
"^pairing and .Jewellery Manufac-tured to order, special features.

'"'""ac-

Charffea Moderate.

OHAW A USBORNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.
Houses rented, rents collected loans and

10 KING ST. EAST. TORONTO.

s
TEWART & SON, (Late STEWABT

4; STRICKLAND)
ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offices—;3f> Adelaide St. East, Toronto.
WM. STEWABT. ,«. H. STEWABT.

TTT A. IMPET,
" " • Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

^Estimates given on application.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 9S50,000.

'°
mrfctor'^^^'''

P""''^*"'^ Managing

£5-^?; J^i^^^O^' Vice-President.EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the foUowing grades of paper :-

Engine Sized Superfine Papers.

WfiTTE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super Calender«d)

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND W07E

'^

its.

FooLsc.vps, Posts, Etc
: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

COLOBKD Cover Papers, super ftnisbed.

ts^Apply at the MiUfor samples and nricssSpecial sizes made tender.
prices

TAINTOR BftOS.. MERRILL & CO.. PublishersS and » Astor Ptace, New York Cl^.
'^"^"*"«™.

CANADA SOAP & OIL mws,
TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
KUCVFAOrnBBBS OF THB

" LILY WHITE " FLOATOro SOAP,
QITEEirs OT^ PBEFECnow SOAP,

SNQLISH MOTTLED SOAP,
AND OTHKn CBLEBBATED BBAJTOS OF

Fine la'undey Soaps,
fallizia; Soaps,

Toilet Soups,
A-niUno Dy^es.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and Oil Worka

Office: Works:
70 FwwT St. Bast,

| Dbfrib Stom',
TORONTO.
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THE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE, N.J.

City by the Sea.
Established 1875; Enlarged and Improved

1863. Health and Pleasure Resort. l|honr8
from New York—20 trairiK daily; 2 hours from
Philadelphia ; 10 minutes from Ijong Branch.
Reoommended by the most celebrated phy-
slolans. Ocean water and electric baths, steam
heat. Passenger elevator. Iron fire escapes.
Wonderful flowins artesian sprtng. Hlf{h dry
land ; air filled with the mingled ozone from
the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. No malaria. No mosqnitoes.
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars.
WELCoMa E^. Shkldon, Owner and Manager.

THE MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN
HISTORY.

"This pnbllcation is doing a grand work."
—Narragantet HUtorical RegUUr.

CONTENTS FOE JXTNE, 1884.

The SRARPiiEBS Portrait of Wabhino-
TON. In steel. Froniiapieee.
Defenors of Narbaoanbbt Bat, Rhode

Island. Historical Sketch. Brevet Major-
General George W Cullum, U.S.A.
JlltutrationH.-—Hhe Dumping Tower—Map

of Narro^anaet Bay, R.I.—The Five Batteries

:

. I. American Battery; II. Fort Green; III.

Fort Chastellux ; IV. Battery on the Bonnet

;

V. Battery on Conanlcut Inland. May of
Military Operations in 1777-'78 in Rhode Is-

land—Fort Adams—Dumplings Tower—Con-
anlcut Island—Fort Hamilton—Fort Wolcott.
DiBCOVEBT OF THE YBLLOWBTONE NATIONAL

Pake. P. Koch.
The Sbarplfss Pobtbait op Washino-

TON. Walton W. Evans.
The Rise of a Mechanical Ideal. lUnft-

trafced. Charles H. Fitch.
A DiNNEB WITH General Scott, ra 1861.

Lieut.-General Charles P. Stone, late Chief
of the General Staff of the Khedive in Egypt.
Orioinal Docdhbntb. Sir Henry Clinton's

Original Secret Record of Private Daily In-
teUioevce. Contributed by Dr. Thomas Addis
Emmet. Edited by Edward F.^De Lancey.
Chapter IX. (Begun in October.)
Two Unpublished Letters from Lafay-

ette TO William Constable, Esq., of
New York (1785, 1799). Contributed by Henry
E. Pierrepont.
The five admirably edited departments-

Notes, Queries, Replies, Historical Societies,
and Book Notices—occupy some thirteen of
the handsome closing pages of the work.

(Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms,
S5 a year, or 50 cents a number.

)

Publioatloii OflUe, 30 Lafayette

Place, Vev Tork Oity.

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Sayings Co.

lacorportkted, A,I>. 18SS,

Subscribed Capital

Paid up Capital

Reserve Fund

Total Assets -

$3,000,000

2,200)000

1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.

T\mk iirtaitfl rflciej vfld. ropavab1o on do^^^^and -o

short notice. Interest is paid, or added to th '

principal half-yearly.

DEBENTURES.
Money received for inTestmont in samsto

suit lenders, for which debentures are issued
in currency or sterling, with interest coapons
attached, payable in Canada or in Kugland.
Trustees and executors are authorized by law
to invest in the debentures of this company.
Circulars, with particulars as to terms, may

be obtained from the Of&ce Cohpakt'b
Buildings, Toronto Street. Toronto.

^. ^BEt^BRT MASON,
Managing Director.

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT.A.'^.A.

Authorized Capital^

Subicribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital,

Rat -

91,000,000

1,000,000

99S,t6S

110,000

JAHBS MaoLABEN, Esq., Prttidtnt.
CHARLES MAOEE, Esf)., Tiot-Prfidtnt.

Dirtctort-0. T. Bate, Esq., R. Blaokborn,
Esq., Hon. Oeo. BrvBon, Hon, L. B. Choroh,
Alexander Fraser, Esq., Oeo. Haj, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Obobob Buiu), Cathitr.

BiUNOHits—Amprlor, Carleton Plaoe, Pem-
broke, Winnipeft, Man.

AaBHTB IN CiMiDA— Canadian Bank of
Commeroe. Aobhts m Naw Tobx—Meecn.
A. H. Ooadbjr and B. E. Walker. Aobht* in
Lobdon -English AlUanee Bank.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

SO CHURCH MTRBBT, TOBOIVTO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.
Deposits received from 111 apwards. In-

terest allowed from date of deposit at 4^, 5
and A per cent. No notice required for with-
drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIB, Manager.
i:^ Monet to Loan^n BCortoaoe Sboubitt.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INOORPOEATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets, - p * a $i,s89,iza oo

Income for Year ... s,69o,8s8 a8

FitB and Marine Insurances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Prn. 3kS. BOOMER, Sec.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,500,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

BY IN8I7BIKIC} NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be seonred at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
AprU, 1883.

Land Agency Company,
{IjIMITED.)

C^^JTAZ - ^fOO,000,

directors

:

HON. G. W. ALLAN, President.
A. H CAMPBKLL, Esq , Vice-President.
BOBEKT GILLESPIE, Esq., Gov. Canada

Co. LondoD, England.
GOLDWIN SMITH, EBq„D.C,L., Toronto.
J. S. LOCKIE, Eaq., Toronto.
J. B. PLAYFAIR, Esq.. Toronta
HON. K. M. WELLS, Toronto.
W. J. MENZIES Eaq.,Edmborgh. Scotland.
WALTEKF.SMITH, Esq., London, England.

The Canadian Farm Journal which con-
tains the largest amount of Property for Sale
in Ontario of any list published, will be for-
nished to applicants by the London Office, 37
Royal Exchange, E.G., on receipt of Id. post-
age, or by the Head Office in Toronto, oh
receiptor 3 cent stamp. Besides a large nnm<
ber of Farms and other property in ul parts
of the Province, they have amongst others the
following beautiful residences :—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, witb
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beauti-
fully laid out. The house and rooms are
large, particularly i;be drawing-room. Price*
98,000, which is a great bargain.

2079. Valuable small farm and residence,
28 acres, pood loam soil, well watered. 2 storey
brick nwidence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellar,
frame bam, carriage house, etc. Very fine
orchard of choice fruit trees. Price, $4,500;
$2,000 down, balance to suit at 6 per cent.

2500. Delightful residence in Vart Harwell,
comprising 23 acres fronting on Lake Erie.
Large frame house, nearly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and cold water, etc. Also 2 frame
dwellings, frame bam and ndmeroos oat-
buildings. About 3 acres orchard of old and
young trees. Price, $0,000; $2,000 down, bal-
ance on easy terms.

J. R. ADAMSOm,. Manager.

U ADELAIDE ST. EAST, TOBOHTO, Oin.

TTAMILTON MERBITT,

'-^ASSOCIATE MYAl SCHOM. OF MIKS. ETC.,

mHO DonmB > KRAUitiBaiBi,

IS TORONTO STRMMT, TORONTO.

Grand Trunk Railway.

NOTICE.
Commencing on Monday, June 30th, and

nntll furtber notice, a Pullman Car will
leave Toronto by the 7.50 p.m. train daily (or
Kingston wharf, for the accommodation of
parties wishing to take the steamer at that
point

JOSEPH HICK80N,
Oeneral Manager.

MoNTBEAii, Jane !2nd, 1884.

Notice to Contractors.

SEALED TENDERS, addressed to the
nnderiiigned, and endorsed "Tender for a
Breakwater. Port Arthur," will be received
until MONDAY, the ^lOth dav of Jane next,
inclnslvely, for the construction of a

BREAK\A^ATER
AT

Port Arthur, Thunder Bay,
according to a plan and specification to be
seen on application to John Niblook, E&q.,
Superintendent Canada Pacific Railway, Port
Arthur, and at the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa, where printed forms of tender
can be obtained.
Persons tendering are notified that tenders

wilt not be considered unless made on the
printed forms supplied and signed with their
actual eignatures.
Each tender must be accompanied by an

a£cepted bank cheque, made payable to the
order of the Honourable the Minister of Public
Works, equal to five per cent, of the amount of
the tender, which will be forfeited if the party
decline to enter into a contract wben called
upon to do so, or if he fail to complete the
work contracted for. If the tender be not ac-
cepted the cheque will he returned.
The department will not be bound to accept

the lowest or any tender.
By order,

F. H. ENNI8.
Secretary.

Department of Pnblio Works,

)

Ottawa. 22nd May, 1884. f

W. N. SEARS & GO^
ISO CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Real and Imltatioii

Stained QIasa. Send for circulars, etc.

Costs from 35c. per foot up. Send for

sample fan-light fl, size lKx30 ig.

CIGARS.
JTTST

4re-330

LA SABINA, B.V.

LA BOSA, B.B.P.

FLOB DE HABLAKTO, B.V.

BEN FRANKLIN, R.V.

OALELEN EOAL, B.V.

FLOB DE PABLAQA8, R.V.

LA BOSA, C.B.

LA BOSA, C.E.
LA MIBL, CJR.

LA BELLEZA, Con.
,

LA ANGELITA, C.F.

LA AMEBICANA, C.B.

BOSA ANOXLINA, C.F.

LA ELVTBA;-O.F.

LA SntENA, Con.

LA FLOB CABANA. Con.

i

JAS. SHIELDS & Co.,
WINE WEBCHANTS,

Cor. Yonge and Temperance Sis.,

TOBOM'ro.

AIUSEMENTS.

HOBTIOnLTrrBAL OABDBNS.
Semt-Centeaali^L

FmDAT, Jolt 4th,

MENDELSSOHN QUARTETTE CLUB
of Boston, Assisted by Miss Fanny Kellogg
and other artists. Beserred seats at the piano
warerooms of Mesara. I. Saokllng Sc Bon. ^

HOBTICULTUBAL GARDENS
TmsDAT Evsinxo Jcira M,

CLAXTON'S ORCHESTRA
Tickets at Nordheimer's.

QBANITB SINK.
Or^ud SBUtary Promeaude Coaeert,

Jtmu 30th, July Ibt.

SIGNOR ALLISANDRO LIBERATI.
Tickets at Suckling's.

HANLAN'S POINT FEBBT.
TonK Strret steamers run from 7.30 a.m.

until 9.30 p.m.—last trip from Island 10 p.m.
ToNois Street steamers, 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.
Bbock Stbxbt steamer 10 ajn. nntll 9.30

p.m.

Steamer Chiioora.
Dally, leaving Toronto at 7 a,m. and 3 p.m.

for Niagara and Lewltton.

Steamer Empreas of India,
Daily between Port Dalhonsie and Toronto,

in connection with G.T.R. and Welland dl-
ision. Leaving Port Daihousie at 10.5 aon.

;

returning leave Toronto at 3.<0 p.m.
~" ~

FBANCE.
~

Copies of Thb Week may be obtained of
M. Fottaeringbam, 8 Rue Nenve deg Capn-
cines, Paris.

MASON k COLLINS,
.A.RTISTS.

UFE-SIZE PORTRAITS III Oil AND CRAYOII.

Studio, - - 31 ICno St. Wkst, Tobonto.

REFRIOERATORS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

COAL OIL STOVES.

'vr. ^. s i» -A.RB c< -wr,

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE STREET.

D,B. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabtis Stuxt.
MIDWIFERY, AND DISEASES OF

WOMEN A SPECIALITT.

-Vr PEARSON,
'•

* DEIJ^TIST,
No. 2 KiKO Stbiet Wkt, - - Tobobto.

pAINLESS DENTISTRY^

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painleaa
method includes filling, and operations both
meohanioal and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DuurrsT,
266 Queen Street, Eart.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

SOM(EOPATHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervoue
System. Hours—6 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun-
day, 8 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 8.30 p m.

906 A 338 JlBTia BlBXMT.

p^HARLBS W. PHILLIPS,

SOIildlTOB, CONVBYANCBB, Bto.
—:0¥3^ca :—

46 Adelaide Street Batt, Toronto, Ont.

E.
COATSWORTH, Jb..

Barrister, Solicitor, Notary Public.
Conveyancer, etc.

Monty to Lend. Officm—10 York Chambtrt,
No. 9 ToaoiiTo Stbbbt, Tobomto.

pi EO.-TIIicDONALD,

Babbistbb, Souoitob, Bto.

—: OFVioBa :—

Xqnlty Chamben, 90 Adelaide Street

Toronto. Money to Loan.

HOBACB F. ALLKINS, ARTIST,

,
40 Church Street, Toronto.

T

Portraits from lite. Old paintings oopiad

a

•peeialty. Portraits of horses and doge. OU
opting taught on the systaai of the BojBl
Aeadamy, London. Kagland.

\v
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AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF LITERATURE, POLITICS. AND CRITICISM.
Tbbhs:—One year, »3.00

;
eight months, $2.00; four months, il.oo. Subscriptions payable

in adoance.
Subseribers in Great Britain and Ireland supplied, postage prepaid, on terms following

—

One year, 12». stg.; half-year, 8«. stg. Remittances by P. O. order or draft should be made
payable and addressed to the Publisher.

Advbbtmbhb^ctb, unexceptional in character and limited in number, will be taken at (4
per line per annum : »2.50per liue for six months; #1.50 per line for three months' 20 cents
per line per Insertion for a shorter period.

All advertieements will be set up in such stylo as to insure T^b WkekIs tasteful typo-
graphieal appearance, and enhance the value of the advertising in its columns No adver
tisameat charged leaa than pite lines. Addreaa—T. B. Clouoheb, Biuinau Manaaer. 5 Jordan
StrMt, Toromto.

G. BLACKETT ROBINSON. Publisher.

A

TOPICS OF THE WEES.

Before the issue of our next number the Provincial Capital will be
«n /Stg and the town will be beset with throngs of sight-aeera come to

witeeas the Semi-Centennial celebration of Toronto's incorporation as a
city. What amount of enthusiasm the citizens themselves will manifest

remains to be seen, though a whole week's delirium, in the summer
solstice, is, we fear, likely to be too much of a tax on the not over-

emotional nature of a Toronto populace. Civic rhetoric, no doubt
however, will bo effective to keep up excitement ; while the glory of muni-
cipal pageantry may be trusted at least to lure the small boy into the
streets. /Ssmi-Centennial demonstrations, we cannot help thinkin<r are
a little absurd, as are those domestic weaknesses, which modem society

encourages,—the wooden, the tin, and the china wedding. They suggest
the idea of a premature explosion of feeling, akin to the defect in the
mechanism of a fire-lock, which has a tendency to go off at half-cock.

Could we have whispered into the ears of our city fathers to postpone their
" Gog and Magoggery " for another decade, they and the citizens would

"Then be in a position to make high holiday over the centenary of the
founding of the town—a more notable and interesting event. But the city

is now committed to the affair, and " loyalty to the chief magistrate " or
rather, ex-magistrate, caUs for the due exercise of civic emotion and a
becoming display of civic pride. The demonstration may not bo regretted

if it contributes in any degree to the fostering of a healthy pubUc spirit

and the inculcation of national pride in the breast of youth.

In the commemoration of the settlement of the TJ. E. Loyalists in

Canada, Toronto, however, has legitimate excuse for the manifestation of
civic fervour ; and, no doubt, this feature in the celebration will receive its

meed of honour. The War of Independence over. Sir Guy Carleton and
his red-coats set sail for old Albion, and Washington returned to his estates

on the Potomac, what scenes heaven was the witness of in the incoming of
that loyal band of Britons among the solitudes of Upper Canada, only the
silver-tongued opitor is competent to say. With the beaching of their
boats on the pebbly shores of the lake, the country began its national as
the town began its industrial and social life. To send memory back to
these times is to rain dew on the patriot soul and stir it to the depths.
Only a hundred years, and lo, what a change ! But fifty, and how much
has been accomplished ! Could the city be re-peopled with its old townsmen
—the familikr characters of its muddy streets—how little they would know
of the place ' The Straohans, the Robinsons, the Sherwoods, the Allans,

the BaldwiiA, the Boultona,—with those thorns in their flesh, the

.(

Gourleyg, the Mackenzies, and their turbulent following— were they t

re-appear, how wistfully would each of them look for the old market
place, the lounging-steps of t^e old fashioned Court-house, the spectral

corridors of Russell Abbey,—and rub his eyes at the wonder that has
arisen in their stead \ The seine drawn up on the beach of old York, the
island a desolate marsh, the town full of pit-holes, with its open creeks
eating their way through the streets, the dear old Meeting-house, with the
hour-glass at the preacher's side,—things now wholly of the vanished pas
and all but faded from the memory. Is it said "happy the people whi
city has no traditions 1

" Reverse the aphorism, say the old men, and w.
will giveit assent.

Wb giv» b61ow the concluding and summarizing portion of GoldwiL
Smith's Brighton Lecture on the Conduct of England towards Ireland,
which some of the angry partisans of Mr.^ Blake are describing, evidently
without having seen it, and on the faith of'an Irish-American version of its

contents as "denunciatory," intended to inflame English hatred of Ireland,
and composed for the purpose of "stirring up (jr aggravating mutual
hatred "—as if anything could be more calculated to stir up and aggravate
ill feeling of all kinds than the calumnious and almost delirious pictures
of English conduct and sentiment towards Ireland which Irish nationalists
are in the habit of drawing. It is further suggested on the same trust-
worthy authority that the "diabolical" object of the Lecture was to "harden
the English heart against the wise remedial legislation which Mr. Glad
stone was then preparing," though the Land Act had been passed fiv

montha before the lecture was delivered and is repeatedly mentioned by
the lecturer who expre.sses his conviction that " the same hands which have
given disestablishment and the Land Act are ready to give any feasible

and rational measure of Home Rule."

Be not weary of wgll-doing. Bemember, in half a century of popolar gove>
ment, how munh haa been eftaoted, what a moontaia of abases, ractrictioss. monc
lies, wrongs, and abanrdities has been cleared away. In face of what difBenltim h.
this been achieved I what prophesies of ruin have aU along been uttered by reacSfan .

timidity, and how one alter another have those prophetios been belied ! In the case
England and Scotland, the fruits of a Liberal policy are visible in a wealthier
happier, a better, a more nnited, and a mere loyal people. In the case of Ireland thi
are not yet so clearly visible

; yet they are there. The Ireland of 1882, though n
T^hat we should wish her to be, is a very different Ireland from that of the last centorj
or of the first quarter of the present. CathoUo exclusion, the i^nal code, the Statt
Church of the minority are gone ; in their "place reign elective government, religious
liberty, eqnahty before the law, A system of public education, founded on perfect
toleration of all creeds, and inferior perhaps to none in excellence, has been
established. The Land Law has been reformed, and again reformed on principles
of exceptional Uberahty to the tenant. Wealth has increased, notwithstanding
all tlie hmdranoea put in the way of its growth, by Inrbulence ; the deposita
both m the savings' banks and in the ordinary banks bear witness to the fact, Paupe-
rism has greatly declined. Outrage, on the average, has decUned also, though W6
happen just now to be in a crisis of it. Under the happy influence of equal juatioe
religious ranoonr has notably abated ; the change has been most remarkable in this
respect since I first saw Ireland. Influential classes, which injustice in former days
put on the side of revolution, are now at heart ranged on the side of order and the
Union, though social terrorism may prevent them from giving it their open support.
The garrison of Ascendency, political, ecclesiaatioal, and territorial, haa step by step
been disbanded

; an operation fraught with danger, because those who are deprived of
privilege are always prone in their wrath to swell the ranks of disaffection, which yet
has been accomplished with success. If the results of political, religious, and ednca-
tional reform seem disappointing, it is, as I have said before, because the main qaaation
is not the franchise, or the Church, or the public school, but the Und. With that
question a Liberal Parliament and a Liberal Government are now struggling

; while its
inherent difflcultiea are increased by Tory reaction on the one side and by Fenian revo.
lotion on the o her. Of all the tasks imposed by the accumulated errors and wrongs
of ages, thia waa the most arduous and the most perilons. Yet hope begins to dawn
upon the effort. Only let the nation stand firmly against Tory and Fenian alike, and
against both nnited, if they mean to conspire, in support of the leaders whom it
has chosen, and to whose hands it has committed this momentous work. If
separation even now were to take pUce, what has been done woold not have
been done m vain. Ireland would go forth an honour to England, not a scandal
imd a reproach, as she would have been if their connection had been severed
sixty years ago. If any one doubts it, I challenge him once more to oompare
the state of Ireland with that of any other Roman Catholic country in the
world. But of separation let there be no thought; none at least tilj Parliament
haa done its utmost with the Land Question and failed. Let.ua hope, aa it is reasonable
to hope, that where so much has been aeeomplished, the last and crowning enterprise
will not misoarry. Settle the Land Question, and that whieh alone lends strength to
political discontent, to conspiracy, to disunion, will be gone. Passion will not subside
in an hour, but it will subside, and good feeling ^11 take its place. The day may
oomo when there will be no more talk of England and Scotland governing Ireland well
or ill, becanss Ireland, in partnership with England and Scotland, will be governing
herself, and oontributing her share to the common greatness and the common progress
when the Union will be ratified not only by necessity, but by free conviction and gboi
will

J when the march of wealth and prosperity will no more be arrested by diaoord, bn
the leaonroes of the Island will be developed in peace, and the villas of opnlenee'pei
haps will atod the lovely shorea, where now the aasaaain prowls and property eann
sleep aeeare

;
when the long series of Liberal triumphs will be crowned by the sight

an Ireland no longer diatracted, and disaffected, and reproachful, no longer brood
over the wrongs and sufferings of the past, but resting peacefully, happily anr
nnforeed union at her consort's side. The life of a nation is long, and though b
this nonenmmation may not be witnMued. it may ba witnessed by oar children.
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

iws has been' simultaneously, and through the same channel, received

' the Government organs, of the brilliant success, and by the Opposition
gans of the disastrous failure, of the Canadian loan. The inference, of

lurse is, on the Government side, that Sir Leonard Tilley is a prodigious

lancial genius
: on the Opposition side that he is a dotard. The simple

uth is that in being enabled to borrow money at a little under four per
3nt., which is the net upshot of the transaction, Canada has shared in

easonable measure the benefit of that general reduction of the rate of

interest which is going on, and unless there should be some great destruc-

tion of capital by war or some unforeseen absorption of it in great works,
is likely to go on over the whole commercial world. With the progress
^f the means of production and of the habit of saving, both of which

vancing civilization brings, the accumulation of capital increases and
e rate of interest and of profits consequently falls. Thus nature iloes,

hrough the operation of economical law, that which the social revolu-

ionist proposes and has attempted, though in vain, to do by means of

)ublic plunder and the guillotine. The use of capital is being continually

iflTorded to those who used it on easier terms, and profits are continually

oeing transferred from the capitalist to those whose labour he employs.
Nothing arrests this beneficent tendency but war, the waste of capital by
idle luxuries and fiscal follies, like the commercial system and Protec-

tionism, which, by interfering with freedom of exchange, and therefore

with the proper direction of labour, retard the increase of production,

overnment organs, while they boast of the success, are disposed to ascribe

the want of success to the malignant machinations of the Grand Trunk
and of the Grit party. The sorrows of the Grand Trunk have always
been an adverse element in the English market. That British investors

are much prejudiced against us by the jeremiads of the Grits is not likely :

le jeremiads of the party out of power in the United States do not pre-
sent them from buying American bonds. The English have a party
5ovemment themselves, and they perfectly understand that it is the
business of an Opposition to show that the country is going to ruin.

Oanadian Tories did not think it necessary to change their language or
o be silent because Sir Richard Cartwright was negotiating for a loan,

i-ty supersedes patriotism ; that is the law of the System and its inevi-

•ble result. It is probable that if our credit stands somewhat lower than
at of the United States, and even, as we are all grieved to learn, than
at of the Isle of Man, it is because our Government is engaged in an
iterprise of vast magnitude, which has recently made additional demands

.f alarming magnitude on the treasury, and of which nobody clearly sees
the end. In one quarter it has been suggested that commercial interests

in England have been seeking to revenge themselves on Canada for the
N. P. This is most unlikely. By imposing heavy duties on goods you do
not make- the dealers in them your friends: but the British manufacturers
set little store on the Canadian market, and they certainly would not
combine for the purpose of crying down a loan. When such thoughts,
however, find expression, we see once more how small is the value to
England of the name of political supremacy compared with the liabilities

which it entails. Its favourable effect even on the sentiment of Canadians
towards the Mother Country is evidently far from unequivocal.

other words, of food for the Canadian intellect, suflfer fatally by sever-
ance from the centre of distribution. But we have also been without
anything in the shape of a literary periodical of our own, in which a writer
could imp his wing for the more arduous flight, or that class, numerous in
every educated community, which, without having capacity or leisure
to produce a book, writes well on subjects of current interest, could find a
receptacle for its thoughts. In addition to all this there has been the
absence of national spirit, to which may be ascribed the failure of every
attempt to produce a national anihem or song. Canada has double the
population of Switzerland, but she has no Banz des Vachea.

The somewhat dolefuf picture drawn by Mr. Mercer Adam in Th«
Week, of the state and prospects of Canadian literature, has called forth an
answer froia journalists who seem inclined to think that a dead level of
common-school education and rustic intellect, dominated by party organs,
and presenting a pretty good field for the book-peddler, is about the most
desirable condition which a community can attain, and that those who
aspire to anything beyond must be wanting in good sense. It is certainly
possible to speak in too desponding a strain. Canada is in this as in other
respects trying, on a provincial basis, to support the character of a nation;
her people are above the English avsrage, and fully up to the American
average of intelligence ; but her literary area, excluding the French, and
allowing for the isolation of the Maritime Provinces, is small. Our expec-
tations therefore must be bounded. Perhaps if, setting aside Massachusetts
and New York, which have^in them special centres of literary life, we
compare Canada with any other State of the Union, she will not have
much reason to hang her head. Yet there are special disadvantages under
vhich Canadian intellect labours. The Canadian who thinks of entering
n a literary career, can look forward to no copyright which can be of much
w to him, and the consolatory expectations held out to him by Mr.
lam's critic of vending something through the peddlers implies that his
ductions shall be of no higher class than those which the peddler
's. ]^t has been already noted that our book-stores, the supplies, it\

The simple-minded heathen who" made himself an idol df wood or
stone probably did himself less moral harm than does a nation which,
having made an idol of some demagogic incarnation of its own passions,
prejudices and cupidities, says to it " Be thou my God." But ethical

considerations do not influence Presidential elections, or rather they
influence them in an inverted way. Mr. Blaine's name is received with
hallelujahs

: he is Jingo, Protectionist, Anti-Chinese, and an embodiment
of every Magnetic principle : in England he would be the divinity of the
Music Halls, in the United States he is the man of the people. Of him
and the Republican nominee for the Vice-Presidency, General Logan, a
man moulded of a congenial though somewhat coarser clay, it is said by the
Chicago Current that "blended as an entity of leadership, it is not easy to
discover in them negative qualities ; they are regal in positivism : they
represent all the arrogant opulence of victories innumerable by arms
and ballot, and measures in a nation without peer." If such are the
transports of one of the most highly cultivated of journals, what must
those of the uneducated enthusiast be? Let Deity look to its throne.
The charges of corruption which have been brought against Mr. Blaine,
so far as their nature can be estimated in the cloud of assertion and
counter-assertion, do not seem, even if they can be substantiated, to be
really very grave. It is the nature of the party and demagogic system, by
a fatal process of selection, to lift unscrupulous politicians to the head of
aflairs ; and those who are unscrupulous in politics are sure not to be
delicate in anything else. A moderate amount of laxity must in almost
every case be endured; and it does not appear that in Mr. Blaine's
case the amount has been excessive. The prospect of a policy of " regal
positivism," that is, of disturbance and violence, is incom[»rably more
serious. The safeguards against this are the genuine ability of Mr.
Blaine, and the revival, when the frenzy of the political priie-fight is over,
of good »»nse among the American people. Mr. Blaine, however, is not
yet elected, nor if Mr. Cleveland is his antagonist, as now seems likely,

is his election certain. Normally, as the votes are counted in Presiden-
tial elections, the Republican party has proved itself the stronger. But
the Independent Secession appears to be considerable, especially in Massa-
chusetts and other Eastern States. Whether the rank and file of the Seces-
sionist can be induced to persist in abstention, or to vote for the Demo-
cratic candidate when the party banners ar? unfurled, when the trumpet
sounds and the rapture of the strife begins, will very soon be seen. On
the other hand General Butler has accepted the nomination of anarchy
and scoundrelism; and though the assumption is not complimentary to
the Democratic party, it appears to be taken for granted on all hands
that whatever force he draws with him, will be subtracted mainly from
that side. Something, so far at least as the Republican Secessionists are
concerned, will be determined by the Democratic choice of a candidate.
Mr. Cleveland is not a very distinguished man ; but as- Governor of New
York he has shown himself strong, solid, honest ; and he has earned the
highest of all passports to the confidence of good citizens, since he has
given ofl[ence to Tammany. The Democratic party has acquired a singular
reputation for blundering. Its great blunder, as well as its great crime
hitherto, has been its comprehension of a large element of rascality.

<^i^^iJ

The Franchise Bill has passed the perils of Committee in the Commons
and now knocks, -with unwelcome hand, at the door of the House of Lords.
The leader of that House, Lord Salisbury, has alieady taken up his ground.
His position is not anti-democratic ; it is on the contrary, decidedly demo-
cratic, and betokens on the part of this haughty, though not unbending,
patrician, a complete surrender to the principle of government, not only
for, but by the people. " We Conservatives," he says in his speech at
Plymouth, " do not object at all to the extension of the suffrage ; we do
not in the least desire to keep out any of our fellow-citizens who wish to

come within the limits of the franchise ; but we do protest against your
altering the balance on one side and not altering it on the other." " It. ia

not," he adds in the same speech, " the mere extension of the suflrage to

which Conservatives object, but they object to the eflGftcement of the power
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which has been hitherto confided to the farmers, unless corresponding

measures are taken for insuring a due representation to the Conservative'

classes and the Conservative school of thought in all classes throughout this

country, for which purpose a thorough and far-reaching measure of redistri-

bution is quite as necessary as a measurp of reform." The Bill, in short, is

to be opposed, not because it makes the yill of the people too supreme,

whic-h was the ground of Tory opposition to Reform Bills in the days of

oldL ut because, unless accompanied by a redistribution of seats, it will

not fifoduce a faithful representation of popular opinion. Lord Salisbury

even gives us a new and democratic version of the proper function of the

House of Lords, which he says is to reject the measures of the Commons

when they do not carry with them the approval of the nation. The duties

of the Ord'er, according to him, are tribunician rather than aristocratic.

In proving this, historically, his Lordship labours under some difficulties

arising from the general conformity of facts to a different theory. The

only two examples which he is able to produce are the rejection of Fox's

India Bill and the rejection of the Whig policy with regard to Ireland, the

first of which was followed by the defeat of the Fox-North Coalition,

and the second by the defeat of the Melbourne Government at a

general election. But the Coalition fell partly by monarchical intrigue,

partly by its own general unpopularity, and' the Melbourne Government

owed its overthrow at the polls, not specially to its Irish policy, but to its

administrative weakness, the growth of the Conservative reaction, and the

towering ascendancy of Sir Robert Peel. In devising schemes for the

proportionate representation of parties and schools of thought Lord Salis-

bury is pursuing a chimera. What he and all statesmen who recognize the

ascendancy of the democratic principle have to do is to organize democracy,

which in England at present is chaotic, and to provide it with real safe-

guards, analogous, but superior in validity, to those with which it is pro-

vided in the United States, in place of those monarchical and Conservative

elements of the British Constitution which have ceased to exercise i^ny real

power, though they continue to fill the political imagination and confuse

the political mind. Lord Rosebery brings forward a motion to increase

the efficiency of the House of Lords by giving it something of the

character of a Senate, and including in it intellectual distinction of various

kinds ; had his motion been accepted it would have greatly strengthened

the moral position of the Lords in the coming struggle ; but Privilege

never reads the hand-writing on the wall : it always prefers destruction to

self-reform. The resolution of these bodies is, however, not apt to be on a

par with their obstinacy. They are composed of men of pleasure, who are

seldom inclined to defend principle at the risk of their lives, or even at

the serious risk of their dinners. The French aristocracy, when the hour

of peril arrived, rail away' and left its king to the guillotine. The British

aristocracy has always succumbed after betraying its hostility to reform.

HbmI the Lords the other day mustered courage to throw out the Arrears

Bill, as they threatened, and gone before the country saying that, come

what might, they would have no share in taxing loyalty to pay blackmail

to rebellion, it is highly probable that they would have been victorious,

certain that they would have done themselves honour. But the pecuniary

interests of some of them were involved in the Bill ; and Lord Salisbury,

"having valiantly taken up an advanced positTon, anJ bid his trumpets

sound the charge, suddenly, looking round, beheld his legions in full

retreat. It is not unlikely that we may see the same comedy played a

second time on the same boards.

.-^s^-ju:*-—- , V--

Again, notwithstanding all prognostications to the contrary, Female

Suffrage has been defeated in the British House of Commons, and by a

very large majority. In vain did some of the Conservative leaders strive

to impress upon their followers the expediency of following the tradition

of Lord Beaconsfield, who always voted for the measure, in the persuasion,

which is evidently shared by Sir John Macdonald, that the female electors

would be Tories. The hope of additional votes was not strong enough to

prevail over the fear of social revolution. All who rightly appreciate

the gravity of the proposed change will, at least, rejoice that it has not been

made on party grounds, and by a medley of Radical Revolutionists,

Parnellite Obstructionists, Conservatives angling for female votes, and
other Conservatives wanting to tie a stone around the neck of the Fran-

chise Bill. The profound importance of the question is at last seen : all

the foolish and unworthy banter which once greeted it ia swept aside
;

serious journals treat it as one different in kind from any, ordinary exten-

sion of the Franchise ; aiid its supporters argue in its'ukvour, not on the

ground that all fear of its consequences is futile, but on the ground that

when the Married Woman's Property Act, and other measures of that

description have already " revolutionized the foundations of society," it

ia idle and illogical to shrink from rerolutionizing the saperstractare,

Another most notable feature of the struggle, was the line tal?en by The
Queen, the English lady's newspaper, which after paying the proper
tributes to the intellectual ability, and the earnestness of the ladies who
have got up the movement proceeds in this strain :

—

The question as to the views of the great majority of women on the subject of
female suffrage is one which is strongly dispated. The advocates of the change say that
women in general wish for votes. Doubtless many of the more energetic women of the
day do aspire to their possession, but that the great body of women do so ia. to say the
least, an improved assumption. With the majority of women marriage is the great
object in life ; that attained, their cares are the management of their households and
the education and training of their children. The strife of politics married women
naturally leave to their husbands, who represent them at the polling booth. That the
right to vote, once granted to single women, could be long withheld from those that
are married, is an absurd supposition—in fact Misi Simoox's letter proves that not
only the giving the vote to married women, but the entry of litdies into Parliament,
and the sweeping away of " all the time-honoured disabilities of sex," is contemplated
with complacency by the advanced school of female thinkers.

That these proposals represent the views and aspirations of the great majority of
women may be fairly doubted. The struggle of party politics has no attraction for
them, and in spite of all the otganised agitation that has been arranged, the women
of this country have not, as a body, made any attempt to gain the franchise. The
interests of women have not been neglected in the legislation of recent years Questions
affecting them have had their full share of attention, and insome respects the law has been
strained in their favour. The old laws which pressed unj astiy on women—and many
did so—have either been repealed or amended, and there is no valid claim they could
bring before either House of Parliament that would not receive immediate attention.
Whether their interests would be better served if they possessed votes is problematical

;

and whether the interests of the nation and of the family would be promoted, if women
possessed all the rights and responsibiUties of men and " the disabilities of sex " were
swept away, is still open to donbt.

This is precisely what the " Bystander "' has already ventured to

maintain. The number of women who desire, or to whom it would be

possible, to be masculine, and to enter into masculine walks of life, who
desire, or to whom it would be possible " to come out of the Egypt
of dependence and sentiment " into the arena of rough competition with

man, must be smal" ; hardly larger perhaps than the number of women
who wish to engage in male pastimes, go with the men to the smoking-

room, and put off other restraints of social delicacy. But for the sake of

those few the general relations of the sexes would be changed, the

privileges of all women would be placed in jeopardy, and all alike

would forfeit their claim to a chivalrous protection without acquiring

those powers of self-defence which nature, persistently disdainful of radical

theories of equality, confines to the stronger and coarser sex. By refusing

to introduce women into politics the House of Commons asserts not the

intellectual inequality of the sexes, but the fact that their spheres are

distinct, and that political government, like police and national defence,

belongs to the sphere of man. The decision can be taken as disparaging

only by those who deem the functions of political government far superior

to those of the -wife and mother.

In the question of University Consolidation, the tide is at the flood,

and if the opportunity is missed it is not likely to recur. The feeling that

the decisive hour had arrived made those who were specially interested in

the matter to hurry to Convocation the other day, to hear what the

Chancellor of the University of Toronto, with whom the initiative presum-

ably rests, would say. What they heard, however, wa.s, that the Chancellor

" would be delighted if a plan should be brought forward which was

adapted to all the necessities of the situation, which was not inconsistent

with the fundamental principles which each h^ld, and which should"

promote a real and cordial union of interest and sentiment in the estab-

lishment and perfecting of the new system proposed." To a plan which is

perfectly unobjectionable no large-minded man will object. It is clear that

the Chancellor is not going to be the motive power on this occasion. His

reserve may be easily excused : a leading politician, with the fortunes of

a party in his hands,- has, in the first place little time to devote to schemes

of university improvement ; in the second place, he is naturally afraid of

bringing himself and his party into collision with any of the denomi-

national interests involved. The stress of the situation now falls on the

Minister of Education, who seems to have zeal, though unluckily he has

not special knowledge of the subject, and on the 'Vice-Chancellor of the

University, who seems to have both.

The wave sometimes recedes though the tide is advancing. In Bel-

gium, Clericalism, after being for many years worsted in its perpetual

struggle against Liberalism, has at length gained an electoral victory, and

will apparently get the Government into its hands. The cause of this

revolution seems to have been the excessive violence of Liberal propa-

gandiam in the matter of public education. There are members of the

Church of Voltaire who are not less persecuting than the members of the

Church of Loyola, though perhaps in point, of humanity the guillotine is

an improvement on the stake. The parky of reaction in Belgium rests on

the foundation, not only of priestly influence, but of Flemish nationality,

the affinity of which ia not to the French or Walloon portion of Belgium,
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but to Holland, and which wis reluctantly dragged into the revolution of

1830. If the Clorical party, finding itself in power, ventures on strong

measures of reaction, a fierce conflict will ensue, and it is not unlikely

that the Liberals, if bard pressed, may stretch out their hands for aid to

the neighbouring Republicans of France. The wave recedes, but the tide

is advancing. Hitherto, in taking the French census, all who professed

no religion have been set down as Catholics, Catholicism being the State

religion. But the census has now, it seems, been taken on a different

principle, and, as the result, it appears that there are seven millions and

alialf of Frenchmen who profess no religion at all. As De Musset says,

" Voltaire may rejoice in his grave, for his generation has come at last."

But if there had been no religious persecution, no dragonnades or exe-

cution of Galas, there would have been no Voltaire ; and if the Liberals

in Belgium had been temperate in their use of power and respected the

ancestral faith of the people, there would probably have been no Clerical

reaction. A Bybtandeb.

HERE AND THERE.

after them, and soon the butchering was accomplished. We are told by a
Toronto daily that the trophies of this noble hunt are to be seen in a King
street hotel ! It was but lately we had occasion to allude to a diabolical

scene in New Jersey, where a fox which, having had one leg broken in a
trap, was turned out for similar " sport," and because it would not, or

rather was unable to, run, had turpentine poured over it ! Is Canadian
fox hunting, which at its best is but in its infancy, to degenerate into acts

of cruelty like this 1 It is bad enough to turn out a bag fox, even in what
some might term a legitimate manner, before a pack of hounds ; at least,

where woods or cover abound, it has some chance for its life. But what
chance has a poor animal turned out of a bag on a spot .which, like the

Island, is without a vestige of cover, and where its every movement ia

visible? Pigeon-shooting is doomed in England on account of'its cruelty;

but pigeon-shooting at its worst never equalled the barbarous cruelty of

hounding to death a poor animal, which for centuries has been associated

with the noblest of Anglo Saxon sports. It is to be hoped, in the cause

of humanity in general, and for the sake of fox hunters in particular, no
further meets of a similar nature may be recorded.

Unhappily for the large numbers of Torontonians who delight in

sailing, rowing, swimming—and, indeed, for all other residents—their

beautiful Bay is at present in the most unsanitary condition. The cool

lake breezes, which it has been customary to speak of as grateful and

refreshing to the heated citizens in the dog days, have- of late been heavy

with foul gases, and constitute an element of great danger to the public

health. To a considerable extent this is the result of the large numbers

of dead and decomposing fish which' from various causes have for some
days covered the Bay and Lake ; but those who are accustomed to the Bay
can tell that the water has been getting steadily dirtier year by year

—

a result to be deplored, but not to cause astonishment, bearing in mind the

amount of sewage that is constantly pouring into it. As if this were

not enough, the city is gradually closing the Eastern Gap, with the ulti-

mate intention, it is said, of making the Island a peninsula, and thus

arresting the only means of purifying the Bay. The sole salvation of this

sheet of water, from a sanitary standpoint, is the current that is set up
lij thr iriiiil iliil
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would make the Bay little better than a stagnant pond. The rdle of raven
or alarmist is not an enviable one; but it is unfortunately only too apparent

that if the pile-driving at the Eastern Gap of the Bay is continued, and
the sewage is not diverted, a serious epidemic must result sooner or later.

In the Toronto sporting programme of Saturday the great difficulty was
to decide what kind of sport to patronize. Those who favoured the lacrosse

grounds were enabled to witness a stirring match between the Torontos and
Caughnawaga Indians, in which the former were victorious by two games
to one, though it is to be regretted that the match was again characterized

by rough play, in which free fighting was once more indulged in, a member
of each team being very properly ruled out. On the bay, both the Toronto
and Argonaut Boat Clubs held their annual Club Spring Fours, over almost

the same course—an arrangement, which seemed to give especial satisfac-

tion to the friends of both clubs, who assembled in large numbers in

response to the invitation to the "At Home " given at either boatrl^ouse, as

a constant succession of heats was kept up through the afternoon, and
some good contests were witnessed. In cricketing circles, the great attrac-

tion was the Upper Canada College "At Home," when a most interesting

match was witnessed between the Residents and Non- Residents, by which

the former, thanks to the magnificent batting of E. R. Ogden, pulled off the

match by seven wickets. For the losers, A. Gillespie proved a tower of

strength, but he had no one to back him up. For the intermediate lacroase

ship at Montreal, the Young Shamrocks defeated the Ontarioa,

of Toronto, byttlTeA.g^es to one, the play, like that at home, being eapec^

ally rough.

The Royal Canadian Yacht Club have just revived the old custom of

placing their craft for one day in each week at the disposal of lady friends,

as was done in the days of the " Ripple " and the " Geraldine." The
Club has decided on devoting each Tuesday afternoon to ladies' sailing, and
a committee has been appointed to arrange that all fair guests calling to go
out on those days will be conveyed on board some yacht for that purpose.

As the boats will mancEuvre together, the bay on Tuesday afternoon may
be expected to present a gay appearance. At the termination of the
"cruise" the ladie* will be invited to take refreshments at the Club
House. I

The Toronto Conference of the United MetfiMist^tmrch is now m con-

vocation. A pleasant sign of the times which cannot fail to be appreciated

by those interested in the Protestant Church is the visits of delegations

from both the Presbyterian and Anglican Churches to their brother min-

isters now assembled. Though the differences which separate the three

bodies cannot be ignored, yet the points of similarity are much more

important and vital. In the present state of_the Church the divers creeds

which may be the distinguishing characteristics of either body need not

be seized upon as subjects of animosity or irate discussion. The hearty

reception accorded the visiting representatives, and the brotherly wishes

extended on either side, would^sorely go far to dispel th» tratb of ths-

Arranobhents for a lawn tennis tournament in Toronto have been
completed. It is to take place on the Lawn Tennis Club's grounds on July
1st, and will be open to residents in Canada. The club will offer prizes

for gentlemen's singles and doubles, and several matches will be arranged
to come off during the tournament. It is intended also to have gentlemen's
and ladies' (mixed) doubles. Entries have been received from London,
Ottawa, and other places, and it is understood that other Toronto clubs
will send competitors. The tournament will not? interfere with the one
fixed for September, which will be open to all comers.

The "Amateur Fox Hunt Club" met on Hanlan's Island on Saturday,
for what was pleased to be advertised as an afternoon's " sport." Possibly
the noveltiesof the proceedings may have attracted many, as ladies were also
present ; but the sport—or, to call it by its right name, murder—witnessed
will surely prevent such a scene of absolute cruelty again desecrating a
place indissolubly connected with the name of a man renowned for fair

play in all sport For the amusement of these noble sportsmen (1) two
bag foxes were carried across. The " pack "—why are there no mongrel
names for mongrel sports 1—was a most incongruous one. Dogs of all

breeds, and dogs of ab breed at all, for once met together on terms of
equality, and sad to relate, dogs that have graced with honour the show
bench were entered for degenerate sport like this. It is true the poor victims

jrere given % tow moments' law, then the yelling and yelping crew poured^

l ^ ll f l jlffli^M

words of Cowper, which in many instances, with the broad Veil of Charity

so often wanting, were unfortunately too frequently verified.

Religion should extingaish strife,

And make a calm of haman life
;

Yet friends who chance to differ .
'

On points which God has left at large,

How freely will they fight and charge— ^

No combatants are stiiler.

It must also be remembered that John Wesley, the great founder of

the body which bears his name, was, at one time, an Anglican minister,

and up to the time of his death he retained a profound love and esteem

for the time-honoured Church of England.

A Canadian Anthem, written and composed by Mr. Eerrison, will be

performed at the concert to be given by the Toronto Choral Society during

the coming Semi-Centennial celebration. The first verse is as follows :

Qod preserve oar native land.

Fair Canada the free
;

Hay Bis right hand
Protect oar land.

And guard her liberty.

Then shall each valley.

Each mountain and plains
'

Sing in glad chorus
The grand refrain :

Canada, fair Canada,
Ood's blessing rest on thee.

Hay His right hand
-Protect ova land
^nd guard her ]ib«t^
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There were sixteen failures in Canada reported to Bradstreot's during

the past week, as compared with seventeen in the preceding we6k, and
with twenty-eight, eight, and eight respectively in the corresponding weeks

of 1883, 1882, and 1881. In the United States there were 187 failures

last week reported to-Bradstreet's, as against 178, 137, and eighty-five

during the corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882, and 1881. About eighty

per cent, were those of small traders whose capital was less than $5,000.

'

^
Says the Chicago Current :

" Since the Dominion of Canada was
organized under the British North American Act of 1867, the confeder-

ated provinces have contrived to run up a debt of about 8250,000,000, or

to be accurate, $254,159,104. It was increased by $50,000,000 at the last

session of the Dominion Parliament, which was chiefly occupied dealing

out subsidies to allay provincial jealousies. This is very bad for a country

with a population of less than 4,500,000. What the Dominion seems to

need is more people ; but they do not come very rapidly. They go away,
however. There are 700,000 Canadians in the United States."

Mr. W. Henry Barnbby is the author of a book just published on
" Life and Labour in the Far West," and some of his opinions on Manitoba
matters may be worth quoting as those of an " outsider." Needless to

say, Mr. Barijeby has visited the great North-West Territory, arid thus

writes of Winnipeg :
" Winnipeg, however, has a future before it—in

fact it is looked upon as the great city for the whole of the North-West,

while it is believed that any investment in land which could be made at a

fair price within ten or twenty miles of the town would be of much ultimate

value. Meanwhile the streets, though wide, are not half made. The soil

is a black loam of very considerable depth, there is some small scrub wood
about, but this, of course, would all plough out if the land were cultivated.

The winter lasts about six months, and usually commences with November,
January and February being the hardest months. June is considered to

be the" rainy month. Thunderstorms are not frequent, and mosquitoes are

not particularly troublesome." Speaking more at length in a subsequent

chapter concerning Southern Manitoba, Mr. Barneby gives it as his opinion

that, while a great deal of the soil is undoubtedly of first-class quality and
6tr superior to anything he saw in the North-West territory, it is mostly a
grazing country, and that stock-raising w""lJ be more profitable than
wheat-growing, which, according to the present system of farming at least,

must collapse in a few years. The land is not so deep nor so suitable for
'

wheat as that in the Red River Valley, but for stock-raising it has in many
parts great advantages, both from its undulatiilg character and the number
of its ponds and creeks. The present settlers have not enough capital to

invest largely in stock, and should they ever come to possess it, our author
thinks that their land is so cut up with ploughing that it will be impossible

to keep the cattle off the crops without doing a great deal more fencing

than would have been necessary had the farms been judiciously laid out at

first As regards these crops themselves, wheat, oats, barley, and potatoes

grow most luxuriantly upon the land when first broken, and for from one
to four years afterwards, according to the depth of soil. Potatoes, especially,

do exceedingly well. Mr. Barneby hardly ever saw a bad crop in all

Southern Maiutobfc

Not only is there a difficulty in finding masters for many old estab-

lished pack of fox-hounds for the coming season in England, but there is

an unfortunate spirit of opposition to the sport springing up in the breasts
of the farmers. English agriculturists, as a rule, -are not wise in their

philosophy. Not so many years ago, those of them who had been cultiva-

tors of hops agitated for the repeal of the hop duty. As a result, the

market has been glutted with those of foreign growth, and the burden of
the duty would gladly be borne again by the growers at home. So it is

likely to be with fox-hunting. It is only when it is put down that its

opponents will begin to reckon what they have lost in doing away with so
important a market as that caused by hunting. Some idea of the money
spent may be gathered from the annual table, just published. Independent
of stag-hounds and harriers, there are now in England over one hundred
and fifty packs of foxhounds. These packs will give some five hundred
meets per week, and allowing that each costs.as many times £600 as it

hunts in a week, we get a total of £300,000 as an approximate amount
needed to keep the various establishments going. Now, add the amount
spent to those riding to hounds on the purchase, keep, shoeing and necessary
saddlery. Say that there are but one hundred men to each hunt, abd that

they have but two horses a-piece, valued at the low figure of £50 each

;

that gives 15,000 men with 30,000 horses, and their value one and a-half

millions of pounds. The keep of these horses amounts to a very large sum,
which either directly or indirectly finds its way into the farmers' pockets.

The employment of labour in connection with these hunts must also bo

considered. There are huntsmen, kennel-huntsmen, whippers-in, stable-
men, feeders, and a host of subordinates, all causing a vast sum to be
circulated every year, much of which would, were it not for hunting, be
spent abroad in a more pleasant clime' than that usually associated with an
English winter. .

.
Mr. Spurqeon, last week, reached his fiftieth birthday, and the occa-

sion was made use of by his numerous friends and admirers to present to

the reverend gentleman a substantial purse, as a slight recognition of his

lonjf and arduous services in the cause of Christianity. Probably no man
of the day, no matter to what persuasion he may belong, has awakened'so
much enthusiasm in the cause of religion as the now shining light of the
Baptist creed. This enthusiasm is by no means confined to his own congre-
gation, or even to the metropolis, where his chief labours are directed, but
radiates throughout the whole civilized world. The works published by
the great Baptist divine are translated into every known language. Like
many other illustrious divines, the present preacher of the London Taber-
nacle met, at the outset of his career, difficulties of no ordinary nature.

Scorned, despised and scoffed at, even by men who, like himself, professed

to be God's ministers, he has surmounted every obstacle, and the records

raised by him in his career will mark an everlasting testimony to the work
he has accomplished, in both the cause of religion and education.

From recent accounts given of the progress of the Panama Canal works,
it would appear that M. de Lesseps is pushing on with characteristic vigour.

Already twenty-three sections of the line have been opened, and workshops
on the most complete scale have been run up at convenient intervals. The
population is growi ig at a remarkable rate. There is, we are informed,

"a perfect mania for building." The process of excavation is that which
is, of course, of the greatest interest, and it is going on with great rapidity.

Six powerful dredges are being constructed at Philadelphia. Blasting

must first be resorted to when schist or gneiss is encountered. As one
example of the metamorphosis caused by all this activity and outlay of

money, the town of Colon is instanced. It was a miserable little hamlet
in 1880, but is now a prosperous town, with brisk trade and swarming
streets. The company has spent between six and seven millions sterling

during the last three years and a half, but not even the major part in

strictly canal operations. M. de Lesseps is very sanguine as to the results

of.his great exertions and enterprise, and if no hitch should occur, his

confidence will, no doubt, prove well founded.

Commentinq upon the ill-judged action of the Duke of Richmond, and
others with protectionist proclivities, in the matter of discouraging the

importation of cattle into England on the pretence of stamping out disease

the Liverpool Mercury says :
" Two con play at the game of excluding

cattle. America has retorted upon us by a severity of quarantine which
is in some instances almost prohibitory ; and the Herefordshire farmers are

bitterly complaining of the blow dealt to them. That is not all, the tariff

has nearly doubled in twelve months ; and the result is to make the

farmers ^ many of our agricultural counties very anxious about the

future."

In the course of a recent trial in one of the civil courts, the fact was
revealed that Signoi*Foli is not Signer Foli, but Mr. A. J. Foley. The
absurdity of Italianising homely names has often been exposed, but never
more vigorously than by Mr. Santley's refusal in his early operatic days
to be christened Signer Santelli. Mr. Foley should adhere to his meek
admission^of name and nationality. His fine voice and artistic method will

continue to sustain his reputation.

Our able contemporary, the Chicago Current is mis-informed when it

reports that Mr. Sims Reeves, the world-famed tenor, has "only the
wreck of a voice to bring to America." As the result of the exceeding

care Mr. Reeves has taken of his voice, he sings almost as well to-day as he
has any time during the past fifteen years. It is in the recollection of m»ny
even "on this side" that, upon an occasion three years ago when the Reeves,
pera et fil, sang at the same ballad concert in St. James' Hall, London,
-the universal verdict was, not alone that Sims Reeves was, despite his age
infinitely the better singer of the two, but that he was then just as capable
of doing justice te a tenor song as he had been at any previous period of

his career. It is well known in the profession that had Herbert Reeves
fulfilled his father's expectations, he would have been kept persistently

before the public as the recipient of his father's mantle ; and the latter

artist would have retired " full of honours." The sjn, however,
despite all the prestige which^ father's name gave him, was unable to

\- i
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hold position as a leading tenor, and as the paternal coffers were none too

full, Mr. Sims Reeves has had to continue accepting engagements.

A PiKM of English publishers have just published a volume which
politicians will like to read. It is Mr. Disraeli's two works, the first about
himself, " What is He ? " and the second his " Vindication of the English

Constitution," in letters addressed to Lord Lyndhurst. They are prefaced

by a sketch of Lord Beaconsfield's career by Mr. Francis Hitchman, which
would be quite as interesting and somewhat more telling if it had not too

much of the air of superfine superciliousness. The pamphlet " What is

He? " contains Mr. Disraeli's early declaration that the restoration of the

aristocratic principle of government is utterly impossible, and that the

democratic principle must be made predominant by the repeal of the

Septennial Act and the adoption of the ballot. In his " Vindication of the

English Constitution," published in 1835, he also proposes to appeal against

those who call themselves " the people " to the nation. It is all curious

reading, and goes far to justify the clever mountebank theory which so

long in the English mind accounted for all Lord Beaconsfield's incon-

sistencies.

CLERICAL EDUCATION AND STUD Y. *

Wk have reason to believe that there still exists a tolerably large class of

religious people who profess to despise learning as a qualification for the

Christian ministry. We do not for a moment imagine that these people

quite understand what they mean by their jealousy of theological and still

more of scientific knowledge among the clergy. They certainly have not the

slightest notion of carrying out their theories into all the departments of

religious knowledge ; still less would they apply them to other departments
of thought and action. We fear they would hardly employ a lawyer or a
doctor because of his piety, when they knew him to be ignorant of law or
of physic. Nay, more, they would consider theological ignorance to be
very disgraceful in a minister, if it happened to be ignorance of their own
favourite tenets. It is only knowledge outside the limits of their own
creed which they regard as useless or dangerous, for of course that is carnal
knowledge, lacking the consecration of their peculiar Shibboleth. These
people are like-minded with the Caliph Omar who burnt the Alexandrian
Library. In the view of that commander of the faithful, the Library was
useless if it contained only what was in the Koran, and mischievous if it

contained anything contrary to it. In either case, therefore, it was proper

to bum it.

We have some reason to fear that the number of these religious dispar-

agers of learning is more considerable than is generally supposed ; and what
they lack in numbers they make up in zeal, so that we fear many of the

clergy are discouraged, and deterred from pursuing studies which are abso-

lutely essential to their usefulness, by having it impressed upon them that

such labours do not pay, are perhaps more of a hindrance than a help, and
in any case that their time might be spent more usefully. This is a very
real and pressing evil and danger. It may be quite true that a great deal

of good may be done by ignorant and uninstructed men and women. We
have no very minute knowledge of the success of the Salvation Army^ but
we are willing to hope that many are benefited by its peculiar methods of

work. But we should certainly not conclude from this that a procession

headed by a brass band and a drum *-ould therefore be the best organiza-

tion for the evangelization of the world.

What are the complaints respecting the religious condition of the

present age, which seem most serious and alarming 1 We hear it said on
every side that the Christian Church is letting go the thoughtful, the
studious, the intellectual—nay, worse, that in many congregations the

attendance is made up chiefly of women, and that men are conspicuous by
their absence. And this is said, and apparently is in a good measure true,

not of one communion or another, but of every form of Christianity which
prevails amongst us.

Shall we better this state of things by having the ministers of religion

worse educated than the members of other professions 1 Shall we get men
to respect religion by saying that it flourishes most where its teachers are

most ignorant 1 Few would go so far as that ; but iil fact, the prejudice

against learning in a Christian minister must rest upon some such theory.

It is a cruel wrong to teachers and taught The clergy have temptations

enough to neglect their studies. For most of them, overwhelmed as they are

with practical work, it needs more self-denial and resolution than moet men
possess, to tear themselves away from the ordinary routine of life, and
devote themselyes to regular, continuous, systematic study, even of their

Bible and their Qreek Testament, to say nothing of those subjects such

* A Lilt of Book$ intended aa an aid in tha aalaotion o| a Pisioi'a Libiait. Prinea-
ton Theologioal Bcminary. Bobinion, Prinoaton, N. J.

as Church History and Theology—which cannot be disregarded without

loss by every Christian teacher.

These remarks have been partiallj suggested, and immediately occa-

sioned, by examining a list of books put forth by the Princeton Theological

Seminary for the guidance of Christian ministers in getting together a

theological library. It is very pleasant to see that the colle^ of the great

,

Jonathan Edwards, now so worthily presided over by Dr. McCosh, sets

before its students a standard so hig^ as that which is represented in this

catalogue. It is especially gratifying to find that the authorities do not

think it necessary to confine the reading of the students entirely to books

which take their own side in church questions. Naturafly and properly

the principal treatises recommended upon the controverted subjects support

the Presbyterian view ; but there are a good many which advocate the

principles of other Christian communities.

In the first place the range of subjects is very considerable, although

all of them are nearly or remotely connected with theology. Most of the

books mentioned are in English ; a very few are in Latin ; we have not

remarked any in any other language, although a good many are translated

from the German, and a few from the French. The selection is so good
that no minister of any denomination would go far wrong in buying any
or all of the volumes here recommended, as far as his means would allow.

This being so, we may do some service by noting a few of the omissions

which have struck us in glancing over the list. Some of them may perhaps

be inevitable, but others are less intelligible. It is possible, however, that

some books may have escaped our notice, as they may fall under various

heads, and indeed the principle of classification is not in all cases quite clear.

Among the '• collected works," all that are mentioned have a good claim

to their place ; but we are rather surprised to find the names of Flavel and
Mason beside that of Owen, while John Howe is ignored. Among the

Episcopalians we are less astonished to find only the names of Leighton and
Taylor (Hooker is mentioned elsewhere) ; but Hall and Barrow and some
others that we could dame might have been included. Among the apocry-

phal books, Tischendorf's edition of the spurious Gospels, Acts, Revelation,

etc., should certainly have been mentioned, and perhaps Hilgenfeld's

"New Testament outside the Canon." Among introductions to the Old
Testament we should have had the work of Bleek ; his Introduction to the

New Testament is mentioned. Under Acts or Apostolic History, Lewin's
book on St. Paul should be mentioned.

Passing on to " special topics," under the head of " Inspiration," we
have neither Lee nor Row, whose works are certainly superior to those

given. Under Philology, while we have Cremer's excellent Dictionary of

New Testament Greek, we miss the no less excellent and more complete,

if more condensed. Dictionary of' Grimm. Under " Prophecy," the books
given are all good, but surely the very remarkable work of Davison should

not have been omitted. It may be a little old-fashioned, but it is the work
of no ordinary mind. An omission which greatly surprised us was Reuss
"Theology of the Apostolic Age." Certainly Reuss is. not quite orthodox;

but he is a writer whom no theologian can safely ignore, and this work
of his is one of peculiar ability and interest, with a great deal at once of

German depth and of French lucidity.

Passing on to "commentaries," wffthintthoBp of Kalisch orf Genesis,

Exodus, and Leviticus, should have been mentioned. It is true that

Kalisch is a Jew and a rationalist ; but wo imagine that his books cannot

be ignored. We miss further Cox's very interesting history of Job. By
some accident Delitzsch's admirable commentary on the Psalms is left out
(his books are generally mentioned). We also miss Cheyne on Isaiah,

Dean Plumptre's most interesting book on Eccleiiastes, and Dr. Pusey's

work on Daniel.

It was hardly worth while to give Barnes' Notes, and we were a little

surprised not to find Morison's valuable commentaries on St. Matthew
and St. Mark. We think, too, Olshau sen's commentaries are quite

worthy of mention. Under the " parables " we ought to have had Bruce
and Goebel. Under Romans and Corinthians, Beet's commentaries should

have been named ; and certainly Hengstenberg and Lange are insufficient

representatives of the Book of Revelation.

It would be easy to supplement the lists in many other places. Thus
we miss the names of Crawford and RitschI, as well as Magee, under the

heading of the " atonement," those of Hoppin, Brooks, and Bautain under
the " pulpit," and among writers of sermons we miss such names as the

Anglican Magee, and the Baptist Maclaren, preachers who have not their *

superiors in England.

While, therefore, we regard this catalogue with satisfaction,m a useful

guide to ministers in forming their libraries, it will be seen (and the list

of deficienciea could be greatly enlarged) that there is much that might be
added. Indeed, if such additions should seem to swell the collection to an

unreasonable extent, some of those given might be omitted ; or still better,

the practice observed of putting an asterisk before the most important

'volumes might be carried a little further, by which means the less impor-

tant books might be resrved for future purchases. C.

LITTLE DRESSED-UP DOLLS.
\) -
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THE PRESBYTERIAN ASSEMBLYAND PARTY POLITICS

The Church moves as well as the world, and it is a noticeable sign of the

times that an overture, condemnatory of the execrable spirit which has

taken possession of our party politics, has obtained for itself a hearing in

the highest court of the Presbyterian Church of Canada. It was not the

most respectful hearing that might have been tendered to it. The subject

was novel in that place, and many, evidently, did not quite know how to

treat it—whether to laugh or cry over it. Few of the leading spirits of

the venerable court condescended to notice the matter, and -those who did,

notably Messrs. Macdonnell and Pitblado, are deserving of much commen-
dation for their frank, manly utterances. But that the matter has b^n
mooted at all amid such surroundings, the principle conceded that religion

has something to do with politics, and the duty of the Church recognized

in regard to putting down lying and slander among politicians as well as

other classes of people, are by no means unimportant matters for congratu-
* lation.

The overture brought before the Assembly sets forth, in very temperate

language, the undeniable moral mischiefs wrought by ah intense and

unscrupulous party spirit in politics. That it is doing much to undermine

the love of truth in our country, producing a vast amount of strife and

bitterness, and seriously hindering the love and good-will that ought to

prevail in a Christian land, are serious allegations, but true, every word of

them. The sacrifice of independence of p^rsonal character and opinion to

party allegiance is another important phase of the matter, constituting an

evil of no small magnitude in a professedly free country like ours. "These

topics are fully as worthy the attention of a great church court as most of

the questions usually brought before such bodies, and much more so than

many on which a large amount of time is apt to be wasted. The speeches

of Rev. Messrs. Armstrong and Moore, in support of the overture, were

sensible, to the point, and worthy of more serious attention than seems to

have been accorded them.

It would have been well if a more clear-headed and less impulsive orator

than Rev. W. 8. Ball had led the debate which followed. Speaking on

the spur of the moment, as he usually does, he made some strange state-

ments and moved a queer amendment. In view of the well-known fact that

the late Hon. George Brown always aimed to make the Globe a good Pres-

byterian paper, and considered that he succeeded so well as to render any

other Canadian Presbyterian journal needless, it Ls rather extraordinary

that Mr. Ball should affirm that Presbyterians are not at all extravagantly

strong in the expression of their political opinions ! He used- to think the

Grits possessed with the very devil of political depravity. What change

has come o'er the spirit of his dream that now he looks upon them as doves

when compared with the serpents that hiss and show their fangs on the

other side' of the party lines 1 Mr. Ball's amendment proposed to " com-

"inunicate with other religious bodies to ascertain if any steps can be taken

to obviate the evil." What need for this action on the part of exponents

of a Bible which commands the putting away of lying, seeks to diffuse

peace and good will on earth, and bids every man " prove all things," and
" be fully persuaded in his own mind " ? The Assembly did but show its

good sense in voting so absurd an amendment down, and in passing a reso-

lution urging the duty of "fostering in the community a more judicial,

patriotic and charitable feeling with regard to all matters affecting the

politics and government of the country."

It is \tt likely that this will be the last of the matter. Truth has

always been remarkable for its echoes, and so much of it on this subject

as found a voice in the recent General Assembly will reverberate and "stir

the silences " all over Canada. Surely all ecclesiastical bodies wUl have

something to say about it. In the recent Presbyterian discussion care was

taken not to condemn party as such, or to trace the evils recognized and
condemned to the necessary influence of machine politics, but more thorough

and careful attention to the subject wUl convince thoughtful and candid

minds that the system itself is to some extent responsible, that the evils

deplored are not merely incidental, but inherent, and that the only way to

bring our political machinery into line with truth, righteousness and indi-

vidual freedom, is to reform it altogether. W. F. C.

So we call them, poor children ! half in regret, half in scorn, that the
silly mother has put her main care and thought upon their finery. But
this does not express the whole pitiful case. They are not dolls, and the

little hearts are apt to be aching under those wide white collars as really

and as frequently as those under the diamonds and point lace.

I know two little girls who always look like rose-buds. Fresh, crisp

hats and ruffles give a bright appearance. But if you ask one of them,
quietly sitting apart, to go play with your other little guests, she shakes

her head :
" Mamma says she'll punish me if I tear my dress." The other,

a most active-minded looking, tiny creature, about seven, said one day in

cold blood, with the deliberation of a worn old man :
" I wish I was dead."

" Oh, why do you say that, my dear child !
" " Because I am so tired."

Life was one weary care-taking. Some ds^, probably, she will love dress

well enough, and be all too willing to sacrifice herself for it—childhood's

happiness lost, and life's holiness of aim lost too ! If their mother were-to

see this, she would never suspect that I was speaking of her children.

She thinks they are contented and fortunate.

The single rule which I have seen enforced upon very small children,

not to sit on the floor, does great harm—far more harm than the white

dresses all winter can do good. The resolution and experience of a grown
woman does nit make her goUnd carry a big chair from the other end of

the room whenever she is tii-ed and needs it ; and a child watched and
kept routed up from the carpet, will stand for half hours together, day
after day, through its shifting plays, the little weak ankles suffering, and
the forming constitution strained.

Moreover, the unhappiness is not confined to " over-dressed " children
;

many who are quite simply clad are over-dressed for their means, and
equally to be pitied for the anxiety which they endure. Their clothes are

made, perhaps quite uaconsciously to the well meaning-mother, the promi-

nent thought and fear of their lives, especially on all occasions when they

must wear their good ones.

I heard an elderly mother, not a very lenient one, either, on the clothes

subject, say that she took great care not to find fault about mishaps which

came to light on getting home from little trips and frolics, because she had

such painful recollections of how her own good, but strictly careful, mother

had spoiled all these pleasures of her childhood by the scolding, or worse,

which she grew to expect as a certain greeting on her return. The thin,

old best dress was torn, the ribbon lost, the shoes which had been so diffi-

cult to get were scratched, and the hard-driven mother's lynx-eyed inspec-

tion always found something to overthrow her patience.

There may bo stringent circumstances in which regard for children's

future life-long interests requires the keeping up of a decent appearance even

at the. cost of suffering ; but even here be careful how you put on the

screws of misery. Character is so much more important, and so much
easier made or marred, than prospects. An understanding throughout the

family of the real state of the case, would do much to rouse them to care,

and to make thein womanly and manly in the highest sense, as well as in

this practical matter ; and penalties rather as reminders than as punish-

ments would be less bttter.

In the great majority of our American families, the effort is made to

dress as well as possible. Is it wise 7 Is it as elevating as it seems to be J

as elevating as effort bestowed in some other directions 1

The exact question lies here ; whether it is best for you to dress your

children as well as you can, or best to leave the margin of energy which

you may save from that to give them a little extra home happiness, more

training of their morals, and an example which will not have such a strong

appearance of worldliness. , Margaret Meredith.

EDGAR^FAWCETT.

Mr. Froude has abandoned his projected tour through America and

Australia. The ^BAi volumes of his Carlyle biography will be ready in

October.

It is undeniable that in certain of the most distinguished of American
poets exists a marked deficiency in the sense of form, in symmetry of

construction, and in finish. Poe was master in all the magic of rhythm,

a wizard conjuring potently with musical balance of words. Longfellow,

in his riper work, displayed fine technical skill. Stedman and Aldrich have

hardly a living superior in matters of pure technique, in the essentially

artistic qualifications of a poet. But these stand out as exceptions. Some-
times it looks as if the idea were of supreme importance, and to be devel-

oped at all hazard, while the medium of expression is handled with a trace

of impatience or contempt. In the minor poets much more than this is

apparent. One feels too often that their reverence for their art is scanty,

that they have a disdain of careful and devoted labour, perhaps no percep-

tion whatever of the need of recasting, of polishing, of perfecting. An
idea, an emotion, an incident, or a romance is forced into ill-fitting garments
of Crudely constructed verse. All deficiencies in the manner, should such be

i-*i
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ackaowledged to exi^t, njust be compensated for by the value and beauty
of the matter; which value and beauty themselves may chance to be allbut nonexistent. And at best, how rarely is it realized that in so subtle
a creation as song ha f the matter indeed is the manner. Body and soul
are by no means so thoroughly made one as are language and thought in
poetry; by no means so potently do they act and re-act upon each other
as do the word and the idea in song. It would be genius sublime indeed
that could afford to display itself always in slovenly verse. But the fact
IS that in slovenly verse sublime genius is hidden, not displayed. Groat

was at fault"""^'

'^'"'"^'' *'°'''^"'>' "'«""
' >' "'as JSst then their genius

A young poet therefore who is essentially an artist, reverencing deeply
his art, and master of all its technicalities, should attract our most earnest
regard. Such a poet is Mr. Edgar Fawcett. Never falling into the snare
Of sound for sweet sound's sake only, his pregnant lines are nevertheless
harmonious as though his sole aim were harmony. Like Keats ho isenamoureJ of hne phrases. His phrases, too, like those of KeatslHf
unlike those of many verbal gymnasts, are really fine, ring true, have a
solid substance to them. The fine phrases that Keats loved, full of sweet-
ness and colour, and perfume and music, are scarcely even akin to those
sonorous collocations of words which one of the greatest of living poets
delights sometimes to string for us. which not seldom seem to us

"Like a tale of little meaning, though the words are strong."

Mr Pawcett's phrases are moulded with nicest skill ; he makes them
rich and delicious, fit to be rolled under the tongue ; but each has a reason
for being; each ,s vitalized with an idea. All through Mr. Fawcett's

L°!^^^I I '^•T/\^^."°'^'""
'•'''''''"« °* "Fantasy\nd Passion." ispercept be this high technical skill, this mastery of words, and abov; all

this subtle essence of poetry. Certain lines bring a feeling of velvety
richness on the hps repeating them. For example :

"Within her vaporona robe and one dim hand
Much asphodel and lotua doth the bear."

Of which the last line is one that the tongue is reluctant to let cease. The
sonnet containing these lines is entitled " Sleep," and was written for a
picture. Perhaps it is not too much to say that it has but one superiorn the whole range of English pictorial sonnets. It has greater unity, is
less exclamatory, than that marvellous one by Rossetti, "For a Venetian
Pastoral, which is surely the most perfect sonnet-music in the language.
This poem will serve to display very many of Mr. Fawcett's charactir-
stics Here in are well instanced the artistic perfection of rhythm, the well-
linked muHic of language that he knows how to create. As a colourist
also his faculty shows itself. He has a clear appreciation of values ; Wsquietest and most subdued tone is instinct with the glow of vitality Here

ir^^" if"'"-'-^
the definiteness and reach of his imagination ; Ihe clear!

p^portfon
^'''°'' rendering of the vision; Ms excellent sense of

ta^ plib nf .1.
•

^''^'u"*
symmetry of design displayed to advan-tage Each of these poems, however brief, is complete, rounded and jusUy

?hisKf fT "^ '""^^'^^'^^ °"**=<""« °* <='°«« '^^^ "o-ing B'udy of

herein to vl 1

%' '^"^1^^ "^^^'"^ °^ '''''"«• ^"''^'^'^'^ i"'«»«ity « ""t

wpnVviH ^ ^ °':V*'"''"**'''''y
"""^ keenness of search-these are

tboL. ?^- ^.°" *' '* ^^'^ ^" ^'"'"1^ ^^P«°' *he utterance of passionat^thought; though one or two of these small master-pieces are aglow wfth

«,?^L/.-'^*'''°''
^'^'^

"? ''^^''^- '^^'y "'' fi"«d. to^, with the "charm ofsuggestiveness; scarcely a poem but brings some new thought; Zme
Snl-a'-^ltblt'e ''''"' -''''' '' I-^-the'foirw^

what of Rossetti's gpl^h4idj)oem "The Last Confession." "Jael" iagrandly conceived, disturbing and then satisfying the imagination It
represents a sumptuous development of woman, inexorably self-held instern restraint The sinewy verse, admirably adapted to the subject-
matter, is slightly marred, however, by the prevalence of redundant
syllables giving the lines a restless and tumultuous character.

I have drawn the enrtains of my tent and shut
Heaven's vague supremitiea and the twilight moon
Palm-gilding, from mine eyes. I would that doors
Of massive metal dulled your grateful songs
To me, lying prone, veiled with my loosened hair,
Au agony in my thoughts, and loathing life."

Thou knowest of how the quick pulse ruled n».y heartWhen Sisera was near, yet how I have made
Face, form, and gesture one cold courtesy
Of decorous matron-hood severely pure.
Acting until the last my virtuous lie,

' — I ^ .,

Feeling the insolent animal in my veins
Gnaw at its bonds with fiery teeth "

_ , , ^ " Sing on,
Barak and Deborah, bless the Kenite's wife
Who thrust the deadly nail in Siaera's brow,'Who strove to free not Israel, but herself :Who failed "

But the poem in some respects the most remarkable of the wholecollection, is a short lyric entitled "Behind History." The unstrictedpraise wnich is so often applied to Browning's " My Lost DucheLWwith justice be applied to this. It is in a high degree forcible keen ir

in spite of Its exquisite compactness
; and indeed, for so many excellencesquite so excellently combined, one may make long search elseihem

" I am the Queen they hold so pure,
Th«y will carve my tomb one day, be sure.
With marble praise that shall endure.

"

sion>i»the rLt f^!'"'''' ^ ^u,
°^ */^'"'' "^^ tyrannous passion^ises againstthe rock of her indonntable pride. The flood, as is Wial with floSa ofthis sort, prevails ^ainst.the rock, overwhelms and covers it B^thetide ebbs more swiftly than it rose; and the rock, taking pitiless™ance, stands apparently inviolable, as before. Th;re is contain^ in tWspoem what most writers would require a volume to render. By mMtlrlvsuggestiveness and lucidity of expression Mr. Fawcett has indudTeverv

Ye7tiie mt:T"" "" ''/ "'°'^ ^'''^ "' " ^"'^''« "^^ destrucUve^i:;^Vet the marveUoua condensation is accomplished apparently with^eciease, with no trace of the " labour to be brief."
^ ^

" Or did the moon, through some sweet night long dead.Her splendour shed
^^

_S5i"""°
""'' '"'"''• "''''® Bilenoeheld its breath

5^1 one pure seulptured blossom t&inea and irew
Strangely to yon.

Cold child of moonbeams, marble and white death !
"

Or the following beautiful fancy :

" Down in the dim swamp, firefly throngs
A brilliant, soundless revel keep.
As though beneath their radiant rain
Another Danae slept her sleep I

"

But for proofs that Mr. Fawcett can interpret, not only external natureeven in his subtlest manifestations, but also the palim^ps^t of hulanpa«ion and thought, we must turn to that division of his work eSd"Voices and Visions " " The House on the Hill," the initial p^m of thTsdivision, IS a form of song in which success is difficult. I is an epi^e opassion and heart-ruin under the common light of the present daySifeIn form and subject not unlike some work of the younger LyttonuM^
^^f^ir^-^i-^'of.t clever.rit.r's productions L^Zt^'^lXi^tTand strength might be expected to make it. There is never a cyn3S
UiJTXT "•"*'°«'' °^ »>» e°>o«on. or the hollow ring to remindtne thathis breathless sympathy is all for the fiction of a poet'f idle hiS^ TW
iln hI^V*-

""^ attitudinfeing
;
but the story is'^briefly told, wTth viw^and directness, and its pathos of governed pain is deep Ld endu^^g^^^

T^u^ '«' him keep my hand, as I said
• The truth is better. Good-nightl Good-bye I"

and Violante, in blank verse. These are eminently strong and inrnres-.ive dramatic poems, worthy of most attentive study.
^

Perha^ps somewW
Z'lu^^'""'"' '^r P'«''«'-^«-«ave that penetrative ima^naSon and
IZ^t ^""""^ °/ "'^™'*-^ S'^« Pl«»«"'« to tl** intellect

;
they sUmu*atethought and conjecture, to a high degree. " Violante " reminded sm^^

To mention merely a few more poems representing the variety of MrFawceUs powers, let me caU attention to the grim weirdness of "d'o^^£ nf"^ /T'^"'^,'^'".'^ ' '^' ""«' gorgeousness and stealthyS
5r!t^ ^^f-

° T'g'^'^; above all, the tender human pitifulness, theWdrawn lamenting music, the inexpressible loneliness of the lovely "Cn^ll
"Xuviir' r;7r'-''"

*1°"«' --ewhat artificial, has a dellghtfSl^tA Souvenir is delicious slow music; and "One May Night," is brimmingwith richness and soft passion and warm colour. In thii poem alTn o^for wo others, we are reminded that Mr. Fawcett has stS^ tematically he genius of Mr. Aldrich. But the poetry of Mr. Aldrirtulyexquisite and jewel-like at its best, is occasionally, I think refined to ^hl_ verge of finicalness. This perilous verge Mr. Fawcett shun; with care
The foregoing extracts and comments have shown Mr. Fawcett erown*^

J^X^li:^.^''''!^^''^ «°""^ achievement, the author of work en^^^-^th strength robtiety, and sensuousness. Possessed also oTthe sinri^fvoice, the artist's intolerance of slovenly workmanship and an un3jsense of proport on, Mr. Fawcett should fulfil the most sanguine ex^c*tations. His defects have not been dwelt upon here, because, unliKex^llences, they are distinctly of the minor s^rt A f^w of 1^' lyri lacktheir full share of inspiration, having been written perhaps more as ametrical exercise than under strong compulsion of creativeTrir He,^

matter for blame, on the whole, is conspicuous chiefly by its absence.

Oharlbs G. D. Robbbtb, M.A.

THU GHURGHES.

A MOVEMENT which has made considerable Droureas in Pn»I..,J k i.

introduced intb Canada. The White CroHry has fofTts obrect^h^'promotion of purity, and fostering true respect for woman AbS^been organized m connection with St. Tho^ Church, Hamilton
DoM Smedlders, the Papal delegate to Canada, has paid a visit toOttawa, where he presided at the convocation of Univ^trCoUeir aSthe comer stone of the new buildin<r and maHe .»»«.-.iTjj ^'^'x .

hinted that the solution of the lavaT difficuUy wmZ^b^:?'^,;. !V^

Canada. The Pope is supposed to favour this plan
"»"tuuon m

many kind things said of him by the pIriYf aW» k
'^•^''**»»,*o *•

cheque for 122.5^00 was ha^Ted'CwStX'T^^^^j;

'
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on objects for the good of others. Though Mr. Spurgeon has, for some
time, been m feeble health he is still in the zenith of his intellectual andmoral power.

The impression is by no means uncommon that sympathetic and effective

SZ^r^T T u \ r'^'-^Pl'^hed among the lowest classes by those
of limited education who belong to that position in the social scale Pro-

lyl
^acdonald, of Ormond College, Melbourne, in a recent address, be-

hT.^.k"""' ^-i
?^ «ay».that the fullest theological training, other

JblTll ^^T?*^ 'f''^''P''".*' ^'"'^ *°'" 'abouring successfully to raisethe fallen. He « of opinion that it is the tendency of all really sound andgenerous culture to make men exalt what is common to humanity abovewhatever is merely accidental or restricted,
j'
»"uvb

oon^f
^°''7''»''.=^ occurrence has taken place in the relations of the Epis-

copal, Presbyterian, and Methodist Churches of Canada. They have b^en

^Hnn? ^^]tf ^^-^"a^
°"*«'" *° ''""^•'y Christian and fraternal salu-

' ^n'th« P T ?
"^?,"«°t.a' deputation, from the Diocese of Toronto,

^n^.hl
f^fbyterian General Assembly during its meeting in this city

fTf.X
Archdeacon Boddy and the Hon. Edward Blake conveyed thefriendly regards of the Synod, and met with a most cordial reception.Rev. Professor McLaren responded on behalf of the Assembly. The visit

cZ^^^^A ,1
*"°^ thorough cordiality greeted the Moderator,Uerk, and other prominent members of the delegation who gracefully paidtheir respects to the Synod of Toronto.

no gracetully paid

ChuTch h?jf°r '^'^''m
'=°°f«'-™'=«« of what is now the United Methodist

£ OaJ^r f^- ^^^ "°"y '^ """-^ 'l^*'^ nominal. Methodism,

il^ir^'J"
now homogeneous. No jar disturbed the harmony of thea^lgamated churches. Their representatives have been busy perfect ng

mfniof^H .'^''- .^«''>°'i'«"» ^'^ a- i°>Portant work to do in this D^
work all thlt'

""'^^ «ow consummated will enable it to accomplish that

conLtlll^L 7!Pf ^u
^^^ Toronto Conference has received the

tTJ^Tf «
^^^ ^"^''^'^ ""'* Presbyterian Churches on the realiza-tion of so auspicious a union. These manifestations of good- will surelymdjcate the growth of a larger Christian charity than was'common in tt

S^tital ill„,?„V?
"'^ *''*' '^^ ^''^^ °^ ^""^'^ bitterness and ecclesi-asncal jealousies are passing away.

of J^^
P'-°POfed solution of the religious education difficulty is one worthy

^nd^r^ 't '°t ^' r^"'*^ ^ * g'«^ misfortune if this should be

t^ove^v T7^}: ^T,""'""^,
^^^^'^ '""^ '^' "^"^^ °f political con-

Jmnor?/;.. r *'?°."Sbtful people, in all the churches, recognUe the great

sZTvIm 't'^T^
"""^ """"^ '^'^^'^8 °f ^be youth%f the Ld.Surely It s possible to agree On selected passages of Scripture to which noJnominational tinge can be imparted, foVreading and study in our pubric

t^iirr'^ denominational teaching whire it righUy belon^gs, to

^t^?n dav?th« J-
''"^'^^' "^^ ^*'""'^^- '^^^ °'^'' suggition. tlT^on

^^™ f
^- .ordinary teaching be shortened that an opportunity formoral training might be afforded to the children in the public sch^lsdulcare being Uken to enforce strictly the conscience clauLil^S;oworfh;

of unbiassed consideration. Certain it is that the existing regulatiorS

r^V^fetr^T ''^^--^-^^---^ ^ melnin^less encL^

Bishop Bryennios the discoverer of the MS. of " The Teachin- of

Se'edTt '/^.rt^i"'"'
J"'-'''^^ information, having been appSto%y

every manusoHnt verv oft«n on^LZ. «a'f»8"«;. B"' knowmg by experience that

•udthatonlV3ieflr,7of th,.«^ "'I'rt"/'
t^'?'"*' "ri'ten by different authors,

leaves I Sot'e^e^'c^^Ll'nVrElisira^t iL^of^^ 'thn^ '"^^^ °™' fonly details of the discovery." ^ ^
' '"' ^''''''- ^^^^ "« "»«

.
Asterisk.

Longfe low, our Wordsworth, Cowper, Goldsmith, oar Scott and Dickens, w»re to be
suddenly reprinted ia this fashion, what a mystification and universal grief wo,U
result! Yet if the next generation Is to^be educated in " fonetic orthografl, "

all
books printed from the day. of Milton to oar own will be equally obscure to our childrenA friend has just shown me a specimen of Milton's •• Paradise Lost " as printed in
the St. Louis Pluinetic Teaclur tor November 1880.

'

great gain by this wonderful economy, in the saving,
fifth " made up ov silent and other letrz."

It shows what will be our

as Dr. Hamilton saya, of one

At wons on th' eastern clif ov paradize
He lights, and to hiz proper shape returnz
A aeraf wingd : six wingz he wore, tu shade
Hiz lineaments divine ; the pair that chid
Bach aholder broad came mantling o'er hiz brest
With regal ornament ; the midl pair
Girt like a stari zone hiz waist, and round
Skirted his loinz and thighz with downi gold
And oolorz dipt in heven ; the third hiz feet
Shadod from either heel with fetherd mail.
Sky-tinctured grain. Like Maia'a son he stud
And shuk hiz plumz, that hevenli fragrans fild the circle wide."—ParadUe Lout. Book V. , Imet 27.5—287.

The next article following this ia headed: " Vagariz of Ordineri Speling" bat I
must say that to plain men like me, the ordinary spelling has^hia charm that we can
understand it at a glance

; whereas when I read of Milton's " Rafael ' with " hiz starizond waist/' and •• hizloinz and thighz skirted with downi gold and colorz dipt in
heven, I have no difficulty in discovering the great loss which such " vaggariz
of ordmeri speling" create for ms ; but I have not yet been able to find out any gain
worth talking of. The spelling reformers have been at it, to my knowledge, for more

^^r. /.r'"'
""" ""^ " '^''"'"° ^"" " ^ ''"'^ to induce the other Foxes to outOH their tails.

bSKEX.

THE CULTIVATIOK OF UNSETTLED LANDS.

To the Editor of The Week

:

Sir,-The cultivation of land in Canada may be said to be the fountain and found-
ation of Its prosperity, and any measure having more especially the object of its culti-
vation with knowledge and understanding miist be beneficial in its character There
isatill m the Northern portion of Ontario a large quantity of unsettled land which is
capable of cultivation, and the sooner it can be brought into that position the better
but It IS probable that owing to its northerly position there may not be that inflow of
settlers that is desirable

.

I have heard that some few years since the Ontario Government, with «/« mew ofinducing settlers, tried the experiment of clearing a smaU portion of Und on 100 acre
lots, and baUding a small log house and barn thereon, in one of the townships-

"

placmg the cost thereof on the.land, and to be paid back by instalments
; but largely

through the incompetence of the settlers it did not succeed. The phin I now wish to
propose is as foUows, viz : The Ontario Government to do as they did before in the
way of clearing the Und, and buUding the house and bam on 100 acre loto in a town-
ship

;
and if a settler comes with money in his hands, to buy right oat, seU to him

because ^ a rule he will be a thrifty man, but otherwise where credit is required,
let the sales be made only to married men who have worked on a farm in Canada for
at least two years, and who can bring testimonials from their employers for faith/al-
nessand abUity.

The advantages of this systeto over the indiscriminate one, I conceive would be
that you would have a class of settlers calculated to make the township a very
successful one, and would be the means of inducing many of those who are now
occupymg their time unprofitably at other various callings to turn their attention to
agricultural pursuits, as weU as bringing more working agriculturists from other
countries.

An ovkbnm uabs Sittub is Cihada.

,

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO COBBE8PONDENTS.

sending"hls^iS'toS!"' "
" """ '°*'* '"""^ '° "'*»" <^iVLmnn. Mid wlU be returned on the author

"B«i,mvA."_If M. J wishes this MS. returned, willhe please send his address?

T^fk.ir.,: . „, AMENDED SPELLING.To the Editor of The Week :

.,

J";.'7^''*'P'"*°8"'o™«" are clamoroui, as your correspondent, Dr. A. HamUton

diffioXe..
Meanwhile wiU you permit a peaceable enquirer to note his

.K
",'; ^'°»'.,^t^««>»«><il8p,Jin« of his exempUry letter, spells o/ ov showAc «Ao« thoz will wU. rieked riefc,. rea,onaiU reazonabl. etc. find in hT, UtL"

E'Zt" T °'""^' '"'"• '''^- ^-' •"»"«'• <""•• -""»
I
»n> assist;

tour totter, in a hundred sound.. No doubt this U a great matter when .ending a

STr X^^T"?^' °' "'*»" ~"' >"»' I *•" to ««• ^» gain as I stumble through^^JtoB. strange "orthographi." and with an effort di.oover the meaniSgiigiilaed in such qaeer form, of one* familiar words
What .trike. me i. thi. : If .U our old f^niUar book., oar Tennyson «ul

POLITICAL. '
'

To the Editor of The Week :

Sib, -The anxiety and caution shewn by the party press to steer clear of discussing
the question of Independence are less edifying than amusing. Owing ,o Sir Bichard
Cartwrights recent reference to the subject, the Tory press evidently expected the
U-rits to lead off m favour of a change m the constitution. The Utter have proved
themselves too wary or too tifnid to expose themselves to the obloquy certain to be
heaped upon them by their opponents should they venture to wander from the
orthodox pats so far as to hint at the necessity for any radical alteration in the present
state ^of poUtical existence. An irresponsible, anomalous Senate ; a Government
eifturely controlled by greedy rings, and an ultramontane hierarchy ; a number of
dissatisfied Provinces continuaUy demanding " better terms " under threat, of .ece.
Bon

;
and an enormous, ever-inoreasing debt, chiefly incurred in the construction of

unremunerative works to give effect to imperialist ideas, present a miniature of the
system under which Canada suffers and may. apparently, continue to suffer with the
consent of the wire-puUers and officials.of both partie., and of that party, in partionlar
whose leaders may chance to be in power. It i. weU that, apart from monopolist rimn.'
the official class and all whose interest it is to perpetuate existing misrule, there i. a
large moiety of the population who earnestly dtaire to escape'from • ruinon. and
degrading specie, of government even though it might be found necesMry to saorifio.
unperiol control to obtain their object. Independence, 'none should forget ho. been
proposed by Canadian state.men, both Grit and Tory, even at period. wh«i the
country was comparatively weU governed. Sir Richard Cartwrighf. hint concerning
It u but the lateet, and made at a Ume when the necessity for a great change i. infinitely
greater than ever before. Under aU the circam.tanoe., had Sir Biohard gone further
even to the length of snggesting an equitable and amicable union with tho great
Repubho, he would have been fully justified in the opinion of intelligent, hone.t men of
aU parties who are justly disgusted with exietent corruption and mal.admini.tration.
Annexation has been strenuously Ond ab/y advocated by Oonwrratives whose argument,
were amroerable neither by the loyal, par excellenc,, the favoonn of Ind.pen.tone., i>o>
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the champion, of protection to home manafwtare.. The, sought «ep.r.tion from

SttrtT"".'"'
"""""""""'""' »' " -- ofU/thiscTn"T

set le, colonvwtt^ , T .

"""'>'"'«" »' """"g »" defend . distant, sparselyse tle,l colony with a frontier stretching for thousands of miles along the borders of a.e y powerla and ambitioas, though kindred, nation to whose demand, Britain hL inheran..ety or Cana.la-s safety, yielded much, as in the case of the A.hburton Id
rTitsi ::

";
^' ''^ ""'''"^"'

"' ">'' *""""» -"«- ^--^ o^^-
">"'

reasons g ven for desiring union with the United States, such as the abolition of thecustoms' hue and rapidly enhanced real estate, is the following: •• In pl^e o war andthe alarmsof war with a neighbour, there would be peace and amity between thi'

:3 ifnUolw"""":'
''*'" "'^^«'«^"""" ^«'-- ""o United'stalTdh

a«na fl t \ f
"""""^ "*'""'' """" ''°' "'"'<' '•"« »">" <" Canada the sanguinary

That such ,s the inevitable condition of our state of dependence upon Great Britain isknown to the whole world, and how far it may conduce fokeep prudent capUalist Tom
"aSLT;::"::'' H

'"
"rr"""'-

°' "^"'"^^ '«'"«" from'selectlng a f'oreshlw^d

Invi«w of Canada's prospect,, blighted by mis-government, and of the MotherCountry s prospects, menaced as she is by war and troubles in Ireland, Afrh>a Ast

^A^Z T' '^'f
''''

'' '"' """ '° "« P""-«- o' '^" colony, "the aZtoentsadduced m favour of peaceful separation are more applicable now than ever Cont esscontains many who are friendly to England and to the idea of a grand An«lo sron

ToTcatr'T ""
M "^ """^'''"^ "^^"^"''"'•'^ "^ - addition Of thfiemrr:

cau:::^r;^tedr:^r'rga:^i^^-^^r '^^-

Aye, «nd often was heard the poor wanderer's blessin.?
Beneath the old elm at the Vicarage Gate.

M
! 80 exquisite too, on the lawn heavy-laden

With the sighs of the hawthorn and sweet mignonette .When the shy whispor'd « Yes," from the lips of the-
~

Whilst the cloud-stricken moon would her splendour'

ln'p.!vr?K M '"i
°"''''^'''' *•'•' ^°^«' »" unspoken, abate,Beneath the old elm at the Vicarage Gate.

a" ^^*' ^tr
^'^'y ''*''^y' *°»'l memory lingers,And dwells on the forms that are gone evermore,

But oft, m the gloaming, their shadowy fingers .Are beckoning on to Eternity's shore
And Hope from the past, an effulgency borrows.To lighten the path of the pilgrims who wait —
^^ t«e meeting with those who once mingled their sorrowsBeneath the old elm at the Vicarage Gate

H. K. CocKiN.

CANADIAN INDEPENDENCE. ^'^

To the Editor of The W(ek

Sir,-" Does any one think that Canada can obtain immiKrants so lona ... .,
•

colony," asks "A Canadian Nationalist " in a recent"2^0, he W„" l"":be aUowed to answer that there are »nmo .» .11 . ,. ,

wkik. I may
grants settle in Canada. notSstaXrour drpenint';: r "T' '" ^ ^'^
in a new country, generaUv do J^LZ T !

"^ *"""• ^'"P"' "'«' »«"'«

by what they can^ais^eS If ••^N^^e™ 't^'^'^
''" '""'' "^^ "^^

to the acre under a BepubUcaa Governmtt hTund riT^s^" T''
"^ '"'^

be weU for him to publish the information P«rh.! 1! I ^/ "'*'°' " ''°"''*

able ^uahty in colonial soiis whicITnt to S^sh'th^ewX^^owmg to the pernicious influence of thi, "Copyright Act'' tlaf™
""probably

otally ignorant of the injury thatis inflicted upon u7bytbf Enlh hT' •"'"f
""

Before -CN." published this interesting article m.nvr.nH^f:?'''"'*^''^-"
Enghsh people understood the subject of sWon n» ,

^»""*'»" beheved that the

that the British MercantUe MariTeta ^eSraV^^tV^^^^^ ^T'^'
^'

enoe. Bat there is another matter in r^^T^ 1, , . ' """ """"^ ^ «"«»-

It appears that the Privy CrnU whXe Jvft" *" '"'° '*'" ^ ^°""-
honest and impartial tribunaJ har^;„ I ^J i^*"

•"'=°»'°""«1 "> "g«rd as an

people and chea^hemou::ftL«h^;° t^l^T"^. '° "-Poverish onr

article might feel inclined to a,k the writer to mentio ,

'"°'^'' ^^° '""> "'"'

Privy CouncU had given corrupt or iC'1"" Ha'::;^^ tj 'T '"^
the evUs which we endure from British tvrannv.nH „„ * °""« "'

to "«1 further on that our bondagrntraranenrT?.' " '" '"' ''"'"^""7
to be accompUshed as soon a, convenfenn ter th

*""•.'""*/'"" °"' independence is

and Sir Leonard TiUey. We can Ihen ent^
?'"* °' ^*' •'°'"' *• "acdonald

inteUectual developme'nt, nn:ra^n^7;l:yTaroft: Priv^T' °', '"°"^'"' '"^
Copyright Act. Canada will then take her place amoi^th!^

^'"""' " '^' ^""'^
shall then be citizens of a great Benubhe w^h ^

,

°"""" °' '*« «""» ^e
about equal to that of rort'uga or'SL o'urT r

" "' '""'"'^ ^P"^'"-
_nations might n.t parhaps bf plea^in^S^ n^^oT ^^^ ZTl^''T-» Beventt-rate power, and not a very strong one at th»t M ^'*'* "°' »"

what aggressive neighbour to the S^uth o^ us Vn.
°^"' "" ^'^« " «°'"«-

strength; -bo would not hesitate L obi's uT^ul^
""" '•'° ''"«' "-

what signifies so small a matter as a foreiJ ,„ "f-
'""^ *"" """""ience. But

which we nowendurelrom thatTrrS^o

S

"a" """ns'^'"!"t "'^''''^'^

^.miectionmust go, and that Canada must Se t Lnb. r
' """ ^"''^^

BepubUc wUl not be very large either in wLut
BeP"bhc. It is true that our

deUght in contempUting profpect o va° t exlt'Td'"?''''"'''
'"' """^ °' "' ""o

Of our boundary line, and the7aac,hty^srro;Xrti:^r""""
'Vp^Sf

^ RECOLLECTION.

Once in my dreams I trod throngh moonlit places

V^tf°^^l T "*"« '^^«' night-birds amorously :Far over wastes where paled the daisies' faces
^

^"i"'
i
stood before a boundless sea. r

• A mighty ruin of fallen arch and storey
1 saw there, desolate upoa the lea.

But time had yet not wasted all ite glory
One figure reigned chere-'twas the form of Thee.

Carven it was in stone of fairest Parian

Thf!f
'^'•°°g'j\ I thought me, by Praxiteles

;

T^J^^^ "i^ °* sculptures worked in Darien,ihe grace and beauty that are Italy's.

Y«irs afterwards, the time you well remember,That statue living, robed in white, I saw.

An'!f^^T,f*^*'*^°S''^ September, ^

And moulded like a goddess without flaw.

Your queen-like head you bore like Cleopatra

Yonr bnr °vJ"" "^ your-soft, brown hair.Your breath was like a soft pulse of SumatraWhen scent of spice-groves fills the summer air.

Your nose was straight, keen-cut, so chaste and Grecian

Your neck so white, in pose it was Venetian,Your face so sweet, ala*,-a mystery.
TOBONTO.

J. E. Collins.

CARLYLEU FIRST LOVES.

BENEATH THE OLD ELM^ THE VICARAGE GATE

Uh
!
how peaceful the scene, when all Naturp ;. =1 •

Jave the Monarch of Night, and hS wTr^s d S^'And me.n ry alone, her fond vigil ig keeping
'

Beneath the old elm at the VicLgeS^
SeT:?d\^Tsth'eriLuo'n"*=5

^'^'^^^^ «*'""''

Aijd y^rU..p^Jl'TZ%^^^:^^ entwine.

Where the Graces of Home are forever enshrined

Ind'thtlair
°' '"^ •'"^'^' '""^^ kindljt^ingAnd the latch was ajar, even early and late,

I "BL0MINK."

;:^^^^';.;g^.t^PnS^ia. ly inwesting cla. of
genius has cast a spell over men is reLaL-1 f

'"'" ¥^' °* °'^« ^^ose
disguise, r^ystical.VmbolTclyri.^iTrH:. '° "« under some artistic

autobiographical, bui truer and mL ^""^"^"^
• ^'>^^ not avowedly

autobio|n»phies ;ver are To ?his^Ia^
spontaneous than acknowledgj

Goethe's "Werther," perhans a s„ stf 1,
''^ Schiller's "Robbers," ^

R^sartus" differs fom^ these S is Srr*''' ^°'^""^' ^°* "Sartor
thoughts and revelations of rteat^an^^'

unique, in combining the
problems of the worid >^ich have ner„W /T^^ V^'"''"'"

*" ''" ^he
of thought began-autobiolp^ since the ages
bnlbantcloudof wit,imarinS^?. J-'^°P''y "^^^ enveloped in abriIUanrcloudof"wit,7ma^^;^rdV,S

justt^". rr;e%ntafm:riTW P-*-- concerned

historyforthefirsttwent^reyeZ
of hi?^^ l"'!"'^

'^^ °"*'-»rd
and most impassioned em^otions^tr" the« revL^led'

"^^^P^^'/^P^^ences
veils, but with the life-blood of realitvTin?! L "^l

^"^pped in various
All, as he says of thi V^^m::^^^^^ H^''''''^

underneath,
'history in fragment^ mingled with fah.T^ ^ ^*!* ^°"°8 ^'°««a«s. «
b reality." It i^ true that he tells i^not fA ?.±'°«"^' ^^^^^^ »lso
is not fact but symbolical myth yet he h" ^^ -

-''°' " '° ^*^1«' »«"
of many of its 4idents. The picCre of HttT« n'''*^^"^

'^^ ^'^''^ ^^^^
one bright summer's mornin/Se thf^'TT '"'"^^ *» «=tool
actual transcript, he says of wS L* ^ ^t^^^""

^^'^ " an
compare the description ^of h s T^dhtod^*:^

*°
'^T"' '^'^ ^" ^^°

stances, in his " Reminiscent" w^S^^V ^ surroundings and Wjum-
hood cannot fail to^oT muTh „f

^^'^^^ .°"*"'«'«*l'°=l^J''s ctild-

Teufelsdr6ckh'ssufferi^f^:tl"ty/.r^e"
h"":" 1?" *^« ^'^^^

IJnn 36th, 1884.1

St Thomas de 1' Eufer occurred quite literally to himself in Leith Walk
as he was returning from his daily bath. In the chapter entitled
"Getting Under Way," many of Carlyle's actual experiences may be
discerned through the symbolical utterances in which he has clothed them.
" That in ' Sartor

' of the worm-trodden on, and turning into a torpedo
is not wholly a fable," he says, " but did actually befall once or twice, as
I still with a small, not ungenial, malice, remember." And though he has
made no confession that the romance of Teufelsdriickh's love for Blumine
had its counterpart in his own life, we find proof in the " Reminiscences "

that it was no fable but an absolute fact, invested in ' Sartor ' with that
poetical halo in which first love would certainly surround itself in a nature
of such intense feeling and vivid imagination as Carlyle's. Nearly fifty
years after, he tells the story in the " Reminiscences " in more prosaic
form, but with an almost &udible sigh for that old romance then " quite
extinct"

^
And now we must entreat forgiveness if in giving such an epitome of

this idyl of Carlyle's youth as seems necessary for our purpose, we are
inevitably compelled to mutilate and mar its beauty. Those who wish
to read it as it ought to be read may find it in the fifth chapter of " Sartor
Resartus."

" We seem to gather," writes Teufelsdrdckh's supposed editor " that
Blumine was young, hazel-eyed, beautiful, and some one's cousin ; .high-
born, and of high spirit, but unhappily dependent and insolvent ; living
perhaps on the not too gracious bounty of moneyed relatives. Teufels^
drockh's first meeting with her, was at a certain fair Waldschloss, where
he had gone officially one lovely summer evening. luvited to take a glass
of Rhine wine, he was ushered into a. Gardenhouse where sat the
choicest party of dames and cavaliers embowered in rich foliage, rose
clusters, and the hues and odors of a thousand dowers. Among them
glanced Blumine, there in her modesty, a star among earthly lights.
Hers was a name well known to him ; herself also he had seen in public
places

; that light yet so stately form, those dark tresses shading a face
where smiles and sunshine played over earnest deeps ; but all this he had
seen only as a magic vision, for him inaccessible, almost without reality.
And now that rose-goddess sits in the same circle with him ; the light of
her eyes had smiled on him; it he speak she will hear it Surely in
those hours a certain inspiration was imparted to him ; such inspiration
as is still possible in our late era. The self-secluded unfolds himself in
noble thoughts, in free glowing' words ; his soul is as one sea of light, the
peculiar home of truth and intellect, wherein fantasy also bodies forth
form after form, radiant with all prismatic colours. He ventured to
address he*, she answered with attention ; nay, what if there were a slight
tremor in that silver voice, what if the glow of evening were hiding a
transient blush. At parting the Blumine's hand was in his ; in the balmy
twilight, with the kind stars above them, he spoke something of meeting
again which was not contratjicted ; he pressed gently those small, soft
fingers, and it seemed as if they were not hastily or angrily withdrawn.

"Day after day they met again ; like his heart's sun she .shone upon
him. ' She looks on thee, she the fairest, noblest ; do not her dark eyes
tell thee thou art not despised ^ The heaven's messenger ! all heaven's
blessings be hers !

' Thus did soft melodies flow through his heart, tones
of an infinite gratitud^ ; sweetest intimations that he also was a man •

that for him also unutterable joys had been provided. In free speech,'
earnest or gay, amid lambent glances, laughter, tears, and often with the
inarticulate, mystic speech of mu-sic, such was the element they now
lived in ; in such a many-tinted radiant Aurora, and by this fairest of
Orient light-bringers, must our friend be blandished, and the new Apoca-
lypse of Nature unrolled to him. Fairest Blumine ! was there so much
as a fault, a caprice, he could have dispensed with? Was she not in
very deed a morning star ( Did not her presence bring with it airs from

heaven? Life bloomed up with happiness and hope. If he loved her ! Ach
Gott I his whole heart and soul and life were hers. He knows not to
this day how in her soft, fervid bosom the lovely one found determina-
tion even on hest of necessity to cut asunder these so blissful bonds.

" One morning he found his morning-star all dimmed and dusky red

;

the fair creature was silent, absent ; she seemed to have been weeping.'
She said in a tremulous voice they were to meet no more. We omit
the passionate expostulations, entreaties, indignations, since they were
in vain. ' Farewell then, Madam,' said he, not without sternness, for his
stung pride helped him. She put her hand in his, she looked in his face,
tears started to her eyes. In wild audacity he clasped her to his bosom ';

their lips were joined; their two souls, like two dew drops, rushed into'
one, for the first time arid for the last ! Thus -was Teufelsdrockh made
immortal by a kiss 1 And then ? Why, then,—thick curtains of night rushed
over his soul, as rose the immeasurable crash of doom, and through
the ruins of a shivered universe was he falling, falling towards the
abyss !

"

.
In his " Life " of Carlyle, Mr. Froude quotes a passage from a note-

book of Mrs. Carlyle's in which she says : " What the greatest philoso-
pher of our day execrates loudest in Thackeray's novel*tinds indeed
'altogether false and damnable' in it—is that love is represented as
spreading itself over our whole existence, and constituting the one grand
interest of it, whereas love—<A« thvnci -people caM lov»—ia confined to a
very few years of man's life ; to, in fact, quite an insignificant fraction of
it, and even then is but one thing to be attended to among many infi-
nitely more important things. Indeed, so far as he (Mr. C.) has seen
into it, the whole concern of love is such a beggarly futility that in a
heroic age of the world nobody would be at the pains to think of it,

much less to open his mouth upon it." Upon this Mr. Froude remarks

:

"A person who had known by experience the th^ig oaUed love would
scarcely have addressed such a vehemently unfavourable opinion of its

/
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nature to the woman who had been the object of his affection .... but
with love his feeling for her (Miss Welsh) had nothing in common
but the name." That Carlyle was never in love with Jane Welsh seems
quite certain, but that he had actually experienced "the thing called
love,

'
for some one else, that he had loved deeply, passionately, those

who read the. story of Blumine can scarcely doubt In it he describes-
that wonderful passion in its most exalted form ; not only its magnetic
attraction, its mystic longing for perfect union with the beloved, its
fever of doubt, its delirium of hope, but its heavenly inspiration, brin<nng
light, and joy, and emancipation in its train. " He loved once," we read
of Teufelsdrockh, " and once only ; for as your Congreve needs a new
case or wrappage for every new rocket, so each human heart can properly
exhibit but one love, if even one. First love, which is infinite, can be
followed by no second like unto it" With Carlyle, as with Teufels-
drockh this love had ended in cruel disappointment and the bitterest morti-
fication. ' Let any feeling reader," writes Teufelsdrockh's editor, " who
iiaa been unhappy enough to experience the like, paint it out for himself
considering only, that if he for his perhaps comparatively insignificant
mistress underwent such agonies and frenzies, what must Teufelsdrockh's
have been with, a fire-heart, and for a nonpareil Blumine !

" How the
rough course of this love changed the whole current of Carlyle's being

;

into what stormy seas and perilous quicksands he was driven, till the
wreck of his whole life seemed imminent, we-may read in " Sartor Resartus,"
told in myths and symbols, 'but with a solid kernel of truth under each,
nor 18 there anything more gloomy and despairing in the mental condition
of Teufelsdrockh than Carlyle tells us of his ow>i in those three or four
miserable years after he left Kirkcaldy. " Acti labores,' he says in his
"Reminiscences;—" "Yes, but of such a futile,'^ dismal, lonely and
chaotic kind, in a scene all ghastly chaos, sad, dim and ugly as the
shores of Styx and Phlegethon, is a nightmare dream becomes real ! No
more of that ! It did not quite conquer or kill me, thank God !

"

"Carlyle could not write a novel," says Mr. Froude, speaking of an
attempt which he had once made in that direction. " He ha,d no inven-
tion. His genius was for fact ; to lay hold on truth with all his intel-
lect and all his imagination. He could no more invent than he could
lie." And as fact we must accept the story of Blumine.

(To be concluded in our next.)

_ THE SCRAP BOOK.

PERSONAL CHAR.4CTER1STICS OP V. D. MAURICE.

In the early summer of 1856 my father moved to a much larger house /7—No. 5, Russell Square. Since his three nieces had come to live with/
him in March, 1854, the house in Queen Square had been inconveniently
small. His habits had, in some respects, undergone a considerable change
since he came to London. From all parts of the world people who h^ i
heard of him through others were continually asking to be introduced to
him. His universal habit on these occasions was to say, " Could you come
and breakfast with me to-morrow moruing !

" I don't think the invitation
was ever given without a certain shyness and hesitation, as though it was
something of a liberty for him to take to ask any human bein"> to come to
his house. He was always an early riser. Hardly ever later than six a.m
often much earlier than that, the sound of the spl.ish of the cold tub'
which, summer and winter, down to the end of his life, he invariably took
both the first thing in the morning and the last at night, was to be heard.

'

and a curiously pathetic almost agonized " sliou-shou " followed, which
seemed to tell that, for a frame that was kept so low as his by constant
iraia-work and a somewhat self-stinted diet , the shock was almost a
penance endared rather than enjoyed. Immediately after dressin* he
settled down to work at whatever his special task for the time mi-rht fee
though very frequently if anyone came into his room, at all suddenly, the
result was to make him rise hurriedly from his knees, his face reddened,
and his eyes depressed by the intense pressure of his hands. The Greek
Testament, open at some special point which had occupied him at the
moment he kneeled down, lay on the chair before him ; but as he rose the
spirit seemed to have come back into his face from the far-otf region to
which it had been travelling, and there was just the hint in the face of an
involuntary sadness and almost of reproach that the spirit should' be
recalled from the intercourse it had been enjoying. About twenty minutes
to eight, with a small party from home, he started for the service at
Lincoln's Inn, and was back about nine for breakfast In the eariier
days at Queen's Square his breakfasts when he had friends with him were
merely gatherings of men, hissister Priscilk havingbeen completely confined
to her bed. He was always at his best at a breakfast at which he had
gathered various friends. The very variety and, sometimes, almost incon-
gruity of the guests who came to them gave scope to the unlimited
sympathy and sympathetic power which enabled him to draw out the best
of each. Whatever was the most interesting topic of the day in politics,
literature, or any other region, was sure to come uppermost, unless there
was some more special subject that closely concerned his particuLir guests.

It was a very great relief to him to compose his books by dictation and
to avoid the labour of mechanical writing. His usual manner of dictation
was to sit with a pillow on his knees or hugged" tightly in his arms, or to
walk up and down the room still clutching the pillow or suddenly 'sittin<r
down or standing before the tire with the pillow still on his knees or under
his left arm, to seize a poker and violently attack the fire. When, however
he took into his own hands, for looking over and correction, a passage
which he had either written or dictated, the chances were very strong that
half at leatft of it would be torn out, or erased and re-written. All his
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completely out. He never could be satUfiL lll^^^^^ ^"^^^ *•« *°™

conUinel'Zfotr -Srpi^tet ^^'''^f-' ^^^ ^-.^« must have
absolutemischiefand wrong of p^ot^^sc'u/J"^^^^^ '""°T«'

'*^'''"«* 'he
hat.tual beggars very soon^discovred hat tW^'""^' ^r'""'''*''''^'

'•>«
hey were more sure of succeLturn.n^^u'^''',"'' ''°»^« "^^ ^^ich
Ho protested against the ^^0^" hev IT; . """u

""^ *'«««^^''' "'"^y-
earnest appeals^to them agart'theifcoZo ff r1

'"
^""P"'' «« '"''do

stairs to his wife, and confessed to Lr fh . 1 'u"'
J'"'^ *''«" *»« ^«n' "P"

to whom h. h^ li».lly s'v^° taltlS «? "r"''"™'™' '<'"«4

th..n.«II„i„„f,he,„;, ' '""""•'J" "•• temiW," i,., ,t
-

'• stealth '°ofLs"Mll%S"t'^|^u''/"^ ,'''^';1"**« impression is the
the small details of early hfe U 1^^^^ °^ ''"''' ^'^^^ »» day long, in
someingeniousprocess orother to ^lt"= T^t '^T" ^^^ -^s^urf by
only person to blame for it '

" °"' *^*' *>«' *''°'*«lf, was the

[JPM 26U1, 1884.

maiijorie's kisses.

An^lT ^"«'''' *"^ <=""'»>« °« "y knee

IkfJh \''"'V*"''«h«k"«esme.^
'

4 * -""' ^"' ^ don't much careBecause although she is charmL'^ and fairMarjone's only threa
'

"^Jien Marjorie'a seventeen.
W^a;<«r Zearnerf, in the July Century.

WILD FLOWERS OP IRISH SPEECH.

CHECKS UPON DISHONESTV

Whenever in the history of mankind .Lt
''"™^"''y °an, to reach it.

men have tried, in obedLce to their Zl Ifl
™'"' ^^ ^"'^'•''^' '"^d

great teacher and exemplar to rea<A a h" .^ .
"^/"''"^ °'- "> «°"ie

material good has ceased to ha ethlf'cLT^^'^f'^^^^^^ °^ ''f«' '"^'-e
most men's eyes it is apt to have ^WT^T- '*®"™P^"*'''' ^'''«'' '«
*hat has always proved true in this reJ»J^ "" '^'°" '^ doubt that

of wealth for one's self. Even now this «ni,!> 'f"'^ accumulation
our capitalists, and their example k DowerX^-

'"*??'' """""g '"'''»7 of
tices much less frequent than thev would 0.^

"^.'"'*^'»« dishonest prac-
as these, if once highly develooed in ^i

°"'«''.«''«« ^^- S"ch sentiments
check upon dishoneVin a^fft^ fll ''r"»'°'ty.- would put a powerful
the scorn and detesJion o thii "Srourr^nf"? °' '' ^""'d belme
case now, objects of admiration

°^'^'"'°""' ""^d not, as is sometimes the

whiltntribu'ttuct to'S mt\'b"^
tations that attend thel T^JoTe of^TrLT''^ T?''^ '''^'^ '»>« ^4'
never so strong as it should be and needHn'th

'^ °^ '^^ ^'""'"^^ «°°d is
other agencies; and nothing ^ill serve LLn /"P^e'' " «"^ get from
cultivationof the higher puLits of the intelllc A

]*"' ''"P"^^ "' '^^
things of the mind tends to lift men abotefi ^T^ '"'«'««' " the
them to regard wealth as a mi^ to those hi'-r^VT

^""^ «'"'^' ""d leads
end in itself. True lovers orscienee art aS"" .,^'°="V'^'^

""' ''^ ^^
know better than other men do the real value „f ^^'^r^^^' ^'^"^ ^^^7
the great object of Jife'» »Xm bat !w^ ^

T''^^^' ^^^'^ '"-eat it as
and spiritual' good. To b^^rt^ alf^ T. "''l^f'''^'^

'» intellectut?
such pursuits; but there is no r™ wTv .11 r m'''^°'«

*'>«'^ "^<« to
«ent interest in them, and thuT counteract 'th°

'^ ""' *"^« ""^ '"'«»-
material good which now corrupts the cond,,.^ t?^^°««'°g

Passion for
of so many." ^^^ '"^ conduct and wears out the lives

„ „, iKiSH SPEECH.

wh^lTer^tTn^S^^^^^^^^^^
to incorporate in their vocabularv the nn

^'^'^ "^*!'>" '«"dency leads them
the cou«e of their reading, w thVesults Z?"" ^'''T"''^'^

">«' ^^'^ ^^
well-known agent in the ndghl^urTood 11 '

if""', v^'/"
"""^^ '=<""'«=• A

a pony from a farmer. " Ye m^v W« ^ '^ °^ ^^^ °"<=*^'°" '» borrow
man, adding, " but ye must use Wn™'™'- ""^ ''^1'°"''' ^<' ^^d the :
certain whether thefe was a« ntentionaTirk''"'"".^"^-"

"^^ "«^« "^^er
'

by an eccentric neighbour who, SeSfi v '^ ^'^'^'"^ntof hisclaim '

by our mastiff, sought compensaUoTfor^^tttetn^^^ ^^^" '^'"^'^
I well remember how puzzled we were for^ 1, i

'^ "' ««^<w*i«a<«m.
ours, who combined a literarv ^.m »u

^.''''^ "^^^^ *° °'d protect of-me with a rec^ne^tZTLZonZtlT^''^^'' '''''' '"^ '^^^^^
B7 this we discovered at lIstTha hT ? * '=°"'*''" ''''«°«™Phee/'.
geography-book. Single words o ten al"""^"'

* condemned, d, uLlei,
native habit of pronouncing them Ir-rilTL* T°"' '""'''* ^-"^ ^
the ''w"is sounded; from the intru^onnf "'*'^'^^°**^'"''. ^^ere
wortship,''

a "Moot of clothed ' from fh-i'rP"''''"'^ '«"«'•. *« "jer
" th," as in tatch, troat or f^' „Z '"^^''"^ ^ pronounce an initi^
tualh, " for puncLality; " bX^TrrSTt™''"''- « ^ "P-^As an instance of the last T m.^ •

''[®*'^tast.

car-driver, a great" character »,r^^'^^*?^ '"^"'^ '""de to me by a
cliffs^ stated tL "ift:s d d^roCttL'"' -'^.ri::''«^«°--^«pa sudden stagnation in yer head

° VJ -T !f
^e, ye'd be very apt to get

much the same meaning L8ui;irersC°'.'^v*^°"«h' ^''^ ''"^d h^
graphic. ExpressingZfoaroffZwn^"'\°^ ^^'^ ^^^^^ »« highjy
by the remark, " Och, 'tUo^a shmrn"rr*°**'^''^°' ' '"'««»ured
clouds." This same gift, however of iv.^ °' P«"piration out of the
has.beenof lateyears^kotoHouTobstaSinT' '"^''^"P*'^^ '^^
information on the burning question of fVi *I °^ obtaining correct
have been one of the curse!oS coun rt j7.

^^' '='7" car-drive„
are so far in advance of those in tl,» ^' f.°

^"^""^ ^^^d humour thev
these qualities have beltkl'^sterLuTe of :I"''

'" ^°^''*'"'' '^^
stones have only too often beT re^rrd It , T """r"^^ '' *°d their
correspondents, commissioners, and Si Th '''f'"'''^r «^idence by
every subject, and their version of a dTn„f"^^

^"''^ " ^"'^ '° ^X on
adopted as correct by stranCs to the^k "^r""" ^"^ °^^^ been
alteram partem. A KillarnovlniH.

""er neglect of the maxim audi
of his class as the invTnion^ftortes^ ^T"?"^'}^ "'°'«^ employm^
lean tourists with duringtheneft sTmmer a chr .""'•

f"^''^^
""^^ ^-«-

many visitors will hear without surprise
' °''"'''='«"^tic confession wWch

Ihe following anecdote will ««•*• ». J ™ , ^
'

possessed by this^'tribe. A^ ntrmTn ov^hr^'^
°^ '^' P°"«' "^ '^P^rteo

exorbitant fare of an unsusnectinl f^nl-
"°^ * car-driver asking an

audacious misstatement oXt"tf,3^^^

Jtnra 36th, 1884.J
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BCOENTBIC PEOPLE.

worS^eiitSarptdtltr Srta^d thS a*^^^^'^^
'" ''^ --»>

whose oddities of opinion and erratic Inn^ 7 ""*" °'" ^"^a" « found
ofsSme real inborn twist TntTe" ^^^^.^ ^^'^^H.'^nd the outeome
persons are generally tolerable rndsometi^l .-.T^'"""-

' S"ch.
syncrasies serving ask gentle entertainmrn? !t

"'^7 ''''^'•'«> *'»«>'• idio-
to us. We feel that they are a^,ifl

™'''^'" *''*° »« "fi annoyance
which is the result of a Lti" ?ncapacr7o"

°'
*'f T'^ <l"-™"«

conventions of society. But there are o^h!^
«o«Pjehend the ordinary

not or ought not
,to be endu S They are ''noT

' "''°'' r<^ntricities are
wi fully disregardful of a reign of law in the

1°?°"*" '/ '«"°"^*. but
judgments are no doubt supe^rfidll, and iefre

''°'''''- ^''^ ""^'d's
tive or false; but the world*? conventbns-that L T^ ^'""""'nly defec-
on for the preservation of the order and 7!. ' ^ ""'"* '""'"y "S^eed
are on the whole respectable and to h« K 7 °l

'~='''' intercourse-
"eccentric" prides hfmsdf upon beC:"*^^^^^^^^

But the unendurable
He hkos to know that his acaim.W.*'

*° himself ,n these matters
Mr. B.'s way. you knoi" hH noriikro^'"*

°'
.''''"l

" «''' '"Ims
and says just what he pleases." And th«

^^P^?'^ ' >' '^^"y does
Pe^ons are impo^ on b/.this absurffJ^trt^CwaroeS

audacious misstatementTtTe Sl??^^ expostulated with hT,; o^ hb
you haven't more regard for th^Jth''" o"! "'!? '^«

T'^^'
" ^ -o»der

paitnry occasion." was the reply.The Ti-Iok 1— 11 a^ . .^ J

p . ——, v„.u, i vo a great

. „«. ,„e reply
dthraggmg her out on every

of Ire'lLrbX'trirt Ixpl-eTjfrf^^^ *^« °*- P-^°-
- doctor, now, alas

! gathered to Cflther.p'""'"
°' «P«««b was a country

the high rate of mortality then prevaUW i^^T'TIV'^''^"'''^''^^^people dying who never Sled bef^r^?. "|' \\ !^"'^«^' '.' ?f»d. there are
a daring, rather than an expert mariner h!f .,\°"8'''^'"' ''^'^ wa.
" stuck ^,<anrffoos« in the ruV^Sn.^**'"^^ ^°' ^^ y»°'»' h*d
when it was debated whether the pew fr'!'r^''"r^=h"''=''-''rden3.

.t'',?'''?.^'»°"^''
''^ 'Stained for'^^i^ or fot^*''^''^^'''^ "^"^ *«

should, adding as a reason, " 'Tis u^bekaow'n«^ h
.'"'*^' ^'^"^ *'^' i*

might want it." Perhaps fo^ concentrated inl^f, T °^ ^^ '"'<^^">
can surpass the followi^ sentence whkhT 7 "^ ''*'«'»«°' •»'''»»i««
burglary given in an Irbh newspaper "^Afte^'f ^^,

""^ *'^°-''t <>' *
money was recovered, except one pair of htf » "a '^ ***"''»• »" "»«
Arnold will not quarrd with theTack of luciH;. u-

!""'^ ^'- Matthew
following to the world : "Our most famli ^ "^^'"^ «»^« ^^ *nd the
a faction fight at a village fair Anirn«^/^''Tr. '=*'"« ^^ »»« death in
was brought in that he met his detth bv7h

"''^^'"^ " '^^'''^ * ^•'dirt
picious circumstances." ^ ''^ ^''^ vuntation of God, under sui-

" a great bilin' in his tr^t^^nd his hl?t
"f^'"^"*. *"' '«''''' ~'d he^

and we^squee.. i." AnU^r.^rd^laT:^rha^^l^^-^^^

r47trol^clfxr^^
tWledroundi;is heart '^-Lin other woT .fj°«^"«d wid contrary sS«As stated above, when they are ill Jur

f^ ^/"*"'="'»"'''«°° °f Phlegmof the country houses, convinced ifa7«l' T«^^'>^^ go the'^ou^°«

ZmTT^"" '''•^ connection 'betweer thTl"' f '

''"'' '*""•« « «-^^ydemanded IS not always very obvious A
"'^,d«o•der and the remedy

Ztt:!? h' °" ""^^ do^orstep^hiJZmef ^d wh"'
•'?«^'^ «°-°- "°'kmotive of his coming, replied, " Please m;^ ° '"Arrogated as to theI want some tay and auLr " qV,- ' '*"' ""« mother's lyin<r down .

following appJ J^rbfa bare oote'dl™^
writing-table, fov^ertrrd th"e

:
Please, your honour, /m Kate Sh^ Z^T '" " ^°-<=« °^ dolorous pLh

fTfh '
°"^^ ''y ">« °'d doctor me^ioned K

P'"°'°'yPe- The following

THE WEEK.

i^""Lyi:zsd's 'Clt^j"'- «w..o.,a^:^

.. ^I-ACROSSE is worthy of all fK

'J' sport.

—

Manitoba Free

THE PERIODICALS.

'=^ -'^"'^^ ''n>l^STBT OK CANADA.

borrowTore' m^„";"l„f^^^^^^^^^ free trade England tryin. tocannot be redeemed for wan of ?h"^ """'^"'y' ^hile Dominion nl!
threatened with the SthTrala^^ of'thfor^^ '^''''' --^ ">" banks ^cotton and sugar industries are sufferin??™"^'"'

de.sposits
; while ourhave to reduce, if not abolish, the toMsTf ^"T "^'^ P'-odacti;n, and wethat were before being operat;d at a 1 '^'^ '° «"' ''"^'ne^^ fok^nl^smor,.s required to demLtr^t he S Th:tT".^"PP°'« that noThinl

for me to say it h„^ r j 7 ,
'"e blood-sp llin<r Tf ™ Y^ °^'

The makers of the r,i,,n!

mmmmM
u.-Americantoh'oldth:t'drtn"r"=The*'r'' "''' -y d.^fp' kb ^'aSoy the Republicftnn t^ ^l

"°e. ihe Current refera f« *i,-
"

evidence tha^t tWe L not 1 K^jli^^'-^^c platform because Uf^PP'r**

" Ma^HATTAV " nr,a

^ '

tinople and Egypt, Mr Whk^f
'''''"''

'^'P'°'"^'=y "^^ St. PeteraburiVo "''
the tansled slAin t tT

^''"ittle writes : « Whether h
""""""^g. Con.stan-

and Charles H Stephen^Tf '"''nl""^
"'-'rated by WaleH^S^r^

capital article on the Hfl ,,^'i""^
?''''"dler Moultonis the a„f^' /**'

future. o«"Ri,ersiS pit -'is'sk'tch'/^ 'l^
P-^ O'Shaughn sy" °^h''

I- il. S. Escott has an .„ .
"en seen the ^renf .. -r L y

analysis of Mr. BriVh^3^ir:T°^"'» ''"^'^'«- -hich Idd' to I"^"T

mm^,
" Cruise o f the S^l^^^^!:'"

;

'' «°ni.uioes.- t^ c:^'^^^

/

^
4
t-1

— V..OC ui tne Alice W.i,r " • L . •"'"•"lues. n
Stockton and Julian DwSi„."h""^'" 5." " '^'^"'''--on. Frank R

to wMh to deny so simple and

is the subject of :• '''P''?'^"y honorary degrees in fh T^^"'.' '""-y-

"*'"'• -I ne classic article ii "ti, tt .
"escribed by Mrs V nand Dante," by William C St^n ^^U^^der-world, in Homer VTr^?"

Power of^ ChTvld
."".C^hi

"'' ^°°'^''' '^°"™' inIp'S""^..^''^
^°"''-

2?^^t.™a.Bb3^'ii.''siS^^

of fh« ? " *°® 'atest gazetteer A ,« ' indicated on an»

SblHT^it^-^"sii=H'f="»^

k

w^'



U.Wj '.mmfj^^r^i^
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fluccessive issue. In the number before us the topogmphical features-themountains, akes, parks, forests, rivers and stVSf ; ^e nt^raldivisions soil and vegetation
; irrigation, forests, geology min^rafs zSo^v

AHd''/r .r'~' Tu
"^''^^ ^^*'»'««' °f Colorado are e^hauLtldy 3d'

ftn-l^v'! "",*•'" '*'''*'"'''*' ""g'"*! ''"d contributed artides selec-tions, and historical notes, occupying thirty large pages
'

JaJtll^onX^'tZ <?*• *"'. "^""^ 2'"'- ''""'""^ *h« following collections •

(Cv^-1I?.T- <.^ Mysterious Dwelling, Fashionable Philosophy! HenryOrevilles Diary, Moonlight and Floods, Arminus Varaberj- Dr Goodford

Pope, The Abandonment of Wind Power, The Coins of V;nice etc"The Continent " for June ought not to have been overlo<!ked'solon^It IS simply marvellous how the most enterprising publishersTan afford^gve so much good reading matter beautifull/il^ustrld at the pl^Here are some thirty subjects, varied in matter and style many bv wX
nominal figure. .'Tis not in mortals to command succe™ b. t snJl. A.proprietors of the Continent have done more-deserved1^' " ^

'1

JtJNB affth, 1884.]

CHESS.
t^-AU eommunioaUont intindtd for thin «>

PKOBLEM No. 22.

By Cbas. W. Phillips.

tartment nhoiM bo oAdrmed
YBSS, Toronto.

PROBLEM

" Chtn Editor."

No. as.

Bt Chas. W. Phtlups.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

~- MACMILLA.V <fe Co^ are issuing a new and revised edition of their valuable Educational Catalogue, which embodies, besides their In comprehen

CalSi'^UnSl ^-^^^ ^^^^ "''' ^^" ^'- «-^- o^ ^^^^^

t:^.^^^^^^ -^" "- '^'^ dra"l^lon|S«

The copies of "The Shakspearean Show-Book " which Scribner k W.l

sttlrAZtHairTf "''^*''t
«"' °ff-dfortfe"outeoS"snow at Albert Hall. Only seven thousand were printed and th^ K^l,will soon be "scarce" in England, if it is not so alrJ^dr

We are glad to hear that Professor Seeley is engaged in the preoam

s on tVm ^^^'l^"S^i
«<Ji«0'i of his admirable work, " The'Sn'sion of England," perhaps the most useful book that has been issued of

,.„,.^*T^»!""'
^^'""' M,""'-^^'* " Universal Library," now beine Dub

by anumber of extremely well-selected works duringlhe"'pr'^nr"v'^"r •

among them are Herrick's " Hesperides," Colderidge's "Table Talk "

Chapman 8 translation of the "Iliad," Johnson's "Easselas," and many
other standard literary works. This library promises to be an invaluablecompendium of the classic literature of the world.

S. W. Green's Son, of New York, announces the pubUcation at an
early day of the " Evolution of a Life," being the memoirs of Major SethEyland, containing the record of the author's personal experience in thewar as Captain of the First New York Mounted Rifles, Provost Marshal

r . ^*r^1r'^*^
with new and interesting anecdotes about Lincoln,'Grant McClellan, Scott, Butler Joe Johnston, Stonewall Jackson, Mart"nVan Buren, Horatio Seymour, President Arthur, and others.

In view of the Commencement Season, Macmillan k Co. are issuing anew and revised edition of their valuable Educational Catalogue formim?
a volume of over 100 pages, 12mo, embodying, besides their own compre
hensivehst, the wel^known Clarendon Press Series and Pitt Press Series—oM^ford and^3ambridge Unirersitiea As containing works by men ofthe highest eminence in the educational worid, this catalogue should havemuch interest both for the profession and for the earnest student.

„n }^ '!^^* *° the report that the Comte de Paris has suspended his workon the "History of the Civil War in America," Messrs. Porter & Coateswho are the authorized publishers of the work in this country, say they
are positive It IS a misstatement, and will have it officially contradictedThey know that Comte de Pans has the manuscript of Volume VII(French edition) ready, and all the material for Volume VIII ^French
edition) in such condition that he can finish it at an early date. Thesevolumes will be translated and published by the American publisher onthe same day they are issued m France, and will make the fourth volume
of the Ameri«in edition. The work will be completed at the eariiestmoment after he has digested all the material necessary to do so.

V i/T ^'•'/^""f^''^*
°* -^""^^ ^9 contained designs for a dish and ahalf dozen fish platea These designs show marine plants, fishes and

shells arranged in a charmingly decorative way. A design in colour for
sofa pillow decoration, by the Boston Society of Decorative Art is also
given. A unique desi^ of oak leaves ^nd acorns, for the larger dishes

AKil'°"l^ fV'^!?
»'»'^ a° exquisite woodland scene, " ThI RuinedAbbey, by Lalanne, are also to be found in this issue. In DecorativeNotes IS given some interesting information as to novelties in potteryporce am glassware, vases, lamps, screens, yach pUlows, photograph frames

sachets, birch bark calendars. In Notes and Queries de^tm^fqu^trn;
are answered relative to pastel painting. Kensington pointing, siccat f deHarlem and siccatif de Courtrav. decorative trnu^ment of ««cock
feathers, embroidery, the celebrated Duran palette sk^hing on linWa^d

WHITE.
White to play and mate in two movea

WHITE.
White to play and mate In four move*.

R mates, i* 2. K moves 3. Q
London ; W. B. M., Detroit

;

H. .J. C, London;

, „. „ 8OL0TIOIJ TO PROBLEM No 14

«.ais|i\V3l.'K^e':^.l2;o^ve?3't«iSa^ef ' "^ "^'" «• ^

G. 8''crT^rnt'r£'c'.T'Afnp''r?oT. ^^ ^^ **• "-'"-^ '•
«'

'' C,

, „ „ ^ ,

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 15
1. R B 6 1. any move, 2. Kt Kt .5 2. any 3 R mate.Correct solution received from ft n n »? !' ,

L. C. C, Amprlor; W. B. M.tDeSStfG 8. C, Toronfa ' *' '"• *""'*^'»'

"THE WEEK" PROBLEM AND SOLUTION TOURNEYWe agam draw the attention of onr rearfoi.. t« fi,
', " iOUKNET.

we are about to inaugurate.
readers to the problem and solution tonmeys which

Th i,.v, ,v,
"''^'' WE'«'t" Pboblem Competition

hereby offlrapri«^rsi,'L°lU™i"'KlzM^^^ '""" °- being nameless we
to The Week, on or before the 15th 8ept™be7,i^' ^^ **" """«* ""^ P^blfm cS-tributld

1 I> K. . X. ^ BOLES AVE OONDmoSS.

3. Joint compositions barred
Prooiema as he pleases.

4. Rectification of problems allowed to closini date5. The problem on a diaeram with mnftlJ ._j u '
mailed in .n envelope, addrtned^^he^EmtorTiE^'^SS t'"*'°?

"^ '"« "ack in full, to be
yelope beanna inscription " Problem ComDeStin?" ^ f '

Toronto, and a simultaneous en-
the sender, to J. H. Gordon, 111 St. Patricks? To^oito t'^""°«.?'°"°' """« and address of
of The Week until the award of judges

'o™°'o- The problems to be exclusive property

TheJttS^^'dXPw'i'r"d'^i;it''Srffllft'i?,'5''°B\\^^^^^^
10; Correctness, 10. The judges' nameSViUbegWen taafXIissie'' '''•"• ^^""""^^

^For«n«c«=i-„„jKi
"Thb Wbbk" Solution TotjBMET

oo^in^^?l!???^S^5i^°^l'Sr.i?iSSiSt?Jh^'^^^^^ "I'Sf*"* '» T« W.„
offer a prize of five dollars in chess materiS" d fSrShe .e?onH^i'?•

°' 0"*ob" a«h. laa*. w,
chess material.

'^"mtuu, ana lor tne second best, a priie of four dollars la
RULES AND CONDITIONS

1. No prizes will be awarded unless at least eight comuetitors ent«r

THE^WEir"' """ °""''"'"' '" "• '"""«' "'"^ tw'?we"5fi*2r"da?e of issue, to Che„ Editor

3 m'ovJ'rrowZI?^"^rn'tsrfL''5 ^Z^t^r^il^^l^^^^^^Z"^^Z" P-b.ems. 2 points ; for
every indispensable variation of Whites Sd move Fo?.?o^;7''^ ^ addit.onaf point for
be awarded^in the same way. The criticism^ gust i>e shoA^d toTe'gfint^""

''°"'"^
GAME No. 15.

From the Cincinnati CommerriaJ Oaxette. Played at New Orleans, May 12. 188*.
PhUidor's defence.

Dr. Zukertort. Mr. J. McConnell
Mr .7. McConnell

WHITE.
1. PK4
2. Kt^ B 3
3. B B 4 (a)

4. P Q R 3 (c)

5. PQ3
6. B K Kt 5

-takl

t qi ,

9. Kt Q Kt 5 (e)

10. q Q 2
11. Kt B 3
12. P Q 4

BLACK.
1. P K 4
2. P Q 3
3. Kt q B 3 (6)
4. P K B 4
5. Kt K B 3
6. P K R 3 (d)

7r^t»fce(ril

—

_tK2
KQl

10. P Q B 3
11. P K Kt 4
12. P takes q P (/)

WHITE.
13. Kt takes q P
14. Castles (Q B)
19. Kt KechI
IB. q takesQPch
17. b takes B
18. q q 7 ch
TS: B takes K'i (X)

g takes Kt P
Ktl

Dr. Zokertort.

BLACK.
13. B Kt 2 >.

14. P takes P (o)
15. B takes Kt
16. K K 1
17. Kt q 4
18. K-BJ

20
21.

22. q takes B P
23. B takes P

19. K Q 1
20. q B 5 ch
21. B takes Kt
22. B B3

and Black resigns.

NOl'ES.

ho^f^,jrf.?r1JiTp'la7e"r'sr'^^ Of late,
predilection for the text move

'""ug mem jur. uiackburne, we believe, have shown a

appar'ently'strongi?'"^"™'*'"'^''"'"'" '""''' "**'"' """ Loewenthal. is mora usual and

witll";Sfchmst°pon*'e';.t''atVo?errplr«''^ ""'" ^^^'^"^ ^.r th^e ^pretty stroke of pUy

ZOKERTORT is in San Francisco. ^^^^ '™""^-

stylJ^ to w';n^tlreS;'ruC:f*'ISr^t''e"iS^f
''°°"""' °' *''« """'attan Chess Clnb in such

S-/'^'^na"T/S^\''ltlLT'FiT'^lll^^^^ "O i. «>1«1 With good

«r.SSS^-^^=^-^"=^«S^&=
^on'p^;triAVSf.\%'rZZ'^^^^^ ^O'^'r wl"^ the «ne «,or, of 12*

tane^'ous'gamee'TnniiTau' 'The*eX°o%U?on of^'onTTjl""' "^^
«'»<'°'''''' P'^^*" "«> -""nl-

elegant. Whiti {M. KoseuthairK kIVq Q ? R K 2 K? k „T « iV-,^^**?.- i""^
'"e ftnal pl2V

pUed l^K2,'iiLdaVe,;lRK r2 q taKsB ^toV,".^":: Pi'""? ' •" ^^^ & ^. Bl^lT^

14
;
McConn'elU

;
drawn%" wfgWe'oMof t^ *»"""• 8oor»-Zak.rtSS.

' 5; i£i.r_ •
"•""•/ we give one of the games above

S%lS^LSw.nthSl Cno''com'SSf;'.r •"i'^?"
f^taclM:?!, is dead.

has won with a soor* of s

;

H
\

by thTpres'enc°e ''aSn^°','"'"''"8"'"'"1
vegetable parM°teamcBbf^n?C"''°.' °' "=•
ing membrane of th""o«e Thii"'"™"!.""-only develon«i] .,W^.. 5

^ his parasite is

stances Stoese^e m'°k",'?'"« <="™'n

ortL'^sk^':^«-™£o'«^^^^

These poisons kMn.h^^''"' '" *'" blood,
brane of th™no8e in ^^'n"'?".'^ ""'"« mem-
Uon, everread?for the d«nl.°? 'Si?? "' '"^'a-
these Kerms^Wch sprea^d ,.„'"»t''*

'*«"'" <"
and down the fauces „ri?.„i.P ."^? nostrils
causing ulcemtion'f the thro',**'

*'^°'">
eustachian tubes c«n«in„j 'broat

;
up the

Ing in the vocal' ooS^,' '"^''ness; burrow-
usurping the MoL?/<l''f*"'''"«,boarseness
tnbeJ, endingin KuUSv"?."' "" bronchial
death. pmmonary consumption and

a «'5™?or1S"^ife&^r'J»'""' "^ "'-ver
ofinhalentTand othi? fnJ'r*"."'' "« use
none of these tie«tment«?^n':5"' devices, but
good until the pStB« «^« il " POrticle of

fo^7;eii?«Srnrs?i'e-.^j^Tpb^'0ianof
Ing. succeeded in .?ia^v„r^"°Jl''^P«"^"ent.
combination of inweiliWs ^h'iSS

"o^^arj-
in absolutelv an.lni-f which never fail
tbi. -orrtble diseas^e "^hTh"*'^ eradicating

Messrs. A. H. DIXON & SON
305 Kingst. West, Toronto, Canada

and inclo.est.mp for their treatise on Catarrh

»«»«.. A. H. Dixon dt Son

:

— sw M.^ \^
ON OUR TABLES .^.OLI.OW,NO^^,^e^

300 DOZEN MDiES- LmKL^'S'^it'T' """^ =«"=• ^ ^»«- Per pair.

TffB BEST VALUE IN CANADA.

Bead
"'^'"'"^'^'""'lOOtb ,1.80 per yard.

LUKES. DACxOE Sc CO.S STORE"e VONGE STREET. CORNER 0^ ADELAIDE
^

Patented sept. 28, 1875. Patented ^ ^ ^UKbtT
fan ,,.!**"• *"•'»" P^t'nted

i877 P ;''" ««-'»"'>«l July 3.1H77. Patented .Jan. 9, 1877 RessuedAug.6,1878.
Patented July

ieb. 19 and .June 4, 1878. Patentedalso ,n Great Britain and PrancePatente.! in Canada ,J„ne 7 1879No. 10078. Trademark "Health
•'

Corset, Registered Sept. if's^f
With Improved Tampico Bust..

Awarded the Highest Medal overall American competitors at thePane Exhibition of 1878

comfr'"'"""'*"'"'^-'>'«-'^
Approved hy all physicians.

This favourite Corset i, nowmade with the celebrated T°

«

velvet, and yet so elastic thatthey will retain their shape per^ectly until the Corset i,"^ Zn

wi^hV'^f'^""''"'"'"" boned

Ih K ''"°*' » "•'' substance

or whalebone. It cannot break,

"nair"""•""">'*'"'' «^-

The" Health Corset "is not de-signed for invalids only, but is

^v^n L'"""'.'^'
*" "" -omenev en the most fastidious in dress

nvited to these fX^^°''''n Attention is
bas successfiillv DrBnnt«TV ^i Humphreys
y«ars. l.li candidate? ?/'"' HarvardT in •

sent four classe!. fA. " '" «ach of the r
Standing preiTrfi ?«." "J^ members in%f
former puplirin '' ?'"• ' Pi'» of fl,s
creditabfy.Te^^'

Hrgh"S'''„
"«« """. ^

the same period Lb h5 '^""ors. i. During
Examinati,ms°lt

Ox?or,f?.''Y^;.'
'"• "^ons

students. 5. vn,; ,,,..,'""' Cambridge 17

iQo m ^^ f*- HtMPHBEYS, LLD

*»' TORONTO for
'

HIGH-CLASa WATCms'* JWBLLEKy

Chargres Moderate.

b«4 "ltL^i7ata"olttoVXi?"}, '"'^°» *o
I am cured of Cat^h but^fi^

tobe t^^ that
I have hail no ret.iTVj^J .k V*"'"' 'bat I am.
felt betfer i°n my M?e I hatr,'"^.;'""* «™'things for Cata^h sufrer6d?o^'"'K'° "'"'y
«o many years that is h„Sr .° ™"°b and foi
tlnit I am ™^iy better

"* '" """ «° "allz.

£i"^:HlS7«-"-4t^^
\ "^ th«ikSfti^??^'b« 'wo sent me, and
to yon. *" "•' induced to send

thr°?hTve'Ue''n^.,'S Tt^V^"^' ''«'»«
I shall gladlv reon^,^ ?" ^to-tmmtn. and
««ne Of Si^fiurw^h^rsS^Jer""^ '^

Tours, with many thanks.

_____^^^^\^^^;Stev«n.o!..

CRAZY PATCHWORK.
THE STANDARD SILK WORKS.

No. 23 Park Row, New York city

n\\^.^°a5eZ^^\rird'?,'i.r'"b'' "' "»-

ni^^l,,^
MANUFACTURED BY THE *" ^

^^^5^^^£2fL£0^^^r CO., TORONTO

INDIA RQBBEFGOODSf
BUBKEK SHOES.

'BDBKEK SHOES,

rail BOOTS,

BELTQTG,
Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydnuit and Suction Bow,

»UB8t» VAUES, MSKETJ,

-Sf^ar Brand Cor^ont*
Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

(280,000 feet in u-se.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct Plies Maanftctd
Cities, Towns and Villases

S^e"™"" it superior to iSiy

,7* *'"""•"

*^The Stai Brand \ CAPITAL
Seamless Rubber

Stoun Rre Engine Hce,s made from ihe best GulCotton and fine Pur,, R^h

Samplemailed on application

f Sand for a dollar package.

1; EnABt.ISHa]> 1869 Ofta tr' • 304 Yon»e Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPOHXXJM.

arSt:d'Tait°cr^rofd°?;^eT-^/-'p''" J-'
'

SaTgfn'-i^^r^SrZG,?--'"^^^^^
done to order EsV^;^!^'"". ""'' Painting
«l«.ted .to2k of stt Z?/ c11riJ2- ^ ''«»
.to., at lowest prices. Tcil^,X?ted" '"^'•

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANYOFFICE AND WAREROOMS.
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ,

ax Yonge and x Front Streets. Toronto
R- HOUGHAN,

Agent.
.

. -r . t^uejiu attention.

THE CANADIAN R^FICRAILWAYCa
LAND REGULATIONS.

I , 52.50 PER APR IP

'be Un. anowe. on certai"„ ^^So^n^xt^^S-X7&/" -ee pa. ..

WANTED.
reUable party'rela'tTvA f^

t^on-espond with
citable N^e?vS„'!;''"'°""bip in
oay *e eiK7il^2't"°r' 'r?"-".-

' rtS;? maVie elKTileS'/""" '"Teals':

/ be reqired to fJr^ih ','"' *'="™' and
/OOO, which. hSwever^'!?, '™° *a.9™ to
anced at oi^tTml \Z'\''"'' be aU ad-

/lerienced, and a moderate '."f" " '™" »»"
profits the first year woJm hfV"**" »' tb*
per cent, net, with a lami i„''„Vr" " '» »
year. The best of reflrme^^m' k'

"*"<""'

^
and are therefore reoul?ed* 7 " ''" «''«".
^must b, consummateTbV'^ei. l^t'^eSre?
',Addressf

•-->u-uor.

^, ^OXM^^BOUPE. TEXAS, U.8.A.

«<^'tia^"Borb ^^^r'si-o-i
.t.om...ic rr^ "sprcife^'^^-^oS*

- —i—J ""SO oner Lamis
Without Conditions ofSett^,, ,, ^^^^^^^^^^

alon. the Main I.Jf^,,^f'*^*^-^'^ ^^eTJOiVT^
3C:L^;^-'T ---rS^™^?^^Ti^--^ Railway, are

"iiiienaice their imme-

anoe 1

by^'Cr.m^^T^L^^lif'H '-o "'be?
T "»~«-wurK make t»n eTw In demand.
Ton** Street.

A. W. BJUIN,

\'.

^ P^ym^n^'s m^:; be'l^aLTA'?,'!;" 'I'S''-'
'"'""• *'" ">-'- » Deed of Convey«5X~£PRS'^^S- a^" -r

-epte. at tl

Mont«.I January, ^^ t«*«,,.,
»«.l»«trAT.«.

'""

- 9S50,000.

'"'^r^otfr''''^''^- P-"i«'and Managing'

iB-^^ABTT\°o'>^t^^e^--

Manufactures the following grades of paper -
Engine Sized Superfine Papers,^
WHITE AND TWTED BOOK PIPEB O(Machine finished and Super-Calem,!,!,;
BLFE .^ND OBBAM LAID AMD WOVE

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc
: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS

:

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.
Coi,oBKD Cover r*PEBs, Super-finished

Sp'^.U^^ieVma'jfe'S'Lrd'eJ""'"''' ""-l P'!'"

CANADA SOAP & OILWOR^
TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.
>«*»^riOTOB«M OF TRI

"my WHITE " FLOATDfO SOAP
<mSS-% OWN PEEFECTIOIf'aOAP,

BNOUSH MOTTLED SOAP

FINE Laundry Soaps.
Fulling Soaps.

Toilet SoHpB,
Aniline Dye..

Rodger. Maclay & Co
Vmxada Soap and (HI }f„rh,

Office

:

w I
'

TOHONTO,

) :

QHAW & OSBORNE.

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

^-^f^Lr.Z\:.r%zi^^'}: -- and
andoichanged. ""Perty bought, sold

_^° KING ST. EAST. TORONTO.

S^1^22^-KWABi
ATOTS, BUIIDIHC SURVEYORS AND MIUATOBS

WW. strwaSt
^»- H. 8TEWABT-

Trr- A. iMPET,
'"^

Dealer in all kinds of

.71 CHURCH ST.. TOHONTO. ONT_^^^t^^^.en on application

THE ' i/^^

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co. eu .7 :y
WORKS AT CORNWALL. ONT

r

; J''

r

Mh
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rnHE SHELDON OCEAN GROVE, N.J.

\_ City by the Sea.

'E8taMi.h6ai875; Enlarged and Impf^^
«?i Hnnlth and P eMuro ReBort. IJ nnnra

SJn New York" 20 trains daily ; 2 ho<,rs from

tr Pa»»on«rr elevator. Iron Are e,ca,>e8^

MaraSrK'o'rSa'.™Ho'''mf,ur.

THE MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN

HISTORY.
*

"Thl. pnblication ia doing a grand work."

-NorroffoiMt Historical negi»Ur.

CONTENTS FOB JUNE, 1884.

THE SHABPLEBS TOBTnAIT OF WASHING-

TON. In«'««>„/C,7;^'B*{oANSr.T lUY. RHODE

lBSrNT''StoTica'l^sre?erBrevet
Maior.

««rrV ".lo^f '5^be"DS,npFng- Tower-Map/Kusera«on«. -Tbo Y-i^n^ <^. B,^ttorios

:

%"hB BHf^°^V88 POBTBAIT OF WA8H.N0-

'"t^h. Br'nA MrHANicAr. Ipea.. lllus.

'T^™nE«"w.TH SeNKHAI, SCOTT. .NlSOl

S'^YOBK (nsMVi^,. contributed by Henry

(Sold by newBdealors e^'y^^ZJi^Jf"""'
.

'^ *6 a year, or 50 cent, a nonlber.

)

PntUe&tloa Office, 30 Lafayette

Place, »ev Tork City.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

30 OHIIBOH «TBEKT.TOBO:«TO.

SAVINGS BANK DEPT.

. Deposits received from »1 "P^Jf"*'; .'"j

tBrBBt allowed from date of deposit at 4 J, j

and6pe"cln?. No notice required for with-

drawal of moneys.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

13- Monet to Loan on Mobtoaoe Secpbitt.

Grand Trunk Railway.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

NOTICE.
commencing on Monday June mh, and

until further i>otioe, a Pullman Oar wui

"ea« Toronto bfthe'7..50 p.m. '"i" *}'ly
'"i

Kingston wharf, for tb^
»°=°'""°'l''''.''?httt

parties wishing to take the steamer at that

P°'°'- JOSEPH HICKSON,
Omeral Manager.

Montbeai,, Jane and. 18^.

AIUSEMENTS.

hobticclturaij gardens.
Sen^CeBtemM.

FBIDaX JCtT 4TH,

MENDELSSOHN QUARTETTE CLUB

of Boston, Assisted by Misa ^»o°y-Kell^

iLd other artists. Reserved »««*'»» '^«I''»°'>

warerooms of Messrs. I. Suckling A Son.

Cash Assets, -

Income for Year

$1,289,111 00

1,690,818 18

Fire and Marine Insurancos effected at

modvate rates. Agencies in all towns through-

out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pra. JAS. BOOMEE, Sec.

J.J. KENNY, Mail. Director.

CANADA LIFE

ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,500,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

Notice to Contractors.

nnTe^,^^n?d ™?^'^e5' ' Ten'erV^I
B«akwi?lr. Port Arthur," will be received

SntU MONDAY, the JOth day of June next,

inclusively, for the co'nstrnction ol a

BREAK\A^ATER
AT

PoH Arthur, Thunder Bay,
according to a plan and speciflcation to be

seeS on application to Jofin Nib ock. Esq

Super°ntenTcnt Canada I'^iAo Railway, Port

Arthur and at the Department of Public

WOTks, Ottawa, where printed forms of tender

"'per'on^s'tindering are notified that tenders

wUl not be considered unless laa-l?,?"
'JS«

printed forms supplied and signed with their

"'IS'h ffieVmust be -«companied by an

ac«,pl«'I bank cheque, made payable to the

order of the Honourable the Minister of Public

Works c««al to five par cent.°tbe'Lmoxxntof

the tender, which will be ">''e"«'i ''
'ii* PSf^

decline to enter into a contract when called

m,on to do so, or if he fail to complete tte

wOTk contracted for. If the tender be not ac-

repted the cheque will be returned

fhe department will not be bound to accept

the lowest or any tender.
Bv order,^

F. H. ENNIS,
Secretary.

Department of Pnblic Works,

)

Ottawa, 22nd May, 1884. t

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co.

Ittcorponied, A.V. 185S.

*» BV ii««iJBiN« ttovr

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
^m be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.

April, 1883.

Subscribed Capital

Pad up Capital

Reserve Fund

Total Assets -

$3,000,000

2,200,000

1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.

principal h»If-yearly.

DEBENTURES.

Mnnev rooeivod for investment in snms to

r'''°Srstliil°nVwttrSe^esY^o=^mmm.
S^miSiNGBrTOB^^O 8TBEET. TOKONTO.

J. HERBERT MASON,
Mauaging Director.

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT.A.'W.A.

Authorized Capital,

Subscribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, -

Beet

91,000,000

1,000,000

993,t03

'cffiiErjii^^B'^'.^i'^«r"*^^-*^''«-

Efq"^r ^eo:'B^'S^n,^H?r;, t S;«:
Alexamler Fraser, 2.q., (Jeo. Hay, Esq., John

Mather, Esq.

qbobob BtmN, Catliier.

BBl»oBKB-Amprlor,CarUton PlMe, Pem-

broke, Winnipeg, Man.

AnKHTB m CANADA— Canadian Bank of

LbSDoS^ngUBh AUlano* Bank.

CANADA. -WEST

Land Agency Company,
{LIMITED.)

cciTiiAi' - - $i00,000.

^irtctora

:

HON G. W. ALLAN, P.resident.

AH rAMPBELL, Esq., Vice-President.

BOBEKT GlLLESPia, Esq., Gov. Canada

C.ci London, England.

GOLDWIN SMITHTes,.. D.C.L., Toronto.

J S LOCKIE. Esq., Toronto,
j'

8. PLAYFAIR, fcsq. Toronto.

«0K "R Ttl. WBLLS, Toronto. -—-—-—

—

W J MKNZIES F.Bq., Edinburgh, ScoOand.

VVALTER F. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

The Canadian Farm Jcurrnl which con-

tains the largest amount of Property 'or S^e

in Ontario of any ""t Published, will -be fur-

nished to aiTplieants by the London Office 37

Royal Exchange, B.C., on receipt of Idpost-

aee or by the Head Office m Toronto, on

Sipt of 3 cent stamp. Besides a large num-

ber of Farms and other ..property in all parts

of the Province, they have amongst others the

following beautiful residences :—

2592. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with

Mtenrive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beauU-

Cl, law out. The house, and rooms ar>

l«ge. particularly the drawing-room. Prlcll,

»8,000, which is a great bargain.

am Valuable small farm and residence,

asTresygiod loam soil , well watered, 2 storey

brick residence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellar

fr^e bam, carriage house, etc .Ve»y fine

orchard of choice fruit tf?«» .
P",°?-»*'*"

»2,000 down, balance to emt at 6 per cent.

2500. Delightful residence in Port Barwell,

oom>ri8iDB '2.1 acres frontmg on Lake Erie

Lrgeframe house. nearly new, 13 rooms,w^
bath hot and cold water, etc. Also 2 frame

dwellings, frame bam and numerous out-

hnUdines About 3 acres orchard of old and

ySing trees Price, »6,000; »2,000 down, bal-

anoe on easy terms.

J. B. ADAMSON, Uanager.

U ADELAIDE S T. EAST. TOBONTO, OUT.

HAMILTON MEBBITT,

ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MIRES. ETC.,

Hnrara EHGuraBE k jiEriLwmonrr,

15 TORONTO STBSET, TORONTO.

GRANITE RINK.

Oraim MlllUrr Promenade Concert.

June 30th, Jclt Ibt.

SIGNOR ALLESANDRO LIBBRATI.

Tickets at Suckling's.

HANLAN'S POINT FERRY.

YobkStbeet steamers run «rom 7.30 a.m.

nntll 9 30 D m —last trip from Island 10 p.m.
"
YONOE S^ET steam^ers, 8 a.m^ antll 8 P «.

Bbock Steeet steamer 10 ajn. until 9JO

p.m.
,

Steamer Cliioora.

Daily, leaving Toronto at 7 a.m. and2 p.m.

for Niagara and Lewiston,

Steamer Empress of India.

\rision. Leaving Port P«'ll'o»«'o »' ^°-^ ''•™-

returning leave Toronto at 3.40 p.m.

MASON k COLLINS,

LIFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AHD CRAYDH.

STtTDio, - - 31 King St. West, Tobomto.

REFRIGERATORS,

rr.K CREAM FREEZERS,

"

COAL OIL STOVES.

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE STREET.

W N. SEARS & CO.,
W CHUBCH ST., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Real and Imitation

Stained Glass. Send for circulars, etc.

Costs from 3.5c. lier .foot up.
.
Send for

sample fan-light $1, size lbx30 m.

DB. SINCLAIB,

334 Jakvis Stbmkt.

MIDWIFEBY, AND DISEASES OP

WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

-]^ PEABSON,
^* DENTIST,
No. 2 Kwo STMmWBT, - - Tobomto.

pAINLKSS^EOTISTBT.

Artificial Teeth^il^liie^f »PP~jr?Su"?-

Sfelrc^irrde^sSunTa'Srope^tio^ both

mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DKimsT,
266 Queen Street, East.

tOHS B. hall, M.D.,

^ HOM(EOPATHIST,
„ • ,f...™.eaBe8of Children andNervons

i?sss'""H-;sn|ioa-i* '"

«

^^- «-
diy, 9 tolO a.m. ; 6 to 6.30 p m.

WW * sag nostra RntlllBT.

TEAS.

pHAELES W. PHILLIPS,

Solicitor, oonvbyanceb. Etc.

_:OF]noB:—

46 Addaide Street East, Toronto, Ont.

GREEN.
Choice Gunpowder.
Choicest Gunpowder.
Fine Gunpowder.
Fine Young Hyson.
Ex. Fine Hyson.
Finest Hyson.
Fine uncoloured Hyson.
Fine uncoloured Japan.
Ex. fine Japan.
Medium Japan.

Finest Assam. Young Hyson.

In half Chests and Caddies.

BLACK.
i?<n««t Pnuchons. Fine«t Souchong.

EngUrt SreSuast Souchong. Finest Congou.

English Breakfast Congou. Oolong.

nS^lrs Orange Pekoe. Broken Assam Pekoe.

Finest Assam Pekoe.

COFFEES.
Mocha, green and Boosted.

Old Government Java.

Laguayra, green Roasted. t,„.^.j
Sanitation Ceylon, green and ItoMted.

East India, green and Boasted.

Porto Rico, green and Boasted.

Bio, green and Boasted.
Maiacaibo, gr»«i »nd Boaj^
Jamaioa, green and Roasted.
Condensed Coffee, in bottlei.

Bay's Faiiaian OOftee.

JAS. SHiBllDS & Co.,
WINS MERCHANTS,

Cor. raatp and •UmfmaM to., TaroDto.

E.
COATSWOBTH, J«.,

BMrister, Solicitor, Nottjy PubUc
"*"

- Conveyancer, etc.

Mon»v to LynA. Offlc«,-I0 York C^f^f^-
No 9 TOBOHTO Stbbbt, Tobosto.

Gr'
EO. MaoDONALD,

Bamistbb, SouotTOB, Bto.

—; OFFICBS :

—

Equity Chamber., 20 Adelaide Street Bm*.

Toronto. Money to Loan.

MI8S BIBDSALL,

t Bank St., St. Mark's Ward.
.

Pwpil of Carl Marttne.

PenoU drawing, etching, water oolouM,

"""TS^t^Muric, K : Drawing, etc, t
"

"

HOEACB F. ALLKIN8, ABTI80.
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Mr. Blainb's "Twenty Years of Congress," of which the first bulky

volume is before us, derives importance, and will no doubt gain immense

vogue and circulation, from the nomination at Chicago. It shows literary

ability of the best, because the least artificial, Iftnd, and it has an interest

beyond that which any skill in compositToh or mere knowledge of history

could infuse, as the description, by a strong, and sagacious politician, of

the men with whom he has mingled in public life, and the affairs in which

he h^ borne a leading part, while the section of history which it

chronicles is the momentous period of the Civil War. The work is a

really valuable addition to political literature. The analysis of charadter

is keen ; the judgments calm and fair. In the early portion we feel that

the writer is telling us his whole mind : as we advance our confidence in

_ his frankness lessens ; the shadow of a coming candidature seems to fall

upon the page ; inconvenient episodes are omitted or thrown into the

background ; there is an increasing tenderness of handling, and a visible

disposition to conciliate. It was inevitable that the vocation of the writer

should appear in his modes of judgment, and that the tribunal before which

public character is cited by him should be generally that of popularity

rather than of conscience. We follow with intense interest the course of

the history as it draws toward the great catastrophe.,. But it is impossible

not to be struck, as we read, with the inherent weakness as well as the

improbity of the political characters commonly formed under the demagogic

system. Among all these famous stump-orators and intriguers not one was

found who could make a bold and strenuous effort to avert the great calamity.

That the war might have been averted seems probable, if Mr. Blaine's esti-

mate o^the original forces of Secession is true. According to him, its

strength was confined to the Gulf States, its real adherents in the other States

being so few that the conspirators dared not submit their ordinances to the

people, while there was a large party intensely opposed to it in Virginia as

well as in North Carolina and Tennessee. It was, in its inception, not a

popular movement but an oligarchical plot, and its life centered in a group of

men almost all of whom were at Washington and within the grasp of the

Federal Government. Yet these men were allowed in open Senate to

renounce their allegiance and take their departure for the South with the

avowed purpose of organizing a dissolution of the Union and, in case of resist-

".'••r—'*'^'-''' treason, a civil war. The politicians could only look on in help-

.. „ Jo..i.ubrineut/, povi'iiug iofurtoticma\ri'rftuYnp-oratory, choprfnjg eonsn-

tutional logic, debating whether it was lawful to coerce seceding States or

only to force them to obey the law, and really thinking, each of them, more
about his own position and popularity than about the mortal peril of the

State. When they did act, all they could do was, in the form of the
Crittenden Compromise, to tender to the slave-owner abject submission and
the total surrender of every principle on the Slavery question as the price

of his continuance in the Union ; and even this they did when the time
for it was manifestly past, and apostasy could have no possible effect but
that of inflating the insolence of Secession and unbracing the moral nerve
of loyalty. A rough and resolute West Pointer, with nothing but the
country in his heart, would have been worth a great deal more in that

—hour of pei-il than all these orators and taotioians . Perhaps
, -aftentll tt

—

was well that the war should come, and that slavery should be utterly

destroyed
;
but statesmen are not acquitted when good comes out of enor-

mous evil, which was preventable, and which it was the business of states-

manship to prevent.
'

There is one part of his subject with regard to which it is very hard
for Mr. Blaine or any American politician to keep the path of truth and
justice. The time seems at last to be approaching when Anglo-Americans
in general will cease to pride themselves upon being the transmitters of a
foolish feud, or to regard as a part of their national religion a senseless and
degrading rancour towards the country from which their blood, language
and institutions are derived, whose literature is theirs, and to which as soon
as they personally rise in the world, they always set about tracing their

pedigrees. But to the politicians and to the historians, who, with perhaps
one honourable exception, are almost as much on the stump as the poli-

ticians, common fairness to the English people or Govaspment would still

seem a sort of literary sacrilege. They deem it their sacred duty, whether
they believe it or not, to speak and write as if they believed that of two
branches of the same race which have barely been severed from each
other for a Hundred years, while one is absolutely upright, disinterested

and noble, the other k utterly vile, and never can have any motives but
the basest. If England or a British statesman has ever by accident done a
right act it must have been for some bad object. Mr. Blaine begins by dis-

paraging the abolition of the slave trade, which he wishes to insinuate was

80 timed by British cunning that the trade expired only when the market

in the United States was closed, as though the United States had been the

only market for slaves. What would Mr. Blaine say if an English writer

asserted that the motive of New Englanders for legislating against impor-

tation, was the desire to sell their own slaves to the South, as in fact they

did before they entered on the crusade against slavery? Calumnious inter-

pretation may taint the best deeds in history. Mr. Blaine seems, like

other American writers, to assume that the cause of the North was so

evidently that of morality as to challenge the unhesitating allegiance of

every moral being. He forgets that in his history of the Crittenden Com-

promise he has exhibited the North, by the lips of its leaders, renouncing

the moral cause, and avowing its willingness, if by the return of the slave-

owners to the Union itff material interests could be preserved, not only to

give slavery new securities, but to enthrone it forever above the constitu-

tion itself, and place it, as far as possible, on a level with the ordinances of

God. England did make a great sacrifice to the moral cause : she faced

the ruin of her greatest industry rather than accept the French Emperor's

invitation to open by joint intervention the cotton ports of the South.

There was a struggle between parties in England ; there was a struggle in

the North itself between the Kepublicans and Democrats ; nor could any-

thing which British Tory journals said about the iniquity or futility of

the war transcend the language of 4he Democratic press But the majority

in England was on the side of the Free States, and it prevailed. The escape

from British ports of two or three Confederate cruisers which were armed

elsewhere, though deeply to be lamented and afterwards rightly atoned for,

could not counterbalance the immense service rendered to the Northern

cause by the refusal of Great Britain, in face of the strongest temptations,

to join France in a recognition of the Confederacy and in an intervention

which, for the time at least, must have been decisive. But the American

Anglophobist takes no notice of divisions of opinion in England : he always

represents her people as a unit in iniquity. At the bottom of his heart

he hates the Englishmen who were in the right and who thereby balked

his malignity, more, if anything, than those who were in the wrong. Not

seldom he has beneath his swaggering Republicanism other lurking tenden-

cies which make him feel that the hostility of the aristocracy is poorly

compensated by the friendship of the common people. That the recognition

of the confederates as belligerents should continue to appea^j^wrong to

any man of sense, is surprising. What ejs-g{;-2nld^h»v|^1^ ^^^^^ "^^
..war was^not a civil war in,^or(linary sense of the term : it was to all

intents and purpoB53*^temational. The Union had been, for the time
split by a line of cleavage at once social and territorial into two separate

nations, the Government of each of which was through the whole length

and breadth of its own territory completely established and perfectly

obeyed. The Northern nation was trying to conquer the Southern nation,

but never for a moment ventured to treat its soldiers or its citizens as
rebels. The Federal Government had itself declared the struggle a regular

war by proclaiming a blockade of the southern ports. It might have been
more courteous to wait for the arrival of the American ambassador ; but
the defence of the British Government was that recognition of belligerency

was inevitable, and that by making it an accomplished fact the possibility

ofiraallenation was OToided. It ts very satisfactory to find that Mr.
Blaine regards a war between the United States and Great Britain as one of

the greatest calamities that could befall the civilized world. There is not the
slightest danger of war, or even of unfriendly feeling, except that.which
arises either from the conspiracies of Irish dynamiters, from the vote-

hunting machinations of the demagogue, and the Anglophobia, which is a
part of his stock in trade. The better and more high-minded American,
happily, is growing ashamed of Tammanj domination, Anglophobia, and the
demagogue at the same time. _ . ,!__ !/

A RENEWAL, which it is to be feared will not be the last, of the conflict

between the people and the Jews in Eastern Europe, has brought a revival

of the charges against Christianity as a religion of persecution ; and the

cry is swelled as usual by Christians who are more anxious to cultivate a
reputation for liberality than to do justice to the faith of their fathers.

Christianity has little or nothing to do with the matter. Evea in the

middle ages the popular risings against the Jews were social and economical

in their character, rather than religious. As a rule, the Jews were
protected by the popes and eminent ecclesiastics, as well by the kings

whom they served as instruments of fiscal extortion. Their enemies

were the people, goaded to revolt by their oppressive usury. Difference of

religion added bitterness, no doubt, to the cup of hatred, as did difllerence

of race ; but extortion was the chief ingredient. On the subject of

Hungary, the present scene of these disorders, there is a good book written

before the disturbances or the controversy connected with them began, by

\

\
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Mr Paget who shows himself a pronounced Liberal and an advqcate of

Jewish emancipation. This writer says : "The Jews are employed by

the nobles as men of business, as tenants or middlemen, as distillers, and

as publicans. From their ability, knowledge of business, and extensive

connections, they are, when honest, invaluable in such situations, but they

sometimes abuse the confidence reposed in them, and make away with large

sums of money, which are conveyed to some of the tribe in Poland or other

countries, and which it is impossible for justice to extract, so close and

secret is the connection they maintain amongst each other. The Jew is

no less active in profiting by the vices and necessities of the peasant, than

by those of the noble. As sure as he gains a settlement in a village the

peasantry become poor. .Whenever the peasant is in want of money,

whether from the occurrence of misfortune, or to make merry at his marriage

feast, or to render due honour to his patron saint, the Jew is always ready

to find it for him, of course at exorbitant interest All the peasant has to

repay with is the next year's crop ; and that he willingly pledges, trustiag

to chance or his landlord's kindness to support him during the winter. In

this way the crop is often sold as soon as it is sown, and during the rest of

the year the peasant finds himself bound hand and' foot to his hard creditor.

On this account I have known many gentlemen refuse to let a J6w live in

their village, and rather lend money to their peasants themselves, where

they saw the need of it, and allow them to pay it back in labour."

This precisely and almost verbally Ullies with the description of Jewish

practices in Germany given by another religious Liberal, Mr. Baring Gould,

and of Jev. >h practices in Russia given by the British Consuls in their

reports to their Government on the riots in that country. The reports

indicate more clearly the detestable use which the Jewish usuer often

makes of the drinking shop in getting the destined victim into his

hands. When to cruel and grinding extortion is added that insolent

exclusiveness of race which refusesHo interrfarry or eat with the people,

who can wonder if hatred is engendered in the breast of the peasant, or if it

does not always restrain itself within civil bounds 1 Who can wonder even if

in a simple land ignorant population imaginary atrocities should be charged

to one who is a real and terrible oppressor ? Would our people, tolerant and

kindly as they are, remain passive under such an invasion of alien extortion-

ers 1 The cynical, but on that very account, cool-headed writer of a recent

work on Berlin Society says that the antagonism to the Jew in Germany is

not likely to subside, and that the much abused Stoecker is not a religious

malignant but a leader of the people against oppression. The conflict is

deplorable ; but it will end only when the Jews in Eastern Europe abandon

their - -Mrtionate and demoralizing practices, take to the walks of honest

industry, and cease to treat their fellow-citizens as unclean. Christendom

at all events is not specially to blame for the it. ''^-ble consequences of

habits which made the Jews odious to all nations befort, Christianity had

come into the world, or while its followers were still a feeble and obscure

sect hunted from city to city by the persecuting Jew.

There is an act of justice to be done, in connection with the Jewish

question, to an eminent Christian who has been a long time in his grave,

^d whose name represents an epoch. If you want to enter into the spirit

strained by the faithful, if means can be found, not to impede the advance

of the faith by blasphemies, by evil preachings, or by open persecution."

The middle ages were not enlightened or tolerant, but we owe to them a good

deal, and they have been painted sowewhat darker than they were. Com-

pared with the Talmud the religious philosophy of Thomas Aquinas is the

height of liberality as well as of good sense.

Judge Noah Davis, in the North American Review, takes up the tale

of Mr. Roy and bewails the advancing dissolution of the family in the

United States. One to six, or even more, he say^?, is now the propor-

tion of divorces to marriages in some districts and cities. Like Mr. Roy,

Judge Noah Davis sees the root of the evil in relaxation of divorce laws.

To this source he is disposed to trace even the avoidance of maternity,

which is now so palpable and so ominous a fact among the Anglo-American

population of the United States. A pair which has a numerous offspring

has given hostages to the indissolubility of marriage ; this is felt to be the

case, and means are taken to prevent the birth of children, in order that

there may be nothing, when fancy prompts, to preclude the severance of

the tie. That appears to be the Judge's view. If it is correct, the

domestic morality of New England is on the road that leads to destruction,

and Mormonism, when arraigned, will not lack materials for a retort. It

may be doubted, however, as has been said before, whether the lax divorce

laws are not as much an effect as a cause. The deeper source of all these

phenomena seems to be the progress of a social revolution which is altering

the aims and aspirations of women, urging them to " come out of the Egypt

of dependence and sentiment," preaching, in the bitter words of John

Stuart Mill, that marriage, as it exists, is the worst kind of slavery, jealously

separating the interests of the wife from those of her husband, and lessen-

ing the honour of maternity. It seems a.s if society was bent on trying

some new Wt of organic principles with regard to the relations between the

sexes, in pkVo^/^e Christian principles upon which these relations have

hitherto been based. If this is the radical tendency of the age, of course

it will prevail, and a century hence social observers will be enabled to

judge of the result Momentous, for good or evil, that result wiU be. It

is very well to say that fundamental change may be made with impunity

because Nature is sure to vindicate her own laws : Nature is sure to vindi-

cate her own laws if you take arsenic or fling yourself out of a fifth storey

window. The full bearings of sexual revolution are not yet seen. They

will be seen when the teachir-: of Mr. Stuart MiU, backed by those of law

reformers, shall have thoroughly penetrated the minds of husbands a- —iU

as those of wives. Then it will appear that marriage, though essential to

the purity and happiness of both sexes, is more especially a restraint laid for

the benefit of the women on the roving passions of the men. Let White

Cross Associations do what they will to guard female purity : their object

is admirable ; but they will labour in vain, by preachings or enactments, to

extinguish the most powerful of all passions ;
and if virtuous women refuse

to be'Vives, or to be wives of a different type from that foreshadowed in

the writings of John Stuart Mill, lust wUl reign again 'as it has reigned

before in the eclipse of married love. A Bystander.

of the mid<Ue ages, read Daixt6, the life of St Francis of Assisi and,1f you

can digest medieval Latin, some sections of Thomas Aquinas. The Angelic

Doctor has been constantly accused in the course of this controversy, not

only by Jewish Rabbis, but by Christian divines ardent in the Jewish

cause, of teaching the abominable doctrine that the Jews being the serfs of

the King, and their children the children of serfs, it was lawful to baptize

Jewish children against the will of their parents. A reference to the text

of Aquinas will show that the charge is founded on misconception. After

the formal fashion of the sAolastic philosophers, Aquinas sets forth the

arguments on each' side of a proposition, and then sums up and pro-

nounces a judgment That Jews being serfs, their lord has a right

to baptize their chUdren without their consent is one of the argu-

ments on the side of compulsion. The final" judgment of Aquinas on

the whole question is "That the chUdren of unbelievers ought not

to be baptized against the will xTf their parents, since this has never

been approved by the custom of the Church of God, which is in aU

things to be followed, whUe it would be contrary to natural justice and

fraught with peril to the faith." He adds that the servitude of the

Jews is civil, and excludes them not from right divine or natural. In a

previous section he has distinguished the case of the Jews and the heathen

from that of heretics and apostates. In the case of heretics and apostates,

whom he deems bound by their religious allegiance, he sanctions, in accord-

ance with the vicious theory of his church and age, the use of compulsion ;

but in the case df the Jews and the heathen he says compulsion is by no

means to be used, since beUef is voluntary ; only they may be con-

HERE AND THERE.
k

Owing to a misunderstanding, Mr. Roberts' article on thei writings of

Mr. Fawcett has appeared, though with some difference of form, both in

this journal and in the Chicago Current. Though it happened to appear

first in The Week, nobody will suspect a journal conducted on so liberal

a scale and with such ample resources as the Current of borrowing from

the stores of a contemporary or publishing an;^ but fresh matter. Every

reader of the- Cimrent, if he notices the circuiistance at all, will conclude,

as is' the fact, that misapprehension is the cause.

In lacrosse, the great game of the season was played on the Rosedale

grounds on Saturday, between the Torontos and the Shamrocks, for the

championship. Seldom in the history of the game has such a crowd

gathered together; hundreds were turned away from the gate unable to

obtain admission. The history of the match is not so interesting, as the

Shamrocks sadly disappointed their adherents, and finally suffered defeat

by three goals to one. After the recent games we have had to record,

characterized by nwch rough play, it is a pleasure to be able to chronicle

that this match, in' which, in outside circles, an unusual amount of parti-

zanship was displayed, was totally devoid of the rough element. The first

game was a very short one, and was at once won by the Torontos
;
the

second, of sixteen minutes' duration, in which good play on both sides

was shown, went to the Shamrocks, the third and fourth games, after
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Provinces the city had «a:fead time," and it required all Lord Durham's
astuteness to conciliate disaffection and restore the reign of public confi-
dence and good feeling. ThisV in some measure, was accomplished, and
Toronto took another leap on the highway of civic progress, and extended
its branching arms oyer the area between the old Sydenham Road and the
bay. It may help the reader, who is familiar 6nly with the Toronto of
to-day, to form some idea of the condition from which the city emerged, if

we quote a description of the place at the period of the Rebellion, though,
it is to be said, the writer was no doubt suffering at the time from a fit

of " the blues." The painter of the scene is Mrs. Jameson, the celebrated
author, and wife of the then Chancellor of Upper Canada. Says her
petulant ladyship :

"A little ill-built town, on low land, at the bottom of a frozen bay with one verr

S?W,°^^''t';« I'i r,"?r'' " ','««?'« v«ome government offioea, built of staring red

^n^Vh M
tastdesa valgar style imaginable; three feet of .now aU arSind;

^tJ^t^ '• w""'"' T''^ '*''*• ""* 'be dark gloom of the pine forest bounding theproapeot ; such seems Toronto to me now."

Subsequently, in the work from which this extract is taken ( Winter
Studies and Summer Rambles), Mrs. Jameson gave a brighter and more
cheerful account of the place.

The next decade was marked by the administrations of Lord Sydenham,
Sir Charles Metcalfe, and Lord Elgin. The institutions of the country
were now rapidly taking shape, and reforms were correcting the evils
which retarded progress and kept the people in turmoil. With the
"fifties" came the age~of railways, and the impetus they gave to the
opening up of the Province, and the centralization in Toronto of the brain
and muscle that were to give it mqre vigorous life. The succeeding ten
years opened auspiciously with the visit of the Prince of Wales, and
inaugurated an era of higher evolution, and of remarkable social, indus-
trial, and intellectual advanc-n^ent. The population, which in 1851 was
30,000, ten years later was 00, and in 1871 touched 57,000. From
1861 to 1871 the city gained no iittle advantage from the civU war in the
neighbouring States, though this, in some measure, was discounted by dis-
turbances on the frontier, and by losses occasioned by the Fenian raids.
In the birth of the Dominion, and in the giving to the capital a permanent
Provincial Parliament. Toronto scored further successes and turned over a
fresh leaf in the volume of prr_.es8. In the last ten years no city on the
continent has relatively made greater headway ; and Toronto completesW fifty years of incorporated life with honour a^d renown. Having
reacled socS » prfme; wRat Her fntnw*«lWr be miial press ilaolf od the
thoughts of many a citizen, and find answer with a flush of pride. When
we consider not only the amazing increase in the area and population of
the city, but the evidences on all sides of solid prosperity and substantial
growth, we may venture to picture the Toronto of the coming time as a
place of phenomenal importance, and wielding great influence over the
destinies of tlie country. Much, in this respect, will of course depend on
the character of its public men, the repute and public spirit of its citizens,
and the manner in which its affairs are administered. Patriotism requires
that a man shall work for his country and fellowmen as he works for him-
self. Self-seeking, and the building up of the individual at the expense of
eyei7 other interest, has been too often the rule, and civic life has th«»
been deprived of its animating principle, and the public weal has been left
to shift for itself. Cities, like nations, it should be remembered, are living
and growing or atrophied and dying organisms ; and the individual citizen
has a proportionate interest in the life and prosperity, and a corresponding
responsibility for the decay and retrogression, of the city in which he makes
his habitation and finds his daily bread. If the Semi-Centennial celebra-
tion shaU tend to awaken a more active and patriotic interest in the city's
affairs, and make her citizens more zealous for her good namp and well-
being, it will be not the le^t of the benefits Toronto, is likely to gain from
the-oommemoration. q. Mbkckb Adam.

A FIELD FOB CANADIAN ACHIEVEMENTS.

Thbrb are several things which Canada has not achieved, and which are
within her power to achieve. She has not a recognized literature. This
is not due to lack of population. Shakespeare wrote his plays to an Eng-
knd not so populous as Canada is to-day. Nor is it due to lack of wealth.
The revenue of Canada to-day is equal and greater than was that of Eng-
land during the reign of Elizabeth. Fancy a proposition from the last of
the Tudors to baild the Pacific Railway I A large and appreciative
audience is ready-made in Canada waiting to welcome, to honour, and to
immortalize the right man in the walks of literature.

The history of mankind reveals thp fact that everything really gre^it

has been the result of some one man, who has thrown all his power and
gMtius into one department, and mjuie that the most Important of the

time. Nothing great has ever been achieved without extraordinary effort,

supreme devotion and heroic sacpfipe. A man with large powers resolutely
devotes himself to some special work. Difficulties are overcome, obstacles
arrsurmounted. discouragements are ignored, and in the end a great fabric
is created. No one has attempted this in Canada in the department of
literature

; and until this is done, we may expect 'to grope along in the
same unsatisfactory condition we have occupied for years past.

Columbus discovered America. There were immense results from this
one achievStaent. It taught the eastern world that there really was
another world to be conquered—a New Worid to be developed. Once thU
was known, navigators started in all directions for the Western Continent,
and the empire of Europe is soon to be transferred to America. No one
has yet arisen to Ulustrate the fact that it is possible for a man of genius,
taking advantage of all the circumstances of our position, all the distinctive
features of our national existence, to build up a system, and with it a name,
that shall not only be appreciated at home, but be recognized abroad ; that
the honours and rewards which attend splendid literary achievement in
other countries are possible here. When this is done—when the hero of
Canadian Literature is a real character, living amongst us, admired and
applauded, or, dying, is veqerated and remembered, we shall see numbers
arising seeking to rival his fame, and in this active competition will spring
up the taste, the fashion, for literary labour. This will grow by what it

feeds on, and the lack of to-day will be supplied by the fact of to-morrow.
This matter of a literature—a distinctive national literature—is of

sufficient importance to evoke the most earnest consideration and the best
efforts of the people^ It is descending to the hackneyed, to demonstrate
that the literature of a country has a vast influence upon its development.
Its politics are moulded as much by its poetry as its poetry is tinged by
its political institutions. The true mission of the man of letters, be he
poet, novelist or philosopher, is to pour forth in burning words the regnant
aspirations of the mass of society—to put in tangible and glowing form the
distinctive qualities and attributes of the national mind, so that all can
grasp them, and form their hopes and aspirations in accordance therewith, j

Let us encourage the creation of a literature, if we can.

Some of the difficulties are apparent, and may be pointed otit. We
have not centralized the national mind. The Confederation is compara-
tively new, and sixteen years have not proved sufficient to draw together
all sections to a common point. The only union we really have ia a politi-

cal anion. The kV^qnires that each constituency shall be represented
at Ottawa, and the ambition of human nature' provides that there shall

always be men striving and struggling to obUin the representation. In
this way the thought of the whole political world ia turned to Ottawa.
Hence aspirants from all sections flock thither for rewards and emoluments,
Men go to Ottawa, lured by political interest, from Nova Scotia to British

Columbia, because it is the centre of power—the fountain of patronage.
But, unfortunately, Ottawa is only the political capital of Canada. It

is not its literary centre—witness its newspapers and periodicals. It ia

not the social centre, nor the commercial metropolis. Other, countries
which have flourished in literature have been situate more favourably than
we in this respect. Engtand^-mdeed^ Great Britain—never had to ques-
tion where the centre of the kingdom lay. London is not only the political

but the social and literary centre. The best men of the nation go to Lon-
don in the season. In the drawing-rooms of the rich and the titled, meet
together the poets, the- artists, the musicians, the scientists, the philosophers
—the great literary lights of all kinds. There is an audience.for.them
ready-made. It ia in a cultivated and refined society that literature

receives its greatest encouragement, and secures its most certain develop-

ment. Genius is not born in the drawing-room, but genius is recognized

and applauded there. Let London, in the season, pronounce for an author,
and his book is a certainty.

How different it is in Canada. We have nearly a dozen capitals here

Provincial boundary lines are preserved, and Provincial prejudices are

retained. Toronto does not bow down to Ottawa ; neither does Montreal

;

neither, indeed, does Halifax or St. John. All these cities, and others,

such as Quebec and Hamilton, have a larger population, a more extended
trade, an equal, if not a superior social circle, better newspapers, and as
able men. Ottawa is merely the spot, arbitrarily fixed, where Parliament
is bound to meet—where Ministers are doomed to live, and where the

machinery of government is carried on. During the season there is an
influx of ladies attached to the Members and Senators, and at Rideau Hail
something like a semi-courtly lalon is formed ; but it never has, and never

can, embrace the full intellectual life of the country—only a mere fragment
of it *

If we turn from Ottawa, there is no other city which can fairly lay

claim to supremacy. The ambitious young man in England, who feels tlwt
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he has a mission in letters Boes im t^ T ^ a
Here he will meet nearlv all h«r.

^ ''"' *' " ""*"** °* "O""*-

gate the patrls of l'^ H ""'T °' ''^ "'"P''-^- "^'« -»«^«-

rooms whieh embrace the fi"^ 7 '^^ """°'^''' ^'"''«-*he drawing-

publishers-tr Zt n rl?T TV""'" "' '''' '^'^^- ^^^ -« "-
brains, and are on the .'w'/^ "" nation-the men who employ

man, burnLTor Hter^ v r .
"" "' ''"''^- "^'"^ '" '''^ y°""»

endeavours : he way oTlT^"''
'° " '''''"^'''

'

^'"•°"*° ^^ '"^'^^
--'

political organso Zeou r'sT'^'T-
''^ ^ ^"'^''"''^ ^"^ ^^^ «-*

of intelligent men and the L; e
""""•"' '"""^"'''^ '^' '*^«««' """"b^'

pose to pa;homaI o SrnT T"' "^'' ''"' ""'^'«' -'•° ''^ -' P-
.' very Tpt toZ IZl^- ^, "P"'^'"" ^'^''^ '^ -y "'y « Canada

be surprised at being inZdJedT ' f° "" " ''°''°'"*'' ""'' ^' -'"

tbe .eld oHiteraturf, :;:rh:;rn7/errrrrr '"-' ^^^^^^

and'Lt::;: rj:Z r,::~ --7- P^''"->. ^--y, .elal,

The best men frL all parts of h^ ^"""-'' *° ''" "''""'""' "^'•

of society in this pla e wol L f"
"^

T"''
""''' ''''"'' '"^'^ '^' -°'0«

unimportant, sense
'" '""•'-''''^*

'« '" "^ ''^''^^' ^^^ough not

centralisation i a goo^S - b iT^
'°-'°'^'''''- '^*'^'''«' P""'-'

centralisation woufd ^0Xlrl g rtC^:r^^^^ ^""""r^^preliminary to any successfulliterary aS.ement in tV n
""* ""'• "

the end to be attained is worthv .t
^'*^^°'''°' " '''^ Dominion. But

What avails it th";^ we have frie LtT7 "' '''' ^^°^*' ""^^ ''^-«--

moral code, if with all th!« 1 °"'' ^'^ '"''^ """^ '''^ «'evated

acopeforprd ;„rljLtn' ".. " "^ ""'""^^ characteristics-no

g«.nd to Lpire to
;'''""« ''""•''^^ "^ ~ber, and nothing
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-^WOMAN'S COLLEGE. .

TisNifYsoif has given us, in his " Princess "(h. S- *
CoUege, not altogethe/without a ZT'f ^ T """ °' "^ *'*«*' ^<«»"«'''

for Proctors, DotageiT Del:s^and°u' ' '
'"''^' "'*'' '^ "^-<>-

ends. We propose to prese" t^ Tr
'^••°'^''"<= <=«-- i« which it

Woman's CoHegU orS^tdrfl^ttTiX '"'"'''• ^^'''^'^^'
educationists of New England. ^' """""S ^^^ P"«^'i<=al

west'!Sl''''!rTer?bund"''^ °' r' '^"*^' ''^"* fi^'^- »"es
of the Univer: ty of Toronto ^Zv'T' ""^'"« '" '^''"«''«-- '•>-
Which a^ovds th^ ^JyZ:i::z::;pz:;trZ^ •^-"^-^ '^^«-

and skating in winter. The colleJ ^m,, a
^

i
"« "" summer.

The college residence accomrdaS sTs 1^^^^^^^^
for the numbers attracted to its classes S^n! S ',, u I

*" "»'''>«q"»te

built to receive IIQ additionJ^.Z^1^7 "tl^'T 'T ^"^-<J"-"y^at two additional " housesmT^K *^ '"^ ^"^"^ '^^ ''^''^^

grounds.
''''^' ^'""^ "'»'* erected on the college

To those who advocate woman's riehts in th.;, i
•.•

Ladies'«ollege presents manvf«»f , ,

legitimate sense, this

demands. It does not aim ^f TvT "^'"''^ *° "^«' "^"^ '«-°-ble
the oont^ry rZ^Z^t^:^ "^TT"^ "' ""^ ^"' ^
distinctive requirements alike nhv^ 7 °*, '^°'"'"»'«'°d, and its special

element slighted. The coul t' T' '"' '"'"''"^- ^°' ^« '''^ --«1
positively Christian Tn an ST"'''"'''''' '"' -^-W-tively and
atio stujy of the^^jrirradXlt"^^^^^^^^ «i^-
an* religious worship is the daX nl

^^ "«'''" '"'"'^ °* «t"dy
;

of TrusL is a mixeVbody of 2":^::; "'
''^''t^^-

'*^
^'^''^

Dr. Hall, Chancellor of the Univertv of nTvT r'"''"^«
*•"* ««^-

Boston University the Dean ofT ^r-
^ ^°'"''' ^'^'<'«°* Warren of

bridge, and oth^Cen^iv^^mt fn^Lt^"^^*^^°°' °^ ^''-
earnest efforts for promoting. tZh'T !

'"*" '''"""' *"' ">«'

England. The PresfdTt o |ale , t^eSL ^^^ '""^'^ '"^ N-
we turn to the professional sUff hi "" °' *••' ^"^

'
»•"' '^en

womanhood. The PrZen „^' Tv f"
'«''°^'°? '^' *'»« "«hts of

PLD.
;

the. Profess!rot Ci^ic3 J:;:
'^ ^ ""^^ ^"°« ^-^—

•

Astronomy; of Mental and m2 Phtr^H ' f^" "'' ^*'y''-'

Natural Sciences, are all ladies. ThlS ^r
^ '

**' ^"'*"''^ ""^ °' »»»«

entrusts! to foreigners of thdr own s^^^^' M^T'"'' n * «" "'" '""^•''own sex. Mademoiselle Rosalie S^ pro-

fesses French Language and Literature • Elizabeth TT r»

~
7,

that "rir^^f"''''*" '" ''^^" ^'-*^'^' *p--« thet™

and its preparation for sodal 'life

' "'^' " "^ "'"^"^"^ ""^ ^^-*«^

they are encouraged to conanit K», » i

hygiene
; and

devotion to studf1 '7'°",^"' ^'^^^^^ «° «« '" avoid the evils of undue -

wh. theiSmrd-trrri:-^:-:-^^-- -^^'

EviJlT:;i:;thoi"T' "^ ''^^ •'-"^^^ -^ '^^^'^ -^ -^e-^-

in the courT ZT^
scholarship is insisted upon at each successive step

thorou;hTffi^e;crNtV:ntrtrt: Tr^' "^ ^^^ °- ^^^^

the 4tsand ;irlLrst,e^^;j^^^^^ ^-^ "^^ " -» " ^^

found possible Som. I '
''° '^°"''* coeducation will be

their sole chL !ven fstb' T'''
'''" "'"^'"^''^ ''^''" themselves S

ordeal of tt'^leZl Tecful' ^l'ZZT\''-' ''' ^^^ ^'^'^^

be found to whom the association li he oldsTl'
'°°" ^''^" '"'

the competition and rivalrv nof nnl *

"°7''^°f «'™°ge young men, and

or even Vpolitical car^fiiSb. "^ Z"'^'""
^'^'' '"' °^ * P-fessional.

will be sm'all, ndTwiU 1'.^ '"^^ But the numbe;

«n.e justice- to womTn.Hl^bV^J^ '^"^ *° ^'^" *^^

men of Ontario. TUs Ln olt^ ^'^"""^ '^''"^ ^°^ *^« ^-"8
adapted to their spedll'aut^ .

accomplished by providing a colle^

and so training CaLrrtr rifa; "T:^' ^^^^^^helpmate of man, the source of all the erLe th« . .
''°'"P'"''°'^ "*

refinement of humanity. "Woman tf„T' .
^'"^^'^ ""^^ ^ocM

neither equal nor uneaual fo I, ? . u
""^"le^eloped man." She is

capable of healthfu l^d L gh cilt^re :! "l
"'^^"^^ °^ ^^ °-' "

blighted by unwise traiiirf^W-, "^
''^ ''^^^ ''^*°rted and

future is deterXed ' '"* ""''"' P^"*^ "^ "^« ^ -^-h all her
X. Y. Z.

CRICKET.
Ckicket is the national game of England Thn , .

pastime may perhaps be Jted as an bsUnce ofthf7 !
'"'' °' *''*'

national character-requiring as it do««;r>. u
'^*^*''°P'"e''' ol the

and physical qualitieslb^ Id oZ shouy""
'"'""'^ °' ''^*^"*'=*-^

lags, with patience, calculation^ndroltT' """'' """" "'^ l^'^^
tion of the term « cricket 'tvrni'^^^^'^'^

°* '"'=""°'*- ^he derive

hold it analogous tolt "Chee^r^^'^^r- ».--' °* ^r^^^ : Bome

reasonable to assign it a col.T •

^*""^' '«' '' »eems men,
.tick; yet wheZfin if"2^.^"* ''".^"^ """"'" * «-^««»
of the Welsh, the ^..Z^TtL'ZCl I °^T' "' *'" ^'^^ P'*^
matter of .mall import Cricket is .vM *,

*°^°« °' '*'* *^*«*«' » *

the germ of the mirn bat t̂en in t"tLf" "' '^^ '""''"^^
^in tbe earliest representations of the

pastime about the middle of the thirteenth century. The earliest historical

allusion to the game is found in the wardrobe account of King Edward I.

for the year 1300 for a suit of clothes, "ad ludendum ad creag," which

would seem to show that cricket was then esteemed in greater favour at

court than in the reign of Edward III., when the close roll of 1365 dis-

parages the game, amongst others, on account of interfering with archery,

as—" ludos inhonestoa et minus utiles aut valentes." In the reign of

Edward IV., 1477-78, the game was altogether prohibited, the statute

decreeing that anyone allowing the game to be played on his premises was

liable to three years' imprisonment and a fine of £20, whilst the players

should suffer a two years' imprisonment and a fine of £10, and the imple-

ments used were to be burnt. The actual word " cricket " first appears in

the year 1 550, where in a court of enquiry at Guildford, Surrey, about

some waste land, one John Derrick, gentleman, deposed that he had known

the ground for fifty years or more " when he was a scholler in the free

school of Guildford, he and several of his fellowes did run and play there

at crickett and other plaies." It is, however, from the records of the old

Hambledon Club that we glean the first reliable information of the game.

In the infancy of . the pastime stumps did not exist ; a circular hole in

the turf supplied the place. At first there was but one stump, and that

only eighteen inches high ; the date of the addition of the second is buried

in obscurity. It is only known that they were placed two feet apart with

a connecting cross-bar on top. The dimensions of twenty-two inches by

six inches were adopted in 1702, and thus-, as far as is known, matters re- ^

mained till in 1775, when at a Hambledon Club match the ball was

observed to pass thrice between the two stumps without dislodging the

cross-bar, so a third was added. The next alteration was to twenty-four

inches high by seven wide in 1798, and in 1817 another inch was added to

the height, when shortly after the stumps reached their present dimen-

sions. It is still a moot point whether single or .double wicket was the

parent game. Judging from the earliest evidence extant, it seems probable

that single wicket was the first instituted, as it is less complicated and

requires fewer players. The Surrey County Cricket Club at Kenning-

ton Oval possesses the earliest known picture of the game in anything

like its present form, the date of which is 1743. The most radical

change that has ever taken place in the development of the game is the

introduction of round-arm bowling in place of underhand. That the

new style was first discovered by Tom Walker, a professional of the

Hambledon Club, is generally admitted, but the dogged conservatism of

the day pronounced it to be unfair, and successfully repressed the innova-

tion. In 1805 the style was revived by Mr. John Willes, a great Kentish

amateur. But it wm not till 1825, when Mr. G. EJiight, of Alton, strenu-

ously took up the cudgels on behalf of the so-called " throwing bowling,"

that it became a permanent institution, and then only after many bicker-

ings and muqh controversy. The first record handed down to us of any

match is of one between Kent and All England, which was played on

August 4th, 1746, at the old Artillery Ground, Finsbury. This ground

was the scene of many a classic contest. In those days no match was played

without heavy stakes being laid, the usual amount being one thousand

guineas a-side. The costume adopted by our forefathers was widely

different from the fiannels and caps of the~present generation : then they

appeared in tall hats and long coats ; pads and gloves were entirely

unknown ; and when round-arm bowling was introduced, and some protec-

tion became necessary for the legs, plain boards were used aa pads. The true

birthplace of the game in its developed state was in the byroad open downs

of the southern counties, more especially in the great hop-growing centres.

The old Hambledon Club was the first founded in England, and laste^

from 1750 to 1791. Its playing fields were Broad Half Penny and

Windcnfll Downs, when at its zenith the club frequently contended with

success against All England. Though a cricket club existed at Hambledon

down to 1825, the old society was broken up in 1791, owing to its

distance from the metropolis. A dispersion of its famous players

through neighbouring counties took place, and was naturally accompanied

with a diffusion of the precepts of the game, which gradually extended

northward and westward, till, at the end of the eighteenth century, cricket

was established as the national game of England.

The famous Marylebone Club now justly ranks as the leading club of

the world, frames the laws governing the game, and arbitrates on all disputes

colinected therewith. This society sprung out of the old Artillery Ground

Club, which played at Finsbury tiU about 1750, when they migrated to

White Conduit Fields and became the White Conduit Club. In 1787 they

-were remodelled under th^r present title.and occupied a ground provided for

them by one of their professionals, Thomas Lord, whose name is now

immortalised in the famous " Lord's Ground." which in in its present

position has been the headquarters of th« olub since 1827. The Surrey

Club and Ground at Kennington Oval was formed in 1845. In the same

year the famous I. Zingari, first saw light, and commenced its Bohemian

wanderings through Great Britain and often into foreign countries Mr. W.
Pickering, of Toronto, was one of the founders of this far-famed club, whose

membership is only open to amateurs, and only to those too of high social

standing.

It is worth noticing in connection with the most popular fixtures that

the annual match ber.ween Eton and Harrow is the oldest cricket institu-

tion, and in the year in which it.was first played, 1805, Lord Byron was

one of the Harrow team. The Gentlemen and Players' match was inaugu-

rated in 1806, and the Oxford and Cambridge in the following year. The
'Varsities have played with varying success in their annual contests. But
till recently the Players were usually too much for the Gentlemen ; in

fact, in the records of 1837 we find the Players defending wickets of

thirty-six inches in height and twelve inches in width, the Gentlemen

defending those of ordinary size, but even then they had to put up with

defeat. The experiment having produced much ridicule was never repeated.

Wherever Englishmen meet together there cricket finds a home, but though

played for some time in both Canada and the States, in the one it has

never become so popular as lacrosse, nor in the other as baseball, which in

the respective countries still rank as national pastimes in preference to

cricket. Teiviatob.

A REMARKABLE BOOK. •

To the lay mind one theological treatise difFers little from another. Bat the book before

OS, though it deals with the highest problems of theology, is not strictly a theological

treatise ; and if it were, it is one that, with the great divinity text-books of Batler and

Paley, sboald interest the mind, lay and cleric, of the age and the world. The Tolama

for which we claim this eminence is understood to b? from the pen of a professor in

Qlasgow University, in which, we infer, he holds the chair of Natural Science, and has

been aocostomed, as we are told, to do clerical daty on Sundays in lecturing to an

audience consisting for the most part of working men. Little, on this side of the

Atlantic at any rate, is known of the writer ; and though we see that his work has in

England ran through ten editions in a few months, and has already foand wide sale

both in t.ie United States and Canada, we have nowhere met with any personal refw-

ence to the author, nor have we even seen a review of his book. An able and deeply

read physicist, a thorough student of biological science, and a metaphysician of no

mean order, onr author manifestly comes well prepared for the task he has undertaken,

of attempting a reconciliation of Science and Beiigion on lines that, if not absolutely

novel, are bold in conception, akiUnl in constraction, and have the merit of oarryinK

the reader oonvineingly along them to the goal to which they lead. There are period* in

the history of human thought when jast such a book as this is needed—when, in the

ever-recurring contests between the Church and the World, the latter, at times, seems to

have the best of it, and Faith lags pitifully behind in the race—quickly, however, to

recover its lost ground by a giant stride on the metalled causeway of Christian thought

and convincing Theistic argument. The purport of the book, practically though not

avowedly, is to pick up the gauntlet thrown down by Scepticism, and to make a freah

case for the evidences of Christianity by applying the methods of science to illustrata

and enforce the grand doctrines of revealed truth. This Professor Drummond does by

cleverly but reverently taking up natural law and deitling with it as "a mode of motion "

in the spiritual as well as in the physical world. The two spheres, being in reality one.

onr author holds that Law, which is the manifestation of divine will, has its immanence

in both aUke, though Science would con&ne its operations to the material univene

alone. To extend the reign of Law into the Spiritual sphere must at first seem a fan-

ciful idea ; but the reader will quickly see that our author is not merely presenting

ingenious points of contact between the Natural and the Spiritual Worlds, but that he

endeavours to show, and, as we think, suocieeds in showing, that they are reUted by

the closest affinities, and, in fact, that " there is a deeper unity between the two king-

doms than the analogy of their phenomena." The importance given by the author to

his theory —a theory which, to the minds of men, would make the supernatural natnral

and plaoe theology among the exact sciences—will be seen from the following extraot

firom the preface. Says Prof. Drummond :

—

'* Natural Law, could it be traced in the Spiritual World, would have an important

scientific value—it would offer religion a new credential. The effect of the introduction

of Law among the scattered phenomena of nature has simply been to make science, to

transform knowledge into eternal truth. The same crystsjlising touch is needed in

religion. Can it be said that the phenomena of the Spiritual World are other than

scattered ? Can we shut odr eyes to the fact that the religious opinions of mankind
are in a state of flux ? And when we regard the uncertainty of current beliefs, the war

of creeds, the havoc of inevitable as well as of idle doubt, the reluctant abandonment of

early faith by those who would cherish it if they could, is it not plain that the one thing

thinking men are wishing for is the introduction of Law among the phenomena of the

Spiritual World 7 .When that comes we shall offer to such men a truly scientifie

theology. And the Reign of Law will transform the whole Spiritual World, as it haa

already transformed the Natnral World."

This passage will, in some measure, show what the anthor aims at aeoompliihing.

The Natural Laws, he truly says, originate nothing, sustain nothing ; they are merely

responsibl0 for uniformity in sustaining what has been originated and what is being

snstained. They are great lines running not only through the world, but, as we now

know, through the universe, reducing it like parallels of latitude to intelligent order.

What Law has done for Natnre, he adds, it is impossible to estimate. As a mere speo-

taile the universe of to-day discloses a beauty so transcendent that he who disciplines

himself by scientific work finds it an overwhelming reward simply to behold it. But do

* Natatal Law in the Spiritual World, by Hfury Drummond, F.B.S.B., F.Q.S.

New York : James Pott A Co. ; Toronto: WlUiamoon it Go. {Fint Notice.]
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these Uwi, he enquires, .top with what we o»ll the natural sphere f Is it not possiblettattWmayleadfurther? I. ^ p,,bab.e that the Hand whiL ruled thergateTpth

TclJr7 : "" T' '*'' "^""'"^ ' "'-> """ Hand divide the world into two
. cosmos and a chaos-the higher being the chaos ? With Nature as the symbolT^of harmony and beaut, that i. known to man. must we stiU talk of the super-natur^

WW the'lZr, m'°'^
'"' " " ''^"''"' '>''" "' "-"• - -"-telligible wori

Tnd iltnnT "l^^''"'^
"iparsedes the Beign of Law ? Not so. .ays our author

i^tZ T .,
'""'**°"°" ^'' P"'"'' '" ">« P'*"" °' P"»W« i» teaching to wrtt*valid and capable of being sustained iu analogy-not that the Spiritua" Laws «e

tM nL7aUntr 'h°
?«'

"":'""' '"'"' """ "^^ '^'^ "" '^ ""^ ^—P-ii i^ns

Wmself frn
' t T k

' ""«»'8«'"'« «""" '"e supernatural. In thU he guards

^nrn^tionThlt tL""' :
""''; materializing of the sphere of the spiritual, anffrom

frit Ltural WorT T°^^ '" "—Uy in want of proofirom ine Natural World. True, he argues, that from the nature of law in aeneral and

Tw la^s^W 1
"'

""T""';
.""'°«'' •" "•« 'P'""'' »' »'•<' «P'"'-al there are doubtless

sir,^ lZ ."T "Z
°^""'"'- ^"^^ '"«°''' " "'" " Natural Laws. ;ut as

Law s great 'isthf
1°" "', "" """"« ''"" """" ""» "' ""« °""" -"^ 'P'"'-

™!t hn?K ^.
""* °' °" """'"• "°°' ''«''"^« '»"« phenomenal world i.

Se1 . r"" "'
'"•"'''•'« "'"" "• '^o ''-'"'<" '°'° the eternal Order." From

^The h": ofTeT' r',
°'p": t""" ""^ "" "'^ "P'^""- -"> -nifesutrrhehnesof theSpmtual," Prof. Drnmifiond emphasizes, "existed first and it wasnatura to expect that when the • intelligence resident in the Un^en proceeded toframe the material universe. He should go upon the line, already laid down' HetouMmshort. s.mply project the higher laws downward, so that the Natural World would

wLlT :T " "^""' -P^-'-tion. a working model of the Spirituar'With these quotations we may now proceed to the author's apphcation of his theory

fTmiLirwl
"'""" '™'" ''"' "'""'''''''" ''''"'^ ^-- HeTe the author^famihanty with science. particuUrly in the department of Biology and Physic, no!only furnishes him with abundant argument and illustration, but enSles him to presen

Se"c":mr^ t
*T "'\''"-"— characteristic of 'the true scent^c WorkerThe combmation at once of the conservative and the advanced th«oUai.„ j i!

Z:r?rr
• f'

°"''^°^' "° °'"' ""' dispute LtasLEvo'St LTittlem^ hi. hberahsm be caUed in question. Most noticeable is his famiUariH^ sl^
exegesis and the mterpretation of the darker passages of Revelation. Not^g 7nScould be more happy as weU as impressive, than his aptness in quoting ScripT^e^rfasurrounding the sacred text with a new and stronglight. In the fatefu- c^nCbe" een~»n«, ana rehgion if we are ever to have an accepted, an accredited Tolu^ n ofTe
iTlent h°r

*"""'""""' -' -«""- *<> »>-» come the time, and, in our humMe
lodgment, here, in some measure at least, are laid down the argument; Ukel, to bring

IhoT'enS BioJ'^'''T """" """*'""" ""^ ""^^^ ^' ^' ">* '"'^^ «-• chiefly

tZ EnJ^^mT T'.k T""'"""'
''"'"' ^'*'''- ^'•"»' ^0- Conformity toTjTH, Envuonment. and the dosing chapter on OU»ificatlon. Most of the be»^„•re obviously taken from the nomencUture of science and thi. J t^endmgi

« the author-, aim is to substitute a scientTL^Lr^" h^'older tre:^^'
nave at present but an uicient and provisional philosophic form." That he bv nomeans, however, breaks with the old theology, but on the contrarv finr

n^ the estabUshment in this high field of the cUssicalT^u
AWW^-esis

STe'lr.rcettS'^-'^
°"" °' '""'' ""' '" ""« '"'«'— Of a Power

JuLT Srd, 1884.] THE WEEK
Whenitdieswhitherha. it goner Thou carut not Ml < . <!„ i.U .orn onne SpirU. .or ... ,in,^ „, „„, coZhll^ut oLZ-o^''''"'"

"^
Here it may be objected, however, that our author's theory breaks down as Bevela-

rhui: "b fb
" °"' 1 ""'!; "' "•' '"'^' >" '^ '»" "-"- -y»'-y in makingfor his case. But he i. ready with his answer

:

fail to understand. Now philosophv cannot hJnnVl it
°*''''*"^ '^^^^

anything, against us. But scS ans-^ers to the annTi f°" "Kr""" "«• ''

pointed out that this is the same absurduTL to a-k -hf i
" °T\. " " ''" ""P''

and more living till it enterx th« ^^I^- ^ ij I "'^^ * "'o"® "•"'"''^ "ot grow more
Can this minerfl dLVrserme'eTrmarUf '; XVTun ™ " I" fl

'°^^"'- • '
narrow boundary of its inert heiuff' Knowinl Lfk' /A ™* ,"''*' ''«» ''»>'<'°'l the
physical laws, wiiat is its critioTsm worfh oTthI, nr ^°V ""j.^t'^an the ohem.cal and
some visitor from the uTper worfd^fr«T»™„ .

P"°c.ples of biology ? And even when
its dark recess, honours ft wU^atouohtTnt nr"°°V''r«* "'^°« '""' P<"»«trating
of its patron, or until the bTopl«m Sas-doue ts'^ZZ,,'" "^'u""

""! '"" """^ P^'P""*
is being touched f The harri,Tlh;.h

"one its gracious work can it even know that it

whi!h w!
" '"'1°°'

I"?"
'^°"«'" «'°''°« '"" °' ""« ''i'i»'°° <" on' author's subject

sSLllLXisre r *'rr
"•" "«•-' --''^e apostle's confession that2

.•nr« •• "Life " onr .1!^:, T '
'""'"""^'^ '« " «°« ^ but Christ liveth

a v^; , 7 J
°'"*"*'' " "^^^n"* »"<» ""dent

; Spiritual Life is not

absurdity."
°^- * '«^'°" "'""'"t mystery is an
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CORRESPONDENCE.

folly '^;.ri^j;:zx^:^z°z n°at'^f^sisrTW-"r ""•"" »>-«
to the organic is shut, no Mineral can open U^soth; dl V"*"" J'.*""

"^ ""'K""'"
spiritual is shut, and no man can open U*^ This worid of M? ^™'° '^* '""°'»' '" the
the Spiritual World by barriers wMch have nev^rTet be^n /^ T," "'^*'' °^ '™'"
organic change, no modification of environment no »««?.?

*^ ''°'° "'""''' No
erolnUon of character, no progress odvuLation Z /°"^'' "? """"' '^''"•t, no
with the attribute of Spiritual Life. The Spi^itui Wn,M "L"."*.'*

'"«"»'> 'oul

'^7^::h^ntr:^^Ji;t/hi'^^^^^

.-J;;tw^"dTollilt^1„?i:ortr'D'-«^
an e.o:„„<,„,, _^ ,,.

and the limit, of Us operationfn tS na7^ w Hd ^irrat'^'";'
'"'*^"""'"

pctnlato of the Spenceri«> school, that e^ JiS, 1™!';:: "T' '^" ""'

devdopmentin thehigher .t.ge,'of civiliz.irl°d Th.^,Jd'. pr^^lr
'
"'
7°'*^

ai.^theworidinthuw:y*!:rh.t!:;'';,m»':u"v:r.s^^^^^^
• atem theology aU but fallen into dianw a n« ilZ^u!!^' .

"^•^~
ao<^in. of conversion. Sudden oonverln e."peci.JyZ t^^,:'^Jr°*'^

** *'"

philo«,phy and impossible to humw, nature Z mTvw^ ."^ " °'""" *"

«7 theology b«»us, itu. old. B^we3 th^t Zold
^~""' '" '"""^

k invirible. When the New Life m«ufU°1tS iH. . ,t^°V* '"""""'• ^'

IMPRESSIONS OF THE GREAT PICTURE.
To the Editor orThe Week

:

of Ga'^„TSru:^Id^^re\wT-'t: tt*""
""'^''•' "''°" *'•<' -"'on.iec,

are aflected. int^UeTuTa^dT: «:l:'u7.titld th"^^^^^^^
'° '"°' '^°' °"'''"

n.a..ssessinganyintLnsicv.uer^^^^^^

a dXface and fo^rch'^CrerWn't'lLtfrr''"^^'""^
'" '"^^^^

when I spoke hushed my voice to a wWsner
"\

i^"'.

''•• "^""""^ and awe, which

"Art Critic" in his opinion T to the 'damsel'.
° ^^ ""'* "'« '" '''''' '"»

spiritual beauty and holy 1^, but with thThu r^di^v T' 'T'
"*" "" •""

hair, which betoken death WhateveT h« t^ t^ ^ °""°''' ""^ '"'treles.

gelists' narratives the arti.t-; * T '"' "'"'8'" """P^'^tion of the three Evan-

Lt.he°s™ld "• •""*''""«"'-"'-- tonieto be clear and unmistakable:

nporrctr:;:;:L^r,K[zr " °' "-"- -•--- - ---
My second look was then upon the form of the " Man of Sorrows " Tho,nn .,1hunum He «emed to me as there depicted-so human that I faiWto .ee inhX

"P^^hII^^"™'r ^^ """^ '"''' '<'"'' ""' 0-' "«ed 4 th throng who
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IS THE LOTTERY PERMITTED t

To the Editor of The Week :

.Sib.—The attention of the public, if not of the authorities, should be directed to an in-

sidious form of the lottery craze which ha. gained a foothold in Ontario. A certain weekly
newspaper, published in Toronto, has been advertising, and very extensively too. a
number of so called " Bible Competitions," for the ostensible purpose of increasing its

circulation and encouraging Bible study. It is a common lottery, and thinly disguised,
albeit the best of books is made use of to give it the appearance of respectabiUty. For
each "competition" some three Bible questions are proposed. They are generally of
the most trivial nature, and such that the answers can be got by consulting a good
index and concordance. Not long ago a Sunday school teacher was asked by the worat
boy iu his class :

'

' Where does the Bible say that figs are good for boils ? " The teacher
was rather taken aback at first. He thought the question a too familiar joke, having
been a sufferer from one of those painful exoresoeaoes a week or two before. Finding,
l^pwever. that it had been suggested by one of these competitions, he found the answer
in a minute. If the boy had searched the whole Bible through, he would have got no
good in the process; if he won a prize, it will do him an irreparable injury. Two
doUars have to be sent with the answers to the que.tions—the regular rate of subscrip-
tion to the paper for a year. Practically a certain proportion, say one-half, goes to the
paper, and the remainder for a chance in the lottery. In a great number of cases the
paper is no more thought of than is the ticket in an ordinary lottery. This is shown
by the fact that two or more copies of the paper are often received in the same family.
In the eariier competitions success crowned the efforts of those who got in the first

correct answers to the office. It is evident that there would be a good deal of uncer-
tainty about getting a premium, everything being conducted fairly. In the " final
competition." not long announced, a large sum U offered in premiums, not only first

comers, but last comers, and those that come in the middle, get prizes, no leas than a
" small farm " being promised to the middle one of all. Whoever " tries his skill " for
this wiU be indulging in gambling, pure and simple. Skill, indeed I There was never
more of the element of chance in any contrivance invented to pander to that evil prin-
oiple of human nature, the desire to get value without returning an equivalent.

A. W. W.

PANSY. —
I STATED at the cross-rotids

To see her go by,

Her checks were all rosy.

Blue, blue was her eye.

She tripped on demurely,
Gave never a look,

While I—of course I
Was intent on my book.

But Pansy, fair Pansy,
Blue, violet and red,

I vow since I saw you
My heartsease has rted.

And oft still in fancy
I see you no by :

Yes summer-sweet Pansy,
1 long for you nigh.

Now oft near the cross-roads
At evening I wait.

My eagerness ever
Makes Pansy aeem late,

We wandertogether
The green meadows through,
This life would be rapture.
Sweet Pansy, with you. D. J. M.

Pickering College.

\^~ "SONNET.

How bright and pure is all the world below,
Waving in the light and warmth of day.'

Filled with the joy of living ! Far away
Along the sky the water flashes low

;

A fragrant air the sea-winds hither blow.
And woods and fields in light and beauty sway.

Pleasing the sight with visions that allay
An aching sorrow and the memory of woe

Bedim with tears. In yonder quiet shade
The gentle breezes whisper cheer

To hearts bent low and verging to despair.
O happy spring ! Thy bloom will never fade

That gladdens now, tho' with the changing year
The winds are bleak and field and forest bare

George Eliot 8 famous novel, Adam Bede, has been dramatized and
put on the London stage. Mr. Howell Poole is the author of the staxe
version, and it is said to adhere pretty closely to the lines of the novel
though the character of Dinah suflfers somewhat from mutilation.

CARLYLKS FIRST LOVE.

II.—MARGARET GORDON.

The real scene in which the bright summer day of Carlyle's love for
Blumine ended for him in blackest night and fiery tempests was the sea-
side town of Kirkcaldy, where from hU one-and-twentieth to his three-
and-twentieth year Carlyle taught school. There is a glow of youth and
High spirits in the pages in which he describes his life in Kirkcaldy which
contrMts strongly with the gloom and utter despondence that preyed upon
him after he had left it A great deal of this was no doubt due, as he
says, to his friendship with Edward Irving, but probably quite as much
or more, to his love for that fair girl whose name iu romance is Blumine'
but whose name in real life was Margaret Gordon. Did he ever walk
with her, we may wonder, on that smooth sandy bev:h, a mile in length
with Its long wave breaking in harmless melodious white foam, where he
walked in the long summer twilights with Irving? " A favourite scene

"

he calls it, " beautiful to me still in the far away !
" Whether Mamaret

was ever his companion in such walks he does not tell us, but we^may
be^sure that she was always associated in his memory with that beautifid
beach.

Though Blumine is described as dark-eyed and a high-souled brunette
this was only one of the disguises in which ho concealed the story of his
eariy love. Margaret Gordon was a blonde, not a brunette. " She was
of the fair coraplexioned, softly elegant, softly grave, witty and comely
type, says Cariyle, looking back on the past with judicial calmness
' with a good deal of gracefulness, intelligence and other talents Her
accent was prettily English, and her voice very tine. She was of the
Aberdeen Gordons," ho tells us, " born, I think, in New Brunswick
where her, father, probably in sUtae official post, had died young and
poor. Her aunt, widow in Fife, once a Miss Gordon herself, a lean
proud, elderiy dame, had adopted her, and brought her over seas She
was a kind of alien in the place," he adds, "genealogically and other-
wise, being poorish, proud and weU-bred." It was through Irvins
whose pupil she was, or had been, that Cariyle made her acquaintance
'And It might easily have been more," he says, "had she and her aunt
and our economics, and other circumstances liked." Mr. Froude has
told us that two letters from her to Cariyle were found among his papers
which snow that on both sides their regard for each other had found
expression. Naturally, however, the aunt, symbolized as the " duenna
cousin " in " Sart»r," had no sympathy with her niece's admiration for
the poor and low-born, though clever and ambitious, young schoolmaster
under whose rustic exterior the clear vision of Margaret Gordon as
afterwards Of Jane Welsh, discerned the greatness that the future heU
in store for him. But her aunt saw nothing of this. As we have it in
' ^rtor," " What sort of figure would a Mrs. Teufelsdrockh have cut
under the circumstances 1 " She insisted on her niece giving up Cariyle,
and, with whatever regret and reluctance it may have been. Margaret,
hke Blumine, obeyed. Cariyle's words when he speaks of his last good-
bye to her at Kirkcaldy show that they had seen each other after she
had submitted to her aunt's decision. Whether their parting was as
tearful on her side, as passionate on Carlyle's, as that of Blumine and
her lover, we cannot teU ; but it is easy to see even from the carefully
restrained and brief account in the " Reminiscences " of that romance
dead and buried so long ago, with only its ghostly shadow remaining,
that he believed Margaret had loved him, and had sacrificed the " religion
of her heart " to the woridly ambition of her aunt. Immediately after
she was taken away from Kircaldy, but she did not go without leaving a
farewell letter for Cariyle, in which she seems to have tried with gentle
and affectionate solicitude to soothe the wounded love and pride of her
discarded lovY^r. Mr. Froude gives part 'of it, and wo borrow a few
sentences to add to the slight and delicate sketch which Cariyle has iriven
of this interesting girl.

_

" And now, my dear friend, a long, long adieu. In time your abili-
ties must be known. Genius will render you great, may virtue render
you beloved. Remove the awful distance between you and ordinary men
by kind and gentle manners. Deal gently with their inferiority, and be
convinced they will respect you, as much, and love you more Why
conceal the real goodness that flows in four heart J Pardon the freedom I
have used, and when you think of me be it as a kind sister to whom
your happiness will always yield delight, and your griefs sorrow.

" Yours with esteem and regard,
"

. "M."
" I give you not my address, bec^ - I dare not promise to see you "

" 8he«!ontinued," Cariyle says, " for peihaps some three years a figure
hanging more or less in my fancy, on the- usual romantic, or latterly
quite elegiac, and silent terms, and to this day there is a good will to
her, a tender and gentle pity for her, if needed at all." He tells us that
irvmg saw her again in Glasgow (when he was assistant to Dr. Chalmers)
She was with a party of tourists, and Irving described her (in his largo
way) as surrounded by suitors, or potential suitors. Irving himse&, \Cariyle says, had been much interested in her, and might have been
more so, but for his engagement to Miss Martin, which afterwards
separated him from Jane Welsh. " A year or so after," Cariyle continues,
we heard the fair Margaret had married -some rich, insignificant Mr

Homething, who afterwards got into Pariiament, thence out to Nova
Sbotia as Governor, and I heard of her no more ; except that lately she
was still living about Aberdeen, childless, as the Dowager Lady, her Mr.
Something having got knighted before dying. Poor Margaret 1 Speak to
herinnoethe 'Good bye, then,' in Kirkcaldy, I never did, or could. I
«»w her recogniaably to me here in her London time twice ; once with her
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maid in Piccadilly promenading in 1840 or so Mt'tU oif^-^i

m.v
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to order a set of shirts. He said afterwards that 1 Gordons house

was deeply m love, and, though it was not wkhout diffiiukv that°hT
"

her consent to a step apparently so injurious to all hiTworidlv t^ l""they were married. Immediatplv aft«, *i,
^"".""y interests,
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to nnn^.ly ^,nk. thoir futu.7 :. K I <=«™'°°'»y. 'hey were to journey
WelshwLX tTeSSstr;;'^ posVctfrt ' M \^ '•'^^ ^^
that his brother John should accoinan/them^i the nnJ

''. ^'^ P^P"^
this was peremptorily forbidden W w i k u . ,
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was necessary to support him thrn,.i. .i. i

'''°^'^"' ^''^ solace of tobacco

Her. was no'^romance'
; LthTng oTthe '^loTJ''^^''^

"''^ ^ "^"^
light of love." These had sn^nnW^ v.- ,
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and admirable wife a shrewd In?*- i!-^''. ™*''® bim a devoted
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In spite of his occaslnal carelessness S ww '^°'^''= f '" ^«' 1«**^-
owing, no doubt, to his abso^ionTf ^'w^rk a^'dTefhThr ^""'''^Jcaustic tongue, their admiration and esteem fni 1 ^ L ^^ ^^'"P*'" '^^
the end. When she found that her most cheruLn^ °"^/ '^'"'^^"^ to

with her husband in his work was not Sl^"' ^^^^
- -

partnership

the only way possible to he^by sTvTnrhim toThyf "^^'^P^^ ^^^ in

ficing all her own tastes and plewures to «^; 7°^.
*"/°"uef'o «re8, sacri-

anoes of daily life And if wh!n ^ 'j"" ^'""^ *^« «"»" annoy-
weaknesses in^Vshe did^Tairyrdo"^;

^e-jnin^ jealousies an^
silence, she may well be fonriv«n Zhl ^ ° '"^ niagnanimity of
l^te^ ke neve? filn'r1^:^: ^rTh^hST'"**"^^!*'^^^^^during her life, in the triumphant i^u^ition of ?^. ^' 'V^ ' *"*•
of Edinburgh University, wKhe^ltTJ^ t

'^'! 1^°"* ^*°*«"
in his grateful tribute to her memX^^ot oSv o^^t ' 'f

'^ '^" •""" ^'**^
tho. sorrowful and inll«.ioneT.Vmt£e:^.':LSri''4i3

such a noble monument as was never before erected to any woman, and
through which her name, as she would most have desired, will be forever
associated with his fame. ^

And what if he had married Margaret Gordon 1 Why, then, he would
• never have gone through the experiences of Teufelsdrdckh, and would
'never have written "Sartor Resartus." L. M.

THE SCRAP BOOK.

DB LUYNB8 DISCUSSES BURNING QUESTIONS.

The night was dark, the sea was rough, and after such a day the ladies

wisely retired early. The smoking-room was almost deserted when De
Luynes and Robert took possession of it, but other friends dropped in, and
general conversation was in progress. Robert reminded Maurice that he
had promised another chapter of his observations begun a few nights
before. Col. Lyons knew how to interest him, and asked if he had taken
a part in the politics of his country.

" Not a distinguished part," he replied, " and yet I am not an indiffer-

ent observer. Like my father, I have the misfortune to quarrel with a
powerful influence among us in Quebec on some questions, and that shuts
the door of public life against me. I have been in Parliament twice, but
only sat a few months and was beaten, ostensibly because my people were
told that I was a Freemason, which was false ; though they did not know
what it meant. The real reason, however, was that an unseen influence,
which controlled them, was hostile to me. In my youth, the clergy of my
district offered me their support in an election then pending for my
county, but by my father's advice I refused it, because it would involve a
bondage to which no man of spirit could submit. I bore my father's name

;

I had followed his advice against theirs, and they never forgave me. I am
a Catholic, and I want to be a true son of the Church ; but to me, there is

a difference between the spiritual and the temporal. I accept her teachings
as to matters of faith and morals, but as to the franchise, the taxation, the
public administration of affairs, I cannot allow her to dictate my course.
Other young men have held the same views, and have suffered the same
disabilitiea In England and France you see gentlemen of wealth prefer-
red to positions of great political distinction on both sides. If you do not
obey these men, there is an iron heel always waiting to crush you. Kind
gentlemen in religious and private life, they are intolerant above all things
in that which relates to political freedom of speech or action. Their influ-

ence is enormous. Some of my friends have often said to me, ' Why not
go with the tide 1 Why slam the door of preferment forever in your face t

Your name, your rank, the loyalty of your people, would maintain you in
influence and honour, if you would conciliate this hostile power.' It how-
ever, is not always absolutely dominant ; thanks to influences beyond it-s

control, its party has been sometimes beaten, though it has formed such
strange alliances that its influence seems as great among its traditional
enemies as among its own people. When the liberals are in power, it hap-
pens, of course, that independent French Canadians who do not follow it

are appointed to office, but this happens only when they cannot help it
;

when their own party rules, they are absolute masters of Lower Camada

;

and as to patronage and toleration, they rule with a rod of iron."
" I suppose," said the professor, " it is a revival of the old controversies

we have known so well in England." '

" That is not altogether true of modern controversy," rejoined
Maurice, " with you, the Catholics, if they were British subjects, fought
for emancipation ; that cause was plausible and just. But these men
fight for power, for the education of the young, for the control of the
franchise, and of the avenues which lead to the preferment of their own
people. There was once a^gceat controversy between tha finliinQrui ft^rj

Ultramontanes in France
; you know its history, and how the former kept

&ith with the nation ; substitute Canada for France, and we could work
with the Galilean Churchmen. But those men could practically set the
Church over the State, giving to the latter only the power to register the
decrees of the former. If you chide them for this, you will be denounced
from a hundred pulpits. "The more intelligent revolt against these extreme
views. Did I say revolt 1 But I spoke of their intelligence ; they do
not want to kick against the pricks ; and so they drift,-along with the
current, and reap the easy rewards of complaisance. An -Englishman
thrown casually into our society would see Uttle and hear less of these
troubles. He would meet men of letters and men of the world at the head
of these influences, and they would charm him with their mauiners. The
ma.iled hand is shown when there is resistance to be crushed among their
own people. Thirty years ago my father and a dozen young men of oul-

"-ture, formed an association, founded a newspaper, and published a political

programme. Their platform embraced nearly all the measures of reform
which have been enacted since that time ; but the projectors were denoun-
ced and vilified by men who, ever since, have maintained their hostily, but
have taken credit for the work. But why do I speak of these things to
comparative strangers ? It is because you are Englishmen of rank, states-

men, soldiers, and men of affiurs
; you are studying the forces which in

coming years are to guide opinion in the wide British Empire. You
have a dependency across the water, weak it may be in numbers, but in
territory, and in possibilities large like the United States, and larger than
Eorope with her family of nations. It is a self-governing country, and
yon do not wish to interfere with, it. But you should study the forces
which at least control one-fourth of its population, forces which hold the
balance of power and control it. You will find the bulk of your own race
there careless an^ lukewarm, singing to the air that Nero must have
plsyed. Apret moi U Dduge. Do I appeal to strangers against my

race 1 God forbid ! I love my countrymen. They belong to liberty and I
would save them. I tell their sad tale to strong men who have loved and
upheld freedom

; not that you could coerce or restrain them ; but while
you might do something to open their eyes, you would render a service to'
your own race, as well as mine, in dispelling clouds that to-day may seem
to you no bigger than a man's hand, but which are fraught with storm and
peril.''

" I have always believed," said Mr. Burrows, the Attorney-General of
the United States, " that the destiny of your country is annexation tO
mine."

" She would thus become part of a glorious Republic," observed De
Luynes, " and it may be that such a change is in store for us. Might not
the interests of the continent be better served if Canada grew to be a
great and friendly neighbour ? No doubt annexation would solve great
commercial and political questions. Canada is growing too rapidly to
remain forever as she is. In local matters she is only a nominal depen-
dency, enjoying, practically, control over her own affairs. But the day
will come, though perhaps not soon, when she will out-grow this tutelage
which sits lightly on her now. Then why .should she turn to you f Her chil-

dren are the offspring of the two foremost nations of the world ; they
both know how to govern. Canadians have had experience in the methods
of constitutional reform

; as to her local jurisdiction, Canada is a free
country ; she is working out the problem of British Parliamentary Govern-
ment. There are, indeed, enemies within her borders, but if the people
are wise, they will overcome them. She has verge and scope enough to
satisfy the wildest hopes of an ambitious people. Why not encourage her
to set up for herself, that there may be wrought out on this continent two
systems of constitutional liberty, so much akin as to create friendship
among toth peoples, and divergent enough to form a contrast and enable
us to compare the two systems 1"

"But why maintain the two systems? interposed Mr. Burrows, " with
the expense and annoyance of two long lines of custom-houses, and the
general administration of two governments ? Why not let us welcome
you to our markets, and to the protection and prestige of our power J

These are not myths ; they have been founded in blood and treasure. I
honour your attachment to the Old Country that has served you so well,
but which would not hold you a moment after it was manifestly your
interest to go. We, too, are your kinsmen, and United North America
would be to us all a guarantee of prosperity and peace."

" Oh why do you covet more ? " said De Luynes, " with your boundless ter-

ritories and your varieties of climate, soil, and production ? If we were safely
intrenched against foreign foes, might there not grow up greater dangers
in the way of domestic discord ] This question will be settled by the genera-
tion which has to solve it, and possibly by lights that are obscure to ua
now ; but do you think greed of territory grows like love of accumula-
tion ? If you had Canada, how long would Mexico remain out in the
cold ; and which of the mongrel Spanish-American States could resist,

after that, your powerful fascination ? All this might Increase commerce,
but where would remain that sheet anchor of freedom—intelligent, popular
opinion 1 If my thoughts suggest danger, the peril would threaten
us all."

" I had never regarded it in that light," said Mr. Burrows, " and youra
ia a plausible view."

"I admire your great Republic," De Luynes remarked, "and have
been rebuked among my own people for my outspoken opinions. There
is a class with us who regard friendship for the States as incompatible
with loyalty to the Empire. But if I could return here in a hundred years
I should like to find in North America two great countries which had been
true to their traditions, and had promoted the enjoyment of liberty under
these two systems among hundreds of millions of prosperous freemen. To
have achieved such results wouTd^^avereqliTred wisdom and forbearance,
for there are evils now, which, if not suppressed, will insure the destruc-
tion of both counti'iea I have always advocated an extended franchise,

but it is a source of danger where the people are mercenary, or where
they do not understand their rights. The demagogue is a perpetual
menace to free governments. The mere politician looks only to the
moment. What we need are statesmen of honour and worth, to lead the
people to look beyond for ulterior results. Despotism, with all its hate-
fulness, moves in a narrow circle, and controlling few influences may be
comparatively pure. The worst forms of corruption are found where a
corrupt people govern. And you have but one safe-guard—a healthy
public opinion. We must treat as an enemy of the State the man who
would debauch it. Thus protected, our free peoples, separate or united,
will have before them a glorious future."

" These are noble sentiipents," said the Professor. " The statesman's
work would be easy where such principles prevailed."

" Utopia 1 " exclaimed our stranger of the night before.
" We cannot always realiKe in practice our theories of excellence,"

remarked the Professor. But we can set before us a high standard,
and strive to reach it, and our efforts will improve if they do not
perfect us."

The conversation was continued, but Tom was too preoccupied to listen

further.

—

Profeator Conant, bij Hon. L. S. HuiUinglon.

(; -

A PBIMA DONNA AND HER LOVBES.

A WELL-KNOWN actress, who is also a professional beauty, was one day
exchanging a little pleasant banter on the subject of her lovers. On being
questioned politely respecting one of them, for whom she was supposed to

entertain a more than passing fancy, she declared, with an easy laugh,
" Well, I did love him, madly, whUe we were playing at T , and it

1
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was very pleasant
;
but in the course of time we went on to Z whereI saw another whom I hked better, and I forgot all about the first one "

"iirlr^r ''h' fl' T^ ""'"' actresses and prima donnas, whose fandesare as many and as fleeting as their admirers. The world hears of thlethings; sometimes it is the divorce court, sometimes it is a volume wrS
Mdme PaUiWaSrfT'' ''''

f"^'"
«°'"'' '^--'^^ recollections of

ThIrLv
ear y life have just been published by Frauloin Louisa LauwThis lady, we are told, lived with the great prima donna from 1863 to 1877'

donna in T
"^ '^"f

•^'"' ^^^ ^earance of the seventeen-year-old prima

?„ th« 1 ^°"^°°>J?"'' '^-^r'^d down to the time when the disturbancesin the domestic affairs of the Marquis de Caux appear to have caused a

^eStrfam-r" *^:r
'^''^^- ^^'^'''"" Lauw'^Lginfb^ell ng lo'

Patti h«/ ^
Z^'^u

">\'^<=q"*intance of a venerable Italian, to whomPatt. became so attached that she called him her "dear papa." She w^

Tounf mZTIC f ?P- ''T"'°«.'"^"°'''^
^^•'*' °"« «f these handsomeyoung fellows she fell in love. "Papa Patti " was consulted and eave

tdToTcceo^tr"T T'^'r-- "T'^''-"^"
^"'- The'betro'thed ,o?er:.

'b^inlwithfL^",,"" '*'"'"'" V^" ^'''^''- a-idputup for the time

o^th! nlnV
P" "'«' °^ ""'"'"^S "^'^ °'^'' '^'^'^ " --^ek in the house

L
of the papa.

- ^r^^'i^^t^:-:^j!S^'^j-^ i>i-st

the artists who aupportfd her Whfn the are'at wlrL °I R ^""°"J^ ^7!:'"' '''^° °^«'

When a few months later they learned that Signor M. had failed in

the "pTode*:'
""^ ""' ^°"S- mentioned," says the Frauljin in winding up

The story goes on to tell of the Sunday evening meetings at Patti's

Pari: ZV^uZ'Tl ''''"
t-^''

^^'"^^^'l ^-- '- I'-dfn sealo
"

o

^r. >i T gatherings Nilsson was seldom absent, and among themost dihgen visitors were Gustave Dore6, the Vicomte Daru, Barof StArmand, and the Marquis de Caux.
oaron ac.

Adelina eiteaded her hand to the M»niiil« -h^ „I i \T •, Blashmgly

It is said that Patti at first took a strone aversion tn Sio. \r- i- •

: because of his habit of boasting of his con^VelL"-%'rltrW ^llincidents of his breaking of contracts and making new en^a^emelts inordertosing with Patti. The domestic catastrophe in the hoC of theMarquis de Caux is described as follows :—

PrincesoflJe'ZodrHT'''* *°. **"*'
.°* *« «"" "««« '«««"«<J '<>' t^el-nnces of the Blood and the ministers ; the rest were occupied by personsholding superior offices at Court, or invited to stay at Marly Each pavXnwas named after fresco paintings, which covered its walls^and wHch haSbeen executed by the most celebrated artists of the age'of LoursXIVOn a line with the upper pavilion there was on the lefTa chape" of th*right a pavilion called La Perspective, which concealed a long suTte ofoffices, containing a hundred lodging rooms intended for thf perso^belonging to the service of the Court, kitchens, and spacious diniLCmTm which more than thirty tables were splendidly laid out

^ '

cn„r ^M^ ^ °^ Louis XV^.'s reign the ladies still wore the "habit decour do Mar^," so named by Louis XIV., and which differed little from tha^

tjattoon T"!?\J*"!
^'"""^ 8°"'^ ^^'hered in the back. anTwSgreathoops replaced this dress,, and continued to be worn tillihe end of

s£;r"rr;t^tjl •"" "'""- -^ •
''"^- «"t

^.«d. »..pi»u., .„b,oLt°d tiS.-y'id.Tv"nrrsKing's hvery. The trees planted by Louis Xrv »<•- » ^^
height, which however, was '.rpassed L LraUf^hl gToTpslyrutC
1 e'stf whir me'^t

''';.*'"°°«,°'^"-^' '"'"^'' °-^ -h''« marble^hewatefs of which, met by the sunbeams, looked like draperies of s Ivergauze, formed a contrast to the solemn darkness of the grovesIn the evening; nothing more was necessary for any well-dressed manto procure admission to the Queen's card-parties than^to be named and

thHop Jf thrCi r' T^ ''"^"' """^ °f °«"^«°°al «tape, rose tothe top of the Italian roof, and terminated in a cupola, furnished with

J.houghnotof the number of persons belonging to the Court gentlemen admitted into this salon might request onfofShe Wies seated withthe Queen at lansquenet or faro to bet\pon her cards Tth such gold ornotes as they presented to her. Rich people and the gamblers of pfrisdidnot miss one of the evenings at the Marly salon, afd there were a waysconsiderable sums won and lost. Louis XVL hiLted high play and veryOften showed displeasure when the loss of large sums w^ mentioUThe fashion of wearing a black coat without being in moTni^had wthen been introduced, and the King gave a few of h,«^n„„. ^ i? . ?

tTo'ttf
^^''^" '' \\^^'^^^^^^^^^na^^Z^^^^^

drj, 'I r '\'^^ ^°^^ that fortune would favour thehardsom™
. duchesses who deigned to place them on their cards

nanasome

fs^sr/ct "£ .r^Sii-fdd""i\'iStcomp^tely appropriate to express the manner in whTcrthe Court w^attended there, was often heard. Gentlemen presented at Court wh^3not been invi ed to stay at the Marly, came there notwithstanding MtKdid to Versailles, and returned again to Paris ; under such c?rcumsUnceT
^was said such a one had been to Marly only en polisson ; and1^003odd to hear a captivating Marquis, in answer to the inquiry whe^thrr hewas of the royal party at Marly, say. " No, I am only her7en polisson '^

meaning simo V " I am Jipro r,„ ^h^ <„„<.: r .,. .. ^ .
"u pousson,

When the Moscow season was approaching its end the MarauisleaniBdth.tw: r •

intended to come from Naples to St. Petersbare aod .ft», h, 1- ^^''*'"'°'""

be stnckeu from the repertory, and that there shoaUt»nrL'Lt'l--^T'.'^?l'^ ^^''^ '° *h^ ^"iSf Besides thn «„^.,.v> .„ui„. ^^
"^'-.e^omgiy expen-

.inger and his wife in the sealon; The direct„T»Z,!5 .^ ff'°_'-"PP™.™°'=» "' »^'»Tl,« j; » ,
j"iu. aypiiarauae OI this

rfiow bVc^iphei withroTnT;;;Jd prS' b^ht^tw:"fr^^'^^
permitted the 'annoanceient of N.coLrs ap"'aara'n e'ii'". Cvu'ta •- ' "n"hf^'"because of this daplioity of the directors the ifarauis snnt J;,3 f i'

"" jage,
that he was determined not to permit h?.' wUe fo app^a^ a IS In huT'"" I'"'promised to substitute Massini for Nioolini bat whenYhe Lrtli^ ^ff" ^""^
of the performance Nicolini neverthele« appew^d on th, st^!'%J°^

°° »i« evening
ment threw me upon a sick-bed. The phys^n de^W tw .

«"'"!»'«» "eite-
was the best medicine for me. The Marq^s Zd„s "d^^^^^^^^

'^
scnpUon fitted my iUnes.

;
he felt that m? rocove^^iL^^Kusrwrno'tTo ^/e'd

"Adelina received the intelligence of my imminent departure with indif

indW "^^"
'^% ^''"'''"u'

"^^y- " O" '*'«''«" wrexc^edTnl cool

^fjT^\ ^A T" ''l'^''
*'""«" ''^'^^ °f » f"«'>d, a sister Inher I had lost the dearest thing on earth. A few weeks Lter ?he Mar-quis de Caux shared the loss with me."-PaU Mall Gazette

MAWB ANTOINKTTK AND THK FRENCH COURT AT MARLY.*
, Every age has its own colouring. Marly showed that of Louis XIVeven more than Versailles. Everything in the former !^la„lj/'

have been produced by the mJJic pfw'r o^JlZVlZn^.t
^lightest trace of all this splendour remains; the revoTuLnZ-ZspoilS eventore up the pipes which served to supply the fountains. Perhaps7 briefdescription of this palace and the usages established there by& XI ^*
may be acceptable. •'

'^""' ^'- ^ •

the paviUroTtr'r ''"1f"t
•*' ^'"'^ '^''^'^ »'"«'•' imperceptibly to

if
P»'">on of the sun, which was occupied only by the King and hiafamily The pavilions of the twelve zodiacal sigii bounded^e^two sid4of the lawn. Ihey ^ve^nnected by bowers impervious to the^^s pf

•.The Private Ul,"^ritei. Aatoiartt., by Jewuw Louis, H«ri.t». OwtpMu

~)

sive to Vh« K-in„ R -"- —.V -^Ji-i^ursions were exceedingly expen-

: ^errie^lS^fd' S^^tc^^et^wr a^ppl^^^^^
of magnificence as to alio; of invtt\arsLL7t^ttm and .r '^Tvthe visitors from Paris were boarded a°t tt^^lgLl pf Ze brur't.''""^

*"

THE WELLINGTON STATUE.

On examination of the head and hat of the Duke of Wellington's statue

stlriincf
"""'.*' * ^"^! ""''1°^ '^'^' ^"'^'^'^y built by somelnZtrb,^dS T T^f^- ^^^ '^^^ *>«* been'built on the crown of t^edukes head, and entrance,to it was effected from under the ends of thegreat plume at the point of the hat. The nest wa<. allnJ«^ + •

The dimensions of th'e hat are four feet long b? LH^d .^Tflee\hTgrihepVime measuring three feet across, and the^e'Ld and hat wefhl^Aotthalf a ton. It was found by Colonel Close, of Woolwich A^fiinninspection that the monument had been cast in a great mlny tZTioZ
p which were rivetted together with bolts, the otherJbeZ^oS
t the worl Vhe fo '•""t.!^'

'"'"« '^'P'''''^ °' divisiorwithoutKto the work The four nvetted portions were the head and body of tSDuke, and the head and taU of the horse. Before these were divided itwas necessary to find the positipn of the bolts from insTda 1 worklL
t^f'^'^rX"^ ^r""^

'"'• '^^ P^P"''^ "P '0 the neck oYtledX
hoSow'^ ^f^.r'^i

ease slipped through the Duke's colir intotShoUow bodies of the rider and the horse K« fn„„,4 ^i * «
stand up and walk about inside witht^on.^Vrbtdfpfthe^DZ"' hifound, was joined a httle below the sword-belt, the horse's h^ from tj!withers to a point above the breastplate in froit, .ami tTeU^ thecrS^per. Throughout, the metal w«. not less in thickness than half an inch^some places being as much as twoand ..half inches thick. The !e« of^tS

for starting' forVeU^.-JSV^Ai^.'''" *'^ "^'^*"^' "^^

^ CHOQUKT V. LAWN TENNIS.

There are signs of a croquet revival. Lawn tennis is not altoge-

ther doomed, but young ladies are beginning to see that it is a game for men.
If played by girls it should be played without corsets. Against a young
fellow in flannels a girl in stays and a dress weighted with the cumbersome
protuberances which are now in fashion has no chance. If she bestirs

herself so much in striking at the ball, her movements are not only
ungraceful but injurious to health ; if she cultivates grace| waiting in
pretty attitudes for the ball till it comes within her reach, then there is no
game. The proper tennis costume for a girl would be a Garibaldi shirt

and a plain skirt, as light as possible , but girls do not really care enough
for tennis to make any sacrifice of personal adornment for its sake. What
they like is the open air and the company of men (four girls playing at
tennis with no man looking on is a very rare sight) ; but croquet offers

these attractions with additional possibilities in the way of talk. At cro-

quet the fair player may wear what she pleases, strike picturesque
attitudes, go through the game without hurry, and hold sweet confidential

chat between the hits. At tennis there is no confidential chat-

ting. Croquet is certainly slower than tennis to good players of the
last game, but not slower than tennis as played by some young ladies, who
only send the ball over the net once out of five tries. It might have been
expected that the earnestness of some young men in their practice of
tennis would prove fatal to the game as a sociable pastime. Enthusiasts
of the racket play too well for their sisters and sisters' friends; and it is really

no great fun after all to " field out " while a proficient in flannels amuses him-
self by cutting balls in so dexterous a style that they scarcely rebound, and
must always be missed, even - when a girl tires herself out in straining
after them. =—

The London Graphic says :—There are many less pleasant and lucra-

tive businesses than the giving of spiritualistic or thought-reading seances :

If the performer does not make money directly, he does so indirectly, and
he will become the pet of a circle of fashionable feather-heads. But to
accomplish this successfully he must be decently educated, wear a good coat
on his back, and mix in " Society." We do not recommend him to live

in such an unfashionable region as Ocean Street, Stepney, and charge-only
sixpence a-head for his revelations. If he does he may find himself brought
into unpleasant contact with a code of laws ba.sed on the celebrated text in
Leviticus: "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live." In these humane days
he will not be hanged or burnt, but he may be sent to work the treadmill
as a rogue and vagabond. The fact is that our laws are rather of the
grandmotherly sort, both about betting and fortune-telling. The petty
offenders are punished, the big offenders are not interfered with. The
excuse, of course, is that the poor in such matters require more protection
than the rich. But why should not poor people be allowed to have their
fortunes told if they please 1 Surely it in of more importance to know
what sort of a person your future husband or wife will be, than to know
where a pin is hidden away. If the fortune-teller is a humbug (and this

is the legal excuse for punishing him), the consultee is the only person
wronged. Bona-fide visitors never put the law in force against fortune-
tellers; such prosecutions are always got up by informers. These fortune-
tellers rarely claim supernatural powers, but they do claim to have a pecul-
iar gift. This is just what is said by the thought-readers, whom Society
runs after. What does the law know about the invisible world that it

should brand a man as a " fraud " because he puts forth such pretensions ?

But, in any case, let us have fair play. Let all these preternaturalista,

East End or West End, he punished, or, (which we prefer) let them all

be left alone.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

CHURCH MUSIC.

From Palestrina to Bach and Handel.

The history of Music up to near the time of Palestrina is, except in a
limited degree, in no way separate from the history of Church Music, all the

coffiposei^ of distinction having devoted their best energies to the produc-
tion of works for religious purposes. It has been thought by some
writers, that this was due exclusively to the religious tendencies and
feelings of the composers. Without depreciation of the motives which
called into existence the sublime works which the old classical masters
gave to the Church, the fact must not be overlooked that the Church,
recognising the power of music as a factor in her ritual, ottered superior
inducements in the way of lucrative posts and positions, thereby creating
a demand, which by the well established law of supply and demand,
developed from the many who strove to gain those positions some master
minds who, towering above the others, left their impress upon the art of
music. The wonderful architecture of the mediesval Cathedrals, Abbeys,
and Monasteries had perhaps never existed but for the demand lof the
Church for structures typical of the glory of the New Jerusalem! But
for the Church, the noble masses and beautiful mototts of such masters
aa Josquin dea Pr6s, Morales, Cyprian de Rore, Orlandus Lassus, Willaert,
Palastrini, and a host of other composers, had never been written. The
Church created the want, and with the want came the men. Side by side
with the development of church music, grew another branch of musical
art. The " folk song," or melody of the people. Not dependent for its

foundation upon the fixed laws of the ecclesiastical keys of St. Ambrose
and St. Gregory, its form was less trammelled. Its melodies were less for-

pifti, bat more spontaneous, less artificial bat more natwiU. Its harmonlQ

structure, resting uppn the tonic and dominant of the scale, was the
foundation of the modem school of tonal harmony.

The last great composer of the Netherlands, who left a large number
of important, works for the Church, was Oriando di Lasso, 1520. After
filling severdjl positions of itaportance in Italy_, in 1557 he was appointed
Chapel Master of Albert V., at Munich, where he remained until his death,
which occurred in 1594. With the death of this composer, whose genius
in its universality more closely resembled that of the great Handel than
perhaps did any other compo.ser, vanished sacred musical art in the Nether-
lands, and from that period until the beginning of the present century,
Italy stood foremost as the birth-place and school, of a long line of great
composers for the Church.

The Modern Oratorio, the noblest form of sacred music, had its origin
in the mysteries and moralities, or miracle plays. The.se (in their turn
descending from the Greeks and Romans, whose natural tendencies were to
theatrical representations) were improved by the early teachers of the Chris-
tian religion, as a means to give symbolic form to the doctrines of the
Church, and thus to reach the mind through the medium of the senses.

Subjects from both Old and New Testaments, or from the lives of the
Saints were dramatised, and priests (in appropriate costumes, repre-
senting, according to the subject, God the Father, Christ, the angels,
and Mary) were the actors. Many historical facts go to prove that
these mysteries or miracle plays, in which music held an important part,
made a great impression upon the pious audiences who were assem-
bled for instruction. In coursa of time these plays, degenerating from
their primitive state of purity, and becoming, more and mOre. the favourite
entertainment of the people, the churches, in which edifices -heretofore
they had been given, were not sufficiently large to give room to the eager
audiences. To accommodate these, immense stages wene erected in 3ie
streets or market-places, and even in cemeteries. Passing gradually out
of the hands of the priesthood, the miracle plays soon lost every vestige
of sacredness, and descended to the grossest buffoonery ; impudent street
songs took the place of sacred hymns; vulgar and silly jokes degraded the
most holy ri^es of religious ceremonies. From these miracle plays and
mysteries, sprang the Oratorio and the Opera—" the richest, and in an
artistic as well as in a poetical sense, the highest of modern musical art
forms" (RittKr). The origin of the name " Oratorio " is as follows:

—

St. Philip Neri, born 1515, in Florence, and in 1561 consecrated as a
priest at Rome, founded a congregation of priests, and in order to draw
youths from baneful secular amusements, and interest and instruct them
in the teachings of the Church, he caused spiritual songs to be alternated
with his readings and teachings, and in addition to these hymns he
dramatized, in a simple form, sacred stories and events from the Scrip-
tures. These were written in verse and set to music ; Palestrina himself
composed the music for some of them. These early lyrical dramas
called " Azioni sacre," were performed in a hall or room adjoining the
church, called an " oratory." in Italian Oratorio, hencb the origin of
that form of musical art. Gaining wider and more perfectly developed
form, the first Oratorio, which, from a modern standpoint, may fairly be
regarded as such, was composed and performed in Rome. 1 600, its author
is Einiliodel Cavaliere, its name " L'AAima k Corpo." Among the Italian

composers whose genius contributed at this time most to the advance-
ment of the sacred musical drama, and especially of the Oratorio, was
Carissimi, born about 1640, in Marino near Rome. To this composer the
credit belongs of having invented the sacred cantata. Among the oratorios
which he composed are " Jephtha," " Solomon's Judgment," " Job,"
" Abraham and Isaac," etc. Other Italian composers of merit who
lived about this time and who gave to religion and the church many a
fine oratorio were Stradella, Scarlatti, Caldara, and Colonna.

Although to the Italians belongs the credit of originating both the
form and name of the oratorio, it yet remained for the great German
Protestant composers, Handel and Bach, to bring that art form to the

. high state of perfection which stamps that species of musical coniposition

as the ideal to which all composers strive to attain. Side by side with
the oratorio flourished still another species of musical art form, in some
respects resembling, and in other differing from, the oratorio. The
" Passion Oratorio " owes its origin to the custom which existed of repre-

senting, during Passion week, in an epic, dramatic form, the passion of
Christ. The dramatic element in the Passion Oratorio a]}pears in a very
subordinate way. The oldest known passion-music by a Protestant
composer is to be found in a hymn book, published 157.3. Recitative
issued for the soliloquy and short choruses for the people. A similar

specimen is that inj Seleneca's hymn-book, published 1587. But the
composer whose works are of greater artistic importance, was Henry
Scheutz. He studied at Venice, and returning to Germany, settled at
Dresden, where his sphere of action was of the greotest influence on the
development of German musical art. He wrote several passion oratorios

of great strength and beauty, and although Handel was not born when
Scheutz died (1673), the^ effective manner in which his choruses are
written already anticipates, in a marked manner, the works of the great
master.

Many other composers wrote Passion Oratorios of merit, notably one
.John Sebastian!. This composer was the first to set, and artistically

harmonize for different parts, Protestant choral melodies, a peculiarity
which Sebastian Bach afterwards carried to such perfection in his passion
oratorios and cantatas.

High above all other composers who wrotit church music stands John
Sebastian Bach and- George Frederic Handel, by a strange coincidence
born in the same year (1685). In these two great composers the art of
cl&ssical religious music seems to have reached its highest plane of excel-

lence. Other great composers of church music since their time have left
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noble ^orks Availing themselves of the more modern recources of the
orchestra, and the advantages which the more completely developed theory
of modern harmony affords, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Sphor, RobertSchuman, and a few others, have written some noble oratorios, it cannotbe denied; and yet the sUndard by which these works are compared are

W?»'°<.?*C .°'*'''"°l°^
Handel-" The Messiah," "Judas Macca-beus Jephtha, etc whose grandness of conception, originality andbeauty of melody, combined with the purest classical form and masterly

contrapuntal treatment, places them at once, on the very sum^t ofperfection m sacred musical art, and makes them a standard by which allothers piust be compared. J. Davknport Kbrrison

^ CHESS.

I^AU eommunicatiom intended for thU dspartment should be addremed
otnoe of Tar, Wbkk, Toronto.
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LITERARY OOSSTP.

Seven thousand new books were published in England last year.
-^.,i- The Critic is printing Mr. Matthew Arnold's lecture on Emerson.

temwV-6""'^"°°*'
^'^'^'^ Conference will be held at Toronto, Sep-

A QUAINT and witty collection of ballads by Mr. Henry Daniel, Jr hasbeen issued m Cincinnati, called " Under A Fool's Cap."
'

In spite of the lack of interest in Mr. Blackmore's new story, "TommvUpmore," it has gone into^a second edition- in London.
^

LiTTELL Brown, & Co., have in press a volume called "A WesternJourney with Emerson," to be published on an early day.
M. Georges Ohnet's celebrated novel Le Maitre des Fdrges, the sourceof so many bad plays, has been translated for the American publb!

in wlif^.f""*'"'?'' ""f^'Jg
newspaper is about to be started in Londonin which news from the United States will form the chief feature

An addition has just been made to London (Ont.) journalism in thepubhca^tion of the London E.eniru, Ner^s, a^ or^.^ oTinTependS

The Canadian Methodist Magazine, for Julv is un to tho .^^~,
excelence The piece de resistance of' the nuX'is^D^ SutherTa^!article, entitled, " Shall our Higher Education be Christian or infidel ?"

clear type, and tastefully bound. ^ ^^ ' ^ ^^'
Wk. W Waugh LA0DER, the well-known Toronto pianist and HerrHenn Jacobsen, the promising violin virtuoso of the same dtyM^tSbvUie Toronto Quartette Club, and other instrumental and vo'c^^JSrS^«™. have arranged to give two morning concerts in connection ^thXe

. Sr^'^y.'^'''
"•''"'"'''' -Shaftesbury Hall, on Thur^yTt^^^Jj

The July St. Nicholas, as usual, is freighted with good things for theyoung Artistioily, the number is most attractive, whTtheX^ andmiscellaneous articles, dear to the heart of youth, are varied and dStfuL
^ti«^ ?. The'sSt^'"'

°'
-t L°"°^

bird-hunter's strange adSure.
e^S'lyVeafbythTyouJr'"' "°" enthralling'and wiU be

Mil Gerald Massev has been devoting his time, fo^ the past twelveyears, to a work, the title of which is : " -nie Nat«r<^l rJ^Zi !
Part of a Book of the Beginnings, conr^n^^^:'Zl^''^^^^^
W)nstitute the lost origins of the Myths and Mysteries TvDeTand SvmKMEehgion and Language, with Egypt .for the MoutSe, ITI^^^ £—birthplace." New York : Scribiers, Welford k^' ^^ " ^
T>r ^l!°"r °f ^"S'^^y

^^^^ """ the Pentateuch, begun last winter bvDr. Heber Newton, Rector of All Souls' Church, in !(ew York wm dkcontinued at the not very judicious request of his Bishop ; the sullnce"of them now appears in book form under the title " The bLI of ?}.„Begmnin^." A study of Genesis, with an introduction to the^ntatuehNew York, and London : G. P. Seam's Sons, 1884
-^-entateuch.

Interest in Canadian Forestry, we are glad to see. grows apace if we
ThJft IV^^

brochures on the subj««t*w}i.ich hav; fecentl/Sear^

-rr^t^rber, aVdtreTiol^- Vvi^w f.H^^
'''^^-

of the timber wealth of the oo,nty^?ht"Ltice MrTm: it^reTrh:preparation of his catalogue of, Canadian trees, with his timel? remarks ontheir preservation and re-prodjction, can hardly be over-est.wJl M
Dawson Bros., of Montreal, are the publishere.^

over-estimated. Messrs.

The Daily Telegraph recently devoted a leading article to the subject ofpersonal ornaments worn by ladies. " Have Udfes e:.hausted the sSus
^ow LT"^- • ^'f'

"^''
r^"**"^ ""^^ '"''^««1 -o'ld". that they shruldnow be turning for personal ornaments to the reotiles and H,« m.;^ !^-

species amongst them?" The rattiesnakeTs f:ZiSone ofthru^S^^serpents and yet m America, a number of ladies have started the fSionof wearing the skin of this abominable worm as «irdles.^d its^f?Wearnngs. Had one of the beautiful species of sSe^b^n cho^^'^h^objection to such a style of ornament w^ld have been oS^ted^Tut"as h
18^ they have selected a reptUe whose very skin is repulsive soT»l?^.„addition to sentimental prejudices against s^k^trimm^^Z't 'of uS^e^hods good. For witches' costume, or for some hag of horro^ at a fl^^baU^such costumes might be very well-if the h^ wereldomed wftwreath of toads and the dress trimmed with tarantula*. BuTw^hemselves, as isolated ornaments, not even the caDrioaT^f tl.k-

^ T."f^u^ us that the spoils of ^ rattle::;^", IteTCTof bef^^^
""^'

White to play and mate in three moves.
WHITE.

White to play and mate In three moras.

"THE WEEK" PROBLEM AND SOLUTION TOURNEY
we ^^aC? to^a'^a'S."""'- °' "" "^"^ "^ "" P™"""" ">* solution tonmeys which

"The Week" Pboblbk Competition.

boles and conditions.

«. Bectiflcation of problems aUowed &> closing date.

maifed^^^ .Te^v'sTop^e" ll^A^'^f^H T^^r'^'FL^'^TA ^'o'jSnX'Sn'?'' "f" !?
'°"' *° "'

velope bearinK inscription " Prohlnm rnm„-?i«iJr^ »I f^' T"'™*"' """l a simultaneous en.
the sender, to J. H. GorS Ul si pSrickat T^r^.^ J''^"?^'''*l!"°"<'' ""»» »><> ""Jdress of
of Thk Week until the awwd of judges '

^"°"'°- ^ho problems to be exclusive property

TheJt!S^^dX^^S°:ilIt^:'SfffllS'y^rJ:aS?;'^5''S^?^^^^^^
10

;

Correctness, la The judges' ZJoswiU be given ta a fZre issie
'
^"*°"'' "

'

^'""'°'^y-

"The Week" Soldtioh Todbnbt

comm"nei^?SltTe'i«ue"Sf J^V°SdTMra^rend^^^^ •"l'>'"*«''
'" ^hb W.«.

offer a prize of Ave dollars in ohew iateS ^,i fnr?h' * '^\'"?* "' Oo^ber 3uth. 1884. we
chess materlaL

materml, and for the second best, a prize of four dolUri in

BCIiBS AND CONDITIONS.

a 2?!,^™ ^^} •". Awarded unless at leuit eight competitors enter
TheV^I^'""' ""^ ""''«'»'"'' 'o •"• '"'^«il*^ 'wo w^ki ofd^S.*?, ismie, to Che« Editor.

3. Marlia for solutions will be awarded as follows —For h.n ,../,™ •, ™ ,

3 move problems.
3 points; for i moTe problems,^Sur pointt^to J^rt^n"' ^'P"""."/ I"every mdisponBable variation of Whites 2nd move Fo? J^™7l^„?f™*^'i'2"^ P?'"' *"

andltaterertlngTne '' *" °" '"*'" **" •"'" *"»" '°»"'« «"» >»^ «« ooatost a U«ly

GAME No. 15.

rtom the Cincinnati Comnureial Qazttte.

ZCKEBTOBT VS. VAX TODD.

ThefoUowlng is the score of tne game won by Mr JuddT ^ ^ drawing two.

VnSNMA aAMB.

L PtoKl
2. g Kt to B 3
3. P to K B 4
4. K Et to B 3
5. B to B 4
«; PteOS
7. PxP
8. Et to K a
9. St to Kt 3

10. B to Kt 3
U. q to E 2
12. Kt to B 4 (a)
13. Q to B 1
14. EtfrB4 toB S
15. B to B 6 (e)

16. q I B
17. B X P ch
18. K X Kt
19. B to B a

ZakertOTl Jndd.

BIiACK.

1. P to K 4
2. BtoB4
S. P to q 3
4. Et E to B 3
5. Castles
B. P to B 3
7. Px P
8. qtoE2
9. P to q Et 4

10. Et to R 3
11. £ to B sq
12. B to K Et 5
13. Kt X K P ,

14. q to q 1 {b)i
15. B to 3 7 ch<
16. Et X q
17. K to Kt sq
18. BtoKl
19. B X Kt '

__^^
And Dr. Znkertort resigns.

Znkertort.

WHITE.
20. Kt X B
21. K H to K B sq
22. B P X Kt
23. K to St 1

_ai.atalL3
25. Et to R 6 ch
26. Bx B
27. Q B to E 1
28. B to Et 5
29. B to E 4
30. B to B 4
31. B to E 1
32. B to B 2
33. B to Et 6
34. B X B P
36. P loB 3(d)
36. B X E P
37. P to E Kt 3
38.^ to Kt a

Jndd.
BI,ACX. '

20. Kt to B 4
21. EtxB
22. BtoK3
23. q to q 2
a4,p^*frQn«
25. B x Et
26. F to K B 4
27. P to B S
28. B to K B 1
29. B to B 4
30. Q to q 4
31. B to Kt 5
32. B to Kt 4
33. P to B 4
34. B to Kt a
36. g X q P
36. PtoBO
37. B to B 2
38. qtoqz

(a) B to q a was the proper move.
NOTES.

NEWS ITEMS.

8he^e!5lX'jS.t,LfTh'erpa?eH;,°2S^ToJ^^

Sirto-^^n-B^-^irdnsrss^-dfeorMSS^^
poser. WewishthemaUg'Md-ha^lI^toStoefJ'''''*'*"' ">» also a well-known com-

some of the best chess lde...-C««S^ Coi^^S^ ^i Vt ^'LVfJVIJ^V *° "^tohtog
Club has had regular team matchesiteyeJmt^Sr ' * *" '*^ **"* **•* Toronto Chen

p.t.&,'\;'d^'?l^UiSi^\t'Tn'f.rnTo'?\SJ'^,Si;SS^^'.Si *"?'?- "»"*/ «» Be.
MingrelU. Every Tuesday ijeetings are held at th. hiL- 27S ""»«?"• P"noe Dadlan, ot
Tuesdays at that of OolonelltoutoMtoe, Md m 8at£^« th^ S'Si,?'??* P-J"uti;'o?
Krentz, on the banks of the Neva, araat mT. .ii.„«„Tfril "J* •"«'"l* salons of Count H.
moment, hold, the ftrst pl2^ ta iJ^toTof ',t^g11rM.°.i tS^^SS^

^'^'* ^^"^ "* »•

evening at chess oioiSoSSy«an^^Si?Sd 2.f^i„t''"lf " *^ "tT""- "STqiS!
orieket, tennl. or other ontdoors^tfThe edlto5S2CTK,^«*«;£J*'JS* •»o*<««Mnt 5
to any club or oh.« M*». in Baffid. wta,°SS~'i!.SL'*^.22E!L? ?r*f! 't?" «»»k tosumm« month*. In ordw to ^wSSg. it,^S^bleriS2.^XlS*'°ili^t^t^^ ** »•
of the bmt two-move dl»»ot-maSinM*iam .^.T^fiSK^xSf " o"? ' '*'* *" *>»• <>onipo»«

Utohel-OfttaittnaM CommtrotaL V—ta a bona on tb* nrnd, bnt the boi^twm

K---\

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

Wrom the Mail {Can.) Die. 15.

Catarrh Is a mnoo-pumleDt diiiohargecaused
by the presenoa and development of tbe
vegetable parasite umcoba in tne internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This piirasite is

omy developed under favourable circum-
stances, and these are;—Morbid state of the
blood, as the bliehted corpuscle of uberole,

the germ poison of sypbilU, mercury, toxo-

moea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppvessed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poidons that are germinated in the blood.

These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
oausing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, oansinc deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causinc hoarseness
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending In pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a oore for this dlHtrossing disease by the use
of Inbaients and other ingenious devices, bat
none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.

Some time since (i well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
oombination of ingredients which never fail

In' absolutely and permanently eradicating
thlf .•jrrihle disease, whether standing for

one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, Hhould,with-
out delay, oommunloate with the buBiness
managers,

BCbsbbs. a. H. DIXON ft ^N,
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclosestamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WhatiheRev. E. B. Stevenson, B.A.. a Clerqy-
man of the London Conference of the Metho-
dutt Church of Canada, han to say in regard
to A. H. Dixon <t Son's Neto Treatment for

Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont., Canada, March 17. '83.

Me$sr$. A, S. Dixon A Son :

Dbab Sirs,—Tours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be truethat
I am cored of Catarrh, but X know that I am.
I have had no return of tbe disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered ao much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I oonsider that mine was a very bad case;
it was aggravated and chronic, involving tbe
throat as well as tbe nasal passages, and I

thongbt I would require the three treatments,
bnt I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to s^d
tojTon.
Yon artt at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatmente, and
I shall gladly recommend yonr remedy to
Mime of my friends who are sufferers.

Yours, with many thanks,

BBT. E. B. STSTBN80M.

CMAZY PATCHWORK!
THE STANDARD SILK WORKS,

No. 23 Park Bow, New York city,

having on hand an unusual quantity of rem-
nants, will send to any iadv Biibscriber of this
paper enough pieces of BEAUTIFUL SILKS
AMD VELVETS to make a beautiful quUt
with.

THIS WEEK WB ARE SHOWING ,

ON OUB TABLBS THB POIjI.OWrNa XINKB :

3,000 YAED8 OF FANCY CHECKBD DBE88 GOODS at lOc, worth IBC tO ITC yd.

160 PIECES OF PEIMT at 8Ac., worth 124c.

300 PAIK LISLE THEBAD OLOVES at 200., worth from 3BC. to 750. per pair.

300 DOZEN LADIES' LINEN COLLARS at Sc.

THE BBST VALUE IN CANADA.

1,B00 TASDB OF SASH RIBBON at 2SC., worth TSc.

750 YARDS OF SASH RIBBON at 60c., worth $1.60.

460 YARDS BROCADED SATIN at 60a, worth from $1.00 to $1.50 per yarxL

Reader, you will positively save money by visiting

LUKES. DAGGE Sc. CO.S STORE.
IIB YONGE STREET, CORNER OF ADELAIDE.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. M, 1875. Patented

.Tan. H, 1876. Be- issued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9. 1877. Re-

issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July

17 und Nov. 27, 1877. Patented

Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented

also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1870.

With ImproTed Tampico Busts.

Awarded tbe Highest Medal over

all American competitors,, at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Dnequalled for beauty, stylo and

comfort.
Approved by aU physicians.

This favourite Corset is now
made with tbe celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as

velvet, and yet so elastic that

tboy will retain their shape per-

fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance

which is much superior to horn

or whalebone. It cannot break,

lud is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset " is not de-

signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress

MANUFACTURED BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
BUBEES SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BELTOrO,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hoee,

>VnU YAIVU, CASKETS,

<Sf/ar Brand Cotton

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

(3So,ooo feet in use.)

A
* #A» *

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct Flies Kann&ct^d.

Cities, Towns and VillaRes

pronounce it superior to any
other make in tbe market
for its atr«n^h and dai^
akie qaalUle*.

KTThe Stat Brand
^Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire Engine Hose,
is made from the best Gulf
Cotton and fine Para Rub-
ber, and fully warranted from
any defects in manufacture.
Sample mailed on application

r oond for tk fxouBkT pfteiift^fOi

BnABLIBHBD 1859. 384 Yonere Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMII'OHXTJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers Just
arrived. Boianoe or old stock offering at re-

markably low figures. Calsomiuiug, Paper-
Hanging, Glazing. Ile-Glaziug and Painting
done to order. Estimates ^ven. A well
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,
eto., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

WANTED.
Tbe advertlBer deah:«B to oorrespond with

a rellAble pii-rty relative to n partnership in

a very prontable Nursery buainess Id Texas.
Partner may be either nlent or active, and
will be reqiiUred to furntuh from $2,000 to
$6,000, whioh, however, need not be all ad-
Tanoed at one time. Advertiser ie well ex-
perienced, and a moderate estimate of tbe
profits the first year would be from Ifi to 20

per oent. net, with a larger income the aeoond
year. The best of references will be given,
and are therefore required. Arrangements
must be onnBummated by the Ist September.

Address,

BOX 28. TBOUPB, TBXA8, U.S.A.

THE LIGHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
SEWING MACHINE. Artistically beau-

ttftd. Without a peer. In its mechanical
Otmsti uotioa it has no rival. The new line of

Mteohments that are now being placed with

Sftob " Domestic " are apeoialtiea No other

naoblne bas them. These attachments and
Ml* new wood*work make tbe " Domestic'*
man than ever in demand. A. W. BRAIN.
Agsnt. m 7^e Street.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS :

a i Yonge and i Front Streets^Toronto .

E. HOUGHAN, - - Agent.

I^Att inquiries by mail shcUl have our prompt and careful attention.

THE CANADIAN PAOFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company cjffer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South-

ern Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation cif from SI. 26 to $3.60 per acre, according to price paid for

the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlement o'r Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Kailway, are

now offered for sale on advantageous terms, to parties prepar«d to undertake their imme-
diate oultivation.

Terms of Payment:
Purchasers may pay nno-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annnal instalments,

with interest at SIX PER CENT, iier annum, payable in advance.

Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey
ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in fiiU.

Payments may be made in LAND GRANT BONDS, whioh will he accepted at ten

per oent. premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be obtained

on application at the Bank of Montr<'al, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.

FOE PJlICEa and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with respect

to the puichaafe ef Lands, apply to JOHN H. MoTAVISU, Land Commissioner, Winni-
pas. By order of the Boura.

Monttwa January, UM.

PHEPARATION FOB HARVARD. OXFORD
and CAMBRIDGF, (Eng.l. and for Welles-

ley. Lady Margaret Hull and Girton Colleges
for Women, by E. R. Humphreys, LL.D., by
separate, personal teaching, 7 pupils.
ViicaDcy for one pupil in place of one who

has just left to enter Oxford. Attention is

invited to these facts;—1. Dr. Humphreys
has successfull) prepared for Harvard, in 16
years, 131 candidates. 2. In each of the pre-
sent four classes there are members in siood
standluK prepared by hira. 3. Five of bis
former pupils will graduate next .Tune, all
'Creditably, uue iu Hi^h Honors. 4. During
the same period he has prepared for various
Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge 17
students. 5. And for other American and
English Colleges 25 in all. Dr. H. gives les-
sons in Greek and Latin oomposition and
criticism by correspondence.
For circular, address

E. B. HiSlPHEEYS, LL.D.,

129 West Chester Park, Boston, Masa
February 25th, 1884.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST., WEST,
TORONTO, for

HXGH-OLASS WATCHES & JEWELLERY

Watch Repairing and .Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

Charsea Moderate.

s
HAW * USBOBNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING 8T. EAST. TORONTO.

STEWART A SON, (Latb STEWABT
& STRICKLAND.)

ARCHITECTS. BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offices—30 Addaidc St. East, Toronto.

WM. STEWART. Wl«. H. STEWABT

WA. IMPET,
• Dealer iu all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.
f^Estimates given on application.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, $S50,000.

JOHN R. BARBER, President and Managing
Director.

CHAS. RIORDON, Vice-President.
BDWABD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper :—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE .iND TINTED BOOK PAPEB
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered)

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, lETa

; ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoiiOBED CoTBR Papebs, super-flnished.

O*Apply at the Mill for samples and prices
Special ^£es made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co
HAHXjrAornBBBS of thb

" IJIT WHITE " FLOATINO SOAP,

QUEEirB OWN PEBFECTION SOAP,

BNOLISH UOTTLBD SOAP,

AXm OTHBB OBIJIBBATIED BRAMDS OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
S'uIIinCE Soaps,

Toilet Soups,
.Aniline I}yes.

SSND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Caiuxda Soap and Oil Works,

Office

:

Worlcs :

70 Fboht St. Babt, | Vsrmwa Snum
TOBONXO.
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THE WEEIt.
[j0LT8rd, 1884.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE, N.J.

City by the 8ea.

loS'*''^""?;?'' '*"'i, '^nlxrged and Impfoved
1883. Health and Pleasure Hesort. ifhonrafrom NewYorl<-20 traiiisdailv; 2 hours from
i'niladelphla

; 10 minutes from Long BranchRecommended by the moiit celebrated phy-
sicians Ocean water and electric baths, steamheat Pa-wenger elevator. Iron fire escapes.
Wonderful flowind artosian spring. High dryland

; air filled with the mingled ozone from
the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-

^l^I""y- .
N° ma'a"»- No mosquitoes.Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars.WEixoMB E. 8h«i,do!», Owner and Manager.

THE MAGAZIN-E OF AMERICAN
HISTORY.

"This splendid publication covers in its
issues from mt.nth to month and year to yearthe entire Beld of ^he histcry nf this continent
from its remotest periods to the events of to-
day It IS welcomed throughout the whole
land for the reason that it is national in its
character. —Neiv OrUant Baity City Item.

COKTENTS FOE JULY, 1884.
The ScHUTLKR House at Albant Fred-

"V"^ 9' ^•''""ir. Illustrated with interior
sketches, and with portraits of many person-
ages of note who have been associated with
the dwelling.
A Business Firm in the Revolution. J.Hammond Trumbull. LL.D. In this sketch

bv the eminent President of the Connecticut
Historicsl Society, some noteworthy corre-
spondence of General Nathanael Oreene is
Introduced, the originals of whose letters
never before published, have not been seen
for the last half century, except by Mr. Ban-
croft.

Fbench Spoliation Bepobe 1801. James
O. Oerard. An exhaustive and intensely in-
teresting description of a chain of events
affecting the interests of a great number ofAmerican cit4Zens.
KossEAU IN Philadelphia. Lewis Rosen-

thal A discussion touching the oiigin of the
Declaration of American Independence.
W'abhington in 1861. Lieutenant General

• Charles P. Stone. A graphic and in«trnctive
account of the condition of affairs in Washing-
ton in that most eventful year, 1861. by the
late chief of the general staff of the Khedive
of Egypt.
Chiep-Justice John Marshall. Sallle

Ewing Marshall. Illustrated with an excel-
lent portrait.

S

Original documents. Minor Tcjcics, Notes
neries. Replies,

. Learned Societies Book
otices, occupy twenty-six admirably filled

pages.

(Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms,
*5 a year, or 50 cents a nnmber.

)

PnUloatlon Office, 30 Lafayette
Place, »ev Tork Oity,

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

Head Offl«Mt - Pnblic llbnuy Bnildlngs,

Cor. Church and Adelaide Sta., Toronto.

8AVrNGB._BANK DEPARTMENT In onrnow premises at above address. Interest
allowed on deposits at 4J, a and 6 per cent
per annum.

JAMBS SCROGGIE, Manager.

Grand Trunk Railway. amusements.

NOTICE.
Commencing on Monday, June 30th, and

until further notice, a Pullman Car will
leave Toronto bv the 7.50 p.m. train daily for
Kingston wharf, for the ocoDminodatioa of
parties wishing to take the steamer at that
point.

aOSEPH HICKSON,
,, , Omerat Manager.
Montreal, June 2nd, 1884,

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
Semi-Centennial,

Friday, Jolt 4th,

MENDELSSOHN QDARTETTE CLUB
of Boston, Assisted by Miss Fanny Kellogg
and other artists. Reserved seats at the piano
warerooms of Messrs. I. Suckling ft Son

WESTHJUJSr

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 1881.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets, -

Income for Year
$i,s89,.la oo

J,690,818 28

Fire and Marine Insnrancea effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Prm. JA8. BOOMER, Ste.

J. J. KENNT, Man. Director.

CANADA LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT
r

$6,500,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1, ZOO, 000.

Zaeorpormted, A.B. tSSB.

Subscribed Capital

Paid up Capital

Reserve Fund

Total Assets •

$3,000,000

2,200,000

1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.

Deposits received, repayable on demand or
short notice. Interest is paid, or added to the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTURES. '

Money received. for investment In sums to
nit lenders, for which debentures are issned
in currency or sterling, with interest coupons
attached, payable in Canada or in Eugland.
Trustees and executors are authorized by law
to invest in the debentures of this company

Circulars, with particulars as to terms, may
be obtained from the Office Cokpant's
Buildings, Toronto Street. Toronto.

J. HBBBBBT MASON,
^ — Managing fUrector.

BAI^K OF OTTAWA.
OTT.A.'^A.

Authorized Capital,

Sulitcribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, -

Jkit . . .

91,000,000

1,000,000

998,163

110,000

JAMR8 MaoLAREN, Esq., Prtttdrnt.
'

CHARLES MAGEE, Ewj., Vict-Pretidrnt.

Dtrxtort-C. T. Bate, Esq.. R. Blackburn
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bnrson, Hon, L. R. Church,
Alexander Eraser, Bfsq., Geo. Hay, Esq.. John
Mather, Esq.

.r
, -,

,

Obobob Burn, Cathier.

Bbanohsb—Arnprior, Carleton Plaee, Pern,
broke, Winnipeg, Man.

AocHTS n Canada — Canadian Bank otCommerce. Aoent* in Naw Tou—Maun.
A. H. Qoadby and B. E. Walker. Aaaimn
Loiioon -KnVlH>i t\]\»n<m Bant. -"""

BIT IIV8I7K(NG NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, 1883.

C-A.NA.D-A. "WEST

Land Agency Company,
(LIMITED.)

cATUiiz - - $r00,000.

HON. G. W. ALLAN, President.
A H CAMPBKLL, Esq , Vice-President
ROBERT GILLESPIB. Esq., Gov. Canada

Co London, England.
GOLDWIN S.VIITH, Esq., D.C.L., Toronto.
J. 8. LilCKIE. Esq , Toronto.
J. 8. PLAYFAIR. Esq . Toronto.
HON. R. M. WELLS, Toronto.
W. J. MENZIES Esq

, Edinburgh, Scotland.WALTER F. SMITH, Esq., London, England.

The Oixnodian Twm JtrwniiX which con-
tains the largest amount of Propertv for Salem Ontario of any list published, will be fur-
nished to applicants by the London Office. 37
Royal Exchange. B.C., on receipt of Id. post-
age, or by the Head OfBoe in Toronto, on
receipt of 3 cent stamp. Besides a large num-
.,?' J["™' '"' other property iu all parts

of the Province, they have amongst others thefoUowmg beautiful residences :—

2S92. Cobourg. Desirable residence, with
extensive lawn and 8 acres of ground, beanti-
follj laid out. The house and rooms are
large, particularly the drawing-room. Price
»8,000, which is a great bargain.

^"^ '

2079. Valuable small farm and residence,
as acres, sood loam soil, well watered, 2 storey
brick residence, 10 rooms, kitchen and cellar
frame baru, carriage house, etc. Very fine
orchard of choice fruit trees. Price. «4,500-
•2,000 down, balance to suit at 8 per cent.

'

25O0. Delightful residence in Port BnrweU
comprising 23 acres fronting on Lake Erie'
Large frame house, nearly new, 13 rooms, with
bath, hot and cold water, etc. Also 2 frame
dweUings, frame bam and numerous out-
buildings. About 3 acres orchard of old andyoung trees. Price, »6,000; »2.000 down, bal-ance on easy terms.

. J. R. ADAMSON, Hamgtr.

14 ADELAIDE 8T. EAST. TOBOyTO, OITT.

Notice to Contractors.
SEALED TENDERS, addressed to the

undersigned, and endorsed "Tender for a
Breakwater. Port Arthur." will be received
until MONDAY, the JOth day of J.me next,
inclusively, for the construction of a

BREAKWATER
AT

Port Arthur, Thunder Bay,
according to a plan and specification to be
seen on application to .John Niblock, Esq
Superintendent Canada Paciflc Railway. Port
Arthur, and at the Department of Public
Works, Ottawa, where printed forms of tender
can be obtained.
Persons tendering are notified that tenders

will not be considered unless made on the
printed forms supplied and signed with their
actual signatures.
Each tender must be accompanied by an

aecepttd bank cheque, made payable to the
order of the Honourable the Minister of Public
Works, eq<ial to five per cent, of tho amount of
the tender, which will be forfeited if the party
decline to enter into a contract when called
upon to do so, or if he fail to completacthe
work contracted for. If the tender he not ac-
cepted the cheque will be returned.
The department will not be bound to accept

the lowest or any tender.
By order,

F. H. BNNI8,
T> _i . Secretary.
Dep^artment of Pnblic Works,

)

HANLAN'S POINT FERRY.
York Street steamers run from 7.30 ».m.

until 9,.-J0 1) m,—last trip from Island 10 p.m.YoNOB Street steamers, 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.Brock Street steamer 10 a.m. until 9,80
p.m.

Steamer Chioora.
Daily, leaving Toronto at 7 a.m. and 2 p.m.

for Niagara and Lewtston.

Hteainer Kmpresa of India.
Daily between Port Dnlhousie and Toronto

in connootinn with G.T.R. nud Welland dl-
vision. Leaving Port Dalhousieat 10.8 a,m.

:

returning leave Toronto at 3.40 p.m.

MASON & COLLIN.S,

-A.KTISTS.
LIFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN Oil ANO CRAYON.

Studio, - - 31 Kino St. West, Toronto.

PRANCE.
Copies of The Week may be obtained of

M. Potherlngham, 8 Rue Nenve des Caou-
cines, Paris.

REFRIGERATORS.

ICE CREAM FREEZERS.

COAL OIL STOVES.

w. :s. s F .A.R le o -w,
WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YOSGE STREET.

,B. sinclaTb^

334 Jabvis Stbbkt.
MIDWIEESY. AND DISEASES OF

WOMEN J. SPECIALITY.

PEAB30N,

TTAMILTON MEBRITT,
^^" ASSOCIATE NOYAl SCNOOl OF MINES, m.,

mnre xhchhxer a KXTAUiUBaiBr,

16 Toao.frfo ar^ET, Tottowio.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
tS9 CHURCH .'iT., TORONTO,

Mannfn/»fr.iiyn|.j q^ AftaX imH Imitation
Stained Glass. Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from 3.5c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light $1, size l«x30 in.

wines;
CHAMrAGNE.

Pommery. G. H. Mumms.
Piper Sec. Piper Heidsieck.
Carte Bhinche. Deutz & Qeldarmann

PORTS.
e. e. Sondeman Son «• Oo.'t Fine Old Winet.
Choice, very old, soft and dry.
Old, smooth and dry.
Old. rich and full bodied.
Old Tawny, choice, rich and fine.
Fine, full bodied, rather fruity.
Very Old Spanish.
Taragona. soft sweet wine.

Canadian Winet. \
Native, old and fruity. Native Young Wins

SHERRIES
Wo beg to call the attention of the public

generally to our large and varied stock of
Ports and Sherries, which are of a very
superior quality, being pure and free from
•pirits, are rich nnd excellent in flavor.
Julian Pemarlin <t Co.'t Choice Old Wines
Table Sherry, light.
Dry Dinner Wine.
Manxauilla, light and dry.
Pole, lisbt and fruity
Oloroso, dry, full flavor and rich.
Gold, rich flavor and full bodied.
Amontillado, old and very choice.

JAS. SHIELDS & Co..
WIMB MIJBCHANTS,

C«r, Taon* and XtaiperuM Sti., Itaonto.

DENTIST,
No. 2 Kino Steebt Wkst, - - Tobohto.

"pAINLESS DENTISTBt!
~"

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The paioleea
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dkntist,
266 Queen Street, Eaat.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOM(EOPATEIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervoni
System. Hours—8 1<> 10 a-m.; 4 to 6 p.m.: Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 0.30 p m.

326 A 328 Jarvih Street.

r^HABLES W. PHILLIPS.

80LI0IT0B, CONVBTANOEB, Btc.
—

: Office :—

46 Adelaide Street Eatt, Toronto, Ont.

/^OATSWOBTH * HODGINS,

Beurristers, Solicitors, Notaries,
Conveyancers.

ilfonev to Lend. Officee—10 York Chamber;
No. 9 Toronto Street, Toronto.

B. COAT8WOBTH, JR. FRANK B. HODaiNS.

GEO. MacDONALD,

Babbistsb, Solicitob, Etc.
—

: oFFicBS :

—

Equity Chambers, 20 Adelaide Street Bait,
Toronto. Money to Loan.

MISS BIBDSALL,

8 Bank St., St. Mark's Ward,
TE-A-OHBK OIF ^ffCTSIO

Pupil of Carl Martene.
Pencil drawing, etching, water oolourt, onsatin or velvet.
Tbbmb—Mnaio, t6; Drawing, etc., M.

TJ OBACE F. ALLKINS, ABTIST,

40 CKurch Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. PortraiU of horses and dog« Oil
painting taught on the system of the^cmJ

THEWEEK ^^

COI^TIINTS OF CURRENT NUMBER.
93.00 per Annum.
Single Copies, 7 oente.
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

The pleasant words which the people of Quebec and their visitors have
been interchanging about the patriotic affection of the Province for the
Mother Country would fall sweetly on the ear of the United Empire
Loyalist until he was informed that the "Mother Country" wa^" France.
There can no longer be any doubt as to the expansion of the French
nationality in Canada^ as to the increasing intensity of the national
sentiment, or as to the revival of tj^e connection between the daughter and
the parent. We shall, presently, have to consider what will be the effect
upon our councils of association with a community planted in the midst
of British communities, but scarcely more British than is Old France.A strong light would at once be thrown upon the situation in case our
Mother Country should be drawn into a quarrel with the Mother Country
of the people of Quebec, as, if the Egyptian question remains unsettled,
she well may. A summons to the militia of the Dominion to take the
field would, in that event, meet with a strange response from the French
Province. Yet New France owes her existence to British connection. Left
to the natural influences and tendencies of the Continent she would almost
certainly have been assimilated and absorbed. There would probably
have remained of her, at most, only a social remnant with a peculiar tinge
of character like that which has supplied a repertory of picturesque subjects
for the tales of Mr. Cabel. British tutelage has preserved her distinct
existence, while her population has been multiplied twenty-fold, since she
passed from French to British rule, and is now spreading so rapidly on
both sides of the line that it is difficult to say what the boundaries of
the French nationality will be. New France, though conquered, has had
little reason to complain of her destiny. From association with a Briti-sh
Colony she obtained what she certainly would never have obtained from
tje Bourbons or the Jesuits—parliamentary government, the freedom of
the press, religious liberty, trial by jury, personal liberty, public educa-
tion, and the abolition of the feudal tenures. She has received, in short
all that which France gained by the Revolution, without under.'oing a
century of political convulsions, civil bloodshed, and ruinous wars To
change the political nature of the French peasant, and make him the full
equal of the AngloSaxon in independence <Jf spirit and native capacity
for self-government, was not in the legislator's power. Nor was it in his
power, when he emancipated from compulsory thraldom to the seigneur
also to emancipate from voluntary thraldom to the priest Never'
perhaps did conquest appear either in so mild or in so beneficent a guise
as It did when it presented itself in the person of that gentle hero who
preferred the authorship of Gray's elegy to victory. Voltaire showed
discernment, if not patriotism, when he celebrated the taking of Quebec
as a triumph of liberty over despotism

; and if a sense of substantial bene-
fits could prevail over the promptings of national pride, French Cana-
dmns might well keep the anniversary as a season of political rejoicing
But neither this nor the pleasant fact that, in spite of all that has been
said about the inherent inability of the Englishman to live in amitv
with other races, our social relations with the French are entirely kind
can make New France British, or annihilate the obstacle which her
unyielding nationality presents to the unification of R,;ti»h Nffrth
Ameripa.

and nearest markets for agricultural machinery and everything else which
the region cannot produce for itself is also an absolutely necessary condi-
tion of the prosperity of the North- West. This the people must see, and
the more resolutely they demand theremoval of the Customs line the better
not only for themselves, but for the rest of the Dominion. If they press
that question they will find plenty of suppbrt in the East They seem to
be greatly bent on the construction of the Hudson's Bay line, not only on
commercial but on political grounds; for their political tendency at present
appears to be not towards annexation, but towards independence of
the OtUwa Government and direct communication with England. The
attempt to make this vast region a tributary, whether commercial or poli-
tical has failed, as it was sure to fail. The power of resistance possessed
by the North-West is not to be measured by the number of its votes at
Ottawa, as, unless the fair demands of its people are granted,will speedily
appear. '^

•'

If Cleveland is nominated by the Democrats at Chicago, as at present
seems hkely, he will stend a very good chance of election, and if he U
elected he will probably be a very good President. What is needed in
that place now is not sentimental fidelity to a historic cause, but practical
loyalty to reforip. If the Democratic party could fairly come forward as
the party of reform, it would have the good wishes of all the true friends
of the country, and would scarcely fail soon to find itself in power • for the
people, however bewitched by names and excited by faction fights have
intelligence enough to see that they pay, with the sweat of their brows for
the present abuses of government. But it is not easy to come forward as
the party of reform when such an organization of scoundrelism as Tammany
forms no inconsiderable portion of your forces. It is hard to understand
how men who are simply respectable Conservatives, like the chief men of
the Democratic party, continue to act in alliance with a street mob headed
by thieves. To the slave-owners, of course, while they were the core ofthe party, the quality of their Northern allies mattered nothing, so lone a^
slavery could be upheld. The Tammany delegates are at Chicago vigorously
playing their own game. General Butler, too, it seems, in accepting the
Greenback nomination was providing himself with leverage for acting on
the Democratic Convention. These are sinister omens. The Democmtic
party has an established reputation for blundering; but its blunders arem^nly the normal activity of the villainous elements which it contains
and from which we can hardly hope to see it shake itself free. There ar^
whispersstillof Mr. TUdenasacandidate, in spiteof his positive disclaimer-
but It would be sheer suicide to oppose political decrepitude to the popula^
dash and energy of Mr. Blaine. It is admitted that Mr. Bayard L afollowing; but he is held, as was said before, to be disqualified, in spite of
his evident recommendations, by a speech against civil war, made in 1861
when, as Mr. Blame has just been reminding us in his history, the Northern
eaders were themselves offering, by the Crittenden compromise, to estab-
lish slavery forever, if only they could thereby pacify the South and
preserve the Union. When people have not sense enough to see that to
set aside their best man on such a ground is absurd, can it be said that
they have sense enough to govern themselves 1 Not tUl the Democratic
Thrtform has been published, and the Democratic candidates nominated

sss ^m.
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In the North-West the promise of a golden harvest has banished the

^ despondency which ensued upon the inevitable collapse of the boom
Since the discovery of a sufficient .supply of fuel there has been no real
ground for doubt as to the ultimate capabilities of the region. But these
capabilities cannot possibly be developed without a good system of rail-
roads. Land fifty miles from a railroad, though it yielded a thousand
bushels to the acre, might as well be in the moon. The single line running
from Ocean to Ocean, while it may connect the different prorinZ

^^«p the North-West. Its effect so far has been to draw out the popuJon
*, « a long string instead of securing the advantages of compact settlement

If the money which u. being spent in carrying the rood over the RockyMountains had been laid out on roads in the Prairie region, the politick

^
union with British Columbia might not have been effected, but the com

/
mercial results would have been infinitely better. Supposing the vision
of diverting the Asiatic trade from San Francisco to a port in BritM

with tea fly past her to the East ? A political object is, as the Bystander
has always admitted, fully as weU entitled to consideration as an economical
object

;
but both cannot be paramount at once, and the paramount object

of our Btoteemen m dealing with the North-West has not been economical

retarded, thw, m the m»m, w the account of the delay. Access to the best

will It be safe to predict the result of the independent secession from the
Republican party. At present the seceders seem to be numerous, influen-
tial, and m earnest What is certain is that the effects of the rupture in
the RepubUcan party will not pa«s away without suggesting some serious
considerations to those who have persuaded themselves that the party
system is to be accepted as the permanent basis of elective government./

Thb animosities of most civil wars die when the sword is once sheathedand the grass has grown over the graves. Trophies there are none, andthe political memory of the multitude is short No spectre now hoversover the bloodstained fields of La Vendee, and in the United "Statesthough but twenty years have passed since Appomattox, the ashes of

J "Ji .rV'-^, f
"'"*^"«'' "" "^"^^ ""^ ^"f *he feud which

divided the Englu,h race in America a century ago. wretched as it was.h« been stereotyped by the folly which drove the Tories into new
settlements, while organs for the perpetuation of animosity unhappily existupon both sidea The American demagogue in his Fourth of July orations
continues peri6dacally to hector and vituperate, and his rhetorical congener
and nval, the spouter of United Empire Loyalism, continues periodically to
respond The weary liatener asks himself whether those blasts and counter-
blasts of windy and unveracious declamation are to goon for ever, and whether
the end of the world is to find two set. of orators hurling at each other
bombastic narrative, of Lexington and Lundy's Lane. The serie. of
eveutB which the people of the United State, celebrated on Friday hat a.
tn««cendiag aU the annal. of mankind in glory and importance oaa be

t'^5:»S

I

to^^who^ F r""'^'^'''**'
""' •'"^'y »"" -••-« ^y-P'^thies extend

*^^7J'°^«E"«'-b"-«e and beyond it to humanity. The ostensible cause

Int of F T H
""^ ""* "'^^''y ^'"^"l"'*^' "-« the Goverment of England was not absolute but Pariiauientary. The fault of a

wouJdt' r""^ "f* """'' •"«" '^P'''-^' -^ almost certa^^ly

Stotw!
*'':,^*""P ^"^ ^y *•»« °*her Party immediately on comingmto power. The absence of a sufficient ground in fact betrayed itself 2soon aa the real stress of the struggle began to be felt, in tha Tack ogenuine enthusiasm which, as we know fi^m Washington' lettTrkept thearmies in a perpetual state of moulting, and had r^u'ced the Revion tothe k^t gasp when French intervention came to its aid. NothinTwa^

Thl bWd .7''"" "'"''' ^"""^ ""'' ""^^ -- - '™« oftei? an^

^
he can believe that great communities on this side of the Atlantic wouldhave remained for ever in vassakge to a nation on the other side superiorto them in antiquity, but inferior in diffused wealth, in average ttLiZTceand m general power of self-government The independeLe wS th^w«dom and magnanimity of the Protector had once pLicaSv

"
ntedj

ZinTz: t^ r '"'^r
'"°"^ ™''^«*«" -'•'^ ^ave-br^uua

Srhn.er?ndttrrCZ^J^^^ "^\"- '^

Z.h in H r^ .
' •"' '"'"'"'*" ^'^ '^'«"*''»»« *» a" concernedthough m different ways and degrees. To England, it was loss of renown«H,n ^paired however, by Rodney's victories, with the compulsory oncet'

Weld"W :; 'r °^r^--'
°^ ^^^^^^^^^ -Pa-tion L-IJa d theblessed fruit of which after a few years was a civU war of devils in thaicountry. To the United SUtes^it was that revolutionary bialt ^ol tt

J^rh"tt>r'^"""''''*"*^''^'''^PP"y^'-'-dwhic^

wti?
of treating authority as an evil and indi^riminateirgbrify-ing r^beUion, powerfully conspii^d with the separatism of slavery in brin^mg about the civU war of 1861 To the F™„„J.

'"a^e''y. « "nng-

«.;_ i.u J . ,

^""i. J.0 tne Drench monarchy it was totalmn, the meed of the folly which to the counsels of Turgot pTfe^a.e shallow and hare-brained Quixotism of Lafayette. But it v^L^humamty at h^ge that the coni^uenoes we« rnU deplo».ble Z t
^^tl^LSlT* "I'r""'

"•' ™*°™^'« movement of the I^h^n^2«t«^ had been peacefully advancing, and it was mpidly gaining ZT«on of ae thrones and government* of Europe. It had ^nd o^more or less enlightened and beneficent, in PiXric of PrussLin3hof Austna, m Catherine of Russia, in Leopold of Tuscany i^PombaTatLisbon, m Aranda at Madrid, in Tanucci at Naples •

it ils soon to fi„Hone in the younger Pitt Had nothing occurred'to bri^gTra ^euthead, dvibza^ion might have glided quietly into another' and a happ"zone. But tie American Revolution, involving Fmnce, and precipitatJ!"

tS weT" T'
''""«'* ""^ " --Id.wide catastrophe ofTe eff^^wluchwehave not yet nearly seen the end. In the eyes of those whohave the course of history before them the Black Death or the ea^
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-as combined with that of the Indians,
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raiders, but by dis^LLd Zl T °'''''" "P''"''' ""^ ''>' ^"'''^ <"

authority and \x^T7\ucZrt ^^rt Tr^"""^
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in the field was comparatively easy he kinJ^e ^^"'"^'T-?
"""'"

it when they could get fair blttlT the diffil
^ '"''"'" ^"'"^ "" ^^

and irregulL i^sistance, the f r^ of w SIf "^
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Tory outrage aom« n* /i.
^ everywhere inflamed by

Tracing pedigrees in that directionfinlHs , "nd^ , .
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the escutcheon. But there was no hL f

'^"'^"''^ ^'^ ^o™" danger to

descendants of all the old tL f r / ^ """''' °°^ *^"^« °">' ">e

Thr position on which Lord Salisbury has fallen h«,.b ;„ k-

ment
( These are the questions which the ampnrf«~ „*

govem-

ought always to ask theLlves, but which theyT.!^ I

' "'"''''"
certainly failed to ask on the present 111^ S t^' "l"

'*^'

question of extending the franchise canTLtlS^ i"^''^*
*'^

practical consequence, by the simple appeal ^natitri^T^mttL"'examma ion
: m^ural rights can be claimed and enjoyed ^^^prnmeval wooda That to wb.V), i..„ . _; , . . .Tf^^ "^ m tbtt-

.illTht^ir.TT'" '"^ °" '^' P**"°*''= ^-^^^^^ -^ thickly as theywU
.

Those who study the r«x,rds for themselves will be inclined to thinkth.t the heroism of Uie Revolution lay in a pretty narrow ci„„e round he

Teh 11T"' TV"""'
**'^'" "'" "--lingly little of it at any time

delnhia. Tr"^" "Jt
^'"""'^ '''' ^''^^'^'^ °^ Congi^ssatpS

Itwhol ^ r, ^: '^°""* "" " ""^''«'-°- - '*« ^-^ -as, onthe whole devoid of grandeur. Civil war is the greatest of calamitie^- it
«. a calamity to be avoided at almost any expense'Iving the mZ Ifo oa nation

;
but at any rate it should be concluded by amnesty *he

K^!!r'' ? '^"^ ''^'^' "'^ ^ '""«>«''« ^heir lastCiv^ war
; theyshedno blood; confiscated hardly any property but the slaves, and« ^^e vanquished Uieir civil right* as soon as it could be ione^ iety^But their ancestors wer« not so merx:iful or so wise : they proscribed thevanquished Tone, stripped the^ of their possessions and drortTe^^^

exile. The Tones, or not a few of them, had undoubtedly given bitter

them to those Imh Pencibles, against whose lawless and muideroSferocity he was contending as Vice«,y of Ireland, with a sick heaT ?h"r^UUe and mte ligent cU«es, a l.rg. p„,p„rtion of which had at fl.^

mad act» o the Government or its commanders ; and when the ^y line,ware finally drawn, the Tory party conristed largely of ti^J^r Z
Mjnorant and the unsettled^ who are alway, more re^y to follornkme.Mid per«,us than pnnoiple., and who joyfully welcomed the lioenoe

"

SERE AND THERE.

Th« sporting progmmme of the Semi-Centennial contained «„m„ •
*

esting eventa. On Tue^iay the Canadian WheelmenTAlSn'td
theu- annual sporte on the Rosedale grounds, when the ^t!!!^ * ^
di«.' championship wen, conside«b^ ourdrwr a faT:!? k° Tvolumes for the tn»ck. The chief event* we,^ tZ'on- ^ !
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best must be settled in theZTf^ra^ :^t^Z '"T"^"* ^ ''"'
i

degree in which the pnu^ticZid is l^r^ ZTh .T "'^' '^ '^^ '

refusing to consent t! an extension ofThellcht y^'r.'.T, ^ "f '^
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hand by rushing iSS general onppsition It i« fr„I„
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party should be headed by a-^PoligTc.'t^ati" ^^ :^^^^^^^^^
independent of class into,«,ts, to or^ze democ^cy while ve^?.^'time, and to make it a polity of pSc r^sTTf'J T "^

instead of blindly ex.ndLgThe L.L^Z'Z^l ZZ^l^Zthe practical result But no such man is on the scene fr H^ll7
there tiU some convuUion bring, him to the f^L ' ^ "^'"^'
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oontested throughout, the winner showing up in G. W. Ross, of Montreal,
in the fast time of 17m. Hisec. The number of clubs which sent repre-
sentatives to the Association shows how popular " wheeling " is in the
Dominion. On Thursday a lacrosse match took place between the
Torontos. and the Caughnawaga Indians. An immense concourse of
spectators was present, every available space being occupied. The game
was a most even and interesting one, finally resulting in a draw, each side
obtaining a goal. Between the games a mixed programme of bicycle and
foot races was carried out.

Thosk of our visitors who caJled at the Toronto new Roller Skating
Rink enjoyed a great treat in the marvellous performances of D. J.
Canary, who, not inappropriately, is called the champion bi- and uni-cycle
performer. This exhibitionist, in the expressive, if not elegant, language
of a sight-seer, " could do more on a bicycle than any one else could on a
coal waggon." Certainly, the tricks performed with the wheeled steed
were wonderful. Of the many examples of the poetry of. motion, roUer-
skating, by one familiar with the art, is amongst the most attractive, and
the gyrations of the ladies and gentlemen patrons of the rink elicited con-
siderable admiration from visiting spectators who were not accustomed to
the sight. The enterprising proprietors have put in an exceUent floor, and
added decorations which give the well-known rink a most attractive
appearance. During the week, a squad of the 10th Grenadier band were
in attendance. On Wednesday night, the I.O.O.F. had a drill in the rink,
which was witnessed with interest by a large number of spectators.

The Toronto cricketing worid is contemplating with considerable
interest two "tours" which have been arranged for the Trinity College
School and the Toronto Eleven, respectively. The former club plays the
latter to-morrow (Friday), and then proceeds to Hamilton, Gait, and
Guelph. They expect to play a rather stronger Eleven than last year.
The Toronto club contemplate playing matches in Guelph, Gait, Detroit
and Chicago. '

De. G. M. Dawson collects and publishes, chiefly from the reports of
the Geological Survey of Canada, some useful notes on the coals and
lignites of the Canadian Northwest. These mineral fuels are aU of creta-
ceous and tertiary age. They are extensively developed near the Bow and
Belly Rivers and their tributaries, extending eastward from the base of
the mountains to about the 1 1 1th meridian ; but as this is the only region
yet examined in detail by the Survey, there may yet prove to be other
districts of equal value. Wherrf the cretaceous rocks have been much
disturbed and folded, the coal passes into the condition of anthracite of
which a seam occurs on the Cascade River near its confluence with the Bow
River and close to the line of the Canadian Pacific RaUway. Out on the
plates, however, the strata are nearly flat, and as they recede from the
mountains the coals show a larger percentage of water, and assume more or
less completely the character of lignites.

There were nineteen failures in Canada reported to Bradstreet's durinit^e past week, as compared with thirty-lwa ia Om pr«eedi«g wwlr, M,d^th sixteen, seven and four respectively, in the corresponding weeks of
1883, 1882, and" 1881. The same authority reports one hundred and forty-
six failures the past week, in the United States, as compared with one
hundred and fifty-three in the preceding week, and with one hundred and
thirty-nmfe ninety-nine, and forty-five, respectively, in the corresponding
weeks of 1883. 1882, and 1881. About seventy-seven per cent weL thoj
ot small traders whose capital was less than $5,000.

women in the world, for they are graced both by cleverness and beauty,
but so long as the presentation has not taken place they are only statues!
One day, says our contemporary, when it was gaining hard in New York,
a freshly-arrived Frenchman, ignorant of New World usages, a good feUow
if not an exquisite, saw a lady making vain attempte to cross a swollen
gutter in one of the principal streets. So he unceremoniously lifted her
in his arms and deposited her safely on the other side of the gutter.
Instead of vouchsafing to thank him even with a smile, as he naturally
expected, the lady stared at him fi^om top to toe, and asked what right
he had to dare to touch her. " I will remedy my mistake," the French-
man answered, and takingi the lady up again, he set her down where he
had found her.

The foHowing morceau is culled from the "Gleanings and Gossip" of
the Springfield Republican

: "The novelist's expedients justify themselves,
sooner or later. Edmond About had his 'Notary's Nose' (in the novel
so-called) swallowed by a dog. The effect was grotesque ; but at a recent
duel with swords between an editor and another politician near Rome, a
dog sat by much interested, and when the editor sliced off a cutset from
his antagonist's hand, the dog snapped it up and settled back on his haunches
calmly waiting for more. Perhaps it was the same dog."

Sir Lepel Henry Grwpin cannot be said to have erred on the side of
moderation in his last contribution to the FortniyhUy Rimew, entitled " A
Visit to Philistia." The paper has just been reproduced in volume form,
with material^ additions^ and will be read with mingled feelings by our
American cousins.. Sir Lepel, in one word, seems to be of theopinion'that
America is at once the most uninteresting and the most aggressive country
in the worid, and the Americans are the most vulgar and aggressive of
peoples. When we find him starting out with an inquiry as to whether
the discovery of America by Columbus has been of advantage or loss to the
"so-called civilized nations of the Old World," we know what to expectWe are prepared to be told that " the America of to-day ia the apotheosis
of Philistinism, the perplexity and despair of statesmen, the Mecca to
which every religions or social charlatan turns first, where the one God
worshipped 18 Mammon, the highest education is the share-list" Amerio*
IS, to Sir Lepel, the country of diaillnaions and diaappointmente inpoUtiaa,
literature, and art, in ita scenery, its cities, and ita people, and with some
knowledgeof every country of the civilized world, in. none other,exoept
Russia, would the author not prefer to Uve and die. He puta forward his
work as a warning to English Liberals against che demoralization which
mayfaUupona country which is so unwise as to surrender political
power into the coarse hands of the uneducated masses. Republican
institutions have had one hundred years' trial, and have faUed
Class diatinctiomi are more demoralizing in America than in any other
quarter of the globe, and the Yankees are the veriest toadies on earth
So low has the imitation of English class distinctions penetrated, that
the proprietor of one hotel keeps no waiters who will not consent to shave
their moustaches and cut their whiskers a I'Anglaise. And as for the har-
vest of Democracy, wa are told thirt ^^vt a corruption which an honest-
man shuns like the plague. As our neighbours would say, Sir Lepel has
evidently "got it very bad," but we fear they will be mor« inclined to
laugh than to be angered at his " phobia."

Superintendent Jackson, of Castle Garden, says that the Polish Jews
are the worst class of immigrants that come to these shores ; that they are
good for nothing but peddling; are filthy in their personal habite, and
altogether just the sort of immigrants we do not want.

>*

CoMMENTisa upon the rigour of democratic etiquette, a writer ifi AlUh«
Ttar Round pointa out that "In a Viennese, as in a Parisian, drawing room
a formal introduction to the persons met there is not a matter of strict
necessity. Everyone assembled there ought mutually to feel assured of
the general respectabUity. To doubt it is an insult to the host who
receives them. Nobody hesitates to open a c^versation with anyone who
happens to be sitting next to him on a sofa of at table. The case is dif
ferent in the United States. Such freedom is not permitted by the NorthAmen«^ who keep at a distance, and put, as it were, in quarantine
every mdividual who has not been regularly introduced to them. Not
until the quarantine is raised do American gentlemen become conversi^
tional and Amencw Udies afiable. Thwie latter are the w»% cl^rmin,

;,*«

Mb. Gladstone and about one hundred members of the House of Com-
mons were present recently at an exhibition of thought-reading, in the
smokeroom-of the House, by Mr. Stuart Cumberknd. Mr. Coleridge
Kennard was the first "subject," and the operator correctly selected a
tumbler on a side-table as the object thought of, but instead of conveying it
to Mr. Gladstone as intended, he handed it to Mr. Waddy A simUar
experim^t, in wWch Mr. Pulestone was the "subject," was more successful,
a smaU tray being duly handed to the person thought of. Mr. Cumberland
next mguired whether any gentleman was suffering from pain ; and on
Lord L^mgton stating that he was in that condition, the operator after
various manipulations, fixed upon the smaU toe of the right foot, where the
noble Lord had stated he had a troublesome corn. The operator's next
request was for a bank-note, and one offered by Mr. E. CLirke waa accepted
for the experiment. That gentleman retired to a comer, and committed
to memory the number of the note, which Mr. Cumberland at a third guess
correctly stated. In a similar trial with the Hon. E, Stanhope he was
stiU more successful Mr. Gtadstone next consented to take part in the
expenmenta, and to think of three figures. Mr. Cumberland (blindfolded)
guided Mr. Gladstone's hand across a printed row of fig«M, and at the Srst
attempt correctly gues«Hi «366' •• the number tb»ght Qft The experi.
nenta were watched with ^reat interest,

^
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Sour curious eventa now and again are brought to Ught with regard to
^uroh patronage in England. In the course of the recent debate in the
House of Commons pnthe Church Patronage Bill, the fact was elicited
that Tom Cannon, the, celebrated jockey, is proprietor of an advowson.
It afipears that Mr. Cannon was anxious to become " mine host " of a certain
hostelry, but as the living went with the hotel he had thus become the
proprietor of both. The crack jock is said to be not at all desirous of the
Church s favour.

" T=« gambling tables at Monte Cario are evidently doomed, and with
Uiem the last public haunta of the professional gamblers in civilized
Europe will be closed." Thus writes an editor of an English exchange
Monaco is nomma'ly, indeed, an independent state, and the reigning Prince
IS not understood to be over anxious to carry out the wishes of his neigh-
bouts. The i-ecent numerous tragedies have at last aroused public opinionm the cities ot the Riviera to the enormity of the evU. Nice and the
other neighbouring towns, moreover, have suffered through the droinineof
their resources at the gambling houses, and the long-deferred sentence of
extinction is evidently soon likely to be carried out. There are few spotamore favoured by nature than Monaco, and art has added with wonder-
ful effect to the beauties of Monte Carlo But there is no reason to believe
that Mon«,o wiU cease to charm when the curse which blasta it now is re-
moved. Baden-Baden and Ems and Homburg and Wiesbaden had their
gamingtables a few years ago. and it was said that the waters would lose
their virtues If the croupiers ceased to cry and the tables ceased to turnBut a great, king issued his fiat ; the beautiful German watering placeswere purified, and they are now more popular than ever. Homturg has
lost none of it popularity, and the surpassing beauties of Baden-Baden
with ito music and its fetes, are not the less enthusiastically enjoyed because
the scenes m the Kursaal which Thackeray so vividly described are now
happily only evil memories. And no one who knows the Corniche and the
Riviera wUl doubt that Monaco has before it a future brighter and bet-
ter, one far more worthy of the fair land of which it is one of the fairest

CONFLICTING VIEWS ON CANADIAN INDEPENDENCE.
While Lieut^oL Denison, PoUce Magistrate of Toronto, was telUuR thede«,«ud«its of the U. R Loyalista that lie only voices hJa«l inW ofCanadian Independence were those of a few hange«.on of the press, who

U'>^%!^' r '""^'^' '^^ ^^^ '^""^ ^^ °« *^^ ti">«^ theUnited States two superior judges of Quebec-Judge Sicotte and Jud^eD>ranger-and a public man of mark, Hon. M. Boyd. were, in the worSs
of a Com^rvativP journal, L, Quotidien,oi Levis, expressing their "de-cided conviction that, in the near future. Canada wiU be c^led upon tofom an mdependent nation." As these gentlemen are not hangers on ofthe press, are not under the condemnation attached to new come«. were^m and live in the country, in which, besides, they have somethLg at

J^
' ? .i'T'' ' ^'>^^P«^«««« »d-ocates must be sHghtly variedand enlarged. CoL Denison was not aware that they had expre^lopmiona so completely in opposition to his own. To M Royal's m^Jvimon the country appears to be marching on to definitive independence :

her God speed.^ Judge Loranger-s pi^ference for independence is strong, andm fifty years, he predicts, the colonial sentiment will be extinct

di» qS'irrntiSttS^^»"r^^^ "' ie Bui, canadien, et Je voua
faits pour reater<iteniellementen tntpnl' ol^7 * '^^°"- ^*^ hommes ne 8ont paa
on I'^mancipe. Ceux que lln nWn!.in„ rU ."1 ""'"'u^r

"."tteint I'Sge de la majo/w,
paa des imb&ile..

^mancipe pas sont des imbeciles, et les canadieng ae sont

It is going far in the opposite direction to that travelled by Col. Denison

^ot Z,
""r i!"" "u

•" "•"""^ ^°"'^ '^' '''''''' ^- independence does

aTlhl .h V * ''' "*"' °' "'"''«'' ^"•""Ser does not shrink fromattaching this stigma. The course of historic development has generallybeen on this line
;
the road travelled has been from colonial dependence to

cli M /
^""°' "'"'' ^'°" '^' '''" ^^'"^^ probability is there thatCanada will form an exception to the universal experience of mankind •

that for her the sun will stand stUl, and the universal law of historic*
development be suspended ?

Judge Sicotte, who speaks less positively than his retired brother, says
l^anada has to choose between imperial federation, independence with
separate existence, or independence with annexation to the United States
(11 y a trois issues pour cette terre qui fut lanouvelle France). Against im-
perial confederation and annexation ho equally pronounces; the objection
to the first being that distance would prevent complete fusion, to the
second that it is not true independence :

fon^rwHS plo^rllTeTlerlLl'^suTL^'S"'''''''- "^ '^' '"-'''-'' "" >-'
d'apr{» son developpTment sociiJ, h storiTue sesMuIlitl. „''",•« •'"'"'"™' ^" «roi»ance
les 8oci<?ti^3 ; son nSmdans le monde deTnatinn»

''"'^"<^' »«» 'l|ff<^rence9
; sa mission dans

une individuality, une e"LtenT,toprret Zrt cX^ V •

'^
'•">'

serait pas oette individualitd >vis chanserions Ae iom ' ,1« n'iVri''"™
^""^ Etats-tjnis ne

nom, line autre patrie. Evidemment7«7?,«TJ ,
'

f,
^ '"^' P'""' adopter un autro

VimUp^ndance. tl y a de la ddSce , an. ZZ "f",!"'' "«f
7«e dicte le sentiment vrai dc

pour se donner i ,^us fort, p„ceTi{t" p?iL fol"'*'''''""
'" '""' "=* "^"^ """ «" P">P">'

The occasion on which these speeches were made was the National Con-
gress of the French Canadians, on the recent extraordinary celebration ofthe fete of Saint Jean Baptiste. There were present a large number
of men of mark and prominence. How were those independence utterances
received? An eye-witness replies that each allusion to independence was
received with applause. And no protest was uttered, no rebuke has comefrom the press. If this means tacit approval. Col. Denison's list of inde-
pendente must be not only U^gelj added to. but wholly changed in com-
plexion. °

My present object being a correction of the record, I leave to others a
discussion of the question to which the evidence relates. C. L.

A GREAT PREACHER ON WOMEN.

phiSrr.^'lleTe^raXt':: dSiVi! ta'SZ'f^fT"" ^^IT'' ^ ''"-'*^»''
provinces ouionteap^r^trouver dam U^ILitin^H?.^™K"°* ^^ l'aj<™"P«m8nt de
d'accord. a-orfre 8,£ial, dy^^ti6^t^^^^''T^^'^^r^^'-^'^«'^'^'«
preparent un peuple ik sea deatin^ fiMles!

'""*^'=*> «' ^e relbvement des eeprita qui

With M. Royal independence is scarcely a matter of predilection, forthough we are wanting in what he caUs the emblem of a people's diUity^fon» a national flag, he distinctly guards himself agairSeingSStood to deplore a condition of inferiority which he regards as rather anpa«nt than real He does not wish to see a pi.m!Z "vottion S

m^ne les hommes). In short, M. Royal's position is that of a manXdoes not pretend to be superior to destiny, who looks upon TZ^.
polit^^l change with the „«igm.tion with which one submits toL^.

With Judge Loraager the necessity of independence is a conviction • theco^omal^tato IS the feebleness of a oounti^'s minority, which cTo'ttmdefinitely prolonged, and to such England herself may put a to^^

r„^ a peut avoir un tenn.. t l^i'^S^^^X^^^^^%<^:;^J-^^
llii. may serve to recaU Lord Palmerston's avowal that^ if Canada de-iwd independence she had only to «iy the word, ami Enghmd would wish

There has lately been published a new edition of St Chrysostom Inreading the homilies of this most eloquent of men, it is curious to note theamount of criticism he devotes to the foibles of the sex. This is really anmdex of the high civiUzation to which Constantinople had attained. No

^'S'n::^u! tzf t trr": °°°f^"°'^
°^ ^ ^^-^'^ *^-

xemaiaiueaadobaraeter^npplyr Ilrttenstantinople. at the beginning ofthe fifth century, though the city was essentially Greek, we see nothing ofthat depreciation of females which prevaUed in the historical age of Gr^eAn Eastern principle., it never took root among the Romam, ; it was
antagonistic to Christianity, and over the Greek life of Byzantium the
influence of Rome and Christianity was very great Women find a promi-nent pkce m the literature of the time. Nowhere are these portraite more
yigorously drawn than in the pages of Chrysostom. Consciously mislead-
ing we are sure the Saint could not be, but the tendency of social satire
« to exaggeration, and we are not at all certain that, postulating the samefreedom of expression as was permitted in his day, language as stn,ng ashejas accustomed to use could not nowvwith propriety be applied to

Very little is said about the mental qualities of the ladies. It is on
then:, personal charms the Saint commente. Aristotle tells us that size isone of the vu-tues of woman; and in the fourth and fifth century no ladvm Com,tantmople. unless she was fairly tall, could be admitted among the
beUes. In modern times we see ladles with the nose "tip-Jilted "

su(^ess.
fully set up as professional beauties, but Chrysostom. in his fourth homilyon the episUe to Timothy, tells us that a fashionable beauty of his day w«required to have a nose straight with nostrils exquisitely chiselled andm perfect proporiaon. and the teeth white, small, and regular. The eyee

^r^:^.1^ '' '""'. '^'' """^ '°"^'^«- '^'^' - "»« ->dem ladies.'"
the beauties of Comitentmople caUed art to the aid of miture. The face'w. pamted and the eyes dyed with stibium. Hence the advice ofChrysostom to a man whose wife is thus addicted: "Do not" m^j^
Chzysostom, "terrify her; do not threaten her; be persuasive and imriau-
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ating. Talk at her by reflecting on neighbours who do the same : tell her
she appears less lovely when thus tampered with. Asl^ her if she wishes
to look young, and assure her that this is the quickest way to look old.

Then finally come down on her with the warnings of Scripture. You may
speak once and again, and she is invincible ; but never desist ; be always
amiable and bland,' but still persevere. It is worth putting every engine
in motion. If you succeed, you will no more see lips stained with
vermilion, a mouth like that of a bear reeking with gore, nor eyebrows
blackened as from a sooty kettle, nor cheeks plastered like whited sepul-

chres." Of course this exhortation, while shaming the women addicted to

meretricious adornment, proves that the dames of, the eastern empire
could at least make their independence recognized—a contrast to their

successors to-day.

Not so the maidens. Till the period of a premature marriage the sex
lived in the deepest seclusion. No sign of mental education. " Whence
comes it," asks Chrysostom, " that the sex is so eflfeminate, but from their

method of rearing? It is the result of their seclusion, their idleness, their
baths, their unguents, their downy couches." A watch was set on their
chambers. They seldom attended the services of the Church. The young
lady never saw her future husband unless she, from some lofty window,
peered after the unknown master of her happiness. A like happiness
seldom came to him. The courtship was conducted by his father and
mother and innumerable match-makers ; the contract made in the presence
of ten witnesses ; and if a wife brought a large dowry the husband was
expected to meet it with a certain amount, which, in the event of her early
death, might be claimed by her relatives.

The marriage ceremony was a miserable mixture of pagan and Chris-
tian rites. Today the bishop or priest joined the hands of the pair and
pronounced a blessing ; to-morrow whatever of purity might have been
fostered by the seclusion of the bride's previous life was prostrated in an
hour. She came forth from her father's house co/ered with paint, and
received by a host of drunken and lascivious men and women, slaves, vaga,
bonds, prostitutes. The procession to the house of the bridegroom late in
the evening was attended by innumerable lamps and torches, the bride
being paraded through the agora to the sound of flutes and cymbals.
Professional singers and dancers were hired for the occasion; every
license was given to the drunken reveUers, around, whoasaaUed her ears by
foul and scurrilous songs. If the couple were wealthy a saturnalia ensued.
They were " at home " for a week after the ceremony. Not only was the
bride painted, she was arrayed in finery ransacked from all her friends.
The week expired, restitution must be made, and it would seem this was a
trying moment to the poor giri-wife. " The bride will not take it to heart
bitterly," said Chrysostom, "if she be kindly treated." But in truth she
ought to have had a gay heart though stripped of her borrowed plumes,
because by her marriage she had passed from a seclusion which was an
imprisonment, to a freedom out of doors, and an authority in the house
hardly exceeded in modern lifa

ITie Saint draws a beautiful picture of the matron seated on high, with
her maids spinning in sUence at her side. But he dwells longer and
oftener on a far different scene : the wife, a termagant in-doors, beating her
slaves, or indulging in fashionable dissipation abroad. " When," says
Chrysostom, in his homily on the Ephesians (Cap. iv.hom. xv., torn. xL, 129)
"they are exasperated with their.damseLs the whole house re-echoes to the
cry, and should the house adjoin the street, every passenger overhears the
mistress and the shrieking maid. . . ' What ! may she not beat her?'
I say not that, for she ought, but not continually, nor immoderately, nor
for household trifles, nor for neglectful service merely." But if she injures
her own soul, then all men will approve, and none condemn the beating.
Yes; if she will not improve, correct her with a rod and blows. 'And
what am^I to do if she paints?' Forbid it. 'What if she is given to
drinking and Ulking scandal?' Why, how many ladies are the same? But
many a mistress is so savage as to scourge till one whole day cannot efece
the stripes

; and when the unhappy woman next appears in the bath
,.all this cruelty is disclosed. Now she is threatened with the dungeon

';now assaUed with ten thousand oaths and maledictions ; first she ia a
witch, then Something worse than a witch, for in her foaming passion,
a mistress withholds no wordy insiilt. She strips her and binds her to the
bed-post, summons her children to the spectacle, and bids her dotard spouse
act the part of eicecutioner."

When the great lady went abroad, fashion required not a troop of
females but a retinue of eunuchs. " In liveries decked with gold," says
Chrysostom, " they must be in attendance on their mistress." The word
" mules" sets the eloquent preachsf off, and he paints a series of interesting
pictures which would find a parallel in modern timea The husband has des-
patched the mules elsewhere. Forthwith ensue peevishness, a quarrel, a sul-

len fit; perhaps she herself had forgot the engagements of the morning and let

them go—not the less all the day long she is devoured with vexation.
And besides, these same mules may turn lame, and both of them too, and
they must be sent out to grass, and that, year after year and for weeks at
a time. She thought it an age while she sat at home, for she could not
go out on foot, as though she was in a prison. " It would have been
better," cries the preacher, " to have walked than to have sulked at home,
or why were feet given to us ? But she did not like to be jostled by her
acquaintance

; that might excite a blush ; " and he abruptly closes with
the retort that there might be far better reasons for her blushing at home.
Happy was she with white mules to her carriage. All the harness must
be in keeping, with a gilded collar and trappings of silver tissue, and her
first drive was to her jewellers.

At balls, marriages, and processions her jewellery was well displayed,
but at none of these was she so determined to give scope to her vanity as
in church. " Yes," cries Chrysostom, " in one tip of her little ea^8he will
suspend a ring that might have paid for the food of ten thousand poor
Christians." Her waist blazed with gems, and her mantle was profusely
adorned. To all remonstrances her reply is, " I like it, and my heart sweUs
while all admire." Even the Virgins of the Church were infested with
the prevailing vanity. Not that they were ever seen with golden
ornaments or braided hair. " No," says the Saint ; " but they have become
cunning in their simplicity ; and this is worse and worse. . . . Their
gown is of the deepest grey ; they are very short- waisted, and the girdle
just below the breast performs its oflice with the closest assiduity. Then
there are the shoes, refulgent with blacking, nicely acuminated to a point,
the copy of no mortal foot, but of the beau ideal of the painter's art.

Who can withdraw from that face which has never known paint, but
glistens with perpetual soap ? A veil whiter than the face hangs partially
before it, and this again is contrasted with the black robe in which she
appears—broad, its hood just covering the summit of her head. But
who ahaU decide the objects of that veil, for from beneath it her
eyes are seen to wander in ten thousand movements ? Then the gloves
cling so smoothly to the hand, that they look like another integument of
nature; and last of all," says the saintly preacher, "are countless artful graces
of carriage and deportment, such as entrance every eye, even though a
dame all golden be riding by her side."

The fashionable dames were beset at the church door by every form of
want and hideous professional mendicancy. Every appeal was in vain,
until the disdainful lady was implored by her own loveliness. " Then the
heart leaps, the colour glows, and the hand makes its offerings to charity."
In the church the females were placed apart, generaUy on an elevation or
gallery above the men. Nevertheless the conduct of both sexes in church
was disgraceful. "The order of a household shames the disorder of the
church." " Here are the tumult and confusion of an inn, the laughter and
hubbub of the bath and agora." The dress in very many cases was most
meretricious. The church was notorious as a place for assignations.
Matters of trade were discussed. If the sermon was dull, chat and joke
were the order of the day. During the prayers they sat and chatted, and
sharp and witty repartees were circulated. The women wer» the worst

—

offenders. "Here," says Chrysostom, "they shew neither awe nor
reserve : here they laugh always."

A really searching comparison would show that wliile in* some things
we have improved, many of the follies which Chrysostom condemned
exist among ourselves to-day, while a few vices have been developed from
which even Byzantine ladies were free. Hkwbt Oswald.

SIR WILLIAM PETTY.

His father was a poor tradesman ; and the future statesman and political
economist, the founder of the noble famUy of Lansdowne, of which our
Governor-General is the present head, Uke many another eminent man,
began life in an humble station. He attended the grammar school of his
native place

; and having at the age of fifteen made himself master of
all the subjects taught there, he crossed the channel in quest of further
knowledge, and entered a seminary at Caen. He had previously lost his
father

; and having "been thus cast upon the world without patrimony or
patron, it becomes a pertinent question how he obtained means of support
at this Norman college. We find that like many another poor scholar, he
had recourse to ways of making money, and that, with his studies, he
carried on traffic as a merchant in smaU wares. He opened a shop, or
stall, in the town of Caen for the sale of English goods, and met with Baah
success that he was enabled to pay all expenses, both of maintenanoe and
education, for four years. Josiah Wedgwood, the potter, whoM origin was
even humbler than that of the subject of our notice, was in the habit of

.^ r
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maintaining that nothing could be more pleasant tjian the sense of honestly
earning money. He (Wedgwood) had become, after a long and mfrere
struggle, a very rich man, and generous as he was rich

; yet he found the
retrospect of his eariy days, wheii he was poor,, and when every shilling he
was able to save was an appreciable gain, more agreeable than the affluence
to which he had attained, when shillings, and even pounds, were reckoned

.
as veiy small sums in the larger business transactions of the wealthy firm
of which he had become the founder. Petty, on the other hand, considered
his experience as a wholesome discipline, and also as a safe-guard against
the aUurements of vice, at a period of life when such allurements are
potent. Whin a young man is compelled to earn his own livelihood, he
said, and when he finds that he can not only do so, but, by economical
living, lay up something for future need, it helps very powerfully to keep
him out of mischief-a remark which is not in the least original, and to
the truth of which every young man is prepared to assent, but which very
few young men ever attempt to put -to a rigerous test.

Petty left Caen in his nineteenth year, with some money in his purse,
and more knowledge in his head. He had thoroughly mastered the French
language. He had also a competent acquaintance with astronomy, mathe-
matics and navigation. Other acquirements he had also made, and he
possessed certain aptitudes which were native to him. Like Benjamin

u"^!^'"!;
^^'""' ''^ *"'"" ""'P'"'^' '"' '•«««°>ble8, he had from his eariiest

childhood a talent for mechanics. He delighted in watching artisans at
work, and before he was twelve years of age could handle the most delicate
tools with the greatest ease. This was a faculty which was of considerable
profit to him in after life. Meanwhile, on leaving the French college he
returned to England, and entered the marine^service ; but whether it was
the royal or merchant marine is uncertain. Here he soon made the
discovery that he was not adapted to a "life on the ocean wave" He
was near-sighted

;
and having on one occasion in c^quence of this defect

failed to report a certain land-mark, for which hfwas told to be on the
watch, and having thus incurred a rebuke from his superiors, he resolved
that as such a mistake might have had serious consequences, and as it

• might recur, he would abandon an occupation for which he justly conceived
himself to be disqualified. He had £60 in his pocket, and with that sum
equal m purchasing power to £300, or $1,500 of our money, having made
.Aoice of medicine as a profession, he set forth, fimt, to Leyden, in HoUand
thence to Utrecht, thence to Amsterdam, and lastly to Paris, these cities
being celebrated as seats of learning, and especially as schoolh of medicine
At Pans, which was then, as it still is, famous in the department of
anatomy, he had for a class-fellow one who has since become known to us
as Thomas Hobbes, of Malmesbury, mathematical tutor to Charles II
when Prince of Wales, and the author of Leviathan. At Paris, too Petty
and his brother Anthony, who had accompanied him in aU these conti-
nental wanderings, and for whose maintenance he had become responsible
were reduced to such straits that, as we read, they subsisted for two
whole weeks on two pennyworth of wakuts. It is here to be observed
in reference to the £60 which he saved in Caen, that two pence would'
at that period, representmora value than t«» penee^ofounmmoy, and^tBat
the walnuts were, in all probabUity, supplemented by a loaf of bread now
and then. Such were his address, ingenuity and industry, however, that
he did not long remain involved in these troubles. For we are informed
in that smgular document, his last wUl and testament, that at the end of
three years, which was the limit of his absen„o from England on this
eccasion, he returned with £70 in his pocket, having thus ultimately not
only defrayed his own and his brother's expenses out of his little capital
of £60, but also, as we see, increased it by the amount of £10. The saving
of money l^elps to keep a man out of niischief, he said, and he was right
But the difiiculty is to be saving without being sordid ; and men who
acquire the habit in youth are very apt to degenerate into mere misers and
money-grubs before they become old. At the end of four years he was
admitted to the University of Oxford to the degree of Doctor of Medicine
At this period he was very poor, his capital of £70 having, as he informs
us, dwindled down to £28 ; but having been appointed to the Chair of
Anatomy in t^e University, and atoo to the Eeadership of Gresham
College, then he was in two more years worth £400. Meanwhile his
reputation for industry and abUity had become so great, that not only
the Dons at Oxford, but such men as CromweU and Ireton, approved of
him

;
and when it became necessary in 1662 to organize a medical depart-

/ '
for the army of occupation stationed in Ireland, he was, with the

cordial assent of aU concerned, nominated to the post of Superintendent,
with an outfit of £100, and pay to the amount of £1 a day.

By the assiduous cultivation of his great abilities, Petty had prepared
himself to take advantage of the good fortune which now accrued to himWe say of some men that they were lucky, by which we mean that they

have succeeded in obtaining some good thing, quick preferment, or a
great fortune, for which they have not wrought, and which, therefore,
they have not deserved. In this sense Potty was not lucky, for he got
only his deserts. He was known to be an able man, and a hard and
conscientious worker; and it was this knowledge of him which led to his
selection for this appointment. He led a versr busy life in Ireland. The
supervision and superintendence of the medical department of the armychd not fil his hands. He found time for other interests and pursuitsHe saw that |ho allotment and distribution of the confiscated estatesamong he soldieiy and others was not conducted either in an equitable
or regular manner. Some men got more, some less than their due.Often two or three grantees got the same grant. Many complained of
intrusion and trespass on the part of their neighbours, while others
maintained that, having got nothing, they had either been dropped out
accidentally or intentionally overlooked. In order to remedy this state
of matters Petty contracted with the Government to provide maps of the
confiscated districts, which comprised the greater portion of the island.He was an accomplished geodesist and engineer, and his mapsUro models
of accuracy and good drawing. There were none e,,ual to them in that
day. and even now they are occasionally referred to in courts of law as
eminently trustworthy. In addition to this aixluous undertaking, an
undertaking which might well have engrossed his leisure hours for many
a year, he found time for the exercise of his inventive faculty, which, aswe know, was very great. His remembrance of his youthful passion for
the sea and seamanship led him to attempt imprevements in naval archi-
tecture He constructed a double-bottomed ship, thus anticipating by
more than two centuries the modem iiivention of water-tight compart
menta^ He patented a new kind of locomotive carriage, a new kind
of ordnance, a new kind of water-pump. He wrete books : a treatise
entitled "Political Anatomy of Ireland," which affords valuable infor-
mation of the state of that unfortumite country towards the close of the
seventeenth century; another work, which he calls "Taxes and Contri-
butions

;
and still another, which bears the Latin name of " Quantulum-

cunque,' and which is a dissertation on money. In "Taxes and Contri-
butwns" he propounds the now universally -recognized doctrine that
commodities are valuable only in proportion to the labour expended in
their preduction; while in " Quantulum-cunque." he preves that it is
wrong to attempt to regulate the rate of interest, just as it would be
wrong to attempt to regulate the rate of exchange. He also, in the latter
work, endeavours to expose the then prevalent fallacy, that it was possible
for a community to become impoverished in consequence of an unfavour-
able balance in its trade. In short, if Adam Smith was, as he is sometimes
called, the father of the science of Political Economy, Sir William Petty
was assuredly ita grandfather. He was the inventor of the system of
tabulation of figures bearing on the resources, or population, or other
elements of national Ufe and development, which we generally call slat-
vstw, sometimes political arithmetic. He was the first statistician as
well as the best and most reUable financier, of his day

;
and .11 >,;. 4rk, -

5f whatever kind, in whatever department of science, is so good that it
may almost be considered perfect, the reason being that it was conscien-
tious work; that he desired, first of all, to uphold in and express by it
what he believed to be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth. He lived in an atmosphere of fire; an atmosphere made, as it
were, red-hot, by fierce civil contentions and still fiercer religious contro-
versies, by strife of tongues and furious intolerance of parties; and yet
there IS not to be found in him a single trace of that bias and prejudice
which are always begotten of. pronounced partisanship, and which have
disfigured nearly all the writings of all his contemporaries. The fact is
that, constitutionally prudent, he was incapable of -becoming a very hotman on any^aidp, no matter how deeply he may have been committedHe may have worn the sombre garments, also, but only at set times and
on very special occasions, the sombre face of the Puritan. Thoueh a
Roundhead, we very much question if his head was ever very round • that
IS, we very much question if he ever submitted to have it very much
crepped. On the testimony of Mr. John Evelyn, who knew him weU; he
must have been a very jolly companion. He possessed in great perfection
the dangerous talent of mimicry; and if space permitted, we might cite
a passage from Evelyn's "Memoirs," in which that gossipy chronicler
dwells with relish upon the richness of his accomplishments in that kindHe was maaifesUy neither a gloomy bigot nor an impnicticable fanatic"
but a strong, courageom. man of the worid; strong, in that he performed
whatever work was entrusted to him faithfully and conscientiously

; cour-
ageous, in that he never permitted himself to be oppressed, much less
overcome, by the numerous difficulties and dangei, which beset him at
all stages of his career. An able, versatile, and most useful man he was,
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who served his day and generation with great zeal and efficiency, and who
has bequeathed to posterity such monuments and memorials as are still

found to be worthy of care and preservation. If we might hint at a
fault in him, we might perhaps make bold to insinuate that the object
which he would seem to have proposed to himself, mere personal success
in life, was not the highest possible object, and that a more magnanimous
regard to the public weal would have tended to elevate him in the esti-

mation both of his contemporaries and of posterity. In short, we do not
in the least admire his political facility, and we feel inclined to despise
him, when we see him, the friend of Cromwell and of liberty, stooping
to receive the degradation of knighthood at the un-knightly hands of
Charles II. As might h&ve been anticipated from the habits and methods
of frugality which he so early adopted, and to which he so rigidly adhered,
as well as the spirit of enterprise and adventure which characterized him
throughout his entire career, he became an enormously rich man, one of
the richest men in the three kingdoms, an English Rothschild or Van-
derbilt of the seventeenth century. He died at Westminster, London,
on the 16th December, 1687, at the not very advanced age of sixty-four,
having been born at Rumsey, Hants, on the 16th May, 1623.

The family which he founded has risen to high rank, great wealth, and
not a little political consequence. The present Governor-General of
Canada is the fifth marquis. He is believed to possess a fair share of
the talent which would appear to be hereditary in the race of Petty. He
is a good speaker, and an amiable and courteous gentleman. He was aJ
member of the present Gladstone Government, but, with his colleague,
the Duke of Argyll, resigned office, having, like him, disapproved of the
measures of the Government affiscting the tenure and occupancy of land
in Ireland. Being comparatively a young man, he wUl, if he be spared
to attain to the allotted term of human life, see still more radical changes,
and not more radical than necessary, in the agrarian laws, not only of
Ireland, but also of England and Scotland. He is said to be a good, even
an indulgent, landlord ; and, upon the whole, we may feel safe in pre-
dicting for him a career in Canada which shaU be alike acceptable to
Canadians, satisfactory to his political friends, and profitable to himself.

Sir WiUiam Petty, on his death-bed, gave orders that his remains
should be interred in Rumsey Parish Church, beside those of his humble
parents, where his grave may still be identified by the legend carved on a
•flat stone, by an illiterate workman, of which the following is a copy:—

"The Culture League is founded on the belief that a vast number of
persons can attain to such clear views on questions of political principle
and mental and moral culture, that their combined influence, when that of
each has become a ponderable force, may prove an enormous factor for
aiding progress."

Here you see the democratic state coach of progress in process of
evolution, the seats all being on top, so that its exalted freight may imbibe
"clear views on questions of political principle," and be able to do the
clown feats, as the cl|riot rolls along, in. the regions of lucidity and
mental and moral gymnastics. Thimble-rigging, with the pea of the
tariff, transformations in the seductive paths of political economy,
together with other thrilling and exciting manifestations of party leger-
demain, and political revivals attract crowds of spectators along the line
of route, amid the delirious shoutings of ihe claqueurs and henchmen of
the partly of the Ins. Oh ! shades of Socrates and Plato ! look askance
from the high-farce spectacle enacted in the sacred names of philosophy
and political science

; and thou, Burke, weep not tears over this jejune
effort to divine what "appears to be the right application to literature of
republican principles," impiously attempted by Thb Cclturb Lkagdu of
Ambrica. Long live Culture and Crotchets ! j^

CORRESPONDENCE.

BBRK LA.TE8

SIR WILLIAM PETTY.

T. Talloch, M.A.

CULTURE AND CROTCHETS.

Crotchets, we are gravely but vehemently told, must go. The reign of
Crotchet is over, for it has had its death-blow given to it by " The Culture
League of America," an organization of an amateurish type, recently
founded in New York, one of whose cherished objects is the " Suppression
of Orotchets," with other philanthropic designs of more or less quixotic

-oharaetCT. The organization has issued a prospectus—or symposium, as it
IS called—setting forth, among other sweete, the rapturous felicity of
affiliation with a Co-operative Literary Society in Manhattan, whose aim
is "to extend the higher republic of taste," and to award distinction to
those who wiU forward to the League a contribution of three half-dimes
and be enrolled in a galaxy of immortals, on the following graduated scale
" (I) The Fort;y, denoted thus-**

; (2) The Hundred—*
; (3) The Five

Hundred-t
; (4) The Two Thousand-f ;" and other ordinary, undistin-

guished, untitled, and unlettered members. To do justice to this great
and, we fear, likely-to be-successful, rival of our own Royal Society-^
which, more sharply than ever, will have to look to its laurels-we quote
an illustrative paragraph from its platform, and hasten to commend its aims
to the raw levies in Canada, who, no doubt, are breathlessly waiting to be
recruited into the ranks of this novel army, whoso large and generotts aimw the "intolleotualization" of the masses on this continent, and upon
whose banner is inscribed the exhilarating device, " Pure Politics, Social
Melioration, and the suppression of Crotchets :

"

"This is a spontaneous effort on the part of a body of persons to
kindle into a volume which will spread over two continents an energy of

. intellectual life that wUl represent, in some fractional sort, the response
of humanity m general to the appeal of the great minds of aU ages."

Recovering our breath, which had gone from us a. we read of this
volume-kindled but fractional force, our eye lit on- this other paragraph
and our mind sweUed to bursting at thought of the onward march of thi^
army, "terrible with banners," and drunk with the wine of suppressed
orotohetn.

*^*^

wbllbsley collbob.
To the Editor of The Week :

SiE,_WUh other advocates of the higher education of women, I have read with
pleasure the aocotmt given by one of your contributors in Th. Wksk of July 3rd ofthuweU-knowa institution of leaming-probably the only one in America that has any
tiUe to be r^ed with Girton «id Newnhun in England. With the author of the
article I would hke to see such a college in Ontario in order that those women who dedreamuyersity traming might be enabled to obtain it without being obliged to attend
otasses m company with male students. It is a mistake to suppose that the advoortes
of higher education for women aU prefer co-education as a means of securing it I
doubt wheUier any of them do. and even "X. Y. Z." «lmit. that oo-eduoation m'ust
be toioated. "it women who covet higher education ... have no other choio. than
to seek it m association with young men, in the colleges hitherto devoted to the rougher-amd adapted to their .p«ri«l aim, in life as weU a. to the sports and rdaxations
suitedtothem. To admit so much is |to give up the whole o«hs in so ta at least ashe femaUapphcants to rttend classes in UniTenrityOollag. are oonouned. Thv «.
apphcants not jfrom choice but from necessity, and thdr friends and advocates anpressmg their claims not bec«u«. the privilege is aU that can be dediod but because it
IS aU that there u just now any hope of securing.

I»theduoussionofapractioalquestionthereisnothinglikobMngpraotical,andthe»-
tore I may be excused for stating once more the precise position of those female under-
giaduate. of the Provincial Univeruty who are applying year after year for leave toattend lectures m the Provincial College. They have by the University Senate beenwelcomed to the university examinations. They have shown by their annuaUy increas-
ing numbers that they appreciate the pririlege thus extended to them. The only ooUeKem the Provmoe which adopts the university corriculnm is University OoUege, and th^-
fore University College is the only institution in which they can receive instruction inthe university oounM,. Throughout the Utter they are phwed in sharp competition
wito male undergraduates and they are judged by the pubUo on their reUtive standingm the dass lists. To make matter, worse for them it is a common practice for^
senate to appoint as examiners in the university some of the lecturers in the collegeC«, a system so utterly unjust be aUowed to go on ? Either women should never lu^ve
b<K,n allowed to come up to the miiversity examimitions or they should be aUowed toattend the only lectures given on the lines of the university curriculum. The effort toaeoomphsh the difficult task imposed on them causes an enormous strain on the fw

".

fl-^'J'L 1 °""" °' ""' '"^^^^' "d « " X. T. Z." only knew the hardshipmihctedp,y the refusal of the CoUege CouncU to admit women to lecture hVwo^
probably regard the question moro from a practical, and less from a theoretical, point of

From the opinion that admitting women to lectures in University OoUege would
7^„ .rj^""

*"" *"»»'""»'"'«" <" • "»1 Woman's College, I utterly dissent tCwho hold this view and make it an excuse for closing the doors of University College«e bound to show some ground for their beUef. I point to the recent action omS
Legislative Assembly in proof of the correctness of my own position. That body wasasked hut session by two eminent graduates of Toronto University and old studmts ofUmversity OoUege. to express its wish in the matter, «id by an overwhelming maioritv
It expressly resolved that women should be admUted to Univendty CoUew It wuopen to other member, of the Assembly to move by way of «nendment tteexpediaZ
of e.tabh.hmg a <»purate ooUege for woman. No omi did so, no one even JiumZ
the debate the dedrabUity of such a solution of the difficulty. Th.ro i. notT&r uIo«i s«,, «y immediau chance of getting such an imititution at the expeiLe of the

^I?^^ '""°"° *" '^"** *° Duiversity OoUege or not. and I firmly bdiev.that the b«it way to .«>are it. estabUahment i. to Jlow women to prove by attandano.^•oolleg. not sp«ri.Uy«l.pt«l lor th«a that th.ro is . r«a need for 0001*^^
tK ^i^ "?" ""' "'" "' "" '"•'^« objection, to the neceewry exp«uiihiro i^the aU.g«i paucity of the women who desiro a nniver«ty training

P™""" *»

mentof a «rtUge tor wom«i equal in .tandard and te*,hlng f^alitie. to Uni,^
OoUege. h. wUl meet withno opporition from thoie who «, now pnMdagih. eWm. rfwomen to ^dmi«ion to th. l.tt« iuatitution. Meanwhile he mu.7p««i* oZw fewoA to the only «h«,wU.h at pro..nt appear lothwapr-ttoahto. T!h»<^
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injustice to which the female undergraduates of the Frorincial Uuivetsity have hitherto

been subjected must be brought to aii end. The Legislature has declared in the most
explicit terms it. purpose that they shall be admitted to the Provincial College. Bely-

ing on this declaration and believing that they have a legal right to such admisaion,

some of the applicants are prepared to resort to a competent legal.tribunal for relief, and

this they wiU probably do at once if some indication is not soon given of a- change of

poUcy on the part of those who control University College. Wm. Hooston.

Toronto, July 7, 1884.

THE LIGHTED WINDO W.

TORONTO'S SEMI-CENTENNIAL.

Iv coloured lights and fiery flags.

Or men tricked out in gaudy rags

Can glorify a city.

Then this must be most richly blessed.

Or like a child that's overdressed

Excite her sistei-s' pity.

To stand at midnight on a dock.

And tremble at the awful shock
Of brilliant, bursting rockets

:

To gaze upon terrific skies,

Or watch the lanterns till your eyes

Dance in their weary sockets

;

Or fret upon a trembling stage.

To represent a wiser age,

By paint and shoddy pomp,
May satisfy for fifty years.

Although it oftener appears
Upon a school-boy's rorap.

Natuanial Ni.v.

TEMPTATION.

THB BREBZB to THE VIOLET :

" From thy bed 'mid the mosses fair blossom, arise,

Soft, dew-dropping clouds are afloat in the skies.

The bloom's on the willow, the rill runs to hear
The robin arousing the slumbering year."

Gladly the violet lifted her head
Over the mosses that curtained her bed.

Hearkened the song of the robin, and heard
A pitiful plaint from the heart-broken bird.

THE ROBIN :

; " Sleep, gentle violet, sleep in thy nest,
'' Murky the clouds are that sail in the west

;

Wait for the joys in the future to be,

Where May in her slumber is dreaming of thee."

THE BREEZE

:

" Come to me, violet, violet come,
Here 'neath this willow I've built thee a home ;

Here will i bless thee witir bahniest s

Love thee, caress thee, and make thee my care."

THE ROBIN :

" Stay, I implore thee, dear violet, stay,

,
Chill is the dark night and dreary the day

;

I will depart to return with the May,
So stay in thy cozy nest, violet stay."

TBK BREEZE

:

" Come, pretty violet, scatter the gloom
By the smile of thy beauty, the breath of thy bloom ;

'

All the flowers of the forest that grow at thy side

Shall own thee their empress, their joy and their pride."

Soon the poor violet bloom'd in the deU,
Soon on her beauty the blighting frost fell, t^s:: .': i

Soon the gay robin came back with the May,
But the wan little blossom lay cold on the clay.

Robert Elliott.

It was supposed that Confederation had secured Home Rule for Ontario,

in home matters, but the ruthless enroachments of the Ottawa Tory leader

have demonstrated the necessity of stronger safe-guards. Until the veto-

power is abolished or confined to specified limits, or made a subject of re-

ference to the supreme court, and the appointments of lieutenant-governors

nade in some other way, the provinces will not be safe from an unscrupu-

loos leader at Ottawa.

—

Canadian Pott.

[Translated from the French of Fran9ois Copp^.]

It is a night in the dog-days, stormy and dark, moonless and starless. Upon
the broad boulevard planted with sickly shrubs, a few tardy passengers are '

coming and going with heavy footstaps, and the double row of, gas-lights,
flaring in the sultry air, sinks away further than the eye can see into the
solitude of the outskirts.

Driven fromhischamberby the overwhelming heat, by fatigueand by the
angry flickering of the gnats of late August above his lamp, Ludovic has
risen from his working chair, cast a look of torture upon the page of prose
that he has been unable to finish—a page over which he has laboured with-
out delight, and without fervoui||, scratched all over with erasures, tasteless
and bad. Then at length, discouraged, he has put out the light, descended
the four stories of his lodging house, crossed the deserted boulevard, and
seated himself at an outside table of the little brewery opposite.

An encouraging evening, surely ! The glass of beer brought him by a slip-

shod waiter in shirt sleeves bears a sickening flavour of the wood ; it is no
whit cooler here than in his chamber, and when a gust of wind rises, it is hot
like the breath of a sick man. Ludovic thinks now that he had done bet-
ter to have stayed at home, to have gone to bed perhaps. Pascal is right,
mankind are best in their rooms, and the Arabian proverb is not less true :

it is better to be lying down than sitting up, better to be dead than lying
down. Dead 1 ah, yes. He has had enough of it, this bitter life of his :

tliQ life of a man of letters without success—without talent, who knows 1

Is it any less monotonous than the perpetual dull journeying of this tram-
way, that rolls by every ten minutes in front of him along the dusty thor-
oughfare, with the heavy trotting of its broken-backed horses? He also,
to win his litter and his peck of oats, has had to act the omnibus horse,
and yoke himself to the shaft of a journey. Is it harder to tug at a halter
than to draw by the line 1 What is it but a trade of selling verbs and ad-
jectives ? And here he is at his thirty-eighth year. Every morning, as he
dresses his beard, he may see blooming by his temples the cemetery Easter
daisies. A lost youth. Nothing that is really sweet and tender in his
recollections, no "green corner" as the English say, nothing but such love-
passages as a wretched bachelor has, that are all sad or shameful, and if

there are names of women lingering anywhere in his heart, they have
written them there as you would upon a restaurant window.

While he is sunk in this dismal reverie, Ludovic gazes mechanically be-
fore him, and having lifted his head to empty his glass of beer, he perceives
suddenly, at the fifth story of his house, just above his own lodging, a
lighted window.

It is the only one in the house, and indeed in the neighboring houses,
for people go to bed early in the suburbs. At that height the tops of the
buildings are lost in the night This shining window gleams out in the
midst of the darkness with the calm fixed splendour of a light house. It
is open, but they have drawn the white curtain, that trembles whenever a
breath passes.

"Who can it be that lives there 1 " asks Ludovic.
At this moment he feels so sad, forsaken, and solitary, and the lighted

window shines so sweetly and so peacefully, that by a strange ironical
freak of his imagination, he conjures up before him the blessed existences—more happy, surely, than his own—that must have inhabited that lofty
chamber. All those who have been often driven from their lodgings by
disgust or vexation, and who have many a time worn out their ^tter
mood in midnight wanderings, are well acquainted with this impression.
Who in such moments, at the sight of a window shining in the night,
has not cried, "surely happiness ought to dwell there," and has not long
coutempioted rt, out of th(rdepthDf the gloom, with a^ind of tender envy—as a desperate man, whom everything in the world has betrayed, still

finds a melancholy consolation in gazing at a star, and hoping that he shall
one day begin a new life there.

« • »

• " Who can it be that dwells there ?" cries Ludovic, " Who can it be
watches so late ?

A toiler like himself is it ? An author, a poet ? Has he not more than
once exchanged a touch of the hat on the staircase with a very young man,
pale and meanly clad, who usually carries a book.) 'Tis he, poor child ; he
too must earn the indispensable hundred sou piece, by giving a lesson every
morning, by selling a little of his Latin ; but all the rest of his time is

surrendered to poetry and art. He is poor, wretchedly poor, but proud
and stainless as a lily ; he has kept untouched the treasure of his youth
and its dreams, and whenever, heedless of his severe manners, a grissette
casts laughing eyes at him, he drops his own like a young girl—those deep
eyes of his, with the soft lashes of velvet, and reserves himself for some
future Beatrix.

Indeed he longs for fame, but he only thinks to win her by a masterpiece,
into which he shall have poured all the pure truth of his soul. He respects

'

his pen as a paladin would his sword, and he would rather die of hunger than
degrade himself to the daily service work of literature, and the scattering
of cigar-stubs in the spitoons than grace the closets of editors. He has
not lived untortured by doubt, the noble child ; but to what end is the gift
of life to poets, if not to wither and slay their morbid faincies, and at this
moment perhaps he is writing his first verses, his divine poem of youth,
that which the singer does but once : he is creating a charmed paradise
an impossible paradise—where the birds are all perfumed and the flowers
have wings, where all the women are pure and sweet as stars, where there
are only noble thoughts and dreams, and in the aftertime, when he shall,

give a flight to his songs, those who shall have grown drunken with the
singing of them and the reading of them shall remain sad as on the mor-
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unfinished poem, and for that !!'-« P°\™>'°°8« "^^'^ *° hi-n^e". his

' as he gazes acroi the San ofilT ^ """"^
^'^fr

'"°'*' "^^^^ '» '»'«'
^
*»'

ideal. What can he tedofnfat tW«hr Tk''
'"" "' '' «''°"'<1 ''^ '"^ '»»«

laid himself down L read ffrinf^ fh« ' .*\7°"'\« P^* '
^as he already

stand beside his bed of scraps a ffvouriLZL-' '"f ^^^f- "P°" '^'^ ""'«
wherein for his stron., InH f *''^°^"**'V^' " hundred times re-read, and
lines, ^o^oi:^::z::io^^,,rT:'''ri T'^'t °pr ^^*-- ^^e

locks, and kisses him lingeringly on th^"row ' '"*''''' *'"'°"«'' ^^
* * *

n.ysLltTrL'Tii^j/^rh^: t-rti; £r;ti;7 ^-*°'^ ^^ ^^«

will.
"fcniea window, while his fancy roams at

thei^or mSTnrnii°'lo'Srind''"h''^"°'-^''K*'''''« '^ -'»'-« ^«*

further than the two wovl D'ws thi.T ^^l^^*^\"«ht for nothing

light. Oh t the vonnrrnH-T ^ '
'''**,«"*y before them in the moon-

The lover is doubtless obliged tn h^Z^ f^ ^u ^ ^^ ^^^^ "»^ "«« !»<«•

go to dinner with hb aeKlnf^-T? T- 'T" '''^^
'
*>«^ ^^ ^

Ser handkerchiefs a oufrirn^fintlrttat'Trr'-^'^ '"^ "''^ °^

breathe its fragrance and notTorg^^^1^ AfLt^ds "
T^' i' T^little dinner at the compr of fl,» f.Ki u .

,™'^"^*'^as, as she made her

could the better thi^kThlsh?tiA '' '-^P^
."J.^

«^°'>«. f<>' «he

letters clear, the name of he^ Utved^^lA'f'^l^;'
-^^hout making the

of her knife; she recaUed with a tinl? i .M^ '='°''' with the point

enter very soon, careful not to make a noisehe JhTll k' .t a
?\*''*"

surprising her in her flower-sWrT ll J?n ' fe shall have the delight of

Kaze ions at her ThlT • ^
'u- l^.^*' himself beside the b^ and

S^ hr/eye. Oh?:h; b^C'erhT'^f'^'^ ^''^^ '^^""^ ^^ ^^
y^ !

OL the first gU^rSof^Url^reS"^ ^k'
°'

'r''''her. will ch.p herpaionately, a^nd b^rr^ ^e ilt'^^''^Jt^* ^ .

[JuLT loth, 1881

thes!':Jm;re ;S:'b:Ltthernoi"' ^M? «°^«« *"«">--—
life's blood in his veins a noM^^r. 7^"^^^ "*"°°' "'^ ^'*1' *" the

girded round with g^dnesr
""'*' "'"^ ^' '^''' *^^ ^'^'^^^7 «*'«

* *

storm, and he must get in d,^rs
'^°^'" '" '"""S'^S" ^^« *•««

her lettTfmldt. Lfa ioo!"/
""' ^.^ '''« door-keeper still awake and on

that is awake tewLh.rt-'' ^^"^"^^^ ^^ ' ^^ ^"1 find out who it is

dolefulirdrLmt; tliseventrof aT'"::.'^ Ir' "^ "'^•'='' »»« '^'^ ^^^ -

the :iiutrr°sriT£f^^^^^^ -. -

since he did not know any one Aft ftJ n„
^}°^^ *? .^"'7 ''»'» "».

to watch by him I haveXhti-H . .i^' u V""'.
"""^ *"«'»•* "^ P-^^t

all the lod/ers are now fn^^ ^ t
'^?"*''' ''^ ^" ''«''' "^d as I see that

beads over^for hL servic"^ '
' "" «"'"« "^ ^''^''^ ^^ -«» ^our to say my

J "Who can it be that dwells there?" dr«im« t„j« u-

*

-&x«d upon tbeloftywindow thatshinrintothSt "fe^f*^ *^family with children? An autumn with fairfS S .?,' Tu""^
^ood

IS not destitute of such meek and r«.,o„Il i.^ u
*" '^e world

duty, like the married co3e whom f !h '^I
^^^^ "'^ ^""^^ »°d by

subirb on Sundays Tn SrchalLST'^^r'"^ '"'"
'"i^'*'^'^

^ '^'
with a cheap make up, pEg her kTbor. W ?""^ * .^""^^ ^'°'^'1«-

and the father, a grVh3tlictf° whf S,^^^^^pnde as he gives his hand to his help-mate It fff^l I
'="^',*"" '^

their home up there, and as thev hav«^ «
'i ? * ^' P«'*^P«. who have

francs a month to Cu^n-Ih.thi^tK'^ °* vt" ^''''^''^ '»°'» °dd
must often breakfast upoH^ta^e^ts *i«!',

7*^ two chUdren-they
night before, and the coUerian slSn th« in"

^^^ ^^^ °^"' ^""^ the

spread for him every ev^bg. ^ t£tS Z'^bT^" X'^^"'^never expected, the little lovf b^whr. tl. J
^™' ''*""" they

has sadlyZord^red their d:Xfil^i%;7jf-'"«f **'' "'"«'
found a book-keeper's position ma d^..«S'r.Kl*^u V^*^*

P'P' ^
Bix hundred fran,S a year ^d whTch^S i,^

^^ ''*"'\^"°8' ''^ ^^

o'clock in the morning to te ^a7all1 '^
•^°V^' f'

*'""°*'* "t eight

in his napkin. Ah' we ] SevZLr .
^','^""^"'« ^"^ breakfast with him

done enoueh for to-dav " Ri.t «,!.„ a l
^~\' S" "> oea . . . . yon have

5rra.rfi/±!r£»-H^rT^!?- »™he is labouring tcV revive hi^oWOr^k fh
'

J- !f
*'",*'^* '•***^^ that

buried memories of his B^f ^St^JlCh '^.r" V'"««^''« "P *''•

ii^ duahi wid aorists.
'

^tangling himselt,with rough breatfc-

TH£ EXPERIENCES OF 8AN PANGRAZW OF EVOLO.

Froin the German of A. Schneegcma.

"Down with him
! Into the sea Vith the obstinate old wretch i TT.-n

trczjn^zzs "hV"'"? 4 -'"
'

»"^'
I hog.,..,,« ^Jsr.teirf^:^ 4°j,l7;Er.r,'

fro upon the cli? around the lit^e nt^
wilder gestures, sui^ to and

trees,'were his fellow c'i^eiVbS ^xes ftrh',
'"^ ^"^ °^-

little SicUian town of RoccastrettT ^!
The whole population of the

little children, rich ^d^^f^'^'n;
"^d women, greybeards and

Atanaaio, and th^^J^^T^^t"^ tT^V^^i^t Reverend Padr«
staiiding'a few pa^^.'^id^l'^aSr'^'^^" ^"^r* "^"^ "' "''°""

maHcio. pleasu^the P-ee^lfr n^isf^^ ai^^ited'

fellots°^tt:n1da°\h*:k"^;htt h
'^"1'^' "' ^'^"^' "^''^'^

the sea beneath, and which fromtl't^^
down over the cliff into

gularjerksas if itboi^I suspeXdlnt ahT' ^'^ ''" ""'^den and irr«-

the stout old tree bend to fte Ehest W..^ ^ and resisting body, made
up from itE deepest rootV Don C Ĵ^T^ • .

^'''^
u'^'^*^'^^^ ^t

roaring, surging crowd he r^L^ a ^^^^ ^^'^ operations of the
legs albwed^M^ he shotteThe ir "^^i^'^'

as fast as his little, fet

he laughed, he bl'ustered .S' ^l^^o^'"^'^^'^"'^ ''''°"*' ^« «-»'«.

heed U> his every gestu^ ^ ^ °^^^^ commands, and gave

<^-nI^rlfmf:^^:^^Z^^^^^<^-^i^ this matteTT
in a low voice to his n^l^T^t 8^^"^ '""^ ^"^^^ ^'^^ ^^^^
has ne'll' ite"l°m°a\"adt'rn'^:ra?^lt^^^ ^-•--.
it rains or not

;
for he do^^n^S^a'^i*^;- ^^

"^
^t'^'t'a single lemon tree which he can call his ow^' '

""'' '^ ''^

it thardfdt^SE andt::^".""^T "'l"
"^^^ ^ ^^ ''bout

the head in thedirtctiTof
*°^'^''«'«d significantly, with a slight nod of

chapel, appearld tTb °ewd^ra^aS^^^ """''

"T^'^'^
'' '''^ "'^

Avmil r>~ o ""gO'Sf" in an animated conversation

fi.mm fm,t-,-

ivu lOlh, 1884.]
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crowd and speaking in most pe^uasive ^^1 ^^ to the departing

Ijet It pass
! It will be certain to have effect thi» Hm» ti. r? i-

retuminB townsfolk • fh» itwi
"""^""v against, the waves of the

5.7drt?gl^m7stret''""^
''^"' *" '=''^"-« -•*- yoir^in^wT:

The glance of the pretty maiden followed Nino's ffeatum qhoj- u

believTS''' ^ '* °""' •'" ""'y """^ '"'^ P'««-t them I can well

^en, hearing her brother's voice calling her "I'm comino." h

;r^e'srg:?thrurai=r-^ ^^- ^« --== ^"

^es?:.:'* !:^!!„!r.r.«.»!^^
onca_ with me and «. my house
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you? At best you are nothing but an old half-converted

hill, aS th^o he^'Tuf M:sLrS;rstr"kJV°7*'^^ ^^°p« °^ '••«

and a roguish little smile tw^klL in h"
*"? "^^^ moustache,

winsome maiden who had sJZS l^u'I'^ ^ ^'- ^°"^^. "^^^^ the

so muck • " "*° »° "g'l^y made him a -promise which conveyed

remarkable in
heathen !

"

russSbrCn l'n^,'';roTn7:hot'th:lh"°"''''''^ """" ^^' ^"'^ -^^
warm sunlight, was no murderer he was ato^T

«?•»*'"«, J°y-«Jy i" the
.a poor, old man at all !-but^he specTaTa, d ZT^""" '-^"^^ ""* ''^"'

little town of Roccastretta ami ^h?
*"d Peculiar patron saint of the

wont to style him familiar! v Fvl^l,,
^*^o'ino> as the townfolk were

displeasedlith ^J;^X^T,T;!::^^Z^Z ^te'Cs» ^'^^SEvohno, must not have known what to think when on thTf'
^°°'*

morning, the entire populace of Roccastrette Wkl . t •
^''-^ 'P""8

shrine upon the headland of Evolo t^e Sm Jrnth"'^ V' T"' ""'«
him forth from the cool twilight of Ws chapel nt^ .h" ^,'"^'''i'

"^"^^^^
and .amid the uhseemlv oursPslnH LoM '^

i . '^'^ S'"'' °^ noonday,

about his middle WydTr^'thTS'^^i'Tiff'"^^^^^^^^ ^l'"'
^ ^°P«

cat with a stone hung around its neck h™ fl f f'
Z^"'""'

^'^^ * ''""«»

And yet, scarce two days before the wholboTRr^ .'^°l^
'"'^ ^« »'^-

bled in his shrine words of thP mlT
Roccastretta has been assem-

like a sweet smelli^gTcH betrHhe ^rf:':,^^^^^. .T""'"'time immemorial, taken up his abode "Holv PanT™ • 7T ,
^^' ^'""^

good, only San Pancmzio
!
" thrhonest foL h. .

"
.

°'°' ""' '^''"'

us as thy children, and we love tCt at he' ^Ve'tn;T '°^"*
Sunday, frequent garlands, and when as now the J}V 3 ">*"',' "^^T
kills our flowers, we bring 'thee then .rria^ Slol ! . T ''''""Sht

and kindle thick wax tapers before thfne imte °pith a
."'^"^ *"^^''

honours thee but indifferently, and abuses he^for fn T t'^^""'
^^^

heathen, maintains that we ofifer to his Zdo„n! m .

^ ^ half-converted

candles and keep for the^ the L^t andSwe w"'"
""''^''^'^>»-

Ihus, thou seest, best, dearest, only Plincrazio Hmf ™ j
nothing, and so shall our children act ^towLTtLeL^^^^^^ "^
remainest our only beloved, only honoured patron Rn/) .°" f*/'"'
thee, and be mindful of thine own neculiarnffl a

'^° "'°" '"'tbiik

Bethink thee! For three montZ p^^f
„"

a H^ni'^''
«"°? ^r°''n°-

violated our fields trees and vinp,^ T , A" ^""f °^ "^^ has
withered

! the fruk of^^ dL cannot^nve
^°'^'' ' ^°\ '^' **«« '^'^

like an Arabian desert ! If hou dost not s^n^l

'

.""'•J-beat fields are

over with harvest, and we thv n„nr Tm "« ••»«, Evolino, it is all

order to save us from^mlseT;' ati srvaSn^bui ^2tl°f^'Jr
""'

^ourselves by a few crabs and wretched sea snaik ^ lu
.""PP"'"'

once more, holy Saa Pancrazio, and suir a su'ubie m.; ^t!::''''''

'" ^""^
deluge, thou knowest, which destroys evervthinl h.^ "f ' ""^ ^
rain, such as thou understandest ve^ we7how=to Id ^^Tf""'' «"'""'

at farthest the day afier to-morrow 'Do thk m,f „f1 *
To-morrow_or

,

San Pancrazio
!
'dear Evolino

! dar?:g"*E;olino "Td tho'uT ""falready, how we will adorn thine image with a^rlan?. \ ^''°^^^'

than ever we did before, and how wT^n h„„
S^rlands more beautifully

other saints, mo. even 'th^' ttVeL:,'VXrat::;eTf° who'*'^ f ^busy a queen of heaven and earth for her to find timely fhi u
^'"'^

poor little town. Thou, however, belongest to uljone^t""' ."^
hast thou to care. Do thou care for us then d.«?<J d " "' *'°"«

thou Shalt be blessed to all etei^ty !

"' ' ^""^ ^'''^«'^«>. and so

Thus had they prayed and entreated. The saint in hi. • u u jlistened to them, without betraying any emotionTl Z J"''^
"^

carved out of a block of wood, andpfint^d over ^th^iffprpT'?'"^ " ^'"'
the honest people had gone awav <!ZZ u 7^ 7 ,

'^^^'^'^p^t colours
; and

good old feU inIf"piraTfeXes^ ofhtthrine\''ts'd" ''2
bygone memories.

="iiue, wj nis areams and

^^undreds of years of the Christian Era had rolled by and hp h^ kstanding there, m the lonely sanctuary of Evolo ; and yet 1 sad?^ J^

T

ening memories reached much farther back still, fa^baJkloir Lages, when another shrine was standing there, ^n the cliff^lnnk
' T°^upon the deep, blue waters of the MeditermL^ no a 1 7 u

"'^
temple and when other priests moved TZTomoLlZT' '^"^ *
other hymns were chanted, and other gods were worshiped

"'' ""'^

Out of strong, knotty timber had the first old artist carved hi« ,„,and under the various additions which had been made hTTh ^i
centuries, the old image stood, although th7cunn"n^Snd^h.f l. T'^ °'

It had long ago mouldered into dust^sfi^ Lwe^J ^^
-^""'''

gkring, motley coat of colours, with a briglf red mlntir ah' t "TP"tunic
; with hair and beard of silvery whitfnel wir^h ^^"^Z,^"^

blue

jet black eyebrows forming perf^'arehJs ab^vrLd'T^ ?'^ ^'P'' *'"*

eyes, and with a round glory behi^ his head which tH.. T*^^^ J""^"^
had been beaten out of pure gold. In the old times h^ 7 ? '^"''^^ '*

a very different appear^ce to" what^VS^now^tr^in^^'Ttmen were wont to honour him fhon •!=„ ° J^voiino
! But

exalted above our ei^tSTnappri'bfeVmr^nTX^^^^ t'"""''
'"

m fear and trembling !-by no means, butL a dlr^old frLS ^itrf"'^one stands upon no ceremony
: one who is doubtle» older Tnd Tt^^and more illustrious family, but one who has bee^ livinc i

^"^^^^

h^iLrm^e:;: tr or:7H!:r^\r^^^^^^^^^n s^hened. 31^^^ givel^r^t^e^rk^LtreiSoSLT
"^

the patron and his clients-relations of mutual regard of bmtWr T^sit.on.™ch as prevails among neighbour. who^r^^a^^P-

oould not blame Wm if he had not alwavs hf. KJ^ *. '^'l
*°f8hipper»

/.,

^^

'^^

^
^^jww'PP^nPsi'
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means of kindly and seasonable reminders to help good Evolino's little
fadings of memory and he was induced to bethink himself of his duties
as patron by a friendly but unmistakable earnestness of behavour on the part
of his worshippers. He was given to understand in the most signifi^ntmanner the relations m which he stood towards his clients. Thus it hadcome to pass then, that on this lovely Spring morning-since, in spite ofan prayers and entreaties, he had not sent the so-much-need;d rain-heh«i been, with an eye at once to his chastisement and speedy improve-ment hurled ignominiously into the sea, like a common malefactor at theend 01 a hempen cord.

And so the good San Pancrazio of Evolo was lying yonder at theextremity o his rope, and he saw how the people, after finishing their

him frorth! kT"" ^V^''^*"""'"'-
"""^ ^°^ ^'^'^ A^^^i". who- hated

Worn .1 1 »

"°'" °^.^'^ ^^'^ ^ * '"°*' dangerous rival, had shed a

tZ I^^ /"' over him
;
and then he saw how his chapel stood, solitary

swavJSriHrK
""'*"';'>*'

°"r
''««« "PO'^ the cliff, and how its little door

wY^ fu
^ backwards and forwards in the wind. And he might weU goback in thought, to those pleasant bygone times of the earlier Iges of the

when tlT. r ^f ^^T '^ ^?'''? ""'^ '°f"y '''••°"«'» *•>« breezy porticoswhen the bright sunbeams played around the form of the youthful god,and when from his lofty pedestal he looked down upon the golden sandsat his feet, and the purple sea. and the stately galleys with their brazenprows and their lofty banks of oars.
"""en

Then, when he wm a young god, men were wont to lay purple grapes,and luscious figs, and red pomegranates at his feet ! Sweetly. Oh ! ho^much more sweetly than now! rose the hymns of his priests before him

waft:rrh-'''\''?f
%*•"'" "^1? '''' "'^''^ °l°"d« °f '-^'^B^ -hYch ierewafted to his nostri s from golden censers !

" San Pancrazio of Evolo "
was not then the title under which he was worshipped. Under anothername, but a name still somewhat similar in sound, his devout wo^hip!

fZJ"""7T *° ^^ ^"? homage; and there w^ none so daringfy

W^,rr^ ^f:t ^""'T*^
^^^^^ "^ ^^ ^^^"^ ^^ pedestal the young and

I^.H .f, «°l*'''.r"^'^'
'""^ "'^''g'''"' "^ *he cold embrace of the man^armed cu tie-fishes, the sport and derision of women and little chUdren !

^

-InmW 'k • ^^TJ^^^^ ''*" ^''^'-^g memories sang around his

noisy crowd as they faded away in the distance. And as a fond caressingmother rocks gently her sleeping babe, so the everks^ing sL *

^th Segentk splash of its curling billows, rocked to sleep San Ta'ncT^l of

J. C. DUNLOP,

FOX HUNTING.

*!.
7°V^' °* '*^^® ^^^^^ ™*''® "P ^° '*'"8^'y °^ Strangers, is one mattermat 18 doing much to cause farmers and landowners to look upon hunting

as anything hut an unmixed blessing, and vastly different from hunting in
former times, when the fields were composed of residents, permanent or
temporary. Another distinction between ancient and modern hunting ia
to be found in the circumscribed area of some of the existing countries. In
course of time masters have given up, or lent, slices of their more distant
territory, and so provided space for a fresh pack. Then, in order that the
diminished areas may be equal to affording the requisite sport, foxes areturned down, and over-preserving takes place; while the limited acreage
involves each farm being ridden over with inconvenient frequency So
here again is another objection to modem hunting. Thirdly, men whohunt are for the most part, strangely negligent in the matter of shutting
the friendly gate; the omission being productive of much damage, owinl
to the stock getting out, as grazing farmers know to their cost In arable
dountnes the young wheat is a good deal cut up by being ridden over
Ifruit-growing and-poultry farming have both been strongly recommended
to ^e agriculturist as means of making both ends meet If he went intor the former, hunting would be stopped at once, for how coiild men rideover enclosures devoted to strawberries, gooseberries, and currants? whUea poultry farmer could have but little veneration for foxes, seeing that a^w of Reynard s visitations would play serious havoc with his balance-sheet
Without, then, wishing to needlessly prophesy evil things oonceminirhunting, It does seem to us as though that amusement were on its trial tf
It does not actually show signs of decay. We cannot help looking upon itnow as an artificial sport, and as such entitled to less respect than when itsavoured more of the r«il thing. At the same time, no unprejudiced
person will deny that hunting is fraught with certain advantages tocountry places Were there no hunting many gentlemen's seats would

l^A T J f"''^ .*^^ 1""*^"' *°'" ^^'^''"* '"""^ attraction, those who

Fnir-1, r . ^^''^Ir '^'"f'*
^°''^'^ "°* ^"^^ *^« vicissitudes of theEnglish climate from November to April, in which case the money nowcirculated m towns and villages would go into the pockets of the foreigner

Stiil large crowds and the over-preservation of foxes, throw upon fannerstoo heavy a burden at a time when they are least able to bear it Ifhunting 18 to hve this burden must be shifted on to the proper shoulders-
It cannot exist for long m its present state.—PaW Mall Gazette

THE SCRAP BOOK.

THE DYNAMITAED8.
No survey of the present time would be in any way comnlete withnnf -

^S%arfrdTtT "' ^"^"* --dice,^he ly^^^tpT^Z'^Hcotland-yard and St James' square. Irish papers, while affectinir tnlament that such things should be. speak of the ^arLiJ^th wtch^hldynamitards' plans were carried into effect If anythinf w^re Jlntin» t^show the sympathy of Irish writers with cowardlyCZeTTt is fhS^T^anyone who cares to think what it is that has been doTby the dynaiStards, there is no one word in the EngUsh language more deeded fC^bthe word daring as used in this connection.* The deed of^e onWydrunken rowdy, who breaks a window, rings a beU, or plies a kSjand then runs away, is bravery itself compared with whatsis donebySrepresentatives o modern-day chivalry. There is a great deal of daS
Bu^tl^ dr' r*" " PJr °V—---. and, hidless : who'^?Buffer there deposit a packet of dynamite arranged to go off some timeafter the mean and cowardly thing that has deposited !t W Reached a

Soufon'S i' ""^H-r
*''• *™^^^^ Irii-American dy^Sdsset out on their expeditions, it was always believed that men never waeed

STtfetiirn'^fr r'.T"'?"'^?' "P<"^ ^«'Pl«- women, ulolpoor little children. The Irish-American dynamitards in their desDemt«daring-we use the word daring as it is used by the Irish Prel CStwho suffer so long as they get clear away, and so long as by means of th^irwork here they are enabled to raise hundreds and%houLndrof doUa«anaong their semi-idiotic compatriots in New York, Chicago w^d otCInsh-vote governed American cities. If they knew or fTpv^nW
pected that something like the good old JedLt Istic io^^Zi^i

OPPOBTUNISM.

OPPOBTUNISM is the genius of every great cause which has the futnmfor Its patrimony. To take the greatest example of all it ente« Lt^ tfilgenius of Christianity, whose habit it has ever been not to depW^U herforces at once, nor to publish to the worid all the great princiS for JhSehe IS prepared to offer combat, but to wait upon the succewiVe guJ« of

I^th^J y^T"c""^ undermined, and that the brotherhood of manand the ^ual rights of mankind gradually won recognition. oZ,rtunkm
prJLT"'''ThJw''/-«'"'

^'^""^ authority in thfinculcatWrnorS
Ef *t J °'^ "^ ''^°°' "<" °»' °' "^ason, the word for uttering

WgJ^ifs'TnThl"""''''^""''^^^^^^ '-« -^"o*
a^^i^^- i iJ vu

'^'' ^^ ""^ expected to act in politics as in the other

for Y^tut ?^ •. °°^ ^ ^^^"^ '" P°^*''=^ ^^ ridiculed as too heavenlyfor earth? Is it such a very " ideal " demand that a public man shaU l^beyond suspicion of improper conduct ? If it be •• too superfine "_«nd toc»ll It Phanaeeism implies that it ia so considered-nao much the wome forthe country, not for the Pharisees.-fforpsr'j Weekly.

rt-^f™ ^'^^
T^^^I

*'^ dy°an^te organ in this country, declares that, if

Mr E?'^ ^•°* ''""^r*"
^"*'"'' '* "^ " '^-^^ «»« election'of

for;).«^ >^ P"*
""""^ ^- " 8^* '«"*'* *° " *he democratic managers."

Z^t f « A'
*•"" P^P"" ""^"^ "P^'^y advocates assassimition ,«d3S.

in ll m"*!*^
that the investigatiqn made into the effect of the Scott Act

cellat^
«'^4*°'l'"»'^.''^g.»t has driven the liquor traffic into back rooms andceUars. The experience of the past has shown that low groggeries do muchmore to corrupt the morals of a community than respectlbinonducSdrinking places.—i/-a«i(!o6a Free ^ress. ^ conauctea

f.,^^^°''^ ^-
'^^''^«'-«*l *he astounding fact that Blaine's great-grand-father was commissary-general of the Continental army. ThftdoS^ot

w^g vL'rifft^LTd'x" rn '°- r/-^ -- .°s^^xwas given * »«" berth and -who got into jaH for selling exemption certifi-cates and that Mr Bkine recovered from the town of AugustaL $200which he paid for being so ably represented in the army.-iojl^^foff

in reolt I!" .?v^"/''»''\^'
^"""^ """^ published an eigltf page pamphlet •

in reply to '« Vindex." Being a literary man, Mr. Le Sueur is familiar of

Series t^^r 'J""\°*
Judgment, and should not fo^t wC

Cll^irl^ tT^K'"' ^^r •*''" ^^""^ '^'^'"P^'l Bob Southey at t^eCelesfaal gate. But these polemics are very unsatisfactory. What we
Zt^L n-

"" '""'• *° ^'P "-^^^ ^""^ Grandiloquent prTachme- Zlnothing. Give us simple truth in conduct-Ototoa Sun.

tn sfv "^"t!* ^"^r ^ J^'tly esteemed the greatest of boons, but. strangeto say. commercial freedom, which is one of the most essentUl a triKof personal liberty, is regarded as a great evU in this Und of the free^home of the brave Th^right of a man to dispose freely of Ms ZnSand to own himself IS established by the Constitution anllaw7b^^^
h^f^m'T ""• ^'t '^ *?"5 '^'"''^*'' "P"" commerce and proWWto

In spite of many a warning cry, the emigration agent is at hi. «1J

^^^ A:^^.T fP'^if "' «-'««->- and wo^n are tS^£t
Zl^X • ?^^ "'''*? ^^^y '^'"*^ »««1««« BtilL The men who wUlbenefit by emigration are those who are the most Ukely to get emJovlI^
jLtrand'^SkTats:': '°1 •'"T' ^"""P-P-*- wltlTtJefhrdSSpocKets and dnnk at short intervals are no morn IiV«lw t« ™.i,„ _
Canada than they are in England. l^avrnotTw^rdCsaTi^Tl^if
tr™'"T''°''- ^ "^-^ '"""" °' '*- '"^* I do most e^Xtithe poor of our great cities to make all possible inquiries aTtTtbL cS.
wST::* "t'"" 'V^ 'T'-

'••rWuTfryingV for^he cS^i^JfC
. Tt u!?^ ^?'°^^ ^""^ ^"^ broken up, family ties being sevef«iand hopes being cherished that can never be wali«Ki-e^. aK.
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r MUSIC AN-D TEE DRAMA.

THE CRBATION.

The first of the two grand concerts included in the musical portion of theSemi-Centennial celebration took place on Wednesday evenin" T^,w% •

thePavilionof the HorticulturalGaLns. The wor^Xenaif^^^^^^^^
was Haydn's Oratorio, '• The Creation." This ever beautift,lT,m!,„^*-
was performed by the Toronto Choral Soc^ty the^lo nalfrZ-

trusted to the following artistes : Miss FanrLlbg,^ Xon, rL""Mr. Courtney and Mr. Ivan Morawski of New Vnrt k.™ j »
P '

ristedby M^ Thompson (nee Corlett
, a^f^L"£t '(^SewardMr Warrington, of Toronto. The orchestm was very full and compleS

lotted to him, while in the air " Rolling in Foamintr R,iu„„ » i.P j
equaUy happy in Cantabile. Mr. Wanfn^ton UTwelSirA thatSremains to say he acquitted himself in his usual satisfacto^ manner T^^chorus deserves especial credit for the vigorous, clear and^gTneX e£tive manner in which they , rendered all the parts. especUllv^he hZ
Joruses. The foreign artistes fully endorse this sStoTnTVpiSf^
Srr .v ' °^ *^'^T^' ''""•"^^^ ^"^'y ""^dit for the pains he t«^kto make this concert the best performance of the Society. A " CaLdU^nNational Anthem," for full orchestra andchorus. written^nd compel b?Mr. J. D Kerrison, was performed by the Society as an introductor?p«ce. Why It was omitted from the programme we are at a loss toSwsince If good enough to sing it was surely worthy an announcernt

'

THE KEDBMPTION.

the plfir*""'
?°°°«'•^7hich took place on the foUowing evening, was bythe Philh^monic Society. The work selected was Gounod's^Udrm?

taon. Thw composition, m a sense, belongs to the Wagnerian School andthough possessing many beauties, will probably never be popular eit^r

Stt!^*.Tr.K"'f '"'«^"'- '^^' ^"•^""•^'^ "* *he subje^ct. togetherwith the fa«t that the larger pari; of the libretto is ia narative form preeludes nearly aU opportunity for formal melodic construction, and nec^i-tates a disproportionate amount of recitative. The monotony of soScontinuous recitative is in a measure relieved by the masterl/orch^ti^tbnwhich accompanies it Yet. notwithstanding this, to those who are no°disciples of the new school the work, as a whole. appea«Tii^oma -Theohon«e« are principally simple chorals, totally void oH^tTZZ" treaiment m the vocal parte, although, as before stated, effectively Comparedby independent figures in the orchestra. The siiloiste visiting 3^esame as on the preceding evening. The local vocaliste in additionTretowereMraPetley Miss Smith. Miss Berryman. and Mr. Schuch, ^ ofwhom rendered their allotted parte in a most satisfactory manner The

±T,„"Zl '^k''^°?/°'^ ^''^^'f
^""^ fi^*^' ^'^''^ o«=hestm of nearl^one hundred. The latter was in admirable form, and rendered the diffi^^ °"=,^«f

^'.P^'-*^ ^^-T
effectively. The volume of tone from the cho^was notatallin proportion to the number on the stage, a fact probably dueto a portion of the chorus being pkced, like the harp?upon the^sC mo^

not i5°l5^ •'^;. ^'"^ ^*"°«^' ^'''"'Sh singing ^th care. was1^den%
rii^ f^ voice-the severe practice which the rehearsals of the two pre

>St£^^'S:^;:^'^'ZTr'^'^T Messr«.Mo^w-
»!, acnucn, ana oourtn*^, were rery satisfactory in the parte allotted tothem, and the same may be said of Miss Smith and Miss BerrymanTtheconcerted parte m which they assisted. Taken as a whole, the concert
^^'^l'°''°^'^-'^'''^'^f^^oce^.<^nd without invidious' compaSToronto has every reason to feel proud of the ability which her two chorSsocieties possess of producing simultaneously in L thorough a maXtwo such master works. It is perhaps superfluous to add that Mr. t"S-ton conducted in his usual able manner. *

509

ZZy'^tTjS^t^Xi^t^ ^Tp^''"'''^-°"«^- ^y *o day.

. ?=n^r^"eJ5S^;i^^^^^^^^
request, sang, the df'inkfng so^Jl.'cown in TZZ"' '^"''J'^'^yaccompanied the vocal numfers if^u, ^ndlS^-eo^ mlnne^.™''

thro^gSlt! whTrh7hrbln%"%'''^ 'r ^•^'"^ * ^«"- 0^ --«ts
aithouV he is ^t:rJeoJr?o;:lTM'T^^^^^
come when great opera singers like C^hJlt. f thinks the time will

required, for much of what used tnT "^""f"'
'^^ b«"0 longer

spoken ik the form of recitlt'e
'""« "P"" '^' ^y"' «**««>• ^"^

A London dramatic critic writea • « t »~ ^ ,

Dublin folks have been making Z!!! i
-^^ ,'°"7 to learn that the

out of Mary Anderaon'rcarrWe 1^/T "'^''''*l°"^
by taking the horses

Anderson is a great ""rress an ff h ^fT'^^
•""" *" ^^'^ ^°^^- ^iss

mennowadaysCLresTf-respect than to"! IT."" ' ',"' ^ *^°"8'»* *'"'*

Besides. I dar« shy the lldy3 tied w./.'
themselves to a brougham.

ing to get home to\upper andTed!" ' '^''''°'^' '^'^ ^^ ^•''^*-

Good audiences assembled in the Tornntn r^„A n tt
the past week to see a verv ^ooH r^t i

.^^ ^P**^ ^°"«« during

LITERARY GOSSIP.

are R^ady^'^Pri NolTaK t'oT ''T'''^
= ^ ^'"°»''"« " --

first. Consltent Po':s°i^le'^-"^r.,S. °V^l^g^it^u?
^°^'^' '"^ ^^

only^aTaraf^rr^k^tclL'i^h^^^^^^^^^^ "''' ^^ '^^^ °^ ^P-''- «
is " convex in the back conca™Tn t^ , "T^""

°"""^ " ^"""an who
in the shoulders!^'

'
*'°""*^«y^ *^« ^°^^' and sentimefttaUy drooping

by t^^^n^iiT^^'^^r^^'-^^ ^""" ^"" i*anneuW^

THB MKNDMSOHN QUINTBTTB CLUB.

The concert given by the above club in the Pavilion on Friday eveningproved a rare artistic treat The members of the club are Mr. Franko

Darnel Kuntz. viola, Mr. Fritz Giese, violoncello. The club was assistedby Miss Fanny KeUog, Mr. Ivan Morawski, Mr. Waugh TZZ^o
SThI*?^^';- ^''7T'l ^""•^''' acoompanist Space^iU not p;rm tof a detaJed notice of this fine concert, and it is impossible to indiv^ulisewhere all are such emment artistes. But of the effect tmsembU of this club it

^LTo ' ".^.^'V'*'!.*
.'* \ '^P'y P^'*^*'*- The concerted pieces- playedwere a Quintette Mendelssohm. "Quartette in G, op .31,'' Beethoventheme and variation from the " Quartette in D Minor," "Fr^z Schuberi""a romaffce and Rondo for clarinette, with accompaniment, composed by

himself, was admuably played by Mr. Ryan. A FanteiLie fo? violiZWeiviawski founded upon the beautiful Russian melody, "The RedSai*!
fa, was performed in such a masterly manner by Mr. Fiinko as to gain amost pPonunced.encore. In like manner the Fantaisie for;violonceUo "OCamMemona, Servais. played by Mr. Fritz Giese. so moved the audience as to

^S^.
.y'stantaneous recjUl. Mr. Waugh Lauder played two solos, " 1stRondo and variations," Chopin, and " Rigoletto," Lisit, in a really ^xqui-

S.- ^!T'"''
°"^y J""' °"«"°8 ?° «»«>«. which, if resting upon the manner oftaw pwfomance alone, certainly deserved it The vocal numbers wer«npplttd by Miss Fannie Kellog and Mr. MoniwskL The form^. d«p7te^

editor who had chai^foTtlr^pfltS ^1^^! '^'oC'
""^ ^^

shouwtXtf\tteotSrnd''°'^T ''''' ^^'^ ^'^^—

'

and correspondel in Se Xlfon oTr\:rT''^°"'!.'^'^^^^^^ P-'P^"
These have been confided to^ Mr W H MaiWt ff."''

^ ^"^land.
labour on them appears in the /^^'.^^^f^^CLitlyT^iZ'

"^
A WRITER to the literary column of an w^^r i

'o^^^ew.

of several new books in iK-ndot-Tne^l^M T?T^^^^^^^^ 5>,^by a new authoress who T o,« f^u • , • ,
"ea ine Ihree Sisters,'

Remarkable. E~e js^^kin^ f^r' O^ -^
'•^^'^''-

^ '^''«^« '* >« ^"^
n«ine.' If it is^; Llf -^^^^ ' Wandl 'T ""''''' 7^'^'' ^^^
a treat" ^ " Wanda, we may indeed anticipate

that'r';^ ii5n'at"rrI\^o; "T^; T^^^^"'^'^ T^^ '^--" ^^ «»-
Messn,FunkAW^nXhTauthorirJ'*'^r'Z°^^''^*'^'' ^^ ^^tes
the seventh andKZme of ttl ^^ P"''''f«" '", '"« ""ontry. that

dehiyed by reasonTf iSness w iV hf^ T^' '^^"^ •"« ^'^ ^W
close of the pre^nt year ' '

'""P*"' ^ "^"^y ^°' ^"« before thl

butio"on%ir^Ce'rfe'^'rAfH^"T"""u ^""^^ '^^^^'^ contri-

repute won by the preceding ifues. ^ "^ ''*'" "'""»"" *h«
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hereafter be'^pIbliS' Sm''ch7"*''?^,^««n JMued '""n Cleveland, will
its office wilfbe at 364 WaSh H« ^ ^''^^ *?' Publishing Company

;
augurate still more interesUngl^^^^^^^^^ |te removal it wSl L'
larged and improved; and withT '

'*« ^""^ ^^'^ >e considerably en-

page8ofmatter,itwillre«;h
neffLTh?';-'^

»«tie-page and sixt/fo„r
magazine. " *" «"««* the dignity and proportions of a

sti^S^^^H^lrf'vS^eTt^
^°%^'?r ''"'^"'K^ « demon-

«t Scotland yard. London. On hilLvL?-'°«°* ^"T'"*'
Investigations

Russian family where he could hi 1^^ ° ^°f"* *"« advertised for a
allowed to stu^y Russian S«htr^::i in the language, and
each with a different system with wh„rir *

He/^P'oyed four tutors,
In SIX weeks he was able to iralS R„/„- '*"'^-f^

^^'^"^'^ ''°"™ » d»y'
Thb Overland MorUhlv for T 7 '""' ^"^""y *°^ accurac^.

that ciroumstancesfS ouV^ theTS* 7«'^^«' '*'''>^ -^*
from presenting to our readera^^Lbgl.fl

lengthened notice it merite, Ld
Principal amongst its conteTts art fT ^"^^ °^ *'»« »^'« Pape™-
Society among Eteys," " ffc^n cl T'"'"' Jon- «pon "Rudimentary
Beowulf," .. Garris;,n Li'fe in th^^W v'^lt^^/'^''^

'^«°'<»>'« I^'fe »
Monterey," "An Episode of the TnS, n't "r'^;^"'*'" "^^ Carlos de
8ome continued articles and stories, 1^7 • ^« Philippine Isknds,"

Mr. Charles G Lrt *wn „k ^
'

great experiment in educatToA Tn AmL"""^-
^""^ '*'" '^^'^ ""'king a

return to take up his residencp n w ,
?' '" » ^^^^ «'«>rt time will

introducing into^hilad ph^the SS?'" .^^I!-
^''^'^'^ »"« ^een bu yelementary education of chMren SSl^^"' u''" ':°''"°' *'*«" ^^ t^e

know, on the mytholgvand wt^'^' l^^ ^'^'^ *^®" ^"V. as our readers
Provincea Mrf I^lf^rh^^"1' t ^^^^^legend, of the Indians of MaTne a^ N ^^i"«

"imilarities between the
which he illustrated a short tfmeZ'^,®''""''"''''^ »'''l tl'e Eddaa,
Society of Pennsylvanil '^° *" "^ ''"=*"« before the Histori^

to -(eZ^ulLV'^wtK"'^^^^^^^^ 7 Y} ^•»-- -d England as
true history, the author writes £ f„n''-'

^'''^hibald Malmaison," is a
inception of the story. Mr Hawthn^l

'°^ interesting account ;f the
as to whether thia story is t^ul 1^ "'^V •

^"^"^ '"" ^^ "^ademy attention, giving the caL of a mS^*' '"^ a newspaper had aught
head had been depSved oT^s memo^ h^ f'^ 7^' ^^ " "ow on Uie
finally obtained a divoree, and m^fj^? ^°'"|°* •»« '^'e and children,
when his memory suddenIv K«^ ^"^ ^'""ee or four yearsWaed
All that had hap^n^tle'Te^n'^iret^^^^^^ it lad K'
ir^ *°,1»>«»

;
hut he hunted nDMTf-L "•''"'« *^ ^^'^ 'amily, wag a

after. Some time after diwstiWS^ ^' *^ •»«^ ^^^ happily ever

s.^'^'Tt'' 'H^-^ri^hiS^r'tt'.''''^^Pompeu of the print of a womanrfon^ fh
dwcovery in the aahes^

disappeared. Within a few monfh«^i: ^ ,
*°™ '^^'^ having utteriv

'^itten.and.foraughtlknowtotL ^^'^^^^ the present Wk wm
ningtoend-withofeexctS SJl'^^^t^'^V^'-V "^ '™« fr°- be^T
^ry, that Archibald ' had the odd H^f-^ ^ '^* "P^'^^g paragraph of the
February, 1800.' On refelng to fhe SCd"" f ^'.^^ l>ori>^the^9th of
-stence

,
but so trifling a dftallt^iTyt^tj^g.

"''^ "^^ "^ -

THE WEEK.
[Jtot 10th, 1884.

»« ^oronso, on Wednesday, S,ui July, U84.
There were present .—

""-^^i^n^^' -"""""'• "^ "" ^-^ "-
wa, re ested to act a/seS^^V^^"'''''"; •

"^^ = «• «-"""'. -! Mr. D. R wilkie

the^^:tfSl^^rr«^-t o, the Chairman. re«l the report o, the Direotora^
~ ,. TBI! BRPOBT. ^

' vl43,109 88
asjes as

_»i7i,ae7 »iThis sum hae been appropriated as follows- —

«

cr^L^»'°i»''"«''°°o'B«$'^^'u°A-'"'^'i««"--"^ •«'•«»'»
Carried to Best AoconntmakinTt?.!'! **"""">*• 80,000 00BaUnoe of Profltg carriedforrord * *<«««"* •BSO.OOO.......";;; -Jlaie M

••• 300 OO
rm- V . . 16.600 fla

Ss^sl:S^""«SH-Hr-'Si

the eatS^.t'oT^rM°^" "' '''^ '^^ •»- P«^o„„ed their respective dul »o

H. S. HOWLAND,
Praident.

GENEBAL STATBMBNT.-airt May, ,«<.

2ssassss^?^=i^^

Bibliography op the Rxnn^ a,™.

There is no accounting for the fad« nf tl.the iconoclastic spirit and c«viL for L. P'
•'"^^ ""^ ^^e theory that

people who have little to occu™hm to f^L?^
m large measure incitewhich has possessed their bmiS^ 15^ n,^ f ?°^ *°d toy with an id^

these perturbing and predl^sing c^uCl/^l"'"" "^ due to neither ^Jtaming a strict neutrality in Ihe ^^7^^^^ tK
*^l,«»°Pller, while main

for the « Divine William " on the a,lf°
the problem discussed, declar^

speare s plays. His motive in cSleclL^tr r
'^^ ''-tho^hip of Shak^

seems to be that which usuallylmSsfh«r.^"""™ ''^ the %.«tr«ve«ym sifting any matter that seriousTy n™Jl.f "^^ "^^ historical studentmg to get the data together XW^naU:T?> '"'' '"^ «»deavour!
to a safe conclusion on the merits ^\T' *^^ ^'^^^ «tndent to comeWyman^ work is commendable however"^ /• ^f

**" ««Pect Mrregard the whole subject A« ;„ li.
'.""P"*'ently the re*^r ml,

ship of Shakespeare's' Plays :,lf^,r« "^ J-lus' litters, Z^IX/
years the craze has broken ontw??? ^ ,

question periodically Of 1.7
Statos. Mr. Wym^tL i^^ketZ^ to?^ "^ "^^--^n^iihe Un£
books, pamphlets, and articles discnss^f^^? I^"**"' «* "^er 2^
Shakwpeare. From his classificat^ wl^

the question, for or against
less than a half declare t^^l^^J^'^V^"^^^ ^> ^or^^^XS,
seventy-three are against hL 3^^11.7'*''*' ?^ ^''^ «n»ainder, some
nationality of those ™ho have tkk^n nlrt tY^"* " """l^^ified. Of ^have said, that the bulk IrT

7^*®°.?*'^* »» the controversy we find .L

O. M. A.

igi.rr?s:s *„--•->'
:

-

Balance of proat and?o„ aii^t iiiHed' for^ii:::;;;;;;;;;;;:~

1 Gold and SQTBr r^i„ r< .
asbbts.

6 Balance due ftSS wlntf /° ??"''?18°. <=°nntrie«..

8 Mnaicipai and other debeatMii:v:.:.:;:; " ••"•"":::.:::::::

9 ZsSL?n"'iu'""'^'*iy "'^i»we...l'.lZ..' r"r:-

13 Notes diaooSStedo™" dSt'
r"-"""'

!^sapKoffice and

• MOJMOO
%aatMi7t

...... DM/MT OS— i7,3n as

$*,awl,79B 66
irsoaooooo
300,000 00
60,000 00
1.087 U

16,668 96

•6,861,4^90

—• 359,879 60
•- ms.taa oo
.... 153.408 79
•-.• 204,309 34
.... 64,988 SB

61,868 57
— 128,345 81

79,571 36

•••1,377,758^
... 106,987 gg
• 463,747 01
- 4,300,561 IS—no,is7«

29,189 04

31,585 55
88,38100

130,650 00
13,640 94

That the'tCis of ftetfeoMT'tf "^ '^^l
S"*"^""-.

««.•.

MoT«d brW T KW.'SJ.""" "f»n«r.uii thai St !" B^JZJfT?''""'
^^f-^'^^^-^a^-^t^^^^^

take ..m»tth»thaiikioiuieBa
ou able ooodiut in th* ohair.

"'° ""reoy tendered, to Mr Bi>.i.>j #.

At . «.k.^ X -

-—'"r™, r. ungliM, John, p, Vjaken

By Order of th« BMoli
*>»o»«o, »«d Jaly, 1884. 0- »• WIlKIl,

C!wM*r,

(•

Jolt lOth, 1884.]

WHAT IS CATARRH ?
fivm th4]ir(M{Can.)Dte. U

Bleeping apartmente, and otoeJIt are germinat^H ,„ XT- Ji'""»f»n'?«iat3«''* »P?rtn,ent«, anc
blood.

mm. Of the-« in » o„'n''^'5^J.i[S"o?SS:SS:'.^'Si3??or°the°dS^.7,' "^itf °' '^'^
he«e eermTihili, „ 'P."'" "' ">» »eed» of

rnddcSHL'Sn^eiT"'^, "i? .'^f
>'»<»"«

*u.lng uloeraM'on''oflhe°"thmJ°° ""^S'-

j^^ uuig in puunonary oongumptlon and

.
^^o^'-^&been made to dleoover
iflnhalenteiidnHff??* '"^"M by tlienae

food <mMTe^SSStS^S°.m, ' P,"*'"'" »'

47«JSSd'edin'",fi',?Jt'r;S"°H,"''''''°»'''-
JomblnaWon of inCTidisnTJ ih'^? neoessarr
in abaolntelv anrt%l™ "x^'"'' "ever fail

SS;. --n'i°cIL*'Xh%£°r;Set

M*MM. A. H. DIXON A SON
305 King St West. Toronto, Canada

a1dtaclo«.tan>pforthel,treatl«,on
Catarrh

to A. H. Dimmdt^'.v "4^" *" regard
Catarrh. * «"" «»w Tnaimtnt for

tmtrt. A. B. Dimm <* Son

?SS«S-'l.eiS^Vh.1
HH^ffS-'SS^-e^;
o nuny yeaiTSSi^^ ." °""* """I 'or

Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, :876. He.lamed July 3
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877 Be'

r.tf/v*-
"'"*• !'»*">'»<« July

F»h^o 7; ^' ^*"- Patented
f,fJ®»°^J°°«<.18re. Patented

S'"'""^"" Britain and France.
Patented in Canada Juno 7, 1879No, 1007a Trademark, "Heklt?:
Corset, Beglstered Sept. 25, 1876.

With ImproTed Tampico Busts
AwM^ed the Highest Medal over

p J^'^"*" oompetitors at theParis Exhibition of I878

coiniort.

Approved by all physicians.

Hiie favourite Corset Is nowmade with the celebrated Tajc-
PICO Busts, which ore as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic thatthey will retain their shape per-
fectly untU the Corset is won,

with Coralino, a new substance
which is much superior to hom
or whalebone. It cannot brealtan4 as elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The "Health Corset "is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is
equally adapted to aU women
even the most fastidious in dress

rpHE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE. N J
"^

. ^ °"'' '^^ t^e Sea.

>#'*'H^tS''a'n7i.,«°'«'?^ "" I»p-v«<i
from New Tork-aot.^^f'? Besort. ifhours
Phlladelphia7lO mi^to/iS^^V^ """^ "^Beoommended by the mn^ i^""* Branch.
slolans. Ocean woL;«^,?^".'"''*brated Phy-
»ieat. PaZ^grr Xv?t^r "t'^" S»"»-"^

MANUPACTUKED BY THE

S^£MfI2^LSpJiSET CO.. TORONTO.

feet drainage.
' Ni ma°l»^°.'™S "" "»» Per-

Tenns modlrkte OwnS th/" """initoes.

PUSSELL'S. 9 KING ST WEST-t*' TOEONTO, for
'

HI0H-CLA8S WATCms * JB^mniT

tni:S*S'o«rr^Si°''c.;?'}ea'tre^.'''' """""-
^hargres Moderate.

r—I .

-^'-^•^* K..KJ., lUKUJVTO g«AW 4 USBOBNE,

BITBBES ftamia m irxv,^' „ •BITBBEB SHOES,

raLT BOOTS,

BELinrs,

Sleam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

»«MU v4iv£s, tmvi,

star Brand Cotton-^
Linen add Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

h:osbi.
(280,000 feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

lM«tinct PUe« Bannfecfd.
Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce i. superior toluiy
olhor make in the marketfor,ts.»«j,g,fc„„jj^
able qaalltiee.

n^Tbe Stat Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Kre Engine Hose
^ made from the best GulfCotton and 6ne Para Rub-
»^i'H"?'""'''''™'«<"ifromany defects ,n manufacture,
bamplemailedonapplication~"'f"=™a"eaonapplicatioE

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANYOFFICE AND WAREROOMS
^^^^ ^"^ ^ ,

31 Yonge and i Front Streets. TorontoA HOUGHAN, . ^
rAUiaquiriabymaatkaUh^n^

' Agent

and exchanged
Property bought, sold

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

ARCHITECTS. BUIIOING SUHVEYOIIS AND mmm
0»<^~39 Adelaide St. Satt, Toronto.

WM. STBWABT. _„^a. H. STEWAAT

TTT A. IMPET,
Dealer in aU kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

^^^«f= «T.. TOBONT^O, ON™""»^8tlmate8 given on appUoatlon.

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL,
9SSO,000.

^J'i-tures^Artisti. Brass Work \ C^^^7^2S'\Z^^ll^^^'^^^n'^I^^..f2SIf.-,

.KmaSTBEETWEST.
- toBOVTO Q^^r^Tt,'^''^^^ "''^''''^^-^^^^^^

• "'"! boJs';Vl'^JS^^nra^,-|^fg?i^oJo^uK^
,Jregattas.excur.ions-coi^^Lrint^r^S^«-;^P-ga^wM^^^^^|*TABUSHai> 1809.

THOMSON'S
I
-4.te&ttL-,-Arls^^4K£52?«,.L. ! r

"'""

I map of New England.
"""°""«"'"'-

™°«'™'««^'h«»P»andwS.'SuteTn"',idto?rito>^-

Springfleld, ConnecticSt Bivof Cen^l v"^ '°''"'' "» New York New Ha^i''"tr'"'J " •"^»'
Boston, Concord, Monti^ anrf wi??'^ Vermont, Connecticut and Sr.?*^™! Hartford and
and illustraUoni. '"*' ""* ^^^*" Mountains BailroatU^ With fnn^.'""^.'"^

B'™"- and
Mr^Tjm England

WiUesbarre,Pittst<;ntsc™'Srn,?^':"'"'"«- """^ Chunk, ^,2X1,°WUui^^Xtl^^
A guide of the New York r.Z?? BRIE ROUTE

rtS^iL^a."""- <" ""• «--' p-X'^.rp'£^e"n't^o?".s-rS» "^^^^^^^^^^

Ne-ur Vr.7.1.- *« a i '*• '^»'«' Brio and

B.twe«. Ne^SfS^gT^AN^e^ri^L ^I^R ROUTEifportand It. «tt„^"^ fi^*??-. * descriptive guide with .ktillnC.. f-^.
Bay,

•"^ dL^*™=^ J^-J^t '".d Managtog

SS^AS^Wt^TSSSSr*"-

ManufaotnTesthefoUowlnggradesofpaper:-

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB '

(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered)
BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc. -^-

ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope wnd LUhographic Paper,.

FaU Paper and Stationery

l^t^SsSS-ofslSSSv-^
|^..«iow,rtprioS'*TS2i°SSSd"^»«»».

WANTED.

LS? P»«tabfe NSSy'g^"ta«^lp in

|«««0.w5ffirh2w«eTSiS^fh?^??' to

IMi£mo«d. and a mSdeSu^^iL'"i' ."?-

»^?n-.?;;5tEThJs£S^

Coi,«BD CovEB PAPEa«,s„per-anished.

S^XV^'iS.t^l.JS'^J-'P'—nd Price.

I by the lrt
t bn oonsiuunai

AddMH.
BOX la^ TBOUPB, TEXAS, U.8.A

iber. s-«S£-aa».i^s^SBSS^t^™..,

— LKHT-BUNNINO D0ME8TI0
JJMCHIACHINI!. ArMsttoallTbau,

SLT*"**^ Tbai* attuhmenta and

mtsnst along the route. ""' "'"asoB, aeationa, so

-nto^d containing a fnU de.S?Si„nT* .S:?.5?.^^Ste«tonj dewjriblng

CITY OP NEW YORK.

Brooklyn. "^' "^""^y "K-trated, and oontalnton SS? SSSSri'.J°i'*jS'^^J

TAINTCWl Baos.. MERRILL & OO P„hH u

-_T^ -"MUBwnanta,
and a oomplatanew— Tork and

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodg^er, Maelay & Co.
MAStrvAOTtlBBBS OF THB

"ULT WHTTB " FLOATWa SOAP.

QTOKirs mm pbefbctioh soap,

BrousB Homm soap,

AND OTHBB OKIJiBn*x«D BaunjS 0»

FINE Laundry Soaps.
B-uUimt Soaps,

ToUet Soaps,

3BWD FOB PBICB LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and OU Vorke,

Office

!
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JULIAN HAWTHORNE'S
ARCHIBALD MALMi\ISON.

d«l ^^attemnf''K*'"? I'"
°«« <>' tho most

» moi-6 than iypiolfiy^?.!?."-"'^-
"<"«'«? ''i't

THE WEEK.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

Head Offlc«8, - PnbUc Idbnuy BnUdlngg,

Cor. Chnreh and Adelaide St«., Toronto.

nfVSe?\'?\^lSfs^^i?,S

[/TOT lOth, ia84.

JAMES SCROGGIB, Manager.

oept'iiL""Gn„Y>«'y«°'i;^
German power or con

Sb?^rr^ ^ •.'""> " «°"'' -ovoult him ?e«^d"

U.

£dmrd Evtrett ffaW, laUtt Owy,

THE FORTDNES OF RACHEL.

oipThTl^i,*"*"''*" •"«• li*""- P»P«'. 250.

;

"Every one knows that Mr HaU .-. «,«
Prince of 8tory.tellers.-rr„,JJ^- ^^^ » tl'e

WILLIAM BRIGGS
78 4 80 KINO STREET EAST, TOBONTO.

"WESTEBKr

INCOBPOBATED 18SI.

BEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets, •

Income for Year
$>,a<9,ixs oo

i,«9a,«a8 s8

out the Dommion and United States.
*^

A. M. SMII-H, Pr«. JAS. BOOMEE, a«,
J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CAfsTA^ArTlFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

FOUR GOOD SUMMER NOVELS

A BOMAK SIUGEE.
By F. Makioh Cbawfobd. «i 25

A very dehehtful book. . An a ni,

A COUKTEYDOCTOE.
Bt SiBAH Obnb Jbwett. »1.25.

aSlfy*S'sk^feh'twTn''JaL's^lrr;'''°N'5

^nVi'h'^a^e^'Twi'rEV'S
I

PH<EBE.
^'

'

By the anthor of " Bntledge." »i 25

AH AMBITIOirS WOMAIT.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,300,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

THE MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN
HISTORY,

"This splendid publication covers in lt<issues from month to month and raSto v»«theentire fleld of the histoid o??h^"n^iJI"from its remotest periods to^^the evenlS of
"

i.% . iJ
welcomed throughout the wholeland for the reason that it is national in ittoharaoter."-2fs«, Ortea^aillcitylt^.

""

COHTEirTS FOE JULY. 1884.
The SCHOTLBR HOCSE AT ALBAN-!- Vnu^

tiiu^L ll^T;. ni-J-'rated* with^int^eri?,-

MMof n.ff^^
With portraits of many person-

tfrdwelUnf''° *""• "*"" '"•''"»t«d with
A BnsnjERs Pibm in thb Betolctiok tHammond Trumbull, liL.D In this skitJ,'by the eminent President of the Connectl^t?'»'°"«»1 Society, some noteworthrcora^

'?trodn°.^H '''„''*°r?l Nathanael oLenri^introduced, the originals of whose lot>..i

?o7t'h-''l*'r>,P,S''"»*«^. have not beei^'s'lSfor the last half century, except by Mr Ba"

&r.X' des'^c^i^J^o'u'-^Jl Xi?'^re'/.^?s
'SS^^d^^ST' "'

'
«^-' -'»'^' °'

thS"""? h"?
™ P'ni.ADEai.PHiA. Lewis Bosen-

n.Ji-
\?"«:"s«ion touching the origin of the

wfj^'°° "' American Imiepen "e?ce

Ch^lefp''^?.''^™ l***'
{;ieutenan°a;ner»l

«.r,.^rf„,.S°°'.> A. graphic and instructive

SSr n ihl J*"*
'"'°<''"°° »' affairs in Washing-

i.f. S'^'i "J"" eventful year, 1K61 bv the

of EOTt '
''"'"'' "** *" •*• ^^«d^™

CHiBP^csaiCB John MA&RiTATr cniu-

I^r,%^rT^-^- ^'"'»t^'^?wffb"ane\fi;!

^frBfpTen^JSS-So^ra N»te,

p^l • "' "•'"y-«'» admirably fliJed

(Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms»s a year, or 50 cents a nomber.

)

PuUieatton Office, 30 Lafa7ett«
Hace, Wew York City,

AIUSEMBNTg.

HORTIODLTUBAI, CHABDBN8.
^OBONTO HoBTIOCLTDBAI. BOOnTT

flower abow,
Tuesday and Wednesday. July Wth and I6Ui.

HANLAN'S POINT FEREY
~

J2?l &/^Z«.n-a"n.'-uS'«!^iSi

BiJ0U3airfDlAs"s

Btoamer Ohloora.

fo?5^^J?a'I'n''l2;°iS^„*'^ -"••-dap.m.

Steamer Empifess of India

Southern Belle.
Daily, between HamUton and Toronto.Leaving Hamilton at 7.30 .Si iTsfwo mToronto at 11.00 " anBlao"^"

MASON & COLLINS,

UFE-sizE PORTiMiTs IN OILmmm
STTOio, signras^^wMT. ToBoirro.

FBANCE.

M^°IitS ^ "^^ ^"^ m»7 be obtained ofJ^^oth«1ngham. 8 Bn. /,„, dSrS?pS!

By INSrKING NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT Y]
April, 188S.

HEFRIOERATORSt

ICE CREAM FREKZP.iiSi

COAL OIL STOVER.

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 Y0N8E STBBET.

T~VB. SINCLAIB,

334 Jabtd Stbut.
MIDWnrBBT, ASX> TJTHMimwm «-

CANADA PERMAMENT

Loan & Savings Co.

A Novel of New York Society.
Fawcztt. $1.50.

By Ei>gab

"One of the most brilliant and sncceaafniofhispictnres of New York socle.y°^Tr
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) CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

- .The nomination of Mr. Cleveland—our neighbour an we may call him,
d^ince he is an ex Slayor of Buffalo—by the Democratic Convention will

g;* bo welcomed by all the friends of Reform, It is a distinct triumprof the

J' better over tho worse section of the Democratic party, and denotes the
»' total discomfiture of Butler and of Tammany. The nomination was in
*', truth carried by the influence of the Independent section of the Republican

f
party, whose vote the Democrats knew could be secured only by an irre-
proachable candidate. Thus a new line of political cleavage begins to
appear, separating the Reform element in both the existing parties from the
corruptionists, and practically combining the two Reform elements in
antagonism to corruption. It would not be surprising if this virtual coali-
tion should in time become actual, and a Reform party, distinguishing itself
by that name and uniting the best of those who now call themselves
Republicans with the best of those who now call themselves Democrats,
should emerge from the present complications. The question between Reform'
and Corruption is really the great issue, and there i.s nothing but a
worn-out association and a name which has lost its meaning to link such
Democrats as Cleveland and Bayard to Butler and Tammany, or such
Republicans as Schurz and George W. Curtis to the corrupt managers of
the Republican machine. Tariff reduction, the only issue comparable in
importance to that of general Reform, of which in truth it is a most vital
portion, happens also to be a cross division of existing parties. The plank
of the Democratic platform on this subject is shifty and equivocal, betray-
ing division of opinion within the camp as well as fear of the Protection-

• ists without. It would in truth have been wiser and better in every
respect to say nothing about import duties in particular, but to lay down
broadly the proposition, which few would dare to contradict, that no
more ought to be taken from the people by taxation of any kind, external
or internal, than is necessary for the purpose of carrying on the govern-
ment. Yet it is plain that of the framera the majority is in favour of
reduction, while the Democratic manufacturers of Pennsylvania are not
less desperately wedded to Protection than the Republican manufacturers
of New England. The spell of a traditional name is powerful, but cannot
very long survive the demise of all real agreement in principle and of every
substantial motive for cooperation. A new page has certainly been turnedm the history of American parties. The wish in the case of the present
writer may be father to the thought, but he cannot help thinking that a
heavy, perhaps a fatal btew has been dealt to the party system altogether-
for the conduct of the Republican voters must be regarded as a down'
nght defiance of all party laws and ties. Being nominated, Mr. Cleveland
has a very fair prospect of election. By the Republican Seceders his
candidature seems at once to be ratified ; and these men will feel that their
honour is safe in voting for him since it has been made manifest by the
proceedings at Chicago that they will be voting not with, but against
Butler and Kelly, even though those worthies should continue to be dra<.»ed
along by the Democratic machine. It is not very likely that Tammany
will bolt

:

Its object above all things is plunder, and the chance of plunder
IS resigned by secession from the winning side. Great efforts are being
made on the side of Mr. Blaine to win over the Irish : imt the Irish are

South Africa, trouble with Russia on the Indian frontier; and of the
four provinces of Ireland three are in a sUte of smothered rebellion. We
are misled by the dazzling recollecti'on of the single-handed struggle with
Europe under Napoleon. But the total destruction of the French, Spanish
and Dutch navies in the beginning of that^war had left Bhgland absolute
mistress of the seas. She is now only the greatest of several great maritime
powers, and since the days of Nelson the conditions of naval warfare have
been largely altered to her disadvantage. Her army is not half as large
as the peace establishments of France, Germany or Russia : it is not double
as large asthe peace establishment of Belgium. She has the Sepoys ; but
without British troops at his side the Sepoy is untrustworthy, and in case
of war India would absorb two-fifths of England's present military force
Every colonist must know that the colonies could afford her no effective
aid, either on land or sea. Thoy could only cling to her knees and embarrass
her in the mortal struggle. That their people are excellent material for
soldiers, nobody doubts; but before the material could be worked up the war
under modern conditions, would be over. Saving the Sepoys, there is notm the whole Empire any available force, either military or naval True
loyalty will not tell falsehoods on this vital subject to the English people
Nor would money be more forthcoming than men : no Colonial Parliament
would impose heavy taxes on the colonista for an Imperial war, and in
Canada the French and Irish combined would have a veto on the vote It
must be remembered, too, that England herself is changed. She has grown
more industrial and less military. She has also become far more democratic.
Her constancy in the long struggle with Napoleon w^, in part at least, due
to the strength of her aristocratic government, which had begun the conflict
for Its own objects, and cared very little for the opinion or sufferings of the
people. Political power is now in the hands of the masses, who may cheer
the troops when they embark for South Africa or Egypt, but would not
long endure the burdens and privations of a great European and maritime
war. In the arti.sans, especially, millions of whom are now enfranchised
the imperial sentiment is generally weak, the commercial sentiment strong'
while such aspirations as they have are usually rather cosmopolitan than
national. Compelled to fight for her life, England would, probably, put
forth greater force than ever, but if she were compelled to fight for her life
she would certainly have no strength to waste on the defence of distant
dependencies which were unable to defend themselves. In this rough
worid power of self-defence is still essential to nationality or Empire
but especially to Empire which is not protected in the same degree a^
nationality by the moral sense of other communities; and in the case of
the British Empire the power of self-defence is wanting

gregarious and submissive, and unless the Tammany leaders give the word
It is not probable that many of them will desert the party to which forsome mysterious reason, they have always been devotedly attached
Pennsylvanian manufacturers may be lukewarm : they cannot fail to see
that their interest, or what they take to be their interest, draws them to
the camp of Mr. Blaine

; but their lukewarmness will not counterbalance
the active support of the Independenta The nomination of Mr Bayard
would have been more gratifying as a tribute to a reputation for unsullied
integrity through a long public life ; but Mr. Cleveland has shown himself
upright as well as strong

; and the absence of afy proofs of extraordinary
talent may well be overiooked if he is resolved^ set his face steadfastly
against corruption. '

Ik the question as to the relations between England and the Colonies,
there is one point comparatively little present' to the minds of Colonista
but always present to the mind of an Englishm.an, especially if he keepsup his intercourse with any public men in the Old Country. The emnire
is surrounded by perils with which the strength of the imperial count.; is
barely sufficient to cope. Rome had the world pretty well to herself allher empire, though vast, lay in a ring fence : that of England is scattered
over the globe, and threatened at every point, directly or in ita oommuni-
cations, by Powers, any one of which would be a formidable enemy while
^ith two or more of them combined the conflict would. be desperate Atthw moment there » ^^l,lo ^th France in Egypt, trouble m West and

The reason alleged by the L6rds for throwing out the Franchise Bill
would, as was said before, be sound, if only it were sincere. A scheme for
the alteration of a polity ought to be complete, so that the legislator may
be able to forecast ita practical result, and the plan for the redistribution
of seata IS the necessary appendage to the plan for the extension of the
franchrse. But everybody knows that in the case of the Lords the plea is
hollow. As a privileged order they must be and always have been opposed
tochange of every kind, and especially to all political change in the direc
ttsnot democracy. If they passed the Disraeli Franchise Bill of 1867
It was because they were assured by their crafty leader that the low popu-
lace of the cities could be drawn by " beer and balderdash " into the Tory
camp, and turned against the progressive intelligence of the country That
fact m their legislative records is in every way fatal to their present posi-
tion, nor can they possibly deny that the peasant, however ignorant, is on
the w-hole a much worthier candidate for the franchise than the denizen of
the slums. Still they block the way, and the usual appeal is now to bemade from their prejudices to their fears. Such are the perfections ex-
hibited m practice of the Bicameral system which gives to the two Houses
of a Legislature co-ordinate power, with the tacit proviso that the less popu-
lar House shall not exercise ita powers on any important question, or if it
does, that It shall be coerced by agitation. It was under the threat of aswamping creation of Peers, as is weU known, that the Lords passed the
first Reform Bill. The Government is urged to apply the same screw now
but ,t seems to incline to the alternative of .an autumn session, and a
re-introduction of the BUI. Ultimately the question will be, whether a suffi-
cient storm can be got up in the country to terrify the Peers. ,For those
who are not on the spot to form an opinion on that point at present is
very difficult. It must be borne in mind that the immediate decision wUl
rest with the constituencies as they now are, not as they would be after
the passing of the Bill

; and an appeal to the constituencies as they now
are does not seem certain to result in the overthrow of the party which
Bupporte the Peers. It does not seem certain at Ie«it that the overthroir
wUl be so signiH that the Peers wiU h^vp no ohoj^ l,^t to give wa^. TJw
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farmers are not favourable to the enfranchisement of the labourers, with
whose unions they were the other day waging war, and thus the rural con-
stituencies will probably remain Conservative in an election held under
the present conditions. Nor is it easy to say how far the city constituen-
cies may be influenced by the general fear of revolution or by the fear of
increasing the forces of disunion through extension of the franchise in Ire-
land. Moreover, the special question of the Franchise Bill will not be sub-
mitted apart from other questions as a constitutional amendment issubraitted
to the people under the American system. It will be indistinguishably con-
founded with the Egyptian question, with the Irish question, and with all

other questions, general, local, and personal which may happen to be agi-
tating the minds of the people throughout the country or in any particular
constitwsncy at the time. Nobody will be able positively to say whether
the nation has decided in favour of the Franchise Bill or not ; so little

rational in some cases of the most vital kind is the working of this re-

nowned constitution. Sooner or later, however, the Peers must succumb.
They will, as usual, increase their unpopularity by their resistance, the con-
tempt felt for them by their surrender, and they will have brought their
House a step, and a wide step, nearer to ita doom.

In the encounter, for which the trumpets have now sounded, and which,
unless the warder of compromise should again be unexpectedly thrown
down between the combatants, must ensue, there will be more of violence
than of reason, even on the right side, and passions will be unchained only
a few degrees less rabid and injurious to political character than those of
civil war. And what'will be the practical result when the Franchise Bill
shall have been carried not one of the statesmen who have framed that
Bill and are pressing it on the acceptance of the nation has, so far as
appears from his speeches on the subject, even seriously attempted to fore-

cast. England will be left without any government or authority but that
of party, the historical basis of which is fast crumbling away and giving
place to the domination of wire-pullers, who, with their caucuses, are likely

henceforth to have the country in their hands. It may be a bold thing to

say, but it is the fact, that there is not one among the leaders, at this criti-

cal juncture, who sees the real character of the situation. The vision of
all of them is clouded by the penumbra of monarchical institutions. They
all aJlow themselves to fancy that the Crown is stUl^he government, that
the House of Lords is an independent branch of the legislature, and that the
House of Commons, instead of being, as it now is, the supreme power, is

merely, as it was in monarchical days, the representation of the people.
Hence, they imagine that they may safely pour any amount of ignorance,
passion, and political incompetency into the constituencies by which
the House of Commons is elected. But their "ancient throne" is an
ancient throne, and nothing more ; and when the House of Lords attempts,
on any organic question, to exercise the power of a co-ordinate branch of
the legislature, it is at once denounced and coerced. Almost the only con-
servative institution in England, which retains any practical force, is the
non-payment of members of Parliament, which, together with the expen-
siveness of elections and public life, keeps the representation mainly in the
hands of the rich ; and this is neither a satisfactory sort of safeguard in

Ik Ireland there is a lull, but they, it is to be feared, are much mis-
taken who fancy that the storm is over. The success of the Land Act
must be still regarded as very doubtful. The Duke of Argyll speaks as a
landlord, yet his criticisms on the Act are strong. Of cour.se, if by agrarian
legislation you take an annual sum of two or three millions from it's legal
owners and hand it over to another set of people, the set of people to whom
it is handed over will, for the moment, be enriched and pleased ; so will the
trades and interesta which are dependent on them, while tho trades and
interesta dependent on the political class, as well as the despoiled class
Itself, will suffer, and complain in proportion. But obvious consequences
wait on such a method of suppressing discontent. .Security of property
and faith in contracts, with all that depeml upon them, disappear. We
are now told, and it is easy to believe, that land in Ireland is unsalable.
Investors will not buy it, because they know that they will neW%e able
to collect their rente. •The^«nante will not buy it, as it was hoped they
would, because they look to political agitation as the sure means of enabling
them to repudiate the remainder of the rent and make the land their own
without further payment. That which is unsalable is, of course, unmort-
gageable

;
indeed, a mortgagee would be pretty sure to be paid off, like a

landlord, with a bullet
: money, therefore, cannot be borrowed for the

purpose of stocking or improving a farm ; and the landlord, now reduced
to the ownership of a very precarious rent-charge, will certainly not spend
money in improvements, tfie benefit of which he knows that he will never
reap. A temporary sop given to disaffection is not a solution of the problem.
A populatioa multiplying in thriftlessness and wretchednfess, on a ,soil

incapable of maintaining it, is, as cannot be too often repeated, the main
source of evil in Ireland. We should have the same pressure on the means
of subsistence and the same troubles in Quebec, if Quebec were an island,
instead of having a ready outlet for the surplus population into the United
States. Nothing can be an effectual remedy which does not equalize sub-
sistence with population, and this confiscation will never do. Whatever
binds the surplus population to the soil will, of course, aggravate the evil.

Instead of increasing under the Land Law, production is said rather to
have declined. As to " migration," or the plan of .shifting the people from
one part of Ireland to another, it is a device of the political agitators for
keeping the elemente of discontent at home : nobody would embrace such a
scheme on purely economical grounds. The renewal of the agitation against
the remainder of the rent seems to be merely a question of time ; it wOl hardly
be delayed beyond the first bad season ; and when it comes, how much will

remain of the fruite of all this benevolent legislation 1

i

itself, nor one which is Hkely long to survive the last restrictions oiTtYe
suffrage. The hereditary principle is dead at the root, though, in some of
the branches and leaves of the ^ast and immemorial tree, there still lingers,

as there was sure to linger, an autumnal and waning life. Political and
social order, which is not less necessary to progress than to security, must
henceforth be sustained by other means. The elective system, now the
only system possible, must be so organized that it shall, in the interest not
only of the rich but of all, give the a.scendency to public reason over passion,

and support a stable government. Democracy has come. By the framers of
the American constitution it was recognized, and they accordingly provided
it with real, though, it has turned out, not sufficient, safeguards, such as
an executive government assured of its legal term of existence irrespectively

of the fluctuations of party, the President's veto and those of the govern-
ors of States, 4 Senate elected on a conservative principle, and a written
constitution in the keeping of a supreme court, besides the Federal system,
which is highly conservative in itself. British statesmen are now called
upon, in truth they were called upon long ago, in the same way to recog-
nize democracy and to organize it, furnishing it with safeguards as real as
those with which it is furnished in the United States, but more effectual.

It is an unorganized and chaotic democracy that they are introducing under
the forms and names of an old feudal monarchy ; and on the perilous
path which they are blindly treading amidst the vociferous applause of

partisans, no step can be taken backwards, at least without a violent

convulsion.

One thing is painfully clear. AH these agrarian concessions, all these
violations, in the supposed interest of the Irish tenantry, of economical
principle and private right, though tendered in the sweetest accenta of
conciliation, have failed to allay the political disaffection or to conjure
away the political danger. The language of Mr. Pamell and his associates

both in Ireland and" in America is just as rancorous as ever, and their aim
plainly is not Home Rule in the sense of an improvement of local insti-

stutions, or the assertion of a nationality wiiain-the Union like that of
Scotland, but the disruption^of the United Kingdom. They avow them-
selves in this to be actuated not merely by love of Ireland but by hatred
of England, and make no secret of their intention to carve a hostile, as well
as an independent, republic out of the side of Great Britain. If the
Parnellites have been rather less obstreperous and offensive of late in the
House of Commons, it is because they are afraid of injuring the prospecte
of the Franchise Bill, from which they hope to receive a large increase of
power. It would have been folly to expect that political adventurers, the
breath of whose life is disaffection, and who have not scrupled to resort to
such means as the terrorism of the Land League, or to embrace such alli-

ances as that with the American Invincibles, would allow themselves to be
conciliated, and their fangs to be drawn by land reforms or by reforms of
any kind. It is true that the strength of Irish disturbance is now, as it

has always been, not political but agrarian. Purely political movemente
for the establishment of an Irish Republic have always failed, as it was
natural that they should when, apart from the Union itself, there was no
serious political grievance to sustain rebellion. But the cause of disunion
has become blended in the minds of the peasantry with that of farms free

of rent, and popular passion has been worked up against England to such
a pitch that, whatever may be said about the impulsiveness and fickleness

of Irish character, it can hardly be expected to subside, especially as it is^
constantly fed by the anti-British literature which the system of public

schools, introduced by the British Government in the teeth of a bigoted

opposition from the native priesthood, has enabled the people to read. The
danger may yet pass away. Dissension, which bwi already broken out
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between Mr. Parnell and Mr. Davitt, may spread among the leadere, and
the invariable history of Irish conspiracies may^be repeated once more.

It appears from the result of the election of a mayor in the highly Celtic

and Catholic City of Cork that the quiet and property-holding classes, who
must well know what is meant by a Fenian Republic, are beginning to lay

aside their factions and forget whether they are Whigs or Tories, while

they keep confusion, terrorism and rapine from their doors. The vigorous

stand made by the Orangemen against the terrorists has also, beyond ques-

tion, had a groat and salutary eflFect. But at present the signs of the times

point to what a plain-spoken member of the House of Commons called

" a square fight " for the Union. Had Parliament at first listened to the

voice of patriotism instead of listening to the voice of faction, and acted

with unanimous (irmnoss, the cup of bitterness migh£ have passed away
from the lips of both niccs, which now seem doomed to drink of it once
more.

As though there were not already elements enough of combustion in

Europe, a dynastic crisis seems likely to be added to the number. By the

demise of the heir to the crown of Holland, the aged king is left with no
successor but a girl only three years old, and without a title to one portion of.

his dominions, since Luxemburg, by the terms of a European convention,

is subject to the Salic law. An alarming rumour is afloat that Germany
intends to claim a voice in the regency, whicK it is suspected would be the

harbinger of annexation. It is most unlikely, however, that Bismarck has
any sinister designs upon Dutch independence. Though reputed a devil-

fish of aggrandizement, he has, in truth, never given by his acts any colour
for the imputation. The unification of Germany .was the plain dictate of

nature and could give umbrage to nobody but France, on whose rapacious
ambition it forever placed a curb. It was necessary to expel the intrusive

domination of Austria, and this could be done snly by war ; but the victor

showed no desire of annexation, and he has steadfastly respected the integrity

of Austria ever since. Alsace and Lorraine were the fair prize of a war in
which France was the shameless aggressor, and in which the conquest of the
Rhine Provinces from Germany had unquestionably been her aim. Those pro-
vinces, moreover, were an ancient part of the German heritage, rent away
by French fraud or rapine at a period to which national memory fully ex-
tended, while their German population was, in language and other respects,

identical with that of the Fatherland. A German and a Dutchman, on
the other hand, though their languages belong to the same stock, do not
understand each other better than a Spaniard and a Portuguese, while such
political connection as there ever was between the two countries belongs
to a remote and forgotten past. Bismarck, we may be sure, wante no
more alien and disaffected elements in German councils : Posen and the
Particularists are enough. Only in the event of an annexation of Belgium
by France would he, or any German ruler, be at all likely to lay his hands
on Holland. French ambition it is which, still restless though terribly
rebuked, is the grand source of disturbance and of fears of disturbance in
Europe. The German character left to itself, is inclined to peaca Neither
Marathon nor the defeat of th.e Armada was a more decided victory for
the true cause of civilization than the overthrow of Napoleonism at Sedan.
Those, however, ^who tove to dilate on tlie stability and tranquillity of
monarchies as compared with republics may remark that republics do not
fall into the hands of infants, nor are they exposed to civil convulsions
arising out of a disputed succession. The English monarchy is selected,
perhaps with justice as the pattern ; but it will be found that of all the
reigns down to and including that of George IIL, with whom monarchial
government really ended, only five, those of Edward I., Edward IIL, Henry
v., James I., and Anne, are entirely free from civil war. In the reign
of Charies II. there was civil war in Scotland, in that of George IIL there
was civil war in the Colonies and in Ireland. Twice there was half a cen-
tury or more of disputed succession. A general comparison of the records
of European monarchies with those of the Swiss and Dutch Republics will
hardly lead to an induction in favour of the superior tranquillity of mon-
archy. Political philosophers in Canada have the civil war in the United
States always present to their minds ; but the cause in that case was not
the Republican form of government ; it was Slavery, than which nothing
can be less Republican : as the cause of the civil war of the Sonderbund in
Switzerland was Jesuit intrigue, which having been sent to its own place
jpeace w:a8 at once restored.

It is, of course, a Grit that caUs our Independent contemporaries
the hardest name* There is no reactionary like the exh«asted Reformer.
For the orthodox Grits the clock stopped at " Rep. by Pop." Here their
wicked adversary has the advantage. Sir John Maodonald would not
have spoken in contumelious terms of the followers or the organs of any

new movement. He is, no doubt, opposed to Independence ; and he might
igive'strohg reasons for his opposition : but he would see that Canadian
nationality, supposing it to be impracticable, was at all events a generous
dream, and sure to attract the sympathies of the young, if there was any
public spirit in the breasts of Canadian youth. He would, therefore, have
avoided making an enemy of the possible futtfre. Perhaps his leading
motive would have been policy. But it is due to him also to say that
whatever offences he may have committed he has never shown any disposi-
tion to stifle opinion. He does what the party game requires, but he keeps
his own mind open, and remains capable of understanding and respecting
the opinions of other men. Tyranny of opinion has been the special sin of
the Grits

:
it has also been a special source of their weakness, as, on review-

ing the history of this very question of nationality, they will pe»ceive. It
is idle to tax politicians with inconsistency : they care not, so long as, of
their two contradictory courses or arguments, each is likely to bring them
votes. But nothing can well be more inconsistent than the conduct of a
politician who one day countenances the Home Rule movement against the
integrity of the United Kingdom, and the next day vilifies journals which
advocate Colonial Independence. Can any one suppose that the Colonial
Empire would survive the integrity of the United Kingdom?

. A Bystandee.

HERE AND THEME.r

It seems as though the gods would destroy the English Tories, or at any
rate their titular and aoi-disant leaders. The petulant rejection of the
Franchise Bill by the Lords, in face of the fact that they are actually
powerless to check the reform measure, was an act more in accord with the
temper of a spoiled child than with the deliberate resolve of a chamber of
dignitaries. Even the fury of Lord Salisbury, or the hereditary density
of less prominent members of the Upper House, cannot blind them to the
fact that a measure promised at the last election, and passed nem. con. by
the Commons, is not one they can hope successfully to oppose. To ordin-
ary mortals it would appear the wiser; course to bow to the deliberately-
expressed national wish, hedging the bUI around with such safeguards as
caution might suggest necessary. By such policy their raison d'etre might
for a considerably longer period remain undisputed by the nation, but
by posing as unthinking obstructives, and so bringing themselves down to
the undignified level of Lord Churchill and the Pamellites, they are
endangering their very existence.

Apropos of the unanimous acceptance of the Franchise Bill by the
Commons, the Tories feel exceedingly " mean" about the affair. As was
telegraphed at the time, on the motion for the third reading being
put, the Opposition, in accordance with a pre-concerted plan, filed out or
the House, this step being intended as a protest against a measure they
were powerless to prevent becoming law. Too late they saw that this

'

course, instead of being solemn, was stupid and impertinent, not to say
cowardly. The fuller accounts now to hand show that the action of the
Tories enabled Mr. Gladstone to draw the Speaker's attention to the 'bunt
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that ft great measure of reform had passed its final stage without
opposition, a distinction attaching to very few measures on the British
statute-book. " I wish to observe, Mr. Speaker," he said, " that the third
reading has been carried ngmine contradicente, and I ask that this circum-
stance be entered in the report." Accordingly it was so entered, and the
record will stand for centuries. The attempt to give a parting kick to the
bill was the means of surrounding it with unaccustomed honour. Two
Tory members afterwards claimed that they were present at the passing of
the bill, and had signified their dissent. But neither the Speaker nor the
Premier either saw or heard tliese gentlemen, who were probably in the
House but not in their seats. No opposition was made to Mr. Gladstone's
proposal that the clerk should record the extraordinary incident. And
whether Mr. Pell and Mr. Read did or did not sing their Uttle duet, it is «
substantial fact that the bill passed nem. eon. The Tories deserted their
guns

;
even the obstructive Warton was non eat. They had laid a little

trap for the measure, and in accordance with the nfost ancient justice thev
fell into it.

'

Some members of the Cabinet and many members of the Liberal partj,
in view of the anticipated collision between the two Houses of Parliament*
have expressed a decided opinion in favour of occupying an autumn session
not only with a Franchise Bill but also ,with a Redistribution Bill, so that
the whole electoral question may be settled at once. The Liberal partisans
of this policy urge that if the country is aroused there will be enough wind
in the Liberal sails to speed the ship, whatever cargo she may carry, and
that the Lords, being deprived of their excuse for the rejection of Uia
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F.-anchi8e Bill, will also be prevented by their present professions from
forcing a dissolution upon the present franchise, and snatching a possible
Conservative victory. At all events, this policy will be considered by the
Cabine^. The Cabinet will not further consider the proposal not to bring
up franchise until redistribution is brought forward.

Although just now everything points to an autumn session of the
present English Pariiament, there is a belief in some well-informed quarters
that certain complications likely to arise out of the Conference will so
change the aspect of affairs that an early dissolution may after all take
place upon questions of foreign policy, and that the task of dealing with
the Reform question may thus be relegated to a new Government and a
new Parliament. It is said that France has manifested a disposition to
push her claims beyond the points conceded in the Anglo-French agree-
ment, and that Russia is disposed to make her approval of the agreement
conditional upon the Bpsphorus being neutralized and placed under the
control of the Powers in the same way as it is proposed to deal with the
Suez Canal.

this so enraged the beauty that she caught up her riding-whip and gave it
to him over his head and ears. This soon brought about an explanation,
and in course of time came the famous letter in which Napoleon expressed
his desire to have Mile. Eugenie for a.wife-a letter which the mother
lost no time in making public, and which is now religiously preserved in
the archives of the family at Madrid. According to " Sylvanecte," the
future Empress was much persecuted by Napoleon before he made her his
proposal of marriage, and it is related that on one occasion he was so
enraged because she would not grant him an interview-asked for while
they were out riding-that he put spurs to his horse and galloped away,
leaving her to find her way home through the forest as best she could.
The lady lost her way, an^ di^l not reach the palaca until nine o'clock in
the evening, when all the guests and the domestics were thoroughly
alarmed for her safety. ^>-<;
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Our ultra woman's contemporary again gallantly suggests, to secure
integrity in the management of our banks, the male employes should be
turned out and their places filled by women. Once more it must be asked.
What is to become of the wives and children of the male employes t Might
it not be a good thing if the male employes on our contemporary's staff-

were turned out and women put in their places 1

The panic in France caused by the ravages of cholera w'ould be ahnost
amusing were it not so serious. Not only from the infected districts, but
even from Paris, the excitable people, in their exceeding care for them-
selves, have scattered far and wide to avoid^en the possibility of contagion.
But whilst there is no occasion for such a " scare " on this side the Atlantic,
and no justification of alarmist views in the press, common sense requires
that ordinary precautions should be taken to prevent the importation of
the cholera scourge into our midst. (Toronto, of all places, with her
insanitary bay, should look to it that the disease is not imported with her
immigrants.) •• Whether the outbreak of cholera on the Mediterranean
coast of France is a development of Asiatic cholera or not, the fact is
serious enough to suggest that all sanitary precautions known to science
shall be actualized in this country at once to prevent the possible introduc-
tion of the dreadful disease." So says a writer in the Chicago Current.
Stringent quarantine should be the order of the day. The medical world
is satisfied that cholera can be excluded—could be confined to its breeding-
place along the Upper Ganges, and about Bengal and Madras—if precautions
are taken to prevent it taking its passage in steamers and entering Medi-
terrean ports and Europe. Our contemporary continues : " The nations
should combine to extinguish the cholera seeds in India. Koch has discov-
ered the fatal bacUli of the plague in tank water in that country. India
menaces the world as the breeding-place of choleni. There should be inter-
national co-operation in hygienic measures in that country, if the British
Government cannot meet the difficulty alone."

The Empress Eugenie's volume of Reminiscences, which she has been
encouraged to write by Queen Victoria, is to be forthcoming immediately.
Written in excellent and graceful French, it is being translated into
Enghsh, and will probably be published simultaneously in London and
Pans. Though it will be almost impossible for so keen a politician as the
Empress of .he French to avoid those references which touch upon politics,
the object of the book will be rather to tell a personal story frankly, than
either to justify the Empire or to raise again past controversy ; and in no
sense will the desire of the august writer be to complicate present unde-
cided issues. There will be more about her dear, dead son than of any
subject, and the memorial will come down to the day of his funeral at
Chislehurst The Empress is living more retired than ever now, and has
no more mterest in politics than is involved in her old quarrel with Prince
Jerome, and her desire that Prince Victor should be recognized as heir to
the Bonapartists.

" When the American press teems with denunciations of Gen. Grant as
a swindler," says the Dublin IrUhman, " it U time to purify our records by
the obliteration of hia signature fromthe honorary burgess rolL" Not to
put " too fine a point upon it." this is " rough " on the ex-President, and
the Chicago Current protests that the Irish journal draws conclusions too
hastily and is guUty of a misconstruction of American opinion. General
Grant, it is mainUined, is not denounced as a " swindler," but the foUy
and ignorance of business which led him to the slaughter-yard of WaU-
street is simply deplored. "Let the old man still have the freedom of
Dublin."

An English "society " journal has an on dit to the effect that another
case, similar in many respects to the Garmoyle came celebre, is to be
brought before the law courts. The peer against whom the action wiU
shortly be brought by an accomplished member of the theatrical profession
is said to be anxious to hush the matter up in case it should interfere with
his engagement to a youn^ lady well known in society. But the actress.

It
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The London correspondent of the Liverpool Meroury relates a curious
scene, of which he was an eye-witness, in a well-known London salon.
During the evening, and just previous to some music being played, an Egyp-
tian visitor, Takia Bey, stepped forward, apologized to the hostess, and
addressed the distinguished company in French. No follower of Arabi
was he. He believed in his heart that Englishmen loved justice. In the
name of justice he appealed to that distinguished assembly. What had
we done in Egypt ? What was the result of our intervention ? A city in
ruins. The finances in disorder. His country on the verge of bankruptcy.
The Soudan lost to civilisation and given over to slavery. Prosperity stayed.
Capital driven out from the country. Disorder everywhere. Authority
nowhere. Such evils had been inflicted as Egypt never knew before.
Certainly it is curious when an Egyptian, who looked to us to redeem his
people, turns upon us, and begs us by the love of justice in us, which he
still recognizes, no longer to plagiie the country wt.ch he so greatly
loves.

The author of " Souvenirs of Compi^gne" tells a curious anecdote about
the late Emperor Napoleon and the Empress Eug^niei The chronicler
relates that Napoleon's fascination for Mile, de Montijo dated from the
time when that sprightly beauty gave him a horse-whipping. The Emperor
had invited Mlle.-de Montijo and her mother to Compiigne and showed
th«m much attention at hunting parties. One evening when the hunt
same home late, Napoleon appeared in Mlla da Montijo's chamber, end

It appears, is, like Miss Fortescue, wishful td^^ing the affair into court,
and it is unlikely that a satisfactory settlement will be arranged outside.
The peerage is certainly distinguishing itself just now. W^ -

'

Men and mackerel, we may take it, made their appearance in this
worid pretty much about the same time, and ever since men have been
eating mackerel and esteeming him something of a dainty, although fastid-
ious palates do not care for this elegant swell of the ocean. And now
suddenly we are warned to desist from the consumption of this piscatorial
Joseph in his coat of many colours, on pain of possible death. One of those
benefactors to their species who are always finding bad in everything has
discovered that mackerel contain parasites—worms three-quarters of an
inch long—which are not killed by cooking, but may kill us if we eat them.
It 18 a pity that people should be so fooKsh as to fall victims to every idle
scare. It would be just as reasonable for us all to stop travelling by rail-
way because collisions now and then occur, as to give up the use of valu-
able suppUes of food because of the remote possibility of an accident. If
we carried out the principle logically we should eat nothing at aU for
there is not a single article of food which can be pronounced absolutely
free from germs which, under certain circumstances, might not become
dangerous to health.

Clearly Mrs Langtry does not believe that Mr. Henry George will
convert America. She has made, it is said, nearly 1100,000 by her last
tour in the States, and she has invested nearly the whole of it in real
estate m the State of New York. She has reason, 100,000 reasom., for
loving America. Like Mr. Lrving,^ intends henceforth to be her own
manager.
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Thk English season, which is yet but half advanced, is already prolificn fresh records m athletic contests. At the recent amateur champion-
h.p sports at B.nni„ghan>. W. G.. George, who is this year in better fo.mthan ever, swept the board of the half „.ile, one, four, and ten utiles events.For the one ™.le, ,n wh.ch Snook ran him a splendid race, the champion

covered the distance in the wonderful time of 4.18^, beating the previousamateur record-made by himself_by more than a second. W. H Meekhe Amencan representative, won the seven miles walking r*ce in grand
style in the good time .of 54.27.

*
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At last there are signs that the great advantages of cricket as anational sport are about to receive recognition. The average American

tngl sh game, has hitherto stoutly maintained the superiority of base ball

indicatT- J**"*^''^^'^
''' *- - P-PO- that lovers of cricket have

let th "f ? '"'"T
''"'' ^"""^ '^ "' '"'''« '^^-fi' *° -"-!« -d char-

Ltlfn " irr""" '" ^°8'''"^ "^^^ «'^°«g county elevens

Selhfa %T ^"'"r
"'^'"* ''' '""^ «'''"«• -'^ -'l-^d the Phila-delphia i? co.d to confess that « public opinion and pecuniary interests haveheld base ball in exaggerated esteem." Our contemporary goes on •

which amateurs maj faWy «,i^ with nrfw i
'? '''* »'"y;°>b, and it is a game in

"f England are able to deW^ ' ^niv !• """l P''^*" ^^^ •««' amateur elevens
against them. fiTse baU a^^'^^.St °n ?v h

1^'^'°'"^* '*"" ""^ ^ »>'<>''«'''

recreation for the amateur athlete it iffl.^z
^/''^*" " interesting, but al a

cricket.
»iu»»eur athlete it offers few mdnoements when compared with

som^IfT fT T' *° "" * '''^"""'^ ^P**" "^^ " g^-' •'""-tion atsome of the feshionable resorts in the States. The fish are usually found

sport is that the creatures are then asleep. In this sUte they areharpooned by a man sUnding at the end of a bowsprit supported by aframe, styled a "pulpit." ^hen struck, the fish at once .oes to th!botp the line is then buoyed with kegs, and when the IdfeX^ometo the surface again. These fish range in weight from 100 to 500 Zndsand measure from three to seven feet long, without their swords^whichare from two to five feet in length.

whil 'f"^^."'/'"f
°* ™°'»'»<=« '"'rrounds the re-union of eight menwhxch has just Uken place at Niagara in compliance wi»h a compa";made twenty years ago. During the war. a dozen invalid soEound themselves the inmates of a miliUry hospital, and there tnd

hems r'l
"'° " —'^'''Q-otic compact, b/ which they pTed'dthem elves to meet again in twenty years to compare noti,'^^n themeantime to devote their whole energies and cultivate their uJ^I f'^dist^ction m their various vocations, so that the meeting shouW be oneworthy of remembrance and entitled to a place in history" Fur her thatheir Lves should be characterized by a devotion to the land of their

i^'ii^'^'z-^'V'^'f
«'*'^«—-^'^^ the mott^ofl;;:

our counTrv^f^
Onr^untry. our ^oFe country, and nothing butour country

^
Of those twelve associates death has claimed but one sincethe contract of twenty years ago. and the remaining three who faM Lkeep their tryst sent reasonable excuses for absence Itissaid that hn ^none have attained either high civic or political or soJi^ hono rs stcT'a^

ainary walks o life, and to have enjoyed that calm contentment which

Pty
'""""'''"* "' "—f steady, if uneventful.pt

Nobody has been found to become tenant of Mr Garlvl-'. u
Oheyne Eow^ Kosseui's famous home, with itstfcorr^t^^aiidTi:"rooms, has been taken by Mr Haweis R„f th„f .

g'oomy

rJiit?^^ bT/ r-i "" -^^^^^^z::^:z:^:«tiU uniniabited. and on the 14th it was to have been sold. Why shouldnot his d^ciples buy it, present it to London, fill it with Carlyle memoirand so help to keep his name alive 1 They believe in him, Ld resit MrMatthew Arnold's saying of him that he will live only in hi^lettir

Churchmen will recall his name with pride, for, Liberationist as he was.when It was proposed to decorate St. Paul's Cathedral he gave a sermon
m^recommendation of the work, and handed the collection do the'Dean.

nt),'^'^-''"

little watering place of Soden, near Wiesbaden, died ' theother day a Kussian soldier whom all Englishmen held in ^teem andhonour. General Todleben. His name brings back memories of one Tarwhich is now pure matter of history, and another still fresh in recollection,and largely influential on living politico The first was that known as theCnmean campaign. Here it was that the accomplished engineer wrote
his name permanently on the roll of renown. For he it was whom AdmiralNachimof entrusted with the task of improvising defences about the
partially open town and harbour. How sagaciously, and with whal
far-reaching foresight, he did hi. work, in the very front and Tnder the

1"::^:::
"^' ^t ^"' '--'• ^^^ '^-'^ -°^-'^ ^^^ ^y ^^-S at:with just eulogiums by contemporary soldiers and annalists. Twenty-three

eCn; f""''' :^f:
^""" "" ""^"'"^ ^" '^^^ ''^»--- --4 th"equally Improvised defences of Plevna, and the self-devotion of Ottoman

SZt ''uV"^""'"'°'
"'''='' '"*''y'=°'"P«"«'l the stubbornOsman to yield his camp, yet reap a harvest of glory. The late Generalwas a pure German from the Russian Duchy of Courland.

Mk. Paul MoRPHy. the most phenomenal chess player the world has

he" hid'b l^'rf ''' ''^ "'' °' '"^y-'-^'^- ^^'^^ '-t eigh yi^he had been hopelessly insane. At an early age he developed a wonderfulgenius for the game. When but twelve years old he was contending suecessfully against the finest players of his native city-New OrleanT Onepeculiarity of the novel play he was wont to adopt was his touTSJre^^d
r h.s pawns, which he would at once recklessly exchange or lose, ZZ'r '

o give full scope for the movement of his attacking pieces. At tLe a.e o5twenty he was at the zenith of hU fame. His exlLrdinary intellXLpowers created the greatest enthusiasm. Every opponent wTo wip"^
Eun>pe, Mr^ Morphy still pursued his victorious career. The bett pUye«of France. England and Germany all went down before him. thoughT
dislike to the game. He lived a moody and peculiarly mournful Ufeconsistently repelling all attempts at friendship, and would Tcerve noattention except at the hands of his mother.

Th
.!''"

'^rT^.
^"°"^ '^"'"^ ^"^ " ^'8 *™« "f »' ^ New York h«t week.They went as the guest* of Mr. Erasmus Wiman, who did everythilTih. power to make their visit enjoyable. On Wednesday theyX^^International Match against the returned American players, who hateTee^

hrgirtir'^Th"
'^'''' '"^ ^''''''"'' "'-' '-^ <^e^-ed thimX

-

^nree g^ls to one^ The game was certainly an interesting one, and was
—

witnessed by a large crowd of the elUe of New York. It wL entirely^from the rough element which of late seems to have chai^cterized Wo^but the visiting team at all points proved themselves superior toThe^opponents. A second match took place on the following day, b^ with no

stt ^ThT H ?r^ -P-entative, who only secur^' one ^meIseven. The record of the Americans in England is a most brill,-!^/as o.. o, eleven matches they won nine, one Jas a d^w^: h M ddl^"?and only one was lost, and that against the United Kingdom.
^""*''^^^'

AT Mr. Baldwin Brown's funeral, which took place on July l.t one

whichfrr rj'""
** *'' •"*• ^' -'^ -"^-8 • -t« to W- wffHnwh ch he told of his anticipated ten days' visit to Switzerland, and otZ

^r^o^r ' Tr''
'''''' **» "^ congregation. From the words o

he retired for a moment, and he never returned to finish the epiau"So p.««d away the greatest of the broad thinker, among dLI^^'

theIrteT "*""/"• •""'''''*'^
'^P"'**'' '» ^-'l-'treets duringthe past week against n^eteen in the preceding week, and twentvTi^

U^Ldltrr V": •=""««P-'^-« ---^^ ot 1883.'l882 i:nd 1881 ?n" he'Uni ed States, Bradstreets report 196 failures in the past week, as agaiTst146 m the preceding week, and 140, 124 and 90 in tK
'
"

'«*f
^t

weeks of 1883, 1882 and 1881, respec ivlt Abolt Lhtv tr^'
"^

were those of small traders whose LpitalL tl IXfot^^
'" "^°'

tend^^'CI^'Ta t:S.
"^^'^' '"^"^-^ ^ -^'- -<^ -"^^

in hl7to^^cll's;^or^r^, -;- f^Ti^^i ^r «• ''-''^-'
for controversy. After a discuM^n iniS • ,

"^ '"""""" * "»•'*«•

whether it waT the tiger orSHi^Vth^tl^^e^l^LTiTZ " ^^"Tyoung man ooened a w«ll lrnA„„ i
"'»'' 'ssuea irom the door which the

solved to subK'e qu^ ot to Rot? '« »"'^°'«V''<'^ P"'""'* re-

her this reply
: '•T^:^:i:^^:^V::;Pt''i^!'S'l '""^'^

k
I

7

i 1
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FRENCH DOMINATION OR BRITISH LIBERTY?

In these days of Independence discussion, might it not be well to turn

one's thoughts in the direction of the Constitution as it is, and endeavour

to see if the Dominion can be maintained in its integrity ? Looking back

to the days before Confederation, it will be found that the question of the

day was representation by population. The French Canadian .party,

aided by their allies in the then Province of Upper Canada, stoutly opposed

increased representation, fearing lest thereby Upper Canada would gain a

preponderance in the councils of the country. It came about, however,
that with much reluctance the French Canadian party conceded the prin-

ciple by joining in the Confederacion resolutions, crystallized into an
Imperial Act. The Right Honourable Sir John Macdonald had opposed

representation by population ; the late Honourable George Brown had advo-

vocated the principle with great force and ability. In the course of events,

the Conservative Chieftain, who had opposed the doctrine, himself acknow-
ledged its justice, and joined hands with the Honourable George Brown to

carry it to an issue.' - ^- ' '

-I- Thus we find two stateatoefl laui-had much to do with public affairs

coalescing in establishing a constitution directly in opposition to the con-

stitution of 1841. No doubt, up to Confederation, the constituencies of

Quebec had been made to believe by the party leaders in that Province,

that any increase of representation in Ontario would be destructive ot their

cherished institutions, just as now they are made to believe that the grant-

ing the privilege to a Patriotic Loyal Society (the Orange Society) to have
land in Quebec on which to erect their place of meeting would cause the

overthrow of all the French hold most dear—" Les Lois, la Religion, et les

Droits," which they claim to be entitled to by virtue of the treaty which

ceded Quebec to Great Britain. ) The French people are taught by their

leaders, lay and spiritual, to believe that the Orange Society is a Secret

Society, and that it exists for some devilish purpose known only to them-

selves. The truth is, however, that the Orange Society is no more a

Secret Society than many institutions built up in the Province of Quebec
with the full assent of the people. The oath that Orangemen take has

been over and over again published to the world, and surely such publi-

cation should acquit them of being a Secret Society, though they may have
secret signs and pass-words to make themselves known to each other.

This society is not an aggressive society, and the sooner the French Canadian
is disabused of the idea the better. It is want of education in the masses

of the Province q| Quebec, and misrepresentation as to the aims and objects

of the brotherho(Ja, that has created a prejudice in the minds of our fellow

subjects in Quebec, The Orange Society, which has existed for nearly two
centuries, was formed to perpetuate the liberties gained by Englishmen by
the revolution of 1688. It should never be forgotten that these British

liberties were obtained at the cost of much blood and treasure, and that

too. without the assistance of France, which country at the time was no
friend of William III.

It is not 16 be supposed that the majority of the people of this Domin-
ion are going forever to submit to the dictation of a French party as to what
institutions shall exist in the Province of Quebec. No one desires to dis-

turb a single right the French possess, but it will not be tolerated that

the same measure of British liberty that exists in the other provinces

shall be denied to citizens not of French extraction in the Province of

Quebec. If such rights are denied them, the question is. of what use is con-

federation ? These rights would not be denied under any other than a
French Government

! Is it then any wonder that people clamour tor

Independence or any other form of Government that will guarantee the

liberty denied them by a narrow minded majority in one of the provinces 1

This question is not a religious question ; it is a national question, and a
question of nationality. The question comes to this : Shall a French
nationality or an English nationality govern this Dominion 1 The question

must be met, suid the soon«r the better. That the question is not a re-

ligious one is proved by the fact that in Ontario the greatest harmony
exists between Orangemen and Catholics : they each enjoy complete tolera-

tion and civil rights without any interference the one with the other. And
how was it in England a century after the revolution of 16881 Hear what
the Annual Reyiater, which contains an account of the centenary of the

revolution of 1688. held at Whittington and Chesterfield, in Derbyshire,

England, on the 4th and 5th of November. 1 788. has to say on this subject :

" The meeting was attended by 2,000 people of the clubs. The mem-
bers of the club were estimated at 2,000 persons, each having a white

wand in his hand, with blue and orange tips and favours. There were 600
persons in the procession. The flags carried in the procession were blue,

trimmed with ocange. Th^re were different mottoes, one of which waa
'Liberty secured : the glorious revolution from tyranny 1638.' It was not

the least pleasing circumstance attending this meeting that all party dis-

tinctions were forgotten. Persons of all ranks and denominations wore
orange and blue in memory of the glorious deliverer ; and the most respect-

able Catholic families, satisfied with the mild toleration of Government in

the exercise of their religion, vied in their endeavours to show how just a
sense they had of the value of civil liberty."

In conclusion, let us say that in this U. E. Centennial year, celebrated

in the Queen City of Toronto, there are doubtless many reflections called up as
to the doctrines of civil and religious liberty, and in the words of the Register,

might it not be well " that persons of all ranks and denominations, forgetting

all party distinction," should, in emulation of the people celebrating the cen-

tennial in 1788 in Derbyshire, " vie in their endeavours to show how just

a sense they have of civil liberty 1

"

In estimating this value, let it be pondered over how much of civil

liberty there is in a Confederation which denies to a Loyal Society tolera-

tion in the\ildest Province in the Dominion. D. B. Rbab.

THE CHURCHES.

Most of the ecclesiastical gatherings are over for the season. Clergyman
and the well to-do members of their congregations alike seek health and
vigour which change of scene and the ozone of the sea-shore can impart, not
to mention the gayer places of fashionable resort to which many at this
season betake themselves.

In several American cities, notably New York and Brooklyn it has for
years been customary in the churches to give their pa-ntors a vacation
during the dog-days and to take one for themselves. To make this easy
all round the doors were closed and unbroken silence reigned within, till

the autumn days came when public wor-ship was resumed. The secular
press, not unjustly, pointed out grave objections to such a course. These
have not been unheeded, and it has been announced that several churches
this year refuse to discontinue their Sunday services.

The Prussian authorities are about inaugurating measures to exclude
Mormon missionaries from the empire.

Rev. K. L. Jones, rector of Arnprior has been appointed to the chair
of English language and literature in the Royal MiliUry College, Kingston,
by the Dominion Government.

The corner-stone of a new Church for the congregation of St. John
the Baptist at St. John, N. B. was laid last week, by Bishop Sweeney, jw1»o
performed the ceremony and delivered an eloquent address.

With the July number the Andover Review begins its second volume. It
contains a statement by no means surprising, that its circulation has
exceeded the anticipated estimates of its projectors. The present number
is an excellent one. <

In the exploration of the old Temple area in Jerusalem one of the
stones placed round about the low parapet dividing the Court of the
Israelites from the Court of the Gentiles has been dug up, with the
inscription in Greek still legible, forbidding a Gentile under pain of death
to pass the parapet.

In connection with the recent U. E. Loyalist demonstration at

Hon. John Beverley Robinson. Lieut-Governor of Ontario. Addresses were
delivered by the Lieut-Governor, Ven. Archdeacon Bedford Jones, Dean
Lyster, Rev. R. J. Forneri and others.

"

It is stated a number of Scotch members of Parliament are in favour of a
proposal to make provision in the Scotch Universities Bill for abolishin"' the
theological tests applied to candidates for professorships of ecclesiastical

history and Oriental languages, and for enabling the universities to open
their examinations to. and confer degrees upon, women.

On St. John's day Bishops Anson and Harrington were consecrated in
the parish Church of Lambeth by the Archbishop of Canterbury. The
former is appointed to the bishopric of Assiniboia and the latter to the
supcrintendance of the Church Missionary Society's missions in east equa-
torial A.frica . The sermon waa preached by the Bishop of Saskatch-
ewan:

At the recent meeting of the Synod of Huron a keen debate arose on
a proposal to introduce a canon for the discipline of the laity. Many
pointed things were said for and against the proposal. On a vote it was
declared lost. Fifty clergymen voted yea, and fifteen nay ; while twelve
lay men voted in favour of introducing the canon and twenty-ei^ht
against it.

The annual examination of the school in connection with the Portuguese
Synagogue, Montreal, took place last week. The pupils were examined in
Hebrew and post-Biblical history. Rev. Meldola DeSola gave an address
in eloquent terms urging the paramount importance of teachin" the
Hebrew language to their children which was the^ great bond that united
the Jewish people all over the world.

M. Paul Bert, ex- Minister of Public Worship in the French Cabinet has
a paper in the Fortnigluly Review in which he arraigns the political alti-

tude of the Roman Catholic Church towards the State. He maintains
that if it did not stimulate it favoured successive attempts to overthrow
the republic. He seeks the repeal of the Concordat of 1S02. in order to

secure the complete separation of Church and State..
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The Prior of St. Clements, Rome, the verv Rnv T»r n'r".ii u u

There were 6 37^ Tdul^ "^f'.H^^^T""' ''"'' '^'^'''P"''^ -«- 19.362

at I2 e^leig'"""*''^'
contribution, from 5.077 oh^rcWa is JuHown

R«i;L"*''f'"^ "T '=''"''='' ^"^ opened lately at Samia by Bishoo

evcnr'wIn:Cnt' ^'•^lo-^-d -PPropria^ Bermormor^ing an§

The Z'roK „\
Boomer preached an excellent sermon in the afternoon

«W ""^
« '^'''?'^'^^'^'^''''*"e°"^e"«tene«- The edifice crucif^mto

S20 000" Tn '"? °' """''"^ architecture. Its erectioSd compleTio^
rani 1 T

P ?*• '"^"'*'« '^'"^ continued the following Sundav when
craarora, were the preachers. In connection with these services a recention was given to Bishop and Mrs. BaUwin in the Town Hal?

^

Tn fhtf" v'"''!^^''?"?"
""" gracefully yielded to the inevitable interviewerTo that ubiqu.tous individual he is reported among other thinJs to haveslfd

X Jn^VV ^^''"^ ""'^ ^"°" '^^ Americans, but aW am t^ oM'

^me and I^amCir '°
™'.'r°"-

^''^'y ""^^ ^ have journ^ed to

in AlrLl I f^
^"".^eary of that journey. The position of the Church

Lirn"o;\rchLr etr iL't^jiT-^'^ ? ^'^^ p^--*

oe reswrecl to that positron no man knoweth, but this we do know No

Hbbo=rJ.toJi<?:^r jt.» s'stiiZoV s?^r

meeSn^ °oV^tL'"p' ''tf
"* ""^eworthy ecclesiastical assemblies has been the

zeM of Sftst
*^**'' ''"'* *•«•?'»»% entertained by theriti-

ASTKBISK.

[July ITth, 1884.

A REMARKABLE BOOK—II*

tion be taken to oar occupying this space wTS-T^.'^^u ^^""^ °^^-
PhUosophy ought not neces^rilv^ ZTl ?f ? "" '" "'""'' """ Beligious

newspap^r^^LorprcS^tttSons'Se^r.n^t:^;"""™^^ ""' '•"

too often f.U to make the pubUo fanuliar^rh iLT-Tn i f 7 "^ """ "" P"^P'"-'
thought, and with ,re,h liJ.T^iZl^.Ti!i:^ ,"°'''"'^y°'^''''^'''^

escaped enswathment in the cerementl„rt>, /T. °'*'' ^P**^'' **"' ^^«

.or"n.ore,ight..ontheXprr.:;iCld2\rn»tta^^^^^^^^^^

least, of worLthatj"keV^?b':iirnLd" ~°"'"""'" """' '"''"^- «»

tie. of religion." and. it may ^e. gf™t. Ztatrw^TrH fT "~'" """ ~'"»"-

are its urgent need, and wii afforf it its 1^2** m
""' "^'^ ""^ '"'P* "'^^

not in.de.. has hee; the U^^tte'^irnr^^ren^yrtd .o^ttrcl"t"^
"

been presented and hence greedily devoured thatTh. .1!!^' ^ u
»"""''^«ly J"3 "

can render, not only in calTng xZT^i^\^^^iuTi:^ ."
'"""*"° '"*"

which it securely rests anH m.t,-!,^, .
' ''°' "* •l"«»mg that upon

that ought to ^^TcLT^xi^zz::^rz'i.::::':irr'f^^
.B It that we have not only called attention to Prof""il'^^Jj^^'h^^wTalso sought space in these oolnmni to .at f„rtK

' ™^™°°'> • "markable book, but

in detaU of this new and po^eliTtL^r ^ """ "" ''^'' •"" "'°°«^'

«re.?;e;^hltif.^:So?Trrr.s•^^^^
the contrary ; and with 3^tv coM...T !, ^. ^'' ^""»™»''<» " • witness to

ledge. the?f\of Sconce rSi^riTJ*^"'"'"^''"'^^^^
deride the latter as a .cienc. ItTtt^'^JL

'

.^^
^ ^^^ »-«» «-«n to

confidence in our author's ability and il^!ntK /
'^^^-

u'*^
""" *"'' '"•»•»

convincing power even when he is m„.!T^ ^ '''" '"^''* •"^ "«"»»•»» "d

it had been unintelJiKible " B„t TV,I,i.!r
"'**''f

°' I"" •>««" Pven .ooner.

Of r«^nl ,.".,, Theology, meanwhile, has not been standing sUa

for the higher life " Wha hrh. fT 'O^d^mg. are to yield nothingo uiguer iiie. wnat he has made them to yield in th« \u^\, ;,•»„ .

r»r:,r!r:irr.ro,r•'----- --^^
Resummg our analysis of the book, which mast now necesHwnl, h. », •

.

nj..s spi.taai natuT Ht.tr.::rrsrr;c::J:jr^°'

less form, when theJnZ^fI^aL" ;u^^"Sed^T ""^ '°^-
Prinoiple demonstrated by facts and the analogy of all"l^ Se^th ' "°"''"''

:;:l \rrraciTifZa;.~
keeps anything ^hve. In l"sp^Ll^L^ .' ZS ^ deTh^""*

these organs by reducing thS !: riSnt^^^'slt;^" t r'n""^""^«d Withdrawal of the capacity to appreciate Zl^n^^^^^^l^^^,^ .7|-

^.wayintod^thby-'it^jr^ratr '^::^^T:^,^ZT' """*
There n, an affectation that reUgious truths lie beyond the sphere of t. „' " "

hension which serves men in ordinary thing,. Thi, b^h atW \ ^ "'"*•

tion. It he. a. near the natural as Te spiriluaL"
"'"'' '^ " "^P"

P.ra^le"'c?.::rr TZ^Jf Z'SLX^^r"' /"^' f '*'' ^^ ""
laysermon on living a composed Chri^t;^ L ?• a UfT whTch Tr^-'-'^-B
u.. without oar anxiety, as He unfolds tTe flower

' L!^f,'* ''" •"''°'* "»
than,by works is the lesson; and he adjures his readers if thef^or,

' 1^ """"
of the Sermon on the Mount, to note Ihe two chaS^^STrg^'^L.'^r
eousness and mysteriousness—principles that h«v. ih.- ,

K"***"—.pontan-
Of the soul, and that mysterioLy l^l'la Jh,^^^ ^^^^^^ T"*"""""
in the perfection of its growth it is fit, to enter the Ki^'gd^ rHXe: VhI

°"'^

;:rrrr ni ''::r:^zrtH^.'-^-^^^^^
like that manifest^^in tL l^rH rtC*: "maL^t^eS-sect^tr^^
rorhrwirrreLti^'^r!;: ai'-' :t;"*

-^*''^^"" "«—
rr «r"'r '°'

- '--^^ '^^^^^^^^^^^ 'rr^si
"'•

tAa« / om Ood. " If God " he ramarka •• ;. .jj- a
"^u. -oe tnu, and know

the new n.ure within us,it U^-^^^oL-^SiiTr;1rr^\r^^Wer.^ We must seek to let the Creative Hand alon^!^ .fj^ISZZZ
iuur;:J2rfuS::rcZX^r:;:ias:^s--
s=L.^^yro^\itr"Lrr.i:iy'"»-'^^^^
rr^^h hi^

'^°"'^^"'' I-*-.- .?w:;rmrbeLTi.rd t:;; ^^l^t"
^ftr;:ni^:!";rari:rjrrr:uSL:^
to «.ble the Uf. to continue to corresponnftt J. e^^*^^^^^ .^-
th.» term, to the spiritual condition of m^H^^TIJ^I'^^'T'^ '^

liable him to r«tUze the exceeding aptnes. andle^^l^^'
.»nie the r.«|„, ^

illu.to.t, the parallel phenomenon^ofS m th^ .^tl "^o^S^tL:"^'*
'^

world, according to the writer is >itn»l. ...u .
*P>nnu worM. Thu.apirihi^

th. natural worid ;" .nTl^ b^ L o^^"^" T'!!''
•^' «-«^ <-

with hi. surrounilngs, Pro,. PrumLnl^ TZJ^::'ZZ''^'^eompauing the whole wivironment ? • Unci th«„ ^iT I""*'"" = "Ar. w.
..8«ent with which w. do not corrMpond,

~
•.^'.^.r"'..^ .^f"

"^^ «
«»^ communion with God - (a term by which oar an^o, U^T^JlaT::

" """
the p«onal relation corresponding to »«.', oaUtm^^L^ T^ WP^M..
Uu-e Who .r. not. are .,.ad.rS:S i_.<;„7.trLrii^lr^l--
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goes on to show that " the spiritual deadness of humanity is no mere dogma of a nasttheology... b„t flnds„ illustration in the nescience of the Agnostic phuropt;-^

out of correspondence, and has Uttle saving knowledaa of IT« ™ •"'«™ "»" "

m the mmd of the scientist than is the anthropomorphic God in the mind of the

ITZ T^ '•

'I'
'^^ ^"^ "' '*"*"•"' " -' «"• ^"^ '•"> rebuke hardforgvS

In^hJf 7 ^T " "'* """'^ '° «'"''" ^'"""'' ''>°°' God hath sent

ar^ul ^^.'? ^^""""^ "'""•" °" •"'^°' 'PP™"''^' *« culminating polt in his

reUtTonXh ; u^ '

'° ' '"*'''" ""^ "'•*" ''«°"' «""' Science can grasp is the

D^moi" T"
"* "*" °°'' "'*' "•* "»'«' '" ""« book itself, and toTofelrDrummond's most mteresting discussion on the Pature Life and J!T..

"oiessor

S'rtri^
""'" ^ '""""""^ "^^ ^-workrthe'd:;t:^ oiionry t

^il'iTZ7oZ"°'^T "" '""""^ ""-"""'y *" organization, of h7e L"

«y. "I doubt if doubt be doubting." Tot^^' T^J^TI' T ""' '^'

Or. M. A.

KE-ADJD3TI.no THB C^VSTITUBNCIKS.
To the Editor of Tlie Week

party of an oonortnnT,? 1 ^^
''"°™ ""^ temptation, to deprive a corrupt

a Z^ful ZkT ^1°' '" """'°''"' '"i"'"""' ""'' '" '«««'« '"onest men from

fro^ po"S bia 1 mTtT', 7'-,-
"^'r'

"'° '°""^ ""="" " re-adjustment free

the euormoaVpracticaSit I S::oiTrt. '^
'""^^^^

.j;j::;^:;is:^xx:rs.^7Sitt^:S'^s--^^^^

'air opening
:
but in^hrtys 7" w"m i^rC^.T' T' "'' *'"°'' "''""'' '

why any British ladv ahonM .,L . Z * '
buraing .jnestion arises.

Her book I am so^' t T *' '*'"' P""'««« "^ H'^^""'" O'^oio"" Majesty

Albert a;d in the abseln; i^ T:,' r^'''^
""" '" ""^"^ '"" P™P-«^ »» P--

has gi^n me the f!rm T ,

"^ ^'1 °" "''" ""*''* o""- ^ ?"«"'=»' '"«"<» <" mine

audtrsra'iZnt^s^ri iti^s
any fair subject who wishes to follow her gaeeli" ^a^ """ "" ^"""^ "'

Your obedient servant,

rOBM OF THB PHOPOSAL.
^^'' ^'"'•

Dbab (Bashful) it's Leap Y'ar you know, .And a gu'l has a right to propose
To the maa that she Ukes as a beau
And could love as a mate : so here goes.

WUI you love ma 'till death as do part

»

Will you take me for better or worse »
WUI you give me your hand and your heart TMot to speak of your house and your purse.

I should make you an excellent wife
I have very few tailings or faults,'

In oharadea I can act to the life.
And am great at a galop or waltz.

I have solid accomplishments too
;

(I could tell them better in prose)
But I'm good at a pudding or stew
And could care for the chUdren and clothe. ="—

I shall be at that party to-night

;

If you tip me a nod or a wink,'
Or wliisper me softly " all right."

I shall know what to do, and to think.

P°°'t be sjueamish. or sill»or_oov_
Don't be blashing. or that sort of thing

But say " Yes," like a jolly good boy,
,

And go for the license and ring,

Then I'm yours, my dear B., till I die
I mast not trust my name to my pen.

Bat It. hrst letter sounds like a sigh 1And Its finishing letter's an N.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THB PROVINCIAL AHD OTHBB UNIVBRSITIES.
To tilt Editor of The Week :

Sib,—My attention ha. been called to the fact thai iho t^n •

sr;^rs:pr.v=jy::;euir.^^^^^^^

I need hardly point out that the "university curriculum" here referred to i. th

hTc:;rtiirrrT""j'"''''^'""" *" '""""^"-- '"-'-- bir..the context show., to finale undergraduates of that institution. Nothing wa. t^iZfrom my mmd than «.y imputation that other colleges are not doing w^rkTiT^ Ia .!.« a. Uni^rslty OoUege does. It i. the mi.fortune of ToroZ Cmver itvSwhen lU female undargraduatas go to these other imititutions for «i.11Io.^^k
''

«.p«.ty. Both Queen', and Victoria have wisely opened their doors to womln^d
^.r;»l.^r' ^r"^ '^^•™''' '^°"°'° nndergradoate. hav^

"^:'
"t^Hm eompelW to go. A. a member of the Senate which i. charged with thl oC

to refiect on the^licyt »^^7^i:Z::^Z!ZV..ZZ:7:: "'

Toronto. July 14th.
^'^ *^'

Wm. Hodstoh.

To tHe Editor of Th. Week :

^'"^°''' '-""'^«-

•'Baf'^r-f^LxrrrrjftToC -sV"'
"^^

"v^"-"
^^"•- """"«' ^'"<>»'-

quotation I have ye:^:d. filtg az ated 'wiTh UoT ordir"""'
"''"°«- ^'"•

aUowd tu pa. for misprints. Itlz a to salT for auT .

''°'^'' "^"^ ""' ^
the principlz exempuL in the ext:it arid"^^^^^^^
Nov. '80, "D. W," gave a spesimen wholirui and wWch wariT^""^'"

""
" misrepresentation." By the way do " D W "an I

'
« ?,

*^ '"' """"• '^ ^e

S^a^lSSiSpabr-"-"

more than stating this. I wel remembr re^ h namfkS^Telo""V"""^
""

the Pantheon, Rome. Perhaps, did Italian salljTiJZtf^lZ '^°"' "
wud go bak and make the change They stil Z' 1 ,

^°''/™'" Senex," the,

pel filo«,fi. the equivalent ov tT Greek ^T '""'/.'"''"''P'".' •^/''->'' So shud we.

"°On°;r;ir.SfJz
"'"'^'"'" obedienstuthrflingpHn.p.:

?n th'" "'l,'!"^'
'*"' uniformity «,d cosmopolitan consistency '

u i'S ^t"?rruS:ur,er:arrte" 't"' -:r-'• - -^^'^
...dtu .spronunciatr ^erti,ro,:r.::^ruir:.pn^tdt;:^

o

/
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Which L„. b^itsi ni ^ST; °iw '""" "
" ^r°'""'" "

'"^""'"

fifth ov oar letrz uuneoe,8arv_;n .fi«u lart „v I I'T
"'"°° '"' ^'''''""« "'"'

not needed! No wonder Zs!!ir «T **"'' ''°''^' P*P'' "' °^^^' "'° «"»"

place being supplied by V. Othrs asserV'thaf^xf t'
°" ^'''- '^' " °° ^' ''*

pat W where it ehud be U Tn „,, T n-
"'"^ '"' '"'"• ^^« »'" <>"«

no., .do.it it wht^it^. io-;t?.r3X;;fsi-:irb:T:;rv

tom-cat which is ,L !

""" "" '^°""''" everything is A., except .

such a'cXl^t faoH^^irefa^tl^ri^ri''^"''^' " '''^'*' ''"'•^
grafioforn.3 from Caxton onTr 1st ov whT ."^V

*''" °' '^^ '^'" '""^ °^^^^^

what sha, be ritn. I bav drawn 5 n^ nVt r^'^irt'j';' d
" '"" '""' "'

tlemen. and am not copiing statements which wZoTLea^"
' 1^°

t'"
°l

'•""' ^''"

^h, sabjeot most carefaUy wil see that the introducln ovTu 'w an°d7 b"
"'1^

aU only shght changes in the shapes ov I and V h., .» ' ^"°« '"*'

speUngz. From oneovthe bibles spesified ImI ^^ .

«""' "nprovements in

centnry. and compose them wiirtCilt'Th/U^^^^
Boggested improvements which m«v f„r th^ ^

oentuns, and with some

UbuUr form then, we hav - ' ^* """"^ "^ ~""^'' '^"^ °^ ~-* ~-"^. I"

17-19th cent.

JOHN
JONAH
JACOB
JUDGES
JEALOUSY

and so forth tu any extent. The smno nr.^..... «.• t
ployd of making new letrz brmo^^^gTheTapl'l^^rt''''"''''" ^° "°""' *""
new ones tn acquire definit powers'z t^e pit riharo".r°"'

'"<"^°--« "">

difficult orthografi. We, however, misuze theToJ shLeB thevV
'"°''"'*^ °"

~. in pity. The old form waz..pitie,"in which theUsttr ' ^^"^ P^*" "». '-^-y,

ov long e. Time haz made the last vowTl IThort e ^Td TT '" ^"^ ^^ ""> ^""^
misuze y for pity. • Piti " agreez w:Th ni fab?, v

''°'""' '"*' " " P"''" -""^not

Jit<_abK^it.oas. pit,fnl,pilZg
"'^^ P'^""'"- P'^'°^. P-t^m^betr than -pit^ - ^n,

m^ CHAMBER OF PEACE.

, Here is an island of ease,
Here is a harbour from pain,

Set in the midst of unrestful seas
That clamour around it in vain

Hwe, where labours and tumults cease
i!.nter, and shut the door

'

" Ih I'if

*"' '' '''^"8h' °^ '^« ^^'^^^^ «hore,And the name of the chamber is Peace."

After long patience and pain,
Spirit, unvanquished so long,

Weary of heart and of brain.
And the mocking of sorrow with sone.—

_ Here at this door is thy final release ; ^-^=
tnter, the stairway is steep

" fnd ik"
^'"""^

'.'
l"^'',""*^

'*>« ^'"'"be' i« deep,And the name of the chamber is Peace."

Still is the chamber and sweet.
White is the coverlet drawn

Where tall lilies stand at the head and the feet,

XT .1 ^'Pdows look into the dawn
Not here shall the noise of the battle increase.Nor thy heart be shaken again
By the sound of the struggle, the cry of the slain :* or the name of the chamber is Peace."

Kate Seymour MacLbah.

16th cent.

lOHN
lONAH
lAAKOB
IVDGES
lEALOVSIE

20th cent.

JON

JONA
JACOB
JUJEZ
JELUSI

DOWN AT TEE SEA.

The summer's come : off to the sea '

1 wonder where someone will be
This year? He said he might
Come too ! perhaps to-night
1 11 see him on the beach.

It's very gay down by the sea :

Such silly men ! I'd like to see
Someone just a minute.
For there's nothing in it

:

I'm sure he's.not engaged.

He stole my ring down by the sea.He cut our names upon a tree
And put—yes, if he dare !

He may, for all I care.
Get married twenty times.

ril dance to-night down by the sea,
mid whirl and glare as merrily
As ere I did with him !

I'll watch the moonbeams dim
Play on the silver sand.

Nathanael Nix.
"- .--« r-i

—

;rs' J

but t^a'tTalrr;:CTnrthTsernJ^ur " "^^ ""^^"'"^ " '«- '"

question. It i. enuf tu quote'ihe aC ''IW z no'd'"'' ?'^'l''''*««^«
°^'''»

gusUbu. non est dUputandum). All progress iz imLn,
'^''"' * ''''°'" """' " <°*

serviUey folo custom we mL no'ldTn^irrdirr^'so-onST i for'"
" "^ '^

..L-.

' Custom calls him to it
What custom wills, should custom always do itThe dust on antique time would lie unswept

""^TrriTrr^e^;^.?- ^*«"^ '^^^

"wept,"

i 1

• imprest • betr than "dipped," " whipped. hipp^'." -S^' „ '^^V'
" -"•"

respec ivl.. Az tu the objection
: what iz tn become ov Tennyson « Ti ""T"*^

"

iz enuf tu say the change wil and must be gradual in.t », ^f ^ °*" ^" "
,

spear and MUton haz been gradually assumed Tein I
""'""' ^'^' °' ^hake-

^ng Vice-president ov the Inglish V^TLo^TsZiSr S'n
"""

""^''T'''that our prezentreohed orthografio devices snoil hi^ ,.7... """^ oompluns
az •• The Northern Farmer." He CaMuS ^JZ.^''"^'"'''

""* ''''~"'' <"""-

auoh. and embamd them in a fonetie d^e ^'tht tl
""''" P'o-^o^'ion ov

fnture^nerations. .-Senex " wU hL^slrcir^X'^en^^^^^^

PAYING CALLS IN THE SEASON.

L^'^oUle^^aTerin^JhThrhTot'^^^^ ^""'V^''
""^ ^'^^ - "^ *^«

London fashionablworWaste the ttrr^''^'^"" "^ T^^' '° *•"«

" Far from the madding crowd '' atd the of^Jr'th""''"'' '^ *^°'" ^''° "«
during the afternoon dri™ thn '„, . .u ®/ ^^^ ^°''^ ^'^ repeated

a^eelfn^ of r^W °? • ! S'^^*'®'" ^^^ satisfaction experienced. What
m1ruS^iit4'iatdtrn:::;t

""^
';

"^""^^ '^ '^^'^'^ °^ -^ ^^-X
calls represent o^! whl hoJr ?„t^„T'""t°' T^"-''^

^^''^ '=°""«°^ '^'^
are multiplied the st^L the afternoo* f"'

''^''''^'^^'.^^^ « these calls

lady to k<4n all W -^ ™ ' '""^ '* ''"^ *'"' J»ab'' °i this great

ap%.J:d?ntLdLt™ir^^^^^^^^ *' ^-«* *- «-"te« before* she

in quelling the HvXeL oT'h^r T fi^« mmutes was always expended

apoiogisin|forthSvi4dtvthurwi?K^T' ^^'t'^r^V^^^^^ her, and in

the caU. it wasa e^IaTf L. ,1% ^^^'''^y '*-^^^''^««' efforts to shorten

carriages, for the tick«f. .),« 1,.^ "? f»o'>e<l m spite of the block of

o» Doi-omce Closes. It is, however, not unusual for some ladies to

take an independent line in the matter of callinir .„^ * i
their acquaintances in general, restricting their calls to twT'^" °*'"'^u

""^

they particularly wish to ae^ Tf „,. .T ' ^ *''°*^ '"'^'es whom
retu%Lcallwi[hacar?rutmanypeL^°lno:*nr' ««1-"« Pe'^aps to
in this respect during the season «.nH?l

themselves much latitude

excuse for so doing. People very mucht?''
''
f

^^"^ ^^ common-sense
morning, afternoon, and evenin/ Tn the Row '1^T n"'''"*'^

"««*'"8'
At Homes, at dinners, at balls, !'nd assets' Tt tt T' ^^ *^.'«™°°'^

races, at bazaars—in fact all dav^nH ' t ^ ''' *' exhibitions, at

almost sets aside, for th* time be^^. 'he rT"^J7 somewhere
; and this

leaving maintains the convrtii^jfiXoVtrd^^^ -''"-"'»-

lady.
"
rt!VhT :^i XiTsuy^thTo'^"siKt^r ^^ "^t-^-

Bel^via, almostTn?im L^^'Ld f^Tat ''T^'" ''' '^ ^^'^ ^^^^ "^
once will be quite imposTiWe' A nnf^^ ^^* °^^'' *° '^^-^ '""'•e than

to perceive that time I preciousf :rtt^:l'3le?tl°uV:nT
'°''"-*''-

hands'wTXtrTrlen'f "bufl t'^''"
^'"'^^'^^ °-' '''^^ -»»"« shaking

Maud to choose a C,\nd1'JJ*fX.°^^^^^
moment to stay. I have lef?

Ethel and Agnes must be IZ f . u°
.'^" '""'"'^ "^^ latest, and

their dancing^li:"rd'l%mSid^Vsne iTh:fftrf ^ "'"^^''^
must run awav " Ptn tk„o„ l ,,

"eany nalt-past four now ; so I

and yet a ^^Tia^^^f 1^^^:% ffihtsS ^^"'"'^^'1 ¥'
cult to pay a short call ffracefullv to «^v If ^T "?• ""^ ''""^t, diffi-

away without betrayinfi^dne h2 ^ ^ ^**'°* '^'^««' *''d to get

conideratepeopeSvetodothi andrnT^""" °' "^^'^ ^"'
particularlyVeeable tJ tie Sm^'i^ hot^ '^f.^ "'"^r^' l'!'^inconsiderate people have a necuH^r t„. iT tT^ ^ * '^'t' ''hUe

Pleasant as " Not at hime" mav h« f k
doing exactly the reverse.

whose hope is to Lave l^ds onlT it is nn
."'^

''n'^
much-occupied callers,

with plenty of time at command or who hJ?"t^ '^'^''^'" '^ '^^ «'"<^^

the call. Again " Not a^ homp" U
taken especial trouble to pay

the servant f^^ great relltirto th«
"^ ^"'^ ^'^'""^^ ^^^"^ uttered by

call
; but in the glneml s^r^e !>f thl ^T .'°r*''

^^° ^"^ ^^'^'ured. t^

a formula pPpuli^^^^J^^rtytt^^-rt 'ctl"
""^ °^ '""^ '^^' '* ^

2Wi; SCRAP BOOK.

children's paktiks.

^wSfsh^oSe^glvtr^rrtKiTuJ '^''''T'r' '^" -" *^*
injured. We cannot take un a ?,^h

°* "'•'"'^ ''"1" °'*'''* '^ ««"°««'y

importance which isliv^ntXLrarwToT^Th*'*'°"' '^°""°S *^«

portions of their space to tie descSon „f nh^^^ magazines devote

the Afternoon Tnd tie chndre^'«?r^
^"''''' "^" «'"«''' '°°'^ P'-«^n

games, were s;nt home aboufsevenltr"''''^
themselves with various

in an appearance unSlaft^twTr^
the evening. Now they do not put

• midnight or even Xr Th^^ ' l"^
i° consequence kept upti^l

and liftle miL of x or s^venCe orT-?^'"'".f
"'^ '" ^''"°'"- "* danLg

Nir «)me little boy^ approach a madden ^f'
*" ^"^^ ^"^^^^^ "' '^^ time to

J«ark "I think I^e't^rtt^ratLlh^aTr-t! X' ''"' -'^«
to oonaider the matter it ia niHaKl^ ^^ lu ,•' , •

*^hen we come
n^inersandcustoms of their eTdelw' ^^'t 'f'^ P"°P'« "P'^^g the
-ee children doingX work of ir^w; ^VP^"*"^, '^out the shame it*is to

-harm in letting tL:etell|i^7or£:iatVo*rCd ^^ "^ ^

what may be truthfully called a cmfrse of disTnation rI *°.'^'" "P°°

have them in the oln air I^t fl^l Tu " ^"''^ children's gatherings,
in which they shouW l^ ablllo Uke ^Jfr.P'''^ "' ^"^ ''«''''''3' S^'^S
them to dance and walk wSd™ • ^^u"^' T^"^ °' teLfaing
they would doubtleM soolr ji h^ ^'^T° ^^T^^ " l^^^^i^, whef

a. .used so often ^^r.:^:^::^:^ ^z.^-^z^^j^

not^Tt^ZtdT'lL'^^Sttr ^"'^'P^^«-= P°P"''''-n. That wil,
e^gize the country ^ro^^^'i!—^l.^^%^f^

PhilX?a,^'ano'^"ecra"'t:: TrraLV'^h^^^^''
°*-«'"-^- -'»

somewhat steady growth of a ^rSLZTtl'- ^T " " ^'^'7 slow but
bodies of the dZ±-m1Jw ""''" °' '^'''P°^^°« °^ '»>«

unrJstrlt^j\lS*Jr^;~^ ^^^
r/'^'^

"'^-^'^^ -d
community as the ScoTacV M^^^ch'"^ th""

'"'' "^ ''«^'=' "P°° ^
same thing, the JTewa is likely tHZ ^ ^ *?°'"'* *° '="'=h the
^;>ecta«>r.

^''^ '° ''*''<=««d m its endeavour. -i^amZion

firmlr^7L^hrds:::Sr^^i?ha:';t'n^t"^^''''> ,^P^^"- '^-'^ -
legs. There are more of Canad^ frw^j't T- "'t^'"'

"'^'^ ''^^t is frogs'
if the placards are to be beUeved >Z i= 11^ "". ^"^ '^"''^ «^«'y day,
-0«a«,a Free Press. ' ^ ^''^ ^^°^^ °* '^^ «o«'itry exporte.

writI""Hera":aToTrbinr'''^t77 "'^ ^'^'^^ "^ ">« ^««
But the striking crrlttir^rf^c a'^d^hlJ^otLfs""'^

^''^^"^

.trht'tn?erif^;^"elrt^^^^^^^^^^^
screeching and biU^^'^'e^-S^^tr-^''^ '° ^'''^^ "P ^y effen;inate

unv:;^^dlnVroTaL^;-'^:lXrr^^
^'^^^f

^-- -
audience, including hundreds of ornh!n, 7 "'\P'^'^''«"<=e of an immense
Haughergy was en^nently worthy thftbat'roh

''^'"'"% ^"^S''-'m the fullest sense a cLutian woLn . /.u
."'"''°°''y' ^""^ *•»« '"^

ener^ and industry amass^rql^Jr^ui::!^^^^^;.!^ ^^'

refa^Vr'Tor7inrSb&±r "'%'^T'^' ^ °- --'ituted. is a
Tor; Chief, anVof7ory pa^t^saL wVom

«'"' '""'' '^'^""P' ^'^'^^ to the
unfit to represent any'^eSn o tleTeoT'orS'"'" fl ^^'"'^
year the Senate is becomin<. more Torv fn^

Canada; and that every
even of conceiving any .oo^:s^^Z^i::^-^-^^^^^^^ ^

aeJoZlT^t;lt tt't^Tj^vtr'' n'
""-^ °^ '"^ -"-«"- has so

Provinces, but itS be aL^SThat'for allT °'°7"%^ '"^ "^ '^^
the Quebec Tory « tokes thT^ke" Th. i

.™' °^ P°"*''=»' '^"^^ity
Commission at Lntreal\t:%rrJi3iJtly";oUrwt'T ''^ ^^"^
any acquaintance with the meth^s ^ploy^ to kL^ ^1%^"^ °°' '''^

power in that Province.-iTbrt/ax Chr^illT
^ ""^ ^'^^ "^

0. ''ittX^eSer'li?:^^^^^^^^^^^ benefit

ment, nor change the numerical re atiZ of n ^v "^^^"^ ^""^ °^ &°^«™-
John A. MacdolTald asSe StLr

of political parties, and with Sir

for several days nearly as easy a.<. fnr nn„ d wu *^® a suspension

tier »«« on the wmntog .id. th.j m4, .^ShlZlTt '"fy-S "•'

Now that Mr. Bliifn» 1..= „ „i:_i.. .^ . .

^u:nqa%an,—

f

Id

r'

VjWT-

1

\

to interfere with a foreien mmhli^^i- u^, f^."J^
business have we

race meetings flourish To,^:l?,PX,ti'ls'r.!l ^^•=^"'f
^^^

one week on the Stock Exchanim in „.!,«^' uT? ?^°'* """"^y '""t in

whole twelvemonth.-zS^f4^/^"^:,r'''"« *^ '' ^""^ ^ '

Gambia, we ask seriourimSnl to paut wfre^L^^'r^
°'

u-""^^'"*to support; him now and in th« a»,T„f k I. '°®^ P'^dge themselves
that 1J the int^uct^n of Carrinrtheir^" ^^7 -^I^-'d reflect

demoralize their political Me by iStiT.n'^
happy Union, they may

Shields, CharleboL, WUkins^ks^who thrivf """"n^
'^"^ '^^ S«««'=als,

their "strikers and pee~ ^1^ l^ff T ''"'' '° ^'^'^'^ Even
whiskey and vote-buy^g'^^vasT^^i^X'CS"^'' °"- ^^--

moJ:LT^rrin?'tC\t;^„tCl'u^''^' ''"''^^^ ^^-''^^ -d
time when sitting iith theiT f^teW^^H ^u^- '^'"^,r'

'""'='' »* their
That is a positi<3f which will !ut"S^p?^^^ ^'Z^"""^'?

thrown back,
more easily, comfortably and surel^ th^^LTtlf! k^u "l^

"""^^ "?««
instruments of torture ^at were e/er inve^ J^ 'a?!^!'

*"*<=«« '"d such
chair tUted back, your body ^tZjZ^^,^,]^ "if^'*"f^

^''^ Jour
feet reposing high enough to be^f !?!hf

^,^*' *h« ^»ck of it and, your
three ^nt^ tfane you c«^ cn^ Tlf

?'*"
T'*^

^°'" ''°dy, and in
shoulders or benS^^'ilie^i,^. 'JL*:""

•"*"''""' "^ "" -^P^"*

'f

>-- Al-
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CaLTRCU MUSIC AS l-SfL\JRSr«.n „« ™
With the eatab.ish^ent of Prote ZZ !

'"'^*"'«^"- '

a great change. The Puritans in EnX'nT"''" ^^ "" ^'•"'•^h underwent
w>th; Popery/' Unished alike the wtfc'thr '":''''"- ''" ''^^ ''"'^-^
tial Europe and those of her own JZ A

^"'^*' '"*''"" "^ Continen-
took the place of the beautiful motetts amiZ T ''"^'"^ °^ ?""''"«

m'''",'^°>^-'"'«
"^"d Palestrina of he ("onH"''?

°^
f""" ^-""Po^ers as

Morely, Orlando Gibbons, and a hoot ^f ^^T"' *"^' °^ Tallis, Bird,
Thus, by the very moans adopted the D°l''.'^"''

composers of England

t!"?'?.*^
-! Ponc-ned, defeateK'ei^Ln rnd"s 7 ' >' """"l""* "' ^'''^^ ««

that the Musical Drama entitled fC ''°'' "'*'*' "^out this period
Its immediate andimmrCXteneZ T'^'^t, ? ^''"^ ('^OO).
and industry of the composer, and one thatW,,„K?J ^f''^

^°'' "»" '»'«nts
Thus It fell thai music, •' bor.^ at the akar oTth^e pi"

\°"°"'' """^ "'''^''^
sure alu.nated from her. The talentso 7h„ K ?

"^''"'ch.
' >^as in a mea-

others channels, and Church ll Washed' Tr^'p""
"''•"' '^^^*'' '"'o

rule m England, by branding as va^raCand vSh T"^"'' ''"""g'heir
ordersand ranks, making no distinction hPt»

vagabonds musicians of all
a severe blow at music Ja« a

'
n thefr own '^unt

"^' ''''' '''«'^^> '"'^'^^ -
music in particular.

°"^" country m general, and Church
The Roman Catholic Countries in P„,«r, f

to any extent affected musically by the rroTr.^*'™""^) "«'° «»'
more or less lightly over theVntine^t L/ f k'"'*"^'"'"

^'''"'^ «^«PtRoman Church continued to encouraa« n ^''"^''S^'' England. The
many great composers still arose 17^™^''*' ."' '''' theretofore, and
War through which period her song"o^W chil' I "'"n'"*'

'^'''^'>^ ^ears
deeply roofed was the love of music that in L.i.rn 'f'''''^ ""«%> »"
vated and found solace in the practice of ^credl '

obstacles they culti-
peace was restored, a number of skilfu" ^L „T„fl'°r ' ""^ ^''<"» »' length
who had preserved the art-traditioM of for2 .

'"«'"''«^'' ^''"^ "*' hand
foundations of the German schoolTf mu°c !, IT^ "«"^ *'>"«« '"^'-^ '»>«
were the two great representatives ' ^ ^^"^ ^^^ ^^d Handel

Huch, however, was not the case in P"., i j . .

music and musicians from the Church and 2 f'""'',"^
^^^ banishment of

tans, who regarded the art of musSnd Us toL?'"''^''''"'''^ ^^ 'h« P»ri-
fr: volous snares of Antichrist. ThC zealotsl^T ?" ^.""g^'-ous or at least
secutedand dispersed the musiciansTf the fehTn ^R ^^'f

fanaticism per-
music-books that fell in their wav iZ ^"^^ V^apel Royal, tore up all the
At the Restoration music madTfts re att°^ '"^"'^ ^'^'^ the^rganl
public life

;
but the art tradition"ha^'^TernTetl" '","

.'^'^T^^
an^d in

Germany, hence there were no representative Fn^K"* '" ^"g'^""! ^^in
*»fi"th^ chief po8t8 of important AdlJ f''R'!'\'=''°'Po«^" at hand
«hich Charles II. (who him-dfEomtSntl^ /^" '"^'S" '^"^'"''^

the French court lent a bias in f^our of W^ """"^"^ '"*'' '^<=«*^«d
-
consequence invited to fill those positioM^ ThT .TT''''^' ^^° '^ce

wantage ground from which the EngTish musio^l /^' J'""'"^ °''t»«ed
dislodge them. From this state ofSTlT °""'' '' i°y>ossible to
Lock and Henry Purcell. The former£nI» 1? '* successive^ Matthewma number of worthy composit onHor the ¥„ if^n \^'" *'"' ^^^enuity
was surpassed by the divine Purc^H and of£>^

4^^''"'^'*"'' «<"-^i^e. but
progress into the superiority of th^muskal1. u ^^°

^^^"^ -naking rkpid
cell especially the former, wrote mu^h for th!.^" •

^°^^ ^'^^ "^d Pur-
semi-operas which were in fashioTat ha tim>"'';;.

"' '^' '"^"^ '^"J
which app^red with the invention of the Ita^n ^'^\°>°d«'«^nalities,
supersede the ecclesiastical keys, and to Lnlt '""*'

u'^*'' S^dually tonew characters and new a^sth^tic meanbrVr'' '^' ^°"^' »' """^ic
-music but Church mns.V ^Uq, bccam^ ! "i"' J^ence, not alone secular

^ ^^-^ and ^^^^'aSTtoTa^rr^- J''^
English com^"

orm of Church music knoUSanthJm.^IL^i^^-^^^^^^^ of that

M

were not afraid'-^;;; Sr^7/Lltld"-rr """'^^ *••« !'»"'«-.
work; tbey understood its spiritual Lean^n',

'*"'" ^'"^ "'«''• ™'*ous
ate place in the service of the Church Thth

'^'"'^''^ '' »" ''PP^Pri-Oerman reformers laid the foundatL 5 " ^^
T.V°'=°"'''8«'"«"t these

brought forth Schutz, J. S. Bach^and Handel.
^"^ '""''' ''='"'°' '^'^'^h

'^- Dav«nport Kerrison.
Mrs^Wotbv sails for England this week.

Gardensri:r;(Flr;n:e"ntg""'='''^^" '''^ Toronto Horticultural

wi^Sa^ri:^ SriroSXi;^- ;rir^ -- --"
Mlle. Rhea returns to Am^rl a

"^"^ "^'=' «*^on-
5»ur in September. I^' is wTt^^^tionlo Intoj"'

"'" '=°""»^"- "^ ««'Hugo during the season.
mtroiuce a new play by Victor

at Chamberlain, Dakota, August 21st
'
^°'^*' ^"«"''* ^^th. and

seaso^iriitn^:tv:rhX*--^7'^
a-.n, point, from Which he wij^k hS^wS—- sS It^ff

Jorer,lrtn Xottlnd^rhr^^^f ^^=-^ - begin in

ourinV'tl^lkfarXCnts^S'^rr-"^^' ''''-^~- « -<^eav.

^^n,a?-trZTl-£i^B^^-^^S
wuh, the popular and-^J^a^^^^

ENGLAND'S COMMERCIAL POSITION

form of Church music kZUTt^e Ithem at ^tK^^^'"^-
" "h^t

exist are not of a very high order Thl t '.. "^'^ ^^^ specimens which
Pelham Humphrey, ^hold the adva'nS '7 f7? ^^^ --^iatemment Italian composer, then residents ° «*"''>'"»& with Sully, the

I toward giving the Inthm tLrieVn^^' 'T'''^'^ considem^
acquainted. Still another, MichaeTwLe V.p\"''^t ^« ""•« "ow
a musician of the Chapel Roval Hnrir^t' Pelham Humphrey al«o
fine works for the Chu'rch °^D ^^Xhf So^w'^rnu^'^''^^^^ "• wrotT'mSy
jatter a talented organist and son of^ Oriand ''

r

'k?''"
«'''^'>«. *hl

lent their aid in building up a repres!n(lf;J„M° ^^'^bons, successively
music. The former espe'ciaUy wTa "S !,'^*.°f

^"^^^^ Cathedr^
were all to be surpassed by th^ gr^t Pa'icel^hT U^Z ""'«^' *"" *hese

appointed organist of Westminister AbbVvW '^* °^ «'«hteen was
at the age of thirty-seven, deprived EnSfJ^H ^" P'^'"''""-e death in 16W

:'\'t''"'f
'' beenVred mi'ghfhavec^ a'nL""""!'".'"'"'''*'

-'«d
and thereby have lent its aid to check th^f •

'°°''' ^'»8'"h school,
this epoch began to usurp and fin.1^ "^i^ art-influence which at
pre«ed. ali original art J;i«t?on

"^'^ super^ed. and almost totallj suj'
Music in the Roman Oat)ini;„ «'i. i.

eveninamoremark^Sit'rb;\"h"^^^^^^^^ ^ affected
Church music of either Protestant EnZndrfSf "tu "^'J?

*^''" ^^ ^he

The London Times which rl

''fr"
""'I'lng spasmodic, if no" ec^„tric IT *^*°»S«»ent, has of late

of the public, the other day had aTomew^^^^^^^ *''« "t^ntion
British revenue returns. After nnm.* Pessimistic article upon the
of revenue and expenditure £o^ the fi^t'^i"^"^ *""« °^ *he^detaS^
year, our contempoW^ ^^'^Vl-i^'^^^^^ .<>^ ^he current finanoS
prosperous condition, but is simnl^ ^,^A

'=°".°*'7 « not in an eiuberantW
at some sacrifice. Tha" S'VlS'^^'^aT I'''

'^^ «^"-Sthought to be the opening of a comm!!'^
and bounds which was oweand the most far-seeing oblrversTi^Tt ' , "f^^J^^^^^

has pas«Kja^
urn^ Bad harvests. increas^^gr«7,e^*;°fjj».

descry «iy,^t jJ^;
together with a steady advanl; ,!. !!^r°'"l^''"°'» "» every department
brought about a state of thiZTn wfi the" ^"'1'^ ^-Penditfr^^::*'

trade but It does it at a ver,. small^rofit S 7k " '^°"'«*° enormouf
extent never known before, ind it hL t„ b» '^^ 1 "^ accumulated to anfew years ago would have been lau^Td "at lT^\f'^ "•^'""'^ 'hich^
of industry a revolution is silentfv ^l,-

'

'" ""^ 8'^' departments
necessity. Small capitalists artSLcrul ^J'^'

""der the p^ssu^e 5
resources in order to'^make aL^S^^^ ^ ^'mpelled to*^club the^ -
the large capitalists in turn ar^Sn/^ ^-

^'»«'-«^««- 1' is practicabk
competition, and are voluntariV submUtL. tr"""*

°' "™'' '''^ principle of
duction which twenty years aL th^v ^^M ^"^T'"^'"' *° curtail p^^moment. The means^ of p?odTtion Lv ^^ ^^^ ^^^ned to fJT^
that without reguktion ofSektSther'is'ni'''^'' "^^T '"^ «''°™0'^
demand with anything like precision In th« t *^ "^ adapting supply to
engagements of this kind alE exist shSl"""?^ *"^«' for example
Of. carrying out a similar poli^^wWch tt?"""" >«"'«"» the difficidty
there are rumours of a combination of «^.^

recognue as desirable
; ^d

short ,°J°"°''
""''^ considerable changf^n t\!

'
''f

^°' fluctuations
short, IS being organized with . ~,

"-""nge m the markets. Caoitnl ;„
the pressure 'of cfl^urstal^^ ITSSZ^'irr'' -"--t-d r
competition is unable to cope. What t£ 1 f'*°.,?^ •"discriminate
whether upon capitalists or np^ thr<«.tL ^f* ^''^ ultimately beand over whose destinies thefexercirt^ °"'^u°^

"""^ ^^'>^ they Ve^'
existence seems unsuspected by the 1,^1 V Y"'^ " '^hose very
speeches on the hypothesis that Mr'^bdTn^'" T'"'

""'''«' Pondero^
economic gospel. What is teleraSy 2^1'^°^" **"" '^^ '^"'d ^fadvances m machinery and in orjranizlti^h.

at present is, that all cmhuman workers. The worid c*^ nm^.
* "^ ^roMght no leisure to tK^

the stress and strain of mZj^Z:::V^'^Z'^'\' ^^^^ t^the toilmg million, are daily growing T,^r^',""° ^minish. Butknowledge required to speculate fJ^rtTei^ir Ti ^'"'' '^^ «^There are many indicaUom, tJ^fther w n ' f '*'" ^'^ *° improved
present arrangements, and it is t^e tWe^ -K

"*"* «"»*«•>' with the-nts capable o, offering safe^^^^1^:^^^^-^^^^

:s~-^^'Kt^:^^

to >the extraordinarily low figu e at whSb ^^''"a I'?
"^ ">« '•«'^i°« P^^Fc

tory Vols. H. and III. .conCn 480 a„d 474^^
'" '' offering the his

printed text, each accompanied by over fiftv illutj^?" '^^Pt^^^^'y of well
in tasteful and serviceable covers. Mr ^'£'*''°'^«' ">« ^hole bound
decidedopinion that the true benefactor of th.f T^ expressed a very
places good literature within therS of ajl Rv /.

•^'?' ^^""^^ '' ^' ^^^
must be considered at once a o^JaT ^ ""^ standard Mr. Alden
at 75 cents a volumfGSs^HitorTrFrTn^"'^

a philanthropist f^r
ridiculously cheap, and the publisher^ntiLli-^r ."^u

'
u

'"' "^knowledged
are remitting « very large c^ orde™ "^« wt the book-buying publicmg five volumes-the workTiU be^omnSf

^^''^^adds that the remain-
Pre^s in four different printing o^tj^i:^^:^::i:Z;:>^'''

"7&;SS?^^fir--^-and modem, .ew

^^tsiSr^^Sriss^^^^aSirr^.'^- '- --Choir," but rather of supplem'enting 't tha.Th
' ""^ ^^""'"^ ""^ the

Bomim." This book will be found ^^'its nam
'

• T '"'''""""^ " I-^^des
hymns of praise to Christ our Lord^ It ,s

1-'°''^''' TP'"*"^ ^ch in
congregations and choirs toward a ChernU, *T^^ '" ^^"^ *he taste of
hitherto found accepUnce in the chSes ^„1u^"'=« T''

°'"^'<= ^''^n has
from the great wealth of newerh™ aid m!ll a*'"^'-"

''*'«'' ««'«<=«on
German choral music has been incCd wUh the bl. ^Tk''^!.

^""^^^^ ''"d
hymns and standard tunes in common ule Tb. S t^

'^oXd^ndt^^iu^,
musical selections

; ninety music ^^ ^""^ contains nearly 650
among them Mozart. 2nSohn C^.*''« 'T'^''^^'^''- '" "« Pages,
Flotow. Barnby. Chopin. sSurn,^'B?etWni'°H^ A P.''^'""^"'

«°»«^-
.t contains the work ^of ^ne hund^ rnTfir^^^s^fh^mnf

'^'''^
' -'^

e"SitV"7l.'°
^°-'«-^

Cape^BretefeTr'K^ *''^"«'°»" ^'-^^ «^ -A
!nH r "l"'""'

*l"»rable and oncycloDe,n; "if
^^.'^^^'ng a new revised^and also by publ:.,hing a naive and in?/ ^^^"^ime Provinces " Guide

t! ^rf''';
•"^-ding the recentlummer

-'"'
'"'J''''"'''

volume, "Z;
AcaJL ,°^ Evangeline, Annapol "cTare the'^P

°' "".^^^rican ^arty toAcadian localities. ^ '^' ^^"''' 'he Basin of Minas, and other

•f;^^%-^^^^
Southern poet, Paul

tehl ,^^'='^^^"''^Howa'r"amLf:fitL'n ''.^^°" " ^''^ G™-nas a short story of phil,i i:< •

'"""""rot truenn, and "Ono y„™^ ..

poem entitled " fhe 'cur l^Hor-T '^"^ ^-^onJZt^Sl
prepared an illustration. HelfncLnh'n"'"",^ ^"- ^elia Thax er ha.t
girls, uhder the title of "The S E. B^'-

^'" ^^^^ * «hort story foM
Rev. Dr. Ward' nf tl,^ xr„_ ^\ '

.

\
• \

i-

r
f

w
A

;^^&#^^^^^^ aree. M.A.

th.accr?^'.tt5.rti^Ltt^^^^^^

objection that he c^ms theS of Snfp'T'"' •'?'*' ««cipating the
on the actual summit, says'^f^fsh:,'!^"* ^""J.'^'^hout "^^^ ^^^ foot
to the man who passes the poiTi^^^t^J^^T^r^ '"""^ claims
most readable account of his attempt ofTJdJZlw ^^'"^^^ °* *«
the average reader of the justice of this ^siti™ aT'.?'

^"^^ °°°^'»<=«
his trip to the glaciers of tho antipodes ira!T '• ^'^"^ ^^ of
that makes his book doubly charSng r^l^ T^l ':°'^''«"a«onal style
descriptions of an almost <«rratnco3 AH ,V t

"^ '"''' interesting
forts of travelling in the bush! ^th particuW r^?"*

^ '°°'' °^ **»« discom"
the "bull-dog ants," he rives thrfoll^^-

"^fference to the ferocity of
With in any o'f Mr:ZZ?:^X':^7ZZ^:^J^^~^ot as yet ^mel

New York: Charles Scrib-

Stories BY American Authors."T^m
ner'sSons. Toronto

: William Briggs

son Burnett, "Two'Pute cTrnpUSn^"^^^^^"Poor Ogla-Moga." by David D Lloyd u'a MeSl'fr ^*'!2'" ^^"•'•OP.
Thaxter. and " A Venetian Glass "by Brand^r^^iu

^""Jer," by Celia
handier class of light reading, o^ke more suftlwi^

'"'"- ^«^« '« "^o
purposes, than the volumes publisZlTnThL ^J"' *'"' ''""'^''^

Rev. Dr. Ward' of the Npw V^lu r j
expedition to the region of Bab;Ton inihe falf^'R

°'
r""'^"

"^ ^^P'oring

Hr-^--M£~ -^^'S^^Th
^lous to 1,000 B. C, the importance ofThilnubV'i''

^,000 years pre
Mr. Joh.v B. Aldev h»„ • .

*""" ''^ »' once perceived,
.^'led r^ Boo, rt'Cwho" Cltrl;"' ti --''- 0^ a venture
offering tempting morsels from thTw^S;™ w^ 'fT '""^^'^ ''^°-^ ». by
tunes, to induce the reading publfc T^nr;!, '

fu"*^
eloquence of fifty ienappe ismg excerpts are m^e "gI^P, '. '^V''^
''°'"'^' fr°°> which the

Guuot's History of France "
i, th^ u'"'

^°'"*'^ Dominion "-ch v-^- -re is little d^ibH^^fW^'S^ ^ ^^^ (-^)

ChaSp^rs':^^ Paris to Porter . Coates, dated,

the American War. The coSol of theT" f
^°° °* "^ «''"^' -ork on

IS progressing favourably, but thS yo?„me ^flT^^-^^t''
°* '«»'«»« '"'^

the following one, of which only lelsth^^ TIT- ^ Published without
the 'History of my Grandfathef " whLh I a,^

"^ "'
^'J

''""•"'• ^ f°rbe a task much above my power to underLk^"
"^^°'"^ *" '^'^^ '* ''""W

turnfnife7stlfseX:';?h^^kl?hr "^^-, ^°-'-' '^^- in
president of the Texan rep'ubSc, wi 1 be toid^nTK* 'a

'^' ''^™^' ''"d first
Alexander Hynds. The Midsummer Cevt^I n'

^"^"^' ^"'^^^^ by
trated short story of BohemianSic life^nV' ^""^''^ '*°°'her illus^Henry James and Professor BoyeS ^t f. h"^

^'''^- ^^o^elettes by
Rice, of Columbia Colle-e und^JtZr., \°

^"""^ ^"d Prof. Isaac L

SZT-''^'" 7"' S-eTeCnfwhy ateat "gT"'
'"' ^ Constit^:;„^i

oppressive, and suijjosts the particuL J *^°vemment must become
American Government responsYble * '^"''' *" ''" '^'^^'^ 'o make the

LITERARY GOSSIP.

1

hobby to establish a weekly paplr SiJ/.f^*^"* '^^ indulgence of his
pendant, or complement, of sShini nVW ' ^'««'««'''h Century," as a
tury club. The paper ^il] a°m to kLn *' '^'^^ ^^ Nineteenth C^n
the tjrning questions of theZ wifct^ *

T^''^'^
symposium on ^pe;^ friendly set-tos across^;^ItX "^'LTl'^^X^^^^^^

will
--?^I£::ISe°rth:^^"S^-''''-*- - America"

The aim of the series is toexhibfsome frl°r^''
°^ "Commercial Buildi^J"

tendency toward a more beaut fu clZl of bJ r"^
examples of the present

m^^sts upon practical utility as the fiiTr^ufsSr' T^«.^"*er sfronglv
The series will next &eal with r-fflT "^^"'^"e of commercial architectu^o
tions of which are said toTe .et^Slnd"' ™'"''^ '''"'^'' '^^^^Zl
will contain "A Glance at BriSwiirpi""'"^"^-,. ^ «ame number
Alfred Parsons, the artist. It ^11 be ^^^T?,'

''^ ^ "hn Burroughs and
in Illustration and most charming in teTt%ltH

""""' '^-^^'-elrticles
Cmtury. S m text that has ever appeared in the

The Oobcerel Epitiph non-^ a

bTonTr^K
'•'^ ^'•^^-P«*--n^^^^^^^ which has

£ ai:^^--£--r^L:^^
^e ;e2r iS:frra£r ^^'^-- ^T:xrsr
one copyiig'^t' rnlSq^rd bXrouVs^ t'''''

^^ - h^'ve'SurwitL'!
esting sentences :_ ^ barbarous speUmg, and added these inter-

o'i'^'H^'NlS'^^^nor^^^^ -^-t 0, the

H

1^ i

1

*'-*f'-i-T-a»«i^'*
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PROBLEM No. 26.

Composed for The Week by W. Atkinson,
Montreal Chess Club.

Selected.

m

THE CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE.

WHITE.

White to play and mate in two moves. White to play and mate in three moves.

1. B Q 4.

Toronto : H

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 16.

Correct solutions received from E. B. G., Montreal; W. A., Montreal; G. 8. C,

r.C. London.
gp^uTION TO PROBLEM No. 17.

Anther's solution-1. Kt Q 5 1. K R 5, 2. Kt Q 5 B 4, 3. B mates ; if 1. K Kt 3. 2. Kt Q 6. B 4

oh 2. any 3 B mates. Correct solution received trotn W. A., Montreal. m„„„,„.i. WM
Second solution-1. B B 6, etc., received from W. A., Montreal ; G. 8. C, Toronto

,
F. W. M.,

"°'"'''-
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 18.

1BB82BK7, 3. R dis. oh mate. Correct solution received from E. B. O., Montreal

;

H. J.'c, London ; W. A., Montreal; O. 8. C, Toronto.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 19.

1 nTi7lfiBB62.007 (ch) 2. K moves, 3. Q matea If 1. B moves elsewhere, 2. QK 4

ch 2 i tek'es Q, I B mates. ^Correct solution 'received from E. B. G., Montreal
;
G. 8. C, Tor-

onto ; W. A., Montreal; H. J. C, London.

SOLUTION TO "A CURIOUS PUZZLE."

Wb have not soace for an exhaustive analysis, but we give a summary. In the one game

Rli^k's orlvious m^ves had been K R 5 ch, knd on the white K moving to K B 5 the R was

pll?ed b'lck^ai?^?o R s^Sare, thereby having forfeited the right to castle. The mate on.

This board wa-s. therefore, 1 K takes P, etc. .jn,„ i,, . r\ .f Vf » wham
In the other Kame Blacks last two moves had been 1. a check either by a Q at Kt 8, where

it w°B captured by the B, or by a Kt at Q 3, where it was captured by a P, 2. P K4 giving

whTu the power to^capture en pa,tant. which he could not do £n the otter game. The soln-

tion In thii game is, therefore, 1. P takes P en £'"««"'l«*<=: .„„^„ M„„t„uil • F R Preeland
We have received correct analysis from Messrs. W. Atkinson, Montreal ,

E. B. FTeelana.

F. L. Sims. Toronto.
^^^^^ ^^ yvE^^K.

The correspondence match between Vienna va Pari. 1. »««
•«^i°5„'^»'^°*«^i?„^»

K Kt 2, K B 2.

Q Kt 3, K 3,

GAME No. 16.

From The Field.

Chess at Simpson's Divan.

The subjoined game was played a few weeks ago against a visitor from Kew York.

(7100 Knightt Defence.)

Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Meeting of the Shareholders, held at the

Banking House, Toronto, at noon on Tuesday, 8th July, 1884.

o •

The President, the Hon. Wm. McMastkb, having been <=»"«''.*"
;^«<''\*'''i,.„

It was moved bv Mr. John Waldie, Esq. seconded ^Y D»7'l M^Gee Esq.

" That the GeneralWanager be appointed Secretary, and that Messrs. W. G. Cassels

and .Tames Brown do act as Scrutineers."

The Secretary then read the following report :-
>,„.;„-«

The Directors beg to submit to the Shareholders the result of the year s busines*

ending in June, 1884, with a Statement of the Assets and Liahihties :—

Balance at credit of Profit and Loss Account, June, 1883, carried f°-r"-''^---"V- •"'''*' *"

The profits of the year, after deducting charge* of n-anagement interest accrued on

deposits, and providing for bad and doubtful debts, amount to - *?"'"" "^

•703,470 5S

Which has been deposited in the following maimer :—

Dividend No. 33, payable January, 1884 •

'llS'noo OO
Dividend No. 34, payable July, 1884 ,

Jjj'ooo 00
Carried to Rest Account ••

7'i'ooo 00
Placed at credit ot Contingent Fund Aooonnt '"•"" ""

$655,000 00

^he»« world The positions on the 16th Jnne, 1884, were as follows :—Game 1. Whi
K K kTi O O 1 R-8 O R 1 K 1 B'8 Q 3. Q 4. Kt K B 3, Ps Q R 2. Q Kt 3.K 4. K B 2, K
Bl«?(PiSs)! k KtI 9 Q l.B's g R 1, K B 1, B's Q Kt a. Q B 4. Kt Q 2, p-s Q B 4.

''^^

Balance remaining at credit of Proflt and Loss Account »48,470 65

It will be observed from the statement submitted that the profits of the year enabled

the Directors to pay the usual dividend of 8 per cent., provided for doub^vil and b^
debU, leaving a surplus of $155,919.65. This would have teen wholly avaitefcle toward,

increasing the Rest, but there being some uncertainty as to the amount likely to be

realized from securities held by the Bank, on account of the liability of a company now in

process of liquidation, the Directors determined to provide for the same at once, and have

therefore transferred $75,000 to Contingent Account, which sum is regarded as bemg

sufficient for the purpose. The sum oT $100,000 has been added »» .«''« Kest increamng

that Fund to $2,000,000, and the remaining $48,470..55 is at the credit of Profat and Ijos.

The large deficiency in the crops of last year, and the unsatisfactory condition of some

of the principal manufacturing Industrie, of the country have naturally resulted in a

restriction of the Bank's business ; its profits nevertheless have been fairly well main-

*""
The customary inspection of the Head Office, Branches and Agencies of the Bank,

have been carefiUly made during the year, and the Directors have pleasure m stating that

the official, of the Bank have {terformed their respective duties in a satisfactory manner.

(Signed,) WM. MoMASTEK,
PrenderU.

Canadian Bank of Comheeoi,
Toronto, %th July, 1884.

o

GENERAL STATEMENT, 218T JUNE, 1B84.

T.HBir.ITIBS.

Note, of the Bank in circulation •?'S^S m
Deposits not bearing interest

i'SS'oi? m
Deposits bearing interest .•••.;:; W',: . ;• ' ii'ii^ ?i
Interest accrued on Deposit Receipt, and Saving. Bank Aoeonnt. 74,140 76

gS^ ^^ncie'i^^f Ul^B'iXlnd oth« Biii. ii G«^^

WHITE.

Mr. Maw>n.

1. PtoK4
2. Kt to K B S

3. B to B 4

4. Castles (a)

6. P to B 3
6. P to Q 4

7. P take P
8. Kt to B 3
9. P to K B 3

40. B-to K3 _

11. Q to Q 2

BLACK.

Mr. Sloper.

PtoK4
Kt to Q B 3
Kt to B 3
BtoB4 (6)

Caetles
P takes P
B to Kt 3 •

PtoQ3
Pto
Kto
Q toK2

3
sq(c)

WHITE.
Mr. Mason.

12. B takes R P (d)

13. Kt take. Kt
14. B to Q 3
15. Kt to K 4 17)

16. B takes P ch

BI4ACK.

Mr. Sloper.

Kt takes K P (<)

Q take. Kt
QtoQ4(/)
Kt take. Kt (h)

K to Kt .q

18. Stakes Kt(t)
19. Q to R 8 ch
20. Q takes R ch
21. K R to K Ml ch

P take.

B

K to B 2-

KtoKS
Resigns.

Contliigent Fund "'j!^ ""

ReMire for rebate ot interert on Coirent DiMount.
I'iV? n?

Dividend, unpaid oA'riii m
Dividend No. 34. payable 2nd July .^......^. -v ; ji

*"""*> ""

Balance of Profit and Low Aeeonnt eairied forward to next hall

T«" _

•14,515,406 80

48,470 56
8,514,987 62

•23,030,396 42

(a) The well-known continuation here i. 4. Kt to Kt 5 P to Q 4; 6. P take. P. Kt to B 4;

« -atr, Kt <i oh etc The text move converto the opening to a Ouioco Piano.

(W Black could safely Tapture the K P ; but he evidently prefer, to avoid complication.

^TfVo sClffy''mtt?e«^?aSrrigh? ha^^^^ the K P, l«.ving White temporarily

with an°8SlS,ed^Pr but positions If thi. nature frequently resolve Aemselve. in drawn

games, e.g.

:

WHITE. BLACK.

15 Kt take. K P
WHITE.

12. B to Q 3
13. B take. P

BLACK.

P take. Et

ii.kttake.Kt PtoQ4 " 13.Btake.F KttoK2.eto.

Tfii B take. P Ch then 11. . . . Rtake. B, etc. If 12. Kt to B 6 oh. then 12. . . . Q
take" Kt etT Anyhow, White remain, with a weak .pot at Q 4, and .light as the diwdvant-

'*%TC's'LriSce Soefnofseem to be quite .ound ; but still in this inrt«.ce it wa. good

AMSTB.

H_-rf. * »68:.471 93

^Stolon N.^;.::::::;;::;:::;;;:::;:::::.::...^ • iwj^ 31

Note, of and Cheque, on other Bank. SS'm m
Balance due from other Banks in Canada.........^.. ...^... .... ^S™, w
Balance due from Agencies of the Bank in the United States... 1,408,587 10

British Consols, Dominion of Canada Stock, and United State.
„,,„,, „,

Bond. "*'^" "°

Loans, discounts and advances on Current Account •17,420,995 M
Bills discounted overdue, and not specially secured 9H,«I »»

Overdue debts, secured by mortgage or other deed on real estate,

or by deposit of or lien on Stock, or by other securities 306,027 «
.g0^««tAt«, tiia property of the Bank lotber than the Bank pre-

•4,788,089 88

mlso«),'and mortgages on real estate sold by the Bank S,™^
Bank PremiMS and Furniture 2Sa,2SS 02

•23,030,396 42

(Signed,) W. N. ANDERSON,
General Manager.

Canadian Bank or Commebck,
TorojUo, 21«t June, 1884.

enough to frighten the opponent.
.,,.,,„„

(«) Better would have been to take the bishop,

attack, but hardly anything more, e.g.:

WHITE. -BLACK.

12. ... . P *»'«' B
- - • KttoR2

White probably would have got a good

IS. Qtake«P«hor(A)
14. Kt to Q 5

(A) IS. Kt to Q 5
14. Q take. P ch
16. P to K 5
16. F take. P

QtoKS

BLACK.
gtoQBq
ttoB2

F take. P
BtoKB4

15. Q to B 4
16. Kt to B «

QtoKtS
QtoBS,«te.

17. KttoB6
la Et take. K Et
19. P take* Kt

BLACK.
Kt take.

P

Kt takes Kt ch
B take. Kt with a
piece ahead.

Q to K 3, and thi.
(f) The only other plan.able move for the queen y>?l* *• 1*; • „ ,„ ,ri , .>, v to n ./

.

tnrns out unsatisfactory on account of 15. B take. P ch. K take. B ;
16. Q to Kt 5 eh, K to R «i

.

"•
^oT'AVel'u'luarmove. which force, the game. Theobieot of eourw i. to rtiut the advsn.

queen out from the defence preparatory to the mcrifloe of tn* "'•hop.

(A) Black ha. no .atlsfactory an.wer. White win. in every variation with B take. P oh,

'

(4) Mr. Mawn oonld win here in a shorter way with 18. B to B 6.

NEWS ITEM&
THERE were over one hundred .olotlon. to a problem in the nhutrated LmdmNem nnt

in recently. Curion. to relate the problem wa. onKiund and impomlble, and only four ooire-

''°z™°«B?oiTl^T.''toaTphilldor WM only equal to. P «id 2 pl.y« of to-d»jr, and much
inferio? toh°. Itialan adverwry, Erool. dd Bfo. Be atao ny. that SUonton, ttough a flr.^

raSpUyer.«. never equal tS Anderwen. He think. DwdhappeUMi WM a hn^uft «id

D.u'^Bjardomnal. a grjat mMter. MoDodbjU w« '"L-^ 6^». A. to 8^1. tte

Dr believe, that while 8.'. play average* battm, Z. lU— %o WfOar mfim « Wa** XD»

^l^Knvion Mwiti liofnlwiy reticent m to Pan) Mgrpby.

The following resolution, were then put and earned unanimously :—
_,.,.,

Moved by the President, seconded by the Vice-President :- That the report of the

Directors now read be adopted and printed for the information of the shareholders.

Moved by Hon. Alex. Mackenzie, seconded by E. H. Rutherford, Esq. :— That the

thanks of the meeting are due, and are hereby rendered to the President Vice-President

and other Directors, for their careful attention to the interests of the Bank dunng the

^"^'iSoTed by David McGee, Esq., seconded by W. G. Cassels, Esq. :-" That the tlwiks

of lihe meeting be also tendered to the General Manager and other officials of the Bank

for the satisfactory discharge of their respective duties during the past year.

Moved by Hon. S. C. Wood, seconded by Wm. Elliott, Esq.:—"That the ballot-box

be now opened, and,remain open until two o'clok this day, for tbe receipt of ballot ticket,

for the elifction of Directors, the poll to be closed, however, whenever five minute. shaU

have elapsed without a vote being tendered."

The Scrutineer, prewnted the following report :—

The Canadian Bank or Commkhck,

W. N. Andebson, Esq., Toronto, 8th July, 1884.

Oeneral Manager.

gi. _We the undersigned Scrutineer., appointed at the general meeting "'the

Shareholder, of the Canadian Bank of Commerce held this day, hereby declMj the foLtow-

gentUmen duly elected Directors for the ensuing year :-Hon. Wm. McMaeter, Wm.

Elliot, T. S. SUyner, Geo. Taylor, John Waldie, Hon. S. C. Wood, Jame. Crathem,

W. B.' BWilton.
Year obedient Mrvanta,

At a meetiiut of the newly-elected Bourd of Director* held .ub.«iuently, the Hon.

Wm. MoMutar and Wm. Elliot, E«}^ .w»r« re-elected Freeident and y>ce.Pre«d«n«

mpeotively, by a nnanimoiu vote.

ToKOHTO. 8th July, 1884.

W, N. ANDERSON,
0mtral Maitofsr,

JoLt 17lh, 1884.]

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

from the JUail (Can.) Dee. 15.

bv° thf'^i' ' muco-pumlent discharge causedoy the presence and develonmnnf nf jn^vegetable parasite amcebiln tCintemal li^

on^y a"^vIZV "? °°r- Thii pa™? te is

Btanr«> I„ 1*11^ "°''''»' 'a'ourable ciroum-

tSHr^Ff^^^^^^

SbeT«*d?ng'lS'rutoo^S""°'''''^'^'"°°^^^^^^
death.

""'"» in pulmonary consumption and

of inhalents an 1 Sr ?n™ '^''''^''3' "J« ""e

"8re''£'™" ^«-- «-" "''""''^

fort7yBa^ltaSS?n'ir,r-'*'"""'; Phy«i=iari of
Inir, succeeded i^H^'

"'' ^"°'' nxperiment.
combination o, ?nmTu^Z"''\ '^t n9=«»«ary
In absolutalv «i?.^

''""'^ '''"'=•» "s™' f*il

thif 7jrShl« J^
permanently erariicatina

rn^iii----^^^^^
Messrs. a. H. DIXON & SON,

303 King St. West, Toronto, Canada.
andinclo.estampfor their treatise on Catarrh

Oakland. Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Ifemrt. A. B. Dixon <* Son

f.Wt- ,?S'i°'FS-^"^"-
things for CatTrJh sVire.!™ *Saeh an°?r''

1 consider that minn w«a a »»*. v j

, Toor., with many thank.

Kev. e. b. Stevenson.

Unnn ir.....
-' '"» 'OLLOWINO LINE.

:

THE BEST VALUE IN CANADA.
1,800 YARDS OF SASH Rmnnw — «.

wiifl at 800., worth fl-om $l.oo to $1.80 per yard.
Reader, yon will positively save money by visitingLUKES, DAGGE Sc OCXS STORE.
116 YONGB STREET. CORNER OF ADELAIDE.

DR. WARNERSHEAl?m CORSETPatentedSept.28, 1875. Patented ^i^
^*\\Jt^lPatented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented

,^n i
'*'°- R«'»"»ert July .3.

IH77. Patented Jan. 9, 1877 Re
issued AuR. 6, 1873. Patented July

Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France
Patented in Canada Juno 7 187')
No. 10078. Trademark, "Heal.

'

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 187(i.

With Improved Tampico Bnsls.
Awarded the Highest Medal over
ttll American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.
Uneqnalle,! for beauty, style and

comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTURED BY THH

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Bdsts. which are as soft ,ir
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they wjll retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a now substance
which is much superior to horn
ir whalebone. It cannot break
nd IS elastic, pliable and com-

f >rtable.

The "Health Corset" is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is
equally adapted to all women
avi.n the most fastidious in dress~".. urai^lUKU;0 BY TETH

_S^£AfPrON^/iSET 'CO.. TORONTO

^NDIA RUlpFGOODSl

T^EITH * FITZSIMONS,

MAITOFAOTtTBEHS

Gas Fixtures d; Artistic Brass Work,
Steam Fitters' and Plumbers' Strpptra;..

1» KING 81'REET WEST, - TORONTO

EUBSES SHOES,
' raiT BOOTS,

BEITOTG,

Seeam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Ak»,

MBU VALVES, OMKtlJ,

Star Brami Cottoafst
Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

;hose3.
(280,000 feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Biitinct Plies Kann&ct'd.
Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce it superior 10 any
other make in the" market
for Its MrM^ih a„j j„.Me ^aalltiei,.

»TAe Stat Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Hro Engine Hose,
IS made from the best Gulf
Cotton and fine Para Rub.
Oer, and fully warranted fromany rtetect.s m manufacture
Sample mailed on application

Established ] 364 Yonye Street.

THOMSONS
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPORXTJM.

New stock of next season's Wnii u™..
arrived. Balance of old Jt^k^JyfS^*" Jn^*
markably low figures. cSm^SiTp"' ""
Hanging. Glazing Re-GlaSg ind 'p^X,done to order. Estimates AveS j""*'?,*
Mleotod stock of Stationery. cHrist^.^/.'™."
eto., at lowest prices. A cZll »ii''t'J^

*'««'».

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
OFFICE AMn mir>^o^^.,„ 'OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto

Agent.
a. HOUGHAN,

^Attin,p.irie,tyn^^il^ Hnve aurpron.pt and careful attention.

™CANAMANPAmlAILW^

rriHE SHELDON OCEAN GROVE N J*- City by the aea.

jm'^^i^l'irinTi.le^rslfrri? ""^ ^"P'-'^from New York ootll, ? ?
""sort, ifhours

Philadelphia *10m,w"!'^"^v2 houw from
Recmmon fed by he mo/t"" ,^^"8 ^™'"='>-
sicians. Ocean wnL,.„A,?^'.'^*'*''™'ed Phy-
heat. Passe °grrefe7a.or'^°r'"" 5""'' ""*«™
Wonderful flowing „^f.'- '"'° "•» escapes.
'and; „ir«"e,rw?)"tha'mi^S,"'i«- ^^^^^^
the pines ami cool ro.t

™!n«lod ozone from
feet (IrainaM

°"^' »™«=!e'^ 'rom the sea. Pe"
Terms moSate^Oplnaliti, "" "°"l'»'™a.

RUSaEI.L'.S, 9 KING ST.Tw^t"
TORONTO for

'

mOH-ClASs WATCHES » JEWELLERY

Chargres Moderata:^

OHAW * USBORNE,
"""

' "

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

infumresTff^^ied^^ron"??*''?- '"r" »""
and oxcJianged. "'"Perty bought, sold

__
'" KWG ST. EAST. TORONTO.

ARCHITECTS, BUIlOmc SURVEVOBS AND VALUATORS
Offir,,^Sr> AdeM.te Si. E„st, Toronto

W>.^STEWA«r.

Ty A. IMPET,
Dealer in all kinds of

2n CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT^Estmiates given on appUcation. '

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, —
. ,^^,_,^

•'^
mr^to^r'^^^^' Preeidentaad Mana^- .

i§^W^ARr?R-o°?t^-^r^- -

Manufactnre. thefollowing gradesof paper:-

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK Paper

(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered)
BLUE AND CREA.-U LAID AND WOVE

roOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.
: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

£7irelope and Lithographic Papers.
COLOBBD Coves Papebs. snper-flni.hed.

;^
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LAND REGULATIONS.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WOR^
TORONTO, ONT.

V C'f

WANTED.
The advertiser desires to corresnond -i»i,

a reliable p,irty relative to a partSewhi^S
a very profitable Nursery busiSessinTM^
Partner may be either silent or active «S5
wJU be required to furnish from «2 nnn t„
•4000, whicb, however, need not b? ill .JP
vanced at one time. Advertiser is well ei
perienced, and a moderate estimate of toe
profit, the first year would be from IS to 30per cent, net, with a larger income the second
year. The best of references will be givenand are therefore required. Arrangementii
moat he oonaummated by the lat September.
Addreu,

BOX 38, TROUPE, TEXAS, n.S.A

THE LIQHT-BUNNING DOMESTIC
is .imple, strong and durable. It need,

no toMhing, watching or adiusting, and not

"^•J*UI*"°"*" A-W.BHAIN,A«wt,

em Ma^i^oSrrp^SS^rXIrt '"* ^""^^ =«" »'<"»« '"e main ,i„e..„d in South.

$2.50 PER ACRE
upwards with conditions requiring cultivation »A. rebate for cultivation of from SI 2B tn «^ nn -.-
the land, aUowed on certain condiSoS.'^A'e'clVa^^So'^e^LinTu*" ^^P^"^"'

Without Conditions Of Settlement or Cultivation.

TME RESERVJSD SECTIONS
^:''^^^tlZo:i^^^^^ of the Raiiwa., arediate cultivation.

^ ^^^ "" ?«"«» prepared to undertake their inime-

Terms of Payment

:

per cent, premium on their par value an 1 ai'^uJd fn^r^f' t'J,'"''
'^" ^ ««P'«<I »' tenapphc»t,„n at the Bank of MontreX jSreal or .h ^^T. ^"""^^ '^" *>« "btaidSFOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SAT P "1^ ?/ '" »««'":i™-

l

re^''s^'^iroitt°tt^''«^-^»«^^''H'"^«^^^^^^^

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

»A.vtrrAcrnjaBBs op thb

" ULY WHITE • FLOATHfG SOAP,

J!"!??'^ °^ PERPECTION SOAP,

ENGLISH MOTTLED SOAP,

*OT) OTHKB OELKBRiTEB BttATOg 0»

Fine laundey Soaps.
Fulling SoapR,

Toilet SoHpB,

Aniline X>yes.

SEND FOR PRICB LIST. '

Rodger. Maclay & Qq.
Canada Soap and OH Works,

1

i

e

d

n

\
., \

8

T

Montrwl Jtaairj, lag^,

9*trttarf,

Office :

70 Fbont St. East,
|

Works :

Dkprixs Stbivt

TORONTO,

}
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I.

JULIAN HAWTHORNE'S
ARCHIBALD MALMAISON.
"

' Archibald Malruaison ' is one nf the moet
dnring attetnptB to sot the wildest fancy
maaquerading in the cloak of science which
bHH ever porhapa been made. Mr. Hawthorne
has managed to combine the almost perfect
construction of a typical French novelist with
a nioie than typicalty German power of con-
ception. GeniuH is here of a kind more artia-
tioally BPlf-Roverned than Hoffman's, and less
obviously self-conscious than Kock's. A strange
sort of jestini; humour gives piquancy to its
grimuBM."— Globe (Ijondon).
" Mr. Hawthorne has a more powerful

imagination than any contemporary writer
of flctiOD. He has the very uncommon gift of
taking hold of the rearler's attention at once,
and the sMll more uncommon gift of main-
taining his grasp when it is fixed. If any-
body wants to read a good novel, let him read
Mr. Hawthorne's; and if anybody finds it un-
interesting, let that body tbonceffHrth hold it
as an indisputable verity that he does not
know a good novel when he sees it." -Academy
(Ijondon),

II.

Sdward Everett HaW* latett storff,

THE FORTUNES OF RACHEL.
A novel of American life. 12mo., paper, 25c.

;

.
cloth, »i.oa

" KV'ery one knows that Mr. Hale i« the
prince of story-tellers."

—

Bo»t<m Olobe.

WILLIAM BRIGGS,
78 A W) KING STREET EAST. TORONTO.

Grand Trunk Ry.
TENDERS are invited by this Company for

the following quantities of Anthracite coal,
cleaned screened, and free from slate and alt
other impurities, to be delivered between the
1st AucuBt. 1884, and Ist April, 1885, as may
be required by the Company, viz.

:

Delivered on railway cars, duty paid, at
Brockville or Belleville, 400 tons egg size, and
SuO tons stove size, more or les.?, as may be
required.
Delivered on railway' ears at International

Bridge, or Suspension Bridge, as the Com*
' pany may elect, l.-VK) tons egg size, 1.000 tons
stove size, and 1,000 Urns chestnut size more
or less as may be required.
Also from 800 to 900 tons best Mclntyre

smith's coal from Mclntyre Coal Company's
mines. Mclutyro Co., Pa., to be delivered be-
tween now and 1st July, 1885, as may be
ordered.
Parties tendering for any of the above to

state the kind of coal proposed to be delivered.
Payments as follows:—That is, coal de-

livex^ In any one month will be paid fur dur-
„ iu tlw toUowioA xoooth.

lenimt lOMfcad "^Pwiaen. for ABthiaeit*
coal," win be reoeirftd by the imderaign«d up
to the 13th Jnlj, 1884.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
Gentrai Manage.

Montreal. 2nd Joly. 1684. *

The American Art Union.
D. HcNTiNGTox, Pres. T. W. Wood, V.-Prea.
E. W. Pebky, Jr., Sec. F. Dieluan. Treaa.

The sabscription to the Art Union will be
five dollars per annum, and each subscriber
for the present year will receive :—1st. A proof
before letters, on India i>aper, of the etchiug
of the year, by Walter fihirfaw, from Eastman
Johnson's picture "The Reprimand." This
etching is of a size (13x16 inches) and quality
such as the leading dealers sell at from twenty
to twenty-five dollars. 2nd. The illustrated
Art Union, which will be issued monthly, for
the enrrent year. 3rd. One-half of the sub-
scription will be set apart for the formation
of a fund, to be expended for the joint accoimt
of the subscribers in the purchase of works of
Alt, which will be delivered uDeonditiooally
to the whole body of the subscribers repre-
sented by a committee. Sample copy sent
postpaid on application to E. WOOD PERRY,
Secretary, 51 West Tenth St., New York.

"S
UNABRIDGED.

In Sheap, Russia »nd Turkey Bindings.

int.

THE STAin>ARD.
-t^iPfWtWebster—it has 118,000 MTords,
%JtJCtJL 3000 Eneravlngs, and a New

Biographical l>letlonarv.
nnVTVI standard in Gov't Trinting Offlce.X JUJIl 38,000 copies in PuLI ic Sclioola.

^^ Bale 80 to 1 or any other series.
^nVICI^naidtomalieaFainlly Intellij

,DXm9 JL Best help for SCHO:
TSACHERS and SCHOOLS.

The best practical English Dictionary extant.—
Quarterti/ iJex'tfir, London.

It has all along kept a leading place, and the
New Edition brings it fairly up to date.—i.andon
Times, Junt, 1882.
It is recognized as the most usefiil existing

"wonl-lx>ok" of the EngllKli language, all oyer
the world.—i>r«u! York Tribune, 1882.

^"A UBRART IK ITSEi:.F.»
The latest edition, In the quantity of matter It

contains. Is belicTed to be the largest volume
published. It la an ever-present and reliaDle
school-master to the whole family.

^
Specimen pages sent prepaid on application.'

a. * O. XKBBIAM * CO., PnbUshers,
Sprlngfleld, Maw., V, 8. A.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
I

CORPORATION,

Head OfflQM, - Pnblic Ubnij BoUdlngi,

Cor. Cblnrcb and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

SAVINGS BANK DEPABTMENT In our
new premises at above address. Interest
allowed on deposics at 4^, 6 and 6 per cent,
per annum.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Muacer.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCOBPOBATED 1861.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets, - » i, . fi.st9,us oo

Income for Year -- ~^ • " t,^,8a8 sS

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies In all towus through-
oat the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Prn. JAS. BOOMEB, Bte.

3. 3. KENNY, Man. Dirtetor.

CANADA LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,500,000.

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be aeonred at the

DIVISION NEXT YEAR.
April, MBS.

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co.

Iaeorpor»led, A.D. 1858,

Subscribed Capital

Paid up Capital

Reserve Fund

Total Assets -

|3,000t000

3,300^006

1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINOS BAKK BBAMOR.
Deposits received, repayable on demand or

short notice. Interest is paid, or added to the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTUBEB.
Honey received for investment in tums to

suit lenders, for which debentures are issued
in currency or sterling, with interest conpons
attached, payable in Canada or in England.
Trustees and executors are authorized by law
to invest in the debentures of this company.

Circulars, with particnlars as to terms, may
be obtained from the Office Compaxt'8
BXTUtDUias, TOBOKTO Stbsst, Tobokto.

J. HEBBEBT MASON,
ilanaging Dirtetor,

BANK OF OTTAWA-

Aathoriied Capital,

Subicribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, -

Bat

91,000,000

1,000,000

99S,tti3

110,000

JAMBS MAOliABEN, Esg., President.
CHABLE8 MAOEE, Esg., Tict-PrmiOtnL

Dtneton-C. T. Bate, Esq., B. Blackbnra
Esq., Hon. Oeo. Bnrson, Hon, L. B. Gbarob
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq.. John
Mather, Esq. ' "s, vmi

Qbobob Bubh, CatMtr.

Bbamohb»—Ampricr, Oarleton Plaee, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.

Aosan » OAitaiu— Oanadlaa Bank of
Commaroe. Aenm ni Nww Yokk—Mesara.
A. H. Ooadby and B. E. Walker. AancTs ra
liOHSOi—nJnUihAlUuM Bank.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

THE MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN
HISTORY.

"Tbt« aplonclld publication eov«rB In fit
iMoafl from month to month and year to y«ar
tha entir* fl«ld of the history nf this continent
from its reipoteat periods to the events of Vw
day. It l8 welcomed throaxhout the whole
land for the reason that It is national In Its
character."—^0w Oriean* Daily City Item.

COITTEHTS FOE JULY. 1884.
The SnHDTi,KB Hocse at Albant. Fred-

eric O. Mather. Illustrated with interior
sketches, and with portraits of many person-
ages of note who have been associated with
the dwelling.
A Bcsnnss Firm in thb BEVoi.tJTioii. 3.

Rammoad Trnmboll, LI..D. In this sketeh
by the eminent President of the Connectloat
Historical Society, some noteworthy corre-
spondence of General Nathanael Greene is
introdooed, tha originals of whose letters,
neTar befckre published, have not been seen
for the last half century, except by Hr. Ban-
croft.
Fbench Spoliation BsroBE 1801. James

O. Gerard. An eihaastive and intensely in-
teresting description of a chain of events
affecting the interests of a great nnmber of
American citizens.
b08Hir.Au IN Philadblpru. Lewis Boeen-

thal. A discussion touching the origin of the
Declaration of American Independence.
Washington in 1861. Lieolanant Ooneral

Charles P. Stone. A graphic and instructive
account of the condition of aflfalrB in Washing-
ton in that most eventful year, 1861, by the
late chief of the general stall of the Khedive
of Egypt.
Chief-Jdbtice John Marshall. Sallie

Ewing Marshall. Illustrated with an excel-
lent portrait.
Original documents. Minor Topics, Notes,

Sneries, Replies, Learned Societies Book
otices, occupy twenty-six admirably filled

pages.

(Sold by newsdailers everywhere. Terms,
es a year, or 50 cents a nnmber.

)

PaUlcbtioa OfflM, 30 XMt$,79tU
Place, VwTorkOitT.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
139 CBURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufactorers of B«al and Imitation
Stained OUm. Send for circulars, etc
Costs from 36c. per foat up. Send for

sample fan-light 91, size IKxSO in.

CHAMPAOJfE.
Fommery. G. H-'Homms.
Piper Bee. Piper Heidsieck.
Carte Blanche. Deutz & Oeldermann.

PORTS.
O. G. Sandeman Son & Co.'i Fin» Old Wiitm,
Choice, very old, soft and dry.
Old, smooth and dry. . .

Old. rioh and toU bodied. *^
Old Tawny, eboice, rich and tna.
FUe, foil bodlad, I^ fruity.
Vary Old Spanish.
Taragona, soft sweet wine.

Canadian Wina..
Natlre, old and tmity. Native Yonsg Win*.

SHERRIES.
We beg to call the attention of tha pnblie

oenerally to onr large and varied stock of
Ports and Bhanies, which are of a very
superior quality, being ptoe and free from
5plrlte, are rleh and ezceueat in flavor.
uUam PmaarHndt Co.'i Chotct Old Winm.

Table Sherry, li(ht.
Dry Dinner wine.
Manianilla. licht and dry.
Pale, light and troity.
Otoroeok dry, fall fUTor and rieh.
Odd, rieh flavor and full bodied.
Amnntniado, old and very choice.

JAS. SHIELDS & Co.,
WnOI MEBCHANTS,

Cor. Toag* aad Twyatu Sti., Tonnto.

HAMILTON IfSBBITT,

ASSKUn MTMaiMIF mo. EK.,

mas mtuut » ntAUSBSDr,
a Toaojrro btumt, tomonto.

AlUSEIENTS.

HANLAN'S POINT FEEBY.
YoBJt Street steamers run from 7.30 a.m

until 9.30 p.m.—last trip from Island 10 p.m.
YoNOE 8TBEET steamers, 8 a.m. nntll 8 p.m.
Bbocx Stbxbt steamer 10 a.m. until 9.30

p.m.

Steamer Chicora.
Daily, leaving Toronto at 7 a.m. and!) pjn.

for Niagara and Lewlston.

tste&mer Xlmpress of India.
Daily between Port Dalhousie and Toronto,

in connection with O.T.B. and Welland di-
vision. Ijoaving Port Dalhousie at 10.S a.in.

;

returning leave Toronto at 3.i0 p.m.

Southern Selle.
Daily, between Hamilton and ToR»to.
Leaving Hamilton at 7.90 a.m. and 2.15 p.m.

Toronto at 11.00 " and fiJO "

-^ASON k COLUNS,
^*- -A-RTISTS.

UFE-SIZE PttTRAITS IN Oil AND CRAYON.

Studio, - - 31 Knjo St.JVest, Tobonto.

FBANCE.
Copies of The Week may be obtained of

M. Fotheringham, 8 Bue Neave des Capa-
cines, Pttla.

REFRIGERATORS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

GOAL OIL STOVES.

"V^. ]H. SF -A.EK O "W,
WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE STREET.

DR. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabtis Stbut.
MIVWIFEBY, AND BiaBASES OF

WOMEN 4 SPECIALITY.

-Vr PEAB-SOSf

PJBISTIST,

pAINLESS DENTISTRY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DiMTiaT,
266 Queen Street, East.

JOHS B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATHIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; San-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. : 6 to 6.30 p m.

sag A 328 Jabvis Stbebt.

pHABLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOR, OONVETANCBB, Etc.

—:Otmoii:—

46 Adtlaide Street Eatl, Toronto, Ont.

/"lOATSWOBTH k HODGINS,

Banisters, Solicitors, Notaries,
Conveyancers.

Monty to Lmd. Ofleea—10 rort Chambore

^ _ Na 9 ToBoaro Btbbet, Tobohto.

a. ooamroBTV, jb. fbank b. hodoqis.

p(EO. HacDONALD,
.

Babbirsb, SouoiToa, Eio.

—: onncBa :—

Equity Chambers, 90 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto. Mtmty to Loan.

MISS BIBDSALL,

i Bank St., St Mark's Ward, <

rrai.A.OECBB OS* sattbxo
Pnjpil <tf Carl Martont.

Pencil drawing, etching, water oolourt, m
satin or velvet.

Tnau—Mnale, t6 ; Drawing, eta., t*.

TJOBACE F. ALUONS, ABTI8T,

,40 Okureh Street, Toronto.

Pottraits firom Ufa Old paiatfaigi emilafl •
spaetalty. PortraHi of bane* and iom- 00
p^teg taught osi the mtaia •( Ik* TTtoft
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^^:-Oney.ar,,3.00.elghtmonthr;rfrm:i:™/:---'--
Subaeribers In Qreat Britain an,i t™i .,

' ^"""""PMone payable

per toe per annum
; WSfneTl ""^i'°,t''«?«*« «d Umited in n„,.K„

'X

*J

L.

Onck more the unaavoury " bribery ^arjres " hav« 1^^T^ puUic-thig time in thTfonlof a^a ,

^^"^ '"*°""'

^« • 4«t»» whiofc i. «A /«&; ^J^ rt improper to oomnH^t

«««pti«n 1^1 calculated ^^SZa^tt^.*" "'*' ""''" °' ?"«««'^ «atio«U fair fanu. FaitoHTTif ' -nece««arily tarnish

r — -a. One thin, ig eJear ih„
^^ ^'^^^ ^^'^ '° t»»eir

for nothing new wa. el«i<Ced nor hJ^Z^l^'^^'"''^'''' °' '^<^^,

arrived .t-in this respect Wr'tn"^"" '^ '^ »'—ff-t when
of rork of pious mZ^. ^^I,.::^"* "^t"^*

°* ">« gallant Duke

commead itself to the lover of fair-pj.y.
* * ""^ ^^^'' ^^"^ *<>

electorate roll ,U be aTcomtn TT"'^"^
'^' *^« ^^P*'"''"" of thi/

^t clique were honltTh' ^ 1 r* "''f
"'''""'^ °^ ^"^ -^ ^

of reason for the position But Lr ' T '''"' "°"^** ^ ^^^ '^^
the Marquis has Ipted his cry mell" "'^"'^r'^'^

'"^P'e evidence tper

let the cat out of the bagwhen hro^.V^u'^'^^" ^'^ C*™*-^'
were allowed to vote for "he count '"tl

'""' '' "^^^ ^^^ "'•^-"^
labourers. A statesman holXsucr!!-'''^^

^^^''^ ^-P '^^e ru.n,
to support some such gerrymander 1 ^ '°'«'" "^ -^^P^^^^d ^V-^^
artisans into urban coSrJ intrd"' T

"°"'' "^'°" '''^ --- ^-^
of the labourers. The Duke "f ilb ll

"**'" ""« """^^ " Tory ^c.te

^rain. and reminded hi! hell fr ^ ?"'°'' ^""^^ ^ '^«^«-'-

Carnarvon supported the Reform Bill o7t7- VT ^"'^ ^'^^^•"^ ox
by the only man who of late years coulH ] J'

'^'"^'''^ 'ho"gh ^ w.'
Earl Beaconsfield. Before the 6^* f ^' '^"'^ P^^'^ *« ^"^'^e*".

Joilowers told the House of Commorin'tZ 'I
°" °^ ^'^ '^^'^^

had not a ghost of a chance ofZw L r T "'"'""^ '"'»^' '"^^'^^

play demands a re-arranging of reoJti "
""''"'" ''''' '''"

perfectly well known that ftr manv I ""' "" °^ '^' ^'''^^^'- It ="

I-iberal and Tory-to supper sucS a"" "' ''' """"^ °^ Commote •

extinction, and this fact wou entreThT;" T" '' '° ^"'^ '''^ ^^
coupling redistribution with franchL 1^""*

^T'^""'^
°^ '^''^ -««'^'^

clumsy and transparent this o^r s a„d >
'

•

" ''"' * ^"^'^^ --
US advoeacy. If ,be p.sent Go^rmett rtTtr "' ^'' ^"^*^ ^
would immediately offer-as Disraeli did w fZl .

'""""^ ^^^ Tories
measure to that just passed ^ ^ clmm "'f ^"^"^"^ o-^'
power. The Lords' acVon is pla n v d^c^Trj' T^""^' '°' * -'«™
- • ••

:d orderdeterminedto'iStW 11'/ '^^.ol^tinate pride o^"Privileged orderdete7m ;:;J:Zth '''
"'

SWt homiliati^n. ;-j;_!r''"''"'" power.J^ honuliationg, i«wL Z'UIl."! T""' ^* ^ » P»*^ «^enge '

have listened to the after-dl^r SJ «,'°.r ^r
"^^ '^'^ -*"^

conception how extravwant th.,. ^ 1.T- *^ ^*"7 '^'»*« have ^"^ «*

thehex^tafy chambeX'tht«h'rrt*U?th'
d^'rj"^*

^ ^^^ "^^
measure of the Commons. That bodv K T^"*.*^" <l«lih«'ately^op«' »"

the nation, just to let bothW tW^ "T ^° '""'*^' '^ ^^^^ >'"

manner that a spoUt child cririf ,eft
1* ,^°"" °' ^"^^ '^^ ^'^

The Lords are ^ginning t^Z IL? '°°« ""'^"'''^ ''^ '*- -^den*"
-member that d.Tera^ dtZs^eqi^^^CnS ^'V'''

^*^^
'^.'v'upon the phm of a blind resistance of Mr gLT '""f

"^ "^ ^^'^
^'ea sign of life. They havo come toM^J, ' ' V"^^^ -orks tt^

lived their usefulness-have bec7me a^ f'
P"""'"" "^ having out--

sUtesman's scalpel-and in theirn!. .

1 '*"''*''°'* '^^'^l^g th*

-

abundant cause fodemandli'lLnlt"" "*" ^^"^^
^-^T

That the remits achieved by thTo^v Fxr«^*- i '*

surate with the accompanying iLTf Hfo
^^^P*!^*'*"* "« "t aU^fcommen- e

hy veiy few. Surely l^^slnZl^l W "J""^
''^ *" maintained.d

North Pole discove^J Doubtlt rfalf^."
"^ "^ "" **« «""- "Vn

experience had been taken bv th« a„*k .•
P'^'^tions dictated b-the

attempt to penetrate the seo^ta orlT'"* "^"^"^^ «»« htte,;he

attended by less lamentable results but t^"""
'"^'^ '^^' ^^^ ^"^"^

event, and in the frozen north as else "h ?^ *° '^. '"« »«<* the of
.

which happen, that one wouW not"^'tT^ .!^ "^^^ -'•>«—

««« ™v*P^^^^ now presented in England is a ^iir,-r,..a j •
-««3uuea oy less Umentable rf.«nlt» . i, * •.. •

"" ""s"-" -".gat n«ve beeijfor^ae nvri political parties are arranging delZ^^ ?"""=*'"« «^«''*' -^^ in the frosernortri «,' J
'* "'" -»? to be wise after the of

their dete«un.tion to prevent tl. FrancC fim STo
,°' ^'^ ^ *'^°*^«^ «P«iition pli^^L^t^ 7^^^ '*^ "' "« «^°iP«««t of-

«W»g to the people in ^1^^^^"''*^^ ^ ^^••-'•ting .bill
«Woy»d by ft. pJoJe ia tfcet^ a^'"!

^^'"^ P"'"**^' that «,
»fc-y«««W rjLj^ ^iH^ Jf«'

'^y- »-'' "^MSht. of p.«ent toil

\

v^v

able and heroic achrevement.-'T^i .S.? "*'* *"''*^ "* '^^-
'^M.Geoi^Kenna's.5d^\;tf^."»»^«'^*«d-ccess^^ .

e^en the moat enthusiastic acieni^-.* ^7r
aMoovery has been made that »

.t the price 01. thehWre^^wt "*
'^l

"^ "^'^ '>'-*-«' ''

- ^they were the ^^^r^^e:Z7'^kT''T^J^ "^ "^ " '

worid be for the knowledge obtaiaedT^lKf!!
/"""'' "'*«' "^ ^ ""^

the p^ of the surrivor^XfeStwcNS!!^^"~^ ""^^ « '^

lif

' the expenaa "^t——"J "• ""AHoring 'which aiowlv '"
«ght hoar, °''*.^'oi;^I!^'^i;^*^'!rr°»^^ *»ty- ««

'^^,

r

t

\

tl

%
J.

~T

^

tr"^ .< • [
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THE WEEK.

CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.
Attain re/erenoe, which have be«n made to

,.njiu, 1884.

[JoiT a41h, 18«4.

IT

^-Sjr*.,, to-be „Te7,.™l^''ror.rr«:.tth*:t?h*
"Byrta^a.," p.pe„. it

SSf-e contribution, of an indiyid^«7wriL^r^ iVV*'*''
"' °°' *"'''°'^»'' •"" "«

" own opinions. The Wbkk is an onen fltfn f »" expression of that writer's
^pressed with courtesy U>.::^ro,;^^'^tr^,Z:iZ\ZZ't^^"^^^

•Jatform inclldinJ l * ,

^*°'"°"' paragraphs, of the Republican

•••'Aers of S. r!
""*"' ''"'' *'"'' denunciation of foreign pur-*er8 of lands. But in one reKnP.f the letter

likelv t^ I, u .u '" °"® '^^P*''' *''* '^**^'' " highly notable and

It rties It "J ?: r""^ °' •* "^" ^P"''" - *•>« •'-^'7 °f American

'^''\ " Zit. K ^^"u*"
"""' °' ^''^ '"""'''^'''*« ^"^- 'he Tariff question

°'^ Wrb;- ^""r """"^ ^«»'^"*« °»«rt become Republicans, and the

or'. ^raLir;ou b""'"".^'«''T''''^'"''""'«-
M-B.:ineisar;allyabl

a Bov v,/,t4 t^ *J!" f
''.^ very d.fficult to suppose that he was, himself entirely a

«««' <n, . ? r
"' °* *''" """^ *''''='' *« '»'« ««PO"«ed- Indeed he iudi

.

' n:Zi^T "'/'''"- ''"^ P""<='P'«' """^ ''PP-' ^ the prosperity o the
to a

'nited States under protection as a practical and sufficient nroof of Z
eled deilo . T" '

°* ''"*' ^'"''"^ ^^*«« " «!"« to the unparal-
War-, «'fd development of immense national resource, combined with aTJt
''''^-

on"te H™ur'n " '^ '-'""'^ '° ^^'''"'^^ '!•« -1 effects If prot^
vated_ on, he should turn his eyes to the commercial history of some county

XI .H rtratTfrr ;°"''*^"1"^'^ '^ ''"^ exceptionalinAuriorty
found. Spl ar 1 !

P' """^
"' ""'" '^^ "'' '^^^-^^ "^^ United

^«^« t K ?
''"^ """"'"^

' "'^y "e a <=o°tinent in themselves

music the whole of this continent internally enjoy Free Trade. This fact Mr
S' f!rofror:;iii:r;:':rttrr "

"^- -
^ "- "-^«

At the 1
'"=h « economically evil between nations 1 He slurs rerthl T

pubU<-"v^„,*y of the mercantile marine, throwing out a 1;.^/
'^™*'''

Geror^^ou, that is, of paying with o'ne hlTL tL^^ilr^^hT '^
to^ ^--^^-^ -^th-ehe other. " Evident.y,.\\ry:r;;^:;^'fJ^J

'•'^ Tv f?
";"'"'' *'*'^' '''•'"' "'•^^^ '*« influence, w"«po^f

L^ T" f^ ^"^ '""*• •"°'* ''^ *•>« *-"-' -'-'o-t that haZe"
r" r^eT ". '""''"' ''^^"'^ °* ^--«"» commerce." ^r^

•
'e general activity of the world's trade t^,

'"'***"** "PO'-ted, and of

ce. -nd cotton, the producers of which receive n„ »
' ^"^

sen
,

uriff, unless dear clothes and implemrrareenr"'''""'
''""^ ''''

whim ^ . ., , ,

'ujpiements are encouragements. A ereatamount of capita, has been invested in manufactures uTder the Protege
ne^ System

;
this might be placed in jeopardy bv anv suHH^n .u . ^™r"''''«

»u4_ iaaUprobabiWy. the i^teHigence and1 ' 7f Ameril T^^
*'°"«^'

W
^

eoon hold their own and mo^han their o,S L a fTfiTd cS
"""

fo
;

tion, therefore, is desirable in reduction, and itl^ prudentTrer'
p,

.nternal taxation first. If Mr. Blaine and his parfy^^uld emb^ th"
3, as their policy, they would be standing on tena'^leVrd. B^f ^heto, S 7ar to which they have committed themselves a«.i„ff
.c< --t''eendisa.certainastherising^trm:S

:r;h:rrpTusIS an argument against which sophistry will contend in vain The A
^

'•? an people must have fallen into their dotwre if tW T' "**""

:i . is for the interest of the communitytXetLr^1:"^^ '^l
:: ^ ":.t:t^tir:Ts::r[;^^^^^^^^^
« .

..
negroe. Mr. Blaine inXdes tt erp:^^ " "**"* *'" '""*''«™

tl lik^y. in the aggregate, to am^^TJ^^J^/'Z^^^^ T'^
f 0^ honourable and profitable ways of disposing ofrslru^ HeZt"^
,er<. perfectly well that not a cent would ever h*™ K

^« ""«* i^no'^

. w. except for the purpose of m.ktJ^yZt^Z s ,

'""
.
" ''** ""^

Pr ^^eW^^thesoldierWote.'^ColT/red^;^^^^^^^^^

*j ThiiVtre^ d^yTv:;r^tr:—p^^^--^-

-

:^ and screen that ot^^TltlT L'^^T'^''
*"" *""'«--«*

^. aevi. of strategy to ^hth^thrl: SLtr Jo't'j
^''^

f^- recourse
: but American artisans. th«„„K ri7Ti T *" ''"''«

.fiction, are not without b^^^a^dTev
""

r^^'^
'^"'^ *° •°^''"-~t of industrial depr^on, ^^int^.^:^i:;^^1^Hepnceof pM.,es and ^, manufaotM^ ^^e, whiTZy h^vlt

irJo^n '
**^" *"*" '^'"'*' *•"*'' -««^'^^^^an7^id^,^con-dition ,n any way improved by Protection. In his book Mr RI,.i„ * !

z tTT^ °' "'^^'' '- «°- --« into';;e^t«;n!TidX
?or tt e

"'«'7«P'-°^»-d those reasonings against which it is as nrdTe»

pLemai TT 'T *" "^"^ " '* " ^°' *•>« -*—- to confute tZ
connect Free Trade with Slavery, and Protection with Free Labour "leal "
he ^ys, "against slavery (at the North) was necessarily Zmp!"tlby an appreciation of the dignity of free labour ; and free labour wTmoSgenerously remunerated under the stimulus of protection laws. Th"Z"ons^derations produced a directly opposite conclusioni^ the South wireho^e interested in slave labour could not afford to buiS np a class of freeabourers with high wages and independent opinions." To'f^r Tal^l ,1he protective system does, away from the more'profitable into th^l sTprofi"able employment, is a singular method of setting it free Perfect ifbertv

Satr;wt"
"'

"r"
^ ^"-^'^ ''" --^'^' p- °f indu!triirfrrdo:'

don whTr " '""' '^°-'---« interest with a powerful organiza

It had Its philosophy, and Colbum was not less plausible than Mr. Blaine.

In an article of which the very title, "The Reduction to Iniquity"trumpets controversial strife, Mr. Henry George makes a furZ T;.sUught on the Duke of Argyll, whom he seems to hold responsible Lr .Jlthe sorrow, of humanity. The star of Mr. George is evide^Iy de^l Igand lU lustre will not be repaired by the present outbreak, whilh is sim'lya rabid declamation against the inequalities and evils of society without

IrftrTl A.r'
'^ '^"''" communism were introduced. T^ere

;ir m ' ?r ''"°'^« -'"'- P-*^ o-ership in land doTn"3 ble^^ ":r *:"" '"P™"^^^ '''^^
' ^^y -« not man.

Lhionrtf
"

^'V"""^::'
"^y^ ^'^^-^ P"-te ownership' had come intofashion? If you dissect the bodies of a duke and a peasant, says MrGeorge you will find that both are land animals of thrsame k7nd «d^h |ke organ. Hence " it is evidently the intent of nature thai b^hshall live onland and use land in the same way and to the same deg^ "

Direct a horse, and you will find that it is a land animal, with or^in
^ ^pect similar to those of the duke and the peasant ; 'hence thfL"-apient inference may be drawn. Such are the re«K>nings of a man whoh«. been proclaimed a regenerator of the economical worid. AH the^men -. well as all the factory hands ought, of course, according^Zzoological theory, to be Undowners and farmers, and so ongh7aIl Zwomen. Suppose Mr. George's portion of the land was given Z tmorrow, what would he do wit.^ 1 Would he exchange Tuthorsht for

1 a1.\ .u""
'" ""^"^ "•'^ ^^ ?•»» "f confiscation is not to be

thatch "-^-'f
nly than that in land, his answer in effL is,tha^ other property is the product of individual labour, whereas the land

IB given to Hs all by nature. -- • -

._^

I»nW i- „«f ,^ ... .

^^ **"** *^ *''''*° ^y n»ture. but cultivatedland IS not, nor would the land ever have been cultivated had not individual
interest impe,,^ the plough. Kature gives man the raw materi^ o

r„Td ' b t-^'" ?' ""^ "*'^"'^'' °* ^'- «-'««'« ''"t, to which itwould ^m, by his method of argument, everybody has an equal titlewho^ head
1 win fit, ",uch being the evident intention of'naturl''

Those contends Mr. George, "who say it would be unjust for thepeople to resume their m^tural rights in the land without compensatingpr^nt holders confound right and wrong as flagrantly as did they whoheld It a cnme in the slave to run away without first paying his owner hismarket value." When the land runs away from its owner like the slay"perhaps this question of casuistry may require attention; but a SUtewhich takes away slaves from their owners, if it is like England, governedby the rul^ of common honesty, pays the owners compensation. T^land being the habitation of the people, as well as the means of supplyingthem with food. It IS nece««ry that the commonwealth should retain ^yef
It certain «,ye«ign rights, such a, that of expropriation with fairindemnity; and this the commonwealth already does. That the kndwould be better tilled or would yield more bread for the people if aU thefreehold, were confiscated and a set of polificians under the name of theState were t6 become the univer*! landlords. Mr. George has neve,

for tT't^li" ,r *''''"«\*'^ •'-''^-"y » the great praclLl questionfor the bulk of the community. He also leaves us in the dark a. to what
IS to be done when more people are bom than the land can feed. Nor ha«he attempted to explain how it h«i come to p«s that aU civilized nation-have been led with one oom^nt to discH the true principle of Undownemhip. leaving ,t to be preeerved only by a f,w barb«o« or half-
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tTwhom thlf n ;T "1 * '^" *"""« '"'^ ^^-« -'J -admirers
to whom the fallacies and absurdities of his economical reasonings are
matters of small concern. The philosophy they neither understand nor
<^re o understand

;
the rapine they understand well. The Duke of

Argyll, in common with the rest of his order, is open to attack as a
representative of primogeniture and entail. But these do not prevail onour side of the Atlantic

;
and though on our sido of the Atlantic there are

still technical obstacles to the free acquisition of land, they are likely soon

ItZn i rTrT "' ''" "^""^ ^^"^"^^"^ «''^°- Assocfation,and with them the last solid ground for complaint will disappear. Land
will then have been nationalized in the only feasible sense of tho term

The doletul aphorism is always ringing in our ears that the rich are

f°7'"f.
"'=''"'• *"•*

f« P""' »•« growing poorer. The tendency of our
civihzation is evil

;
the time is economically out of joint, and it can be

set right-such is the practical inference whispered by the philos^ic
and loudly proclaimed by the unphilosophic communist-only thXh
revolution and confiscation. Revolution and confiscation have been tried
in France w^h a vengeance, yet the same complaint, of social injustice
are uttered there perhaps even in a shriller strain than in other countries'
In England to the social state of which the aphorism has been specially
applied Its tn.th has been challenged, statistical investigations into the
distribution of wealth, paat and present, have been instituted and the
result seems to be full of comfort. It appears that though there are some
overgrown fortunes, the proportion of the national wealth in the possession
of the class designated as very rich has decreased; that the amount held
by the middle class has immensely increased, and that the a^<rreeate
wealth of the labouring class has immensely increased also. ThelLt and
most welcome conclusion is strongly confirmed by the returns of depositsm the savings banks. When population multiplies, the number of thosewho from various causes-misfortune, infirmity, vice, or the inevitable
vicissitudes of the labour market-are reduced to want, must multiply
also

;
but there is no reason to believe, there is every reason to disbelieve

that the proportion of those in want to those who are well-off is greater'
or that their condition is worse than it was in former days The beff-^ar
in Homer is just as squalid and miserable as the tramp of modern times
and it will hardly be contended that sUvery, which was formerly the lot
of the Ubounng ckss generally, was superior to the condition even of the
lowest and worst paid grade of mechanics now. The contrast between
wealth and poverty in our generation is often shocking, but is it moreAockmg than it was in the Rome of Crassus and Apicius, with their host
of sUves. or in th« Middle Ages, when a great feudal lord was master of a
score of manors ahd an army of ret8;,iers, while the serf was not master
even of his own labour? It may be doubted whether a VanderbUt or a
Jay Gould towers in opulence more above the humblest son of American
industry than did the Fuggers and the Medici above the artisans of
Augsburg and Florence. The latter part of the Middle Ages has been
held up by seme Utopians of the past as a period at which the lot of
labour was better than it is now. Yet that epoch was marked at ito close—by the most fearful of servile and social insurrections: in Prance by the
Jacquene; m England, by the risings of Wat Tyler and Jack c'ade • in
Germany, by the Peasante' War. The lamentations of Piers' " Plowman '

are not less bitter than those of the labour journals of the present day
London is always pitched upon as the hideous example of social extremes'
and true it is that nothing can be more saddening than a comparison of
the fashionable with the low quarters of that Babylon. But it must be
borne in mind that London contains four millions of people, and that to
ite own poor is added the perennial influx of misery from without. Whole
quarters are full of pauperism from Ireland, and it is said that there has
been a recent immigration of no less than thirty thousand Polish Jews
It is preposterous to ascribe the wretched state of these people to the
normal tendencies of English civilization. Between the extremes of
Belgravia and Whitechapel lie whole quarters and vast suburbs inhabited
by prosperous and weU-fed industry of diflerent kinds and .rradea That
science and invention, by augmenting production, and wh^t is hardly of
less importance, facilitating distribution, have ph.ced within the r;ich
of the humblest comforta once unattainable by kings, is a common-
place of rhetoric; and science and invention are distinct from manual
labour and essentml parte of this decried civilization. Ten times as many
guests have seats provided for them at the table of life as had seats
providedforthem some centuries ago, though some, unhappily, are still
poorly fed. For those who cannot find seate at the board in their native
Und, instead of the famine which swept off the surplus population of a
horde, the steamship now waits to convey them swiftly and easily to a
new 1*44 of hope and plenty. When a country becomes crowded some

abundaZ r^ ^e cannot, have at once abundance of room and
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senSfties b r\':'"P'""« '^'^ P'"''^''P«°- -<! -itivating hissensibilities has taught him to feel more keenly the inequalities of lifeand the contrast between his own condition and that of the rich while t
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'
"' '* '"PP""" *° '='"-'' ^' ^ time when scepti-cism has banished from many minds the belief in an ordering and cTm-pensatuig Providence. On the other hand, the honour paid to labourZincreased, the soci.l relations between rich and poor' have imp oveTwealth has a greatly enhanced sense of its responsibilities, charity growmore munificent, philanthropy more energetic, nor is much left of thimsolent and contemptuous indifference to suffering which is depictL bythe moralista and satirista of former days. Many a Dives may, L doubt'

^his gir
'

' " ""'^^ '''° '"' ''^' '«'«-'y -th a Lazaru

Occasions are every day presenting themselves for teaching congrega-dons. If they tender the interest of the church, to be considerl 31^.Wnng towards their pastors. When the source of disagreement andtrouble IS a fundamental difference of opinion, it is difficult t^suggest anyremedy but that of peaceful sepaiution
; and fundamental diffe^cl^ofopinion do in these days arise : they arise in the Church of Cl7blween members of the High and Low Church parties, and they aAse in^the churches, mo^ or less from the disturbed state of the theofogical worldand the conflict between ritualism and orthodoxy. ,But fully as often thereal source IS mere weariness of the preacher' To a liteLy mtn thlwonder is that sermons are so good as they are ; he knows tU he wouldhimself soon be exhausted if he were set to write two discour^ a Zkupon a hmited range of topics. But a congregation, blissfully igno^rHf^e limitations of hnunsecretio.., and the difficnlties of cojpo^tion, ex^pects the pulpit to be an over-flowing fountain of fresh thoughVand s riking language and this for a very moderate salary. The ll people ca^ordoctnne themore they crave for oratory ; the less value they set onthe matter of the message the more exacting they are as to the manner o"

Its delivery
;
and as scepticism, avowed or unavowed, eats its way, people

care less for the doctrine and set less value on the message. They demand
in fact that the glow of faith and piety, which is extLt in '^^Ztbreasts, shall be rekindled every Sunday from the single breast of th^
pastor. This is a new difficulty added to the preacher's burden by thecircumstances of a sceptical age. Already it had become hard enough forhim to maintain his influence over an audience the intellectual' level ofwhich was infinitely higher and its temper far more critical than were

'

those of the mass^ the laity a century or half a century ago. To sustain
attention it becom^necessary to practice histrionic acts, to which even
such a preacher as W.lberforc, at last largely resorted. MethodUm con-
rives at east to secure variety in the pulpit by ita rotation of minister,^
though a the expense of pastoral relations as well as of the ministe/s
domestic life. But in the Church of England the style of the preacL
who. when first he mounts his pulpit, is a pa^gon, soon begins to pall •

his congregation becomes first critical and thei restless ; faldta are f^din his general ministrations; at last, perhaps, discontent draws to a headand afoer a year or two of bitterness for the pastor the connection, formed'with the most sanguine expectations, comes to a sad end. Solt will be if
reliance continues to be placed mainly on the sermons, unless a comitaat
variety of preachers can be provided. So it would be in the case of lecturer,
and professors, however gifted, if they had to address themselvea, y««
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after year, to the same audience. The only antidote, bo far as the Church
of England is concerned, is to make the service interesting and hearty.
This ritualism does in its own way j and the progress of the movement
may probably be ascribed quite as much to the desire of a more interesting
and hearty service as to any belief in sacerdotal and sacramental doctrines.
Let us say what we will about the beauties of the Anglican Liturgy, per-

formed in the ordinary way and at full length it is cold and tedious to
almost all except the performer. There is no reason why the English Act
of Uniformity, even if it were the work of holier hands than those of the
councillors of Charles II., should be allowed, as it practically is, to govern
the worship of the AngHc«ii Church in Canada. Let the Prayer Book be
retained, by all means; but why should not Canadian congregations
be at liberty to use its treasures in the way which each of them finds
best suited to its needs 1 A short and well-selected service, with music and
singing would, in all probability, attract larger congregations. It would
also give a fairer chance to the preacher, to whose other disadvantages, as
things are now, is added that of having to address a congregation wearied
by the length and dulness of the service before the sermon begins. The
Roman Catholic Church has an advantage in the moderate length of the
ordinary mass and the separation of the sermon from the service which
another church might emulate without embracing any of her doctrines.

The great religious controversy goes on. In the Contemporary,
Professor Balfour Stewart, one of the authors of the " Unseen Uaiverse

"'

combats the eternity of matter, and contends that the visible universe is not
a,physical, but a spiritual production, " the act of the Ruler of the Unseen
whom theologians regard as the Son of God." The theory of the anti-
materialist, Berkeley, was that the Seen Universe was an operation of
the Deity upon finite intelligences. This is open to the objection that the
existence of finite intelligences was necessary as a condition precedent to
creation. But the same objection, Professor Balfour Stewart thinks, does
not apply to the hypothesis that the Ruler of the Unseen Universe, by
virtue of ita laws, performed upon Himself an operation in which angelic
intelligences and ultimately man became participators. We are here in
the highly rarefied atmosphere of a very mystical philosophy, and should
perhaps shrink back at once were it not that the writer is an eminent
physicist, and that special interest attaches to the attestation in such a
quarter of the inadequacy of physical solutions. One thing, at all events,
seems evident and most important, apart from the special speculations of
ProfMsor Balfour Stewart The atoms, in which the potency and promise
of all life, and of the whole existing order of things are affirmed by pro-
DOiiTifiPd physiciste to reside, are to our intelligence ultimate : that they are
actually ultimate, or that their potency resides in themselves, not in some-
thing beyond them, and beyond the reach of our scrutiny, we have no
shadow of reason for believing. They bound our ken, so far at least
as the Seen Universe is concerned, that is all. It is well also to re-
member that science, though we are called upon to accept it as the
absolute guide of our lives, is merely that knowledge which we obtain
through our bodily senses, methodized by the intellect ; and that there is
not the slightest ground for supposing that the presentment of the
-Universe by our bodily senses however methodized by the intellect, is
in any way adequate or final. Evolution iteelf. in maintaining that our
bodily senses are improvemente of accidental variations, and producte of a
physical movement still, for aught the Evolationist can tell, in progress
seems to repudiate the idea of their finality. That their presentment is
not the truth, we are sure, since it is finite, whereas the Universe must be
infinite

;
and a finite knowledge of that which is infinite, though it may

guide our little lives, can hardly be called knowledge at alL Probably
Newton's or Darwin's perception was not materially nearer the infinite
reality than is the perception ofa mole. Could the limitations of our faculties
be removed, we might find ourselves in a world utterly inconceivable to.us as
we are, while these all-important atoms and adamantine laws of science
would turn out to have been merely the boundaries of our vision in our
low terrestrial state.

at least to assume that the divine design as it now appears to us must be
perfect. Paley's comparison of the watch is suggestive of a perfectly
finished machine, and all the arguments of the Bridgewater Treatises are
in that line. But the Seen Universe, and notably all those parts of it
which most nearly concern man, ar« full of the most terrible imperfections.
Nor is the imperfection to be conjured away by dwelling exclusively on
the main intention of the work. Paley pointa out that teeth are
evidently made to chew and not to ache. This is very true, yet teeth do
ache, as do hearte also ; and if this is contrary to the Maker's intention the
Maker has missed His aim. On the other hand we know too well from our
own experience that design and perfection are very different things. If
the watch which Paley's traveller picked up had been unfinished or had
been spoiled in the making the traveller would still have drawn the same
inference. He would not have supposed that the marks of design came
by chance. That the Divine Artificer should have spoiled his watch is not
conceivable, but it is quite conceivable that His watch may be at present
unfinished. Perfection must be the crown of all His works, but instead of
producing it at once by fiat He may have chosen to produce it by way of
progress and effort, as moral excellence is produced in man. The mode of
our moral development may be the true key to creation. In that case
imperfection at any given stage of the process instead of being a negation
would be a part; of the design. That there are works of design as
distinguished from perfection in the seen universe surely cannot be denied.
It might conceivably have been a uniform and torpid mass instead of being,
as it is, in spite of all the mysterious waste and havoc, full of adaptation
and of beauty. ^^ ^ Bystander.

HERE AND THERE.

The moral of the late fatal kicking case in Toronto is not far to seek
It will be remembered that during some rough play with his companions
last week an eleven-year-old boy was so seriously kicked that he afterwards
died from the injuries received. There is unfort;unately too much kicking
and cruel horse-play amongst the youth of to^ay. Parente are largely to
blame for this, which is but one of the many evils ^suiting from their lax
control and the want of respect it breeds. Boys are prone to be cruel, and
the best of them to be to0x ; it is necessary, therefore, to keep a sharp
eye and tight rein upon them until they are taught to understand the
meanness of one and the danger of the other. The decay of authority in
the home has for a natural corollary want of discipline in the school,
which in turn fosters barbarous practices in the play-ground, in the street,'
generally. The result is a hiqse pro^^^i^ion of our young men are uncouth,
brutal, thoughtless, with a total absence of that gentleness and considera-
tion for their weaker brethren and sisters whjch is the greatest ornament
to mere animal strength. It is not necessary that a boy should be a
milksop—it is even advisable that boys should be taught self-reliance and
endurance

;
but it would be well if they who kick and indulge in such-like

outrages were not only punished by their natural guardians, but if—as is
done in most parta of England—they w^re put in "Coventry " as unfit for
the society of well-regulated youtlL 1_

To add a word on another point of the same discussion. The theologi-
cal argument from design has been discredited of late ; but perhaps it has
not been very correctly stated. That there is design in the Universe is
certain, since man is a part of the Universe and in human action there is
unquestionably design, unless we are, as some nltra-physidsts undertake
to say, automatons

;
in which case, it must be observed, as the deliverance

of our consciousness is false, there can Ije no knowledge of any kind and
« thinking is but an idle waste of thought." Nor is it poarible to conceive
that design, or the being which designs, could be the product of chance But
defenders of Theism have been apt to confound design with perfootion, or

There is bravery and bravery. One is irresistibly reminded of this
by the melancholy death of a Toronto fireman, last week, whilst "in the
execution of hiaduty." Was the deceased in the execution of his duty 1
Were those who narrowly escaped death, at the same time, in the execu-
tion of their duty 1 A full realization of the responsibilities of life would
we imagine, show that, even where a noble emulation for popular applaus^
IS absent, it is not real bravery to run unnecessary risk. A man's first
duty-particularly if he happens to be a married working-man-is to his
own household. As the bread-winner he has a right to engage in perilous
enterpnzes only so long as his life and limb are not in jeopardy It is
well understood that excitement will oftentimes carry a man beyond the
bounds of prudence, and this is more especially likely of a very humane
person. But, in the case of firemen, the " chief's " plain duty is to check
thw spint-to see that, in the attempt to save property, his men's lives are
not needlessly endangered. Without a full knowledge of the circumstances
It IS not easy to judge, but the weight of evidence seems to show that the
unfortunate death which is the text of these remarks was the result of
undue zeal on the part of the men upon whom a roof fell, or on the part of
those who sent them there.

CoirsiDiRABLB chagrin is felt in the Toronto lacrosse worid at the loss
of the championship pennant on Saturday last to the Montreal team
Though no doubt temporarily discouraging, if it stimulate, the Torontoe to
•etUe down to hard and systematic practice, with » determined endearowr

^
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to amend the several little weaknesses which characterized them, the result
may after all be for their eventual good. Of course, considerable excite-
ment was felt in the contest of Saturday, and the enthusiasm of the
visitors when they scored the winning game was at a high pitch: The
match was played on the Rosedale grounds in the presence of a large crowd
of spectators, the home team being hot favourites at the start It was as
much ) • luck as by good play that Torontos won the first game in nine
and a.half minutes. The second score went to the Montrealers after a
well-contested game, chiefly confined to the home goal, the visitors playing
well together and winning in fifteen and a-half minutea There was nothing
worthy of special mention about the third game, except its length and, per"
haps, an unfortunate tendancy to roughness. After fifty minutes the
Montreal team scored another win. Put on their mettle, the Torontos
then played a strong game, aad working hard 'together they won well in
sixteen minutes and a-half. One minute was suflScient to decide the
deciding game, which was won easily by the visitors amidst the deafening
cheers of their many friends. This is the first time the championship
which was established in 1870, has been carried off by the Montreal team.
They won on their merits, and none will grudge them the victory The
holding of the pennant by the Montrealers will give renewed impetus to
their club, which for some time has been under a clow'. The next cham-
pion match will be between the Shamrocks and the Moi treal club

The seventeenth volume of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, recently
issued by Messrs. Adam and Charles Black, of Edinburgh, contains three
articles of special interest to Canadian readers. " New Brunswick " and
"Nova Scotia " are from the pen of Mr. George Stewart, jr., editor of the
Quebec Mormng Chronicle, and author of several well-known works
relating to Canadian history. The mere circumstance that the Messrs.
Black have secured the services of a writer of Mr. Stewart's abUity and
local knowledge affords a suflicient guarantee that the Canadian portion of
this ninth edition of the Encyclopedia will be as trustworthy and as weU
managed as the rest of the contents, which is vastly more than can truth-
fully be said of any previous edition. We shall no longer be told-as we
were told in a large and costly encyclop«dia issued within the Ust ten
years-that the Victoria Bridge at Montreal is to be completed within a
few months, or that Toronto has been the seat of government of United
Canada since the Union of the Provinces in 1851

!

The articles on New Brunswick and Nova Sc^'a, each extending to
nearly three closely-printed pages, contain a vast amount of valuable
information, compressed within the briefest possible space compatible with
clearness of statement and comprehensiveness of detail.- They are indeed
models of what such work should be,'and contain everything relating ii
those Provinces which anyone but a specialist can possibly wish to know
It ia.Mtructive to go through these articles carefully, and to compare the
statistics there furnished with the hard material facts of seventeen years
ago, when Confederation was effected. The article on Nova Scotia is
especially suggestive. Many a portly volume, descriptive of the material
condition and resources of a country, has been given to the world with far

Jesareal, valid, practical information between its covers than is here to be
found within the compass of three quarto pagea

The other article above indicated is "Ontario," the writer bt, g Dr
Daniel Wilson, of Toronto. It occupies rather less than two pages, and
might very well have been longer.
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that must become a g«»ve consideration. Lake Michigan, in winter, is
not the peaceful abode of gentle zephyrs, and indeed has been credited
as a spot specially favoured by the storm-fiend. To resist the tempeata
which not infrequently strew the lake banks with wrecks of ships the
projected island will require foundations firm as the most exposed break-
water and to construct these thousands-aye, millions-of tons of rock
must be painfully conveyed to its site. An<l after laboriously getting in
the oundation, fabulous quantities of soil would require to be deposited
ere the ideal island could be utilized and beatified. Long ere it could
approach completion the enterprising citizens would be Ukely to cast up
he cost, and to ask if the game was wo^th the candle. The ancients, it I

true, carried to a successful issue engineering projects proportionately more
difficult; but no man works for. love of the gods now, nor yet at the
bidding of a despotic king. If a labourer's wages had been two dollars aday at the time of their erection, it is extremely doubtf- f the pyramids
would have been built If we are reminded that the Alps have been
burrowed, that railroads and canals have been hung in mid-air, and that a

twT^ ^f "T"" °' ''''"''' ^"^ " '" P-paration, it may be replied
that the latter schemes are not only national works, but they are even less
gigantic than that proposed by the creative minds which conceived the
magnificent enterprise referred to. Certainly for a tithe-a hundreth
part-K,f the cost of making an island a park of twenty times the extentand beauty might be constructed in the environs of Chicago which would
provide an ample summer retreat for the youth and beauty and muscle of
the great city.

The following cutting will prove instructive reading, not alone to thosewho rejoice at the probable success of Mr. Cleveland's bid for the presi-
dency as the best man for that office, but to those who value the continuance
of amicable relations between the great republic and the mother country—

the ce»ation of all EngUsh mterfa°encr2!Am'erii^X™ S prX'Tn' of^ ""'
manofaotores, and the drivinB of evervthina MnJ^.vT I 'rtt^\ ,

^ °' ^Jnenoan
English corpo'rations fromZ^m d^I.^^^^oSkZ vl^or ^^ '' '"* """""^ "'

England, but he ought to dt down quietlyISd ai^fa^njv .'"«;'?,/'? ""^ '" 'i*
toaU th, Irish support he wiU get „^n i^J:^tZ,!-s'J;^l^^ZZ '^~°"

Whether the fault lies with the movement, ita apostles, or the general
pubhc. It u not necessary here to enquire ; but the fact remains that the
average man is as ignorant of the true inwardness of " woman's ri-hta "

as
the world la of the authorship of Junius' letters, xhe mdustrious "gatherer
of unconsidered trifles may, therefore, be pardoned for enquiring whether
It IS proposed, in the millennium foreshadowed by Mrs. McEwan that in
marriage, as in other things, ancient custom is to be subverted 'and thehusband will take his wife's name 1—whether once and for all the indi
viduality of the household is to be settled, and that it will no longer be
necessary to ask the waggish question " Which one?" on hpa...-.,g that—

There were twenty-one faUures in Canada reported to Bradstreet'sdunng the past week, against fifteen in the preceding week, and twenty-
seven, eleven, and ten in the corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882 and 1881
respectively. In the United States there were 211 faUures reported during

,
the same period, against 194 in the preceding week, and 162, 131 and
eighty-two in the corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882 and 1881 respectively

^ LTf^"''^'" ^'
'^*- ""* '^"^ **' *"^«" ^^'^ '^P^^ Ie«

tnan 90,UOO.

It is one of the fundamental axioms of modem civil engineers thatg~nted a sufficiency of money, there are no material difficulties overwhiph man cannot triumph. Having once granted this, the possibility of
constructing an artificial island in Lake Michigan cannot be Iputed. andupon this scheme, we are told, the citizens of Chicago have «,t their
hearta If this u, so, the same enterprise which made Chicago in lessthan sixty years will, in all probability, inapire ita g^aheadXizena to«rry out theu- capnce. The island, it is said, will be created a mUe from
shore, in deep water, will be forty acres in extent, and will he utilized for
the summer residences of Chicagoaaa Wh»t i. the eatimated cost of thia
huge project deponent sayeth not, and yet, before its .ucceMfol iaiae

some "twam have been made "one flesh." If this ia a plank in the
woman's rights pktform, advocates of that reform are to be congratulated
on having secured at least one male convert-albeit, he is a Chinee. AhWung Lee, of New York City, we learn, the other day entered into matri-
monial relations with Miss Kate Murphy, whereupon he changed his
name, taking that of his wife. Ah Wung ia (or was) the proprietor of a
laundry, and the overhanging sign now reads : " Mr. and Mrs KateMurphy"

;
so that, though the celestial washerman is still in the flesh, hemay be spoken of correctly as the late Ah Wung Lee. It would only be

in accordance with the eternal fitness of things if the fair advoaites
of "woman's righta" presented him with a congratulatory address and
expressed m some substantial manner their appreciation of his conduct asan advanced reformer with the courage of his opinions.

The London correspondent of the New York Sun, pursuing his couW^
of sending only such English news as will suit the palates of his readers-
falling back upon his fertile imagination when such matter is scarce-now imposes upon their credulity a cock-and-bull story about a quarrel
between the Queen and the Princess Royal. Unfortunately for this vuT
gar scnbe, he is utteriy ignorant of the position the late John Brown

"
held in the royal household, and falls into the error of supposing thatthe Queens chddren were dissatisfied with the power he wielded, where-
they were only concerned to conceal the physical weakness which required
tiie constant attendance of the faithful henchman upon tiieir royal motherEven the anglophobic blindness of the Sun', readers will sc»n» enabletBem to MmJlow die impertinent and doubtleM original statement •-.
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^e Pnncess Royal to-day expressed herself very freely about the im-
pudent Highlander, and the old lady was so infuriated that it took a visit
from the Empress of Germany to compose the quarrel." How such a report,
eren had It possessed a shadow of foundation, could have come within the
cogn^ance of the New York ^W» correspondent, would puzzle the Sphynx.

" The Value and Virtue of the House of I^rds" is a taking title. Inde-
pendently of Its alliterative attraction, it will, or ought to, secure atten-
tion from Its novelty and-shall we say J-its audacity. Every politi-
cian IS acquainted with the faults and failings of the House of Loixls; no
session of Parliament passes without affording illustrations of the fact
but as to the "value and virtue." well, it would puzzle many to discover
any such qualities among our hereditary legislators. Nevertheless, under
this heading a local journalist proposes to discuss the question, and to
show, we presume, that the generally-entertained opinion as to the Lords
Sp.„tu«vl and Temporal in Parliament assembled is altogether a mistakeTwo or three short essays have already appeared, but they do not accom-
plish much in the direction desiderated. We await future developments
with patience and curiosity, but without much hope, for the experience ofWf a century is not to be overturned by platitudes and generalities.
One of the most recent examples of lordly " value and virtue "

is afforded
by L<>rd Cardigan's speech in St. James's Hall the other day, when this
hereditary legislator described the Ministers as "liars," and "Gladstone
as the biggest liar of the lot." An upper chamber may unquestionably be
» useful institution, but an hereditary chamber is a thing repugnant
to reason and common sense. The conservative democracy will want a
good deal of " educating " on this point

that the conditions attached to a ticket-of-leave are of a somewhat stringent
character, and might interfere considerably with any public career he
might contemplate. As for keeping a house of refreshment for man and
beast. ,t so happens that the law does not permit convicted felons to hold
hcenses, so he does well to make a virtue of necessity in regard to thatNo doubt this eminent rogue looks forward to living in comfort on the
contributions of his dupes, and, fools being so plentiful, he will probably
not be disappointed.

,

It appears that .6160.000 is the modest figure which the Duke of
Marlborough asks for two of his pictures, the Madonna Dei Ansidei, by
Kattaelle. and the equestrian portrait of Charies I., by Vandyck. The
Enghsh Government will be justly open to the charge of gross extravagance
If It gives anything like this ridiculous sum. The money would furnish a
splendid gallery with first-class works, and one might venture Philistinicallr-
to say that no two pictures ever painted were worth £160,000. _ ;

THE DISPUTED BOUNDARIES.

Aji able and well-informed London correspondent, writing on the aims
and character of Lord Randolph Churchill, gives the opinion of a gentleman
who has special opportunities of knowing the pert and peccant member.
It AS a mistake, we are told, to suppose that the member for Woodstock is
consumed with anxiety to head the English Tory party. He would take
the leadership if it were offered him, but he does not really care much
about It, and certainly would not remain in the position long, simply
because he would not submit to any of the restrains it must necessary
impose. His lordship is convinced that he is not destined to enjoy a pro-
longed life, and, with the idea that his years will be few, he wishes to crowd
in them as much excitement as possible. Opportunity has favoured, him in
every way, and his frequent encounters with nominal leaders are not
merely revolte prompted by the idea that their policy is aU wrong, but
«il80 proceed from the impatience and impetuosity of a man to whom all
ujscipline is ouuuxioiii. . .

'
,»,

JUBILKB, centenary, and tercentenary celebrations are following in quick
succession. Arrangement* are now being made for a jubUee commemora-
tion, on a modest scale, of the coming into force of the Act, on August 1st
1834, which abolished slavery in the British empire. Under this Act'
passed in the previous year, the slave-owners were paid £20,000 000 by
way of compensation

; and the executive of the Anti-Slavery Society who
stiU keep a watchful eye on quarters of the globe where the work of eman-
-«pation remains unfinished, naturally consider the anniversary worthy of
being signalled. A big meeting in London wiU form a chief item in the
jubilee programme, and as British taxpayers so handsomely paid to give
their coloured brothers

_. . . ^ ,
More than life,

OiTing what, loBt, makes life not worth the keeping, -

the occasion ought to prove an interesting reminder of the generosity which
practically enforced a principle half a century ago.

During the prolonged drought and excessive heat which was experienced
in England for some weeks, the people of London might be almost literally
said to have drank up the whole of the Thames above the tidal flow They
take over 70,000,000 gallons from him daily, and actually during one week
the bed of the stream in many parts was sufficiently dry to allow people to
camp upon it, and toke the chance of catching fever and agues. When the
rate of the'growth of London is considered, it must be evident that this
question of the water supply must soon become vital. The water companies
cannot add to the volume of the Thame, or the Lea, and there is no other
nver avaikble. Nor is it possible to get all the water wanted from the
geological strata neay London. Ultimately there is little doubt the
metropolia will have to lay down pipes and tap some Welsh lake.

Mb. Arthur Ortok, alia, Roger Tichbome and the rest, who in a few
montha wiU be-free again, is good enough to say that he U not g«j{ng to
to m»ke a show of himself, and will not keep a public house or anything
of that sort. Mr. Ort»n is wise in his generation. He is no doubt awara

Before the Privy Council, the disputed boundaries of Ontario, in which
ManitoU and the Federal Government are also interested, have at last
arrived for final adjudication. The case has not gone through the Camidian
courts, but was submitted to arbitration, and one of the parties to the
reference, the Federal Government, declined, on the advice of Pariiament
to accept the award.- The ground of the objection was that the arbitrators'
had exceeded their authority in describing a conventional boundary instead
of finding the true boundary, by the light of the evidence placed before
them. After much cross-firing, the parties interested wisely agreed upon
a reference to the Privy Council, in England, for it was evident that no
other means of settlement would prove acceptable. Last week Mr. Mowat
opened the case before that august body on behalf of Ontario. The first
question raised, whether the award was not, under aU the circumstances,
binding without pariiamentary ratification, was decided in the negative
There had been a doubt whether the Federal authority had not by
apparent acquiescence after the award was rendered, become estopped
from objecting. If there had been an international treaty instead otZ
award by arbitrators an exchange of ratifications would have been neces-
sary to give it validity. The objection that the negotiators have exceeded
their powers is always held to be fatal to their conclusions, and treaties
formally signed under such circumstances are invariably reftised ratifica-
tion, if one of the principals thinks fit to object.

The non-validity M the award, V? the absence of ratification, having
been decUred, the whole question comes before the court on its merits. The
true boundary, as indicated by the evidence, has now to be found. There is
no dispute that on the north Ontario is Umited by the coterminous territory
of the Hudson's Bay Company, and it seems to have been contended on
behalf of Ontario that the position of the company's posts on the south
marked the limit of its territorial possessions in that direction. But tlie
court decided that the true boundaries of the Hudson's Bay Territory
must be determined. This decision leaves the dispute where it was before^
but the court declines to admit that the territorial rights of the company
were restricted to the range of its posts. The company's charter will be
reUed upon to prove the extent of its territorial rights; and under this
instrument a claim to extend to the Height of Land, north of Lakes
Superior and Huron, has often been set up. The description of boundaries,
given in the charter, reads :

" All those seas, bays, rivers, lakes, creeks and
sounds, in whatsoever ktitude they may be, that lie within the entrance of
the straits, commonly called Hudson's Straits, together with all the lands
and territories upon the countries, wastes and confines of the seas, bays
lakes, rivers, creeks and bounds aforesaid, that are not already possessed
by the subjects of any other prince or state." This description, beyond
cavU, takes the company, on the south, to the Height of Land, provided no
part of the territory on the water-shed of Hudson's Bay was in 1670 when
the charter was granted, in possession of any other foreign power ' The
French, through M. de la Barre, Governor of Canada, at once set up a
claim of prior discovery

; but the dispute which arose out of this pretence
was settled by the Treaty of Utrecht. By that instnunent the French
K-mg agreed to restore—the English insisted that the transaction ahould
take the form of a Retrocession—to the Queen of Great Britain to be
possessed in fuU right forever, "the Bay and Straits of Hudson, together
with all lands, seas, aea-oowites, rivers and places situate in the said Bay
and Strait, and which belong thereto ; no tracto of land or sea being
excepted which are at. preeent poesesaed by the subjects of Fr»noe " Tke»
words appear to cover the watershed of Hudson's Bay ; and if ao^ we anin
arrive at the" Height of Land, unle« the line, of the reapective di^m.
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drawn on the map by the negotiators, as they probably did, stopped short
of this point. This map which was to govern, in the settlement of the
details, is unfortunately lost and Ontario is at a disadvantage.

The company was guilty of laches by which it probably forfeited the
nghta acquired under ite charter, but forfeiture was never enforced ; and
the question is whether any authentic official act ever took place by which
Its territorial limits, in the direction of Canada, were curtailed The
validity of a grant of territory such as this has sometimes been disputed
by Great Britain herself, when another, nation was the grantor. When
the Hudson's Bay charter was granted, no British subject had been farther
into the country than the w^st cpaat of Hudson's Bay. into which emptied
the nvers claimed by Great Britain in their entire length, together with all
the country through which they ran. But it is too late to dispute the
validity of this grant. In those days European Sovereigns showed great

_ If'^^'^'y
'" 8'-'">ting what they did not possess. Forty-three years before

the Hudson s Bay charter was framed, the French King had gone through
the act of granting the same territory, as far north as the Arctic circle
iU other times, the same King purported to extend the authority "of his
officers as far north as the land extended. But the French did not make
good these claims by actual- possession. The Hudson's Bay Company did
not for a century take actual possession of the lands acquired! by ita
charter remaming most of the time sedentary on the coast; buf if the

^ Privy Council should rely altogether on the territorial rights of the^ company conveyed by that instrument, it need not be concealed that
Ontario will practically be cut off on the north of the Height of Land.

Should this be the decision of the Privy Council, Ontario would lose
about half the depth of the territory given to her by the award of the
arbitrators north of Lake Superior, and instead of extending north from
Toronto as far as James' Bay. she would be cut off at less than two-thirds
of the distance. The greatest depth of the loss would be about three
and a.half degrees from the mouth of Albany River, southward to Fort
Alantagunie. One branch of the Albany River extends within the
distance of a degree of Michipicoton. on Lake Superior. Quebec would be
almost as great a loser. At Eastmain. which is farther south than the
mouth of the Albany, which river the arbitrators made part of the
boundary line of Ontario. Quebec would be curtaUed of territory extending
fr«m the 69th to the 78th meridian. At Temiscaming, where the French arenow actively colonizing, they would have nearly reached the northern
limit of their province. The southern water-shed, north of Lakes Huron
and Superior is short;

; the northern water shed of Hudson's Bay and
James' Bay—parte of same sea under different name.—i. long Abitibbe
and Moose Rivers, whose waters join over forty miles before James' Bay
IS reached, spread with their branches over seven or eight degrees of
longitude and three degrees of latitude. The value of much of the terri-
tory that would be lost would probably be small. Father Laveriochere a
missionary priest, describes the banks of Albany River, for a distance'of
three hundred miles from the mouth, as a quaking bog (t^rroir IremblarU
and marecofftux), and says it grows nothing but alders and wretched little
resinous shrubs.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
• OF SCIENCE.

-For the western boundary, the TediSTGovernment appears to rely
entirely on the construction of the Quebec Act, passed in 1774. That Act
describes the western boundary as a line drawn " nortiherly," from the
junction of the Ohio with the Mississippi River, to the Hudson's Bey
Company s territory. The difficulty arises on the word "northerly"
which under different circumstances may mean nort;h by east, or north bV
west, with almost infinite variations. If there were nothing to indicate
that a hne to be drawn " northerly " should deviate to the east or the west
It would have to take \ due north course. The Federal Government
contends for a due north line. Ontario, rejecting this strict and narrew
construction, seeks aids from the evente of the time which have a bearing
on the problem. The British Government, in public documente which
were required to pass under the eye of the law officers of the Crown
afterwards qualified the indeterminate word " northward," Wadding
"along the eastern banks of the Mississippi to ite source." 'in a great
question like this, where so much is at stake, it seems reasonable to borrow
hghta of this kind to aid in the construction of a word which, standing
alone, is capable of giving rise to the greatest contention

Just as the above was going to press arrived the news that the Privy
Councd though it had decided that the award was not legally binding,
had upheld the decision of the arbitrators with regard to the boundaA
between the Provinces. All those who knew the genpnd temper and
tendencies of the Privy Council anticipated that such .ubst«itially would
be the result, and that the Dominion would not be thrown back into the
strife and confusion from which the judgment has happily set us free.

C. L

The meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,M will take place in the City of Montreal next month, apart frem the
intnm,ic interest attaching to so famous an institution, is particulariy
noteworthy from the fact of ite being the first time this Association has
ever met outeide the British Isles. The Dominion of Canada Consequently
has special reason to congratulate herself upon what cannot be otherwise
regarded than as a mark of distinguished favour. Then again, this forth-
coming meeting presente another important aspect, inasmuch as from the
proximity both in point of time and distance of the meeting of the American
Association, it will be possible to realize in some degree the project so long
dLscussed of an international scientific conference, as many members will
be able to attend the meeting in Philadelphia as well as that in Montreal

for the origin of thU association we have to go back more.than half a
century, to a period in the history of England when the pursuit of scien-
tific knowledge was almost wholly disregarded, and anything like original
investigation confined to a few individuals who, animated solely by devo-
tion to science, toiled away with little recognition from the State or the
general public. Since the death of Newton, science had remained for a
century in a stagnant condition. Proud of the noblest literature of the
worid. England was disposed to look with something like contempt at the
reporte of the progress of mere physical science on the continent. Proud
of h.r success in the arte, in commerce, and in war.-proud especially of
her practical character.-EngUnd disdained to receive hinte frem other
nations where science was more fostered. The practical man was essen-
tially in the ascendant at this period. Content with the conclusions
drawn from his own shrewd observation, and with the result of his own
skill, the practical man distniste or disbelieves all that he cannot under-
stand If he be a soldier, he has a contempt for a great arithmetician
who has never "set a squadron in the field"; if a farmer, he has no faith
in new-fangled notions, but tills his land as his father did ; if be be a
mechanic, he combines with hU fellows to destroy the machinery which
science has introduced to diminish his labour; and in all crafte he knows
right well, that "an ounce of practice is better than a pound of theory "

Of precisely such ways of thinking were the men who had the management
of affiiirs in England half a century ago, and it 8«emed as if there was no
awakening them to the fact that England could keep pace in commerce
and manufactures with other nations only by her sons of industry becoming
humble disciples of science.

This disregard for the study of science, which at first passed compara-
tively unnoticed, at length began to excite attention. Whilst England
was so apathetic, great activity in the promotion of art and science
characterized many of the continental states, and warning voices soon were
raised by men who were entitled to be heard, proclaiming that unless
England bestirred herself she would be left behind in the race of nations.
Sir Humphrey Davy lamented the decadence of science in a land which
had produced Bacou, Boyle, Cavendish, andNwwton, Sir John Herschei—
said, "In England, whole branches of continental discovery are unstudied,
and indeed almost unknown by name. It is in vain to conceal the
melancholy truth that we are fast dropping behind." Sir David Brewster
pointed out, with pathetic earnestness, that science was unrecognized and
unoared for in high places, and contrasted the action of foreign potentates
in relation to the patronage of science with that adopted in English courta
Galileo, if he were persecuted by the Church, was fostered by Cosmo,
Grand Duke of Tuscany, and honoured by Pope Urban of Rome. Tycho
Brahe was enriched by Ferdinand of Denmark. Kepler received a Ubcral
penmon from the Emperor Rudolph. Descarties enjoyed princely bounty
from Louis XIIL Roemer. Huygens, Hevelins. Leibnite, Euler, Lagrange.
Volta. and other eminent men were cited as receiving place, pension, and
honours from continental sovereigns, whilst in England, the name of
Newton stood alone as associated with emolument or recognition from the
Government While France was showering pensions and decorations on
her Mvantt, sums amounting to £100,000 being annually voted for the aid
of science, art, and literature. Sir David Brewster could sadly say : "There
is not at this moment, within the British Isles, a single philosopher,
however eminent have been his services, who bears the lowest title that is
given to the lowest benefactor of the nation, or to the humblest servant of
the Crown. There is not a single philosopher who enjoys a pension, or an
allowance, or a sinecure, capable of supporting himself or hi. ftunily in the
humblest circumstances. There is not a single philosopher who enjoys the
favour of his sovereign or the friendship of his ministers." Such was the
position of Kience in England in 1830.

language so earnest, and coming from such a source, could not fail of
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attracting attention, and Brewster's indignant complaints as to countenance
withheld and royal favours ungranted had, happily, an even better effect
than the mere attainment of courtly patronage, or govemmeHt doles, for
they stimulated the interest and induced the united exertions of scientific
men, and were the initial steps in the formation of that powerful confedjeracy
of scientific workers who established the British Association.

Unlike most other scientific societies, the British Association was less
a growth than a creation, springing into being, as Professor Trail, one of
Its earliest members observed, "like Pallas from the head of Jove, in
perfect i»noply." The famous Royal Society owed its origin, in 1645, to
the^eeting of a little coterie of gentlemen who assembled weekly in a
room over an apothecary's shop in the Strand, to discuss physical science.
The origin of the French Academy, the chief precursor of the present
Institute, a few years eariier, was very similar, namely, a little club of
seven or eight persons who used to meet in Paris at each other's houses for
literary discussion. The immediate prototype of the British Association
had Its origin in Leipsic in 1822, where a society of German Naturalists
arid Physicists had been formed, the chief object of which was to afford
cultivators of science opportunity of knowing each other, and of co-operating
for a common end, with which .view they agreed to meet each year at a
different place, and deliberate, with open doors, on scientific questions.

In 1831, Sir David Brewster definitely proposed the establishment of
a British Association of men of science similar to that which, for eight
years, had existed in Germany. The proposal was received with much
favour, and circulars were issued to literary and scientific societies and
individuals convoking a meeting for the following September, in the rooms
of the Philosophical Society, at York. The time arrived, and although
the country was in the throes of a great political convulsion which resulted
in the Reform BiU of 1832, no less than 353 persons attended the inaugural
meeting.

This meeting was justly regarded both as satisfactory in itself, and as
leaving future success no longer a problem. It further tended to somewhat
lighten the gloomy picture which had been painted by some of its promoters
as to the national scientific decadence, by iUustrating the existence of an
amount of interest and even enthusiasm in the objects of science which
might scarcely have been anticipated. The purposes and aims of the
association were then unfolded in a few comprehensive sentences which
have ever since been annually published as the avowed exposition of its
objects, namely: "To give a stronger impulse and a more systematic
direction to scientific enquiries; to promote the intercourse of those who
cultivate science in different parts of the British Empire with one another,
and with foreign philosophers j to obtain a more general attention to the
objects of science, and a removal of any disadvantages of a public kind
which impede its progress."

Instead of any one place being selected as a permanent home, it was
decided, after the example of the German societies, that the association
should be peripatetic, holding its meetings in a different city each year.
In this way, each annual gathering brings home the realities of science,
the fascination by which it enthrab its followers, and the grandeur of its
discoveries, to some locality in which these things had, it may be,
previously received an indolent assent, but in which they had not been
4«M aa articles of a real and Kving^faithr Although the meetings are
mainly upheld by those who habitually frequent them, they are also
largely attended by associates drawn from the locality, and it is in
bringing home the truths of science to new audiences that much of the
best work of the association has been accomplished ; for, notwithstanding
its title, the association has for many years accepted the function of
promulgating and popularizing science, rather than of advancing it, and
its usefulness perhaps chiefly depends upon its achievemepts in the former
direction.

The most imporUnt item in the programme of each meeting is

necessarily the piiesident's address. These addresses are usually thoughtful
and suggestive discourses drawn up by acknowledged masters of science,
and therefore chiiming more than momentary attention. Their character
of course widely varies. The president may attempt to sketch a hasty
outline of the boundaries of the vast field of knowledge, or he may confine
hijnself

,
as did Professor Cayley at the last annual meeting, to some subject

lying closely within his chosen scientific sphere. Some of the presidential
addresses, for instance that of Professor fyndall at Belfast in 1874, have
been produotive of much comment and discussion, but as a rule they have
been so prepared as to state results rather than to provoke disputation.
For the purpose of scientific deliberation the association is divided into
Motions, to each of which a special department of science is awarded.
Th8 sections are as follows: A—Mathematical and Physical Science;
B—Chemical Science; C—Geology

; D—Biology, with three subHsectionsi

Anatomy and Physiology, Zoology and Botany, and Anthropology ; E—
Geography; F—Economic Science and Statistics; G—Mechanical Science.

Very much the same plan of proceeding is followed at the annual
meetings, which as a rule are held in the month of September. They are
opened by the president's address, usually delivered on a Wednesday
evening, and continue for a week thereafter. During the day the associ-
ation is broken up into its various sections, but the evenings are generally
devoted to lectures, conversazioni, and other entertainments. The sectional
discussions embrace a very wide field of subjects, and although in the
sections devoted to the exact sciences the discussions are generally
extremely quiet, decorous, and what the non-scientific public—many of
whom become associates, and flock to all sections—term dry, yet in the
consideration of subjects admitting of latitude of opinion, and incapable of
demonstration, the discussions are often animated, and at times much
excitement prevails. Besides the sectional meetings, other modes are
adopted of carrying out one of the avowed objects of" the Association—
to wit, the promotion of intercourse between the cultivators of science,
and the evenings, as already stated, are generally devoted to scientificj
lectures on recent discoveries. From the enthusiastic manner in which
both the pubUc authorities and private individuals in Canada have entered
into preparation for the meeting at Montreal, it may be safely predicted
that, whatever may be its scientific importance, the social and other
attractions in connection with this gathering will not be inferior in
brilliancy or interest to those of any preceding occasion.

It is, however, not so much by its main meetings, as by the committees
annually appointed, and by the plans they organize, that the substantial
work of the Association is done. The record of;achievement accomplished
by these committees is altogether too lengthy to be even summarized and
reference can only be made for it to the annual reports, of which some
fifty-two bulky volumes have been published, and which besides containing
an epitome of existing theoretical and practical silence, furnish a valuable
history of the progress of science during the last half century. The
reports on special subjects undertaken at the request of the association are
printed in fuU, as are also such of the sectional papers as may be recom-
mended. Of papers deemed less important, merely abstracts are published
whilst of others the titles only are preserved on record. It should bj

"

noted that the committees, which work throughout the year, gratuitously
devote their time, labour and thought to the duties entrusted to thenv the
sums granted by the Association for the prosecution of such duties being
strictly confined to the necessary expenses incurred. The fund from which
appropriations are made is derived from the subscriptions of the members
and associates; life members paying £10 for that privilege, ordinary
members £1 admittance and £1 annual subscription, both classes being
entitled to an annual volume of reports. So far as growth in numbers
and in popular estimation is concerned, the success of the Association has
been most unequivocal. The number of persons present at the first meeting
held in New York was 353, while at Newcastle it exceeded 3,000.

Among the distinguished men whose names have added lustre to the
presidential chair may be mentioned His Royal Highness the Prince
Consort, who presided at Aberdeen in 1849, and delivered a compre-
hensive address reviewing the general progress of science, not simply from
the scholar's technical standpoint, but in ite relation to the common
intereste of mankind

; the Marquis of Lansdowne, father of the present
Governor-General of Canada; the Earl of Rosse, Sir John Herschel,
Sir Roderick Murchison, Sir David Brewster, the Duke of Argyll'
Sir William Armstrong, Sir Charies Leyell, Dr. Joseph Hooker, Professor
Huxley, Professor Tyndall, and Sir John Lubbock, besides many others
of almost equal note, each one representing the Ughest range of scientific
investigation and erudition in one direction or another.

I Having thus briefly outlined the history and leading features of the
British Association, it only remains to refer in conclusion to the approaching
meeting at Montreal, which, for reasons already stated, promises to be
especially everttfuL The project of a visit to Canada on the part of the
Association was first pubUcly mooted by the Marquis of Lome, who, while
Governor-General, always evinced a warm interest in the scientific and
literary progress of the Dominion over which he presided. At the
Southport meeting, although some slight opposition was manifested by
Conservative members, who did not like the idea of going so fiu- afield, the
motion to meet this year in Montreal was enthusiastically adopted.' A
large, influential, and enthusiastic public meeting was held, at which
resolutions were pMwed pledging the city to do »U in its power to make
the meeting successful, and a powerful committee of leadiiig citizens was
at the same time appointed to carry these resolutions into effect. Since
then no stone has been left unturned to make the meeting brilliut •
success as possible. The Dominion Government, at its last seoion, Toted

s^r
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a large sum of money in order that free passages might be given to the
officers of the association and the more important members, while reduced
rates have been arranged for all other members who may be able to
attend

;
and it is understood that no less than 750 have already signified

their intention of so doing. Then the two great railway corporations of
the Dominion have vied with one another in hospitality—the Grand
Trunk RaUway offer a free excursion to the Great Lakes and Chicago, and
the Canadian Pacific Railway a pic-nic to the Rocky Mountains. The
various railroad and steamboat lines in Canada and the United States also
have made most liberal arrangements, and there will no doubt be a very
large visitation to Philadelphia when the American Association is there in
session. James Macdonald Oxley.

, MQDEB^ ATHLETICISM.

SoMK recent strictures of a well-known public school president ' in the
States on the excess of athletic sports in the present age has naturally
brought the question of the use and abuse of field sports into prominence.
Doubtless the rising generation has many more opportunities for indulging
in amusementa than had the past, yet it may surely be a fair question

:

Does the youth of our time show any appreciable falling-off in education,
as compared with those who have gone before ? Every scholar knows how
much attention was paid by Greeks and Romans to the development of the
human frame, believing that the mind, which draws its sap, as it were,
from the body, was thereby benefited—mew sana in corpore aano. Homer!
Pindar, Virgil and Anacreon, all describe the sports of their day, when not
only warriors, but statesmen and literati, were schooled quite as much in
^e gymnaaj as in the lecture halls. The recent lamented death of Mr.
W. P. Phillips, one of the fastest " sprinters " in England, has been seized
upon as affording a text for a sermon on the danger of indulging in severe
athletic contests. But that unfortunate gentleman, who suffered from heart
disease, had been duly and long warned by his medical adviser against
participation in the sport which doubtless hastened his death, and the case
18 not one to mark the precept ex una disce omnes. Statistics of mortalitym connection with the universities and white flannel are now but seldom
heard of, nor do we read of possible senior wranglers degenerating into
mediocre gymnaata There was lately published in a legal periodical a list
of judicial celebrities who had in their college days pulled oars in the inter-
vannty match. The spirit of emulation encouraged by them in physical
pursuite in no way deteriorated their capacity for perseverance and resolu-
tion m the walks of their profession. Admitted that medical statistics do
show a great increase in diseases of the heart. Is that to be attributed to
ttie more general use of, and rapid progress in, aU branches of athleticism ?

On the contrary, we should rather watch with unreserved pleasure and
satisfaction the daily tendency to a recognition of the use of physical
culture manifested around us in boating, lacrosse, cricket and other clubs
It seems absurd to argue a danger of moral or intellectual deterioration
from physical culture

; more than probably, too many of us suffer from the
lack of It. We need not go far for instances. Strike at once into litera-
Jure Itself—that branch of our education presided over by the writer whose—
strictures have given rise to these lines, and what do we see J Poets there
are whose verses in general are chiefly remarkable for their weak and
febrile qualities. Querulous, forced, and languid, or to use the words of a
weU-known cntic— suggestive of the atmosphere of a sick room. These
writers would have been better for physical culture, and their over-nervous
and over-emotional pictures would have been more robust and less arti-
ficial had they been the expressions of strong mascuUne natures. Byron,
despite the infirmity of his leg, was an ardent athlete, and it may be
interesting to note that he formed one of the Harrow eleven when the
match against Eton was first instituted in 1805.

Athleticisii by no means entails a severe physical preparation, and the
principle we would seek to advocate is simply that any sport of a manly
nature which draws us out of the apathetic indolence of our physical frames
is one deserving of encouragement The principle is equally applicable to
women. It has been claimed for the Anglo-Saxon men and women that
they are more comely and robust than any other people in the world.
This has been attributed in a great measure to the general simplicity of
their food

; for gluttony, Dr. Farr tells us, is the vice of the age. Yet,
with no invidious comparison, the least observant could not faU to note the
marked sujperiority of the English youth over the French, and both under-
go the strict dietary of school life, before gluttony can have been fairly
developed. The result may justly be credited to the natural tjJWIency of
the young of the one country to indulge more in athletic pursuits than the
other. " One of the greatest boons England could give France," says a

celebrated French writer, " would be the estabUshment of cricket in her
towns and villages." Those who hold that the pursuit of field sports
implies a degradation of intellectual taste, forget what an influence pas-
times have had upon many branches of literature and art. There are
many pure and notable writers who could more easily dispense with heroes
and heroines than with horses and hounds. The book-world is filled with
iportraits which would never have been framed but for the custom of hunt,
ing. Our sporting travellers furnish us with the most trustworthy and
interesting delineations of foreign climes. The lover of field sporta is

observant of nature from habit, and is educated into a sensibility for her'
beauties by the force of experience. Every honest sport honestly pursued
is good, not only for physical and moral health, but beCatise its prosecution
IS valuable in artistic and literary suggestions never dreamt of by those
who regard athleticism as developing a temperament unequal to intellectual
expansion. —

There existed at one time in England what might be called a system of
compulsory education in archery. Butts were erected in every township,
and on all feast days the inhabitants had to shoot at the same under penalty
of a fine. Archery has now become a pastime of a fashionable rather than
of a popular character. Every young man who can spare the time should
belong to some association or other for outdoor pastime. There are thou-
sands of adolescent loungers, with legs like cedar pencils and arms like
pipe-stems, who make use of their one half-hoUday in the week to lounge
round bar-rooms or bUliard-tobles. It is of such stuff defaulting clerks
are made. The creature with weakly frame loses the nobility of hiiTnatural

He is nicotised and narcotised into a miserable wreck of ner-
Not for him, Uke old Adam in "As You Like It," are the

mannood.

vousness.

words

—

Though I am old, yet I am strong and Inaty

;

For In my yoath I never did apply
Hot and rebellioas liquoru in my blood

;

Nor did not with onbashfol forehead woo
The means of weakness and debility.

TaiVIATOiB.

\ BALLADE OF THE WICKED EARL.

(Lines written after a fortnight spent with Ooida's novels.)

Had I been " in the purple bom,"
(As Ouida loves to say)

I'd treat morality with scorn.

And live uncommon gay

:

My bOls, of course, I ne'er would pay,
At creditors I'd sneer.

What " hecatombs of doves " I'd slay,
Had I been bom a Peer ! -.^

What wreaths of roses I'd have worn,
All drenched with bright Tokay !

What maidens from their lovers torn
Had rued their natal day !

What wondrous odds you'd see me lay.
What fences I would clear.

And gold, like dross, I'd fling away.
Had I been bom a Peer

!

And last, grown agfed, stem, forlorn.
My gold locks turned to grey.

My crown of roses changed to thorn,
I'd end with some display !

Through foemen's ranks I'd cleave my way,
Through Zouave and Cuirassier,

And die where fiercest raged the fray.
Had I been bom a Peer !

BNVOY

Ouida, the good old times decay,
And even Viscounta fear

To play the kind of pranks we'd play
Had I been bom a Peer,

My Dear,
Had 1 been bom a Peer ! A. L.

A LiVK book-worm has been, found at a literary auction room, and is
described as a waxen little thing Uke the maggot in stilton cheese.

Edward Kino telli^one of the most delightful anecdotes of Carlyle.
MaUock called on the old Scotchman, and let himself loose, talking Carlyle
ahnost to death. Carlyle listened almost imperturbably, invited hini to
tea, and had him to smoke in the library afterwards. When at last the
youthful sage thought proper to take his leave, Carlyle accompanied him
to the door and said :

" Well, good-bye ; I've received jj kindly because I
knew your mother, but I never want to set eyes on ye i^ain !

"
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Tir^r EXPERIIUNGES OF SAN PANGRAZIO OF EVOLO.

Fromifie German of A. Schneegam. _^-^
~

II.

' Meanwhile, Padre Atanaaio was sorely puzzled to account for Don Cesare's
conduct throughout the day. The more he thought over the matter, the
more inexplicable did the feverish zeal manifested by the valiant little ship-
broker against San Pancrazio, and with every one whom he overtook upon
the way home, appear. With everyone whom he chanced to meet on the
street, or whom he lighted upon in the Bottega, the good padre began to
discuss the possible motives of Don Cesare.

" I can quite understand," said the father to the group of hearers sUnd-mg respectfully about him, " I can quite understand why you, Don Ciccio,
and yoM, Don Pasquale, and i/ojt, Don Geronimo, are so much incensed
against the patron-saint. You need rain. You need it, as men need air
and hsh need water. That is, when I say that you need rain I mean that
your fields, your lemon trees, your figs, your pomegranates, olive and
almond groves, stand badly in need of it. You are men of property. You
possess land and cultivate it, and water it with the sweat of your brow.
The sweat of your brow, however, is, ha ! ha ! but a very tiny little drop
of moisture—a mere dew drop—and we must have rain if the fields are to
thrive." At this the worthy father laughed, and the bystanders duly
honoured the small joke. " Well, then," continued the padre, " if your
patron-saint neglects his duties, if he forgets to send rain "

" He doesn't want to send tis rain," shouted a bystander.
"Whether he is unwilling to send it, or. whether he has forgotten to

send It, I know not. I am not entitled to give an opinion, seeing that yoii
might charge me with an ill-natured envy against good old San Pancrazio,
Well, then, let that pass, I know what I know ! But what did I mean to
say 1 Oh

! yes, exactly, if you, through the patron-saint's—neglect, shall
we say 1—suffer loss in your property, and have your confidence in him
rudely shaken, I am by no means entitled to pass an opinion."

" It is the only sensible way of going to work with him," they shouted
to the padre from all sides. " We know old Evolino ! If you do not
chastise him all your prayers avail nothing,. And, mind you, this is not
the first time, either. Fifty years ago our fathers had to treat him in just
the very same way, and he had not lain three days in the water before the
rain came. It is just his old heathen obstinacy and stiff-neckedness, and
it has to be broken at times."

Padre Atanasio turned imploringly to the right-hand and to the left, to
the front and to the rear, shook his head from side to side, and raised his
hands to his head in token of protest. After a few minutes' noisy inter-
ruption, however, his hearers allowed him to speak. He was quite out of
breath, quite as much as if it had been he who had been shouting and
raging and not the others.

" Do be quiet, only compose yourselves," he groaned. " I quite believe
It

!
You ought to know all this far better than I. It in no way concerns

me. I am only called upon to say mass in the Chapel of the holy Ma-
donna, and your San Pancrazio belongs in no way to my jurisdiction ! But
this was not. what I wanted to speak about ! I only mean that Don Cesare
owns neither tree nor meadow. Whether it rains or not must be a matter
of complete indifference to him. He is a ship-broker. Now, what con-
nection'has that with rain ! I should like to know that. And yet it was
Don Cesare who tied the rope about the olive tree ; he it was who with his
own hands took down the saint from his pedestal and bore him away to the
cliff and laid him down there. And Don Cesare is a prudent man ; in-
deed, he is the most prudent of us ; I mean of you all. He knows what
he is about, and why he does it ; and that is just the reason why I say to
you that I cannot, for the life of me, understand his conduct. Don Cesare,
I am convinced of i^, has some particular object in view. This, howoverl
He is as yet keeping secret, but I will one day make it manifest to you all.''

In vain the padre's hearers, filled with admiration for Don Cesare's
daring deed, strove to make him understand that the ship-broker shared in
the feeliftgs of his fello»citizens—that he had not allowed himself to be
guided by his own interests merely, and that consequently this unselfish-
ness of his should be all the more admired and respected. All these argu-
ments fell weak and powerless before the mocking, sceptical smile of the
worthy father.

" My little friend, my little friend," said Padre Atanasio, as he shook
his head doubtfully, " I know you and all your breed. You all crept forth
from one and the same egg

! Unselfishness 1 We will look for that some-
where else if you please ; for whenever it occurs to you to praise the un-
selfishness of a fellow-citizen, you have immediately found your own
advantage therein, and that, too, before everything else. Don Cesare is
much too prudent a man to be unselfish, and must have had most cogent
reasons for thus compromising you all with the blessed Pancrazio. Yes
compromised, Don Ciccio ! for you are most seriously compromised and
were I the Evolino, Holy Deo—I meant to say : Holy Virgin—I should
very soon know what I should do. That is not the question, however.
Don Cesare understands very well how to feather his own nest, and get
himself out of the scrape at the same time. I mean, that he will make it
up, will clear himself with San Pancrazio, and leave you sitting there in
the mud, keeping all the while a sharp look-out for the main chance
Doubt not but Cesare Agresta, the prudent ship-broker, will manage

Padre Atanasio was not, perhaps, very far astray ; for Don Cesare was
an active, busy, crafty little man, and must have had some special design
In acting aa he did ; for when he took down the saint from his pedestal
that morning and bore him outside the chapel upon hia shoulders like a

child, he had whispered to him softly, so that no one could hear him • " Be
not angry, dear Pancrazio, what I am doing now I am e'en obliged to do
1 wiil, however, make amends to you again for this."

No one, in all probability, had overheard him—not even Padre
Atanasio, who was standing close by, and beheld with a mischievous joyhow the townsfolk were misusing the hated rival of the holy Madonna

;

tor Don Cesare s countenance was by no means in harmony with his words
and whoever had marked the aspect and expression of his face at that
moment must have thought to himself : « Thou poor San Pancrazio of
Eyolo

!
it IS lucky for thee that thou art only made of wood, for wert thou

ahve, certainly thou would'st not leave the hands of this desperado,
whose hair is bristling, and whose eyes are sparkling with rage and fury "

yuite another aspect, the most indifferent aspect in the worid, did Don
Cesare wear upon the evening of that day, as he entered the chamber in
which his little sister was busy sewing by the light of a flickering and
smoking tallow candle. In the most indifferent tone in the world he ad-
dressed her as she looked up to him with the loveliest and brightest black
eyes in the wor d :

" Lock up the house carefully, Carmela ! I am going t»-
Salvatores, and it will be late ere I return." » » _

At the door he turned round again :

-'And Carmela," added he, " I have got this to say to thee : be careful
of thine eyes, my little mousie : They have been wondrously bright for
some days past. And, knowest thou, I should be quite well pleased with
Nino

;
but he must lead thee to the altar ! If he will not, tell him from me

he will have to leave thee alone, otherwise he might get hurt. Good nieht
mousie !

'

o o e •

Whereupon Carmela, -bending her head modestly over her work,
answered :

•

" Go away, Cesare, and be easy ! Carmela comes of a good stock " Of
the same stock as her brother she was at any rate ; for softly, just as Don
Cesare had spoken to the saint, she said to herself :

"That Nino will marry Carmela and none other we are not likely to
bring to pass by thy help, Cesare; and therefore I must e'en take myown way. '

Her eyes sparkled as she bent over her work, as if she knew right well
what she thought on that subject. And she knew it also, the dainty little
witch, with her delicate little fingers and her raven-black hair • for as
soon as her brother's back was turned, she sprang up lightly, i»n with
nimble foot to the door, bolted it, and then stepped softly, softly, to the
window which opened into the street, put her little head through the aper-
ture, gazed quietly for some time after Don Cesare, and when she had »een
him disappear through the darkness in the direction of Salvatore's house
she opened the wmdow altogether, leaned over the sill, pUced her small'
right hand over her eyes, and gazed steadily in the opposite direction, as if
she was looking for something away in the distance of the pitch dark night
What she sought she found soon enough. The wished-for object appeared,
after a few seconds, in the form of a slight, active youth, who, gUding
softly under the shadow of the houses, cautiously approached the i^ndow
until he stood, all of a sudden, right below it, when he seized CarmeU's
hands in his and whispered to her :

" I have been waiting for you qnite a long while. I have kept my
word. Will yon keep yours to-day, Carmela 1" *

Cesare's cottage was situated at the end of a small by-street leading to
the harbour. Whoever approached it from that direction was sure of being
seen by no one, and it was exactly from that direction that the expected
one had approached Carmela. The moon was yet far below the horizon
and everything was shrouded in darkness. There, unobserved from the
neighbouring windows, one was able to indulge in a little quiet chat • and
this was just what both of them did. They did not, however, content
themselves with the elements of this love wFhisper, tender though it might
be, for httle Carmela soon, and not unwillingly, yielded her hand to the
coaxing and pleading Nino, and not unfamiliarly did the latter imprint a

—

kiss upon it—a long and loving kiss.

?°,?°"^
,T**,*'

™e,'^w evening to my cottage," he whispered to her
;we shall be all alone there, and we cannot always hope to be able to chat

together here, in the street, before the window."
Carmela smiled to herself in the obscurity of the night.
" It is so far," said she, " suppose my brother were to return before 1

1

"

" You wiU be back long before your brother returns. The road is close
* by, along the sea shore, under the headland of Evolo, and then only a
couple of paces further. Just round the rock, right under the chapel liesmy house." '^ '

" It is too far, Nino, and the moon will soon be up, and then we shall
be discovered." ,

^^
For a long while they continued talking together. The moon rose

slowly above the waves, and poured her calm, bright light into the gloomy
streets

;
only for a short time, however ; for the heavca began to darken

again, and big black clouds came slowly from the westward.
" Look," laughed Nino, "the holy Pancrazio U beginning to tire of his

bath already. And see, Carmela, only see how he favours our lova He
18 hiding the bright moonUght for us. You will come now, won't you IDo come, Carmela."

Carmela hesitated for a minute. Then she whispered, " Walt a moment,
till I get my scarf," and disappeared.

Whilst these two were settling their affairs together, and coming to an
understanding before Don Cesare's house, the Utter was going about hia
own, but in another way and in a diflerent direction. After bidding his
sister "good night," he walked down the street at a leiaurely pac< and
with a composed and cheerful countenance, as if he were going for an
evening's gossip at the house of a friend. That Carmela would iSok after
him he waa perfectly weU aware : aU girls are given to do such thiaga,

f
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and his smart little sister was neither Jftetter nor worse than they.
" Women are women, " he very sagaciously remarked to himself, as a smile
played around his lips. " You must treat them as you do children.
Appear to repose unlimited confidence in them, but at tifie same time take
care to keep a strict watch over them, and always maintain your manly
independence."

^
This theory he immediately proceeded to put into practice ; which is

more than could be said of the majority of those engaged in the important
work of the educating of the young.

As soon as a turn in the street hid him from Carmela's gaze, he forth-
with, and in double-quick time, struck off in the contrary direction, and
describing a wide circle through the narrow streets and lanes of the quaint
little town, found himself at the opposite pole, and fronting the headland
of Evolo.

It must have been something of special importance which was then
passing through Don Cesare's active brains, for, as soon as he caught sight
of the headland he at once began to run as fast as he could put one foot
before the other. Far from greeting our tell friend Ciccio, who met him
unawares, just outside the ruined gateway of the town, the moment Cesare
caught sight of him he pulled over his face the large hood which all the
inhabitants of the Sicilian Coast are wont to wear. Bedouin fashion, on their
necks, both summer and winteir, as a protection alike against wind ahd
rain and sun, drew up his broad shoulders, and depressed his head as
much as possible.

He passed Ciccio at a rapid pace, and gave no sign of recognition, while
the astonished peasant stered after him in open-mouthed wonder, and
muttered to himself as he made the sign of the cross :

" Santo Diavolo

!

who can that be, and where is he going 1 I know every one in Rocca-
strette, but I have never seen him before." And Ciccio gazed long and
anxiously after the rapidly retreating form, shaking his head the while
like an honest citizen who has seen something extraordinary, and which
has afforded him cause for profound meditetion.

Don Cesare, however, continued his progress, and smiled knowingly to
himself: '-'You are a smarter fellow than I teke you to be, my good Ciccio,
if you manage to humbug Cesare Agreste What you can be seeking at
this late hour outside the town heaven only knows. Perhaps some little

love adventure behind the walls ! Or, perhaps, you have stolen some field

produce, and have hidden it somewhere ? In some ruined hut, ikiaybe 1

Perhaps you are trying to do a little quiet smuggling t Ah me ! who can
do any smuggling to-day, when not a single bark enters our harbour?
For three long months—just the time that we have had no rain—our poor,
deserted little port has not seen a solitery sail. It is worth one's while to
try their hand at smuggling to-day ! Formerly, perhaps, the business
paid."

And honest Don Cesare thought with a mournful pleasure of the happy
time when at least twice in a month, a foreign trader came into his
clutchea Happy, happy time ! Above there, near the chapel of Evolo,
which is now perceived rising before him upon the cliff, for three whole
months all the livelong day he>^ad been gazing through hia telescope
towards every quarter of the heavens, in the hopes of descrying the white
saUa of some good ship making for the haven of Roccastrette, with the
well-known ensign of England, Norway, or (Jermany, flying at her peak

—

for it waa from these countries that the vessels came to teke in valuable
cargoes of fruit, olive oil, sulphur and brimstone. Many and various too
were the wares these ships brought with them, all of which were purchased
secretly by Don Cesare, for very little, and disposed of by him—just as
secretly and at a proportionate advance in price to his feUow townsmen

;

tobacco and cigars, cotton and woollen goods, bright-hued ribbons, gaudilv
painted saints, smartly varnished images for church and chapel. Madonnas,
Apostles, and Evangelists, all beautifully carved out ofjivood—in a word,
all sorts of foreign nick-nacks, upon which the customs department of His
Majesty the King of the Two Sicilies kept a watchful eye, and all of which
the prudent Cesare knew how to convey quietly into safe hiding and then
quietly to such as wanted them. Year in year out his boat lay moored to
an old steke, close beside his house, and as soon as he perceived a sail in
the offing Cesare would hurry down to the water's edge, cast off the
painter, and row out to ofier his services to the foreign captain,—for he
jabbered all known tongues with a daring fluency—and the ship had
scarcely dropped her anchor before Cesare had become the confidential
adviser and the indispensable counsellor of the whole crew. Yes, Don
Cesare, despite his insignificant appearance, was a most enterprising little

man, and had his head in the right place; and in that round bullet head of
his, with its closely cropped hair, its protruding ears, adorned with gdld
rihgs, and its large mouth drawn into a continual smile, there were all
possible wiles and stratagems, all the cunning contrivances known to the
trader, which failed not to put many a broad gold piece into his pocket,
and which the worthy foreign captain paid him ungrudgingly. For
without the helps of the ubiquitous Cesare he must have been forced to
pay a much higher price for all his supplies, and what cared he if Cesare
levied an interest of fifty per cent upon the fiery Italian wines he delivered
him, or sold him, at an equally exorbitant profit, the fresh beef, fruit, and
vegetables he had purchaised for a mere song 1 But for Cesare he would
have been unable to obtain either a cargo for his owners or provisions for
his crew. What wonder, then, that the foreign shipmen paid him so
gladly whatever he asked: they found everything so cheap in this beautiful,
heaven-blessed land ! And when the ships sailed away again all thanked
him, both those who sailed away and those who remained behind. For all

had done a good stroke of business,—but he himself the best of alL Oh,
those happy times

!
thought Cesare, shall we ever see the like again 1 And

aa he hurried along he cast a longing, almost tearful eye, upon the black
and aailless sea. The headland of Evolo, with ita old, gnarled olive trees,

now lay close before him ; the chapel above looked bright and cleanly in
the moonlight ; for the year before the walls had been so white-washed in
honour of the saint, he who was now lying in the tossing waves at the foot
of the cliff. As Cesare gazed upwards at the little shrine, and thought of
the strange deeds which had been enacted in it that very morning, he
shook his head. "Poor, dear, good Evolino!" sighed he, "what must
thou think of me, not merely suffering these indignities to befall thee, but
even aiding and abetting those who inflicted them ! And yet, thou
knowest just as well as I—what would my opposition have availed' thee ?

The others would, in all probability, have treated thee even more shame-
fully, and thou hast to thank me that thou art only lying in the cool, deep
blue water, and not buffeting the angry roaring flames. At times one
helps their friends more by running with the hounds than by suffering
themselves to be torn in pieces by the same, and all to no purpose. And
just wait a little ; I will soon make amends to thee for Wfthis, dear aood
Evolino!" • I

'^

He had now reached the foot of the cliff. The narrow foot-path wound
like a snake to ita summit A couple of steps farther, and he would have
rounded the point and gained the other side of the headland, where Nino's
farm-house lay hidden in its dense orange and lemon groves.

Don Cesare stood still a minute. Suddenly a light puff of wind
rippled the surface of the sea, which broke in foam at its feet. " Oh, oh !"

said the little shipbroker, " From the westward. A rain wind 1 Surely
thou dear, good San Pancrazio, thou wilt never be so kind to those who
have flung thee into the water, as to — !"

He stopped of a sudden, looked cautiously about him on aU sides
listened anxiously on the right-hand and on the left, and after that he had'
found himself safe from the interruption, he stepped carefully down to
where he knew the saint was lying, groped about among the stones until
he had found the rope, and now, had anyone been looking on, they would
have seen the little man calling up all his strength to slowly pull the rope
towards him.

But it was by no means a pleasant and agreeable process for the holy
Pancrazio. The poor old fellow bumped painfully against the sharp
pointed comers and jagged pinnacles of the cliff. The glory which adorned
his veners ble head got wedged hard and fast between two stones, and at
every sturdy pull of the energetic Cesare he thought his poor old worm-
eaten neck was going to be broken, and his old heathen head reft from his
shoulders.

"Oh, dearl" the unhappy saint might have thought, as a bump
apparently indicative of approaching dissolution nearly knocked the nose
off his face, " how shamefully men treat their saints '. First one is bound
hand and foot, flung into the sea like an empty pumpkin, or rotten melon,
and then thumped painfully against the atones. For I can see plainly
enough that some one is drawing me out of the water. What does this
fellow intend doing to me now, I wonde^?"

And the gleaming, varnished eyes of the saint sought to recognize the
man. He recognized him well enough, and when he did so, and discovered
that it was none other than Don Cesare who but a few hours ago had
misused him so shamefully, he sighed in his soul

!

" In what way have I injured this man i Now I am going to be
abused and beaten, as I was a little while ago. For he it was who raged
the most fiercely of all against me, and who, the hypocritical little villain
that he is", asked my pardon all the time when removing me from my
pedestal, and then opened his mouth widest to bellow for rain ? And how
can I, a poor worm-eaten block of wood, send them rain. Oh ! the silly

stupid people !

"

Patiently did the saint yield himself to his approaching fate : the heavy
thumps upon his head pained and distressed him a good deal, notwith-
standing ; for, like most of us, the saint set a high value upon his head.
What a dreadful things it would be if he were toiose this bead; and mon
wpre to place a new one instead thereof—a new head upon the old stump?
supposing they were to procure a new saint at the next carver or turner's
shop '—what would then become of him, the true, old, and only genuine
San Pancrazio of Evolo 't

Meanwhile Don Cesare tugged and pulled, and pulled 'and tugged,
until at last the saint lay at his feet upon the dry strand.

" Now God be merciful to thee, poor Evolino !" thought San Pancrazio.
What was his astonishment, however, when Don Cesare, without

saying a word, dragged him up the little narrow foot-path, placed him
carefully in a crevice of the rock, as if it were his own niche, wiped away
the slime and foam of the sea, rubbed him up carefully, and then kneeling
down, with folded hands addressed him as follows :

" Once more thou standest upon dry ground, dear, good, holy Pancrazio,
and art saved from the companionship of the sea crabs and hideous cuttle-
fish. And see, it is me alone whom thou hast to thank for this—Don
Cesare, who loves and honours thee—and I told thee so, when I dragged
thee forth from the chapeL The others maltreated thee shamefully, dear
patron, but I have set thee free again. Do not forget this, dear old San
Pancrazio ! I know quite well what thou wilt say to me :

' Don Cesare.
Don Cesare ! thou also wast present, and thou it was who fastened the
rope to the olive tree.' Alas, yes ! I also was obliged to be present ! But
only think what might have happened if I had not been present The
others were so excited and furious against thee on account of the rain !

What care I for the rain ! Aa far as I am concerned, thou mayst leave
the people without rain for weeks at a time. They deserve it richly, and
moat of all that long, lanky Ciccio, whom I met just outside the walls, it

was who threatened thee so horribly with the flames of fire. And it was
I, Don Cesare, who silenced him, since I flung thee into the water. Yes,
Evolino, and it was I also who have drawn the out of the water again.
See now, Evolino ! be good to me : thou who art still an old god of the
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wmds. Wast thou not called ^olus ere thou becamest the saint of Evolo?

S^oiIh" ^"^^V"! *°'-«°"en that, and surely the winds are yet some-

wind ?SX " ,°
f
"'• ''"'','"^" *" *'''^- B'"'^ °'>'=« '"<"« a fine strong

olrLn . rK*- °. '°'"' /'""'«" ^^'P' ^""'^ "«•' Englishman, or evefGern an. and bring H m safety to our harbour, so that I also may gainsomethmg as well as the others. Look theo ! I ^m not a rich man- '^

and a «^™
suddenly. A bright white ray had fallen upon the saint,

WW A **™°fJ""""* ""/'? ^'''^"^ *° P'-'y o^*"- hi« features. Don Cesarelooked about him startled. But it was only the moon which had ri^nabove the se*. and whose first beams had l>een thrown upon the faceof^e

from J.l*r'"""'''!:T
"^'^ ?"" ^''""^' """^ "«'"g "P h« knocked the sandfrom his knees. "I must be off, for thou knowest well, Evolino, none but

I^T-1 i *^r
*^'^' ^ ^"'^ '''^^" ''"'« °"' °^ 'he sea

!
Now stand still,

IhLh IrH' *u ""'"f
'•''" ^''"" ^''y ^"S*"- »»' do not forget thatthou hast to thank me for it_me alone-and forget not to send me theship-soon too; quite soon

! Then I will also deck thine alUr for thee

^TrM'
^''

' "''' "'^ ^'°'^ *" '''P'"^"^ '^ lost amon^

Once more he stopped short in his address to Evolino ; for, suddenly,

lit r "K'^" T"^' I'^'-l^^^d: What was that? a cloud ? rain? Helooked quickly about him. Away to the westward the horizon was

S'^vlrt r1 ^ T^- ':,W««.'7i°d?" said Don Cesare; "Rain

thl MpH-^
' / ^ favourable wind for the foreign ships whi^ch enter

.i;ff°o*^''^t^^'''^*l''/'"''^
"P ^'•^ ^'^^P P'^'h- ^'>'<='' l«d to the top of the

cliff and thence between masses of stone and clumps of aloes and cactus

and r ^A^L^Tt- "^^^^ !''°'" "'"^ *° "»« he stopped and listened

Zk wif *^ ^'^ '%'"' ^''^''^^ "° "^'*« «*" ^«^« y«t visible on the

and nlw ^h.ff^ "J
^°"

k°"
''^ ""^^ <=^'-^''' '^at Evolino heard him,

^1 „ TT • T^ '['^ beginning to blow, the ships could not fail t<^come. Heavier and darker the clouds kept piling themselves up on th^
western horizon. When he reached the top of the cliff, he sat down underW a'so H

^'^ °"*".^.t*t^breath. Out of the distance he seem^ to

f.^Lnn •

A
'^ '\ ""^/^^ ^'^'P •'• ^hose shrouds and tackling thefreshenuig wind was already beginning to pipe its little song, and whichwas hastening towards the friendly bay, in order to avoid the approacM^g

"Carmela must just keep quiet until my return," murmured Don

STsel Do r
"""•

' " A^y ""r" "^^ ^•'h eyes fixed steadUy up^nthe sea Don Cesare proceeded to keep his solitary watch.

J. Cunningham Dunlop.

^bll K^ !% 1 ^* P^""'?" bestowed upon him for his skill. The osten-

alsi tfc ^"
"'r'*'""

P'-o^'^ding was charity, but it is whispered

bi coS^t^dT'^
with a great American millionaire as to the amount tobe collected first instigated the undertaking. He begged also from

fiandsome, with a graceful black moustache, dressed in faultless blackwearing -h.te kid gloves, and carrying a book in his hand boundTn pK'
Sd wfthT

"*'"''
''YT

the Eichibition-road, attended by a footmi^

hand wlv ^"^'•'i"
"^^'^^ ^'"^'^' ^'"•« ^'''^'^' waiting for him near athand. Waiting maids at the restaurants round bestowed upon the hand-

ZZ s^ffof
2"' '-'>^°P--' r^ oth«« -"'d have donTso Tad they

intonrTf
genuineness of the mendicant, and that the money waimtended for some useful charity. Some of the police ought to go ro^n"w th his lordship to testify that he is a licensed rival of the poof Italianhurdy-gurdy grinders, or lock him up if he is an imposter. At pr^nt

welTrd fiTth'^' ^"J°yf Pf-* '—'ty. wh'ile beggfrS, 'nTL*
7h^LT^ ir ^^nJf

^^y *° the station-house. If we be obliged to"

St\f; ^77 °^
^tr^ '' *^°*« *hat respectable-looking emploCn^

!2;".i?.:rf„ritt'^° ''"^"" ^' '''- ^^
An American historical association is one of the felt wants of that

S^if'S A " P-^P"^^
•'? i°™

^"'='> ''" '^---«- during the n«^^on of the American Social Science Association at Saratoga, September

TBE SCRAP BOOK.

DIVOKCB IN PHANCK

Whilst the Chamber is wasting on revisions and military service thetune It had better be giving to the Budget, the Senate has^d thrfiwtreading of a law which may have the greatest consequencVfor Frenchsociety-the Divorce BilL Every one has been surprisU at the imi^^
majority which sanctioned this reform. It shows that public 0?^which until a few years ago, was steadily opposed to divorce, is nowalmost unanimously m favour of it. This change of feeling may no doubTbe attributed in part to the energetic campai^ of M. Naquet^ but it ischiefly due to the increasing prevalence of wife murder, followed by acauittalbefore the tribunals. The absence of divorce from ou'r code TasJSKresulted m the toleration of murder, in case of adultery or desertioritVmat any rate nece^y to put the law of France in harmony with the principlS-^ch govern all secular society, and which refuse to recognizeSSbonds or enforced celibacy. The law voted by the Semite.^e^eTs^
rounds the right of divorce with difficulties enough to ^amntee it al?n»;
abuse. The legislation of divorce will at least hafe the ^^y^^^e ofSydiminishing the interest which in France always attaches to kdulterV^dwhich has made it the basU of our theatrical ^d romantic liteniS ^Itwas useless to say that the subject was worn out ; it was always re"ew»dand It always interested Unfortunately, it does not follow that our literWmorals wiU benefit by the change. For some tin^ past those of our no^^^ts who have ried to got out of this eternal rould^ conjugal infideUtieshave mostly fallen to a still baser level, and made us think ^h regret ofDumas ;,ere and George Sand, who gave us at least, if not morality .matmosphere of real and generous passion. The great success-say rathe^the great scandal of the day. is the " Blaaphfemes of Jean Richepin "Theextravagant pra«e bestowed on this volume of poetry is one of the m<»tstoking signs of decay of literary taste, and even of critical capacity inFrance. One is glad to turn from works like this to that of other writerk.less powerful, indeed, but healthier and more refreshing-such, for instantas M. George Durny. who, in his pleasant and striking story of " Andre« "
has made a successful debut in fiction. Unfortunately our literary twte isimpaired, not only as to the form, but as to the substance, too. We must

ttr^ r'l u* P^PPf^- H-ippy the writer who lives far enough ap^tfrom the world of letters to keep his sense of the beautiful f^h ^dunspoilt—Goinei Marod.—C<mtemporari/ SevUu,.

wh.T'
°""' ""j^*"" * '"°°»«'it confound the women of " light'and leading "

who have opened so many doors to their sex, with the leird oldSs
Tnd w^^"^'^rPr°"?'« °^ '^""'^^ «"«'»««. ^ho refuse to pay tax^

ft eSllt-^ ^aThreltt^rrThlTiTcrssirof^"^^^^^^^^^

£=ATr.;:S " ^ ^°'^'"^"^^''' coolness and de:S;ir

Mr. Bradlaugh, as a matter of fact, is now paying the penaltv for t}.«

It?
^^J°d«o«ous method of advertising his peculiar views whKfadop

S

when he was elected for the first time to represent the borough of North-ampton in Parliament. If he had never gone out of his w!y to de^k^

™i^" th'eT
"- "» ---"g'^- for^" and "an idle Jdendum toa promise, the House of Commons would have had a great deal of th«

s^7^;r^3ctJmit^S"u:^ f^^^^^^

^r^^"^- ^' "handonment of the time-honored prinTplefof^

ce™lZ ^"T^
"^ '^"'^ *^'"P'"'«' '^^ '° ^« •« this iMtitution d «n-

ri?^'J -^^ 'T° *° »****=h an entirely new meaning to the phraT .

S:S "^TTJ"
'•

"!: *'*°r^°^'' " "^" be possible to obtain Ee&ofBachelor of Arts without having read a line of Greek or Latin duX thefour years covered by the coUege course."
uurmg me

T,»
j!""* M^er was a time when the country had so little need of a greatmivy as now No nation, great or small, far or near, has any dispSnto quarrel with this Government or to make necessa,^ a dispUy of iSstrength. But it is said that a powerful navy is requisite in-order to pr^

S! nlLT"""^"^
the country in distant seas. When those whoj^this plea show a disposition to remove the obstructions to Americanlommerce there will be some reason to believe in their sincerity. ThTy W_obstinatelr nnrsned a nnm, fl,of i.== j.: ^u . . ' *"'' P*'*

—

AN ARIBTOCaATIO ORGAN GRINDKR.

• '^?' Otter evening there was the-aor^l sight of a noble marquis wheel-ing through the stroete a fiv^ootave piano, on which he playS whiJe^

o^inately pursued a policy thrtLTdVTenXcoVnty'ri^mmrc'e^the ocean and now they want to lavish hundreds of millions to crLte

"

navy for ite frotection.—Philadelphia Record.

Nicholas Flood Davin, the gifted editor of the Regina Leader afterspending several months at Ottawa, has returned, and tn^oT^'itSonce rnore-the most poetic jourmil on our exchange list. Mr. DaW^ hasrecently published a volume of poems ; and although a copy of itT^ n^reached our table yet. various journals which are usually^Jver-critSl of

Whi? r ' P'"°d"^*"r ^*^« «P»''«'' ^ ^«'y fl-'ttering terms of this workWhile the views of the Leader on Regina and the Dominion GoveraLenihave to be taken with considerable poetic license, his literaryaS^dsunquestioned. We welcome Mr. Davin back to his western home!rdhope he may long dip his pen in the western sunset, and add the weW
-IfS^i

^tl. characteristically practical journalism of the greatW^
Th« pktform adopted by the Democrata at Chicago bears • strikiiurresemblance to that upon which Mr. Tilden was novated hi 1876ItIS the better of the two because, for the first time in the history S theparties, it embodies less demagogism than the Republican. The°W

"^^^ ""
vf f^'T F'*""""

'^"' '^' Eight-fiour Law « omhtedaltogether while the declaration in regard to "contract labour" i.«^less offensive. The Republican platform pronouncei, distinctly .St
"^'tir V ^I^ ^"'°P*' »' ^^" in cLes whore the immL^T,^eed beforehand to work for hi. living. The Democratic plaSSLrS^

LTV^ ^''"'^ ^^""-^^^ *}" *°^'«" ^^""^ ^ he excluded iH^ iTn^confined to <Mrvile races unfitted by habita, training, religion, or kind,^for ab«)rption into the great body of our peopled While declf^T.'favour of reduction of the tariff, "i^ i, not pj^ to i^J™ .^7^1^mdu.tn«s but rather to promote their healU,yVwth."_2'A«Ta^
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A LKTTEB in the Times of yesterday, signed, " A Veteian M.P.,"
miggesta another, and, as it seems to ua. a more excellent way. He is

opposed to an autumn session. He thinks it would be inexpedient, and a
needless waste of labour, to send the Franchise Bill a second time to the
House of Lords by itself. Instead of meeting in autumn to pass the
Franchise Bill, Parliament, he suggests, should be summoned in January,
and at once set to work on a Redistribution Bill. Bring it forward by
it»lf, get to the second reading within a week, and proceed with it day
after day till it is carried through. Then tack the Franchise Bill to it and
send them together to the House of Lords. We shall then have complied
with the amendment to be moved by Lord Cairns. Their Lordships will
have, what they profess to want, a complete measure. They must either
pa«s it or choose other grounds for rejecting it, and if they Venture to
reject the complete Bill they will present themselves in a worse light to the
country than they will do by merely rejecting the Franchise Bill. We are
strongly disposed to say " aye " to this suggestion.—ifawcAester Examviwr,
July 6th.

THE PERIODICALS.

Thk August C«n/Mry—"The Mid-Summer Holiday Number"—is a
literary and artistic treat. Very appropriately, it opens with a capital
paper, entitled, " A Glance at British Wild Flowers," by John Burroughs,
accompanied by a wealth of illustrations by Alfred Parsons. Edith M.'
Thomas and Dr. Edward Eggleston are the writers of two other contribu-
tions—" A Summer Holinight," and "Americans at Play "—of mid-
summer character. Outside of this special, seasonable literature, probably
the article on " General Sam Houston," the backwoodsman and pioneer
rtatesman, will be one of the most popular in this month's contente. Mr.

• Hynd's sketeh of the romantic career of the bom soldier reads more like a
novelette than an authentic narrative, as we understand it is. " Chinese
Gordon " is written of by W. T. Stead, and considerable light is thrown
upon the policy of that remarkable soldier by the paper. Mr. Stead
re-tells—but with a forcible clearness—how. General Gordon came to have
the prefix " Chinese " tacked on to his name, on account of the eclat with
which he suppressed the Tai Ping rebellion against the Celestial govern-
ment A third paper, on " Recent Architecture in America," is signed by
M. G. van Rensselaer. Helen Zimmem has a contribution on " Carmen
Sylvia. Queen of Rouraania." Isaac L Rice pointa out some " Work for
a Consitutional Convention." Ivory Black tells a pleasant story, entitled
" An Effect in Yellow." W. J. Stillman is " On the Track of Ulysses " in
a carefully prepared essay. Henry James begins a new novel, and calls
It "A New England Winter." Frank R Stockton relates " The Remark
able Wreck of the ' Thomas Hyke '

" in his own happy manner. Hjalmar
Hjorth Boyesen describes "A Problematic Character," and "Three Dangers"

» are indicated by Washington Gladden. In his " Topics of the Time," the
editor commenta upoii " Business Gambling " without gloves. He says :

It is the (oscination of bugmess gambUng that, apparently, it offers greater soope
to brams thim do the ordinary games of ohanoe. Operations on 'change require for
any degree of aaoeess beyond occasional lack, knowledge of corporate transactions the
aooomnlation and oo-ordination of other trnstworthy information, and a nicety ofjudgment beyond the reach of any but the keenest business iatelleots. Nothing but
unfair advantage wins steadily in selling "long" or seUing "short," or dealing m
futures. One year taken with another, the true interests of exchanges, and bankersand brokers, hke the interests of society in general, will be found to he in the way of

real trading. Fictitious trading demoralizes commerce with fictitious prices and is
the cause of extravagance, recklessness, and low business morahty When thepmbling transactions exceed the honest investments more than twenty-fold, as somehave estimated, it is impossible to have a sound condition of business.

The Atlavtic Monthly comes out rather heavily in its issue for Augustym^am Shields Liscomb is the author of a paper on "The Twilight of
--etreck and Roman Scalpture.''in concluding which he expresses his surprise.
not that so many ancient works have been destroyed, but that any at- all
Iwve remained until the present day. " Transported from place to place,
shattered by accidents, overthrown by earthquakes, consumed by conflagra-
tions, subject to the destructive malice of Macedonian and Roman emperors
exposed to the violence of wars, buried beneath falling walla, delivered to
the axe of the iconoclast, the hammer of the mason, the kiln of the lime-
maker, and the melting furnace of the bronze-moulder ; torn from their
bases, trampled in the mire and filth of the streets, broken into fragments
and gradually overwhelmed and hidden from view beneath the earth, how
slight was the chance that productions of the golden age of Athenian sculp-
ture should ever meet the eyes of that far-off nineteenth century in which
we have our being

!
" Lloyd G. Thompson, under the caption. " The Zig-Zag

Telegraph." relates an interesting anecdote. The very mingled pleasures
and other experiences of " A Cook's Tourist in Spain " (No. II.) are pleas-
antly related by the editor. A biographical notice of the poet. Nathaniel
Parker WUlis, is given by Edward F. Hayward. and Charles G. Leland
discourses about " The Edda among the Algonquin Indians." A thoroughly
characteristic French idea is " Bugs and Beaste before the Law," written of

^ E. P. Evans—a very curious and interesting article. Kate Gannet
Wells, in her paper entitled, " An Old New England Divine," relates some
charming mcidente in the career of Ezra StUes-the friend of Jefferson and
Franklm. Richard Grant White continues the " Anatomizing of William
Shakespeare," in a third paper. The wind—the south wind—and " Where
it Listeth," is written of by Edith M. Thomas, and the editor adds able
notes on Frederick Denison Maurice and Henry Cabot Lodge.

Thb Manhattan August number is too late to have an extended notice
Julian Hawthorne's paper on " Emerson u an American "

is the piece de
renttanee, which careful analysis of the subject of notice, in ite con-
cluding comments, reads: "The Americanism of Emerson is better than

anything that he has said in ^vindication of it. He is the champion of thecommonwealth; he is our future, living in our present, and showing theworld by anticipation, as it were, what sort of excellence we are capable
of attaining A nation that has produced Emerson, ai,d can recognize inhiw bone of her bone and flesh of her fleah-and atUl more, spirit of herspint-that nation may look toward the coming age with security."
Probably Mr. Hawthorne has no defence of Emerson, loyal as he is, equal
to that author s own words : " Let me remind the reader that I am ontyan experimenter. Do not set the least value on what I do, or the least
discredit on what I do not, as if I pretended to settle anything as held
false. I unsettle all things. No facta to me are sacred ; none are profane
1 simply experiment—an endless seeker, with no Past at my back '" The
principal aubjecta discussed are, "The Yellowstone National Park " " PaulDdaroche and his Pupils." "Poe in Paris," "My Diary in London."
Knickerbocker Eyes in Mexico," "The New Produce Exchange,"Women Artiste of the Olden Time," "Retrospection of the America!n

Stage, with several stories and poems. The Ulustrations, as usual are of
great artiatic excellence, notably those accompanying the text on Paul
Delaroche and the Yellowstone National Park. 3^"^

Thb August number of Lippincotfa Magazine, has varied and attractive
list of contenta The most entertaining article ia the first of two or more
papers containing " Personal Recollections of Charles Reade." by John
Coleman, Mr. Reade'a associate in many theatrical enterpriaea, and the
intimate friend of hia late years. The second paper on the "Suburbs ofNew York treats of West Chester and Long Island, and ia finely Ulus-
trated. In an article on " Vivisection. " Dr. Albert Leffingwell shows that
this practice has done nothing for the mitigation of diaeaae, and aro'uea in
favour of restricting it by law within the narrowest limits conaistent with
original reaearch. " A Word from a Woman Againat Female Suffrage "

is
pomted and cogent The second paper on " Life in a Ruaaian Produce "

la very readable and interesting
; and a short account of the " Confederate

.
Postage-Stamps." with engraved apecimena, Ijaa a certain degree of hiatorical
value. The fiction of the number is strong. Misa Tincker'a new aerial.
Aurora, la continued, and another, entitled "A Trip to Killarney " by

the popular author of " Molly Bawn " and " Phyllis," ia begun. "SomeNew Thing," by W. W. Crane, justifies its title by ita fresh and faithful
delineations of Pennsylvania German life and character. " My Chaperon "

ia a quaint and bright little sketch, and a vivacioua account in the " Goasip "
of a " Prize Day in a French Public School " should not be overlooked.

NaMBER 2 of Descriptive America tells of Dakota ; and so handsomely
13 the exhauative treatise on that extensive territory presented that the
publishers are entitled to anticipate an affirmative reply to their query

:

" Is not ' Dakota
'
an advance on ' Colorado,' good as that was ? and have

we not more than fulfilled our promise of last month ? " Indeed it is not
easy to suggest in what direction Messrs. Adams' valuable work could be
extended in future editions. They announce that the next issue will treat
of the State of Michigan. It will contain contributions from a number of
the best men in that State, with portraits, biographies, descriptive articles,
and illustrations, which will make it in every way desirable. Each num-
ber is accompanied by an elaborate map, with guaranteed accuracy. No
such work has hitherto been attempted, and we are glad to have the pro-
jectors' assurance that it ia fully appreciated. " It is the cheapest maga-
zine, for the amount and quality of ita matter, in Christendom."

The Continent for the week ending July 23 opens with an able article
on " John Ruskin," by H. S. Atwater, and accompanied by two full page
portraite, and views of the eccentric writer's study and reaidence. Henry
Cleveland Wood tells a psychological story called "The Dream Clue,"
whilat " The Story of a Hopeless Patriot " is continued. Under the
heading, " The Resurrection of Italy," an extract from the privat^e i"Mrr.ftl
of C. Edwards Lester, whilst United States consul at Genoa, is given, and
is very good reading. D. C. McDonald has a paper on Scotch achools, and
the editor contributes several interesting book reviews.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

The first subscription concert of Mr. Claxton's Toronto Orchestra, given
in the Pavilion on Friday evening, might probably have been a great suc-
cess had not an enterprising storekeeper been permitted to tack on to the
programme an advertising dodge of the most vulgar nature. Mr. Claxton
has succeeded in getting together a band which in time might be made a
credit to the city, but he will never attain success as a musical caterer if
he persists—this ia his second offence—in giving hybrid performances.
Nothing could be less in keeping with the musical selections given, nor
more uncomplimentary to the artists, than the spectacle on Friday night
when a committee hustled the musicians to one side of the platform whilst
they analyzed the result of a public gueasing competition in the interest
of a tailor. Mrs. Agnes Corlett-Thomson was the aolo vocaliat. Mr Jacobsen
violiniat. Miss Ella Cowley, pianist, and Mr. E. P. Moore, conductor.'
The programme opened with Suppe's overture, "Morning, Noon, and
Night in Vienna." by the band, and which selection was beyond them.
As a whole, Mr. Moore has a well-balanced orchestra, the reed instrumpnte
being the weak point He is to be congratulated on his selection of
brasses, which are not, as is so common, too pronounced. There is as yet
a perceptible roughness and want of finish in the band—as might be
expected in an organization so recently formed—but this is a fault that"
wiU, however, probably soon be corrected, more especially as its members
appear to be very painstaking. In the selection from Planquette's
beautiful " Chimes of Normandy." Mr. Moore's men were much more at
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home, " all hands " aeeming to play con amore. A special word of praise
is due to the first comet, whilst truth compels the observation that the
first clarionette was either afraid of his work or not at home in it. Mrs.
Thomson attempted the " Legre Waltz " (Faust), and for a first perform-
ance of this selection hers was remarkably good, albeit it could not be
heard by half the people present. Mrs. Thomson, whilst possessed of a
sweet, round voice, and ample confidence, has not power enough to fill the
Pavilion, added to which the orchestral accompaniment, though lightly and
carefully played, almost drowned her middle and lower compass. She was
-encored, and was presented with three beautiful bouquets. In response
she sang " Within a Mile of Edinboro' Town," in which she was much
more happy. Miss Cowley, in the second part, played a piano solo
"Capricip "—very correctly, but rather weakly, and without that expres-
sion which experience will probably teach her is even more necessary than
mechanical accuracy. Some allowance must, however, be made in that the
piano (which was closed) was not by any means of the best. Mr. Jacobsen
played a violin solo with his usual verve, but fails to adapt his selections
to his audiences, David's " Capricioso " not possessing the first item of
interest to the majority of those assembled on FrtdSy' night. Mrs.
Thomson also sung " Waiting," which was encored, and the orchestra
gave " Selection," " Violets," " William Tell," a waltz by Strauss, and the
Rachozy March from th&" Damnation of Faust."

' Ch»n Editor."

- GHESS.

t^AU eommimieaUo'u inUndtd for thi» dtpartnunt should b» addremtd
otlot ofThe Week, Toronto.

PBOBLEM No. 28. PROBLEM No. 29.
Composed for The Week by E. B. FreeUnd, By T. B. Bowlond. Dublin, Ireland.

Toronte Ch^ss Clab. y-c *i t j ., J ....(From the London Morning Post.)

HiiAcK 4 pieces.

LIfERARY OOSSIP.

John C. Fbeund, Editor of Freund's Weekly, New York, is at work
on a new play, in four acts, entitled "The Race for Wealth." It will be
produced about September 15th, under the auspices of a distinguished
member of the dramatic profession. The scene of the play is laid in New
York, and the action deals with events that have lately, transpired. The
piece will be strongly cast and well mounted.

The numbers of The Living Age for July 12th and 19th, contain The
Malay Archipelago, Quarterly ; Pictionary-Making, Past and Present,
British Quarterly; What Do the Irish Read? Nirusteenth Century ; Le
Style c'est L'Homme, by the Earl of Lytton, Fortnightly ; The Scots
Brigade, Scottish Review; In a Greek Family To-day, and Under the
Shadow of a Sphynx, MacmxUan ; A Remarkable Irish Trial, Longman's ;
Charles Lamb's Letters, Golden Hours ; The Irish " Coronation Stone,"
Conquest and Character, and The destiny of Holland, Spectator; The
Wellington Statue, Times ; with instalments of " Mitchelhurst Place,"
"'Madga's Cow " and " In the Tunnel " and poetry.

The Art Interchange of July 17 contains a most novel and beautiful
design in colour for embroidered border. Against a background of pale
green is shown a delicate tracery of irregular brown lines broken at inter-
vals by disks, enclosing a floral design. In colour and form it is a most
exquisite design. Other illustrations in the same issue are a sketch of
woman and child for charcoal drawing ; a design of Canterbury bells, for
painting on plaque or panel ; a double-page illustration of a charming
forest interior for painting upon canvas ; designs for a tile and for cup and
saucer for beginners in china painting accompanied by very careful direc-
tions for treatment, and a South Kensington embroidery design for dining-
room table cover. In the department of Notes and Queries instruction is

given in painting on canvas and china, crayon drawing, decorating note-
paper, house furnishing, and treatment of screens, table scarfs, etc.

white.
White to play and mate in three moves.

WHITE—9 PIECES.

White to play and mate in three moves.

" SolntioiiB and Answera to Correspondents ' unavoidably held over till neit week.

Messrs. A. C. Ar.m8Trono <fe Son announce a three volume standard
edition of " Josephus."

Max O'Rell is to get .£1,500 for the English translation of a book of
society sketches of English life.

The last part of Froude's " Life of Carlyle " is nearly complete. It
embraces 1834 to 1881, and will give many pictures of the men of that
period.

William Morris describes the pictures of Millais in the academy of
this year as the record of a ruined reputation, of a wasted life, of a genius
bought and sold and thrown away.

Messrs. SamMon, Low 4 Co. will publish shortly an historical sketch
of the British Association, by Mr. Cornelius Nicholson, which gives, in
brief form, its most striking discoveries and achievements, chiefly for the
information of new associations.

The Cu/nrent claims to have printed daring the past six months about
1,484,000 words, and credits The Continent with having printed during
the same term about 1,268,400. The number credited to the principal
monthlies is: The Atlantic 578,400, Harper's 650,400, The Century
950,400.

"

A CORRESPONDENT of 7%« Athtnoium points out that Lord Rosebery
in a speech on London cabs—" revived an old error by attributing to Lord
Beaconsfieid the invention of the phrase ' the gondol a of London,' for a
hansom cab. The phrase occurs in Balzac, applied to the Paris fiacres,
and was borrowed from him by Mr. Whittey, from whom Disraeli prob-
ably stole it.

In Charles Reade's last will is embalmed an illustration of the author's
eccentricity. He directs his acting executor to offer for inspection at his
own house, for a period of two years frbra his death, all his note and scrap
books ; also a collection of notes by the late Mrs. Laura Seymour to pro-
fessional writers, especially of dramatic or narrative fiction, " and public
notice of this is to be given by advertisement."

'

" THE WEEK • PROBLEM TOURNEY.
The judges in this tourney will be Messrs. H. Northcote and Cbas. W. PhnUps.

DEATH OF PAUL MORPHT.

Paul Morphy was bom in New Orleans, June 22, 1887. He died aged fortj-seven years.
His father, during the later years of his life, was Supreme .Tndge of the Court of Louisiana.
At the age of ten Paul learned the moves of chess from his father, and played much with his
uncle, Ernest Morphy, an expert at the game. Before he was fifteen he had defeated his
uncle, and players of national reputation like Stanley and Rosseau ; also Lowenthal, who
visited New Orleans when the young prodigy was thirteen years of age.

In the first American Chess Congress (October, 1857) Paul defeated the best players in
America with an ease that amazed every beholder. In a hundred games he lost but three.
His play was so deep that his combinations could not be grasped without subsequent patient
analysis, and so bold and sparkling that spectators were thrilled. In June, 1858, Morphy
arrived in London

;
and, one by one, the famous chess masters of Europe went down before

him ; all, except Mr. Staunton, who declined to meet him in a match. OSTfeveral occasions
in Europe he played eight simultaneous blindfold games, winning every game almost invari-
ably. He returned to New York in the spring of 1858, and on May 2S of that year a vast
asMmbly met him in the chapel of the New York University to present him with a testi-

monial, consisting of a magnificent set of gold and silver chess men, and a rosewood board
inlaid with pearl. He was snbsequently entertained at a banquet in Boston. He accepted
the idiess editorship of the Nt lo York Ledger, but the work seems to have been simply revised
by him, for the colunm was meagre and uninteresting, and was discontinued after a few
months. Mr. Morphy made subsequent trips to Europe, but played no chess matches and
avoided chess resorts. His chess career was over.

" THE GLOBE •• ON PAUL MORPHT.
" Paul Morrhy, the great chess player, has died lately, after being for years helplessly in-

sane. His insanity arose chiefly, if not exclusively, from the great mental strain required in
what he had at first taken up as an amusement, and latterly turned into a business To take
to chess playing as a relaxation is just about as absurd as anything well can be instead of
giving rest, it requires the closest attention, and the most sustained mental effort possible
No wonder that Morphy, even in his madness, looked upon chess-playing with the greatest
horror."

The above paragraph adorned the editorial oolnmns of the Oloke on Thursday hist. It is

seldom that so many misstatements, absurdities, false premises, and worse conclusions are
congregated In so few sentences. In the first place Morphy was not hopelessly Insane, but
simply a monomaniac on the one subject of a great lawsuit which only existed in his imagin-
ation. Again, this did not arise from the great mental strain iavolved in chass play, bat
from fancied wrongs done him by relatives. Again, Morphy never played chess as a business
ha^ng always been in a position to regard the petty emoluments derived from professional
chess play with indifference. The editor then indulges in a little homily on the absurdity of
taking up chess play as a relaxation, and declares that it requires " the most sustained
mental effort possible." Now, while this may be true of important match games, yet such
games are in all chess clubs the exception rather than the rule. The editor simply shows
that he knows nothing whatever of chess play, and can never have been inside a chess resort.

Let him spend a half hour with the Toronto Chess Club, in the Athenisum Club rooms
and he will not again assert the impossibility of making chess a relaxation. The editor
concludes his outburst with the statement that Morphy. even in his madness, looked upon
chess-playing with the greatest horror. Remarkable is it not that he should have played a
game within the last three weeks of his life 7 Strange, Indeed, that he should have followed
Zukertort's published games during his visit to New Orleans, and criticized them. It is a
great pity that the present management of the Olobe do not extend the same support to the
royal game as was extended by the late management, who did aU in their power to make the
chess column under the able editorship of Mr. Onrdon, a credit to a metropolitan joomal.

NEWS ITEMS.
"~~

Db. Zckxrtobt was in Denver, Colorado, on the lOth of June.

Mh. F. O. Becker has won the first prize in the Qalveston Chess Club Tournament.
The prize of f5 for the most brilliant game in the late Championship Tourney of the Man-

hattan Club has been awarded to Mr. Ph. Richardson.

Th« New Orleans Chess, Checker and Whist Club is commencing its fifth annual tourna-
ment.

The Detroit Chess Association has been formed with the following offlcars :—President
Thomas D. Hawley; Tice-PrMident, Mr. Chas. Bell: Secretary, Mr. Oeorgc M. Swan; Trea.
surer, Herman Weirs ; Directors, C. E. E. Ohilders. W. H. Sexton. A. W. AUen, G. Dnohaime,
1. S. Standal.

Mb. J. W. CoiJjiis has won the flnt prize in the foartb annual toamanMnt of the Pitta-

burgh Library Chess Club.

In a eertel in Cossstt's Uagaii-n* ooonrs the following utilitarian Idea :—" The speakers
are a hanila^—s ynnth and a beautiful girl ; they are playing chess, or ratbar prateadisf to
play, tor their minds are iraodering on other subjects. ' It Is yoor tux^, yon know, to move.
Look at your queen t Take csre of your queen I '

' I am looking at my queen—the quean ot
wy heart and my life

! Oeeelial OaeaUal flvem*UMri«httot»k«Mr«o(m]r quMnl

^

i
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?

t^om th0 mail (Can.) Dea. IS.

Catarrh 1b a mnco-paralent discharge oauBdd
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amceba in the IntemaMfn-
ing membrane of the none. This parasite is
only developed under favourable circ.uin-
stanoes, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of ubercle,
the germ poison of ayphilis, mercury, toxo-
mcBa, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poidons that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
oansing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing io the vocal cords, cauainR hoarseness
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a care for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalants and other ingeniousdevices.bat
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of Ingredients which never fail
in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thlF ujrrible disease, whether standing for
ODa year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managerSt

ME88B8. A, H. DIXON & SON,
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada.

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

What the Mev. E. B. Stevenson, B.A. a Clerffy-
man of the Condon Gonfertnce of the Metha-
diat Church of Canada, hat to aay in regard
to A. H. Dixon <* Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh.

Oakland. Out., Canada, March 17, '83.

M«98r». A. H. Dixon dt Son

:

Dbab Sras,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life, riiave tried so many
tninga for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
BO many years, that is hard for me to realize
tnac I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case;
itmu aggravated and chronic, involving the
tnroat as well aa the nasal pasaages, and I
thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel follv cured by the two sent me, andam thankfnl that I was ever induced to send
oyou.
tpu ore at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been eured at two trBatmsnta, and
I shall gladly recommend yonr remedy to
some of my friends who are sufferers.

Toors, with many thanks,

Bar. B. B. BTWBNSOir.

TO SUBSCBIBBBS I

Those wishing to keep their copies of ThbWbek in good oondition, and have them onhand for reference, should use a Bihder We
can send by mail

XSTRONG PLAIN BIKDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made expressly
for Thb Wbbk, and are of the best manufac-
ture. The papers can be placed in the Binder
week by week, thus keeping the file complete.

Address—

Ofpiob op Thb Wbek,
5 Jordan Street. Toronto.

BaTABUSHBD 18(9, 304 Yon«e Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EBilFOR.XXrM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-
markably low figures. Calsomining, Paper-
Hanging, aiazing^ Be-Qlazing and Painting
done to order. Estimates ^ven. A well
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards
etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

wanted!
The adveridsar daairea to correspond with

a reliable party relative to a partnership in
a very profitable Nursery business In Texas.
Partner may bo either silent or active, and
will be required to furnish from (2,000 to
95,000, which, however, need not be all ad-
vanced at one time. Advertiser Is wall ex-
perienced, and a moderate estimate of the
profits the first year would be f^m 15 to ao
per cent, net, with a larger Income the second
year. The best of references will be given,
and are therefore reqnhred. Arrangements
must be consummated by the 1st September.

AddiMS,

BOX «, TBOOFB, T1IXA8, D.S.A,

THE WEEK.

THIS WBBK WE ARE SHOWING
I

—

"

ON OUB TABLBS THE FOLLOWINO LINES'

THE BEST VALUE IN CANADA.
1,800 YARDS OF SASH RIBBON at 28o., worth 7Bc

780 YARDS OF SASH RIBBON at 80c., worth $1 50
480 YARDS BROCADED SATIN at 50c., worth from $1.00 to $1.50, per yard.

Reader, you will positively save money by visiting '

LUKES DAG^GE Sc CO.S STORE.
lie-YONGE STREET, CORNER OF ADELAIDE. f /

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
.Ian. 11, 1876. Re- issued July ;i,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, ' Health '

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Basts.

Awarded the Highest Medal ovir
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTUI-.ED

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Ta.m-
pico Busts, whieh-Ere as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It caunot break,
and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable. '

The " Health Corset " is not de-
' signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress

BY THE

THE SHELDON OCEA
City by the

Established 1875 : Enlarge.
18M. Health and Pleasure R.
from New York—20 trains dail
Philadelphia

: 10 minutes froi
ReoommendBd by the most c
sicians. Ocean water and electi=^^^:^
beat. Passenncr elevator. Ij ,•,„_
Wonderful flowing artesian spr ™-
land

: air filled with the ming'* 7 Cents.
the pines and cool l^reezen frnr

—

feet ilcainauc. No malaria,
lorms moderate. Open all thiq„ x. . ,.Welcome E. Shbldon, Own<^° WsA, after

* t TORONTO, f(^''oua defeat

HIGH-CLASS WATCHES ft itrol of the

Watch Rapainn({ and Jew(
tnrsft to order, special featura.

s

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
SUBBES SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BELxnre,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Snetion Bow,

RUBBEB VALVES, OlSKETS,

Star Brand Cotton

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

:B:ossi.
(380,000 feet in use.)

*^* *

y

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Bistmct Plies Hanoikcfd.
Cities, Towns and Villages

pronounce it superior (o any
other make in (he market
for its strcHgth mnd dar-
«M« 4«iilicl«ii.

ta-Tbe Stat Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam nre Engine Hose,
islfcnade from the best Gulf
Cotton and tine Para Rub-
ber, and fully warranted from
any defects in manufacture.
Sample mailed on application

Char8re«Modera.^.^p^^^.^^|

HAW * U3B0RNE, 'y of place

Real Estate Brokers and 'P.°l^^^'
Houses rented, rents collected ™ "**

iusurances effected. Property bTnn Ttr
and exchanged. ^"°- -M.

10 KING ST. E.\ST, TOROilerstood

?uished
STEWART ft; SOX. (Late S,m;_;„„

ARCHITECTS. BUIIOIHO SURVEYORS ANO * '"' '^

OJffrfj^.OT AdeUiiJe St. East, r'^^^'^h

jquaLIyWM. STEWABT.

ngliah

ids anWA. IMPEY,
• Dealer in all Unds of

Window Shades and Sprinj
271 CHURCH ST., TOBONTt

^^'Estimatjes given on applicat"'^'*'— —' have
THE ne lesa

Toronto Paper M^'-.
"

^ might
WORKS AT CORNWALg £(,j.j

CAPITAL, —. "^^y^
-icertam

JOHN R. B.VRBEB. Presidentf® "*
Director. jn f}.-

OH.\S. RIORDON, Vioe.PresiiL
"

EDWARD TROUT, TreasurerLondon

il

1

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE .AND WAREROOM.S :— w-Yonge and r Front StfeetsTToronto.

B. HOUGHAN, - - Agmt.
a"All inquiries by maU shall have our prompt and careful attention.

Majesty
ManufactnresthefoUowinggrr '

Engire Sized Superfir^ing a
WHITE AND TINTED BOlSecond

(Machine Finished and Supe_ j

BLUB AND CRE.4M LAID 1 1 ,

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS.
°'""*'

: ACCOUNT BOOK PA.vT^'^^

.willEnvelope and Lilhographi^

CoLOttBD COTBB Papebs, snper.?
to

13-Apply at the Mill forsamples .
'

Special nzes made to order. q£

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company oSfer Lands within the BaUway Belt along the main line, and in Sonthem Juanitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

!A rebate for cultivation of from $1.36 to $3.00 par acre, according to price paid forthe land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THM RESBRVED SECTIONS
along the Main Line, j.« the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are

diLte°Stivat°on
"'' '^'""'"«~"' *«"»»• 'o P»">e» prepared to undertake their iLne-

Terms of Payment

:

with^iSS^'ratsTl^lRTElf¥!|:rrSCl.ay':h^ ""-"- '»"^™'-
Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, wUl receive a Deed of Conveyance at time of purchase, if payment is made in full
Payments may be made^ LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be accepted at tenper cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can he obtainedon appliaition at the Bank of Montreal. Montreal ; or at any of its agencies

to th. n,^'l^
PliICE.S and CONDITIONS OF SALE and'U inf,Slon with respect

^""grori^^oltWaX'^ '" '''^'' «• M°TAVI3H. Land Commissioner. WiS^

CANADA SOAP & OIL W,

TORONTO, ONT

Rodger, Maelay ^'

UANTTFAOTUaBBS OF Thb3

• LILY WHITS" FLOATHro SOAP
)

QUSEN'3 OWH PERFECTION

ENOUSE MOTTLE.

AND OTHER CELEBRATED BRANDS

FINE LAUNDEf'°**^
rities

FiillinK Soaps, ,

naa
Toilet Sou^

A.nili

V

SEND FOR PRWg L
e

Rodger, MACLAYf
Canada Soap and Oil e

Office: W"
70 Fbont St. East, | Dubi^

TORONTO,
I
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hoB,^ TRUNK
i?<JlILWAY.
firsi

Thoels and Cast-iron Scrap
anc-R SALE,

ff1

f

her

*^e,_invitgj ,g^ abont 1.800 CaD»-
Pavr«ol8 lym? at Hamilton, and
care u be made 1 o.b. cars at those
enc<. °*''8'' point on the Grand

she
'"'°''' " ™*y ''« agreed

ae price per ton of 2,240 lbs.,'""'Hvery is required.
« O delivery.

3ed •• Tenders for Scrap," and810J undersigned, will be received
^^esday, 29th inst. <

pi JOSEPH HICESOir,

p Oeneral Manager.
tlMh July, 1684.

Sbrooki.v«v

[7oi.T34tli, 1884.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
Corporation,

Head Offlcw, - Pnblio Ubraiy BnUdlngs,

Cor. Church and Adelaide Sts. , Toronto.

BAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT in ournew premises at above address Interest

Jl'r :n'„'„",S.''°''°""
"' *»• » " "« P«^««"»

JAMES SCROGGIH, M»n»K«r.

"WESTBJBKT

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCOBPOBATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

*

O
f

''
>

.-V .^^ "v

\

^^3^^:?^

OS.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

Sale by all Stationers.

'.SON ACO.,Agt..,MontrTOl.

'OJx^TensT'
Tt SKtlES IN TWELVK NuMBBBS,
lioh every writer can select THE
for his or her peculiar style ofsample of each number (12
4 toany address fof ten cents.

Bros., Merrill & Co.,
^STon Place, New Tobk.

erican Art Union.
O., I^tt. T. W. Wood, F.-Ptm
\yj ., Sec. F. DiKLHAM, Treat.
• 'on to the Art Union will bo'"annum, and each subscriber

ear will receive :-l8t. A proof
irf T?'"t,J'.''P®'''

o' the etching
^Walter Shirfaw, from Eastman
'ire 'The Beprimand." This
th^e (13x16 inches) and qualityng dealers sell at from twenty
1°"'!?;. '^^- The illustrated

Sff" "„ oe issued monthly, for
^•^r. 3rd. One-half of the snb-
o set apart for the formation
expended for the joint account

ijrs in the purchase of works of
be delivered unconditionaUyiMy of the subscribers ropr».

ommittee. Sample copy lent
•*>hcation to E. WOOD PEEKT

- |estTeuthSt.,NewYork.

ftSTEB'S
^.BRIDGED.
Bussitand Turkey Bindlngi. •

Ca«h Assets,

Income for Year
$1,189,111 00

i,69o,8s« tB

Fire and Marine Insurances afrenta.1 •»

^n^ih""^^"f' AgeucieJm13uo'wS??Soughout the Domiulon and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pre,. JAS. BOOMEB. Bee
J. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

canadvTIjfe
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

$6,500,000.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

THE MAGAZINE OF AMERICAN
HISTORY.

1.17^^? "plendid publication covara in itsissues from month to month and yew to yew
fromlfl ^i^i? "'. '"« ?"?""T "' thiscontiJIS
daT n ^H."',''' '"V"!' *o the events of to-

la/d ill '?,
/"loomed throughout the whole

ih^ . *^.* reason that it is national in itscharacter. "-JVeu, OrUane Daily City Item.

COWTlirTS FOB JULY. ;884.
^J^n^^^li-^^ H0C8B AT Albany. Fred-
«?«L^„- ^"^^S^i^ Illustrated with interiorsketches, and irtth portraits of many person-

t^e dwem°ng.'"''°
"*" ^^ "'o^l'ted ^to

a^.r?^"'V'^ ^""* ™ 'THi! Retolction JHammond Trumbull, LL.D. In this skit/Th

astoricS'S™'
P"""™"" the"connect1^tHistorical Society, some noteworthy con-e!spondence of General Nathanael Greenfi^introduced, the originals of whose letfl™

Soft
century, except by Mr. Bm-
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.
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1

In Mr. Blaine's letter of acceptance the Tariff overshadowed everything

else. But there was another point in his response which was awaited with

interest, and, by those who desire the peace of this continent, not without

apprehension. As Secretary of State he had earned for himself a repu-

tation for Jingoistn ; some of his proceedings undeniably had that air ; and

his name was accordingly welcomed with riotous acclaim by all the spirits

of turbulence, especially by all who *anted to quarrel with England.

His language, however, is not only unexceptionable but reassuring. While

he gratifies his supporters by descanting on the national duty of protection

to all American citizens abroad as well as at home, in the strain with which

Lord Falmerston made us rather too familiar, he is careful to introduce the

saving proviso, that the person claiming protection shall be pursuing a

lawful calling. His words therefore are rather a rebuke than an encour-

agement to those who wish the Republic to hold its shield over the

dynamiters. In the way of active interference with dynamite much is not

to be expected : England and other European nations will have, in case of

need, to defend themselves against these miscreants by stringent alien acts,

and possibly in time to enter into some league for mutuitl protection

against Thuggism. Nor on the broader question of foreign relations are

Mr. Blainels words less satisfactory. He breathes peace with all nations,

and in accents which we cannot help feeling to be sincere. He is no
doubt aware that commerce is becoming a distinct power in American

politics, that it looks to its own interests, that it supported Mr. Arthur on

account of his conservative and pacific tendencies, and that it would

oppose itself with force to any one who threatened to pander to the

f>a8sions of rowdyism by dragging the country into quarrels. The bitterness

of war has not yet been forgotten by the Americans ; and the Germans in

;
the United States are refngees from the military system. With the

nations of this continent Mr. Blaine purposes to cultivate more intimate

relations, both commercial and diplomatic, while he plainly abjures any

designs a<»ainst their independence, dwelling strongly upon the fact that

Mexico is separated from the American Republic by Radical difference of

race. That the United States are the great power of this continent, and

that to him it naturally belongs to take the lead in any arrangements for

the settlement of differences by arbitration, or for the extension of conti-

nental Free Trade, it would surely be preposterous to deny. Mr. Blaine's

utterances on this subject may be reasonably welcomed by all who do not

set geography at defiance, and are prepared to admit that ihis western

continent with its hundred millions of people, its numerous communities,

and its boundless future, has interests of its own. Perhaps the great

fact has dawned upon the mind of Mr. Blaine that the " peaceful conquests"

to which alone he proposes to aspire can be more easily made by cultivating

the good will than by provoking the enmity of Great Britain and any

other powers which have colonies or connections on this side of the

Atlantic. By hostile critics Mr. Blaine's moderation is represented as a

msisk worn only for the purposes of the election, and with a whispered

intimation to his supporters that it will be dropped as soon as the election

is won. Supposing this to be the fact, it is gratifying to know that the

temper of the American people requires the^ inasfe -of moderation to -1

worn. At all evenfcfe a Jingo would be practically less dangerous as President

than be would be as Secretary of State.

General Logan's letter of acceptance is in the most essential respects

a counterpart of that of his chief, though in a ruder style. In selecting

the Tariff as the main issue, and throwing Reform into the background,

the two candidates have no doubt acted in concert. Mr. Logan's

protectionism goes the length of contemplating not without complacency

the suggestion that the nation might " build a wall round itself, live upon
its own resources, and deny communion to all the world." The ports

would of course be closed against ideas as well as against goods. The
American pcoplej says the General, "stand alone in their circumstances,

their forces, their possibilities arid their aspirations." It is to be feared

that he might truly add, in their craving for the incense which he
and his compeers offer them. There is little use in scrutinizing the

arguments of an economist who fancies that he can produce plenty,

happiness, and even virtue by taxation. Like Mr. Blaine, General Logan
would encourage by legislation the mercantile marine ; both of them,

thereupon, must think that the rest of mankind is unworthy of the

blessings of commercial isolation. They are agreed also in proposing that

in the interest of the dollar of the fathers, and of the producers of that

venerable nuisance, governments shall be called upon to fix a ratio

between the values of two metals, the price of each of which is being

constantly changed by circumstances peculiar to itself and such as no

government can possibly control. Of the topics specially put forward by
Mr. Logan the moat salient is the protection of the negro against

political oppression, his burning words on which have a peculiar interest,

since he is understood to have himself wavered considera' ly between the

cause of the slave-owner and that of the North. His language on this

subject will scarcely help to win over to his ticket the vote of the Southern

manufacturers. Of the Chinese question he speaks only indirectly, feeling

perhaps that it is undesirable to provoke a direct comparison between his

ardent advocacy of the political rights of the negro and his denial of the

right of labour to the Chinese. Perhaps the Chinese may plead that they
are not the only class of immigrants who do not very readily " comprehend
American institutions," or " embrace a civilization higher than, their

own." General Logan must be a truly stalwart partisan, for he calls,

polygamy as well as slavery a Democratic institution. It is to "Stalwarts"
in truth that the Republican party is now reduced ; the Half-breeds and
Reformers have departed for a season, as they think, but in reality never
to return.

Now begins the regular process of coercing the Lords by abuse, menace
and physical demonstration. It is opened by a monster procession of the

London Trades. Surely this is sorry work, and not only sorry but per-

nicious. Passions are aroused inferior in malignity only to those which
are aroused by civil war, and the people are habituated to overawing
lawful authority by threats of violence, even supposing that no actual out-

break should take place. This is not the way in which a civilized community
ought to be governed or in which the political character of a nation can
be rightly formed. By law, and according to the theory of the Constitu-

tion, the House of Lords is a coordinate branch of the Legislature, bound
in duty as well as invested with power to exercise an independent judg-

ment on every measure brought before it. To leave it this duty and this

power, and yet to say that whenever, upon any important subject, it takes

its own course, it shall be bullied and coerced, is absolutely fatuous. Let
it be reformed or abolished. That, being what it is, it should behave as it

does is what common sense bids us expect, and the expressions of surprise

and indignation at its conduct are hypocritical or preposterous. Gravita-

tion itself is not more certain in its action than the bias which inclines the

collected heads of a set of privileged families, whose power rests upon
entailed estates, to vote against all political change. What reason tells us

historical experience confirms : not once in the whole of its annals since the

epoch of the Tudors has the House of Lords willingly accepted reform of

any kind. It has resisted, as long as resistance was possible, the claims of

personal liberty and of humanity as well as those of political justice. It

opposed the Habeas Corpus Act, the emancipation of the press, and the*"

reform of the Criminal Law, as well as the abolition of Rotten Boroughs.

For the notion that it has acted as an impartial court of legislative

review there is no historic ground whatever ; it is a privileged interest and
as such it has always behaved. In so doing the hereditary assembly has

obeyed the mandate of its nature just as faithfully as any democraHc
assembly obeys the mandate of its nature in passing a popular measure of

reform. Its usefulness has long departed and the odious remnant of its

ty ^taa become tt mere provocative of revolution. If under the

Tudors and the early Stuarts it can be said to have served a good purpose

by lending strength and dignity to Parliamant in the struggle against

prerogative, that service, since the departure of prerogative, has ceased.

Abolition will be found easier than reform. A score or two of life members
would be a new patch on an old garment, while the hereditary element,

doubly condemned by the contrast, would probably become more reactionary

and more odious than ever. It could hardly be hoped that by this change
an end could be put to tha baneful antagonism of the two Houses. The
way to put an end to their antagonism is to turn the two into one. Parlia-

ment is now the supreme government, and to divide the government
against itself is a mode of securing deliberate wisdom which, if it were not

absurd on the face of it, has decisively failed. The good Conservative

elements of the House of Lords, which are now paralyzed by invidious

seclusion, would if blended with the more democratic elements in the single

assembly exercise their duo share of influence. That they would find

admission under the elective system there can be little doubt ; perhaps la

a country where social influences are so strong they would find admission'

even too easily. There is colour for the opinion of those Radicals who wish

to retain the House of Lords in its weak and discreditable state as a prac-

tical ostracism of the territorial aristocracy. The Prime Minister's proper

course is not to take the stump and head an agitation against a legislative

decision of the House of Lords which he must know to be the natural and
inevitable outcome of its hereditary character,^but to amend the legislative

machine. His proper course is, instead of forcing a blind extension of the

il^^JSgt
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HERE AND THERE.

The arrangement under which the Queen's Own Band gives frequent
musical performances on the Island is productive of greater benefits than
might at first sight be supposed. Apart from the refining and educational
influences of good music—and the popular Toronto band is daily becoming
a greater credit to the city—these performances have assisted indirectly to
suppress the rowdy element that threatened to ruin Hanlan's Point. The
music attracts many lady visitors, whose presence has had the eflect of con-
siderably moderating the horse-play and inebriety which at times char-
acterized that charming resort. This in turn has increased the number of
well-regulated visitors and residents, and enables the hotel and refresh-
mentrroom keepers to make a subsistence without catering to the lawless
element who used the Island as a debauching-point. It is to be hoped
that all concerned will keep a firm grip on these improvements, and not
permit the Island to drift back into a resort for the city's tag-rag and
bob-tail. Everyone who has a proper interest in that place must be
gratified to see that its attractions are appreciated. There are few cities
fortunate enough to have so pleasant and healthy a breathing-place at their
very doors—where it is possible, within a few minutes after leaving the
main thoroughfare, to be seated away from the madding crowd, fanned by
cool lake breezes and refreshed by sweet strains of music.

Probably Toronto Bay never looked prettier than it did on Tuesday,
when the fifth regatta of the Canadian Association of Amateur Oarsmen
was brought to a successful" issue. The weather was all that could be
desired, and the various events were concluded to the satisfaction of com-
petitors and with comfort to the numerous spectators who thronged the
Bay and the shore. At future regattas it is to be hoped, however, the
police will not permit tugs to cross the course and give a nasty backwash
to competitors. The finish of each contest ought also to be announced by
gun-shot, instead of by dropping a flag. The absence of this latter precau-
tion caused several crews to continue rowing long after the races were won.
The first event was for double inrigged sculls, and was won by C. T.
Enright and W. O'Connor, of the Toronto Club. The junior single scull
race fell, in the easiest manner, to S. Scholes, of the Don Club. Joseph
Lang, of Montreal, won the prize for the senior single scull race, the single
scull inrigged event going to P. Van Iderstein, of the Don Club. The
senior fours race was the principal item upon the card, and produced some
magnificent rowing, but the bad steering of the Hamilton NautDus crew—
who otherwiseVould have won—caused a foul, and the handsome challenge
cup fell to the Torontos, who rowed over the course in phenomenal time.
The double sculls prize was won by Enright and O'Connor, of Toronto,
and the last item, junior fours, was credited to the Leanders of Hamilton.'

A CORRESPONDENT, drawing attention to the fact that the "drowning
season" is now at its height, suggests that what is wanted to protect the
lives of young and heedless swimmers is " voluntary action of a practical
kind, preparing the way for thorougUy eflfective legislation. Toronto,
Montreal, and Quebec should act simultaneously in this important
question." He quotes several instances—only too easy, alas!—where
lives have been lost of 4ate in Canadian rivers and lakes, and complains
that no provision is made to "regulate the bathing and sailing of our
young people." Continuing: "If regular bathing places cannot, all at
once, be provided, a boat at each customary resort manned by an experi-
enced hand, as has already been tried and found to answer, wUl do a
great deal for the safety of the bathers. The expense would not be great.
The guardian at each station must be ready at any time to jump over the
side of the boat, when a swimmer is in danger." But the question arises,
Do bathing fatalities occur at "regular bathing places"? If they do not-^
and we think the evidence indicates that a very small proportiion of
accidents do so happen—how are the public authorities to be made
responsible for deaths resulting from irregular bathing or boating on "the
greatest system of inland water communication in the world"? In
assuming the "protection of life and property," governments can enforce
only general laws, nor can they be teld. responsible for life lost through
the carelessness of the individual, especially when such loss occurs at a
time or in a manner that could not reasonably be foreseen. Stress is laid
upon the unfortunate drowning of two young ladies in the St.' Lawrence
when bathing, and it is asked: "What account has the Province of
Quebec to give ... . for permitting the bathing operations of its young
people to be conducted in such manner that preservation of these young
and beautiful lives was out of the question? " But as we understand it is
not usual for ladies to bathe from a boat at the fatal spot, the authorities
can hardly be held responsible for not being aware of the deceaseds'
intention, or for being unprepared for the emergency. AH that cao be

expected is that recognized bathing stations should be provided with one
or two boats, which might be manned by powerful swimmers who would
keep a sharp look out upon bathers; and that means for restoring anima.
tion .to the semi-drowned should be kept handy on shore. The lesson
which the too-frequent drowning casualties ought to bring home to parents
IS plain

:
It is a self-evident duty to discover whether their children are

pre-disposed to cramp, in which case bathing in other than frequented
places should be strictly forbidden. And not only should boys and giri»
be taught to swim, but they should be taught how to supports themselves
in the water for a period even with their clothes on. If these precautions
were general," there would be fewer cases of drowning whilst bathing or
sailing. *

An Indian legend declares that the time was when Tulare Lake, Cali-
fomia, did not exist. The Boston Home Jowrnal points out that the' truth
of this legend is now being verified, for the lake is pajHdly drying up and
exposing adobe walls, stone instruments, and other relics of men who must
have had their abode here, and certainly they did not live under water.
Tills is an added instance to the many that have been given in testimony
of the remarkable accuracy with which historical events have been handed
down from age to age, through hundreds of years, in the form of Indian
legends, even, it is believed by archaeologists, going back to the time of the
deluge, legends of which they believe they have found among some of the
best preserved Indian tribes.

Ladibs when shopping ought to look to their small change. A gang
of counterfeit money operators have succeeded in getting a number pf five-
cent pieces in circulation in the United States, and it is to be feared many
of them will find their way over the border. The poUce are of opinion
that a large number of these spurious coins have been made, and that an
organized attempt will be made to palm them off" upon unsuspecting store-
keepers, who in turn may unwittingly pass them on to their clients.

A WRITER in the Chicago RawhUr, evidently suflering from a surfeit
of Convention oratory, declares :

" If there is any worse public speaking on
earth than that of the average American politician, I have yet to hear it"
If the critic would pay a visit to the Ontario House of Legislature when
the Provincial Parliament is in session, he would probably concede that
the States have not a monopoly of bad speakers. The following description
of a Convention orator is possibly as true as it is certainly unsparing:—

Hia addreaa glittered with telUng periods and brilliant fallaoiea uttered witholamorow voice, turbulent geaturea, hiatrionio attitudes, manufactured p«ai^n Theapeaker flung h« arms about ahook hU fiat at the oeUing, at the air, at Wa auditorthen threw himaell mto violent theatrical attitudea, and fairly atunned hia liatenera wS
to'^^r"

!?''«""««=«• The virtuea of aimplioity. repoae. and moderation wieSnknrTO
i? nt^;»„2.T.?"Pi^'" »''°e*

"'"'," «^'"«'^ generalitiea" in the wild turbulen™
»L al-^ **; tl"""^\*i 'PS5'"' 8°' '""'='' applause, for noiae and declamationare always aure of the crowd, the addreaa waa unworthy of an inteUigent audience 1°
waa of that style of oratory which has ita root in the clamorous methoda of toe (Umomeetmg and he political stump. It was wholly barbaric and of a nature thai p^lSof genume culture and ffisthetic taste could never tolerate.

poopio

" Oh
!
wad some power the giftie gie us !

" If the enthusiastic poUtician
who so ofiended should read, and having read profits by, the above criticism,
why then Amerieaa audieaees will be the gainere ; but it is fearful to~
contemplate the Niagara of invective which would have been showered
upon the British scribe who had dared so to impeach the oratory of the
City of Pork and Poetry

!

The two newest female crazes are amateur^ photography and long
smelling-bottles. At least, so says a lady correspondent in the " New
York Gossip " of a Chicago weekly. Some people might think that one
was a necessary sequence of the other. But, on the contrary, we are told,
they seldom affect the same person. The strong-minded girl who would'
drag a photographic apparatus across hill and dale in pursuit of attractive
"bits," is not the woman to have a foot of glass bottle dangling by her
side, nor would she- require the use of its contente. It is th^ weak-minded
female who goes in for smelling-l»ttlas, long or short. She drinks tea, she
reads novels, she has a conscience burdened with many flirtations, and a
string of actual admirers as long as the famous list of Leporello or—her
new smelling-bottle itself.

An original and easy method of getting rid of the cholera in Ftuce
was suggested by a correspondent to a London daily. It at least poaaeases
the merit of simplicity. " Bum Toulon ; bum MarseiUes. Than all the
microbes wUl be burnt too.' Cholera will not advance." The gentleman
who made the suggestion will not be frightened. Toulon contains a
population of some 62,000 souls ; it is the chief Meditorraneatt naval
station of France. Marseilles has a population of 236,000. It ia the
Liverpool, the New York, of France. We might as well bum Toronto
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and Montreal because there is typhoid about. The result of havin" a

LTviduI?
''°°'''''' '""' ""^'''^'''^ '*""' ""* °'"''' ^ ''*'" bright-minded

%-

What to drink to quench thirst effectually and with safety is a problem
at present exercising not a few. Rumours that cholera is still on fts west-ward march are causing people to look more critically to their water
supply

;
and, sooth to say, there is no comfort to be found in that quarter

in Toronto. There is too much reason to fear that the city water is
occasionally tauited with city sewage. This is unfortunate, as pure, coldwater clear and fresh and iced, is the most natuml and effective thirst-
quencher. Boiling, certainly, would make much worse water than is

-
"laid on" Toronto a safe beverage; but .that process drives all the

- r.'f"5/"'
""': and^akes it flat and insipid. If water be boiled, it is

best to add something to it as a beverage. Sir Wilfrid Lawson would, no
•

doubt, suggest eau sucree, but all palates do not relish sweet drinks, and
It .8 more than doubtful whether sugar does not provoke thirst. Wecannot drink nectar-the gods appear to have exhausted the supply-and
plebeian ale is only suited for cold weather. Certainly, mixed withlemom.de-« shandy-gaff"-it makes a fair drink, but even so compounded
It does not seem to realize the ideal of ,the "modest quencher" whichDick Swiveller had in his mind's eye. Not to all of us is it given tocommand at all times the necessary ingredients for "cups," which are
excellent thirst-quenchers. Who has not revelled in the delight ofchampagne cup-a drink worthy of the gods-or with infinite satisfaction
sipped claret cup-a very poem in liquor? Pew drinks, moreover, aremore cooling and dainty than a cider cup-but, alas, who can compound
one in these degenerate times? Unfortunately, these thirst-quencherskck one important quality-they are not sufficiently " modest" for every-day use. And so we think the palm must be given to " lemon-squash " or"lemonade (made from the fruit, not a chemical compound), which is a
perfectly innocent and effectual means of removing thirst, possessing alsothe qualities of cooling and purifying the over-heated blood.

The French writer who said that Englishmen take their pleasures sadlywas at most a superficial observer, and only those who do not understand
the Enghsh character have endorsed th^ epigram. It is not the most
demonstrative temperament that feels the deepest One instinctively sus-
pects the man who wears his heart upon his sleeve. Because an English
sportaman does not throw his hat in the air when he makes a good shot orknds a big fish, one is not to suppose that he experiences less pleasure than

Lf^r^r.r T."""
'"'"'" ""'^ " -^g-ifi-^* P-geant or bobsaround a ball-room hke a jack-in-the-box. An American contemporary

contends that it is in that country that people go about their out-door
pleasures in a saturnine mann^-even as compared with Englishmen.
It would seem as if we lacked national genius for out-door amusemente."

The life at American watering-places is contrasted with that of Margate or
Brighton, and all in favour of the latter. The writer « never saw LongBranch off ite dignity." Therein lies, no doubt, the explanation of thewhok question The .r^.froidat the Engirsh workingman enjoying ahohdayat a "democratic watering-place " leads him to do just what the
spirit moves him, whether that impulse suggests a pic-nic on the thronged
sancb or a peripatetic lunch in a crowded thoroughfare. The disregard of \the Enghsh continental traveUer for the conventionalities of dress and
his contempt for what he deems superfluous forms are well known, have
caused him to be dubbed "eccentric," and go to confirm the opinion that heknows how to be " off his dignity " when in pursuit of pWe. Thosewho have seen peop e recreating at, say. Coney Island and Ramsgate.
will be inchned to think there is more than a Uttle truth in our contem-por^ 8 conclusion

: "Altogether, there is more abandon and heartiness in•n Enghsh crowd than there is in an American one under the same cir-
cumstances.

'

u v.^

prepted b, .enu rJ""'
"""'""« "' ««'^"'''*' ^'>'-- ^-"^s, and

tmT hot 'T
" ''' '"' "' ''''' '"' '' •" - fi-'J belief with

Bubirf'^hlson f k'
""""

f; '^^'' "°* '•"^'^ ^° China-that thesubjects of the Son of Heaven and Lord of the Vermilion Pencil look uponthese animals as a staple of their food, and if the South Kensington visr^

"ctrofT '
T''"'''^

'^''^ '^'^ 8° -^y doubting'theall
t._city of their repast, let the cook's pigtail be never so long and all 1

oneL h

''^ P';':*y'„'^''-«'-*h«l''««. that isnovel to eatand to drink. Everyone has heard of bird's nest soup, but few have tasted it. Now howeveT

lZZ:^rV'f '' •^'" '^'^ ''' opportunity of doing'so and of

sralrrf n ^ r^''""'*''-
^^^ ""'•''« ^ '^^^ nensation is that of

to tJ!
'. ^"'^^^'y .'-^t^'e- mucilage, while the flavour is due entirelyto the condiments which the cook may add. Yet the Chinese pay a

l" LTructl ^'"{r" °' ' ™"™«' "•'•^'^ '' --«^«' - that the

TtTZTV7"'^uV^ ''PP^''"'^'''' ^ '^^''-''"P °' bluish-white gelatine.I this nest IS taken the bird builds again, but its original store of materialbeing exhausted, it ekes out its new abode with such Lnutritious materialas grass hair, feathers, and so forth. The fii.t crop of nests fetches, as we

IZZt"n t '"" ''"''"''' '''' ''""''^ ^bout one-fourth as much,and the third-tor the swallow =an be persuaded to build three-about a

T^' .K^"
'""°"'^ '' ^"'' ''° '^°'*bt, meet with considerable patronage

at Sou h Kensington, but it« price, if nothing else, will prohibit its beingadded to the national list of soup thickenings -

Mb. Gladstone's career as Prime Minister of England has now coveredabout nine yea., and a-half-rather longer than Lord Palmer^ton's occu-pation of hat office Two statesmen only during the last 100 year, havegoverned the English people for a longer period than this. One of thesewas William Pitt, who held the office for eighteen years and ten months •

the other was Lord Liverpool, whose period was fourteen years and ten

The Enghsh political franc tirewr, Lord Randolph Churchill, has
reached another distinction. His biography has been writteu befo.^ his
death. Mr Frank Banfield has issued his life and speeches. Finding in
his career that he has embraced Lord Beaconsfield's maxim, that the Tory
party must become democratic. Mr. Banfield praises Lord Randolph
Churchill as one who has roused sympathetic curiosity and even sanguine
enthusuism. But he has produced a very poor book about him. He says
nothing about his early days, save that he was a wit at Oxford. He calls
him now and then Lord Churchill, which he is not; and when he is most
correct, it is in making abundant quotations from articles in the newspapers.
The volume, however, has aome value. It contains *»«. of the mostr-
brilliantly audacious of Lord Randolph's political speeches. They are
worth preserving. In the days to come. Lord Randolph Churchill will be
wishing that they were not.

It 18 amusing to observe in conversation how the situation of a word
in a sentence alters and modifies tlie meaning of a speaker. The other
day an old gentleman, very proud of some excellent wine he had just pur
chased of a particular vintage, was pressing it on a friend and urging him
for an opinion. The friend, intending all the time to please his host, ripped
the amber fluid and with the air of a conndssmr said, " An unpleaswitly
common gla^ of sherry !

" to the great dismay of the old gentleman, wTio
had given a fancy price for his purx^hase. The visitor had intended to sayAn uncommonly pleasant glass of sherry !

" but the slight confusion of
words made all t'ie ditference, and he is never Ukely to be asked to partake
of wwftor anything else in that house, for the old gentleman is touchy and
cannot get over it

Apropos of the House of Lords, there are 509 peers, of whom 440 are .

kndlords, holding 15,000,000 acres, with a yeariy i^ntal of $60,000 000Li addition, about $35,000,000 is divided among the peers in the form of
pensions annuities, salaries, and sinecures. "The House includes 200
officer, of the army or navy, most of whom have never shot anything but
pheasants. Sixty-two peers are directors or chairmen of 114 railways.
Of the total number of peerages 293 have been created in the present cen-
tury-seventy within the last tenyears-and 122 in the preceding century,
ihrough their monopoly of power in the House of J^ords, the dukes
marquises and earls, with their relatives-261 families of 4,536 person^

i^^onnn^"^
*~"' "•' P"''"' ^'^'"'^ '^' ''^' thirty years nearly

«35,000 000, in connection with 8,228 officers in the army, navy, church
and diplomatic departments. Commenting upon the above facta, a London
society journal says

:
" Three-fourth of the membera are tottering old

dotards. Most of them are utterly ignorant of their duties, although
great judges of horseflesh, wine, and women. It is the same now as when
Lord Qhesterfield made a speech in the House of Lords, and was compU-
mented for the clearness of his explanation. ' God knows.' he wrote to
Jus son, ' I had not even attempted to explain the BiU to them. I might
a« soon have talked Celtic or Slavonic to them. They would have under-
stood It full as well.'

" »"uoi-
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JANET'S THEORY OF MORALS*
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Whatever we may think of the success of metaphysicians and philoso-
( phec8,^r IS at least tolerably certain that they will continue to hold on

their way. It ,s easy to jest at their failures, their disagreements, thmr
• mutual destructiveness. It is less easy-it is impossible-to prevent men

.

from inquiring into the foundations of thought, of knowledge, of conduct,
of being. Many a towering attempt has been laid in ruins ; but, so long asmen live and think and act, they will ask whether there can be a science of
Ufe, of thought, of action.

That which is true of the science of mind in general is true of the
science of morals. Old theories are dismissed as unscientific and unten-
able and are followed by new ones, which speedily follow those which they
have supplanted. By degrees, however, we discover that the refutations
have not been so complete as they appeared ; that system, which seemed
doomed to oblivion have a way of coming to life again; that there are
certain "schools" of thought in Ethics, as in Metaphysics and Theology,
which rise and fall with the prevailing thought of the age. It is quite
certain-it has been proved over and over again-that the theory which
has seemed utterly preposterous to one generation becomes quite credible
to another, and vice versa. If we cannot think that truth is merely what
the mind troweth, at least we may conclude that systems which have such
persistent vitality cannot be altogether without a measure of truth

There is nothing much easier, and there .is nothing more shallow, in
presence of the disagreements of Mental Philosophy, than a universal scep-
ticism. It ,s the refuge of despair; not perhaps the last or the worst, formen will not ultimately rest in mere doubting. There is a refuge beyond,
that of authority, which is perhaps the very worst and the last, unlesswhen sometimes the slumber of its repose is broken.

In the present day we have- manifold examples of these two forms of
intellectual despair. We do not know that it is more common than in

in^ll
I' -difficult to decide questions like these. It seems prob-able that there IS in these days more active thinking than in any previous

age, probably also more failure in thinking, and so more despair of truth -

However this may be, we have on either side of us abuhdance of scepticismand abundance of dogmatism.

To those who regard the history of human thought with more patience,
It will appear that we need not have recourse to either of these extremes
It will appear to such persons more reasonable to seek for truth in all
systems than to expect it in none. They will conclude that subjects which
have exercised so powerful an influence over the minda of men-the greatestand the best-must have something to yield in return for the labour which
has been bestowed upon them. They will believe that the end of all this
eager search after knowledge is not to be found in agnosticism on the one
hand, or in submission to unreasoning dogmatism on the other

It IS fashionable to sneer at eclecticism as a slovenly, otiose picking-up

r l7T r. 'T
^^''^ ^-« ^""^'^ fro- theUblesof those who have

toiled for the bread of life. And there is a kind of eclecticism which
deserves perhaps the worst that has been said of it. This is an eclecticismwihout principle, and therefore without unity and harmony, which can donothmg to advance the cause of science, but which can only bring suspicion^pon all who would undertake the task of iarmoniring the result, of inde=pendent inquiries. There is, however., an eclecticism of a very different
character, which has helped forward the cause of truth by recognizing thegood which was contained even in the most imperfect systems, while
refusing to be enslaved by their onesidedness. In abstract thinking and in
practical working men are apt to exclude from their view facts and con-

trtT ^^\ r T""""^
'" "^''^'^ *" '^ ^<""P'«'« understanding ofthe matter which they have in hand, and so far they fall into error; butthey are not necessarily altogether in the wrong, and we may learn some-

ttizi ^^7 tr ' *'""='*' """^''"^ p«^^«"«' -- « - --trefuse to be confiped to its point of view.
In a science like Ethics, which has preeminently a practical end, we mightexpect a closer agreement between the various theories promulgated than

in the case of those sciences which deal with speculative thought As amatter of fact however, we have nearly all the varieties among moral
philosophers which have been brought out among metaphysicians. In theone case, as m the other, we have the deductive and the inductive, and
again the blending of the two in all sorts of combinations
We confess that we think an eclectic system, as it must now be called

J, the on^y^one which in the subject of Ethics, is likely to give final satisfac-Uon to liberal thinkers Evolutionary Ethics can really give no Moral
Philosophy whatever. If the science of man, Anthropology, be a mere

subsection of Zoology, and human Will be regarded as the outcome of a
chain of natural causes, we may study human action as a part of the order
of the universe, but not as the voluntary product of a responsible being
^ven the higher and more spiritual utilitarian Ethics of writers like
Bentham and Mill will not fully satisfy the demands of the conscience
It IS all true as far as it goes, but there is something wanting. Certainly
It IS true, as Mill says, and as Mr. Sidgwick repeats, that we should not
teel bound to do a thing which was mischievous and not useful

; yet, on the
other hand, we feel that there is such a thing as right, even when we cannot
prove Its utility. On the other hand, there is something noble and elevat-
ing in the pure, spiritual morality of Kant, with its "categorical impera-
tive, which bids us obey the law of duty for duty's sake. But this too
leaves us with a sense of defect since it refuses to give us a reason fo;4uty. It IS the same with the teaching of the late Professor T. H Green
of Oxford. It IS excellent, stimulating, to a great extent true; but it is
intangible, hanging between heaven and earth, having no firm basis whichwe can survey or understand.

did
1' lt""^

'^"' ""
f
""' *""' '""' "«^*^y '" '"'^'"'^"g hfs system, asdid the ethical writers of earliest times, as Professor Green refuid t<^ dowith a consideration of ^he.end. What is the aun^mum bonumf Whiledenying that this is pleasure, a theory which, he says, would make allpl^ures of equal value, or of a value to be determined merely by their

intensity, he decides that the true end for conscious being is happiZ,, buthe points out that this is identical with perfection. He further shows thahis view IS consistent with that of the ujili^rians, in the best form of thetheory which recognizes quality as well as quantity in happiness Thispart o hi. book deals with what the author would call o^L moJit;

how duty arises from the notion of good in voluntary beings, and treatiSwith grea acuteness the subject of definite and inLnitfduties, "f thedivision of duties, and of the conflict of duties. Under this last L«l heexamines the rules given by F.nelon and shows how we may gutd a!^ins

irar^t: '''- ™^ -^' -* '-^ -- -"---
The third part, which treats of virtue, or subjective morality if lessimportant than the other portions from a speculative point of ;iew Lpractically of great interest, and certainly it furnishes the LZllZ

reading in the book. The general principle which the author lay^Z^Lthat men are bound to obey their consciences. Of course he would oddwih others, that they ar, bound to see that the conscience is enlightenld;but this second ru e, he points out, is really contained in the first Tl^srule he applies to the Jesuit theory of probabilism, which was attacked ino master y a manner by Pascal, and he points out that, unsoundt wis

c t dT t ? T'"'
'^'^'' ^ ''"'• ^''^^ •* --*«-d, althou7thatcould hardly be intended by its authors, the germ of our modern tleoriesof religion, liberty. Here and there we have marked statement^Xneed qualification

;
with the general theory of the author, however we are

Ethrt r^T ''''' ""^ "''''' contributions ;o the sc^;rce

"

Ethics have been ably and adversely criticised by M. Fouill6e in hiCrtttquedes Systemesje Morale Contemporaine. We hone K.fH i^!

'

givff^ome otfenTIon to MrPouiU^e and his criticism^ c

DOMINION QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.

N.; ?«\?str'i^i„t^^^"i,^^

:=aieS4:Tr?

bZfi Tr?™"'"''''*^ ^ '''' •=''°'«™ '*^*"<='« °* F««ce is having abenehcial effect in arousing many of our leading cities toasense ofimZdLdanger, and causing them to contemplate the by no means impos3e e2tingency of a visitation from this terrible scourge of humanity And n Twemergency the tirst question that suggests itself is : Wha L ot Qua itme Regulations, and how far are they calculated to guard our sZs
but

1 ttle cause for security, and that our quarantine machinery so far I!.t exists IS the very embodiment of the principle " how not "rd'o it'" l"ppears that nominally we have a quarantine station at Grosse ll bu

i-acihc as in the St. Lawrence. In past years Grosse Isle wa* of immenseservice in checking the spread of disease, and there is no good reaZ^XIt should not serve the same purpose airain Rnf f„
8""" rearon why

result, it must be a reality, an^dL asTiTat p'ln", aToL^^f̂ on

Wort E^rt "*'"^" "' ''^*^«"' - -markXrsIyTheeast of It Early in the season we send down to 6rosse Isle our medicalstaff and one or two paid chaplains, but on thU latter point 1^^^speak with aU reserve. Certain it is, at all events th»t fwl a ,
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that the gentlemen appointed to these important offices are there, ready and

willing to do their,duty, and therefore, so far as they are personally con-

cerned, no one has any right to complain. These gentlemen are in no

sense responsible for the utter inefficiency of our quarantine. But the

public are justified in asking what useful purpose the Government hopes to

achieve by keeping up this semblance of quarantine, which is an imposition

on public confidence and a mischievous delusion in every way. It begets a

false security, and prevents any effective measures from being taken against

the spread of disease. As matters now stand, the Dominion has no quaran-

tine on our chief summer port from the Atlantic. Sailing vessels carry no

passengers, while the steamers, with their decks crowded with emigrants

from every part of Europe, sail majestically past Grosse Isle, without "let

or hindrance^" and the quarantine authorities at that station quietly look

on, powerless to remedy this very serious evil. At Quebec, the distributing

point in our emigration scheme, things are, if possible, still worse. When
the steamer has nToored alongside her wharf, the ((uarantine doctor goes on

board for the purpose of examining into the health of the passengers. The

examination in the main consists of the interchange of civilities between

the quarantine doctor and the ship's doctor. Esculapius of the sea assures

Esculapius of the land that " everything is all right ;
" a hasty glance into

the rigging, around the smoke-stack, and over the bulwarks, confirms the

statement, and the medical examination is over. How far this system is

to be relied upon may be gathered from the fact that a year or two ago the

ship Peruvian, of the Allan Line, was permitted to land her passengers

at the port of Quebec while many of rhem were in a dying condition from

an infectious disease. The infected persons were conveyed on the ferry

boats between Levis and Quebec, then taken by carters to the Marine

Hospital, and it was not until some fifteen or twenty persons had died from

the disease that the alarm got abroad in Quebec, and then the citizens of

that progressive capital became very indignant, and did—nothing. In

truth, there is a tak:it understanding that nothing shall be said, either in

Montreal or Quebec, to the detriment of the steamship companies, whose

large advertising patronage exercises a wholesome influence upon the news-

paper press of the Dominion. The only rival the steamship companies

.have in this control of the press is the Grand Trunk Railway, but in the

matter of ocean passenger traffic, the interests of the Grand Trunk

and the steamship companies are identical, and therefore the press is

gagged, not by one, but by two of the most powerful influences in the

country. , Steamship companies have for their own accommodation abol-

ished quarantine restrictions, which frequently involve loss, and nearly

always delay. Unfortunately, in Canada we are a combination of rival

interesta, and the commercial monopolists of the Dominion, when they

fail to frighten one " authority " will probably succeed by bribing the other.

In illustration of this, I find that it has been stated, on good authority,

that a steamship recently arrived in the port of Quebec with sick-

ness on board, and that, too, of such a serious nature that the Port

Physician ordered the vessel back to Quarantine, but the owners telegraphed

to Ottawa and secured authority to proceed to Montreal. This is a sample

AMermau Hearn said that although tUe authority referred to had been given him,
he conld not but believe that the informant of the last speaker had been mistaken.
He really did not think such information oould be correct.

Oonncillor Kaine said he could establish by reliable witnesses, what he had asserted
last month about the landing here of scarlet fever patients.

We have not the least hope that the council will go a single step beyond

the publication of the above resolution, for if they were really in earnest

they have sufficient means within their -reach to compel the authorities to

make the Grosse Isle Quarantine Station a reality instead of a delusion

and a snare. A writer in the Morniiii/ Chronicle who has evidently opened

his eyes to the dangers thus delivers himself :

—

Sir,— If quarantine regulations apply onl;/ to sailing vessels, what on earth is the
use of the institution? It is nothing but a farce. Do away with it and save expense,
or make it apply in the direction ma.st neeJei, that is among the thousands of emi-
grants coming by the way of the St. LawnmcD. Surely, somu public demonstration
should be had to convince the Governm«nt that there is great danger to be apprehended,
and that strict ciuarantine in its widest sense rhoul<l be established. If this is

not dona the mercy of Ood will alone save us from the evil ; of course this prime essen-
tial is requisite with all our ellorts, but we know, " Grjd helps those who help them-
selves. " Yours truly, A. Z. - -

An ObSKBVER.

HIGHER EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL
AND OCCUPATION FOR ALL.

WOMEN,

-A.

of what occurs in every case where the interests of the public come in

conflict with the higher interesta of the monopolista. One curious

circumstance about all this is that while everybody—or nearly everybody

—knows about it, it should at critical times like the present come upon our

civic and other authorities in the light of a sudden revelation. We are

entirely within the mark when we ^y that to not one of our civic bodies

have the facts been made more patent than to the City Council of Quebec.

Year after year the steamers have been dumping down infection at their

very doors without anything like an effective protest being made against

it, or the steamship companies in any instance held responsible for their

misconduct in this respect. For the moment, the Quebec City Council

holds the key of the position, and while we have no reason to doubt their

good intentions, yet the members are so notoriously under outaido influence,

and are withal so apathetic, that we never can be sure of reaching " the

bottom facts " about anything in which they are concerned. What they

have done in this matter so far amounta to little, and may be gathered

from the following report :

—

Mov«d by Alderman Binfrat. seoonded by OouaoUlor Chamban—That this Connoil.
being folly resolved for it< part to neglect no sanitary precautions calculated to pro-

tect the pablio health, believaa that the preservation of the city from the horror of

epidemio diseaie oallB for the inspeotion at Qrosae Isle of all veseele, whether steam-
ihip* or Bailing onft, hailing either from Liverpool or from any other European port,

before a permit is granted them^ to proceed to this port, and for their subsequent
detention in quarantine if deemed necessary by the medical officer in charge, and for

moh period of time as in the opinion of such officer is sufficient to remove all danger
of a spread of infectious disease ; That a copy of this resolution be transmitted to

the proper authorities at Ottawa, with a respeotfnl reqnest that ordora be given to the
proper officers to carry into cQect the precautionary measures herein recommended.

Oonncillor Charleson said he had it from excellent authority, that a steamehip re-

cently arrived here with sickntai on board, and that Dr. Sowand, Port I'hyiician, ordered

U back to quarantine, when itt owners teUgraphsd to Ottawa and secured authority to

froeted to Montreal.

The determination of Miss Miiller to resist paying taxes on the ground

that she is not allowed to vote, while she beholds with indignant eyes the

minions of the law possessing thomseves of the lares and penates of her

house^quite sure, with feminine perspicacity, that they .seize with spite

the things she values most—is calculated to give the world at large more

amusement than anything else. It will be remarked that she has the

angular proportions the popular mind associates with vixenish unmarried

women, and hinted very broadly that were she pretty, and the heart of a

happy home, she would not be posing as a martyr in the cause of Women
Suffrage. Insinuations of the sort, if rather ill-uatureJ, are; perhaps not

very wide of the mark. Happy women do not trouble themselves with

seeking rights they have never felt the loss of. The very name " Woman's

Rights " is repugnant to the majority of the sex. That home is the happi-

est and most suitable sphere for a woman is a fact which she never denies

or refuses, provided, of course, that the right man asks her. Whether giv-

ing her the opportunity to vote would change her whole nature is open to

doubt, as well as the po.ssible benefita to be derived by the world at large

by extending to her the franchise. Governments are not always bettered

in proportion to the number of voters, and it is extremely problematic if

laws will be improved when, as some people prophesy, the female members

of society are allowed to drop their votes into the ballot box. But why
men should object to women obtaining the advantage of what is called a

higher education is a mystery to the woman who aspires to something

beyond the ordinary school-girl's schooling. It seems as if the subject must

always be discussed in an apologetic maimer. Men in general appear to

regard the movement, if carried out, aa_ calculated to leavg'them no chance

of housekeepers, or choice of wives , save in an unattractive array of blue

stockings. That this would be the inevitable sequel none knew so well

as women is an impossible contingency, aad it shows a lamentable amount

of ignorance of the softer sex on the part of the masculine objectors. Given

all the opportunities in the world, women en masse are opposed to such a

cause. Few of them are equal to the strain, and fewer still inclined to

make the effort ; but is not that all the more reason that the exceptional

ones should be given a chance 1 Men pay' themselves a poor oompliment

by shutting the doors against the rare ones who have the temerity to leave

the baaten tracks of life. If women are unfitted for the extra learning,

they must beat an ignominious retreat ; if they show themselves capable of

holding their own, it is obviously absurd to argue that they are unfitted

for higher educational advantages.

Every woman, in her heart of hearts, regarc^s a home where she shall

reign the queen the happiest lot in life for her ; but for various reasons all

women do not form the centnis of homes. Surely any one who has

observed the ILves single women live must see how necessary it is for their

happiness that they should have such an education as will make them, if

need be, self-supporting, happy, useful members of society, able to take a

place in the world, not so much on ^n equality with men, as on an equality

with their married sisters. Unmarried, unattached women, having to

meet the world single-handed, require as much liberty as possible
;
yet

they have infinitely less than married ones. Unless under the protection

of a husband or a male relative, a woman has to wait until middle^iige for

the world to allow her to keep house for herself, if she happens to be good-

looking until all her charms have fled. Supposed to require chaporones to

an age that is pitiably ludicrous, they are consequently forced to live in

other people's houses, the most insignificant members of the household, no
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special place of honour being aligned to them, while their relatives fee'
they have the right to call on them at all times for all s'orts of services
which must be rendered gratuitously. Thus with no «et recognized duties,
life IS full of scarcely defined but irksome exactions, ^dependent on the
capnce of others, and always under the eyes of " Mrs. Grundy."

It is an admitted fact that in the economic arrangements of nature
nothing IS lost or created in vain

; yet how sadly is it forced on the co»-
science of many a woman that she is a superfluous being. With a slight
knowledge of many things she is thorough in nothing, therefore incapable
of making her way in any one thing, while the only position she is quali-
ned at all for is as useful companion, where she must stiU remain ii, an
outsider s house a subordinate. To many girls the pleasure-calls of society
leave little time, without at least.its distractions. But as time goes on, if
she does not marry, or ha^ no home duties depending upon her, the dissat-
ished feehng of every one who feels of no use in the world grows on her
increasingas she counts her birthdays. People laugh at the women with
a mission. The world would have fewer miserable women in it if a field
of usefulness could be found for every woman. Missions need not takewomen from their homes. If they have them, there are their missions, butwhen they are unfortunate enough not to have them, they should find other
interests, with well-defined duties. Though naturally given to depend on
others, not one woman in a thousand is happy as the acknowledged cypher
in a household. Women in such cases would, if they but tried it, find it
infinitely pleasanter to work for strangers, who could not make them feel
dependent and the pleasant feeling of independence would be a solace formany of the disagreeables of life.

Every year opens new fields for woman to enter. It is not necessary
for her to thrust herself in the path of life where men have to stru-^gle for
;;;^'^"-'/utlet her have a chance to fit Welf for being self-reliant,

^
and weU-educated, which does not for a moment necessitate her bein^

.
that most disagreeable of human beings, a masculine woman, while it will
be quite her own fault if her acquaintances dub her a blue-stocking It
IS not necessary to be an ignoramus to be charming ; but the wise woman
«aU always remember that to be charming she must not let her friends seeor think that she knows more than her neighbours. The busy people arethe happiest. Give occupation to the woman with no duties, and we shallhave fewer busy-bodies and happier women. Never fear that throwing
open the gates of learning wiU deluge the world with advocates of "female
"^

kTTw ^^^"^^^ » -"^y "^ «-««* girl-graduate is seen. Andremember that independence is always the kst. not the first, resource of a

• J. M. Lobs.

LAWN TENNIS.

English papers tell us that lawn tennis- is going out in some measure,
and that croquet, so long dethroned by its formidable rival, is coming in^ The reason they give is that ladies are beginning to discover
that they cannot play lawn tennis. English society papers are. no doubt,
great authorities on such subjects ; but we can scarcely believe them in this
«»e. I IS hard to believeJhat the .net and. raequet wtil disappear from—
the closely-shaven lawn-that rallies and volleys ,.ill go to join the things
that are passed away-that love, deuce, and vantage will become forgott^
sounds-to be replaced by the frivolity and flirtation of croquet. Nor is
the reason given for the disappearance of lawn tennis a good one for
not only do ladies occasionally play a rattling good game, but, even were
they as inferior as Truth says, that should not interfere with the game
Itself Lad.es cannot play cricket or football-is that any reason for
annihilating these games ? The fact is, tennis seems to have in it the
elements necessary for prolonged existence : it is a game of skill and science •

1 improves upon acquaintance
; it developes the muscles ; it is exciting •

It IS exhilarating; it does not last too long, and lastly, but not least, it gives
few occasions for displays of ill-temper such as lie on the otherwise peace-
ful croquet lawn. If we take the feelings of the spectators into Jcountwe will cling to it. for the onlooker to whom the counting of the game and
ite dehcate points are a mystery, can enter at least in part into the spirit
of It In aU these respects it is ahead not only of croquet, but of anygame ever invented. '

Of course it may be urged that the expense; and the difficulty of getting
lawns the proper size stand in the way of its rapid development in Canada
at anyrate U'^do-btedly a croquet set is far cheaper, and a croquet
h»wn may be of almost any sue. But let tennis clubs spring up-leWhe
members pUy regularly, and we may say also pay regukrly. The subscription
need not be very hirge. and the inestimable advantage of playing with
players of different styles will overbalance the inconvenience that must exi.t
18 some degree when club grounds instead of one's own are to be used

Some changes might indeed be made in it. The mystic score might be sim-
plified

;
the games might ba made longer ; variations that exist in regard to

deuce" and "vantage" might be harmonized. All this might be done
without changing the character of a delightful social game-one that hasmade its way over the world. Like cricket, itfls to be found wherever the
linglish language is spoken.

; g

. CORRESPONDENCE.

THE BNGLI8H FKANCHI8K BILL.
To the Editor of The Week :

8iB,-WiU you kindly allow an English Liberal to state to your readers the " t™.mwardness " of the opposition to this Bill f Admiring Bystander's ZZl^ J^courage on subjects where in America he stands alone. I submit that in tW. olTadoes m,ust.ce to the Conservatives. Numbers of the EugUsh Liberals ^r^wXtheLords, that a Bediatribution Bill should accompany the proposed measuT^^1of opinion with the Conservatives, that it is Mr. Gladstone's intention touni^tZhe violent party m Ireland, so as to add to Mr. Parnell's votmg power, and therebvTthe number of his own supporters in mA House of Commons
'

At present, Ireland contains 13J per cent, of the population of the United Kin^^n™and re urns
15J

per cent, of the members. Ulster has one-thlrd of the polSn Ii
other words. Ulster sends twenty-six, but should have on the present127^2

,

members, and the rest of IreUnd has seventy-seven, but should only have tu'l"
h" f^""^ r""'"'"*

'" ''°'"^''"°°' '"''»°'* '^"^'^ l"-e ninety Id n'otT;hundred and three members. Ulster should have thirty, and the rest of I™i» T- !!
This is what the Conservatives and most of the rf^eTt^ L beraU ti T^'equitable. But it wiU not suit Mr. Gladstone or Mr ParneU forth?^

*"'

this basis would not be so numerous in P^ruJe^l7o:^^.^Ti2ZT::Z
lose so mapy general supporters. This is one of the best inst^ es ol^t^reri,partyism. m fearlessly exposing the mischiefs of which Bystander hi ^.^
dp^thless nal^e. Many of the Liberals have voted for the Bm from m"e pirl'ciplme. and in their hearts agree with the Conservatives on the q^stTon ofT^" t^'

•

bution. It will be said that Mr. Gladstone has made a general and 'al.
but. agreeing wilJh the London Ti^. in reiecting what it'l^ ol '^

tfs'hToVship," I say with Falstafl, "I hke not the seouritv " V„rth.i j 1
Bill any one in IreUnd renting a holding raterat^ur or'^dXetit"o^Scents a month, would have a vote. There are <i« »h«o™ i,

» y«". or forty

rep„,hand.eds Of thousands of such tT^^ toT^'Ll cririt^ruled by voter, hvmg on holdings worth from eight to ten cents ^weT? T^Conservatives say fairly enough, let the country be annealed to i^.a
subject; but Mr Gladstone weU knows ^J.HeZ^^To£ltTa:Tr^apphcation of " Irish moral force."

tienoe a mua
Toronto, July 25, 1884.

BADioii,.

"IF."

Pkbchanck we two. had we but met
In earlier years ere grief had sown
The seeds that now so full have grown

Within our hearts and thrive there yetWe might have—nay ! I cannot let '

That word, whose meaning I have known
When all I long'd for was mina own

Be said—'tia better to forget. ^

Montreal.

Had we two met in earlier years
When fancy leads young hearts to love

When eyes are caught by eyes, when ears
Drink in the words that passions move

And hps meet lips in kisses sweet,]
'

We might ha.ve—but we did not meet.

E.G. G.

THE EXPERIENCES OF SAN PANCRAZIO OF EVOLO.
From the German of A. Sclmeegana.

"I-
..

Wk left Don Cesare Agresta seated under the old olive tree on th« f^., „*the promontory of Evolo, looking anxiously seawlrf ^J^ ./? • ^ ?'
distinguish the sounds which, borfe by theU^A't^XZ^.
brokefup?:"hi:t^i^^cr:;t7d«;:S^ "^t^^ -^p-

gkncing*;imidly around her. Carrerse^lyTiImbl^g for'*:- ^A "^^
and terror, hurried along the shore by thrsE Wnn 1^^ a -^l^ ^"^
heart from stone to sJe. and at ltj:^7tSro^^:'t1:S''^
theda^rk lemon groves, pressed closer and closer to the JTotLTlZ

"Oh, Nino I " whispered the agitated irirL " it ia i„A.,^ t « » » .

already did she begin to%epent heThaSng^eit . w^^tl to
£' ^tentreaty of her lover, and her having left the «^e D^^!^*^J^if "5^5*

house, to follow him upon this dan/erous ex^S^C
''*'^™*^«''»

" Calm thyself, little one," answered Nino. " it is not a hundred paces
farther ; and thou knowest that thy brother has said that he will not return
before midnight; and then to'day he and his comrades will have so much
to tell about the fate of the blessed Pancrazio ; and we. meanwhile, will

have lots to talk about in the peaceful security of my home."
" Ah, Nino ; I am so afraid ! Why did we not converse, as hitherto,

in front of our house 1 The street is quiet enough, I am sure. Truly it

is not right for me to do this, and you should not have askgd me : do let

us go back Nino."
"What sayst thou, Carmela? The street is quiet? Yes, truly, so

quiet that old Francisca. thy maid, can spy us, as she did no time agmat
the window, and set all the dogs of the neighbourhood upon me, preteiSftig
that she took me for a house-breaker ! There is nothing of the like to be
feared here. Here we are quite alone ; and we have never been alone yet
since we plighted our troth to one another !

"

Carmela stood still.

"Nino," said she, "thou, perhaps, dost not stake much upon the
game : but. aa for me. I stake everything upon it. And should anyone
find me here—or yonder."

" And who should find us pray t " Nino broke in impatiently. " Not a
soul ever comes here, at this hour of the night, and thou art as safe as" . . .

He stopped short, suddenly checked by Carmela, who, with an impas-
sioned gesture, laid her hand upon his mouth. They were standing right
in front of the outmost point of the headland, just where the rocks descend
precipitately to the shoi-e, and where the narrow path winds with diffi-

culty between the st«ep cliff and the sea. r
" What is it 1 " asked Nino in a low voice.
" There ! look yonder !

" whispered the agitated girl, as she pointed
with her finger, through the darkness of the night, towards a rock—close

to the road where they stood—on which motionless and silent some one
was standing. • J^

»

"Santo Diavolo ! " muttered Nino, angrily to himself, and like a burn-
ing flame all his Sicilian jealousy mounted to his brain ; and stooping
quickly he picked up a heavy pointed stone, and keeping his eyes steadily
fixed upon the object of their alarm, added quickly :

" The way is barred !

Here is the path which leads to the Chapel ! Up ! Carmela ! quick, before
he sees us !

"

Through a rift in the heavy rain-clouds, which the rapidly rising
wind was hurrying towards the zenith, a streak of bright moonlight fell

suddenly upon the face of the cliff. A piercing shriek escaped the lips of
the all but fainting Carmela, as she gazed with starting eyeballs upon the
threatening form :

"The Saint !" she screamed, and as if to protect herself against his
approach, she stretehed out her arms towards the dreadful apparition.
" The Saint !—risen from the sea ! Blessed Virgin protect and save me !

"

And. without knowing what she was doing, and as if she were fleeing
from the divine justice which was threatening her with vengeance, she
fled, in breathless haste, up the steep and rocky way.

Nino had, at the first glance of the weird-looking figure, remained
rooted to the spot, almost paralysed by the unexpected, and even to him
dread-inspiring vision.

" San Pancrazio ! " came in broken accents from his lips. Aa soon,
however, as he heard the shriek of his terror-stricken betrothed, and as
soon as he beheld her. beside herself with fright, disappear in the
deepening darkness, the wild, raging fury of the Sicilian, threatened in his
love, broke forth at once! "Santo Diavolo, accursed Saint! thou ahalt
pay dearly for this ! " he shouted with threatening voice and furious
gesture, and at the same moment the stone, hurled by the vigorous hand of
the youth, smote the unlucky Evolino a crashing blow. Nino saw the atone
fly. strike—and then a dull, heavy object went hurtling down the cliff.

"Mayst thou smash thine old heathen skull to pieces on the rdcts,
thou old pagan idol ! " shouted Nino, after the tumbling saint, and then
hastened after his beloved at the top of his speed :

" Carmela ! Carmela ! hold on !—stop !—what are thou going to do V
he called, utterly reckless of the risk he ran of being heard and discovered
by another.

But Carmela, deaf to the shouts of her lover, clambered like a
frightened fawn over the rocks and roots which encumbered the ascent.
What she sought above, she knew not ; why she fled thither, she would
have been unable to explain. She fled in order to flee from the form of
the threatening Saint, who, in the white moonlight, had seemed to her
startled vision a warning spirit from heaven—a very messenger of God,
bearing in his uplifted hand the rod of divine vengeance ; or an angel come
to save her while in the path of temptation and destruction.

Nino's shouts were unheard by her. Another voice, which now
suddenly called her pame aloud, was likewise unheard and unheeded by
her. As though a legion of devils were at her heels, she fled up the cliff,

and ran towards the olive treea which surrounded the chapel.

" Carmela ! Carmela !

" shouted Nino, as in breathless haste he
hurried after the frantic maiden. The door of the abandoned shrine
swayed to and fro in the night wind, as a child seeking protection and
safety in its father'j house. Carmela sprang into the chapel, followed by
Nino ; and at the same moment, pulled to by a strong hand, the door
closed behind them both—a quick firm slam, and then the ponderous key
was turned, and then withdrawn from the lock !

It was Don Cesare who stood before the chapel. Motionless, with the
key in his hand, and his eyes riveted upon the door, he remained rooted to
the spot. Hia hand clutehed, oonvulaively. the hilt of hia knife, and
broken, incoherent words issued from hia lips.

"Bfi continued thua a considerable time. He seemed to struggle

mightily with himself, and appeared unable to come to any definite opinion
as to how he should act. At last he seemed to have made up his mind.

" Ye cannot escape me," he muttered to himself, and placed the key •

in his pocket. And after a while he added: " In this I recognize thy hand,
holy Pancrazio !

"

He quickly descended again the mountain road, and a peculiar grim
smile lingered about the corners of his mouth : for he was thinking of a
comparison which Padre Atanasio was wont to make use of in his sermons,
with reference to any wish which had been unexpectedly fulfilled. He
knew not how it had occurred to hia mind—how Saul the son of Kisli had
gone forth looking for hia father's asaes^nd found—not the asses, for they
were recovered without his aid—the Kingdom of Israel ! Had not he,

like Saul, found something better than what he had been seeking, and that,

too, quite as unexpectedly 1

The saucy Nino, only think of it 1 was in his power ! The hot blood
boiled in his veins. It mounted to his head, and ikiade his temples throb
like the pulse of one in a fever ! He was on the point of returning and
entering the chapel—by a mighty effort, however, he recovered the mastery
of his will, and let go his knife. Yes, the daring, roystering companion,
who had taken advantage of his absence to prattle, heaven knows what
nonsense, to hia beloved Carmela ; and had succeeded in enticing her away
from the safe seclusion of their home. And what was the fellow about,
here, in the night, upon this lonely road by the .sea shore 1

Carmela was fleeing from him ; nevertheless, she had followed him !

—

and now they were sitting yonder, both of them, fairly caught behind the
locked door of the shrine. And he Don Cesare, had the key in his hand

;

and except aa the wedded husband of hia sister, Nino should never leave
the chapel

!

As he thought of this, he could not help laughing. A more serious

and ievout feeling however, succeeded, as he reflected upon the part played
by S^n Pancrazio :

" Whom hast thou to thank for all this, Don Cesare 1

None else than good, dear Evolino, whom thou with thine own band hast
drawn from the water—to whom thou art going down again—before whom
thou wilt throw thyself upon thy knees, and "

Hold ! What was th&\^ Evolino was no longer to be seen in his

rocky niche. And what a spectacle met his gaze ! There he lay across the
path. And, holy Virgin ! There lay the poor Saint, without his head.

And upon his breast a great gaping wound was visible, as if made by a
large stone, which had all but squashed old Evolino's worm-eaten little

carcass, and had even penetrated to his heart and vitals. Don Cesare
looked about on all sides ! There lay the stone !—and now he understood
it all. The stone could only have been thrown by Nino at the Saint, when
Carmela'a voice rose in anguish from below. Yes, yea, that was it, and
now the Saint avenged himaelf upon him. For he had cha^i them both
into hia chapel, and the key was now lying safe in Don Cesare's pocket.

And look !—yonder is the head of poor San Pancrazio. It had rolled

down to the ^ore. But, alas ! in what a wretehed condition it was lying

there ! Sheu, quantum muiatus ! How mightily changed was now good
Evolino's countenance from what it was before !—so strange was it, so

wholly different, so incomprehensible ! What a strange mixture there
was of serene, and god-like youth, and of the weakness of shrivelled,

shrunken old age ! The crown of the head, the brow, the chin, were those

of a youth ; but wrinkles had been painted thereon by the hand of man,
and near the rents which time had made in the once youthful countenance
the bright hue of the fresh paint seemed as loathsome and as hideous aa

rouge might upon the cheeka of a corpse. Don Cesare was deeply moved
at the sight.

" Evolino ! San Pancrazio 1
" he muttered, aa awe-struck and almost

trembling he took the head in his hands. " Is it thou, Evolino ! Is it

not thou ? I no longer recognize thee ; and yet I recognize thee again,

dear, good old friend !

"

And with deep heartfelt devotion, as it he were bearing the conse-

crated host in his hand, he bore the desevered head to where the mutilated

trunk was lying : raised the trunk reverently from the earth, and placed

it again in its rocky niche ; and then, carefully and tenderly laid the

bruised and battered head upon the folded arms. Then he knelt down
upon the flinty rock, and with folded hands offered up his hearty thanks
to hia patron for all the good he had received to-day.

He prayed long and fervently. -He marked not as he prayed how
the clouds were settling down, deeper and heavier upon land and sea : he
perceived not how the wind blew cooler and cooler over the rock on which
he knelt : and only when the first rain drops wet his arms and shoulders,

did he awake from his ecstatic rapture.

" Evolino !—dear Evolino !
" he said, rousing himself once more.

"Thou art he who suggested this thought of mine. Thou art he who
leadeth me ; and into thy hands I commit, with all confidence, my own
fate and that of my house. Deal therewith as seemeth to thee best

To-morrow morning thou wilt find me in thy chapel prepared for either

alternative : for reconciliation and nuptial merry-making—or for a bloody
vengeance for mine outraged Iftnour."

When he had thus spoken, he drew slowly the key from hia pocket,

hung it upon one of the saint's hands, as on a nail ; kissed once again in

lowly confidence Evolino's robe, and then, with firm and rapid step with-

drew from the spot J. CuNNiMaHAM Dunlop.

(To he continued.) '

-„

GoBTBB waa one of the last as well aa most voluminous of letter writers,

and we therefore welcome the selection from his early letters, which Mr.
Edward Bell has just edited for Bohn's Library, accompanying it with a
short biognkphy of the author, and auitable explanatory notes.
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A HISTORIC DEBATE IN THE LORDS.

It is not often that the public gaze is fastened upon thte House of Lords.

As a rule, this is ahnost an empty Chamber, where elderly gentlemen talk

to each other across the table, or sometimes have no one but themselves,

the Lord Chancellor, and the officials to address. On Monday the Franchise

Bill changed all that. There was a great muster on both sides, though it

was known that the divisoii would not take place till Tuesday. Still, there

was the attractiveness of the Lords on a big occasion, and noble lords

helped to increase it by being in their places. They came from far and

wide at crack of whip. Earl Spencer travelled from Ireland ;
Lord Rowton

travelled from Pau ; and the Earl of Albemarle, with his fourscore years

and five, temporarily left his retirement to give his vote on behalf of the

enfranchisement of the people. The affair has been noUble rather as a

spectacle than a memorable Parlyimentary debate. In the first place, the

conclusion was foregone. Everybody knew that the Lords would throw out

the Bill on the Second Reading, and the only interest centred in the precise

proportion of the voting.

In the absence of the excitement which grows of uncertainty, the debate

was not at any stage lively. What the House watched for was any indica-

tion of willingness to compromise, oi" even at this last moment to hold out

a flag of truce. Whilst the debate had gone forward there had been many

marked movements on the Front Benches in both Houses. Mr. Gladstone

had been suddenly called out during the speech-making on the Government

of London Bill. About the same time Lord Salisbury had hurriedly left

the Front Bench and Earl Granville had quitted the House. Something

undoubtedly had been going forward, and each speaker who rose was

closely followed in quest of some indication of a sudden settlement. None

who had preceded Lord Salisbury had made the lookedfor sign. Amid

the mumbling of Lord Derby some words were caught dealing with the

subject But whether they were favourable to a compromise or declaratory

against it no one could say, for no one had fully heard. Lord Salisbury,

who is at least audible, quickly dispelled all doubts on this point. It was

evidently war to the end with him, though it was noticeable that even in

his case there was nothing of exultation in his tone. Usually Lord Salis-

bury is as the warhorse that scents the battle from afar, and paws

impatiently to be in the midst of it. He was very quiet in his manner,

and quieter still were his friends as they heard him talking about the ease

with which demonstrations were got up as long as there remained a balance

with the bankers of the promoters. Undoubtedly the best speech of the

debate was Lord Rosebery's. His touch was light throughout, and not

many sentences were gone through without some sparkle of wit or humour.

But beneath these was visible a strong purpose and a power of serious

argument which a little astonished the listening Senate.

The House of Lords lends itself more graciously to pageantry than does

the Commons. One advantage it possesses is that the visible presence of

ladies may grace the scene. There were some in the galleries on Monday,

and on Tuesday night before dinner they came in increasing numbers. But

it was on the eve of the division that the scene presented its great attrac-

tions. Ladies in full evening dress, flashing the light of diamonds with

the slightest movement, filled the side galleries. Nearly every seat on

the floor of the House was filled, a bunch of Bishops in white lawn were

gathered in the seats below the gangway by the woolsack. Members of

the House of Commons, reversing the ordinary course of affairs, had

hurried over to the Lords, arid crowded'every available corner allotted to

them. The railed space before the Throne was closely packed with Privy

Councillors. Sir S. Northcote might be seen modestly peering over the

crowd from a place in the rear. Sir Richard Cross had characteristically

secured a^ont place: The tall flguTB^of^tte^fonre Secretary towered over

the crowd. Lord Hartington, also modestly set at the back, looked on.

Mr. Gladstone comihg in just after midnight, looking pale and tired,

found no room near the Throne, and leaned against the Bishops' Bench.

The Prince of Wales had just come in to hear the close of the debate,

though not to vote. A tall figure, with curiously black hair fringing a

bald head, was recognized as the Poet Laureate, and aroused a flutter of

interest among the ladies in the galleries.
' Lord Granville, following Lord Salisbury, spoke in a House that

scarcely pretended to be interested. It was all over but the division, and

this was waited with the better bred impatience of the House of Lords as

compared with the Commons. At a quarter-past one in the morning the

House was cleared for a division, and a quarter of an hour later the figures

were announced, showing—for the Bill, 205 ; against, 146. A majority of

only 59 added to the omens of debate which, had kept down all exuberance

of spirit on the Conservative side. When the Con^rvative Peers give

battle to Mr. Gladstone's Ministry on a great question they are accustomed

to triumph by at least double the majority of Wednesday morning.

—

Htnry W, Lucy, in The Graphic.

SCENES IN THE BRITISH COMMONS.

Qtudificationa for Membership.—No educational test or -mental quali-

fication is demanded of a candidate seeking to become a Member of the

House of Commons, although, after having obtained the right to add M.P.

to his name, it is expected that he will be able to sign the Roll of Parlia-

ment Our overdone system of competitive examination applies to tide-

waiters and letter-carriers, not to legislators. If the Mpirant be capable of

inditing his own electioneering placards and of addressing a ward meeting,

OD the topics of the day, with tolerable fluency, so much the better, if not,

the agent will see that the placards are written and the speeches made by

competent persons—for a consideration.

. Prior to the passing of the Corrupt Practices Act last year, it was

generally an expensive business to get into Parliament, and even now the

would-be county, city, or borough member must expect to pay somewhat

dearly for the desired privilege. And, so long as the chosen one has the

honour of representing a constituency at St Stephens, there will be a con-

stant drain on his purse. The local charities will look to him. for support,

and he will be invited to contribute to the fund ^or restoring the local

pump. It matters not whether the candidate be young or old, highly edu-

cated or profoundly ignorant, wise or stupid, narrow-minded or tolerant to

a fault, a pietist or a sceptic, but it is all-important that he should have, or

affect to have, political party bias. In his appeal to the electors he must

infer either that Mr. Gladstone is a monster and only the Tories can save

the nation, or that Mr. Gladstone is an angel and the Tories are but wait-

ing their opportunity to tear up Magna Charta and repeal the Bill of

Rights.

Chosen, for the most part, by party wire-pullers, on account of wealth,

family connections, or local influence, persons, fit and unfit, capable and

incapable, find tlieir way into the House. Raw lads fresh from college,

timid and unready, or shallow and impertinent, the latter taking upon

themselves to hector and sneer at wise and experienced leaders grown grey

in tlie service of the State. Parvenus anxious to push their way into so

ciety, advocates with an eye to the coif, ambitious aldermen, mere political

adventurers, and keen-witted delegates of Commercial Companies, are

made equal with statesmen of the highest culture, renowned for knowledge,

for patriotism, and for persuasive eloquence. I am far from saying that a

more representative assembly would be likely to result from any practicable

system of competitive examination. Moreover, we are about to consider

the, House of Commons as it is—not to speculate on what it ought to be.

'securing a Seat.—It may not be generally known that the House of

Commons is not large enough to accommodate all the elect of the constitu-

encies, and it is a misnomer to say that an elected member has obtained a

" seat " in the House. His position at the head of the poll entitles him to

get one—if he can—no more.

On " Field Nights," when it is expected that some popular chiefs will

make set orations, every bench upon the floor is occupied, and even the

gangways—unlike those of a theati-e, under the supervision of the Lord

Chamberlain—are utilized by honourable members ; while others crowd

into the side galleries, and even throng the doorway under the clock, out-

side the precincts of debate. The seatless ones are naturally vexed at this,

and sometimes cry out, personally or by deputy, for a new and larger

chamber. Mr. Gladstone, however, contends that the present House is big

enough, and declines to support the demand.

Toward the end of May of the first session of the present Parliament,

Mr. Serjeant Simon made an unsuccessful attempt to obtain a Standing

Order to tlie effect " that any member might obtain a seat by affixing his

name thereto, and not otherwise, at half-past three o'clock, and not earlier,

or afterwards, before the House meets at the usual hour, and not earlier

than half-an-hour before the hour of meeting when the House meets for

a morning sitting, provided that the member so affixing his name be present

at prayers, and that Mr. Speaker do give orders to the doorkeepers accord-

in"ly." And Mr. Mitchell Henry, a loyal Irishman, who sits below the

gangway on the Liberal side, on another occasion made a similar appeal to

the Speaker. He enquired whether the rule by which a member was per-

mitted to take possession of a seat in the House for the evening by placing

his hat thereon did not involve the use of the real working hat which the

rest-seeker had in wear at the time, and not a colourable substitute —a
mere dummy. He drew a lamentable picture of the misdirected intelli-

gence of honourable members who kept the rule to the ear and broke it to

the hope by coming down to the House with two hats—one to shield their

brows from the weather, the other to secure their seats. Instead of being

sEbcteJ at the account of an action wlilch displays a more than Machia-

vellian spirit of intrigue, the House, as particepa criminis in the offence

complained of, laughed consumedly. Mr. Mitchell Henry, however, by no

means content, desired further to ask the Speaker whether it was consistent

with the rules of the House to reserve a seat merely by placing a piece of

paper or a card upon it. Thereupon Mr. Speaker, in a manner most dig-

nified and stately, informed the honourable gentleman and the assembled

Legislature that the hat placed upon the seat should be the veritable hat

of the wearer, not a spare or odd one brought by design to serve a purpose.

The custom had, he intimated, been in force for many years, and it pre-

supposed that an honourable member was in immediate attendance upon

the House. A piece of paper or a pair of gloves, Mr. Speaker ruled to be

insufficient as a seat-securer. Nothing has yet been done for the benefit of

late comers. The custom of the House continues to be :
" First come, first

served "—and the rest nowhere.

Counting Out.—The dinner hour is commonly taken advantage of to

trythe ruse of a count out, frequently for the mere love of mischief, and

with little if any hope or desire of securing an adjournment There are

three members, whom I will not name, two from Ireland, and one repre-

sentative of a small Conservative borough, who specially delight in this

questionable kind of fun. Aware of the sparse attendance, one of these

honourable gentlemen will rush in from the lobby, or another will rise from

)ua seat, and with affected seriousness cry out :
" Sir, I beg to call your

attention to the fact that forty members are not present" Then the Clerk

at the table turns the two-minute sand-glass, the electric bells ring, and the

messengers shout in stentorian tones the word, Count ! And is troop a

bevy of members, from dining-room, smoking-room, and library, anxious to

keep a House. Some may have been disturbed in the middle of their even-

ing meal, others may have only just begun. Nevertheless, they are prompt

to obey the call of duty and the admonition of the Whips, even though the

- joint cools and the wine grows flat while they are away. There are tew if

-.
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any evidences of ill-teifiper, men on both sides accepting the inconvenience
as an incident of political warfare. When all the sand has run through
the narrow waist of the glass, Mr. Speaker, fully cognisant of the farcical

character of the proceeding, stands up on the carpeted dais in front of the
chair, and holding his cocked hat in his dexter hand, moving his arm with
a gentle upward and downward motion, counts heads, first on his right, and
afterwards, if necessary, oi> his left. " One, and two, and three, and four,

and five, and six," and so on to " and forty," reckons the presiding officer.

Without the slightest pretence of keeping the House thus made, the dis-

turbed ones joyfully troop out again, and possibly the debate may languish
for another hour or two, in the presence of half-a-dozen members, all told.

Besides the falsa alarms, there are many successful Counts. Some take
place late at night, others early in the morning—sheer weariness of the
subject in hand having driven members away. Probably the most galling
kind of all to the honourable gentleman temporarily in possession of the
floor may be described as follows : Mr. Zealous is a private member,
anxious to distinguish himself by associating his name with a great metro-
politan improvement. To that end he has formulated a scheme for cover-,

ing London over with one vast glass roof. He and his secretary, between
them, have got up the subject thoroughly, and an elaborate address, crowd-
ed with statistics, has been prepared, introducing the Arcade at Milan, the
Passages of Paris and Brussels, and other interesting, appropriate matter,
culled from books and foreign travel. Mr. Zealous is prepared to cite a
calculation of the amounts annually expended in umbrellas. Mackintoshes,
galoches, and mud-carts within the metropolitan postal area, and to prove,
at least to his own satisfaction, that the original cost, notwithstanding the
expense to the united parishes within the jurisdiction of the Board of
Works, would somehow soon pay itself, and leave a handsome surplus to
somebody. All his friends are in the secret of the scheme. It has been
dilated on at provincial and parochial meetings ; it has formed the staple
of his club conversation for months previous. At length, the enthusiastic
municipal reformer, having drawn a lucky number in the ballot, finds him-
self first in the Orders of the Day some Tuesday or Friday evening. So to
say, he has the House in his hand, the ball at his feet Opening the Notice
Paper, he reads with satisfaction : . . _

"Mb. ZBALons.—To oall attention to the unprotected buildings and pavementa of
the Metropolis during wet and stormy weather, whereby considerable damage is done to
valuable property ; and to move a resolution."

Our friend has beaten up recruits on his own side. The men who
habitually sit to his right and left, and the man immediately behind him,
have undertaken to attend. House-neighbours, not quite so near, express
their willingness to do what they can for him, " consistently with previous
engagements," and his party Whips, without registering any formal pro-
mise, fill his mind with hope and joyous expectation. At the very least
they will try to make and keep a House.

Behold, the moment of his long looked for triumph seems at hand.
Entering betimes, Mr. Zealous take^ his seat, and arranges his mass of
papers, some on the bench beside him, some Ln the trough in front of him,
and the remainder in his hat He knows exactly where to lay his hands
on the various memoranda for a two hours' prepared oration. To-morrow
he will wake up happy !—the hero of a hundred journals. Glancing ner-
vously up at the gallery above the chair, he smiles to see the reporters all

of a row, and the leader-writers and provincial correspondents behind them—sedate, attentive. The men on his right and left, and the man habitually
behind him, have proved as good as their word. Alas ! otherwise the
House looks cold and bate. His eyes wander round the benches. " Ten,
eleven, twelve, thirteen," he mentally reckons up. " Yes, thirteen, dear
me, only thirteen " he murmurs, and heaves a deep, deep sigh !

What means that bulky figure sitting within the shadow of a side
gallery, solitary, smiling ? That is the shocking presence of the member
for Bradgate—famous in the annals of Counts Out All hope, however,
is not yet lost He hears his name pronounced from the chair, and in a
moment is on his feet.

The House may fill presently. Why not 1

" Sir," says Mr. Zealous, in faltering accents—far different from the
coilfident tone he had intended to assume on this momentous occasion

—

" I rise to call the attention of this honourable House to the unprotected."
But here he is suddenly interrupted in the middle of his first sentence
by the rising of the member for Bradgate, who, sweeping the horizon of
the chamber, with his snuff-box held at arm's-length before him, utters the
Wbll-known formula ; and Mr. Zealous resumes his seat, despairing, blanch-
ed of visage, too sorrowful for anger.

Then bells ring. Messengers shout. But all is unavailing. Two
' miifutes pass. No one enters. The reporters pack up their papers and
make off as the Serjeant-at-Arms removes the mace from the table, and
the Speaker passes out behind the chair, and the kindly thirteen disperse, k

Mr. Zealous, disappointed, baffled, melancholy—not so much, he imagines,
for his own sake as for that of the Metropolis and its lost chance of being
-turned inio a huge conservatory. He himself is among the last to retire,^

What must be the feelings of that counted-out member as he wearily
wends his homeward way t It is a tragedy too profound for words !

—

David Anderson!a " Scenes in the Commons."

That which was not necessary, that which has" proved and is proving
disastrous to the best interest of the North-West, namely, the expenditure
of millions of money in penetrating the Rooky Mountains, has been dictated
by the insane personal ambition of the Government

_ The North-West has
been injured beyond computation in order that Sir John, in his dotage,
may have the gratification of proclaiming to the world that he has oarrie'd

through a mad undertaking.— Winnipeg Free Press

The Free Press announces that Mr. Blake will be unable, through ill-

ness, to pay his promised visit to the North-West this summer. We will all
join with our contemporary in its regrets, for the disappointment will not
be confined to the members of one party. Mr. Blake is an able and distin-
guished man, whom we would all unite in welcoming to this Province.
Winnipeg^ Times.

The Presidential election has great interest for the Canadian people.
With Blaine as President our relations with the United States would pro-
bably undergo but little, if any, change. If Cleveland should be elected,
there would be a modification or readjustment of the fiscal policy of that
country which would largely influence its commercial relations with Canada.— Winnipeg Weekly Times.

In his variegated political career General Logan has been on both sides
of every question that has arisen in the last twenty-five years. From a
tierce persecutor of Southern negroes he has become their ardent champion.
Originally an advocate of free trade, he has reverted to an extreme pro-
tectionist. A violent advocate of greenback inflation when that heresy
was popular, he now believes in a convertible currency. But it must be
said of him that he never kept any political opinions a moment longer
than they were of use to Logan.

—

Philadelphia Record.

The chief interest which the American people will have in the next
Presidency, after that which concerns the personal character of the candi-
dates, will lie in the treatment of the patronage of the Executive. We
believe that it is being more generally |)erceived that the one fundamental
reform of importance—without which the judgment of the country on any
other question cannot be arrived at—is the thorough, general, and per-
manent divorce of politics and patronage. This is the people's reform, and
through it alone may they hope to realize the aim of the Constitution, by
the reenfranchisement of the voter.

—

From an editorial in the August
Century.

CoKL has been discovered in the Turtle Mountain region north of the
boundry, although the extent and quality of the deposit have not yet been
ascertained. It is probable, however, that the quality at least will corres-
pond nearly if not exactly with that on the Willow River valley, while the
quantity is said, not on expert authority, it is true, to be practically unlim-
ited. The Souris coal, to which the people of Manitoba have been hopefully
looking, has been pronounced to be an indifferent quality of lignite, not
specially valuable as a fuel ; but as the deposit becomes developed it is not
unlikely to be found similiar in its properties to the Turtle Mountain coal— Winnipeg Times.

The Conservative Peers have all along relied upon the hope that their
vote would be popularly recognized as implying no hostility to the principle
of the measure. They are entitled, however, to go further, and to urge
that the Bill has not even been lost because they proposed to attach to it a
condition to which Ministers were unwilling to assent, but simply because
they could not come to an agreement with their adversaries as to the par-
ticular mode in which this proposal should be made. Could they succeed
in impressing their views on the constituencies, they might undoubtedly
look forward with much composure to the agitation with which they are
threatened.

—

London Daily Telegraph.

This is a fast period we are living in. Civilization may have its ad-
vantages ; education may have its advantages

; steam power and electricitv

may have produced beneficial results ; but the blessings in each case are not
unmixed. We are being continually bored with panegyrics on progress. It
is all a rush and a bustle, a fevered, soulless struggle to get to the top of
the pile, no matter how many beings are trampled upon and maimed in the
efforts to reach the desired height. Ease, comfort, and competency, are out
of the question; The extravagances olr moduru society are a black fol
that is eating to the core. The daily worker spends every cent on dress
and glitter. The upper class sits in its luxuriantly upholstered pew on
Sunday, and whilst weeping over its sins, drys its tears on a f50 hand-
kerchief.

—

Bobcaygeon Independent

If there were no cause of quarrel such as has arisen, the latent dissatis-

faction with an anomalous system might slumber on for years hence ; but
now that the gauntlet has been flagrantly thrown down by the irrespon-

sible Chamber against a measure which purely affects the House of Com-
mons, the deposition of the people is to go behind the act itself and call

for the reform of the body responsible for what has occurred. The
unanimous demand (at a public meeting) was for a direct and immediate
attack upon the entire constitution of the Upper House, and whoever fell

short of the drastic procedure discovered a want of sympathy in his

audience. Nor is Liverpool alone in this ominous instance. . The attitude

. of the Liberal Association last night is symptomatic of the attitude of all

the Liberal Associations in Great Britam ; and, whether there be a com-
promise or a fight 4 otUrance over the Franchise Bill, there is now little

prospect that awakened antagonisms will be allayed lyitil the territorial

estate of the realm has come more into harmony with the conditions
of government in free countries in the nineteenth century,

—

Liverpool
Mercury. >

Mr. Andrew Chaoto informed a London correspondent that Mr. Justin
MacCar^y has received already over $ 25,000 profits as his share of the
sales of his very popular " The History of Our Own Times," and that the-
work still sells excellently.

' Some of the facsimile copies of the first edition of Oliver Goldsmith's
" Vioar," now being brought out by Mr. Eliot Stock, of London, will be
bound in wood, taken from the dining-room of "Dolly's Chop House," a
favorite resort of Goldsmith when in London.
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-THE PERIODICALS.

The current Art Union ia an illustration of the difficulty of maintaining a
high standard of artistic production in magazines published at a low figure.
Some of the pictures in the last issue of our New York contemporary
—notably the frontispiece, " The Dusty Cupid," and " The Sower "—are
excellent in design, and highly creditable in production. But others, Bttch
as for instance "Sunlight and Shadow," and " A Bouquet of Oaks,"
though no doubt the original drawings are well done, are utterly blotched
out of all beauty in the printing. The much more pleasing effects obtained
where, as in "A Sketch on the Esopus," and " A Bit of English Heath,"
the filling in is not so heavy, and more reliance is placed upon outline
sketching, would seem to indicate that the simpler drawings would give
most satisfactory results. The " Dusty Cupid " is by Mr. Church, A.N. A.,
and is a figure of a woman dusting an ornament of the Ipve god. It is
soft and graceful in contour, natural and pleasing in pose. " The Sower "

is an even more charming picture ; and Mr. E. Wood Perry has caught the
true spirit of the seed-scatterer as he trudges through the uninteresting
fields, whilst the movement of the figure is perfect '

Our Paris contemporary Le Livre—en passant, as a typographical
production one of the most creditable of the day, the moiety devoted to
" Bibliographie Ancienne " being printed on heavy hand-made paper, and
always accompanied by excellent engravings—gives the place of honour in
its July number to a paper by M. Victor Fournel, on " Moliere," " Le
Biblioth^ques des Prisons de la Seine," and a " Chronique du Livre," com-
plete the first part, a reference to the centenary of Diderot being the most
noteworthy topic in the " Chronique." An elaborate review of the current
literature of all countries is the principal feature of the section headed
" Bibliographie Modeme."

The Magatine of American History for August is an exceedingly
attractive number. It opens with a well-written, nicely-illustrated article
on "The Story of a Monument " which now marks the spot where the
revolutionary battle of Oriskany was fought on August 6th, 1777. " Did
the Romans Colonize America?" is asked in a preliminarv contribution by
M. y. Moore. A graphic description of "Lee's Campaign against Pope in
1862," the third paper, is accompanied by three illustrative maps. The
short but promising literary career and melancholy decline and death of
Charles Fenno Hoffman is sketched by W. L. Keese. "Washington
Irving and Sunnyside " is the title of a genial paper under the general
heading, "Historic Homes." The private InteUigence Papers of Sir
Henry Clinton are concluded in this number.

. The August St. Nicholas, the magazine par excellence for young folks,
is well to the fore, with interesting reading-matter and illustration. The
sketches accompanying a paper on " Old Shep and the Central Park Sheep"
are capital, with a pleasing vein of humour pervading them. As is proper
at this time of the year, there is a large quantity of sea-side holiday-
reading including stories entitled :

" The S. F. B. P.," " How We were
Burnt Out in Constantinople," " Frieda's Doves," " A Fish Acrobat "

eighth " Spinning-wheel Story," " A Yankee Boy's Adventure at the Sea-
side," seventh story of " Historic Boys," and another instalment of " Marvin
and His Boy-hunters." Charles E. Bolton contributes a useful and instruc-
tive article on " Paper : Its Origin and History," and there are several
clever poems, whilst the " Very Little Folk " are attended to in a special
department at the end.

The prince of out-door m&ffa.ines—Outing and the Wheelman—i»
well to the fore in its August number. The wheeled horse is doing almost
as much to annihilate space as its locomotive rival. If our forefathers
had been told that Englishmen would traverse Japan on two and three-
wheeled machines in this year of grace, the announcement would have been
received with incredulity. But here we have Frank S. Dobbins relating
a series of "Tricycling Trips in Tokio" as if they were every-day affairs

-The very nam« of *he sport, yachting, has a refreshing effect these hoT
months, and barah Leslie brings the boats, as it were, to one's very doors
in her paper on " Yachting Around Cape Cod." H- P.'s " Run in Rhode
Island" and Charies A. Neide's "Homeward Cruise" are charming racitals
Everyone who is fond of camping should read " The Shagbucks in Camp "

which IS full of useful hints. "An Unlucky Trip," " Scraping Acquaint-
ance with the Birds," and "Polyphemus" are the remaining items and
with "The Editor's Window " "The Monthly Record," etc., complete an
excellent number.

BOOK NOTICES.

NewApplbton's General Guide to the United States and Canada.
York : D. Appleton and Co.

Mr. Appleton's guides are as well-known on this continent as Murray's
or Baedeker's are in the old country, and as well thought of. The 1884
issue, " revised to date," illustrated, with railway maps—loose, and neatly
stowed away in an inside pocket of the covers—plans of cities, and table
of railway and steamboat fares, contains a mass of carefulW-collected
information such as cannot elsewhere be found in so handy a s&tpe. The
Dominion of Canada scarcely receives the attention it deserves. Jt has not
been thought necessary to give a plan of Toronto, though Quebec and
Montreal are so dignified. Quebec, also, is spoken of a^ " after Montreal
the most important city in Canada "—a position which Torontonians are
not likely to concede. The book, which is handsomely bound and well
pribtad, will be found to contain much that ia interesting to others than
tnvellers.

Epitome op Ancient, Medieval, and Modern Himoey. By Carl
Ploetz. Boston

: Houghton, Mifflin and Co. Toronto : Williamson
and Co.

it-
~ -

This book is a translation " with extensive additions" by W. H. Tilling-
hast, and bears evident traces of careful conscientious work on his part
and on that of his collaborateur. Dr. Edward Channing, of Harvard Col-
lege. Dr. Ploetz is well known as a reliable constructor of text-books as
well as a painstaking historian. The above manual, excellent in the orig-
inal, has considerably gained in value whilst passing through the adapters'
hands—for instance, the English and American sections have been entirely
re-written. By an elaborate system of accents the pronunciation of classio
proper names is indicated, and on the whole the "Epitome" is about as
complete and free from error as anything of its kind before the public.

A Brief Handbook op American Authors. By Oscar Fay Adams.
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co. Toronto: Williamson and Co.

A campanion volume to the same Author's " Handbook of English
Authors," and, like it, though limited in scope, very valuable and exceed-
ingly handy. It will, we imagine, be found rather an advantage than other-
wise that in his biographical and bibliographical dictionary Mr. Adams
has included the names of many obscure writers, since there is usually no
difficulty in finding out all necessary information respecting authors of
renown.

United States Notes. A History of the Various Issues of Paper Money
by the Government of the United States. By John Kay Knox.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

Mr. Knox is understood to be perhaps the most reliable authority on
United States money living. From 1872 to 1884 he occupied the post of
comptroller of the American currency, and during the same period he was
official chief of the National banks. It is preeminently evident that Mr.
Knox is no bi-metallist

; he has no sympathy with the decision of the United
States' Supreme Court, that Congress may issue as much paper money as
it pleases, and thjit paper money may be made a legal tender to any extent

;

and he prefers the gold standard before any other. The subject is treated
historically, and the book will not only prove invaluable to students of
finance, but is worth a place on the shelves of every banking-house and
public^ library, Mr. Knox has succeeded in treating an intricate and
" dry" subject in a lucid and even interesting manner, and the illustra-
tions of various notes assist to this end. The favourable notices which
this work has received in the American press confirm the impression that
Mr. Knox has succeeded in making his work a thoroughly reliable one.

Pictures of life and Chabaotee. By John Leech. From the Collac-
tion,of Mr. Punch. New York: D. Appleton and Co.

Popular as are the caricatures of Du Manner in Punch of to-day, they
are neither so vigorous nor so striking as were those of John Leech
whose pencil was arrested by the hand of death in 1864, It was peculiar
of that artist that, though he hit hard in his satires, the victims of his wit
were compeUed to laugh with the crowd. The collection of sketches under
notice, though somewhat antiquated in style and costume, is thoroughly
and characteristically English. The little book, which includes some
oi^ty subjects, is not the least charming of Mr. Appleton's attractive
" Parchment Series."

Preadamites: or, a Demonstration of the Existence of Men before Adam
;

together with a study of their condition, antiquity, racial affinitieB,

and progressive dispersion over the earth. By Alexander WinchelV
^^ ^ Chicago i'8. C. Griggs and Co. London : Trubner and Co.
LL.D.

Third edition.

This erudite work has lain too long unnoticed, and it is only referred to
here and now, in these brief terms, to draw^ attention to the fact that it has
passed through a third edition, accompanied by a chor^ts of laudatory
comment. The opinion appears to be general that Dr. Winohell has suc-
cessfully combated the theory that the Bible and modern science are irre-
concilable, and that " Pre-Adamites" must rank amongst authoritative
works on anthropological science. In a future issue it will receive
further notice, more commensurate with its importance.

By M. Guizot Vol. IV. New York : John B.

N»«

The History of France.

Alden.

The fourth volume of this extraordinarily cheap book is to hand, and
its enterprising publisher announces the early production of the i«st The
period covered by the present volume is from tie regency of Mary de
Medici (1610) to the death of Louis XIV. (1715).

Three Villages. By W. D. Howells. Boston : James R. Osgood and Co.

av.V^^f.J"^^'^
descriptions—the first of Lexington, the second of

Shirley (the Shaker community), the third of Guadenhutten, a Moravian
settlement—coUected into one neat little volume. Mr. HoweU's powers aa
a word-painter are well-known, and he well sustains his reputation ia tins
book, particularly in his picture of Lexington. In the third sketch ha
tells in touching strains the pathetic history of Guadenhutten, the Uttla
Indian village beyond the Ohio, which rose and feU in the last century
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A Perilous Sborrt. By Charles Reade. Montreal : Dawson Brothers.

This novel—not by far one of the deceased author's best efforts—having

gone through many Canadian and SInglish papers in chapters, is so well

known that comment on its merits is unnecessary. It only remains that

we should indicate the Messrs. Dawson have reproduced it in a neat and
cheap volume form.

The Crime of Henry Vane : A Study with a Moral. By J. S. A. Dale.

New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

This story—the second by the same author—begins in comedy and ends

tragically. Its plot is of the simplest, but, for all that, so much mechanical

ingenuity is shown in the construction of the book that one is constrained

to read with avidity to the end. The whole story turns on the lives and
loves of two persons. Vane and Miss Thomas, the "moral" being .that

young ladies should not trifle with their lovers' feelings, whilst the victims

of, such heartless treatment receive some sound negative advitse. Altogether

the hook is a success, and should be read.

The Dominion Annual Reqistbr and Review. Edited by Henry J.

Morgan. Toronto : Hunter, Rose and Co., 1884.

These volumes of Mr. Morgan's industry, of which the present is the

fifth, have come to be regarded as the most important native issues of the

year, and are as eagerly looked for as one looks for the annual appearing

of " The Stateman's Year Book," " Whitaker's Almanac," or the periodic

issues of " Men of the Time." But, not only is it satisfactory to have one's

expectations of the recurring publication of the Anniuil Register realized,

it is specially gratifying to note the effort put forth in each issue to give

increased interest and value to the series by the addition of matter of the

greatest service to those who make use of the volumes. Besides several

new features of a statistical and general character which have been inserted

in the present work, we have an extended list, which must be exceedingly

useful for reference, of " Living Canadian Public Men," with their ages,

place of birth, and other data concerning their careers. This list, and
much that we find in the new issue, under the classification of " Miscel-

laneous Statistics and Information," place consultors of Mr. Morgan's
volumes under a heavy debt of obligation to the editor and the gentlemen
associated with him in the preparation of the Register. The Political

Summary of the year we find, as usual, full and accurate, and what is of

prime moment, neutral in its narration of facts. Here, thank fortune !

history is currently written without the bias of party. An example of this

may be cited in the rather amusing account given of the taking possession

by the Ontario Government of Rat Portage (see pages 120-2), in connection

with the Ontario Boundary dispute. The review of literature, education,

science and arts for the year, is well and efficiently done, and is a record of

substantial progress very creditable to our young country. The "O^ournal

of Remarkable Occurrences," the register of " Promotions and Appoint-
ments in the Public Service," and the table of " Obituary," complete the

enumeration of the contents of the
_
volume, and comprise a mass of

information of current and enduring interest. G. M. A.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

church music prom the repoumation to the present time.

The origin of the musical service of the Church of England is largely due
to the English musician, Marbeck, who arranged the plain song for the use

of the Common Prayer-book. The early English writers were familiar with

the practice of writing church-music on themes of the Gregorian chant,

but when melodies of a secular cast were adopted for contrapuntal treat-

ment, as they sometimes were, they seem to be of French origin—the

genius of the English minatrel's or people's song ill adapting thfim for

contrapuntal treatment. The people's melodies, resting upon the Tonic
and Dominant harmony, were in form and character diametrically opposed to

the ecclesiastical modes and construction. The former were eminently fitted

for the musical expression of deeds of heroism, chivalry, love or sorrow,

the latter possessed unmistakable characteristics of grandeur, solemnity,

nobleness of form, and eminently sacred expression. The purely Gre-

gorian melody seems never to have been fully accepted by the English

people, who regarded it as a foreign element, or tolerated it as the prero-

gative of the Latin liturgy. Marbeck, in arranging the chants to the

Common Prayer-book, reduced the old Gregorian melodies to their simplest

form, leaving nothing but pure musical declamation ; but to Tallis belongs

the credit of first setting to music the English words of the several parts

of the liturgy used during .church service. This he did, not in simple

plain-song as Marbeck, but in full and rich harmony, intending them to

be sung by well-trained choruses. The treatment of the service which
Tallis adopted was, however, based upon the old melodies of the Gregorian
ohant. Composers of eminence, long after the Elizabeth era, bravely strove

to retain the old traditions of the English church-composers, but in the

struggle with the immigrant Italian they were eventually forced to yield.

Thus was the composition of church-music of the old English school sub-

jected to influenoes which greatly transformed it, and from which decline

it did not revive until long after the Reformation.
From the time when Constantine the Great (323) decreed that, through-

out the whole Roman Empire, ihe Christian religion should be the chief

religion, music has been always recognized as an important factor in its

service. Mobile without measure, sensitive to every pulsation of the

popular mind, self-reproductive- to an endless decree, its tendency is to

over-reaoh and smother the liturgical text, and thus to destroy the very

purpose for which it is employed. Thus the history of ohuroh-music pre-

sents an ever- recurring scene of innovation and reformation, from the time
when St. Ambrose fixed the first authentic modes or keys to the present

day. Part of these innovations may be traced to the practice of adopting
into religious services tunes of a secular character. Many religious

teachers, from noble motives, have made use of thi^ plan to attract the

attention of the ignorant and careless people whom they were endeavouring
to instruct. From the Norman Conquest to the time of the Reformation
the clergy made use of ballads for instruction as well as political purposes.

Aldhelm, the Saxon bishop of Sherborne, in order to secure the attention

of his rude neighbours, was wont to stand on a bridge and to sing his

religious instructions to them in the form of ballads.

Up to the time of the Reformation the history of church music w^as

that of the Church of Rome. That hierarchy, intolerant of innova-

tion or change in its established liturgy, excluded the people from
taking an active part in the music of the service, but when the desire for

religious freedom and simpler religious rites gave birth to the Reformation
the singing of hymns and psalm-tunes became again a possession of the

people. But the Reformation brought many sects, each body having its own
particular view as to the matter and manner in which music should be-
amployed. The Lutheran Church, while adopting and adapting many of

the best tunes of the Roman Church to the plainer rnquireraents of her

own service, wisely preserved that which was good and rejected the spurious.

The Calvinists, taking a more gloomy view of life, and regarding music
with suspicion, permitted only a metrical version of the Psalms' to be sung
to tunes formed partly in imitation of the Gregorian melodies, and partly

derived from the people's songs, which tunes, when once adopted, could not

be changed without a license. Calvin also, unlike the more liberal-minded

Lutlier, strictly excluded part singing from Church .service. The Estab-

lished or Episcopal Church, first under the protection of Henry VIII., who
was himself a musician of some ability, and afterwards during the golden
age of Elizabeth, retained many of the best Gregorian melodies, from which,

as we have seen, was developed the Church of England's Cathedral service

a purely national form of music, which has been retained ever since.

By what has been said concerning the adoption of Gregorian melodies

as a foundation for the Anglican service which arose therefrom, some light

is shed upon the confused ideas which exist in many minds as to the rela-

tive merits or appropriateness to religious service of the Anglican and the

Gregorian forms. The Gregorian tones were not composed to be sung in

harmony, that is, in more parts than one—but simply the melody in

unison. Harmony had not been invented in the days of St. Gregory.

History does not show a single instance- of a sacred tune having been
adapted to secular uses. The reverse is the case with tunes of a secular

origin, vast numbers of which have been pressed into the service of reli-

gion. Sometimes they are of such a nature as to remain permanently with
the Church, as witness the Old Hundredth, which is derived from, or rather

is identical with, a popular French people's song of the Fifteenth Century.

Others, such as those of the Moody and Sankey type, wm possibly serve a
purpose and be banished or disappear. No such charge can properly be

brought against the Canticles, Kyries, Te Deums, or Other parts of the

Episcopal Church Service, the music in every instance having been

original, excepting those founded on Gregorian tunes, and never adapta-

tions. They were constnicted in accordance with a knowledge of the

more fully developed science of harmony, and their claim is strong to the

first position as preeminently English Church Music.

J. Davenport Kekrison.

Tub intimacy between our highest families and the stage was curiously

illustrated hy~ the postponement this week of a matinee by Kate Vaughan,
the most graceful and most popular danseuse of London. The reason
assigned made all London laugh. It was a family bereavement, and the

family bflrftftv^ment ^^vtw the doath nf Earl Cowley. KfttA is married to

the Hon. Fred Wellesley, who did not become her husband till he had
deserted and been divorced from Lord Cowley's daughter. Several other
matches are in preparation between actresses and noblemen.

The critics say that Mr. Irving made a great mistake the other night

in his production of " Twelfth Night." On the whole the performance
was good. His Malvolio, original in every part, and striking in some
portions, suited him even in his faults. Miss Terry's Viola was bright,

pleasant, full of humour, and at times irresistible. The play is full

of allusions which are caviare to the general public. Still, it contains

so many good points that the performance carried the house with it, and
Mr. Irving might have disregarded an attempt to " goose " the play evi-

dently preconcerted and sustained by a very few persons. The interrup-

tions were almost unnoticed until Mr. Irving came forward to make his

speech. Then a thunderous voice called out from the gallery :
" If yon

have the courage of your opinions, now hiss." Some hisses and some
howling followed this invitation. The audience was completely taken
aback, such a demonstration being without precedent at the Lyceum, where
it is usual to acknowledge the actor's sincerity of method and carefulness

of preparation—not to speak of his unrivalled stage management—even
when he has been least successful in realizing his ideal. Mr. Irving

expressed an opinion that the play had satisfied the audience. Those who
hissed him before now cried " No." Mr. Irving lost his self-command, and,

speaking of his Company in terms which would have commanded general

agreement had they come from any one but himself, charged with ingrati-

tude those who interrupted him. He saw his mistake almost as soon as

he had made it. But the mischief had been done, and unless the incident

is forgotten, the first-nighters will not soon forgive a piece of presumption
which Mr. Irving's friends can excuse only as the result of a momentary
irritation.
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LITERARY OOSSIP.

"Gadshill," Dickens's famous residence near Rochester, is advertized
for rent furnished during the summer. It is a delightful old -place, sur-

rounded by beautiful scenery and in the midst of a historic country.

QuBBN VroTORiA entered the 48th year of her reign June 20, and already
her length of her reign has been exceeded but three times on the British
throne. Henry III. reigned 56, Edward III. 50 and George III. 60 years.

Tub public are often lost in wonder at the vast number of books issued
from the press. Did the public but know what they escape, their surprise
might change to gratitude. Messrs. Funk h Wagnalls report that during
the last month they have refu.sed something like 150 manuscripts, most of

them works of fiction.

A CORRKSPONDENT of the entertaining " Notes and Queries " comments
upon the fewness of common adjectives, nouns, and verbs or adverbs con-
tributed to our language by fiction. Three words owe their origin to

"Gulliver's Travels"— to wit, "yahoo," " lilliputian." and " brobding-
nagian." The correspondent can hardly be correct in his memory when he
claims that "benedict" is the only word so used derived froiu Shake-
speare.

|i

Messrs. A. D. F. Randolph and Co. announce for publication in Sept-
ember William Tyndale's five books of Moses, called the Pentateuch, re-

printed from the edition of 1530, with full Collations, Annotations, Glos-
sary, and Prolegomena by Rev. Dr. Mombert, a collation with Genesis of

1534 by Rev. Dr. Culross, etc. The volume will be illustrated with photo-
engravings of the difiFerent texts, and of the only known autograph ..-letter

of William Tyndale.

Mrs. Harriet BeeCher Stowe, who is now in failing health, at her
home in Fernandina, Fla., is, says the Chicago Current, having her life

,

and labours noted by her son, for publication, after her death, in autobio-
graphical form. She has, however, allowed her niece, Mrs. Mary H.
Burton, of Hartford, Conn., to prepare a series of autobiographical
sketches to appear in some one of the popular periodicals the present year.

An Association of Canadian Etchers has been formed in the City of
' Toronto, having as its object the advancement of original etching in Canada,
by periodical meetings and exhibitions. The intention is to meet together
in a friendly and social way, at least once a fortnight, at which time mem-
bers may advance each other and the art by mutual criticism. It is proposed
to hold a winter exhibition, due notice of which will be given. Henry S.

Howland, jun., Esq., is the secretary.

E. A. Bloodgood, a woman, protests in the August Lippincott against
the extension of the suffrage to her sex. She is very plain-spoken and
declares that, if the time ever comes when women will receive the reins of
government, " we shall see the peculiar failings and faults of which women
have their full share made the medium of inevitable public disaster. We
shall see a country ruled by impulse, and the doing of wright or wrong,
justice or injustice, decided by a headache or a fit of hysterics."

Dr. VALor French's " Nineteen Centuries of Drink in England " is

a work of much research into the beverages, drinkinar customs, drinking
vessels, etc., in use in this country at different times since the Roman in-

vasion, and into the various efforts that have from time to time been made by
Church or State, to control or prohibit the use, sale, manufacture, or importa-
tion of strong drink. It is a store-house of interesting facts never brought
together before. The author completely disproves the idea of the elder
Disraeli, that the English were comparatively sober before the time of Eliza-
beth, and first learnt to drink in the Netherland wars, and shows that
drunkenness was a special national vice for a thousand years before that
date.

^The latest excitement in literary circles lies in the discovery of the
peculations of H. C. Pedder, an employe of the firm of Arnold Constable
<fe Co. The connection between dry goods and literature may not reveal
itself at a first glance to the uninitiated, but everybody familiar with^the
tortuous windings of New York magazine literature knows that Mr.
Pedder has been regarded as a financial prop of the Manhattan Magazine
from its start. Mr. Pedder has been posing for some time past as a patron
of the arts and letters. The newspapers remark that he studied for
the ministry in his youth. This is all that need be said on the subject,
unless a hope be expressed that the Manhattan will continue its divine
mission of philanthropy in the way of providing employment for authors'
artists, engravers and similar "cases," irrespective of Mr. Pedder's finan-
cial vagaries.

—

Chicago Rambler.

Lord Tennyson has been so troubled with the receipt of innumerable
manuscripts and letters from strangers not called upon to address him per-
sonally, that he long ago was obliged to give up answering, even by secre-
tary, such correspondents, or returning their literary inclosures. Macaulay,
in the latter years of his life, was similarly pestered. In his journal he
mentions the clergyman who wrote to him three times to ask what the
allusion to Saint Cecilia meant, made in the famous account of the trial of
Warren Hastings. He also received a communication from a Scottish
gentleman, who said that he wished to publish a novel, and would be glad
to come up to London and submit the manuscript thereof to the correction
of the essayist, if the latter would remit him £ 50. A cattle-painter like-

wise appealed to him, " as he loved the fine arti<; to hire or buy him a cow
to paint from." A schoolmaster in Cheltenham, who published "a wretched
phaniphlet on British India," full of errors, received a courteous note from
Macaulay, pointing out two gross mistakes. When the schoolmaster pub-
lished a new edition it wag advertised as " revised and corrected by Lord
Macaulay."

CHESS.

tS'Atl eommunicationa intended fot this department nhouXd be addreaeeA
offlee ofThh Wrek, Toronto.

PROBLEM No. 30. PROBLEM No. 31

CompoBed for The Week by W. Atbinson,
Moutreal. '

Cfteee Editor.*

By Charles W. Phillips.

lU.ACK.

9

WHITK.
White to play and mate in tliree moves. White to play and mate in two moves.

3 B mates ; K 1 K B 4

; H. J. C, London.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. N., Toronto. Ynor acquiescence will gratify many. Thanks. W. A. Montreal.—'end

along as many of the same kind as you like. R. T., Montreal.—Solution to problem No. 25
incorrect: See solution and notice below. Thank you for efforts in our behalf. L. C. C,
Amprior.—Have arranged the matter. E. B. G., Montreal.—Sorry solution Toumev collapsed.
Will write you. H. J. C—You did not come to time. Did No. 'i; floor you ? .J. H. G, Presoott.

-

Sorry for your departure. Send along problems. F.. Montreal.—Welcome to the corps of
solvers. Come often. The " more the merrier." J. B. H., Ottawa —Will try an I arrange
exchange for JV. T. Scotsman. Modesty, Toronto.—Yonr request will he attended to if possible:
It may have to stand by itself. S., Huntington.-Plead gnilty. It will not occur agoin.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 20..

1. B K Kt3, if 1 KlR2, Q B etc.—if 1. P Q 6, 2. Q B 2 ch. etc., if 1. P K 7, 2B Q 6 oh. etc.
Several other variations. —

Correct solutions received from E. B. G., Montreal : W. A., Montreal: H. J. C, London :

W. B. M., Detroit.
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 21.

^^h QKt.l, if lKxKt2, QQB4, 3Qmate, if 1 K x P. 2 (J Kt 3 oh.,
2 Q Kt 3 ch. 3 B. mates, if 1 K B 4, 2 g K 8 mate.

Correct solutions received from W. A., Montreal ; E. B. Q., Montreal
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 22.

1. K X P. .
Correct solutions received from E. B. (i., Montreal; W. A., Montreal: H. ,1. C. London:

W. B. M., Detroit.
There is a second solution by 1 Kt B 2, which haa not been given by any of our solvers.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 23.

1. Kt I P, 2 B B 7, 3 P B 3, 4 B Q 8 mate.
Correct solution received from W. A., Montreal ; E. B. G., Montreal ; H. J. C, London.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 24.

1. Q K B 3, if 1 K Q 3, 2 A Q B 3, a P moves, 3 P K 5 mate ; if 1 K Q 5, 2 P K 5, 2 any 3 Q B S.
or q Q 5 mate. j •%

•

Correct solution received from E. B. Q., Montreal ; E. H. E. E,. Toronto ; E. B. F., Toronto •

E. B. G., Montreal ; W. A., Montreal ;
" Philidor," Toronto ; L. C. C, Aroprlor.

SOLUTION TO PBOBLEH NO. 25.

t. P K 4, if 1 R I P oh., Kt Q 4 ch., etc. ; il 1 K i P, 2 (J Q 6, etc. ; if 1, B z PS, P B 4 oh.,
etc. ; If 1, any ether 2 Kt Et S oh., etc.

Correct solution received from E. B. G., Montreal : M. A., Montreal :
" Philidor," Toronto

E. B. F., Toronto : E. H. E. E., Toronto.

TOURNEY PROBLEMS RECEIVED.
Motto. —" Honi soit qui mal y pense."
Motto.—" II baohio.'
Motto—" Hord-a-Lee."

" THE WEEK " SOLUTION TOURNEY.
The entries in this tonmey not being sufficiently numerous there will be no competition.

" THE WEEK " PROBLEM TOURNEY.
We beg to announce the following change in the programme of our I'roblem Tourney •—

For the beet three-move problem contributed to The Wrkk, on or before the 1st December
1S84, we offer a prize of ten dollars in chess mattrial ; and for the second best, a prize of flve
dollars.

BULEB AND CONDITIONS.
1. Problems to be direct, unconditional three move mates never before published.
2. Each competitor to enter as many problems as he pleases.
3. Joint compositions barred. .

4. liectiflcation of problems allowed to closing date. •

.9. The problem on a diagram with motto, and having solution on the back in full, to be
mailed in an envelope, addressed Chess Editor The Week, Toronto, and a simultaneous en-
envelope bearing mscription " I'roblem Competition," containing motto, uume and address of
the sender, to J. H. ftordna.m St. Patrick 8t.,"TorouU). The problems to t
of The Wkek until the award of judges.

Want of oiimpliance with any of tlie above mien will debar problems from competitionThe standard of award will be : Dittlculty, 15 ; Beautv. 15 ; Originality, 15 ; Variety, 10 ; Economy
10; Correctness, 10. The judges will be Messrs. H. Northcote and Chaa. W. Phillips.

MORPHY'S MOST BRILLIANT GAME.
^

Game No. 17. .t

.

From (he Philadelphia Times.
In the death of Paul Morphy, whose checkmate from the Great Reaper was heralded by

telegraph a few days since, the world loses the greatest master of tlie game of chess it has
ever had. Uniting in his own play the brilliancy of Cochrane, the subtlety of Zukertort andthe precision of Steinitz, Paul Mitirphy stands as the phenomenal idayes of all time unan-
preached and unapproachable. '

> ^^ i

\ye give the moves of what is generally considered to bo his moet brilliant game It waawon from Paulsen in the first American Chess Congress, 1867

:

White. Black.
Paulsen. Morphy.

l...PtoK4 l...PtoK4
..KKttoB 3

3...KttoB3
4 ..B toKtS
5.. .Castles
B.KtxP

§KttoB3
ttoBS)3

B toB 4

CsAtles

This kind of capture is rarely good play,
for it always entails a certain loss of time.

0. ..B toKsq
7...KtxKt 7..qPiKt
8...BtoB4 8 PtoqKt4
9...BtoKa 9..KtxP
lO.KtxKt 10...BxKt
a. BtoBS ll...RtoK3
12..PtoB3

An error against the principles of develop-
ment. White's Pawn at Q 2 is now held
-boiokward.

1.1...P toQKt4
14...PtoQR4

i2...q to on
13. BtoKt3

Being cramped in the center Paulsen
tries to escape through a flank movement.

14...PxP
10...QxP lS...BU>q2
16...BtoR2 1B...O B to K sq
17...QtoRe

And Paulsen was stakking hands with
himMlf at his supposed escape from the

TVhiU. Black.
Paulsen. Morphy.

oramp of the position when Morphy suddenly
reached out his hand and moved

17...gxBI
" Good gracious! what » the man about T'

was the exclamation on all sides. " Why, be
loses his Queen !

" and the veteran Stanley,
the ex-chess champion of America, was also
looking on, and even he criticised the move
with: "Morphy ought to be conttned in a
lunatic asylum." The game, however, went
on

18...PxQ 18..BtoKt3oh
1II...K moves ig...BtoBO

There is a faint glimmer now of what
Morphy is about.

20. R to q sq
To avoid the menaced mates. On Q to

Q 3 then P to K B 4

20. .B cheeks
ai...KtoKtsq 21...BxPoh
a2...KtoBsq 2a...B toK»7oh

Re could also have moved B to Kt 7.
33.

24.

25.

K moves
.KtoBsq
.Q toBsq

28
94

..B toKOoh
BxP

96.

27.

28,

BxB
.Q B home
.PtoQ4

28.

'9B.

97.

«.

BxO
.Btok?
BtoBS
.BtoKSuiilwlM

'_;
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?

From theMailiCan.) Dee. 15.

OataiTh is a maoo-pumlent diBoharge caused
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amceba-iu the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is

only developed under favourable pircum-
stanoes, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberolo,
the germ poison of By|>hih8, mercury, toxo-

moea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartmeutB, and other
poidOUB that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of Irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the throat ; up th*
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal oords, causing hoarseness
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tabes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this (llstressing disease by the use
of inhalents and other ingen1ousdevices.bat
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.

Some time since a well-known physician of
forty jcears' 8tan<Ung, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which uevu» fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thi> Jijrrible disease, whethor standing tor

one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Ubbbrb. a. H. DIXON & HON.

305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatiseon Catarrh

VThat the Rev. E. B. Stevenson, B. A., a Clergy-
man 'if the London Conference of the Metho-
dist Church of Canada, has to say in regard
to A. H. Disam A Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont., Canada, March 17. '83.

Mesars.^ 3. Dixon db 8oj%

:

Dbab Sins,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but 1 know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I oonBlder that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel f'lUy cured by the two sent me, and
am thankful that I was ever induced to send
oyou.
YOU are at liberty to u&e this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatm,ente, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to
some of my friends who are stifferers.

Yonm, with many thanks.

But. B. B. Sthtbmboh.

T SUBSCBIBEBS t

Those wishing to keep their copies of Thh
Week in gootl condition, and have them on
hand for reforeuce, should use a Binder. We
can send by mail

H STRONG PLAIN BINDEIT
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made expressly
for Taa Week, and are of the best mauufac-
ture. The papers can be placed itLthe Binder
week bv week, thus keeping the file complete.

Address—

Officjb op Thk Wrkk,
5 Jordan Street, Toronto.

Bbtablibhbd 1B59. 364 Tonffe Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMFOR-XTIM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re*
markably low flgures. Galsomlning, Paper-
Hanging, Qlazing. Re-Qlaeing and Painting
done to order. Estimates jdven. A well
elected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,
ato.. at lowest prices. A oaU sollolted.

WANTED.
Tbe advertiser" desires to correspond with

a reliable party relative to a partnership in

a very profitable Nursery bifsiness in Texas.
Partner may be either silent or active, and
win be required to furnish from 42,000 to
fS/KKT, which, however, need not be all ad*
anoed at one time. Advertiser Is well ex-

perienced, and a moderate estimate of the
profit* the first rear would be from IG to '20

per oent. net, witii a larger income the Aeooud
year. The best of rpforenoee will be given.

and are therefore required. Arrangements
mtut be oonsummatea by the Ist September.

AddraM,

BOX 98, TBOUFB. TBXAS. U.BJk.

J'HIS WEEK WB ARE SHOWING
ON OTja TADLBB THE FOLLOWINO LINES:

3,000 YARDS OF FANCY CHECKED DRESS OOODS at lOc., worth 16c. to 17c. yd.
160 PIECES OF PRINT at 6),c., wonh 12Jc.

300 PAIR LISLE THREAD QLOVES at 20c., wortli from 36c. to 76c. per pair.

300 DOZEN LADIES' LINEN COLLARS at 6c.
,

THE BEST VALUe IN CANADA.

1,600 YARDS OF SASH RIBBON at 26c., worth 76c.

760 YARDS OF SASH RIBBON at 60c., worth $1.60.

460 YARDS BROCADED SATIN at SOc, worth from $1.00 to $1.60 per yard.

Reader, you will positively save money by visiting

LUKES. r>AGGE Sc CO.S STORE.
116 YONQK STKEET, COliNEB OP ADELAIDE. ( ,

•

rpHE SHELDON OCEAN GROVE, N.J.

L City by tlie Sea.
Established 1875; Enlarged and Improved

lfi83. Health and Pleasure Uesort. 1{ hours
from New York—'20 trains daily; 2 hours from
Philadelphia; 10 minutes from I.oni! BratKh.
Hecfmmended by the most celebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric bathe, steam
heat. Passenger elevator. Iron fire escapes.
Wonderful flowiut; artesian spring. High dry
land

: air filled with the mingled ozone from
the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. No malaria. No mosquitoes.
Terms moderate. Open all tbe year. Circulars.
Welcomb E. Shbluon, Owner and Manager

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST. WEST,
TORONTO, for

HIQH-CLASB WATCHES & JEWELLERY

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented HepK 28, 1875. Patented
Jau..ll, 1876. Re-issuod July S,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. n, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Fob. 19 and .Tune 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 2.5, 1870.

With Improved Tampico Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for l;eauty, Htylo ami
comfort.

Approved hy uU physicians.

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
nco Busts, which are as Hoft as

velvet, and yet so elastic that

they will retain their shape per-

fectly until the Corset is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance

which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,

4 and is elastic, pliable and corn-
el fortable.

\ The "Health Corset" is not de-
' signed for invalids only, but is

equally ada))ted to all woujeu,

even the most fastidiou^'in dress

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

Charffea Moderate.

s
HAW A OSBORNE,

MANUFACTURED HY THE

CROMPTOIV CORSET CO., TORONTO.

rNDlTRUBBER GOODSl
RUBBER SHOES,

FELT BOOTS,

BELTOra,

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

nUBIER VALVES. CASICrTS,

Star Brand ColUiirmt

Linen and Rubber

Steam Fire Engine

(280,000 feet in use.)

This is the only seamless

Multiple Woven Hose
with

Distinct Plies Mann&cfd.
Cities, Towns and Viilatics

pronounce it superior to any
other make in the market
forit<t Ntrrnictli and dur-
able quallliea.

t^Tbe StHJ Brand
Seamless Rubber

Steam Fire Engine Hose,
is made from the best (Iiilf

Cotton and tine Para Rub-
ber, and tully warranted irom
any defects in manufacture.
Sample mailed on application

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND \V.\REROOMS

:

21 Yonge and i Front Streets, Toronto.

R. HOUGHAN, - - Agent.

tS'AU inquiriet by mail shall halt our prompt and careful attention.

THE CANADIAN PAOTIC RAILWAY CO.

.LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company »tfer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in Sniitli

em Manitoba, at prices ranging firom

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from .$1.25 to $3.00 per acre, according to price paid for

the land, allowed on certain oonditicms. The Company also offer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVED SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offered for sale (m advantageous terms, to parties ffrefiared to undertake their imme*
diata cultivation.

'

Terms of Payment:
Porchasers may pay one-sixth in casli, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at SIX PRR CENT, per annum, payable in advance.
Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey

anoe at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may l)e made in LAND (JKANT BONDS, which will he accepted at ten
per oent. premium on their par value ami accrued interest. These Bonds can be obtained
on application at the Bank of Mtmtreal, Montreal ; or at anynf its .'kgencies.

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALEand all informatiim with respect
to the purohaae of Lands, apply to .lOHN H. MoTAVISH, Land CommiMioner, Winni-
peg. By order of the iknra.

Montreal January, 1884. — Secretary.

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Honges rented, rents collected. loans and
insurances efTected. Property- .Ijought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

STEWART & SON, (Late STEWART
& STRICKLAND.)

ARCHITECTS, BUIIOING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offices—HI Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WM. STEWART. WM. H STEWART

WA. LMPBT.
• Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
371 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

^rEstimates given on application.

THE ..

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 9250,000.

JOHN R. BARBEB, President and Managing
Director.

CHAS. BIOBDON, Vice-President.
BDWABD TBOUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered)

BLUE .\ND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS. POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

—OoiiOBBP OoTBn PAfBns , supei-nuisliwt

K^^Apply at the Mill for samples and prices
Special sizes made to order.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS.

TORONTO, ONT.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

MAMCrAOTCBCBa 0» THB

" LILY WBITB " FlioATINO SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWN PKETECTION SOAP,

BNQLISH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTRBB CBljEBRATBD BBAND8 OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
FuIIina Soaps,

Toilet Soups,
.A.iiilliie Djres,

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.

Canada Sciip and Oil Works,

OfHce : Works :

70 Front St. Babt, | Dlraics Stbivt,

TOBONTO.
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GRAND TRUNK
RAILWAY.

Old Car Wheels and Cast-iron Scrap

E'en S.A.X.S].

TENDERS are inTited for about 1,600 Cana-
dian made car wheels lyinjt at Hamilton, and
about 150 tons of cast-iron scrap lying at Lon-
don. Delivery will be made {. o.b, cars at those
places, or at any other point on the Grand
Tmnk Railway in Canada, as may be agreed
upon..
Tenders to name price per ton of 2,240 lbs.,

and say where delivery is required.
Terms cash on delivery.
Tenders indorsed "Tenders for Scrap," and

addressed to the undersigned, will be received
on or before Tuesday, 29th inst.

JOSEPH HICSSOV,
Oeiural Manager.

MOHTBBAI,, l»th July, 1R84.

ESTERBROOK""'PENS

Popular Nos.; 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.

"MILLER. SON A CO., Asta., MontivaL

LENOX PENS

!

A Complete Sebtes in Twelve Ntthbebs,

Prom which every writer can select THE
BEST PEN lor his or her peculiar style of
pezunaziBhip. Sample of each nomber (12
pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintoe Bros., Merrill & CJo.,

16 & 20 Abtob Place, New Tobk.

The American Art Union,
D. HxTNTiNGTON, Prea.
E. W. t»ERRY, Jb., 8ee^

T. W. Wood, V.-Pre$.
F. DiKLMAH. Treat.

The subscription to the Art Union will bo
five dollars per annum, and each subscriber
forthejpresentyearwill receive :—l8t. A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etching
ofthe year, by Walter Snirfaw, from Eastman
Johxuon'B picture "The Bem-imand." This

to twenty-five dollars. 2nd. Tbe illustrated
Art Union, which will be issued moutbly, for
the current year. 3rd. One-balf of the aub-
Bcription will be set apart for the formation
of a fund, to be expended for the joint account
of the«ubscriber8 in the purchase of works of
art, which will be delivered unconditionally
to the whole body of tbe subscribers repre-
sented by a committee. Sample copy sent
postpaid on application to E. WOOD PERKY,
Secretary, 51 West Tenth St., New York.

WEBSTER^
UNABRIDGED.
' In Sheep, Russi* and Turkey Bindings.

THE STANDARD.
fi ^WIlWebster— it has 118,000 Words,
VrXlX 30O0 EnarrsTinKB, and a New
^^ Biog:Taphlcal DictioDaiT*
fWlXXlP standard in Gov't Printing Office.XXlXl 3S,000 copies in Public Schools.

^^ Sale 20 to 1 of any other series.
^n*VVOr^aidtomakeaFainUy intelligent.^>Xm3X Best help for SCHOiIXks,

TEACHERS and 8CHOOI.8.
The best practical English Dictionary extant.

—

Quartertr/ Review^ Lnndm.
It has all along kept a leading place, and the

New Edition brings it fairly up to date.—i<mdo»
Tma, June, 1882. •
It is recognized as the most nseftil existing

*word-bool£^' of the English language, all over
<tie world.—ffew I'or* Tribune, 1882.

"A I.IBRART DT rrSELF."
The latest edition, in the quantity of matter it

contains, is believed to be the Imrfeat volume
published. It is an ever-present and reliable
•chool-mnster to the whole family. ,Specimen pages sent prepaid on application.
Ck * C. XzatBIAM « CO., PubUshen.

Sprinsfleld, Man., C. S. A.

UNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

Head Offices, - PabUe TAbnxj Bnildiagg,

Cor. Church and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

REFRWiniATORS, ^

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

GOAL OIL STOVES.

w. ^. S I* A.RB o "vr,

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

JT YON0E STREET.

SAVTNO-S BANK DEPABTMENT In our
new premises at above address. Intereat
allowed on deposits at 4^, 5 and 6 per cent,
per annum.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager

"WICSTEBIir

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCOBPORATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT,

Cash Assets, -

Income for Year
$z,a89,zxs oo

>,690,308 s8

Fire and Marine Insorances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pr$a. JA8. BOOMEB, See.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Diractor.

CANADA LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Capital & Funds

ABOUT

f<s,soo,ooo.

Annual Income

ABOUT

$1,200,000.

BT IKfHITBINO NOW

TWO YEARS' PROFITS
Will be secured at the

DIVISION NEXT TEAR.
ApritlMi '

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co.

Ineorpormted, A.I>, 18SS,

Subscribed Capital

Paid up Capital

Reserve Fund

Total Assets -

$3,000,000

3,200,000

1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BAKE BRANCH.
Deposits received, repayable on demand or

short notice. Interest is paid, or added to the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTUKE8.
Money received for investment in sums to

suit lenders, fo^ which debentures are issued
in currency or sterling, with interest coupons
attached, payable in Canada or in Eugland.
Trustee* and executors aie authorized by law
to invest in the debentures of this company
Circulars, with paiticulan as to terms, may

be obtained from the Office Comfaht'b
BOILDISOS, TOBONTO StBBET, ToBOHTO.

J. HEBBBBT MASON,
ttana^/ing Dirtctor.

BANK OF OTTAWA-
OTT,A."WA.

Aiilhorized Capital,

Subicriied CapiUtt,

Paid-up Capital, -

91,000,000

1,000,000

993,163

110,000

JAMES MaoLABEN, Esq., PrtHdmt.
CHARLES MAOEE, Esq., Tict-PrMid»nt.

Vtmaon-p. T. Bate, Esq, R. Blackburn.
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Brrson, Hon, L. R. Oburah
Alexander Fraaer, Esq., Oeo. Hay, Eeo., John
Mather, Eaq.

OaoBaa Bttsn, CatMtr..

BBAnoHBS—Amprior, Carleton PUce, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Han.

~AaBiim or Casasa—Cuadlan Bank of
Ocnnmene. Aaaan ni Naw Tobk—Meecre.A H. doadby and B. E. Walkar. AaaiiTe im
LOMDffiK—BngUahAUlanoe Bank. '"" "

FOUR GOOD SUMMER NOVELS AMUSEMENTS.

A BOMAN SIirOER.
By F. Mabion Cbawpobd. $1.25.

** Full of exciting incident, and told with re-
markable vigor."—/(Ontion Atheyi€Bum.
"A very delightful book. ;. . . As a pic-

ture of Italian life a very charming one,"

—

The Churchman.

A COUNTEY DOCTOE.
By Sarah Obne Jhwett. 91.25.

"A thoroughly charming BttJry.'made very
delit^htful by the author's extraordinary
ability to sketch New England scenery, New
England life. The book is full of the most
excellent character drawing ; full of refined
obeervation of manners and of peculiarities."
—Sartford Courant.

FH(EBE.
By the author of " Rutledge." *1.26.^

" A story of high moral Aijns and of unusual
vigour an<l intereat."—Bow^on Courier.

" To read a chapter is like listening to the
sparkling oonversation of an entertaining
woman. A story which should be read aloud."
—Cottage Hearth.

AH AMBITIOUS WOMAlf.
A Novel of New York Society. By Edgab

Fawcett. $1.50.

" One of the moat brilliant and snooessful
of his plctorea of New York society."—2^. Y.
Tribuve.
" One of the really clever novels of the aea-

aon."~The Knickerbocker. New York.

JS'For sale by all booksellers. Sent by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of price by the
publishers.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.,

B03T0N.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
139 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Real and Imitation
gtalQfid Glass. RenH lor i'l'r^iilafa^ 0tC
Costs from 35c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light $1, size lHx30 in.

Winks.
; CHAMPAGNE:

Pommery. G. H. Mumme.
Piper See. Piper Heidsieck.
Carte Blanche. Deutz & Geldermann.

PORTS.
O, O. Somdemnn Son & Co.'t Fifu Old Wiaet.
Choice, very old, soft and dry.
Old, smooth and dry.
Old, rich and full bodied.
Old Tawny, choice, rich and ilne.
Fine, full bodied, rather fruity.
Very Old Spanish.
Taragona, soft sweet wine.

Canadian Wineg.
Native, old and fruity. Native Tonng Wine.

SHERRIES.
We beg to call the attention of the publlo

fenerally to our large and varied stock of
'orts and Sherries, whir:h are of a very

superior quality, being pure and free from
spirits, are rich and exceUent in flavor.
•fuHan I'mnartin <t,Co.'i Clmict Old Wines.
Table Sherry, light.
Dry Dinner Wine.
Maneanilla, light and dry.
Pale, light and fruity.
Oloroso, dry, full flavor and rich.
Oold, rich flavor and full bodied.
Amontillado, old and very choice.

JAS. SHIELDS & Co.,
WINE MERCHANTS,

Cor. Tone* ud Temperance Ste., Itomto.

HAMILTON UEBBITT,
A^OCIATE ROYiH SCHOOL OF MINES, ETO.,

Konxe tsenaa k WBAUiVaBaa,
IS TORONTO BT&XET, TOSOSTO.

HANLAN'S POINT FERBT.
ToRK Strbht steamers run from 7.80 a.m,

until 9,30 pm,—last trip from Island 10 p.n>.
YoNGE Street steamers, 8 a,m. until 8 p.m.
Bbock Stbebt steamer 10 a,m. until 9.30

p.m.

Steamer Chioora.
Daily, leaving Toronto at 7 a.m. and 2 p.m.

for Niagara and Lewiston.

Stnamer Smpresa of India.
Daily between Port Dalhousie and Toronto,

in connection with G.T.R. and Welland di-
vision. LeavingPprt Dalhousie at 10.5 a.m.

;

returning leave ToroniCo at S.40 p.m.

' Southern Belle.
Daily, between Hamilton and Toronto.
Iieaving Hamilton at 7.30 a.m. and 3.15 p.m.

Toronto at 11.00 " and 5.30 "

FRANCE.
Copies of Thb Webs may be obtained of

M. Fotheringbom, 8 Hue Nenve dee Capn-
oines, Paris.

TT-BITH & FITZ8IM0NS,

MUnnrAOTUBBBS

Gas Fixtures & Artistic Brass Work,

STB*U FiTTEBS' and Pi:,ri(BEBB' Sttppijib.

109 KING STREET WEST, - TORONTO.

THE LIGHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
is simple, strong and durable. It need*

no teaching, watching or adjusting, and not
one has ever worn out.

A. W. BRAIN, Agent,

89 Tonge St., Toronto.

•jlffASON & COLLINS,
^'- -A-HTISTS.

UFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AND CRAYON.

Studio, - - 81 Eiiia St. West, Tobohto.

D,B. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabvis Stbixt.

MIDWIFEBT, AND DISBABE3 OIF
WOMEN A SPECIALITT.

-vr PEARSON,

.. ...' JDENTIST,
No. 2 Kino Stbhbt W«st, - - Tobokw).

-pAINLESS DENTISTBT^

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painleee
method Includes filling, and operations botti
meohanioal and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,
266 Qaeen Sti«et, Eaat.

TOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOM(EOPATRIST,
SpedaltieB—Diseaaes of Children and NervooB
System. Hours—8tol0a.ni.; 4 toOp.m.: Soa-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p.m.

ans A aiW Junta Stbhbt.

/^HABLBS W. PHILLIPS,

SOLIOITOB, CONVEYANOHIB, Etc.

—iOffiob:—
i6 Adelaide Street Satt, Toronto, Ont.

plOATSWOBTH * HODGINS,

Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries,
Conveyancers.

Jlfonetf to Lend. Offleea—lO York Chambere
No. 9 TOBOXTO Stbbbt. Tobohto.

B. COATSWOBTH, jb. FBANK B. HODaiHS.

GEO. MaoDOMALD,

Babbistbb, Souoitob, Bio.

—: oFFioBs :—

Equity Chambers, ao Adelaide Street Beat,
Toronto. Monty to Loan,

a

"lyTISS BIBDSALL,

S Bank St, St. Mark's Ward,

Pupa aj Oarl Xarimtt.

Pencil drawing, etching, wat«r ooIouib. on
satin or velvet.

Tbbmr—MuBlo, W ; Drawing, eta., M.

TTOBACB.F. ALLKINB, ABTI8T,

JVH Chnroh Street, Tormito,

Portraits from life. OH palntlnn oonlad a
peoiolty. Portroite of horee* •oodoa. OU
polntlag taught on the eyetea at ttTBonl
Academy, Loadon. Sntfaad.
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~~^ ^====J==i:^^
ToPicsoPTHBWEBB —

^ -- ^1°'";"'' WB ate ^mindsd that the Franchise Bill wa. only rejected

Co»T„iB.T,D ABTicEB-
^

•,-.• ^^
^o^'^'

7"^" "^ Lords because that august assembly thought the people

. ^"e^a"ii=S"e?er..°':'-"!-:
"

' A ByetanOer. ^, ^^{ .osZ M ^""r"^
'' '^^' '-Hsparent di.shonesty of

CoBBBBPoxDBKo. ...„

-•;•••. ^.teri,,. ^
Th. ,, 7 , J

""^ ^"^ "ontemporaries, who likewise ignore tho
laTBBAT™,-

"' - - «« ff *''^V""'
equal./.ation of the franchise wag one of the most promin-

The Pic-nlo Boy „ ^°"^ questions before the electors in 1880 R„t t\,^ * i ,,
TheETverienMtotaaPi^auiooizToi^-con^ii:^^ !:% B. E. CocHn. mo tu:„„ ;_ .•„ ,. . , " ^°''"- "»'* *"e most remarkable

THB SOBAP-BOOK
ora,ioofBvolo.-Co„e,«tad

.^.^. Cunningham Dunlop. m
f^'^g

« this connection .18, that leading organs in the press of so
P»-«oDicAx.. :..Z:Z:::.::Z ; *" democrat,^ a country as Canada shquld be found preaching the doctrine \
»"» ««>•"<»-

:::.::::
"-; Z r°°'"P''^'""'«bl« '^^ <*« o^der Ughting for very existence-that, when an '

L^mABT GoBBiP
^^ ::::::::;:::::: ^ ™P'";^°^<''«"'-e is rejected by the House of Lords (or the Senate, let us

'

'topics of TTTV^U'vir
tte country. Such a demand, on the contrary, ought to be firmly resistedTOPICS OF_mE WEEK. in the interests of good legislation and in the, inLests of representltive

It b proposed that Mr. JTowat shall receiveXn ovation from his party ZZ17^^\ , wu'
°"'''""'""* '° '•'°'" "'*° J"^"^^ ''»'•' '=°""«' ^»"»t it

on his triumphant return from England, and that the statue of Mr Georae h? !i .

Whenever an important measure was sent to the Upper
Brown shall be erected at the same time. Nothing can be more natural wouTdM "TT" T^^'^T

""" "'"P**^^ "' ''^"''^'^ ""^ '*« ^^ri*"- b"*
or, from the party point of view, more proper. Bufwe cannot help expre^'

^"'^ ^e adopted or refused by the Tory wire-pullers-for hereditary and .

ing a hope that this demonstration wiU be kept entirely clear of the
p" T . ^TT"' "'" ^'^^'^ "^ Tory-upon their view whether il was

vincial Exhibition. In this war of parties, to which Canadians are so conr vT
"^"'.

'.''"'; ^°' ^ S«"«'^l '^'''^'^''- Nothing could be more
desperately addicted, and in which they are losing their real liberties as Zl .

'"" "'P'-««<'ntativo government than that the majority
well as their sense of patriotism, there ought at least to be sometimes a ItlT!/ ' ""!=* ?*"™''' ^ representatives of the people should
truce ThereoughttohavebeenatruceatthetimeoftheSemi-Centennial

^Te t^unAh"ir^r
^° those who are the representatives of the people,

but the .eace was then broken by the U. R Loyalists, as might have been tuencts 11
!'

J*^l«'°"«^
Government are afraid to meet the consti-

forese<
.
when they were introduced into the programme. There ought l LT tb

" ' , ^T ""* "^ *^°" "''° "" '"-P'^We of under-
be a truce during the week oUhe Provincial Exhibition, when we df uniti tf ' '?'" °^ '""^ ^"^'"'' P'^P'"' "^ ^^-"^ '^^ "editable causes.
for the celebration and promotion of our common prosperity ; but there tha if

'"
"""rr^'T" !"

'"'' "" '" ^'^^'""""^ ""^ «"<^'' ^^^'^^^ - .

wUl on the contrary be a carnival of mutual animosity and hatred if th! <
I 7m,

^^ ^P*'^ "^'^ '^^ '''^'' ^"^ ^^ ^'- ^'^^oett, that, ^
occasion is taken for reviving aU the bitterness of the Boundary q'ul on J°?A TT "" """^ '""" '''' ''^^ "' ^'- «''*'1«*«°«. ho neve;".^
and the rancorous memories which gather round the name of Geo4 Brown tW 1 T Tr *! ^^ '"""""'^ " '"'^'"^ '° important as if he proveU^

.''

^ . .

eorgeiirown. that the House of Lords might reject a bill once, twice and thrice without °
Again and agam the absurdity of the attempt to manufacture a petty ^'^'"S them the claim to determine when Pariiament should be dissolved

"^

anstocm^ and a sham court in Canada has been indicated. With all the ^'^V*'^'
*^° '^^'^ °* ^^'^'^^S her Majesty when there should be an appeal'

'
weight of his distinguished position, Lord Lome fortunately discovered ^ ^^' constituencies should be left solely in the hands of tho Minister as

aXTJiri:: rLrof"s;^;^:ir4,;^ ~^^ ^^
t"

^ '' ^^ ^"''°"'
'' ^^^~ '"' '''''"' -^~'^^^-^"

;;Taliht7h!:™:tr^Tnir^^^^^^ '^r ^^'r^^'^ of t^r ;-^ "^ fr r
^^"^'^^^^ ^^""^ ''- ^--^ p°- ^^ ^^^ -'-^on

*i, i 1 u. T
/='""'P«' instead of impressing the people, move °* tho Egyptian difficu ty. It was feared from the fir<.t tl,.f i? uthem to Uughter. It is because of the growth of this spirit that each J«'»lousy would prove tho rock upon" h^^h the Zomatioh ,J^l

""

succeeding announcement of the citation of a Canadian KnS^ht is received -I the resultL justified the a^ rrhonsion So f^ as Mr lta7 '

""

-^^Z^^Z^:''::!: ^
r^^.^^^^^^y

^ '-«h when the fact refusal to yield the ,as to France is oonlrnS,t T.^^ ^j^tTj
"

^^J^^itLZ r ^ ? "*' ^'"*^'""'" ""^ •'^•^ '^'^''hed
approve of his policy, and the Liberals rejoice to hive EngZ uirtlrejSir Knight, decorated with a scariet-striped Saxon-blue ribbon and is
Naturally England's responsibilities in F^rvnt .r

^"g'^id unfettered.
.

pubhc, wlulst modern decorations are at a discount
: so much so that Kassa'a, and three hundred British tftops have been oldere^ 1 1 fmany of the best public men refuse them as rewards for political services, the garrison at Zeilah, is most opportlL showerZt^e 7 \

l:;^:orr^:,Tr^t^z'^^^^^^ ^n^^;?
^^-.^"-^°p- ^heVes;:nrm::^rurm':r:f \ >

^ UtJ adn^tion by his .fusal1^^^:^^^^^^ ^. We^L^M;^^^ Z:::^^^.Z^^ ^^
'

Z.lt7rrp3n^."rfL^rsuiroL^^^^^^
uponabagof W.suchas can he easily slungTv:^^^!:^-^-

upon aa rewards for political ser^L Mr ^ZT "" ','°°''^
are armed with swords dowling-pieces or riiies, spears and shields. They

henchman of Sir John ZM^donalT!!' K ^t?'';"°"'
« » faithful are claimed to be equally brave and clever with the Mahdi's soldiers, with

of the honour his Lcuptil of r;Z«^^^^^^^^^
a fitting recipient '^« J'l-^-f ^eing better marksmen. As ought to have been kno:t

Senate and Assistant Minister of thrinterior li^^r i.

' ' "' "^^
C """'''f''!^''^,

.""*«" ^•'° have so diligently vilified the British

brance in the distribution of politL^12 " ^ '"^"^'
ttT™ 7 "'f

""'" '" '"^P"""* " ^"'^^ ''"^^ *° '"^^ Soudan "not political plums. at this n,oment_except for such guerilla service as is expected from those '«

Fbom certain statements put forward by Canadian Tory organs in di«

^^^ *° 5«^ah--'^<»»ld be tantamount te sending many of them to
^

oussmg the legwlative dead-lock in England, and judgingTromTJLr.t, T'k
'^«**^- ^he Egyptam soldier is unreliable ; it would take too long -™

advanced by them in the endeavour to score a point i^nsTSil 7vlT ^"Z",^''''
^"^^ -''- ^he circumstances the cou^e Ukef

'^•^'

generally, it would seem that the writers have ideas^; conltuutilZ "T ^ ^^f^'^ '^' ""'^ P'-a««<=able one. Further comfort is to be > "

govehiment equally hazy with those held by the aristocratic irreconcilables of ^T' T
"^ *^ ^•^'^»°""'=««'«»t that Stanley has-much to the disgust

"''^

who. the other day. threw out the English Beform Bill W.^^n * , T'' '° ^''''' «y«<*'°atically discredited Mr. Gladstone's foreign «" '

profound wisdom it is asserted that the Tories, and especiallv tlT tTJ
P°hcy-dechired his belief that General Gordon is in no danger, and has *"*

are the real friends of the people-that Oodlin's the friend not SLw^ • ' T"""'*
°* "'""P" °P'" '° '*'"' ** ^° should deem it advisable to

^'"""^

,
uui. cjuoix—in retreat from Khartoum,
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CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Interest in the Presidential contest deepens. At the same time the num-

ber and complexity of the eddies! and backs' >ams makes it very diffi-

cult to say in which direction the current if really setting, and renders

prediction unusually hazardous. On one hand there is the Republican

Bolt ; on the other there is Tammany in dudgeon and there are the

Irish wavering V)etween allegiance to the Democratic standard and the

attractions of the Jingo and anti-British policy supposed to be represented

by Mr. Blaine. Butler, though he ignominiously failed to control the

decision at Chicago, is still apparently nianreuvring in his own interest, and

if he can keep his Greenbackers and the rest of his virtuous train together,

he may possibly prevent either Cleveland or Blaine from having a ma,jority

and throw the election into Congress. It can hardly be doubted that there

will be some lukewarmne-ss, if not disaffection, among thei Protectionists of

the Democratic party ; for though the Democratic platform declines the

Tariff issue, and does not differ ostensibly from the Republican platform in

its language on that subject, nothing is more certain than the truth of Mr.

Blaine's assertion that the fate of the high-tariff is about to be decided.

Moreover, fanatical Prohibitionism has started a candidate of its own,

who, of course, will stand no chance of election, but will probably draw

away support mainly from the Republican side. On the whole, appear-

ances are propitious to Cleveland. The critical question seems to be

whether the Republican Bolt will be determined and strong enough to carry

New York and Massachusetts against Blaine. At pre.sent there is every

sign of its determination and of its strength. It has had a meeting,

attended largely and by men of mark, at New York, and put forth an

address to the country, penned by Mr. Geo. W. Curtis with his usual moral

force. The address founds the action of the Bolters solely on the objection

to the persooal character and proclivities of Mr. Blaine, the blot of corrup-

tion on his record, and his presumable hostility to administrative reform.

Its keynote is that, " as there is no distinctive issue upon public policy

presented for the consideration of the country, the character of the candi-

date becomes of the highest importance with all citizens who do not hold

that party victory should be-secured at any cost." In it and in the chair-

man's speech, Jingoism and Magnetism are glanced at, but character is held

up as the main issue. These stalwart upholders of public morality are

' doing a great service to their country. Perhaps they are doing a greater

service than they think, for little as they know or desire it, they are

rebelling not only against party corruption, but against party.

must have been important, since Mr. Forster, Mr. W. Smith and Lord

Rosebery took part in it, has passed a resolution, moved by Lord Rose-

bery, that federation is indispensable to arrest disintegration and preserve

the unity of the Empire. It is implied that, in the opinion of the meeting,

unless federation can be brought about, that final step in the concession of

self-government to the colonies which the meeting calls disintegration and

others call emancipation is at hand. It was high time that this question

shall take a practical shape and be brought to a decisive issue. Lord

Rosebery and his eminent associates will no doubt give us that with which

we have not hitherto been furnished—a working plan of federation, with

the structure of the federal legislature, its relation to the legislatures (jf

England and to those of the several colonies, the representation which the

colonies respectively are to have in it, the subjects with which it is to deal,

and the contributions of money aiid armaments which the colonies are to

be expected to supply. They will also, it may be presumed, tell us plainly

what are the specific benefits to be reaped by this huge agglomeration and

what inducement is to be held out to the colonists to part with their

independence, incur new liabilities, and submit to the obvious inconvenience

of being under the jurisdiction of a legislature separated from some of them

by half the globe. Of the leaders of our own political parties, both have

declared themselves : the Liberal, curiously enough, in favour of Imperial

Confederation, the Conservative against it. Sir John Macdonald's assertion

of Canadian Home Rule has been decided and almost defiant. It is need-

less to repeat what has been more than once said in these papers. Mutual

citizenship exists between the people of the colonies and those of tl^

mother country. The " Bystander" trusts that it will never cease to exist

;

he even hopes that at some distant day, when the last traces of a senseless

feud shall have vanished, it may be extended to the old colonists of Eng-

land in the United States ; and that thus not only the moral but to some

extent the political unity of the English-speaking race may be restored.

That ho cherishes the moral unity of the race, which to him appears the

one bond of real value, it is hardly necessary to assure any who have done

him the honour to follow what he has said. More, he has never believed,

and does not believe, it to be practicable. He cannot think that the current

of events which has hitherto set so steadily towards independence will all

at once change its course, or that communities which have nationality now
full in view, will suddenly abjure that aspiration, and consent to become

forever subordinate members of an enormous frame, the head and heart of

which are to be far away.

What says the address ? " Parties now cohere mainly by habit and

tradition, and since the great issues which divided them have been largely

settled, the most vital political activity has been the endeavour of good

citizens in both parties to adjust them to living issues and to make them

effective agencies of political progress and reform." In other words, the

grounds upon which these parties were formed, and which made adherence

to one or the other of them rational and moral, have in great measure

ceased to exist; but parties the community must have at any price : and,

therefore, the chief business of the good citizen must be, the old quarrels

having been settled, to invent new subjects nf disaensinn whinh may take

their place. In the meantime and pending the elaboration of these fresh

issues, what is to be the bon4 of the party 1 What can it be, in the case

of ordinary partisans, but corruption f And what is the natural fruit of

corruption but the leadership of men such as the Bolters from the Repub-

lican ticket allege the Republican candidate to be ? According to the

framers of the address the.PSitriotic endeavour to find new grounds of

division has been unsuccessful. " No position," they say, " taken by one

platform is seriously traversed by the other ; both evidently contemplate

a general agreement of public opinion upon subjects which have been long

in controversy, and indicate an unwillingness to declare upon other and

cardinal questions views which, in the present condition of opinion, might

seriously disturb the parties within themselves." Would it be possible to

declare in much more explicit terms that no justification for divisions into

parties or for party action of any kind is any longer in existence 1 Are
patriotic and intelligent citizens to bind themselves together in antagonism

to their fellow-citizens and wage political war upon them merely out of

blind deference to habit and tradition 1 There are still cardinal issues,

says the address, but the parties are afraid to touch them. Then the

parties are clearly defunct, and the organizations which have survived all

reasonable and patriotic objects ought to be at once dissolved. The
dissolution of one of them, perhaps of both, commences with the appear-

onse of the Independent address.

IitpaRiAL Federation seems at last about to emerge from the i^ular

8tat« and present itself in a definite form. A meeting in England which

It is perhaps more under the influence of custom and routine than in

pursuance of a settled policy, that the Liberal Prime Minister of England,

while he is plying his battering ram against the House of Lords, continues

to propagate a titled class in the colonies. In this department, too, it

is time that .self-government should be conceded. The only true fountain

of honour is that which springs from the national soil. A British Minister

cannot discern merit across the Atlantic. He cannot tell who has done

most for Canada, though he may be able to tell whose professions of

loyalty to the Colonial office are loudest, and whose solicitations for the

title are the most assiduous. It is needless, as it would be disagreeable, to

scrutinize ^e annals of Canadian "knighthood, and to inquire how far, in

politics or in commerce, our chivalry has been the iheans of maintaining

among us an exceptionally high standard of honour. The general effect of

looking for a reward to a distant authority cannot be doubtful, and if attes-

tation were needful, would be well attested by experience : a man will not

serve Canada with his whole heart when the highest object of his ambition

is elsewhere. The dispenser of these coveted baubles will always be able

to exercise on our public men an influence separate from, and possibly at

variance with, the interest and the opinion of their own country. Inde-

pendent Australians are perfectly agreed with independent Canadians on
this point. The plea that the presence of bearers of minor titles among us

refines our manners, though it has been again urged on this occasion, will

not bear a moment's scrutiny : our manners rest upon the more substantial

basis of that mutual respect which is the offspring of equality. This is not

the home of title any more than it is the home of etiquette, nor can the

graces, whatever they may have been, of old--world aristocracy be artifi-

cially created here. All that is really valuable in the character of the

English gentleman, we may fairly hope that we shall always possess ; and
even in the old country an English gentleman would take tire if he were
told that his sense of honour and hia good breeding depended for their

existence on the presence of a baronet in his neighbourhood. Mr-
Mackenzie and Mr. Blake have both found it more oonsiBtont with their

self-respect, more patriotic, and better for their political position to refuse

knighthood. To both, no doubt, the offer appeared what it really is, a
subtle form of corruption. Tbeir verdict is not less decisive against tha
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introduction of titular distinctions than their refusal to be anything but

Canadian statesmen was creditable to themselves and beneficial to their

country.

In the last number of The Week "Bystander" was taken to task,

though with a courtesy of tone which, unfortunately, is not common, by

" Radical," for not having done justice to the Lords in regard to their

rejection of the Franchise Bill. The Lords, says " Radical," had good

reasons for demanding that Redistribution should accompany Extension,

and many Liberals agreed with them on that point. But this is just what

" Bystander " had said. He had admitted that " the reason alleged by the

Lords was sound if only it were sincere." He has always contended that

every scheme for the amendment of a constitution ought to be complete, so

that it may be foreseen what the practical effect on the character of tl^e

government will be. The practical effect on the character of the govern-

ment is the criterion which he would apply to every measure of political

change ; the position that everybody has an abstract and indefeasible right

to the franchise, on which some Reformers base their arguments, has always

seemed to him unsound. But, unfortunately, the Lords, and notably the

leader of the Tory party in the House, betrayed their hostility to the

whole measure beforehand, and have thus justified the people in inferring

that the objection now taken to the separation of Extension from Redistri-

bution is put forward merely as a move in the reactionary game. After

all, it is hardly .conceivable that any scheme of Redistribution should pass

the Commons which would sweeten Extension to the Lords, or stand the

slightest chance of voluntary acceptance at their hands. What makes the

moral position of the Lords desperate is the record of their conduct with

regard to the Franchise Bill of 1867. They then, at the bidding of their

party leaders, extended the suffrage to the populace of the cities, unques-

tionably in the hope of swamping, by the votes of that which was euphe-

mistically styled the residuum, the influence of the respectacle middle

classes and the progressive intelligence of the country. Lord Derby him-

self avowed publicly that the measure was a leap in the dark, and he is

known to have privately betrayed his motive by boasting that " at all

events he had dished the Whigs." After this, with what face can the

Lords deny the vote to the agricultural labourers, a class, if not so

intelligent, worthier on the whole. The " Bystander," however, repeats

that bullying the Lords is sorry work, and sure to leave evil traces on the

political character of the nation. In opposing' political change, they have

only done what a privileged class is sure to do, and what from the days of

the Tudors they have consistently done. Surprise and indignation, because

an assembly acts in accordance with the natural bias of all its members, if

they are not feigned, are absurd. Let the nation, if it would sustain its

claim to greatness, frankly and manfully accept the necessity, reform the

House of Lords, if reform is possible, otherwise abolish it, and set the good

elements of Conservatism which it embodies, and which are at present

practically ostracized, free to enter into some other combination, and exert

a real influence under a new form.

That the Archbishops both of Canterbury and York, with ten bishops,

"Bhoidd have voted^ for the Franchise^iH, while only one bishop voted

against it, is noted as proof of a remarkable change of sympathy on the

part of the leaders of the Established Church. Let us hope that it is really

a change of sympathy, not merely a change of policy. After 1848 the

State priesthood of France chanted Domine salvumfac Populum; but after

the restoration of the Empire they chanted far more heartily Domine

salvum fac Imperatorem. Not with impunity has the command of the

Master, who said that His kingdom was not of this world, been broken by

any Christian Church. It is only when power has passed to the people, that

State bishops begin to vote for franchise bills. No Christian can read,

without sadness, the annals of Establishmentarian subserviency to the

powers of this world. Seven bishops voted in the majority of the House

of Lords which threw out Romilly's Bill abolishing capital punishment for

a theft of five shillings. Every tyranny, whether that of the Tudors, of

the Stewarts, or of George IIL, found, it is needless to say, its most

thoroughgoing supporters in the clergy of the establishment, who seemed

to have been liberated from the dominion of the JPapacy only that they

might cower more slavishly at the foot of the throne. One bright spot in the

dork record there is. The clergy, as receivers of tithes, had even more reason

than the land-owners to dread the repeal of the Com Laws
;
yet they made

far less outcry and, indeed, accepted the measure generally with resignation,

while some of their leaders gave it a decided support. Justice as well as

charity suggests the inference that their reactionary course in politics was

determined less by love of pelf than by desire of protection for their creed.

Of Ute some of the clergy,, especially of the ritualistic clergy, have been,

or fancied themselves to be, democratic, and have acted, or affected to act.

on the principle of Lainennais : that the Church has a grea^ interest in

the future than in the past. But the theological catastrophe of Lanu iinais

himself is a mournful warning of the dangers which beset an attempt to

reconcile Hildebrand with the Revolution. Huuian nature cannot be cut

into halves and governed by opposite principles in different spheres. Liberty

can never be congenial to a priesthood which demandti the prostrate sub-

mission of the intellect and the soul. Aspiring Popes in the Middle Ages
were, to a certain extent, revolutionists : thoy often stirred up rebellions

against Kings ; not, however, because the Kings were tyrants, but because

they^ were schismatics or maintained the independence of the State. Inno-

cent III. excommunicated and deposed the tyrant John for disobedience

to the Church ; but when John had submitted to the Church, Innocent, in

defence of the tyrant, excommunicated the framers of the Great Charter.

If Henry II. had been willing to seiipect ecclesiastical privileges, his arbi-

trary and centralizing policy would have continued to find a zealous minister

in Becket. All attempts to liberalize the Church of Rome have come to

nothing. Even Montalembert, whose political liberalism was blended with

perfect orthodoxy, died under a cloud of Papal displeasure. Whether the

Church of England will be able tO' out the political moorings by whidi she

has so- long been held, and float over the waters of the democratic deluge,

is a very doubtful question, especially as the Latitudinarian party among
her clergy seems, since the death of Dean Stanley, to be almost extinct.

It is the general fate of Irish parties to be broken up by personal

rivalries, and personal rivalry has probably not been without its influence

in bringing about the rupture between Mr. Parnell and Mr. Davitt. But

the two men, though alike agitators and disunionists, represent, socially arid

economically, different ideas and interests. Mr. Parnell represents the

tensint farmer; Mr. Davitt represents the labourer, who is really the

greajfest sufferer, and is often at least as harshly treated by his employer,

the tenant farmer, as ever a tenant farmer was by his landlord. " Do
not suppose," says the writer of "On an Irish Trout Stream " 4n .I/(tc-

millan, "that the tenant farmer lives in the miserable hovels that,

propped up often with fir poles to keep them from falling, bulge out here

and there upon the public road. These are the homes of labourers, whose

average wages in this district, which is a good one, are 1«. 2d. per day.

The tenant farmers are graziers holding mostly from one to three hundred

acres of admirable grass land, with tillage enough for horse, corn, and

two or three acres of potatoes or roots. An English farmer woui say it

was underrented at twenty shillings, and would well beai- the premium in

the shape of good-will which these Irish tenants—not starving Connemara

peasants, but substantial grass farmers—pay one another for the privilege

of occupation at such a rent." Such, the writer says, is the case in a

district admirably illustrative of a large slice of the south of Ireland.

These tenant farmers are ardent followers of Mr. Parnell, and confidently

hope under his leadership to deprive their landlords of what remains of

the rent by a continuance of the agitation, without having to expend any

money in taking advantage of those purchase clauses which the Govern-

ment in its simplicity busies itself in framing. Nothing can be further

from their minds than the nationalization of the land or any agrarian

legislation in favour of the man who lives in the hovel proppetl by fir polls,

and whose wages are twenty-eight cents a day. But Mr. Davitt being a

genuine enthusiast wants to do something for the dweller in the hovel ; he

is an agrarian Communist, and a nationalizer of the school of Mr. George.

If the British Government were Machiavellian it would not have much

difficulty in getting up a conflict between the tenant farmer and the

peasant ; indeed, it is by no means certain that the extension of the fran-

chise to the peasantry will not result in something of the kind. The

writer in Macmillan says, by the way-, that the tenant farmer's name is

just as likely to be Smith or Jackson as O'Flaherty or Phelan, while his.

ancestor not improbably was a soldier of Cromwell's. So much for the

poetic theory that the Land Leaguers are the representatives of the old

Irish tribesmen, reclaiming from the Saxon invader the confiscated-lond of

the tribe.

Those who write treatises about the three races of this Continent—the

English, Irish, and German—will soon have to add to their list two more,

the French and the Italian. Of the presence of the Italian race in large

numbers, we are made aware in a rather unpleasant manner by the intelli-

gence from New Jersey, where some poor Italian immigrants have Vsen

exciting the disgust and alarm of the people by eating unclean food. That

people should be eating unclean footl in the land of promise is certainly a

doleful incident. But there are Italians and Italians. The difference

between a Piedmontese and a Calabrian is fully as great as that between a

Prussian and a Bavarian, and scarcely loss than that between a Protestant

Irishnjan from Ulster and a Catholic Irishman from Oonnaught Since
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the unification of Italy we have half forgotten that Metternich's' saying,
' Italy 18 a geographical CTpression/'however offensive, was not untrue The
peninsula with its adjacent island, was inhabited by people of various races :

and, though nominally comprehended in the German Empire of the Middle
Ages, had not been really under one rule since the time of the Romans.
The influences which, in the course of history, have acted upon the inhabitants
of different Provinces have been as various as their origin and government.
Both under Spanish and under Bourbon rule, the kingdom of Naples was
singularly unfortunate. Calabria, from which a large proportion of these
emigrants c<»me is to the rest of Italy what C^nnaught and Munster are
to the rest of the United Kingdom.' The population is backward in civili-
zation, IS uneducated, is sunk in super.stition, andmiUtiplies recklessly on
a land which will not support it. It seems that to complete the unhappy
parallel absenteeism prevails among the landowners. The Calabrians
however, appear to be good workers, and they are politically harmless,'
their thoroughly foreign character and ignorance of the English language
are guarantees enough against their forming another Tammany. These poor
exiles, therefore, may be welcomed without misgiving; in a happier iandthey will presently put off those parts of their character which lead them
to eat unclean food.

.
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The two severest tests of national character perhaps are civil war and
pestilence. The nation which preserves its humanity in civil war, and its
presence of mind in pestilence, maybe allowed to have established its claim
to moral greatness. It cannot be said that the French have borne either
of the tests well. Thoir civil wars, from the time of the Burgundians andArmagnacs down to the days of June, and the rising of the Commune,have been hideous orgies of ferocity ; and now we see them at the approach

wIhT; fl'.f'K
^'""^ *'"^ '"''^^'^''^ "" •"•«^- -<! not only takingwildly to flight, but, ,n their delirium of alarm, attacking the physicians L

usThTtt" f"T ^'''"''' '""^ '^^'^ '' NoLand'y would teTl

lit ' r M '" .'' "'"^''^ "" '''' '=°°'^'^''* °f ^J'"- °f Southern
Fiance in whom Montalembert still found, as he said, the evil traces ofsabjectu,n to the Roman Empire, and whom Napoleon, after swe p

"

away their youth by myriads to fill his armies, graciou ly desi^ated^cette abormruaie populntion du midi. The transcendant fi^thinerof th"low quarters of Marsailles and Toulon may be as.sumed also to be onnL edwith mora degradation^ Among the Spaniards the trepidation seeTs to

t t^dT" *: "?"" *'' ''""'='= '""'^ *" «*"PP-g -A -d -ponging
^

Snor
e-ry traveller who presents himself at their fronfiT

race like the Gallic, was a branch of the Celtic family. Another curiositvo the situa ion s the treatise of a man of science at Llin, who itZfeulogizes the cholera as a beneficent instrument of na uralsel "tindestined to remove the less desirable members of the race. This remL";us of a recent article in a popular journal of science, deprecat ngTnttference with intemperance on the same sociological ground Poonl r.nup their hands in horror
; but there is no reason%o doub the p^ZLo ,or even the sensibility of either writer

; nor is it easy to show,'ont pZ
preserved, or why agencies which weed them out of the human rZTl ube regarded as scourges and repressed.

^^ ^^"""^^

have produced Pessimism differ greatly from those which in India gave
birth to Bu^Jdhism. Caste, however, proved to bp too deeply rooted for
subversion, and showed the invincible tenacity of social prejudice by com-

.n 'A^'lir?',"^
°^"" '"^ ^^"^'^^^ """^il^nt. So great a movement

could hardly fail to leave some trace on the character of the people • and
perhaps, m the regions where Buddhism prevailed, it may have steeped ina deeper languor the quietism of the Hindoo. But a rival of ChristLitv
once more, it cannot be called, since it has produced no life or work whichcan be said in any way to rival Christendom. Even Monastic Christi-
anity has been, or was, in its prime, energetic and fruitful, compared with

fTr.' !'*^' *•"' ""'' """""' '"^'^ important episode in the history
of Buddhism ,s Its sudden conquest of China, the last nation which upon a
superficial view would have been thought likely to be fascinated by a

farietToTTh'h "^"°"V''
'='-*••-*<' -y« R-an

,
"which the infiL

str
?^ ;.

'^!.'*"'"'"^
"E""*^

P'-«««'^'«- th-t 0* India and China is the moststriking^ Chinese society, from the earliest ages, has been founded on abasis purely human, without prophet, without Messiah, without revelation
without mythology and has had no end in view but temporal well-bei^gand the right organization of life in this worid. The characteristic featurf

a kno' ? r'!t
"" "' ''"*^ °^ '^' supernatural and the refusal toacknowledge the existence of anything which it cannot comprehend. Con-

L^rrr ?"f " f""* *"' * "°™"''* -^-"^ ^^^ disciples beganto talk about religion, he asked them whether they knew enough about thethings of earth to be busying themselves about the things of heaven Thecontrast, says Renan, runs through literature and institutions, showing itselfin the possession of political histories from an eariy date by the Chinesewhile not a line of history has been written by the hLoos. Yet BuddZwas received in China with enthusiasm. What caused the typically pZtivist community thus to be fascinated by the religious philosophy ofTe^ean^, speculative and mystical Hindoo? "Religious barrenness," saysB^nan 'often disposes to credulity: races of men devoid of re igiousoriginality are often predestined to believe and embrace everything ''Itmay be so, but surely it is also open to us to ask whether we have not inthe singular eagerness with which China received Buddhism, a proof tha"in any positivist and Confucian society there is a hidden wknt aTd hathe religious tendency of men, though suppressed and dormant, e;erywhere
exists, ready to manifest itself as soon a, religion presents itself ^ the"

~^
. ^^^^ by Renan is always an intellectual event, but his "New Studiesjn Religious History" is less of an event than anything that he hJ writtenbefore. The longest and most important of the eLvs is tZTBuddhism, that suppo^d rival of ChrLianity, theIZZIZT:^.

,

has, m the whirligig of intellectual revolution, curiouslv found its way il
\ ChT' "? ):

'"" °' *'^ ^^^^™"«" °^ Schopenhauer. A rlrrTvaTo
1^ Christianity m the most essential aspect, BuddhL certainly isTo siLeIt has produced nothing comparable to Christendom. In IndL its ori !seat and the .scene of its apparent triumph, it has utterly died out wit

<
over the numberiess millions outside India, who swell thlnr ,

'

. roll of its adherents, it reigns with a languid swiv and h"i ""'*"

/ duced either an active rehgious chara t^ or Z'h"' thltT T' name of a civilization. The history of its fouSn'a id h p™ftfounder are so enshrouded in myth that doubts have been f^lTrto'h!
I

^°'"''*«"' Personality
;
but Renan seems to be right in sayinl hTt^K

\ are precepts, bearing, the seal of a peculiar religious cUr^Ll^ attSthe histonc presence of a real and original teacher R^ In,
evidently an insurrection against BrahminL anTctte. The NiVvr

.ponds pretty eW^ toSchop^n^rX—̂ ^^^^^
effect. e«=ape,from consciousness; though the EuropLn condition^ wWch

Renan « a man of religious tote, but avowedly he ia not a man ofreligious connect on, so that we need not shrink from asking whetherhis perceptions of religious character are not sometimes at fault Whenhe suggests that the Raising of Lazarus may have been a pious frau7 we

mime ' °RT 'r''/"'• *'^ ^"^-"^""•^ •« «**«^'y --"-« and 1;u^!missabk But we also feel that his ethical judgment is ast4 whenTesees m Franca of Asaisi the nearest counterpart of Christ, and a fu filltof the programme of Galilee. We may apply the sam practical ^Iwhich was applied in the case of the alleged rival^ between Buddhrm ^dChr.tianity. What did Francis of Assisi create J A monastirorTerwhich in time went the way of all the rest of the orders and fell into corruption and torpor What did Christ create? Christendom, tenan_him.,elf describes the chairacter of Francis of As«« a. a product TZsweet and dreamy valley of Umbria. There is nothing dreCHbout tLcharacter of Christ as presented in the Gospel, nor is Lre1:;;-^l •

really ascetic
;
the missionary Teacher "has not where to lay His he^"but His mode of living apparently is that of the people, and His mt^ncommences at a marriaee feast yir.,. ,= ». .

mission

weakness in tl,» If .

^^'^ ^""^ '"*<=" of intellectualweakness m the character presented by the Gospel ; whereas intellectual

two are thy daughters, an'd those other^wo' heTaIt andZ Td^ ^'TMake haste and clothe them, for they ar« dying Ifcold But ifcares are too much for thee, content thyLf^: tClin; t e LT^Surely this is not chUdlike simplicity such as is «v^ 7 « ,
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nJy^ k I T ''"'"^ ^""« "* '^'^^ education, which nowpays, like other hoary and fallen despote, the penalty of too IbsolutL andtoo long a reign. The last stone was flung by Mr. Herbert Spentr :hoaccuses the classics of engendering militarism, the evil principle whlh inthe religion of the Unknown takes the place of the devS It is nerSftrue that the Greeks and Romans were war-like: tha they Ze1

1

fortunate for civilization, which would otherwise in its infancy We been

be trodden under foot by the barbariZf V:^Z:^T.:; T.
GrkTr^tt^asTn^^Kr""t ^ ^'""T '^ ^^ '^^^'^^iiaiin as uengnis K.han. American character has certainlv nofbeen formed by classics; yet in what country is the worsh p of TiLlglory more intense? Pour men, totally destitute of political L.M^uZs
a tribute to their military exploits, which, in the first three cases at allevents, were far from rivalling those of C«sar Aft«r X TT •?

oi tne atate. Ihe great crime of classical education ia thaf it ;= ,.„f .

ever Tn fl,-, «, i- . .

verses. wUl remain under water for
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^^s of his advice that he has sent out his eldest sonTo IttLt

duril'T rr 'T''^""
'""""•"

'-^ ^"''^'^'^ ^«P-*«'' '0 Bradstreet's

witii th rt r ' V"''"""'
"'''' "'"«" '" ''•e P'-e-'^ing week, and

Ts 3 18 rr; 7"^'^'"';'--. -pectively, the corresponding weeLs of883, 1882 and 1881. In the United States, they report 241 failures

and .5, respectively, the corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882 and 1881.

ff£R£ AND THERE.

In his add-j., to the Ontario PrelTLsociation the President Mr C

do weU1 T"^'
*^"" ""* ^"""^ '"'««-"°- -^^^ the m mbl wouW

w, .h a fairness which enables it to compare favourably with the nS
Zrl? °''"

T*"^-
^"^o^-'^e'^ the unscrJpuTousmXt

vl Zi^^:Vr'^'' "'^'^"''* ''•^^ P-'^y --'- deprives Z

add zest to, than interfere with, the social amenities bf co-workers in "Z

£p9.f:r^r.:^r.tjrri^zrr£'

and „e either turning to the independent organs or content them^ ves by

tjuiioriai writing with the contempt it deserves.

Could not our Canadian tramway companies take a lesson fr«m a sistercompany in Brighton, England? In that town an experime'ul ca ia

cess. The car runs along the shore every ten minutes, picking up passen-

ieyond hi and 't

"' T ' ^1' ''" "^"''''^ '^ ''^^^^^^''y -'-i^-
furthei an '!•! ^f'^'P''^'"V""^'

'^ -" P^y a handsome dividend, is the

th llriouf IIt ="" '''*' '''' '""-^^ "'"'''' -« -- e-P'oyed in

c u.. use T t ^''^r^
the tram-cars can be put to some less

el m of we [h H "' °' ''" '''"' ''"""^ ""'^ ''''' "^'''^ '" ^". ^nd the

atrtrt—J:;r r::;:irr ^^°^'^^"^'^^ ^''^^ --
minuteistremendous? ^The C^^pV^rdoTbt,^::Yrttelrt^pulling up, but every start means a dead-weight pull. Who ht not ^tie"some poor car horse struggling over a crossing on a wet day, plunring and

sIZ%t:'?"ild ?°T ""^ ''' «"PP% pavement 'andS'ml
iTis' Whe :

^'"^ '''''' '^^ bye-law against over-crowdingcars 18
!
When occasion demands, people are allowed to crowd these

d^lh^^^f >
*'^,

'""''^^"' ''"«- °^ '^- deatructioTTutt:

etrc o^sr' ' '"^'^ "'^•'' "^ '""^ ''°"«^- 'f'- -•'^titution ofe^ec
1
ic, or steam, or compressed air power for draught horses in tram-ca«

would entail the track being kept clear of snow in winter, but this wouldbe a by no means impossible task in the larger cities, nor would it b^ socostly an item as the sum now appropriated to veteWy surgeons' feel

^Trispo^e thaUn Canada-perhaps even in Toronto and Montr^al-
there may bo a-few p.rson.^tonnighr proht from the followin.. remarksof an English 'contemporary: "A much-needed crusade las bininaugurated m London against the disagreeable habit man^ m^eperaons have of swinging and twirling umbrellas and canes. l' nTvtappears to. occur to such persons that the public possesses riZwhich they are bound to respect. Dudes, with a faint'idea thatTeymay be taken for cavalry officers unattached, frequently carry theTr^othpicks-which IS the Anglo-Italian for umbrella-is if they intendedto charge an imaginary bulLfrog. Corpulent old gentlemen are'2 ZJoffenders in this respect. They carry a stick as if it were a lanH
aZ t

;;' 'Tv r """ '^ ^ ""^^ objectionable pi^ctice, dan'Iu

ilX-'r, I
'^'''^ '^"•^"'"^"^ thi^at^n the sight of the"deares friends in this way. and a law ought undoubtedly to be paLcompe hng people, if they will carry dangerous weapons.'to lowerTe

receiving intelligence sp^uily I^apJrTheT '^%''^r^^'>
°*

Yorkers, and noUbly the IrtheW^inthltH^ """"'' ""'^

This is particuh^ly apparent tth* K?
*''°'°"' '^'""""''^•

dynamite™. i„ th/,
^P*""* ^ '•»« cablegrams, published anent the

STHouse of Common
" T^'T" ^'"'' *° ^''^"""''^ ~-ts inme Jiouse of tommona, and m the prophecy that 0'R«»„ -_, * •

triumphantly out of all the Ubel snifrh^^ k! ^ *" """^

Thbuk is a warning note and a great deal of sound sense in the foUow-ng extract from the Chicago Ourr.,U, on the Sunday question. How virr p^nant and intolerant the Puritan Sunday may selm to the advodtL

LeTbl^ fhl'.
----a"-- for, working people, it ought ever to beremembered that a loosening of restrictions limst be accompanied by wiseguarantees that the day of rest be used decently and in o^er. or itZsoon be lost to those who need it most :— ._ ' ' '

^

r^t'SV.S.^rTriaXt' 'ZsTrr'j^ar'',^' •'»,<""» hi, weekly day of
like on f}nnday, all tend to broLk flnTn «, ° '•

,""»'"«»' pertormanoes and tho

miut not have beer-flghte with it • he i^v hl« . , '^''T ""T "" '^« ?"*•• •">' •>«
"^ ""* " »

"» "nay "law uu family gathanng beaida the atUl

1
v.

^ %\
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that i, what li«9 maJeBo^uM « /n, 1m '°°° *" '"
J""''

*°^ "° P'^ '«' ^<^^' ""du»8 male so dull a boy of him in many othor countries.

A MOST extraordinary attempt to croBS the Atlantic in a small boat is

,n hri'""'"
''^ " "^"P*"'" '^'^''" "^^"y""^' ^"-^ "ot 0"ly i« th« tiny oraft

wn.ch the attempt is being made about the smallest tha^has been engagedin such a venture-, but Traynor is introducing an entirely'new feature inms toolhardy undertaking-that of coming across the ocean by the aid of
rs. Captain Traynor, it appears, left New Haven, United States, at five
ciocic m the afternoon of the 7th ult., and was towed out into the soundoy a local yacht. The small craft is what is called a dorry, used by fisher-men on the banks of Newfoundland. It is named the Harold J. Bibber

IS only seventeen feet long. Traynor calculates that he will be able torow across the Atlantic in about one hundred days, and has provisioned
nis 1, tie vessel for a six months' voyage. The sole companion of the
adventurer is a dog called Jumbo. It is said that Tfaynor's motive inMaking the attempt is to practically demonstrate the superior quality ofh.8 dorry as a lifeboat. Traynor said be would rely upon his oars to Ukeh.m across the Atlantic. If he succee<ls in his attempt Traynor will
exh.b.t the boat both in Enghnd and on the Continent. In the despatch
containing the information it is not stated what coast in. Europe he intends
to make for first.

Mem for bathers. Blue bathing suits are doomed. There is nothing so
remarkable about this change of fashion as that it did not occur before
Blue never was the correct colour for the purpose-it resembled altogether
too closely the complexion of the average wearer a few seconds after enter-ing the water, and besides was too near the colour of water "in bulk "
Ked bathing suits are much more attractive and becoming. An enthusi-
astic esthete, his soul fired with the appropriateness of the change offashion, suggests that the.new suits will convey the idea that the sea whichcomes to kiss its new-made bride, the shore, is full of blushes

THE WEEK.
be more fully displayed, and much that Aas been hidden away will be
brought to light. The hall where the kings are is brighter, the museum
Of Napoleonic relics is more roomy, and the chamber of horrors more dis-mal and ghastly than in the old place. The new figures will be all in their
p aces shortly, and then the public will pour U, see them. The publicalways does. High sensitiveness thinks itself above " that sort of thing "
but when no other place of amusement is prospering the moral waxworksshow IS certain to be well patronized. If you went in out of the heat youwould find It full

;
use it as an umbrella and you would still find it crowded-

tnat old g4t and garnished suite of rooms in Baker Street.

The latest fashion started* amongst the idiotic portion of society in

.Zl'-r'^rT^'T'^"'
"fP'''"*'"^ 'he finger nails with landscapes or

ZlTl Ilr^,!
*''°"«

•' '^"^ "° P^*-^"" "°* -'"•'"y •"^'ne would5e so ncred.bly s.lly as to adopt this method of personal adornment, and

Lis bH •?
''"'•" *" "''''' ''^ ^^"^ "'•° '^ -'^•^-^ conside ablesums by finger-nail painting. And yet ^ose persons who undergo thisoperation would, no doubt, be full of pity for the degradation of the! vagwho wears a ring in his nose and tattoos his face.

A LONDOK writer has put into plain Anglo-Saxon a protest againstsome modern fashions which has long been in the minds of less courageousmen. He refers to the practice, too common amongst city ladies, of apingmale attire and demeanour. Any tendency, he truly asserts, on the part

the r'"^7T Z
"'***" *''" ""''^^" "' "^^^ «»"«* "^ distasteful tothe sex imitated. No one, except a masculine Miss Nancy, could ever likethe close-cu hair of Rosa Bonheur, her boy's jacket, and her horsey pro-

ivities. George Sand, who almost eschewed the name of MadameDudevant. w,« well-known to the inhabitants of the Latin quarter'nPans, where she walked and strutted in male garb, to the disgust of manlymen. Near^ everyone knows that Fanny Kemble rode in the saddle like

ir^'AA ^"^^°'' '"'' '^'^'°''' ^^ "^ «°^* °^ S^meel jockey, a fact'which did not popukrize her with the gentlest of her sex nor h r maleacquaintances. Lady Harberton, who is the champion of the double sJfrthas a decided penchant for mannishness, but the English people are nofavourable to the unsexing of the softer sex. " Dr." Mary Walker is wel

buTIhe'-d t'^r*"
'^''^'^ °' *'^ --""« °f ^--h- by womin

atest boy imitator I S Miss Harriet Jar, the authoress. A vrsitor ratelyfound her at her desk, at work on a serial story, "costumed in an elegant

Th ladv dTjTV
"""' ^'°^'-*'"'^^'' ""-^ -^"-fi^-g knickerbc^kr''The lady said that she generally did her literary work in that attire andthe wnter thought her "exceedingly quaint and picturesque." To theaverage male mind this boy imitation ^ould not appear I be just theing. for It disclo^d that which ought to be hidden for the^e oromance--viz., the feminine proportions. The more the female form ishiddei, he greater the charm. Then, again, women cannot stand oTsior walk like men or boy. The male attire does not correspond with the^form and lack of correspondence is not pleasant. Susan Denin and Cha"lotte Cushman, for that reason, were always awkward Komeos.

A CURIOUS paragraph has been going the round of the English press

WallsTh t^'^'^'
''' ^"""^ "'^ '''' ""'' """""-'•^ '^P- '^' P-ce ofWa^es that he is not to attend any private dinner where the total numbero^guests exceeds fourteen. And yet the peerage tells us that his RoyJHighness was born on November 9, 1841, so that he wiD in .^few monLhav completed his forty-third year ! Says a correspondent of the mZ

what kind of duty the Queen expects from her family, but I cannot believethat any man of forty4hree would allow even a mother and a sovereign todictate how many, or how few. guests he is to meet when he goes o^ todinner. It would truly be a dignified thing for the Prince whenever he i^invited to gie houses of his friends to have to send and ask W ma
"

peo^e were to meet him before he ventured to accept There was a sim^la tale going about twelve months or so ago with respect to the Duke ofAlbany who, we were gravely informed, was not allowed to dine out atall without the Queen's permission. Those who invent these absurdstones simply offer an insult, intentionally or not, to the members oflieitoyal Family about whom they are circulated."

Lord Strathnairn hi« put on record on the House of Lords'^paperhis opinion that the British army is being "inundated with short-windJpigeon-breasted, dwarfish, and under-age recruits." It was the long-slrvS

who did the greatest service, who are long-service men with a peZnWhen we go to war we call upon the reserves for the men we wantfanZw^ken our second line. Lord Strathnairn is going to raise a debate i"^e House of Lords about the great perU England is running. U^Hartmgton is not likely, however, to change the policy of the War Officeat the suggestion even of Lord Strathnairn.
ar umce

After the Tower, St. Paul's, and perhaps Westminster Abbey, there isno London "sight "more invariably included in a visit to fhe gitNew Babylon than Madame Tussaud's Exhibition. Not only were thebZ-Street wax-works a never-failing source of delight and wonder to thejuvenile mind but children of a larger growth usually found ample rew^d.n tha exhibition for the pains of making their way to the otherwUeTt
interesting sti^et. Madame Tussaud's time-honouri institution hTnowbeen translated to Marylebone Road, which visitors will remember lies tlthe north of a^d runs across. Bake. Street. The new gallery is larger^more fiUed for its purpose than the old one in Baker Street,, over^e
Baxaar. In the new buil<ftng the accumulatea treasures of the house will

MrJhorold Rogers is said to have written an article for one o£ tha-

aT^f H^"
" Tr *T' '" '""^ about the history and the char-mi % ' ^'"'^- " '' ^ ""y'^'^g ^^' '»>« «P««ch which^hocked the n.. into calling the professor a schaiar and a g^leman itwill be lively reading. Mr. Rogers has a direct mTthod of speech whi^hIS very awakening," even when it is not at aU convincing.

JOIKT STOCK COMPANIES LEGISLATION.
In these days, when joint stock co^nies play the chief part in all enter-

that the mode of organization should be easily understood, and the ^r^ciples on which they rest should be such as wiU stand the teLt of criticZThe marvel ous increase of joint stock companies has been greatly aTdby the adoption of limited liability. Few people would be wuLg to makeinvestmen s. the extent of which could not be gauged; many would venture

credited with doing wonders for Scotch banking, had powerful advoltes •

and some hirty years ago limited and unlimited liability, in a m^ut'

1^. wb .^
development of the joint stock system to anTtlZlike what It has reached would have been impoaaible

*

are formed, h.n^beenco^venientlygrouped_togetherm a ringle voCe"
* Joint Stock Oompaniei lOnaal. B. J.-D. Wml

[
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and directions are laid down by which a charter can be obtained at a small
expense. General laws to regulate the conditions of incorporation have
much to recommend them. They save the Legislature much time that
would otherwise be spent in wrangling over innumerable applications for
charters, in which all sorts of special privileges would be asked, and they
mete out one uniform measure to all to whom charters are granted. The
uniform charter law is the destruction of special privilege, the dispenser
of uniform rights. A charter obtained under the protection of a general
law breeds no envy and excites no hostility. A loss enviable fate has not
seldom attended special charters. There are periods in the history of
nations when a phrenzied desire to multiply charters of incorporation seizes
the public

;
and when folly has run its course disaster is not far behind.

The objection that general laws, under which companies may be chartered^
tend to facilitate the schemes of promoters who teke advantage of the
popular phrenzy to secure individual ends, may be grounded; but experience
shows that quite as much mischief has been done under special as under
general charters. Never did the phantazies of the joint stock company
promoter run so wild a riot as in the days of Law and special charters. .

Charters obtained under general laws, whenever they are applicable,
•
are the fairest to all interests. Under them rival companies stand on the
same level of privilege

; none has an unfair advantage over the others,
and none can complain that it is* stinted in its privileges or abridged in its
rights. The principles on which the charters rest are .all important. An
essential provision is that which guards the capital from being tampered
with. On this point tlie Ontario law contains an admirable provision :

when the capital of a company has been paid in, it is ntecessary to see
that it 18 not given back again by way of loan. This safeguard is provided
in the following.words :—" No loan shall be made by the comRany to any
shareholder, and if such is made, all directors and other otticers of the com-
pany making the same, or in anywise assenting thereto, shall be jointly and
severally liable to the company for the amount of such loan, and also to
third parties to the extent of such loan, with legal interest, for all debts of
the company contracted from the time of making such loan to that of the
repayment thereof." Prom the operation of this provision, building and
loan societies are exempted, for the reason, no doubt, that these societies
are supposed to receive landed security for their loans. Directors have
interpreted this provision as a license to them to loan on the security of
the stock of the company; and the returns show that such loans now
amount to 11,459,261.05. The exception could not have been intended to
authorize this form of loan. The reason for exempting Jouilding and loan
societies from the inhibition, though resting on solid grounds, does not extend
to loans on the company's own stock, such loans having the effect of diminish-
ing the company's capital by paying part of it back. And the Ontario
charters treat such loans by a loan company as a reduction of the capiUl.
The debenture debts, together with other liabilities, are not to exceed a
certain proportion to the capital; and the charter expressly provides that
" all loans or advances made by the company to its shareholders upon the
security of their stock shall be deducted from the amount of the paid-up
capital upon which the company is authorized to borrow, but this provision
shall not be deemed to authorize the making of such loans." This salu-
tary provision ought to be made applicable to aH hmn compaHies. and^
Parliament would do well to adopt this rule. A bank is prohibited from
lending on its own stock, and just as strong reasons exist for bringing loan
companies under the same inhibition. The capital is the foundation of
the whole superstructure of credit which these companies raise, and this
foundation ought to be secured from the liability to be mined.

It may be that building and loan societies which do business in more
than one Province are not amenable to the laws of Ontario. Under the
British North American Aot, the Provincial Legislature is empowered to
make laws for the incorporation of companies with provincial objects ; and
the decision of the Privy Council on the Church of Scotland Temporalities
Fund shows that property held in two Provinces cannot be controlled by
laws passed by the Legislature of one of these Provinces. The conclusion
from analogy is clear; but the point is not beyond dispute. The Credit
Fancier Framco-Canadien set up business, in two Provinces, under a charter
granted by the Legislature of Quebec ; and when afterwards it went to
Ottawa to ask a release from an obligation it had entered into at Quebec—
not to charge more than six per cent, interest—the French-Canadian press
raised a question of legislative competence, contending that the incorpora-
tion of such companies rested entirely with the Provincial Legislatures.
But this did not prevent Pariiament altering the province-granted charter of
the Credit Fonder. These companies are themselves not free from doubt on
the point

;
and they sometimes think it desirable to get the sanction of the

Provincial Legislatures and Parliament afc..Ottawa to any charter amend-
ment they may require.

On the assumption of a divided legislative authoritTT^hich appears iu
fact to exist, it would be difficult to bring all the building societies and
loan companies under the operation of a single law, as the banks have been

;

the special chartera of the banks containing only a few particulars in which
no principle is involved. And yet it is desirable that the public should be
able to know what are the powers and i.rivileges of any particular company.
If the Federal Legislature would bring under a general law .such companies
a.H may be under its control, this desirable object would be gained ; for in
Ontario a general law is already in existence.

There is a periodicity, raorS or less regular, in the ebb and How of the
demand for charters, and the approach to high wator may be taken as a
symptom of general inflation. At low tide, an extinction qf charters takes
place, through the winding-up process. Valuable hinta may be taken from
the varying signs of the times ; but the number of those who possess the
temperament necessary to enable th...m to profit by such indications is small.

L_
,C.L.

GOVERNMENT IN THE NORTH-WEST.

In the article by G. B. E. on this subject, published in The Week of June 5th
last, among a good dealthat is true, there are several statements which chal-
lenge criticism.

That there are abuses, very properly noticeable in tht^ public press,
that ought to be remedied goes without saying ; but great allowances must
be made in the case of a new country, just being opened up where new
and unexpected problems must inevitably occur, and keep occurring, for
solution by the puzzelled government of the country. One can hardly
expect to find in the frontier towns of Alberta and in the mining camps of
the Rocky Mountains the machinery of the law as carefully adjusted and
as smooth-i-unriing as we have been accustomed to in the eastern Provinces.

" The only government worthy of the name in the North-West are
the Mounted Police" is true in the main, but it may fairly be ques-
tioned whether this is such an unmixed evil as " G. B. E." seems'to think. -

The remark is trite—that any government is better than no government

:

and the lawless element of the frontier requires to be kept under by a
strong and firm hand. " G. B. E:" is no doubt correct in stating that
western growth and eastern gi-owth are essentially different ; l)ut he does -

not appear to realize the difference or its results, and certainly does not
suggest a careful study on his part of the elemente that go to make up
western society. One can get but very little idea of the subject from
visiting the towns along the line of the railway, where there is a mongrel
sort of .society, largely composed of riffraff from the East

If one compares the present condition of society in Alberta with that
of Montana, Idaho, or Texas at the corresponding period of their settle-

ment, the comparison will be found entirely favourable to Alberta. It

must be remembered that it is only within the last 'five years at the
farthest that there has been any influx of population into this district be-
yond trappers, miners, and whiskey- traders of former years ; and that, -

when the Mounted Police first came into the coutitrj*, this was the class

with whom they had to deal, and who still form a large proportion , of
societyTh the North-West Almost any old-timer can bear testimony to

the importance of the work done and being done by the Mounted Police,

which it is only fair to characterize as of incalculable benefit to the
country.

As to disregard of the boundaries of judicial districta, and interference
by the authorities at Regina, in the Macleod Division, at least we have
not experienced any trouble or confusion from this source. " G. B. E."
has probably not devoted much time to the "North- West Territories Act
1879," or to the " Administration of Civil Justice Ordinance." A writ of
summons can, of course, be served in any judicial district, just as an
Ontario writ can be served out of the jurisdiction of the Ontario Court, or
a writ from the County Court of York <;an be served on a defendant in the
County of Peel

;
but, if by " a writ with an ominous legal name," " G. B. E."

means a writ of execution, he will find if he try to enforce such a writ
in the Macleod Division, even if issued from Regina, " the central sun of

North-West autocracy," that he is in the language of our cousins, "'way
off." In the first place he must tile a transcript of judgment and then
unless the transcript be endorsed "immediate execution," wait for thirty
days before he can issue a writ of execution from the court here, on which
alone the Deputy-Sheriff can act Tha* this is the case is felt by some
members of the legal profession to be unfortunate

; particularly as the

sheriff, whose head-oflice is at Regina, has jurisdiction throughout the
territories. Such, however^as been the ruling both in the Calgary aad
Macleod Divisions of the second Judicial Districta. '"

" The Mounted Policeman knows no uonveutioual line." By turning

\ f
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to the Pom,mon Statutes it will ,be seen at once that the N.-W. M. P

anvX .
!;'• I"'"'''

*'" North-West Territories-unrestricted to.any particular d.stnct-and hence the mounted policeman ,ery properlyknows no ..conventional line," except the boundaries of the 4rrito'rT
'

..nnp . V
" ^"""^ '" '^"""^ ""^' ""'^"l recently there was" noappeal from a st.pendiary magistrate except in cases involving capiUl

Lrof""' y''°f-''-W-^ Territories Act provides for an fpp3Tn

"rll OoT r5.nn' *".l'
"'"^ *'"•' '™°""' '"--^ exceeds'respeo-

quest on ^^"7
'
fri' T ." ''°'''' '^"'' " " ^^ ^^ ^•" ^"^^ discussed the

or not h™ h' K ; ' """^ '° ^""' ^'"^ ^PP^^' ^-« -nsticutional«r not, he would have discovered the real point at issue. .. There is noHabeas Corpus Act in force " is an assertion for which the grounds andreasoning 3hould have been given. The legal profession wouTd probably

and the llT" '! "" '"' ^"'j'"' «°^*'^-- '^^ -^---on of thisand the preceding question as to appeals would be entirely out of place inany but a strictly legal journal
"xy om oi pace in
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In his last paragraph "O. B. E." calls attention to a reaf grievanceThat the same official who causes an arrest should also prosec^ e andTv!;

ZZlT:t'T'T "' P^^-'P'-°^J"-'ee. 'The d^ffic^ty 7t

Tailus^irxir
'-' '' ''-' "-^ '^

''' -7 r''-"
"

C. C. McC.

LORDS AND COMMON'S.

In seeking for some historical or other foundation for tJ,»=» * •

one cannot but be struck with the fart t„
^"°'*7'°'' *°' *•»««« pretensions,

histoid, that the Commons we he r^a.^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^ °^ ^'^^'^^^

largely to the assistance rendered Z^IZTZu^LTJ''^'^
""'''

history by the Lords. Without the consUnt h ck on l'""^'^'*^given by the Lords, from the days of the Plant!! T. u
"'°'^"'^

in 1688, many of the enactments' which now'^f^^^^^^^^ *''V"''"^the Commons would certainly not have beeTCMX ^w"'Moreover, the very existence of many of these enactments pro'e thaTTh;Commons m obtaining them won « I»^oi .i. • .t
prove tliat the

did not possess befo^ ^rlvtuslvl ' ^"^"°"^"' '^"^^ *^^^

-«o«*rch and his nobles S^ V %^x-'''"^^ ^"'^'^ ^itkth^

by Act of Parlitrnt Ip;ttStT t Tt
" '' '' '^"^''^'^ ''^''^

It existed before Parliament'dWTdIhas^ "'"°; *" ''^ ^°''^""«'>'-

of Parliamentary enactment, bei throLh 7'
""" ''™'' *'^ ^"''J«'='

tutional layers.it has never untU Prlf
^
P°"*

generations of consti-

question. ^Bu't the re^e ^ the^:^:;;,^r
X^^

^^

belonging to the Commons.^ Save custo^ aT pr vUeX'alfLT"^^positive enactments, which define the share of the SI T"
three constituents of the government, and ^neX dorso^Iuh"^

'''

of the sovereign.
^ ^ ^° **' '°« expense

Since the period of the first intrusion of the Commons int^an almost>tal transference of power from the m narlpX- ^'>."''

taken place. It has not been a transfer from the mSarch to th ^exclusive of the nobles, but from the monarch to Z V ^'°P''

alike. Happily, within the age of meZT ther^ has
*"'! •"""'-°-

than a conventional dividing line between^; two ordel'^.^^^^ ''t'

trpirn^Lta^tirrwernr^"^^^^^^
became vested, not in^te hZ tcol^nraTn:^^r^^imagines, but in the Parliament of Lords and Commo^^hriaUe

'
f Jf"

zt^siZai'TaZer^x:vrT '-^ ^°^^"^
Mond .e information .^^^i^Ttf^.Zr^Ir::?'-

integral Parliament, of course needed no special enactment. Because

C !f7 , . t"
"'"'«'°« *° *'•"'" ^'°'« Parliament was. have not

prTillet rt I'* IT' " ""'^ ^° '""°'' *° <=•-- "^ nio;opoly o,i

LTthfd
."'"'' "'>°««P'-«««nt lawmaking power, in J far

staJute ' " "• "" " '""'""' ^'''* ^* "-^""-^ ^^ co^firmrd C;

of L^rH '"'Tr
°^ '^" ^'°''" ^""'"« P''*^^'^ *"*<' '•>« hands of Parlianient-

jltltadty'TTJ^'-rH^'
""' -* -•'°'-^' belongs to them in their

conjitution the Crown might, perhaps, decline to summon cerUin peersto Parliament, it does not follow that its modem representaJ v/

Z

ca .n t ,„ 3„ ,,^^j^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ not:::zt:J:
t. ve of the majority in the House of Commons. As such tramtLT

a writ of summons to a pee^Zr:C' ^h
"^" '^^ '""'^ '''^'' " ^^^^

In reply, it may be fairly said that the conditions of the case have

lege, IS really beside the question. Democracy is here • government hT,passed mtp the hands of the people ; the House of CommonfZZnt thepeople, and by it alone must affairs be administered. Well beTso ont-who are the people 1 Are not the Lords a part of the peop e but how.a their voice heard in the Commons f As norconstitutri« O^ay represent a timochracy or an ochtocrac;, bunrdllorreprnH

W. and though not elected by^i^t v^It irnotirsTrth'^

into a despotism » Or m « o» <A. ZvlJ^^n^^
*'"" °^ *^^8

5 Pair T"; ''T-'"""
^''''=''' P^'^'-P^' - °'^- Upp H1of Parliament, independent of the popular vote, alone can save us t W^any other than the English people-whose sound instinct of freedomlat

T.^ r^''"^'^'?
"^"-^ '- ^"^ emergency-we ISlty y^^-

THE CHURCHES.

£^ex%^^-,^^iraX"^-r,-r^^^^

Suff^^n^'SHf HuTtLwT "' ^''-'^'.-d recently appointed
wheret has JitS^^'^^f::^^,^J^^^^

^""* *° '^ fonner'SoceBe;

pubHo wo.^-;.' Z'sthopofTlnt "^^VJT"^ ""^ '"^^ ^'^^^ ^r
at the opening. St. AnS^^^'on^trlsCd^iu, ^ovT"^^^ k'"™''''summer residents and viaitors. P '*'^® * 8^' boon to

Thu new Roman Catholic BishoD nt TT..»:i» u
diocese met with a favourable m^entio' ^^ L"'' ^ everywhere in his
handsome palace for him^^^^Z^ f ""^^T " <"* *°*" *° e««t a
has alread; been raised fo^tt Sot aST'^-

^"^^ ^ """ '^ ^'^
will be largely supplemente^WauCptloiil^S^ *''''* *"« "^-^

typiLranr:;uu.^^Bt:dStrminT^^^^ '^°--'- T*^
with the once famous "Essays IndlW"?'" P^^'«eice in connection
along with Dr. Temple, ^n;f^^.r^.':t^,i\Z:^'Z:

i

^

t
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Pattison was more of a litUrateur than a theologian, and has done excellent
and congenial work m the field of letters.

SoMB dastard has set fire to the English Church at Burke's Falls,
Muskoka. From the fact that it was burned at midnight in the sum.ner
season, it is hardly conceivable that its total destruction could have bc-n
the result of an accident. As the building was uninsured the loss falls
heavily on a struggling congregation. The Bishop of -Algoma makes anurgent appeal for help in the erection of a new church.

Two important Presbyterian congregations in Toronto have bnen a long

r.rjrtin^°r.i P*^'""-
r P'^^i^^

^^^^^^ congregation, vacant since the
resignation of the Rev. John Hogg, who has gone to the North- We.st,
lately invited Rev. J K. Smitli, Gait, to become their minister, but he haii

in wtfK
p''^'"-"',''^^" P'f.'?* P°'^ °* "^^^y- ^^- J^'"'-«' ^qu'^'-e Church,

^>T f
^""f'P*' K'-'g- of Manitoba College, so long ministered, is .stilwithout a pastor.

Thb Bishop of Saskatchewan has just returned from England, where hehas been for half a year raising funds for his extensive <lioce.se. During this

*^^n^^ 1*:?^ ^^^ P'"''^'","" *'"'^^'" '''e Bishop succeeded in raising over?a5,000 including grants from societies for the Episcopal Endowment^und, and for the Emmanuel College, Prince Albert. Nearly «75,000 is

Z'.n'Jr ?' *,^ °™e''.,f""d, and 810,000 is rea.ly for investment forthe col ege, and all the buildings and the additional buildings neaii.ig
completion are free from debt, .

Thb Presbyterian Church in the Southern States is rigidly orthodo.K.
It can therefore readily be imagined that when a distinguished and
scholarly clergyman of that Church comes out as an exponent of the theoryof evolution a great sensation would be occasioned. In a thoughtful paper

W A "T-''", °* ^^^ '^««'/'«"' Presbnterian Review, ProfessorWoodrow argued in favour of the theory. The appearance of the articlehas occasioned a keen controversy. This' much, at least, is satisfactory in
relation to it that it has been conducted in an excellent spirit. There has

wif-V.t ^^^""^
of epithets and unworthy imputations. The mode inwh ch the discussion has thus far been conducted marks an advance in the

style of theological controversy, which toff frequently had an odium of its

COMPABATIVBLY little attention was directed to the English Houses ofConvocation. They are now coming into prominence. There are strong
evidences that (Jie bishops and clergymen of the Church of England are

'

approaching fuller sympathy with the people. It is a remarkable fact that

tL A 1^'" ^^^^^^ ^°"^' 'P'"*"''^ ""^ '"^ f''^°»'- of the measure.The A.rchbi8hops of Canterbury and York and ten bishops voted in theminority in the House of Lords, while only two recorded their votes forthe rejection of the Bill. There is also a strong movement favouring

fT2^ rV^^t^ Convocation itself. A proposal is made for theformation of a ^ird House, to be oomposed of laymen, who will thus havea voice in the affairs of the Church. More satisfLtor; representation thin
exists at present w desired The appointment of a board of missions, andthe subject of deaconesses have occasioned lengthened debates. The impor-tant changes proposed have been received with eonsiderable favour.

With all its wide tolerance within certain lines, it is marvellous how
exclusive the Church of England can occasionally be in matters of minorimport. Wide diversities as to doctrine and ritual are allowed Diver-

fC^>K . 'f!;?
^'^^!'' '^^ *°''^' ^"' *•»« ^P-'-i'^of exclusiveness tothose without .8 ludicrously at variance with the large-hearted breadththat m other things characterizes this grand historic Church. A goodlvnumber m the Anglican Church sympathize with Evangelicalism. A few

in England and on this continent supposed that the time was ripe for a
^^"^"^^'""'^ °^ *h^ Prayer-book, a more pronounced antagonism to«tH^«tw practices, and in some respects an approximation to Non-con-
formist Churches. They organized the Reformed Episcopal Church, inthe expectation that it would afford relief of conscience, retain all that
wajs distinctive in Episcopacy, and appeal to the popular heart From the

Lee with a number of re.peotable precedent,. And the fact that no interminable or
costly legal process has come between Ah Wang Lee and hia wisheB ehow. that the
statute book, of the United States have either contemplate^ such an emergency, and
provided for it, or, regarding it af a man's right, have set nothing in the Way of it.

'

8. A. CnBzoN.

THE PIC-NIC BOY.

TiiE Sunday school-house-pic-nic boy is on the war-path now
With malice prepeme in his heart, defiance on his brow •

We know, ye.s, well we know he is, alack-a-day : alas '
'

We found It out the other day, when sitting on the gra.ss I mirthWith raptured thoughts of heav'n born bli.ss, and hearts surchar-.'d withAnd not a single thought betwixt ourselveii and mother earth
"

As suddenly we rose and found, with sad and angry hearts,
'

By that cub's undermining tricks we'd squashed a plate of tarts •

And when we turn'd to drown our grief, we felt at once that he'Had placed a pmoh of horrid salt in each one's cup of, tea,
Remarking, in his low, profane, exasperating way
About our looking "bully cheap," and "how's yer purp today ?"
We

' ran to catch him e'er he fell," but only tore our clothes
Whilst he had skipp'd behind a tree, his finger at his nose.

,^"* P^'^.'^bment o'ertaketh guilt, and has done since th(.- fall
Ihe mills of gods grind slowly, but they grind exceeding small"And this y/)ung, rising. Christian boy, who goes to Suriday school

Is .lo-sweet heav'n be prais'd and thank'd-exception to th.- rule •

*or, shortly after, prowling round amidst some stumps of treesHe poked and stirr'd, midst other things, a nest of bumblebees';Uh what an active Band of Hope he suddenly became '

Such howling, acrobatic feats, would add to Barnum's fame •

He rubb'd, and scratched, and raced around, a sort of "as you please
"

Whils*-,, putting in a pile of work, those pious busy bees
Rebuk 5d m sharp and stinging terras that low blaspheming lad,
Whose sentiments were more than strong, and less refined than .sad'U

;
kindly fates, who curs'd us with the school-boy's baneful glee

Yet blest us with it's antidote—the gentle bumblebee
'

i

L
H. K. COCKIN.

THE EXPERIENCES OF SAN PANCRAZfQ OF EVULO.

From t/te German a/ A. Schneec/ans.
'

'

Yo(J ought to have seen the bustle and the stir, and to have heard the
shouts and the exulting laughter which filled the streets of the little town
ot Koccastretta at daybreak next morning! The men stood in the door-
ways, with their large hools drawn over their heads ; while the women
their faces protected by their long black scarfs, stood gaziiSg out of thewindows. From house to house, and from street to street, the same
jubilant, I'lughing dialogue was exchanged :

" Ha, ha I what did we say
yesterday 7 He has come to his senses during the night ! Early yesterday
morning we flung him into the sea, and immediately, only yesterday
evening, he has sent us rain ! And what a tine precious heavenly rain
too

.
Yes, yes

! Evolino is still a good honest patron ; and a better an
honester we would not ask for anywhere I

"

As for Padre Atanasio, it was manifest he did not know very wellwhatJaca to-putupon-matturo . What good h umoured, saucy remarks too

''AI

i
I

Z^llj:'' w"?^'u'^T' "^''"^'' *° "'"et ^itb the sympathy and success
expected High Churchman and Evangelical alike stood aloof Theformer because of its protest against most that was dear to him : the
latter because it left the fold and went into the wilderness. It is nowslowly falling to pieces. The other week the Rev. R. A Bilkeyan able and vigorous preacher, left the Reformed Episcopal communionand was ordained deacon by the Bishop of Toronto, and has become the
colleague of Rev. Mr. Baldwin in the Church of the Ascension in this city.

ASTBHISK.

CORRESPONDENCE.

„ . „, woman's rights.
To the Editor of The Week :

u- ^^"?;"TJ'
.*'" *** ' '*"'' *' *" *" "'» ""'""'• probably it Has with the '• Avorage*Man "

hnnseU. that according to your oontribntor. he is "ignorant of the trae inwardness ofwoman 8 rights. For there are numbers of men in the Dominion who are well ao.mainted
with the ''Woman-. Bight. Platform," and are consequently, I suppose, above the
average, who would no doubt be happy to inform the " Average Min "

if he were to
enqjnre. Besides which, there U a good deal of literature on the anbjoot to which hemWit refer were he absolutely on the search for knowledge. The " industrious
gatherer of unconsidered trifles " who has taken upon himself to represent the " Average
Man n your columns has. however, evidently not been so industrious as he thinks, or
he would know that the action of Ah Wnng Lee on assuming his wife's name on his
marriage is b, no m«wa a first example, as the Britiah Peerage furnishes Ah Wang

» •'----— ,
""" 6""" uuLuuuieu, saucv remarns toowere made at the good father's expense, as with slow and dignified step

he took his way across the market place of the town, where the idlere
were accustomed to assemble at early morn.

"
T®"' n""^

^^^'^ Atanasio, you see our way was not such a badway after all
! It has brought old Evolino to his senses again at any rate "

Padre Atanasio, however, like a prudent man as he was, did his best
to present a cheerful and unruffled mien, answered all salutations with a
truly beatific smile, and replied to the light banter of his parishioners with
a honied sweetness.

" One never turns in vain," he said, " to the blessed saints \nd
although, this time, he has been rather roughly handled, and somewhat
harshly treated, San Pancrazio still loves this town and its people too well
to be angry .thereat, and to repay evil with good is a heavenly maxim "

.'All right, all right!" shouted the laughing, teasing crowd ; '.we know
that you must talk m this way

; but we know also that this rough handling
had to be re-sorted to

; and so long live Don Oesare, who proposed it to us i^'

.. And who also prevented good Evolino's being exposed to the torture
of fire,' answered little DonCesare, with a loud voice, as he approached his
friends from the by-street in which he lived, and received from all sides
with dignified self-complaisance the praises, congratulations and honours
of them all, as if it had been he and not the blessed Pancrazio who had
gathered together the clouds, and had poured forth the vivifying and pre-
cious rain upon their fields and- gardens !

An unwonted seriousness and gravity sat upon the usually laughing
face of the little shipbroker ; and he spoke with the dignity and elevation
with which his illustrious name sake might have been accustomed to speak in
the senate house beneath the shadow of the Capitol after a victory over the
Gauls ! A careful observer, however, could not have failed to remark the
restless feverish wanderings of his eyes, and a strange convulsive twitching
which seemed at times bo get the mastery over his right hand, and caused

n \
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It, without any apparent motive, to double itself fiercely, as if actuated by
a vehement desire to smite someone. At times, too, the same desire was
manifested in the quick almost savage clutch with which he grasped the
knife in his belt.

"
.

For only a short time did Don Cesare allow himself to revel in the
enthusiasm of his fellow citizens. Turning suddenly to Padr# Atanasio, he
exclaimed :

"Come now friends, no lingering! Not an hour longer ought we to
suffer our good patron saint to remain in the water. He has heard us—
more quickly, also, than we dared hope, and just so quickly ought we to show
our gratitude to him, and place him again with all honour in his chapel.
Come along. Padre Atanasio, and Signer Sindaco must come too ; for all
who took share in yesterday's proceedings must bear a hand again today
If they will not do so, the Saint may take it into his head to do them a
mischief."

All were at once impressed by the cogency of Don Cesare's reasoning,
the good father and Signer Sindaco not excepted, for the latter never ven-
tured to have any other opinion than that of the majority of his fellow
townsmen. And so the whole population once more took its way to the
headland of Evolo, spite of wind and rain, across the wet sand, their hands
in their pockets, their hoods aijd kerchiefs drawn over their heads and
faces

;
Don Cesare at the head of the procession between Signor Sindaco

and Padre Atanasio.
" By the by, where is thy little sister, Carmela?" asked the father all at

once, smiling slyly, and looking down sideways at his neighbour the while.
"Oh, Padre Atanasio, I am not at all anxious about her," replied Don

Cesare. " She was early afoot this morning already ; she gave me no peace,
.she was eager to catch this precious rain ; the dear, good girl."

" Yes, indeed," answered the father, " a virtuous maiden is Carmela, and
a pretty. Now, this is no matter of mine, but others have likewise noticed
It

;
I should be greatly pleased, Don Cesare, if I could see both of them

kneeling before the altar together. I am speaking of Nino, Don
Cesare, I am speaking of Nino, who is courting her as if the* were not
another girl in the whole of Sicily."

Behind the good natured tone in which these words were spoken the
father concealed a quiet laugh at the sarcasm which he was glad of having
an opportunity of indulging in, at the expense of his neighbour. Of thii
sarcasm, however, the latter seemed unaware, for he replied quite seriously •

1 u J 'j ^°'^^ ^ happen very soon, Padre Atanasio, and they are to
be betrothed in the chapel up yonder before the image of the good Evolino."

Both his neighbours stared at him with astonishment.
" I am sure I should like to see it with all my heart, my good Don

Cesare. Only Nmo appeared to us rather too wealthy for such a marriac-e "

remarked Signor Sindaco. ° '

Don Cesare replied quickly: "I was of the same opinion myself, Signor
Sindaco, no later than yesterday ; but since this morning "—

"And what has happened since yesterday 1 " asked the Padre with the
greatest astonishment.

"I may venture to tell you, now, my good Padre At»nasio," answeredDon Cesare—and had any one observed him they would have seen a roguish
smile gleam from his eyes—" yesterday when we were hurling Evolino
from the cliff into the sea, everybody was calling for rain ' Now in what
way does rain concern mel I shouted along with the others because I
considered It right to join them in their prayers; but I myself, all the
while, in the bottom of my heart, was calUng for something altogether dif-
I6r6nt(.

"So, so!" ejeculated the father, and stealthily, behind Don Cesare's
back, he poked Don Sindaco in the ribs, and looked round triumphantlv
upon the advancing throng, winked at them most significantly, and ap-
peared, all of a sudden, in the consciousness of his seer's gift of penetrating
the inmost recesses of the human heart, and discovering its most secret
ihoughts, to overtop th« others by his head and shoulders.

"Yes, every one is allowed to do that," continued Don Cesare; "and
see! the good Evolino has fulfilled the desires of the others in givina them
ram, and I think that he will also fulfil thine, Don Cesare ; for there is not
one of them all who has meant as well by him as I !

"

Meanwhile Don Cesare was not unmindful of the foreign ship; his eve
roved rapidly over the horizon; but, as yet, nothing was visible, and his
hopes and yearnings must, whether for good or evil, be content to confine
themselves to Carmela and Nino.

They had now reached the foot of the headland.
" I think we ought to stay down here," said Signor Sindaco ;

" to haul
the rope out of the water from above there would never do. The saint
would, most assuredly, be damaged if we did so."

No one had anything to object to such a proposal. Forward was then
the word. In Indian file, one behind the other, they straggled on towards
the foot of the 8t«ep cliflT, the Sindaco at the head, next the Padre and
th*n Don Cesare, followed by the rest, for all the world like a procession
of Capuchins. The rocks and boulders lying scattered about the beach
had become exceedingly slippery ; from time to time as a hooded man ormaiden stumbled or rolled in more or less ludicrous postures upon the
sand, or with a view to save themselves, caught hold of the clothes, arms
or legs even of their neighbours, shouts and laughter ascended from the
jovial throng. In this manner the whole company, heedless of the pourine
rain, continued their march in the best of spirits and in the frame of mind
best suited to the pious work in which they were about to engage

Suddenly the whole procession stood stock still. Signor Sindaco. a little
in advance, remained as if rooted to the spot His face became of a chalky
whiteness. His kn.^ knocked together, and his plump and once rubi-
cund cheeks trembled almost as badly as his knees, and the bewildered
»peotators were unable to decide whether it was the sharp sea breeze or

the effect of sudden horror which caused his hair to assume so erect a
position.

"Holy Virgin!" was all the Signor Sindaco could utter, "holy
Virgin !" His.lips moved convulsively, but no other words passed them.
Vox haesit fancibug, his voice stuck in his throat

" What is it ? What is it 1 " was shouted on all sides, and all with one
accord pressed forward over the smooth and slippery rocks and through
the shallow water in order to obtain a nearer view, but a numbing
horror overmastered them all ; for there, upon the steep cliff, in a niche
of the rock stood the saint, San Pancrazio, whom yesterday morning they had
cast into the sea, but, horror of horrors, without his head—and his head
was resting upon his folded arms—and greatest marvel of all ! he carried
in his hand the key of his chapel—the very key which, yesterday, they
had all seen sticking in the lock was now hanging from one of his fin-
gers !

Speechless from fright and wonder, all without exception, old and
young, men and women, remained standing where they had halted : a
cold sw^t broke over their limbs ; closer and closer they crowded
together for mutual protection, while every hand made devoutly the sign of
the cross on breast and forehead, and every mouth murmured a prayer to
the blessed Madonna.

Even Don Cesare Slyboots, who, as we know, was well acquainted with
the whole history of the miracle, felt himself strongly moved by the emo-
tion of the others and agitated with the same agitation ; he felt his knees
totter under him, and his blood freeze in his veins. He crossed himself
devoutly and following the impulse in his soul, murmured, without any
savour of hypocrisy :

" Holy Virgin protect and save us.
"

Padre Atanasio, as became his sacred profession, was the first to venture
forward. Pushing the trembling and utterly incapable Don Sindaco on
one side, with hand uplifted and eyes raised towards heaven, he advanced

;and then, overcome by his feelings, dropped upon his knees, an example
which was immediately followed by the whole crowd. Then he raised his
eyes, first to the place where both men and saints alike are expected to carry
their heads—but here, nothing met his awe- struck gaze but the battered
trunk with Its jagged splinters appearing where the head and neck used to
be Shuddering, the Padre lowered his eyes to the breast of the saint,
where the head was lying upon the folded arms. A new horror fell upon
the bewildered Father as he looked upon this strange and wondrous appari-
tion, and he was compelled to lay hold of the earth with both hands to keep
himself from falling prostrate upon the beach as if he had been felled by a
blow. His parishioners, apparently, perceived nothing of this, for they
believed their pastor to be lying there in an ecstasy of devotion ; and so,
casting their eyes reverently towards the ground, with one accord they
prayed their murmured prayers of thanks.

" San Pancrazio, dear, good, only Evolino !
" prayed the crafty Don

Ce^re in the silence of his heart, " remember me now, and grant to
Padre AUnasio a wise and prudent determination ; and dear Evolino, do
not forget that, above there in thine own chapel my little sister Carmela is
sitting with that accursed rogue, Nino ; and oh ! vouchsafe also to that
wanton fool that Nino, a wise and prudent determination .... so that no
misfortune happen this day !

"

To the unhappy Evolino, however, in his headless and battered condition
thought and hearing and the vouchsafing of a determination must have
been a much more difficult matter than it had been heretofore when he
was in the possession of all his members and all his faculties, for quite a
while eUpsed ere Padre Atanasio awoke from his stupor. At last, how-
ever, and all of a sudden, a bright, ofear ray of in^iiration flashed into his
soul

; and a tremor ran through his limbs.
" I undertond the sign and am able to interpret it," murmured the

father whilst he kissed devotedly the feet of the saint " Be blessed, be
blessed, San Pancrazio of Evolo." _!_

Then he arose, turned round to the anxiously expectant multitude, and
opening his arms exclaimed :

^
" A miracle, a miracle, the saint has wrought for us ! A miracle also has

he accomplished upon himself ! He has sent ub during the night the rain,
the long-looked for, much-wanted, precious rain. He has risen from the
sea into which we cast him yesterday, victorious, triumphing over man's
devices

;
and now here he sUnds upon dry ground, as beseems a saint

J ust look at him
; in token that, from to day, a new, a holier, a purer bond

of union subsists between the patron saint and the objects of his care San
Pancrazio has, with his own hand, taken from his shoulders the old heathen
head which, to your detriment and in defiance of the Madonna, he has
hitherto borne, and, m token of what he requires from you, he has with-
drawn the key from the door of his chapel and has hung it upon one of his
fingeiS—that you are to set up a new image in his chapel—that the old
Evolino, as ye were wont to name him in memory of his heathen past died
to-day, and a new San Pancrazio enters into hU place, A most holy and
blessed saint, who will love you and protect you and will never more suffer
the oW pagan who was concealed under this honourable garb to plague your
town and your land with drought and dearth and deadly pestilend^j 1

"

So spake the honest Father. Signor Sindaco nodded a hearty assent to
his words, and Don Cesare, naturally, did the same. Once more the saint
was placed, but this time carefully and with pious and loving hands, upon
the shoulders of four sturdy townsmen

; the head was confided with rever-
ent gesture, by Padre Atanasio, to the keeping of Don Cesare, whUe the
Padre himself, bearing the key on high in hia uplifted hand, headed the pro-
cession which slowly and in deep silence wended its way to the shrine.

In the httle shrine above, however, there were two beings who had
passed an awful night Like one in a frenzy and out of her senses, Car-
mela had thrown herself upon the earth in front of the altar "The
saint I the samt !

" sobbed the unhappy girl :
" it wag he !—he called my
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name !—I saw him !—he flew up the steep cliff—he followed me ; the
glory about his head shone dreadful through the night Holy Virgin, I
implore thee, protect me, pardon thy sinful child !

"

Nino in vain strove to pacify and sooth her. " No," she screamed and
thrust him from her, when he attempted to raise her from the ground. " I
was wrong, very wrong to follow thee, Nino ; the saint has warned us,
and is going to punish us. Didst thou not hear how he shut the door
behind us 1 Nino, Nino ! there is only one atonement possible—acknow-
ledge me as thy lawful wife before this altar ?

"

Nino was sore afraid. The form of the saint stood yet before his eyes,
and do what he would he could not get rid of it. A tremor ran through his
whole soul ; for, no matter how careless and sceptical he wished to appear,
in the inmost recesses.of his heart there dwelt the old, innate fear of the
unknown, of those powers of heaven and hell which, at times, manifest
themselves to us in ways so strange and awful, and this feeling knocked
at the door of his awakened conscience in each significant, audible beat of
his heart

A close sultry atmosphere began to fill the little chapel. Through the
small round and only window behind the altar a weird gloomy light made
its way scarcely distinguishable from tbe-all-surrounding darkness. Nino
groped his way to the door. He wished to open it, he desired to let the
fresh night air enter : he also wished to get rid of those horrible fancies
which were slowly overmastering him. But the door resisteil his utmost
efforts ! Secure and fast it lay in lock and hingfe, and after groping with
his fingers for a considerable time for the keyhole, he discovered that the
key had been turned and withdrawn from the lock.

" Sainto Diavolo !

" exclaimed he, and an icy shiver ran through his limbs.
" Sainto Diavolo, the door is locked !

"

" Locked, yes, locked !
' screamed Carmela, and springing up from her

knees threw herself again upon the earth at the threshhold. " I saw him,

will yet of their own accord enter our harbour; but, of his own accord,
would this scamp of a Nino never have taken my little sister as his wife ! " '

When a few weeks later the marriage of Carmela and Nino was cele-
brated with great splendour in the chapel of Evolo, there was standing
upon the altar a new statue of the saint,, a gaily painted brandnew image
which Don Cesare had purchased along with other things from the foreign
ship which was lying at anchor in the harbour of Roccastretta, and which
he had presented in commemoration of that day of miracles to the chapel.
Don Cesare, however, hail re<piested for himself the old Evolino, and how
could anyone find it in their heart to refuse him this worm-eaten, shattered
image 1

At the foot of the cliff of Evolo, in the cool and fragrant arbour of the
farmhouse in which Carmela and Nino had taken up their abode, Don
Cesare had set up the image, repaired and carefully restored by his own
hand. It was standing in a stone niche, beneath the shade of the fragrant
orange trees, near the ivy-mantled Greek basin, into which flowed the
crystal ijtream of Evolo : and it would almost seem as if old Evolino felt ^
more comfortable in this neighbourhood, in the company of the beautiful,
delicately carved bas-reliefs of his former temple, here, amidst the gently
murmuring winds, than up yonder in his damp, dull chapel ; for a pecu-
liar expression of calm had settled upon his old head, stripped, as it was
of the halo, beard and hair which had disfigured it. With an olympian
smile he regarded the lively young couple, who on the evening after their
marriage were beginning a joyous, happy existence under his care and pro-
tection

; and a gleam seemed to play over his features jus Nino, who had
perhaps learned something of old classic lore, taking a goblet of fragrant
wine poured forth a libation upon the ground before his feet, and called
out :

" To the gods belong the first drops ; to the gods and saints be hon-
our and glory !

"

When they had all withdrawn, and when Don Cesare also had takenas with threatening gesture and uplifted hand he followed our footsteps ; leave of the good Evolino, with a friendly and grateful vesture and whenand I heard him, and I saw him, and it is he who has locked us in his the latter was standing all alone in the niiiet monnl.Vht . 'Lt<- „u.„„„.
sanctuary until our offence be atoned for !

Thus the poor girl raved in a very delirium of terror and remorse. Nino
listened to her perfectly helpless. What should he do? What would become
of them 1 Escape was not to be thought of. Firmly were the hewn stones
jointed together, and just as firmly the stout old oaken door hung on its hinges,
and in the morning they would come from Roccastretta to replace the
saint upon his pedestal ; for the rain had already come ! Nino could hear
it patter upon the chapel roof, and as the wind blew ever more strongly
through the olive trees the big drops splashed upon the broad moulding of
the altar window—and they would find him here with Carmela, alone with
Carmela in the chapel ! and then (—when Don Cesare crossed the threshhold
and found his sister here alone with him 1 Nino was well acquainted with
Don Cesare, and knew right well what he had to expect from him ! There
would be a fight, a fierce fight, a fight for life and death, and Don Cesare
would have upon his side all the men and all the women too, and Padre
Atanasio, and Signor Sindaco, all of them would side with the insulted
and outraged brother of Carmela. He had not, in all likelihood, when he
wheedled little Carmela into consenting to accompany him to his farm
reckoned upon such a termination to his adventure.

Ever darker the night gathered aboilt them, ever deeper the clouds
seemed to be hanging over the earth, and ever more heavily fell the
rain. And as Nino heard the heavy splash of the rain upon the roof, and
as the moist breath of the rain-absorbing earth penetrated into the chapel
through the open window, it was as if something called out to him from the
depths of his heart

: "Each drop of rain now falling from heaven proclaims
the wondrous power of the saint ; and canst thou have any doubt as to the
miracle which he has wrought in thy case i

"

On the following morning when the biuid,^iieaded by Padre Atanasio,
halted before the chapel door with the mutilated body of the saint, and
when the key was placed in the lock, and the lock grated heavily, and the
door, swollen by the rain, began to move slowly and painfully upon its
hinges, there was one whose heart beat fast and anxiously, one whose
blood coursed like molten metal in his veins, one whose hand played, as if

absently, but feverishly withal, with the haft of his knife, for who could for-
see what might now happen I But Don Cesare breathed more freely and let
go his clutch upon his knife, and it was only after a mighty effort that he suc-
ceeded in maintaining his self-possession, and in performing decently and
with dignity the part he had determined upon playing. When Padre Atan-
asio, with an exclamation of astonishment, remained standing upon the
threshhold, and when out from the darkness of the chapel from the foot of
the altar two forms stepped forward, knelt down before the Padre with
clasped hands, and through the deep silence which had come upon the
wondering spectators, Nino's voice reached him saying slowly :

" The saint has not merely wrought a miracle upon our fields and gar-
dens ; upon me and Carmela also a wondrous miracle has been wrought
this night How it happened ask me not Into this chapel the saint has
led us with his own hand ; with his own hand he has locked the door, and
with his own hand he has remoypd the key ; and at the foot of his altar we
have plighted our troth ; and at the foot of his altar we pray you Padre
Atanasio, to bless our union !

"

"Then little Don Cesare shouted loud in jubilation. " Ha ! " cried he, and
flourished his hand enthusiastically above his head—" it was this that I
asked for yesterday for myself from good, dear, only Evolino. It was this,
Padre Atanasio ! To you he has given the rain—to me he has given a
brother-in-hiw. Long live Evolino !

" And in his heart he added some-
thing else which, however, he did not give audible expression to.

" ETolino !
" thought he, " thou wast indeed wiser than I, and whilst

I waa seeking for my asses, thou was bringing me to my kingdom. Thy ships

soft whisperthe latter was standing all alone in the quiet moonlight, a
seemed to issue from his lips :

" To the old heathen god thou feelest thyself drawn, in spite of every-
thing, thou beloved, happy heathen people ; and although new names may
have taken the place of the old ones in you, ye light-hearted, good-humoured,
grown children, I still recognize my former worshippers, who in sunny
porticoes were wont to lay fragrant garlands on the altars of the old gods,
and singing, laughing, and rejoicing, spent a joyous, happy, and innocent
life :

"

The everlasting stars shining in silent beauty, nodded a response, and
the splashing spring as it flowed onwards to the sea murmured its comfort-
ing and friendly answer to the poor forgotten god of the winds !

J. CUSNINGHAM DcSLOP.
[End of the Experiences of San Pancraaio of Evolo.]

.THE SCRAP BOOK.

A!f INTKRVIBW WITH MK. MOODY.

" Thr fact is," said Mr. Moody some days ago, " I feel ashamed at
coming to say anything here. You are much further ahead than we are
in America. They have moi-e need of me in the States than you have in
England. London, sir, I regard as the most religious city in the world.
There is nothing like it to be found i>nywhere at present, and I very much
doubt whether there ever was anything like it" "That is not saying
much for the rest of the world, Mr. Moody," remarked his visitor. " We
have a tolerable number of sinners here." " Of course you have," replied
the evangelist 7 " because there are 70 munyTsfyou^iltogetlier; But take
it in proportion, and you will find that' the facts bear out what I say.
There is nothing like it in America, at any rate. Take, for instance, your
wealthy men. In London there is such a thing as sanctified wealth. That
is a very rare commodity in America. The reason for that, I suppose, ia
chiefly due to the fact that in London you have families that have been accli-
matized to wealth. Being born to wealth, they make as good a use of it as
of any other gift which they may possess. But in America our rich men
have nearly all been born poor. They have heaped together vast fortunes.
As a consequence their wealth is too much for them, and there is nothing
to compare with the great numbers of wealthy men and women who in
London devote the whole of their leisure time to the service of God and
their fellow-men. Why, the other day the heir to one of the greatest
fortunes in London, whose name I do not wish you to publish, stood outside
our meeting and held a cabman's horse the whole time in order that the
cabman might take part in the service within. Titled ladies ^nd wealthyl
ladies moving in the first society have gone down into the lowest slums in
the districts in Vhich we have been holding our meetings and taken care
of the children and nursed the babies while the mothers spent an hour in
our hall. In some of the places they opened a creche, where they each
took turns in keeping the babies while the mothers were at the services.
Nor is it only the wealthy who have shown such energy. About a hun-
dred persons have followed us from place to place, and have taken lodgings
in the immediate vicinity of our halls in order that they might be able to
work night and day and bring in the people. That is one of the great
advantages you have here. You have more people with leisure than we
have in America

; people who have time on their hands, and who are good
enough to dedicate it to the service of their fellow-creaturea Among
those who helped us very materially were converts who joined us at Cam-
bridge. There never was a place that I approached with greater anxiety
than Cambridge. Never having had the privilege of a university education
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I was nervous about meeting university men. But I think 1 had a better
,

tjme at Cambridge than I had in any other provincial town, and manyl

tX„tt;i;l'.°
^^^^ ''''''^' - ^''^ -'^-^'^ noble 'service inU'

"Now, Mr Moody, compared with your last visit to England howdoes th,8 one stand V " Better," was the reply ; " better in every re^pec^
• „?'r ut '""^ '° "'"'''^ newspaper sensation

; but we have LdToremeetings, better meetings, and the work has been of a more satisfactory

Mr Mood V .?Z''
""'^ :^"^- '^"'r^^'^

'*•""'' -"g-gations," continuedJWr Moody "and we got down to the people better. There was not so

crses'^'^ifaTut /h
''"' ^""^ ^^ ' ™'"« ">'^ middfe"^7^1'°

"And what do you think of us, Mr. Moody? Have we imnrovprJ

c"^t?Et7and^'"""V'^ ^^''='' '^^^ P--" sTn^ce'^rdca ne to England ? You have improved," said Mr. Moody-" wonder-
^ Sr'hP'r ^° ^''«'"

T""'
'^"'^ ^' '""<='» ""ore brotherlyShSmore Christian union aniong the various denominations, than in 1 876 Th;number o ministers. Established and non-EstablishLd, thaVcJoperated

teeling were all that could be desired. Then there is another imnrove

ol <».le Ie.iing There weni. to me lo eiist io EnBLnd » irreiiter «» „(

^Se '•"„„, £ "??»»'''»?• «.' M'X"'?." -W o«r

spiled M» Moed, • U h.„e.. "hoC: te.'t fu J^^ ",^1S"

to.d.y,.ndo«tolilli„«™,'^ Tte'lf''^„„t°" -7 >» in . ,„o„

srr-.itf-r.::HdS5frl«"^^^^
ssL^;^^d:'^-.»ifA!siSirE^E?^^
homes of many, many thousands of your countrymen " '

into -hen h. .ddrew. l.»rZ". nS PZdl ?"V" r??"' «^
The .urvlv.1 „( ,he B«„lh*f.S MthV™, ^'.° "''*' '"« *«»

( the h„.,V. ot thrillSrTd 7th.T„'eSl',h °7 "" "" P'"")

sa tpetre, coal-tar and other refreshments of that nature, which are held insolution in much of the iquor that is sold, do far more to injure the healthof dnnking men than alcohol does. If it were made a crime, punishablewith heavy penalties to adulterate liquor, and the law wer^ rigorously

Lrfrt Zt
^««J <'°°fi<l«n' that there would be far less drunkenne^ in theland, and that the number of physical and menUl wrecks caused by an

BM ^^"""^ "" *^°°''°"° stimulants would be greatly reduced.-0<touw

thJt'"'
^^'"^'°*

^^?T* "*y'
•
" '^^^ '"^"^ '*'•« fi"ed ^'th Canadians andthe farms are owned by the same class of people. Fully nine-tenths ofthe citizens of this county came from over the Canadian border" This

XZf f^?/*[^'T?' T^'V^^ " Presbyterian minister of Winnipegwho last fall dedicated a church in Dakota. He said that the congre^
tion was entirely composed of Canadians, and that in a journey over a

fcr T."
*'»%«=°""t>-yhe seldom met any one who was not from

S th^;
^'''^ P?^u 'l?^^-

^^"^ '''•'^«" °'«' *•>« border in consequenceof the operations of the National Policy, the Canadian Pacific monopoly

Thevf„'ni7?rT
'»2d Jaws established by the Dominion Government

wL^fn t *
' ^f"^ "i

'*'" P'-°"^<=tive tariff on agricultual implementswas to make a farmer's outfit cost one hundred dollars more in Manitobahan ,n Dakota, and that the C. P. R and land speculators, encouraged bythe Tory Government, owned the pick and choice of the lands and heldthem at exorbitant prices. It is not surprising, therefore, under ^chcir

TS^"7Cr'
^*^' ""'"^ '" large nubbers in the United SUt^s.^

exJd'!L'!f'''-lf
*''" '"«™^°^ Lieutenant Greely and the survivors of hisexpedition will oiuse no less satisfaction in this country than in theUnited States. Arctic exploration is a field of adventure in which there

!hd hJi" S""*^ ^""f ^^'^'i'"
7^''=''*" '^'^""''^ ^««' '^^^-^^ interest

W ir I "T"'^ " ''""'
r^'""'

" ''' '^^ ?'•«««''' °««. » body of da"mg seamen have been apparently lost on the desolate edges of the paleo-

of twenty-five men set sad for the polar regions. The rigours of theclimate and the want of food played havoc with the party. They went Sut

i^eXrt^e'i.th""'',^''''^ 'T'^
only seven, and'theJe coul7:otLv

lived forty-eight hours longer. It was a brave expedition; but it was also
'

as b>ave a rescue as it was timely, for Commander Schely risked much toavoid delay ,n his life-saving errand, through ice floes that apj^redimpassable, a^d which were only penetrated with the utmost watohfX^aMcta9,—MancAesUr (Ung.) Examiner.
waocmuiness

THE PERIODICALS.

Announcements of reductions of watroa ;« n,« ^ ^ j • ,

made every day with gloomyreLlr^Vrs^tClw the w^^
tariff idol can do nothing for its wor8hinn.r,l L T .? •

P'"°'««'»^e

. of its miraculous Vo^.r^TpM^^^ZT' "''" ''"^ " """' '^^^

those^^btl-piSdSS' tis:. To^r ::^'^z::t^-'^^^ethics of ..business" among large claTs of p^opX roi'otoXTrTwf

att^ldtlT^of^ttK^^^^^^
which these beverages^ adulterated. Copperas, bluestone. tC^j^!^

Messrs. Macmillan appear determined to spare no pains to make their
fn9l*sh Illustrated JUa^azine. success. The A^:iust number U^ p^rticukriy

hJ A Z'^'i'^
magazine, a remarkably excellent production. The sketi

ll i'^Y^
Forbes and the poem by Algernon Swinburne alone are aSin themselves. In the former *he veteran "correspondent" tells chammgly of an experience m New Zealand which he met when lecturing inthe gold country. The fashiomible and erratic poet sings a "BaJkd S

cW nr,\.' ''TT'^^ °^ far-fetehed and soulless terms which with aclass of latter-day hero-worshippers passes for high-class poetry. F T
wtwT P .

'** "^^"^^ ^"P^i"" ^^'^'^ ^^'•'i' which is accompanied

tL n!n T^ ^°°1 '^T-fF y "**' all-too-smally-appreciated artist.

wirl?TwMl- ^fu
^"'^'^'' " ^^^°''^ '° " ^J^^'ob of the Ufe and

«. ijmuOT leHs flow taaves are made at the great EnsIIsE seat nf th^
Cr *r'^

"""^
*^^'^.!f V'''

'^'^''^'^ '"^^y -med "& wr ttont;Stanley J. Weyman. AU this in addition to the serial, poetry, and the

*k-
'^^^

??" Fi^ancisco Overland Monthly consists chiefly of light readingthis month Its conductors are wise in thus reserving heavier sulEffor less exhausting weather_if, indeed, that be the feason. In "'The

rn^„ TT' .- ^"^1 " ,«°*"* """"y ^''b a moral. •. A Legend of the

T^ A^""^
**''*" *°''^' ""•^ '"""^ exciting experiences ofsnakesar^related under the caption " The Snakes of Indi.^" There is go^des^^.

tive writing in a paper on " Charles Kingsley's Clovelly," and the 3emay be said of "The Campaign at Middletown." The curious iCricustom of "Muru" IS described, and its signification made clearln Wu"
A}?"°Zr °^ *^^ "<»* readable papers of the issue under notL Inaddition there are contributions entitled " About St Michael'H ^r,A ttl

D±Ti'..;^-^ ^^"'^'^"-
"^X '"^ ^-'^''" " R-^^nt^B'^f^He^;

Durant, "California Mming Camps," "Peru, Bolivia and Chili," "^lCampaign of Middletown" and editorial notes.

Thb Can^ian Methodut JUoffozim in its August issue re-prints JamesAiithony Froude's eloquent paper on " Engknd and ier CoIgb^"^!which that gentleman endeavours to show that, "in the hearty ernhnLjiw

and Fn.T-
'"""T'/ben aU English-speaking races wUl have one inter^

rTnW „l f A t'^T*""'
^'^"^^> Canadians, «otttfa Africans, shaUrank Side by side for the common good of mankind-there and nowhew

else lies the true solution of the colonial problem." « Holy Rus^ir""Mount of Transfiguration- .^QWl*, H. gpui^n," "S Sto^^^fBishop Simpson," "Some Curious Kinships," Le"amongst the prbJin^
subjects on the contents list

; and well-exruted engrav^ of Pet^ **£

fuiTttrgo:^rmw^"""''
''-'-•'" ^'^•-^' ^^^^^ ^^<^
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"Texas as a Career" "Pn,M,lo> n i

"aiienstein, ' Tame Snakes,"

" Pathology in Sr;"..?hTExtin?rTv'^'.l?'^y*'" ^°' *be Dead "

of Burrowing Crayfishes " "iZr^T^ ' of the Great Basin," .<Habite

witi, instalmfntr^f ..Be'auty iKe Sas"^' -fThJr'^^"^ °^ 0-»««."
the conclusion of "Magda's Cow/' and poetry

^^" ^*''^ ' Grandmother,"

-^^5^orary^iter=-Xt:=^S;^^^^

stoc?:n?rTouSd: ind'^^rne'^t'rrr '^'^^'' '^-

rts.tSur:-
—

'

—-a= oTcE L^^eatSuS

^r'^^t^':^t^Z^^J;''''^'^ '"^^ "Literal, Involution"

LITERARY GOSSIP.

BOOK NOTICES.

'"""
Os;o!^r:nd fe^'

^•^^'"^- ^^»- ^--"- Boston: J. R

of literary work It is not an nnTo,^ Tu '
'.'"' '^•""^"'1 '« ^°'- 'bis class

edition to be thrown upon Zh^°7T """^ ^°' 'bree-fourths of a small
^ and yet the same work may nroShf T^ "t^""""'

^°' ?"«''« '^^^^^
>

portions of the presT The father ft/
•",''""''. 'j'^hly eulogised by'

tortuous manner'in which auSon
'"

t at"f '^ '''' ''*'""°"^ ''"^

and probably obtain permission to wful th^ f, ,

'^'^^^P^P^'" «"«« (.tc .'),

Vanity, not success, i? is whLh .timllats ^h
^"^«°"^'? .-^"'"^es, themselves,

such experiments and at .V^fin.f
"^'"\"^'*» "^be misguided author to repeat

his own^itS^e world to t£k?fT """' ""'"'"^''^ '^'=»'**°°' 'bo^ in

paradise ever after All thte" o^., "' *
T"'' ^""^ ^' '''' '» * f°o''s

Fawcett's" Later Poenfs" some ^fT'' ^-T^^^^ ^ '^° ^^'b Mr.
He, however, is strickm byThe L^ T' ''"t''^'

"* ^"^^ 8°°^ "^'^s-

modeni writers t^Sishstiffthar k""""
''"'' ^"^ '='»"''«' «° ™'">v

jingling of outK,f-thlway word^and „h^ ^ no possibility live
: a clever

nothing. Sensuousnelslslubs itutedloTolhr "^
T°°'i*'^;

"P^^P^^ °*

and the result is a marrowlersS,; '
«^<=«ntric.ty for incident,

sans anything wor^y Mr F^Z.^^ '''?'"•
ff""

'^""'^^y' «"^ ^igo*"-

enthralmentfnZSus^ood wTrl
°^'"«'°'^"y breaks away from thi^

on another ,^fon Thf^ri^^h''P'".'"r °* ^*'''''»^« bope to give
paper, printed and b;und L Sgant ^T""'^ ^*'^" "^ ""^ ^'^''^^

lished monthly. ^ ^' '"''b dates from -Montreal, will be pub-

themrg™s\?trronftS;S' 1^'^'''''' ^^ "^^'^'^ ^^ - "^
It may safely be predicteSirXat "l-tS^e h s

'''%^^^ "' ^•"•'"*-

m will at least contain one lively artick
^^^""' '"" "-contribution appears

inclTdltiSrem^SlX ht'-.'c^
of the Rockies." and otler mm.n^, ?^" "^ ^^^ ' o"tinent,' -'Soorm
artist, but his clo.se and fel„„ 1 "i^"";"^"

"^^ "'^'* "^"^ '^ P'-o'i'i«

paint all the more notable ^ ^ ^ "' '^"'"'^^^ made what he did

a su;5:i:rto r:^.iS,^^?!r^; -.>.i^ Pietu. is o«.red as

diate foreground is tilled witK ;«,",?: fr
^""'

'','":•. ^'"^ '""'«
httle to the left is a small treet fu'1 blll^

''''"'^'" *'"' '^"•''^' ^b.le a

''""^Ir'^slr" ^^^'^--C-egie. New York : Charles Scrib-

hand^^Briur."'?us;Te JSk^foTtLT"?^ " ^'^ ^°'«"-'> ^°--
of easy, entertaining rLinl ,^ J°^

^^ ''"^''''y'
^

*''at is, the book is full

tionalfty or bucramf anT^tet'i not flinlTt
^^^

'
'' ^"'

f'*""
*^ '=°°^«-

plungesatonceint,; t£ Sidle offe withTr'TS ^^^'"'"'gie
story with a supreme disdain for chapte;, or a1Th "^ *"? '""« '•'"

occasionally pulls up as it wppp o^T^u ^ °'ber formality. He
^rspe^el a^eJ'and LZllV^J'^^^J^^^jl^^o^r.,
t^/n:ra?fnr!Sh°^Atterrs^~
after the event. Withal he Ts a ml" If .

P'^^Pbeoy-that it is safe only

Stories bv American Authors.
ner's Sons.

contti^SeMtinl ^xl^Sri'Jtier^TV ^''^-'^'"g
Woolson

;
.' Love in Old Clothes'' bv H P R ' ^ ?.T^'^^^

Fenimore
Well," by N. P WiUis ..Pri«;^%^ I

Conner; '.Two Buckets in a
Footi;..'An Inspi^^'bbyS'by^ W De T™/' ""'^fr'

^''""'^'^

Fog," by Noah Brooks.
^ ^ *^°'^''''

'
"""^ ^ost in the

Vol. IV. New York : Charles Scrib-

By Julian Hawthorne. New York : Funk and
Archibald Malmaison.

Wagnalls.

«s£.r^llKl°^i^LfJt;a^' ^ '"'J'^- P-'^'-bed in the

more well known.^ ThTsr;ho have nT"; """i '"u
^ P^'^^'^'^ become still

ested to know that it b^ Tto^ of Lw ^t'^'^t '^^ '"'^'^ "^^ be inter-

part of the century ^ °* aristocratic life in England in the first

In two volumes. New York
Th« Poetical Works of John Miltow

John B. Alden.

r'~

min^,rr.XS.ar/r* J°F-'S-
''''"'" '''-''^"-'^bomson, Mrs. Cum-

Sunfiyrand ^irlur'liVmuHSlZ";;:h'
'' ''"'

'^'f"*^
^"''"-b '-^

after during August. One isTeTto wonL
"""'")'."-•« '''»^-b --Sunday here-

of quartette music, why our city ohuiXT ^'\''\^^'"^'^^^^ to the beauty
kind instead of th; ch^- whiXpt^a^ te t 'uni^eS

""'"'^"^' °^ ^^'''

T. B.Peterson AND Brothers Pliila.ioir,!,; u
in a few days a cheap editirin boS'Lt ^^ ^'l.^^^"

P^^^^^^ ""\-'! --
worth's last work, "Self-Raised or P.Z ,1. r. t

^,'"m« D- E. 2S. .South-

weekly instalmenUin L .v'^ k;;/;!T
'''" Deptts." originally printed in

popular story-ever issued in TbrrpaS?"!t^iniVe ?'"°'f
'"

'^J
"'^ ^"-^

volume of 658 pages, with a uiSZ ^e fi .

'" " '*''="' duodecimo
on the Potomac^l the cover^ a„d at thrn ""' !' ^"- «o"tbworth,

pubS^TSb^^^;:^^:^ °;s:js:^r^^:^f-s ;wi,i be

s^t^-trss ^^^n^rth?^t r '"- ^^^.

-

newly etehed from a daguerreoK' sail tot '"'"'
r"'''', T^ ^ P"''""^'

important feature of thif oditTo/rs t e rag„itt^.l^Tt"!^ ^'V'h ,^
Rotlman," which has not appearod in anv nl'.- n "•"' "* '^"''"«

works. Some new poems are siti to hJ^^^
P'-e^ious collection of Poe's

^^l^WwiH-be one well worth^^sslssin;^ ''"
'^"""

''
"' " '^ ^'^^ -"' ^be i the

.ite.:^e7s:°ni;isi:;'^^:j^"-^ ^^-^ pr^—^''^p ^^

considerable
; his readin.. ovidentiv wtu fl

^'^'''^'n"-' culture has been
systematic or comprehewive and foT h v"^

""^ "°"''' "^"^ '^"PPo^" it

rank among our /ounger a„t'ho"' Hetr'Ucei? tL^^f
"^ "^^

'"i''''
'"'^'^

writers of fiction by virtue of a sorrnf .

favourite American
lately developes a tJlent for phiLson1/

'^'''"°""*'=. Po^*""- of creation, and
magazine papers. 'S whS r'tt^^^^utrStlf"^ ^'^ '" '"^

audacious quality of his criticism, and^above all the ..
' ^"T''

'^^

^z!:z''' -'' -^'^ '^- - ^^-^ teach^i-of^Htet;-: ml;:^! -

pub£rer,t^TardtLnd;a^^^^^^^^ New York
good books a "LiterarrSlutLn-- A

'7°","'''y ^''^ '^'^^ '^n''

examples of nominal-prfced vol
"',«1

^!"°'^g':V '^ ""^"y remarkable
"ElzeVir Library," about ihlchThe fof -^ P"''^"'''''' '" ^'°^- I^' of the
as showing how^much ifoffer^ffor so H tirVb'^'f -'T r, '"'"'"^^^g
tains the two famous lectures by Ma h

Jbis damty lutle book con :

"Numbers"; George WilH^r^ r
..''^'bew Arnold, on '. Emer.son ' and

Phillips," and Swoln^™f"2'f. sP'™;'i;i Eulogy „« ..Wendell
also Herbert Spencer's "Phifo™ phvTf S?,°" ^^n^^"'"

^''^ '^'^ ^nion ;"

besides contributions from SssVr T^ldalT R "^^ ''°"".°^ ^''^^'''y'"

Robert Giffen. The volume bcS» -ffi,-
' ""."''"y- ''°'' ^"-'on, and

is sold at the low price ofTs celts llM^'^T
"^'^"y b°"nd in cloth and

cannot understand how such low nrJ ^"f
»''t'on of the querulous who

the actual cost of p^Z priJtW ^nd KinT
"
ffj'^i'

^'- ^''i-n states

less than 15 centf^L;ve4 ofLod hn i. ^^n^
""' handsome volume is

assurance that there is°rh°ltda" i:! If's^r.^r't' "V^^Ihe Literary RevolnHnn " ti.-, li- .
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BANK OF LONDON IN CANADI^.

The first annual general meeting of the shareholders of ihe Bank of liOndon in
Canada was held 16th July at 3 o'clock the following gentlemen being present ; James
A. Blair, O. W. Danks, Henery Taylor, W. E. Meredith, W. A. Onnn, W. H.'Winnett,
B. Cronyn, I. Danks, John Labatt, John Hunter, J. Milne, T. Fawoett, L. C. Leonard,
T. Hook, Geo. Taylor, Arthur WaUaoe, 8. Crawford, T. MoCormiok, J. D. Noble, and
others.

The President having explained the purpose of the meeting, called upon
Manager, who acted as secretary, to read the Directors' report.

REPORT.
'

__

5»BOPlT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

the

CHESS.

«*^U conmanieaiiom inttnded for thU dtpartment shouUI be oddrtMtd
01Bc» 0^The Wbm, Toronto.

PKOBLBM No. 32.

Composed for Thk Wsbk by J. McGregor,
Toronto CThess Clab.

BLACK.

' Chm* Editor."

PROBLEM No. 38.

Composed for The Week by E. B. Orean-
shields, Montreal Chess Club.

Net proflt for the half yearduriog which tho bank has been in oparatioQ, after
deducting charges of management, and all current expenses #7 490 83Premium, on SOOO sbarea of stock issued at 10 per cent, premium .' .w QUO 00

Which has been divided as follows: Interim dividend from date of payments on
Capital account „ a 1 S37 57Dividend No. 1 for half year ending SOth June. 1834 ]..'..'-"ZZZ'.".[Z s'oss 51Amount paid engraving bank notes for circulation iga^ on

Carried to Reserve fund account ',".'.'.'

so'oOO 00

Leaving a balance at the credit of Profit and Loss account »328^

OEMEBAI. STATBUENT—I.UBII.ITIX8.
Notes in circulation .kk ,,« mDeposits payable on demand imofli MDeposits payable after notice 9o'«s« raDue to other Hanks ZZ''Z'.'.'..'.'.'Z'.ZZ liraS 81

Liabilities to the public ftTttTvt vt
Capital paid up ;,;;;; i^'eos 55
Reserve fund

JJU.oos 00

WHITE.
White to play and mate in four moves.

WHITE.
White to play and mate in three moves.

Interim dividend..... '..".--.'..'•.'.''.'.'..'.",."..."...'.'.".".*...'...'..""."...'!!...'.".'".'.'," 1
Dividend No. 1,.

Balance at credit of Profit and Loss account..

90,000 00
,337 67

Total liabilities..

3,939 51
328 75

•535,967 21

ASSETS.

Specie S36B4 8flDominion notes (Legal Tenders) «
",'

23*209 00
Notes and cheques on other Basks..". '.'.""..',.'.

60*224 77Due from other banks in Canada .'.'.".['.'"
21525 57Due from agents in United States ..'.'"".'.'."'.[[

8430 79Due Irom agents in Britain .'"."".'

28 498 32
Deposited in Canadian banks

, -^^I] 38*755 43

GAME NO. 18.

Played in 1873, between Mr. J. H. Gordon, of Toronto, and Mr. G. £; Jackson, of Seafortli, in
a match between these clubs :— »-- . —,

. (Blsbops Gambit.)

Assets immediately available S174 328 77
Bills discounted and advances current 'L'vi'vM or
Office furniture . aSS m
Other assets ..'..'.........'......'........".'.'.'..'..'.

4,^19
Total assets

»53S,967 a

In presenting the above, their first statement, to the stockholders, the Board of
Directors have much pleasure in being able to say that, while the buainees of the bank
has been neoassarily limited during its first six montlis, the progiesa so far made the
friendly feeling locally entertained toward ns, and nnmerons advantageous offers of
good aoooants we have had, enable ns to express full confidence in the future progpeots
and prosperity of the institution.

The Directors, having received a proposal to take the transfer of the office of the
Molsons Bank at lugersoll on very favourable conditions, have pleasure it stating that
they have opened a branch at that point.

With regards to the large assets immediately available held by the bank, we would
merely say that the general depression in the trade and the existing feeUng of uneasi-
ness in financial circles are the motives inducing the Board to adopt a restrictive policy
for the time being, which, doubtless, will meet with the approval of the shareholders

The Directors are pleased to expreaa their entire satisfaction with the efficient
discharge of their duties by the officers of the bank.

(Signed); HENBY TAYLOB,
PresidnU.

Whiu.

Mr. Gordon.

1. PK4
2. P K B 4
3. BB4
4. B takes P (6)
5. Kt Q B 3 (c)

6. Q K 2 id)
7. BB4
8. Q P takes B
9. Q B takes P

10. B K 3
11. Kt B 3
12. Castles K B
13. B takes P cb ly)
14. q B 4 cb (h)

15. Kt Kt 5 ch
16. QK4(i)
17. Kt takes B
18. Q takes Kt
19. Q takes Q (n)
20. B B 4 (0)
21. K B K 1

Black.

Mr. Jackson.

1. PK4
2. P takes P
3. PQ4('»)
4. KtJC B 3
5. B q Kt 6
6. Castles
7. B takes Kt.
8. Kt takes P
9. BKl

10. Q Kt R 3 (•)
11. Kt K B 3
12. Kt K Kt 5
13. E takes B
14. B K 3 (W
15. K Kt 1

16. P K Kt 3 (m)
17. QQ3
18. Q takes Kt
19. B takes Q
20. BK2
21. Q B K 1

White.

Mr. Gordon.

22. B takes B
23. B B 6
24. B Kt 5
25. B B 4
26. B takes Kt
27. RQl
28. BQ7ch
29. B takes B ch
30. K B 2
31. K K 3
32. P Q B 4
33. P K Kt 3
34. P Q B 3 In)

Ts: P i B 3
36. P takes P
37. P q B 3
38. Eq3
30. P Q Kt 3
40. PqKt4
41. P B 4
42. K K 3

Black.

Mr. Jackson.

22. B takes B
23. Kt E 4
24. R K 1

25. P q B 3
26. B takes B
27. KB2
28. BK2
29. K takes B
30. E K. 3
3L KK 4
.32. P K R 4
33. P q B 4

F K Kt 4
F E Kt 5 (12)

F takes P
KB4
KK4
EB4

40. P q Kt 3
41. P q R 4
4a. KK4

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Drawn Owne.

NOTES.

cal Q B^^icli)*"
''•™"''* eoin'er gambit. It has to a great extent superseded the old olaM-

((<) Usually considered best. Loweutbal preferred P takes P.
(c), q K 2 here is bad. The text is the best move at this point.
(d) Bad. Kt K B 3 is far better.
ie) q B 5 en would have resulted in advantage to White.
(/) Premature, though it threatens to win a piece. He overlooks the mate if be ulavadK Kt 3 presently. f'^J""

((7) WeU played.
(fc) The only move to regain the piece.
{k) Best. If K Kt 3 mate follows in a few moves.
(I) Again the only move to regain the piece.
im) The only move to prevent immediate loss.
(n) Forced.
(o) B q 6 looks better.

{ p) P K E 3 followed by P K Kt « would have won.
(7) Ensuring a draw. \

The President in moving the adoption of the report, said that he, together with the
rest of the Directors, had groat pleasure in being able to present so favourable a states
Tneut as that just read by the Secretary, and he was sure that the shareholders, after
taking into consideration the unpropitious time for the organization of monetary
enterprise and the comparatively inactive condition of the trade of the country in
general, would agree with them that the Bank had made a most successful start. He
trusted that by close attention to the business of the Bank by the Directors that we
would continue to have a satisfactory statement placed before us year by vear. Tho
Bank had opened a branch in Ingersoll, and the business at that point gave promise of
being a profitable one.

Sinoe the end of the year, the Federal Bank having closed their branch in Petrolea,
tho Directors had deemed it prudent in the interests of the bank to establish a branch
there, and although rather soon to speak positively as to the success of the departure,
he had assurance that gave him confidence in the future. He concluded by moving
the following resolution, seconded by the Vice-President

:

That the report of the Directors now read be adopted, and printed for the inform-
ation of the shareholders.

The Vice-President, in seconding the above, made a few remarks upon the prospect
of an exceedingly bountiful harvest throughout Canada, and trusted that the Bank
together with many other enterprises, would feel the effect in the increase of business
whicl^ wonid j^aturally follow.

The resolution was then oarried unanimously.
Messrs. L. C. Leonard and G. W. Danks having been appointed scrutineers, the

election olthe directors was then proceeded with, and when the time had elapsed for
the reception of the ballots, the scrutineers, reported as follows

:

To the Manager of the Bank of London in Canada.
Sir,—We, the undersigned scrutineers appointed at the general meeting of the

shareholders of the Bank of London in Canada, held this day, hereby declares the
following gentlemen duly elected Directors for the ensuing year, viz. ; Henry Taylor,
John Labatt, I. Danks, John Morrison, W. B. Meredith, Thomas Kent, Wm. Duffield'
B. Cronyn, T. Fawoett, Thoe. Long, Henry S. Northrop, John Leys, jr. Your obedient
errants.

(Signed) O. W. Dahks K. .
L. C. L«o«Aw> {

*""'<'«<«»»•

After passing a vote of thanks to the somtineers, the meeting adjoomed. '
At a meeting of the new Board of Direotori, held subsequently, Henry Taylor, Esq.

and John Labatt Esq., were unanimoasly re-elected President, and Vioe-fresident
K*pfloliTely.

" THE WEEK " PBOBLEM TOUBNEY.

r. ^ ^^ to announce the followmg change in the programme of our Problem Toornev —For the best three-move problem contributed to The Week, on or before the IstDecembir
1884, we offer a pnze of ten doUars in chess material, and for the second best, a prize of flve
dollars. • -

BULES AND COMDITIOMB.

1. Problems to be direct, unconditional three move mates never before pubUshed.
2. i!.ach competitor to enter as many problems as he pleases.
3. Joint compositions barred.
4. Bectification of problems allowed to closing date.
5. The problein on a diagram with motto, ami having solution on the back in fuU to bamailed m an envelope, addressed Chess Editor The Wesk, Toronto, and a aim ultiSeous e«^envelope bearing inscription " Problem Competition." containing motto, nameandTddSSigSf

SVIS''^-irK'nu^a'iC^^aV^^f'i?Sris'''''^°""'"-
'^'^•P-'S— 'oteexcirvel^e'r?,'

10
;
Correctness, 10. The j udges will be Messrs. H. NorthcoS^d Chas. wTlSiips.

^°'""""»

:<^*p

Aoonax, 7th, 1884.] ^ 1.
-oa

THE WEEK

NEWS ITEMS.

Lon^ ***^'' " "" 5"°''''''" "hiner in the Handicap Tournament at Simpson's Divan,

Mr Bdskim is quite justified in his admiration of the style of play favoured bv thachampions of former days, but his assumption that prolonged sittings and viotorieTbv thj oddpawn are characteristic features of modern chess will brijg him no credit forVoourecy'S.modern time-limit system now generally adopted m important contests, moaldha^lnn^tgreat service in the matches of thirtv or forty years a«o, when plavese frequently conJSi^M much time over one move as woulcl now only bo allowed for fifteen or twenty.-Jf^ftSS

. , ^1^!f '1'^.* quaint little village of Strobeck, and in the year of our Lord U50 that a oar.
**'?„?,'»'i°P''*i'«'^'0' ™?«»bment.andwhiled away a sumier afternoon in pliyiSS\iS2'In 1651 Strobeck came to the front as a •chess-board" from the fact of a hui«l2«S«!??rfnobles, with long and unpronounceable names, spending theU evenings over gaSSj oYdJLiAgam.m 1744. a remarkable game of chess was played In the villa«e 1)y no liasVo-nSilSithan Frederick the Great (• Fritz •), who was unwise enough to ohaUengV a vilSSiSSTbSSl
°'S'',""'i'',!'^!"''°J°" """diplomatically walking off «7th every g^.. StaSZfk wokrSJ

JaTi!jJi5freri?.IM^^rtS5'J?.^^^ "" "'^ .wan,irb???.'"QS^fi;

k^

?'

WHAT IS CATARRH ?

*Vom tht ifail (Can.) Dmj. 15.

hi'^tf
'''''

'" * "uco-purulent discbargecausedoy the presence and development of thevegetable parasite amoeba in the internal lin-ing membrane of the nose. This parasite isonly developed under favourable circum-
stances, and these are :-Morbid stat» of theWood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberole.the germ poison of syphilis, mercury, toio-mooa, from the retention of the effeted matter
™n«it.'^'°','°P,P''»''""' perspiration, badlyventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poisons that are germinated in the blood.These poisons keep the internal lining mem-prane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds ofthese germs, which spreaii up the nostrilsand down the fauces, or book of the throatcausing ulceration of the throat ; up theeustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-

,TiM,i!!n„?.,''°°'''
°°'''*"' "aqsing hoarsenessusurping the proper structure of the bronchial

death
*'"''°^ '" Pulmonary consumption and

^ ™^^ **if^'P'? '"'»" been made to discover

nf i^h i".""'"
'''«';••»'>« disease by the use

nJiJ^^iS" "?* ""'«' iugemous devices, but
S™h °' '.^«»e treatments cau do a particle of

Sr™,^"'^,""," P"™"''"' "re either destroyedor removed from tho mncus tissueSome tuns since a well-known physician offorty years' standing, after much experiment.
P^mhl"„°.°fT

"*•.'? discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never tjl

thi.^iliK,'^ ?"' Per'ni'-ently era,licating
thi. ..jrnble disease, whether stauding for

?,?S.l.n Z'' '"/u"*
>;»'"™- 'ri'"'" who may be

^?,? I^?*
'^°"' "" "''o™ disease, should, with-

mii2^l,™;
""""""I""'' wi'b the business

Mbssbs. a. H. DIXON ft SON,
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

^^J^fHTr ^ ,° S'*""""". B.A..aCU,rm
^?m J'T^" (Conference of the MetKo-
fJ*t<Murch of Camuhi. han to my in reaard

C<ui^h
°" ^"^ ^'""'"""X for

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Heart. A, B. Dixon » Son

:

h.^5*'it^™"'~X™" °' »he 13th instant tohand. ItseemHalnwettoogoodtObetruethat
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am
thfV^^ P" "'",? °' ""^ disease, and never

t'SaTr^^Sly'Kt^?''"' '"^ »• '°"'^«

Jf'jl".'"'''*'
'hat mine was a very bod case:

ih^. »***™''S**'' ""d chronic, involving thethroat as well as the nasal passases and Ithoiight I would require the three tSatments
jtm thankful that I was ever induced to send

.1..?? f" at Uberty to use this latter stating

J^. *'*^ recommend your remedy tosome of my friends who are sufferers.

Tours, with m^y thanks,

Bbv. E. B. Stbvbnsok.

AUGUST
CLEARING SALE!

:o:-

In order to clear out the

BALANCE OF 6UR SUMMER STOCK,'
We have made Startling Reductions m every Department at

LUKES. DAG&E <fe CO '-

116 YONGE STREET, ©OR. ADELAIDE STREET

DR. WARNER'S HEALTHCORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, :870. Be-issued July 3.
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re'
issued Aug. (i, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
alwo in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7 1879
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health

'

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1870.

With Improved Tampico Busts.
Awarded tho Highest Medal over
all American competitors at tljc
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style und
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTUBED

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrateil Tam-
pico BcsTS, which ore as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly untU the Corset is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset ' is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is
equally adapteil to all women,
e^eu the most fastidious in dress

BY THE

rpHB SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE, >
•*- City by the Sea.

18M°*''Hl.»l'Jh'''*'.^L,^°''"«»d and Imprr
froS, vit^v''

jod Pleasure Resort, if h,rrom .\ew York-20 trains daily ; 2 houra fPhiladelphia; 10 minutes from Long Bra-

s^S 'n?''""
'"' «'"' °"'«' celebraM .

hei? P?..?"
""? """' 'l*"'"" baths. 8t

WoudarfnlT'""' •""^"tor. Iron fire eica
lam? .iJi,?"!""" artesian spring. Highland air ailed with the mingled osonafr

Rft'sSELL'S. 9 KING ST. WEST
"""^

' TORONTO, for ..
mOH-CLAflS WATCHE8 t, JEWELLBKY °k^
tii^Sfi" '*SP»''^°« and JeweUery Manufoo- ».-_turea to order, special features.

"""""ao-, mn^
Charges Moderate. , na aM

<"
t

s
HAW & USBORNE, iguide

D 1 r-
mtry-

Keal Estate Brokers and Valuators, loyal
Houses rented, rents collected, loans an.i 1

"miTcraligfd^'"*"'-
""""^-^ ^»«"- -'d »h0W

10 KING ST. EAST, TOBONTO.

^ROMPTON^CORSET CO., TORONTO

INDIA RUBBETgOODS!

S'

rpo SUBSCBIBEBS I

Those wishing to keep their copies of Th«
^nSV,"*?"' "Ohdition, and have Jhem

"
hand for reference, should use a Binder Wecan send by moU "'"uor. yve

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

fo?J"H^^K"."rau'?r?e'^h?SSt?Ja"SS?
ture The papers can be placed in the Binderweek bv week, thus keepiSg the flle comp?eU.

Address

—

Opfioi of Thk Wmnt,
6 Jordan Street. Toronto.

EtJBBER SHOES, 7SLT BOOTS, BELTIirQ,
Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction How,

Valvbs, Wai.foEB Bolls-

Tubing, Garden Hose.

Stopplea, SyrlngKa,

I.ADIBS- A.VD 10S8ES-

Rubber Circulars,

»^TAR BRAND RUBBER.

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

EHCIHE AND MIU HOSE.

upwar°S^ r^l'r„?,'^"''«'' S""'-
from 8 cents''

get o« PB^^as^""*
'«» "" B-bber Goods and

A
*A* *

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known andlreliable Star Brands are the
cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

TEWART & SON. (lItb STEWAR*'"*"*"

* STRICKLAND), "
-r, will

ARCHITECTS, BUILOING SURVEYORS ANO VAlUAngration.
Offlcee^an Adelaide St. East, To-.tamittee of

'^'^'^^ wu^^H^AEw^Bd, and

Tir A. IMPEY, porary

»'' • Dealer imall kinds of
^'^ ^^

Window Shades and Spring Fixtur
'"'*"'«

i!71 CHUBCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT. been
O-Estimates given on appUcation.

tment

THE '""^ a*ay

Toronto Paper Mfg. '^'Z
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ON"'Sration,

from year
CAPITAL, . . ^ffliration, and

-antime, one

•''"BlJ'cto^r'^^^^'
l'"«denta„cMph8hing any

CHA8. BIOBDO.V. Vioe-PresidenBDWABD TBOOT, T?iiSSr •

i

THE CAN.iDIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROO.MS :

Cor. Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

R. HOUGHAN,
^AU inquiriei by rtuiU shall Aaw our prompt attention.

Agent.

MannfaoturesthefoUowinggrade,n^J!- ^- ^•

Engine Sized Superfine P^rterof
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEut t and

(Machine Finished and 8nper-C<iP"'.H

BLUE .VND CREAM LAID ANl
'"'*

^J^'"
^^

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, B <« '
^Ongo

;

; ACCOUNT BOOK PAPF "^"^ theuce

Smelope and Lithograph Xj^^^ the

COLOBBD COVEB PaPEBS, SUpei ' ^^'^ ^y>
„»^Applyatth6MUlforsamplef- '"3^ the
Mpenis l Blaoo made to older.— --+-

EsTABLisuBD 1859. 364 Yontfo StMet.

THOMSOJSrs
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMFOHXXJM.

Now stock of next season's Wall Papers just
^^X^h I^'iJauce of ol,l stock offering atTe-markably low flgures. Calsominiug, l>aperlHongmg, Glazing Ke-Glasing and pJSungdone to order. Tflstimates Jven. A wellselected stock of Stationery. ChristmafCwtle
etc., at lowest prices. A ooU solloltedT

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

WANTfeD.
The advertiser desins to correspond witha reliable party relative to a partneiihiu inaveryproStable Nursery busiSMamri^i^

^•^J^"^ "1 ^i^f "'"">' t"- active,^
jrtUbe re<iuired to furnish from »2,0(lO to
»5,000, which, however, need not be ^1 ad.voncwl at one time. Advertiser is well ex-

''S!l?f°°?i''
'^\'- °»"»«rate estimate of t^prbflta the first veor would be from 13 to 20par cent. net. with a larger income the second

year. Tl» bast of references will be giVenand «e therefore required. Arrangementemust be onnsnmmated by tho 1st September!
Addnas,

BOX 28, TBOCPB. TBXAS, U.aA.

em StSbTrnrSs^r^L^jJ^™" '"« ^^^ «"'' "'""^'he main line, and inSouth-

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation

theiif:5:::^i-i"j:^rnedSuors;^^et^~p-x^^ -'- p- ^-

Without Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation.
THE RESERVED SECTIONS

- Terms of Payment" f

with inte™i?at Sl± FilV eENT. P« aZu^!Vy^Vrir,3v'a''n^^

^^Jf'ZntS^t'^^^^l S"™' »^" -^ve a Deed o. Convey

perJ:rp;°Si3oXi;'Urvat.;:i:,^!ierII,fS^^^ ^tS"^" I" «T'«^"»on application at the Banlc I.f ^l,mtT^2^^X»J:Z^^\rrT^ Bonds can be obtained

^
FOR PRICES and CONDmoN.S oTs'aTp.^.'^ 1'/ •"*, »«'«'"«»•

. ,
to the purchase of Lan.ls, apply to JOHX H MoTAVISH L^lfr""'''""^ """^

S^'.P"'
peg. By order of the Board. ^ JioiAVlSH, Land Commissioner, Winni-

of^men.

CmDrSGAP&^OlTwiTanr;

TORONTO, OiV/'"*'^'""'
ifiaa only

'hole

Rodger, Maelay & Cc
nairorACTuaEEs of the '^"T

this
" LILY WHTTK " FLOATllfO SOAP,

QUBKN-S OWN PKRFBCTION SOAP, a the

BMOUSH MOTTLED, to this

AJTO OTHBB CELEBBiTBD BBAJjns or ^^*°Ce

FINE LAUNDRY SOA^f^j"'
yullins: Soaps, ^^^

ToUet Boups,
^ff^

A.niUne Dygcle, in^
Had no

•ohibi-

been

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Montiml, January, 1884.
SecreCarf,

Rodger, Maclay & «'in^

Caitada Soap and OU IVorh "y«:t,

Offloe: Works :"
*™''*-

70 Fbont St. East,
| DgrBiis St! JOssion

TOBCilfTO. *° "P***

\ f>

tftaiaH :n
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) RAILWAY
Wheels and Cast-iron Scrap

M.. m*"?* "''**' "I ilelivery,

addressed Jfi?"*"
',' ^«.°''"« '<" S«ap," and

JOSEPH HICKSOlf,
aintrni Manager.

MoNTBEAi,, 19Jh Jaly, 1884.

[STERBROOK^

DNITED EMPIRE LOAN
CORPORATION,

Head OfflcM, - Public library Bnildlng.,

Cor. Chnroh and Adolalda Sti., Toronto.

SAVINGS BANK DEPABTMENT in onf
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

It is worthy of note, now that the excitement on the boundary award
has somewhat abated, that the great weight of expert opinion is on the

side of observers who aver the 88,000 square miles of disputed territory

upon the right to which so much oratory and so many dollars have been
spent,, are a vast wilderness of rock with nothing on it worth growing and
nothing in it worth digging for. One witness, who is exceptionally well

acquainted with the country, who is fully competent to judge, and whose
veracity and impartiality are beyond question, has declared that the terri-

tory which Sir John A. Macdonald was to have portioned out in huge
timber limits to his supporters, if the award went in favour of the govern-

ment, is " not worth one cent an acre." From within seventy miles of

Winnipeg right through to Port Arthur the land is described as literally

and- absolutelv barren and vainnlnim ThA half .hnvtfla u^lwv al^^ji

had the hardihood t« thoroughly explore the country, report that it is one
monotony of rock, stubble, and water from end to aide. However, it has
answered Mr. Mowat's purpose well : it gave him a good party cry, and
enabled his administration to pose as the champions of Ontario, as well as

to deal another blow at Sir John Macdonald as a constitutional lawyer.

standing? Whilst not asserting the C^oA?'* accuracy, he who runs may
read how patently so-called rebutting statements made in Tory organs are
beside the mark, and ''how by quibbles the writers endeavour to misguide
the pubUc mind. The real patriot is not he who glosses over his country-
men's weaknesses or denies their faults, but rather is the man truly loyal
who vigorously protests against a mistaken policy, and endeavours to show
what is ultimately best for the community at large. '

Those who remember the miserable revelations of poverty and distress
amongst " Tuke emigrants," in Hamilton and ei-sewhere, last winter, will
incline to rejoice that Mr. Tuke's fund has ceased to be used for emigration.
The Duke of Bedford, in announcing this decision of the committee of
which he is chairman, says the prospect of a good harvest in Ireland, and
the lessened demand for labour on this continent, render a temporary
cessation of the work advisable. In three years Mr. Tuke's fund had
assisted 9,482 pei-sons to emigrate. The average cost per head, including
all expenses, was £7 4s. 6d. The total cost of the operations has been
£68,500, of which £44,000<as been recdved from the Government.
What has been done has benefited not only those who have been sent away
but those who remain behind. It has led to much consolidation of holdings
too small when separated to support life in decency and comfort. Mr.
Tuke says what is wanted in Ireland is a permanent board of emigration,
which with a suitable staff both in Ireland and America, would from year
to year deal with a limited number of applications for emigration, and
to advise in each case as might seem for the best. In the^meantime, one
would like to hear what hope there may be of migration accomplishing any
good work.

iNTKBviBWB^ji^Biedlately on his landing at Plymouth, Mr. H. M.
Stanley, the intrepid African e; ^lorer, dechired that General Gordon may
leave Khartoum whenever he chooses, and that he has three routes of
escape open to him. He remarks that General Gordon is a great and
distinguished man, that he is a soldier but not a traveller. He is sure he
will never leave Khartoum ingloriously. He can escape by the Congo

;

secondly, by means of the Nile : and thirdly, across the desert, and thence
to Zanzibar. He can take either of these routes, and may go with the
army in Khartoum to Bahr-el-Ghazel, where he would meet Lupton Bey,
the comman-ler of the Egyptia-is. He could force his way through the
country, because the people would be afraid of an armed body of men.
Mr. Stanley says that Gordon is perfectly well supplied with stores and
ammunition, and quite strong enough to meet the Mahdi. Mr. Stanley
laughs to scorn the suggestions for sending an expedition to Khartoum,
and says the men would die like Hies. He adds that General Gordon only
requires to act like a soldier, as he believes he will, to settle the whole
diificulty.

EvBN the more level-headed observers who are inclined to take the

Globe's anti-N. P. reports with the usual grain of salt, cannot help seein"

that the manner in which it is sought to impugn those statements serves

rather to confirm the unfortunate tidings of trade depression. Could the

N. P. be personified, one could easUy understand how it might prav to be
saved from ite friends. The latter attempt to howl down the Globe returns •^vengeful cartoon.
by accusing that journal of unpatriotic conduct and of attempting to ruin

the trade of the country for party purposes—a charge which, " not to put
too fine a point upon it," is cool coming from the party which awarded
gimilar treatment to Mr. Mackenzie. But, we are virtually told, one man
may steal a horse whilst another must not look over the hedge. Every-

body knows that the Globe's object is to discredit the Government's policy,

and apart from the political morality of the scheme, in doing so it merely
retorns a Roland for an Oliver. But the clap-trap about ruining the credit

«rf bosinew men is too absurd to deceive the most superficial Would the

N. P. diefenders wish us to believe that the exact financial condition of

every firm mentioned is not known to the banks and to the mercantile

•gendes % How, then, could a newspaper report affect their commercial

Irritibility has always been said to be a characteristic of the literary

race, and editors consequently have their troublea The Editor of this

journal has evidently given unpardonable offence by the rejection of some-
body's article on the Temperance question, and his crime is visited on the
head of another gentleman, who, though a valuiid contributor to this

journal, is not its editor, and never has been. Twice the grievance
has been aired in print, and, as if this was not enough, it is embodied in a

We are accused of breaking our promise of " an open
field " by rejecting papers in favour of prohibition while we accept those
which are against it. We can plead guilty to nothing of the kind. We
have a 'waste-paper basket, it is true ; but it is the impartial receptacle, in
this, as in every other discussion, of papers on both sides which had no
interest except for their writers. Papers on both sides of the prohibi-

tion question have been rejected ; letters on both sides have been
inserted, while other letters on both sides have been declined. In no
case has the rejection been on account of opinion. The subject,

though important is trite, and interest can be imparted to it only by fresh-

ness of treatment A perfectly open field for free and courteous discussion

Thb Wbkk is and will always be ; it has never pretended to be an open
dumping-ground for rubbish.
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"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Thb two great party organs have been debating, with hot shot, the ques-

tion between Free Trade and the National Policy. We must be grateful

to the Globe for having with regard to the National Policy, as well as with

regard to Prohibition, taken the question out of the region of polemical

generalities and brought it into that of facts, by instituting local in-

quiries and giving us the result. • Its statements are fiercely traversed.

Probably they are not untinted by the sombre hue of Opposition. But in

their general character they correspond to the indications of trade in the

lines of business to which they relate. Had the Finance Minister only

kept on the safe ground on which he at first stood, and contented himself

with undertaking to raise the requisite amount of revenue in the manner

best suited to the industrial circumstances of this country, all would have

gone well. His Tariff, in the opinion of those who are best qualified to

judge it, was skilfully framed ; it not only equalized revenue with expendi-

ture, but produced a surplus, and it did not diminish the volume of trade.

Unfortunately he was carried away by his success, flung himself into the

open arras of the Protectionists, and undertook to produce prosperity by

taxation. The result has been over-investment in the manufactures to

which he promised protection, followed by the inevitable recoil, the glutted

market, the works running half-time, the men thrown out of employment.

At the same time it happens that the lumber trade is in a doubtful state,

while the last of Canadian mining enterprises seems to be on the brink

of failure. Canadian mj^nufacturers have so far enjoyed a monopoly of the

north-western market. This they cannot permanently retain. The people

of the "Ntirth-West will assuredly assert their liberty of buying in the best

and most convenient markets ; without that liberty they cannot prosper.

For Canada at all events Protection will not do. Her case is not like that

of the United States. The United States are an assemblage of forty

jiommunities, some of them equal in size and wealth to no mean nation,

1 !

1 'i

ii

stretching over a territory which embraces the greatest varieties of soil,

climate and production, while they enjoy perfect free trade among them-

selves. On the other hand, it would be at once unwise and unjust abruptly

—«»<K»:f5!§
.^-'^*i'*'y *'° i^^erse our present policy after leading the manufacturers

to build their works and invest their money on the faith of its continuance.

They are an important part of the community, though they cannot be

allowed to insist that the interests of all consumers shall be sacrificed to

them as if they were the whole. That for which they must prepare them-

selves, as their inevitable destiny in the end, is free trade with this

continent. The abolition of the Customs line between Canada and the

United States is indispensable to the prosperity of this country, and
opinion is fast forming in favour of the measure. All along the border our
people desire it, and in the Maritime Provinces it would be carried almost

by acclamation. That the politicians of both parties have a prejudice

against it is true, and its coming may thus be delayed ; but come it will,

and there are strong indications that it is near.

It seems that what Lord Rosebery tenders to the colonies in exchange
for their independence is a representation in the House of Lords. Repre-

sehEaCioh in the House of liords can "hardly, in The present ^tate of tho^

political market, be called a gilt-edged security ; but, waiving that reason for

misgiving, it surely is strange that after so much discussion of the subject,

we should again be called on to state the objections to this scheme. Is it

possible that a man of Lord Rosebery's mark should fail to see that a
colonist severed from his colony, sent to reside in London and there

identified politically and socially with the British aristocracy, would be a
colonist, and a trustworthy representative of the colony, no more ? Most
likely he would become an aristocrat of aristocrats. We see the tendemy
even when a colonist is knighted. It would bo better to put the interests

of Canada into the hands of an ordinary member of the House of Lords
who woul(^ at all events be under no temptation to betray them for the

purpose of ingratiating himself with a society in which his position would
be already assured. A member of the House of Lords is irremovable

:

he is therefore irresponsible ; the colonial Peer might and often would
outlive the state of opinion which had existed in his colony at the time of
his appointment, and he would then become an antagonist of his consti-

tuency, while he would remain armed with its commission. But the worst
part of such a system would be its inevitable effect on the characters of

colonial statesmen, who would be always manceuvring for peerages, instead

of devoting themselves heartily to the interests of their own country. Life

in high London society is expensive ; colonial politicians have not usually

long purses; and the temptation to seek increase of income in illicit ways,

such as lending the name of a Peer to commercial enterprises of doubtful

character, would be as strong as it could possibly be. With what object ate

all these complications and liabilities to be encountered 1 Why should we
struggle so desperately against the plain dictates of nature and convenience 1

A community when it becomes great, as the colonists of England are

becoming, no matter what its origin or kinship, must have its adminis-
trative centre in itself. Nothing threatens or is ever likely to threaten

the moral union between England and her colonies except this unreasoning
passion for political aggregation.

This seems to be the hour of Federationist fancies. Perhaps it is

Australian confederation that sets all brains breeding. In the cable news
the other day there was this item :

" Jamaicans living in this country
(Englarid) will shortly hold a meeting for the purpose of requesting the
Solomon {tic) of the Jamaica Government, who is now here, to bring before

the Jamaica Legislature, on his return in September, the subject of making
that island a part of the Dominion of Canada." We have since been told
that the admission of the West Indies into the Canadian Confederation is

a subject which has been occupying the attention of Sir John Macdonald.
Sir John and the " Solomon " of Jamaica, whoever that p'o'tentate may be,

if they are in communication on the subject, will dp well to consider not
only the question of distance, but the political character of the population.
Dire experience has shown that Jamaica, at all events, is incapable of self-

government. She made a trial of Parliamentary in.stitutions but was glad,

after a fearful catastrophe, to resign them. Nothing, it seems, can keep
the peace between the white and black races, or ensure justice to the
blacks, but the strong and impartial rule of a Crown Governor. We
bewail the corrupt influence of Quebec in our Parliament, but what do the
projectors of this schema suppose would be the influence of a West Indian
delegation ? How could there be any unity of interest or unanimity of
feeling in a Parliament made up of such heterogeneous elements? St.

Domingo flung itself into the lap of the American Republic. The
American Republic flung it out again, in spite of the desperate efforts

made by President Grant to bring about the annexation. The American
people knew too well what sort of addition to their Congress Senators and
Representatives from St. Domingo would be. But a Haytian deputation
in the Congress of the United States would be a trifling danger compared
with a couple of scores of West Indians in the Parliament of Canada.
More than two thousand years ago a political philosopher laid it down that
every association must have a suflicient object. This is what confedera-
tionists at the present day forget. Their conglomerations which they
propose have really no object except to gratify the yearning for con-
glomeration.

The Committee of " Mr. Tuke's Fund " have issued a report on Emi-
gration from Ireland. The number of persons assisted to emigrate this
year, the report says, amounted to little more than half that of last year.
The falling off is ascribed to the diminution of over-pressure by previous
emigration, and to a good potato harvest. But it is added that there has
been an agitation against State-aided emigration, and that " all sorts of
absurd stories have been circulated, especially with regard to Canada."
Perhaps the last words might be taken in a double sense. The Committer
vindicate their care in selection and supervision. Of the despatch of Iridi
destitution to Toronto, they wash their hands altogether, saying that these
families were sent out by Unions. The emigrante sent by themselves to
the States or Canada, they aver, have all done welL To the jJOlitical

danger of reinforcing the Anti-British element on this continent they
shut their eyes

; perhaps they despair of finding a land in which the Irish
emigrant might learn regular industry, improve his condition and advance
in civilization, without being duped and fleeced by the traders in a malig-
nant agitation. One thing, af all eventa, they see, which statesman
have unfortunately not seen, and which political agitators are determined
not to see. The condition of the people in the poor districta of Ireland ig
one of chronic destitution, caused by the existence of a population out of
all proportion to the .resources of the land upon which it swarms, and
liable at any time by a failure of the potato crops to be aggravated to the
point of actual famine. But the Committee do not seem so distinctly aware
of the fact that for such an evil occasional, or even annual, depletion by
emigration, though it may be a palliative, is not a remedy. The population
which remains, its character and habits being unchanged, will only multiply
all the faster, and be always approaching the famine line. There is no
remedy but complete clearance and the conversion of the land, or o£ ao
much of it as is cultivable at all, to the purpose of pasture, for which alone
it is adapted by nature. If this U hopeless, the malady is beyond cure.

Whin it was announced by the secedini; ilAdependents that their
movement was directed exclusively against the character ol Mr. Blaine
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the trumpet for a war of personalities W^i sounded. At once there is a
joyous response to the call. Investigations have been promptly commenced
into thB aiiiours and supper parties of Mr. Cleveland's youth, and as, in

the case of a man whose future prominence nobody can foresee, accurate

.registers are seldom kept of such events, an almost unbounded field of

stimulating and luscious controversy "ia opened. The several charges of

drunkenness, seduction, abduction and'cruelty form so many distinct issues

upon each of which newspaper dissertations equal in their collective bulk

to the works of the most voluminous authors are sure to be written between
this and November. It would be curious to compute how many yards of

disputation were produced on the question whether General Garfield, in

the period of his life when he was struggling with penury, had been guilty

of leaving a tailor's bill unpaid. The attempt to blast Mr. Tilden's char-

acter and bring on him a heavy loss by ransacking his returns under
the income tax was dirtier still. Ambition must indeed be a master
passion when it can induce a man to go through such an ordeal for

the sakfe of a four-years' tenure of doubtful power, amidst all the swarm
of annoyances which beset life in the White House and with no prospect,

when his term is over, but total eclipse. The winds of party fury are

now fairly let loose ; for the next three months the .storm will rage,

patriotism will be lost in faction, commerce as well as politics will feel the

baneful effect, and in case of a disputable result, which, with so much
sectionalism and bolting it is at least possible, a crisis of dangerous violence

may once more en.sue. Compared with these evils, and with the traces

inevitably left on the political character of the nation, the expense of the

contest is, to people who are so rich, a small matter
; yet, in itself, it is not

small. Experienced politicians say that two millions at least will be spent

in the State of New York alone. What is still worse is, that not a little

of this money is raised virtually by pledging in advance the patronage of

the State. It cannot be too often repeated, in justice to the framers of the

Constitution, that nothing of this kind was intended by them. Their

intention was that the President should be quietly selected by a board of

presidential electors. Had they only adhered to the decision to which at

one time they came, that the President should be elected by the Legis-

lature, all might have been well. Thought begin.s, as well it may, to be

stirred in the United States on this subject. Mr. Henry 0. Lockwood's
treatise on The Abolition of the Presidency comes in season and is not

unlikely to open a serious discussion. To him, the monarchic tendencies

of an institution, which he justly regards as a mistaken and needless

reproduction of Britith royalty, are the chief objects of apprehension ; but

the consequences which attend the mode of election, as now presented to

our eyes, afford surely as great a subject for misgiving. Who can doubt
that the paroxysm brought on by the Presidential Election of 1861

precipitated, if it did not produce, the Civil War ? It is true that a

general election in Canada or in England, when possession of the Govern-
ment depends on the result, is the counterpart of the Presidential election

in the United States. But neither practice is in any way essential to

elective government or destined to prevail for ever.

is England the agitation againBt the Lords goes on and continues to

illustrate the peculiarity of a Constitution under which, to get a measure
passed by the legislature, you descend into the street. The Polish Consti-

tution, under which they all met armed, and everybody had a veto was
still rougher and more primiBval, but there is an affinity between the two.

Both are contrasted with constitutions adapted to modern times, in

which all powers are properly defined and are exercised in accordance with

the law. All say that the Lords will succumb. Succumb they certainly

will in the end and on the main question between them and the people.

Heredity is dead at the root ; that one house of the legislature should

remain the property of a group of privilegAl families in an age of reason

ia impos6ible. Moreover, the peerage rests substantially on great estates

which are held together by primogeniture and entail ; and, eveil it agrarian

change goes no further, primogeniture and entail ^re assuredly doomed.
But in this present battle about the Franchise I .1, the position of the

Lords is perhaps not so hopelessly weak as it
' tssumed to be. Street

parades in themselves are harmless. Violence the Government itself must
repress, and if the Prime Minister is pursuaded to take the stump in

person, he may have as chief of the Executive to piit down disturbance

which his own eloquence has excited. Nor is the populace all on one side
;

in some of the cities it is largely Tory ; while any popular agitation is sure

to produce a certain amount of reaction among the property-holding and
Conservative classes. Popular enthusiasm cools unless ite temperature is

sustained by the sense of some crying injustice ; and there are not now, as in

1830, a mountain of abuses to bo removed, and great practical objecto to

be attained. Mr. Gladstone ia seventy-four : the cohesion of his party

depends on his presence at iU head ; eventa come thick, and the Id(!s of
November, tl-—gh in the calendar near, are politically some way off. En
itself the contention of the Lords is right : they are entitled to demand
that Extension and Redistribution shall be laid before them together, in *

order that the probable effect of the whole measure on the Constitution
may be seen

; and their case in this respect is strengthened by Mr. Glad-
stone's avowal that his object in sending forward Extension by itself is to
commit the Lords in advance, and put them under a moral necessity of
accepting his plan of Redistribul.ion whatever it may turn out to be.
Liberals of the more thoughtful class might not repine at a postponement
of the Franchise Bill if, the result were likely to be a broader and more •

statesmanlike treatment of the entire question. The long revolution by
which supreme power has been transferred from the Crown \i\<\ tho aristo-

ci;acy to the people, touches its close, and the time has come for finally

organizing government on the elective basis, with Conservative safeguards
of a rational and effective kind in place of the moribund and discredited
relics of the feudal era. "To make the Lower House more democratic, by an
extension of the Franchise, without any corresponding alteration of the
Upper House is to aggravate the antagonism between the two, and to
increase the peril of collisions in the future. These things some Liberals
in England see, but the Prime Minister does not ; he talks about " uniting
the people by his Franchise Bill round the ancient throne," as if the ancient
throne were still the real government, and the House of Commons, instead
of being the real governmont as it is, wore still merely a representation of
the people. Great was the genius of Chatham, great was the genius of his

son ; but both had their limits. Chatham could not have framed a budget
and his son was the worst of war ministers. Great, almost miraculous in

some respects are the powers of Mr. Glad.stone ; and splendid have been
the services which he has rendered to his country. Yet Ireland ia in a
titate of smothered rebellion, the Union ia in daiigar, the Egyptian question
is in confusion, the attempt to reorganize the House of Coramona by the
new rules has failed, and the elocjuence which commends the Fraiichiae

Bill, may not be Ticcompanied by an equal measure of. the forecast which
distinctly anticipates ita practical operation.

Iir addressing the people of this continent Mr. George and his asaociatea

ahow a decided diaposition to lower their tone. It is one thing to buli'-

the weak and decried landowners of Engknd or Ireland* it is another
thing to tell all the farmers of this continent that their freeholda are not
their own, but public property stolen by them from the nation, whi<;h tbe

community would be justified in resuming without paying them any com-
pensation. Moreover, in an old country where titles run back into the

mist of time, it ia poaailble to make those who are ignorant of economical
history believe that all private proprietorship had ita origin in fraud

;

whereaa here everybody knows that the land waa "honeatly acquired by
purchaao from that very Sta_te which, with the price in its pocket, is insti-

gated to plunder the purchaser. The scheme of confiscation which the

Radical Pall MM Gazette compared to stealing spoons, and the Radical

Mr. Harrison to Californian mail robbing, is now softened down to a

peculiar, a very peculiar, aystein of taxation. More than this, there is a
complete change of the issue. SIfe are told that Mr. George's contention

is simply " he that doth not work, neither shall he eat"- That saying is

found in the New Testament together, it may be observed, with some others

which would hardly suit the purposes of the preachers of social war.

Therefore every true Christian, though he'"may have the means of eating

without work, will work to the best of his ability ; nor will he have much
difficulty in finding things which the community needs to have done and
which in our present s^te only a man of independent means can do. But
so far as the saying is applicable to the present question at all, it is

applicable not only to the idle holder of property in land, but to the idle

holder of property of any kind ; nay, to the holder, however industrious,

of any property which he has inherited and not made. We shall have to

confiscate everybody's patrimony, whether it be in land or stock, and to

prohibit any man for the future from leaving anything to his children

;

the result of which would be that a great incentive to Industrial effort

would be lost, and that saving would altogether cease. AU". George's

principles threaten all property alike, including the plant of the news-

paper which seeks by coquetting with hia theories to win for its party the

votes of the artisans. The thrifty artisan himself owns, or hopes to own,

the lot on which his house is built, and that lot is just as much menaced
with nationalization as the estates of the Duke of Argyle.

A LiriLT controversy has been going on about Religion in the English

Reviews between the Agnostic, Mr. Herbert Spencer, the Positiviat, Mr.
Harrison, and Sir Fitzjamea Stephen, who, perhaps, would be beat
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described by the old name of Freethinker, if it can be used in an inoffen-
sive sense. The result tends to show that perplexity is not confined to

.
the Christian camp, and that, if we are forced to give up received beliefs,
we are not likely at present to find certainty or repose elsewhere. Mr!
Harrison pours scorn on Mr. Spencer's Religion of the Unknowable- Mr.
Spencer pours scorn on Mr. Harrison's Religion of Humanity ; Sir'ntz.
james Stephen pours scorn on both. Mr. Herbert Spencer, who opened
the discussion, evidently thought that he had mown down Christianity
and all existing religious beliefs by one fell sweep of his philosophic
scythe. Religion, he says, has its origin in dreams, which generate a

^ belief in ghosts. Hence it is anthropomorphic, always seeking God after
the image of man, and varying in. its conceptions of the divine nature
through the successive phases of human morality and thought. When the
mental development of the race has reached a certain point, the theological
process ends

;
man discovers that the God whom he has worshipped is only

the creation of his own brain, discards his anthropomorphic conceptions
confesses his hopeless ignorance, and has thenceforth no religion but
reverence for the Unknowable. The answer to this seems to be that it is
only another instance of the traps into which physicists, however eminent
are m danger of falling when they advance sweeping theories about man
without having studied his history. For the dream-and-ghost hypothesis
of the origin of reUgion there is not a particle of historic evidence It
finds no support in the Rig Veda, the Zendavesta, the Egyptian monu-
ments, the Homeric poems, the Roman mythology, the Scandinavian
mythology, or any of the important records of primaeval religion, among
which, for this purpose, we may reckon the Old Testament. AH those
records alike indicate that it was by the great objects of nature and
especially by the sun, that the religious sentiment was first awakened
while that sentiment, to be awakened at all, must apparently first have'
had Its seat in the human breast, like other sentiments and tendencies the

_ congenital character of which nobody denies. The dream-and-ghost theory
ui merely a reproduction of the "Animism " of Dr. Tylor, who founds his
induction on the beUefs of savage tribes. But the a^umption that the
beUefs of savage tribes are primeval, and represent the universal ten-
dencies of humanity, seems itself highly precarious. Savage tribes are
probably the refuse of humanity, cast away for the most part into the
remote and most unattractive parts of the earth. There seems to be no
reason for thinking that their beliefs are any more stable than their lan-
guage, which we know to be in a state of flux, 'it is surely in the leading
races and m the main current of history that reason bids us look for the
real tendencies of humanity. To show that the Christian religion had its
source m a belief in dreams and ghosts would be a hard task for the most
robust Agnostic. AnthropomorphUm is a very effective word, almost as
ettective as Mesopotamia, though not so blessed. It means after all
nothing but "human," and the argument against the truth of religion'
supposed to be conveyed in it by implication,-will be found on examination
to be fallacious. There are three natures in man-at least there are three
aspects under which he may be regarded-the physical, the intellectual
and the moral. Primeval fancy might invest Deity with a human form L-4mt *f «. edueated Ohnstian doe^tfais, it is either figuratively, as we speaj^
of the Eye and the Hand of God, or involuntarily, from inabiUty to pr^nt
to himself a moral being otherwise than in human form, and with a full
consciousness that the connection, though it clings to the human imagi-
nation, is the offspring of mental association, and not real. In the sameway when we speak of Divine Wisdom or Design, we are fully aware ofthe total inadequacy of terms transferred from the operations of thehuman in..Ilect ta those of God ; Mr. Spencer himself does not suppose
that his intellectual formula of the Homogeneous and the HeterogenLus
adequately represents the Councils of the Infinite. But to say tLt themoral nature of man points true to that of the Author of his being ismerely saying that we believe in a God. To charge religion with ^ng -

anthropomorphic in this sense is a platitude. That human morality is
Identical with that of the Maker and Master of the Universe is the essential
conception of Theism, which, whether tenable or not on other grounds, isnot proved untenable by the simple asseveration that itIs what it purports
to ba Mr. Spencer bids us, in place of our anthropomorphic Deity, reverethe Unknowable. Why should we reve,« the Unknowable^ We do no^revere a problem because it is insoluble, or a riddle because it cannot be

Z'^Mi \ "°"^ ^"" °"'y "^ ^ '^^ "•'J^* «>' r^y^r^no,: such apower Mr. Spencer must at heart believe that there is behind the veil ofnature
;
and reflection will show him that moral character to excite luMTerenoemugt be in kind identical with ours.

acrimonious in his criticisms on Christianity, at which he never fails to
fling a stone or two in passing. "Tho visiting on Adam's descendants,"
he says, " through hundreds of generations dreadful penalties for a small
transgression which they did not commit; the damning of aU men who
do not avail themselves of an alleged mode of obtaining forgiveness which
njost men have never heard of; and the effecting a reconciliation by
sacrificing a son who was perfectly innocent, to satisfy the assumed
necessity for a propitiatory victim ; are modes of action which ascribed to
a human ruler would call forth expressions of abhorrence ; and the ascrip-
tion of them to the ultimate cause of things, even now felt to be full of
difficulties, must become impossible." It is instructive to compare this and
a great deal more of the same kind and in the same tone which has pro-
ceeded from the pen of Mr. Spencer, with such a book as Sainte-Beuve's
l-ort Royal. Sainte-Beuve was not a believer in the Christian ReveU-

tion, but he was thoroughly versed in history, a profound student of
character, ,nd a man 6f truly philosophic and liberal mind. He sees
that the character is the essential thing and not the dogma

; and he paintawith comprehensive sympathy and kiidly insight, as well as with artistic
beauty, the characters of the admirable recluses who are the subjects of his
book. To him denunciations like those of Mr. Herbert Spencer wouldseem platitudes. Almost the same may be safely said of Benan. Thatan alien mass of dogma has, in the course of theological controversy,
gathered round the rational and vital truths of Christianity, many Christian^
as Mr. Spencer is aware, are fully prepared to acknowledge. St Paul
protesting against subjection to the Law, set forth, in opposition to it, theredeeming work and merita of Christ in passionate and figurative bngL«
with imagery drawn from the sacrificial ritual of the Hebrews, whS
irrational exegesis has crystallized into doctrine and presented sometimes informs repugnant to good sense and to morality. The Reformers again incombating Indulgences and good works, developed and stereotvpeTin anexaggerated form their doctrine of Justification by Faith, which drew
after It tl^t of Predestination. But what is the practical outcome ? The
religion of the worshippers of Baal, Moloch, or the gods of Mexico wmimmoral and cruel. Immorality and cruelty were the result Why wan

"^l "^""''^^^^^'^ *^« «- «" Heber. Wilberforce, Fletcher, ofMadeley and Wesley, who unquestionably held the doctrine of the At,^n^ment in the form which would be most repulsive to Mr. Herbert Spencer tHow came it to pass that though these men served a God more cruel asMr. Herbert Spencer thinks, than the Fijian divinity who is represertS «devouring the souls of the dead, their characters and lives we« exampl"
of the purest benevolence J It would appear that on their minds theAtonement impressed itself simply as a manifestation of Divine Love. Inhu "Data of Ethics" Mr. Spencer, after a similar onslaught on2 p"fl««
of Christianity, ends by admitting that " a ratiom^lized version of its ethical
principles wdl eventually be acted upon." In that case, as the etWcs canscarcely be entirely separated from the creed, surely philosophy bids m.ouch the history of Christianity, and even its doctriL assertL^ ^ h"discriminating hand. at,° A BrSTANDKB.

HERE AND THERE.

A MOB. special study of history, including the history of opinion
».«jht perhaps mal,e Mr. Herbert Spencer more philosophic and le.^

The old aphorism that one must go from home to learn news wouldundoubtedly occur to the average English jourm^list who read a Zntarticle in the Boston H.„^ Jaumat on "English Gold in Ame^
Journalism. Our contemporary reads between the lines of anti-BhZ
editorials in the Kew York Tin^s "and some other journaU conducteXEnglishmen, and sees there unmistakable sigm, that they are "heavilysubsidized to support the party which is given to free trade." A Torontodaily made a similar accusation against an Anglo-Canadian cotton spinierwho ventured to make some unfavourable comments upon th^ spLuI^

- and weaving industries of the Dominion. Had such charge, been^fby anyone but journaliste they might have been more easily forgiven^!how gentlemen of that ilk could be so stupid as to sup'plT^L^jcheme^the manipulation of American and Canadian'Ze cSTS;formulated in E^.and without its coming to their knowledge. WB^comprehension. We have more faith in the assiduity of the uMqSto«

^at either the British Government or a ring of English manuf^,^have "^ught to accomplish commercial injury to America by establiZ^or subsidizing papers ,n America hostile to America interest. --UoJIpiece with the whole tenor of the article., «id serve, onlyrtLyl^
writer's Ignorance of English matters. Perhaps our contemporaT^
tell us from what national fund these "subridies" «, dmirTtf thTSthe contention, and in return we will assure him that the «It«t^ -
nesB of English manufactoren, to-day i. that tfcey will not combinj^* \
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all the severe lessons taught by American and Liverpool cotton-rings, by

terrible waves of trade depression, and by wicked strikes of artisans, have

not sufficed to unite them for mutual protection or advancement, and that

in the manufacturing industries of England the watehword is unques-

tionably each man for himself. How, then, were the "heavy subsidies"

paid1—from what pool came the $600,000 which " were spent in one month

in antagonizing Mr^ Blaine and his policy 4n the interest of England'"!

In the course of some interesting remarks on " British Colonists in the

Struggle for Existence," E. Kay Robinson, in Longman's Magazine, says

\'^ritiah-born coloniste, whether man, beast, bird, or insect, seldom fail in

I. 'ong run to annihilate such indigenous species as they come in contact

with. The fickle character of English weather, more trying to all consti-

tutions than the more severe climates of other lands, has.nt is claimed,

during ages of evolution eliminated all the weaker elemenU, and left the

relic of fauna and flora exceptionally hardy. The English rat is to be

found thriving and multiplying at the expense of native vermin wherever

British commerce has found a footing. No sooner is the English flag

planted on a foreign shore than a London sparrow perches on the top of it.

That ridiculous quadruped the rabbit is the plague of Australia ;
and the

Sc^teh thistle, most uncompromising of vegetables, has annexed whole

prairies on this continent. Little room for wonder, therefore, that the

common cabbage butterfly should exterminate his Canadian congeners,

especially as—shrewd insect—in packing up his luggage for emigration he

doubtless overiooked the precaution of taking out with him a supply of his

special " ichneumon " parasite.

Mbsses. Frkchkttb and Tasse are both gentlemen of some literary

repute in Canada, and have had the misfortune to fall foul of each other

to such effect that the first-named threatens to appeal to the Royal Society

of Canada to adjudicate in the matter. Mr. Frechette some time ago

dramatized a French novel and called his production "The Exile." -*r

should be observed that Mr. Frechette distinctly avowed the source from

which he took his plot Mr. Tasse, however, through his journal accused

his brother editor and litterateur of plagiarism. The latter gentleman

retaliates by charging Mr. Tasse with literary forgery. VoUa tout. The

quarrel is both undignified and absurd—almost as absurd as the idea that

the Royal Society will fritter ite time settling the petty quarrels of the

excitable journaliste. Moreover, it is whispered that politics are at the

" bottom of the affair.

OvitB the signature "An Onlooker" a correspondent to the Toronto

Mail the other day charged advocates of co-education with' inconsistence.

"You would not" says he, addressing Mr. Mowatt "send your own

daughters to be educated with the young men in University College, and

in their studies, and you did not You know that the men who are

pushing this scheme on the fathers, mothers, and daughters of Ontario,

are beardless youths; young men (some of them), who may have growing

boys and girls, but are not at the point in age or training requiring of

them a decision of this question in the concrete." There is more than a

little truth in aU this, and the letter has not been answered. It is an old

saying and a trite: an ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory.

Th« Independence-annexation question may now be considered settled.

The Oracle has spoken—said authority on this occasion being the Boston

Home J<rwrmd. This is how our contemporary arranges the matter:—

The woods of Canada are hiU of Independent papers, and they do °»' ««" '"/P^'J

right out in pubUo. Fifty papers up there have declared for l^dependflnoe and they

SLleaely *A more or lees »W, advocate the oftuee. That « the right k'nd of Inde-

^den« to talk, and the talk wiU be to .ome parpoae t«,^ It is not m the nature of

Eings that Canada WiU for many years more be satisfied to »>« go'^nied by the Uttle

island of England. The repnbUo of Canada is only a qaestion of time. One thing is

sore; we do not want her; nor would she consent to eome into Uncle ^»^'^'
but she will be most heartily welcomed as a sister republic. Our respect^ Uncle 8^
ahoold not receive another inch of territory oateide of his present bounaanee

;
he ha.

S that he can possibly attend to; or that he and Mother Oolumbui can keep m the

bonds of peace and brotherhood.

Thk scenes which are reported as having taken place at VersaUles in'

connection with the Convention for revising the French Constitution are

most discouraging to the friends of progress. Bad Unguage is said to

have been freely used, and was probably premeditated, for cablegram

reporte say that honourable deputies went to the Convention armed with

revolvers. It is impoawble to ignore the fact that the gradual deteriora-

tion of elective awemblies ia coincident with the extension of their con-

Btituencies—to avoid seeing that a lowered franchise so often resnlto in

the return of representatives who turn parliamenu into bear-gardens—to

burke the conclusion that the admission of large numbers of imperfectly

educated men to the burgess list, in England ha. made obstruction ram-

pant and a decay of courtesy apparent in her Parliament Of course the

mercurial gentlemen who form the French legislature will fret and fume—

and subside again, as is their wont without doihg anything desperate

;

but each succeeding exhibition lowers them in the eyes of the world and

of Alphonse, who is not now consumed with a too great respect for the

national pow-wofv.

Prop. Thorold Rogers has an article in the current Bradstrwt'a on

the British House of Lords which at least possesses the merit of being

outspoken. Ho thinks that Americans, as well as Englishmen, bear

abuses and scandals which have long since been condemned because they

dislike to have their business interrupted by side issues and are patient to

an incredible extent " The Lords," he says, " have, during the whole

period of their political activity, which dates from the Restoration of 1660,

never done a single good act in their collective cai>acity. They have resisted

all reforms as long as they could, ^nd thoy have rejected and mutilated all

reforms wheneve%they dared.'' Lord Salisbury, Mr. Rogers declares, "a

hotheafled and violent man," has merely formulated the resentment which

the Upper House have long felt at becoming "a mere machine for regis-

tering and accepting the bills of the House of Commons." The Lords still

possess the farmers' votes, and still have influence in the south of England,

which is reactionary, backward, and ignorant. But e-lucation is weakening

them daily, and their present plight, in direct antagonism to the Commons

and to the people, " is absolutely laughable.:' The contrast between " five

hundred recalcitrant gentlemen, the veriest accidents in the world—the

stupidest, the most ignorant, ther haughtiest, the most self-satisfied, the

most scandalous, and the most incompetent people '—reminds Mr. Rogers

of Ajax defying the lightning. The existence of the House of Lords is,

he thin'ts, doomed. " It is certain that there are powerful agencies at

work which will not leave it till it is extinguished. '
But, with all due

respect to Prof. Rogers, it is not at all certain that any vital or immediate

change will be made in the constitution or powera -of JJi<i-Upper House.

Even when the absolute necessity of reform is universally acknowledged,

the manner in which that change is to be made will require great con-

sideration. So far as the present dead-lock is concerned, the strong

probabilities are that, after a more or less prolonged resistance to the

Commons, the House of Lords will repeat the policy adopted in other

crises, will conclude discretion to be the better part of valour, " back

down," in nine days the whole affair will pass out of the popular mmd,

and the statu quo will result

Now that "our ancient English Peerage" occupies so much public

attention, it may not be uninteresting to point out how small is the claim

of the average nobleman to consideration on the score of family anti-

quity, splendid origin, or public service. We are told stories of the bold

Barons, who at Runnymede extorted Magna Charta from King John; but

where are they now, or their descendante? Not in the House of Lords,

for the almanac gives the dates of the creation of each peerage, and only

two B.ie found in the 13th century-De Ros, 1264, and Clifford, 1299 ;

two- iu Jhe- 14tt-Dacre, 1307: Camoys, 1383; and even of the loth
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century only five-Shrewsbury and Talbot, 1442 ;
Stourton, 1448; Norfolk,

1483 Derby, 1485 ; and Willoughby de Broke, 1492 ;
whilst of the whole

16th century's creation there only remain 10, from Baron Conyers m 15«9

to Howard de Walden 1597 ; and of the 17th century, up to the Ust

creation of the Blessed Martyr, namely, Stafford, 1640, only 13 exist
;
and

of the royal illegitimates and other ennobled personages of lb60 to 1689

only 11 remain until now, with five creations of the revolutionary penod,
^

1690 to 1700. If this be a correct enumeration, it remains that " our old

and venerable Peerage " is a myth-only seven peerages being 400 years

old, and those of half that age largely of doubtful, if not even shameful

origin.

The birth of a posthumous son to the late Duke of Albany gives to his

widow an heir'to the Prince's not very large property. The first child,

bom on February 25th in last year, was a girl. The birth of a son gives

us at once a Duke of Albany, and so far, at all eyenta, falsities the super-

stition that no Dukedom of Albany will ever descend. This dukedom haa

already descended, and there is now no reason why the famUy should not

be perpetuated save sickness.

An epigrammatic description of Lord Salisbury by Professor James E.

Thorold Rogers, M.P. for Southwark (a metropolitan borough): "This is

"^a^oiMn oTeiceUent private character, whose father used him rather

roughly and who was at one time forced to earn his bread as a newspaper

writer When his brother died he became an elder son, rapidly developed
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from an acrid writer of articles into an acrid member of Parliament, and

on his father's death and his ostracism into the House of Lords has chafed

with a bitterness which is as malignant and ferocious as it dares to be."

Tub energetic gentlemen who are given to practising " the noble art

"

have for long been aware of the peculiar properties of raw beef in reducing

ocular swellings. A contemporary is responsible for the assertion that, a

lady has discovered a new use for this combined article of poultice and

huugor-assuager. For eight years she has slept every night with a piece

of raw beef on each cheek for the purpose of making her complexion

p(!rmanently beautiful. If this be true, butchers need never again despair

of dullness in trade, for when this fact becomes generally known the

amount of beef sold will be iftprecedented. Every lady will in that

manner use so much of the raw material. Beef, as a beautifier, promises

to become one of our leading institutions.

MR. BLAINE AND HIS ACCUSERS.

Whether Caesar's wife might live above suspicion depended, perhaps, not

less upon her lord than upon herself. Accusations are easy to make, but

suspicion is not conviction, and we are taught that the accused must be

treated as innocent till they are proved guilty. Many men, wanting the

beneGt of such a rule, have unjustly suffered ; afid others have profited

beyond their desert, where the evidence has fallen short, by the negative

" verdict of "not proven."

There are suspicions of Mr. Blaine, the Rupublican candidate for Presi-

dent. He has been in the public service for years, and it is charged that

he used office and its' influence in the interest of great corporations who
could and did reward him. It is said that in this way public life has

enriched him. It is an old story, but his candidature hsis revived it, and

it is told with various details which circumstances make plausible to many
minds, and which threaten a serious party disruption. But the influence

of party is strangely cohesive, and it may be doubted if discipline has lost

its power.

The New York Times alludes to a prediction it made some months

ago, that Tariff Reform would be a prominent issue in this Presidential

contest, and says :
" So it seemed six months ago ; but the uprising of

au absolutist party with a candidate for Emperor of the United States

could not more surely and completely have changed the aspect of the con-

test, and have put all other issues than that of his defeat in the back-

ground, than has the nomination of a man who throughout his public

career has been a notorious trader on his political and official influence.

The good name of the Republic is at stake, and no other question can be

given prominence over that supreme issue."

Are the charges against Mr. Blaine true or false 1 We repeat, it does

not follow that a man is guilty, especially in party warfare, because he is

accused. The evidence, at best, is incomplete. There has been a wide

difference of statement between Mr. Blaine and his accusers ; and as yet

"liobody has cleared up the discrepencies. Some time ago, the Young Men's

Republican Club of Brooklyn undertook to investigate Mr. Blaine's record.

The Tribune is reported to have warned the club in advance that the evi-

dence " does not convict, and cannot be made to convict." The committee

are said to have reported merely such evidence as they found, unaccom-

panied by any observations of their own. This led Mr. Blaine's enemies to

retort :
" The evidence does not acquit, and cannot be made to acquit."

Probably both these propositions are true, and the verdict must, therefore,

be taken as " not proven."

Sometime in 1876 the United States House of Representatives investi-

gated the affairs of certain railroads enjoying national land grants, and

certain letters were then produced which Blaine, while Speaker of the

House, had written to a Mr. Fisher, of Boston. The first of these, which

PiKk calls " the letter of acceptance," reads thus :

—

AuonsTi, June 39, 1869.

My Diab Mb. Fishsb,—I thank yon for the article from Mr. Lewis. It is good in

itielf and will do good. He writes like a man of large intelligenee and comprehension.
Yonr offer to admit me to a participation in the new railroad enterprise is in every
respect as generous as I coald expect or desire. I thank yoa very sincerely for it, and
in this connection I wish to make a snggestion of a somewhat selfish oharactar. It is

this : Yon spoke of Mr. Oaldwell's offer to dispose of a share of his interest to me. If

lie really desires to do so I wish he wonld make the proposition definite, so that I ooold
know jnst what to depend on. Perhaps if he. wajts-liU the fnUl development of the
enterprise he ma^ grow reluctant to part with the share, and I do not by this mean
any distrust of him. I do not feel that I shall prove a deadhead in the enterprise if I

once embark in it. I see various channels in whioh I know I oan be nsatoL Tery
hastily, and sineerely your friend, JAMia O. Buoti.

Mr. FisHEB, India street, Boston.

The second, dated three days later, reads as follows :

—

AuouRA, He., Jaly S, 1869.

Mt Dur Hb. Fishbb,—Ton ask me if I am satbfied with the offer yon made me of

a share In yoar new railroad antarpriser I am more t^^an satlsfledwith the terms

of the offer ; I thiok it is a most liberal proposition. If I hesitate at all it is from con-
siderations in no way connected with the character of the offer. Your liberal mode of

dealing with me'in all our basines* transactions of the past eight years has not passed
without my full appreciation. What I wrote yoa on the 29th was intended to bring
Caldwell to a definite proposition. That was all. I go to Boston by the same train

that carries this letter, and will call at your office to-morrow at twelve m. If you don't
happen to be in, no matter ; don't put yourself to any trouble about it. Yours,

Mr. Fishbb, jr. J. G. B.

The Speaker of the House of Representatives is, next to the President,

the most powerful man in the United States, and exercises a vast influence

over the legislation of the country. Mr. Fisher and Mr. Caldwell were

interested in the building of the Little' Rock and Fort Smith Railroad,

which had received from the National Government a valuable land grant,

and whose interest might be greatly promoted or damaged by the influence

of the Speaker in Congress. It will be seen that Blaine was satisfied with

the terms offered by Fisher, whatever they were, but he wished also to

impress Caldwell, who might dispose of a share of his interest to him, and

he desired both Caldwell and Fisher to understand that he " would not be

a deadhead in the enterprise, and that he saw various channels by which he

could make himself useful." In the following letters he became more

earnest, and entered into fuller details :

—

[Personal.] '

AnousTA, Me. , Oct. 4, 1869.
Mt Dbab Sib,—I spoke to yon a short time ago abont a point of interest to your

railroad company that occnrred at the last session of Congress.
•It wa3 on the last night of the session, when the bill renewing the land grant to the

State of Arkansas for the Little Rock Road was reached, and Jalian, of Indiana, Chair-
man of the Public Lands Committee, and, by right entitled to the floor, attempted to
pat on the bill, as an amendment, the Fremont El Paso scheme—a scheme probably

' well known to Mr. Caldwell. The House was tbin, and the lobby in the Fremont
interest had the thing all set up, and Julian's amendment was likely to prevail if brought
to a vote. Boots and other members from Ai'kansas, who were doing their host for

their own bill (to which there seemed to be no objection), were in despair, for it was
well known that the Senate was hostile to the Fremont scheme, and if the Arkansas
bill had gone back to the Senate with Julian's amendment, the whole thing woald have
gone on the table and slept the sleep of death.

In this dilemma Roots came to me to know what on earth he coald do nnder the
mles, for he said it was vital to his conatitnents that the bill should pass. I told him
that Jnlian's amendment was entirely out of order, because not germane ; but he had
not sufficient confidence in his knowledge of the rnles to make the point, but he said
Gen. Logan was opposed to the Fremont scheme, and would probably make the point.

I sent my page to Gen. Logan with the saggestion, and he at once made the point. I
coald not do otherwise than sustain it, and so the bill was freed from the misehievoni
amendment moved by Jalian. and at once passed without objection.

At that time I had never seen Mr. Caldwell, but you can tell him that, without
knowing it, I did him a great favour. Sincerely yonra, J. O. Blaiub.

W. Fishbb, jr., Esq., Mo. 24 India street, Boston.

On the same day he wrote a second letter to Mr. Fisher, which reada

thus :

—

AcoUBTA, Oct. 4, 1869.
Mt Diab Mb. Fibeeb,—Find inclosed contracts of partie^ named in my letter of

yesterday. The remaining contracts will be completed as rapidly as possible, as drcnm-
stances will permit.

I inclose yoa part of the Cangrea$ional Globe of April 9, containing the point to
which I referred at some length in my prerioas letter of to-day. You will find it ol
interest to read it over and see what a narrow escape your bill made on that last night
of the session. Of course it was my plain duty to make the ruling when the point was
once raised. If the Arkansas men had not, however, happened to come to me when at .

their wits' end and in despair, the bill woald undoubtedly have been lost, or at leaat
^postponed for a year. I thongbt the point woald interest both you and Caldwell, though
occurring before either of you engaged in the enterprise.

I beg you to understand that I thoroughly appreciate the courtesy with which yon
have treated me in this railroad matter, but your conduct toward me in business mat-
ters has always been marked by unbounded UberaUty in past years, and, of course, I

have natotally coma in expect the same of yoa now. Yoa urge m« to make as moeh
as I fairly can out of the arrangement into which we have entered. It is natural that
I shoald do my ntmost to this end. I am bothered by only one thing, and that is the
indefinite arrangement with Mr CaldwelL I am anxioas to acquire the interest he has
promised me, but I do not get a definite understanding with him as I have with yon.
I shall be in Boston in a few days, and shall then have an opportunity to talk matters
over fully with yoa. I am disposed to think that whatever I do with Mr. Caldwell
mast really be done through you. Kind regards to Mrs. Fisher. Sincerely,

W. Fishbb, jr. J. G. Bi^aikb.

It may have occurred to Caldwell that if a Speaker could do so much for

him " knowing it," he might be a still more j)owerful aid when, being no

longer a " dead head," he was fairly enlisted for the company, and had an

interest in what he was doing. Mr. James Mulligan, the book-keeper of

Fisher, was summoned to testify before the committee, and he took these

and other letters with him to Washington. Mulligan, who is described as

a man of undoubted veracity, testified that Blaine had come to him begging

for the letters, that he drew a touching picture of the ruin they would

cause himself and his family if they were published, and that he hinted at

a foreign consulship if he was permitted to look at the letters, which he

promised to return, but kept them in violation of his promise, and Mulli-

gan has not seen the originals to this' day. What did they mean 1 The

Independent Republicans declare that they mean the prostitution of

official power to base persopial greed of money. There are charges of llr.

Bl'aine's corrupt relations with other roads, but we will not pursue them.

We are not concerned to establish the guilt of Mr. Blaine, and we wish we
had the material which wonld make his innocence plain. The Independents

pretend that their assault is not upon Mr. Blaine himself, but rather upon

those corrupt elements of the party which extenuates and even justifies

his methods. The old Republicans retort that even Washington and

Lincoln were traduced and accused, and the answer of Carl Sohors is
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worth reading. He says :
" What a comparison ! It is true Washington

was called by his enemies a monarchist and Lincoln a baboon. But we

cannot learn that either of them found it necessary to defend himself

agaipst the imputation. If the friends of Mr. Blaine want to establish a

real parallel between him and them they should carefully examine Wash-

ington's and Lincoln's private correspondence. Among Washington's let-

ters they would have to find one somewhat like this :

—

HSacqoabtbbh or the Costinbstal Abut.

To W. FUher, Etq., Army Contractor

:

Mt Deae Mr. Fishbb,—Your offer to admit me to a participation in your beef

contract is very generous. Accept my thanks. But I want more. You spoke of yoar

friend Caldwell, who has the flour controct, as willing to dispose of a share of his in-

terest to me. I wish he would make the proposition definite. Tell him that I feel I

shall not prove a deadhead in the enterprise. I see various chooBels in which I know

I can be usofuL Sincerely your friend, Geobob Washinotob.

p. 8, In looking over my order books I find that when Mr. Caldwell delivered the

last lot of float there was some irregularity, which induced the Commissary of the

army to refuse acceptance, I promptly cat the red tape by ordering the CommisHary

to aeeept the delivery at once, so that I saved Mr, Caldwell much trouble in getting

the flour passed and in obtaining his money. Thus, without knowing him, I did him

a favour which must have been worth much to him. Let him hurry up his proposition

tome. G-W.

Or in Mr. Lincoln's private correspondence they might look for a letter

somewhat like this :

—

KxEounvB Mabsioh.

Mr Dbab Mb. Fishbb,—Your agent, Mr. Blaine, a very smart young man appar-

ently, who got your Spencer rifle accepted by the Ordnance Department, brought me
your very generous offer for a share in the contract, for which acoept my thanks. I

learn, also, of your friend Mr. Caldwell's dispojition to let me have a share of his in-

terest in the manufacture of belts and cartridge boxes. Let him make me a definite

proposition as quickly as possible. I tell you I am not going to be a deadhead in that

enterprise. I feel it. There ore lots of channels in which I oan make myself useful.

By the way, you can tell Mr. Caldwell that I did him a great favour some time ago with-

out knowing him. A large lot of belts and cartridge boxes were detained here because

the ordnance officers wanted more time to inspect them. But the troops needed them,

and I ordered them to be harried to the front, and Caldwell got his money. You see ?

I want lum to send me a definite proposition at onoe. Yours truly.

It is not always easy to establish the official corruption of a clever man,

nor yet for such a man to defend himself against unjust accusations ; but

safety abides among the people whose high sense of honour will lead them

to treat official corruption as a crime. On the other hand, when the

people are prepared to follow corrupt leaders they neither desire nor

deserve honest government, and they may render it impossible,

him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall."

A Canadian in the United States.

Let

ASIATIC CHOLERA.

rCMdMHM^iiiMliEiUUifa

The probability, or possibility, of Asiatic cholera finding its way to this

country has produced the usual amount of newspaper talk, more or less to

the point, and has given wiseacres, as well as the wise, opportunity to air

their views on the nature of the disease, the mode of propagation -and

spreading, while specifics so-called have been given to the public with the

greatest confidence in their virtue.

j^mn<u>, on several occasions, the disease has passed from the polluted

soil of Asia to Europe and then to America, it is inferred that the same

thing is likely to occur again. But there is good reason to doubt that the

history of the past will be repeated. The science of preventive medicine

has taken great strides since 1854, when the Asiatic cholera last visited

this continent. The subject of cholera has engaged the attention of some

of the foremost scientists of the day. Its source, the manner in which it

extends from place to place, the circumstances which favour its develop-

ment, the state and condition of place and person which predispose to

attacks of the disease, have all been studied with great care. With the

knowledge thus acquired it has become possible to prevent or control to a

great extent the ravages of the disease. Of course it is possible for a

specific disease, so subtle in its nature, to find an unwatched avenue by

which it may travel from the east to the extreme west, but the chances

aeem to be against such a result.

The public has beeii greatly interested in the alleged discoveries of

Dr. Koch, who is the chief of the German Scientific Commission appointed

to investigate the causation and spread of cholera, and who hite been

visiting Egypt and India. He declares that the bacilli found in the

intestines of cholera patients are the cause of the disease, and are not

fonnd in any other disease. If this statement proves to be true, it will

but prove a theory long held by the medical profession : that cholera is a

specific disease which spreads by infection, and anyone fonnd affected

must have received into his physical system the germs derived from a

pre-existing case, in much the same vray as a field of potatoes is the result of

seed placed in the ground, which in torn had been the result of seed-

pkntihg. But it is not clear that this discovery of Dr. Koch's will add

anything to preexisting knowledge in relation to those sanitary laws by

which the disease can be held in check from spreading. However, the

knowledge of specific gerina will or ought to assist the physician in

successfully treating a cholera patient. Still more, the administration of

a germicide to persons exposed to the disease might be expected to prevent

the germs from development and the production of the rnahidy. Again,

Dr. Koch says, if linen is soiled with the discharges from cholera patients,

and kept in a moist condition for twenty-four hours, the bacilli are seen

to have multiplied themselves in a most remarkable degree, which shows

how the disease may bo transmitted by clothing. But the view has long

obtained that the di8ea.se may be thus spread. It is of more practical

importance to learn that the bacilli of cholera are more easily destroyed

by heat than any other. He gives three hours of heat as sufficient time

to destroy every evidence of life in the germ.

It is interesting to note that the microbe of cholera is rarely met with in

the stomach. The condition of that organ is not favourable to it ; but in the

small intestines it finds a refuge where it can readiljynultiply. As the mi-

crobes grow and develope the function of the canal is altered, and diarrhtea

' with vomiting results. This leads to thickening and chilling of the blood,

followed by the characteristic cramps and dark blue hue of the skin. In

some cases, however, the poison is so virulent that prostration and death

speedily take place without any diarrhoea. Dr. Koch corroborates the

view, which is not new, that the microbes enter the body not by breath-

ing, but by food or drink, in which they have found lodgment, into the

stomach, and then pass along to the small intestines.

Cholera microbes, it should be remembered, may multiply and develop

without the body as well as within. Probably the germs may lie inactive

in a dry state for a long period; even as long as the grains of wheat found

with the Egyptian mummy, which readily germinated when placed in the

earth. When the disease, however, is prevailing, there are doubtless con-

-ditiona favourable for the multiplication of the microbes. Some of those

conditions are well known. Filth of place and pierson form the most

prolific soil. Impure water is another element to promote the disease.

Dirt in connection with animal life, decomposing organic matter, moisture

with summer heat, constitute fruitful soil for the microbes. Hence the

necessity of removing garbage, of proper drainage, and proper disposal of

excrementitious matter. The fact that moisture favours multiplication of

the bacilli has led Dr. Koch to condemn the watering of streets. The

opinion is ventured that microbe laden air, flying about, lodging on articles

of food, and taken into the lungs, will form a more serious evil.

The cholera scare is having this beneficial effect. The requirements of

the law in relation to sanitation, and the efforts of the health officers to

clean the lanes and premises, to secure adequate drainage, the removal of

excreU, use of disinfectants, discarding the use of well-water, and procuring

a free supply of pure water, are all very much furthered by a dread of

cholera. But the truth is, these insanitary conditions are more likely to

favour the increase of typhoid fever and other so-called filth diseases.

Speaking of Toronto, the death rate from infectious diseases is considerably

higher than it ought to be. There is urgent demand for placing the city

in » oroper eondition with regard, to filling up wells, construction of sewers

on the streets, and drainage of private premises. The report of the Medical

Health Officer on the Sanitaiy Condition of the City, based on the house

to house inspection made last summer by the sanitary police, shows there

are 4,396 premises without drainage, and 1,421 with defective drainage,

1,538 foul weUs, 1,162 foul cisterns, 3,936 fuU privies, 1,996 foul privies,

2^444 unclean yards, and 512 places where no water at all was provided.

"Die evils in connection with the privies have been in niany cases removed

;

but many remain. The want of drainage is a crying evil- While the city

remains in this condition it is far from being in a sanitary condition, and

should the cholera bacilli find its way to Toronto, it would find a fruitful

soil for development. But it should be remembered that these insanitary

conditions no less favour the exiatepce of tilth diseases, as typhoid fever,

diphtheria, and other low fevers, and at the same time make contagious

diseases and inflammatory affections more virulent and fatal. W. C.

PARTY POLITICS.

Mr. Goldwin Smith has made it a marked feature of his various observa-

tions on Canadian politics to deprecate the system of party warfare, which

is characteristic of our political institutions. Not, indeed, more character-

istic of ours than those of Great Britain, the United States, and other

countries where popular government is in full operation ; but, perhaps,

carried to greater lengths in the social organizations of the State. This

view is often echoed by independent writers, who profess to see in the

system of pai'ty a solution for all the evils which affect the country and

drag down ita institutions. It is just as well to look into this matter, and i'
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see if the eloraent of party is really injurious to the State, and whether it

would not, after all, involve graver dangers it we undertook to blot out the

system of party government and reduce all political discussion to the dead-

level of abstract reason IKve those who see so much evil in party war-

fare seriously considered what would be the immediate or ultimate result

if the party colours were torn down, the hostile camps broken up, and the

chief Sachems of the respective parties blended in a sweet and beautiful

harmony? A very superficial study of human nature—a very hurried

glace at the records of human experience in political matters— suffice to

ahow what would be the result. Some of us really believe in party govern-

ment, and regard the system as in most satisfactory working when the

party lines are most clearly and sharply defined, and the party discipline

most severely and effectively maintained. It remains to be seen if any-

thing can be said in favour of this view.

Agitation, competition, opposition are the life of the physical and moral

world alike. It happens in this country, that the rewards of political life

are the highest attainable. What position can be more lofty, either in

Great Britain or Canada, than that of Prime Minister 1 The Premier of

England determines who shall be Archbishop of Canterbury, and who

Lord Chancellor. He controls the foreign policy of the State, and holds

in his grasp half of the desirable honours and emoluments of the kingdom

There is bound to be competition for such a position. Shall it be promis-

cuous or systematic 1 Shall it be fought for by irresponsible factions or by

well-constituted parties 1 We have the results of the first clear and well-

defined system of party government known in the world in the political

condition of England to-day. Are they discouraging ? On the contrary,

it is the admiration of the world. And, be it remembered, the English

Constitution never approached the perfections which are its present glory

and boast until recent years, when the party system was introduced, suid it

has grown more and more a part of the institutions of the country every

year. They have now the Caucus, the Convention, and the Club. Never

was there so much clearly-defined partyism in Great Britain—never was

the Independent vote smaller and weaker than to-day.

If the history of England is studied carefully about the time of William

and Ann and the beginning of the Georges, it will be found that this was

the period when party government was first recognized. Who doubts that

this was the noblest epoch in the history of the country ? This was the

period when Liberalism of the purest type held sway ; when the enlightened

thought which struggled against the usurpations of the Jameses and the

Charleses became dominant in the affairs of State. Party government in

England is both synchronous and synonymous with constitutional govern-

ment. The recognition of the people was not fully achieved until two

opposing hoste were seen dividing the House of Commons, both seeking

the favour of the people, and both depending on popular support for

existence, power, and all that makes power of value. Will any one say

that British institutions are deteriorating 1 Would any one go back to the

Tudors or the Stuarts for models of constitutional government 1 Certainly

Bot liberals.

If we examine the history of the several Provinces of Canada, the case

appears still stronger. The battle of responsible government was fought

out in all the older Provinces of this Dominion forty years ago. It was

accomplished by the best means and upon the safest and most desirable

principles in the Province of Nova Scotia. The struggle was as keen here

as in Upper or Lower Canada, but there was no rebellion, no bloodshed,

no disturbance. This is due to the leadership of Joseph Howe, who fought

out the question on constitutional grounds, and relied with confidence upon

their ultimate success. But the real question at issue was ; Shall we have

party government? The grievance was that the Lieutenant-Governor

insisted upon choosing his advisers, and desired to have men in his council

of all shades of opinion. The Liberal leaders insisted that whenever a

majority in the Assembly voted adversely to the government it should go :

that another should be formed which must have the confidence of the

AEBcmbly ; and that it was wtt fitting that men of opposite views should

sit in council together, but that all should be in harmony. The achieve-

ment of this idea in politics meant strict party government, and as the

colonial system developed, and responsible government became more fully

recognized in all the Provinces, party government followed as a matter of

course. Now it is so well-recognized that no one imagines we ever had

anything else. Would any one go back to the principles of '37 1 Certainly

not Liberals. It is of admitted importance that the government of the

country shouRfall into able and worthy hands. Mediocrity and trickery

are the twin enemies of goo«i government. The utmost care must, therefor^,

be taken to secure the best possible material for the government of the

country. Hjis can best bo done by guarding as strictly as possible the

•Tenues to polttical power. Party is the only pnuiticahle means of aooom-

plishing this end. In order to attain power a party must have able and

competent men at the head of it. The party methods demand that the best

men be sought for in all parts of the country, and placed in prominent

positions. Break dow»the party organizations now existing, and a num-

ber of factions would be formed, each one bent on power, and each jealous

of the other. Statesmen would give way to demagogues, and amid the

geriCTwKscramble government would come to a dead-lock. The superiority

of the British system—of two well-defined parties, in which every politician

must be or l>e nobody—is illustrated by a glance at the history of the last

French Republic. In the Legislative Assembly of France, instead of two

well-arrayed parties fighting for the government, we have Legitimists,

Bonapartista, Right, Left Centre, Left, and other divisions. The conse-

quence is perpetual turmoil and dead-lock. The average life of a French

Ministry is nine months. No sound thinker would venture to compare the

French system with the English and Canadian.

It is not easy to understand what real objections can be urged to the

system of party government. The safeguard is that both parties are

catering for popular favour. Their principles may differ, but it is quite

certain that each party will be bound to have principles which will meet

the necessities of the country. The principles of one party may >e superior

to those of the other to-day, while new issues may arise to-morrow which

will exactly reverse the condition. But the whole struggle is to outdo the

other side in promoting the best interests of the country. This conflict is

the life of the State. It is a competition which stamps out corruption and

wrong-doing, and developes all the virtues the community is capable of.

What would the professed opponente of party substitute in place of this

ceaseless rivalry ? How could talente be conspicuously displayed if it were

not for the fierce battles of party warfare 1 '

It is not contended that party government is free from evils. These

are inseparable from all human methods. Perfection in government means

absence of government When evils and imperfections vanish from society,

we may dispense with government and revel at our ease in the golden days

of the Millenium. But while governments continue to be necessary, we

have to approximate to the best available standards. Is there any system

of administration yet devised which, in the main, is productive of so few

evils and complications as that of government by well-defined, well organized

and well-disciplined party t J. W. Loifolbt.

COUNTRY ACQUAINTANCES. -^ :

Among social demands there are perhaps none more fraught with personal

inconvenience to the city man than those attentions his country acquaintances

expect of him. On a holiday themselves, they come at his busy season,

they forget that the business man's time is money, and, full of the import-

ance of the occasion to themselves, do not comprehend it is not equally of

interest to him, and that while he is perhaps their only acquaintance in the

city, he has numerous ones in diflTerent places who expect the same atten-

tions on similar occasions as they do. The city man who was bom in the

small town or village, though he may have left it in early boyhood to carve

a place for himself in a busier world, may lose interest in his native place,

but he may be very sure his native place will never lose interest in him.

He may have gone away an unfledged boy, hardly conscious of the discrip-

tion of friends he needs, but after a few years spent in the city the country

boy has disappeared, and he has formulated tastes and opinions different

from those in the unprpgressive place where his boyhood was passed.

Year by year the ties that bind him to it lessen, making it sometimes

irksome in the extreme to respond to the interest taken in him by men

of whom he knows nothing since they became men, and remembers only as

small boys who attended the same school as he did. He cannot help

wondering how on the strength of that acquaintance they can expect him

to act the polite and invite them to dinner.

Every female relative, to the most distant cousin he has, expecta him

to pay them attention on any chance visit they make to his city ; to show

them the sights, devote an hour or two to wiJking about, and without ftul,

irrespective of time or distance, to meet them wlien their train arrives.

They are as familiar as if a greatgulf of years and habita of thought did

not lie between them or him, their interesto and his. Not only is he

expected to show any old-time acquaintances of his own dvilities, but

any friend of his father or mother, uncle or aunt, feels he has, in view

of that fact, an indisputable claim on the rising young man, and is sure to

be mortally offended if he evinces any disinclination to respond to their

friendliness, accusing him of pride, ingratitude, and of giving himself airs.

The cordiality of a country welcome vi proverbial, but people are apt

to impute to the inhabitant of the busy centres of life a cold worldlineas

he is by no a>e*na always deserving of. While in tke ooontiy tke rue
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advent of a visitor is an important and delightful experience, and the

occasion deemed worthy of any amount of trouble, forethought, and

preparation, it would be impossible for the busy city family, however

hospitably inclined, to spend an equal amount of time, and to feel equally

important every one of their more frequent visitors. Their rush of

acquaintances is so much larger, and every day has so many more demands

in a business and social way. The man, wherever he lives, who is worth

anything, does not forget those obligations, oy fail to extend friendly

courtesies, according to his circumstances, to friends from the^ country or

elsewhere; but the people who feel themselves slighted would do well to

pause and ask themselves if they had any real claim on the busy man's

time, and not exaggerate in their minds an acquaintance of long ago into

a friendship wholly imaginary which admitted no such demands.

In point of fact, it might be shown that people in extending attentions

to friends from the rural districts frequently put themsfelves to an amount

of inconvenience little understood ot appreciated by them. Even between

friends, there is often on the part of the visitor to the city a feeling that he

has not been treated quite as he should have been ;
but if the man who

complains of his city friend would make an introspective examination he

would see that the fault lies in himself and in an over-sensitive self-

consciousness which makes him feel at a disadvantage when thrown into

the society of city people. Again, while he has kept track of the career of

his city acquaintance, he is hurt to find his own doings and successes have

hardly been noticed, and that though perhaps the " biggest " man at home,

when Jones introduced him at the Club it was quite evident Jones had

never mentioned his name before, and considers it a mean omission on

Jones' part. Next he unconsciously compares himself with the people he

is meeting, completely to the disadvantage of himself in the superficialities

of life. He feels he is as much of a gentleman and yet awkward. Thus the

man of the world has an eaay-reailiness and polish of manner in which he

knows he is deficient ; equally up in the news of the day, perhaps better

read, he is bewildered by hearing so many educated persons whose facile

tongues have the effect of making his own slow, their very slang having a,

so to speak, cultivated tone he has missed among hia acquaintances at

home. If hia entertainer is obliged to leave him to attend to business, he

has an uneasy feeling that the business was only an excuse to get rid of

him, and is more than ever assured of the hoUowness of the world, and

glad when he gets back to his own place. People are prone to talk of the

ingratitude of those who achieved success in the world, without questioning

at all closely the claims (where any exist) they have to their remembering

them. The fact of merely having known a person at some period of life

does not entitle you to his everlasting friendship, nor give one the right to

call him ungrateful because, having been school-fellows, you kept up an

interest in hia success your misfortunes or humbler lot in life have not had

for him. This tendency of human nature might explain in a great measure

the not infrequent complaints of want of hospitality on the part of the city

man, who, as he grows older, grows more weary of paying attentions to

, people he has no interest in—to dread the excursion train that brings an

—influx of visitors from the place where he was bom. J. M. Loss.

support the Conservstlve party ? Of conrse this might b« avqjded by seqneitTating the

eatatea of the lorde, but the time seema hardly ripe for aneh a step at preaent, and with

a Lower Hooae Urgely oompoaed of lorda it oonld not be effected without a revolution.

If, therefore, the House of Lorda be abolished, it aeems to me it will be a long time

before another Liberal party will control the destiny of the country. The preaent

proposal to aboliah the Upper Honae reminds me of a certain picture of Hogarth'a,

where, in the frenzy of a political straggle, one enthoaiast has mounted on the sign

board of the rival candidate's tavern and ia sawing off the*nd on which he is himself

Bitting, to the eminent danger of his Ufe. There ia great poverty of talent in the

Houae of Commons, it has frequently been remarked, and it may certainly be a good

thing for the Lower Honse to have some of the beat men of the lords drafted into it

;

but, for the object in view, vi?., to pasa popular measures more oaaily, the attempt

would be a failure as English society is at present constituted. U. B. B.
^

Toronto.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE DR1S8S RKyOBH- JtaYBMBMT. -,

To the Editor of The Week

:

. .

Sm, In your laat issue you give as a reason why women should not wear garments

similar to those now worn by men, that " the feminine proportions " would thereby be

disclosed, adding that " the more the female form is hidden the greater the charm."

This seema to me an extraordinary position to take, if it i.i taken aeriously. Must

women, then, encase their busts in garments as loose and ungainly as thoae which

now encumber their lower Umbs ? The loose skirt is inartistic enough, even when ita

untBsthetic character ia concealed as much as possible by draperies of various kinds
;

to extend the unahapelineas any higher up would be a concession to barbarism which

I sm not wiUing to make.

We often hear of " unsexing " the female sex, and you apeak of this process as the

inevitable result if a woman wears a dresa approximating to that of a man. I am

somewhat cnrioas to know exactly what this term "unsexing" means. I find it

applied to the women who in their eager pursuit of higher knowledge choose to brave

prejudices, ignore sneers, and attend college lectures which are attended at the same

time by men. Is there anything in either attendance at lectures or the wearing of

bifurcated garments which is calculated to make a woman less feminine than she.is

while attending a female academy or wearing heavy skirts at the cost of her bodily

health ? If there ia, you will confer a favour on some of your readers by explaining

clearly the rationale of the " unsexing " process.

Why should not Fanny Kemble ride man-fashion in the saddle if ahe felt ao

dispoaed ? As a matter of fact the custom is becoming much more common than it

used to be, and if Lidy equestrians were wise it would be more common than it is.

The side seat, on horsebaok, is a serious drawback to a woman, and as the objection to

the other mode of poising oneself ia purely conventional, women have the remedy in

their own hands. The same remark is true, miUdtia mutamlin, of the use of bifnrcated

nether garments for other modes of exercise, as e.g. walking and running. At a

pio-nie, the other day, I saw a foot race, in which the competitors were adult ladies.

There is nothing inherently ridicalons in the idea of women running a race, but there

is in the idea of doin)f so while their legs are impeded by heavy dinging skirta.

Hay I be permitted to say a word, also, on the subject of men's unmentionables ?

Why should bicyclists and Anglican bishops be favoured beyond other men in the

matter of breeehes ? The wheelman's garb is a typically graceful one, and I am glad

to see the increasing popularity of the bicycle, because I believe it will yet be the

means of banishing loose baggy trousers. Of coarse one can wear tight pants now,

but so long as they come below the knee the penalty is inabiUty to stoop without

incurring a risk too fearful to contemplate, not to mention liability to be mistaken for

a dnde. ^ Ualb Dbess RxFoanB.

Toronto, Augtut 7th, 1884. -
.

THE HOUSE OF LpRDS.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sib,—In a recent number of Ths Wbek you conclude a rather bitter article on the

Honse of Lords with the statement " that they have come to the unenviable position

of having ontUved their usefulness, have become a political excrescence, requiring the

tatasman's scalpel, and their petulence has given their enemies abundant cause to

demand their extinction." There has been a good deal of talk of this kind in the

papers from time to time. Some objeet to the Honse of Lords as an hereditary house.

Now, it is only this to a Umited extent, and in so far it represents the land-owning

interests of the country at large, not only their own individually. The remainder of

the House is made np of picked men, the beat of our generals, admirals, and the

Bishops—an abler set of men than the Commons, one wonlil imagine, even without

Lord Tennyson. Some speak of the House of Lords opposing the will ot the people,

whereas they are a part of the "people " themselves, understanding by that term, not

the working men only, but the nation at large. What the Honse of Lorda doee in

rejecting a Bill ia simply to take the opinion of the country on the matter. The House

of Commons are sometimes out of aooord with the '
' will of the people." Besides this,

the Lords represent the land-owning interests of their respective countries. Mow, the

question I would like to ask ia : Would not the suppression of the Upper House lead

to the members thereof, inaf jad ot being as they are at present, capable of only hinder-

ing measure*, enable thent m exeroia* a far more formidable obstructive power in the

Lower House 1 I presume it is hardly intended that the franchise shall be exercised

by plooglimen and tailors, and denied to lorda simply because they are lords. If they

have, then, the same political rights as the people at large, will not their wealth, not

to mention any other inSuenee, enable them to get themselves elected into the Lower

Honse, and also, in a large degree, inflnenee the alaetion ol other eandidataa pledged to

DANOBRS OV- BATHIHO.

rofThe Week : ^

Sn,—A most afflicting drowning accident has now come to emphasize the sngges-

tions of mine which you were good enough to comment upon, with some approval, in

the columns of your journal. One of the most energetic workers in the English

Church in Uontreal, a layman in charge of the Cote St. Paul Mission, at the head of

his Sunday schdol excursion, of which he ia described as the life and soul, Mr. Geo.

M. Bendall, *' accompanied a number of the boys of the party for a bathe from one of

the small islands in the St. Lawrence at Vaudreuil. The bathers had been enjoying

themselves for a short time, when Mr. Bendall, who was on the outside of the lads,

suddenly got out of his depth and sank, and on arising called out to hia companions to

keep away from him. " He then sank again . . .
" It was three hours before the

body was recovered"—three hours of anxious, miserable labour. He thus died in the

very spirit of a Christian martyr, thinking of others more than of himself. The

remaining partienlars may be obtained from the Star of Monday. But the points ao

atrongly brought out by this sad occurrence are, chiefly : that it is impossible to select

a safe bathing ground for non-awimmera at haphazard, on a popular excursion, as is

ao constantly attempted and risked on oar inland watera ; and alao, that, practically, no

bathing place ia safe for such without the gnardian and hia boat—an arrangement that,

if included in every aimilar excursion, might add about a couple of dollara to the day's

ezpenaee. Your CoaasspoHMHT.

Quebec, Auguit 6th, 1884.

The necrology of the peerage for the current year promises to be lengthy

as well as notable. Already 1881 has witnessed the removal of the Dukes

of Albany and Buccleuch, of the Marquis of Hertford, and of the Earls of

Sandwich, Seafield, Cowley, and Abingdon. Viscount Falkland, too, has

ioined " the great majority "; and such names as Mostyn, Raglan, Torrington,

Famh&m, and Petre also figure in the roll. Among the peers named were

four octogenarians, and several others wei* over seventy years of age ; so

that " the heavy hand of all-destroying Time " in many instances seems to

fall reluctantly upon members of the House of Lords.
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A PLAINT.

How sad to gaze on tiieo and find

In thy stern eyes no answer kind,

No langurous liftings of those lovely lids,

That tell me love half wishes, half forbids ;

To know henceforth we are estranged.

That much is past and all is changed.

And though, for your dear sake, I know
It is but right it should be so,

,

How sad to gaze on thee and find

In thy stern eyes no answer kind— „ -

Alas !

How sad it is—Alas—how sad !

How hard to leave thy hand unclasped.

The hand whicli mine so oft hath grasped,

To watch thy upturned delicate white wrist,

And watching wearily, leave it uukissed !

To gaze with longing evermore,

And yearn to be as once befoie ;

(), though for your dear sake I dare

Not sliow my grief and my despair,

How Iiard to leave thy hand unclasped

—

Alas!

How hard it is—Alas—how hard !

Sruanus.

THE BROOK.

[From the German.]

A«, brook, sweet brook, with sparkling rill.

Why ever onward rushing stillf

1 stand and gaze, and fain would know
Whence thon dust come,- where thou dost (low.

"Erom out the rock's dark womb I speed ;

I bound along through moor and mead,

Whilst mirror'd hi my bosom clear,

The sunlit clouds of heaven appear.

' Thus on with childlike glee I go ;

I know not why, or where I flow,

My birth was 'neath the mountain's crest,

'Tis God alone can give me rest."

Leokakd D. Ardill.

THOMAS GIBSON BOWLES ON NEWSPAPERS.

It must not be forgotten that a newspaper is a commercial venture, and,

regarded in this light, our modern newspapers present some strange anom-

alies. The expense of producing a morning newspaper may be divided into

two heads—first, there is the cost of writing the newspaper (in which I in-

clude the payments to editor and writers and the cost of telegrams and

other matters), added to which, there is the cost o.f composition or setting-

np the writing in ^per The charge aoUer^hia head is a^ constant ^sum

whether there be one copy printed or a million. Then comes the second

head of charges, which vary with the number of the paper printed. It is

composed of the cost of the paper itself on which the journal is printed,

and the cost of the actual printing or " machining " of the type already

set-up. Now it is a fact, that with the utmost economy, the charge under

this second head amounts for the penny newspaper of the common size to

about as much as the paper itself is sold for to the trade. It follows,

therefore, that while the varying char^ under the second head is more or

less provided for by the sale of the papers, the constant and rtiuch larger

charge under the first head is not so provided for. How then is it met 1

Solely and exclusively by the revenue derived from advertisements. The

result is this, that a newspaper lives, not upon its circulation, but upon its

advertisements. In fact, it buys publicity for its news by selling publicity

for its advertisements ; it gives away for nothing the news which it pro-

fesses to sell, on condition of being paid for the advertisements which ac-

company it. Its real customers are not its readers but its advertisers ; the

commodity it deals in is not news but attention. It buys the attention of

its readers by its news and sells that attention to its advertisers for their

money. If now the cost of the paper and the machinery, instead of merely

equalling, should, as is sometimes the case, exceed the sum for which the

paper is sold, then the best financial position for that newspaper to be in is

one in which not a single copy of the newspaper should be sold at alL

« •• * * *

Thus, it will be seen thftt newspapers are in reality somewhat in a

false position, they profess to sell news and to give advertisements to boot.

What they really do is to sell publicity for advertisements and to give

news to boot.

The proper business of a newspaper would appear to be the publication

of news ; and the proper function of a newspaper editor would therefore

appear to be to collect the largest possible amount of news and to print it

-without reserve and regard to its effects or partiality towards one effect

rather than another. There is, however, in modem journalism, a prevail-

ing feature, which, far more than is generally suspected, affects, and to a

large extent defeats, its original and proper purpose. The newspaper origin-

ally, as I have already remarked, jpublished news alone ; but in the be-

ginning of the present century, the editor, no longer content that his

paper should fulfil its purpose of publishing news, began to assume the

right of professing opinions. He began not merely to tell his readers what

was happening, but also to tell them what he thought and they ought to

think of what was happening. It is now over sixty years since this be-

came general in English newspapers, and the result has been that the

leader has overshadowed the news in importance, and that the horn of

the leader writer has been exalted while that of the news monger has been

abased. Newspapers, indeed, are less news papers than opinion papers.

The profession of opinions not only causes the editor to neglect the col-

lection of news, put it prevents the honest ftod unreserved publication of

such nyws as is collected. Opinions being regarded as of more importance

than intelligence, the editor will occasionally suppress altogether intelli-

gence which makes against the opinions of his newspaper, or publishing

such intelligence, will so present it and with sufch a gloss as to diminish as

much as possible its influential force. Every writer in a daily journal is

understood and expected to view all acts and events from the special posi-

tion occupied by that journal. And it is not too much to say that the

whole staffof a newspaper is engaged in presenting things, not as they are,

but as it is held by the editor on behalf of a certain class that they should

be.

As with news so it is with opinions for the purpose of a daily news-

paper." The opinion expressed need not be true : it is enough if it be new"

and plausible. Nay, for it to be true is a fatal defeat, for in that cas<! it

can only be asserted once as a new thing and must henceforth be merely

repeated as an old and stale thing, whereas if it • be false any number of

new changes may be rung upon it. Truth is one, but falsehood is many.

_When an editor declares that two and two makes four there is an end of

hia leaders on that subject, but if he points out that many thoughtful per-

sons have held that under certain circumstances they make seventeen, and

that in certain places the sound good-sense of the majority has accepted

them as making fifty-two, then an interminable vista of leaders is opened

up, on practical as opposed to theoretical arithmetic, on circumstances,

places, conditions, fitnesses, experiences and what not.

The model newspaper, in my humble opinion, should bo—the newspaper

of the future, in my expectation will be—one that concerns itself solely

with news, and the whole brain power of which is directed to the discovery

and collection of news, while it will be left to others in other journals to

express separately the opinions which may be formed upon the events

chronicled by the newspaper proper.

In every other department of human activity due, and occasionally

undue, recognition has been given to those who by their talents have

raised themselves above their fellows ; but the Press has never yet been

officially recognized. Beer and banking, riches, romance, and poverty,

have been ennobled ; baronetcies have been showered upon lord mayors,

sheriffs, and doctors, and music-masters have been knighted, but never yet

has the fountain of honour flowed even for the ablest, most enterprising,

and most successful of those who have organized with so much success the

daily brains of the li^ion. There are men among them who can challenge

comparison, either for personal qualities and attainments, or for personal

position in the country, with any brewer or banker ever raised to the

House of Lords ; but they only represent brains, and brains, though un-

officially courted, secretly coaxed, and sometimes abjectly entreated in pri-

vate, are not yet officially recognized in public as an existing force in the

daily life of Great Britain. It may be that the time will come when this

alB» wilt be changed. If so, it will be welL Meantime, the newspaper^

press has no great cause to be ashamed of the part it has played in the

past, while it has the greatest cause to look forward with confidence, yet

with a deeper sense of responsibility, to the part it may, if it will, play in

the future.

—

Condensedfrom Fortnightly Review.

THE BUSINESS OF PLEASURE.

Conceding at the outset that there is much that is wholly healthy and

admirable in our national sports, we yet believe the present to be a not

inappropriate occasion for making a protest against the exaggerated social

importance attached to proficiency in them. The full extent of our heresy

becomes apparent when we further announce our intention of singling out

lawn-tennis for especial consideration. Let us, however, frankly admit the

fascination of the game, and grant that, were any ulterior end to be

attained, we can perfectly understand how easy it might be to make it the

chief business of a lifetime. It takes less room, fewer players, and less

time than cricket, and, within the compass of an hour or two, gives don,

journalist, or barrister a sufficiency of the healthful excitement, distraction,

and fresh air so valuable to them. But it is the overdoing of it that we
object to as at once ridiculous and dangerous.

It is when one considers the extent ol the sacrifices requisite to attain

this severity of " service " and " return," that the seriousness of the ques-

tion arises; The specialism of the age is carried into the sphere id games.

As a contemporary remarks, "the time has passed^ when a country curate

or a competition-wallah home on leave could ajspire to championship

honours." Not only must the aspirant have the requisite leisure, but he

must refrain from indulging in a diversity of pastimes, and concentrate his

energies upon the one game, and that alone. Cricketers, to keep their hand

la in the winter, find themselves under the necessity of undertaking toniB

to iEe Antipodes. The lucky lawn-tentiis player need not, however, trard

80 far afield. True, he must sacrifice his hunting, but the sacrifice ia alight

*>^

when we consider that no further off than the Riviera does he find ample

scope for indulging his favourite taste ; and the dwellers at Pau and Cannes

are now initiated into the mysteries of the « smash," " foot-faulting," and

the like. We already have tournaments all over the three kingdoms,

championships meetings for ladies as well as gentlemen, inter-university

and inter-national matches ; and we confidently look forward to the day

when a team of Australian lawn-tennis players *ill visit our shores with

the regularity and success that attend on the redoubtable band of cricketers

whose names have already become household words amongst us. A decent

respect, a becoming silence, and motionlessness of attitude, are indispensable

on the part of the spectators on any great occasion. An anecdote in point

is related of a noted performer, who is very particular on this score.

During a grand match, after he had been just adjuring one of the small

boys in attendence to stand still, and had got into position, an audacious

butterfly, totally devoid of any proper feeling, boldly fluttered on to tlie

court, and caused the famous virtuoso a further delay of several secondsj..

until it thought tit to depart, to the great amusement of a certain section

of the spectators who were hardly alive to the solemnity of the occasion.

It would be easy to multiply instances of the seriousness, the Teutonic

thoroughness, which characterize the pursuit of this game. Of late, the

correspondence columns of the Field have been devoted to a discussion as to

the difference between " absolutely unreturnable " and " impossible of

return," conducted in a truly Aristotelian spirit. Perhaps, the redtictioad

absurdam of the whole thing may be best exemplified by the following

story :—We have been assured, on credible authority, that the run upon

the crack lawn-tennis racquet-maker is so great that gentlemen who have

found their own powers of persuasion and offers of enhanced prices

unavailing, have been reduced, and with success, to the employment of the

feminine wiles of their sisters to coax the coveted implements out of the

artists. We should greatly like to hear what an intelligent foreigner would

have to say who had witnessed the recent tournament at Wimbledon.

His comments would, at any rate, prove entertaining, even though he saw

no more " wit " in the game than the Frenchman did in cricket, or

felt as mystified as the Turk at Constantinople who, seeing some young

Englishmen playing football, cried out, " Will no one atop this fight (

"

There is, however, we think, a real danger in this earnestness with

which we Englishmen take our pleasure, when it reaches such lengths as

we have endeavoured to show that it has reached in the case of lawn-tennis.

In a thoughtful paper on " Athleticism," contributed by Mr. Edward

Lyttelton to the Nineteenth CeiUury some while ago, the writer, himself a

mighty cricketer, spoke of the great fascination exerted by proficiency in

any branch of athletics. Once at the top of the tree, the temptation to

endeavour to stop there is very great. The risks of so doing may not be

apparent at the time, but they are none the less real. For we conceive

that a serious danger must be allowed to attach to this practice of allowing

the pursuit of excellence in a game to eat up one's energies at that critical

time when the choice of a profession has to be made. It ia a generally

admitted fact that good brain-work cannot be done in combination with an

excess of physical exerciaa Moreover, for the ambitious lawn-tennis

player, this exercise must be confined to the one pastime. This singleness

of pursuit has, as its inevitable consequence, a wonderfully restrictive

influence on the conversational powers.

Even though the victims of the modem craze be few, still we think

that an appeal to that section of society which encourages them in their

ways, is neither out of place nor useless. The surplus activity displayed by

the devotees of the lawn-tennis world might surely be devoted to some-

thing better than gadding about the country from tournament to tourna-

ment. When the day arrives, as arrive it must, when the running-shoes

TflBHt bs uOffBQ lOr good, ftnu ftir, or WIi©Il wfi^ - iOTEtl -Ofc-- MMi- *aUfcMJlLt

cricketer no longer warrants his selection, for five days out of every seven

throughout the summer, to represent his county, what a barren vista must

needs open out for those who have neglected to cultivate other and more

enduring tastes while it was still possible to acquire them 1 We speak

particularly of men for whom the necessity of eai-ning a livelihood has-

unluckily been dispensed with through the possession of independent

means. Doctor Johnson, in perhaps an access of dyspepsia, once declared

the reason for all the dancing, theatre-going, and pleasure-seeking of so

large a portion of the community, to be that they were afraid to sit at home

and think Introspection is seldom an agreeable task, but it ia doubly

unpleasant when no record of solid achievement presents itself as the pages

of the past unfold>,hemselves.

—

Spectator.

were for a long time popularly known as Peelers. The newly established

force required new methods of working, and one of these was the starting

of an offical newspaper which, though it ia perhapa the only one the public

never see, has nevertheless often done them good service, and is now to be

made of still more value. •
-„ _ -.

It ia probably known to few that there exists in connection with the

detective departments at Scotland Yard a regular printing eatabliahment

from which sheets are issued four tiraea a day containing information as to

the persons wanted, current offences, property stolen, lost or found. A
daily list of property stolen ia aUo printed and diatributed to all licensed

pawnbrokers.
^

.

Particulars received from county constabulary forces are inserted in

these publications, which are carefully read at parades and studied by the

detectives. This, however, only applies to the metropolis, and a strong

desire -has long prevailed at head quarters to make that larger medium of

publicity, the Police Gazelle, more useful as a means of intercommunication

between the whole of the two hundnid and ninety police forces of the

kingdom. Until the beginnin_g of the present year, that wretched print had

shown scarcely any progress or improvement since it was commenced. Its

direction has hitherto been nominally in the hands of the chief clerk at Bow

Street police court. The editorship has now been committed to Mr.

Howard Vincent, director of criminal investigations, who will be assisted

by Chief-inspector Cutbush. of the executive department of Scotland

Yard. In addition to being much better printed, the new Gazette already

shows decided improvement both in the selection and arrangement of its

contents. Illustrations have also been introduced as a new feature. These

take the form of woodcuts from photographs of persons wanted, on various

charges, or of valuable "larticles stolen.

The first number of the GazetU contains the likeness of several criminals

of whom the authorities are in pursuit. In one instance, so as to aid

identification, the subject is shown not only with beard and moustache,

bat also as he would appear when clean shaved. Some of these faces, it

is true, seem decent and common-place enough, such as one aees almost

every hour of the day in the public streets ; but others, an index of all

villainy, are unmistakably those of dangerous characters whom none

of us would like to meet alone in a quiet road on a dark night

But it ia in the police album that we can best study the variety

of expressions by which the human countenance can betray every shade of

criminal depravity. The War Office and Admirality have always had the

privilege of inserting in the pages of the Gazette a list and description of

deserters from the army and navy. In future Tuesday's issue will be

entirely devoted to these matters, and when it is known that last year the

total number of deserters was only one short of six thousand, it may be

inferred that the weekly list does not leave much space in a small four-

page paper. As far as increased circulation is concemed, arrangements

have been made to send supplies of the Gazette, not only to every police

force in the United Kingdom, but also, through the Govermnent offices,

to the guardians of the peiice in the British Colonies and India, a lOm the

public generally the Gazette is withheld.—CAowiJer*' Journal

THE SCRAP BOOK.

A C0BIO8ITT IN J0UENALJ8M.

In the case of such a curiosity iii official journalism as the Police

Gazette, formerly known as the Hue and Cry, the public will be interested

to learn a little more than the newspapers have briefly announced

about the changes made in it by the Government authorities. The paper

itself, which was commenced shortly after the formation of the metro-

politan police in 1828, is not allowed to circulate beyond constabulary

circles, but its efficiency of management unquestionably concerns the

general community. Previous to the year 1828, the metropolis, like other

centres of population, was under the care of the old parochial watch, who,

as corrupt as they were feeble, became an absolute street nuisance.
^
Far

from being a terror to evil-doers, their notorious negligence and inefficiency

enabled the midnight burglaf or daring footpad to pursue his criminal

avocation with comparative impunity. Peel's Act' introduced a greatly

improved regime, aiid the new police, nicknamed after their originator.

' /
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MR. 8ANDF0RD FLEMING'S VIEW OF PARTY IN CANADA. "0

The difficulty with our present system Ilea in the fact that the interest

of party muat be consulted whatever the cost ; whatever the sacrifice,

party Ukes precedence of every other consideration, party seems to cloud

the judgments of men who, in many instances, are irreproachable m
private life. Public men seem to act on the principle that there is one

creed and language for the hustings, the press and Parliament, and another

for social intercourse. >

In Canada we enjoy a liberal constitution, and it may be affirmed that

it is the only principle of authority which, as a people, we would tolerate.

It cannot, however, be said that in its present form our system of govern-

ment is an unmixed blessing.
. • ui

We may ask if representative government is ever to be inseparable

from the defects which form the most striking feature in its application and

administration, especially on this continent ? Must a country constitu-

tionally governed be inevitably ranged into two hostile camps 1 one side

denouncing their opponents and defaming the leading public men of the

other, not hesitating even to decry and miarepreaent the very resources of
j

the community and to throw obstacles in the way of its advancement. ;

Never was partyism more abject or remorseless. Its exigencies are un-
j

blushingly prochiimed to admit the most unscrupulous tactics and the '

most reprehensible proceedings. Is there no escape from influences so

degrading to public life and so hurtful to national honour?

It is evident that the evils which we endure are, day by day, extending

a despotism totally at variance with the theory and principles of good

government. Possibly Canada may be passing through a phase m the

earlier stage of her political freedom. Can we cheer ourselves by the hope

that institutions inherently good will clear themselves from the slough into

which they unfortunately may be immersed; may not the evils of partyism

at last become so intensified that their climax wiU produce a remedy. As

by natural laws a liquid in the process of fermentation purifies itself by

throwing off the scum and casting the dregs to the bottotn, so may we be

encouraged to believe that we are approaching the turning period in the

political system we have fallen into, and that year by year Pariiament will

become less and less a convention of contending party men and be elevated

to its true position in the machinery of representative government Public

life will then become more ennobling; it will indeed be an object of s

ambition for men of honour and character to fill places in the councils of .^ t,

rSw""""™^
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the nation, when rectitjjcle of purpose and patriotism and truth will be
demanded in all and by all who aspire to positions of#national trust and
dignity.

—

Old and New Westminster, p, 402.

.servants' outings.

Prominent among the many troubles of the housewife is the much
vexed and constantly recurrin^question of '' servants' outings." In large
households there is but little difficulty in aflowiiig all to get a little air and
leisure in turn ; but in small establishments, of one or two maidservants,
"evenings out" are often a source of trouble and di.scomfort to the
mistress, and a cause of dispute between the maids and herself.

In many parts of the country there is a demand also for an evening
during the week, and in some places servants will not enter a situation
unless this is permitted. When an establishment consists only of a cook,
who acts as goner.il servant and a nurse, this is a serious drawback. It is

inconvenient with a cook and housemaid ; and, with only one maid of all

work, it is almost slavery. On nurse's evening out the mistress must put
tho children to bed, and therefore absent herself from the dinner or tea
table. On cook's evening out, nurse is supposed to dish up dinner and
wait at table, but she can rarely manage to do this and attend to her
nursery duties as well. In houses where a cook and housemaid are kept,
each must undertake the other's work on their respective evenings, and
this gives rise to frequent confusion and mistakes, besides misunder-
standings between the two. In modest establishments of one servant only,
the mistress must do everything herself on the " evening out," '^nd most
irksome it is.

The problem is, How are they to be dispensed with 1 It seems hard
that a servant who does her work well in the house, and, perhaps, has not
a moment of leisure all day, should not have the variety of a little fresh
air and exercise, and be able to visit her friends and do her own shopping
one evening in the week. "All work and no play makes Jack a dull
boy," and we can hardly blame maidservants for demanding one evening
to themselves ; but it is due to the mistresses that this " outing " should
be kept within certain limits. Also, when the evening out is pgreed upon
during the week, an outing every alternate Sunday is all that a servant in
a small establishment could reasonably demand. With regard to the
chief holidays of the year, Christmas, Easter, Whitsuntide, and Bank
Holidays, whenever possible it is only reasonable to allow servants
" outings " at these seasons. The little inconvenience that is caused in a
small establishment by a servant being absent for the best part of the day
ought also. to make her (if she is in any way a good servant) all the more
willing and obliging afterwards, and anxious to please her mistress. When
this is not the case, and holidays and outings are taken as a right, and
made an excuse for subsequent carelessness and inattention, a mifitress can
scarcely be blamed for turning hard-hearted and refusing to grant such
privileges in future.

On the whole, however, I do not think a mistress who is firm on ;ill

essential points will regret giving a little indulgence of this kind to her
maids, as holidays come round. We all complain of servants, we all suffer
more or less from their " ways," we all wish we could be provided with
some domestic machinery that could i-eplace them entirely ; but until that
happy time arrives we must be content with things as they are, remem-
bering that servants, like ourselves, have- minds and bodies, which need
occasional rest and recreation.—" Cnisader," in the Queen.

in the vital statistics. The growth of sudT sentiments among women of
any community must, sooner or later, affect its increase. The tendency to
cultivate the intellect exclusively also has mischievous results, and it would
appear that Nature has in this way made it impossible to err far or long in
that direction, since the consequence of such a policy is the rapid disap-
pearance of the stock upon which 8uch.«xperiments are made. Reviewing
all the facts and suggestiobs, it seems necessary to conclude that the main
cau.se of the decline in the Puritan stock is really a change in the views of
life held by women, and it can only be presumed that the new views are
more influential in that State than elsewhere in the Union. This alone
can account for the fact that a similar decline is not observable in the other
States.

—

Ifeu) York Tribune.

JEWS.

If any man objects :
" But we are speaking of Jews, not of Greeks and

Romans ; and surely the Jews of that time were credulous and prone to
see miracles where no miracles were V we need not insist, in reply, on a
fact for which there is nevertheless much evidence, viz., that even the Jews
were deeply infected in the time of Christ, and for two or three centuries
before that time, with the sceptical philosophy of Greece and Rome.
There is an answer to it so conclusive that, though it has often been
adducjd, it has never been met, nor am I aware of any attempt even to re-
fute-* for at this very age there lived a man who answered more closely
to thfe popular, and even to the Jewish, idea of a hero than Christ Jesus

;
a man, moreover, who made a far deeper impression on the imagination and'
memory of his fellows

; and yet no miracle was ever attributed to him,
whether in the Bible or out of it. John the Baptist was a Jew. The
Jewish people recognized in him a prophet, and more than a prophet.
They would gladly have accepted him as the Christ So profound was the
impression he made that " all Jerusalem and all Judea went out after
him "

; so profound that Josephus, who dismisses Jesus with a single dubi-
ous sentence, has much to say of the character and mission of the stem,
unbending seer and moralist, who struck his contemporaries rather as an
embodied and inspired voice than as a man of like passions with them-
selves. And yet no legend has gathered round this strange impressive
figure, no halo gleams oa-4is brow. Neither his own disciples nor the
Jewish people, nor Josephus or a,ny other writer of his time, credits him
with the supernatural power so freely ascril ed to Jesns, and even to the
meanest of his followers. So marked was the contrast between John and
Jesus, that even the outlandish folk of Perea were struck with it. and
exclaimed, "John did no miracle, but all that John said of this man is
true." It is, therefore, to beg the whole question, it is to evade rather
than meet the point in dispute, when certain critics ascribe the miracles of
Jesus to the credulous and myth-making tendencies of the age in which He
appeared, although the most prominent and popokr Jewish prophet of
that age stands before us untouched by any ray of miraculous glory. Till
this fact has been explained, this problem solved, we are hardly called
upon to adduce any other argument against those who would reduce the
wonders attributed to Christ to the level of worn-out and incredible
myths.

—

The Spectator.

• DECLINE OP THE PURITAN STOCK. —

Db. John Ellis has published a pamphlet entiled " Deterioration ef the
Puritan Stock, and its Causes," which contains matter for reffection. He
gives official statistics for Massachusetts, covering the six years from 1876
to 1881 inclusive, which on their face appear to indicate that during that
period the deaths exceeded the births among native Americans in that
Stot^ by 29,796 ; whereas the births exceeded the deaths among the foreign-
born population by 87,824. As there is some confusion in the classing,
however, Dr. Ellis thinks it unsafe to infer from the statistics more than
that " the foreign-born inhabitants of Massachusetts, numbering not less
than one-fourth the population of the State, give birth to more than one-
half of the children born in the State." This conclusion, if trustworthy, is

sufficiently serious, and it remains to ascertain the cause of such a marked
decline in the vitality of a once specially hardy and vigorous race. Dr. Ellis
believes that tight dressing, luxury, indisposition to assume family cares,
and impatience of the domestic life, among the women, and intemperance
among men, are the principal causes of the apparent deterioration in the
Puritan stock.

As the foreign-born population drink more whiskey and beer than the
native-bom, intemperance can hardly be accepted as the explanation. As
tight dressing has never been confined to Massachusetts, in the first place,
and, in the second place, is nowhere at present practised to anything like
the extent that it was a quarter of a century ago, neither can that evil be
regarded as solving the problem. The chief difficulty consists in the
obvious fact that the people of Massachusetts, generally speaking, live very
much as the people of inost of the other States live. They are certainly
not more given to bad habits than their neighboura They are certainly
not behind the rest of the country in civilixation, in sobriety, in ordered
habttsvin intelligence. Where is it that the causes of the decline referred
to are to be sought, then 1

Climatic conditions will not afford the answer. But the training of
the young and the increasing atnbition of girls may perhaps breed an indif-
ference to, or dislike of, marriage, and thu? encourajge that dread of large
families, which, whether in Maa8achu8ett«.£(,in fnuiOB, ia iJwi^ reflected

AMERICAN BINTS ABOUT PIC-NIC8.

The most important part of a picnic, says Susan Anna Brown, in St.
Nicholas, is not the weather or the place or the dinner. You may chooae
the most beautiful spot in the world, and spread the most delicious lunch
ever prepared, and yet have the whole thing a complete failure, simply
because the company was not well selected. Out of doM*, where people
are free from formality, unless they are congenial friends, and what Mrs
Whitney calls " real folks," they will be likely to feel ill at ease, and miss
the support given by company, clothes, and manners. Small picnics, for
this reason among others, are usually much pleasanter than large pic-nics.
In making up the party, be sure to leave behind the girl who is certain to
be too warm or too cold, or to think some other phice bet]ter than the one
where she is, and who has a " horrid time " if she has to submit to any
personal inconvenience for the sake of others : and with her the boy who
loves to tease, and who is quite sure that his way is the only good way.
Put into their places some others, young or old, who love simple pleasures,
and are ready to help others to enjoy them. Next in importance to the
company is the place. It must not be at a great distanpe, or you will all
be tired, not to say cross, when you arrive there. It must be reasonably
shady, and not too far from a supply of good drinking water. If the
company are to walk, you must be especially careful not to be over-burdened
with baskets and wraps, for the bundles which seemed so light when you
started are sure to weigh down much more heavily before you reach your
destination. Be careful to have the work fairly distributed. Never start
until you are sure that you know just where you are going, and the best
way of getting there. Wandering about to choose a place, and thinking
constantly to find one more desirable is very fatiguing. That matter should
be settled" beforehand by two or three of the party, and the others should
go strai^t to the spot, and make the best of it If any do not like it,
they can choose a different place when their turn cornea to awke the
selection..

Seven years ago the Congo waer practically an unknown river, but to^j
its great possibilities as a navigable stream, and the density and intelligence
of the population living along its banks are thoroughly known. This conti-
nent must bid hard for the emigration of Europe in the next few yean, for
in a decade's time the tide of emigration will flow to portions of Africa.
Ottatoa Free PrtiM.
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I* Ontario the same thing has obtained. Farmers have gone too much
into wheat, instead of diversified farming, so that they would always have
something to sell, or that when one crop failed, the loss would be made Up
by good prices and an increased yield in some other production.—ZoWon
tree rress.

Majob^Gbn. Middleton will do. He may be just as great a disciplin-
arian, iind just as particular in his requirements as Gei Luard, but heknows how to carry himself, and he has the disposition to suggest instead
of damn. He, of course, knows something about Canada and its mUitia.
and that makes a difference.

—

Kingston Whig.
Not a single material advantage can be pointed out by any one as likely

"*f™e to the colonies from an union in which such heavy sacrifices
would be demanded from them; and we are mercenary enough to think
this a fatal objection. Colonists are a "grea.sy " lot, by no means above
pecuniay considerattens, and in the regular habit of demanding a quid pro
9t«o. They are not likely to depart from their custom in this instance.
Iherefore if the members of this new Imperial Federation Society are not
above taking into consideration the inclination of " mere colonists " theymay as well disband their organization at once, devoting any funds thatmay have gone into their treasury to the purchase of a leather medal for
Lord Lome, m commemoration of his valuable services as an apostle of the
unattainable and the undesirable.—Mimto6a Free Press.

We suppose that after a short time the Liberals will again come into
power. They wiU find a Senate in existence of Tories all compac.-., and
unless history refuses to repeat itself, this Senate will feel it a matter of
duty to thwart Liberal measures. The people may be incensed. They
will have to submit. Ministers may, rage, but they will be unable by
additions to the Upper House to get a working majority in it. The
^eatest public embarrassment must ensue. Is it not then better to agitate
the Senate question now, than reserve it for consideration until such time
aa popular passions may be excited 1 Even the Conservative should teel
that It i& The people may now be contented with an elective Senate. If
they do not get it they wUl probably keep " none." Roused too far they
will treat the Constitutional Act with slight respect—^aZi/oj; Chronicle

Some of the arguments of Mr. George are exceedingly weak and falls.
cioua He actuaUy assumes that, because we could not tell the difference
between a pauper's baby and a landowner's baby, nor between the bodies
of a duke and a peasant on the dissecting-table, this proves that the
one has as much right to the land as the other ! Suppose Mr. George had
a horee stolen from him ; and that on laying his body and that of the thief
on a dissecting-table no difference of structure was visible, would this prove
that the one had a» good a right to the horse as the other t He also argues,
that because all men, in physical structure, are made capable of working or
using land, this prove it was the intention of the Creator that all should
have land ! He might as weU argtfe that, because aU men are capable of
using a taUor's needle and thimble, it therefore follows all men were
mtended to be tailors, and are wronged by being kept from that trade.—
Christian Gruardian.

M
^**'",^^"»<^™tic newspapers have proclaimed a warfare of retaliation

If Mr. Blaine's friends do not "call off their dogs." They declare with
mu^distinctness that, if party capital is to be made out of alleged youthful
indiKretions of Governor Cleveland, there are certain incidents in the
private life of ^r. Blaine which, to put it mildly, will not serve as high
examples of domestic virtues. It is to be hoped that this campaign of
slander will come to a speedy end ; but the slingers of mud ought to know
that this sort of warfare cannot be carried on wholly on one side. A cam-
paign of this kind cannot be re^rded by all thinkina.citizens as less than
a public calamity. It betrays either a dearth of political^iaaues^or an eager-
ness in the party organs to evade their discussion. If the issue ia to be
made upon the personality of the candidates, there is in the public cai-eer
of Governor Cleveland, as well as in that of Mr. Blaine, ample scope for
political discussion without descending to defamation of private character.
While this kind of scandal ia eagerly caught up by a portion of the public,
long experience has shown that it never exercises any serious influence on
the result of a political catnpa.iga.~ Philadelphia Record.

Under all the circumstances, we fear that the year 1884 cannot be a
prosperous one for the farmers of this country. > The extremely low price
of wheat, the rather poor prospects for other generally grown crops, and the
probability of a deficiency of winter-keep for their live stock, together place
them in a position in which it will be hard for them to make both ends
meet It is just possible that the cereals may yield so abundantly in propor-
tion to straw that its produce will be, altogether, but little below average.
ITiat, however, would not entirely make up for the other disadvanUges of
the season. As a rule, when the cereals are light, there is a good crop of
hay, and very often of roots also ; but it is not so this year, and pastural
as well as arable farmers are hard hit What makes the position all the
more distressing ia the fact that this is peculiarly a season in which the
most needy farmers will suffer most severely. It often happens, when there
18 a great crop of straw, that the best farmers suffer most seriously from
the lodging of their corn, while poor farmers have fair standing yops ; but
this year, those fortunate enough to occupy farms either naturally fertile,
or made so by liberal expenditure, will reap a rich harvest, while their less
skilful or less favourably situated neighbours will go short—ZoTwfon Spec-
tator.

The great demonstration of Monday in London happily leaves us nothing
to excuse or apologize for. There is no need to plead Lord Salisbury's
provocations and irritations as an explanation or palliation for violent acta
done, or intemperate words used. The mighty procession which gathered
from all parts of the metropolis and of the country included thousands of
thoae whom Lord Salisbury and the Peers have cruelly injured. Crowds

of suburban artisans, wrongfully kept from their privileges as citizens ai>of agricultural labourers, who h«l been maligned and insulted W Torlegislators, passed peacefully within arm's-length of their reviled ^thouso much as a gesture of insult or a word ol' reproach. EvenThe c^ualhangers-on of the crowd never went beyond the utterance of a few Cdof harmless chaff directed against the authors of so much confusion. Th.irritated offenders, now made aware of the ext. t of the storm which theihave r^aed, could only find fault with the numbers, but not with the con-duct, of the men who have come together in respo.iae to their own chal-
lenge, tor these agitators had gone almost to the doors of Pariiamen'and had paased the headquarters of London Toryiam, without cauain" any

n^fJ"'°r""r"' 'S.
tl^f •• P.«'-««<="tora than the caaual blocking o1 the

streets.

—

Jfanchester Weekly Times.

THE PERIODICALS.

Partly through an accidental delay, and partly because it is publishedat the end instead of the beginning of each month, the July number of theConttneiU la noticed,8omewhat late. It is a pity to see that so excellent amagazine should ne.Jd\to be pushe.1 by means of a thou.sand dollar comne
tition

;
but with 80 many first-class magazines in the field perhaps this i'not a matter for surprise. The editor announces a new story by a name

less author^btamed in quite a romantic manner, to commence in the nextnumber. He also publishes an extraordinary and amusing letter from asore-head contributor whose poem had been refused. Principal amon4
the contents of this number are, "A Legend of Polecat Hollow," "Tenants
of an Old Farm,' continued, " Too True for Fiction," another serial, " Go-

w^ ^ ^fiT ^r^"'°f^ ^'^•'"'^•" "^°l«''"o Land," "The Choice of

w "'?"'
.. 1

^°^- ,^ .f^? ^^" **"* Library," " What shall we do withHot? ; A Nation's Vitality," " Her Family Tree," " Migma," consisting
of editorial comments, not the least interesting feature, poems, reviews, ete

Tub Auguat number of C/ioice Literature, Mr. Alden'a excellently-
aelected and well-gotten-up eclectic mag>izine, contains papers by PrincipalDawson Grant Allen, Henry Heatge,^Herbert Spencer, Fanny Kemble
P. V Ramaswami Rajn Charles Stubbs, M.A., Dr. Andrew Wilson,
Walter h. Lichel, J. Ji. Dalton. Balfour Stewart, and others.

The Andover Review more than fulfils its high promiae. Liberal and

'

progre.sBive in its tone, religious queations of vital ifttereat are diacuaaed ina thoughtful spint by some of the ablest writers of the time. The Auimatnumber u. fully up to any of its predecessors. Among its chief attractionsmay be
.

mentioned, "The Religioua Problem of the Country Town

'

Free Fiction for the People," "Italian Politics and the Papacy " anVA Nineteenth Century Crusade." The last-named by a Canadian writer

(tZT p"- °* *!>%"^'f« °^Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen
(Toronto: Geo. Virtue) opens with a description of Buckingham Palace
Chapter XVI treats of the death of the duel in EngUnd, of the Queen's •

visit to Chateau D'Eu, and the next division describes her trip to Ostend
to her uncle. King Leopold. Other vi.sits made about the same time are
also referred to. " Allies from Afar," " The Birth of Prince Alfred "

etc
are touched upon in succeeding chapters, and the part is prefaced by amost interesting engraving of Hyde Park in 1851

^' ^
'

BOOK NOTICES. ^ -

By S. E. Dawson. Mon-
Hand-Book fob tub Dominion op Canada.

treal : Dawson Brothers.

The appearance of this well-written hand-book ia moat opportune
Indeed, Mr. Dawson has prepared it specially with a view to its usefulness
for the mt^eting of the British Association for the advancement of Science i^

In the preface its object is thus avowed : " for the purpose of "ivin" to the '

members attending the meeting at Montreal an outline of the main facts of
'

interest concerning Canada generally, and, especially, concerning the place
of meeting and its immediate surroundings." The latter clause of the fore-
going extract gives a key to the prominent weakness of the book It is
too parochial. Everything is sacrificed to Montreal, Quebec, and their
surroundings-Toronto and Ottavra, for instance, dividing only somo
dozen pages between them, while 140 out of the whole 330 pp are "iven
to the cities of Montreal and Quebec. Ai)art from this the guide is°w,
done

; the information contained in it is fairly accurate and up to date ah
the whole is presented in attractive form, and is accompanied by'fou
excellent maps, two of them reduced from government surveys.

>^

f ^i

The Work and Workers op the British Association. By Cornelius
Nicholson, F.G.S., F.S.A. Montreal : Dawaon Brothers.

This little aketeh is a historical review of past proceedings and achieve-
ment* of the Association from 1831 to 1884, "designed chiefly for the
information of the affiliated associates in British America," by a gentleman
who has been a member for half a century.

Points o» Interest Noted in a Toub of Canada. Toronto : A. H. i-

Dixon and Co.

A charmingly got-up illustrated guide to some of the principal points
of mterest touched by the Grand Trunk Railway, and presented by that /
corporation " with compliments " to the travelling public.
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THE WEEK.

Th. H.X.KV 0. FK.KCB. ByMOuizot Translated by Robert Black.
Vos.V.,yi.,Vir..andVIII. New Yori: John B.Alden.

•» ibeso four volumes complete the wort t* „-ii u ,

the death of M; Guizot took plaL whiht he w2 H i r" 'l^f^'^^
*''**

Vol. IV. of hi8 histor,. to hKnIhter Ma^tL-.^wlJ*"" I?* ^^^' "^

which he had consecrated the )a«Tyea™ ofKfc wt ^'"-l J^' """'^ *"

M. Guizot had planned his fifth TdlfstvoW^^^ '"**''''^'"?'^^^^

CHESS.

o««« of The Wbek. roronio.
iiattor

PBOBLEM No. 34. :« ™„„»„
„ , „ PROBLEM No. 38.B7 J. McGregor and C. W. Phillips. ^ By Chag. P. Beckwith

BUCK.
("om the Detroit FrM/VM».)

Bt,ACK.

LITERARY GOSSIP^

The September Contemporary Review will «>«*.;„
British House of Lords by Prof. GolS^mkh '^P'' °" *''"

claim it. otherwise some one is sure tTdo ^ " ^
"^ " ""^^ **•

the Tus^n capita,. ^rZ^^^^Zt, Zl^:^^^^f^^^^^Z-
"'

XtthetlTtTSaSr-^^^ ^'^'^ °^*^« Rusai^'odprni^

" M:.''^iS:?sTarwirai:^-3u'jtrr
poets. If he lacks something of Wellowt Z^^ ^^t^ ^'"'"'^^
other hand, has none of his fir^ ; and if heriL^rt^l^£"r' "^ 'tIS much more spontaneous. A writer who c^ It i'^ .

'^'"'' ^^
Veligious, yet not didactic, who ^sw^frof ThoL?* ^ Pt»re, yet not cold,

-what hjhas so ^r,ely'r^Z-^l^ftA^:i:Z'^.' ^-''. ^I-^

pJ'ntn^x;^iJrnTrj;:i:trs;it?:;if^^'^^^^^^^ ^he
socialism in England. Mr Mwis ^™ fhl • ? n^

«>K>ing tnumph of

finding themselves SociaStsS^wt^^'^^L^fci''"' "''^ *"
effect an orderly civilized revolution is an or^nL?^? ! ^ necessary to

workmen to end wage slavery by n^tionaS tS m^'"°'T'*'°/'
'^^

and exchange. Yer^. to theVvent'oTSn^! HL^slZlo'Ctt^
ts ot^/ro-]ii;t:rr^ttrdrj^^^^^^^ ---

-

of the day. Orthodoxy and a«iMticLm^'^l 1?„ f."« questions

Wumnrule"; and the m'ost brill^T ierTry ical3? r''-
°"'^ '^ "^

wm be invited to discuss their special saStT^ii^^ZZZ,*"?

t=if^t i^in^jtheSgtliiiH'-/P--he ^gards as superior in'the^uuMrV'of \le^„«^^^^^of Scandmavia and the Tueton and the C^lta Ai- ^^f "!?*'•''*<'»

Sirthrair ^-^ *^^^' " ^-' -^^^^^^ ^^- the^-t SnTn^

'^ake^f^/tttTtTrtr^^f^^^^^^^^ ^»^^."-<l -t be
has been suggested by the Quee^ wt h^i^tak^^^r'T °^ ^""^
her direct patronage, is in preoa -ation It^^^i • ! a

^* ""^"""^ ""der
and its con'tents a^ 'to consfsfS J of o d on' " h^^^'

'^'''''*''''

s^iorirjiprfneidt^^^^^^^^
son, Pettie. and a host roZtlZT^tS^lCH:^^ ^-"^^

entitled. "The Birds of Orknev " A^lh k ?u
'""^ P*^*'' '""^ ^ ^

imply limitation, the volume wufbeo^eofTlf *^! *'"Vfi«»>t seem tS

wifl embrace a short hist^ToT ne^ly eve^ bIr?T "''"t'''"
"*?"*' «« '*

Canadian birds, of which Mr sZce h« m.^ u'^f i°
^""thologists.

for prominent notice in the volume Ju^JTn^t "T'' u^^^^'
^"' «'°"' '»

the press, the work will beTnZsting asCell'i vM^b'T'" C«i^~»8»'style is direct, clear, vigorous and un^ffe^ted Th« w"t ^'^ ^^""^'^
Peace and Son, OriLfHerald^m^wM ^* ?«-"»»'«» »« William

^9 BIBd
WHITK.

White to play and mate In three movee.
WHIrE.

White to play and mate in two moves

AN8WEBS TO COBBESPONDENTB.

ter.ya o'rMon?r7afJ:^i^"^L^'°'i'r.idinlT"^^^ '^^%'"'" "»"« "" '»>« other mat-
Tersion. W. A., Montreal.-Yoa7Xioturo»*TlndlS^^KT- ^"^^ '" » <«"»> '> your own

PAUL MOBPHTS PLAT AT THIBTBEN.

QiXE No. 19.

(New Orleans r<in« DdTnocrat.)

'^'i^^rlp^'^tsiZT^^J^n^^^^^^^^^ «'«- 'n tbe various collections of

S^nh '.'?'.?'"' "Ihs^s world when U fs 8tato^?h^t't£« a^.?"*""'" »"" »c<I<iire renewed
Morphy8father,JuageAlou2oMori.hy,Ld that the Mm/^'^",' '° qo«»'iou wa, iu fact
great master was hardly thirteen years old It wMl^K?? ^°1, ?'*';?'* •''°°' 1860, when the
towenthal-.,p. «3; Dr. Max Lange/.tk^rau/'der^'^ci^^^f,

2*Sd^.t"'i;o!'?i;^°"'
»> "^

WMU.
Mr. Pan] Morphy.
1. PtoKl
2. Kt to K B 3
3. BtoB4
4. KttoKtS
5. PiP
8. Kt X B P
7. Q to B 3 ch
8. Kt to B 3
9. B X Kt Ob

Two Knioht's Db»enoe.

(Bemove White Queen's Book.)

Black.

Jud^ Alonzo Morphy.
1. PtoK4
a. Kt to Q B 3
a Kt to B 3
4. Ptoq4
5. Kt X P (o)
6. KxKt
7. K to K 3
8. Kt to q 8 (6)
9. KtoQS

White.

Mr. Paul Morphy.
la QtoB7((!)
IL B X B
la Kt to K 4 ch
13. P to Q B 4 ch
14. 9 I Kt
18. 9 to Kt 4 ch
18. Q to K 3 ch
17. P to g 3 di» ch
18. Castles

Black.

Jod«e Alouo Morphy
10. B to K 3 (d)
11. Kt X B
13. K to 9 4 («)
13. K X Kt
14. g to 9 s (/)
15. KtoQs
18. KtoB7
17. K X B (a)
Checkmate

NOTES.

,??m™ *" Q ? 1 1'. .0' course, considered best bare.
; J ^:?" "'"*' *' ""8 P"'"' ia 8. Q Kt to K a.
(c) Threatenmg mate next more with the Kt

bavL'^eerrrfto the p":^in't.

'"'='"« *'"»'"« """"Ses. but 10. Q to K 2 would, apparently

rath^e'i ^^" S^re'Sjfs' gTo' o'leeStTn' ."n'eSSr"'
''^"- « '" ^ » '"'^'^ but then thedisch, K X K P. a,, g to S 4 ch%'xl?21 gTBKi^'S'i'.i? S^S' B '^ Kt l7h ?J. D to g a

rBrr.^d"^^'-"-'"-"^''-^^-BTi9^%g^f,b^k°£kyB.^2o%̂ ^^

CHESS FBAGMENTS
Prom old ohronlole. prepared for the Cincinnati C^mercM by Miss Jn.iA East««

ivort 'orc^rrd'iJSr\^^tlJ^Je'^'oT^«rgI,^ ^^feri'ot,?!!?'
S"""" .""«£»"-> """J- <" -oLd

the Shah or Kmg is seated upon an eleplant in amoZunS^ ??/?'' 'l''''A.O'«''»«Pi«°»«
square wooden caatis painted within and withonf »nJ' .V^Jl *''«.''ack of the elephant is a

^llhiS?'t^^.''.?ir7°','"
'"« Xh;nt%''ndg'S^erh1m*wS,''a«i''' «°"^ '^ """' °' «>2

|fe'°Kln'^lp^i^«t?o'oV"j;irrt\°n'a"rSlfefw^tVS

feat|»?n«ST.-h'an1'Srh^',^asr£&F"<'"' ^""^s bead is adorned with

£.SSaKp„Si«-^ng»-|-W,„^.
Aman.t.on his hack

He is armed with

guiding him with a rod.

a he?j^7art i's^rfs^^""**"
"*'="^« ""> '«"°'»> <" *« foot soldiers. _ „™«. ^,^

SjfcS-'^-"-'^^^^^^^^^

on eL"h'iide'o?h?r'^''"""*'»«"''°'»''"«"8twobrasen drums, one of which i.fa,««,ed

mu5;i^riS.^ei',"rS'i1h?°nZI'^'thi.^'o!ft^a'r'' '"" ' "-» <" «"- '"• ^ngli^, word

.tepi"^t'I'Viir^aXH»'"h°tX'E^ t'irw°is°Le''a"^;irr t'^^^r'^ f""™! *» mo™ two
so made her the most considerable piece on the wa* " '"" ' """ "i»" • la^ Md
a <K>a«w"S^\rh'ro^vl^Tir«^rtX'er^^ -"/n'J*»«- »»0^executor to«o on with the g»me.

P"*'"- wno,mea before tt wa* flnlshedTdirected hS
he M'ea^'SrSr^tS&^V"^^^^^
without any ransom. ^ "** f"" gratitude, and set htm at liberie

•pfsf
""^^ i-S^i-UI *SS'l?j;^S,'8tV.S,23''wSl'yi'i%rp7«ffi- - -r— '-~ "-Pasha gave him a new suit of clothes, and, takinn hifn tn sti,t k ^, PP^*"/- "Pon wblch tta*

I -.v * P»''»». who w»» alsopleacled poverty, upon wblch tta*ouiAn, wno caued at once for the ohess board ~H« h'.'X T^
"«»™bonl, mtroduaed him to thaThe Sultan won the nrst gam.™ d tumin"t t"e P„''jh" h'."^d'"*..''iV"S»^ »» '"•V^this man a* so great a master whon h. „,.f. ... ".-_,°; .." 5? ™'' - Why do yon lotraddbThe Paaha asked bU protogtTv^

thU man a» so gnat a master when he pfafs m '»^rU°?
^frflH^tw""

*'^^- =* »>»»<"«» '"»' he had ifft^hYs new ";riDn7™\rrs".i"' ""?«" *»»

b^u^t in. after which the man ^om AXprwo'n"e';.'ry' g^m'i'anTt'h^i 'S^t^^^^'S,

^>

•?
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WHAT IS CATAERH ?

from tht MattiCan.) Dee. IS.

Catarrh is a muco-pumlent dischargecaused
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amneba in the internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. Tttu parasite is
only developed under favoltraole oiroum-
atanoes, and these are:—Motbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle 'of uberole.
the germ poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-
moBa,frora the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perRpiratioo, badly
ventilated sleeping apartmentn, and other
poisons that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit or the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
eausing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing lu the vocal oorda, causing hoarseness
osurpmg the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and

Many attempts have been made to discover
a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalents and other ingenious devices, but
noue of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail
in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thif lurrible disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Mbbsbs. a. H. DIXON & SON,
305 King St. Wsst, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

ffTuU the Rev. E. B. Steetmon, B.A.aClergy
man of the London Conference of the Metho-
diet Church of Canada, hat to tay in regard
to A. H. Dixon it Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Meeert. A. H. Dixon it Son :

Dbab Sirs,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and foro many years, that is hard for me to realixe
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case
;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat aa well as the nasal passages, and I
Ihoagbt I would require the three treatments
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
toyou.
You are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatmente, and
I shall s^nilj recommend your remedy to
some of my frionds who are sufferers.

loarBi with many **'^n%ff^

Bar. E. B. SmsiraoH.

ESTIBUSHKC laSS. 364 Yong'e Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPORXTJM
New stock of next season's Wall Papers just

arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-
inarkably low figures. Calsomining, Paper-
Hanging, Qlazlng, Ee-aiazing and Painting
done to order. Estimates given. A well
•leoted stock of Stationery, OhristmSH Cards^
etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

'

HAJOLTON MEREITT,
ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES. ETC..

MlniflO ESQUrEEB t KETALLUBaiST,

IS TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

D,B. SINCLAIB,

334 Jabvis Strbbt.
UIDWIFEBY, AND DISEASES OF

WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

L

T>AINLESS DEN-nSTBY.

Artifloial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eatmg and speaking. The painlessmethod includes filling, and oiierations bothmechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dbntmt,
266 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMOSOPATRIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 tn 10 a.m.; 4 to 8 n m ' Sun
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 8.30 p m.

'

8BS A 3138 JkRTtn Strbbt.

/^OATSWORTH & HODGINS,

Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries,
Conveyancers.

Monty to Lend. OUcee—lQ York Chamben
Ko. t ToBoiTPo SraasT, Tobomto.

(^OATSWO&TH, JB. FKABK B. RODOINM.

AUGUST
CLEARING SALE!

:o:

In order to clear out the

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK,
We have made Startling Reductions in every Department at

I^UKES. DAGGE & CO.
116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Re-issued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 187G.

With Improved Tampico Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

This favourite Cor-set is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly untU the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn

_
or whalebone. It cannot break,

liand is elastic, pliable and com
^fortable.

^ The "Health Corset' is not de-

; signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress

MANUFACTURED UY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBfR GOODS!
RUBBEE SHOES, PELT BOOTS, BELTIHG

Steam Packing, Eni^inc

Hydrant and Saction Ho8«,

Valves, Wai.'JOEH Rolls,

Tubing, (lardwu Hose

Stnpplea, Syrlagea,

U0IK8' AND MISSES

Kubb«r Circulars,

>^STAR BRAND ROBBER,

Cotton and Linen Stoam Fire

ENGINE AND MILL HOSE.

Steam Packiug Garden Hose, from 9 cents iupwards. Call and see our Rubber Goods and
get our Prices.

A
* a* *

• *^* •

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable'Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

BJJOUjiSAiNEDffisS

!. f :

1

|: 1^'ill

yj
W. N. SEARS & CO.,

130 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Real and Imttatloii
Stained Glass. Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from :!."«;. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light 9l, size 1«.\30 in.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE, N.J.

City by the Sea.
Established I87S ; Enlarged and Improv

1883. Health and Pleasure Resort. Ithfu
from New York—20 trains daily; 2 hours froL
Philadelphia; 10 minutes from Long Branch
Recommended by the most celebrated phy
sicians. Ocean water and electric baths, stean
heat. Passenger elevator. Iron Are escapes
Wonderful flowing ai-tesion spring. High drj
land

;
air filled with the mingled ozone fron

the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per
feet drainage. No malaria. No mosquitoef
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars
WEiiCOMB E. Shslcon. Owner and Manager

ESTERBROOK"""-PENS

.•-«a555Si

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

Cor. Yonge and Front\Streets, Toronto.

R. HOUGHAi
t^All inquiriei by mail ahaZl have our prompt atterUion.

Agent.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

Popular Nos.: 048, H t30, 333, 1-

For Sale by gtationera.

^milLHR.SOW >AKt..,Mo«t>««l.

LEN^X PENS~'
A COMPLPTB SeBIES IS TwKLTB NcMIBBS,

D i-fJ? D A^'S** *Z?'T '™'" '"» '«•»<:' J'H^SBEST PEN tor his or her peculiar style of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by maU to any address for ten oanta.

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.,
18 it 'JO ASTOB PiaoB, Nkw Tobk.

.THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

LAND REf^' .'IONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, Und in Southem Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
.upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from $1.28 to .J3.80 par acre, .icooriling to price paid for
the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lanils

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

CAPITAL, $250,000.

along the Main Line, >'.«.

now offered for sale on
diate cultivation.

THE- BESERVMD SECTIONS
.«., the odil numbered Sections within (me mile of the Railway are
ailvantttgeuus terms, to parties prepared to undertake their iuune-

Terms of Payment

:

JOHN R. BARBER, President and Mauaslns
Director.

—™buib
CHA.S. BIORDON, Vice-President.EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer

Purchasers may pay one^ixth in cash, and the bailee in five annual instalments,
with interest at SIX PER CENT, ner annum, payable in advance.

Parties purchasing without conditi.ms of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convev
!A at time of ni1IV.hnjlA if ,-HL\nr\i^nt- iu n.n.lA "... C..\^

'
-•— 1-— •-n •- ...........n „> ,.uiuvnuoii, will receive ameaoi IJon'

ance at time of purchase, if payment js made in full.
Payments may be miule in LAND (JRANT BONDS, which will he accepted at tenper cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be obtained

"With respect

r— —•- K-—^...." .... v..«.. t.-, .aitic will, <Mjui iieii iiiberesE. xnese nonas can bi
on apphcation at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; ot-at any of its attenciesFOR PRICES and CONDI'TIONS OF SALE and all.info^ati.mwith respect^ Sli^^^f^^f f^^^j^P^*""^^"^ ^ MoTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-
peg. By order of the

Montreal, Jannary, 1884.
«'HABt,KH DRinrKWArCS,

Secretary.

Manufactures the following gradesil paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB
(Machine Finished and Super-Calen'dared)

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, ETC.

: ACCODST BOOK PAPEB8 :

Jtnvelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLooBD Cover Papbbs, super-finished.

•^Apply at the Mill for samples and priom
Special sizes made to order.

i

pHABLES ^. PHILLIPS,

30LICIT0B. CONVBYANCEB, Etc.

~:OFFtoB;—

46 Adelaide Street Salt, Toronto, Out.
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f UNITLDL'MPTrY- —
LOAN CORPORATION^

the d
Vol. iv;

which '

M. G»*««». • - PubUc Library Bnlldings,

. chajf Cor. Church una Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

^^' ^^'l^V^t °\ ^ "'"«" o' 'l"" e»«li in the
Capital Stock of this Corporation haa boon
luftile AT PAH, and the same ia now open for
general aubsoription.
Torma of allotment and Company's Reneral

PnMiootuscan be obtained from the nnder-
aigued.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manacer.

.ve.

his»

chi

tbit

b(K»

ine

Bri

the

"WBST E}R IT

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 18S1.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash AaseU,

Income for Year
$i,a89,iia oo

i,<9a,la8 a<

GRAND DOMINION
AND 39TH

PROVINCIAL ^

EXHIBITION!
Under the aospioea of the

AOBICLH^TUKAI. ANO ARTM AM-
socfATioN OF onrrAKUi.

Fire and Marine Insurancea effecte<I at
moderate rates. Agenciee in all towna tbroagh-

bio ""' * Dominion and United SUtea.

] " St A. M. SMITH, Pre: JAS. BOOSIEB, Bee.

Citit J. J. KENNY. Man. Director.

-^•^^ CANADA PERMANENT

catiuLoAN & Savings Co.
belon

claim

TO B« BBI.D AT

CyFT .A. "v\r .A. ,

ON T^
- ggod to »7t* September, 1884.

$33,00r . .reminms and Dominion Kadab.

Incorporated, .4.D. tSJSS.

93,000,000
2,300,000
1,100^000

8,000,000

1

i

i

i

i

rp Subscribed Capita]

.J. Paid up Capital -
resid. Reserve Fund
the (Total Assets,

-

lastec

the T SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.

At^A J^SP^i^ received, repayable on demand orAvaaahort notice. Interest is paid, or added to the
part ^P"nclpal half-yearly.

Xi DEBENTURES.
" Mr ^V'y. received for investment in sums to•"'lilt lenders, for which debentures are issued
poets. Jurreacy or storlini!, with interest conpona
ftfliAr )..*", *^' P^hle in Canada or in England.oiaer ndatees and executors are authorized bylaw

. is mnc' "'*?' '" "'* ''®hentures of this company

W. .
»"• innilan, with partionlara as to terms, may

IglOUi obtamed from ths Offlce CoMt-ANT'a

—wh' -^•'™'«'' TosOTTo smsn. Vownmx
\ J. HBBBBRT MASON.
\ Uananing Director.

^. BANK OF OTTAWA.
eft,

OTTAWA
I Authorized Capital, . 91,000,000

I SubtcrHitd Capital, . 1,000,000
Paid-up Capital, - - . 993,»i3
«** 110,000

i4.^E?.^„*''^*''*>*'' Esq., i»rM««i(.CHARLES MAGEE, Esq.. Vux-Preeident.

Directors-C. T. Bate, Esq., B. Blackburn
Km-, Hon. Geo. Bnraon. Hon, h. a. Cburob,
Alexander Fraser, Esq.. Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

.>
.

i
,

uu

Oeobob Bubn, Cashier.

Branches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Wiunii>eg, Man.
Agents in Canada— Banudian Bank ofCommerce. Aoents in New Yook-Meaars

A. H. Ooadby and B. E. Walker .\aBMT8 ni
liONDON- -English Alliance Bank,

A MLULION A MONTH!
, THE DIAMOND DIBfS

have become so popular that a million pack-
agea a month are being used to re-colour
dingy or faded DKESSES, SCARFS HOODS
STOCKING.S, RIHBONS, etc. Warrinted fastand durable. Also used for making inks
staining wood, colouring Photo's. Flowers'
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 32 coloured
samples, and book of directions.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO.,

Burlington, Vt., and Montreal, F.Q.

Entriea must be made with the Secretary
at Toronto, on or before the undermentioned
dates, viz. :~
Horses. Cattle. Sheep, Swine, Poultry Agri-

cultural Implements, on or before August Krd.
Grain. Field Root", and other Farm Pro-

dncte, Machinery and Manufactures generallv
on or before August SOth.

•"

Horticultural I'roducta, Ladies' Work Fine
Art", etc.. on or before September 8th

•u '^''"*' '""' I*'»nk Forms for making
the entries upon can be obtained of the Sec-
retaries of all Agricultural and Horticultural
Societies and Mechanics' Institutes through-
out the Province, and from the Secretary,

HBIVRV WADK,
AOBICDLTOBAL HaU,, TOBOKTO.

DOMfNION BUSIffESa COLLEOE.
wi" open on Monday, September lat,

1884, with the moat improved facilities forimnarlmga thorough knowledge of commer-
cial affairs and insuring a complete busineaa
eanoaiion. The course is a short, sharp, directand thorough drill in those things that formine true basis of an actual busioess life. The

' NORWOOD^COLLEGE ,'

(ftr the Unlveraity Education of Women),

TORONTO, ONT.
Col. a W. Lawee, M.A., Oxon, Principal.

SroSSh .hi D °"P"?ment, and are Ie<i on

St£n^ ?'«mlnatlona, or to the Matricu-

ont^ »^H '.k""*'!;" "'""^ University of Tor-
nartmt^f ,"''.S

'5">°«»> the University De-partment to the degree of B.A fa couiia nf

Sab^li^S^f'"'"*^"'' •^'' other"lnst?f^io"n
established for women in Ontario) Tlie Col

te, °' M°«'«. "nder the'SSin otVrfi.
£"eRi^^°,?r« "'*"''''= »' '»>« Conserva

Mdof^J^i i'1""5"*' Boulogne, France,

Enilanrt ^,r' '^oademyof Music, Loudon
frtSt, •Thin„i'i''

"ble staff of Europeanartists. The College of Pine Arts under thn

^^*~f r' °'^h P™-«' '"t^Art °st to t'h^

5^^!^.?°"^' I™'"""!, '^tt an able staff

thilii? *^^J...?° extras. Leaaons in calis-

SrtWitf/ "**?•«'•• *'°' Proapectua andrnrther information apply to
*• " -"^

MBS. M. J. RUSSELL,
240 Victoria St., or 233 Wellington St.

TOBONTO.

AMUSEMENTS.

HANLAN'S POINT FERBY.
„„^?i'!?.^'^'"'*'',*'*'™*" ™" '"™ '-SO •">,
until 9.30 p.m,-Iast trip from Island 10 p.m.YONOE Stbket steamers, 8 a.m. until 8 p.mBbock Stbeet steamer 10 ajn. until 9 30
p.m.

Steamer Clilcora.
Daily, leaving Toronto at 7 a.m. and 3 pjn.

for Niagara and Lewiaton.

Hteamer Krapreas of India.
Daily between Port Dalhouaie and Toronto

in connection with G.T.R. and Welland dl-
vlaion. Leaving Port Dalhouaie at W.« ajn •

returning leave Toronto at 3.40 p.m.

Southern Belle.
Daily, between Hamilton and Toronto.
Leaving Hamilton air 7J0a.m. and 2.15 p.m

Toronto at 11.00 " and 5.30

FRANCE.
Copies at Tnt Week may be obtaliMd of

^ea Slri"** * ^°' " '^ *'*''""

ESTABUSHKO 185a ESTABUgHED 18S2.

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

FAMILY GBOCEB8,

Cor. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

SUGARS! SUGARS!
16 lbs. Gnumlated Sugar ftr $1.

18 lbs. Bright FoTto B(ca Sugar Ibr «1.

TT-EITH & FITZ3IM0NS,

SfANUFACTUBEBS

Gas Fixtures <fc Artistic Brass Work,
Steam Fittbbs' and Pi.rMBEB8' Sdppueb.

109 KING STBEET WEST, - TOBONTO.

THE LIGHT-BUNNING DOMESTIC
is simple, strong and dnrable. It need*

no teaching, watching or adjusting, and not
on« haa ever worn out.

A. W. BRAIN, Agent,

89 Yonge St., Toronto.

MASON & COLLINS,

M^

UK-SITE reilTBAITS IN OIL AND CRATOII.

SrtiDio, - - 31 Kino St. West, Tobohto.

188 BIBDSALL,

S Bank St, St Mark'i Ward,

Pitpil of Carl Martme.

ST. THOMAS, ONT,
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A conaignment of NEW TEAS per Paciflo
8^ Company and Pacific BaUw^ juat to

the oit*^""*^*^
TEAS are the beat value in

All goods warranted free from adulteration.

oftoe' i?°°^
PrompUy deUvered in anypart

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WOR'^.S,

TOBONTO, ONT.

im>

r
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The American Art Union.
S'Sr^.T""'"""'''

^'"•' T. W. Wood, F.-JVm.
E. W. Pebby, Jr., &w. f. Diklmak, rr«o«.
The subaoription to the Art Union will bonve dollars per annum, and each subscriber

for the prjaent year will receive :-lst A proof
before letten, on India paper, of the etohing
ofthe year, by WalterShirfaw, from EaatSSJohniona pieture "The Beorlmand." ThS
etohing ia of a alse (13x16 indhee) and quality
jueh aaUielaadinsdealen sellat from?wentJ
*?J???*''-*'? *<»""•• 2nd, The iUaatiatad
Art [7n<oi>, which will be iasned monthlv for
the ounrrot year. 3rd. One-half of the anb-eripUon wlUbe set apart for the formation
. »™">j.»o be expanded for the Jointaoeoont

2i??!^^?^2.'5 ^* P°»»"«« o' work, ofan,jwuiah will be dallTered nnoonditlonallvo tte whole body of the anbaeribai* repi^
Mntod by a oommittee. Sample copy ient
poalpaid on appUeation to B. WOOD PaBBT
Beof;tory,n Weet Tenth St.. NewtoS.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

tAKurACTcaaBs or thb

" LILY WHITB " FLOATIKO SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWN PERFECTION SOAP,

ENOLISH MOTTLED SOAP,

AND OTHBB 0BZ,BBBATEB BBAHDB O*

Fine Ladndey Soaps,
S'ullins Soaps,

Toilet Soups,
A-niline Z>yes.

Chartered by Act of Provincial Legislature.
Boildinga and furnishingsthe finest in Canada
I*a, faculty (five gentlemen and ten Udlea)
folly qualified. Ita couraea in Mnaic, Fine
Arte and Literature thorough and practical.
Its ratee comparatively low. Board, room,
light, laundry and tuition coat from »38 to
•45 per term, according to department. Thesame with Music and Drawing only «190 a
fear in advance. Re-opena Sept. 4th. 1884.
or Calendar or admission, addreea

PRINCIPAL AUSTIN, BJ).

HOBAOS r. ALLKISB, ABTI8T,

40 C%ureA Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings oonied aspecialty Portr«ts of hor«8 a^ d^'^npainting taught on the system of the BoyalAcademy, London, England.
""!•«

I ) USSELL'8, 9 KING ST. WEST
« t TORONTO, for

mOH-CLASS WATCHES * JEWELLERY
Watoh Rapai^Bg and Jewellery Monunwr-tnred to order, ipeoial features.

ChsTBee ModentA,

SKITD roa PBICS LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Caitada Soap and OU Work*,

Oflioo

:

Works :

70 FwwT St. Sam, |. DaraaBSnnr,

'xoKoirrQ,

PICKERING COLLEGE
WIZL RK-OPXN SKfT. lat.

i„?"l[S",° CoujOE ia weU known aa hold-ing a first place jjoong the educational inatl-tntioni or the Provlnoe. Young peoiuS^of
5S*»»

•;»«• nweiw a thorough^ m™E5o2
ed by all the moral inflneneee and jnaidl^
"SS. "' * weU-eot»dnoted Ohrtatlan hoSS™^The staff of toaohen ia large and thocooghly

SSS^" "* *" '°" ^'"*"<" depirt-

^^THE PBEPABATOBY for Junior Stu-

II. THE COIOfBKCIAL for those wishing
. thoronch lnMin«^ t«*i»i»a. •
IIL

O HAW & CSBOBNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Bouaea rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, soldand exchanged.

>~u«u., auiu

10 KING ST. EAST, TOBONTO.

s
FEWART k SON, (Lati STBWABT
* STRICKLAND),

AIKHITECTS, BBILOIMi SttRffiYOKS AND TAMATNS.

Officet—S9 Adelaide St. Eatt, Toronto.

wv. H. stewabtWM. BTEWABT.

a thotoMh bnainses tralnintN

exami-_—»_ .- .^iguuasry, rnarmaoy, or civil 8er-Jtoej^for any of the examinatloSs to
IV. Mt/s

nfori

; AND
eontaining fall

or Cd^
wmattaK.1

W. H. HUSTON, M.A, PHeUi^ai,
y ' ' PMuanio.

WA. IMPET.
• Dealer in aU kinds of

Window SluMles and Spring Fixtures
an CHURCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.

CyGstlmateii given on appUeation.

REFRWERATORS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERSt

GOAL OIL STOVES.

WOLVUHAHrrOM HOUSB.

(7 rOKSI STXBT.
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their self-respect, more patriotic .IJTJe "^^"^ consistent with
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"""P^
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knighthood upon Canailns. Nor can ou^ Z! '°'''"™« "*

that a sense of self-respect com^ Mr m ^^^^P^^^^ understand

refuse titular distinctions. TiT!, ^]
Mackenzie and Mr. Blake to

obese gentleman wird^cult^ riirfrtm^'s J
"'T ''^ ''''' "' ^

magic sword-touch which toZrT^l i I""
''^'" '"^'"^^ '''^

chivalry, is sufficiently LZ-- fo ^^ '"^ ^^^ ''^ '*'"'^' "*

.part from the absnrity ^^tZ,
make most people laugh. And
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1 .r
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gratify unlawfu^ passion, who are insolent in their street paradings who
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":'"''^'""'^^°' •'*••«"' '' '« not a surprisbTmaltertofind the Army often ,n the police courts, and to read of its beS rotten

l^ ""sJ^rr"J'^^
- Wm question as to the earirr:f

m^tin^^ofie A
' .'"^ unprejudiced observer who has attended themeetings of the Army-from the " General's " headquarters in Regent Hall
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"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

' It was decided, with the general approbation of the country, that the

Canadian Pacific Railway should be constructed by a Company ; and the

leaders of the Opposition, who themselves had attempted, when in office, to

form a Company, and afterwards supported the application of Sir W. How-
land's Syndicate, are precluded by their own actions from protesting against

the decision-. That a great ' national work should be done by the nation

itself would, no doubt, have been the more natural and, in the abstract, the

better course. But this was rendered impossible by the infirmities of Party

Government, Every one felt sure, indeed there had already been fatally

conclusive proof, that if the undertaking, with its immense expenditure

and all its contracts, were left in the hands of Government, a reign of

boundless corruption would ensu& Besides, a Government would 'have

been hampered at every step by the factious criticism of the Opposition,

and would have been unable to operate with the freedom, vigour and fore-

cast essential to the success of this vast enterprise It would hardly even

have ventured to pay a salary high enough to secure the indispensable

services of a first-rate manager. At the same time it was most unlikely

that a body of private capitalists would be found wealthy enough, or com-

manding sufficient resources, to carry out eo colossal an enterprise entirely

without the help or support of the State. That assistance in some form

would be required was morally certain from the fi^t, and the hostility of

the Grand Trunk, by closing the English money mam|t against the Syndi-

cate, rendered the certainty doubly sure. That the ml^ure of aid granted

was not excessive must at least be allowed by those who are exulting in

the belief that the Company is already in fresh difficulties and again a

clandestine applicant for relief. The creation of a lien on the whole

property of the Company was a mistake, and greatly impaired the assistance

given ; but the Government in insisting on it was moved by regard for the

opinion of the country. It was a most unfortunate necessity, as all allowed,

which brought the Government again into close relations with the railway.

A necessity, however, it was, and the choice manifestly lay between the

grant o^ temporary assistance and the abandonment of the national under-

taking. As yet we have had no reason to complain. The behaviour of

the Company in relation to the political parties has been closely watched by

jealous eyes
;
yet there has been so far no proof whatever, nor even any

.. , ,
.definite charge, of interference in elections or of political intrigue of any

^^' kind. The neutrality which wisdom as well as rectitude prescribed as the

proper attitude of a commercial interest, seems throughout to have been

scrupulously observed. Other imputations have^been thrown out in Parlia-

ment by the Opposition, which, committed by its own irresolution to the

policy of constructing the road, and debarred from assailing the Govern-

ment on that side, yet bent on a party attack, had no alternative but to

turn its guns against the Company. Even the commercial honour of the

president was not spared, though the stories circulated against him proved

to be absolutely baseless. But it can hardly be said that the charges were
distinctly formulated, much less that they were sustained, nor was any
adverse impression of a serious kind left on the minds of impartial men
^o made due allowance for the desperate conflict with rival interests to

which, in the British money market and elsewhere, the Company had been

exposed. That the work has been done with extraordinary rapidity, and
^ at the same substantially and well, is admitted on all hands : the difficulties

are immense, but they have been so far encountered with skill, energy and
success. The commercial prospects of the stockholders are t|ieir own affiiir;

but it is impossible that the Company can at once have shamefully over-

reached the public and made a bad bargain for itself : that its coffers can
be empty and at the same time filled with the money of the plundered State.

At the hands of independent men, and men who are opposed to the whole
policy of which the Canadian Pacific Railway is tbe embodiment^ the

Company, as a faithful and efficient contractor for a national work, has
reoeiveU justice—at the hands of the political opposition it has not.

dence as the only unity, disintegration may well seem near. Space suffices

not to follow the speakers through all the mazes of the Colonial question
;

to insist again that "a family union " may exist in full intensity without

dependence, and may include not only the dependent colonies, but the

fifty millions jpf English-speaking people in the United States, whom
Imperial Federation would exclude ; or to protest anew against the unreason-

ableness of treating the cases of Canada, Aijstralia, South Africa and
the West Indies, with their widely-differing circumstancas, as though they

were the same. One speaker averred that if the present political connec-

tion with the colonies ceased to exist the necessary consequence roust be

that the teeming population of Great Britain and Ireland would be shut

up in the two islands ; the English, Irish, German and Italian emigration

to the United States apparently not having fallen under his notice* It is

disappointing to find that the Federationists after all decline either to

give us the details of their scheme, or to name a time for its introduction
;

their visionary project remains a formless cloud. They only propose that

we shall set to work to " cultivate the federal sentiment," as though it were

possible to cultivate among the jjeople at large the sentiment connected

with an institution while the institution itself does not exist. In the

meantime events march, and Sir Charles Tupper himself represents a

Canadian Government which has formally and finally broken the com-
mercial unity of the Empire by giving Canada a national tariff. All the

English journals applaud, as in duty bound, the generous aspiration. A
generous aspiration it will remain.

a

It is curious, however, in connection with the Imperial question, to

note the violent oscillations of sentiment in England. Some change seems
of late to have come over the national character, and, instead of the staid

and deliberate march of British opinion, we see a volatility which used to be

thought peculiar to the French. Only a few years ago moderation was
the policy of the whole Liberal party, as it is still that of Bright and
probably also of Gladstone. But now the Radicals have all at once enthu-

siastically embraced Drab Imperialism, as we may perhaps call it, in

contradistinction to the ordinary variety, of which military scarlet is the

native hua So sudden is the revolution that the Radical Pall Mall Gazette

holds up to derision as Jlossil Anti-Imperialist doctrines, which its own
editor, Mr. John Morley, -Vas advocating a few months ago in MaemUlan.
Scorn is poured upon the Liberals of yesterday, who, however, are at kMt
able to gay for themselves that their achievements were not confined, as
those of their successors have hitherto been, to misty speculation or tail-

talk, since they brought about large concessions of self-government to the

colonies, the withdrawal of the troops, and the termination of those petty

colonial wars which had ingloriously consumed so many millions and so

many gallant lives. Some of them might also with truth aver, when
taunted by their quondam friends with want of patriotism, that they are at

all events showing their patriotism in their own misguided way by standing

up for the integrity of the United Kingdom, which their Radical vituper-

ators are willing to barter for the Irish vote. The Drab Imperialists think

it due to their consistency to keep up their abuse of the Scarlet Imperi-

alists, whom they designate as swash bucklers andbrigands. The Scarlet"

Imperialists may reply that at any rate they are not dreamers ; they do not
imagine that Quakerism is compatible with Empire ; they know that

in a world full of war-powers armed to the teeth, distant dependencies

require military force for their protection. They do not build a policy on
the fancy that oceans which may any day be covered with an enemy's

cruisers are " water streets of a world-wide Venice." We are called upon
to note that the advent of Drab Imperialism coincides with the triumph of

Democracy in England. Let Democracy first make its triumph sure, and
provide itself with a stable constitution on its own principles ; then let it

think of turning oceans into the water-streets of a British Venice.

t

The full report of the London meeting of Imperial Federationists having
now arrived, it appears that the resolution affirming Confe^ration to be
indispensable in order to avert the disintegration of the Empire was, on
the politic advice of Sir Charles Tupper, withdrawn. It remains, never-

theless, the recorded opinion of the conveners of that important meeting.
The resolution is true and it is not true. It is not true, inasmuch as
the mutual citizenship, which is otir chief political bond, is in no way
threatened, any more than are the moral ties of blood, language, history,

and sympathy which for ever unite the members of the English-speaking
raoB. It is Frue, inasmuch as in the case of the most advanced colonies,

and notably of Canada, the tie of dependence is now worn to so slender a
thread, and would need so little to snap it, that, to those who regard depen-

The national development of New France and the renewal qf her
connection with her Mother Country are now beyond question ns facts

and are, perhaps, at this moment the most important features of onr
political situation. One of the many symptoms of this is the appearance

of a " History of Canada and the French Canadians," by M. Reveillaad a
citizen of Old France, whose aim is to turn the eyes and hearts of hk
countrymen from colonies to be founded in far dis^t lands to "one
already founded, full in face of their own <;oast, in a land which appeals

to their affection, which is theirs by blood, by language, by attachment,

and where French emigrants might be a happy reinforcement to French
nationality in its straggle against the ascendency of the AngIo-SaxQ.*<."

This design and the significance attaching to it constitute the oh' t

importance of the book, of which otherwise the principal merits are tLv

clearness and neatness which never desert a French writer, whether hi*

subject be history, cookery, or metaphysics. The tone, as might be
expected, is Anti-British, and the political history of the French Cana-
dians subsequently to the Conquest is represented as a struggle for the
recovery of their liberties, as though they had possessed any liberties

under the despotic government of the Bourbons, which more than once
positively refused to them even the shadow of a representative assembly.
M. Reveillaud deplores the error i^hich, as he thinks, the French Cana-
dians committed in not respondin^'to the call of the American Revolu-
tionists, and with them casting off the yoke of England. But here he is

greatly mistaken, supposing his object to be the development of a French
nationality on this Continent ; for the population of New France, which
then barely amounted to 70,000, would most certainly have been absorbed
by the Anglo-American Republic. The nationality of -New France has
been preserved only by her isolation, and her isolation has depended on
her continuance under the separate rule of England, which has thus pro-
duced an effect precisely the opposite of that which it was expected to
produce when Canada was wrested from the Bourbons. To the influence
of the Roman Ca{{iolio priesthood, no doubt, is due the singular character
which -the Province retains as a survival of the France anterior to the
Revolution; but exposed without shelter to the progressive activities of
the Great Republic, the influence of the priesthood would unquestionably
have succumbed. M. Reveillaud is aware and frankly proclaims that by
this same agency the country has been kept industrially and commercially
in a state of comparative torpor, so as to present an unfavourable contrast
to the energy of the Protestant Anglo-Saxon. He thinks, however, that
Liberalism is stirring. French Canadians who return to their parishes
from the States bring, he says, the seeds of mental rebellion with them.
He^^might add that the Jesuits, though their aim is as reactionary as
possible, have acted as a disturbing force in breaking up the ice of the old
ecclesiastical regime. The political horoscope of Quebec, M. Reveillaud
declines precisely to cast. The one thing on which his heart is set, and
which he insists that destiny shall in one way or other bring to pasi, is the
creation of a great French nationality on this Continent. Annexation to
the United States he seems to contemplate as the most probable turn of^
events in the immediate future, but he thinks that this may Ife only a
transient phase. The centrifugal force, he thinks, may prevaU over the
centripetal, and the vast federation may break up into fragments, one of
whieh may be a great French nation. But here he appears to be the
victim of a fallacy. Extension of territory beyond certain limits may be
fatal to the unity of a centraliied nation, though nobody seems to expect
Russia to fall to pieces ; but it has no tendency to break up a federation
which remains true to the principle of local liberty, provided that the
territory is still in a ring-fence and the population free from strong lines
of cleavage, economical or social. Setting aside any danger of social dis-
ruption which Slavery may have left, the American Union, in spite of its
enormous extension, is a good deal firmer now than it was on the morrow
of the Revolution.

in the ideas, character or tradition of his Fellaheen on which free institu-
tions can be founded. The Dufferin constitution collapsed at once.

It is surely strahge that Canadian experience should still be pressed by
men of sense upon England as a key to the solution of the Irish question.
Is It the Dominion that is to be taken as the model, or 4e Province? The
Dominion enjoys legislative independence, and to concede legislative inde-
pendence to Ireland would be simply 16 repeal the Union in the worst conceiv-
able manner, since everybody must see that a collision between the British
and Irish Pariiaments would infallibly ensue. To bring one about would be
the first object ef the Disunionists. It would be far better to cut Ireland
^rift at once. The Province is a member of a Federation ; but the United-
Kingdom IS not a Federation, nor can it be made one, the condition of a
Federal Union, which is the existence of a number of States pretty eoually
balanced, not being present. Is not the life of discord led by Sweden and
Norway enough to prove that the federal principle is not capable of indis-
crimmate application to all cases? Great Britain is not in a hemisphere
apart where she might take herself to pieces with impunity : she is sur-
rounded and confronted by great centralized nations, of which'the most
powerful, France and Germany, are in a menacing attitude at this moment.
For her the loss of unity would be a descent to utter weakness; and
It IS singular that acquiescence in her own dis.solution should be com-
mended to her by advisers who tell her, at the samje time, that the relin-
quishment of a nominal sway over a distant colony would be a thought of
unutterable shame. Who is to.rule India and all the other dependencies
when the legislative unity of the Imperial power shall have been dissolved t

If the Irish members of the House of Commons would only act together on
Irish questions as the Scotch do on Scotch questions, instead of trying to
wreck the Legislature, they would have, as it is, under the roof of a united
Parliament a virtual power of Home Legislation. In addition to this the
head of Parliament was actually held out to them, with a measure of
increased local self-goiternment, when they burst into this rebellion. The
leaders would not accept a measure of Home Rule. What they want, as
they frankly and persistently avow, is the dismemberment of the United
Kingdom, and that question, unhappily, will have firat to be tried.

The destiny which links the control of Egypt to the possession of
-Jnduns apparently aboat to be fuWited .The stars have Tieen kmd^r t5^

the Gladstone Government than, in the estimation of the British people
at least, the Gladstone Government has been to itself. France having once
more happily declined a partnership which would have been an organized
discord, England is left to do the work alone ; and alone she will have to do
It. The caU of fate cotnes unseasonably, when Ireland is in a state of
moral insurrection, when Europe is jealous and unquiet, and when strenu-
ous efforta are being made both by the Irish and by the Protectionists
m.the United States to bring about a quarrel with England; but to
necessity seasons cannot be prescribed. The ship has weathered many
gales and may weather this if her crew will only be united, and cease to
pay to faction the allegiance which is d«e to the country. Vacillation,
though It has wrought mischief not without disgrace, has at least proved'
to the worhi that England is not intent on aggrandizement but only on
guarding her indispensable high-way to the East. Unhappily it hw also
proved, or at least strongly indicated, the unfitness of such a body as the
House of Commons for the conduct of diplomacy and war. Military force

. ^^^J"!*"
^ '"'"' P"' '""^^ sufficient to repress the devastating horde

Of El Madhi, who it must be remembered is not a patriot chief, or an
aspirant to local sovereignty, but a petty Mafiomet. claiming the religious
lordship of the world, and asserting his cbim with the destroyer's sword.
Another task will be that of restoring order to a weltering chaos in Egypt
herself, that land as unhappy in its gift of ifertility as, according to the
poet. Italy was in ite gift of beauty. But the only way of restoring order
IS to accept the universal form of Oriental government, discarding its abuses,
and to rule righteously with a,strong hand. There is absolutely nothing

I» the British House of Commons the Session closes in barrenness.
It is not the first that has ended in this way, nor is it likely to be the Uist.

The new rules of procedure, on which Mr. Gladstone relied for the
reorganization of the distracted House and the restoration of its working
power, have only served to prove once more the inefficiency of legisla-
tive enactments without a change of character. The House remains the
scene of unbridled faction, which, even under the powerful leadership of
Mr. Gladstone, tramples on the claims of public business, and which,
when Mr. Gladstone is gone, seems likely to convert Parliament into a
venomous Babel. The new leader who, backed by the Tory rowdyism of
the cities, has succeeded in imposing himself on the weakness of the
Conservative party, openly avows faction as his guiding principle, and
procJMms in language whiek would shock the lowest of American Dema-
gogues that party victory is the thing to be sought, no matter by what
means, and let moralists say what they may. " The Bystander '' begins to
find himself not alone in his opinion about party government. "The
growing complaint of serious persons belonging to all political sections,
based on the notorious block of urgently needed legislation, especially
during the last two Sessions, is that the Lower House has become degraded
into an arena in which the public good is openly sacrificed to chronic
party aims and lust of office. As a rule measures are not debated or
decided on their merits, and the art of embarrassing and defaming the
Government, regardless of the supreme object which alone justifies the
existence of the Legislature, is cultivated by the Opposition with a zeal as
methodical as it is perverse. Conservatives, in combination with Home
Rulers, have recenUy shown a rancour rarely, if ever, equalled in party
attempts to prevent the Government programme from being carried out
At the same time it is by no means to be understood that Liberals, when
out of office, have not too often been guilty also of resisting the progress
of good bills merely because they did not happen to be brought forward
by themselves." So writes Mr. Macfie, the author of an article on party
government in the contemporary Review. Here lies the rdbt of the evil ;-

and it is not to be plucked up by new rules of procedure, much less \>j
patriotic exhortations which, addressed to men'eicited to frenzy by the
cont^t for place and power, are about as effective as a moral admonition
to a gambler at the side of the table at Monte Carlo. The Session of
Congress was as sterile as that of the British Pariiament, and from the
same cause

;
the time and energies of men styled legislators and of an

assembly styled deliberative were entirely consumed in the faction-fight
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and in the manoeuvres of parties to secure a vantage ground for th^

coming Presidential Election. Nothing passed but profligate grants of

public money in pensions, the real object of which was electoral corruption.

Nations will have to face this problem, and to face it soon ; if they

fail to solve it, the disorganizition of Parliamentary Government and the

fall of Parliamentary Institutions are apparently only questions of time.

With the "mending or ending" of the House of Lords is likely to

come the ending of the State Church of England. The threads of the two

lives are closely entwined with each other. Leading Churchmen are not

all blind to the approach of Disestablishment, nor do they all see it with

dismay. Ritualists long to be free from the Act of Uniformity and from

the lay authorities which enforce it. Bishop Abraham in a published

sermon deprecates any present dealings with the organization of the

- Church courts on the ground that " Disestablishment is, as he in common
with many others thinks, within measureable distance," and that it will be

better to leave the Church when disestablished to deal freely with the

' whole question. He cites "one of the highest prelates in the land, and

one who is better acquainted with the mind and feelings of the working

classes in the mining and manufacturing counties thanany of his brethren,"

as an authority for the statement that the clas.ses about to be enfranchised,

though not hostile to the Church as a Church, are hostile to the Establish-

ment. Not the Radical artisans only, but the whole spirit of the age is

plainly adverse to the interference of the State in matters of opinion

either in the way of repression or support, and in favour of free and

unbiassed conviction as our only guarantee for truth. Moreover, the

differences between parties within the Church are fundamental, while

their contentions are scandalous and disastrous. StjU the statesman who,

as the elect of the new constituency, may be called upon to carry out

Disestablishment will have to use tenderness and caution. The manu-
facturing and mining districts are not England. Their population,

with its activity of mind-aad-its radicalism, is comparatively a recent

growth. In the time of Charles I. those moorlands were thinly peopled,

while such population as there was, in8t<>ad of being Radical, had remained
feudal and Royalist ; only in a few towns, such as Bradford, Leeds and
Manchester, where the germs of manufactures had appeared, did the

Parliamentary leader find support. The ancient churches are few, the

ancient endowraents scanty in proportion to the vast masses of population
now gathered in the manufacturing centres ; the religious life of the

people is largely organized in Nonconformity, while the Church of England
may be said to be already almost on a voluntary footing, depending on the
zeal and munificence of her own members far more than on State aid for

the multiplication of her edifices and the extension of her efforts, both of
which, during a recent period, have been great. In those districts,therefore,

the shock would be comparatively slight ; little would be affected beyond
the political dignity of the prelates and clergy of the Establishment. But
it would be far .otherwnse in the south of England and in the rural
districts generally, where society ha.s its immemorial centres in the
cathedral and the parish church. There, Disestablishment would be a
revolution indeed, social as well as ecclesiastical ; while the religions life of

hardly have believed that in the days of Newman's ascendancy at Oxford

he had been one of the most ardent of the great Tractarian's disciples, and
wa.s supposed to have gone with him very near the brink of secession to

Rome. He recoiled, however, and with a vengeance, as did others not

a few ; and having been swept by Tractarianism from his original

moorings, it is doubtful whether he ever found another haven. He, how
ever, defended Theism against Agnosticism. That anchor held.

A Btstandbr.
^ _

,,-^ HERE AND THERE.

Thanks, probably, in some measure to the cholera scare, the insanitary

condition of Toronto Bay, which was pointed out in The Wbbk two months
ago, has awakened the public mind to a sense of danger. The local prints

contain almost daily reference to the nuisance caused by the discharge of

sewage into the several slips—a primitive mode of drainage scarcely credit-

able to a city of over a hundred thousand of population. A moment's

reflection on the varied purposes for which the Bay is used will suffice to

show the importance of this matter. In the summer months it is con-

tinually covered by boats and vessels used in pursuit of pleasure or

business, and. the effluvia thrown off when a tropical sun beats down upon
its still waters is inconceivably offensive and dangerous, rivalling even
those of Cologne of odorous memory. It is the daily resort of bathers and
amateur fishers, and the prey which falls to the lines of the latter can

hardly be improved by the infusion of sewage which the water contains.

In winter the Bay is an el dorado to the city ice-dealers, and to say the

least it is not pleasant to think the iced-water one uses in the dog-days is

flavoured with last year's sewage. And we may add to this, that the

popular Island—one of Toronto's most valuable lungs—will rapidly

depreciate if the waters which wash its shores are permitted to carry seeds

of pestilence in solution. The matter is one that must eventually receive

attention, and the sooner the better. There is no necessity to seriously

disturb the existing system of drainage. An intercepting sewer might be

run along the Esplanade to collect «be refuse and carry it out to some
central spot to be deodorized and discharged into the Lake or to adapt it

for fertilizing purposes.

the people, unless the transaction were wisely regulated, might be thrown
for a time into confusion. Why did not Destiny assign the DisesUblish-
ment to Mr. Gladstone, instead of setting him to deal with such questiohs
as those of Ireland and Egypt ? No statesman was ever so fitted by genius
and character for a work which would have gloriously crowned his illus-

trious career.

_,^.
Mark Pattison, who died the other day, besides being a man of singu-

lar erudition, a writer of great excellence, and a social figure of importance^
was notable in the history of opinion. As an educationist he was the arch
Qnemy of the examination system, and waged against it a somewhat
indiscriminate war, forgetting that the bulk of students at a University
not having, like himself, special gifts and tastes, needed something to
supply them with afiefinite aim, a stimulus and a test, while the instru-
ment, however coarse and defective, was the only one yet devised. In
truth, he not only hated examinations, but regarded the educational func-
tions of the University altogether with exceedingly little love. Univer-
sity revenues he desired to see devoted above all things to the Endowment
of Research. The history of endowments was against him, and seemed to
show that assured income and dignity were not usually spurs to intellectual
toil

;
n«r did his own example strengthen his case : though installed in a

rich Headship, with nominal work and abundant leisure for research, he
produced no book at all worthy of his learning. His " Life of Casaubon,"
though published after his appointment, had been written before it.

Those who saw hini or read his writings only jn hi|i later years would

' ^^~ 'jjStlJfcB T^'
A*

Thkre is a decided impression in the popular mind of Toronto that

electricity as a street illuminator is a failure. It may be that, in the

near future, the electric light will generally supersede gas, but the hour is

not yet. The light itself, is not plesisant to look upon, and it gives a

ghastly appearance to many objects, notably the human countenance. It

is, moreSver, cold, and does not throw so genial a glosl^ipon the thorough-

fares—a not unimportant feature in winter. Perched at the top of

hideous poles, whose attaching wires swing about in ungraceful confusion,

the electric candle wastes its sweetness and light in illuminating upper

storeys, whilst when brought to a lower level, it is unpleasant to the eyes.

Moreover, it casts a very black shadow, which the unsteadiness of the

light makes exceedingly irritating. And, further, the slightest hitch in

the marhinery, nr the merest tampering by* smal l boy , breaks the cirenii^

and leaves whole districts in Egyptian darkness. In London, England, it

was tried in the city, and was found wanting—three systems being under

experiment at once. The authorities were glad to go back to the old

familiar coal-gas—the more readily because the gas companies, put on their

mettle by the competition, had purified their gift, put in additional and
improved burners in the street lamps, and placed the pillars closer together.

The consequence is that the " city " is to-day better and more cheaply

lighted by gas than it ever was by electricity. If the Toronto gas company
were to bestir itself in like manner—were to increase the number of lamps,

put in from three to five patent burners to each pillar, and surmount each

lamp by a reflector^—it would be safe to predict that both authorities and
citizens would gladly go back to illumination by gas.

That Hanlan, the idolized Canadian oarsman, has really been defeated

on his merits by an unknown Australian sculler, no " Canuck " can yet bo
brought to believe. Many admirers declare that climatic influences must
have contributed to his defeat ; others openly say he must have sold the

race. It is significant of the moral tone of the sporting world that the

followers of an international champion should readily entertain so damaging
a conjecture, and, reversing the old consolatory cry, swear that he is not
beaten, though he may be dishonoured. This is the unfortunate tendency

of sport now-a-days. Manly sports are productive of much good, and
when engaged in by gentlemen in a rational manner, are free frooi objec-

tion. But the moment they are mode a business of by professionals, and
are pu^e the-medium of betting, honour and they part oompany, and.^th«

t

whole concern, becomes a scandal and a swindle. This has been the case

the worldffrver, in horse-racing, pedestrianism, rowing and the rest profes-

sional competitions in any of these bring together the betting element, and
in its train come the greatest blackguards in the community. It is impos-

sible as yet to sdy what is the key to Hanlan's reverse—whether he has
indeed met a better sculler, or whether, tiring of winning mere stakes
which do not pay his expenses, he has sold himself to the pool-ring. Bo
the upshot what it may, his glory is departed, and the people who made a
demi-god of a man of no calibre and questionable antecedents merely
because he had the knack of using his knees better than other scullers he
had met, may well profit by the lesson, and be more discriminating in

conferring future honours.

between Pifty-siitth and Fifty-seventh Streets. tThe decorations of the
hall are to be Qf.,t.he_mo8t elaliorate and magnificent description.

The gentleman who ^rpetrates the " Editorial Notes " of the Mail
may some day develope into a writer, but his knowledge of business is

exceedingly crude. He quotes a remark made in Fun referring to a pic-

torial satire on the depression of trade in England. " I assure you, miss,"

a merchant is made to say to a customer, " business is so bad that I have
been compelled to enlarge my establishment and put in larger plate glass

throughout." This the MaU writer thjnks is an " unconscious hit-off of
Canadian calamity-ljunters "—meaning by that, those who claim that the
N. P. has produced rotten trade. His ignorance of the elements of com-
mercial affairs, however, causes him to mm the point- of the satire.

Experience has taught that when trade, is booming the retailer has no need
to push his business

; purchasers with full purses go right to the store
they have been accust omed to patronize, without any extraneous induce-
ments such as pufling or structural attractions. But it is when trade is

depressed—when money is scarce, and customers buy cautiously, compar-
ing quotations and qualities—that the man with true busiaess instinct
keeps his name and occupation constantly before the public, makes his

warehouse more attractive, and even extends it, to induce customers to
buy his goods. Indeed, the first thing a retail businessman has to learn
hen " things are bad " i.s : If you cannot any longer sell small quantities
at a large margin of profit, purchase more extensively and be content with
a reduced margin. In a word, go in for small profits and quick returns.

This is precisely what is going on in England. The cotton trade has gone
through a period of terrible depression. On every hand failure and loss

have been experienced. Goods made on this continent are sold in the
Manchester market. Yet there are new factories springing up every day,
especially in the Oldham district. And the investors expect to make
money—why? Business being so bad, they have '-enlarged their estab-

lishments," and the distributors of the goods they manufacture will pto-
bably put into their shops " larger plate-glass windows ' to show them off

and tempt new purchasers.

Paop. Thorold RojtJgRs' article in the Fortnightly Review, which more
fully traverses the same ground as that written for BradgtreeVs on the
House of Lords, is causing (juite a furore in England. One distinguished
writer says that "six mouths ago no editor would have published it.'

Now it is copied all over the country. The general impression seems to
be that the paper must be taken cum grand. Mr. Rogers tind.s there is

neither law nor precedent for some of the Lords' most cherished privileges.

Having demonstrated that the House of Lords has no legal existence, he
points out that its peerages are nearly all modern. He writes in an amu.s-
ing manner of the House of Cecil. It was the most diaJMguished created
in the days of the Stuarts. The family had become opulent Y)y the plunder
of the church. The first noble of the younger stock was the adviser of
that arbitrary taxation which led to the fall of the monarchy. His son
was a parliamentarian aud a regicide. The fourth earl was a Papist.

Thenceforward the family heoame ohacnre, was duly raised to I he marquLsate and
19 now represented by the reputed leader of the Opposition, who has been educated in
the Uoa.i6 of Commons and by the SlaUrday H^vieu-. from the latter of which teachers
he has probably derived his incessant and .startling inaccuracy, hi^ habitual reoklese-
nesa, ahd his loft;? contempt for anybody but himself.

The Duke of Argyll is accused of being wanting in human sympathy.
Lord Rosebery, even, receives a passing shot. In fact, the whole house is

bad and superfluous. The Cabinet is the only second chamber necessary.

Tub Fortnightly has yet another paper in which Lord Salisbury is

handled without gloves. The writer concludes by proposing that Lord
Salisbury should retire from a political career in which he is damaging his
repuUtion as a great nobleman, a scholar, an exemplary head of a house-
hold, a generous landlord, and a tine gentleman.

Dr. Charlbs Mackay is an English gentleman who.usually has some
" theory " in hand. His latest theory is that Shakespeare's sonnets are not
Shakespeare's—or, at any rate some of them are Marlowe's. In an inter-

esting article in the Nineteenth Century he exf>lains all this—to his own
satisfaction—his chief reason for the new departure being that the sonnets
are wanting in unity of thought and expression. It is not at all probable
that Dr. Mackay's latest theory will be generally accepted, his reasons for

scepticism not being deep enough. All the same, the paper is well wortL
reading.

It has come to this : That the insane attempts to discover the North
Pole which originated in research and were continued in foolish emulation,
have now ended in horror. There seems no escape from the conclusion
that the survivors of the Greely Expedition were compelled to eat their
dead oomrades to preserve their own lives. Conceding the truth of the
^^Tv\rt: xt la nitifi^iilj. *." —.^.- J ,—J ,.1- _^_i.:„_ — fl... ^ ..£ , .aiiyrjn^ 4v uy uxiuuuttr «^ rvMU-^viLn pacience CQG screeiis ox writers wlio stay
at home in ease, glibly express abhorrence for cannibalism under any cir-

cumsUnces, and declare they would perish rather than prolong existence
by eating human flesh. It is very doubtful whether most men similarly
situated would not have done the same thing, slow starvation being by
consent one of the most horrible of deaths. But the fact that the expe-
dition cost near a score of lives, and brought the survivors to cannibalism
and the verge of death once more brings the ijuestion to the fore : Is the
game worth the candle—ought Arctic Expeditigns to be encouraged?
Absolutely nothing of great value has been added to the world's know-
ledge \)j later attempts to fathom the secrets of the polar seas, and from
the time of the Bector and the Fury down to the present the records of
" polar expeditions " are also the chronicles of fearful sufferings and agon-
izing death.

The English Civil List, just published, once more shows that the State
recognizes merit, other than military merit, very cheaply. Eight pensions
were granted during 1884. Mr. Matthew Arnold and Dr. Murray, editor
of the "New English Dictionary," are down for ^1,250 a year—not a
fabulous recognition when compared with $135,000 awarded to the winner
of Telel Kebir. Mr. Furnivall, Shakespearian scholar and literary critic,

gets .$750 ; Sir Richard Owen, comparative anatomist, $500 ; and Mr.
Edward Edwards, $400. Rev. Charles Southey, tycause he is the son of
the poet Southey, Mrs. Moncrietf, because her husband, the commander,
was killed at Suakim, get $500 a year each.

-•'.T*zr^- -:t^'i -> .0/.'y^

An enthusiastic writer in the Philadelphia Progress claims that New
York provides its visitors with an unceasing and varied round of public
amusements. It talks of doing very much more in this direction than it

accomplishes, but he questions if there is any city in the world where the
attractions, so-called, are so many and so much worth spending money to
enjoy. Its latest project is an establishment which it is hoped to open
early in the fall, aud which will include under one roof a great roller

skating rink, archery courts, bowling alleys, gymnasium, etc., with a grand
hotel for balls and camivahj. The company is called " The Elite Roller
Skating Rink Company," and they have secured the esUte of Peter A.
Hegem^ covering half a block oa thg weat aide of Ei^^th Avenue,

As English " society " journal is responsible for the on dit that a new
club has been opened in London, and it is attended, it appears, by some of
the most elegant idiots to be found. The young gentlemen are instructed

in the mystic arts of chaJfing a cad, bonneting a bobby, and drinking B.
and S. All the slang of Piccadilly and Brighton is poured into their

willing S&T9. Instruction is also imparted upon the "Darby," the
" h'Ascot," and the " h'Oaks." They are posted on the rowing gossip of

Oxford and Cambridge, and are also initiated into third-rate club scandal

concerning the aristocracy. " Burke's Peerage " and a sporting paper are

the text-books used. Clubites are posted on the latest London swell

fashi«is in canes and dogs. If a good strong hose could be played upon
the intellects of the creatures every morning it might save them from an
early grave.

When the late Mr. Solomon's remarkable picture, " Waiting for the "Ver-
dict," was exhibited at the Royal Academy, it took the world by suprise.
Amongst the spectators was Thomas Landseer the engraver, brother to Sir
Edwin, and a few congenial spirits. " Waiting for the Verdict" was
hui^ above the line, but the Royal Academicians had their own pictures
exhibited on the approved level. Thomas Landseer was in ecstasitjs with
the young, and up to that time undistinguished, artist's work, and waving
his hand towards it, exclaimed :

" There is Solomon in all his glory, but
he was not R. A. d (arrayed) like one of these," pointing to the paintings
of the favoured Academicians.

"
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THE. BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

The arrival of the firat detachment of the members of the British Associ-
ation reminds us'th^ h,o li'me must be lost if we are to offer a hearty wel-
come to the distinguislied bpdy of men who are about to visit our shores.

It is certainly not^necpwary to stir up Canadians to exercise hospitality

to\«*ards visitors from the old country. There is, no doubt, a good deal of
superficial jealousy "of Englishmen among us. We sometimes grumble
when Englishmen are appointed to posts which, we think, might be filled

by Canadians. Such feelings arc, however, of „the most -superficial

character. The line which is drawn between^e ^Englishman and the
Canadian is quite arbitrAry and very indistinct. Many born Canadians
refuse to be called anything but English; many imported Englishmen are
recognized as Canadians. "The truth of the remark, that "all Canadians
are English, and evefy Eiiglishman who sets his foot on Canadian soil is a
Canadian," is generally recognized. We are not only proud of the cradle
of our race, but we -arei!Ipro;nd when the noblest children of our common
mother come to visit us,.'t« learn something from us, and to impart some-
thing to us. • .

'
; '•%

Many are the occftsjoits on which English visitors, official and unofficial,

have been welcoftigdiand hospitably entertained in Canada; but we ques-
tion whether any previous occasion has been of as great interest as the
meeting of the British Association at Montreal. It is the first time that
this distinguished society has assembled outside the United Kingdom, and,
if we remember rightly* toany doubts were expressed as to the expediency
of the preposed visit to. Canada. It was not that these distinguished men
had any doubt of their being able to learn something in a land which few
of them had seen. It wm not that Canada had not on many grounds the
first claim to their notice, if they should resolve to pitch their camp in any
portion of the new world. Any reason connected with the accumulation
of new facts could have little influence with a society the object of which
was mainly the discussion of ascertained facts, The principal objection
arose from the fear that Montreal or ^ny other place so far from England
would prove an unsuitable centre for such an assembly. It is pleasant to
find that there was no ground for these apprehensions. As far as we can
at present judge, the numbers present at the meeting will compare favour-
ably with most of the previous gatherings. ^

Tlie iufiorUuwie of the viait of Umm "ib«b «>{ eoiQaw" ia ia naity
retrpects very great It u great in announciisg the proud position whi(^
science has now attained, and therefore, as showing the progress of common
sense and rationality in the world. There actually was a time—not yet
very remote—when human beings who were not destitute of education,
nor yet of intelligence in some senses of that word, professed to treat
science with contempt, who certainly did treat it with entire' neglect. A
dignitary of the Church, a first classman of the University of Oxford,
has been heard in this generation to declare that he hated science. It is

possible that the dignitary in question might still give utterance to the
same sentiments, for he is still alive, and it is a point of honour in some
people to stick to anything they have said. But he could now be answered

^bya very moderately educated opponent, and such sentimenta as his would
now be received with derision by any assembly of adult men, and by
most women.

Indeed, it is the glory of our age that science has invaded every
province of thought, even those from which it might have seemed to be,
by ite nature, excluded, and this has resulted from a clearer perception of
the nature of science. For what do we mean by this term in ita most
general sense % We mean knowledge that is systematic, comprehensive,
complete, exact. In other words, we mean knowledge which is true know-
ledge. We now determine to withhold that title from mere impressions
or traditional beliefs, or detached scraps of information. We hold it

necessary to test all our mental possessions by careful observation, com-
parison, criticism, and the like. And this is science.

Science, we say, invades every province of thought. History must
now be scientific or it is worthless. Historical judgmenta must be fo'rmed
upon principles as definite, and upon investigations as exhaustive, as those
which are demanded by the most exact sciences. Theology itself has had
to receive science as an auxiliary. There was a time when the theologian
would have shuddered at th« idea of forming an alliance with what he
regarded as a cold.^rigidJoroLAdiich would have no affinity with his own
living subject; but now it is only upon condition of his being strictly
scientific that the theologian can claim or can obtain a hearing. Of course
there are many so-called theologians who will demur to these statements,
just as there are people, and very clever people, who will speak nonsense
on any subject, who will use language to which they attach no meaning,
who will contradict statementa which they do not understand. We are

now speaking of thoughtful men, acquainted with the literature of their

age, and addressing men as thoughtful as themselves : with such speakers
and such hearers science has become a universal necessity.

The members of the British Association have been good enough to say that
they have come to Canada as much te learn as to teach. No doubt this is

very proper and very courteous on their part, and we quite believe that

even these learned persons have a good deal of knowledge to acquire
on the state of this Dominion.

^ The Bishop of Algoma has recently amused Canadian audiences by an
account of the ignorance of educated Englishmen as to many localities

with which they might have been supposed to be acquainted. There is no
doubt that much useful knowledge will be carried back to England by the
members of the Association, and that it will gradually become the property

'

of the English people through speeches, reporta, newspapers and the like.

All this will be very useful not only to Englishmen but to Canadians. For
'

one thing, it will help our relatives in the old country to know a little better
the kind of men who will find it worth their while to emigrate. It will

enable them already to understand that idle and incapable men and women
are of no use whatever here, that an incompetent person will not be less

'

carefully scrutinized, but mor^ carefully and critically examined, because
he is an Englishman. We believe that those persons are quite wrong
who say that we want no more men from the old country. They are quite
right when they say that a great many come who are not wanted. It will

be something if the meeting of the British Association shall help English
people to know better what prospects there are in Canada for intending
emigranta Lord Lome, when asked whether he should advise Englishmen
to emigrate to Canada, said very seriously that he should decline to give
advice, because every man knew his own business best. Before a man can,
in this matter, know " his own business," he must know something of the
needs and circumstances of the country to which he thinks of removing.

But it is not so much of whatthe British Association and the English
people will receive from this meeting that we ought to think; but far
more of what they can give us. It is a mere truism and platitude to say
that a country is ruled by ite knowledge and intelligence ; and it would be
unreasonable to doubt that the highest class of English scholars and
scientific men (we cannot bring ourselves to write that odious word
" scientists ") can teach us something. Much as we appreciate the solid

woA by which all classes are distinguished, it would be sheer nonsense to
flatter Canadians by ascribing to them a pre-eminence in learning, in
literary or scientific attainments, or in any of their departmente which
require leisure for study and research. It is not reasonable to expect such
pre-eminence

; and for this reason we should hail with- thankfulness the
advent of a body of men whose circumstances have allowed of those pur
suits from which most men among ourselves are debarred. It is only as
this class of scholars and thinkers can be increased among us that we can
take that place in the advancement of knowledge which must be desired
by all who have the real intereste of the country at heart. We have no
inclination to disparage the men who are toiling for the needful daily bread.
They are doing honest, necessary work. The intellectual and moral progpesi
of a nation will make little way if its natural progress is impeded. But
there are higher interests than those which are material, and we cannot -

hope that these will be permanently maintained among a people who do
not cherish a love of knowledge and an enthusiasm for truth. Such sen-
timents cannot fail to be strengthened by contact with minds so eminent
as those which will take the lead in the discussions of the British Associa-
tion.

We shall not suspec^ ourselves of a flattery which would be even more
offensive to the object of it than to our readers when we point to the
distinguished President of the Association as an example of that simple,
high-minded devotion to science which is characteristic of not a few of those
who hold the highest places in the English world of science. Lord Ray-
leigh is a man who does the highest honour to the English aristocracy and
to the men of science. He obtained the highest mathematical honours in
the University of Cambridge. We believe he is the only English Peer
who has been at once Senior Wrangler and first Smith's Prizeman. But
this is not all. Since the time when he took his degree he has prosecuted
the studies by which he gained distinctiop, and has published a work on
" Acoustics," to which the highest place has been conceded by scientific

men like Helmholtz ; and, more recently, from pure love of science, he has
accepted a Premiership in his own University, a position of no financial im-
portance, and which necessitates his abandoning to a great degree the life of
leisure enjoyed by an English country gentleman. . It is by acta like theae
that the enthusiastic studenta of science do honour to their own studies,
and kindle enthusiasm in others. We are far from thinking that Lord
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Rayleigh stands alone in this respect ; but he is a conspicuous example of

that devotion which is worthy of imitation in Canada as in England, and-

we adduce his example as that of the man- who will preside over the

deliberations of the British Association at Montreal.
'

C.

FRENCH CANADIAN POETS AND NOVELISTS.
y —

I.

The education of the French Canadian is much more literary than

scientific. His taste for letters is cultivated at quite an early age, and
oratory, belles lettrear a,nd the classics, form by far the stronger part of his

mental outfit on leaving college. Higher thought and scientific research

have few charms for him which he cannot witjistand, and he turns with

passion almost to poetry, romance, light philosophy, and history. He is a

copious reader, but his taste is circumscribed and narrowed, and following

the bent of his inclinations he eschews all the troublesome paradoxes of

literature, avoids speculative authors, and reads with delight and appre-

ciation the books which furnish him with the most amusement. He seeks

recreation in his reading matter, and, sympathizing with Emerson, makes
it a point to read only the books which please him the best. He likes

clever verses and a good novel, and as the printing-press of France fur-

nishes exemplars of these in abundance, he is never put to straita for

supplies. Naturally enough, when the French Canadian attempts author
ship, he writes poetry, romance, chroniques—a delicate, spirituelle variety

of essay which finds a counterpart in such writings as Mr. Sala gives his

clientele, and history. The latter he does very well, and exhibits great

industry and skill in the arrangement of his materials and the grouping
of his facts. His work rarely fails in artistic merit, and its strength lies

in the easy flow of its diction and the spirit in which the author approaches
his subject. Quebec's list of poete is a long one. Almost every fairly-

educated young man can, at will, produce a copy of well-turned verse, but
fortunately all do not exercise their power, nor dertliose who print poems
in the newspapers always make volumes of their lays afterwar48. Strange
to say, Quebec is singularly badly off for feqaale poets. I know of but one
or two ladies who have courted the muse and printed their verses. We
must not forget, however, that a poem is often emphasized in the tying of a
ribbon, in the arrailgement of the hair, and in the fashioning of a bow, and it

would be "Unfair to describe Quebec's young women as unpoetic merely
because they have not seen fit to put their thoughta into song. There are

many male poets in the Province, but it will scarcely be necessary to

concern ourselves, at this time, with more than half a dozen of the best

known ones. These are Cr6mazie, Frechette, Le May, Gameau, Routhier,

and Suite, each distinct from the other in style, touch, and motive. Joseph
Octave Cremazie deserves, perhaps, the title of national poet of French
Canada more than any of his fellow- bards. He was a strong singer. He
selected lofty themes, surrounded them with an imagery as forceful as it

was appropriate, and fil^ his lines with patriotic fire and flame. His
" Drapeau de Carillon " is an impassioned burst of song which finds an

echo in every French Canadian heart. It tells the story of the famous

"jj"** «** «vitt, uorvuus maztzas, aixtr Quuugn une canons oi irue ait are some-

times sacrificed in the treatment, there is no falling off on the score of

spirit, and dash, and vigour. Witness this stirring appeal, which no
French Canadian can read unmoved. Every line is a war-note :

—

Ah, bi^ntdt puissions nous, 6 drapeau de nos pt;reR !

Voir tous les Canadiena unis, comme des frferes,

Comme au jour dn combat se serrer pr^B de toi

!

Puisse dea souvenirs la tradition sainte ~ _
En regnant dana leur cceur, garder de toute atteinte,

£t leur langue et leur foi

!

Crdmazie had wonderful talent for versifying. He wrote some good odes,

a few vetJ fair descriptive pieces, and a threnody of great beauty and
feeling. The first complete edition of his poems appeared early during
the present year. The editor has been, perhaps, too prodigal in making
his selection, but Crtfmazie is held in such high repute among his fellow-

countrymen that the volume will not be rejected on that account. The
first of Canadian poeta had an eventful, unfortunate career. A crime
drove him away from Quebec, and remorse and sorrow embittered his

declining days. In Paris he died, an exile from home and from friends.

In time, Canada will rank as her foremost singer Louis Honore
Frechette. With some he holds that place now, but Crimazie's martial

songs have so fired the national heart that Canadians are loth to transfer

their allegiance to the laureate of the French Academy. A poet of

undoubted merit Frechette unquestionably is. He is more versatile than
Cr6mazie,jnore polished and more correct. His rhythm is perfect and his

manner is graceful, but his fancy is often riotous and extravagant. He is

artistic to a degree, and shows .himself a complete master of the lyric.

Papineau afforded him ample scope for a pictorial and dramatic poem,
and if he had written nothing else it would have been sufficient to entitle

him to a place in Canadian poesy. Frechette is often at his best in his

dedicatory verses, his lines for instance to H. W. Longfellow, to Pamphile
Le May, Winnie Howells, to Theodore Vibert, and to his wife—the latter

especially being tenderly wrought—are all striking and melodious. He
can summon his muse at any time to do his bidding, and though his

impromptu pieces and occasional verses lack finish and completeness, they
are not devoid of merit. One sonnet of his on the Saguenay is so finely

descriptive of that profound river of death, and its wild and awful scenery,

that it may be given here, as an illustration of this poet's manner :

—

LB SAGUKNAY.

Gela fiirme doux rank's do maasifs proraontnirea,
'1 ' '^'KantewiuecrevasHe oiiverte, aux premiers jours, fV _ -.^-.^

- - Par tjueliiue cataclysme, et (lu'iin oroirait toujoura *
..

Prete i se refermer, ainai nue dea mdchoires.

.

»

Au pied de caps Ji pic dressils comme des tours,

Le Saguenay profond roule sea ondes noires ;

Paragea, desoles pleins de momea hiatoirea !

Fleuve myat&ieux pleina de sombres detours !

Rocs foudroyiSa, sommets aux pentes infecondes,

Sinistrea profondeiirs qui d^fiez lea sondes,

Vaste mur de granit qu'on nomme Etemite,

" Comme on se sent vraiment chi^tif, quand on compare
~

A vos si^cles lea ana dont notre orgueil se pare,

Et notre petitesae i votre immensite !

Of course, " Les Oiseaux de Neige"^a deliciousgroup of four poems
in true French classical form, and in the beat school—will always be
associated with Frechette's name in this country, for it was with those

du-t he won the hearts of the " Forty Immortals, " and carried off their

prize. " Les Oiseaux Blancs," the second of the collection, has this refrain,

which is almost a poem olitself :

—

Du froid, de la neige,

Dea vents et des eaux.

Que Dieu vous prot^e,

FetitB Oiseaux !

But Frechette does not devote his mind to pretty fancies altogether.

He has written many bold and patriotic verses, a drama of ' power and
incident based on the story of the rebellion of 1837-38—which traces the

career of that remarkable leader, the great Papineau, with subtlety and
grasp—and not a few political ballads and historical poems which possess

both interest and value. When the poet relinquishes politics, and devotes

the whole of his attention to literature, the country will be less divided

than it is now as to his proper rank in letters. In any event, his is,

certainly to-day the strongest lyrical voice possessed by the Dominion.

Pamphile Le May is a narrative and descriptive poet. His subjects

are chiefly pastoral, and he seldom rises to the dignity of the dramatic

form of composition. His style is simple, and, though his verses often

lack grace and polish, he tells his stories well, and with so much care and
truthfulness, that one can get a good idea from his books of French-Canadian
village and farm life. His poems have individuality and character, and
owing to the early* theological training of the author—^for twice he
essayed to study for the priesthood—many of them are deeply religious.

All of Le May's domestic pieces have a charm of their own, tenderness

and sympathy being their chief characteristic. " La D^couverte du
Canada," the National Hymn, and the lines to Cremazie are among the

better efforts of his muse. A long poem, " Les Vengeances," is rather

tedious, but many of the verses are good, and, if the humour is strained

and cparse-fibred, the narrative is not forced or out of harmony with truth, -i

Pruning and revision might accomplish much for this work. Le May's
translation of Longfellow's "Evangeline" is the best which has appeared of

that lovely Acadian pastoral, though De Chatelain, in 1856, and Charles

Brunei, in 1864, both translated it exceedingly well. Le May's copy

appeared in 1865, and a second edition was published in 1870. This book "

helped to make Longfellow known to the French-Canadians, and induced

many of them to learn English in order to appreciate the beauty and
sweetness of the poem in the tongue in which it was originally written. "

F. X. Garneau's chief claim to consideration resta upon his History of t
'

Canada, which treats the subject from a partisan point of view, and presenta 5

the national or French aspect of the question. He has, hoVever, written

a number of spirited and patriotic poems which entitle him to a p'mw...

among the poeta. Of these the more prominent are " Les Oiseaux Bl/ '^des,

" L'hiver," and " Le Dernier Huron," all of them highly imaginative ak *n,

intimately intefi^oven with Canadian sentiment and thought. The latterly

poem is deeply pathetic and suggestive. The poet, inspired by PUms,

i:
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'" ^^""-^^"-^ "^e Pantheon."

.uch^elicacy of treatme^ran/t in
^^:^'''-^"—

ii«t oft;r^is:^?ir;r "^

to^' "
^^-^ °^'

^'^^ ^- p- - -^
known to the Engl iSor b^h

"* ^^'"J*"''^ ""''^ '« ^''^^

Early in his caree'he wr^ ' ^ ^"^ """"«« "''"' ''^ '''^ P-'^'ry.

JudL and inve::Xt:7e Sy^f Svrncit ^^^7
-i^p^itft::!";^ ^^--^^^^^^^^

Ben.ngl,hehasCg rrogivecolZZb'^'^ "^'^^ '''"^ "'''' ""^^

to the every-day lives of hi! f n ^ '''^' ""'* '"-^ettnies romance,

be ^oundi./LllTul' L n^^^^^
^^ -f" ^"^'^ ^"^

these being the best examples ofl manL rdtoX?"^'
" "^ '"^''^"
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as they are.mmeasnrably superior to n.ost of the stories we have theauthVough to recast and improve them. Napoleon Bourassi is an artist butwenty years ago he published a novel entitled " Jacques et Marie '•

wh.ch enjoyed considerable popularity in the country. t s good r^dngto^ay. the style of the author being quaint but Imusing The Tutof the story is laid m Acadia, and it treats of the expulsion of the A Tm a touchingand .sympathetic way. The book h« Lw r but'h, t
""

The book has Its readers, however, the subject being dear to olJand the love story is, on the whole, not badly dona
"'

Le May has been spoken of in this paper ,is a noet Re .= i
novelist of fair abilities. Perhaps his be'st' bo k is hT ast ^-Aff"

"

Sougrame," founded on fact, and published only a w m nl sLe T

Tbe o«Uook i, notion liio„t„„ i„ p„„|, g^^
r:xj ""'" '"• '•"» «^" " "-x. ^" "^^ "'.«

L'

^^ George Stewart, jr.

NATIONAL LITERATURE.

II.

EngSh'^r^Tn'^'^^rJrer:'^ ^""t '^ ^"''^'''- °^ «''''" ^--»> or

w:fk is stiiL"-anitf^Hot
-

-t-i ^^ ^rfi^.":^- '^^

first of theL publS;ur;;:ve7:^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^- '^'^

I

years ago, in Montreal If ,/ ! . . u .
"^''°' '°'"^ tbirty-two

' founded ;n fact TnT the chL 7 '"*"' "'^' "^ ""« -' °* ^eing

clever. The plot'i:lttc;::rrrof;^''T "^ ^"^^""^'^

well m«na«id bol lb. ™.- -

.

.

dMoripUon .re tolor.bly

i- d.j i. !2 .It'r;rT ."* *:"' "" *»'' """ •«»• '»

-£.o « .ow'w. L'^rroZ^Tu:;;!: ^r*
-^

pr^frSo-toorroT-^f^"' -^-"-^^

"•"" »re worse than his men in that resDonf "T'r„t j . t^.
the best story that he has given

'

n
^"tendant Bigot " is

cha«cter. Jd the varTus In T I
^"""^ " ^""^ ^«*' «* ^^ »nd

fulness. Thl wLiovrtLT /r"^ '"'*' *'''""*^"' °^ '-'»'-
'. r^ the romanti! L7d ntst L "":'" '^"'-«^-"- -» li^e

.. Mi^netta-s '' FrancSt Bie^v^l"^"*Wh ' "^'"

'"V'^"
'^''''''^

very prettily told, and the glim^ otociaUife ^nTh"""
"^^ 'T

"'''^ "
•re cleverly revealed In n„ t

''* seventeenth century

novels there is rqoin for -revision, and

oriiic I .till bold „v „„~ Jb! ?,""'':'
r"'"''

'"""«" >' »'
.. po^tiob

.
.b„ boV.T:xrjrjtz .T^^Jr

"'-"

™b,o«.ii... tb. 4b:i.vri^,kr,s„w'7i - r~rrbe true or otherwise • but I ,io t.. o
"^^*""^«- ^ cannot say if this

.-o. c...di.o p^biiLb-: LtuZoX-: :;t,r^^r
'--^

some polished bv the tnn,.h ^t ^u u , . ^ °° °' genius,

p.bu4.o, *f. tj.Hrootr.i"'::^"'"
'-.'• -' p-^- "•- •<

navo r Am J_f 1^ave. r- informed; pursauZZTilZsTTtSTtr^'"^
pilers or authors. True it ia tuJ

pocKets of the com-

it 0«,.d. i. „.d, to wolcom/ bt!!
d«tb-biow to tb. l.tter .,,..„.

tb. w.„„ o, .if„u;t ri' uk: toTorfrTf
'" """ -^ »

.bore ,., tb. o/c.iitUo?f&."rr„r, ^'*'-

i. pi.-piK.re.»n. "itr^.ri"'^':;::!."^ ^i«"x,i«<po,.oid.

customs are uncouth to the refinement of twenty-five hundred and eighty-
four. That we will have a literature long before such things happen I do
not question; but he is doomed to awake unsatisfied who dreams of a
distinctive literature from the hands of a genius, who, at a single bound,
has. leaped from chaos to cosmos across the evolution of ages.

Your contributor points out the want of " A common" centre, political,
literary, social, and pommercial," as the great gulf fixed in the way of
achieving a national literature, and he is right as far as he goes ; hut doo.s
he not overlook the fact, that the centralization he speaks of would only
be a means, a method or process of development that would fail of its end
without the material to work upon? It would encourage literature ; but
how a "distinctive literature," without the protopla.sm of a remote national
infancy? Had the Normans overrun England, obliterating almost every
tracfe of the Saxon, as we have the North American Indian, the England
of to-day might be but a differing branch of a Continental race and
-nguage.

The Saxon, though overpowered in war, had an intellectual vitality that
in time equalled and overpowered the conc^ueror, so that, as centuries
passed, the two were knit into an indissoluble whole, forming a distinctive
nationality with, finally, a distinctive literature.

Such, I think, has been the history of nations with distinctive litera-
tures

;
if subjugated, their conquerors have not been so far superior as to

utterly destroy all traces of the original race, and have merely left an
ineffaceable impress, or have amalgamated to form a new race and lan^ua^e
from the fittest part of both.

"

Take such a land. It has grown in the lapse of ages from an infancy
of barbarism to a manhood of civilization. A history abounding with
tradition

;
a religion whose precursor was a mythology ; whose mountains,

nvers and forests were the homes of gods and heroes, to whom thunder
was the voice and lightning the "red right hand" of offended and aveng-
ing deity. Such an origin will develope a national literature.

It is different with us in Canada. We have had no barl>areus infancy
moulded by the natural features of our land. No divinities have sanctified
to us our mountains and streams. No fabled heroes have left us immor-
tal memories. We have nofamalgamated with the native and woven the
woof of our refinement in the strong sinuous web of an aboriginal tradition
and religion. In our civilized arrogance we swept away that coarser fab-
nc, knowing not that we destroyed that which we would now, as a gar-
ment, be proud to wear. We have came almost full grown into the worl4
not unlike some unbred specimens of the canine race. We are hardly
healthier for that. A strain of native blood, though seemingly retardin<»
us at first, might have proved a blessing in the future. _But we are here
.nam and they are gone.

An ever increasing difficulty in forming a distinctive literature is the
facility of communication between the utmost ends of the earth. We are
.more famUiar with and probably more influenced by the doings in Aus-
tralia to-day than neighbouring states in Europe were by ea^h other a
thousand years ago. We are gaining the whole world and losing our own
soul. Individuality, almost aationality, is being lost, and could one of us
be granted the 4ays of a Methuselah his aged blonilmigh r fire and hia
¥eart beat stronger, listening, in a later civilization, not to a patriot, but

explain We areclearly of opinion that Confederation on the existing
lines of " Provincial Autonomy," as it is termed, is doom.^d to an early
and possibly ignoininiou.s death. Assuming that W? are correct in this
surmise, and we are prepare,! to say in advance that the party organs will
denounce it in every mood and tense -what then ? Why it follows inevit-
ably that the really important question which th«i EnglLshspeaking people
of the Province of Quebec have got to decide is this : Are we justified in
making any effort to sUy dissolution ( To obtain sufficient .lata for a sat-
isfactory answer they have but to oast their eyes aroun.l the,,, and see
what IS transpiring now, and what ha.s taken place since "

<.'<),ife,l„ration."
It is sheer folly, or downright dishonesty, to talk of anything like real com-
munity of interest or feeling as existing between the FrenMi an.l English-
speaking portion of the population. It does not exist. Still wors-, it can
not exist, and the French Canadians of the Province of Quebec have never
lost an opportunity of declaring their determine,! antipathy to the i.lea of
amalgamation in any shape or form. We don't blame them for this, but
we strongly condemn the political charlatanism which has -iven birth to
this hybrid thing called Confederation, an.l enthroned it as the highest
effort of political sagacity. Do the Canadians of Montreal, Three Pa^vers
or Quebec take any interest in " Dominion Day '

< Xot th<> slightest ; and
possibly there is not one habitant in every five thou.^nd Who knows " Do-
minion Day " even by name, and not one in twenty who feels the slightest
interest in it under any circumstances. Those few who, in one or at' most
two places, make a pretence of enthusiasm for English connection are
political hangers-on whose prejudices are, for the moment, m^e subser
yient to their interests, but even in their case the veneer is too thin tc
deceive. Real political cohesion there is 'none, and the intervention of
religion and language at all points would effectually check such tenden-
cies even if they did exist. But it is only doing the French Cana.lians of
the Province of Quebec, an act of bare justice to say that so far as they
are concerned such tendencies are absolutely nonexistent. Is it w^e then
or patriotic for the English-speaking population to act and speak as if the
two nationalities were in process of fusion ? We think not. Moreover,
we are of opinion that such a course is eminently prejudicial to their best
political interests, inasmuch as it diverts their attention from their true
natural allies, and therefore the sooner these political illusions are dispelled
the better hope is there for the progress of the country.

The position of the French Canadian in our political system may be
stated in familiar language : he looks out upon the inviting field of L -

mmion patronage, and he says to the English-speaking tex-payers, ai.
says with delightful effusiveness, « We are one grand confederation, an.
therefore ' what's yours is mine.' but in the Province of Quebec what's
mine is my own." Who will pretend to say that this does not fairly
represent the situation at the present. "Jean Bapciste " has a well-
foundetl dislike against paying taxes, but he has not, it must be admitted,
any objection to other people paying them so long as he is accorded the
privilege of spending them. Confederation was heraldetl with so many
promises that the English-speaking people were quite content to accept the
situation on these terms, and with commendable generosity they have
hitherto permitted their ill-assorted ally to spend their money. WeU.

to a terraot launching his philippics against the overbearing and belligerent
inhabitants of the moon. But jesting aside, is not this the course of things!

.Yet again there is an influence on this very continent from which we
cannot escape, and which must mould our features to a family likenes..
I doubt not but the day will come when there shall arise the right man in
the walks of literature. That is to say, we will produce a great writer, or
even great writers

; but will they be founders of a " distinctive literature ?

"

I thinic not, unless they write in Anglo-Ojjibbeway, and educate a miLn
to look upon Nana-bo-johu as a Launcelot or a Guy of Warwick. X.

Barry Danb.V

THE LIEUTENANT-OOVERNORSHIP OF QUEBEC.
NBwsPAPKRa which may be look"^upon as fairly representing the
opmions of the English-speaking population of the Province of Quebec are
considerably agitated just now over the question of the Lieutem^nt-Gov
emorship of that Province. The present position of these journalists is
not unlike a very little dog watching a very big one gnawing a bone, and
when the ktter has almost picked it bare, then the little one says " please
give me the bone." The attitude of the English jourmJists doubtless
affords the true interpretation of the Chein D'or which flourishes in Quebec
history But whether or not, whUe we can enter into the feelings of the
Enghsh-speaking people, we are very far from sharing the enthusiasm of
their confreres in the press, and that for reasons which we shall presently

A

What is the result ? Look at the Province of Quebec itsetf, and there you
see the English-speaking population being steadily and' persistently .iriven
out. No Englishman need apply for any office under the Provincial
Government at the present moment, and as a matter of fact they get none
Of the few offices held by English-speaking persons some have been forced
to resign to make way for French Canadians, and the few who remain are
there upon sufferance. The whole business life of the Provinc; of Quebec
centres to-day chiefly in the English-speaking population of Montreal, who
contribute perhaps three-fourths of the municipal taxes, as they unques-
tionably do the greater p««: of the funds necessary to keep the Provincial
machinery going, and yet observe how they have been treated in the
matter of the mayorality. Again and again their wishes have been set at
nought and g9od faith violated in the interests of"" French national preju-
dice

;
and the same state of things will occur in every instance where the

French Canadian can freely exercise his wiU. The only privilege he-
will allow his English-speaking co-resident in the Province is the privilege
of paying the taxes. Precisely tte same thing has occurred as to the
lieutenant-governorship of Quebec. Since Confederation the position o;
Lieutenant-Governor has been held by needy politicians, and the present
occupant is no exception to the rule. This disposition on the part of the
French Canadian to grasp everything, and having got it to hold it witj
obstinate tenacity, is easily understood. It is carrying out the idea, absuru
If you wUl, of creating a French nationality upon this continent. Besides,
It IS a good thing to exclude the hated, and to the average French Canadian
easy-going conqueror, who threw away his blood an.! treasure apparently
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for the fun of the thing. And lastly, the French Canadian is exclnsively
needy. Other reasons will suggest themselves; but having regard to all
the c.rcumstauces it is absurd on the part. of the English-speaking people
to seerio perpetuate the existing state of thing,, in which they give
everything and receive nothing in return. On the strength of Confedera-
tion theories and the supposed fusion of the two nationalities, the Do-
minion Government is gradually passing inta the hands of the French,
and when they have attained supreme power they will exercise it after
.he present fashion in the interests of the most retrogressive state on
this continent. Our party politicians are bidding—or perhaps we should
say out-bidding—each other for French Canadian support, and it will
presently become a serious question for Ontario to answer how far she
18 justified in carrying the dead weight imposed upon her by bein-r con-
nected with the Province of Quebec. Mr. Alonzo Wright, whose nime is
mentioned as a successor to the present occui>ant of Spenser Wood, is in -

himself an exceedingly strong candidate, and, beyond all comparison, the
most highly as well as the most generally esteemed political man in the
Province. If he accepted the office at all, it woulS be from a sense of public
duty, for, unlike many politicians, he is no needy adventurer, seeking to
make ends meet, and not over scrupulous as to the methods employed
With the French Canadians of the Ottawa Valley no man stands higher
than Alonzo Wright

; he is the poor man's friend, ever ready to lend a
helping hand to those who need help, and besides having a strong predilection
in favour of his French Canadian fellow-countrymen. In addition to his
other qualifications, Mr. WrightTnakes an admirable speech of the good old-
fashioned style, rich in playful humour, and abounding in apt illustrations.
For the acrid passages of debate and the personalities which do so much to
lower the tone of our deliberative assemblies, Mr. Wright has never evinced
the slightest hking, and, in consequence of this, he holds a positively unique
position at Ottawa, being equally esteemed by both political parties. If
anythmgcould restore confidence in the present order of things, such an
appointment would unquestionably have that effect, ^,id Sir John is
far too shrewd a politician not to appreciate its advantages fully • but
It IS highly probable that even Sir John will find himself powerless to
resist the deep-seated selfishness and national antipathies of the French
Canadians of the Lower Provinca They are sufliciently powerful now to
command the situation, and the fiat has gone forth that, so far as the
Province of Quebec is concerned, " no English need apply." If we wished
.e present state of things perpetuated, we should like to see Mr. Wright
.ppomted. We think, however, that disruption is bound to come, and in
ohe interests of the other Provinces, it is not desirable to contribute to its
delay. We have such a strong conviction in the anti-English policy of the
Lower Canadians that we hive no hesitation in predicting that no bonajide
ofier of the position will be made to Mr. Wright French Canadian
politicians are too needy to be generous, too bigoted to be liberal.

Observek.

FAME'S SYNONYM..

The wind made moan about the poet's home,
And sought to enter by each crevice gate.
As if the-soul of brooding Melancholy
Had her affinities through earth and air.
His head was bowed in abject sorrowing thought,
And this the wording of his revery :

" The breath of fame is breath of scorn :

Why deem it praise and blessing t

Was ever yet that poet born
Who has not felt his crown of thorn
On bleeding temples pressing 1

" When hearts of men are polished steel, -
How vain the gift of numbers !

^
:"

For souls self-bound to Ixion's wheel,
""

No height, no depth, no power to feel
;

The lyre of Amphion slumbers !

"So chilled are all the flowers of song,
•'-*-'

—

A grave above them closes.
What charm can such crushed petals show J

And yet some darling hope may glow
Beneath life's trampled roses."

Years fleetly passed. The crown he wore
Grew bright within the mart of thought,

I'or every cruel wound he bore
Came balm, by tears too deariy bought.

The harp once swept vibrates again
Through widest range of joy or pain

;Heaven taught the strain's that seek the sky,
Earth wrought the low antiphony

;And his the poet's power to show

_ How fires neath " polished steel " m»y glow, _And His the poet's soul to prove
That still no fame
Is worth the name

Which is not synonym for Love.

Johnslovm, N. Y.
•'"^" ^'•""" ^''"=-

GAMES AND GAMESTERS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

" DOMINION qUABANTINB BBOULATIONS."
i adiior of The Week !

.h,Vh'rr"^/"*°*'°°.'""
'^*° '•"'^ ^ • P"««r»Pl> « the Sanitary Journal, inWhich he wnter is good enough to speak of my article on "Dominion Qaarantine

BegnlatioDs as very erroneom and mUUading. Now, assuming that the editor of theSamtanjJournal attaches some value to the words he employs, I ask him in a spiritof fair p ay to point out specifically the error, and misleading statements contained inmy article. He will not, I am sure, pretend to mUUke my meaning, and enter upon

that the article was not written to «>rTe Miy political interest or party, and that I

rn^irtnTT"? "^'"I'^A
""""*' °' ^™°l">'«-i" 'hose favour he is soanxious to break a lance. The Quarantine Begnlation, recently issued are a sufficientrefnteUon of the Samiary journal, but I can promise the «Utor to make the «.,werfar more comp^e^. Zealous friend, are oocasionall, far more dwigerous than enemies^ir «ipvt s„.>a8oa loquitur. Th. Weite. o, the Abticl.

. IJ"" ^''''*'^''lP'i'* ^'•''^r«»
has published, in the form of a supplement,

wWr"^°l^'u^f^''' ^ ^*»'''' '«°'i'»«cence8 of men and thingsDoth JNorth and South, during and just previous to the War.

inf^3.^
^°"°' u".?PT '.' r'"

**"* *° anything, but one cannot help being
-interested in a bill which has jast been introduced into the French Senatefor replacing the guillotine by prussio acid. The guillotine is probably

rthor'^n^VM .K*u
*^« .K^^r" '

^"* according to M. Charton, the

/n We from the body, and in any case an execution in France is a very
^/yer ghastly "pectaole M. Charton does not bind himself to prussic acid, and
li
Un "^Wste the discharge of a powerful electric battery as an alternative It
1 .

certainly 18 time that the resources of science were brought to bear on capi-
ta] punishment and the French, if any people, with their " accessibility to
Ideas, might show the way. ''

i(

Those grand old gamblers of the last century, John Law of Lauriston,

It Paris'o"' r" "K""^
arithmeticians, and when they held a Ckit

taW;, f
• ? ^"T

'"*^'' '"'"'* ^^^^ ^^'^ *hout perfectly well. Public

at an orV'' °f;P'''T- 1^^^" *" '"'^" ^'"^ °"' °« the custom of dining

aL^K I^f'^i'/IT
''^''^ *^" P«"°'^ ^^^ ^-^ P'-epared to make the bT/^est bank dealt at faro, then as popular in EuroiJe a^ it afterwards bLmein America In Europe it died out before the p^iod of Cf6ckfords X«only hazard roulette, and trenteet-quarante were played. It Ts^idS

Je famous Lord Chesterfield of that period broke all three banks J ™^enight, just as the too-notorious Lord de Ros cleaned out the German tablesm a successful tour. There is, however, always a little doubt13 thetstories, for the tables go on, like the book-makers on. tha turf, wb2S_—men and gentlemen die beggared and in exUe.
nobte^

Popular games of cards separate themselves distinctly into classesThere are the games m which a certain number is sought to bratSby the colours, red and black, as at trente-et-quarante
; by the deatr3the punters, as at vmg-et-un, at quinzo, and at baccarat, now moreenvogue hai^ all the others put together. Another class of g;me is tCt Swhich the order of cards coming up decides the battle. T^ th/s befon^faro Horace Walpole's favourite game, at which John Law, Cas^rov^Zother renowned adventurers made immense sums of money by keeping^ebanks and which has long been the popular gambling iame from NewYork to ^n Franci^o. Lansquenet is anothtr game^ of this3 \ldlike faro, has somewhat of hazard about its structure. Poker, bluff Tdbrag are very distinct from these, mainly in being played, like whhit ^nand loo, without a banker, and simple as round games.

"^

The thrTfiit^
also games depending not entirely on good cards, but on the skill, coolne^

A champion hand by no means insures large gains at poker, as a nlayermay hold four aces and yet be so unfortunate* as to find nob^y SCtagainst him. Nearly all games of hazard, as opposed to those of skill wUlbe bound to come under one of these heads, aS games depending oi Tie.attaining or approaching of a certain number, or the order of Jds in the

^jSlSth^ '^ weakness), sometimes on alwnd which he w^uW

In all games played either with a professional or amatear banker tl>«»

^tabth^'r?''""W '!r
'^^^''' " *"« '-«" o' MontaSorestablish It IS said that there is no doubt about the fairness 6f the «m^

g^test scoundrels m Europe are bent upon the dealers, and tlit i,\^.cient to guarantee the fairness of the game. I am not at aU sure that thia

I

'

is exact. One knows the power of professors of ledgerdemain, and know-

ing this, any person would be childish to guarnntee the integrity of any

professional ganjbler. That cards can be changed— that the " cut" can bo

reversed or cancelled by the quick manipulation of the dealer, is perfectly

well known, as that the dealing of " Chemin de fer," as he is called at

Monte Carlo, empties the table. Large banks of roulette and treate-et-

quarante are, however, guaranteed against loss by a variety of chances not

always suspected or appreciated at their just value by the better or pun-

ter. It was to provide punters with a safeguard against heavy and sudden
_

loss that M. BUnc invented the system of insurance against the percentage

of the table. The rate charged is one per cent, per coup. Thus, if one

stakes a roulean of fifty louis or a thousand franc note, one pays half a

louis or ten francs to the bank as insurance. During a brisk day's

play at Monte! Carlo, the amount of insurance paid to the bank is very

great. The system of insurance is excellent in one way, that it tells the

player exactly what he is doing. He is paying one per cent, on all the

money he stakes for the privilege of playing a game at which the chances

are precisely equal. In fact, he hires the bank to play against him, just

as if he wore to give a man a sovereign to toss him for a hundred. There

are undoubtedly many advantages over private play in punting at a bank

like that of Monte Carlo. The punter can stake" as much or as little as ho

pleases, can begin and leave off when he likes, is never asked to give a
" revenge." In short, he has no compunction in suiting his own conveni-

ence. Added to this is what must be estimated as another great advan-

tage ; the punter can only lose the money he has about him ; there is no
cashing of cheques, and consequently he can neither make bad debts nor

himself become a defaulter. Whether all this is worth one per cent, or

not depends on the taste and fancy of the pcnter. The great interest

of trente-et-quarante consista in the run of the game. Each time the

banker deals, the player, who is supplied with a card and pin for that

purpose, marks with a puncture the colour which has won. It i9>on the

run of the game, not on the run of the cards, that systems as they are

called, are constructed by industrious gamesters. Profound study has

revealed to adepta that what are called " series " occur in a fixed propor-

tion ; that when thousands of deals are counted over it is seen that not

only does red win as often as black, but that an exact proportion is main-

tained as to the number of times either colour wins consectively, in what

is called in English a " run," in French a aerie. Thus the frequency of

every run on a colour is in inverse proportion to its length. There are as

many " singles" or " intermittanta" as they are called, m of all the runs of

two, three, four, five, etc., put together. Hence it is that large gamblers,

who know this, rarely tempt fortune by backing a long run, so seductive

and 80 profitable to smaller players if they retire their stake before the

inevitable change comes, and it is raked up by the croupier.

At Monte Carlo, as was the case at Baden, Wiesbaden, Homburg,
Spa, and other places, roulette is still publicly played. It is a very un-

favourable game for the punter as compared with trente-et-quarante. Of
old it was played with two zeros and thirty-six numbers ; that is to say,

that the bank reserved for itself two chtmces out of thirty-eight. With
the administration of the late M. Blanc, at Homburg, a more liberal policy

was inaugurated, roulette being played with one zero, as it is now played

at Monte Carlo. This, whether the player stake on numbers or colours,

gives the bank an advantage very easy to compute.

When the ball is thrown into the whizzing wheel the excitement of

those within range of eyesight becomes very great. For, insane as it may
seem, there are " systems " of play at roulette as carefully thought out as

those at trente-et-quarante. Without discussing the more complicated of

those, which require a clerk or two to sit at the table and play from morn-

ing till night—there is the well-known plan of playing for what are called

the numerous voiains. To make this clear it should be remembered that

on the roulette, with its receptacles for the ivory ball, although the blacks

and reds' are arranged alternately, the numbers are irregularly placed.

Thus 33 is next to zero, 20 and 32 on either side of 1. This peculiarity

in the construction of the. roulette explains the apparently wild manner in

which players are seen to plant their pieces-all over the table. There is a
method in their madness. They are playing for the voiains or neighbour-

ing numbers. There is one peculiarity, however, in all gambling places of

the kind, to wit, the gradual imbecility which comes over people who play

every day for hours together at the tables. Roulette is entirely too com-

plicated to permit a looker-on to follow the murky mind of the player.

But at baccarat, or trenteet-quarante it is easy to follow him or to play

against him. It is essential, however, in working this system that the
" ponte," whose hand one is backing " in " or " out," should not know any-

thing about what is going on, for he would probably be furious, thinking

that inteference crossed his luck. Among the writer's small circle of

friends, one lost the last house, grounds,, and paddock he had left by bet-

ting against a singularly unlucky duke, recently deceased. When the peer

took up the box at Morris's, at Newmarket, the man who had come, like

the duke, to his last pence, backed him " out " for a heavy stake. But the

duke threw seven mains, and the other gentleman went to Australia.

Another friend of mine.once landed himself, as he would have said, in com-
parative affluence by noticing that Signor Tamberlik had a diabolical deveine

at Spa. It was a wet morning, as mornings are sometimes wet at Spa ;

the miats went up and the rain came down. There was nothing to do but

to go into the rooms and see Meyerbeer play—pretty badly—at chess.

As this pleasure palled upou my friend, he went into the other room and

saw Tamberlik^ sitting down to play. The Briton had the lucky inspir-

ation to play la tate du ponte, but a Penvera, Tamberlik, who was at that

time at the height of his reputation, had a dreadful day of it, and my
friend won pocketfuls of louis and notes of Banque de France.

The game of which one heard the most previous to the agitations now
as.suraing formidable proportions to put down Monte Carlo, is bacca-

rat. Siijce the inventij^n, or rather the vogue, of baccarat, it has been
an Aaron's rod to other games, for it has devoured them all. There
is very good reason for the popularity of baccarat. The percentage
in favour of the banker for the time-being is not enormous. There are so

many ways of playing baccarat that the game is a little difficult to describe.

It is of the class of games in which anybody takes the bank. Sometimes
it is sold to the highest bidder, or the man who will make the biggest

bank, a plan which, as has already been observed, favours professional or

quasi-protessional garasters, like the well-known Englishman in PaTis, who,
on " working days " dines early in the evening, goes to- bed, is roused by
his servant at midnight, rises, bathes, puts on his evening clothes, and goes
to the cercle, where he has an immense advantage over opponents who
have been dining, supping, theatre-going, and otherwise fatiguing them-
selves. Baccarat is played with two or more packs of cards, generally four

pocks. The game is supposed, although any number of persons may play,

to be betw(!en the banker or dealer and two opponents or punters. The
banker sits in the middle of a long table, and the people on his right and
left are clasised as the two taW««ua;. He then, the packs of cards having
been shuffltid and cut, deals two to each tableaux and two to himself. The
object of the game is to hold the number nine, or as near to it as possible.

Tens and court cards, of which there are sixteen in every pack, do not
count, thus, if the dealer or either tableau holds two tens, it is as if they
held nothing. If the dealer or the tableau holds what are called baccarat

cards, eight or nine, they are bound to show them, and the game is decided

at once. Ties do not in this game, as at vingt-et-un, pay the dealer, they
make only a dead-heat, and stakes are withdrawn.^

—

Condensedfrom Ber-

nard H. Becker in the Fortnightly Review.

THE SCRAP BOOK.

SOME STORIES FROM HATWARD's ES8AT3.

A PAPER on the late Mr. Abraham Hayward'a Essays, which appears in
Temple Bar, contains a number of amusing stories, some of which we
reproduce :

—

' A Doubtjul Joke of Doubtful Origin.

Any one, says the writer, who has read " The Pearls and Mock Pearls
of History " must see how diflicult it is to apportion correctly the reported
sayings of great men. One of the most difficult cases we ever met with is

the following. James Smith writes : " Our dirner party yesterday at
H 's chambers was very lively. Mrs. was dressed in pink, with
a black lace veil, her hair smooth. H was the lion of the dinner-
table, whereupon I, like Addison, did ' maintain my dignity by a stiff

silence.' An opportunity for a bon mot occurred which I had not virtue
sufficient to resist. Lord L mentioned that an old lady, an acquain-
tance of his, kept her books in detached bookcases, the male authors in
one, and the female in another. / said, ' I suppose her reason was, she
did not wish to increase her library.' Altogether the conversation, con-
sidering the presence of ladies, was too mannish, as Pepys says, in his
Memoirs, ' Pleasant, but Wrong.' The party at Mr. Hayward's consisted
of Mrs. Norton, Lord Lyndhurst, Theodore Hook, and James Smith.
James Smith was a man of undoubted truth and honour, and the last man
in the world to claim other people's property

;
yet Mr. Hayward states the

ban mat was Lord. T.yndhnrst'g."

Sporting Parsons.

It is impossible (writes Mr. Hayward) not to be struck by the place
accorded to the clergy of the Established Church in the annals of fox-
'hunting. In olden times hunting was an episcopal amusement. The
grandfather of our present Home Secretary, the Archbishop of York,
before his elevation to the bench, kept a pack of foxhounds. After his

elevation, taking a ride in the country where he thought it not unlikely he
might see something of the hounds, he met the fox. His lordship put his

finger under his wig and gave one of his beautiful view halloos. " Hark !

halloo !
" said some of the field. The huntsman listened, and the lialoo

was repeated. " That will do," said he, listening to his old master^ voice :

" that's gospel, by G—d !

"

'* *

Here is an anecdote of a sporting parson given by Mr. Hayward:—"A
bishop in Dorsetshire drove over one Sunday morning from a neighbour-

'

ing seat to attend divine service at a parish church. Seeing a gentleman
in black entering the vestry door, he requested to know at what hour the*

'

service commenced :
' We throw off at eleven,' was the reply. Rather

taken aback, his lordship asked, ' Piiay, sir, are you the officiating clergy-

man? ' ' Why, yes, I tip them the word.'
"

Whist out of Season.

The clergy in the west of England were formerly devoted to whist'
About the beginning of the century there was a whist club in a countiy
town of Somersetshire composed mostly of clergymen that met every Sun-
day evening in the back parlour of a barber's. Four of these were acting
as pall-bearers at the funeral of a reverend brother, when a delay occurred
from the grave not being ready, and the coffin was put down in the chan-
cel By way of wiling away their time one of them produced a pack of
cards from his pocket and proposed a rubber. When the sexton came t<^

announce the preparations were complete, he found these clerical worthies

I-'
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deep in their game, using the coffin as their table. We hope the sexton
surprised theen as much as another sexton did a curate at his first funeral,

^ when he walked up to him with the appalling announcement, " Please, sir,
'' the corpse's father Wishes to speak to you."

Nf^ „, A Formidable Bi»hop.

We have seen short whist played (says Mr. Hayward) by a member of
the episcopal body, and a very eminent one, the venerable Bishop of Exeter,
(Phillpotts), his adversary being the late Dean of St. Paul's (Millman)

;

the other an American diplomatist (Mason), and his partner, a distin-
guished foreigner (Strzelecki), whose whi.it was hardly on a par with his
scientific acquirements and social popularity. The two church dignitaries
played a steady, sound, orthodox game. The bishop bore a run of ill-luck
like a Christian and a bishop, but when (after the diplomist had puzzled
him by a false card) the count lest the game by not returning his trump,
the excellent prelate looked as if about to bring the rubber to a conclusion
as he once brought a controversy with an archbishop—namely, Xy the
bestowal of his blessing, which the archbishop, apparently apprehensive of
its acting by the rule of contraries, earnestly entreated him to take back.

The bishop was sometimes apt not only to bless but to pray for his
adversaries, and the boldest of his enemies trembled when he went meta-
phorically on his knees with " Let us pray for our erring brother." The
bishop was rather formidable. Once, after dinner, he kept glancing at
Mrs. Phillpotts ^s a signal for retiring, but the moment she saw and began
to move, the bishop gallantly rushed to the door, and opened it, with a
tender remonstrance, "What, so soon, love 1"

Bishops as Clubmen.

The Athenaeum (says the writer in Temple Bar) is thought, by some of
its irreverent members, to be rather too full of the episcopal' element.
Some philosopher had a theory that night is occasioned, not by the absence
of light, but by the presence of certain black stars. So the Ecclesiastical

element imparts a rather sombre atmosphere to the club. When the
United Service Club is under repair, its members sometime seek refuge in
the Athenaeum, and then, we are told, the club is filled with hirsute war-
riors cursing short service, and speaking most irreverently of the " Grand
Old Man." When the Athena;um visits the United Servic, it imparts an
ecclesiastical character to the club. Once, the first night that the Athe- -

nseum members arrived there, an aged warrior descended the stairs at mid-
night and went to the stand for his umbrella. It had vanished, and a
thunderstorm was going on. " Gone," roared out the ferocious veteran,
" of course it is gone ; this comes of letting in those d—d bishops."

No doubt the day b fast coming when Britain will dispense with heredi-
tary legislators. But we doubt that it has yet come. It is better that
revolutions should go too slowly than too swiftly. The French people
could not wait for slow and safe relief from tyrannical government, and
they rushed into the reign of terror. The English people made haste more
slowly. They retain the Crown and the hereditary chamber, but they are
a thousand times freer than the French.

—

Hamilton Spectator.

In England a landed aristocracy having a veto power over legislation
is bad enough, but it is infinitely better than a shoddy plutocracy endowed
with a similar function. But if we want to see the upper house system
fairly run into the gutter we must come home to Canada. Our senate
represents neither wisdom nor wealth ; therefore it is neither respected nor
respectable. Its legislative conduct is worse than farcical. Indeed it

would be f-ery difficult to imagine a greater absurdity than the Canadian
Senate.

—

Ottawa Sun.

Was there ever such an exhilarating platform as that which the
National Prohibition Convention hasjust adopted after two days' delibera-
tion at PTttsljurg, and whictconsists of " cold water and female suffrage 1

"

There will be something ominous in this conjunction to those who remem-
ber how often female suffrage has had cold water thrown on it by its

professed friends ; but the advocates of female suffrage will not retaliate.

On the contrary, they may be trusted to put a good deal of warmth into
the cold water.

—

Pall Mall Budget.

But there is another important point in connection with this question,
which the opponents of protection overlook, namely that the purchasing
power of the country is now vastly greater than ten years ago. Popu-
lation has steadily increased, the North-West has been opened, railway
conslj'WJtion absorbs a large portion of imports, and yet the quantity of
goods brought in is nothing lik^ so large as in prosperous years under a
low tariff. And the reason of this is the growth of home manufactures,
taking„the place of foreign wares.

—

Montreal Gazette.

Thb railway corporations have yet to learn, by thorough and systematic
trial, how low they can reduce their passenger fares so as to produce the
greatest net earnings. Almost all roads issue " season tickets " of some
sort, reducing th'e fare to the passenger who makes daily trips. But on
each trip the railway makes a profit, or else the more such tickets issued
the more it would lose. And if it pays to take some persons at reduced rates
between two points, why would it not pay to reduce the rate to everybody,
whether making one trip per day or one trip per month 1

—

St. John's Tele-
graph.

The general supposition about Sable Island is that the inhabitants
are as honest as people in general and that Canada maintains a body of
men there to keep lighthouses in order *b save life and property when
shipwrecks occur. According to some hi the Amsterdam's passengers,
however, the islanders combine the bad qualities of wreckers and piratet),

while the government officials are as bad as their neighbours. Charges so
^'*^Te should be speedily investigated; better » desolate sandbar, as the

island used to be, than a den of thieves so near the track of all passenger
steamers.

—

New York Herald.

Lo.VDON must have its hobby, and at present the " Healtheries " and
vegetarianism are claiming attention. The difficulty with this school of
propagandism is that its converts don't stay converted. About . the
time of Christmas holidays they are very likely to drift back from
brown bread and fruit to roast beef and pheasant. Professor Lewes, the
husband of George Eliot, once tried vegetarianism for six months, out of

-curiosity, and said that the only difference he could see was that he could
.study directly after his dinner. Yet this adv.antage did not incline him to
stick to barley and oatmeal. Despite all argument, the vast majority of
men will persist in regarding vegetarianism as a harmless dietary freak.—
Philadelphia Record.

Perhaps inspired by Mr. Louis Stevenson's Suicid«) Club, an ingenious
American (Americans are always either ingenious or enterprising) recently
conceived the idea of opening a hotel for suicides. . He proposed to let
rooms and furnish board to gentlemen and ladies, who contemplated self-
destruction, and to furnish all modern conveniences. Each room has to be
supplied' with a finely ornamented brass hook upon which the guest could
get up and hang himself at any hour. And so on. There is no need to
enter into detail. Americans are unfortunately possessed of great recupera-
tive powers, and after carefully examining the statistics of suicide it was
found that the speculation was not likely to be prosperous. English capi-
talists with a turn for the eccentric might take the hint. It might indeed be
said that our own hotels required no special apparatus.—/'oW Mall Gazette.

A SMALi, stock of medicines will prove useful in preventing illness :

seidlitz powders, cathartic pills, brandy, cholera-mixture, paregoric, aro-
matic spirit of ammonia, soda-mint, ginger, a few opium suppositories,
quinine pills, and prepared mustard-leaves, will often be of inestimable
value in emergencies. If, with these at hand, due regard be paid to
regularity of habits, maintaining, as nearly as possible, the hours for
eating and sleeping to which one has been accustomed at home, and due
attention to nature's needs, avoiding too much fatigue, and paying proper
attention to clothing, the traveller may indulge the promptings of the
Berserker spirit that lingers in his blood, and may wander far in quest of
health and pleasure, to return, when the summer solstice is past, with
renewed vigour to resume hisTlaily tasfais-often to find them lightened,
since to his increased physical strength tjiey are less burdensome.^.Sajii-
tary Journal. '

Is it a fair deal to say that we shall never " elevate the schooner

"

because you, Mr. Coldwater, elevate it too frequently ? We admire your
enthusiasm, Mr. Coldwater, and we admit your right to enthuse, but we
question the sweet spring-tide logic of your youth. Yoa want to sit heavy
upon all mankind because a few, a very few, of them are weak enough to
become the victims of stroiig drink, and you come around and ask us to help
you. We won't do anything of the sort, Mr. Coldwater. Oh, yes, we've
heard your arguments several times. We know all about the prohibition
of theft, and murder, and arson, and other crimes, but you are too sensible
a man, Mr. Coldwater, to honestly believe that there is any analogy between
prohibiting them by law and prohibiting the use of liquor by law. You
know perfectly well, just as well as you know or want to know anything,
that elevating the schooner is not a crime ; it is not even an immoral act,
and when you try and make that a legal crime which is not immoral in
Itself you commit a very serious piece of folly.— Winnipeg Si/tings

The only safe rule for English investors to follow, is to hold aloof from
American railroad shares altogether. They cannot possibly be behind the
scenes to

jfnow what is going on, nor can they tell when the saiwe qui peut *
is about to begin, and when the millionaires are going to make a hearty
meal on the smaller fry. All " information," whether imparted through

—

the newspapers, or in a more confidential manner, is delusive. The
greatest of financiers may, no doubt, be able to tell now and then when a
rise in a particular property is likely to occur, provijled he has taken the
precaution to get the greater part of it under his own control. Some years
ago, one of the Wall street kings saw a celebrated railroad going begging.
It had been costly to construct, the traffic had developed slowly, there had
been great mismanagement, altogether the line was in a miserable plight.
The keen-eyed financier determined to make this wreck his own. But first;
of all he opened an attack upon it, and sent its price down to a nominal
sum—to five or six dollars in the hundred. At this rate it was not diffi-
cult for a man with a few millions lying idle to pick it \ip.—London Quar-
terly Review.

Me. Gladstone, while reserving his own opinion, has been heard to say
that in the discussion the opponents of Women's Franchise seemed to have
the best of it. Most of the influential men, such as Lord Hartington, Mr.
Goschen, and Mr. Chamberlain, are known to be hostile. If the working
classes were in favour of it, its success would be assured ; but they seem so
far indifierent. Many of their clubs have passed resolutions in favour of
it, probablyfrom a sentiment in favour of all extensions of the franchise ; but
there is no real warmth of interest in the matter among them. One meets in
private society a good many men reckoned as supporters who intimate that
they feel more doubtful now aboutthe proposal than they did some years back.
Moreover the success of the experiment tried in giving women seats upon
the school boards of the country has been very problematical. In London,
at least, they have not added to the reputation or usefulness of our educa-
tional parliament. The protest recently made by a spirited lady who has
allowed her furniture to be seized and sold rather than pay taxes, because
she has no share in electing the House which imposes taxes, has excited
far more amusement than sympathy ; nor have people found the parallel
which she draws between her position and that of John Hampden, when
he refused to pay ship-money, a very close ona

—

IT. Y. Nation.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

MODERN CHURCH MUSIC.

The era of the Reformation gave rise to a v.ariety of sects. The first great

divisions were the Episcopal Church of England, the Lutheran Church of

Germany, and the Presbyterians or Calvinists, of France and Scotland. The

former gave birth to the Choraf Service as still preserved in the cathedrals^

of England ; the Lutherans developed % plain though impressive style of

church music ; while the Calvinists forbade all attempts at an artistic

musical service, even to the extent of excluding part flinging of any descrip-

tion From these three great divisions again sprang a number of sects

known under the general name of Dissenters, each of whom adopted in

some form, or discarded altogether, the art of music in their services.

Thus in the Episcopal Church, when some intelligent rector, acting in con-

formity with the Rubric of the Church to which he .belongs, makes the

laudable endeavour to place the musical service on a footing worthy its

position in the ceremony of the Church, a cry of " no Popery " is at once

raised by a number of the congregation, who, if they were not entirely

ignorant of the fact, would see that the Choral Service of the Church of

England had its birth in, and is a direct out-growth of, the Reformation, as

contradistinct to Romanism.
But there is another thing much more to be regretted on the part, of

many of the clergy, and that is their total ignorance of music as an art.

They may possibly have read something of the grand old services ,of the

Roman Church before they became vitiated, or of the noble cathedral ser-

vices of the Church of England, as still maintained in London, Exeter,

Winchester, Canterbury, and other cathedral cities and towns of Eng-

land. Desirous of emula ting them, they incontinently get together a num-

ber °^ boys, undisciplined, and musically untrained, put them in surplices,

and attempt a choral service. Of course the effect is absurd to every one

who has ever heard a full choral service properly performed, while to

those who have not, the whole performance has the appearance of a farce.

There can be no doubt that the choral service, when properly performed,

is most solemn and impressive, but it must be remembered that the ser-

vice had its origin in thoroughly trained and gifted musicians, men versed

in the traditions and practices of their art ; that these services call into

play executive ability of a highly'trameJ order, and that, therefore, the

baker's assistant, or the grocer's clerk who as amateurs have amused them-

selves in the leisure of their evenings on the melodeon, are not fitted to^

instruct and lead a choir, any more than is a choir so instructed and led

fitted to perform the beautiful choral service of the Church of England.

In olden times men of ability were sought to fill the positions of import-

ance in the church, but now it not infrequently happens that a man's

ability is a bar to his preference. Churchwardens of narrow and pre-

sumptuous minds, ignorant of all musical traditions of the Church, know

full well that such men will not debase either themselves or their art at

dictation, so pass them by and appoint more pliant tools. Thus some

ambitious amateur rushes in ''where angels fear to tread," and the results

we well know. The rector, if he be able, may render some valuable assist-

ance as a check to extravagance, in which case he becomes virtually the choir-

master; but, if he have not the executive ability or the requisite! knowledge

to train and instruct the choir, he does one of two things : he either ignor-

antly meddles, "^or else he takes not the slightest interest at all, holding the

musical part of the service as something he is obliged to tolerate, but not

regard with favour—either of which is equally ruinous to all hopes of good

results from the choir.

The cry of the many is " congregational singing." By all means con-

gregational ; but if music be an art, if there is good and bad music, solemn

and sacred, giddy and frivolous, let us at least choose the good, the solemn

a ten-chfest or a Turner. An intelligent understanding of art of any kind .

can only be acqaired by education, ami while self-sufficient and ignorant

amateurs are. appointed to the positions of organists and choir-masters, and
while the education of young mim for the ministry of all sects provides no
means of acquiring the nece.ssary musical knowledge, we cannot hope for a
better state of things. Water will not rise higher than its source. Nor
will the music as performed in so many of our modern churches ever rise

above the intelligence of the congregation which appoints and permits th^
services of the untrained amateur. J. Davenport Rerrison.

BOOK NOTICES.

Waifs in Verse. By G. W. Wicksteed, Q.C., Law -Clerk, House" of

Commons of Canada.

The author of this collection has pleasantly relieved the dryness of his

official work as Law Clerk of the House of Commons by the occasional

composition of poetry, mainly social or playful. He is eighty-four years

old, and in the course of his long life lias seen file before him a long train

of public characters, whose names and the events connected with them are

often recalled in these pages. The following lines, for example, from a

New Year's Address for 1849, revive many memories of the past ;

—

The Session that's coming shall ever be blest.

As the longest, the visest, the greatest, the best:

Mr. Baldwin shall make all our Colleges flourish,—

LaFontaine shall justice and equity nourish,

—

Mr. Drummond all crimes shall detect and repress,

—

Mr. Blake all abuses expose and redress,

—

Mr. Morin shall charm us with eloquent words,

—

Mr. Caron shall do the same thing in the Lords,

—

Mr. Leslie shall answer all questions and calls,

—

Mr. Merritt shall give all kinds of canawU,—
Messrs. Cameron and Taohe make bridges and roads,

In all sorts of places, and all sorts of modes,

—

Mr. Viger shall lessen our national debt

—

A thing that no Tory has eyer done yet,—
Mr. Hincka shall make perfect our Representation,

Shall get us Free Trade, too, and Free Navigation,

—

Shall the duties impose in so charming a way,

'Twill be bUss to receive them and pleasure to pay,

—

With such exquisite tact he the tariff shall till.

It shall gladden John Glass and please Peter M'Gill ;—
He shall issue Debentures (a marvellous thing)

That shall pay themselves off with the profit they bring;

—

Libel law shall amend that the Press may be free,

—

And that men may write truth without fear of Gngee ;

—

He shall make us all rich :—but, if thus we run on
In fortelling his deeds, we shall never have done.

If yon know what is good for our country, yon know
What he'll think, ssy, and do, and—Amen, be it so I

An Inland 'Voyaoe. By Robert Louis Stevenson. Boston : Roberts

Bros. Toronto : William Briggs.

A charmingly-written account of what t\Vo canoeists saw in a paddle

fi-om Antwerp down the Ouise to Havre. Mr. Stevenson is possessed of

a conversational style which is infinitely refreshing when applied to an

interesting jaunt such as is described in "An Inland "Voyage." The book

is admirably calculated for holiday reading.

LITERARY GOSSIP.
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and sacred, and eschew the trashy and frivolous. There can be no question

as to the relative merits for sacred purposes, for instance, of the noble

hymn known as " Martin Luther's Hymn " and " Hold the Fort." The

one is quite as easily learnt as the other ; why then choose the trash ]

The study of grammar, rhetoric, and logic, are considered necessary to

prepare men for the ministry. The art of architecture and church decora-

tion is considered of importance in places of worship. The churches

are not built as play-houses, nor decorated as circuses. Why, then, should

music, alone of all the arts which are employed in the service of God, be so

neglected and abused as to have the rules of her art ignored ? Ah ! says

the (iidvocate of congregational singing, " We do not want our church music

like that of a concert or a play-house." Alas ! that is just what they are

getting. Tunes of the Moody and Sankey type have not thejfirst element

of sacredness in them. ' They bear about the same relation to the art of

sacred music as a sermon in doggrel rhyme would to serious prose. The

difficult oH of music was not given to man to remain uncultivated, nor is

it proper to offer to G*d the gleaning of the vineyard, but the first, full,

ripe fruit thereof. As early as the fourth century St. Ambrose found

it necessary to cull out the weeds which even then threatened to choke to

death the true sacred music of the Church. Two hundred years later St.

Gregory found it necessary- to repeat the operation. Again at the Council

of Trent (1562) Church music underwent a reform. The Reformation, as

we have seen, affected Chiirch music in various ways for good and for evil.

On account of the number of sects, and the great diversity of opinion which

is entertained by them as to what constitutes sacred music, it is not prob-

able that there will ever again be any marked reform in Church music.

We have the models always before us as standards, and our approach to,

or recedence from, them will, in a measure, depend upon the musical

advancement of the nation at large and the individual congregations in

particular. To a large number, anything with sound or tune is music, just

as with a great maay " a picture is is aipicture," whether it be a print off

J , R. Ar.PBN has now ready for delivery complete sets of Guizot's

' France," in eight volumes.

Mr. Swinburne has writfen an essay on Charles Reade's novels, which

will appear in one of the magazines. Mr. Swinburne's wide knowledge of

English and French fiction ought te make the essay specially interesting.

The use of the editorial " we " still largely prevails in the Southern

States of America, as will be seen by a remark in a Tennessee paper :
" If

we escape the hog cholera-this year, there will be a large surplus of pork

this winter."

Mr. MiLLAis is engaged upon a new portrait of Mr. Gladstone, this

time painting him in his robes. It is said to be an excellent likeness,

even better than that in tlie possession of the Duke of Westminster, from

which the well-known engraving is taken.

A PAPER descriptive of a cooking school for young girls in New York

City has been prepared by Charles Barnard for the September St. Nicfw-

lus. It is written in the form of a story and is fully illustrated from

designs by Mrs. .Jessie Curtis Shepherd.

The Rev. Nkwiman Smith will contribute an article to the forthcom-

ing Ceniwry on "The Late Dr. Dorner and the ' New Theology.' " It will

give a sketeh of his life and of his theological method, and will contain

some personal reminiscences by the writer.

A convention of the St. Georges' Societies of tho United States and

C;anada is being held at Chicago. The Toronto Society is represented by

the President, Mr. R. W. Elliot, and a deputation including Mr. Goldwin

Smith, who, after the convention, goes on to the North-West.

"The Arnold Birthday Book " is announced by D. Lothrop &, Co. It

is to consist of excerpts from tho verses of Edwin Arnold, edited by his

daughter, together with new introductory poems for each month. The

same house advertises the first account of the rescue of the Greely party.
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A NBW biography of Samuel Johnson, under the title, " Dr. Johnsoa :

His Life, Works, and Table Talk," by Dr. Macaulay, editor of the Leisure
Hour, 18 announced by T. Fisher Unwin, London. It will be one hun-
dred years in December since the great lexicographer died:

F Mariox (Crawford, the novelist and nephew of the late Sara Ward,
IS understood to have come in possession of many of that veteran epicure's
papers, trinkets and souvenirs, including the famous scrap-book of menus
of all countries. Mr. Crawford is considerable of an epicure himself,
certainly a close student of gastronomy, and is reputed very fastidious as
to his dinners and wines.

"The Intellectual Life," by Philip Gilbert Hamerton, an'thor of "A
Painters Camp," "The Unknown River," etc., is a charmina v<ume. It
18 a book that well exemplifies the author's own words :

" Whoever reads
li-nglish 18 richer in the aids to culture than Plato was." The volume isnow issued in the dainty and convenient Elziver edition, neatly bbund in
cloth for a nominal cost.

CHESS.

t^All eoinnmiaaCio'is inttnitd for this dtpartnent nhoiM b» aMreattd
offlet nftoK Week, Toronto.

• Clim Editor

PKOBLEM No. 80.
By J. MoOregor and C. W. PhillipB.

" Cross purposes."

BLACK.

PROBLEM No. 37.

By Dr. 8. Gold, Vienna, Austria.

BLACK.

Professor Langley, of Alleghany Observatory, will contribute to the
September Century an article describing the spots on the sun, with twenty-
hve illustrations, many of them from drawings by the author This will
be the first paper in a series, entitled " The New Astronomy," of several
untechnical articles, fully illustrated, summarizing in popular and graphic
language the most interesting of recent discoveries in the heavens.

The Century Co. have in hand for immediate publication a new book
of stories, rhymes, and pictures for little folks, to be called " Baby Worid "

It has been edited by Mary Mapes Dodge, and, like " Baby Days "
will

consist of selections from St. Nicholas Magazine. " Baby World" will
?>« '"'•ger and fi°er than "Baby Days," and the editor and publishers
intend it to be the most beautiful children's book that has yet been made.

.
A GENTLE.MAN who had been following a lady through Regent-Street the

other day lifted his hat as he pa.ssed her, and observe-a";-" mveii't I motyou before?' "Once, I think," answered the lady. "I knew it," saidthe gent eman with a self-satisfied smile, "and youVe been in my thoughts
ever since." " I thought you had not noticed me particulariy,'' said the
lady

:
I met you three weeks ago at your wedding. Your wife is mvcousin. «'

The numbers "Of rA« ZiVin^ Age for August 9th and 16th, containBossuet; Roman Life m the Last Century, and The Liberal Movement inEnglish Literature
;
The Life of St. Margaret : Newspapers ; Wren's Workand Its Lessons, and Contemporary Life and Thought in France : EasterWeek in Amorgos

;
Among the Teutons

; A Peasant Home in Breton;"The Boy Jones; "The Inner Circle Railway Completion; with instal-ments of "Beauty and the Beast," "Mitchelhurst Place," and "The Baby'sGrandmother," and Poetry. ^

Mr. Longfellow's diary was continued for many years, and kept with
great minutenes^ It will be invaluable in the preparation of his biographySome one recently referred to the fact that the diaries of literary men con-
tain, as a general thing, less about letters than would be expected andmore about d.mngs friends, gossip and short journeys. Southey did not
forget to record, in his commonplace bsok, how a physician of his acqaaint-
anco "had reated more than 40,000 cases of small-pox, and never metwith the malady in a person with red or flaxen hair."

Herb is a poetical recipe for the cure of insomnia :—
If you'd like to sleep like leveral tops,
Go bay a pillow staffed with hops

;

'-

The Cits may howl, the cats may play,
Yoar rest will be sweet as the new-mown hay

;And yoa'll wake each morn as fresh and Irfla

'

WHITK
White to play and mate in two moves.

WHITE.
White to jlay and mate in two moves.

GAME No. ao.

Chess in Scotland.

(The correspondence match between Edinburgh and Glasgow

)

Whitt.

Glasgow.

1. PtoK4
2. P to Q 4
3. QxP
4. Q to K 3
5. P to K 5
6. Q to K 4
7. Kt to B 3
8. P to K B 4
0. B to Q 2

10. Castles
11. Q to B 4 ch
12. P to E K 4 (6)

Black.

Edinburgh.

,P to K 4
PxP
Et to Q B 3
Et to K B 3
KttoQ4
E Et to E 2
Et to Kt 3
B to Q Kt 5
Castles
P to K B 4 (a)
KtoBsq
B I Kt (c)

CENTEB GAUBIT.

WhiU.

Glasgow.

13. Q X B
14. H to q B 4
15. Kt to E B 3
16. B to Et 3 [f)
17. P to K Et 4 (»)
18. Kt to K 3
19. P to R 6
ao. K R to K sq
21. R to Bsg
22. B X Kt
23. P to K S ch
24. Kt to B 7 ch U)

Black.

Edinburgh.

K Kt to K 2 (d)
PtoQB3
gtoKso («)

t to K Kt sq
PxP
Kt toR3
B to K B 4 (h)

Q I B P (i)

Q to Kt 3
PxB
RtoB3
Beslgns.

NOTES.

Ss ffie reader of a journal like The Week should be •

And yoa'll bless the advice in this par on insomnia
'

And UDgrstefally murmur, " O si sic omnia." ^

The September issue of Outing concludes the fourth volume of thispopular out-door magazine. It is a number of substantial excellence, bothm literary matter and illustration. The leading article is a fully illustrated
description of the new building of the New York Athletic Club from thepen of 8. Conant Foster. "With the L. A. W. at Washington '^is a

^rf^^!?'r^
discussion of the recent League Meet, and is handsomely

illustrated by Joseph Pennell and other artists. William H Rideinc
contributes an exciting pilot-boat sketch entitled " A Crtise in the Petrel "
and A N Lveretta bright story based on the amateur photographic
camera. " The Shaybacks in Camp " and " A Strange Idyl " ara concluded,
aad one of President Bates's unique bicycle club sketches is iiven under
the title of "The Perker Hunt." The editorial departments^a« fu?l ofmatter of great interest and value to people interested in out-door
recreatioad.

i

The publishers of Lippineott's Magazine have indeed taken time by
the forelock, advance copies of the September number being already tohwd. An interesting feature is John Coleman's second instalment of"Personal Reminiscences of Charles Reade," containing many detaiU of
his career as a dramatist. The paper entitled, " The American of the
Future, is sure to attract attention, and is a well digested speculative
.tttdy. "A Summer Trip to Alaska," and "Gossip from the EnglishLakes are seasonable and good reading. Theodore Child shows in his
article, "Delacroix and Shakespeare," how the great French painter drew
ooMtant inspiration from the works of the English dramatist. Two com
treated social gatherings— in London and Paris—form the basU ofMargaret Bertha Wrights " Bohemian Antipodes." Complete and serial
atones, poems, and editorial commenta fill up a very good number

an/git?f/io^iS'c?mTa^'d'- %^e lo:,:V?,ri^rZj^Z'''^'^Zu'S^^L'''<-^ ''•f

fj, rt"^ >*"*r
'" M" "^"-^ "°™- ''*'' '"'""' "bvionsly can not safely be taken.

Et X E B p. gives Black as good, if not a better, game than WWte.'
"' ^ '<"'' ^' «• '""owed by

(d) Afraid of the advance of the B Pawn. F^
(«) At this stage we think the advance of the Q Et F might have bean sffmbwi p >^ r> d ..is also worthy of attention, both at this and the previous mOTe.

effected. P to Q B 4

'/) It is necessary to preserve the Bishop on the dlaaonal wherp if oi-oT^ia... » •^.iinfluence and the move in the text seems almost requisWor tjprpose Sdi«tJd
"^"""^

leavft^epiwn.""""
"""''•™ "" '"°"'°« "°°^»' " "«'"» <l»n«eroue either to take or

themov'i^^heTelt'^'"*""'^"""* "^ »""°' Bl«*had probably no better reply than

pla^rsyo'^TfoTnTa"? t^'i'SL'itXirJ^^n'^'^. S^aSll^t^^'SS 'iSi^t"
A^" ^"1omitted to notice the smothered mate in the variaSn iZeS h^tJ^i.!!, """
5.'"i?

""^
retiring to B sq, as affording securitv from aS^TTZi*'!*? Ji^'^Tl ':?."'i?8_"U'?? '.t'Book'.'

4, -2.1. Uto t
>lay to K sq

ayers forwa

.^;E'R^:^;>"i^¥^=\i^pV2^.kiroK^^^
E. On thin RTny^lf rAairm.»^ mK„Z_A. '..".* ^"' ''"^* "

omitted to notice the smothered mitrn the variation%ivenbX^^i.7„'* """
S!""^

""^
retiring to B sq, as affording securityVomatt^ Thus a ^jr. Q I H

;
23, (J to B 4, IM. K to fl Bq ; 24. Q to &t8 ch 24 B x O qTk',' m.»^

K* 3
;
22. B X Kt.

foh fo^dt" " ''-' '° ^ "•• ^'^ ^ ^' and^ts'We 1du^wg.rm?ve, 'ak'-pJSc'tZul

MONTBEAL CITT CHESS CLUB HANDICAP TOUBNAMBNT.

•• Tl^el.7M'corXa«v°rkre-t. '^'.^TLlfoi't,T^?,^ui^?^l'^^'^cleared away, the victor stands revealed in the Derson of Mr I (? A^A w^* battle has

^i.^iT^zxr^'"'^"'^ ^^ •»"'""'» -"^'^ o^oiaVsiSr;-3o^siryX';;^s

J. w':'s1>rw"l4';'o^''*4'trrwTfg'Si l^V„«-^"''».«w<'»;-2nd,O.F. wadm«,.26won; 3M.

the flrlt^cSsra^ru'^reiSferoVfhn'rsSTaSS'iauSS'tS'JSS ^JSs^ Thf .*° •'^^'» *»
ordinary in a handicap struggle. wheA SdSiiT£„ wS (TlS. gfvea ™' " '"' "**

X^
NEWS ITBHB.

I

in tM?SSin?r5?^.'5f,.2SSJJi5'^«r'hIJ^'o™^^^^
problem, and found every flaw, making the highest noisible^rmK mT. S!:. «?IL'2''*' '^"^&tor»-»^ong th.m«>miof the best *s^lv.S*5 thno™ter^ur^.^«SJS;"™.iSS£S-

SSI/--—-^^^^^^^^

,piai;d7,itr8chS^ispti5bS.TS^^^

sS5fe."iii^'«sisjowS;7*s" """""""* .imuitaa'LoSSf tiSs:^v-^i'^ "^ *-
. PftnlMii* u WM

- » yg*' iut|3hni'tVi'iifci

r-g^-^lilg?* laagjLaJL-,: y^-iV-

! ]

.- ' r :C. -.^Mi ^ "IfJSfW?^
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?

^•'t^om tits MaiUCitn.) Deo. 15.

Oatarrh la a mnoo'purnlent disobai^e caused
by the presenoe and d^elopmoDt of the
vegetable parasite amcoba in the internal llu-

Ing membrane of the aose. This parasite Is

only developed under favourable ciroum-
stances, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberole,
the germ poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-
mcea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspimtion, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poisons tbut are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

these germs, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
oausing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubeR, caasing deafness; burrow-
ing Id the vocal cords, causing hoarsonoas
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.

fifany attempts have been made to discover
a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalentsand other ingenious devices, bat
none of these treatments can do a particle of

good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.

Some time since a well-knowii physioian of
forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail

in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thif ujrrlble disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, ^hould.with-
out delay, oommunioate with the business
managers,

Mbbbbs. a. H. DIXON Ss SON.
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WliattheRev. E. B. Stemmson, B.A.,a Clergy,
man of the London Conference of the Metho-
dist Church of Canada, han to nay in regard
to A. H. Dixon <t Son's New Treatment for
Oatarrh

Oakland, Ont., Canada, Uoroh 17, '83.

3f0Wrs. A. H. Dixon (t Son :

Dhab Sirs,—Yours of the 13th Instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cored of Catarrh, but I know that X am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
BO many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case;
it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
toTon.
Ton are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatments, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to
some of my fHends who are sufferers.

Toots, with many thanks,

Bav. E. B. Stbvknsom.

AUGUST
CLEARING SALE!

-:o:-

In order to /;lear out the

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK,
We have made Startling Reductions in every Department at

LXJKES. DAGGhE tSfc CO.
116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET

Bbtabushbd 1859. 364 Tonffe Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

1
EMI»ORXTJM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers just
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-

markably low figures, Calsomining, Paper-
Hanging, Glazing, Re-Glazing and Fainting
done to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stock of Stationery, Christmas Cards,
etc., at lowest prices. A call solicited!.

H VMILTON MERKITT,
- ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MIKES, ETC.,

VanSQ TXaiSEEB, k HETALLITBaiBT,

IS TORONTO STRSBT, TORONTO.

D,B. SINCtiAIB,

334 Jabtis Stbbbt.

MIDWIFEBY, AND DISEASES OP
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

T)AINLES8 DENTI8TBT.

Artifloial Teetlr, lifo-liko in appearauce and
perfect in eating and speaking. The paiulesB
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dbntist,
266 Queen Street, East.

-rOHN B. HAIiL, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATRIST,
BpecialHea—Diseases of Children andNervous
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sun*
dky, t to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 630 p.m.

396 A Sas Jabtib Stbbbt.

/-10ATSW0BTH * HODGINS,

Barrtsters, Solicitors. Notaries,
t Oonvayancers.

Dfoiwy U> Ltnd, Ogle——10 Turk Oliambfrt

No. 9 ToBoMTo Stbbbt, Tobonto.

Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented
.Ian. 11, 18T0. Reissued July :i,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1870.

With ImproTed Tamplco Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over

all American competitors at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tau-
pico BtTBTB, which are as soft us
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-

fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,

'^ind is elastic, pliable and com-
* fortable.

TRe " Health Corset " is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress

MANUFACTURED BY THE

CROMPTOM CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
BUBBEB SHOES, FELT BOOTS, BELTDTa*

Steam Packing, Enf^ine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

VAZiVas, Wbinoeb Boli^s

Tubing, Garden Hose,

Stopples, SytiageSf

LADIES' AND MISSES'

Rizbber Circulars,

i^^-STAR BRAHD RUBBER.

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MILL HOSE.

Steam Packing Garden Hose, from 8 cents
upwards. Call and see our Bubber Goodu and

^

get our PaicGB.

A
* a* *

* ** *

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

Cor, Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

E. HOUGHAN, - - Agent.

tVAU inquiries by mail shall have our prompt attention.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

B. 0OAT8W0UTB, JB. FBAMK B. HODOIHS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South

'

em Manitoba, at prices ranging from~

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation nf from .$1.2S to .'S3.B0 per acre, .according to price paid for

the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company al^o offer Lands

Without Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

TJSE RESERVJSD SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the-odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are

now offered for sale on advantageous tenus, to parties prepared to undertake theilr imme-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment:
Purchasem may pay ono-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with interest at SIX PER CENT, per annum, payable in advance.
Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey

ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may be made in LAND (IRANT BONDS, which will he accepted at ten

per cent, premium on their par value and accrue<l interest. These Bonds can be obtained

on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.^ TOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and all information with respect

to the purchase of Lands, apply to JOHN U. MaTAVISU, Land Commissioner, Winni-
petr. By order of the Board.

Montrml, January, 1884. Secretarg.

M.-^^-^-

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
23a CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Beal and Imitation
Stained Glass. Send for circulura, etc.

Costa from ;i5c. per font np. Send for

sample fan-light -^1, size U»x30 in.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GROVE. N.J.

City by the S«a.
EBtablitthed 1875 ; Eiilurf^ed and ImproTed

ISKl. Health and Pleasure Itesort. \{ hours
from Now York—iO trainn daily ; 2 hours from
Philadelphia ; 10 minutes froui Lon^ Branch.
Recomi^endod Dy the most colebraCfill pby-
sioians. Ocean water and electric baths, steam
heat. Passenger elevator. Iron Are egoapea.
WonderfiU flowine artesian eprinR. Hifih dry
land; air filled with the mingled ozone from
the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. No malaria. No moRquitoes.
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars.
Welcome £. Sheldon. Owner and Manager

E
STERBRDOKVSf,'^

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.

"miLLER.SON A CO., Agts., MontrasiL

LENOX PENS

!

A CoMPLFn-K Series in Twklvk Numerrs,
Prom which every writer can select THE

BEST PEN for hia or her peculiar style of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mail to any addrenB for ten cents.

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.
18 & 20 AsTOR Place. New York.

THE

Toronto Paper Mff.-Go.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, - - 9250,000.

JOHN B. BABBEB. President and Managing
Director.

CH.\8. RIOBDON. Vice-President.
EDWABD TKOUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER •

(Uaohine Finished and Super-Calendered)

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID AND WOVE '

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Bl'c.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAMIES :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLOBBD COTBB Papebs, super Suished.

ts-.\pply at the Mill for samples and prioea
Special sizes made to order.

piHARLKS W. PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOR, CONVBYANOKE. Btc

—: Office:—

46 Adelaide Street Sast, Toronto, Ont.

I—
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INITEOCMPIRE

LOAN CORPORATION^

Offices, - - Pnblic Library Baildings,

Cor. Chnrch and Adelaide 8t«., Toronto.

An Issue of 500 shares of »100 each in the
Capital Stock of this Corporation has been
made at par. and the saaie is now open for
general subscription.
Terms of allotment and Company's general

Prospectus can be obtained from the under-
' signed.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

"WESTERISJ-

\ ASSURANCE COMPANY.
' INCOBPOBATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, OUT.

Cash Assets,

Income for Year

$i.lS9.iia oo

1,690,8x8 aS

Fire and Karine Insurances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Trm. JAS. BOOMEB, Sec.

J. J. KENNY, Man. Dirtrtor.

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co,
Jncorponted, A.n. ISKS.

Subscribed Capita]
Paid up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
2,200,000
1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BfiANCH.
Deposits received, repayable on demand or

short notice. Interest is paid, or added to the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTUBE8.
Money received for investment in anms to

suit lenders, for which debentures are issued
in currency or sterling, with interest coupons
attached, payable in Canada or in Eugland.
Trustees and executors are authorized bv law
to invest in the debentures of this company.
Circulars, with particulars as to terms, may

be obtained from the Office CoMPAirr'a
BuiLDiKos, Toronto Street. Toboxto.

J. HBBBBBT MASON.
Mana^itrifi tHTtctorJ"

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT.A.-W.A.

Authorized Capital, - . 91,000,000
Subimbed Capital, . 1,000,000
Paid-up Capital, . 993,163
Rent - - - - - 110,000

JAMES MAcIiAREN, Es<j., Pie»iAet\t.
CHABLES MAGEE, Es<j.', rict-Pretident.

Dtrectors-C. T. Bate, Esq., B. Blackburn,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon. L. B. Church,
Alexamier Fraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Gboboe Burn, Caahitr.

Bbakches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.
AOKNTB ^N Gawada "=- Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Aqents in New York—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker Aqents in
LoNDON-English Alliance Bank

A MILLION A MONTH!
THE DIAMOND DIES

have become so popular that a million pack-
ages a month are being used to re-colour

'

dmgy or faded DKE8SES, SCABFS, HOODS
STOCKINGS, RIBBONS, etc. Warranted fast
and durable. Also used for making inks
staining wood, colouring Photo's, flowers'
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 32 coloured
samples, and book of directions.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO., •

Burlington, Vt., and Montreal, P.Q.

The American Art Union.
D. HUNTINOTON, Prea. T. W. Wood, V.-Pret
E. W. Perry, Jr., Stc. F. Diklhan. Treat.
The subscription to the Art Union will be

Bve dollars per anniAp, and each subscriber
for the present year wBl receive : -Ist. A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etching
of the year, by Walter Shirlaw, from EastmaS
Johnson's picture "The Beprimand." This
etching is of a sise (13x16 inches) and quality
such as the leading dealers sell at from twenty
to tweiity.flve dollars. 2nd. The illustrated
Art Umon. which wdl be issued monthly for
the current year. :jrd. One-ball of the sub-
scription will be set apart tor the formation
of a fund, to be expended for the j oint account
of the subscribers in the purchase of works of
art, which will be delivered unconditionally
to the whole b<Hly of the subscribers repre-
sented by a committee. Samjple copy sent
postpaid on application to E. WOOD PERKT
Beoiwtury,a West Tenth St., New York.

GRAND DOMINION
AND 39TH

PROVINCIAL

EXHIBITION!
Under the auspices of tho

AORiruiiTrRAI* AIVD ART19 Ar4-
NoriATioiv or oivtakio.

TO BB HEI^D AT

O "T T -A. -^7^ A. ,

ON THE

S^Bff «n 3-th Septemhar, lUfU.

123,000 in Premiitms and Dominion Hedala.

Entries must be made with tho Secretary
at Toronto, on or before the undermentioned
dates, viz.:
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Poultry, Agri-

cultural Implements, on or before August 2:ird.
Grain, Field Roots, and other Farm Pro-

ducts, Machinery and Manufactures generally,
on or before August 30th. -

Horticultural Products, Ladies' Work, Pine
Arts, etc., on or before September 6th.
Prize Lists and Blank Forms for making

the entries upon can be obtained of the Sec-
retsries of all Agricultural and Horticultural
Societies and Mechanics' Institutes through-
out the Province, and from the Secretary,

nsIVRY WA»R,
Agricultubai, Haix, Tobowto.

ESTABUSHED 18S2. Established 1852.

CEK.

DO^frNION BTJSINESS COLLEGE,
will opon on Monday, September let,

1884, with the moat improved facilities for
imparting a thorough knowledge of commer-
clal affairs and insuring a complete business
eduoaiion. The course is a short, sharp, direct
and thorough drill in those things that form
the true basis of an actual business life. Tho
College Calendar mailed free to any a<Mress.

J. B. McKAY, ISAAC WOOD, Principals.

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(For the aniversity Edncation of Women).

TORONTO, - .„ ONT.
Col. C. W. Lawet, M.A., Oxon, Principal.

Pupils are received at the age of seven years
in the .Junior Department, and are led on
through the Preparatory Forms to the Wo-man s Local Examinations, or to tho Matricu-
lation Examination of the University of Tor-
onto, and then through the University De-partment to the degree of B.A. (a course ofstudy unattoiupted by any other institution
established for women iu Ontariol. The Col-
lege of Music, under the direction of Prof.Haslam, Professor of Music at the-Conserva,

!?,.''.V2^«
de Muslqua, Boulogne, France,

aiid of the Royal Academy of Music. London
fJf'H* 'n.^"3; ,1° """^ "'"ff of European
artists. The College of Pine Arts, under themanagement of Miss Dunne, late Artist to the
Yice.Regal Court. Irelan<l. with an able staff

2,a7 "1"'"!.°™,.- ?,**»' " P*''' >'«'"''y '> advance.
»1H7 to .«382. _No extras. Lessons in calis-
thenics and riding free For Prospectus and
further information apply to

MSs. M. J. RUSSELL,
240 Victoria St., or232 Wellington St.,

TOBONTO.

AMUSEHENTS.

HANLAN'S POINT PEBRY.
TOBK Street stnamers run from 7.30 a.m.

until 10 p.m. '

ToNOE Street steamers, 10 a.m. nntll 9.30
p.m.
Brock Street steamer 10 a.m. nntll 10 p.m.

Last boat for all points leaves the IslanS »t
10.30 p.m.

Steamer Chicora.
DailyjJflAving Toronto at 7 a.m. and3p.m

forJHagara and Lewiston.

Steamer-Empreas of India.
Daily between Port Dalhousle and Toronto,m connection with G.T.R. and Welland di-

vision. Leaving Port Dalhousle at 10.5 a.m •

retuniing leave Toronto at 3.40 p.m.

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

FAMILY GBOCERS,

Cor. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

SUGARS! SUGARS!
15 Iba. Orannlated Sugar Ibr $1.

18 lbs. Bright Porto Eico Sugar &r |1.

Alma Ladies College

,

ST. THOMAS, ONT.

A consignment of NEW TEAS per Pacific
8.S Company and Pacific Bailwuy just to
hand.

Our FAMILY TEAS are the best value in
the city.

All goods warranted free from adulteration.

N.B.—Goods promptly delivered in any part
of the city.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

CANADA SOAP & OIL WORKS,

TORONTO, ONT.

Cbartered by Act of Provincia] Legialatnre.
BulldingB and famishings the finest In Canada.
Its faculty (flvA Kontlemen and ten ladies)
fully qualirted. Its courses in Music, Fine
Arts and Literature thorough and practical.
Its ratefa comparatively low. Board, room,
light, laundry and tuition cost from #i)6 to
*45 per term, according to department. The
same with Music and Drawing only 'JlOO a
year in advance, lie-opens Sept. 4th, 1884.
For Calendar or admiBaion, address

. PKINCIPAL AUSTIN, B.D.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

MUrDrAOTCBIBS OF THE

LILT WHITE" FLOATnra SOAP,

QOTXR'S OWN PEKFECnON SOAP,

XNOUSB KOTTLEO SOAP,

AND OTHEB CELEBRATED BBAJTDS OF

FINE LAUNDRY SOAPS,
FulIinK Soaps,

Toilet Soaps,
A.niline Dyea.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and Oil Works,

Office: Works:
70 Fbont St. East, | Difbibs Stbut.

TOKONTO.

PICKERING COLLEGE
WILL RE-OPJSJf SKPT. tat.

PicKEBlKa COLLKOK 18 Well known as hold-
ing a first place among the educational insti-
tutions of the Province. Young people of
both sexes receive a thorough practical edu-
cation and at the same time are surrounded
by all the moral influences and guarded care
of a well-conducted Christian home. The
College buildings are complete in every
respect, and are noted for their beautiful
and healthful situation. There are large
gymnasiums and grounds.
The staff of teachers is large and thorou^ly '

competent, being composed almost entirely
of University graduates. There are four dis-
tinct departments :—

I. THE PREPARATOBY for Junior Stu-
dents.

II. THE COMMERCIAL for those wishing
a thorough business training.

III. THE COLLEGIATE for those prepar-
ing for Matriculation in Arts. Law, Medicine,
or Civil Engineering, for the primary exami-
nations in Dentistry, Pharmacy, or Civil Ser-
vice, or for any of the examinations for

chers. At the recent examinations for
lond Class oertiflcates all of the candi-

dates from the College obtained grade A.
IV. MUSIC AND PINE ABT8.
'for College Announcement containing fall

information, address

W. H. HUSTON, M.A, Prinoi^ta,
Fmxnnra,

Southern Belle.
Daily, between Hamilton and Toronto.
Leaving Hamilton at 7.ao a.ra. and ai5 p m

Toronto at 11.00 " and 5.30 "

FRANCE.

m'^^'S? 2,' '''i!™ ^f'^ "V >* obtained ofM. Potherlngham, 8 Bue rfeuve dee Capn-
cines, Paris. ^-v

TT'EITH * FITZSIMONS,

MANUFACTHBEBS

Gas Fixtures A Artistic. Brass Work,
Steam Fitters' and Plcmberb" Supptrea.

109 KING STREET WEST, - TORONTO

THE LIGHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
is simple, strong and durable. It needa

no teaching, watching or adjusting, and not
one has ever worn out.

A. W. BRAIN, Agent,

89 Yonge St., Toronto.

"VTA80N ft COLLINS,

LIFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AND CRAYON.

Studio, - . 31 Knjo St. West, Tobobto.

M^'ISS BIBDSALL,

8 Bank St, St Mark's Ward,

Pwil of Carl Martmt.

PeneU drawing, etohing, water colours, onsatin or valvet. '

Tebms—Mnsio, t6 ; Drawing, etc., (4.

TTOBACE P. ALLKINS, ABTI8T,

iO Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs Oilpaintmg taught on the system of the BovalAcademy, London, England

1 > USSELL'S, 9 KING ST. WEST
! \i TORONTO, for

HiaH-CLASB WATCHES JC JEWSLLBBT
Watch Bepairing and JeweUery Manufao-

tnrea to order, special features.

s

Cbargrea Moderate.

HAW 4 USBOBNB,

STEWART ft SON, (Latb STEWART
ft STRICKLAND),

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Oficet—39 Adelaide St. Batt, Toronto.

WM. BTBWABT. WM. H. STEWART

WA. IMPEY, .

Dealer is all k&& of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

271 CHURCH S'T., TOBONTO, ONT.
t^EstimateB given on application.

REFRIGERATORS.

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

GOAL OIL STOVES.

^W. ^. S I» .A.RB O "W,
WOLVBRHAMPTON HOUSB.

17 TONOK STBUT.

Real Estate Brokers and Yalnators.

Bouses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TOBONTO.

\
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'
^t if > •j^f. :__"' single Coplea, 7 oents.

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER. ' of as a some^that distant country, which Nova Scotia has its own reasons

Topics OF THE Week .""^^ ^or not liking
;
that the Province mo.st loved that autonomy of which it

OoNTBiBOTBD ABTioLEs-

'

^^ !"""^* ^^ Confederation,.and that " better terms " have not he7 ' d the

The St. Georges Union at Chicago , AJJanaAian Delegatf. fill
^°^^' inflicted by the violence of a forced union. In Manitoba, mu6 -ings

The Canadian Pacific Railway ....;«;„ ; X 'Y.Z.tJl2 nf' n*. „ !,.;„. „*..,„, *.„ u i.i.i.i-n»iiy-, , .

English-Canadian Literature , . . .,„„ ....< .. .. J. E. Coiiint. 614 "' ^^ Ultimatum to be Sent to the Federal Government may strugg) "or a

Th™8t.\iiWreiici'ei'p*ti ::;::.:.:::;::::.7::;:::."::"::;::::;:;;::::;^ o!i
hearing amidst the rejoicings over a good harvest. The condemna .^n of

TC^S^r'":^::.:'!!:!^!^:;.;;.::::::::;:;;;v:;:;;:::;z:;:::;;;;;;::;::;:z:^ ^1?
'he duties on agricultural implements wiu be heard in tones loud enough

CoBBBspdNDENCH .". BIB
^^ '''^'^'^^^ ^'^^ objoctious of tlio Southcru States to a protective tariff half a

LiTEBATTBE- "
-j^

cBHturyago. In Quebec the wind will be found to set not less strongly in

Prom Gloom to Light ..:...:. 7.T.! Hereward K. Coeicin. 818 favour of Provincial autonomy. The advocacy of a protective tariff heard
The Sobap-Book 618 in Ontario and Quebec, finds no echo in the Maritime Province.s, Manitoba
BOOK NoTioBB .<::.•: 620 o*" British Columbia. The truth will at last dawn upon the mind of the

Mnsio AND DBAMA ,7. 621 visitor that much of that which passes for what Canada thinks, believes

litbbabt Sossip 821
feels, wishes for, and is resolved upon, is peculiar to the localitv from

CHB88 Column 622
'''"•ch it derives its colour, that it is local sentiment which is attempted to

' "
'

^= be passed off as national. The truth is this young confederation, composed

^ ft ^ ^Qi ^ ^ IC
°^ hetrogeneous materials, has no great national smelting pot through which

AN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF POLITICS. SOCIETY AND LITERATURE. p
^""^

'f'^'^T
P"!"^'''''"'^' ''"'^.'^""S them all to a common consistency.

Edited l>,j W. PHILIP ROBINSON.
'

J'° ^S^'k"T" ' '^Y'Tu Y '""' '"""^ '^°"''°"''

to run in tlio old channels, some of wlftch get broader and deeper • new
TBBifs:—One year, $3.00; eight months, $2.00; four months, »1.00. Subscriptions payable j:«>„_„„„„„ i.^ u j i j -..l ^l . i . ,, . ,

in adKuiee. *^ ^ ' differences have been developed with the settlement of Manitoba and the
SubsoriberslnareatBritainandlrelandsnpplled, postage prepaid, on terms following:— >T„_tV. vxr^^of . l„„„i:„~ ;„ ,. • 4.u i i ^ • ^- ,r„ . . .

One year. 12s. st^.; half-year, 6«. stg. Remittances by P. O. order or draft should be made i^Ortn- W est , localism IS put la the p laCH Ot patriotism. The Situation 18
payable and addressed to the Publisher;: '

„„^,- ,„nt.^'A U *u i. i.- r ct j ^•
ADVBRTiBBMRNTs. uneiceptioual in character and limited in number. wiU be taken at $4

aggravaiea oy tne representatives ot federation pursuing a course which
per line per anouin; $2.50 per line for sir months; $1.50 per line for tnree months; a) oents nrn>liir<c<i unrlno f,.,'..f,'r.r, ;r> tV.^ „,„_l,;.,„ „« n. .. i i
per line per insertion for a shorter period.

, ^» proauces unUue triction in tfie working of the governmental machinery;
All advertisements will be set up in such style 'hs to insure Taa Week's tasteful typo- fKp Prnvinnaa oi-o «n,i,-fo/l Jnf^ or. „„„t„ „ „ « tu i • i i- »

gnphical appearaaoe, and enhance the value of the advertising in its oolurans. No adver-
rrovinoes are spurred into an acute Sense of the assumed violation of

s"«rT^inT'"°"*''*°"™"""-
Aidre..-tB.ct,ooaHBB.B««,«„iifa*H;»r.

5
Jordan their rights, and the two authorities, local and federal, are very much in

O. BLACKETT BOBINSON. Publisher. au xx"i. j a l i . , .

tlie attitude or men who have put one another, with something of mutual

TOPICS OF THE WEEK. defiance, at arm's length. In this state of thing.s, to presume to interpret

authoritively Canadian opinion, as a whole, is an impossible task and a
Those members of the British Association who landed on our shores ten vain pretence. Nevertheless, the members of the British Association who
days ago do not need to be told that, in the alternation of t)fe> seasons, are now in Canada will find a country, the study of whose capabilities and
Canada is amply redeemed from tho reproach of being uniformly the resources is not unworthy of their regard.

snow-clad region which the imagination of Voltaire painted it. Whether
the beavers which the coiTntry contained, and in which, from the hatters' Whatever through traffic across the continent it may be possible to
point of view, an English wit professed to see its whole value, were worth attract to the Canadian Pacific Railway, the directors of the company will

the heads which the acquisition cost, will never again be asked. It will be take means to secure. Mr. "Van Home has told the British Columbians
safe for our visitors to trust what they see and feel, though some caution that steamers will be put on to connect the Pacific terminus of the road
may be necessary about accepting as gospel everything they hear. They with China and Japan. As the vessels will be the property of the railway
will not draw too sweeping conclusions, even about the weather, from the company, no second interest will be able to prevent the through rates being
experience of a few da^ys, much as individual comfort or the revei-se put at competitive figures. In the absence of other controlling influences,

is upon tho indications of the thermometer, when it registers in the ths^ bulk of this tratftc will go to whichever company will undertake to
nineties. They will hear much vouched for as the opinion of Canada ; though carry it on the best terms to the shippers. The policy of the Canadian
they would find, if they remained long enough and travelled far enough, Pacific Railway Company, in this particular, is the only one that can bring
by comparing what they hear in different places, that authorized inter- success. It would be a mistake, however, to suppose that a large part of
preters of Canadian opinion are not easily found. To find people who will this traflSc will be found to be easily attainable. The American trans-

undertake to .tell what Canada thinks, and wills, and intends to do, on any continental lines, with the combinations they can make, may be relied upon
possible line which the future opens to her, is not diflBcult But the to make a desperate fight, for the chief prize. American shipping" thanks
listener, if he move from one Province to another, will hear very different to the ruinous policy of left-handed protection, is at a low ebb, and no
things vouched for as the unalterable aim and purpose of the country, signs of recover^ are apparent. Over the Americans we shall have, in this

Without moving fi-om any given spot within the four walls of a single cont.est, one advantage, and they will have one advantage over<Us: we have
room our distinguished visitors may hear affirmed, with equal confidence, not debarred ourselves from buying steamers in any country and utilizing

the most contradictory views of what Canada wishes for, aspires after, and them ; the Americans could not, under existing laws, naturalize a foreign

will inevitably embrace. There are still to be found persons who believe, vessel of any description, if the life of their commerce depended upon it.

or affect to believe, in the perpetuity ot the nominal colonial dependence But the American trade with China and Ja|>an is relatively large ; and the

at which we have arrived. They will tell you that the present state of greater part of this trade is almost certain to be distributed through the

things will have no end ; that it is the most natural, the best, the happiest, agency of the Ameifican railways. The 'English trade with China and
the safest possible. It is true the men whose faith is of this robust texture Japan is the prize which the Canadian Pacific Railway may hope to share.

are not ti grtsat majority, are not numerous in fact ; but on special holiday To be successful, the company must put through freights down to a com-
oocasions they make up in vehement assertions what they want in num- petitive figure which no rival can underbid. These rates, it is not improb-
bers. In the same room in which lingers this antique form of opinion, able, will leave but little profit. But whatever may be tho result of the

discarded by the majority of Englishmen more' than a century ago, every venture, an enterprise of such daring and magnitude will deserve success.

'. viety of its opposite may be heard. In different parts of the country,

I

hat passes on the spot for Canadian opinion takes on a great variety of Thk shipment of grey cottons from Canada to England is an incident

\ ea. In Nova Scotia a stranger will often have occasion to doubt which has no significance beyond marking tho necessity which exists for

' vether he is in Canada at all. Hje will be liable to hear Canada spoken relieving a glut in the market. Canadian mills have manufactured more
\
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hTto b^trie I r ? ' '
*"' ^^« -P-™-' of a sacrifice markethas to be tned. It is always convenient; when it is possible, to relieve aglut by Bh.pp.ng to a foreign country. For this purpose the e have Zl

the United States, m turn, found such a market in Canada Fifty or sixtv

ZwThVf tr ' '""'^ '^''' '^'^' "-^ complaints wo e ut2
stocks of Bnt.3h manufactures; complaints which were often, but not

a" on t::T\ ""'t
"^ "° '"''"^'^'' " '° ^•'^ "«'"- °f 'he trans!action. But the day came when what the Americans had complained of

CanadT T .' 'V""'*"'-
^""^ "°^' ^" ^ «-«'— '^'e turn oCanada. Just now she wants a sacrifice market for cottons, the manufac«ro of wh.ch, only three or four years ago, was exceptionally pZlwIt wa« these excep .onal profits that did the mischief.' Too many w^h dto sha e them, and .n the attempt they succeeded in preventing eUherhemselves or others making any profits at all in the buless Two m"Ukes that were made aggravated the effect of the accumulation Irneryall the products of the various mills found a comn.on centre theSexcess was d.stmctly seen and ought to have been checked, inatlld of3..t was encouraged by advances on consignments for wh ch th.relLnoconsumptive demand. This fi.,t mistake was followed by another "he"the mill-owners found it impossible to contrive any better means oduc^'the surplus than a rise of prices, which, in solemn conclave, th y deer ed

S, e utrZ VI' "Tr "°' ^ "•"' "-"''^ could have'foZ:be executed. But he heavy decline of prices, which the lar-^e surplusstocks made inevitable, came. Then, for the first time in his lifrloCan^ian cotton manufacturer discovered that a sacrifice market o ^h ehhe had previously had a not unnatural horror was a r,„n,i tu- , I
even prove the plank of salvation. ! ° "°' ""'^ "'«'''

rAnoritairt. ibm.

[AoooOT 38th, 1884,

and guidance. It is not difficult to decide which of thes^ two methn^ •

most in aUdance with the English charactor."
^"^^ ''

noth^l o
^

i
' "^ ^- ^- ^^'"'^'^ *' N'-^g*-' -- JiBtinguished for

on ptchTat "" " •"''°' °' '•°"'- '^"'^'^ -'^ - ""P'-' '"re t L
apLT to the me ! T" ^^«"*"*'''^^- <=-**- -"tia colonels would

tlTca^U" ""';V' •" ^'° "'''''''"^ '''« ™~. if -y th^rlwer^

ri'rCSaUfTy'artr
"""^^'" --P-o/of rebeia;:

unJn,
P»"l*'»thropists who would impose prohibition upon anunmlhng people as a panacea for all social ills would do wpM

temperato interval, to read Mr J T A-r^fLr ' '
'"""'

r4XK-irts^HE= »!
- --"

public <ii„ppr,b.,i..<„ i„ i.w.„„c«wCLt hir;°*peniUon. ot the prohibition („«„„ So tkuTll I . j
"'

.g-™. .b, ,.„„„., „ ^ n.«„.^i;''i;tX"is*^"t:

. l.rg. p^portion of lh„. ,Sect«l objocl to It, pro,i«,J. JtiW .^«ta „,„,.,««, b, ...thing ,„.h.; „ ,.„i:^^;j'^f^,
to beo.«» „.„y„.i.t...ot.l v,t.„ ,111 h.v, .b.U.i.JZ"^IZti.,r .ppo.,„g t™ohi»» In ,h, p,p„ „,„„j ^ ,. .hlXl^bf.tt.njtto.„pp». d„.k.nn«, bj Act of P„|i.„.„t i„ G^, b„.1

«..PU«, 3.„d., 0,0,4 .beA^Tn'' r.r S,''",n'B t?during the six years from 1877 to 1«80 .u
""^^ '-O-J'- In EngUnd,

for Sunday drunkenness of 'p^^ /e^t t Sc^ " tT^ "' '=°"^''="°'^«

of 10 per cent. So that the F^^ Mack' n^S^^^^^^^ ^7latter country has been an inconvenience to tL nil ^ "* ^^^

publican, a profitless and need.ess~ti : l^^'^?'

^

^ <>"«

exempted from the conditions of the Ir^' s':^^'^27H^Trcurious resu t of that meaaurp ),a» Ko„ ^ • ^ ^'osing Act, and a

localities under its operX^l^d^rerdrnVel^^^^^^^^ '' '''

cities. In Wales six months sufficed to convince such "let ^ "T"'"^police inspectors, chairmen of quarter sessionsbo!^
"^^^

.
•'"^«''' ^

ters of religion, that the Sunday closiL oToublioT ^""f
'"'''' "•''^'«-

the excessive drinking of sheJe^^^Ll Lb tr thTrod't ."'f
'"'^

public hou.. Mr. Gardner quotes the optJro^ sC«
'^-^'"' "'

Ben BpTLER throws stones, with fair show of impartiality .t WJ.Democrats and Renviblicans n;. „.ij ..

"npn"ia]ity. at both

But Butr' "
"""' - P-P--g '0 make the apotheosis of'bI ButterBu Butler gives everything to brawn and nothing to brain " a7i thl;

times finds in the most :CbS>.e plac s'^T'rtr ''''
'^"''^ ""^ '""''

diction. Through the favour of th S
~ 1 cj^

enrich the workingman with an abundant su^;^; of" IbLrs th
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that all the good it is capable of is not got out of this annual gathering of
bankers. To do so, some systematic action is necessary ; and this implies
some preparation. If every delegate would contribute the experience of
the bank he represents to the elucidation of the great practical problems
which banks are called upon, in their daily practice; to deal with, the net
result oould not fail to be of great value. It should be understood in
advance what are the chief points on which the united experience of
bankers is required

;
the information could be systematically collected, and

put in shi jie for practical application.

^

Onb of the most interesting papers of the month is that contributed to
, the Century by Joseph Edgar Chamberlin on the '• Foreign Elements in Our

Population." The author, with a view of throwing light upon the changes
which are taking place in America as the result of continuous imraigra-
tion, n akes a careful analysis of the last census returns. The American
nation, he reminds us, is in the formative stage, and the problem. Which
type-Angle. Dane. Saxon, or Norman-will become dominant ? is still to
be soly^. Of the 50,155,783 persons who form the population of the
United States, 14,922,744 are of foreign birth and parentage, the remain-
der being native, coloured and Indians. The complete fusing of these dif-
ferfc.t races 18 recognized as impossible. Nevada; Arizona, Minnesota,
California. Utah, Wisconsin, Montana, Wyoming, Rhode Island, Massa-
chusetts and New York, are, in the order named, the least American
States—having the largest proportion of inhabitants of foreign birth The
most numerous element in this foreign population is the German, of whom
there were in 1880 over 1,966,742, or 3.9 per cent, of the whole The
Irwh-born la the next largest element in the foreign population Of Irish
there were 1,854,571 at the last census-equal to 3.7 per cent The
iramigrante from Great BriUin-English, Scoteh, and Welsh-numbered
9 1 7,598 ;

whilst British America contributed 7 1 7, 1 y 7. There were) more-
over, 440.262 Scandinavians in the country in 1880. and 104,468 Chinese
Rhode Island is shown to have 26.4 per cent, of foreign-born population
and 5 .9 per cent of foreign parentage-principally Irish, with a stronc
sprinkling of French Canadians. " As the fruitfulness of these two strong
new Roman Catholic elements is considerably greater than that of the old
inhabitants, it is plain that Rhode Island must be a future stronghold of
the Roman GathoUc Church, and the character of the people is likely to
be modified from grave to gay, from serious to mercurial." This presupposes
fusion. In Massachusetts and Connecticut, the situation is practically the
same as in Rhode Island. The New England States are not likely to

. undergo marked change. In New York State the immigrant races standm such proportion as to offset each other, and prevent the preponderant
intluonce of any. The Western States are most profoundly affected by
immigrHtion. In Ohio the influence is stron^y Germanic; the same
remark applies to Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa. Minnesota
and Dakota have a preponderating Scandinavian element in their
foreign populations. Nevada. Arizona, and Utah are mixed ; California
Oregon, and Washington are tinged with Chinese immigrants. The sum-
mary shows the Gemana are the most aumerou* body of foreigners ih-fiT
teen States, the Irish in twelve, and of the remaining States and territories
thirteen have more Irish than German, and seven have more German than
Irish. The Chinese lead in five States and territories, the British Ameri-
can in four, the British in two, the Mexicans in one, the Scandinavians in
one. and the West Indians in Florida. " The Wisconsin man of the near
future IS likely to be almost a German, while the New Englander (sup-
posing the elemente to combine) will be at least half an Irishman " " Butm the meantime, aU come to speak in a single dialect ; all come under the
assimilating influence of an intensely active commerce

; and aU accustom
thomselves to diversity of views on religion and politics without social
separation on .hat account. May we not assume that such a state of
affairs wdl t«nd to make the people a single and homogenous nation, in
spite of local diversity of origin t

"

eading English) members of Parliamerft seems to be little diminished b^"
,

the great and growing infl«.nco of the press, and is still one "the Is'poten agencies m the formation of English opinion." It is pointed outhat wo -great abuses considerably detract from the influence of the

pubUrwYar-n 7"-/.« ^^-'^-y-on the part of its conduc rstpublish what will please their readers rather than that which will instruct

they are influenced. The second abuse is the influence of sinister

TCoJT ''•''

r""-
^'' '•'«"'"'"''«'^' -P'^'"'^ P""'- speakersnbe beyond Lese influences, and the writer does not see why such shouldnot be produced in America. Indeed. " we should not be .surprised if tZy« eventually become mo. numerous here than anywhere leIn Zeword -a prognostication ^h.ch appears somewhat sanguine but the

S:r -^'^^--P--^-^- -.d hail itb ^nlgi

Len!rp i^^\ 1 ^f'lhatlan, contrasting the reception accorded to SirLopel Griffins book on America with that which Mrs. TroUope's work met
alf a century ago, says: "The production of Mr.s. Trollope was received
in America) with a howl of anguish. Our fathers were desolated at thebad opinion that lady had of us. But in five decades what a change • SirLepels book ha. not called forth the least indignation-hardly I s.i,l„

S r LreTth . 1 'T'
""'""""^ °"^ -^temporary, substantially tellsSir LepeHh,t,ie IS welcome to slander the Republic as much as he liki.

If It makes h.m feel good, it does no harm." If he can fin.l a publisher"ho isat liberty to paint us i. black as the 'old boy' liimsel' in anynumber of volumes." No intelligent p,.r.so„ will deny that AmeriZhave become more mdependent of European opinion during the last fifty
years

;
but the bitter attack.supo,. Mattl.ew Arnold and Sir Lepel whichhave lately appeared in the Amoricau press give a peculiar colour to the

1 don t care of the magazine writer referred to.

Those of us who are concerned with the English mail arrangements

-

and who « notJwiU rejoice in the knowledge that on and aft<,r the first
of Sep^mber the British Post-ortice authorities will, month by month, select
as mail steamers those vessels which have made the most rapid passages
between Liverpool and New York, instead of adhering to the old system
of contracting for a year with one particular line. By the plan just adopted
the services of the fastest ships will be secured. Hitherto it has not by
any means been the rule for the mail steamers to be the swiftest, and there
IS every reason to believe that the .system of monthly contracts will effect
a largo improvement in speetl and punctuality.

.-*• > M

Thb current Century has an able and candid editorial upon the
political education of the American people. The writer, prt,mising that
never was then, so great need of intelligence and virtue in public affaire
as now, suggests that one cause of the intellectual character of English
politics 18 'the presence of a body of able popular teachers animated by
reganl for the pneral good, and capable of representing themselves effec-
tively by speeqh or writing." He attaches gr«at importance to viva voce
popular pohtical instruction by such men. "We doubt if the speeches
«nd debates of the public men of any nation have ever been of less weight
or les« fitted to mstnict and guide the people than tdioso of our own
politicians during the past ten years." Strong words, but in all proba-
bihty lU«rally correct On the other hand, " The influence wielded by the

Old Country papers report that croquet is again coming to the fore
and that lawn-tennis is going down. It is a moot question yet whether
the same thing can be said of Canada, though there is no question but
lawn-tennis has developed into a non-social and physically difficult game-
two senous drawbacks to ladies. " It is a splendid game, but it calL. for
totrmnchiJXefDion. The girls get overheated, lose their tempers, and strain
their muscles. Croquet, on the other hand, is a quiet game. It requires
skill, but may be piayetl in leisurely fashion. It offers unrivalled facilities
for a little quiet flirtation ' before folk.' Hundreds of ladies have
crwiuetted a husband to one who has driven him to court at tennis
Furthermore, croquet is a less expensive game, and one which may be
enjoyed by old as well as young."

.
' t,

THE ST. GEORGES UmOjV AT CHICAGO.

The Convention of the North America St George's Union at Chicago is a
significant example of the growing tendency to social fusion between the
two sections of the Anglo-Saxon race upon this continent The hope of a
moral .reunion of the race at all events is neither chimerical nor treason-
able. It was in an evil day, not for Anglo-Saxons only but for humanity,
that the rupture took place and the American colonies, instead of parting
from their mother in the fulness of time and in peace, broke away from
her in enmity. That there was wrong on both sides history will say
whatever may be said by Fourth of July oratory. Nor ought it to be for-
gotten, though by American historians it certainly is forgotten, that the
division extended to England herself. The Whig Opposition it was that
by weakening the arm of the Government, enfeebled, and, upon the first
serious reverses, stopped the war. The feud, which had originally been
only between the Crown and the coloniste, ought soon to have died out

;

but it jvas kept alive by American Jacobins of the Jefferson school who
got up the war of 1812. and desperate efforts are now being mi.de to revive
It by the common enemies of our race. The hoarto of most native Ameri-
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cans, however, are ready for a perfect reconciliation. If ^ny society,

extending its arms over both sections can help in any measure to promote

that reconciliation, it will do good service at a critical time. The Anglo-

Saxon race has some traditional principles still to uphold, and some special

qualities still to impart. It is still the great missionary of law combined

with liberty. England expects every man—not only the sailor or the solSter/

but every man—to do his duty: to keep the straight path ; to be an honest*

and faithful worker, not a charlatan or a sharper. If her sons emigrate,

she expects that they will display the impress of her character and con-

tinue to do her honour by becoming thoroughly good and loyal citizens of

the land to which they go. At Chicago there are many Canadians—pot

less, it is said, than fifteen or sixteen thousand. The place seems specmlliy

to attract the enterprise of our Canadian youth. And it is pleasant t(f

hear that in the midst of somany temptations to seek wealth by gambling

speculation, the Canadians, as a rule, are reputed to keep the better path

of fair and honest labour. They bear on them a good trade-mark, and

their character seems to find, as characters always will, a good market.

The main object of the St. George's Societies is the relief and comfort

~^of English emigrants. Comfort, such as the sympathy of a fellow-country-

man can afford, the exile may often need in his days of loneliness and

home-sicknes.s. But the societies now feel the increasing necessity of

•^tting a check to improvident emigration. What check could be devised

was the subject of di»>cussion at Chicago. People in England still' believe

that everything in human shape must be a welcome addition to the popula-

tion of "a new country." So it was when the country was really new.

But these communities have lived fast ; they have lived many centuries in

one, or half of one; in some respects they are already old. In some callings,

especially those of the lighter and more intellectual kind, such as that of a

clerk, there is no longer any room for new comers. The poor emigrant,

who lands in the delusive hope of getting such employment, finds himself

in the midst of all this teeming industry and wealth as lonely, helpless,

and hopeless as if he were a wanderer in a desert. England will have to

choose some new receptacle for her pauperism, if her pauperism is to be

sent abroad.

The St George's Societies also satisfy, in common with a number of

other associations, such as those of the Freemasons and Oddfellows, the

craving for a special bond of fellowship. Nothing cail be more natural

than such a craving on this continent where there are no ancient centres

of association, where even family connections are difficult to maintain, and

the numberless grains of humanity are as loose and as shifting as so much
sand. And surely no secret society or organization of any kind has a

bond more rational or elevating than that of common attachment to such a

mother as England. If it were only as a periodical renewal of.Englishry,

membership would be worth having. But some such combination is also

much needed at the present moment, in the United States at all events, to

save the English name and those who bear it from disrespect. Englishmen

are not clannish ; they are perhaps even too self-reliant and too much dis-

posed to isolation ; they are not given to political intrigue or cabal, but to

the regular pursuits of industry and businessj uor does theiiindepenience

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

permit them to submit to the leadership of any Boss who may undertake

to organize them and lead them to the ballot for plunder. They do as

England would bid them do—they become thoroughly and heartily Ameri-
can citizens. How completely this is the case appeared when a reference

to the relations between the United States and Canada evoked a momentary
difference of sentiment in the Convention. The races which are more
clannish, and which do follow a Boss, enforce by the unity and solidity of

their vote the deference of the politicians and of the political press. In a

community which owes to England its best blood, its language, the best

portion of its literature, the fundamental principles of its laws and of its

polity, the English name is constantly insulted and reviled. Nor is this a

social misfortune only. We are in danger of falling completely under the

sway of the clannish races, commanding, by their impbsing show of organ-

ized voting power, the subserviency of the politicians.

The members of the Chicago Society were more than hospitable to their

guests. Not only did they entertain uS sumptuously, but their kind and
thoughtful attention made the days of our visit days of real pleasure. Of
course, they took pride in showing ua the miracles of their Chicago. Those
miracles are too large a theme for the present paper, but may, perhaps, be
touched upon in one to come. The banquet was in every sense a perfect

success; and when the Convention finally adjourned, and we broke up,

singing " Auld Lang Syne," it was with the feeling that for the space of

three days wo had been once more just what we were before we saw the
coast o£ England fade from view. As one generous sentiment does not
kill, but enhances others, we shall all be better Americans or Canadians
than ever. A Oanasiam Dbi-koXts.

Wk learn from time to time of ihe progress of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

wa^^Jne day the daily papers assure us that on the EAstern section

track-laying has readied the " fifty-fourth or the fifty-fifth mile west of

Sadbury." Another day we are told that in the Rocky Mountain region

track-laying has been carried to a point ten miles, or eleven miles, "beyond
the Summit "—still westward. We have less in the form of definite infor-

mation of the progress eastward from., Kamloops on the Pacific side, or in

that portion of the- Lake Superior country lying between the "fifty-fourth

or fifty-fifth mile west of Sudbury " and Port Arthur. When, however
it is stated on excellent authority that some thirteen thousand men are at

work in the Lake Superior country and six thousand to seven thousand in

the Rocky Mountain region, we may safely assume that the work is being

pushed on rapidly, and that large drafts are being made on the thirty mil-

lions of dollars which a confiding Parliament recently pledged to the Rail-

way Company. It is not long since the Company caused to be announced
that the entire work from Montreal to the Pacific Ocean, at Port Moody,
a distance of 2,892 miles, would be completed by the end of next year, or

six years within the time permitted by the contract with the Government.
It was intimated, at the same time, that the twenty-seven million seven

hundred thousand dollars retained by the Dominion Government would
be more than adequate to finish the contracted line ; in fact, that there

would be several millions over. We have no doubt that the Company's
representative who made the interesting announcement believed that he
was not too enthusiastic on either of these points, and if these hopeful

predictions be realized so much the better for all concerned. We may add
that in the references, further on in this article, to work remaining to be
completed we have accepted the figures and estimates given by the Com-
pany's officers, and if the event fail to justify the prediction the fault will

not be ours.

It is now too late in the day to protest against what many thoughtful

Canadians have regarded as an exceedingly hazardous enterprise : one
beyond the resources of the Dominion, one which seemed to them wholly

unjustified by any supposed political or commercia> advantages likely to

result from the expenditure of so many millions of public \noney, and the

pledging of the puHic credit to the proverbial " last dollar " to ensure its

construction and ultimately its maintenance. There have been grave dif-

ferences of opinion on the subject But the Rubicon has been crossed
;

the moneys have been not only pledged but largely expended. The great

railway is, no doubt, nearing completion.

The sections at present under construction are the following :—North
of Lake Superior, from Sudbury to Nepigon, 487 miles ; and in the Rocky
Mountains, from Stephen to Kamloop, 281 miles. On the Lake Superior

section the track has been laid to a point fifty-six miles west of Sudbury,

and to a point twenty miles east of Nepigon, leaving 411 miles of a gap be-

tween the ends of the track. Construction forces are now at work covering

the whole of this gap, which we are assured Will be completed so that trains

will be running over i t- by May , 1835.—la the Rocky Mountain aootioB
,

where construction is going on at both ends of the gap, the Company fully

expect the track will be laid to the Pacific Ocean by November, 1885.

While the filling of these gaps involves large expenditures, their construc-

tion being probably the most costly, per mile, of the whole contract, their

completion, however, is now a matter of certainty, and then the country

will be brought face to face with the questions : What will they do with it 1

Will it pay?

These are important questions, not only as far as they relate to the

Company's and its stockholders' interests, but as affecting the public

treasury and the public interests generally, and they are questions which

may be discussed regardless of the origin of the enterprise or the complica-

tions surrounding its birth. It must be conceded that the-Company starts

with many advantages. It is perhaps the only enterprise of the kind in

existence that has a nine years' dividend actually in hand, which at the

present market pirice of the shares gives the investor a return of 64 per

cent per annum on his capital The Company has no other fixed charges

than the interest on the loan from the Goveroment, which a million and
a-half per annum more than covers.

The entire Canadian Pacific System is being constructed, equipped and
officered in the most thorough manner, and from all the information we
have received we believe that its cost to the shareholders, when finished,

will be so much less per mile than that of any of its competing lines that

it will have no difficulty, while doing *ell for its shareholders, in, at the

same time, serving its customers and settlers along the line of country it

traverses cheaper and, better than any other trans-continental line. It

must' also, we think, be conceded that much ability and foresight have been
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/western states, and with navigation of the Upper Lakes. Nor do we ent re North-West not excpp<Iin<T -^nn nnn tl,o i
•

1 1 e u . «
doubt that the proposed "short-line" extension of the system to winter ^^^^ .n.r...yjt^^^^^f^^^l^^^^^^^^^
ports in the Maritime Provinces will bring in returns commensurate to the of the traffi. possibilities not a few years henc aTd whona milloTof

A / Lu -I- . ,. ,

adian Pacific. The very fact, too, that wood is scarjp ia the fertile orairieAs to the main hne extending, let us say, from Montreal to the Pacific region suggests an extensive traffil for the road in lumb ^ and coa Ilum "rOcean-what can we reasonably and safely predict its traffic will be ? Our both from the east and the west and ..al frl T q /I
information in regard to much of the country and its possibilities is still from the Saskarhewat, Z Z^ h B^rR vers ZT;!ranimperfect and vague. "What will the country between Lake Nipissing abundance of lumber i^ the vicinity of Lake Mall the L Jof the

Well there IS an abundance of timber in parts of the country
;
there is, no is found in abundance in the Rocky Mountains or that .^eoloc ists minerdoubt, great minera wealth in course of development; there are the resorts alogi.sts and practical miners unite in their tesuLltrra Jo tCwoI

te sH: :? lIo sToTri'or a^:: ^"^"n" ^""'/T'?
'^'"'" '^'°"' ''''"' ^"^" ""'^ ""'"''- °^ *^« -^' '^'^P-'^ "^ thoNLZwest "tl

poputt on setUed in th r^Z T ' .." . ' V "''''''"'''''"' P^^^ "^ ^'"' P-^ing is in the eating," the actual mining operations andpopulation settled in this region, now that the most of the territory is the actual consumption of a superior quality of .North-West coal must set

oT'i' :7r T *'^"'^^, ^"? ^'""'"«'-*"- ^^ ^'^ I*--- ^t at rest all disputes'in regard to' the q'.estio'i of Th fu I f«: s^ppt

way. There are several million acres of land north and west of Lake winter's cold, but providing the r.,ilway with a remunerative and never-Superior o as fine agricul ural nature as is to be found anywhere in the ending source of traffic. L the North-West is nl 1 ke Ho become a

Xl^t\:^:^::Z:^ ''''\ V^' TT.
'^''' *"^ '- --ufacturing country, and as the protective tariff istil Ukelv tTb:

the pl?fi O /
•'"°^" tha the country from Lake Superior west to repealed, it follow., that importations from the old Canadian Provincesthe Pacific Opaan traver.sed by the Imeof the Canadian Pacific Railway, is must alw.ays be on a very extensive scale, guaranteeing a .reat traffic "m

pjfi R^r '''^r n rr''\ ''r
"" '"'''"'''' '^ ^"^ ^'^•'''^^" ^'-^ *" --'• ^^ -^^ ^« -"- ^I-. ^° PO-^ out that n tie coltfylyrg

VZITJITr :
^""''^ ^"'^" ''"^'^"''" "^'^^ ^"''' ^'""^ ^'^ •^-^'•" '"'- °f-*»>« K-ky Mountains is found the naturaIgr^bghues unhesitatingly pronounce in favour of the land on the line of the ground of horses and cattle, the choicest territory for grazing in the whol!

S^fic Raif::f1; 7-V r "- t^ ;'°"" "°' '•" ^^"^'"^
°^

*•"' ^''^'^'^'••^'- ^-^-=" ^* -•-^^ •- •^-" -o^plished m less suit-

of smLferS T f Tf"T "''"" ^''"''^ R^i'^a^
,

^abje territory m Montana, at the demand for Canadian cattle in England,

Ireatst Lla„r''^ Vr '-r : ''T"'
*° "'"''''^ *"' *"' ^'"' ''^ ''"^ ''''^^"^^S" ^^'»''^'> C--"* •»- -1--J '" England through free:

^ S atle To make " 1 ,' if T" " ''°'" "'"''''' '° °'^'"^"' "°* '°" ''""^ '^'^'^^^'^ '" "^ ^'''PP'"^ -stock, thL cannot be any risk in count-

itl ite as d d the N ^T '^"711 '""" "'""' *'" '°'"P''''"" °^ "^^ "P°" ^ ^'''^^'^ development in cattle raising in the vicinity of the Rockies,

within eight months of the driving of the golden spike in September. moderate climate combine to produce the finest beef that has yet been pn
Gross earnings of the Northern Pacific Railway >» Canada, and for the smallest expenditure that has, so far, been kniwn

~
n..

^?'"
^^l^^f' ®°^'"S 3°'''> J""" 31 2,556,237 in any cattle-raising country. When the present local market for these

Operative Rents and Taxes

.

7d7fiai-o • i l ^ .... ,.(,*<D,oi.. animals has, to a considerable extent, disappeared—as it will with the

079 4'>5
completion of the railway and the withdrawal of the Mounted Police—the

Interest on Bonds ; _ 3'882'341 ranchers will look abroad for their market, and this market can only be
reached by means of the railway ; hence, a very important item of traffic

$1,197,084 for the road, one which must steadily grow with the increasing wants of

T I 1 - ,1 ,,„...„
"™°*^*^'*™ England's population and with the spread of information with regard to -iLand sales for the year 473,712 acres; realizing $2,155,235. the superior quality of the North-West supply.

.

Why 1 let us ask again, should not the Canadian Pacific be able to do as
"

It is, of course, difficult in the limits of a single article to indicate, even
well? But independent of the question of local traffic, the Lake Superior ii general terms, the wide range ef traffic, from a variety of sources, which
section of the line was an absolute necessity to ensure the commercial » great railway such as this, spanning an entire continent, is capable of
success of the enterprise. Without the through line north of the lake, the creating for itself. We may point out, briefly, the shipment of North-West
Canadian Pacific would have had no control over the traffic going into the wheat for consumption in parts of British Columbia. As regartls the
North-West The " west bound " business would have continued to go traffic to be created by railways running north from the Canadian Pacific

over the G. T. R. and its American ponnections as it had done in the past, ^^d beyond the North Saskatchewan River, opening up immense tracts of

and the so-called Canadian Pacific Railway iwould have been simply the the finest agricultural lands, and developing ultimately the Peace River
western extension of the American railway system, and not in any sense a country and other regions "where prairie lands abound— whether these
Canadian Pacific Railway. railways be built by the Canadian Pacific Company or, what is quite as

In British Columbia the indications for traffic are most encouragin<'. probable, by other rail -way corporations—the traffic of the main line must
The silver mining and smelting business promises to be large. Gold be greatly benefited by them. In this connection it may be noted, «n /wm-
mining, cattle raising, and fish (salmon), canned and fresh, are some of the »«»', tliat these " feeders " will connect with regions where oil flows in the
sources of traffic in sight, and as to the Asiatic traffic, overtures are already greatest abundance—with coa| laiiids, wheat lands, timber forests, great
being made to the Government and to the Company for placin" a line of grazing tracts, and other traffic creating territory'^of vast extent, and only
steamers on the route between the-<Jcean terminus of the Pacific Railway aVvaiting the impulse which will ultimitely be given by capital and settle-

and Yokohama and Hong Kong. It is stated that passengers by this nient

route from England to Hong Kong will save ten days over the present On the whole, then, it would appear, now that the Canadian Pacific
Suez Canal route. There is, we think, lio need to fear that there will not Railway is a fixed fact, that, without taking into consideration the possi-

be a fair trans-Pacific business from the opening of the line. bility of its becoming a great route for certain portions of the commerce of
As for the prairie section, it cannot,- we think, in fairness, be doubted Europe with China, Japan, and Australia, it stands an excellent chance of

that ultimately along every inch of the track there will be a traffic- handling an enormous and remunerative traffic. The railway stretches '"

contributing population through a thousand mile stretch of farming through every variety of climate and soil, and will be fed by all the pro-
' country, the lands, as far as tested, having been found not only habitable ducts and industries that are known in the temperate zone. It opens up
but fertile, producing in perfection wheat and all the other grains of the one of the world's greatest wheat fields, probably one of its greatest coal

"temperate zone, with every variety of root and vegetable. Recent agri- fields as well. The line from Montreal to Port Moody places in Canadian
cultural and meteorological tests show that what has been spoken of as territory the shortest of all American trans-continental railways, as well as

"sterile land in a portion of this tract is capable of yielding superior the railway with the easiest grades, and of the most excellent construction.

crops, and while we write -fields of excellent wheat are being harvested on It pierces some of the world's grandest, as well as most beautiful, natural

the railway company's experimental farms situated in localities the soil soenery. The work, once consummated, will stand as one of the greatest

of vhioh had been ignorantly pronounced uaftt. for ciiltivation.^^ railway undertakings in this age of great and daring enterprise. This much

.' il
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maylwVid.Vithout reKard to its conceptioii or the political necessities'

which h[4ve given it Government favour, or made it a target for the
Government's enemies. Now that it has become one of the institutions of
the connt|ry,>n^ the agency for opening up to settlement and civilization
the vast interior of what was in the past termed " the great lone land,"
and since it raay.lf properly utilized, be the means of adding indefinitely to
the population,* the wealth, the strength, and the prestige of the Dominion,
we can only fcope^that the reasonable expectations of its promoters may be
realized aji^'the manly courage, the scientific skill, and the remarkable
energy of lijiiWers and proprietors have their just reward. X.Y.Z.

i ) ; ENGLISH-CANADIAN LITERATURE.

A NUMB^ of writers in our newspapers and perio<licals glibly speak of
"Canadian Literature " as if we roallydid have a literature that might be said
to Iw Canadian. There is no Australian Literature, no Heligoland Litera-
ture, no Rock-^-OibraIt.ir Literature : neither is there aCanadian Literature.
A numl>er of books have l)een written by English-speaking colonists here,
but the majorit;^ of them have the tone of the kitchen of the empire : the
histories arte the record of happenings which are regarded only with respect
to their relation to the Motherland ; the fiction and belles-leltrea, generally,
have the limits of the municipality and the flavour of the log-hut. I suppose
sdme wil^ca^l this "an attack on Canadian Literature," but it is really
nothih^-.of tte Kind : to say anything else would be inaccurate, to expect
anything better, absurd. We are yet only the pioneers of-the future
Canada,

;
#ur wealthy classes are not yet bom ; and a people who have their

sleeves rolled- up could be no more expected to read than to produce polite
literature. I suppose that, in a sort of a way, with respect to flavour and
local colour, we. would soon have a Canadian Literature if Canada were a
nation in the harmony of her provinces as well as in name. We are not
now united, except by legislative cords that cut into the flesh of one
another, for we are all pulling in diflTerent ways : so that if we did speak of
a literature we wotald be obliged to subdivide the term and say, "a New
Brunswick Literature," "a Nova Scotia Literature," "a British Columbia
Literature."

But a good many important works have been written in Canada, several
of which will go to swell the stock of English Literature ; the term " Eng-
lish Literature " meaning that wealth of letters contributed by literary
workmen in every part of the globe where the English language is spoken.
In presenting the list of our writers, I shall confine myself to those who
have written books

; though many of such writers, in my judgment, are
far inferior to several who have never permitted themselves to indul^ in
anything beyond an unbound essay, a short story, or a fugitive poem.

In historic literature we have a number of books, most of them very
poor, the bals&ce of them not very good. On the whole, Mr. McMuUen's
" History of Canada " is the best. The author had no other historian to
steal wholesale from, but was obliged to resort to the original documents.
Man^of his facts, however, he got out of the air, where there is always

-ptenty of 4Bfora»»tion. It was throu^ such means that came about alT
the carnage at Montgomery's Uvern. The boqk has little style or
literary merit, though here and there it is vigorous ; sometimes it is
picturesque, while it is, on the whole, fairly comprehensive and lucid. A
number of other writers conceived the idea of outrivalling Mr. McMullen,
but none of them has succeeded. Mr. Withrow recast the McMullen
volume, and scrupulously reproduced all the inaccuracies, giving special
prominence to the slaughter at Montgomery's tavern. The book is written
in an easy, senii-slovenly style, exhibiting no superior quality, and flowing
over Tvith a sentiment of abasement^ before the British Crown. Mr.
Tuttle wrote two tremendous volumes on the history of the country, but
the work is slatternly, uneven, and inaccurate. The latter portion of it,

dealing with recent events, is not to be trusted at all, for each of the
public actors treated of seems to have written the part relating to himself.
Hence, as I have elsewhere sUted, the eflfect is to remind one of " a large
crowd of persons tied together somehqw by a rope, each one pulling in a
direction contrary to his neighbour." Dr. Henry H. Miles wrote a
conscientious book, entitled, " Canada Under the Fren.h Regime." The
book has no more movement or enthusiasm than a block of wood, but it
is exceedingly valuable as a painfullyiaccurate and cold-blooded r^ord of
oventa. Mr. Robert Christie wrote a work in five volumes, known as the
" History of the late Province of Old Canada." There is a vast but
exceedingly ill-orderetl and undigoste<l array of facts in this volume.
There is no index or device of any sort to point the searcher to the fact
that he may desire ; and there is no stylo or literary merit in the work
Of much the same class i.. Dr. CanitTs " Bay of Quint,," though the

author loves nature, and hei-e and there gives a bit of description poetical
and picturesque in treatment. Mr. Archer's "History of Canada,"
though a jumble, is on the whole well written; and Mr. Hannay'ft
" History of Acadia," though only a fragment, is of some historic value,
and displays a moderate share of literary skill. Mr. John Charles Dent's
"Last Forty Years" is also a fragment; it is accurate and fairly
conscientious, but it is on too dead a level, exhibiting none of the qualities
that make the histories of Cariyle, of Froude, of McCarthy, full of
interest as well as moving pictures. Mr. Nicholas Flood Davin's name
is also in the list of historians, his work being " The Irishman in Canada."
This book is biographical, rather than historical, and is written with a
lightness of touch and much vivacity. More sober and solid is a sister
book by the late Mr. Rattray, " The Scot in British North America."
The eariy portion of this hook showed vigour, and much research and
painstaking, but the latter part was flabby, inane, and careless. Mr.
Charies Lindsey wrote a vigorous book, " The Life and Times of William
Lyon Mackenzie." Bearing in mind that the subject of the history was the
father-in-la«r of the author, impartiality could not be expected. Accuracy
however might have been, but expecUtion is solaced with wood cuts
representing a slaughter at Gallow's Hill. Yet, for all its bias, slovenli-
ness and inaccuracy, the work is valuable. Thomas D'Arcy McGee was
better as an orator than as an historian. The swinging of arms
and the pounding of a desk may be effective on the stump, but it
is not in place when writing history. In the "Popular History of
Ireland," Mr. McGee is for the most part vigorous, is often brilliant,
but he frequently boils over like a pot. If we could count Mr. Gold-
win Smith upon our list, then might there be some excuse for us
obtruding oUr colonial output upon the world's notice. But his pen U
seen in Engjand and the United States, as well as in Canada ; so that
we can set no claims above the other countries save such as we get from
his domiciliation. Prof. B. J. Harrington's book, " The Life of Sir William
Logan," will prove of interest and value in all quarters. Mr. George
Stewart, jun., has laid Canadian Literature under very much obligation.
He is probably the most industrious writer in the country, and he is
always readable. His " Canada under Lord Dufferin " is his chief work,
though he has accomplished lesser literary projects innumerable. Mr.R W. Phipps, our well-known pamphleteer, has given the country some
valuable and very readable literature on forestry ; Mr. G. Mercer Adam
has always been identified with our literature, saying good words for it
when it hardly deserved good words, and blowing breath into its nostrils
when it looked so like a corpse. Dr. Scadding's book, "Toronto of Old."
is a readable, polished, and Valuable addition to the historic literature of
the country. The writer of this paper has contributed two books, the
" Life and Times of Sir John Macdonald " and " Canada under the Admin-
istration of Lord Lorrie."

In fiction we can make only a wretched exhibit Mr. Kirby's " Le
Chien D'Or," although crude, and full of jarring colour, is the best novel
published in this country. The works of Prof. De. Mille, our best novelist,
can hardly be called Canadian,Jor the author took his miiTinnArip^ ^nd
very properly, to another country, where their merit was seen and appre-
ciated. Mrs. Moodie and her sister, Mrs. Traill, wrote some pleasing and
meritorious fiction which was, after a long time, fairly received. Mr
Huntington produced a political novel the other day—a work that I regard
as the poorest of the kind ever published, at least by a man of Mr. Hun-
tington's ability. In taking stock of fiction and essay-work I must not
make an omission, which I regret I inadvertently made elsewhere, and that
is of the name of one of our most able lady writers, Miss Louisa Murray

The late Dr. Alpheus Todd spent much of his life and energies in
collecting and tabulating material on the British Constitution, and the
result of his researches and. study is "Parliamentary Government in
England," and " Parliamentary Government in the Colonies." From their
author's stand-point, these books are valuable, but I am not able to find
much regard for them. Lieutenant-Colonel George T. Denison wrote a
very clever work, "The History of Cavalry," etc.. for which he obtained
the Czar's prize of a purse of roubles. The book is reprinted in nearly
every civilized language, and is a standard in the Militory Service of mony
European countries. The author is always cool and self-possessed, but a
rod flog has the same effect upon him as a member of another order of
creation

;
and it seems to me, that our friend, when he sees the Royal arms

and hears the cUnk of swords and the blare of bugles, imagines himself
to be a relation of the Queen. Dr. O. M. Grant has a place too in our
letters. His chief work is " From Ocean to Ocean." Mr. J. G:, Bourinot
is enthusiastic, but it would seem as if at his nativity the physician
inserted a " fourteen puzzle " into his head. His writings on the " InteUeo-
tual Development of Canada " are of some merit, however.
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In poetry we have some that is very good, and some that is exceeding
bad. In these days neariy every sentimentalist writes verse ; and he not
alone writes poor verse, but ho gives himself airs, adopting the affectations

and the attitudes of some gymnast writers of the modern school. Aljout a
thousand silly young men in this country repeat the following line till

they grow drunken and inspired :

"And his heart grew sad, that was glad, for his sweet song's sake,"

and, inspired, they go away and endeavour to write in tins same strain.

Not in this categdry is Mr. Charles G. D. Roberts. His note is original,

virile, and manly. His range is wide, and his work full of sonsuous-
ness and colour, and the music of happy as well as skilful word
arrangement. Dr. Mulvany is master of a rapid, nervous, p.xssion-

ate note. Charies Hoavysedge was a true, and, in .some sense-s, a great
• poet His" Saul" will always hold a place in English song. John

Huntcr-Duvar sings upon a sweet, antique instrumnnt, and givos'us much
delicious vcr.se, quaint and full of the flavour of the olden time. Miss
Kate Seymour Maclean sings a note with thfr true ring and feeling, and
since the publication of "The Coming of the Princess" shows distinct
evidence of advance. Mr. John Rea<lo has done some highly cultured
work, through which wo often hear the voice of a very sweet singer. The
list might be enlarged by the names of Mr. Evan McColl, Mis°s Mount-

1 castle, Mr. Barry Stratton, Mr. Ramsay, Mrs. H. K. Cockin, and several
others, in all of which one will find some verse that is good, and in some,
work that is frequently excellent Mr. S. Dawson's "Study, of the Prin-
c«S&," in literary criticism, stands foremost for its discrimination, insight
and finish.

In science we have very prominent names and conspicuous work. The
names of Sir William Logan and Prof. Wilson are known far and noar,
and Dr. Dawson has much more than a Canadian reputation. Then we
have such names a.s Prof. Bailey, Prof. Hind, and Prot Macoun, all

industriously and skilfullygarnering and putting to the general stock of
English literature. j j. Collins.

TORONTO.

TnBORiSTS in the matter of city-planning have enjoyed wlvantages on this
continent They have found here, on many occasions, a clearer field for
their experiments than olsewhere. In the United States, Philadelphia,
Washington, and other places have been laid out from the beginning in
acconlance with idealistic schemes. For systematic regularity, these cities
would meet with the approval of Sir Thomas More himself. In a utili-
tarian point of view, the results have been sufficiently satisfactory.
Boston and some of the other older towns of the Union came into/i>eing
casually, as it were, and spread afterwards in a cramped, circunic>ibe*l
sort of way, somewhat after the manner of the old walled towns across the
Atlantic, and their later inhabitants have been put to much trouble and
expense in overcoming consequent inconveniences, from some of which they
are not entirely freed to this day.

,
In Canada ther^ave been experiences of a similar character. Through

the circumstances of their original development, Quebec and Montreal, and
even Kingston, are all more or less affected in the direction and dimensions
of their streets, and assessments for the needful straightenings and enlarge-
ments have been heavy. Our modern Winnipegs, Brandons, Reginas, and
other burghs that are to bo hereafter in our great North- West, wUI, doubt-
less, profit by their acquaintance with the past of their elder civic sisters,
and be saved from several public inconveniences in the future.

Happily for Toronto, the town was from the very first laid out, like
Philadelphia and Washington, in accordance with the theories of the ideal-
ists, and it has had scarcely anything to correct in its general ground-plan,
which was simply that of a parallelogram divided into' parts by straight
streets, generally sixty-six feet in width, running east and west, traversed
by straight streets of about the same width, running north and south. Its
site, a widely-extended, gently-sloping plain, admitted of this ; and from
the time of its first projection in 1793, on a very modest scale, hard by the
outlet of the River Don, to the present, when, through a populous suburb
and a park, the gift of a private citizen, its borders all but touch the
Humber, some six miles westward of the starting-point, the ger;n-idoa of
the place has not been materially dopartied from. One thoroughfare, north
and south, was stoked out on the Toronto plain, some years ago, of the
exceptional width of 132 feet, but grave persons of the period shook their
heads and pronounced the notion extravagant, and oven visionary. It has
come to pass, nevertheless, that this thoroughfare is a reality, and its
width is not considered now as being anything especially out of the way
for a street which seems likely to be in the future the axis of Toronto, its
dividing lino into east and west

Unfavourable to the picturesque as is the parallelogram arrangement
of streets in theory, in practice a good deal of impressivoness often results
therefron., and even beauty, so long as the roadways are wide, and the
buildingJets continue to be spacious. Pine vistas are secured, and, in
certain localities, the array of comfortable residences coming in quick suc-
cession on both sides, is a sight quite pleasant to see. The free currents of
pure air, too, which this arrangement permits, and the facilities which it
affords for a good system of sewers, are points in its favour.

Thoir city planncl from the beginning on ideal lines, the inhal)itants, as
thoir riches have increased, have shown themselves wfell-inclined to give .some
play to the ideal in their practice in several respects. Th(!lr churches, for
example, have become very numerous, and quite sumptuou.s. From .several
points of viow, the sky-line is agreeably varie<l by the spires, towera. gables,
turrets and pinnacles appertaining to these, while below the buildings them-
selves are most of them good speci/nens of style and substantial masonry,
with extensive grounds surrounding them in .several instances, tastefully
plante<land«vrofully kept; the church itself consisting not merely of a
solitary templo, as formoriy, but of a cluster of apartments' or halls, all of
them rendered neco.ssary by the exigencies of the revived church-life
everywhere in these days—schools, lecture-rooms, class-rooms, and libraries,
to say nothing of appliances in some of them for the more convenient
furnishing forth of acceptable mundane refreshments to large .social gather-
ings on festive occasions.

Again, from the extraordinary multiplication of very beautiful resi-
dences on everyjide^ round and in the town, it is evident that a high ideal
of a refined doiheaiic life is present to the minds of a great number of the
well-to-do among the inhabitants. But a tendency to the ideal in another
direction has, of late years particulariy, asserted itself, in the deliberate
pulling down of barriers and throwing open to the public view the groves
and other ornamental surroundings- of private residences. A laudable
desire is thus shown to come near to the condition of a perfect community,
wherein moral defences suffice for the protection of property, and implicit
conttdenc* is put in the civility and good will of neighbours and the public
at large. To plan houses and lay out grounds from the very first so as to
conform to the new practice, is now, as a matter of fact, quite common.
AH this is cheering as evidence of social progress. It likewise contributes
to the general good appearance of the town. Already a certain noble air
of spaciousness has been given to several thoroughfares and to the grounds
bordering on them, an effect promoted also by the modern fashion of boule-
varding.

Then^gain, stroll round and inspect the educational institutions of the
place, from the Universities and Departmental Establishment downward,
and see how many things there are in their internal and external arrange^
ments and their respective environments, which more than come up to the
imaginings and hopes of the old speculative writers on such subjects.

Or let the Benevolent Institutions be visited, the hospitals, asylums,
refuges, homes for young and old, and let the general roominess and plea-

^ntness of each be noted, or go to the fields set apart for athletic sporte
and^ games, to the parks, the grounds aUotted to Industrial ExhibiUon pur-
poses, or for the encouragement of horticulture ; or drop in on a sunny

^
day—and there are a great many such in this region all the year round—
at the banks, at the places of busin«?8s of the wholesale merchants, at the
offices of the large law firms, at the chamber*- of the judges at Osgoode
Hall, or at the great printing houses. Is there' not a bright, airy, ideal
aspect about them all, as seen at the present hour in their comparative
newness ? Are there many places where the multiform affairs of men are
carried on under conditions more favourable, on the whole, to happiness,
health, and length of days /

'

The exceptions to the rule which will oeour, are tempoi-ary, and they
are engaging the attention of the proper persons. Throe court houses on
different sites have been seen in Toronto during its brief history, two of
them abandoned, artd the third about to be abandoned, not on acfcount of
decay, but from having become ill-adapted to the wante of a rapidly grow,
ing community. A fourth is to follow immediately, of dimensions and
capacity suited to the city and county. In like manner at least three sets
of parliamentary buildings have been seen here, also on different sites.

Before many yoara have passed away, a fourth set, worthy of the Province,
will grace Toronto. H S

'

Lord Lohnb's " Canadian Pictures, Pen and Pencil," has just been
issued in London. It is non-political, and gives a-glowing account of the
resources of Canada. The writer, in inviting emigration to Canada, waxes
enthusiastic over the democratic institutions of the Dominion. "Cana-
dians," he says, " know that no political agitation, however successful,
could enlarge their fniedom, and there is nothing toj/disturb their perfect
peace and satisfaction." C^^
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THE'm\ LA WRENOE EN FETE.

If our majestic river seems at present somewhat more deserted and desti-
tute of large craft than we should expect the groat water highway of this
part of our Dominion to bo, it is, at least, temporarily gay and alive with
small vessels of every description, bright with flig and pennon, making
summer holiday among the green mazes of the Thousand Isles. The capa-
bilities for vUUggialura of this unique and magnificent play-ground for
our people are being, year by year, more and more widely recognized. The
longing to get away for a time from the heat and hurry of city life to the
tranquilsylvan inHuences of cool sequestered shades and waving boughs
and many sparkling waters, and the

Sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfased.
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,

is consciously or unconsciously acting more and more strongly in drawing
ever-increasing numbers to seek pleasant summer retreats for a few weeks
of refreshing rest. Of course it is a comparatively small number who feel
the full force of Wordsworth's meaning in our quotation

; yet, that the latent
feeling acts unconsciously through the complex mass of inftuences that
guide the movements of the unreflecting, there is little reason to doubt.
Even to the most frivolous pleasure-seeker there come times and seasons
when, m the presence of unspoiled nature, the

Motion and the spirit that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls throagh all things,

asserts itself to overawe and subdue, at least for a time, the lightest nature.
And the great advantage of a " viUeggiatu.ra"—aA the Italians call it-
over all mere excursions is, that such ever-varying influences of the day or
night have a fair chance to make themselves felt in their full purity and
force. How much we lose for example, by hurrying into lighted rooms
w^pon tethe daylight is gone, thooc know >»hu-favr-tir hold communion
with the beauty of the night, with its wonderful cloud scenery, its flashing

• meteors, and calm unchanging stars. ,
It is, therefore, no slight boon that, in the very heart of a well-settled

country-^re long, doubtless, to be thickly peopled-we have such a
charming wUderness, set in the grand breathing-space of our broad river
interlaced and subdivided by the rippling waters, and generaUy so rocky
and unarable in its character that Mr. Henry George himself would
aoquiesce m its being set apart from purely utilitarian uses, as a -.reat plea-
sure ground. That it should be kept, as far as possible, as a pleasure-ground
for the people, the present writer has always strongly advocated . If all
the islands were allowed to become private property, and so monopolised
by those able to purchase or lease, and to put up more or less costly per-
manent abodes, it would be doing a wrong to the fast-growing people of
Canada which could hardly be undone, while it would not confer any pro-
portionate benefit on the richer purchasers. Already not a few of the
islands in the Canada waters are thus occupied by summer abodes, some-
times tasteful, sometimes very much the reverse, and so long as the Greater
number are left unspoiled in their native wildness and beauty, we need
j««rgruuge ine present island awgliers- -heir pleasant tomes. But, as the
Canadian Government still has so many islands in its own power let it be
chary of parting with them, remembering that they are held in trust for
the Camidian people for generations to come. Many a toil-worn bread-
winner, who can only spare a few days and a few dollars for his yearly
summer out and that of his family, can compass a tent and a bivouac on
an island, to whom either a summer residence or a summer hotel would be
a Utopian dream. Let a certain proportion of the islands, then, be kept
intact for this large class of our people, and guarded from rude spoliation
or disfagurement by the nearest hghthouse-keeper or other officer appointed
for the purpose, and such wise and liberal provision will earn the gratitude
of unborn generations.

To the summer tourist who can afford time for a leisurely cruise in
steam or sailing yacht among the tortuous windings of the islands, nothing
can be more charming than to follow them in and out at will, threading
a sudden picturesque bend like th<t of "Fiddler's Elbow," gliding through
a narrow canon-like channel, with lofty, seared crags above, like that at
the head of Wells' Island, mooring his boats in some shadowy bay or some
still Isgoon, almost encompassed by drooping hemlock or light birch or
beechen boughs, and studded with the dark, glossy leaves and snowy stars
of the water-hly-a nook in which it cost.s little to imagine that naiads
and dryads might bathe and dwell. But the only representatives of the
nympha wear irreproachable summer toilettes and broad hats trimmed
with white muslin, as they sit beneath their sun umbrellas "in the stern
of the wherry," or under the striped awning of the swift little steam
yacht, or oar or paddle iu hand helping to propel the slender skiff or

canoe over the placid waters. The darting steam-yacht, indeed, is seldom
quite out of sight or hearing. You encounter it at every turn, frequehtly
with a retinue of light skiffs in train, taking an American fishing party on
Ti day's picnic, and, as you see them suddenly dart out from some lonely
water alley, you remember that in the most solitary bit of wildest, loneliest
nature-as wild and lonely as when the Red man's paddle alone broke the
perfectly mirrored reflections-you have only to take a short row to find
yourself in the centre of the gaiety, and fashion, and extravagance of an
American pleasure resort; for the three main American centres-
Clayton, Round Island, and Alexandria Bay -are swarming with
summer sojourners and casual tourists.

, The steamboats plying on the
route are daily crowded with passengers

; yachts, large and small, are
skimming up and down the bfeautiful channel which divides Wells' Island
from the American shore, where both islands and shore are thickly studded
with light summer villas in all possible styles, more or less fantastic Asyou round the eastern extremity of Wells' Island, after passing the pretty
quiet nook in that part of it called Westminster Park, you pass into a
sort of fairy-knd succession of semi-Chinese chateaux and boat-houses,
abounding in pagodas and bridges, till one could easily fancy oneself in the
midst of the scenery of the willow-pattern plate. The trim lawns and
flower-beds, the bright little yachts and skiffs, the generally festal air of
the whole coup ^oeil, with the village of Alexandria Bay and the mam-
moth Thousand Island House in the background, are in striking contrast
to the wild solitude of Fiddler's Elbow, but are rather stimulating than
retreshing to the seeker after reU. It is, however, a pretty little Arcadia,
or would be, if the city sojourners would be content to cultivate a little
more Arcadian simplicity, and leave artificial luxury and extravagance
behind them in town. But a certain class of humanity is always hopelessly
Ph^l^sUne and has to a great extent lost its capacity for simple and
natural pleasures.

The view from the top of the tower of the Thousand Island House is
simply magnificent, one which would be glorious anywhere, but in this
generally flat region, is doubly appreciated. Down below, stretches the
grteat river, calmly and softly blue, dotted here and there with pine-
crested islets, a vista stretching almost as far as Brockville. Lookin-.
upward, the eye takes in point after point of wooded shore, group after
group of deep green islands, and to the right the riahly wooded^mass o<WelU Island-some eight or ten miles long. Scarcely less beautiful,
though less extensive, is the view from the tower of the pretty Norman
hotel at the "Thousand Island Park," of Wells' Island. The " Park "
Itself IS a pleasant summer resort for people who do not object to live a
good deal in public. The tents and cottages along the shady margin of
Crystal Bay " look tempting enough from the river, and the opportuni-

ties for boating and fishing are unlimited. But the crowds of fashionably
dressed visitors that throng the promenade beside the dock and loun-e
about the hotel piazzas, take away sensibly from the idea of rusticatirZ
and privacy there is none. The sojourners, however, seem to take it all
with great equanimity, and very possibly the novelty makes up for the
inconvenience to those who, unlike our American cousins, hiive any ohiec^_-n^ffiis description of public life. The semi-religious character of the
Park, so prominent in the beginning of its history, has to a great extent

disappeared. Occasional lectures or sermons from eminent American
clergymen, with now and then an advertised "attraction" of a quartette
from New Yd,;k choirs, are all that maintain this feature of the place

Coming up from Wells' Island, by the charming crag-bound strait
already noticed, you emerge on a wide bay, called Erl Bay, rather unhap-
pily noted for boating accidents, the western extremity of which is formed
by a long, bare hill, at the end of Grindstone Island, one of the largest and
most northerly of the American islands, famous for its g.anite, which is
worked for commercial purposes. This is the spot which has, this summer
been chosen for the encampment of the American Canoe Association'
Coming upon it in the slanting light of afternoon, it is a pretty sight the
long, undulating hill of a rich, soft, golden tint, the dark green fringe of
trees by the river edge, and near, snA partially in their shade, the clusters
of tents, arranged according to the several clubs, while, in front, drawn up
on the beach, lie all the canoes which are not skimming about on the oalm
or lightly rippled waters. These are mainly of the "Rob Roy" build
Some are made of ordinary painted ».ood, others of a kind of thin polished
" veneer, painted to imitate the orthodox birch-bark. Most, if not all
have prorwion for putting up two fairy-like sails, which, in a light breeze'
carry them on with ^hat seems the very perfection of water locomotion
When a number of these are winging their way over the blue water, like so
many huge water-foul, varied by the blowing white saih, of schooner or
yacht, or by the swift, straight course of a panting steamer, the river looks
en fete, indeed.

*:y5!!r*jj',-?,C
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Our Canadian summer is all too short. It is well to use it while it

lasts, for the open air rest and refreshment for which human nature perio-
dically craves. One thing our islands need, besides the preservation of a
nunaber'of them for public use : the creation of a large Sanatorium, where
those who cannot afford even a tent, still less a hotel bill, might come and
get, for little or nothing, the fresh air that they, too, need and lon^ for.

Who will take the initiative in such a philanthropic movement 1

FiDELIS.

NOTE ON SHAKESPEARES " TEMPEST."

-^/
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In the elaborate article on the drama in the new edition of the Encyclo-
pedia Britannica Masks are thus described :—" The Mask was a more elastic
kind of composition, mixing in various proportions its constituent elements
of declamation and dialogue, music and dancing, decoration and scenery.
In its least elaborate literary form—which of course externally was the
most elaborate—it closely approached to pageant ; in other instances the
distinctness of the characters and the fullness of the action introduced into
its scheme brought it nearer to the regular drama. A frequent ornament
of Queen Elizabeth's progresses, it was cultivated with increa,sed assiduity
in the reign of James I., and in that of his successor outshone, by the
favour it enjoyed with court and nobility, the attractions of the regular
drama itself." The writer observes that, " while most of the later

Elizabethan dramatists contributed to this species, Shakespeare only
incidentally in the course of his dramas expended upon it the resources of
his fancy." The two plays in which the resources of Shakespeare's fancy
appears to be so expended are the " Midsummer Night's Dream," and " The
Tempest." Both appear to have been written in honour of marriages; the
affianced pair being in the " Midsummer Night's Dream " Theseus and
Hippolyta, in "The Tempest" Ferdinand and Miranda. The pageant
presented before Ferdinand and Miranda corresponds to the burlesque
performed before Theseus and Hippolyta. In both plays there ia more
of incident, show, declamation and dialogue than there is of character

;

neither greatly demands the skill of the professional actor, and therefore
both might well be performed, as Masks commonly were, by amateurs.
It can hardly be doubted that the " Midsummer Night's Dream " was per-
formed in the presence of " the fair vestal throned by the west." while
Elizabeth is also apparently wooed to the marriage from which she coyly
shrank in the passage beginning '»¥lmce blessed they that master so their
blood." All allow that "The T.empest" was written not later than 1613.
Malone says that he had ascertained from some old records that it was
acted in the beginning of thafe'year by the King's players before Prince

- Charies, the Princess Elizabeth and the Prince Palatine. Frederic, the
young Elector Palatine, afterwards the unfortunate king of Bohemia, had
come over to claim his bride, Elizabeth, the charming and popular daughter
of James I., to whom he was married on February 1 4, 1613. If Malone
is right, there can be little doubt that the affianced pair are represented by
Ferdinand and Miranda. The language of the mythological personagesm ta» pageant, and the " donations " which they "estate orr*' the lovers
seem suitable to a royal wedding, while in the descriptions of their
domains there are touches appropriate to England. It would be gomg
too far to say that in the character of Prospero there was a direct allu«on
to James I. But James was the father of the bride. Prospero is a learned
Prince "in the liberal arts without a parallel," as the King thought he
was

;
and James, if he witnessed the performance, would hardly fail to be

tickled by Ferdinand's exclamation :

Let me live here for ever

;

_.
So rare a wondered father and a wife
Make this place Paradise.

He would be pretty sure, too, to see in the conspiracy of Stephanc,
Trmculo and Caliban a caricature of the conspiracies against himself in
the eariy part of his reign, perhaps of the Opposition in the House of
Commons,

The notion that Prospero is Shakespeare himself, who here breaks his
wand and takes leave of his art, seems improbable. Shakespeare is not
autobiographical, nor is such a conceit in his style. " The Tempest " may
be his latest play, but there is apparently no reason for supposing that he
felt his powers gone or had resolved to write no more when his life, at a
not very advanced age, comes (if Ward's story of the drinking-bout is true)
suddenly to an end. q g

T^E CHURCHES.

Conflict in the old world, with political and social progress does not
interfere with the efforts of Roman Catholicism on this continent. Mon-
signor Capel has been eloquent, insidious, witty and polite, as occasion
required, and his mission is said to have been successful in securing well-
to-do converts for his church. Now it is rumoured that Canada is to be
favoured with the presence of a native Cardinal Archbishop. The honour
It IS said, IS to be conferred upon Archbishop Taschereau. of Quel>ec who is
at present ih Rome. People are not so easily frightened as they were in
1851^ when all England was agitated over the elevation of Dr. Wiseman
trench Canadians will be proud of their Cardinal, adherents of the Church
of Rome will be gratified with this mark of distinction, and people generally
will regard the atfair with indifference.

<= j.

Ritualism is a decidedly disturbing element in the Anglican communion.
It 13 really wonderful to what length people will go in defence of Ritualistic
practices, and with what fervent heat others oppose them. In Canada we
have never yet reached the degree of excitement common enough in England
but here there are occasional ebullitions of intense zeal for the puritv of
worship, or for the beauty of worship, as re.spectivo partisans regard' itDown by the sea there has been for some time considerable sensitiveness
on the subject of Ritualism. Tho rector of Christ Church. Frodericton
has by some been considered an offender, in that of late he has been mani-
festing altitudinarian proclivities. The vestry is agitated over the atfair.
but a majority are cleariy of opinion that the rector should be .sustained.

MoNsiGNOR Capel has paid a visit to Winnipeg, where a crowded
audience met in the Opera House to listen to his lecture on " Freedom of
Intellect under Catholicism." As the same lecture has been repeatedly
summarized, having been delivered in a number of cities in the United
States, the novelty is in some degree lessened. The lecture was clever,
plausible and adroit. The Hon. John Norquav presided at the distinguished
divines boundary award between reason and revelation. Mgr. Capel also
preached controversial sermons in St. Mary's Church, and was presented
with a congratulatory address.

WisNiPEQ has had two church openings within a week or two of each
other. The fine new English Church was opened by the Bishop of Saskat.
chewan. who preached impressive and appropriate discourses on the
occasion. Last week the new edifice for the congregation of Knox Church
Presbyterian, was opened, the Rev. H. M. Parsons. Toronto, preached
mornmg and evening, and the pastor, Rev. D. M. Gordon, in the after-
noon. The building is a good specimen of ornate English gothic.

A PEW enthusiastic individuals are busying themselves in the endeavour
to organize a new Presbyterian Publishing House and to start another
paper in connection with that denomination. They are behind the age. The
time is past for that kind of reiigiocommercial enterprise. They may not
think so now, but. they will be convinced of it when they have succeededm losing their own money and that of people who have been induced,
under glowing but impossible promises, to invest in a Quixotic enterprise.'

The nearest approach to the holy fair, made memorable by Burns, is
the recreation camp of tho present day. Under the guise of religion, im-
mense crowds, by means of reduced fares and extensive advertising, are
lured to the fashionable resorts run in the interest of pious stockholders.
To their credit be it said, the bachanalian orgies, prevalent in Burns' day,
are absent, but in other respects it would be difficult to note much improve-
ment. Tho heretical and orthodox are judicially intermingled. Dr. Thomas,
of Chicago, utters his scorn of theological dogma, and the strictly orthodox
but sensational preacher of the Brooklyn Tabernacle orates from thp same
platform. The pilgrims to the camp, after paying their admission fee, can

u ^^\V°,^"^f^ ^y^^S"'P^^° ^"°' ''' a" the dailies is the changing of

»^^j f- ..~ u-
?"?® pieces"—the name of a weekly eclectic paper, to

n^ • rjff
—wn'oh 18 utterly meaningless. A rival paper is called Biirt-

a%U. The secret of their popularity is that they are calculated for occa-
nonal or momentary reading pmur patter le tempt. •

I- ,—g...„„ ™ v„v^ ^.....y, „i„o. po^iug mcir auiuission lee, can
be entertained in cottage, tent or hotel for a liberal money consideration,
and when the allotted time is over, and the last hadji has departed, the
shareholders, who have no thought of making a gain of godliness, proceed
to divide the spoils. Why, bless you, it is a " business transaction."

In the September number of the Canadian Methodist Magazine, Prin-
cipal Gi-ant, of Queen's University, has an able article on "Organic Union
of Churches ; How far should it go ?" In his own characteristically liberal
way he shows that recent unions effected among various branches of Pres-
byterianisra and Methodism have awakened desires in more thouohtful
minds for a wider and more comprehensive union of existing churches.
He is of opinion that the Congregationalists and Presbyterians ought to
unite, since there is really noting to keep them apart. The doctrinal
differences between Presbyterians and Methodists are more pronounced,
but he thinks that a modus vivendi might be found by the exercise of
mutual tolerance. An amalgamation with tho Church of England would,
at present, be still more difficult on account, among other things, of the
dogma of apostolic succession. Still, even -this, in the Principal's view,
does not present an insuperable obstacle. There might be concessions on
both sides. John Knox favoured a mild episcopacy when he appointed
his superintendents. It is certain that for many reasons a closer union of
the Protestant churches is eminently desirable. It would effect a wonder-
ful economy of resources, enable the church to undertake more effective
work among the destitute, advance the work of missions, and be more in
line with the Saviour's prayer "That they all may be one." The conclu-
sion to which the Principal comes is thus expressed ;

—

How can this thing be? It must oome from (Jod, but each of as can help to pre.
'

pare the way and eaoh of us is responsible for whit he is able to do. We must talk it
up, write it up. preach it up. We must work for it, make gaoriaces for it. pray for it.
The great thought will then take possession of the heart and mind of the Church, and
the Church will say that the thing mast be. And when it comes to that, those who
are opposed had better stand out ol the way.

ASTKRISK.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

'I:?;'™**,!^
V*^"'" '^'^- *° '"""' 'oo •»'8 '<» U88 this week.

,„.,™. ., „ I«*R''*'rT W. Smith Reply to your question next weeii.

r.OCAL OPTION.
To the KdUnr nf The Week

:

Sib,—WhOT Parliament permits its enacted legislative wiadbm to become snbjeo

'

to local approval, it practically re-delegates its power to local influence. It gives up one
of its essential functions, as acting for the good of the whole circle, in favour of any one
section or series of sections, and before so doing it must pre-auppose each section more
capable than itself of considering, not only which is good for itself, but what is good for
the whole, in adopting or rejecting its legislation. That is, in matters which of' necessity
affect the whole, and differing ia this from ordinary municipal law. Parliament origin-
aUy emerged from chaos, and it recreates chaos by setting county against'coanty, city
against city, and each divided agiinst itself. • And it cunningly escapes censure for
crude legislation and imperfect administration by throwing the onus of failure upon the
people themselves. And it accompiishos this, singular as it may appear, by not going
far enough on the new lines. It leaves the accepUinco or rejection of its measure to the
will of a local majority within certain defined parliamentary extensions. Why should
there be any such arbitrary extensions ? Why not grant the privilege to wards in cities,
and sections in countries ? This would intensify chaos. Bat why should not the power
be granted to hundreds of populations living closely together ? Why not to a dozen
why not to half a dozen, to three, to two, to one? When we arrive at number one as
the extremist extension for local option, we once more breathe freely—we are all friendly
again to go on as before. And if Parliament wishes to know what the voice of the
people IS it must ask us all in the usual way, and act accordingly. And it must also
as Mr. Leonard Tilley admits, take into account that in any radical change of policy it
must be supported by a majority strong enough to carry out its poUcy. A fraction over
one-half could scarcely put the other half into prison for non»bedience. Power of
accomplishing must always accompany any practical, common-sense Leoislatioh.

FROM GLOOM TO LIGHT.

f„,
,?°°!* r*"

*"^' '*'° Restoration, a^ aged cavalier-whose sons had died fighting

wL,i .u
"?"'"' '.^'''' .estates had b^en confiscated during the Protectorate, .^d

Ch^rts^nL 7r* '^r^'l^f \^^ iK°<»-«<l by the worthless court of the seo^dCbarles—entered Lmcoln Cathedral to pray.

Exiled from Hope, all gloomy seems my way,
O'er my dark life despair holds bitter sway

As, bending low beneath my cross of sadness, .

.)
I seek with aching heart the aisles of prayer

;

For, oh ! mothinks the rays of joy and gladness
Ciui never pierce the gloom of that despair

Which, ever growing, seems to be
So truly all in all to me.

And, as I slowly pace the column'd aisle
That semi-cleaves this grey, historic pile.
The vast Cathedral, bath'd in golden glory,

Keflects fair evening's carmine-tinted sky
.^thwart the chancel-window's paiiited story

Of One who for our surety came to die.

As the soft trilling of a wayside stream
With gentle murmur soothes the wanderer's dream

Fall the loved tones of Him, the meek and lowly,
"

Born on the anthem's sweetness to mine ear,
Tellmg how He, the Lord of Heaven, most holy.

Is, if I only trust Him, ever near.

How small my sorrows seem, compared with those
Whose awful ending bore dark Calvary's woes.
My early lauds and home I lost. With sorrow

And a grudging heart I saw them pas.s away

;

But He resigned a throne whose glorious morrow
Welcomes the heart that scorns its King to-day.

Slowly the waning streams of golden light
Merge in the shadows of descending night.
As Hope, at Faith's low oall, comes softly stealing

From the fair mansions of the truly blest
"

And, as I bend in supplication kneeling.
Soothes all my gloomy doubts and fears to rest. ^
What care I now, though outward shadows fall,
For now I know, ah me, so well, that all
Those dreadful mists of gloom and doubt which shaded

Ihe landscape of my heart, so long o'ercast
Beneath the sunshine of His love have faded

, In the receding outline of the past.

.
* »

As the weird gloaming weaves the shroud of day,

viV
M** parting breath in silence passed away

;

"[A ^^^ ^^^ »yreet organ's grandly solemn pealing
And soften'd cadence swell'd unnoticed where
The moon's pale beams of silver fell, revealing

: A suppliant in the attitude of prayer.
Whose soul ha<l fled this vale of woe
Ts> meet the loved of long ago.

HlRBWARD K. CoCKUf.

PROM A PROSCRIBBD BOOK. . '

In those countries where the Parliament is a truth, and the monarch isonly a figurehead, patiently endured, as in England, Belgium, and Italythe laws and decrees proclaim lies, when they are issued by manifestations
of the royal wil for they are the results of the Parliament's will and take
effect whether the king accepts them or not. The Cabinet ministers liewhen they make use of the customary phrases :

" On behalf of his Majestywe recommend,'' •< By his Majesty's command," " We have the honoTtorecommend to his Majesty, "so and so," for they know, and every oneknows, that the king has not recommended or commanded any thing ofthe kind, and that the "so and so " recommended to him is usually anestablished fact before they lay it before him, entirely independent of hiswish or decision. Every one knows, too, that the monarch is obliged inreality to obey without question the designs and .lecisions of the Parlia-ment and Cabinet. The king lies in every word in his address to Par U-

n"r^f TiiTk'*
*'«^™''.'««' iV'^*P«*'^« '"^ *'"' fi"t person, for the address isnot at a 1 the expression of his own sentiments, but a document whose

hands, and he reads it as a phonograph repeats the sentences that havebecome spoken into the receiver. The king lies when he accepts the fictionthat the prime minister is the man of his choice, in whom he has theutmost confidence, for he is not at liberty to follow the dictates of his ownwishes, but must select and conform himself to the person pointed out t^him as the man for the place by the majority of the people's repre^nU^
tives, although he may detect him in his heart, and vastly prefer some om

.

The king lies again when he signs, and allows to go forth as the expres-sion of his will, the documents, appointments, ete., thich are brouglft tohiniby the Cabinet ministers merely for his sigmiture, and whid. ar^sometimes exactly contrary to his genuine wishes and convictions
In those countries where the will of the people is really constitutionally

enforced, the position of the monarch is ignominous, but the fiction of 2supreme authority is so skilfully concealed, and the external honour a^dpersonal advantages and pleasures directly connected with the maintenance
ot his royal position, are so numerous and important, that we can understand how men of self-esteem and little sensitiveness can condescend to
assume the ro e of a puppet whose tongue and limbs are set in motion bythe strings puUed by the members of the Cabinet But in those othercountnes, where the Parliament is a political imposition, the part of the

dTffiL' t"?/*^; ^^
the representatives of the people, and it is much mored^cult to understand how men worthy of the name can find in the petU

gratification of their vanity any compensation for the humiliation^

Tn^u^"
""" Legislature or Parliament, they are oTli^ to

We can understand how a king in his magnificent palace, in his becom-ing uniform, in receipt of his splendid allo^ce, onl^ he^ng the Ztexalted expressions of respect, " gracious Majesty," « iUustrious Highness ''

and so on falling like snowflakes about his ears, surrounded on all sKyluxury and the m<«t exaggerated outward forms of homage, we can S-
aSh.n m ^•'«"* "^* '^^^^^ °^ '^« P«°Pl« ^ *^«^taal sovei^S,and that his glittering pageant of royalty would vanish entirely if he w^
to attempt to pky the role m earnest. But how can tiie members of P^-lament in a sham hmited monarchy consent to make themselves ridicu-lous by speeches without eflFect, gestures without purposes, and vot^s S-out results ;

this is what we cannot understand. Neithe^ the und^uiSc^tempt of the prime minister nor the calumnies of tha pre«ssuSiS—-by the Government, deter them from their task. Can it bTthat theyl^sustained by a secret hope that some day the Parliament may become^

possible to any one who accepte and believes the fiction of the divine origTnof the monarchy. Butm fact there is no middle course. An abSmonarchy on one hand, a republic on the other. Any compromisTL afraud and a he, and a Government which calU attention to the^^mma
- i'^r^' X^r^'^'f^f

"^J enlightened minds. But it ventures mucTi^
t^M^'t I

• '"^V
"^^ "PI" ^ ^^^ ****«'' °^ ^'"^ politicians who migh^say If logic w trumps, then the Government is the chief liar and hypocr^. If the wUI of the Emperor is the will of God. how dare yTu sot una Parliament that even m appearance seems to limit the imperial will bythewiUof the people Either you are convinced that the people a%entitled to a voice in the management of the country, which meaL tW

{2-^^''!r*';!r^^u' '''"^ y"" ^^« °°"*« «%htest inteTon ofadmitting the right of the people to assist in the government
; you intendto do as you please in everything, and the Reichstag to be a nonentity bevery way as regards the mamigement of affairs. Inthis case the ont"^ pa^Immentary elections, discussiom^ votes, ete.. are a conscious lie. EitCRepublicans or liars. There is no middle course "

^I'uer

h..
i." '^?*''"' ^ ^^ Pu-"v**' "^^"^ *''^ ^^ °* * niomu-ohy has also it« purelyhuman side a^unst which reason and truth revolt as much as agai^t theformer. The fiction of the augustness and supernatural attribZs^f Semonarch humiliates and degrades in their own ayes all those who caSeinto personal contact with him. for they laugh at it in their hei^te ^espectacle of

,

the king's exmtence has always been a comedy to th^ whohad any shaje m it. But each one played his part with zeal andZJZ
stage, he f^k every possible paim. to present the speotato™, from whomhe was separated by the fiery barrier of the footligh^T^th a poetic de^u-sion which he never allowed to fade, and only the few confidenrwho lewadmitted through the snWl stage eatnuice Cere allowed to »« tUt Z

magnificent palaces of the scenery were nothing but old canvas, that thejewels and gold ombroiderios on the royal vest.n^nW were only paste and
tinsel, and that the hero, between two grandlyJjeroic declarations, whispers
to some one behind the scenes his lining,, fo^r a glass of beer. But tl emodern actors m this comedy are continually forgetting their role.s, andridiculing them ridiculing themselves anJ the honourable public. I wouWentreat you not to fear, not to tremble. My life for yours If you thinkcome hither as a lion, it were pity of my life. No, I am no such thin.

JZl^T '^f^''^ u'" T '
''"'* '''"''' i"''««'^> '<'' h"" "»-'•« I'iB name'

IN LONDON. *

fK»
'^*''^;''" *'"'"* *« I""idon streets, which are a more fascinating studythan anything to be found indoors, you are interested in finding that notonly do you see people who look like Dicken's descriptions of his^haracterswhich would hardly have seemed probable, but peoph, who 1001^^11^^s^nks pictures, which never seemed possib'e. Speaking of thi.s t^ awell-knawn American writer, who spends much of his timo'in Lon L, he

Er^^' f"« 't'
""'^"'^ "^'^^ ''"«" ^'ruck with the face, f'riHogarth s pictures he met in London crowds. Perhaps there wasDickens even more of the genius of reporting, which is certainly rJius oa high order, than he had credit for ^ ^

During two months in London I think I have seen more drunkenwomen than drunken men in the streets. Statistics of this kind a^ ^t
i^ParbSK ''7"" / ^PPr'^t"-' ™ore public drunkei:^

a long lead. But the drunken women and the drinkinc women that are

eyToTan Am^''"'" '""l
"""'"'' 'J"'*^"" '" ^-"^ -" nrplea^ ig t'o the

the bar He^T "^°
'fT r''"^'"""^

*« ««" -««''« «" «ither side of

I^L. •
1 ^ ^y *" *^ ^^ *°"°'^ °'» ''«*'> «i'l'^«- Barmaids serve thnhquorm almost every "public-house' or " gin-palace," and in every on.

few ^a^rr Tu'T"" ^"""^^"S- «°'"'"^»°- "^-e may be only 1few, and sometimes they form a large share ot the crowd. You will oftenZnZ ^ ^r^'f "^r""'
''PP'"^«tly well-to-do. walking openly Sthese pkces, and evidently thinking nothing of it. They mal be goLg in

Hshed^nstifnHnn^
^'';,'"'"-'«^>d seems to be regarded as one of the estab-

nlffv K ^.?^ «^ l."""*"'-^- ^^ ^ ^^^ <="«'<"" to BP«ak of her as the

Z^ -ft J"^^ *° ^"^ the justification for it now. The barmaid of

Suctions ofTn A ^"'""""k^-
--\V^l-k,as if she could exerd^ the

to IIT^ an American « bouncer " on occasion, but those we happenedto see were certainly not beautiful. An American (from Wisconsin) toldan Eng ishman, with some Western intensity, that in America the manwho put a woman behind the bar to sell his whiskey woiSS^be lynched bythe men who drank it. The Englishman seemed very much amuS ^

fewsi'aral'"°RrP'"''"'"'"rr''"°'^'' "* Spurgeon's sermons a

8^ "SlXr..,^ -7"" urging his hearers to prayer against a besotting

Tif with that Zh '
•;'.°T' r'^

•*"• """"^ ^ '"' "^^'^ ^' ^'"'"^ 't seemedas It with that act ho hfted the vast congregation up on the heights ofprayer There was perfect stillness, and you^could feel that the tile
S^Tn trhThrtf^ P"^^r«-, '^''^ «*"-'"°" "^ P'»'«' direct, matteroffact in the highest degree, absolutely without sensationalism of any kindand showmg httie claim on the part of the preacher to brilliancy »;eloquence A preacher more unlike Beecher, with whom it is natuml tocompare him could hai^ly be imagined. He seems to owe his ^SlfsuScess to the strength of character and that mysterious g.mlity n^l^d leader

ht Tan Tn r ^ f 7 T' '"r^ ago-least of all in such an age ashis-can hope to exert a lasting influence over his fellows. Benedict wasborn at Nursia. in the Duchy of Spoleto.in 480, of respectable^teand, If we may credit Mabillan, gave eariy presage of his futureSSby singing enthusiastic hymns in his mother's womb.
^

hnfl!" i-if

«°'""'°n tomptation of rulers ecclesiastical and civil to imperilboth alike by confounding uniformity with unity. This is one 7th,stock charges of Protestant controve,.ialists against the (Church of Ronl;.but It has in facta wider application, The French Minister of PublicInstruction who boasted that at the same minute, which ho could tel ylooking at his wateh, the children in every school in the country ver^learning the same lesson, and the French bishop who hoaste.l that his^cl.^-^y

"marra'^^.b
which he had simply to give the word of comma i^fmarch, and they march," betrayed a common addiction to the regimen .tal method of admmistration. Uniformity was their notion of unity

^^^^^^
It has been justly ob.serve.rhy a recent writer, that not th(, least iinpott-

'

^it side of the history of the Christian Church i.; written in her hynl^that 18. of course, the history of her internal devlopment ami roll 'iou„ lif"'A good "pecimon of dynastic prophecy may be found in'' the oldEnglish proverb of Elizabethan days :

"" •
m uic oia

When hempe is spun,
England's done,

where the five letters of the word " hempe" .stand for the five Tndnr ,„„„
archs (Henry VIII., Edward VL, M-Jy and Philip EH XlTi),'laXchances of inv.osion or r.-volution at Elizabeth's death arc indicat.i^l.l/v;,!
Eccleswslical Iltslory, by //. N. OxenJuim.

.

" .SOBEKING-UP."

An enterprising American has initiated a new system of what is calledby the oopioscenH "sobering-up." This-ingonions person is the proprfotor

a HtSI;, .

-h'ch he keeps open all night. When gentlemeifdrinka little too much .at night, he explains, they come to h m, and are putthrough a process which enables them to recover in time for their busine^.engagements of the next day ' I have known men who were brourhere who could not walk, and in a few hour, we would send them away

walktTT' w r^*T."?
''""^""'^ responsibilities, and they wouldwalk as well as Weston." It is not surprising to hear that the house iscrowded every night. The guests are afterwards conducted to theXp-ing chamber, which contains thirty or forty cots. In the mornini; theyare cal ed. and, after a cold shower-bath, they are turned out right as atnvet " The owner of the establishment then told the following story -^

Last spring a young man who was about to be married to a rich younewoman ivmg in the suburbs came into the city one morning to get his
certificate. He was a timid sort of a pe«on, Ind before going to thecounty clerk to call for what he wanted he took several drinks. He met afnend in a saloon an.l got very full. Somehow between him and thefriend the certificate was procured. He was to have been married at sixo clock, and he was brought here in a carriage about two o'clock so drunkhe could not stand. His friend, who was also pretty well .soaked, piteoUslybemoaned the fact that the wedding would have to be postponed ind bothparties disgraced. But sir, we put them both through the process and
started them away to their train a little after five o'clock as sober and
dignified as judges of the Supreme Bench."—/'a/Z MaU Budget.

DRIFTING AMONG THE THOUSAND ISLANDS.

Nevbr a ripple upon the river.

min^ 1 *
^^^ apartmenta in Windsor Palace we were vividly re-

ZltSd .""T*"'^''!''"
custom_an echo of feudalism, but iS^f

^n\t\ ^VPP.'^'**' ^""^ °^ '•>« Guard Chamber a^e perched two

Out "fZ T *''f '\ ""J""'--
'^^'^ "^^ ^^^^-^ every ?ear by ZDuke of Mar borough and the Duke of Wellington respectively and thiscurious annuaJ tribute is the sole condition on which thL3^ hold

2t«n 1 r ^A fw*"'- u^ ^"^""^ *« P-'y '* ^°"ld -ork a forfeitun' Theattendant said that on the next day Uie Duke of Wellington's y^rr wouldexpire, and his new flag would !« due. There has been^o inth^tion hi

?otl« nT^"^ *•*** -^^ *'"" *"*« '"P^d, and it is safe to assume"hat thenoble Duke was on time.—iVew, York Tribune.

SCRAPS PROM BCCLESIASTICAL HISTORY.

«„^n!5*'y*'"j^^^^*^^'"«^ observed throughout the whole BenedicZ tb
'• "^^

"'r.^'^'y
''*'^« ^^^''-^ Abbefof Monte Crino whi ^.

Z,i!S1k"^' "^^ "" ''^^ ^« ''«'»t'* °f its organic life, Z fourteen

m 480 TreTir^."*
**« ''''^°«''« illustrious founder St. BeneS,

stvltil the f^fho * w''""
^"^ ^ "**"™1 ""^e- B«"«diot may justiy be

^le^t ^r^l*?^
his informing hand, since all later «,ligiou8 orde«, orat leMta^lestafflished before the Reformation, are directly or indirectlymodifications of his rule. To celebmte his centenary is in fact to keep liebirthday of monosticism in the Latin Chu«ih. The institution of monasfcicism seemed almost to imply seclusion f«)m the word-that thecloister was the sole or the shortest road to heftv«„ JT^ .7;*T. /"*V^"^

Zultit"f
°""^ ^^^''^^ ^'^" -nian'li'^n'g^cre,' rr^tten^i^^htOf multitudes m every province of the ChrisiLi worid,' that is partiy dueto the remarkable union in the person of thei.-^ author of th(l opposU^

the instincts at once of a worker, and a thinker, a ruler and a recluse •

and h«. whole nature was dominated by that fervent yet profolTndTn:

As it lies like a mirror, beneath the moon,—Only the shadows tremble and quiver, '

'Neath the balmy breath of a night in June.

All dark and silent, each shadowy island
Like a silhouette lies on the silver ground,

While, just above us, a rocky highland
Towers, grim and dusk, with its pine-trees crowned.'

Never a sound but the wave's soft plashing
As the boat drifte idly the shore along

And the darting fire-flies, silently flashing,
Gleam, living diamonds—the woods among.

And the night-hawk flits o'er the bay's deep bosom,
• And Uie loon's laugh breaks through the midnight calm,
And the luscious bniath of the wild vine's blossom
Wafts from Uie rocks like a tide of balm.—Agnes Maule Afaclmr.

Thou U. E. Loyal Rooster proud.
Why thus our slumber break ']

Victorious bini, crow not so loud,
Or History will awake.

Thbrr are very few facts in the life of a presidential candidate that donot oonie to light during a campaign. It is announced of ex-Governor
at. John that ho ran away from home when twelve years old • wasmarried at nineteen and became a widower at twenty; became a'Califomia miner, and was chased Urefootod by redskins over snow and ice for

tr;l*Tn' ^^ '^'"^'
,°," ""t

^""'J^i'^h r^'anJ"
i I'ecamo a country law-yer in Ulinois

;
was a soldier during the war. ending as colonel, and lastiybecame Governor of Kansas.—J/at/.

*^

1
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Without Castle Garden and the consequent supply of immigrants
there is not an iron furnace nor a coalmine in eastern Pennsylvania that
could be operated tl»«je months.— Philadelphia Record.

S=^— Thb evidence ofSir John's defeat by Mr. Mowat is now complete, and
the victoFjr of this Province over her determined enemies is reason for
rejoicing by all upholders of provincial rights.—OWawa Free Press.

The worthiest name proposed for the Governorship of Quebec, so far,
18 that of Mr. Chauveau ; but, we presume, if Sir Hector Langevin has
concluded that he is unable longer to cope with Mr. Chapleau, he will
demand and obtain the preferment.

—

Montreal Witness.

Party planks to catch votes are sometimes of the most rotten and
immoral character. So it is with planks of the Republican and the
Democratic parties ; so it is with the arch-humbug Ben Butler. We can-
not clear Canadian statesmanship of the same offence.—/'re«6«<erian
Witness.

Thb most hesitating and sceptical must now be convinced that Mani-
toba is unsurpassed in her resources as an a^cultural country. We
assert, without fear of successful contradiction, that Manitoba, to-day,
possesses more natural attractions than any other province, state, or
territory that we know of.

—

Brandon Hun.

It will be seen that, taking population into account, Halton has had
far more crime and vagrancy than other counties having no large towns or
cities. And we are quite justified in denying the affirmation that prohibi-
tory liquor laws are eflectual in removing, or even reducing, these evils.-
Hamilton Spectator.

The business man who retains in his employ young men whose habitsm the matter of gambling he has reason to suspect ; the employer, be he in
private business or a director of a corporation, who continues in a position
of trust a clerk whom he has reason to believe is betting on ball games or
gambling in stock, is a partner in his crime if he becomes a thief. He has
furnished the occasion of his fall.—iV^. Y. Independent.

There has been big borrowing of money and large investment of repu-
tation both for common sense and common honesty, in that hideous hoax
the Canada Pacific Railway. The " Premier," as they call him on the
other side of the Detroit River, has gone in for it, " promoted "

it, bragged,
lied apd bet what slazy reputation he had to gamble on, so that quite a
number of dupes in England have an idea the road is really an asset, and
has a value.

—

Detroit Commercial

The Ottawa Government are in need of some new cry, or some grand
scheme with which to occupy the public mind and draw away attention
from their collapsed fiscal policy, their extravagance and misrule. Annexa-
tion of the West Indies is just such a scheme as would suit the occasion.
And then what patronage it would give in the appointment of governors,
judges, senators, postal, customs, and inland revenue officials in all the
forty islands and islets !

—

St. John Telegraph.

The Current, of Chicago, and The Week, of Toronto, seem to be fully
justifying their claim to existence, and the latter journal has added various
new features in its change in editorial management. The contributed
articles maintain the high standard taken by this journal from the first the
abje notes of " Bystander " (Professor Goldwin Smith), of course, being a
leading and ever-interesting feature. The reception which our Toronto
contemporary has already met. abundantly justifies the belief of its projec-
tors—that there is a field for an independent journal such as The Week
has so far proved itself to be.

—

Continental.

Partisanship has been expelled from literature, and is being expelled
from religion; it finds its last refuge in politics, where party organs
inCl u ly^ in Wlckftil VltunaratiAn noaXtAi^^ua- m1^»\^^«- a*u1- —.....- il».; .i^& ^^ •^'"Vfx* • ««M*pvt »*ivitj uitttKntTtu) Eftaxiucri aixu uxCftaCr mSinUEltlOTIH.
and still are patronized and applauded. In this great Parliament which
the country is convening, the Christian Union recognizes but one oam-

> paign legitimate for any Christian man to take part in : a campaign against
partisanship, with all its foul annunciation of falsehood, slander^ and
malignancy, whatever honourable disguise it may hypocritically assume,
whatever honourable cause it may assume dishonourably to serve. Chris-
tian Union.

It, is an undisputed fact that the game of cricket is played in America.
No one who has ever mingled with the cultured sons of Boston or the
blue-blooded scions of Philadelphia can for a moment doubt that fact.
But the truth must strike the most ardent lover oFthe naturalizations of
English manners and customs on foreign ground that cricket does not bloom
readily in America. The game is not indigenous to the soil. The hard
hitting and sharp fielding of base-ball please the American spectators bet-
ter, and the American lad would rather display his muscle by making a
three-base hit than manifest his skill by a cool-headed defence of his
wicket against the work of a long-headed and clever-handed old bowler.
Cricket, sad to relate, is generally voted slow in America. It does not
prosper at all in the rapid, rushing vortex of New York life. A few years
ago there was more cricket-playing done in America than there is to-day.
That shows what a poor hold the game has on the affections of the people.
But Philadelphia and Boston play cricket, the former with all its soul.
Philadelphia is sui generis in all things.

—

Saturday Review.

Lord Salisbury knows that the Government are as anxious as the
Opposition to deal with Redistribution, and that if the Franchise Bill
passes this year, a Redistribution Bill is as certain to be introduced next year
as the year is certain to arrive. He is also well aware that the reason why
the Government want to pass the Franchise Bill is that they may be able-
to deal more thoroughly than would otherwise be possible with the redistribu-
tion of seats. In point of fact his only fear is that theirscheme will be too com-
prehensive and too efficient Ho cwa still yenture to tell us that ihh House

of Lords have not stopped the Franchise Bill. "We iave," he says

_^

att^hed a condition to the passing of it, namely, that it shall be mwie
complete, but if it is made complete, we shall pass it with pleasure." If

1.6rd Salisbury had given full expression to the thoughts which were then
present to his mind, he would have said, if the Redistribution Bill pleases
us we shall pass both bills, but if it does not please us-ahd it is sure not
to please us—we shall reject both. This statement would have made all
the difference

;
it would have been as true as the statement he did make

was fallacious and obviously calculated to produce a false impression.—
Manchester (Eiig.) Examiner.

But while politics are coming more and more to the front, political

^

parties have reached a state of decay which can only end in disintegration.
Ihey are fictions with no reality to correspond to them, forma from which
the quickening spirit has passed, and which, thoiigh^ like so many forms,
they may long survive the ideas of which they oncj were the expression,
and yet doomed sooner or lat^ to meet with the fg^e of everything hollow
and unmeaning Parties which had their origin in a difference of principlemay degenerate into factions fighting for place. They must so degenerate
when either of the conflicting principles has achieved a final and irrever-
sible triumph. But the party discipline which rests'on no other basis than
convenience and self-interest can only be kept up as Ipng as no vital new
problems present themselves for solution. The moment such fresh prob-
lems come to the front, not even the most furious effoi^ts of party wire-pul-
lers will long avail to keep the new struggle within the old boundaries,
lo-day It is the question of official integrity, to morrow it may be the ques-
tion ot free trade, which will act as a solvent upon the old party combinations.
±5ut sooner or later the combinations must go. Men will break loose from
a classification which has become purely artificial, and form themselves into
tre.sh groups in accordance with their varying views of the living problems
of their own time.—Patt Mall Gazette.

However, it is only now and then that colonial questions come to the
tore, and they are invariably looked upon as subsidiary to other questions.
In his "Expansion of England," Professor Seeley remarks that we con-
stantly betray by our modes of speech that we' do not reckon our cSlonies
as really belonging to us; for, if we are asked what the English population
18, It does not occur to us to reckon in the population of Canada or Aus-
tralia. Sir Henry Parks complains that the colonies are regarded as not
belonging to the English people at home in the same sense as one part of
the nation belongs to all the other parts in the United Kingdom. Perhaps
It 18 that we as a nation have not yet risen to the height of the inspiration
that Kaleigh and Burke did, or perhaps we are simply puzzled at the
growth of a problem which has developed almost in spite of us, and has
no historical analogy. The colonies of Greece and Rome were never colo-
nies in the sense that our English colonies are. A very brief considera-
tion will show us this. Much later still, the old effete colonial idea was,
that the conquered countries were simply the property of the parent state,
and existed wholly and entirely for her benefit. Some of the Portuguese
and Spanish explorers added a crusading spirit to their adventures, and
set up altars and crosses in all kinds of out-of-the-way places, to show that
the new country was taken under God's tutelage as well as that of their
^'

a o
^"'^ names they gave to islands and countries, such as Ascen-

sion, St. Croix, Natal, prove how religion followed their explorations.
However, our ideas have considerably changed on this subject, and with
regard to the notion that the colonies exist solely for the benefit of the
parent state, we have gradually come to see that this is a false one. Their
independent growth and self-supporting life have forced the truth upon us-
but we do not sufficiently reflect how this altered relation may effect us.—
London Quarterly Review.

BOOK NOTICES.
J?

WithAldbn's Manifold Cyclopedia of Knowledge and Language.
Maps and Illustrations. New York : John B. Alden.

Sixty-four " specimen pages " of this gigantic work are to hand together
with a prospectus. Mr. Alden has already laid the literary world of this
continent under immense obligations by issuing ridiculously cheap editions
of valuable books; but in the "Manifold Cyclopedia" he promises to
entirely echpse all his previous projects. It is proposed to include in the
twenty volumes which will complete the work : an unabridged dictionary
of the English language

; concise dictionaries of the Greek, Latin, French,
German, Italian, and Spanish languages; cyclopedias of biography, geo-
graphy, science, natural history, history, ^illustrations, religious literature,
mechanics, agriculture, and domestic matters ; dictionaries of the Bible, of
synonyms, autonyms, noted characters, classical quotations, antiquities,
medical and law terms, and men of the time—in short, whatever comes
within the entire circle of human knowledge. Moreover, the whole will
be beautifully printed, copicasly illustrated, and is offered to the public on
such exceedingly easy terms as places it within the reach of every student.

A.nauCT 38th, 1884.]
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—that 18 the text, and Mr. Nordau preaches a very dismal sermon
upon It There is scarcely a redeeming feature in civilization according
to him. Religion, society, government, marriage, everything is "I
he.' One expects every moment to be told that the author himself is
something of the sort But it is all ably done, and with all its bitter
5*.''"™ ?' '.oy*lty> and aristocracy, and " pomps and ceremonies," is not
Nihilistic—IS not even thoroughly Socialistic. rStripped of its rancour and
exaggeration, it is a clever advocacy of the opinions and aims of advanced

''°I?r'"^xT*
.'"'" "*^ revolutionists. In the words of his translator-"Max Nordau condenses into one volume the results of the investigations

of specialists m all the fields of modern thought, combining them withmuch that IS original, and presenting the whole in a way that readily
explains the fascination exercised by the book upon its readers They
ma,y not wish to follow the author to all his conclusions, but they cannot
help honouring him for his manly courage and respecting the sincerity of
bis convictions. * _ -_ '— ?- 1-

New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.
Stories by American Authors.

Toronto : William Bi-iggs.

Volume V. of this popular series is now on the book-stalls, and well
sustains the position obtained by the previous one.s. It opens with a nove-
lette by Henry James, entitled " A Light Man," " Yatil " by P D Millet"The End of New York," by Park Benjami^, -. VVhy'ThbCs wafDis!
charged, by Geo. Arnold, and "The Tachypomp," by E. P. Mitchell, are
the names and authors of the succeeding stories. Handy, good, and cheap.

Mingo AND other Sketches in Black and White. By Joel Chandler
Harris. Boston : James R. Osgood and Company.

Everybody knows how chaVmingly " Uncle Remus " writes, so all wUl
be prepared to hear that the collection of sketches under notice for n amost excellent book. " Mingo," one 6f Mr. Harris's " black " characters
18 a quaint word-picture of a Georgian negro, whose simple heart preferred
to remain in service after emancipation—whose idea of freedom was that
if he was "free to go he was free to stay " near those he had served and
loved. The other stories, notably "At Teague Poteefs," are equally well
done Readers who loved " B'rer Rabbit" better than the dialect it was
written m, will be pleased to know that " Mingo " is the only s£i)ry in this
collection told in dialect

MUSIC AtD DRAMA.
The near approach of the Opera Season in Toronto is heralded byannouncement oi comic opera and sensational pyrotechnics in the PavilionMr. Roland S J Barnett is the controlling spirit of the promised per-formances, and if It were not that he has been so successful in^milar
speculations on previous occasions, one would be inclined to discount his
iberal announcements. There seems every reason to- believe, however
that the series of representations which commence to-morrow (Friday)
night, Aug 29th, will at any rate deserve the hearty support of the public ofloronto and vicinity. Mr. Bamett has arranged for his New York IdealComic Opera Company to give, .luring the four weeks of their projected
stay "Billie Taylor," " The Mascotte," " Girofle-Girofla," " PrLTss of
Irebizone, and others, just as the public taste may demand. The stage ofthe Pavilion has been specially enlarged, and the company bring their own
scenery. After each performance, a grand out-door display representing
the Burning of Chicago," with the minutest realistic eflects, will be givei^U 18 intended to make this a strong feature, for which purpose a real
fire-engine and firemen, with hook and ladders, have been engaged The
cottege in which the fire is said to have originated will be represented, andeven the traditional cow which is credited with originating the big burn by
kicking over a lamp will have its counterpart

Residents in Toronto are fortunate in having their favourite islandmade so alttfactive as of late. In addition to the really good music .sup-
plied by the Queen's Own Band on each fine evening ; to the various exhi-
bitions, natatory and otherwise

; and to the concert and variety perform-
ances recently given, they are now offered a free performance of "Pinafore"
each day by the St Quentin Company.

In Chicago, an excursion boat has been fitted up for theatrical perform-
ances. Dunng her trips across the lake, comic opera will be given Dear
old " Pinafore " is to be the initial performance, and the Grau Opera Com-
pany will take its chances in it.

By Philip Gilbert Hamerton. New York:
The Intellectual Life.

John B. Alden.

Mr. Alden has reprinted this excellent book in handy shape, hand-
somely bound in full leather, with gilt edges and back. The light conver-
sational form m which the painter and litterateur makes known his opinions
on the possibilities at a satisfactory intellectual life under various forms of
existence is one of the principal charms of the well-known work.

Vestigia. By Geo. Fleming. Boston : Roberts Brothers.
Diane Coryval. No Name Series. Boston : Robert Brothers.

" Vestigia " is a clever book—it goes without saying that Miss Fletcher
always does write well. But why does she get so dismal ? The plot of this
novel IS m Leghorn, and includes the usual proportions of love, scheming
and tragedy. It is, however, carefully written ; but one is glad to get
through the book, and to end the feeling of depression it induces.

A NEW comic opera by Gilbert and Sullivan will be produced, it is said
simultaneously in this city and London in December. The later works by
the authors of " Pinafore " and " Patience " have not proved so popular ^
the two just named. It must be admitted that the public is becoming
tired of going to see a new opera many scenes of which bear a resemblance
to others in operas already popular. Perhaps repetition of oneself is
inevitable in the same class of works, but, granting this assumption, it
would appear preferable for authors and composers to cease writing alto-

'

gether, at least sometime before they have altogether written themselves
out. G.Ubert and Sullivan's first comic operas were something new - now
every accession proves stale and sometimes unprofitable. I am inclined to
believe that Gilbert and Sullivan have worked their peculiar mine for all
It IS worth, and that in order to achieve another great success they will
have to hit upon some new form of musical extravaganza or secede from the
field compleliely. Sullivan has not yet written a truly serious musical
work, for his oratorios, " The Prodigal Son "and " The Light of the World "

are undeniably weak as specimens of the grand oratorio style I doubt
very much whether Sullivan has the peculiar talent to produce works of a
serious and elevated order. Of course nothing that I have written here
must be taken in disparagement of the opei-a yet to be heard ; it may turn
out another " Pinafore," only of a higher order, as it is reported to be—Freund's Weekly.

The second book is an account of the lives and loves of a couple of
foolish young French artiste—for Diane, >is well as her lover Rene was a
painter. Of plot, there is not a pretension; but for all that the novelw pleasant reading, and gives a very faithful idea of country life in la
belle Ifraruie. Albeit one feels very much inclined to motaphorically kick
the contemptible "hero," and to scold Diane for. continuing to love solimp a lover.

"

LITERARY GOSSIP.

From the German of MaxThb Convbntional Libs o» oua Civilizatiom.
* NordsiU. Chicago : L. Schick.

It is only seven months since this translation was offered to the pub-
lic, and already it has passed through a seventh edition. Whether the
well-advertized announcement that it was "prohibited in Europe" has
assUted t*it8 success is an open question, but the fact that the work is not
of a nature to appeal -to the general reading public seems to favour that
ide*. In contains some extraordinary writing, but can hardly be called ple»-
attt reading. " We are surroonded on all sides by lies and hyproopi»y,"

Thb Fainalls of Tipton. By Virginia W. Johnson. New York - Chas
Scribner's Sons. Toronto : William Briggs.

This novel has already gained for itself a wide popularity, nor can one
rise from Its perusal without conceding the justice of the verdict There
IS not only a live plo^ but it is intricate, and interest is sustained from

..

*•"' *° fft
."''' "* ^^"^^ ''*"''*y °* character pourtrayed, and the move-ment of the story never flags. Withal, the author uses excellent language,and the smooth, well turned sentences add not a little to the charm of a

capital novel.

On Liberty. By John Stuart Mill. New York : John B. Alden.

^"'''"'u.^ w"!" M '•..uT,.?'""'8t.'^>'li'"=.
Curtis. The War for the Union,u ITT- J 11 V.;-;..^^ o • "'mm v./ urns. iue war

by Wendell Phillips. New York : John B. Alden.

ubfiTer'^'""*^'^^''"^
°^*'' "^^"^ "P"""^ '"^"^^^ "^^ ^^^ enterprising

Wb hear that Major Shepherd, R.E., has written a book about Colo-
radQ and the prospects of the cattle business. The volume will be oppor-
tune as the Wyoming cattle trade through Canada is befoi-e the public
Besides the useful information given by an intelligent observer, the bookwo hear, possesses considerable literary merit Messrs. Chapman and
Hall, Liondon, are the publishers. - ]^

'

Ben Jonson's own copy of the " Faeiy Queene" with marginal notesm the " rare " dramatist's own handwriting was put up at auction in Lon-
don a few weeks ago. It brought a fine price, after spirited biddings.

Mr. Carlylb's life in the City of London, from 1834 to 1881; is the
main material for Mr. Fronde's fourth volume of biography. There are
interesting pen-pictures of mahy eminent men contained in its chapters.

The Literary Life for September has for its most valuable reading a
paper entitled, "Pioneer Writers of the West" Zi/e claims to be the
only journal "devoted exclusively to literary men and women and their
works "

!
, -

Some time ago attention was called to a composite picture of the
" 'Aileen' Rounding a Buoy," painted and photographed by Messrs. Cagen
and Fraser, of Toronto. That capital piece of work has since been photo-
graphed and reduced with highly successful results.

The Academy (London) says that the review of the Old Testament
which was finished last month, does not include the " Apocrypha," but
that it is not improbable that some members of the committee will con-
tinue to meet, though not at Westminster, and undertake a revision of the
" Apocrypha " on the same principles.

A reuakkablb book has recently made its appearance in Paris. It is
by Abb4 I^occa, an honorary Canon of the Romish Church, and a warm
personal friend of Father Curci. It is entitled " Le Christ la P«pe et la
Democratift«- The writer makes a vigorous attack on Ultramont^nism.
He says the "clock of the Vatican is behind the clock of Redemption."
The Abb* denounces the present policy of the Vatican as being the great
cause of the impiety of the day, violently separating Christianity from theoau^ of democracy and of progress in every sense, both social and scientific.
It 18 a book likely to cause some commotion.

i

'
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Tub following opitaph, which may be seen in Portland, Oregon, appears
in the Spectator's column of " Rare EpitjiBjjji, ";

—

Ji
Benesth this stone.onr baby lies, t -»[""""'
It neither cries nor hollers,
It lived but one and twenty days, '

' And cost us forty dollars.

The Evangelical Alliance meets next week in Copenhagen. Many of
the representative men of the various churches have gone, or are on their
way to the Danish capital, to take part in its proceedings. It was intended
that themeeting should be hold in Stockholm, but the Swedish Church
dignataries successfully opposed it and the change was accordingly made.
Even this does not satisfy the ecclesiastics of the Swedish church. They
have devised a plan by which any of their number who might desire to go to
Copenhagen are to be prevented. A church conference has been summoned
to convene in Stockholm during the time of the Alliance meetings.

Strangers in Paris are often surprised that they do not understand the
language better. After they read this they will understand why. It is
the Parisian conjugation of the verb dormir :

^e 'l";"- Nous roupillons,
Tu pionces, Vons tapez de IVnil,
II casse line canne, Us pi,,uent \em chien.

To this, might be added the in-egular verb mourir :

Je crive. Nous tournons de I'reil,
Tu claques, Vous remerciez votre b<racher,
II devisse son billard. Us cassent leur pipe.

The young folks' St. Nicholas is full of good reading and capiul illus-
tration a.s usual. Frank R. Stocton supplies a story called " The Queen's
Museum," which will delight young Canada, as well as young America. The
opening chapters of " The Dalziels of Daisytown" give promise of an exciting
detumemetU. In" Swordsmen of the Deep " it is told how (ish fence and fight.
** Living Cameos and Bass Reliefs " is the title of apaper telling how boys and
girls can have lots of fun. " Henny's Horse " is a story, and the " Ninth-
Spinning-Wheel Story " relates all about Daisy'sjewel-box, and how she filled
it Brian of Munster is the " Historic Boy " of the month. " Pniulein
Smidt Goes to ' School, '

" "A Story of a Wee Frog," " Marvin and His Boy
Hunters " (continued), and the " Very Young Folks' Department," all
Tieautifully illustrated, complete the list, with the exception of the poetry.

—- The Saturday Review thus concludes an unsparing anatomization of
Mr. Edgar Fawcett's " Song and Story " :— " Perhaps it may seem to
some readers that we are breaking a butterfly. The only answer is that a
butterfly of this kind has to be broken now and then for the good of the
public and as a.warning to other butterflies. The origin of Mr. Fawcett's
errors is perfect!^ clear. He very properly thinks that poetry ought not to
be commonplace, and he very improperly thinks that he can secure this
result by using all the uncommon words, all the uncommon constructions,
all the most far-fetched terms of thought, that he can devise. In fact he
takes literally the advice (originally given half in jest, and in reference to
a language whose circumstances and history are wholly different from the
circumstances and history of English) to 'study the dictionary.' He
studies the dictionary, and he finds that Shakspeare used ' sequestration '

in-nhe sense of ' retirement' Off goes Mr. Fawcett with his prize, and
writes

—

Egypt, with calm Imperial sequestration.
Uttering the genius of a mighty nation

;

which—sequestration having one sense only, and that a definite and tech-
nical one, in modern English—produces an effect which, if not nonsensi-
cal, is absurd. He finds in Bacon the word 'alterant,' and ho goes and
\tfrif^jf nf ' P^]^*rt ^fttnr^'s alterant charms.' therobv suggesting try -flt**—

reader some vague idea of a pill, powder, or other 'alterative.' Passing
from vocabulary to metre, he writes a poem of love and religious doubt in
triple rhymes throughout, conscious, doubtless, that it would be very
troublesome to do, and forgetful that, except very sparingly and carefully
used, the triple rhyme always has a burlesque effect in English."

It is a curious fact that a large majority of literary men invariably
seem anxious at some period or other of their career to test by the medium
of anonymous publication the value of public opinion with regard to their
own work. " It is not perhaps generally known," writes a coriwspondent,
" that ' The Lady of Lyons ' was brought out quite anonymously, and that

—on the night of its first production, beyond Macready and Bulwer Lytton
himself, no one in London had been allowed to know the secret of the
authorship of the play. Between the acts Dicken^ who had been one of
a delighted audience, went behind the scenes to talk over the play with
Macready and Bulwer, congratulating Macready on his wonderful imper-
sonation of Claude Melnotte. Dickens was in raptures with the whole
thing, and asked Bulwer what he thought of it. Bulwer affected to find
some fault with the plot, and suggested improvements here and there in
the various situations. ' Come now,' said Dickens, ' it b not like you
Bulwer, to cavil at such small things as those. The man who wrote the
play may have imitated your work here and there, perhaps, but he is a
duced clever fellow for all that. To hear you speak so unfairly is almost
enough to make one think that you are jealous.'" The papers the next
morning lauded the play to the skies, even going so far as to suggest
that it would be well for Mr. Bulwer to take pattern by this un-
known writer, and try to improve himself in those particular points in
which the anonymous author of " The Lady of Lyoip " had been so
brilliantly successful. About a fortnight later Bulwer's authorshrp of the
play was made known, to the mingled consternation and amusement of
the critics and the general public.

GHE8S.

t^All eomnimioatiom inUmded for this dtparhnmt nhoiiut be addrsmtd
omae ofTnu Week. Toronto.

' Chta Editor,"

PROBLEM No. 38.

ny Chas. W. Ptaillipi.

PROBLESM No. 39.
By J. B. Fisher.

(Prom The Field.)
BliACK.

WHITE.
White to play and mate in>two moves.

WHITE.
White to play and mate In three moves.

AN INSTRUCTIVE END GAME.

„ 1I''S,'°.'!?™'°8
beiiutiful ending lately occurred in the Hostiugs (Eng.) Tournament between

Mr. P. W. WomerBly and Mr. H. Colbome.
., 'iJ"^.?

'*'• Wouiorsloy) K Q Kt (i, B Q B (i, B K :i, P's Q Kt 7. K B 4, K Kt 5, K B 0. White
(Mr. Colbonio) h. K 2, B g Kt 1, B Q I) r. P's K B 4. K Kt 3, K U U.

The ineooB sKwd thus after Whites 72ud move. The lookers on Oiought it was a. drawn
battle, but Mr. Woniersley declared lie could win. The position is such im is likely freijuently
to occur, aud the girinciple of winning ia. tberefuro very instructive. There may bo more
speeily methods of winning though we doubt it. However, if any of our readers discover one let
us have it.

White. Black.

H. C. P. W. W.
, H.C. F. W. W.

72 BK B3 88. K B 2 KUU
73. n K 3 KKtS 80. B K 3 B Bfi
74. K It '2 KKt4 ao. BKtV KU7
7,'-. K Kt 1 KB3 ai. B K 3 ch KQ8
70. KB2
77. KHn ^'i^ 92. K Kt 1 Kl;7

Ki?l 93. B Kt 6 B K8KB2 04. BBS KB 6
79. K Kt 1 K Kt3 '.tS. B Kt e* B takes P
80. K B2 B Q 4 OU. P takes U K takes P
HI. K Kt 1 07. B B 2 ch K takes P
612. B U 2 V Kt 8 (Q) ch 98. K « 2 KBO
8:1. 1! tiikos (J B tahes B 90. B B PBS
84, B B 2 KB 2 100. B Kt U B B4
8S. B R7 KK.S 101. B Kt 1 P Kt oh
UB. B B 2 KU4

KK.-i
102. K R t B K5

87. B B7 103. B lit (i Mates in two

WlUte. Black.

GAME No 21.

Chess in England.
Played in the Handicap Tonruoment at Simpson's Divan. |

(Prom The Field.)

Remove Black't KB P.

BUick. WhiU. Black.

Mr. Gunsberg. Mr. Huwsh. Mr. Giinsberg.

Kt to (J B 3 2S. B to B 7 (d) B toBS
P toQ4 20. B to K 2 Kt takes BBtoB4 27. B takes Kt BtioKt4
P to K 3 2R K to(J2

29. K to K 2
K U to B sq
B takes R («)

K Kt to K 2 («)
B to Kt 5 30. K takes B
Q toQ2
B to B 4 (ft)

31. B takes B BtoQ2(/)
R to K 232. PtoKO

BtoB2 33. K to B 4 PtoB3
P to K B 3 34. K to B 6 KtoB9
Kt to B SI] 3U. K takes P

P to Kt 3
P to B 4

Kt to Kt 3 37. K to B KtoQ3
R to K Kt sq :«. P to K B 4 (n) P to Kt 5
Castles 30. P to Kt 5 P takes Kt P
B takes Kt 10. P takes K Kt P P tokos BPK tu Kt sq U. Kt P takes P R to Bar
KttoB4 42. P to Kt 6 (A) R takes P
y Kt to B 5 43. K to Kt 7 (i) P takes P
Kt takes Kt 44. P takes F {k) KtoK2
Q to Kt 4 (0) 45 KtoKtS RtoR7
P takes P 40. P to Kt 7 BtoB3
P takes Q Besigns (()
B toK2 -

White.

Mr. Uirsch.

1. P to K 4
2. P to O 4
3. P to K 5
4. Kt to K B 3
5. B to Q 3
0. B to K Kt r,

7. P to B 3
8. P to K B 3
9. P to K Kt 4

10. Q Kt to Q 2
-H, - "
1'2. Q to B 2
13. Kt to B 4
14: Kt to Kt
15. P to K B 4
18. Castles, Q R
17. B takes B
18. P to B 5
19. Q B to K sq
20. Kt takes Kt
21. K B to B sq
2* (3 to Kt 3
23. U takes Q
24. R takes P

NOTES (ABBIDQED).
(a) Better than 5. B takes B.
(i» Better we believe to play 8. B takes Kt.

much time.
In trying to keep his Bishop Black loses too

(c) Threatening to win a piece.
(<I) 26. B (3 2 foUowed by 2U. Q R K B 1, would have been bettor.
(e) " Another such victory and we are lost."
(/) Compulsory ; else the Pawn could not be stopped.
(i;) White had plenty of time for this. 38. P B 3 would have socured the Queen's aide

against Black's threatened counter-attack. '

Ih) White ought to have played 42. P B 4, followed by P K 7, if Block plays 42 B takes P
(<) A hasty move, throwing away a well deserved vlotory. 43. P K 7 wins.
(k) A last attempt might hero have been made, 44. K B 8, etc.
(I) White might have continued yet, for there are many chances of a draw. With cormot

play Black should win, but the ending is not easy.
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?

I'rom th« Mail (Can.) Dee. 16.

Catarrh Is a mnco-pumlent discharge caused
vLiJiKi""'*''^? ""> development of thevegetable parasite amcoba in the internal Ita-

JSSJ°%?i"i*°* ?' '^S °'"»' ™'8 parasite isonly developed under favourable oiroum-
h^S®"'"^? '^^?* arei-Morbid state of theWood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberole™™*^ P.^'"™ *" syphilis, mercury, toio-mieajfrom the retention of the effeted matter
2i«*Tf . ,

•™P.P''®"»'i perspiration, badly
^^?.,i.'''*.'l

«'«<>P'°8 apartments, and otheVpoisons that are germinated in the blood.These poisons keep the internal lining mem;Orane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-

fSL
V"" '•"^y ,'<" tli^ deposit of the seeds of

and down the fauces, or back of the throatcausing ulceration of the throat; up the
f^*1^^Sf "'"'f'

""oslng deafness burrow!inu in the vocal cords, oausiuK hoarsenemi
usurping the proper structureof toe teSS?Si1,
tabes, ending in puhnonary oonsumptlonTid

a ^^^^^^'^"Pff l*"'*
''*«" ™a''8 'o discover

nlS^JrV"' distressing disease by the use
So^^Vfh'^"?'* ".""" i°»enlou8 devices, but™j "' i'?;""? treatments can do a particle ofgood until the parasites are either dOTtrovedor removed from the mucus tissue

"'"""y^d
Some time since a well-known physician of

ta?^X^ i'"r'"''P.'
"^^' much'experiment

ISS.i."'";^*'''"'-"' discovoring the nooessarv

iS^^ttV* ingredients which never fa^
a.u^Z^}'^ P"''

Ponuanently eradicating

onif
„^-'""'''', 'I'se'we, whether standing foj

n?.? ,?l?l
*°" "'* '"~™ disease, 8hould,,rtth

min^^l^;
'»"™'""<'a<» with the buitae™

Messrs. A. H. DIXON & HON
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canoihi,

and toclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

AUGUBT
CLEAR_ING_ SALE!

Ill order to clear out tlie

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK
We have made Startling Reductions in every Departmem atLUKES, DAGG-E & CO

110 yONGE STREET, COR. ADELAiDE STIIEEX.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET

'^n'^S^r.S:.,^: ?,f^V^i^^A-.^ oif^^^-

Met CfturcA of Canada, fuu to eay in regard

Oai^h "^ * *°"' ^"" ^'^ttnmUfm

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, 'SS.
Mmre. A. H. Dixon <* Soji •

DEAn Sins,—Tours of the 13th instant tnhand. It seems ahnost too good to be^rae thrf^

f h^°?"',' °' '^»"^''' """I kiow tha"?^
f«^f^fi"'' "°

™''i''° "' ""> disease, and new
ttri°trri:.;;?ulfe^re^To'ntuth-an'3'£?

I consider that mine was a very bad oasa •

}{,™'»88»votod and chronlcT iSolrtnrthe
'S«>»*

a; well as the nasal pkasaKesTand I

^??£l?f''?,'"'' "-J?!.™ "»« tt"?SISments

1^^ thankful that I was ever mduced to seod

that'r^^t,"''*'^*^ "• "•'« letter statUiB

I shall gladly recommend yonr remedvtosome of my friends who are sufferers .

Yours, with many thanks,

Bbv. E. B. Btevenboh.

Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. U, :876. Re-issued July 3,
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Ro^
issued Aug. 0, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and Juno 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and Prance.
Patented in Canada June 7 1870
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health

•'

Corset, Registered Sept. '25, 187C.

With Improved Tampico Bnsts.
Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors ut the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

MANDFACTUUED

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Ta.m-
Pico Busts, which arc as soft as
velvet, and yet so olastio that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraliuo, a new substance
which is much .suiiorior to horn
or whttloliono. It cannot break

^ aud 18 oiastie, i>liablo and oom-
-y fortablo.

:,
'fhe "Health Corset" is not de-

iigned for iuvaiids only, but ib
equally a.laptod to all women
even the most fastidious in dross

BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET^O., TORQl

mTTTRuMEFGoofs!
EUBBEfi SHOES, PELT BOOTS, BELTIIfO

Steam Packing, Ejiijinu,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

Valves, Wuinoeu Rolls

Tubing, Garden Hoso.

Sloppltts, Syringes,

I.ADIB.S- AND MISSUS-

I4ubb«r Ciroul.-ir-s,

f^STAR BRAND RUBKR,
Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MIU HOSE

Ebtadushed 1859. 364 Yon»o street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

BMFOHXtJM

^g^lP||THE_iMAI)rMlSBE£ 0011^
Mleotwl stock of stationery, Christmas C^s

~'

etc., at lowest prices. A call soUoitedT

The only perfectly conslruclod Kulilier

and Se.imluss Woven Cot-

ton Stc-am Fire Engine

Hose manufacLiired, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory -manner if you con-

suit us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well

known and reliable.Star Brands are the
cheapest and best Fire Hose made

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
Ll'J VlimtVlI .vr., TOKUNTO

tt'^ss. 'k^rtr-?e.rr'r^ rriS^r^i^i;;^"'^ ^"^

rpHE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVe7n7.
-L City by the Sen.

m'!^H^luT\T^'h<^''^^'--''i^ '""I Improved
^S,V, ,5" '"' Pleasure Uusort. H hours
Pli ladelohi;;"',n-'" '™V""J"'>' '^ honfs fZaI uiia.lolpliiu; 10 mmutes from Lou- Broiii.liItoeommeudcl by the most colobmt"f*f,hv

wSdeS^^Z^ """'.'""' I""! toe Bsca,.es.wouuerrul flowing iirtosiau spring. Hi"h .Irvand
;

air llUo.l ^vith the .uinglod ozone fromho pines aud e(«,l breezes fion, the sea ™rfeet .hniuage. N.i malaria. .No mosmiitosB

WET«,MS"|^^''i?,-
"'""' "" "^o yea;°Ci?cii^';WELCOME E. SnsLDON, Owner and Manager

ESTERBROOK
""^
PENS

HAMILTON MBjaBITT,
*8SI«!IATE ROYAL SCHOOL Of'miNES, ETC.,

vnnsQ KwanrEEE & METAinrBGisr,
IB TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

OFFICE AND WAKEROOIVIS
:

Cor. Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

Popular Nu... u-tj, 14, 130, 333. 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
^MILLBR^N tL CO., Agt... MontrwU.

MATRICULATION EXAMINATIONS
DEOIK ON

MONDAY, SEPT. 22nd,

DjB. SINCLAIB,

' 334 Jabvis Stbket.
MIDVIFBBT, AND DISEASES OFWOMEN A SPECIALITX.

R. HOUGHAN,
eiTAU imiuirio 6y maU sMl have our pmmpt attention

Agetit.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILW.\YCa

I'-on Fuimiun dibcctions see CAi.E.SDAn.

LAND REOaLATIONS.

T>AINLESS DENTISTBY.

s«raSic^a.rrs2^^i.-> °p-t^- t^'s

M. F. SMITH. Dbntist.
266 Queen Street. East.

" THE WEEK " PROBLEM TOCBNEY.
For the best three-move problem contributed to Thk Week, on or before the 1st Daoem-

ber, 1884, we offer a prise of ton dollars in chess matmrial ,- and for the second best a nrlie of
five dollars in chess rnatwrial.

BUZiRB AND CONDITXONB.

1. Froblems to be direct, unconditional three move mates never before pabllshed.
2. Each competitor tu enter as many problems as he pleases.
'A. .Joint compositions barred.
4. Kectifloation of problems allowed to closing date.
5. The problem on a diagram with motto, and having solution on the back in full to ba

mailed in an envelope, addressed " Chess Kditor, Tub Wbkk," Toronto, and a simultanaolu
envelope bearing inscription " Problem Comuetition, " containing motto, name and addrau at
the Boniler, to .J. H. Gordon, 111 Ht. Patrick .SfciTorontwrHThe pn^sms to be sxclnsiTS
property of Thb Wkbk until the awsrd of ju<1ges.

Want of compliauca with any of the above rules will debar problems from oomiwMHDn
The standard of award wlU be :—Difflculty, 14; Beauty, la; Originality, 16: Varfotr 10-
Economy, 10

;
Correctness, 10. The Judges will be Manrs. H. Northcote and C. W. PbtUips. '

JOHN B. HALL. M.D..

HOM(BOPATHiaT,
SpeoialUos-Dlaeiwes of ChUdren and NervousSystem. Hours-8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to n m -^Sn
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 0.30 p.m.

''- '"'"•

396 A 388 JAiiVis Stbbbt.

em ^anitetySs tlt^i^m" "•" '^"'^'*^ ««" »'""«"- -" '•-. -U in ,S„utl.

$2.50 PER ACRE
upwanls with conditions re,,uiring cultivation.

the,i:^'S5:titfS;hi^^si;^^;^^S,p^r-,r7:2,^ '-'- -"• ^-

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.
THE RESERVJSn SECTIONS

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, ~.
"'#,5(,,ow.

'"
mr^cto"r""''=''' ^^""'"'"d Managing

CHA8. RIOBDON, Vioe-ProsirlonfEDWAllD TKOUT. TroasS-m-

Terms of Payment

:

(/-

/"lOATSWOKTH ft HODGINS.

Barristers, Solicitors, NotariesOonyeyancers.
- •'«o«„ ta^lMtd. OJIoM-lO York Chatnbere

^"^ SmiBT, TOBON^.
'., VnAUJI B. UODUINN.

1

*vj*uAD Ul x-ayment:

withte^t s7i^^^^ ,tr!.';.„-i.tVet":d;" «™ --^ -'»'-«,.

^o^nt^^'^-^:^^«n?:«^— ,, . ,.., , „.„,^^

.«rj|T;SirnCt!rei;';;; v.^- -'i™.Sf- -^"^ -> t -«p- - te„
on »PPl'»''j''> at the Bank of Montreal, Mon"«al ^r"tanv ofTf^^.""'"''"''"

''" "'"'""«-"
F()R I'RICEH ami (JONDITION.S OB" Vat w / .

'» agencies.
to the purchase of Lands, apply to .lOHN II MoTAVMM ?" '"f!;™**"'" with respect
iwg. By order of the Boari.

Alol AVISH. Land Commissioner, Winni-

. MontTMl, January, 1884.
t'HABl.BM OHIIVKlV.tTKK.

Manttlaoturesthefollowinggradesofpaper:-

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

I
Wn|TE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB

(Machiho Fiuishe.1 and Supsr-Caloudorod)
I BLUE AND CUEA.y LAID AND WOVE

ro()I„SCAPS, POSTS, Etc.
: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEIIS :

Envelope and FAtkographic Papers.
CoLouED CovEn PApnns, super-iluishcd

Sj^^'^referLi^'c?'""'""""'""™''

pHARLES WrPHILLIPsi

SOLICITOR. CONVHTANOBB, Bto.

—rOfpicH:—

^^'ir- •

^^'i^idc-StnetBaM,Tmr»Uo,Ont.

\

i
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iOANCORPORATION^

[Adqost 28th, 1884

Ices,
- - PnbUc Library Buildings,

Cor. Cb^ucl^,aDd Adelaide Sta.. Toronto.

1.™"'".°' *"»»«ient and Company's ecneralProspectus can be obtained from Ihe mSI
^^AMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 1851.

MEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Asset., . , Z . 5, .„,,„ „„
Income for Yiu—. ;: T .,4^ g^ ^
r.^'^. f""*

.'^"''•o Insurances effected at
S^^lh,"??

''''^'; Agencies in all towns tbrougS-out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pra. JAS. BOOMER, Sec.
3. 3. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA PERMANENT^

Loan & Savings {L{),

Incorponted, A.D. 1SS5.

GRAND DOMINION
AND 39TH

PROVINCIAL

EXHIBITION!
Under the anspioes of the

AHRfCUr.TirRAI, AlVO ARTM A«.
MWCIATIOIV OF OIVrARIO.

TO BK HBLD AT

^>T ^T -A. '\?17- ^A.

<ni raa

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capital -

Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3.000,000
2,200,000
1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.

Bhorf"?^l^J*S"'T'^'
^.Pay'b'o on demand or

pHncip2r.if-y°earry" " ""''•" '""'<«^ "^ "«

DEBENTURES.

.n^r^/;s!trt,ffiVSeTe'nTrs'.VrsSe'S

be oht»/?;r'J' P"*'™!"^ «s to term«. mayge obtained from the Ofllce CoMPASr'iBmij>iNa8. Toronto Stbeet. Toronto
J. HERBERT MASON.

Managing Director.

BAM^yFoTTAWA.
OTT.A.-W.A.

99ad to 97th September, 1894.

$23,000 In Preminms and Dominion Medals.

Entries must be made with the Secretarv

3«fls,'?rz'":
°° ^ """'" ""> -"le^mentTone'S

r^uVi'i '""?"*• ^*"^P- S^'ine- Poultry A<ni

;<iji|^?iS!n-?-".°',^-«rVarlS
0^ro'r"b'^,r;*ru7n''s?^A^-'-'-'«--lI?;

.1, f h"^'' ""'^ Blank Forms for makino
Jet.X.'L^f'.'IFT '''"', *•« o'-t-inert of the Sec?

8kiiet!es »ni 4'''15'"^",'" ""» Horticultu?^

oSt the Pr^^n^''"*'","]?' '""titutes through:out the Province, and from the Secretary.

HBIVRV WAOK,
AoaicuLTUBAL Hall. Toronto.

"TVOmNrON BUSINR88 COLLEGE,
KM wTfh ?r" °" Monday, September 1st188<, with the most improved facilities tnr

c »['aff»?r1 anS"™""" '"«'»'«'"re of com'mlr'
eiuoad„„"%"i?^„''°"""« * oomplete busineweiiuoauon. The course is a short, sham dir«n?

^."rM^ffl^-sK^M-^^^

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(For the UnlTersity Edneation of Women)
TORONTO, . . ONT..

Col. C. W. LawM, Ml^xon, PHnHpal.

in^^h^e" jSnlorn™" ^^ '"« »«« "' ''^en years

partm^n^ to^tSe'SS „*,''| Univer^sity De-
study unatteniptedTy anv ote;i iwfr? "'

artist* Thn Pnii.„ 1V,?'*" °' European

thenics and rid-ng f™ Poi'
p'""" '? "=''"^-

further information »pplf°o
^™P«""»' ">»

MRS. M. J. RUSSELL
2*0 Victoria St., or 232 Wellington St..

Toronto.

AIUSEIENTS.
HOBTICDr.TUBAL SARDBNS' PAvSil^

frld^y XrenUtg Aug. 99tll.
The event of the „»«>„. The original New

York
IDEAL COMIC OPERA CttT,

Including a phenomenal o«it of celebraUKiartists. Opening production,BILLEE TAYLOR
Popular prices 25 and 50 cents.

.Grand out-door realistic production of th»

CHICAGO FIRB,
Rn'S "Sf ^'^ Engines, Hook and Ladder

HANLAN'S POINT FBBBT
unu?.0 p.™"" •*""»"" "» '*»« 7.30 .j».

^
Y0NO8 STRBBT steamers, 10 a.m. uatU 9.30

ESIABI.iaHEI>1852.
EflTABI.ISHED1852.

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

FAMILY GSOCEBS,

Cof. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

Authorized Capital,
Subscribed Capital,
Paid'up Capital, -

Beit I

Alma Ladies College,

S U GA RS ! S UGARS !

^'^^ '^°?!^' ^NT.

81,000,000
1,000,000
99J.»i3
110,000

CHARLES MAQEE, Esq., Vice-President.

Es^'ToTo^^'^H^"'' ^^"J- «• Blackburn,
fcsq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. K Chur<-h

Ma'CrfEs^."""'
^"«- «-• Hay, Es^.fSJi^n

Oeoboe Burn, Cathitr.

br?kTw^S;tg™£r'

''"""°° ^'"«' ^•-

- Co*^e.''Ao^i^tN-^*Srl'^^«^
A. H. Ooartby .nd B. E. Walker AgentswLoKDoM-EngUsh AlUance Bank,

^"""^"i"

A MILLION A MONTH!
THE DIAMOND DIES

have become so popular that a million pack-ages a month are being used to r°cSl^urdmgy or fsdert DRESSES. SCARFS HOr)n«
aL^'^H^^S**'

"JBBONS, etc.^ WarriS^d fastand durable. Also used for making inksstaining wood, colouring Photo's, Flowers'Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 32 coIomS'samples, and book of directions.
'""°"»<'

WELLS, RICHARDSON « CO.,
BnrUngton, Vt^-aod Montreal, P.Q.

15 lbs. Granulated Sugar fer $1.

18 lbs. Bright Porto Eico Sugar for »1.

A consignment of NEW TEAS per PaciflcS^S^^Company and Paciflc Bailwarj<Lt to

tbecit^^"°'''
^^^^ "« "^« "est value in

All goods warranted free from adulteration

of to^eTuy"'^'
""""""^ ^«"''«"'l to "yP"t

TELEPHONE .CONNECTION.

CANADA SOAP & OIL mm%
TORONTO, ONT.

Chartered by Act of Provincial Legislature.
Buildings an.l furnishings the finest In Canada.
Its faculty (five gentlemen and ten ladies)
fully qualified. Its courses in Music, Fine
Arts and Literature thorough and practical.
Its rates comparatively low. Board, room
light, laundry and tuition cost from <38 to
»4j per term, according to department. Thesame with Music and Drawing only «190 ayear in advance. Ba-onens Sept. 4th, 1884±or Calendar or admission, address

PRINCIPAL AUSTIN, B.D.

Rodger, Maelay & Co.

•HMnrAOTunEas o» the

" LHY WHITE" FLOATINO SOAP,

QUEEN'S OWN PERFECTION SOAP,

ENOUSH MOTTLED SOAP,

""> 0THB« OEUEBBATED BBAJIDS 0»

The American AMJhiion. ^^^^ LAUNDKY SOAPS,

Steamer Chicora.

MAXmrAOTDBBBS
'

Oaa Fixtures & Artistic Brass Work,
Steam Fittkbs- asd Pldmbebs- avnuw.

'

IM^mO^STBEETWEHT, - TORONTO
rpHE LIGHT-BUNNINO DOMESTIC
J. 18 simple, strong and durable. It need,no teaching, watching or adjusting, and notone has ever worn out.

A. W. BRAIN, Agent,
89 Yonge St., Toronto.

"jlj-ASON & COLLINS^

UFE-SIZE POHTHAITS III OIL AND CRAYOII.

STPiiio, 3iKi»oaT^,rr, Tobonto.

I3S BIEnSALL,
~

• Bank St, St Mark-* Ward.
THJ^OSKB OF MTD-SIO

"

^PU 0/ Carl Martmu.

J^ory:^':^- '^'^- ""•' <"«<»". on
TEBMs-Mnslo. •«; Drawing, etc., 94.

TTOBACE F. ALLKDfS, ABTIST,

^ Church Street, Toronto

It TOBO^fTO, for
'

mOH-CLASS WATCHES ft JEWELLERY

tu^*"4'o^5L^^iS?1ea^?,:j^^.'"^ »^«'-

M^

Charges Moderate.

? w^pr.""™,"' '"J"-
'•' W- Wood, f..Pre>E. W. Perry. Jr.. s.c. p. Dielman. Treai

e™''.?„?J''""'^P"™ *° ">« '*'' Vnion will befive dollars per annum, and each subscribe?for the present year will receive : -Ist A proofbefore fetters, on India paper, of the etJhTniof the ye,.r, by Walter Shirlaw, from Eastman
.?^^,'^J" 'i"""^«

'"^^^ Reprimand "This
^li VS ",' *..?'" "'"16 '"obes) and qualilv

to twenty-five dollars. 2nd. The illustrato.1Art Pmo«. which w.ll be issued uioutbly fo?the current year. 3rd. One-half of the ...hsoriptlonwilfbe set apart for the formation
Si ?J"'"'i '^S «^Pe°<ied for the joint accountof the subscribers in the purchase of works of

rih'l''l°hor"K ^* "'."l"""* "nco°diT^nai?y
I2„SS T '" '""''' ?' "» subscribers repriis«nt«l by a con^mittee. Sample cbpv ientPOrtpaW onappliOation to E. WOOD P^^y
8««ret»ry,»l West Tenth St, New York.

Fulling Boaps,

Toilet Boaps,

•A.nHlne Dyes.

—SEifD FOS PRICE LIST.

Rodger, Maclay & Co.
Canada Soap and OU Warka,

Office : Works :

ro FBoiiT St. East,
| Diraiis Str«t,

TORONTO.

PICKERINa COLLEGE
(Attended by young peopU of both texea)

mz,L RE-OPKN SEPT. lali'

No other institution affords the 'same ad

rXZ'W^r "*!
°i " Ple-isant home if.*;refined Christian influence, and thorouch

paVtmeStsf-?"" "" '"" "«" orga^.^ed"^,'?

L PREPARATORY.
II. COMMERCIAL.

III. COLLEGIATE.
IV. MUSIC AND PINE ARTS.

Tbachino Staff. —W H Hnatnn \r a
Classics; E. J. Mclntvre, B 1, Bngiiih i^SModern Languages; C. L. Cra^swellerfB AMathematics and Science; H. W. Westlake'B.A Commercial Branches. Miss A E Pal
Jpn(F^ur»t Class Certificate). Juniir ClasfesE. 8. Shrapnell. A.R.n.A., Drawing and PsJnt;
^*.' /Davenport Kerrlson. Toronto Voc^and ^Instrumental Music; Mis, ™ B 'sia^r!

Toronto University Local Examiiation for
riSP"°U'iP'^ "'? ""'"lidatss (all that trieSobtamed Second Class Teachers' CertifloSS'
,J^' ?.*" Announcement containing ftSlta^formation address the Principal,

W. H. HUSTON.
PioKaaora.

a HAW & USBOBNB,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

.
Houses rented, rents collected. loan. .n.i

s.zrcCgfr'"'*- ^"po'y^oirhrx
10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

Sr^WART & aONriLl^TsTEWABT
* STRICKLAND),

ARCHITECTS, BUILOINfi SURVEYORS AKO VALUATORS.
Offlcea-39 Adelaide St. Eajit, Toronto.

WM. btbwabt. w«. h. btbwabt

w. A. IMPET,
Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spnng Fixtures
271 CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

iVBstimates given on appUoatlon.

M:iREFRIGERATORS.

ICE CREAM FREEZERS.

COAL OIL STUVES.

"W- ^. S I» J\.BS o "W
WOLVERHAMPTCff HOUSE.

V Toii(;inuii.

t.
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• «^

the Lnch Catli! I 1

"""^ insupportable. From the fi«t
The British Associatlonjat Montreal „ ^ ' ^ .

^^^^diana showed great aptitude for encountering thf. npril= „*The St George's t:nion\t Chicago" :""-"" v^ 5«o. M. Grant. 02S « wandering ] fe, and after ten ^..nfl^of r

"--"uncenng the penis of
A People with a Mission ''. A Canadian Deiemte. ,iw „„„„ , ,'' ^ '

""'"^ '"" generations of experience thev are iir,»„rThe Canadian Legislatures and their Relative PoWeri rJ-'A c. L m) paased as boatmen. To induce Ihom f„ » .,
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National Literature
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.Prcrvmces, and a large number of i-h^m „;ii • •

"'^anume ^

^ith the Rocky MouLins^ to real'lllZVCTm tl""'''''

J-ioration to the Korth-West has disappointed the sanguine expeo-
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of M. Mousseau, now a Superior Court Judge. If M. Mercier be guilty
•his accomplices cannot be innocent, and the men wfi^urnished the alleged
bribe, and who are now pursuing with vengeance the man whom they say
they induced to accept it, showed hf parting with their money their fear
that their leader was in danger of disqualification. In making the charge,
they publish their own guilt and cover with .suspicion the friend whom
they profess to be most anxious to protect. That he received |5,000 M.
Mercier admits ; but he adds that he disbursed $2,150 of the amount, and

r retained the rest for services in conducting the ca.se, and not fof hSvirig
abandoned the demand for disqualification. Judge Torrfence, M. Mercier
swears, had intimated that the demand for disqualification ought to be
abandoned

; some priests had asked M. Mercier to act uppn the merciful
•view of the case, and not to forget that some of his own friends might
before long find themselves in the same box ; and, finally, " the party," on
consultation, concluded that it was not advisable to press for disqualifica-
tion. Against this defence of M. Mercier, M. Clement Arthur Danserea'u,
who supplied the funds, swore that he only agreed to give the money
" provided the demand for disqualification -was withdrawn." But M. Dan-
sereau did not make the arrangement with M. Mercier personally. M.
David, a personal friend both of M. Mercier and M. Mosseau, acted as
int^rnjediary, and his evidence has the appearance of being given with
frankness and without bias. During the negotiations M. David remarked
that since M. Mercier felt certain of being able to beat M. Mosseau at the
polls in Jacques Cartier, he had everything to gain, in a pecuniary point
of view, by abandoning the attempt at disqualification. He placed
before M. Mercier the prospect of a Coalition Government, in which the
Opposition Chief would be an acceptable member ; at the same time
assuring him that if he procured the disqualification of M. Mosseau the
door to such a union would be closed ; finally, he asked that no further
attempt at disqualification be made, and he left M. Mercier with the assur-
ance that the Conservatives would pay the costs. M. Mosseau, in view
of the evidence that had been produced, was willing that the seat should be
vacated. When asked whether the payment of the $5,000 had the
abandonment of disqualification for its object, M. David replied: "I
think that the reasons given by me determined the abandonment of the
proceedings for disqualification. At the same time this abandonment
would not have taken place without the payment of a certain sum." The
projected coalition failed, and the party fight was renewed with increased
bitterness. Threats wore made that M. Mercier would be called to account
for his conduct in connection with ihe $3,850 which he retained, and he,
to get the start of his pursuers, brought counter charges against M. Mos-
seau in the Legislature which a Royal Commission was thereupon appointed
to investigate. No sooner had this Gomnjission closed its labours than
a second Commission met to investigate the Jacques Cartier scandal. M.
Mercier appears to have received for his services in connection with this
election trial.an unusually large sum. and it is difficult to conceive that the
Conservatives would have agreed to pay more than the taxing-master
would have allowed, unless they believed it would bring them some
special advantage which they would not otherwise have been able to
obtain. Put having naid thn mnnniy n nrl -*« ^w^** _ ,].,,:^ ,„ . .i »

, __™ "s y^ty* uut^ iiiuHuy, ana, us cncy itaniit, got tne^acrvsntage^
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Jfijas dtpais. In Canada, on the contrary, M. Reclua finds the French
remaining^part, and doubling every twenty-five years at most ; and he is
not sure that they will not, at some future day, reconquer America. That
the French ever did conquer America, as a whole, is a somewhat startling
averment But M. Reclus has fallen into the order of ideas which is
becoming fashionable with the French race on both sides the Atlantic

;

and the increasing frequency with which these ideas find expression, is a
sign of the times.j

The Acadians, who recently held their second national convention at
Miscouche, Nova Scotia, have found it necessary for their salvation as a
race to set. up a distinct flag and adopt a national air. The distinctive
mark of their nationality is to be a lone star, on a blue ground, and their
national aii* is to be the Gregorian Maris Stella, set to French words. This

-fag, we are told, is not new, though it has long been out of use, having
fceeA unfiirled tolhe breeze on the 15th of August for the first time since
1713. We were not aware that the Acadians paid so much attention to
the Treaty of Utrecht as the furling of their flag implies, and if they did
put it out of sight they did so only for appearance sake, for most of them
refu.sed to become British subjects, or leave the country, in accordance
with the terms of that instrument. They insisted on being neutrals, in a
conquered country

; they would not take the oath of allegiance without
conditions and reservations, which would have left them at liberty in case
of war to avoid the duties of citzenship. Deportation with all its regret-
table concommitants ended the unseemly wrangle which embittered the
lives of a whole generation of English colonists, and was a constant. source
of peril to the British Government. The present attitude of the Acadians
shows that the old leaven has not lost all its force.

silence was their only refuge, since they could not hope to convict M. Mer-
cier of taking a bribe without confessing themselves guilty of having paid
it. But the confession is evidence against themselves, whatever may be
thought of M. Mercier's defence.

Once more some enthusiastic Frenchmen are dreaming of makin"
France a colonizing nation. The Societi Fran<;aUe de Colonisation has
taken the work in hand. M. Reclus would like to see " history changed "

by an emigration from Brittany that would double the French population
of Canada. But unfortunately these Bretons prefer to end their migration
in Paris, whither 35,000 of them are said to have gone in the last three
years. A thousand Bretons, says M. Onezime Reclus, on the banks of
the St. Lawrence become 250,000 in the course of two centuries ; but if

1,000 Frenchmen were sent to La ?lata, there would not, at the end of
two centuries, be left a single Frenchman to represent them ; all trace and
recollection of their origin would be obliterated, and their very names
would be lost Greatly does this consideration encourage M. Reclus in
his desire to " change history " by doubling the number of French in
Canada. M. About, who is president of the Paris committee of this new
French colonization society, favours the esUblishment of French omigrante
outside the colonies of Algeria and New Caledonia. Tonquin demands
immediate attention. If the 150,000 Frenchmen in the Argentine
Republic are already half " castillionized." and if they remain French
only during a single generation, the reasons are that their children, in the
absence of French schools, learn the Spanish language and marry the

Fresch Canadian conventions are the order of the day. The ex-
patriated cousins of the Quebec French, like the Acadians, followed the
example set at Montreal, and held their Convention at Albany.." In "the
country of their adoption these emigrants wish to live as a people apart
from the rest of the population : to be a nation within a nation. In New-
England they flatter themselves that their vote, in the presidential elec-
tion, has already become important enough to be worth looking after.
But it does happen that the children of the first generation of emigrants
lose the use of the language of their parents, and that French names are
replaced by an English translation. Dr. Archambault, who came from
Rhode Island to the Montreal congress, had a sad tale to tell. He found
that the young Canadians, who go to American schools, fall into the habit
of speaking English among themselves ; they read American journals and
American literature exclusively

; they become rapidly Atnericanized, and
what glimpses they get of the country of their fathers they get through
American spectacles

; the successful ones amAg them learn to prefer the
company of Americans to that of their own countrymen. The Albany
Convention constructed a programme which is full of contradictions : it

rocommands at once naturalization and a separate flag, separate French
schools and an exclusive French-Canadian press. The more exclusive
these imiaigiauts make^ theoiselves the more obnoxious will they become"
to the Americans, by whom they are regarded as " The Chinese of the
East" The cheaper labour which they take with them causes them to be
regarded by their fellow-workmen with jealousy not unmingled with
contempt Their absorption into the great family of the Americans will
depend upon their relative numbers ; and it remains to be seen whether
a new Louisiana can bo established on the soil of New England.

From some of his ancient compatriots, Louis Riel, the hero of the
Red River Rebellion, has received an invitation to return to the country.
Whether the invitation was prompted by the person most interested is at
present a matter of doubt Riel's outlawry is at an end, the term of his
banishment has expired, and he is at liberty to return. Sometime this
month he will respond to the invitation of his friends, and personally
appear once more in Manitoba. Riel, whatever might be his inclinations
has ceased to be dangerous. The discredited chief of a defeated rebellion
cannot again become a leader of men. Since the day when Riel found
himself a fugitive rebel chief, the state of things in Manitoba and the
North-West has completely changed. Infinitely greater progress has been
made than was made in Lower Canada during the two centuries that
followed the discovery of Jacques Cartier. A new order of things has
arisen. Riel will find himself in a position not dissimilar to that in which
Papineau was placed after his return from France, whither he went after
the collapse of the rebellion in Lower Canada. He may hare a small
cirol« of admirers ; but he will never be the chief of a party likely ever to
be strong enough to grasp the reins of government Riel, in advance of his
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each dealing with a vexed question, vizr., tho right of an audience, or a
section thereof, to hiss a play or a player. The vticlf s have been suggested
by the scene at the Lyceum o;i the occasion of the production of " Twelfth
Night." Mr. Knight says to his readers :

" Hiss a piece if necessary, hiss

grossness on the stage, hiss whatever deserves to be eondemned. But do
not continue to hiss a man—dramatist, manager or actor—because he has
once, under the influence 6f anger or disappointment, been indiscreet." In
Mr. Marshall's opinion, hissing and groaning should be reserved for the
condemnation of what offends against the laws of morality and defl^cy.
In other cases silence, he considers, is sufficient. Mr. Simpson concedes
the right to hiss, but contends that " it should only be exercised at proper
times and without tumult."

The able London correspondent of the Liverpool Mercury has the fol-

lowing interesting note on the Newmans, of whom, as he correctly says,

few people know there were three, and that the third, in a sense, was liter-

ary :
—"The great Cardinal we know. The Theistic "Vegetarian we know.

But there was also a brother of strange, uncertain and suspicious tempera-
ment, who lived much in retirement, made Tenby his home, and thought
himself a philosopher. He left behind some MSS. dealing with abstract
speculations, which at one time it was proposed to publish. They have
lately fallen into the hands of his greater brothers. The Cardinal has been
asked whether he would like to publish any records of his brother. His
reply is decidedly in the negative. Tho.se who have seen the " letters and
remains" declare the Cardiijal to have made a just decision. The unknown
brother shared the restless, inquiring, rationalistic temper of the Cardinal
and the Theistic philosopher, but none of their genius. Towards both of
them, I believe, ho held anything but a kindly attitude. He was accus-
tomed to look down upon one as a priest and the other as a doctrinaire. Yet
he was occupied greatly upon the subjects which interested the one or the
other—the limits of human inquiry and the limits of State interference
with individual liberty. It is well, on the whole, nevertheless, that his
letters have not been laid before the world."

Mr. Labouchere believes in cannibalism, and frankly says that he sees
no o>.jection to eating his friends. Like the famous Frenchman who would
eat his father, avee sa propre sauce, he would eat his neighbour and think
nothing of it. " Most assuredly (says he), were I starving, with the
corpse of a friend by me, I should regard myself as very foolish were I
to allow myself to die of hunger." In fact, he rather mourns over the fact
that he never was in such a predicament. During the siege of -Paris he ate
every other possible food, and rather liked the novelty. But, as he never
ate up a friend, he is driven to speculate whether there is any difference
between such meat and that usually sent to his table. On the whole he
concludes that there is not. This shows a touching confidence by Mr.
Labouchere in his friends, one that probably is not reciprocated. Most of
them would rather die than try so tough a job as would be involved in
making a meal of him.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT MONTREAL.

The Montreal meeting of the British Association, whether regarded from
the point of view of hosts or guests, of the promoters or the public, may
very fairly be pronounced a success. As I write, it is still going on, though
some of the members have left for the Rocky Mountains ; but there is

now no fear of failure. The number of members present, both ordinary
and associate, is higher than at an average meeting in the Mother Country,
and is so much greater than the American Association has ever been able to
muster, that those who eotmted upon an exceptional interest being awakened
have been fully vindicated. Of course, several of the old standard-bearers of

- the Association are absent, and it is safe to say that some of them would have
attended had the meeting been held in an English or Scotch city. But so
great is its embarrcu de richesam that the Association can at any time and
in any circumstances do, very well without the assistance of this or that
one of its primates, apd still better, without those who fancy themselves
indispensable

; and their absence on this occasion is more than compensated
by the additional interest excited, among ordinary members and in a new
field, by the new departure that has been so happily taken. The Associa-
tion has practically annexed half a continent to its domain ; and when it

quickens the zeal of its own rank and file, it is serving one of the purposes
that its constitution contemplates. For it is quite a mistake to suppose
that all the members of the British Association are distinguished scientists.
Of the eight hundred who have crossed the Atlantic to attend the Montreal
meeting, the claims of not a few to any recognition on the part of the
Miyesty of Science are of the vaguest and most shadowy nature. A mixed

multitude gathers round every organization. Even the serfs who fled from
Pharaoh's brick-field to the desert attracted such a class ; and the range of

the British Association is so wide that it attracts Kobby-riders of every
kind, who, when repelled by such exacting sections as Mathematics, Physics
or Chemistry, are glad to find shelter in some nook or corner of Geography,
or, still better, of the large and accommodating section known as Anthro-
pology. There are women's rights advocates and dress reformers up or down
a long scale to the infallibilities who assure you that there is not a particle
of evidence for Evolution

; the cranks who evolve our Erfglish numerals
from the Hebrew alphabet, and the bores, who, on the strength of a mis-
print, find mistakes in the Principia, or hope to build up a reputation by
pointing out grammatical blunders in " Paradise Lost." Then, there are
those who, though enrolled by the Association, make no pretence to be
men of light and leading

:
the respectable people, whose sole function is to^

pay the annual fee. May their number never be less! Without them, the
Association would be shorn of much of its power for good, for it could
attend very imperfectly to what its best friends know is its best work—the.
preparation of reports rather than the reading of papers. Many a modesl
observer, who constitutionally shrinks from Science by pic-nic, is glad to
receive grants from the Association that enable him to prosecute definite
lines of enquiry and research. The man who, after wandering from section
to section without having the luck toj hear a really good paper or a thorough
discussion of any subject, comes to the conclusion that the Association is a
fraud, should make himself acquainted with what is done throughout the
year by, and by means of, committees. He who knows not the work of
committees, knows not the real work of any useful parliament or confer-
ence of human beings. Indeed, in every organism the most important
work is that which is unseen.

In the opening lecture. Lord Rayleigh indicated the chief function of
the Association's committees. He pointed out that by a fiction as remark-
able as any to be found in law, what has once been published, even though
it be in the Russian language, is usually spoken of as " known," and that
we are apt to forget that the re-discovery in the library may be more
difficult than the first discovery in the laboratory. Hence the need of
critical reports and abstracts to guide investigators, to show them exactly
what has been done, and to indicate what remains to be done. Now, the
committees of the Association are specially authorized and commissioned
to secure such reports or charts, to select men individually or in groups to
prepare them, and to help such indispensable labourers by recommending
grants from the funds of the Association, or by applications to govern-
ments, philsophical institutions, or local authorities. As a matter of
course, all the work depends very much on the annual revenue of the
Association, and the revenue depends almost entirely on the silent mem-
bers. All honour, then, to the silent members. Their zeal may be greater
than their knowledge, but they pay their dues, and they applaud with
hands, or throat, or cane, at the public meetings, and so generate the public
enthusiasm that stimulates everyone more or less. The British Govern-
ment gives very little for the promotion of science compared to the sums

-jdistributfid lavishly by other great European Powers. Bat John Butt—
himself makes up for the deficiencies of the Government. He ia now

' content to play that role, for he has played it for many a day. He is

always ready with his guinea subscription, and does not grudge making it

two or ten or a hundred guineas, if it be for a good cause—all the more
when he understands that he is likely to get some little personal quid pro
quo, should it be only one-^-a thousand votes to admit a boy to an
orphanage, or an ice-cream at a conversazione, or admission to a lecture
that he would not presume to understand. I am well aware that this way I

of raising money is flouted by very superior persons. To them the only
,

genteel way is to go hat in hand to the Government. Doubtless, govern-
ments should be paternal, and yet those fathers are not wisest who leare-^.-
little or nothing to their children's initiative. It is possible to see in
Mr. Bull's ways an improvement on the paternal or despotic, which we
are imitatjng very rapidly. It certainly developes public spirit, local
initiative, and a general interest in » good cause attainable in no other
way

; and the objecte of the British Association are, among others, " to
obtain more general attention for the objects of science, and the removal
of any disadvantages of a public kind which impede ite progress."

Montreal has done its part very well in receiving the Association,
though it almost goes without saying that it might have done better still.

There is scarcely a city in Great Britain where the conveniences are
greater, so far as halls for general and section meetings, reception and
committee rooms, and everything else in the w»y of necessary aooommo-
dation are concerned. The civic welcome was hearty and short, much
more cordial in fact than—from some previous mutterings—I had been
led to expect There was a pleasant piquancy about Mayor Beaudry's

r
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"" *^^ ^««°«i»tion that, though far from home, it was-^ -««;.still on Bntish soil. The acting President washed his hands.hard with
invisible soap and imperceptible water while the Mayor spelled out slowly
the long sentences of the address, but when he came to answer he aston-
ished his oldest friends with his vivacity and point They gladly saw
that his long labours in the general interests of humanity in the laboratory
and the study had not abated his natural force nor dimmed his interest in
common sympathies of ordinary life. A good many of us were anxious to
see Mayor Beaudry. Whittington, thrice Lord Mayor of London, was
nothing compared to a Mayor who has ruled over Montreal for eight years
more or less, and who, to all appearances, is as popular as ever. It was
pleasant to hear him in his very decided French tones calling upon us all
to sing " God Save the Queen," and then to see him stand on tip-toes and
lead oflT enthusiastically with three cheers for the Queen, and three more
and a tiger for the British Association. Mayor Beaudry deserves another
year of the gold chain, and Montreal sets a good example to the restless
cities-west and east-who turn their Mayors out of office before they are
well in

;
certainly before they have had time to do anything notable in theway of CIVIC improvement

Where hospitality has been extended, it may sound ill-natured to
criticize; but one jealous for our good name can hardly help remarking,
that If all the leadmg citizens had seconded heartily the Reception Com-
mittee the eight hundred members from Great Britain and Ireland
instead of leis than three hundred, would have had private hospitalit;
extended to them. There are palaces enough in Montreal to have accom

.. modat^d them all, and a good many more; and accommodated they would
have been if big houses «nd big hearts always went together. Some of

' the strong expressions in the civic address, such as "we place our land
,

ourselves, and all we are and have at your disposal," must have sounded a
- little like polite Chinese to the five hundred from abroad who knew that-^ would have the privilege of paying even tFeir Fot^TiTls. Wed^

these things better in the Church. Member, of Synods, General Assem

to us ^^pus worlds of light and beauty-the guide, that explains to usalike the notes and waves of music and the ,,rene beautie7of the blue

of the r °"f
"*''==•''* "*'»•« ™"«t have received some impressionsorthe excellence of truth, and may have gone away asking himself the

ZgTeedfun • '
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G. M. Grant.

THE ST. GEORGES UNION AT CHICAGO.

bhes, and Conferences are at least off-ered private hospitality; and this
year when delegates went from every part of the earth to attend the
Presbytenan CouncU in Belfast, the warm-hearted Irishmen found homes
for all, no matter what tlie language or colour. We must try to do betterwhen the Association comes to Toronto.

It was worth paying the member's fee to have the privilege of being
present at the first general meeting, held in the Queen's HaU, on Wednes-
day evening. Lord Rayleigh's was, of course, the speech that all went to
hear, for the President is expected to give the address of the season No
one was disappointed

; for, as an exposition of the progress made recentlym difierent great departmenta of physical science, and as a popular lecture
parte of which at any rate could be understood by everybody, it wa^
altogether admirable. His own work has been so "fundamental" thatan old wrangler like Sir William Thompson frankly confessed that some
of his pages had taxed him most severely. Few, therefore, were prepared
tor the literary form, and the quiet humour that characterized,the address .

while It IS ijnpoaaiMe to oraiae to<v lu»)t4v tW« ;.,,i;.,:,.i „,i_i^^_j »t *»'r "" !**«««» fcwj^ uigmy tnejuaicial spint^ira the avoid-
ance of extremes in which he shines, especially in contrast with one or two
of his predecessors-who.are still living. He threw a sop to the Philis-
tines who continually ask, " What is the good of the British Association
or of so much science?" or " What is it going to do for us"? Several
gentlemen have enthusiastically assured me tl^t this meeting will "adver-
tize US," and I have had to answer, " What a pity !" We are an over-
advertised country already

; and so far as work done in science, literature
or art 18. concerned, or anything that ennobles life, our visitors can see
little but our poverty. Lord Rayleigh, in paying a generous tribute to
»ir Wilham Siemens, let fall a remark that might indicate to the most
carnal apprehension the money value of scientific pursuits, when he
instanced the introduction of the regenerative gas furnace, by which animmense economy of fuel, estimated at millions of tons annually, has been
effected m the manufacture of steel and glass. But, his general tone was
severely scientific, as might be expected from a student who values science
for ito own sake rather than for i^s industrial applications. The intro-
ductory address by the Governor-General was perfect in manner and
form. No other speaker was so well heard, although his bearing and tone
were those of a genUeman rtigaged in conversation in an ordinary drawing-
room. ^ with aU practised spkikers. perfect distinctness of articulation
IS the sufficient explamition. Lord Lansdowne's modesty wins everyone at
the outset, and he inspires the most captious critic with confidence in his
truthfulness. But, perhaps.-the gem of the evening was Sir William
Thompson s brief speech in responding, and in nominating the President for
the year. It was delightful t. hear the simple great man, the true
student of nature, extolling his beloved mathematics as the key that opens

«>

It was evidently with real delight that the members of the Chicago StGeorges Society showed their guests over the wonders of Chicago. Thisf^ing of p„de in the city, even when carried rather high, may be a good
antidote to the extreme individuali.sm which otherwi.se would be apt to
prevail in a vast commercial community where each man is bent on hisown advancement and neither social nor family ties can be very numerous
or strong. At our banquet, the trumpet of Cliicago patriotism sounded .ooud and so long that it woke up Philadelphia:and made her proudly refer
to the aid which she had sent to Chicago after the fire. She was mollified
however, by the hearty assurance chat if ever calamity should fallon
Philadelphia " no city on God's green footstool would put her hand in her
pocket deeper than Chicago." Chicago is not, like Athens, Venice or
Amsterdam a miracle.

^
Her wealth is the dower of Nature. She is the

Swift growth of boundless harvests, and also of unnumbered swine which
fall daily at the steaming altar of her greatness. But though not a miracle
Bhe IS a marvel indeed. She was an Indian village when the writer of
this went to Eton; she now outranks' Liverpool. And still the pace of
her progress quickens. The Chicago before the fire is already a thing of
the remote past, and viewed by the Chicago of to-day as the Rome of
Romulus was viewed by the Rome of Augustus. In many cases, that of
Leadville forJnstance,-tlwse sudden growths of Amencan commerce have
as suddenly decayed. But Chicago has a lasting basis if Illinois farmers
will only remember that improvident tillage in time exhausts even the
most fertile soil

If any one wants to know what the stress and strain of commercial hfe
are, let him go, where we were taken, to the Hall of the Board of Tradem Chicago, and listen, as we did, to the Babel of the Grain Market. How
can men whp, live in such a din, with all the excitement of a highly specu-
lative trade, preserve their sanity? Theatres, I am told, multiply; well
they may, for after such days people must crave for real amusement.
Libraries and reading-rooms, though commended by philanthropic wisdom
would by no means serve the turn. There is a grand opening for play-
wnghta,if play. Wrights would only appear; and why should they not, on
a continent full of stmngely marked character, and abounding in adven-
ture of tho social and commercial, if not of the heroic, kind ? But the
love of music is said also to be gaining ground. Music is, apart from in.
fluences actually spiritual, the great soother of care and the antidote chiefly
needed by the intense commercialism of the American people. In Chicago,
as in other great centres of commerce, the unequal distribution of wealth
presents pamful contrasts, and it is not surprising that Communism
should be rife, though the Communists are chiefly waifs from the Old
World. Yet the diflference between the mansion on Michigan Avenue
which the Communist views with an evil eye and the dwelling of a
mechanic in the wide-stretching suburbs of Chicago is far less than
was the difference between the towering palaces and the closely pent
hovels of former days; while the parks and boulevards, laid, out beauti-
fully and at great cost, about which we were driven for a long afternoon
without seeing the whole of them, are proof of a care for the health
and happiness of the masses quite unknown before our time. The gardens
of Versailles were created for a court, and its fetes were witnessed only
by a few hundreds of privileged spectators. Nor can it be said that these
are merely concessions Mtorted by Democracy. No candid man can doubt
that the rich men of Chicago and other cities, as a class,', feel genuine pride
and pleasure in improving the lot of Labour. Are they not sons of Labour
themselves ?

We wel-e taken to Pullman, the model village in which live the work-
men employed on the great car works. It is a second and an improved
Saltaire, laid out with the neatest dwellings, pleasure grounds, a library
a theatre (which by the way is a gem), perfect sanitary arrangemente, and
everything that can be devised to make an industrial Paradise. If
Capital is the ityrant Communism paints him, his tyranny wears ite mild-
est aspect here. Yet I am told that in Pullman, as in Saltaire, there is
restlessness, that industrial trouble is not unknown, and that the work-
men, though governed with the utmost mildness and beneficence, seem to
crave for more perfect independence and for freeholds of their own. This >

IS a bad omen for Socialism, which requires a much greater sacrifice of
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mdepemlonce than do.is P..lln,an or Sakairo. Tl.o site of Pullman was
re.-lai...ed by engineering skill frolTl a n.arsh. Its n.oml foundation is
Patent Right

;
for the Company holds patents without number. Will this

prove as firm as the soil of the marsh has been made ? Will Patent Right
endure for ever ?

As many of us as had a stomach for it went through the Stoc'c Yuids
as the vast slaughter-houses for swine and cattle are called. A stron-
stomach was needed, especially as the thermometer was at 90 in the shade"
No currents of fresh air, no streams of purifying water, no care or device
of any kind cm subdue the smells, any more than they can hide the sights
of this porcine and bovine Aceldama. It i.s curious to think that "the
Court of Sacrifice in the Temple must have presented a very similar spec
tac e Men can be trained and attempered to anything. Otherwise how
could a man be found to cut the throats of pigs or even to shoot down cattle
with a riHe day after day and all day long ? The monotony of tending a
loom IS bad enough; but what must be a monotony of slitting throats!
Wonderful, however, are the machinery and the discipline of this gi..antic
house of carnage. I shall never eat pork again, if ever I do eat pork Igain,
without having before my mind's eye the image, at once grim and comL of
a swift demise and a sudden transformation. Probably this is the most
humane of all slaughterhouses, in spite of the sickening impre.ssiori which
It makes. I am a believer, not in any sudden change of human diet, but
in the gradual adoption of vegetarianism, and one of my reasons for that belief
IS the hideousness of the shambles, while the harvest and the vintage are
beautiful. °

In the street architecture of Chicago, thougii there is not much of taste,
there is, in full measure, the stateliness of colossal wealth. Land is so
dear that to save the price of it commercial buildings are carried up to an
.nordmate height. This is fatal to the effect of the public edifices, which,
thougn sumptuou.,, are overtopped and ,lost. They could be thrown out
in proper relief only by distinctive character ; and the genius which im-
parts distinctive cliaracter has not been here: The edifices have been .

reared regardless of cost by architects no doubt learned in their art If
Chicago is not religious, sl.e at least understands the value of a religious
reputation, for her churches are numerous and costly. The religious life
of such a city, in such an age of doubt and disbelief as ours, would' be acunou, subject of study Is it merely a hollow survival, as the Agnostics
delight m telling us. or does something real, though uncertain, it may be
and precarious, still remain? What is undeniable is that money, hardly
earned and dearly loved, is still being spent lavishly on religion

"Are we a nation of rascals?" was the startling question asked the
other day by a writer in the .Vorth Anu^rican Review. Probably some of
the strongest arguments on the affirmative side would be drawn from the
practices of speculators at Chicago. No doubt there is plenty of emplov-
ment for the Miraculous Police Alarm apparatus, as well as for the equally
Miraculous Fire Alarm apparatus which our hosts took us to see. Yet this

'

immense production of wealth could not go on for a day if man did not
feel confidence in man. In the same way, while the morals, the tastes and
the general tone of society cannot fail to feel the influence of the com-
mercial MoiitejCariq^nd^i the^tle^,,,^^^^^,,^^
gathered here, other influences must be able, in some tolerable measure, to
hold their own. Certainly in the mansions of some of the millionaires ofChicago there is a domestic life as pure and happy as exists in any parson-
age or rose^embowered cottage in the world. It is pleasant, as was said
before, to hear that the large Canadian Colony in' Chicago is regarded asan element of good. ^ Canadian Dklkoatb.

A PEOPLE WITH A MISSION.

Theub is no lack of evidence to .hoT^at the French Canadians are being
taught, and are beginning to believe, that they have a miission to i«4filmore ambitious than was ever conceived, in their wildest flighte, by the
founders of New France. Fifty y.ars ago the preservation of their lan-
guage, laws and religion, under a revonsible government, was the limit of
their hopes; to-day their orator, do not hesitate to propose schemes of
widespread dominion, almost coextensive with North America. The
outflow of French Canadians to the United SUtes is no longer regrett^d^sa loss of national strength; the emigrants are looked upon as the fore-runners of a vast multitude who are to become the dominant race in theirnew homa These forerunners of a silent conquest .re to preserve their
race characteristics, intimately interwoven with their religion, as trium-
phantly in the United States, in our own North-West, and as far as th.
i'acific Ocean, as they have done in Canada.

To these views full expression was given at the late Congress of French
Canadmns, under the presidency of Judge Loranger, who is the head centre

( Presulentgeneral) of the societies of St. Jean Baptiste. The first celebra-
tion of this fete was in 1834, and its significance was^uite as much
political as religious. The Church^ishea to make itself% exponent of
the national sentiment of the French Canadians, and its aT^i,' has been, and
18, to form the national mind in an ecclesiastical mould. This people is
compared to the Jews, charged by Providence to fulfil a special mission on
this continent. In the words of Bishop Lafleche, the reputed author of
the 'Programme Catholique," in a sermon delivered on the 14th July
"the Church and the nation (French Canadian) are united as body and
soni. To desire a separation is to be guilty of profound error. As the
Jews were made the depositories of religious belief, so have the Canadians,
and the new CWaan is on the banks of the St. Lawrence. The moral
force 18 in pos,se.ssion of the Church, at the service of which the State is
to place the physical. "This is the mission," the bishop says, "which
God confided to the founders of this colony, and the thought is dominant
in the peoples mind.s." Tjie political title rests on the religiou.s, as the
mode of taking po.ssession by Jacques Cartier shows. This i.s -oing far
back, but the object was to show that, from first to last, the same rule had
been followed. In perfect accord with Bishop Lafleche, was the Abbe
Levesque at tho national congress. Attachment and submission to the
Church, ho declared, were not only " the first of .social questions, but also
the vital questions of our nationality itself." And he added :

" We pro-
claim that we have a national existence as a people, only that we may
proclaim the exaltation and propagation of the Catholic Church in
America. Such is the base, the soul, the essence of our nationality."

The Abbe Levesque does not agree with those who desire to put a stop
to emigration to the United States. He regards the emigrants as working
out the providential destinies of the French nationality in America. In
feet, " manifest destiny" has become as much an article of belief with the
French Canadians as it is with the Americans. In one respect the Abbe-
takes a rational view of this emigration. He sees that it was a waste of
energy to undertake the enterprise, impossible of success, of preventing
this outflow of population. But the work of colonization, carried on by
organized societies in Quebec, may diminish the force of the current
relatively ,f not actually. Other speakers agreed with the Abbe Levesque
that emigration to the United States is not a subject of unmitigated
regret. M. Chapleau did not look upon it as a crime or a wa^t of
patriotism. The French Canadian emigrant to Ontario as weU as to the
United States he described as " the avarU-garde of the grand army of
invasion for whom, in the next century, M. Rameau has predicted
success." There, M. Chapleau, on his own account, predicts tho French
Canadian will remain French and Catholic. In the same way M. Trudel
speaks of those emigrants as " an expeditionary corps sent by Providence
to conquer all the ancient territory discovered by our fathers and watered

^
by the blood of our martyrs." He afterwards states, as if he had imposed
upon himself the belief, his conviction that all this territory, or its equiva-
lent, will return to the French Canadians (reviindra d hur nation) if they
do not show themselves unworthy of it. Already,' he tells us, what less
than a century ago was the modest bishopric of Quebec, has, like a gigantic—
t?ee, covered not only the America discovered by the French and the
English, but the North America which belonged to Holland, Spain and
Russia. Fifty years ago the French Canadians were fighting for the
conservation of their language for oflicial uses; to-day it is the official
language from the Atlantic to the Pacific. To make this statement
true, M. Trudel must be content to travel north of Ontario.

These orators have apparently persuaded themselves—it is certain that
they try to persuade others -that the French Canadians wiU be able to
retain, in the United States, the distinct character which they maintain in
Canada; but the expression of this hope does not correspond with the
statements of facts which come from the manufacturing towns of New

-England. There, French writers who deplore this emigration tell us the
factory girls rapidly deteriorate, amidst their new surroundings, and the
children of the emigrants often neglect to learn the language of their
parents. The hope that the French Canadians who go to the American
cities can resist the all-potent influence of the great melting-pot in which
every nationality is boiled down to a common consistence, is a dream
which can never be realized. We are reminded that there are some
municipalities in the New England States where the French Canadians
are alrewly in a majority; but these are few, .nd there is nothing to
warrant the extravagant belief that the handful of these people now in
the United States will ever, by tho aid of whatever accessions they may
receive, become numerically stronger than aTl the rest of the popuUtion.
But if there should be a large increase in the number of American women,
hving in a stat* of matrimony, who elect not to become mothers, and if
the French. Canadians continue to increase at the rate thoy have increased

\
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since the conquest what now seems impossible would become possibleThe population of France is at a standstill
; but if the United States should

fall into the same non-progressive condition, the French Canadian contin-
gent would hardly form an exception.

There can be, in the United States, no nation within a nation, such
as Judge Rou hier presents as the true model of political society inCanada Speaking for his countrymen, he says they wish to add to thename of Canadians, that of French 0^o.^s voulons ,u'il norcs soit pe„nis
dajouter d noire nam de Canadiens cslui de Fraru;ais); they do notwant division, but distinction of powers; they desire to be "a great

.
amily distinct from the other families of the nations"; and he thinks
that If the whole country were formed of an aggregation of diverse
family groups there would baa fine opportunity for emulation. The emu-
lation would be likely to end in a rupture; and there would be no steady-ing power of homogeneous nationality, proper to the soil, to act as arbiter

r/aZrV ^VT '''' '"^ "' ^''P*™"°'^ "^ '-P-^^d nationalities

^tht >ift r «'^«*J'-''-h would in vain be offered for acceptance
to the United States Not in this way can the French Canadians carry
out the mission which their ecclesiastical guides tell them ProvidenceZimposed upon them.

Judge Sicotte alone appeared to favour assimilation
; and his wordswere, perhaps purposely, obscure. Assimilation, he said, is going on byour going among others, without regard to their coming to us He lovedthem, not because they were French, but because they were men (nous lesmmor^ parce ^U smt horames). He reminded his compatriots that the«»vage who carries his country and the ashes of his father about on hisback might excite pity but that he represents neither force nor civiliza-

tion. His eulogy of Confederation, in opposition to isolation, may havea double meaning; but, if it contained a veiled protest against the isolation
of race, no other speaker at the French Canadian Congress so interpreted it.Some of the speakers wer« assigned special topics, assumed to be appro-

toTTL rTr '^: "'''""°" °' ^"^ ^"^^ «' -» ^-.nrffell
to M. Trudel. To the usual stock-list of French Canadian rights, he addedone that^ coming into somewhat ominous prominence : a right to the soilof Quebec as fir^t occupanta (droit a n^tre Urritore comme premier occu-
parus, corn^ enfa^ du sol). Of thisiorm of Know-nothingism we are
destined to hear more in the future. r. t

THE CANADIAN LEGISLATURES AND THEIR
RELATIVE POWERS.

A BOOK on Parliamentary procedure and practice is very like a book on
the procedure and practice of law or medicine-interesting chiefly to thosewho are obliged to use it. As such m'ust Mr. Bourinot's book be receivedThe authors official position makes him an eye-witness of the practice of
the House of Commom,, and invests the work with a quasi-official character
Of Its actual usefulness as a book of procedure, no one is entitled to speak
but those who are immediately concerned in Parliamentary practice But
embracing, as it does, a condensed history of the establishment of Parlia^
mentary government in Canada, and some general remarks upon constitu-
tional questions, it may be looked into with profit by all those who take an
interest m public affiiirs. It is upon such substances as constitutional and
quasi-constitutional matters that Democracy is nourished, and as it thrives
ita appetite increases. It is not surprising, therefore, to find a Democratic
pubhc engaged in the discussion of such grave questions as the science and
art of government present to it. Of the art of government, as at present
understood and practised (meaning, of course, party government), little
need be said. It is the art of making the'^ody politic stand on one foot.
It reaches Ita consummation in the skill with which one party or the other
can be maintained in power, and has obviously little to do with the abstract
science.

The science of government under our present constitution, howevermay be made not only an interesting study, but a most useful one. It isimportant that correct ideas of the relations actually existing between theDominion and Provincial authorities, and of the miture and powers of each
should be acquire! by those who take an interest in politics. And it is to
such works as the one before us that we must turn in order to get unpre-
judiced, if not absolutely correct, ideas.

Mr. Bourinot's description of the relationship of the Dominion to the
Provinces wil hardly be acceptable to the Provincialists. He says (p. 62)-
" Under the Act of 1867, the Dominion Government assumed tZt confrol
over the respective Provinces which was previously eiiercised by the

iTrltdl^irw?*-' T^'r"*'""'
~^"^ '-' P^^^'^'P^- "- ---^'y

over tS ^el 7 , u
"'""" C^°-™"-"t -sumed that controlover the legislation of the Provinces of the Dominion which ha,l

was the intention of the framers of the British North America Act •

1
was so un erstood by the originators of the Union. It fo^e.^ nfact, an e.ssential element in the construction of the new Dominion • for it

trifrar"'^*""^r "-"'" ''''" ^-^'--^ --^ '•- ^^-^^^
perpetuation of disunion, disintegration, and the distribution of the legisla-

proviCr H
•" ""''" ''"' ««°«-P'"-'— ^i an archipelago of

CuZ'f ;T """^ '"^
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eTtvalr :,:"'"'=''"«—'S"^-- ^^'-ada is a physical

eTL ;:i ;
""" P'-«--^'"l«-'« P---e*'. a.s political societies, are

extinct, and their territories constitute the several provincial sub-divisions ofthe Dominion. The legislative bodies of the present Provinces derived theirpower directly from the Imperial Pariiament. but, a.s political societies (ifindeed they can be so regarded), the Provinces of the Dominion are in
direct relation, not with the Imperial, but with the Dominion authorities.
10 perfect this scheme, to preserve cohesion of the members of the Union
It was necessary that supervision should be exercisecl over them, and a
restraining hand placed upon the Local Legislatures, and, in order that th,Unionshould not be jeopardized, its integrity impaired, or its interesta
affected by their action, the power of disallowance was granted to the
Dominion authorities to be used at di.scretion. The Dominion authorities
are directly responsibfe to the Imperial Governmeht for thepedce. order

-

and good government of Canada, and it would have been out of harmony
with the purpose of the Union if the Local Legislatures with their restricted
powers had been left totally irresponsible, and so of a higher order than

'

the more important body, the Pariiament of Canada. Accordingly, the

^°r!u , r ^°''^'''' ^^ ^"""'^^ "^ '^« Governor-General in Council,
with the full consent of the old Provinces, who parted with their vested
constitutional righte for the purpose of forming the Dominion. And this
notion was universal until the apocalypse of Provincial righto was written
The present Attorney-General of Ontario, on behalf of that Province, appeal-
ing, so to speak, from the courta to the Governor-General in Council
argued m Severn's case against the right of the courts to declare that the
Legwlature of Ontario had usurped powers which did not belong to it and
referred to the power of disallowance as giving to the Dominion ample
power to protect itself. How different is his political attitude at the
present time, it is needless to write, while he loudly resents the lawful
exercise of the legitimate contending power of the Dominion as an invasion
of Provmcial Rights. It must be constantly borne in mind when dealing
with the question of disallowance, that the grant of the power was not an

Boorinot. CUrk of the Houaeof Commons of O^.'ST'Sfl^'rl'b.w^^'^J^..^?^

ot the Imperial Pariittmsnt upon a coIony^aiSsrthe^will of the
colonists; nor was it sought by, and granted to. the Dominion, after the
union had been consummated. It was the device of the pre-confederate
Provinces themselve.,, invented by them as an integral part of the scheme
of Confederation, and incorporated in the Act of Union at their sug<restion
and with their consent. Whether the Provinces of the Dominion "are in
any degree identical with the pre-confederate Provinces, or are creatures of
the British North America Act, is immaterial ; the one devised the scheme
the other accepted it, in order to prevent possible agression by the Local
Legislatures and to preserve the Union from peril ; and the fault (if fault
there be) lies anywhere but with the Dominion.

Theoretically there is no such thing as an invasion of Provincial righto.
The Constitution is so framed that neither the Dominion can invade Pro-
vincial righto, nor the Provinces Dominion rights. It is the right of the
Provinces to legishito upon certain subjecto to the exclusion of the Domin-
ion as' a law-making power, but subject to ifas a supervising and vetoing
power. If an Act which is exclusively within the jurisdiction of a Pro-
vincial Legislature be disaUowed, the Palriiament of Canada cannot pass
an Act on the same subject, and therefore cannot invade the righto of the
Province. Such an attempt at legislation would be a nullity. The enact-
ment would not be an Act of Parliament ; obedience to it would not be
exacted by the courto ; it would be void ab initio. And so, practically,
the righto of the Provinces are in the salne safe keeping as the righto of the
Crown, the rights of the Dominion, and the private rights of individuals
and may be tested in the courto as occasion arises.

It is, however, worthy of observation that a large amount of purely
Provincial legislation has been removed from the controj of the Dominion
Government. Under our municipal system, cities, towns, and other muni-
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cipalitiea have governments withiff their respective limits which are
practically their own. They make laws under the power granted them
l.y the Municipal Act, which are none the less effective because they are
called bye-laws. It is only when the vast extent of municipal jurisdiction
IS revealed to the sight, that one can form any estimate of the variety and
number of subjects of purely Provincial legislation which are thus removed
from Dominion control. So important a factor in our Government is the
municipal sy.stem, that Mr. Bourinot says of it (p.32) : " In fact the muni-
cipal system of Canada lies at the very basis of its parliamentary insti-
tutions" The legislation of the municipal bodies is entirely out of reach
of any power of disallowance.

Notwithstaucfing the limitation of their powers, the Legislatures are
not infrequently spoken of as sovereign bodies, and so Mr. Bourinot
names them. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council is referred to
as authority for this. They are not, however, sovereign bodies, properly
speaking, nor has the Privy Council ever attributed to them sovereign
powers. In a case from India, and again in Hodge's case recently
decided, their Lordships laid down that the Legislatures created by the
Imperial Parliament are not in any sense the agents or delegates of the
latter, but when acting within the limits assigned to them have plenary
IKJwers of legislation, as large and of the same nature as those of the
Imperial Parliament. In all the remarks of the Privy Council, however
there are involved the following undisputed propositions: (1) The Im-
perial Parliament created our Legislatures

; (2) it conferred upon them
law-making powers

; (3) it placed bounds to those powers. First it is
necessary to point out that the dictum of the Privy Council was in answer
to the argument that our Legislatures were the agents or delegates of the
Imperial Parliament. They are plainly not agents. If they were, the
laws enacted by them would in fact originate in and be the laws of the
Imperial Parliament, and our Legislatures would be simply the instru-
ments of the Parliament. The Privy Council properly answer that this
position IS not sound. The laws of our Legislature are of the same nature
aud force and of as high an order as if enacted by the Imperial Parlia-
ment

;
and to originate such laws they have powers as plenary as those

of the Imperial Parliament-when acting within the limits assigned to
them. But they have limits assigned to them, and are, therefore, in 'sub-
jection to the power which placed the limit. The creator is greater than
he creation. Our Legislatures owe their existence to the superior legisla-
tive body which created them, and therefore cannot be equal to it, much
less superior. Tl.ey are inferior, derivative, subordinate. The Imperial
Parliament, when it created them, and endowed them with law-makin<.
powers, not only set limits to those powers, but put the legisUtion of the
Parliament of Canada under the direct control of Her Majesty in Council
and that of the Provincial Legislatures under the direct control of the
Governor-General in OouncU. Notwithstanding all this there stiU remainsm ful vigour the Supreme power of the Imperial Parliament to make
laws for Canada upon any subject, whether confided to the Canadian
Legislatures to be dealt with or not. For it is unquestioned that theParhament in creating legislatures for us did not renounce its ownMithontv in t.hnir /..rjtii- ivi. ..* - . ,

u"u

ZIT . ^ ^"^ore^he Canadian Legisktures have«M>rdinate jurisdiction only, each within ite limits, with the Imperial
Parliament, and if the latter is a sovereign body, as it undoubtedly iTour
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^'' '''^"^' ''"' ^^'-"- are L muchsnbject to the judiciary that, if the latter pronounce an Act invalid, there
18 no power to enforce obedience to it. True it is that the LegisUtures aresupreme, in that the laws which they make must be obeyed But to b"

L^^el ^'t"*'Tf '^f'
''" """' *" ^'^^ "»« P'^P- limits assignedto them and so, while demanding obedience from the subjects of Lirpower, they in turn act in obedience to a power above them. They are ina stote of subjection to the author of their being. They reader Ubitual

obedience to t?,e supreme power in the State-the Imperial Parliament-bythe ve^r recurrence of their sessions, and it is only when rendering that

North America Act that they can exact obedience to themselves. Wehave here no element of sovereignty, but rather every indication of gub-
jection and subordination. £. Douglab Aemoub.

NATIONAL LITERATURE.

To those who desire a Canadian Nationality, with all that is implied
by the words, it may be unpleasant to feel that one of the chief glories of
a nation, a distinctive national literature, can hardly be a reality in this
country for many generations to come. Yet while a<)knowledging this
truth, forced upon us by the nature of our existence, we may without
despair turn to seek that in which we may achieve a measure of success.A healthy caterpillar state is necessary to the final glory of the butterfly
In it must be accumulated sufficient vitality to carry out the evolution of
the chrysalis that finally developes the perfect insect. We cannot attain
the perfection of the butterfly at once; yet we can seek out and store
ourselves with that which, in after years, may lend a beauty to our
maturer state. We have among us the reli^ of a fast fading race, whose
history, tradition, and religion are well worthy to be preserved by the pen
of the Canadian historian and poet. It is the legacy bequeathed to us by
a dying people hastened by our advancing civilization to the tomb To
us remains the generous task of preserving these memorials, and to
Canadian Literature will be the honour, if we perform it well. These
pigments, though few in number are rich in colour, and worked by the
brush of the skilful word-painter would produce pictures of character and
incident, with back-grounds of unsurpassed scenery, well worthy to be
hung on the line "in any nation's gallery of fame. With Cartier and

Champlain a new era opens, and from their days to the termination of the
French rule in Canada were vigorous stirring times that have already
furnished material for historical and imaginative works that are, let us
hope, but precursors of brighter gems of literature. Since the foundation
of English rule the diflerent Provinces now forming Canada have had
varied and not uneventful histories. Canadian blood has been shed in
defence of Canadian homes, and rebellion, the causes and results of which
loyal men calmly judge today, has given us a stormy page in our history.By such material as this, the literatures of -other lands have been enriched
Jlay we not expect as much from this for our own 1 To-day we are a
nation, and though conflicting interests ma/ now and then excite dissen-
sions^ time will harden the cement that binds us in a national structure

Many of the worid's greatest novelists have been, what is frequently
termed, writers for a purpose; and to such the Canada of to-day ofl-ers a
fair field of kbour

; but the Canadian writer who seeks f«ne in such anarena must bear in mind that, though he writes to scourge a local evil or
depict a local phase of life, his treatment must be organic to touch 'the
nerves of humanity wherever men read the language that he writes Dowe not find in the works of EngUsh and American authors of note, pas-
sages descriptive of life and character not only true to those who knowVhe
originals, but so universally human that the nature of another land does
not say « tMs is too local," " I cannot appreciate this;" and when we
read such do we not long that some one from among us might arise and
speak thus, that the nations might listen, understand and applaud ? Who
can satirize the evils and follies of a nation so weU as a resident or native

Partibs are the necessary outgrowth of our institutions : but a irovemmentis not bythe people when one party fastens it. ooljl^Z
coui^t^y and perpetuates its power by cajoling and betraying the people

which should represent the intelligent will of free and thinking men is or«m be determined by the shameless theft of their »uSr,^lcieveland',

born
? A stranger is too often prejudiced. His ideas-are moulded by tfar-mode and custom of his own land. The uncommon to him is frequently

reprehensible for no other reason than that it is unfamiliar. Thus good
and evil alike receive the lash and excite his raillery. He quibbles over
the use or misuse of a word. Peculiarities of manner and custom that are
only wrong by arbitrary ruling, not from inherent evil, are strange to him
and he mocks because he knows no better. His superficial criticisms seize
upon the eflect and overlook the cause. The resident or native bom who
IS not a pedant distinguishes between the right and wrong of things He
knows the root of the evil and folly by wMch he U surrounded, and frommm rebuke or ridicule is a power.

Among the disadvantages under which Uterature labours in this
country there is one, which instead of being a detriment, should ba a help
and form a stepping-stone to higher things. This is the Daily Press of the
country. It is not as neio^apers that they form the detriment to mH-
literature; the receipts from subscriptions and advertisements Sust*
regulate to a great extent the amount expended on the ooUection of news •

but It is those pages of original matter, those studies in bhwk and white
through magnifying gUsses, the editorial columns, that deserve a word of
censure. Bh«!k abuse and shiader and fuLiome adulation, spouW out
upon almost every prominent character in the political or municipal arena
—language that used in conversation would provoke and deserve a blow-
is considered justifiable and perhaps gentlemanly by the political writer
and it is frequently of a construction, grammatically speaking, to justify
the application of the birch to its careless or iUiterate author. Turn to
the local paper. The " .end mud " of the political editorial is not there

;but b^ grammar andrian, run a close race up and down the columns of
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P'^P'' '"'"""'^ '*^"«'**'°"- «'^«'»". a»d slang. Dothey demand the bad grammar as well ? Yet this writer will also tell usthat the Press is the educator of the people. It must be a poor masterwhoe scholars choose their own studies. That we have scholars aftdgentlemen on the press of Canada is an undoubted fact, and their writ-in^^areread V-th plegpure, but the strong flavour of a corrupt taste

taints even some of their productions at times.
It would be hard to tell what qualifications are necessary to tit -one tobecome an instructor of the people. No doubt many young men a e

follow a literary career; and if such were the only writers for the press

theresyk....But.therear^any-journaliststowhomany
other labour ofhead or hands would be as congenial, who would as soon measure calico

Zlt7r r ^-^t
^'^^•"-'^ (^" "f -hich are honourable means of 1 I'
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^•'"''y -'J *«°-ity of purpose to do so. Dailyjournalism, though not a high branch of literature, is a powerful one, andshould strive to be respectable.
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not bt"' T^ ^°°2 'T" "^^ " P°'"^"*' "'''^'^ °' " '°-' item shouldnot be couched m fair English. No one expects in the ha.stily writteneditorial impeaching Sir John Macdonaid or Mr. Edward Blake the Jgua^
meLI ; Z

"'""'. ""^^ ""^ '^^""^ »-««g«' -• the simile' aSmetaphor of Mazeppa in the local item describing a run-away
; but therewa happy medium between the writing of Macaulay or Byron and that

rrr;z;;ir'^' "'" -' °'
'- '-'-"f

"'^'

But little discrimination is shown in criticism. Flattering and fulsome

wTsZ:; ^"'''"'°^^'"^°'^ very common-place peo-ple and tZworks, that when some person or thing far above the average appears thejournalistic vocabulary of laudatory phrases is already exha'i andmen receives no adequate reward. Until such time as critSsms arewritten by capable men who have read the books they review, n H mp ^

m^t ofte :T 7"' ^"^^ ^^'^ " ^^"^ ^ °'^« a correct'idea of ^e

rTvrewswn Jl 'Tm
"°' "" " "^'"^ '°°'^""^^'^ advertisement, book

z;z:^r;oruw^""^* -^^^^^^ -^-'•«—
.
-^ p-^%

rouiir/'f"\'"''""-'°P'°^'*^''^^' without wounding the sur-«.unding flesh, and «> it is with the diseases of the fourth estate. Thosewho have the encouragement of good literature really at heart must strivlsteadily with that end in view, and the untoward influences thaT surroundthem will at kst be dispelled by truth and purity. Barbt mv.

London haa oessed to use it on^tUe TUamoe E.bank.ent. if not in other district, o,

The Toronto Qas Company proposes at the coming Industrial EihihiUnn

rat.:r;e'ptSKrt t:::zr •^™"-' - ^ ^-^t^zzz
spioaoas pla^e in the frlnt f ^;'rT'^' "'"^ '^^ '™™' >"•' '» folding a con-

r„
'^"'' ^'•'"'''^n/ Tonnto ComumerB Gas Company

the majority of oases the comoanv vTrt!,»n^ f.
^^"y"^ o"'? '8ol»ted instances. In

humors off their la^ps durmTre^eWri Lt""'" "" '*'* "P^^K"' ^^ '"'''''8 "«° ">«
rect to say that threlectno Llit« nn,h v ^^ f

^Pe"ment. We beheve it is incor-
away with' though ittac^l^^true^^hat in tC'^ftv'n^^^

'" ^™''°" '^"^ "een done
back to the exolSsive use of gas -Ed

j

^ ^ "P^"" "** ^"""'^"es have gone

CORRESPONDENCE.

Editor of "

until Qsxt week.

NOTICES TO COBBESPONDENTS.
8A»rTABi JonBNAr.."-P«s.n« Of matte, compels u. to hold over yonr letter

OUR CA.VADrA.V LITERATURE: TREASURE THE OLD AND ENCOURAGE THE NEW
To the Editor of Tlie Week :

'

,

of a Uterature-a distinctive national literature-is of sufhcient importance to voke themost earnest consideration aud the best efforts of the people • wl h this r Ii ^

hat a large and appreciative audience is waiting ready-made in Canada to welcome'to|,onour, and to immortalize the right man m the walks of Uterature '

'

of cfn"!?"^
"-eadvent of •• the right man," and the dawn of a brighter and richer eraof Canadian achievement in letters, it seems to me that something m the meantime

but substantial y to stay our hearts by engaging in the cheering and laudable work ^f

T::::!'ZTl-
"^^'"""7"- - » ^iBtmctively national'series, a cotcTlwhatever good and meritorious Uterature the past has bequeathed to us

of tb!Zri,""'"^' "?'
f''""'

''""'''"'"'' """" "P' '° 'P-"^ <" the hterary product

thrZ , u"' " 11" '""' '° ^*°*'"''° '"«"'"« "^»' -l-*-- ^o be rescued from

Sol om-^rr'T'^™'**'^'"''^"'"'''''''"
'•''"« P"^'"--' -<» —'We formSome of this literature may lack literary grace, and .ome portion of it, no doubt wouldbeimproved by skilful pruning; but to the historian and coUector i ha, even now »large a„d aehn.te value, either on account of the writer or because it has been wruLby a contemporary hand. Mach of it, in any case, would be new to a new genartioTto whose notice It would be important to bring it. that Canadian youth mayTo fo gei

incited tV7 ; ""'; ""''• """'"" "'"• ""> ''"''• - '^« o-^^*" before them.tincited to higher and worthier achievement.
Iflipressed by the idea I have thrown out. I have been bold enough to bring before

oomp lations, repnnts and translations, bearing upon Canadian history, biogr^T
travel, poetry, fiction and adventure, which, it is hoped. wiU prove of immedTSeudu ing interest to the Canadian people. The project. I adi happy to say, sTLoveUwith his wonted enterprise and pubUc spirit, has consented to aid me and those who

it-I would sohoit the encouragement and support of yonr readers, and of an who takea patriotic interest in Canadian Uterature. Allow me to add that I will be grateful forany hints and suggestions which any of your readers may desire to give me Thedetadel prospectus and proposed contents of the" series I intend to issue at onoe'

To thr. KdUar of Tht Wteh

;

GOVERNMENT BY LOT.

ELECTRICITY VERSUS GAS.
To the Editor of Tlu Week

:

from hree to hve patent burners to each pilUr. and surmount each Ump wTa refle

lack t '.r r K°
""^"^ "" """^ """"'""- -'' «"'--. would glJly go"back to aiumination by gas." It surely must have escaped your observation th»t

pw .. p>.p^ ,...0.,. „.d.. ,.„„.n, .,„„„,„„ ,. «..,», "ii,"r
oould accomplish. As a result of ihi. fi.. n ..

" "" 'aoe or eieotnoity,

.h« r'if„ », * 1 T """""' ""»• 'he Corporation in gome conspicuous parts of

are.ingoneormoreh^ps,'w?l':rL"^gLT^^^^^^^^^^^

oompanies. So that, i the anthoritie. would only give this Company a fair ohfneejtnd mcrej^e the general street consumption of g„, „«„ to a moderate exteuVl havehttle doub but that as good a light, and one much more pleasant th«i that ^iven bythe Eleotrio Light Companies, oonid be furnished at a far less oost
I understand that few cities, if any, on this OontJnent. have adopted lighting byeI«tno.ty so extensively, for its siae. «. Toronto ha. don,. I .m told. To tha'Chicago h«. not . amgle street (electric) Ump. and that the City 6t Paris (France foeconomioal reasons, i^ entirely di«ard«J it for rtr«,t lighing, whila the Ci , of

n»™ i^rrT u T '""""• """^ °°' "'"""" ^y^Pathy, I have read the cnriouspamphlet which advocates vote by lot as a remedy for poUtical evUs. I gather that thewriter is one who believes in '.Aristocracy.- using that word in its primary sense of the

followed the growth of Democracy, the extension of the governing power to the people.
But, he mtimates.we cannot go back to Aristocracy, for Democracy cries "more, more."but gives nothing back. The case seems desperate, and it is in despair- that he mock-mg y cries out • Let us have vote by lot; at worst it must be better than the present
system. The pamphlet is a sort of political version of Hamlefs soliloquy It is aproposal to commit political suicide to escape the ills that the body politic is heir to

Is there nothing for us but this attitude of despair? True, we cannot go back to
the "government of the best," if bythe best we mean the privileged, the high-born the
wealthy. True, that large body which we call the •• masses" will never give up the
political power they have obtained. But surely we may hope for a day when govern-ment by the people shall mean government not by the best, but by the "good " Nowwe are m the confusion of the transition state. Enfranchisement has, perhaps ont-
stripped education. But the zeil and passion for education were never so eonsnming
as they are to-day. Money is spent upon it lavishly ; the teachers' mighty power forgood or evU is becoming daily more cleariy appreciated. The Sunday school and the
public school should be the best safeguards of the State against poUtical corruption
Indirectly, at least, they must help to make better citizens ; and perhaps the day is not
far distant when training in the duties of citizenship may find a liberal space in onr
school programmes. Th«n the ward politcian. the wire-puller, and the cormptionistmay well tremble.

Politicai, Fb»sb«L,.

KNIGHTHOOD IN CANADA
To tht Editor of The Week :

Si«.-WiU yon be good enongh to point out for the benefit of one whoM " sente ofhumour • m so dull that, hke the Mail, he • feUs to perceive anything ludicrous in theconferring of Knighthood upon Canadians "-a dulinee. shared by a good many thou-.and others-the distinction drawn by you between •' The Bight Honourable Sir John ^
Maodon«ld.K.C.B.,K.C.M.Q.,"and"TheHonourableEdwardBh»ke,M.A.QC "^ *
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" The Honourable Sir Hector Langevin, O.B., K.OM.O.," and " Professor Goldwin
Smith, M.A., D.C.L." ? A title is a title, I take it, whether the cjmbination of let-

ters be before or after the name, and whether it be " Sir" or '• Hononrable," " Profes-
sor," or " K.C.B.," " M.A.," or K.!.," " LIj.B.," or •' F.B.G.S." It is simply a HaU-
mark of excellence and will be " appreciated by the people " and respected by them just
so long as the " honour, and power " represented in that title are worthily won and
properly conferred. Surely Her Majesty or Her Cabinet are as competent to discover
worth in an aspirant for " C.B.," or " K.C.B.," as are the examiners of a University
tf> pass or • pluck " a candidate for " M. A. "? Is not this the whole question in a
nutshell ? These feelings at so harmless a species of connection between Canada and
tho Motherland seem to me unworthy of the Editor of The Webk. The question
of hereditary titles in this country is quite another matter, but I trust the day is far
diitant when our leaders—polit caU or literary, or scientific-will deem it inconsistent
with either " the genius of our institutions " or their own " self-respect " to grace-
fully accept such " honour and power " from the constitutional Sovereign to whom they
owe allegiance. The order of Knighthood will suffer as little from the absence of Mr.
Mackenzie and Mr. Blake as from the sneers of critics.— I am, Sir, your obedient ser-

.^'"''' CA»*DtAK.
Hamilton, " —

THE PHILOSOPHER'S ATOM.

When ask we, »• What is it? and whence did it comer'
No answer is given ; our science is dumB.

'

Yet, bold in their dogma, nor bolder than blind,
Some crown it creator of matter and mind.
These sages assure us the Atom's the cause
And ruler supreme of ail natural laws.
The thinker may think that he thinks, but it's plain
'Tis merely the Atom eireiting his brain,
Transmitting ideas through tissue and nerve,
As if it were working some purpose to serve.
Yet, facing us always, this marvel we've got :

—

The Thinker is cortscious, the Atom is not.
The puppet examines itself and admires

;

The wire-puller knows not the trick of the wires.
This paradox funny unquestioned must go

;

For science asserts it, and " science must know."
And .therefore foresake we the Ruler whose eye
The secretest action or purpose can spy.
And worship the Atom, who cares not a jot
What virtues we practise or wickedness plot.
We may trample the decalogue under our heel

;

Wo may murder, or libel, or covet, or steal
;

Yet sleep with a conscience as calm and composed
As though the most virtuous work we had closed.
"Twould be folly to feel any sorrow or shame,
Since our dear little Atom bears ever the blame.
'Tis the Atom that steals ; 'tis the Atom that slays

;

'Tis the Atom that slanders, and dupes, and betrays

;

Tis the Atom, in short, that must answer for all,

While we, driven helpless, do nothing at all.

Oh, wonderful doctrine ! How soothing and sweet
To the would-be assassin, seducer, or cheat,
Who, conscience and scruples far flinging away.
Determines the Atom alone to obey.
But \?hat about him who, though poor and distressed,
'Mid troubles and trials is striving his best.
In steadfast reliance on aid from scbeve.
Himself to forget and his neighbour to lovel
To him our philosophers surely might leave
The one single comiorT fie Fere caii receive :

Through his darkness and gloom pierces one sunny ray :

Is it human, the heart that would take this away?

Hugh McColl.

THE SCRAP book/

FREAKS OF CHARLES XII. OF SWEDEN. "
j

What time Charles could spare from his duties as a ruler was devoted to
military exercises and to field sports. The more dangerous the amusement
the greater attractions it had for him. He took up the idea that it was
cowardly to attack beasts with firearms, and went bear-hunting with nothinj?
but a pike or a cutlass. Soon the victory seemed to him too easily gained
even in this way, and he forbade the use of cold steel as well as of firearms
and all were armed with strong wooden forks. The sport was to wait until
the beast rose on his hind legs, catch him in the neck with the fork and
throw him over backward, when the huntsmen sprang out and wound a
net around his hind legs. Charles rode fast and furiously, up and down
hill, though forest and stream. Frequently his horse fell with him, and he
returned black and blue. Once, the snow was so deep that his horse fell
upon him

;
he could not move, and as he had far out-stripped his companions

he was nearly frozen when rescued. At another time, he rode up the side
- of a cliff so steep that both horse and rider fell backward, and it was con-
sidered a miracle that his life was saved. On another occasion, starting
out from the palace at four o'clock in the rooming, attended only by a page
and a captain of his guards, he came to one of the gulfs near Stockholm
Which was covered with a sheet of ice so thin from the spring rains that
even foot passengers scarcely dared to trust themselves upon it. In spite

of the remonstrances of his attendants, he ventured upon it, and found at
the other side a clear space of water fifteen feet wide. He could not go
back, plunged in and luckily reached the shore. Finally, the old equerry,
Hord, summoned up courage to remonstrate with him, and told him that
God had saved his life twice in such dangers, and would be excused if, the
third time, He did not interpose. " God has created beasts for the service
of men, but not to help them break theij- own necks."

In winter, Charles amused himself with sledging parties of the most
dangerous character. Sometimes the sledges were fastened together in a
long file, and the horses were then whipped to the top of their speed down
the steep hill. Once he found a pea.<iant's sledge ladon with wood, and
with two or three companions mounted it and set off down a steep hill
which had been made like glass with several coats of ice. It was impossible to
steer the sledge, and they came up against a heavy stake at the bottom.
His companions were severely injured ; he remained unhurt.

The military sports were, if possible, still more dangerous, as, under
Peter's direction in Russia, the sham fights in Sweden were carried on with
pasteboard hand grenades, and frequently cost many lives. In taking a
snow entrenchment, the king had his clothes nearly torn off him, and many
others were seriously injured. Sometimes there were sea fights of a pecu-
liar character. The boats were armed with fire engines, and the crews
wore large squirts, with which they fought On one occasion, Arfvid
Horn, one of Charles' great friends, stripped himself to his shirt, row«d
away from his yacht in a small boat, and attacked the king and his suite.
He was repelled with such vigour that his boat soon filled with water, and
began to sink. Jumping out, Horn swam once around the yacht. Charles
at last asked him if swimming were difficult. " No," said Horn, " if ono
is not afraid; " at which the king immediately jumped into the water, but
found that courage did not make up for want of skill, and would have
drowned had not Horn caught him by the clothes and brought him a long
distance to land. Another day, the guards were divided into two parties,
led by Charles and Horn. The horses were not allowed to be'saddled, and
the men were armed with nothing but stout hazel sticks. No one was
spared. The blows given by Horn were so vigorous, that Charles, in a
moment of excitement, aimed a blow at his face, and hit a boil on his
cheek. Horn feU fainting to the ground, and the pain and the heat com-
bined threw him into a violent fever, which nearly cost him his life.
Charles repented, frequently visited him, and gave him 2,000 thalers for
his cure, promising to repeat the prescription as often as he was again
wounded. All this Charles did, not for amusement alone, but in order to
harden and inure himself to the fatignes of real war. He would frequently
rise from bed, and sleep the rest of the night half-naked on the bare floor.
One December, he slept three consecutive nights without undressing on the
hay in the stables. Nothing annoyed him as much as his delicate skin
and fair complexion. He used every means to get sonborned, «o as to
appear manly, and took a chUdish pride in some pox-marks on hia face.
He dressed simply

; he wore a wig untU his first campaign in Denmark,
when he threw it aside forever. He ate but little, and always phiin and
coarse dishes. Wine he gave up after finding its effect) too strong for his
self control. Cold of temperament, of love Charles knew nothing, and
cared little •for the society of ladies. Six princesses sought his hand in
vain, and the very mention of marriage distressed him.

The freaks of Charles, even when not dangerous, were disgreeable to
those about him. Their worst point was reached during the visit of his
cousin, Frederick III., Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, who came to Stockholm
in 1698 to marry the Princess Hedwiga Sophia. The Duke was as fool-
hardy as his brother-in-law, and soon acquired great influence ove- him
Then began what was called the "Gottorp Fury." The royal cousins rode
races tUl they had broken down several horses ; they coursed a hare in the
pariiament house

; for days they practised on beheading sheep, in order to
see which had the greatest force of hand, and the greatest knack with the
sword -an this, too, in the private apartment of the palace, tiH the floorT
and staircases were running with blood. This was to the great astonish-
ment of the passers-by, for the bleeding heads were thrown out of the win-
dows They sallied into the streets at night, and broke the windows of the
peaceful citizens. In broad daylight they made cavalcades from the palace
with no costume save their shirts, and with drawn sabres in their hands
They jerked off the hats and wigs of aU who came near them. At dinner
when they had tired of snapping cherry stones into the faces of the privy
councillors, they would knock the dishes out of the servants' hands, and
then break all the furniture and throw the fragments through the closed
windows, shivering bpib glass and frames.—/'row the new.Life of Peter On
Great, by Eugene Schuyler.

A POBTKAIT OF MB. GLAD8T0SB.

Hk is a marvel of hU age, and may prove a puzzle to posterity
When from time to time the great leader changes his mini he does m
from honest conviction, mixed.with an appetite for applause, and then he
sees his old friends m the hght of a company of blind fools. You cannot
realize the Liberal chief, or form a picture of a man, solely through a study
of his interminable speeches, books, pamphlets, letters, and pogtouys Youmust see him in the flesh. . . . There, in office, sits the First Lord
of the Treasu^r and leader of the House of Commons, stretched out with
his legs straight before him, and his toes turned up to the glass ceilinn
His hands he listlessly crosses over his lap. His he^l drwps OTer his ridht
shoulder. His face pallid. The corners of his mouth droop as if in pSn.His scant grey hair clings like^a fringe of flo« about the base of his great
skuU. HisVes »re closed. The powerful features, touched with a tinjw
of sweetoess and overworn with half a century of politics, matelr enmnder
pity. His ill-htting clothes hang loosely about his figure, always |i^e and

V

active in motion, and with the free stride of a wild thing of the woodx.
. . . So, seeming hh if flaccid from want of sleep, he lies in wait.
Then the lax figure sits bolt upright, chin in the air, and hands clasping
his knees. . . All traces of fatigue pass away as the eyes, large
and luminous, keen and grey, rest with anger upon the eiiemy. The
nostrils dilate, the lips—still close—work impatiently, the body^ leans for-
ward, the hamls glide upon the knees pressed outwards. In a moment
Mr. Gladstone is upon his feet! . . Then he opens tho flood-gates
of his oratory, and deluges tho Commons with superb elo(iuenc«. The
timbre of his voice is delightful, gliding, mellow, dropping to the soft
sound of wind-stirred reeds by the river, rising to tho full volume of the
storm beating and bellying the sails of a ship at sea. In tho beat and
passion of. debate, Mr. Gladstone does not respect persons, but rends
friends and foes alike. In his eyes it is assuredly a sin to differ from hini
in opinion, even though his enemies' thoughts were his own of the previous
day.

. . Tho Emperor Alexander II. was murdered on Sunday, March
13th, 1881, and on the evening of tho following Tuesday addrosses to
Her Majosty, and motions of .sympathy and condolence, were carried
unanimously in lioth Houses. . . I shall never forget the impres-
siveness of tho Premier's manner, nor the admirable emphasis with
which he applied tho words of Homer to the Czar. . . Whether or
not Mr. Gladstone di,sliked the office of speaking an eulogium on tho
caroer of the late Lord Beaconsfield it would be difficult, and perhaps
uncharitable to say, but tliat he delayed the task, and finally accomplished
it in what seemed a half-hearted manner, there can bo, I take it, no doulit
. . . An elegiac speocli more cold, halting, and altogether depress-
ing, has probably been seldom heard within tho walls of Parliament.
iSceites in the Commima, by David Anderson.

THE colonist's view OF CHINESE LABODK.

" I AM all for white as against yellows, for yellows as against brown.'i,
and for browns as against blacks. If I were in Borneo I would be all for
tho Chinese. They are the best workers in tho world, and at Singapore
they have made the settlement a little paradise. It is delightful to see
street aftei- street filled with well-to-do, comfortable, happy Chinamen
indu.strious and erderly. But when the question is not between yellow
and brown, but between yellow and white, that is another matter. In
Queensland we have 13,000 Chinese—we used to have far more. Now
£10 per head import duty is levied upon every Chinaman who lands in the
colony. Even that does not altogether keep them out, for some planters
pay the tax for the sake of the labour, and 'in the Chinese gangs which
work on the sugar estates we have as near an approach to slavery as any-
thing existing under the British flag. They work for their own bosses.
They dare not oppose the will of the captain of the gang, who does with
them what he pleases. We are against the Chinamen in Queensland • and
why ? What has been the whole course of progress and civilization with
as 1 Has it not been the raising of the average standard of comfort of the
mass of the people? That is to say, we have prided ourselves upon notlj.-
ing so much as on inoculating the working man with new wants. We
have taught him to hate dirt—that is to' say, we have made it a necessity
of life that he should have money to buy soap and pay his water rate. We
have taught him to read, and made a newspaper indispensable. We have
given him ideas of decency and respectability which compel him to pay a
high house rent And then, after having created this complex beinc, with
all those artificial wants and necessities which we call civilization and
culture, are we io say to him. Work for as low wages as this Chinaman,
who has no wants, who lives upon garbage, and shelters in a hole ? It is

undoing all the work of the ages, and levelling down the civilized European
to the status of the half-starving Asiatic. If we allow it the Chinese will
overrun Queensland. We do not moanto let them ; and when I say we
I mean ninoty-nineoot of everytiundred white men in Queensland."—7Vi«
Ex-l'rime Minister of Queensiand in Pall Mall Gazette.

THE SECRET OF MR. GLADSTONE'S VIOOnR.

In the latest Healtl.ery Handbook, subject " Athletics," by the Hon.E. Lyttelton we find the following excellent remarks on the duty of chew-ing food
:

The veriest dullard who thinks for a moment on the dailytask entrusted to our digestive machinery, how incessantly it recurs andhow serious are the issues involved in its fulfilment ; and who has more-
over, learned anything of the delicacy of those organs, and their close
relation to happiness, will understand the need of lightening that task as^-
tar as we can, and the cruelty of any wanton increase of it Our .system
asks for food well chewed and well lubricated, and we give it dry nuggets
at rapidly-recurring meals. . . I could name a dyspeptic, who travelled
in search of a cure all in vain, till a stranger told him to masticate his
meat, and he obtained instant relief. But there is a better instance athand than either ef these. Mr. Ghulstone is a man about whose physical
vigour there can be no question. Men are known in troublous times to
cavil at his statesmanship, but no one has anything to say about his
digestion. Now as early as the year 1848 Mr. Gladstone formulated to
himself rules for chewing food. Previously to that he had always paid
great attention to this requirement of nature ; but at that date he laid
down as a rule for his children that thirty-two bites should be given to
each mouthful of meat, and a .somewhat lesser number to bread fish, etc
It IS also known that to get into a habit of following his example is as
easy as can be. A' little attention paid to it for two days will ensure the
duty being unconsciously performed through life, with the most beneficial
results. Truly, history turns upon small causes! The philosopher of
future ages may busy himself with pondering what the course of the world
woqld have been had the number been twenty-two instead of thirty-two —
Pall Mall Gazette. \ ^ '

WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

In referring to the movement recently started in this colony for "-ivinf
women the parliamentary suffrage, we expressed the opinion that what^
ever unforeseen effects the admission of women to the franchise might
produce, it would certainly strengthen the cause of reaction and clog the
wheels of progress. Apt confirmation of this view is afforded by the tele-
gram which has been received this week mentioning that " the leading
members of the Conservative party are supporting the proposal to confer
the household suffrage upon women." Latter-day Conservatism in En"-
land, undei- the leadership of Lord Salisbury and Lord Randolph ChurchiU,
Ls so extraordinary a phase of opinion that it is scarcely possible to draw
any coherent conclusions fi-om its acts or professions. Still, there is some
significance in fho desire of the Conservatives to give women the suffrage.
We may be sure that their hope in doing so is not to strengthen tho cause
of political progress. They do not desire to accelerate reforms, bat to
obstruct them, and this they think they would be in a better position to
do if women were invested with the power of voting. We are not now
discussing whether ifbe more desirable to effect liberal reforms or to with-
stand them ; the question is on which side the weight of the female vote
would be cast ; and the Conservative leaders say by their acts that it
would be given to their side. Many think that this would be a very
satisfa(5tory result It may be, but the point is to be quite clear as to the
chai^actir of the advocated change. And the piece of evidence wo have
cited strengthens our view, that it would rather add to the strength of the
side o£ obstruction and reaction than to that of political progress, and that
the measure would be one rather in the interests of Conseryatisra than
Liberalism.

—

Australasiaru

Republics love conquest as well as do kingdoms. Manitoba promises
to soon sorely tempt tho territory greed of the United Sutes.—CAico™
Current. ^'

-it!'. ,-

PovKBTY is increasing by enormous strides in the United States, and
protection promises to breed thoir'the same terrible and widespread desti-
tution vice and immortality, which it handed down in England as a legacy
of lebt for free trade to discharge.—OWaioo Free Press.

It will be remembered that the National Policy was promised to be
only a readjustment and not an increase of our taxation. Yet the average
duty collected on the dutiable goods last year was twenty-five per centAnd the aggregate of customs duties was five millions more than in 1875
In the face of such facts, judged by the standards set up by the advocates
of the taxation tariff, who can say that it is not a failure, a distressine
fraudulent fadure 'i—St. John Telegraph.

*

We are in possession of a very broad hint respecting Hanlan's recent
(loteat, which rather strengthens the surmises of The Week. A gentleman
in Ayr received a letter from Australia on the day which announced
Uanlan s defeat by Beach, which letter was intended to give a " tip " to ourAyr friend to bet against Hanlan. The Australian correspondent said he
stood to win thirty guineas if Hanlan were defeated, and that he knew of thecoming defeat is clear from the tone of his remarks.—^yr Recorder.

In his hands Maud S. wOl be treated as becomes a queen among quad-
^upods, and the public will be treated generously too. Mr. Bonner willmake no matehes and will trot no races. But he will give the tens of
thou.sairds of admirers of Maud S. a chance to see what the best trotter the
world has yet seen can do under the most favourable circumstances. There
will be no .jockeying or trickery, no attempt to use the mare as a money-
getting machine, or to mislead the public as to her real capacity Her
.'^'''"'';/°, J-

.

?°"ne''''' hands will be watched with widespread interest—
aete York Tribune.

A Parliament representing lands separated from each other by the
width of the world may be impossible, and no country like Canada would
ever allow the out-voting of her members in a Parliament in London On
the other hand, the confederation of the Empire might be achieved through
a Council of Envoys, who, by working together for each part, mi.'ht con-
summate treaties and enforce agreements. Meanwhile, it is pleasant to
|ee the feeling growing all over the Dominion in favour of strengthonina.
and consolidating the connection with the Mother Country, and helping w
build up and mainUin the empire of which it is an integral part by a
pjpotual alliance of union, friendship, and common interest—Zi^erpoo/
Mercury. '^

In the. presence of a whole people thinking chiefly of money : talking of
It, yearning font, tailing, lying, cheating, to get hold of it ; adulterating f^dand drink to make it ; displaying it in all its vulgar glitter in their homesand equipages and on their bodies ; discussing and, solving all problems,
even questions of the soul, from a financial point of view ; making money
the measure of the value of time ; determining the wort;h of eduottion by
tho power It develops to amass wealth, and even going so far as to hold amans money the nearest equivalent of himself- in the presence of aUch apeople there is need of power to proclaim, as with the voic^ of God, that
the goodness of life lies in rightdoing, and not in lucre.—ii,Ao» SpaUi^
%n North American Review.

'^ ^i«m»u,v,hi

^t
^^•"^"'^.C^KAJfT places a dangerous temptation in sight of the people

Of the Dominion when he reminds them that, the people of the United

f^ f\f''! """.^ " ^^o^r^'y "'=''
"

'•"<^«"" "'««'• ^y'^"" °« Goyernment.and that Annexation would make Canadians " richer in pocket " If DrGrant can satisfy our people that their material interests will be greatlyimproved by Annexation, we fear then, are too many of them who would
treat this as the hrst consideration. Thousands of Canadians leave their
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country every year and take up their residence in the United States.

They foreswear the old flag ; they become citizens of a Republic ; they,

live and die under political institutions which they once regarded as foreign.

And why ? Just because, they desire to be "richer in pocket."

—

Montreal
' Herald.

'

^

The French have entered Confederation, but are not willing to assume
their share of its responsibilities, and not until there is a man at the head

of the Dominion Government with sufficient honesty andfirmness to refuse

to pander for their votes, and not until that man is supported by a large

majority of the English-speaking members of the House, will the stick-in-

the-mud Province of Quebec realize that Confederation carries with i^

duties as well as privileges.

—

St. Thomas Journal.

>. Thr Journal des Debate ia not misled by the apparent approximation

of Germany to France. The Chancellor's real object, it thinks, is to

establish, in spite, or ra(her by means, of his temporary ill-humour, more
cordial relations with England. If ,that is indeed the case, and it may
well be that the suspicious eyes of the French writer see most clearly in

- this matter, it would be the greatest folly on our part not to contribute

actively to such a result. And that for the simplest of all reasons. It is

not thiit we would buy the friendship of Germany, valuable as it is, by any
sacrifice of our honour or surrender of our substantial interests ; but, as it

happens, the course most likely to regain us the esteem and support of

Germany is the very one which our own honour and duty most impera-

tively dictate.

—

Pall Mall Gazette,

In the most densely-peopled districts of London there are but one
hundred and seventy thousand persons to the square mile. New York
has two hundred and ninety thousand. London has an average population

of seven persons to each one house. New York has twenty-five. One
block in the Eleventh Ward has forty-five occupants to each house. The
slums of New York have nominally disappeared ; but they exist neverthe-

less. They are internal, not external. The streets have been made
decent ; the outside of the sepulchre has been whited ; but within there is

a horrible foulness—foulness due to a plethora of humanity. It is scarcely

to be wondered at that, under such circumstances, the authorities of a city

the most cosmopolitan in the New World should exercise the greatest care

in preventing the increase of its already surplus population by fresh con-

tingents of indigence from Europe.

—

London (Eng.) Telegraph.

It may be, possible to do something toward the consolidation of the

Colonial Empire by the more direct recognition of agents who might act as

diplomatic representives of the colonies, and who might perhaps form the

nucleus of consultative councils, and ultimately of organizations which
cannot be at present foreseen. Sagacious statesmen will cultivate the loyal

sentiment which in ordinary times prevails in the English-speaking

colonies ; and they have learnt by frequent experience the prudence of

avoiding all collision with their jealous regard for thejr own independenc*.
Attachment to the Crown and the Empire, though it is perfectly genuine
when it is not interrupted, seems to disappear in a moment if colonists

suspect any interference with their cherished rights of responsible govern-

ment. As no English Minister really entertains any design of encroach-

ment, colonial susceptibilities may perhaps gradually abate.

—

Saturday
Review.

CoNSibERiNO that Lord Randolph Churchill is accepted by the Con-
servative party as a responsible statesman, and perhaps even looks upon
iiimself in that light, one is at a loss to reconcile such a speech as he
delivered on the third reading of the Appropriation Bill with any other idea

than that of a temporary aberration of sanity. Mr. Disraeli once said of

Lord Salisbury that his invective " wanted finish," but Lord Salisbury, in

his most violent moods, never descended to the coarse and vulgar abuse
which once more proved that, whatever else the member for Woodstock may
be, he is no gentleman. The Tory party may not have any deep trustiiL
Lord Salisbury, and they certainly have a strong liking for Lord R. Churchill;

but they have only to think for a moment on the immeasurable distance
between the intellectual capacity of the two men to realize how impossible
it will ever be for them to supersede the former, if they wanted to do so,

in favour of the latter.

—

Manchester Weekly Times.

Wb ought to care something of what they think of us in Europe, and
we ought to care very much if we give them the right to think meanly of

us over there. The Great Republic ought to be proud to stand well in the
opinion of all peoples of civilization. Is it possible that we can do so
during this Presidential contest ) Is it not dreadful to show to the world
that the United States cannot elect its President without all this filth

throwing ? We ought to be ashamed of ourselves, and very many of us
are : indeed all, except the small number engaged in this nasty business.

If this be the method of our election contests, we can not be surprised if

older Powers thank the fates the same methods are not in order with them.
Whatever may have been done in the past in the old countries of this

nature and worse, excuses us not at all. The Great Republic was to teach
the world better things in all ways.

—

The Philadelphia Progress.

The English newspaper is inferior in many respects to the American
journal, but it is superior in the fact that even amid times of political

excitement it tries to give the news. The facts it presents can be relied

upon. They have not been tortured into doing service for this political

party or that political party. It, in short, tries to recognize that its func-
tions as a newspaper are best served by trying to please the public at large

and not a section of it. May I appeal to some of my contempories to give
the public some consideration t Surely a newspaper ought to give news
in such a manner that it can be accepted as a true picture of what is pass-

ing on the stage of the world's afTairs. ^ When news is garbled to subserve

a political idea, the public are defrauded. They are not getting nows, but
are being dosed with ideas which may or may not be offensive, but which are
certainly not news in the true sense of the word. We raise this humble
appeal against political prostitutes for the honour of American journalism.
We hope it will at least contribute toward the mitigation of an evil which
many people are recognizing very acutely —Chicago Bainbler.

A VERY safe test of England's relative position [as a naval power] has
just

, been given by Sir Thomas Brassey. In these matters account is

generally taken of ironclads only, though it is not a sufficent basis of
comparative strength. Of ironclads, however, the aggregate tonnages are
—England, 329,520 : France, 201,789 ; Germany, 74,007 ; Austria, 62,110;
Russia, 83,621 ; and Italy, 59,905. The above figures prove that, if we
lea^e Russia aside, we have an armoured tonnage substantially equalling
the combined tonnage of France, Germany, Austria and Italy. Can the
most exacting ask for more, unless they are in a position to demonstrate
that Sir Thomas Brassey has been grossly deceived f Moreover, our superi-
ority to France is being more than sustained. Our voted expenditure for
ironclads for 1885 is £1,232,000 as against £1,025,360 in France. As to
the quality of the vessels there is nothing to choose : the French give
more armour to the water-line, and we give more protection to the men.
Only a naval campaign could decide which system is the more advantageous.
The most the Government can be expected to do is to maintain a leading
position and this. Sir Thomas Brassey assures us, the Department is success-
fully doing at present.

—

Liverpool Mercury.

BOOK NOTICES.

History of the Thirty Years' War. By Anton Gindeley. Translated

by Andrew Ten Brook. Complete in two volumes. With twenty-

eight illustrations and two maps. New York : G. P. Putnam's
Sona Toronto : Wm. Briggs.

Owing to the fact that in his larger work Professor Gindeley only
brings down the history of the Thirty Years' War to the year 1623, and
that it has taken him fifteen years to produce the four volumes covering
the period treated, he some time ago consented to be diverted from the
more exhaustive history to produce a popular one. That he was wise will
hardly be disputed in view of the fact that he has attained his fifty-fifth

year. The professor is acknowledged to be the foremost authority on the
period of the Thirty Years' War, and the beautiful edition in which he
gives to the world a summarized result of his exhaustive labours in that
field is one of great value to those interested in the history of Europe.
Though Professor Gindeley has not the pen of a Macanlay, but turns out
his periods with the colder quill of a philosophic historian, his work is by
no means wanting in interest. The book is divided into three parts. The
first describes those events which gave immediate occasion to the outbreak
of the wl>, and proceeds thence to relate the history of the Bohemian
insurrection, the judicial proceedings which followed and the consequent
reactionary measures of religious reformation. The work is prefaced by.
an introductory chapter from the pen of the translator, in which, as he
truly says, he lays "before the readers some preliminary information which
a certain class of them will need, while others will not." He has also
added a concluding explanatory chapter, which will be of service to students.
It is pleasant to be able to say that this edition has been prepared with
the full sanction of the author.

A Dictionary op Miracles, Realistic and Dogmatic. With illustrations.

By the Rev. E. Cobham Brewer, LL.D. Philadelphia: J. B.
-LitPl^iDCOlV ftDCi tJoID pft!!, "

The author takes an early opportunity to inform his readers that he
has written several other books, most of which have attained large circu-
lations

;
but, though his " Dictionary of Miracles " may be of service by

attracting attention to the subject, it is very doubtful whether it will not
rather detract from his reputation, rather than add to it. In a preliminary
notice it will be sufiicient to spy that though Mr. Brewer has collated •
vast number of " miracles," he has left untouched many which would have
been more to the point in his analysis of the belief in supernatural mani-
festations. Moreover there are a number of historical inaccuracies in his
work, for which it is difficult to attribute any cause but carelessness. All
the same the book contains in handy form matter not easily to be found
elsewhere, and when purged of its blemishes—as it no doubt will bo in
future editions—it may possibly attain a success not unworthy of a writer,
some of whose works have reached "enormous circulations."

Vol. IV. New York : John B. Alden.

Ibtinq Classics.

Elzivbk Classics.

These books are both reprints, the one of " essays apd sketches by
celebrated authors from the ' Irving Library,' " the other of " choice selec-
tions from the 'Elzevir Library.'" The first-named is a nicely-got-np
volume containing excerpts from the works of Charles Lamb, MacAulay,
Irving, Dr. John Brown, Andrew Dickson White, Thomas de Quinceyl
Nathaniel Hawthorne, George Rawlinson, Dr. Legge, Carlyle, Matthew
Arnold, Froude, and Philip Gilbert Hamerton. In the latter book ma
papers by Herbert Spencer, Matthew Arnold, George William Curtia,
Wendell PhQlips, Robert Griffen, Huxley, T^ndall, and Edward Ortoo,
LL.D.

f

The Blind Canary. By Hugh Farrar McDermott. New York : G. P.

Putnam's Sons.

A pretty little volume of poems named after the opening effort, written;"

we suspect by the editor of the Jersey City Herald. Mr. McDermott,
makes no pretence to the far-fetched ideas clothed in further-sought
language which is so common amongst latter-day singers ; but is content
to write of every-day subjects in simple words, and so at least is intelligible

and pleasing. This no doubt accounts for the fact that "The Blind
Canary." has run to a second edition—just as it will be read and remem-
bered, very probably, after more laboured books have been forgotten.

A Fair Device. By Charles Wolcott Balestier. New York : W. Lovell

and Company.

One- of the well-known cheap "American Library Series." A good
enough novelette to pass an idle hour, and possessing the merit of not
having anything startling, new or original about it.

TEE PERIODICALS.

The September Century is full of good articles and good illustrtitions.

There is solid reading and food for thought in Joseph Edgar Chamberlin's
paper on " 'The Foreign Elements in our Population." The article en-

titled " Legends of the Passamaquoddy," is delightful reading, and the

copies of Indian drawings on bark which illustrate it are full of quaint

interest. A biographical notice of Littre appears over the signature
" Y. D." A paper on travel is entitled " A Tropical Hurricane," and
Newman Smyth treats of " The Late Dr. Dorner and the New Theology."

In an elaborate paper on " The New Astronomy," accompanied by numer-
ous and costly wood-cuts. Professor Langloy discourses of spots on the sun.
" From Coventry to Chester on Wheels " is a thoroughly readable pa;ii>r, in

which an enthusiastic 'cyclist recounts the experiences of a not uneventful

ride. It is also accompanied by a number of arti.itic gems in the shape of

wood-cuts. " Pancha " is a story of Monterey, and is written by Thos. A.
Janvier. " The Brief Embarrassment of Mr. Iverson Blount " is another

yarn, and the serial " Dr. Sevier " is eagerly looked for each month. " A
' New England Winter,"" one of Mr. James' short stories, is finished, and is

followed by the second batch of " A Problematic Character." Mr. Still-

man's second essay, " On the Track of Ulysses," fully sustains the interest

excited in last month's contribution on the same subject. Of the poetry,

one piece, " Drifting Among the Thousand Islands," is from the pen of

Miss Agnes Manle Machar.

The Atlajttic Monthly has a strong list of contents. Mr. White con-

.tinues his " Anatomizing of William Shakespere." The general tendency
of the age to substitute excessive commisseration for the extreme cruelty

which was formerly meted out to criminals is commented upon in '* Medi-
eval and Modern Punishment." The historical paper of the month is by
Francis Parkman, is good reading, and is entitled " Wolfe on the Plains of

Abraham." The editor contributes a most interesting and instructive

sketch of " The Lakes of Upper Italy." But probabably the article which
will first commend itself to the thoughtful reader will be " The Story of

English Magazines," told by Chas. E. Pascoe. This excellent paper is fol-

lowed by one on the " Despotism of Party," a subject that is daily coming
more and more to the fore. It is from the pen of Herbert Tuttle. A
" Literary Curiosity " is the title applied to a criticism of Phil. Robinson's
" The Poets' Birds," and it is followed by other analytical editorial notes.

The remaining features of the September number are :
" In War Time "

(continued), " Old Salem Shops," " Under the Maples," " A Legend of

""rnverawe," "The Votcanic EffuptiOB ofIKratota," " Not Muse, but In-

glorious," Poetry, etc.

The September Manhattan opens with a cleverly conceived illustrated

poem, by Elizabeth S. McChesney, entitled " The Chalice Bearer." A
paper on " The Misericordia in Florence " follows, and is capital reading.

Another instalment of the novel " Trajan" takes the next place, and in

turn is followed by a copiously illustrated article headed " A. glance at the

Hungarian Capitals." The contribution of the number is James Lane
Allen's " Balzac and Literary Circles of Hia Time "—a well-written care-

fully-compiled paper, full of instruction and interest. " Nance" is the

title of a novelette, and " On a Siamese Pagoda" is a travel story. Paul
Hamilton Hayne is the author of a poem which takes next place, and is

succeeded by a second sketch of London experiences, entitled " My Diary
in London." " The Grave-Digger's Scene in Hamlet," " A Cafifornian

Acadia," are the titles of articles which immediately precede chapter first

of F. Bean's "Colonel Judson of Alabama." A poem—" Wind Gardens '

—separates the novel from a descriptive illustrated essay :
" A Comer of

the Gulf of Mexico;" and with chapter five of John Bernard's "Retrospec-

tions of the American Stage " the list of contributions concludes. The
editor's notes on recent literature and durrent events wind up a remark-

ably good number.

The September Magazine of American History will interest a wide
audience among the hills and valleys of the American Continent. The
frontispiece is an excellent engraving of the portrait of Murillo, from- the

painting by himself, and its pertinence is apparent to all who read the

Query on page 28-1. The leading illustrated article, by Mrs. Lamb, is a mine
of historic informa m concerning that particular region of our country

beyond the Rocky Msiuntains. The second article, with portrait, illustrates

the remarkable career of the great South American scientist, Francisco

Joae de Caldas. Among other contributions of the month, we find an

instructive chapter on the " Early Connecticut Claims in Pennsylvania,"
by T. J. Chapman, A.M.

; "The Medical Department of the Revolutionary
Array,

'
giving much fresh information on a subject hitherto obscure, by

General John Cochrane
;
" One Phase in the Early History of Virginia "

from the scholarly pen of Rev. J. C. Stockbridge ; "Something About
Monhegan," an acceptable morsel to antiquarians in all climes and countries,
by Mr. E. H. Goss ; and a few unpublished letters, two of which are from
John Adams to Elbridge Gerry in 1784 and 1785.

The numbers of Tlw. Living age for 23rd and 30th August contain the
Three Poems " In Memoriam," from the Quarterly . Italian University
Life in the Middle Ages, British Quarterly . .4. Legend of Vanished
Waters, Scottish ; Untrodden Italy—The Sila Forest, Contemporary : The
English Church on the Continent, Fortnightly ; Venice, Blackwood : Three
Days among the Dutchmen, Tinsley's ; Madame de Krudener, GerUlemen'a ;

William the Silent, Times; "John Bull et Son He" in the Seventeenth
Century, and The Business of Pleasure, Spectator Slips of the Tongue
and Pen, and Manx Smuggling, All the rear Round : with the conctusion'

.

of "The Baby's Grandmother," instalnents of " Mitchelhurst Place,"'
"Peter Macke/s Three Sweethearts," "Beauty and- the Beast," and
" Tzigge," and Poetry. ^

The Art Interchange of August 28th is one of the best issues of that
popular periodical. It contains a beautiful design in colour of wild roses
for decorating a cup and saucer ; designs of dogwood for mirror frames,
toilet jar, door panel, and cup and saucer ; a conventional floral denicrn for
table top and brass repousse work, two designs for fruit plate.s, and an
exquisite engraving of a forest interior. In the useful Notes and Queries
department instruction is given in colouring photograplis, transferring
designs, oil colours for rose and rose-pink, how to make; plaster of Paris
models for use in object drawing, suggestions for portieres and screen
panels, and much other desirable information.

Tub Andover Review (Boston : Houghton, Mifflin and Co.) has attaiined
a position in the front rank of the class of literature to which it belongs.
Its success is deserved. All important questions in the realm of religious
thought are discussed exhaustively in a temperate and scholarly manner.
The September number is decidedly interesting and attractive.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

After several postponements, rendered necessary by the difficulty of pro-

ducing scenic efiects in a building not structurally adapted for that pur-
pose, " Billee Taylor " was played in Toronto on Tuesday before a very
good house. All things considered, the performance may be said to have
passed off with eclat. The choruses were not all that could be desired, in
one case—the " Grand Finale "—there being quite half a note difference
between one moiety and the other. But no doubt additional practice will

remedy this in future representations. Of the soloists thery^f^ no star
of the first magnitude, though the audience appeared to be mightily taken
with Miss Guthrie (Phcebe) from her opening song, the "Two Rivers,"
which was encored. The prima donna is possessed of a clear powerful
soprano voice, and her acting is all that could bo desired. Not so is the
caie of the "virtuous gardener." Mr. Moulton (Billee Taylor) sings a
distinctive tenor part with an uncommon quality of voice, but lacks expres-
sion, and is not in any sense of the word an actor. Miss Stetson pour-
trayed Susan ; she was labouring under the disadvantage of a bad cold,
but atoned for that by her pleasant acting. Eliza—who was at the bottom
of all the varied experiences of Ben Barnacle—was well played by Miss
Randall, the'Arabella of Miss Warren, on thf other hand, even had she
&UUWU iiur puru, mrHiuu ane^ tiitin c^ was uou sucn as co call xortn .mT cncnu-
siasm. The life and soul of the whole performance—a gentleman who
under unfavourable circumstances on Tuesday night proved his claim to
a front rank amongst the comedians of the day—was Mr. George Schil:.

ler. He played the part of Christopher Crabh, the erstwhile pedagogue
and whilom sailor, who glories in his villainy, with such genuine " funni-
osity" as to keep the house in roars of laughter. Mr. Seth Crane's Ben
Barnacle was next in rank as a performance, his " All on account of

Eliza" getting a double encore. The Captain Flapper of Mr. Holmes was
also an excellent rendition of the nautical " masher." The mise en scene

and the costumes were very good. After the opera a startlingly realistic

representation of the burning of Chicago was given in the Gardens, thelat-
ter being charmingly illuminated by Chinese lanterns. .

- - :

LITERARY GOSSIP.

By a clerical error Mr. H. K. Cockin, whose named appeared on the

list of rising Canadian poets, was last week described as Mrs. H. K. Cockin.

Joaquin Miller's well-known drama, " 49," has been considerably

altered and largely re-written by the author, and will be published imme-
diately in the " Standard Library " (Funk and Wagnalls).

The Russian Government has prohibited the circulation of the works
of Herbert Spencer, Emile Zola and Professor Huxley. It is a good thing

for an author to have his book suppi'eased by a government.

Robert Buchanan, the dramatic author, is among us ; surely he was
satisfied with his reception the other night in " Storm Beaten," at the'

Grand Opera House. It was a wonderfully exciting occasion.

—

FreuncFt

(N.T.) Weekly. .

:i^lu'if^l^
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( Ontario is a big country now that the Queen has accepted the decision
-of the Privy Council and ordered its enforcement. It is larger than any
country in Europe except Russia and Austria. It has an area of 220,000
square miles as compared with the 208,000 of Germany, 204,000 of France,
Spain's 196,031, Italy's 93,640, and England's 58,320.

An importan* contribution to the literature of natur^iistory and field

sports in Scotland has just been made by Mr. ThomasSpeedy, of Edin-
burgh, in the shape of a goodly volume of upwards of 400 pages, entitled

• " Sports in the Highlands and Lowlands of Scotland with Kod and Gun,"
and published by Messrs. William Blackwood and Sons.

A new kind of compass has been invented by Captain Magnagni and is

now used in the Italian navy. It consists of a magnetic needle floating in

water in a hermetically sealed glass case. Its advantages are that it

resists sudden shocks, but yield readily to ordinary influences The firin"

of a hundred ton gun on board the vessel will not effect it.

It is surprising how often the authorship of a religious hymn is disputed.
Col. Andrew H. H. Dawson has a communication in th.-i Chicago Current
claiming that the hymn " Prayer is the Soul's Sincere Desire " was written
by his mother, Mrs. Wilhelmina Dawson. Hitherto it has been almost
universally ascribed to James Montgomery. Col. Dawson adduces "ood
reasons why the popular impression should be upset.

In a recent letter to The London IVorld the Rev. E. Paxton Hood
asserted that " the American churches have not been rich in hymn writers."
This drew out a commu,nication from another clergyman who, while agree-
ing with Mr. Hood, called attention to the fact that an English Hymnal
now in use in some hundreds of congregations in Great Britain contains
hymns by no less than twenty-four American writers.

According to the Publishers' Weekly, Professor Sayce says that the late
Nicholas Trubner has left behind him a MS. on the history of the book
trade in the classical period, a subject in which he had been interested from
his earliest boyhood. He had collected an enormous amount of material
for the work, and from time to time spoke to his friends of publishing it

as soon as he could finish it in accordance with the demands of a somewhat
fastidious taste.

Writers ve turning their attention more and more of late to the
South. Cable, Tougee, and " Uncle Remus," have aroused an interest
which grows i-apidly. Another work is soon to appear in the " Standard
Library" (Funk and Wagnalls), under the title "A Yankee School Teacher
in Virginia," by Lydia Wood Baldwin. It presents sketches of life during
the transition state following the close of the war, as seen by one of New
England's young " school ma'ams," who devoted herself to the education of
the coloured race.

The word " fudge " has a positive personality underlying it. Such it is,

at least, if Disraeli's account be aluthentic. He quotes from a veW old
pamphlet entitled " Remarks Upon the Navy," wherein the author says :

" There was in our time one ' Captain Fudge,' commander of a merchant-
man, who, upon his return from his voyage, how ill fraught soever his ship
was, always brought home his owners a good crop of lies, so much that
now, aboard ship the sailors when they hear a great lie told, cry out : ' You
fudge it !' " The ship was the Black Eagle, tlie time that of Charles II.

Mr. Mackay, the Bonanza King, who does not know exactly how -rich
he is, is of Irish birth, and is not yet an old man. The Irish peasant boy
was one of the fortunate Argonauts of the old time. He has made a for-
tune which, in Amorican parlance, " tops the pile " of the richest English
peer. And here is the evidence oflered now that the money which makes
the mare to gO has brought the one-time poor Irish boy into relations with
one of the most exclusive houses in Europe—the house which has produced
the Dorian Colonnas, the Galatros of the Kingdom of Naples, and princes
of the States of the CEurch, who are too numerous to be mentioned.

Has this anecdote of Mathews ever been printed before except in Mr.
Collier's " Diary of an Old Man," of which only twenty copies were privately
issued 1 Any how, it will bear repeating. When George Daniel, the book
and print collector, went to look over the gallery and dramatic curiosities
at Highgate, almost every time the actor showed him any remarkable, and
as he thought unique, volume or engraving, Daniel used to say " Aye, aye,
very rare, very valuable, etc. ; but I have a duplicate of it-. in my library.''
At last Mathews got out of patience, and exclaimed, " Why, d you,.you
have got duplicates of everything I have, excepting my lame leg. I wish
you had that with all my heart." This, says Mr. Collier, is Mathews' own
account.

Whkn politics are put in the second place, one can give a little time
to poetry. " The Loves of Vandyck," by Mr. J. W. Gilbart-Smith, has
just been published. The author seems to be believed in by the men
of modern Oxford. Mr. Gilbart-Smith has a Byronip fever upon him.
He uses the Byronic measure : praises, for example,

The beauty of that aoatbern shore
Where antnmn, poising on the wing,
Benews the bloom it lingers o'er

;
1.

and liketi to talk wildly of love

:

Ah t fl; with me, sweetest, where none shall deny.
The bloom of lore's puoion, the balm of love's sigh

;

Where no desolate winter otn tarnish with tears
The blossom of love whioh lore's sommer endears.

This is the style of the poem. Altogether it is not bad. But it is not
origin*!, and it will not take the town by storm. Mr. Gilbart-Smith is not
our future Poet Laureate.

—

English Paper,

V- • ' " CHESS.

UfAtl oomnfmuxUio'n inUnUd for IMi d^pirtmnt ahtultl bt addrjsssd •• Cliem Editor,"

offlce of Thk Week. Toronto.

PKOBLRM No. <0.

Composed for Tne Week by P. L. H. Sims,
Toronto Chess Club.

PROBLKM No 41.

' TOOKXET PnoDLEM No.' 1.

Motto:— " Hotii soit qui mat y pense."

BUCK.

WHITE.
White to play and mate in two moves.

wnirE.
White to play and mate in three moves.

TonBNET Pboblsm BECErvED.—Motto, " Vbi."

GAME No. 22.

Cincinnati Cummercial Correspondence Tonmey.

Between Messrs. E. B, Greenshields, of Montreal, and W. Braithwaite, of Unionville, Oot

(Scotch Gambit.)

Whit:

Mr. Greenshields.

1. P K4
'2. Kt K B 3
.3. P Q 4
4. Kt takes P
5. B K 3 (a)
6. P Q B 3
7. B Q Kt 5 (6)
8. BK3
9. CMtles

10. P K B 4

12. KtKt(S(»
1.1 P Q Kt 4
14. Kl takesBPch

Black.

Mr. Braithwaite.

PK4 >
KtOBS
P takes P
BQB4
QB3
KEtK2
Kt K 4 (c)

PQ3
B g 3 (d)

QKtBS
QKtS
Castles Q R
KttakesKtP(/)
B takes Kt

While.

Mr. OraenahieMs.

15. P takes Kt
16. Q takes B (h)
17. K R 1
18. Kt Q 2
19. B taJies B
«). Kt Kt 3
21. R g B 1
22. B takes Kt (>)

23. QtakasP,arB3
24. B B 6 ch
29. B Kt 3
28. Kt q 2 (0
27. BB4
28. y q 5

Black.

Mr. Braithwaite.

B q Kt 4 la)
B takes B ch
BtiS
B takes B
qKB3
Kt q B 3
q taJces K B P
P takes R
2B K 1 (it)

Kit
ROKtl
K R q B (in)

B takes Kt P
And White resigns.

NOTES.

(a) Staunton recommended 6. Kt takes Kt. but the text move is preferred by the later
authorities.

(6) We prefer B K 2. The teit loses valuable time.
(c) The correct reply, instantly taking advantage of his opponent's slip.
id) q Kt 3 at this juncture was a stronger move we believe.
(«) Premature. Kt q 2 is indicated by the position.

(/) A clever reply. If P takes Kt then B takes Kt, etc., winning a Pawn,
(fl) Again well played.

(/I) q q 2 is less immediately fatal, bat White most have lost something here. The text
move loses the exchange.

XiL^' Desperate diseases," etc _. . ,

ik) Black must move this K or be mated. _
(I) If the Kt is taken White draws by perpetual cheek.
(m) Black gives his opponent no chance. In fact his whole game ia a flue example of

' solid " chess.

NEWS ITEMS.

The BritUh Chess Association has been formed. The chief officers are:-President the
Earl of Dartrey; 1st Vice-President, Lord Randolph ChurohUl ; 2nd Vice-President, Sir Bo'bert
Peel, M.P.

;
3rd Vioe-Presidenl, Mr. John Buskin. Truly a telling list.

A CHESS lawn party, the twelfth of an annual series of simUar entertainments Was
recenUy given in London by Mr. Gastinoau to his friends. Between afty and stitrwere
present, among them Messrs. Blackbume, Hoffer, and Kev. Mr. MacDonnelL Chess boards
were laid out in all parts of the garden, in arbours and summer-houses, under spreailing trees
and in every shady place. When darkness came on, the garden wos Ughted up with lamps'
and candles, and play kept up until a late hour.

Tub London CTwm Playtr'a Chroniclt remarks that one of the very first duties which falls
upon the goreming body of any branch of sport or pastime U to lay down deamtioaa to
demarcate the amateur from the professional. The line in chess at present is inrisibly thin
The ChronieU takes this sensible riew of how to make the distinction Itaat is needed and
urgently needed too:-" If amatehrship in chess is to be defined for the future, we sm bo
basis for definition other than that whioh in principle holds good in atbletiea and oarsman-
ship. Tis., that the indiridnal must at aU times follow his pastime for lore and not for
money. If ha plays In a match or tonmament, he msst take his priie In plate or artiole o<
vertn. aed not in cash. If he elects to do the latter, he mast be content in future to rank as
professional. Such a rale will entail complete abandonment of the praotioes whioh hare
hitherto found favour with the Counties Chess Aseooiation, and even with those andar whleh
the Vizayanageran Tonmament was played. We are aware that many pUyers, who claim to
be amatenn, ar(ae that to contend in a tourufmeut costo time and money, and that they
cannot atlord to do so unless for prospedKve hiere. To thU the reply is, that in athletics
and rowing, an amatear will spend large sams of money for training, eostnme, boat buildina
etc.. and all for the hSnour of winning a cap, or pwrkaps only a medal. Why should not the
gmuine chess amateur stand on a similar footing.

WHAT IS CATARlill ?

^rom the MailiCan.) Dee. 15.

Oat&rrb la a tnaco-pnmleat discbarge caaoed
by the prssenca and development of tlie
vagetable parasite amoeba in the tutemal liu-
iiu membrane of the nose. This parasite is

oiuy developed under favourable circum-
fltanceB, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberole,
the germ poison of syptii^i*'. mercury, toxo-
moea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, auppvessed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
?>i4ona that are germinated in the blood.
haae poisons keep the internal lining mem-

brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which sprea^l up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or bock of the throat,
oauaing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eoatachian tubes, cansing deafness ; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoaraenesa
oaurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tnbaa, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.

^

ICany attempts have been made to discover
a enre for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalants and other ingenious devices, bat
none of those treatmenta can do a particle of
good until the paraaitea are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Borne time since a well-known physician of

forty years* standing. aJfter much experiment-
ing, anoceeded In diacovering the necessary
oombhiation of ingredients which never fail
in abaolntely and permanently eradicating
khif •ijrrible disease, whether standing for
cme year or forty vears. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, shonld.with-
out delay, communicate with the bosinesa
managera,

BCbssbs. A. H. DIXON 4 SON,
305 Ring St West. Toronto, Canada,

and inclose atamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WhattheBev. E. D. 8t»v9n$on. B.A.,a Clergy-
man of the London Conference of the Metno-
diet Church of Canada, has to say in regard
to A. H. Dixon dt Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh.

Oakland, Ont., Canada. I^aroh 17. '83.

Meeera. A. H. Dimon A Son

:

Dbab Sins,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cared of Catarrh, bat I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have triad so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for m» to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I
thow^t I would reqnire the three treatments,
but Iftoel folly cored by the two sent me, and
I am thankfol that I was evur indoeed to send
toyoa.
Too azB at Uberty to use this lattor stating

ttiat I have basn mrsd at two treatmenU, ud
an gimdkr lawwntntirt yovr mnady to
I ofmy tnsndiivfeo an mfltosn.

zonrs. with many thauka,

BXT. E. B. STBTBiraOH.

AUGUST
CLEARING SALE!

-:o:-

In order to clear out the

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK, -

We have made Startling Reductions in every Department at

J.UKES. DAGGrE & CO.
116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Re-iesuetl July :),

1877. Patented Jan. 9. 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1873. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade raai k, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tamplco Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Uneqnalled for beauty, style and
comfort.
Approved by all physicians.

This favourite Corset is now
mode with the celebrate<l Tam-
Pico Busts, which are as soft as

velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health CDrset" is boned
with Coraline. a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,

land ia elastic, pliable and oom-
1 fortable.

{ The "Health Corset" is not de-
.' signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dross

MANUFACTURED BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

B8TABI.IBHn> 1859. 304 Yonffe Street.

THOMSON'S
Wall Paper and Stationery

EMPORXXTM.

New stock of next season's Wall Papers jast
arrived. Balance of old stock offering at re-
markably low figures. Calsominintr, Paper-
Hangiug, Qlazing, Re-Qlazing and Pointing
done to order. Estimates given. A well
selected stock uf Stationery, Christmas Cards,
•to., at lowest prices. A call solicited.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
RITBBES SHOES, FELT BOOTS, BELTUrS,

Steam Packing, Enguie,

HTdrant and Suction Hon,

VAi.vas, Wai.vobb Bolls,

Tubing, a&rd«n Hoae,

St»ppl*B, Srrlngea,

LADIES' A2<D MISSKS'

Bubbnr Circulars

>3^TAR BRAND RUBBER.

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MIU HOSE.

Steam Packing Garden Hose, from 8 oenta
upwards. Call and see oar Kubber Goods and
get oar Pbicbs,

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest wiU be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

HAMILTON MEHBITT,
ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES, ETC.,

rnVQ ESaiBEEB k KETAXLUBaiST,

15 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS :

Cor. Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
130 CHURCH -.T, TORONTO,

Mannfactiirera of Real and Imitation
Stained Glaas. Ken.i for circulars, etc.
Costs from .i.~K. per foot up. .Send for
sample fan-lii;ht $1, size Uix'.iO in.

T

Dfl.
SINCLAIB,

334 Jabtis Stbsbt.
ItZDfriFEItT, AND DISEABBS OF

WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

pAINLEIBS DENTISTBT.

B. HOUGHAN, - ^ Agmt.
i^AU inquiries by mail shaU have our prompt attention.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAYCU.
LAND REGULATIONS.

HE SHELDON OfEAN (JROVE, N.J.

City by the Heu.
Establisbeil 1873 ; Kniurgeil and Improved

1883. Health ami P ensure Itesort if hours
from New York—20 tniiiis dnily ; i hours from
Philadelphia ; 10 nimutes from Long Branch.
Recommended by the mottt celeljrated phy-
sicianp. Ocean water and electric bntbs. steam
beat. Passengnr elevator. Iron ftro escapea
Wonderful flowinii nrtpsian spriug. Hieh dry
land

;
air filled with the rainf;led osone from

the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. No malariu. No mosquitoeB.
Terms moderate. Open all the year. CircuUrs.
WEXcoaiK E. Shkldott; Owner and Manager.

[STERBROOK
STEEL
PENS

Popular No*.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.

"MILLER.SON *. CO., Acta., MontrML

REFRIGERATORS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

COAL OIL STOVES.

"w . :h: . s F A.R B c- "vt".

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YUNGE STREET.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

Artifloial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in ening and speaking. The painless
method inoludes ailing, and operations both
meohanioal anil surgical,

M. F. SMITH, Drntbt,
266 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.O.,

HOM(EOPATRIST,
Bpeeialtiea—Dinaaea of Children and Nerroas
Byateio. Hoars—8 to 10 a.ni.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Son-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 6.30 p.m.

aas A 988 jABTia BTBiar.

pOATSWOBTH & HODGINS,

Banisters. Solicitors, Notaries,
ConTeyancars.

Monsff to Ltnd. Offiem—IQ York Chambers

No. • TOBOHTO SrawiT, ToaoirTo.

a. ooATBWoBTa, ja. fbakk . booohiik

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South
em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from $1.3B to $3.50 par acre, according to price paid for
the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Oonditiozxs of Settlement or Cultivation.

. THE RESEBVISD SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offered for sale on advantageous terms, to parties prepiu-ed to undertake their imme-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment

:

Purchaaen may pay one-sixth In cash, and the bahuice in five anoual instalments,
with mterest at SIX PER CENT, per annum, payable in advance.

Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey.
anoe at time of purchase, if payment is mule in full.

Payments may be made in LAND (JKAXT BONDS, which wiU he accepte.1 at ten
per oent prenunm on their par value and accnied interest. These Bonds can be obtained
on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its agencies.FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF SALE and aU infonnation with respect
to tha|arcb^

"f Sl^fc^^'^
*" ""^"^ ^ MoTAVISH, Land Commiaaioner, Wmni-

Znt».l.JV.u^.l884. "*"*" •^"'^*^.

CAPITAL, 9350,000.

JOHN B. B.\RBEU, President and Managing
Director.

CHAS. RIOrIson, Vice-President.

EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufaoturea the following grades of paper

:

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Snper-Calendeiad),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Snvelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoLouaan Covan PAPias, snper-flniahsd.

t^Apply at the Mill fbraamptea and prloea.
Spaoial aiiaa made to oidar.

S<m^^fcJ»- -——-- ----
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iOAN CORPORATION<

Offlcea, - -' Pnbllc Idbnuy Bnlldings,

Cor. Cbnrch and Adelaide Sta., Toronto.

An iRBue of 500 shares of $100 each in the
Capital Btock of this Corporation has been
made at par, and the same is now open for
general subscription
T6rmB of allotment and Company's general

Prospectus can be obtained from the under-
signed.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manasrer.

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED 1851.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

Cash Assets, -

Income for Year

$i,s89,iix oo

1,690,8x8 38

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at

moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Ptm. JAS. BOOMER, Sec.

3. J. KENKY, Man. Director.

CA,NADA PERMANENT

Loan & Sayings Co,

Incorpomtedt A.Ji, IHRS.

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
2,200,000
1,100,000
8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.
Deposits received, repayable on demand or

short notice. Interest is paid, or added to tbe
ptiuoipal half-yearly.

DEBENTURES.
Money received for investment in sums to

suit lenders, for which debentares are issned
in currency or sterlinc, with iotereet conpoas
attached, payable in Canada or in England.
Tmatees and' executors are authorized by law
to invest in the debentures of this company.

Circulars, -with particulars as to terms, may
ba obtained from the Oflkoe Cohpaky's
"oaM>i]HM, ToBoiiTo Braar, ToBomo.

3. HBSBSRT WASON.
Managing Director.

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTTA-T^-A.

AtWwrized Capital,

Subscribed Capital^

Paid-up Capital, -

JUtt

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,tti3

110,000

JAMES MaoLAREN, Esq., Pretiient.
CHARLES MAGEE, Esq., Vice-Presideut.

DireetfirB-C. T. Bute, Esq.. B. Blackburn,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Brrson, Hon, L. R. Churcli,
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq.. John
MaUier, Esq.

Gboboe Bcbn, Cathier.

Branches—Arnprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.

Agents in Canada — Canadian Bank of
Commerce. Aoents in Nrw York—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. -Vgknts in
Ijondon- -English Alliance Bank.

A MILLION A MONTH!
^ THE DIAMOND DIBS

have become so popular that a mlllioc pack-
ages a month are being ti'sed to re-coloar
dfn(?y or faded DKESSKS. 8CARFH, HOODS,
STOCKINGS, RIBBONS, etc. Warranted fast
and durable. Also used for making Inks,
staining wood, colouring Photo's, Flowers,
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 32 coloured
samples, and book of directions.

WELLS. RICHARDSON & CO.,

Burlingtoil» Vt., and Montreal, P.Q.

The American Art Union,
1\ W. Wood, V.-Prn,
F. DiSLMAN, Treas.

D. Huntington, Pres.

E. W. Perrt, Jb., Sac.

Tbe subscription to tbe AH TJnion will bo
five dollars per annum, and each sabsoriber
for the present year will receive : —Ist. A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etching
of the year, by Walter Shiriaw, from Eastman
Johnson's picture "The Reprimand." This
etching it of a sise (13x16 inches) and quality
snob asthe leading dealers sell at from twenty
to twenty-five dollars. 2nd. The Ulitatrated
Art XJnion, which will be isdned monthly, for
tbe oarrent vear. Brd. One-half of the aab-
MirlptiOEi will be set apart for the formation
of a rand, to b« expended for the joint acooont
of the subMribers in the pnrohase of works of
art, whieh will be delivered unconditionally
to tbe whole body of the subscribers repre-
sented by a committee. Sample oqpy senV
postpaid on applleation to K. WOOD PEBBT.
Iwjntary.Sl West Tenth St., Mew York.

HANLAN'8 POINT PERBT.
York Strekt steamers run from 7.30 a.m,

until 10 p.m.
YoNGE Street steamers, 10 a.m. until 9.30

p.m.
Brock Strrbt steamer 10 a.m. until 10 p.m.

Last boat for nil points leaves the Island at
10.30 p.m.

Steamer Chieora.
Daily, leaving Toronto at 7 a.m. and2 p.m

for Niagara and Lewiston.

Hteamor 'Em,pre«B of Tndia.
Daily between Port Dalhousie and Toronto,

in connection with G.T.R. and Welland di-
vision. Leaving Port Dalbousieat 10.5 a.m.

;

returning leave Toronto at 3.40 p.m.

Soutliern, Belle.
Eiaily, between Hamilton and Toronto.
Leaving Hamilton at 7..30 a.m. and 2.15 p.m.

Toronto at 11.00 " and 5.30 "

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY

MATRICDLATION EXAMINATIONS

BEOIH ON

MONDAY, SEPT. 22nd,

Fob further directions bie Calendar.

8. S. NEL,L,B«,
Colourg, Aug. 18, 1884. Preaidmt.

GRAND DOMINION
AND 39TH

PROVINCIAL

EXHIBITION!
Under the aaspices of the

liaCIATI«N •* OIVTABl*.

TO BE HELD AT

o T rr -A.-w -A.

,

ON THE

32oti to 27th September, 1SS4.

$23,000 in Premiums and Dominion Hedftls.

Entries must be made with the Secretary
at Toronto, on or before the undermentioned
dates, viz.:— .
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Poultry, .Agri-

cultural Iraplementa, on or before August 2:ird.
Grain, Field Rooto, and other Farm Pro-

ducts, Machinery and Manufactures generally,
on or before August 30th.
Horticultural Products, Ladies' Work, Fine

Arts, etc., on or before September Cttii

Prize Lists and Blank Forms for making
the entries upon con be obtsined of the Sec-
retaries of all Agricultural and Horticultural
Societies snd Mechanics' Institutes through-
out the Province, and from the Secretary,

HBI¥BV WADE,
AGRICm^TUBAZi HAUi, TORONTO.

Established 1852. Established 1852.

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

TAMILT GBOCEBS,

Cof. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

SUGARS! SUGARS!
16 lbs. QnmnUtad Sn^rar Ibr $1.-

18 Urn. Bright Porto Kioo Sugar Ibr 11.

A ooniignment of NEW TEAS per Puiflo
S.B. Compsor and Paoiflo Railway just to
hand.

Oar FAMILY TEAS are the bMt Talu in i

the cltj.

All goods warranted tree from adulteration.

N.B.—Oooda promptly delirered in any part
of tbe city.

TELEPHOJilE CONNECTION.

DOMINION BUSINESS COIJjEGE,
will open on Monday, September 1st,

1884, with the inoBt improved facilitiofl for
imparting a thorough knowledge of commer-
cial afTftirs and ioBurint^ a complete ba»lneBfl
education. ThecourHe is a short, sharp, direct
and thorough drill in those^things that form
the true basis of an actual business life. The
College Calendar mailed free to any address.
- J. B. McKAY, ISAAC WOOD, Principals.

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(For thft University Education of Women).

TORONTO. - - ONT.
Col. C. W. Lawes^ M.A., Oxon, Principal.

Pupils are rocei ved at the age of seven years
in the Jnnior Department, and are led on
through the Prepuratory Porns to tho Wo-
man's Local flxaminations, or to tho Matricu-
lation Examination of the University of Tor-
onto, and theu throuRh the University De-
partment to the degree of B.A. (a course of
study unatteiiipted by anv other institution
established for women in Ontario). The Col-
lege of MuRic, under the direction of Prof.
Haslam, Prof'^ssor of Music at the Conserva-
toire Royal de Musique, Boulogne, France,
and of the Itoyal Acacfemyof Music, London,
England, \vith an able statf of European
artists. The College of Fine Arts, under the
management of Miss Dunne, late Artist to the
Vice-Kegal Court, Ireland, with an able staff
of assistants. Fees, if paid yearly in advance,
4187 to *3fi2. No extras. Lessons in calis-
thenics and riding free. For Prospectus and
further information apply to

MRS. M. J. RUSSELL.
240 Victoria St., or232 WeUington St.,

TOBONTO.

AMUSEMENTS.

Alma Ladies College,

mmmmmm

HORTICULTURAL OARPEN9' PAVILION.

Every 'Bvening,

The event ot the season. The original New
Yprk

IDEAL COMIC OPERA CCTr,

Including a phenomenal cast of celebrated
artists. Opeiling production,

bilt.ee tayloi?.
Popular prices 25 and 50 cents.

Grand out-door realistic production of tb«

CHICAGO FIRE,
With real Plre Engines, Hook and Ladder,
Hose, Firemen, etc., exactly as at Boston
Oakland Gardens to over '200,OUO people.

A C. McKINLAY, I,.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST,

121 CH1:RCH STREET, TORONTO.

TTEITH & FITZSIMONS,

HANUVACTUREB8

Gas Fixtures <k Artistic Brass Work,

Steam Fittebs* and Pluubebs' StTPFi.TEa.

109 KING STREET WEST, - TORONTO.

THE LIQHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
is simple, strong and durable. It needs

no teacning, wvitching or adjusting, and not
one has ever worn out.

A. W. BRAIN, Agent,

89 Yonge St., Toronto.

MASOM i. COUJNS,

.A-HTISTS.
UFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL ARO CRATm.

Sttoio, - - 31 Knio St. Webt, Tobohto.

133 BIBDS.

'-^ASS:%

Chartered by Act of Provincial Legislatore.

6 u ildings and rarnishings the fi nest in Canada.
Its facnity (five gentlemen and ten ladies)

fully qualified. Its courses in Music, Fine
Arts and Literature thorough and practical.

Its rates comparatively low. Board, room,
light, laundry and tuition cost from $38 to

45 per term, according to department. The
same with Music and Drawing only $190 a
year in advance. Ke-opens Sept. 4th, 1884.

For Calendar or admission., address

PRINCIPAL AUSTIN. B.D.

Pupil of Carl Martmu.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colourt, on
satin or velvet.

Tbbm»—Music, $6 ; Drawing, etc., S4.

TTORACE F. ALLKINS, ARTIST.

40 Church Street^ Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs. OH
painting taught on the system of the Royal
Academy, London, England.

RUSSELL^S, 9 KING ST. WEST.
TOUONTO, for

mOH-GLAflS WATCHES * JXWXIXSBT

PICKERING COLLEGE
(Attendtd by young people of both texet)

WILI. KE-OPXN StlPT. tat.

No other institution affords the same ad-
vantages in the way of a pleaaant home life,

refined Christian influence, and thorough
training. There are (our well organized de-
partments:—

I. PREPARATORY.
II. COMKERCIAL.
lU. COLLEGIATE,
ly, MUSIC AND PINE ARTS.

TlAOHiNO Staff. — W. H. Hnaton, M.A.,
Clasaies; E. J. Molntyie, B.A., En^ish and
Modem Languages ; C. L. Crassweller, B.A.,
Mathematics and Science; H. W. Westlake,
B.A., Commervlal Branches. Miss A. E. Pol-
son (First Class Certiitoate), Junior Classea

;

E. B. Shrapnall, A.R.C.A., Drawing and Paint-
iiig : J. Davenport Kerrison, Toronto, Voeal
and Inatmmeatal Mnaio; Mia* J. B. Slater,
Moaic.
This summer Ave vouns ladiee passed tbe

Toronto Unlveraity Loeal lamination for
women, and six eandidatea (all that tried)
obtained SM«nd Class Teaabers' CertiflOatae.
For new Annoonoement oontaining full in-

formation address the Principal,

W. H. HUSTON,
Pftxaanra.

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

Charsee Moderate.

s
HAW A USBORNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans ahd
insurances effected. Property bought, old
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. BAST, TORONTO.

s
TEWART & SON. (Lat« STEWART

a. STBICELAMD),

ARCHITHITS, BUILDING SURVEYOIS Am VALUATORS.

Offiea—39 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WK. STIWABT. WH. H. STBWABT.

w A. IMPET,
Dealer in all Und* of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

an CHURCH ST., TORONTO, ONT.

tyBstimatas given on applioation.

pHABLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOLIOITOB, OONVOTAMOBB. Xto.

—sOvviUfl :—
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Thk work of the Bribery Commission evidently draws towards a close.

CoBBE8ri>NDEscB
;. ....'ZZHZIZi.^. 647

.^
additional evidence hiis thrown no new light on the charges. But the

LiTBBATUMi-
~

^'"<^«'i'=« °* ^ir David Macpherson completely exonerated himself and the
An Exotio (Poetry) ;. j-. oHver Smith. 849

Government of which he is a member from any suspicion of compUcity in
A conversion. Chaps. L and H ^ ^hat goes by the name of the bribery plot. And Mr. Meredith and Mr

TH« SoBAP-BooK „ ^ jjorris had no difficulty in clearing their skirts : from Mr. Meredith's evi-
Pebiodioam

Bja dence, it ia plain that his visit to Ottawa, at the time the plot waa going on,
Book Noncs ^ had no connection with any con.spiracy. Whatever was dbne was the work
UvBic a™ dbama

853 of subalterns. Mr. S. Blake, as counsel for the Ontario Government, was
LiTBBABY QoBBip T ggg not anxious to bring under enquiry the conduct of more than the five
Cmaa CoLum. g^ persons against whom the charge had previously been made. It was not

^^ ^^ intention to examine several witnesses who had been summoned ; but Sir

^ f| ^ ^01 ^ ^ k ' ^^"^^ Macpherson and Mr. C. H.' Mcintosh, M.P., insisted on their right
to be heard, and they were permitted to tell what thev had to sav MrAN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF POLITICS, SOCIETY AND LITERATURE Tr.l,„ tJKi^I^- I. u j u , ,

^- ^'
aui-miT ANu LITERATURE. John Shields, who had been represented as the purse-carrier, was present.

Edited by W. PHILIP ROBimON. but was not called. Other-witnesses only appeared to be told that their

tn.S"^;-*'""''"'
*'"•• "*" -»'«'«"• •^«'= fonrn.onths.,1.00. 8ah,eription, payable evidence was not required, Mr. Blake announcing, on behalf of the Ontario

Oue'??r'rsilfL''.3l^eir?..X'''irit"S.^rh^^^^^^ Government, that he had no other witnesses to call. After Mr. Meredith

'•l^'^B4'iSS';S,'*aneX^ttoii?Soharaeter and Umited in number will be taken at .4
^""^ concluded his statement, Mr. Blake expressed his entire confidence in

52JliS:?:^iS2SSin'f^ofa''SolSrpeHod.
""''°""' *^^ "" """ '" """ ""'""'"^ ^"'*' '*" truthfulness. The new tactical move sprung on the Commission during

.rap1JL^I^'j2:Su%t.lS'eS'hroe°?hl%'Sl'l^/'t1.e"a^veX°.^Jrit,^J'^
*•>" «'"'°g '"'^ '•»•= ^^ow made by Mr. Meredith of carrying the war into

S^STr^^!***""^"™"""- *"»"»—T.B.ot^uoHBB,Bu«n«,ifan«i«-.57ordan Africa. A charge against four members of the Ontario Government waa
o.BLACKETTltOBlNBON.Pat.«.>er: p„t into the form of a resolution, that they, knowing that attempts were

rpQpjgg Qp „g„ WFFK '^'"^ ""^^^ *° °*""'™P' members of the Hone*, induced these members " to
rr/iii/i. approach persons who were said to be engaged in this work for the purpose

», 1 • • X • ^ , .
°* inducing them to corrupt them," and to entrap others who were not soThbbb royal commwsiona, two in Qnebeo and on© in Ontario which «t,™o„^ tu • , , , ,

" "" ""re noi so

1. M t J* * 1.I.V "^ "" "°7 /" "°""°> ^iicn engaged. The commissioners promised that the charge should be enquiredhave recently met, and two of which have not yet finished their enquiries, into ; but the enquiry was adjourned till the next sittings of the comm s
all bore a .nmUar complexion and had a common object. Their business sion, in the beginning of October. This counter charges based upon'hewas to ferret out cnminating matter *g«nst political opponent. The evidence of members of the House, whom the ConJrvative defendantsattempts to criminate M. Mosseau and M. Mercier had a well-marked declare unworthy of belief ; the object of those making the char^ beil.interdependence, and were in accordance with the rule of reciprocity. When r^reanmaW„ fn Hr„i ^o„ « u ^- •. ,-, ,

""IS^ ""'"o-

vi.- I X,.- jjx.f. . . ^'
"viLjr. ,Tucu presumably, to hnd means of corroborating evidence which thev themselvesa pohtical contest is reduced to this form, its aim is destructive THp u u i. .,,.,., ° '

uucmseivea

Ttr
• r. • • 1 • u • • f

aescruccive. ine have been at some pains to discredit. It is a relief co have eoo*l groundMercier Commission, which is enquiring into the $5 000 scandal hia „« xl . • i. . ^ *
grounu

.u -A V u* .u , J ,
*^'""" scanoal, Has of assurance that neither the Ottawa Government nor the Ontario Opposi-thrown some side lights on the crooked methods of Quebec politicians. tion had any hand in this miserable intrigue. Neither WHkinlTorThere is no longer any reasonable ground for doubt that M. Senecal and Stinson had shown any dekre t.^iaa^connuis«on. All attemp to toM. Dansereau, who advanced the money, believed that thev were niirchaa u ..i. « i.i. T^ , ...... ^^ "f"* ^

« *k • ^ i.- « • •. .
J'' """«""" ^"»^ tney were purcnas- reach either of them by subpoena had faUed ; and it looks aa if they mijrhtmg for their party chief immunity from the dmqualification with which he allow judgment to go by default. \ ^

had been threatened ; M. Mercier admits that this was their motive, and
M. Tr^del, who took part in the negotiation, as the friend of M. Mercier, The Independence of Canada is often touched upon by persons whose
says the transaction was a regular purchase (un marche compUt). -But object in bringing it before the public is to show that, from their point of
why did M. Trudel take part m a transaction which he now represents as view, it ought to be resisted. To tliis category belon-s the ref.-rence to
dishonourabU? He says his suspicions were aroused as to the nature of Canadian Independence, by Sir Hector Langevin, in a speech recently
the transaction when M. Mercier offered to pay back whatever the taxing delivered a\ Winnipeg. We are, he said, practicaltrtndependent ; we have
master might refuse to allow

;
bat M. Trudel, as chief of the River police, " the right ta tax other nations, even the English, on the merchandize theyu an officer of the Quebec Government, and though a liberal, may have send us." This implies great confusion in the mind of the speaker as to

been brought under some influence of which he is perhaps not fully con- the incidence of taxation. We may levy taxes on English goods but we
8CIOU8. It IS quite clear that, acting as a go-between in the negotiation, cannot tax the English people ; we can only tax the consumer^ of the
he was not perfectly frank in telling his friend what the other side thought goods on which we lay consumers' duties. No degree of liberty can confer
ot lum. According to his story, which bears strong marks of probability, on one nation the power to tax another. The question has nothing to do

T .™*T ^^^J
*** '""' *•** °^^^'' ^- '^*'^'"" '°'^*'°« ""^ '"'^"S "'*•» Independence. Sir Hector contends that a colonial condition with

Oie f5,000 m hand before he ceased his efforts for disqualification, and M. practical independence is the best ; and his reasons are, that we are free
Sen6cal dech»nng that, when he bought a pig he always insisted on seeing from the expenses of a separate establishment ; that we have no wars of
it weighed and having it delivered. If this contemptuous comparison had our own, and are not taxed for Imperial wars ; that we get protection
come to Jt Mercier-s ear^the negotiatioa must have collapsed. M. Senecal without paying for it. ^But we are, he admits, liable to be struck by the
evidently beUeve^ that he was doing a fine stroke of business in the shot fired in an English war. His policy ia that we should continue to grow
pohtKal maricrt

;
and the appearance of his sinister figure upon the scene in our own present position ; how hmg^d how strong he does not say The

•M •nggeative of much that is crooked .in Quebec politic* As the purse- indefiniteness of the advice, ^andissons dans notre corulilion prss<mii>, implies
bever of corruption, he may be said to be the lineal dewj^ndant of Francois a time when."iff the speaker's opinion, we shall have grown strong enough
Bmbj, with more than Baby's stratagem and andacity.r fte fitota which to take care of ourselves. If this looks to preparation for a change which
tiM commission has brought out could have been got at just as readily in a sooner or Uter comes to cqlonies, in ^\l parts <rf the world, it recognizes

*i
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a necessity which is not always admitted. The assumption that we shall •

have the option of remaining in our present condition as long as it suits

our convenience is qiade with as much assurance as if it were beyond all

reasonable doubt. But surely this condition will, in the future, have its

anomalies and its perils. What right have we to expect that we can

always depend upon being defended by the army and the navy of Great

Britain, without cost to ourselves ; and that nothing will ever occur to

pi^event England being able to accord us that protection on which there are

people who tell us we can confidently rely for an indefinite period of time?

.

MBMnRRs of the British Association would scarcely consider themselves

entitled to speak for the politicians, or to seek distinction by advocating

a reconstruction of the British Empire. But in the tentative stage of the

question of Imperial Federation, any one of them might throw out a

feeler, by which some vital part of the scheme might be brought under

the test of public discussion. The Governor General, at the inaugural

meeting, had led up to the point by assuming that all good citizens of

the empire are determined to promote a closer intimacy between the

Mother Country and her ofispring. Nothing can be more natural than

such a desire, so far as it has its source in the sympathy which may become

a strong bond between English-speaking people, in whatever quarter

of the globe they may be. But Lord Landsdowne had speciaF reference

to the political aspect of the proposed new form of union, and if he

commended a sympathy which reaches beyond the bounds of allegiance,

he only assigned it a secondary place. The way being opened, Mr.

Stephen Bourne entered upon it with a confidence which, it is not difficult

to sec, experience had not inspired. It has from the first been evident

to all who have given the subject any consideration, that Imperial Feder-

ation implies a common tariff and a common fund for external defence-

At the recent meeting in London, intended to place the project promin-

ently before the public, care was taken not to state what, in the most

essential particulars, its realization woul4 imply. Mr. Bourne had no such

squeamishness. He rushed boldly into the advocacy of a common tariff,

for a reconstructed British Empire, and the proceeds of the tariff he still

more boldly proposed to throw into a common fund for defence. Mr.

Bourne deserves the thanks of every Canadian for thus frankly stating, at

the very outset of the discussion, the real exigencies of Imperial Federation.

But his frankness was fatal to the object which he undertook to advance.

He has effectually killed Imperial Federation. Everywhere, from one end

of Canada to the other, he will be met by an adverse response. Even Sir

Francis Hincks, the most imperial of imperialist^ in sentiment 'had antici-

pated the objection and admitted its force. Canada cannot be induced to

give up the regulation of her tariff"; and if she could be induced to do so,

the proposed surrender of the customs revenue would leave her without

the means of meeting her engagements. The matter is not one of senti-

ment, but of necessity.

A MOVBMBJfT has been started in Montreal which is intended to end in a

grand banquet to Sir John Macdonald to celebrate the fortieth anniversary

of the chieftain's entrance into political life. Sir John's public career,

iong when measured by an individual life, short when compared with the

life of a nation, has outlasted one form of Government which, forty years

ago, was thought to contain elements of permanency. On his first appear-

ance in the Legislature of Upper Canada, the legislative union was in its

infancy ; he witnessed, in succession, the full vigour of its manhood, its

decline, decreptitude and death. Dreams of a Federal Union of all the

Provinces had before been indulged in ; but that they would ever be more
than dreams no one seriously believed in the year 1844. Bjesponsible

Government was in its tentative stage ; and there was much friction in the

working of the new machinery. Only ten years elapsed before Sir John
Macdonald could be said to have matured sufficiently tb have become if

not the peer of any one in the Legislature, a conspicuous second, in debating

power and knowledge of public business. The time was to come when his

supremacy would be so complete as to command general consent. But
more than to his power as a debater, or his knowledge of public business

Sir John owes his success to his skill in the management of men. In the

natural course of things, the days of his decline cannot be far off, if signs

of their coming have not already shown themselves. But in that art of

the politicians' arts, the management of men, he still retains pre-eminence.

During his official career, he has often been able to repair the waste of

party strength by attracting aid from the ranks of former opponents ; and
to this extraordinary resource his unusually long command of a parlia-

mentary majority is in a large measu^ due. To sudden surprises in legisla-

tion he has been opposed ; but he has not attempted a vain resistance to a

well-matured conviction shared by a large majority of the popalation. His

«conomic theories are not likely to pass with posterity as sound ; but there

is no doubt that he entertained them long before he attempted to put them

into practice, with the sincerity with which a lightly-read economist accepts

fallacies which he has not acquired force to reject. The ovation to Sir

John will be a party ovation, which may serve as a set-off" to that which

awaits Mr. Mowat, on his return from a politico-forensic mission to

England.

..,,^ Dr. Hinoston, of Montreal, at the recent meeting of the British Asso-

ciation, claimed for the French Canadians the distinction of being the most

prolific race in America. Without stopping to consider whether the claim

be well founded, the contrast between the Frepch Canadians and the people

from whom they sprung is about as great as can well be conceived. Early

marriages among this young people are far from accounting for the diff"er-

ence ; nor can the reason be found in dissimilarity of food, clothing and the

general condition of well-being. The population of New England are in

the enjoyment of at least as great comfort as the French Canadians, and
their ratio of increase is far less than that of the French Canadians. The
French in France and the Americans in New England increase slowly from

choice more than necessity. In France, where population presses on the

means of subsistence, a larger birth-rate would be compensated by an
increase in the death-rate of the young ; but the extra mortality is pre-

vented by a voluntary restriction of the birth-rate. And the operation of

the same motive restricts the birth-rate in New England, though the

restriction is not enforced by the same stem necessity. But the increase

of the French Canadians, great as it is, was vastly overrated by the speaker.

The number of them in the United States is very far short of the million

that was put to their credit. That the descendants of the French, on the

banks of the St. Lawrence, exceed in strength the Frenchmen of to-day,

may be due to the desolating effect of the Napoleonic wars ; but the diff"er-

.

ence in fecundity is only slightly, if at all, attributable to that cause. That
some modification of race-characteristics is being produced by the difllerence

of climate and a change in the general conditions of existence is not sur-

prising ; on the physical side, the modification may be an advantage, what-

ever may be the intellectual effect of an admixture of Indian blood.

Eight hundred intelligent and educated Englishmen, even if they had
no special knowledge of science, could not travel thousands of miles through
Canada with their eyes open without learning much about the country of

which no misrepresentations can in future deprive them. It will be
their own fault if they do not carry away with them a considerable stock

of positive knowledge regarding the country and its resources. The papers

read before the British Association, not alone by Canadians but also by
specialists among themselves, would greatly aid the enquiries of those who
desired to make the trip to the Rocky Mountains something more than a
holiday excursion. As a result, Canada must become better known in

England than ever before. The special knowledge obtained by each
individual visitor will have a tendency to spread and be absorbed among
his intimates. The visitors must become convinced that there exists in

the North-West a vast field for immigrants. Hitherto Australia has
Attracted the bfttter ^^q°« of eDucrnuitii. juui thniigh iJiA iAA^ imav nnt, n

to flow in that direction, it may flow with feebler force. The claims of
Canada cannot fail to find among our visitors on their return some volun-

teer advocates whose personal convictions will be their sole motive to
speak. If they recommend persons in search of land to cultivate to seek it

in Canada they will do so chiefly because they believe such advice will be
for the benefit of the emigrants. Scarcely any event which could have
happened would have done so much to make Canada known in England as
the meeting of the British Association in this country ; the knowledge of
possibilities is even more important than of actualities—of the future than
the present. The desert prairie over which so many of them will pass is

nothing as a possession ; as a possibility it is full of promise which may
give rational life to hope.

Thb Lawn Tennis Tournament held in Toronto since our laat issue to
decide the championship of the Dominion of Canada has shown that durinir

the past year a great improvement in play has taken place. The judg-
ment and skill displayed in the third rouud of the open singles in the
match between Mr. Hellmuth, of London, and Mr. Hynea, of Nev York
were specially noticeable, but the chief interest of the tournament centered
in the final contest between Mr. Hellmuth vid Mr. Hyman, also of Lon-
don. As our readers are aware, the best English players now recognize

the fact that the most successful plan of action is, eateris parilnek, that

newer one by which the player endeavours as often as possible to make hia

returns by volleying from the service line, instead of aa formerly, standinc

t

far back in the courts, and making the returns after the ball has touched
the ground. To a certain extent Mr. Hellmuth avails himself of both
/methods, but mainly relies on the older, which he works out admirably.

I >. Hyman, on the other hand, plays the volleying game, and as be won the

VWmpionship with what may be considered ease, despite of Mr. Hellmuth's
good play and excellent judgment, we think all who watched the match
Moat admit that the " volleying game " must rule until some new principle

arises aod puts it to flight. Local tournaments are to be held in London
and Ottawa about the 23rd inst.

Thb wail that there is «* no opening for women " in business is not so

common as it is in the Old Country, but it is occasionally heard even here.

^Ladies who complain that time perforce lays heavily upon their hands
/ A. should take a leaf out of the book of tlnir American cousins. It is a

note-book—the shorthand writer's note-book—to which they should direct

their attention," says a contemporary. It is into the law courts that the

American ladies have thrust their gentle presence. Taking down the

speeches of other persons they find to be quite as pleasant, and much more
profitable than speaking themselves. There is a clever young dressmaker
who cast away pins and needles, bent her energies to shorthand, and in less

th^ I a year could write one hundred and fifty words a minute. She has
found her right sphere. Three other ladies are mentioned who earn muni-
ficent incomes with their pens. Mrs. Sarah Grasby, who travels through
seventeen counties with the assize courts, earns |9,000 a year ; Mrs. J. R.
Palmer, of Utica, $8,000 a year ; and Miss Jane Ballantyne, of Rochester,
$5,000 a year.

Thb collapse of the National Bank, New Brunswick, New Jersey, has
already led to the suicide of the President, the cashier, and a ruined
depositor. The bank officials are alleged to have made away with a
million of dollars. The decline in the price of stocks in New York last

May is given as the explanation of the catastrophe. This disclosure ia^

more disquieting as a symptom than as an isolated fact. Once more it

enforces, in the loudest tones, the danger of bank officials indulging in
speculation by means of the trust funds under their control, and the
necessity that the practice should cease. Operations on margin are respon-
sible for much of the evil The form of venture may yield cenL per cent,

profit : this is the temptation ; but the ruin it may bring may be swift and
complete. This is the danger : the penalty is not seldom death, though
self-inflicted.

Thb dead-lock between the two legislative Houses is still the all-absorbing
topic in England. It will be remembered that Earl Cowper caused a letter

to be addressed to the Government proposing to " dish " Lord Salisbury
by introducing a redistribution bill in the auturaa. But it is altogether
unlikely that the Machiavellian epistle will effect its object. Earl Cowper
is not only an ex-member of the Ministry, but is regarded as the mouth-
piece of an important Whig movement. Stripped of all disguise, what he
proposes is a compromise ; but it is not sacfi an arrangement as could be
entertained by a much more pliant statesman than Mr. Gladstone. Earl
Cowper and his fellow " trimmers " suggest that the Franchise Bill could
be passed if the Government would lay their Redistribution BiU before the
House of Commons at the autumn session, though they acknowledge that
the latter measure could not be dealt wit^ before Christmas. Pourparlers
are said to have passed upon the subject, and some sanguine politicians
imagine that there might be some outcome of the proposal But, as a
London correspondent indicates, " two parties are necessary to a -com-
promise." Lord Cowper and hU friends have been told that they must get
Lord Salisbury's consent to the terms before the Government can consider
them. For Lord Salisbury to agree to pass the Franchise Bill if another
biQ which he has not seen is laid on the Uble of the House of Commons
would be to give up liis whole contention. That was not Earl Cowper's
idea. What he believed was that a fair Redistribution BiU would deprive
the Cecil of much of his support, and compel him to give way by showing
that he would be in a minority. On the other hand, Mr. Gladstone holds
that the pubUcation of the Redistribution Bill before the Franchise Bill is
passed will weaken the hands of the Government in dealing with the whole
Reform question. He will abide by that contention ; and though it has
not quite fallen to the ground. Lord Cowper's compromise may be regarded
as virtuaUy a dead letter. It is said in influential quarters that the Whigs
wko took part in th» movement will still stand by Mr. GhwJstone, notwith-
standing hia refusal to agree to their terms.

certain that England will come out more honourably than her Frehch
neighbour. Indeed, in her insane attempt to "bluff" territory and in-
demnity out of two barbarous foes on the Chinese se^, France haH already
earned the hearty condemnation of the whole civilized world. Still, people
who know China well state that in their very depided opinion there' will be
no serious or protracted war. Their belief is that China will submit at
the moment when it is made quite clear that France is in earnest. For
the instant—it U but for an instant—the war party is in the ascendency,
but the peace leaders are close at hand, and the advocates of war are
allowed their way only until it is made clear that resistance will involve
serious results. The Egyptian campaign will possibly not be so readily
settled, though there can be no doubt of the issue. Vigorous, if lon<' de-
layed, efforts are being made to despatch a sufficient number of effTcient

troops, and not even Dr. Cameron's little book ( " A Romance of War ; or,
How the Cash Gees ") will prevent that liberal supply of the " sinews of
war" so necessary an adjunct even to the highest skill and greatest
bravery. Sir Samuel Baker, also, has added his raven note to that of Dr.
Cameron. Sir Samuel has prophesied evil and evil continually. He
tried to get the Government to despatch a force to Gordon in the height of
the summer, saying that Gordon could not hold out ; now that an expe-
dition is organized he tries to frighten people by saying that it will be a
failure. He is like the people satirized by Lord Beaconsfield, who declared
that the Abyssianian Expedition would be lost in the desert. More than
fiT« thousand men will advance to Khartoum. They have friendly tribes
for a great part af the way. They will have to pierce through forces which
Gordon Itas kept at bay without a single British redcoat, and who have
heard of both Teb and Taraanieb. Why should the expedition fail i It
is inconceivable. Gordon will him.self give the hostile tribes so much to
do that they will hardly face an English army, especially when to do so
they must turn their back upon him.

Thb latest advices from England show7M" every unprefudiced person
knew would be shown, that j^asey's allegation in regard to the execution of
Myles Joyce was a malignant fabrication. Earl Spencer's letter to Arch-
bishop M'Evilly ought to set at rest for ever the fiction recently set afloat that
Myles Joyce was an innocent man when he was hanged for participation
in the Maamtrasna massacre. It has pleased Thomas Casey, who was one
of the assassination party, and whose evidence was accepted at the price
of his safety, to declare that he swore falsely on the occasion ; that he was
terrified into doing so by the urgings and threats of Mr. George Bolton,
then Crown prosecutor, and that he now wishes to make what amends he can
for involving Myles Joyce, who was not guUty and who was hanged protesting
his innocence. The Archbishop of Tuam, naturally shocked by the disclosure,
petitioned the Lord-Lieutenant for an inquiry, and his Excellency granted
it. The result is such as might have been expected ; Thomas Casey's
statement does not stand the test of examination. His evidence was not
even absolutely necessary to the conviction of the men charged, and it was
only by a stretch of mercy that it was accepted at all. He esca pod con-
viction, and perhaps the rope, by becoming an approver; and now he
wants tke world to believe that, after Iwat-iuii a part ta-one of the mtwt

horrible atrocities of modern times, and then denouncing his accomplices,
he is worthy of croJonc; when ho declares that he committed wilful perjury
at the bidding of an official of the Crown.

Of the two " little wars " now in progress, however the scales may turn
when the bahuce of blood and treasure comes to be struck, it is tolerably

THE BRfTliSH ASSOCIATION AT MONTREAL.

Thb exhaustive discussions and still more exhaustive festivities connected
with the meeting of the Association are over, and we are in a position to
estimate it roughly, though nooue can^ pretend to sum up alljts resulte

,

until years have elapsed. Considering the insularity of Englishmen, the
new departure was certainly very extraordinary, espocially for a body so
unwieldly, and many of the members can hardly explain yet how they
were induced to take it, though now it is so universally a subject o^ con-
gratulation that there are at least half-a-dozen candidates for the honour
of having suggested it to the Association. The papers read at all the eight
sections are declared by the best authorities to have been of a higher
average than usual; and Biology was for the first time subdivided,
Physiology being made a sub-section, and vindicating its claim to a per-
manent place for itself by the number of distinguished men who took part
in the discussions. Tried by Uterary canons, all thte papers cannot be
praised. Some were intolerable. Often the point to be proved was not
stated clearly, and the style was so rambling and confused that it was im-
possible to know what the writer was driving at ; and only a minority
articulated so distinctly that they could be heard beyond the front benchea
From the origin of the Royal Society, in the reign of Charles II., their

3iiA,i;;.i.^±4:^^^i4^^. .;,
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trEHisactions prove abundantly that a man may know something of Science

and yet be unableto write English. In the days when Sir Hans Sloane

was the secretary, he and most of his correspondents wrote so badly that

the witty Dr. King, in noticing their account " of a child born without a

brain," caustically remarked that, "had it lived long enough, it would have

made an excellent publisher of philosophical transactions." Other papers

were merely condensations of blue-books, or compilations of statistics, with-

out an illuminating point. Casual coincidences, again, that proved nothing,

were adduced as " interesting," though only dilettanti can see interest

where there is no rational connection. However, from the ordinary point

of view of the Association, the papers were as a rule unusually good.

What makes this all the more satisfactory is that the principal officials had

hardly expected it, just on account of the new departure, which made it

impossible for 'many eminent members to be present. Canadians and

Americans made up for the absence, and the fact of their taking part freely

gave to the meeting a pleasant international character. The Presidents of

Sections at the closing meeting lavished praise all round, though when they

condescended to particularize, it was difficult to repress a smile. It seems

that what will make the Montreal sessions memorable for ever is a cable-

gram from Australia announcing that the duck-billed platypus is oviparous.

The importance of a fact indicating such a link between mammals and

birds is undeniable, though the wife of one of the Presidents thought that

« "news about the young of marsupials was of small consequence compared to

news about her own children. But, literary men who aim to develope the

power of thinking, philosophers who desire light on the fundamental

problems of thought and lifci, statesmen who have great social and political

difficulties pressing upon them, or the masses whose one care is how to get

their daily bread, will hardly become excited over this new fact concerning

the omithorynchus. The raptures of scientific men sometimes appear as

excessive to outsiders as their limitations are undeniable. When Sprat, in

his dedication of the History of the Royal Society to the King, said, that

" Its establishment was an enterprise equal to the most renowned actions

of the best princes," the learned physician, Stubbe, answered, " Never

prince acquired the fame of the great and good by any knick-knacks," and
" the increase of the powers of mankind by a pendulum watch, or spec-

tacles whereby divers may see under water, or the new ingenuity of

apple-roasters, or every petty discovery or instrument must not be put in

comparison, much less preferred before the protection and enlargement of

empires." We have an illustration of the narrow range of even distin-

guished specialists in the severe denunciations by Tylor and Boyd

Dawkins of Canadian intellectual indolence, simply because we had done

little or nothing compared to Americans in investigating Indian languages

or customs. Doubtless philological studies are important, and it is well to

know about wampum, pipes of peace, and everything concerning the

aborigines of the continent, from the Zunis of New Mexico to the Esqui-

maux. All truth is important. It is much better, too, that we should be

told our shortcomings than always be praised, as if we were spoiled children

who could eat nothing but sweetmeats. But it might have occurred to the

distinguished anthropologists that Boston was a comparatively old city

more than a century ago, yet that not very long since a common exprea-

sion in England was, " Who reads an American book 1 " Whereas, at the

beginning of this century Toronto could hardly be said to exist, and the

greatel- part of Ontario was unbroken forest. Give us a little time. After

all, we have done better by the Indians than treat them as old curiosity

shops. We have made it possible for Englishmen and Americans to live

in their villages, and examine their ceremonial at leisure. And, when it

is necessary to frame a bill of indictment against us because of our intellec-

tual indolence, something much more formidable than the neglect referred

to can easily be cited.

But-while, as Lord Rayleigh so admirably pointed out in his inaugural

address, science does not deal with the fundamental problems of thought,

or the great questions of existence, and while the range of its students is

thus necessarily limited, with the effect" too often of narrowing and harden-

ing their conceptions, it was impossible to come in contact with the mem-
Ijors of the Association generally without being profoundly impressed with

the vast and varied intellectual wealth that has been brought together.

Canada never had so many great men within her borders, and we owe them
gratitude for coming to us in such numbers, notwithstanding the expense,

fatigue, and loss of time involved. They came from colleges all over Eng-
land—from London, Cambridge, Oxford, Durham, Bradford, Manchester,

Nottingham, Sheffield, Liverpool, Woolwich ; from Wales and the Scottish

and Irish universities and educational institutes ; from the army and the

navy, and from homes where original re^rch is prosecuted as diligently

as in public laboratories. This gre«t representation of so many phases of

English thought gave me a more vivid conception of the intellectual re-

sources of England than ever I had had before. One does not see its full

power while attending any one of the sections. Perhaps nowhere is a

better idea of it obtained than at the dinner of " the Red Lions," a kind

of " ordre du bon temps," founded many years ago by Edward Forbes. At-

first it consisted only of a few choice spirits, who wished to kick up their

heels and have a little fun after the fatigues of a-iweek's meetings, but it

includes now a large number of the younger members of the Association.

Its name, probably derived from the inn at which they first met, suggested

the form that the fun assumes. The chairman is i the lion-king, and must

not be addressed in any other character. The members are lions, the asso-

ciates cubs, and the stewards jackals. They do not dine at an hotel, bnt

feed at a menagerie. The jackals make th^ arrangements, and take the

credit of providing even the jokes of his majesty the lion-king, Instead of

cheering, the beasts roar or howl and wag their coat-tails. Every toast

and speech and illustration must be in character, the chief toast, of coarse,

being the B.A.A.S., appropriately shortened into the British Asa The

great philosophers are seen at play at such a gathering, merry as school-

boys, and noisy as students. The rapid succession of witticisms, mock
harangues, lecturettes, in which different distinguished members, who are

supposed to be self-conscious, are quietly caricatured, without any name
being mentioned; overpowers an ordinary observer. There is a nimble-

ness of intellect and an overflowing humour that indicates the astonishing

reserve power that there is In the Association, while the average physique

shows a more robust life than we usually associate on this continent with

celebrated professors and authors.

The evening lectures, the conversaziones and the garden parties, are the

most popular features of the Association. Dr. Lodge's rfhd Dr. Ball's

lectures were all that could have been desired, but by general consent

they were fairly eclipsed by the Rev. Dr. Dollinger on microscopic

researches into the least and lowest forms of life. His word painting and

the splendid illustrations thrown on the screen made up a scientific lecture

that was simply " fascinating," to use Lord Rayleigh's word ; and the

general verdict was that Tyndall could not have done better, Dr.

Dollinger gave another lecture to the public on Sunday afternoon, in the

interest of the Methodist Theological College, and in its line it was equally

brilliant. Speaking as a scientific authority, and making no departure

from scientific positions or methods from beginning tio end of the lecture,

he proved that, granting that evolution is the means by which God works,

there have been miracles Qr direct interpositions by an unseen inscrutable

power outside of and aboVe matter. Why then should there not be

another appropriate miracle t Why should God not interpose again,

especially when we can see that interposition is needed 1 The facts of the

constitution of atoms and of force, of the advent of life, and the advent of

man, all scientific facts, make probable then the advent of Christ.

The Montreal meeting of the Association has been a great success,

socially as well as scientifically. The hosts did their duty well, and the

guests were willing to be pletised. Such reunions give an impulse to all

concerned, enlarging the horizon and the views of members of the AssooiA-

tion, and quickening the life of the whole community. They are signs of

the times that no far-seeing statesman will ander-estimate. Now that^

the ice has been broken, a visit will probably be made to Sydney or

Melbourne within the next decade ; and then Halifax or Toronto will be

thought not very much farther away than Dublin or Belfast. Whatever
the results may be, however, and they can only be good, it was impossible

for any intelligent being to attend the meetings without being benefited.

Therefore, we owe a debt of gratitude to all who conceived the brilliant

idea and who had to do with bringing them to the point of consenting to

come, to Bishop Lewis, and to Captain Bedford Pim, as well as to Sir

William Dawson. Sir William wears modestly the honours which he

might well accept from our great fountain of honour. He is the legitimate

successor of Sir William Logan, and doubtless considered that there is

sometimes more pride in refusing than in accepting what is oflfered from a
legitimate source. " Thus I tread upon Plato's pride," said Dic^nes, as

he rubbed his dirty feet on the soft mats in the great philosopher's house.

" And with a pride greater thaa Plato's," was the calm reply.
•

Gto. M. Gkamt.

Thk Nmei and Eaatern Townships' Advocate, lately published in Mont-
real, has the following announcement in the issue of Sept. 6 :

" After
this week The Ifetos will be issued from St Johns and the headqnarten
of the paper re-established in that town. The force of public opinion ia
this district and throughout the townships has proved too strong for na,
and we yield with all the grace possible to the inevitable. We defer to
the will of the friends who have generously helped to make Th« N»w»
what it is to-day, and return to our native heath, even before we h«Te been
enabled to get oar business fairly lannched in Montreal.

"
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THE ABNORMAL STATE OF FIRE INSURANCE.

Nbithbr in the United States nor Canada is the business of fire insurance
in a healthy state. The statement, startling as it is, is made on respectable

authority that, " from the organization of the first fire insurance company
on this continent to the present time, more money has been paid out for

losses and management, by American fire insurance companies, than they
have received from fire premiums." Besides the hundred companies that

were ruined by the Chicago and Boston fires, three hundred others have,
within fourteen years, retired from business, with a capital of over
1100,000,000. Whatever relief these withdrawals might have been
'.. ^octed to ntive, the pressure of competition has kept down premiums
below a paying point. The premiums would be high enough if the ex-
penses of management, including commissions, were less. Enormous rates

are often paid for commissions. Insurers not unft-equently allow them-
selves to be bribed by their own money, thinking it a superlative stroke
of policy to share the commission with the agent. If insurers once came
to realize that these commissions are pure waste, the penalty of that
inertness which awaits the solicitation of the agent instead of personally
making the application, as a matter of course, whenever an insurance
requires to be effected, it is very probable that they would apply the
remedy. But the one great fact to be kept in view is that insurance
is sold for less than it costs. The companies have no one to blame
but themselves. It is useless to dwell upon the carelessness of per-

sons whose property is insured. The moral hazard is or ought to be a
known quantity ; and full allowance for the whole cost to the companies
should be made in striking the rate of insurance. The ratio of losses to

premiums ia not likely to decrease ; under the same conditions it may
be expected to remain the same. But fluctuations take place, from time
to time, in the relative amounts, and even the moral hazard will be found
to have its sliding scale. When trad^ is slack, an increase of fires is

morally certain to take place. To the middle of August this year, the
losses from fire in the United States were $62,500,000, or about
$10,000,000 more than for the corresponding period of last year.

Extensive conflagrations, which sweep away millions of dollars worth of
property at a stroke, too often render of no avail the ordinary calcula-

tion on which the profits of insurance for any given year are baaed :

they imply a risk which no single year's insurance is likely to cover, but they
present, no difficulty when a series of years sufficient to form a grand
average ia brought under view.

During the last fifteen years, the fire premiums received in Canada
amounted to the sum of $48,967,296, and the losses to $38,031,307,
or 77-67 of the premiums. The difference does not leave enough
to pay expenses. Last year the average expenses of the British
companies were $23.48, and the average amount left to pay expenses
with for the fifteen years was only $22.23. The ratio of losses

to premiums fell with greatest weight on the British companies, being
79-14 per cent. The Canadian companies were the next greatest sufferers,

the ratio paid by them being 75 82 ; the American companies getting off

with » percentage of 74-96. A single fire, that of St. John, 1877, had
^ery marked effect on the aggregate loss-rate during these years. If the
.«ult of that disastrous fire were eliminated, the average loss-rate would

6e brought down to 653f>. Last year it was less than this, 6314, and
' the year before 6301. Without the fire of St. John, the business would
have been profitable

; with it there has, on the whole fifteen years' busi-
ness, been a losa The British companies have not hesitated largely to
extend a business which, during the last fifteen years, must on the whole
have been unprofitable. Last year, their risks reached $380,613,572,
being an increase of $41,093,518; the Americans increased theirs by
$6,947,951, making the total $41,720,296; in the Canadian there was a
decrease of f 2,633,906, bringing the aggregate down to $149,930,173.
Of the total amount of risks, $572,264,041, the British companies are
carrying some two-thirds. Upon the whole business of Canadian insur-
ance last year there was a net profit of $439,799, equal to $13.83 on
every $100 of premiums received. But not all the companies were equally
fortunate; four of them lost money. The .expenses varied from $19.83
per $100 premiums to $46.32 ; and the (wmpany whose ratio of expenses
was lowest was one of the four that had a balance on the wrong side.

A single year in which insurance leaves a profit cannot safely be taken
as a basis on which to found a new company. If the British companies
doing business in Canada made a profit last year, they lost in the nine
years ending with 1883 no less than $1,373,424. The St. John fire, which
coat these companies a loss of nearly five milUons of dollars, is responsible
for several times the amount of this nine years' loss. The American com-
•panie^ daring the same period, made a small profit of $11S,027. The

Canadian business of the Canadian companies does not admit of a similar

comparison being made ; since, in their expenses, they include outside and
marine, as well the home fire operations. Taking the whole business of
the mixed Canadian companies, and including one purely marine company,
Mr. Cherriman reports that, " for every $100 of income there has been
spent $105.03;" divided between losses ($72.32), for general expenses

($29.22), and dividends ($3.49). But when the comparison is made
between premiums received and payments under the heads mentioned, the
case is still worae. For every $100 of premiums received, there wa.s paid
for losses, $76.23 ; for expenses, $30.80 ; and in dividends, .«3.67. The
superintendent of insurance expresses a vague hope that the unfavourable
record of tKe last three years may soon be revei-sed, but he does not give
any reason for expecting such a change. An individual company may
have made a profit ; but the aggregate experience of the Canadian com-
panies was disastrous. And as there were no great fires to account for

the untoward result, there must be something wrong in the organization er
management, or both. At the end of the year 1882, there was, in the
Canadian fire companies, an impairment of capital to the amount of $385,-
397 ; in 1883, when the name of one company had disappeared from the
list, the loss of the active companies was $201,700, of which §1 10,400 went
m dividends declared on the previous year's business. The nearest approxi-
mation that the superintendent can make to the ratio of loss to premiums
suffered respectively by companies of different nationalities is : Canadian,
$71.17; British, $65.94; American, $5-2.05. The Canadian companies,
which fared worst, obtained on the whole the highest rates of premiums,
which means that they a.ssumed the heaviest risks ; and this unpleasant fact

stands prominently out in the official return, that while the whole business
of fire insurance in Canada was fairly profitable last year, the Canadian
companies, as a whole, were losers. And the same ill luck, if ill luck it be,

has attended them for three successive years. But the result is too uni-

form to be set down to ill luck, and it is clear, as already stated, tlj»t the

blame must be laid on defects in organization gr management, or both.

The first thing for the shareholders to do is to find out the causes of the
ill success of Canadian fire insurance companies. One fact which may help
to explain the untoward result is patent : tire insurance is not a business

which can be successfully handled by amateurs without a regular training
for their work : a fact, the disregard of which i^ probably responsible for

much of the losses that have been suffered. Taking aggregate results into

account, there can be no such thing as luck in insurance ; if there is not
certainty, there is nothing. A great fire, like that of Chicago or Boston,
affects the average resulta of many years ; but, being liaiile to happen, it

must be assumed to come within the estimate of aggregate losses. It ia

an extraordinary incident, and its occurrence acts as a great classifier of
insurance companies : by destroying the weak companies, it gives fatal

proof that the security they offiered was illusive and unreal. But the
evidence comes too late to be of use to insurers. It is probable, however,
that the great body of insurers stumble on the truth in one way or another.

If this be so, the best companies will get the cream of the business, and
others must take what is left. It is equally important to the buyers as to

the sellers of insurance that the companies should be organized on a sound
basis, and that their management should be in accord with methods that

bring success. If we have anything to reform in these particulars, the

sooner the work is set about the better. L. C.

POPULAR ERRORS ABOUT OUR CLIMATE.

The visit of the British Association will no doubt do much to weaken the
impression general in Britain, that the whole of " Old " Canada has an
exceptionally rigorous climate, though that impression will probably con-
tinue to exist until Canadian wines and Canadian canned peaches become
familiar British imports, and take the hold which Canadian furs now have
on the popular imagination. That, in the early years of the settlement of
the country, the contrast between the winters of Canada and those of
Britain should impress the settlers, and through them the people of Britaijp,

and lead to the opinion that Canada is an exceptionally cold country, was
only natural The Western States with their severer climate were then
almost unknown, and the age had scarcely begun of the special correspond-
ent and of the wide diffusion of geographical knowledge which would have
shown that, compared with the central and eastern parts of the old world,
the winters of Canada are not abnormally cold. The opinion was, how-
ever, so universally and strongly impressed on the minds ofthe public, and
ha^ since maintained itself with such persistency, that it is still enter-

tained, not only by the vast majority of intelligent and even highly edu-
cated Englishmen and Americans, but by many Canadians. The evil etfecteof

this misconception of the relative coldness of Canada are not, by any means.

^
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unimportanl. With thousands of British and continental emigrants, it alone

suffices to determine their choice of the far West to Canada, and many a

young Canadian farmer has gone to Iowa and Nebraska under the im-

pression that these States are less subject to zero temperatures and untimely

cold than his own country.

In producing in the minds of Englishmen an exaggerated idea of the

cold of Canadian winters, probably the chief sinner was a former Governor
of Upper Canada—Sir Francis Bond Head. In "The Emigrant," a book

published when the public and personal interest in Canada as a field for

immigration was at its height, and spicy and readable throughout, and
doubly interesting to Canadians on account of its crude speculations and
marvellous departures from " exactness," Sir Francis devotes much space

to picturing the " awful intensity " of Canadian frosts. He may bo par-

doned his very crude philosophizing on the way Canadian ice goes on
"accumulating cold" throughout the winter till at length it becomes " infin-

itely colder " than English ice, aiid how, though Lake Ontario does not

freeze, " the temperature of the water sinks infinitely below the freezing

point ;" but when he tells how a company of soldiers had their faces frozen

in walking a hundred yards, and how when writing his despatches in his

warm house in Toronto, heated by stoves in every room, and hot air pipes

besides, he has often found a lump, of ice gathering under his pen, it is

difficult to believe that the worthy ex-Governor is not emulating Munchau-
sen. When so-called information can thus be given on the authority of a
Governor, it is scarcely a matter for surprise that the London Times should
refer to the possibility of the Americans, in case of war, crossing Lake
Ontario on the ice ; that the London Illustrated News should write of

Canadians being clothed in bear-skins and deer-skins ; or that a Phila-

delphia newspaper, in noticing the splendid display of Canadian fruits at
the Centennial Exhibition, should state that " from far north Canada come
grapes grown under glass." Even in late years the desire of travellers to
embellish their narratives by imposing on the credulity «| British readers
•in respect to Canadian cold has led to most astonishing exaggerations. A
writer describing incidents in Quebec, where he had spent a year or more,
states that " the mercury does not rise to zero for four months together."

A famous Scottish singer whose name is almost a household word in the
rural parts of Ontario, writing in a British magazine an account of a
journey round the globe, crosses the Western States and is imprisoned on
the railway near Chicago in a blizzard, which for intensity has never
been equalled in Ontario, but he no sooner carries the record of his travels

to the Canadian frontier at Samia than his sense of the credulity of his

countrymen in regard to Canadian winters so overcomes him that he forth-

with proceeds to describe a sleigh-ride in which he drove over the tops of
houses buried in the snow.

Sources of information which are popularly looked upon as in great
measure trustworthy are also affected by the popular delusion. In an
article on the United States in the current edition of " Chambers's Encyclo-
paedia," it is stated regarding the States surrounding the great lakes, that "in
winter when the lakes are frozen over a degree of cold is experienced
greater absolutely and relatively than anywhereelse in the States." For this

imaginary condition of things some explanation must be invented, and theyp
excessive coTJIs said to be fargely owing " to the low lying situation form-'^
ing as it were a vast basin into which is poured from all sides the cold and
therefore heavy currents of air chilled by terrestial radiation during the
winter season." Another article in the same excellent work refers to the
lake region, with " its frozen lakes " forming in winter a truly unbroken
continental mass.

One •{ the most popular errors in regard to the climate of North
America is expressed in the saying, " the winters grow milder as you go
West." With a slight exception, this saying is true only when the starting
point is very far West, say beyond JihSL Mississippi, or in the Red River.
Valley. It would be true for a starting point not far from the Atfantio coast
were it not for the existence of the great lakes. The explanation of the last

statement is that the Pacific and the Atlantic are unequal in their ,influ-

enoe. East winds in our latitude are merely surface winds, blowing only
a few. hundred miles towards the cyclonic or low' barometer areas which
almost invariably travel from west to east. Hence the comparative warmth
of the Atlantic is borne but a short distance inland. On the other hand
the west wind is the prevailing Wind of temperate latitudes, blowing not
only along the surface but in the upper regions of the atmosphere. With the
drift of the atmosphere, too, the cyclones move. Hence the ameliorating
influence of the Pacific is carried far inland, almost to the centre ol the
continent. There the drift from the west begins to have a diflerent
action. In the interior of the continent great heat in summer and intense
cold in winter are developed, and these are carried eastward. Were the oon-
Unent unbroken, as in the case of Asia, the meridian of greatest cold would

lie near the eastern coast, about where the influence of the eastern ocean

ceases to be felt. Here, however, lie the great lakes interposing their in-

fluence, cooling at one season of the year and warming at the other, against

this drift of interior heat and cold, and throwing the meridian of greatest

extremes back into the centre of the continent So great is the influence

of the lakes that not only is this the effect, but the lake region is more
temperate than even the Hudson valiey, Vermont, and the St. Lawrence
districts, where the influence of the Atlantic is still somewhat appreciable.

Therefore the winters grow milder as we advance on any parallel

towards the lake country, but beyond the lake region to the Missouri val-

ley, latitude for latitude and altitude for altitude, the winters become
colder and colder till the relatively coldest region of the continent is

reached. The winter isothermals of the lake region all curve far southward
in the Mississippi and Missouri valleys. Niagara has as mild a winter

mean as central- Missouri, two hundred and fifty miles further south ;

Goderich and Hamilton as north-western Missouri and northern Zansas
;

Toronto as southern and central Iowa ; and Algoma above latitude 46",

aa Iowa and Nebraska in latitude 42° to 43°. Quotation of the mean
temperature of January for a long series of years, from the American
Signal Service, will convey clearly an idea of the comparative mildness of

our lake country. The lower lake region embraces the basin of Lakes Erie

and Ontario, faom Cornwall westward to a little beyond Detroit ; the upper
lake region embraces the basin of Lakes Huron, Michigan and Superior.

The Upper Mississippi valley is about 200 miles broad, and extends from
Cairo, Illinois, to St. Paul ; the Missouri valley comprises a similar breadth

from southern Missouri to Fort Sully ; the extreme north-west, or middle

Missouri valley, Dakota and eastern Wyoming from Yankton northward.

The latitude and the mean temperature of January for these districts are as

follows :

Extent. Mean Let Mean temperatnra.
Lower Lake r^on 41° to 45° 43° 25°.l
Upper Misaimippi 37° "45° 41°' 23°.9
Lower Miaaouri 374° " 45° 4r.l5' 19°'.l
Upper Lake region 4l' "43° 45° 19°'6

Middle Misaoari 41° "49° 46° 5°.l

In general it may be said that the winters of Ontario are wanner than
those of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys, two hundred to two hundred
and fifty miles further south.

When extremes of cold are considered, the superiority of the Lake
region of Ontario is even more marked than in regard to mean tempera-

ture. In the West intensely cold " snaps " are more frequent and much
more severe, though the resident of Kansas, Iowa, Missouri or Illinois

is apt, when shivering under a " cold wave," to look pityingly on even our
part of Canada and remark, " what must the cold be up in Canada to-day."

Last January was remarkable for cold both east and west, but the deficiency

of warmth from the normal was even greater in Ontario than in the

Western States ; but. while the lowest temperature in Toronto and Windsor
was only 13° below zero, and in Durham only 22°, over much of Missouri
and Kansas and over nearly the whole of Nebraska and Iowa it was 32°

below zero or even lower. In the past twelve years the lowest tempera-
ture in Toronto has been 18°.4; in Hamilton, 20°.6 ; in Windsor, 19°.5;

and in the very mildest localities in the Province not below 12°. Tn the
shorter period of eight years the w^tem and south-western States show
the following temperatures :—Cairo, 111., 16*

; St Louis. Ma, 2I°.5
j

Sedalia, Mo., 33°
; West Leavenworth, Kansas, 29° ; Lafayette, Ark.

17°; Louisville, Ky., 19°.5; Indianapolis, Ind., 25' ; Omaha, Neb., 38°;
and parte of Northern Illinois, 39°. It'is needless, after citing these records
of places in the west, every one of them further south than the extreme
southern point of Ontario, to cite the still greater frosta of the Mississippi

and Missouri in latitudes corresponding to those of Ontaria In brief it

may be said that east of the Rocky Mountains, it is only south and east of
a line from Lake Erie to northern Texas that the mercury does not fall so
low as in the milder parte of Ontario. Montreal,with ito ice carnivals and
reputation for frigidity in winter, has a winter warmer than the Mis-
sissippi on the same parallel, and ita record for the same period shows no
temperatures so low as Missouri. In fact, even in the excessive winter of
1876, when Illinois experienced 39° below zero, Montreal had no record
lower than 24° below zero, and ite very lowest in a long period of yean
is only 26*. What the thermometer reveals regarding the winter tem-
peratures of Ontario and the west is reflected in v^;etation. With the
exception perhaps of the peach belt on the east shore of lake Mi».Kig«n^

the west has no peach districte north of Tennewe which compare in
immunity from damaging frost with the peach districts of Lakes Onta-
rio, Erie, and Huron. And while the wintw-wheat belt in Ontario
extends np to latitnde.46°, in the West, beyond lake Michigan, it is bounded
by the northern! borders of Missouri and Kansas.

A second and very prevalent miaooBoeption, chiefly existing in Eag-

<\
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land, is that our climate is abnormally changeable and extrem^ Mete-
orological data supply a most emphatic contradiction to this popular

opinion. China and the whole of Asia and much of eastern Europe in

corresponding latitudes show a greater range between the mean temperature
of January and July. Pekin, as f^ south as Philadelphia, has a summer
warmer than that city, and a winter quite as cold as Hamilton. The cold

of the Western States has already been referred to ; the excessive heat of

the West requires no mention. In regard to daily extremes, the difierence

between Ontario and the West is equally marked. The late Prof. Loomis,
t scussing the reports of about a hundred American stations north of the

35th parallel and east of the Rockies, found that, in the two years covered

by his examination, the only stations in which no range equal to 40°

had occurred in a single day were in Ontario. Even Montreal, where the

lake influence is felt only in slight measure, rivals the cities on the Atlan-

tic seaboard in the smallness of its daily and monthly range, t he average

range for the whole month of July being from 86° to 52° or only 34°. In
May there the mercury does not. sink so low as in northern Illinois ; June
froste are unknown, and only in two years out of six has the mercury fallen

in September below 40°. " Moses Gates."

PROHIBITION IN THE NORTH-WEST.

la the law preventing the free importation of intoxicating liquors into the

North-West Territories a failure 1 This, if not the question of the hour in

the territories is without doubt, a leading one ; and I am strongly of the
belief that it is not a failure. The local politicians, it is true, are making
the question of the manufacture and sale of the lighter ales and beers a
popular issue. Two opposing candidates for the North-West Council,

Messrs. Geddes and Oswald, in an election for the newly elected

electoral division of Calgary, though differing on many other issues

joined hands upon the matter of beverages in order to catch a certain

vote. They contended that the permit system is abused to such an extent
as to justify ito repeal. They employed strong language, and asserted that

it is humbug and it should be abolished ; but I have very good reasons for

knowing that much of their crusade against the permit system was the very
essence itself of humbug, if there is any such theory as that It is erro-

neous to suppose that permits are granted plentifully and promiscuously.
My investigations lead me to the conclusion that it is easier to apply for a
permit than to get one. Lieut.-Governor Deudney does not grant every
application, as a good many residente of Calgary know of their own personal

experience. Applications are frequently refused. Sometimes unjustly, per-

haps, but not often.

It is to be expected that those who wish to engage in the traflSc of
strong waters will continue to denounce a law that is not only a ch*k
upon intemperance, but that is really a prohibition of the business. In
order to make out a case, the permit system is attacked ; but if the permit
system is injurious let it be abolished and complete prohibition take ite

placa Will this suit the man who wishes to have whiskey as free as
water % I do not hesitate to say it will not. Nothing short of the aboli-

tion of any restrictions will suit the considerable class who find in the
traffic a congenial and profitable occupation. They are, therefore, incapable
of giving an impartial opinion as to the working of the permit system.

If I am asked : Is the Prohibitory Act in the North-West Territories
beneficial to the people of the territories ? I must, without hesitation, say
that it is. If the satisfactory operation of a law is to be judged by ite

effecte, prohibition, even under the permit system, is most beneficial. There
is a total absence of the eastern scenes and squalor.

Everyone knows that liquor is a contraband article, and although it is

smuggled into the country in small quantities by Montana traders and
others, those engaged in the traffic require to be extremely vigilant, and
their camps are being continually broken up by the Mounted Police, their
caches discovered and the contente confiscated, so that the illicit dealing
has to be carried on during a running fire, as it were, from the officers of
the law.

The typical saloon of the Western States is to be found in the North-
West, but there is an eloquent absence of tipsy men, and that which
makes men tip^y. Temperance drinks, called beer and porter, the latter

out of courtesy, and having the colour of the genuine article, are the pre-
vailing beverages. Billiard tables occupy a considerable space, but no one
is ever seen drunk in a saloon, and very rarely out of it These are the
^ects of prohibition in this new country.

Some years ago in t>ortland, Maine,, in one of the leading hotels one
had to climb to the garret in order to interview the bar, and then it was
the " family jug," kept for medicine purposes ; but yon may climb a hotel

here to the garret, and descend even to the oellMr, and find not even a

family jug consecrated to medicine purposes. In Maine the civil author-
ities carried out the law, or I should say pretended to do so. Ip the North-
West Territories tiie Mounted Police are the agents of the l^w, and grim
and inexorable they are, too, in its execution.

Near the 49th parallel, in the Red River Valley, it is not uncommon to
meet dozens of intoxicated Chippewas, even women and boys. Dur-
ing a periodS^f many weeks in this district I have not seen an intoxicated
Indian or squaw, and there are hundreds of them camped in the vicinity
of Calgary.

The visitor is frequently informed that he may obtain all the strong
drink he wants at $5 per bottle, but there is more boast than truth in
this: the promoters of the falsehood are interested in belittling the
agente of the law, and of underrating ite enforcement.

It is the custom to abuse the Government for nearly everything good
or bad in the North-West Territories ; but if there Ls anything for which
they are deserving of just credit, it is in the way the Public Works' Act has
been enforced, and also the Supplementary Act. Many hundreds of miles
of railway built, and not a man killed through intoxicating liquor ! Com-
pare this with construction on the Northern Pacific Railway to the South,
where intoxicating liquor was more plentiful than necessary provisions.

I am in no way identified with any associations having Prohibition or

Temperance as their motto ; but if I may judge from the effecte of pro-

hibition here in these territories, I can surely say that it will be a dark hour
when the liquor restrictions are swept away. G. B. E.

CORRESPONDENCE. ,
' •

ft

NOTICES TO C0R8ESP0NDENTS.
A ausacuBBB.—We fear yoar letter would not be of interest to the general reader.

Sab^ Ann Cobzon.—We do not think tbe subject is of anfflcient general importance to
give apace Itor replies to eztracta from other joumala upon the matter.

DOMINION QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.

To the Editor of The Week :

I>BAS 8™,

—

Vir lapit qui pauca U)qvitur. Will yon be good enough to grant me
space to reply to " The Writer of the Article" on " Dominion Qoarantine Bagnlations

"

in Ths Wuk ol Jaly 3UtT If, instead of oondnxiing his letter in Thk Wsu ol last

Thonday with the above maxim, he had made practical ase of it as a text at the com-
menceTMtit at his previous effort, possibly he would now have leas to answer for. " The
Writer ol the Article" in Ths Weik, states that the Sanitary Journal " speaks " of his
article aa " very erroneous and mitUading." This is a little astray—overdrawn—as all

his writings seem to be. The Sanitary Journal did not ase italics. It is true, [ have
the habit ol "attaching gome value to the words I employ," but perhaps I ought to
thank him for "assuming" so much. Farther on, with your permission, I shall
endeavoar to " point oat specifically "the " errooeoas and misleading statements " in

his sensational article, ^e begs me to be assured that his " article was not written to
serve any political interests or party," and ooartesy will not permit me to express doubt
as to his statement But, by the way, whom did he aocose ? The quarantine system
itself? Does he know who is at the head ol the system, and responsible, were there
any defects in it f Again, " the Minister of Agricaltars—in whose favoor " I am " so
anxious to break a lance." When he writes this he shoold know that he not only goes
"entirely oatside" the question, but makes an unwarrantable aasamption. The
Minister doaa not reqaire it at my hande, and there^ i» nothing whatever in the item in
the Sanitary Journal that indicates it, or fairly warrants any such insinnation on the
part of " The Writer of the Article " in Thb Wbse.

A very few words now in reference to the item in the Sanitary Journal. As editor
of that public health journal my position had induced ma to make enquuries in relation

to oar quarantine regulations. Having satisfied myself of their efficiency, I had already
referred to the protection they afforded. The article in. Tns Wbex snrprised me
sorprised me becaose it displayed, if not disregard of truth, marked ignorance of facts,

and was calculated to unnecessarily alarm the public—surprised me the more because it

was in Thb Wbbk. There was but juat time and space before sending the Journal to
press to allade to tke misleading article, regret its pubhcation, and endeavour to calm
the public mind by stating the simple fact that everything practical had been and was
being done to prevent the infection reaching Canadian soa And done by whom?
by anybody or everybodjt No 1 By the responsible head ol the quarantine service,
the Hiniater ol Agriculture. Simply this, and nothing mora.

" The Writer ol the Article " in Thb Wbbk states that, " for all purpose of quaran-.
tine, Qroaae Ule might%8 well be in the South Pacific ;" literaUy, that it is only '• at
present a quarantine station on paper" ; that "the Dominion has no quarantine on
oar chief summer port from the Atlantic ;" that at Qosbeo " things are, if possible, still

worse," and that, when the steamer has moored, the " quarantine doctor " goes on board
and the examination into the health of the passengen. ^

In the main consists ol the interchange of civilities between the qaaisntine
dootorand the ship's doctor. Eacnlapias ol the sea assurae EsonUpios ol the Und that
" evanrthing is all right "; a hasty glance into the rigging, around the smoke-stack, and
ovsr the bolwarka, confirms the statement, and the medical examination is over.

. Kow, mz, I have no desire to be a«ver« on the writer of tbaaa stataments. Nor do
I write in any other than a spirit ol bir play, andj indeed, ol friendship ; but he must
have been far from a earelnl and correct " observer," or he did not write correctly

wharaol he had observed. The description ol the examination into the health ol the
panencsni by the "quarantine doctor " reads ae if it war* pnialy imaginary. Any one
knowing the Qoarantine Ifedicai Officer at QuKbeo would not, of coarse, believe it, bat
aU do not know him. Let me ask " The Writer of the Article " himself if, alter he hu
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oalmly viewed his work, as he hu now had time to do, he really believes that the above

statements approximate the train as to the state of affairs ? Are they not, putting it

mildly enough, maoh more like a conglomeration ol hyperbolic exaggeration—errone-

ous and misleading to say the least ? The quarantine organization at OroBse Isle haa
probably never been in a more efiiuieut position for ready action than now or at that

time. On the first reports of the outbreak of cholera in France, the precaution was
taken by the Minister of Agriculture, I understand, to at once issue stringent instruc-

tions in relation to the quarantines, in order that every necessary precaution might be
exercised in preventing the infection of cholera or other mahgnant disease taking root

in Canada. And these preliminary instructions were followed up by supplementary
orders, by proclamation, usually acted upon only in times of extreme danger ; which
orders, "The Writer of the Article " states, are a " sufficient refutation of the Sanitary
Journal ;

" but whiob, in reality, I say, are a confirmation of what was stated in the

Journal. The references of "The Writer of the Article " to the circumstances con-

nected with the Peruvian a few years ago can, if necessary, bo shown to be at least

greatly exaggerated ; aud those insulting ones, relative to the steamship companies,
the Orand Trunk Railway, and the "newspaper press of the Dominion," may be left

for the latter to ponder over or deal with.

Permit me here to draw attention to a fact in connection with the quarantines of

the Dominion, which is of no little importance to Canada, and bears strongly on the
present discussion. At a general assembly of the International Congress of Medical
Men of Colonies, held at Amsterdam, Holland, not long ago, in a report made by Dr.

VanLeent, Canada was highly complimented on her quarantinery organization, which
the reporter characterized as " tra compleU et tret efficace»."

But I must not omit to point out another very important " erroneous and mis-

leading " statement in the article referred to in Thb Week, and which is " of a piece
"

with the otfors. " The Writer of the Article " writes :

—

I find that it has been stated, on good authority, that a steamship recently arrived
in the port of Quebec with sickness on board, and that, too, of such a serious nature
that the Port Physician ordered the vessel back to quarantine, but the owners tele-
graphed to Ottawa and secured authority to proceed to Montr«J. This is a sample
of what occurs in every case where the interests of the public come in conflict with the
higher interests of the monopolists.

This was in The Week of the 31st of July. Now, it is true tbat something of this

kind was reported in the Quebec Morning Chronicle, on the morning of the 23rd of

July, in connection with the City Council proceedings. On the same day, however,
Dr. Bowand, the Inspecting Physician at Quebec, wrote to that paper the following

letter:— . '

To the Editor of the Morning Chronicle: '

Dkae Sib,—A statement appeared in your paper of this morning that, in my capa-
city of Inspecting Physician, I have had>>ccasion to send a steamer to.Orosse Isle for
quarantine, but that Government had promptly ordered it back again. This is a pure
fabrication, and 1 have no knowledge of any such case. I have much pleasure in being
able to say that, since I have held the oflSce of Inspecting Physician at this port, I have
never known immigration so healthy and free from infectious or contagious diseases as
in the present season.—I am, dear Sir, yours truly, A. Bowand, M.D., Inspecting
Physician. Quebec, li3rd of July, 1884.

On the 24th of July the Chronicle inserted the above letter in prominent type, and,
referred in its editorial columns to the importance of Dr. Bowand's contradiction.

To one more important point before concluding. " The Writer of the Article" adds,
" the quarantine regulations recently issued are a sufficient refutation of the Sanitary
Journal, but I can promise the editor to make the answer far more complete." This
seems somewhat mixed. It is not clear, and it is not easy for one to understand what
he means. As intimated above, the "refutation " might more properly read confirma-
tion. As to the " promise," if he has any more of which he is anxious to unburden
himself, by all means let us have it. We, an anxiotil*l>ublia, patiently await it.

Let us have the whole truth. As dark clouds in the distancs are often more
threatening than when over our heads, so such insinuations cause often vastly

more uneasiness than the plain known truth. Finally (almost), he writes, " zeal-
ous friends (that doubtless 'means mo') are oooaaionally far more dangerous
than enemies"—enemies doubtlesa refers to himself, and when taken with iiia

article in The We«k, rings as if he were "anxious to break a lance" antagonistic

to the Minister of Agriculture. Vincit omnia Veritas. Yours truly,

Editob thk Sasxtabt Jodbsal.
Ottaaa, Augmt 25, 1884.

[The above 03mmunicstion was received too late for insertion last week.—Ed.]

MR. mowat's conquest.
To the Editor of The Week :

Sib,—I have just passed through the territory annexed to Ontario, after so much
turmoil and expenditure, by the Boundary Award, and the acquisition of which is to

form the ooqasibn of the destined ovation to Mr, Mowat. I think it may safely be said
that through the whole length of it, frdtn Bat Portage to Port Arthur, »* far as can be
seen from the railway, there is neither a single acre of cultivable land nor .a single
stick of good timber. All is rock and scrub, lake or swamp. We are told that there
are minerals beneath the surface, but this is sometimes a polite way of saying that there
is nothing above, it. Stone for a mouument to our ConquAing Hero there may
be. Otherwise we seem to have acquired nothing but an irreclaimable and melancholy
wilderness.

'
Vutob.

KNIOHTBOOD IN CANADA.
To the Editor of The IVeek :

Sib,-For the benefit of " Canadian," whose " sense of honour " is so dnll that he
fallal to perceive anything ludicrous in the eonfarring of Knighthood upon Oanadiani

,

I would call hi< attention to the fact that there is no analogy whatever between the
oouferring of Knighthood upon man who have never distinguished themselves in

"ohivalrj," or in anything alia worthy of such a title, and the eonferring of M.A.,
D.O.Ii , LL.B., ela.J upon learned and scholarly men as a rewai4 for their exoallasee.

The title of Knighthood represents neither honoar* nor power in oar day, but rimplT'
" vanity deooratad." Englishmen of mark will not accept it ; it has become so degntdad,
so eommoa, that it ii maoh easier to obtain it than it is to obtain the dagrae of M.A.

t

at a University. Almost any vain colonial politician whose ambition leads him to seek,

may find a Knighthood, but whether worthily won or properly conferred is sometimea
questionable. " Canadian " evidently does not know anything of the origin of Knight-

hood, or he would not value it so lightly as to think it properly conferred when some old

and crafty politician with no little difficulty bonds the kaee in the presence of royalty,

who with sword on suppliant neck exclaims :
" In the name of Ood and St. Oeorge I

dub thee Knight " The brand new " Knight ' with still greater difficulty then arises to

bis feet, in his own estimation a greater man, but in the estimation of those who know
htm well a smaller one. Is there not something ludicrous in all this r Is it not vanity

to which no man having respect for his country would sell himself r Indzpindist.

A CORRECTION.
To the Editor of The Week :

Deab Sir,—I regret that, in enumerating those who have laid our native letten
under obligation, I omitted the name of Mr. Henry J. Morgan. His biographicaf con-
tributions are incomparably the most valuable we have ; and his " Annual Begiater " ia al
once meritorious and indispensable, I am sorry, too, in mentioning Dr. Withrow, that

I failed to name some of the work done by him besides the history. His " Cataeomba
of Rome " is a delightful volume, and so pleased Mr. Gladstone that he at once sent a
complimentary copy of one of his own books to the author. Dr. Withrow haa also

produced several other works, which have been well received in England. His history,

though inevitably exhibiting ability, I could not admire, because it WaS of a pieoe
with all the other books in its line. Permit me likewise to disclaim the words, " our
friend," which appeared through an error of the types, in my late allusion to Colonel
Denison. I do not wish to be on record as an exponent of a vulgar and impertinent
familiarity in referring to public persons, leaving that mode to the gentleman who
writes literary criticisms for the Globe. Yours truly, ,. J. E. CoLLisg.

HISTORICALLY INCORRECT.

To the Editor of The Week :

St«i

—

J. Davenport Kerrison says many wise and opportune things in his artielaa

on Church Music. He seems to know a good deal about his subject, and pati
in a plea for good, genuine church music, for which, in all Protestant places of worship,
and even in some Anglican churches, " tunes of the Moody and Sankey type," which
" have not th\^st element of sacredness in them," are now almost exoluaiyely naad.
But he touches on a point of history, and there he shows that he is out of his element,
and has got beyond his depth. He opens his paper on " Modem Church Music " thai

:

" The era of the Reformation gave rise to a variety of sects. The first great diviaioni
were the Episcopal Church of England," etc. Does he mean to inform na, in thia
enlightened age, that the " Episcopal Chuioh of England " (and when waa the Choroh
of England not Episcopal ?) is a creature of the Beformation ? Does he expect intelli-

gent readers of The Wmbk to believe that the Service Books of the Church of Borne
were used in England before the Beformation ? It will not take much reaeareh into
the history of England's Church to discover that, in the sixteenth century, she was
reformed, not created ; that she translated her Prayer Book from her ovn pre-reforraa-

tion service books ; and that she had a perfect right to do ao by the first elauae oi
Magna Charta. Sussobibbb.

—

'

A
HIORATION 0» TOUNO MBIT TO THB UNITED STATES.

"^

To tht Editor of The Week

:

SiB,—Of the many evils which follow in the train of party polities there ia one that
appears so far to have escaped the notice of those who oppose party methods, and that
is the neglect of questions which, although not party issues, are in the true sense of
the term political, and, therefore, of great importance tot. the eonntry. Such, I fear

has been the fate of the one which the heading of this letter suggests. As a yoong man
who recently emigrated from Canada to this country, I beg to add my opinion to the
somewhat speculative letters on this subject that appeared in your columns about two
months ago.

The cause of the movement as presented by your correspondent " J. H. 8." viz.

because we can do better in the United States—is as truthfully put as it can be. I can
affirm from personal experience, as well as from what I know of other oases, that a
young man can save two dollars here for one that he could save in Canada. It muat
be admitted, of course, that Canada has not so wide a field of professions and trade* •

but in order that this field may be extended, the business men of Canada must do some-
thing more towards retaining the young men. American employers not only show
their business tact but their patriotism in making it their aim to secure and retaiit

efficient service. The employ^ from the outset approaches nearer the charaetar of a
partner in the bnsiness than does his Canadian brother, and his age is never an arga-

ment against his being placed in a position of trust if competent to fill it. The result of

such a policy is that, while both employer ani employed are benefited, emigration ia

encouraged and every business becomes a source of strength to the nation. Th«
Canadian employer's aim is first to obtain cheap service, even if it be at tha laorifiae of

efficiency. So soon as a young Canadian beeomae fairly proficient in a trade or in the
mercantile line, he is impelled to emigrate to the United States, where his ability ia

appreciatod. The Canadian positions as soon as vacated are filled by novioea, a lyatam
which must certainly keep business at zero and oauae the coontry to laffar aceordingly.

It will thus be seen that Canada's business men, if for no other parpoie than to

tern their own interests, must in a greater degree emolat* the progressive spirit of

their brethren aoroas the line. If they oannot afford to do thia, than the sooner we an
under one government the better.

Yoaz correspondent, " A. H. Gross," thinks that Canada ahoold bet pnmd tl.^

her young men are able to fill bettor positions in a naighbonring eonntry. Thia ia

surely a very unsatisfactory kind of patriotism. On the aootrary, raoh a statament ia

rather ealcnlated to give an impetus to an exodus whieh mast be a thorn in the side

of every truly loyal Canadian. It mast be daar to ereryoae nqoble of, jadging that

this ia a queation beside whieh the Boundary Award, Streama' Bill, eta., pie ol 4ittlt

importanoe, althoogh Canadian politieiana look upon it with Imllffamiea. U Ih*
Donunion QoTemment, by inatitating the praaant twifl, h«T* MsMad Inda fa

^^

tmir

general throoghout the country, employers should be able to perpetuate its effect by

placing such inducements before young men as would retain them in their service. If

" Protection " will not admit of thefr doing this, then it is not a National Policy.

In short, my humble opinion is that, if Canada continues to be sapped of her Ufe-

blood, the employers must bear the responsibility of the loss incurred, and, as such, have

the remedy largely in their own bauds by substituting actual tot profeated patriotism.

Chicago, August, 1884.
'

J. M

AN EXOTIC. _^

Friendship ia an exotic. Once 'twas found
On earthly soil. It chanced in heaven one day,
Beneath the " Tree of Life," an angel lay

Where healing fniita were strewn upon the ground.
Down to this earth there fell, where human tears

Watered and nourished it, one tiny seed
Which sprang to life, a beauteous flower indeed,

With fragrance borrowed from celestial spheres.

One culled the flower to wear upon her breast

;

But at her feet its snow-white petals fell : •

She found too soon it would not bear the test,

So near a beating heart it could not dwell

;

The frost-breath of reserve no shield might prove

—

The flower was Friendship, but the fruitage Love

!

John»tovm. N. Y. J. Oliver Smith.

A CONVERSION.

[From the French Qf Thomas Bentzon.]

" It is a letter for his reverence," said the urchin in wooden shoes, who had
stopped at the threshhold of the vicarage.

The servant, at work on some scrubbing in her kitchen, wiped her
hands, all white with lather, to take the fold of paper held out to her.
" His reverence is in the act of reading his breviary," she said. " Must he be
disturbed f Is an answer wanted 1

"

I " don't know at all," said the child, in reply ;
" I was just told to wait."

She motioned to him to enter and sit down, whilst, with a footstep
heavy with age, she turned towards the garden^the garden, if such it

could be called, of a parish priest, with its little, straight, box-bordered
paths, designed as a walk for calm reflection, and its high walls, that shut
it off from every outside distraction, only allowing a view of the top of the
highest cross in the neighbouring churchyard. Yews with black foliage

marked an angle of each blooming flower bed, which was everywhere alter-

njited with a square patch of vegetables—the whole cultivated by the
Vicar himself, who was not afraid to draw up his cassock tbat he might dig
and water by way of recreation. Upon the sunny border-wall of the
old well, all smothered in ivy, a well-fed cat was rolling itself up and
mingling its blissful purs with the gentle humining of the bees. Beneath
an arbour, at the back of which a statue of the virgin stood out white
against the shadow, the Vicar had taken shelter from the too fierce rays of
the August sun, which, from a cloudless sky, fell around in a rain of fire.

With a slightly bronzed forehead and a finely chiselled face, leaning
against the wall of verdure, his finger run between the leaves of a book
he was meditating. For five years already, young as he looked, this same
hour regularly found him absorbed in the contemplation of the daily duties
of his ministry, thinking of the good that still remained to be done, ever
dissatisfied with himself, although he was lavishing without account his time,
strength, and the little money that he possessed. The circle in which his
unwearied acti sdty moved was very restricted ; this energetic soul suffered

therefrom, though he would hardly own that to himself. His inclination

would have led him to the life of a missionary, or of an army chaplain ;

there was something ot the soldier in him—a decided taste for heroic
adventures ; but the father of Vicar Fulgentius, a humble vinedresser,

had given his son to God only on the condition of not losing sight of him
altogether, and of leaving him to risk the fewest dangers possible. Yet this

country priest, checked by filial obedience in a lofty impulse, hajl by no
means given up his early dreams as to the future. He returned to them
in spite of himself while toiling on, without much success, at catechising
the scamps of the village. His secret grief was the discovery that he had
succeeded only in imposing on those around him the bare letter of religion.

Men and women hardly ever missed attending mass
;
yet, with the greater

number, this seeming devoutness was merely routine ; it did not cure this

one of avarice, nor that one of drunkemtess ; it did not prevent marriage
from being often a needful amends. To awaken enthusiasm for virtue at
tho bottom of these dense natures would have been impossible. The
inhabitants of Arc-snr-Loire vegetated from birth to grave : hard bar-
gainers, their corioaity confined to the best way of hoarding their crowns,
quick to envy their neighbonrs' crop, with their faces bent towards the
earth, which they raaaaoked to-seta^- all it could give them, without ever
searching farther ; in short, neither better nor worse than all peasants,
having indeed over many of them this superiority, that they knew how
to rend. The young priest had not yet made one of the conquests that his
ambition promised itself. Both the evil and the good around him were
wanting in magnitude. The sheep of this flock had a uniform insignifi-

cant physiognomy. No tortured consciences, no fruitful repentances, no
generous aspirations—they dragged themselves step by step along tij^o

common rut, their thoughts engaged by nought else than the constant con-

cern for their daily bread. And elsewhere there were heathen to convert,
sinners to save.

"*

Alone of his kind, Vicar Fulgentius stood up in the midst of surround-
ing vulgarities as an oak uplifts itself above the puny brushwood whjch
would stifle it. Indeed this comparison to a noble oak would come unsought
to the mind, in presence of the physical and moral solidity disclosed in him
by the features, the figure, the accent, all the combined qualities of a
peculiarly striking personality. He had none of the too shy ways that
the ecclesiastic upon setting out in life nearly always brings with him
from the seminary : his steel gray eyes turned upon women a frank look
untroubled by any timidity. If anyone had given him to understand that
certain of the opposite sex noticed the noble bearing of his reverence, the
sunny smile that at times chased away the usually thoughtful expression
of his regular features, or the bushy locks, black and curly, in which his
minute tonsure lay buried, he would have betrayed, by a short and care-
less word, the secret disdain, that the priest absolutely di.sengaged from the
good thinjgs of this life ever feels for; the treacherous sex in its weakness,
for the perpetual stumbling-block of holy resolutions, a disdain, doubtless
veiled and softened by charity, but all the deeper when it has no tinge of
fear. The temptations of Vicar Fulgentius came from a higher level

;

urging him towards the distant and perilous toils of apostleship. He
would a hundred times rather have suffered martyrdom than go on with
the dull task imposed on him by the present hour.

" Your Reverence !
" said, at two paces off, the old servant Ursula.

He did not hear. Wrapped in thought, he was just then telling himself
that little by little, to his ruin, he would descend in some sort to the level
of his spiritual charges. What for example had he had to do that day,
whilst all the thoughts of his flock were turned to the important question
of bringing in the com before the storm burst J To arrange on his part
some petty matters of temporal business—of perquisites—which to him
were peculiarly hateful. He shrugged his shoulders, and once more took up
his breviary.

" Your Reverence—a letter !
" repeated Ursula, making her way this

time right under the arbour.

"A letter
r'

The postman's time had long gone by ; and correspondence in writing
had never been in vogue between the parishioners of Are-sur-Loire and
their pastor.

"

" Hand it here ! " said he, full of surprise. Something uncommon was
happening, something that was out of the everyday course of things.

" Is it possible they want me at La. Free !

"

" At La Free !
" exclaimied Ursula like an echo. " At the house of

those heretics ! There's an event ! What next, I wonder."
" I must know. Say that I'll come, as they wish. Or rather, no :

don't let the messenger go off alone ! I am ready."

He rose in some agitation, crossed the garden with great strides though
at the same time reading the letter over again—two lines in a hesitating
hand which gave him no information, except that a sick and unhappy
person wanted to see him without delay.

It was enough, for that matter. Vicar Fulgentius took up his hat and
stick, and followed the lead of the pea.sant boy who had come for him

;

whilst Ursula, standing outside the door of the vicarage, pursued him with
her eyes along the dusty road until he was lost to view.

" What do they want with him, I wonder 1 " she asked herself with
vague alarm.

,'— - CHAPTER II.

La Fr6e, a considerable estate lying at the remote end of the parish within
a rich belt of cornfields and vineyards, is the last stronghold that Frotea-
tantism, once powerful in this province, still preserves in Arc-sur-Loire.

The name of its owners, a name which douTitless was originally a signifi-

cant nickname, recalls the old times of the first nocturnal preachings and
of the popular belief in an elf that protected them. The family of Le
Huguet had dwelt in the country from generation to generation since that
distant epoch in an isolation easy to be explained in the time of wars and
persecutions, but strange indeed at the present day, when the equality
of forms of worship is proclaimed both in law and in fact. This isolation,

which did not debar them from the public esteem nor from that sort of
consideration for a superior order of men which is determined by a larger

or smaller supply of naoney, was owing beyond doubt to the quite excep-
tional physiognomy of the nest of Huguenots in question, who had for so
long been shut up apart in their ancient habits and hereditary memories.
Not that the Le Huguets made a display of the faith which they were
alone in preserving; they were nearly thought to be without religion,

since they frequented no church. A great distance separated them from
the chief town of the province, and nowhere else would they have found
a minister of their worship ; accordingly they confined themselves to get-

ting one to step in at the rare solemnities of life—marriage, baptism or
burial, dispensing for the rest of the time with every external observance.

Yet the master of La Fr^, although he never went to the precKe,
would have suffered, like his ancestors, the stake or banishment rather
than'deny the beliefs to which he clung by a hard instinct as to the blood
in his veins. He was his own priest : he read regularly every evening
some verses out of the Bible, in an old yellow-leaved edition, worn at every
page, which bore the date of 1588. This Bible represented the sacred
relic, the altar for gathering round, the foundation htone of the house, iii

which everything seemed to feel the effect^ of its presence ; for never did
shell and its contents differ more greatly from the shells that surrounded
it. -S'he other farms, from the poorest to the richest, had among them-
selves the look of one family—with their enclosure of thorns, the disorder

^-often picturesque—of their yard blocked up with manure, farm imple-
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nionts, fowls and pigs running loose, and children with their faces only

half washed, except on Sundays. Every one is clean in Orleannais, but

with a relative cleanness; at the Le Hugnets' one would, have thought

oneself in Switzerland or Holland, before those whitewashetl walls, those

gates painted in crude green, that cold symmetry. From the first step into

the working yard, everyone perceived a difference which was to extend

from external objects to personal character. The stores of fodder

filled pitff dug on purpose, without a blade of straw running over

the border-wall of stone; the soil was weeded; the animals were shut up
in their several pens, which formed geometrical squares, and were kept

scrupulously clean.- The butter and cheese that came out of the Le Huguets'

dairy had its recognized standing in the market. The servants- who had
worked at their place were quarrelled for by their neighbours ; for such

were sure to have been trained to order, to work, and to good conduct.

The master was looked upon as a stem man, of taciturn disposition. He
associated with the village folk as little as could be ; he sought no acquaint-

ance among the wealthy tradesmen of the towns, though his position as a

large farmer gave him the right to mingle with them. In spite of his

horny hands and his blunt manner, he inspired awe, and that by his very

reserve ; his purpose could not easily be guessed ; no one felt himself at his

ease with him. Strictly honest in business, he nevertheless made his

interest prevail without an abundance of empty words ; every act of his

disclosed a basis of sagacity, of rigid-justice, and of secret distrust. In

reality, he was keeping on the defensive ; standing as he did alone against

all, and treated as antichrist by the zealots and as a foreigner by the mass
of the population, who formed, so to speak, but one family, thanks to the

closeness of their ties of affinity, whilst no Le Huguet had made a match
with his neighbours for more than a century.

Madame Le Huguet belonged to the Germanic race, although a native

of Orleans ; soft and plump, she brought back to the mind one of Holbein's

matrons. This citizen of the country, seldom talkative, wholly given up
to the management of her household, 'appeared to be somewhat enslaved

beneath two yokes—her husband's and her daughters' (the latter, easy and
delightful, was long and gladly borne by a doting mother). These daughters

were three in number—real ladies—educated to the age of fifteen in a

boarding-school of the town, where they had learnt to play on the piano.

Novels came to them by post from a circulating library, which caused a

little gossip.

They were decidedly uncommon girls—very high spirited, and withal,

people said, not flirts in the least. A certain Puritan severity in their

attire prevented the vulgar from perceiving that they were really elegant.

Wearing shoes fit to brave the roads broken up by winter, dresses

generally made of sombre wool stuflls, and little, half-masculine hats, they

)x>re a rough likeness to English " misses." The eldest was married now ;

she had wedded a burly tanner of Tours. Between the two younger ones

there was a considerable difference in age. Little Suzette often made
her appearance here and there, driving herself in a little English cart,

drawn by a donkey with a red top-knot. She answered salutations with

a little startled look that was prettiness itself, and spoke little, we might
add—like all the Huguets. As for the other sister—the one they called

Madamoiselle Simone—she had remained for long months invisible ; she

was known to be very ill. The doctor had gone to La Pr6e regularly

twice a week ; for the past week or more his gig was going by every day

in that direction. It was a pity : such a beautiful girl ! the fairest of

the three ! A queenly figure she had ; and what a rosy face she always

brought back from school ! But her chest was failing her little by little
;

and soon perhaps she would go and rejoin the generations of Le Huguets who
rested beneath the large whi,te stone at the end of the churchyard, isolated

in death as they had been in life, and there, as elsewhere, causing a scandaL

great : the La Pree folk must be heathen and no mistake to do without

this symbol. Christians 1 Not they ! Had they not answered Catherine,

their farm servant, who offered to make for Mademoiselle a nine days' set

of prayers to the Virgin, that they did not allow such superstitions where

they lived. Meanwhile, they remained unhappy. The father brightened

up more seldom than ever : his thin, compressed lips uttered no complaint;

but there was something broken-hearted in the hoarse accent with which

that imperious mouth henceforth let fall a command. The mother had
all of a sudden grown ten years older. And little Suzette, when the

inquisitive asked her alx>ut her sister, replied, ready to weep, " She keeps

just the same."

The Vicar's thoughts had of course turned at once to the dying girl.

,But what did she wish from him 1 Could it be a mysterious and final

charge, or perchance a confession—one of those avowals that prove the

human as much am the divine necessity of the sacrament of penance, and
which have driven, they say, certain Protestants harassed by scruples (or

more precisely, certain Protestant women) into the confession-box, where

they could be listened to if not absolved. If it was something else still

!

If grace had spoken to this darkened, soul dispersing its gloom ; if he was
going to have the signal honour of leading her to Qod ! The heart of the

apostle swelled with hope.

Once he addressed the little boy who was acting as his guide, as they

crossed some stubble fields

:

" What is your namel"
" Baptistin," was the answer.
" You are a servant at La Pr6e, are you not 1

"

" Not I : I had come from tfie hamlet of Quignes to glean there with

my mother ; and Madame Le Hugoet, who knows me, handed me this ^bit

of paper, forbidding me at the same time to tell anyone wl^ere I was
carrying it to ?

"

" There are some sick persona in the house t

"

" Yes ; for a good while past—one of the young ladies."

"And she needs met "
^

" I don't know. I have done what I was ordered. On the way I met
Monsieur Le Huguet, who was 16oking at the reaping of some corn, out
towards La Petite Croix. He asked me where I was running like that.

I answered that I was going to the market town to fetch some provisions.

If he had known I was lying, I should have got a good shaking. What
Monsieur Le Huguet can bear least is lying."

( To be eontirmed.

)

THE SCRAP BOOi.

HABITS OF FRENCH LADIES IN THE PROVINCIAL TOWNS.

French ladies have much less influence in little town-life than they
have in the capital. They have their own little clubs, that is, they meet
for charitable purposes, and they visit each other a good deal, but they see

little of the masculine portion of the community, except the priests.

Ladies get up early, and the first thing they do is to go to the daily mass
at the parish church, after which they look after household affairs till

dejeuner, and in the afternoon either ait quietly in their drawing-room
or else pay a call or two, when they have not some work of charity to

attend to. It is exactly contrary to the truth to accuse them of much
eagerness about gaiety and amusements. Balls are extremely rare ; as for

the theatre, it is true that such a building exists, but ladies seldom go
there, except perhaps twice a year to a concert. There is very little

festive visiting of any kind. T cannot imagine what the ladies would find

to interest them without the varied ceremonies of the church, their own
works of charity, and a little small-talk. The reader perceives how im-
possible it is that a lady who takes the whole tone of her thinking from
the clergy of the Church of Rome should be able to judge of great contem-',

porary persons and events with any degree of fairness. The whole con-

dition of her mind is so opposed to the modern spirit, that the things which
seem to us laymen most right and just appear iniquitous to her. We can
hardly talk about any contemporary event without, in some direct or
indirect manner, wounding her susceptibilities. We make a remark on
the reception of Garibaldi's Tiber scheme by the Italian Parliament, here
are half-a-dozen grounds of oSence together. First the lady, not having
read the newspaper, does not know that Garibaldi is at Rome, and is

displeased to learn it, because his presence is an insult to the Holy
Father ; secondly, she does not like to be told that there is an Italian

Parliament in Rome. There ought to be nothing there but the perfect

ecclesiastical government ; thirdly, it is dreadful to think that the pre-

sumption of wicked men goes so far as to meddle with the Holy Father's

own river whilst he is languishing in prison, cruelly held in bondage by
that monster of all wickedness, Victor Emmanuel.

We in our innocence may have forgotten all these things, to concern
ourselves simply with an interesting engineering problem ; we are wonder-
ing if the projected works at Fiumicino will pay interest, one of us haa
been there and knows the spot, he has also seen an inundation of the
Tiber, and has his opinion on the possibility of avoiding other inundations
by deepening the bed of the river. The lady perceives the direction of
our thinking, and disapproves of it. Now suppose that the conversation
turns to something at home. Littre has just been received at the French
Academy ; we are glad of it because we know what a genuine unpretend-
ing, wonderfully persistent and persevering labourer he has always been,
and what gigantic services he has rendered to other labourers, were it only
by his unrivalled dictionary ; but the lady has been told that he is an
enemy to all religion (which is not the truth), and considers his admission

—

an insult to the church. Or suppose, again, that we talk of contemporary
politics, of the establishment of self-government in France, which has our
good wishes for its success ; she sees in our desire for the regular working
of a sound representive system nothing but a deplorable error. 4^11 her
political reading has been in such little books as, Mgr. S6gur's " Vive le

Roi," in which he condemns the representation of the people in parliament
as La Revolution, " an immense blasphemy and an abominable theory, the
impudent yegation of the right of God over society, and of the right of

which He has given to His church to teach and direct kings and peopio
in the way of salvation." Her theory of Government is simple and poetic.

A king by right divine should be upon the throne, he should be armed
with all power, and exercise it uoder the wise direction of the church. So
when we talk of future parliamentary legislation, she both blames and
pities us as men who encourage others to follow a path which can lead to

no good, and as being ourselves not only deceivers but deceived. Do what
we will, it is impossible for us to -touch upon any important subject with-
out trespassing against the authority of the church, which disapproves of
all our works and ways ; she feels this by instinct, even when she cannot
clearly define it. It is surprising that men should meet together in their

clubs and cafds to talk over the things which interest them in their own
way, without incurring moral disapprobation ; they want an atmosphere
in -which practical subjects can be discussed in a practical way, in which
the deepening of an Italian river, the construction of an Italian port, the
reception of a philologist at the Academy, the election of members of Par-
liament in France, can be examined from a layman's point of view.

French novels have encouraged the idea that Frenchmen are always occn-

pied making love to their neighbours' wives. One of my friends who lives

in otir city asked me a question which I will repeat here, with the answer.
He said, " You are a foreigner who have lived many years in France, and
yofl have observed us, no doubt, much more oloaely than we observe oor-
selvea, whilst you have means of compariaon with another nation which

^

we have not. Now please tell me frankly whether our wives seem to con-
duct themselves worse than English ladies in a neighbourhood of the same
kind." I said, " It is just like au Englisli neighbourhood ; one never thinks
about the morality of ladies, it is a matter of course." This la a subject,

indeed, which ifseema almost wrong to mention even here, though I do
so for the best of purposes. There exists in foreign countries, and espe-
cially in England, a belief that French women are very generally adul-
tresses. The origin of the belief is this, the manner in which marriages
are generally managed in France leaves no room for interesting love stories.

Novelists and dramatists must find love stories somewhere, and so they
have to seek for them in illicit intriguerf. These writers are read greatly in

foreign countries, and as the interest of the story turns generally upon a
passion for a married woman, an impression is thereby conveyed that such
passions are the main interest of French life. It is also, I believe, perfectly

true that there is too much of such passion in the luxurious and idle

society of Paris, which is much better known to foreigners than the simpler
and more restricted, yet in the aggregate incomparably more numerous,
society of the country. All these influences together have produced an
opinion in foreign countries which is moat unjust to the ordinary provin-
cial French lady, whose qualities and faults are exactly the opposite of
what the foreigner usually believes. She may have unpractical views on
politics, and not see the beauty of representative government, but she is

thoroughly aware of the difference between morality and immorality. She
may be uncharitable to Garibaldi and Victor Emmanuel, and have exag-
gerated ideas about the special sanctity of Pius the Nintli, but at any rate-

she biiows the Ten Commandments as well as if she was a Protestant, and
keeps them. Besides her religion, she has too many home occupations for

indulgence in amorous. intrigues. Her time and strength are chiefly ab-

sorbed in managing a house with half or one-third the number of servants
which English experience would prove to be necessary. She is like the
skipper of one of those insufficiently manned vessels which have attracted

Mr. PlirasoU's attention ; he does not simply command, he works, and
so does she. It is hardly possible, after witnessing for many years the
simple and laborious kind of life which these women lead, with th»t con-
stant burden of petty cares and' duties which they bear so bravely and
cheerfully, to avoid feeling indignation at the absurd and monstrous cal-

umnies which are received by foreigners concerning them.
There can be but one excuse for such calumnies : an impression produced

by a certain class of literature, and intensified by international ill-will.

The reader who cares to have just opinions will only believe the truth if he
simply takes it for granted that the virtue of the ordinary housekeeping
Trench lady is no more questionable than that of his own mother and
sisters. There are a few exceptions ; so ^here are in England—the Divorce
Court proves it

The place of women in provincial French society would be stronger if they
saw more of the men, and it would be better for society generally if the sexes
were not so widely separated. This will become possible if ever women
come to share the modem spirit, instead of condemning it as something
wicked. It is positively realized by a few superior women, such, for ex-

ample, as Madame Edgar Quinet, but they are rare, and in country towns
they would probably be misunderstood. It is not necessary that women
should dazzle us by brilliant intellectual display, but it is desirable for us
and for them that they should be able to enter into the hopes and ideas of

laymen. The provincial French lady of to-day is a very respectable person,

often indeed much more than respectable ; for the ideal she strives to

realize is, in its perfection, truly admirable. But she is like the angels in

Murillo's picture in the Louvre called " La Cuisine des Anges." Those
angels represent her very completely in their combination of a religious

ideal with the fulfilment of the commonest household duties. The picture

_j£presenta the twxi aiiloa of her life, and might very well be entitled "The
Allegory of the French"woraan."

—

By Philip Gilbert Ilamerlon.
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will not even spoil our appetite.' As if among those thousand men there
were not your own sons and brothers! But what is that to youV
" Everything to us ; for an Englishman in Canada or (Queensland is as
much an Englishman as if he lived in Cornwall or Cumberland. Have
you not seen Professor Seeley's book on ' The Expansion of England ' 1

"

" Have I not !
" said Sir Thomas. " I road it through twice from cover to

cover. It is a great book, a prophetic book, a book that presents truths
to you in such a fashion that you marvel you- never realized them before."
" Then in that book. Sir Thomas," said his visitor, " you have the
expression of the convictions and the aspirations of that Liberalism which
is destined before very long to be the dominating force in English |X)litic8."

—'From an Interview with the late Prime Minister of (Queensland in the

Pall Mall Budget.

CIXAR THE WAY !

Clear the way, my lords and lackeys ! you have had your day.
Here you have your answer—England's yea against your nay ;

Long enough your House has held you : up and clear the way !

Lust and falsehood, craft and traffic, precedent and gold.

Tongue of courtier, kiss of harlot, promise bought and sold, '

Gave your heritage of empire over thralls of old.

Now that all these things are rotten, all their gold is rust.

Quenched the pride they lived by, dead the faith and cold the luSt,

Shall their heritage not also turn again to dust ?

By the grace of these they reigned, who left their sons their sway :

By the grace of these, what England says her lords unsay :

Till at last her cry go forth against them—Clear the way !

By the grace of trust in treason knaves have lived and lied

:

By the force of fear and folly fools have fed their pride :

By the strength of sloth and custom reason stands defied.

Lest perchance your reckoning on some latter day be worse,

Halt and harken, lords of land and princes of the purse.

Ere the tide be full that comes with blessing and with curse.

Where we stand, as where you sit, scare falls a sparkling spray ;

But the wind that swells, the wave that follows, none shall stay :

Spread no more of sail for shipwreck : out, and clear the way !

—Algernon Charlet Swinburne.

THE ENGLISH fiEYOND THE SEA.

" Ybs ! " said Sir Thomas Mcllwraith, somewhat bitterly, " I am going
back to the colony with a deep conviction that so far as the Liberals—or,

at any rate, such leaders of the Liberals as Mr. Gladstone, Lord Derby,
Lord Kimberley, and others— are concerned, they would not stretch forth
a finger to savethe colonies to the empire. They would ju.st as soon as
not that all the colonial possessions of England were declared independent
to-morrow, as that they should remain under the old flag. It has been a
bitter disappointment to me, but it has been impressed on me again and
again. I have travelled up and down the country, I have had interviews
with many representatives of both parties, and that is the conclusion to

which I have arrived ; and that conviction I will express as soon as I reach
Queensland." " But, Sir Thomas, you are entirely and totally wrong.
Cannot we induce you not to utter such a calumny at the other end of the
world 1 What you say may perhaps be true concerning the old school of

Cobdenite policy, which is now effete, and will soon be decently interred.

But do not judge the Liberal party by the few representatives of an
antiquated school of political thought. The new Liberalism—the Liber-
alism of the future—looks at all those matters in a very different light
To us the English beyond the sea and the English at home are but one
family and one State ; and the maintenance of its integrity and unity is to

our minds a question immeasurably greater than any now before the
public." " I think so," said Sir Thomas ;

" but do you tell me that Lord
Derby thinks so, or Lord Kimberley, or Mr. Bright 1 What was said only
the other day by an eminent member of the present Government t ' We
are more interested if our neighbour's chimney takes fire than if a thou-
sand men perish at the other end of the world. For our neighbour's
chimney may spoil oar dinner, whereas the death of a thousand men there

There is little else than the appointment of a Governor-General by the

EnglLsh administration, and the bestowal of absurd titles of knighthood
on those Canadian politicians who are especially zealous for the British

Connection, to distinguish Canada from an American free State.

—

The
Americart.

The prominent position taken by the North-West in Parliament, and
the general interest it has excited all over the country, are having their

natural effects. Two Ministers of the Dominion Government are at

present visiting this country, not in the capacity of holiday sight-seers, but
as h(;ail3 of departm-mts bent on learning as much of the actual condition

of the North-West as they can by personal observation and enquiry.

-

Winnipeg Times.

Last week's festivities atterj^ing^the opening of the Montreal session

oc tiio Driuisii ocicnco ^\ssoeiaDioB was a marKCu contrast t^ xbe^little gatner"

ing of learned men who fifty-three years ago associated themselves together

i to compare notes on their various specialties. The solemn gathering of a
I half-century ago becomes in the Canadian city a fashionable and brilliant

occasion, graced with oratory and the presence of the first men and
dignitaries of the country.

—

Springfield (Mass.) Republican.

Some time ago it was complained that in the United States a man
delivered up in Canada for one crime had been tried for another ; and
there; was some diplomatic correspondence on the subject. But this case

only proved how desirable it is to make extradition easy, so that the

officers of the law would not resort to tricks in order to carry their point.

The interests of commercial morality are concerned in making easy the

arrest of rogues, and in Canada there would be but one feeling on this

matter.

—

St. John Globe.

Veobtarianism seems to be spreading. A new venture has been
attempted in Hoibom under the name of The Porridge Bowl, where for

sixpence one can get three courses or nine combinations so abundant and
satisfying that nobody who has feasted from the vegetable world will lust

after the delights of the animal kingdom. City clerks, well-to-do shopmen,
and artisans crowd the place daily, and they pretend that vegetables give

them all that their natures require. . Moreover, the midday meal does not
prevent them at all from working.

—

Liverpool Mtrcijury.

Thus, through a series of misadventures and mistakes, France finds her-

self at war with a vast Empire of which she knows very little, and which
has few interests opposed to hers. The collision which was foretold from
the moment when first Annam and then Tonquin were invaded has at last

come to pass. The Power which claimed suzerainty over those regions,

is at last driven, almost in spite of herself, and perhaps in consequence of

the crooked diplomacy and tortuous dealings with which she has surrounded
her path, to resist by force of arms the power which invaded them.

—

ZofMion MaiL
^
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America has been in two much of a hurry to settle her country thickly.

Is it a noble thing to parcel out every acre or sell every franchise for mesr
ses of pottage, and leave forty Belgiums here for the next-coniigg genera-
tion ? This sending of agents to Europe to out-Turner and out-Cropsey the
painters in colouring the glories of homestead life in the Far West is all

wrong. It disappoints the poor emigrant, and it crowds out the next crop
of Americans.

—

Chicago Current.

To make commerce possible on the artificial lines, the ^minion is spend-
ing millions she pan ill spare in the construction of railroads which never
would have been built from merely mercantile considerations. An end
must come to this business, sooner or later. The four groups ofprovinces,
into which nature has divided the Dominion, must find it more costly to
trade with each other across greater inter-spaces of wilderness, than with
the adjacent parts of our own country, with which nature has associated
them so closely. This closer commerce need not involve any closer politi-

cal connection with our own country, but it does demand a larger measure
of independence on the part of Canada, if not entire independence of the
Mother Country.

—

The American.

Wk can picture to ourselves Prince von Bismarck laughing in his
sleeve with grim enjoyment at the facile promptitude with which our
impulsive neighbours have given credence and attached importance to his
admirably simulated dissatisfaction with the fictitious obstructiveness of
Her Majesty's Colonial Office^ in relation to his modest and justifiable

South African projects. But we are not in the least apprehensive that
any steps hitherto taken, or likely to be taken in the future, by the
British Government with respect to the matter in question will lead to a
fundamental change in the character of the relations- that—happily for
both countries—connect the Empires of Germany and Great Britain by
bonds of sincere and enduring amity.

—

Daily Telegraph.

As a general thing, though, farmers do not reap the benefit they should
from attending exhibitions. To see and examine the varied claaaes and
sections that compose one of our large shows, the average farmer and
his family only devote one day, and in this time there is no chance even
to get a half-view of the exhibits. To mark, learn and inwardly digest
every department of one of oar largo shows should at least take foui; days—and this time spent is the best money value a progressive farmer can
get—and it should be borne in mind that only advanced farmers derive
any solid benefit from attending an agricultural fair. A farmer who goes
only one day to see and be seen, without any definite object, misses the
main objects—instruction advancement.

—

London (Ont.)Free Press.

Ceowds of British savants are at this moment voyaging across the
Atlantic to Canada, where—for the first time in our annals—the national
scientific assembly will shortly be held. The little fact is one of great
Imperial significance. It brings into prominence the really vital con-
nection existing between Great Britain and her colonies, and shows that it

is quite possible, even for social and scientific purposes, to regard Canada
and England as one country. The event should give courage to the
advocates of a general confederation of the whole Empire. If it is so easy
for hundreds of eminent men of science to cross the Atlantic to share the
labours of the British Association, the five thousand miles of salt water
ought not to prove any obstacle in» the way of Canadian delegates coming
over to this country to take part in a kind of indefinitely-extended Privy
Council or Imperial Senate, now the great idea of the confederation of the
Empire has begun to realize itself pi-actically.

—

English Paper.

We notice a memorial presented to the owners of the " City of Rome "

complaining that gambling was permitted to such an extent as to annoy
the passengers extremely. This accords with expressions of members of
the British Association who were earnest in condemnation of the disgrace-
ful pool-selling which prevailed on board some of the steamers on which
they came. A s these members were too busy to make their ovm complauits
we refrain from particulars except to say that in one case the gambling was
promoted by " certain vulgar bagmen" from Manchester who were sup-
posed to have no business on board. In another it is actually asserted
that the captain took part in the transactions and that the ship showed a
singular sympathy with his predictions with regards to Ae daily run.
This is an old abuse and it is time it were put a stop te:

'^ we cannot see
why everyone who crosses the sea, even in a religiously-governed ship,
should be made a forced inmate of a floating " gambling hell."

—

Montreal.,
WUness.

It is a remarkable fact that, though the Island of Newfoundland lies
directly between Canada and Europe, we hear comparatively little of its

afiairs. The island province has steadily refused to enter the Canadian
Union. The fact appears to be that events transpiring since the anion of
the continental provinora in 1867 have operated as a damper on the Con-
federation idea in Newfoundland. One of these is found in the fact that
by holding aloof from the Canadian Union the island received something
like a million dollars as its share of the fishery award, while Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, P. E. Island and Quebec had the ill fortune to see what
was paid on account of their coast fisheries go into the Federal treasury.
Another cause which prevents the islanders of the mid-Atlantic from
joining their fortunes with ours in our big debt. A still more serious
impediment to union with Canada is found in the Canadian tarifi. The
Newfoundlanders are free traders, and have maintained a very low tariff,

such as the Maritime Provinces had before the Confederation, and would
have maintained had not the control of their fiscal affairs passe^ out of
their hands. During the seventeen years in which we have been adding
to our burdens year by year till we have doubled onr taxation and debt,
Newfoundland has held on the even tenor of its way with a very low rate
of customs duties, yet sufficient for all its public wants.

—

St. John Tdtgraph.

THE PERIODICALS.

The September Overland Monthly is a light number, principally of travaL
and fiction. There is little new in "Nine Day's Travel in Mexico,"

nor does the paper on "The Kogue River War of 1855-56" contain any
historical discoveries, though both contributions are very readable.

"Three Days' Quarantine at Marseilles," "A Naturalist in the Desert,"
and "San Carlos " ^jR'ill serve pour passer le temps in the dog-days.
Harriet F. Stevens is the writer of two quaint theories of the pyramids

—

one that they were constructed for the spider-god to spin his web upon ;

the other that they were built to teach the people the symbolism of lines.

There are two good stories entitled " Young Strong of ' The Clairon,' " and
" An Hour with Maum Calamity." The solid papers are those on " Charges
Lamb," by Henry Colbach, and " A Practical Consideration of the Mormon
Question," by William A. Beatty. The following extracts from the latter
are worthy attention:—

The men who see nothing good in Monnonism, who denounce it without know-
ledge of its inner workings, are many. But aaoh men have forgotten the spirit of our
institutions. The history of this people shows the falsity of such views. We find
them deloded and snperstitioaa, bat the great mass of them, at all times, have been
honest, industrioug, and progressive. They cleared the Missouri wildemeu; when
driven thence they built up a populous and prosperous city. They grew rich ; their
fields produced in abundance, and artisans crowded their busy street*. When, under
the leadership of Brigham Young they crossed the desert, we cannot characterize them
as shiftless or worthless ; but, on the contrary, they showed themselves determined
and self-sacrificing men and women. A> people who unflinchingly faced that thousand
miles of wilderness and began again their labours, have earned the respect and admira-
tion of all. We see Utah, in 1847, almost uninhabited ; now, a great commonwealth.
It has become, truly, the " Land of the Honey Bee." Kiiigrants have poured in from
all quarters, until Uie population now numbers about one hundred and fifty thousand.
The anpromising soil has been cultivated ; ten thousand of miles of irrigating canals
have beian built ; towns and cities have sprung up. The taxes in Utah are lighter
than those of any State or Territory of our Union, and there is no bonded debt. The
gaols are not half filled. In 1881, out of twenty-nine prisoners in the county gaol, bat
six were Mormons. In the State prison there were fifty-one prisoners, and only five of
these Mormons.

There is but one most peaceable and efficient solution of this entire problem. It
is by means of education. The adherents of the Mormon Church are most of them
ignorant, being made up, it is averred, from the pauper class of Europe. Mo measora
that does not tend to raise them from their present low level can be of permanent
efficiency. It is a moral evil we are attacking—the moral influence of the Mormon
Chnrch. No martial or political measure can reach this influence. And all attempts
of this sort are sure to make the Mormons look upon themselves as martyrs, and, as a
result, to make them more devoted to their religion and their priesthood. These
feelings can be removed, and the root of the evil got at, by adopting the educational
remedy. There are two ways of doing this. The Christian Church, with its vast
moral power, can easily bring about good results. Let some of the milUona that are
annually sent abroad to convert the heathen be kept at home, and used to elevate the
ignorant of our land. The Chrisiian ChuVch has as yet made no move in this direction,
but has contented itself with uttering philippics against the Mormon Chnrch and
people. If they are not disposed to andertake the work, the United States Oovemment
mast do it,

: Macmillam's English Illustrated Magazine completes a volume with
the September number. The opening article, " The Tour of Covent Garden,"
from the graphic pen of Austin Dobson, will be read with interest by many
who know that cramped yet world-renowned spot. The accompanying illus-

trations are splendid pieces of artistic work. A spirited defence of
Chaucer, also richly illustrated, occupies second place on. the contents, and
is followed by a charming paper on the origin and development of that
" Prince of Games," cricket. A village story, " Friede," and " The Ar-
mourer's Prentices " are the fiction of the number. J. P. Mahaffy con-
tributes an article on "Greece in 1884," and there is a poem entitled " An
Autumn Night in Orkney."

In the September number of the Canadian Methodist Magazine
( Toronto : Wm. Briggs) is a paper by Principal Grant, oa the " Organic-
Union of Churches," which will probably attract much attention. Mr. J.
Reade contributes a second article on " Some Curious Kinships," and the
next item of importance is " The Lord's Land," by the Rev. Hugh John-
son. Other subjects are : Lady Brassey's continued log-book ;

" On The
Hudson," by the Editor ; the second instalment of the story " Old F&nd-
Off;" poetry, reviews, and editorial notes—the whole contributing to an
excellent magazine.

500.Br NOTICES.

OcR Chancbllor. Sketches for a Historical Picture. By MoriU Bosch.
Two volumes in one. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons.
Toronto : William Briggs.

At a time when the great Teutonic Prime Minister occupies so pro-
minent a place in international politics, anything which assists to a
comprehension of his character is welcome. Mr. Busch in his pre&oe
disavows any intention of writing a biography. Indeed, it is not easy to
see how Le could hope successfully to undertake that tai^ whilst Bismarck
is Chancellor. But the Bismarckian Boswell, iiji what he modestly terms
" sketches for an historical picture," gives us an interesting account of
many little circumstances (known to him personally) connected with the
private life of the great chancellor which wonderfully help to an under-
standing of that successful statesman. One is not surprised to be told
that " our chancellor " is a satirist, a cynic, even a humorist ; but to be
told that he is a poet ! Unbent, the Master of the German Empire can,
furthermore, tell a good story, and is epigrammatic in description. More
than this, Mr. Bosch claims that Prince Bismarck is a good writer ol
prose, with command of a large vocabulary, and capable of ezpreaaing
himself gracefully and not without pathos: He is passionately fond ol
the sea, is fond of boating, and is a good swimmer. Somewhat of an

\^
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tor himself, the Chancellor affects the utmost contempt for parliamentary
eloquence. If a speech be effective it must contain falsehood, he main-
tains. " A good speaker can but seldom be a safe statesman." Addressing
the Reichstag he one time said :

" Let ma warn you against wasting so

much time as ^heretofore upon exhibitions of eloquence in our parlia-

mentary work. I repeat, that speeches are useful as a means of conveying
information ; but thoy must not be allowed to govern." This collection

of Bismarckiana will be found capital reading. The translation has been
done by Mr. William Beatty- Kingston.

Self-Raised : or, From the Depths. By Mrs. Emma D. E. N. Southworth.
Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson and Brothers.

T^ author of this novel considers it to be the best work she has ever

written. In it, the hero rises from the depths of poverty, misery and
humiliation, and to trace his progress, step by step, has been with her a
labour of love. There is a curious blending of realism and romance in this

work—the result, it may be, of the leading incidents having occurred in

actual life. The leading female characters, Claudia and Beatrice, are

drawn with a woman's delicate touches ; but the hero stands above every

other person in the tale. The interest is kept up and intensified by the

dramatic positions throughout the whole work. It is a moral story, and
one which addresses itself as giving an example of perseverance under dif-

ficulties, and ultimate success. It is, as Mrs. Southworth says, her best

work, for it is strongly marked by all the merits of her style, is an exceed-

ingly interesting and powerful story, and should be read by everybody.

It is published in a large duodecimo volume of 658 pages, with a view of

Prospect Cottage and its surroundings, the home of Mrs. Southworth, on
the Potomac.

VOld Spooksbs's Pass, and other Poems.
Toronto : James Bain and Son.

By Isabella Valancy Crawford.

A 'little book of charming poem^ some of them, including "Old
Spookses's Pass," in dialect. The author tJells her stories in quaint and
simple language, and at once enlists the sympathies of her readers. The
opening poem, after which the volume is named, is a marvellously graphic

description of a midnight stampede in the Rockies, told with a dramatic

power and pathos not unworthy of George A. Sims. " Old Spense," and
" Farmer Stebbins' Opinions," though not possessed of the same excellence

as " Old Spookses's Pass," are refreshing reading after the maudlin stuff

that is now too commonly called poetry.

Number One, and How to Take Care of Him. By Joseph J. Pope,

M.RC.8., L.S.A. New York : Funk and Wagnalls.

The contents of this osefnl volome are described by the author as a

series of popular talks on social and sanitary science." There can be no
question but Dr. Pope is right in the main, in the advice he gives, and
tiiat the world would be the better if each Number One would take care

of himself in the manner described, just as the world will presumably be
better in the millenium. But the thought must occur to many : Is life

worth living at the price of numberless restrictions, manifold precautions,

and continual anxiety about trifles 1

The Political Biography op the Hos. Sylvester MacFikniqan.
By Wess Elmore. New York : Brentano Bros.

Vulgar, inane, absurd.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

#''

No city in the Dominion is better provided with entertainment at the

present moment than Toronto. In addition to the attractions of the

increasingly popular Fair, no fewer than five distinct performances are

offered to the public in as many halls. "Michael Strogoff" holds the

boards at the Opera House; "Girofl6 Girofla" succeeds "Billee Taylor"
at the Pavilion of the Horticultural Gardens ; a mammoth itinerant circus

advertises its manifold attractions on every hoarding ; and minor perform-

ances of comic opera and extravaganza ha\'e their patrons in the Summer
Pavilion and the People's Theatre. ,

The " regular season " at the Opera House opened last week with
Kiralfy Brothers' mimical dramatic ballet spectacle " Excelsior," which
achieved so great a success at Niblo's Garden, New York. Despite
oppressively hot weather and numerous counter-attractions, this extraor-

dinary production drew very good audiences. As a display of mechanical
effects, of brilliant costumes, and of novel ballet combinations, the per-

formance was a very fine one. Capacious as is Mr. Sheppard's stage, it

was all too' small for the army who, in the language of motion—for not a
word is spoken from start to finish—described the triumph of Light over
Darkness: the author's idea being to give allegorical pictures of the

straggle between the spirit of progress and the powers of ignorance. This
original conception is so vividly conveyed that the progress of the panto-

mimic drama is plain to the' dullest comprehension. On Monday last

" Excelsior " was succeeded by " Michael Strogoff." This highly interesting

dra^ is already installed as a popular favourite throughout the play-going

world, and the representation given by Haverley's Company is in every

sense worthy of patronage. The characters are well sustained ; the costumes
are rich and tasteful ; the scenery is excellent, and the realistic effects are

startlingly natural. Michael Strogoff ia impersonated with considerable

power by Mr. Haswin, whose Silver King won him golden opinions last

?season. The rival newspaper correspondents were well represented ..^

Messrs. Grover and Hoist, though we think the former gentleman is ill-ad
vised in departing from the author's idea, and changing an English into an
Irish-American part, and further, in substituting Yankee "cheek" for
English sang froid—a mistake he never cqpld have made had he seen the
late Mr.. Byron play the part A word of special praise emw* be ^ven to
Cecil Rush for her clever rendering of Marja Strogoj^. '

"Billee Taylor," noticed in our last, ran for over a week' at the
Pavilion. It is only just to say that the blemishes referred to as being so
conspicuous on the opening night were less apparent at each succeeding
repetition, and that eventually the company gave a really good performance
of the amusing opera. The mimic " burning of Chicago " in the GardeM
no doubt was also a strong attraction to the large numbers of people who
have patronized Mf. Barnett's enterprise. Miss Guthrie is cast for the
role of Girqfle-Girojla in the comic opera of that name ; Mr. Molten
has been allotted Marasguin, and with Geo. A. Schiller as Captain of
Pirates and Seth Crane as MourzovJe, lots of fun may be anticipated.

Montreal audiences have been liberally patronizing the " Lights o'

London," in the Academy of Music ;
" EUani in the Boarding School," in

the Royal Theatre Museum ;
'' Virginia," in the Cry.stal Palace Opera

House ; and Daprez and Benedict's minstrels in the Royal Pavilion.
" The Tourists in a Pullman Car " is billed for this week, to be played in

the Academy.

The Chicago Current says :
" And now it is announced that Albani

will sing in this country next year. With Patti, Nilsson, Albani, Kellogg,
Abbott, Dr. Damrosch's German contingent, and other song-bii-ds of note
singing to our purses simultaneously, remarks as to the lack of musical
appreciation among Americans are not in order. It will, however, be a
convenient season for American patrons of opera to very emphatically
demand either lower prices or better all-round performances."

LITERARY GOSSIP.

The relations of English authors and American publishers, Scribners's

Book-buyer says, have " been steadily developing into a hopeless tangle."

It quotes with satisfaction the testimony of the London Bookseller and
other literary publications that American publishers have been as a rule

honourable and straightforward in their transactions with the English
author.

An article on the recent production of " Twelfth Night " by Mr. Irving
at the Lyceum will appear in the October Manhattan. It was written by
Mr. Walter Herries Pollock, editor of 7%« Saturday Review, and its illus-

trations are from sketches taken in the theatre Mr. by John Collier, one of

the most promising of the younger generation of English artists, and the
only pupil Mr. Alma Tadema ever had.

Ma. D. C. Thompson's " Life and Labours of Hablot Knight Browne
('Phiz') " is approaching completion. The work will contain 130 illustra-

tions, says The Pall Mall Gazette, of which fifty-one will be separate plates.

Among the most interesting will be the facsimilies of the various " first

sketches " which Browne had to submit to Charles Dickens before he suc-

ceeded in satisfying his fastidious author.

The Pusey Library, which is to perpetuate the name of Pusey by
erecting to his memory a sort of school of high orthodoxy at Oxford, is

already founded. Every effort will be made to withstand the Materialistic

~and Latitudinarian teaching which is sapping the Churchmanship ot Oxford.
If success crowns Canon Liddon's enterprise, the Pusey Library will soon
resemble an ancient monastery with all the ritual and rule which modems
need require.

Joaquin Miller, having been accused by a New York paper of plag-

iarizing the lines.

-I* For all you can hold in your cold, dead hand
is what you have given away,"

challenges his critic " to show where these lines, or any part of them, or

any of my creations in word or conception can be found outside of my ovni

works." He says that this is the first time his originality has ever been
questioned. r-

The French publishers announce that they have sold 42,000 copies pf

" John Bull et Son He," and as many more copies of the Engli.sh translation

have been sold in England by Field and Tuer and in the United States by
Charles Scribner's Sons. Max O'Rell's new book about England has been

bought outright by Field and Tuer, who have sold the American priority of

publication to Charles Scribner's Sons. It may be of interest to some
readers to know that these are not this author's only books, as he has

edited French classics for the Clarendon Press under his own name.

Messrs. George Roctledoe and Sons announce that their " Railway
Library," founded in 1848, has just achieved its thousandth volume. They
fill two pages of the Athenceumi with a classified catalogue of this " Railway
Library." They note that it began with a cheap issue of the novels of

Fenimore Cooper, but they do not draw attention to the many other Amer-
ican authors whose novels appear in their catalogue—always, we hope,

with the permission of the writers. Among the Americans represented

are Cooper (31 volumes). Miss Wetherell (6 volumes), Mrs. Burnett (8 vol-

umes), Hawthorne (3 volumes). Dr. Mayo, Will Carleton, Mark Twain and
Jodge Toorgffe.

1
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With reference to the affairs of the Marihattan magazine, of New York,
which were involved by the collapse of Mr. H. C. Pedder, who has been
its " backer," it is stated that Mr. Pedder's advances, made from month to

month, were to be repaid only when the magazine should reach a paying
basis, and it is represented that its debts are now but $6,000, while its

friends think it within four, or at most six months of showing returns
equalling its expenses. The Century, it is said, was several years in reach-
ing a paying point, and now pays dividends on a capital |1,000,000.—The
Continent has been purchased by Mrs. Frank Leslia The editorship will

remain in the hands of Judge Tourgee.

Tub judicious, says the Saturday Review, will have learnt with conflict-

ing emotions that Lord Coleridge has decided not to write a book about
America. To the decision itself it would"be impossible to take 'exception,
" I cannot," he writes, " knock off a dissertation on a great country of

infinitely complicated elements and endless variety of social aspects in half
an hour." We find no morbid diffidence in this ; and, if it disappoints
those persons, whoever they are, who have been asking Lord Coleridge to
write a book about America in half an hour, they must be extremely
Unreasonable. The thing simply cannot be done. A quarter of an hour
for the " infinitely complicated elements," and another quarter for " the
endless variety of social aspects," would be an absurdly small allowance

;

and Lord Coleridge was undoubtedly right in declining to attempt the feat

proposed to him.

"My last ambition," says M. Renan, in the second volume of his
" Studies," just published, " would be satisfied if I could hope to enter the
church after my death, in the form of such a little volume, held in the
tapering fingers of an elegantly gloved hand !

" Just think of it ! This is

the " last ambition " of M. Renan, French savant and writer of books

!

He would like to have fashionable ladies, with tapering fingers and
elegantly gloved hands, carry his missal, with its spiritual "boquets, to
church with them ! He would not care to fall into the hands of ordinary
people, ungloved and unperfumed. He would not like a church without
very sweet incense, or a heaven without ten-buttoned gloved angels
redolent of the rarest perfumes. Bah ! this is the man who describes
Christianity as " the sweet Galilean vision." He may well wish to be dealt
with by the elegantly gloved hands of fair women, for the bare, masculine
l^nd of sober criticism crushes his pretensions, and in its firm grasp his
frivolity and superficiality are exposed. One English paper suggests that
his " last ambition " ought not to be forgotten as a characteristic feature
in the statue that will doubtless be one day raised to his honour.

—

Christian »

Union.

Undke this title, " Battles and Leaders of the Civil War," The Century
will begin with the November number of the present year, and continue
without intermission (if possible) a series of separate papers, the object of
which is to set forth the life and spirit of the War for the Union. The
main portion of the scheme will be papers of a popular character on the
great engagements of the war, by general officers high in command at the
time, either upon the Union or the Confederate side. For instance, the
battles of Shiloh and Vicksburg will be described by General U. S. Grant,
who will contribute four papers to the series ; General Beaurgard will write
of the First Bull Run ; General McClellan, of Antietam ; General Rose-
crans, of Stone River ; etc., etc. The Passage of the Forts below New
Orleans will be described by Admiral Porter, and the Western Gun-boat
Service by Rear-Admiral Walke, and the fight between the Monitor and
the Merrimac by Colonel John Taylor Wood, the senior surviving officer

of the latter vessel. Other prominent Confederate generals have engaged
to contribute, and some of these contributions will be hirdly less notable
than those above mentioned. In conjunction with them will appear from
time to time a number of brief sketches, entitled " Recollections of a

-Private^" reflecting, with interesting and life-like details, the expsj^enem-
of the common soldier. The illustrations of the scheme will receive care-
ful attention, and in this particular it is thought that the series will pos-
sess an unequalled historical interest.

Mr. C. Blackktt Robinson, Toronto, announces " The Story of the
Upper Canadian Rebellion," an historical episode which, it is claimed,
has not hitherto received comprehensive treatment. Mr. Charles Lindsey,
in his biography of Mr. Mackenzie, gives a considerable amount of infor-

mation on the Rebellion ; but, in the language of the prospectus, " since
Mr. Lindsey's work was written, much additional light has been thrown
upon the subject-matter from various sources, and, in the opinion of all

who are entitled to speak with authority on such a question, the time has
come when the true story of the Upper Canadian. Rebellion should V>e laid

before the public." To Mr. John Charles Dent has been entrusted the
task of telling the story in detail. " He has for some years past been
engaged in collecting material for it, and has accumulated letters, pamph-
lets and documents not elsewhere to, be found. A few months since he
Ix.'came possessed of the papers and correspondence of the late Hon. John
Rolph, whose connection with the affairs of 1837-'88, has always been
supposed to have been as intimate as was that of Mr. Mackenzie himself.
Conspicuous among the documents is a voluminous paper in the hand-
writing of Dr. Rolph himself, embodying a review of the facts and
circumstances bearing upon the rising near Toronto, and the defeat at
Montgomery's. This paper it is propowxl to publish in full in the body of
the work, with an analysis and notes." As to the value of such a work
as the one hereby announced, there cannot, of course, bo two opinions.
The publisher announces that it will be written from a Liberal but non-
partisan point of view, and the author's main object, from first to last,

will be to record the truth, . without fear or favour. It is futhermore
promised :

" speaking mechanically, it will be the finest specimen of book-
making ever issued from the Canadian press."

CHESS.

t^AU eonrnimieaUom inUiulsd for this department altould ba addressed ' Cluu

o|)l«< of The Wiibk, Toronto. .-^l

PROBLEM No. 42.

Composed for The Wkbk by B. B. Greon-
shields, MoDtreal Chess Club.

msi m^m 1^ . mm
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PnOBLEM No. 43.

TOUBNBY PnOBLKH NO. 2.

Motto:—"iJ6acMo."

BI.ACK.

WHITE.
White to play and mate in three moves.

WHITE.
White to i^lay and mate in throe moves.

ANSWERS TO C0KEESP0NDENT8.
J. M., Ottawa.—Correct solation to No. 35 received. Come often.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 20.

1. Q K 4. Correct solatiou received from E. B. G.. Montreal : H. .7. C. London : " Pbilldor "
Toronto; P. W. M., Detroit

; E. B. F., Toronto ; E. H. E. B., Toronto ; L. C. C, Arnprior ; F. L. B.

,

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No, 27.

.,, \ BK Kt 4, etc. Correct solution received from H. J. C, London ; "Phnidor." ToconloW. A., Montreal; E. B. G.. Montreal; E. B. F., Toronto; E. H. E. E., Toronto- F. L 8^ oronto.

TOURNEY PROBLEM RECEIVED.
Hotto :—" Omni txeeptione majut."

-
r' y

PROBLEM No. 3a
This problem is unsound. Our correspondent, Mr. S. H. Manobie, points out that ther*

are two other solutions beside the author's.

-- GAME No. 23.

Correspondence game between Milan and Naples.
In peoeuber, IS81, a match to be played by correspondence was arranged betwean th«

best players of Milan and Naples the former being represented by Messrs Delia Iloaa,
Oddone, Cavallotti and Count Caatalbirco, the latter by Messrs. De Rogalis, Dworsakde WaT
den, Bouchard and Prof. Marcbeae. The two games then commeuced by post and simul-
taneously came to an end last May, both being scored by the Milanese. The foUowine score
of one of them is from the Nuova Binista.

WHtt.

Milan.

1. P to K 4
2. Kt to K B 3
3. B to Q Kt 5
4. Castles
5. Kt to g B 3
C. Kt X Kt
7. P to K S
H. P X Kt
9. R tu K si| ch

10. U Co K 2 (d)
11. B to Q 3
12. PtoKB 4 (A)
13. Q P X P
14. B to K 3

16. P to (j R 4 (hi
17. P to Q Kt 4
18. Q to K B 2
19. P to Q B 4
20. B to U B 3
21. P X R P
23. q to K B 3

Ruy Lopes.

Black.

Naples.

PtoK4
Kt to q B 3
Kt to K B 3
B to K 2 (a)

Kt to q 5 (6)

PxKt
P X Kt (C)

BxP
B toK2
P to q B 3 («)

P to q 3
P to K Kt 3
B toK3
q to q 2 (g)
K R tu K K t »u
K to q sq («
R to K sq
P to q Kt 3
P to q B 4
P to q R 4 U)Px P
R to qR2

frnte.

Milan.

23. 6 B to q Kt sq (k)

24. P to K B 5 (0
as. P xP
26. q to K B 7
27. P to K Kt 3
28. q X B P
29. R X B (m)
30. QxP
31. U to K B S
32. q to Kt 8 eh (o)

33. q to B 7 ch
34. q to q S ch
:«. q X B ch
30. I) to q 4 (a)

38. qtoKB 3ch
39. q to B « eh
40. R to Kt 5 ch
41. q to B su ch
42. q X R ch
43. q to q 3 ch
44. R X P ch

BUtek.

Naples.

§toqB2
to(]2

BPxP
B toK R5
B toKKt4
B to K 6 ch
ItxR
K to q B sq (N)
BxB
Ktoq2
K to U 3 (p)
K toq2
K toB3
MtoKsq
Bt<lK4
Ptoq4
KiB
KxP
R toK7
Ktoqs
KtoK4
Resigns.

NOTES.
(a) An inferior defence. They should play instead 4. K Kt x P, following it with 5. P to Q 4B to K 2

; 6. R to K sq, Kt to q 3 ; 7. B X Kt, Kt P X B, best, and when White continues with
7. Kt X K P, or 7. P X P. the result soon becomes even, as shown by the modern treatises on
the openmg.

(6) Another error, greater than the previous one. Leas venturesome would have bean S. P
to 14 3, with the natural continuation of 6. P to q 4, P x P ; 7. Kt x P. B to Q 2 8 B x Kt P xB ; 9. P to K B 4, with slight advantage for WUte.

m ' "• = x i».». r x

(c) Black appears to have no promising move here ; if the Kt retire to his own square, a Q
to K Kt 4 would wiu the q P at least. ^

id) Well played, with the object of retarding Black's castling.
(«) If instead 10. P x q P, it would not have improved BlacTs position ; :a., 11. B x P P toqB3;12.qBtoB3,Pto KB3; 13. B to q 3, K to B 2; 14. O to B 5oh, P to i!t3 ; 15. B X P cEPxB; l«.BxBch,KxR(ifl6.qxR,17. q x R); 17. q x 5 Kt P, and Black's ^iUon is on-

tenable.

(/) Indirectly adding another imiiedlment to Bliusk's castling.
,

(») If instead 14. B to K B 3, with the intention of trying to castle, then White threaten! at
the proper time B to K B 6, and Black is always inconvenienced.

(a) A judicious move, made to prevent the advance of the P to q B 4.
(i) Black sees now no benefit would iM»:rue from castling, and he therefore decides to da-

fond him:iolf bravely. •
.

(/I Thi« way of playing gives up the opoil (lie to the White B, yet probably 20. P x P would
not in the long run have proved more servioeable. siooo wuulil have followed "21 B x P Q to B
2 22..1" t'l R 5, R to q Kt sq

; 23. q to q 1 and Black is not able to lUaeutande his position
without some loss. *^ —»>""

(*) Taking possession of the open ftlo.

(J) The aavanoe of the White P has been well oalculited. as It strikes at the anemv's 1

P imt, and prepares a w.ty for the q to capture the adversary's Pawns.
(n) This saorifice was iiecessury.
(n) It is difficult to flud a satisfactory move here. If30.BtoK3:Sl. BtoBCeh KtoB

sq ; 32. B to K B 5. Black U-w a lost gaOie through position.
•'•."•"•ouoon, »k>i»

(0) Considerably better and stronger is 32. q x B ch, and it secure* every adTanCao* of noaL
tlciu as well. ' -">-«iw u. iiuwr

I weak

(p) If R oorers. 34. q x B ch, K to B 3. or K sq; 9S. B to B 6, and wins
i0 A flue move, which introduces the end of a well played match, that reflacis ureai

credit upon the Milanese players for the briskness and accuracy shown in the meUuid oTcan.
ducting tbeir vigorous attaf:k.

«w.* v. www

We trust Hignor Dubois will excuse the liberties we bar* taken in our translation of hja
iintPB to this game from the Italian Wo Iwivo been obliged to ooBdmsa the orietnal and to
give the spirit of the iuteiitiuu only in several lnstanoes.—LM(U VsrottTy.

'

J

SsrniHBBn llifa, 1881.]

WHAT IS CATARRH ?
From the Mail (Can.) Dee. 15.

Catarrh la atnaco-pumlent discharge oanaed
by the presence aud development of the
vegetable parasite ainmba in Che mternal lin-
ing membrane of the none. This -paraaite is
omy developed under favourable ciruum-
stanoes, and these are:—Alorbtd state of the
blood, as the blighted oorpuaole of ubercle,
the germ polaon of syphiliH, mercury, toxo-
m<Ba, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, sappresaed perspiratioo, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poldoua that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tlon, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
oaasing ulceration of the throat ; up the
•uttaobian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness
osurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tabes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a eore for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalents and other ingenious devices, bat
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the macus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, saocaeded in discovering the necessary
combination of Ingredients which never fail
in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thif njrrible disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
ajfferiqg from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

BCasBBS. A. H. DIXON A SON.
305 King St. West, Tofonto. Canada,

and inolote stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

IHiattheRev. E. B. Stevsiuon. B.A., a Clergy-
man nf the London Conference of the M^etho-
diat Church of Caiuida, has to say in regard
to d. H. Dixon A Son's New TreatTnent for
Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont., Canada. March 17, '83.

Messrs. A. H. Dixon (* Son :

Dbab Sirs,—Yours of the i3th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am oared of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
feltbetter in my life. I have tried so ma^y
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and ^or
»o many years, that is bard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very Bad case

;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I
thonght I wonld require the tmee treatments,
but rfeel folly cored by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
toyon.
Ton are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatments, and
I_ri>all tfadly recommend yoar remedy to
ooia otmy fnands who are sufferers.

Toars. with many thanks.

Rav. E. B. STBTBHBOlf.

"IT^EITH 4 FITZSIMONS.

MANUPAOTUBXAS

Gob Fixtures <t Artistic Brass Work,
STHABC FrTTEBS' AND PLUafBEBS' SUPFIJVS.

100 KING STREET WEST, - TORONTO.

THE LIGHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
Ls simple, stroQg and durable. It needs

no teaching, watcUing or adjusting, and not
one hoa ever worn oat.

A. W. BRAIK, Agent,

^_ 80 Yonge St.. Toronto.

GRAND DOMINION
AND 39TH

PROVINCIAL

EXHIBITION!
Under the auspices of the

A«HICUI.TVRAI. AND AKTM Af».
MICIATION OV ONTABIO.

TO Ba MMljjy ATO rr TT .A.yjSZ j^ .

»»mf to »7tk aeptember, ia«4.

$23,000 in Premivnu aod Dominion Hedala.

Entries must be made with the Becretarv
at Toronto, on or before the undermentioned
dates, Tix. :—
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Pooltry, Agri-

ealtorai Implements, on or before AnimstaStL
Onin, Field Roots, and other Farm Fro^

dnots, Maobinary and Ifanafaoturas generally,
on or before Angnst 30th.
Hortionltnnl Frodueta, Ladiia' Work, Fine

Arts, eta, on or before Beptmnbar atb.
Prise Lists and Blank Forms for making

the entries npon can be obtained of the Seu-
retarlM of all Agricnitnral and Horticnltnral
SoeiatiM and Meehanlcs' Institutes tliToagfa-
ont the ProTince, and from the Secretary,NKV WAI»B,

AoBIOVLTCBai, Hau,, Iobohto.

THE WEEK-

AUGUST
CLEARING SALE!

t :-°-

In order to clear out the

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK.
We have made StartHng Reductions in every Department at

LUKES. DAGGE &, CO.
116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 26, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Reissued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
iaaued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27. 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
alBo in Great Britain and France.
Patented In Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Basts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Uneqaalled for beauty, stylo and
comfort.

Approved by all phyaiciana.

MANUFACTURED

This favourite Corset la now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, whioh are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset'* is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which ia much superior to horn
or whaleboue. It cannot break,
aud is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset" is not de-
signed for invalids only, but ia

equally adapted to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress

BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
SUBBES SHOiS, FELT BOOTS, BELTI]Sra>

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hoae,

Valvbs, WnzNaBB Bolls,

Tubing, Oardan Hose,

Stopples. Syringea,

L,iDIE3' A;4D MISHES

Bubbnr Circulars,

>3^TAR BRAND RUBBED,

Cbtton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MILL HOSE.

Steam PackioK harden Hose, from 8 eenta
upwards. Call and see our Rubber Goods and
get oar Pbicbb.

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made

THE CANADIAN RUBBER TOMPANY
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS :

Cor, Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto^—
R. HOUGHAN, - -

tS'All iiuiuiriea bi) imiU aluM have our prompt attention.

Agent.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

1^
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W. N. SEARS & CO.,
13!) CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manuf.icturers of Real and Imitation
Stained Glass. Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from 35c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-lii,'ht .^1, size l)i.\3U in.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GllOVE, N.J.

City by the Sea.
Established 1875; Enlarged and Improved

188;^. Health and Pleasure Ilesort. labours
from New Vork -;iO trainmittily: 2 hours from
Philadelphia ; 10 minutes from Long Branch.
Recommended by the most celebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric baths, steam
heat. Pa.s8enger elevator. Iron Are escapes.
Wonderful flowing artesian spring. High dry
land ; air filled with the mingled ozone from
the pine.s and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect ilrainage. No malaria. No mosquitoes.
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars.
Welcomb E. Shkldon, Owner and Manager.

[STERBROOK
STEEL
PENS

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.

> MILLCR.SON A CO., Asta.. MontraiA

REFRIGERA TORS,

WE CREAM FREEZERS,

COAL OIL STuVES.

W7" . :S.. S E» .A. K li C. "W.
WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YO.VG E STltEET.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company offer Landa within the Railway Belt along the nmin line, and inStmth-
em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from $1.J8 to $3.80 per aor«, acconling to price paid for
the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lamia

Without Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THB BESKRVED SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e., the ixld numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offered for sole on ailvantageous terms, to parties pre|)ared to undertalie their ioune-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment

:

Purchasers may pay one-si.xth in cash, ami the balance in Ave annual instalments
with interest at SIX PKK C^INT. per annum, payable in advance.

Paxties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey-
ance all time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may be m»Ie m LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be accepteil at ten
l)er cent, premium on thoir par value and accrued interest. These B.)nda can be obtaineil
on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal.; or at any of its agenciesFOR PRICES and CONDITKWS OF SALE and aU information with respect
to the pnrchaae of Lands, apply to JOHN H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-
peg. By order gjtho Board.

CAPITAL,
,
9:250,000.

JOHN K. B.VBBKK, Presideut and Managing
Director.

CHA8. RIOBDON, Vice-l>resl>Ient.

EDWAKD TBOUT, Treasurer.

I'A

Montreal, Jaanary, 1884. Secretary.

Manufactures the following grades ot paxier :—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE AND TINTED BOOK P.VPEK

(Machine Finished and Super-CalemleroJ),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT riOOK PAPERS :

Knvelope and Lithographic Papers.

Coi,oniuD CoTCB Papkbs, super-flnished.

(^Apply at the Mill for samples and prices.
Speoial uaes made to order.

'^.
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LOAN CORP0RATION<,

OffloM, - Pnblle Library Buildings,

Cor. Cborch &nd Adelaide Bta. , Toronto.

An iasue of SOO ehaxeg of (100 each in the
Capital Stock of this Corporation haa been
made at paii, and the same is now open for

general Bnbscription.
Terms of allotment and Company's general

Prospectus can be obtained from the under-
signed.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

-^SiSTSlXtXT

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCOBPOBATED 1861.

HSAD OFFICE, TORONTO, OSTT.

Cash Aisets, •

Income for Year

$i,s89,sia oo

l,69a,l>8 a<

Fire and Marine Inauranbea effected at

moderate rates. Agencies in all towns throagh-
out the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Prn. JA8. BOOMEB, Bee.

3. J. KENNY, Man. Director.

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Sayings Co.

Iaeorpor»led, A.J>. 18M,

Subscribed Capital

Paid up Capital

Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
2,200,000
1,100,000
8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.
D«poeits received, repayable on demand or

abort notice. Interest is paid, or added to. the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTURES.
Money received for investment in sams to

suit lenders, for which debentares are iaaned
in currency or sterling, with interest coupons
attached, payable in Canada or in England.
Trustees and exeeutoraare aothorised by law

CiwsilMs: wttt miliirtsisM IwliSmS^Si
be obtstned from th* Offlea OmtviurrB
BDnJ>iiia«, ToBONTO Stmbt. Tobohto.

J. EBRBBBT MASON.
Managmii Director.

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT.A."W>St ••

Authorized Capitcd,

Subtcribed Capital,

Paid-up Capital, •

JUtt

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,163
110,000

.lAKES MaoLABEN, E8<j., Prttidsnt
CHARLES MAGEE, E8<j., Vict-Prmiitnt.

Directors—C. T. Bute. Esq., B. Blaclibiim,

B»q.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. K. Church,
Aleaander Fraaar, Ssq.^ Geo. Hay.Bsq.,Jobn
Mather, Esq. -

Gkobois BnBN, Cathitr.

Bbanohbs—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.

AoENTs IN Canada — Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in Nbw York—Mesars.

A. H. Ooadby and B. E. Walker Agents m
LqNDON—English Alliance Bank.

A MILLION A MONTH!
THE DIAMOND DIBS

have become so popular that a million pack-
ases a month are being used to re-colour

dingy or faded DKESSES, SCARFS, HOODS,
STOCKINGS, RIBBONS, etc. Warrantedfast
and durable. Also used for making inks,

staining wood, colouring Photo's, Flowers,
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 32 coloured
samples, and book of directions.

WELLS, RfCHAKDSON ft CO..

Burlington, Vt., and Montreal, P.Q.

"Th* iMdliu denomluUraal papsr In OsMda"—F. t.

Ckriaiiaifat-Work.

THE CAJTASA PBESBTTXEIAV,
POBUSHKD avxar Wsdnssdat bt tbb

PmbjtsiUn Printbig ud FnUliMng Co.,

AT 6 JOBOAK ST., tOtOKKX

Tmnt—ts P«r TMur, in AdTano*.

THS pxiwamiiiAif If recovAeDdsd by —
Am^ioMt as "worthy th« b«srtr siM>port"of thamlalslsw
Mi4la«mb«rf. Por issfi -tbn tblrt«*nth ysar ofJ>iiblkatl«tt—
IMW aod liilsnelliil fiwturMi win b« lntroduc«d, wbll« oM
iui<l Talmd tucar^tuM wlU b< coaOaasd wKk to i iiasH
offlci«ucr.

t.ir.ii'ntttm wet /ikI TBI rBinmBUB a <h«M
noliun. Wrilt Jor rtau.

MTAn •••lit wmntad la rrorr OM>«n«S«tl')« hi tl» Do-

mlnlnn. I.lU.i»lronmil.«l<-n«l"«'ilt«''l'I><«™™». «[
MplM Ill»Uea/r« OB •Millu"!"". Aw.lr«ll>oi»k>

C. BLACKITT BOBUISON,

DOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE,
will open on Monday, September 1st,

1884, with the most improved facilities for

imparting a thorough knowledge of commer-
cial affairs and insuring a complete business
education. The course is a short, sharp, direct

and thorough drill in those things that form
the true basis of an actual business life. The
College Calendar mailed free to any address.
- J. B. McKAY, ISAAC WOOD, PrincipaU.

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY

MATRICULATION EXAMINATIONS

BBOni OH

MONDAY, SEPT. 23nd,

Fob ruBTHBB dibbctions sbe Cai.bndab.

S. S. NBl.t.BS,
Cotcurg, Aug. 18, 1884. Prmident.

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(For the Unirersity Edacation of Women),

TORONTO, - - ONT.

Col. C. W. Latcet, M.A., Oxon, Principal.

Pupils are received at the age of seven years
in the Junior Department, and are led on
tbroagh the Preparatory Forms to the Wo-
man's Local Examinations, or to the Matricu-
lation Examination of the University of Tor-
onto, and then through the University De-
partment to the degree of B.A. (a course of
study unattempted oy any other institution
established for women in Ontario). The Col-
lege of Music, under the direction of Prof.
Haslam, Professor of Music at the Conserva-
toire Royal de Musique, Boulogne, France,
and of the Royal Academy of Music, London,
England, with an able staff of European
artists. The College of Fine Arts, under the
management of Miss Dunne, late Artist to the
Vice-Regal Court, Ireland, with an able stail

of assistants. Fees, if paid yearly in advance,
$187 to #362. No extras. Lessons in calia-

thenicB and riding free. For Prospectus and
further information apply to

MRS. M. J. RUSSELL,
240 Vietorla St., or 232 Welliogton St.

TOBONTO.

AIma Ladies College,

ST. THOMAS, ONT.

Chartered by Aet of ProTlnoial Legislature.

Buildings and furnishings the finest in Canada.
Its faculty (five gentlemen and ten ladies)

fully qualified. Its courses in Music, Fine
Arts and Literature thorough and jn-actical.

Its rates comparatively low. Board, room,
light, laundry and tuition cost from f38 to

(4S per ttem, aeeording to department. The
same with Music and Drawing only «190 a

year in adrance. Be-opens Sept. 4th, 1884.

For Calendar or admlsum. address

PBINCIPAIi AUSTIN, B.D.

Grand Trunk Railway
OF CANADA.

TIBS WANTED.
WHITE OAK, TAMARAO, HEMLOCK AMD

OEDAB.

To bt delivertd duritig tht mnter of 1884-8S.

BDMifioatlons and Forms of Tsndw ean iw
haa on appUeation to

JOHN TAYLOE,
General Storekeev^,

Orand Trwut Jtailwav, Mtmtreal.

Tasdars to b* ailJrssssd to th* nBdarsicnad
OB or bafor* TnawUy, aoth Bq>t*mbw.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
Oeiural Mcmag»r.

MOKaBili, 41h BopL, laSi.

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.

Wholesale and Eetall dealers In

COAL AND WOOD.

Head Office,—20 King Street West.

Bbanch OypiOBS ;—413 Yonge Street ; 638

Queen Street East
Yabds and Branch Offices :—Esplanade

East, near Berkeley St.; Esplanade, foot of
Princess St.; Niagara, cor; Dquro.
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Magaaine of American HiBtopy.

PORTRAIT OP MUBILLO. Prom the paint-
ing by himself. Frontispiece.

A GLIMPSE OP THE VALLEY OP MANY
WATERS. (Fourteen lilustrations.) By
Mrs. Martha J. Lamb.

FRANCISCO JOSE DE CALDA8. Illas-

trated. By John Dimitry.

EARLY CONNECTICUT CLAIMS IN PENN-
SYLVANIA. By T. J. Chapman, A.M.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OP THE BEVO-
LUTIONARYARMY. lUustrated. By Gen.
John Cochrane.

ONE PHASE IN THE EARLY HISTORY
OP VIRGINIA. By Rev. J. C. Stockbriifge.

SOMETHING ABO0T MONEGAN. By E.
H. Goes.

ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS. Unpublished let-

ters from John Adams to Elhridge Gerry.
(1784-1785.) Letters from Chief Justice John
Marshall to George Washington, of George-
town, in law.

NOTES, QUERIES, REPLIES, BOOK NO-
TICES.

Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms
$5 a year, or so cents a number.

FUBLISSES AT 30 LAFATKTTE PLACE,

NEW YORK CITY.

Established 1862. Established 1

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

FAMILY BMOCJBRa,

Cor. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

SUGARS! SUGARS!
16 lbs. GrumUted %afs^ fax $1.

18 Ibe. Bright Porto Bico Sugar tat $1.

A consignment of NEW TEAS per PaciAc
S.S. Compftny and Pshcidc Bailway juat to
luuid.

Out family TEAS ftr« the best value in
the city.

All goods warranted free from adulteration.

N.B.—Goods promptly delivered in any part
of the city.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

HAMILTON MERBITT,
ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES, ETC.,

KIHIira EHGHrEES k KEIAUiUBQISI,

IS TORONTO STRSET, TORONTO.

DB. SINCEjAIB,

334 Jabth STBkzr.

HIDWIFEBT, AND DISEASES OF
WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

pAINLESS DENTI8TBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like In appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includes BlUng, and oparations both
mechaoioal and surgiou.

M. F. SMITH, Dmm»T,
266 Qneen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

BOMCEOPATBIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervoas
System. Hours—8 to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; San-
day, 9 to 10 ajn. ; 6 to 6.M p m.

898 A aas Jabtis Sraawr.

/^OATSWOBTH k HODOINS,

Barrtotara, SoUoltors, Notariae,
OoDVayknoers.

McfMv *<> I-"^ 0|le«s—10 York CKamhen
Mo. • ToBono BTBBar, Toatarro.

B. OOATSWOBTV, JB. Fmara . aoeaan.

AIUSEMENTS.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS' PAVILION.
Kvery ISreatng.

The event of the season. The original New
York

IDEAL COMIC OPERA CO.'Y,

Incloding a phenomenal oast of celebrated
artists in

GIROFLfi-GIROFLA!
Popular prioea 25 and 50 cents.

Ghrand out-door realistic Vi^^luctlon of the

CHICAGO FIRE,
With real Fire Engines, Hook and Ladder,
HoHO, Firemen, etc., exactly as at Boston
Oakland Q^rdens to over 200,000 people.

Grand Trunk Railway.

EXHIBITION TRAINS.

On the 10th, 11th, 19th and 13th. in addition
to the regular Suburban trains, special trains
will be run to the

EXHIBITION GROUNDS
at 8.S0, 9.45, 11.30 B.m.; 1.30, 3.00, 7.00 andaOO
p.m. Retnrning will leave the Exhibition
([rounds at 8.1.'). lO.OO am. ; liOO, 1.45, 3.15. 7.15

and 10.00 p.m.

On the IStb, leth, 17th, ISth and 19th, trains
will leave every half hour to the groonds,
from 8.:)0 a.m. to 8.00 p.m., and from the
grounds from 6.16 a.m. to'7.4£ p.m., and a late
train at 10 pjn.

From the lOth to 19th all trains to the
Exhibition grounds will start from the foot
of York Street, on Esplanade.

EDMUND WRAGQE,
Local Mamtger.

September 8tb, 1881.

J. HICKSON,
Oemarai Mamager.

M'
ASON k COLLINS,

UFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL ARD CRAYON.

Studio, - - 31 Enca St. Wbst, Tobomto.

MIS8 BIBDSALL,

8 Baak St, St. Marit's Ward,

TwraefOarl Vnrtaisi'
"'

Pencil drawing, etohing, water eoloun, on
satin or velvet.

Tnam—Unslc, W ; Drawing, etc., 64.

HOBACE P. ALLKINS, ABTI8T,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oil
painting taught on the system of the Royal
Academy, London, England.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST. WEST,
TOBONTO, for

maH-OLASB WATCHB k JSWXUXST

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Mannfao

Ohargea Moderate.

s
HAW & USBOBNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

SPEWABT k 'son, (Lat« STBWiiBT
k STRICKLAND)?

ARCHITECTS, BUILOINirSminYIMS AND VAUIATORS.

Offiea—39 Adelaide St. SaH, Toronto.

WK. STSWABT. WV. H. THWABT.

w A. MPET,
Dsalar in all Undi of

Window Shades and Spring: Fixtures

371 CHUBCH ST., TOBONTO, OMT.

^rBstbnatea given on applloaUon.

pHABLES W. PHILLIPS,

souorroB, oonvstanctb, ato.

—:OmoB :—

48 Adelmldi Strtet Mad, Tonnio, OmL

A.
C. McKINLAT, L.D.S..

aUROBON DENTIST.

m OKOaOB MBBBT, raaaiKTo.
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

Lord Lansdownb is oordially welcomed to the hospitalities of Toronto by

all classeB of her citizens. He has so far discharged his duties as Governor-

General with simplicity, dignity, and good sense. A man of genuine ability

makes his superiority felt even in the execution of a somewhat formal task.

Our thanks are due to Lord Lansdowne, not only for the gracious and

appropriate things which he has said, bat for his abstinence from that

fulsome flattery in which men inferior to him in character and wisdom

have indulged, and which at once degrades and corrupts us. It seems

hardly too much to hope that such a Governor-General may use his eyes

as well as his tongue, that he may observe us carefully and on his return

to England tell the simple truth. The simple truth will not be discredit-

able to US, and he who tells it will be our real benefactor. In the mean-

time, we once more unite with the rest of the community in heartily

welcoming him and Lady Lansdowne to Toronta

Thb Canadian Contingent for "Egypt—four hundred seems to be the

true number—has, as we anticipated, been made up. Ma'ny refusals were

met, and withdrawals after promise had been made were not uncommon

in Quebec. The French press of that Province hesitated to advise a favour-

able response to Lord Wolseley's call for Canadian boatmen. What weighed

moat with many, who would otherwise have joined the recruits, was the con-

sideration that, if the Canadians engaged in this expedition got wouiided,

they would not, like British soldiers, be entitled to rank on the pension list.

Though the number of men required haa been got, it is very improbable

that they are all expert boatmen. We suspect there are among them lands-

men who are intent on nothing so much as a holiday excursion. If the

right men had been secured, their skill would have been beyond question ;

but that they would not have been the best men to retain their vigour in

the Egyptian climate is equally certain. Raftsmen from the Ganges, who

would have been well suit^ to the kind of work required of boatmen in

the cataracts of the Nile, would have had to undergo a less change of

climate than the Canadian recruits ; they would have had a less distance

to travel, and would have been content with less pay. Caughnawaga

Indians, many of whom spend their time in making and peddling trinkets,

objected to forty dollars a month as insufficient pay. The half hundred of

them finally got may have a speoial taiailiarity with the Lachine Sapida,

but of the cataracts of the Nile they now hear for the first time : the rest

of the recruits can have no more special knowledge of the sinuosities and

intricacies of waters which they have never seen. All cataracts have theii

secrets, which only experience can unlock. An Indian canoeman could

bring you safely down the rapids of the Ste. Marie, at the entrance of Lakf

Superior ; but a good boatman, who had no special knowledge of how tf

direct the canoe in the " shoot " would be likely to miss his aim and dr

both himself and his passenger. Egyptians, whom it would have 1

possible to engage for the ascent of the Nile, ought to know their'

waters better than any stranger, who has never seen the Nile before, c

possibly know it. Though the men enlisted will ship for Alexandria, it

already become a question whether the Nile route, in the present condi

of the falling waters, will be found practicable. The final decision, at

last moment, may b^ against making the attempt. That Lord Wolseley

decided on an expedition by the Nile, the practicability of which is douh

before a start is made, may show that the General, who has hitherto 1

success for his companion, has this time barely escaped the consequen

of a serious mistake.

For the first time in the history of her Colonial dependencies, Eng
has been asked to abandon the rule that no Colony shall make trad,

arrangements which discriminate against the Mother Country. The requeS'

is made on behalf of three of the West India Islands—Jamaica, TrinidaH

and Demerara. Until recently, the standing instructions to the governors

general of Canada contained a mandatory clause by which thest, runctio

aries were forbidden to give the Royal Assent to any Bill creating discrir

inating duties. Discrimination in favour of England was not less pen
sible than discrimination against her : the one would contradict wha^

mained of the old theory of the Colonial policy, the other might intei

with England's treaty engagements with foreign coiintries. But r-*

original Colonial policy scarcely a shred now remains. The reciproc

monopolies and special privileges is afan end. The West Indies ar'

allowed the benefit of the most-favoured-nation clause of the comme
treaty between the United States and Great Britain. This interp^^

tion does not accord with that which England has put upon this inst

ment ; but England does not feel her ground to be so firm that she <

insist upon the opposite opinion. This is not the first time that the t

nations have had a similar difference arising out of treaty obligation

respect of the West India trade. Upon a question of interpretation.

United States was formerly refused a participation which it claimed in th

trade of the West Indies. It is now the turn of the United States ti

insist on the- restrictive view which, under another treaty, it once fell tt

England to enforce. The United States Government states its willingnesi

to enter into a treaty which would give the West Indies what they desir<.

The claim which these islands make to commercial independence is the cry

of the drowning man for help. From the depths of commercial despair

they ask, as a means of salvation, to be allowed to make with the United

States an arrangement by which they would discriminate against England.

When the request is made, the Colonial Secretary holds his breath. Hv
does not meet the delegates with a distinct denial ; be does not even inti-

mate ultimate refusal : he contents himself with saying that he cannot then

give an answer. There can scarcely be a doubt that, as an alternative,

rather as an apparent means of getting rid pf the difficulty, the Coloi

Office will urge the West Indies to join their fortunes to Canada. Dur
the conference with the Colonial delegates, Lord Derby twice started t.'.

question of union with Canada, to which he plainly stated the Imperial

Government had no objection. All this can only mean that the Goverment

is anxious to see brought about an union that would postpone the reply

which the Colonial Office is now required to make. But the postponement

would not be the solution of the question ; and if commercial independenr^

were again asked, with the united voice of Canada and the West Indies

the question could neither be put aside nor postponed.

Sib John Macdoitald, whatever else may be said of him, has n

subjected himself to the reproach of appointing to the Bench, from part-,

motives, men who would do discredit to the position. Weak appointment'

he haa sometimes been obliged to make, and the choice of material.
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^ ning more and more restricted. The desire of the leading members
ye Bar is jiaturally to reach the highest honours of the profession ; but

disproportion between the professional gains of leading Canadian counsel

.nd the salaries of the judges has now become so great that the best men
• cannot He induced to exchange the emoluments of the Bar for the higher

dignity of the Bench. The situation is one that is full of evil. The Bench
seems destined to become the refuge of second and even third-class lawyers.

Recently, offers of judicial appointments have been rejected by several

leading members of the Bir in succession ; and it is well understood that

not one of the great lights of the profession, whatever his wishes might
hs, could afford to accept such a salary as he would be obliged to take if

l^e became a judge. Unless some change be made, we shall before long

See the superior courts in possession of men greatly inferior in a knowledge
I the law to the counsel who habitually plead before them : appeals,

4iich have aliwady become far too numerous, will become still more frequent
;

id respect for judicial decisions from which all certainty and stability

ave departed will suffer a serious decline. But for one or two reasons,

vir. John O'Connor would nyt have been made a Superior Court judge ;

X» appointment is evidently owing either to the impossibility of finding

a lirst-rate man who would take the position— which may safely be

issuraed—or to the supposed necessity of occasionally observiog ecclesi-

istical lines in the distribution of secular patronage. The truth is this

appointment is one of the bids for Roman Catholic votes that both
political parties are constantly making. Already, it may be, there were
eaker men on the Bench than Mr. O'Connor ; but whether this be so or

ot, the appointment marks another step in a descent from which nothing
ut evil can come. The obvious remedy is to raise the salaries of the

^udges. Leading counsel cannot aff"ord to take on the Bench one-half or

one-third of what they can make at the Bar. The difficulty is supposed
to be with the judges of the smaller Provinces, whose services, it is assumed,
would be overpaid by salaries which would command the best talent of the
Ontario Bar ; and against whom it would be difficult to make a discrim-

ination. But unless the situation, which is already bad, is to get worse,
y>me change must be made. It would not be necessary to increase the
ilari^ to the highest amounts which a few leading counsel can make

;

le honour of the position, to reach which is an object of just ambition,
jyjld COUP* foi- something. As things go at present, the prize is becoming
^^ess value, and the incentive to take it is losing some of its force
V -

SiJfCB the loan to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company was made,
ast session, the public has received assurances from time to time which
tended to remove doubt and dispel anxieties. Doubt wag felt in many
quarters as to whether the loan would be sufficient.to enable the Company
o finish the work without further application to Parliament. Mr. George
'.tephen, President ot the Company, has recently given the public assurance
»at he has no misgivings on this point. When the loan was granted the

Minister of Railways laid groat and, as many thought, undue stress on the
early completion of the road. Parliament, whatever its motives, concurred
in the necessity of continuing construction with the same rapidity that had
so far characterized the progress of the work. As ^me goes oa, and the
precise nature and difficulties presented by the work remaining to be done
becomes better known, no fears are expressed that completion may not be
reached as soon as promised. Mr. VanHom is reported to be rather dis-
posed to bring nearer than to put at a greater distance the time when
it will be possible to run a train over the completed line. The Pacific
Railway proper is far from measuring the amount of the expenditure
incurred or the extent of the work done. Under its contract, the Company
was bound to build what is known as the Canadian Pacific Railway ; but,
if it had not gone beyond the letter of the bond, this great puUio under-
>king, vast as it is, would have been not only incomplete, but much of it

-ractically useless, especially Iduring the winter season. It would have
come to a dead halt, in the wilderness, at Callendar, from which point
there would have been no raeins of connecting with the Atlantic Ocean.
The means of reaching the Atlantic would have had to be found,
and the cost of the undertaking would have fallen on the Govern-
ment If, as the critics tell us, the Company has incurred an
expenditure of nearly fifty-five millions (54,795,999), while it pould have
performed its contract obligations to date by an expenditure of less
than Vlf that amount (23,56?,664), iu enterprise, far from being a
legitimate subject of censure, entitles it to the thanks of the public.
By this expenditure, it has given completeness to a great public work,
which would otherwise have been but half finished. To the company not
less than to the public the complementary sections, which it has voluntarily
supplied, were necessary; and in sapplying them the company has proved its
••nfidenoe in the future of the work, as a whole. To reach the Atlantic

was even more necessary than to reach the Pacific ; and the whole line to

be worked to advantage, must be under one management. If the company
had stopped short with merely fulfilling its contract, the country would not
have .secured a road which could take the produce of the North-West to the

.
seaboard

; and even if the Government had undertaken to complete the
connections, as it must have done, the patience of the settlers in the North-
West would have been put to a sevore trial. The cost to the Government
would have been so much more money sunk, and the road east of Callendar
would have been less satisfactory as a possession than the whole property
of the Company is as a security. Whatever has been done by the Company
in the acquisition of roads, looking to the completion of the system, has
been done under the eye, and with the sanction of Parliament. Dividends
paid during construction, as they must come out of capital, increase the
amount of capital on which future dividends would have to be paid. But
if investors were asked to forego dividends, for .several years, they might not
accept the condition. A dividend on part of the stock of the Canadian
Pacific has been provided for by a deposit made by the Company ; but it

cannot be said that there is no danger of any part of the dividend being
virtually paid out of the loan of public money received by the Company.
But for the loan security has been given; and the money, when handed
over in exchange for the security, becomes the property of the Company,
and can be applied to meet any of its obligations, and that it could be so
applied Parliament must have been aware when the loan was granted.

Not a little surprise seems to have been felt at the " mixed " class

of travellers wha came out to this country—ostensibly as "scientists"—in connection with the recent meetings and excursions of the British
Association. But it was not eccentricity of genius that inspired the
extraordinary appearance and conduct which provoked expressions of
astonishment The truth of the matter is that to a certain proportion
of eminent scientific men was added a large number of mere "trippers"
—pleasure-seekers who availed themselves of a good opportunity of seeing
Canada to advantage. The members of this easy-going fraternity made
their presence manifest even before they landed on Canadian soil • for
true to the nature of men of that ilk, they indulged in horse-play and
gambling when crossing the Atlantic, and drew forth protests from
bona Jide scientists, who formally complained of the presence on board of
" vulgar Manchester bagmen." In this connection it was amusing to read
the first interviewers' accounts of " eminent scientists at play " learned
professors indulging in leap-frog, intellectual giants vainly endeavouring to
walk a chalk line with a heavy swell running ! The experiment of holding
the annual meeting of the British Association out of Great Britain has
unquestionably been more successful than was at first anticipated, but the
Montreal session can hardly be deemed representative : many of the fore-
most names in the world of science were absent from the list of those who
took part in the deliberations. ., „

Univemity College, Toronto, appears to be making considerable
headway in the domain of mathematics. Professor Lbudou th«. other day
read a paper at the Philadelphia meeting of the American Association on
" Tlie Theory of Thick Lenses," which excited considerable attention. No
little admiration was expressed at the simplicity of the Professor's methods
as off'ered in explanation of his valuable discovery. It is only about a year
ago that Professor Young, of the same University, caused quite a flutter

in mathematical circles by a new flight in the solution of equations of a
higher degree.

It is questionable whether the general chorus of approbation with which
Lord Duflerin's appointment to the Viceroyalty of India has been received
is bestowed with full knowledge of the circumstances and the man. Com-
petent witnesses are of opinion that India has in the past been too much
governed, and that what she absolutely requires at the present moment is a
less meddlesome policy. Whether in such circumstances Lord Dafferin
will not prove a round man in a square hole remains to be seen. The
following quotations from native journals are significant of the unsettled
state of affairs in India :

—

The fiendish Englishmen »ay laughingly that the people of Madras died of starration
beoaorw they ware improvident. If those whom they have robbed of evaiything lament
the flandinh Engliahmen oftll them rebels, to beg for employment ie impertinence*
They call men idle if they cannot work on aooonnt of weaknew oaosad by inenffioient
food.

A Bengalee paper says :

—

Foreignere haro taken poeneasion of India aud are saokiag her dry. The people of
India look on in a helpleM manoer. Their beat interaata are Mwsrifl<Md for the benefit
of the English. Over and above this, the inwooent nativm »ra in-inlted and kille.J At
every step the people send ap a ory for sacooor. when the Euglish whip or tbe EnuUah
kiok falls upon them. The demons are enga8ea heart and soul in violating the oha*.
t»ty and taking the live* of Indian femal-<s. VVhat a heartrending scene. It is a
matter of regret that the people of India do not gitd up their loins to get rid of the
oppression ot white men.

'm
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Another Bengalee journal has the folk>wing :

—

A brave Prinoe like Holkar oonld have been easily avenged apon the English (or

the hamiliation of hia family by taking the leadership of the rebels during the Mutiny.
Had he done so it would not have been easy to quell the mutineers. But Holkar
restored peace in hia state, showing skill in defending the Residency and in saving the
lives of Englishmen and Englishwomen. This display of heroism, which presents a
striking contrast to the cowardly behaviour of Colonel Dnrand, has mads narrow-
hearted Englishmen his enemies.

The above quotations are, according to the correspondent of the London

Times, fair samples of many which might be given if space permitted.

And some of the Anglo-Native newspapers go to nearly equal length.

Thus it will be seen Lord Dufferin is not likely to find his promotion to the

Viceroyalty of India a sinecure.

It is said that Mr. Pamell's party will be disorganized rather than

strengthened by an enlargement of the franchise in Ireland. But,

remarks the Sativrday Review, this is said chiefly by Radicals who see in

the enlargement of the franchise a cure for all evils, from the toothache to

Toryism, ttnd by persons who are entirely ignorant of Ireland itself. The

really important thing to recognize is that there is a party (whether it

continues to be the party of Mr. Pamell or not is an interesting but a

minor question) which is simply, solely, and wholly the enemy of England ;

that this party is irreconcilable, that it influences more or less directly a

a large minority and possibly a majority of the people in Ireland, and that

it is the business of the Irish Government to watch it continually while it

is comparatively quiet, to check it whenever it shows signs of moving, and

to crush it if it breaks into active movement.

NOTES ON THE NORTH-WEST.

It is time that every public writer in Canada should see the North-West.

To-morrow the North- West will be the great granary ; before loilg, if this

string of Provinces from ocean to ocean really holds together, it must be

the seat of power. The journey, though long, is not tedious, at least by

the Lakes ; the C. P. R. boats are splendid ; the Athahcuca is a paragon

of comfort afloat. As the train shoots out upon the prairie the vastness

of the level expanse and the unspeakable purity of the air at once tell

the traveller that he is entering a new scena A magnificent sunset, bring-

ing oat with full effect the dark line of the prairie, is followed, in that

clear atmosphere, by a night of starlight as brilliant as that which on

Chaldean plains gave birth to astronomy. This, the purity of the air, and

the long, level horizon might remind us of descriptions of Zahara ; but be-

neath us, instead of barren sand, is ane of the gardens of the earth, and the

destined seat of a great civilization. It is a thought of reasonable pride to an

Englishman who is no Jingo that this civilization will in its essential

features be Elnglish. Orators have talked of the morning drum of Eng-

land following with its beat the sun in his course round the world. Here

no drum beats, no bayonet gleams, no sentinel's tread is heard
; yet race,

character, langui^, literature, institutions, will form the foundations of a

British Empire which, unlike empires held by the sword, is destined never

to pass away. ^

By a conjunction new in history, the arts and instruments of scientific

agriculture have been brought, in their full development, to a vast region

of virgin soil which beneath their magic touch bursts at once into mar-

vellous fruitfulness. By the peculiar manner in which this country has

been opened, with a single long line of railway, a tract of a thousand miles

has had hitherto only one centre of distribution. Hence Winnipeg, the

great and almost miraculous, though the unfinished, with her signs of

sudden growth, the alternation of fine buildings with shanties in her

hastily-erected streets, her well-furnished stores, her excellent Club, her

swarm of adventurous spiHts, commercial and professional, her inevitable

boom, its inevitable collapse, the moral consequences of the boom and the

commercial consequences of the collapse now apparent to the eye in sus-

pended undertakings, prominent among which is a magnificent but un-

tenanted hotel. It is remarkable, however, that after all this gambling, and

gathering together of gamblers, though there is said to be a strong passion

for pleasure, which fills the pockets of livery men, there is no visible

wdyiam ; the streets are perfectly free from it, even when filled with the

«ing men at night. The situation of Winnipeg is not altogether happy
;

the work of draining is arduous, thoagh it is being carried on with vigour

;

there is difficulty also about the supply of water, and the mud in the

street! is unique : " champion glue mad " it might perhaps be called by a

Yankee advertiser. The city wants lifting into the air ten or fifteen feet

iike Chicago. Some think it ought to have been at Selkirk. But the die

is now cast, the population being reckoned at thirty thousand. Having
grown so fctr, Winnipeg will continue to grow. It is with cities as with

men ; to those that have is given ; a commercial centre with a ganglion of

railways once formed, all things come "to it, pleasure as well as trade.

Henceforth great cities drawing by means of railways from an extended
area will stand far apart. Winnipeg's nearest rival will probablj^be
Brandon, one hundred and thirty-six miles off, on a site where the

monotony of the prairie is broken by a pleasant river valley, while the

surrounding country is very rich and the roads excellent Brandon has
already three thousand inhabitants, and on the brow of this infant, if on
any, the hand of nature has written 'the promise of a happy destiny. The
North-West is in every sense young: there are as yet no old men ; elsewhere,

the Mayor of Brandon, .would be almost a boy : he may well live to see his

village a great city.

That the North-Wesl was a most magnificent country for wheat, and
for cereals generally, could never be doubted ; all doubt at any rate must
vanish from the mind of any one who beholds its seas of waving grain.

That the wheat is of the very finest quality is also an admitted fact.

Tracts of arid or less fertile land on those boundless plains there probably
are, and it is childishness or worse to try to hide the fact, and to accuse
those who confess it of decrying the eountry. Nothing can do the country
any harm but falsehood ; nothing can do it any good but truth. Land which
is only less fertile may not unlikely be some day the garden of the terri-

tory, since it will call forth agricultural effort, while on the richer land the

husbandman is apt to content himself with drawing on nature till she is

exhausted. The weak point is the liability to early frosts ; last year

the grain suffered, and as harvest time approached this year the people

were almost in an agony of fear ; but no frost came sharp enough to hurt
wheat, and it seems that the visitation is rare, though there is no denying
that summer is a fortnight or three weeks too short Every country has
its drawbacks, and the Nile does not always rise. Stock raising, it

seems to be thought, should be combined with grain-raising to make farm-

ing thoroughly profitable. The cattle are very healthy. Under the Rockies,

we are told, they can winter out : in Manitoba they cannot ; at least, if they

do, they will be scarecrows in the spring. Flies are bad at present, and
smudges are necessary in the evening ; but insect plagues are always

diminished by cultivation. The vegetables are superb ; the horticultural

prodigies exhibited at Toronto were fair specimens after all. Fruit as yet

there is none, thoagh berries abound ; of which one consequence is the

remarkable number of fruit shops in Winnipeg, the denial apparently

breeding a special craving for the luxury withheld, which is easily gratified

by importation.

That the climate is healthy, every face bears witness. The summer
air is delicious, and the nights are always cool. The people protest, and all

the more strenuously if you seem to doubt the assertion, that owing to the

dryness of the air they do not feel the cold in winter. That they do not

feel it so much as they would feel damp cold may be
;
yet forty below

zero must be felt, especially in a slight frame house, or a house built, as

some absurdly are, with the towers and the mansards of Italy and
Southern France. The winter is at least six months long. Success

then must depend on the result of a battle between soil and climate, to

decide which in favour of the country, cheap fuel is an absolute necessity.

Whence is cheap fuel to be obtained ? That is the vital problem which

.seems not even yet to be finally solved. Of lignite there is plenty,

and some of it is of superior quality, but the best of it is not equal to coal
;

a fire made of it will*not keep in all night. In a few thousand years, no

doubt, if the people will have patience, the lignite will turn to coal. An-
thracite has been found, but it is said to be too hard and to fly to pieces.

The problem, once more, is not yet finally solved. In the mesmtime the

settlers import coal, which of course is dear, and they pay the coal tax.

It has always been the " Bystander's " theory that the North-West would

be peopled mainly by immigration from Old Canada or from the United

States, and so far this belief has proved well founded, for Canadians with

a few Americans intermixed form not only the bulk but the core and life

of the new population. These men are pioneers. The English farmer,

especially if he has reached middle-age, is anything but a pioneer ; he is

intensely conservative as well as portly, and wholly unused to shifting

without the mechanic. As to the young Englishmen of the upper class,

of whom a good many have been tempted out, the universal verdict is that

they have almost without exception failed. They spend their money, then

take up land and send for further remittances, which they are always

expecting and which the scoffers say are their only crop. A few, when

their parses are enlpty, show their native pluck and force, bat most of

them find an asylum in the Mounted Police or come utterly to ruin.

Cricket, boating, and lawn-tennis may be a training for the muscles, but

they are not a training in labour. So that puffery of the country in

England, for the purpose of drawing British emigrants, may after all not

be the best hope, or worth so much effort and expense. The British u
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S enriched by seeing the Asiatic trade fly past them, even supposing that

romantic anticipation to be fulfilled. The Lake Superior section is of use,

in a commercial point of view, only on the double assumption that England

ia the market and that the grain could not be carried as well by the Ameri-

can lines. But though the object is political, the Government wants its line

to pay if possible, and therefore guards it against competition by monopoly

clauses whicfrrestrain the construction of commercial lines, and thus greatly

interfere with the progress of the country. In Southern Manitoba, the

gatden of the region, the farmers ii^ despair are refusing to sow their land

because they have no means of carrying the crops to market. But for all

this the Government and the Government alone is responsible. The Syndi-

cate has been merely the contractor for a public work with the projection

or the political objects of which it had nothing whatever to do ; and no

impartial person denies that it has performed its work both rapidly and

well. The rapidity has. in fact, been too great, so far as the commercial

interests of the territory were concerned, but it was evidently demanded by

the political and military objects of the work.

To indemnify the Eastern Provinces for the expenditure of their

millions on a line which could bring them no profit, even if it did carry

the grain past them to England, they have been assured of the monopoly

of the North-Western marltet for their manufactures. To enttch the

agricultural implement makers of the East, and secure their votes to the

Government, the pioneer in the North-West is weighed down in the

struggle by a prohibition to avail himself of implements offered close at

hand, and for his purposes, at least, of a better kind than those hitherto

made in Canada. The " Bystander" was told, on good authority, that an

information had been laid against importers by a protected manufacturer

even when he had not implements of his own manufacture to supply.

Thus the ploughman is disabled in order to encourage the maker of ploughs.

The taxes on canned provisions, a considerable article of the settler's diet,

and that on the lumber required for his shanty are hardly less oppressive.

The~tax on coal, the object of which is to secure for a party government

the support of Nova Scotia, rivals, as a specimen of this sort of .egislation,

the tax on agricultural implements. In framing the tarirf no consid-

eration has been given to the interests of the North-West, which is sub-

jected to a system devised tor the benefit of Provinces with which it has

commercially nothing in common. That there cannot be a separate tariff

for the North-West is true ; but at present there is a tariff framed exclu-

sively for the East, of which the North-West is made the victim. When

the settlers complain, they are upbraided with their ingratitude for all that

has been done and expended on their behalf. But the Canadian Pacific

Railway, so far as it runs through their territory or does them any good,

has been built with the proceeds of their lands, and they must have paid

in import duties a larger sum per head than the people of any of the other

Provinces. We have all, wisely or unwisely, consented to a great pecuniary

sacrifice for a political object, but we must look for indemnification to the

political advantages, the internal line of communication, and the war port

on the Pacific, and not expect to indemnify ourselves pecuniarily at the

expense of the settlers in the North-West. Whatever they may be to the

Dominion or to the Empire, to the North-West individually the policy of

the Ottawa Government is a drawback ; and it is hard to pay heavily for

a drawback and be reproached with ingratitude besides.

It is true that the Dominion bought the land of a Company, whose

exclusive charter had about as much moral validity as the Pope's grant to

Spain of everything south of the equator. But it could not buy the

settlers who were to people the land, and without whom the land would

be of no value whatever. The Dominion had a right, of course, to reim-

bursement and to fair assessment for Federal purposes ; otherwise surely

the land ought to have been hold morally as a trust for its inhabitants, not

as a privy fund to be spent by the Dominion Government or the other

Provinces on schemes of their own without any reference to the special

intereste of the North-West. It can never have been intended by the

Mother Country that these free communities should be placed on a lower

footing than their partners. It can never have been intended that they

V should be treated as semi-dependencies and not as full members of the

Confederation. It can never have been intended, to borrow Mr. Norquay's

metaphor, that one of the sisters should be poorly fed and confined to the

kitchen while the others were faring sumptuously in the dining-room.

Endowed by nature with a magnificent domain, the Province of Manitoba

has hardly an acre of land which she can call her own to save her from

direct taxation. The offer made to her of the swamf' lands, however kindly

meant, is little better than a mockery. What is done cannot be undone,

but henceforth it will be necessary to treat Manitoba, and all Provinces t»

bo hereafter carved out of the North-West, in the matter of lands and in

all oth% matters, as members of theConfederaUon, entitled to a full equality

of rights.

Nobody doubts that the intentions of the Ottawa Government towards

the people of the North-West are good. But it is a distant government

;

its all-powerful chief has never himself been in the North-West ; and

references or appeals to it are tedious and precarious. It is a party govern-

ment, and it cannot resist the importunities of hungry partisans who mark

the new and defenceless terjritory as their perquisite, though the consep-

quence of yielding has inevitably been injurious to the political morality

of a young community, the foundation of whose character ought to have

been laid in honour. The parliamentary system, though the best for those

who are represented, is for those who are unrepresented or inadequately

represented the worst The North-Western delegatioiv is necessarily small

in proportion to the vast interests with which it is entrusted
;

yet its

pleadings might have had weight with all politicians young enough to look

to the future, had its members only been true to their constituents. Mr.

Watson has been true, but others seem to have fallen under influences

which prevail at the capital and which are fatal to public honour. It is

believed that the party in power intends to make no more provinces, but

to keep the remainder of the North-West on the footing of dependent

territories, so that this vast region with its immense future will have no

more votes in the Federal councils than British Columbia or Prince

Edward's Island, a policy which would at least show that a genius for

arbitrary government was not the exclusive projierty of the Stuarts. The

Local Legislature of Manitoba, which might at least have protested with

moral effect, has been weakened by the presence of the French element,

though that element has given the Province an able, and so far as party

entanglements permitted, a patriotic Premier. This source of feebleness

will soon cease to exist, as the French vote will no more prevail ; but in the

meantime the mould is being formed in which the destiny of the new

communities will be cast.

Old politicians think only of voting power ; but there is a power besides

that of votqs, which, if a deaf ear is turned to the remonstrances of the

North-West, will probably be soon encountered. Not that there existe a

thought of violence ; nowhere js the reign of law more perfect than among

those Canadian pioneers. What they contemplate in the last resort is an

appeal to England for release from the Confederation, " and for the estab-

lishment of the North-West as an independent British colony. Their

earnest desire for an outlet and a communication with England by way of

Hudson's Bay is connected with this idea.

ImmigrantB from Old Canada have brought with them the infection of

Party, but as yet in a comparatively mild form, the virulence of partisan-

ship being sensibly tempered by distance from its native seat as well as by

the free air of the broad prairie. The press, which has carried away no

small share of the literary ability of Ontario, has a decided character of

independence, nor does it seem that as yet any mere organ pays. Party

however, is preparing to reclaim the fugitives, and to occupy the new

domain : it is sending forth i*» emissaries and setting up its machines ; if

the people are not on their guard the representation may soon be taken out

of their hands and made over to the Convention managed by the wire-

puller. That which is senseless in Old Canada would be absolutely fatuous

in the North-West, where there is no conceivable basis for a party.- If

the people are determined to bow their necks again to this wretched yoke,

and. for the benefit ol the place-hunting politician, to organize themselves

into two factions, neither of which can have any aim but pelf, surren-

dering their franchise to the masters of machines, let them at least

wait till by their united and independent action the vital questions which

concern their local interests shall have been settled, and the rights of their

Qwn Province secured. Perhaps some of them may not be indifierent to

the fact that the whole country, and perhaps the continent, has a deep

interest in the preservation of that freedom from machine rule which ia

now the privilege of Manitoba alone.

With regard to the prospects of the <^anadian Pacific Railway as a

Government enterprize, the Anti-Continental policy of which that under-

taking is the instrument, and the relation of the policy to the interests of

the aristocratic enemies of democracy in England, amd those of the Canadian

people respectively, the convictions repeatedly expressed in these papers

remain unchanged. But the nation has been persuaded to try the experi-

ment, and the experiment must now be tried. A Btstandbk.

OUTHB Wbndbi-l Holmbs was seventy-five years old August 29. In

evidence of the great affection in which he is held by his fellow-men, Tlui

Critie devoted almost the entire space of its issue of August 30 to the pub-

lioation of letters of congratulation fro^n the most eminent Uterary men of

America and England. It was a fitting tribute to one of the most admir-

able of men, the very genius of Good Cheer.
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In another column will be found a newspaper cutting describing the

enthusiastic reception accorded to Mr. Gladstone both on hi.s arrival in

Scotland, where he had gone to give a series of political addresses, and
whilst en route. When the British Premier w^nt to the Land o' Cakes in

the fall of 1879 to open his oratorical campaign against the " stronghold
of the bold Buccleuch," his progress was described in an eloquent speech
by Lord Rosebery as a "royal progress." His reception two weeks ago
was not one whit less cordial, in the most effectual manner refuting the
allegations of waning power wildly made by " the Scarlet Jingoes." The
personal popularity of Mr. Gladstone, is founded upon an enduring basis.

Not only has he championed the cause of the people, but he has done so at

enormous personal sacrifice. Probably no living statesman is so thoroughly
hated by an aristocracy who would have been his slavish followers had he
chosen Ihe role of a time-server. The English working-classes of to-day,

thanks to a cheap press and the march of education, are not dependent
upon the squire or the professional politician for their knowledge of public
afiDiirs, and their love of fair play alone, even if they had not recognized
the full value of .Bis services, is sufficient to enlist their sympathies with
the statesman who has dared so much—who has endured such obloquy—
ih the name of truth and justice. Mr. Gladstone, being within a few
weeks of completing his seventy-fifth year, cannot be expected to under-
take a regular round of speech-making; bat his deliverances in Midlothian
have been no less eagerly looked for by his political opponents than
by his constituents, and unquestionably they must have great weight
with both Houses of Parliament: being, indeed, in the nature of an ulti-

matum to the House of Lords. The announcement that Sir Stafford
Northcote is to be put up as "an antidote to Gladstone" in Scotland
bears more the impress of a satirical squib than of a serious cablegram.
Certainly Ajax defied the lightning, and the U. E. Loyalists aye taJiold
Canada against all comers ; and just as well may the amiable but incom-
petent Tory leader attempt to counteract the effects of Mr. Gladstone's
eloquence.

Me. Gladstonb's first address was given in Edinburgh, and after a
passing reference to hia declarations in 1879, from none of which he
receded, the Premier went on to give an account of his course of action
in promoting the speedy pMsing of the Franchise BiU. The rejection of
that Bill had suggested to many minds the inquiry whether the time had
come for an organic change in the constitution of the House of Lords.
"Into that question, however, it was not his intention to enter. What they
wanted on that question was a national expression of opinion, in the
constitutional form. He believed the House of Lords had not yet placed
itself in a position of irretrievable error; that there was a possibUity of its

coming back, with dignity, and before long. His contention was that the
Franchise Bill ought to be passed, because the extension of the franchise
was a good in itself; though he had no doubt that with redistribution it

would be made a much greater good. Next, he maintained that in a
representative country^ the representetive chamber ought to prevail

"Turther, he held that the condition which the Lords attached to the
passing of the BUI was a condition which would place the whole subject
at the absolute mercy of the minority in the House of Commons. He did
not hesitate to say that those who were opposing the Government, and
making use of this topic of redistribution as a means for defeating the
Franchise Bill, knew quite well that had the Government been such idiots
as to present to Parliament the two Bills for the two purposes, and to
work them together as one measure, a disgraceful failure would have been
the result. The Government were as fixed as ever in their purpose of first
passing the Franchise Bill, and then a Redistri^tion Bill would follow as
a matter of course. He denied the right of & House of Lords to say
when a general election should take place. It was an innovation, and
clamour for redistribution simply meant that the Tory party did not want
either Bill to pass. He wah not averse to an admixture of the hereditary
principle in our constitution, but those who placed it in direct conflict with
the elect^. chamber were its worst enemies. In later orations Mr. Glad-
stone made further references to the dead-lock, and showed how Lord
Salisbury had systematically misrepresented his former Midlothian speeches.
He also showed that the present state of affairs in Egypt was the natural
outcome of the past policy of the Tory party. The most significant thing
in connection with thU "oampwgn," however, is that Mr. Gladstone has
not "agitated." The moral of the Midlothian campaign is that he insists
on his poaition as having the Sovereign, the House of Commons, and a
united party on his aide. He therefor* will not dissolve until the Franohi*
Bill is passed—he would rather resign than dissolve. ITie conclusion is

foregone. The Lords must accept the humiliating position Lord Salisbury
has placed them in with what grace they may.

Mr. Bioqar, M.P., the Irish "Patriot," speaking the other day at a
meeting at Derrylin, County of Fermanagh, referred to the Dublin trials'

for scandalous crimes, and said :—" If the Government cared to have
proved these crimes there was abundant proof available. He (Mr. Biggar)
would say that the head of that gang who was mtM-ally responsible for this

misconduct was Earl Spencer, for if Earl Spencer had honestly told the
prosecutors in these cases to try and get an honest verdict, an honest
verdict would have been had. Again, Eari Spencer knew of Myles Joyce's
innocence before he was hanged. Since then two men had come forward
and admitted that they had perjured themselves, and Lord Hartington
promised an inquiry. But what occurred ? The person appealed to was
Earl Spencer, who himself should be in the criminal dock on the charge of
murder. When the matter was put in Earl Spencer's hands they knew
what sort of an investigation would take place. They could not expect
Earl Spencer to criminate himself. Other men, Poole, and Barrett, and
Walsh had been hanged innocently ; but while they would no doubt prefer
that the people they hanged should be guilty rather than innocent, the
policy of Lord Spencer's government was to hang these people whether
they were innocent or whether they were guilty." This is a sample of the
brutal and mendacious stuff that is served out by vulgar firebands to an
excitable and ignorant people. A kinder man, or a more just, than Lord
Spencer it would be difficult to name.

The Roman Church has made such'loud boasto of ita converta that the
secession of one of the most distinguished, who has joined the " rationalistic "

school, deserves to be noted. Professor Paley, originally an Anglican (and
a descendant of the celebrated archdeacon), joined the Roman communion
in the first fervour of the Oxford movement His works in the "Biblio-
theca Classica ' are monuments of classical culture, and in the Roman
Church he was, in this department, \rithout a rival He became Professor
of Classics in Monsignor Capel's CoUege at Kensington. Recently he has
followed in the steps of Mr. Fronde and other eminent men, and left the
fold of authority for what may be caUed the fraternity of free thought. In
the last number of a weekly Unitarian serial he pointedly assails the
Roman doctrines on purgatory and eternal punishment. These he rejecta
as unworthy fictions. There are great minds in the Catholic Church, yet
it seems hard for that Church long to retain or to justify the allegian^ of
men of high scholarship if accompanied by the power and practice of
independent investigation. Professor Paley's case certainly invites this
reflection.

Thb extreme Anglophobic attitude of the French press is annoying
some of the best friends of France much more than it does England. The
" war correspondent " is not yet become a familiar institution of French
journalism, and, having no representatives of their own in China, Parisian
papers now quarrel with the war news they get via London. Frenchmen
no doubt fret inwardly at tiie huge Fraaeo-Annam-Ohinese undertaking-
which they find thrown upon their hands, the end of which is not yet ; but
why they should vent their ill-humour upon England is not appp^nt.
The strain which this puerile policy pute upon the entente cordiale must b^
highly diverting to Bismarck, whose prayer for years has been for an
opportunity to sow distrust between England and France. Neither Tunis
nor Egypt furnished the desired occasion, and the real friends of both
countries will hope he may have no better success in connection with the
Chinese difficulty. AU, however, depends upon France. The Chancellor
desires her isolation from the rest of Europe, and unfortunately la
RepMique appears likely to play tha game of Germany.

Thb calm weather of the last " heated term " h«d the effect of causing
the races of the Royal Canadian Yacht Club to be postponed tiiree times.
The first fixture was for the 6th September, but instead of rolling over the
waters of Lake Ontario the gallant yachtamen of the Club were compeUed
to disport themselves on shore, and were, many of them, «8en sailing in tiie
wake of " lively craft" who had come to enjoy the " At Home » given in tiie
Club House. This was a success. There were fields to walk through, bright
skies, brighter eyes (much occupied, be it said, with some typical develop,
ments of the British Association), and all the usual accompanimento which
make so pleasant these garden parties. As the Toronto Yacht Club was
eqnaUy unfortunate in having stiU water on the foUowing Monday, the two
Clubs agreed to combine their regattas and let the winners of each match
take the prizes given by both Clubs. On Thonday there was a oommaad-
ing breeze, and the yachts of the first clys started fairly, and after spinmng

.
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over the thirty-five mile course sailed across the line early in the afternoon.

The Aileen, which was on time allowance, was victorious, the Atlanta, of

Belleville, winning a good second place. The AUrni may be said to have

put a " fine finish " on her victory, for she carried off the Prince of Wales',

the Anderson, and the Murray Challenge Cups, the two Championship

Flags for 1884, offered by the Clubs, and $250 fn money. .
Puring the

past season there has been great interest shown in yachting, and the Royal

Canadian Yacht Club have adopted some liberal rules which will enable

many boys and young men, without much expense, to enjoy its privileges.

In this manner it is hoped true seamanship will be fostered without injury

to the social advantages of the Club.

Thb Toronto Park Tennis Club's " At Home," given on Saturday last,

was a most agreeable reunion. This club admits lady members to equal

privileges with those of the sterner sex, and although some cavillers whose

souls are bound up in strict Tennis assert that such companionship is fatal

to fine play, we venture to think the additional enjoyment given well

compensates for this. Moreover, there is nothing to prevent the special

devotees of the game training for tournamente, and indulging in " smashes
"

»nd "demon services " among congenial spirits. The Club Grounds are in

the Queen's Park, and border on Bloor Street. It is a beautiful spot,

situated in the midst of shady trees, and within site of the turrets of

Macmaster Hall. Another Tennis Club, with head-quarters at the Moss

Park Rink, has been formed during the year, and even in Parkdale, earnest

youth have gathered themselves together and are vigorously practising,

determined to send competitors to the Annual Tournament of the Toronto

Lawn Tennis Club.

Lacbosbe, Canada's own game par excellence, is in imminent danger 'of

becoming utterly discredited by the brutality of its leading representatives.

At a " championship " competition on Saturday, when the Yourig Sham-

rocks, of Montreal, played against the Ontarios at Toronto, one man was

knocked senseless, anotiier had a thumb broken, a third player injured his

collar-bone, a fourth had one arm badly injured, and several down-right

fights took place. Nor was it pretended that any of the serious mishaps

were purely accidental : they were the inevitable consequences of the spirit

in which the "g^me "* was begun. In the words of a morning contemporary,

one team " seemed bound to win, if they had to kiU some person to do so."

If the rules of the game are not sufficiently explicit and stringent to pre-

vent this kind of thing, if the rowdy element is to be allowed to take

possession of the game, then the sooner it is relegated to the position of

prize-fighting the better. Certainly no gentleman will either play or

patronize a game such as disgraced the Jarvis Street grounds last week,

much less would ladies grace by their presence so degraded a "sport"

Lacrosse, pretty though it be, is not so scientific or so attractive a game to

onlookers that ita champions can afford to make it the medium of contests

more dangerous than those of the prize-ring.

Thb journalist must have been more inventive than ingenious who

-ewne* the preposterous story of the purohftBe of the Globe by a member of

the C. P. R. Syndicate. Such an investment, to say nothing of morality,

would argue something Uke a sudden loss of reason on the part of men of

business who are at the head of the Company. There is, we are positively

assured, not the smallest foundation for the report One member of the

Syndicate is understood to hold a conside'rable amount of Globe stock,

which he was induced to take by a misrepresentation as to ita commercial

value, but this is not a recent purchase. There i^^nothing else to give the

slightest colour to the fiction.

days of George IIL, and under the old motto "Ships, colonies, and com-

merce." The history of thfe United States would be unwritten, and the

very existence of tlie powerless colonies that country now represents, with

its fifty millions of prosperous people, would be little known ;
Canada

would be a thriftless French colony, English in name perhaps, if the

fortunes of war had not changed her European master ; her people excluded

from the most sacred rights of that freedom they are now so proud to

enjoy ; for the Loyalists have always resisted the teachings which promoted

the popular ameliorations. They loved the England of George III., and

they clung to the colonial state as he had administered it, and oven though

they generally resisted reform, and clamoured incessantly against the

extension of popular rights, they lost popularity faster perhaps by reason

of their unlovely and intolerant methods. They spoke too oiUtn witli the

voice of contempt, and swaggered and threatened when they might have

conciliated. It has happened that whatever they declared most loudly

against shortly came to pass, and was often supported by their own people.

But to their limited vision whoever opposed them was a tramp and a

traitor, without interest in .the country, and seeking to subvert its allegiance. .

If we had hoped better things of the present generation, the utterances of

their orators the other day sadly remind us that they have l^med nothing

and forgotten nothing. Let us remember their good deeds as citizens and

profit by their -phenomenal political mistakes. Perhaps if they had been

better led they might hav« triumphed oftener ; but in that case they must

have silenced the reckless arrogance and bitterness they have too often

displayed.

Canadian Independence is not likely to take its place among practical

questions just now, but it has made great strides in the last few years—it

has become a legitimate subject of debate. Fancy the horror with which

a Loyalist of the last decade would have read or listened to discussions

which have become so frequent as to be almot commonplace. Independence

"was the natural corollary of Confederation ; and the new system had not

been long in operation before the Government were coirpelled to face reso-

lutions affirming as much. Of course the resolutions were treated as dis-

loyal, but when it was affirmed in their support that the statesmen of

England had regarded Confederation as a step which might be followed by

the political Independence of the country, signs of dissent from the Minis-

terial Benches were abundant " Well," said one of the speakers, " I state

in the face of the House and the country that though there was no official

act to justify that statement, it is true. British statesmen did regard Con-

federation as a first step towards political Independence. Canadian delegates

while in London were constantly spoken to in this sense by members of

Parliament and members of the Government. I have been told this in

England and I have heard it here, and yet gentiemen pretend we are

practising veiled treasgn, I see opposite me a good number of gentlemen

who were in Londo^lflkt occasion, and I ask. Can any one of them deny

what I say?" Thlt .iimi* " hear, hear," of Sir A. T. Gait and other

ex-delegates suggested where the truth lay ; but the Ministers were silent

That night's debate broke the back of the Loyalist pretence that Inde-

pendence is not an open question for discussion. Perhaps the subject is less

practical than_it aeemed to be in those eariier days. There was a good

LOYALTY AND INDEPENDENCE.

An orator who addressed tiie Loyalista the other day may have gone too

far, and given some offence, though he spoke in the familiar tones of his

distinguished but intolerant patrons. Nobody denies to these men and

their history the dispUy of many virtues, but as politicians thoy have

tailed ; what they have cherished has been destroyed, and what tiiey have

forbidden has happened. Their orator would have been a bold man if he

had even ventured to congratulate them to the extent of applying Burke's

celebrated apostrophe to the House of Lords one hundred years ago :
" My

Lords, your house yet stands ; it stands as a great edifice ; but let me say,

that it stands in the midst of ruins." They undertook to indoctrinate a

century of" democratic development witii obstructive and reactionary

views. If they had prevailed, America would have been today a mere

net-work of strangling and undeveloped colonies, enjoying sustenance as

they could find it under the colonial system as it was understood in the

deal said about it in England, but fbr obvious reasons our Independence

has ceased to attract attention there. The Canadian people have been for

some time imbibing new economic theories, but when the disappointment

comes—when trade and tiirift are wanting, and perhaps distress creates

unrest and demands remedies -the old issues will return, and we should

be none the worse for having studied and comprehended them. At this

moment our people do not want Independence. No doubt, however, there

are more among us who would listen to it than there were in the thirteen

colonies a century ago who contemplated a change of aUegiance. But after

all tiiere is something striking, if not anomalous, in the conditions under

which we treat this subject We hear that our poUtical Independence is

not a tit subject for discussion—that the people should not be made familiar

with thoughte of such a possible change—and we have decided that we will

discuss it Our Prime Minister discusses our Independence in Parliament,

and declares he would prefer annexation to the United States ! Sir Hector

Langevin, also in Pariiament, says do not speak of Independence now. It

may come when we have a population of say ten or fifteen miUions
!

And

the other day Mr. Cartwright, a late Finance Minister—a Tory of the Tories,

if we permit his great enemy to christen him—was making light of the

change, or perhaps predicting it It is becoming a current topic. What

should we think of British, or French, or American Ministers thus lightiy

discussing in the open day proposals for a change of allegiance. But the

conditions are different, though the case is strange. Depend upon it, the

time wiU come when the Colonial State wiU not satisfy those conditions,

and we all feel it Confederation lacks strength from want of a national
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feeling. The Provinces do not love the Federal Government, nor do they
care for each other. They lack the rudimentary training. There are
other organic disabilities more or less serious, but they may all be over-
come by a patriotic people, honestly and bravely determined to govern
themselves. And whether we remain as we are or Uke higher flights,

intelligent study of our position and the maintenance of a patriotic sense
of duty will save us.

It seems now to be pretty well and authoritatively settled that Canada
has three doors open to her : (1) Colonial connection, (2) Independence,

(3) Annexation to the States. As to the last of these " remedies," Maurice
De Luynes, in " Professor Conant," expresses my views. Independence,
even iMl^failed, might be tried first. If it had been tried a dozen years
ago it would have had the support of Britain and America. Grant's
administration would have been proud to help a northern republic into exis-

tence. England would have bidden us goodbye with the most cordial and
enduring friendship. Since then our trade policy has been hostile and
foreign. But we may overcome the prejudice, and we may remain British
to^the end of time, if some genius can disclose how we may so administer
as that our citizenship and our commercial status may be equal to that of
our fellow-subjects, the Imperial Islanders. A Canadian.

PARTY EVILS AND A REMEDY.

Some of the foremost pens in the country have long been deploring the evils
which are following in the train of party government; and for response,
the party press ask tliem, " What are you going to do to rid the political
system of these evils? Would you abolish the expedient of Party in
politics, and establish a popular force without antagonisms 1" This reply
is possible only under misapprehension. I do not believe that anyone who
has studied the problem of government supposes that any other expedient
than that of Party is compatible with the freedom and responsibiUty of the
people in the State. There is no alternative but Party or Compact, unless
we take into account John Stuart Mills' impracticable but magnificent
theory. We tried Compact, and it was not delightful ; hard was the
battle fought to establish the other plan. There is no use in decrying
Party, for behind it is only chaos. We may as well, at the outset, con-
vince ourselves of this, and that our duty is to make the best of the
system we have.

I suppose few people need to be told that under the Party System we
have gross and numerous evils. The party leaders themselves admit that
we have, and they justify some of their pernicious acts by saying that the
fault is not with themselves but with the system ; that they did wrong
under pressure

; and that their opponents, if in power, would have done pre-
cisely the same thing. Hence the deeds which;|f|%iled our history and
brought the political calling into moral contfi^t^nce the extenuation
of deeds of dishonesty and dishonour in public edacity which, if done in
private life, would bring the perpetrator to the penitentiary and exclude
him from the society of honourable men. This is a severe statement to
make, but it is as humiliating to one Canadian to be obliged to write it as
it is for another to read it. A large number of the men who enter public
life in this country are needy adventurers who make politics a profession,
who care reiy little for principle, who have really no convictions at
bottom, and who are always shaping their steps in the direction of profit.
They are loyal to their leaders, and will vote for any measure submitted
to them no matter how infamous it may seem, in the hope of getting a
judgship. The leaders who have the spoils in their own hands are only
zealous in maintaining themselves in office; they really give secondary
attention to the country's necessities. Above all is it the aim to keep the
spoils among the governing party and its supporters. They will not grant
a breakwater to save a city in a county that sends to parliament an
antagonistic vote. It is not government for the people and by the people
at all, but government for tho party and by the party. This is the glar-
ingly odious state of afifairs that it is the duty of every honest man to seek
to put an end to.

There is only, so far as can be seen, one way of abating these evils.

Party must always be dominant in the legislature ; biU it thould duappsar
from the executive. This can be accomplished only by a radical change in
onr method of administration. I think every one who clears the mist of
accepted custom from his eyes will see that the present system of the
Governor-General calling upon a certain individual, and naming him as the
leader of government, and then of that leader going behind the doer and
selecting as the other officers such persons, knaves or otherwise, ^8 are
suitable for him, is wrong. This makes of government a clique, and begets
the miscreancy and dishonourableness which have stained the oeoord ol our
public life. The true form of government, simple, naiuraJ, efficient, and

the creation of the people, is approximated more closely in our municipal
institutions than elsewhere. It is then according to the municipal plan of

government that I think' our general government ought to be fashioned in

order to eliminate the bane that has entered into our present system.
This much is clear : the premierj.either ought to be the choice of the par-

liament or of the country—I should prefer seeing him chosen in the latter

way ; and to put the voting members beyond the range of wires, the
ballot ought to be used. Next with respect to the Ministers of Depart-
ments. I think the system of putting at the head of each department a
little, ill-adapted, and blundering almighty should be discarded, and a
committee, say of three members, chosen in the open parliament by com-
petition, be appointed in his place. Instead, then, of having as Minister
of Finance, one head that may be a very confused, or a very weak one,
you would have a Committee of Finance ; dividing up the salary that the
one now receives among the three. Following out the same course with
respect to the other departments, a more efficient system of administration
would be attained, departmental favouritism and corruption, if not entirely
eliminated, would be reduced to the lowest possible point, while above all

government would no longer be carried on to advance the ends of party,
but according to public interest and public necessity. Some will say in
answer that party might still predominate ; but in the selection of commit-
tees in a municipal parliament, choice is by no means made from among
those who belong to the outnumbering party, but there is something like
an equitable representation of both sides. Each such committee could
meet, say once in a fortnight, as does the municipal committee, and trans-
act departmental business. In the pure matter of administration there
would be an enormous gain, for choice would be made upon special merit :

Public Works, or Customs or Inland Revenue would be presided over by
three men, experienced somewhat in the business at the head of which they
were placed, and who would recognize that they were selected to do their
duty to the best of their ability instead of moving only at the dictation or
the emergency of party. A head of a department is chosen now not
because of any special fitness ; indeed it is no disqualification should he be
a blockhead as well as a knave, so long as he can " carry with him " a few
lodges of Orangemen, or get an archbishop to turn his pulpit into a stump.
The other day there resigned from the Cabinet, aftei; carrying a portfolio
for three or four years, a man so stupid that, without exaggeration, he
was hardly fit to drive a butcher's cart By the adoption of a simple,
natural, plan like this, then, it will be seen, party would find itself untram-
melled to carry in the parliament such measures as found favour with the
majority of the people, while the executive, because colourless, would be more
efiective and more judicial. Politics, too, would no longer be looked upon
as a dishonest trade, for the public funds, whioh so many of the politicians
love instead of the country, would be beyond the reach of the needy adven-
turer.

One of the papers some time ago called upon Nationalista to declare
their principles. It seems to me that they might with propriety adopt as
one principle a scheme like that which I have tried to outline. There is an
institution known as the « Canadian National Association," which might^
take up questions like this, and indeed should have done so before, if

it would establish any confidence in the extent or the vitality of the
movement which it represents. J. E. Collins.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO COBBESFONDENTB.

SiQMA.-Tour totter, too lata for this Iwue, shaU appear in our next.

AN OBtlBSION.
To the Editor of The Week :

8ia,—In an aztioU on "BnglUh Canadian Literatm«" in a lata israe of Turn Waax,
I notJM a straoga omisdoo. In naming and oommmiting upon Oanadiao books and
aothon Vz. OoUiiw ha> not one word about Wm. McDonnell, of Lindeay, oi hii works
Mr. MoDonndl ia the author of three Tolamae of ooniiderabla aim. aU pobliahed within
I think, the paat tan yaan. They ate, in the oidn of their pnbUoation, • ' Exeter Hall. "

"The Haathana of the Heath," and "Family OreedilJ* and have had a ptatty large
rapteiaatstiTa oiroolatiim and reading. Of aoniaa lib not to be presumed that a
Utteratevr like the writer of " EngUsh Canadian Litaratnra " U ignorant of the exiatanoa
of thaaa Oanadian books and thair author. Assuming, than, that Mr. Collina as a
literary man. U aoqaaiatad with them, bat two raaaoni ooanr to ma why he h^ not
oMntioiiad than. That it ia, however, an oversight ia ^oito poaaibla ; though it ia not
probable, baaauaa other works of mooh laaa note and iaportMiaa («d4, in my hombU
opini«n.poaaassii.gmuehlaaa Of Ittarary merit) are manMoaad and briaUy reviewed. If
Ifr. OoUtoa is aoqoainted with the books, and the omlssioa e«iV«iiiia* of Is not SB owr-
sight, the two raMKms for igBoting tbffn whioh aoMM* UmbssItss an tfaaaa- ailhar

V.
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he does not consider them worth mentioning, or, the books being as yet unpopiUar, Mr.

Collins has not the oourage to deal with them. If the former reason be the true one I

have no farther oomplaint to make, as it is dearly Mr. C.s' right to form his own

opinion about books and ignore them if he likes. At the game time I might say that

some other oompetent oritios would differ from him in the matter. If the latter reason

bo the true one I merely say we have a right to look for more oonrage and oandoar in g,

writer so able and popular as Mr. C. Perhaps Mr. Collins will explain and set himself

right. Allih Fbiholb.

/^ BNflLISH CANADIAN CrrKBATUEB.

To the Editor of T/t« Week : ^

Sib,—Mr. J. B. Collins' article, whioh appeared the other day in Tas Wsbk under

the above title, though lively is open to oritioism. In it he displays too much partiality

to writers belonging to his own oirole, while he fails to do juBtioe to those of our literary

men with whom he does not happen to be acquainted. He speaks highly of men whom
no one else would think worthy of praise, at the same time ignoring altogether the

names of several Canadian authors whose works are familiar to us, and should be known

to Mr. Collins when ho oomes before as as a literary oritio. His remarks oonoeming

Mr. Charles Lindsey are wanting in fairness toward one of the ablest political writers

and most learned local historians in thia country. There is nothing slovenly or inao-

onrate in the Life of William Lyon Mackenzie. It is one of the most reliable oontri-

bntions on the history of the times. I would call the critic's attention to several other

books written by Mr. Lindsey: "The Prairies of the Western States," "The Maine

Liquor Law," "Clergy Reserves," "Bome in Canada"; and are not Mr. Charles Langater

and Mr. Alexaader MoLaehlan more worthy of notice among the poets of Canada than

some others whose names I see and to whom much praise is given. Jdbtiox.

And they sing—sweet children voices—hymnals of their Gothic fane

(Rich in medieeval sculpture, carved in a forgotten reign).

Wrath, amazement, and compassion, stir the depths of Prokop'siheart,'

But the frown of dark displeasure brightens where the tear drops start.

Like unto his little Anna's, one sweet face sad mem'ry thrills

—

Gentle Anna, peaceful sleeping 'neath the far Moravian Hills.

Lifts he in his arms that young one—he the Pope and Kaiser-feared

—

And his soldiers cheer the prattler as it grasps their leader's beard:

" Go your ways, sweet little children, ye have won youi; town's release :

Prokop's forces enter Naumburg, but they pass her gates in peace."

And the mother's tear-dimm'd vision sees the entering Hussite band

Lead her children to the elders, greeting them with open hand.

Thus the children saved old Naumburg from the red right hand of War,

And the baffled vulture's screaming vexed" her peaceful vale no more.

Calm the Harvest moon is beaming on fair Naumburg's vine-girt plain

Where the Saale and Unstrut waters blend in tribute to the Main.

Saale and Unstrut roll your waters ! Sing your ever ceaseless rhyme !

Comrades of the passing ages in the Eternal march of Time.

Herbwabd Kirbv Cockin.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sib,—I observe in " Literary Oossip " of your last issue that Joaquin Miller ohallenges

his critics to show where the following lines, " or any part of them, in word or concep-

tion, can be foond outside his own writings":

" For all you can hold in your cold dead liand,

la what yon have given away."

I am a great admirer of Mr. Miller's genius, but when he olaims absolute originality

for all his ideas I think he assumes too much. Upon a monument in an old ohnreh in

Devonshire, England, may be found this inscription :

—

"What I gave, I have.

What I spent, I had.

What I left, I lost."

Surely the first line of titis inscription embodiea the conception of Mr. Miller's beau-

tiful verse. W. H. P.

HOW TEE CHILDREN SAVED NAUMBURG.

Calm the Harvest moon is beaming on fair Naumburg's vine-girt plain,

Where the Saale and Unstrut waters blend in tribute to the Main !

But, within beleaguered Naumburg utter woe each heart enthralls,

For the dreaded Hussite Captain circumventa her ancient walls

;

Prokop, Terror of Bohemia, with a heart distill'd in hate [fate.

'Gainst those towns whose vengeful judgment urged his martyr'd leader's

Had not Naumburg swell'd that Council which, for Mother Church's sake.

Lured John Huss from old Bohemia, ere it doom'd him to the stake 1

And the people send their elders unto Prokop's camp, to plead

For the ^odly town and vineyards, in their solemn hour of need.

"""Dear to us these scenes of childhood (sad the pathos of their wail);

For the ashes of our fathers rest within this peaceful vale."

Fierce the ire of Andrew Prokop, and his fury-quicken'd breath

Hisses forth :
" For Naumburg Mercy wears the sable garb of Death.

" Meet it is, ye men of Naumburg, I should put to fire and sword

Her who, by her wicked counsels, slew the anointed of the Lord."

Deep the voice of lamentation, loud the women's answering wail.

When the weeping &thers tell them that their prayers have no avail.

Visions dark of sack and rapine fill with cries the stricken air,

And theliellish lust of murder seems already rampant there.

Weep, O matrons ! Shriek, ye maidens ! Sob, frail infants at the breast

!

Soon! the swooping carrion's scream shall desecrate your bloody rest.

But amid the cries and tumult born of Naumburg's bitter woe
Speaks old Caspar, the schoolmaster, white with seventy winters' snow

:

" Youth may fade. The ag^d mutt die. Death to me were little loss
;

Gather all the little children ; rally at the Market Cross ;

" I will lead them unto Prokop through the guarded southern gate.

And their prayers shall, by His blessing, stay our vengeful foeman's hate."

" What 1 " the mothers cry in anguidh, " lead our lambs into the den
Of the wolfish Hussite, Prokop, fiercest of the sons of men I

" Yet alas > they're doom'd as safely an' they stay till Naumburg's won
;

Take them, lead thorn to the Hussites, and the good God's will be done."

Passing fair that frail procession, waving palms with childish mirth,

Scatt'ring flowers—God's sweetest kisses—to His children on the earth.

Waving palms'and scattering flowers, on their meroy-mission bent,

Past the outworks, past the soldiers, till they oome to Prokop's tent

" Listen to our prayer, dread chieftain I Stay, oh I stay the conquering hand ;

Spare the hearths and lives of Naumburg, spare our dear old Fatherland."

A CONVERSION.

[From the French of Thomas Bentzon.]

Thb sun was beginning to go down when, as they turned a corner, one of

the long green gates of the La Pr6e homestead came into view, guarding a

compact group of plain one-storeyed buildings without character, and all

washed in staring white. In the gateway stood the mistress of the farm-

house. Her silvery gray hair was wrapped in muslin, and a black silk

apron peeped out beneath the calico skirt turned back to protect it ; on her

belt she carried a householi bunch of keys. When he came near her, the

priest observed that her glistening face bore traces of tears.

Waving away little Baptistin, she thus addressed the Yicar :
" I con-

fess to you. Sir, that you are not here to my liking, still less to that of

my husband, who is never to know of your visit I have succeeded for

the moment in keeping everyone out of the way. Come in quickly !

"

" Yet" replied the tliunderstruck Yicar, " this letter, madam, is in your

handwriting, I suppose 1

"

Madame Le Huguet wiped her eyes with agitation.

" I must needs have consented ! I was doubtless wrong. But when a

poor girl entreated me from the grave," added she sobbing, " what was one

to do ? Could I have resisted to the very end—I her mother | Come in,

I tell you. He would be the very man to kill you if he suspected."

She made him cross the yard and turn a comer of the house to where

some wooden steps ascended outside to the first floor. Mounting these, she

drew a key from her pocket and, after casting furtive looks around her,

opened a small door at the top, and with apologies asked the young priest

to wait for a moment in her linen room. From the adjoining apartment

which she had entered came a feeble cry as quickly suppressed ; there was

a rustling of clothes and rapid whisperings ; then Madame Le Huguet
reappeared and showed him the way while herself keeping in the back-

ground.

Vicar Fulgentius was in a large chamber whose drawn curtains and

shutters kept ajar allowed day to enter only under the form of twilight

;

although perfumes of pink and lavender from the garden made their way in

through the folds of drapery. Upon a chintz-hung bed lying in the usual

recess, some one lifted him or herself feebly up within view of the Vicar
;

the door had closed behind him, and he found himself alone facing this

pale apparition, which at the back of the recess blended with the whiteness

of the sheets. But t^ ^ ^7^ gi'ew accustomed to this mock-night, he

discovered a woman—a young woman with large eyes lost in blackened

circles that surrounded them, and with a complexion of wax. Alone of

all her being her hair of a golden brown hue, glistening and bushy, seemed

to live. It had been plulSed in two thick braids, which making a frame

round her fiace and chest stretched on over the bed. Otherwise one

would have said. It is some statue from a tomb. Nevertheless, as the

Vicac approached, a hectic flush tinged her cheek-l>ones ; her hands, which

had been convulsively clenched upon each other, came unlocked ; and she

murmured, " I thank you I"

Then only did he recall a figure of which this was but the shadow
and which had often crossed his path without his ever thinking to inquire,

" Who is she 1 " This figure forgotten till then, he saw again better than

ha had done in reality ; indeed he vras astonished at it himself, having

favoured that person with no attention, and having not once thought of

her since.

" You are Mademoiselle Simone, I think 1 " said he, seating himself by

the head of the bed, as was his custom with all sick persons, in a tender

familiar way, without waiting to be invited.

She smiled sadly at the name.
" I am no longer anything," said she—" anything but a girl who ia

going to di&"
'* Who knows 1 God is at hand ; and his power has no limit It

is you, my child, is it not '^^o have had me summoned ?

"
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No human feeling mingled in the young priest's mind with the horror
that he felt at this profanation. But the anger that showed itself on his
brow when he re-entered the vicarage looked so like grief that Ursula
exclaimed as she looked at him, " God help us ! what has happened to
Your Reverence ? Can you be ill 1 You are as white as a sheet."

I am only a little tired ; my good soul, don't worry yourself, answered
he, aa he stepped into his room, without seeming to notice that dinner was
laid.

'< It's not good sense to dine at an hour like this, that's certain ! Don't
make your soup wait any longer, please, sir : I have had hard work to
prevent it from getting burnt"

" Thank you. I shall not dine," he replied. " Leave me alone : I only
need a little rest. It's no use insisting, Ursula."

And Vicar Fulgentius bolted himself in ; whilst his housekeeper, with/
arms raised to heaven, strove her utmost to discover what could have haii-^
pened at the house of those infidels of La Pr6e to put him into such asst^.
She was much more puzzled the next morning when .she perceived th^ier
master had not gone to bed that night, and that his candle had buniijdown
into Its socket. For all that, at six o'clock he started off to say n^^s with
his usual calmness.

(To be continued.)

said my father, and Charles got no
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THB LATB DUKE OP WKLLINGTONy
I HAPPENED to be Staying at a country house in Suss^, in 1882, when the
Duke of Wellington drove over to luncheon. Later in the day he said to
me. ".Come out and take a walk. " That afternocto we had a good deal of
conversation about the condition of the poor-^their houses, their habite,
their character, and what should be done to assist them. As we reached the
top of the hill the Duke paused and looked/round upon the lovely sum-
mer landscape. "This is what they waii<" he said, "fresh air, open
spaces

;
but they do a lot of mischief. y6u know ;

" and he then told me
several stones of great parks that had Iwfen opened to the people, and whose
owners afterwards closed them in dui^st. I answered by appealing to
the flower beds in the London Gardeiis, intimating that the more the people
were trusted the better they beha<'ed. " Park-keepers and police," said
the Duke, striking his stick in /the ground. " A private park can't be
watehed like a public place ; il/isn't worth while. This talk about the
people and their rights to our/property is all stuff. We give them privi-
leges, and what do they do wj«h them ? " The Duke was not a pessimist, but
he was not an optimist He was a Tory, liberal in unexpected ways, and
narrow m others

; he sometimes played the cynic, but he was kindly and
good natured at heart. /He was desirous to help " the people." He had
no great faith in then/ I once intimated that the " poor were more gen-
erous to each other iA proportion than the rich." "Nonsense," he said,
" they can't do anything for each other ; we can, and we do." The Duke
fully inherited his/father's dislike of contradiction, so I kept ray opinion and
held my tongue/ " It is drink that ruins them, and it's of no use preach-
ing to them whilat they live in pigstyes and get no fresh air. " I fully
ooncurrred in that, but hinted broadly that the rich, who had leisure and
treasure and pleasure in town, might do a little more for them. " How ?

"

said the Duke, sharply. " By opening their own great houses and allowing
their picture galleries and art treasures to be seen under proper regula-

T °"fj' J
The Duke, I knew, approved of Sunday opening of museums, so

I added, " What a pleasure it would be if the people were allowed to visit

JApsley
House on Sunday." " I have no objection whatever," he replied,

you think they would care about itJ' " Try them," aaid^L < it ra.
•es thinking over. If you can arrange the plan and submit it to me, I
consider it

; but I must be protected. " And Apsley House was thrown '

open to the public.

Soon after this. I happened to be staying with the Duke of Wellington
at Strathfieldsaye, and had ample opportunity of ascertaininftiis views and
opinions on all sorta of questions. He was very deaf, but managed his
infirmity with great tact He was a most genial host, and had the rare
art of putting every one at their ease by his perfect simplicity, heartiness of
mannCT.-and a certain shrewdness and humour which was sometimes a
little blunt, but never unkindly. He was extremely thoughtful and con-
siderate to his servants and retainers, and his manner to them was just
the svne as his manner to any of his equals.

In the afternoon we drove out. or inspected the farm and fields, full of
queer foreign animals. I have seldom had a more amusing companion the
conversation never flagged. He was full of anecdote -often about the
great Duke (whom I remember seeing once in the House of Lords, arm-in-
arm with Lord Brougham, in 1850, and whom the late Duke singulariy
resembled m face). He told me of that great man's extnwrdinair accu-
racy and command of details.

u 7^^»^ ^"* ?Pe°'ally in the despatehes, several volumes of which he
had '»"ft'% «d'ted. " My fi»ther," he said, " used to read them admiringly
himself. "For my life." he once said to me. " I don't know how I ev«-
««ie to write em My father had one odd peculiarity-weakne88..if you
like to call It so-he would never be corrected. He used to drive himwlf.
and always at a great pace. Once my brother Charles was sitting by his
side. The horses were pelting along at the usual rate, and to his horror.
Charles saw that my father had fallen asleep. stUl holding the reins. He
had the power of sleeping by snatches. I have seen him fall asleep at
dinner, and no one dared either move themselves or rouse him. Well, the
horses neared a turnpike gate. It was dosed. Charles dared not touch
the reins, but a smash was inevitable. He nadged the Duke just in time.

" Mind your own business, Charles,"
more thankss

" On another occasion the Duke gave my brother a cheque for £10
FH^ K r X^""^ 'u

"^ TT P"""" """ "*'° bad written in distress fromEdinburgh. My brother, before sending it, m^e inquiries, and found^^
rj'^^u^", •"'P"^'"'-

;
•» be brought l«ck the cheque. He theught "

added th/Duke, slyly, f that my father might say, -you may keen She

X^rde'r^ r ''"
'

/°" *° '^'"^ °^ *'"*' '=''"•'"''• "^^^ '^'•''°* y°«

t-'> nnn"*""''''''*
°'''"' ?™''!''»8b's idea of giving pemiions like his ownt2,000 a ye*r for two lives) twel ve years to run. " I am quite agreeable

personally, I'm all right If they abolish the Lords, I shall cross toBelgium I can still live in Spain, where I am Duke of Cuidad RodrigoAnd If Spam collapses, I «hall retire to Portugal, where I shall end mydays as Marquis of Tarras Vedras and Count of Vimiero
I was walking in the Strathfieldsaye Park with him one afternoonwhen he paused at a railed-off clump of trees. " Here," said he "

liesCopenhagen By the way," he said, " do you know that the famouL 'UpGuards and at them is not my father's at all, but Lord Saltoun's, andthe right words are ' Up Guards, and fire low.' My father sat on Copen-
hagen fouH«en hours at a streteh at Waterloo. He was a horse not much
to look at but of great endurance and spirit The Duke got him in Spainand rode hira through his Spanish campaigns ; he was very fond of him"
i-our years before he died he was kept here as a pet, and the ladies were
all proud to ride him up and down the terrace, in order to boast of having
sat on his back. He was buried here very early in the morning • all thi
.servants turned out, and to their surprise the Duke, who was then very oldand failing, got up and appeared at the funeral. When the horse was
brought out, he immediately noticed that one hoof was o« he was very
angry but could not discover the robber. Some months afterwards he
thought he should have a hoof, and had Copenhagen dug up, but his three
remaining hoofs had rotted away. A farm labourer hearing of this, asked
to see my father and told him that he knew the man who had done the
deed, for he had himself bought the hoof for Ss. 6d. In this way the Duke
recovered Copenhagen's hoof, which he had set (I think, the Duke said) asan inkstand. — ^

''And has this noble brute no tombstone, no epitaph," I asked, as we stood;!
beside the grave ? " None whatever, but if vou will be the Laureate he
shall have one."

"

11 \ ^** °°' '^*®'' '°'" '''^ bonour thrust thus upon me ; but as tl»« Duke-
alluded to It again after dinner, I thought it over when I went to bed.

If. 1 said to myself "he should ask a third time, and I have nothing
ready, he might think me ungracious."

'The next day I was leaving. I had bid the Duke good-bye oven nightAs 1 was at breakfast, a servant entered, and handed me the fiatlowing
note from his Grace :

—

°

"Dear Mr. Haweis, -I shall swear you wrote this clerical epitaok if vou don'tproiuoe something better.— Yours, Wblusoion. '

ep'M«a you oon t

This was the Duke's epitaph :

—

Hero lies Copenhagen, etc.,
'

'
God's humble instrument of bmtal clay,

^^ Should share the glories of that glorious.dBy. "

"S^**"""^ *"^ answer?" There was. Fortunately I had writtea
down »^epitaph, and had it all ready, so I sent it un to the r>,.t» T*.
ran thus :

—

Here, full of honour and great mea«>rieg,
Wellington's war horse, Copenhagen, lies.

Spare empty praise to one so tried and true^

I

Three words suffice—Peace, Victory, Waterleo.

H. R. Haweis, in Contemporary Review.

ON ECOtKSIASTICAI, VESTMENTS.

Dr. Lightpoot. Bishop of Durham, " an enlinent .scholar, a most able
divine, a man of smgularly spiritual character and judicial temper of
mind," and univei-sally allowed to be a " Broad " churchman, expresses his
views of the vestment controversy in the following terms :—OriginaHr-the
most distinctively sacerdotal of the condemped vestments—the chasuble-
was an ordinary out-door apparel, and, therefore, "could not have any
sacredotal or sacrificial bearing." " The learned professions " being " pro-
verbially conservative in matters of dress," the chasuble continued to be
the dress of the clergy after it had fallen out of use for the laity In
process of time it ceased to be the ordinary dress of the clergy also and
became their oflicial dress in celebrating the Holy Communion. In itsellL
however, it had no special significance. It symbolized, as any other
vestment would have done equally well, the prevalent doctrine of the
Church on the subject of the Eucharist Those who held a high doctrine
natunilly regarded the chasuble, with ita appurtenances, as symboHzing
that doctrine

;
but, of^course. there was nothing in the vestment itself

apart from its associations, which indicated one doctrine more than
another. So that it was quite open to those who opposed high Sacra-
mental doctrines to put their own interpretation on the use of the chasuble
Dr. Lightfoot accordingly regreta " that in recent controversy the opponent«i
not less than the champions, of vestmenta. should have insisted on regard^
ing them as party emblems." " In the interesto of peat^ it is well to
minimise their significance." " It would be a real gain if ^e could be led
to see that m themselves they are not worth contending for or against"
This way of putting the matter is, of course, capable of being pushed to
extremes, far beyond Dr. Lightfoot's moaning, and he is. therefore, ear«ful
to supply the corrective. He admits that " from another point of view "
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judgements 'enjoin in cerUinS "hi „'L of J".*'
r

' l^'^T"'' f '^'^
Holy Communion. Whether f^f^ u

distinctive dress for the

difference as to tLprTnSe "Butrtt T °'/!"""*>!« ^^k*" no
the Bishop proceeds to mT,;,;*^ .

the vestments lawful, after all?"

way or tL^X^ ^tt^'eSenf
^"""'"'7 ''•'"?^" *° *" answer one

malterthathedoLnotbyarvr' ^'^^'l' *T '''' treatment of the
He sees the insuXt^: t^^^:£r:^^1^lS^'-have to encounter, and recomizes that thp nrnJ •

*°« ^'*<*°* decisions

than a legal oue.-LondonScta(J^
^"°^^"" '' ~">«' »° '«^*«>"«»'

MR. OLADSTONk's POPULARITY.

«g these liiesT-
^ ^""^ ' ^""^ "***«''' *h« l»'t«r contain

Thongh the grand old word-spinner the live na,^„,

Thongh he promise, and palter, and mi8reD™.«ntHi, charms are all powerfees. hu .leiJtaTrj';pent.

[Btt-TwinKH 18th, 1884.

--'--"""»- """wignta are aU .pent.

clt'ry't'd l^tar^'r°tirdsi''t*"rK'°^^^ -"-•» "" '*" <>--

avoid7„blicity,':.nddidnot ikelL^Id""^^^^^^^^ f ^.''^ I— *°

m=eived witt'^ore than the passion of IfiS If
"'"''^ '"^ ^°*'*°'*'^

was recognized the enthusiasm of ^hecrowS" ani^ ^r'^K***'"'^
''''"'« '»"

obtain a shake of his hand aurn»^ .i-
^^^ vehement desire to

His political "charrs-'apirentW^
"""^'^^ *^* *'*PP«°«' *" 1880.

abso^tely no occasion forl';"ri&"SiXTT"^' '"•' '"^ '^'^

exciting, though Mr. Gladstone mf5e no tp^^ Si' "^"r*" ^^^^
acknowledgment and unabated confidence wWch^theVfllT ^* «"'^^"'
presented to him. Opposite thp ralJJ^!!- 7 ?• •

^»'>*»*' Committee
Club. All traffic was'sCpped T^eS " ml^" " "*^ '°°"^'' ^"^"^
long string. The cars and omniS4^1^^!^ "'T '^f^*^ ^^ one
fountain in the open space by theTtiorw^ '"^ '^^^ "^^ ^he

-lamp-posts and railinr swarmed -^Ih ». T*""^ '^"' «'«°*°"- The
peo^e^heered at tl^T ^T^^t^'^ot^^^'^^^^^r^^^^^, '^^u^
drove oft with Mr. Gladstone. In MaiXdS^J^ Rosebery's carriage

massed together to cheer in the s^ fSn A I^r ^"T"^ ""'^ ''^
meny the people waited to see him J,^ u u *^°°« *''« '^"'^ «» Dal-
address of^ComXe oHht MiiirL^^ T a'""

^"^ "^ *»•«

him that they look back on the four an^Ku™^ Association assured
with pride and satisfaction -J^X^''

"'^^^^^ °*^ administration

and ardent voyager how often I h^l! \- / t
'«'n«n>l>«r as a young

anchored, whalTstrS^wt throwruporaThtr'^j;
''"

'"^"T
""^"^^

force the restive balloon daTed about before,!,! fi^^?
"'^' ''"? ^'**' ^*"'*

a shoulder shrug have I riven whl
''^^"^.^he finally succumbed. Many

ease of guiding balloons as iTnlTJi*' 1"«l'°n«i.'^«^to the simplicity and
breeze, fnd perCfv Thlt'oUrttaT^^^ fT^f'^

""""^ '" ^ ""^
much more to force the mrhine T h„ ^ ^.'''I'^y""''

"''" ''8""«*i*.

• oftener I noticed these rS the m„^' T^ *^'^ °^ **•« *'n^- The
manual labour, or an^hinHw „?

^ '^"""^ persuaded that mere
little or no go^i foTSt or C"oon T """^

^''r'^"'
motor

;
would do

wings of a t?m-tit t^ thf body o^ w"d gooTetou.?
"**'"''*.*? "^^'^ '^'

every part of a perfect whol7m„»t K •
"'** °®''®'' ^°»'''e it to fly;

wid^yVrt fr^t^lTa:; of nature'" ^ITa^hT' '"'.'""i*
"°* "^^^^ ^'

over the ocean wave, must have We wtdelv e^tnd^H^
dip and career

possibly, of the size of the body and a halw! . T^ '" ^'"^'
stands no chance of wheeling and't^^Unt T •*'''"? «« *»g " a house
digious screw or gigantic pKorsoS^ '^l^'T

"'''"*'' ''^ "'* "^ " P"^
the great and v^ques^foro/^^Lr '^"* " ''™«''«°n«- Then comes
that can be taken upTa Ll"™ *"" °' ^°'*"- ^'"'* machinery
the kind of work wWci apiiTon t^ll f ''V ""l'***^

P"^^'- « ei""^ ^
allow it to give sc^pe to ft/wr

'^!''^°'''" '*^°" ''"''^ '' ^y ^^e f^t and
noise, and d^monZtiS^ 2uW b^f^rth

""*=''%'
,
S''-«*»'-8 ot this stir,

a thing of life.-Poa ^^? J^^,!
forthcoming if the action is to resemble

o.t^:^^^:Si--^:;^^ ---. -«

with ite tlLs*^f":L?t"*
'"'• ''•^ ^*^ °* " "-^^ manufacturing city,

its railway facUit°i s^Jd^^hV ""^ """^""e^ <"» this continent, and
^ree PrZ! ^ "^ a distributing point are especially good.-o/toj .

advanced and her productions incr^d hl'J^ ,
° **" ''* materially

•Her agricultural and comiTrciL" 3th fn.h'^^''^' ''"^ better roads':

doubled by such facilities.Jii:7it;Xe;;;,7-« "^ «- can be

OATMEAL PORRIDQK.

To water, pint, add ounces four
Of meal, or just a trifle more •

And don't forget the pinch of salt.
Else you may think the cook at fault
*ul twenty minutes let them boU—
Well stm-ed the whUe or they will spoil

:

^^^.^t^'tJ^Vrup, milk, or fruit- '

Whichever best your taste may suit.
You 11 thus enjoy the best of food— .

^ea, something which will do you good :For ne er was made so choice a dish -^From flesh of mammal, bird, or fish.

-rf"' ^'w'*" '^^ (*''°"«'' '«' not least),
Tis good because a bloodless feast

^o^.r^.^bTe^^rhrsrv^eroL'Thtr''' '^^
^'""'' p""'*'- - *•>«- -

never could ^ake up hLmindS1 17 The M° '"."t" ?'?"'^' "^ '"'

make up his mind which party he ^U a<^Ut sJ if"'™* f P"''*''^ °»nnot

"gBtleft"inNovember.L(7li5,rlt£; *''''" '^' '"» *»« -'»

Commons), Lord Cairns la^ P^„ i r
^Pe^^er of the HotMe of

ChanceUor wereaccSoMhe t^rJ. '.•'k^"''''
^''"^™«' *^' P««ent

Gor?o"r"^e7u Sofc'p'tin^'r ""
""T^ * ^''P'''- •>- «

Red River and into the i^hf^^
and the successful expeditions on the

tige which milit^sucee^i?"l"V°"°*^
have given him that sortof pre^

leader of a pro^veTri^^^ the EnXh '
'"''

T""-
*^° *''"• »«« " »

the "short ^r^ce- system which thlo^rff t""^I ^V" *'' '«*'*^te of
wiU be the ruin of the English ArmJ ln'IT^^''^^ ^^l^'^ "•«» P^^'^t
to conceal his contempt fo? old-ft^v methr^a T.u°' "^T"^"

''«"' «*»«<"«
.pirit of many of his compeet-^CSV^i'^ '^'='""^'' '^'"'^*^

T. K.

MR HEKBT OOXWKLL ON BALOON STMRINO. '

,
Befork I embarked in air-travelling-say about five-.n^ t ^since—I was accustomed to collect th« JIT^ Hve-and-forty years

portingtotreatofthe«conquesofth?:irC-"^?"'P*rf^^^
" of the solution of aerial ilvigat/oL" TdiK flT? "'iL^

'* "^* «">«'
graphs of this kind cropped up^o^and ^in Jit th^ ' '^' ^"^
sea-serpent in kter times. I never saw mS'n„, ">« "PPearance of the
any one who on oftth or by affirnlti^n 3h 'v

•''•^ V^' meet with
saw a man fly. or a ^loon goSt thlwSd V^''*'"'^

"^' •»« •'^«'

to believe- albeit without ieinSLt in pi. Yy," "^^r* '^^'^ "P""
is completely mastered, and that it ironlv f .^* P'^"*'" °* "^^"^ion
to convey bodies of soldiers a hundr^ at ^a tir^

**^ f *'""" ^"^ '^'''^
and return postal service as easily as by raii^ ThJr:J"7 °'^ "^ *"'*

Ux the judgment of politicians and gene^rtTit SrJ**^"^"" ""^
down a war-like «ce a hundred at a tl^e o^to ^ ^ '"'^'^^'' ^ *™P
bang into the open and vulnerable part o?a fort, fi

^' '"\**~' ^P^
will be «lled upon for their TandiS opbion i ^T ^'^'"•' "^
Mjing that later on I may try to treiH thr«,K- ? **».«*"««> mywlf by
practi<5al standpoint

; but^tlu^t at l^^ltTSr"^^/ '"^^ *
experience one or two instances Z wS\ithout ^v""""

''""^ ""^ '"'«

accumuUtors, or other aids, I have seve^t^!- 7^**^ P«>peUor»,
in a given direction, come back.«i^S.S ^'^ ^'^'^^^'^^^ • baUoon
landed.near the spoi where^e ^^nt^S. LT"? ?*^ "^ '^''^

importance to explain that this Fre^h^h.\^«^ U '^ Pr*»«>««»t
w,tho..t precedent, and it should n::',':'':^:^,^:::^^^^

Am^r'^Ue'Cth Am':rir' ? 'r 'r'=°r''«
^- '-^« 'J'-'ghout

almost every producrexcept C tW "'^' "!''' '^J'*"'"^* isUnds yield

uinterKlependence,forTS, .̂l*^'
civilization requires. Here ^ere

the southed part ;^h'rra„irr^„''°T"*'' *u^
'""^^^^ '"'^ the States

the other prS^uL C w^?^ L^^^'
''^"^ **« '^^'^''*^ ^^mate of

which are so plentifXp-^nrw^i^lft-tT^lT/^^S-^^--

Eui^^Tmo'veS ^WkSo^rc^ Tl^^'i'^r'^
^'^'^°' -«» » general

to abolish the gaming"ca115:J on^^here ^.^t^ ^^? git'^''^/'
^--^

and fragrances and the soft Mediter^n^„ u ^^^'*' "^"^ fountains
Monte Carlo's groves andVirteSs tl^r^ ' ^""^J"'

^^^^ "^'^^e in
Street just as tfuly as if theySn^Ther "T, *''** ^""^ '™"» Wall

IHE peculiar tactics of the supporters of Afr «i j
canva«i have excited a good d«J^fT^ °L |-

^^^^ "^"'"^ *e present
very ea,y to understand.* It Ss toCtf"T?'°"' *" '^^^ »"» "o*
Bhiine councihH after the nomSn h^S L^° determined in the inner
Mulligan charges in any way «Inf i ^^ f''^ "°* *° notice the
" stale'slanderf " T^^ww^a ve^*ll!f"^iT

"" ^^^^"^^ ""^""nnios " or
of the faUure of Mr. Sm WaTteTTl^^f "^1^""^ *? '"^^ « '«''
tion. and in view of theTtL of the S^e^™ ^uT ^^°'^ '^' '""^^
ttmentwy, and most of it inX ?wfr.! f'"j*^ nearly aU doc-
was recognized fully by the shrewd o^', Z '**!^7"*'ng. In fact, it

defence which would not t^kV^^X^^'"' outset that there w«ino
i. alway. half confession..-^ T Ta^T^^ ' '*"**'^'' P'*" *''»°'»

vi
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What the literature of America, of England, of France, needs to-day

^is writers who seek to know the springs of human nature. Literature

requires no particular climate, no one phase of relate<l conditions, in soil,

air. landscape and people. Canada is not too cold i^or Spain too warm.
Wherever civilization sits, there may literature thrive. Canadian litera-

ture simply requires the efforts of the Canadian literary men of to-day.

Let them set their hands and "hearts and minds to the task and to-morrow

will bring a complete realization of their highest hopes.

—

Chicago Cv/rrent.

The Paris press has been seized with a fit of Anglophobia, and abuses

John Bull and all his works«with vigour and with vengeance. The exact

cause of this frenzy is not apparent, but it is supposed to have arisen from

the Euicounts sent by British correspondents in China as to the merciless

severity and cruelty of the French mode of conducting war in that country.

Another reason may be conjectured—the failure of France to impose her

policy on the recent Egyptian Conference. It is a remarkable fact, that

the entente cordiale between the two countries has never been what it

previously was since our neighbours repealed the free-trade treaty and
imposed a protective tariff a few years ago.

—

Bolton (Eng.) Advertiter.

The establishment of public libraries has had this marked effect on the

conception of the social use and function of libraries, that they are no
longer held to exist simply for the diffusion of knowledge, and for serious

purposes of culture or study, but come into the class of popular recreation.

The recognition of this view of their function by the librarian^ has led to

a new definition of trash. Provided the book will entertain and amuse a.

reader, the right to refuse it to him is denied. Within bounds we do not

care to dispute this ; but the line should certainly be drawn at minors,

and the library administration cannot be fully divorced from the responsi-

bility which attaches to all teachers, of asserting some kind of discretional^

right to say what readers of the school age and in the pupilary stage of

life shall read. It is the plain right of society to fix boundaries and

limitations of this sort to the free use of fiction in the public libraries, and

it will be suicidal if it is not done.

—

The Independent.

\

BOOK NOTICES.
y

The King's Men : A Tale of Tomorrow. By Robert Grant. John

Boyle O'Reilly, J. S., of Dale, and John T. Wheelwright New
York : Charles Scribner's Sons.

In this daring book the quartette of authors attempt to pourtray a

future England under a Republic, and succeed in showing what an unlovely

oonutry it would be in the circumstances they venture to paint as likely to

follow such a change. How little they understand English character and

the drift of public opinion in England may be imagined when it is stated

that Bradlaugh is made the last Premier, and an unscrupulous Irishman is

pourtrayed as occupying the position of President of the Republic ! Pre-

suming upon the present unpopularity of the aristocracy as hereditary

legislators, the authors represent that order as attempting to regain place

and power by means such as are now used by dynaraitards in the name of

Irish nationality, and make a sorry case for the Republican party by

causing it to turn the nobility out of house and home merely to fill the

desolated hearths with demagogues and American adventurers who contract

with "Jarley Jawkinses" to "supply aristocratic guests at so much per

head." The plot of the book, however, is most interesting, and in spite of

its far-fetched raison d'etre it will probably isre-ate a still greater excitement

than has already attended its publication in the States.

is edited by Mr. William J. Rolphe. M.A. We think, however, that the
pretty little book put forth by Messrs. Osgood is rather marred than im-
proved by the very indifferent illustrations scattered through its pages.

The Lady ok the Tiger 1 and Other Stories. By Frank R Stockton.

^*-* New York ; Charles Scribner's Sons. Toronto : William Briggs.

A charming collection of novelettes, one of which, at least, has earned
a world-wide notoriety. Mr. Browning was appealed to in connection

with an exciting incident related in the story which gave a title to the

book, and we believe the English poet's decision gave general satisfaction.

Mr. Stockton's style is well-known, and in the dozen tales included in this

yolume he has amply sustained his reputation as a humorous writer.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

Part Hi. New York : George H. Adams andDescriptive America.

Son.

It was originally intended that this most valuable work should be

publbhed in monthly parts, and the proprietors prefix an apology to this

issue for that, although September is now arrived. Part III. is dated

August But no person who has noted the vast scope of the work could

possibly expect the various divisions to be out "on time." The part under

notice is devoted to the ^te of Michigan,^and completely describes and

pourtrays all its topograph, industries, educational system, religious con-

dition, eminent men, history and magnificent scenery. A handsome and
carefully compiled map of our neighbouring State also accompanies the

mass of information collated by the editor, the whole being presented

in beautiful type, on fine paper, with numerous and excellent illustrations.

By Barry Straton. St John,Lays of Love, and Miscellaneous Poems.

N.B. : J. and A. Macmillan.

A little collection of poems of very uneqal quality, some of them, how-

ever—notably those on pastoral subjects—showing traces of decided merit.

Mr. Straton could hardly have expected to say anything startlingly new on

the somewhat well-worn topic, love, and, like many other poetic aspirants,

gets maudlin in his devotion to Cupid. " The Brooklet's Lament " is a

pretty conceit, and, being told in unpretentious language, is pleasant read-

ing. Mr. Straton intends devoting one-half the proceeds of the sale of his

work to the poor of Frederiokton.

,
The Princess. A Medley by Alfred Lord Tennyson. With illustrations.

Boston : James R Osgood and Company.

So much attention has of late been attracted to this much-misunder-

stood poem by the able " Study " of Mr. S. E. Dawson that it is unneces-

sary to diucuss its merits and demerits here and now. The prepent edition

Mr. Charles Rbade's last work, "A Perilous Secret," in a complete

,
form, is to be held back in England. But it will begin to appear at once
in serial form in Temple Bar.

A dadohter of Charles Dickens was a prominent figure at the recent
wedding of Miss Du Maurier in London, and among the guests were Mr.
Browning and Mr. James.

Harper and Brothers have in press a new edition of Tennyson com-
plete, with a biographical introduction by Miss Thackeray, a complete
index, and a bibliography of editions.

Mr. Ben Brierley has completed his sketches of America contributed

to his Journal, entitled "Great Britain over the Sea." The sketches will,

we understand, shortly be published in book form.

Next to Mrs. Southworth, Mrs. Clemmer-Hudson probably earned
more money by her pen than any other woman in Washington. Her
income for several yeara ranged as high as $6,000 a year.

Mr. Froude is still at The Molt, Saltcombe, one of the most charming
and inaccessible places of the south-west coast, putting the finishing touches

~on his biography of Carlyle, which will be the literary feature of this

autumn.

Miss Braodon's forthcoming novel, " Ishmael," will be published early

next month. Miss Braddon is now in residence at her new home in the

New Forest, where she is busy upon her annual, " The Mistletoe Bough,"
which will appear in November.

F. Marion Crawford, the novelist, now living in Rome, is thus posed
for a pen portrait by a correspondent. He is very tall, six feet two, with
broad shoulders, full brown beard, high forehead, and hazel eyes ; his

manners are easy, but not free ; he laughs heartily and talks welL

A BACO-SaAKE8PBARBA2J Society has just been organized in New York,
to be composed of persons who do not believe that Shakespeare wrote the

plays and poems to which his name is generally attached. One hundred
persons attended the preliminary meeting, and it is proposed to hold
regular meetings.

Ik America there are annually printed about 2,800,000,000 copies of

daily, weekly and monthly journals, while in Europe the annual issue

amounts to 7,300,000,000 copies. America does pretty well for a new
country not yet wholly settled, and which is not broken up into groups of

small nations—each with peculiar interests.

Mr. T. W. Hiqginson's larger " History of the United States," most
of the chapters of which have appeared in Harper's Magazine, will be
published by Harper and Bros, next spring, with some additional chapters,

bringing the history Sown to a later^efiod; Thu il 1ustralions will be

nearly all retained, and their number increased.

The Art Interchange of September 1 1 contains a charming design in

colour of a vase decorated with pink morning glories. The addition of

bronze to this design makes it most exquisite for decoration in mineral

colours. The same issue also contains a beautiful picture of a girl in

frilled cap, which strongly suggest the Cheny Ripe of Millais.

The Book- Worm for September is principally devoted to the adver-

tising of a new edition of Prescott's " History of Ferdinand and Isabella,"

which Mr. John B. Alden has in the prjess. This valuable work, when
published, will add one more to the long list of high-class books offered to

the public at nominal prices in connection with the " Literary Revolution."

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, speaking of Prof. W. C. Richards'

poem of congratulation upon the Autocrat's flection as chief of the Forty
Immortals, now so widely copied, said :

" I blushed redder when I read it

than when I found my name at the top of the column. How much
j^essanter it is to be spoken of good-naturedly than'to be pecked at by
critics !

"

Mr. W. D. Howells is writing a novel for the coming year of The
Century, under the title of " The Rise of Silas Lapham." In the first

chapter, which will be printed in the November number, Mr. Howells
returns to the life of Bartley and Mareia Hubbard, the much- discussed
hero and heroine of "A Modem Instance," showing Bartley in the char-

acter of interviewer for his " Solid Men of Boston " series.

The works of reparation which have been for some time in progress in

the Greek gallery of the basement of the Lonvre are now complete. The
Venus of Milo has been replaced in the old spot and adjusted on a new
plinth, so that the error of the original position of '^the figure has been

rectified, and the disposition of an important part of the drapery made
intelligible. The"fragmStat8 fonnd vrith the statue have b««n properly

displayed and arranged better than before.
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THE WEEK.

W.H be a wonderful compoundTf J^ZZ: "'^^'^ The nev domicile

BernWdt,1L'rr„Vpubrh:d°a^vr''=*^ '"^'^ "' *f-- Sarah
Monde--M«„rsAn.^riJai^<';\tchcon

.rorJ.''
""""^"^^ '^^ ''»

"-
of Amencan Ufe and character translatedTor °L. f"!

»»d ahalf sketches
without any specific acknowledirm«nf

(o"; rather betrayed) into French
although M. Armand SiWre^'rn ?h ""f

*'°","* *he American authors
'old by M. Soudan are ofTm'rri an orir'^he'"fT ''"'' '^" '^e£

Matthew Arvoi n J... V,
*^ collection is very curious

years hence Get^^^L^d rdislUTSs*'^ °P'\'°" ^''^^
"
''"-'^-ci

faulto but yet with Ro8sku\, Jrelt mot.V. /I
• ".'*'' '""•='' °f Rosseau's

«asm for beauty) inspiring her-Geore sJ^T "1 «°°d"««« and enthu
ture of to-day is backwards do honour^ o!? '«^'!,°™ **>'' ^^-^"^h "tera-W superiority to Balzacas inconSb v^a^RZf"'' "i" ^*"^ established
tlwt this was her hour for a statue ^ Rosseau." He does not believ,?

-hic?givls c'irioTs S'rticurar'^of^ts""' '""u 'T °^ * -""^ipt journal
a boy. Through thJ^indneL of the ^^ ^**''^'' ^"""^ Hazlitt, wK
enabled to make uie nf j. •

^^ "^ 'he possessor of this MS Mr 'R«,Utt-
and he will contribute .om"inuT^r"°

"'"^ '*'« " Memoirs of flt St"
number of the ^n.i^^L, 7 These" ["t'""^''

('""' '""^ ^S. tofh^JS,
Ha^litts to Americ^ in mzsT To T*

"^
'

'""''''^ *° *">« J°°^"ey of the
Mr. Theodore Bent will contribute! patrT'

""""'" °* '''^ ^4-^;
Liverpool in 1792.

' * P*'^'^ "" » Joumey to Manchester and

; ">: i". """""i »7oo,o«, ™ „r nil J""™ "' i^™-, it i.

S^LXLtxrh-ters£^^^ S5S
p^^re^Xo^rt^b^-di^L^^^^^^
''orough, to go to the ContiLnt! for the"u^f 50 oon^

*?« ^"l^^ "^ Marl
The nyxr^^enat LiiwjPs, T4

' /"*/"'" °^ ^0.000 guineas.

"Peter the^fW Se^-S^ ^'^fSS'^-^: «'V°^
^^'^ -'^t^.

"John Gibson Lockhart," iVa^W " 4„^^>*l°°^
^^'^'^''^'^ Horse," and

Marquis of Salisbury," FortniZL .. .T-f '^"^''*'^^ ^<^'«^,-
'' Tie

Announcemests for fKo
' ^oetry.

stories by J. T. TrowJridge andT'p^r,"^ '^'- .^^-^o.- include serial
of interest in Europe, by FrTnk R q. ^Z ' ^"^ °^ P^Pe^s on places
ducted"; "Talks f- Y^^Ftlfc^' t^H h'"""^

" P^-nally^C:"
Folk," by Charies G. Leland

; pape;s o^-^hJ^' ^'';C^°^^ for Young
on personal interviews with prom[nPn.

^''°°«"'8 a^^ Occupation," based
and professions; more short ^sSk/T''".^""'^ °' ^'^"o"« tr^es'Among the Law-makers," and embodvL tT ^T'-"^ «*"«« o^Ued
the United States Senate

; papera oT" Th« P
'«oollections of a page in

IZ Utf*'' ''^ *•>« ''^*« R^vWrniaJ M ^r*^ °' Invention^'
;
I

other good things besides. ™ *^- Raker—and a great many

of AX°S?rit^a^rr^^2r? ^" "^ " ^>'''« -<^ SHadows
^the well-known war correw^JITif^'**?*?^'" ^^ «'^'«e F- W^,!!
;•
Bullet and Shell." ^^SSo^^lfbl'l

^^''''''' -"^ -'^Hf
for the first time, of the wellknT . ^- '^P'^oductions, now ensraved
pictorial war correspondent. Mr.TVnow^, '^-.f'^^"

Forl^rS
C/«n^«ry, during the coming year, a series o7h T" ^^^'^bute to Th.,
socie

y, customs, etc., of cities o n^i" itr'i^- ^^"^ <"> *»>« "&.on Florence, to be entitled "A Plm^^;- J •^' ''eginning with several
cuts, after the etchings of ^JJ^T^,^Zl\J'^ CenturyTjS-
known, and ,t is announced that Mr Hnw'lP

°'^^"' "^ "'"^dy well
with reproductions of etchi,ii« bl wS. p '^

ff"^" *»" he ill«trat^
author through Italy during^ P^^t^c^ThlTf^ '^^'"''^'^'^ *^

To the average readine man »>.„-„ • .

logueof books,^d .noreiSl^'nrcL '*Tk^'^''^''°° - * cat.-
And when such caUlogue contllnl V„ 1^^.°** to be a list of new books^ts of well-known wrL™," w^i fL^ll'^*" '"^'^'' detaiJst^or
booklet becomes a literary gem. ^uch ^ tL T T'^^'^P'^ '''/the
Messrs. Houghton. Mifflin i«d company of R^l

catalogue published by
pany^g It are some special annoSncemen^n^.-' •'*

r°
*"»'*• Accom^

which
1 may not be amiss to i^trXe S tL T ^"^7"-^ ^^^^^^

Amongst forthcoming works we llTl^JJ t
""^"^ of our readers

Emerson, Edgar Allei Poe, a^Edmu^^ qS ""^. *'"' ^•" ^^'oks^
of Letters" series; on John A<kms and Jafc M^'^'"

''"'. "^-^erican Men
Statesmen " series; volumes onThTcommia!::itw'M' '",*'! "American
California, and Kansas; a new edition^fw / ^''^'*°<*' Kentucky
edition of Marlowe's works tJn „

of Hans Andersen's stories • 1„
the 6WW„'. i/a,a:t'(mi t"T6?i.'''^'T'"'

ooUectiot'^^Cm
original and reproduced works, including 7 """'^ ""'«' ^a'-^atle
Elaborate illuminated calendars for lfi«^^ ,

'«* ''•"»*^'- »' novels
known as the Emerson, Holme" LonSoraS m^*^'"^'*"^"' *» ^
each gr^ with selections from^ the^^7X1^2^^^^^^^ '^

omc. nftnv. Wrek, ron,,,!,,.
*'"'*^-

PBOBLE.M No 4 4
Composed for The: Wbbk by J. MccJreiorToronto Chess Club * '•

»L*CK

PBOBLEM»No. is.
TOCKNKY PBOBtBM No. 3.
Motto :-•• Sard-a-im."

BLACK.

)AN CORPORATiON
OOms, . . pnfcu, ^^^ j^^j.

Cor. Cl.n«h .ndAdelMde au., TorontT

JAMBS^CROGGIRMM,.r.r

"WETS TBI 3a Jsr

T)OBnmON BUSINESS OOLLBOB
ii< ^ r"r.t*^?°''^'j''?*«"^'^S:
Imnartlng a though knowr.'l,'^'"""' '»'

CoUegeCairndar^SSf^,"*""'*- ''^

[SlPTUfBIB 18tL

EUAS ROGERS & CO.
j mms^

WholMale and B«t»il dealo, Jn

COAL AJSTD WOOD. ^vefy Br«alar.
Th..v»„toftho«a«„.

Theor,g.„.
"r-™*". —

I

AurK

MATRICULATION EXAMINATIONS

ASSURANCE COMPANY. Monday. SEPT. „„d. jj .

INCORPOBirnnr. ,„— _ ^DJCOBPORATBD 1861.

aX4i) O.JW^CJ(; TORONTO, OUT.
Caali A«ut«,
Income for Year

WHITK.
White to play and mate in two moves.

9l,a89,iis oo

1,690,84 a«

WHITE.
White to play and mate in throe move..

TOURNEY PBOBLEM BECEIVE^.
Motto :_• Tmipore CandUior."

,

The followins position ^ **' '^'^^RESTINQ END GAME,

forward to us the rea^rJ/Vh-etiror."""- «'"^- ">'« «oe«.ing.y eurion. position «.d

"Canada permanent

JAN & Savings Co.
I

' - GAME No. 23.

Chbss in Emoland.

Mr. Hirsch.

1. P to K 4
2. P to q 4
3. BtoQ3(a)
* PtoQBS
S. Pto<J5
8. Rt to K 2
7- B to Kt S
8- P to K E 4
9. B talias Kt

14. Castles
15. P to K B 4
16. P to B 5
17. P_toKKt4
IS Q B to R «q «,)

21. Kt to B 3
aa. p to B 4

Slack.

Mr. Bhujkburne.

PtoQS
Kt to K B 3
Kt to B :i

PtoK4
KttoK2
Kt to Et a
B toK2
PtoKR3
B takes B
Caatles
QtoKsq
BtoK2
BtoOa
Ptogt4
P to Q B 4
lit to B sq
Kt to B 2
4 to Kt sq
PtoKtS
K toB eq
P toB Jr
PtoB3

(it<mom BUuVt KB p.)

Whita.

Mr. HlTsch.

23. P to Kt 5
24. PtoKta
25. Q to Kt 5 («)
28. Ptakeep '

27. P to B 8
•«. BtoK2(7)
28. P takes P

. 3U. B takes B
31. P takes B (a)
32. B to Kt 4
38. B to B 5
94. R takes R
35. B takes Q
38. Kt to Q 2
37. KtoB2
38. PtoR:)-*
3»- P takes P
40. K to B 3
41. K toKt2
42. Kt to Kt so

Resigns.

I, in the Biuidloap Toonia.

Black.

Mr. Blaokburne.

B toBag
Kttool^
PtakwQ^
KttoBg «
Bto KtS
P takes P
B talus Kt
Bto Kt2
KttoKt4
KtakeeP
BtoBsq
Q Jakes ft (A)K takes R
B to R 8, ohB to B 8
P takes P
B to B 7, ohB take* i>, oh
RtoKe
Kt takes P

I-oB rmraa DrnKonoK, sn oamndab.

^o»ou^v^8.1«4.'-"'''"^t^,

- SeS£SSi£^i
I

NORiroF'cOLLEGE
L.,. SMITH. P«.. ,^8. BOOMER «« j "" ''"'""^^ ^'«»"'» <"^»»'»).

I TORONTO,
. ONT.

Co.. a IT. i'.««.;^Oxo„,Pr<,o<pa«.

A''e'"jSS^'l^*X'«' "i
"» y~"

ttoongh the PreDS^°v' """ »" '«> on
man's LflosJFrTE.^^ Forms to the Wo-
lation B^amSSi'S^',"™'' "'<» tt-'MatrioS:
onto, and th«nfh,™ 'he University of Tor-

andofthiHoyal aZS?™' Bjologne, France,
BnjMand. "Sj, .^°tS"y °' M"»l'>5.I*ndon

management rt*52 n!^ '"", *'^' nndeftbe

of assi^ti pSifS^li'^''* "> able staff

thenlo.,idridtogS?%oi'?!^'" ^ »•»»-
totherlnformiSS^pl^S Prospectus and

»..« ^, '*^*- *• •'• BUSSELL,
2« Vlctorta St. or9Sa Wellington St.

TOBOHTO.

laeorponted, A.D. tagg.

Subs4:ribed Capital
Paid up Capital .
Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

f3>oao,ooo
3,aoo,ooo
1,100,000
8,000,000

Qa''4nTreet'aS.'^-''''^°°8'' 8t«.t; an

|«rnU''SeSre1er8t'''l"'IL.lJ-"''l"»^«
Prince«i8t.; NiagaJ^,^. |'„P','^'^«. 'oot of

THE SEPTEMBER

zine of Amepiean Histopj.

3/hTm^^,'^0,-m the paint.

WATEM^ ",? ^"^^ VALLBY OP MANY

^^?«^B°,o^-i.ili,CA.BAS. nms.

^^"^?o\^ASi^i™"orxH^l,vo.
Johncichfane • "•"""'«»• By Gen.

SOME^NO AB0n''T'1.VNE"GSrX''^

Including a phenomenal oa«. of oel
artists in ,t~

GIROFLfi-GIROFL=-
Oran.,

^°'""" •"'''»« 25 and SO cents. , theOrand „„Moor reaii,,,, p„„„„„„„ „
'!*«

With
^^^^^^o FIRE, :^'-

With real Fire Rnslno. ii_ ,
' have

Hose, Fireman S^ ' ^°°^ «nd I.ao

?ei!?i^MU-&peSf,.e»™' O*

Grand Trunk jRailwayl'
e

EXHIBITION TRAim'^
e

'o°he*^'gZrlJ,'^iJ,rh and ,3th. iu addittfd
Will be rS "the '^ '™""' "racial tn^^j^

SAYINGS BANK BRANCH

.hSS^lte™7nte?es7S'S^'"' "> demand or
principal hsif-ywr™ "''*• "»*>«• *" the

DEBENTURES

S^^-^SLlIKSSSi^-iZS

''ttn'.'SfTL«^^°S^^w

EXHIBITION GROUNUsment

J'm^^R^Srilnl "w^?/ ,k*i\1?-
'•»» '"•^'«=«'

-.-._ -- -, ..
,
'S^^fo'SoT^*'-"'>^^-^"l^\^^^>«>A

W.^r.S.^^aiir^'glPn''"«b«„et. I wa^'etfe''verhi,n'"\-<' '»'''- '«
'»•

11784-1785.) Lett^™^™^.?.']'?''?? »?nT. '
from a.«) a-m^,""^ 'j,"" t" '"o g^os.i ed
p».iinds from R45 a m ti^fji

*"•' '""n""'
train at 10 p.m "" '•" P »-. and «« ng

E>Srb?t,^S*'gi?„';,j^'»«h "II trains toae .d

<"VorkStrJS?SSEs^ii,^«'™mtho,o* .

Soptember 8th, 1884
nd

HaSBBBT KASON,

hyp^l~oFoffAWA
on a I .-,

(o) Better than Kt Q B i
NOTES.

him I
lipttei,

Which cLTT^Tyrt*„rd""o:irw7t2' ''i'?""''-

S:«^ere't,:ftd4{~^^^^^^^^H.a^. co^^not capture the k^^h'SnsT^'^^^^^^^^^^^^

26. . . _. ,-Biac*.

26. P takes p It*S^P^;BtoB8.ch lt^,\ , ».v«>«.,ch,and

'11 o*-i „. Black ,

,"-1/..

28. B take* Kt, oh k t.?'^£-
2».QtoB2,cr.£kdma^n1Jrm"ove.

JTMts.

:«• I J'J" Kt. ch& P takes B
•18. B to Kt sq, oh
34. Bto B 6, oh
35- B to R 7, oh

Black.
K takes p
K takes P
KtoBS(be«t)
K to K 2 (best)KtoB sq

38. B to Kt 4 B t f^*-
37. B to B 8 oh win^i..? ^* *

White ,'ho^dlHnto?n»'th''^°' ,»»d
pieces for a rook ° '"'^ **° °»'nor

It w M h
n. to B sq v"^oa lor a rook. ™iuui

Wl ~'*L^' "'"Ca remalaa
• might add that BliSI PtoBSlnateS

. , NBWSITEMa
rr !• ramoar«J (fliat «iv,^ ,,,jl„ „,

AccoB.,„« to the Ph..^.,„K,. ,„._ ..
°™«"«"'«""«>">«Ch.MClnb.of^(j

.

-—uu«i oeiwean the Chesa <

with .

1,000,000
99S,tBS

laure " 1- ' ' ^10,000

1 MAGBB, E»<,., Fi«./.„rtdm*

j^der^™»r:ii5^^'^^,^4'I'u«h.

aaoBoa Bdbn, Cathitr

"TmSSi^'jEJn"' ''•'''*™' "•" !•"-

ff*S«°'*».^''"'*-'''"«dl"> Bank of

^JS>*dby and B. E. Walker A^S??5:
SRS-BnglishAm^oTBllSk ^""8™

A MILZIOJTA MONTH!
THH DIAMOND DTBS

. '^^^'^•'tg' ^'^y^*.' .mmiansB«k.

>BILS, BIOHABWOH « 00.
/ngton, Vt. Mid MontM»l. p.g.

Pn»MmDiir«iTWiMnar»rm
•iTtrtMi IHaMag aid rmjlAlM Ob.

ATIJOBDAlfm.inBMm! ^

own, in 18S9 ^ washmgton, of George

''%JSik'^''^^^- BBPLIE8. BOOK NO.

*^1^'.^TtL^^^^'" Term.

^^^BHKD AT 30 iAPAYKITB PLACB.NEW YORK CITY.

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

lee!

SUGARS! SUGARS!

irn

be

he

A/ma Ladies College,

ST. THOMAS^ ONT.

W U* OtairaUted Sngw ta $1.
18 Ila. Brigrht Porto Sioo Sngw ftr ,i.

A consignment of NEW TEAS ner p.„-.a8.^Comp«,y and P«,iao ^llwi?" JsT^S
^arFAMILYTBA8«.the b«t „l„.4n

N H*!^'™"'"'*^ '"" adulteration,

of «.e;«5?°^ P^^P'ly delivered in anypart

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

jy|A80N & COLLINS,

UFt-siff poiimirs ii on aw crayoii

jyjISS BIBD8ALI,. ^^7

-SS'Si^S^rt.'^- '"°^'°«. ^r coioun*"^^"*

-!!!'l!l^':!!!^:^Draw,ng.e,c.,«4
,

^ Chunk Strtet, Toronf

sp^^S^.^'^SiiSo,",!'' """•««
painting tausht^n,hi ^''"•' '"'1

Acdem*y,ird'o2,''ESglI^r" °' '

4

*Jk «-.^rrz^ *'^" tuition coat from ars t^

Si.H^i!,*'?^^ *° deiitSSt TbS

JSroa,:sr«;dS?Xn,'«i^ *"•• ""•

PHINCIPAI, AUSTIN, BrD.

crank, wuu ^
?:ame of chess, j

rom the board. 1

he waa foond <r

7*<|^ won
"

m toA duke's vux ae thA TtjtU ~
i

~ """"— 'Jtn mi

tr^M; m AdTuoa,

a iLAcnRTaoiiinoK, nssaiK

Grand Trunk Railway
OP CANADA.

TIUS WANTE1>.
WHITB OAK. TAMABAC, HEMLOCK AND

OBOAB.

To be Mivend during the mnter of 188^.36.

ifloatjona and F
I application to"^f^P^SSSorj"™' Of T«.^ .an b.

JOHN TAYLOB,

JOSBPH HiaxaoN,

|-^^

TTi«&.TON MEBBITT
I
^M- ASSOCIATE ROYAl SCHOOL OF MINES ETCnmro msssBssL a KminHorar
M TORONTO STRBBT, TORONTO. '

r)B^~8INCLAIBi

334 Jabtis Strut
MIDWIFBBT. AND DISBASBS OF___^3tBN A SPBCIALITT

IWINMS8 DENTI8TBT.

««^tiJt^;iS':^°m?'''¥r°<- -->
method lnclndMMiiiS?fiS'HL^*"I*mI«»
mechanical M<r,S*S5""* "P^^ons both

M. F. SlfflTTH, Dwrrar,
we Qnoen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D..

BOir(SOPATBiaT
|TSlS''*£SS55J?°^.'^"o'Ne,von.

*" * S* J*BTM Sranr.

QOATSWOBTH A HODGINS^

^•«*l«m. SoUoltorB, Notuiea.

No. » To»oim. STM,,, T0.OHTO.

incil

i
"T^ TORONTO for

^^'
HXaH-CLAilS WAT^ » JBWKLLKBy

tn^'^.SdT^^U--"'^ «"'""«o-

Charges Moderate.

QHAW <k U8B0BNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.
'

in?vSroe,"^^|^»'^,^°^te4 loam, and
,

and exchanged. "op«rty bonght, sold

10 KING ST. BAST. TOBONTO

ABCHimS.BllRDI»OSI.infnrO«SAI.O
VALUATORS

<'fi'«~39AMaideSt.JlaU.To,r»Uo

Dealer in all ktoda of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures ,fm CHX7BCH ST.. TOBONTO, ONT. ^
-ff^!^?^^^^^;^™WIloatton.

QHABLBS W. PHILLIP^
:

8OUCITOB. OONVBTANOBB, Bto.
'

—:0»»iob:— '

A C^^J^KniLAy. L.D.'sii
*^

m

m OHCBCH BTBBHT, . tobON
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««»BBB 18th, 1884.]

^AT IS CATARRhT
""»nthe»rail(Can.)Z>K IS

"M poisons keen th^'.'*" '° *''« Wood.
«fe of thoZsri?, a co„''st'„T ,"?'"? '»»"-

i

\, ever ready for ih« Ii. .' ''*'* °' irrita-

a? do™ the fences 'or^..°i? .""? ""'Wis I

^>sinK ulceration oV ?h^fK °' .""• ""<>»'.
..-Vstachian tuhei, „.. "" ""roat

; up the

n.arp,ng the P^ope? etrao?Sr.""'/*K*"','"^°«»"
, '5",s?J«°<''°«'°p»>»o'^^rcr^.']Sp^Tol"SifJ

• e'irrfo?th?s';jL?r7s^.^rS'""<'« '^ ""cover
r ""nhalentsand othe? fn«r*'^''y "^» ""
none of these treat,nent» ?J^ 3"' devices, bnt
good until the parasites arJ-vK * P"^'"'" of

>•». succeeded in (fiscoverS^ .h^P'"""""'-
binationof inin-ed.w. ^J*"? necessary
bsolntely aid nerZn„ "' "«^"'»"
i"JrTible Sea^ wk .t°"y eradicating
>ear or forty vMrsThr "^^'linR 'o?
^OK from thi .K ^

.Those who may be

Mfy..Sii'n'n'SIJe'"45rV?°"t."'''^''^
lagers, ""caw with the bnsiuess

f'""'"*'"'"'"^::^ treatise on c":^b

/<?-<. H. Dixon Ts^''.^ ^S?" '" "-^ffa-d
[Catarrh ""^ * ^^' New Trmtmmt tor
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TOPICS OF TEE WEEK.
Thb ovations to Mr. Mowat were not intended to nW« n, •. •

dubious light; but tlie managers unwittin^rHiT .
^ ^""^ ^ "

transformed the industriousId rcrSv^L'rt:r;''" ^""^ ^'^^

.h^h.Mr. Mowat himself would be the lastt"::^ '"t dZ't: tZ^!without hope of resurrection, the leader of thP nnr,„=,f •
'

hyperbole, even though the ii^stru.rntTfllS^TZl^^on a party flag. Mr. Mowat has the thanks of the Pi^vLeZ^th?

Ontario^ won a great law-suit in whick aJarge «,*«* „* i^,„,.;,_„

r:^rtrztic:?- m. M„.Xwh"Xla*^
fore^st not ^^^^or.^r^:''^-'::Z^^^^ ''

nastered a very intricate question and advocatj 1?.r ^ r."^
;vith ability anJ success, 'xhe duty of tie ISel, ^ ^"'^'''

diffe^nt
:

it had to guard the interest of Canad! al^ to rtlro;^^^should get no more than her just due At fi«t n ! T,t ^^°

the objection of Ontario that the decision of that tribun^ ^Zti'guarantee of finally was weU founded. The objeotio?C fiZl Ced"a^d means of confirming the decision will be fbid in the form of ZaoIof the Imperial Government. But thn Pr,,™ n^ -i i.
*

that it is not infallible When Lt
^'^ Of™""! 1- once more shown

pr^iedentof theherotwolrrotTj^r' ^^' "^""^ -» «*« *-nons

the Colorado beetle by ^^of^"r^:^^:^^::::! ^^ '" '"!*'r*"geography of our continent by £^^^"'^^1 p*^' "
"T^^'""*

'^•'^«

a " town "
;
and mo., r^entiyi^^X tf«^

** *^^
.no. and tiie true ^tj1^^' tl!!^!

--'e-.boundary of

authority, by which Manitoba obtains a large extent nt , -.
east which the law doe. not give her Wm .

"'**""^ "^ '^^

lative confirmation? The inlrmp, !
^'" •'''"^°" <"""« ^ith legis-

been without its uses for h^ v ^'i''''-**''"*
^'>°t t^^ «aid to have

Ontario, was subsZt'ia ^ ol otTdttrTIT ''" ^''^"'™ """' °^

parties to the suit had iepter heCaJ ::^ T°" " '""^ ''''^

form would have followe/ n
"'".

^'^.^'^Z
'^t'S'^ation in some binding

Imperial GoveZenthTuM no? ,"°
"'^"•''

'*^ """''8"«- '•"»* *he

make any necer^ idme^t "'onTTr ''T^'' "^ '^'^^'=^*"-' "''*

and his colleagues inZXZT I .

°^the arbitrators admitted that he

award less tha^U d„e to thaTpro^v" ''T ' "^^'^^^'^ ^'°'^*'-' '''

that the true boundary ha^ not w„ H "V u'

"°'^'- '"^^ '*'''"'»'-

^garded as markingVtZ T^THl Tl ^^^'^'"^"
that Government said ar, „w ^ u j /' ^""^ *" ^^^ o^ convenience,

exceeded thei>powr,l and Z ,

" '"""^
^
the arbitrators hai

The issue was ^.Z'X^L:^: rXlrtolVS J'
"?'

^
''^''^^-

upon, the two Provinces in th« ... •* « ^ ^""""^ ^^ ag«-eed

to blows. In trelZCtrT" ^IT*^"*'^''''*^'"'''-^----^
war-talking partisana^n the ah '^"t

""°'"' '^"'^ '°<"*' officials an5
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^"

rejoicing over the decision is that it remoiri'dalr of'
.1"*"" '

pves us a final settlement of the western hoZ^ly IZli theT"'IS included, but more than half fl,„ -*i.
7^' *^*" °* the northern

defined. So far as ^ed tht lile ^ ""''^'^ ^"" """"•- ^ ^
court, having dra^TH! ^

"""'^ ^""^ '^ '"'*""'' '"^"°°. "^d the

woiiTd. if thT^ern^ raTgit:; ::: n':

""^ "''": °* *^ ^"^^'^ ^'-.
have continued on the same^t^r o^rrT' "1 °"'^' """""^ '"'^^^'y

refe^nce was fi«t agreTupr bothT !,

"" '^'""''' ^^^ ^''«'> ^^e

the ..e.l Oove^n'Xhar.t^irthTrr^^^^^^
'
^^

ti:.orof^n:rr5?*"v^
interests of OnUrio and Quebec T " °f

"'""^ ^ '^^'^'^^ *^* '^e
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their want of.LiX:i":h:r^^lTfti::^^ °"^^ ^"-^

^^sis^o^L-^ti?;^^^^

vided they have the means tot L
"'' '*"''" " '^°'"' P">-

Agents of aU kinds are the T r« T" '"^'' °" '^"- "'^'^ '*-°«'^t- '

B^ks, insulc ooUTnil; ,7^\ '^''^'^^f
P^P'^ ^W ^nder control. ^

this f^t, not ::;rjL^\:';°.''2'7 ^'^r*
'""-^'^ ^^"^"^^^ -^^^

to be of aU agents^in the world i

'

,

'^""S™""'' "g^t is not likely
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criminate in the selection f^t-t Of arT
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T",'''"'^^^'
'-l-

or actual pauper, enough and3 than ^T'' "^''^' '''"^ '""P^'''^*
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^^'' '"'""'

'
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the pi^sent generation
^"'^ "" '^ ""'^'' '^"^S '»«« 'if-^-e of

Oniric, and «.e true '^^ZC^^? ZL^J'TZ.''''''"^
°'

of two^ o*:i^ p^ii«„ent of e«j;.tr^t: i::^: ^^^

pe™!ri:\n7aC,rrre7;-:\t ^T" 't^ --' --^
benefit Quebec had reaped fZ h Tk

"'!,'"»''='"«'o° that, for all the

have lived. TheTa^ wUl r.! T r "^
^""""^ '^'^^^ "^ ^''^ "--

perfaoUy sound mi^d i^ 2p« W" '''* """'"" "' ''^'"-'l-'«. <>*

thep^Lce thatTay «^ insane 17 ''^""* '^''^' ^''^^ -'"' ^
o»i asylums the evronrrakestb^ ThT^"'

--««t-e
offlo* is Bot justified in taking a fLf^!! , k T?""'"*

"'^''^
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>«-««> 1« w« not entitled to Uke a fee fortZ" T ^"'^ ''^"""'

officer he cannot serve two mast^.:. Dr ^o^TZ '". f " r"""- only ^„o,„«. ,,,_ _^ ,^^ad^Tiim:: l^^^
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was admitted. But in such cases the opinions of experts often differ

widely. The history of criminal jurisprudence shows that there is no ques-

.

tion on which medical men disagree so much as on the real mental condi-

tion of persons in whose behalf the plea of insanity is set up ; and even a

preponderance of evidence, one way or the other, almost always fails to clear

up the doubt to which contradictory opinions give rise. The alleged abuses

in connection with lunatic asyluins in Quebec are probably much exagger-

ated ; but ground for a searching enquiry into the management of these

institutions does exist, and the Government would fall short of its duty if

it neglected to cause such enquiry to be made.

Since the publication of the encyclical in which the Pope condemns Free-

masonry, the French press of Quebec has shed rivers of ink in proving that

a Freemason is of all criminals the most dangerous and the most diabolic.

All the writers admit the magnitude of the crime of Freemasonry, but on

its prevalence in Quebec they differ widely. Two bishops admit that but

few French Canadian Catholics are Freemasons. The Pope's manifesto was

followed by a shower of pastoral letters from the bishops, in all of which

the horrors of Freemasonry are painted in the blackest colours, and its

existence deplored ; but against Fenianism not a word is uttered by

journalist or bishop. Yet no person of sense can doubt that, in America,

Masonry is practically harmless, while Fenianism ranks with Nihilism as

a real danger to civilization.

The retirement of Judge Meredith recalls the practice, of which it is

not an example, of Quebec judges retiring before the active energies of life

are nearly spent. The scandal of a judge after securing his pension by

retirement, going back to practice at the bar, unless voluntarily abated,

will one day have to be put down by law. In Ontario, the tendency is all

the other way ; the judges are seldom willing to retire even when the

mind has lost much of its vigour, when memory is impaired, and attention

can only be kept active for an hour or two at a time. These opposite

tendencies—the tendency to retire too early and the tendency to remain

too late—lead to abuses which ought to be voluntarily corrected. Incen-

tives to premature retirement would not be difficult to remove ; the

remedy of superannuation at a given age would work unequally and

could hardly fail sometimes to deprive the public of services just when

they had become of greatest value. But for both abuses a corrective

needs to be found, and it is every way desirable that it should be spon-

taneous and not coercive. But if not voluntary, it may have to take the

l£ss agreeable form.

''" In the estimation of the leading Tory journal, a plea for tolerance in

the expression of political opinion is a serious crime. Mr. Ross, Minister

of Education for Ontario, has brought anathema on his head by the

avowal that " he would not accuse of disloyalty any man who chose to

express his opinion that annexation to the United States would be best for

18." This, we are told, is treason ; aild the attention of the Lieutenant-

Governor is invited to the traitor. Sir Richard Oartwright is also ar-

raigned on a similar charge : he, it seems, is guilty of having said that

^

independence is a question open to discussion, and on him the Governor

-

General is instructed to keep a steady eye. Neither the Governor-General

nor Governor Robinson is likely to respond to the invitation. It is too

late to think about a censorship of opinion in this country. Thirty-five

years ago, all the leading Conservatives of Montreal signed a declaration

in favour of annexation. No rational being believes that Canada- will

always remain a colony, and the views which the people hold of the future

of the country will naturally find expression. A censorship of opinion

cannot be set up by official fiat, and it is not probable that the demand that

it should be is seriously made.

Just when the Couaty of Halton decides to continue such local prohi-

bition as is possible where distillation apd importation remain under the

protection of the law, the criminal statistics of Canada for the year 1882

come to hand. They do not bear out the statement so often and so confi-

dently uade, sometimes even by members of the Bench, that drunkenness

and CBme, as cause and effect in the great majority of cases, go together.

Drinkers are, in this return, divided into two classes, one of which makes a

moderate use of liquors, and the other an immoderate use. Of the thirty-five

persons changed with murder, eight, or less than a quarter, are described as

immoderate drinkers ; among the one hundred and ninety persons charged

with aggravated assault and inflicting bodily injury, the immoderate drinkers

counted thirty-four, a fraction more than one-sixth ; thirty-one cases of

manslaughter give nine excessive drinkers, the proportion being less than

one-third. The proportion of immoderate drinkers among the persons

charged with the following crimes was : shooting, stabbing and wounding,

sixty-six to one hundred and forty-seven ; assault and obstructing peace

officers, loss than one in ten ; assault and battery, less than one in five

;

robbery and demanding with menaces, about one in seven ; horse, sheep

and cattle stealing, less than one-fifth ; larceny and receiving, less than

one in eight ; arson, less than one in six ; counterfeiting, forgery, and

uttering, less than one in seven ; felonies and misdemeanours not classified,

less than one in eight ; carrying unlawful weapons, less than one in three
;

breaches of the Municipal Act and By-laws, about one in ten ; disorderly

breaches of the peace, about one in three ; miscellaneous and minor

orfences, about one in five. Drunkenness is often charged with the paren-

tage of nine-tenths of all the crime committed, and the statement is

sometimes carelessly echoed by people who have under their own observa-

tion the means of correcting the error. That drunkenness breeds crime is

only too certain ; but there are crimes which require a clear head and a

steady hand for their execution. Of all who were charged with embezzle-

ment and false pretences, not two per cent—the actual proportion is one

in sixty-five—were classed as immoderate drinkers ; among house-breakers

there are probably many boys ; and less than three per cent, of those

charged with house and shop breaking are classed as excessive drinkers.

Burglars and persons with burglar's tools in their possession show a much
larger proportion, something less than one-fifth. This would seem to show

that the house-breaker degenerates more and inore when he develops into

the burglar. Abduction and kidnapping need to be planned with secrecy

and executed with care : only one in sixteen of the persons charged with

these crimes used spirituous liquors immoderately. The occasional ex-

cesses of moderate drinkers must have tended to swell the list of criminals.

But still the common notion undoubtedly makes the proportion of crimes

for the paternity of which drink is responsible higher than the official

returns show. There is nothing to be gained by exaggeration, and much
misconception must result from the habit of attributing crimes to other

than the true causes. ""' S^

Is a recent number of The Week, " Canadian " defended colonial

knighthoods on the analogy of University degrees and prqfessional

diplomas. With submission to "Canadian's" judgment the analogy will

not hold. University degrees and professional diplomas have nothing

aristocratic about them ; they have no tendency, like knighthoods, to

create a titled class. Nor do they, as objects of ambition, divide a

Canadian citizen's affections and turn his thoughts to a fountain of honour

outside the public opinion of his own country. They are necessary, as

certificates of competence, educational and professional, while there is no

necessity whatever for social titles. They may of course be misbestowed,

as examiners are not infallible, but the examiner has no motive for misbe-

stowing them, while party leaders unfortunately have often strong motives

for misbestowing the recommendations in compliance with which knight-

hood is conferred. If " Canadian " doubts this last proposition, he has

only to recall to his mind the Pacific Railway scandal, and some other

unpleasant episodes in our history both political and commerciaL That

the titles thrown to colonists, often after a gainful process of solicitation^

are mere crumbs from the table of aristocracy,- perhaps concerns the

recipients more than any one else. It has just been announced that Her
Majesty is about to confer the honour of knighthood upon her apothecary

in the Isle of Wight. That worthy practitioner would have been deemed a
strange brother in arms by the chivalry of former days, though possibly he

may be considered to have slain with his gallipots as many as Sir Galahad
slew with his sword. Let us have titles of public honour by all means,

but let them be genuine, SLnd such as can really inspire reverence. Let us

have ceremony in its proper place ; nobody wants a Democracy with its

heels upon the table ; but let the ceremony too be genuine and truly

symbolical of something that reason can revere. The modicum of state

which still surrounds our judges is salutary, and it is to be hoped will

never be abolished. One bad consequence of clinging to the obsolete is

that it is apt to discredit that of which we have present need ; as in

politics our retention of Conservative forms which have lost all force

prevents us from recognizing the necessity of providing the constitution

with safeguards suited to our own time.

An Anglo-Indian correspondent, referring to a note in The Wbrk on
the appointment of Lord Dufferin to the Vice-Royalty of India, says :

" I see you have noticed the Times correspondent's quotations (or trans-

lations) from the Indian press. I attach little importance to them, or to

anything the Times correspondent says reflecting on the people of India.

Depend upon it they are more sinned against than sinning. I know some-

thing about the native.press, and (tell it not in Gatb !) it is less scurrilous
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than the press m this country If the Indian papers we«, to write about
public men as the papers here do, their tenure of life would be brief
During the past eighteen months there has been a good deal of invective
against Englishmen, but it has been bitterly provoked by some le^ii^g
Anglo-Indian papers. And it is not safe to condemn a whole press on theground of some detached sentences^from nameless papers, culled and trans-
lated from a hyperbolic oriental dialect by an enemy. The Times correspon-
dent IS the organ of a set of Englishmen in Calcutta who would crush out the
nascent Uberties of the Indian people, especially the liberty of the press •

and who are above all things anxious to discredit everything done by Lord
Eipftn and a Liberal Government For this purpose they want to show
that the native press (set free by Gladstone and Ripon) is vicious and
seditious, and that municipal and local self-government, introduced or_^ostered by the present regime, are wretched failures. Lord Ripon's

/ reforms, which were nobly conceived, are being frustrated by these men
and their unfortunate results are mainly due to them."

In an extract printed in another column a contemporary says • "There
are one hundred American journals circulated in Canada to one English
journal. No doubt this is true, nor is the fact a surprising one seeing
that there is practically an identity of commercial interests betwixt the
peoples living north and south of the imaginary boundarjr line, amongstwhom business takes precedence of all other topics. This indifference to
English affairs has naturally resulted in a corresponding ignorance, with,
however, "extenuating circumstances." But no excuse can be accepted
for the persistent misrepresentations of English politics circulated by some
Canadian journals, whether it be the result of inadvertence or design If
as appears to be the case, there is not enough interest manifested by Cana'
dmn readers in Old Country matters to justify cablegrams or special letters
from own correspondents," why then in the name of Truth and Justice
let editors, wait the arrival of the English mail and judge of trans-Atlantic
affairs a^ reflected in a comparatively pure press. Those behind the scenes
know that the appointments held by London correspondents of leadingNew York journals would not be worth an hour's purchase if those gentle
men did not "select" their news to suit the palates of Irish-American
readers. This has been pointed out twenty times, and still conductors of
soKialled " loyal" journals dish up New York Herald and Sun despatches,
clap to them sensational headings, and call them "specials." One such

-precious lucubration the other day announced that "a violent fit of panic
attacks the English people "-because, forsooth, France lost her temper
and alternately pouted and fumed like a spoilt child. All Europe was
calculating upon Britain's early downfall, if we might credit this second-

'

hand report, because a Sun correspondent wired a highly-coloured account

'

of French jealousy in Egypt And because the English navy is not equalm strength to the united navies of all other continental powers, Britain is
in a state of pitiable helplessness. This sort of mendacious balderdash is
not calculated to impress Canadians with the desirability of maintaining
present rektions with the Mother Country-a crowning desideratum with
some of the very journals which reproduce it

acceptance with the British people than the restoration of feudalism oi of

CoolTa 'h
"' ".'•""' '^'"''"'^ '^ *''«^° "^ '^^ acceptanc bythColonies of a scheme involving the surrender of their self-government toan a^embly in which their representation would be non^ZTh"e onqussUons of peace and war its councils would be swayeib^ Tate estsent^ely separa^ from theirs. Not only do they value too L^^y th

feel. If they do not m words pre.sent to themselves, the advantages to

condition. "There is," says Lord Norton, "practically a great councior England and all her Colonies, and it is the council of' he p"^

e"
• a freull. and constant interchange of correspondence on common concerns andcommunication on common interests amongst compatriot, partner andelations of one country amounts to a united national life.'! 'hoZ Ldthat mutual citizenship, which the advocates of Independence cherish as

8 rongly as any Imperialist, amounts to political unity, without the complications or the liabilities which are incident to the prLsent relation, and'whic^ Imperial Federation would immeasurably increase. What the ;artyof Independence desire is not separation or estrangement, but a gro^ o^Brit,^ communities closely united with each- other, though eachff themwill have Its brain in its own head and its heart in its own breast. In themeantime Jamaica, if Mr. Solomon is her accredited spokesman, has formulated her proposals, one of which is that she shall be allowed to discrimi-nate in favour of American and against British goods. This seems a verySolomonian notion of Imperial Federation. .

^

,^
P«OH"JTiONisM appears to be gaining the day at the polls ; nor is this

on he platform. Some time ago the worid was convinced by statisticswhich appeared conclusive that the parent of aU vice was ilHlLey, and
"

that popular education would bring with it universal virtue. We knowhow cruelly this expectation has been belied. The fallacy ky in overiook-mg the fact that the same classes which were illiterate would naturaiybe
also, from their general circumstances, the most criminal, so that illiteracvand onme might coincide and yet neither of them be the parent o1"he

pt'llibitW^D""'"?'"''^
^'^ ^'•' P'°-^^^^ -'^^ by the'preachlo

Prohibit on. Depraved natures are disposed at once to brutal pleasures such^excessive drinking, and to crime.. But it by no means follows that7?'th3
'

drink was cut off their disposition to crime would cease. The Spaniardshave been noted for their temperance : they have always regarded druTken-ness as deeply disgraceful
; yet no nation has been more c'minal. Therea« large classes of crimes such as deliberate murder, burg)ai7, theft, andfraud of every discnption, which a man when drunk cannot possibly comm.t

:

burglary of the scientific kind or forgeiy could scarcely be committedby a man whose wits were clouded by habitual drinking. Nothing seemsmore certain than that moral agencies including those of TeetetalJm andOther voluntary Reform associations are gradually prevailing over intem-
perance

;
and their work when it is done is su... The work of compuC

jegslationjis never sure. A taste which extends nvn. the^rhole4r

"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.
The movement in favour of Imperial Federation has called into the
field Lord Norton, once Under-Secretary for the Colonies under a Con-
servative administration, and a high authority on aU Colonial questions
Lord Norton speaks of his former controversy with one of the advocates
of gradual emancipation; but the controversy was of the most friendly
kind

;
forthe parties to it were really at one on the main question, which

was that of Colonial self-government, and Lord Norton was as much
opposed as any Emancipationist to the continuance of paternal meddlingand mUitary occupation. The result qf the movement which gave birth
to the controversy, it is but justice to remember, was the abrogation of asystem of tutelage and interference which nobody now desires to recallthough some may think that it is possible and expedient to remain wherewe now are, while others think that the edifice of self-government will oneday be crowned, and that independence is the logical conclusion. LordNorton, as might be expected, scouta the notion of Imperial Confederation.He compares Mr. Foster's speech advocating Confederation, but dep^i
eating any definition of the shape which it should assume, to the prospectus
issued m the days of the South Sea Bubble "far an JndertakVg whichsha I m due time be revealed." He points out the absurdity of Tuppori^g
that the Colonies could take a part in British diplomacy or in British^ars!
such aa the Abyssmian war, those in India, or that in defence of British
interests at Canton. The proposal of a Federal Congress, reducing the
British Parliament to municipal action, he deems no mo,« likely to find

can hardly be eradicated here ; and unless it is eradicated it may suddenlyspring up again to it« former rankness, while the moral agencies and thevoluntary organizations will be no longer present to contend with it
Extirpation can be secured only by a strong government The Prohibitionist
writer who, in a recent number of The Week, boasted of the success ofProhibition m the North-West Territories, failed to see the eff-ect of -hir-
admission that this sucess was due to the presence of the Mounted Police
Experience teaches that the result is very different when a sumptuary lawpassed by a bare majority is left to be carried into effect by authorities who
are powerless without the concurrence of the people. The use of beer and
light wines which are bulky and difficult of concealment may perhaps be

sTr.!, •.W?"\'''"u*''
"^ "^'"^ '"^ * «»»» compos are easilysmuggled, wdl then be the only drink of those who are noi satisfied withcold water

;
and that the whole worid will all at once be satisfied with coldwater IS surely a sanguine anticipation. However, if the people will thatthe experiment shaU be tried, tried it must be.

„f J"" "f^'"^^''"
^^ "<=«"««• *he other day by a Government journal

of having fallen into a gross blunder in relation fo the Tariff" He had
connected the overproduction in certain industries, and the consequent
depression, with the adoption of a Protectionist poUcy by the Government
But, cries the cntio triumphantly, the industries in which overproduction
and depression have prevailed are the woollen and cotton trades ; and with
regards to these the tariff remaim. unchanged. The tariff remains
unchanged, but the taxes which were at first declared to be laid on for
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the purpose of revenue, and which were presumably to be reduced when
revenue had been equalized with expenditure, have been since declared to

be protective, and have been retained for that purpose without reduction,

notwithstanding the existence of a large surplus. The Finance Minister

has gone about assuring the manufacturers that a protective tariff would
be ipaintained, and manufacturers have been over investing on the faith of

that; assurance. Thus the duties, though in amount the same, have been
completely altered in their character and in their effect on the operations

• of commerce. The strange thing is that the Government and its leading

supporters in the press should themselves be apparently unaware of this

momentous fact. That Sir John Macdonald declared himself a Protec-

tionist before the election of 1878 and was supported by the " Bystander"
on that principle is not true. Previous to the election and for some time
after it Sir John in his speeches and manifestoes carefully avoided Protec-

tion and scrupulously adhered to Readjustment. It was nJttill some time
after that, first the Finance Minister and then the Premier, carried off'

their feet by the tide of success, began to hold Protectionist language.
Free Frade, however desirable in the abstract, is in the present state

of the world impracticable : every country must have its tariff, and every
country must be allowed to adjust its tariff" to its own special circumstances
and industries

; but the amount taken in taxation from the people ought
always to be limited by the necessities of the Government ; taxes laid upon
the community at large for the purpose of increasing the gains of parti-

cular trades are at once impolitic and unjust. Such has always been the
" Bystander's " fiscal creed, and he may safely challenge his critics to show
that he has ever applauded a departure from it He at once raised his
voice against the policy of the Government when it swerved from equali-
zation and readjustment to Protection. In the assertion of fiscal independ-
ence which was involved in the adoption of a National Policy a friend of
self-government was bound by consistency to rejoice. That those who had
been encouraged to invest and the interests dependent on them ought to
be tenderly dealt with in any change of policy is perfectly true ; and the
mildest as well as the most beneficial measure of Free Trade that can be
adopted is Commercial Union, to which the protected interests on both sides
of the line will find it necessary before long to consent.

Is the United States the Presidential war rages with its usual fury
and in the uaual style. Mr. Cleveland stands accused of seduction aggra-
vated by cruelty and desertion; Blaine of personal corruption, lying and
nefarious trickery as a legislator, and of improper relations with his wife
before marriage. One of the two must carry the taint with him into the
highest place in the SUte. Before the election further diacpveries will
perhaps have been made

:
we may hear that Cleveland's mother kept a

disorderly house, and that Blaine's mother stole clothes from the wash. To
a single lapse from virtue Cleveland pleads guilty, or his friends plead
guilty for him ; anything beyond a single lapse is denied, and it appears
with perfect truth. Respect is due to a sincere desire that the character
of the chief of the State should be pure, and that he should worthily
represent that domestic virtue in which public virtue finds its best sup-
port. The assertion of the New York Naiion that the standard by which
it is proposed to exclude Cleveland would have excluded from oflSce in
England nearly every great statesman or reformer of the last hundred
years, except Romilly, Wilberforce and Gladstone, is a great exaggeration.
There was nothing against the moral character of Pitt, Canning, Grey,
Peel, Huskisson, Sir James Macintosh, or of many other statesmen and
reformers who might be named. Palmerston's private character was very
bad, but his public character showed the stain ; if he seduced his neigh-
bour's wife he also falsified the Afghanistan dispatches ; and his vices
wen- so skilfully cloaked that the nation, in accepting him as its chief
could hardly be^said to be guilty of connivance. When, presuming on
public apathy, he ventured to take Lord Clanricarde, a notoriously vicious
man, into his government, the government- fell. Still Somers is not the
only instance of an English statesman who yielded to his passions in
privat* without prejudice to his strict integrity in public ; nor is there
any reason why the temperament which leads men astray in this particular
direction should not be combined with a strong sense of honour. After
all is there no door open for repentance and amendment of life 1 Is a man
who has once sinned never to be forgiven t Is he, whatever his merits, to
be always excluded from the service of the community ? Let the ministers
of religion who are anathematijjing Cleveland give us a plain answer to
these questions. Would they exclude Cleveland from the Communion?
Would they refuse to receive from him a Urge subscription for their
churches 1 Would they not thank and eulogize the donor 1 Would they not

i hold him up as an example of Christi*n muuifioence, the sin of his

youth notwithstanding 1 fhe moral austerity which displays itself exclu-
sively in a contest for the Presidency is not free from the suspicion
of motives connected with the special occasion.

How the battle is going not even the shrewdest observers on the spot,
if they are impartial, pretend to say. The Republican secession holds
firm, so far as the leaders are concerned ; what the number of the followers
is only the poll can decide. On the other hand Cleveland appears to have
been damaged by the scandal ; and it is not unlikely that by the action of
the cross currents a good many disaffected Republicans may be drijted
into the party of Prohibition. Butler is still in the field with the view no
doubt of ruining the Democratic candidate whom he opposed at Chicago,
and in the hope that confusion may ultimately turn to his own advantage.
His temporary success in Massachusetts aff"ords unwelcome proof of the
fact that his following of greenbackers, semi-communists, rowdies and
scoundrels is not small

;
yet he will find it difficult to induce many of

these men deliberately to throw away, for the gratification of his anti-
pathies or the furtherance of his personal policy, the votes which they
might profitably sell. A most important change has recently been made
in the situation by the surrender of Tammany, which, though intensely
hostile to Cleveland as a Reformer, now accepts him as the nominee of the
Democratic party, even vowing in the enthusiasm of its loyalty that it
will support him all the more zealously because personally he is an object
of its abhorrence. The " Bystander," as his readers may remember, pre-
dicted that such would be the result, and that, however Tammany might
be repelled by the public virtues of the Democratic candidate, it would
end by adhering to the organization which had',been so fruitful to it of
spoils rather than go forth into the political wilderness with a doubtful
prospect of manna. The Nation gives us on the occasion a philosophical
explanation of the close connection of the Irish with the Democratic party,
which it ascribes to the repellent influence of the distinctly Protestant
character predominant in the otEeForganizati9n, cautiously omitting the
untoward fact that the Irishman was led into alliance with the slave-owners
by his tyrannical hatred of the negro, whom, in the Draft Riots at New
York, he hunted and butchered with little reference, we may safely say,
to the Puritan origin of New England civilization. The gain of Tammany
to Cleveland may however be the loss to him of some Independents who
will feel that, so long as Tammany is in the party, effectual reform will be
impossible, let the personal wishes of the chief be what they may. What
seems certain is that Party will not come out of this imbroglio of seces-
sions, counter-secessions, and anti-machine candidatures without having
received a severe shock. Neither of the two great dynasties of corruption
will ever again be so strong as it has been. Statesmen and political
architects have now to make fresh provision for the future. Slavery is
dead, but communism and anarchy are alive.

"

In England the question of the day is stiU that of the House of Lords,
which throws into the shade even those of General Gordon and the
Egyptian Expedition. Into this, the special controversy about the Fran-
chiaft Rjll hflift -HOW evidently hnan hrrtft<^<ayi<a<l ^v^A i-l^k .^-:.,;., ....ii 1. «i^^ ^^""J """«^ uit«»u«n««-ana tire cnsis will naPaly pass
without producing either a reform of the Upper House or a national con-
viction such as is sure to give birth to reform at no distant time. The
nation cannot fail to see the absurdity of maintaining a branch of the
legislature organized on a reactionary principle, and when it votes in accord-
ance with its nature, resorting to street demonstrations to bully it out
of its independence. To expect a hereditary assembly to favour progress
is about as reasonable as it would be to expect the Sultan to embrace the
cause of political freedom or the Pope that of liberty of conscience. All
the fiery indignation which has been poiired forth against the Peers, both
in prose and verse, for rejecting the Franchise Bill is in truth a mere torrent
of platitudes : it is denunciation of a circle for not being a square. If the
nation wants progress instead of reaction, let it abolish heredity, not
threaten and revile it. Historical tracts have been circulated, apparently
with great effect, showing in detail what everybody must have known as a
general fact, that the Lords have opposed all change to the utmost of their
power

; an<l that, if they had been allowed their way, England would have
been little better than a second Spain. But the mischief has not been con-
fined to obstwiction. The fatal crusade against the French Revolution
which brought on such a deluge of calamities, was undertaken to guard the
privDeges of aristocracy

; and the military spirit has been constantly stimu-
lated in the same interest as an antidote to the desire of reform at home.
That in the early days of the constitutional struggle the Peers stood forth
between the Tudor autocrats and the people as the guardians of infant
Uberty is an assertion frequently made but uaaupported by history. Nothing
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more abject than the subserviency of the House of Lords tothe wist of Henry VIIL, whom it served without shame not only as tl«

leg.slat.ve procurer to his lusts, but as the judicial tool of his assassinations.When res.stance coinmenced, it was in the Commons; and the force by

btlt h""" T^rf "" "°' ''™'*"""'"^ ''•^^ Puritanism. Neither in the

Peers show the fa.ntest disposition to interpose between the tyranny and its

the lI' '7"f"::^
J"^'- - *° PJead for mercy. When they turned against

threatened by the ascendancy of the Romish ecclesiastics. Nor did they

s" n tVtTT'f""' °' '''' "^""P'"' '^'"'''^ ^^^ «««""^y ''«--'> "pp-ision to the subject races
; one of their order could with too much confidence

assure Governor Eyre that if he were brought by impeachment before the_ Lords, he would hnd in them partisans and not judges. That aristocracy is acynosure of honour, that it nourishes a loftier and more disinterested spirit
than can be found in common breasts, is an assertion not borne out by the^tory of he House of Lords. About the first notable act of thatassembly after .ts reconstruction by the Tudors was 'the barter of the
nat.onal rel.g.on to the Pope for a secure title to the knds of which thePeer, had robbed the Church, which these Ijigh-souled patricians negotiated,

. apostat,z.ng from their own faith at the same time, while peasants and
.

mechan.cs went to the stake; and it will be found that from ^,hat timedown to the present hour, not honour, but the interest of the greatkndowner, ha. always been the guiding star. In the terrible sacrificeswh.ch dunng the Revolutionary War were imposed, for the defence of
"

ff Pri 'l'
"^"1 " 'f'"u^

'"'* ''""'""''^ '^^''''S people, the possessors

high rent« and d.v.d.ng among themselves and their families an enormousm^ of patronage and sinecures. To credit for conscientious devotion topubhc busmess the Lords are no more entitled than to credit for high-mmded and d.s.nterested legislation : ^e attendance in their House, except
- when the specal .nterest« of the order were concerned, has always been
d.sgracefully small. Not by democratic theory or by social prejudice againstrank, but by dec.s.ve experience, the House of Lords stands condemned
as useless and worse than useless to the nation and to humanity. Strange
to say, .n .ta last moments some Radicals have risen up to defend it. But
their reason .s that the Conservative principle could not be embodied in amore unpopular or a weaker form. For the same reason rational Conserva-
tives will desire a change, such as may at once substitute living for dead
8ecur.t.es, and set free such Conservative forces as the House of Lords mayconta.n to act effect.vely in a better sphere. Indications are not wanting

T'IhT'
thought has begun to dawn uponsomeof the ablest and mos^thoughtful among the Lords themselves.

tude or all that he.ha. done, endured and risked on their behalf was shownby vot.ng aga.nst him on a niotion of censure, and they now announcthi.ntenmn of wrecking his Franchise Bill unless he will dismiss two ofh.8 colleagues for a,, offence which has np existence except in imaginations
teeped in slander. If he can persuade himself, as he apparently dZtha he has solved the Irish problem, this only proves thaJ it is i dS

cult for unwelcome truth to find access to uncrowned as t^ crowned king's.Of the respon8.b.hty the largest measure rests, not upon the Government,
but upon the selfishness and profligacy of the factions, both Tory and
Ilad,cal, .n the House of Commons. But the upshot is that by no con-
ceivable course of action could the question have been brought into a muchmore dangerous state than that in which we see it at present. There is ageneral uprising of the Celtic and Roman Catholi'c Irishry, in a spirit ofthe most rancorous enmity against British civilization. Philanthropymay dream and rhetoric may plausibly demonstrate that this uprising willbe quelled and that harmony and security will be restored by the concession
of pol.t.cal power to ignorant and half civilized people who avow before-hand and with unquestionable sincerity, that they intend to use their votes
for the destruction of the Commonwealth. Every mail brings proof that
harniony and security are not likely to be restored till the Irish shall have
satisfied themselves by some decisive test that irresistible force^ on the
side of the Union. "

anv Jr f r T.^°.
"^ '* presumptuous in ordinary mortals to criticizeany act of Mr. Gladstone will hardly think it presumptuous in Mr. Glad-

that before ,,h.s advent to power he had been too much absorbed by the

t^lt^ST i^l fTT'^1'1'^
^°-S- policy to pay attention to' the^que^on. That he lad not paid attention to the Irish question wasmanifest throughout to everybody who had studied that question on thespot

;
for he can haixlly be said to have aUuded to the real root of all the

evil, U.e overcrowding of population on an unproductive soU and the general

^st?rr . !.

^"'''- '"''' '''"''' '' '« ^•''--'1' «-« Mr. Gladstone
visited Ireland: his stay was then limited to a few days, and what he

recent "J ""'* "^^ ^"''^"^ ""^^ "^'^'' S^^''^™ --" ^'i-Phal

ZnliTbTt""*""'"''
demonstrations. Even his ardent followers com-

L.d i«!f
P'-«««'^<»ti°n of the land question, though most eloquent

e"ce bt^rir "^"ti

""""'
'

"^"^ ""^ '"•^^'"««- -°' - *" ^« "--01-

itl it EnJ d rr^ °' ""^^ •^ '^'^ ^°'""*^"'y --»« by the land-torda m England which has been made in Ireland by agrarian legislation

^ableness of land. That he does not understand the Irish character is a

mS^ o 1 .^r*''^
P™°* ^ ''^P'-^^^'y --'--«• The result of a

trszTori^^ti'a^T trtr ^°^""^- -^^ ^"- '- ^*

ote if tJe J """ '^'^ determination to compass that objeotty

far has faded. The Lord Lieutenant, a man endowed personally with

TheLTr h
' r "r*"' PoP-^ty - w«a as resp^L^s r^e^^wherever he goes with scowls of hatred. The language of Le agitatorstmore venomous tian ever

; and Mr. Gla-lstone, inl3 of being spa^ ^a benefactor, is singled out as a special mark of their abuse. Ihl Z^Z

The pohtical war in England, fierce as it is, has not suspended that of
the philosophers. Mr. Frederic Harrison and Mr. Herbert Spencer are
s .11 fighting in the Reviews: one for the Religion of the Unknown, the
other for the R^Ugion of Humanity. Their encounters remind us of SirHugh Evans and Dr. Cains on the stage, who, after a hollow reconcilia-
t.on embrace, but from embracing fall to fisticuffing again. Mr. Harrison
opens h.s last article by making a profound salaam to Mr. Spencer and
assuring him thalriie considers hun the onJy pefson in Europe who has
produced a ph.losophy; but warming with discussion he so plies his con-
trover8.al hammer thai the only .system of philosophy in Europe is left in
a state of very pitiable dilapidation. In the destructive portion of his
Essay, Mr. Harrison will carry most of his readers with him. There is
no saying what may be the case with a philosopher, but to ordinary minds
a pure negation cannot possibly be an object of worship, nor can a religion
for the general public be constructed out of "an everpresent conundrum
to be everiastingly given up." To Mr. Spencer's own mind, indeed, the
Unknown is not a pure negation: it is an impersonal, unconscious,
unthinking, and unthinkable energy, by which all things are created and
8usta.ned. But if Mr. Spencer knows all this about the Unknown and
the Unknowable, his information must be, in official phrase, " most private
and stnctly confidential." As to his theory that all religion has its originm bel.ef in ghosts, the only thing that can be said is, that the evidence in
support; of it having, owing no doubt to the ravages of time, perished, so
that not a particle is now fort;hcoming, we must admire it as a brilliant
creat.on of speculative genius acting freely and unencumbered by facts.
Kiir wnpn Ant* ^<\ inr\rtnn rmannn fwjxaui. -a1». j iz^t^ ,

m m j- ^ .,„, xittiimuii puuscs rrom xtte aemolition 5i Mr. Spencers
religion to the defence of his own, his triumphal march ends and some-
thuig very like a surrender follows. He first slays the Spencerian
hypothes.s and then falls upon his own sword. The Religion of Human-
ity, which was to supersede Christianity, as a perfect satisfaction for the
rehgious sentiment, shrinks into something not distinguishable from com-
mon philanthropy, and certainly incapable of affording a livelihood to a
Positivist priesthood. Pressed with the awkward objection that the
humanity which Comtists worship, if it is an aggregate of the race, must
mclude the wicked, Mr. Harrison replies: "I have no wish to worship
Humanity in any other sense than as a man may worship his own father
and mother. A good man feels affection and reverence for his father and
mother; he can cultivate that feeling and make it the spring of conduct.
And the feeling is not destroyed by his finding that his father and mother
had the failings of men and women. Something of the aff'ection and more
of the sense of brotherhood which a man feels towards his own parents he
feels towards his family; not a little of it even towards his home, his city
or his province, and much of it towards his country. Every good and
active man recognizes the tie that binds him to a widening series of groups
of his kinsmen and feUow-men. In that feeUng there are elemente of
respect, elements of affection, and elements of dbvotion in oert^n degrees
That sense of respect, affection, and devotion can be extended wider than
country. It can be extended, I say, as far as the human race itself. And
since patriotism does not stop with our actual contemporaries, but extends
to the memories and the future of our countrymen, so, I maintain, our
feeling for the human race- must include what it has been as well as what
it 18 to be. That is all that I mean by the lUligion of Humanity." If
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BO, there has been iB«eh ftdo about nothing. But then, what becomes of
Comte's priesthood and liturgies, and ceremonials, and calendar,, and all

the religious apparatus which has given occasion for the true remark
that Comtism is Roman Catholicism without Christianity? Does not
Dr. Congreve believe Humanity to be "conscious," and to have "god-
hood" in it? Would he, like Mr. Harrison, deny that he offered prayer

,to it? Evidently the schism in the Church of Comte is widening, and
we may expect soon to see Chapel Street anathematizing the atheism of

Newton Hall. Mr. Harrison, and the congregation of Newton Hall, if it

agrees with him, are within a step of the conclusion that there can be no
religion without a God, and that the religious part of the Comtist system
is merely an attempt to satisfy, by somewhat childish figments, an instinct

of man's nature which cannot be eradicated. To an onlooker it is pretty

_ clear that neither of these two eminent speculators has succeeded as yet in
getting mentally beyond the pale of that which they both regard with
contempt as the popular religion. Mr. Spencer's " Unknown and Unknow-
able " is what common pecJple call God. No Christian pretends that any
man can ever see God otherwise than as He is seen mdrally by the pure in
heart. A universal and all-mighty mill-power, forever grinding the homo-
geneous into the hetei'ogeneous and back again, ruthlessly and without
intelligible object, may excite our wonder and our fear ; it cannot possibly
excite our reverence or our love: our reverence and love can be excited
only by a moral being or a being apprehended as moral, and we can con-
ceive of no morality whioh is not identical with our own. Mr. Spencer's
Unknown and Unknowable then, once more, is merely a scientific name
for God, and his philosophy is a reproduction of the common belief in a
singular form. Respecting his antagonist's Humanity much the same thing
may be said. It can neither be an abstraction, which would excite no
emotion at all, nor an aggregate, which, including the wicked with the
good, would excite mixed emotions, and, setting all cynicism aside, cer-

tainly would be no rational object of adoration. It must be an ideal. It
is-in fact not essentially different from the ideal which for eighteen cen-
turies has been the object of Christian worship and imitation.

This is not all. Mr. Spencer presses Mr. Harrison, not only with the
equivocal character of the Great Being which he worships, as embracing
the wicked as well as the good, but with the absence of anything to consti-
tute a Great Being at all. Humanity, he truly says, has no corporate
consciousness whatever, and therefore it can have no prompting motive or
deeds resulting from such a motive ; consequently it cannot be the object
of gratitude or veneratiom He proceeds to show with the help of physical
analogies that civilization, whether contemplated in its great organized
societies or in their material and mental products, can be credited neither
to any ideal " Great Being Humanity " nor to the real beings summed up
under that abstract name. Communities, he says, have grown and organ-
ized themselves through the attainments o^ private ends, pursued with
entire selfishness and an utter ignorance of any social effects produced.
This proposition he draws out in detail, applying it to the different lines of
human progress, not only political, social, and economical, but literary and
Bcientififl. Watt showed the gelfishness <rf his motive by taking out
exclusive patents, Newton by conceaUng the method of fluxions, and
Johnson averred that no man but a blockhead ever wrote a book except for
money. A multitude of insignificant coral insects, by separate actions
carried on without concert, and with no aim but the private good of each
insect, generate the imposing structure of civilization, without meriting either
individually or in the aggregate gratitude, much less adoration. To this,

apparently, neither the Comtist nor the Atheist under any other name can
find an answer ; but Christianity can. There is a Great Being of Humanity,
or something like one, with consciousness and prompting mofives which
make ite beneficence the rational object, not of worship, but of reverence,
gratitude, and affection. That Being is the Church of Christ, each member
of which, though moved to action immediately by his individual peifijls and
aims has also, if his character in any degree corresponds to his professions,
a further end in view ; and, though individually he may be the most insigni-
ficant of human insects, is consciously helping to build up, not a dead reef
of coral, but a living Body in communion with a living Head. Moreover
this Great Being undertakes to assure all its parts and members, however
humble and obscure, of a ceal and equal share in the results of the common
effort by which the Brotherhood of man is to be eventually established, and
good is to be made finally triumphant over evil, whereas the Great Being
of the Comtist proposes to requite a worthy ploughman with a subjective
existence in the mind of a grateful posterity, to which the ploughman
would be wise in preferring a pot of objective beer. Whether Christianity
is true or false is a question which is not proposed for, discussion hpre,
though history, it may be remarked, has as much to say upon the subject as

physical science. What is certain ia that the Church of Christ is the sole

reality corresponding in any degree to the Comtist's idea of Humanity.
It may be that we are now on the threshold of an entirely new era ; but
so far the central figure of history is Christ ; with Him moral and conscious

progress began, and to Christendom it has hitherto been confined. This

is a fact past dispute and apparently of some importance, though it is

totally overlooked by mere physiologists, who characteristically think that

the key to history can be found in the genesis of cpral reefs and the struc-

ture of the Euplectella. Bystandbr.

HERE AND THERE.

With the closing of the Toronto Exhibition the suinmer may be said to

have practically ended. Visitors to that successful show—and successful

it has been beyond all cavil—will turn from the consideration of out-door

products and mechanical improvements to the discussion of indoor ar-

rangements for the winter—to the study of coal quotations and the

adjustment of self-feeders. The date cho.sen for the Exhibition is the

hinge of two- seasons, and one might easily have imagined the door closed

upon summer at mid-show. The showers which accompanied the earlier

days were succeeded by warm sunshine which amply justified the light

toilettes our Canadian ladies love so well, but ulsters and furs were

absolutely necessary to comfort in the closing hours. Nevertheless, tW>

'

management was well advised in selecting the tail of September for the

Fair. Jfot too early to permit of farmers coming in to inspect the latest

developments in agricultural produce and machinery, it is not too late for

'

them to bring their families to enjoy the entertainments and useful exhibits

provided for recreative purposes. These reasons, and the fact that Toronto

is the undisputed business centre of the Garden Province, are the principal

contributories to the almost phenomenal success of the Exhibition. The
expressions of amazement at its extent and variety freely made by Ameri-
can visitors and others were probably merited, and in some measure

vindicate the claim that it is unexcelled amongst annual fairs on this

continent. Charges of misconduct or complaints of prize awards there

were scarcely any—two facts which are respectively creditable to the vast

crowds of sight-seers and the executive council. Toronto itself is so large

a gainer by the moneys which overflow the coffers of the Exhibition

Company into the tills of hotel-keepers and shop-keepers that the City

Council might with advantage consider whether something could not be

done to faciliitate the cdnveyance of visitors to the fair grounds. Through
street cars from leading centres ought to be arranged ; the fares by steam

cars and ferry-boats are too high ; and the latter ought to be required to

stop at intermediate wharves. It was not wonderful that full hotel-rates

were exacted, after a dull season ; and it is creditable to the business

acumen of the licensed-victuallers that so few complaints were heard of

over-charge. The grasping and short-sighted policy of their Montreal

brethren during the Ice Carnival seems to have killed the goose that laid

the golden eggi

But, as a shrewd observer remarked to us, the Industrial Exhibition

proves the truth of the saying : that when you. see a multitude of people

gathered together and professing to be doing a particular thing, you may
be sure that more than half of them are doing something else. The indus-

trial objects now occupy in reality a secondary place. The Exhibition ha^

become a fair, with fireworks, horse-races, games and entertainments

of all kinds. Ostensibly the farmers come up from the country to see the
latest improvements in machinery or goods, and enlarge their minds by a
survey of all the parts of our economical progress. Really they come •

much more for the sake of the outing and of the amusement. Life in the

country is somewhat dull, and a week in the city with plenty of entertain-

ment and excitement is a welcome relief. Perhaps some who belong to

austere churches, or are very serious in character, and who would hardly

like to say that they were going to see horse-races or fireworks, may be
glad of the highly respectable pretext for a little frolic afforded by the

Industrial Exhibition. The institution is good for Toronto, which it makes
a centre, and not bad for the farmers, whom it helps to reconcile to a
country life, the growing distaste for which is one of our present dangers.

We must only take care to keep the hoUdajjr system within bounds. A
whole week of Semi-Centennial added to a whole week of Industrial

Exhibition is almost universally pronounced a great mistake. A day of

the Exhibition, appropriated to the Semi-Centennial, would have been as

much as the occasion required. Holidays unfortunately entail not only a
suspension of industry for the day, bat disorganization for some days after.
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Onr of the most agreeable social incidents connected with the brief
sojourn of the Marquis of Lansdowne to Toronto was his visit to Chestnut
Park. It was entirely .in accordance with the fitness of things that the
Governor-General should be a guest of Sir David Macpherson upon the
occasipn, and Queen's weather very properly brightened the reception.
The spacious m&nsion, adorned by many objects of art and virtu which the
taste of the proprietor has led him to collect, has on many previous
occasions opened its portals with a generous welcome for Canadians and
for the strangers within our gates ; but it would be difficult to say when it

appeared to greater advantage, or when the surrounding grounds, with
their well-kept lawns and shady trees, provided amusement to so many
distinguished guests or presented so brilliant an appearance as on the
occasion of Lord Lansdowne's visit.

THE VICEROY^ELECT OF INDIA.

That the Canadian cricket team brought home victory from Phila-
delphia is dwelt upon with justifiable pride by lovers of " the prince of
games" in this country. For several years fortune has favoured our
American rivals, and every player knows what a dispiriting effect a succes-
sion of defeats has, especially upon an eleven which is not in constant
practice together, and which is subject to change in Its elements. In-
deed, to the want of confidence engendered by repeated non-success is

generally attributed the ignominious defeat of last year. But in cricket,
as in other mundane affairs, Fort;une favours the brave, and in the " Home
of Cricket " no man is more respected than he who can play a " good up-
hill game." This is the spirit which animated the Canadian team at Phila-
delphia last week, and to it is, no doubt, due their victory in the Intar-
national Match. The game took place upon the ground of the Germantown
Club, the wicket was in capital order, the weather was impartial, and the
result was the outcome of good play alone. Among the winning team were
six of the " Canadian Zingari," who had just completed their series of
matches against some American clubs^^In their first, against the_ "^Long-
woods," of Boston, the "Zingari," though successful in their second innings,
were not sufficiently ahead to neutralize their losses in the first. The
Manhattan Club were their opponents in the second match, and this was a
"draw" decidedly in favour of the Canadians In their third and last
contest they were met by a Staten Island Club, a team composed, with one
exception, of Englishmen now resident in New York, who played admirably
and won in a single innings. These clubs, except the Manhattan, have
tennis courts laid out upon their grounds. The amusements do not inter-
fere with each other, and combination brings increased membership and
friends. It is pleasant to add that the Americans entertained their cricket-
ing visitors with great hospitality.

Whkn an old witch descends the area steps, keeping your servant girl

from her work for half an hour, and ultimately persuades her to sleep
with three black beetles' livers under her pillow to charm back the waning
affections of her lover, the said old woman becomes Uable to imprisonment
as a rogue and vagabond, says an English paper ; but when the premier
nobleman of England, the Duke of Norfolk to wit, dips his invalid infant
son m the saorod waters of St. Winifred's W^ll, in the superstitious hope
of a miraculous cure, he is—well, he is the Duke of Norfolk still. Of
course^his Grace can do as he pleases, but we fancy such a course of treat-
ment "to the young Eari is something like that now administered to the
House of Lords by the Marquis of Salisbury, and highly calculated to
" mend him or end him."

A CAPITAL story of innocence beguiled is told by a London correspon-
dent of the Liverpool Mercury. Two Presbyterian ministers of the straiter
sort, Sabbatarian to the very nails of them, and serious beyond ordinary
Scotch seriousness, found themselves one Saturday night at Oban with the
morrow in their minds. They would buy at the bookstall some improving
literature for Sunday reading to keep their minds from wandering. At
the Oban bookstall they found their choice distracted by variety. At
length one of them Ughted upon the modest figure of a maiden with a
looking glass engraved on a grey cover. "Truth/" cried he; "what
better for Sabbath reflection than Truth ) " So they bought Truth, and
took it with them to keep from their hearts the wiles and vanities of a
wicked worid. Next day they proceeded to comfort themselves with its

sacred pages, when—Tableau ! Moral No. 1 : Such is fame ! Mr. Labou-
chere's moral, this is. Moral No. 2 : All is not gold that glitters. This
is for Presbyterian parsons. Moral No. 3 :

"A good name is better than
riches." This is a moral for the world.

On dit that a Canadian magazine is projected by a number of lady and
gentlemen writers in Ottawa.

It is possible that Lord Dufferin may be as successful a Governor-General
of India as his admirers in this country seem disposed to predict ; but,
long and various as have been his public services, he must be regarded, i^
his new capacity, as an untried man. There is but one possible apprentice-
ship for the post he is about to occupy, and, while that can be obtoined
only in the subordinate ranks of the Indian services, but one member of
these services has in the course of fifty years been raised to the head of the
Government

;
and the success of John Lawrence has not been considered

sufficient to establish a precedent. Every Indian Viceroy is doomed to
begin his work as a novice

; and, if he is an able man, he will begin to feel
that he is almost qualified to govern India just when his term of office ia

expiring. Some, like Lor,d Ripon, have gained some previous knowledge
of India in the office of Secretory of Stote, but it may be questioned whether
the knowledge cuijuingly cooked by permanent officials and judiciously
served to the Secretary of Stote in Downing Street ought not to be
regarded as a disqualifi-cation in a ruler of India. Lord- Dufferin's experi-
ence as Governor-General of Canada will do him little service in India.
The governor-General of Canada is the represeutotive of a constitutional
sovereign in a very much Hmitfed monarchy. Power of any kind he has
little; absolute, power he has none. His responsibility for the actual
government of the country and the weH-being of the people is of the most
shadowy kind. He U rather a sign and symbol of certain ties that unite
Canada to the Mother Country than an actual ruler. The Governor-General
of India is not only an actual ruler, and the visible head of a mighty
despotism, but his personal word and will are, or if he chooses may be,
absolute in many matters which involve the vitol interests of a vast aggre-
gate of nations. Yet he comes to his work so ignorant of all that is neces-
sary to the wise performance of it that, if he is a strong or self-sufficient

man, he may, by misdirected energy, do a vast amount of irrepa-ible mis-
chief

;
and if he is a weak man, he is certain to be a tool in ae hands

of his permanent officials, who thus attoin almost limitless power with
hardly a nominal responsibility. Lord Dufferin is probably too astute to

become more of a tool than is inevitoble in the oircumstonces in which he
will find himself placed. He is, perhaps, more likely to err, as we fear his

predecessor has done, by attempting too much in the way of reforming
and ameliorating the condition of India. He must inevitably find many
things there that seem out of joint ; let us hope that he will not, by well-

meant efforto to set the joints of the Indian body politic, stretch it on a •

rack of tormento for the next five years.

There are two qualifications which the successor of Lord Ripon ought
to possess in a supreme degree. One of these Lord Dufferin does possess,

and it will probably make him for a time one of the most popular rulers

who have ever held power in India. His lack of the other—if we are
justified in ascribing to him this deficiency—will, in a short time impair
his popularity and render his government not only unpopular, but injurious

to an already injured country. The first of these qualifications is the power
of making things seem pleasant , and of putting men in good humour with
themselves and each other. The most unfortunate result of Lord Ripon's
magnanimous efforto to improve the condition of the natives of India
has been the outbreak of a fever of race animosity, which has been raging
now for eighteen months, and is at least as virulent among the European
residents as among the people of the country. For many months the
English and the native press, especially in the Province of Bengal, has
teemed with reciprocal abuse, and the two communities, which had long

lived in apparent friendliness, and generally behaved towards each other
with becoming courtesy, are now estranged and hostile. The social

courtesies which used to dra^ together the better classes of Europeans
and natives have been suspended. Englishmen, with a very few individual

exceptions, are no longer welcome and honoured guesta at native enter-

toinmente, and while, in society, the races stond sullenly aloof from each
other, their organs in the press are daily engaged in wounding their

respective susceptibilities. It is Lord Ripon who, while acting from the
most praiseworthy motives and seeking the noblest ends, has given the
occasion for this outbreak of race hostility, and there was little hope of

ite subsidence so long as he remained at the head of the government His
successor may, by the exercise of tact, good humour, and persuasive
speech—honeyed, if we may say so, by a large infusion of blarney—be
able to pour oil on the troubled waters and restore peace and kindlier

feelings. Lord Dufferin's first few months of office will, fortunately, be
spent in Calcutta, the chief seat of discord. He will have abounding
opportunities of exercising a genial and reconciling influence over the
racoa There will be endless occasions for making racy speeches, and
there will be room for surprise as well as disappointment if Lord Dufferin
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fail to improve these occasions so m to restore better mutual ieelinm
among the classes and races whom it will be his first task to reconcile.

Ihe other qualification which Lord Ripon's successor should possess in
a supreme degree is-if we may employ a well-known Indian phrase-a
great capacity of " masterly inactivity." Lord Ripon has unsettled many
things. Lord Dufferin ought to exercise a wise self-restraint, and let
things alone m much as possible so as to allow them to settle themselvea
i.ora Kipon has initiated several great measures of reform. Lord Dufferin
ought to meddle with these as little as possible, but to exercise respecting

'
them a calm and constant vigilance, protedtins them from the foes who
will be eager to trample on them as sooa as their author is removed, and
securing for them free scope for progress and development. But he should
be extremely chary of trying new political experiments. What India
needs IS rest. It has been distracted by excessive legislation and all sQrts
of political tinkering. Oriental peoples are apt to dislike change simply
as change

;
and a multitude of reforms which are unasked and unwelcome

are not likely to be beneficial in practice however excellent they may
theoretically, appear. The reforms that have been introduced in recent
yea,^, particularly Lord Ripon', measures of local self-government, havemuch to recommend them to the sympathy of intelligent and liberal-minded Englishmen. But they have been crowded too thickly on one
another, and sometimes, perhaps, carried too far, through the desire to
give them symmetry and completeness. A long season of repose is now
required to give them time to take root and grow up as living institutionsand to become familiar to the people. No people in the worid are soready as the people of India to rest and be thankful. The symptoms ofdiscontent and apparent disloyalty which are chronicled from time to timeby the Calcutta correspondent of the Times would soon cease to attract
attention under a rule of calm strength and masterly inactivity. If LordDufferin wi

1 content himself with a vigilant supervision of the administra-
tion of the laws and the working of the political institutions which already

Z K. . J '"^'*^''' ^^^ ^"^^ ''^^^^^^ "'^•^^ -»>«'« i' ""^y become
possible for him to lighten taxation ; if he wHTehdeavour to promote theprompt and impartial administration of justice, and show himself ready tores rain and correct tyranny on the part of his o^cial subordinates ; if he

i^ill ^^^^^^''
the Jingo influences which are again striving toimpel the Indian Government forward in the direction of Central Asia ifhe will strive to preserve external peace and internal rest ; and. finally ifhe will employ his well-known powers of genial speech and winingcourtesy to restore the disturbed harmony of races and classes, heZ

activity and the initiation of new measures, no matter how admirable
these may app«.r, he will find that the time is inopportune, and his gov-ernment of India will be the first failure in a long and brilliant puS^cwireer. .,_

*

William Biach.
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.STOGK-OROWim IN THE NORTH- WEST TERRITORIES
OF CANADA.

t aZ7T """'^ "''•^'^ "'^ P""* fi^« y-- tJ'** *he Districtof Alberta has come prominently forward as a cattle-grazbg districtalready the foothdls of the Rocky Mountains and the plai^-r 'some fifty

Cln^dr P « « '^ I'^ternational Boundary Line on the south to theCanadian Pacific Railway on the north are dotted with herds of cattle
aggregating, at a moderate estimate, between forty and fifty thousand

-t1 s ^'S'°''''T r^"'"^" "' '^'^^ ^*'«« P'--' -"Pany whoseherd suffered severely during their first winter in the country (1882)

^It^kT
"" '™''"""°" ''"'' ^•'^ —try was notJtaLfo

stock-growing on an extensive scale, and the investment of capital in
ti^e enterprise was temporarily checked, since it is a sine ,ua non of cheapbeef that cattle should be able to range out and procure their own foodwinter and summer, without the necessity of stabling or feeding It isnow, however, generally recpgnized that the heavy loss of the company
referred to was due, not so much to general climatic influences, as to verjexceptional circumstances

: the unfortunate location of their ranche th«
lateness of the «aaon when the cattle arrived from Montana, and. perkaplmainly, to inexperience and bad management. Confidence in the countj!^seems now to be «>mpletely restored, as is evident from the krge amountof capita invested within the past two years in cattle. IndeeTnotwith
standing their heavy losses, the company mentioned above not only con-tinue in the business, but have secured an extensive grazing lease «u^west of Fort Macleod. and. under competent ma^mfntHT^ol^
running a la,«e herd of cattle (nearly 5,000 h««l) with fvery ^rcpecTof

>

success, their losses last winter, though the cattle had just been driven to
their new range, not being any heavier than is usual during the ssm»
months in the Western States. •

Experience would seem to show that cattle (at least in large herds)
cannot verysafely be trusted to range all the year round further north
^han about Sheep Creek, and consequently most of the large ranches are to
be found south of this point. The Bow and Little Bow Rivers High
River. Willow Creek, Old Man River (and its forks), Pincher Creek,
Kootenay River. St. Mary's River, are names which indicate to the "cow^men of this country the favourite grazing districts. In all of them
cattle range out on the prairies winter and summer alike, though the
careful rancher usually puts up a stock of hay for winter use in case of
emergencies. The Walrond Ranche Company, who have about ten thou-
sand head of cattle and nearly two hundred horses, are putting up as much
as one thousand tons of hay, in case the winter should, Bke that of last
year, prove a severe one. Last winter was on the whole the most severe
that has been known in this country for years, but the cattle came through
It without at all a heavy average of loss, not nearly so heavy, in fact, aswould appear from all accounts to have been suffered in Montana.

The system of granting grazing-leases adopted by the Government hasproduced the ineviUble cry of "landlordism," but the trouble between
settlers and leaseholders seems one likely to settle itself. The lessees
recognize that within certain limits settlers on their leases are rather anadvantage than otherwise, provided they do not fence up water supplies,
enc ose hay-riieadows, or run stock on their ranges, while the settler findi

Lt r" \T^''J°' ^'^ grain, vegetables, and farm produce,
ancl an employer of labou/ who is always ready to pay an energetic mangood wages for herding, cutting hay, building corrals, etc.. etc

TJe method of working the cattle-ranches is similar to that in vogue inhe Western States and territories. Although each owner has hi! own
lease, by mutual consent " free-ranging " practically prevails ; and it by nomeans follows that the lessee has all^r^enlfie- majority of his cattle onhis own W. The cattle, of course all branded, roam freely about the
country. The large cattle companies employ constantly from six to ten
cowboys, with an experienced foreman, and a local' manager, beside

additional hands during hay-making. « round-up," etc. *A large band ofhorses IS also necessary-say an average of five or six head to each cowboy
beside horses for team work and general purposes. Smaller owners-with
herds under 1,000 head-naturally manage with much greater economyTwo or three good practical men, with from twenty to thirty horses cando all the work abo.t the ranche and management of the cat^wTS 7.occasional assistance of an extra hand or two

The stock-men of Alberta have formed a powerful association, known

mel^'
;«°"'!'-^.-*-- Stock Association," for the protection and Idvanl^Z , < r "^ ''•'" '^'^''°'' '^'^ '^' management of theannual "gene^l round-up." which usually begins in May and lasts forabout B« weeks. All the Btock-men in the country send representativesm proportion to the number of their herd,and each " cowboy '' brings wi^

_^mp^and a band of over three hundred Jxorses. th« saenes that Lura^often lively and sometimes exciting. In the autumn local ' round-ups "m the different stock districts are held for the purpose of branding theummer calves, which by the following spring would probably have left

tiTr:xr^'°« """^-^ -'''-'• - - ^«^ - -^--%-
The life of the rancher and cowboy is, at times, a hard one-but withaL -

TddrT^K r"'"'"''""'"""
I'^-t-e he almost lives in^saddle, but he ndes over a splendid country, and enjoys (if he has thefaculty magnificent scenery. The numerous streams aid'rilrs abound ntrout, and praine-chicken, grouse, ducks and geese, afford abundance ofgame for the gun. His life has plenty of exciting variety and some dangerTher^ are few more interesting sights than the cowboys at work on theirwelUramed, sagacious ponies, "cutting out " cattle from an immem^ herdfrightened and bellowing, and only kept from a general stampede by themere continually nding round them. Again, a herd crossing one of our

Zl "P'' "7" ". " ^"^ *P"'*'='" ^''^ °' ^-^ °W steers, perhaps

Zl Z ^u
'"'"'' """^ '''"" ^•=°"'''^« '^"P^o^ »"empt I breakback^ But he main body of the herd presses on them, driven by a d^z^ncowboys, yelling and cracking their whips, in a cloud ;f dust behLdZat their sides. The leaders are forced into deep water, and soon have toswim, striking out boldly for the farther shore" the others flw :hulthe cowboyrf nde into the current to "keep them a'goin'" W of aH

tTmTttli^"^ ""''Tr' *" ''" --"^'^ -^'^"^ b'Tby t^hme he leaders are climbing out on the opposite bank, and the main bo7« drifting down stream in a confused mas. A couple of men gaUop down
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the bank, plunge into the river and head them up stream again, and in a
few minutes the whole band, calves and all, are crossed in safety.

In conclusion, let me say that the average " cowboy," in this country
at least, is anything but the blackguard ruffian he is popularly supposed.
On the contrary, he is generally a simple-minded, straightforward, whole-
souled fellow, and, if perhaps reckless and extravagant, brave and generous
to a fault. * „

:
McC.

THE WITNESS OF ST. MATTHEW.*

Thbke are two quite distinct methods in which we may approach the study
of the Gospels. On the one hand, we may compare the four together, and
extract from them a narrative brought into some kind of chronological
arrangement, so as to make one continuous history containing all the
incidents recorded by all the four Evangelists. Notwithstanding Dean
Alfprds protest, we hold that this is still a useful undertaking. It is
quite true that the Evangelists do not always observe the order of time in
their narratives. It is equally true that there are some events- which it is
impossible to refer with certainty to any particular momelfc in the history
of our Lord. At the-same time the general chronological outline of the
life may be ascertained without difficulty, and St. Mark and St. Luke for

^

the most part arranged the events which they record in the order of their
occurrence.

The other method of studying these documents is that pursued by Mr
Allnatt in the volume before us. which is dedicated to a careful examination
of the Gospel according to St. Matthew, and this method is no less useful
and no less fruitful than the other. If we should lose something by
neglecting to blend the Gospel narratives and consider the force of their
united testimony, we shall certainly lose a great deal if we failed to con-
sider each of those documents as a complete and organized whole, having
a purpose of ^ts own, and pervaded by one dominant idea. However great
the similarities between the Gospels,' especially the first three, called the
synoptic Gospels, no careful reader can fail to remark certain character-
istics by which they are distinguished. Whether we can affix to them the
ancient symbols of the lion, the ox, the angel, and the eagle, or not, thece
was some reason for the selection of these representative types, and a good
deal may be said in favour of their connection with the particular Gospels.
Mr. Allnatt follows Mr. Isaac Williams in assigning the lion to St. Matthew
but he can hardly be unaware, although he does not mention it, that the
Uon has also been assigned to gt Mark, as everyone knows who is
acquainted with the Queen of the Adriatic, which was placed under that
patronage.

Mr. Allnatt has wisely limited his design in dealing with the first
Gospel, and he has thus produced a book which does its own work very
weU indeed, because it does not attempt too much. He gives us hardly
any of the information which is generally arranged under the head of
prolegomena. He does not enter into the questions of authorship or date,
nor does he examine the tradition which asserts that this Gospel was'
originally written in Hebrew. With regard to this theory, we may remark—llLpaaaing that recent oritieism ha»made it tolerably clear thanSt. Mat^
thew's Gospel is not a translation from the Hebrew, but a work originally
written in Greek. As Mr. Allnatt does not enter upon questions con-

I nected with the genuineness or authenticity of the first Gospel, so he
Ignores the whole subject of minute textual criticism, unless as it may be
necessary to explain a passage in order to understand the train of thought
in the section to which it belongs

The exact object of the work is to set forth and illustrate the special
purpose of the first Gospel, and to show in what manner and from what
point of view it brings out the unity of the life and work of Christ. In
carrying out this design the author does not seem to have added much to
our previous knowledge. Nearly every point which he notices has been
touched by one writer or another ; but we are not acquainted with any
work in which the object of the Goipel. together with its structure and
unity. IS brought out so oleariy and so completely. The author's view of
the general purport of the Gospel is undoubtedly the true one. and his
analysis of the divisions and train, of thought is very complete.

The first Gospel is the Gospel for the Hebrews. Prom beginning to
end It has peculiar regard to the connection between the old dispensation
and the new, and it speaks throughout to those who know the kw. For
this reason it is essentiaUy the Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven. Indeed
It IS the only document in the New Testament in which that phrase occurs

;elsewhere the expression is " Kingdom of Qod." for Gentiles had no

L « perLt portrait oUe^^^^m^^fj^T's &u^ D '
.'^r'' «T''K«g«n, Paul & Co., 1884.

"J ^ ••>•«. Ailnatt, B.D., eta London:

knowledge of a theocracy such as the Jews recognized. The Hebrew had
already a Kingdom of God ; he was now looking for a Kingdom of
Heaven.

^

Mr. Allnatt is right in making the Gospel fall into two great divisions
separated at the period at which the Transfiguration took place. Renan
and some other critical naturalists have discovered at this point, absurdly
enough, a change of plan in Jesus. It would be more correct to speak of
a change of method, or rather a new depart;ure in the development of the
manifestation of Christ. This division, however, is not peculiar to St.
Matthew

; it is distinctly marked in the other synoptics.
That which is more characteristic of St. Matthew is the clear mannerm which he illustrates the proclamation of the Kingdom of Heaven in its

preparation, in its fundamental principles, in its realization, and in its &Ax
completion. He thus gives its plan in outline :

" The first two chapters
are regarded as forming an introductory section, which begins by establish-
ing the continuity of Christ's Kingdom with the old Dispensiition

; and then
after a few brief particulars as to His origin and nature, the manner of
His coming and its object, proceeds to narrate an incident of His infancy
(the visit of the Magi) which may be taken as allegorically representing
the whole subject of His. manifestation to mankind, and its effects for
blessing or judgment. The remainder of the Gospel is regarded as dividing
Itself naturally into two portions, each representing a separate period of
our Saviour's ministry, and each distinguished, both in its subject and its
general tone, by strongly marked characteristics. . . . During the
course of the first of these periods our Saviour reveals the ,ialure.of /he
New Life He has come to bestow, Hiviself as its Representative, Source,
and Giver, and His Kingdom as the means of manifesting and communi-
cating it to mankind.

. . . The Second Period is occupied with the Lord's
Death and its preparatory series of circumstances

; and sets before us the
great Act of Sacrifice, the old, ruined, forfeited life laid doin, the " Obedi-
ence unto Death "l^ought out, sin laid upon the sinless Onej and thus the
way cleared for man's reconciliation to his Father and restoration to his
lost position of Sonship.

It would be interesting to show how the writer fills up this outline of
his plan. As my space will not allow of this, we must simply note that
the work is done with the most minute care and with great economy. It
may perhaps appear to some that a strain has been put upon words and
incidents in order to fit them into their places in the exposition

; but this
wUl not often be suspected, and still less frequently will it be made good.
We would refer to the examination of the temptation of Christ, t^ the
admirable analysis of the Sermon on the Mount, to the significance of
the miracles and of the parables, especially in their order and connexion, as
examples of excellent and illuminating exposition

; but it is hardly neces- •

sary to particularize portions of the work. Any one who will study the
Gospel of St. Matthew in the Revised Version, with this book as a guide,
will obtain an understanding of its contents, and * grasp of its purposi
and significance, such as are possessed by very few even among professed

~
theologians.

Somewhat prominent in Mr. Allnatt'a mfithod of exposition is^hig
mystical mode of interpreting many of the incidents in the Life of Christ.
So long as this method is employed merely for purposes of edification, it
can hardly be carried too far. If it is used for the ejjplanation of history,
or for proof of doctrine, it must be regarded with some suspicion. Any
one who has considered the manner in which Old Testament history was
handled by the great Augustine in his controversial writings against the
Manicheans, will more than doubt the legitimacy of such treatment of the
Scriptures. We cannot say that, even when we are unable to ^oall the
way with Mr. Allnatt, we discover anything mischievous in his mysticism.
We are not sure that the gold, frankincense, and myrrh, offered by
the Magi, had the exact meaning found in them by him ; but we can quite
believe that such meditations may be very edifying. His remarks on the
Temptation are very suggestive. "Thus." he says. " our Lord at once
goes back to the starting-place of the evil he came to remedy. He begins
the world's new history, with a repetition of Eden, but it is Eden reversed.
He finds Satan ruling in God's place, the garden changed into a desert.
Satan had sought the first Adam in Paradise, had fought and conquered,
and by his victory had made man his prey and the garden a wildernesa
The second Adam now seeks Satan in the wUderness he has made, and
chaUenges him to the combat, that He may take away his prey from
between his teeth and turn the desert anew into a garden." There are
many happy touches like this in the book, and if some of them have been
anticipated, it is convenient to have them brought together.

In any book, and especially in a book on such a subject, it must be easy
to find statements which are inexact or unsatisfactory, and they are not
entirely wanting in this book. On the first page it is remaiked, " the old

-^idii-
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Testament sets before ug the likeness of the perfkct father." We think
we know what the writer means ; but in the ordinary use of language this

^
statement is not quite true. It was Jesus Christ, and He alone, ^ho
revealed the Father. In the account of the Temptation, we do not think
he has quite accurately interpreted the suggested casting down from the
pinnacle of the Temple. Surely this was a temptation to presumption on
the part of the 8«ii of God. In his arrangement of the passage in which
occurs the parable of the labou?er8 in the vineyard, we think he has
hardly grasped the significance of that somewhat difficult portion of Christ's
teaching. The first two answers to St. Peter's question he has properly indi-
cated

;
but he has not brought it out clearly that this parable was also an

answer to the question :
" What shall we have therefore 1 " These are

perhaps small matters, but we/ote them that we may not be suspected of
commending an excellent book while overlooking any defects by which it
may be marked. p -

GORRBSPONDENCE.

THB BRITISH SCIENTISTS.
To ths Editor of The Week :

.V f""'."T^
'°'"' '"' "'"^ ' '^'^ * "^"^ '^'*°"»' oommenting on the recent visit of

.
the British Scientists' Association, in which yon logically affirm that "not a Uttle
surprise seems to have been felt at the mixed class of travellers who came out to this
country-ostensibly as scientists." There can be no donbt that the inference yonamve at is nothing but just, and embraces the opinion of all intelligent Canadians
who are famUiar with the great names of Britain's foremost scientific men. Like thou-
sands of others. I felt lamentably disappointed and exceedingly surprised when, upon
perusing the hst of names pubUshed in our newspapers under the category of "British
Scientists." to find that, out of some three hundred of these visitors, only a meagre
few were known as such-either through popularity of name or by their eminence inany sohtao- element of science. The fact is, the most eminent of Brituih scientists
were left behind, when we discover that such lights of science as Herbert Spencer,
Prot Huxley, Leslie Stephen, Sir David Wedderbum. His Grace the Duke of ArgyleHenry Maudsley, James Anthony Froude. William Bathbone Gregg, Prof. ClilTord,'u. a. button, etc., were conspicuous by their absence. Tours, Oklookm.

EMIGRATION TO THB STATES.
To the Editor of The Week :

SiB,-I have noticed in your journal letters from different correspondents in relation
to the emigration of young men from Canada to the United SUtes. The tone of these
letters would seem to indicate th»rto commence business in the United States is tosucceed, and all owing to some innate merits of the country and its people I have

LT^'U'"^!'
""° ''''° '"'''' """"' '" '^ •"'""'y "'I have by no means

succeeded
,
the majority it is true, making a fair living, but accumulating absolutely

nothmg. From these the CanadUn pubUc hears nothing. There are many who do
succeed, and then-success is heralded over the border in most glowing terms I haveknown many of this Utter class, both whUe here and in Canada, and have conclude!
tha m many oases had they shown the energy, ability and readiness to work in Canada
that they evmced smce coming here, the results there would have been vastly different Athome fond parents had interfered between these young men and want ; away from thathome the case has been different, and stem necessity has made itseU felt, generaUy
greatly to the ultimate advantage of the young men.

Young men must dissipate from their minds all ideas that business success is to be

l^t "^^'"'^"^ ^^ """" °"^'' ^^ '•">" "^ «'«<"'''"» Honesty. h«dirork, fan- atahty, and good health make«p the foundation of success here as in Canada -

all are essential It seems to me, the great advantage a young Canadian has is that heIB economical-his tastes are not as expensive a. those of the American. This I consider the foundation of his success. It is well appreciated in the United SUtes thatyoung men obtam good salaries
;
that the American will Uve up to. and frequentlybeyond his stipend, while the Canadian with equal remuneration will mIZe toaccumulate ste^Uly. This gives the Canadian -»n «Iv.ntage which any businessmancan appreciate. In this thing more than in any other li^he reason of the CalZsuccess^ Let not young men in Canada underrate the abilitie. of Americans ; let themr^ember that success is but the result of honest well-directed labourTere I^ eC

rot'olh^ist*"
'""""' " """• "" '' "" "' °' •^°°"'^ """ °"^ "»<»-». but

New York, September, 1884. .
^I^" ^•

CELEBRATIONS AND CONTENTIONS.

To the Editor of The Week

:

K.
!"•"" TI ^ '?!' "^' """ '" ^^ ^^ °' Colobrations and Convention, Thatwhich 1. now left uncelebrated it would be difficult to nam^^a have aotnX had »n

illustraUon, not long «noe. of people gathering togetfiTin numbers foTno^h?,purpose than to rejoice at their own. or their fat|»rs'. defeat in battles fought a oenturvago And the most remarkable convention ever hdd U, I should imagine, t^r^l "he

hIY. !!!."' .*•'" ''"•"""'•" '"^'"' '»"* ••"«• '- Toronto a few dS^, .T X.object this body of tradesmen can have in gathering in convention, one u etSLlv^ .10.S to understand. Can it be posrible that they met together for the pSe ofdiscuvung how o unprove their businees, and to keep up tho« exorbiUtnt pri^wLhttey charge I6r the burying of the dead, I. i, not fuU time that some r-Seroi^iwas mad. m our funeral ob««juie. wh«.by theooai would b. gr-ktl, rluoed r

Pbddimob.

„ JOHN O. WHITTIEB.
To the Editor of The Week

:

SiR,-In Friday's World I read that "John Bright gives Whittier's verse a place
only second to that of Milton." It does one good to see great and good men's hearts
beat m nni<.on. Whittier is placed by John Bright in very dose relatipuship to
Milton You will see here throe John's all in a row. Your correspondent has been
troubled as to the true position John Oreenleaf Whittier occupies as a poet It was
?^'' wf

'""*"°'" *" °~"* "*' '^"^ "•*' ^ *""«^ »» » P"«»' (" impartial) conclusion
that Whittier is the purest and " sweetest singer of them all." The more I know ofhim the dearer he is to me. And it is thus I offer my humble tribute to him and his :-

JOHN OEBBKLIAF WHITTIBB.

J Whittier I thou art dear to me

:

-

^-' The sweetest singer of them all I

Before whom I in reverencte fall
And worship first in ministrelsy.

Of all the singers that I know
Thou hast the first place near my heart

;

Whose life I deem the counterpart
' '

.

Of the pure Christ of long ago.

A tribute I dare weave to thee,

—

A loving tribute to thy name

:

An "in-memoriam" to thy fame
Wreathed in this verse so tenderly.
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W. H. Stbvebs.

IN THE BEOINNINO.

August, year uStnown ; time, Six o'clock in the morning

;

Sate m a tree an Ape ; irrational ; eating an apple,
Raw

;
no cook as yet, no house, no shred of a garment :

Soul, a blank
; taste, nil ; a thumb but slowly beginninjr-

Warranted wholly an Ape, a great Jack-ape o' the forest.
Jabbering, hairy, grim, arboreal wholly in habits.
So he sate on till Noon, when, hushed in slumber around himtverything lay dead

; aU save the murmuring insect.
Whose small voice still spake, proclaiming silence. Awaking
Suddenly then he rose, and thinking scorn of his fellows
Longed to be quit of them all, his Apess specially. She dearKnew no dream, no vision ; her Apelet playing about he'r
All her thought, her care ! At Four, he finally left her
Went to live by himself, but felt a pang-'twas a conscience

W t ^'iff"^ • r' Z'^"' '
*^^° '*°PP«'* '° ^'^^^^ ^^ a fountain :Wow

!
What an ugly phiz ! He saw, and shuddered

; a Ruskin
Stirred in his breast. Taste born !-the seed of a mighty Ideal
Raffaelesque, Titianic ! Erect he strode through the jungle '

Cleaving his way with a stick ;_Art's rise ! An implement-maker.
Parent of Armstrong guns, steam-rams, et ciBtera ! Still on
Plucking the fruits he went ; felt pain, no matter the region -

Said It was not the apple, or crab, or cranberry, no ! nor
Even the sloe. 'Twas a chill. He caught it there in the fountain.
Bathing, still m a heat, the water cold o' the coldest
Olonous Ape !—Logician ! not yet a perfect Induction,
But good step that way, as good as many among us >

So he went on till eve, when, reached the edge o' the forest
Just where the opening paths sloped westward ; then i' the 'gloaming,Mounting a rising knoll, he saw the sun in his glory
Set over flood and feU ; and joining, as in embraces,

aJr *°,.''«»7®''. ^'^'^ "**'
= ^^ »*^> ''id suddenly trembled

;Sudden his Apehood shrank as a robe, and fell from off him •

bidden a soul: was born. He owned a greater aboveW '

^ear him, round him, in him, far away in the splendour.
Having a right to rule, and he a duty to serve It
And this happened at Eight—at Eight p.m. precisely—
On that August day ; and if you cannot believe, it,
Go to your Darwin

; read how an Ape grew man ; and a momentWas when his soul was not, another, his soul was quickenedAnd this must be true, or else—unhappy dUemma—
Men and monkeys both have souls, or flourish without them
So farewell, Ape-man

! Lo we, your progeny, greet you :

Thank you much for a soul, and—may we never for^t it i B.

A conversion:

[Prom the French of Thomas Bentzon.]

V.

Just as the cowardawho, to cure themselves of fright, jro straight nn tn tl,«
spectre which had aU but made them flee, and soltisfy th3lvef of Z
Z^i,"'*^°^*^'*J:i^!?: ^r""

^"'^^^^'i"". -Po^ hi. J^n home, h^d ^a
Ztlf^

touched the danger with his finger, and at last had fo^ndhimself strong enough to vanquish it. Upon what, after all, wa« so v^h^ment an a^rm grounded ? Did he feel in tl,e bott<;m of his soiTa hiddetweakness? Without hesitation, he answered, no. Again, su^ly Sdying person was not formidable. And why judge so severelyTenoT
crazy thing In her Protestant eyes, heU t^t ZT^I Z>i!Z'-
tj:TS^11^"'''^'u''

"«•"««"« character which should^uTI'
f^„ iTih^.

1 ence--he was only a man like the rest, as she had S.One might as well feel angry with a foreigner for not Understanding our i

language, of which he knew nothing. Suddenly, it appeared to be his
duty to join battle with the Evil One ; or, at least, to decide, by pushing
his scrutiny to the end, whether such a battle needed to be fought. Reso-
lutely he opened the book again, and without stopping thereafter read
from the first to the last line. The broken-off diary had been resumed
towards the autumn of the year that had seen him installed in his parish,
by these words :

—

"A house on fire! The homestead of Chesnayes, where the village
begins, has been entirely consumed by fire. We saw the sky aglow over
a wide area, and huge whirlwinds of red smoke rising up behind the trees.
My father got a cart ready to rush and make sure of what was happening

;

as for me, I wished to follow him —attracted, fascinated by the fearful
sight. ... All the village is on foot ; the dogs bark ; the alarm bell
rings.

. . . There is a confused and ill-omened noise of hurried footsteps,
shouts and lamentations. The pumps work badly, the buckets of water
that are being passed from hand to hand arrive slowly ; and while these
inadequate means of succour are being reorganized the fire gains ground,
consumes the walls, rushes out of the doors, bursts up the roof. ... At
the highest pitch of danger, he appeared before me. His loud, clear voice
rings out orders to the infatuated people ; and, with admirable coolness,
he seems to do in his single person a larger share of the ta;sk than all the
rest together. ... What a crackling! Part of the roof has just fallen
in. I think he is buried under the ruins. . . . But no : already a little
further off, he is climbing a ladder ; while round him flare and sparkle the
burning trusses of straw and corn, which are sending out rockets, as it
were, towards every quarter. . . . The farmers are only thinking of sav-
ing their cattle, their furniture. All of a sudden, a piercing cry for help
is uttered by a childish voice. An orphan from the foundling asylum,
brought up in the house, and whom no one thought about, finds himself
there imprisoned by the flames. He has awakened too late. Lost ! he'is
lost

!
And people turn their heads away so as not to see him. After all,

the existence of this unlucky child, whom nobody claims, is of small
account

; so many other losses have been made—material lossea Oh, the
selfish beings ! the cowards ! One man alone devotes himself. I see him
again plunge into the furnace. Now everyone is saying, ' Both are lost.'

My heart has ceased to beat. But soon he appears once more, with his
hair and clothes burnt, his face blackened, carrying on his shoulder the
now unconscious child. Cheers burst from the crowd. I ask, ' Who is

this intrepid manl' and they answer me, 'The new vicar.'
"

Vicar Fulgentius had often recalled that night to thank God, who had
allowed him to save the life of a human being ; but it seemed to him that
this stoj-y of his achievements was singularly exaggerated.

"Truly," said he, with a derisive smile, "it would rest with me to
believe myself a hero because I helped to make the chain at a fire. What
a deal of fine talk ! How she must have needed to be enthusiastic over
somebody or something !

"

He knew, nevertheless, what popularity his behaviour that night had
won him all the country round, albeit a popularity whose emptiness he did
not disguise to himself, for it had lasted exactly as long as usually does the
remembrance of a benefit—a few weeks. But the diary of Simone was
reproducing with zest that brief period of enthusiasm, and prolonging it.

It was clear that she used at that time to seek opportunities of speaking
about him, that she took pleasure in hearing it said that he was the most
generous, the most aflable, the most learned of men. Each one of their
accidental meetings was written down. " This morning he passed near me
on the road. At once he saluted me with grave politeness. The old
Vicar never saluted us. He pointed us out as the plague of-the parish, as
impious, as accursed. This man has nothing of the fanatic about him.

_ By what aberration o£mind could he hav& entered^ that olerioal order whiel^
condemns enlightenment, which excommunicates free inquiry t I picture
to myself what he could have become if stripped of that black robe, free, able
to love a woman who would have adored him. What blindness can have
led him to suicide i A deception in love perhaps. Is it possible 1 Who
would not have loved him !...."

" Poor crazy thing !
" thought Vicar Fulgentius, " how far she is from

the truth!"
s •

And he recalled on the contrary how gently he had slid from the lesser
seminary to the greater. Not once had he doubted his calling. The need

"

of belie\ring and obeying was so natural to him that he had found no merit
in the total sacrifice of his personality. Besting on the unchangeable rock
pf theology, he defied error. Why did she speak of enlightenment! He
was sure that by God's grace he was the dispenser of truth. Why in look-
ing for himself had she not gone as far as the church 1 His words might
have convinced her perhaps—that wandering, tortured mind would have
been lifted up whQo listening to him from the servant to the Master . . .

She had gone
; she had made her way right into the nave from a desire to

see him. Hidden behind a pillar she had followed the ceremonies of a
worship to which her reason refused assent, and nothing had warned her
that an impassable barrier sheltered this young saint, who nevertheless
seemed to her isolated, glorified beneath that priestly garb ....
another age and behind those clouds of incense. <•

" Eloquent, that he is; and full of belief too, I do not doubt it. But I
have hoard lessons not less edifying from the mouths of ministers who to my
eyes were righteous men also, and who had yet not broken with nature ;

who while ever continuing to guide souls allowed themselves the joy»if a
family, cherished their wives, and trained up their children. How is one
to believe in the merits of celibacy sterile and beyond doubt full of grief 1

"

For all that, one could see that this sublime folly, this superhuman
idealism, only served to kindle Simones enthusiasm. Sh« compared to this
exceptional being, severed from every earthly advantage, the common

herd of men, with a supreme contempt for this country attorney, that well-
to-do miller who was seeking her in marriage. What coar.seness there
was about those folk I They were vulgar and ugly ! As each match was
proposed to her there came back to her mind the likeness of Vicar Ful-
gentius ; whilst he himself, entertaining against beauty all the contempt of
a Christian of the earliest ages, felt a temptation to destroy his face if" that
face which he had never thought of looking at was to be to him as well as
to a woman an occasion of falling. As he read he uttered a, prayer for
premature old age.

The blooming, the growth of such a passion that nothing had gone to
feed, bore witness to the little balancing power that exists in the female
nature, where fancy predominates out of all proportion. It is thus that
an imperceptible seed thrown at random on to a soil too well tilled
develops into a perennial plant, and ends by becoming the poisonous tree
whose indestructible roots and encroaching shadow destroy all other
vegetation around it.

This simply enamoured existence presented moreover a phase of
austerity. Simone had imposed on herself all kinds of privations and
sacrifices iniprder to raise herself in some .small measure towards the moral
heights hqfbn which the unconscious elect of her heart looked down. She
had created between herself and him a secret comm\inion in tastes and
habits ; she had given herself up to visiting the poor, to nursing the sick
in the hope (now and then realized) of meeting him beside the misery that
they were both striving to alleviate, and which, she thought, they would
together have better succeeded in removing. Her father used now to say
to her, " Since you are becoming so perfect, we must decidedly make you
the wife of a pastor."

The effect of her loneliness, rendered more complete by the marriage of
Julia, had been to give her chimera the persistency of a fixed idea, which
overflowed in drafts of letters, now timid, now ardent, as quickly destroyed.
One of them, nevertheless, was dropped at the post-office, without signa-
ture, one day when her father had taken her to town ; but scarcely had it

gone off before she would have liked to snatch it back again. If he guessed,
she would die of shame !

Alas ! two days later she had met him outside the village on a round
of parochial visits. She had felt a faintness conie over her, persuaded as
she was that he would dart upon her a look which, by anticipation, was
already burning her like a red-hot iron. And this look of contempt was
not even granted her. He had not even appeared to notice her, absorbed
as he was in thought. Of what was he thinking t Her letter, perhaps. . . .

Had he not pulled it out of his pocket as he walked ! . . . No, a thousand
times no : what he was holding, what he was reading, was a breviary.

No matter : the first step once taken she was determined to go on,

determined to reach him, in spite of the triple wall of the""sanctuary, deter-

mined to do everything. . . . Oh, how she had changed that dainty school-

girl's writing 'with'which she began her journal ! Now it was impatience,
anguisb, passion, that guided her hand, by turns suppliant and ready to

threaten. . . . Yes, she was resolved he should know : she would go and
see him, go and speak to him under some pretext. What pretext 1 Seek
as she would, not one came to her mind. She was still seeking in vain
when on a certain evening a bUnd, desparing impulse had carried her right

up to the vicarage. As though to help her design, the garden gate was
open, and so was the kitchen door ; and Ursula was out. She crossed the

little dining-room, monastic in its simplicity, trembling lest she should
meet him, although she longed to. At random she pushed another door

—

behold, a narrow couch, a deal table, a crucifix, some straw chairs, upon the '^,

walls a large supply of shelves loaded with books, upon the bare table a
forgotten chaplet. Seizing upon this amulet, of whose use she was ignorant,

but which he mast^iave touched, she pulled a rose from her bodice , where—
it had been fading since the morning, and laid it on the same spot. There
was a sound of foot^steps in the next apartment ; she fled. Memories
almost effaced unrolled before the mind of the Vicar. He remembered the
anonymous letter, which he had burnt, with a shrug of the shoulders, and
the vanished chaplet, .which for a while he had sought in vain. The rose

he had not observed : it had told him nothing. All that was rather the
fault of Ursula, who too often went away to gossip with their neighbours,

leaving the door open behind her. On the whole these trivial factshardly

affected him at all ; but in return his pity was excited by the internal drama
of which this soul was the theatre.

Alas ! why was not such an outburst of enthusiasm and love turned
towards God t Once more he felt convinced that he, Fulgentius, was only
a pretext. Do not our empty and deserted hearts require to attach them-
selves to something, especially a female's heart, to which the employments
of the mind can give no change t One has seen little girls fall ardently in

love, for want of a real object, with the hero of the romance they have
been reading ; or even, where the complicity of a romance was absent, with
a phantom created by their own imagination, which they afterwards thought
that they recognized under the features of the first passer-by. That Was
just his position. In point of fact, what Simone loved in him was virtue,

courage, every perfection that she freely lent to him. She had lost her
way in the pursuit of an ideal. Perhaps he had only to put her again on
the right road which leads to God.' Doubtless ^he had shown herself
angered by difficulty, tempted by the forbidden fruit, like a true daughter
of Eve; but her modesty had been too powerful: that delicate instinct was
only giving way at the gates of the tomb, when her womanhood was already
dead, worn out by vain watching, undermined by projects that ended in

despair. Falling ill, she had hidden, as a crime, sulierings of which she
alone knew the source. Her parents had taken fright at seeing her pine
away for want of appetite anct sleep. The physician called in by them
found nothing the matter: "A nervous child, tiut was all; nervousness
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Z^J ' ^1^^ °" * '^''«''- ^«* *''''' """gh had become tenacious,

riori hi > K r^'r""" '""''^y ^''•'''' ''«*™y« it^^lf i° the person

Tp nl«^/f ' ^ " "."^ "^^'T*^
°* ''*''^°K*h, already deserved the expres-

,

sive name of consumption, which sums up so many hidden causes.

,!„.; m"! T^ " ?*•* ^"^ ^^P^ «"''°'
'
'hen, under th^ sway of a Jast

allowed herself one mght to sob out upon her mother's shoulder the secret

ITL 7l,

^^'"*
"t ^'"' ""^^ '' her pride to conceal. In order once more

she no lonZ
7hom everything separated from her more than ever (since

^^TtJ^^ •
*^^

''"I'**''
"^^ "•"«* have an accomplice

; she reckoned

TZh I f'f
•

^°'" * l°"«
*••"'' ^^''"'^ ^ K"«"«t, distracted, hadmade it a duty to resist

; then, at last, seeing that feeble lamp ready to go

l^d^tl h'
'"''

i^'"P""^,
'" ^"'^ *° '^^^«' «he had forgotten Mprudence How could she make up her mind to reap from the cold lips ofherdaughteralast reproach by way of farewell? It was thus that'^thevicar of Arc had been sent for : he guessed it, although this last strugMe

hiTnlZr-" '^
«'«"'=«• 'he hand which had filled 1 those pages wUh

iZd winfr "^T^' '^*^ *"^- ^^'«'- h»^«»?^l reflected,

Se^thl bit !H*!."!i'u°"l"«i*"""«
" '°"« night-watch, he once morelocked the book, n<>dded h.s head, and said aloud :

" I will go again." The

*"for wTth'il^;
'"' '"''''"''' "'"•''^' "''''='>• --ertSeleS she wL

^mon'e ?1 Hugult. """""' ''""«''' ""'^''^ '"^^ ^''^'^^ ^« ^«»^ °*

CTV) 6« continued.)

The true way for a Scot to combine patriotism with nrudence is to

tuXP%ZT''' "'^"^ '°"'^«' *"' '' "''^ -^^ to.retrrtoTrii:^

THE SCRAP BOOK.

THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH. *

JbeMidnrT""'!!^''^ '! '"°^^"''' historians that the monastic system of

ful mem£« S'^i.
^ coademmng almost all the gentler and more thought-

worW The In T '°
°"^'^V' ^^P' ""^^ 'he gener.U progress of'the

Uitf. ^f? u** ''r"" ^''° hecame friars or sisters were the very

eriols A?th ^''-''^'^l
'he fathers and mothers of the future gen^

oPthe ^'ilifl. .T T"'-*''"
prevalence of monasticism told in favour

claL and toM T \^ .^'f'^''^
^ghting men mainly as the marriageableclass

,
and told against industrialism by practically putting most delicate

owftim'e ^r,'^""''^*«
i"**" 'he hands of Religious celLtes.^ Now, nlrown time, soldiering, become a profession, seems likely to tend in the

str^n^inT
'^""'=''"'^- *'°"" '^^ "«" -ho have the^ghting iiLtinct

anoth^er wT "" '""' .^"^T^here to become soldiers if one form or

comouTsorv thev 'J.7"'
" '°'"?'*'"y' "-^'^ "'" ^'''«'

'
'here it is partially

fXc™u!iT.r^ ^u^
volunteers o.» substitutes ; even where it isfully compulsory, they will remain in the army longer, and will mana-e tosee more active service, than the other men. As a "natural c^uT^ inthe first place more of them will get killed oflT on an averaee^d i^thesecond p ace fewer of them will Income fathe^, for o? couf^CiL is

ZoTrTan^'dThr''' """"'k^'
le-t during ihe period of se'w^n

neUed il««^.' n '""•'^
J^e^hle men will not enlist at all, or if com-pelled to serve, will serve the minimum time. They will thus on an average

Z^Z mT "^"M "^''iITi
"""^ '^' ""^^ <=hi'dren than the mUi^spirits. Moreover, their children will probably be stronger and healthierfor many reasons, notably because of their higher aveZe morally^dalso because they wil usually have acquired more weaKfre^^rfaTaAll these considerataons ought to result in the long run in a^dualmcrease of the peaceful industrial temperament, and in\™r^ual dyS out

struI^leWw^! f T ^^'^^^ '"^*'"S political organisations is like a

each other they hold each other up, but the instant one falls the other willtumble over him.—Philadelphia Record.
'

weekltiteVrrn^hr'^'t ""I'''
''"''* "'"'^ '« »°' '" 'he United SUtes a

wb.VK
!« •liffi''"" 'o recall any historical incident, at least in modern times

River Z!uT " """"?'="
"l '^ •=°'^'^"'=' °^ 'he French in the Zi"Itiver Parallels may perhaps be found in very bad periods but nothingrecorded in the annals of a civilized State occu™ tolh'e rSd rivamng th|special case, except the sudden seizure of Strasburg in the time of |««^by the troops of Louis XIV. The mere notion that peoples, barbariaT^

St^mntrd^otl^P:
'^^^

''^fr'^-^
-'ered undeLo'ver^f an aoTorded

»sp^:trthet:^.^ini^-
«.t,« o( (ore u ,„ „blt,r tor th, „W,m,„i of ,0.™^ Th, ™? „.e.nlB.t,on I. not „ thick o,.r th. iurkiog S„ ofCbStoL to T.Uh

Z^T^' ,
' ^ '"*^''**' "^ American afiairs is increased by this meanspeople themselves subscribe for American papers. The exoeUent illus^t^'literary and fashion papers published by the Harpers Tetario,;,!^'^n magazines, like thocLury, tbe'AtlaruT!^rM^Zs^Z7si^^^^r^, and many others, are constantly furkishing thTpeopL?mSwith American questions and American ideas Tt la Z, Pf°f.'®^ °"'^°*

iZ"^ anT'
"'

Tr"""
*'""'«* ^'^"''^'y '° profetS peopk andt^

£^r|^h^'r^~'-a^^^^^

THE PERIODICALS.

ALCOHOL IN HEALTH.

^?xrzir,X o7^, -"SLSL,-~r
^Pntn^';i5'°T'''"'*

*** ^ " food; although for healthy people noTa convenient food. A common sense-view of it is taken. Youm p^i^ns it isagreed, do not need it, save as a medicine, and by mS^i^'- bu^for older people, ''below par, the addition of a littfe ShS toZ 'f^
:h^^ei'iToCer:jrrtiS»%°^^^^ -^-^
inthe^pages in alfits defori^trA^rSont^S^^ b" . B^^^

rush to the spot, expecting to find SrTdW^'tW.f.*"' '^^^^^
ha. been mUe'ioiarJS. In' hi» " lo^^bl^'AtJg"leXhX •

'S^rs^l'''

gives his readers the advim either not to fl^^J^ . ti^'?^" ^'•Phm aooordingly

—Sptclator.

place being accorded to an account of t^»
comes first, second

p^ge^f-frms which took ^;arrtL bLt oT^e ^i^TTjti
Ty tL''SsTCir:S '^v'^

'^'^^^ '^'""--'' °f WimLJoS
oft^F^nl' 1 p'mtySrwSlVZ"^^^ ^' ^''^^
last-named paper a'nd a Lsi^ti^ on h^^'Za'^T^^^^^^hgion." Next is a charming essay on Leiah HunT wH? • f 'I' u°

^^
author (following the precedent oVLXrS »;

"
an E^iTf >^

*'*"

Cousin." Article No. 2 upon " The Lakes of TtL^. T. i^ - ^V'"™^
the work of one who has '' been tW" IYT/^^ "" '^''^"""y

Headed "In Tuscany," and signed CeliaW;>xtt^,- .k"
'"""^ P"?"^"

followed by a paper 'on '" Mlnri^gtrC^he drifrotwhi
'"'?

from the words :
" There is alw.va « fi^ 1 1 i •

^"'"^h " apparent

hum-drum-seeming man wlh r^t's heiittT.T ':''°^.* P^'""^'
the same delightful surprise is fdTbt .^ t

^^^^
' ^"^ * "'"« °'

for the first tfme that^ HtlL wt^nTrprLVST' '^S:''^ TTtxon entitled " Washington and his CompanLs Viewed Face fo Z." •

'

an extract from the "Dorchester Papers" A Z^J I
'*

after its hero, "Buckshot"- Plade tJ thl m,,..
pathetic story ig named

is on .. BoatiAg "-after thick "Th?^^tLTof\r^^
writer of which opines that "only ^^^Mthen^^' ."^ «««*y.'he

chisel have been ^ather^l into the British MuseZ^Th^ f '^^
"""'TOlyptothek, can they expect to find a periTnent^rd 'slJdeJTblTe
"'t

JdifcEi?: "s^tio^j^^-x:t^ aepicts;prh%ow;r-
Bchool and college systemsonXudfc. * ''°'^'<1«™^'<>'> of the

of the habits oflheLf-cutter bee for^/^b^M* .^° »°'er«8ting account

after which are able ^i^:^'^TJZZ^^:l^^ ZSL'""^
"''"''^

cJ^;"oom;i?ttt:urxx:iii"'V^rr "°pir "' -"'''•'^^ -*-'»««
with ^fac^Luoltr^u^b torT<^ T*^.""* f '''^*^" I'°'«<''^

opening paper, from thr^of Geo F WH IT
^^- ^"'T^^- Th«

and Shadr^of Army Life^b about the Wrrt^T: U„? '''"I
" '^''*^

-b-
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next place, and is brought to a conclusion. An interesting illustrated
biographical paper is contributed by Henry Bacon on " Rosa Bonheur."
The Cour d Alene Stampede" is an historical sketch from the facile pen

of Eugene V. Smalley, and is followed by perhaps the most- valuable articlem the number
: "Social Conditions in the Colonies," by Edward Eggleston.

The cuts which embellish that paper, from drawings by Messra Feun,
Stephens, Mayer, Schweinfurth, and Woodward, are marvels of the engrav-
ing and printing arts. William Henry Bishop contributes a noveleCte,
which he styles ''Braxton's New Art." A third of Mr. Stillman's papers"On the Track of Ulysses " treats of the " Odessy " and its epoch. " A
Problematic Character " is concluded—as all novels ought to be in well
regulated magazines—with the volume. -The relative positions of " Chris-
tianity and Wealth " are discussed by Washington Gladden.' An estimate of
Austin Dobson, with special criticisms of some poetical passages, appear over
the signature of Brander Matthews. S. P Langley is the author of an
astronomical paper dealing^ with the sun's surroundings. This article alsow profu«!ly illustrated. Grace Lewis tells the price she paid for a "Set of
Buskin. A protest against the system of giving and accepting " tips

"

appears in the editorial " topics" which should be widely read, Zxd acted
upon, in Canada as well as in the States.

'The October Lippincott has for a piece de resistance John Coleman's
concluding paper on " Personal Reminiscences of Charies Reade," which
contains many characteristic and interesting incidents. A queer little
paper entitled " Wit and Diplomacy in Dictionaries," signed by 0. W
Ernst, will ^nd many admirers. An Ulustrated paper on travel is con-
tributed by D. D. Banta, in which a flowing description is given of "The
Pictured Rocks. T. H. M. Byers, in an article entitled "A School With-
out lext-Books, describes the results of a curious educational experiment
mBwitzerland. A quaint recital of what F. N. Zabriskie saw and heard
and imagined "In an Orchard " wiU be found good reading. Heavier, but
instructive IS Eunice W. Felton's paper on the "Industries of Modern
Greece. In the department of fiction are "Aurora" (continued), " Head-
strong, by Elizabeth p. Martin, "A Week in Killarney " (continued), and"A Lesson in Hochdeutsch," by Caroline R. Corson.

Number One, Vol. V., of Outing also bears date October. The lover
of out-door sport will here find delightful reading. The first contribution
18 a graphic description of a bicycle run "On and Off the Lancaster Pike "

by Jay Howe Adams, and amply illustrated. This is followed by the
opening chapters of a story, "A Quaint Little Maid," by Charies Richard
Dodge A paper on canoes and canoeing contains a quantity of informa-
tion which will be of immense use next year. Thomas J. Kirkpatrick is
the author. In an essay entitled " Browsing and Nibbling," Maurice
rhompson advocates the dolce sort of holiday. Frederick A. Ober has a
sketch of absorbing interest on "The Border Ruffian"—an anthropological
curiosity found on t^le Mexican frontier. Some useful hints " On Timing
R*ces are given by R.F Foster. In a paper entitled "Cricket in America?'
George M. Newhall discusses the possibility of the great English game
becoming popular in America. He inclines to the affirmative view "A
Bicycle Tour on the Continent," by 0. H. Vinton; " In the Saddle," Geo.
K. Holmes; and "A Single Handed Cruiser," Windward, are the remain-
ing prose contributions. The poetry of the number is good, and as usualmuch valuable information is to be gleaned from the editorial departiment.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Thb lovers of music in Toronto who would gladly see that city made
the home of opera bouffe in this Dominion have been bitterly disappointed
at the small amount of patronage bestowed upon the performances of thePJew^ York Ideal Co.nic Opera Company at the Pavilion. Certainly the
artists engaged are not stars in the musical Hrmameiit ; but neither are the
charges for admission high ; nor is it usual, outside of first class combina-
tions, to fand vocal and histrionic abilites in the same performer whilst the
acting of some of Mr. Barnett's company is really excellent. The costumes
also, are much better than the average

; the orchestra is a fair all-round

^.T.irT ; "J^*""^
°°^ consideration with .another," the performances

of the Ideal Company are worthy of much l)..tter .support than has already
been accorded to them. There are extraneous disadvantages, it is true
People do not care to go to the Pavilion at night, and the acoustic proper-
ties of that hall are very indifferent. So far as the latter oljjection is con-
cerned the colder weather will compel the closing of doors and windows
through whiph the waves of sweet sound have during the past Weeks rolled
into the night

;
and as to the former objection, the exhilarating efiects of agood performance of comic opera will surely compensate for the trouble of

the journey—at any rate on fine evenings. Any person who is conversant
with musical matters in great centres, well knows that it is not high-class
performances of classical compositions which first encourage a taste for music
and that the airs mostly sung in the home and in the workshop ar«thoSemade popular by comic opera and variety-hall singers. No worshipper of
Apollo will hesitate which is the worthier of encouragement. The one will
probably lead to higher things ; the other is almost always bad, is .Generally
vulgar, and is often accompanied by immoral ideas.

"

" GiROFL^-GiROFLA " has been for some two weeks even better rendered
than " Billee-Taylor," though the former opera does not offer so much scope
to Mr. Schiller—one of the greatest attractions of the company, and one
of the best comedians on the stage. Miss Guthrie, in the ro/es of Giro/iiand frtro/to, has some trying work to do, biit she does it very well and has
evidently thoroughly estoblished herself with her audiences. Mr Ray
Holmes' Aurore is funny-very ; but not nearly so good as his Captaii
flapper. If Mr. Allen could persuade .\Ir. .Moulten to endeavour to feel
(and ao act) his part, the latter gentleman, would be a much better Jfaro*-
quin. The hectoring, roystering Afourzouk of Mr. Seth Crane is a capital
piece of acting, and his powerful voice is also well adapted to the pari;
Mr. Henry Allen is a good actor and singer, looks his part, and is one of
the strong points of the caste. " Fantine " is announced as being in pre-
paration. 'J- .

n r

A SERIES of musical evenings, to be held once a month during the coininc
season m Toronto, has been arranged by Messrs. Suckling and Sons, and
the first took place on Friday last. Vocal and instrumental items figuredon the programme, and it is to be hoped that even greater s«cces8 may
attend future performances than was achieved on the opening night

iHB August-September number of the Art Union has four full-page
pictures reproduced from the drawings by the artists : "The King's Fla-
mingoes by Mr. Church, " Waiting." by George C. Lambdin. "F^klin
at the Press, by K Wood Perry, N.A., and "On the Green River," by
J

.

P. Bristol, N.A. Some excellent advice, albeit couched in plain language
18 given in a sketch entitled "Some Friendly Criticism," whinh nL tocommended^S all artists, both amateur and professional. The otherbrin-
cipal contents are on "Art in the South," "Good from EvU," "Lake Lone-
some, 'Noted Amateur Painters," "A Lesson from a Steeple," "Mr.
finskin on Modern Engli^ Art," "The American Art Association," and
editorial notes.

Another part of the " Life of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen "

(Toronto
: Geo. Virtue) is to hand, and brings the biography down to the

date of Her Majesty's first visit to Germany in 1845. The visit of Louis
Philippe, the openmg of the London Royal Exchange, several royal visits,

* ^TaI^ u ' !'^" """^ *''" described in this division, and the whole is
preceded by beautiful plates of the Queen and her royal husband—the first

Fo" Ra"*'
'''^^^^ Durham, the latter from the atotute by J. H.

«^Jf" ^u^u*, ""'"''^^ °* Shakesperiana, only just to hand, contains

^a^ '' °°Iob w'rr» "?'' ^'^^ ^""S^y" '"^^ P°''™i'« °f Shakes-poa^. John Webster." the actor, an analysis of "Othello," dramatic

the pZ of'or-.: ??.'" ""^ ^^o.-ing, etc. The " Prize Examination onthe Phiy of OtheUo'" is a very valuable contribution, and the "Notesand Queries represent much patient toil and research into matters Shakes-

turl^'-Mnh!.^ ^^'^i^^ll^t '•'^ September number of Choice Literorture:- Mohammed^ Mahdis," by Prof. W. Robertson Smith; "The

S^V sit t^XlU ^IV 'T^-f"'
''•^-

'
" ^"?h Notes of a Natural-

«Fnl'!L ^?f fP.5 Prmcpal Dawson; "Goethe," Prof. J. R. Seeley
;

mSv » w °^ ?*"'! ^''°.'=''' " Untroddk Italy," Prof. J. P
J ?y 'J ^"^^ * ^°''''' '^^ i'" Lessons," James Cubitt • "Thackerayand the Theatre," Dalton Cook; " A Limit to Evoton," St^e^^Mivart

;
" An Eastern Paradise," M. C. • "A Peen af r,Z^. ' r

»

;^Oow.°'
^^'^""^"^ «*--* BiacktT'iiSrThrl^rt;';

After a deservedly popular run of two weeks, " Michael Strogoff" was
succeeded by "The Romany Rye" at the Toronto theatre, on Monday
This romantic and spectacular drama, produced for the first time in Toronto
last season, is by George R Sims, the most prolific and successful play-
wright-poet-journalist of the day. No inconsiderable part of Mr Sims'
success 18 due to his dramas being pourtrayals of the everyday life of
classes vnth whose habits, feelings and customs, he is thoroughly familiar
and to his whole-souled sympathy with the struggles of the poor The
eharacters which he manipulates in his stage productions are drawn with
the hand of a Dickens, and whilst his dramatic instinct recognizes the
necessity of infusing a Uberal amount of incident and sensational positions,
he never descends to vuPgarity for effect. In the " Romany Rye " he
describes impartiially the foibles and rugged virtues of the average Gypsy
' nothing setting down in malice." The plot is simple, hinging upon an
unacknowledged marriage of the hero's parents, and the efforte of that
semi-nomadic individual to oust his half.brother, Philip Poyston— the
viUian of the piece—from the family seat, " Craigsnest." The scene alter-
nates between London and a country suburb ; the movement of the play
includes an attempted murder, a shipwreck, and a would-be abductionOf course the regulation love story runs through and connects the whole"Ihe scenery and costumes used by this company (Messrs. Brooks and
Dickson s) are magnificent, and such a succession of beautiful stace
pictures as are shown in the sixteen scenes of this drama have probaWy
never before been seen in Toronto. The Gypsy Encampment and Craigs-
nest, in the farst act

; Little Queer Street, in the second ; HamptSnRoad and Ricecourse, m the third ; the deck of the "Saratoga," Black
Croft, and the wreck, m the fourth and fifth acts,*re specially worthy ofmention. The realistic effects, also, are marvellously well contrived andnatural. The cast is a strong one, Jack Heame, or Tfui Romany Rye-afterwards shown to be Paul Royston-being allotted to Mr Waltc'r L.Dennis, who acquits himself admirably. The half-brathe* and interioper
Ph%lip Royston, is played by Mr. M. B. Snider, Mr. M. J. Murphy taking

'"

tho part of Edward Mansion, an accomplice in eviWoing. Gertie Uacketlbeloved hy Ja^k Hearr^, is playe<I by Miss Victory ^teman with gr^ateste and feeling, her grandfather, Joe Hackett, and his man FridayBoss Krxvett being poutray^ by Mr. M. J. Jordan and Mr. Charles w'

S^JVr-Tw-^^^^'","
^'y'^'hi^h left nothing to be desired. TheL^a Le, of Miss Snyder is rather weak, but her shortcomings are more

^'^.ej^Pf.^f'eJ (or by the powerful rendering of Mother Shipton, aRadchffe highway hag, given by Mrs. W. G. Jones. It is obviouky
impossible to do justice to each of the thirty-six characters engaged, but it
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oeenpiaymg S,mon —a comedy-drama extravaganza—to irood houses.Mr. Taylor 18 supported by a very fair company, and with Miss AdaAlexandra for h,s "leading lady." succeeds in'kel^ing hiraudifnces fn^

CHESS.

o1«« ofThe Wbek, Toronto.

PBOBLEM No. 46.
Composed for The Wbhk by W. Atkinson.

Montreal Chess Club.
"'°"'''

BLACK,

PROBLEM No. 47.

TOUBNET PBOBLBM No. 4.

Motto:—" Ubi."

BLACK.
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The holiday book of James R. Osgood and Co. this year will bo Scott's— TT' "''' ™°" ''"'" " ^""'^^"'^ illustrations by^merican artists.
Mr. FftouDE has written a defence of his action as Carlyles executor It

by MTFTou^de:
'''''^ '° ''^ ''''' ''"'^^^P'^^ °^ '^'^ Che'ls^rgt^dited

HouQHTON, Mifflin and Co. will open their series of the Elizabethan

S^zvvfBlr"" " "'""'•'"' """" i. '--"foS;"

He will not return home until November
J-names.

Mr. John Morley's next contribution to the " Englishmen of Lettp™ "

p«nii::':r2:t 'sr.n\?:t lirttj.*- ri:-' h"»

n.ny greva, .re undUlii,gai,h,bk.
"""oU? pn».tv«l where «,

Muir*Ue"t.l«^V."rS''*'SIt ',°,t
"•'°'"'~' " »•

r:srr.txtx!SrH~==»'

edftion of itisin press and will tepubtshediLtrda^sTT^^ ^^t'^'^^'

colonies that made the American RevZtion s l^^eS th^ 'h^ f
"*"

fl?» « K- • V ° ^°"^* """^^ ^ «''««*«d without Written permission Wthe fishing interest might be seriously afiected. " And Tven nn^^L
almost incredible sUte of affairs exis^ alon. what ^lt::T^lV'F::Z

-' fooTLr"^'" '""^ ^'''""'«> *"^ ^'^-^- numerou7S:«£r;7a

WHITE.
White to play and sui-mate in four moves. 1

WHITE.
White to play and mate in three moves.

TOUBNEY PBOBLEM RECEIVED.
— '* Chi lo aa f

"

>
:—

" Picus auratut"
'
:—

" Incipium Duplex."

Motto
Motto
Motto

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

feeh^^•g^^b'f?^„*'!^S^p3'J^i°3Vu^aroonsLlnv''o?^ '^^ <"" "-""'fdno answer to my two last letters to you.
""""S" "^^ <•' tHem to waatebasket Have had

A NEW CHESS MAGAZINE.
We have received the following olrcular, which explains itseU:-

T-v_ ._ Q _, .
New ToBK, Sept. iflfch 1884.

as from ;br?a5;?hIt"°^'eTcrelTSSe°lSS^T™' ""?? »" ^^'^ °' ""» <=o«ntry, as well
addition to cuA-eut chess MterleS?*rr/™^behoLnrf''„''i„T°"''* *>" •?8«'»«'' " Jesi^aMe
such a pablicatioQ, provided that in resoonRB tn tw» „^- ,

mform you that I intend to issue
WUI aigaify their willingness to favourTha uaVertakn/rth* J?*"'*"'

°°"''"°^
magazine would appear in monthly numbers nf/hittl? ^ "^"T "'PP'Jrt- The projected
next, at the price of*:) per annum °""°''*" °' ""rty-two pages, from the first of January

who";.;^'^ b'^^^'elft^'ilk'ra?fnt^rt?u'e%Sru^4'fI'Tr'^' <".?" "'-" °' «•« «"»'
kmdiy bring the subject to the uoS oV?o?r^cS-pu'yLg^riends*™*'''' """^'^ " y°° ""^

169 and 17U Fulton Street (second floor), New^fSk.™''*"''^'^ ^°""' ^- STEINITZ.

GAME No. 84.

iie^^S^l^^^%\^' ''"'• T^^oy 0' the Ooontie.' Chess AssocUUon. between

y^

WMU.
Mrs.

1. PQ4
2. Et E B 3
3. PK3
4. B Q3
6. Castles
6. PB4
7. P Q Kt 3
8. Et B 3
9. REl

TO. KnaSesT^
11. B B 3
12. B takes B
13. Et Q Et 5
14. q Et takes P
15. Et takes Et
16. (iE.2
17. g K B 1
18. B R 6
19. B takes B
ao. 9 g Kt a
21. PB3
22. Q B a
23. BBS

(From tA4 !fK*»trat«d London N'm«».)

iBBzarLAB opmoHa.
^'<«*- Whitt.
Mr. W.

PQ4
PK3
EtEBS
Bg3
Castles
PQEtS
BKt2
PB4
E F takes P
P takes P
g<t»kesB
ggi
Et takes Et
PEt3
B Bl
E 2
R y 1(a)

u xB
KtKS '
EtB4

24.

25.

96.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

§

pgBs
tss

Mr. 8.

ERQBl
P takes Et
B takes B
QES
BB7
RB8
BB7
PEB4

Blaek.

Mr. W.
Et takes Et
R takes U
PgEt4
QQ2 —
gga

Et

34.

3S.

36.

37.

36.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

&5.

PER3
QK7
R takes g P§KS
R2

gE7
PBS

-P
3(6)

Kt3

ni- _ 8
RES
R takes QgB4
pgs.

and white

g takes PRKBl
g takes Et P
PKt«
Q96
PKt8
Q g 7 (»)
PEt7
QES
P gueens
g takes U
gK3
g takes B F

resigned.

NOTE8.

Th;n4?..g B 5ch «. R t^-errpJe-^SS

GAME N0.2S.

Corions gambit between J. O. Howard Taylor and an amateur.
WMU.

Mr. Taylor.

1. PE4
2. BB4
3. Et S B 3
4. Kt g B 3

SUtck.

Amateor.

PE4
EtE B3
Kt takes P
£t takes Kt

Black.

Amateur.

Wkitt.

Mr. Taylor.

5. q P takes Kt
6. Castles B _
7. Kt takes E P b take* QWhite mates in two moves

PQ3
}KtS

NEWS ITEMS.
Th. BUokbume Testimonial Fund progr.««i fliToarably.

the D.iroit'i^r«T;.S \S'w,5chTh^ ^^^ °'"^- $!^^^^^
"»d»UjP«teof the United States -tad rHleM.^ti? I.""" X"?'""^ Scotland, Jamifoa,
prise, \fm. Taylor, M.B., ChapX' JamSaVI "h ?;/'• ""i,'- B«ttmaa, Cincinnati

; ^
Ikinn.. and " jdrV Flt,.«e,d.V., ti^'^S^.V.rJ'iL^y^^atZ^^i^iUii'-''- ^'"* ^<'»^f.

SsPTEVBRit3Sth, 1884.] THE WEEK.
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?
t^rom tfi^ Mail (Can.) Deo. IS.

Oatarrb Is a tnuco-pumlentdigcbargeoaiiBed
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amtBhii in the internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is
only developed under favourable oircum-
tances, and these are:—Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted oorpuscle of uberole.
the j^rm poison of sypbilia, mercury, toxo-
mcBa.Trom the retention of the effotod matter
of the skin, suppressed perHpiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poidona that are germinated in the blood.
These poisona keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the noso in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
oausing ulceration of the . throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing iu the vocal cords, causing boarsonesB
nsurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tabes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing diseuae by the use
of inhalonts and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a, particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fail
in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thif lurrible disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
uffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

MassBB. A. H. DIXON & SON,
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

What tJu Rev. E. B. Steventon, B.A..aCUrn-
man of the London Conference of the Metko-
diat Church of Canada, ha* to say in regard
to A. S. Dixon dt Son't New Treatment for
Catarrh

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Mesn-a. A. H. Dixon * Son :

Dear Sirs,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am curetl of XIatarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life, I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
fio many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bod case
;

it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat aa well as the nasal passages, and I
thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to yon.
You are at liberty to ase this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatments, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to
some of my friends who are sufferers,

xoors, with many thanks,

Bbt. E. B. Stevbnbon.

TO SUBSCEIBEB3 1

Those wishing to keep their copies of ThbWbek in good condition, and have them on
hand for reference, should use a Binder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made expressly
forTHK Wekk, and are of the beat manufac-—tnre. The papers canle pTaceJru the BTnaer
week by week, thus keeping the file complete.

Address

—

Office of Thb Wkek,
5 Jordan Street, Toronto.

LENOX PENS

!

A COMPLBTB SKBIE3 IN TWKLVB NnjCBEBS,
„„P»om which every writer can select THSBEST PEN for hie or her peculiar style ofpenmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.
18 & ao.AsTOB Plaob, Naw Tobk.

The American Art Union.
D. HONTINGTON, Pres.
B. W. Pbbby, Jb., Seo.

T. W. Wood, V.-Prt).
F. DllttMAS, rreos.

The subscription to the Art Union wUl bo
five dollars per annum, and each sulisoriber
for the present year will receive :-lat A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etohinit
of the year, by Walter Shirlaw, from Eastman
Johnson's picture "The Reprimand." This
etching is of a size (13x10 inches) and quolitv
such asthe leading dealers mil at from twenty
to twenty-flve dollars. 2nd. The Ulnstrated
Art Union, which will be issued monthly for
the current year. .Iril. One-half of the sub-
scription will be set apart for the formation
of a ^lnd. to be o.xpende<l for the Joint nccopnt
of the subscribers In tho purchase of works of
art, which will be doliveretl uncoudltionally
to the whole body of the subBcribers repre-
sented by a committee. Sample copy sent
postpaid on application to E. WOOD PEBKY
Secretary, 51 West Tenth St., New York.

AUGUST!
CLEARnslG_ SALE!

In order to clear out the

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK,
We have made Startling Reductions in every Department at

LXJKES. DAG^&E Sc CO.
116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Re-issued July 3.

1877.' Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also m Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tamplco Busts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort'.

Approved by all physicians.

MANUFACTURED

CROMPTON CORSET

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset " is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even thejmost fastidious in drees

BY THE

CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
EUBBEB SHOES, FELT BOOTS, BELTDTG

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

Valves, Wbinqbh Rollb,

Tubing, Garden Hose.

Stopplea. Syringes,

LADIES' AND MISSES'

Rul^ber Circulars,

C3-STAR BRAND RUBBER,

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MILL HOSE,

steam Packing Garden Hose, from 8 cents
upwards. Call and see our Rubber Goods and
get our Prices.

* *.*
itaW 1

ndV

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
139 CBJJRCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Real and Imitation
Stained Glaas. Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from 35c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light 31, size ItixSO in.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE, N.J.

City by the Sea.
Established 187.5 ; Enlarged and Improved

1883. Health and Pleasure Resort. IJ hours
from New York—30 tralnn daily ; -2 hours from
Philadelphia

: 10 minutes from Long Branch.
Recommended by the most celebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric baths, steam
heat. Passenger elevator. Iron fire escapes.
Wonderful flowing artesian spring. High dry
land

: air tilled with the mingleil ozone from
the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. No malaria. No mosquitoes.
Terms moilerate. Open all the yeoi-. Circulars.
WELCoacE E. Shxldon, Owner and Maiiager.

[STERBROOK
STEEL
PENS

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

Fonge and Front StreetS7 Toroflto.
;

R. HOUGHAN,
I^AU inquiriet by mctu thatt have our prompt attention.

Agent.

THE CANAWAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

^e Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South •em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

.1, 1^ ^^"^^ for cultivation of from ILao to «3.80 per acre, according to price paid forthe land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands
f " i"r

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

» TSE BESEBVJiJ) SECTIONS
along Uie Main Line, i.e.. the odd numbered Sections within one mUe of the Railway are

draT6°c^TtWation
°° '^"'^^^^ terms, to parties prepared to undertake their iim^-

Tenns of Pajrment

:

with^iSu^Trt^i'^?iR°c'S55!!jSr'a"Surp;':bir^^^

Payments may be made in L/\JJD (JKANT BO^fDS, which will be accented at t.nper cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest. The« B nda .^ be obtainedon application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal: or at any of itsi^nci^
obtamed

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OF i^ALE a^^aU nf,S on with respect

^*'"'r/oXoit^rto^'^*°''^"^ «• «°T^vi«H. WCoTnm'rio^Ll':^^^*

Mont«.l.Janu«7,1884. *"**"'*'*
'*"""'''*''^£J«„7.

Popular Nos.; 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.

"•MILLKR, SON a CO., Act*., MontrMk

REFRIGERATORS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS.

COAL OIL STOVES.

"w. h:. s

f

^a.re o -w.
WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YONGE STREET.

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 9S50,000.

JOHN R. B.\»BEH, Preddent and ManaidnB
Director. ^

CHAS. RIORDON, Vice-President.

BBWASD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHTTB AND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(Machine Finished and Snper-Calendeted),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, ETC.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAREBS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

CoiiOtraBD CoTBB Papbbs, snper-flniahed.

la"Apply at the Mill forsamplerand prlcaa.
Speoial sizes mads to order.

_v_,..i ..

II ija ri -^llieaat
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"TVOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE,

1^' Y, " ^^ """' improved facflitian fo»

elal affair, nrirt inRuring a complete bu"h?eMe ncation. The course Is a short, sharp di?l^

'''UNITED EMPIT^E^

'LOANCORPORATION<
OfflcM,

. . PnbUc library Buildings,
Cor. Church and Adelaide 8t«., Toronto.

r,^.If2? °i^ "Jf"'™ "' 'lOO each in the
nSil L^'^* "'."''' Corporation has beenmade at pai,, and the same is now open torgeneral subscription
Terms of allotment and Company's genera]Prosiwotusoan be obtained from the under^signed.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

THE~OANADIAN
BANK OF_COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

THE WEEK.

Grand Trunk Railway.
|
VICTORIA university

NOTICE.
nA?^]i^ ",J£.^.

lABhK will come Into forceon Monday, 212nd (September, when triuis willleave Union Station as follows

:

'

Local for Belleville 715 am
^fXf^'^P'ifoo'orMontTaBj. ... asoSim
eiigfiZ " •* 7 AH -n t^
I-ocal for Cobonrg ..

" gS S'"'Mixed for King,tSn:::;;i^.;:.;: l^ p-^-

For further partioniari see time teWeB.
JOSEPH HICKBON

MoNTBBAi,, 17th Sept.,
1^°*"' Mansier.

Paid-up Capital .
Beat - .

niBBVTOBa
90,000,000
»,ooo,ooo

Hon. WiLLiAK McMabtkr, ProHdmt.

George Taylor, Esq., flon. 8. C. Wood, James
T^fi^w^f.^nv ^- Sutherland Stayner, luqJo^ Waldie, >;sq., W. B. Hamilton, Esa
irJ^ •.'*^'',?''^!;'';/*<""'™' Manager; J. CKemp, Asst-Geu'l Manager; Kobeht Oitt
Inspector: H. A. NicHoi.foN As^t ]SIp2S.ry™- T<^k.~.l. H. Goadby aiid B. E. \ValC'Agents. Chicairo.-A. h. Dewar, Agent

Br^n?M'^^'"^.r'\r' "''JT*"'
Belleville, Berlin.

Brantford, Chatham, CoUingwood, bundasDnnnville, Gait Ooderich, Guelph, HamUton'London, Montreal, Norwich, drangeville'Ottawa, Paris, Parkhiu, Peterboro', ^ Cath:annes, Samia, Seaforth, Simooe, Stratford
Strathroy Thorold, Toronto, W^kertonWmdsor, Woodstock.

oa»oii,ou.

Commercial credits issued for nse In Eu-
I«'S*iJ, °,J"!"'^^ ^«^* '"""es. China, Japan,and South America. Sterling and AmericanExchanges bought and sold

^imencan

„h?""^''l-~'*^'J.
^'"''' 'lie American Ei-

^aS*^f''s'^S°aS'd^'^^^''°^°°-^-^^.'^»

BANK OF OTTAWA.

Grand Trunk Railway
OF CANADA.

TT£;S WANTED.
WaiTE OAK, TAMABAC, HEMLOCK AND

OEDAB.

To be delivered during the winter of 1884-85.

Specifications and Forms of Tend«r ..„ k.had on application to * " ' *°°«' "^ >>•

JOHN TATLOB,

on^°t'eS^°T\%t^4»rhX'Srbr'«»«''
JOSEPH HICK80N,

,f, ,,
General Manaatr.

MONTREAI,, 4th Sept., 1884.

MATRICULATION EXAMINATIONS
BBOra ON

MONDAY, SEPT. 2and,

Fob fcbtheb dirkotions six Oaienbab.

„ . ,
*• • IVKE,L,eil,

fBnmiBni astli, 18M,

TTAMILTON MERBITT
I J- ASSOCIATE flOrAL SCHOOl OF MIKES, ETC.,

«nmro vssoseb. * HETAiiDBOtoT,
IS TORONTO STREET, TORONTO. '

T^S^^inclair;
'

.334 Jabtis Street
IflOWIFEBT. AlfD DISEASES OfWOltEN A SPECIALITY.

>AINLESS DENTI8TBT.

Authorized Capital,
Subtcribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Reel

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,ib3
110,000

JAMES MaoLABEN, Esq., PretidtntCHABLE8 MAGEE, ^^"vi^eM^t.
vS.*''%'^''£-

T- Bate, Esq., B. Blackburn.
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. B. Chur™
M^thSfI's?."^'- ^'«-

°'°- ^y- E«l-. John

Geoboe Bcbn, Cashier.

brfkeT^S;tg"£^' ^""'*°'' *'»~' ^•»-

Aqents in Canada— Canadian Bank ofCommerce Aoents in New YoBK-Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. Aoents inLondon—English Alliance Bank. """"'"'

WESTERJsr
-ASSURANCE COMPANY.

INCOEPOBATED 1851.

BEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.
Cash Assets, - . . . «,,«_.,,„
Income for Year . . . . *';$;^ ^
Fire and Marine Insurances effected at

S« th.'n "*?'•• AKeneie* in all towns tooughout the Domimon and United States ""*"

^' "• ^rriSSv „J*8. BOOMEB,S«.* •* KJNNY
, Man. Director. '

CANADA PERMANENT
Loan & Savings Co.

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.
Wholesale and ^taU dealers in

COAL AND WOOD.
Head Offlee,-20 King Street West.

<il^nll^i^:-^^ '^o-ge street; 63a

Eineaf§eSfe1ey™St'^r„r^-i='»'l'""<"'
Princess St.; Nillll^I.I^J.gtS,':'^''' '~' °'

THE 8EPTEMBBB

MagfMine of American Hiatopy.

"^WA^I"^ °% '^™- VALLEY OF MANY
Mrl^Mi'rthafraSTb""

™"'™«ons., ^%

^tSS'TyjKiiSly^*^^- ^-
^t?£I^TA-B7^y.-^-HS n, PENN.

SO^METHING ABOjT^lloNEGfT^BT'E:

''wCEk'*'^^^^' BEPLIE8, BOOK NO-

Sold by newsdealers everywhere X...-1.«S « year, or so cents a numbirr *' ""^

IT7BL1SHED AT 30 LAPAYEm PLACE,
NEW YORK CITY.

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(Itor the Unlrerslty Education of Women)

TOBONTO,
. . ONT.

0«l.-C. W. La«,e,.M.A.. Qxon, PHneipal.

study unattemntedXv .„ ^lu' ^^ "^o"™ of

Haslam, ProfekBo? nf m ''"lection of Prof,
toire Rival rf^^"' *'"'"= »' 'be Conaerva-
aSd ofIgrKovll^^l',?'"'' Bj^joSne, Pranct,
Englani i^th -n !M™''f"„^*''<='-Iion'ion
artTstT ThernnL ''l®^?'*" <" European

a«em'?nt ^?fe ^' J"", A«?. "ndef tg^management ofS n;,n„ *, '^"'' """e? the
Vice-Segal Court i™u^ ' '.1'* '^"^^ '" »he
of a8,istLt8Pe'e7i^»^i '""",'"; ''''e «*««f
«1S7 to tSi No eit?«^T*"''''°*'*™'"'e'
thenice Md riding fre? For °l5f°°= '? ^^J''*'

furtherinformaSlnappJto ^°"P««'»» '"'d

».„„ *™S. M. J. RUSSELL,
240 Victoria St., or 232 Wellington St.

TOBONTO.

pertJiuL^ert1n*^*'i"]«-"''«."' "PP'an'nce and
methSd "nctudes milnT^n^i""-

Thepainless
mechanical Mdsnrgicli °Pe'«.ons both

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,
266 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D., _

HOMmoPATRIST

day, 9 to 10 a.m',:ft^'i»3o%"i'
*" * "•"• «""

** * 328 Jabtis Stbbbt.

TJOBACE P. AlEkINS, ABTIStI

, 40 Churei, Street, Toronto.

apecSy" Portriitsof^h" """^'S*^ ""P'^d »

moH-cLAss watches '* JEWKLLBET

Cbargea Modenta.

Alma Ladies College,

ST. THOMAS, ONT.

Chajtared by Act of Provincial Legislature

its faculty (five gentlemen and ten ladii^iMly qualifled. Its courses in Music FiSL'

T^^ft ^"«''*»™. thorough and prMtdc^
Sh^V comparatively low. Boa^d, roomlight, laundry and tuition cost from sm to

»^ •^'5 ^^^^ ^'i Drawing only «190 fyear in advance. Re-opens Sept 4th isaiFor Calendar or admissio^adXess '

PRINCIPAL AUSTIN, B.D.

iBeoiTtoraied, A.D. ISgg.

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
2,300,000
1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BBANCH. "

DEBENTURES.

t^n'iS?nth"Xi'?„^7Arof{',^'.''„"±^^
Circulars, with particul!?, as £ l^^'""''-oe obtained from tho oibL^??;;""^

J. HBBBBET MA80N
Managing Director.

ESTABLISHED 186a EsTABLIBDED 18S2.

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

rAJUILT OROVEBS,

Cor. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

SUGARS! SUGARS!
16 lbs. Orannlated Sagu ftr $1.

18 lb.. Bright Porto Eioo Sngar ftr »!.

£^^lr;\-d^-i^/if---rts
th^cit?."'^' ^'=*« •" •>» best valaein

N B*°?S^'"»°'*«*'^ from adoltersUon

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

A MILLION A MONTH!
THE DIAMOND DYBS

have become so popular that a million pack

G?.S«s* rtc°^'se°Sl,""/,'"«
P'?'"°» F^o^eS;

S^P?e'irdbSSVSi„'°J. =^ ™'°""<i

WEUS, EICHAKDSONftCO,
Burlington, Vt., and Montreal. P.Q.

I

THE CASADA PEESBYTERIAI,
rnBUSBID SVIBT WiDlfiaOAT IT TBI

PresbytarUn Printing and Pnbllihlag Co.
„ ^T s JOBDAJt-aT., TOBOSTO.

'

Twins-$a Per Year; In Advance
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came at once and totally to the ground AtCnLlT u
"""''"^

^h..esho.nJ.,h ^Wtic^sTnl^L^rte'l^S^^

very favourable r^pjl^f u ' " """''' ^^ ^'"y '" understand a

lation. PerC the rxtwti '"P'^'""r'* -*»'"»' °^ ««log7 and jubT-

• man cultivates more '^h 7' T'' '^ '"""^^ ''^ ^''^ ^-' '»-' -
friendly relaS.rirtCrVh'^'"'""!.*'" ^"''^ ^"^^^"^
VMt soundinK-bWd of hL ^ f '°*"''«'^ '^ '"™ '* '"^t" -"^e

of a more genuinrki^d Geneirr '^r''"''^'
"P"**"""^ '''''' °-

Sickle, in thfuZdSuteswr "^ ^"^ '" England, and General

only Britiah GenT^^t^7? '/Tr"^'
^''°"'- ^""^ «"' -" '^e

«cond by hiaV^ittr^
'^'^"'^ "^ **»« ««P°7 Mutineers, and the

of GettAurgTcSsTkHh'T'"'^ "'"^' *'^ •°'" "' '^^ ^"^^

tempted to creai fo7 himJllJ onn t T '
^7'^'"' *''*' ""^ "^^ -* ^

dealing, with the native r2,T:°l'' "' '""'^'="°'^ ''^ '^-^«>-
out, or in any other ^^^J^ j'""'; suggestions have been thrown

know India well, are unLmouHn1 t T '^'^"•••"'*°'' ^r. Biach.

while the meaaure, ot^^ZZ^^ ""' "'''' '""^ "^« ^ -''
Wr trial. Lord DufferiiJs ^LTtiU hf^.H^'^'Hr'^

"' ""^'^ *

pageantry of an office which is now in^ '^'""^'^ ^'"^^^ ^7 the

.Imost ofirivalled in the world. S t^t "^T'^ °* '*« *™PP»g8.
hii «)cial and rhetorical gif^ if ^tJ^uy'^T^ '^^ '^'^ ««"=- <>*

th«K..who are beet qualiSd to jud^
"'' "*" *" «»"«"*• ^^ -^ "^^

n

^ww*

Whethbb the Federal Govemment^^irTi^^TZT
~

now before the Supreme Court the result LT T '*""' '=*'^'

it would have bee„^etter if ^^^.Tjl^^l^^^1rZ^the occasion of dispute A marV»^ f 7 ?
'^''* ^^^"^ ^

localism into patHotL/toplaTthr^prr^^^^^^
T
" «-'

deny that one who prefers the interests of th ^l^e\ZtZTZ' *"V°part can be a patriot Devotion f i 7
country to those of a

rational bounds, is kudabfe but" ^ .? T'""*''
"'^'^ "^^P* ^'^in

make a part look lar;;than;hew:o:Ve'; T^^n"^ ^ --
are evident. But the excesses of lol^,

^ '''•°° °^ '^^ ?»»«
Feden.1 Legislature trencSITupo ^,7 bTco'"'

'° '^ '^'^^'^^'^ ^^ ''^

no political passion had been arouselh ^ ^ ''°''°'' '°"1''' '^

domain. I.e granting of Telirnts^LTt^r bl^l^ ^^^^^Ilocal authority; and when the r^n».oi
7^ .",

"^"° been an exercise of

Bedes the authority of the ProviS^l r f'*"" '^^^^ ^° '"^'^ ^»P«-
stigmatized as cen'trllfXIt^ "7"" ^^ ^-^'"4
may be found not to have acted w^thnTf' f "^ *'"' ^''^'^'^«« ^'^^

irritation wHich its Ttlrvtlrt; t^^i^? a'"
^"^ ^^''^ °^^^^^^

difficult to justify the introduction of th
^ °'' " ^°"'^ ^

The causes of the'strained rltiolhetl^: ^TpZ^'' ""'T.
°^ P''"''^

authority do not all come from nn« = 7 T ^™^""=«s and the Federal

wanting on both s^diandT aL '

.
'"'"* °' '=°'^""''*'°'^ »"- »'-°

the side of the P^oWncr Should t^ I. T TJ^"^ '"^ '^^'^P--- -
have exce^ed its a:h3y, T::^:^J^'::^-Z^tt'' ^

the Provinces, would almlTer^^yt:!!?^ H'St '" '^^°"^ °^

ParlimiBi^ to dow» .i: tt- . a
°"'** ^ unworthy of

inactio. ButT':jhtTast: :l"'ZTl "^ ''°"'' ^"""^^^^

have been left to regulte the iasueof^jrantsh^Xir^''
^^^'^

is noi^rtStTrcL^iarZm'"'^' "7"^'- ^- ^- ^^

tionof.udgeMossea.T::urdiThrtbrri:^z„!7htc'^^^^^^
will only have themselves to thank. AccordirT, T'

"^""^'^^''^^^

first bribed M. Mercier, by whom thfpT^tlngs ^LTyTo ''''

were being conducted tn rlmn fU j , . ° against M. Mosseau

to draw liim K,. « ij. 1 ^. .

'

j: j^ , ----j^..
t>,;..j. ôi tu |,uB gu iic Of bribery for

^
dn.w him, by a golden bait, from the path of rStuIroval commifwion fr.^r,oki„ n. ^t ,

c^oimue

allowing them

cal adversary for a consideration, he does not feel disoosedto obT ^.

f^:if;^:r;oofi:5='^^^

not to push the demand for disqualificati^ L lilt Ll^hlt "^"r-^-tracing his Steps and asking the court to discjul^ yT^Molrtl Jelected a member of the Legislature of Quebec. Bnf7f m
longer in a position to be elected to the tV TT ^°'"^*" ^ °°

could not affect him otherwS ian bv tf H
"' "°' ^'''l-'^"**--

memorial of his political careTr The n f>
"^^ '' """^^ ""'*'='''« *

to satisfy the exU^' of ply^'l^ 3ST '^ ^'!,'' '''"''''

he wiU seek out another petitiLTr^ud" is^hi^Tr
""" '''''

the methods sometimes„followed in e.ectit pi^e^tl^ mT "'! "fbeing counsel for the petitioner was also nrT^ .. .u
^'' ^''"'**''

in the first instance He bZ^hw Z "^^ '^" P"'"'°''«' '^'""^'^

hecome petitioner, and^;^':^ mTZ^^'^Z'^tr ""^ "
certain the petitioner had expended that amouS T^ at ^

J, T ""'

iL^nZra^rCtrctri^^^^^^^
.-done, the peJ^^^ ^^^^^ ^r::iX"i;^
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Mercier threatens to find a new petitioner. Thia may be allowable in a

political case, but it is running near the wind ; and outside the political

arena an attorney would not be allowed practically to make himself the

plaintiff in suits of a, speculative character. And there must be some

limit to which the ()ractice will be allowed to be cartied even in'jwlitioal

Back from the Rocky Mountains have come the hundred members of the

British Association who ventured so far, full of hope for the future of the

vast prairie country over which they passed. On his return to Winnipeg,

Sir Richard Temple, in a public lecture, stated his impressions of the

capabilities of the country of which he hid made such examination as is

possible on a flying railway visit. From Winnipeg to the foot of the

Rocky Mountains, his impression was, " There was hardly a foot of ground

that did not seem capable of being converted to human use." He had the

assurance of the botanical members of the party that the soil was well

suited for agriculture. The pasturage was good, and the grass nutritious

and green. The finest of vegetables were grown along the line of railway.

Speaking for his fellow excursionists. Sir Richard said they had been

profoundly impressed with the excellence of the country. The theory

which had been current in England that wheat could not be grown at the

altitude of Calgary, two thousand feet above the sea, had been contradicted

by the fact ; and even at Conmore, three thousand five hundred feet above

the sea level, it was found to grow. To the lignite, which is excellent of

its kind and abundant in quantity, the lecturer did not assign a high value

as fuel ; but it could be made excellent fuel by being mixed with bitu-

minous coal. The climate, dreaded in England on account of its severity,

was so tempered by the Chinook winds, in the neighbourhood of the moun-

tains, that an Englishman would not experience much change from the

temperature of his own country. But a difference he would find ; he would

find the temperature loyer and the air drier. When Sir Richard Temple

expressed the opinion that " no landed proprietory should be allowed
"

in the North-West, he meant a landed proprietory who live on rents and

form a class distinct from the tillers of the soil. That the soil should be

kept out of the hands of speculators, and that it is unwise to grant large

areas in the aid of railway construction, he may be right in thinking
;

but the danger of large quantities of land remaining in the hands of

individuals, in the infancy of settlement, is very smalL Where to-day are

the vast estates of the heirs of Penn or Lord Baltimore, or of any other

of the court favourites who were the recipients of royal charters which

gave a right to the soil t If we search from Floridji to Nova Scotia, where

the possessors of these charters once claimed nearly all the soil, not one of

them will be found. In the infancy of the Republic, the United States

Government offered the Western laa4s at auction before any one could buy

at private sale. There are instances of individuals becoming possessed of

a million acres ; but scarcely one of them was able to retain these large

possessions during his life-time, and to-day it is doubtful whether the

decendanta of one of them have received by inheritance an area equal to

that of the Bell farm. The danger of the accumulation of land in the

hands of large proprietors, if danger there be, is at the other end of the

line : it begins with the accumulation of capital, and if we had no North-

ment were made there is no certainty that it would succeed. A representa-

tion which, in the Canadian House of Commons, unanimously and unasked,

offered advice in favour of Home rule in Ireland, could not be relied on as

a counterpoise to Home rule in the British House of Commons. M. De«-

jardins is of opinion that, on the return of the members of the British

Association who took a special interest in politics, they will become pro-

nounced advocates of Imperial Federation. In taking that line, they will

be quite within the limits of their right ; but they will, doubtless, remember
that their opinions are their own, and not those of Canada. Here indi-'

viduals may be found to coincide in these views, which were probably held"

by only a limited number of our late visitors. England draws food from

all countries which can supply it on the best terms, and will continue to

do so, without reference to nationality ; and the Canadian Pacific, as a

means of reaching China and Japan, whatever use it may be to her, can

be utilized without Imperial Federation as well as with it. Imperial

Federation is in the clouds, and neither Mr. Forster nor Lord Rosebery has

ventured to let fly the Franklin kite by which the experiment of bringing

it down to the earth may be tried.

Co-BDUCATION in University College may perhaps be described aa

transition in a state of momentary suspense. The Legislative Assembly

has indicated a desire that the experiment of co-education should be tried
;

but it has not passed any Act to carry its wishes into effect, or made any

appropriation by which the necessary accommodation could be provided.

It did not go beyond a resolution ; and a resolution, while it is a direction

to the executive, is not law for any one else. The college authorities

would no doubt feel it their duty to act upon any instructions which the

Government might give ; but beyond communicating the resolution of the

Legislature, the Government, knowin^the absence of accommodation for

female students, has done nothing. In this state of matters, intemperate

threats are made that female students will be forced upon the college
;

threats the attempt to execute which would bring deeper discredit on their

author, if possible, than the threats themselves. If we are to have co-

education, let us not commence it by a display of physical force, after the

fashion of bruiser Heenan or Tom Sayers. A physical force demonstration

would not alter the present aspect of the matter ;^ for Professor Wilson is

practically powerless to act without instructions from the Government, bj

which alone the change could be effected. i.

West, it would soon have began to show itself in Ontario. Still injury

may be done by sales of land to speculators and large grants to railway

companies. But the answer to his objection Sir Richard Temple himself

supplies. He admits that without the land grant the Canadian Pacific

Railway could not have been constructed. And what is true of the main

line is likely to be true of the branches.

What political ideas did the sight of the wide expanse of prairie

country suggest to the minds of the hundred scientists who travelled over

iti M. Desjardins, M. P., who accompanied them and had an excellent

opportunity to learn their opinions, submitted to the inevitable inter-

viewer at Montreal, and told what he knew about the political opinions of

his fellow travellers. Some of them saw in this vast country, capable in

their opinion of becoming the granary of England, reasons in favour of

Imperial Federation, if reasons they can ,be oallecl. " In vain," says

M. Desjardins, "I told that this would be unacceptable to Canadians;

they insisted on looking at the matter solely from the English point of

view, and thinking Federation desirable because it could be made advan-

tageous to England " (VAngleUrre y trouverait ton profit). M. Desjardins'

preference for a diplomatic relation was rejected by those with whom he

conversed. Some expressed the opinion that the Canadian representation

in the House of Commons would be useful as a counterpoise to the Home
Rulers. The reason for desiring the presence of a Canadian represeatatioa

in the House of Commons is not flattering to Cvtada, and if the experi-

Thk Provincial ELxhibition of Ontario for the year 1884 has not been a

success. But its friends are congratulating themselves that it has not

stooped to court success by an alliance with the circus. This slap at the

great local fairs is not altogetiher unmerited. People will seek after amuse-

ment ; and there can be no objection to amusements being carried on in a city

in which a fair is being held ; but it would be better if the great industrial

exhibitions were kept distinct from the side shows. The Provincial Exhi-

bition can at least claim to be father of the great exhibitions which, in

several cities, are fast eclipsing and superseding it. Rivals of the Provincial

they may be, but they are none the less its heirs ; and in them the Provincial

will live after its individual existence is closed. Some of its friends think

tit&t the Legiskkture should increase the anBual grant to the Provineiai a»»
means of trying to revive its relative importance ; but it would, perhaps,

be better to recognize the fact that it has had its day, and that the purposes

for which it was called into existence can now be better served by younger

and more vigorous rivals which have already become established on their

own merits and without the aid of legislative grants.

Nothing can be more natural than the desire of the United Statbs

Government to extend its trade with South and Central America. As a

means of getting a basis on which to discuss proposals for reciprocity

treaties with these countries, a commission has been appointed and will at

once proceed to Mexico. The President was of opinion that it would be

undesirable for Congress to authorize representatives of the United States

to take part in a congress of these powers until means had been taken to

find out what they were likely to do, and a plan of action had been

settled at Washington. The desire of the Government, as stated by

Secretary Frelinghuysen, is that the reciprocity treaties to be formed

should exclude from the free list whatever would come into competition

with American products and manufactures, and that they should secure to

the United States the coasting trade 'of these countries and the free nari-

gation of their rivers and lakes. The United States, in turn, would be

willing to reduce the duties on coffee and 8ug«r. An arrangement of this

kind might be made mutually advantageous, but care would h«ve to be

taken not to sin against "the moat {avoared nation" o]*iiae in pv»-

existing treaties. The delusion to which Congress gave way, when it

y OcTOBSB and, 1884.'
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adequate demand, reappears m another form in the Secretary's letter

rnTVl"'"""' ''*' ''^'^*''" •""" «»"*'' ^--ca should 4ee wTth

which"! IT ""'°'^
" ''"""'"^ ^"^"^ '=°'" "' -- definiteTndld'

Stetes of Central and South America being, like the United States, producers of silver, are assumed to have a common interest in an ^t^lmcreose the value of that metal. But it is more than .mprobat^tha^

of this kmd The real object, stripped of all disguise, is to force silverinto c.rculat.on at more th^n its real value. If all these countries produce

from the others, and a common coin for general circulation, as a means ofemploymg the product of the mines would, by over-filling he ob.Zi o-ctrculatxon, deprecate this ,metal; instead of appreciates it. As the

heToTT' "' '-^—body will pay in a dear currency when acheap one will answer as well-the silver would drive out the gold, and allthese countries, mcluding the United States, would be brought to a sUve

Storv of
^'".''-«*°'^.«°—

t. « it would look closely into thehxs ory of an experiment similar to that now suggested and tried in theearly days of the Republic, would find conclusive reasons a^inst L^urse which Secretary Frelinghuysen recommends Central atd SouthAmerica to enter upon in company with the United States.

^!fT r' T^''^''"'''
*° g° into force on the first of January isE A PhUadTh'"™^'
"':'' ^'°'"'='^" °^ '^"*''-^'« - '^^^^

the effect fn '°""^ "''"""'"' '^' '^' °^'^ combina.ion hadthe effect of compelling every consumer to pay a tax to the combined

the old States in inexhaustible quantities; and that is a reason why itought not to be wastefully dealt with. The possessors of the minlsLemore than private owners
: they are, in one sense, trustees : aXnature, limited m quantity, and essential to many of the purposes o^ life

part of the pubhc, while giving out abundant supplies for all n^cessarvpurposes, they would be justified. But the monopX prices exactedTvno such plea of justification
;
their only object is toUngT:,^te ptots

flmJ 'T: "^ ^*' *'' '^'^ °' '"'^^^' ^°- -«»l-"onsmS;f^rned for the production and sale of coal by which the "interests of thepubl^would be protected. But the time to make them would be whenthe Government disposed of the mines. As a condition of the sale Zimposing of any reasom^ble conditions would be perfectly justifiabTeldthe pubhc would be protected from imposition, which, in 'the else oi tJepoor, IS sometimes equal to a sentence of death.
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A CALAMITY, for nothing less can it' be caUed, has befallen the^^ry. Amidst all the corruption and debaaement^t politk w! 1., !

SSbridt ti*^\^^.-^^
- '-'. t^e -stimabt^Zg^l

sTstel P^v *?.:*^ J'^'^-^y- Tlva was the saving feature of oursystem. Party, while it prostituted, sold, and profaned everything elsehad so far, in some tolerable measure, refrained from the abus7of7ud2appointments. Members of the party in power had been gene^y s^kci^but always with a reasonable regard for their qualificationr S^ S,

oger without exception for party objects. To satisfy the evU cla^s ofhis adbei^nte, he had not shrunk from bestowing his patronlgetZ toreduce a branch of the legiskture to impotence ani degn^ation B^f ^was one bright spot in his otherwise dLk record. St^ pa'redl; ^I
L7nLL ^-^r'

*° '^'^^ P"'^^ ^ "^^ *b'« to say^t Zugh he :l
r^t ;n "*^ -Pof-tles of faction in all othJr depJrtmel^

Z^/r^ appomtments of judges proved that regard for the interest

-Bench a: e^iil Ltwtror;: o 'f
^'~ ^^^ P-°ting to the

judiciary has goneVS2 ^ . T" ^'"'^^ ^""^ ""'^ '' '^'^ ">«

trust intoThf ^ ^""'^ "^^ *^^'y •'*''«'• P-"-* of the Minister's

^X^gt'L~;t'r r'
''°'^"''"°'^ '"^'^ appointments aLgummg to oe used not merely as rewards for eminent partisans in th«

the respect of the people for thrR . .
°* ^""^ '° '*™'°"'>

the odoSnistration of p'^bli „^ ee i^ 'h

^'*"'
'n"

'"'''"'''"'' ''^

judgeship by a party government for the purchase of fhTn.u T
It is true that the salaries of the CanJli.n !.

^^°''" """

'

thatthismakesitdifficulttodc thole Is^o^IT T T'''
^"'

ships; but for this the Prime Minist r islTimlelf re, L
"^^ •'"'^"

refused to propose an increase of t^e ^laZ JrCt^hZ ''
'^l

the purpose of poii.eai ^oZz^'Z!z:::iz:x:r:::z

Itl ThetoaTr,?
''' °^^°^^"°'^ ^^^' ^'^y dared-no'tl^Mword Their party hold, power m this Province by a compact with th.very influence which has inflicted on us this injury YoZ \

whose attachment to < Liberalism " so much hZfLe been slidTdt:;.if your hearts are really true to Canada, instead of trailin. in party "^o"cessions, be " Liberals " indeed and^om^over to the side :f The' coun^rT

Thk New York fferald is nothing if not sensational, and at presentthere is an unusual demand in the American market for inteS™
rTporW F° ^'^^'r- ™^ -""^ '"''^ ~' f°^ the ala^L"reports of a European league against British aggrandizement. Only thecorrespondent of the£r,,„,, ;, .Emitted to the meetings of Emperors Zthe progress of Nihilism, Communism, and AnarclSm furnishes to theuninitiated a sufficient explanation at all events of the Contrenee aWarsaw, without supposing the existence of dark designs against GreaBn^in or any other nation. England being still regarded on the Continent as rather a Conservative power, Emperors threaS^ed by the revolu-tionary dagger are not likely to be plotting her overthrow.^ Bismarckl

Z7lh" T"' "/ T " '^'•"^ P™''^"^ "^' "^^ ^^^^ to provide her '

with the alliance of the greatest maritime power in the world GeHexasperation against England has its source in the jealousy caused bT"apparent leaning of the British Government to the French connectionwhich IS in a air way to be effectually removed. The German settlemen;on the coast of Africa though it may have caused some embarlsmentw^l scarcely be allowed to produce a quarrel. Danger to a certain extent^re i^ but It IS on the side of France. It was naturally supposed thlafter the Franco-German War the enmity of France would Z diverted

ZT Ef^°d^.^,;";'"emorial object, to Germany. But this eapectatioi^_
^.o^.n^ulfiired.^esenti;en; With ^^r^ra^'r^aXT;
I h

' T k"
'"""' ' "'^''''' °^ '^« '" °" l'- P-t, in spite of aJthe bluster about revenge and all the hanging of wreaths on the statue ofStrasbourg in the Place de la Concorde. Her hatred of England remainsunabated, or rather has been increased by the consciousness thaTw

ZT^t II t'
'""" °' '*" '^"-"-'io- It has now been brought

to a head by the Egyptian embroglio, and by the comments of the British
press on the unprincipled filibustering of France in the East. The feelin.

il7wl r°JT"" '' "° '*""'' '^'S'^'y '''^''^^' --^i -hen feeling

BriStt.r'pf'"'''' '""' "" ''^ interference of France with

te^ttTor^Jhr r 'r"'
"^ "^"^ ^""^ brought to on amicabletermination. The panic outcry about the state of the British navy wiU of

that their own army is in a very bad state ; there is a deficit in theirfinances; and the people who bleed and pay by no mea« equal th"

ota Bnw"'TK°'
^'""^ to go into a European war on the'side oGreat Britain and the strength of her armaments may be put to the proof

ttcZ:::irr^ -- -^ '^^^- °^ -- p---

SiNCK the last of these papers went to press the evidence in the Blaine

une 4»Luiiigan letters. Demagogism is an evil trade ; the man

^TTT "J/! u
^""^ ""'" *° '^ unscrupulous

;
if he is poor the chances

are that he wiU take some questionable mode of escaping from poverty ; we

^^^^ £^^^^-^,
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must be content if success makes him respectable, and practice, with regard
to the early history of a political career, the judicious blindness which the
adage recommends with regard to the mysteries of the kitchen. Mr.
Blaine is now rich enough

; ambition, not lucre, is his ruling passion ; and
there seemed to be little reason to fear that the practices of the needy
adventurer would be renewed in the Presidential chair. But thisjaew series
of letters throws decidedly a darker hue over his case. It not only sub-
stantiates the charges of corruption against him by showing that he did
receive large gratuities in payment for the use of his political influence,
but proves, or seems to prove, that he has publicly told what can only be
designated as downright falsehoods in his attempts to conceal the offence.
Worst of all, perhaps, is a draught of a letter denying the damaging facts
whicl^ he penned and solicited an associate to adopt and address to him as
that associate's own that he might use it in his public defence. This is not
only falsehood but subornation of falsehood, and of the worst kind. It is

difficult to believe that in the breast of the man who could be guilty of it

any regard for principle can reside, or that his election to the highest
office in the State could fail to act as an announcement to all young tiien,

and especially to all young politicians, that magnetism and success will
cover dishonour. It is possible that there may yet be an explanation

;

but at present Mr. Blaine's chief organ, the New York Tribune, only
meets the fatal disclosure with impudent bluster and rascally appeals to
American prejudice against Great Britain. Mr. Blaine is paying campaign
visits to the principal centres, where his unquestionable power as an orator
no doubt produces a great effect ; and it appears that the special reason for
the exertion of his magnetism at Philadelphia is the difficulty experienced
by his managers there in collecting a large sum of money which is needed'
for the purpose of electoral corruption. A precious exhibition this great
nation is making of itself before the worid ! A noble training the political
character of its people is undergoing ! One thing is certain, and the
nervous persons who are always looking for an annexationist under their
beds may take note of it to their comfort, that no community which is
Well advised will ever. If it can help it, join the American Union without
requiring, as a condition preliminary to its entrance, the abolition of
Presidential elections.

THE WEEK.
boundlesa Towards the close of the Middle Ages, the Church, among her
other apostacies, had betrayed the sanctity of marriage, at least among the
higher classes, by profusely granting to all who chose to purchase it separa-
tion on the ground of factitious consanguinity or pre-contract, with per-
mission to remarry. The Lady of Branksome, who figures in "The Lay of
the Last Minstrel," among others, made an extensive tour of nuptial beds.
Frightened into morality by the Keformation, the Church of Rome has in
later times steadily upheld the sanctity of marriage, and she has deserved
on this account the gratitude of those who deem Christian wedlock essential
to virtue and happiness. Of her policy on this question and other ques-
tions respecting the relations between the sexes, she has reaped the fruit
in the fecundity of races, such as the Irish and the French-Canadians
which have been specially under her influence, and with the increase of
which her power increases at the expense of races which are under influences
of a different kind. Judge Davis and others have pointed^to the manifest

"
decay of the Anglo-American race as a proof that there was something
wrong m the estate of marriage. " Our decreasing families," replies Mrs
Cady Stanton, " so far from being an evidence of the dying out of maternal
love indicates a higher perception of the dignity and responsibility of
motherhood." Woman, "with her keen sense of moral principles," is
afraid lest she shall add to the number of the criminals, the lunatics, the
deaf, dumb and blind, the drunkards, the orphans and the paupers already
existing in a worid so fearfully mismanaged by the inferior sex. " Is thU
a hfe-work worthy our highest ambition, a religious duty for our best
powers 1 The answering echo from every mountain top is, No !

" Courtesy
bids us believe that this explanation, so awfully enunciated, presents itself
to Mrs. Cady Stanton's mind as true. But it at all events involves an
admission of the momentous fact that the end of her theories, for any race
which practically embraces them, is likely to be extinction

! i

JUDOK Noah Davis, who, in a recent number of the Iforth American
Review, pleaded for a reform of the Divorce Law in a oonservatire sense,
as the only mode of arresting the disintegration of the family, is answered
by Mrs. Cady Stanton, who also pleads for a reform of the Divorce Law,
but in the opposite direction. She wants liberty of divorce, universal and
entire. Marriage, under the system which she foreshadows, would cease
to be anything more than legalized cohabitation, terminable at the wish of
either parity. In the face of experience, ancient and modern, and of the
four thousand applications for divorce which have followed the passing of
a Divorce Law in France, she persuades herself that such license of separa-
tion would be conducive to the harmony and stability of marriage. The
tyrannical husband or the peevish wife, she believes, would be deterred by*
the fear of a divorce which would always be at the option of the injured
partner. She forgets that divorce is sometimes desired as well as feared
that both husbands and wives sometimes form attachments m othetonar-
ters, and" that wives sometimes have a fancy for living freely on an alimony
in Paris. She, with reason, regards the Christian Church as the great
upholder of that sacred and indissoluble union which it is her object to
abolish. Her feelings have, perhaps, somewhat coloured her interpretation
of history when she asserts that Christianity was in its origin, and remained
for centuries, polygamous; and that it became i^nogamous only through
Its contact with the Greek and Roman civilizations. Christianity unlike
modern revolutions, attacked nothing and changed everything The union
of souls in a double life, depicted by St. Paul, is incompatible with any-
thing but monogamy

; and when he ordains that a bishop—that is a presi-
dent of the congregation—shall be the husband of one wife, he plainly
shows what was the ideal towards which from the outset Christianity
worked, though it could not disturb society by dissolving polygamous mar-
riages already made. That the marriage in Cana was " polygamous" is a
fact which Mrs. Stanton must have derived from private sources : but if it
was, Christ by His presence at it no more sanctioned polygamy than He
sanctioned arbitrary government by His payment of the tribute moneyRoman monogamy under the Empire, by which Mra Stanton imagines
Christianity to have been schooled, was accompanied by a liberty of divorce
so complete that a Roman lady U jocosely described as having ten succes-
sive husbands within a month; and the satirist who coarsely called this a
legalized adultery, and preferred to it unvarnished prostitution, had not had
the opportunity of considering Mrs. Cady Stanton's argumento in iti
favour. Both at Rome and in Greece the license of concubinage w«,

^

The controversy between Mr. Herbert Spencer and Mr. Harrison has
been transferred from the monthlies to the dailies. Mr. Herbert Spencer's
spirit could not brook for a whole month the imputation of plagiarism
from Comte, which, as his antagonist merrily remarks, makes him fume
"as if he had been charged with stealing a pair of boots." Mr Spencer
protests that when he constructed his system of philosophy he had not
read Comte. His adversary replies that though he may not have read
Comte himself, he was in such constant and famiUar intercourse with Mr
Lewes and others who were full of Comte'a doctrines, and were engaged in
introducing them to the British readers, that he could not fail to be as
thoroughly acquainted with the system of " Positive Philosophy "

in its
main features as if he had read the book. Is it not possible that the con-
troversy ihight be brought to an end and war averted by inquiring rather
more carefully into the nature and real importance of that which is the
subject of dispute? What is this "Positivism," the rival claims to the
prior authorship of which are breeding philosophic litigation? Fierce
and obstinate battles have been often fought^ about names by disputanta
who never asked themselves whether anything corresponded to the mimeHow does a " positive " view of things differ from a "scientific" or a
•'

T.?!"/'^^ ' ^*"''1^ '" " ^'^'^^ " *='^"^« ^^'"^ *'•«'•« " not
Ju science without th» epithet prefixed^? Has the terra in short any^
specific meaning, or has it none ? If it has none, the contest is for priority
in a pleonasm, and can hardly be worth much expenditure of ink. Mr
Herbert Spencer's theory of progress, at all events, is not borrowed from
Comte. Comte makes progress depend upon the advance of the human
mmd, m ita mode of interpreting phenomena through three successive
stages, the Theological, the Metaphysical, and the Positive. Mr. Herbert
Spencer makes it depend upon the operation of a mechanical force which
by graduil differentiation, converte the homogeneous into the heterogeneous
and he has not yet explained why, if all human actions are equally the
resulte of this force, one action is right and another wrong. Neither the
theory of Comte nor that of Mr. Spencer is identical with the Darwinian
theory of Evolution, which makes progress depend on the survival of the
fittest m the continual struggle for existence. Thus philosophy has not
yet provided us with a settled creed or a certain criterion for our moral
judgments. Evolution itself seems to hang fire. The missing links are
not found, and an explanation of the failure to produce them, however
plausible, m not so satisfactory as their production. No attempt, it is
believed, has yet been made to show that by the mere improvement of
accidental variations, through the struggle for existence, nature as we see
It, including the faculties and habita of man, could have been generated
within any period which reason can assign to the duration of the planets.AH the phenomena at present known seem to be compatible at »U events
with a different hypothesis, such as that of a «ngle creative torc^, .ctinit
under different circumstances and rel.tion^ but retaining homologi«a

marks of ita identity in all its productions. That the Evolutionary theory

hXTe
""°"'"'.*°"^ *'""' '*°''°' be doubted; but at present it

other day in The Week, recalls to our mind^ a series of events second in
their calamitous effect on the fortunes of the race to nothing but the wars
of Napoleon. To say that Germany was devastated by the Thirty Years'Wars would be but a faint expression of the fact. She sank into a gulf

/h
""

J*'"^f
"'•''« °f •>«• inhabitants perished, with four-fifths of the

cattle. Through whole provinces the villages were utterly destroyed, and
such of the people a^survived were forced to take refuge in dens and caves
of the earth The Germany of Luther, with all its religious and domestic_ virtues, with all its intellect, its aspirations and its promUes of a glorious
future, ceased to exist, and nothing was left but a remnant of population
with a spirit utterly broken and fitted to be, as for two centuries the
Germans were, the slaves of a group of petty despots. And who were the
chief author of all this havoc? The war was truly called the Jesuita'
war The Society of Jesus, as the intriguing and murderous brood of
Loyola hideously misnamed itself, was the prime mover in this as it was
in the other religious wars and persecutions of Europe during those cen-
turies

;
and as it was afterwards, through the influence of a Jesuit confessor

on Louis XIV and his bigoted wife, of the Dragonnades and the extermina-
tion of the Protestants in France. Poland, Sweden, and HoUand felt ita
malignant activity as well as France, Germany. Italy, and England ; andwhen the Jesuite parade the pictures of their martyrs, as they are pleased
to style the emissaries of the Order who met their doom in trying to excite
a bloody revolution in England, they had better also parade the picture of
.the poor Dutch serving-maid, Anna Van der Hove, who for her persistence
in the Protestant faith was led out between two Jesuit fathers to a field
near Brussels, there to be buried alive. The executioner, we are told
covered her with earth up.to the waist, when she was once more summoned
to renounce her errors; but she refused, and the earth was then piled
upon her, the hangman jumping upon it till it was flattened and firm
That Jesuita were privy to the Gunpowder P lot is as certain as it is
that they were the soul of the conspiracy for the subversion of English
liberty by the hand of James IL Jesuitism is not Roman Catholicism

T^^r^ Catholicism Jesuitism. The great Roman Catholic writers of
the Middle Ages are free from Jesuitical as well as from Ultramontane
tendencies, however they may be tainted with superstition. From theRoman CathoUc author of the Provincial Letters the Order received
Us mortal wound. By the heads of the Roman Catholic motions in the
last century it was. for a time suppressed as, an incorrigible enemy to civil
government. It came to life again after ita period of suspended animation
with nature entirely jinchanged. By its intrigues division was put between
the Catholic and Protestant Cantons of Switzerland, the schism of the
Sunderbund was brought about and the Confederation was plun<.ed into
civil war. Through ita malign influence over the devout and frivolous
Spanish woman who had become Empress of the French, France was
mcited^o invadeJSermany, with a promise of treasonable ^^operation on
the pari:^ the German Jesuite, which when the crisis arrived they
happily proved umible to fulfil. No society or organization in history h^
anything like such a load of crime upon its head. The missions which are
the brightest part of ita history, even if they had not ended in failure
would be a poor set-off against ita bloodguiltiness. At present the Jesuit
accommodates his language and his demeanour to the requirements of a
civJization which he abhors. But he has repented of nothing and renounced
nothing In the Syllabus and Encyclical penned by his hand are embodied
under the decent veil of phUosophical phraseology, the principles which, if
the power which he serves were again to become master of the world
would warrant him in demurely escorting another Anna Van der Hove to
her living grave. It has been said that everything ought to be tolerated
except intolerance. Intolerance itself ought to be tolerated so long as ita
manifestations are confined to spiritual exclusiveness and ecclesLtical
denunciaion. What ought not to be tolerated is conspiracy ; and anycommunity against which the Jesuit is caught conspiring has a perfect
right to follow the example of Switzerland and France by showing him
over the frontier. Country he has none except the Papacy, and theLore
he can never be an exile.

'

ap'p^S*Th*er"''r' 1
""'^' °"' ^"''«-«'^' «" ^' ^'^all haveapp^red. There can be no doubt that the great marshal was a selfiBh^

tortune was laid by a mercenary marriage, by getting into his hands in avery equivocal manner a large family inheritance, and by immer^ ^^rchases of confiscated lands. On this foundation he IfterwardsZeTa sSbftier edifice of wealth and power by the still worse method ofltn. or

ptndT'^iltshTr' ^w"
^'^"' '' '^"'''^^^ '^ «y«plunder That he should have been guilty of treason, therefore is bv n„means incredible supposing the temptation to have been uZi^ \Zmajesty which waita on self-created, self-sustained and solitary power themystery which surrounds Wallenstein's ch^ter and designs h^vILt aspell over the judgment of history like that w£ich has been ca^t overTbythe beauty and the misfortunes of Mary Queen of Scota By resonin. toassa^ination, his enemies hopelessly blackened their own^rrieyblackened it all the more deeply by the masses which their co^rd conscience caused to be sung for his soul

; and in damning themselvesThethaJf

of any fresh documenta, a sufficient explanation of his fall preLta iS
longed ;ke Richelieu and Strafford to that monarchical reaction whSwas produced and partly justified by the crudity and turbulence of libertyboth Protestant and feudal, as possibly some similar reaction may be p2
tfrufe theT""?'?"' T'''''

^^^^^^^ °^ '^« ^^^^ --"tioT

tt nrie! K '^'^^'/'^^f
-« al- a religious reactionist, the religion of

IprLce f reir : '
''''^'''''' '° '^^P"'^-"- ^"' R-'^elieu, Thougha Prince of the Church, was a statesman pure and simple

; he was perfectlywilling to tolerate the religious opinions of the HuguenoL so long^ theydid not interfere with his ideal of a highly contraliz^ and regular JmnTstration
,
nor did he shrink from allying himself with ProtLnt pTZwhen he wanted to humble the House of Austria. Wallenstein, thoughlike every Imperialist a Catholic, was even less of a bigot than Richelieuhisreal religion apparently was astrology, which ^th other flr^ ofdivination hsa so often, at periods of scepticism, filled the void left in the

ITITf"" "'-"f
^°" '^'''- ^^ -"^^"^ '^'-' ProtestantiTJonly so far as it was anti-Imperialist, and he was justly suspected by theCatholic Pnnces of Germany of being as hostile to their political indeLd-ence as to that of their antagonista in the religious struggle. His ai^wasa Germany united under Imperial power, of which he would himself be the

SrrlrdM''"'!!S".T °' ''"' °* '''' ^'^'^'^'^ Monarch, as would
Strafford, If had succeed, have been of the power with which he sought
to invest the King of England. This he saw could not be compassed without measures of religious pacification which his scepticism made perfectly
congenial to him, and which he was evidently prepared to introduce. Buthere he came into mortal collision with Jesuit confessors and familiars ofan Emperor who had himself vowed at the Holy House^ Loretto inter
necine hostility to Protestantism, and had proclaimed thafhe ,#i"uld rather
reign over a desert than over an Empire full of heretics. By these advisers

"

counsels of religious crueltx had all along been Jireathed into Ferdinand^ ear^The mercenaries by whom Wallenstein was murdered could themselveshave no motive for the deed
; the priesta, and above all the Jesuite, hadmobve enough. Of sentimental loyalty the mighty adventurer was nodoubt as devoid as he was of religion : the Empire was to him a gamblin«

table on which he played the game of his insatiate and towering ambitio^
liiat he had at last opened communications with his Emperor's enemiesand was throwing himself into their hands is certain : whether this was'a move of unprincipled self-aggradizement, or a desperate measure of self
defence, enforced by the ascendancy of Jesuit influence in the councils ofVienna, the appearance of the promised documenta may possibly decide.

^- -A- Btstandkk.

HERE AND THERE.

GiNDKLT n«ses Of cou«e once more the question respecting the guilt
or innocence of Wallenstei^about wUch there has been as much controversy
as about the gmlt or innocence of Mary Queen of Scota He consid^
himself to have found fresh documentary evidence of WaUenstein's-or as
he always calls him, Waldstein's-guUt, but he h«, not published it. and

T«, belief that miscellaneous newspaper reading has a demoralizin«
effect upon the memory and perceptive faculties has not a few adhereZT^ theory appears to receive some confirmation from the unintelligent
deductions which are occasionaUy drawn from editorial writings_a ^ultprobably attributable to a cursory style of reading. A case'l po^ttthat of a correspondent to a daUy paper, who voices a delusion uSder whichsome others apparently Ubour

: that The Week upholds the use of ardentl.quo«_m the phraseology of these critics, that it is « a whiskey onan "
Nothmg could be further from the truth. Every person who LTtel
ligently noted the position taken by The Week upon this question isaware that whiskey has been held up as the principal contributing cause to
drunkenness, and as being worse than valueless as a beveraga Further

^*^'^~^
• ^"
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the opinion has boon stated in these columns, that the total suppression of

the manufacture of whiskey would be of immense benefit to the community.

Once made, it is a farce to attempt to prohibit its sale, as all experience

shows. What The Week has maintained is, that Prohibition as a panacea

for all ills resulting from drinking has been and must be a failure, as it is

also an injustice to a specially licensed business, and to those who are not

subject to depraved appetites. Numerous as are the attributes of alcohol,

it cannot create or develop qualities in those who use it which were absent

previous to its being taken.

The quidnuncs are saying that the recent visits of the Hon. L. S.

Huntingdon to Toronto and his presence at the Mowat banquet are

indications of his return to public life in Canada. Should there prove to

beany foundation, for this.ruuiour, and Mr. Huntingdon really could be

V)rought again into the Liberal ranks, he would prove a powerful reinforce-

ment to the party, which is sadly in want of additional strength.

Wb are assured, on the best authority, that there is no shadow of

foundation for the rumbur that the editorial control of the Afail has

changed hands, or that any organic reconstruction of the staff has taken

.

place. Mr. Farrar has returned to the scene of his former iabours ; but,

at any rate for the present, he will merely strengthen the list of writers

without taking any part in the -management. Doubts of the possible

permanence of the arrangement are freely expressed on the street, and
the working of the experiment will be watched with curiosity.

A CURIOUS feature in connection with the career of the late Mr. Riorden

is that he was the proprietor of the most uncompromising Conservative and
the most advanced Radical journals in the Dominion. What an immense
drain the sustenance of these organs was upon his resources none but jour-

nalists can imagine. No other than an extremely weahhy man could have
afforded the speculations. Mr. Riorden was much too good a Conservative

and far too sound aj^usiness man to have attempted really to assist his

" friend, the enemy," on the one hand, or to have divided his attention and
capital between two opposing schemes, without some very sufficient motive,

on the other. It was generally understood that his second venture was
sent out to damage the Liberal journals by commercial opposition, and to

discredit them by dragging their shibboleths through the mire, in the hope
that his Conservative paper would profit by the warfare. These objects,

however, were not attained, the methods employed during Mr. Riorden's

sickness being such as to repel the great majority of reputable readers and
advertisers. This fact has been realized, and for some time frantic efforts

have been made to dispose of the Ishmaelitish sheet, but hitherto without

The impression is still prevalent amongst natives of this continent who
have not been in England that the average Englishman thinks of Canada
as a region of perpetual snow, where civilized man furtively travels from
hamlet to hamlet in momentary fear of the Indian's tomahawk, and where
wolves and bears are daily shot in principal thoroughfares of the cities."

Something very nearly approaching such a state of ignorance did at one
^xiat in England, but to imaginenthat^tKs Is the Isase now isTcT.

strangely undervalue the labours of the emigration agent and to ignore the

statistics of travel between the two countries. That ignorance of Canadian
affairs is by no means confined to the British Isles is apparent from the

following cutting, taken from the New York Independent

:

—
Sir John Maodonald, the present Premier of Canada, began life as a bootbliok.

He persuaded a wealthy Canadian girl to elope with him when he was only eighteen',
and the iofinenoe of her forgiving father ashered him into his career.

And this is fame ! . Forty years of public life has Sir John Macdonald
seen, and during that period he has steadily risen from a briefless barrister

to be Premier of a country actually larger than the United States all of

which has, moreover, been told to the world in a book. And yet an
influential New York journal could sum up his career in so unflattering

and incorrect—not to say brusque—a paragraph.

"^ Thb history of Canada has not been one to develop many military heroes.

The men to whom this country owes most are the pioneers who, with a
bravery far before that born of passion on the battlefield, performed
miracles of valour in transforming tracts of desolate and uninhabited

country into smiling homesteads giving sustenance to a contented popula-

tion. At the time when Canada was being opened up there were few pins
capable of describing the incidents of the battle so successfully fought by
early settlors against natural obstacles; yet without some knowledge of

these the historical stVident could not form an intelligent idea of the national

growth. Probably no known book has thrown ao m«ch light upon the

X

backwoods life of early pioneers as '' Roughing it in the Bnah,". the author
of which died last week at the ripe age of eighty-two. Mrs. Moodie came
of a literary stdbk, and, with her husband, John Wedderburn Moodie, Esq.,

2l8t Fusiliers, came out to Canada in 1832, settling near Peterborough.

When only sixteen years old Miss Susan Strickland began to write juvenile

sketches, since which time she published several successful volumes of prose

and poetry, in addition to her greatest success, " Roughing It." She was
also a constant contributor to the Montreal Literary Garland, and edited

the Victoria Magazine, published at Belleville." •

The persistent manner in which John Bright's opinions upon redis-

tribution are distorted by the Tory press in Canada, as well as in England,
shows to what dire straits it is driven to excuse the position of the House
of Lords. It is perfectly well known, Mr. Bright has again and again

asserted it, and notably in his speech the other day at Manchester, that he
has always held extension of the franchise and redistribution of seats

should be embodied in different bills, though years ago he warned his

fellow-countrymen that one reform ought to immediately follow the other

—

as the Gladstone Ministry now propose. In a letter to Mr. Disraeli,

recently published, Mr. Bright strongly dissuaded that gentleman from
tacking on a redistribution scheme to his Franchise Bill of 1867. These
facts have been as widely disseminated as were the misrepresentations

which prompted them, and which set^forth that Mr. Bright once advocated

the course now taken by the Lords. That the false statements should

be circulated by Tory journals after their untruthfulness has been so

thoroughly demonstrated is a lamentable illustration of the depths to

which the party press has fallen.

Apropos of this matter, in a weekly list of subscribers to a fund which
is open at the office of the St. James's Gazette for circulating placards

containing extracts from one of Mr. Bright's old speeches, in which he said,

" The question of redistribution is the soul of reform," etc., one anonymous
subscriber signs himself " Suppressio Veri," and gives five guineas. " It

will be remembered," says the Manchester Examiner, ',' that Mr. Bright

made a reference to this extract in his speech at Pomona Gardens, and
fully explained his present attitude to franchise reform. All reference to

this explanation is carefully omitted from the placard, and 'Suppressio

Veri ' makes no complaint that the truth is withheld. " The subscription

list appears to be used somewhat ingeniously as a very thin veil from
behind which opprobrious epithets may be hurled at the great reformer.

One subscriber gives £1 to write himself down " Flagrantissimo Mendox."
Others put opposite their subscriptions such signatures as these : " From
bullies at home and sneaks abroad, good Lord deliver us;" "In loving

memory of John Bright's egotism and spite ;" " No Quaker prevarication."

Can it be supposed that gutter work of this kind really helps the Tory
cause)

An epidemic of elopements is upon us. For days the average news-
paper reader has looked /fust as naturally for " another elopement'* as he
has for the latest intelligence from China, or the most recent Presidential

scandal Nor is the area affeoted by this plague circumscribed by geo-

graphical limits. It appears to have attacked both this continent and
Europe with the utmost impartiality. Its demoralizing effects have even
extended in a curious form to those whose duty it is to chronicle simUar
events; for two journals, the one dating from London (Eng.), and the

other from Ottawa, determined probably that their respective localities

should have a share of the popular attention, gave mysterious and sensa-

tional accounts of fashionable elopements which had no existence outside

their fertile imaginations. If these erratic procedures were confined to

young people, however reprehensible they are, the charitably-minded would
be disposed to See extenuating circumstances ; but elderly and even mar-
ried persons of both sexes have scandalized the world in general and
their friends in particular by giving way to this epidemic of aberration.

It is extremely probable that in some cases parents are to blame for the

absconding of their daughters, through the mistaken policy of forbidding

male society. There b also a comic side to some of these eiclamdret. The
most punctilious upholder of the proprieties can scarcely fail to see the

absurdity of a retired hog-washer bewailing that his daughter has eternally

tarnished the family escutcheon by eloping with her coachman.

The report that Miss Fortescue is again engaged to the gentleman she

some time ago jilted in order to capture Lord Garmoyle, has not been con-

tradicted. If it be true that this indifferent but enterprising actress does

propose to endow her former lover with the |50,000 extracted from Earl

Cairn's duU-pated son as compensation for " blighted affections," the whole

'

r'
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affair wiH be open to suspicion as a commercial speculation in which Miss
Fortescue's relations with Lord Garmoyle might be explained aa '^heads I

win, tails you lose." If a further argument against the breach of promise

laws were needed, here it might be found.

It is very odd to reawl in the English papers the numerous accounts of

what the Claimant will do when he comes out of prison. He will become
an hotel manager. He will go into Parliament. He will become a

lecturer, and go on flhow. The latest idea was that he should go round
the country telling big audiences what his experiences were of his

(enforced) teetotalism while in gaol ; this he was to do as the accredited

agent of the Church of England Temperance Society. Mr. Alfred Sar-

gent, the Secretary of the Society, is very indignant at the propagation of

this fable. He gives an unqualified' denial to the story that anything

bearing the name of the Church" of England will engage a convict. The
truth seems to be that there is no truth in anything told of the future of

Orton, alias Castro, alias Roger Tichbome. He will probably pick up a

living as he can. The Magna Charta Societies are extinct; the Englishman
is dead ; Dr. Kenealy is gone. The Claimant is an exploded rocket. He
would probably settle down as a mild publican but for that awkward
clause in the Licensing Act which makes an ex-convict incapable of holding

a certificate to sell.

Thk English Tory leader. Sir Stafford Northoote, deserves the sincerest

sympathy in the struggle he waged under such adverse influences in Scot-

land, where he was sent to minimize Mr. Gladstone's speeches. He could

not shine as he was disposed to do, because of the superior radiance of the

Prime Minister further north, and there is no escaping the conclusion that

in pitting himself against the Premier he was over-matched. Even the

Conservative organs fostered the idea by the superior prominence they

were compelled to give to Mr. Gladstone's doings, and it was confirmed by

the marvellous robustness Mr. Gladstone showed and the confidence with

which he met the masses. Mr. Gladstone's health may always be gauged

by the tone of his speeches ; and the spirits of his friends in London have

risen wonderfully now that they see how the leader's view of the situation

reacts upon his health.

A VKRT slight acquaintance with the peculiarities of Sir Edward Watkin
and with the tactics pursued by that gentteffittn in advocating the practica-

bility of his pet Channel Tunnel scheme, is sufficient to suggest that

Captain James B. Eads has been the guest of the indefatigable Chairman
of the English South-Extern Railway Company. The gallant American
informs the Spring/field Republican that a tunnel connecting England and
France " will some day be built," and our contemporary proceeds to deliver

a phillipic to the British nation for its " insular narrowness and ignorant

and selfish prejudice " in opposing the project. A more extended know-
ledge of the facts would have made it impossible for the Republican to

assert that the opposition of Parliament to the proposed tunnel was
founded merely upon the " nonsensical fear that it could ever be used to

the injury of England in case of war." That a majority of military experts

consulted did declare against the tunnel on various grounds is quite true,

but it is " the wildest nonsense " to say that was the sole or the principal

cause of the rejection of the scheme by Parliament. Even the Republican,

we suppose, would not suggest that the outlet of such a structure should

be left unguarded, nor could it justly be maintained that the nation should

be taxed to protect the undertaking of a private cpmpany. The projectors

on their part do not propose to build and garrison the citadel that common
prudence would dictate should guard the possible route of an enemy.

Nor is any scheme propounded by Sir Edward Watkin for destroying the

tunnel in case of attack which would not be liable to " go off " by accident

at a time when ordinary travellers were using it. The probabilities of such

a costly undertaking being lui unremunerative one is the company's affair,

though it would be a minor consideration to its Chairman in hie craze for

notoriety. Not a few shareholders opposed the proposal on the ground
that very low rates are charged on existing lines of transit, and on the

well-founded suspicion that even the dreaded mal de mer would not dispose

the average continental traveller to elect aq hour in a badly ventilated

sub-marine boring in preference to an hour and a-halfs sail in a splendidly

appointed steamboat—to avoid " the ills they have " and " fly to others that

they know not of."

Thb following extract from the letter of a lady correspondent may
prove of interest to our fair readers :—" I had a large red Japanese fan in

my.hand one hot day when I first came here, as' I sat in the ve^ shady
delicately-green-papered drawing-room. ' What a pretty bit of colour !' said

my friend, as she took it from me and placed it wide open on the wall over

one of her China plaques, between two good old engravings, which hung
on each -side. The effect was excellent, though unpremeditated, and so

there I shall leave my red fan as a souvenir of the hot weather, which is

past, and which in its sudden departure plunged us all at once into autumn.

These morsels of colouring, if well chosen and arranged, add very much to

the charm of any room ; but they should not be too numerous or varied.

A fan or two, an old-gold satin sofa cushion, a mass of bright flowers in a

well-contrasted jar, here and there, perhaps, a little table covered with rich

velvet or plush, enables a tasteful mistress of a house to use her old and
possibly shabb/ furniture, and yet to retain the consciousness of having a

pretty, bright room. This is why I always prefer to have a subdued tone

of colour on my walls, just as I like the substratum of a dress to be of un-

remarkable hue, that will not interfere with any accessories of ornament
one may wish to wear with it."

THE NEGRO VOTE IN THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.

In dealing with American politics, " Bystander" and others appear to lose

sight of one of the most important factors in the problem—the large negro
element at the South. The Tariff question is made to be the main differ-

ence between the two parties, although upon this issue party lines are, it

must be confessed, not very clearly drawn. It is regretted that old shib-

boleths are adhered to, and the necessity for the existence of two opposing

camps has, it is asserted, disappeared.

Now, all this may be true in the North ; but in the South the matter

wears quite a different face. There are in the United States about seven

millions of negroes, the vast majority of whom are south of the old Mason
and Dixon line. Almost the whole of this immense coloured element is

Republican. This is only natural. The present generation of negroes or

their fathers were slaves. These slaves were freed by the Republican

Party. It is true that the emancipation was chiefly a war measure, having

the double object of recruiting the depleted ranks of the Northern armies

and of depriving the South of the value of its slave property. But still,

the slaves naturally looked upon the Republican Party as their protectors

and benefactors, and they have consistently voted Republican ever since

the War. Whatever the negroes are, the opposite of that the whites of the

South must and will be. To Canadians and Northerners this seems a most

illiberal policy, and so theoretically it is ; practically it is the only policy

whereby the whites can hold that ascendancy to which their race, their

intelligence, their wealth and their old-time position entitle them. It is all

very well for Canadians to say: "Take the coloured man by the hand;

receive him with open arms ; work side by side with him in developing the

destiny of your common country." Even in Canada, with only a handful

of negroes, this ideal philosophy is hardly followed out In the County of

Essex, which has a considerable colouredpopulation, there are villages where

no coloured man is allowed to live : it being a weU understood thing that

any negro settling there will be ejected by force. The same policy is fol-

lowed in certain towns and villages of the Northern States, where there is

a tendency to form large coloured settlements.

What must be expected, then, at the South, where in certain districts

the blacks outnumber the whites ten to one 1 Simply a struggle, sometimes

with ballots alone, sometimes with bullets in addition thereto, between the

white domiciled residents of the country on the one hand and the negroes,

along with the outside white Republicans, on the other. When it happens

—as it did happen just after the War—that the latter are in the ascen-

dant, the result is that coloured politicians, judges and municipal officers

are very naturally appointed .to the various vacancies caused by removals

of the former occupants. Now, as long as they can prevent such a state

of things occurring again, the whites of the South will not consent to be

ruled by their coloured brethren, even although the latter may be led by

kindly (and, of course, disinterested) friends from the North. These whites

of the South object to negro rule, not only because they dislike to be

governed by what all unprejudiced people consider an inferior race, but also

because at present the negroes are not sufficiently intelligent to be entrusted'

with the government. As to the latter point, those who have not visited

the South can form no conception of the state of ignorance and the utter

unfitness forgavernmental work in which, even yet, the great mass of the

negroes are living. But the whites of the South object to coloured suprem-

acy also on the ground that its effect upon the negro himself is evil, inas-

much as it renders him arrogant and idle. It is a well-known fact that at

the present time it is unsafe in any Southern cities for young girls and
young lads to walk out at night ; and that if they do so, they expose them-

selves to open violence or at least to rudeness and boisterousness at the

hands of the many negro idlers upon the street. This conduct on the part

of the latter ia not at all to be wondered at, and we should be extremely
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forbearing in passing judgment ; but still facts cannot be ignored ; above
all others, these two ; that sudden emancipation (with the bestowal of full

rights of citizenship) has produced most bitter fruit, and that education
has rendered the negro but little real benefit. Wo acknowledge that he
has shown an aptitude in study reflecting great credit upon him; but, after
all, he has benefited but little, if in any degree, by the progress he has
made.^ The position is just this : After attending school for some time the
negro very naturally becomes adverse to rough manual labour: he wishes to
rise in the world, to be something more than a mere cotton-picker or mule
driver. But what is he to dol The professions, commercial life, even the
trades are all over-crowded with white men. And even were there room
for coloured competition, the merchants, bankers, professional men, mAster-
mechanics and other employers of skilled labour are not willing to have
coloured help when they can get plenty of white, and would not be allowed
by public opinion to prefer the former to the latter, even if they were.
The consequence is that the educated negro finds himself shut out from
those positions to which he feels himself adapted. His pride and natural
distaste for hard labour prevent him from returning to his former menial
work

;
and he leads, therefore, a life of discontented idleness—a life to

which the conditions of climate and soil are peculiarily favourable. The
natural result follows: Uwlessness and crime.

The more intelligent among the negroes see that the whites will never
concede to them social or political equality ; and that their only hope of
obtaining this is by combination among themselves and with the white
Republicans. This is the way in which matters stand in the South :

the negroes and the few white Republicans on the one hand against the
whites on the other; the question to be settled between the two sides being
which race shall rule the country.

The end of the slavery question has not yet been reached ; and it is

by no means improbable that the South will see before many years a war
of races. This is the more probable.from the fact that the negroes are
increasing at an alarmingly rapid rate ; that white immigration refuses to
flow into many parts of the " Old South" on account of the presence of the
negroes

; and that the latter are becoming accustomed to the use of fire-

arms and have a large number of military organizations.

It is, then, this position of afiairs at the South which renders the
result of the elections of such moment to the whites ; for upon their result
depends white supremacy. The difficulty with " Bystander " and many
other Canadians is that thev draw conclusions in American politics from
an experience of only one part of the United States, which part is almost
invariably the North. Did they understand the " race problem " and
other problems more fully, they would also refrain from the advocacy of
the annexation of Canada to the Union. Whatever they may say, or how-
ever they regard annexation from their own standpoint, most thoughtful
Americans know perfectly well that for Canada it would mean simply an
entanglement in many perplexities in store for the Union : the Mormon
problem, universal suffrage and its attendant evils, the marriage question,
the "spoils system," the negro question, and others. They know, also,

that for Canada it would mean the lowering of the tone of public morality
and of social and educational life ; for, disguise the fact as we Americans
may, in our hearts we know that, with all ita triumphs and its progress,
America is the most corrupt and perhaps the least cultured of all ciTiliicd
nations.

Were this negro question more fully understood, Canadians would hear
very little about the annexation of Jamaica. A Socttbeknkr.
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OUT OF mS PARISH.

CROSSiNa to Niagara with the contingent of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science, one could not help remarking the quiet
solidity, and unostentatious bearing, and unaffected geniality of our scien-
tific guests. They were charmed with their visit, and were not slow to
express their admiration of Canada, and their belief in its great future.
With hearty good will they waited for the starting of the special train
that was to convey them to Niagara Falls. There was no impatience and
no exercise of what is popularly supposed to be the Englishman's prerog-
ative—grumbling. Instead, more than one distinguished $avant good
humouredly helped to place the baggage in the car provided for ita convey-
ance

;
others sauntered observantly around collecting specimens ; one gentle-

man made scientific investigations in a barrel of fish, whilst his friends
•were quietly making sketches of the scenery that presented a charming
aspect in the morning sunshine.

Sunday in Brooklyn, the city of churchea, sees large crowds hastening
to their respective services. Beecher is back from his holidays, and most

of his congregation have returned to the ordinary conditions of city life.

The Old Man Eloquent is as fervent in his oratory as ever. His illustrations
are as vivid, and there is no lack of pungent sayings ; but it is felt he is
not the power he once was.

It is near the hour for morning service. Street car after street car
deposits ita load of worshippers as they near Talmage's Tabernacle. Many
are strangers visiting New York and Brooklyn who do not wish to return
without hearing one who at least has gained great notoriety. Criticisms
are freely expressed on the return journey. They were good-natured
enough, but outspoken.

Clason Avenue Presbyterian Church, built for the congregation of
Dr. Joseph T. Duryea, now of Boston, contained" a large, intelligent
and decorous congregation. The present pastor. Rev. Dr. Chamberlain,
preaches a clear-cut, thoughtful, yet direct and practical sermon. The
devotional part of the service was quiet and impressive.

Dr. George T. Pentecost has just returned from a short vacation after"
his labours in London in connection with Messrs. Moody and Sankey. He
is energetic, zealous, and devoted, not what could be called very graceful
or refined. He is nevertheless a man thoroughly in earnest, and has done
much good work in Brooklyn and elsewhere. He conducted the devotional
exercises, which were diversified by the choir leader, a fine tenor, rendering
a solo with great skill and beauty. A Mr. Osborne, an East Indian from
Allahabad, who had held a position under Government, felt called upon to
devote himself to the work of preaching the Gospel to his fellow-country-
men. He had come to America for the purpose of raising funds for the
building of a church and college in connection with his mission.. He
preached a discourse displaying much fervour, though not approaching the
subtle thinking power of Narayan Sheshadri and other Indian converts.
Mr. Osborne gave graphic desiiiptions of Indian scenery and life, deeply
interesting to his large audience. He was accompanied by a son, eight
years old, who appeared in a suit of gorgeous Oriental apparel, and sang
with much sweetness several hymns in his native tongue. Mr. George H.
Stuart, of Philadelphia, a business man who takes an active part in religious
and philanthropic movements, accompanied the missionary and closed the
proceedings with a lively and hearty address. The meeting was somewhat
protracted. The evening was excessively warm, and as the time advanced
people began to retire, but the collection was not yet taken. Dr. Pentecost
succeeded in staying the exodus, though it did seem in a rather ungracious
way.

Ecclesiastical, like other architecture in New York, has been allowed
to run riot. The vagaries in stone only tend to bring out into clearer relief

~

the fine old structures of an earlier time. The absurd faijade of the
Church of the Heavenly Rest, with its twin angels bearing trumpete, does
not throw the pure style and ornate finish of Grace Church into the shade.
Its new spire is finished, and the building is now a completed gem. The
Church has also got a new rector, necessitated by the elevation of the
former incumbent to the Bishopric of Long Island. The Rev. William R.
Huntington, formeriy of Worcester, Mass., has become the pastor of the
fashionable congregation that assembles in Grace Church. The other
Sunday he preached his inaugural sermon. The subject selected indicates
that it is not his mission merely to prophesy smooth things. He dwelt on
the peculiap perils of modern civilization. One of these perils, he said,
was that of letting wealth become the sole criterion of standing and the
only channel of influence. There seemed to be in the very atmosphere an
infection of dishonour. The remedy was to bring in a higher love, a better
enthusiasm, a nobler devotion in place of this base, vile, and degrading
worship of houses and horses and railway stocks and good clothes. This is

preaching to the times without circumlocution.

The graceful spire of Trinity, that as a monitor pointe heavenward at
the head of Wall Street, is at present encased in scaffolding. It is to be
renewed, and this landmark is to continue much the same as in former
days, despite the many changes in this changeful business centre.

T^e stately Roman Catholic Cathedral of New York, though not yet
finished according to the original design, has been open for some time. It
is massive in ita proportions and tasteful in finish. Illuminated windows
of more or less artistic merit admit a tempered light into the interior.

Worshippers and visitors keep coming and going all the time during
week days. Astbbisk.

A NOVELTY in English journalism is the printing of part of the foreign
supplement of the I'ronmonger in Chinese characters. The raiaon d'etre

of this eccentricity offered by the editor of this trade journal is that the
Chinese are the moat numerous and persevering and often the most wealthy
traders in those parta of the world in which the foreign gupplemen* is

specially distributed.

\

NORTH-WEST NOTES.

H
•

*
- Winnipeg.

Ip real, prosperity be the primary aim of the Government of our or any
other country, and the coveted destiny of a nation, then it only requires a
visit to Southern Manitoba and to that part of Northern Dakota border-
ing on the kiternational boundary to satisfy one that under the present rule
this north-western portion «f the disjointed Confederation of the Dominion
can never attain to sdccess, handicapped as it is by the discriminating tariff.
The following list of retail prices at Emerson, Manitoba, and Pembina,
Dakota, three miles south of the line, will illustrate more forcibly than
words can do, the advantage that Northern Dakota, our great rival, has'
over Manitoba

:

Emenon. Pembina.
Sugar, grannlatei, per lb >0 10 to 1»0 00 »0 09 to *0 00
Canned Fruit, 2 lb. cans, each 20 to 00 18 to 00
Canned Vegetablen, 2 lb. cans, each 20 to 00 15 to 00
Hams, per lb 18 to 20 17 to 00
Bacon, per lb 15 to 00 12ito 00
Cheese, per lb 18 to 20 18 to 00
Flour, per 100 lbs 2 75 to 3 50 2 75 to 3 25
Tea, per lb 40 to 70 35 to 50
Tobacco, per lb 45 to 75 SO to 55
Kasins, perlb 10 to IS 10 to 00
Dried Apples, per lb 12^10 15 10 to 00
Coffee (green), per lb 19 to 20 16 to 18
Grey Cottons. 36 inches wide 08 to 121 07 to 10
Prints, English 08 to 15 00 to 00
Common inch pine boards, per M 24 00 to 28 00 20 00 to 24 00

It does not require much investigation to ascertain the effects created
by the figures set forth in the above table. Coupled with the railway
policy of the Government, it has driven thousands of pe,ople across the line,
so that Northern Dakota and Southern Manitoba are occupied almosi
wholly by Canadians, and a visitor who knew not of the existence of the
boundary could not possibly determine which was the Canadian and which
the American side. Thus it will be seen that, away up in this northern
country, the boundary is practically ignored, and the people on either side
of it have become one people with common interesta. True, there are
thousands of American immigranta and migrants crossing into Dakota, but
they heed not the presence of the Canadians, nor do they regard with any
degree of jealousy the Canadians who have virtually taken possession of a
large portion of the State and are thriving therein. On the contrary, the
people are readily connected with that bond of unity born of identical
interesta

, Hundreds of the Canadians who possess farms in Dakota are also
the proprietors of homesteads in Southern Manitoba. They secured the
latter first, but at the expiration of three years, having secured their
patenta and become weary for the long-promised railway facilities, they have
mortgaged their Manitoba possession and crossed the line, where they have
secured other homesteads and pre-emption from the American Govern-
ment Their intention is to sell their Manitoba farms just so soon as prices
which wUl in a measure recoup them for the time and money spent can be
secufftd^Ait is well known that the mortgage and loan companies hold a
lien upoS^most one-half of the farms in Southern Manitoba.

Thus it will be seen that the Dominion Government by its crass policy
has set in motion a force which is operating strongly in the direction of
what every man who observes closely must acknowledge to be the ultimate
destiny of Canada—union with the Republic. The people living on either
side of the boundary have almost forgotten ita existence, and the children
growing up seem surprised on hearing that such a line exists. No further
evidence than that contained in the table given above is required to show
the folly of observing the line when nothing can be shown to exist which
would militate against the interests of the people were it wiped out.
Sentiment, say the expatriated Canadians, is all very good ; but, to use a
familiar phrrae, "^it don't-buy the chitd^ a dress." A fuir outfit oTagri^
cultural implemente coste |100 less south of the line than it does north
of it.

Commercial union is spoken of as likely to prove preferable to absolute
union

;
but the opinion of the settler is different. The tide of English capi-

tal has been turned from this country, the success of which must depend
upon the early construction of railways, and the establishment of as many
outlete and inlets as possible. The true development of the country the
settler has already recognized must be by as much railway connection with
the States as possible. The policy pursued at present must be recognized
to be the darning up of the proper channel of a large river to endeavour to
mduce the water to cross a mountain range and flow down another valley.
If the dana is built high enough, or, to make the metaphor more plain, if
the tariff is raised sufficiently high, feeble streams may flow over the moun-
tain into another valley; but the pressure will become too great some day,
the long pent up waters will gather force, and when occasion offers, or the
dam yeakens, the crisis will cause the artificial barrier to be swept away,
and the volumat of water wiU pour down its natural channel The settler
sees that the, natural channel through which the resources of this country
should flow, is the vaUey to the South, nor does it require any stronger
visual poyer to observe that the channel through which the necessaries of
the counifry should come is the one used to conve* the products of the
country/hence.

,

AJiot insignificant force, which has been at work at the levening processm thi^ country for a number of years, is the large number of Americans
employed on our raUways. As the Canadians were totally ignorant of
railroading in a prairie country, Americans had to be employed to operate
the systems now m existence here. It is estimated that not Ims than ten
rtousand men, including those working on the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway in the far West, are living in this country. They have

*

exerted a subtle influence upon those with whom they came into daily
contact. Not understanding thoroughly the cause of the drawbacks in the
country, but perceiving the disadvantage at which settlers are placed here
they have been earnest and raost^ffectual emigration agents.

'

Under the existing state of affairs Manitoba, through the Dominion
Government, is engaged in an unequal contest with Dakota and Minnesota,
the payment of the heavy duty on American goods is the alternative which
the .settler has between buying goods in Toronto or Montreal and paying
the heavy rate of transportation. He is also placed at this disadvantage
with what he has to sell ; instead of sending it down the natural channel
to be disposed of in the American market, he is obliged to pay the heavy
cost of transporting it to the marketa of Eastern Canada. R

RONDEAU.

QniCK as a flash the leap from life

Took place. He had just kissed the maid,
'~

Way in the valley's deepest shade.
Queer time for Death to bring Love strife

To come with his life-cutting knife.

Queer time to make such breathkaa raid :

Taken away when bliss was rife.

Bolt follow'd kiss, I heard it said.

Quick as a flash.

Now, over Styx, he calls her Jade ;
Living, he would havecalled her Wife.
As country clown is caught by life

New man she catches in kisses to wade.
Trust woman ! trust winds I would as lief.

Quick as a flash.

The Irish Peasant Poet.

1"

A CONVERSION.

[From the French of Thomas Bention.]

In the afternoon of the same day Vicar Fulgentius found himself upon the
road, when he caught the sound of the gentle trotting of a horse and the
rumbling of a light vehicle. It was the doctor. He waited, as he required
to speak to him. Soon the old white mare came out of the turning on
which he had kept hia eyes fixed. Her driver continued to advance with
an unheeding look.

" A tine day, doctor ! " said he, from a distance—" weather that should
cure invalids."

" Yes, if it did not kill them," interrupted the physician, who had
stopped his horse. " I have nothing left to do at La Pree. Those folk
have hardly any interest for you, your Reverence ; they are not your
parishioners. All the same you will own that it is cruel to lose a girl of
twenty-three, who is passing away just like a rose sheiling its petals, with^
out one's knowing what wind is carrying them off. Look here ! after
thirty years' practice we have a proud contempt of medical science which
leaves us ignorant of so many matters. She dies consumptive, that is all
I can say. What tine progress in knowledge ! Merely to name the evil
that one has known neither how to forestall nor to cure !

"

' "She is dying, then ? The young girl is dying ? That is certain, is it 1

"

asked the Vicar, musingly^ He only wished to know one thing : whether
he was led to this bold step by the gravity of the circumstances.

"To-morrow all may be over ; but this- pitiful condition may also last a
week or even longer. Last evening I thought she would not see the sun
rise to-day : she had the most terrible crisis ' Her mother spoke vaguely
of something's having agitated her. So fragile as she is, everything agitates
her, everything upsets her, a breath of wind is enough ! She vibrates like
glass, and she will shatter like it, too, poor child !

"

" Truthfully, you have no more hopes then ? " repeated the Vicar, with
strange emphasis.

,

" Yes, indeed ! the hope of a speedy end that she will not feel approach.
These struggles of youth with death are horrible. . . . Now I am goinc
off to see, just to ascertain that he is in admirable health, the old farmer ol
La Petite-Croix, who will be a hundred next Easter. What a mockery !

His children have long since grown tired of looking after him ; they contine
themselves to keeping him alive by feeding him with a few cruste ! And
he lives

;
while others die as Soon as' their spring-time has begun. ... I

had to warn the unfortunate parenta. They have known it for months
past

; but the unexpected favourable turns that characterize these kinds of
malady are so deceitful ! One is so ready to believe that the battles in
which the dying person appears to snatch back existence will have a
victorious issue. The father, whilst mourning over it, thought it only a
languour which it would be possible to overcome. Now he lays the blame
on me ; and he offers me half of all he possesses in exchange for the life of
his daughter. Oh I if health would let itself be bought, there is a hussy
who would beggar the world. The mother says nothing ; she has, I think,
worn out her trouble. Poor things I How one longs, in the face of such
woes, that science were a power in good earnest."

The doctor stroked his mare with the whip, and off she set at her jog-
trot again, whilst Vicar Fulgentius walked on towards La Pr^.

f-'^-l-- £gaaffi^ hSS?:^?^^^^^^pi "I- n . -r-*"«j,_iirj^g ^f^im
.:ft^.»»-_^^:, ^-JM
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As he walked he pondered, then presently thought out a subterfuge to
be resorted to if the master of the house chanced to be in his way, guard-
ing that green gate which before him no priest had ever passed. But he
soon took courage

; there was no one in the courtyard but Madame Le
Huguet, who was seated on the stone bench knitting, and who came to
meet him as if she had expected him. Her face wore a gloomier and still
more passive look. One would have said she was a sleep-walker acting
without any will of her own taking part in her movements. And truly
sl(e did not belong to herself—she was undergoing a tyranny which
mothers cannot resist ; her daughter for so long hopelessly reserved, cold
and mute, had given way at last, weeping on her bosom and covering her
with caresses, and had placed at her mercy the consolation or the despair
of her last daya She yielded in distraction, knowing that she waf doing
wrong, that this cowardice would heap burning coals upon her head ; she
felt sure of the anger of her husband, and of a still more terrible judge, to
whom, twenty times a day, she repeated as her whole prayer, " Lord,
may I alone be punished !

"

Without speaking to the priest, without looking at him, she showed
the way as she had done the day before, and then returned to watch in
the courtyard.

This time the windows were closed, the curtains closely drawn ; instead
of the perfume of pinks, an odour of ether filled the room. The priest
saw the fatal impress upon that wasted brow. He had assuredly done
well to come.

" Simone !

" said he, in a very low voice ; for she had not opened her
eyes at his approach.

She awoke with a start, stretched out her arms,'tried to speak ; a ray
of joy had suddenly changed her whole appearance—a joy that still dis-
trusted Itself, a joy mingled with apprehension, but still more with grati-
tu(Je, with boundless gratitude.

"Oh, how kind you are !" she murmured at length: "how kind you
are !

a j

' And not meeting in the eyes sought by hers all that she wished to
discover, "Yes," she continued timidly, "you are kind not to despise
me altogether. That note-book, after giving it you, I longed to take it
back again. It seems that I had delirium the whole night, that I kept
on crying out, ' Do not read !

' My father told me so without being able
to account for it.

. . Perhaps you have not read the book, since you
are here !

'
> j

" I have read—I do not despise you ; I pity you," he replied, in his
clear, manly voice, softened by compassion.

.

"You pity me?" she repeated. Then after a pause, as if she were
expecting something more, she added^ " That is all you come to tell meV

" No, I have many other things to tell you, my daughter, my sister,"
answered he then. " I have come to talk with you, as we may do ; I, who
belong to God, you, who are to appear before Him, concerning a love con-
demned upon earth, but which it rests only with you to see reflourish up
above, where nothing dies."

Leaning upon her elbow, she listened to him with her whole soul in
her eyes.

"Simone," he went en, "you have confided to me the history of a
poor child who has been loving, without knowing that she was sinning,
whilst paying with her life for this involuntary fault, a man who had
forbidden himself by oath the most lawful joys in this worid, and who
would himself rather have died than be perjured In such rare kinds of
love the soul either bums or refines ; they lead to heaven or to hell—to
no middle place ; they have for their end either eternal separation or
eternal reunion."

" Reunion 1 " sighed Simone.
"Yes," continued the priest, his handsome face beaming with a deep

and lofty impulse
;
" it is for you to choose.". (And he drew from his

belt and laid ujpon the bed, aa a witness of their interview, the little Wacfc
wooden crucifix that never parted from him.) " My Master forbids me
to hear anything that could turn me aside from Him. But of what conse-
quence is this passing worid 1 If I were the poor giri whose tortures of
mind you have revealed to me, I would not stop at such a transient
meeting, I should aspire to a tryst without end—again to see him, who
instead of being for me an occasion of falling has tried to be a meaks of
salvation, in that realm where there will be no more sins, no more
obstacles ; where all is pure, all is love."

"How can that be brought about?" she stammered, deceived by that
apostolic fervour which resembled passion, which was indeeil the strongest
kind of passion—that of proselytism.

"Do not you know," said he, " the souls that meet again are those that
in this world have had a like faith and a like hope for the next. There is
still time. Allow me to teach you, or rather yield yourself to the heavenly
promptings which warn you that by strange and devious ways God is lead-
ing you to know him."

"Then if I believed what j^ou believe we should meet again 1"
" I can {)romise you that."

.,
" You think so » You really think so

?"
' "I am sure of it."

" Speak, then !
" she exclaimed.

And he did speak—eloquently, ardently; he found without eflfort
words fitted to open that wounded heart, consumed by many fires, to the
depths of tenderness, the profound mysteries, the matchless consolations of
Catholicism.

She listened intently, wishing only to hear his voi^p as long as pos-
sible, to keep him beside her upon any ground conceivable. That desire
which he had expressed to see her again in the life to come Sufficed to cast
a spell over her dying hour. The time was flying quickly away whUe her

thoughts were all turned to his beloved presence, and his to the instruction
that he had begun. Suddenly they heard Monsieur Le Huguet say aloud
in the garden, "I am going upsUirs to Simone," and his wife reply with
evident agitation, "Take care you do no such thing! She is resting."
Then a few minutes later the mother came and said to the priest, " Take
advantage of his back's being turned. Be off quickly."

" But to-morrow ! "murmured Simone, " to-morrow \"

" Yes, to-morrow," answered Vicar Fulgentiua
And Madame Le Huguet repeated after him, as though in spite of

herself, " To-morrow ! "happy midst her grief to see that a thread bound
her child to life ; certain that to-morrow, by the sovereign virtue of that
hope, she would still be in life.

Vll,

Twice, three times did the vicar of Arc return to La Pr^e. He chose the
hour when the father was absent ; he slipped in furtively towards the
little back door, half-opened mysteriously to him ; he multiplied stratagema_
and precautions, as a lover would have done to cheat jealous guardians.
His design and the condition, every day more alarming, of her whom he
called his catechumen, justified this trickery in his eyes. Never did a
scruple check him in this battle fought, as he deemed, with the demon of
heresy

; only he lamented that he did not meet with more dangers
All was too easy, thanks to the complicity of the mother. But this

interesting task absorbed him body and soul ; they were the best filled
days of his life, those that supplied him with emotion—the food his heart
had longed for. In the intervals between his visits to Simone he prepared
overwhelming arguments, applied himself to opposing the principle of love
to the principle of protestation, in which she had doubtless been brought
up ;

he summed the doctrine up in a rapid and substantial manner adjusted
to their interviews, so brief and so soon to be broken off. Besides, it was
of little consequence to fathom dogma, to explain symbolism to the bottom

;
he only required an impulse of confidence and faith, one of those impulses
that decide in a second for eternity. Was he gaininjt ({round 1 How
could he tell 1

s "s 6

She offered no objection, she lent her ear, kept ever silent, appeared
docile. At times a big tear stole down her cheeks from her closed eyelids

;

at times she would fix a heart-broken look on the mirror in front of her—
the mirror of that famous wardrobe about which there was a talk in the
locked note-book. But if, while he spoke of heaven to the Christian, the
woman was weeping for her vanished beauty, he knew it not, but steadily
pursued his aim, without looking at her, without any distraction. Never
did he observe the funereal coquetry with which to receive him she
wrapped herself in delicate white shawls. One day when she said to him,
with a look of unutterable pain, " I am no longer a woman, I am only a
phantom,"

" You are a soul," he answered, " a purified soul ; that is why I return
here."

And when she grew more pointed, saying, " Since you have taken pity
on me, and I have seen you every day, death which before did not terrify
me, I now recoil from."

He added, sternly still, " Do not regret life: it had nothing to give
you," thus driving her back sadly submissive to the unknown shores, where
she was to wait for him. Yet sometimes, jealously exclusive, she relished
the certainty of leaving her memory in a heart which no human affection
would ever enter ; at other times, again, so feeble a consolation did not
suffice her. In all sorts of ways earthly feelings continued to have a hold
upon this dying girl, unknown to him who in the full vigour of youth
and health was more dead than herself to the impressions of life. ITever-
theless an article of the faith proposed to her delighted her, eni»ptur«di,a;
her ; it was the close though invisible bond subsisting between those who
are^no more and the friends that survive them, leaving them the power of
caring for each other, and influencing their destiny. " You will think of
me," said she to the priest ; "you will speak to me in your prayers ; and I
will never leave you any more. I will not leave you again for a moment
never again !

"
^

These words were the last let fall by her lips.

(To be eonti'Kued.)

THE DEGA Y OF GENIUS.

Thbkb is a general feeling in the world that the present is not an age of
genius. Despite the many brilliant discoveries which have been made,
despite the enormous pains taken to develop the intellect of the human
race, despite the large number of clever and educated men there are, a
conviction is abroad that there is a lack of genius. Nor is this merely the
discontent often felt with the present, and a longing retrospect to a former
age of gold. There seems really to be good evidence that, however im-
proved our civilization may be, however increased the number of men who
work in concert for the advancement of knowledge, the individual great-
ness which marked some previous epochs is no longer to be found

It might have been thought that when education reached the lower
classes, when many more men were brought within the light of knowledge,
many "mute inglorious Miltona" would have found their voice, and
esoched us with their song. It is not sa Neither in eloquence, nor in
poetry, nor in painting, nor in the art of leading men in politics, have we
found successors to Shakespeare, or Burke, or Joshoa Reynolda, or Pitt
The same kind of decadence has been seen in other days.

It is notorious that while ordinary talent ia more or less hereditarf,

that amount of talent which approaches genius, not to say genius itself, is

quite sporadic and apparently capricious in its appearance. In other words,
even the physical conditions at which we can guess are so complicated and
easily disturbed that we find ordinary parents, who have other ordinary
children, producing at a particular moment one child of a totally excep-
tional quality. There is no ascertainable law among the instances furnished
by history. Alexander the Great was an only child, Newton an eldest

bom, Descartes and Kant sixth and seventh in large families, and so on.

Some are delicate in health, some exceptionally strong, some studious,

some at first idle ; some have an able father, some an able mother, still

oftener both are obscure and, perhaps, commonplace people. So far then
it might be argued that, unless we undertake to study the physical con-
dition of the productions of the hum^n race with a minuteness impossible
in modem society, the origin of genius is a matter of haphazard. Even if

careful observations were possible, we could never reach a law without the
help of an experiment, and this is practically impossible. The world has
drifted further and further away from the notion of Plato, that the most
valuable of all the animals in the world should have the condition of its

production most carefully superintended.
But if we should infer from these facts that genius, because sporadic, is

altogether beyond the reach of known natural causes, history affords us
strong objections to such a conclusion. Though any ordinary parents seem
capable, at an exceptionally favourable moment, of producing a child of
genius, there are epochs in the history of nations when this, does not occur.
Nothing is more remarkable than this symjitom in a decaying civilization

—

that it loses the power of producing individual genius. It may be objected
that I am merely giving divers names to the same thing, and that the decay
of a nation means nothing more than the inability to produce individual
geniua This is not so. It is notorious, for example, that the Roman '

Republic grew great and prospered without the help or guidance of any
great political or literary genius. But even if the two facte were not
distinct, they are distinct expressions of the truth that the production of
genius is not haphazard, and that there are historical conditions which
perhaps promote it, others which certainly prevent it. The history of
Greece after Alexander, the history of the Byzantine Empire, of Egypt in
ite later days, of China, all afford notable examples of the latter. It is

possible, therefore, to have general conditions where no parents, even the
best, produce children of genius. Like some fair river which, after
running a splendid course through rich plains and wooded valleys, ends its

cdurse amid flats and muddy slabs, so do nations end a splendid record with
dull and ignoble epochs of senile impotence, when the course of affairs runs
smoother and slower till it is lost in the great Leifie of the ocean. If it be
true then that our own is an age in which genius is not produced, we
are in the face of this serious problem : Is it only a momentary failure
arising from the sporadic nature of the thing, or are we coming to one of
those epochs of decadence of wl^iich it is the most hopeless and melancholy
symptom t It ia a very general belief that real genius cannot be quenched
save by killing the body. According to this theory it must show itself,

whether thwarted or fostered, in spite of ignorance or any other obstacle
;

on the other hand, is there suiy one that has not known people who, in
spite of the greatest talents, seemed to have failed in lite 1 Is it not a
common remark, that had such an one had fail* play, he would have made
a great writer, or speaker, or leader of men ; and that, though genius will

overcome, and even gain by a certain kind of obstacles, there are many
cases where it has died away into mediocrity under the effects of adverse
surroundings t

>It is indeed quite possible that great public excitement, that days of
noble strife and exalted patriotism, may so effect ordinary parents as to
enable them to produce extraordinary offspring. " Man is very much the
creature of circumstances." In art, it is often the conventional shackles

—

the necessities of rhyme and metre, the triangle q£ a gable, the circular top
of a barrel—which have led the poet, the sculptor, or the painter, to strike
out the most original and perfect products of their art.

The difficulty of the present day is, however, one of a very different
kind. It is the question whether, among the adverse conditions, protection
and misguided patronage be not the most serious.' It is almost a truism
in literary history that Court patronage is bad for men of letters, that the
pay and encouragement of the State, instead of promoting, hinder literary
perfection. The apparent exceptions to this law are explained by the fact
that a great outburst of that kind of talent, starting in revolution or
opposition, does not" die at once when taken under the protection of the
Court, but fades out presently, in a generation perhaps, from vigour to
grace, from grace to feebleness. Were it not invidious, we could point
out, even in our own time, great artiste debauched and degraded by Court
favour, not to speak of that bureaucratic patronage of art imported by
well-meaning but stupid persons frcJm Germany.

It seems to me that the most fatal of all influences upon genius—that
of superior protection and systematic encouragement in the form of direc-
tion—has taken in our own day a new and deceptive form, and is possibly
the main cause of the decay in the intellectual greatness of our age. If, as
is conceded. Court favour and support has been so deleterious to the art of
grown men, what must be the effect of similar patronage beginning with
the child and escorting him under ita pernicious care from the cradle up
to mature life. Instead of discovering and fostering undeveloped genius,
the present method of rewards and punishmenta in education are certain
to overpraise second-rate faculties, to starve or strangle some first-rate

qualities, and -to treat others with contempt and neglect.

The average parent who does not think these things out for himself,

but adopte the directions of the State as his guide, seta to work as early

as possible, and pushes forward his children with all his might, if perchance

r» they may be prepared to win one of those " under 14 " scholarships which

are considered almost a provision for life. If the child shows peculiar
aptness for his studies, and learns his lessons quickly, in.stead of giving
him the benefit of it in leisure, new subjects are crowded upon him in the
hope of more prizes. If it be true that genius can really be stifled, that
an original thinker by birth may be reduced to a commonplace inha*»itant
of the world, no system can be conceived more likely to accomplish this
end. He is taken from the beginning ; he is pampered and threatened,
coaxed and coerced, into following the particular course laid out for him

;

he is sent to schools where herds of average boys are taught with him in a
fixed system, which he is not allowed to outrun or to evade ; he is persuaded
that not learning, but learning in a certain way, is the object before him

;

he is taught Hying languages, and living sciences, as if they were dead
;

and so he is led on, from examination to examination, till he comes into
life with a great reputation and no real thinking to sustain it. He has
been forced to forego independent thought as waste of time from his
early childhood

; is he likely now to recover it ? What national improve-
ments in education can be pointed out which have given the high pleasure
and produced the real improvements which are due to Homer and Eschylus,

"

to Dant^ and Shakespeare, to Mozart and Beethoven, to Rembrandt and
Raffaelle ? If, in the effort t%makc as many men as possible appreciative
of genius, you destroy the few and delicate plants Which were about to
bear new fruit of that rare excellence, you may make your age at taost
cultivated and learned, critical about the excellence of the past—but all

true vitality and progress will stop, and this condition will presently lead,

it may be to a refined, but not the less to a real decay.

—

J. P. Mahafy, in
Maimillan'a Magazme.

THE SCRAP BOOK.

AJIGLO-COLOXIAL CO-PARTNERSHIP.

" I AM all for co-partnership between the colonies and the mother
country for purposes of self-defence. It will help you materially. It is

absolutely essential to us. But I regret to say that there is little interest

taken in the subject here. Yet from every point of view it is a question
of vital importance to the English in all parts of the world that the English
realm, wherever it is scattered, should be as one against all foreign foes.

I think that the vast expanse of uninhabited lands which you have handed
over to us ought never to have been handed over to us ; for what right have
300,000 persons, settled upon the mere outside fringe of a colony like Queens-
land, to dispose of the absolute ownership of 400,000,000 acres in the

interior ? That we have not made a bad use of it I admit, and sometimes
We stand aghast at our own moderation. What is there to hinder our
dividing up the country among ourselves, each man of us settling upon
himself and his heirs for ever fertile lands equaTin expanse to that of many
a European kingdom 1 But at present we would be very willing to make
over a very large proportion of these lands to you as security for the

expense which might be incurred in the task of national defence. What
could we do at present in Queensland against a single fast cruiser let loose

upon our shoresy in case of difficulties either with Russia or with France 1

We have spent some money not very wisely. What we want is to see the
money which is spent in Imperial Defence spent intelligently, under the

direction of an Imperial representative body."

—

Sir Thomas Mcllwraith,
ex-Premier of Qiieenaland.

^
THE NEW MOTHER HUBBARD.

When old Mother Hu|)tard
Went to the cupboard

Her costume was modest, though queer.

hanvTwne she sought,As the i

'Twas little she thought
How the future would deal with her gear.

When first her old fashion

Became a strong passion

They truthfully copied her gown

—

Of fancies the oddest,

Short-waisted and modest,

Long-sleeved, narrow-skirted, and brown.

But the late innovation

That's sfao king the nation
Leaves the arms, like the cupboard, all bare.

Of the puffy high neck
There is left not a speck,

'"—And too much is revealed of the fair.

The gauzy confusion
Of lace and illusion

Would shock Mother Hubbard outright.

She'd never endorse it.

Nor own to the corset

—

Mayhap, she would die of the fruht.

Our workingmen expect a stringent measure to restrict Chinese immigra-
tion, and they will take nothing less. British Columbia in particular will

insist upon this, and ite demands will be backed up by the more eastern

Provinces. The question must be boldly grappled with, and no half-way
measure will do.

—

Ottawa 5ttn. ~^—
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Mb. Blakb, in fact, is nothing more than a skilful lawyer who has a
faculty for picking holes in an adversary's case, and who never concerns
himself about the process of mending it.

—

M<mtreal Gazette.

Thk Norquay Government must of course come in. lor their "share of
condemnation for their stupid course in connection with the boundary
dispute. Even had the Province wanted* the territory to the east, there
was not the slightest obligation upon it to become a party to the quarrel.
Manitoba Free Press.

" Chbap travel " is at the present time capable of almost indefinite
expansion, and just as the penny post has yielded almost fabulous results
so will it be in this instance, and what is now looked upon-as a " finality

"

in fares will ere long be recognized as a fatal obstacle in the way of
developing traffic.

—

Quebec Chronicle.

Mrs. Lockwood, making the race for the Presidency on a tricycle, is a
picturesque feature of the campaign ; but she is not so grotesque as Bunting
Butler in the guise of an anti-monopolist. Like the drunken temperance
lecturer, Mr. Butler illustrates the evil he deplores—he is the goblin of his

_ own graveyard.

—

Philadelphia Record.

Wb believe that, when any English colony in America makes up ite
mmd to enter the American Union, Great Britain will offer very little
opposition. The disposition of England at the present time is to let the
colonies do as they please, and this is a sound and liberal policy. The
Mother Land does not desire to impose her will upon her children when
they think they can do better if allowed to act for themselves.—5< John
{N.B.) Globe.

The keen competition with Canadian wheat which has sprung up
emphasizes the irnportance of freeing the St. Lawrence route and the
harbour of Montreal from all public tolls. It also points to the necessity
of reducing transhipment charges at Montreal, and providing the most
improved and economical shipping facilities ate this port. In the great
game which is soon to be played for the supply of the European wheat
market the Dominion cannot afford to lose a single advantage, hoover
apparently insignificant.

—

Montreal Herald.

'

Lord Rosebery'b speech before the Trades Union Congress in Aberdeen
the other day, on the Federation of the Empire, was an excellent one in all
points, and entirely different from the telegraphic report of it which we
had occasion to criticize. Like many others this Liberal nobleman has
much reason to complain of in his treatment by the Press Association
which deals with matter which is transmitted to this side of the ocean as
if Its pleasantness to the palate of the Americans was the first consideration
and truth or accuracy an altogether secondary thing.—i/bn<reo/ Witness.

If there be any meaning at all in the characteristically shifty argument
which Sir Stafford Northcote addressed to his friends in the Edinbureh
Corn Exchange the other day it is this—The Franchise BUI is so danger-
ous a measure in itself that we do not desire to see it passed until we
have had the opportunity of taking all the vice out of it by a scheme of
redistribution of our own concocting. In point of fact, not liking either
measures. Sir Stafford and his friends desire to have both before them in
order that they may use the one to defeat the other. And this is pre-
cisely what Mr. Gladstone is far too old a tactician to give them the oppor-
tunity of doing.

—

Liverpool Mercury.

France may be rich enough to pay for her glorv, but she seems to find
it very inconvenient to do so in cash down. The" warlike enterprises in
which she is engaged are simply ruining her finances, and the deficit
promises to be as normal a condition of the Republic as it was in the days
of the Bourbon monarchy. This year French authorities estimate the
probable deficit at as much as eight millions sterling, and that without
making any allowance for much outlay for the Chinese war. It is there-
fore not improbable that the beginning of next year we may hear of a new
r rrii^rii "^h'i. ^'^^-^ •oouw o©- unciorstooci, 19 ftn optiEnist estnnfftG, wiiicbi
takes no account of the ten or twelve millions that will be required immedi
ately if the Chinese war is prosecuted vigorously.—Pa« Mall Gazette.

The Irish landlords say, and the truth of it is undeniable, that after the
recent serious reductions they are every way worse off than before. The
holders of Egyptian stock might welcome a measure which, though cutting
down their "interest by giving substantial guarantees, might nevertheless
increase the value of their capital. At all events they could realize at any
mopient But the Irish landlords find it harder to collect their rents than
before, since the tenants are waiting and hoping for another bout of agita-
tion. The landlords cannot sell, for in that expectation of theirs few
tenants will buy, while no speculative investor will embarrass himself with
Irish property. Estates are put up and withdrawn from the auction-room
because there is no higher offer than eight or nine years' purchase. So
that, even should the land market happily grow brisker, a load of the land is
hanging on the market. I conversed with several of the large land agents in
Dublin. All ageeed that nothing would tempt them to risk any money in
Irish land. All said that they would recommend their clients to sell at
anything like reasonable prices. In other words, they could only recom-
mend the impossible. What is wanted, I repeat, is the belief in the finality
in land legislation, which is felt in neither the one quarter nor the other.
London Times.

It is a moot point with practical politicians whether the two millions
of new voters would disturb the present balance of power, except at the
cost of the Liberals. There is an enormous force in an established church,
a territorial aristocracy, and a body of yeomen invincible in theit affection
for obsolete politics, and this would operate materially to keep the new
constituencies Conservative. But that does not weigh with the Conserva-
tive peers or Sir Stafford Northcote. They want to manipukte in their

own interest the new constituencea of the urban class. By a system of
lopping there and adding here it would be possible to get an electoral map,
resembling a patchwork quilt in eccentricity, bu^ excellently adapted to
secure Conservative ascendency. This is the method of redistribution which
IS known as "jerrymandering." It is to be able to "jerrymander" the
Constitution after their own hearts that Lord Salisbury and his colleagues
are striving now. It really might be a good strategic stroke to say this
plainly from the Conservative platforms. The party would possibly jump
at It and work with still greater vigour tkan ever. It would not be a very
respectable confession. But the present line of policy is not honest It
cloaks a design the Tory chiefs have compunction to disclose under forma
of words which are misXeAdiag.—Manchester {Eng.) Examiner.

Mr. Cowen, in proposing " The Industries of Tyneside," achieved the
feat of speaking, almost with a Ruskinese eloquence and discrimination, of
a class of achievements which Ruskin utterly despises and condemns. Mr
Cowen's discription of the mingling of the old Border spirit—the spirit
which originated forays into Scotland—with the training and discipline of
modern industries, and of the adventurous practical wisdom which had
thence resulted, was quite a work of rhetorical art. " The doughty New-
castle burghers in old times often rolled back the tide of war. Their sons
contribute to the national defence weapons of. unrivalled precision and
potency.

. . . This, too was the birthplace of the locomotive and the
nursery of the railway system. It is seldom that modem industrialism so
closely confronts the crumbling relics of a legendary and turbulent, but
memorable, past. The suggestive contrasts have not been without influence
on the inhabitanta The Northumbrian's character is pre-eminently his own.He impresses his ancestral individuality on his surroundings. He was
cradled in adventure, and is trained to steady works. The disposition
that once made him a riever, and sent him in forays across the Border,
still makes him a rover, and sends him to far Stivannahs, where he fights a
brave battle for himself, his family, and his race. The impulse that insti
gates to adventure, promotes mental flexibility and physical hardihood,
which constitute at once the supremacy and the safeguard of English
merchantile speculation."

—

Spectator.

THE PERIODICALS.

Ik the September number of Le Livre the editor bewails the somnolent
condition of Paris in " Terrible August" His beloved " Centre of the Uni-
verse " is empty. There is absolutely nobody in town that he knows, and
the intolerable heat dries the ink on his pen. For these reasons he claims
the indulgence of his readers ; but he is too modest The number con-
taining this Jeremiad is a really good one. The writer of the opening
article, " Le Livre en Chine," apologizes ifl a humorous manner for v^ntur-
ing upon such a subject at a time when every French paper te^i^ with
chinoiseries. Paul a'Estrte introduces French scholars to the tl^d copy of
" La Guirlande de Julie," which he has discovered in the NationSinLiibrary.
And there is the usual wealth of literary and critical notes.

Thb October Magazine of, American History is a strong and notable
number. Its articles are all readable, and of timely and varied interest
An exquisitely engraved steel portrait of the late Orsamus H. Marshall of
Buffalo forms the frontispiece. The opening article, " Curiosities of In-
vention—a Chapter of American Industrial History," from the able pen of
Charles Barnard of the CerUury, will be read with interest It is illus-
trated with some of the best portraits ever published of Whitney, Blanchard,
Howe, Lyall, McCormick, Goodyear and Edison. The second article,
" Monroe and the Rhea Letter, " by the eminent author and historian,
James Schouler, and "A bit of Secret Service History," by Allan Fore-
man, are each fresh with curious and instructive information. "The
Nation's First Rebellion" (in 1794), by H. C. Cutler, throws new light
upon a singular episode in history. A " Tribute to the late Orsamus H.
Marshall," by Col. W. L. Stone, and a second scholarly paper from M. V.
Moore, "Did the Romans Colonize America?" complete the list of the
most important oontributions of the current month. The Original Docu-
ments contain an important letter on " Secession," from Gen. Houston
while Governor of Texas. Minor Topics gives us a short and entertaining
article on " Massasoit," by Rev. R. W. Allen. An article is announced
for the November number on the "Unsuccessful Candidates for the
Presidency of the United States." and will be illustrated.

OcTOBKB St. Nicholas completes a six months volume, and has a title
and list of contents for binding. In addition to the usual excellent read-
ing for young folks, there is an article by Mrs. Lizzie Champney, entitled
" Another Indian Invasion," which is well worthy the attention of children
of a larger growth. The gratifying results of an attempt to civilize the red
man at Carlisle are here set forth at length. The experiment has been
made at the instigation of the United States Government, carried out
under the superintendence of Captain Pratt, assisted by several devoted
ladies, including Miss Temple and Miss Hyde. Joaquin Miller is also a
contributor :

" Lost on the Plains." An instructive sketch on " Slang "

contains much advice that is well worth the attention of the youth of Can-
ada as well as their brethren " over the line." Lessons in drawing, com-
plete and continued stories, a " very young folks' department," and the
rest are included in the part.

OOTOBBB Literary Life contains articles entitied " MacGahan : Hero,
Journalist, Liberator," "Will Farrand Felch," "Some Young Poets,"
" A Package of Letters," " Anecdotes of Authors," "The First Edition of
Grey's Elegy," " Patty Honeywood," editorial notes and selections.
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/ I Thb numbers of The Living Age for Sept 20th and 27th contains " Leo
XIII. and Geothe," from the Contempora/ry ; " The Prophet of Walnut Tree
Yard," Nineteenth CerUury ; " Unpublished Notices of James Sharp, Arch-
bishop of St. Andrew's," Scottish Review," Beaumarchais," Cornhill; "Mary
Russell Mitford," Argosy ; " Mount Carmel," Sunday Magazine; "A Lady's
Life in Manitoba," All the Tear Round ; " A Positivist Pigeon, and Lord
Ampthill," Spectator ; Byron's " Newstead," Alhenmum ; " Moscow's New
Cathedral," London Times ; with " Friede, a Village Story," " Monsieur
Michaud's Fiancee," and an instalment of " Beauty and the Beast," and
poetry.

BOOK NOTICES.

Naturalization and Nationality in Canada. By Alfred Howell.
Toronto : Carswell and Co.

In 1870 the Imperial Parliament, after full discussion in both Houses,
and after consideration of the elaborate report of the Royal Commission

—

the fruit of two years' labour of the distinguished men who formed that
Commission—enacted the "Naturalization Act," which, being amended
by two subsequent Acts, is now known as the "Naturalization Acts,
1870-1872." This law, with some variations, has been adopted by the
Dominion Parliament in the " Naturalization Act, Canada, 1881," which
recenUy came into full operation. In addition to the common naturaliza-

tion, the Act contains provisions as to several other important matters,
particularly that recognizing the right of expatriation, expressed in the
language of the 9th section, as follows :— " Any British subject who has'
at any time before or may at any time after the coming into force of this

Act, when in any foreign State, and not under disability, voluntarily

become naturalized in such foreign State, shall be deemed within Canada
to have ceased to 'be a British subject and be regarded sis an alien." It

will be seen irom this that the time-honoured maxim "once a British
subject, always one " no longer prevails. Mr. Howell has gone to no little

trouble in collecting Orders in Council, treaties and conventions with
foreign states, and other matters necessary to an intelligent reading of the
Act ; besides which, there is a disquisition on the old rule of perpetual
allegiance as known in the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United
States, and the controversies arising out of that rule, which, with the
annotation to the Act itself and the statement of the United States' law,
with forms, makes the work a complete compendium of the law upon the
subject treated of. In rather unfavourable contrast with the simple oath
of allegiance required under the English and Canadian law is the iron-clad

oath in use in the United States (p. 113), in which the applicant for

citizenship there is required to swear, " 1 do absolutely and entirely

renounce and abjure all allegiance and fidelity to every foreign prince,

potentate. State or sovereignty whatever, and particularly to" Queen
Victoria, or as the case may be—which indeed seems inconsistent with the
right of the person under the new laws to throw off the acquired nation-
ality and resume his former status. Mr. Howell's book is of, exceeding
value, and is, we understand, the only work on the subject in Canada,
there being but one (that of Cutler) similar treatise in England.

B. C.

Bos-

OvBE thk Bordbb. Acadia, the Home of "Evangeline." By E.
With Illustrations in Heliotype from Water-colour Sketches.
ton: James R. Osgoode and Company.

An account of a trip to a region " seemingly distant, really accessible,"
comparatively unknown—a country whose people 5

Dwell together in love, those simple Aoadian farmers.

The writer and his fellow-travellers visited the Bay of Fundy, the Basin of
Minas, Port Royal. Annnpnlis, Digby,^ Halifax,.Grand Pr^^Clare and I,'Isle
des Monts Deserts, and the unpretentious narrative is accompanied by
charming illustrations from original drawings of many points of interest
The book is, moreover, a typographic gem, and reflects the greatest credit
upon the publishing house whose name appears upon the ittie.

Edited by iU Lespinasse. Chicago : Published byNoTBs ON Niagara.
the Editor.

A literary and artistic gem, consisting of a collection of eloquent,,
descriptions of the mighty cataract by eminent pens, illustrated by nearly
one hundred views. One glance at the contents is sufficient to show that
the list of writers and artists laid under contribution by the editor includes
many names of world-wide repuUtion. Typographically viewed, " Notes
on Niagara " would grace any table.

Hand-Book of THB St. Nioholab Aqassiz Association. By Harlan H.
Ballard. Lennox, Mass. : Published by the Author.

A handy littie explanation of the raiton detre of the society formed
by a number of collectors of natural objects, to which is a4ded much
technical information—a plan of work, how to collect specimens, and a
quantity of other matter that is interesting i.n lnv«i^ nf natural collections.

A Political Cebbd. By G. Manigault New York : Wynkoop and Hal-
lenbeck.

The author calls this book an answer to Henry George's " Progress and
Porerty," though it was written before he saw the would-be 14nd reformer's
work, because if the above " creed " be true, Mr. G«orge's doctrines must
be false. But Mr. Manigault's book is too abstrusely scientific in form for
the bulk of our readers.

Thb Adventures of a Widow. By Edgar Fawcett Boston: James R.
Osgood and Co.

This novel, having run through the columns of The Week prevWs to
its publication in volume form, is tolerably familiar to our readers. Mr.
Fawcett professes a lofty contempt for plot and incident in fiction, and the
present book is a good sample of his ideal. He relies chiefly upon polished
dialogue, one result of which is that his characters talk upon stilts, so to
speak. Nevertheless, this sort of writing evidently has its admirers, for
Mr. Fawcett has propounded the same social theories in identical periods
in several preceding works, most of which have been successful—and noth-
ing succeeds like success.

The Cataloqub of the Toronto Circulating Library is out, and is

probably the most welcome book published in the city" this year. Mr.
Bain is to be congratulated upon its conciseness and simplicity^ and the
printers upon its appearance. We cannot but think, however, that the
book is worthy of a stouter binding.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

The continued popularity of the "Silver King" was manifested by the
large audience which assembled to greet its presentation at the Toronto
Opera House on Monday. The " drama of a lifetime," as it has been
aptly called, is billed for the remaiBder of the week, the company perform-
ing it being that of Mr. Harry Miner. The cast is not by any means the
strongest which has been seen in Toronto, but it is a fair all-round one,
whilst the scenery is excellent. Mr. Bangs is too strong for WUfri4
Denver, failing in the lighter and more delicate passages. The Nellie
Denver of Miss Behrens is an in-and-out performance ; she is too stagey,
and the audience laughs when she attempts pathos. Jacques, the family
servant, is moderately well played by Mr. Verney ; Mr. Colton makes a
good Spider ; the CoOmhe of Mr. James Vincent is a burlesque upon a
burlesque

; and the parts of Cripps and Corketl, assigned to Messrs. Dayton
and Burbridge, are average performances. Mr. Sheppard must be congyat-
ulated upon his determination to raise the curtain at eight sharp ; let him
put a stop to the ear-piercing whistling of the " gods " and he will confer
a further and even a greater favour on his patrons.

The Toronto Choral Society has' resumed work for the winter.
" Samson " is the work taken up, and the society feel confident of a pros-
perous season. The position of pianist, formerly occupied by Miss Dallas,

has been tilled by the appointment of Miss Ella Cowley.

The congregation of St. J ames' Cathedral, Toronto, had an opportunity
last week of hearing their newly appointed organist. Dr. Davies, to rather
better advantage than whilst in the performance of ordinary musical
services. A selection including Kreutzer's "Night in Grenada;" a pas-
torate in G, by Stephens ; an allegro moderato, by Hainworth ; Men-
delssohn's " Marcia Punebra " and " Reformation " Symphony ; a minuet
and trio (Octetta), by Schubert ;

" The Horse and his Rider, " by Handel
;

and Gounod's Marche Cortege " Irene," was given in the Cathedral by Mr.
Davies, and considerable satisfaction was expressed by those present with
the great ability shown.

It. is seldom that an opportunity occurs of hearing so accomplished a
musician as Madame C. C. Rossiter, and it was gratifying to see so large

an audience to welcome her as assembled in the Toronto Temperance Hall
on Tuesday night. On that occasion Madame Rossiter, assisted by Miss
Beaver, a fine contralto, gave a selection of piano and organ solos, songs,

recitations, and concertina .solos, in a manner which delighted and aston-

ished her hearers.

A coacEax company,-conaiating of J ^CQrlBtt-Thomp8on, her hus

—

band, Mr. Thomas Hurst, a tenor whose name has not transpired, and a
pianist, has been organized in Toronto " to meet the constant demand of

societies and churches made fot* the same."

J
The Toronto Roller Skating Rink, which closed during the hot weatherj.

was re-opened on Monday night last, when a number of ladies and gentle-
men indulged in the fascinating sport. The rink has been made bright,

clean, and handsome by the Messrs. Going, and will no doubt become a
fashionable winter resort.

.-1,..

The programme of the Irving performances at Montreal is as follows :

—

Wednesday, "The Merchant of Venice," Thursday, "Much Ado About
Nothing," Friday, " Hamlet," Saturday matinee, " Much Ado About
Nothing," Saturday night, "Louis XI." A tremendous rush has been
made for seats, as might have been expected. Mr. Irving's company
are announced to appear in Toronto next week in four performances, as
follows : Wednesday, " Merchant of Venice," Thursday, " Much Ado
about Nothing," Friday, "Hamlet," Saturday matinee, "Much Ado
about Nothing," Saturday night, " Louis XI." The sale of seats com-
mences at the box-office Saturday.

A MEBTING of the professional and amateur orchestral players of
Montreal was held last week to take into'congideration the formation of
an orchestral society. Thirty-five members were' enrolled. Mr. Edwin
Harris was appointed president and conductor^

, and Mr. Johnstone
secretary.

''

Thb concerts of the Boston Handel and Haydn Society for the coming
season will be at Christmas time, on February 22nd (Handel bi-centennial),
and Easter Sunday.

Thb great Italian tragedian, Tomaso Snlvini, is on his way to this
continent to fulfil several professional engagements.
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LITERARY GOSSIP.

(^
CHESS.

The Rambler, our spicy Chicago contemporary, has come out in a new
dress—with a semi-coloured cartoon wrapper, a two-page illustration
entitled "Dulce-Domum," and several minor illustrations.

RocHESTBji is next month going to lay the corner-stone of a monu-
ment to the famous Indian orator. Red Jacket, and his body and those of
some of his contemporary chiefs will be placed under it. This is calculated
to arouse the jealousy of Buffalo, which claims Sa-goye-wat-ha as her own.

Meissonier has never made any attempt to conceal the low opinion he
entertains of the ability of women. " It's no use talking, your Majesty,"
he once blurted out to the Empress Eugenie, at Compiegne, " Show me a
she Raphael, or a female Rembrandt, or a female Meissonier and I'll change
my opinion, but not. till then."

The " Milton Bible,*' which the trustees of the British Museum have
just purchased, is the first Mrs. Milton's Bible. " I am the book of Mary
Milton " ; so runs the inscription, in the lady's own handwriting. The

- poet himself, however, has entered the dates of the birth of his children
which are given with commendable precision.

'

A REMARKABLE blunder occurs in the Saturday Review's notice of Lord
Lome's " Canadian Pictures," in which it is said there are no Jewsm Canada. Where the Marquis obtained his information is unknown

:

but It IS strange he does not know there are a considerable number of
Jews in this country, who are not only industrious, but wealthy citizens.—
Ottawa Free Press.

Mb. C. D. Weldon, of New York, whose painting entitled "The
Wedding Dress" attracted so much attention at the last Academy Exhi-
bition, and was bought by Mr. Graves, of Brooklyn, for $2,000, has been
engaged during the summer upon illustrations for " The Buntling Ball " a
poetical satire upon New York Society, to be issued anonymously' byFunk and Wagnalls. ' '

Lord Tennyson is reported to be in high dudgeon over the determin-
ation of a New York house to publish, in a new edition, all the earlier
poems which he suppressed, particularly the one satirizing Bulwer Lytton.We know of nO new edition of the Laureate's poems, other than the one
being published by Macmillan and Co., and that, as is expressly stated is
revised throughout by the author/ .

'

The whole number of publications of the world, during the year 1883
was, according to the official accounts sent out from Leipzig, no less than
15,474 books, pamphlets, etc., and 386 maps, or 429 books etc., and 40
maps more than during the year 1882. Leipzig continues to be the centre
of the book trade for Germany, and indeed for the whole world. In that
city during the past year, no less than 2,624 books and 14 maps were
published, while in Berlin 2,434 books and 57 maps were issued. Austria
issued 1,944 publications, and Switzerland 644.

A GOOD deal of attention is just now being directed to the plagiarisms
and imiUtions which Verdi has incorporated into his works. For a man
with a remarkable fund of original melody, they are as inexplicable as
they are indisputable. In the Musical Courier, Mr. Ernest Saltus has
been commenting upon the indebtedness^f the author of "Aida" to the
scores of DonizettL Some years ago, at a l^aris ca/e, a well-known feuille-
tonist exclaimed, enthusiastically: "Verdi carries melody in his sleeve!
All he has to do is to shake his arm and it pours out." " Yes," quietly
answered an American gentleman, standing by. " And he wears his sleeves
as do the Chinese pickpockets—extra wide ; and the police can always find
them full of stolen good&"

Roberts Brothers, Boston, announce : "Our Great Benefactors :

Short Biographies of the Men and Women most eminent in Literature
Science, Philanthropy, Art etc., " edited by Samiifll Adams Drak«, witfr
nearly 100 portraits ; " Paris : Historical, Social, and Artistic," by Philip
Gilbert Hamerton, profusely illustrated with woodcut engravings and
twelve full-page etchings ;

" The Countess of Albany," by Vernon Lee,
" Harriet Martineau," by Mrs Fenwick Miller, and " Mary Woolstonecraft,"
by Elizabeth Robins Pennell, in the " Famous Women Series "

;
" The New

Book of Kings," an attack on monarchy, by J. Morrison Davidson (of the
Middle Temple); "The Loving Ballad of Lord Bateman," illustrated by
George Cruikshank ;-<* Atheism in Philosophy, and other Essays," by the
Rev. Frederic H. Hedge, D. D. ; and "The Making of a Man," by the late
Rev. Wm. M. Baker, author of "His Majesty, Myself," being a sequel to
that book.

i

The history of Van Dyck's portrait of Charles I. lately bought for the
National Gallery from Blenheim Palace for £17,500 is as follows. It was
originally, no doubt, painted for the king, and was sold during the Common-
wealth for £150. The great Duke of Mariborough bought the portrait at
Munich. The painting is on canvas, in excellent condition, and shows the
king bareheaded, otherwise in complete shining black armour, mounted on
a dun-coloured horse, seen in profile, advancing to the left, and attended
by his equerry, Sir Thomas Morton, on foot, and holding the royal helmet.
The portrait is a superb masterpiece, a splendid example of Van Dyck'g
art at its most potent stage. The painter never imparted to the cold, hard,
narrow, and proud features of Charles a grander and more king-like
expression than on the the face of this glorious work. The horse is per-
haps the best Van Dyke produced, which is saying much. The sky and
the abundant foliage would have charmed Titian. The general colouration
and handling attest the profit gained by Van Dyke during his sojourn in
Italy. The picture, though often copied, has never been adequately
engraved.

t^All eommunlMtion* inUmdtd far thU dfartment ,hould b» aidrtatd
offle* of Thb Wbik, Toronto.

• C)UM Editor,•

PKOBLEM No. 48.

By W. AtklMon.
No. 46 corrected.

BLACK.

WHITE.
White to ptay and sui-mate in four movea.

PBOBLEM No. 48.

TODBNEZ PBOBI.BK No. i.

Motto:—"Tempore oandidior."

BI.AOK.

WHirH.
White to play and mate in three moves.

COOK'S 8TNOP8I8—AMEBICAN EDITION.

add.^SnrthTe'^te^JSS'oMh'^^B^fj'S.^T''-^"^

ooc,^^es'l4fl*„^lJ "nf'lh,'"'"'';"'
^"batim reprint of the latest edition of the English work,occupies 140 pages. Of this section we need not speak ; its eioellenoe is attesteil by its wide

luoD^^eS?" [^'ih?h
"'^

""^l''*
".^-^""Won o' the previous editions. It ta " The'^Ameriiln

veMi^M i?^^ th« Zil^„^^
wish partici^arly to refer. It purport, to contain • America n

IS3'r^ftSc'h^\.Tu°.;?S•rgn1?e'll?ra'te'Jrd'^aU^a^.'^''' °' '"" ^"^""^ "^^ •'"''-'•

defe'^^e" to th^ 'r°I^^i'?S'
*''""'»'> '» American players we may mention Mr. A. P. Barnes

R!»!.km»t „.^v,>
P

i'S? '.f;'"^*
gambit, Mr. Henry Loewe's variation in the Scotch, the

Me"thp^,eVfe^g^i.^^^^^^^^^^

re^1it7bl??Jri??eUrtSr^ri';Xe°^''^' "" "''"^ ^l^"'-'"-! by Sj.l'tlSI' i^^il'

„i^??°^* 'V? '**'"®
°J

the American Supplement which is worthy of all praise <» the
SI^^^„°/,

*'""*'• «.:".^!v,P'*'^«'> '" '»'« international tournaments by gr»»t masters 'n thl

Sis? PontL.??T°'l*'',
"leoretical analysis. There is no doubt that in their games m taper

hi?L?^,^Hi^*'^^,'
Pl»ye'?.«»»» honest opinions as to the best lines of pfiy, and th™ are

rfte nllJerfiSo ™tlfi'?.?'"°«
'*"'**1' '"^ ""« ™"« opinions of perhaps thSd orfSlJthrate players, who make their arguments suit particular pet moves of their own

in th^ UniJid SiA^'li°?r°*'T 9^"' '"l^"'^
'"* """"«' °' «'8hty-s6ven chess organizations

^JiZ h,J^„„! .1 ^ i
Canada, the most comprehensive list yet published we bllieve. We

Xof"°Jtre'"notn!gT,rofCatsr' ^""^"^ among the number. How is this? Has the

!. . J*"*
'''"'?'y °'. 'be New Orleans Chess, Checkers and Whist Club, near the end of the book

™™.n^r^?iS^-^
interesting description of the thoroughly tropical rapidity with which thismmense organisation has grown and flourished.

= .» «- «•
.7 .«^ tuiuu iau«

ii'«„T''*TT,°i""°'"'.''®"'?P"'"^'5* °°™' being embellishMl with a moat Ingenious Knlghfs
Sj,„;nf.^n^*P."''^ *"'?'*• *"'* 'b« typoifraphical work simply splendid. Wa hope ii^subw!
,^3^.Zh^ ,^' ??

examine more fully this useful work. It contatas a vast amount of^i3?aL
iSUL^^t ^ '^* progressive student, and we heartily recommend the work to all cheM-players who desire to poeseaa a handy an.l most remarkable authority on the openings.

thelJrm'inl'v,^^''.?!? ?"^?\°''"S''?'~'^ Tabular Analysis, by WUllam Cook, a member ofthe Birmingham Chess Club, with American inventions in the Chess ooeninffs and Irish

cf«&d''co.?^!"' ''• '*^- '^"' "' "*' C'°"-^»" Commercial SoMetU. ^toffitifBo^

SOLUTION TO END QAllE.

^^ end game which appeared in our issue of the 18th inst., has excited a great deal ofcomment Strange to "V some of the most expert analysts in the country deolarwl it adraw, whUe the wm for White can be forced in the following elegant manner-
^""™

WhiU. Black.

1- B E 5 K Kt 1 (o)
2. B Kt 6 K B 1 (6)
3. B B 7 P Kt,»

White mates in four.

WhiU. Black.

» „„ "» * KBl
8. K B 7 S. P Kt 6
1. PzP and wiu.

(o) If Pmores, P z P»na wln»7~

^-^ GAME No. as.

The Bcottiah Cheaa Association.

The foUowing game was played in the Major Toomament of the Soottlah Cheu Auooia-

King's GanAit refnsed.

Mr. G. B. Fraaar.

I. F to K 4
a. P to K B 4
8. Kt to K B 3
4. BtoB4
5. F to B 3
6. P to q Kt 4
7. F to q B 4
8. P to Q 3
9. P to B 3
la qxB
11. B x P
12. B X Kt
13. Kt to q a
14. Kt to B eq
U. PtoKtS .

U. P to Kt 4

Hr.MUU.
FtoK4
B to q B 4 (a)

F toq3
Kt to q B 3
B to K Kt S (6)
B toKt3
P toqB3
Kt to K B 3
BxKt
FxP
Ktto K4
PxB
Caatles
PtoOBl
Kttoqa
q to B S oh

WMt*.
Mr. Q. B. Fraser.

17. q to Kt 3 (c)

18. Kt X q
19. K to K a
ao. B to Kt 3
ai. q B to.q sq
aa. B to B a
a3. K to B 3
24. Kt to K a
as. K P X F
28. Kt to Kt 3
a?. KxP
aH. K to B 3
29. K B to Kt aq
30. Rx B
81. P to q 4

And Black matea

Black.

Mr. Milla.

Pto Kt3
K to Kt 2
§B toqaq
tto 3 4

KttoK3
Btoq3

'-IP to K B 4 (d)
Px P
P X P donble oh
B to B 9 oh
B to B 7 (0BxB
KtoBaq

la two moTaa,

NOTEa

(a) P to q 4attd themore to the text are the beet methods of dmUnlna the nmUt InGermany we believe that the move to the text is preferred to P to q 4,

»-->"». "
,. <*' Jl??'y ** doubted whether thla move ahonld be played before brtostoa out the K Kt
If now White played P to K B 3, Blaok would need either to exohanse B sSKt. or retire theB on tta original diagonal. ^

' "™""'

"

(0) White here felt It neeeaaary to offer the exebancc, othanrlae we nippaM.U it couldhave been safely avoided, he would have retuaed to aunendar his ohief WMpon(?attaak.
(d) Well played. Thia at onoe inltlatea a atroof attaok.

(«) We Inellne to think that Kt to q aq or B aq w«a mora affaotiTa. To Ban mate the Ktmuat have bean at onoa aacrlfload. 11 ludMd H would have had that affaol
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WHAT IS CATAERH ?

rram ths Mail (Can.) Deo. IS.

Catarrh is a maoo'pumleat dlMhargecanted
by tha preaenoe and deTolopment of the
vegetable parasite amoeba tn the intemi^ lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This paradlte la

omy developed under favourable circum-
•tonoes, and these are :—Morbid atate of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberole,
the germ poison of syphihs, mercury, tozo-
mcsa, f^Fom the retention of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
¥}laon8 that ore germinated In the blood.
hesA poisons keep the internal lining mem-

brane of the nose in a coaataut state of irrita-

tion; ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these gei'ms, which spread up the nostrils

and down the fauces, or bock of the throat,
eaostna ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tuben, cauains deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal oorda, causing hoaraeneas
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial
tnbes, ending in pulmonary consumption and

Many attempts have been made to discover
a onra for this distressing disease by the use
of inbalents and other Ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, snoceeded in discovering the necessary
eombinatlon of ingredients which. nevOt fau
in absolutely and permanently eradicating
thlf ytjrrible disease, whether atanding for

one year <Hr forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should.with-
ont delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Mbsbbs. k. H. DIXON A BON,
305 King St. West, Toronto. Canada,

and Inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WhatthsBw. E. B. Stevmwm, B.A.,aClerqy-
man of the London Conference of the Metno-
diet Church of Canada, has to aay in regard
to A. H. Dixon (t Son'e New Treatment for
Catarrh

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Meaere. A. H. Dixon dt Son

:

DsxB Sirs,—Tours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. X have tried ao many
things for Catarrh, auflered so much and for
so many years, that ts hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very bad case

;

it wae aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I

thought I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fullv cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever Induced to send
toyoo.
Ton are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been ewred cU two treatmenta, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedy to
some of my friends who are sufferers.

xonrs, with many thanlu.
BST. E. B. STBVSIfSON.

Hagaxine of American Hiatopj
FOR OCTOBER. 1884.

CONTENTS.
CITBIOSITIBS OF INVENTION: A chapter
of American Industrial History. By Cluu*le8
Barnard. Uluetration* — Portrait of Ell
Whitney — Blonchard's Lathe— Portrait of
Thomas Blanchard— Howe'a Original Sew-
ing Maotaine—Portrait of Eliaa Howe—Four-
Web Loom of Lyall— Shuttle and Carriage
—Portrait of James Lyall — McCormick's
Reaper—Portrait of Cyma H. MeCormick—
Portrait of Charles Goodyear—Portrait of
Thomas A. Edison.

MONROE AND THE RHEA LETTER. A
paper of exceptional interest by the emi-
nent author and historian, James Schouler.

A BIT OF SECRET SERVICE HISTORY.
By Allan Foreman. A contribution throw-
ing light upon certain events in the late

- Civil War.
THE NATION'S FIRST REBELLION IN

1794. By H. G. CuUer. A graphic and au-
thentic account of this singular episode.

TRIBUTE TO ORASMDS HOLMES MAR-
SHALL. By William L. Stone, Mr. Mar-
shall's portrsit in steel is the frontiapiece to
this number of the Magazine.

DID THE ROMANS COLONIZE AMERICA?—n. Some Epithets and Idioms in the
Aboriginal Indian names. M. V. Moore.

ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS contain an origi-
nal letter from General Sam, Houston, giv-
ing his views on the subject of secession
while Governor of Texas.

lONOR TOPICS has an interesting article
on " Massaaolt." by Rev. R. W. Allen.
The departments of Notes, gneries, Replies,

Societies, and Book Notices, teem with in-
struction and entertainment.
Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Temu

$S a year, or Sf* cents a number.

PUBUSHSD AT 80 LATATITm PLAGE,NEW YORK CITY.

The ATnerican Art Union.
D. HuNTiNOToN, Prea. T. W. Wood. F -Prea
E. W. PKRBT Jb^. See. F. DoucAW. Tr^aa.
The snbwiiiption to the Art Union will bo

five doUars per annnn. and each subscriber
for the preMDt year will receive :—1st. A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etohinff
of the year, by Walter BhMaw, from Eastman
Johnson's piotora " Tbv Beprlmand " This
•tohlng is of a siM (18x16 inches) and analitv
snch aathe leadioA daalars seU at ftam twantv
to twanty-flva dollan. 2Dd. The lUnatratad
Art Union, which wiU be iasned monthly for
the current vear. 3rd. One-half of the sub-
oription will be sek u>art for the formation
of aland, to be expended for the joint account
of the sabserlbers in the porobaaa of works of
ut, which will be delivered onoonditionally
to the whole body of the snbsoribers repre-
••tod by a eommlttee. Sample eopy Mot
wMtpaid on application to II . WOOD FBRBY
Bamtory, SL W««t Tenth St.. New York.

AUGUST
CLEARING SALE!
"^ rfn order to clear out the

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK,
We have made Startling Reductions in every Department at

LUKES. DAQGE &. CO.
116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Re-issued July 3.

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-

issued Aug. 6, 1876. Patented July

17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1876. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.

Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark. " Health "

Coraet, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Basts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over

all American competitors at the

Paris Exhibition of 1678.

Uneqnalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all physicians.

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico BtrsTs, which are as soft aa

velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly nntil the Corset is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
ur' whalebone. It cannot break,

and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset" is not de-
,' signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the^most fastidious in dress

MANUFACTURED BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
RUBBER SHOES, FELT BOOTS, BELinTG

Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Snction Hoae,

Valves, Wbxnoeb Bolls,

Tubing, Garden Hose.

Stopplea, Syringes,

LADIBS' AND HISSES'

Rubber Circulars,

I3-STAR BRAND RUBBER,

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MILL HOSE.

Steam Packing Garden Hose, from 8 cents

A
* *A* *

upwards. Call aad e

get our P&icBs.
9 our Uabber Goods aad

The'only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

nterest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

.sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
130 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Real and Imltatioii

Stained Glass. Send for circulars, etc.

Coats from 35c. per foot up. Send for

sample fan-light $1, size lHx30 in.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GROVE. N.J.

City by tbe Sea.
Established 1875; Enlarged and Improved

1883. Health and Pleasure Reaort. l{ hours
from New York~20 trains daily ; 2 hours from
Pbiladelphia; 10 minutes from Long Branch.
Recommendeil by the moat celebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric batba, ateom
beat. Passent^er elevator. Iron fire escapes.
Wonderful flowing artesian spring. High dry
Iknd ; air tilled with the mingled ozone from
the pines and cool breezea from the aea. Per-
fect •Irainage. No malaria. No mosquitoes.
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars
Welcoub £. Shxlix}N, Owner and Manager

[STERBROOK
STEEL
PENS

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

Co*', Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

B. HOUOHAN, = Agents
^FAU inquiriea by mail shall have our prompt attention.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and in South-
em Manitoba, at prices ranging from -f

$2.50 PER ACRE.
Upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate fur cultivation o( from $1.2S to $3.50 per acre, according to price paid for
the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Conditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THM RB8EBVMI) SECTIONS
along the Main Line, i.e.. the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway, are
now offered for sale on advantageous terms, to parties prepared to undertake their imme-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment

:

Purchamrs may pay one-sixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,
with interest at SIX PER CEXT. per annum, pa^ble in advance.

Parties purcluwing without conditions of cultivation, will receive a Deed of Convey-
ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may be made in LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be accepted at ten
per cent, premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be obtained
on application at the Bank of Montreal, Mcmtreal ; or at any of its agencies.

FOR PRICES and OONDITION.S OF SALE and aU information with respect
to the porohaM of Lands, apply to JOHN H. McTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-
peg. By order of the Board.

„ <;a4KI,Bn DRirfKITATBB,
Moatrwl, Jtaauj, 1884. amritary.

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.

A-MILLKR. SON A CO., Aaita., MantrwL

REFRIGERATORS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

COAL OIL STOVES.

WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE. -

87 YONGE STBEET.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, $S50,000.

JOHN B. BABBEfi, President and Managing
Director.

CHA8. BIOBDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TBOUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper:—

Ingine Sized Superfine Papers,

"^^^(THITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER

(Machine Finished and Super-Calendered),

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEBS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

Col.ocluI> CoTHB PAFBIig, luper-ailiihed.

I^rApply at the Mill forsamples and prices.
Special diea made to order.

mjmm riitaMi tffa mta^Ht^m
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DOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Kingaton, Ont., re-opened September Ist,

1884, with the most improved f&cUitles for
imparling a thorough linowledge of commer-
cial alTaira and insuring a complete business
educacion. The course Is a short, sharp direct
and thorough drill in those things that form
the true basis of an actual business life. The
College Calendar mailed free to any address
-J. B. MoKAY, ISAAC WOOD, Principala!
KIN08T0N, Ont.

l'HJNIT[DEMPIR[-

LOAN CORPORATION^

OfflcM, - - PnWlc Library Bnildlngs,

Cor. Cbnrch and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

An issue of 500 shares t>f (100 each in the
Capital Stock of this Corporation has been
made at far, and the same is nov open for
general subscription
Terms of allotment and Company's general

Prospectus can be obtained from the under-
signed.

JAMES SCROGGIE, Manager.

THE CANADIAN
"

BANK OF COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

Paid-up Capital - . - $0,000,000
^oit 11,000,000

DIRBVTORS :

Hon. William MoMasteb, Pretident.Wm Elliott, Esq., Vice-Prenimt.
George Taylor, Esq , Hon. 8. C. Wood, James
Crathem, Esq., T. Sutherland Stayner, Esq
John Waldie. Esq., W. B. Hamilton, Esq.
W. N. Andkhson, General Manager ; J. C.

Sbkp, Asst-Gen'l Manager; Kobebt Gill,
Inspector

; H. A. Nicholson, Asst.-Inspector
Nmo York.—3. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker,

Agents. Chicago.—K. h. Dewar, Agent.
BBANCHES —Ayr, Barrie, Belleville, Berlin,

Brantford, Chatham, Collingwood, Dandag
Dunnvllle, Gait Qoderioh, Guelph, Hamilton,
London, Montreal. Norwich, Oran^evillei
Ottawa. Paris, Parkhill, Peterboro', St. Cath-
arines, Sarnia, Seaforth, Simcoe, Stratford
Btrathroy, Thorold, Toronto, Walkerton,
Windsor, Woodstock.
Commercial credits issued for use in En-

rope, the East and West Indies, China, Japan,
and South America. Sterling and American
Exchanges bought and sold.
Bankeks.—New Tork, the American Ex-

change National Bank ; London, England, the
Bank of Scotland

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTTji.-W.A.

Grand Tfunk Railway.

NOTICE.
A NEW TIME TABLE will come into force

on Monday. 22nd September, when trains will
leave Union Station as follows :

Local for Belleville 7.15 a.m.
Day Express for Montreal ... 8.30 ata.
Night " " "

... 7.46 p.m.
Local for Coboorg S.30 p.m.
Mixed for Kingston 1.00 p.m.

For further particulars see time tables.

JOSEPH HICKSON.
General Uauaaer.

MONTIIEAL, 17th Sept., 1884.

Grand Trunk Railway
OF CANADA.

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY
I

xtamilton mebbitt.
— H-l tlASSOCIATEROYAl SCHOOL OF 1

MATRICULATION EXAMINATIONS
BSaiN ON

MONDAY, SEPT. 22nd,

Fob tcbthkb dibbotions gaa Oalundab.

S. 8. NBri.BS,
Coboura. Aug. 18, 1884. PrsHdmt.

MINES, ETC.,

itnnsa xsamxEB t ketailuboibt,

^ TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

D|B. SINCLAIB, '

334 Jabtis Stbbit.
UZDWIFEBT, AND DISEASES Of

WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

TIES WANTED.
WHITE OAK^TAMABAC, HEMLOCK AND

CEDAB.

To he delivertd during the winter of 1884-85.

SpeciDcations and Forma of Tender can b«bad on application to

JOHN TATLOB,
General Storekeeper,

Grand Trunk Sailtoay, Montreal.

Tenders to be addressed to the undersigned
on or before Tuesday, 30th September.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager,

MOUTBBAL, 4th Sept., 1884.
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Authorized Capital,
Subteribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Rett

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,163
110,000

JAUES MacLABEN, Esq., Pretident.
CHABLE8 MAGEE, Esq., Vice-Preeident.

Directori—C. T. Bate, Esq., B. Blackburn
Esq., Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. R. Church
Alexander Fraser, Esq., Geo. Hay. Esq.. John
Mather, Esq.

GsoBOE BUBN, Cathier.

Bbanohkb—Amprior, Oarleton FUoe, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Aqents in New Yobk—Messrs.A H. Goadby and B. E. Walker AasNTS in
LoNDON'-English Alliance Bank.

"WESTERN- '

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.
Wholesale and Setail dealers in

COAL AND WOOD.
Head Office,—20 King Street West.

BbancB Offices:—413 Yonge Street- saeQueen Street East.

Yards and Branch Offices :—Esplanade
East, near Berkeley St.; Esplanade, toot ofFnncess St.; Niagara, oor. Donro.

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(P*r the CnlTenrity Education of Women),

TORONTO, . ONT.

Col. C. W. havee, M.A., Oxon, Principal.

iJ^^'^'i"'.
"e?'™-! at the age of seven years

Sri5^h'.'i°'°^
Department, and are lid onthrough the Preparatory Forms to the Wo-

w^^ fe""**
^'"'minatlons, or to the Matricu-lation Exammation of the University of Tor-

Sartmtn? ."".K "i"'""'"'
"^« University dI-partment to the degree of B.A. (a couiie of

^L^^^f'^^^^^ "" o'"" institation
eatahlished for women in Ontario). The Col-

hSi.°^ d°T' ^-le/ 'he direction of Prof.

tni^S^i^?'?"^"'. '"""''= •* •*« Conserea-
.Ja\^^'i ile.Musique, Boulogne, Prance
rn.rUnH''*^".^''

Aca&my Of Music LondonEngland, with an able staff of European
artists. The College of Fine Arts, und«th^
ViceT^f r' °tfi" P"^""' ">'« Artist to theVice-Regal Court, Ireland, with an able staff

Slft7 "in'^«\ l^'- " ""^ y«"'y »" advance;
»187 to «J62. No extras. Lessons in calis-thenics and ndmg free. For Prospectus andfurther information apply to

MBS. M. J. RUSSELL,
240 Victoria St., or 233 Wellington St.

Toronto.

pAINLESS DENTI8TBT.

rJSt^l''^'^
'''^®"'' '"e-like in appearance and

S,i?h i'? 'ff^ t""*
'peaking. The painlessmethod includes filling, and operations bothmechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DmmsT,

^ 266 Queen Street, East.

TOHN B. TTAT.T. M.D.,

HOiKXOPATBIST,
Specialties-Diseases of ChUdren and Nervous
aV^^ Honrs-S to 10 a.m.; 4 to 6 p.m.; Sm-day^ 9 to 10 a.m. ; 5 to 6.30 p m. " '

396 (ft 338 Jabtis Stbxst.

T SUBSCBIBER3 I

ASSURANCE COMPANY.
INCOBPOBATED 18SL

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.
Cash Auets, .... $i,jg9,,„ oo
Income for Year ... 1,690,898 at

Fire and Marine Insurances effected at
moderate rates. Agencies in all towns through-
ont the Dominion and United States.

A. M. SMITH, Pree. JA8. BOOMEB, Sec.
J. J. K^NY, Man. DirectQP.

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co.

Those wishing to keep their copies of ThbWEEK in good condition, and hare them onhand for reference, should use a Binder We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made expressly
for Thh Week, and are of the best manufac-
tn re. The papers can be placed in the Binder
week bv week, thus keeping the file complete

Address—
Office of The Wkik,

5 Jordan Street, Toronto.

LENOX PENS

!

A COMFLKTK SeBIKS IN TwELVE NuMBEBS,
Prom which every writer can select THE

-^BEST PEN for bis or b»r peealiar gtria of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mail to any address for ten cents,

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.
18 A 20 AsTOB Place, New York.

Ebtabljbbed 1852. Established 1889.

'. :l|J1'"'l

Alma Ladies College,

ST. THOMAS, ONT.

laeorpormtmt, A.D. 18BS.

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capital •

Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
3,aoo^ooo

1,100,000
8,000,000

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

FAMILY GROCEB8,

Cor. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

Chartered by Act of Provincial Legislatare.
Bnildlngs and furnishings the finest in Canada.
Its faculty {five gentlemen and ten ladies)
fully qualified. Its courses in Music, Fine
Arts and Literature thorough and practicaL
Its rates comparatively low. Board, room
light, laundry and tuition cost from »38 to'

•46 per term, according to department. The
same with Music and Drawing only $190 a
year in advance. Be-opens Sept. 4th, 1884.
For Calendar or admission, add^ss

PBINCIPAL AUSTIN, B.D.

A MILLION A MONTH!

SAVINQS BANK BRANCH.
Deposits received, repayable on demand or

' short notice. Interest Is paid, or added to the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTUBEB.
Money reoeivod for Investmentln sams to

stilt landers, for which debentures are issued
In oomncy or stmUng, with interest coupons
attachad, payable In Canada or in EMland
Trustee and axseutors are authorised Claw
to invaat in the debaninrsa of this oompanT
Olnralan, with partlonlars as to tarmsfmav

o» obtained from tha Office CoiirAiii^
BuiLDiMas, Toronto Stbest. Toboitto.

J. BSBBBBT MASON,
Managing Director.

SEASON 1884-85.

FIRST CROP TEAS.

THE DIAMOND DTB8
hay* beoome so popnlar that a million pack-
ages a month are being nsed to re-colour
dingy or faded DRESSES, SCABF8, HOODS,
STOCKINQS, RIBBONS, etc. Warranted fast
and durable. Also nsed for making inks,
staining wood, oolonring Photo's, flowers,
Orasses, etc. Send stamp for SB coloured
samples, and book of directions.

WBLLS, RICHARDSON ft CO.,

Burlington, Vt., and Montreal, P.Q.

Special Importation of Teas per PacUe str
ana rail, just to hand.

JE'^ i!;- l*"*';*,' * ^°'* specially blended
«Oo.andBOc.FamUyTeaa They have no aqoal
In the city.

16 Ibi. Staadard Oranalatad Sugar fbr $1.

6 Ibi. Choice HlauUvaa T«a ftir $1.

' Qoods dalirered in any part of elty.

"The iMltac temiliiallaat pspv ta Chaada*—K K
wurUtiai^^-Work.

THE CAITACA PBESBYTSSIAV,
PUBUUXD Bvnr WXDSISDAT BT TBI

PmbjtnUa Priating and PaUidiliig Co.,
AT t JOEDAK m.. TOBOSra

Twins—«t P«r Tsar, tn IdTaas*.

Till PanarnaiAN i. 11 wMiilili w Ike a«B«alAaemMr u " worth; tb. hewtr luppot* ef the mlnlaton
Miam«mbera. For lass -thethlrWathTMr •fpubUcatlonr-
new aod latervetlac ftaauTee wtU be uitroAiced. while old
and valued depattoMBU wlU be ooatlnued with IiiiiimmiI
emclencj.

^rAdMrKMTf ten Sntf TKS fSMS I l
'iaLUI a «I^/W

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

Wrilm/ar

aV^B ssvBt wanted In ererr oaofTCvatfoa la the D^
Biliuon. Llbeiml oonunlMlone to MilteMe'venoBS. Bps^^^
eivlesBaUsdyVwoa sppllcatloo. A^ipljr al eun ••

0. BLAOOTT BOninOK

TTOBACE F. ALLKIN8, ARTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

PortTi^ts from Ufe> Old paintings copied aspecialty Portraits of horses and dogi Oilpainting taught on the system of tha BoyalAcademy, London, England.
—"j~

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST. WEST
TORONTO, for '

HI0H-CLAS8 WATCHES ft JEWBLLKET
Watch Bepairing and Jewellery Manatao-

tured to order, special features.

Charges Moderate.*

M^

"jlyTASON & COLLINS,

-A-RTISTS.
UFE-Slffi PORTRAITS IR Oil AND CRAYOII.

Sttjdio, - - 31 KiHo St. West, Toronto.

"ISS BIRDSALL,

8 Bank St., St. Mark's Ward,

Pap'l of Carl Martent.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
satin or velvet.

T»»«s—Mnslo, M; Drawing, etc., «4.

/^OATSWQRTH k HODGINS,

BarrlBtera, SoUdtora, Notitrles,
Conveyancers.

,
Money to Lend. Ottcee—10 Tork Chambert

' No. 9 TOBOBTO Stbhht, Tobonto.
B. ooatswobth, jb. fbanb b. hodoihs.

.QHAW A TJSBORNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insorances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

^^

10 KINO ST. BAST, TOBOKTO.

STEWART 4; SON, (Latb STEWART
* STRICKLAND),

,

AMHITECTS. BUILOIIU SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Officet—39 Adelaide m. Eatt, Toronto.

WM. STBWART. wm. H. STEWART.

A. IMPEY,
• Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

871 CHURCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.

iVEstlmates giren on appUoatioh..

pjHABLBS W. PHILLIPB,

80LI0IT0B. OONVBYANOBB, Etc

—lOmoB :—

46 Adelaide SbreC Eatt, Toronto, Ont.

\ C. MoKINLAy, L.D.8.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

lU OHTBCH BTBZKT, TOBONTO.

THE LIOHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
is simpla, sSioDg and dnrahla. IS saads

no taanhlin. watehlBg or adjoatlag; and Bot

A. W. BBAIN, AganS, y
M Tonga Sl^Tocaata. »^

THE WEEK:
A CANADIANJOURNALOF POLITICS^JQCIETV^AND LITERATURE.

Vol. I- No. 46.
Toronto, Thursday, October 9th, 1884. $3.00 per Annum.^ single Copies, 7 cents.

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER „ T \ Z " ^U^^fiW. questions touching the discharge of their public du1^« whi.). fl,. • u.
TOPICS OF ThbWbbk "o»- fairly have refused to an«w»r Tl, 1 .^ ''^y "'«''*

.
C^RK,™ EvB^Ts aL oPnao»s ^ nrsT.^.n ,0, A

Co'M.ission for the House to deal with; and the criminal trial at the
Here and There

"^ A BTSTANDEB. 707 Assize Court ; but in political cases where phar,,.., o„^ . TToronto Bay: Its PoUntion iid thi Bim^dV ™ ha,r<. K^ u j- j •. ,
'
'^"^'^ Charges and counter charges

This Growing Country ..

"•"' r. c. 711 "lave been bandied, it is always next to imnni.!.;hl<. f„ „„* • _j. ^
Provincial Bights _ " Jo*" MacUan. 713 •' "* impossible to get ajur^ to agree.
The Psychology of Cognitipq.i!!.'."!'. Barry Dane. TtS

'
.

^ZZT""" •••••••'3::z:3z ;:::: z::::::::::!.!;.'; ^; 2!^^^"^? '^TT
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competition with American manufactures. This is precisely what Canadian

manufacturers would desire ; for there is nothing they dread so much as

this competition. The manufacturers of the United States, it would seem,

have the same fear of Central and South America that our manufacturers

have of them. So long as the manufacturers of any country are afraid to

meet competition abroad, so long must they be content with the home

market, unless they can get access to foreign markets by means of commer-

cial treaties. For this reason the Washington authorities seek to force

their manufactures into neighbouring countries by means of international

agreements. They also desire, as far as practicable, to exclude competing

products from the free list. Canada would desire to minimize the exclusion

of raW^products as much as possible ; and on this ground the battle of

negotiatio\i would chiefly have to be fought. Starting from these premises,

the succB&ful negotiation of a treaty affecting the trade of Canada and the

United States ought not to be impossible. To a model silver coin, which

the Washington Government wishes to invest "with the magical virtue of a

universal currency, the objections which lie against substituting tokens for

standard coin, to a large extent apply. Of such a token the Americans

are themselves unanimous in confining the circulation to a limited amount

;

and an experiment which has failed at home would not be successful in

Canada, where, in fact, it would unhesitatingly be refused a trial. But if

a commercial treaty could not work miracles, it does not follow that it

would be valueless : far from valueless experience shows it might Jt>e made.

As Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec M. Masson, the happy recipient of

the office, will probably do as well as any one else. It is fortunate for

him that there are no serious duties attached to the position ; for the bad

state of his health compelled him to resign his portfolio as Minister of

Militia in the first days of 1880, and the Presidency of the Council at a

later date in the same year. Two years ago he was appointed to the

ornamental branch of the Legislature of Quebec ; and now he succeeds to

an office of which the chief duties are assumed to be social. The Lieu-

tenant-Governorship of Quebec has, within a few years, been treated as a

coveted prize ; but the duties of the occupant, such as they are, have been

variously performed under different governors. A Lieutenant-Governor,

if he finds himself under the necessity of spresiding his gold in thin layers,

gives a political dinner at the opening of the session, and a ball of some-

what portentious dimensions every winter. On New Year's Day he joins

his wife, if he happens to be married, in receiving visitors. These three

acts comprehend all his social duties when the necessity of checking

expenditure compels him to minimize on the social side. It has become

usual to rest the chief utility of the Government House of each Province

on the functions it performs as a social centre. Its character being official,

the hospitality dispensed there may aim at impartiality, but strict im-

partiality it can never attain. It may be a gratification to some to fancy

that they are admitted to a charmed circle from which others of their

acquaintance are excluded ; but it must often happen that mortal affront

is given to individuals who find themselves on the border of the wrong

side of the line of exclusion. As a social centre, the Provincial Govern-

ment House creates more heart-burnings than it cures. The salary is

large enough to remunerate the occupant for any serious duties he has to

perform ; but it is not large enough to enable him to fulfil all the social

duties which an exacting public chooses to associate with the office. When

the occupant happens to be rich,~he sometimes spends, in entertainments

in various forms, twice the amount of his official income. If he thinks, as

he naturally will, that this sacrifice entitles him to exercise some choice in

the selection of the guests, his discrimination will scarcely escape censure.

Among those whom the invitations do not reach, there will be some in

whose breasts the exclusion will create bitter feelings at the failure to

secure recognition of their merits. So long as the social welcome accorded

at the Provincial Government Houses is accompanied, as it always must

be, by social exclosions the justice of which the excluded fail to recognize,

the utility of the offibe as a social centre must be openJULgriye doubt.

Bbtwbbn assisted European emigration and voluntary Chinese emigra-

tion there is a wide difference, which labour organizations are not always

willing to recognize. The Trades and Labour Council of Toronto equally

objects to both. Artisans who find the market full of the kind of labour which

they have to sell have a right to object to being taxed to bring out more

emigrants to push thein to the wall. But against voluntary emigration,

be it Chinese or European, they have no ground of complaint Many of

them were emigrants thenuelves, and a Chinaman has precisely the same

right to come here in search of employment that they for themselves

claimed and exercised. The objection that the morals of the Chinese

immigrants are bad is not the real motive that calls for the prohibition of

Chinese emigration to Canada ; the true secret is that these immigrants

are willing to wort for wages which fall below the current rate. But they

are not the only immigrants wh6 are willing to do so on their first arrival,

and no doubt they would be quite ready, if opportunity offered, to insist

on the highest current rate of remuneration. Any immigrant who finds

himself without money will, if he be a man of sense, take what he can get

at the start, and the Chinaman only does in this respect what necessity not

infrequently compels others to do. That immorality exists in an excep-

tional degree in the Chinese quarters of large American cities to which the

emigrants have gone is undeniable, but this is largely owing to the fact

that the emigrants consist mainly of one sex : the men who quit their

native country leave the women behind. Few of those who, for sinister

purposes, dwell upon and magnify the vices of Chinese immigrants, show

a disposition to give them credit for their virtues. Their settled habits of

industry cause offence to some with whose labour they come into competi-

tion, and, under false pretences, their very virtues are turned against

them, while the weak side of their character is presented to public oppro-

brium. The Hoodlums of California, who have themselves no love of

labour, shouted so lustily against the alleged vices of Chinese immigrants

that Congress was induced to close the ports against them. Before

Canada copies this act of arbitrary exclusion, which had no sufficient

ground of justification, she had better pause. The economical effect of

exclusion has proved a serious injury to industrial enterprise in Cali-

fornia, where the greatest want of the hour is the proffered labour which

Congress, acting on Hoodlum initiative, drove away. How to secure

immigration is the problem which public meetings and conventions, in

different parts of the State, are trying to solve. The Hoodlums do not

supply the want which Chinese labour, if left alone, would have met.

There are niches in the industrial hive which these immigrants are well

suited to fill, and there is nothing in the condition of Canada to justify the

Federal Legislature in copying a precedent of arbitrary exclusion which

in the State most interested has, after a short trial, caused the deepest

regret. •

CoHPLAlNT of French outrage on the coast of Newfoundland comes by

way of New York, where it had been sent by telegraph from Ottawa.

The story, which requires confirmation, is that the commander of a French

vessel of war caused the anchors of two small British vessels in port to be

raised during a storm, to the imminent danger of their destruction. The

announcement was recently made that an international commission had

settled the respective claims of the French and English on what is called

the French shore of Newfoundland ; but if so, the convention does not

appear to have gone into operation. There can be no doubt that by the

Treaty of Utrecht the whole of Newfoundland was ceded to the English,

and the privilege which the French secured of drying fish on one part of

the coast was not intended to convey any territorial rights. Of late the

French have been claiming exclusive occupation, which would amount to

a right to the soil. During the whole of the negotiations of the Treaty of

Utrecht, one point from which the British Government never swerved

jraa to inaiaf. on thft recognition of the right of Great Britain to the whole

Island of Newfoundland, and this point the French finally conceded. A
convention to settle the disputed claims which had sprung up was agreed

upon by the two Governments over twenty years ago ; but the Newfound-

land Legislature, being allowed to confirm or reject, declined to give its

consent. A new convention may be in danger of sharing the same fate.

But whether the story of the new outrage be true or not, the longer a

settlement is delayed the more difficult it will be to obtain. "Ae rumour

Recently started that Great Britain was to buy off the French pretensions

on the coast of Newfoundland by a cession of the Windward Islands was

'

a pure canard. At that time the international convention was understood

to have concluded its labours without any reference to such an exchange.

A continued acquiescence in the unfounded claims of the French there has

not been ; these claims have always been disputed, but not always prac-

tically disallowed ; and if a reasonable convention has been agreed upon

for their settlement, Newfoundland would not be wise to do anything to

prevent its going into effect.

ntJjtlBowLBS, the poet, was in the habit of daily riding through a conntr

ttimpike gate, and one day, says Mr. S. C. Hall, he presented as usual his

twopence to the gatekeeper. " What is that for t " he asked. " For my
horse, of course." " But, sir, you have no horse." " Dear me," exclaimed

the astonished poet; "am I walking 1" Mrs. Moore told Mr. Hall the

anecdote. She also told him that Bowles on one occasion gave her a Bible

as a birthday present. She asked him to write her name in it. He did

so, inscribing the sacred volume to her as a gift " From the Author."
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"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Ik the last number of Thb Wbbk "A Southerner" took the "Bystander"

to task, in a friendly way, for neglecting an important factor in the Presi-

, dential contest, to wit, the Negro Vote. It will be seen however that the

American journals do the same. They seem to assume that the negro ig

fof the present politically suppressed by the dominant race, it is natural

to suppose that his sympathy is with the Republicans, as they struck off

his chain : yet, since the removal of military pressure, and of Carpet-Bag
rule, the South has been Democratic, and everybody seems to take it for

granted that it will be Democratic still. The only doubt raised as to the

support of Cleveland by the Southern States, is on the fantastic ground of

his having been once obliged to act as hangman, and thus contracted a

social taint offensive to the nostrils of Southern chivalry, ^ith the serious

character of the Negro Question, no one who has paid any attention to

American problems can fail to be impressed. Instead of dying out, as

was expected^ the Negro race is multiplying fast, its physique is excellent,

and better adapted to the climate than that of the whites ; but it can

never blend with the whites ; intermarriage is impossible, and the concubin-

age which before the abolition of slavery gave birth to a mixed population

has, since abolition, almost ceased. Thus there will be two races, socially

as well as physically distinct, and too probably antagonistic, under the

same political roof. There is nothing like this situation in history, because

in all other cases slave races, when emancipated, have gradually mingled

with the master race. What will be the ultimate i-esult, nobody pretends

to say : for the present, it is likely that a sense of intellectual inferiority,

together with the tradition of servitude, will lead the blacks to acquiesce in

the leadership of the whites, while the whites will be kept united by the

fear of losing their supremacy. " A Southerner " is evidently not an

optimist in his views respecting American institutions ; few Southerners

are ; and perhaps in his prognostication of general trouble to the U.aion

from the conflict of races at the South he overlooks or under-i-ates the

saving effect of the Federal system, under which, so long as its essential

character is preserved, oach State is a little nation in itself and may keep

social trouble beyond its borders. Mormonism, which is included in

his catalogue of perils, may cause embarrassment to the Confederation,

though there is a good deal of demagogic exaggeration on the subject; but it

does not taint New England life. "A Southerner " however is mistaken in

supposing that the " Bystander" "advocates" Annexation. The "Bystander"

thinks that he distinctly sees, and having no motive for dissembling, he

frankly avows his conviction, that the great forces on this continent are

working towards an ultimate reunion of the English-speaking race. Morally

he hopes, though not politically, the reunion will embrace the Mother
Country of all. But he has always said that no one with a particle of

statesmanship in his composition would wish to forestall opinion or force

events. Commercial Union he advocates, believing that without it the

people of Canada cannot reap the fruits of their industry, or enjoy their

full measure of prosperity ; but Commercial Union is perfectly separable

from political annexation.

RoMOUHa of a compromise befween the Liberal leaders and thw Iwadpri

of the House of Lords come to us from England, but they are vague and
apparently baseless. That Lord Salisbury's mind is now going through its

usual process, and that he repents of his temerity in leading his party into

its present position, is more than likely ; but to retire without ruinous

humiliation is not easy, and the difficulty is only increased by the Tory
counter-agitation. It is possible, however, even yet, that a bridge of

retreat may be made. Royalty may interpose on the ground of -danger to

the realm from a collision between' the two branches of the Legislature,

and Lord Salisbury may find it consistent with his honour to bow to the

wish of his sovereign, though he refuses to yield to the demands of his

opponents. On which side the heart of Royalty is cannot be doubted ; but
its sympathies may give way to its fears ; and there seems to be reason

for believing that the Heir to the Crown has expressed his wish that the
Franchise Bill should pass. The Royal Family, we may be sure, has some
adviser, who more or less plays the part once played by Stockmar, and
counsels it in its own interest irrespective of that of the political parties

and their chiefs. Such an adviser cannot fail to see that if the Lords
persist in the rejection of the Frachise Bill trouble for Royalty is in store.

A creation of fifty new Peers, and no less a number would be required to

swamp the adverse majority, would be a necessity in the last degree unwel-
come, which yet, constitutionally, could not be evaded. It is possible by
bringing in a Redistribution Bill to satisfy the ostensible requirementa of

the Peers, though by no means to remove their real objections. Mr.
Gladstone will certainly avoid, if possible, the task of " mending or ending"

the House of Lords. Notwithstanding the almost Radical policy of his
later years, his social connections with the aristocracy are still strong, and
his elevation of the Poet Laureate to the peerage is a^singular proof of the
influence which the spell of rank still has over his mind. In his recent
.speeches his real objoot has evidently been by solemn warjiin^a and adjur-
ations to induce the Lords to give way and avert the collision which the
more thorough-going Reformers of his party would very willingly provoke.
A compromise is the probable i-saue of the present imbroglio ; but the
House of Lords will not have passed through this conflict, and the raking
controversy to which this conflict has given birth, without being brought
several steps nearer its inevitable end."

That the House of Commons needs reform as well as the House of Lords
its conduct on the Irish question is enough to prove. " It is impossible,"

says an independent English journal, " to know whether the rumour that the

Parnellites will in November strike a bargain with the Tories is or is not
well founded." The remark i.s made without any expression of indignation
or of belief that, in forming an alliance the profligacy of which is almost
indescribable, faction would be exceeding the limit of its natural vileness.

The journal proceeds to review the state of relations with Ireland. Bitter

dislike of Englishmen, it says with perfect trVrth, is being excited by the

agitators just as much as ever, and seems to grow with every English
concession, and to be fed by every new example of English justice and
sympathy, i With Irishmen in every kind of post throughout the Empire

—

commanding in Egypt, governing in India, ruling in the colonies—Irish-

men are entreated never bo rest till in Ireland there are no Englishmen.

Ireland exists by its exports to England, but all English imports are to be
banned by Irishmen ; and while every Irishman who chooses competes all

over the earth for English appointments, the true patriot is exhorted by
Mr. Redmond to boycott all who even by being passive take the English

side. "What is the remedy?" asks the journal, and it answers its own
question by saying that there is none. There is a remedy which would
be at once effectual, without martial law, without bayonets, without the

shedding of blood, or any of the evil consequences of coercion. Let the

House of Commons lay aside faction, remember its duty to the country,

and show a firm determination to maintain the Union : in a few months
from that time the disunionist agitation will be dead. Matters would
never have come to the present pass, or to anything like the present pass,

nor would agrarian conspiracy and murder have ever stalked over the

unhappy island, and added another deadly legacy to the heritage of hate, if

in any tolerable measure patriotism had reigned in Parliament Instead of

patriotism faction has reigned unbridled and supreme. There is something

peculiarly revolting in the intrigue of a section of the Tories with Irish

rebellion which everybody knows they would, if they were securely in

possession of power, at once conciliate with graposhot. But Tory selfish-

ness has a rival in that section of the Radicals which has done its best to

foster what it styles the Irish revolution, and to cuf the sinews of national

resistance to dismemberment These man must know well that for the

sake of the Irish vote they are betrayii^ not only the cause of the country,

for wMch-theiiay-e- probably brought theiTisplvesto-rare little, but that oi^
civilization. They can have no doubt whit a republic of Biggars, Sextons,

and Healeys would be. Even Mr. Gladstone yields to the'sinister influence

and fails to do what in his place seems the plainest of all duties. Surely

he ought long ago to have declared that he would never consent to the

severance of the legislative Union. Such a declaration from his lips could

not have failed to lend strength to the loyal party in Ireland. But it

would have spoiled the game of the Rilicvls, who want to keep the hope

of unlimited concession dangling before the eyes of Diaunionists till the

Irish vote shall havp lifted them into power. When the Irish vote shall

have lifted them into power they no doubt expect, by some compromise,

to avert disunion ; but they may find that the subtler confederate is some-

times duped by the less subtle. The Irish leaders have the inestimable

advantage of thoroughly knowing their own minds. What they are bent

on having is a separate government with themselves at the heia of it ; and

if they can help it they will not be satisfied with less. The bourne towards

which all parties are at present driving is violence, if not civil war. The
nation, mystified, bewildered, without a leader, clinging, in spite of what

has happened, to a vague belief in the administrative omnisience of Mr.

Gladstone, does not yet realize the danger of dismemberment When it

does, it will resist ; and as disunion will by that time have gained great

strength and confidence from the weakness of Government and the worse

than weakness of the factions, it is too probable that there will be rough *
work, and the Irish soil, already soaked with civil blood, will drink that

accursed dew once more. .

•-^'^*^'^-^-- - '^^ -^mimuiisiisitigamsmKmssisttmKtk,
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Journals must live, and amidst the crowd of competitors it is di£Scult

for them to live without creating an occasional sensation. This may be

partly the account of the panic articles about the state of the British

navy published by the Pall Mall Gazette, which is just now making a

^ spirited effort to push itself into the front placa Perhaps if a French,

Russian, or Italian journal equally enterprising were in the same crisis of

its existence, we might have a similar jeremiad over the French, RussiaUj

or Italian navy. Invention is now so rapid that the navy of yesterday is

to-day out of date ; but England has probably better means of bringing

herself up to the mark on short notice than any one of her rivals. Still

the question is evidently serious, and most serious for Canada, which with
a large mercantile marine is wholly dependent on the British navy for

protection. In the discussion set on foot by the disclosures in the British

press it appears to be distinctly admitted even by those who give way
least to alarm that England, while she would be clearly superior in force

to any one other naval power, would have difficulty in coping with two.
It is also taken as certain that the ocean would, upon the outbreak of war
at once swarm with the enemy's cruisers. England can hardly be said to

have been engaged in a great naval war since Trafalgar; for in the
Crimean war the Russian navy was from the outset shut up in port by the
combined fleets of the Allies. We have, therefore, yet to learn what
difference the new invention and a warfare unknown to Nelson would
make to the British sailor in an encounter with his old enemies. It can
hardly be hoped that the difference would be in his favour.

SiHULTANEODSLT with the alarm about the navy comes an alarm about
overpressure in schools. In this case, too, there is probably exaggeration.
The report of Dr. Clifford Browne, who has raised the cry, is held to be
discredited by his preconceived opinions and by the inflation of his style.

Still he positively deposes to the increase of nervous ailments since the
establbhment of the School Board and the institution of what was deemed
their improved system. It is obvious that the more uniformity of tasks
imposed on all must entail a certain amount of oy^rpressure in the case of
the duller children. No doubt in former days the failure to discriminate
between dulness and idleness, or rather the assumption that there was
no such thing as natural dulness, and that every child could learn if it

chose, was the source of much cruelty in schools. Apart from dulness
the languor attendant on rapid growth often incapacitates a perfectly good
and willing child for mental effort The " Bystander " is no specialist,

and, therefore, his opinion can lay no claim to attention. Yet he has had
some opportunities of observation, and has been led to some conclusiona
He would like to see the programme simplified by striking out of it all
that is pretentious, and bringing it down to that which is elementary,
practical and capable of being ready taught. He would also be disposed
to reduce the time, and, as far as possible, let hai-d work end with the
dinner hour, which was the practice of the healthiest school he ever
knew. The more children can be Uught to help their parents at home the
better

;
they get in this way, without detriment to their health, a training

almost as valuable in its way as that which they get at school. Experience,
without leading us to undervalue school training, has shown that the
Bchool-by iteelf will not form character. In the ease of matnrg stndenta

,

at the universities or elsewhere, whUe there is real danger from overwork,'
catastrophes are often charged to that account which should rather be
charged to the account of cramming at the last to make up for wasted
time, heavy and unsuitable diet, smoking or late hours; perhaps sometimes
to excess in bodily exercise, which is just as noxious as ejccess of any other
kind. Late hours of study above all are fatal. Let a student rise to his
work early in the morning, take some relaxation in the evening, and go to
bed in good time; he wUl find that he can get through a good deal of
reading without any danger to his health. A great English lawyer was
once congratulated on the freshness of his appearance and the ease with
which, at a rather advanced age, he bore his enormous burden. " Yes,"
he replied, " I have always worked early in the morning, never late at
night. I set out in life with many friends who worked late at night ; I
have buried them all."

some eminent physicists, a latent antagonism of a special kind to the
classics as the great stronghold of the Humanities, and the chief obstacle
to the inauguration of what the physicists always call a scientific education.
After all, what is science? What is it but the Latin for knowledge?
Why is not that knowledge of the spiritual, moral, and intellectual nature
of men which can be gained only through literature, provided jt be sound,
just as much entitled to the name of science as the knowledge of his
physical structure ? It used to be said that man was the proper study of
mankind. Why should it be proposed now to exclude him from the curri-
culum it is difficult to understand without reference to a peculiar current
of opinion, which happens to be setting in strongly at the present time,
but which may, like other currents before it, presently expend its force and
allow the intellectual world to return to its normal condition. That the
classics are the great stronghold, as well as, upon the whole, the best
Manual of the Humanities, and the firmest bulwark, not against the
advance of science, but against the exclusive domination of physicism is
perfectly true

; and the exclusive physicist who directs his battering ram
against them shows himself wise in his generation. Not that there is
anything in them anti-scientific : they are pre-scientific, thatis all. The
Greek philosophers were the precursors of modern science, and some of
them had marvellous glimpses of our latest discoveries, not excluding
Evolution. Plato even overrated the importance of mathematics ; but that
same Plato remains beyond doubt the most formidable of all foes to
exclusive physicism, and i;he most powerful of all prompters to the study
of that which is distinctly human in man.

At the opening of our colleges some of the professors and stadente may
bear in their mind the remarks made at Montreal by the distinguished
President of the British Association on the study of the clasBios. If the
President's attack is directed against the despotism of the classics which
prevailed fifty years ago, he U kiUing the slain. He is killing the slain
gain, if what he means to deprecate is the devotion of two or thr«e years
of a boy's life to the weary acquisition of grammatical mles and forms.
Chwsios are now generally optional and aT« beginning to be taught in a
more rational way. But there is, it may b© suspected, in the minda of

It is needless to rehearse the arguments which have convinced most
University men that if we wish to have anything worthy of the name of a
University, with an educational area so limited as the Province of Ontario
we must combine our resources instead of dispersing them. The system of
dispersion, however, had taken root not only' in vested interest but in
affection

;
it had given birth to living academical organisms with valuable

associations; and the question was how, -without destroying these, or
divorcing University education from religious training and moral dis-
cipline, consolidation could be brought about A solution, at once feasible
and complete, seemed to offer itself in- the scheme of Confederation, which,
as described by the Principal of Victoria, " Would involve such 1 recon-
struction of the Provincial University as would make the institution con-
sist, not simply of 6ne State College, but of a group of Colleges, as at
Oxford and Cambridge, each College retaining its own endowment, powera
of self-government, academic discipline, and staff of teachera" The Col-
lege staff would give instruction in the subjects prescribed for the ordinary
degree of Bachelor of Arts, while a separate staff, known as the University
staff, would take the honour work and special subjects of the higher kind.
The University, in the Senate of which all the Colleges would, of course,
be represented, would appoint the examiners and confer the degrees. The
existing members of all the federating Colleges would at once become
members of the Provincial University. The religious character .of the
several Colleges and their moral superintendence of students within their
own walls would remain unchanged, while they would all, through their
«aion in the secular University, share the advantages of an adequate^
staff of teachera and adequate equipments of all kinds. " Confederation
of all the Colleges in one University," says Principal Nelles, "implies
the conservation of existing rights and privileges ; it implies equality of
standing in the common University ; and it implies the autonomy and
distinctive character of the Colleges embraced in the Confederation. It
affords scope for variety, for wholesome competition, and for future indefi-
nite development with the growth of the country." It is. of course, an
essential part of the plan that University College, which is already q^te
distinct from the University of Toronto, should be one of the group on
the same footing and, under the same conditions as the rest Confederation
not mutual annihilation, is the object in view; and a proposal to reduce'
Trinity, Victoria, and Queen's to the condition of mere Theological Col-
leges could not be for a moment entertained. The assistance of the State
will be needed not only for the legislative inauguration of the new system
but to compensate the outlying Colleges for the sacrifices which they will
have to make in moving to Toronto. Whatever may be paid to them in
the way of comprosation they will soon repay by the addition of their
resources to those of the Provincial University. The proposal is now, as
Principal Nelles tells tis, under the consideration of the Government, wkch
has a fair opportunity of rendering a great and Uwting service to the Pro-
vince. There will be difficulties, of course, when things have been so long
running in the old grooves ; but none which, in the opinion of those who
have had the largest experience in University organization, it will not be
possible to surmount Among them is not to be reckoned any narrowness,
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bigotry or selfishness on the part of the Denominational Colleges, whose
representatives have, on the contrary, shown the most liberal spirit and
entered into the consideration of the scheme with the utmost cordiality
even where their personal leanings were rather against a change. Not in
any obstructiveness or want of patriotism in that quarter will the respon-
sibility rest If this final effort to give the Province a great Univeraity

a revolution of good will. The present revolution is a revolution of hatred,
as the reader of these pages must at once perceive. Sinister passions
breathe m evei^ utterance and betray their influence in every scheme.

bZ *
W."^ "tT"

"''' ^"^Voi^^- -''ntato open his new era with
blood Which of the two revolutions, that of good will or that of
hatred, has so far done most for humanity, let history decide.

The author of "Conventional Lies of Our Civilization" has the happi-
ness of inscribing on his cover "Prohibited in Europe." He must have
used strong interest to obtain the prohibition, and thus to enable his book
to run through a number of editions. It is a perfectly indiscriminate
attack on every part and feature of existing civilization, and that which is
indiscriminate is not only uninstructive but ineffective. Revolutionistsm the present day are divided into two sections taking directly
opposite courses. " The Socialista want a government, the constitution of
which IS hereafter to be revealed, to do everything; to set our parte in
life, to provide us with work, to pay our wages, to educate us, regulate
our marriages, and treat us in every respect as children of the State. The
Anarchists, on the other hand, want to have no government at all. The
present writer leans decidedly to the Anarchical side, though he does not
professedly embrace that persuasion. Perhaps he might be truly described
as being in favour of a moderate Anarchy with free lova, but without
commumty of goods. Communism he caUs "the outgrowth of a prepos-
terous chimera, evolved from the inflamed imagination of certain dreamers,
deaf and blind to the realities of the worid and human nature." It
appears, then, that when all the Capitalists and other enemies of human
felicity shall have been guillotined, serious questions wUl still remain for
settlement between the Communist and the Anarch, with heavy odds
probably, in favour of the Anarch. It is only too easy to point out faults'
in the social organism; it is not difficult to point out faults in*ny organism
or m the constitution of nature generally. The weather is very far from
perfect and so are the arrangements of the solar system. How can we
have an ideal worid with droughts, floods, and earthquakes? The faults
in the social organism good men and women are doing their best to cure
or at least to diminish

; and if the present stale of society is compared, not
with ideal perfection, but with the state of society in the past, it will be
seen that they are slowly making way. The more heroic method, that of
revolutionary havoc and murder, was tried on a large scale in France; and
the result was that instead of a disappearance of these inequalities of
wealth, which are the chief object of denunciation, fortunes made under
the Reign of Terror by stock-jobbing, peculation, and trafficing in confis-
cated lands, emerged, when the paroxysm was over, to receive the addition
of titles from the hand of Napoleon. The present writer proposes confis-
cation, of course; and he seems, like Mr. George and other apostles of
plunder, to assume that people wUl go innocently producing' wealth forhim to confiscate. He fiercely denounces stock-jobbing, and very rightl/m so far as it is a most noxious and demoralizing kind of gambling • but—he ismistatentn fancying that a speculator's gains are filched from the
earnings of labour: they are taken from the purses of other speculators,who must lose that the more fortunate may win; and the industrial com!munity suffers no more than it does in the case of gambling of the ordinary
kind. The writer begins to awaken serious thoughts, and the Mene, Mene,
Tekal, Upharnn with which his rhapsody is headed has a meaning whenhe touches on the decay of religious belief and the hoUowness of the
Churches. That morality has hitherto been closely bound up with religion
» a fact which Agnosticism, if it has any regard for history, wiU hardly
deny, and it seems to follow that the failure of religion must bring with it
at least some temporary danger to morality. That Agnostic philosophersmale and female, sitting round the intellectual tea-table do not at oncJ
fall to murdering and ravishing each other is true, and we take note of itto o»>- comfort But social hatred, envy and the lust of rapine areunchamed, as any reader of tho volume before us may too easUy perceive •

and while It is possible that we may be floating into a zone of univerj
felicity, Ik IS also possible that we may be drawing near to a cataract A
fierce eagerness to grasp a share of the means of present enjoyment agitate.aU who are not wealthy since the hope of compensation in a future Ufe i.
gone. The hope of a social ideal to be realized in the distant futun, is amotive which may possibly exercise some influence over highly refined
mmds. These mcendiary fires at Cleveland show what a spirit is abroad
The writer of this book of course abjures and derides Christianity, which
he fails clearly to distinguish from Roman CathoUcism, as he fails clearly
to distinguish European civilization from the system of Bismarck But
he and all the revolutioniste of the present age pay indirectly and by way
Of oontr»st a remarkable tribute to the Gospel. The Gospel revolution was

Phohibitionists, who sarcastically ask whether The Week is awhiskey organ, may extend the charitable insinuation to the English

u-TZ' V""""'^
'"'* commonly regarded as a propagator of debauchery,

which has been taking precisely the line taken in these papers on the
Temperance question. Admitting, as every sane person does, the dangers
of alcohol, and allowing that " the teetotalers have something to say for
their exaggeration," the Spectator maintains that wine is not wickedness
and that theories raised on that basis are fallacies contradicted by a glance
at the hwtory of the world. It observes that the greatest rates, the Roman,

H /^\ ^"'f f'
°'^''^' '"'"^ ^'^''^ ^'^«> -^« ^'^-^ has not

attended total abstinence in the case of the Mussulman nations or of the
Hindoos. The Sihks drink rum, and of all our native-^iers they are
the most vigorous. It might be added that the Scotch hav^played a con-

"T^^ ^"1^ ^'''^'^' ^^"^ '^"y ^"^^ -^"^^ ''O inconsiderable amount

!u d^;
-Sp^toior cites the ferocious acts of Bashi Bazouks and

other Mahometans as a proof that abstinence from drink is not abstinence
from crimes of violence

; and it remarks that thieves in England are
teetotalers, and all card and bUliard sharpers impose on themselves the
strictest moderation. Instead of being a whiskey organist, the "Bystander "
for his part, has never ceased to point to whiskey, the kind of whiske'y
at l«Mt drunk by our people, as the real poison, and to advocate as the
one honest and effectual measure the suppression of the manufacture with
due compensation to those engaged in it If he wanted to embitter the
discussion of a public question by odious imputations he might plausibly
maintain that the best friends of whiskey are the extreme Prohibitionists.
They will not be able, without a police stronger and more inquisitorial
than any free country will maintain, to compel all men, in obedience to
their fiat and that of a bare majority, to drink nothing but cold water Somuch seems to be clearly proved by the experience of Maine and other
districts m which their system has been tried. The use of beer and light
wine they wiU probably succeed in preventing, because these beverages are
not easily smuggled; and ardent spirite, which are easily smuggled will
necessarily become the sole drink of those who are not content with water
It 18 certain also that the denial of other stimulants is followed by an
increased use of opium. Nobody questions the goodness of the end which
the friends of Temperance pursue. But they must allow us freely to
discuss the means which they propose, and to forecast more carefully than
moral crusaders are apt to do, not only the immediate and direct but the _remote and indirect consequences of their mieasure. They must also
permit us to say that justice is the soul of the commonwealth, and that we
cannot afford to have it summarily set aside in order to dear the way-fof
a particular measure of sumptuary reform, however passionately desiredWe cannot afford to let respectable citizens, for carrying on a trade not
only lawful but licensed by the State, be treated as "bed bugs" or as
" vendora of dynamite for murderous purpose*" Society has set itself free
by centuries of effort from the single-headed tyranny whose instrument of
coercion was the sword : it does not want now to fall under a many-
headed tyranny whose instrument of coercion will be the ballot

Intempbranck in drink is not the only sort of intemperance or the only
sort which produces bad effecte on the health both of the body and of the
mmd. Railway men who have employed large numbers of Irish emigranta
say that the lives of the emigranta are short, and ascribe the mortality
quite as much to excess in the unwonted luxury of meat as to excess in
whisky. A man who has dined heavUy on ill-cooked pork isTrt least as
npe for treasons as one who has taken a glass of wine. In voting for a

.
Maine law the American farmer, for the most part, is virtuously con-
demning a vice to which he has no mind ; but the ingredienta of his own
meals, his pie, and what he fondly caUs his tea, would equally provoke
the censure of a sanitary Lycurgus. Most of us, probably, eat too much.
Those whose occupations are sedentary, especially, must often overioad
their stomachs and cloud their brains. Society has fallen into a dietetic
routine wWch leads everyone to take a certain number of meals, the same
in kind and quality, each day, whether he actually wanta them or not An
•mount of animal food which was not excessive in the hunter state, when
the man had to spend the day in violent exertion in order to catch his
game, may weU be excessive for those who have to make no physical exer-
tion at alL Possibly the craving for strong Uquors itself may not be

X
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unconnected with the ofr?r-indulgence in animal food. We are finding,

too, that relief hitherto sought in medicine would be better sought in

abstinence. It is not improbable that in this era of general inquiry and

change we may be on thtf eve of a dietetic revolution which through food

wili extend to the physical basis of character, and that Dr. Dio Lewis may

be one of its precursors, though, like fftpt enthusiasts, he is rather apt to

propound his theories in extravagant and grotesque forms. The vegetarians,

as well as the anti-liquor men, have a good deal to say for themselves, if

they would only be moderate and not imagine that they can at once change

anything so complex and so deeply rooted in custom as human diet. Both

classes of reformers, but >6specially the anti-liquor men, need the warning

which the Spectator gives them against fancying that by doing what they

find best for their own health and most agreeable to their own tastes they

are raised to a height of moral grandeur, or that mere counsels of experience

are to be elevated into moral laws, the least infringement of which is neces-

sarily evil. A BvSTAJfDKE.

HERE AND THERE.

Mb. Watson Gkipfin's treatise entitled "The Provinces and the

States : Why Canada Does Not Want Annexation," reminds us a little of

the stalwart poacher in the story, who, when summoned before the bench of

justice gained his case at once by clearing the court with a rabbit pole.

The treatise consists of a swift succession of curt and dogmatic statements,

each of which is aimed at somebody's head. Should the conductors of any

journal dissent from his views, the writer intimates that a few matches,

a piece of hemp, and a lamp-post would soon settle the business for them.

He then appeals to the absence of dissent in the Canadian press as a proof

that the whole opinion of the country is on his side. If you do not agree

with him you are a pessimist. You are a pessimist if you do not subscribe

to the statement that "migration follows the parallels of latitude," that

there is no thought in Quebec of reviving the connection with Old France,

and that the elongated and disjointed shape of the Dominion is the most

favourable to a compact nationality. You are a pessimist also, it is to

be presumed, if you refuse to believe that Great Britain will be content to

provide military and naval defences for a Colonial Zollverein which is to

levy protective duties on her goods. " Pessimist " has evidently in these

pages a technical meaning, and is applicable to persons inferior in intelli-

gence to the writer, but neither less cheerful in disposition nor less dis-

posed to take a hopeful view of the national destiny. This may perhaps

account foi* the otherwise strange and melancholy fact that " there are

probably more pessimists in Canada in proportion to the population than in

any other country." Might not a few matches, a little hemp, and a lamp-

post be effectual in lighting these glooiuy faces with a patriotic smile ) Mr.

Watson proposes to change the names of our political parties, and to call

them " National " and " Provincial " instead of Conservative and Reform.

The apparent objection to calling the Conservative party National is that

_it has its basis in Quebec, which, as Mr. \Yatson himself recounts, used a

national enterprise as an opportunity for blackmailing the Confederation,

and by its provincial isolation rendered legislative union impossible,

llorror fills us when we are told that " the descendants of United Empire

Loyalists are really more like to Americans than any other class of the

American people." If caution is not used in the utterance of such

onpleasant truths as this the next time the writer meets one of the Denison

family " somebody will be under the sod." There are remarks in this,

essay which would deserve attention if they could be separated from the

dogmatism, the paradox, and the gratuitous perso^litie& But the. dis-

cussion of a public question without personalities is a plant of slow growth

in this Canada of ours.

amount of capital no emigrant should take up land at all, but, commencing

as a farm labourer, should work his way up. Mr. Groham believes, on

,

the other hand, that the best chance for a young Englishman, whether he

embarks in the far West as a farmer or a cattle-rancher, is to begin with no

capital at all. There is more than a leadening of truth in our contempor-

ary's concluding remarks :
—" The days, howeVer, when fortunes were

made with comparative ease have departed. Every available square mile

fit for feeding cattle has now been taken up by speculators or occupied by

ranchers. Money may still be made in moderation, by those who have

some capital, and—what is far rarer—possess qualifications for the business.

Instead of trebling- their investment in twenty-four months, however, they

must now content themselves with getting twenty or twenty-five per cent,

interest in good years, and with sometimes having three-fourths of their herd

starved to death in hard winters. Upon the whole, it may fairly be

doubted whether young Englishmen ' whose heads are screwed on the right

way ' have not as good a chance at home as across the Atlantic. The first

essentials to success are industry, sobriety, perseverance, and steadiness,

and without them a ' new chum ' is little likely to prosper either in the

Old World or the New."

" In no part of the world are pluck, strength of body and mind, indus-

try, shrewdness, and temperance more essential to success than in the

Canadian North-West." These words are from the editorial columns of the

London Daily Telegiitpt^, and after the illusory accounts put forth about

Canada by interested emigration agents, it is gratifying to know that the

truth is becoming known. Immigrants are necessary to the development

of this country, but they must be of the right class. Our English contem-

porary, after pointing out that for the last half-dozen years it has been the

fashion for many fathers to believe that good.openings for their sons were

plentiful on this continent, very truly says, " It is idle for parents to send

out their boys to any unsettled and undeveloped country unless there is aa

untold amount of * grit ' in the youngsters." Between the reports of Mr.

Bameby, a Herefordshire landlord, and Mr. Baillie Grohman, author of

*' Oampa in the Bockies," however, the Telegraph is at a loss. The former

gentleman's experience- leads him to the conclusion that without a certl^n

,

S^3!™?.V:

Thb return of " sad autumn winds," coupled with some meteorological

irregularities, have re-peopled our cities with the beauty and fashion

which for some months has graced the various centres of attraction to

holiday-makers. Vehicles of all kinds, plethoric with returned pleasure-

seekers and top-heavy with their " traps," are seen on every hand painfully

making their ways from the various railway-stations. On our principal

thoroughfares may daily be noticed faces bronzed with travel or brackish

breezes. Those who went away tired and somewhat discouraged after a

prolonged spell of "dull times" are back to their businesses, braced up

with the change and prepared to enter with renewed vigour into the brisk

fall trade which plentiful harvests have, it is thought, foreshadowed. The

colleges have again opened their gates ; the musical world is bestirring

itself ; theatres have commenced to pull good houses ; and the heart of the

storekeeper is made glad.

The epidemic of bank peculations in America may after all be produc-

tive of good. The question naturally arises, Why should America be so

peculiarly liable to this form of fraud? In England such occurrences,

though not unknown, are of the order of phenomena. The New York

Daily Bulletin is considered to have hit the mark when it averred some

time ago that the frauds are made possible by the wanton neglect of duty

of the authorities who are supposed to lodk''~tl{Mr the audits. The same

journal makes a well-timed protest against the maudlin sentiment which

speaks of absconding managers or cashiers as " victims of the spirit of

speculation." Bank robberies, it says, betrayals of trust, and all the

other crimes which are their concomitants, are not due to the " spirit of

speculation," but to a flagrant disregard of the commonest obligations of

morality. No good can come of blinking this plain fact. Such things

as honour and honesty, it may surely be supposed are perfectly consistent

with " the spirit of speculation." If it is not so, then the commercial

exchanges are little if anything better than dens of thieves. In the New
Brunswick Bank disaster the directors did not, when the crisis came, know

enough about its affairs even to say where the cashier's bail-bond could be

found ; while, as if to match the marvellous ignorance of the directors as

to what was going on, the Bank Examiner less than nine months ago

described the institution—which must even then have been rotten to the

core—as one of the soundest in the State. If either the examiner or the

directors had been as familiar with the inner working of the bank as they

were in duty bound to be, frauds would have been impossible. The qjily

way to stop this kind of thing is for bank officials to do their duty.

If the proposal to construct another elevated railroad in New York

should be carried out, the undertaking will probably lead to the establish-

ment of a new line of ocean steamers to land at Fort Pond Bay, at the

end of Long Island, which will make a aaving of two days and fifteen

hours over the average present time occupied in a European voyage. A
company has acquired the right to build % road from the Brooklyn Bridge

to the city line, and the preliminary steps are to be taken at once. If

everything proceeds as is expected, the new road will be in operation in a

year's time. It will connect directly at the bridge and at South Ferry

with the elevated roads of New York, and will be similar to them in

nearly every reapeot, except that it will be run by cable. The length of

the rood will be five milea. This will bring the suburbs of Brooklyn within

thirty minutea east of New York, and will develop property all the way

to New York.
"

Joaquin Milikb has lifted up his voice with no uncertain sound
against the "Wall-stifeet speculators "—against th^^Gjwlds, the Vander-
bilts, and men of that ilk. The " Danites of New York," as Mr. Miller

names "the owls that roost in Wall-street," are, he says, the direct and
responsible cause of tens of thousands of failures and scores of suicides

each year. Nothing less vigorous than the following language will express

the critic's righteous indignation at the merciless tactics resorted to by the
"mysterious and invisible Danites of New York who sit behind their

heaped-up millions and manage Wall-street " in the pursuit of wealth :

If nt mnst have games of hazard and ohanoe let na have the lottery at once, aa in
Italy. Better even the old California poker, with a six-shooter on the lap, six or seven
aees up yonr sleeve

; better even have to bury the man you shoot over that game, aa
was the generoaa and gentlemanly custom in California—aye, «ven marry his widow,
aa waa sometimes generoosly done, than contend with the loaded dice of these Danites
of New York.

Mr. Miller ventures, in proclaiming his belief in the innocence of General
Grant and his partner Ward, to assert that their ruin was deliberately

planned and carried out by the " Danites" whom they had defied. The
same huinan vultures are blamed for the fall of the New Brunswick
Bank and the suicides which resulted. In a round of visits to State

prisons he found "first and last more than twenty men who had appro-

priated the money of others to swell the millions of these New York
Danites." The press, without which these gigantic frauds could not be
successfully worked, is controlled by the speculators, says Mr. Miller.

Ah, my friend, the GreeleyS are dead. The newspaper of the great cities has no
longer a viaible body or a living aouL It is now a corporation. It has no soul, or
sense, or honour, or individuality now. The great newspaper is simply a etook now.
It mast make money for its stockholders. It must have advertisers. It must have the
advertisements of the railroads or perish. It must praise, praise, praise this road with
its worthless watered stock. It must puff, puff, puff these great millionaire Danites

;

must help these Danites carry out their scheme to swindle the people or perish.
Let one of these papers get the enmity of these Danites and, like the pale-faced boy.
Ward, in Ludlaw Street Gaol, like General Grant, it just as anrely goes to the wall.

In this sad predicament his only hope is in public sentiment and the ansub-

sidized remnant of the press. Wall-street gambling will have to be dealt

with as they dealt with gambling in California years ago. " The pulpit,

the press, the brave and unsubsidized California press, put the gambler
down in the dirt, where he belonged, and to-day the grass is growing
between the flags at the door of that Stock Board."

Thb absurd canard that the Prince of Wales had declared his intention

to vote in favour of the franchise bill, though it obtained no credence

amongst intelligent men, has gone the round of the press on both sides of

the Atlantic. A London crank, who swallowed the story written by
some satirical wag and circulated by a Sunday paper, about the Prince's

republican leanings, wrote to His Royal Highness to ask if it were true.

The anxious correspondent did not toil in vain. He did not obtain an
autograph, but he decidedly caught a tartar. The letter he sent was
politely acknowledged by the Prince's secretary, who added by desire, " as

his Royal Highness is not holding any official position, any opinions to

which he may give utterance must necessarily be unofficial." The formula
" mind your own business " was never more politely or more neatly para-

' phrased. The truth is that whatever the personal political leanings of the

-heir-apparent may be he is most careful to avold^any appearance^f par-

tisanship. In the House of Lords, all the Royal princes when in London
are in close attendance at all important debates. But they sit on the poli-

tical " No Man's Land," known as the " cross benches," and as soon as a
division is called they quietly disappear. There is only one exception to
this rule of abstinence. The Prince and his brothers have taken a very
active interest in promoting the bill to legalize marriage with a deceased
wife's sister. The severe and unpleasant remarks to which this departure
from neutrality on burning questions has subjected them furnish a con-
vincing proof that the rule they generally follow is a wise one.

If Mr. Gladstone has many fervent admirers, he has some rabid
detractors as well But it is rarely that the wish which is supposed to

animate some Tory minds is so nakedly expressed as in the following
sentence which concludes an article in the St. Jamtia Gazette on Mr.
Gladstone's versatility :

" We have said enough, and may very well end
with a prayer that the Lord will soon deliver this afflicted kingdom from
its brilliant amateur."

Fbom the last batch of English papers we see that the usual difficulty

has arisen in regard to the special correspondents who have been sent out
at great expense by the newspapers which give them their commissions
to record the progress of the Nile expedition. Lord Wolseley, who cal-

culated all his arrangements to a nicety before he left the War Office,

made no provision in his flotilla for journalists. Accordingly the corres-

pondents are told now that they must find either boats or camels for them-

selves. These difficulties always arise, and they are always settled in one
way. The public will not have reports of warlike expeditions written by
the officers engaged in them ; neither will they be satisfied with the des-

patches of the Commander-in-Chief, be they terse or glowing. In the end
some provision must be made for the correspondents, and it is a pity that
ill-feeling should be engendered whichmay last through the campaign by
the exhibition of a grudging or suspicious spirit £t the beginning of it.

In the most recent issue of the London Field which the last mail brings
to hand is an editorial on " gun accidents " which is well worthy the atten-

tion of sporting men now that the shooting season is fairly ushered in.

The following remarks, amongst others, will be endorsed by every sport-

ing man :

—

"'''

There is no excuse of any sort for his (the sporting man's) covering anyone with
his barrels, whether at half-cock or not. If he once allows himself to be guilty of this,
because he "knows that his gun cannot go off," he risks doing the same some day
when, unawares, his gun may be charged. If there ia on adjournment for luncheon,
there is no excuse for not drawing his cartridges before he lays hia gun down. Getting
over a fence with a gun at full cook is, to our minds, criminal carelessness. We are
fully aware that hundreds of men do it, and we are equally aware that a certain percent-
age of them have caused accidents thereby. The simplest fence may now and then
cause a false step on landing, and no sportsman has a right tn risk it. Some argue,
" But suppose birds get up just as I am over the fence ? " Well '. for the chance of
such a rise ia the risk justifiable ? Still less, if he has landed on the other side be-
fore the birds rise, is the extra second or less which it takes him to cock so valuable to
a day's bag that he is justified in causing danger for the soke of saving that instant lof
time. The careless shot stands in a different and even more culpable category. A man
is walking in line, gun under arm ;

" Hare back " is called ; he wheels, with his gun
still pointing muzzle down, and then covers the line as he raises it to fire. Such a
man should be tabooed all entry to a shooting party in future. Another is excitable.
A pheasant rockets right or left, just over somebody else's head, and he puts up hia
gun, covering the body of his neighbour as he does so ! The number of men who carry
a gun across them when walking in line is legion. They probably profess to keep the
left arm up ,- but let it once sink, aa it often does, till it hongs from the shoulder, and
the gun rakes to the left. Possibly the left hand is forward, but the slightest wheel or
swing of the body brings the muzzle round to cover the left of the line. In other and
less important details of life we are far less lenient of censure—«.</., it is a standing
rule of club or public billiard rooms for new arrivals to listen, look, and not to enter
just when a stroke is being played. If boys play cricket in front of windows and break
them, are they absolved from blame because they " did not think " of it, and hod not
the alighteat intention of breaking glass ? Yet, if a man fails to observe simple and
standard precautions with a gun, the mere fact that he cannot be supposed to have had
any intent to do evil seems to establish a recognized special plea for still further absolv-
ing him of reprehensible neglect. If the majority of those who, directly or indirectly,
cause lethal accidents with guns were sentenced to terma of imprisonment for man-
slaughter, they would only get their deserts.

TORONTO BAY: ITS POLLUTION AND ThFREMEDY.
The present condition of Toronto Bay is a disgrace to the city, and calls

'

loudly for attention with such speed as the magnitude of the matter and
the evident difficulties in the way will permit. When we call to mind the

pellucid and wood-fringed bay as found by General Simcoe when he laid

the foundation of the city, and which for many years constituted such a
source of healthful delight and sport to the inhabitants of the place as it

grew from a village to a town and then into a city, we can but call in ques-

tion the conduct of those by whose indifference and neglect that charming
sheet of water of half a century ago, and even many years later, has been
converted into what is little better Ihan a cesspool. The subject is one
which concerns, not alone Toronto, but erery growing towTi and^cityln the

Dominion situated by bay or stream. It ia to be hoped that the

growing places—embryo cities—will take warning from the serious and
almost gigantic evU, involving the health and lives of thousands, which
menaces Toronto to-day. Especially, it will be well for the new centres of

population in the North-West to make early and adequate preparations for

disposal of their sewage, so that the streams and bodies of water in that

newly-settled region may retain as nearly as possible their virgin purity,

No argument is required to support the statement that inevitably, where-

ever the excrement of man and beast in considerable quantities, with refuse

organic matter—the outcome of domestic life—are poured into a bay or

stream for a length of time, a pollution of the water results which not

only renders it unpotable, but during the warm season gives rise to

poisonous emanations more or less dangerous to the public health. It is

true a running stream tends to purify itself, and the noxious material ipay

be carried away beyond the reach of danger ; but in its passage for many a
mile the contaminated water is a source of danger and may cause disease

to any one who partakes of it. On the other hand, the water of a bay,

especially when almost or quite land-locked, being comparatively little

stirred by wind or current will become more quickly and dangerously

polluted. Much of the organic matter may be deposited at the bottom
;

but a moderate breeze or the action of a steamer's wheels will bring the

foul material to the surface and chum the decomposing masb into a pestif-

erous compound.

Having said so much which is of general application to all parts of the

Dominion, particular reference may be made to the Toronto Bay
; yet still

sss
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what is to be said ig not without interest common to all. The pollution of
Toronto Bay is a subject which involves several important considerations

:

namely, the disposal of the city's sewage, including excreta, solid and fluid,

garbage derived from domestic life, and kitchen and chamber slops, which
contain a good deal of organic matter, and also the castoflf products of
various industrial establishments. Vile as the water of the bay is at the
present time, it will rapidly become worsa as the water carriage system
for excreta is generally adopted. At present only a portion of the private
premises is drained into the bay. An important tributary of filth is the
River Don, into which for several miles from its mouth are drained directly
or indirectly many private premises and a number^of industrial 'establish-
ments, the outcome of which is very, large and very noxious. The ques-
tion of the disposal of sewage for Toronto is a problem which must shortly
be solved. The city has outgrown the provisions made for the sanitary
requirements of civilized life. The fact that last year, according to the
Report of the Medical Health Officer, there existed within the city 14,143
privy-pits alone, shows that much requires to be done. And yet if the
yearly contents of these pits is put in the bay the abomination will be
greatly increased. But a privy-pit, except in a rural district or small
village, is most objectionable. So much so that of two evils—retaining
the privy-pits, or adding to the foulness of the bay—the last, in point of
immediate danger, is the least. The question naturally presents itself. Is
it necessary to have either evil ? If the sanitary welfare of the city
demands that privy-pits shall be abolished, what shall the substitute be ?

The water-closet—that is a closet with water service—has been of late
rapidly taking the place of the privy. But the earth-closet properly
managed has some important advantages, and is doubtless preferable.
Water carriage implies a great waste of material extremely valuable as a
fertilizer. Even a new country cannot afford to systematically throw away
material so necessary to maintain the soil for vegetable products. Beside
there are within a short distance of Toronto waSte lands which could, by
the aid of this very substance, be made fertile fields. How much better
this would be than sending the matter to waste and to poison the water is
quite evident. The earth-closet seems to offer the best means of preserving
so valuable a fert^Uizer, and at the same time securing the public against a
growing danger, due either to the existence of privy-pits or to the water
carriage system. How far the system can be adopted in Toronto may be
questioned. To carry it out effectually, a sufficient quantity of mould or
ashes IS necessary to absorb all the moisture of the excrement. To supply
this and as weU remove the resulting manure is thoaght by exceUent
authority to be impracticable in a place the size of Toronto. But undoubt-
edly a large number of houses could be thus treated ; the more the better
It IS gratifying to know that the number of earth-closetsls increasing If
we accept this statement that the water carriage system must, at least to
some extent, be continued, and this seems to be undoubted, then something
requires to be done to procure other disposal of the sewage than sending
It into the bay. This cannot be allowed to continue. It is bad enough
now, but when the breakwater is completed and the eastern gap is reduced
to some 500 feet, the channel by which the sewage may be carried out
into the lake, and lake water into the bay, will permit but little commingl-
ing of the contents^ of the bay and the lake water. This, with a rapidly
increasing population, must lead to a degree of foulness which cannot be
endured. As a remedy it has been proposed to construct intercepting
trunk sewers—two or more, extending eastward, by which the sewage
may bo conveyed to a point where it would not endanger the water supply
of the city. The engineering difficulties to be overcome do not appear to
be great. But the financial aspect of the matter presents obstacles of
considerable moment However the taxpayer and the City CouncU must
make up their minds to face the inevitable. It is submitted that if
proper consideration be given to the matter it wiU be seen that however
greaethe outlay of money, there will be ample return. Whatever conduces
vto increase public health and duration of life, with corresponding increase
of comfort and happiness, is a positive gain. To make Toronto, not only a
healthy place, but a delightful summer resort, is to add another attractioi"
to the many now existing, and to cause an increased number of the most
desirable class to select the place as a permanent home, which is an im-
portant consideration. Another consideration I have space only to men
tion 18 the danger, more or less possible, of contamination of the city's
water supply.
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IRISHMKN have not got all the buU& At Whitehall, just now, says an
English paper, a fishmonger displays a placard on which he announce* that
he sells Norwegian ice made from the melting of eUrnal snows. This is
not bad for a Cooknoy.

THIS GEOWING COUNTRY.

It is a frequent mistake with politicians to have their heads so full of the
things which have been that they miss the import and meaning of the
things which now ara The worid is moving all the time, but they are
so preoccupied with the past that they fail to understand the present For
instance, in 1860 the defenders of slavery in the United States, feeling
secure in the memories of former easy victories, had no eyes to see the
facts of the hour, which were under their noses, so to speak. They saw not
that the situation had immensely changed ; and, full of recollections of old
days which had departed never to return, they rushed into the unequal
conflict Take another example : during the twenty years next after the
time when England had fairly entered upon her great experiment of Free
Trade on one side only, the cause did seem to be making some advances
abroad

:
and its advocates were encouraged to believe that Cobden'a pro-

phecy would be,fu'...ued, and that Free Trade would soon sweep the civilized
world. They became so possessed with this iSea that they have never
beeii able to get it out of their heads since, and the adverse experience of
the last fifteen or twenty years is all but lost upon them. With France,
Germany, and the United States all levying higher duties on England's
goods now than they did half a century ago, the handwriting on the wall
ought to be intelligible enough

; but the fixed prepossessions of a bygone
time will not allow them to understand it There is a fatal significance in
the fact that it is not barbarous or unprogressive nations, but the most pow-
erful and progressive of all, that have of late years discarded Free Trade and
adopted Protection. What means it, this action on the part of France and
Germany in the old worid, and of the United States and Canada in the
new? It is proposed to establish Free Trade in the heart of Africa, and
probably the thing may be done. But try it at Paris, Beriin, Washington
or Ottawa, and see what success you will have.

The same may be said of most of those who are now weaving for Canada
her web of destiny—on paper. Some of them are positive that nothing
but Imperial Federation will save the country ; while others can see nothing
but our manifest destiny to be annexed to the United States. Both are
victims of the same kind of optical illusion. In both cases it is not the
Canada of to-day so much as the Canada of fifteen or twenty years ago
that keeps floating before their mental vision. They fail to realize suffi-
ciently that this is a growing country, and that it has been rapidly growing
out of the old conditions upon which they have predicated what ite future
must be.

Our declaration of commercial independence, made in 1879, seems to
have been the starting sigual for all sorts of proposals with regard to Can-
ada. Opponents of the National Policy, who on other matters are wide as
the poles asunder, propose changes greatly different in political tendency,
but alike in one point, that they would be fatal to manufactures in Can-
ada. Imperial Federation would of course take the tariff-making power
from the colony, and would vest it in a pariiament sitting in London •

but that Canadians would ever surrender the important powers so
recently acquired is unlikely in the extreme, and the proposal needs
but to be fairly stated to be recognized as impracticable. The colony
will certainly not give up the substance in order to grasp at the shadow •

it will not resign the reality of power to frame its own commercial policy
in exchauge for the airy and unsubstantial vision of a share in Imperial
legislation. Why, Birmingham, Sheffield, Manchester, and Glasgow together
would have more influence in shaping the Empire's fiscal policy than .

would be exercised by all Canada, with all Australia to boot ! In the
eyes of some at least of its advocates, the chief recommendation of the
scheme is that it would destroy Protection in the colonies. For that very
reason, if no other, the colonies will have none of it Further, it would
be driving a revolution backwards, and revolutions do not generally go that

~
way. Having for its very bottom and basis a surrender of rights already
conceded, it would be a decided political retrogressioa The idea of the
self-governing colonies going backwards in political freedom, while the
Mother Country is making gigantic efforts to go forward, is really too absurd
to be entertained.

Imperial Federation would destroy the commercial independence of
Canada, and would put her progresslback many degrees upon the dial
Annexation, on the other hand would blot out Canada from the map
altogether. The States of Ontario, Quebec, etc.. would be in the American
Union, but the Dominion of Canada would have disappeared. Are we
prepared for such self-extinction—for such an ignoble sacrifice of our "new
nationality "J We think not That Canada should give a majority vote
for thus wiping out her independent existence we hold to be impossible.
Our manufactures would in great part be wiped out too ; for the Northern
States, with their immense capacity for over-production, would speedily
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drive Canadian manufacturers to the wall. The old fable of the dog and
the shadow would get still another illustration. We should find the seat
of power transferred to Washington, and would be left lamenting for the
independence we had foolishly thrown away.

The commercial progress of Scotland after the union with England is not
a parallel case. By the union Scotland did obtain access to larger markets,
and a share in the colonial trade of which before she had little or nothing.
But in both England and the United States over-production and the strug-
gle for markets to sell in are main facts to be noted. Be it observed, too,

that the struggle referred to does not slacken, but grows fiercer every year.
Open Canadian ports to the competition of either Old or New England, or
both, and our own manufactures would soon be largely extinguished. Our
gigantic corApetitors would seize this market and hold it, while our hold of

their markets would be at the small end of the horn.

While schemes for handing Canada over, bound and helpless, to the
powers that be, in either London or Washington, are being discussed, the
country is growing right away from them, to use a colloquial expression.

Before Confederation and the acquisition of the North-West the ability

of Canada to stand alone might have been held in question ; but while peo-
ple have been talking, a revolution has been hurrying on. It is most
emphatically true that the case for Annexation, far from strengthening
as the years roll on, grows visibly weaker every year that passes. While
Imperial Federation and Annexation are pointed out as ports towanis one
or other of which we must direct our course, this growing country is

rapidly sailing past both, towards a destiny of her own. Or let us say, rather,

that already she has sailed past them, beyond any possibility of recall.

Already this " new nationality" is too big to be sat upon and extinguished.
Twenty years ago that might have been done ; but now !

Let US try to realize a certain possibility. Say that our too industrious
weavers of Canada's destiny would simply let her alone, and allow her to

work it out for herself. Why not let the country go on much as it is now
doing

; that is to say, in its present course of expanding independence in
commercial policy, in railway policy, and in everything save matters which
are clearly within Imperial jurisdiction alone. Tiy this for ten years more,
and you will be astonished to observe how the old arguments for extin-
guishing our material independence have disappeared. Or watch closely how
the country's material strength grows from year to year, and how every
year the need for our "hooking on" more closely either to the Mother
Country or the United States grows less and fades away before our eyes.
It is not things as they were twenty years ago, but things as they are to-day,
that should be looked at By all means let us do what it is so easy to do—
give fair trial to the experiment of letting well enough alone.

_^ JoBN MacLean.

PROVINCIAL RIGHTS.

Peominiunt men from the Mother Land, as well as from the colonial seat
of government, have, by their recent visits to Manitoba, drawn particular
attention to the Prairie Province ; and this moment of awakened interest

Js an opportune time to diacusa a question that wUl over be a cause of
agitation and discontent until finally and justly settled. The leaven of
party spirit has too often imparted an acrimony to the discussion of the
provincial rights which could serve nought but the interests^ of faction,
and fail of the true end in view.

Lawyers have argued this question and have -given learned opinions,
and these learned opinions have differed ; not then, from a legal stand-
point, but from one of right and justice, of expediency and a consideration
for the well-being of the people directly affected by it, let it be viewed.

In former times of conquest and colonization it was, indeed, custom4ry
for the stronger party to over-ride the rights of the weaker, and to exact
from them whatever tribute could be ground from a poweriess or seemingly
powerless people. The United States of America are the result of such a
poUcy, and it is quite within the bounds of possibiUty that the ultimate
good of the North-West might be achieved by similar diplomacy ; but such
a result in such a manner western people do not desire, nor at present con-
template. Equal righte must be a first consideration in this enlightened age

1^ to guarantee amity in any confederation of states, without which there wUl
^^vever be a feeUng of inferiority rankling in the breasta of those who are inVt^ disadvantageous position, which feeling cannot faU to cause continual

\fltot8 to achieve the coveted equality, and such efforte bring disquietude
aad rcss to the whole State.

Now what is the most important demand made by Manitoba in her
contest for provincial rights? It is a demand for the same control of her
public lands as the Local Governmente of other Provinces enjoy of theirs.

And what grounds, aside from constitutional right, has she for pressing
her claim)

M=:r;

First, on the ground that, if she has to bear her share of the public
burden, she should have resources in equality with the other ProvTnces to
enable her so to do.

Secondly, on the ground that it would be the best policy for the whole
State to establish that equality now, when the western Province is weaker;
not leaving it to a day when her people, by the strength of her vote, by
representation by population, can force an equivalent from an unwilling
Confederation, and probably thus endanger the bonds of union. Such a
day must assuredly come Mrith the rapid growth of the West unless' justice
be done now.

Thirdly, on the ground that it is utterly at variance with the genius of
the free institutions which we in this hemisphere boast that a section of
people should be thus debarred from the administration of their own
heritage for their own benefit, while other subdivisions of people under
the same rule, who are no better fitted physically and intellectually for
self-government, enjoy its utmost privileges. The Confederation of the
Provinces emancipated us from " Downing Street''—two words that to
Canadian ears, are synonymous with political red-tape, bungling, and
ignorance. Are the men who achieved that liberty to be the founders of
a second Downing Street at Ottawa? When these even proposed the
scheme of self-government, were they met by the same spirit with which*
they n^w over-ride the just claims of Manitoba i Was the price, in blood
and m6iiey, which England paid for these colonies set forth aa a reason

_
why Canadians should not be a self-gqverning people ! Fortunately for
Canadian nationality a larger spirit prevailed in that day.

A fourth ground on which this claim may reasonably be based is one
of a demand for responsible government, which, in the present case, it can
well be insisted, does not exist, in so far as the administration of these
lands is concerned.

It will be said that the executive power at Ottawa is responsible to
the whole Dominion for the proper administration of the lands in Mani-
toba. Theoretically, no doubt, it- is, but that is not in reality the case.

Were the whole of the public lands of Canada under central control,

and the revenues therefrom paid into the general treasury, then each Pro-
vince would be interested in the administration of all lands in whatever
part of the country. But such is not the case. We have been told that

the revenue received from Manitoba is expended in her interests. If such
be the case, there is no balance in the treasury from this source to interest

the representatives of other Provinces. Thus they have no direct interest

in the administration of these lands, and fail to hold the Government
responsible for acts which do not affect their individual Provinces. This
is but natural. Were the lands of New ^runswick under similar control

the representatives of Manitoba would feel little interest in the manner or

result of their administration. So it is that five members, who are power-
less in a House of oyer two hundred, are tije only representatives whose
interests can make them keenly watch the policy of the Government in

this matter, and who hold the Government responsible—which, considerino'

their infinitesimal minority, amounts to no responsibility at all.

The other Provinces of the Dominion desire a revenue from their own
public lands, which, if properly husbanded, should keep the demon of

direct taxation at an immeasurable distance from their borders • but
Manitoba has nothing to look forward to but the dole extracted from an
unwilling Parliament, and for which she must sue aa each increasing need
demands.

It is, perhaps, touching upon the legal grounds of the question to assert

that the rights of a colony already well established on the banks of the

Red River were ignored and British subjects bought and sold without a
question as to their yea or nay. They did vote nay ; but without avail •

and some of them even recorded that vote in blood. That act was wrong,
and was probably a fatal Wow to the very rights for which it was struck •

but the principle for which that rebellion spoke was right.

If Confederation is to be a happy and lasting union, then each Province
as it assumes the responsibility of local self-government must have equal
righte with ite sister Provinces, and should be granted ite just share of

that with which nature has dowered the whole Confederation.

I

Barey Danb.

Edith :
" Whi, my darling Maud, where have you been so long ? You

have not been at Eastbourne for several seasons. I often think how fond
you used to be of croquet" Maud :

" Yes, I was, and am yet, for that
matter, though I seldom play now. You did not care for it, I remember."
Edith

:
" No, I doted on lawn tennis, and have played it every summer

;

in fact, I am just on my way to a game now. But whose child is that,
Maud ? " |Maud : " Mine. I was married four years ago to the gentleman
who,'a^ou remember, was my partner at croquet the last season I was at
Eastbourne." Edith, sadly: "Ah, yes. Married; and here am I, still in
the market" Maud whispering : " Drop teniius and go back to croquet."
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF COGNITION*

This little work will compare favourably with any elemenUry textbook
on the Psychology of Cognition in the English language. One important
feature in it is the recognition of relation as a mental element essentially
distinct from feeling. Here Dr. Jardine avoids the fundamental error that
runs through so great a part of the psychology of the day. Mr. Herbert
Spencer, for example, tells us that the constituents of mind are feelings
and relations between feelings, but is careful to explain that what is called
relation is itself a species of feeling, distinguished by certain circumstances
from feelings ordinarily so called. It has often been shown that, if feeling
were the sole ultimate constituent of mind, knowledge would be impossible.

It is unfortunate that Dr. Jardine does not expressly point out that
relation, which he recognizes as an ultimate and irreducible factor in cog-
nition, rests on a syntheticJnnction of mind. In order that a feeling may
be defiSltely known, it must be known in relation to some other ; in order
that the two may be known in relation, they must be seized together ; and,
in order that they may be seized together, the mind must itself have con-
joined them. It belongs to the very nature of mind to conjoin what Kant
terms "the manifold of feeling " in unities of various kinds. This synthetic
function is not to be confounded with the operation of contingent laws of
association. Association supposes previous knowledge ; but the synthetic
function to which we refer renders knowledge possible. We have looked
in vain through Dr. Jardine's pages for a clear exposition of this all-

important point. One of his most explicit statements, though the expres-
sion is clumsy and fitted in some respects to mislead, is the following.
After observing (p. 88) that the phenomena which appear in consciousness
are feelings related to one another, he adds :

" The n,ost primitive act of
thought consists in the intuition of one of these relations. And next in
rank is the synthetic act by which objecte or elements thus related are
connected together iii unity."

Admitting that relation is a factor in cognition incapable of being
reduced to feeling, an important question is. What are the most general
relations under which objects are apprehended? Some psychologiste re-
cognize only likeness and unlikeness ; but these are properly qualitative
determinations. The quantitative relations under which objects exist are
radicaUy distinct from their qualitative. The quality of an o^ect, as
known—and, for our part, we consider it absurd to speak of qualities
unknown and unknowable—is feehng of some kind, real or ideal. But
by the quantity of an object—its figure, ite magnitude and the like—
we do not mean any kind of feeling. Writers like Mr. Huxley are
accustomed to talk of feeUngs^ of extension. We have no feeling of
extension. When we perceive a piece of ribbon red at one end and blue
at the other we have a feeling of redness and a feeKng of blueness, and we
think these feelings as related in space. Dr. Jardine puts this very well.
"The qualities of colour, smell, hardness, etc., are simply sensations of
sight, smell, muscular effort, etc., ideally transferred or projected into
external space. But the space into which these sensations are projected
or which they occupy is not a sensation of any kind. . . It is
therefore perhaps" (omit j>erAa/j«; " improper to speak of extension,
figure, and other forms of space as being qualities at aU. They are rather
the spatial relations of qualities." (p. 83.) The system of relations under
which the phenomena of consciousness must stand to one another is. Dr.
Jardine thinks, completed when to the qualitative relations of Ukeness and
unlikeness, and to the relation of simultaneous existence in space, we add
that of succession in time. For an elementary text-book this may suflice

;

but the subject needs fuller and profounder treatment than it has received'
in any work with which we are acquainted.

Into the detaUs of Dr. Jardine's treatise we cannot enter. We content
ourselves with saying generally that throughout the volume there is much
that is worthy of praise, and that the parte which appear least satisfactory
perhaps owe their seeming imperfection to a disposition on Dr. Jardine's
part to accommodate his statemente to current ideas. We occasionally
had the feeling that he did not recognize with sufficient boldness the con-
clusions to which his principles inevitably lead. The most notable instance
of -this is his treatment of the question of the nature of the objects of"
percepUon. While clearly pointing out that these objects, as known, depend
on mind, he palters with the inaani aomnium of an unknown x, existing
independently of mind, behind perceived phenomena. He leaves it un-
decided how far the problems that at once arise about this x, if the x be
posited, can be solved, and dismisses the subject by intimating that such
solution as is possible must be furnished by Metaphysics and not by
Pschology. It is a pity that he should thus have suggested to his readers

'Th* Eluuanta ol the Pi^ehology of Cognition. Br the Ber. Bobwt Jafdina B A
Seaood edition. London : MMmUlu and S>., 1884.

^^ '••auie, iJ.A.

that there is behind the phenomena, which in their aggregate we term
Nature, any unknown x existing independently of mind, or that the
actuality of what we term a material thing consists in anything else than
a system of definite relations. A material worid existing out of. relation
to mind is necessarily an unintelligible worid. We do not for a moment
suppose that Dr. Jardine believes in such a chimera. What we complain
of is that he suggeste its existence to the students for whom his work is

intended. G P Y

' CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO COBBE8PONDENT8.
'.'.9." o™'*te<l to enclose his namejind oddreis.
" OBBKBTxa " did not aand hli owd.

THK LOBD'S prayer.
To the Editor of The Week : — .

Sib,—In the Thi Wbbk of September 25 there was an article on " The Witnesa
of St. Matthew." The writer Bars :_" It is quite true that Evangelists do not always
observe the order of time in their narrations. It is equally true that there are some
events which it is impossible to refer with certainty to any particular moments in the
history of our Lord." He also says :-•• In any book, and especially in a book on such
a subject (mark that), "it must be easy to find statements which are inexact or
unsatisfactory." I will ask permission to eiamine a point-surely interesting in itself—upon which the above very serious admissions, I must caU them, have a direct bear-
ing. Unless I am very much mistaken, the general opinion among clergymen is that the
Lord's Prayer was taught by Christ on two several occasions, with sOme length of time
between them. I know that some of them would be very unwilling to admit that it was
not so. Let us see how the matter stands. The Prayer is mentioned once only by St
Matthew

;
once only by St. Luke ; not at all by St. Mark, nor by St. John. It is less

Ukely that they would have omitted two instances than one only. In St. Matthew the
Prayer occurs in the midst of the Sermon on the Mount, which occupies three chapters,
v., Ti., vu. In St. Luke also it occurs in the midst of the teachings of that Sermon'
scattered as they are in His Gospel through at least three chapters, vi., xi., xii., the Prayer
being in xi. In chapter vi is undoubtedly what is intended for the Sermon described
in St. Matthew, occupying twenty-nme verses, or about a fourth part of that Sermon
and beginning and ending exactly as that Sermon does, but not containing the Prayer!
In XL of Luke, five chapters farther on, verses 9 to 13 are identical with verses 7 to 11
of vii. of Matthew

; and verie 33 with 15 of v. Matthew. In St. Luke xu., venras 22
to 31 are identical with verses 25 to 34 ; and verses 33 to 34 with verses 20 and 21 in
vi. of Matthew.

Is is not, then, perfectly correct to say that in St. Luke the Sermon is scattered
through three chapters, and that the Prayer occurs in ttfe midst of them, just as it
occurs, with a difference, in the midst of the Sermon on the Mount, in Matthew? It
is the same Prayer, with the same surroundings, only not in precisely the same way.
According to both Evangehsts, Christ was, at the time when He taught the Prayer, in
a mountainous or sedaded place. And St. Luke tells us that before He began the
Sermon He had passed the night in prayer pn a mountain. There is, indeed, this
difference between the two narratives, that, while St. Matthew says that, before begin-
ning His Sermon Christ went up into a mountain. St. Lake tells us that He came
down and stood in the plain. But there can be no doubt that the occasion referred to
is the same, for, in both cases, the Sermon immediately foUows. In St. Matthew the
Prayer is taught in the midst of the Sermon. In St. Luke it is proceeded by part of the
Sermon, and is associated with.and immodUtely foUowed by other-parts. According
to both narratives, there is the preaence of a great multitude in close association with
the occasion of the teaching of the Prayer, and I think it is not too much to assume
that it is the same mul titude, as there is no mention of any other. It U also to be
observed that, if the disciplaa mu» taught the Prayer «l an earlier period of ChriBt^
ministry, there would not appear to have been any necessity for teaching it, a second
time, at a Uter period. In both EvangeUsts we have the Sermon ; in both wo have
the Prayer in the course of it ; in both we have the mountainous or desert phice, and
the presence of the disciples only—unless some other intrepretation can be put on St.
Matthew v. I, which would certainly seem impossible—and in both we have the pro-
pinquity, not the actual presence, of a great multitude, we may say the same multitude.

We have, then, to ask ourselves whether the evidence preponderates in favour of
the Prayer having been taught by Christ on two oocasions or on one only ; whether it

may not b« possible that theologians have been on this point, as admittedly on others,
" uoexaot " and

'

' nnsatUfaotory." HappUy there is nothing to be reaUy lost or gained

:

the one point of supreme importance is that, in any case, we have the Prayer.
I think it would not be impossible to bring the gospels of St. Matthew and St.

Luke into unison on this point by making certain changes, in accordance with the
difficulties admitted by the writer of the article on " The Witness of St. Matthew,"
and by almost all others, I believe ; but it is not for me to presume to do that.

JOUBBALISTS IN CANADA.
To the Editor of the Week

:

Sia,—Is joomalism, are joomalists, advancing in standing in Canada? Yes-, and
No. For the most part, the newspapers are growing in prosperity, and, doubtless, the
newspaper men are, as the old letter-writers used to say, " enjoying the same blessing."
But joomalistt are not aooorded that position either politically or socially to which
they are •ntillad, and whieh they might command were they true to themselves and to
eaoh other. It is not hyperbole to say that no parsons in our modern times wield more
ot real iufloanea than joomalisti, and it is equally true that the newspapers under
thair eontrol are tha laddais up whieh inferior pamons often climb into parliamentary
and other poutions of promiaesiea. Soaially, the stupidast M.P. or M.P.P. that ever
draw breath laaaa to ont-rank aU eondnotors of tha preasf except, perhaps, the few
whaUe ol joamalism too iapoctant to b* ignored. Whj U tUmt JoamaiisU sm
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themselves much to blame. They are to blame when they allow themselves to be

treated as " organists," or other than equals. They are to blame when they snbmit

to being " patronized " by anybody. They are to blame when they personally

attack journalists who may happen to hold opinions differing from their own. If

politicians wish rivals bespattered, let them do their own bespattering. Journalists

make a mistake when they decry eaoh other's circulation or business. Whatever they

feel, manifestations of jealousy never look otherwise than petty. Lawyers, as a pro-

feuion, stand up for eaoh other through thick and thin. Why should joomalists alone

...4*voar each other for the amusement of Tom, Dick or Harry?

The journalist has to bear the sins of many. He has to take the brunt of political

battle. He has often to confront the wealthy and the powerful. Frequently undeserved

odium and obloquy that belong to others make up his portion.

In England, journalism has become a power recognized personally as well as

poUtically alike by "persons and personages." The road to that proper recognition

alone to be coveted by any true joarnalist will be found in Canada, as in EngUnd, in

an attitude of dignified self-respect, and of respect towards^Jthers in the same profes-

sion, even though politically the gulf between be as wide as that which divides Lord

Salisbury from Joseph Chamberlain. v
Caxtom.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.

To the Editor of the Week :

SiB,—When such a railway accident as the one at Pinkerton, which it is stated will

cost the Company not less than one hundred thousand dollars, startles the placid

intelligence of the public, the mind of some thoughtful citizen will naturally turn to ^

the question of remedy. The average joumaUst, as his habit is, will think first of

apology, and how delightfully safe railway travelling is in the abstract ; or, as he would

perhaps prefer to phrase it, on the average. The money question will come first in the

consideration of a trading community, accustomed to protecting its fiesh and blood by

insurance premiums, thus justifying the prior mention of it in this letter. The punitive
'

or judicial question will come next in order. We shoU all be most anxious to know who

is to pay in purse or in person. What but this are the judges upon the bench lor ?

But some dissatisfied mortal who rates the sentiment of humanity somewhat higher

even than the gregarious instinct will begin to plume such faculties as he possesses for

a short flight, earnestly seeking to know if this class of accidents cannot be prevented.

The public feeling amounts to very little, being too inexpert, enlisted on the side of

the companies, or deeply fascinated withtfie Turkish or " Kismet " view of human and

travelling existence. The journals, as hinted already, are mostly unavailable, finding

it their business to make things pleasant generally, and very skilfully carrying that

out—not a line of "leader" in the presence of such a catastrophe as the one we are

considering I The railway engineers, being paid officials, or hoping to become so, do

their duty according to their positions. And so it appears there is no space, unless

Thb Wbkk takes the case into its kind consideration, even to propound the question :

"Why should a hundred thousand dollars' worth of train and a quite incalculable

value in life be allowed to roll, not four times, but any lesi number, down an embank-

ment?" To view the question in this way would be to prepare to entertain it on its

merits, and as far as the experience of the writer avails anything, we are a long way

yet from that practical method in railway contingencies in Canada.

Tours, Qc.estob.

DRIFTING AMONG THE THOUSAND ISLANDS*

. Never a ripple upon the river,

As it lies like a mirror, beneath the moon,

—Only the shadows tremble and quiver,

'Neath the balmy breath of a night in June.

All dark and silent, each shadowy island <

Like a silhouette lies on the silver ground.

While, just above us, a rocky highland

Towers, grim and dusk, with ita pine trees crowned.

Never a sound but the wave's soft plashing

As the boat drifte idly the shore along

—

And the darting tire-flies, silently flashing,

<61eam, living diamonds—the woods among.

And the night-hawk flite o'er the bay's deep bosom,
,

And the loon's laugh breaks through the midnight calm.

And the luscious breath of the wild vine's blossom

Wafte from the rocks like a tide of balm.

Drifting ! Why may we not drift forever 1

Let all the world and its worries go 1

Let us float and float with the flowing river.

Whither—we neither care nor knew !

Dreaming a dream, might we ne'er awaken
;

There is joy enough in this passive bliss
;

The wrestling crowd and its cares forsaken
;

Was ere Nirvana more blest than this ?

Nay ! but our hearte are ever lifting

"The screen of the present, however fair
;

Not long, not long, may we go on drifting.

Not long enjoy surcease from care !

Ours is a nobler task and guerdon

Than aimless drifting, however blest

;

,

,

^Only the heart that can bear the burden

Shall share the joy of the victor's rest.

FiDBLIS.

^.

. THE nNDERTAKBBS CONVENTION.

To the Editor of the Week

:

Sib,—A recent issue contained a tetter from " Prudence," under the caption of

"Celebrations and Conventions," wherein he affects great astonishment at the recent

" Undertakers' Convention " held in the City of Toronto, and submits the following

queries for our consideration :
" Can it be possible that they met together for the purpose

Ldiaousaing how to improve their basjaaaa, and to keep up those exhorbitant prices

which they charge for the burying of the dead '!
"

Tes, " Prudence " ; we seriously met for the direct purpose of improving and elevat-

ing our calling, in the direction of acquiring, through the medium of lectures given by

practical men who thoroughly understand our wants, the requisite knowledge that will

enable us to successfully cope with decomposition during the brief interval that elapses

between death and interment ; and, paradoxical as it may appear to you, the prevention

of contiigion from diseases that are well known to be propagated by some of our funeral

onatoms. As to your reflection that we charge "exhorbitant prices,"permit me to

remind yon that no tradesman subject to equal risks and exposure realizes less profit

on his capital than the regular undertaker. His customer can select without pressure

or intimidation such articles as he desires to prooture at prices that will, meet the

requirements of his taste and pocket. A " radical " change may be necessary in our

funeral obsequies, as in other departments of trade, but the undertaker does not occupy

a singular position when he meets the requirements of the public by furnishing the

goods they desire to purchase. Stop the demand and the supply will cease.

Yours, etc., W. H. Hoiu.
Catming'ton.

SONNET TO A MULE.

iLLUSTBloas pledge of lawless amorousness !

Celestial kicker !—Fray assuage the ire

That threatens from those shifting orbs of fire :

Sweet foretastes of a saintly heel's caress.

Yet, Muley, each who views thee must confess

Thou hast the peaceful virtues of thy sire
;

Those intellectual hoofs would ne'er desire

To spifflicate the spirit of the press.

In peace I titillate thine hide, and, lo !

I grasp thy tail, and—thud ! ouch !—all things melt.

And stars and meteoric showers glow

Above a blighted liverpad ! andjjh '

Good Christians, go and feel what I have felt,

f liTnlrtiifljl hv hghrifl hftola * ' hnlngr ^^^ rmit'i *

H. K. COCKIN.

A CONVERSION.

^&i M^^y^m.-

'I- CANADIAN WBITBR8.
To the Editor of the Week :

Sm,—I have read the survey of "Canadian Literature" by Mr. J. E. Collins,

which appeared a few weeka ago in your joumaL It will not be arguing myself

unknown to admit that several names cited as those of our principal Uterary men ara

entirely new to me ; for I venture to say that sixty per cent, of your readers can be

placed in the same category with me. But it is at Mr. Oollina' aina of omission I am
most amazed. The omiaaion that atrikes one as moat glaring is that of Joseph Howe's

name from the list. How Mr. Collina could oonaidar the enumeration complete without

Mference to the greatest orator and probably tha flnaet poetical mind Canada ever

produced, does not seem dear. Yooia truly, BLUiaosa.

Sew Otaegine, S. S.

[From the French of Thomas Bentzon,]

VIII. - —
He had baptized her with her full approval. The truth, thought he,

had for once made its way into that tribe of heretics, rebellious and

hardened for centuries ; it would be a grand example, an edifying theme

for the whole parish. Vicar Fulgentius was giving glory to Heaven for

the triumph of which he had been the instrument, when a man, whom no

one had ever seen at the church, violently pushed open the door of the

vestry, where he was alone. It was a sturdy, thickset old man, with

rough, tanned features. A beard of several days' growth bristling round

his face gave him a peculiarly savage look. His small, sunken eyes

gleamed fiercely from beneath a pair of bushy eyebrows ; his fist trembled

as it clutched a stick, while standing in front of the Vicar, he looked him

fuU in the face.

" She belongs to yoo," he began, without a preamble. " I leave her to

you. Come and take her. Yes ; take her body, since you have

already stolen her soul. The crime will be no greater. Robber ! seducer !

that is all you are ; do you hear t . . . She told us in leaving us that

she would die a Catholic—she, my daughter 1 . . . Her mother con-

fessed it all to me ; her mother, who behaved like a go-between, out of pity

for what she told her ; out of pity ! I, out of pity for her honour, for the

honour of her kindred, out of pity for her eternity, would have &8tened

* Tha first foor varsai were published in the Century, and copied into (he eeleotia

departmant of Taa Wuk. At the author's request we now give the complete poem.
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down over her beforehand the stone of our family vault. I would have
stood over it with a gun in my hand. But my own family have betrayed
me

!
Behind my back a plot was woven for something worse than my

murder
; and my wife, my daughter were in the plot ! They are nothing

now to me ! Lying entered my house. ... For you a wretched girl
renounced her father, renounced her religion. Nor was it to your God
that She gave herself, but to a man—to yourself ! Her God was yourself

;

if you did not understand that, it was because you would not understand
It. My daughter made herself an idol of flesh and blood. Take her
away !

"

He brandished his stick and was gone, having allowed no interruption,
without consenting to listen to one word.

The priest saw him in the courtyard of La Pr^e, seated motionless
upon a stone, with his arms crossed and his hat drawn over his eyes, when
he went, followed by a long procession of peasants singing psalms in
chorus, to fetch that body which had been thrown to him with a curse.

This time he entered by the great folding door. The mother was
sobbing, her face hidden in the curtains of that virgin couch which had
witnessed so prolonged an agony ; she did not raise her head. Little
Suzette, upon a step of the staircase, looked in terror out of her large
black eyes—the eyes of Simone—as those whom her father called robbers
completed t^e abduction. And old Le Huguet, when the funeral train
returned, stirred not from his place in the sun, but seemed petrified. The
white banner carried by young girls, which waved over the hedges, was
lost in the distance, the voices growing fainter and fainter, died away

:

nothing more was heard than the distant and melancholy sound of a knell
ringing in the village belfry. The old Huguenot was still there, with dry
eyes and clenched fists, contemplating the first defection of which one
being of his race had given an example. " Abjured !

" muttered he in the
same tone that a soldier would have said " Deserted !

"

He had forbidden his family and servants to appear either at the
church or in the churchyard. The concourse was none the less at Simone's
burial. The whole Catholic population of Arc-sur-Loire made it a pretext
for a religious manifestation; better still, they forgot their usual parsimony
so far as to subscribe (the poorest giving his penny) for a fine stone cross
to recall upon this grave wrested from the camp of the Protestants the
seini-miraculous conversion of a Le Huguet

THE SCRAP BOOK.

The funeral monument is already blackened by the hand of the winters

;

the farm of La Free retains its old aspect of hostile isolation of cold,'
symmetrical prosperity ; but for many years no one has heard anything of
Vicar Fulgentius.

After the conquest which did him so much honour he was no longer
the same man ; 'every one observed it. Pale, sad, and unceasingly pre-
occupied, was he thinking over that furious malediction from the head of
the family, who came to seek IRm right at the foot of the altar ? Or had the
immaterial betrothed, to whom he had given himself for eternity returned
too often

'
tb remind him of their meeting-place 1 Who can say whether

during these hours of meditation, which he more and more prolonged,
beneath the arbour where that letter had been handed to him summoning
him to La Pree for the first time, he did not see passing between him and
his breviary her who said, " I will never leave you again."

Perhaps she showed herself thereafter, not in that shroud-like dress
consumed before the grave by a hopeless passion, but young, beautiful',
alive—the Simone of the locked diary. One evening Ursula saw her
master throw into the fire, in a desperate way, as he would have burned
some engine of witchcraft, a^ote-book bound in Persian morocco. But

"IKis execution did not suffice to give him back his freedom of mind, his
militant and resolute temper. He had no more confidence either in him-
self or his calling ; thoughts beset him which were not his own, but plainly
those of Simone communicated, whispered into his ear ; the noble zeal
which had inflamed him of yore had spent itself in a first excess. Abruptly
to flee from the indefinable remorse that harassed his soul, he asked to be
sent to a smaller, more sequestered parish than Arc-sur-Loire. His bishop
granted this request, which seemed to be dictated by profound humility.
But Fulgentius was to push still further his taste for self-efiacement, his
dread of responsibilities. He spoi) afterwards forsook the active ministry •

the report spread that he had vanished in the depths of one of those
Carthusian monasteries where the last particle of will, the smallest frag-
ment of initiative is sacrificed ; where, under the stem yoke of an unbending
rule, there is no risk of going astray, of doing evil while thinking to do
good. But what walls are high enough to bar the way against a remem-
brance—that ghost that nothing can lay. M. L. Kousk, reddidit.

It is odd to notice how difficult it is for a writer to make any change
however slight, in his signature, after it has once got into the title-page of
a book. Just now, Mr. Edmund Gosse, who has dropped a W. out of the
middle, and Mr. Brander Matthews, who has dropped a J. from the begin-
ning of his name, are often annoyed by seeing themselves referred to as
Mr. E. W. Gosse and Mr. J. B. Matthews. Most people have already
forgotten that Bayard Taylor was once J. Bayard Taylor, and that Bret
Harte signed his first book F. Bret Harte. In like manner, Mr. Austin
Dobson has dropped an H. and Mr. Laurence Hutton a J., while Mr.
Cosmo Monkhouse was formerly W. Cosmo Monkhouse, and Mr. Bronson
Howard once parted his name with a C. Charles Dickens had left behind
him two initials, and Richard Briusley Sheridan gaVe up a fourth name
when he entered into literature.

The Toronto Week has made a good impression, and occupies a position
of no small influence in the Dominion.—n« American.

Napoleon the Little was carried to the throne of France by a sea of
blood, and was swept away by the same force. The Tory party of Canada
obtoined power by commercial depression, and the same relentless influence
will tear it from their grasp.—0«a«;a Free Press.

The Federation scheme may have attractions for a few of our
aristocracy," who would like above all things a seat in the " Lords "

: but
the ma^s of the people in Canada, as in ill the Colonies, believe that the
present system will do much better.—J/iimto6o Free Press.

Ab to the immediate future of business in our own country there is cer-
tainly no reason for desponding. The movement of goods may be com-
paratively slow, and the aggregate trade less than in some past years, but
there IS less risk in operating, from the fall in prices, and less risk too
trom bad debts, thanks to the caution which traders continue to observe.—
Montreal Gazette.

And still all political roads seem to lead to New York. Supposing
the October States go their " natural " ways-Ohio, Republican and West
Virginia, Democratic—it will become morally certain that the winning
candidate must have the vote of New York, and that prospect would make
such a battle there as tires one to think of. However, there is yet time
for a good many things to happen.—.imericaw Paper.

A Correspondent having written to Mr. Bright with regard to an
extract from one of his speeches on the franchise question which the
Tones have lately been placarding in various parts of the country, the
right hon. gentleman has replied that the extract as it is used is a fraud
upon the electors—practically a lie—as the Tory leaders know, although
they permit of, and probably encourage, its ciroulation<r- >l/anoA««ter
JLxamxner.

Ddring all the turmoil, all the excitement, all the numerous happen-
ings of this peculiar campaign,! there is at least one man—and he as much
interested as any one possibly (W be—who neither shirks, avoids nor puts
oS his regular dutiea That man is Grover Cleveland of New YorkWhUe the governors of nearly all the other States have taken the platform
on one side or the other. Governor Cleveland, having greater personal
interest at stake than all the rest, has remained constantly at his post of
public duty.

—

Boston Globe.

Heaven forbid that Canada should ever elect a President if we should
be at all likely to go about it in the same way as our neighbours in the
United States. Hereafter a decent and self-respecting man might well be
excused for declining a nomination from either party on the simple ground
that he was not disposed to make himself a mark for every form of insult
and brutality. To ask a man to go through a Presidential contest is like
asking him to perambulate for months amid the stench and filth of the
sewers of some great city.

—

Montreal Star.

Putting this out of question, then, and 'dealing only with what is
certain, the position appears to be as follows. Dependent in the most
literal sense of the words on other countries for our daily bread and
obliged, therefore, to guard our food supplies in case of war ; with a vast
commerce to protect, and with no defence but the navy—not having a
great standing army as other European countries have—we have an iron-
clad fleet which is somewhat superior to that of France, but may before
long be equalled, if not surpassed, by her, and an unarmoured fleet larger
than hers, but in no way adequate to the work it would have to do inw»r_—Saturday Review.

There are more profitable modes of spending time than casting the
eye down the list of dates in search of the figures '84, with a view to be-
coming a public nuisance when they are found. Almost everything, as it
has been justly remarked, may have happened in all past time. TJie hidy
who declined altogether to read history because her motto was " Let by-
gones be bygones " cannot be held up as a model to the virtuous youth of
both sexes. Yet there is something in the flavour of her remark which is
comforting to an anniversary-ridden age. There is a great deal of possible
knowledge which ought to be neglected, like the weight of the elephant in
the Cambridge problem.—Saturday Review.

We published on Saturday last an account of the pamphlet in which
the German General Von der Goltz maintains that jn the next invasion of
France cavalry must be employed on a great scale, and that serious battles
of cavalry and horse-artillery only may be expected. This is known to be
the view favoured by the scientific German Staff; and on Tuesday the
Tinus dgpcribed the great manoeuvres going on near Cologne, in which the
Rhineland and Westphalian Corps d'Annie are engaged. They were re-
markable for the great position assigned to the cavalry, which on Ihe first
day had the whole of the work to do, not a rifle being fired, and the
whole of the infantry being employed in "mere strategical manceuvring."
It is known, moreover, that one great reliance of the Russian Staff against
invasions by Germany is on the great numbers of cavalry they habitually
keep ready for conceijtration in Poland. The Germans cannot rival them
in this arm. If this view is correct, the revival of cavalry campaigning
will greatly increase the expense of armies and the calamities of war.
Cavalry can never be cheap, even in a conscript service ; and a mass of
cavalry moving in an enemy's territory must desolate it It cannot keep
up the needful speed and carry stores, and must, therefore, live by requisi-
tions, which, when the number of horsemen rise high, blight a district like
a flight of locusts.

—

Pail Mail Gazette.

The Canadians certainly deserve praise for the public spirit which they
have shown m building railways and digging canals. Had the same enter-
pnse contended with a climate better disposed towards man's industriaf
efforts, the world would be constantly expressing its admiration and
wonder. No less than twenty millions have been expended on the canals
of the Dominion, and the furnishing of a milway to the far-away settlers
in the North-West was a thing which no amount of grumbling about
monopoly will ever bnng into a bad light —Chicago Current.

Happy in their patriotism, the Welsh cherish their vernacular with a
fidelity not displayed across the Channel—for Irish has no literature and
as a spoken language is dying fast—yet they have put aside that antago-
nism tb England and the English which once characterized them. They
have suffered like the Irish from an alien Church and English land laws
but neither has precluded their progress in well-being and civilization'
"They rightly regard the past as historical, and as concerns existing griev-
ances they sUnd shoulder to shoulder with sympathetic Englishmen, not
forming themselves into a separate party. The Sooteh also cherish nation-
ality intensely, but their symbolism and sentiment have no taint of
sedition.

—

London Daily Telegraph.

Iv a man could eat as much in proportion as a bird, he would consume
a whole round of beef for his dinner. The redbreast is a most voracious
bird. It has been calculated that to keep a redbreast up to its normal
weight, an amount of animal food is required daily equal to an earthworm
fourteen feet in length. Taking a man of average weight, and measuring
bulk for bulk with the redbreast, I tried to calculate how much food he
would consume in twenty-four hours, if he ate as much in proportion as
the bird. Assuming a sausage nine inches in circumference to be a fair
equivalent of the earthworm, I find the maii^ould have to eat sixty-seven
feet of such sausage in every twenty-four hours. I mention this in order
to illustrate the amount of work which is done by insect-eating birds.—
Southern Plemter.

A great mafly English persons, who merely run over to Paris for a
bnef hohday, imagine that the gay capital, as they are fond of callicg it,
is a paradise of cheap and generous plenty. To those who have a la-ger
and more extended experience the contrary seems the case. Within the
past ten years the price of everything may be said, without the least exag-
geration, to have doubled. Rents are higher, and what with Government
protective duties and municipal octroi tolls, meat, wine, bread and vege-
tables have risen in price to an enormous extent Protection has brought
matters to such a pass in Paris and the large towns of France that general
discontent is felt among the important classes of the population whose
means are comparatively limited. The case is worse with workmen and
others.

—

Zondon Daily Telegraph.

Every morning's paper at New York contains the detoils of some new
elopement of a young woman, sometimes with a coachman, sometimes with
another young man. The parents who have lavished affection and luxury
perhaps, upon their daughter awake to find themselves suddenly and
brutally disowned by her and abandoned to the sneering wonder of the
world. Sometimes the father is completely broken up, closes his home
and flees, carrying his desolation with him to some secret place ; sometimes,
he grimly refuses all reconciliation, says " let her go," and locks in his
heart the unspoken grief and nameless sting that ages men, that stills th»
blood and bows the bravest frame. The untrusted mother staggers
beneath the betrayal of her love and the ingratitude of the daughter she
has borne. How can girls be so lacking in filial regard, in the rudest
sense of gratefulness and in the most ordinary prudence '{—Springfield
Republican.

Dr. Cbichton Browne, at the instance of Mr. Mundella, has been en-
iring infrt tlie worlcina of hhA li^ngHoK "D«a.wj g^Urtf.! *a..j.<-LiLL «-.j .. , i. *

the disappointment of Mr. Mundella, concludes that the mechanical and
pedantic fashion in which the Educational Department does its work is the
cause of a certain amount of juyenil» insanity. Dr. Browne supports his
opinion by evidence which appears satisfactory to everybody who does not
look at It with the eyes of an official committed to the present system. He
saw numbers of children in the schools he had visited who looked ill from
overwork and want of food. He quotes statistics to show that there has
been an increase of some forms of nervous disease among young people
since the School Board began to work. On the face of it that does look as
if the things had some connection with one another. To come to smaller
matters, he heard complaints of headache and want of Aee^.—Satv/rday

it E^V^!'^ ^"*
"T""*' °* *'*•' ^"'''"'«'- ^""^"^ ""^d" its appearanceIt met with a most favourable reception. It has steadily Ed ?ninfluence. What its promoters promUed they have faithfuU^fufhled Tt

LTf^K??'',''^
*"'• ^y ''' increasing number of readers, ^le 'li„"

ary or extreme. The October issue contains a ijumber of admirable Dano™I£ opens with "Adjustment," a poem in which truth and beauty are

'S: 'fuL*?' 'iTVu ^•- ^^'''''- ^^°^-«- Harris ably dSss^The Function of the Chnstian Consciousness," and William M Bryantcontinues his exposit on of "Buddhism and Christianity." PrindpaGrant, of Queen's University, has a characteristic paper on " The BritLhAssociation at Montreal," in which sua n^ore he gives expre-ssion to wllarge-hearted conceptions, and "shoots folly as it flies." Vo the le^tinteresting features of the Andover are its short but clear-sighted Jitoriland conscientious book notices. Were- it not against our principkB weshould say this sterling theological monthly has 'fcome to stay '^ "^ '

The first number of a new literary venture, entitled TJie BrooklynMagazxne, it to hand. It is described as a " monthly periodkal for theentertainment of the people," and includes comments u^n "Titeratmesociety, the drama, military matters, and fashion."
'"eratuie.

With the October number of the English Illustrated Magazine beginsa second volume. Three chapters of a new story by Hugh Conway t^efirst place, and are followed by an exceedingly iri4elting IrticL on^" The

t^ated T^' .

"'"^ ^°'*''™'
V..'^'^'-^''

^- 'f- Watson, profusely illustrated The cuts accompanying William Sime's paper on " Loch Fyne "
are a distinct advance upon anything hitherto attempted in the history of

Suf ir^ a"" ""^S^rr- ^'r^'^^
'^^ '^''"^ of Heidelberg is capitally

Marl "t thet>..'T''-.r?'!"f
'"''"'^'' "^^^ ^•"''^ Schoolmastermarlc, is the 4ast item on the list of contents.

Mb. ALDE^'a Choice Literature for October contains the following
selections from the English magazines and reviews :—" The Women ofChaucer, by Alfred Ainger

; "Longer Life," "Dynamite," and " Beau-marchais, from Cornhill ; " Mohammedan Mahdis, II.," by Professor WRobertson Smith ;" Jacob's Answer to Esau's Cry," Brooke Lambert';The Steppes of Tartary II.," R,v. Dr. Lansdcll; " About Old and NewNovels Kari Hillebrand ; "Greece in 1884," Professor J. P. Mahaffy
;Afoot Across St. Gothard," James Baker; and "The Conflict with the

Lords," Goldwin Smith.

LITERARY GOSSIP.

The "English Illustrated Magazine"
season by issuing a double number.

will celebrate the Christmas

Macmillan and Co. wUl shortly issue a new edition'of Charles Kings-
ley s poems, with a number of important additions.

Arrangements are being made for an issue of the Ilhislrated London
News, in the United States, on the same day as its publication in England.

" The Princess Casamassima," Mr. Henry James's new transatlantic'
novel, IS said to be his longest and most carefully elaborated work of
fiction.

With its issue of October 11, Tim Current will appear in its new-
cover, and will be cut and pasted. The improvement will be a marked one
and the cover design itself is said to be a noble art study.

'

THE PERIODICALS.

The publishers of the Canadian Methodist Magazine are deserving of
great credit for the general excellence of their monthly, more especially
when It IS remembered that the magazine only appeals to one section of a
yet limited community, and that it is issued at a popular price. The
October number is a strong one, principal among its list of contents being :

" The Lord's Land," No. II., by Rev. Hugh Johnston, illustrated ; chapter
ten of Lady Brassey's sail " Round the Worid "

; a third contribution by
John Cameron, Esq. (editor of the Ohbe), upon his experience " At
Naples and up Vesuvius "

; "An Alliance for Popular Education," by Dr
• Vincent

;
" A Visit to New Orleans," by Ella R. Withrow ;

" The Atlantic
Cable and its Workings," by Rev. Henry Lewis ; and editorial notes.
Commenting upon "Imperial Federation," the editor writes: "Wo believe
that the alliance will be nearer in time and closer in character than the
seer of Boston expects. We hope that men now living shall see it"

understand that Mr. John Morley is engaged upon a life of John
Stuart Mill for his series of " English Men of Letters," and for the same
series Sir James Fitzjames Stephens has undertaken to prepare a volume
on Carlyle. Mr. Traill's " Coleridge " will be published in the course of
October.

The reprints .of the great English magazines issued by the Leonard
Scott Publishing Company, Philadelphia, are now issued at so early a date
and is so attractive a style that we are not surprised to hear of their
increasing popularity. ~

It is said that the just-published " Memoirs " of Lord Malmesbury are
highly spiced with gossip afl!ecting the private life of many prominent
English living and dead politicians. The book is the talk of the clubs,
and is being reproduced in liberal quotations by the daily press.

Sampson, Low, Marston and Co., announce a new edition of " The
Hundred Greatest Men," with special introductions by Matthew Arnold,
Taine, Max Muller, Renan, N. Porter, Helmholtz, Proude, Professor Fiske
and the late Dean Stanley, and a general introduction by R. W. Emerson.

The publishers of the Fortnightly Index (Ann Arbor), in a prospectus
of work for 1885, announce that the editorial control of this " the strong-
est educational journal in the West " will remain in the hands of Profes-
sors Alexander Winchell, C]^arles K. Adams, William H. Payne, and
Charles H. D. Douglas. The Index is doing good work.

Whether the report be true that the Manhattan has permanently
suspended publication is only known to those behind the scenes. No issue
has appeared for October, however, and we fear the chances of our bright
and clever contemporary's continued existence are very small, though an
announcement has been put forth to the effect that a double nmnber will
appear in November.

Tnz^- -.jt±-:^-^^: L»r^v:..v<-:,_ki
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Mbmrs. Fpnk and Waonalu annoance a manual of social asoages,

" The Mentor," by Alfred Ayr^s, and a new volume of holiday stories by

Dr. Edward Everett Hale, as two of their forthcoming publications.

M. Max O'Rbll's new book will not appear until the middle of

November, when it will be puAished simultaneously in France, England,

and America. Orders for fifty thousand copies have already been taken by

the English publishers. The author has refrained from publishing the title

of his book, as he feared that it might be appropriated by some unprincipled

persons before his own work could be issued.

Mr. a. B. Frost is guilty of a book which he calls " Stuff and Non-

sense," but which Messrs. Scribner seem to think has more stuff than

nonsense in it, for they have printed it in very handsome style, and will

soon publish it Mr. Frost has simply let his pencil run riot Every

funny thought that has come into his hMid he has illustrated, and the result

is a book which will be the occasion of much hearty laughter.

One of the correspondents of Notes and Queries thinks that Lovelace's

lines :

" Stone walla do not a priion make,
Nor iron ban a cage,"

may have been suggested by Shakespeare :

" Nor ston; tower, nor walls of beaten braes,

Hor airless dungeon nor strong links of iron,

Can be retentive of the strength of spirit."—Juliu* Cittar, I. iii.

The edition of the November Century will be the largest ever printed

of that magazine. Besides the first chapters of Mr. Howell's new novel,

" The Rise of Silas Lapham,'' the story of an American business man, ita

fiction will include " A tale of Negative Gravity," by Frank R Stockton;

"Free Joe and the Rest of the World," an illustrated story by Joel Chandler

Harris; and "The Lost Mine," by Thomas A Janvier, -^th a full-page

picture by Mary Hallock Foote. Mr. George Ticknor Cnrtia contributes

a paper on " How Shall we Elect our Presidents 1

"

Regarding Mr. P. G. Hamerton's book on Landscape just announced,

the London Academy reports that it will be illustrated with some forty

illustrations on copper, of which one-half are etchings or engravings. The
ori^nal etchings include " The Port of Blanzy," by Mr. Hamerlon himself

;

" Le Bas Mendon " and " Nogent-sur-Mame," by M. Lalanne ; ^ Lobster

Fishers," by Mr. Colin Hunter, and " A Stag and Tree," by Mr. Hey-
wood flardy. M. A. Brunet-Debaines has also specially etched for the

work, Tomer's " Totnes " and Mr. C. O. Murray has etched Landaeer's

" Eagle Nest"

The provisional committee named on September 25th, at a public

meeting at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, for the purpose of organbring a

Canadian Society for Psychical Research in .connection with the Society in

London, held its first meeting on Tuesday afteriioon, September 30th. The

Committee, after discussing various plans for the advancement of the objects

in view in forming the Society, decided on suspending further action until

they shall have received a sufficient number of names to form the nucleus of

a Canadian Society. All persons wishing to become members of such a

Society are requested to communicate with the Secretary. Address : Box
747, Post Office, Montreal.

Mr. Morrison Davidson, the author of " The New Book of Kings,"

which attempts to prove that England never had a good sovereign—not

even that natural king of men, Oliver Cromwell—is about to follow this

up by "A New Book of Lords." He will prove that the boast of the

Peers that they are the " barons of old " is idle, for the barons who lad

independence enough to withstand monarchy were all destroyed in the

Wars of the Roses. Nor are they the descendents of the lords who were

the buttresses of the monarchy. These fell in the rising of 1640. They

come of Whig corruption, oligarchical tyranny, and the timid, time-serving

men who were promoted after the Revolution. Having disposed of the

antiquity of the House of Lords, as at present constituted, Mr. Morrison

Davidson thinks that he will divest it of all the poetry which a false senti-

ment sees in it The book is to be published in full time for the meeting

of Parliament, so that the Radicals may have ready to hand historical

arguments for proposing to do altogether without a apcond chamber.

Joaquin Millki^ liked " the decent English way of keeping your name
down and out of sight till the coffin hide* your blushes," and has observed

it He dined with Dante Rossetti, and met at table many distinguished

men ; but he has not betrayed confidence. He was present at other intel-

lectual feasts, and, although there was strong temptation to ignore the

decent custom " which forbids the mention of men ih channels such as this

and cuts out nearly all that is of interest in journals," he has said nothing

to give offence to any. As regards himself, Mr. Miller ia, contrariwise,

outspoken. And this gives value to the book. The diarist tells u* frankly

the story of his life ; how he was farm labourer, miner, pony-express man ;

how he practised law and was elected judge of his county ; how he fought

Indians, and was, indeed, " the busiest of men in trying all means to get

on." " Memorie and Rime " is consequently flecked with pathos. 1110

story of the English travellers completing the circle of the world, under-

taken to restore the health of a child of ten, " a pale little cripple on

crutches," is one of the most pathetic that have come to us from an

American pen ; and the records of the wild and checkered life led 1^ Mr.

Miller himself in the Sierras include incidents profoundly attractive.

—

rA< Athenttitm.

CHESS.

I^All eommunieatiom InUndti for this dtpartmtnt nhoulil h» addremed

otiee oflOK Wbkk, Toronto.

' Chen Editor

PROBLBU No. 49.

Composed (or The Week by E. H. B. Bddls,

Torouto Chess Club.

Bli&CK.

PROBLEM No. 60.

Ton»!»RT PbobIjBM No. 6.

Motto:—" CM lo »a7"

BI,ACK.

WHITR.

White to play and mate in three moves.

WRITE.
White to play and mate in three moTaa.

ANSWERS TO C0EBB8P0NDENTS.

W. A., Montre»l.—Will think over your suggestion. Is it not too late ? D. J. W., Brant-

ford.—A curious mistalu. See below.

TOUBNET PROBLEM RECEIVED.

Motto :—" ^Iter ^utdem."

SAME No. 25.

Chess in England.

Played In the Borrey Championship Cup Competition.

(From Tht field.)

Whits.

H. Jaoobs.
(Croydon.)

1. Kt to E B 3 (a)

ii. F to q 4
3. P to K 3
4 P to K B 3 (c)

6. Q takes B
6. B to Kt S
7. Q to K a
8. Castles
9. P to Q B 4

10. B to B 4
11. P to B S
12. P to Q B 3

13. Kt to B 3

14. P to Q Kt 4

15. B to Kt 2

16. B takes Kt
17. B to Q sq (/)
18. Q to B a
19. B to K a
ao. Q B to K sq
ai. B to Q. sq
aa. Q to K a
as. P to Kt 3
a4. K to Kt 2

as. Q to Kt 4

ae. p to K B 4

BlMk.

a. B. Carr, M.A.
(Endeavour.)

KttoQB3(!l)
PtoQ4
B to Kt5
B takes Kt
PtoK4
PtoKS
KttoB3
B toq3(ii)
Pto()B3
Castles
B to Ka
Kt to B a (a)

PtoBS
Kt to Kt 4

Kt takes Kt
P to K Kt 3
KttoB4
Kt to Kt a
Kt to B 4
B toB5
Q toKt4
QtoKa
B toKt4
Q to B 2 (a)

B to B 3 (A)

QBtoKsq

IFMte.

H. Jaobba.
(Croydon.)

27. B to B sq
28. Q to K a
29. q B to Kt sq
30. K to B sq
31. B to q 2
32. B to B sq (i)

33. qtoqa
34. B to Kt a
35. P to B 5
38. B to B sq
37. PtoB6
38. B to B a
30. q to B a
40. B to Kt 3

41. B to q a
42. q B to B sq
43. K to Kt 2
44. P to B 4

45. B to q sq
46. P to Kt S
47. B to B 4
48. P takes B P
49. B to q Kt sq
50. R to Kt 6
51. q to Kt 2
52. q to u 8, mate

Blaek.

a. 3. Carr, M.A.
(Endeavour.)

Kt to Kt a
P to B 4
Ktto K3
q toBa
B toKa
Kt takes P
Kt to K 31

B to Kt 2
Pto Kt4
P to Kt 5 (^
B toB3
B to q sq
PtoO S

FtoQe
K to B sq
KBtoKsq
Sto Kt3
ttoKt4

Kt to B 6 (k)

Stakes P (0
toBsq

P takea P
BtoK4
B to B 2 (m)
B takes B (n)

NOTES.

(a) The text move was re-introdaoeil by Baron d'Andr* in the Paris Tournament. 1967.

Zukertort adopted it against Rosenthal in the match 1880, and more recently in the late

London Tournament. Oae o( the main objects is to tiirow the opponent on his own reaonroas,

by (leprlvinif htm of the assistance fienved 'lom oooif-iioowiertgo. wnwe may evenvlially, oy-

a transposition of moveit. arrive at Blaokburne's variation in the Quem'a QaittBit, viz., 1. P to

q4, Pto(J4;2. PtoQBl. P takes P ; 3. Kt to K B 3, etc.

(J) 1 p to q 4 is probably the best reply. The queen's knightought to be played

only after the (j B P is moved.

(0) We should prefer 4. B to K 2, which prevents Black from advancing P to K 4. Besides,

after the exchange of the knight, the queen is not well placed at B 3.

(d) 8. . . -.
. B to K 2 might have been played instead.

«) The weakness of Black's 1. Kt to q B 3 makes itself felt now, when he is obliged to lose

time in retiring the knight.

( n Obviously, to prevent the adverse knight from establishing itself at B 4.

king's
a) Black has,' so tar, manoeuvred cleverly in tempting White to weaken his pawns on the

^ side. The text move threatens a lively attack with 25 B takes P ; 26. P takes
Kt to Kt 6, etc., when BlackbTQ takes P, ch ; a?. K to R sq, q takas P, ch : and 28. . .

would remain with rook and three pawns for two bishops.
, , , .

(A) Ha I Black played now 2S P to B 3, he might have probably forced a similar

variation to the one indicated in the previous note, «.|;. .-

WhiU. Black. White. Blank.

a takes P, oh
j to Kt 6, ch
jtoBe, ch
St to Kt 6, oh, etc.

as.... FtoBS 29. KtoBaq
as. PtoKB4;or(,.) P to K B 4 30. K to Kt a

a7 Q to K a B takes K P 31. K to B aq

X. P takes B Q take* P, ch 32. q to B 2

(a) If 2e.*B to q a, than 26 Kt takes q F ; a7. F to K B 4, P to K B 4, etc.

(i) Evtdmtly an oversight, which loses a valuable pawn. .,.,,_, ^ ,
I ,'> at . P to B 3 would have perfectly secured Black's position on the king's aide.

The text move might have been made afterwarda ; bnt it ia hardly neceaaary.

Ik) A very indifferent move. 46. . . . . Kt to B 6 seems the better square,

(1) 46 Uimeeaaaary to take a pawn which la at Black's mercy and might be secured at any
time The pawns on the qosan's aide ought to have been exchanged now, and Black certainly

had a winning advantage. However, we are informed by our correspondent that the strain ot

many hoora' play andooaly aSeetad Blaek'a judgment.
(nt) 50. .... q to B 3 waa the right move hare. •

(») It ia to be regratted that Black should have thrown away a game which he had placed

with oommandabia ability right up to the ending. White's play waa ludiiTerent.

SOLUTION TO END OAMK.
^

We Und that, by an nnacoountabla overaight, we pnbliahed our laat end game with aaverml

ptaioaaemra in it. ThepoalUon ahonldhave been : White, K q^B 6, B q Kt 4, P q B 3.

aaalyiia we ae* no way la ahiah Blaokean avert defeat.
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WHAT IS CATARRH ?
From the Mail (Can.) Dee, 16.

Catarrh 1b a tnnoo-purnlent disobarge oanBed
by the presence and development of the
veftefcable parasite amteba in the internal lin-

ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is

only developed under favourable olrcum-
Btanoes, and these are :—Morbid state of the
blood, as the bli^ted oorpusole of ubercle,
the germ poison of HypbilTs, mercury, toxo-
mcea.from the retontir>u of the effeted matter
of the skin, aupprassed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, aad other
pofdons that are {:;erminated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, everreaily for the deposit of the seeds of
these Korms, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, oausinK deafness; burrow-
ing ia the vocal cords, causlntj hoarseness
usurpmg the proper 'structure of the bronchial
tubes, eoding in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inbalents and other iugentousdevioes.bat
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until tile parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Sojje time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much oxperiment-
tng, succeeded in (lisooveriut; the necessary
combination of ingredients which never fml
In absolutely and permanently eradicating
thit ujrrible disease, wbetlier standing tor
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Mbsbbb. a. H. DIXON A SON,
30.> King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and Inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WTuiitheRev. E. B. Stevtneon. B.A.,a Clergy-
man of the London Conference of the Metho-
dist Church of Canada, han to say in rcQard
to A. H. Dixon dt Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh.

Oakland. Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Afm«r«. A. 3. Dixon tt Son :

Dba-B Sib8,—Tours of the 13th instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrli, bnt I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
BO many yearn, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I oonBider that mine was a very bad case;
it was Eiggravated and chronic, involving the
throat aa well as the nasal passages, and I
thought I would require the three treatments,
but i feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever iuduced to send
to you.
Ton are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatmente, ana
I shall gladly recommend your remedy U^ome of my friends who arc suilerers.

Toura, with many thanks,
lUtv. B. B. arrnvmnmin.

Magazine of Amepican History
FOR OCTOBER, 1884.

CONTENTS.
CnRIOSITIBS OF INVENTUJN : A ohapter
of'Amerioan Industrial Hi^wwy. By Charles
Barnard. IllHstrntionit — Portrait of Eli
Whitney — Blanohard's Lathe - Portrait of
Thomas Bloncbard— Howe's Orfgiual Sew-
ing Machine—Portrait of Elias Howe—Four-
Web Loom of Lyall -Shuttle and Carriage
—Portrait of James Lyall— McCorraick's
Reapei^Portrait of Cyrus H. Mc(,'ormick—
Portrait of Charles Goodyear— Portrait of
Thomns A. Edison.

MONROE AND THE BHEA LETTKH . A
paper of exceptional interest by the emi-
nent author and historian, James Schouler

ABIT OF SECRET SERVICE HISTORY.
ByAihm" Foreman. A ooutrtbntlOQ throW^^
ing light upon certain events in the late
CIvU War.

THE NATION'S FIRST REBELLION IN
1794. By H. G. Cutler. A graphic and au-
thentic account of this singular episode

TRIBDTK TO ORA8MU8 HOLMES MAR-
SHALL. By William L. Stone. Mr. Mar-
shall's portrait in steel is the frontispiece to
this number of*he Magazine.

DID THE ROMANS COLONIZE AMERICA?
—II. Some Epithets and Idioms in the
Aboriginal Indian names. M. V. Mnore

ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS contain an origi-
nal letter from General Sam, Houston, gw-
Ing his views on the subject of secegdon
while Gk)vemor of Texas.

MINOR TOPICS has an interesting article
on " Massasoit," by Bev. R. W. Allen.
The departments of Notes, Queries, Replies,

Societies, and Book Notices, teem with in-
struction and entertainment.
Sold by newsdealers everywhere.

$5 a year, or 50 cents a number.
Terms

PUBLISHBD AT 30 LAPATSTTB PLACRNEW YORK CITY. ^
The American Art Union.

D. Huntington, Pres. T. W. Wood F -Pres
B. W. Pbbbt, Jr., Sec. F. Diblkan. Treae

'

The subscription to the Art Union will 'be
five dollars per annum, and each aubeoriber
for the present year will receive :—let. A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etching
of the year, by WiUter Shirfaw, from Eastman
Johnson's picture "The Reprimand." This
etching is of a siee (13x10 inches) and quality
such as the loading dealers sell at from twenty
to twenty-rtve dollars. 2mL The illustrated
Art Union, which will be JMfMd monthly, for
the current year. Urd. 0&ft>half of the mib-
Bcription will be set apart for the formation
of a fund, to he expended for the joint aooount
of the subscribers in the purchase of worhs of
art, which will be delivered unoouditlonaUy
to the whole body of the subscribers npre-
sented by a committee. Sample copy sent

^lidonappUoatlonto E. WOOD PERRY,—'.n Weet Tenth St, New York.

AUGUST
CLEARING SALE!

-:o:-

In order to clear out the

BALANCE OF OUR SUMMER STOCK,
We have made Starthng Reductions in every Department at

LTJ.KES. DAGGE <fe CO.
116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, :876. Beislued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 1878. Patented July
17 and Not. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
alHo in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 25, 1876.

With ImpTorad Tampieo Basts.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition or 1678.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.
Approved by aU physicians.

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pioo Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
.with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
uud is^ elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset "is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the^most fastidious in dress

MANUFACTURED BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
SUBBEE SHOES, FELT BOOTS, BELTDfa

steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction How,

Vai,vbs, Wbihobb RoI,I,B,

Tubing, Oarden How,

LADIRS' AND MISSES'

Rubber Circulars,

(3^TAR BRAND RUBBER,

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MIU HOSE.

Steam Packing Ghirden Horn, from 8 oents
upwards. Call and see our Rubber Qoods and
get our Pbicbs.

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

ntBUBM will ftu wuW;
in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS :

Cor. Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto,

R. HOUGHAN, Agent.
I^AU inquiria by mail thall havt our prompt attention.

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO^

LAND REGULATIONS.

The Company offer Lands within the Railway Belt along the main line, and^in South-em Manitoba, at prices ranging from

$2.50 PER ACRE.
upwards, with conditions requiring cultivation.

A rebate for cultivation of from 81.26 to *3.80 par acre, according to price paid for
the land, allowed on certain conditions. The Company also offer Lands

Without Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

THE RESERVJSJy SECTIONS
along the Main Line, ».«., the odd numbered Sections within one mile of the Railway are
now offered for sale on advantageous tenus, to parties prepared to undertake their inime-
diate cultivation.

Terms of Payment:
Purohasets may pay ouMixth in cash, and the balance in five annual instalments,

with mterest at 3I.X PEp CENT, per annum, payable in advance.
Parties purchasing without conditions of cultivation, will raceive a Deed of Convey-

ance at time of purchase, if payment is made in full.

Payments may be made in LAND GRANT BONDS, which will be accepte<l at ten
per oent premium on their par value and accrued interest. These Bonds can be obtained
on application at the Bank of Montreal, Montreal ; or at any of its aeencies

FOR PRICES and CONDITIONS OK SALE and all inf,>rmatii.n with respect
to the purchase of Land^ apply to JOHN H. MoTAVISH, Land Commissioner, Winni-
par. By order of the Board.

VHAALBH BBIIVKWATBB,
SKnUurjf.

W. 1% SEARS & CO.,
130 CHURCH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacttirers of Real and Imitation
Stained GlasB. Send for circulars, etc.

CoatH from 35c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light SI, nize ll)x30 in.

rr HE SHELDON OCEAN GROVE, N.J.

J. City by th.e Sea.
Eatablisbed 1875; Enlarged and Improved

18S3. Health and Pleasure Resort. l| hours
from New York~'20 trainR daily ; 2 hours from
Philadelphia; 10 minutes from Long Branch.
Recommended by the most celebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean wnter and electric baths, steam
beat. PasBeuRer elevator. Iron flre escapes.
Wonderful flowiuR arte.sian spring. High dry
land : air Ailed with the mingled ozone from
the pinoR and cool breezes from theeea. Per-
fect drainage. No malaria. No mosqintoes
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars
Wklcoub E. Shkldon, Owner and Manager

[STERBROOK
STEEL
PENS

For Sale by all Stationers."

•-MILLKR. SON A CO., Asta., MontlML

REFRIGERATORS,

ICE CREAM FREEZERS,

COAL OIL STOVES.

"W. ^. S !> .A.R H O ^^,
WOLVERHAMPTON HOUSE.

87 YOyGE STREET.

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 9250,000.

JOHN It. BABBER, President and Managing
Director.

CHA8. BIORDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Montnal, Jamuiif, 1B84.

Manufactures the following gradesof paper:--

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,

WHITE .4ND TINTED BOOK PAPER
(liaoliine Finished and Snper-Calendered),

BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOnNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

Coiionaao Covbr Papebs, Buper-flnlihed.

larApply at th* Mill forsamplei and prloM.
Speaial dxaa made to order.

-. T"
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DOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Kingston, Onl., re-opened September Ist,

1884, with the most improved facilitiefi for
Imparting a thorough knowledge of commer-
cial affairs and insaring a complete bnsinesa
education. The course is a short, sharp, direct
and thorough drill in those things that form
the true basis of an actual business life. The
College Calendar mailed free to any address.
- J. B. McKAT, ISAAC WOOD, Principals,
EiNOSTON, Ont.

Grand Trunk Rwy.

"UNITED EMPIRE-

LOAN CORPORATION^

GEO. D. MOBTON, M.D,
Pr«»M«i«.

JAS. SCBOOalE,
Manager.

Puid-ap Capital ~

Rest

H««d (HBees, - Pnblic Library Bnildingi,

Cor. Cbnrch and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

THE CANADIAN
BANK OF COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

9«,00O,0O0
n,oott,ooo

DIBBCTORS:
Hon. WiiiLiAU McMabter, Pre»ident.
Wm Elliot, Esq., Fice-Prerldmt.

George Taylor, Esq^, Hon. 8. C. Wood, James
Cratbem, Esq., T. Sutherland Stayner, Esq.,
John Waldie. Esq., W. B. Hamilton, Esq.
W. N. Anbsbson, General Manager; J. C.

Eehp, A88t.-Gen'l Manager ; Robert Gili,,
TnftT>ActfOT

New Tork.-^l. H. Goadby &nd B. E. Walker.
Agents. Chicago.—A. L. Dewar, Agent.
BRANCHF.a.—Ayr, Barrie, Belleville, Berlin,

Brautford, Chatham, Coilingwood, Dnndas,
Dnnnville, Oalt Godericb, Guelph, Hajnilton,
London, Montreal, Norwicb, Orangeville,
pttawa. Paria.-Parkhill. Peterboro', St. Cath-
arines, Samia, Seaforth, Bimcoe, Stratford,
Btrathroy, Thorold, Toronto, Walkerton,
Windsor, Woodstock.
Commercial credits iastied for Dse in Ea-

rope, the East and West Indies, China, Japan,
and South America.
Bankers.—New York, the American Ex-

change National Bank ; London, England, the
Bank of Scotland

BANK OF OTTAWA.

Authoriied Capital, • • 91,000,000
SuUcribed Capital^- • - 1,UOO,000
PaicUup Capital, - 993,163
Bett - . . . . 110,000

JAUES MacLAKEN, Esq., Prnident.
CHARLES MAGEE, Esq., Vice-Prfidmt.
Direeton—C. T. Bate, Esq., R. Blackbtim,

Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. R. Church,
Alexander Fraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Geobob Burn, Cathitr.
Branches—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-

broke, Winnipeg, Man.
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in New York—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. Agents in
London—English Alliance Bank

T10 SUBSCBIBEBS I

Those wishing to keep thetr copies of Ths
Week in good condition, and hare them on
hand for reference, should use a Binder. We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have been made expressly
forTHB Week, and are of the best manufac-
ture. The papers can be placedin the Binder
week bv week, thus keeping tbe file complete.

Address—
Offiok of The Wkkk,

6 Jordan Street. Toronto.

CANADA PERMANENT

Loan & Savings Co.
laeorpormied, A.D, 18SS*

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capital
Reserve Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
3,30(^000
1,100,000
8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH.
Deposits received, repayable on demand or

short notice. Interest is paid, ot addsd to the
principal half-yearly.

DEBENTURE 8.

Money i«oeivod (or investment In snms to
nit leodsrs, (or which debentures are Issned
in onnreooy or sterlinK, with iuterast conpoas
attached, payable In Canada or in EugUnd.
Tnatees and executors are authorized by law
to Inyest In th* debentures of this company

Clrottlars; with partiaulars as to terms,m»m obtained iron the Office Compant's
Bdiu>imos, Toronto Street. Toronto.

J. HaRBXRT MASON.
Manaiilna Dinetar.

FENCE POSTS WANTED.

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT.
Deposits received. Interest allowed from

date of deposit at 4^ and 5 per cent. For
special term accounts 6 per cent, will be al-
lowed. No notice required for the withdrawal
of moneys.

TENDERS are invited for abont 900,000
Cedar Fence Posts, in quantities of not less
than 6,000, to be delivered during tbe coming
winter.
Speciflcation and Form of Tender oan''^

had on application to

JOHN TAYLOR,
Oen^al Storekeeper, MontreaX,

Tenders endorsed " Tenders for Fence
Posts," and addressed to tbe undersitmed.
will be received on or before Tuesday, Octo-
ber 21st.

JOSEPH HICKSON.
General Manager.

Montreal, Sept. 24th, 1884.

Grand Trunk Railway.

OLD MATERIAL FOR SALE.

LIPPINCOTT'S
Science serieS

FOR SCnoOLS Aim GOLLEOBS.

TENDERS are invited for a quantity of

WROUGHT IRON SCRAP
and other old material, which will be delivered
at any point of the Grand Trunk system of
railways between Chicago and Portland, in
quantities of not less than one car load, to
suit purchasers.
Forms of Tender, with tbe description of

the material, can be had on application to the
Greneral Storekeeper of the Company at
Montreal.
Tenders endorsed " Tender for Old Ma-

terial." and addressed to the undersigned,
will be received on or before Tuesday, Oct.
2l8t, next

JOSEPH HICKSON.
jOevieral Manager.

MoNTRBAL, Sept 26th, 1884.

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.
Wboleiala and Batail dealers in

COAL AND WOOD.

ASTRONOMY.
BtProf. Isaac Shabplksb and Prof Q. M.
Philips. Pro(usel7 illustrated.

NATDRAL PHILOSOPHY.
By Prof. Isaac Sharpness and Prop. G. M.
PhUjIPs, authors of " Astronomy," etc. With
numerous Illustrations. A key to this work
has been prepared for tbe use of teachers.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY.
By Prof. William H. Grkbnb, M.D., editor
and translator o( Wurtz's "Chemistry."
Fully illustrated.

COMPREHENSIVE ANATOMY,
Physiology and Hyuiene. By Prof. Joh» C.
Cutter, B.8.. M.D. With 140 iUustrations.

All are bound uniform in style. lamo. Half
roan, cloth sides, $4.00 each.

For terms, for examination and introdaotlon,
address,

J. B. Lippincott & Co., Publishers,

715 and 717 Marlcet St., Philadelphia,

OR
T. W. GItiSON, 87 Franklin Street, Boston.

B. H. ELY. Iowa City, Iowa.
M. V. CALVIN, Augusta, Georgia.

B. K. BEN80N, Austin, Texas.

NOW READY.
Price IS cents, AbouaI auhscrlptioo, in-

cluding double Cbrislm&a number, $I,7X

THE ENGLISH

Head Office,—20 King Street West.

Branch Officbs :—413 Tgnge Street; 586
Queen Street East.

Yards and Branch Omczs :—Esplanade
East, near Berkeley St.; Esplanade, foot of
Princess St.; Niagsjra, oor. Dooro.

A MILLION A MONTH!

THE DIAMOND DYHS
have become so popular that a million pack-
ages a month are being used to re-colour
dingy or faded DKESSE8, SCABFS, HOODS.
STOCKINGS. RIBBONS, etc. Warranted fast
-and durable. Also used for making inks,
staining wooil, colouring Photo's, Flowers,
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 33 oolonred
samples, and book of directions.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO..

Bnrlington, Vt.. and Montreal, P.Q.

Illustrated Magazine.

No. XIII. OCTOBER.

1. inSGIYINGS. From the picture by Walter
Maclaren. Frontispiece.

2. A FAMILY AFFAIB. Chapter IX. Hugh
OoDsray, author of " Galled Back."

3. THE HORSE: Ancientand Modern. Aifred
G. T. Wataon. lUustrated.

4. LOGH FYNE. W. Sime. With illnstra-
tious.

fi. HEIDELBERG. M. O. W. Oliphant. With
iUustrations.

6. THE LITTLE SCHOOLMASTER MARE.
A Spiritual Romance. Fart IL By J. M.
Shorthouse.

ORNAMENTS, INITIAL LETTERS. Etc.

** Judged by the highest standard, the Eno-
liiSH IIjLiCBTBatbd Maqazinb is a genuine
work of art. which may be welcomed and
endorsed as a real educator to all tbe homes
Into which it goes. At tbe low price of Ifi

cents a number, it is certainly the best invest-
ment in magazine literature that can be
made."

—

ChriatUu^ Union,

ESTABIilBHBD 1651 Ebtabi^ishbd 1803.

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

FAMILY OBOCEBS,

Cor. YoDge and Temperance Sts.

SEASON 1884-85.

FIRST CROP TEAS.

Special Importation of Teas per Paciflo str.
and rail, just to baud.
Try Jas. Hliiulds Jc Co.'s specially blended

SOc. and eoo. Family Teas. TnisT hav. no eaual
in the city.

15 lb*. Standard Oraanljitwl Sngar fbr $1,

5 ItM. ChoiM Hlnulaju Tea ft>T |1.

' Ooods d.UTnr.d In any part of oity.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

This day handsomely bound in oloth,
coloured edges. Prfoe t9,S0,

THE FIRST VOLUME OF

THE ENGLISH

ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE
Ckmsisting of 793 closely printed pages, and

containing 42B wood-cut illustrations.
The volume contains a complete series of

Descriptive Slutohes by the author of " John
Halifax, Gentleman ;

" a complete Historical
Novel by Charlotte M. Youge, author of " The
Heix of BadcUile," and contributions from
some o( the foiemost writers of the day.

" This magaiins, with its careful editing, its
refined spirit, and its delightful pictures,
pows constantly more attractive."—Z^tfw York
Tribune.
"I think that the magazine steadily in-

creases in interest and value."—Hon. ThMh
Sort W. D wight.

" It deserves to find a place in the homes of
all oor subscribers."—i/«)i?i|7 CkuroK

" Ever a welcome visitor to the pailottr or
library table."- JV. Y. Some Journal:

" The whole execution of the magaslne is
sdmirable."^^?*^ York ObMroer.
"Those who wish good pictures and good

reading at UtUe cost may be pleased—uay,
must be nleased—with the Enqlish Ili^us-
T]i4TBD MjkaAznn."~ChrUiian AdvooaU,

" Altogether, in its litersry tone and in the
beantv and exquisite tsate of Its typography
and illustrations, we oount this magasine
among the publications in which all who care
tor tbe ben eurrent literature in the best
term may heartily and Intelllgantly rejoice."
—ChritUan Vnion.

laemillan & Go., New York,

lis FOURTH ATKNUB.

HAMILTON MEBBITT,
ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES, ETC.,

KCNIHI} EtronrZEB a WSIALLVSajBI,

15 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

DR. SINCLAIR,

334 Jartis Strbkt.
MIDWIFERY, AND DISEASES OF

WOMEN A SPECIALITY.

"pAINLESS DENTiaTHT.

Artifloial Teeth, life-Iilie in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. P. SMITH, Dentist,
266 Queen Street, East.

JOHN B. HALL, M.D.,

HOMOSOPATRIST,
Specialties—Diseases of Children and Nervous
System. Hours—8 to lo a.m.; 4 to 8 p.m.; Sun-
day, 9 to 10 a.m. ; 6 to 6.30 p.m.

3iW it 328 Jabtib Stbbbt.

HORACE F. ALLKINS, ARTIST,

40 Church Street, Toronto.

Portraits from life. Old paintings copied a
specialty. Portraits of horses and dogs. Oil

~ painting taught on the system of the Boyal
Academy, London, England.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST. WEST,
TORONTO, for

mOH-CLASB WATCHES <E JEWBLLBRT

Watch Bepairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

Chargtes Moderate.

-jITASON & COLLINS,
^^ .A.RTISTS.

UFE;SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL ANO CRAYON.

Bttoio, - - 31 Kdio St. Wkst, Touowto.

TITISS BIRD8ALL,

8 Bank St, St. Mark's Ward,

Pupil 0/ Carl UTarten:

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
satin or velvet.

Tbbhb—Music, M ; Drawing, etc., tC

riOATSWORTH & HODGINS,

Banisters, Solicitors, Notaries,
Conveyancers.

3ran«y to Lmd. OOloes-10 York Chambtn
No. 9 TOBOHTO Stbkbt, Tobonto.

E. COATSWOBTH, JB. FBANK B. HODOIBB.

O HAW & U3B0RNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
insurances effected. Property bought, sold

10 KING ST. BAST, TOBONTO.

STEWART * SON, (Latb STEWART
As STRICKLAND),

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS ANO VALUATORS.

Offiea—Sa Adelaide St. Eatt, Toronto.'

WIC. BTBWABT. WH. B. BTBWABT.

WA. mPET,
. Dealer in all Islnds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

an CHnROH ST., tobonto, ont.

jVBstimates given on application.

piHARLBS W. PHILLIPS,.

8OLI0ITOE, OONVHTANOBB, Etc.

—iOffiob;—
46 Adelaide Street Eait, Toronto, Ont.

\ C. McKINLAY, L.D.8.,

aURGEOHr DENTIST.

isD OHDBCH snasT, tobonto.

THE LIGHT-RUNNING DOMESTIC
is simple, strong and durable. It needs

no teaching, watching or adjusting, and not
one haa ever worn cmt.

AW. BRAIN, Agent,
89 Yonge St., Toronto.

THE WEEK:
^ C-^iV^^Z^/^^ :^OC//iNAL OF POL/TICS, SOCIETY, AND LITERATURE,

Vol. I.. No. 4a.
Toronto, Thursday, October leth, 1884. $3.00 per Annu.^

'

aingrle Oopies, 7 cents.

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMRPn ,, ..
"=^=^UUUJ,^1 NUMBER. enable h.m to «o through the form of aoceptia,. He might fairly do

TOPICS OP THBWBBK ;.., „ ,„,...,, _ "°^- e, her without rendering himself liable to reproach. He chose the latter
OosTBiBUTBD ABTioi,HB-

'

,

alternative, and if he had done no more his conduct would not have been

Hra^Trr:"."™
"""''"

•• • ^ BYSTANDER, m ^^^ ««-«. What he did beyond this is a questioh for the jury that

SS^^^^^^;SJ±;^io;iiu^"'--""'" ?^ ' "^
*•*"

'^"l
-""^ '' ^°'^''* -^"^ ^ P^^P" ^hile the case is pending to

l^TSBATOBB- ''

'""'"'' ^^ 7^^ "P? ^^^^ ^"^ -"ch different constructions may be put But,
The Truth-Poetry " JJlcKim endeavoured to bring others into the plot who had ud to thatOn Beading a Marked Volnme.-PiiteV .....J.ST.H.m time takfin nn ,,=,f ;„ V i, u >«

i-ue piot wno nao up to that
Sailing on the Nile "

I... .^.....V.:.
J.O.Smith. 7^

""»« ^^^"- no part in it, he became at that stage of the proceedincs aPreachmg, Ancient and Modem ...
^^ plotter himRplf nnrl ;f !.„ j j- • , . . °

F'">-ccuiug» a

TH- 80BAP-BOOK
'*• ?:°V? ! J i

succeeded in inducing these persons to sin, he
BOOB Notiobb . ™i ,.'"''y *"*"«•* ^"^^^- The originator of a crime is worse than the accom-
LrTBBABT Qossu. LZZl '^

f.

"'^"'^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^'^ •>'« g""'' A man of high honour would not
OHBss Ooi.u«, .;_;' ^ ''"ten patiently to an assault on his virtue ; he would be unable to dissemble"^

, ^ " to appear to entertain the proposal
; the natural indignation which

'Sr.h^ ^mt».^h^
''7°"''>f««l^o«ld find immediate and spontaneous utterance. He would«bqC la^e^lC^ end the parley at once and forever. A man so acting would be able to

AM INDEPENDENT JOURNAL OF POLITICS, SOCIETY AND LiTMAT„B,r fu^
evidence to which no suspicion would attach, and the conviction of

«»^;:Sr"'"'^'«-«'«-'<*'-™"'''»^«'='onrmonths..i.oo. Subscriptions payable *!>« passive attitude. If to do all this were permissibi: for thep— of

Or>^'yp:'^^p.r^^i^S^Sr.^'kTJi^^^^^^ 'oUowin«:-
""""^'fj

corroborative evidence, it is not the less true that the man who
payable and addressed to the Pubuflier. ^ '^- "' "*" °' "^"^ ^•"^•^ be made SO acts descends to a lower moral level than he would ha to d

I^S^:^DBSS^^^^X^'iX^'S^^!^ hehaa repelled the advance the instant it was made. HeM.dTve
.,.n^.f

™'''"""'°" n" "" »«' °P '> '""J" »*7le a» to insure Thb Wb^ek's t,u.t.f„, ^ uv !
^™°"^* '^''^ "°* '"'""'^ *° ^^P' ^'^'^ ^^ '^O'lW h^^e been

O.BLAOKSTTBOBlNaON,/SrtM,»r^ » political mtdel. But when he goes beyond this and solicits part,ie8 to"

-J"™ ^^
"^""""l ^y ^»»o°> Wa own virtue had been assailed, he becomes

TOPICS OF THE WEEK T f
*" "*^*'^'°'' °^ "*"" ^^ ^'=''' «« » ringleader, he incurs a deeper

8""'^ ^^°- attaches to those whom he induced to become his accomplices.

AoAlNST nomination as a means of perpetuating the Senate Mr Rlalro n « xu
haa at h«t entered a protest He does not propose to abolish' the sJl^^ tK . T °°'''«'J"™'=«« °* *>»« settlement of the Boundary Dispute on
but to employ some mode of election, whether direct or indirect hiTn^' ^ Tf "", T"" ^"'*"° '' '*"'' '^^ ^°^^''' °* ''"^^^ "'=«'^« ^^
not say. What he claims is that the people should resume the poJer ! ^ I

Government find themselves in the position of trespassers on
selection; but it does not follow that the power should be exer,MH«H , , Z*""""''

"* *'^^ Province, and without authority to continue their
the form of direct election. One of Mr. Blake's objections to thr^Tf

^"y^^'^S operations. A proclamation has been issued warning all persons
constitution of the Senate is that nomination is liable to overthrew t^ P ""'i

-^"°'"' '" °"^"'' ''"^'"'"* ^^^ ^^^thority of a license from the
balance of parties, so far as to give everything to one partv and nothir

.^ f
'•"^""^^ Government The holders of licenses which have become invalid

another. This, it seems, was at one t7me very near comin. to
„"''

.
>""

course ppen to them but to apply to the recognized owners of the
Quebec. Mr. Joly, when he took ojfi^ hadjA^IZZil712 ^^°I J ^^

'""""" '"'^^ "*^ ^''' *° '=°-P«^ ^S*-^* other, for

dissatisfiedConservatives,withoutwhomwl;dnothavTZ^atleTl^
make the wishes of the Government known in the Senate And th

f'»/"Je';a Federal license, and should suffer loss through the decision of
state of things might happen at OtUwa. Senators Mr Bite ^ ""'

n ' """'' ''"'^ "'" '^''^^
"

"'''"' ^°' '"'^^--'y ^^--* '^e Federal
r^in after their creator have lost public" ife But woteT^

Government I any limits were held for speculative purposes by persons
this happens. Men are not unfrequently appoi^rto the SenateT .

''""'^' '''"' ''" '^°'"'''" ""' '''" ''^^^ ^ strong claim for
having lost, if they ever enjoyed, public confiden" It It the kTp " '"''"'" ''"'"''^^ ""''^ "" '°°''^ "P^ "^^ '^' P"'^-- "f
«ntonly the party leaders ilh;I they oweW app intmenJ tC ""^^^''^^r ^ ^

^^^ ^° "^ ^^<'"^'^- ^-ouritism in their disposal
-.an show no valid title to legislate for the motion The sere^ti^n of JJ h th ^T . l'^'"

°*'"'°« ''" ""'"^ ^' P""''= ^''' -»'- ^^^ »- ^

men for Senators is the least fault of the system but the Tpo^ ntmeft f ^ T "'
:'^u"^^"''-

'^''" *"" ''""' '^' ™'« ^ Ontario
; and if thi,

xnen whom the constituencies have re/ecJ tends t TtTonr the 7^ TT^ ^ ''""''' ''""' '" ^""^^ ''^^'^'' '' ^ ^^' ^^ -^ <"

ria^-t^rin^-rrtr^rar-S^ r^^^^^

tions ?

^^'^^^' «° "" "^ ^'*"°««' ""•"'"^ ^ «««•- ^^1'»«« Cartier election commission, and the enquiry must soon draw to a
close. M: Mercier, against whom the proceedings were dirtjcted, has not

As much is probably now known of the Conspiracy Case as will be Z\°"' V^l '^^^^ unscathed. That he received $5,000 on condition
revealed in the final trial. The chief point on which^Lons d^ffi! Tu ^"'^ **"" ^'"^""^ *°' disqualification against M. Moeseau
the pn,priety of memben, of the House act'gte paTt" I^^^^^^^

" ^^''^ ^^-"^ ""—"« <lo«ht M. David, To negotiated th^
avowed purpose of obtaining evidence to procure a convfction To I^»

•"<""""^"dation, says the money would not have been paid unless this end
question, as the facts stand, two different replies must be riven." Tf .> »^

^^"^
' ^""'"^ ''°"'^' "^ ^ ^«"='«'" ^"^^ ^^^ °>>Ject of the

assumed that the offer of a bribe was made to McKim a crime had al^H^ T""^ "^ *° P"^"'*"* '*^'^'^»»fi°»«°'» being urged, and .M Trudel,
been committed, and two courses were open to SJ^- C .„1^^ u

"
^"^""^ ^^' ^^'^ *» ^^ the negotiation which M. David had

denounce the crime at once, or wait till the ofler was in a ZrlT. Ta ^ e<"«>borates the evidence of the otier two witnesses who we« in a
, '^ ma shape that would position to speak to the point Against these witnesses the dwial of M.
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Mercier is little more than a plea of not guilty, especially as at one time

he went so far as to deny the receipt of the money. Not only did he do

this, but when M. Trudel had communicated tha fact in writing to a third

party, M. Mercier drafted a letter which he tried through an interme-

diary to get him to sign, in which the letter M. Trudel was said to

have written was denounced as a forgery resorted to for the purpose of

propagating calumny. M. Trudel was not to be led into the trap, and the

exposure followed. But M. Mercier is not the only one whom this

enquiry has hit ; for if he received a bribe, the opposing party paid it, and

if he fell, his fall was due to the temptation of his political enemies.

Davis Strait on a large scale, continuously divided heavy profits for a whole

century. Under this plan, whatever its general merits or demerits, the

working fishermen were never reduced to the extremity of despair from

want and hunger. By a systematic application of capital to the business

of fishing, local famines among the fishermen of Labrador and Newfound-

land could easily be prevented, and there is absolutely no other remedy.

An unfounded attempt has been made to account for the criticism to

which a late judicial appointment has been subjected. Mr. O'Connor, it

has been said, has been objected to because he is a self-made man, who

commenced at the lowest round of the ladder and worked his way to the

position he now occupies. No person of sense would think of making such

an objection, and so far as we are aware it has not been made. In this

democratic country such an objection would bring under the social ban a

. very large number of people. In England Sugden was not the less valued

as a judge because he was the son of a barber. A lady who made a great

figure in the society of Montreal was once reminded by an English officer

that he had met a wealthy tradesman at her house. " Oh," said Madame

D. " you must not mind that ; in this country we are most df us trades-

men." No : on the ground alleged, there is no objection to the appoint-

ment of Mr. O'Connor ; the objection is that a selection should be made

with the view of influencing the vote of a section of the population, which

happens this time to be the Irish Roman Catholics. Had Mr. Rose been

personally objectionable his appointment would have met the same criticism

;

but, being acceptable on the ground of fitness, nothing was said in the way

of objection.

Oncb more the Dynamiters have called public attention to their exist-

ence, this time by striking a blow in the French-Canadian city of Quebec.

The two explosions which, in diflferent parts of the new legislative buildings,

took place in rapid succession, show that there was some plan, perhaps

worked out by machinery, for tufting the explosions. The legislative

buildings are in some sort an embodiment of the Province of Quebec,

against which it is impossible to conceive that the Dynamiters could have

had a grudge. The outrage is wanton, and so far as the victim is concerned

utterly causeless. So unexpected was the blow that a warning said to

have ^)een given by letter was regarded as a hoax. In the person who

sent the letter an incipient informer may lurk ; and if so, the reward of

four thousand five hundred dollars for the discovery of the perpetrator of

the deed may bring the secret to light.

Mr. Gbobge HAoga, of the Merchants' Bank, complaining of the com-

petition of the Government Savings Banks tor deposits, suggests that the

rate paid by these institutions should be one per cent, less than the banks

pay. When one person undertakes to advise another what he should or

should not pay for any particular thing, especially if the dispenser of the

advice be a rival in business, he is not likely to find a willing listener.

The object of the advice is, of course, to cause a transfer of the deposits

from the Government Savings Banks to the chartered banks. The theory

of the Government appears to be that it may fairly allow on deposits the

rate it has to pay on loans in the open market. Mr. Hague- replies that

the effect of this policy is to compel the banks to pay more than they other-

wise would be required to pay for deposits, and that commerce suffers in

consequence. It cannot be said that there is any real antagonism of

interest ; for the Government can have no object in borrowing in this form

rather than in another. But it may have a theory about its duty to pro-

vide a place of deposit for the savings of persons who do not keep bank

accounts. It may fairly be questioned whether these savings are put to

the best use when, after being borrowed, they are treated as part of the

revenue of the country, instead of being employed, through the medium of

the banks, in commerce or reproduction. Revenue these receipts are not
;

they form additions to the floating debt ; and, if they are to swell the public

debt at all, the increase should be in the funded form.

Again Mr. Blake has levelled a passing objection at the coal and

bread texes. For these duties no valid excuse can be offered. But a few

words of criticism uttered at a banquet in Montreal is much less likely

to^be effective tlian a well-direcleKr movemenrfoi' pspeal in the House of

Commons. No such movement has yet been made by either party. The

truth is, the hope of capturing the Nova Scotia vote makes both parties

willing that these duties should remain. The coal and bread Uxes offer a

tine opportunity for the Opposition to raise a distinct issue in Parliament,

but so far it has failed to do so. Nothing is to be gained by party leaders

growing eloquent against the coal duties in Montreal while they are

silent on the subject in Nova Scotia and ignore the question in Parlia-

ment Taxes on coal and bread deserve condemnation everywhere and

at all times, and until the Opposition proposes their abolition in Parliament

its inaction will continue to mftke it a sharer in the responsibility of their

continuance.

Thb distress which has overtaken the fishermen of Labi-ador, owing to

the failure of the fishery on the coast, is a contingency which is at any

time liable to happen. The economic conditions under which these poor

men carry on tiito industry afford no guarantee against the consequences

of the occasional failure of the fishery at a given point.. They, like the

fishermen of Newfoundland, receive advances each year to enable them to

c-anry on their operations, and when the sea has yielded its harvest the

product is already heavily mortgaged. The failure of, the fishery, a

calamity to which sedentary fishermen are peculiarly liable, leaves them

without any resource to fall back upon. A recurrence of the evil cannot

be prevented so long as the fishery is carried on at the risk of poor fisher-

men, without sufficient capital at their disposal to enable them to cover the

losses sustained at one point by the profits of a widely extended enter-

prise. Dutch fishing companies, which formerly cwxied on the fishery in

Huntington, Oregon, has been the scene of an outrage which marks in

a special manner the real cause of the Opponition to Chinese immigrants.

The labourers of other nationalities resident in the town came to a resolu-

tion that no Chinamen should be employed there. To enforce this decree,

resort to violence speedily followed. An attack was made upon the

Chinese quarter of the town, houses were gutted, personal property

destroyed, money stolon, and the Chinese driven away. Other acts of

violence, including the burning of a school-house, were committed. The

despatch which gives an account of the affair adds significantly that no

arrests were made. The attack on these Chinese workmen was made for

the purpose of getting rid of their competition in the labour market.

The spirit which prompted this outrage and inspired Congress to prevent

the immigration of ^Chinese labourers is attempting to apply the same

exclusion at Canadian ports. The anti-Chinese cry is not confined to

British Columbia, the only Province in which Chinese immigration has

been felt ; it is echoed in Ontario, where a Chinaman is seldom seen. The

few that have come here are employed in laundries, where they fill a

<'ap in the ranks of labour ; and their earnings are not so inconsiderable as^1 I ^1- - — t-I^^^I^.~ .......i ll.. ., i.fT.,fl rt.*rt.r.i.t- hhetm I . h.m i-^ In Kniii*maKe gOOtl ont? OUlUUlilWU I1BU»IIJ' Ulgvu u^uiuqu uuvm. ^jaMv^ff^^
from other countries is not more welcome to the Irish and other labourers

against whom it brings competition than Chinese labour. Italian labourers

excite the same jealousy and meet the same opposition. That labour

market is not free which is not open to all. To exclude some for the

benefit of others is prohibition in its worst form. When the prohibition

of immigrants commences by an attack on one nationality, circumstances

must determine how far the rule pf exclusion shall be carried at some

future time. To-day the Chinaman is locked out ; to-morrow the Italian

may be threatened ; and the day may come when the Irishman, who now

votes for exclusion, may find himself of less value to the politician than at

present. When the agricultural lands are all occupied, the great field for

the employment of new comers will not be able to afford room for so many

additional labourers, ajid those whom it will be possible to employ will

obtain less returns from a soil of which the original- fertility will have

been exhausted. When the struggle for existence becomes fiercer, how is

the rule of exclusion which has been set up in the name of American labour

likely to work 1 It] there be a desire to maintain an artificial scale of

wages when the soil yields diminished returns for the labour expended on

it, the temptation to put a check on the increase of labourers will be much

stronger than at present. Exclusion can scarcely be maintained against a

single nation without extending to others : either it must be abandoned

altogether or the danger of its extension must be encountered.

WHATavas else may be said of Mr. Gladstone's administration it can

hardly be said to have beau fortunate. The superior magnitude of the

difBcttlties in Egypt and in Ireland has diverted attention from that in
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South Africa, but the state of things is very bad in that quarter also. The
Boers have occupied and annexed British territory, killed British subjects
hauled down the British flag, insulted British Commissioners, and threat-
ened to drive the British authorities with contumely out of a country just
placed under British protection. Of cour.se the confidence of the aggressors
and the danger increase daily, and unless the force of the Empire is soon
put forth, there is every prospect of a conflict more serious than the Zulu
War. Nominal disclosures have been obtained from the filibusters but
they are evidently of no value. The habitual cruelty of the Boers to the
natives makes the repression of their inroads necessary in the interest of
humanity as well as in that of the colony. The delay is excused on the
grounds that England is preoccupied, that the colony is not at heart loyal
and that the British lion " is not a centipede and cannot put down his foot
in a hundred places at once." That the British lion cannot put down his
foot in a hundred, or even in three, places at once is a very pregnant truth
and one upon which all dependencies will do well to meditate. The Cape
Colony is relying on the Mother Country for protection which the Mother
Country cannot afford.

"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

In the British Parliament tSere is plenty of wisdom, but the critical
question IS whether, in the momentous session now approaching, that
wisdom wiU have fair play. The struggle of centuries by which supreme
power has been gradually transferred from the Crown and the aristocracy
to the people now touches upon its close. .Democracy has come so all
clear-sighted men in England and in Europe say. How to organize it and
provide It with such safeguards that it may be a reign of public reason, not
of popular passion, is everywhere the question of the hour. But the
British Government and Pariiament approa4fc tlAit question under two
misleading influemjes, each of fatal strength-fiction and faction. Consti-
tutional fiction laps them in the belief that the Crown is still, as in past
ages It was, the Government; and that upon its authority and stabUity
they may rely for the maintenance of political order and the regular con-
dart of thit adminiirtnttiou, whatevM mm^U th* condition of the ^ooae
of Commons. What faction does with them it is unhappily needless
to expUin. Every member of them at this moment sees the present
and the future, more ot less, through its angry and distorting haze. The
task imposed on them by destiny is no less than that of revising the Con-
stitution

;
we might say, without much exaggeration, it is that of found-

ing a Government
; for at present, paradoxical as the assertion may seem

there is no legal government in England. The Crown and the Privy
Council, which the law recognizes, are politically mere shadows of the past •

the Cabinet, which is the real executive, is not recognized by the law It
18 nothing but a committee of the leaders of the dominant Party Party
IS Its sole basis, and the sole basis of whatever Government there is But
Party IS in a state of manifest and hopeless disintegration, not in England

-owy, ftttfr» a« other countries, includiiig the United StatesTNorls there
any prospect of its restoration, the mental independence which spurns at
Party discipline being the inherent tendency of the age, while in the
British Parliament the Irish section is now completely outside all regular
combinations. When the Franchise Bill shall have been passed, the only
authority left wiU be that of an assembly elected almost by universal suff
rage, large enough to be in itself a mob, and already preserved from
anarehy only by the personal ascendency of a man of seventy-five Of thenew electorate, the Irish portion avows beforehand ita intention of using the
vote for the destruction of the Commonwealth. What the honest but
ignorant peasantry of England will do, no man can say. But the die willhave been cast, the leverage of Conservative reorganization will have been
lost. The social soil, meantime, is heaving with revolutionary movements
of all kinds. All who look upon this scene with patriotic eyes must Ions
to see, amidst all those wrangling partisans, some neutral statesman step

Jorth, with a clear view of the situation, with no tie but the country, andno object but its welfare, to impo* a truce on faction while the great pre-blem IS bemg solved, and the nati^i is being previded with a stable Gov-
ernment But the wish is futile. No such man is there. The country is
in the hands of Mr. Gladstone, whose ascendency in England evidently
remams unimpaired, whatever may be his position abread, or the results of"
his administration m Egypt, in South Africa, or even in Ireland : and to
the mind of that illustnons man, at this decisive hour, apparently no idea
» present but that of a popular and philanthropic extension of the suff"-
«ge, Without regard to fitness or loyalty, which shall "unite the whole
aation"-Tories, Whigs, Radicals, PamelUtes and Communist.-" in one
oompact body round their ancient throne."

It appears certain that the "important business " which took Sir JohnMacdonald suddenly to England was no other than his health. He fi^ds

Uarke. That Sir John's malady is caused or aggravated by the pressureon his conscience of the long train of his political misdeeds is a "devout
imagination, to use John Knox's phrase, of the Opposition organs • but
It involves two assumptions-one as to th^ reality of the sins, the otheras to the moral sensibility of the alleged sinner, to one of which at leastsome might be inclined to demur. There is no reason for believing thatthe disease is organic, or that the Premier may not be-, spared for someyears to repent of his wickedness in excluding virtue""for so long a timefrom office. But he is seventy as wellas sick, and we have been reminded
that he has borne for forty years the heavy burden of power. It ismekncholy work to dig a man's grave ; to dance upon it by anticipation is
mdecoreus. But since this sudden and ominous announcement the eyes of
all men, and especially of all Tories, have inevitably been turned to the
future, where they encounter nothing but clouds and darkness. In ordin-
ary cases, when a government loses its chief, though there may be a doubt
about the succession, a settlement of some kind there is sure to be- one
party or the other at length forms an administration, and for better or
worse Jh-e government goes on. But the case of Canada is not ordinary.
It 18 that of an uncemented or ill-cemented Confederation, the jarring and
disjointed members of which have so far been held together by the qualities
arts, experience, and accumulated influence of one man. When he departs
the bowwill be left without Ulysses, or mther the fiddle will be left
without Paginini. The immediate succession will in all probability be
grasped by Sir Charies Tupper, who is the greatest gladiator in the Minis-
tenal Party, and altogether next the Premier its strongest man. Sir
Leonard Tilley wiU hardly be a competitor; his character commands
respect, but it is understood that his health has suffered frem the toils of
office, and it is certain that his star as a financier has paled. It is impos-
^ble that a devout liegeman of the Roman Catholic priesthood like Sir
Hector Langevin should be accepted by the Protestant Provinces. But
Sir Charles Tupper's hold upon the Party is uncertain ; stUl more uncertain
IS his power of holding all the heterogeneous elements of the Tory league
togfttiwr, «,d making the Orangemen of Ontario mareh to the poU with
the Roman Catholics of Quebec. Nor is the Opposition in better caseIs condition, like that of the other Party, seems to show that among the
blessings of Party Government is not to be counted a plentiful succession
of statesmen. It has been seeking reinforcement of late in rather dry
places, and not much reinforcement has been found. Mr. Huntington's
return to political life, if his health permits it, would be a more valuable
accession than any yet gained, and at the same time a much better pledge
of a truly Liberal policy. The world has moved on since the days when
mere Gntism was a basis for a government It is not unlikely that the
Govemoi^General may be called upon to play a more active part than

"
usual

;
and if he is, neither impartiality nor judgment wiU be wanting

However, Sir John Macdonald is not y^t dead. -

••^jB

In the last Wbek " Caxton " propounded the question why more respect
IS not shown to journalises in this country. One reason he has himself
supplied—they do not show sufficient respect to each other. When you
see two men with furious countenances and torn clothes pummelling each
other as they roll together in the mud, you do not feel inclined to seek
theiB,.«cquaintance with the view of asking them to dinner. If members
of the Press wish to obtain their natural standing in the estimation of
society, their mutual personalities must cease. That they should obtain
an artificial position, socially or politically, is not to be desired There
ought to be no mystery or pretence about this any more than about any
other oailmg. A man does not, by buying himself a font of type, invest
himself with a public mission, or with any special jurisdiction over the
actions and characters of his fellow-citizens. If a journalist does his duty
to society, honourably and like a gentleman, society will give him his due
It wdl give him his due likewise if he sells his journal to *« interest or a
faction, uses disgraceful knguage, or, worst of all, invades private life and
traduces private character for the purpose of vending to prurient readers
a filthy and criminal sheet la some countries, notably in France and
Spam, journalism has commonly been the stepping-stone to public life
It IS more than doubtful whether in the interest of the community or in
that of journalism itself the extension of the system is to be desired At
all events, the first day of pubUc life ought to be the last of journalism.
The functions of the statesman and those of the political critic are
distmot, and cannot be combined without detriment to both "^e have
had enough of journals which were the personal organs and the private
guillotines of politicians constituting themselves, beneath the mask of

\.'

i^i^^y^,
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impartiality, the critics of their own actions and of those of their oppon-
ents. Ten years ago, the press of Ontario was a literary Dahomey.
This state of things, at all events, we have left behind. The two great
party organs are now in the hands of men of honour ; they exchange hot
shot, and this, while the party system lasts, they will continue to do. It
is idle to expect anything else ; but they do not, like their predecessors,

use their journals for the furtherance of their personal ends or the

destruction of their personal enemies. There is violence in their editorials,

but there is not malignity. We have, it is true, to deplore the arrival

among us of what is elegantly termed the " social " press ; but this^ like

the other pests of civilization, was sure to come, and if the social body is

sound it may yet throw off the disease. Mutual personalities, while they

degrade the whole profession, render Press Clubs and reunions impossible.

Men at the opposite poles of opinion on public questions may nevertheless

meet privately on a footing of perfect amity, and they do so constantly in

England to the great advantage of all. But a man cannot meet on a foot-

ing of amity in the evening one who has been traducing his personal char-

acter in the morning, no matter whether it has been done in a newspaper

or elsewhere.
I

It seems strange that a government should derive a great accession of

strength from the mere decision of a lawsuit. Ontario, it is presumed
owes the judgment of the Privy Council in her favour to the justice of her

cause ; and if a wreath is to be twined for any brow, it should be, apparently,

for the brow of the able counsel by whom that cause was pleaded. Yet
the fact is incontestable that the Mowat Government has gained greatly,

while the Opposition has lost heavily, by the result of the Boundary appeal.

It is said that Conservatives took an active part in decorating the streets

for the reception of Mr. Mowat at Woodstock. The territory acquired is

pronounced by all who have seen it of no apparent value>vat least as far

as arable land or timber is concerned ; but it was the prize of a 8tru<"»le

in which the feelings of the Province had been enlisted. The Provincial

Opposition has been sacrificed, not in this matter alone, to the corporate

objects of the Party of which it is a limb, and of which the ruling member
is Quebec, a Province antagonistic, not to say hostile, to Ontario. This is

a desperate position, and its disadvantages were signally. displayed by the

Boundary Dispute in which Quebec was really the adverse party and had
put her veto at Ottawa on the acceptance of the Award. At the last

election the Opposition exerted all its strength and won some seats ; but

the net result was failure ; and the stone heaved by a deadlift effort to the

bijow of the hill has been rolling down again ever since. Even the devotees

of the Party system, it is believed, admit that nothing can be worse than a

Party Government without an effective Opposition. Without an effective

Opposition, however. Party Government in Ontario is likely for some time

to be. Patronage and influence of every kind are being used with the

utmost assiduity to strengthen the intrenchments of the Government and
there will soon he neither a schoolmaster nor a tavern-keeper in the

Province who is not a pledged supporter of Mr. Mowat. The last rivet

will speedily have been added to the chain. The leader of the Opposition
" needs stronger men around him, and for^want of thsmtarr chances have
more than once been lost. But above all things he needs free hands and
liberty to take up a sound position as the head of a party in this Province.

Hi8<' strategy is ruined and, unless he can emancipate himself, will continue

to be ruined by his thraldom to Ottawa and Quebec. There is no use in

his championing Federalism, unless he can induce Quebec to b^ Federal

instead of being,»as she is, sectional in the highest degree. The weak
point in the position of the Government is its vassal alliance with the

head of the Roman Catholic Church. If Mr. Meredith were at liberty to

more on the line indicated by an appreciation of that fact, he would find

himself at all events supported by a hearty and steadfast following. But
when he tjims his eyes in that direction he sees the menacing shadows of

Ottawa and Quebec.

that Mr. Blaine is their man, and there is no doubt that they are every-
where exerting themselves in his favour. They may be merely speculating
on his general Jingoism, and- on the mischievous effect which it is likely
to have on negotiations respecting the Fisheries Question, or that of the
^Darien Canal. But after the revelation which we have just had of his
habits it is impossible to feel sure that he has not given underhand the
criminal assurances which he ostensibly withheld. That he deemed it
necessary to withhold them is a welcome proof of the difficulty which, if
he should be elected President, he would have in making them good.
There is every reason to believe that the feeling of native Americans
toward the land of their fathers is entirely kind ; in the hearts of all time
has laid its healing hand on the ancient wound, and among the more highly
educated an ampler knowledge of history has had its effect in dissipating
the rancour contracted by poring exclusively over the annals of the Revolu-
tionary War. But a surer guarantee is afforded by the ties of commerce.
The wheat-grower of the West would combine with the cotton-grower of
the South in protesting against the conversion of the American Government
into the engine of an Irish feud. The truth is that, whatever may be said
by vote-hunting politicians and their organs, nowhere would a display of
firmness on the part of the British Government be more heartily applauded
than in the United States. Those who have suffered under Tammany and
who remember the Draft Riots understand this question pretty well. Still
we have seen to what weakness and connivance may lead. It is the
duty of all men of British race on this continent who do not wish to see
the centre of British and Protestant civilization wrecked by a horde of
infuriated savages, to show themselves ready for defensive action, and
prepare, if necessary, to teach" the politicians, whether American or Cana-
dian, that there are safer lines of business than the purchase of the Fenian
vote by attacks upon the British Union.

It is believed in England that the farmers have lost half of their
capital within the last few years. There has been a run of bad harvests •

but harvests have been bad, and for several successive years, before now
without producing anything at all like the present depression. That
which is really ruining the British wheat-grower is foreign competition,
again^ which he cannot make head with a variable climate, and with a
soil the productiveness of which is kept up only by a prodigal use of
manure. Kinder suns will come, but they will hardly bring back hope.
That the farmer should get Protection again is morally impossible. The
artisans, who hold the key of the political position, will never endure
the re-imposition of a tax on food, and the suggestion was no sooner
broached than it encountered their decisive veto. The farmer's only chance
is the substitution of other industries, such as dairy farming and the pro-
duction of vegetables, for the wheat-growing to which from immemorial
habit he desperately clings, and which he seems to regard as the only
agriculture consistent with his (fignity. This is the most conspicuous, but
it is not the only case of heavy -loss iaflicted on an existing industry by
that which will be the gain of the '*orid at large. Farmers in Pennsyl-
vania^nd themselves overwhelmed with a deluge of wheat from the Wast,

Mr. Clevbland is partly compensated for the calamitous adhesion of

Tammany to his cause by the declaration of the Irish National League in

favour of his rival. Mr. Blaine is to receive the votes of the dynamiters
as the candidate who in their opinion is most likely to involve the United
States in a war with England. Americans will not fail to moralize on the
character of Fenian citizenship and the value of Fenian citizens. Nothing
could be more moderate or unobjectionable than the language of Mr.
Blaine on the subject in his letter of acceptance. He merely promised
protection to American citizens in foreign countries while they were
engaged in their lawful callings. In this there is no dynamite. Murder
is not iu the estimation of civilized men a lawful calling, neither is kindling
civil war. But the invinoibles hava persuaded themselves notwithstanding

and are compelled to turn to new kinds of production in order to save
themselves from ruin. Ontario must look forward to a trial of the same
kind as soon as wheat-growing in the North- West shall have attained its

full proportions and the means of transport shall have been completed.
Men connected with (he Canadian Pacific Railway have been heard to
boast that in a few years the Loan Societies of this Province would have
all their securities on their hands. There can be_ little doubt at all evente
that wheat-growing will become comparatively profitless, and that our
farmers will have, like the Pennsylvanians, to adapt themselves to circum-
stances and change their lines of production to meet the altered market.
It is a subject which calls for the prompt attention of the friends of agri-
culture. Nor could the partisans of the Scott Act have chosen a worse
moment for ruining the barley industry and nipping in the bud the wine
industry of which fair hopes were entertained.

Peoofs are always coming to as that the Anti-Semitic movement in
Gej-many and Eastern Europe is still, aa Mr. Lucien Wolf calls it in hia
recent essay, a question of the day. A question of the day it is likelv to
remain wherever the Hebrews exist in great numbers until they change
their habits arid their bearing towards the Gentile population. People will
not, if they can help it, let themselves be preyed upon forever by a devour-
ing horde of alien extortioners. Worried to desperation by the swarm of
flies, the horse will kick ; and this is what the peasant in Hungary, Russia,
Poland and Roumania is now doing. The frantic plungings of the tortured
animal only show how maddening is the sting. Mr. Lucien Wolf aaks
what is Judaism. In a religious point of view orthodox Judaiam is Mosaic
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Legalism surviving, together with Tribalism, into an era of spiritual and
universal religion. The orthodox Jew of Russia, Hungary or Poland
believes that the Mosaic law is the final revelation, and that no jot or tittle
of It IS ever to pass away. His relations as a member of the chosen people
to the Gentiles, he believes, will always remain unchanged. On the day of
Purim he still celebrates a festival of Tribalism and of Semitic revenge by
exulting over the execution of Haman and his sons for the offences of the
father against the tribe of Israel. Christianity he regards as it was
regarded by Caiaphas. But the creed of the Liberal Jew in Paris or New
York It would not be very easy to define. Perhaps it may be said to be
Theism without belief in the immortality of the soul. Mr. Lucien Wolf
accepts for Judaism the designation of " Material Optimism," and says that
it holds that the possibilities of human knowledge are limited to the visible
worid and teaches, in contrast to Christianity, that temporal happiness is

the goal of existence and the whole aim of action. The religious question,
however, practically is the least part' of the matter, and certainly would
never by itself give birth to these calamitous disturbances. tL Jews are
a parasitic race, without a country of their own, declining as a rule
labour of the ordinary kind, and spreading over the worid to subsist, by
money-lending and cognate trades, upon the industry of the Gentile*
They form everywhere a nation apart from the community in which
they sojourn, held together by exclusive intermarriage, and at the same
time a commercial Ring, the members of which play everywhere into
each other's hands. It is in this character that Judaism provokes
and always has provoked the enmity of all races, not Christian alone,
hut Pagan. Mr. Wolf complacently admite " that there is no small
amount of truth in the Anti-Semitic assertion that in Germany, at
least, the national aspirations are stifled by an overmastering Judaism."
He could scarcely have penned a more complete defence of Stocker
What patriot would not strive to prevent the aspirations of his nation
from being stifled, after a heroic and costly struggle for national existence,
by the overmastering influence of a tribe of alien stockjobbers t Mr.
Wolf asserts the superiority, moral, intellectual, and physical, of his race to
all other races with a tribal arrogance which would, in itself, be enough to
account for a good deal of unpopularity. Morally, however, it may be
doubted whether any portion of civilized humanity is lower than the
Russian and Polish Jew. Intellectual sharpness is the natural result of
the habit, kept up by the Hebrew through so many centuries, of living by
his wite, and not by his hands. In the physique of the Jew there is
nothing remarkable

;
and Renan, who is the best authority, decides against

the purity of the race. The Jews, even when in outward appearance
squahd, are usually well-off, and have better food than other people of the
same class

: they marry eariy; and, happily for them, their women are as
yet free from the aversion to maternity which is a feature of the sexual
revolution and is becoming the bane of other races. Hence they 'multiply :

yet not faster than the Irish or the French of Quebec. There, is, there-
fore, no necessity for having recourse to the hypothesis of Mr. Wolf, who
ascribes magical efficacy to the retention by the Chosen People of the
joxualjawsanclthe hygiene of Moses It would have been a supernatural

to keep the Theistic. hypothesis out of sight; for, applied to nature.
It IS distinctly a theological term. The idea of a law cannot be separated
from that of a kwgiver, nor can it be attached to that of a mere
torce. Science can be cognizant of nothing but observed uniformities of
phenomena. "Method," which Lewes proposed to substitute for law,
plainly carries with it the idea of a Supreme Intelligence. It makes no
difference whether the will of the Creator is manifested to us through a
Revelation, through our moral nature, or through the operation of physical,
torces which constrain us under physical penalties to do certain things and
abstain from others. When we talk of obedience to the laws of mature,
nature is another name for Gad. As a general rule it is not desirable to
be punctilious about terms, and we might be content to let Science use the
term law with the understanding that in her language it is merely meta-
phorical, and simply denotes a uniforipi^y similar to that of a supreme and
unvarying will. But unfortunately the term is so steeped in juristic and
theological associations that it inevitably carries them with it, enter what
caveats you may. The result is that an unfair advantage is given, not to
riieism, but to Agnosticism, which is thus enabled to fill the moral void
loft by ita philosophy and reconcile the soul to Atheism by offering to the
mind an apparent subRtitute for God. The " laws " of nature are held up
to us as objects of trust and reverence, and devout conformity to them is

presented a» a scientific religion. But no mere combination of observed
uniformities can carry us at most beyond the notion of a cast-iron fate.

A Bystajjdbr.

HERE AND THERE.

Mb. Hoylk, in our last number, had a perfectly fair answer to those
who arraigned the Undertaker's Convention. The Undertakers had a
right to " convent," as the Yankees would say, like other citizens, and the
somewhat sombre character of their subjects need not prevent them from
having a cheerful meeting. No doubt they are just as honourable as any
other class of merchants, and supply their customers at a fair price with
the goods which the customers demand. But it is hardly true that the
customers are under no pressure

: they are under the pressure of tyrant
fashion, which in the hour of affliction, and when the honour of the
beloved dead U supposed to be concerned, it is morally impossible to defy.
Thus, in poor families, a heavy burden is too often laid on the survivors,
when perhaps the bread-winner has been taken away. It is pretty clear
however that a radical change will soon beVade in funeral customs
Cremation visibly gains ground. It appeals to sanitary considerations, to
taste, to which the protraction of decay by coffin burial is revolting, and
to the fear of being buried alive, which horrible occurrences have proved
not to be chimerical. Sensible Christian divines like Bishop Eraser of
Manchester, have decided that Christianity is in no way opposed to 'the
change. Mr. Hoyle and his fraternity will soon have to hold a convention
to- consider the means of providing cremation for those by whom it is

'

preferred.

revelation indeed, if a primeval lawgiver had forestalled the progress of
sanitary science for all time. The precept against eating blood, which
Mr. Wolf deems invaluable in a hygienic point of view, is in Leviticus
not hygienic, but religious. The blood is sacred, and forbidden as food,
because it is the life of the animal. Other precepte are local : in the East
swine are scavengers, and it is only in Palestine that the hare is a
ruminant. In the persistence of the race there is nothing miraculous

:

the Parsis, another parasitic race, have maintained their separate existence
for twelve centuries, and there is no reason why the Armenians should
not do the same. Even the Zingari have shown great tenacity of separate
life. That a mysterious interest continues to be attached to the Jewish
race above other wanderers is mainly due to that very Christianity which
Mr. Lucien Wolf holds in such light esteem.

Among the voluminous literature of the great debate between Religion
and Science comes a profound treatise by Mr. Arthur on the " Difference
Between Physical and Moral Law." The sum of Mr. Arthur's conten-
tion is that there are two orders of law differing in the agents ruled by
each respectively, physical laws ruling unconscious agente, moral laws
ruling conscious and responsible agente. But surely Austin is right in
confiding the term law to " rules laid down for the guidance of an intel-

ligent being by an intelligent being having power over him." Lewes also,

aa Mr. Arthur reminds us, said that " Uw " implied authority and govern-
ment, and as an Agnostic desired that the word should be dropped out
of scientific terminology. Dropped out of scientific terminology it ought
to be, if men of science wish, on Agnostic grounds or any other ground,

It is as unnecessary to comment 'upon Irving's acting each time that he
comes here as it is to comment upon the characters in the plays which he
acts. What would have been Shakespeare's feelings if he could have seen
"Samlet," or " The Merchant of Venice," put upon the stage as it was the
other evening

!
Three centuries have intervened between the dramatist and

the worthy interpretation of his work. It is curious to think how entirely
English tragedy and the highest kind of acting are identified in our minds
with the Shakespearian drama. Not a single really great tragedy has
been produced since the Elizabethan era unless it be " The Cenci," which
by the hideous character of iteplot, is excluded from the stage. Even of the
Elizabethan dramatiste, however, there is n6t one except Shakespeare who
keeps the stage, or whom anybody would wish to see restored to it. So
far as we are concerned, one man is all. And about the personal history
of that one man we know absolutely nothing, though so many Shakes-
pearian scholars are poring with microscopes over a blank sheet of paper
in the hope of tracing some faded characters. The opening of the Shakes-
pear's grave, if it was not too great a sacrilege, might possibly, by
revealing the shape of the head, help us to identify the true portrait

Thbrb were twenty feUures in Canada reported to Bradstreet's during
the past week, as compared with thirty-three in the preceding we^k, and
with twenty-six, sixteen, and eleven respectively, in the corresponding
weeks of 1883, 1882, and 1881. In the United States there were 213
failures reported to Bradstreet's last week, as compared with 188 in the
preceding w«,k, and with 166, 125. and 117 respectively, in the cornn
spending weeks of 1883, 1882, and 1881. About eighty-five per cent,
were those of smaU traders whose capital was less than |6,000.
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.onI"\?'"";''.'^''*"''""°" •** merchandise continues on a strictlyconservative bas.8. Special telegran,s to Bradstreefs agency til ^
^uthem d.8tr,but>ng centres

; but no gain has been recorded at the lead2oon,„erc.a centres. Mercantile collections are reported better in le
St.

1 close, and loans are made only on exceptionally good paper. Most of

wheat regions. Such improvement as has been noted at trade centres has

which have been brought into requisition by the cooler weather. At the Easdry-goods buyers continue to operate cautiously, and owing to the backw«S^ason with retailers the demand for re-assortments is .Irj 1 ght. litheWestern centres the advent of cooler weather has brought about a rdat ve

L^un Ind !hTt co7r "* "'""• •'''°*'''°« J^"'-" E-* -y tr-le

South ^s .7' ''' "'-at'^f-tory. The week's weather at the

pr^er Thrii;
^'^.-^-"on-picking is making continued rapid-progress. Ihe cotton market at New York is dull unH 1„ i -.i.

m^ddUng upl^ds at 10 cents; but the Southedl"a f^rTaoUand steady. Speculation in wheat and corn has been very dull, anj Tr Isof he former have declined in the absence of foreign demand and thenoticeable increase in shipments by farmers, and the be^nning of a headermovemen from interior markets to tide water. Indian fom, too hl^

expected and the cornering of the current delivery having driven theouU.de interest away. Relatively no demand has depressed cTco™

:ri.x:i!:ravfLerLerj^^^^^^^^^

aire."i\tx°:"; :" Stiir-'^r^ r^" *";
wpftlr <9f^i »,-i I, ^

marKet. lin is cheaper and

period when exports should be heavy Leaf toWco f 1
"
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would think of publishing a document manifestly confidential, and whichhad not co,„e fa.r^ into his hands. But the British Press seems now to

:zz:iX'^''' ''
^"'^"^'^ ^""^^'^^^ '''' -' ^ ''' '-«• °^-

The autobiography whicfi Lord Malmesbury, Lord Derby's Foreign

iZT'' H r""'"'
^" ''^ "''^ ''«^' ^« --l-^y the work o'f an ^nS

be wef' . K J°r"^ °" P°'"*^ "' ^'^' '"'^'^'y -^ ««•>* -l>-h will notbe welcomed by his Party. He gives a blow to the Beaconsfield legend
'

byshowing that the stoical and sphinx-like impassiveness of Disraeli wafm^dy

found and "^ n ^'^^ P^'^^ -»>-•> was represented as so pro-found and so firmly based on principle was in reality the haphaLdoff-spnng o distracted counsels, and was most truly described by ITr^

fSoTL V : '".'• '^°"' ^^•--"-y. -^o was a great pLoI^
sibihty for the Franco-German War. The Emperor was disposed to acceptthe settlement of the diplomatic quarrel proposed by Beriin. But Tthedec.s.ve council held at St. Cloud the Empress made a violent and ex i^speech declaring that war was inevitable if the honour of France w^^be susuined. She was backed by Marshal Leb«uf, and thus a TorZe^

s^ttr^orth'""*;'''."""^'''
^"p^"^*^*^ "^ -^ «-««"-« ^^•^^^•^^^^

Lent on t^ T I ''"'^ ^'^" ''"'* ''°"«''* ^^ and dismemberment on the country. Nor did the noxious activity of Eugenie end there

Km fairTt° 'T "''^' ''"' '''' ''' dynast/prevenld the Empe^r'from falling back with the army on Paris when that move might havebeen the salvation of France.
'^

eues^sT""'?'"; ^.^° '^'"^ ^ ^°«''''''^ ^y '»>« t'-t-nent of Royal

portage Who hafever'r;erJl;:r?:::L^-^^^^^
^m^barbarous and exceedingly unclean potenUte the Shah ofPe^ Thepabh feeling on this point is embittered by the belief that the objJofRoyalty m evading its social duties U to hoard money and thjl

X^LufoTaT Z' "^"V';
'^''""''^'^^"'' °* *^- ^ abdication Mot

_=;":e^i:"'rtLrrtrri.^^^^^^^^^^ -«-
knows the Irish character is convinced that th: ^Lta, prele^o'f ^he"Queen would have produced the best effect „n th

"»' Presence of the

land. It Ttoo rC """" '^"'^ "'"''"' '^ •'''°" '^^ - I-

catifn oT r
""'' '''°"' *''*" "^'^ resurrection, through the publi-

co dLvtrTr ".r"'
°' ^'"^ "^^^•"^'^ <!"--' "-^t-- the la.1Lord Lytton and his wife. People who can fatten on such scandal musthave a very keen appetite for carrion. It was the common case of a man

atd whrtfeTo ' '"^' ''''' '""^^'"^""-^ ^•'° ^ married an a^land when the honeymoon was over found that she was a women. Th.-enes that followed were revolting outrages on the sanctity oniju^
affection, and the memory of them ought to have been buried for IZfnthe graves o the unhappy pair. There can be no doubt that Lord Lyttoawa. greatly to blame, and that his behaviour, compared with the sentim ^teof his novels, proves him to have been a literary hypocrite. But the con!due of Lady Lytton was aho disgusting, if she was not insane Shepublished, in the form of a novel, a libellous satire on her husband On

1;tr 7 "' :Tt ^'^ '"^•^ ^^ '-^ ^ •^'•'^'««' ^'^^^ the busting!

b S c o;d Th r "
*°"''"' °' •'^^^''^^^ '^•-^ •>'- to the assem-bled crowd The incident gave occasion to a squib, ascribed, though

It IS impossible to suppose truly, to their son, of which one stanz.^ waa:

tio oame to Hertford in a ohaide
d uttered anything but praise

: Abont the author ormy days ?

My Mother.

THE INDIAN WHEAT TRADE.

It seems there has been another caim in T?«»i. j « i.

rf Zft f.1? r"f:

""^ " »" "~" »"' '»'• b,™, th. ..^01 Uielt and treacherr plain . stamned nw.n it. -n.;. ..

It might have beenJpJl^edLt wEfn Zo^ and^dZ7eft^rltt«.e. footprints would liBger in the offices of the Britth C y^ tZT-.Wt equal confidence wa, reposed in the Queen's printed ThtX

Thk rapid growth of the Indian wheat trade within the last ten years maywell attract the most serious attention of agriculturists and polLcianTtn
this country. Less than a dozen years ago, America (including Canada)had only one important rival (Russia) in the English wheat market. Thesudden appearance of India in that market, as a more formidable competi-
tor, was due to the removal in 1873 of the Indian export duty. Before thatdate, the annual export of Indian wheat hardly exceeded two and a-quarter
millions sterling. In a few years it rose to eight and a^half millions Theincrease has been accelerated by the gradual extension of the Indian ml-way system, and in 1881-82 the English demand for wheat from India wasnecessarUy increased by the deficiency of the crops in America. Now then that naturaUy occurs to people in this country is wheth^IIndian wheat trade u. an infant Hercules, capable of attaining giganticproportion, and irresu,tible competing power, or if it has alrei^y^^l
^ full strength. Lx looking to the future of our gnun trade, have ^eto reckon with . contribution to the English market on ti.; part ofIndm of a^unnud^ miUion of tons, or is th<Mndian export likely to go ongrowing as It has done during the last ten years? This, no doubt, i the

iZr "VM"''"*^
*** '^^"'^ ^^ -fo-tu-tely it is a question to

a ^tTf I^""T"" '' '"'*»«-'^8- The present writer has beena ««d«xt of India ««1 a student of U» political «id eoonomio condition
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since the beginning of this wheat trade, and has watched its growth with
the keenest interest, but he has never been able to form, nor has he met
with any serious Indian publicist who has yet presumed to form, a decided
opinion as to its future. Eighteen months ago Sir Evelyn Baring, then the
Indian Finance Minister, confessed, in the course of his annual financial
statement, that on this subject he could offer no opinion which was better
than mere conjecture. Readers of Canadian new.,papera may have observed
that Sir Richard Temple, who has at different times governed three of the
Indian provinces, who has seen with his own eyes more of India than per-
haps any other man ever did, and who is, moreover, the most omniscient
of Anglo-Indian authorities-even Sir Richard Temple, when asked what
he thought of the future of the Indian wheat trade, had practically no
opinion at all on the question. We know that the acreage on which wheat
18 actually grown in India is about twenty-five or twenty-six millions, that
the average yield is only nine and a-third bushels, and that of the annual
out-turn, averaging thirty and a-half million quarters, about one-seventh
part IS certainly available for exportation. The actual export amounted
in 1882 to hfteen million hundred-weight, and in 1883 to twenty-two and
and a-half millions, and it is stated that this large outflow had no eff-ect
on prices .n the wheat districts. But when we enquire whether the
demand for Indian wheat is likely to lead to increased production and amuch larger exportation, the best authorities declare themselves, as we
have seen, unable to offei' us any answer but a conjecture; and even of
conjectures prudent Indian statesmen are chary. •

Before passing on to the region of conjecture, we may say a word as to
the quality of Indian wheat. A very large part of the wheat pVoduction
of India IS unfit for exportation even were it not required for home con-
sumption. The defect does not lie in soil or climate, for it has been satis-
factorily proved that the country can and does produce wheat of the very
highest qualities. But the Indian farmer has hitherto exercised little or
no care m the choice of his seed, and is singulariy indifferent as to the
cleanliness of the grain which he sen.ls to the market. And there is one
pecuhanty in his method of cultivation which stands much in his way as
an exporter. The vicissitudes of the climate compel him to calculate on
frequent failures of his crop, and wheat is so liable to suff-er from drought
that it has become a common practice with the farmer to sow a mixture of
wheat and one of the hardier grains of the country, so that if the wheat
pensh, the other grain may produce a crop which will at least be better
than nothing. Consequently Indian wheat is not only dirty in the ordinary
sense, but is generally adulterated with coarser grain. We believe it
has been found necessary for the merchant at the seaport to subject the
wheat bought in the native market to an elaborate process of cleansing
and this of course adds to its cost in two ways, ^he labour costs some-
thing, and the result is an appreciable diminution in bulk. Since the
export trade grew into importance Government officials in the wheat tracts
have made strenuous eff-orts to inculcate among farmers the importance of
carefully cultivating a pure grain of high quality, and already there has
probably been some improvement. But the best spur to improvement is
in this case a anmBwh uf-. bliint inntnimprif. hnj.»...j.. ~c ~ it 4.U .^""" 'ua^rumcne, oecausB, or alt the parties con-
cerned, it is the Indian cultivator, who derives the least profit from the
export tr^de. We shall have occasion to. refer again to this matter. Here
we may add, that Indian flour is certainly growing in favour with the
English baker, owing, we believe, to its taking up more water than
American flour; and that in 1879 Dr. Forbes Watson, an expert, in 4
report to the Houses of Parliament, stated that from almost every wheat-
growing district in India he hlj obtained samples of wheat equal to the
finest Colonial wheat, which showed that, in spite of all that was said as
to their "careless and shiftless modes of cultivation," there were to be
found in every district Indian farmers "as keenly alive to the advantages
of selection of seed and of careful cultivation as the most intelligent English
farmers." Our ojwn opinion is that such farmers are far more rare in India
than Dr. Watson, judging from carefully selected samples, wa, inclined to
infer. But it appeats safe to conclude that, i* the other conditions needful
to tiie further growth of the Indian wheat trade can be established, its
increase will not long be retarded by inferiority of quality.

Three ways are suggested in which the exportation of Indian wheat
may be greatly increased, and there are sanguine writers who do not
hesitate to predict that India will before long be able to monopolize the
whole of tiie English wheat trade. One of these suggestions is practical
and 18 being acted upon

; the otiiers are at present in the purely visionary
stage. The first is tiiat new railways should with all speed be pushed into
the heart of every wheat-growing ti-aot where tiiis means of transport does
not already exist. The others are, (1) that improved methods of cultiva-
tion should be introduced

; and (2) Uiat tiie area under wheat should be
largely increased. We shall begin witii Uie last « At the present mo-

r^i T^u-
* ?'T """*"' ^^""^ P*°'P'>'«t produced a great effect in

England, "in the Punjab alone, independent of the area now under cultiva-
tion there are 9,182,000 acres of cultivable waste, the property of Govern-
ment, not to mention enormous tracts in Central India and Burmah, all
admirably suited for wheat cultivation, and all needing only irrigation and
popnlaHon to bring them under the plough." The few words we have
.telicised, and especially the little word "only," will serve to indicate the
character of much of the writing current on this subject. Schemes fcm the
rrigation and colonizing of these waste tracts are often propounded by
ardent (and generally youthful) officers of the Indian Government, and oneor wo disastrous attempte have been made to carry out such a scheme.But It may be safely predicted that the whole of the Canadian North-West wdl wave with wheat before a tithe ofi.he culti^^ble waste of India^
IS brougTit under the plough. No one wiJl deny that it may be possible to
mcrease, in the courae of time, the wheat-growing area of India, but there
18 no present probability of the Indian Government engaging in the co.,tly
enterprise of irrigating vast unpeopled tracts in the, hope that the least
migratory people in the worid may be induced to colonize them

But we are assured by such writers as the pamphleteer whom we have
quoted that even without adding an acre to the present wheaKrrowing
area the produce may easily be doubled, if not trebled. The average yield
IS as we have said, only 9J bush.ls per acre, and one naturally supposes
tha this IS much less than the land would produfia under a proper system
of farming. "Experiments," we read, "carried on in the Government
arms have proved that irrigation, with a proper system oj m-muring, more
than trebles the average Indian yield; and there can hardly be a doubt
that farming in India would improve all along the line directly it became
the interest of the Indian peasant to materially increase his production "

Here again we have italicised a few significant words. Give Archimedes
his lever and fulcrum and he will move the worid. Transform the whole
wheat area of India into model farms and you will treble the yield Well
irrigated and well manured, the soil of many parts of India would undoubt-
edly produce wheat harvests which no country could surpass. But it m.i.st
be both irrigated and manured, and, while irrigation is in most parts prac-
ticable, adequate manuring is not practicable. We have so completely
denuded India of its forests that the pea«inte in most parts are absolutely
unable to procure any other fuel than that which is dropped by their cattie
This they carefully collect and dry in the sun, and it is the only fuel with
which they cook their victuals. They have nothing to spare for manure
and their extreme poverty precludes the possibility of their purchasing
either manure or fuel. In these circumstances, if the Government were
to carry out costly systems of irrigation, charging a water rate on the
cultivator for the supposed benefit he would derive, the consequence would
be that irrigation without manuring would force a crop or two of wheat
which would qu^kly exhaust the fertility of the soil. But the truth is
that the whole arftiual yield of the soil is already less contemptible than it
is made to appear by the simple statement that the wheat crop is only nine
and one-third bushels an acre. In all the best parts of the con n r.ry the farmor
sows two and often three crops a year. He grows his wheat in the cooT
season, and at other seasons the same fields yield other harvests. This

^ fact is not considered by many who talk glibly of the ease with which the
produce might be increased. Still it is possible that the Indian peasant
who IS quite as wide awake to the value of money as any other, might
find means to increase his production of wheat if, as our author abserves
it became his interest to do so. But, as we have already remarked,.it-ia
not the cultivator who is deeply interested in the growth of this trade.
The system of p««ite cu/<«r« prevails in India, the average size of farms
being about eight acres. Families are large, and it is a religious duty in
India to support one's poor relations. The farmer of seven or eight acres
who has five of a family and one or two poor relatives to provide for ha^
not a large exportable surplus. He is generally behind with his rent and
deeply in the books of the money-lender of the village. When the rent
becomes due, he applies to the money-lender, who advances it on the
security of his crop. If he can feed his family and satisfy the usurer he
18 happy, and it is not he but the money-lender (who is also the local grain-
dealer) who derives advantage from the incr^sed demand for wheat In
fact the farmer is lucky if a risejn prices at the central marts do not prove'
a loss to him. For atltated periods round comes the Government revenue
officer to re-assess the rente. The reputation of this officer depends too
muoh on his ability to increase revenue, and if he finds that from any
cause tiie price of farm produce in his distaict has increased, he feels him-
self justified in raising rents all round. Thus it too often happens in
India tiiat an apparent gain to the cultivator entails on him a real lossA few figures will sho^ tiiat, even if we do not consider his peouliar
relations with tiie money-lender, the Indian &rmer does not share largely
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in the profits o! the wheat trade. It has been calculated that it costs him
fourteen shillings to produce a quarter of wheat. The average cost of
carting it to the railway station is .three shillings, and the price at the
railway station nineteen or twenty shillings. The farmer we have described
has not a large number of quarters to dispose of, and supposing him to
gam half-a-crown oa each, his profits will not be vast. But if his half-
crown, or most of it, goes to the money-lender, he gains nothing, and if
the injudicious revenue oflScer raises his rent, his gain is a loss.

The conclusion at which, we arrive is, that there is little probability of
India b6ing able greatly to increase its prodiiction of wheat If we could
improve the condition of the cultivator, get him out of debt, lower his rent,
provide him with better cattle, get him tb buy fuel and use his cow dung
for manure-if, in short, we could begin by creating a social and economic
revolution, then the production of wheat might indeed be doubled or— trebled. But though we do not think this is likely to happen, it is possible,
and even probable, that the exportation of wheat may be increased ; and it
may also become possible to sell it in England at prices with which this
country will find it-hard to compete. We have seen that the cultivator
parts with his grain for very little profit. The difference between the cost
of production and the ultimate selling price is chiefly made up of the cost
of carUge, and railway and ocean transit. The conditions vary so much
in the different parts of India that it is not very satisfactory to deal with
averages. But as we have not space to consider separate districts, we must
take the most reliable general averages we can obtain. And we find it cal-
culated that the cost of production of a quarter of wheat is fourteen
shillings; cartage to the railway station, three shillings ; railway charges,
seven to eight shillings, and ocean freight about twelve shillings The
cost of production cannot be reduced, nor is it probable that ocean freight
wiU be lowered. But a great effort is now being made to improve the
facilities for transportation by land as well as to cheapen the railway ratesA Parliamentary Committee was occupied during nearly the whole of the
last English session in considering the advisability of largely extending the
Indian railway system. We have not yet seen the report of this Com-
mittee; but It has recommended that the Indian Government should borrow
twenty-eight millions sterling in the course of the next five years for railway construction. With this sum about 3,000 miles of new railway maywe believe, be constructed, and as the maitf object is the development ofthe export trade, the wheat growing districts Ought soon to be pierced in
every direction with feeder lines. The cost of cartage will thus be reducedwhere it is now heaviest, and in some parts where it is now almost imprac-
ticable to carry the wheat to market, large purchases may in future bemade. Then, most of the lines will be under State control, and as the
development of trade is even a more important object than direct traffic
returns. It is probable that more moderate rates of railway freight thanhave hitherto prevailed wiU be adopted in future. Thus it is not unlikely
that, without any increase of production, India may in a few years become
able to ^nd more wheat to the English market, and to seU it at a reduced
price. But a great uncertainty surrounds all speculations as to the futureof things m India, and if this country had the wisdom to open its dooLmore Wy to English imports, and thus to stimulate thewZZ
of the Indian trade-which is largely the result of American and Ca.Ld^nProtection-would probably cool, and this country would yet be aWe ^^hold ita own in the English market. WiluL Rzach
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their repose
; therefore what we say is not intended as a persomil reflec-

tZ 7" «
^"^

""T'^
^-°""- ^"' ^''^^^ '^ - disputing, the flthat George Brown in his day was mainly responsible for the intoductionof the pitching-into style of journalism which has prevailed among us since

ma;w H r!l 1

' '""""^ * P""'"" '°^ ^^"P^-* "P°» i* •>" o-n stronglymark d ..dividiialism; so much so, in fact, that it became, not the mirrorof pubic opinion, but the mirror of what one man thought public opinionought to be. To a large section of the public the late Mr. Brown C^h^erary dictator and those who refused to accept him as such were treated^th a ferocity that was unique in its intense bitterness. Looking back

ordinary fairness to opponents, or even friends when they happened to runcounter to his wishea Possibly there are those who w^ll seek to elusahis particular form of journalism on the ground that it was the roughchild o a rough parent, and that the period was not favourable to thiproduction of high-class journalism. We need not discuss thL Tt pre^ntbut what strikes us as singular is, that anybody in these days shou H^k
llrerurby

'^'^'"';",' *'^' -Pitching-into" opponents should be

^rfection^f
^ ""' and frequently encouraged by others as the veiyperfection of progressive journalism. The lesson of the late GeorSBrowns life is eminently suggestive as to the practical beneL to £

a ^^t deal of unnecessary and wholly undeserved pain upon indiWdualsand families will hardly be disputed; but, practically, did he sZ^rTrnything like adequate results to his party ? We certain'; think noT"• The

Jlh , r?. T' *'^" "'''^'"''^ * P""^^' ^^-^ '^iB -er-to-be-lamente^death left them without a head. If hounding down noUfi..)
"'^

had been the true method by which to create ' soirarrt/^rttCanadian Liberals were great indeed. If the history of VJX^^Zteaches any one lesson more emphatically than another it is tL f.^tuity
, substituting personal abuse for the absence of "^hlgr^ ^,and political questions about the solution of which thinking mTw rorper^ps we should say must, differ. A quarter of a century sabu^^hLdriven al the prominent opponents of the late George Browi into th^front ranks and left neariy every one in whose interest the !hemployed either out of the running or far behindrt^e"' "wTZ"therefore to rise no higher than the low level of volh^^sLy f ,!

Batisfied that it is a mistake as well as a prostUutlr T It ^mTotit for purposes of personal detraction and abuse. There areIn !"
that the people are getting thoroughly sick of the who thtg .t;Zthey wUl eoon begin to do on a large scale what a few edu^ted pe^p^are doing on a small one, namely, turning with a sense of rS toTh!few eaders of.opinion who are beginning to discuss our social XoHtilaproblems in a spirit of calm impartiality. There never was a Z!haps, in the history of Canadian jourm^lism when it could bit of
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"Pitch into George Brown." Such was the order given one day by aCon^rvative newspaper proprietor to his staff, and it is but an act ofposthumous justice to the members of the staff to sav that tl,«- f
tions were carried out to the letter, and that, wIleTell^t X^Wnnegbcted upon the paper, the " pitohing-into " process was never p^r" i^dto faU into abeyance As the worid moves now it is a comparativelyWtime since the opening words were spoken, but from that day to thu thf^nnciple underlying Jhe advice has been actively at work in cln^

?T '^'.*»'« D"""*'"-. to the great injury of the country's best intlr^staIt has vjiated literary taste and kept down at the low^t possiWe^ttthe standard o hterary excellency; its flagrant partisam.hip^LT^
Letters IS. that It has caUed into existence a sort of literary " rol '
irhoi» congenial employment it is to knock down everybody who CVh«^menty to think cLfferently from the party to which tZ^J^^l
Ix^ong. The dead sleep weU. and we have no wiah whatever to diZb

that have bound themselves hand and foot tn n«o «mu- xi
party or the other claim that they have no politicaTltllrd Zh'er ^ntheir party, and that whatever party morality reouirea tW T
right, and the opposite is as necessarUy wr" g I^" iul^ ch'Z;'^^^^
the modern exponents of the • piteh'ing-int'o " llTZtr^^FtChave no honest convictions: that their zeal for h/r,

/"^ "^ '^^'^'ty they

their high moral indignation against Icto^ Ler^ ItTsTr? Z'

itself a proof Lt the .eal forpu^yTstl^ tC I^fn^^^^
Press as our guide, it is painful to contemplate the venS Ud ^^^ 'lwickedness of our public men. The Dominion Cabinet is a bSv^"suspects," any one of whom would descend to the lowest denth» 1^honesty for political purposes

; and how Sir John andTs foSowf Kmamiged to escape the penitentiary so long is a nroblal h 71^ *^'

prehension of your honest Grit edTtor. S^John^nd h"
"^ ^' """

eveiy one of them potential candidates foriXe,' GX'L^Ttrescape it will not be for any lack of ho„„.f • j- x
^^"'^' '^^ »* *hey

deeds. Fortum^tely the baUnce of .nTpr^tv^^^^
'^"'" ''"' •'^"

atives, and although the Provincial CabZTot 7 "^ '"'"^"*-

cally as many scoundrels in its ^ks as le d! 5,"°°* °"'"^"-

Ontario ministersm^ke up tol Zllt ^'"^"•"'\«'''^«*. y«* the

scope of their wickeress. Mr MotTtTr """i " ^^ '"^'^^'^ *'«'

depravity equal to any thri'lrrr^trmTn^C"CL^^rcharacters every day in several costly oolamns ofTtLlId •

independent judgment we look upi Mr. UtT^'j^tZ

unparalleled villiany
: his virtues are but vices in disguise, and morning,noon and night he appears to be hatehing schemes of wrong-doing inwhich he IS generally successful. Without the slightest wish or intention

to ex^gerate; we venture to say that this is not an unfavoui^ble repre-
sentation of Mr. Mowafs character as given by his political enemies in the
press. We have used the word enemies advisedly, for as such political
differences cannot now be distinguished from enormities. Now the questionwe would like to propose is this: Among the intelligent readers of these
party journals is there five per cent.-is there one-ready to believe thatMr. Mowat is such a person as he is described ? Does the writer himself
believe It? We sincerely hope not; and we have the best possible reason
for Baying that Mr. Mowat is looked upon by the public at large as a hi^h-
minded Christian gentleman of whom Ontario has just reason to be proudWe have never met a man, not blinded by political partisanship, who ever
thought the Ontario Premier capable of doing a wilful wrong, and this
notwithstanding the increasing flow of abuse poured upon him. The moral'
of the whole matter is this : unless party journals desire to sink as low
and have as little respect paid to them as the journals devoted to the per-
petuation of religious bigotry, they will need to make a very rapid change'
of front and bring themselves into line with the advancing thought of our
day. Men look upon the partisan editor pretty much as they look upon
a circus clown

;
he puts on " the caps and bells " because he is paid for

doing so, and the jokes of the one and the "stinging" editorials ^I the
other Stand upon pretty much the same footing : they are both made to
order, and except by children and weak-minded people they are not treated
seriously.

It is surely not desirable to see a great profession dragged through the
gutter by political parties for the base and unworthy purpose of vilifviuc
each other in the eyes of the worid ; and yet this is the position of Canadian
journals to-day. How long will it continue ? We think we see the begin-
ing of the end. It is inconceivable that a people with any claims to
education and progress should tamely submit themselves to the indecencies
of party journalism for any great length of time. Our surprise is that it
chngs so tenaciously to life, and that our own sense of propriety and
decency does not answer more rapidly to the helm of literary purity •

if it
did, we would hardly tolerate the vulgarisms which appear in such editorial
headings as " moi-e lies nailed," and "another lie knocked on the head "
a^d an almost endless variety of equally choice expressions, indicating thit
the business of one editor is to tell lies, and of the other to knock them on
the head. „

Ubservkr.

THE TRUTH.

SwEBT snow-white dove of light
Aye hovering o'er life's battle-field,

Nor ever stained by murky flight •

m....
,
^^ .m-^'""'''

''i^^^ng din hath faith beguiled • -
Tis liberty that dares to scan
Thy scope beyond the clouds,

Which^prejadice^and passion fan -^

To weave in shrouds.

ON READING A MARKED VOLUME.
It seems a little thing, this sle^ line
Around the gold-dust of an author's thought •

tJ v.!""""^'
""' ^^"^^ ^^''^^ "•"°« 'he mine,Ihe hidden mine whence perfect ore is brought.

Nay raore, far more
! What vantage were the gold

If one should delve through all the dark alone IBut when through deepest mine a lamp we hold
Uiven by a guide to whom the path was known.

Which marks not only what we blindly sought.But that which gave to him divinest light
The dark grows silver-tongued, with comfort' fraught

JSLl

A glimpse of thine approach
Bids hope and love in consort soar,

And duty climbs thy course to wateh
To find life hath still in store-

To gild the fane of higher aim'
When honour's keenly edged.

When zeal is couraged by the fame
Of justice pledged.

And science, circling round Li
The giddy pinnacles of thougEt,

Oft seeks thy resting place on ground
Where finitude's with danger fraught •

Till poising ken begeta a pride
'

Intolerant of faith.

And pique and pride thy beauty hide
With warring breath.

Tis heaven's aather-wave
Beholds the acme of thy flight

:

This life is but thy shadow's grave
Whose golden fringe illumes our night

In wonderment we thread life's maze.
And feel our faith the force

That steals the ripple of thy rays
To light our course.

J. M. H.

« Fe'SkS's'^lr'""'"
^'"'"''"'

"^ "*•"« '^ '^^^ " ""^^ °^ P-- "

And heart meets heart, though barred from outward sight
Johnstown, If. Y. t

J. Oliver Smith.

SAILING ON THE NILE.

^ranil^nsT^dTy^ otterJ^lnJlT T"^'
'^« ^^ -fdhoTr^

whizzing o^er our h^eads-not a hot t^^^ do^'noTr "?'" °' P'^^"-
dozen of them. In the vilWe we rr^L

""t >""? down some half-

sight of us, the men start upX w^mrntide'thTir f""'"""^
'''^'''''^

dogs bark, and the children scampTrTwav at full L^'' 'C ''l'"" ''t'
'^^

sheesh Howadji." Villages I Jl'^^Ml o^lyTel'ufeTSt';
?""'

what other term to employ. It is in fart fLtZ
'^'^'^ause 1 do not know

be used in connection with th2 t^li
' ° pretentious a word to

in which the fXhsX:%ui t of nI^^^^^^^^^ ^'"''"P^ "' •'°-'»

than from about five or six feet in hrpil^ . ? T^ ^''''^^' "^"^ ™°'-«

except a rag<.ed str^w mluinf 111 f ^ ^°" "" '"''«'»'' ""''^ '>° '"of

unleL an eanhen ju. an emntv h V .'
"""f

P'^'"' "^"'^ unfurnished,

entitled furnitut^ tlete huts are^mi:\h:1o" ^'^"^^^^^^^ "^"^ ''^

human habitations ^ ^^ ^°*'^*t *'»'* POO'^«t °i all

by . W.I1 b™.t high. He" KT,™, S. 'T ""' '''"'' '• "»«'"""''

other Uo„...ic .iiS=r.li tt.eJ,'"'':?; T"" ''"= '"'• "''

swarms of which go bu^in^ TnTwh'^- ^ *^^ °^ '*'^^' 'nnuraerable

small chin and rather thin hearf. ^Hig comu" .. ?
°rthe negi-o

;
a

of his abode, being darker .Ss the soTtSTXTetrhe is^^^bronze and in Upper Egypt quite black. Hb co ton s^irt s theS
head IS covered either with the turban or the fez

Degraded by slavery and his constant practice of taking alms the

i^tt^r""^^^ *"
'f^""^^

"^ " responsible moral bemr Sndo ent anda fatalist, he never works except when forced tn W,, =« k„ k i

^"''oient and

There is but one thing that he cares for rl^«„ k {
1°'"*** '>e'=«88ity.

tion-beggary. Ever? fell is a beggliTyfCV^^^^^^^ T"^they teach their children These liTria ^f^''^^''^^^^
js the first word

na/ed until the age of pu eHy.'reir'rilTy ^rXntT ^^^^rfZl^waving fantastically on the top of their shaved heads fn.k . ' "S 't'T "rl^ •'f.f
•'*'«"'«'«'*• ^"* *- '-'

thTy eari thSr^Lr}:trade—to submit to blows and solicit almn Tk» kk,„ k • 1 ,

fellahines, falling from the shoulderst a Ht^ile It.eto^^rJo^a the breas^ is decidedly picturesque. The veil which they wear isXblue. It IS thrown over the head and falls about them in 3e foldTSometimes^ when they want to hide their faces, theyISi hddo thefluttering blue banner with their teeth, and so partially eff^t their obiit

lyrsr^s^thrntr ^*^ "^-^ ''-'-' -^^ chin',rdX

,

In the country you often meet them unveiled Tho» ..„ ..
ugly; and. thanks to their too early marriagTan^" ex^Lirha^ wf'areaJmost always faded and even deformed. Still I haveTLt^es ^^„'
a great beau y among them, preserving so astonishingly the E«yS t^e
tvz'z'zL'-^zr '°"''^«

" °- ^' ^« ofdiuipt^ro^:;

wanting, the large almond-Zped eyes madfto ap^p^ stiil Wr hi T^
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reproduced. She was the living embodiment of the figures of Isis „r

pa««ibility, that utter absence If tbougM aL of±io„^^1 ^D.l
"""

...king ev.,,,h.r. (o, . i5,|/.3 ", .S'd '..SirlouJh ,"
''

magnificently dressed in crimson saUn, sitting cross leid 1.^*"^

Nor was she the only houris visible : I now remarked «^v«^l) „* .u

tiroTh'" '^ '""^'^'^'^ neighbourhood, each l7:^t:Zt..:LtZ

Eve?th^;tf ^rcolSL'/^Lt'^^T^J/^^^ J^f.
'^appened.

People were fun^fnj hiL^'^^rthSer, l'^ 'iS'^with
" ^''^"'^-

[OoTOBBB I6th, 1894. OoTOBBB leth, 1884.1

- PREACHING, ANCIENT AND MODERN.

prayer, and the evil consequences shX^n the L.TTTu"* °* P"^"'=
a too theatrical and declaltory styt If prLehln? aSdl'^h ^f'''^'^°^

custom of noisily applauding irnll^i,lZ^Lotr^\^°'^''''l^^^
"This," he told his hearers on oneTcLion^fL ff-^f ^ ?''«*'=''««•

Bitting here as spectators of a traLd^ " n • a ^'"^^^f'
'""" '''^ y°"

notes or manuscript, as is so common ,„ W„„i a^'
off entirely from

prepared, and sometimes aC^her^^XSor ThL St'f°
^T'""^]^

«. that his choice of subjectsla. oJ^Z^T^^^^X.^Z'^'^t

Scripture which the lector had been ren/Hn^ • .„j a* ni.
something he witnessed on The way to 'hf,;.^

^.''7»°«*«» ''P«»k« of

divine service, suggesting the themJ«f ir-T'
°'" ''''"=' °*"='"'™'' •^^ri"?

of lamps durikg his sermon had drawn I r^^T' "^ ^^""^ ^''^ "s''''°«

have come down to us and thZ. „'r'°"'^^*'^
"^ fa'ly distinguished writers

and newspaper." of tl« patr stlc eri t. 'r"!?"''
°'' •""^^PhieB. or serials

.

in the matter But we know hat even' 'h" "" °" ''"' ?"?"'" ^«'«
"itching ears." and itTs morl hf„ v. J^"'"/"*

*»''°iP'it«d the snare of

Anglican prelates at a Jer date were^^^^^^^^^^^^^ tu'*-
*''"' '^«"'" *''«

ants as "dumb dogs that cannot bark ?''*'f ^^ "«'"• P""'"" "««»"-

as Millman observe!, "the strength of a'u t^^^^
"" '' ""^''^''y became,

till St. Dominic, in the thirteenth centurv f "'fr!*?'
°^ *" ''"' «'"=l«'"-

Preachers in order to meet them vHtKf^'^' ""'''"^ '''* "'•'*«'• °f ^^ar
tion, it need hardly be said llZ Tt h """ "^""P"'^"- ^he Reforma-
the ;sBailants an7th: SnTr?ofte 'olS'^Str r"!!'':!' '"^'l

'^"'''"^

then already beginning to share it, infl
' ^.?"^'' ^''^ P"'P'* ''^^

press. An/we'must 'rem^embe;. Ser ir/a'lltf" ""T'' T"'
*""

circumstances, that oratory can never f^I toV./'" ^°'" ''^"''^^ °*

the prophetic ministry of ihe Church I s f

""^ ">P°'-tant place in

often been pointed out, that " preachin. ticlT^T ''""^ '"""' ^' '>'«

New Testament only, ^r even chTefly Ihat w '^
>

'"''"' ""' '°'"^" '» *''«

the kind so lovingl/'commended by't'hr MerhodTs 1™°"' '
''?"

'''r
°'

'

and Gain:" " Dear Mr SDoiif».w<.7 1!
^«'*«odi.st old woman in "Lose

me;" and that <^.e r/tuaraXTdin^Ter o^?
Th'e'c^^^^^intended to be in a verv fpiI «»1 ,

^'»"^<='» are and were
Christ. But it i" alsltrue that fro,:;

proclamation or setting forth of

understand the term was a distJnnt.l
"' preaching, as we now

worship. It formed'no^art of th« Iffl f TT' P^^^'i^rity of Christian

the Mo'saic prieZod: Kgt it haTlatter
"1"' *>?«PT^— of

service of the synagogue ^ '"'^" introduced into the

and^[ffa':rd\^7e%tl::fThrLlr^T''^': ^''^'^'^^" "-? created

Cynic8,whomay becomTLdtothe ^nW "P;''A'/"'* > ^'^«'»"««« «>«

the Rhetoricians, who werTa kruj of^tintw I^'":'""'
°*

"L"
°''"^'=''' ''•"»

that the analogy in the latter cas. is a fa^nt "'"'T' ?"* ''^ '"l"''*^

the character ![ these RheterLtn a^l ,e"^n"^^
**'™;^ ^previous age, being usually such as te comr.nd respect And^.

°^*
both classes, it m.iy be doubted whether their "system of r^n 1 """^""i"ing," so far as it existed at all »,, ,. •

^y^"*"* «' popular preach-

ro-wed from the contempt; irf^hlc^^^^^^^^^
l'-

the case with the Emperor Julian', nnt
°''™''*° ^Jhurch, as was certainly

it i..o^is unreal ^^^i^:^^:.^^-^^^^^- ''»P-

of pit inTis on: ThSp'rieaK '''
f^"''

°^ ™'^"« *^-^"''-<J
the^e can pe'rhaps^Httle mt KnT hrtTX^IltaUaff"" "•'^'"«'

against slovenliness or irreverence t^." „ ,,7
* ^'^ P"^*"'""^

Mr. Walter and othersJLTrrferred S.! ?K
"°''" "''^"'P'" ^° ""^^"^

marvellous effect prSattc^ by Mr iSwm
,*•"*'"• "'^'^ recollection of the

Mary's, Oxford
' a? oTcesymnatw'- T*'' '

''"^'"' °^ "«« '««"»"« at St

imitate. If careless reading is to be condemned .h^' ?'^"' *"*" ^'^

and by no means purely hypothetical da3nf^r .''.•''''° *?'°PP°"'«
overmuch care. The case is nnf ,;„„ i f affectation arising from
last generation who h^takenLl^*'"'^ ^" evangelical divine of the

SiddL, and the Je^su'lt tt^rh Sw^ hrms'T'no't oJhe
"^^''=:;, 'T ^"•

was ..decidedly more striking^han dTvo rnaf B„fw>r' '^"J^.'^^^?^^
different. Orators indeed lilr« T.^»t= u ", ^^^^ preaching it s

good deal may beT" b^juSiors tl'^.V .'"'^
""u

""^«= ''"'^ ««" "^

with impunity neglect it No Z.lr u*' u
*''*" ''°™ °™*0'-» cannot

of good JreacLngtttt letntt'Ckne" ''Tuf£t"'''
" '""^ ^Tignoring the more human elements of succew A orlf K V" '"''''^ ^'""

to have expressed his surprise that the cl'gy dil^^l mariVtterT-'ltheir quite unique opportunities. " A whole wit '- h
°''?'*^"«« °f

get up the case, and no reply " B„t thl1 ' '"' «'^'="a"ned, " to

and of public opiniLLuydie,.v«fn\'*"'T!"'' "'"'^ "^ conscience

limited'^fraction of the " whoriek Mor"^^^^^^
"*• '\P'''^^' ^ay a very

or possibly his two sermotanrrhLbt^ncTor- rfp ^-^tLan unmixed benefit to the preacher, or at least L u-a^ ^ no means
is never under the fire of 'contr^lln Jlftempt htT^^'.T^'

''"

supercilious, and is a good reason why ^me sud, n .T.f
•

'"'"'"' •"

criticismshould be supplied in the eduLtil of teLhe^Vnd iH
"*

seem strange that what is practised ^]r^Z7
Preacners. And it does

omitted in the ordinary ooI^Ttr^^^ ^Zi I'" v
"" '•"""'* ^

The composition and delivery ^sarmr.7^ . ^^ Anglican ministiy.
'

of candidates for orders a^^^^urP J"?
P"'' "* *••« ^S"'""- ^^ning

conformists, as alsolcathXLmtaJeTlT^^^^ '!"* ^™'"*'*"* N°"
tory discipline we cannot fSy expect thoLwIo '^T' T"* ^"^''"^

chu«h of En&; it ^-rost szT^isrsoS^aid

'
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impulses of theri^'T^v." T'^u" ^?'" S'"'"^ f"" expression to the

wrirm^ut: prtche^ffo^tS 'X'xr\l:yer;a:tTbrmore spacious than a modern pulpit, and s;metrmes froTt ; Znc'eTstepJ

LindeTd I Xr°" t^ '''V^'^'-
P"""""^" «^°«'d -* be fSlowedtow'

^mHof i Or the'ltr >' «-«-'! arrangements of the building

^rT„f „n«n ?i
P'"" ""S'" b" adopted, making the pulpit asort of open gallery running round a pillar, which would equally meet therequ.remen that the whole person of the preacher shoul?bevS and

r° lt° "7 ?T, ^°f .^^'1°°' °f action and movement! Bu ihese

MrVl^LV'^Tl!^''*
suggestion has been urged both by Mr. Mahaffy and

shouMfnlTnw P th^r *^T'* '" '^•''""S »*"'* ''•^ ^'"rcli of Englandshould follow Catholic precedent in establishing an "Order of preachers"to supplement the work of the parochial clerfy, many of whom howeveradmirably fitted for their ordinary duties, are quite unequal t^th. task ofpreparing a fresh sermon of any value every week, not to sayTwo or threewhich IS often demanded of them. Mr. Mahaff; is careful to i^d andsuch a recommendation comes of course with peculiar signih aL from an

onurches. He gives his reasons for emphasizing Ihis condition which arevery sensible ones But i that suggestion be thought impmcd^abfe-andone can imagine the wry face, the new Irish "Sy"nod" would make overit^he pleads at least for " an Order of itinerant preachers "X thoul
al7knL7r' *°f

^""" '^'''"'^ ""^ ««'"«'*d aLience^'remov'ed frot

hiiT. f,K uT P"""""^ ^°'^^^' ""! ''°"'«««« disa^eemen^ maybe as though they had none. And here, no doubt, he has a^,undan7Cnconformist precedent. Wesley and otligi^. on his 'side. A d^SnguishTdCanon and Professor whose leanings are decidedly Protestant wT once
.

heard to say that the first time he mounted tbg pulnit afte7lll °
he could not help feeling tiat half his air3;''LX''t7;TrApart from criticism of graver deficiencies, the faults of style moTt commonly charged on modern preacher may 'be summed upuSer the twoheads o priggishness and over familiarity. The former tamper J^exemphfaed by the lady who was taken b^ a friend to bear 7famZ
o^nM b''T\"'i

*?'^ "r^ ^"''y """-^^ «^°'=''«'l, complaining that "shecould hardly help laughing in church." Her friend's reply ^shocked her

gi-shness was differently illustratedtr^tTTth^II^TfrhfS'famine who spoke of the potato-^ word offensive te pious ear^w" thatesculent succulent, the loss of which has deprived so many hun^y sinnedof their daily Bustenance." And by another, who called it " tha7root onwhich so many thousands depended for support, and which in the inscrut-able wisdom of Divine Providence has for a time ceased to flourish 'Butan opposite fault, apart from doctrinal questions, may fairly b» cWod onthe Calvimstic minister mentioned in AfacmUlan,\ho never poachedwithout referring to " the back settlements of eterkity " wherein tTenl
destination of the ele«t had been irrevocably fixed from the fZdat'on'^fthe world. It must be remembered, however, that the critical facultywhen employed upon sermons, is peculiarly liable to be dTstort^d o^obscured by personal or party bias, as when the Evangelical spinrt^rwhohad listened' m rapt attention to what she fondly imagined to be a Jos?edifying discourse, exclaimed in anguish, as the preacher turned to th«S of'^h^'T;

"^''"' f'l^-ghthehadthegiFtof the gab7 Grid„ality of thought and genuine power of. speech are of course esaent ialingredients of all true eloquence. But we cannot expect every p3.erto be eloquent
;
and after all. the main distinction between a good IZ^Zand a bad one is the difference between the man who has to say som^^hin^and the man who has something to «,y.-Bev. H. M. OxenlJ^^MA^

THE SCRAP BOOK.

THE SMOKEns' DOWNFALL

With perseverance worTl,„^f
".Study and Stimulants."

question was pushed homp n« „„ . i
•

i ,
,P ' "'ch the crucial

answered him but mardi,. \ V '*'' y°" '""'''«
^

Not all

Ame'ricans would say a the time M T 1
«""" ^^^^ """'''*'''' ""* "-^^

^core of gallantry M Tain! 2 ^-.^"^"^ ^""O" ""^^r does, on the

thinks. promoteibyll^riotrCet'te' ''Xse"'
"'''^''\-'>''=^ -«' ''«

the list of authoritip., T n!j t
"^^^^^^'^ J-^^^^ names do not exhaust

Plant divine "of rarest virtue,

As for tobaoao, who ooald bear it,
Filthy concomitant ol claret '

SIC ITUR AD ASTRA.
Among the most suggestive facts of our political life i, thp ^„ •

tendency to canonize our -rreat partv Ipadpr, Tl, ,

growing

rewarded, bv armnif. ilT rif fi.„™ ^:zz <^>^j==^ u-Jtuu m time be

fo ward '-"we f^'that
°"' " "« --^ -"g'^-inded, the ZT .stl^f^

l^toaTlikors/tf \t rz^'z^zx^, titr ^t ': ff°«"»^
arranged for him in the TorySSrn.-/^;ri/^t«T'"' '" '^^°

l^Z^r^r I

P??"'""'? »**f««d by Sir James Oaird's " India TheI-nd and the People ' has induced Messra. Cassell and Company to publisha new and enlarged edition, which will be ready in a few dava. Sir r.i
Caird was the English member of the Indian F^i^ne clmf«iont wh"chcapacity he visited all the provinces of India and had rare opportu^Ttil forstudying the condition of the people as affected by the actions oT<m!^W
wo'^'^dlT'

^' "^^ " ^''^J'"^
information thltI oXL? tS^JelWwould have found it unpowtble to secure. ' <«veiier

DEFERKNCB TO BISMARCK.

i^viteJi^L" dnveti" t;::vi^^:^z^,^-'T °* ^'^ ^^^--^

turning round, he saw another carriZ beWnd us'Te Tmm ^V ."j" T^'forward to his coachman and told him to move to IL siJe
'^^'^"'^^7 »^"t

so. and waited. The carriage behindplTL° My tnJi.^^'ir^'''pant who returned his salute very gkciously. and ^our carriage wentTor"ward again. "It is the Prince von-,' said my friend " But wh a a

Why, to allow the Prince's camajre to pass " said hn .
~"*"'«nn»ent

ments of aijence he asked me what^I ^L't^nk ng about^'^^I am Think-ing, I replied. " that for the first time in my life I should like to?Jand shout Vive la Republiqne. "-CorresporLuoJT^ '*' "*"'^ "P

It i.^ntu^K^T'*'!.'^
an addition to first-class journalism in The WhbkIt 18 aUe, high-toned, and independent; discuMes politics and iLI*^from a dignified standpoint, and provides readinrTl,;! ••..?''"'*
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W« have repeatedly pointed out that no Canadian P^^o-money whatever in assisting mechanics to rln-.^ 7?"^"' P*^* ""^
immigrants settled in Canada and thl ! "^ "• ^*'' -^'''''" ^ 33,000
sages aggregated m.OOO-l^^t.TioZtsZe::^

^or all assisted pas-

was absolutely confined to farm ifL ^'^
'
^""^ ""« assistance

domestic8.-ia.u72 Vec^a*^ '"' ^ '*''°"'"'''' *"'' *«""»'«

We^L"lltrhl^:Siie\^^^^^^^^^ ^^'-^-"^ -' y«* o-d.
them, as before, unpuJshed ind Jhus nrovl°ir 'l^^T' °""-*S«« °' '<> l«»^e

aggression of the Dutchmen of the T-", l"™"'-
^o repel the

they solemnly promised to re8Dectmln«7K * °?
chiefs and territories

. expenditure ^English l:^^-^^^^^^^:' '="«'"'' '"^'^ ^^ '•>«

and^L-r^Za^^Lr^^t^.^^^^^^^^^^^
condemning it. Grit Daoers art h,f f ?^" prevents them from
it, but they dare noS Ese that nanfis

"'^^
^r''^'

"*?''*' -' "'

power in this Provinc; on the votes of theLt !.
' ^'"'^ ^«P«"dent for

triumph of party and of factiontrg?;:Set^lT^Stf'^- ^'^

=;:;r',:±r«Tor&4mr= f~f
these days

? It looks as f Europe would hYve „T
'^^ ^'''''' ^ °"« "^

-perhaps a war involving aU the Jea/l. u"!''
""^ '"'"•« «•«»' ^a-"

cleared, and an era of settled'^e^s::: T-^M^J^Ts!^:
''"^'^''''' "^

can be conquered by ironclads. Ill'.ra;^* be ^lu 'Z^f T m" i"''"'^remain hrm, it is evident that M Perrv mLV^T / / '.''^ Mandarins
,

either withdraw ignominiouslv fromThf f
?P' °°^ °^ three courses-

leave the diiemmals a Ccyiwssucces^"'''!' ""r
^'°" "*'=«• -'^

-if he can and France wilL_^;,^^L'or
' ""^ "" "'"^ *° ^^''i'*

blame them as men
; and we are not sZ h t

"' " '""''^ ^« impossible to
and fidelity to principle, however and wh. '"'!i"T''''''' ^^^P^^'^ 'Pi^t

.
.

inclined to censure them wcTt'Iens It ^71?!; ^''P^'^y^'^' ^oM even be
large-as certainly it wouW be for the fut^r! '.v

"""
^f '^' °°'"»"-y ''^

life-that the "Jreat constitutiLal ct^'o'/r- °K ^r"^"^''
P"^"°

speaks should be precipitated by the coui^^^nH
''^ ^^"^ Gladstone

of Lords than averted 'by their cowtrri.!C4TCa7 "' "^ """"'^

p.ay't2rCmronlrnr^,rr;'ti;ron'^ °^- ^^'-^ -^ ^''^^

south of her border. Though somn^„l°
with the great nation lying

free trade on a reciprocity bSisv^t f^ *'''

J'
" ""«• '"'ght sufi-er by

prosecution we have The naWaf r.
"^ "V"" industries for whose

would benefit materLly and Etwr^clbT ^""f'"
"' manufacture.

If free trade has been benetici^l^ th^Sti h-^^*^
"P°" ^°"» "'"""'ries.

Union, we cannot conceive tW the niS r^;';^
''°'^^'^ "»« A°'«ri<=*n

that that system which has^oven sT^^.H I

.
'°^u l^^^^^d* a^e such

of our frontier, notwithsUnS^rtheTrSuS Lil'
«'?'«« '/''"g -uth

the world, would prove disastrous to ^stcrir-^ir^S "'

ScoSm:n\t:^'ei":Lr4t;%Tad:t' -r«-^-'^t-. in which
Ministers, and Mr. Gw2 ^ b^^a^u^

' t '.\"
the greatest of

the finest of people, could hardTfaHo^r^^ Scotchmen that they are
effect, on a mi^d con'stit„t^dl,ke the Prime frlT'- ""

''«1«'' '"^d an%vil
not exasperated by the half-co^^sneTnf 1^! '' *^*° ^ "''" °>'°<^ "ere
Sir Robert Peel would never have exc^tS n

'^TP^^'^/'g^'^eutative failure.

Lord Melbourne, LorrKdmerat^r^H T J^'n
"^ '""'^ '^''°??°'*t"*«ons

;

estimated them a their true vaTu^ knd 1 Tf
^'"''"""fi^'d 'Would have

folly of the people. But Mr GkdTt^nel ^ "I.T'^'y
^""^^^'^ ''^ '•»«

popular mind is Jartlyderivedfromth^^nfl "'^'*°°'?'*''i
i^A^^^ce over the

him—Salurda/jievlw^ * "'^"^'''* '^''"''' *•»»* °>«<i tas over

dispJ^y^d^TeTubrrh^atrnlftrultT^-^^^
tute for reasonable men an argumenfstronS'/v

""^ ""«''' *" ''°'^«''-

that might plausibly be referred to nrn^!^?^
^"^ ""^ manifestations

patiently while the^evid^ce^„o„ular r^* °"''°'^- «« ^"^ ''^ited
the end of his tour, he sumslt up'a^d

' iS'T '^''''^^l^'^'
""d ^ow, at

the issue of the present unfortZte stSe ther'^^K'' "^"f'
^^"'

ever, except as to the vreciBel^int Zw u T ''*° ^ "^ ^^^bt what-
PTess thei^dvantaga 'm^qC^LI :mnol''V'''''"'TV""^^ *"
competent to measui^ public opinion ofZLZ \j^'''"^> by any one
that " there is a great disposi^Cto 'rTu^^h *^ """ '^ "^^"^ ^^ "ay
at present enjoy^ by tKouTe S^^ L'^""!"""

"''«'^«' *»»« ?<"-"
held by persoi'irresUlbS for itl ^^etisL

'

" h7;7' *«?«'-* *° ^e
sonally desirous to kVep that qu^tion i^^L wl '"T *"""^'* ?«'"
only to secure such concessions LwiU enahl

.V~=''8«»»'«l. and anxious
Bill settted. But he at STrmeTime i,Z . lu A»'' **»« f^ranchise

alVays be argued upon the nrr^tTounrf \ K^*''l*"'°'''''^ "'^''O*
self, und that* the c^ntry ca^oTK,^.!^ Z^'"^

^^^ '""''^'^^d him-
the indei^ndenoe of the H^^ of I o^ '^k k

*° *?J'"*'^ ^ * t^'^^'J <>'

for perm^ently or repLSfr^is^^^nl^".'^'' ^ ^^'^^ " » '««°°
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dres^'^Tors^rtTSMsTete'rnlrT.'T"'^ "P"" "PP^P-**
ness, side glances, and embarrassed abstrL. 7 ''• '^1 '^""'bling nervous-
the constraint ob;ervabl™in aTy of ?heo^l "'"?/" '^' '"*'«'• •"«'"°«'«> °'
to grow up simple, gracious and un.nn"!;

"'
•
" "^ '""'* °'"- daughters

them so fitly that they do n^t ?«,lT • !.
""^ ? •"*"°«'"' "'^ must dress

of them as theirhaSr feet Th„
^"^''' '^^' '' "^^^^ "« m"<=h part

and hygiene have grea'ytproved d'rrtrrof the many good results of woml'„ !^ 5 **l.'*''
y«'"'«- This is one

far ^ider effects were we to dTT \
'^'^"°f

*'°°-. Doubtless it might have
character as the crbinationo^mndtT"'*,"*"^.^ """^^ "« "^^ *«ke
the mind must thereforeln^irlr; inVutrdTet-'rrjrr ^'^'"^"'*''

mom^e^t iZt^'^^i prreXT pX/oTX^G " '"""^^ ** ^^^ P^^*
strong disposition in official circles toTml ^f^^"^''"^^"*^. There is a
corn, while^he old worn out sTphisms bfTrT ^-^^^^ '"'^' °« <**«« ''"d
brought forward by way of defence On ^th^ ^''u "1 *" """"^'^''^ *«> '

mists and free traders like M ZLv '^^°">«f hand,<«ninent ecoho-
that in consequence" he aLSrof'a f'r:'"M ^'T ^"'"''^ ''^^ «»>»-
ence is cheaper while affrfcuU^n! •

free-trade policy the cost of exist-

British CovemmTn itTcon endedT *'-^'=°'^P-'^«-''ly unknown. The

France, or e4n peo"^^^ "^^^^ii:!':!^^^^^-
p/orXprnt" rd'^rolry 1^: I^Mr^r^ '-

^^^^ ^ ^"^ °^'*'"«

that his achievement in renresentino. R« ff-.^'^^'^fs admirers would say
Shakespeare's achievemeXrcrtig'^re'lh^re '^^^'"''-^

f^-
--

nonsense
; and we may say with ronfiJLJT^u ? f-r V

^^^^ '^' °^ «0""e,
to condemn such pretJnZJ It is true thl^

^''•/'•^'"g -°"ld be eage;
rare qualities both of mind^and body -V^^K

^°°'^ ^^' ""*' ''*^« «ome
fully trained

; but the function of „n'« 1 ^ '^"'''"'^« "««'* *° ^e care-

thouVtsof others is on\" mu^h" o^ WeltanTa^ f^'.^^^P-^^'
^"^^

= has to give form to his own conceotiW r1
""'° .'*"*' °^ ^^e artist who

help to curb the restless vanity whShLuafr,^"""' "' '^'' *'^' ^°"'d
lou»ly greedy of aoDlause • a^i i

f

i^ f ^° °""'y **"«" *» be ridicu-

than'ih'Iy geVeLlf/are L' present wrthrJ' f'
P""'*^ 'T ^"^ -''^S^d

on the sta|e.-6VapAic.
performances of their favourites

in tiriS^TapS whS^r,: -diVn^s^r ^r.-- °^ ^'^--^^-^^
York, Brunswick, Halover Waterloo nI^^ W'*"' f""*"

«« Spencer,

Gloucester. The' idea isnot.l^ill^,'T,\^^''^''''^^^' ^^^t, and
for nearly * century, to the gr^at confu;ion f

.^"^ "* ?8"^ '° ^~'>'=«

indeed, one unhappy highway h^s born«? "''r*'
°* '"^^ ^"to-T ;

time.^raboutone'^for STevofution OurTish""
"^^'

"^"T '^"""8 *^»'
ously copy the example sit on th^" ,iH % ?k

''""""^ might advantage-
Albany b'/th take thei^irarelfTomteSestfjtUT Kf-^ ^;;;' "^"^

are among the counties of tho w
.""^sor james II. Kings and Queens

Virginia, ?he Carolinas, Georria anTCisi?':'
h"'

'"'^'^T^
^'''^^•^'

•

cratic souvenirs about them New York hT 7* "monarchical or aristo-

its population that it h^ been suLsted t^at itt^T.^ ^r''
^'^""'^'''^

Cork
; but we do not remember thTanvnf 7

m>ght be christened New
ever suggested the rena^ng of the ^-ts ttW B V f"'"^'''

"""''

whole business is chUdish.lpMlJletZielt ""^ """'"• '^^^

lancf?^^;•sS^.?'^erw^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^orCW_
were Presided" TW, Z-f (+1 ..i

White House if Grover 01ev.l,n^

tittle-tatrTnishl^bv*:? tJ^?r.^J! '•°e^.-"^^^ the_wretehedtittle-tattle furnished byT^e l^JTr>iZ«th:V"V''i '}' ""«'«'>«<*

the " religious papers." Some of the^r.^T' "'ifr ^T* Tribune, and
to take pfrt in politiL thev do Lf f / ^

"^^ ^^^"^ "^^y' '^ 'bey wish
laws. Others C To knL why tfe'y do n^th^*'"?

''^'^^' '""^ <"--«
workshops and factories B^f Thl i

^ T ^^^^ "^ P'"°'*«' ^be girls in

Colonel HigginsCof Boston aid cSLrw' '"'"
"u^"""

"^^^ ^««d is

journal
:

<? It is dUabAt our pSent^'Ed n
""

"k^*^^
^ ^''^^

never tasted whiskey, never had a^unSte tho-h "^^^
but, after all, when it comes to beinetreruW '''''''"'

r°™ *° "''*''

'

virtues, however important are se^lndar; I^ •
* ^'^^^ '^^'"'^ ^^"^

honest in public office to W„Th ^' "<" P"mary. To be absolutely

these are the primar" Vftutr Ser'r''.K*" n"" °"" thinks right^

rest; it is upon^'these fhatrKep^b^ is"LtL^V:!!^i'^^:^'«L":r

Ann'e!llmrgl''6lIXlanfofthTc^^7V ^^' Q««-
corrupt, and-altUer.t>o£VnU„d ofThfcrsisteZ'^i^^ T^^l'Addison, m the Spectator, expressed his opinion of th!, - t .^' 1°'^^^
what he called "Party ly ng" as folWs "xhr- V " °' *"'* **«°* "'
nant among us at pre^/t that ^man rthTuifof^^ n

"^
^T^ Pu^"""'"

not propagate a certain system of lies. Thr,? ff 1 P"""*?'* who does
them, thT press u choked wTthth«t.

^'** '=°*^«-'>°»'»'» are supported by

the very appearances of truth ZsoSe^J^'^tU^^''".''"^''""'
discharged in the air, and begin to hurt noh^ST^ ,*"? *' P'*"*"*
bereft of common se^se thatK cSit ttr„l .""" 1 ^°°''*^ "P*"^-
nay, his own friends shake thfrheSI atW 1^ °^ "'u^^ ''"'«"' '•

light than as an officious fool or\":;irit^''irt"%a^^
has to read continuously the ODDoidt« r«^JTTz, . >, ,

"^^ •"** ^^^
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80 confessedly partisan and our public men depend so much on assaults on

2!LT\TP°"?v.*' Hu'^" P**"?'" ^'"^'^ ''«^'>™« pessimistic and have

Tu^s^
''"^ ^« "*" '''' ""^'^ """^ hopelessly bad.-JTo^r^al

theii^'aTnlv
1'°.?'' '' **"" fashioaable ladies of Paris were deprived oftheir artistic head coverings because M. Jules Perry has authorized acourse of reprisals against China. Odd as it seems, however, the question

vervlnl'"PKP>^ i?
one which depends very much on China and interests

r^Z 7k ?u^ ^.T"**
^'^''''' '""^ '*"^°"'d not be surprising, for more

• t^ of'pr7n" h
•'* the unexpected happened in the form of a demonstra

8 Hv and va.m T"'"'" ^^ '^^^'''^ P""''^' °' *' *" "^""'^ against thesilly and vacillating course of reprisals. But we have become more polit-^al than we intended to be. China, it seems, while good relations prevailedwas a source of great profit to the wig-makers of Marseilles. The ••
artists

Orienr' nL""'".'^ f ''"men, imported their product from the

maXet ?. Ini'f
*° ""^ ^°'" '^^ r'«-makers, the Orient is a closed

^rinP,n„l U
b«^'»««'« to some of our readers that Marseilles is the

eS^l« 7
market on the continent, the imports of hair averaging abouteighty tons a year, of which quite half comes from China. And France

?n Bri ti
°"7'1 ''^^-

'^t? ^"^ °"'y '-» '"'^•'^«'« '«ft. and those arem Brittany and Auvergne. The last chance for. ladies who wanted towear chvgnow,, which were not natural, or the -fringe, which was neither

of tS7r7h I
deluge was prevalent amongst the untutored aboriginesof the North American Continent. In fact, the whole volume is repletewith song and story of peculiar interest, and is, moreover presented i^so attractive a form typogi^phieally as to considei^bly enh^nce'Tt^ vie.

''"'

^tron'r77"?°rV^''/''u'* °J
'^^ ^""P^' ^-md the Church's Obliga-

WUlLmBri^s
^^^••^ «-•«-•«« Patterson, D.D. Toron^:

This book is an essay to which a prize of a hundred guineas wasawarded as being the best of a large number of papers sent inTn re^poZto the offer of an anonymous donor who was " .ieeply impressed w thXcondition of the heathen worid," and who made the^ Zktion Thlt tEewinning essay should be published in cheHp form. The author is a P^bv
EoTogiTrkf

^^"^ ^'^^=""^' ^- '' -"^ '--^^^^ -^-'^her

I.vpoRiiATiON. New York: J. a

BOOK NOTICES. ..

Sheridah. By Mr«. Oliphant. English Men of Letters Series. Newxork
: Harper and Brothers.

whn^«^
«stimatmg the character of the phenomenal and veraatile geniuswhose biography IS so racily told in this book. Mrs. Oliphant venturesupon an interesting speculation as to the real nationality of "the race of

tauirtT' ""P^"^''*""' '"'d reckless Irishmen whom we Lave been

ttaf ik^ t^'^' ^T"^'
'°^'' *"'' """demn," and leans to the opinion

ao„^'pth,7„ f% r* t^^^
"' ^•"'"'''"^ '>y''"^ '^"d not native to the soil,

tte front^
of El^h energy it is, she thinks, which has brought them to

"H^ far 1 characteristic Irishmen," we are paradoxically told,

ZJ^\T^^- ^ r'm'='"-'»«d are not Irishmen at all." Certainly, in the

tltl
°^/''«"dan's parentage and youthful training, there is abundantmaterial to account for the chequered and meteoric career which followedAJ things irregular might be expected from a man who. marrying yolng

^£uJ3k "" "" 'y^ P"'''**^ ^'y'« ^'^''"'1''" did for thr^^years

tTrt1 >^
''"^ solid attempt at work, and whose whole fortune wa^three thousand pounds which he got with his wife. The description.!^

Uie second chapter, of the first production of the "Rivals" at a period

the na.h ^"'T" T" ''"'P'^'"' '^ * ^'^''^ <"»«• '^^^ f'-m this poLt tothe pathetic close the narrative flows with unflac-in^ interest In thechapter on " The School for Scandal," Mrs. 01i,.irant=; in anT yzing t^

thaTttoul%r'^H ' "''•""^ °^"°^'^' ^'^•'"^'y "'"^''-^ t° Moore's'^opiLn!

ie reaHvla? - 7^^"'*""'''""*"^ ^'^^ *"'' P'^"'' '<> Procrastinate,he really was a painstaking writer, repeatedly touching and re-touchinghis work before committing it to the world. This is especially shown inthe autocratic manner in which he laid his whole household under contri-bution in the preparation of his celebrated attack upon Warren Hastings

mostT'll t'' ^^ tb« ambition to be credited With dashing off h s

Zi r Ti pTi1"iT!'?,?77
°' ^"^ ^°°"'-"^ ,Hi« unprece^dentedlv

^nTrrr '« P'^.l'fe.aiid the weaknesses which led to his subsequ^i^
fall are pourtrayed in glowing words, and the concluding chapters on Ids

fike a Temesi: ^^J'"^r^^ °f 'h" more or less merited mi^ries whichlike a Nemesis fo lowed close upon the heels of neglected opportunitiesand prostituted talents. Mrs. Oliphanfs book is emfnently re^^able andforms one of the most interesting volumes of this valuable series

Ooilvie's Hasdy Book op Useful
Ogilvie and Company.

To give even a list of the contents of this invaluable office book wnnlHoccupy more space than we can spare. Condensed informatTon on almostevery commercial subject, with not a little on literary matters is he™
have a"l7 eTn 'S '^b'

'""'^ '°^"- "^'^ ^S''^'^'" ^^~- sbo^dnave a place in every business house.
""u^u

Chi-
LovE's Strateov From the German of " Adolphus Silberstein."

cago : Li. Schick.

A strange book, and one very liable to be misunderstood. The authorthough very perceptibly a cynic, and one who thinks it po.ssible to reduc;thej,mW«^a.,.o«te-mechanical forms, is yet honest in an Tdeavour togive (from his own point of view) good advice to " lovers " orbothsexe^

LITERARY GOSSIP.

Mr. Froude'.s "Life of Carlyle," in two volumes, will be publishedby Longmans, in a few days.
puwisfted

, J^«: JBfsOP has designed a companion book to his cleverof Rheims," entitled " The Lay of St. Aloys."
' Jackdaw

A NBW legal quarteriy, edited by Professor Frederick Pollock willappear m England in January next, the price of which is to be 2,6.}.
The great work on " British Po.ssil Reptiles," upon which Sir R Ow»n

plates, with notes describing chiedy the costumes. ^ coloured

Vbddbr's illustrations to Osmar Khayvara's " Ruh^ivat " „«.
great interest in the artistic world. ^hva^rPitterX trZl 7 °?
the poem has been used in preference to that by Whfn"^

translation of

J]^'"""!
*"'' '^^bommedan Laws and Customs" is the title of a ovclo-pielic work now m the y^ws^ consisting of six bulkv vn l..mB7fl7 Vy"'"*

of Mr. Cadwallader WaTdy. barrl't^r-ttl^rof the MSaTbar ''^'"

Mr. RusKlK is engaged in writing the lives of St. Gregory and St

Indian Myths. By Ellen Russell.
Osgood and Company.

mvfh^''<^'r'<Tl
""'^ industrious authoress, by the compilation of thesemyths, seeks "to make more evident the capacity of the Indian race formoml and intellectual culture," and as she well succeeds in estabThing

inrrvT'' r ^"''"T''^"^'^' [' '' P-""*"''" •» •>« a*^ 0"<^« Just andgallant by complimenting her on the success of her work. The difficultywhich presents Itself to admirers of the red man is that he will not " sC"m numbers sufficiently strong to show what might be made of him as anintellectual unit of a regenerate nation. •< Progress is shown by histo7y t^

bv bfi^rand b "f Z'l
"
^rS-"™'" '''''°' >« "^""-n t" have\een7ad^

the tii si^Jt oT '
'"' '^^'^"^^V^'^ot^mn^M^mh betrayed no fear onthe hrst sight of man now flee at his approach-an evidence of transmitted

observation. Much more interesting is the manner in which the writer

T^sl^Zr \ "'V'"^'^''
""'^ ^^^^" '"««"«»«• beliefs, and customaThe chapter on star-worship contains "myths" which i-ead like so oiany fairy

^ThrtT-M ••
'"°^',''^^'^*"'*«""8 «tar" and " The Daughterof the Stars being specially interesting. Perhaps no more fascinating

divisions will be found to the general reader than those which treat of theorigin of man, and certainly the prevailing idea running through does bear

D'el'T^HT™R*"°?»"*''..'*'"^P''^°* "'•«*«<"'• "The Legends of tTeDead and the Burial Rites " are also corroborative of the theory with whichthe writer opens her b«K,k : that the whole human family is of common
aTt. ?

«bapter which treats of the laftguage, pictography, symbol,and song of the Indians, and particularly oTth^ "Chant of the Lenni^Lenap* u speoiaUy attractive ; the lattejr quaint wfrain suggesting that a

Sir Ja-vibs Fit? James Stephen is goine to ouhUxh ,„ o^u
Illustrated. Boston : James R.

'^"'^ "P"" '»>« Nuncomar Trial before tlw elJ of this year It w^'l Z
reir.::! trii'^^"-^-'*'"^"

^™ ^-'-^^'^ '"---' Tn^thi:

PioSalT^ f r ^"""TT u'
P'-''Pa"ng a work on Japanese art " The

InTlny^ /'"T\"'^"'^ ^"' '^" illustrated with over a hundrSand fifty coloured and plain plates. An edUion de luxe of one hund^
trAbiir^'

"^'"^^ ^^- ^«--- «^'"p-^^7 and-^cHit-to't

Lv the November Atlantic will be printed the greater part of a ficti

Gbxeral BBAaRBOARD, in his article on the Battle of Bull Run in theNovember Ce,Uury, gives the reason why the Confederate victory a BuURun was not followed up by an attack on Washington. He also discullshis personal relations with Mr. Davis, and criticizes, with murplaLn^of speech, the subsequent conduct of the war on the Confederate Sde

Holfa"n"fP^""""V '' "T °'''^*''
," ^"^ ^^y"'" ''''I ^ published by Henry

?nl wh K ^rf™*""-'
simultaneously with its appearance in EnglandOne who has read the manuscript pronounces the new volume "mo™ingenious and as interesting" as "Called Back" 4nnthnr h^^iT .

be published by this firm is "My Frienl and A-a Iries oHhr^
7:iT tT w'^ui"'!il'«r£"''^""'^-' and connec::d b; a th^of plot The book 18 "edited "by Mr. .Julian Sturgia

/ • "ireaa
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JuDOE Todboek's new book, "An ADoeal ^r^ P«<.». " u- l .. .

come from the press of Fords Howwd and H?,IK . /^ '.r^'j'f''
•""•'"«*

the most strikin'g of all his sl^dts of Sou^Sn ^IS^^'i^^^^
'^

T^^
'»

of the burninsr questions of the hour anH 3. ^ ^'''^- ^' ^ieais With one

series of oonllon Zch liMt sUrUinrtT^ ^T"' "^ '""'' """^ *
. book is likely to have a larglsale^

^ ^'"'* '""''^ I*"°P'«- ^he -

p«bSractrnrof';L:;'\„;"s'mldrnt?e"^^^^^^^^^ p-r- *»

1879-1882. The chronicle is to h« « .! -i ! f'""'^'^
during t^e years

and note-books." some « Jd tions " beZ ide"": '^f J"""*''' '«"«">
Rev. John Neale Dalton. t£Took wHl bTfu Iv "lb f )'TK'''

*^«

susS tSTepiL^ jhilihT:''^ tTorho^tifh^ tfr r'^-^^-^^^

the late fiVhop WilberTor e Yt rheToncbs.oro5'"tSf " ''^
'l^^i"«

"*

remained pensive for a n,oment. and tht Tu Lr^^^hlt^cffellow Conybeara must be '
" uowrea

. What a clever

fiction will include • " Xle of NetaH v„ « ^ Tl'^l ^"""««« ""^n- ^'s

"Free Joeand the Resttflhe WoS" Ini^uTra^'d ^^ ^TK^' ^''^'^'<"»
^

S:s^i:^aSS" ^'--"- -S;Sta;^
hy LTs rX:?^:;s: &!'i: a^atSirfim'^ ^krr
crte^iifowrr:«"H:ttt%t7trtT i;{PJh:rpt
after his labour as editoTofTcount '

paJ^ hT '^"7""-,'»' night

thinks the novel good or bad In fZt h^L ""^ '""^ '^'>''*'*'"- ^«
the subject. Whit a do.efut i„Lt i 'n' it^hrs"- "'wZIfth""

°"
mean by throwing a wet blanket over his own effort ? Kp ! k""^"and^then does all in his power to discourage aVorflom^^earri:

'~''

book i° EVish'-iraS" Thela
"^ *'^-

"ll^
"^ ^^ «'^«"'« -w

out and beeLpp^ rii by ^^:Z^:,ZrX^Ti^rr '^'''
substituted, and to secure it, Mr. Andrew W Tuer «f p- t ^^l^

^^
Mr. O'Rell's publishers_h;s written and pullfshed for f TM"''-pamphlet on the subject, which appears under the new ti!? /-^t"^'"" *

[OoroBBB 16th, 1884.

GHE8S.

oflc. o/Thk Wbsk, roro»««.

' Clutt Editor,"

PROBLEM No. 51
B.V P. W. Abbott.
Trom The Field.

PROBLEM No. a.
TODKNEY PaOBLBM NO. 7.
Motto:—" Piou, 4urati«."

Bt.4rK.

WHITR.
White to play and mate in three moyeB.

WHITE.
White to play and mate U> thnw move..

END GAME No. 5.

'!£m^im'z'ss'?^s?B2Fi!?^^'?s^-

SOLUTIONS TO PEOBLEMS.

wee?;ilVhir/olTmo'ob;jyrb7foT^»AtrtSl''j' """'«'»» «"-' appear from week t«eacoara«e the composora and help the elFwr »<"»"<»»» "*«> a short critique? ThitwUl

•STEINITZ AND ZUKEBTOBT.

route Cassell and'co.. Limited, LoUTpTrl^S NewTo^k %r*'°'"'actual notes, we are assured by the author „f .
These are

the spring and summer of ISS"? tTL k ? ' i\ Journey made during

out.^as,iadditrtop,Uste to colltitCS
""

'='^'"^'"!.'^ "''"'''

and emigration to a.ssist those in Mrdi^lZTn'Z:^ ^"^"V''"''''^this side of the Atlantic THp vnlm„. ;

'°'.^"''"'" *° seek new homes on
is clear that the fact'as the luthor anT'h %" •

" ^"'"u"''^'"
''^^^' ^^'^ i'

with *em, are honestly' s^t down
'' ^"''''^' ^'"''^' acquainted

—EoSi^'^'T'^tl^'^'"'!^^'"' Philosophical nu.---^ f„,S ?£^^'1>*:3r?^"'^'K'^'' "^''"'""^ siervisioH Prof
of MessrTs C GS;CanS^cT"rhr "'

""r^"*"'
''''' f^""" '^^^ Pr-

oposition of;- Ficht^s^ScTenc^^of KnoTdge^^^'byTr'j'c V "^'^
Harvard, and wil contain a careful an,! J^l i i V' V" ^^erett, of

philosophy and methods o'thou^ The "Sn'^fS^ "f/!^''''''^opment of German philosophy from Kant to H.lf k ^ '° ^^^ ^''^^^-

as the first great continuator a^nd e^aboi of tZ V %'^'*'""' *° ^*'^*
his germinal relation to Schellin. and Hei^el u n f ff" 'P^""'

^""^

ston. Other volumes wiil follow shortly ' ^"""^ * University, King-

CapSj'hn'aTourke'lhrThfH'? f '^^^ '"^r^'-* -'"- by
Snake-Dance of tirM^lo! ]Sn^'-^7llr" l''^'

^

''"''^'

Santa F6, New Mexico,^ the viulge o' thTMoauT n'^
°^ "

^-^u™7 '™"»
tion of the manners and custom, nffh« 1,.^ lud an-s with a descrip-

the religious rite l^norn'rtrsLle^dtrt^ffi^T/e^rn'^,''
sertft^tion on serpent worshio in wneral ^iti. . . .

* ''"«* <*"*-

-6f the Pueblo of^Santa Domingf N^t'Mlxi^ T.T n
'\« '»W«'-d'*-«

book at Whipple Barracks A?r2onaT«7,!f ^ i
®°"''^ '"""'^ '^U

reference, but this factfs slid „rrK^^ *7Y ^''"° *" ''^raries of

work. The iuTtUoZ^^nTof aZT""^.'^V^^^^^^
the drawings by Sergeant ATnlrSr ^ "/"?j'l"*''

""' ""^« ^O"*
delphia Atldemy and the .,;;». V*''^

*'"'''^ *»'« »'^ »* "»e PhUa-
woSld be wTfor "ourkaowl^l of t^'^'^V ^V^*" ''"'^ '° '''''"r- I'

K.ve their leisuremlerL^arrLfnirr^^I^'! f tZ^f"^'
?®°«"

indispensable to the student ofS^o^ ^"^ ** *''^ *™

,Mr. Sfceiaitz. under date of Naw Vri^L- ««„ „w ™
"''•'^s\'or.i;''arrr/

w^'^'' '°"'"-^''" ''"" '""« ""« 'o «« New
afterKt"™^rm'eir J&Keted h/rto" "J"'""

'""' «' ^..kertort in London

»T"^o.fdo"n'^roi?,!tr.tVe'JeS/E^^^^
greater hostUityaniunfaime™ than thft^S ^''^^'^''rX^ZrtrtuTlZ^o^^^^^

r.l^^n^%'oTp1^y>^V^Z tT?bTprtlnt°a,Tt^°LS?i'°''"'^' «»'e-'™t wh.Th iTre

tUmk It IS now high tima to muke it knowo tbat .thT,,;; «
2'"'»f'<»-' thin jmt to myself R„tf

THE TOBONTO CHESS CLUB

a.toJiSie^\XTi°yr/s?^U''inripVt^^^^ — -*<=^« are on the Tph,.^

CHESS ITEMS.

.ixo^JiJhT^,'^??.'"^'"''''"'''"^--*'*'''- Quebec Ch.,. Club to.t...^.p,,.^^,^
___TheCityofLondon,E;.«laad,Che«Clab^a«a

member., and has jn^ organized for«..

SteiSi't,ta'':r^f"So';;."""'
'" ="«"-»• ^''•"— .ittl. ohaao. ot hi. ever meetln

The B^ffxu, Sa*l«» ri™, will begin a two Cle olbl.mV ' "T" '"'•"°«-

heai^h-ei^-^SStar^A-ir.- ^^^^^^^^^

OaroBU 16th, 1884.]

WHAT IS CATAEEH 1

r> t
**">"• «h« Mail (Can.l Dm. is.catarrh is a muoo-puruioiit di8ohargeoaa.ed

BU, hi'"'''"'"" ""' develimment of the
TnTnt?.^?,

"*""'*/
*J"«''>'' '» 'i-e internal lin-tog membrane of the nose. This parasite is

stanoe^ !!;'?%'' ""'" 'avourable*^ oinjum
hSSS^i^i these are :-Morbid state of (he
th^i'.^ "*? bhghted oornuecle of uberole,tte germ poison of syphilis, mercury, toxo-mcaa, from the retention of the effeted liiatt^r

?entil»t^^l
;,""'''™'""' Pe^Piratiou, badly

nof-on. th„»'"''"°'«
"Partnients, and other

^h^^ ,
" V Sermiuated in the blood.

?™T 'J°.K°"'
''««" ">e iuternal lining mem^brane of the nose in a constant state oi irrito-

these Zmf'*' i'?^""' "'"P™" •>< «"« "ee^' o'
£,^% '^

'^'".t-
"''"''' spread up the nostrils

?an»?n„ I,,""* l"^""""-
'" """k "' the thr"i!

SS?,J K,
ulceration of the throat ; up the

fnff^^'r '"'"'?• """'"inK deafness burrow

"ubM Md^/r""!; """""'« o' 'l-o bronchial

death * pulmonary consumption and

a ^IS^o^'^^P^f ha^been made to discover

Sfln?al^L?L"„' '".?""'?« "J"**" by tlie use

Son. nf ^K *?''
'l'''^'

ingenious devices, but

BWd untS«f.'"'""'r"'""'" '*° " Partioleofgood until the parasites are either destroyedor removed from the mucus tissue
"'""™'"""

f,.Sl°l*
time since a weJl-knowu physician of

fS?""*" ."'^'.'"'K' "^'er muchezperiment
i^Sii. ""m*''"''.

" d'scoveriug the necessary
fn ^H."?"."? "' ''P-edients which never f.S

thli^fjiSh J ^r''
Pe™?°»ntly eradicating

oSi
''-""^ble disease, whether standing lor

ont ,^?fJ^ ""* "'•"^ disease, should,<rtth-

min^en,'
"""^^^'oate with the business

^^ill'Si *• H. DIXON & SON.
..,,1 i„ ,

*S.King St. West, Toronto, Canadaand molOM stamp for their treatise oi Catanii

out C^ircK uf Canwla. I.oh to my in reaard

ir«»« S'y"?.^' ''"i Canada. March 17, '83.Memrt. A. a. Dixon * Son :

h.-^^^T^^^'-^X""" "' ">e 13th instant tohand. It seems almost too good to be true thatI am cnre.1 of Catarrh, but I know that I^
}^^^V}i^ P° ''"'"° °' the disease, and ne™;
Jhi„^*'?*''A°."yJ"«- I have tried so manythings for Catarrh, suffered so much and foi
JO many years tliat is hard for me to realSJthat I am really better

lonuao

I consider that mine was a very bad case-
Jw^f'^^™"?,'*'' ™'l "hronio, involving thethroat as well as the nasal passages and I

b^n" I,',''?,'"''
"•'"" 'be th'ree treatments

?»m fww"?'.?.''™? by the two sent me, andI^^ thankful that I was ever induced to send

a^I rve"bli!'„"^f.!3 „"r'J?f-i?«!«' .»>«>?
jid

THE WEEK.

AUGuir
CLEARING SALE!

:o:

In order to clear out the

BALANCE OF -OUR SUMMER STOCK
We have made Startling Reductions in every Department atLUKES. DAGGE & GO

116 YONGE STREET, COR. ADELAIDE STREET,

DR. WARNER'S HEALTfTcORSET
Patented S«nf cm iots «..*_. .^_ ,Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Ja"- ". ^878. He- issued July 3,
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877 Re
issued Aug. 6, lera Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 18 and June 4, 1878. patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7 1879
No. 10078. Trade mark, • Health

'

Corset, Begistered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico BuBts.
Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.
Ouequailed for beauty, style and

comfort.

Approved by aU physicians.

MASLFACTUKEU

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft us
velvef, and yet so elastic that
they -rtlli retain their shape per.
fectly untU the Coriet is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, » new substance
which is much superior to horn
ur whalebone. It cannot breakmd IS elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The • Health Corset " is not de".
Higned for invalids only, but is
equaUy adapted to all women
even the;moBt fastidious in dress

UY THE

»i...T>

—

-'"""^"j wi use iniB letter statins

I^Shill JltJi""
"'""^ "" '«" treatmenu,^%

I shall gladly recommend your remedy tosome of mv fHnn,JB .i,h» .._ „..« ^"*wuy I.Owane of my friends'ii^'S'Ire sufferef^'
lours, with many thanks,

B»T- B. B. Stbvbhboh.

S^OMPTON^RSET CO.. TORONTO

INDIA BUBBEFGOOD^

:azm9 of Amepican History
FOR OCTOBER. 1884.

CONTENTS.
CDBIO8ITIB8 OP INVENTION: A chapterofAmenoan Industrial History. By ClSlls
WhTi""- i'f'""-;"'"'«

- Portrait*^ „r EHWhitney — Blanohard's Lathe- Portrait of

l^","^"! "''"'^""''-Howe's Oriiinariew
wSS'?"''""-:'^''''™*' "' Elias H<,we-Po^iT-

P^«r^r °/ "fyaU-Shuttle and C„rri^e

fc's r f!:,'L°?^
'^-•''-"-poX^t'-of

MONBOE AND THE RHEA LBTTBB A
^fS??'' "' aweptional interast-byL tjw^m^nimt auffinr ,.n,i 1. ,=*«-it:!r x" ^ *«e-«mt-

EUBBia SHOES, FEIT BOOK, EI,TIira
Steam Packing, Engine,

H7drant and Suction Hose,

ViiVB., Wbinqbb Boll.,

Tubing, Oarden Hose,
Stopplea, Syrlagea,

LADIES- AND MISSES'

Kubber Ciroular
•^*?TAR BRAND RUBBER,

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

EHBINE AND Mill HOSE

get our PbiSes
Rubber Goods and

• *^* •

VitsW 1

ad y

The only perfectly constructed Rubber
and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

n terest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the
cheapest and best^Fire Hose made.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
130 CBURVH ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturers of Eeal and Imitation
Stalled Glass. .Semi for circulars, eu^Costs from :f.5c. per foot up. Send forsample fan-Iight .$1, size Itix^O in.

rpHE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE, N.J.
-*- City by the t^ea.

IS^i'^'Si'Sh'^'^^i.,^"''""'""' ""J Improved
f!S„ x?""',^*"

""' Pleasure Besort. if hourafrom New York-20 trains daily
: 2 houJs fromPhiladelphia

: 10 minutes from Long Branch
Scf:/,r,r"'"' "" ""« -""" 'Blebmted phyl

beat. Passenger elevator. Iron fire ereaDea
land air flUed with the mingled ozone froSthe pines and cool breezes from the sea Pe"feet rtraiuage. No malaria. No mo^qiiitMsTerms moderate. Open all the yea" c'^ul^

'

Welcome E. Bhsldon, OwneJlid M^iSgw

[STERBROOK STEEJ.
PENS

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
••KIILLER.SON A CO., Agt... mont™.*

rrrr' "v *"*'i'"""*' iDtefQat by th** *>mi.

iffi^c^ta^"^?^-wS
''mi "bv H"'«%f;?^'^ ^^B^^LION IN

i°n^^- By WlUiam L. Stone Mr Marshoirs portrait 1„ steel is the frontlspieoe tothis number of the Maeazino
""""P'^o to

DID THE BOMANS COLONIZE AMERICA?-II. Some Epithets and Idioms in the

ni?,,^^,''"'^R'"'^NTa contain a2"rlBl.nal letter from General Sam, Houston X.
wfil^e'^Tern^rof'T^^^S"^'"' <" ^^°-
^2^|a^s.srB-,i-w---
£e«^B"o^v'N^rce^s^«rs
struction and entertainment.
Sold by newsdealers everywhere T.™,.

$5 a year, or so cent, a numb^ ^"°"

P'raUSHED' AT 30 lAPATKITE PtArBNEW YOBK CITY.
'^'^^•=>

Ths American Art Union
D. HUNTINOTOH, Pr»t. T W Wnnn 17 nj

«P? "ub'oription to the Art C7nto, wufb«Ave dollars per annum and each subMribe?for the nresent year will receive :-lA A proofbefore letters, on India paper, of the «fihii,„
of the year, by Walter ShlJ^w °^m Bwta^
i^H,°.^„°; •i'"'^

'"^^^ Beprimand •• Th^etching 1. of a sise (13x10 inches) and auaJitv

to twanty-flve dollars. 2nd. The illuatT«»^i

the oarrent year. 3r<i. One-balf of the snh

rf to?SnbISih.~'r''.l"» '" the joint account

StTwhirtT^ S.*? »" P""""- "t works of

r^"M„S',1rf"t''hT?nffiS^"rrli^

BBBT.

THE CANADIAIV RUBBER COMPMY.
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS •

Cor.-Yonge and Front Streets. Toronto.
R. HOUGHAN, - .. ^..„, ^

l^m^ REGQLATIONS.

em^i^tet^pritSXt '"^"^^^ ««" »"'-«"»' -n line, and i„ao„th.

$2.50 PER ACRE
"''"'Atbriff„r";;^V'?T "'";?''» ^nltiyation.

Wtbhout Oonditions of Settlement or Cultivation.

_

TSE RMSMRVED SECTIONS

Purehaw
Terms of Payment :

withiSn™7rt3L^?'|RcisNT ^r^n-'.^"'
"'«''»'.""« in five annual instalments

Partie. purchasing witimut nLVTf'
*'""'?>• Payable m ailvanoe.

nscaiments.

^^^ri^T^^^^-^^^^^"''- ^'" "---^'-'o^ Convey,

un appli^tion at the Bank o? M.tt^al Cn'J!^/"'*'"'^ '^''«"« "on.ls can be obuinid

SULTANA
HALL STOVES,

SULTANA

OVEN^TOVES.

W. H. SPARROW,
WOI.VERHA.nPTOIV BOrSB,

87 YONGE STREET.

THE

};

Toronto Paper Mfg. Go. ~:

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 7~.
^s^^„,^^

""^
mr^-to^r^^^' ^""^<»»' ^^ Managing

CHAS. RIOBDON, Vioe-Pi«sident
EDWABD TBODT, Treasurer.

t^ fK u
'^^"iCKa anil OONDtTION.S Off Va T » "'/ !,

'" 'wencies.
,to the pnroha«, „f L^nds, apply to JOHN H MoTAVISH*'f 'j''""""""" ^^'t'' ""PeclPog. By order of the Board JawAVISH, Land Comiuiseioner, Winni

Startburg.

'^"'^rm^srsT-

/

Manufactures the foUowing grade, of pap.r:-

Engine' Sized Superfine Papers,
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB

(Machine Finished and flnpar-Calendered).

BLUE AND CBEAM LAID .i.ND WOVE
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEBS :—
Envelope and Lithographic •Papers.

CoLoDBTO COT.B Pu-EBs, .uper.aal,h«L
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»V^->IJNIT[D EMPIRE--
.XOAN CORPORATION^

SAVINGS BANKDEpJbtMENT

da?r/;aVort'r,,'2rfpti'r? %-special term aooouqts 6 Mr nSn> wm k .

Grand Trunk Rwy,
\

lippincott's

[OoioBn 16th, 1884.

GEO. D. MORTON, M D
PreHdmt.

' JAS. SCROGQIE,
Manager.

Head OfflcM, - PnbUc Uhnrj Buildings,
Cor. Church and Adelaide Sta., Toronto.

BANK OF_COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

Paid-op CapltuI -
Beat . - . _

$«,ooo,ooo
2,000,000

WM. iliLLlOT, Esq., FlM-Pr^ni/Jjwi*
George Taylor, Eiq Hon S r w^ r

-l^-s^^'-i^ns-^—^.-
««« TotJ.-.J. H. Goadby and B E Walkar
??«.'»;.J^'"**^"-'^- ^ Dewar. Agent "

BAN^OFOTTAWZ

FENCE POSTS WANTED.

t£rS/^C'"---»°"oMr
wm?er ' "* '»«"™"'« d"""* the ooming

^^oS'2pp51^tionV°™ "' ^™''" •"" "«

JOHN TAYLOR,
Gtntral StorekKper, Mmtreal.

P™t»''"Tn/°^Sr'*"' "Tenders for PencePosts, and addressed to the undersiened

JOSEPH HICKSON,
0«l«ral Maruig&r.

MoirrBBAi,, Sept. 24th, 1884.

Science series
FOR SCHOOU AMD COUBOES.

-ASTRONOMY.

''pmrT;
1"**° Shabpless and Prof. O. MPHILIPS. Profusely illustrated.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

^^IS!'.^-,'^!,'i?h
S"*»i-i'=SB and Pbof. g. m.raiLrps, authors of ' Asttonom v " nfn wi^

has been prepared for the use of teaohers

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY.

^ind'Xi.ir.";''"".^-,.**'"^'"'^' MD-, editor

F^uiymSSlSft^d.'"
'^"'^'' "Chemistry..^

COMPREHENSIVE ANATOMY. pAiNLEss^S^KTi^-
ivsioloiry and Hygiene. B» P»„„ t ^ T °a ^^awilBlBlf.
OUTTEB, B.S.. M.D, With 140 iUustrations.

Grand Trunk Railway.

OLD MATERIAL FOR SALE. I

^- ^- ^'PPineottA Co., Publishers,
715 and 717 Market St., PhUadelphIa,

All are bound uniform in style. ..mo. Halfroan, cloth sides, $ioo eaclT

For terms, for examination and introduction
address,

T\OMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE
lii wltKe"' °'";"-''P«''«'' SeptemtSrlrt",

sstsfuss
Kingston, Ont' ^" ^°^^- P'lholPoS;

TTAMILTON MEBBITT
"

l-l ASSOCIATE ROrAl SCHOOL Of'mIMES ETC

IS TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

T^bTsincZaib; •

334 Jutna Stbixt
MIDWIFEBY. kND DISBASES OS"WOUEN A SPECULITT

Authorized Capital,
Subtcribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Rett

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,363
110,000

'i>Jg8 MioLAREN, Esq., PraidmtCH.UtLE8 MAGEE. eI,., F^;„««.,.

broke'T^^S^I^rfi^-.
C«leton Place, Pem-

AOESTS IN Canada -Canadian Bank ofCommerce Aoents in Nkw Tois-Mess™

^^^^M^cT^^^™-
tto^entraTbank

OP CANADA.
Capital AuthoHzed,
Capital Subtcribed,

Capital Paid-up, -

HEAD OFFICE.-TORONTO.

91,000,000

500,000

300,000

TENDERS are inyited for a quantity of

WROUGHT IRON SCRAP
and other old material, which will be delivered

r^il'^Wwtrcfi^^^;\-nTp\?fS

,y,^°™'-".''re''aei, with the description of

Gen«^?"Sf„VetS
*>« »''*.™ application to the'

MoS^eil.^'"""*'*'*'' "' *"« Company at

.^i'*?S"' Z'"'''™* "Tender for Old Ma
w5 h^

"d addressed to the undereTgned

S^^exT'""" '"' "' **">" Tue«Uy,*?^t:

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

MoNTKEAi,, Sept. 26th, 1884.

EUAS~ROGERS~&^
Wholesale and Setail^dealers la

COAL AND WOOD. I

Head Office,—20 King Street West.
Branch Offices :—413 Yonee Street- 'su,Queen street East

»""Bo oireet, 536

Board id Diitet<
DAVID BLAW, Esq., . . . PreHd^t.
SAML. TREES, Esq., . . . rice-PreM,„t

C.^L'lllfkobTn's^n^'E^srfT-r'.^f'-
Esq., M.P,P., D.ViSl Mc2iin!id,*E^'''""'

A. A. Allen, Cathier.

.ij;en(«.— In Canada, Canadian Rank i^f r-^™

CANADA PERMANENT
Loan & Savings Co.

Zneorponted, A.D. lags.

Subscribed Capital
Paid up Capital -
Resenre Fund
Total Assets -

$3,000,000
3,300,000
1,100,000

8,000,000

SAVINGS BANK BRANCH

DEBENTURES.

.u!?1SS5/rrf!itlfrcVSe&?.Va"r,""iS:iS

???nns Mtrn^^',!S'orl'htr '^'^^^

Circulars with P^°cSu^ „'£,'U?S''™
^•

«. obUlned from the OIB« cJSS'.^!BmLDiNas.ToBONTO 8trek?!^ow»to
J. HSRBKBT MASON

Managing Dinetor.

THE DIAMOND DYES

lilt a* m^n^r """f *'^»» = """°° pack-ases a raontn are beiniz hhaH *« ^.^ - i

diney or f«,le,l DRESSES' SCARFS Hnn^°/

^«mmg wood, colouring PhotSsTFlo^™Grasses, etc. Send stamp for M coloTOsamples, and book of directions.
""'"""'d

WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO.,
Burlington, Vt., and Montreal,' p. Q. I

Established 186a E^il^Ii^ai^T^
|

JAMES SHIELDS & Co.

FAMILY OBOCBBS,

Cor. Yonge and Temperance Sts.

SEASON 1884-86.

FIRST CROP TEAS.

^'
E- H^^P??' f ^™.°''"° Street, Boston.
J!,, a ELY. Iowa City, Iowa.

B i'^^VS- Augusta, Georgia.
B. K. BENSON, Austin, Taw.

NOW RE ADY\
Price IS cents. AanaAl aubacrtpttoB, la-

eluding double Cbrlslmui number, fl.js.

THE ENGLISH

yil^^trated Magazine.

No. XIII. OOTOBEB.

1. MISGIVINGS. Prom the picture by Walter
a . ^f?!^*"- Pronti»piecS. ^ ">"Mr

* l^^^^ ^Y^"^^ CUapter IX. Hugh
3 THFRnS'-^""'.'""''' "<'''"'«» Back." ^

CT?JlfS,„'^.';!*°'*"'^ Modern. Alfred
., T/^,i'.^**'°°- Illustrated.
*•

''"tfou.^''''^- ^- «'»«' With mustra.

''^u'SSiL««- «-°W.OUphant. With
6. THE Ul'TLE SCHOOLMASTER MARK

ORNAMENTS, INITUL LETTERS, Etc.

method includes fiiiinl?i*' ^he painless

meohanic^°ra'sSigicii.""' "P'"**'™' both

M. F. SMITH, DUNTIST,
286 Queen Street, East.

B^OMCEOPATRIST

^ * 3SW Jabtis Stbbbt.

|>USSELL'8, 9 KING ST. WEST
y\> TORONTO, for ^ *

tuJ:5t\^S^r^;S£.:?'}.i?™","T Manufac.

meni
°;.„°'"°''er, it is certainly the Kinves"

Sf^ ,."'„!P»«azme literature that \^ bemade."—CAi-MtioB D»i«m. °®

This day handsomely bound in nin«.coloured edges. Price $».SO.
'"°"'.

THE FIRST VOLUME OP

THE ENGLISH
ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE

'^S^p^'^foit^\-^t^^^^> and

£»Ji&lSerbUh"eTuKor.tl2

^ 0I rfr^ost'-j,s'o7Sry '-»

HIOH-CLAflS VATCHKh '* JBWBLLEBY
iepairlng and JeweUar
rder, special features.

Chorgres Modarate

jlTASON 4 CGLLINsT

LIFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL ANO CRAYON.
Studio,

. 31 Kn,, g^. wbst, Tobonto.

JITISS BIHDSALL,

» Bank St, St Mark', Ward,

TE^OHTBR OB' MXTSIO
Pu.piX OS Carl Mortem.

JS^tr.^T'- •^*°«- ™*« oo'ouTS, on
Tubks-MusIo, W; Dmwlng, etc., (4.

QOATSWORTH ft HODGINS,

Barrlste™,^8oJ^^I,otarl«,

MoneutoLend. Offlc^i-io York Chamber,
No. 9 Tobonto Stbkbt, Tobonto

B. OOATSWOBTB, JB. FBANK B. HODOINg.

OHAW 4 U8B0RNB,

Real Estate Brokers and Valnators.

«c':7niSo'c.l''.:^" feS'-'Tr'S!!^ "'•'"'•o
in the city.

"^^ '»"• They have no equal

W «. Staodaid OraanUted Sugar In $1.

» lbs. Choice Himala^aa Tea ftr 91.

« Goods deliTuml in any part Of city.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

re;2?iTp!S?Tnd'''/iVrh'SJ?^r'''?«.'*-^w. constantly more atStt'e'^^iiSJi^'^-i

dors w. Dudght —Hon. l-ft^o-

aU;|^rqb-^«?i!,PiJS-A"at5l^^^^^

.dm|aVe^.%rrro*°.U^? -"»«-'»• "

reafc'^t-arts^ra/'b-nte'JIe-d'-ry^

bja^We-f^r^rte-o^rtroX^^^^and Illustrations, we count this m^.J5S'
fT?^ tb. POblioations in which au"TS^for the best current literature in th. hS?

acinillan & Bo., New York,
us roUBTH AVKWUB.

10 KINO ST. BAST, TOBONTO.

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Office,-39 Adelaide St. Eatt, Toronto.

'Wit. STBWABT. _., _ ___WM. H. BTBWABT.

»' • Dealer in aU kinds ot

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHUBCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.

^Estimates given on application.

pHAHLBS W. PHILLIPS^

80UCIT0B. OONVHTANOHB, Bto.
—.Ownom:—

^ Aditaide Street SaM, Toronto, Ont.

A C. MoKINLAY, L.D.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST,
m OBDBCH BTBBBT, TOBONTO.

rriHB light-bunning'dombstio
a. is staple, strong and durable. It need,no fanning, watohln. or adjusting, andlolone has ever worn out.

0>
A. W. BBAIN, Asant.

WYonga St., Toronto,
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TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

occasional speech. The Globe ren^ZTusT^r tlT' ""l"^
"" ""

nonunation was &mt made ten years a«o ThL k^ t? •"°'^''" *°

more be fair to Mr Blake to hnU ZT ^*' '"'* '* '^"'^d no
pressed tenyear, " tit iTw^twt*. " "'""'" "' '''"'* '^'°"" «'

- casually let drop in favour of Imperial ?re«Mot B^^ri'^'^""'
""'

m favour of Senate reform ten veaTal i! ,7
^""^'^ ''^ '^^'''^

he ,u« contiguously pursued ZTblS'^^^^ ''"T'^
''"'

n^ed to bring about a change. -Thi. m^yw'C °L'
"'^ "

't""

'

when he was in o&ne, Mr Rui jj ^ ^ood reasons why,

^action, and alTo^ wLft <SllrS?^'
"^ '^"' ''^ "P^^ -^

increase of nominSmemL™.).^ "^"^'^ '^^"^ *° "^^"^ <«
on. Mr. Blake "^trTide^ftni^T" "' ''"*"'' "" »"* ^-*-«
subject he gi.es no illLL sotnTb':T d '^'T"

'^ "*^"' *° *^«

with the energy and persisten.v wV k ,
^ "'" """"'"^ ''^ ^^oe^

tions of victoi? " otTttTiIk ?* "f'"'^ "'^*^'^ »'^ ^'"^ --di-
so; butheispL-occupi^ ti11 r^u '' '" °°* '" *"« '"'*°'« *» be

a« often of miW Z^^t^ce "'^Tr^'t' "7" "'«^"* ^ P°-* °' «-•
but Uttle advancedZlL^i "Jt 7.f 1" ?"* '^'"*^ '^'°™ »>« '-"^

Opposition leader may asSlJ . ^ i"""
°' '"^ ^PP*"'""- ^-

duty to the pubUc Iri^^el^Tf p t'' ''*' '^ •""* ^'^^ ^^

but the reform of the Sei^L at rr^.tLtT^""*''''!
"'
T'^°'^

^^«'-
aiy question

; Mid t|« first sten tSTf iT
''°'"^*'''^ * parliament-

the necessity'of a^Z^ t^C 1?>" " ? '"'"'^•^ ''^^ «!•-<<«**" of

leader of the Opposition"^^ ZZ^ZlZ::^''^^'^ '^^ "^ ^he

cally be a plea for delay. The^ tf ftZTs^t' ZSl^^*"necessary and desirable, has a dntTT ^
"*•*»* »»n»te reform to be

of the Legislature, sinll^eVues^^
Perform equally with any member

The reform of the knate.7itZ72^rLX '"l^-""^
"' "P^""'

abolished, concerns the wholoZl JT^T"^'
'*" *'«"«»». « it is to be

finding the Senate undert "Z^lt^l^* ^^^ <>- P-^.
««n«n a. they .re

; the other prlZ ^^L^^*" *^ ""^ '*»«''»

doubt, since, in doing «,. but it^To^^^IltZl,".'> ""
rt about The only hope of Senate refbm^JZ^ ^u ''""«^
•tanoes, to be . pop„l«r demand that shall e«Z! T^' ^ ' *" '^'""-

i»>«peotiTe of p«^
"»na uutt siwu espre., the voice of the nation,

OtUwa'^idTcI, M.I^;n?rC^lrt;:; T ''' ^^P^^"- ^
the House on the coal and <biffv a*"'

""'• ^^ --''-. l-ido
i««"ewas made on the SOthZ^Tlls'TT '''''' '"^ ''''' ''''*'-'''

for the motion, and we take it for glted that
1'^""''"^"'"'" -*-»

the party led by Mr Blake wl
^"""^ ''"'' ^''^^^ member belonged to

fact that a ^0 Jorma f^t o„ aJiLrSi^f„?
'^^^'^ ^'^^ ^ ^"^ ^''^

made; but the satisfaction whTh he fr enH TT' '"^"^ ^'^ '^'^ <">-
feel at the movement is somewhat tL^^^ t t^ ^^'"^ ^^' ^ -'
contented himself with secondin,. thlmnr L '"^^ *'»*' ^••- ^lake
sion to be one on which he wall f .

^""^ '^'^ ""^ ""^'^^'^ ^he occa-

of the attack goes ft tolZr^^thTItJ-"'"
""^ '^"^^'^ -*-

public mind and its early fading out
„/..-'''"°° '* ""^^ "" '^«

making the motion was piZriv Uken T T"""-
^^ "'='=«•'"> ^'

moved the House into Com^Xl^ofXp.; and ^f
^^^^ °^"'°-

repeated each Session in the snirif nf 1 ' '^^ °'"'*'°" bad been
those who made and Z^rZTJoZT "^

'"l!'''
''"''"'-^•" °'""^'<«= '

done something more il..T:l;:;X^::S:,^T^' '"^ ^"^ "^^^
late to commence a systematic atLt fu ,

' ^° """^ '* " not too

Axiti-Com Law LeagC^ cottcJ >
"*' ""' '"^ '^"^-- « *be

which those ^^t!^^Jl:^:t::^,:,\ziT^v''' '^^''^ -^ -
have been in existence still. AallT^otion t ^ """^ "''^'»*

Laurier in 1882, accompaniedTy a d^r^ ^, "" ''"'' ""^^ ^^ M.
of the Opposition, though it mi^ht not

t^
^^u

^'"« ''"' "^°'« ^'^^^gth
of the division i; theVesZiol T:""

'''^'''''' *^' '^'"P^-^on
have gone far toWds bril^gf^Lr of f'r

"^"^ "^ ""^^ --'^
would be delighted if it Jr. 'able J l! ttThLT"- /''^ '"""^
«»«i* of mow rlgoion, e85?t.

^ ^ baejj., donaj* aa

Thb breaking up of the Bleus in Ouebeo »,.=
was once a united party now presente tS^ .^ '^T

'""^ ^'- ^J^at
with separate leader. Ld mSr^^bttSel^l^ '^l'"'"^

'''"^
upon one another. One camn a<.t„

'^
,

""""^ J°n«ial8 making daily war
for its chief. The ^ZTT:ZT':T''Z' "^^ "**^' ^«««^
Bleus owe the loss of Jacques Ca^er Wis

"!"''"""
' "^ *''"' *"«

iB greatly discouraged at the insubordl«^
^^g^t^c. The Jfiru^

and it calls on th^chiefs of Zt^^ZZTT"''^:' ''" ^^''^"^
Political excommunication would maLthTbrK "^ ^'™ "* ^"^^
not heal it. The desperate reJ^^Jol.^^'Z-:':"^' "" " "'^'
desperate case. There is only one thin„ th.7

'*°^,"°' <'^«'» -neet the

raid on the Fede.l exchequer they m^ atayTbrrLt'"^
^"^"^

' ^ "^

one man. but they would re.ommen'ce their qZ^ J r!'/'""
'"'"*'"

spoils.
quarrel over a division of the

F«,m the first, howeverTS o 1 "TT""*"
*«« ^"ded in confusion.

physician, from whom in a previous crisirhn .
^^ °^ " ^"l""

if his errand had no otherTl^rtrn a .r:1)ro.^.""'''-
^"'

Bcaroely be possible for him L i^mail L ltd /'
'' '' "°'"''

p««eut time, without some public qu^oL i*
* "'°"*^' "* '^^

But «™,„u.„ »™. b. b,„ii„ .b«"issnr ^^ ""''
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Derby would fin4 it necewary to consalt. Sir John could with truth reply

that annexation, in the present state of opinion, is unpopular ii) Canada,

and that a speedy change that would make the admission of Jamaica
acceptable is improbable. A question of such serious import as this, if it

must be decided, ought to be referred to the constituencies. But would
it be possible to get a distinct answer to this one question, as a result of a
general election 1 Annexation would be complicated with other questions,

but the magnitude of the issues which it involvesxwould place it in the

foreground and possibly it might become, in the mind of the average

elector, the question of questions. The other great issue before the

country, the Tariff, has not been made as broad and distinct as it might
have been, and, except the bread and coal duties, there would probably be a

disposition to postpone its settlement for the purpose of bringing Jamaica
annexation to the front and making it the most conspicuous object for the

-decision of the electors. The Minister would count the chances of suc-

cess, and it is quite consistent with his antecedents to believe that, if he
saw annexation would be a losing card before the constituencies, he would
not hesitate to force it through the present Parliament by the aid of an
assured party majority. The achievement would, in thai case, probably

cost him loss of office whenever the day of reckoning came. But then Sir

John could look to England for his reward, and a new title might become
his recompense for the loss of popularity and power in his own country.

Who can say that, as things are now managed, all this is not liable to

happen 1

Eight hours to form a day's work is the claim of the Knights of

labour, whose organization Covers Canada as well as the United States.

In all occupations in which ten hours' labour can be sustained by the aver-

age workman without injury to health, a reduction to eight hours means a
diminution of production of something like twenty per cent., and when less

wages are earned it is inevitable that less should be paid. Besides, Ameri-
can industry must either confine its products to the home market or place

itself in a condition to meet foreign competition. At present, only about
two per cent of United States manufactures is exported, and the reason
why a larger proportion is not exported is that they cannot be sold on as

good terms as the manufactures of other countries. In many countries the
average day's labour is more than ten hours. If a German in the United
States worked only eight hours a day, he conld not hope to do as much in

that time as a German in his native country could do in twelve. Other
things being equal, the industrial greatness of the nation must be deter-

mined by the relative extent of the product of each labourer ; it is, in fact

now largely determined in this way. The workman has in this question

of what shall be a day's labour a common interest with the employer.

Nations compete with one another, and that which slackens in the race

must be content to be left behind. The proposed reduction of the hours of

labour among artisans would have the same effect as if the farmers should

come to an agreement to sow, in future, only four acres where they had
hitherto sown five ; the effect of which would be that where they had
reaped sixty bushels before, they would in future reap only forty-eight.

It is probable that, if the American and Canadian farmer were to do this

ie^ would every where, except on now" soils, find himself unable to^rbw
wheat for exportation at all, under the existing conditions of competition.

And the manufacturer, put under the threatened restraint of an eight

hours' day, would, witn even more certainty, meet the same doom. But
the loss would fall exclusively on the worker, because it would be in tha
power of the employer to increase the number of his hands. The
share which the worker can get for his labour must bear a direct relation

to what he produces; and if all artisans were to produce less, their share

would diminish in proportion to the slackening of their industry. The work-
man cannot enforce the reduction of the day to eight hours of labour with-

out injuring himself in the proportion that he becomes less industrious^

Thk experience of the Neptune in the Strait and Bay of Hudson
though it was probably exceptional, was not reassuring. The theory that

there was no land north of Hudson's Bay high enough for icebergs to form
upon is contradicted by the &ct that icebergs were found in the Strait. That
bergs were often found there had long been on record, though it was denied
by some who assumed to speak with authority. The Neptvme encountered
ice to the end of August, which ia probably later than it would in most
years be found to offer obstruetion, in the Strait of H^adson. From Not-
ingham Island ioe was found to extend forty-five miles, and much of it was
forty feet thick. Between Nbtingham and Mansfield Island the vessel

steamed through heavy fields of ioe for nearly two days, laying up at night

for fear of accident. Arctic ioe comes down Fox Channel from aa high a*

the seventieth degree of latitude, and it often greatly encumbers the

trftit in passing out The ifeptxme received some injury from the ice and

at Cape Diggs intelligence was received from the Esquimaux of a schooner
having been nipped in the ice there a few days before. Four ice-bound
vessels were observed, one of them a belated Hudson's Bay Company's
craft Fogs were met both in the Bay and Strait The Strait is by no
means free from sunken rocks. The presence in the Atlantic of unusual
numbers of icebergs at a late date shows that there is something excep-
tional in the season; but, as these idebergs nearly all come from Baffin's Bay
through Davis Strait, their presence in the neighbourhood of Newfound-
land would not justify any conclusion about the normal state of Hudson's
Strait in the month of August The circumstance that a large number
of icebergs were detached above Davis Strait this year does not create a
presumption that the same thing would occur in Fox Channel. If we
cannot form a faTOurable opinion from the e:fperience of the Neptune, we
are perhaps not yet justified in drawing any general conclusion at all. But
the fact must be acknowledged that there are years in which, during the
best months of summer, this navigation is so difficult as to have little or no
certain commercial value. The observations which will be made by the
men who have been posted at different stations, where the movement of
the ice into and through the Strait of Hudson can be seen, will give us
more certain information than is at present available. The record of these
observations will be looked forward to with great anxiety. But import-
ant as it would be to a vast extent of country to find Hudson's Bay and
Strait practically navigable for commercial purposes, it will be best not to
court disappointment by indulging expectations which are not likely to be
realized.

The barbarities said to be practised in the lunatic asylums of Longe
Point and Beauport, Quebec, would be incredible if their existence were
not affirmed on authority to which no suspicion can attach. Dr. Tuke
an English expert on insanity, who came with the British Association to

Montreal, has came forward as a volunteer witness of what he saw in

these institutions. The strait-waistcoat was used in a ward set apart
for quiet patients ; men were fastened to chairs by straps ; handcuffs were
freely used ; naked men were found crouching on beds of straw, and kept
under restraint by handcufia and belts, and the condition of a large

number of women wag still worse. Many of the rooms are low and ill-

li^ited ; the available space is over-crowded, and unneoeasary restraint and
cruelty are practised. Dr. Tuke's revelations will explain, what was
before known, that the proportion of cures in these asylums is much less

than in the asylums of Ontario, and the mortality much greater. Apolo-
gists for the Quebec asylums had given the public assurance, that these
institutions had, in a long course of years, accumulated a large number
of incurable patients who reduced the proportion of cures to admissions,
and whose enfeebled bodies accounted for the disproportionate rate of

mortality. In the absence of the statements now made public, the excuse
was lame, for some of the Ontario asylums are old ehough to have reached
the possible average of incurable patients. In these two Quebec asylums
some three thousand patients are confined ; and one building into which
a thousand are crowded could only afford suitable accommodation for six

hundred. The attendants are less than half the necessary number. Dr.
Tuke seems to be of opinion that the abuses which he has exposed flow
from the semi-private character of these institutions, and he urges the
Government to assume their management When Dr. Douc'las owned the
Beauport asylum, before it came into the possession of its present owners, a
violent and sustained attack was made upon the management by the
Journal de Quebec, and it was deemed a suspicious circumstance that M.
Cauchon, by whom the attack had been directed, became one of the pur-
chasers, when Dr. Douglas was frighted into selling the establishment
at a figure which was deemed greatly below its value. If there were reason
for that crusade, Th Which much exaggeration was probably employed,
there could be none for the degeneracy which has evidently taken place
under the new management Into the .charges made by Dr. Tuke the
Quebec Government cannot avoid making enquiry, and it is necessary that
the investigation be searching and thorough. Sometimes the machinery
of an official enquiry is made use of to cover up, not to expose, the real

facts. These dens of horror are under the charge of the nuns, and it will

be interesting to see whether the Church will make an effort to prevent
the whole truth from being officially made known. ""

MiCHiPicoTOW would be famous if it could. Once the scene of a little

Indian war which arose out of the Robioaon treaty, it now seeks the
celebrity which belongs to whiskey riots. Under ti»e Public Works' Act
the sale of w:hi«key is prohibited in the neighbourhood of the Canadian
Pacific Railway works, and whiskey peddlers have appeared on the scene
at Michipicoton to minister to the forbidden craving. A dozen Toronto

/

policemen have been sent to restore peace. It is a pity the selection of
men should have been made from a force which is too small to answer all
the needs of the city.

Cuba, like the British West Indies, has been appealing to the Mother
Country to put forth a helping hand ^o succour the sugar industry. The
prayer of the petition has been granted ; a decree having been published
at Madrid by which the sugar of Cuba and Porto Rico is to be admitted
into Spain free of duty, and a drawback is to be allowed on what goes to
foreign countries. If cable reports may be trusted, Cuba is also to have
the benefit of a commercial treaty with the United States. The free
admission of the sugar of Cuba and Port^ico has drawn a protest from
tbe native producers of sugar in Malaga and Granada, who contend that
colonial sugar ought to pay a good round duty for their special
benefit But a delegation from these same producers who waited on the
Minister fot the Colonies, before the decree had passed, found remon-
•strance unavailing. Two months ago the hope was expressed in Cuba
that the sugar produced in the island would find free admission into the
United States

;
but it is not probable that the treaty now said to have

been agreed upon goes so far as to make Cuban sugar free.- The return to
the original principle of colonial administration is possible to Spain, because,
in respect to Cuba, she has continued to exact it in her own favour. The
one-sided nature of the benefits has hitherto been a cause of serious injury
and deep-seated discontent to Cuba. In this action on the part of Spain
the West India colonies of other nations will find something to envy ; but
England is not in a position to follow the example of colonial reaction.
England derives no direct benefit from her West India colonies as Spain
does from Cuba, and she owes nothing by way of counterpoise ; on the
contrary, she finds the West Indies burthensome and importunate in
asking concessions, in the form of countervailing duties, which it is not in
her power to grant The defenders of the artificial encouragement which
France and Germany give to the exportation of their refined sugars will
derive new courage from the decision of Spain to admit Cuban sugar free

;

and the desperate hope that an international conference could induce these
nations to change their policy in favour of sugar producers in the British
West Indies and sugar refiners in Great Britain may now be definitely
abandoned. Indeed, nothing but the deluann of self-interest ever caused
anyone to put faith in a remedy of which there was no rational hope of
attainment. But if England cannot herself grant the relief sought by her
"West India colonies. Lord Derby is quite willing that they should find in
Canada a market for the free admission of their sugar, even though the
change involves the necessity of their annexation to this Confederation.

111. ' I'

"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

Canada has a serious interest in the events which are pending in the
Mother Country, for England is still the fountain-head of our civilization,

and any disaster which would befall her would be morally felt here. But
it is idle to attempt to extract a trustworthy estimate of the situation from
the stream of conflicting rumours and surmises which chase each other
along the wires. No one who is not on the spot can tell which way the
current is running. The contest seems to have taken very distinctly the
shape of a^ruggle between the Lords and the Nation, as to the ultimate
issue of which there can be no doubt, whatever may, be the immediate
result There have been popular demonstrations on a large scale in favour
of the Lords as well as against them, but those in their favour seem to
have been wangling in spontaneity and to have required the adventitious
stimulus of picnics and the throwing open of noblemen's parks. As in
1831, a party in the Lords, prescient of fate, is trying to bring the Order
to reason; but Lord Salisbury and those about him seem to believe that by
forcing a dissolution, which must precede a swamping creation of peers,
they might bring themselves into power ; and their councils are darkened
not only by their ambition, but by their intense personal hatred of Mr.
Gladstone. Have the Tories really made up their minds, as they profess
to have done, that the Franchise Bill must pass 1 If they have it would
seem folly to put everything to hazard for the sake of the difference between
two forms of a Redistribution Bill which, in any cas^, must be framed by
Liberal hands. When you have consented to be eaten there is little use in
cavilling at the sauce. But a shadow from another quarter is Wling on
the scene. It would seem' that the Pamellites had a great interest in the
Franchise BUI, as they proclaim that it would bring them a large accession
of strength ; but they appear to feel that they have a greater interest in
baffling all legislation, wrecking every Government and throwing every-
thing into confusion. Possibly they may be somewhat alarmed by the
spread of the movement among the Ubonrers, for the tenant ftmner in

- ,;M !fJ^JkJPii#*|*j^

Ireland has been a worse -oppressor of the labourer than the landlord has
of the tenant farmer. It looks as if they were inclined to coalesce with
the Tones, the violent section of whom is ready for the alliance. The
•Liberal Party has a decided majority over Tories and Pamellites com-
bined

;
but hardly a majority I^rge enough to enforce the surrender of the

Lords. " The negotiations," Says the cable, " between Mr. Gladstone and
Mr. Pamell have been broken off" For "Mr. Gladstone" we should read
"Mr. Chamberlain," who has been playing this game from the teginning,
though the Prime Minister cannot be held unaccountable for the machina-
tions of his aspiring subordinate. If Mr. Pamell were a reformer, whether
political or agrarian, however extreme, or even revolutionary, arid however
hostile he might be to the Government, there could be no objection to
negotiating with him for the passing of the Franchise Bill so long as no
principle were betrayed on either side. But he is not a reformer : he is a
declared enemy of the realm

; he openly and avowedly aims at ite dismem-
berment and its ruin,; he seeks to compass these objects through an olliance
with a foreign organization which has twice invaded the Queen's dominions
and is publicly taking up subscriptions for the destruction of her subjecte.

, Negotiation or intercourse with him of any kind is therefore surely for-
bidden by duty and honour to any British Government Nor is the dictate
of true wisdom at variance with that of duty and honour. It is by these
wretched tamperings with conspirators who it was evident from the outset
were implacable and insatiable that the rebellion, which firmness might
have extinguished in its birth, has been nursed and pampered into its
present formidable dimensions. Such a curse is faction even in the land
where it is supposed to be best regulated and most under control. In
defeating the Franchise Bill, however, the Irish may after all be unwit-
tingly doing a service to the country. It is a measure for which the nation
can well afford to wait, if the respite thus afforded to statesmen brings
reflection and leads thera to turn their minds to a comprehensive revision
of the Constitution in ite different parts and jn ite general balance, instead
of hurrying forward blind extensions of the suffrage. -

SOMB of our contemporaries not unnaturaUy scouted the idea that such
a scheme aa the annexation of Jamaica to Canada could be receiving the
serious attention of practical politicians. But studente are not the only
dreamers. Practical politicians in Jamaica at all evente are. earnestly
pressing the measure. Tet surely no dream ever was more extravagant
Not only is Jamaica two thousand miles off, but Cuba and Haiti lie
between. In the present state of the worid, or any state in which the
world is likely to be for generations to come, let the Peace Society do what
it can, a reasonable security against external attack will be an indis-
pensable condition of all political arrangemente ; and it is strange that men,
styling themselves practical, should be ready totally to disregard thi^
necessity. Belgium, Holland or Switzerland, it is true, would be unable
to defend itself against'the attack of one of the great powers at ite side :

but each of them has a considerable force, and they are protected both by
European guarantees and by the mutual jealousies of the great powers.
Canada is safe in the unaggressive character of her only neighbour. But a
teaerauoa of Oanada and Jamaica, or of Canada and^ the West^Indian
Islands, would be at the mercy of any filibustering republic which could
fit out a few gun-boata Cuba may any day fall into anarchy, and become
a dangerous and piratical neighbour. The moderation of the United
States, and their unwillingness to extend their territory, have been more
than once decisively proved. They were proved by the rejection of St
Domingo, as well as in that of St Thomas, and by the forbearance shown
notwiths&nding repeated provocations in the case of Mexico. But as this
federation would be an ostentatious move in the direction of building up
an Anti-American Empire, the people of the -United States could hardly
be expected to regard it with a friendly eye, or in case of need to mediate
in ite favour. Ite only defender would be England ; and that there are
limite, and very visible limite, to the powers of England as a protectress,
beset as she is with enemies and dangers on every side, Jingoism itself
must be beginning to perceive. The political consequences to the Dominion
of a union with Jamaica can only be regarded with horror. The popula-
tion of Jamaica is now about 600,000, of whom not more than 12,000 are
whites, the white population having decreased, while the black population
has increased rapidly of late years. The unfitness of such a population,
the negro being what he ia, for free institutions, if it could ever have been
doubtful, has been proved by experiment at once disastrous and decisive,
in the case of Jamaica itself, and in that of St Domingo. In Jamaica the
bloody farce terminated in the eager return to the condition of a Crown
colony, it having become apparent that only by the strong hand of a Royal
governor oouW peace be possibly kept between the racea But the
Jamaican delegation in theJ[>ominion Parliament, if proportioned to the '*
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population of the Island, wouldybe large enough, in anything like an
equipoise of parties, to hold the balance of power. In other words, it would
be able to pillage us without limit, to aaj nothing of the demoralization of

which we have already quite enough. At the same time we should have

'

the quarrel between the white and black r»ces in Jamaica, with all the
troubles arising from it, on our hands. Nothing in the meantime would
be gained which might not be equally well secured by fiscal arrangements.
These arguments will surely prevail. Yet it may not be needless to

enter a caveat against any more dealings with Canadian nationality behind
the back of the Canadian people. Monarchical traditions prevent our states

men from seeing what they owe the commonwealth and what, in a demo-
cratic era, sound policy dictates in this respect. The constitution of the
Dominion itself lacks moral validity and the highest claim to allegiance,

because it was settled by the politicians with the Imperial Government and
was never submitted to the people. It would rather be too much if we
were to wake up one morning and find that by an agreement between
Ottawa, Downing St., and Mr. Solomon, we had been politically amalga-
mated with tho^black population of Jamaica.

OoTOBKB 33rd, 1884.]

Thb garrulity of Lord Malmesbury's old age, though amiable, will not
please his political friends. It will certainly not please the wearers of
the primrose. Lord Beaconsfield has hitherto been the divinity of Im-
perialists, of Colonial Imperialists above all. To these it will be no
agreeable surprise to find that in his private correspondence their idol
spoke of the colonies as "those wretched colonies," that he looked for-
ward to their independence in a few years, and regarded them in the
meantime as " a millstone " round the neck of the Mother Country. It
is true that a few years later he was publicly denouncing in lofty
periods those who proposed to relieve England of such a millstone as the
loaian Islands, a malcontent dependency from which she derived neither
military strength nor advantage of any kind, which, in case of war, would
have required a garrison of iifteen or twenty thousand men, and the loss
of which, since the cession, nobody has been heard to deplore, while
Greece, the rising power of the Eastern Mediterranean, to which the
Islands were ceded, became bound to England by b strong tie of gratitude
and friendship. Possibly in that case something might be due to Mr.
Disraeli's personal antipathy to eastern Christendom and his sympathy
with Islam. But let enthusiastic Imperialists take notice that conven-
tionality and hoUowness sometimes lurk beneath the professions even of
British statesmen. Let them take notice also of the real ground on which
the British Jingo sets or afiects to set a high value on the colonies. Are
they likely to remain for ever dependencies, and in that character to
contribute to the military strength of the Imperial power J Will they
furnish men and money for wars in Afghanistan or for wars to maintain
the dominion of the Turks over Christian slaves 1 If not, they are objects
of contempt, and " millstones." There is no feeling of pride in the
prospect of seeing England surrounded by a progeny of free nations, the
heirs and images of her greatness ; there is no appreciation of the moral
strength or of the enhanced grandeur which she would derive from the
attachment of such an offspring. Nor is there a thought as to the com-
j>aratiye^ffects_oLdependence and emancipation on the political eharacter
and destiny of the colonies themselves. The tie of mutual citizenship is

What makes the matter worse is that the great public issues having"
been cast comparatively into the background by the refusal of the
Democrats to take up the glove thrown down by the Republicans on the
Tariff question, the contest has become personal, and the question of
character is the main issue. The election of Mr. Blaine will be the ratifi-
cation of a standard which will be taken as the moral maximum, not only
by all politicians, but by every young and ambitious man. Yet if Mr.
Blaine becomes President, we must all pray for his life. That he is a
man of real ability his speeches and writings vouch, and if he professes
intense hatred of England or love of the Invincibles we may cherish the
comfortable assurance that his profession is insincere, that he will give
effect to it no further than his personal game requires, and that he will keep
his country and the worid out of serious mischief if he can. But Logan is
a demagogue of the coarsest kind, who thoroughly shares the mob passions
to which he appeals and is perfectly capable of putting in action the
violent nonsense which fills his incoherent and ungrammatical harangues.
If by any accident he gets power into his hands the consequences may be*
serious. It seems certain that notwithstanding the loyalty of Tam-
many to the loaves and fishes, the Irish, in considerable numbers, have
gone over to Blaine, and that if he wins, it will be partly by Nationalist
votes, in which case Nationalism is not unlikely to be represented in his
govempient. This makes the outlook darker. But on the other hand it ,

may be the lieginning of a happy change in the character of the Democratic
Party. The only bond between the Conservative wing of the Party and
the Irish wing was Slavery : that being now a thing of the past, the
unnatural connection may come to an end, the Party may become simply
Conservative, and favourable at the same time to a reduction of taxation
and to administrative reform. Cleveland, in short, who is loved by the
best Democrats, as they avowed at Chicago, for having made the Tammany
corrnptionists his enemies, may prove to be the typical man of the Demo-
cratic future.

In the meantime the system of Presidential Elections by popular vote is
revealing its full beneficence. The cost in money of choosing an Executive
Officer for four years wiU, according to experts, reach a sum which
spread over the President's term far exceeds the expense of any court
in Europe. To this there are to be added the loss of time and labour,
theiiiterruption of industry and the disturbance of commerce, the last of
which items is most serious. But the expense is the least part of the
matter where riches abound as they do among the people of the United
States. The greatest evils of the system are the venomous passions which
it excites and the evil agencies which it calls into play. The Presidential
Election itself was still three weeks off when blood was already being
shed at two places, Cincinnati, as a matter of course, being one of the two.A legion of poUtical intriguers and corruptionists is everywhere at work
bedeviUing the constituencies and demoralizing the people ; nor do the
more respectable politicians and the citizens of the higher class who take
an interest in politics altogether escape defilement from the pitch which
as Party managers they are obliged to handle. Should the result chance
to be disputed, as in the case of Hayes and Tilden, an event always
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so far from being highly prized that the Jingo is scarcely conscious of ita
existence. Emancipationists are always branded as Anti-ColoniaL Yet
the Emancipationist does prize and cherish all that the Jingo disregards,
and his chief objection to the system upheld by the Imperialist is that it
prevente the growth of that nobler empire of equality, free development,
and spontaneous affection which alone is r«»lly worth founding, because it
alone can endure for ever.

Thb experts in American politics have all told us that Ohio being a
Republican State, if the elections there went against the Republicans,
Blaine's cause would be lost, but that a RepubUcan victory in Ohio would
not be decisive in his favour. StUl, a great success in a case which was
deemed both doubtful and important cannot faU to inspirit his party and
to draw the waiters upon Providence over to his side. The bahmce must
now be said, at all events, to incline in his favour. His election to the
Presidency will be a serious event. For the first time a man will appear
at the head of the American RepubUc with a dark stain upoa hu personal
iionour. There have been unworthy Presidents before : Jackson was a
barbarian, Polk and Buchanan were mean figures to be placed in the front
of the State; Andrew Johnson was a meaner figure stilL But the
lowest of them could never have been suspected of such things as hare
been proved against Mr. Blaine. Let any one imagine the efiect of such
disclosures respecting the cWacter of a Prime Miw«t^r of En^d.

possibU) m the m«tat of so much riolencB and^ chicanery, the nation may
again be brought to the verge of a civil war. Amidst the frenzy of the
Party conflict, each Party being ready to sell ita soul to any demon for a
vote, the spirits of political evU gain preternatural power ; and the Union
now stands a fair chance of virtually receiving a government at the hands
of a set of people who avow that the principal object of their allegiance is
not the American Republic, the force of which they only desire to use as the
instnunent of an Irish feud, while their votes will be given to the can-
didate who is most likely to involve the State in a ruinous war. With
each recurring election the violence of the struggle seems to increase, and
the strain upon the commonwealth to become more intense : it is hardly
conceivable that any political machinery should be strong enough to bear for-
ever the stress of these periodical convulsions. Yet all this is as purely the
result of accident as anything in politics can be. The framers of the
Constitution, when they hesitated between the plan of giving the election
of the President to the Legislature and that of entrusting it to a special
College, little dreamed that in embracing the hitter plan they were insti-
tuting a quadrennial carnival of discord and corruption. The fate of thoir •

measure is a warning to all statesmen, and among others to the statesmen
of England, at this juncture, in erecting or reforming institutions, not
merely to consider the propriety and justice of a measure on paper, but to
forecast, as far as possible, its practical working. No extraordinary fore-
sight would have been required t6 tell the architecto of the Americsn-
Constittttion that the election of a College for the nonce would result in m
maQ^te and would soon degenerate into a cumbrooa mode of registenng

.
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the result of a popular election. Two redeeming pointa there are in the
scene before us. One is the gallant protest made against the degradation
of pubhc character and the disgrace of the country by the band of men
called Republican Bolters, or, more courteously, Independenta, whose
patriotism will not be the less honoured hereafter if, with fortune, the
retainers of fortune should desert them and they should at hist carry but
a small force with them to" the poUa The other redeeming point is the
behaviour of Mr. Cleveland, who in the first place has made no tricky
attempt to hide or extenuate his youthful fault, much less to draw his
friends into any such attempt, but has simply left his case to the moral
judgment of the community; and in the second place has throughout borne
himself with dignity, writing a simple and straightforward letter of
acceptance instead of a prolix and^urgid manifesto, declining to go on the
stump and a^'aiting the result of the contest at Albanv in the calm per
formance of his regular duty. If the Democratic Par'ty loses everything'
else It will at all eventa have gained a leader.

President Wilson, in his address at Convocation, formally announced
the introduction of co-education into the University College by an order of
the Government, to whose authority he bows with a good grace and with-
out any surrender of his personal convictions. HU conduct throughout
the controversy has been unimpeachable, while his position has at times been
trying. As guardian of the institution, he was bound in duty to state his
reasons against a change which, in common with the great majority of
those who have paid attention to these subjects, he believed to be inexpe-
dient He has done this, notwithstanding some irritating incidents, with
unfading temper and courtesy, as well as with a moral firmness, which
unhappily, is too rare. He is now relieved from responsibility by the
mandate of authority, and there can be no doubt that he will loyally give
effect to the policy which he has conscientiously opposed. To accuse him
of setting public opinion at defiance was absurd ; neither public opinion nor
the opinion of the educational profession has ever been manifested in
fevour of co-education. The change has been brought about by a small
but active and persistent agitation operating on the weak nerves of a Party
Government and aided by the fatuous gallantry which £iad-« that what-
over a woman asks must be granted without reference to the real interesta
qr the general wishes of the sex. It would have.beea impossible tp getthe ladies of Ontario generally, with the question between co-education
and a woman s college fairly p„t before them, to sign a petition in favour of
co-education. The most important thing to be remarked, hqwever, is thatm forcing co-education upon the College, the Government and the Legisk-
ture, while they have taken the cheapest, and, as they think, the most
popular course have not really made provision for the higher education
of Wmen. That problem remains still, so far as they are concerned,
untouched. As a general system, co-education has been thoroughly triedm the United States and has decisively failed. Parents have almost
Uiuinimously recoiled from sending their daughters; unprotected by any
safeguards, to mix with the students of a male university

; they continue
topatromze, as before, the separate colleges for women; and their objeo-
tioas, which everyone buTan entliusiast of co-education must deem obvious
and strong, are, from their nature, likely also to' be permanent All that
has been done then is to concede to a handful of young women of excep-
tional aims, and who wUl perhaps in most cases be drawn from the Normal
Schools, the liberty of going through a male course of education The
provision of higher education for women generally remains just where it
was before

;
or rather it is somewhat prejudiced by the impression, which

is sure to prevail, that the problem has been solved by the introduction of
coeducation. Not in this case alone, the identification of a few women of
advanced opinions with the other sex is likely rather to retard than to
accelerate the progress of improvement with regard to the female sex at
large.

happiness as the goal must bring with it a special adaptability to the con-
ditions of life, and a peculiar capacity for making the most of them. There
IS however, more than one sort of happiness. Socrates, if the picture drawn
of him by hu friend and disciple is true, was happy in his way ; he enjoyed
to the full the pleasures of friendship, as well as those of speculation.
Nor was hiH)ractical activity paralysed by his belief in the probationary
character of the present stage of its existence. He was an excellent citizen,
and, when his country called, a brave soldier in addition to his labours as
a teacher With fully as much truth as Spinoza he may be said to have
hved his Ufe. The belief in a future state of higher and purer happiness
to be enjoyed hereafter which shed ita serene light over his last hours, even
If It was illusion, was certainly not to him a source of.misery. , The samemay be said with regard to Christians.

,
Monastic asceticism is a perversion

of Christianity
;
and so is every religious fancy which makes people shut

themselves off from society and ita duties, or refuse innocent enjoyment.
Iliat believers in Christianity have attained the practical ends of the present
Ufe as completely as any secularist is surely an undeniable fact. Equally
undeniable is it that they have risen to the highest excellence in all callings,
not excepting either that of the man of science or that of the soldier Even
enthusiaste have been foremost in thei^ time as men of action ; nor is this
wonderful, since singleness of aim and freedom from the lower temptations
cannot faU to be great elementa of moral force. Everything which tends to
health and length of days is just as congenial to Christianity as to Secularism •

nothing, in truth, is more sanitary or conducive to longevity than Christian
punty of life. Intellect and art, with all their enjoyments, are not less cer-
tainly parts of a reasonable Christian's heritage. Christianity cannot be
caUed pessimistic

:
it first kindled for humanity the light of hope ; the nation,

which have accepted it have been progressive, while all has been stationary
beyond ita pale. Nor is it to be assumed on the other hand that Materialism
or Agnosticism is synonymous with Optimism. Schopenhauer is not an
Optimist

;
and he U able to support his theory with arguments of formid-

able force, drawn, not only from the condition of man, which social effort
may change, though it caA neither get rid of death nor of bereavement,
but from the unchangeable constitution of nature, which must always
gravely affect man's estate. If any one would be likely to fold his hands,
renounce the duties of life, and let a doomed world perish in ita own way,
it would be an Agnostic or the Schopenhauer school. Still the diflfereno^
between the two views of existence is not only immense in itself, but must
exert a great influence on action and character; and Mr. Wolf deserves
our thanks for presenting so broadly and frankly the view which he and
his school espouse. The secularist will pursue his temporal end with an
undivided mind, and, therefore, possibly with more success. Conscience
has been called by Taiae a product of Christianity

; and whatever may be
Its genesis, it will probably be found on analysis now to contain in- it a
religious element, without which it could neither assume to speak- -with
authority nor appeal from human opinion to anything higher ; and it is
very probable that it may sometimes interefere with the playing of a
successful game. There may be reason for thinking that a believer in
another worM will be^t a disadvantam on the stock exchange. Resigua-

^

"Tbmpoeal happiness is the goal of existence and the whole aim of
action.' In these words Mr. Luoien Wolf formuktes the historical
teachiag of Judaism, which he identifies with "Material Optimism."
They are equally applicable to the teaching of Agnosticism ; and they pre-
sent with uncompromising clearness the practical aspect of one of the two
great schools of thought into which the world is now divided, and between
which every one of us, more or less definitely and consciously, must choose.
The wise man concerns himself not with death but with life," is the saying

of Spinota, which Agnostics constantly repeat It is the direct contradic-
tion of the saying of Socrates: "The one aim and concern of the true
philosopher is to dia" By dying he meant the Uberation of the soul frim
the body and its lusts carried on through a philosophic life and completed
at Its close. Mr. Likien Wolf assumes that the recognition of temporal

tion under adversity will, on the secularist hypothesis, lose ita present
basis

;
and affection will hardly remain unaltered, though it may, of course"

continue to exist, when the idea of anything beyond a transient union is
withdrawn. But it will, perhaps, be in the. conduct of the masses rather
than in that of individuals that the change, if a change is coming, will first
appear. If temporal happiness is the goal and there is no hope beyond it
seems clearly to.follow that the less fortunate classes cannot afford to lose
any time in trying to grasp their share of this worid's goods. They will
be naturally disposed at once to use for that purpose political power or any
other power that may come into their hands. For them, if they die without
having tasted of the cup of pleasure, there is no compensation in store
To bid them share by mental anticipation the joys of future generations is
to suppose that they have all had a university education and that their
imaginations as well as their sensibilities have been cultivated to the

,
highest point If they are asked to sacrifice themselves to posterity, they
will be apt to ask with the Irish member what posterity has done for them.

'

A Bystandbb.

Lmon Joicb has this property, that what is written in it can be read

TiJ^^
q-^te as well as by tire, and when the paper is dried the writWdisappears again till it is steeped afresh, or again held to the fire But

^Z!^'^*^''.^'!'}°"^^ J"'"* '"''* °'""' ""^^ °«t by water andca^tbereadat all m that way; and if held to the firef though the

Sr^l^h*" *?"" °"^*.*° "PP""' *^^y ''^^ ^"t <risappe;r; so that aletter of this sort once read can never be delivered to any one as if it hadnot been read. The party will see at once that it has b^n read, and wiUoertwnly disown and refuse it if it should contain wything dangerous.
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SERE AND THERE.

On Saturday, St. Luke's Day, the new chapel of Trinity College, reared
h»rgely through the munificence of Messrs. James and Elmes Henderson,
was consecrated with imposing forms. The chapel by its beauty does high
credit to its architect, though its site, breaking the fa9ade of the main
building, is unfortunate. Three bishops were present. The Bishop of
Ontario preached a sermon on religious education and the relation of
religion to science, which showed great mastery of composition, though the
flank of the reasoning might perhaps have been turned by M. Le Sueur.
The Bishop tried theoretically to admit free and scientific enquiry in
religious matters, yet practically to shut it out. The consecration ceremony
was followed by a luncheon, with pleasant and hearty speeches from the
Lieutenant-Governor and others. Allusions to university confederation

-«emed to be well received. Dr. Nelles, the Principal of the Methodist
university, was present, and spoke in the most kindly terms, not only of
Trinity CoUege, but of the Church of England, in the writings of whose
great divines he avowed that he had found his best intellectual food.

If Canadian bakers in the near future find their occupation gone they
will have only their own short-sighted greed to blame. As compared with
the price of flour, bread is beyond aU question too dear, and if the dis-
tributors of this prime article of food do not presently content themselves
with a less exhorbitant rate of profit, the people will assuredly begin to
supply themselves, as is generaUy done in England. The shopkeepers'
bile noir in that country is the co-operative store—an institution which
owes its inception principally to the high prices charged by retailers for
necessities of the table and toUet. Scarcely a town of any magnitude but
has ita co-operative associations, the shares of which are for the most part
held by working-men. Under this scheme all business is conducted upon
the cash system, profits being divided amongst customers with a limited
preferential call to pay interest on the shares. Originally establUhed for
the supply of food at reasonable prices, these institutions rapidly developed,
and are now practically huge bom marches for the retaUing of every con-
ceivable article of necessity or comfort. Bread rings, coal rings, milk
rings, may succeed in forcing up prices for a time, but only so long as
consumers consent to submit .- once they are driven to co-operation and the
storekeeper's palmy days of large profits are gone.

If it should unfortunately be shown that the attempted destruction of
the Parliamentary Buildings in Quebec was the work of Irish dynamiters,
it would not be necessary to go far to find a reason for the diabolical out-'
rage. The Irish National League is not flourUhing financially—this much
is acknowledged by Mr. Harrington, a prominent member—and that means
the disintegration of the Pamellite faction. The Irish " Patriotism "

of
to-day is a plant whose roots must be consUnUy nourished by a golden
stream or it immediately languishes. It is perfectly well understood that
some members—including the most blatent and seditious—of the Home
Rule Party in Parliament are men of no substance, whose salaries are paid
out of the Irish National League funds, and an exhaustion of these meana

THeruin of the party as a popular or pariiamentary power. In Ireknd,
subscriptions in aid of " the cause " have dwindled almost to disappearance'
and though Mr. Parnell, having secured a handsome share of the spoils!
may not be greatly concerned at the situation, his lieutenants who toped
to rise to popularity and a competence on the flood of agitation are dis-
mayed at the prospect Even in America enthusiasm for Home Rule
would seem to have spent itself—or, perhaps, it is overshadowed by the
Presidential election. Whatever the cause, no assistance has been sent for
some time to Ireland, and it is not at all unnatural to suppose that the fiat
has gone forth : " Something must be done" The fact that previous
dynamite explosions have often been coincident with an emaciated Fenian
exchequer, together with the significant boast of the man who loves to be
known as ©'Dynamite RoBsa, makes it only too possible that the Quebec
outrage may have been the work of Irish Thugs.

Montreal is, after all, to have another ice carnival A libet»l sub-
•cripUon has been taken up for this purpose, and the promoters give
olemn assurance that every effort will be made to prevent extortion and
to punish parties guUty of that offenoa The enterprising gentlemen who
have the management intend that the forthcoming festivities shall entirely
eclipse anything hitherto attempted.

Thbbk were twenty-two failnrea in Canada reported td Brmdstreet's
during the part week as compared with twenty in the preceding week and
with Ihirty-one, twenty-seven, and thirteen, reapectively, in the oorreapond-

ing weeks of 1883, 1882, and 1881. In the United States there were 209
failures in the same period as compared with 213 in the preceding week,
and with 180, 141, and 109, respectively, in the corresponding weeks of
1883, 1882, and 1881. About eighty-three per cent, were those of small
traders whose capital was under |5,000.

Lady Vernby, in the Contemporary Review, has, at all events, found
a way of delivering a thrust at the Americans which they will have diffi-

culty in parrying. She takes their society and manners as painted by
themselves in their works of fiction, and a telling use she makes of this
undeniably authentic evidence. " The first and most striking trait," she
says, " in their books, is the extraordinary respect for class distinction,
position, gentility and money, among the characters described, with scarcely
an exception. The highest feature in a giri's cap is to have refused a
British nobleman, or at least one of the British ' aristocrats.' Next comes
the value set upon dress. The importance of the gown question can hardly
be imagined by the European mind. A French heroine is of course bvm
mile, and her ehausaure is probably insisted on ; the petitet mules or the
bos bien tires. An English girl must be picturesque in her attire and her
clothes must be becoming ; but to say that her gowns came from Paris
would not enhance her charms in the eyes of the readers, who would pro-
bably consider her very absurd for her pains. ... A list of Miss
Lydia Blood's gowns, as given by so clever a man as Mr. Howells,
might be drawn up for the advantage of milliners. Miss Daisy Miller's
flounces and the many buttons of her gloves are among the chief points of
her portrait by Mr. James." " Dress becomes a nightmare, until at last it

is evident that a new commandment has been added to the heroine's deca-
logue : Thou shall have ihy govma from Paris."

Or the three new books which are said to be agitating society and
literary circles in London—Mr. Fronde's " Carlisle," Lord Malmesbur/s
"Memoirs," and Miss Devey's "Autobiography of Lady Lytton"—the latter,
has caused the most painful interest. Nothing since Mra Beecher Stowe's
MacmiUan paper has created so great a sensation. Briefly, the raison
ditre of the book ii as foUows : Lady Lytton, who 'died two and a-half
years ago in her eigthieth year, never forgave her husband for the brutal
outrage he inflicted on her fifty years before. She nursed her wrath tiU
her dying day, and put in the hands of a friend. Miss Louisa Devey, the
most damning evidence of her husband's evil nature, to be used at the
most suitable time " in vindication of her memory." The pubUcation of the
life of Lord Lytton by His son has furnished the faithful and remorseless
executrix the opportunity for which she was lying in wait. The letters
published in the volume she has issued furnish a lamentable exhibition of
folly, passion, and crime whiJSH makes humanity blush. Miss Wheeler
when Mr. Bulwer began to court her, was a great beauty, and he seems to
have sacrificed himself, soul, body and intellect, at her shrine. He invented
a " little language " in which he wrote disgusting love letters to her. He
addressed her as " My adored poodle," and signed himself " Oo own
puppo." In one letter he wrote :

Me is 80 happy, me u wagging my taU and putting my ears down. Me isto meet
<«> to-morrow

. . .
The best plan about the carriage wiU be for you to get in

It first, and it oan then pick me up in another street, so that yon wiU enter it aloneWhen you are once m pat down ye blinds. zoo love of love^ me ready to lean oni
ol my skm for joy. ' ' ""*

In another letter he says :

-»,.w'*Hf^i!i»'
^°°^

*T P^l"'- "^ ^^ °°' »" ""* P"PPy ^''P'™ "ft" 00 and tell oo

?T3.;r2S'^ ^*" beautiful mouth, 250,000 to oo right eye, 250,000 to oo left .ye,
1^^000 to oo dear neok, and the rest to be divided eqnaUy between oo arms iTd

After six years of unhappy married life a ^nal quarrel came. Lord
Lytton objected to his wife going to a christening accompanied by Lady
Stepney, saying, aa Lady Lytton writes, " My mother calls her that ugly
old woman." Lady Lytton did not reply. The scene took place at
dinner. The servants had been ordered out of the room. He cursed his
wife's souL He seized a carving knife, and running at her said, "

I'll

have you to know that whenever l" do you the honour of addressing yon it
requires an answer." He dropped the knife on his wife's remonstrance,
but, as Lady Lytton proceeds, " springing on me he made hia great teath
meet in my cheek and the blood spurted over me. The agony was so
that my screams brought the servants back." Lady Lytton's story ia
carefully buttreooed by corroborative evidence, including the aflldavit of
her maid, Mrs. Rosetta Benson, who speaks of an occasion at Naples ia
which " in one of his brutal rages he kicked and banged her ladyship
against the stone floor at the Hotel Yittoria tiU she was bkck and blue.''
All thia time Mr. Bnlwer's greatest ambition, as his letters reveal, waa to
get a baronetage as a step to the peerage.
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A USUALLY well-informed correspondent says that a new biography of
Dickens will probably be in the hands of the public before the winter is
over. "The writer," it is said, " was intimately Associated with Dickens
during many years of his life previous to its sudden close at Gkl's Hill
and will be able to enter very minutely into some phases of his life which
have not hitherto been dealt with in literature." It is so long sinca any-
thing personal relating to the great novelist was giv^n on a scale commen-
surate with the importance of the subject that the news will be welcomed
by all students and'lovers of " Pickwick."

suggested that the Premier will propose the vote of a grant for the separate
establishment required by Prince Edward of Wales. The latter item of
news 18 not credible. The Premier would need a Ways and M^ns Bill
to provide the funds for such a grant, and it is impossible, one would
suppose, that such urgency can exist as would necessitate throwing such
an additional burden upon the few weeks to which an autumn session can
extend.

CON-FEDERATION OR DISMEMBERMENT!
Mur Andrew .Carnboie, the enterprising American who has written a

couple of fairly successful book.s and established a "syndicate" of papers in
England, has been interviewed with interesting results. His newspaper
undertaking, it may be well to premise, is of a semi-political character, and
by It he conhdently hopes to convince Eaglishmen how much more pleasant
a dwelling-place their country would be if the political and social tenets of
Mr. Carnegie were made the law and the gospel of Britain. He holds
that the affection Englishmen are supposed to entertain for their existin-.
institutions is a sham. He believes that if a ballot were now taken
throughout the United Kingdom, and every respectable citizen of twenty-
one were aUowed a vote, a majority^would be fourid in favor of electing
the chief magistrate at the death of the Queen. He recommends a British
Republic as the most promising means of reconciling Irish antipathy to
Great Britain, and under those circumstances he thinks England may still
have a part in the world's history.

Had the printer of Junius' letters been a man of no stricter integrity
than the compositor who the other day betrayed a Government secret,
what an amount of learned

. discussion the worid had lost ! It is delight-
fully refreshing in view of the indignities daily put upon the "fourth
estate " by those to whom its honour is entrusted, to remember that
William WoodfaU, printer of the PMic Advertizer, went down to his
grave holding the key of an enigma which thousands of his contemporaries
were burning to solve. The good people of Chelsea are proposing to erect
a memorial to Woodfall, the promoters alleging with some show of reason
that the man deserves to live in the recollection of posterity who, by a
single imprudent word could have let loose upon the head of his mysterious
contributor the wrath of an insulted king and embarrassed ministers, and
probably have pointed a dozen rapiers at his breast ; but who, under every
kind of temptation to utter it in self-defence, and exposed to every species
of nak by letting it fall incautiously, nevertheless lived and died with that
word unspoken.

Nowadays we are nothing if not scientific. The latest evolution of
social science is the theory that the human frame ought to be clothed in
animal tissues and materials. Cotton, linen, and the other fibres so exten-
sively used in the manufacture of clothing absorb poisonous emanations
from animals, whilst wool and other animal coverings are intended by
nature to assist the evaporation of deleterious matters from the body, and
when incorporated in human clothing still subserve the same ends.

'

The
TBToiutloa of apparer entailed by the new system is complete, extending to
all the under garments, and to the linings of the dress. Dr. Jaeger is the
founder of the new faith, which is known as a " new Gospel from Germany
for the physical regeneration of mankind." It has, we are told, been
extensively reduced to practice in Germany and Russia. Dr. Jaeger is not
content with caring for our health in the office and the public streets, but
pursues us into our bedrooms, where he insiste upon -banishing linen or
cotton sheets, and even covers our mattresses and our pillows with wool or
cashmere. Like all enthusiaste, he is an out-and-out believer in his own
doctrines, and leaves us not a rag or a thread of vegetable matter to bless
ourselves with. But the shock thus given to our habite and prejudices is

not to be without ita reward. The action of the skin is to be so stimulated
that the bad humours will all be-jpurged from the body,'^ulence will be
reduced, the flesh will become Arm and hardened, and the nervous system
strengthened. Were Dr. Jaeger the inventor of a new pUl or a new oint-
ment he could hardly promise us a more complete emancipation from all

fleshy ills than he offers to those who adopt his new sanitary clothing.

Thb outline of the English parliamentary autumn session becomes
rapidly filled in with parliamentary work of aU kinds. It seems to be
inevitable that the expenditure for the Egyptian campaign, which is

estimated at the exaggerated amount of $750,000 weekly, should be
provided for, and that long discussions should arise over the financial and
poUtioal situation in Egypt. The Irish members promise to bring their
own budget of grievances, and to make the House of Commons ring with
their denunciations of Lord Spencer's administration. And it is blandly

The conference recently held in London to promote Imperial Confederation
affirmed the desirability of a closer political union of the Empire, prudently
leaving the means of attaining that object for future consideration. The
great journals of England seem unanimously to have endorsed the views
and action of the conference, which have since been advocated on the
platform by Lord Rosebery and other prominent speakers. A proposed
clause, to the effect that a closer union is essential to preveiit total dis-
memberment, was struck out of the resolutions at the desire, it is said of
a prominent Canadian. If this erased clause conveyed a truth, as I believe
It did, it IS a truth which should not have been suppressed. An early
and constant recognition of it would surely help to bring the present
agitation to some practical conclusion. Separation is too serious a crisU to
drift upon blindly and phlegmatically.

It is likely that England herself would shake off, sooner or later
colonies which accept the protection of her army, navy, and diplomatic
service without contributing one dollar to their support, and which refuse
to grant her commercial reciprocity. Some of the North American
colonies cut adrift from the Mother Country because she taxed them
possibly the Mother Country may cut adrift fr9m the others because they'
indirectly, tax her.

But for the larger colonies also, whether it involve their independence
or honourable union with neighbouring colonies or states, the dismember-
ment of the Empire seems preferable to their being subordinate depend-
encies for ever. If grown-up sons cannot co-operate serviceably in
business with each othei- and their parenta, giving and taking a fair quid
pro qrw, better for them to set up for themselves than keep the famOy
together by continuing in infantile dependence on their father. Such
important regions as Australia and Canada should be fuU members in any
imperial or republican union. They should politely decline back seata
without the privilege of speaking.

At present the issues Canadian statesmen have to deal with are too
restricted. They have no school for diplomacy, no foreign policy to frame
no navy, and only a LUliputian army to manage. The qualities needed
to conduct these departmenta languish in this country and may eventually
die out from disuse. In his memorable book, "Natural Law in- the
Spiritual Worid," Professor Drummond gives striking instances of the
degeneracy attending the non-exercise of certain faculties in various
animals. The hermit-crab, for example, having long ago adopted the
cheap expedient of occupying vacant shells. " has ceased to exercise itself
upon, questions of safety ^ad^ ^weHs 4n its little sheU as proudly and
securely aa if ita second-hand house were a fortress erected especiaUy for
ita private use. •

" Wherein, then, has the hermit suffered for this cheap but real solution
of a practical difficulty ? Whether ita laziness coste it any moral qualms,
or whether ita cleverness becomes to it a source of congratulation, we do
not know

;
but judged from the appearance the animal makes u^der the

searching eye of the zoologist, ita expedient is certainly not one to be
commended. To the eye of science ita sin is written in the plainest
characters on ita very organization. It has suffered in ita own anatomical
structure just by as much as it has borrowed from an external source.
Instead of being a perfect crustacean it has allowed certain important parta
of ita body to deteriorate, and: several vital organs are wholly atrophied.***«

" As an important item in the day's work, namely, the securing of
shelter and safety, was now guaranteed to it, one of the chief inducementa
to-a life of high and vigilant effort was at the same time withdrawn. A
number of functions in feict struck work.

* • * * * •
"Every normal crustacean has the abdominal region of the body

covered by a thick chitinous shell In the hermita this ia- represented
only by a thin and deficate membrane—of which the sorry figure the
creature cuta when drawn from ita foreign hiding-ph«!e is sufficient
evidence. Any one who now examines further this half-naked and woe^
begone object will perceive, also, that the fourtih and fifth pairs of limbs
are either so small and wasted as to be quite useless or altogether rudi-
mentary; and, although certainly the additional development of the

i;

;
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extremity of the j»il into an organ for holding on to its extemporized
retreat may be regarded as a slight compensation, it is clear from the
whole structure of the animal that it has allowed itself to undergo severe
degeneration."

This analogy was intended by Professor Drummoad to explain the
decay of the spiritual faculties due to sheltering oneself inertly in dogmas
without practising virtues or combating doubts. But we may use it
to foreshadow the decline of healthy political activity, and the consequent
impairment of mental virility, in a country that elect, to remain in leading
strings. And are not the beginnings of such a decline visible to-day?
How petty are our interests, how small most of our public questions, how
narrow our sympathies ! How much more do Canadians generally specu-
late upon the prospects of a local election than on the prospects of a great
war in which the Empire may be involved, but in the cost of which they_have no immediate interest

! Can wo in this country be expected to feel
the same pride as Scotchmen or loyal Irishmen in the exploits of an army

'

or navy which they help to pay for but we do not. An Englishman feels
5f>enae of ownership, as well as of security, when he sees a British iron-
clad at anchor in a foreign port ; but a Canadian can experience the latter
feeling only. A Vermonter can "enthuse" over a diplomatic success
achieved by a' Marylander. or fume over some foreign outrage to a Cali-
fornian, with an excitement that no public event outside Provincial or
Dominion jSolitics can arouse in the semi-enfranchised Canadian, who has
nothing to do, directly or indirectly, with the cost or conduct of the
Imperial army, navy, legislature, or diplomatic service. Yet some Cana-
dian statesmen say. Sir Francis Hincks is quoted as saying, that we donU
want any voice in the distant councils of the Empire. If so, in the name
of our self-respect, let us form or let us join some sovereign body politic inwhich we shall want and shall claim a hearing. For the degeneracy that
arises from letting qualities lie fallow is less excusable in a nation than in
a hermit-crab. The life of an individual pagurus ends with the individual •

the life of a nation continues from one generation to another. Could each
particular pagurus reason, it might reason plausibly that, in its "

life ofnothings nothing worth," it pays to secure its private comfort at the
expense of racial degeneration; but law-makers, who profess to legislate
for a nation and not themselves, cannot dare to formulate distinctly any
such argument. ' '

... The probability of increased taxation is the most potent argument
against Imperial Confederation, Annexation, and Independenca But it is
not a conclusive argument, at all events against the first two of these
schemes. A certain increase in taxation might be a cheap price for the
increased self-reliance and enterprise, and the larger patriotism to beexpected from enlarging our public needs and interests-even if the growth
of these qualities should not somewhat reduce the cost of administerinit
exis mg departments of our Government. Canadian patriotism at present
displays iteelf mainly in the merit-barring cry of " Canada for the Cana-
dians, "Manitoba for the Manitobans," "Quebec for the Quebeckers,"
each county for its own people, each town for its own townsmen. A take-al and give-nought disposition is being fostered by our semi-parasitic
statua Such a daspositi6n deters immigrants, and in the long run impov-

dStlL' Tp Hf »^Lthe^£uow.nothing" party bl decisively
defeated m the Presidential election of 1856, the subsequent immigration

TtTid'er
*'

'
*""" ""'"" """^ '^" ^""'^ °^ *•"" '^"'>*'y '^'iously

To escape political degeneration (involving to some extent mentalmoral and material degeneration also), we must have co-ordinate, not
subordinate membership in a British Imperial Confede^tion, ort theUnited States, or we must have Independenca The fact that the first ofthese alternatives is at once pronounced impracticable by most of our so-
called politicians only shows the cramping and numbing efiect of ourhermit^crab «md.tion on our mental energies, and our growing inability
or reluctance to grapple with large issues. If the gr«.ter coIoLs accept
Je principle of a co-ordmate union, in which Canada, AustraUa, IreknS.
Scotland, England, shall be politically the peers of one another, legislating

Imtt'h d ,/T"*' "?";"' P'^P-""-''^ to their'resour<2rthef
the method will be arranged afterwards. ,

The yearning of the dependencies of the Roman Empire w«, for fullet^t^ the right of voting and holding imperial offices. And the pride ofall ctuenship .n a confederated Briti^ Empi« would be better g^und^

confederation could dare any European combination. With the alli^c^of ts sister Anglo-Saxon power, the United States it could smile at th"jealousy of other great nations and their somewhat tardy longin« fo^colonial empire. " Why." we might then complacently ask. with t^ejj
righteousness of our r^, "do the heathen so furioJy r^ to^tTer.^d

Omoain 93rd, 1A4.] THE WEEK

r^L ?TJ* 7'*°' ' '"'" '^^^ ^'^y ^^ *»>« ^^ »' the earthrtand up and the rulers take counsel together to break our bonds asunder]Know they not that we are given the heathen for our inheritance and the
utmost parts of the earth for our possession?"

Francis Blaki^ CRonoir.
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TffB ANGLICAN CHURCH CONGRESS.
Tan Church Congress, after having established itself as a useful and almostnece«ary institution in the Old Country, has found its way to the Newworld, and has already secured considerable popularity in the United
States, and made a very good beginning in the Dominion of Canada

It was remarked the other day by a thoughtful and well informed
writer m the Mail that there was a need for the Church Congress in
England, which can hardly be said to exist in this country. This wW"
emmerilly the case at the time when the first Congress was held in Eng-
and between twenty and thirty years ago. At that time the only consul-
tative bodies belonging to the Church of England were the not very, . * — *-.*a.o.«^* woia i,uo not very
.nterestmgand influential Convocations of Canterbury and York, which
not only had the disadvantage of meeting for. only three or four weeks in
the whole year, but which were, and still are, composed exclusively of
clergymen. / "'

It is impossible to over-estimate the importance and influence of the
Congress meetings on the English Church. They proved, for one thing,
that Churchmen, holding opinions the most diverse, could meet together
and discuss questions the most burning without any serious amount of
excited feeling, especially when the, presiding Bishop happened to be aman of more than average firmness and tact. There can be no doubt that
these meetings contributed largely to the movement for the holding of
diocesan conferences or synods thfoughout the whole Church ; so thatwe believe there are only two or three dioceses in England, if so many, inwhich these gatherings are not now held.

It might have been thought that, in such an improved sUte of things
the necessity for congresses would have past away ; but such has not heeL
found to be the case, and for obvious reasons. Meetings of particular
dioceses wiU never take the place of assemblies in which the whole Church
is^represented

; and even if a National Synod should assemble in EngUnd
containing representatives, lay and clerical, from all the dioceses, which is
greatly to be wished, the Congress would still be useful. An assembly
which possesses something like legislative power, and in which resolutions
and amendments are proposed and carried or rejected, must always have acertam restramt placed upon the liberty of discussion which is possessed
by an assembly which is purely deliberative.

^f' *^ ;^d other reasons there is, at the present moment, even
greater n^ for Congresses in Canada than in EngUnd. . It is not merely
that our Synods, useful as they are, are overdone with mere routine busi
ness which has very little interest for many of those who are present, nor
IS t merely that the business transacted in these is carried on almost
entirely by way of resolution; but further, the kind of subjects which
find their proper place in the discussiom, of a Church Coagr^ would, to agreat extent, be inappropriate in a diocesan synod. The proceedings of
the Congress just closed must satisfy almost all that took part in them
that much may be taught and learned at such gatherings which could haveno place in the l|gislative assemblies of the Church.

There can bo no doubt that the Toronto Congress was, on the whole, a
very successful one. Complaints have been made that sufficient publicity
was not given beforehand to the proposed proceedings. These fault-finde««m hardly know the serious expense of getting up and carrying through aChurch Congress and the impossibility of expending further large/ums
in advertisii^. In England a great deal is done in this way, but then the
charge for admission is nearly two doUan,. and a comiiderable guarantee
fond IS raised by Churchmen belonging to the locaUty in which the Con-
gress IS held.

On some other points we think that suggestions have been made which

rn' "'consideration. It is an exceUent idea to have members ofthe Congress Committee chosen for the various dioceses of the Dominion •

bat the local element should be Urger, there should be a considerable
number of local clergymen and laymen on the committee. «id then, should
be . sepwation of the "Subjects" Committee from the Business Com-
mittee, and porfaaps some other sub^mmittees for the making of the

n'!t!r«rT°*'r"'.**
'^''^ '^^'^ '^'"'^^ ^' « ^ England «ui in theUnited Stateis a locd ««ret.ry for convening the meetings of the oom-

mitte*. and otherwnw superintending the p«,parations for th« Congress
Churchmen .re under great obligations to Dr. Mockridge for hi. y^We
seryios.. It i. to him that we are indebted for giving a p«ctical form to

the desire for these congresses ; and it is quite necessary that there should
still be a general secretary to see that arrangements are made for the next
meeting of the Congress

; but a local secretary is also indispensable.
With a chairman at once so gentle and so firm as the Bishop of Toronto,

the pr^dings could hardly go otherwise than smoothly ; but congres8e.s are
not always so highly favoured, and it would be well that some understand-
ing should be arrived at, that the time allotted to the readers and speakers
should be adhered to. At the Detroit Congress, held the week before that
of Toronto, the Bishop of Michigan was relentless. On the whole it is the
best way. There are some disadvantages, but they are more than counter-
balanced by the gains. If, however, as may sometimes be the case, it is
thought desirable to allow a paper or a speech to be completed, there
should be some limit assigned to the liberty conceded. Another thing
should be mentioned. Church congresses a^d all such gatherings are often
i^icted with bores who insist upon speaking upon almost every subject
that comes up. English congresses have been greatly tried in this way,
and there are not wanting signs that the species indicated flouiishes in
Canada. It is quite right, as a general rule, that the speakers should be
summoned to the platform in the order in which they send in their cards
but the presiding' Bishop should certainly feel at libertyJ9 exercise some
discretion on this point.

With regard to the discussions at the recent Congress, it seems to us
that the subjects were well chosen, and that the proceedings were creditable
to the intelligence and the good feeling of Canadian Churchmen. The tone
adopted by every one of the readers, as far as we have heard, was calm
thoughtful, earnest and tolerant. Men were able to hold and assert their
own opinions firmly without refusing to others the liberty which they
claimed for themselves. As regards the interest of the respective meet-
mgs, as far as we have been able to learn, the discussion on the " Church
•and Modem Thought " was one of the most attractiva The subject is of
deep importanca The number present was far larger than at any other
meetmg, and both of the American Bishops present at the Congress took
part m the proceedings, so that they could hardly fail to interest. It is a
matter of congratulation that such questions should be discussed with
perfect freedom and with competent knowledge, and that it should be made
so clear that Churchmen can hold firmly their own creed without the
slightest apprehension of the effects of scientific inquiry, or the slightest
desire to interfere with the man of science in his invaetigaUooa.

Another very interesting discussion was that which was devoted to the
question of attaching the people to the Church. With6ut expressing
approval of all that was then proposed, we are able to say that all the
speakers showed themselves keenly alive to the importance of the question
and thoroughly practical in their mode of dealing with it. The paper of
Mr. Jenkins, although a large part of it did not bear directly upon the
subject, was a very able one, and fit to be read "before any assembly of
English Churchmen. The remarks of Mr. McClure were admirable, not
only in the strong common sense which they manifested, but from the
proof which they gave that the speaker was no mere theorist

A good discussion was the one on « Missions," and although we quite
—sharem the antipathy expressed by one gentleman to the prominent place^

given to the money question, yet we fear that Missions are so far like other
human agencies that they cannot be carried on without the sinews of war.
It must not be supposed, from our passing over the greater number of the
discussions, that we are undervaluing either the importance of the subjects
discussed, or the ability of those who took part in th» discussion. We
have no hesitation in saying that, in the common sense shown in the
selection of the subjects and in the character of the papers and speeches,
the Toronto Congress will bear comparison With congresses held in England
and in the United States. q

CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTICES TO COBBBSPONDENTS. -

»mllS"Tto7"SS SXp^LT ^ *"" ""^ °°™*' •"" ™ '•^ «'«' P'^ l» quite

„ , „, AlWKIATIOK.
To tht Editor of The Week ;

Bb,-I» not "B" somewhat "too previous" when he uys "every man who
obeervw. ,Jo«dy " must acknowledge that •' Union with the BepubUo "

is " the ultimate
deetmy of Canada 7 " I am not quite ran about this " must." ThU ' ' altimate den-
tmy"reo.dea with time. Canada i. daily driftin, farther away from annexation Itwould not tax one', power, of " obrntation " very wvorely to produce ten «,Ud region,
why Ouiada dujuld not link her destinies with thow of the nation south of us. for the«» which " B " can furnish why we .Hould. Doobtle.. « real proeperity "

i. - the
ai« of gojemment^" «>d " the coveted d..tiny of a nation ;" but we most Brat dedd.
••to what conshtuic. real prosperity. If thi. i, to be meMnnd by material .tandards
oirfy, annexation may be th.b«l thing for Canada, flut, U moral uid political con-

sideration, be pven due place, blind indeed mu,t ho be who cannot .ee that we arc
immeasurably better off a. we are.

_

"A Southerner" stated a pregnant fact (if it i. a fact) when he picturedAmenoa a. -the most corrupt »ud perhaps the least cultured of all civilized
nation.. She is not a growth from the lower deeps of hamanity, like many other
nation., nsmg <• on stepping stones of her dead self " to higher thing.. She did notslowly emerge from Savagery or Barbarism. She started on a level with the best

ttl/""'/'"'
\°"^''*° "'"'• " ^' '" * '""°° "' "^'^' ' " '" 'io" <" State repudia-

tion.
;
and another brand, her as " moat corrupt " and •' least oaltured I

"

h » -iu't^t"'^' " * "'*'"^ ""'"'*• •"" °° """^ ""l'"' »•> '«I'»i"' than myself-but. If he thmks Canada would do a wis. thing in casting in her lot with the Republic Icannot agree. And thU, not from any rubbishy sentiment of loyalty alone Onecentury u no te.t of the great Republican experiment. " The Tariff and sUve question.

ilt I, t"' "J"""'
""' "•" «"" '^ '^"'"y yo' '=''=*'™«'»- The negro que.tion 1. a wedge whose edge is fast entering. Mormonism will spread tiU the wide Westu unpregnatod with its unholy lusts. Every four years the huge political cauldronboOs furiously over, casting up its slime, and poisoning the very air with the malodor-ousness of poht.cs Worse still, in that country the prospective law-breaker elects hisown judge

;

and, of course, justice largely hinges on gratitude, revenge, influence ormoney. But, were aU of this black record wiped out to-morrow, there remains one^d objec^on agamst union, the Uzity of the lau,s of marriage. If marriage is anmshtution, divme, most sacred, and most salutary; if it is the very foundation-stone
of the social fabric, without which this earth would be a pandemonium

; the growine^ntempt for its sanctities over yoSder, the flimsiness of its bonds, and the iL,eT of

Iht'!^^ ^'°"'!t
'^"PP*"*'""' altogether,, furniirfi Canada only too valid a reason to.nnnx from the meialliajice.

P„
,^*7-"P"''"'^»« "« "«. Canada knows no such extreme republican^ as doe.England or the Contment. We will do as we are till old enough to keep house We

E'lUfh'lr*'*l,°T^'^'
""* '' "^^ " for ourselves. In our case the best ofEnghshhberty 18 blended with the best of American, without the tyramiies of ctasson the one hand or mob on the other. What lack we of good that annexation would

ch.™ct« which Canada would receive from alUanoe with the States. WeU. what ofthat. ShaU man '• Uve by bread alone?" Is gold theon/yGod? Were our calm

\ r^Jr'ir""^' '''«-™i°y'"8 communities crowded with Vanderbilfs, and the landstudded with palace.^ would the sum of our fehoity be one whit increased ?

~" S. MoSLooia.

To the Editor of the IVeek :

SiB,-While riding in a raih-oad car between Clayton and Utica, New York StateIreadinTaaWaHKof the 2nd inst. an arUde by "R," in which a comparison wi
P.*!^!- n'w r"'"

"' ^'"""""^ ""^ ^°"'"'"' " ^'"''"°°. M'^'toba. and in

s!™ T". !?!^ T* ""' '^'^ '""' ^""^ ^ "•« '°™« Pl»«« 'i""* in the letterS^ewhat odd^y. m the very same hour that I read the article, I was in conversation

r^!, M^" "' "•' '"*"'''° ^""^ been made to th. price, in the Wert. in.formed me that many persons on the American side of the St. Lawrence crossed oy^to the cities m Canada to purchase dry-goods, because most of these can be boughtcheaper m Canada than in New York State. If this difference in the priced of^
Ltrrrne^^L^:" ^^^^^^ ^ -« -gherpriceLf groc^

Ottawa, Oct. 18, 1884.
'

THE GREAT QUESTION.

Vexbd spirit, fold thy wings : why ever pine
In aspirations infinite as old,^

Whose roving discontent stillseeks the shrine
Paved with Faith's interwoven squares of gold?

Still yearning after good—backsliding still
Into the senseless follies of an hour

Till man must hold that his most boasted will
O'er small temptations has no touch of power—

I know not why rsuBer or rejoice.
Or why my heart-strings sound to varied chords •

I can but feel the great mysterious voice ""
'

Which stirs all harmonies in one—the Lord's.

For ever and for ever, it would seem.
Onward the mighty Music's numbers roll

;

And, spite of sense, my puny self I deem
Some fitting part of that majestic whole.

I feel that worthily to fill that part
I must renounce Self's too unworthy side. --r-

And kill the weeds that choke both m.in'd and heart,
With noxious growth sweet flowers'jo over-ride.

Wherefore must good and ill upon the earth
In a disordered order blended reign

!

And out of every love and joy give birth
To some wild shape of evil and of pain 1 -

' The very things that save may turn to harm,
The happiest instincts work unhappiness

;

The very blessipg with most power to charm
Awake the question, what it is to bless.
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—Spectator.

Thou paradox supreme—thou riddle met
At every turning o'er and o'er again,

Till every mortal creature half forget
That he but shares it with other all men

That ever since Being to being sprang,
And Life her all-embracing flag unfurled,

Like some huge millstone round our necks doth hang
The great perplexity we call the World.

Oh, give us rest ! oh, hush the yearning cry
Of souls, for souls they are, that to all light

Round and abouT them yet prefer the Why,
Which strains to solve the mysteries of Night

!

Through whatsoever labyrinths we go,
Whate'er highroads or byways we have trod.

Oh, grant us all alike at last to know
The one solution of the problem—God !

Teach us to feel, that were Earth pleasure all.
No sin or sorrow to obscure the scene.

Immortal hopes on morUl thoughte might pall
;Were this worid Heaven, then Heaven could nothing mean.

German C. Mbbivalk.

OoTons aSid, 1884.] THE WEEK,

A FRAXINELLA.

[Translated from the Oerman for Thb Wem.]

, - ^ A RAINY DAY IN VENICK.

I FANCY there are few things so utterly depressing as a rainy day inVenice. No doubt such days are more or less so all the world over butm Venice they mean despair ! In the mountains one finds a certain charmm watching the white vapours alternately embracing and repulsing theofty rocks. In the valleys the flowers look but fairies, smiling throughtheuj^rs of dew. But m Venice the dripping walls of the mouldering
old palaces, the ceaseless, sad, monotonous sound of the rain-drops falling

those black and white pearls of Ocean's faded but stUl lovely quln-
fn*!j^^-.

""^ T^ "P^T '^^'^^' "<>«''d, above, below them

;

mdeed it seems as if some malignant spirit had left us on some deserted
isle where sunshme and laughter never came. On just such a dreary dis-
«)nsolate day a Genius and a Star sat opposite each other in a salon of the
I'alazzo Gmstiniani.

A RAINY DAY IN LlrC

-They sat in one of the arcade-Uke balconies of the palace, and the Star
gjized dreamily out over the dreary lagunes to where San Giorgio rose inthe distance The Star was an animated, attractive-looking woman withbnUiant dark- eyes; her dark hair was worn high ofi the forehead hergown was a simple one of white muslin, and a pale blue ribbon tied 'care-

ttrrf ^ """^^""^n^ r^y ^'' °* colourabout her. In her mobileface that of a Spaniard or Creole, was mirrored each passing emotion andher hand beat impatient time on the velvet cushion of the balustrade tothe current of her thoughts. The Genius who sat opposite her WMTmanyoung, of graceful figure, with fair hair, of a somewhat bleached app^r^ance
;
round, rather languishing eyes, a pale face, a thin but most carefuUy

tor he seemed to hare very little room for sudden or rash movement. Thefirst glimpse at this individual irresistibly reminded one of a monkey on ahurdy-gurdy. The tone of his voice was high and thin, which add^t^the impression of effeminacy and his manner of speaking, was aL^ort 2depressing as the ram outside.
r- a, «« luuiosi as

The SUr was Maria Afalibran, and the Genius Vicenzo BelUni

R«ir • u'^ r^T. ^f?'"
"^^ ^ ^^^ ^^'^'^ *'^^^' «"<1 in her honourBellmi had himself directed the performance of his "Sonnambula" thiprevious evening.

""»uiuui» lue

He was in love with her-a fact which she had read only too eaaUvm every tone and gesture ; but until now he had been silent.^
^

Now he had spoken
; and Maria had laughed ! Could she have doneotherwise? She, the vivacious, impulsive child of the South J Mo™ th.^once the knowledge that this man loved her had affordS fe mudsecttamusement, which detracted nothing, however, from the inimitable humo^Jof his present declaration-his vows of an eternal, unconquerable Soncouched in such correct and well-arranged phras;H »nd\ccom™Sby

such frequent and most melodramatic sighs.
f»"'ou oy

L JTiw *.r!l*' P"^ FT"^?.
**"'* ^'^"^ * "'"•" J»»nd-gla8s that lay

"^t^cter^lr - T** •'•i^
'

•

'^^°'* the dUturbed features of BellinY

^el "do'l^^X^lf"^' •" • ^''''^ ^ °* ^monstrance, half of

She thought thus to find an excuse for her laughter. Bellini was dis-^ncerted and slightly changed colour ; he looked nevertheless, b^t XtX^saw was merely carefully arranged hair, a heart-shaped Touth ey4 ublue as forget-me-nots, and a blameless cravat
^

T „^!^i^'*"Ji" u"
''":\'^°'^ somewhat anxiously, as if to imply. "AmI not a distinctly beautiful specimen of humanityr ^

Mana^w embarrassed. After all she could loaroely tell him thatdie despised, not hu uglineea, but hi, etS^ioMcy. She ^uld noTsay S

/• v

him. Look at your girlish face and mincing ways, and then at me, thewayward Sou hem nature with heart of fire ! '' She could only stammer
« aT' 1*. ?'' "If^.y"" "°* understand that all this is absurd!"
Absurd that I should love you !" he cried, much offended." Naturally !

"

" But why 1

"

" Why J O because
!
" she exclaimed in despair, turning to gaze (wt

Xw!l% n- ''^rr^u'' "^^k^gfo'co-nfortTbut it simed^f ^erain were falling into her heart as well—drop by drop

t).« "fit^M'*
°'

"^T-r
*"* *="^' "'* '" ""y '**«• »'''* I ^^'> ^OTed yon fromthe first, Mana. It came to me like the dawning of a new life Haveyou not felt that every note I ever wrote was inspired by you t And nowalas

! you laugh at me, and my heart is broken V'
'

f„ril^'^'*^i^ ^fv^\^.' 'f
^^^ ?*"* *™« gently stroking the hair from hisforehead, and rolling his languishing eyes in such a melancholy fashionttat Mana hardly knew whether she felt most inclined to laugh or tocnrShe rose, lay both her little hands on his shoulder, and with a ^vitTrf

• '^'^f^J^^"^ "^^ "^Pth of voice befitting a grandfather, she »kid r" ^
"

iA.. fW "*' '*^'\*ri«|?<'' ,1 »™ "ot laughing at' your confession, but at the

t^J^l f°"
""^ ^

"^V"^^
^^^' ^ °"^ »'»'» ^^«- I do not pretend notto find that amusing. I am your friend ; but more than frien^hip I can-not give you—It IS impossible." ^ ^^

" You cannot mean that you do not know what it is to love 1"
' It may be, dear Bellini

! At all events I have never tried to knowaS T? '"^- w^'P' ^^^^ '^'^^^ »«'.,'^ Malibran when I was but

hat t 'J ^Tlf ^'P "'t ""^^J"' J-'y "^ I ^^"'^ ^'«« »g»i°- Per-haps It sounds heartless; but at least I am truthful. You say you have

^tf^r pSTT'""''"!'
'N''™'^'^--; -d yet not exacVy for me!but for Pasta

;
however, I owe almost all I am to these two roles. YourmuMc u, so dear to me, so dear, so sympathetic, it seems to spring straight

Iw in^ Z"^
heart-an echo of every emotion. Therefore I well belifve

^hZT "'" '**"'" r '^i'''^'* ^ '"^'^ '^^ ^°^°^^ 70° ^th deepestgratitude as my master and my friend ; but art is not the whole of We
although It makes so great a part of mine. So let us remain as we areall m all to each other—m art"

" And nothing in life 1 Reflect again, Maria ! " pleaded Bellini

in ev^ry to^^"^"
'°°°'^'" something of real manliness spoke

^_^|_Consider well what you are saying. You are giving me unbearable

She smiled, and rising, crossed to the mantel-shelf on which stood a

.tTw^^'^^ir '^«'^
^""''^i

^°''^'- '^"'^^8 " f"''" *»>« ^"^e she held
It towards Bellmi, saying: "Look well at this fraxinella; it is a mostlovely plant. When in full bloom, in May and June, an aromatic, inflam

^.^ C rr" "°?''\^^ fl°^«'. "t night enclosing it in a circle of

hl?d iti:?! /°.K 22«" ^. "!*' *••* "^'^ (Malibran struck a match andheld It close to the fraxmelk the gas becomes instantly ignited, but with-out mjury to the flower." ' ^ -^vi, um, wiux

And in r^ity the burning circle went out after a moment or soleaving it as fresh, as beautiful as before.
'

"And thus, cher ami, is the love of a man, therefore youi's also. Theheart of a man also has its season of bud and blossom, ils May and June

f^t£n!;!T.KT'°r''!°^
'^^° '* ^""^ ""* » marvellous, quickly, ignitedfragnmce-that is love's longing. And if it approaches tcw^near Ihe light,

onnL^!^°T ' T^' ^'"P"!"^* »>nn,an heart, it takes fire, longing i;

^«Tr!?
"" Its own flames, and one say^ ' He loves.' But when the^LiM burned away the flower blooms on as before in the natural, quiet liihtof every day existence." ^ *

S.J^^'^'^n-^^ '^'^>'' ^"8''' "^^ "^^^ " P'»y*"l K^o^^ shook theflower in Bellini's faca But he only sighed, and answered sadly

:

We are not plants, Maria. If fragrance be the so«} of a aa^t,y It
—

may well come and go without harm to the plant The soul of a flowed is

r^o J""? " .u
"°'°,o'*^. ^^ immortal, too, his noblest emotions,

inH i^ "^ horn m the soul Love is the fragrance of the human heart^ Witd!""""*
""^ **^'' **'''* '*^°* '^^^^ ^"^ ^'^ "'^ i«**^

." ^' ^1' ^^^\ one does not die of love, and neither will yon ' " '

.„. :^ u^ ,

At least as long as you do not love anyone else," he

aX ^TIk Y^ ^' ,^^T "J^^^^y-
'^'^ "^^^ effeminacy came unpleas-antly to the fore "Should you ever love another it would be my ruin

hap'Jy r *" ^°" ^*^^ ^"^ ^ **° •"** "^""^^ y°" °"^ '^'^ »"
Maria grew pale, and there swept over her a feeling of unaccountable

iTid 1\""^T *"
^r^"^

** ^^ ^*^ .pprfhension
; the n2she had shaken off the unwelcome emotion.

" The rain is to blaine for all this ! " she cried merrily ; " such weather
18 very depressmg to the nerves, is it noti"

Our Star and Genius sat for a moment in silence, then suddenly Mariaopened the piano and commenced to sing-. Spanish song^ne of her

!hlllh,^^
" '"'' ^"*''* " *^* •'""'ner^ies ov^ the roL of

BENIATB THI OODS.

.™iS* T* '**^ f'»'^ne came again over the Ugunes. The heavens
smiled, and many human hearta smiled ahw. Madame Malibran walkedon the piazzetta surrounded by a crowd of admirers. FoUowing a suddenmipulse she entered the Church of St Mark. She shivered l,ming out
of the warm sunshme into the cold shadows of the aisles. Her mind^rew
pensive and lost itself m muring,. She looked up to the immortal m^Zofthe oupoh, where .he .aw the colossal St Mark, borne aloft on the
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" So must love carry one to heaven,'' she murmured ;
" the love that

Bellini spoke of yesterday."

She looked again at the mosaic and saw the chosen ones of God, in
white raiment and riding on white steeds, lose themselves in the rays of

the crown that hung from the centre of the cupola, like swans in the fiery

rays of the sun-rise. " So must happiness carry one to heaven," she mur-
mured again. Strange thoughts were in thp heart of our little Maria.
Had her soul reached its meridian 1 Is its fragrance ready to lighten at a
touch. Above her she saw two angels flying towards each other ; one in

tbe green robe of hope, the other in the blue robe of faith ;

beside her she saw the handsome, proud face of a man whose eyes were
fixed upon her with an expression at once penetrating and imperious. Lay"
in these eyes the flame that was to fire her loving heart 1 He was intro-

duced to her as Monsieur de Beriot, the renowned violinist

FLAHBS.

At last love had entered the trembling, childish heart of our little

Maria : love for the handsome, proud, overbearing man—an artist like
herself—De Beriot. He did not woo, he won her ; and she gave into his
keeping her glowing southern soul and became his wife.

Bellini had borne his love in sentimental, melancholy fashion as long
as she had remained devoted to her art hut from the moment of her
marriage he became the prey of a most intense jealousy, grew irritable and
impatient of all society. Whenever he met Maria there was at once
menace, reproach and despair in his look. And Maria laughed no more

;

for now she knew what love was ; its bitter and its sweet She trembled
beneath Bellini's gaze, in his presence, as at a wrong ; and, full of presenti-
ment of coming evil, she avoided him. And strange to say this reproachful
gaze, this foreboding seemed to creep into his music. When she heard it

her heart was seized with nameless fears, with emotions painful in the
extreme ; and she sang his operas no more. She sang exclusively the music
of Rossini ; the parts of Ilosina, Desdemona, Ninetta ; also Fidalma in
Cimarosa's " Maltrimonio Segreto "—in fact in anything rather than " Nor-
ma," " Sonnumbula," " Romeo"—Romeo with his heart-rending plaints of
love. If her audience insisted upon hearing that of " Romeo " she sang
that of Vaccay. •

This was a death-blow to BellinL He found it bitter indeed that she
dbould have proved untrue to him, but that she should prove untrue to his
genius, to his music ! That indeed was more than bitter, it was unbearable.
He heard of it first in Paris. Late one summer evening some one handed
him a programme proclaiming the desertion of his old friend. He sat at
the piano. Twilight drew near and folded in its dark and tender embrace
the wearied man and a faded laurel-wreath that lay beside him. Only
over his head there played for a moment one last long gleam of sunlight

—

the day's farewell, the Alpine-glow of genius, the first ray from the dawn
of heaven!

INKXTINOUISHABLK.

Bellini was dead. But before he died he sent a last message to Maria.
With tremblii^ hand he had written :

" Man is not a fraxinella, for both
his love and his pain are immortal !

"

Yes, his pain also. Maria now knew that this was true since she too
loved in vain. When she married the man she loved she woke to find that
her fame and her fortune were her only attractions in De Beriot's eyes.
He had sat at the feet of Sontag—implored her to be his wife, and when
rfie rejected him had then vowed :

" Bien, if not Sontag, then it shall be
Malibran!"

Just a year later, on the same day, at the same hotw, Maria Malibran
died in Manchester. The fragrance of her soul had killed the flower.
The day of her death was "cold, and dark, and dreary;" a dense fog
brooded over all things, and the rain fell sadly and monotonously in the
empty streeta But far away in Spain the sun's beams shone brightly on
the fraxenella blossoms, and the birds sang their blithest and sweetest
w>ngs. Such is love ! Rkn.

THE SCRAP BOOK.
•N

> AMERICANS JUDGED FROM THEIR NOVELS.

The most interesting point in Americaa stories is their illustration
of the position and education of women, at this moment one of the
iOiportant questions of the world. In what direction ought it to be
developed 1 Is the American model a success—a lead which it is desirable
to follow out ? Do the results of the independence—the almost absolute
choice allowed them, of where they will go, and what they shall do and say
7—tend to the happiness or the best development of the species t

Take the question of marriage for instance ; many of th^ stories might
have been written to show how much there is to say for the old world
habit of allowing the parenta a large voice in the choice of a husband. No
French mariaga de amv&nemce, indeed, could have done worse than the
young ladies do for themselves in " Washington Square," in Howells' " A
Modem' Instance," and in the " Portrait of a Lady," ete. At least it

would be thought that their prominent position in America would have
ftved women from the vice of husband-hunting; but the manner in which
MiM Victoria E>are in " Democracy " pursues and captures Lord Dunbeg,
in which Maicia in " A Modem Instance " forces that " poor cheap Kirt of
ereatare " Hubbard to marry her, ia not exactly maidenly.

With r^ard to the older women, the type ia given with curious same-
nen, of the matrons, aunt., mothers, elderly couointk Limp, flaccid,

nerreleai, with all the aptitudes of a polypus for adhering to anything and
anybody, and .nddng oat aU the h^p and .ostenaaoe^ey require—this

is repeated so often that it must be a common character. The mother in
" Daisy Miller " and " A Foregone Conclusion," the aunt in " Washington
Square," ete., may be classed as " fool, fooler, foolest "—but it is only a
question of degree. They go abroad with their daughters and nieces,
utterly ignorant of art, of history, without interest in scenery and even in
people. To see "the convent in which Byron studied the Armenian
language preparatory to writing his great poem in it" is given as the soli-
tary bit of literature which Mrs. Vervain starts with on her travels in Italy.

Why they jfravel no mortal can explain, as they enjoy nothing, and
would apparently be happier in watering-places and hotels at . home.
Mothers and daughter unattached alike thrust themselves into positions
where, according to the received customs of Europe (which, whether wrong
or right, are no sealed books to the heroines who always study English and
French povels), they are misconstrued and iU-looked upon ; as, for example,
in the French pension where the Frenchmen of Mr. James suppose that
they are made love to by the American heroine.

Is it a proof of the wisdom brought about by the independent attitude
of the American girl that she feels herself capable of resolving every
problem, and deciding on every action, from the- slender stock of her own
experience ? The girls are depicted as ignorant and uninterested in every-
thing on earth and in heaven ; and although in the " Confessions of a
Frivolous Girl" she is said to have "learnt English, French, German,
Italian, physics, Latin, botany, art ()), geology, astronomy, and meta-
physics," it is evident that she was (-perhaps fortunately) able to leave
school without having imbibed the smallest particle of information con-
cerning any of them. She observes casually about a lecture on Spenser,
" not Mr. Herbert Spencer, as I always thought."

Upon such stocks of vacuity they undertake to do everything, And to
decide all questions with an aplomb of ignorance utterly startling. In " A
Foregone Conclusion " the young lady takes lessons from a young Italian
priest, much addicted to mechanical pursuits ; she comes to the conclusion
that he is not sufficiently " pious " for a priest f^id forthwith decides, off-

hand, that he ought to leave the Catholic Church ; after which step she and
her mother (the usual fool whom the American mother is held to be)
promise to take him with them to America, and launch him in a new life !

He accepts the offer with joy, and they are just about to start when she
discovers that the man is in love with her, and that he hopes on giving up
his career to be free to marry ; upon which she flings him over immediately,
shows her horror of the very idea, and leaves him with scarcely a word of
self-reproawih. The donnee is a very difficult one, and the picture of the
gentle, pure-minded, unworldly, inexperienced, child-likfi man is extremely
touching and delicately done. He is friendless and hopeless ; his uncle, an
old Canonico, gets hold once more of him ; in his bitter misery he returns
to his Catholic allegiance, and dies in a very short time of misery (and
fever). Miss Florida is apparently troubled with no remorse for what she
has done, and indeed when she returns to Venice, married to a moat odious
Yankee, she is made to observe, " I know that I was not to blame !

" She
has thrust her ignorant hasty finger into the most sacred regions of a man's
heart his religion and his love, and having brought havoc and death there,
is quite unconscious of the cruelty and cool impertinence of undertaking
such a task, or of the miserable poverty of her own knowledge for the
purpose. The elements of deep tragedy are in the situation, if either the
girl had become conscious of her sin, or the writer had been conscious of it

for her, and had marked the contrast between her shallow self-sufficient
conduct occupied only with herself and her own interests, and the deep
feeling she was trifling with in this airy fashion ; but Mr. Howells rather
seems to applaud her.

—

Americans Fainted by Themselves, in the Contem-
porary Eevieu}.

'

AUVAJITAmg OF ENOiaKD:

No one denies that England is wealthy, but people are apt to
forget that wealth does not mean only a big balance at the bankei-s, and
a huge rent roll Much more is included in national wealth, and as
so much, forcibly reminding one of the " Groans of the Britons " when
they petitioned Rome to help them against the Picts and Scots, has been
said about our perils and, infirmities, it may be well to call attention to
some of our advantages. Though the revenue of the country no longer
increases by leaps and bounds, it does grow steadily and by no means
slowly. The productive power of the people shows always an increasing
ratio per inhabitant »nd in this respect we move faster than other European
nationa In the middle of the last century we were fighting for leave to
navi^te the ocean freely. Now, we appear to be absorbing the whole
carrying trade of the world, chiefly because by the skill and good manage-
ment of our seamen fewer men do the same work. Not far from sixty per
cent of the water carriage of the world is performed by ships sailing under
the British flag, and of these between seventy-five and eighty per cent are
steamers. Population is growing at the rate of about one million in three
years, and the people eat more than twice as much meat per head as is the
average for European nationa. Anxiety is sometimes shown as to the
meat supply in case of war, but we actually produce enough in Great
Britain to supply all the needs of the people if calculated on the scale of
consumption in France or Germany. We import only the excess which
the beef-fed Briton insista on consuming. The average net income per
inhabitant is sixteen per cent higher thiui in the Unit^ States, and more
than double the European average. The number of paupers gradually but
surely declines ; the saving banks show a rapid increase in the hoarded
capital of the working classes even in Ireland. Compared with the earning
of-the country taxation is much lower than the European average, and, if

account could be taken of the blood tax paid in person by continental
nation., with its influence on progress, the result would be startling. The
birth-rate ia increaring, th« death-rate diminiahing. The national debt ia

^ i
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comfort to anybody, we1 perpetSfad^:
increasing. And, if this be f

Above all, our people have the i^flf ^^k ".« annexation to annexation,
emphatic denuncLion of polWcal Inn.

'''/^ which permit, the most
which holds all doctrines from nifT^-

"*"•.
''"I

^^^ "^"«'»»« "»'«rty
respect, allows one mant pr" e^^lh? '*'^t f^,«l'?

'« »'°>o«' equal
and another to preach th^ Gosoel ^ '^.'^''^t'"' highly developed afms,
PoTtnighOy Re2u, ^^ according to tha_SaJ^tion Armf-

[OofoBiB 33rd, 18M.

VBOBTARIANISM.

n'lr.:::nle*manTtyTL''wrh1r^
and, neglecting vegetables, do

a diet cheaper than^mrrandls llrblT ^ T'^^ '^ "^ *« P^^-^^
vegetarians who have been banquetlT^ t„*°H

" "'^°«"- '^''^^«'°'« *he
vegetables have rendered a sSbu^^.'^"'' "'^^^ T^ ^^ "^^^^ ^i^h
should create prejudice aeainst th«^'.»l ^'^^ P'*^ *^' ^""e of them
talk about the iimngTZ^^trlo^'' %'" '^^'' ^^ nonsensical

- according to certain scientiste the veSLh^t >
^7 ^^"^ '^^ ^^^^ '^at

may-be demonstrated to futurell /•
^*\'"''' P*'''"'P» ^^inks ? It

susceptible of tender LotiotTndXTfh^^^^^ '^' blushing carrot is

due to a well-rfeasoied aveS t^ tSwi^tj '""^u^?^" °* ^''^ truffle are
above ground. But aJaTn everj^^'lh^" ^ "

''^^ ""''''^^
never condemn a potato to bo^fn/wfhw/''"^'''' animalcute, and we
Httle creatures who ma7be3rl tit „ t"^'^'"'^

*" '^'^'} '^''^^^^ °f
The truth is, all nature lives and Zmfn t ""T "" ^^^ '°^»'«' ''^ his.

inglife will find his task a^fficuutLTh . ""k"''^
eat without destroy-

help of a microscope. However Irmav h "^l' '' ^"""^^^y ^'^h the
vegetarians without takfngtheir orLb^^s

borrow dishes from experienced
extent, because nature h^ made us ^r^vorf'^'K""! u""'*

^'^ "^ "^"^^
also we find ourselves thrbetter for ktdn. '. m' ^'.'^ g^minivorous
-our interior economy t^^nte^^^r'eZf^'^X' ^ ''"^' ^^

THB LIFE OF AN B.VOINE DBIVEB

pTiir;^S^^rz l^'r^^^^r -r-<^'^- - that which
driven an express train for twentv^nZ*' V"".. ^^^ P^" °* ""^ ^^o has
this typical spokesman of a Sjr'to inartf. I .

^."""^ '^' P«"°^'" ^^^s
my engine run off the rails and down In k' "l'^'

" ^ have twice had
result of bad sigoallin.. Iht crlnl^ , T'""*^"'^"*.

°ne collision the
cases the engine fame off the ra 'and nfent 'f

*""''.? ""''«' ">«' '« »"
will not trouble you with." AdveAt^ri^i ^-."^ ""''"^''

^''^"K^ '^hich I
tures at sea, but as all who cr^tT ^ ""' "^^ "^ exciting as adven-
and tempest with^he JlorsThe latt^rT" ""r'

"''"' "^^ ''«^' "^ «torm
than the perils which tZ eng neiriver ^ndX fi°^But what a suggestion it is that d^w u , f""^"*" ^""^ *<> ^ace alone.
doing journeyf"on thVL^tXl If we^t'^^K^''/^

'°^ *>?- ^''^'^ "^^
soon be compelline the Hom« q»-.,^ .

P' **•** principle we shall
or the SecreLy fi WartoclT :^^Pr * "^ght on a cam.1 bo^t^
to Kartoum. We arfhIrSyS fo"r t

W^ T"^ '*^"'''^« *"^ ^"^^ ^'^
Budget. ' "P® ^""^ that—as least not yet.—Pall Mall

-kinrhSr «kk'aX^'TheVa ^f'th"^ A ^1^ '"^'^ ' ^""'""'''^
CoMrt«r.'

* members of the Canadwn press.—5o»to«

perslL^tmit1rpiUS!rd\J?nfth''° '"^ ^««'- The number of
Scott Act is not the kwTn Huro^ ve?] '•^"'fu'""

"^^'^y'^^en. The
fifty-eight committals. There are^Hoo'''^*^" ^^' ^''^'^ '^^^ but

_r6.000 in Huron. Wh ^II"!!^^^^^!^,^'^"'^ ^^^'^

-./S'^ofl^dSrd^^^^^^^^^ IHsh people that
very weU the immorality of their d^trine^ S!v

'^'!*^'"^- ^^7 know
own property rights against Z^^^ 'rS ^f^ TT"" ''^ '^''''

demands; but agitation and orJ^ k •
defiance of the labourers'

the old r^nt, they^irdZ in theZe ^T^ "^"^ *''«'" » l'""-*^'
"«

will eventually o'btain tfe ^st'^a^k^CX*"'' "' "°" "'^«

tc^"^^^ tSS^o rgr'^t.f is'^^^'te-^nr "r-P-ries. can
city in Canada. Let us oompa,^W ZSTf^'.v'"" ""* "^ -"^^ '^^ding
Toronto. Toronto's pop^Zn ac^iZTl V^^ ^*- ^'^^ ^'"> *hat of
just closing was 99.131 her n.^«^ ^i ^ *^* assessment for the year
6.145. Ottawa's l^t aim'lnt sho^

''*'"° " ^^^'^^^^ « mcre^ „
new assessment a popSn o 1Sm '.nPfPl^''*'"'' ?' 27,646, and he*
Though the percentage of bcrewe duS f^ ^.^ '"i"°'"«^°' 3.146.
yet that for Ottawa ^ 1 1 34 irTo^ /T* f F^*" y**' '°'" Toronto is 5. 1 9,
jOUaux. Free Frees '

"""*^ *^°""« *hat of the Queen Oity.-l

butSpe^XtS^gslf^^p^^^t'"Hir °' ^-^-l-t-n has
always entertained t^wSdlthelS^^\*^'r''f\^* "^^ ^'ovince
nents of the schemes in 1867 W J^V°^J«**»°'« t*ken by the oppo-
predictions and propTeoi^ of ii 5vL?~?^ '^'^^

"f
"^^ '«**«• ^

as the structure of a cb^,^ Th^^l^
have proved as foundationJess

bright pictares of futuT^tnl^nl "r* °^t T""^ *** remember the
and writers when presenti^th^^heme totC ^ '^?'^^ ""'"^ °~t°"
with the sad reaUti^g of fur nS^nt !Lv ^'^^'^ ^ho oontn«t them
amazement that men^uld^ r^mnl^ u'l,"''?^*"'* » feeling of
advocates were.-^a«/r,,J^^^^^haUuou»t«l - thei

accomplished by couriZ Sdem^fH"" T^^
a battlefield what can be

been due to faults morf paHo^bTeln tH r^' .K^''"'^ '"t"^
^'"'"^ '* has

leading against overwhe^^mT^T^ds t^ the^J " '°* "thers-to reckless
contempt of tactics. It yidds to n^ 1l.^ !^.'*^ P"""'*' °' *° *he
achievementa Well disci^ln^ well t^in!^

"*
f'' T"** '^'^ <>* '*«

m personnel and »«./<,ria/, imbued Sh t^«Tf'.
• -T*"

'»°°nted, perfect
that, owing to the paucit; oTite numt™ aS"

'P'"'' '* ""'°''* '^ '^^''^^'l

component parts, and to the abZ^^f consequent weakness of its

campaign, perfecTly inefficieS^-^^rri^i'X^ " "^ '"' "^ ^''"'P-"

yr^ofGot"Sl;^d°Sd?n^hT^^^^^^^^ -ii'^r
^'--^ -^^ «>«

redoubled effort in behalf of the vindi^af- Z^'"'* -""'^ ^''^ incentive to
ment against corrupt pulses andS ?*

'"^Sf.?"'^
'"^ ?»•'"<' ^''^e'-

it has been from the Enb„ of t^l
^'°- ?* '^'^""'^ '«'»»ins as

wing of the democratic poSandT"'"^''"'* *« ^^^ « *he right
hopeful and the fiercl' tD Save 1T3 'S '^"'^ '^^ ^ *»>« ™-t
Missouri, West Virginia DelawLtl^ v */^t°'»' '^o'ea in the South,
York and New Jei!^y aid^^rother oS"^'*^^- '^f^

'"""* *»»-« ^e^
New York, r JeLv P^nlf- . ^^r ^^'^ '«»' ^ght will come in
New York the DemS Sr^n""'.^'^ ^^'J*^ .™ ^^'^i*-'' "^

LoRn «?. , ,=„„ 7 ^^—Sprxngfield Republican.

at MrhLi^Hnd^' ,1-^?/ rur:^'i*sf
-^-'^ ^^'•^ ^^--^

x°"?hift^^™£E=""^^^^^^^^^^^
hundreds of demonstrations s^rtheS^:f"^^^^^ ?^'« '"^^ '-«'' -«'
servatives can only point to tw^or th^^ Parliament, and the Con-
attained to any par'^cuW m^Tud, "^ThTh^th'^ ^''^'f^^

"''''='•

their opponents; they threwToen th«v7^ I ^*. """^ facilities as
and secured spec al t^ins If chin * ^l^ organized grand picnics,
attract the mLes. Whleupot Lord^?'^* '^^^ ^*^''"j^ ^^""^^ ^
to his audience at Glasgow tW»„°K ^''^'"^7 '»"" «und and declares
pool Mercury. ^ **^* "'""''«"

""«»'» JUst nothing at B.ll.-Liver-

,^t:etltp1L*;\;tTCr .-'•-hsurround our childrenP from many 'of the 'wj^ of fhl^^h Je' h^^r^ '°"'"' °' y°"'''' **
for evil in the shape of corrnot lit^-^fT,

has grown up a great power
generally exhausts iSelfirSesSnT-d '"'*'r,'^' "^ *^
printed wickedness were soldiS moTthan f. T^^'r^i " *'"'°«'' "^
tales of young persons depicted T^m!^ °k ° "^"'^ ^""^ goody-goody
inefficient as moral pabulum for ^h'T^'" "'l''^

*™ "^^ deplol^J
Sawyer " and " Peck^Bad Bov "Ta V "'V",*'^

^"""^ hooks a^ " Tom
and they may also show Se^^Z^^'*"/ '¥ ^'e/efess of their authors,
the boy with some good impuCs and

^"'^'""='.«« »/ 'he uncivilized boy-
unexpectod place-baTthTSch^ ' occas.ona flash of humanjty inan
that can be Lid for such Ck^!^^?it^

essentiaDy vicious The best
-FhUadelphia Record.

"' '* " * P'*^ *hey were ever written.

of jlmeTa^Bl^nr« aT:;id::tK:tT" '"''
'''T'^ --- '^^

himself. It is a fact notSne^lV^^Jt^'^.^'"^ °* * *»«>'^«« ""an
elected President, or even^Sy Znl^^T^' ^'^^ """^^^ 7^* been
had been money-making iTe mo!^ ^ '

^^°^' "^'^^ P""*^' « We
surroundings, the moi^satSL ^n^h^ """it"*""

^^^«'« career and
executivTXe would te Tor th^fi«ttt?T ^* " 5« ^^'^ «Ie<=t«d the
firm, of which Blain would be the hl^

admmistered as a business by a
that the annual net pr^fite woufd%ir J° "^^'^'^" either, Ld
by a single concern, not excTptS the^.^ ^.^/^'^l

'*^'' ^"^ ever made
be in the fact tha

, unHk^tho Lktlf^ "f'l^, ^^ «^* ^"'"^ *o«ld
Valley Mines, no <4pita wotld £ nl??^ ^"^'^ '^^ ^^^ Hocking
steady and su;e that tCprlfite mtht S^'^'*

the returns would be sS
of at the end of the year.-^. r^Tofiot. "^ *^ beginning instead

with WlongSp^!?; "intw*'Deri^;^.'l'*''^ i°',
'.*' ^'^ ""* 'd^'-ce

but, at the present rate of adva„L'Tt1'^ Jf ^""tl^L
<"'"• ^-^^yiWy / -

will arise faster than old ones are done aL ^?*^^ 'hat new anomalies
reforming scholars, so far from r^n.^ {•' ""

u""*^""
^°"^ 'hat the

hardly be able to keep it in;ZrSTr7 "^hography, wiU
reformers themselves do not3 Ike n«J'

^"*.''«'''°^'e ,t is said that the
of an article for publi^Uon^uld ^vlT '^f ?' *=°""«' 'he writer
the " hardness of hear?'' of lb reader A^

orthography, because of
private letter, to write the addrLS'W """^r

°"«*"
S*''

«^'"' '° »
than suspected that even in hHrivarnntf^ "T*,.

.^"' '' « "">«
under his own eye, and in whiS. h« !^

note-book, which is to come only
his own conscie/ce the avera

'

refLr,'''^" r""*^"* **» *^« '^'^'^'es o^
in public, he denoi^ces.-^^^r.^XX' '"^ "''''og^Phy which,

the?ru"em";i£ro" I'Sudit^I^^^^^'^ Salisbury'. "P^h upon
the Franchise BUI. Kier^fi

attached by the Lords to thHassinJof
and it was open tt supplt^bt ^^t'h

''•'^»-'
* ^^i'tribu'^tionXl,

Bill to be «:tually pa^by the OoZ. 1 1^°":^ the Jiedistribution
to look at the FVanZe BUI ifi^^^rrJ^'"^ '^"^ ""^ condescend
bm so soon as the second bil ftti^Lil '^»^..^ '^'^ "^'^ '^ ««*
intention, it cerUinly throw, i^f^^,.." *^ '^ 'heir originia
imbeciUty of the couUls ^ wh^oh ^v !l"^"iL''~'°'°''°'* *^« ^^'
mere draft of the Bill they i«ve fifeSZ^-^ «"'''"*^ ^"^ i" 'he
which the BUI wUl takethi^tlitdrtr'nli.''^*^'^'^*'*^
Stone months ago. We cannot 2^woi^t^tti^jT'^^.^i'-^the Idle pretence of Lord SalisburyS^hTJ^i^ ''^

'.** *«^* »*">•
Franchise BUI upon the mere .pZ^n^^ a7^ tj^' *o psm the
—Mcmehester Weekly TimeT

*^**'"*^ «« tfce draft RediatribuUon BUI
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BOOK NOTICES.

Sklbctionb FROM TH»PoiwioAL Works of A. C. Swinburne. Edited by
K. H. Stoddard. New York : Thojnas Y. Crowell and Co.

^f;u''j''.K""**''^..'°*°y'''^ *° *°«''«'' *<"•- but the one which has
possibly had the most disastrous effects upon society at large is his habit

Xi^'lf ^f-^'d'^^y language to express far-fetohed and morbid ideas.Like aU other crazes this one has myriads of imitators who, without Swin-

^^? ^l?"' t t'^P* *?.
^^°*''* ^"^"^ ^"^'••''g^ •>> Swinbumian phrasewith a result only too well known. Mr. Stoddard, in editing this collec-

tion, very wisely disclaims any idea of calling Swinburne a "great "
poet.No man could be that who deliberately chooses to exalt ifisiidusness

Iwfore purity, and to proclaim his unblushing " worship of folly " A
striking testimony to the lack of moral worth in Swinburne's work is to be

tZl")h! L^^^r^^^tiTT*'."*^'- ^'^^'^^i in his preface, that,though the poet has published a dozen volumes or more, he " has writtenno hue that lingers m the memory, and has uttered nothing that resembles

LTh thfnV.; 'a' V.
?*" ""^ '^ ' «'^** P*^* ^ho is not a wise and

solid thmker and whose language 13 not large and direct." Such words

1TZ^^\^ competent a source-from a gentlemen avowedly disposed
to see Swinburne at his best-are indeed severe, but will be endorsed bytheayerage reader. Mr. Stoddard is to be complimented upon his judicious
selection in the first large coUection of poems by this author yet published,having expurgated-as far as was possible without making the volume a
characteriess one-the poems most redolent of offences against common
decency The extracts from " Laus Veneris » (suppressed soon after i^, was
written) are the best portions of that unhealthy production. "Mary
n*"^ k1 "f*''™"^ PV'J' "^ extenso, that poem being, it is thought, one
of the ablest and worthiest poems by the erratic prototype of Mar owe."Atlanta m Cjdydon," " Erectheus," " Chastelard," and " Bothwell," are

I^«> *lt ^f 7°'"'^ is handsomely printed and bound, and ha., a
portrait of the poet for a frontispiece.

The Fate of Mansfield Humphebtb. '

A Country Doctor. •

In the Tennessee Mountains.

Messrs Houghton, Mifflin and Co., of Boston, are the publishers of these
three novels, the first by Richard Grant White, the second by Sarah Ome
Jewett, and the last by Egbert Craddock. The latter gentleman's book
has gone into a fourth edition, a fact not difficult to understand, since his
style is quaint and original and his narratives of Southern life are in theMture of a revelation. Mr. Grant's book is already well known inAmenca—better known thu liked in some quarters. The plot is neither
novel nor elaborate, bat running through the whole,there ia a curious
endeavour to prove that our neighbours are not such exceeding Philistines
after all—a position recalling, qui s'excuse. As the novel is prefaced byan apology to Lord Lytton and foUowed by an extended and somewhat
involved apology to Americans for its existence, Mr. White's first book of
ftction u on the whole a curious and interesting production. " A Country
i)octor during the past summer, has thorougly established itself as a
favourite m the States, and wUl probably attain a mflch wider popularity
If Miss Jewett has a fault, it ia that she is so very much in earnest in
teaching a higher life " that her book becomes almost a pamphlet.

In Partnership. -

Stories by American Authors. Vol. vl
~

',

" —
Queer Stories fob Boys and Girls. .

Three books of story fro» the house of Oharies Scribner's Sons: New

—

York, and to be had from William Briggs, Toronto. The first-named is
the joint production of Brander Matthews and H C. Bunner-in itself a
sufficient guarantee for the interest of the collection. Vol. VI of

«T?"T°* ^'"*"<=*" Authors"—a series in imitation of the plan of
lales from Blackwood," but drawn from a larger field—has six first-class

novelettes. Mr. Eggleston's " Queer Stories" is a collection of fairy tales
told m a happy vein, and calculated to entertain without enervating the
youthful mind.

LiM AND Labour in the Far West. By Henry Barneby. London.
Pans and New York : Cassell and Company.

"Being notes of a tour in the Western States, British Columbia.
Manitoba, and the North-West Territory. With specially prepared
map showing the author's route." Mr. Barneby thinks the future pros-
perity of British Columbia must be derived from its mineiW' resources
though he says m another place that the climate is exceUent in its way
and speaks of it as " the place of all others to which a small British
farmer should emigrate." He passed rapidly through the North-West
and does not speak in glowing terms of what he saw. In his opinion
some steps should bo taken to insist upon Tree planting, and though he saw
plenty of fertUe soU he was evidently unfavourably impressed by the
exceeding length of the winter. Mr. Bameby's book gives a large amount
01 information in an unpretentious style.-

CHESS.

^All oommu.nioa»o,» inUr^ for tHi, ^artment ,KouUl „. a^re^^a - C,^„ Editor.'
otlca of TbbV/kzk, Toronto.

PROBLEM No. 63.
Compfcraod for Thb Week by Jno. MoGrogor,

Toronto Chess Club.

BLACK.

B^
it

JLB

PROBLEM No. sa.

, TOUBNKT PBOBLBH NO. B.

Motto :—" Lnoipium DupUx"
BLACK.

WHITB.
White to^lay and mate in two moves. Whits to play and mats in three moves.

AN8WEBS TO CORBE8PONDENT8.

the L''g.^
'
^'""°">-f•»"« "»" »t *at position again. Think you are mistaken as to

GAME No. 26.

ama^^rat^'e^XoVKT' " "" ""^"^ """" °"''- ^'""""' «"-'• "-^o-'" -<>"
From the Brooklyn Chest Chroniclt.

(Bemove White's Qneen's Kt.)

WTiiU.

Mackenzie.

1. P K 4
a. Et KB3
3. PQ4
4. Kt takes K P
5. B q B 4
a. Castles
7. BK3
a B takes B
9. £t takes B P

Black.

Amatenr.

P E4
KtQB3
Et takes Q P
Kt K3
Kt K B 3
B q B4
Kt takes K P (a)
K Kt takes B
E takes Kt

White.

Mackenzie.

10. Q B 5 ch
11. P K B 4
la. Q B 6 ch
13. P B 5
14. P B a
15. P takes Kt dbl oh
le. R B 8 oh
17. P tks Kt iQ) ch
18. Stakes Q Pch

Black.

Amateor.

K to Bl
P K Kt 5 (b)
Kt to Kt
P Q 4
Kt K3 •

K Ktl
Kt takes B
Q takes Q
and wins.

NOTEa
(o) B takes B woulikhave been better.

(6) The very move Whit; oould have wished for.

GAME NO.J7.

Played between the late Prof. Anderssen and Herr HiUel, of Breslau.

(Prom the Brooklyn Clutt CTimicte.)

White.

Anderssen.

1. PK4
2. Kt K B 3
3. P q B 3

_L.BqKta
5. Kt takes K F
6. Kt takes B
7. Caatles
S. P K B 3
0. KBl

10. P Q 4

Black.

HilleL

PK 4
KtqB3
pq4
P takes K Jt-

Bemove White's q's Kt.

B q 2 (a)

Q takes Et
Castles
8 B4oh
P K 6, , -

Q K 3 ({>)

White.

Anderssen.

II. BKl
13. P takes Et
13. q q B a

-M; q 1) takes P
15. Q B q 1

16. B K Kt 5
17. q K B 5 ch
18. R takes R ch
19. B K 8 mate (d)

Black.

HUleL
Kt takes q F
B takes P
BKt3

qii4
Q. K4 ,

q takes q
K takes K

(c)

NOTES.

(a) q q 4 Is the proper defence.

(») Black plays part of this sparkling little game ingeniously enough, but, unfortunately
for him he collapses just at the critical moment

(0) Before attacking the Bishop Black ought to have brought out his E Kt That be didnot do so, however, is not to be regretted, as he furnishes the professor with an opportunity for
getting m one of his startUng and brilliant endings.

(<I) A little gem by Paul Morphy against the Duke ol Brunawlok and Count Casabancia
has a somewhat similar ending.

v-"»«~ua»

OTHER BOOKS KBOEiySD,
OOHOKBTED PbIOBS.

Labouk Yalvi Fallacy.
McClurg and Co.

Thb AuMMTQaiN Lboinds of l^Ew Emqlani*.

^

Boston : Hooghtoh, Mifflin and Go.

By M. L. Sondder, Jr. Chicago : Janson,

By Charles G. Leland.

'" ' CHESS ITEMS.

ToBOMTo has challenged Hamilton for Thanksging day.
A MATCH-Smokers y. Non-Smokem-is to be played to-night, at the Toronto Chess Club.
Thb chess editor of the Buffalo Sunday rimca announces his first Problem Tourney for

two-move problems. Problems to be addressed. SOO Prospect Avenue, and mailed before the
1st of December.

Jf. BosBNTHAL is to yislt Loi^n this month.
Thk Brooklyn ChMi Chronica comes to hand for Ootober filled with the usually weU-

selected news, games and problems.
N«w OM.EAHS Chess, Checker and Whist Club's Annual Tournament is drawing to a close—Mesers. Seguin and WiUcox are leading.
A H»w Chen column edited by Mr. Bohrer has appeared in the St Paul, Jflnn. aio»«.

Weloome. *

A saw Chess and Whist Club has been esteblished at Wilmington. Dal.
Th» Chicago Jfirror 0/ jUnerican Sparta announces its second Problem and Solution

Tourney. The Tourney will be open to the world. No competitor to enter more than five
problems, each of which shaU be a mate in two or three moves. Sealed enyelopes not neees-
sary. Problems to be mailed to K. D. Paterson. P.O. Box 332, Milwaukee, Wis., in time to reaoh
him before February 1st, 1888. There are fourteen prises in tiw Problem Toorue* amnoat.

Juityw., ^V vt Vr

imHi mmsi
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LITERARY GOSSIP.

..K.o^r"'
"7"^'

if
/.'

"*«<*' h" 'x^'n ordered by his physician to takeabsolute rest from all literary labours for several months

.ai^q r'^ri"
'^'^ ^/^wu" ''hen he will, and the appearance of the

AA * o
^'*'"^''''

°T,'

^"t^O'-''. «"°ong the signatures tothe anti-Blainaddress to Connecticut Republicans will interest many people.

is inl^'HL^*'™'''';';.'^*^''''''**''^'""'''''^"'^.
"Three Visits to America,"

IS intended to give the results of her observations in the United Statesregarding the changed position of women in the nineteenth ceX.^

07j3V"*'T!i*'"?„*u*' "^^ ^"*'"*'' "'^« !-*'« and Times of Hon.Oliver Mowat will be published by Hunter, Rose and Co., of Toront^
before^ChriBtmas. The work is the joint authorship of tw,; well-know^

It will"^!!^"''' """"i'^-
1"^^ ^'"^'''"•^ ^'•«''*«''* Men," is announced.It will contain special introductions by Matthew Arnold, Paine Max

- late Dean Stanley, with a general introduction by Ralph Waldo Emerson

forthnZnr°T"'
«***«'°e"t\''aving appeared »s to Lord Tennyson'sforthcoming volume, we are authorized to state that it wiU consist of a

ATn^r''" '""' °^ •"""''''«~''J« '-gt''. on the subject ofTlt-
The latest addition to independent journalism is T/u, Critic, "a literaryand commercial w^kly journal," published in Halifax, N.S., aAd " dev^^

!^k2 fh k"^*" f,
*''", ^""""^ Provinces." The new ;enture S

tteTnfrV '^k!^ T" 'tT.'^t'y printed pages, can scarcely be i.id, by

Xitd^SSnl^^'^'''''
'"' ''^'- ''''^- ^ literary Jxcellenc^ o^

cnntt^^^J- °"k f^ '*T 1P°1? *^ P^* Fontenelle as he stood absorbed in

Fontne leTf 1 \l°"^''^ '''f
P' '"'' '"''^ *« him: "Now, Monsieu^

ItbS •• '
i-""*

*^** ^'°'"
,*^ «'«'•* °* *''««« >nnocent she;p you are

tf^/ "?'™ '^
1 "'.^T-

«*"""* P-^^oral ?
" " Oh, dear no ! " Veplie^

nerb^M. ^^'" °?'^ *5'"'''"« *'"»* °"* "^ "<> ""^ny sheep there wouldperhaps be only one leg of mutton done to a turn !

"

Complaint is properly made against the exhibition of obscene pictures

a^ti^T nt''""'
*'' •»«'"°~!;-n« «ff«ot being noted inTrowS th7;attract; but the same crowd will i,tand and study almost any window

a sman' Jav S'ib "1 " ""1 °"'
f^?^

""""*• ^his is an indfcadon."!a small way of the value a free public art gallery would be to a commuiityas an educating agency.—CAica^o Current
>uiiiumi,y

of bSrmrkintfn'lrr
^.^fi*^ annually through a defective system

*u 7*^r,™»f?g « the Dominion, and until the creamery plan superaedes

the tliin"7 ?"r^ 7^^- *" '^'">*«'^ " • ">«" uniui^rm^tt^:
Fnlll!^ r«%'^''^- \'' % ^"7 Bpeotacle to witne«,, that, whenEngland wants first-lass goods, Canada, as a rule, has only second^lassand poor qualities to give her.-^u^W ChronicU.

^ secona^lass

We maintain that instead of political parties assailing one anotherWuse th« or that government has encoura^ emigration to Cana^ or

wb„ ^Zr^ t '^rtut''^ «""'«™nts has brought in a few hund^I
ZUil t

"
't

.'^'"'^'*' '}.'y »»'onW "^J-^ the fact that th^e

ThrJl 1^ J "TJ^^^'"
expenditure that brin^ such ample returns as

.«u^trj,t'J^r^''\T.°^ '^' *''°^* *'''°kers and most graceful

Stones have not been told and thS^S'ol tt^ ^'mote'f^m^?^

fTniw^ '^^7 °"^^/.*° """^^ " «""»y P^'°"« notes of originalityand power. The Current has secured a series of papers on " The Lnd i
St^te^r"'

^^ ^f ?Tl^- ^''='^^'''> '"*« repre^Sve of the^t^
S^^v aldT" n ^^^°"I'

°^ ^''"»- '^'^' PnWication will be begun

Srrd^ikXfLT^"^
'""'^^ '°°*^ '"^^^'-^-^ ^- •'^-'^'^* -*o'-tfon

FnJ\" ^°°1?^ ^*'^' ^^'' '—" '^^'^^ n^^e' » time when a firstrateEnglMh novelist was more wanted than now. We have Wilkie Collin!for plots. We have Mr. Black for sunsets. We hav^ MrJ Oliptwhose variety IS mexhaustible and whose industry is beyon" ai pS'
ZnuVZ *• ''^°

'"'"''i
*^"" '"' "^'^ "ympathetic emotion T we

wrii T """""i*
forget the lime-light and the spangles. We have Mr

W„^ T 'f*
^'- .^"^"""^ unrivalled p»intel?in miniatui^. We

^s^d ""•
iT^^^''''''""^.."'"'"^'*"^ « Anthony Trollope h^ saij

onf^ Aifd"* „r *''"
^"''l-

**"* "^"^ ''"rid is a singularir-nplea^t

English^ficti::."''"'^'^^™'^"*
°^ ^^*'' --^ «-»> i/our'modem

Whilr Verdi was putting the .finishing touches upon " 11 Trovatore "
he was visited .n h« studio by a privile^ friend, who was onJ^7heablest hving musicians and critics. The latter wks nermittJl tl M.l
over the sco« and try the "Anvil Chorus" onThe pUnS^'wfe
Cd™bb:,*b'"K'"r''1^ ?"'«'• "'f'^'" «^d£connTi^urVerdi rubbed his hands and chuckled. "Now look &t tku .^a tk- j
thia^" he said. " Rubbish !

" The composer :;l°tdei'^^'hStri:^d
'"tL*.^"'^?'i'°y- "^iS* ''° you "mean by such rtrl^Jf iuc^rasked the critical one. " A# dear friend." res^nded the mi^r " I hivebeen composing a 'popular^ opera; in it I resSved to DZreverrSdyexcept the great judges and classiciats like you. Had 1 Xi2 7ou I

SZ '"Tk^'TT^ °° •"«» *'•'«
'
^^' you sfy assures me of^Sei 'in^ree months 'I Trovatort.' wiU be sung, a/d roared, and wkS. andbarrel-organed aU over Italy." And ao it was I

^^ wnnMeo, and

3 appsar

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE AND PRACTICE.
tb. Domtafon of Canada. Bsr John 0«ob«, BorBmoT, Clerk oHh. Hoa« o^Common.. On. Vol., gvo., cloth, 802 p.p. Price 96.

«r...txrrtb:"fo^roTn"
'''° '" '^'"^'^ *" '"'™'- ""> »>"-«- --^-^"y

/'ro™ /A, S/.«*,„ 0/ th. Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of tlu Province
of Quebec.

of Clanaur We Seli"ve it i, but^aht l« if,^f,S"«'"*
^°'^ """"' '"'^» '°' "»« P«blio mlu

pr«Sfc.'!ndSsie^^n''^ngird"CU° ?S,I?erd'^nf/??'r
'''^^^

(S«^»1«J1 BOUOBBB I»I LA BbCBBI,
I Speaker 0/ tlu LegUlative Council, Qutbee.

^ J. 8. C. WUBTKLl,
apeaterofthtLegielattve Attemblv.Quebte

From the British Quarterly, jfuly, 1884.

acco'S-t???5?pi,ut'mea^.lJlt>«ifitiJ,n°.' T??' ^7 '»™'»"°.« "> elaborate and exbaartiv.
from the English ImplriS^aX^inTl"' Cana<U. These inetitutiona, origtaally derived
great many pr«^de"to hTve tri»«n ,h' 5"™ diverged from it in the course of years, and a
preaeDt Tha? the h^lf^fn •;

"»e divergencies thas caused calling tor a work iilie the
mentorian ik certain It wi?PJjJi ' ''Vv'.'''

«'«*'»«» "»'"» ""be Canadian lawyer and Parlia-
wmVume to o^^e Mr S^nS?.''?o'h^'^ ""^P/i'llT"".'?" "' '"" "'odard text-bookfor
have a,n an immense a^Sof^lA°n^,XI?"^'^°"' """ """^"^ '"•?« <" "'"t mnat

From the Westminster Review; yuly, 1884

verT*^;tf.fMtoriVy'.^?^°n"S','l?r°k''wZi'iiS°'^°'~
of his fltne». for tbe task. ha. ez«nt«J

Parliment and tn »ll th„ . T u^'"'' 7"' P™™ ™°" »»laable to Canadian Members of
TherorSissowelfioTm,»n5i°"'''°'^'''.V°"°«''"' "«»™"' institution is worUniT •

even w/thout the nS^t ff *'"*,fK°"''™'"«''"y.
arranged under chapters and paragraphi, that

From the London Athenaeum, jfuly, 1884.

teraed th"*old E^li^ metood wiMl'"?^^^^
government, conducted on what may iS

a^\rB'^!!L°42iVS^c?^ bT^e''rntS?n'S?r' "^ ""^ '^•'"'' ""' '» "-' »»Si^-

^

From the Melbourne Australia Daily Argus.
naturally challenges compa
'^.?! S"?"?"*-.'" m.th«f of aSa^iimmt. to ^r^ of"«JS."sMig&^ISiS^ISirSZSbad th. cmn^taniiTX. itr^\?" "oaent to award the palm to the Canadian aath

Ex.-Speaker Anglin in the Toronto Tribune.

STpracti^rTn^inV oSs."""' ^'wVXiX'Jf*'"
°*ll?^ more readily fro "t"J^t

although the snbieet i. ntli..;^'!, .!„ •

™"™io« li" succeeded in producing a book, which
him o"?the .re1S"'iu"^l^"h'^i»;^L27.di;rSer^,S.*W^-i°Sw^«i;^

Hon. D. S. Hills in the London Advertiser

b.en^pabuired",^,iriSfy%t've'ry Sl'st"w^t}^^^^^'^''^'^'?^ P'«*"» '^' ""•

JSn'r«iii^rt^d?rnif^^r^-^"^"-- ^ »̂ An* fall and fair repn..

From the Toronto Mail, April gth, 1884

MeJb'S?'or''p°ar'i;:m*?^t"wTg^v\'i'2:\1tCX'l;'i?n'' ^i'.?^°'*i''«.'«'°''
"-'«»' *»

From the Ottawa Daily Citizen, April 12th. 1884

Frow fA< Toronto Globe.

f«Ji't?llvrrvSX.°L*Siai°?m°oLT^'^^^^ Bonrlnot

Dominion and ProTinoial InMriiatarir^ T*. Ilrt 5f^V^«2i" "J^T* iorMiotloM of tbe
Tb. work opens withaioiSSfw^ of tb. oltrtS MdSSSth S'i'*""1'*,l! ^ •xh«a«tlT..

From La Minerve, MoNT««At.

tw°*ir';airi'£X°a^trcS.tap^?ss' ^SrSTd'!?? 5i2?iS"r'»" ^-i" -•»J.a d« notn •ysttm. Uglilatif et parfemento.
d ««" lu par fooi oeu taiatoreaw I.

From The Week, Sept 4, 1884.

pr.^t^w'^"iSSS£S^SSSs;L';g5;"^ ^LS £?•Hr*" «-
mart Mr. BowinoTi book b. »«»l».drBDt^VLi2?L u^^ obUt«l lo om it. Ai mah

mtatUmal qowtioni, M iimt b* 1—^iy1gy!-S!.V—"J" .JPS? «•"»»' r»m«i*» aboiU o<»-
pnblid aflatn. ^^ " •"••^ **" »««*» *T "H »*«» who «ak» u iatOMrtte

DA WSONBROS.. Publishers MONTREAL.
^

Ysfttan-

OoiOBm 23rd, 1884.]

WHAT IS CATARRH 1
^Vom the Mail (Can.) Dec. 15.

Oatarrb is a mnco-purulent discbargecana.d
by the presence and development of tbe
vegetable parasite amoeba in tb. internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. This parasite la
only developed under favonrabla oircum-
•tanoea, and these are: -Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of nberole,
the germ poison of syphilis, meroury, toxo-
moea, from the retention of the effeted matter
of the akin, suppressed perspiration, badly
ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poijona that are germinated in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the uose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat,
causing ulceration of the throat; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness: burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarsenesa
usurping the proper structure pf the hronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary consumption and
death.
Many attempts have been made;to discover

a cure for this distressing disease by the use
of inhalnnts and other ingenious devices, but
none of these treatments can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment-
ing, sncceeded in discovering the neoeeaary
eombinatlon of ingredients which nevep faU
In absolutely and permanently eradicating
thif .ijrribie disease, whether standing for
on. year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should, with-
out delay, communicate with the boainesa
managers,

MX88R8. A. H. DIXON 4 SON,
305 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and incloa. stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

mattheJtev. E. B. StevTiton. B.A.,aClerm
''*<'" of ths London Conference of the Metho-
Mtt Church of Canada, hoe to nay in regard
to A. H. Dixon <t Son'i New Treatment for
Catarrh

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

M—trt. A. B. Dixon * Son

:

DBAS Sraa,—Tours of the 13th Instant to
hand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so mnch and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very oad case

;

i* was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I
thoiwht I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully cured by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever Induced to send
toyon.
Ton are at Uberty to ns. thia lett.r stating

that I hav. been eurad at two trtatmentt, and
I sball gladly reoommend your mnMly toaom. of my friends wbo are sufferers.

Tours, with many thanks,

Bbv. B. B. Stbtbnboh.

SULTANA
HALL STOVES,

SLTE^ANA

OVEN STOVES.

"W. H. SPAEROW,

87 TONGE STBEET.

I

"Thu laadltv danomlnatloiial paMr la Canada.'—X 1.

THE CAHASA PBESBTTEBIAN,
PUaUSHKD SVRBT WKnHKSDAr ST THK

Prasbjrterian Printing and FnUlihisg Co.,

AT S JORDAN ST., TOEOMTO.

Terms—83 Per T«ar, In idvanca. !

THK PRiWBVTTiiiAy Is riTnmiiMiul«d by the Genenl
Aa^mhly lu "worthy th« h.wty iipport'of themlnlrtars
andm*mb<)r^ KorlIWi -IhptIilrtwnt.hy««rofp.ibUc»tjoli—WW aiid lutflrMtlDg fpntur.,4 will b.» Intmdii.e,!. whil« old
Atiil valiMd depkrtmaau wiu bo continutNl with tnurmaod
•fflciaiKy.

ttr.idvm Hmi.» vta And TBX PBmBTTXBIAjr a u$gM
mr^iuin. Wnu/orrafat.
CITAn^acrftt wnnt«l In irrm7 mturvgatlon In the Do-

Biinlon. LitWfnUnommlmlnnfihtauitabTfliwrwmii. *r—'mia
•o^cs mallad/m on appHcutlon. Apply ac oura to

C. BLACKETT BOBIKSOK. Timnta

The American Art Union.
D. HtramioToii, ^*r«a. T. W. Wood, V.-Pree
B. W. Pbbbt, Jb., Sse. F. Dixi,kab. Trvoa.
Th. anbsoiiption to *h» Art Uition will b.

Sv. dotlsn par annnnt, and muib snbmrttMr
for Ibflpmentj—x will recir. :—1st. A proof
botors wttan, on India papmr, of tb. .tohhu
of th. y.ar, by Waltw Sbirlaw, from Baatmaa
Johnson's plitnn "Tb. BaprimaiuL" This
Mobing ia of a aiM (MxlS InehM) and qaalil^
mah as tb.Uadinc d.al.n s.11 at from twwitr
to twonty-flT. dolhun. tod. Tb. lUnMratoi
Art anion, wtaidi will b. t«m«l monthly, fbr
tb. onmnt j»ar. Srd. On»balf of tb. tab-
wrtptioB will b« —» apart tor tb. tormatlon
of ahnd, to b. .xp.nd«i for tb. Joint Moootat
of tb. •nbwilb.n In tb. ponhaa. of works of
Mt, wbiah win b. itoUvand niuoadltloaially
to tb* who), body of tb. mbaoribm npn-
tm»mt by s opomlttM. Sanpla aopr anst
poatpaid OB appUoatlan to B. WOOD nBRBT.
B.ti .tMT,a WMt Tnitb St., M.W Tork.
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ESTABLISHED 185a. ESTABLISHED iSsa.

JAMES SHIELDS & CO..

FAMILY GROCERS,

COR. YONGE AND TEMPERANCE STREETS.

SE-A.SOIT 1884-8 5,',

FIRST CROP TEAS
Special importation of Teas pv Pacific str. and rail, just to hand. TryJames Shields * Co.'s specially blended 50 cent and 60 cent Family TeasThey have no equal in the city.

15 lbs. STAKDABD GEAlTirLATED SUGAB FOE $1.

5 lbs. CHOICE HTMALAYAJ TEA FOR $1.

GOODS DELIVERED IIT ANY PART OF TBE CITY.

TELEI>HOIsrE] COITlSrEOTIOIT.
DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patenteil
Jan. 11. 1876. Reuened July 3.

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Be-
issued Aas.6, 187a PatentedJaly
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and Jqne 4. 1878. Patented
afso in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canatla June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset. Begiatered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Basts.

Awarded the Higbeat Medal over
all American competitors at tbe
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Uneqnalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by oU pliysiciana.

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tax-
Pico Busts, which are ae soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
uid is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corset" is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is

equally adapted to all women,
even the^most fastidious ii^ dress

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
1S9 CHURCB ST., TORONTO,

Mannfacturern of Real and Imitation
Stained Olasa. Send for circulars, -ei

Costn from 3.5c. per font up. Send
sample fan-light $1, size lKx30 in. ,

ejl

THE SHELDON OCEAN GROVE, N.J.

City by the Sea.
Established 1875 ; Enlarged and Improved

1883. Health and Pleasure Resort, if hours
from New York—iO trains daily ; 2 hoars from
Philadelphia ; 10 minutes from Long Branch.
Recommended by the most celebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric baths, Rteam
heat. PaaHenger elevator. Iron Are escapes.
Wonderful flowing artesian apring. High dry
land; air filled with the mingled ozone frotb
the pines and cool breezes from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. No malaria. No mesqaitoes
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circulars
WELCoara E. Shxldon, Owner and Manager

[STERBROOK
STEEL
PENS

MANtTFACTUBBD BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!
SITBBES8H0ES,FEI.T BOOTS, BELTHrO

Steam Packing, Engine,

HydTant and Suction Hose,

Valvbs, Wbingbb Rolls,

Tabing, Garden Hoae.

Stappira, S^rlagra^

LADIES' AND MI.SSES'

Kubber Circular

C3-STAR BRAND RUBBER,

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

EHCrNE AND MILL HOSE,

steam Packing Garden Hoae, from S cents'
upwards. Call and aee oar Rubber Qtooda and
get DOT Pnzci&a.

The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

Cor. Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.
B. HOUGHAN, - - Agent.

OTAU inquirief by mail shall have our prompt attention.

Grand Trunk Railway.

OLD MATERIAL FOR SALE.

TENDERS are invited for a quantity of

WROUGHT IRON SCRAP
and other old material, which will be delivered
at any point of the 6(rand Trunk ayatem of
rallwsva between Chicago and Portland, in
quantitlea of not leaa than one car load to
aolt pnvohaaera.
romu of Tender, with tbe description of

the materiel, oan be ha<l on appliosticn to the
OeiMna Storvkaaper of tile Company at

Tenders SDdorssd "Tender for Old Ha-
terial." and addreaeed to the undersigned,
will be received on or b«tar« Tuesday, Oot.
Ust, next

JOSEPH HICKSON,
Oemmrai Manaaer.

Moimau., BeptL Wlh, UM,

Grand Trunk Rw'y.

FENCE POSTS WANTED.
TENDERS are invited for about 300,000

Cedar Fence Po«te, in qnantitiee of not leaa
than 5,000, to 1}« delivered during the coming
winter.
Speoiflcatlon and Form of Tender oan be

had on applioation to

JOHN TAYLOR,
Otneral Storekeeptr, Montreal.

Tenders endorsed " Tenders for Fence
Poata." and addreaaed to the underalgned,
will be received on or before Tneeday, Octo-
ber 21st.

JOSEPH HICKSON,
Oe"»rtU Manaaif.

HoazBBAi^ Sept. IMh. Ua4.

I

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.

* MILLER. SON * CO., Acta., -TniUlsri

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(For the UniTsrsit^ Education of Women).

TORONTO, - ' - ONT.
Prof. T. NeUon Dale. Acting Principal.

Pnpils UTS receiTed at the age of seven yean
in the Junior Department, and are led on
thronfjh the Preparatory Forma to the Wo
man'A Local Examinations, or to the Matricu-
lation Examinations of the University of Tor-
onto, and then through tbe University De-
partment to the degree of B.A. la coorHe of
study nnattempted by any other inntitution
established for women in UnUrio), Tl)« Col-
lege of Mnsic, under the direction of Prof.
Haslam, Professor of Music at the Conserra-
toire Royal de Muaique. Boalogne. France
and of the Royal Acatlcmy of Mufiic. London,'
England, with an able stnflf of Enropaan
artiRts. Tbe CoIIece of Fine Arts, under the
management of Miss Dunne, late Artist to the
Vice-Regal Court. Ireland, with an able staff
of assifltanta. Fees, if paid vearly in advano*
$187 to *362. No PXtra.*?. Lessons in calis-
theiiics and riding free. For Prospectus and
farther information apply to

MRS. M. J. BU88ELL.
240 yiotoria St.. or 233 Wellington St

Toronto.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, $S50,000.

JOHN R. BARBER, Preaident and ManaoinK
Director.

—^"•^"11

CHA8. RIORDON, Tice-Preaident.

EOWAllD TEOUT, Treasuiar.

Manufaoturea the following gradea of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER

(Machine Finished and Snper-Cajendsrwl)

BIiUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOVB
FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Mnvelope emd Lithographic Papers.

Cozrf>trBMi} Covnn P&pnns, anper-ilniahed.

IS"Apply at the Mill fbr aainplaa and nioM
SvMialalsMBUdatooKdar. '^^

-'^aet^^i^ailai I ^^1^^— " ^
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1 UNIT[D EMPIRE-.

iOAN CORPORATION^

SAVINGS BANK DEPABTMENT.

aHI^??'^
received IntBMgt allowed fromdate of deposit at 4i and 5 per cent Fot

IrfmoM?r "'°'"^'°' ""• """dnTwal

GEO. D- MOBTON, M.D., JA8. 8CR0GGIB,
PrtHitnt. Manaarr.

THE WEEK.

RECENT PUBLIC,ATJONa.
WAI^TOVB COMPIJBTB ASQZXB. Ma-
ci?th,«a."°°'

'''"' *'i"'>"*~«oi«,i*Bo.,

A new and elegant edition of this auaint old
^^^°• ?''!.°**'' "' ""o calendered paper, inclear and handsome type, with aU the iSns-tratlons of lUjoBs edition.

.Jj'".?''
reepep'" one of the moat eomplete

l-nglish elanto has been given to the pablff
^n i° w„°/

no edition in which the sfudentcan flDd thin nnfj>h1<t wn.k jt.-,. . . . "r*

[OOTOBSX 2SmI, 1884.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & Co.'s

NEW BOOKS

:

Head Offlcea, - PnbUc Library Buildlaga,
Cor. Church and AdeUlde Ste., Toronto.

THB~OANADIAN
BANK OF COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

«.„ S 1 .1,. "" ""'"on in Which the sludencan flDd this notable work more delightfallT

SOUE HEKETIC8 OF TfiBTEEDAT.
By 8. E. H«BMCK, D.D. Grown 870.,

•1.60.

\U°^^ ':
"^2°'" ""> «» Mystic.Uf. John Hn»; Savonarola; Latimer

IZ^ .7 """*"»o wora more dellghtfal'

tSi:^-c'&'^^^6l'^^'' '» BtudySr'rTi;

me'r • mS ""!L 8«vonarol.
; LaiIm

Sn. Melancthon , Knox; CalvinWmiam Brewster; John Wesley

Wlok-
. , Oran-
CoUgny

;

P^ia-up Capital -
Heat $6,000,000

»,000,000

DIBKC'TOBS

.

HOK. WiLUAM McMastbb, Pre»idmt

George TajUor, Esq , Hon. 8, C. Wood, James
?'?"'w"Vj'*%.- ^- Sutherland Stayner, EsqJohn Wafdic^sq., W. B. Hamilton, Em '
W. N. Amdebson, General Manager • J n^MP.^Mt.-Gen'l Manager; i^o^^l'ahl]

^J'^ir''- ^- ?o»<iby and B. E. Walker,
mts. Cftic<u7».-A. L. Dewar. Agent '

^J!,^2''?^r*.??''
^'"i^- BellovIUe, Berlin,

J..-ntford, Chadiam, CoUingwood, bondas.Dnnnvme, Gait Goderich, Guelph,HamSLondon, Montreal, Norwich, OrangevUleOttawa, Paris, Parkhill. Peterboro', St Cath-arines. Samia, Seaforth, Simcoe, Stratford

l^rn^r,VSS2: ^-°™'"°' ^'^^--
Commercial credits issned for nse In En-

BANKERs.^New York, the American Ex-

BANK OF OTTAWA.
Authorized Capital,
Suhserihed Capital,
Paid-up Capital,
Jtat

91,000,000
1,000,000
99S,t6S
110,000.

JAMES MaoLABEN, Esq.. PraidmiCHAELES MAOEE, eI^." F^^iAmj
^DirKUr,~C. T^Bate, Esq., B. Blackbiim,

Esq., Qea Hay, Esq., John

"O.J., XAUU. 1TOO. .

Alexander Fraaer
Mather, Esq.

Gkobob Bdiw, Oathitr.

JtEI^I,BTTBR POEMS. By English men
sent day. i6mo., cloth, gilt edge «1 4 •

alligator leather, cushion .Svers; »a'
'

&;ieatrr?-ct^^if"eo%^«-- S^-^^

artiste aia engraved by George T Andrew
I'lTTZ.eiABTmrRSlSNaLANn. ByLadv
n,in?rr- ^'"'^^'""""Wona. Elwantl?

«;^d^''ry°,tn'^- »etS
i'rn?ircio^t°h*'i'i^'^'»'°^

'- ^°-« fT^S
ati^^'?*'"°°'"y ?"*! *o interest and In-struct young people."-/jo,fcm ^drerMw

"|«aT^=.?y^tL---
" v^kJt ?• .

S<l"»re I6mo., 75 cents.

elde'*o°f''trBlb^,Tnt,'rw^/e??dTcraS^

l»W.«r #Ti).B RBMMXBKK8. Bv Fat»
SSro^Sate^d,??.^"' "'* ^-^ ^"

S^f^b'^^^s^^- wTthfnt"?tfr?
aad 5S?Jai^w ^^'.^ A most reliable

S? An?h^ %^°'''' ?' reference, with Index01 Authors, Chronological Dates and fw.

^ol^rnT c'°*«J^ "k'y pXe"'ta*'t°he

^iT ,
.^"^®- CoUected and Edited hvCharlotte P Bates, with 18 full-paieiUnstrations, and steel portrait of iS^eUowBoyal 8V0., cloth, gift, iirmSoi^^Su^tm

r.i^,5°'"""iy y°' popular book on the great
t^f tn^i;""™''".'""" ">« fourteenth oeS-lory to the nineteenth. Takin» th«m il.

m.n°?L"eirc'h°"'''V'''-H<'^c'kdlscXTthSmen, their characters, their opinions unrf

THE DESTDTT OP UAH,
Viewed in the Light of hi« Origin. ByJohn FieiE. author of " OnOines of Cos-mio Philosophy," "Eicorsionsof anEvo-

lationist," etc. 16mo.,»l.

» J.?Kf ""1* ""iume treata a great theme ina noble and adequate manner The rev«r«i?
JP'"'

c' 'he boot, the wide rLge of Xs'

m

tions, the remarkable lucidity of thonghtMd
SrL;aTt'L-i' r"" eloquence that ?harMterizes it, give it peculiar value and Interest.

A0ENT8 IK Canada -Canadian Bank of

A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. A0KNT8 inLondon—EngUeh Alliance Bank. ""^ ™

^.the^cenFral bank
OP CANADA.

Capital AuUiorited, . . 91,000,000
Capital Subteribed, . . goO 000
Capital Paid-up, . . . tOO 000

HEAD OFFICE,—TORONTO.

• Thw boott an for $al» by all boAulltrM.
T. V. CHOWBt^f. * CO.,

13 Astor Plaee, New York.

THE iiGOBQunr iBcaaroe

„.°'*^'\?°«''"''' '*7"'« and Folk-Lore

pL K ^'^^- P»M«maqaoddy, andPenob60ot TribM. By Cb7ele3 G. L.LAND aathorof " The Gypsies," etc. With

Wr~K k*"2"k
''°'? ^«"8°« ""^^ upon

birch bark by an Indian. 12mo.
, $2.

^'<Jf^'''"{^ succeeded in procuring directly from the Indians of Maiie?aid 4om
ta^™»S'S^T ""^Se number^eiSedSZinterestujg legends common to the mi!»?»ibranches of the Algonquin Tribes.

'*™'*1

THE VlKnrO BODIETS.
By HoBAOB E. acuDDEB, author of theprevious Bodley Books. Fully Ulustrated

with an ornamental cover, »1.50

Ji2£SS'nMilyS-^Sg\'?Xtl^'

"r)OMINION BUSINESS OOLLBOB,

SSff—'-biSrSCollege Calendar maUed free to anySd«i

HAMILTON MEBRITT,
^ASSOCIATE ROYAl StHflOl Of MIIIES, ER,
vaisQ EBToniEEii * JfBiAUivaeat,
IS TOBONTO STRBBT, TOBOSTO.

J-\B. 8INCLAIB,

334 Jabvis Strut.
HtmWIFEBY, AND DISEASES OFVOMES A SPECIALITY.

pAINLESS DENTI8TBT

M. F. SMITH, DronsT,
• 266 Queen Street, Eaat.

J^EITH i. PITZSmOKS,

MABTUPAOTITBBBa
Oaa Fixtures and AHistie Brcua Work
8TBAK FITTBBS' AND Pl,n«BBES' SUPPIJliS.'

109 KING 8TBEET WEST. . TOBONTO.

UUSSELL-8, 9 KINO ST. WEST
TOBONTO, for

HIOH-CLASa WATCHM ft JBWKUBEY

tn^l'S?
^pairing »nd JeweUery Mannlao.tured to order, special features.

""""»»•

Charges Moderate.

jTTASON 4 COLLINS,

The Largest Edition ever Printed.

THE

-^

("

Board qf Directors.
JAVID BLAIN.Eaa. ... /u.f.i^.i

r^mJl^lf'Sil'S- A. McLean Howard, Esq.,

«M M P P i?°M-?"^°,', ?,•% ^ ChlsholiEsq., M.P.P., D. Mitchell McDonald, Esq.
'
" A. A. AujiN, Oathi*r.

nShT!^^ir',^'^?R^''- Durham, Onelph,Bichmond Hill and North Toronto
""""''"•

Agmte-ln Canada, Canadian Bank of Com-
NAt?„1,'.rn*^*^

York Importers and Trade™
BSikSf Sc^o'Si'n^d."'

^'"'^''°' ="«- """"-^

EUAS~ROGERsTca
Wholesale and BetaU dealen In

COAL AND WOOD.
Head Office,—20 King Street West.

gJeetTrcfet'^-*'* ^'"""' "~'= "«
Yards and fiiuHCB OrnoBi :—EsnianadeEast, near Berkeley St; Esplanade ™o?t ofPrinoesa St. ; Niagara, ooi. Douri

A MILLION A MONTHI

THB DIAMOND DTR8

and durable: AT.;-i;Sd"7ir "^SSITiSSstaining wood, eolourlng Photol noWlS'Grasses, etc. Send ,ta£p J^fi to1<J5S(samples, and book of dinwtioni 7 °*"''°'~

WELLS, RICHARDSON « CO..
Burlington, Vt., and Montreal, P.q.

CENTURY
FOR NOVEMBER.

Beginning a Volume. Richly IlluitraUd.

The important feature of Th« Cbntubt

t^°^Tf -"^
'i*

'=°™'°« year-perhaps
the most important ever undertiSen brthe magazine—is a series of separate
papOTs on the great battles of the War forthe Union, written by general officers highm command on both sides, including
GoneraU Grant, Longatreet, HiU, Mo-
Uellanj Beauregard, Pope, Boseoraus
Admiral Porter, and others. The sMiei
IB begun in the November number with aninterestmg and graphicaUy iUmtrated
pspof on

"THE BATTLE OF BULL RUN,"
By Gen. G. T. Bkaubbqabd.

b.Si?K^"T"''^ °°' only describes the
battle but touches upon his relations with

of the War. The aim is to present in this

f^r***'"
"''''°« P«"onal oiperienoes-

the officer s own stories of their plans and
operations. The illustrations wiU be m.
"r^.^.'-' '""iT?'P"y^°KP«persoi,
Reoolleobons of a Private," begun in the»"* """"^t "P -id valne to Uie ..ri«^The November Cbhtdbt also eontains flrtt

chapters of a new novd. the iton of auAmerican business man, by W D
We Elect Our Presidents r " short •tories
by "Uncle B«na." .ad ofte«, i??1numbw of striking lUuitationa, Teariv

cents. All book-ieUete and news-deUars
aeep it.

KASTUSS.
The History of a Palatinate. Vol.m

w..uif ^"^' °L "American Common-*
wealths ' By Wuxiak Hahd Bbowhb

W^Man"' \f^ ^-^P"^ UniverS?^?:
Witli Map. 16mo., gUt top, 01.25

r^y-A-^Z^, -a ^^';?Maryland continues admirably the seri«^hS

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO..
BOSTON.

MagMine of Amepiean Histopv
FOR OCTOBER, 1884.

CONTENTS.
CURIOWTIES OP INVENTION. A „v,. .

Barnard. /!J«»(raMoM _ Portrait of rlfWhitney- fllanchard's Lathe-Portrait of
2.^MSL^'^&''"<'-HowesSri£2ir"8iw

TS^ai^'pfduSlf' »°«d5""-fortralt of

"g2?«pS^al^5e-t^TO«.J^

lj:e-'SrtaJn"S?:»«J

.S/^Hh .^''.J?'"'"" L. stone. Mr mS-

»"> I"^ OMANB C«j£omzB AMBBICA ?

Ab^i^£.S^""^ "* ldl?m. "*^the

UFE-SIZE PORTBA/TS ill Oil MO CMm.
STTOio.

. 31Kd,o8t.Wbst, Tobohto.

"lyriSS BIBDSALL,

8 Bank St, St Mark's Ward,

TBJ.a.OSEIi OF MtJSIO
Pupil of Carl Martmt.

sa«S'S?v^5f* ''"'^' ^*" "»•<»". on
Taaiis-Music

, «« ; Drawing, etc., (4.

QOATSWOBTH & HODGINS,

Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries
Conveyancers. '

Afo«» to Und. O0Ic«-w York Chambm
No. 9 TOBOSTO Stbubt, Tobosto

B. QOATSWOBTH, JB. ra^s. .. HODOINS.

OHAW 4 USBOBNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

S^d^^S^g^"*"*- ^''p«'*y i»«8bt. ^—
10 Kma ST. EAST, TOBONTO.

Tm Cwtcbt Co. M. T. PabHshen.
Nov U the time to mbeeribe.

simetton and eSStatmSSt *** *"•

Sew by nwnisaliw swylw,, T*™.»sayear,ofa.e««UaaiW^7 ^™*
'™''™"»^y li»AtlIM rLACM.HMvr lOBK omr. ^^

AWHITECTS, BUIIOIIC SURVEYDIIS AND VAUIATOBS.

Oficet-39 Adelaide St. Ba»t, Toronto.

W«. STBWABT. WU. H. ST.Wa«T.

Tir A. IMPET.
' ' • Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
871 CHT7RCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.

^Estimates given on appUoatlon.

pHABLES W. PHILLiPsT

aOLIOITOB. OONVHTANOBB, Bto.
J —.Omcm:—

46 Addaidt Street Eat, Toronto, Oat.

A C. MoKINLAT, L.D.8.,

SURGEON DENTIST.
ifa CHTBCH STBEBT. . TOBOMTa~

rPHE LIGHT-BUNNINQ DOMKSITO
A- *• •^P'«. 'trong and durable. It oeada
no iaanhlnc, watcWn« or adjnatinf. and aa*
oaabaaevnrwonig^

*•»«!»

A.W. BBAIN.Aaent.
wranfeS*.,Tmoala

THE WEEK:
^^^^^.^l^^f^f^fJo^'f^^^OFjoLrT/cs^sociErK and literature.

'

Vol. I, No. 48- T ^ fw^i. ^
•

"
'

io^^^to, Thursday
, October SOth, 1884. • $3.00 per Annum.

^ ,

Single Copies, 7 cents.
CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER. left in do., hf . ..• •

=^=
T„„oso,Tu.WB.K.... — -B. Tu^Z^lZtl T'!rT " ^- B'^'^e •'-l opened a regular

CoH™n,u,.nABTxc.Bs:
-

•• - ZTZ^Cf . Z "u^
'""' **""' """"^^ -"'d have beo^ in

C<JBB»HT BvBHTs A»D OPOTOHs .THHT: . „„,„,^
"

v" " ^'^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^as Dot dofle SO is Certain. It would n„fHereand There • d BTSTAlfDEB. 755 be JUSt towards Mr Blake to rpr,r<»»„f K" i .
^ It Would not

National Health .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•... .-• • 758 „J , , ^ l

'*'^® to represent him as playing a part which he hasOnrOetob« Woods ..•.•.•..•.• S BarruDane. 759 ««>* played, and it is difficult to conceive fhif . k; U j j
""-" n" ^as

The Churches ltd»lM. 7tiO „„„ij j • , , ,
°"''*''^^ ''>" » hign-minded pub ic manKducattoo Notes .....: "

••-,:,. A,t»n.it. 761 could desire to be described as a special advor-nt^ ^t% ^ ,The Presidential Election ^
:.

~ 761 »hr>l,t;«„ „* tu • , ,

^P^^^i advocate of Senate reform and the
CoKK.s.oHn.»<,

•"
• -B- '«^ ^'^'^''"^ °* '^^ <=°»1 '^'id bread taxes when the facts do not warrant such I'^•™-— • ''^

'T"?*"'"-
./=« ^--'^ 'hinks better of Mr. Blake than to .^el ^thAddress to My Tea-Kettle.-Po«a „„
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plated such an arrangement m is nwJr reported to have been made with
Cuba, not only with Cuba but also with Brazil, the Board of Trade of
Georgetown^ Demerara, entered a mild protest, suggesting that a British
sugar colony ought to have the preference. This year the market of the
United 8tate|_^ which the sugars of BritUh Guiana had previously found
a ready sale, did not offer the usual inducements, and the prospect of
revived demand in the future was not bright; the British West Indies
being denied the benefit of the most favoured nation clause in the com-
mercial treaty between the United States and Great Britain. Commerce,
when left to itself, obeys laws of its own ; but the true solution of the
West India question, so far as Canada is interested, is to be found in the
suggestion of the Georgetown Board of Trade. A commercial, irmnge-
ment, founded on an acceptable basis of reciprocity, would involve no
political complications and would be beneficial to the trade of both coun-
tries. PoliUcally, neither has anything to gain by a union which could
only add to their mutual weaknesa Any rational desire which can exist
in the West Indies for a closer union with Canada must have for its
object increased facility in the exchange of producte. Neither country
(»n afford any political protection to the other ; and the ligature by which
the two would be united would be so attenuated by the distance to which
it would be drawn out that it would give way under the slightest stmin
But by reciprocity in commercial exchanges Canada and the West Indies
might mutually benefit: it is here and here alone that they. can have any-
thing in common. The only rational reply to an overture from Jamaica
for annexation would be a proposal for commercial reciprocity.

Lbss than a year ago the leading politicians of Quebec avowed the
conviction that the hostile parties ought to lay down their arms and unite
in a Coalition for the common good. We may thank the Jacques Cartier
Cbmmission for lifting the veil and giving us a clear view of the nego-
tmtors. M. Mercier, whose moods were somewhat fitful, prayed for
extnnsic aid to enable him to crush the canaille and the fanatics of both
parties (d ecra^er la canailU et les fanatiqu^ des devuc parties) Of aframe of mmd akin to this, but usually divested of the destructive element
coalitions are bom. The disorganization of the Bleus constitute a doubledanger, now threatening one party and now the other; and it is impossible
to say on whose head the final stroke may faU. The revolt of the Cwtors
caused the Bleus to look for extraneous support. A menace of disqualifi-
cation hung over the head of the Provincial Premier. M. TartTseeing
that disqualification would involve the loss of all the labour that had beenexpended in preparations for a Coalition, hastened to Montreal to avert
the double catastrophe. There he entered into consultation with poli-
ticmns who counted for something in the opposing camp: M. MerderM. David and M. C. Langellier, some of whom would be available il2proposed Coalition. M. Tarte had taken the precaution to "get the sanction
of the supreme authority in Quebec, the Episcopate, to the formation of
a Coalition on a given basis. He entreated M. Mercier, M. David, and

c\2'
^°«*"'«'»°* *° P^«« *<" diBqualific^tion, and he settled the basis

of the Coalition m accordance with the episcopal authority with which hewas armecL M. Langellier, who was to be the chief of the Liberaljectign^r^ced those renditions to the following written form; and it
•**& "4H.I/OU lorm : ana itwas perhaps deemed sufficient that his handwriting should attest their

authorship without his signature, for he did not sign the paper which hedrew up and left m the possession of M. Tarte :-« Maintain as they are thelaws which give exclusive control of the religious and moral books in use
in the schools to the ministers of religion who have the spiritual dir«,tion
of the schoola Maintain the composition, the present powers and attri-butions of^ Council of Public Instruction." Two days after the consul-
tation m Montreal disqualification was abandoned, and M. Lanifellier
after paying a visit to M. Tarte's house, in Quebec, handed to M. Tart^the above declaration of submission to the demands of the EpiscopateArmed with the document M. Tarte went directly to the bishop u^de;whose authority he was acting, and whom the commission would no[permit him to name. By this time, and perhaps encoun^ged by thesuccess he had met w.th^ the bishop had resolved to ask fo^^mething
more: he dictated and M. Tarte wrote: " Unifprmity of books. Wifh

fr w? '^"
» ^ '^" '•^^' ''^'^'' •'^ '^^ Department. wUch will «>ndhe books Itself. Never, at any time, to present [to the LegisTuH

'

When this had been written down, M. Tarte, not wirfung to take anystep without spiritual advice, asked the bishop if he hiZmythin« el«, tosuggest. The (arch,) bishop repeated, what he' had said befoW^tte^were men in the ranks of both parties of doubtful principles, and thartl^project of an alliance, founded on the declaration oj M. ^r^lHer .onMbe an immen*, benefit M. Merger wa, to ,f«d i« the Zl^^^^^

least for some time
; and the Bleus were to have a majority in the Cabinet

The evidence of M. Tarte was given under oath, and the written, though
unsigned, declaration of M. Langellier is strong corroboration. Mutual
distrust smothered the Coalition in the womb. But the incident is exceed-
ingly instructiva It shows, in the clearest way, with *hom rests the
ultimate authority in Quebec; and that the rebellion of the Castors dtme
near bemg compensated by an 'accession of strength from the opposite
party.

'^'^

In the County of Peel Local Prohibition has met a defeat. During the
present campaign under the Scott Act there have been three victories.
Alternations of successes and defeats may be expected so long as the
present fit of enthusiasm lasts. Thirty years ago a similar movement
extended to several States of the American Union ; but in most cases the
period of prohibition proved transitory, and in the State of Maine, where

'

the law was not repealed, drunkenness was very far from being suppressed
Where the use of alcohol was lessened, other and more dangerous narcotics
too often took its place. The American experiment in prohibition is far
from justifying the belief that man is.about to undergo a change of habit
such as the worid has so far had no experience of. It would be difficult to
tind a nation which has not Irora the eariiest times sought solace in
some narcotic as a means of dispelling care and allaying pain. The eight
hundred millions of men who use tobacco never consumed so much as at
present; the four hundred millions who are addicted to the use of opium
are, it is to be feared, rfeceiving accessions to their numbers ; intoxicating
hemp, in its various forms, still counts over a hundred millions of devotees
and betel a hundred millions. From wine to opium, the road on which
many are now travelling, is a change for the worse. De Quincy had the
courage to defend the use of opium by way of preference ; but his experi-
ence, as told by himself, would deter ninety-nine persons out of a hundred

'

from adopting a choice which opens a way to the inconceivable horrors ho
depicts. So far as the substitution is being made in the United States and
Canada, a fatal custom of the Chinese is being followed, with results which
any one ,a,n get a glimpse of by finding a proxy to open for him the door
of a San Francisco opium den. The miUennium is not to be brought about
by the restraint of kw ; if evU is ever to be banished from the worid. it
wJl be by means of a moral changa Prohibition does not give the moral
strength necessary to resist injurious excess in that" of which the moderate
use IS harmless or beneficial. That is not its method ; it substitutes external
restraint for the more vigorous virtue of self-control ; and when opportu-
nity returns, the power of resistance if originally weak is found to offer
no safeguard against temptation. Besides prohibition does not and cannot
fulfil Its promise; but it «n and does make an injurious change both in
the quality of the drinks consumed and the character of the persons bywhom they are dispensed. Prohibition will run its course in municipal
by-laws, but the extent to which it will prohibit will be limited • the good
It will do will be balanced by the more injurious substitutes for what it
restncte the use of

; and, when itS deficiencies and failures become patent
the ^t panacea for the cure of intemperance will be abandoned i^
despair. Then may be tried the experiment of buUding up the moml stamina
which can make possible rational enjoyment without the penalty of injurious

The Ontario millers are not satisfied with the present duties on flour
and they have resolved to petition the Government for an increase to f 1 a
barrel They compUin that the duty on as much wheat as wiU make a
barrel of flour u, greater than that on the barrel of flour when it is manu-
factured, and they have repeatedly asked for a re-adjustment There is of
course, a question of fact to be decided : do the duties really discriminate
in the way the millers aUege ? It has been a puzzle to many why. if they
do, Sjr Leonard Tilley. with his well-known mode of dealing with such
compUmts, has not decided upon re-adjustment The fact seems to be that
Sir Leonard, having promised the farmers a certain measure of protection
which m«y of them in their delusion believe to be real, he cannot re-adjust
by reduction. The millers, in this state of the fas|^, petition for an increase
of the duty on flour; and just because the Minister of Finance objects to
reduce the duty on wheat, there is some danger that he may propose toinc««e the duty on flour. Such a movement would be. not only in thewrong direction, but it would aim to increase a dutv which ought never tohave been impoaed.^and which ought to be abolished with the least -posrible

Mr. Vah HoRjf.. Chief Engineer of the Canadian P^sific Railway has
predicted that the tt»d wUl be completed from Montreal to the iU&c
Ocean by the Ist September next. Mr. Schriber. the Government Engineer
more «ut,o«, puts the date at Nqvember, 1885. According to theae
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two authorities, the road should be about ready to be opened the whole
distance -a year from to-day. The rapidity of construction, since the cpn-
tract was made with the Syndicate, is perhaps unparalleled. And all
authorities agree that the work is well done. Meantime, the Company is
bestinng Itself with the view of securing steamboat connection between
the Pacific terminus and China and Japan. And arrangements have been
completed for building elevators for the use of the Company at Montreal.
The SIX months which the Legislature allowed to ascertain whether the
Canadian Pacific Company would acquire the North Shore Railway have
about expired; and if no arrangement has been come to, a third line be-
tween Montreal and Quebec is to be built Nothing has been said about
negotiations looking to the acquisition of the North Shore Railway and
presumably the alternative of building a new road will be acted upon
The construction of branch lines north of the main Pacific has recently
received encouragement from the Government Several companies chart-
ered to build such lines will receive grants of public lands practically free
the only cost to them being a charge of ten cents an acre for surveys.
Some of the promoters are in England trying to make financial arrange-
ments to enable them to commence construction; and on the success they
may meet the present fortunes of thes'b enterprises depend.

must be preferred to the future, and the showy to the substantial. "It is
no to be expected that the people will consent at once to a radical change

;but they may consent to important improvements, such as election for
onger terms, and overlapping, so as to give more continuity and steadiness
to the administration. A council willing to co-operate in such reforms
and to promote the necessary legislation is the first requisite, and this byan effort may be obtained.

•BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

The immediate prospect of a municipal expenditure of something like
1600,000 has turned the thoughts of Toronto ratepayers to the question
of municipal government, and it seems likely that a special effort will be
made to return good men, irrespective of Party politics, to the Counc.l at
the next election. This, besides meeting the exigency of the moment,
might be the first step towards a more permanent reform. Our system of
municipal government generally both in England and on this continent is a
survival from the Middle Ages. Since the era which gave it birth circum-
stances have entirely changed.^ In those days the city was a political
community by itself, asserting its franchises now against the lords of the
neighbouring country, now against the crown, exercising through its officers
the functions of general legislation and government over those within its
pale, and forming, fully as much as the nation at large, the object of
aUegiance and patriotism to ita citizens. Its chief men all dwelt within
its walls and took personally the leading part in its affairs. Election was
then the natural system, though practically the people at large had, as a
rule, not much to do with the government, which was usually in the hands
of a burgher oligarchy or of a dominant guUd. The city walls have now
fallen down, and the population of the city is blended in one political
community with that of the country. What Was once a little industrial
republic beset by the jealous and encroaching powers bf feudalism is at
present little more that a densely peopled district, requiring, particularly
in sanitary matters, a special and thoroughly skilled administration. By
iar the most important function of its government consists in levying
and expending an annual fund. But the constitution is still political,

the^burgher oligarchies of former days^ have been abolished, and the
chiefs of commerce have for the most part ceased to reside within the
precincts or to hold municipal offices ; even the office of Lord Mayor of
London, so exalted in former days, and still so grand in the imagination
of Frenchmen, being disdained by the merchant princes of London, and
left to traders of the second rank. Cities have thus fallen into the hands
of the ward politicians, whose unbeneficent activity is aggravated bv the
influence of Party politics, which have now thorougUy instilled their "virus
into municipal elections and affairs. The resulta all over the continent have
been maladministration and debt Nor have the classes from which the
money is chiefly taken suffered more than the poor. In New York and
other cities, where demagogism has been most rampant and the plundering
of the property holder by the demagogue most unbounded, the quarters of
the poorer classes are most wretehed and their intereste are moat neglected
There can be no doubt that the administration of . the fund under the
effective control of those who contribute it would be not only the most
economical but the best for all sections of the population. Actual corrup
tion we may hope is now not common

; jobbery, perhaps, is more so, nor is
Ita exwtenoe very wonderful when onerous offices are unpaid. But apart;
from either, an administration elected annually on the political system is
almost inevitably an administration without skill and without plan both
of which deficiencies lekd to waste as weU as to miscarriage. The' same
street wUl be taken up three times in five years to do what a stable and
farecasting administration would do at once. Scarcely is the election over
when r^lection comes in view and begins to influence the policy of each
alderman; popularity must be kept dp, and for that purpose the present

The death of Sir R. R. Torrens has closed the career of a man who inan unobtrusive way was no small benefactor of society, and whose work,

nto what he calls the maelatroem of Chancery that led him, as he says toturn his attention to the reform of the law concerning the title to, and the
transfer of real property. The law of personal property is the rational
offspring of civilized times; but that of real property is or was, when
Sir R. R. Torrens commenced his beneficent efforts, the dark progeny of thefeudal ages. In the Saxon period the tenure of land was simple, and themode of transfer, by open sale in the local assembly before neighbourswhose memory served as the register, was reasonable and conveJent foran unlettered age But the Conquest brought the system of feudal tenuresand further complications without limit were superadded in consequence ofthe Statute of Mortmain and the Statute of Uses by the rival ingenuity of
conveyancers ecclesiastical^nd lay; tiU, what with Fines, Recoveries,
Leases and Releases, and other tortuous inventions of secret conveyanc-
.ng the system which even by the time of James I. had become "mani-
fold, mtncate, chargeable, tedious and uncertain," was by Blackstone
described as a wonderful tissue of " metaphysical subtleties, serving no otherpurpose than to show the vast powers of the human intellect however
vainly and preposterously applied." '<My Lords," s^id .Sergeant Manning, .'I mi^t not trust myself to touch the subject of Contingent
Remainders, for on that flowery field I should expatiate for hours." The
practical result to suitors was that a Chancery suit lasted before LordEldon for twenty years. Cromwell attempted law reform in regard tothe transfer of land, as well as in regard to Chancery procedure and other •

departments
;
but " the sons of Zeruiah were too strong for him," and all

that he could do was to use Ireland "as a white paper" for the trial of«>me of his reforms. Sir R. R. Torrens would have found the sons ofZenuah too strong had he been compeUed to adopt England as the scene
of his efforts. But colonization is an exodus from the traditions and
prejudices of the Old Country. Moreover, grievances affecting land in
the Old Country touch only a class: in a colony they touch the people
In Australia. Sir. R. R Torrens was able without much resistencefrom
rooted custom to introduce a system of land registration and transfer under
which dealmgs with land are as simple as dealings with shippin- on the
analogy of which his plan is baaed, and thus to fulfil the aspiwtion of
Mill, who said that to " make land a.s easily transferable as stocks would be

'

one of the greatest economical improvements which could be bestowed
upon the country." In the Australian colonies the Torrens system has
thoroughly taken root and, in the case of small Int.a ^r.^^;„ii„ . t
title IS an essential part of an advertisement for the market It is needless
to say that value of land is enhanced like that of every other commodity
by facility of dealing with it while the manifold and gross injustice .arising
from uncertainty,of title, and from the discovery of flaws in the titles of
innocent purchasers, is avoided. Everywhere the principle, in" one form
or another, is making way, as its benefits are felt. " In the Canton Vaud "

says a recent writer, "the system of land transfer is an example of the
successful working of the record of title system. The ownership of every
parcel of land and all charges affecting Jt are matters of public record
The owner's title is not as in the United Kingdom, doubtfully inferred
from a mass of deeds, of which the meaning can only be explained by the
united labours of counsel and solicitor, but is entered as a fact in the
public records of the State, and is alway8"ascertainable without delay and
at tnfllng expense." In Canada, the improvement is still struggling for
recognition, and here it is still possible for a mechanic who borrows a smallsum on his lot to have neariy half the loan swallowed up by the cost of
investigating the title. But reason wiU prevail ; and the lawyers, if they
feel any professional misgivings, will perceive that their interest cannot bemuch affected by a change which will come into operation very gradually
and the introduction of which will, itaelf, give a good deal of employmentA simple land law is to be desired on poUtical as weU as on economical
groomds

:
the best antidote to agrarian Socialism is faciUty of purcha^

The growth of the ^ons.o^England Benevolent Society is a fact inter
e«tmgto all and perhaps not least to the politici«is. It has been said
that in the United States al the immijfrant nationalities go into the hop-
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per and are ground at once into Yankee. The assimilating powers of theUmon are no doubt immense, and the system of public schools is about
-

*•* most powerful mill ever invented for the purpose of crushing outpecuWifes and reducing all the grains of humanity to a perfect uniform-
ity of character. Yet even in the Union the work is beginning to be toomuch for the machine. To say nothing of the unaasimilable negro, both
the German and the Irish nationalities are now pretty sharply defined

;

each has to be reckoned with politically as a sulitantive power ; the Ger-mans to a large extent retain their language; while the Irish avowedly
pursue political objects of their own, to which they treat those of American
citizenship as secondary and subservient. British Canada is necessarilym enor in assimilative powe^ as in bulk, to her colossal neighbour : physi-
cally she IS so and momlly she lacks a sentiment of nationality to super^e
that which the immigrant brings with him from his native land. Instead
of absorbing the French element she is in some danger of being absorbed by
It, and she is certainly governed by it to a very undesirable degree. Next
to the French element in sectional influence is the Irish; which, though itdoes not like the Fi^nch form a compact mass or retain a language of itsown, IS intensely clannish, and is held together by its priesthood and by its
separate schools. To these two nationalities all the politicians pay the
court. The English are not clannish, and therefore they are welk and

;.

U
^

be desired that they should be above all others weak and despisedThey are no the lowest of all the, nationalities nor that which has don^
least for civilization on this continent. The best thing of all would be

TLT T""'""'
''' '''''' '"' ^'•'"^ '^ "-l-"'^ between the

Jtions. We want no nationality or religion to be in any way deprivedof Its nghte. but at the same time we want none, to domineer. Th'sthought probably was not absent fi.m the minds of those by whom theSons-of-England Benevolent Society was founded. The first object of thesociety, as it name imports, is mutual assistance in case of need, but inci-denUlIy It serves as a bond and rallying-point for Canadians of Englilbirth and extraction. It now numbers upwards of thirty lodges, auditsrecent rate of increase has been large. Party politics are excluded, and iV« vitally essential to the character and well-being of the society that theexclusion should always be maintained. But if politicians should agaLtake into their heads to angle for the Fenian vote by assailing EngUnfSthe rear when she ,s struggling against insurrection in her front, itTsnot unlikely that the members of the Sons-of-England Society may offerthem some arguments on the other side.
j j ^r
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tt the obs
°' T'' *'^" '^' '"^ '""^ "''•"' ---^ -1 hopeful.But the observation is not less true than trite that the American experi-ment has been tned under economical advantages not shared by o d an"

birth to the Communist, the Intransigent and the Anarchist.^ It h«Wried, moreover, with the very flower of a race peculiarly fitted and Tr^iZfor self-government. Mr. Lowell can guess what a Republic oJlrilTTnlSouthern Germans, to say nothing of the Negro, would be. Perhaps thecoming generations may see the thing itself; for that AngtlmeriAn

by Mr Lowell resides, is apparently decreasing, while the foreign andnegro elements ncrease. Even at present Mr. Lowell may note th^t tieb representatives of public morality, and those with whom he may bepresumed to sympathize, are struggling, with a doubtful prospect ofZcelto keep immoral magnetism out of the chair of SUte. Sectoral J,Z^^
and the general exclusion of the best citizens from politics by the tyrSSof organized faction, are not reasons for despondency, but thJy are^^for moderation in hallelujahs; and the same may I said wfthTeZ

"
he prevalence of lynching and the scandalous impunity of crime, Twhic^lynching owes its existence. Of the Civil War the cause was Slaved or

been averted ,f the public characters produced by the demagogic systemhad been less worthless, or if the frenzy of faction^ excited byTpreTdent^l election, had not .t the match to the mine. Let it not^be foi^tenhat Democracy is liable to suicide as well "as to excesses. Twice Tnderthe faUl guidance of public sycophants who made the people aTId h hLcommitted suicide in France ; nor is it yet secur. again' t Lf-de^A io"To Anarchy society will always prefer a government of force; anrthere

nlinrn " °-''f
*-*''- of disciplined soldiers than in he un^Spimed Democracy of London or New York.

« unaisci

rh.rf
I^'^'^'-'' has been entertaining Birmingham with a display ofrhetorical fireworks, of which he i« no mean artist, in praise of DemocLyHis success was assisted by circumstance, as Democracy in England is justentering on its final struggle with Aristocracy and Birminghaml the rellmof Mr. Chamberlain. The American Amba««dor tops his part when h"puts Abraham Lincoln foremost among the^statesmen of a genLtion whichproduced Bismarck and Cavour. Flattery is not exactly the tribute ofwhich Democracy as "the Coming King" is at present Lost in n^, owhich would be offered to it by its sincerest friend. There is, or used tobe a ceremony called the Adoratiau ot^^wi^^t^ Pope. It was iultbefore Its performance that a Cardim.1 whispered in the ear of the noilydec^ "Remember that you are ignorant, self-willed and arrogant. S is^e last word of truth that you will ever hear^from me: I^a^ going ^

Ifr '
r.f

^""^ government is gone. Democracy has come. T^
IS the moral of the century. It is doubted by no calm student ofT
pol tical situation. Nor do many doubt that wh'ere ade^a^ct eUytself-government exists the change is fraught both with elevation of character and with increase of happiness for the masses of mankind. Certainlyhe.snotaChnst.an who, whatever his sUtion in life, will reco» oSselfish fear from a new and better dispensation. StiU DemocracyS "

resonable men th.nk, has its perils and needs its safeguards. ItTZriL^he greater and it needs its safeguards the more beS,use iu advSt o"CHles with a general decay of .^ligious belief, a consequent disturUnr^fthe morahty of which hitherto religion has been thHLis, and the ^^rj"'of social questions, the agitation of which, blending with ^e poht Trev-lution, shakes as with volcanic kroe the foundations of t'he LaitsteiTHearty acceptance of Democracy, combined with a clear perZl of t^enecessity of so regelating it in the interest of aU cksses^like « to ,. tU a gove^ment of r«Json and not of passion, musttThet^rof ^^1'
manriiip at the present day. A Democratic government of pas^oj^^^ch

uve to civilization. Power, unlees mated with duty and intelli,renc« .»„only work mischief, whether it i. held by a despot^ by aS T^American AmU«s.dor points „^ ow. RepubUcT^.d heiwar^Jt

Mr. Parkells speech at the opening of the British Session has at allevents defined the situation. That the poUcy of conciliation torllnl

sutlT "' be- the wish of every right-minded man; tha 7t h«succeeded no man who has not closed his eyes to facts can be ieve Co^cUuUion ,n truth i. not the right name for the pplicy wM h has^pursued; fandness, liberality and justice would ha^bL not le«^
Z^r^^,^,:'''^^^ -^'^'^'^^ -^"^ '»>« fi™ thatH'respect. What has bi-ought things to the present pass is the tamperini, o^faction or selfish ambition with -rebellion. The result, howeveHs n^f

The streets of Dublin are renamed after rebels as an insult to the BritishGovernment and the people. Moral tilth with which no civilized mL woTwever pollute his fingers is raked with savage delight out of the sewirlf

ter. The tale of an Irishman who accuses himself of having falsely swot^away the lives of other Irishmen is welcomed, and the infamy of him whotens .t IS overlooked because it impeaches British justice. In the l^t few

been poured by aU Irish speakers and writers, not only upon theTidsT^Government, but upon the whole British race and name' A Iva^"passing the savagery of the Red Indian has been displayed ^ TbeTZ^dlection of subspriptions for the wholesale murder by dVamiL of BnTshmen and women guiltless of any conceivable connection with Irish wr^lWhat was the cause of all this fury and atrocity? What enormo3
f tyranny or gruiding system of oppression provoked the outbrearrTTJ
s the question which a reasonable posterity will ask The answer willtthat Fariiament had just passed the. Land Act and the Arrears' IcTandwas known to be preparing to pass a measure of HomeTie while a

fi ling offices in all departments of the public service and in every porZof the Empire, and more than two millions of them were findinJ/ .

ment and bread in the cities of Great Britain. What^n^fi sl2 "'^;

aver, benefits -will not remove. It is mournfully manif^irtt:^^ ZImh Disumonists. no terms can be made; their hatred is not of tTe k^dwhich any concessions can allay; it will be necessary at I«. J^"
'""^

reg^tfully.toaocept their enmity^o deal with ifrwhl it is td;;:^^^^
It from wrecking British civilization. Great Britain m„

'

Le thatindependent Ireland, if she were to consent to its crlt n wo^ia Zalways a de«lly foe and a rankling thorn in her side. Ste,; rZL^ ^^
apart fn,m any thought of honour or dominion, constrains her Zptw
1-

^'^"°'
'"^*^: B"'^ "^-'--n- who abandomi i, let hi, pJ^^L"^hievements be what they may. will, to use the word, of Crom^llTrolled with infamy into his grave.

vrvmweu. o«

•%,.
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At last the worid seems sick of centenaries. The Mayor of Litchfield
meeto with no response when he sends out proposal, for a celebration of theCentenary of Johnson. It may be doubted whether Johnson himself would

^TeVinT ^ '
'""r"'

'"' " "^"'^'^'7- He would perhaps have
asked, m his rough way. why he should be expected to feel more enthu-
siasm about a man in the hundredth year after his death than in the ninety-
ninth or m the hundred-and-first 1 However, we might all celebrate
Johnsons Centenary well by reading over again Boswell's life of him and
his own

. Lives of the Poets," and by '• attending " once more to « the Story
of Rasselas Prmpe of Abyssinia." The Rambler, though there are good
thing, in It IS laid in its long sleep. Few can fail to improve in sense and
self-knowledge by intercourse with this great moral nature. With search-ing insight into character, ruthlessneas in tearing the mask from hypocrisyand a somewhat obdurate contempt for fanciful woes, Johnson combined
genuine sympathy with the weaknesses as well as with the real sorrows of
humanity His sad and solemn view of life presents the most marked con-
trast to the monkeyish levity of Voltaire. In religious philosophy, his
orthodoxy may seem narrow and rigid, but like Butler, with whom he was
not a little m common, he was asserting the claims of religion to serious

.

attention in an age of careless and sensual scepticism -sceptldism not of
the scientific inquirer, but of the scoffer and the libertine-when shallow
minds, fancying that Christianity was utterly exploded, were punishing it
with insult and derision " for having so interfered with the pleasures of the

^°J1 a Z .^ ^'^ experienced .^ligious doubt, and perhaps he had
rather fled from it to faith, as Pascal did, than vanquished it. His super-
stition has been grossly over-painted by the antithetical rhetoric of
Macaulay. His Toryism was redeemed by an attachment to legal liberty
and It may be partly forgiven when we remember that liberalism presented
Itself to him in the person of Wilkes, and popular agiUtion in the form of
the Gordon riots. As a talker, in which character he has happily been laost
perfectly preserved to us, he is the giant of an extinct race ; for conversation
18 no longer an art, and nobody now prepares himself even "to meet

,
Thurlow" His style has a worse reputation than it deserves ; he uses too
many Latin words

;
but his sentences are seldom involved ; his meaning is

never doubtful, and he is always nervous and strong. As a critic he is not
deep, nor was it deep poetry, for the most part, that he was caUed upon
to criticiza But he is always sensible, and his object is always the eluci-
dation and appreciation of his author, not self-display. It is sometimes
refreshing to turn to him from critics whos» object is self-display not the
elucidation and appreciation of their authors, and who, together with their
intellectual kinsmen, the composers of sensational but semi-mythical
biography, may, perhaps, hereafter be discarded, while Johnson's criticism,
being genuine, preserves its humble placft

tive, or to use the philosophic term, "positivist" people, and by no means
given to seeing ghosts or apparitions of any kind. It is not with the
scythe of the dream-and-ghost theory, then, that the Agnostic is likely
to succeed m mowing down religion. That theory, as has been said
before, is borrowed from Dr. Tylor, by whom it is applied only to the
«avage races. Transition from th. worship of the San and of nature to a
rational religion is curiously marked by the theory of the sceptical Inca,who observed that the motion of the Sun was too mechanical and to<^
unresting to be voluntary, so that evidently there m^st be anotfier Power

'

beyond, by which the motion was commanded. It is long before religion
and morality became one. before man learns that the true worship of hisMaker is virtue

;
and, in the meantime, the religious sentiment is liable to

(rightful perversions, a, is shown by the human sacrifices which were
practised by the Aztecs, on a scale so hideous that we but half deplore the
triumph^of the Spanish conqueror, though it brought the Inquisition in its
traia Sacrifices. M. Reville explains as offerings to the Deity of the
viands and other things which the votary himself likes best, and he extends
the explamition to human sacrifices by supposing the primeval votary tohave been a cannibal, to whom human flesh seemed the choicest food This
IS not the whole account of the matter; other ideas, connected with the
suffering of the victim, gather round the rite, as M. Reville sees, though
It IS difficult to formulate precisely, with reference to gross and barbarous
natures the idea<leaignated by us as atonement M. Reville remarks with
truth, that the close similarity of the.Mexican and Peruvian religions to
those of the other continents, not only in the main features but in details
such as the regulatiom, respecting the Vestal Virgins, the hypothesis of
derivation or imitation being out of the question, is a striking proof of the
unity of human nature, whatever theory may be held respecting the unity
or plurality of stock.

RiyiLLB's Hibbert Lectures on the Native Religions of Peru and
Mexico, translated by Mr. Wicksteed. are a valuable addition to our
meana of forming an opinion as to the origin and growth of religion
Nor is the direction in which they point doubtful. The theory confidently
advanced by Mr. Herbert Spencer, that aU religion is traceable to a belief—tn ghoste, especially tBe ghosts of dead chiefUins, and that with the
belief in ghosts it declines and departs, finds in this volume no support
whatever. The mythologies of Mexico and Peru were evidently like other
mythologies, physical. The greatest of Gods to the Mexican, as to other
primitive races, was the Sun, which was worshipped under the two-fold
aspect of Huitzilopochtli, or the Sun of the fair season and Tezcatlipoca or
the Sun of the cold and sterUe season. Wind, Rain, Fire, Cloud, the
Fertilizing Power were also divinities. In the Peruvian Pantheon the
Sun was still more supreme than in that of Mexico. The religious senti-
ment was first excited by the great objects of nature; but it must have
been there, in however low and rudimentary a form, or the impression
could not have been made. That man projected his own mind and feelings
into the Sun and the other objects of his worship is of course true ; but
this is a widely different thing from a worship either of ghosts in general
or of those of dead chiefs. Animism it appears existed in Peru, especially
among the lower orders of the people, as a belief in ghosts, fairies, and
sprites existed in the Dark Ages ; but it occupied quite a subordinate place
nor does there seem to be a shadow of reason for believing that in its'

origin, it preceded the worship of the Sun, or that the worship of the Sun
wa, m any respect its o&pring. Ancestor-worship appears to have its
root not so much in dreams or in ghost^H^ing as in that intense veneratioii
for the father of the family which is characteristic of the primaval period
when, the commonwealth not having been developed, the family is all il
all, and which m certain con^rvative races, such a, the Roman, hais lingered
into more civilized times. The practice prevails especially among the
Chinese, whose deference for paternal authority is extreme, and who
r«gard their Emperor »i thei, father, while they are extremely unimiigina-

LvciDBKTALLT M. Reville has offered us solutions of a twofold historical
enigma. How came it to {Jass that t6e powers of the Aztecs and the Incas
fell like a house of cards before the onset 6f a mere handful of Spanish
invaders

1 Due allowance being made for the effect of firearms and of
horses, the Spanish victory still seems miraculous, especially in the ca«j
of Pizarro, a common soldier, with a band of less than two hundred
men. The Aztecs were a conquering race, and the army of the Incas had
just triumphed in war. The explanation in the case of Mexico M
R6ville finds in the pressure upon Montezuma's soul of a superstitious
dread which prevented him from putting forth his force and crushing the
invaders as soon as they had landed. The belief prevailed that Quetzal-
coatl, the special deity of the conquered race of Toltecs, *ould some day
return from the ocean and from the East to resume his ancient power ; and
when Montezuma's couriers announced to him the appearance in the 'fatal
quarter of strange and terrible beings with six legs and wielding thunder-
bolts, the king concluded that Quetzalcoatl had returned, and descended to
negotiation instead of artping himself for war. In the case of Peru the
solution is found in the excessive centralization of the theocratic govem-
"""ut, wtii^-h, when Piaarro with perfidious daring had seizej tie Tncal
there being no initiative anywhere else, collapsed at once and left nothing
but confusion and helplessness. The same consequence, though in a leas
degree, may be said to have followed the seizure of Montezuma by Cortes.
The political moral is not confined to Peru or Mexico. Such is the inher-
ent weakness of all highly centralized governments. If the Russian
despotism were struck down by the hand of the Nihilist, total confusion
would ensue through that vast «4apk-e, and society would be at the mercy
of a small but organized and determined band of assassins. Almost a
parallel to the fall of the Incas is the catastrophe of the Bourbon monarchy
in France, which left no political force in the country capable of making
head against the domination of so despicable a crew as the Jacobins, with
no foUowing but the mob of Paris. This accounts for the abject su'bmig-
sion of a people not wanting in spirit to Carrier, Couthon, and the other
vile and murderous emissaries of the Convention. It accounts for the
stupor of Paris while the September massacres were going on. It accounts
also for the ease with which absolute power was afterwards grasped by
Napoleon. If the central government of England or the United States
were struck down, every part of the body politic, being instinct with local
life, would at once be a government to itself. The flight of James II.
though he threw the Great Seal into the Thames and destroyed the write
for the calling of a Parliament, caused one night's alarm in London and
nothing more. Nor is it only theocratic or despotic centralization that would
produce this feebleness of character political and general .in the community
at large. Socialistic centralization would do the same. Under any regime
substituting universal regulation by authority for tre» industry and open
competition the result would be a flock of honiAn sheep like that which waa
produced by the ult»-paternal government of the Incas. A Bystasdm.
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Had Hanlan 8 career been entirely free from suspicion he could not have

f^r^L""" 'n '"T''
'"°" '"« '^^'"^^"^ -^ *»>« Canadian sportfngratcnnty generally. Not content with mainUining that it is imrsaiblffor any hv.ng sculler to beat hin. on his merits. Hanlan's Zlnhave the courage to claim that the idea of his havi;g sold the race is no

\iTz::;:":\Tv'T'''T' ^^ '^--^««°heAustrarnX:
It It was not the "foul," U was the "climate," he was "not fit," he hadeaten plum-pudding the day before the race "

< To clinnh t>.» V i
-7

triumphantly pointed out tha't Australian papers are c Infrac^Uheoul as a sufficient explanation of the resuft.'^But this only shows tha iff™ud were resorted to the antipodean journalists were as badly dec^e^

m lS/7, and that the champion went unto him ;„ a * i-

^"™°w>

him and fraterni^_..e irnVtion'^ thai if^^^^^
i« Id ^^^r^''^^^^-^ -PP-' to be " well posted " in sporting Ztlers, and are men of repute and substance All f»,;„ •

i
« ""^

suspicion that the foulJf that were t^rmeans u Jt L7th^tV"
^

^

preconcerted. This may be matter for rpor^f I , .

race-was

Hanlan is known to be a needv man f«n^ „f
cnicanery.

and his only chance to makel'XVrbl mTal^^Z tteC'^'^^d'lay against him.lf-a devi. which it is only too a"p;:JnThf^^dt

Bnght bern«. in the hedgerows, the ripening acorns, the falling leave,
1
ke ghosts from an enchanter fleeing," the robin's sweet and soW17the cn«p ^ ^,^ ^^j ^,^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ usual ; the pi

t,on to the rule, albeit there, as here, the first snow of the season h^appeared bulky, well-developed flakes, no starveling summer TtTn^emphasized by incisive hailstones, driven along under the impltr^^roanng nor'-wester. These things are not at all !tran^ toXiroIbt "
which IS really as changeable as the "month of ma^y-weathers ''

It Lthought that in England, as in Canada, a hot and dJTummer will 1^Allowed by a milder winter than usual. Severe cold isVucrire 1^to follow on months of rain. But the prudent will be readv for wS
rush of thirty or forty degrees in the thermometer will need no „fK»,

"

reminder that warmer clothing must be worn if chills areZ^ aJ^J
r^^es i::rfi:dr'^

"^ ''1^'^*^°"^ ''™*^' -^^^ -t^r a^aSarrives it will find the masses able to buy the staflf of life at a cheaper rateh^ mos o us remember
;
but with this exception the outlookTth'm

.8 none of the best That large class which is able to look forward w'th

UZd h "T" °' '^' '""' ^ ''' "P ^y ^he attractions of citylife and the pleasures of social intercourse, will do well at this time If /
orget their 1^ fortunate brethren. The' biting win^ t e'^driI^ : w
tothe h^n .'r''

'^"^^ *'^ ^''°°« '-'• -"-'-^ to '»>- task. T;to the half-starved denizens of our city courts and alleys these minister^ofwinter must add unimaginable wretchedness.
ministers of

The advocates of Prohibition who, under the intoxication begotten of

- ^^tt^arl-rd %r^ '""""^' '''^^"'^^ *^« -bmisJr oMh

poHar Tempeit re^er-^rTn ^^^^l:t isl^^lt

Temperance Reformer," in which occurs theTll ^ '
"

measurein some respects resembling the Sc'ott Actlll^rsaTd th^^l'of proceeding was not likely to attain the end they had in Iw ''

eouuli^ violent aisonssion on the queBtfon^d fam l*f
""1^* '^. =™»* thronghoat the

and pomicious re-action against the veivho^it t a
""^ "T?*" «^«° P'^-Jo™ » great

able friend deaires to oar^^?.' ' ""** ^'^ °^i'^ "bioh my hon^.

weirmilhfIh'T
'"*"'" •" *^^ ^°"^ °* ^°--0'- - 1864. Howwell might they have preceded the passing of the ^mtt 4 * j ^

amply the results nf fhot
l«««"ng or the Scott Act, and how

•all past endeavours to make men sober by Act of Parl.V™ / TT^ T
- nior. unfortunate that badly-informed adJo^Sso^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ward to make incorrect statements in order to catch the Zfr

^
!

thinking if well-meaning voter,. For the result UtwL2^^:'of":sumptuary measure is obtained to some extent by fairp^n- Lwhen law-abiding citizens discover-as discover they m'sr^tl; Totthey were persuaded into voting for haa deprived them of a^mfort wf^

inu«d, their awakening will bode evil to the men who led them wtray

As having provided considerable discussion upon the values of fn<vl..n common use there is na doubt that the English'^egetlril gLLJt^
TTnnir' ""^".^'f

'^^**"^"* '' '''^ ^^''"^ ExhibitiorLoLo:^A dinner was given chiefly for the benefit of journalists, over which DrRichardson, of hygeia fame, presided. The doctor confe^ to staihaS'ering after the fleshpots, and cannot quite content himself witt tte o^r^and the gariic. But he acknowledged that he had almost been persua^^"

iL7 Whir
"^ °"^*'^ ^''^'^'' °' *^« ^^^ satisfying motets

iTtherT-^ ""! ""^''*"*' ^' ^^' ""^ «^^«^-- a. ifmedical »«tut there IS a growing desire among his patients to rely more on vegefZ
tt ^^ T'^ "^""^ "^^^ *"<* stimulants. The conference whichfoUowed Dr. mchardson's speech revealed the existence otr^ZJ^t
differences of belief and practice among vegetarians themselv^ S'ally the Chairman had praised a dish of curried mushrooms and ^1!^^advocated the cultivation and consumption of banana^ru'lm" I^dbananas having, ui his scientific opinion, the closest chemic^Xty t^fl^h and fish. This tacit admission of the value of meat as an^e e Sdie was too much for a strapping old soldier who beUeved thatb^Idapples are sufficient for the food of man, and rather thinks hZT
fluity

;
and he attacked Dr. Richards;n witfa velmtl llfir'". igious zealot Incidentally this gentleman declared ZhTdi^notl;wear anything that had ever been on another animal's b«:k.^Hw^m^ of cotton velveteens, and he put his foot ont^L.^^

that his shoes were of sewed canvass.

If we may place reliance upon the gossip of "societv" i«.,«. t-m England, the reign of plates'is over. Tu^nlniaTr^LuLr:^r
gomanja) u the Utest craze, and very soon eve^body ii^^^^^T
anybody must have their walls fitted for the display of innnZ7Th^ n^ful and sometimes ornamental articJ^^r^^T ^Sj.in sets of three, consequently the great aim of Jugomaniaos i^^Z^^unbroken series of any particular pattern ; and ^Te Ma^^TZBetsy Janes of previous generations have been guilty of fearful m^Tamong the crockery, there is . wide field ofamu^mlt o7f177'"
jd^BTs. Hunting high and low, writing to friends. attelZ si^ofhou^how effects, keeping watchful eyes upon every little giri^o^l toTpublic house or the milkman's, will irive oocnn.t,nn f^ fk

^®

ofthelatest,fad.whUetoaidi;their^:;ror:;ri<^rXC^^^^
to be known « the Ju^ Journal and Su,apper'VMedZT^^ ^'^

piet^rr^rrreLr^^E^-^^
rpro?^dr.ir -•--- --^^-^-^^^:::':!^.

i-tn^ent 'and^"^Cl^^^^:^^:^-^^^^^^

J-
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greater refinement, o( a gromag appreoiation of beauty was to be found The old

If. M:r.'tnXeaL°ro oZ^ 't.Te^t^'J'uarior ""''^-S "'I^almost gone from BacL We di^not htr^U at'Tfrrds^^e""it'wL^o'ilyparUw

meui. mtercourse; U sums ufin itself the inteUectual^Ts of lie pTtwe^; y^lrs!

Mr. H. T. Mackenzib Bbll, himself an English poet of the school of
Rossetti, and a prose writer of distinction, has done a very kindly thing.
He has published a volume entitled "A Forgotten Genius." which should
revive the fame of Chariea Whitehead. His life was a blunder, his end a
tragedy. Of highly-strung and very sensitive nature, of habits unmethod-
ical, he was chilled by many misfortunes, made morbid by an unkind fate7
and took to drink. The friend of Dickens, he was at first invited to write
the book which is immortal as the "Pickwick Papers." After writing
poems, novels, sketches instinct with genius, he was 'forced to leave the
country, died in an Australian hospital, and seems to have been buried in a
pauper's grave. Mr. Bell takes Whitehead's work and tries to give us a new
interest in it. The very morbid tone of his mind gives some charm to his
mournful poetry, and enabled him to conceive situations in his tales which
were only too powerful. His was the novel called "Jack Ketch," his the
very fine novel called " Richard Savage." He wrote plays which succeeded
and articles which are worthy to live. Yet he would have been forgotten
had not Mr. Mackenzie Bell told the world a story which ought to make a
cheap edition of Whitehead's works a necessity.

The poem the Laureate intends to publish is that drama on Thomas a
Beckett which has been the delight of so many historians who have seen it
For the stage the drama is pronounced to be wholly unfitted. For the
study it is said to be so well adapted that it can hardly faU to give deUght
But what has astonished most of alllliose who have read the work is its
fidelity to history. Lord Tennyson is said to have been careful, in inventing
what IS necessary to a drama, not to pervert the facts revealed of the time.
If this be true criticism, the poem wiU not only charm but instruct.

Nothing could better illustrate the unforiiunate anti-Engliah feeling
held by some Irishmen than thepeurile attempt of the Dublin malcontents
to efface history by revolutionizing their street nomenclature. As the
London i)m7y TeUgraph aptly puts it: "The Corporation may substi-
tute 'Brian Boru' for 'Brunswick,' 'Wolfe Tone' for ' FitzwiUiam,' and
' Robert Emmett

'
for ' Rutland Square,' but how much nearer wiU they be

to national independence ?
" Beyond confusing cabmen and puzzUng pedes-

trians it is not ewy to see what end will be accomplished. These fantastic
devices for advancing the Irish cause are characteristic of the Celt, who

^as always in him something of the chUd AtmuLtime Ireland was to be
saved by Repeal buttons and Irish frieze; but in a few months the mania
died away, especially when it was discovered that the buttons were made
at Birmingham and the frieze at Leeds. The study of Irish history was
at another time a panacea ; but an old tale, " full of sound and fury," of
English stupidity and cruelty, of Irish atrocities and weaknes^s, pilled
after a while upon the steadiest students. Nor has the cultivation of the
Irish language progressed as the spirit of nationality spread. To dedicate
a street to the name of a patriot or rebel of old has one thing to be saidm its favour

: it is a cheap way of displaying national gratitude. It costs
less than a monument, a statue, or even a bust

NATIONAL HEALTH.

What is National Health 1 How is it to be attained ? are questions that
demand the serious consideration of statesmen and political economists in
this young, ambitious, and rapidly-growing country. Just as the influences
of childhood affect the constitution and character of the man, so must the
political influences that surround and guide the infancy of a nation leave
a lasting impress upon national character and being. The answer to the
first of these questions is too often taken for granted, without any consid-
eration of the subject It is easy to read the popular unspoken reply to
the question in the actions and life of the people; and, formuUted from
such a source, the reply would be as foUows: " That state of industry which
produces the greatest wealtti."

There seems to be little division of opinion upon this point,<but this
unanimity is immediately disturbed by the second query—How to attain
thi« National Health. Free tr^e and direct taxation, rewnue duty or

protection
;
these form a delta in the stream of public opinion, which before

swept onward in a united volume, broken only by individual rocks and
boulders of dissent Our political parties are divided upon the answer to
the latter enquiry, and a bitter struggle over the question of revenue duty
and Protection is the result Party expediency has caused the out-and-
out Freetraders to modify their views, and pose as revenue tariff reformers.

,

With all thia discussion, no Party, as a whole, has ever mobted the
possibility of there being an error in the premises.

HeaJth in a human being is a state of equitable adjustment and weU-
balanced working of all the organs and functions of the body ; and during
that state there is a constant production and continuous, even circulation
of the blood, accelerated at times by energy and activity, but ever relatively"
even. Wealth is to a nation as blood to the human body, and to be the
vital fluid Ota truly healthy State its circulation should be governed by
conditions similar to those that regulate the circulation of the blood.

The true answer then to the first question, " What is national health ?"
should be-" That state of industry which produces and most equitably
circulates the greatest wealth." Many may ask, Why thus give wealth
such prommence

; are there no qualities of a highei* nature- and worthy of
a more important place? Why not rank morality and intellect above
wealth ? Intellect and morals are the superiors of wealth The intellects
of a few great minds have invented and discovered ^the beat modes of
creating and accumulating wealth, and by the ethics of a few great teachers
of humanity, the best manner of expending it has been taught ; but it is
only the intellectual and moral force of the great few. that have done these
things

;
while, with the common-place many, the positions are exactly

reversed, and wealth is the cause that affects the intellect and morality of
the massea Moses, Confucius, Alfred the Great, Shakespeare. Newton
Waiiam-the SUent, Peter the Great, Watt, Franklin, Stephenson, such
minds were above circumstance, and moulded it by their genius to public
benefit and use

; but minds that do not rise above the dead-level of ordin-
ary life are in their turn moulded by the very circumstances that are but
effecte of such great human causes.

With the reply to the first question, reconstructed as already stated,
the second vital question presenta iteelf for solution. Here probably a
wider ground for argument opens, perhaps as extended as it was under
the former premises, to which let us turn for a moment Conceding the

'

former premises as correct, for the moment, then the Protectionist theory
is undoubtedly the one by which Canada will most rapidly achieve the
end in view, namely, the mere accumulation of wealth without regard to
its distribution. By Protection manufacturing interests are developed,
centres of trade are enlarged, the money expended in skilled labour is'

retained in the country, and profita are reaped by those who invest capital.
There is, however, a reverse to the picture. Competition reduces profits,
over-production produces stagnation, the enlarged centres of trade increasj
crime and misery, and in all of these cases the labouring classes sUffer.
It is a known fact that in all great cities where jh'e wealthy live in luxu-
rious mansions, and ^rade in fashionable boulevards, misery and vice
crouch in foul court-yards, and steal through filthy by-ways and aUeys. Is
it weU, then, for the health of the nation to pursue a policy that produces
such results? No. A policy the outcome oi which would be a more
even distribution of wealth, and the natural and unassisted growth of
centres»of trade and manufacture, would lead to a condition less subject
to, and less affected by, commercial depression and unforesefe calamity.
Free Trade is the only policy that can accomplish this, the only method
that can realize the correct answer to the first question. —

From the policy in vogue in Canada and the United States, it would
seem that the only idea of national health and happiness is a doliar-and-
cent one. We in this country envy and emulate the commercial prosperity
of the neighbouring Republic. We desire to present to the worid statistics
of our accumulated wealth, and deem that our happiness is to be estimated
by the financial rank we take among the nations of the earth. There are
men whose lives are governed by the same idea ;; but they possess no real
happiness. They have wealth, costly dweUings, glittering equipages

; but
what is their inner life ? No higher thought than the race for gold

;homes that bring no comfort ; Uves that know no love. They live to be'
ranked by their externals, and are unhappy in the thought of another's
greater pooessiona, though their own be ten-fold more than they require.
Thusm we striving to live aa a nation. No matter though pauperism
and crime increase within, so that our blue books show the balance of
trade in manufactures in our &vour.

What wiU Free Trade give us? A more free and rapid development
of the soil, which is the source of wealth. What matter is it to na
whether or not we manufacture articles ourselves, so long as the products
of our soil pay for what we require. Is it neceaaary to the hi^pineaa and
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OUH OCTOBER WOODS.

fhe t!:z'it','er7hr ^liJ^r''^"™'"^^'
^^' '"^'^~ ^^^

season of the year the ^^.T ?u .
'* " "'^^'"'^ ^'h one

tial line Th
^ ^''^ *™* ^^^^ '»>« departing sun crosses the equinoc-

in theato^ospher.; thet^; 17^°^^^:; Tat:„»;:^
^^^^^^^^

autumnal coolness; the 8oftnei,« ^,u mornings wear an

here and there as if L^, T """""" *'""'«''* disappears, and

and crimsonrgin^Xmtt""'" ?"°' °' ^"^ unseen colourist. gold

green of the lood. af T^hoL "he r*-
*°

n'
»'"'?--'-« ^-P

assume the gorgeous live.1 If ; r^"'"'
^'""P" " **•« «"* *»

all the varierrpl yel7ow blooT"'
"' '^''°"^ •=''"^' °^ •«'^-' ^

contrast with the gt^rtt^r^^^^^^^^^ T.^
"''''''' "'"'^ '''' ««"-*-«

rich-hued festoons' ^^sl^L ^^^^^^^^^^^^
--»> "'ei^

varied a combination of tints event^lv h1
'• T^" "" ^^ """^

which often-like the Dn™l«\7?K i^
deepening into the rich blood-red

appreciable bi of,^C7our into T '^-"•—-'^^-es a quite

wakes countless gleams am„n 7,,

multitudes of glossy oak leaves-

downy hairs on the sumacT 1' *^', T" '^"' ^''"*'^' *"'' '"^''-« "'^

stray oranj oJ s^r etTa^irw ". "''" '" ""^^^ °* "^""^ '^'"^ »

The contnS bet^n1 !h ^""T " *"="^ "' ''''"°«* dazzling colour.

even the last houirCihranTfh' ^"'^'^^^ '^"' '""'" -''''='' --"^^

that immediately f^W tJe 1st 1 n ":
"""*''''« «''"" ^'''^ «^°-

the rapid downfaV:?ltp^:; nl^r
^"'""'^^^ °"!!1*P* ''^^^^

begi!:lt:;^:e^mr:x ro^wthtt""^^^^^

birch, contrasted with her .ii
."; "^ ^^ •'"«bt pale gold of the

;^d^teb^u^-^r-:2^^
d^/Zn wtg::iziLr;::.rs:r:w^^^^^^^^^ -
when June gives it a lovely fringe of vivwl^l ^fiut h f^'l'^rhave their touch of autumn ^.lourfng, too A^nt' line oV "f"

^""^^^

about the outline of all the hr«. . ^' "^ '"'*** « *"«*d

i« soft and slipplry w h

'

f? f"J^
'""^ '^" **'"'' **'*' «««» ^'°-

brown. resinour2^.r JhTrk H r/"""^ '"'^""''*'^ ^^^ '^«

change longer thaTttir
'^'^ ""'P'"" ""^^ *•>« W^aoh of

-till rive? i. reflecting inC,J,TL"v!:^t" ^'^ '/'"°"' "''"'' ^^^
8 M glassy mirror eve<^ bough and twig, the iweatfa

gold aid ba^^drrr ^"''"''^«'»'- -* - ---' and burnish:^

nc^ess Of^e«ec, it L^^ --r^, sturtd^ltrj:::^

dront T T"' T "'•'^ '^"^ ''^"'^y ^'«>-- -d -- Bpa'leTJ^ I

suBshine. And to make a counterbalancing cool tint to contrast with aHthe richness and wam^h, never are the mosses of such velv^ sTf^nell

number.. Th, tm, bro,n wre„ .lil] d^ („ „j „, , ^
"

atithis season of carnaee > The Bn...r~l= .„j i.-

'"^"'^e'7 «> tuwad

«rat),«r;„„ *!. " u . .
Squirrels and chipmunks are ubiquitous.

into the hollow tree or crevice of the rock. They look amusi^ly t^oi

j«H,-..«b.,«, ,0, b».: tr.-Tr^xrz.xf
too, may occasionally be seen peerine out of hi« bn^,f

^°*^-*='"*'='^'

„p«. . .... bi™,, ».,„!:«. lt:ixtj'C*" •
'"

it accordingly. Then there is tlTi u^f
transient stage, and value

dying glorofthesLmlTwi^Vairi^^^^^^^
mind. The withering of the flower, the fadiW Tt^e ,1 T "
geative of the tnuisitory nature of all earthly deXtlaSpVle^r'"Wpuiess stands on the firmer basU which " abidet^'for^^, £e -,1;
IS a foreshadowing of that one event which awwts all th!^ i. » 1 I'
sweetest here below, thU autumn season suJZ als^ih

^" ""^
truth that through death ever comrTf:. STwi'thTn? iT*:.'"

Zfni:tS;:n:;:i--jrdr-^-^^
a«>m bear, the genu that. wiTflvl^^ l^^Z^:^^. ,1^^'7

^

be . tiny .prouting o^. Under tho^mould ^t i^^r^r^'^rootreU that are erelong to clo^ the ^:it.'n1.^^:,
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Verdure; and the brown leaves that seem to flutter sadly and reluctantly
*Own, when even their autumn glory is over and drear November is at
hand, are converted by nature's tender care into a soft and close mantle to
protect from the wintry frosts the delicate flower which will be the glory
of the spring! And so, even the always saddening season of nature's
decay becomes a parable of resurrection to comfort hearts that suffer from
a sense of far heavier loiw ; and that includes nearly all-does it not?

FiDBLIS.

TH£ CHURCHES.

VoA<r'%htr,'^^^''^
meetings^e the great events in the religious*

r^it*^
That time has passed away. The vernal month still sees many

the'y once
«-'->-»<:»' |-"\erings, but they no longer absorb the int^res^they once did. Their decadence is not exclusively due to satirical refer

^W 1^
'»>« b^-^yrngs of Exeter Hall," or to the fact that^e are Lasmterested m the religious and philanthropic movements that m^e theMay meetings famous. Changed conditions have brought other centres

^tivi?T'"r'- /"/''". ""T" "-'"''"on ot the Wfst much reljl:

^H^Ji r ^r^"^^'
'^^''^ ^'''°"''' assimilated with the spirTtual

bL « ,
/' ' °/ *.

°'^ *«"• ^P''^ interchange of thought and ide^has evolved a spirit of greater activity and adaptation to the altered stateof die modem worid. The methods and plans of the Mother £nd may
Sl.!.r " ':0'»P«~t;-?ly genial soil on this continent, but they h"te

tte ca^tVreTn r°"
°^*^«

.
<=°'"'fyJ^nd of the time. The traditfons othe past are no longer dominant. The religious life of the Dominion isbe«.mmg more assimilated to the actual requirements of the pelkanafinds ita manifestation in various forms of beneficent activity The IpeTJlative for the most part gives pkce to the prWical.

^ne specu-

hnJT' ^^t!'u^
"^"-^'y "°'*^*^ Methodism of the Dominion exemplified

^eSrZ M °'8^'^»''°'^ °*. '^''' ^'"Portant denomination has be^conL

^!^ ^Jk
Missionary Committee met and conducted its affairs withpraiseworthy harmony The Ladies' Missionary Society met last week n

JndT^i.),f 1
''^

"'i'^^'"
missionary intelligence was imparted, and a ^eltand healthful impu se communicated which the delegates wiU more or leLsuccessfully infuse into the communities te which they belong.

rn„^'^
^^^ also saw the assembling of an influential Sabbath SchoolConvention 'n BrockviUe, at which delegates from almost every part^Ontario assembly. In addition to Canadian workers, several prominen

theTnefit :;ib°^
"' ^"^^"^ ^^°' """^^ ''°'^ '"^^ ^-'«d State" ga"ethe benefit of their experience to their co-workers in Canada.

„J«.^"f
''

*^°*^f ~°^«i^"°'' °^ Christian workers is being ield in thepleasant and attractive Town of Peterborough. The Y M C A ^e in
session this week and many estimable representatives of 'this departmentof religious activity are in attendance. ^

Thb Baptist Association of Ontario have jus*, concluded their annual

St Th^ji Tv'C^'"'" •*?'' '". '''' yo-g-'"tyoftheProvTn"

teneS^ Tke Ifb' I-
'" ""fT '4' '^' propagation of its distinctiv;

^Z^ .
other sections of the Evangelical Church, it also displaysmuch earnestness both in Home and Foreign Mission work. It has appointeda Superintendent of Missions and has made praiseworthy provision^ headvancement of education, Senator Macmaster having made anothergenerous contribution in its behalf.

-inocner

befllTnwI^^K
«'*''^'''o^

'n*
Salvation Army is, to appearance, likely to

Livti^fi''
«Peedy collapse. In many places in England where the

iTl^ K n 1 *^^?' popularity its numbers are dwindling. A meet-

himsl^ tt ""
\^'^^l

"""• ^''"«''"' '^^'^'y- ^' -h'^'' General Booth

b Xn outlnT" '
*'"*

e'^'^u^^x'^'"'''
"*''« '^"•"''^ous. Schism hasbroken out m the army ranks in the United States. Major Moore decided

decided!v"r''°'"?°%u^ '^"•''"7 P^P'^'^^- ^o this General Booth is

and fileOT i P' ^'^'" ^ '^''^ c<.Mered, but part of the rank

fideli^^to the Gene.2'
excommunicated officer, and parT maintain their

' Asterisk. .

EDUCATION NOTES.

.{ I^^ ^T""^
CJiurch Congress in Toronto has amply fulfilled the hopes

^nstUulI Tf"""^ ^'^sfem-n^ « Canada Sf'^thi^ most exceS
institution. The proceedings were of more than ordinary interest. Stirrins
subjects of practical value were discussed with marked ability. Perhapfthe most gratifying feature observable was the unconventional and manlvtone prevadmg the papers read and th% discussions to which they gave riseThe presence of Bishops Potter and McLaren, whose cordial words were
fully appreciated, added much to the value and interest of the Congress.

Prbcedino the meeting of the Church Congress in Toronto, the EleventhCongress of the American Church was held in Detroit. The princioal

^^JZT^^J'^.u'^ ^^^^ """ """*' thoroughness and independence thatcharactemed the Canadian assemblage. The chief subjects consideredwere Authority and Conscience, the Cathedral System in America Moml

Wo^n^V fT ^^-'VT'ie Confessional, {s our Civi^rtion'j;^, toWorkmg Men ? Among Canadian speakers at the Detroit Congress whoproduced a taost favourable impression, the n&me of Professor Clarkdeserves special mention.
v^iaric,

THKfine new chapel in connection with Trinity College, Toronto wascoMecrated wiUl imposing and impressive ceremonies, in which a number
of distinguished Churchmen took part.

t^ If yenerable Archbishop Lynch has, of late, been devoting himself

t^^^^*^.. ^^^ invented an imaginary Indian, whose identity would

?oo";;Jf.S* kL'""^^'^ " """'^ "^^^ '-''
^"^ P'^^o'^P- °^ ^'--re

. new%^- '"It'
*^Ii.0'ni8h Propaganda ba^ decided on the erection ofa new diocese ,n the Province of Quebec. Nicolet wiU be the seat of thenewb^hopnc It «, also rumoured that Dom Smeulders will be replacedby a new apostolic delegate. '^

^^

'^JL^^k'""**","'
^'- ^'"^' ^'"''*'"'' I*^''" Church at Rome, have

answered the papal remonstrances somewhat defiantly. They go the length
eveaof denymg the papal authority. They will now be excommunicated
by the Vatican The unusual spectacle of a dis«,nting Catholic congrega-
tion in Rome itself will then be seea

Jnth^Z.TJju
^"--onto Public Schools have made a new departure"

Uift \ ft
'"''''"'« "'^"" semi-annual convention. It iZ been

cusl?„f [ "T"",
*° '''"''' "'^ '^ '^y^ of the meeting to the disouH8.on of educational questions of a more or less practical characteruterspersed at intervals with a lesson given by a teacher to a cWon

kv's Z'fot tb r. They have determined to substitute for thirstday 8 work of this kind something of a more practical nature, and underthe guidance of their inspector, they have divided themselves'^t^ sectL^

sectTon"?!
'

, ^'^f'
°'- '^' '^''^"'^^ ^'^''y ''^'^^- During this month^

vorL oa^nVd
"

tl
° ""''^ °"" °* '^' '"'^ "'^°°^' "^ observe the generalwork earned on there, and particularly the work of the class in which it

.3 spent m disc&ssing what has been observed, and arriving at generalconclusions upon it, and upon any other points connected with the fmport'ant duties in which the teachers are engaged. If this change is wisely

Xh^toToJt
''''

P^lif' ^ '^'"^"^ ^''^'^''^ *- ''^^ fruittSu^^n^which too often mark these semiannual gatherings.

r.Jr^fl^ftZ^ * ^'^® '^^'^^'^ ^ ^^^ °"«'''" of appeals against the

nZr 1
f^ent examination for Intermediate and Second and ThirdClass Teachers' Ceri^ificatea This may be accounted for by the care

"eT atr^;fb""'"°^'='"'"''°'^
'"^ "•« appointment of' sub-e^m

iners. Hitherto these appointments have been left largely in the handso one or two subordinates of the Education Department, who were notaJways anxious to make the public service their first consideration in therecommendations they made. Now, it must be acknowledged that the .

that l^Tu k"^ °f
examination papers is, not an easy task, nor is it onethat should be entrusted to novices. It requires considerable practice tobe able to see the points of an answer and to judge of -its value correctlyThe persons most competent for this work are those engaged in teachii,the subjects the candidates are examined upon, and sL^ it has be^deemed expedient to exclude High School masters from the reXig ofwhat might probably be their own pupiJs' papers the work shonll hi

entrusted to the Public School body. ' HitLto theJe hTbe^n a firepresentation of inspectors among the sub-examiners ; but until thepresent year no Public School master, with one or two exceptions^L^
opportunity of knowing, m the capacity of sub-examiner, wha Tth^standing of those who sought admission to the lower grades of his prc^

n™' h .'i. ^°""-^T '^T*^ "" '^^'' ^^'^ Siyen aV earnest of^L^purpose l^y the appointment this year of a considerable number of PublicSchool -mssters on the examining body. The recent results seem to jus-tify his action, and to warrant the opinion that those who have the inter-'ests of the profession at heart are likely to prove the most painstakingand conscientious of examiners. .
y ^^ona.mg

^J^^i 1°^, ^h
™°^' iniPortant Conferences on Education of recent yearswas held lately in connection with the Health Exhibition in Londo"England. Its sittings extended from the Ith to the 9th of August andwere devoted to the consideration of every phase of education,^fro; thehighest university training to the teaching of infant schools. The Conference was divided into four sections, each of which discussed a particularbranch. One devoted itself to Elementary Education in all its aspectanother to Science-teaching in Schools, another to University Trainingand a fourth to the Training of Teachers, ete. The meeting was thoroughf;

mternational, not to say cosmopolitan, in its character. The leading
countries of Europe, as weU as those of North and South America wererepresented. The importance of the gathering may be inferred from thenames of a few of th<Me who read papers. Professor Meiklejohn, of theEducational Chair in St. Andrew's University, read a paper on Professor
ships and Lectureships on Education, in which he insisted on three thingsthat professors of education should do : (1) Make a thorough examination

'

?L<!
growth and dj>velopment of many different kinds of youn| minds

;

(2) Study and tea^h the hiator/of education
; (3) Study method in generaland the true method of each subject that is taught in our schools. TheRev. R. H. Quick, author of " Educational Reformers," in a paper on The

Universities in their relation to the Training of Teachers, urged that thefunction of a university in this regard is not the preparation of teachers by
establishing practising schools, but the teaching of such principles of^uaitioa as have been or can be estoblished. J. G. Fiteh, a leading
i!,i^li8h School Inspector, and author of " Lectures on Teaching " gavel^
address on Examination and Inspection of Schools. He cl^^ thatexaminations were necessary to assure the public that the aims of schoolswere actually fulfilled, and without inspection it would be impossible to
secure adequate guarantees for the wise and honest administration of the
public grant. Mr. Philip Magnus, author of several science textbooks

'

and an acttre member of the Royal Commission on Technical Education*
gave ui address, m which he sUted some of the conclusions at which the '
Commuiaion had arrived. Professor Henry Morley read a paper on

1
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rZllZ%l "^^ ^'-
^'!i?«^°'-d. * 'ending profesaor in Westminster

auThor ff n,,^^''
'"^

r^,r ?' '^™''*'°« °^ Teachers
;
Canon Crom^eT^

duS .
?>"»«'-°»« «<^tool books, stated some difieren<;es in the training

fnd Mr HelC sl" 1 """fT 1° ^"^^ ^"^''' ''"'J °" ^^-^ Continentand Mr. Heller Secretary of the National Union of Elementary Teachers

ZidnH /h« .t"«
'"^''''''' "" ^'''' O'-ganization of Elementary Ed^Z.'

Sanl ^'T '*;«'« ^'"•« a number of distinguished men. particularirfromFrance and Belgium, and several ladies actively engag^in edSonTEngland, who took an important part in the proceeding
education ,n

Afnt"n travelt' '^Thl'^t^Tu' \^ ^"P'*'"^ ^*"'^'-°'>' *»»« distinguishedAincan traveller The subject he chose was The Teachinz of GeosranhvIn the course of his remarks he animadverted on the absurdist of c^wdf/ethe maps ^tended for children's use with so many unneceslry nimes

ri °J^ r""'*^ f'Y""^ '^''" ''"«'^''''" fr"-- those nam^7hat werereally of value. He deplored the ignorance that prevailed, even amol^totherwise well educated-p«»ple, upon the subject of geo^phy K
whrwwT? ""t '"""'P^ri

^-^ ^"^ ">«* «"» ^""^rioan eS in Turkeywho wanted to know whether the Danube did not run all the way to

sZt r?Sl rif?T- f^° ""^ '^""'^ ^'''-^ ''^ could not gJt to

S't^^^^cfl,.^ht^^^^^^^^^^
Don't you know i " said the consul. " No " he reolipd « mt !uamuses herself lugging me about to all sorts'of pl^tft of^ orTe^k^together I have not the least idea where I am." „

[OoTOBBB 30th, 1SS4.
OoTOBSB SOtfa, 1884.] THE WEEK.

^rrjidl'^gte" wh^
'>' *° '"'^^' ' '''"^' '-• •" *he Republican

GORRESPONDENGE.

NOTICES TO C0RBE8P0NDENTK^^^~ ""'^

O. Dearth of Wit ia Canadian Speaker. " 1, not snitable for.oor colnmn..

THE PRESIDENTIAL ELEGTION. "

Washington, Octobbr 21, 188i,

h Ttnn 7 Tr ' "^T'^e^'J' "^"d the Democratic candidate a Slunthigh-toned soldier, who knew nothing of oolitical »P.on^
.gai'ant,

to sign a silly declaration to the effec that tLS wTnotT T^" ^question at all. but purely a municipal one. like iSl oZn or hlh I

""

in respect of the liquor traffic. Of course the ^nnhl!^ ^^ '"^'^

thereupon returned by a handsomem"S«S co'wTo l^*"Tany reason why a voter not expecting to^r^fit d^ect^y L a chJlf" ^^ministration should desire such' a ^ange'as w^'Spllb^hal
This year the Democrats have made no show of hnnrrin^ t _j .v

question of the Tariff for a moment. They Zi^d,^S ?oT£ Re'publicans to name their candidate and produce their^Utform and w^the nomination had fallen to Mr. Blaine itTeemed to th« n ^^^
-i««l«™ *«1 follower, alike that their^emy h^ detive^^h?"'?'"

into their hands. Their internal dissensions wL^ickly hXl a^'tLr

promising protectionist
«»naaii, tne nncom-

influence and opportunities that his high plIL We b^^!^ v f ^!
riches-not dishonestly, perhaps, yet i T^r coI^'Zli^^LV?

««'

way. But as the candidate of his larty, Mr B^inXSn able te''Zto his support the great majority of the men whose abUitS oultL^ Z^
T^rZ^^\ ^"^ «'•"*" ^ *•"« P*'*y '^ ^fl"-'^ which th^wirdi^
elected,il elected at all. by the votes of thousands who would not f^their ri«ht hands, have written the letters which Mr. J. MuTSnKw5
S^iXt ti.

T''-^"'-. -HI- governed by three coS^^oL"
3.^;** * worst, he is incapable of much mischief within hii

U^^. ,

""""^ '"'* imporUnt principle, already, and thaThw Itleast one principle m reserve which is worthy to enimm. ^LliV w. i

THE NEGBO AT THB SOUTH.
To the Editor of the Week

rX~r _ ,

' ' ""«"»' °<" bonie out bj facta. In •• BT,tandet'« -

^^ Ci" r„' I^*""
- .^"7'« ^ «-tleaun «y, .hat. in hi,oS«ogreat, loroea on this continent are working towards an nU.™.». .7

Commerciia reciprocity or union haa been had and mav be had J.i„ tK ?

.

oltimate re-union of the English-spoaking race •'
' ^ ''"'°°' ""

lutions. That, mdeed. few Southerners are. I franUy confess that " B™t.»j ..

correct. Looking at the corruption, the excesses of fac^^rj^ theTi tomerely m.tenal ends and ^.. the Uck of honour among thep^^VrJ^,^I cannot but fear that . day of reckoning must come A, to^e SnnlT u
'

the broad Potomac hurries by. in haste L plun;rb,i^riori^"^n Zsi;".:my own dear State. Florida, about whose every key and inlet ZL" stS tol^™
lenitaTih" *°

T-^^'t ' ^ '""^ ol^a.hionedan'n^LCroS^
beaeve stiU that the much-ndionled- *• Southern chivalrv " is eTR»ti, ->, . • .

".

to correct th. crude, harsh, mammon-worship of the p^nt d^y ' "^^
.™„l!r*r^ ^!'i^ '°' '"'"' ^ ^""^^ ""^ " 'J""'""' thoroughly British in

a federal parhament of representatives from aU parts of the Empir^wo^\^frtS
i rrt • ' 'r '"^"^ ^o »« *» be no rea«»i why the Empire"^held together « a collection of British communities under one «,yereign^»h on!army, navy, and consular service, one flag, and one common citizensypH^h" emWmanagmg its own local affairs, and Great Britain having exclusive c^nTnlTk
matters a. tho^ of Egypt «id India, in which she alo^eTdLpJ i^Lr.^:'

"*
A SonTKutsn.

LKGALITT t». PUBLIC POLICY.
To the Editor of the fVeek :

D.AB Sa -A UbonrerVhile engaged at his work having been injured raed hi,employer for damages, notwithsUnding the fact that he had a^eeTro forZ^r. .
to such damages. The judge held that the agreement was vo^^d .waTd^f

-

accor^y, the ground for this decision being that pubUc poUcy"q-^^t
^-

The deeuion «.d the ground on which it was rested are open to grave criticismIt u .«umed. if not openly, yet theoreUoaUy. that the workm^ « norjm^wl^ent« mto «. agre^ient with his employer. Fo, .„ght that I ca" .^ wUM^t «
ss„Ti»f?.r"* °' •"<""---. ^"p"- •-> .freemen. :::„:r'irby.

re-onaWe ««. and rigilane, be exercis^i. and it ma, be ^^r^^.l^T'^^ :S-nploy. human m*,hiner, to do hi. work at *, much a d.T^J^S.l.T !damage that may happen to it whB. in hi. u« But wS IvL^rT V^-.Uy o»rid« Ui. ri.k to be run. insure ^1^,Z ""^i^L"^^diff-reno. mther to the «nploy« or the public whether he pay. an in.arJLrL„^
it hinudf, h. d«. not undertake, or give.hi. workm^Tll inoreM. rfST^'^•qual amount to take the ria upon himMUr

"^-w oi w«gM lo an

DeeWoo.ollawo«»r»..yM,nowar.proT«rhlaU,n»e.rtala. BattriwwiUiM,

763

lv^t^«;..rT
"*'"'"« °' """""'^ ""'ybe his knowledge of^e laws, what

^«eTZs o b.'
'"

'
""" '"""^ "'""' P"''"" Po'^^y -» '0 •» "PheW?

be^t pohcy
;
that, however sound when appUed to private transactions, the time-hon-

Zt . °"fT/ ''"°'*^ "'^'°"«' ""> P"""" '"'««»' '^e'n^ 'o' tho 'i-ne

^noritv?"" -^ M M° '""u
"' '"« "'"' ''° "° ''°°«= -- *- o'l'" '-ds. that themmonty ha. no rights that the majority need respect, except in so far as a prudent

regari for its own peace and comfort may inculcate
; that might includes right

Protectorates without ex*ption inevitably tend toward tyrannies. It was' not inttenatureof things human that protectors can be depended upon to educ.te thJi^

^^L
for independence. They seem much more apt to enact the part of th

Till °°i:- ,
" "^^ "' '""'"''' '''^""" ">« '"'"'"' "-« '"«" it takes t" pL- is

huS^f:e*:^'or"""
'-^'^-^ ^a thatlteven bas invariably been on the ^e' ^f

Whitby.
—lour. truly.

_ w. O. E.

THE SCRAP BOOK.

FASHION AND BIRD LIFB.

THE CHINESE QUESTION.

^dS^vZnJt'"*''",'
''"*' «0-batting Th. W..k's position on this quesUob

^efouZ,/ t'
"^"''' "^,-«°'» - '"-ur of prohibiting Chinese immLation'Ihe foUowmg extracts will explain his views :

one^tK"" """^''^u
""" ""' indiscriminate influx of Chinamen into this country iaoneof ttose causes that will prevent the honest toilers of our race, religion and rmmonmterest from reachmg the summit of their hopes."

auu common

„r,A

'"'*''
'"^ °[ '^« ^^^^^^ are imported semi-slaves. They are brought hereunder contr^Jt, and are under lock and key to their masters -

on™'L° m'' ^"!^J°'"T ""' '*°"" '° "*" """« '«^«'°' semi-slavery in your endeav-Z Id T *K\r'""°
'"""''-' P^^P'^""" '^'"'' "'o- eiviUzationsuper*rL

OUT,, «id who, by their contact with our civilization, are still more deeply ii^presse^

tZT " '°'"''"-" W- H S^C

ADDRESS TO MY TEA KETTLE.

^r>oX^l^li^ZT^':tX'.f^^^^^ from aprovincial newspaper

For many a verse inspired by tea
(A never-failing Muse to me),
My kettle, let this tribute bow.

Thy charms to blazon.
And tell thy modest worth, although

Thy face be brazen.

Let others boast the madd'ning bowl
That raises but. to sink the soul.
Thou art the Bacchus that alone

I wish to follow

;

Fro^ thee I tipple Helicon, '"
.

My best Apollo !

'Tis night—my children sleep—no noiso
Is heard, except thy cheerful voice ;

*

For when the wind would gain mine ear •

Thou sing'st the faster, »«As if thou wert resolved to cheer '

. Thy lonely master.

And so thou dost ; those brazen lungs
Vent no deceit, like human tongues

;

That honest breath was never known
To turn informer

;

And for thy feelings—all must own
That none are warmer.

Of late another eye and ear
Would mark thy form, thy music hear

;

Alas ! how soon our pleasures fly,

Returning never !

That ear is deaf—that friendly eye
Is closed forever

!

Be thou, then, now, my friend, my guide.
And hummingVisdom by my side
Teach me so patiently to bear

Hot-water troubles.
That they may end, like thine, in air,

And turn to bubbles.

Let me support misfortune's fire
Unhurt, and, when I fume with ire,
Whatever friend my passions sees,

And near me lingers,
Let him still handle me with ease.

Nor burn his fingers.

0,may my memory, like thy front.
When I am cold, endure the brunt
Of vitriol envy's keen asaaultii

And shine the brighter.
And ey'ry^b that make my fanlta

Appear the lighter

!

ZS[y Tdevis^
the most comforUble and advantageous that couldpoHsiDiy oe aevised. The more ridiculous and hideous thp-iaalii^r, fW-.

: ^^e^t! rSla1d?h^r^H'-r ^"="'' they~izStt&tha
Thp h^l

the absurdity the more active must be the defence

siasit'iiTrrnTn' Ll;"r;LT tTrhi^.t^.t'^ r-'- ^'^f
sequent on heir adoption Tight lacing and constricted waisU hiterferinirwith every function of bodily life, and rendering women usele^ valetudhf

waX' H ^ ''l
'* ^^/ r"^^ ''"'* "^«^'»' -«-''-« °f society, hlv never"wanted defenders, and there appears but little hope of im^ro^Iment^this respect For so strong is the influence of personal vanity thTt evenamongst the " sweet girl graduates " are occasionLly te be seen ^ot merelybizarre costumes that are adapted to attract attentin to the wl^r but

to hX"K''thr°"'^^TK''^"^^ '''^' '='"^''°' •- -°- witZtTnju^
relii to thl th

^^^'^- '' """^ consolation that affords som^

^ ?^on TtTs tW°r°° r^''
'' °"*"^'' "* '^' °«'=^'°"»' enormities

recu^butU „l!u .IT '."'
''f

permanent. It is true that theyrecu. but not usually m the litetime of a single observer. The hooos and

Hwfh f"'
'""" P*'^ °^ '^' eighteenth and commencemenTof the

a elT! li'Xt"7h
'"1"''^!° '''' P^^"'""' '^"g^-^^ °^ -^ fe- 'ho

. ^:ziZ'oT.^,^z:' ''- ^-^^^^^ °^ ^' '-^- ^^ t£:Wh hiiS

anim^fedoT'rhl'wf'*' ""f
""^'^ '^^ human race, but the entireMiimal kingdom. The balance of nature and the productiveness of theland are interfered with by its vagaries. Brightly plumaged birdrin Indi^are destroyed by hundreds of thousands, and s^ld byS S.to« fortmere nominal pnce, their skins being exported as ornLente. Dr^who is in charge of the Madras Museum, states that " sca;cely'^;i y^T;'

'

p^ses without references being made to the museum regardwThe i^j,^mflicted on crops by insects. Now it is a colony of bor^ attLkW ^^eTbushes and sugar cane, while next year it is a flight of locuste co^umin^everythmg green, or a host of insatiable grubs fttacking the ri^ cropfThe losses inflicted on agriculturists by these visitations a^ very^Lt a^dthere IS imminent nsk of such pests largely increasing, if mew^rw be Tot^op'ed to protect their natural enemies, the insecrivor'us bTrds.'' InAmerica a corresponding destruction is taking place. Tens of thousands

FnrZ"""^-^"^'
*"

"""r^y "'''" *°'- *»»« ^"^e °« their skins. No^are
?he kCJil .h''"""P^*'?r '^' P«°*'"^« °^ ^«'=h senseless slaughter

-^ S^tViiT'' t; W^' "^^^^t"" ^^•^' "'^ been^xtefmii^-«ea » many districts. Sea-fowl; unfil the^pssing of the Wild Birds'Protectwn Act were destroyed ruthlessly duriSTthe" breeding s^Ln theyoung being left to perish by the slow starvation whicron^e^t; folowed on the s aughter of their parents: and during tie peri^of^he '
fashion for wearing wings of birds as ornaments for hats" immense numW
liC'^:r-iz'^. '" ''^'' '^-- p^-«« ^-"><^ -te o' tS

FRECKLES.

FiiECKLES, it is said, have thU summer been all the rage in fashionableAmerican circW and of course, means have bee» dewfed for enaWin!fair faces to display the covlstpd beauty spots. To rub the vislg^ wi h a

tiem'and t"-

^°«
'f^'l^-^

*« have been an early device forToducfngthem aud It is said that a considerable trade has been doing in " fre^Sf
• Zt t.?"" P''°^'''T '^"^ °°' '''^"y^ produce the desired refult, and wasfound to have an unpleasant effect on tender skins. Artists have the

"

any number of freckles she chooses to pay for at two shillings each—

a

reduction no doubt being made in Uking a number. Evei^V^t^
hand-painted, and, provided the face be"not washed too v^orS Synu^nted to h«t three days when it will require to be reneCd-J o1course some eligible suitor has not in the meantime been brought fe^surrender and to duly declare himself. " I have heard of your p^L^too weU enough," says Hamlet; "God hath given you one^face^i!^33make yourselves another." That was a good while ago. The jJ^tiJ^stiU gomg on, and if Hamlet had been inoving in modem so<JeJyK'same censorious spirit, he might not have coTtined hU strict^ entirSy

% llT- 7 Tr^li'
"•" °'^'' '**y **»•* * ^y described in^ cSo

^"^''T^*''«'"^""y ^y '' ^^ ^ have a dimple or two a^tificUjfyproduced If Nature had churlishly denied them. She h,^ j^stS™
mtheworM, -nd all she had to pay was a couple of iuineas. The aeninsto whom she submitted hen«lf first pUced a small ghTtut^oyerlbf^

!
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where the dimple was desired. By sucking the air out of the tube he

I^l wf^'f .f"'l M°"u-'"i"'."°.,'^"*''y
"«^ ^0""'l ''t » Wt of scarlet

,^^'^ -^i,

wicked-looking knife " he now sliced off this pimple he had
raised. The wound was quickly bound up and an inverted silver cone wasplaced overall. The fair patient ^ent to have it dressed on five successive
days, and then the wound was found to be completely healed, and the silver
<>one was removed and " there sure enough was the prettiest little dimple

din!* ^1 7l P«'-';»<l»>°r «"> supply a good head of hair, and the
dentist sound teeth, and there are all sorts of infallible recipes for a
brilliant complexion. Now that beauty spots and youthful dimples canbe had to order there really seems to be no good reason why ladies shouldever grow o\d.~Datly ifews. » / u.u

OoTOBn 30th, 1884.]

Americans have a deep-rooted objection to any one's being better
dressed, better mannered, or better equipped than themselves. It is from
this spirit that the word " dude " has been coined. That term of reproach
« usually a fling by an iU-dressed individual at a well-dressed person.—

Mr. Froude's chief claim forCarlyle now is that he was strictly honestand pure in hw private life ; but this is bringing him down a terribly longway from the old position of a guide and exemplar for all who longed for
fields of noble and active usefulness. An apostle of Ihe higher life ought
surely to have something better to say for hirnself than that he cheatedno man and was faithful to his wife.—7%e Nation.

The Week, of Toronto, has already taken a well-earned position as one
of the leading journals among our neighbours. From its start it has shown
that spirit of enterprise and good practical judgment which is sure to brinir
success. Its management is wide-awake and independent without neu-
trality, and its contributions are most excellent, many of them beine frompopular and experienced writers.-.Soston Home Journal

_
Advertisements are like men, those with anything in them work to

the front, and the weaklings go to the wall, though it not unfrequently
happens that a good one in poor dress is slighted. To be thorouehlv eood
they should be good internally as well as sartorially. Let us see a man's
advertisment and we wiU tell you what manner of man he is. Study thisart—It 18 the highest and the most important part of every business.—
Uttavoa Aun.

Canada has her duties and her grave responsibilities ia connection with
the extensive country which she has already undertaken to govern We
cannot neglect those duties or shirk those responsibilities- and yet by
assuming new duties and responsibUities in a territory 2,500 miles distant
from the seat of Government we shaU certainly be weakening our strength
and rendering ourselves less able to cope with the great work which Ues
before us m the Dominion as at present constituted.-J/bn/rea^ Herald.

All this evidence as to Blaine, new and old, is ctimulative. It illus-
trates the man and his methods. He does things under cover In aU his
career this perpetual habit of intrigue is the distinguishing trait of his
character. He has been in pubUc life to grasp power and make money togrow neb " on the quiet." His way of stabbing in the dark is elsewhere
exhibited. These qualities and habits made him an unsafe secretary of
State, and they disqualify him for ^^^V^idoacy.—SpringJUld Republican.

The life of the Scott Act will probably be short, but it will extinguish
the bar and treating, and this will be a great good accomplished It wUl
moreover be the means of strengthening the temperance sentiment and
though It may possibly lead to the more general use of opium and various
stimulant and narcotic drugs, yet the general effects it will leave behind it
will be wholesome rather than injurioua The whole temperance and
prohibition question may be summed up in a few words—words often
spoken in these columns—when Drunkenness becomes disgraceful it will
cease, and not until then.

—

Bobcaygeon Independent.

The passage of the divorce law promises to relieve France of one of
the most odious features of its social life—a quasi-recognition of the half
world of vice, which has served as the background for most af the modern
French novels, and the presence of which under implied recognition from
decent society has corrupted the life of the nation. Under the old law the
wife had no remedy against the husband even for the greatest offence • she
was compelled to assent to a mode of living which was an insult to her a
degradation to him, a shame to her children, and a source of corruption in
society. Under the new law which, as in the State of New York eives
the wife or the husband the right of divorce for the single cause which
the New Testament specifies, the state of things has already almost disap-
peared. The law struck at its foundation by making a legal offence of
that which heretofore has been only a social sin.—iT. Y. Christian >Union.

nnf Zi r"fi
Pe™>tted to entertain the belief the Mr. Beecher doesnot add to th\ moral influence of his callinj^by standing as he^ does adistributing celltre in the politics of his .o^ntly.-&L ct^Ze

«f«f]^*
''^"^ ^^ occasion of late to examine pretty closely into the actualstate of our armaments, and matters have come to our knowledge n^t^mere stories of the clubs, but on the authority of respoSfX ai^which convince us that in many important pointe, notably in the suDDh;

ll'Tapdeorr^'T- °"^'=-'l''r - -- worL than tUof thTuStess Napoleon when he set out for Sedan. The irrefragable evidencewhich accumnlates in our hands daily justifies our making the del7£te
^^d% 1'* .* ^"^'r' ^''' '" "^'"^^^ "« to-morrow w^ shouW £
Em^«,- "^

disasters only comparable to those which hurled the 'DiiH

te tr^ '""'• .'^''"^ '' °°' " ""''» »' »•>« Admiralty or at the wirOffice who does not know that we have neither guns, nor powder nors^ft cruisers, nor torpedo boats, nor torpedoes, adequate 'for ourimmldiat^

^llL sta*tiorand°'b r' Zl "^^ ""''''"S abo\t the defen.es ofout^ling stations and harbours
; the report of the Royal Commission on

nJf **'T'!'*
™"'' ^ admitted that the temptation to the Colonial

&rttst°arrf"""'^
at present in the London market is stroag

crld^ted i„i nnt
of foreign politics. Foreign Government stocks are dif-credited just now, and the ruinous losses that hi^ve been incurred by holdersof Amencan rai road securities have created distrust of everyth^^Amer^SL

fntirelvT^R >T' '^"ri"'"*'^' '""««^°" •=<'"fi«« their purc^VeHwentirely to British rajlwrty stocks and to Colonial Government st^k^

r^r"^?!^'
°^ *'"' Chancellor of the Exchequer for convei^Sn oTthedebt have led, moreover, to sales of Consols on an enormous s^e and t^investment in Colonial Government securities. The Colonia" GoTemmenteseeing the prices of. their stocks steadily raising, and hearing reportedeagerness of investors to buy them up, are nat"Jrallv temptedTo take .^

TuX borro' "^'''^'''r^ "'^'i
'""'^ ^'^J^y- •">'^' 1-* anything iiouWoccur, to borrow now whatever they may require. As the figures citedabove show, even before the conversion propo«Us they had SincS^ng enormously tbeir borrowings in this country ; and it^is to bTreSSfor their sake that a new inducement has been held out of them uZv

fhelTl •
P"^"' ~te of borrowing, they will certainly before loi lanjthemselves in senous difficulties.—&<„rdoy Beview.

^
IftJ""

^"''"'"y be credited in England, but in thispresent year of grace1884, no hotel-keeper in India dares receive a native guest into hkWnot on account of any ill-wUl of his own, but through fear of losing h^
^Zl A^""" ^ T.f ^"""^y '" '^' "'"'«^ I ^'^ treated with^he
potest kindness and attention by various members of the native commun
1^, and by none more so than by Mohammed Ali Roeav thp )a«^;„„Mohammedan of this city. He had travelled in Eu ope^^isld in ^u?^pe*n dress, and had even so far adopted our manners L 'to sub^^ to allthe public chanties and to drive a four-in-hand. Yet, happening one day

TSa T^ ^T", ^'f"
"' "' ""^ ''°'«'' •' ^"^ explained to J tZ th'scould not be, at least not in the public room, "Lest the Endishguesteshould take offence and leave the house." In Bengal and Norfhet LidSthings are still worse, and I think it is not too much to say that n^nadvegentleman, whatever his rank, age, or character may be, can Wsit a pE^of public resort frequented by Englishmen, especially i he "e n nSd^dress, without a certain risk of insult and rude tVeatment. Railway t«vellin« IS notoriously dangerous for them in this respect, and neaTf/aUmynative acquaintances had tales to .tell of abuse from English fellowpassengers, and of hiving been turned out of their places by the guarfsToac«>mmodate these, and now and then of having been personally ill ^r^ted

"If- ^T"^ -^'''- ^""^ °^ iigt position, tWfore, or s^tf^^it S^
°XJ^^'T T""" t!^"^'^''^ ^P-i'" compartmelnts for tKi,

"
to travel third class. The second class they are especially afraid of Ishould not make this statement unless I had received it from unimpeach-able sources. But I havef been assured of its truth among others bVTwomembers of the Supreme Legislative Coundl at Calcutta, who sepa«teTyrelated to me their experience. I know also that one of the prin^iW

hZZ L""^^'V^
""" ^".^'"^ """^'''•'^ *»»« Presidency towrX

m™ ^^/f!/
«"'°''^

«f''''"
.h^^been to escape thereby from chancelU-usage.— Wtlfred Scawen Blunt,^ in Fortnightly BevUw.

THE WEEK.

THE PERIODICALS.

The Marquis of Lansdowne follows up the traditions of the Canadian
governors we have known. He congratulates all-comers on their loyalty
Lord Monok did the same: so did Lord Lisgar, Lord Dufferin and the
Marquis of Lome. It is horribly gratifying to hear from the lips that
speak for royalty that we are not traitors, that we are not fit material for
the gallows or the block or the hulk that waits on treason. Some addi-
tions might of course be made to the speeches which would increase the
pleasure they now confer. The Marquis might felicitate the functionaries
who way-lay him with addresses upon the fact that the majority of
Ca.nadians are Christians and civilized. He might refer to the truth that

»;only a small part of the populatien is in prison. By so doing he would
acknowledge the possession by Canadians of some few virtues besides
"loyalty,' and thus gladden the people who hkve begun to doubt whether
they have any other or not.—Halifax; N, S., ChronieU.

So closely do Mess«. Leonard Scott's cheap reprints of the Contemporary,the Fortnyhtly^^nd the mneteenth Century follow upon the heels ofth^;great originals that all students of contemporary thought may now kZtouch with the time at a comparatively small outlay. The October Fort-mgMy has nine papers
;
" Is England a Great European Power 1 " by theEditor; "The Second Duke of Wellington," by Rev.V R. Gldg ; -Ide^aW InduL 2 Race Hatred," by Wilfred Scawen Blunt ,

" Chw-lw

n^'''^u'"'K^l ^- ^ ^""^r^ '
'"^^ Lordsasa Senkte," by^yGi^y

;
Duina of the Crossways," Chaps. XIL-XIV., by Georg; Meredhh^

S™d3T Cavalry," by Cornel Keith Fr«er ; "The F^re of theSoudan, by Captain E. A De Cosson ; "Lord Salisbury as a ForeignMinuter," by a Member of Pariiament; " Bernal Osborne," by T. R aEs«ott, and "Home and Foreign Affairs." The Contemporary comeB o^twith ten articles, those on " Reform of the House of Lords," by Mr Free-mML. Socialism as Government," by Mr. Taine, " American- a. Painted
byThemselves," and "Electoral Districts,' byMr. Forwood having att^tedpecial attention in England. The other principah papers are '• ^the II "

"Mechanical Modes of WoS"i'y ff7 f,"*^"
^"''bock, Bart., M.P.;

Monastry," by Rev. Father Codv "A vZZ fK /x. .

.

' H^® ,'" * '^°^*=™

Milnes GMkell « 0,?rn (a 'r> ,
,/?" ^^^^ ^^^^^ "? ^^^y Catherineaiiines uasKell

, Our Deaf and Dumb," by Elizabeth Blackhnm • " P„„land as a Market Garden," by Rev. Henry P DuMter " An fT '• ??•
by C. Kegan Paul

;
" The ClLificatioa o^ Litirui:"' by J T^^rray" Progress and Wages : a Workraan'H Vi«»r •• K„ r X J^^y'or Ji-ay

,

and "The Art TreJures of Prul':;^'V^X^alSSlSinSr''^^"'^ '

R.^nfJ'
^°;'f°''^'C'en«Mry amply justifies all that wa.s promised for it

'::t£r/'r'' '' '-^^^-^
'

A^rr^b; Mrtmrnirent tied "An Acquaintance with Charies Reade," may ho read wih profitby those who have seen Mr. Courtney's sketch in the ForMh The

IHE Atlantic IS somewhat heavy a>i compared with its great illustratedcontemporary, but is withal an excellent number Mr R^T i""*'™'®'*

"u^Tfi Z^l"''
:'''^ Embry;o"f":'comm''onwtS''''"rS

E P E°vals%Sof « r'"/ ^^ ''^^P'^" °^ ^'*""- Thompson, and
al , . -?^ treats Of "Crude Science in Ayrian Cults" "'rh« r.=fS °*,r*''%^''- .Bourbons,' "Malta," "VI," and "The N^Problem are the remaming articles. " De Senectute" " Mistral's Nerto"and "Aivazofsky'' are pieces of careful reviewing. The poetry of thenumber is supplied by John Greenloaf Whittier, SamuelVclS
fonSti^rkc^il^- ^- "^^'°'^ ^-^ ^-- -' «• W«^ MitctlJ

-usua?'ntl:i:l^a°c"ht: t^SV^Uf^ several articles of un-

" Yachtman'a S«na. "
°

A w- . •}, ^ ^°'''^^ *"d music of thelacntmans Bong. 'A Winter's Cruise in a Cat-boat," by J H S isa timely and entertaining paper. " A Memorable Voyag^ "
is a se^skeichof great interest, by Frank H Converse. " A Scamper in the Nor^Wes?"by J. A Fraser, profusely illustrated by the author,^ tL leading artic

L

^wlter'' ^fT'^^'^l^^r'^Sgli-pses of the shores of the "£sea-water of Superior. Another capital Ulustrated paper is » WheelbifAmong the Aztecs," by Sylvester Baxter. This gives^some deStfof

fs aTn'r I "TT' "'y °* ^«"^=°' ''"J '^' P'«»--t environ^. "&'
by R B mJ^k'

'•'"'^ '° ""^"^
.'^

^"""'•^'^^ Bates. "About TenuL,"by R R
"^J'ft

' g;,7s some useful hints upon this popular game Acharming sketeh, " Maud," and a story " Stolen—A B.VvpU " »~ .

Art and the Bicycle," and "Physical Education in College" a™
^Cg:i^i;Tel '-^ ^- "^-^^-" department hasTlauB

ul!te dL'L^rrstZ\l?lZl^L=^^^^^ .«'»<i7 of
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MUSIC AND VUTma *

last, in the warerooms o? Mess^ Masou and Rfsch TS^J
"""^^

s:;^^^£:b^s:^j-t-r^;-^^

Roller-skating, universally indulged in " across the lin^ " f«,time failed to attract Canadian! In the early n^rtTf Xl '
^°' "ome

which was made to found a skating'rink inT£ Conte AlCHalSddisastrously, and a similar fate was commonly prophesied for a ,1, w
tious attempt made by Messrs. Going at Tlater datT TTiJ %

'"'''"

however, had faith ii eventual popularity of the S!time Id ,,r*'«T'
able expense adapted and decocted the^iltLrSt^i ^tt tTf

'"

now nightly filled by ladies and gentlemen who appear^o enter' i"to t^'e

rmLn;'^.b"""p • f"^ ^^ *'"' ""^^ded thTesUbUment o rintsin many other Canadian towns, and roller-skating bids fair to pro" e aformidable nval to ice-skating. On Tuesday night a " CamivaT wJ^arran^by Messrs. Going, and a large number of skaters disported themXs^fantastic costume until a late hour.
'ut-mseives in

Mrs. CorlbttThomson, the popular Toronto vocalist, is enlaced to '

J^
i!«rgu8 ana m Bntialoand^HnDn,i^. Y., during the present month.

her IS also a lovely bit of landscape without legend, but wS m "ght

nSli^V^ -^
^"'''""'t^

"''^ '""^ ^°°'^" A full-page cut, "IheD^th of Virginia," a ^tephanotis design for mantel facing desiirL f„r!nut-dish jjnd a clock-frame, and ample instructions for u flSing th^ ^meform prominent features of this increasingly-valuable art pScal
tain "Th"/^" °*

^^'tf' ^'T" ^^' ^°'" October 18th, and 25th con-

ir**" «^^ 7r X fi' . fa'"'
O"^"'"'" " '^^^ Philosophy of John Ingllsant, "Lord Lyndhurst," "Sport and Travel in Norway ""Th^ TW-i„;ltTheory of Instinct." " Ralph Bernal Osborne." " On t^ReadW S^T^fe,^"The Samtonum of the Southern Ocean." "Modem Cathed^lf" " ASmall-pox Camp,' "Gambling on Atlantic Boats," "Cksem'L tRussia." "Raphael as an Architect," "Moorish AmbassaTr in S^in^"Cunous Newspapers," with "Mr. Pudster's Return," "The HerSft ifSaint-Eugene and instalments of " At Any Cost " and poetry

of the h1^L^%*Tk°'w*"^'"^'^""'" ^""^ •=°'^t''^= "Bacon's Studies

Mrl He^^ ?./ un^'"^^ ^^^""^ '"^ "»« P'^y of the Tempest," byMr^ Hen.7 Pott
;

' Cressida, Daughter to Calchas," by Henry Hooper•Ode to Neptune,
'
by Herman Merivale; "The Sig,^ of iJpSngDeath Illustrated from Shakespeare," by Dr T J Tumor • " (CvT^i-

^
Schools and Schooling," by D^r. jilius^i^itla; '"trl!:!::^' by^^l'^i^

^ThTpUrLtTofri"* """ rr.°' "'i'=l«« by J. Parker Norris on

y^^us'^Se'^lnts^'^'P^' '^''^ """^ -'e-*^^ -*- - the

Livre." The two first named are illustrated T^^ #
"Chron.que du

I. included in the second or mo^erftS^TS^our^binolm'^ry.^"^

'-••-•) -r'""s '«'«' preueui montn.
iHE Toronto University have arranged with Herr Jacobsen. the violinvirtuoso, for fave chamber concerts. A%tring quartette and vocaUsrwmperform the various programmes arranged.

vocalist wUl

The celebrated JubUee Singers are announced to give perfotoances in

Mr. David Booue. of London, will publish the paper on " the Drai^read by Mr^ Kendal at the Social Science Congre^, and whLh ^uLl
^:ph\mendir'"''""

'''-'-^
'' -^^ -^ -^ Po--StdTuS

ofcf^di^t^-nfrtTjii;-^^^^

of'tlte^"'
H-"*!!"" °' ^'"".^' '"'"" '^' ''»y« °f Barbage down to ^o^'

If^teerin nZi:r'
'''° '° "°* ^"'--^^ ^°^ H-gVrformers, Z

RiSTORiA, who begins her season in America at the Chesnut Street Opera

SrTn°n- ^T' t^l^, '"PP^-^^ ^y ">« "'"Pany which wrengSfor McOuUough. McCullough, unlike most stars,'^always surrou^deS^
self wiUi capable players. There was never a particle of jealousy in^
L Ctte tf^'T* f'^^'-^T' -" be well'sustained. ^^ Zuld n^bo forgotten that she pUys in English for the first time.

h, ^ ^°'**^ri°
^ "Hamlet " likely to cause some ferment was madeby Mr Wilson Barrett when he reproduced that play. The wonT^k^"

"J. !^'T^? 'i^f "u^
""'" "'°'« *''*° ^^ '^^ '«« than kind" wi^t^nounced "kind,-' rhyming to the common pronunciation of " wi^'?^«tmd' in "tinder." Mr. Barrett holds Jhat the words aroTdire^tresponse to the previous line of the king, " But now, mycousin Hamlef«dmyson^ and me.n a litUe more than " kid "=co,iin, and less tUn

th^eO?::^.™^''K.^''T'*'°"
*bat appeared in some ne^pa^that the Ohoat wm to be mnaible is without foundation.

"P'pe™—
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LITERARY GOSSIP.

Mr. Pboudb explains in the preface to the third volume of the " Life
of Carl^le," just published, the reasons which have guided him as Mr.
Carlyle's literary executor.

Mbssrs. Lippincott and Oc, announce "The Indian Tribes of the United
States, thefr History, Antiquities, etc.," abridged from Schoolcraft's work,
and'edited by Francis S. Drake.

CA.8SBLL AND Co. announce a portfolio containing the drawings of well-
known characters in Dicken's stories made by Mr. F. Barnard, and repro-
duced by the process of photogravure.

LquD Tennyson has given Mr. Land an opportunity of taking a cast of
his head. This will be photographed, and will be used as a frontispiece to
the last volume of the new edition of his poems.

An account of two vacations spent at the foot of the Rocky Mountains_ by Mr. Staveley Hill, entitled "From Home to Home," will be published
by Messrs. Samson and Low of London at ah early dale. -

Messrs. Rodtlbdob will shortly {lublish Sir J. Reynolds* edition of
" Boswell's Johnson." The book, which is to be in five volumes, wiH be
edited by Professor H. Morley, and illustrated with twenty steel portraits.

Among the specialties of Wide Awake the coming year is a familiar and
historical series relative to'* Westminister Abbey, by Rose Kingsley, a
daughter of Canon Kingsley. Than Miss Kingsley no English woman
knows better the great Abbey, and the greatest of ite Deans, Dean Stanley.

Cassbll and Co. are about to publish an American edition of the
" Quiver," an illustrated magazine of Sunday and general reading, which
w said to have the largest circulation of any magazine published in Great
Bntein. It numbers among its contributors many of the leading cler<^-
men and writers upon religious topics in England. '

°

Prof. John Tyndall realized thirteen thousand dollars on his lectures
in this country in 1872, which he refused to take away. He left the money
in the hands of trustees for the benefit of American students who wish to
prepare themselves abroad for original research in physics. As there has
been a scarcity of suitable candidates, the fund has increased to about
thirty thousand dollars.

A PROJECT is on foot for the establishment of a new weekly University
organ in Toronto, on the ground that The ' Varsity is not sufficiently repre-
sentative. An effort will be made to rai/e the necessary capital by float-
ing a joint-stock company, and sanguine hopes are expressed by the
projectors that a journal in all respects worthy of the interests it would
advocate could be made a commercial success.

One of Turgenieff's most ambitious efforts is now being published as a
serial in The Voice, the new weekly issued by Funk and Wagnalls. The
story is translated directly from the Russian, by Henry GersonL It is a
tale of Russian life, and is said to be one of the most pathetic that Tur-
genieff ever penned. The English title given it is " An Unfortunate
Woman." It will be published in book form, at a later date, by the same
house.

The Chic^o CurrerU has taken possession of commodious and attractive
apartments, specially arranged for the permanent accommodation of its
executive, editorial and printing forces, in the new and imposing Adams
Express Building, in Chicago. The structure is one of the handsomest of
the many superb buildings now in course of erection or just completed in
Chicago, and in its new quarters The Current will be provided with all the
facilities which its rapidly increasing business and circulation imperatively
demand.

Thk current number of The Ganetda Presbyterian comes tmtriirft new
dress. Not only is our able contemporary printed in new type from title
to imprint, but a judicious change has been made in the paper used a
white material having been substituted for one of a blue tint. It is an-
nounced that arrangements have been made to secure the assistance of
other able pens in the contribution department, and that nrf effort will be
spared to keep The Presbyterian abreast of the times, and so retain the
honourable position it has held for some years. '

Mr. Aingbr's edition of Lamb's " Miscellaneous Essays and Poems "

will be published at once by Macmillan and Co., of London, and simul-
taneously in New York by A. C. Armstrong and Son. It will contain all
Lamb's miscellaneous writings that he had himself selected for preservation
in a permanent form, and whatever else in the shape of new materials
Mr. Ainger has derived from Lamb's annotations to George Wither, his
interleaved copy of which is now in the possession of Mr. Swinburne.
This edition will also contain quotations from several unpublished letters
of Lamb, in various hands.

Joaquin Miller is going on a lecture tour. Mr Miller talks even
rather better than he writes, and will be sure to attract good-sized
audiences. Commenting upon this tour, a writer in the Philadelphia
Progress says : " He is an eccentric fellow, but not half so actually, I take
it, as he makes out to be. His eccentricity pays him, and since it is harm-
less why should he not play it J When he chooses to talk and act like the
rest of folks, as he does sometimes, you very speedily find that solid
common sense is not wanting in his make-up. He has one quality which
I admire immensly, and it is a quality possessed by few other men, antong
the few being Bartley Campbell and Jos. Howard, jr. They are never
grumblers ; they are never growling against fate. They work hart, do
work for which they obtain a market, and they are content with their
reward.'

CHESS

t^-All oommuniMtUiM intituled tor ihu dtpartment thould b» acUreiutd

otlee ofThb Wibx, Toronto.

' Chtu Editor,"

END OAME No. 6,

Prom a game played between Mr. Meyera
(White) and another momber of the Toronto
Chess Club at the Club rooms last week

BLACK.

PBOBLKM No. H.
TocrBNKT Pboblrm No. 9.

^otlo:~" Alter Bjusdem."

BLACK.

WHITE.
White announced mate In three moyai

WHITE.
White to play and mate In three moTM.

THE SCOTCH OAMBET IN "COOK'S SYNOPSIS."
The foUowlng yoriatlon of the Scotch is given in Cook (American Edition).

White.

1. PK4
3. Et K B 3
3. PQ4
4. Et takes P
5. B E3
6. P O B 3
7. BS9

Black.

PK4
KtQB3
F takes P
BB 4
QB3
K KtE2
PQ3

WhiU.
8. Castles
9. P K B 4

10. Q Q 3
11. B B 3
12. PES
13. Kt takes Kt

BUkIc.

PKB4
QKts
PR5
PB 4
P takesP
FES

The Synopsis calls it even gome.

Mr. B. B FTMl'ndof the Toronto Chess Club declares that it is a won game for White, andcontinue.:-14. Q Q 8 ch, 14. K B 2
;

15. Kt K 5 ch, IS. K B » or K 3
;
16. g takes B andwiMM^

TORONTO CHESS CLUB.
The first Club match of the season was held Saturday night last. The lovers of the fra-

grant weed entered the list against their more ascetic brethren, and if figures were lem men
daoious we might say that they prove! tobacco to be a good thing. From behind theirramparts of smoke, the knights of the pipe fired shot after shot into their opponents camnwith such good effect that when the battle closed they had completely vanquished theenemy. Following is the death roll :— .. .. — .us

STfulcere. Non-emoktn.
I. E. B. Preeland o C. W. PhiUipe t
8. J. H. Gordon i w. Bonltbee .'..'.."" g
a W. A. Littlejohn i W.M.Stark ,

'

a
4. E. H. E. Eddis 1 J. w. BeaXj ..^..Z^"'Z"Z^^'~'"~.

"»
• ~1

Though thoroughly beaten, however, the defeated were not annihilated, and the combat
will be renewed next Thursday evening.

GAME No. 38.

An off-hand game played by Mr. Blackburne during hiij recUnt visit to Olasgaw
opiwuent on this occasion was Mr. D. Forsyth.

HU

(Fiem the ni iuirated Ifgwi. )

Bishops Gambit.

Black.

Mr. Forsyth.

1. P K4
2. PKB4
a B B 4.

4. B takes Kt F
5. KBl
6. PKS
7. Kt E B 3
a PQ4
9. Kt^ 3

10. Kt K 1

U. P E Et 3
13. Q Q3
13. KcKta
14. Kt takes P
16. P K «

TThite.

Mr. Blackbttme. Mr. Forsyth.
PK4 16. P takes F oh
P takes P 17. Q takes (}

la Kt Et 9P Q Kt 4
QHSch
PKB4 19. BQ3

20. B K3BKta 21. P K H 3
Q B 4
PKKt4 22. P takes P

33. BBS ohPKtS 24. P takes Kt
2S. Et K 2

Kt Ka 26. Kt takes BPB 7 27. B takes PPBS 2H. BOl
28. K Kt aQB 9

QB4 Double check

NO!'ES.

not so aocostomed to off-hand play as his mast
le position.

Black. .

Mr. Blackburne.

Kt takes P
Et takes g
Kt takes P
BB4
BKBl
Castles
KtK4
Et takes B
B R s ch .

B takes'

B

B g 7 (a)
B takes Kt
B takes P dis. «fa
P gueens
antimate.

NEWS ITEMS.
HAKItTON wUfprobably visit Toronto with a team of seve^i players on Thanksgiving DayTheb. U a little hitch In the amnsement, between t'lo guebec and Toronto Clnbi

for their proposed telegraphic match, guebec wtvnts to play twelve games; Toronto InsisUon eight
;
being the largest number that can be engaged in consistently with a speedy termina-

tion of the Bontest. The matter will no doubt be amicably settled.
We oall attention to our end game this waek. It Is one of the prettiest and nuM* mia^k

able we have met with in actual play.
" Whist PLAtBB writes to the Hail suggesting the formation in Toronto of a OhaMCbeoker and Whist Club on the model of the New Orleans' Clnb. We think the socnatlim a

very sensible one, and if toUowed ap we believe it would lead to Ih. organisation ifaVnos*powvfnl Institation.

OOWBIB 30th, 1984.^ THE

WHAT IS CATARRH «
yrom t}lt ifail (Can.) Dec. 15.

Oatarrhisainnoo-pumlentdlaohargecansed
by the presence and <levolri|)uient of the
vegetable parasite am<»ba in the internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. This parasite isonly developed tmder favourable oiroum-
stancea, and these are;-Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberclethe germ poison of syjihilia, mercury, toio-
mosa, from the retention of the effeted matter
_'.,,* ..''V'''.'"PP"»"»'l perspiration, badlv

ventilated sleeping apartments, and other
poisons that are germinated in the blood.These poisons keep the internal linino mem-brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-Uon, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of

I^h'h *"'".^ ''.'''"'' 'P™*'' "» "»» nostrilsand down the fauces, or back of the throatcausing ulceration of the throat ; up theeustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness
usurping the proper structure of the bronchial

d tt
'" * "^ pulmonary consumption and

Many attempts have l?Ben made to discovera cure for this distressing disease by the use
or inlialents and other ingenious devices, batnone of these treatments cau do a particle ofgood until the parasites are either destroyed"'removed from the mucus tissue
So ae time since a well-lcnown physician offorty years standing, after much expertment-

!S™k"°°.*"'"'.',° discoveriiiB the necessary
combination of Ingredients which never foflin absolutely and permanently eradicating
tnit .umble disease, whether standing for

2i?5 If" SF '""y y^"'"- Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should, urtth-out delay, communicate with the businessmanagers.

Messes. A. H. DIXON & SON,
303 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WEE^^
767

Mt„.UlS^nQ^tc7tfhl^} """"' '" '""°« *"" 'o manufacture such fine pianofortes.'-

The enviable position the Mason &
Risch Pianos have atUineO^ ie "the esti-

mation of the musical pubUe of Canada,
and the Great Artists of_ Europe and
America, is the result of

UNKEMirmrG efpohit and

A DETEBMIWATION TO WIS
reputation of thp h^hest character for

Canadian Pianofortes.

BijouiXminedIass

MASON

. -B. Stmmeon, B.A.,a Clergy-

3S?/Si
"".i""*« Confernwe of the Metho-

? : „^, "f Canada, hoe to nay in regard

Cata^ii * *""'' ^"^ Treatwtmt for

Oakland, Ont., Canada, March 17, '83.

Menre. A. H. Dixon it Son

:

t ''"*«^Sn«8,-Yours of the 13th instant tonand. It seems almost too good to be true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am
I hfje had no return of the disease, and never
lhln^'',*""A''."yJ"''-

I have tried so manythings for Catarrh, suffereii so much and fOTso many years that is hard for me to realizethat I am really better.
^^

I consider that mine was a very Dad case •

it was aggravated and chronic. Involving thethroat as well as the nasal passages, and Ithought I would require the three treatments,

I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to you.
.,'^°^^™ i^tlibeHj to use this letter stating
that I have been cured at Iwo treatmmte. and
1 "hall gladly recommend your remedy tosome of my friends who are sufferers.

Tours, with many thanks,

Bet. B. B. STXTEiraoH.

& RISCH.

ESTABLISHED 185a. ESTABLISHED 185a.

JAMES SHIELDS~&aD
FAMILY QBOCERS '•

COR. YONGE AND TEMPERANCE STREETS.
SE^a-SOISr 1884-85

FIRST CROP TEAS.
15 lbs. STAKDAED GHAinJLATED SXTGAB FOE SI
5 lbs. CHOICE HIMALAYAS TEA FOE $1.

GOODS DELIVERED IN ANT PART OF THE CITY.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
UO CHURCH .ST., TORONTO,

Manufacturer.i of Real and ImitaUon
Stained Glasa Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from *5c. per foot up. Send for
sample fan-light 11, size l«x30 in.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GHOVE, N.J.
Citr by tlie Sen.

,aH"*°i"*?'' 1875; Enlarged v>'l Improved
}„ i^'H? ?'"' Pleasure Resort, ijhonrsfrom New York-ao trail,, daily ; 2 houJs from
Fhilodelphia

; 10 minutes from Long BranchKeoommended by the most celelirated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric baths, steam
w -. P»»«2nR«r elevator. Iron Are escapes.WonderflU flowing iirteaian spring. High drvland

:
air ftlle.l with the mingled ozone fromthe pines and cool hreezes from the sea Per-

feet drainage. No malaria. No mosquitoeslerms moderate. Open all the year. CircularsWELCOME E. Shsldon, Owner and Manager

SULTANA
HALL STOVES.

SUL TANA
OVEN STOVES.

W. H. SPARROW,

87 TONGB 8TBEET.

Patented Sept. 28, 187S. Patented
.Ian. U, 1876. Be-issued July 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. 6, 187a Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. IS and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great^Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, '

' Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 2S, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Biuta.

Awarded the Highest Medal over
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

A^^roved by all physicians.

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico BnSTS, which ate as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly untU the Corset is worn
out.

The "Health Corset" is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The "Health Corset" is not de-
signed for invalids only, but is
equally adapte<l to all women,
even the most fastidious in dress

[STERBROOK STEEL
PENS

MANUPACTtJBED BY THE

"Tbfl leadlnf danomlnstloiial Dan«r In Guuda"—V F

THE CANADA PEESBTTEEIAI,
PUBUSHKD svnir WmrssoAT bt the

Presbyterian Frintiiig and PabUaUng Co.,
AT 5 JOEDAN ST., TOEOKTa

Tarma—$3 Per Year, In Advance.
Tns PHMBlTsElAif is raoommsndsd by the Oeneial

iXi'i;!"?"'*''' "" '"^r support-"/ lie mSESijnata«»b™ For 1«« -th« thlrt«.„Srr>.r ofpiibJIoS^
J. 7?.i i?^""""* f<«tur»» will b» Introduciil, »lilla old

Sllcie r
*»P*rt™«al» wlU IM oonttiiued with locnsMd

£5ff".i(iwrftvrf wOt find TKS FassBVTEBZAE a MaefM]smJram, Write for rales.
—V—

*yAn Mrwnt want4Hl In ermr (mnsregatlon hi the Do.minion. UlMtml commfHloiu to lultable penoiu. flnedn^
•oplosmaltoil/rMim apr]|<»Uon. Applj at once to

0. BLACEinT BOBIHsblT. Toroata

'PTON CORSET CO., TORONTO.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!

The American Art Union.
5' HrariNOTOH, Free. T. W. Wood, F.-Pr«».
B. W. Pbkbt, Jb., 3ec. F. Dielmam. Treat.
The subscription to the Art Union wUl benve dollars per annum, and each subscriber

Jorttepresentiearwill receive :-lst. A proof
before letter*, on India paper, of the etching
of the year, by Walter Shlrfiiw, from Bastman
Johnson s picture " The Reprimand." This
•»«5'"*..',!' ".' • •'*• (1»»1« Inches) and quality
snohaetheleadlngdealers sell at from twenty
to t-mnty-flve doUan. 2nd. The illnstrated
Art l7n4on, whUih will be iasaed monthly, for
tte anrrent Tear. 3rd. One-balf of the snb-
•erlpuon wiU be set apauii for the formation
of a fond, to be expendlad for the joint account
(tfthe sabMrtbeniB the porohaae of works of
art, wuoh will be delivered unconditionally
to Uia whole body of the subscribers repre-
sented by a oommittee. aampla eopy jent
postpaid on apslioatlon to B. WOOD raSBT
8e«iita»T.n West Tenth St.. New York.

EUBBES SHOES, FELT BOOTS, BELTINQ
Steam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

VAtvBs, WaiNOEB Bolls,

Tubing, Garden Hose,

Stopplna, Syringes,

LAOIRS' AND MI88S8'

Iiubb«r Circular

^ »-STAR BRAND RUBBEH,

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

ENGINE AND MIU HOSE.

„„i'*i?'
Pi«,W°8 GoJ-don Hose, from 3 centsupwards. CaU and see onr Rubber Goods andget our PBICBS.

»iuuuo «au

The only perfectly constructed iRubber

and Seamiess Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

ftose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you.cpn-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 16t.

For Sale by all Stationers.

I

''-MILLKR.80N ACQ., Agt».,Montr.«t

nMwooiT^college
(Por the University Education of Women).

TORONTO, - - ONT.
Prof. T. Neleon Dale, AcHng PHiicipaL .

.

Popils are received at the age of seven years

^r-J.^", 1'>?'°D
Department, and are l«i onthrough the Preparatory Forms to the Woman 8 Local Examinations, or to the Matricu-

lation Examinations of the Cniversity of Tor-
onto, an.l then through the Cniversitv De-

establiHhed for iv„n,«Q in Ontario). The Col-lege of Music, under the direction nt v^^t
Haalam, Professor of Music at" ta„™c "le/vi
toire Royal de Musique, Boulogne. PSiulTMid of the Royal Aca.iemy of Music, Lonilon'
England, wi^ an able staff of Europeail
artists. The Collete of Fine Arts, under themanagement of Miss Dunne, late Artist to theV ice Regal Court, Ireland, with an able staff
of assistants. Fees, if paid vearly in advance«K, to iliffi. No extras.- Lessons in calls-'themes and ruhng free. For Prospectus and
lurther information applyto

MRS. M. J. RUSSELL,
240 Victoria St.. or 232 Wellington St

TOBONTO.

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 9S50,000.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS

:

Cor, Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

^. HOUGHAfT, - •- Agent.
l^fUinquirUe by maathaU have owr prompt attention.

JOmi R. BARBER, President and Manwdnc
Director. -b^b

CHAS. RIORDON, Vice-President.

EDWARD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the following grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,
W*ITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPER

(Machine Finished and SUper-Calenderad^

^^'^^^ SS'^^^ ^^^ AND WOVEFOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.
: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPERS :

Envelope and Lithographic Papers.

COLOUBED CoTBB PAfBBS, super-Snlshed.

»^Apply at the Mill for samples and prioaiSpecial tdiee made to order.
•™pnoei

»^.— ..„•-..— *•. -

,

:::^.g^ ..'SS'iSS^t
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i'- UNITED EMPIRL^^;

LOAN CORP0RATI0N<

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT.
Deposits received. luterest allowed from

date of deposit at 4i and 5 per cent. For
special term accounts 6 per cent, will be al-
lowed. No notice reqnired for the withdrawal
of moneys.

GEO. D. MORTON, M.D.,
Pretidmt.

JA8. 8CR0GGIE,
Manager.

1

r

f

'

F

I

2,

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & Co.'s

NEW BOOKS

!

SOKE HESETICS OF TESTESDAT.

By 8. E. Hbbmck, D.D.
91.50.

Crown 8to.,

Head Offices, - Public Ubnrj BiijldJ^,

Cor. Cbarch and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

THE CANADIAN

BANK OF COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

Paid-up Capital -

Beat - - -
$6,000,000
2,000,000

Hon. William McMastbb, Presidient.
Wm. Elliot, Esq.. Vic^PreticUnt.

George Taylor, Esq., Hon. S. C. Wood, Jamea
Crathem, Esq., T. Sutiierland Stayner, Esq.,
John Waldie. Esq., W. B. Hamilton, Esq.
W. N. Andbbson, General Manager; J. C.

Kbhf, A8at.-Oen'l Manager; Bobebt Qill,
Inniector.
New Fork.—J. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker,

Agents. Chicago.—A. L. Dewar, Agent.
Bbancheb.—Avr, Barrie, Belleville, Berlin,

Brantford, Chatham, Collingwood, Dnndas,
Dunnville, Gait Goderich, GuelpU, Hamilton,
London, Montreal, Norwich, Orangeville,
Ottawa Paris-, Parkhill, Peterboro', St. Gath-
arineB, Samia, Seaforth, Simcoe, Stratford,
Btrathroy, Thorold, Toronto, Walkerton,
Windsor, Woodstock.
Commercial credits issued for ase in En-

rope. Ihe East and \/e8t Indies, China, Japan,
and South America.
Bankfrs.—New York, the American Ex-

change National Bank; London, England, the
Bank of Scotland

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT-A.'W.A.

Authoi-ized Capital,

Subscribed CapUai,
Paid-up Capital, •

Rest

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,26$
110,000

JAMES MacLABEN, Esq., PreHdent.
CHABLES MAGEE. Esq., Vice-Pre»ident

IHrect<>r$—C. T. Bute, Esq., R. Blackburn,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon. L. B. Church,
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, EBq.

Geoboe Bubn, Cashier.
Bbanchbb—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-

broke, Winnipeg, Man.
Agents in Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in New Yobs—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. A3BNT8 in
£k)NIX)n—English Alliance Bank

THE CENTRAL BANK
' OP CANADA.

Contents: Tanlerandthe Mystics; Wiclt-
lif; John Hub; Savonarola; Latimer; Cran-
mer ; Melancthon ; Knox ; CiUvin

; Colignv

;

William Brewster ; John Wesley.

A scholarly yet popular book on the great
religious reformers from the fonrteenth cen-
tury to the nineteenth. Taking tiiem in
chronological orler, Dr. Herriok describes the
men, their characters, their opinions, and
their work In connection with the social and
religious life of their times.

THE SESTIHT OF KAH,
Viewed in the Light of his Origin. By

JoHii FisKB, aathor of " Oatlines of Cos-
mio Philo»ophy," " Excursions ol an Evo-
lutionist," etc. 16mo.,IH.
This little volnme treats a great theme in

a noble and adequate manner. The reverent
spirit of the book, the wide range of illuatra-
tiuns, the remarkable lucidity of thought and
style, and the noble eloquence that charac-
terizes it, give it peculiar value and interest.

THE ALOOKQUnr LEGENDS
Of New England, Myths and Poik-Lore

of the Micmao, PB.seamaquoddy, and
Penobscot Tribes, By Chaeles (i. Lb-
LASD, author of " The Gypsies," etc. With
Illustrations from Designs scraped upon
birch bark by an Indian. 12mo., $2.

Mr. Iceland has succeeded in procuring di-
rectly from the Indians of Maine, and from
otbel^ sources, a large nnmber of Exceedingly
interesting legends common to the several
branches of the Algonquin Tribes.

THE VIKDra BODLETS.
:

By HoBACE E. ScDDDEg, author of the
previous Bodiey Books. Fullyillustrated,
with an ornamental' cover, J1.50.

This charming new Bodiey book describes
the travels of the liodley family in Norway.
Thence they go to Denmark and visit the
haunts of Hans Christian Andersen, and then
return to America. The delightful story is
illustrated by many pictures, and is one of
the freshest and most interesting of all the
fascinating Bodiey Books.

Capital Aulhoriad,

Capital Subicribed,

Capital Paid-upt

HEAD OFFICE,-

- 91,000,000

500.000

100,000

TORONTO.

Board of Directors.

DAVID BLAIN, Esq.,
8AML. TREES, Esq., .

Prendent.
Vice-President.

H. P. Dwlgbt,Esq , A. McLean Howard, Esq.,
C. Blackett Robinson, Esq., K. Chisholm,
Esq., M.F.P., D. Mitchell McDonald, Esq.

A. A. Al,LBN, Cathier.

Branchei. — Brampton, Durham, Guelph,
Richmond Hill and North Toronto.
Agents.—In Canada, Canadian Bank of Com-

merce ; in Now York, Importers and Traders
National Bank ; in London, Eng., National
Bank of Scotland.

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.
Wholeaale and Ketail dealers in

COAL AND WOOD.

KASTLAHS.
The History of a Palatinate. Vol. III.,

in the series of " American Common-
wealths." By William Hakd Browns,
Associate of Johns Hopkins University.
With Map. 16mo., eilt top, $1.25.

This interesting story of the distinctive
features in the settlement and growth of
Maryland continues admirably the series be-
gun BO well by Cooke's " Virginia " and Bar-
row's "Oregon."

't'FortalebyaUhookstUers. Sent by mail
post-paid, on receipt ofpnee If^the Pnhiis'

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN &
BOSTON.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.
WAZ,TOJPS COXPI.BTB ANOLBR. MA-
JOR'S edition, with 88 Ulustrations, 12mo..
cloth, 93.

Anew and elegant edition of this quaint old
classic, printed on fine calendered paper, in
clear and handsome type, with all the illus-
trations of Majob's edition.

"In all respects oneW the most complete
and attractive forms in which this charming
English classic has been given to the public.We know of no edition In which the student
can find this notable work mors delightfully
and completely presented for study or read-
ing."—Christian Union.

BBn-LKTTER POEMS. By English men
and women, from Chancer down to the pre-
sent day. 16mo,, cloth„ gilt edge, »1.25 ;alligator leather. cusl^ioU covers, $a
" As a compact, inextwosive, popular hand-

book, and work of English poetry, it is with-
out a rivaL"— .W. r. Examiner.
aWIITBVRNB'S POBMS. Selected and edit-
ed by R. H. Stoddabd, with Introductory
Frefaoe. 16mo., cloth, gilt edges, «1.25 alli-
gator leather, cushion covers, «.3 8vo
cloth, full guilt, *i50 ; 8vo., tree calf or fnil
morocco, $6.

OBOROB BtTOT-S POBMS. Illuatrated
edition. 8vo., cloth, gilt, .»4.50; full morocco,
»9 : tree calf, »9. Elegantly illustrated with
16 fuU-pagu original drawings by tlie best
artists and engraved by George T. Andrew.

UTTLBARTBUR'SEXOZAyO. BvLadv
Calcott. With 36 illustrations. Elegantly
printed and bound In red cloth, giving in
concise and easy language all the essential
facts of English History forJToung People.
12mo., cloth, 41.25.

.-or
" Exceptionally fitted to interest and in-

struct young people. "—iJosfort Advertiser.
HINTS TO OUR ROTS. By A J. Stmino-
TON, With an Introiiuotion by Lyman Ab-
bott. D.D. Square 16a:o., 75 cents.
" No book of on equal number of pages, out-

side pf the Bible, contains wiser advice and
counsel for the boys of America than this "—
Journal 0/ Education.

WHAT FIDE REMEMBERS. By Fati!
HUNTINQTON. A Story of fifty years ago.
12mo., illustrated, «1.'25.

.

A DICTIONART OF QflOTATIONSFROM THE POETS, "with InJriductiry
Preface by R. H. Stoddard. A most reUabliand valuable work of reference, with Index
of Authors, Chronological Dates and Con-
cordance Index to every passage in the

re«vS?-,3!'5S°"°
'™' '"^ ""S"'' *^=<'

•

'"'«'•

THEatMBRIDOB BOOK OF POBTRT
^*>^^ it'^l'^-

CoUected and Edited by
Charlotte F Bates, with 16 fulLpago illus-
trations, and steel portrait of Longfellow
Boyal 8vo., cloth, gift, «5; morocco, gilt, »10.

iSi.^" ^^^ ,'" l"""™ »« the best compUer
in the country."-Jb*n O. WTiittier.

*,* These books are for sale by all booksellers.

T. T. CUVSTKLt^ * CO.,
13 A,stor Fl.ace, New York.

IUSI6 AND DRAIi.
Attractions for the week commencing

MONDAY, NOV. 3fd.

TORONTO.
GRAND OPEBA HOUSE,

ROLAND REED IN CHEEK.

PEOPLES' THEATRE.
Agnea Wallace Villa Combination.

HAMILTOir HfBBRITT,
ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES, ETC.,

MiNlflO EirOINEER & KETALLnBOISr,

25 TORONTO STRBBT, TORONTO.

TTvR. SINCLAIB,^
-L' 334 .linTis SItmbi.
MIDWIFERY. AND DISEASES OF

WOMES A SPECIALITT.

pAINLESS DENTI8TBY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eatliig and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, Dentist,
266 Queen Street, East.

TT'EITH k FITZSIMONS,

MANTTFACTtTBBBa

Gaa Firturea and Artistic Brass Work,
Steam Pittebs' and Plombers' Scpplibs.

109 KING STREET WEST. - TOBONTQ.

I > USHELL'S, 9 KINO ST. WEST,
i\i TORONTO, for

HiaH-CLASS WATCHS8 k JBVELLERT

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

M
Charsoa Moderate.

ASON k COLLINS,

UFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IM OIL AM CRAYO*.

Studio, - - 31 Kino St. West, Tobohto.

C0NTKNT8 OF

Magazine of Amepican Histopj
FOB NOVEMBER, 1884.

(A Brilliant number.)

Head' Office,—20 King Street West.

Bbanch OFncES :—<13 Tonge Street ; S98
Queen Street East.
Yabds and Bbanch OFnoxs :—Esplanade

Bast, near Berkeley St.; Esplanade, toot of
Princess St.; Niagara, oor. Douro.

A MILLION A MONTH!
TBB DIAMOND DYBS

have become so popular that a million pack-
ages a month are being used to re-colour
dingy or faded DKEB8E8. SCARFS, HOODS.
STOCKINGS, RIBBONS, etc. Warranted fast
and durable. Also used for making inks
staining wood, colouring Photo's, Flowers'
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 98 coloured
samples, and book of directions.

WBUS, RICHARDSOK « CO., - -
Bnrllncton, Vt., and Montnal, F.q,

Unsuccessful Candidates for
Presidency of Ihe Nation.

ILX.USTBATED.

California's Golden Prime of Fort/-
Nine.

IlXCSTRATES.

Historic Homes—Ochre Point, New^
port, R.I.

Illcstbated.

An Old Colonial College.
By Professor Obabuis F. Rxcbabdsoii, Dart-

mouth College.

Button Owinnett.
By Chablbs C. Jones, Jr., LL.D., the Georgia

' Historian.

Oiiginal Documeuta,
Minor Topic*.

Notes.
Queries.

Replies,
ciocieties.

Book Notices.

1
Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms,

$5 a year, or 00 cents a number.

rVniSBED AT M IiAFATETTS FLAOE,
New Yobx Citi.

BINDING
ffeatly and Promptly done.

H.VRPER'S, CENTURY,
LONGMAN'S, LONDON
SOCIETY, QDEEN, LIT-
TELL'S LIVING AOB,
THE WEEK, FRANK
LESLIE, EDTNHORn'
FORTNIGHTLY,
ST. JAMBS AND
WESTMINSTER

REVIEWS,
HELGRAVIA,
BLACKWOOD.

Etc.

M^ISS BIBDSALL,

8 Bank St., St. Mark's Ward,

Pupil of Carl Martens.

Pencil drawing, etching, water colours, on
satin or velvet.

Tebm»—Music, M ; Drawing, etc., 64.

/^OATSWOBTH k HODOINS,

Barristers, Solicitors, Noteuies,
Conveyancers.

Money to Lend. Otflcss—10 York Chambers

No. 9 Tobonto Stbbbt, Tobojtto.

B. OOATBWOBTH, JB. FBAHK E. HODOUfS,

QHAW & USBOBNE,

Real Estate Brdkers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents collected, loans and
Insurinces effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged.

/ 10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

STEWART k SON, (Latb STEWABT
* STRICKLAND),

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offlas—S9 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WM. STEWABT. WK. H. STBWAKT.

DOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE
Kingston, Out., re-opened September Ist

1884, with the most improved facilities for
imnarting a thorough knowledge of canimer-
clal allsirs and insuring a complete business
education. The course isa short.'shorp direct
and thorough drill in those thin;(8 that form
the true basis of an actual business life The
College Calendar maUsd tt^e to any address
- J. fl. McKAY, ISAAC WOOD, fttacipSS'
KiNOSTOM, ONT. ' '

THE LIGHT-RUNNINO DOMESTIC
is simple, strong and durable. It needs

no tsaohluf, wa«ohln« or adjiistia«, and not
one hns eve^ worn out.

A W. BRAIN, A«ent,

'

m Yonfa 81., Toroota

w. A. IMPET,
Dealer In all Unds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures

9m. CHHRCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.
^TEstimates given on application.

piHARLB3 W. PHILLIPS,

SOUOITOB. CONVBTANOBB. Bto.
—:Oino»:—

46 Adelaide Street EaM, Toronto, On*.

A p. MoKINLAT, LD.S.,

SURGEON DENTIST.

lU OBDHCa STUIIT. TOBONTO.

^^^.nifMBSeiB i tf -] '<«'

w^3m0m^sm
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THE WEEK
A CANADIAN JOURNAL OF POLITICS SnCfRTv^ ^^rr.— ^^^^JJ<^\J>OCIETy, AND LITERATURE. MI-

CONTENTS OF CURRENT NUMBER.

Toronto, Thursday^yember 6th, 1884. $3.00 per Annum.
Single Copies, 7 centa.
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COETBIBnTBD ABTIOZiBS

CrraaBifT Events aot> OnmoHs.;
Here and There .

Social Life at Ottawa
Science in Canada

The Sobap-Boob
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AN INDEPHNDHNT iOURNAI. OF POUT.CS. SOCIHTV AND UTERATURE

EdiUd by W. PHILIP ROBINSON

'"S-CVT*''^''
""" "'"'"'" ^•«^ rourmonths..l.o,. SubseHptlons payable

5n^» »ddressed to the Publisher
""'™''™" "? S. O. order or draft should be moAe

perto™™S?"»ltM p«''lir;ir V,''"^' "" "»!»««» "» "umber, wUl be taken « a >

P«'"S«P«ln"rtionforaaV.!£r period
°""'""' «•«' P« 'J"" '°r th.^'ZiSth'^fSotnfc

gr.p^cS''CSSn%t'.rd",S*hro."?hl\'r,'oV't!.e"a5° 'Sr,"
"^^ ^-"•' ^^*^ typo-

_______^ ^' BLACKETT ROBINSON. PublUher.

rtort o, .n s^i:yr'^r "^ " ""'*" "»•"' "»/"•

that he will urge thi BritTl r
^""""^ °' '^' guess-book is,

which ehe ^^:^:^z czr:r.r^:;^-,:-^--' '^

route across Canada. He cannot Hon. f
°'^ °^^'^""^

that, in point of ti.e, tS Zli'Z ZZ'^JT '^ "^ ^'°^

he is prepared to attempt. This is the l«t 0^1 T . If' T"" "*''•

for Sir John, visit to E^land, ^:i^\^ll:'^,';^;:^Z-^

IZirZl ':' °"-
""^r

'-''' tha,^ntheTX?oT

JP^JCS OF THE WEEK
moment of onr going to Press the Presidential E]ecti<& JiTitill

tTe Untd St r T^^l
''"' ''' '"'''''' '« <='- --^ thatThrpollothe Un ted States for the next four years, so far as it depends on tl,«personal inclinations of the President, will be decided by aCal wei«hin either scale. It may even be decided by something quL f" ilTol

ItPd TT
^' ™P°^»''<=« °f *»>« P-sident, however, is apt to be ove^rated He has a qualified veto on legislation, but otheilise he Uanexecutive officer, pretty closely confined in his action by system t«dLn- r^ the influence of his Cabinet. In the question of' hrhou;, ^h H;^ Tanff, he has no initiative power. In the^rtment of foreigl affairshis^tendencies are important; and on this aZunt the friends Tf ptce

pacitc. Still more clearly must Cleveland be preferred to Blaine on th«jcore of character. IT., election of a man condemned as Biaii^Ho:1

1

1^1 V,, r'f °* '^^' *•"" "''=*"^y °' Cleveland without. Tammany S
to have been attracted to Blaine by his reputed tendency to a foretn

Ltrertrr ^^^«r '"^^^ °^ p°"«^ p-«- -^ --pS;
Zv an'i 1 T 7° " *"''* ''^ '° '""^^ '""^'y-'-'^—"- -iil

eml!°. r r'i
°' P"^- ^* "°"^*^ ^ "^" « 'J^« 'e-Pite could be

Of retamng a mode of election which has utterly departed from themt^tion of the founders, and seem, to onlookers about the most noxious

• Whkth,; the municipality of Winnipeg is tottering on the ver<™ ofbankruptcy under an intolerable burden of Uxes th^^^ ^
takes to discuss bnt cannot decide. But thatthrLtsW rZyZtZ

^Z^ :"" *''""* "^^ *'*° °* *^« *»^«- to popuh^tion in Toron!!'TSMnflten or London. One-third of hut v««r'. *o
*^ ^" .

*'' Toronto,

<.„,i n. • t , years taxes remains nncoIlect«land the issue of distress warrants for the collection of arrears is nr^w?great hardships. The percentage of Uxes to the populaTordl'n^tTv'an adequate idea of the pressure of taxation. In a new cL ll v^-*^

'

peg, the superficial area of which is very larire the Z f^
Z""^''

taxes are levied on vacant lands which prdl^ltv^urounf wh^^^

irom WHICH this want of revenue can be made good thp t^^^^™n ..paid .« ,,„.a^^^ „.,.. ,, „S„t.XZ
-""og*, tfle taxes on thffimprodTjctive TanWwould be payable out

iWrr •'"""''°'' "*'""'" ''"'^ -"«* -' -^ 'heVnd Inincrement in a otvot, a.>.»-o„ _* ^i ^^"

bv Ik. Tr u '"^ °* ®*' '^"'"^ Macdonald's health, which comes

nntT I'll' . '"
""* ''"^*""« ^""" "^y °'8»»'= ^^"^ which couldput h,. We ,„ danger. This is given as the result of the examimttion of

rj!3'^ r*""""
^ """' *° '=°"«'^?- Substantially the report may^correct; but it « nevertheless only too certain that even h»t Session

«Ii. M ' ^^ '^''^^ indications of general decline. There is no

IZclt •"""^^V'"'
«^ ^l""! i^ the management of men ; and the

N.Tr T
*"^°°* *°' *••* P*"' °' °'''«^''' '">°1'> ^ '«" of difficulty««ther Lang^vin nor Tupper is wanting in abUity. but to both there are•^ objoctH««. Langevin, the idol and the «htv« of the Church, has

t^ «»uud«bto, thou|k undecided, rival in Chapleau ; and Chaplean's frienda

V

in^r^rr,^ t
• •

'
""""='"""= """y "ist eat into the land. Anmcremen zn a given series of years there will be ; but at shorter intervalsdecrements inevitably occur, and, the length of the period of depres^rproportioned to the intensity of the inflation which preceded the p"ii ecollapse In Winnipeg the fever of specuh^tion ran high, and the rCtt^depression brought down prices to a mere fraction of iliat they h^ WnAny assessment of unproductive land for which there is no market musT^to a great extent based on conjectural values, and present taxes must imeout of future profits which are a long way in the distance, or theZdmust be sacrificed. But if Winnipeg taxes are exceptionally high, the^smuch be^des taxes that is exceptional there. The marveLufl:!:

the city has no precedent in Canada, and but few even in^fTtlnited
States. Th«.sthe day of Winnipeg's municipal agony. She is pay nghe penalty of fanciful values in the past, and of abuses in the admin"tration of her municipal affairs. The total amount of revenue tZZbut m a city of yesterday everything has to be done, and the equipment ofa city « a costly business. Bad as things look, there is no need fordespair; but there is needTand urgent ^eed, for honesty and economy incmc rule

;
by the aid of these Winnipeg will be able to emerge from th"slough of despond m which she now finds herself. At some period of their

history, most American cities have gone through a similar, if le«, intensified
cx|)6none©

.

In a suit commenced in the Superior Court of Quebec, the question ofthe legal existence of the Jesuits as a corporation during the FrenchDominion wil have to be -decided. The heirs of the latelrand chief ofthe Huron, of Lorette are quarrelling over the dividon of his real estateand the new chief has taken advantage of the opportunity to seek toenforce the chum of hia -tribe to the Seigniory of Si! ^m-.-' •- -'u.^
,
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this Seigniory wag conceded by the King of France to the Christian Indians,
in 1651, and that the Jesuits by false repreSfeKtairdfts. obtained a grant of
the same land in 1669. It is necessary it seems for'the Crovrn to lend its
name to this contention against the Jesuits, and this has been done. The
false pretext charged against the Jesuits is that they had made consider-
able sacrifices to establish the Indians beyond the limits of the Seigniory of
Sillery. The allegation is also made in the name of the crown that the
Jesuits never had a legal existence and were incapable of accepting grants
of land. The decision of this point may have far-reaching results and
may possibly lead to some inconvenience. Whatever may have been their
legal right to do so, it is certain that the Jesuits in Canada did hold large
areas of real estate during the French Dominion. If it should be decided
that they at one time had a legal existence, the Crown would appear to
meet a defeat, and though it is not probable that any legal claim to
the restoration of the Jesuit's estates could be enforced on the strength of this
incident, it would be used a sa political lever in attempts to compel restor-
ation. The Jesuits' estates would in any case have escheated to the crown
on the death of the last member of the order in Canada ; and the fact of
the Jesuits once having had a legal existence would not affect the title to
the property. But as a political' leverage, a decision favourable to the
Jesuits would give them the opportunity for which they have long been
looking. .

of sharp competition
;
and, if the Canadian Pacific Company is voluntarily

to throw off the armour of its legal protection, it must be in a position to
compete for the traffic that crosses the boundary line of Manitoba and the
North-West.

Ukdersellino is one of the obstacles which business men who pursue
an honourable course have to encounter. The man who habitually under-
^ells^uns m a crooked groove at every turn of which bankruptcy is written
Woods sold below cost cannot be paid for in full, and very often they are
not paid for at all. The tra^^r who pays his way must soil at a profit, and
he cannot aSord to cut below others in the same line. The bankrupt stocks
which this kind of trading brings into the market will of course be sold

?r
'^",°"«^°'*' "^^ ^y '•>« Jobber by whom they are bought at forty cents

in the dollar; but this exception only proves the rule, that habitually to
sell below cost is to incur the risk of bankruptcy. It is a mode of appro-
priating the proceeds of goods without paying the purchase money, andwhen earned on with deliberate design is a form of fraud which no more
deserves to be condoned than shop lifting or pocket-picking.

THE WEEK.

:^v~i
MoR. BouROET, who, for reasons which wel-e held sufficient at Rome

was some years ago invited to exchange the substantial power of Bishop of
Montreal for the shadowy title of Archbishop of Martiaiiopolis, last week
celebrated his eightieth birthday. Since he went into the retirement
which his nominal title implies, Mgr. Bourget has ceased to play a leading
part in the politics of Quebec. There was a time when his hand was felt
in the political movements of Lower Canada, and in an open quarrel with
Sir George Cartier, then at the head of the Government, he came off victor-
ious. Not only did he divide the Parish of Montreal against the protest
of the Premier, but he drove his antagonist from his old constituency at a'
general election. Mgr. Bourget's avowed aim was to subordinate the civil
to the ecclesiastical authority; but in the pursuit of his object he showed
so little discretion that even Pius IX. was obliged to bid him and his
followers halt Since then the -ecclesiaatical pressure of Rome on th6
politics of Quebec has been exercised with leas ostentation, but not,
perhaps, with less effect. In the recent attempt to form a Coalition ii^

that Province, both parties recognized the fact that to succeed they must
first get the consent of the Church. On that occasion no undue pressure
was used by the Bishop or Archbishop whose consent was sought; both
parties voluntarily offered their submission and meekly begged the accep-
tance of a surrender of their independence. But, if the Coalition had not
broken down in the initial stage, the time for the Church to use pressure
would have come. At the election that would have followed the Bishops
would have given the prieste the hint how to act. The recent elections in
Beauce and Megantic do not sho^that any great curb has been put upon
the disintegration of the Bleus. In' Megantic the Opposition majority has
beeu reduued siuw the previous electJolT^^m f5Sr:hundred and forty-four
to the narrow margin of fifteen. But Mr. Irvine, who obtained the large
majority, was a Castor, and besides all the Opposition votes would get some
from the old friends on whom he relied when he was in the ranks of the
Bleus. Deduction being made of the personal element, the result is what
might have been expected. In Beauce the Bleus win, but they win by a
greatly reduced majority

; and it is probable that the Church did not
exercise ite influence one way or the other. The game of the Castors is to
outbid the Bleus in devotion to the Church. This game was once played
with success by the authors and adherents of the Programme Catholic, but it
is not probable that it can be repeated with a like result. One sign' of the
times is that Anti-Masonry is carried much farther by the Castors than by
the Bishops

:
and so little do the Ultras find encouragement in high quar-

ters to put the brand of Masonry upon numbers of men who are Innocent
of any connection with the Order, that some of the Bishops have gone out

,
of their way to show their disapprobation of the exaggeration.

No business upon an equal scale is in so unsatisfactory a condition as
that of underwriting in Canada and the United States. Diligent enquiries
have from time to time, been made into the causes which strike with
sterility an enormous amount of capital employed in the business of Fire
Insurance. The Canadian Underwriters Association, which comprises
nearly all the British and American as well as local companies doing
business Jiere, has been endeavouring to find a possible remedy for the
present unsatisfactory state of things. At a meeting of the Association,
recently held in Montreal, co-insurance was suggested, but nothing beyond
a recomme,ndati<?n that it should be adopted was ventured upon It was
felt that the time had not come for making such a resolution mandatory
Recommendations which no one will assume the responsibility of binding
himself to carry out are generally meant for neighbours and rivals and
they are made in the spirit in which the American humorist resolved to
sacrifice aU his wife's relations in the civil war. Excessive insurance must
be a temptation to dishonest persons to find the way to sending their goods
to the highest cash market by the light of a conflagration. Co-insurance bywhich the insurer would be made to take a joint risk to the extent of 'say
twenty-five per cent., if it could be universally applied, would remove this
temptation; but excessive competition among the companies for business
would probably make it impossible to apply this restriction universally
and the difficulty of applying it to special classes of property would
probably be enhanced by the invidious nature of the discrimination The
recommendation that mercantile stocks should not be insured for more
than three-fourths of their value is not likely to be enforced. It implies
that the losses caused by incendiarism in this class of ri.ks are so great as
to require the application of this check, and the necessity for extra pre-
caution can easily be understood. But surely there must be room for dis-
crimination. The whole body of traders cannot without great injustice beopen to the dark suspicion which lurka in this recommendation T
attempting too much the Association is in danger of ending by doing
nothing. The cases of actual incendiarism are probably not so numerous
as some insurance experts assume ; of constructive incendiarism arisina
from wilful or half conscious neglect, there is probably much more Before
the resolutions now in the shape of recommendations are made imperative
It will be well to consider wTiether they cannot be advantageously modified*
To put the business of fire insurance on a footing more satisfactory to
insurers there is urgent need; but it would be useless to attempt any
change which it would be impossible to enforce.

^ /

Betwben Montreal and Saint Paul, projectors have been convinced the
railway distance can be shortened by two hundred miles. The comparison
is between the present route through Toronto and Chicago and a line which
would form an extension of the Canadian Pacific from Algoma Mills to
Sanlt Ste. Marie, and thence to Saint Paul. Promoters are busily engaged
in asserting the claims of the American part of this line, and report says
that the Canadian Pacific Company is prepared to co-operate with an inde-
pendent party to ensure the success of the project. A saving of two
hundred miK in this distance t» ^ matter of great moment in these days

jLl^jSifi^'". '-».

Thk importance of railways as the leading interest in America, and one
affording scope for the highest business capacity, has found recognitiob at
Yale. During the current academic year, Mr. Arthur T. Hadley a well-known writer of authority on transportation, will deliver a course of
lectures to the students on the hUtory of the transportation system of the
United States

;
railroad business methods, and their effect on the commun-

ity
;
foreign raUways and railway legislation, and American railway legis-

tion. All the vexed questions of pooling, discrimii^tions, and emictmenta
aiming at control of railway property, will be explained and oritized Mr
Hadtey will conclude hU course by pointing out what he deems the present
prospecte and needs of the railway system. Yale does well to lead in this
thing of providing students with well- reasoned knowledge of the chief
business of their country. RaUroads have cost perhaps one-tenth as much
as the total wealth of the United States. A sound understanding of this
vast and complex interert will to«ch i^nd iUuntrate every great department
of tbe continent's commerce,

exnensp of nh,n.i T^ i,- ..
*^* " *° ^e laid at the

317 u
P"'P'''"'= '^^'''"' '*'>« ^"'"•'e is to the nations

This apparently, is the -inexhaustible revenue" after which M Per"

vl^w the morality" ftr""
'''"'"' '' filibustering, if we leave out o'fview the morality of the process, would not be found to prove a perennialspnng; and the operation could not bo repeated without new coZestawhich could on^ b. achieved at great expense. The harm whi^h wouldtdone by brigandage^distinguished by the name of war, would be infinfte^greater than all the good the " indemnities " would do the conque or^ It

was paid Revolt against French rule in the conquered country would be

nsl^t:. d-d°
''"^^'% '"^ '"' '"' ^°' ^-^ ^-" afte^thet a y

'

V^ !' r °"'"
'" '^'^"'•"°' P"'^ «^ *•'« ''"'""ry. If M. Ferry wereasked U..day for a balance-sheet of the whole enterprise for twenl-Zyear, it is probable that he would have to confess I a deficien^Zonly legitimate source of revenue to which the French could look is S

failure must be confessed. Last year France sent to Cochin China less

T^ZroPmolool.^^^^ ""' ''""'^^^^ i-ported-11,800.000 out

e«^ta!h 1 ' ° '"""'"* " ""'^ '^'•^ "^'"^ oae-fiftieth of theexpor^itasharebeing represented byavalueof 1300,000 outof«16,000,000.A «H,1 examination of this result should convince any one disposed to tike a

expedition, which Prance is now carrying on against China, be made to pay'

thil n! V^ °! ";'
""°"'' "' E«P»-ionists, the British Government at

n hrTr "* ^ '"'" ''^•"^ "" ''^ *•>« -« ot South TfriLL

^

ex,at. British communication with India is no longer by way of the CaoP

pr s^;: 7ti';re'r r^*'
'"''^ '- ^^^ -^ -^ ^^^ °'

'^^Xl^rosperous
.
the reason being, as we are tolrl fhof fi.„ i- . ,

^
ftnH »f iU^ . , .

&••"""= are loia, that the native labour is badand at the same time drives British labour away Spvpn ,«n- V ,
' were snent in TToA'. i, -j ,

-^"""^ *^»y- Seven millions sterling

certain limit, since fresh native ^ribes arraWs com n^d
""

^^ r
central region of the continent.' There is alsoT Tr!

^ 7^ T '""^

somewhat turbulent and filibustering co::tnity w^rX t^'
"^^
*"

to be little hope of a stable peace I Pff f

^^'^'^ '^''''
,

*'»''='' 'here seemg

Z"rj,'" T T" '"-"""• ""•" ^" »'"""» ::^".
tory, shape its pohcy by its own interpaf a^tf i u ,

^^:=:rrt-p2-~:SS
besick of Its concerns is apparent from symptoms which bet^y the^selves in significant quarters, and the upholders of an ImneS .

evident,^ feel themselves thrown on the defensiv tZ 2 T "'

2 "the water streets of a world-wide Venice, " without ^fL^:;that of poetry may be a pleasant dream
; but theColonial oLe kn<^wsthat an armada of irou-clad gondolas such as two Englands couW „!dmaintain Would be an indispensable part of the reality

^

^'

"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS Ind OPINIONS.

A Confederation embracing British Columbia and Jamaica, with theContinental Provinces straggling from the Atlantic to the Pacific, withtwo thousand miles of sea between the Continental Provinces and theIslands and containing among other varieties of population a French_ nationaUty ami a community .f negroes, ir snch a nightmare ITiat, indiscussing It, a journalist is afruid of beipg the victim of a hoax Thecommercial question, though it is being discussed with conscientious
industry, hardly deserves attention as an element of this preposterous
scheme. We can surely buy our pound of sugar without annexing thegrocery and ita coloured denizens. Nor need we pay tribute to the grLrym the shape of Subsidies and Bettec Terms, which Jamaica annexationist
already scent m gratifying incidents of their plan. If Jamaica finds
herself weighted in the commercial race by the Protectionism of theforeigner, let her persuade the British Free Trader to reUx his purismand try what a little retaliation will do to bring the foreigner to his

toZ Rl " "^r*^
*'"' *"' ^""' "'"'^ '"•«''*'- * -«^--« Edition

to the Blue and there is nothing which may not be don^ by Party in questof votes. Otherwise it could scarcely be needful to renew the plest^nist any dealmgs with Canadian nationality behind the back of the Can
Jdxan people. The^ovemor-General will see what the feeling here is uponthe subject and he will tell the Home Government the truth. The onethmg which plainly appears is that the British Government wishesJamaica off ite hands. Well it may ; the isU.nd when taken by Cromwellh^ ita use as an outpost for English enterprise in the Spanish Main ; butin later tunes it has been a burden, an expemie, and a scandal. Its sh»ve-owning pUnters corrupted British society with their vulgar extravagance •

Mreat sum had to be paid to redeem its slaves; and since emancipTtion'

S^r^nl^ I ,rr^
"°'°" °* "•« '"" "^^ "^ ^- " --*">*W no d^K T'

^*" °' '"""*^ "' "°"«- 'f''^ ^'"-'^' - ">e otherfc«d^ no doubt suffers by subjection to the fiscal system of a country towhush U doe. not naturally belong. Nor u, Jamaica the only dependency

It is almost impossible for a partisan to understand a neutral Henaturally takes him for a disguised partisan of the other side occaa onaJvdropping the mask and disclosing thehateful lineamenta whichTronceal^Surely ,t is possible without being particularly unfriendly to the oZorparticularly friendly to their opponents to lament thefr weakn^s^ anddiscuss ita cause Their weakness is a national evil. We have PartyGoyernment
;

it is devoutly to be hoped that we shall not have it foreverbut we have it now
; and all are agreed that to render it in any ZZnsutont with the public good, there must be an effective opp'Lr Tn"effective opposition at present there is not ; the majority at Ottawa votaway tons of millions with a light heart, and walks overihe IndependTnt!of Pariiament Act as though it were an Act about a street trumway Wehave no practical security against any excesses of legislative power' Thereason of this is that the Opposition puts forth no intelligible policy andhas no denite ground whereon to appeal to the people. iS leaS^ fn"sspeeches touches everything, and touches everything with skill ; ab'ol' horatorical excellence there is no question any more than there i/ about thepurity of his public character ; but he leaves^no iroad imn.^.-;.... . . T

mind, of h^hearei. nor does he give them .n7.^ZLZTJJ^
to change the'Govemment. Let those of his followers who are exasne^ted
at being tol this inquire in the Lower Provinces, and they wTCthat in his tour there, he excited general admiration as a speaker Zyet failed to produce much-practical effect In that Midlothiarcam^ai.n
which overthrew a powerful government with a strong majority thespeeches of Mr. Gladstone were not discussive and panoraLc ;

'th"7 fil ed

dtr ,r . :' ''.' '''"""'^" "''' °' ^^-^ <=°-'^ with the lead ngIdea of pulling down Jmgoism and setting up moderation and righteousnesfm Ita place
; those who heard or read them burned to go to the po7 andin the same mood, when^ the election came, to the poll they went.

tTontuTth- Th
'"'

T'"^
" '^^' statesmanship, is another ques-

tion, but this IS the way in which popular feeling is to be swayed. Be theobject reform of the Tariff, reform of the Senate, purification of the pubHcservice or what you wUl, ,t must be advocated in a broad way, and the
'

importance of gaining it must be pressed home, so that the people may be
ed to feel that its attainment is worth a struggle. No man at present can

tell a what our Opposition is aiming, or, supposing a change of Govern-
ment to take place, what alteration in our policy it would bring. Angling
for sectional votes goes on„now in the quarter of Feniauism, now in that
of Labour or something else ; but the gains of this industry are small, andthey are partly countervailed by the revulsion excited in other qwrteLs aawen as by the embarrassmenta which equivocal connections in the end
entail. In the meantime the Party orgam,, for want of a distinct and
authorized issue, are committing themselves to semi-socialism, sPxual revo-
lution^ and prohibitive legUlation, any one of which, if the leader identified
himself with it. would infallibly split the Party.
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Thb Temperance wave, an it is aptly called, appears to be sweeping the
country. It is creditable to our people, as well as natural, that they should
throw themselves eagerly into the crusade when they have been persuaded
that, by simply voting for a particular law, vice and all its consequences
may be at once banished from the community. Besides this it is espe-
cially true in the case of agitations that nothing succeeds like success no
sooner does it appear that the scale is turning in favour of the movement
than thousands hurry to the winning side. Politicians and Party organs
drawing a decent veil over their own past, ardently embrace the sacred
cause which promises votes. In the present case the force of the churches
IS added to that of the platform. The clergy have really no choice; any
one of them who hung back would at once be made to feel the wrath of a
certain section of his congregation, comprising probably some of its leading
members. Even those who are under no pressure shrink from exercising

^ their free<Iom of judgment when it brings them into collision with men
whose motives they respect and who, in their passionate zeal for the attain-
ment of a great object, are apt to put a wrong construction upon difference
of opinion

;
as though a man might not heartily abhor drunkenness and yet

doubt whether the best cure for it was the Scott Act. Waves however
'

even tidal waves, in time recede ; and, when the swell of enthusiasm which
carries everything before it at the polls has spent itself, will come the daily
struggle to enforce the Act against multitudes whose tastes and habits are
not to be changed in a day by the vote of a majority any more than by the
hat of a paternal despot. Experience seems to tell us plainly what the
result will be. Coercion will fail in the only places where it is required
that IS to say, where there is a prevailing taste for drink. No ordinary
police will suffice, nor will any ordinary man turn informer against his
neighbours for an, act which, though he may think it very unwholesome,
he cannot think a crime. The licensed. and regulated trade will perish,
and the revenue from license fees with it ; but its place will be taken by
an unlicensed trade which will deal wholly in whiskey, and that probably
of the worst quality, since the risks of contrabandism must always be
balanced by inordinate gains. Beer, especially if the soundness is secured
(as ,t may be) by Government inspection, will be admitted by most people
to be at any rate preferable to whiskey ; but beer is not easily smuggled
and therefore ,t will be banished from use. Cider and light wine which
share its comparative wholesomeness, will be banished with it, while the
industnes connected with it will be ruined. Whiskey, well charged with
fusel-oil will thenceforth be the sole beverage of all who are not content
with cold water. To close the distilleries of ardent spirits, after paying
proper compensation to their owners, would be the first measure of a
reformer, as the writer of these papers has constantly maintained, and
still nmntain^ But the distilleries are left untouched by the Scott
Act. They will continue to produce the liquor ; and, so long as the liquor
IS produced, it will find its way, openly or clandestinely, to the consumerTo constrain the people to drink bad whiskey in low dens is not the result
which the authors of a moral crusade desire, but it would be one more
added to many instances of the unexpected effects of coercive legislation
which often makes two holes in mending one. In the meantime some of
the constituencies reject the Act

; and the country is becoming . .h..„er-

^IflZrl'l^l't"^ ''-'r'':
-"!.'« - *•>« ^^^^ of each prZTted

decidedly setting against ecclesiastical seminaries of an exclusive kind Itwas on the eve of the Reformation that Bishop Foxe, the famous Ministero Henry VII imparted to his friend, Hugh Oldham, Bishop of Exeter.his intention of founding a monastery. The Bishop, who had read thl

molf . 'T' r"'",^
^'"" '° *''"''^°" ^« ^''*«'^"°"' ''"d i-«tead of amonastery to found a college, telling him that if he founded a monastery

his monks might be turned adrift before he was himself in^his grave Hetook the advice and founded Corpus Christi College which, having survivedhree centuries of religious and political change, remains, and may remain

IZl ' T^r^l'""'
-"-fi--«. -hile. if he had persisted in his

fuTfilled '"th ', T7' P"''"''"'' '^""•'^ ^''^^ ''-' substantially

ulc ,nn 1.1 n *' '"°"' ""'^ '•'"«'°"'' '''' '^•^''^J' '' « *he specJfunction of the college to preserve, is not likely to decrease, but rigiddenominationahsm apparently is doomed. Queen's has practically ceased tobe denominational, though it retains a Presbyterian connection It is tobe hoped that no fond predilections will prejudice the counsels of those onwhom the decision of this question formally or practically depends.For this IS the last chance of Confederation. ' If it is not embraced
perhaps a few years hence. ComeU University, with its endowmeht often millions, may be matriculiiting students in Toronto. But the prospect
IS still fair, and Confederation having once taken place on a liberal andcomprehensive basis, the work is not likely U> be undone: if questions
still remain a practical settlement will be found, and even if any College

mJZl T '° T' '"' ''' "'°'''''' advantages of toon and'tJemanifest weakness of separation will in time overcome its reluctance

district there will soon arise a frontier line of taverns. It is surely time
that the Dominion Legislature should take upon itself the responsibility
of settling this question for the whole country.

Univeksity Confederation is still under discussion, and though ita
riends are hopeful, and the Minister of Education is believed to be
audably staunch in favour of a measure which would give him a lasting
tit e to gratitude, enough has transpired to show that it will not succeed
without opposition, Very chilling language w*s held, as was noted at the
time, by the Chancellor of the University of Toronto in his Convocation
Speech, and ,t is understood that he has not attended the Conferences, buthas maintained a position of neutrality which, if it is not unfrieiHUy, is at
east discouraging. His authority, whichever way he may lean, cannot fail
to have great weight both with his University and with the Oavernment
There appears to be in some quarters a strong attachment to the system of
Theological Colleges such as Knox College, Wyclifie Hall, and McMaster

t^Lf2 "i":

"^""''y- '''»<* Q"»«°'« *? reduce themselves tothis footing IS, as was said before, to invite them to self-anaihiUtion. Theywould forfeit the fruita of long effort, ap well as the valuable associationswhich have gathered round them; and they would incur the strong d^^"probation of all those who understand the value of theCollege system and^e
" ml T'r''*":.-',^

'^^ ^- -1 —1- University thTo/e ^^tisfLto'ymode of solving the Academical problem of the present day. Moreoverthey would probably be condemping then«elve^to , short ^rm of e^^i^n^

Close upon Mr Parnell's venomous speech came another and still moresignal proof of the irreconcilable character of Disunionisu,, and the futility
of cajolery and concession. To say that Mr. Chamberlain has sacrificedpatriotism to the Irish vote might be too harsh : probably by som tr^ckof imagination h. persuades himself that his policy is the best for "hecountry, and for the Government of which he is a member, as well L forh. own vaulting ambition. But whatever may be his moti^, he has goneall lengths in concilu^tion. By him was framed the Treaty of Kilmainham

S ut ."^f T"*'
"'''^ "' *'** *'"^ ''y '•^ poiiticafsecond self, did

and abet the revolutionista in their resistance to the representatives of th^

be construed by Iiishmen as a justification of rebellion. And now whatIS his reward
1 The Pamellites, so assiduously and humbly courted' Toteagainst h.m with the Tories on a motion of personal censure.'and of cen uwholly undeserved, smc^it is totally incredible that a man of Mr ChamWlams senae, and in his position, should have had anything to do withthe not in the Birmingham meeting. Their object evidently is, by throting their weight first into one scale then into the other, and suppoZ„

everything which can breed confusion, to wreck the Gove^ment and ^Legislature. The profligate selfishness of faction, thoy hope will ZtZ-tbe^ntry mt<^theirhands
; and their hope is only too well founded, whena section of the ^rty which calls itself Conservative, and deems itself mostrespectable, is led by such a model of patrician principles and manner"!Lorf Randolph Churchill. A repeal of the Union, which would rve"

hostile republic out of the side of Great Britain, would be a deathblow toher greatness, and the British statesman who consented to it would be

whth tl^ K Tn '"^ *° ''' '' '^ '^"'^^ 'y «"'='" ^ P^°-«« as that ofwhich the House of Commons is now the scene. In the meantime, by theblow which they have given to such an ally as Mr. Chamberiain, the Par-neUites may find that they have overreached themselves. They should
'

have waited, like the Sabines of old, tiU treason had admitted them to the
citadel, before they crushed the traitor with their shielda

By the publication of his new volumes on Carlyle Mr. Froude hasrevived the controversy to which the former volumes gave birth. Hedefends his conduct in giving to the worid all the effusions of dyspepsiaa^ insomnia on the ground that everything ought to be known about sogreat a man as Carlyle. It may be doubted whether belief will continueunabated m the greatness of a man who piteously bewaih. himself inwntmg over the physical hardships to which he is exposed as a guest in awealthy nobleman's Highland sh6oting-box, and the chief of whicfappeLs
to be having to sleep in a FrenchW instead of a four-poster. sZj ithere are any utterances to which Carlyle's o»n commandments of silenc»and con^ming your own smoke may weU be applied they are such utter»nce« a. these. The matrimonial scandal teaching Mrs. Carlyle's jealousy
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tir/ntriXtheZgixritts-^^rr^^:^
particulariy fond, of dilati'ngL deli :;^^JZ^'^ '-' ;^

strange, i£ so much bitter feeling existed th.^M r.
'" '"''*''y

uncommon spirit, should have consS tl ^ ^•''''y'''' "^ -°">an of

her husband was elsewhere. ^TCr .".''^'"t'''
«"-* -•>""

make, he can hardly doubt at h.2TT ^ ^'' '^'' biographer may

with regard to thes^ mistbt reT^tyTtrfZ^ tT ^"d^ever, will easily pardon one who has gratfed"^ i- ^matter at whose expense. The mor* imnn L , ?
^°'''P' ""

afford sure guidance td mankind 1 On P»,i i > .
^

as a painter of historical .ceaes and as a "^ r""'"^'
'^'^''''"''

again to dwell. In his phiLophrtWrn^Z" 7"^' ^'^ """"^
structive any more than there is in that o Swiff V" ^/"u"'

°'" ^°"

of a temperament equally -rbid ptilL^IL;;';'! vlhtamong all the Yahoos there was none filthier ti^^uZuZ'')
the Past is merely oblique satire on the Present k! u^.u'

couSdr:i\e:c ryTfi^tTa^tr rr-—

"

histeries. though they displayXry^'.^t" us"
'. ^^'''^ ''^

true; they are pictures c^st" by an ex'trlrdWrbX: ^t It^^magic lantern
; in the "French RevolnUnn " I ^ ,

''*• y*'' distorting

work; you do ;ot get the actua'Z^ ^^ evti 'orf
'"', '' '^ "^^

.

the catastrophe. The character of Frederic isTllL .,"
""""' "'

his battles is vivid; and the selection of h7m ^ f^iltZ f^^'^'^^^ °*

for an apotheosis is at bottom a oj2^ZyofZZ V
7 ''''''''''

Unfortunately the common principles o ZLftv f'"^ ?/""'""^-
same time. Besides dyspepsL JVm:^%Z^lT^^ °V*

"'^

was at work in the brain of Carlyle amul a .
*^*'"'''>°g "^fluence

J
w. .........,jrr^-/-- ;.«--^^

•^rr,.,n'' hocidoa rrnr„i^.u. ,™™„i t- V P^*^"^^ ?"»d of phantasm o£u. man. oesidos repeatedly accusing tim oHnsincerity. Char^p, of Hf.i

falsehoods wjiich he tells, while Gladstone is not • .inH ;f i.-

^.°''\°^ **«

Sr S T ":
"" '"°""- ""'"•• "•*" »^i. 2lt

;
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he e^Uence :^^^^^^^^^^^^ "' ""'''^ '"'^'^y' '* -^ ^ P-umed, doubta

of thei^ ;:/ :tnytiL°;
"""^^ '^""""^^ ^^-^ "^^^^ °^ ^ -^--'edge

operation, whe e^; workers! diff'T
'""''' "'°" ''"'""'"' ^^^^ '^'^^

into co-operation w^b 1 .u
''"'"'"'''

°^ "•« S'^^e are brought

which ther^ZtTrbouro 1 '

•'"1''*' ''''"' "' ''^ ™^"-^ -««'«
justice ^ong th L ; 1

' t"" " j''*^' "'''' P***^' -'^ "-"-g
enjoins a regard trlthLg btt rith^h^s^ ^rrT
scoffs at Political Econom/^?rlwr;h: "> '^'- ^''"'"'' ^""^
sciSnce, himself mistakeT tb . . t P^'^^^s.^ors mistake for a~
narrowest form f^r H """f^^

utiFitarianism, in its lowest and
"^

like reJning ^itriunacvT" '^°"'"'^' ^'''""^'-
'' -^^ '^""-t

believe, that ferTiomrsCv w"TT "'"^ "'° '""'^^•^' '^ ^^'^'^^^ ^
class, and that freedom o 17 T u

^^P'"* °°"'''"°° ^°^ '^' ^^'^T^
of serfdom

. Vrwll^o?;; Cte^ ^'"r ''' '^'

-^r:£i-Lrr-^^^"'-^^

manifesto there is hlrv ' ^"' '"""'^ ''" '°°'^«^ '"'d -"ogant

.bo would bX:ttlra;:;rf°Ltr/°i:7
production is shown by thf increase of 1 1

.

"'' unfavourable to

while the society to which Jt™.!. P'°'^"'=''°° ^°<=e its overthrow;

have read the calm and judeSde' r "'^"'^ '''^''°'''' '^ *" *»'<'

Kingdom ' must LwSterthr^^^^^^^ " ^""'''^'^'^ " ^^°'*«-

admitted to his frlnd thafh^bln "f "^ ''' ''°'''^' '' ^•"'"«' Carlyle

matter. His ^sophy of Ih h V
'"'' "''" '° ''"' ""^"o- "* '^a*

outeome, hadC hT.^ totaHytty ^T"'^ 'T
''^'''^ "^ "^'^ '°«-^

and it would have beseeme1^Z"IrH JT^"'^
°' '^^ "'"'^

'

ber to hide himself rather than a,t Z Tu ^ "" ""^" '='"*°'-

dictions on mankind ^ ^
'^' """^''"^ ''"'* P°»' ^^ niale-

z:"^st:id'iiiTmrwrhe^
Mr. Froude certainly had not. ^Jom S^tfo/Z' ^VH^^^ T^'that he took the economic Statutes, pa^d I thff^ f^^^ 7' "^^
to keep down the ser^ for impartial .^b^on bet >

'-^-owners

with the wisdom and justice oTT^iaTu^ ZdZ^^ IT'' '''r^^of the debasement of the currency.^hich,X'u^tte^^^Z^'vmhe mterpreto as a loan from the Mint Politi«T JT ''^^'"^ ^"I'

bigbi, m„..„«j<„v. r™;r.\hi:r rr .''""''
" ' »'

gr«. of hi. .1,1. „, ,k. „„i „, , li.™! jf™. J'»
»•«»'" =«. »d

" "7 nis last. He was engaged, among other members of th. „ -1

subsequently donning the hiatn.in.n l.„ ?
*"" ^^' 'n

After the catastrophic of NewZL'h ' "T °^'"' ''*' '^'^«'°^°^'«'-

bound of fancy, a:dwith;utry;!^;;i'';re:;r,:^ ^^,-"'^^-
by his readers, to the very oddohL ^T f

transition discernible

I was evident, however, that he had by this time fallfn under fhe^/of Carlyle
;
that Henry VIII. had been selected on account o W, ^"^^and sanguinary character for worship as a Hero • ZdZZt u nT"^moral method that the acta of the tvrJ '^d that it was by Carlyle's

crushed under ita whee on! Lt ;f/;:::l"' ^^ ^^ -tims
impressible and ductile, for he end^d by comn. fV

'^^^"••'' ^^^ •>« very

to the sway of fche Prophet of Chel
^ ° P ^ ^ surrendering himself

said parroting, all the prophtf^ H
' " "'"'*"^' '' "'»^' »'--' ^e

d^aLd Ch^tiani^ St^^SaMn- :^ ^^a i^^^

M. Froude seems to be rC^t^ arthTtrnf^TTrJ^tso far as the negative nur-. r,f k;. i_^, , . ,
F"'"" "i view, at leastuc aegauve ^rt of his prophet's faith is ooncernpd Wo i
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Science botweeff this globe and the Jniverse. The great discoverers of that
relation were Copernicus, Kepler, and Newton, all if whom remained
Christians, and two at least pf them devout Christians. If Christianity
were nailed to the primaeval astronomy and cosmogony of the Hebrew
Scriptures, it would fall with them ; but there is nothing in astronomical
or cosmogonioal discovery which appears in any way to conflict with the
belief that at a certain period in the history of man spiritual life and light
came into the world in the person of dhrist. General as.sertion8 as to the
sincerity of professed believers, or their soundness of mind and heart, are
not capable of being brought to a tost, and must depend for their vilue on
the auth6rity of those by whom they are made. When a man in his gene-
ral conduct is upright and veracious, and when he has no apparent motive

'j^
'*" * ^*'«« profession, it may fairly be supposed that he is sincere.

^-

HERE AND THERE.

The session of the British Parliament now ^tting is full of grave pos-
sibilities, and is looked upon in many quarters as the most momentous
since the great constitutional struggle between the peers and the people

^ which was brought to an end in 1832. It is not to be denied that the
meeting is watched with very grave anxiety. A more than ordinarily
«irefnl guard is being kept upon the great range of the parliamentary
buildings, quickened by the accounts of the dynamite explosion at
Quebec and the seizure at Liverpool of large quantities of the explosive.
There is little risk of actual danger to members of Parliament from an
explosion at Westminster. The approaches to the hall of legislation are
carefully guarded by policemen of remarkable intelligence, tact, and address
under the sharp yet courteous control of an inspector of police who hal
the gift of being ubiquitoua There are, however, some minor anxieties

-^onnected with a winter meeting. The House of Commons, which will
have the longest and the most frequent sittings, is made up largely of
middle-aged or elderly men, to whom late hours and exposure to the nip
ping and eager midnight air of November are serious matters Mr Walter'
the proprietor of the Time», does not mean again to attempt his fortunes
with hu. electors. His reason is that at the comparatively youthful
parliamentary age of sixty-six he no longer finds the House of Commons
a healthy place to live in. The conditions of long life, according to Mr.
Walter, are to keep the head cool and the feet warm. In the House of
Commons, especially in-^hose' stirring times, men's heads get uncommonly
heated by debate and other influences. At the same time their toes get
chilled by the constant inpouring of cold air through the porous matting
which covers a grated floor. This is more than Mr. Walter's poor feet can
stand. There are other members much older, and some not so old who
are less vigorous, to whom the heated air of Pariiament and the subsequent
night chills are very dangerous. The Prime Minister himself, who is per-
fectly reckless in exposing his bare head and throat, is very susceptible to
cold, whUe he. revels in bright summer weather. No man is making"a

_greater sacrifice or running a greater risk in exposing himself to coaditiom,
of extreme physical and intellectual tension ^uring the sunless winter
months than Mr. Gladstone, who is now in his seVenty-fifth year.

RIDEUNT 8ATUBNIA RBGNA.

To salve the sores of Ripon's rule erratic

A Viceroy comes from triumphs diplomatic

;

Fresh from thy glozing stone he comes, Kilkrney,
To quench the griefs of Ind in copious blarney. -

Nothing 'can more certainly bring a politician*who is bent ongoing
downhill to his proper level than to give him rope enough. The comments
which have appeared in the press on Lord R. ChurchUl's incitements to
violence, his praise of the newspaper enterprise which tempts public
servants to breach of duty, and perhaps most of all the extraordinary and
palpable milstatementa of facts contained in his speech on Redistribution,
have been severely enough handled in the newspapers. What is 8..iid in
common conversation is even less rewrved. The undignified antics of the
would-be Tory leader are being quietly noted by poUtical student, on both
Bides, and not least bj Tories

: the end is not difficult to foretell.

It would appear that other causes than the ardent pursuit of dollars
•ad cents contribute to the hurry and worry of American life and the
highly stimulating condition of existence in the United State*. At any
rate, so says a writer in the London Tim,,. The dryneaa ol the atmosphere
•ud Its electrical condition, he thinks, to a considerable extent account,
for the phenomena. The statemenU made by this writer are very curiouB,

though well known on this side the Atlantic. " In the dry American
winter nothing is more common than for individuals to emit sparks after
any sharp movement of the body. «Many persons, by simply shuffling along
the carpet and holding the finger to an open burner, can light the gas as if
they had applied a match." In a moist climate, like th^t of England the
electricity which is generated by every movement is carried off by' the
envelope of watery vapour with which its people are usually surrounded
But the dry atmosphere of American houses, heated as they sometimes are
to excess by means of stoves, prevents the rapid escape of the electricity
generated by friction or motion. A thick woollen carpet under the feet
prevents the escape into the floor. If, under these conditions, any i»pid
movement of the body is made, and the finge'rs are brought near a non-
eiectrified, or rather negatively-electrified body, a spark will pass over to
restore equilibrium. There is no mysterious speciality in the American
atmosphere

;
but the dryness of the air and the thick carpet insulate us like

the glass-legged stool on which, in our childish days,' we stood, half in awe

Lcture"
'""^"^"^^^ ^ ^''"^ 'P"*"" ''^^'» ""^ °' "" ^y "O-" operator or

An American writer the other' day expressed his astonishment at the
stupid indifference with which the majority of any great community will
endure one or a dozen unmitigated nuisances. In" many cases this attitude
18 due to Ignorance of the fact that legal protection can be obtained,
against annoyances A recent police-court decision was received with
incredulity by an astonished defendant, who was charged with keeping a dog
that was an annoyance to his neighbours. But the order to abate the
nuisance was made and enforced all the same. Few residents in cities but
have suffered from the brutal selfishness of some neighbour who persisted
in keeping a pet which made day and night hideous. How distressing it
is to be awakened by the dismal baying of a discontented hound or the
VICIOUS caterwauling of a pair of feline rakes only those who have 'suffered
can conceive. Pleasant, indeed, as a rule, is the music of the birds-; but
when a neighbour's lark summons one to four o'clock matins its joyous
strains fall somewhat discordantly. What on earth induces the royal
rooster to waken his consort and every living thing within hearing half-a-
dozen times a night is past comprehension. WeU might Dryden exclaim

:

BoMt of a bird I ropinelr, when he might
Lie uiiig and sleep, to rise before the light
What if his doll forefathers used the ory
CoaI(r'E|e not 1^ a bad example die 1

There is, however, no nicas^ty to "endure these unmitigated nuisances,"
nor would any right-thinkiig man hesitate to abate an annoyance emanate
ing from his premises. As for those who persist in keeping noisy pets to
the serious inconvenience of others, the only way to convince them that
they are legally as well as morally wrong is to appeal to the nearest police
magistrate.

Thk Philadelphia Progreai expresses a natural regret that "a religious
journal views with alarm the steady increase of roller-skating rinks " The
sectarian organ in question, we are told, professes to see a moral dangerm young people of both sexes indulging in the "fascinating but hazardous
paatime." The absurd pespimism which discerns continual evU in the
association of the sexes is unworthy of a religion which teaches Charity
as the loveliest of the graces. There is much more of Christianity in the
Progre,, writer's comment

:
" I do not believe any such risk exists. I do

not believe that young people are so easily led astray
; %nd I do not recog

nize the necessity of closing ^e rinks at night" And not only does the
" rebgious journal " im.ult an^reasingly-hirge number of pleasure-seekers
by Its suspicions, bufit displays an astonishing thoughtlessness What
most young men want now-aKiays in order to soften down their natural
masculine savagery and develop the softer qualities is more female society
The revolting hinguage and the nauseating personal habits only too com-
mon on the street would not be nearly so likely to become second nature
if the men guilty of them had in earlier life been more awociated with the
oppoeite sex. And it U from this class that" a comiiderable proportion of
those who skate at nights is drawn. When, moreover, this social inter-
mingling is combined with a healthy and graceful recreation in public a.
IS the caM with roUer or ice-skating, it would appear to be a devoutly
to-be-wuhed consummation in most large communities. The grand-
motherly poUcy which would abolish the rinks overlook, the probability
that many of thow who are now roUer-skater. were yesterday bar and
biUiard-room loafers or girU who listlessly paraded the pubUc thoroughfares
after a long day of sedentary employment.

A LADY oorreepondent to an American contemporary who had been
vuitiag in New York .ay. :

"At WalJack'. I made • duwovery. At dif-

idt'Tvimrtfclhil^iifc Kis!^-
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SOCIAL LIFE AT OTTAWA.been a matter of much wonder to me. The wonder was out one night
"" " ^" ^^^-^ "^

cologne was drooned frnn, . ..»„ !

.°
'"""P' °* ^°*^ .'"^ar on which Dufferin. It is by no means certain that the Earl's love for the civil ser-

cologne was dropped from a little ^ZZZZ^TZX^
escorts were at the bars outside. Several friends of mine have latelvemed in a sort of daze, similar to that produced by chloL and S
luTdT;. r'" ''^'^r^'"-

« -^---i from cologne and lump sugarT ir
'^' ''"ow what next my adventurous sex will try. Hypodermicneedles, McMann's Elixir, Hoffman's Anodyne, chloral and bromide a"e

Z^llT:'- ^''' '''" '"' '^^^ ''' --^--^ cologne bottcomes to the front as a promoter of forgetfulness."

awa^fji ^T''
''°°'' °^ ^°'''P *''°'^' "-"^^^ ""'' '^' »«'» he has met' isawaited with great interest in London. He is going to tell us all about

.Trollbpe m relating his experience of the Post-office. With as truthful apen as possib e he will unfold how he amused himself in the days of hischickenhood. There will be talk about the sUge, Thackeray Dickens hi

TndZt 'Tt^.'^^^''^'
^° '""^^^'^-"- °^

' ^^ ^-''- with thr:;mand habits of Thackeray
; the whole entertainment concluding with hisd^cription of the founding of the WorU, of which it will be remembei^he I editor and proprietor. There, will be-Fevelations about nearly althe leading actors, author, artists and lawyers of the day. If it is

sTo^mV m'
;"'

'"^u"'"
'^ '^'""^'°-"- ^"' '^« --* i-'-ctive portionhould be that in which "Edmund" tells us what he thinks of .(Henry,"the member for Northampton and editor of Truth.

' -
^'

««„„ 1 ii ,
"OHO luvc lor me civu ser-

of n J r
•'''?-,--«'y people of Ottawa would have taken the form

.of prodigal hospitality, but that the astute sUtesman saw that, after all,th.8 was a small price to pay for the popularity that he was hunting!

heard ITT T '^^ """'"^ ^""''''^ ^^' '^'^'^^^ Our Canadians never

comint r T"
^"'^''^'^ "P^ thanthatthfey were a magnificentommunity of people, that they were great as a nation now, and predes-

tiat a'" '"r'"! ^r'""" '
*">' '^''y ^^^' - '"^to dayB become aware

Huper or to any o her people on the face of the globe, and are convinced that

sir^ -^".""l™ ^"^u"™""""
'^"'=°-^'-ies to the end of his natural life.«ma

1, indeed, was the sweetness poured upon Canadians compared withwhat, one of these fine days, will descend upon the head of the Hindoo.The civil servants and hundreds of others whom my Lord asked to his At

tWht tLt U
"""'' ''"' '" '" ""^''^ ^'^'^ ^''* P"-*'' '''-'"cals,thought that he was courteous and kind, and that he was doing them, anhonour; but he was simply sacrificing them to his ambition. Before hecame among them they wre able, on their little incomes, to pay their

tradespeople's bills, and have roast beef three times a-W itkout
remorse. He led them into the maelstrom where dress was all the timeclamouring for money, till debt got upperaiost, and.fle.h meat almost entirely
disappeared from the table. But at the Home Office alj this while theywere saying

: " What wonderful tact his Lordship has. How the peopleof Canada, whom it is so hard to please with a governor, do send uppaeans to him. Some day India shall be his."
It is well to state then, that before His Lordship left Ottawa he hadgone down the toboggan slide witfi nearly everybody in the place, and hisname was mentioned at no fireside without love and reverence
It soon came to pass that the only thing at the capital worth striving

for was Rideau Hall. The young doctor from an out-lying village whocame to reside at the capital was asked, while his finger was on the patient's
pulse, If he had been,>at Rideau

; and he soon discovered that to have been
there was of more consequence than to hold a diploma from Edinbui^h.

savB the
^;'?78 ",'^P"bl^«^'«'l le«- by Thackeray is of some interest,says the Pal Mall Gazette.-" Kensington, W., Wednesday. Dear Nedyou ask me for a recipe for restoring your eyes to their wonted lustre and'

first with soap and water, and afterwards with a solution of nitric acid

Ltenirlm in 2f', ^' *';"° ""^ "'"' """^ *^^ '^P''"^^ *''«-• T" "'' " ""'"^ consequence than to hold a diploma from Edinbun^h

tt^Zfv ^HsThatby ttS^tt^'^^r^-- ""r
''-''' ^^^'^^^ °' T ''

T/'^^ "7 '''""' ^" acquaintanceship tith the Rid! l^oTe
tTtheir nTf. ^ P"P''" *"'^'"'^' "^ ^^°^^ ^^^ «ye«

indispensable to professional success, and made vice-royaltv a means to an

obtlL^ and hT^' ' "'" "' '^' "'°'^ ^'^^^""''^ economy^may be
^^'^' - --royalty had done with -the unfortuna^^ 1

'ser^T b"

ously yol W. M litJv '
^ '"* ''"'' Eh»-Gener-

Jf^^^'''''-
''>-'<'- *« l>oaour of basking in the light of Rideau Hall.

7 7 . .

M. iHACKBRAY. It was because of the pernicious regard for Lard Dufferin that the problem
of popularity proved so difficult to the Lornes. Lord Lome was not an
adventurer^ He had no ends in view which he hoped to accomplish by
flattery. He therefore treated the people according to his inclination, andm deference to what he believed to be his duty. He had personal friendswho g^ him a regard just as sincere as was ever accorded to his morehWan4«^ry rtvah The extent to which he entertained was exceedingly
harmful, but in this regard he was fast in the Dufierm traces. His wifehowever, was rigidly exclusive, as she had a right to be : only a very, very'small few were ever admitted to terms of ostensible friendship. Her RoyalHighness IS not sentimental, at least in the matter of diplomatic friendship.The gnaried old pines that towered through the wintry weather about theRideau grounds were very much dearer to her tha. the most pompous

ment that she took a deep interest in the welfare of our people ; as to her

- ttT ^^ffr '' ^" ^"^'"••"^ p'''"-^'j- -'» Trti^t^:;!:;
the same as she felt for a Oascapedia salmon. There was consequentlymuch grief in the social breast; the complaints were not loud, but theywere deep, and slighted society did not fall in love with Her Royal High
ness. There was no special reason why the Princess should have departed

^Ir tV ;r TrT' f"^ ^'' '''"'' ^'•°""'' - ^'"^ ^^^ reasons tobe far other than delighted with our Society. One worthy Canadian at aball IS said to have laid his hand famUiarly u^on her shoillder and com

theZ^ Z "'""P"'" °' '"'" '^«"'-«- ^°""' "'I'-s intoxicated
themselves, and then went on exhibition before her. On the whole, there-
fore, she preferred to brave mosquitoes on the Cascapedia and jigger, in

"

A clergyman in Durham, some short time since, taught an old man in ^vTv.t h I
'*°">8 ''«^^"'y ''' «•' a^d education circles she seemed

Good fairy tales are so scarce that Mrs. Freiligrath Krocker's trans-
lations of the fairy tales of Bren.ano will be everywhere welcomed. ZKrocker is the daughter of Freiligrath, the patriotic poet of Germany, who'
died, aftor a long exi e rom his native country, in London. BrenJo was_^one_Qt the leaders o£ th« German romantir^ool whic&louriaTedat thebeginning o the present century. His fairy tales a^. excellent and
exquisite. It was he who restored to Germany the LurHne legend, now thecommon property of all poets. Heine called him caprice personied, andhe possessed everything save that capacity to form which the Germans
bought a necessity for the higher literature. His fairy tales are now forthe first time done into English. ' They are illusti^ted by Mr. FrankCarruthers Gould. Mr. Gould has hitherto been ^known mainly rt

caricaturist. For a time he was famous only as the artist of the StockExchange. He u. more widely known now as the "picture maker" for theChr^tmas number of r^;^^ In this volume his grote^jue genius finds abetter expression. He adds delicacy to strength, refitment to breadth

^fhTh^K r''
"" ""••'"" "''•' ' ""''"^ ^'^'•^'"^ H« *^^ rank now'with the better comic artist, of the day.

1

" Young man," ««.id the'prof^or, "you should not allow yourself to beguided altogether by your own opiniona You should defer to the opinions
of others. Stv^ru: " B.,t the poet says, "Tis madness to defer.'" pZf,.,or: True

;
but the poet was Young when he said that"

<:-;.k»i k i Li , '^ r-f"- .ruwjr oiB lessons were
finished he wa< not able to call for some time, and when he did found hi.wife only at home. " How i. John?" said h„ .< w

""" o«

with hi, reading?" "Oh. nicely si" ^l^r
^"e^ ^e get on

Bible very comfortably now?" "B We sirt^li^'T "
"^ '^•'

Bible and into the newspa^„ long^ ,'

'"
'
^'"" ^°"' •"« ^'^ ""' °* «»«

th« ^ J^^
^ Lan^lowue, it seems, have «i nearly as practicable hittbe happy medium They are neither too exclusive nor too gushing • the

^I^L^lX ""^ '"' --'^^P'^^^^ of i'^dustry and can4our in

I
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which I have been deS" o thltU t^ 'T "'"" ''^ "^'^'^^^'^

of the Rideau mania T „ .V '' ''^'^'"*** *•« PO^-essed

c.a.thaee:or h rown :l "on? "'f^ '"^^ '^^^ ^'"^^«''-

whoso father p„„ed hisTo e oc^hen , Sht ZTr 'V'''
.""""''^'

Latin .otto around an ar.oria. looking sulp 1^1'!'' " "'''
."

ernXrr' -^ ----^-%i.^rz\L\:or

chieret^ttfrroCtS:^^^^ ^^«

.

the Dufferins one ba,i. attended t;i'^vt : !S:\„„t7
''^ ^"^ "'

g.ven each year, but the Lornes diJovered thartt i'l .hr^:;
"'"

could not accommodate many more than half the
" LL tr !recognition. Therefore tar« k„ii

'"*' aspirants for viceregal

teen hundred personr tZ
"'" "!""' '' "'''='^ '''^«°'1«'> "^^-^ 'l^^

and their diamTrbeludre;!: d'
"""''' ^"^''^ '°"^ "^^ ^'"^ ^P'**''

who carried roundXir JoJoU tZuT?. "
I
"^'"^ "'^ ««'^''«--

b'^^^. to-ve, passed ove;!:,;^;!^::'"'^ -'r*' °' '^-^

but ii. some instances the stalZCt" br.'hT "''°^''='''--

^

dered themselves helpless bv . f iT ,

"^ ''^ P^'"'"'^ ''^>° '^'i-

Inadditi^n ; the ^11 .Lri'^T
''"''^'^''•'^ °' the hospitalities.

./« i,ue oaii, their iixcellencies gave an Af IT^™^in each week tbo ,.m^f
gave an At Jlome once

toboggann;: A tyZr^ZT-''''' '^^'^^'^'^^ "^^^ ^'^'''-^ and

of the park.Voups 3 Sr;:fll\r
'° ^^^ ^.""-^ ">« *-» e-greens

wrought costumed ke 1 Iht
"^ '" *""'' '° their artUtically-

seems^metobeHcht 'iJi'rr:^^^^^^^^^
'' lake tHmmin^,

and bru::;:rj:^rz\ir:rointr^^^^^ ^^
-^^''

turesque. The sport as th« fl >

^''' "^ ^'''"^'* ^^'^ Pi''"

shot7romabow^th3mttr,hT*? T ''""" '''* ^'^P' «-' « «
wonde. at the a'lovelnr o ht" ?' ""^ '^ '""^«'''^' *''°"«'' °-
heart midway upZ th^t Th^ T *^"*'^^-«'^'« - "« ^-1- his

may say that the absence of one's name from the State Ball list « ,t,same appears in the Citizen and Free Press on th« « ! ' ^^
social extinction. In the n«wl/ .T

' °°""°« *^'«'"' °>«a'"

the first ,„.tion purtl tlrvl^L T-^. 'hT""" r""^" °^ ''« ''^'^•

Afriendof mine 'was so aco^s^.^nd re^l'Z^^^VT''''"

[KoTmBBB Mk, 1884.

J- K Collins.

NovKMBiii 6th, 1884.1

C

—

SCIENCE /JV CAKALA. r^

giving only one ball instead of twn />.

*
,

'^ popularity by

to think over i T^^jSZ of"Vf"' '°"^'^'' '^"^'^ ''"^^-^

ii. w, d».. u,. ,1.. u... ^. ^ th." rHuj^ 'I'^t' r;

benefit of any ladv whn »«, n.»
"aies. For the

tzz"^: «„r "
°

'

" '""""' " «"»--"•. - --tin.

..d » J, ««i„™7in^°f7'' r "' "" """'"" »' *• """'T.

-p.»J.rizr^Xrst> 'Lzf " -rrintellectual countnVa in F •
" ' ^f" '^^ general in the

thedetriment oft: SciScT^IJ ' T^^ "^ ^*'-^*- ^^^^^ '»

depends, on the other hand „
^'*" """' "'""''"* "'^^"^'"'y '"'>"•««

merely develooini, af ^l""^'
P'^^^ipMy on the training it affords, not

ceptioVblSo!; Itn r"'^,
°'"'^*"°" '''' "^'^^•='^-- "^ P-

atfon o rellttXl The'T T " °''*"' "'"°'^''^« ^'^'^ '"^ '•>« "^PP-^-

a greater deg e"?the I I ^'f^^'^l^'
°« *•>«- faculties is promoted in

^n^et to i:::i:^::z^sr:z:;.^ ^^^—
°^ -

meai:;^ iiL:::^tr'i£:;s:: '"^ ^""-^^ °^ ^^^-- - ^

in various branches hnf T «
::''\P"''<='P*' "-^'^^^'ties give instruction

applied immXt; to he'^Id!:11°: ot^'t^
'^''' '""'''' "' ''''^ '

cultivated. Other« A K ,

''°°^'"'^"' °^ industries are more especially

i».».«..i°:Li.t^°s:','°i-" -*- •""^»' "p»-

in the magnetic compass, the advancement in the manufactu™ ^IT

N-nt „ I u
^ "iuirect oenents to mankind.

reDrpapntjvl • fk i.
(certain branches are fairlyrepresented: thus, much encouragement is riven tn «,„ ^- .

various parts of the country have been efficiently conducted chemistry inIB apphcation to various purposes has been largely favoJTd • anTmel?ology has very, properly received a certain amount of atte^til t ,"

rro^muth'"-^
^"'""^ ''"'''"'''' '- - -o i^lu-^ wMchl"

Z'of tZ "T ^'^•=°'^««"'-' "'an is at present afforded them.

Ver?Lte LdL K ^r r- "'"• "'^'''' ""'y "^ ^<='"ded Forestry.

Ontario has accompl«hed a little in establishing an Agricultural CollZ

Domuuoa Goyernment. What is more especially wanted is the .sUblilhment of experimental stations throughout the various Provincea TheExperimental Department of the Ontario A«ricultural P^lZ. a

eittr ""Tr ^ "" ^" -f-^X^Hb':":fai2
Ontrio wiJ nT- ^ • ^' '"^""^ '''"° experiment, conducted n

^d o^her !^J ".*^'" "''P""^''''' '^ °*''«^ <'«'ri<='« -here climatic^d other condUions are different. In the United State, this is reoogiTiand nearly every State has it own Experiment Station, and TSS
^r r* ^'»*"^ I>«P-t--t at Washington where investTgaZs^^general importance to the country are carried on. A simiWOentr^SUtion nught, with great adyantage be e.tabliri«rf in cZ^ ^^

^

officers whose sole duty wnnZ h~^
— ~ ^^^'^^^^===^=^^=

The example of our nei'gC^^ arrorttT'"" '^ "^'^'^ '^'^ •*
appointment of a Dominion VeterinT T "''^^' ^^ ^°"°"«d V the
investigation of epidemirdirrerS 1^^' ^^ '-'''' ''''

appearance among our domestic animarTh'
, 'T'"'"^

"""^'' "•"•
too apparent to require further mention"

' '""'' *'' °®''«'- «

of ^^^ife';ts:sTn;^::eC^^^ Astudy
di^eases by which the yield fou/orro^" "' ''' ^^^'""^ '^'^^^^
concerning which there is so munh

^ " """''''"^ curtailed, and
importance. Black-kno yelTo^ TZT '''''''' '"'' ^"^^ '° ''« °^ -'old
yet much to be learnt ru!!^ ^

u
°°"""'"'"« "'''«'' 'here is

common, as. well as th^seIr^lri? f^^^^ ^°.- -^'"•^ are all too
occasional seasons, would become morJ nT"'"" P^''""'^"- ""'^ at
to be adopted fo; their Tr vention and

' "'"''°''' ''"'' ">« -~es
subject of all the more imp'JZ 'L" Zl "°"" '°"°^- ^'^^ ^ a
on this side of the AtlanUc, plZllrlTlT'''''''''''''''^''''^*^'^
almost the only individual ^.h^tr^Ztli r" ^'°"''«^' '"''"^

extent of bis.observations already publish Z,'^?*'
'''"""°"' ""'» 'i"*

required before anything like Inrof
•''"'^ """"^ ^°^ ""^'^ i« yet

iB/ormed. ADomLo„^B!:^L'::rz:;t;;r^^^^^^
^ the numerous ecto and endlparasites of our ,

'"P''°''"'^« '» investigate

conduct experimen-£s in the adu Lrl .
'"° '*"''"'''«• *"! also to

-11 as to study the condton^'^^ "gl: nTht
'' ^-^"""^ ^-'-- ^

seeds The experiments conducted byThe Pr!? ^''''T"^'^''
P"--* of

Lansing Agricultural College show how
'"' °^ ^'"'"^^ at the

,

seed for adulteration, and how mlrt T""'^
"* '^' examination of

have been in preventing a recTrrertf^A^':.''""'"'^ '' '^^ --"«
would find ample wofk in ZralyL^of foil^^'^r?

^^^-^ again
subjects which have received little attC n' ''''''' a"d manures,
ance is recognised fully in the ulited st^s"

'''^' '"' ^'^^ ^P-"
Another source of revenue fn fl,o . '

-». .na p„t.o...
,, jeiit :;^: "rr',"'

•"""*•
Fisheries has become of great imn«rf. 7^ Department of the
already been accomplished ly tZTt^^U H r":'

'''' ^'^^'"'^^ ^
but this affects only Lr inland waJ thtrfilh '"'^^'f''^''-' ^^-

'

no benefit. The life-histories of our v T f "'' receiving little or
times of migration, their spawnZ Jorr- '°°l'^''l^

their manner and
enemies, the destroyers of theirZ alUh

'

f"-/""''
""'''• P^^^al

gated. True, the Americans l^Ive done mucTf
'
'T°'''''

'•>-""-

« yet much to be done: in fact theTntTt I
"'"" '''''"''^''' ''"' ">««•«

are yet to be studied. SUMonl esUwS^L T °' *'^ ^''''^ --'
Gulf of St. Lawrence, and n th Nota SeoT

""^" '''''"'' °" ^''^

investigation in the form of small stear ^'"'V""''
"''^ ^'"=''^'i«« f"'"

atus and hatching-banks, wo^Tin ve^yThoTt
' "''' '"'^^'"^ ^PP^

made upon them by the important aidtT T ""^''' '^^ «^P«ndituri,
adopt measures for the incT^o our fib

''''''' '^^'^'^ "^ cabling us to

real extent
,
of which we are ^:l:Z^r:^y ^^"-^"g ub of their

their wanton dest^uctTon.
*^ "'''^^^ant, and by preventing
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showing a discrepancy of only «1 5 fui ^,
^

"

eration that there are over 2 loOtt^^iT-
""'•"" '' '" 'aken into consid-

record may be left to speak f22 Self
^ '"^''tutions in the country the

August and September of 1883 the f!'^'
"""^ "'« months of July

aggregate liabilities of' which were Jl 457000"'^;^ eighty-seven, 1
estimated at $794,000, showin^rrl,! ' '

°
'

"''"''' ""^ assets were
interesting to glance a't the "dfowing31' °'

•^'i''°°°-
^^ -» ^

the different quarters from the beSing of iSr/"!.""*
i^'-ol^^ncie* for

1883 ^ * ®°'^ 'o the present date •—
1

• . „ -. .

1883.

, ,
Intolvmicim.

ist quarter 47
a-d "

: 45
••

3rd .. ™ ••

l-iabilities.

$400,000
596,000

1,458,000

416,000

1884.

Ist quarter .

.

2nd "
Srd -^——

^

Agijregate
Ltabilitiet.

$28,5,360

174,200

49,884

not be overlooked. Gen rlli.at ons J TT ""' °' ''"''' ""^'^ ^''ould

slightest inkling, might be a" ed It .Tl a 'T""^'
^^ >»-« -' ^^^

receive encouragement- a nZ\r f ^''P'''''"'^"'^ of Science would
aroused in our country and thi Tr T-^^

""""'" """"^ ""'"'' "«
would be removed.

P'''^'^' ^'*" '^'1«"- ^hich Science lies

ant fruit in the ffturef no7ol b^tr ""'' '' ^"' ^'^'^^ '^^-'1-

application. but also b'y esJb^L^ Zfn" ^ T,
'^'^''^ ''' '^"-^

g^tion may branch out into yet undircovteH:^ '^'r'^
'^^^ ^^^«^«-

he importance of the results likely to proceed frotTh
°'° ''"^*'''

mvestigationa ?
" P"'°««'' from these yet unthought-of

J- P. McM.
^ORTH-WEST COMMERCIAL OUTLOOK.

A»TBR "th^boom" in W •

WiNNIPKO. Oct 22.

Jips of commercial men w^r^'tg^l^ 'r"*"' '"f"^'^'
*« '"ard-

when the policy of retrenchment wL rau^,,Jlf /^!{ depressing extent
ness here, and new managers " T^ u

*'"""**^ ^y 'he banks doing busi-
apply the pruning-knife^^t. nott^tt r°* 'T?''

" ««"' "^nt^pT,
sj^ces. and although commeLsJ 2rs^^|^«^i ^« Wvated circL-
they are tinged with a certain honofX ?•^ ^ar from encourairinff
to cling to business with ^new^^'t^j'^t ""' ''^ ^'^ ^^^S
ending August last there were only^^n T"« '^^ ''^ months
labilities of which were i«.80rUTatiri7Sts":,"^^

frjrS:::;/:r;i£?sr:^s:j^^ '••^ -p^'^ --. if
of which few would care to question Who£r ^^ , ''PPa'-ent soundness
the most part are very hopeful a «^ lu

'^^^^""^ '" Winnipeg for
business done during the p^^tLtnT^'Zl^' ^J'"

•'''« ^<""-« "f
the past two years, still it was ofT T °"^ ' l**"* than it has been for
losses of any account were experienced or". T'^^'"^''

^''""•'"='«'-' and no
months of July and AucuHf nT "^'''^ anticipated. During th„
butinSeptembiaUt'Iny^tLrai:

ha1r''b ^"^T'^'''
P-mXdt

mortgage interest had alsp t^ be sicurei 1 "''^'- ^^tensions on
Merchants and loan companies did not h„J "°. '"'considerable extent,
the extensions and renewing the pane'r .n t' '"f'^'*'

''''"ut allowing

^st^sr^^^^r^?^:?:,^-
t^^^^r•

i^

-"« ^-

—

t^^rsi^rjh-titrs^^^
other characteristics, have not be^n 'rSed wthP"""'- ,^'^" ^''o, among
estimated the amount for export at ,i?^ n-

'*"'» over-hopefulness, have
export will scarcely exceed, ?f"TteTha7f%f '"^'"'''*- '^'^ -S
generally known, but it is a'fact neve^heTe'ss tit a'v'^T"'-

'' '« "^ot
of the crop was ruined. Just when wL ""^ 'a''g« Proportion
prosecuted, the miny season, which WsiithiW„?

^P^^^^'ions were being
usually a month later, set in and for neariv thr^° T "T^ ^'^"' althoughm torrente. with an occisional intermlnion of - ''

"*'" ''"^''''"'led
never sufficient to dry the (train anTfn 1^^ °'' ^^°' "^"t which was
operations. The seqLl is iot difficult ^j^^ ^'"T ,'" ^"^'"'''^ -i'h h^
hirge proportion of the ProvinceIsthe tj ^" '°* 'and, such as a
important wheat district dooded the TounH'^^r"'''''''^'

•">'' '^ "-any ,

wh«it was caused to sprout by the wet fn^h . ? ^'"'^ localities the
to, farmers were oblig*ed to w^e into thl .

'"'^-'j'-ng districts referred
little grain by cuttinf it w^h a Se ,Jf ""^ ''"'^-vour to sa^
abandoned. During the rainy slsTn 7h«

'""^ ''^^ 'he crop was
and so the crop receivedlbYd h^l "P^'""^ P'^««« was suspendld^
dampened and'softenefto a eon itbleT^^^^ 7^'- ««-' -^o^t^
stances mentioned have combined f!^^ 1

^"' '
^o that all the ci^um-

low to the Manitoba far^. "Ae Jt1:t^ort"'^'°"
''"^''' "~Ty

will average fifty cents a bushel a!l round u 'fT"' ""»' "^'^ ^heat
buyers altogether, and the grade wi^l br. T^ "^ " *« ^^^ted by
gether. Thus it will be seen^at mai,H T^ '"^ '^^^'^ge taken alto

It would scarcely be gt to gu^St.^,B^f.^'r ''''^^.
r^.f'Pia°ation. TEelmp^ssiofSd 'not be

°:l°'
'

t ''"'' "'^''°"'

' the result wholly of. t..''l„'*'^'°
'^at the effects

described^above are^re'reLTXnytf'atad" ""''' --—In an. or neariy all. ca^es whei^The 1,°^ *
^*f

'''"°"- % no means.
It had ripened and was cut before the wet wZhT 7°^" ^*" Ploughing,
farmers in this country are uZrr^

wet weather had arrived. But the
learned ere this. Thet^^t effort^' tL T ^^"^ «''°"''l ^ave bl
as much ground under cr^rMpribTe w;.r

/'''"" '"''ave been to pC
in which the crop was pu? t^."^ T^e ^CM''"^ "^'1 '° "»« 'na^nner
circumstances but very indiierent returns h^^e l " ^hat under those
year great loss has resulted from the Tls^oolirr "'"'''r^'

'^'^ 'I'i^
better resulte would have been secured by a nffi

^ P""""*^' Infinitely
cultivation of a smaller amount^S 'r„

'^""^'^•'nient to the excellent
be dealt with is the commercial sitnTtin u

"leantime. what has to
country it might be notod th'^ her^U a ma^^^^^^^ Je"

''*' ''**^'«''*« "^"''S
of wheat from India-the great comnetiLrnf .^ ^ ""^^ '" ""^ "^ceipts
North-West. in supplying *the CJsl'^^Lll t"«"'=an a„d Canadi'an
there was a decrease of tW millinnT "^arket. During the last quarter
India, compared with the^reiX^tn'^JT^h^ in the «,ceip^ ?r„m
observe4 that there is a markerdeTr!i^T„^ t!'

^'*'"
..

^' ""ight also be
Western States this year Thn ^,^ 'n the growth of wheat in the
profitable to grow cori^d lite itrlrt^nlrfr T '^"'^^^ i' -o':
production of wheat to the production „f

'"""^^"^ their efforts from the
to point to the groat CtW^^r^^^^^^^
being the field from which wiU brpr^i"'L^7«'°'a and Dakota, as

''Vhtrr :itit\^^?f^-^'^^reir °' ^ '^- ^--^

present for wheatXJ^ Imounu'to'l ^^'',7^' ''^ ^^ --"7. *'
Ogilvie. the milling kinsk nav «1 nnn 'j ? '

"' "^ amount Mewm
for the past thClveekf^ We !l'e ave^ th"''

"^^"^ '^' amort
until the end of January. Thfs ^ans aT™ ^^ "*' ''"' ^^ ""aintain^
broadcast amongst the farmers Tnd L '^ f""^' °f ««h scattered
relaxation of thfmoneta^;^^^

.^^"^"''"J'y
n>ust mean a.rolS

rdrin-^en?^0^4i-r£^^^
-ey and send it east

;UrhrsT-^.^I^^^ST^^

i^l
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pared to make further advances; and so it b evident that money will cir-culate more freely. Agricultural implement dealers report that old notesare bemg fairly well met, while new ones are given to those so paying for

ri nI7 "'"i^r^'^^" r"- 7'*"" '^' *<=*»*' Uftbility of thefarmfr inthese cases w.11 not be lessened, a great deal of money will have been
placed m e.rculat,on and the farmer afforded another yeaf's grace in wHchto payoff the newly-assumed liabilities. Commercial notfs have l^en

t'lLZ^ ""1 ^k""^
'\^'^'' ^'^ '»°'''h«.and especially this Lonth

^IZ ^ T ^''" "°' ^'^ ™«' »* ''"• "^^^P' in «°^« few instances

i^flaSn' Th'p l^ffl
'
U-

'"''*"? ""'"^ *"*'"« °''* "* »'« n"«l« during the

^^1 *., ,

The/l>fficulties are being rapidly settled, and in the majorify ofcases the land has been allowed to fall back into the possessionTf theoriginal owners. ^It .s generally acknowledged that the stocks carrLd by

whattTey 'iZ'^V^'
''"''''' ^^ '^"^''^ ^^ ^'^^ «% P- -t o^f

The most important question which affects the interests of the peopleof this country has now to be referred to. It is the concession of th^Dominion Government m relaxing its lien of one dollar an acre upon th^lands granted as subsidies to the different railway companies Bv therelea.se of the lands, capital can be raised without any difficu ty on thelands of the railway, based upon the land grant. As a resuU of th^s .„„
cession alone, the construction of four railw^ linestill ^ plld^ withnext summer Already the Manitoba Northwestern B^l^ly Comprnywhose line is heading for Pripce Albert, has decided to construct a huDmiles next year The Afanitoba Southwestern Railway through SouthernManitoba will also be extended one hundred miles next season, and th^two other companies will not be lacking in enterprise. Large d strkts ofcultivated country will be brought into communication with our marJetsand by the construction of the lines thousands of settlers now i^oU^ed w ibe able to come to Winnipeg and spend th'eir money. The area of cuTtvated land will also be incre^ed in a very short time. The^ountry thlled with men who have refrained from cultivating to any great extentuntil the long expected railroad should reach them. Then thel^stT^tadvantage that will accrue from the relaxation of the lands and tL^
"^nT"t U "^.'r^'

""' •" * -^to-tion of confidence, whTch wluterapidly followed by investment of capital.
jj_

[NOTBKBBB 8th, 1884

LINES TO THE RUSSIAJy GUNS,
which werd taken by the British in the Crimean War and oraMnta^ tn !,• r,. .
Toroato, Area off for a joke by .o<n. studeat. of xl^ito Un^Sv in th« n ^ ?'
Park at one a.m

,
Hallowe'en, 1881. causing great comrotion In th?"city.

^"''" '

You have not drawn a fiery breath ,
Since far away you scattered death
Like rain from grim Sabastopol. ^

Now volunteers

f Once more your iron mouths fill full
In better years.

Toronto, University College.

And you have faced the British fire,
And you have seen each Russian spire
Throw back the gleams of fitful light,

!
And ruined fall.

You hold the same hot charge to-night-
Without the ball.

And does the powder's scent recall
The lurid glare, the bugle call

,

The scream of British ri&e shot ?

You hear a groan !

In vain you hope, for it is naught
But night wind's moan.

Did you ere dream in western town
You'd be shot off by cap and gowa.
Or ever hope again to wake

The midnight still,

And make a British city qua
But no one kill ?

Nathawakl Nix.

THE SCRAP BOOK.

«fr ^^ fu "r^ ^°^^^ "''''^'" '"'' *•»« P^" Poo^e' « the exact reverseof the truth. The aggregation of vast individual wealth in thTmWrt^
frri-T'^'j

'' '^^ characteristic, not indeed of barbarUm, forT^b,^lans, chiefs and peopl^re all alike miserably poor, but of a lo^ or a^^rt^civilization like that of ancient %pt and modem IndiT. En^moSpalaces and temples, vast public monuments like the Pyramidm atto^Hotless the pressure of wealth than that of poverty. TheyS wh^ ^h*
resources of the State are great but gathered i^ few Jni whlit UbSJrIS miseraUy paid, recklessly and unproductively lavished, wlenlhefii^tEnglish adventurers were dazzled by the splendour of Indian courte. thehoarded gold and jewels ^y»X tr««uries, the vast empire of the Sgut
'7h! r!r^ ^'^^^^l i^" ^^ "^'"' "' Elizabeth or the St^rtT in nresentin",. ftir'r'v to^^" """l"'"^/^ =»' '^^^ then. I rememberrhe hand-loom weavers of Yorkshire, the peasanta of Dorsetahi,*T^lS ^.rf S ^ Prescott he said with kindly emphasis. "I havem what would have s«emed to th; groCT^ ^ff^^Tnd sHk l£ M.^-t." C "r.°l^"""*^

distinguishe^d me'nTSow me toweaver, of C^hmere shawls and PeraUn crpeU. iner^iiUe welth '^ ^^"^^^'^J^'ilj^ irj:,':^^,:!'^^^^^^^^

vpa.nL Win.«.,f ; • r .

'nu'npiiea almost threefold in fortv

ProW/T ° >• r^^u""*""*" ''""^^''^ amassed by calculators Hke

havJtownSt"weliro7'"^''"''*'l''^'' '''"''^'' -^--g 'J*" Po-

yarn, iron or coal, per yard of cloth mav not h ^^^T P"" '^''""'' °*

instances have fallen" bu[ the weekly earnlLo thp f ' ^^ '" "^T
increaspd TKo ,,=J ^t

"c weeKiy earnings ot the artisan have certainly

cloth^ better an7m^ore chlp^ted' th^n ^irttherat'-grl^dLtt

at::7uriSort£7arifn':^^'^'-r^^ ^-^^^^^^^

l^,!-.^ r-
^""""". 'ley are, it not worse, certain y more exoenHivpI^rlodged. Even here, however, there is much exa^creratinn '""JLf f

*P«'^"^«'7

CAELYLB AND HIS C0NTBMP0RARIE8.

T.„ I°M *i. ^**<:,u*.,^**' P*'^^' Prescott, Milman, Barry farchitect^Lord Mahon Shell, Gibson {sculptor), C^pitt (bui^deT Abo^t Pr«'
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man to govern a rebellious India. He Iras the miost determined expression
of countenance I ever saw, and no one who met him this evening felt a
doubt that ho would hesitate for a single moment in doing what he thought

^necessary for the safety of the country he governed, however arbitrary the
measure required might be.

At the fancy ball at the Hotel d'Albe, the Princess Mathilde was, I
hear, dressed as an Indian, and had her skin dyed brown. Her dress wis
of the scantiest, very deco/letee, her arms bare up to 'the shoulders, with a
narrow band by way of sleeve, fastened with a brooch. The body was
slit under the arm to the waist, showing the skin. The drapery behind
was transparent, which she was probably not aware of, as she had not
died her skin in that particular place, and the effect was awful.

We were invited to Windsor. After dinner the Prince came up to
Lady de Grey and Lady Malmesbury, and amused them immensely by
giving an account of some ridiculous incidents that occurred at Levees. On
one occasion a clergyman was to be j)resented. He, as the Prince said,

• "overshot the mark," and passed the Queen without the slightest notice.
Lord de la Warr was verjwnuch put out, and began making signs to him
to return. He stopped and stared at Lord de la Warr, imitating his
gestures as exactly as he could, but nothing could induce him to return.
Everybody was convulsed with laughter, for no etiquette could prevail
against such a ridiculous scene.

Concert at Buckingham Palace. While we were waiting for our
carriage to go away. Lord Derby joined us, and immediately after Lord
John Russell came up. Lord Derby exclaimed, " How do you do. Lord
John ? You have got into very bad company." He looked round at us
all with a grim smile and said, " I see I have"; when Lord Derby, looking
at him attentively, observed that he was incorrectly dressed, having his
Levee uniform instead of the full dress which he ought to have worn.
Lord John said, " I know I am wrong, and the porter wanted to turn me
out.'^ J' Oh! didhei" exclaimed Lord Derby. " Thoa can'st not say /
did it." Of course all those around laughed at this apt quotation from
Shakespeare, and no one more thm Lord John himself.—^row " Memoirs
of an Ex-Miniater," by Lord Malmesbury.

The Week continues to improve. Its independence and its force and
the subjects that it discusses are of such a nature as ought to secure for it
perusal by all sensible Canadians. We want a journal like The Week,
and wo are glad to know tiiat we have a reading community large enough
to support and appreciate it.

—

Toronto World.
° °

Hbn-ry Ward Beecher has a chronic tendency to—in the expressive
language of Artemus Ward—"slop over," and rarely has he given a
more humiliating proof of it than in his Brooklyn rink speech on the
Presidential Election. This clergyman —still holding a very peculiar posi-
tion himself tefore the country—charges all of his brother clergymen who
have testified to the im'moral character of Grover Cleveland with being
base, cruel and atrocious liars. More than thirty clergymen of Buffalo, of
the highest standing, who have had full facilities for investigation, give the
result of their investigation over their full names, are denounced by Rev.
Beeoher in the above fashion, because they took the course they did
instead of going direct to " Mr. Cleveland with honest inquiry."—.Soaton
Home Journal.

The position of the Scandinavians at the American elections is about
as we i^xpected. Notwithstanding their principles of Civil Service Reform,
and Tariff Reform, they will hardly this time sever, their connection with
the Republican Party. They are too conservative forthat. A main rea-
son is, to formerly mentioned, that numerous leading Scandinavians are
identified with the Republican Party as holders of county offices. Some
Jntuenceia exercised^on. the re ligiomwiag of ib» Swedes by th« Republi-
can Party's sympathy with the temperance and prohibition movements.
The influential Swedish and Norwegian clergy are also remarkable for
their tendency to follo\y the party which holds the reins of government.
It is the same clergy which once declared for slavery as not inconsistent
with the Christian religion, and not being sin in itself. The Danes seem
to be more movable, and seem, as a rule, to have joined the supporters of
Cleveland and H.endricks.-^Scandinavian.

THE PERIODICALS.

The articles in the November number of The Andover Review are on
subjects of great interest to thoughtful readers. Professor Moore writes
on " The Future Life in the Old Testament," Arthur T. Hauley on " Com-
petition and Combination" and Professor Charles F. Richardson contributes
an admirable paper on " The Perspective of American Literature." His
estimate is clear-sighted comprehensive and just. The usual departments
are maintained with the customary vigour and ability that have characterized
the Andover from its commencement.

Chicago Literary Life is steadily improving. The current number
contains, amongst many other interesting items, reminiscences of Words-
worth and of Jonson, and a ballad by a promising young writer named
Clinton Scollard.

The Canadian Afethodtst Magazine makes announcement of arrauge-
mento for the coming year which must ensure the continued success of
Mr. Brigg's attractive periodical. The current number has, amongst many
other interesting subjects, a capitally-written paper by Professor Shaw on
"Whose Hymns do we Singt" Dr. NelW article on "University
Federation " is timely and to the point.

Many pleasant mem6ries wilTTje awakened by the charmingly-written
and lavishly-illustrated paper entitled, " A Visit to Eton," which appears
in the November English illustrated Magazine. Several other interesting
articles, stories, and poems combine to maintain the acknowleged excellence
of Messrs. Macraillan's publication on its entry into a second year.

In Lippincott's Magazine is an article on' "John Bright as a Temper-
ance Reformer " which is well worthy attention in these days of Scatt Act
agitation. "A Holiday in Scotland," "American Authors and Artists in
Rome" and "The Women's Paradise" are interesting reading. Other
papers are, " On the French Broad " and " Domestic Pets," and there are
several stories and poems. Not the least valuable departments, of this
magazine are " Our Monthly Gossip " and " Literature of the Day " both
editorial.

'

The November Magazine of American History comes freighted with
three admirably illustrated articles of great public interest. The " Unsuc-
cessful Candidates for the Presidency ofthe Nation " contains the portraits
of George Clinton, Elbridge (Jerry, Aaron Burr, Rufus King, DeWitt
Clinton, William H. Crawford, William Wirt, Henry Clay, John C. Cal-
houn, Lewis Cass and General Scott. The second article of the current
number, "An Old Colonial College," is from the able pen of Prof. Charles
F. Richardson, of Dartmouth ;

" Button Gwinnett " is a charming sketch
by the eminent Georgia historian, Charles C. Jones, jr., LLD.; "Cali-
fornia's Golden Prime of Forty-nine " is profusely illustrated with scenes
in camp, and views of California towns in that early period, furnished by
the author, Charles Howard Shinn; "Historic Homes—Ochre Point,"
Newport, contains an excellent picture of the old mansion of William
Beach Lawrence at Ochre Point, together with the portrait of this eminent
jurist. His daughter, Mrs. Wheeler, who contributes the article, gives
some graphic *pen-pieture8 of scenes in the inteijaatlng old homestead, and
describes its distinguished guests. "Original Documents" this month
contain unpublished letters from Washington, Hancock, Lafayette, Dr.
Franklin and others

;
" Minor Topics " has a sketch by Frank B. Green,

of the Pre-Revolutionary Surgeons of King's County ; and Notes, Queries]
Replies, Societies, and Book Notices are remarkably good.

The enterprising publishers of the premier young folks' magazines, St.
Nicholas, have supplied a new feature in the current November number—
a coloured frontispiece :

" Great Grandmother's Girlhood." When it is
added that the list of contents is perhaps the strongest ever offered in this
or any simUar magazine, it will be*asy to understand that with the new
volume there is abundant promise that this favourite periodical will in the
coming year maintain the position accorded to it by almost universal
consent—the young folks' magazine por excellence.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

A MAN of business trying to make his way in the world is usually too
much occupied with the practical aspects of life to trouble himself much
about Its ornamental side. The study of colour is not much assistance to
the study of customers, nor do music-making and money-making reign
supreme in a man's life at the same time. A period comes, however, when
he has, as it were, turned the corner—when his success is assured, and
when his improved fortunes bring him into contact with men of greater
culture than himself. He then begins to see, if he is a man of intelli<rence
and innate good taste, that something more than money is required before
he can associate with them on equal terms, and naturally tries to improve
himself by reading, travelling, and studying art in some way. A new
country like Canada follows much _the same courae ;_ it must mak* ite-
way in the world first and study art after. By this time we ou^ht to bo
and perhaps are, in the position of trying to hold our own wiih older
nations in matters of culture as well as commerce. It is true we have not
nor are we likely to have during the present generation, a leisure class
but we have a large number of monied people with commercial pursuits

'

and artistic tastes, and a much larger number of monied people with
commercial pursuits and no artistic tastes. Musicians should aim at
increasing the former class by educating the latter. This can only be done
by much effort and some self-sacrifice on the part of professional and
amateur musicians. The former must be content to do a certain or rather
a very uncertain, amount of work without remuneration, and to sink as
far as possible, professional jealousy—that most effectual barrier to the
advancement of music and even to individual success ; whilst the latter
might render in many ways much more assistance than they now do.^--/

The more cultivated amateurs constantly refuse to support local efforts
such as Philharmonic Societies or Classical Concerts, on the ground that'
having heard the same works performed in England or elsewhere they do
not care about hearing them in Canada. Such persons have it in their
power to advance the cause of music gWatly, instead of which they become
really a hindrance and discouragement to professional musicians by declin-
ing to take a little trouble in order to bring others to the same pitch of
cultivation as they have attained. These same people sit, voiceless, in our
thurches every Sunday, declining to assist in the choir, although, by doing
so, they might be instrumental in raising the standard of church music
which IS throughout the country by no meaas as Ugk as it ought to be'
particularly in the Church of England. The best musical services are to
be heard in Presbyterian and Methodist churches, notwithstanding the
grand traditions and beautiful musical ritual of the Episcopal Churclv Itmay appear a strong assertion, but it is nevertheless true, that in no city in
Canada 18 there a thoroughly first-class choir of men and boys doing a
typical English cathedral service such as is heard in England every day

JiSmSL^miL'-^iJi^L. ->.
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th"SZZT " "" '"' """• ^' '''''''^' oT'theR formalttie use of the old plain song was continued, and the very simnlest fnrm Tf
_ music authorized, as may»be seen in the Litany pubHshed by Crrnme "nd

howeZ'The'^'';""
1""' P'^yer-book by John Marbeck. Gr^LTyhowever the great com (J&sers produced more elaborate musical settings for

^^eZtilTTt " '"'h- -'"Jt'
'" ""'^« «»-« officiaTTctirLTh:

to be "1^ h' . , "r^""^ ^^ ""y'*' injunction that while there was

Prayer tha^Slr TT ""l^
'° "^"^ '" "" ''""^ "^ ">« Commo^i-rayer that the same might be understood as if it were read witbnnf «;„„

Z'^'°\^K°"'''":""^
"' ^"^•' "« 'l«"«ht in mlTctm* be permittedthat in the beginning or at the end of the Common Prayer there mav hesung an hymn or such like song to the praise of AlmightTGod in the best

ZllV"^ ™"'''
f""' T^ ^^ '^^^"•"'' J^^^iiS respfct that Ve sentence

cathedrals would be a worthy object for earnest Churchmen t^ work tand the practical details would offer no difficulty, as most of these churche^

st;iJ:in rpSct^riTer "^ ^'''^ -"^ -'^ -p^^'« °^ o^z:^x
.h.2!!%^^-^

impediment to the progress of music is the lack of respectshown for it by musical people themselves. It is a rarer thing tTheTrtwo musical amateurs seriously and intelligently discussing the merits andana^zing the construction of a musical composition thin to he"^ two

^^7iTZ:rr:i
"°*^' ^'"'"* ^ "^^ °^ connLseurs criticize a paint n^Music ,s, even by those who study it, looked on too much as a toy-anamusement for leisure hours-not as a worthy object and ^d in LelfDo our singers make it understood that the Philharmonic or Choir practicetakes precedence over all other engagements, that it is use^r to sendthem invitations for nights fixed for rehearsals ? Do our giVers^f musSparties make good music the object of those parties, and '^imatethTtthey expect it to be listened toJ^.Are our young ladies of whZ manyspend Severn hours daily studying good music atL piano evIrrovTto

olS Nein'"And°trcT ''T
"'^'^^ ''' '°' '"«^'»-' ^^ ^^^^^or ^uo jNellf And yet Chopin, le plus poete que jamais, as Liszt callshim, threw all the sorrow and bitterness of his sad life f^to hrL^cDo our audiences feel, after hearing the "Elijah" or " Messiah '^ wellperformed, that the sacred words have come hime t^ them "th a for^eand solemnity they never before possessed < Do our lovers ororchestm^music feel, after a Beethoven Symphony, that, emotionally it h^roSn them feehngs and aspirations which may even go so far as to aff^ttheir actions; or that, intollectually, the mental process of fol^wTng tTe

,
mere form of the composition has been of «reat Lte««fe J^^r^^J^
an intelTectual exercise as the unravelling^ mJt^a^ pX^
ft.!!" llt::t ^.^^ '^^.

"'"^^'ry
.*Wb ^ not the case to'tti7^t

^^
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and ?he Pen^H H^.'^^u^T""'"
^'" P^"^"™ Schumann's " Pamdise

tion''inOr.lwfM ". t^'^i^^i^'^'-
Feast," and Gounod's " R,dem^

Oueen ' w^, K • ^^^'V^^'r^n's " Elijah " and Sterndale Bennett's « May
atd the^MeZh"' ^hf^"^'"^

''"'»'" Hamilton '.NaamS
r-Z™! t»„

.^Messiah whilst as far west as Winnipeg there is a eood

ciS NoThLf;
''"''

^r'\"
programme that vies ^ith those ofoC

bmto o„^ lar^«^'« TTif'u'^'^
'''"" *"""'• "^^ y^' °f -^"y attempt to cele-

Tf^^ M r^ L"
'•"' '"-""ntenary of Hamlel's birth, next February

socirties in To'roT' ''Pr'""'*^ ^ *>•« combination ;f two o mo^
fX;^' r . ,

"^ ?I°"*»«''l for the production of his "Israel inEgypt, the stupendous double choruses of which can never be adequately

Re™^" '"' ?r""^
^"^ 'y ''"•^^ ''" amalgamation of forces '"^

as afart^' i"rffln"^' '^''''T'T'''^
'^'''''^ '" ">"«'<= »"'' '^^ importance,as an art, m influencing the character of the people. The Week desironnof assisting its progress as much as possible, will in uture devote alarZspace to this subject. The criticisms will be more numerous and extfnd

l':ounT:""^l"*T'l "r'f^ ''^ ""'''' orgamzatrs throughouttne country. There will also be, from time to time, ori-'inal articles onvanous sul^.ects connected with musical art, whilst news of int^re t fro^other countries will continue to appear as before ft is bW^Tl-./Tu
enlarged musical department of T,^^ Week w 11 supply a w.St wS £often been complained of by musicians and th^ mus'ical public in gene^T

Ebkata.—In announcing last week thit string quartette concerts areto be given in Convocation Hall, Univorsily College. Toronto wrne„lecS

rerS ntt' '1°'"
^^l'"''

'""^ P^P""^-- o-hestrari'eader fs's^Sciated with Herr Jacobsen in the conduct of them. The enterprise derivesIts chief importance from the combination of these two artls^.'^

LITERARY OOSSIF.
. ,

'^

In this age of discoveries the triumphs of Archa-olo'gy and' Philosophykeep pace with U.ose of biysical Science. The last trTumph is theSlterment of the Empire of the Hittites, a race as.sociated in the Bible wMthe Amorites, the Perizzites and the Jebusites, and as we have beenused to think, their equal in obscurity, but now declar.Sd to have extended
reigned, and left monuments of its power from the Euphrates and the hordedof Egypt to the .^gean. The supposed evidences of this discovery are
collected in a work just published by Dr. William Wright, with a decipher^

HmLln''''"7'*°"'
by Professor Sayce, a Hittite map, and facsimiles ofHittite inscriptions. Dr. Williams asserts that his revelations prove theBible true by contemporary and corroborative evidence, putting to the rout

t^ ;/!?!?•. ^'""^'iu*"'* ?" other sceptical critics of the Biblical references

Rihuf r", K
' "."

, f ^''f
*""'' """'"°"^'«' heing deciphered, confirm theBible and bring to light a lost empire. The Hittites, it seem^, contended

for ascendency with the kings of Egypt, the victory of one of whom overthem has been celebrated by the Egyptian " Poet Lau.oate,' a bard worthy
of the royal patronage, since he has described t!.e king, when deserted by
his own charioteers, as overthrowing singlehanded two thousand fivehundred chariots of the enemy. After enduring " longer than the RomanEmpire, the empire of the Hittites was finally laid in the dust by Sareonthe Assyrian at t^e fatal battle of Karchemish. Such is the .story told
according to Dr. Williams and his eminent coadjutors by the inscriptions"
on stones in conjunction with the Egyptian and Assyrian records. Of the
stones Dr. Wiihams himself carried off the most important, with antiqua-
rian rapture, from Haraah, before the face of an angry population which
swaigigd out to^preyejit tka remaval of the mysterious relics Atone

extent, although in o der mitions which have passed the stage of^money-making, music is an integral part of the life of the pX, a thfn^not to be despised or surrendered any more than literature or lawL
^

rnJ f

'°"«''='*^ °"*l''°k in Canada, however, is not all dark. Most of ourgood teachers have their time entirely filled by vocal or instrumentalpupUs, and are doing work which will bear good fruit in the ftitureMusic IS adopted as a branch of instruction in our Public School a^dalthough the results are not altogether satisfactory, still its introducdo^
|8

an imporUnt point, and may in the future leU to such an offiSrecognition of music and Government grant for its systematic teaching insome central Conservatoire as is now given to Art; Schools in varions Jfrteof the country. Another cheering fact is the gradually-iaoreasins sunnor?
,

given by the public to the various Choral SocietiesVou""ouf cZdaFor many years these institutions struggled along, never paWn^tW
cmiducton. and not always their rent. nIw several'^e on" go^ finand^footing, a^d most of them can show a steady increase of sup^t yTr by

to mise Z'7 T^rJ'^^u^ ^'^'' •"'"™"'='' *" nothing tends so^atJyto raise the standard of public taste' as the works performed by thesesocieties. True they may nbt always be perfectly Vended tL.^,^

performance of an Oratorio or Cantata by a great master is a Zsio^event which can hardly be appreciated too ^hly Id ."
far ^o^important as an educational medium than the hackneyed progLTZgiven by travelling concert troupes, no matter how g^at may^Z

artists engaged. The-prospacts in this department of mu^ for the o^mtl^n appear to be very good In Toronto we are promis^Ty^e
^Bit'ETe^' Tt Ch'^'^r^^

^'^"'^ " Crusade™?a^dM^ B^uc?

"P^olS''^d '.i^nS °'^^'^«^t'^°'^^^^
H'""*"'''' "Samson," Gade'srsyoh*, and Finale, from Mackenzie's " Oolomba."

moment a crisis, fearful to the soul of the antiquary, impended " A
greater calamity than that of the Moabite-stone tragedy was imminent Amighty empire was about to claim its position among; the great nations of
the ancient worid, and a few fanatics were about to push it back into the
outer darkness to which history had assigned it." Hamah or Haraath
on the Orontes m Upper Syria, has been hitherto supposed to have been a
station of Phcenician commerce with toe Syrians and Assyrians Thiswould connect it with the Semites. But the Hittites are pronounced tohave been of a totally distinct stock from the Semites, and (on the evidence
of- their moccassin-like shoes) to have come- down from the cold plateau of
Anatolia. It must, however, be said, that if the two figures, of which an
engraving is given from a drawing of Mr. Davis, are not those of Semites
there is no faith m noses. It is to a very shadowy existence as yet that'
by antiquarian enthusiasm and the confidence of the decipherer in his
occult art, th6 Hittite Empire has been recalled.

-Two hundred thousand copies of the November CajKurv have been
published.

./ .ou

There is only one resident in the MacMaster Hall who is not a
theologian- this year.

—

fasti.

Mr. SEUt*ANT Ballanti.vb is ready with a new volume of personal
experiences entitled " From the Old Worid to the New. "

White, Stokes and Allbs, New York have issued the poems of
Frederick Locker complete in two volume^ "London Rhymes" and"London Lyrics."

'

In The Voice the American Prohibitionists have a weekly organ writtenm a much less rabid style than it is usual for them to present their caseMes.™. Funk and Wagnalls, of New York, are the publishers of The
•

th' 3
"" typographical appearance is one of the handsomest papers
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" Thb MosfBY-MAKBKS " 18 the ipatRer significant title of a new book to

be shortly issued by D. Appleton and Oo., and is to be, it is understood, a

reply to "The Bread-winners."

A Nbw edition of " Eklgar Poe and His Critics," by Sarah Helen

Whitman, will be issued about December Ist, with an introduction by W.
F. Channing, by Tibbitts and Preston, Providence. _

Messrs. Casssll and Co., will shortly publish a volume from the pen of

Mr. John Webb Probyn, entitled " Italy from the Fall of Napoleon I. in

1815, to the Death of Kinj; Victor Emmanuel, first King of United Italy,

in 1878."

A NEW translation of " Don Quixote" will shortly be published by
Smith, Ekler and Co., of London. The work has been done by Mr. John
t)rra8by, who has added copious notes and an account of the chivalry

romances which supplied Cervantes with the motive for " Don Quixote."

The Critic is about to publish a series of personal and critical sketches

1 of the best^known living American writers, under the general title of

" Authors at Home." Thomas Hughes will write about Mr. Lowell, Mrs.

Spofford about Mr. Whittier, Mr. Lathrop about Mr. Curtis, and Alice

Wellington Rollins will give an account of Mrs. Jackson's life at Colorado

Springs.

Messrs. Robert Brothers will publish shortly a new book by the

Rev. Dr. F. H. Hedge, "Atheism in Philosophy, and other Essays."

Among the miscellaneous essays are " Life and Character of Augustine,"
" Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnitz," " The Monadology of Leibnitz,"
" Immanuel Kant," " Irony," " The J'hilosophy of Fetichism," " Genius,"
" The Lords of Life."

The editor of The Bookbuyer is preparing a holiday number of that

valuable monthly, for which special articles on Christmas books and
Christmas subjects are being written by Donald G. Mitchell, Rossiter

Johnson, Roger Riordan, J. D. Champlin, Daniel C. Beard and others. A
special cover has been designed for this number, and an engraving of

Hubert's Madonna is being made for it.

The new Toronto University Journal, Fasti, made its appearance on
Friday. The neat-looking little " organ " is to be " independent," " worthy

of the Provincial University," willlidvocate " the improvement of Univer-

sity College by additional endowment," does not betieve in co-education,

and will be vigilant in its attention to all the true interests of the Univer-

sity and its alumni. Fortuna tequatur.

With its issue of Oct. 25 Thtt 'Varsity commences Vol. V. (1884-5).

The management announces that Dr. Wilson will during the coming year

contribute a series of papers on the early history of the university. Other
interesting features will be added from time to time so as to maintain the

attractiveness of the periodical Mr. T. B. P. Stewart's Prize Poem, "The
New World," is reproduced in this number.

A French journal has amused itself by collating the ingenious expres-

sions used by M. Ferry to avoid the word " war." It seems that there is

no "war" in China, but "a state of reprisals," a "capture of pledges," a
" system of intelligent destruction." The last term is particularly good.

The war against the Kroumers was " an enforcement of police," a " salutary

demonstration," and "an operation for recalling ill-disciplined bands to

their duty."

In Scandinavia for October is an article lamenting and attemping to

account for the enmity between the Teuton and the Latin peoples. Mr.
Fleron, the writer, says the Teuton has always lived in an inclement

clime, whilst the Latin has usually dwelt in salabrious atmospheres, the

result being that the former is stronger, coarser-featured, pessimistic, the

_latter more sensatiTe, agile, joyous—the Teuton acting the male imper-

sonation in human history, the Latin peforming the feminine role.

The Fortnightly Index is just now the medium of a spirited discussion

between several American educators of high standing. It is no secret that

many e<litorials in the Index are written by Prof. William H.' Payne,

University of Michigan. The Index recently contained a leading editorial,

entitled " The Scientific Basis of Education," presumbly from the pen of

Professor Payne, which wt« an incisive review of Mr. Sully's recent English

book, " Outlines of Psychology with Special Reference had to the Theory

of Education." The editorial opened with the significant sentence, '' Rule-

of-thumb work has hstd its day "
; and apparently it was this sentiment

that attracted the attention of President Bascom, of the University of

Wisconsin, who took up the cause of the empiricists in a brisk letter, the

essence of which is that " no teacher who has any mastery of the rule-of-

thumb can be as [>oor a workman as one who has a theory with n6 empiri-

cal insight in its use." Doctor Bascom maintains that " nothing can be so

pedantic and every way uncomfortable and abortive as pedagogy, when it

comes with psychology at its back, to the timid, perplexed or dull teacher,

bound to railroad him into excellence upon an even incline." It wos nat to

be expected that these declarations would escape unchallenged ; and in the

Index of October 26th Dr. Charles B. Lowrey, of Ann Arbor, enters an
emphatic protest against " this very attempt of so-called reformers to ex-

clude all discipline save that of observation," maintains that " even quacks

have sufficient insight of human nature to discover that a rational soul

cannot be satisfied with observation merely," and^regreta that " the learned

doctor. . . . has lent his name to support empiricists who would none
of this rationality." Dr. Lowrey's letter is pointed and ingenious, and has

the effect of putting Dr. Bascom in loco de/endentis. It is hardly probable

that an educator of President Bascom's eminence will beat a loss to justify

any opinion he may have on so important an edikcational question ; and
the public may justly expect from him a fall vindication of this position in

regards to the " The rnle-of thumb."

CHESS.

i^TAU communieatioiu inttnitd lor this dtpartnunt shaald 6« addnattd " Chnt Editor,"

otlct of Tbvs Wbbs, Toronto.

PBOBLBM No. 56.

Composed for Thb WEBk by E. B. Oreen-
shields, Montreal Chess Club.

FBOBLGU No. 56.

TOURNBY Pbobleh No. 10.

"Motto :—" Pour po«««r l6 temps."

Dr.A<'K.

m
lit

i

V

t

WHITE.
White to play and mate in three moves.

WHITE.
White to play and mate in three moves.

TOUB^fBY PB0BLBM8 BBCEIVED.
Motto:—" Pour passer le temps."
Motto :—" Transitus."

OENBBAL SCOTT AT CHESS.
(Seneral B. D. Keyes in "Fifty Years' Observation.")

The Oeneral was fond of the game of chess, at whtoh he was fairly akilfni. I often played
with him, and I think my game stood to his as about .two to five : nevertheless, he beat me
as often as fbur times in Ave. Whenever, by chance or skill, I gained a threatening position,
he became irritable, and if I did not move quickly he would angrily ejaculate, " Have you
anoved? " One day we were playing in the parlour of the hotel at West Point, and Mr. Ogdeu
Hoffman was looking on. In the process of that gdme, which I won, my chief was uncom-
monly tart. I took my time, and while I was considering a critical position, he reached out
his hand and took up a periodical and opened it to an article on geology.

"Do you think," sdid be to Mr. Hoffman, "that I shall be able to master this subject
before the young gentleman gets ready to move ? " After we had separated, Mr. Hoffman
came to console me, for what I might think was rudeness on the part of my chief. " What
did the General say ? " said I :

" being absorbed by my game and determined to beat him, I
Eaid no attention to his remarks ; but if there had been a hostile tone in his voice. I should
ave detected i% at once. That's the General's manner when he is impatient, and it never

hurts me."
If the General beats me easily, it was not so with his brother-in-law, Mayo, whose game

was much the strongest of the three. The two brothers-in-law agreed remarkably well, con-
sidering that they differed essentially in most particulars. Mayo came frequently to play
chess, and was able to beat us both if he choose to do so. Occasionally the General won a
party, and that encouraged him to conclude that those he lost were accidents. One day their
game was close, and they prolonged it over an hour. In the midst of it the General left hifl
ohair to spit in the Ore—ha then had the habit of chewing tobacco. Finally the game ended
in favour of Mr. Mayo, and the General arose from his chair and took three or four turns up
and down the room ip silence. Then he came near me, Ufted up his spectacles, and said :

" Toung gentleman I do yon know why I lost that game ? " " No, sir," said I, " It was beoause
I got up to spit."

GAME No. 29.
'^

-.

Played last week at the Toronto Chess Club between BCr. C. W. Fhililpa and another mem-
ber of the clab.

Buy Lopez.

WUte.

Mr. FhilUps.

1. PK4
2. Et K B 3
3. B Kt 5
4. B B4
5. pqs
B. B Kt 3
7. P Q B 3
8. B K 3
9^ ^n T^l if*

10. Kt Q 2
11. P KB 3
12. P t3 4

13. P takes P
14. g B 2
15. Kt K B 4

16. Kt takes B
17. Q B Q B 1

18. P K B 4

Black.

Mr.

BK4
Kt q B 3
PQR3
KtKBS
PQKt4
B B 4 (a)

PQ 3
BB2
Bits
KtK2
BB4
P takes P
Castles
B KKt3
BKl
Kt takes Kt
KBK2
QKl

White.

. Mr. PhlllipH.

19. K B 1 (bl

20. Kt takes Kt
21. P B 5
22. B K Kt 5
23. B takes F ch id)
24. (iKti oh
25. P takes Kt dble
26. Q Q 5 [oh

£_tall -

Black.

Mr.

SO. LtaJuB
28. P tajtes P
29. 6 B 5 ch
30. BB7
31. B B 7
32. PKB4
33. Q Kt 4
34. Q takes P oh
35. B at B 7 to B

Kt takes KP
B takes Kt
KtKBl
P K B 3 (0)

K takes B
Kt K3
K Kt 3
B K 4 (e)

1? takes U
P takes P
KK3
BOS
BK4
P takes P
BB 1

KKt3
and mates next

NOTES.

(a) A bad move in nearly every form of the Lopez.

(,b) K B 2 should here have been played.

(c) All anconscious of the coming storm.

id) An elegant flnish.

(0 Nothing better.

TORONTO CHESS CLUB^
Iia«t week in referring to the match. Smokers v. Nou-amokers, we alluded to the notorious

mendacity of stafeistics generally. This week in referring to the return match we feel inclined
to believe that figures can occasionally be truthful. The result on Thursday last was ai
follows :—

Smokers.
E. B. Freeland
J. H. Gordon
B. H, E.Eddis
•W. A. Littlajolm..

NonrSTjwkers.
C. W. Phillip 1
W. Boultbea 1
J. W. Beaty i
W.M. Stark. 1,

* Won by default, Mr. Llttlejobn " turning up missing,

"

CHESS I'l'EMS.

Tbb Yalo students have appointed a committee to draw np the ooaatitutfon and by-lawi
tor the Yale Univenitv Ches* Club.

Says the Elmira Teletram:-^" There was at one time In use among the Turks sets of ohssi
men which were mad* of plain ivory, and hollow; and inside each piece was a tiny bell which
the player, rang whan be captured a piece.

THB winners in the fifth auauol chess tuumanient of tlie New Orleans Chess, Cheokere
and Whiat Club are:— 1 J. D. Siguin; 2. C.O.Wilcox; 3. M. F. Factum : and 4. F. Oameion.
A special prizA^r the best score by points against the prize winners was secured by J. P.
Slm#kina. The score of won games wae reepectlvely, m, in, 14, 12 and 11^ in a possible 22.

The tourney woa a very successful one in all respaote. 'The proposition to Institute a club
ohaUenga cup ha* not yet carried, but wUl doubtleas prevail in tittxa.^CinatnnaM CommeroiaL

TKBinaMh batwean Quebec and Toronto has finally been arranged: elgft oonsultaXion
games, two players a tide at eaoli board wilt be played. The contest will probably taJu t

BaTMnbw Utb, UM.
iplao*

NOVHMDRR 6th, 1884.]

WHAT IS CATAE^IH 1
from the ifatl (Can.] Deo. 16.

Catarrh is a muco-pumlontdlBchargeoaused
by the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite ammba in the internal lin-
ing membrane of the nose. This parasite is
only developed under favourable circum-
stances, and these are:-Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uberole,
the germ poisou of Byjibills, mercury, toio-
mesa, from the reteutluu of the effeted matter
of the skin, suppressed perspiration, badly
Tentilateil sleeping apartments, and other
poiiions that are gorminateil in the blood.
These poisons keep the internal lining mem-
brano of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds of
these germs, which spread up the nostrils
and down the fauces, or back of the throat
causing ulceration of the throat ; up the
eustachian tubes, causing deafness; burrow-
ing in the vocal cords, causing hoarseness
nsunnng the proper structure of the bronchial
tubes, ending in pulmonary oonsumptioa and
death.
Many attempts have been made to discover

a cure for this ilistrossing dlseuse by the use
of mbalnnts and other ingeuujus devices, but
none of these troatmouts can do a particle of
gooil until the parasites are either destroyed
or removed from the mucus tissue.
Some time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment,
lug. succeeded in discovering the necessary
combination of ingredients which never failm absolutely and permanently eradicating
thi» /urrible disease, whether standing for
one year or forty years. Those who may be
suffering from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, oommimicate with the business
managers,

MB88B8. A. H. DIXON * SON,
:I05 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

What the Rev. E. D. Stenmson, B.A.,aClerm)-
'^"Jit "" l-nndon Conference of the Metho-
ditt Church of Camula, has to say in regard
to A. H. Dixon <t Son's New Treatment for
Catarrh

Oakland, Ont., Canada, Marvh 17, '83.

M<w«r«. A. B. Dixon <t Son :

Dear Sins,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. It soeniH almost too good toi»e true that
I am cured of Catarrh, but I know that I am.
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt better in my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, suffered so much and for
so many years, that is hard for me to realize
that I am really better.

1 consider that mine was a very oad case;
it was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat OS well as the nasal passages, and I
thought I would requ ire the three treatments,
but I feel fully cureil by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
to you.
Yon are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two treatments, and
I shall gladly recommend yonr remedy to
some of my friends who are sufferers.

Yours, with many thanks,

Bbv. B. B. Stbvbsson.

THE WEEK.
Single copies sold, and snbsoriptiona taken

by the following foreign agents

:

"few Torli,

. J. W. Bbintaii«, 39 Union Square,

E. P. Ddttoh * Co.

Baalon,
CdppIiBB, Upham <fc Co., Old ComerBook

Stand

THE WEEK.

Canada's High Class Pianos
*' I'^M-Q^lja mnn «.nI1 «..._1 .1 I. I ... . I

aohM,,>MZhnq!ultelfciub.
""""* "" ""'"« *"« »° manufacture such fine piancJfortes.'-

D,
'The enviable position the Mason &

Risch Pianos have attained in the esti-
mation of the musical public of Canada,
and the Great Artists of Europe and
America, is the result of

niniianrn»G efpokt ahd

A DETEBinirATIOir TO WIH
reputation of the highest character for

Canadian Pianofortes.

y^ksm
& RISCH,

32 King St. West, Toronto, Ont.
The demand for these instruments is steadily increasing as their merits are becoming more

extensively known. •"
*""'"

ESTABLISHED 1852. ESTABLISHED 1852.

JAMES SHIELDS & CO..
FAMILY GROCERS,

COR. YONGE AND TEMPERANCE STREETS.

SD53-A.S01Sr 1834-8 5,1^

FIRS T CROP TEAS.
Special importation of Teas per Pacifie str. and rail, just to hand. Try .I,\MES SHIPr.n«& CO. S specially blended 50 cent and 60 oeni; Family Teas. They have no equal in the Sty

15 lbs. STANDAED QEAITULATED StJGAE FOE $1
5 lbs. CHOICE HTMALAYAar TEA FOE «1.

GOODS DELIVERED IN ANY PART OF THE CITY.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET
Patented Sept. 28. 1875. Patented
Jan. 11, 1876. Be- issued Jnly 3,

1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1^. Bb-
issned Aug. 6, ie7& Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7, 1879,

No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Begistered Sept. 25, 1876.

With Improved Tampico Bnsts.

.•Vwarded the Highest Medal over
all -A.merioan competitors at the
Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by all phyBloians.

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, ana yet so elastic that
they will retain their shape per-
fectly untU the Corset is worn
ont.

The "Health Corset ".js boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break,
and is elastic, pliable and. com-
fortable. ^

The "Health Corset "is not do-
signed for invalids onl(^ but is

equally adapted to all women,
even themost fastidious in dress

MANUFACTUBED BY THE

CROMPTON CORSET- CO., TORONTO.
PUIadelykla,

W. B. ZiSBEB, Comer 3rd and Walnut St.

I.'kicaso,

PiBBOB & Sntdbb, 122 Dearborn Street.

WaBhlnatoa,
Bbbiitaro'~<(; Co.

nicw Orleans.

G. F. Whabtoh, 5 Carondelet Street.

Oearer, Cal.,

U. V. Taoiug.

Dalraii, nich.

JosBPH Mabsh, Detroit News Co.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!

7&3

A. J. Hawks, Seneoa Street.

Ahbbioan BzoHARaa, 440 Strand; B. F.
Stbtbhs, 4 Trafalgar Square.

raria,

H. FornKBiNoiiAM, 8 Rne Neave dea
Capncinei.

EUBBEE SHOBS, PELT BOOTS, 3 ELTIHO
Steam Packing, Engine

Hydrant and Snction Hne,

Valvbs, Wbihobb BoLIiB,

Tubing, Garden Hosei

Htopplea, SjrriBgea,

LADIES' AND MISSES'

'Rubber Circular

•^STAR BRAND RUBBER,

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

EHQINE AND MIU HOSE,

ateam Packing Garden Hose, from 8 oenta
upwards. Call and see our Bubber Qoods and
get our PaioBB.

•The only perfectly constructed Rubber

and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory-manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

iiJOu^ffiiiTfDTSss

Offloe ot tha Ifmva dniologia.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY.
OFFICE And WAREROOMS:

Cor. Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

R. ffOUGHAN, - - Agmt.
iTAll iiuittiries by mail shall Havt our prompt attention.

W. N. SEARS & CO.,
isn cauRCB st., Toronto,

Manufacturers of Real and Imitation
Stained aiaas. Send for circulars, etc.
Costs from :i:>c. iwr foot np. Send for
sample fan-light il, size l«x30 in.

THE SHELDON OCEAN GBOVE, N.J.
City by th« Sea.

Established 1875 : Enlarged and Improved
1883. Health and Pleasure Resort, ifhours
from New York -20 trains dailv : 2 hours from
Philadelphia

: 10 minutes from Lom; Branch.
Becommended by the most Icelebrated phy-
sicians. Ocean water and electric baths, steam
heat. PassenRer elevator. Iron Are escapes.
Wonderful flowing artesian spring. Hifih dry
land

;
air flllod with the mingled ozone from

the pines and cool lireezos from the sea. Per-
fect drainage. N'u malaria. No mosquitoes
Terms moderate. Open all the year. Circidars
WELCOMB E.. Shsldon. Owner and Manager

[STERBROOK
STEEL.
PENS

Popular Ncrs.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161,

For Sale by all Stationers.

0MILLKR.aONACO.,AKts.,Montr«idi

NORWOOD COLLEGE
(For the 0nivereity Education of Women).

TORONTO, - - ONT.
Pro/. T. nelson Dale, Acting Principal.

Pupils ore received at (he age of seven years
in the .Innior Department, and are led on
thronsh the Preparatory Forms to the Wo
man's Local Examinations, or to the Matricu-
lation Examinations of the University of Tor-
onto, and then through the University De-
partment to the degree of U.V. ,a course of
study unattempted l>y any other institution
"*"""••'*"* "*x woni©ft -tH-Ootttrio^. Tbo Col-
lege of Music, under the direction of Prof
Haslam, Professor nf Music at the Conserva-
toire Hoyal de Musigue, Boulogne France
and of the Uoyal Academy of Music. London!
EoBland. with an able staff of European
artists. The Collese of Fine .\rts. under themanagement of Miss Dnnne. late .Artist to the
Vice Begal Court. Ireland, with an able staff
of assistants. Fees, if paid vearly in advance
*167 to «362. No extras. Lessons in caUs^
themes and riding free. Tor Prospectus and
further infol-mation apply to

MBS. M. J. BUSSEIiL,
240 Victoria St., or 232 Wellington St.

TonoNTOt

THE

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, 9S50,000.

JOHN B. BABBEB, President and Manaalna
DIreotor. -ti™»

OHAS.' BIOBDON, Vioe-Prt)sident.

BDWABD TBOUT, Treasurer.

Manufactures the foUowlng grades of paper:—

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB

(Machine Finished and Snper-Calcndorwl ('

BUTE AND CBEAM LAID AkND WOVBFOOLSCAPS, -POSTS, Etc.
'

: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEB8 : -

Knvelope and Lithographic Papers.

Coi^ouBBD CoTBE Fu-BBB, super- flniahad.

u •^*Pp'y«tU>« Mill forsamplesand prioMSpecial dzes made to order.
P"om

;"

1
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'-UNITED EMPIRC-'

LOAN CORPORATION<
* SAVINGS BANK DEPABT&OENT.
Deposits received. Interest allowed from

date <>< deposit at 4J And 5 per cent. For
special term accounts 6 per cent will be al-
lowed. No notice required for the withdrawal
of moneys.

GEO. D. MORTON, M.D., JAS. SCBOGGEE,
President. Manager.

Head Offices, Public Ubrary Bnildiiigs,

Cor. Cbarch and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

THE CANADIAN

BANK OF COMMERCE
HEAD OFTICE, TORONTO.

,.^ Fuld-up Capital -
" Best ... $e,ooo,ooo

g,ooo,ooo

^i

DIBBCTOKB :

Hon. William M^^Castbs, President.
Wm. Elliot, Esq.. Vice-Prerident.

George Taylor, Esq , Hon. S. C. Wood, James
Cratliem, E9<5l, T. Sutherland Stayner, Esq.,
John Waldie, Esq., W. B. Hamilton, Esq.
W. N. Andbrbon, General Manager ; J. C.

Kemp, Asst.-Oen'l Manager^ Bobebt Gill,
Inspector.
Nmo York.—3. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker,

Agent s. Chicago.—A.. L. Dewar, Agent.
Bbanchkb —Ayr, Barrie, Belleville, Berlin,

Brantford, Chatham, CoUingwood, Dundas,
Ounnville, Gait Goderich, Quelph, Hamilton,
London, Montreal, Norwich. Orangeville,
Ottawa Paris, Parkhill, Peterboro', St. Cath-
arinen. Sarnia, Seafortb, Simcoe, Stratford,
Strath roy, Thorold, Toronto, Walkerton,
Windsor, Woodstock.
Comuiercial credits issued for use in Eu-

rope, tbo East and West Indies, China, Japan,
and South America.
Bankkbs.—New York, the American Ex-

change National Bank: London, England, the
Bank of ScoUand

BANK OF OTTAWA.

Authorized Capital,

Subteribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Hal

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,163
110,0OJ

JAMES UacLABEN. Esq., Pjeeident.
CHARLES MAGBE, Esq., Tice-Presideyit.

DirectOTi—C. T. Bate, Esq., B. Blackburn,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Bryson, Hon, L. B. Church,
Aleialider Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq. ;

Gboboe Bcbn, Cashier.
BBANCHS8—Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-

broke, Winnipeg, Man.
AoENTs m Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Aobntb in New Tobk—Messrs.
A. H. Ooadby and B. E. Walker. Aobkts nc
LoMi>ON—English Alliance Bank.

THE CENTRAL BANK
OP CANADA.

Capital Authorized, . . 91,000,000
Capital Subieribed, - - 500,000

Capital Paid-up, . . tOOjOOO

HEAD OFFICE,—TORONTO.

"Those who have read Mr. Hare's " Walks inRome " do need not to be told what antidmir-
able cicerone he is. . . . He gives the cream
of whole libraries of antiquarian reaearoh in
a single walk, and not only as a guide, but
also as a storehouse of iziformation as to all
that is worth seeing and knowing of the great
city, his work is lnimitable."-.BMiraIo Courier.

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & SONS
HATE JnST PUBLISHED

.Mr. Hare's two Latest Books :

E'laORElTOE!. With clear map, «1

V'EITIOBJ. With clear mi*. $1.

They have also recently published a new
edition, almost wholly re-written, of

HABE'S WALKS IN ROME.
Crown 8vo., cloth, J3.50.

Mr. Hare's previous volumes, published bv
Messrs. George Routledge * Sons, are:

WALKS IN LONDON. «3.60.
CITIES OF NORTHERN AND CENTRAL
ITALY. With maps and numerous illus-

^J£?^S°''i'"'** volumes, crown 8vo., jeOO.

^^lil^K^L.^S'^^'^^^^^ ITALY AND
TiSuiiiT-. Withnumerous illustrations »2.50.MEMORIALS OF A QUIET LIFE. With in-
troduction by the Bight Bev. P. D. Hunting-

's? Of)
^ Tolimes. »5.00; 2 volumes in one,

^H^'r^Vr-i'JP
^Jt-^TTERS OP BARONESSBUN8EN. -3 volume, »5.0O; i volumes in

one, ».10O.

To be had of all boolaellers: or will be sent,
prepaid, on receipt of price bv the publishers.

George Routledge & Sons,
9 Laraycne Placr, Mew Vark.

The American Art Union.
D. H0.NTINGTOV, Pres.
E. W. Pebbt, Jb., Sec.

T. W. Wood, F..Pre>.
P. DiKLHAN, Treas.

The subscription to the Art Union will be
Ave dollars per annum and each subscriber
for the present year will receive :—Ist. A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etching
of the year, by Walter Shirfaw, from Eastman
Johnson's picture "The Reprimand." This
etching is of a size (13x16 inches) and quality
such as the leiding dealers sell at from twenty
to twenty-flve dollars. 2nd. The illustrated
Art Union, which will be issued monthly, for
the current year. :)rd. One-half of the sub-
scription will be set apart for the formation
of a fund, to be expended for the joint account
of the subscribers in the purchase of works of
art, which will be delivered unconditionally
to the whole body of the subscribers repre-
sented by a committee. Sample copy sent
postpaid on application to E. WOOD PERKY
Secretary, 51 West Tenth St., New York

SULTANA
HALL STOVES,

D. LOTHROP k CO.'S
Popular Magazines.

"IDEAL AMERICAN M\SAZINE3:'

Franklin and Hawley Sts., Boston.

WIDE AWAKE. 25 cents a number, «3.00 a
fn*tL»»?„™iT',' '." PlsMora-SlvinB. foremost

Th/^nSv I'n"""?'
""^ '""' 'itorature,

MO , M
lOcsnt" a number, SI 00 a yearPansy s own magazine for boys' and girls'

n^'J^rlSy^'"' week-dftv reading.
^

^S'iV^^,'^'^'^'^
YOUNG MlKS' JOUB-«AL. 7 cents a humber, 75 cents a yearAn entertaining and practical reading

OUR T'?TTVI°d';3&°!"""'' •^"'""S """l schoolsOUR LITTLE MRN AND WOMBN. 10 centsa number «l.oo a year For youngest road
Jlli/"""' r"' '^"'> "'iug8,.aud foreign

BABTlT^in
S-^nty-ft'o 'nil-page pictures.

Z.7. ?^- ' ."S"'" » number, sa cents ayear. A day-time and bed-time book forbaby's mamma.

BEND SUBSCRIPTION TO

D. LOTHROP & CO., BOSTON.
Catalogue of 2,000 choice books free.

sz:SeAjrr ^v^w -hook's.

AMERICA: Our National Hymn and Other
Patriotic Poems. By Bev. ap Sm° th, D D'Semi-centennittl edition, with illustrations"
^y !»™o»f .»".'i"3,

portrait of the author,sketch of his life, and twelve new patriotic

mZ^Tt^T' ^""'"^'""'- ^"'«'"' "'"'^

"^"^i"
I?.'™''t;i™8 of Immortality, from Re-collections of Early Childhood. By WilliamWordsworth With full-pa,e illustration"by Haasam, Garrett, Miss Humphrey Lun-gren, Taylor, St. Jphn, Harper and SmedleyIn this handsome volume, the favouritemMterjiiece of this English poet iWeate

»r;^5™?//' "'*'" beautiful piatures alSithgems. It forms one of the finest gift-books

Mco,'»5
*""• °'°"'' *20»; turkey mor

"t,'^',??^.^'^^ISTMAS TIME. TwelveIdeal Christmas Hymns and Poems, imong
?K «;,* enoravings here are enshrined

:

i„„ ^ I fS''^,'
"y Herriok

;
the HeraldAngels, by Wesley

; Carols, by Wordsworth
H?,°nrh'"°-°'"'°K»'''„«'' Mi™ MulockTeverl

witts I^°?h'"' '''^''"P Heber.Tate andWatts, and the wondrous angel songs, bvMontgomery, Drummon.r and Keblo 4toextra cloth, gilt edges, »2.50 ; mofocco!' $6.TO.

Any book sent postwe paid on reoeipt of

D. LOTHROP &, CO.,
Franklin A Hawley Sts., Boston.

MUSIG AND DRABA.
Attractions for the week commencing

MONDA Y, NOV. 10th. ^
TORONTO.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE,
RHEA in Yvonne, An Unequal

Match, and Frou Frou.

PEOPLES' THEATRE.
SA.NCH: 10

H-iMILTON MSSRITT,
ASSOCIATE ROYAL SCHOOt Of MIMES, ETC.,

MINIWG ENGINEEK ft KETAILUBOIW,

15 TORONTO STBEET, TOSONTO.

D,R. SINCLAIR,

334 Jabtis Stubkt.
MIDWIFERY, AND DISEASES OF

WOME.y A SPECIALITf.

pAINLESS DENTiaTBY.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
perfect in eating and speaking. The painless
method includes filling, and operations both
mechanical and surgical.

.
• M. F. SMITH, DEN'nsT,

266 Queen Street, East.

TT'EITH & PITZSIMONS,

KAmiFACTtlBBBB

Gas Fixtures and Artistic Brass Work,
StKAM PlTTBBS' AND PLUMBERS' SOPPLIKS.

109 KING 8TBEET WEST, - TOEONTO.

I > USSEIiL'S, 9 KING ST. WEST,
I \j

• TOBONTO, fof

HIOH-CLASS WATCHES ft JSWBLLEB.Y

Watch Repairing and Jewellery Manufac-
tured to order, special features.

SULTANA

A BINDING
Heatly and Promptly done.

Board of Directors.

DAVID BLAIN, Esy., - - . President.
8AML. TREES, Es<j., - - - Vice-President.

H. P. Dwight.Esq., A. McLean Howard, Esq..
C. Blockett Robinson, Esq., K. Cblsholm,
Esq., M.P.P., D. Mitchell McDonald, Esq.

A. A. Allen, Cashier.

Brandies. — Brampton, Durham, Gnelph,
Richmond Hill and North Toronto.
Agents.—In Canada, Canadian Bank ofCom-

merce
; in Now York, Importers and Traders

National Bank; in London, Eng., National
Bank of Scotland.

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.
Wholeeale ajid Betail dealan ia

COAL AND WOOD.

OFBN STOVES]

W. H. SPABROW,
wo t. TK KaiAaiPTO jr hovsbt

87 TONQK 8TBBET.

HARPER'S, CENTURY,
LONGMAN'S, LONDON

f(\ \ SOCIETY, Q0EEN, LIT-

'JA \ TELLS LIVING AGE,
THE WEEK, FRANK
LESLIE, EDtNBOBO'
rOBTMGHTLY,

CONTENTS OP

Magazine of American History
FOB NOVBMBEB, 1884.

(A Brilliant number.)

Head Office,—20 King Street West.
Bbanch Oefioks;—413 Tonga Street: SS6gueeu Street East.
Yabds and Branch Officks :—Esplanad*

taet, jiear Berkeley 8t ; Esplanade, foot of
PrlnoesB St.: Niagara, cor. Doaro.

A MILLION A MONTHI

THE DIAMOND DTB8
1»»T« become so popular that a million pack-
ages a month are being used to r»eolonx
dingy or faded DRESSES^ SCARFS HOODS
ST5cKINa8.BIBBON8,etc. 'WMrMt^Sit
and durable. Also used for maklns Inks
staining wood, colouring Photo's, Ilowars'
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 92 coloureii
samples, and book of direotioos.

WEUS, RICHAKDSON « CO.,

BnrUii«tos, Vt., and MontrMd, P.Q,

Unsuccessful Candidates for the
Presidency of the Nstion.

ILLUSTBATKD.

California's Oolden Prime of Forty-
Nine.

IliLCSTKATZD.

Historic Homes—Ochre Point, New-
port, R.I.

ILLUSTKATBD.

An OM Colonial College.
By Professor Chakles F. Rickasdsom, Dart-

mouth Collage.

Button Owinnett.
By Chaklss C. Jomg, Jr., LL.D., the Georgia

Historian.

Oiifinal Documents.
Minor Topics.

Notes.
Queries.

Replies,
ttoclelies.

Book Noticts.

BoU by newadaalars evarywhere. Terms
90 a year, or 90 cents a number.

nrSUSBID AT 30 LATATnTl PLAOB,
N«w ToBK Oirr.

M
Cbargres Moderate.

A80N & COLLINS,

UFE-SIZE PORTRAITS IN OIL AND CRAYON.

Studio, - - 31 Kn»o St. West, Tobohto.

TlTISa BIBDSALL,

8 Bank St., St Mark's Ward,

Pupil of Carl Martens.

Pencil drawing, etching, watar oolouia, on
satin or velyet.

Tebkb—Music, t6 ; Drawing, etc., «4.

i^OATSWOBTH * HODGINS,

Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries,
Conveyancers.

Money to Lend. Offloes—m York Chambers.

No. 9 ToBONTo SToaBT. Tobonto.

ST. JAMBS AND
WESTMINSTER

REVIEWS,
BELGRAVIA,
BLACKWOOD.

Etc.

I
E. OOATBWOBTH, JXL FBANE B. HOOaniB,

^HAW (ft U8B0BNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.

Houses rented, rents .collected, loans andmsurancos effected. Pfoperty bought, soldand exchanged.

10 KING ST. EAST, TOBONTO.

STEWART & SON, (LAT»-8TEWjkBT
* STRICKLAND), '^

ARCHITECTS, BUILOINO SURVEYORS AND VAIUATORS.

Offices—39 Adelaide St. Out, Toronto.

WK. 8TBWABT. wiC. H. STBWABT.

w.
D°^^*'P^^^^'"N*SS COLLEGE,
lUfu w/lT/S"' °'"-l"-<'P«°»<i September Ist
1884, with the most Improved facilities forImpariing a thorough knowledge of confer
clal affairs and Insuring a complete businoss•ducation. Th60ourse&»ri.oStsharp,dlreot
sad thorough drill in those things that formthe trua basis of an aotnal baslnMs lUs Thl
Colleg. Calendar maUed ftS?to^^d.^?

THE. LIOHT-BUNNING DOMESTIC
is simple, strong and durable. It needs

no taaohing, watching or adjusting, and not
one has eyer worn oati

A. W. SaAIK, Agent,

8»Y<nigcSt.,Tonmto.

A. IMPET.
Dealer in all kinds of

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
271 CHnBCH ST., TOBONTO, ONT.

4^Estimates giren on applioation, •

pHABLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOIilOITOa, OONVBTANOBB, Bto.—;Offiob:—
46 Adelaide Street EoSl, Toronto, Out.

\ C. MoKINLAY, L.D.8..

SURGEON DENTIST,
m OHCBOH 8TBKET, TOBONTO.

tk\
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^f^^^^TVCW^C/^T-r. AND LITERA TURE
Vol. I.. No. 60. Ir,

~. Z^T ~,

1 pronto, Fhursday, November 13th, 188A. 9^.oov^r^^^.
~
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single Coplee, 7 cents.

CONTENTS OF OUBRENT KUMBeT ^l^^^^Z^^Z^^TT^T^'^—
ConaaNT Evbnts and Opinions . „_„,„„„„

"lese figures mark the real tendency to a tiecline in the rate of interestHere and There
" A BYSTANDER, m But they do not reDresfinf fho ft.ll . 4. i.i. ,

/'""« oi interest.

A New Ontario Industry. :;:::: , m
,

?
,

represent the full extent of the decline, because manvOn the Importation of English Doiiertiis"" T"" •; :^-A. A. -m loans obtained at higher figures are still current Jt ^^. 1 j ,Municipal Government at Washlnjrton T.i,„.....J.M.Loes.193 .„, , ,

° "5"»ot are sun current. It the railway debts
CoRBssFONDSNoa ZZl..

' ^

T"
C.F.B.'m had been greatly reduced, the reduction would of itself have tended t«

LrntBATtnia- •;
^ raise the credit of the comDanifis hut tKi. ;= ,.r.^ n, t

?nfflZ»-—-
: H...eoc«... ,.

the deb.« have fallen onirrorthlpXHi o^Se^r iT^T
Mnsio AHD DBA1.A ....;.::.:::;::

: • -••
. - m ^^^ °'«1»* <>' ^^^ companies, and the rate of dividends on Ordinary capit^°"" '^'"'-' ^.-::":"::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::

: ^ •"" undergone no change that coum asfect the credit of the compaLie/one
" , - ^ way or the other

;
the greatest variation in the decade having been from

S^fie mi^ek. 4^99 to -02, and the average over 4-50. In some directions 'helld fo"
/AN INDEPENDENf JOURNAL pp POLITICS, SOCIETY AND LITERATURE Z. 7tlTT^. u

'^^''*' ^ ^^^ ^^^^riot^'i. Railway construction in
Edited by ik. PHILIP ROBINSON. ' ! ^^ ^^ '"^ "^^ * ''^^"^ ^^^'''^ ^'H continue to be felt for some

inS'^^r^'"""'"-*^'": "'«»" »onth..,100; fourmonths, *1.00. Subscriptions payable
'
^^ ^^^^^^ ^'>^^^<^ ^iU be completed within the year, and a lull

On.7ri'^"s;?.^"aU^l^'?,'^t'•g^rm'urn«v•°p'^'' "?"»">•- '«™" "'"'"^'«- IxtT r!'-"" T'u,
^°""'' '° '^^ °°""''7- ^°g''''»'> « °^«'-built to an

'^'h^^^^^r^%€^!^A!::^^:2lZ: °'r*
"" " """

SZl T:' unprecedented, and the locking up of capital in that

raJi!rererre"r^on*&fa''.;'riSU°eSr""^^^^ tC t" T " ^"^ '""'^" '""^ ^^'^^-^^'^ °^ -"^^^ -*»

grap1JL*a?rpTern^Ta^^?n'ha'rceTh'.%Tu*'elV't1,e"aS<' '^r™ ^== ^«-'" '«*•""' -TP"- of dr.I H ^^"^K^T!.*' "u
^"''^ """^ "*" P'"'''"'"^ """

'
^^^ '«> ^V^^

- c. BLACKBTT BOBINSON. Pubiuher T^ *"" demand for investment can absorb the accretion. And besides,

TOPTC^ nP TUfP l^^^r. th!"
"".""* 7°«ag.indications that in manufacturing and trade circlesJ0FIC8 OF THE WEEK. the worst is about over, and that the tide must shortly turn The reduc

IN theUnited States they are stUl counting the ballots, but there ^ms to ToI^^I^Z'^JL^:':::!^:: T:r^T^
'"'

Z
'' ^ "'^'^ *^

be no reason for doubting that Cleveland is duly elected. Nor is there Lse some demand fTr float^g liJ b^^^^ IT^^'^'T' ""7
much reason for eanng that if he is duly electe* any r«dst«ioe will b« stock of capital whick aw!!l !w'fln!l "^l^JT' ^"""^ "'^ ^"

..of fraud or violeTc: as those ^pe';rrnt w^rhT^iZ d^rw-Sh ^^l^t^aT ^"
T'l

^^^'^ "^ ^
took the Presidency from Tilden and save it to TT»™» Tk ! a., i j i j

"^"e/ate of profat and the proportion between the

joli^cl interest Jrefore shifts frthf^IirStalT:.i^W 3^:1^ t:t^rtrplTfZ Tl^' 'T' T^he Franchise Bdl. unchanged, is now going up again to the Lrds whose genenJly, has declined, and thT oL^hat proTed h dT T. "^
leade^ have so far given no sign of surrender or compromise. The Lords being exhausted, ar. IpparenUyl^tilg l^^l^^'^
will be encouraged in resistance by the result of the election in Warwick- increased activit;. ,

^ ^ ^ potent and my acquire

shire, where a Conservative has, by a large majority, replaced a Liberal.
-JEhe Parnellite^ after all, voted for the Franchise Bill, judging, anffprobably TH,deatfa^rf^thB^ostmaster-Genen>l Fawcett can hardly make muchwitj reason, that the extension of the suffrage would add to their force,

difference to the English Government. As an administrator he was ve^both by giving them more seats and by swelling the volume of Disunionism. ^«»'°««. and in some respects successful ; but he wUl be easilv renlacJThe very fact, however, that l>isunionist« think the measure favourable to
The report that Redistribution had been placed in the hands of a IhoZitstheir designs^ 18 likely to send not a few Unionist Liberals over to, the ^^^^' "i the Government is not likely to be true. Both asl wiSeTonother side. We may be sure that strenuous efforts are being made to bring Political Economy, and as a speaker. Mr. Fawcett was clear and soundabout a compromisB and avert the mortal shock between theCommom,Z -^hout being original or striking. He was Radical, but at the sam^me'the Lords, both by the moderate party among the Press and by any one J«di-ous, and his ailments always had weight. As a spelkrheTalwho may specially represent the wishes of the Court. But the Warwick- heavy in manner, partly perhaps owing to his Inability to sT^e faces ^^

LrHou"?"!:
*"'''" ""^- I* -yP«- a fetal victory his audience. But exte«,rdinary interest attached i 4iiras be l:^to the House Sf Lords.

^

remarkable and triumphant instance of a struggle against what te m^ '

Any one looking te.the oscillations in the rate of discount charaeH K
""?'*!! "" '^^

'T^'Z^^j'^^fi ^^^ity of blindness. That he should have
the Bank of England, which has now gone up te four peTcent ^uW Z '^''"''f

'^ ""Z ". """ '" *'' "*^^''^*^ of acquisition and of action seem. „
at a loss to know whether, in a serieTof yea™ the ^te of Lr2

'""*««''""• ^^^ determination to dSfy blindness inde^ amounted to '

falling or rising. But if he extended ^Jo^rltLnUi^SZ l^Z: "
' '''. '^ ''''"' ""^ ""^ ^VP^Tu> shai. all the

other criteria for his guidance, he would soon cease to be i^doubT £l
°«l»-«7 impr^-uons and pleasuros of those who see ; he tried to share

emments are able to rofund t^eir debta on moiXolwe tema In^L" bt„"d I.' "k
''•'^* "^'"-fi''»^-«- He feU short oaly of M.ntaigne's

way France and the United SCtes have lessened Zbu^en „f ' ? . ^ . "^"'^ "'' »°^ °"' '''"'*^' "><»^ ^Uowed by his

which they carried ; and France whT Z^t L It L T 1«P«°'»«"*" *° «^°P •'^.ut for a time in an open field, and then aJu«,d
the year, contemplates a fu^ ' i^rtior^Th^O^Z O "^ "^^ '/ '^ '"'"* " '"^- ^ " P°"«°*' ^^-^^ ^^" -^ be .T-
now borrows at fo'ur per cent, and^tZA^lo^Zj^T^ZT ^^ "'*' ''' """"' "' '^' '"^^"^ "^^'^ ^'^ ^^^ ^- ^^11 ofTe
term. th«i oould be'obtainJd tenC^^'^iT^^llr^J*!; t^ST' T'T' "'"'/ ""'' '"«"'^'"« *" P""^" ^-ha,»cter for

Great Britain, in which eve.7 SnancL aovTent b m^Z^3^ I
^ mdependence and integrity stood high ; but he was extromely

nHpiiarit,. show. . reduction iu UieTintrr2.^^2^t.?t^^ S"Si::;ne h" 'h
''°"*'* '^1 "^'''^ ^"^ ^^ "^^ ^wiwiw me iMt tea Jttr. GI»drtone, whom he once suooeeded in defeating by a junction with

J
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the Tories. The Hympathy felt by everybody for his infirmity, and for his

^
gallant struggle to overcome it, had no small share ig procuring for him

' ^iginally his seat in < Parliament, helped him greatly in public life, and
gtkve him perhaps a position somewhat higher than. by mere force of ability <

he could have attained.'

Whoever rises by the strength of one party in the State can safely

count on receiving, the malediction of the other party. An illustration,^

not singular but remarkable, of this unerring law of party, occurred in Nova ")

Scotia during Lord Lansdowne's visit to that Province. The new Governor- 1

General, in his innocence, thought the rise of a Nova Scotian " to an honour-

able position, both in his own country and in the Federal Councils," would
naturally be a subject of pride to Nova Scotians, and he said so; but the

storm of criticism which followed the innocently intended remark rudely

. awoke him to the consciousness that he was treading on dangerous ground.

Lord Lansdowne did not know how much more delicious is the indulgence of

party hatred than of national pride in a fellow-countryman's success. He,
at all events, could have had no possible motive to do anything that bore
the remotest semblance to a preference of one political party to another

;

and the remark which he made about Sir Charles Tupper was what any
stranger to the ways of partyism in a small arena would naturally make.
Sir Charles Tupper, It may safely be conceded, is quite as far from perfec-

tion as the average politician, if not a little farther. Yet if the voice of

the dominant party is the voice of the country, he may claim to have risen

to the positions signalized by Lord Lansdowne by the voice of his country.

It is quite true that, as a political partisan, Sir Charles has done things which
had better have been left undone. He bore a conspicuous, part in bringing
Nova Scotia into the Canadian Confederation without her consent and
against her will. For this act it was in the power of his country, through
the constituency to which he appealed, to punish him by permanent
exclusion from public life ; but it did not punish him, and even Howe
finally endorsed the initial act of Confederation by taking a seat in the

Federal Government. But Howe was thenceforth put aside by his pre-

vious admirers as a broken idol ; and his memory has in their eyes lost

mucli of the lustre that would otherwise have adorned" it. Still people

who are not intense partisans may, we trust, be allowed to see in the career

of Joseph Howe, taken as a whole, something to admire. Whatever Sir

Charles Tupper has a^ieved he owes mainly to his successful use of party

machinery-; and we submit that the admirers of the machine, to whichever
side they may adhere, have no right to complain. •

and continuously, one officer of the bank was engaged in heavy speculations
in the stock. Tfte large profits, if actually realized, must have been lost

almost as soon as made ; and the shareholders are about to hear from the
new manager how much he thinks has been lost, and to what extent the
stock ought to be -reduced. The old manager remains to point out to his
successor where the debris of the wreck is to be found, and their united
services for acting as a salvage corps are understood to be paid for at the
rate of |20,000 a year. A large number of agencies, including that of
Montreal, has been closed, and the business is beifig rapidly contracted to
the limits of the remaining capital. The management of the Federal Bank
will be pointed to as a warning rather than an example ; and it will be
well if the warning b'fe taken by those in a position to profit by it. The
shareholders of banks Should see that theit officers scrupulously abstain
from speculation in the stock ; and if they do not choose to take this pre-
caution, they must be prepared to suffer the inevitable loss to which this
dangerous license will sooner or later lead.

The admission is now made that Sir John Macdonald has found public

business to transact while in England, and it is added that this business

has been satisfactorily settled. His early return to Canada may be looked

for, the 22nd inet having been fixed as the day of sailing. What that

business was every one remains at liberty as before to guess, and until Sir

John vouchsafes a revelation of what has been done, which perhaps he may
not do till Parliament opens, guessing in the dark will continue to be the

order of the day. At the same time, it is a great relief to know the
annexation of Jamaica is already a dead issue ; the question having been
killed by the Council of the Island. Mr. Solomon's was the only affirm*-

tive vote.

In a few days the shareholders of the Federal Bank will receive a
statement of the condition of their property, and a proposal will be made
to reduce the nominal amount of the stock by the sum of the actual and
probable losses. The reduction is not likely to be less than fifty per cent
Parliament in consenting to reductions of stock, when losses have been
sustained, makes it a rule not to lessen the liability of the stockholders.

One result of the apiplication of this rule, which it would not be proper
to relax, will be that when the stock is reduced to one-half its present
nominal amount, the shareholders will, under the double liability clause,

be liable for four times the amount of the reduced value of the shares,

but this liability will be limited to past transactions, and in. future the
ordinary double liability only will attach. If it should be found that any

\ of the stock was brought into existence by means of advances made by
the bank, or is still security for such advances. Parliament may hesitate
to cancel that portion of the stock. On a previous occasion it refused to
authorize the cancelling of stock brought into existence by the old " wild
oat " process of stock notes ; since to cancel any stock on which loans have
illegally been made would b« to condone the offence. The shareholders
will expect a full and explicit account of how their capital has been lost.

When the last dividend was paid they were given to understand, not only
that the capital was intact, but that there was in addition a r«8tof $1,500,-
000. A very short time before a profit of eighteen per cent, on the year's
buatneiB wm said to have been nuwle. When this statement was put forth

\.

ThB disclosures in the Sen^cal bribery suits scarcely come as a revela-
ti9n. They are only what would have been expected from the French-
Canadian political Boss, whose preeminence in his art there is none to •

dispute. Sen^cal's mode of procedure was stated in a few words by
Judge Sicottein giving judgment. When he makes up his mind to buy an
electoral district, Sen6cal, by a rule of his own, determines the amount of
the purchase money. He cares little to whom the money is paid, provided
the object is attained. Trusting nobody, lie is his own committee

; and the
realizing of his programme consists in organizing the election. He has no
other influence than that which his money buys. Found guilty of paying
considerable bribes to different persons to influence the result of the Ver.
cheres election, and of paying others to work for one of the candidates, he
waa fined $800, in sums of $200 each. In presence of these facts it cannot
be said that the Castors are without cause for their revolt ; for the Castors •

are n6t less anti-Sen6cal than anti-Chapleau. And in Vercheres the Castors
proved stronger than Sen6cal's seductive dollars. Of course Sen6cal does
not pour out money like water in the elections without an object How
he looks for re imbursement is no secret. On the morroW of his bankruptcy,
in which his creditors got only a fraction of their claims, he appeared as a
purchaser from the Quebec Government of the North Shore Railway. The
purchase-money mounted into the millions, and Senecal, by a speedy re-sale
made something like a million (1900,000) out of the transaction.. Last
Session he headed a deputation which went to Ottawa to demand, in the
name of Quebec, a subsidy to the North Shore Railway. At first the
Government hesitated; then the deputation threatened, and finally the
amount demanded was granted. The Members of either Legislature,
Federal or Local, whose seats he helped to purchase, M. Sen6oal feels he
has a right to command

; and he would not hesitate to order them to vote
against the Government on any question in which he was interested if
this were the nearest road to success. For some time last Session his
attitude was that of hostility, armed to enforce his demand, if an open
rupture became necessary. A large contingent from Quebec threatened to
cross the floor of the House of Commons, and the story flew on the wings
q£ the wind that the leader of the Opposition at last 9*w victory within
reach. The revolt was encouraged by assurances from the Opposition
press of Ontario that Quebec had nothing to lose by its members crossing
the House, as their present opponents would be prepared, in that event, to
treat the Province with liberality. Senical acts as if he were an inde-
pendent power in the State, and gives himself the airs of a grand seignior,
to whom, his presence being known at the seat of Government, Ministers
of the State should do homage. But his greatness does not always find
ready recognition. By means of purchases which are expected to wear an
innocent commercial look, M. Sen6cal has managed to get a firm grip on
the French press of Quebec. The notoriety of these transactions has made
for him bitter enemies in other journals, whose bSle noir, and very notr it

is, is Senecalism. The attempt to introduce Boss Tweedisni into the
politics of Canada is not wanting in audacity ; and, unfortunately, it cannot
be denied that it has so far had a measure of success.

Di8TOBBA»OB8 which, but for the intervention of a large body of police,
might have been serious, have more than once taken place at the church in
which M. Chiniquy, an cx-Roman Catholic jiriest, was preaching, in
Canning Street, Montreal. A mob five hundred strong, after being driven
off by a free use of the baton, once more made a stand and threw stones
at the police. They also lay in wait for M. ChJniquy's carriage, and would
have done serious mischief but for the activity of the guardians of the
peace. Father Chiniquy has, in his day, dealt hard blows at the church
which he has abandoned : bringing the resources of a long experience and
some special reading to bear on the weak spots to which he direots hia
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attacks, he has pointed to the confessional ,as a canker that h«. » f .umorality out of the system. To some of hf. T ***" *''^

practices which he LonacesitTlfy, I
references, m proof of the

much which, even if tZlZ^ ZZ\^"'t
"^ '"^^ *" ^'^^ ^^ '^"^

bind a human being not orevri and itt ''""'t
'""'«*"°'^ *'"'* "''»

whether hp h„ . it

'°'^®'^^*'
'

»'"1 '* '? impossible sometimes to know

without beingaccounted a bad prTes. mZ ^ T^' """' «"

« not possible to excuse the outrages to which he is subjecL. A^Twha

-rir^r^n-;—-tTteft^T^^^
one suffers from thepracticesdescribed it is the layZ BuTt'h .

"^

^ the legUimate outcome of the teaching tha^reVltr^^Church of Rome can show a right even to toleration.

rx^,:r:,;-rof:hVhtj^^^^^ r -':- -«
»' ^^

the world believe sheL oi.l'fea^^rir^ror"^'
'""^ " ""''^'

«t . l^'^T
""'''*'''* ""^ P°'"*«°'^' ""^" ^^ Paris have beirun to

CanS; >?
"" ""^ """"'^^"^ circumstances under which the^^Canad„,ns would Consent to return to the condition of a French coZTAnd the sorrowful reply has had to be irivon th^t ih

^"

time when M^ Jules Fe/ry tells his coul^Z tt ''Z flTs J^Llnations wh.ch seek expansion abroad," the feeler may nirb" l^i^lwithout oieaning. The query is very much in the formula used byS

TnTelt T^ P T '"'^ ""^°*' ""' •^^'^ -* -k without

Wks ir^ .), L. Tr " °"'^ """""^'y apeculative; and whether he

V, T '^J!^^l^^^'^g the sound of his own melodious voice orwishes to heSFir^SSBrm^oa of his own views from CanadThe finlVanswer echoed b4ck from the hanks of the St. Lawi^nc" ^ a uglttio;of a re-marriage would be too prosaic a thing to leave much ro^
"

coquetry, we must accept the echo as a faithful index of the soj S msuch a question put affirmatively and amiwered in th asWng I,curious thing. But if this be a speculative negotiation, say po^fZ' jln
H^d thTrl

''^''^^"^^"^ -'»> --thing mote than a -sim^ NoHe adds that he has lost all relinh fn, fk- • .•
^

Jjecome a stranger and tl«t ^ tJ
^°'-/^\''~-Pt'°n. to which he has^Buume a stranger, and that on the whole he is doing very weU under aGovernment which does not thrn»f ,.„a- u.- .. ,

* '
weu unaer a

aen^Zf^Si- -^-l;.-' - f--
- to t.

h.s agency, and he has given form to eleven diff T^ —''*'**

which are .asonable and'others .Z^ttrZl T.^'^''' "T
°'

on reading the list of grievances 'which he bTrawn „p thaThr b^^18 to ingratiate himself not less with thp iZy 1 ^' f °^^^
Half-breeds. He tells th« Tn^! lu . !

"^ *'"'" "'^h his fellow

to feed them Th. P T ^** """ ^''""^''"^ Government ought

thafthe HTlfWa^irse"^^^^
""'^'^''" ^^^""^ "^ ^ "^« ^'^^i'-

on the streng h 7fl.rlC:;:;:r .
.^' '^ ""'^ ^'^^ '=-'^—tion

no proof. ^But eventttVS °'^-

turned when what he asks is reasonable td f T °"^'" "°' *" *"

Provinces in the North-West when • ^"T^'y
the creation of new

an unreasonable r^^st ^afet .T" ""P"'"""" " """'^^' « "°*

Whether th. Hair^. ollCrr^Jr^^Mr? '''

7TTsame consideration in the allotment of ZZ !^ !
'"^°'"^^ ''"

of two milUons of acres tJtT^lt 7. I ""* ^"^ *''*' ^"•'^g "?«'

"BYSTANDER" ON GURRENTEVENTS AND OPINIONS.

untrustworthy schemer. It premises the ^^X of aZZtj; ^1
closes the boundless vista of corruption opened by hi! ^X-polPt^go on raising an enormous surplus revenue and spending it f„T .

Arrears, River and Harbour inlL «. xr.-_ oT„T"'^"'! '' '° Pension_

blood m defence of the Brifinh l?m„;_ i. i

»H"iiug nis

honour would be. He^^^ISmCora^fiiontlcampaign, as the militia rolls of 1775 and 1812 attest ; but, strlnrrmay seem, he must confess to the degeneracy of having conceivZp"
tive repugnance to the time-honoured conscription. With man/thank^present mood is to say, and he does say :

" ^,. ^^ ^„,,J^^^desjronspas de changeny>rUs." The speculative Parisian will o^^o'r^

aT:jw:-r;'^^^-^-'^^-^,^e--p-;^:;

mJmT^ftr: "n^w Ca^iia h^b'^'^T
'"'^^ "-" ^^'^ ^«

Bav • l.„t f h« ^^ r
^*'^°'''* '•as *'een used as a second BotanyBay

,
but the convicto, when they have served their term of transpo^tion. are incapable of being turned into prosperous farmers. The

"^
who went m ^rch of La Perfuse described New Caledonia as t^eZ
paradise-so inviting was the aspect and so sterile was the soil aidnow nearly a century later, there are in New Caledonia three hi;.^men playing at farming with such poor success that if^he h^^government expenditure were to stop they would be in dang r of^vation. M. Jules Ferry will have to revi« fh» *

"""ger or star-

beUeves the poliUcal wLm of the UmT^ ^J^l " 7^ '^

version will have to contain the confession t^t^t T^^Cltl^Zable expansion abroad unless the means of seourin«T^ .
Neither in New Cal^lonia nor in Co^Oiin ChinawTjllZ2y

Arrean., Riv^r and Harbo^^jZVZ^ eTT "? '' " ""^"""^

a foreign policy of good sense^J Z^.^^'tZjllT'^ ""^

tions of a demagogic Jingoism. The best fri^ :^^e UntdTtat;therefore, as well as the best men in the United States ~ Z u ^
oongratuh^tory telegram from Jay Gould ^oS^^el^riTdttZ^decisively, that fortune had passed to the camp of CWeWd TooITfthe grounds for satisfaction, it appears that Tammary af^t aU wT^L
^::::^'tr^^-z—^-:ri

Bhrr^^E^^reform has well deserved the gratitude of the ««,nfr» e .u-
aue.a.identaily, U. the Pr^EJitionist^lTLrrSo ^T^'^ff^ ^ctadorable number of, votes which would otherwise have been chM^ub
s^i 1. .f/^^t'^'^ " P«—1

^---g throughout the struLe ^e^ially with reference to the charge of youthful incontinencfL^Jagainst him, made the most favourable iinpression and at^^^fl T!u
hands of his frienda To place a libertine atirheaTof stif^l/^very wrong

; but Mr. Cleveland is not a UberZe thasZ^Trn .'^^

hTfa:i:^st7
°'
'Vff^Z'" "^ "-"^-^ - theTuItt ;'-^

Lt^lZtl ' *'"''" '" P"*""" character
;

it has in

confine to a,„^^.«.. But that vi'^/be ^t l^P^T:;:'!:::;;

messmHi^
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Bills, Kiver and Harbour Billg, and dishonest dealings with the Banks or
with the Currency. It may guard Jt)oth the Treasury and 'Commerce
against the Demagogue. Ih determining whether the Civil Service Bill

shall be honestly and effectively administered, the President must have
great influence, and there is every reason to believe that with Mr. Cleve-
land as President that influence will be exerted on the right side. Let
the new President only put the thought of restriction behind him and his
way is open to pure and lasting fame. The contest however has been
dangerously close; even now mutterings of an intention to cotitest the
result are heard from the side of the vanquished, and it is easy to under-
stand the eagerness with which commerce, represented by Mr. Vander-
bilt, strives to clinch the decision, and prevent the occurrence of another
national agony, such as was produced by the dispute between Tiiden and
Hayes. When the fury of the battle shall have subsided, and the dust
shaU have been laid, patriotic and sober-minded Americans will perhaps
tegin to consider what must be the effects on national character and poli-
tical security of a system which exposes the Republic to the perils of a
monarchy with a disputed succession, besides stirring up the worst passions
from their depths, bringing every issue to a dangerous head, dividing
society, disturbing commerce, leading to a viast waste of money on demora-
lizing objects, and turning the minds of the people from the calm and
wholesome discussion of public questions to a pamival of violence, calumny,
and corruption.

Thh Presidential election has been watched in England with an interest
inferior only to that which it has excited in the United States and hardly
less practical in character. American Republicanism has never been pro-
pagandist

; in fact the Americans are rather disposed to rejoice in their
monopoly of the institutions which they think place them above all the
old and benighted nations. But everything which seems to betoken the
success orjiailure of the Democratic experiment tells on politics in Europe,
especially in England ; and with greatly increased force since communica-
tion has become so much closer. There can be little doubt that the spec-
tacle of tUs election with aU its evils, aU its perils, and all its exposures
of the character of Democratic statesmen, will be a weight cast into the
scale of the Conservative Party in England at a critical moment. Critical
in the highest degree the moment is ; for it is evident that the struggle
about the Franchise BiU is becoming merged in a struggle for the reform
or abolition of the House of Lorda Mr. Gladstone, we may be sure,
unfeignedly desires to avoid an issue from which he recoils, not less on
social than on poUtical grounds, as well as from the weariness of contention
natural to ^ man of seventy-four. His reluctance is more than shared by
the Whig section of his Cabinet. But the ambition of Mr. Chamberlain
is now thoroughly kindled, and its highest prize is glittering in his" view.
He is completely accepted by the Radicals as their leader; their loud
acclamations everywhere greet his i\ame, and he may well feel that he has a

y,. great popular force behind him. Evidently he is determined to force the
fighting on the grand and perilous issue. He does not even hesitate to
break through the most sacred traditions of English public life by taking
up a position apart from the Cabinet of which he is a member and in
almost avowed opporation to the majority of his colleagues. Whetb«r the
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movement* of Protectionist Propagandism, and to resist betimes the impo-
sition of a yoke which when once imposed and riveted by the force of
vested interests, it is desperately 'difficult to shake off. Appalling pictures
are drawn of the depressidn and distress prevailing in certain English
industries, and we are bidden to behold the fatal consequences of Free
Trade. In so vast an aggregation of manufactures of all kinds the fluctu-
ations of commerce are sure to be specially felt, and one trade or another
is sure always to be depressed. Moreover England, having had a monopoly
of manufactures and commerce after the Napoleonic wars, is now losing it,

and presents in some measure the aspect"Of decline. But will any one
venture to say that the condition of the working classes in England, or
that of the people generally, has been worse since the adoption of Free Trade ?

Whoever does must be strangely ignorant of the facts. The state of
industry and trade in England when the Free Trade movement commenced
was wretched

:
it was in truth quite as much English misery as Irish

famine that forced open the ports and repealed the Corn Laws. There Wag
at the same time a large and chronic deficit in the revenue ; and this,
as Cobden's biographer truly says, " was not merely the result of an absenc^
of fiscal skill, but a sign, confirmed by the obstinate depression of trade
and the sufferings of the population, of an industrial and commercial stag-
nation which could only be dealt with by an economic revolution." The
growth of wealth after the change was almost fabulous; the volume of com-
merce increased four-fold

; prosperity advanced, as Mr. Gladstone said, by
leaps and bounds

; and the national finances shared the general improve-
ment The repeal of the Navigation Laws, which was to ruin the mercan-
tile marine, was followed by a, large increase of tonnage, while the
mercantile marine of the United States has been protected out of existence.
That the lot of the American workman is better than that of the English
workman is far from certain, when prices as well as wages are taken into
consideration. Mr. Burt reports that it is not ; the correspondent of the
Pittsburgh Despatch, cited at length by Sir Lepel Griffin, reporte that it is
not

;
aid British artisans not a few, having tried America, have gone back

to England. The correspondent of the Pittsburgh Despatch says, that
^ where one expects to find in England pauper labour by comparison with
America, there is a condition of comfort in habitation, clothing and food,
which cannot be excelled in-any American manufacturing locality." The
Pittsburgh riota, and the Molly Maguire outrages in Pennsylvania, are not
signs of happiness and contentment ; nor have they had any parallel of
late years in England. Bift; the comparison between America and England
is not fair. In America the wcrt-king classes have the immense advantages
of a new country. Let the wages and the general condition of the people
in England be compared with those of the people iil France, or in any
other old country under the Protective system and the result will not be
doubtful. We should have had a sharper experience

l>y this time ourselves
were it not that our artisans when thrown out of employment by the
shutting down of millb, can find a refuge in the United States.

l^noe of wire-pullers will also prove the foremost of statesmen, as he is
certainly among the foremost of party speakers, and whether he will be
able not only to grasp but hold supreme power, will presently be seen. Jacob-
inism is a perilous game for a commercial millionaire with a hothouse
flower in his button hole. But be the issue of Mr. Chamberlain's personal
enterprise what it may, it seems hardly possible that the House of Lords
should come out of the battle without receiving a wound which sooner or
later must prove mortal The principle of hereditary government on
which it rests is too hopelessly dead, ite own record is too fatally bad, its
usdlessness, and worse than uselessness, even as a conservative institution,
is too flagranUy apparent. Moreover its material foundation, the immense
rent roll of the landed aristocracy, is now, owing to the depression of agri-
culture, rapidly slipping away. Slow as the march of English progress is,

numerous as are the sources against Democracy in a land of ancient wealth
and fixed tradition, the days of the House of Lords are now numbered.
The attempt to find for hereditary monarchy and aristocracy n myr bt^is
in demagogism, under the name of Tory Democracy, having fttiled in the
hand« of, Disrmeli, who was itg projector, is not likely to succeed in those
of LoM Randolph Churchill.

Whatbvkb the effecto of protection may be in the case of a self-
Mntained and self-sufficing continent like the United States no man of
wnse, unbiased by special interest, can doubt that to such a oouatrr
»B Canada it would be pan., Wisdom eigoiqs q« therefore to watch tlt«

With the general question of Municipal Government comes up the
special question of Exemptions in Toronto. No fair title to exemption
can be pleaded on behalf of aay property to which services are rendered
by the Municipat GoveFameStT ATchurch, a monastery, or a Government
office benefits by the paving, watching, lighting, draining, and securities
against fire just as much as any other building, and ite owners, like those
of any other building, ought to pay for that which they receive. The
notion that religious buildings ought not to be taxed is a survival from
the days of Established Churches. It has been truly said that, though the
Church is a spiritual society, ite foundation*, like those of man, who is a
spiritual being, are in the dust. She has material interests and' concerns
which belong to this world, are protected by this world's laws and must
pay this world's rates. The builders of sacred edifices do"^not charge lower
prices for the materials, nor does the mortgagep charge a lower rate of
interest on his mortgage. The plea that, as every citizen belongs to a
church, it comes practically to the same thing whether church buildings
are taxed or not, in the first place requires qualification to make it true:
to say nothing about the Agnostics, who have no church at all, the more
Ritualistic religions have larger and more expensive churches, while no
denomination has monasteries except the Roman Catholic. In the second
place, even if true, the argument would liold just as good on the side of
taxation as on that of exemption, and the fiscal system might as well be
made uniform. But whUe everything ought to be taxed to which the
municipality renders service,W taxed in proportion to the service ren-
dered, there can be no claim l^ tax anything to which service is not
rendered. A national Government by ite army and navy, its police and
ita Uw courts, protects property of every description and wherever
Bit(iated, as well as »U personal rights and Uberties; a«d w^h«tever it
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^"""^ ""^ "'^''^ ''^ ^'*^°"' °* *»•« -^o^ defunct propo-m tlT""' T" «°^«"-«-* J°--'B were silent, thou^^it^ms the Government was inclined to entertain the scheme. But inHalifax advocacy of the measure has been loud. Halifax would be^hewmter, though hardly the summer, port of the Jamaica trade; and

^suTte ofi O S t-'^PP"'''''*' - «•"' —«. by the comm^cial

Te htj !
Confederation into which she was dragged by the hair ofthe head, naturally grasps at any promise of increased prosperity. But

It would be far better for us, if she is in sore need, to ^ve her twentyor even fifty, million dollars worth of Better Terms than'to take Quli
Trtin." r"T ? " """ ^ correspondent of the London Times,wning from St Lucia, says that the condition of the West Indies is
deph^rable, and that nothing can save them but an Imperial loan ; so that
with regard to the financial consequences of annexation we are warned
beforehand

;
and even if the burden of defending the two thousand miles

of water-way could be entirely thrown on the Mother Country, there ai*many expenses, such as harbours, lighte, and public works of all kinds
which would certainly fall on the Domini6tf. But the political conse-
quences would be by far the worst. Can any one doubt what part would
be played in Canadian politics by a negro delegation, or a delegation
mainly elected by negroes, whose homes and principal intereste would betwo thousand miles away? We have not yet made the people of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick or British Columbia Canadians, and how much
ehancewould there be of our making Canadians of the population of Jamaica
Only the presence of a small and diminishing number of whites prevente
Jamaica from being a St. Domingo. A St. Domingo in fact it almost was
while It had responsible governments It is now kept in order, and peace
between the two races is maintained by the authoritv of a Royal Governor
Slavery has left ite evil mark on the negroes, who are generally lazy, while
much of the work is done by coolies; and we may feel sure that with
laziness are comjbined ignorance and great indifference to anything above
yams. The advocates of annexation remind us that there is a large negro
eement in the United States. That might be a very good reason for not
allowing ourselves to be annexed by the United States.'but it is no reason
for annexing Jamaica. The cases however are not parallel. The negro
^ifement in the South States is held under l,y the more civilized7ace.whUe
the South altogether is now politically but a fraction of the Union -'nor is
there anything that can be called a negro delegation, or an/ negro' interest
to be bought and sold. There were some negro delegates in the Republican
Convention at Chicago, and calumny was busy with their napes When
St. Domingo offered itself to the people of the United States they stead-
fastly refused to accept it, though President Grant pressed upon them the
dark boon with all his powers. Between the Black Vote and the Blue it
IS very likely that British Canadians would soon be fain to take refuge' in
the American Union. Once more, then, if Nova Scotia is in great dis-
tress, let us give her Better Terms, but let us not be amalgamated with
Quashee. Happily, Jamaica herself seems at present to be as little inclined
to this strange marriage as Ontario, and Mr. Solomon, on bringing the
question before the CouncU of the Island, finds himself the only supporter
of his own scheme.

fired t^e first shot was not certain, but lives were lost on each side.The disturbance did not spread beyond the district, and only one whitewas killed aftor the fight The Governor had overwhelming forces at hiscommand, nor was any resistance made even to the smallest party of the
military Yet the hero allowed himself to be completely canL Twaytthe cruel panic of the whites, and carried on for five weeks a mu«leLuIand infamous reign o terror. Noless than 439 m«n and women were put

tr^lfZ : res ' "''T "' '^ ''^^ °"^^"^ "^^^^'^ ^^ ^^e m'ostpart on the merest surm.se, if not simply on account of their «ce Thehangings and scourgings of women as well as of men continued f6rtwenty-

bv the' Gove *'^^'=°Ti«^
-^-*'- of tranquillity had been proclaim^by the Governor himself. But these were at all evente acta of public

j„„ „ , , c " ". "'** * personal murder. Gor-don, a leader of opposition in the Legislature, was Governor Eyre's per-«>nal enemy, and the object of his deadly hatred. He was airesJbyGovernor Eyre himself in Kingston where, no disturbance having occur.

^

the ordinary law still prevailed, and carried inte the distSct whichwas under martial law. He was breught before a court martial thecomposition of which Eyre himself changed for the purpose, and wheleven that packed tribunal, fearing to take the innocent blood of a man
"

Gordon s position on ite own head, specially referred the sentence te theGoverncir Eyre signed with his own hand the death warmnt of his enemyGordons house was sacked and his widow left desolate. Murder saidJohn Bnght. is foul, and judicial murder the foulest of all A n'rotestwas ra.sed and the cognizance of juslice ^a. invoked by those who Lredthat the rule of Engknd over the subject races should for her sake as wellas theirs bo a rule of righteousness, and knew that, if it were not, the
.nfection of violence and iniquity would in time spread to her own gov-
ernment, as indeed was made cleariy manifest by the conduct and langmige
of the Tory anstocracy and their partisans on this occasion. These men.the list of whom included Bright, Mill, Thomas Hughes, Darwin, Huxley*Her^rt Spencer and Harrison, are of course described by Carlyle as "a
set of empty insincere fools," and collectively as " a vast blockheadism "
into the " abominable belly " of which "imgptuous Ruskin plunges his
rapier up to the hilt" Such is the emasculate violence which the Chelsea
clique mistake for force. Class feeling, embodied in a Grand Jury, closed
the gates of justice

;
but the charge of Lord Chief Justice Cockbum noblv

vindicated the principles which Governor Eyre's murderous cowarfice had
nnpugned Mud was of course thrown by the Chelsea clique on the
Ch.ef Ju8t.ce 3 ermine, which lost nothing of ite purity thereby.

Ak almost agonized cry has gone up from some of the clergy, or from
some one who speaks on their behalf, for the restoration of religious teach-
ing-that IS in effect of clerical control-in PubUc Schools. This is just
at the moment when in Belgium the tide has turned again in favour
of Liberalism, and the victory gained by the clergy on this question
has proved accidental and short-lived. The cry wUl not be heard- the
divisions between the churehes themselves and their creeds are too insur-
mountable

;
too many people are now outside churches and creeds altogether •

thejeelmg aipinst eccleaiaatical aupremaoy is^ too strong. The next move^.
' J — —" u..>^ug. a.ur uexb move-

ment in the educational domain will not be for the restoration of religions
teaching, but against Separate Schools. Is it wise to proclaim that religion
has no chance of maintaining ite hold upon the minds and hearte of the
people unless special powers of inoculating the rising generation are put
into the hands of ite ministers ? Is it wise, or worthy of a sincere believer ?
It IS impossible to believe in a God and to doubt that He will uphold the
Truth, or to think that the reason which He has given us as the instru-
ment for finding truth if conscientiously used, will in the end lead us
astray. That the moral side of our Public School system is weak and
needs improvement js too Ukely ; but are the Separate Schools in this
respect any better than the rest ?

A WRUTCHBD, ai)d at the same time instruotivfe, incident in Jamaican
history 18 reoaUed to memory in the Life of Carlyle. Once Chelsea found
a hero. The hero was Governor Eyre, who having put to death four
hundred men and women, and scourged six hundred, without any cause
waa at once recognized as an example of the identity of might with right
and a model of moral greatness. He was recognized at least by Carlyle
and Mr. Ruskin

; for Mr. Fronde's faith failed, and he now bewaih his
fate hke Peter bewailing his denial An agrarian affray took phice in a
oorner of the ialaad between the black peaaantry and the whites. Which

Thbre seems, however, to be no reason why we should not be able to
provide for our schools something in the way of a moral catechism of a
rather more practical and effective kind than the common manuals of
Ethics. It ought surply to be possible to impress upon the mind of a
child m simple and yet telling words, something like those of the old oate-
ohism of the Church of England, the leading rules of ite life, individual
domestic and social

; it« duties to ite parents, ita hro^pn, and sist«rB, id
sohool-feUows, ite teachers, and all with whom in different ways it is
brought into contact; and to place before it the grounds of those duties,
the rewards of performing them, and the penalties of neglecting them, not
in vague generalities, but in such a form as to reach ita heart To say that
instruction of this kind would be very effective might perhaps be nah •

certainly it would not approach in effectivenew precepta uttered by living'
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hps and enforced by living influence and example; yet it might not be
without use. The materials for such ethi^l instruction are perhaps being
prepared in a quarter where we should hardly have looked for them
France m general seems to be divided between two violent extremes, the
Ultramontanists and the Atheists, waging internecine war. But there is
also a remarkable school of French writers on philosophy and ethics at
once Liberal and religious, the existence of which is one of the pleasantest
and most cheering phenomena of the intellectual world at the present day.
If Its local origin were traced we should perhaps find in it affinities to the
religion of Pascal and Port Royal, and the Protestantism of modem France,
as well as a reaction against the creed and morality of the Jacobins. Jules
Simon IS one of the eminent writers of this school. Another is Paul Janet
whose position is truly described by his American translator as that
of a religious moralist, and whose '^Elements of Morals" deals with con-
duct m all the lines and relations of life, professional as well as general, in
a thoroughly practical way, and without a shadow of sectarianism, yet in
perfect harmony with religion. The " Elements of Morality "

is fitted for
a University or a High School, not for an elementary school ; but it may
supply materials and strike the key-note for something of a more elementary

Public benefit must have precedence over individual right " are the
words. If the repoi;t may be trusted, of a prominent advocate of the Scott
Act. This, If an^equally summary, is at all events a less offensive way
of cutting the moral knot than saying that Licensed Victuallers are to be
treated as dynaw.tera or vermin. Zet it is language which cannot safely
be allowed to pass unchallenged while so many theories of public raping
are afloat. We delude ourselves, like the school philosophers of old, with
abstract terms which are taken for realities. We are always talking 61
the State as though it were a personage of itself, with rights and duties of
Its own apart from and^ above the individual citizens who compose it.
The Public Good" is another phrase of the same kind and liable, in like

manner, to perversion. It becomes enthroned in the imagination as some-
thing entirely distinct from the good of individuals, and infinitely more
-acred, so sacred as to afford a warrant for that which would otherwise be
uuquity. But as the State is nothing but the aggregate of individual
citizens, so the Public Good is nothing but the aggregate of individual
mtere«ts, for the preservation of which every community is formedWrong IS not less wrong, nor less subvertlive of the social union, when it
18 done by a majority to a minority or even by all the other members of
the commuBity to one man. To expropriate is sometimes necessary, andwhen necessary is consistent with public morality, but there ought always
to be reasonable compensation. It is said, and probably with truth, that
the chief agencies at work in this crusade aro those of the preachers and
the ladies

;
and in both those quarters we should expecif rather high senti-

ments and aspirations than a strict r^ard for common justice.

Thb " Bystander " has to thank his friends in the Glob» for an attesta-
taon of his political neutrality, which perhaps was not altogether needless
Having had to rank himself among the opponents pf the Government on
great issues, such as those of the Senate and Protection, as well as on several
special questions, such as that of Section B, he was in some danger of
being taken for a partisan of the Opposition. But the Globe has set him

^_«5ght^jv^uring its readers that regarded from the Opposition point of^ew 1^ « a partisan of the Government Not only partisans of the
Goyemment, but some who are its bitter enemies, and faithful adherente
of the Ghl^, are saying, like the "Bystander," that if the Opposition
wishes to find ite way back to power, it must have a definite policy, and
that the people must have this policy kept constantly before their minds, and
not be sent to look for it in the back files of newspapers. How can the
masses be expected to remain deeply impress^ by a brief and cursory
allusion, or to preserve a strong r,»colIection of a silent vote given for a
motion of reform two or three years ago? On one rather important
occasion the •• Bystander " was allowed to have the function of Opposition
pretty much to himselt Under evil pressure, a. it is charitable to suppose
a« appointment was made to the judiciary from motives manifestly
improper, and the most vital part of our institutions was threatened with
corruption. Tie " Bystander " spoke «i loudly as he could. Why were
the leading organs of the Opposition pre»i sUent I Certainly not becanw
the subject was unimportant, because the offence of the Government wa.
•light, or because habitual delicacy restrained the censor's pea. Here
again reason is given u. for doubting whether a change of ministers wouldbnng with it a great change of policy. Appai^htly we should be just a.much as ever under the influence of the Catholic vote. But if this i« the
oa*. how can Orangemen be upbraided with a dereliction of their principle,
beoauae they lupport the Government 1 What would tlwir o*uae »in by
the transfer of power to the Opp^tion I

M. R«N0UF'8 treatise on the "Ancient Religions of Egypt "-leivds to thewme conclusion with regard to the origin and growth of religion as M
Reyille s on the "Ancient ReKgions of Mexico and Peru." Not ghosts, either
of ancestors or of chiefs, butihe sun and the other great powers of Nature
were the original, objects of adoration in that country, which, with ite
historical records stretching back for two thousand years before Christ
presents a peculiarly instructive field of inquiry. The religious sentiment,
in short, was awakened in the breast of the Egyptian in the same way in
which It was awakened in the breast of the Indo-Eu,ropean races and those
Of Central America. In each case, apparently, the sentiment must have
existed, m however rudimentary a form, as an element; of human nature,
or It could not have "been evoked. Ra, the great god of Egypt, is the sun,He crosses the sky in a boat, as the sun-god of other mythologies crosses
It in a chanot.- Thoth is the moon, which he wears upon his head either as
crescent or as full disk. The struggle between Light and Darkness, the
succession of the Seasons, are the elemente out of which the mythology it
woven. There seems reason, according to M. Renouf, to believe that the"
subhmer forms of Egyptian religion were the earlier, and that the observed
uniformity of celestial phenomena led the higher minds, at all events,
to belief m a Universal Power, the service of which was righteousness.
The animal worship, which has been the object of so much ridicule,
seems not to have been primeval. Nor does it appear to have had ita
ongin m fet.chism. as has been taken for granted, but in symbolism. The
Bull was naturally regarded as an emblem of strength and dominion ; but
from being an emblem and associated with the divinity in that character
he be^me Jiimself divine in the eyes of the vulgar, and the result was the
woKship of Apis. .The striking qualities and movemento of the hawk, in
the same way, led first to its adoption as an emblem and afterwards to its
canonization. Egypt therefore affords us proof that its original deity was a
fetish. The prodigious number of Egyptian deities in later times seem to
have arisen from the grossness of the popular fancy, which took each
separate aspect and appellation of a God for a separate God Ra had
seventy different aspects and appellations. Local worship also multiplied
the deities, one of whom each place took for its special patron, as the
Virgin and patron Sainte wero multiplied by local worship in the Middle
Ages: Out Lady of Loretto or St James of Compostella being in the
popuUr imagination a different divinity from the Virgin or the St James
of other places. Both in regard to this and in regpd to the perven.ion ofemb ems, the vulgarizing and degrading process which Christianity under-went in the Dark A^ may, in some measure, afford a key to the religious
history of ages, still darker. Aroh^ology might have mistaken the crowd
of Sainte for a Polytheist Pantheon and the materialized symbols, perhaps
even the Host, for Fetishes. Evolutioniste indeed seem inclined to connect
the emblematic Dove with fetishism, and they might with equal reason
extend the interpretation to the emblematic Lamb, Pelican and Pish The
Egyptians made offerings and burned incense to the shades of their ances-
tors; but this was quite a subordinate part of their religion; and thereseems to be no sort of reason for supposing that it preceded, or at all
affected, the worship of the sun. Perhaps, if the truth wero known what
the people paid to their ancestors was rather veneration than the worship
which they paid to a God

: as a Rotoan CathoUc distinguishes between theworship which he pays to God and the worship which he pays to the
Samte. The Egyptian had also, like the Roman, his Genius, or spiritual

^
double and guardian, but his Genius was not his God A belief in ghosts.

T^lT T^
'"*''''' ''' ^ "'^ ''''' *'"'°'" *«" ^^o-" °»'- o-i' experience in

childhood, a growth from a root totally distinct from the religious sentiment The ghost theory of the origin of religion is drawn from an exclu-
sive observation of savages, the accounte of whose beliefs and traditions as
Sir Henry Maine has remarked, aro often most untrustworthy, and whomwe can no moro identify with primeval man than we can identify thedwarf horse of the Shetlands, or the blind insect of the Mammoth Cave in
Kentucky, with the original type of the horsfi or of the insect M Renouf
18 expUcit as to the absence of any confirmation of Mr. Spencer's hypothesis.
so far as the Egyptians aro concerned. Yet that hypothesis, based on Mr
Tyler's observation of savages and nothing else, has been put forward as
incontestable fact, decisive at once as to the past and as to the future of
roligion. Surely this is not science. ^ BysTAaDBB.

Kovnnn iitth, lM4.i THE WEfilt.

Aw Exeter (Eng.) hairdresser has discovered three works of J W M
Turner. Mr. Ruskin having been consulted as to the pictures has intim-
ated that he has not the least doubt that the three paintings ar<, the works
of Turner, and he congratulates the oyner on his good fortune. Each
picture ui 36 in. by 24 in. One ropreaente the north tranaept of Exeter
Cathederal

;
the second gives a view of the west end, the Oathed«ral yard

beyond
;
the third is a painting of the central portion of the building.

-
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HERE AND THERE. \"
IT cannot be denied that M. Max O'Rell is a successful author, nor is

1 hn?t '"''r^'l^'J^'^
^'-'^^ -tirizing Mr. and Mrs. John Bull

rih h"' M '^' ''""•"""''" '""^8 '^^ Present epidemic ofAnglophobia. Moreover, in brochure, which manifest so unmistakably
that their author writes with only a superficial knowledge «f his subject,
blunders must evidently abound, But. in common justice to the people hJ
has undertaken to criticize. M O'Rell ought to ha,.e prefaced his booksby an explanation that his studies of English life and character have beenmade almost entirely amongst the lower classes, and that in speakin. of
ladies and gentlemen he does so from such acquaintance as he obtained
from seeing the one on Regent Street and the other dining in the Gaiety
UriU-room. The self-po-ssession of a well-bred lady is. in M O'RpII's
eyes, boldness: the whole English sex is credited with " sweethearting "
in the country lane, after the somewhat demonstrative fashion of factory
giris. If our facetious author were to be credited, both Encrli.sh womenandmen are given to gluttony-the latter more especially being described
as eating four heavy meals per day and washing them down with
prodigious quantities of alcohol. M. O'Rell appears to have " observed "

EngUsh life as a certain American is said to have "done" the Continent,
by spending exactly quarter of an hour byHhe clock at each place of
interest Everybody who has lived amongst Eriglishmen knows that they
practically take but onefgood meal daily—and that is dinner ; whereas a
very short residence in France is suflicient to impress the most unob-
servant with the lupine manner in which the majority of Frenchman
devour what are practically two heavy dinners each day. besides break-
fast, and that these are preceded and followed by innumerable nips of
cognac, liqueurs, or absinthe. When years ago the English comic papers
lampooned everything French, it was much nearer the time that the two
nations grappled in bloody warfare ; besides which travelling was costly
and difficult There is no such excuse now. Paris is only four hours

^ from London, and both peoples are at peace. But Jean Crepeau has a
long memory for humiliations. Until he shall have forgotten 1815 and
England's attitude in 1870-1. he will always be jealous of the country he
has taught himself to think of as " Perfide Albion." - -.

CoNTKMPOEANBOua with roporta of the long-foreseen disintegration of
•the Salvation Army is a paper in the Andover Review o?er the signature
- Fidelis" (republished by Williamson and Co.. Toronto, under title " Red-
Cross Knighte of the Salvation Army ") in which the means and work of
that organization are defended with more zeal than discretion, and ite
continuance prayed for However opinions may differ as to the'stability
of Salvationiste' work, no person who is au courarU with the " General's "

operations in England can deny that his duplicity in connection with the
London Eagle Tavern episode effectually degraded him in the eyes of the
English public, and is largely answerable for the discredit now attaching to
the Army in that country—not to mention the " beggarly array of empty
benches" which greeted Mr. Booth at Gl^gow the other day. The
unseemly scramble for the spoils which is practically the causa of the
American Brigade's mutiny is only what might have been expected from
a "8taff" led by a man who has never from the inception of his idea given
a detailed balance-sheet of the receipte and disbursements of the Army—
of which, it must be remembered, he is at once " General," treasurer,
and secretary. Good has unquestionably been occasionally done, however
•objectionable the means ; whether it will be lasting time will show. But
.that the lax discipline of the Army has permitted of many iftnses and
Ihas brought contempt upon Christianity amongst the thoughtless, is only
too apparent '

. . i

Chrap literature is being produced wholesale on both continenta The
vendors of the gutter are selling wildly in the streete of London to-day a
complete two-cent edition of Dickens' " Sketehes by Boz." Their success
ought to encourage them to try something better as a rule, than the
indecent books and questionable pamphlete whicl(^^ften form the staple
of their wares. One ought not to despair of having penny " Paradise
Losto," penny Carlyles, and penny Ruskins before the century is out

SoMB $1,300 have been subscribed to give the poet Gray a memorial in
hia owm university on the River Cam. This seems a small sum for the
author of the best Elegy in the language and one of its best Odes, but the
nbacription list is even more remarkable from the fact that the donors
belong almost entirely to the literary and artistic classes. Lord Derby
and the Duke of Devonshire give ten guineas each ; the Duke of West-
talnater givea five pounds, Sir Charles DUke a pound, and Mr. Faw-

cettgave a guinea. But the people who have been touched by an appeal
for the worthy commemoration of the poet in his own college are of^estamp o Sir Frederick L«igJ,ton, Mr. Alma Tadema. Mr. Boughton Mr

Mr. Edmund Gosse. Mr Frederick Meyers, Mr. Coventry Patmore. Mr.W. J. Courthrope. and Mr Aldis Wright among literary men. Is theinference that the man who wrote, the poem which, for ite length, is mostquoted mail our literature is known only to the select few ; or that thepublic has ce^ed to admire the poet of Stoke Pogis? Anyway, there isthe singular fact that the general- public folfil the poet's wish, and dropupon his tomb " ('twas all he asked) a tear" They do not drop ^hillingl

'

T^I^M
""7°"'''"'" ""'' '^''"^ "^ ^"'•'^ Beaconsfield's pet aversion and

ni n^T^" T' ^'"^''^ "PP""^-^*' ^'•- J"''" Wilson Croker-the

^tlf^^' tT'""" .f '
"' ''" "*' '^^ °'- ^"'''" "f Macaulay's essay on

menoTr'^ T 7'"' '" -"""' -^'^'"«- ^* *«"" "« «» about themenof Crokersday.from the Dako of„ Wellington to Sir Robert Peeland IS likely to be the best picture' of those times which we possess. It

t

to be out almost immediately.

That great stylish and fancifol teacher, Mr John Ruskin, is stillanxious to teach us how to teach. His new For, is almost wholly

Mr Henry George and land nationalisation, urging that the hereditary
principle IS a necessity in dealing With land, and the State the wbrst
possible landlord. But having thus delivered an obiter dictum, he passeson to say hard things about blockheads who want everybody to be educated
alike. We should not educate all classes alike, nor all children of thesame class or family alike. Each child should be treated without much
comp„lsion,^and unspurred by rivalry or competition. It should not beplagued with arithmetic. It should be taught rather music and elocution
than vulgar fractions. To aid in the teaching of music. Mr Ruskin tried
to invent a lyre, upon -which English children might learn the principles
of sound

;
but the manufacture turned out so ugly a thing that the experi-ment failed, though the charge for the instrument was the sam; as for a

piano. There should be a reading room, Mr Ruskin says, in every school
where ch^dren who like to do so might have stories read to them an houra day. They should also learn geography from maps without railways-
Thus educate,!, they would be more useful men and women than thevictims of detestable cram who are produced at present Mr. Ruskinannounces that he intends to stop Fors. He wante to do some autobio-
graphical work.- ~

"wmo-

Do mice think ? Because Professor Paley tells in Longman's a story
which would lead to the inference that they regard a bant note as too valiJ
able to be destroyed. When he was a boy in Yorkshire, England, his(^er lost a bank note from her storeroom. There was no doubt about it

I but theft was out of the question. At length a mousehole was discovered
'

in a comer of the floor, and it was explored. " Immense quantities-two
"

^rgejars-of minute paper were drawn out, the accumulation of ^eara.
fcrtrange to say. in one corner oTthe heap, the carpenter got hofd of a nestof young mice, and brought them out lying on the bank note. It waswholly uninjured, save for a slight stain ; not the smallest portion had '

been nibbled away, and it was absolutely the only piece of paper left
entire in all that heap. It happened, then, that the mouse had carried the
note, folded up as it was, through its hole, and then unfolded and spread
It out as a Immg to ite nest, and had used it as a blanket, evidently con-
scious of ite softness and flexibility. The really wonderful part of the
story ,8 the leaving of this one piede of paper entire, apparently because itwas of a different texture from the rest" Professor Paley says this wasmere instinct, and instinct is a word so indeterminate in meaning that it
18 good enough to cover anything. But does not this form of instinct --

cover a process of induction.

Writing to a London weekly, a lady declares that «he has made a down-
right serious trial of the divided skirt as invented and recommended byLady Harberton, and she can make nothing of it She says- "TheHarberton idea consiste of a skirt separated practicaHy into two skirts for
Ite entire length, and the whole c^red quite out of sight by an overskirt
of usual length, so that to the outeide observer there isuiothing unusual
I couldn t understand why it would be any wo«e than regular skirts and
petticoate, but m taking a walk I discovered a vital defect In «>in«down stair.. or an incline of the street, in stopping into a carriaT in
cro«,ing a muddy gutter-in short whenever it became desimble to iXthe
skirt, with the oluteh and whisk so oharactoriatio of a graceful woman's
management of her drapery, the thing wa. put to a trial that found it
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wanting. One hand reaching back for a grip, wouldn't accompligh the
purpose at all. Nothing smaller than the hand of Providence would
suffice to get a hold of both divisions at once, and the alternative was to
use both hands, for all the worjd like an ancient spinster from theconntrjr
who takes that method of securing herself against a possible unevenness
of her hem. No, the Harberton skirt won't do.

IToTnon 18th, 1884.} THE WEEK.
;« Absurd !

" many will answer. Let us consider. Perhaps "there's millions

793

in it.

^ The columns of a leading daily journal bear testimony to the truth of
a rumour which lately went the round of newspaperdom : that a well-
known and valuable writer was about to return to his old love in Toronto
after a sojourn in the North- West. His firm touch and intimate acquain-
tance with, public matters will be of valuable assistance to the staff he
strengthens, and his personal popularity in the joui^alistic world is a
pleasing instance of talent recognized independently of political bias.

Thkrb were thirty-two failures in Canada reporteS to Bradstreet's
during the past week, as compared with thirty-one in the preceding week
and, with thirty-two, twenty-two, and nine, respectively in the corres-
ponding weeks of 1883, 1882, and 1881. The same agency reports 166
failures m the United States last week, as compared with 205 in the
preceding week, and with 219, 149, and forty-nine, respectively, in the
corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882, 1881. About 84 per cent, were those
whose capital was less than $5,000. il!

A NEW ONTARIO INDUSTRY. *

A PLEA for the culture' of the vine in Ontario is not untimely. The
cheap lands of the American and Canadian North-West—rich, virgin, with
a climate adapted in the highest degree to the production of wheat, 'have
though only a smaU fraction of their area has been brought under the
plough, very materially lowered the price of wheat. A few years more of
their development, and competition in wheat-growing on the part of Ontario
will be unprofitable. But Ontario wheat-growing is threatened, too, by a
formidable competitor in the Orient. The export of India has increased
nearly twenty fold in ten years, and the twenty-nine-million-acre wheat-
field of that country is merely opening to the worid. Three thousand
miles of railway are projected to bring ite vast supply into the market
Wh-eat-growing in Ontario, therefore, is likely not onlv to be shorn of its
profit, but diminished so greatly that within a few years the Province
instead of furnishing millions of bushels to feed the more eastern Provinces
and Britain, may have to import wheat to feed ite own population. To
what must the Ontario farmer turn to gupply the loss of this important
source of his profite in the past? To the production of beef 1 There is
not much hope in that direction. The development of the cattle export
which has brought millions of dollars to the farmers in late years has been
largely the result of the existence of cattle disease in Britain. But disease
there is almost stamped out, and the system of prevention and suppression
of epidemics has been so perfected that a recurrence of an outbreak such as
the late one is rendered improbable. The dead meat trade from Australia
and other countries which can produce meat very cheaply, has attained
large dimensions, with a prospect of still further increase. The British
stock-raiser, too, relieved of the depressing influence of cattle disease, has
already greatly increased his herds. Canadian exporters have this 'year
lost heavily

; cattle in Canada have fallen to a price which lio longer in
the dearer lands of the Province admita of the raising of cattle from birth
to maturity with any direct profit. The development of our fat cattle
export seems to have approached ite limit, and only in the new northern
districte does there appear to be much hope in further extension of cattle
raising. The cheese industry, too, which has contributed to make in
recent years a golden time for Canadian agriculture, has reached ite limit,
and furthei* expansion would be inadvisable. Grain-growing must, for
the sake of keeping up the land, be continued, but not only wheat but barley-
growing must in future be attended with small profit. The American
brewing interest is undergoing a change. Dacota and the West are pro-
ducing a bright bariey which renders the American malteter almost inde-
pendant of the Lake Ontario and Bay of Quint* district. Moreover, the
introduction of rice into brewing admite of the use of inferior bilrley
without affecting the bright colour of beer, which heretofore has com-
pelled the use of the CaMdian grain. The outlook far Canadiaa farmers
is therefore not at all' bright, unless radical changes are made in onr agri-
culture. Very mixed farming is now demanded. Improved butter-making
is urgently called for and promises a resource which may compensate par-
tiaUy for the loss of profito on grain and beef. More is needed. The pro-
duction of wine for home supply and export appeus to hold promise ol
makingup for the decline of the great branchea of the farming of thi past

For the production of many of the best and most popular wines, particu-
larly clarete and champagnes, the chief climatic conditions are a season
sufficiently long for the ripening of the grape, a mean temperature for the
three mid-summer months of not more than 71° and not less than 64° a
large amount of sunshine, and not excessive humidity. These conditio'ns
obtwn in South Germany, and in the best wine districte of Prance-Bur
gundy, the Bordelai* and Champagne. They also obtain in almost thewhole of Ontario, from the Ottawa south-eastward, and in part of the
J^rovince of Quebec. The mean temperature of the lower Ottawa for the
three warmest months exceeds 68°, while parte of southern and south-western
Ontario exceed 70°, with a longer season without frost than much of the
i-rench and German districte mentioned. The period of exemption from
frost IS quite as long in parte of Ontario as in the warmest parte of Bur-gundy, and longer than at Vienna or in the Tokay wine district of Hungary
Almost the entire Province south of the Ottawa and Muskoka is warmer
tlian the Rhine. In the popular opinion of wine countries « distance lend»
enchantment to the view." It is only about once in three years that theKhine vintage is not injured by early froste, and even in the south of France
trost early m September is sometimes known to reduce the yield of theVina " SmoKng the vineyard " is an expedient to avert frost common overmuch of France. In a considerable portion of Ontario the grape has neverbeen known to suffer from frost, and in some of the elevated inland
distncte, even a height of 1,000 feet above the level of the sea, only two
failures of our most productive grape, and these partial, have been known
in twenty-six years. Our winter cold, it is almost superfluous to say is
rarely found to injure our best wine grapes, which are derived from the
hardy, native vine, though it may be prudent in the eastern and northern
counties, where snow generally falls deep, to lay down the vines for the
wmter. A good choice of varieties, early and late, is afforded to suit the
climate of different parte of the Province, and the Concord, our most
productive wine grape, ripens not only in southern Ontario, but at Mon-
treal and Ottawa. The Clinton grape requires a touch of frost to perfect
It and in the Lake Ontario counties has had to hang over-ripe till the end
of October, before sufficient frost has occurred to give it ite proper qualities
for wine-making.

Can our grapes produce good wines? Yes, though much remains to be
done in hybridization to obtain as rich a variety of good grapes as France
possesses. StiU, the progress made is encouraging. Onr Delaware and
Isabella grapes produce a wine of rare bouquet and quality. The Catawba
fort:ed northward from the Ohio River by the mildew-breeding heat and
moisture of that district, has found in'the islands and shores of Lake Erie a
chmate better suited to ite cultivation than any other on this continent
Catawba wine U pronounced by one of the greatest authorities in Britain to
be one of the best wines in the worid, while our standard wine grapes, the
Concord and Clinton, which are grown in almost every county in Ontario
and have been introduced into California and Europe to take the place of
European vines destroyed by phylloxera, are declared by an eminent conti-
nental writer on wines to be well adapted for wine purposes. A Clinton
wine from near Toronto received a medaLat Paris. The Italian judges at
the Centennial pronounced some of the wine from Ontario eq«al to any
produced in Italy. Prominent members of the British Association have
expressed astonishment at the exceUence of Canadian wines, some of
which they said would command a ready sale in Britain at |4 per gal-
lon. The insipid and nauseously-sugared wines too often sold at many of our
hotels as " native wine " are the very reverse of fair samples of our properly

^made wines. Experience is wanted by most of our wine-makers, but that
IS graduaUy being supplied through Frenchmen and Germans establishinK
vineyards in the Province.

In yield of wine per acre Ontario vineyards d^idedly surpass those of
France. Before the advent in that country of the phylloxera, an iwiect
almost innocuous on our native grapes, the average yield per acre of the
6,000,000 acres of vineyard in France was 23 hectolitres (about 460
gallons). In 1850 a maximum of 640 gallons per acre was reached andm 1864 a minimum of only 99 gallons. Lady Vemey, in the CotUempor.
ary Btvieu), gives the average in recent years as 187 gaUons per acre. The
figures quoted, however, embrace the heavily watered second pressings
Of Concord wine, first pressing alone, the average yield around Toronto
is mmtlj 600 gaUona per acre. At Sandwich, for ten years, it has been
nearly 800 gallons, and in 1882, on a five year old vineyard, the yield of
grapes was 12,600 lbs. and over 1000 gallons of wine per acre. StUl
heavier yields are known, but the figorea cannot here be quoted. Near
Montreal the average yield can faU Uttle short of 600 gallons.

Method* and applianoei are simple. A good cellar, such aa is found

under many a farm house, the requisite number of fermentihg vate and
storage casks, and a small press resembling a cid^r press to break the
grape skins, is the wine making outfit required for a small vineyard of ten
or twelve acres. Space forbids a description of the methods of making
and handling wine, but they are not at all as complicated in the produc
tion of good clarete as many people imagine. Fortifying any of our wines
with spirite is to be deprecated. It is a cover for adulteration and
IS who ly unnecessary as, owing to the heat of our summers, our wines are
naturally a httle stronger than French clarete jr Rhine wines and keep
well.

Prices of course vary with age, kind of wlnetnd grape. Excellent
Concord clarete command a ready market for all that is produced, at"
«1 to I .25 per gallon. Clinton wine, which requires longer to mature,
and Delaware and other choice wines, command higher prices. The opst
of producing Concord claret, the staple wine of this continent, is from 12
to 20 cente a gallon. With so large a margin for profit, it Ih no matter for
wonder that the average net earnings per acre of several vineyards should
exceed $450 per annum. Growing grapes for sale, where a wine-making
establishment is accessible, is much more profitable than any other farm
crop. The original cost of a vineyard is not great; one man employed
half the year can do the work on ten acres; risks are small, and wine-
makers pay 3 cente per lb. for grapes. The average yield of Concord
grapes averages from four to six tons per acre. Of course some parte of the
Province are better adapted than others for gmpe-growing, but even on the
Ottawa, m favorable localities, a net profit of $150-per act^ may be
obtained.

The area in vineyard in Ontario ia not yet more than 4000 acres, but is
rapidly increasing. Numbers of French vineyardiste have planted out
vineyards, and neariy a dozen vine-growers from the Rhine have also
established vineyards within the past two years. Our own farmers in
growing grapes for wine-making-growing for dessert is easUy overdoae—may find a most profitable addition to the producte of their farms and
the Province be considerably enriched by the industry. The moral alpect
18 no less important. Were whiskey and fortified and adulterated imported
wmes prohibited, and in lieu of that whiskey which is fit only for medicine
pure and wholesome wines introduced into general use, drunkenness wouldm time become as rare as it is in Spain, Italy and southern and middle
France. . .^ __^_ A. A.

ON THE IMPORTATION OF ENGLISH DOMESTICS

That Ontario is very inadequately supplied with domestic servante is a
fact that almost every housekeeper has forced upon her in a most unpleas-
ant manner—so much so that one might be led to suppose that the scheme
of the Hon. Mrs. Joyce, of Winchester, England, to send out servante
with well-attested characters, would meet with the general favour of
Canadian ladies. It only requires us to be convinced that the description
of servante needed would be sent for the *heme to be heartily supported
There are, however, several pointe which Mrs. Joyce in her St. Jam^
School-house address did not take into consideration. The first is Would
the cTass of domestics which she proposes to provide us with be the ones
we want here ? Secondly

:
Have she and her co-workers acquainted them-

selves with the duties of servants in Canadian homes, and the difference
between those required of them here and those in the " Old Country "

?
Again, are they aware that where one upper house-maid or pariour-maid
might be asked for, there would probably be a demand for a hundred good
plain cooks, and perhaps two hundred good general servante ? If Mra'
Joyce is desirous of making the supply answer to the demand it is obvious
she must acquaint herself with the qualifications sought for. . In a city
Uke Toronto there is an occasional demand for the really first-class English
servant who, knowing one line of work will do that and nothing more and
who, if she is a nurse, looks for an under-nurse, or being a good 'cook
expecte a kitchen-maid to do the rougher work for her ; but it would be
useless to flood the country with domestics of that description. They would
be sure to bg disappointed, and find it difficult to get places of the sort
Nor, on the other hand, do we want ignorant, incompetent girls who
would be more dissatisfied still. What we want are servante equal to
taking places in families where only one or two are kept, who would be
willing to work tat comparatively low wages until, having learned the
ways ef the country, their services would be worth aa much as the Cana-
dian servant

The demand for servante in our towns and villages is very great • bul
then It IS principally for general servante in houses where only one U kept
where the duties are various. Suitable servante for such situatiom. must
be willing to turn their hands to anythiag-good, phtin cooking and

laundry wort being the essential requiremente If Mrs. Joyce could sup-
ply us with girls of this sort, the demand for them would be practically
unlimited. The present general experience of" housekeepers in smaUer
Canadian towns is that emigrant girls demand more wages and do less
work thah Canadian ones

; that gi-atitude is an almost unknown quality
among them, and that as soon as their mistresses have taught them Cana-
dian ways they leave for other places. Good servante, willing to adapt
themselves-to new ways, cannot fail to get on in Canada, especially if they
will content themselves with living in our towns and villages

; and house-
keepers would haU v^ith delight any scheme which provided them with
such servante. *

In regard to securing a "home" or temporary resting-place for these
emigrant girls to recuperate after a long voyage, there can be little doubt
as to the necessity and humanity of the idea, .^ut the institute, if %stab-
hshed, should be at least partly self-stipporting, and a registry office ought
to be opened in connection with it That Toronto alone would be williiig
and able to support it is doubtful ; but call in the towns ^and villages in
Ontario to contribute, and* make Toronto the distributing point, and it
might succeed. The registration fees alone would be a good source of
income. Desirable as it may be for friendless girls to have a home for
them in the first place to go to, and afterwards to return to in case of
Illness, It certainly would not be conducive to the inculcation of self-respectm the young women to have ever before their eyes a home free of expense
for them whenever they chose to avail themselves of it A certain time
migbt be allowed immigrant s^vante to rest and look out for places after
which they might be required to^pay something for their board-as'low asum as possible. The fact of having a matron interested in their welfare
and a place from which their conduct would be taken notice of would"
surely be a great incentive for them to. do well, and at the same ti'me pre-
vent the.n from feeling the utter desolabfon of home-sickness, which must
necess-arily prevail to some degree on their arrival in a stmnge country
and also be a guarantee of their respectab iUty to their employers.

.

J. M. Lobs.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT AT WASHINGTON.

Washington, Nov. 4.

WASHlitaTON, like Toronto, enjoys the distinction of having been especiallylaid out, upon virgin soil and a definite pUn, for a pre-coLived pu^oseand It also resem^s the Canadian city in being the seat of a poEl•government Ite municipal development has some features of?«and some full of instruction.
i"w=reai,

It was in 1790 that the National Legislature accepted the present siteor the residence of the Federal Government, and, after ten yeaTspent inlaying out he future capital and providing partial acconfmo"atTon forCongress and the Executive, the officers, records and effecte of tlie (Tver^'ment were removed thither from Philadelphia. At that time the Pre^denTsmansion, the Congressional building and the offices of the four execut"te

i7Zr l^'^ "T^ T ^^ °P''" ^'^"^^ ^''^ ^'^' ^'^^^^^ ot commonbetween any two, and only an occasional house, or shanty or cabin to breakthe monotony of the surface of the land. Narrow plank fodt-walks werel«d from one p.O^c building to another, but theWl mod^^ travdBetween the legislative building and the executive offices, a mile or more„..,.,„ ™ u u u .
, ^ cicuuuve omces, a mile or more

b^hes
'»°"«l>ack, along a narrow bridle-path cut through the

In 1802 the city had attained a population of nearly 3,500 souls andthe question of local government had become urgent The memt'rs ofCongress knew but one form of municipal government, and that Theyapplied. The city was incorporated, with a council, elecU by the tax^payers, arranged into two chambers, and a mayor, armed with a qualifiedveto ''PO" th« "^ts of the council, who was to be appointed by the P^^dent of the (Jn.ted States in recognition of the'^intereste which IheNationa Government had in the affairs ot the municipality. It is significant of the fait^ which in those days prevailed in resject of the inherent

'J«f °W°1.'^"'°'^
°* ''"^' self-government that,^lthough Con^s^

ZwlZ^P^"" ^""VJTJZ P^T-'^^^^f legislation, and alth^ghthe Federal Government had by far the largest personal and properlyintereste in the new city, the grant of power to'^the city councTwS
TJ.^nTHl^^,'"°.?^

'"^^^"/""^foUBly added to from time to time.The puhho health, morals, safety, education, peace, honesty and comfortand the conveniency of trade, traffic and transportation were all coZiS
latSn

'" '""'*" °* **"'^°''' '^«'»°>««'' and leg^

In 1812, conformably to the growth of Democratic principles theselection of the mayor^was accorded to the city council, but thefr choioe

r'i^ *" * freeholder, and the members of' the council were^S^ ^be freeholders, and were to be apportioned among the wards of the city

r^Hn^
actual residents of their respective wards. Commissioners of

tL^ .1 M?-
Taxation and expenditure were to be ratably appo^

mi!^ * the several wards constituting the city. Another imporCmodification of the onginal scheme was the levying of the cost of 8pe3street unprovemente upon the adjacent property, but such improyeiTe^

X
5^

tSS^^^^Ji,^^
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vote, and by increased stringency of pro"isiorthi?!^?*^ . P°P?'*I
for general objects should ^ ex^nd'ed^irthVw^nfwW Wie^''''''!|:^^federal Government also ajjreed to bear ifo «,„ « , f^ levied, ihe

improvements l.ke adjacent privato o^nts'^ rbo„r.t°^'P"°'':' ''T'
General Government had to come tTthe finln.i.f I / ,'tu'""''

'°°' '''^

which had gotten badly into debt bv mtl * ^\f °^"** corporation,

canal, and ^ad issued great quint^LT oT-lfnT /
""'l -holly useless

and derangement of lo!al bus.neaa R,?/ . ^•'""P''"*f
">

'
'» the distress-

.^nunicipahfy were ^onJi,'::T:Zo^tlu; ZlLt's.^£t ''^

'h^steady progress in wealth and population
"'*''*««<*' """^ "»« «"7 made

ferm^iC InlTn^dl^r ifthe^fte""'/" ^^^ """^ °^ P»'"«-'
the rights of maa CWet re^Z tV^^^

"' ^"""'" ^''^^''^^ *'''l

from the electoral law of th^ caS th. J P°P"'f' ^P"'*"' """"'=''

should be a taxpayer ThereaftTr i . • ^T"*?"' *'"'' "»<='' ^°t«'

became characteri^zed by tJ^^bulTntClenre^'rl
''?'''"

k e*
Washington

stuffing colonization of vot^^ " co;k^l " 'V
T* ^"*'

''^i'^''^'.
^^'lot-box

The dr.ll-rooms of the militia companL and hr.rT r"'""''^'^'^volunteer firemen were invaded h/fhi tj .
fngme-houses of the

known as "heeJera" cCdtdais^r „ffi P°'''J"*i ^""^'"^^ "-"^

onlyfortymilesdistant by raitriXaf"^%i7/'^'«.<l
*<»» B*'tin>ore,

ruffians, self-designated ^ Short HairrSdfit'T^'"'^
murderous

carrying elections. This sort of thW Tasted tilft^K^- *°
"^'l' t"

Civil War in the spring of 1861 Infhf!^. 5^ breaking out of the

lican Congress es.^bUsLl a ^LJolitn^r system LTt ^^^"^
county or district in which W*»(„Lf ^ system over the entire

taini/g some six^ur squaTe mranrhar''':^ '"'' '^'""^ '='"^-

abo^t
^5 000 in al of wh.^h thr^l^rw^Tin^ehe :rt;

^"^""^'^"'^ ^'

and^tremLir/ate^I^^S^wttf^w^
surrounding slav'Lstates^^rj admitted rth'll

>nto the city from th^

power of appointing sui;>rdiaate officers ,,^'taTeri^:'^"-^
The

vested in the two branches of,the city co^n^^^ifw / ^^- "'^^°'' """^

this system municipal duties and inLTT "t""
«o°''«'»"<'n- Under

the taxpayers merd ei^ plunde^ The";''
''''''^1""^ ''^8'^'=*«'* ''"'^

credulous Lgroes were orKaSinTnbJ!^r°°^°' **"* '«°°'»°* ""^
clad in the shoddy unTfor^ whthTd h^^"'' 'f^T^'^l '"'^ b^gades,

in enormous numbers du^ng the ^r an^ /"''.'? T*
*°

*l'
Government

a naked device to gratify the ne^^l' lovl 7 l"^
*" ".^"y" »" fi'"«" =

,

secure to the handf^ul of unscrupTus whif .r**
parade, and to

staff of the quasimiliury oSatior th«T ;T*i*"'"^« ">« ^•"'^"'l

ficient to overbear the voL aTvc^^Vfhor^~\.°^ " ^'^r' ""'^ ''"^-

had still a meaning and a valua ^ ''''°°' 8°°^ government

The government thus based upon illiterate anrl ««« -iworked in the only way possible to it. WS a vear'^^o^''""
',5"'«"

alarmed at its own creation and repealed th« l!;^ 7 j '
^".'^S'^^'s became

permitted the municipality trmrfceTp^iaUmnrf"
'''."^ law which had

cost, adjacent to the national p"apert7-!^thl pTisirt
•'" '^' '"'''°'^^

a majoruy of private owne« L4g U^LCrZte yTeSedriSsfIn less thiin four years from the admission nf fi.„ « j ^ ^ '°°*-

the entire municipality was swept awTand a Lv ^"^r" *? ""* ^''"°'

the whole count/, ollcially des'lgnater^^^L^ZrcHf^t^^'"'!.'' °Tgovernor, a legislative council and a board „f „ f °^ Columbia. A
by the President, and a house of delegate, elecT^i bvTm ^l.^'^'t''''The two chambers were invested with «,L •

i
^ f

™»nhood suffrage,

the Board of Works tuLrouttob^Vedr'^'
egislative powers; but

and speedily reduc^ the lisfte ;aSivtcorrmrtt''F°*
*^'

"^^^'r^
grading, paving and sewerage weHXt^kea ;^,i,J"'°'"T"'

'"''^' "^

in contracts were boldly set aside »^ a ea^ltil^^ V^
* "'""Petition

ad these were obta ned hv ^«.Sk.„.^:
Hpropriawons

l^o/naamm Uth. 1M4.
Norman 18th, 1884.1
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werenec;^^ and tS^r;:^ ZTn^^h ^'^^t'''^^'-'''
"PP-P'-tion.

.tprs,adventu^'r8, lobbJTtsTdtSZtiS oT^T'T-^' '^' *"'"'^'^-

with the numerous Jrrupt'':ll\ri?h:t^'bo^f^

^^ngrzrr re^ti^vr^rn^''^-^^'"' Jc^u^tTb?
who hL oppo^d the p^ndt of the Z ,^«""^~'« ""^ Republican^

WashingtoSfand to r^^t thl of Klr^r^o "t,
*!'%P^°P'« "*

support to the gang. But popular .^prottio^n aLI r'sent^n ?h
' «".'"^

the country were at lengthVgreatly^rou^d thj retX^publican Party became anxious about tK«
waaers of the Re-

and after a vL attempt t^-whitewL^nr^rtfT^" *t« P"^J^ ''^'f.

formances, and the actTof the F^eTaTofficUUX hil^M'^.r"'* '^ P"'' '

it and the contractors, Congress passed l^A.t 7^r^ ^}^ themselves to

work of goveramen'TandrurtSr^unTci^a
t;Yni:'';^fctr;^^^^^commissioners to be appointed by the President Th» n- . *! «>' three

received news of this action while in LssiriTlndthli ^"°' '«»»'"««
began stripping the chamber of airtrmre^ble p^^rt^^'T^^^^^^^tinguished statesman itettini? a clock and .„«Vi. *w ^^^ ^ '*> '*'*' **'^

whence the name, " F^Sf^st irut » w^^^^^^^the annals of the city. This was ov«rtfr ' "''"°'' '' »"'• retains in

vote has been c.tinVJhXTotran:.^Z hfrrtr:^^^^^^^

i^olTnot-S'S^bTe t\tri ToLl'"'' 't'-'-''^'
demX "S^:

confer . priva^^rust STpo'n whc'r^r^vieS.
'"'' '"''^' ^ '''"^« *«

The present government is pre«dad over by . commi«ian consisting of

CORRESPONDENCE.

TH« LATK LORD ITTTOir.
To the Editor of Tht Week :

been .appUed. A 6opy i, pabUshl^lfT J^

"orroboration. additional evidence ha,
It sets forth that "t,"^y i„ jj^ xl,tT "Jl"

"' """' ^^'°°'' "^ »"<«•
M^yfair. London. h« «,S «, ^JS i/'^r":'

^

«« ««'*'«<» 8'-t.

and, .priogiag on he' lifcT.3 1!^. h l^!^""*
' ""° *" "'"'PP'^ «"> ^nife.

scream, broo/ht the J^erv rb^^'i'tfroT« ^d b".''"
"'"'^ """ ""

her through the world with .dim .n^ h^ ' "^ •" •"' •'" '^<>» honted

eridenoe of an eye-witaeM or .'» 7. -™.4K. L "' ""^ °' ''^ *« "*« th»
faote -itho. ha4g'".::::;,y"'j:.':r.\':i',,,:»ThXrr "^'"^" °'
witnew. No eervantt were i.r^.nk — 41. ..

^" 'aay "aid wa« not an «,-
..«. a udy.. «aid ^^z::::^^!'^-^,::^^::::z:'^" ^-^.wear that eh. wm p„„„t and «w and h«rf iVril BTt-wtT

'"'"" **

.avioion upon it i. thai in Lady Lyltoa'^tel .^i' ; »k ^ ^""" "*" "^«'

and in th. other •• .p„Hing of b.::^
' atd^X '^^NoV'lLZ':"t " ^

'''""
that ih. maid w„ not preeeat. and did not t^^\J7^J^^ *°'"'"" **" *"»•
th. word. nMd are Lady Lylton'. own. « .!!! < -T T.

""" *"• "^ ""»*

-aid-. l..„n had ^n\.Zi Zl:J:^Zl::^'""^ T'^'^' ""*^wpay.._u on uu.dU. ;;:.";2X' ui::L ;:ru;K5

engineer-commissioC^'lnd 'to whomThe .h*'"'
"', T'"''

'"'°^" « "">
especially committed The inde^«nT . . *T "^ "»« public works is

been abolished and those departr„t ^^''^'iL
^'" """^ '"'*'"> ''°*'-<l^ have

ents appointed by the cLr^Se"? Tfra'^T ^' /'"«'•« -perintend-
the commissioners, revised b; the sTcreuJy of th« T^^''*''

'' ^^^^''^ ""^

amended by Conirress Th« ^21?.^^.^ .the. T^asury and passed or
by taxation, a„fT licenses unon°°';i!"°.°"""'°"''-'"''f-"'«'"°''»'^*
daily deposit their groscolL^iT, "".k^

"'^'^^' ""^^ occupations, and
dollar de'posited the ^Srt^''S,menttd"*''r ''"^r^- ^^ -«»»
arranged ihto funds for the var^ZTk .

* '*''"*'"- ^he deposits are
Budgft Act; disbu;slrnt\rrd:trtarrarta "''V'T' '" ^''^

sioners, and the acjounts are aPtt^Tt„ L ^ '^'^**" ^y the commig-
ury. The whole rate of taxation , ^ ! *"u'''fi'"

"^ "»e Federal treas-

personal property" mitt iTa^rerfnd'S ^"rfh "P^ -?' ^-^
made by the general ffovernmentin^„ a .• ' .

'''' *'*e contribution

sionsand theextravafaltscale uporwh, h'tt'''"''^ ^ •""'™°"« P^^^*"-
national purposes, keeps he c tvTd 7 . ^f"^ ""^ ''"«" '*''* °»* '»••

suppli^ the yearly interest unon .1, """"'^.T*"
»°^«rned and provided,

worLTandmLstherJqurem^rsoJ trint'* f*]"'
by the board of

gradual extinction of the debT is an off^:'* ^^^ esUblished for the
laid upon private owners by the board „fi t.

'"'"°"'' assessments
no assessments for local imDrovemPnt h u'

''^"^**" ^^^' »"<! 1874,
year, and Congress realiziW thln^f

^"^^ *""" ">'"^« "'""^ '^e latter

brought ab<mfbyr:irelitrt^^lt3-^i!i7^°'- the saturnalia

recovering from their distress and exh'aSon ' P"°P'' ''^erally in

and smX's;rurr''ltsTrilra"jl/r'°''«' -<='--« "^ «-getown
aryline is fourteen mJesa^und The -tiZr ";'"'*"' '''«^''"''''-

made for the District of Columbia and n^/ « °m "P/^P"*""'^' "«
fully seven^ighte of the revenue and lr«nHr"""*"^J°''

'•»« <="^> ^^'
The yearly expenses may bl thn, ^n

^='P.«°'*''"'-« "re chargeable thereto.

and contiienSllZO^OM mlinfr°""°'''':^^i'^'^^ ^"^-^^ ^^'^"^
sewers, etc.: a/OO 000, ;^r'servTe25^o'ooo^'^''''°S^^^^^^ °' «'«^'*'

«100,000; fire department. SIM 000 v '
*"'?''• ^'^O-OOOj Police,

830,000
;
charities'aad corS;'°|^25 OOrLr^'l^^^^^ ^^'''^'

interest and reduction of dfebt «1 225000 ' ^""""n ^"k |35 ),000^
these amount, one-half is rafsed Ji'^^^'^^*^ ^ '"l'«=«'laneous>«25,000. dt
is voted from the public t'aL':?^% "^^^^^ ''ZTt "f

''^ °"'«' ''*"
by reason of their great width, such a^Tsl^nd S^fl^tT

"'"
^^T"'*'^Criminal, charitable and Pdn^af.Jr..! "t " '*** ^"^ ™*ny of them,

reason of the grrtnumberlrpe'T, ''^P"'"^'^'^ « -""eh incVeased by
business for, o'r with.The Gel'^^ZrZ^^'P"™'-"^ *° ^''^^^^ *° "^^

ineffi^irnra^^ilf^^^eTrript'^lf^ihfnL^^^^^ '''**^ " "-"^^-''^
with the disfranchLment ofthe .. t^^ffVhile ''"r Ti' t^PP^''*^
municipal work as a whole is dnn« ^^t^-J,-^^^' ** *° *!>« former, the
fire ani" sanitary servltt^ prX:S'u?r;;alte;::i'^^^"-'l-f

'

Reviewing thte history of 1~..I „X„"'—certainly not surpassed.

Stand out clea*r_that fto'onz ^L^JZ''"''''''/'-^'^^'''^""'' '^^ '»«t»

from the class thatfelt StTy the olf 7 '""^ officebearers were chosen
ceeded upon reasonaSe andS^C «P-dlture pro-

nnder a system wherein tho^ wh„ ^ *
this experience repeats itself

control of t'hose who frthe'^iLt ^rf om Cali"" "''J'^
'^°"' "»«

than their indirect loss from ^-^te Z"'^Z^^'^QntriV'T^'lthe admission to the electorate of a nr»^^ j ^'
«

°*^^' ''^nd,

know that they are being tax^ by a cha'?^?^'"""""
°*

"i^^^""
^'>'' "^ly

them are incapable and towS^ of thL
reasoning of which many of

alwaysresulteS in municipa?rltiri^;o3rCiST^^^^^^

__1 L^ C. F. R

zt:: i't:ut;"t:rr:zr; ' r"'
°' -^--si^o-i^ be^orth-

oorroborative evidence hid eL ;«!: Thed? 'T '" '''''' '" "<• "^'^ « "«>

a posmble eait in the " Divorce Coart • tf
''''''""^°'' " «'*""' '" «<" °P in oaee of

the state of her health to appL pel^T ? " ''/ '"^'' " """• '™-
oeedinge of that court are well !^JeTt el^I

^''°'';.,"*"' "« "«""'" "*"> '"« P"-
It appears from the somewZ h T ."'""' °' """ '"'"' *" '"" "^conxnon.

Lytton oondoued ali thS thri'd IZt "auTh":"
''"" ^ '"^ "'•"" '''"' ^"^^

will be matter of opinion ^vhothBrVh V , .
"" ^"'^"^ *" "'"'? ^S^l. It

outrage ae the maid dZibee I 1 h 'r '
^'"""^ """" P"""'"" '"'''' "««" -"h

determinatiott-tipon aZiltion ll / •'' '''"''°' '"' "°' "' ^*'' "''«• *" » <^-^

"I haVe only to say Tp" " that t
," "k'''''

^' """ '*"*« ^« """" '^ »»» ="
unpardonable insults alLTurlylahZ' '""'""" '^ ""' """"^*«'''^^<' «"»•

On no oondderation whatever wril'm,.wi.r
""^P""'*'^ "-P-"! <»• ^o"' I'usband.

.Uowing Mrs. Bulwer (as she Ta hen) ,2 Oob''"'

»«-""' The deed of separation

children, and »i60 a year additirnal Zr . , .
^•"' "'"• ""* °"'"°<'y °' ">« '"»

the re-tricted circum': aVc'c !!!Z; it/J l]'^'
^^ -' -«enerous, considering

Mr. Buiwer. at that time The In '"*"„\"''8 "'"<"' '"'y'""' »h«ir means-oftime. This also is a weU-known part of big personal history

T J \,.
DNBQUAL BPPECTS OP PROHIBITION.

Co the Editor of the Week :

prohS:L,;r^ ^"r'.ht ::i !;rrri°" " '^ •-" ««' ^-^
involved in it either goes too far or 17/ '^

u ^° ""^ "'"'''*"8- ""> ?"«""?!•
'

-pacie. Of class legis.atTon in If.; as 7\X ""r"'' .
'" ""' '"' P""'^' '' -™1-" *

of certain interests. The e s risko, U not^" r'"' .'*""r
"*'" ""'"''^ '" "™«'

predict from its operation, but he^is 1:17 7"" /
'"•" ""'"' '"""« P'^P'"

hazard mo.,y Of those .h^ do Jl^^^ZZ::^aTiiT''- " '' "' '''

»y for th^t purpo/e-saving o much ml? t^
"""''"'*"^ "^ ''"''S ""-I ^o not

a moral duty and a cLisln Tri, i
^:,

^'""' """ P'"'*'" f**^ -""f-sa^rifioe i,

others the P^ivtge o^^^ :L rplr"^^^^^
'"-^ '""'^ ^^^ 'o .

-ria„.„,. ,„, ^, compulsornyliT /ndt i^nh'ef: "l^V
'*"

to give up not only the indalgenoe but th«7r ^^rif^*^^ ^ ""''' '*"» ""««
Were they tfemseL to ^iveTnot'onirtrnllftrrZ;' tt^^eV^^^

- r;^L'L^^::L::•;''rs:el^;e""T"--"^
the expose meaning of thrown j;* ""' """"""""• "" ~''''°' «"«' «-"»<«o'.

Ofth^i:;rrt:r^sirr::2;r'5r ---
=:':rt:^:^::-n;u::r^'--^r"^^^^
of the beneficial influences pophesTe^Thev.^ ""r"

'"'' '"' n°°-Performance

honour. But what of those wTotcul each'risk r^haToMJ'o
'^ "T

'''""''

rr^err^-^trrre-iter^ '"~— -^rel^L^^^^^^^^^^^^

the ventuL prove » flSerCatrnrartTl'^rbeter^r
d''""^emphasize their confidence by partially insuring the rT k If 1! h \ """

why should they hesitate? Why not legally bind th!m i . . . '"' '''^"''•

percentage of their earnings, or stTpends or incol
*" "'""' °™' ™ ""'<"'

'

lost by these working.men'o;t or;*:::';:;' nrgs'^ 'ZTlT '"
'T"^"goes too far or not far enough in not legally incXg ^1 cl.'se^ inT'"

"''"
responsibiUties of a common venture The emnlov^r. „mT !.

P««°niary

being rained, cannot help them -a 'Jde wZL Z„n [ l"
"""l«""y«<» ''•d".

which was neither created nor inventerbv thot1 T.
°' '"""'^ '""°'**^- •""

a means of making a living^at of it
" "" '""««'^ '" «"»'«""' '"-«<»

Arto worktog-men who are not total abstainara Tho„ wii k ^.T ,

af work can be found at .U. simply depriveroTl^i/iO n^ssi^t lu'T

'

mthout ^y correspondmg benefit materially, and great loss morally, shol ^"^
^tJtLrLt:-L^:;:r£e7Si-

«

^~p^
eiTort^orJ^ Vital exercise of faculty is dieastrous'to m^t^^ Tol'l^ "T"'

INDIAN SUMMER

HeT fht^T ^"^ ^'^ '''" S"^-^ *™ ''"'"''^ i« the yellowHere, where the green remains, rocks one little fellowQuaker m gray, do you know that the green is goingTMore than that, do you know that the fellow isVoiing I

?ITa1^°T' '^° '^°\''"°^ "*'' y"""- yo-th is flying:That Age will soon at the lock of your life be prying?*Lover of Life, do you know that the brown is goZ ?More than that, do you know that the gray is ^owia| 1 •

. SBRAirua.
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GENTLEMAN DICE, 0' THE 0RE7S
W. were chums, Dick and I, in the old college days :Came to gnef on the "Oaks," and enlisted-fhe G^ey^Neer a braver than Dick ever sabre-blade drew ^ '

And his bright handsome features and devil-care waysWon the soubriquet " Gentleman Dick, o' the Gre^t "

Jet he fretted and chafed at our barrack-room life

H9?rr-'»'--"--' --^

Which for him, gallant heart, was the pathway of shame.

Accurs'd be the hour when Bulstroder HayesExchanged from the "Line" to our troop fn'' The Grey,
".

?wLt' r°' °*//"" '"•"''^ » martinefs frown- ^ 'Twas a story oft k^own in a garrison town-When recruit and scarr'd veteran were under the ruleOf a tyrant from India, or a youngster from schoor

Hayes showed "the black heart " in a thousand of waysAye he made life a hell to the men of " The Greys^^ =-

WUhTh^T' ^°"r '^"'P' "" *•"«« ^'de, of a squareS 1 hi« iT7' ''"f'""''
"""^ "'""ngle" there; 'And 1 his old friend, saw him, led to his shame-

Lw t h i*""^
""' °° * ""'='' lionouped name-

Frl tL t' '''"'^ ''»°°S'' ''"'l ^he flesh torn ' Ah wellFrom the young heart they crushed rose a demon of hell

H^hlf'j.T";"*" T" ^'"'^^^'^ one morn, all aloneHe had fled where the brand of his shame ^as unknown •And the months atme and went ; then a rumour of Wa^
'

Flung a s.n«ter gloom on tl,e fair lands afar
' °' "^"^

TW "Thra'^
""^ Pa-^e with an answering 'roar.That The Greys "had the route for the Crimean shore.

Th.' ^J^ °°"''' '^^'"'" °"'' Sr™P«-shattered ranksThe Vladimir regiment burst on our flanks

Iffh„ R*" *" '
""' '"''* «'^h-li"le parr;ing there-^If the Ru«,ian8 were demon,, what devil, we ler^ -

Right nobly our handful disputed the field,For a Briton,can die, tho' he never can yield. _^i ,

^hree Russians beset me ; at last I fought free.Made much of my charger, and turnedAiodHk^e I

^nl^r'; ^u'^T''
'=^"«« Bulstroder Hayes?And, n^ist the infuriate yells of "The Greys "

Deliver cut six^nd Hayes drbpp'd from hi, 'horse ' - "

And his curs^wnthen lips were the lips of a 00^:

O^! nA 'f 1 ^^ «'^'' ^ *^*^«« him in death
;
-One pnck of the spurs in the flanks of the gr^y '

Three bounds, and I held the fierce Russian at bay, -

'

V^rl. 1. J ,f
,'h«!"--trumpeter sounded " the whi^l," ' '

From his skuU to his teeth I had crimsoned the steel.

As the sabre-cleft helmet diwovered his fkce

~
As he fell fVom his charger in death. I had ^ace

^""^
For a glance-oh my God !_at those wild staring eyesFor one look at those features upturned to the s^fef '

^Ai T^ i
"" *''" '*^'^'"' "^y ''"''« all ablaze, ^For the dead man was « Gentleman Dick, o' the Greys."

'

Hkrkward K. Cockin.

^

^r^e'^ti" ^re^r^L^^%^:JiJ^^^^^revealing the inner%onceit which cyn^.^ s^ polLl' TmS' ''"^ "''^"
men attribute to so many, w«Tild sav that h«^h^?! ""**• *°'^ ""«««•

of the Parthenon, or the ^fCunl^^own Jl T '^ «"•?»" t*** builders

and England se;en huVdS^ J^a^":!"^^:*"" e^ «f
™-y -d ^-ce

vunble in the finest Gothic CathednOa-^pior °°''"''*^ '^^
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TYNDALL ON THB "RAILWAY MANIA," TBAOHINO, ETC.
In the course of an address at the Birkbeck Inatitiif« h,^A ^„ *k

experience of his life. Professor Tyndall said .-It m^ pLe't some o?you young Birkbeckians from considering your fate speciX hlrr ^!from being daunted, because from a veryi^ ievd you ^a"e i> cUmb avery steep h.11, when I tell you that, on'quitting the Ordnalcelurv^y in1843, my salary was a httle under twenty shillings a week. I have oft^nwondered since at the amount of genuine happiness which'a young fe?low

1 fthaf Cn r"« '"' ^•*''^'-

^In
°' ""«• ""'^ -traTeven frompay like that Then came a pause, and after it the mad time of the rail

nnYnTo' l''"'
^ -«« able to turn to account the knowledge I had linedupon the Ordnance Survey. I was in the thick of the fray It*^^ afame of terrible toil The day's work in the field usually be^^n and en^e^with the day's light, while frequently in the office, and morfesSiv 2the awful 30th of November drew near, there wai ittle differe^JTSwee^day and night, every hour of the twenty-four being absorCrth^ Zfe

=^ If fhT'^r"- f
""""^ ^"'^ ""™ '"•'"^«« 'J""" bl the strain and laWOf that arduous time. Many pushed through, and are still among us "nrobust vigour

;
but some collapsed, while others retired with lar^ fortunes/but with intellects so shattered that, instead of taking their pKi^ the^ntrank^of English statesmen, as their abilities entifled themTdothevsought rest for their brains in the quiet lives of country gen^lemS Inmyown naodest sphere I well remember the refreshment Toc^Wallvderived from five minutes' sleep on a deal table, with " Babble^dcSlogarithms" under my h«.d for a pillow. O^ a certain da^uX Satepenalities, certain levels had to be finished, and this particula^ day ~mone of agony to me. The atmosphere seemed filled withm^ d/moTaughmg at the vanity of my efforts to get the work done. m/wSStaves were snapped, and my theodolite was overthrown by die Srm*When things are at their worst a kind of anger often takes^he p£e of

T K.^T T '"'*'« P'««e''t i^ot^nce
; I pushed doggedly on anHusta nightfall when barely able to read the fibres on m% leveuL staff I& .rr* ",^'^'=^-«'«'^" ona tombsSneinHa^AhChLhyfrfClo^ at hand was the v.«^e of Mr. Bronte, where the geniusw^Swhich soon

_
afterwards burst forth and astonished the world, "t w^time of mad unrest-of downright monomania. In private residen^^dpublic halls, in London reception rooms, in hotels and the sta^s ofTo(^samong gipsies and costermongers, nothing was spoken of but the ItaL ofthe share market, the prospects of projected lin4, the good fortm." of the^ler or potboy who by a lucky stroke of bus^ess hfd clear^lTlO 000High and low, nch and poor, joined in the reckless game. DJin^Tvprofessional connection with raUways I endured three ™eeks' m^f I^

ship endured in either office or field : but it was the possession of^rtainshares purchased in one of the lines then afloat. The ^h^list of .Te day

Stock Exchange. I became at last so savage with myself that I went to

thing. When railway work slackened I accepted, in 1847 a post a^amaster of Queenwood College. Hampshire_an establishment whiTi. still.inducted with success by a worthy principal At Queenwood CoUeS I

t^ R /t T^ ^- "^""wledge he must, of course, be master of hiswork. But knowledge is not all. There may be knowled«re^?W '

power-the ability to inform; without the ability to stimulate Sti "otogether in the true teacher. A powerT>f chara\^r must u^derS afdenforce the work o the intellect There are men who can T^u^ andenergize their pupils-so call forth their strength and thTpl^^^ of ftae^ercise-as to make the hardest work agreeabk. Without^ STowerSw: questionable whether the teacier can ever really enjoy his^S
wJtH It I do not know a higher, nobler, more bless^ Jmngt^^^Tithe man who, scorning the "cramming" so prevalent in our day co^erte

claimsthTbew5 cSLn^T'P"?'^''"' "' '^^ New York Herald
^ithout havin;^3pLrdTtle'n^:»hroU"Tn^ ZTTsGovernment anticipates the early bankruotcv nf fh^ . Fv^"
interest charges are'' already Se.OO^O.^O^y^^I^r.-UtJ^CtJ^

fa th long .and carefully preserved by his anc^to™ and''b'^''rr' °/
'^^

mitted to bim.-LondJi Spectator ^ *«<=««*<'". and by them trans-

the knowledge he im^ into-;Te;e7tol^t e«;:^ ^d" tZ'g:^^^^^^^^^^growing minds committed to his care. At the time here refe^ to I h^emerged from some years of hard labour the fortunate posses^o^two orthree hundred pounds. By selling my services in thed^t mlrketdunng the railway madn^ the sum might, without dishonourXvTbeen

when offers became lavish-«nd temptation strong. I did not put my money

l^ive'uy"'
''"'''•'^'-'^^^ '^^ ^^«- °f '^f-ndilg it in stud/at a gZ^

The Webk has secured such favour, that it has b^n' able to make

'^TA:raS:i;::T^el''
"""•'"'^ -*^''^- -^-^'^ •^ ^^^

-'

-but it is not, or should not, be their w»y-SharehMe^ ^
" »„^r""'fr." ^ ^5"'^ 'f

''^" •" *'»•' ^'^^ ^^^ « certainly the"fundamental" industry, m the original a. in every other sense of theword. It « at the bottom with .11 the others on tip pluud^" it Wlegislative permission.—JTomtofta /Vm Preti.
"uonng k oy

If Groyer Cleveland is elected President, he is elected to a burden ofresponsibility greater than any Pnmident hw borne iinoe tJLS^ h'W been chosen as the first distinct repre«,ntative of theTi^ctple ofreform of the Ci^rvioe and at the same time as the representLtite of apMty which haa been out of power for a quarter of a o^tJj.^B^^^

s~-

thing which tends to mere costliness ought to bp avoid^ ^he .„^^"

'^'.^Z''LZ:^:rZX'''''' " representU-Xhrm
ide^r^Z^lnlJ"^

''^'^^- " "^^ '^**' "^°'
^
•*« f^^' '-^'i controlling

ie^^fti^K
'"'"^'''"^^ by impure mists ^ its phrases of deepest import arf

tive that at last the two seem to move in the same orbit »n,l f„ vii ^
the same Ulustrious company.-TA. ChrUti^nTni^

""^ *° ^'""^ *»

A iriOB<^^^ce Orcby, who has just died at Carthage Landing N Y

uarvej Birch, in the revolutionary story, " The Spy."
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captivaUnfstvk mf

'

f^aterdegree of preparation, or in a more

completeness to his project, by dealing at once with the largnubie^t

letd rstand
' '''"°' °'

^^^^
V=-p'«on of the continenr'ffisSg

trat^han muk" P'""?!""'"V ^'^'^.''•»«*'>«"- -« ««t from his pen a volumethat shall fill the gap from the beginning of the century to the Conquest is

fi^reVaT'^''* ".•' "" *° "^""'^ *•>« ^"'''S ^^ »'' ''^^^'^-as of Zurget
tuT A n'.ri'^r;^.^

'^'''^ which complete the series of historical pTc
•* i!^t . P !

°* *''* P'"*^**^* '° ^^^ P'^'^t volume will give the reader

' worth" Iteriart'T'"'^
"""

''r'^r'^
^"^ *"™'«''«<* hims^lf^t?th tTusiworthy material for his new work. In its. preparation he has laid undertribute the archives of both continents. To quote the author " he suWe^t^ been studied as much fron> life and in ^h. open airt "at the Si^

Sstorian Tb'
°°1 ''""kS"

'^' '''"'' °^ ^'- ^arkman's succeri^^hi8to™n. The volume before us may »e said only to lead up to and not

delk wi?h if
^°''*'='^1'"^ alone, and «,t Wolfe, is introduced. The perioddealt with 18 confined, m the main, to the years 1754-57

; buk within these

ofTeTr.Jr'f""'""^''
ground gone ovL, and a pictur'e presented to'^of the trend of events immediately preceding the fall of Quebec. A few

England, political, social, and milita.ry, of the Second G^rge ; and theFrance, with the glitter and silken nobility, of Louis XV. and the Pompa
thT; ^ " P^'T' *° ^^^ P'"*"""^ "^ '•'^ ^'^ »'»d political aspects ofthese nations, we have a crayon sketeh of the attitude of the other Europeanpower, and a silhouette of the American combatants. Here are two sjec^

period
*"""""' ^"'*"'"^* °* *^^ '°"'*^ ^"Sland and France of the

Te hrstdZJ "*^ '!«''> "* '"*"' "^'^ '"°'-'' "'^^rness and effect, as

hP Z.^ T .f ? accumulating material bearing on the case. Everythinghe probes t« the bottom; and his Judgments are given with a frX^and dispassionateness which well become the historian. We are ternp^once more to make a quotation, with which we take leave for Te pSof this most interesting book. The extract is from Mr ParkmanCumming up of the chapter on Acadian expatriation.
^arkman s sum-

wholesJe expatriatio™it warnot m,t Tn^^l » ^.'"f,
P'"*** "^ *« ""'«' ""^M"' »'

persuasion l,^ IZ^A^' TyZ '^Th.J^ZXlrZV^ P'T''' °! "*??'""«' ""*
eoolesiastical, had made somoToi of foree a niessitv W„ r '

""^'
^'''''J'^'

""*

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

If politics had run to oommoDplaoe. so had morals • KnH ..< «« u.j „i-

tZT^'^UT""" "'
V^"

'"'' -«°-»Plai°^trt British coura^rha^dTtoThere was htUe s.Rn to the common eye thut, ander a dull and lang^ surface forces

over the gaming-tables of Bath; the ostrich-plumes of grfat ladies i^«l^*wUh thepeaoook- feathers of coartesans in the rotunda at Banelagh GaMans • anH ^^nT™ i 5

it HJl!n ff"^''.?' '•'?(^"°.«'') monarchy was declining with the ideas that had given
Jt

life and strength. A growing disrespect for king, ministry, and clergy was b^^Tn^
vaueys and low places of the kingdom were dark with misery and squalor its heiahuwere bright with a gay socfety-elegant, fastidious, witty-craving theTleLto,» ofthi

¥r^L?L^1^ i""^""'-
^"*"'" ""* U'Alembert were beginning their r^olutiona«

revolt oTa"'^lio^r"'"'S J" '°f^^f """ ^"' °°""' "' ^^ """l eloqaence-^e wUd
^J^l.ltV?''^."'^^^^ •<«°i'" »K»'°«' » 'O'W ot 'al»itie8 and wrong7 Thesalons of Pans, cloyed with other pleasures, alive to aU that waa racy and new w«lcorned the pungent doctrines, and playe.i with them as children "uT^thTrethhil^no d^er

; as time went on
,
even embraced them in a genuine spirit othol^'JTg^.

^1 for humamty. The Bejolution began at the top-in the world of fashion bi^?h

CoiTli'f, « ** propagated itself downwards. " We walked on a carp^^o flower
'•

Count SiSgur afterwards said, •" unoonsoloas that it covered an abyss '
till the otjfyawned at last, and swallowed them. ' '

*^'

Such WBs the social condition of the two nations that were a'Uut to take

w 1^ lr^4 ,'^'^'i *"* ^^^ '^^'^'y """uggle for supremacy in the NewWorld. Mr. Parkman introduces the picture to account for the imbecili-
ties that E9»rked the relations of both countries with their kin across the
Atlantic. ,In the, opening and following chapters are strikingly set before
the reader the difficulties the coloniste had to contend with in maintaining
a contest, not only against the forces of civilization, but against those ofNature and barbarism. The sceiie shifts from the Ohio to the Bay ofFundy, or from the St Lawrence to the Monongahela. Every tribe of Indians
successively confronU us, and every phase of the Jesuit is presented to viewWe have the episodes of Acadian expatriation, and the horrors of the
Indian massacre on Lake Gcorge-the fall of Oswego and the attack and
surrender of Fort William Henry. Nor is the interest confined to eventa.
Washington and Jumonville; Bigot and Vaudreuil; Winslow and Shirley
Braddock and Dinwiddie ; Dieskau and Levis-all live again and play'"
their part m history, so far as the volume goes. Montcalm we are first
introduced to in France

; but the scene quickly shifta from the domestic hap-
piness of the family-seat at Candiac to the barbarity of Indian pow-pows at
Montreal and the sickening sights of cannibalism and the war-dance onLake Champlain. .The portraita of Montcalm, of De Levis, and Bougain-
ville, his companions-in-arma, and of Vaudreuil, the Governor of New
France, are full of interest, to the Canadian reader especially. The descrip-
tive pa«a^ are many aad graphic. Some nwttem of hintoiy J^r. Park-

l^lP^^n ^"^'"^
°L'^'^^

^'^^ P"^** an unintentionally comic articleby Mr. McGovern on " Some Aspects of Music " This ^7t\^^^ a
to prove, first, that a musicbox, Lugh it b^gL by'JeliSi'.^g th: heXr"becomes afterwards somewhat monotonous. " There needs no^L.f'
lord, come from the grave to tell us this." He next ^vs thaf^^ '

""^

however well played, hks the same result ; that a^fr^^ is ifttLKPr"'
that a fuU orchestra and large chorus lac'k variet^ ofCT anj ttfL'fact never wiU reall*v«rs of music escape this monotony uitiltn a f^tu^ehfe they hear the " ten thousand harps " of Milton. PossiKven tWmay pall on a person of so ardSht a temperapient, unless he pelade^ s^meof them to be a httle out of tune as a fillip to his jaded smrit MrMcGovem commences by the remarkable assertion that, " To p^pie bornwith a musical ear '-that is, with a tympanum stretched tigK elu^hto respond to the upper octaves of vibration-it (the music-box^fsX *
an unqualified delight at the early hearings. LomeZes the^ L ^L'peculmrly true that the sensation of pleasure never departs, and th^ mpWvibrations continue to be the only music entirely in harmony with Znature of the hearer/' What news this will , J for muSs^"yhave hitherto supposed that he who could appreciate the smallest' shadesof difference m pitch had the best ear for music ;. but. according toTi^theory, the most perfect ear is that which approaches nearest t^tk!
ception of the highest notes of the twelve oC^'ves wWch form thftheor^:!ccompass of the human ear. If the tympanum be subjected t^unuS
r^V'° f *^

'TT '
^•"'damental note, the perception of acuteTundswi 1 be heightened but the general sense of hearing JiU be dutled thTr^btn<rt^mproved. This can be easily tested by closfng the nose^d mnnthanVsending breath out of the lungs. By this air^is bloZ though tLeeustachian tube into the cavity of the tympanum, foreing the i^mbraneoutwards and stretehing it. This raises its fundamental note'SXsIt power of vibrating in sympathy with low notes, increases ts «Z ofsympathetic vibration upwards, and, on the whole, impairs the ^Z ofhearing. Mr McGovern goes on to say that those who have n^Hhisnatural gift of appreciation of the higher notes become in time tLd of Sieeffect of the musicbox. An explamition of the phenomenon would b^mteres ing. as the in8trument> question certainly cofttains bassTweUas treble notes

;
m the meantime musicians will be inclined to credit thesapeople with a more developed musical taste than a less developeTmS

ear. Mr McGovern modestly includes himself in this inferL cTaT^he not only confesses to getting tired of the peculiar "iLivour" «f tWmusic-box, but ar«, says tlmt. having attended a piano recital of s7ve«?"hours duration, that instrument had the same effect upon him The d^gramme of that recital, would be a curiosity, as the aveVLe length of su^a performance IS about an hour and a-half, at most two hours : but"several hour." of piano recital would certainly be apt to pall, sr^ouU^veral hours of pictures as any one knows who has "done" he entireBurlington House exhibition m one afternoon. Of the piano he saysIts fla.vour is so marked that, except to him who is willing to havecharity, there is no difference in tunes. It is not a Rubinstein ' Pres duRuusean, nor a Beethoven Sonata, nor a Mendelssohn ' Sone WithoutWoWa. It IS 'Piano,' a remarkable and interesting thing but above all
things . Piano.- " Instead of " charity " a mpsical far wo'u'ldt mt/^
ful for distinguishing tunes, and would then be much better employ^than in appreciating the " upper octaves of vibration " aad proving that h
1 ?k"' k^ uT" *'"•!?« °^ the music-box. The write^ goes on to say
that this, which he considers true of the music-box and piano " May we
can opine, be true of the organ, the vast orchestra-aye. even' the festival
with a thousand voices arid two hundred instrumente." and concludes bvsurmising that only in a future Ufe shall we get the disembodied essence ofmusic that he longs for. He seems to consider that the only necessary
proof of the musio-box. piano, organ, and orchestra being on the same dead
evel of monotony is his dictum, "we can opina" We can opine much '

that 18 not the case, and certainly more proof is needed to support such asweeping assertion. The piano, it is true, has only' one timbre (the techni-
cal term translated by Mr. McGovern into the inelegant word " flavour "{and for those incapable of appreciating the endless shades of expression
gained by the varying touch of an accomplished pianist it may be monotonoua The organ, however, has an enormous variety of tones and com- •

binations, whilst the orchestra is practically unlimited in ito resourr«.
There are, certainly, limits to the length of time that any ear can listentomuMo, as there are hmits to the capabilities of the eye for enioyinii
pictures without fatigue

;
but, within these limita any one who can !o^.plain of monotony should ceaae to be considered musical »t all. There wq
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are so " true " that they nev^r t re of th«
'
l^" P'-S?'" '•""" «*"

The programmes were as follows : -Toccata maior T ^ R^K^ Pn

[No»MttiB :3th, 18M.

0HE8S.

oaiM 0/ Tra Wa«K. Toronto.

IKoiKmamm ISth, 1884.]

THE WEEK.

PROBLEM No. 67,

ComjxMed for Thb WsBlt by E. B Green-
shiBlds. Montreal Ch«88 Clab.

(No. 55 corrected
)

BLACK.

PROBLEM No. 58.

TooRNHT Problem No. U.
Motto :—" What I no soap t

"

BLACK.

WHAT IS CATARRH i

c»t»«.ifr°" **• "'**' «''*"• I Woo- 1«.

Z«i„ J .
°® <** **!« noHo. This uuriuiff.A >

wSSd ia th. w'\t",--'*°''Wd state of theuioou, aa tbe blighted oorpueole of uh«rnl«

m«rf??„,''th»<'"
''' «J'P'''»>». meroi,?'t^xo.•

S the Xn /"*""""' <" "''' "fated matter
ventilated ;u''P™'""' Inspiration, badly
Po?,ol« th^"""'^ apartmeuta, and other
¥hM^J:t '^''' S^i-uiinated in the blood

a"o ever ?e.3^',!>"',;;
co„«,uu 8tat« o? irriS-

and dn-n ^J'
".'"'-'' "Pi-?*! up the nostrila

Mu>?n7^,T'„'" ?""»• °?back of the tlmfat
SSSSf. ^'f""" "' "« throat; up the
fn*^ th^ i"^'?'

'"'"?'°« rteafue., bTrrow
usurii „„ ?h

"' ""''''• "au'ing hoameneM
"ub^ e2d^t.''i^'"i

"^"'"'•e of the bronchialtuoea, ending in pulmonary ooneumptlon and

Canada's High Class Pianos
ar«ul?SSl'gr„'t,S'c£6.' '"°"'* '" "^"^ '"l, to manufacture imch fine pianoforte.."-

KattL IN TORONTO.

language with which he or she is not familiar M l« Rhl>! •

mid-way back in the orchestra stalls of the Ooera H,ii,<u, ^ """"^ ."er

evident that, though she speaks in English she thfnksln i^°'''r"'' " If

triri'^.'t""^™'^^^'^'^'^
-pha-sistitVc^rt's' e^u,fs^^"i'^;o.?:?tTie talented tragedienne is thorouehlv Prfin^h „ =f„i j frr"^ *"'

be no question; though as Fz,o«n« she occaaionall? forget^ tTat the r^Tuthat of a young girl, and poses as the mature woman. tL was sdISiv

™ *"
n"'", ", *

i"*"°'='
«"=<=«^' '''^'1 'he emotional trS^Tf thi"'name is well calculated to exhibit her particular 8tvl« TK^Z u . .u

six acts interest is not allowed to fla<. ic^rlT^ ! Vu'
^'"^°"8'»°"' ""e

play is constant and intelligrbCand^^h "d3 ?iv^.'°T'^'"' °V\'
the audience anxiously awa"its ti see d^elope^

'""""' "''"''^

and witnpdjuM. f ha »«.,..„ «• • 7 *"* ^ present at the denunciation

.f„„„Ii K^ 1 ^. = ^'^rqu.x»' consternation. She shrinks awav

WHITE
White to play and mate In three moves,

wHi ra.

White to play and mate in three movaa.

Motto:—" What I no soap:
Motto:—"CTmU: « ui)."

TOURNEY PROBLEMS RBCEITED.

ANSWERS TO OORHESPONDENTS.
H. N. K., Hamilton.-Thanks for game.

GAME No. 30.

.on.^on!lliL'^S.?rar'i.%-^li?^S;T^~e_^To^^^^ between Mr. H. ,. lider-

WMU.
Mp. Andenon.

1. PK4
2. PQ«
3. KC Q B 3
4. P K 5 f «)

5. Q Kt K a
«. P Q B 3
7. P K B 4
8. Kt B3
9. Kt Kt 3

10. Kt X P (c)

U. HxKt
12. K B 2 (<)

Black.

Mr. Kittson.

PK 3
PQ 4
Kt K R 3
K KtQ2
P Q H 4 (6)
Q Kt B3
Q Kt3
B K9
PiP
Kt xKt
B eheoki (J)PB3

WTiitt.

Mr. Anderson.

13. PiP
14. B K a
la. B K 3(f)
16 Q Q B 1
17, PKR4(flJ
la Q Q 2
19. B X B
20. BBS
21. KtKa
22. B X Kt
23. Kt X P («)

24. Resigns (*)

Black.

Mr. Kittson. -

Ktx P
Caatlei
BQ3
B^a
|x^KBP<»,

Px B
Kt K 5 oh
PxB
R X Kt oh

NOTEa
(a) Weak. P takes P is better.

^^^V<>1£%'L^%'.\iZTir^J^r^^^^ <" tbe French.

1.?I?B°q' J,'fh'ln7^'5'Lt7"Qt *"«' "^ "o™ W'^«e» «ame 1. lost w. beller..

(i) fgfin^R rB'uaTat!™'^ "^'^
'°'-

'f '
'"*"?"'»'''>« a brilliant flniah

;ii »tr.ii. . ir-
""'nommg can save him. ^

(fc) Bteck^ ptay throughout is very fine, but White, i. indifferent.

,

.

EDOAB A, POB, ON CHESS. '

diaL^'u'";oftrr"e?an??e'Se^il^°o?e1l^°.7S!l%'h;^^^^^^
specimen of sophistry gone mad,

oaeoxer.. wa commend it to our readers as »" To caleuliite is not in itself to analyze A c-hnca ni.... >
effort at the other, It^oUows tliat the game of chlsa f/?u -ff

«"™P'«. "oes the on. without
peatlymiaunrteratood. I will take o.cal.o" to Jsert that 'be hfih."''°° """'i^ charaotS; ii
intellect are more decidedly and more uisfullv tnTkA i h„ tV

'''«^<" powers of the reflectiTs
than by aU tt.e elaborate frirality of" e« In rW, fatte'r wh^^''?h°°'''"""''

«"°'' '" In^ughte
6«orr. motions, with various and variab e vLlues whit ,^ n T,''" P'*,""" ^'"' "lifferent and
unusnal error) for what is profound The attantT^nT. h!,L

o:,ly complex is mistaken (a not
flag for an instant an oveiii^ht is commi?t"d Cuitinrfn'^r.l ''"''•^'J"''

'"'" Play, If °tmove, being not only manifolS but involute the cwis if »^Jh'^'
"r defeat. The possible

In nine caM. out of ten it ia the more c ,ncemrat?fe rathir thanVh"'*''*'
"* multiplied, and

conquers. In drau^nts. on the contrary wbere th/^T^L " "^* ™°" ^^uto piayer who
T.ri.tion6h«prob,b.Iitie.of inadyS^nwI™ dim^niZd anTth'"'*'"* '"i'^

h»vl^ bit liTtlS

^^T^^^iy"-""""^ """ -»«"'«<" - ok°t;:rdi,"/ei?^e-?T«?rro"bt"aZ'd'-b?

a««iVrb^^t,fd7inT.^m^r^.lf«^^^^^^^^^
aUbor»t« tdToUtie. " of quadratic equaUons. ^°"f^^ «»" the pont attnonun, or the

'

HAMILTON ». TORONTO.

f.lUd'to "'S?off!"Th^'gaSrcSjL°cT;b'*h°,'^"' """""""'le interest by local pUy...
th a they would «nd ix ««,Jn°pUr." £ Toroirtliflat?a'r clul°:?.°n ".'"""'^di'r'SSd
rri"«„^ •'l«J?- .'£?~,?'^y«,". «.«-»t per.ral°i^co^vel^^^^

at a matinee on the Utter day
-uu .sam mscaot and soeh teMtment when the loeai dub had gone to ooB.M»»hu ^ v, .""/• meuU for tbe meai-iDg is justly reeantaH hviihi™ " oonsidarable trouble to maka arrasM.

say that w. baUsy. ha dW aU in hU now S> arri^J'.h^ ™ »'*'"l: "/ '"" = C. C, w, mutj
»«. -at. Th. Toronto Club ~o.«lSril,no*SL';fJSS.?h%'lS.SSSo°i ^I't^Z-^^VS

[Unusual pressure upon our space necessitates the omissioa of a letter fromMr. Fisher, of the Toronto Choral Union, and «.other"wm Mr Da^eTof the Toronto MetropoliUn Church Choir, on musical m^tt^ vli„abl^<a.U«ry ao««p •' is aUo unavoidably crowd^ oSj^tillii' NXW8 ITZMB.

a ^S^tor^?J'if J'^.bMn made to discover
Sf l^»5-nJ distressing disease by the use
Mneo^.Si!*?'' I""" '"Keuious dewces. but
S^d unS ,1?

'""tments can do a particle of

Srramn„ilJ ""^f""' "" either destroyedor removed from the mucus tissue.
'

forty y'eii.?!^"'',?*",!,'-''-"''" physician of
ln7 iin^l

itamling, after much experiment
oSmbSon*;^/" discoveriDB the ne.essan-

ln^b,^Tifi?.°' '"8>»'''ent8 which never fafi

thi. .i^M^ ?""* P«'-m'"'«Dtly era,licating

one veir „, f
'''«•"«. whether st,mdiag io¥

^«iJ^^Z' '°'L'>'
y*""'- Those who may be

oSt dtofav T ""' ""'» <"»«'"«• 'hould.wlth^t^lay. communicate with the buiines.

Mmsbs. 4. H. DISON <ft SON. '

»„rf („ ,
**^ ^'°« ^'- W"t, Toronto, Canadaand inclose stamp tor their treatiw, oi Cat^h

Bi.,T''D.""^*'l'* PO'it'on the Mason »
S^i '^'i'??''

»»"« »ttained in tlie estl;

and the Great Artists of Eurooe andAmenca, ia the result of
'^'""P^ "d

A DETEMmrAnoH TO wnr

MASON
& RISCH,

Th. demand
32 King St. West, Toronto. Ont

for these instruments is steadily increasing a. their merit, a™ h.„„ .

'

, extensively known.
merit, are becoming mora

ESTABLISHED 185a, ESTABLISHED 1852.

^'Hf^^rf.^; Xl'?f^--BA.«q^i*;

Catorfft " * ^°'" ^'«' 2 >••<""««« for

Oakland, Ont., Canada, Maroh 17 '83
Jfassrs. A. B. Dixon it Son :

hMd'"rt!i"'~'^°""' °' ""> l'«*i inrtant tohand. It seems almost too good to be true that
Ihf.^h™H

°' Catarrh, but'l know thaVl^
Li, K .^*^ P" "turn of the <ilsease, and nevM
(hin^'/"A° """"« I have tried so man;things for Catarrh. suHere.l so much and foi

It -I"."'"**"'
tbat mine was a very oad case:It was aggravated and chronic, involvinir thethroat as well as the nasal pkssl|er Md Ithought 1 would require the three teeatiCts

I am tlSJni.'V'f.t"";^ "y "•• ""'. ""t me, indiMa thankful that I was ever induced to .«nd

td.tl^,!:\}^^^ ^^ "" *'» letter stating

I shin Jr u"" "^""^ "* ""> trcatmmu. anS
1 snail gladly recommend your remaiiv t^so-ne of my friend, who are siffe™™ ^ *"

Tour., with many th».iir.

" ». B. B. STBvmaoH.

^ »w X n0x..xarii:,u 1052

JAMES SHIELDS~&~LO.
FAMILY GROCERS ''

COR. YONGE AND TEMPERANCE STREETS.

FIRST CROP TEAS
. c«o^»rttd'S«?ir^M^^^^

15 Ibi STAKDAHD GEAKITATED SUGAE FOE «1
6 lbs. CHOICE HmAlAYAy TEA FOE $1.

GOODS DELIVERED IN ANY PART OF TBE CITY.

TE3LBFB:63SrB CO^^jgqtiq jv^

DrTwaRNER'S HEALThTcORSET

I

THE WEEK.
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:

"•w Vark,
J. W. BBmrrAKo, 39 Union Square,

E. P. Ddttob <ft Co,

Oorom. QPHAH A Co.. Old nnmerBook

PMIadKlpkia,
W. B. ZiMBB. Comer 3rd and Walnut 8t.

Pmbob 4 SriDBi, laa Dearborn Street

Waakia(l*a,
BmuTAMo Si Co.

New OrlcwM.
G. F. Whabtob, 5 C»rondelet Street.

Oaanr, C»l,
M. V. THOMis.

D«(r«a, mick.
JosBFB Mabsh, Detroit News Co.

Patented Sept. 38, 1875. Patented
Jan. U, 1878. B«-iHued July 3
1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Rel
iHoad Aag.8,18T& Patented July
17 and Nov. 27, 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
also in Oreat Britain and France.
Patented in Canada Juno 7, 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Begistered Sept. 35, 1878.

With Zmprored Tttmpioo Biuti.
Awarded the Highest Medal over .'

all American competitors at the -

Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, style and
comfort.

Approved by aU phyaioiaiu.

MANnFACTHBED B¥ TKB

CROMPTON CORSET CO.,

Thi* favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
Pico Busts, which an a. soft as
velvet, and yet so ehistio that
they wUI retain their shape per-
fectly until the Corset is wonf
ont.

The "Health CorSef is boned
with Coraline, a new substance
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone. It cannot break
and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The " Health Corrot" is not de-
signed for invalid, only, but is
equaUy adapted to aU women,
even the most fa«iidions in dress

W. N. SEARS & COm CHURCH .ST., TORONTO, '

«^".;'ij"'i','"*'*'
"' ^"^ "inO ImitationStaUied Ola... Send for circulars, etTCosts from )5c. per foot up. Send ta^sample tan-light >I. aizel«x30 in.

^'

rpHE SHELDON OCEAN GKOVE, N.J.
J- gity by the Sea.

18S"'He^'ih''a„^'i>,^'""8«i »"d Improved
from Net Ynr? jn'^'""? ^»°«- 'flours
iJh.'iiv . V,

'"^ train". daily
: 2 hours fromPhUadelphia

; 10 minutes from Long BriSch

h«i? i>
**" '""°' ""' alectric baths, sten £n

w^ii ?,»«"?°8«i- elevator. Iron are eaw^Wonderful flowine art<.sian apring. HiVh ta^land
:

Kir filled with the mingled ozone froSthe pmes an.l cool breezes from the sea Pe?
^l?"""^'- ^° malaria. No mo«nni£|^
WKLCOMB E. amLDoM, Owner and Manager

STEEL
PENSpTERBROOK

TORONTO.

INDIA RUMeFgOODS!

—. --#«^CT3BS

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
• •III.L.I,. .ON A CO., Agt... Hont,**

^££P0^ COLLEGE
(Jta- the Cniversity Education of Womenl '

TORONTO, - - ONT
Pro/. T. NalMn Jof,, A cting Principal. *

i«^if"'i""-^•"Sd at the age of seven year,
ih, ^r''»J^°?, D«P»rtment7and are led mthrough the Preparatory Forme to the W„
Sfil' fC"*'

,«"f»i'>»tions, or™ the Matron:lation Eiamination8.of the Universit% of Tor-onto, and then through tbe nniver,itv dII
P»1?f!!'-.^.l''e degree of B A. ta c"uie 5_

SaBBEESHOBS,;FBLT BOOTS, BKtTnrO

' A. J. Hawu, Seneoa Street.

AoaiOAH ExoHAiioii, 449 dtrand; B P
Smtb«». 4 TrufuJgar Sqa«n.

*^
M. PoiauuBOHAM. 8 Bae Heave dei

Capaoiaoi,

OOm at tk« ilfMM Antobgia.

Steam Packing, & igine,

^diaatandSnctioiiH,) e.

ViiyBs, WaiHaBB BoLU,
Tubing, Qardan Hom,

I.ADIS8' AHD USglS'

Bubbnr Clroular
»*8TM BRAND RUBBER.

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

EMGIIK AND MIU HOSE

A
* *A»

The only perfectly constructed Rubber
and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if you con-

sult us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

known and reliable Star Brands are the
cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

itorfrn;;.Mi_._» i ?. """ °' "•*• t» course of
SbliH^!??^'**'' ^^ ""y °*^'' instrtution
i.„. J if

'°' "omoD in Ontario). The Col
hJ!, i'i'"',''-

""''er the dJr»ction of PrSH.i8lem. Professor of Music at the ConservX:*"'" ,»?yJ <i« Musique. Boul^ne FrrS"and of the Royal Academy of Music I onrtmJ'

artists. Tlie Colleca of Finn .\rts. under th^

^^'Sisrc^'rt^'s;.p-d°ivr-i3

f';SSi.:i^iSlX.V^' ProspecS.s''".iS

MRS. M. J, ,^USSEIX,
143 and 145 Bloor St. East, . ToaoNTo.

THE ' ^

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.
WORKS, AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, $S50,000.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

Cor. Yonge and Front Streets, Toronto.

k HOUGHAN, - ,
. j^g^t^

'^^ii'Tl^nmb, mail ihM ham ontfrvrnptittUntiot^

'^
mrStS-'^^^*' ^'*>°tand Managing

CHA8. RIGRDON, Vice-President
BDWABD TROUT, Treasurer.

Manufacture, thefoUowing gr«l«. of paper:-

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,
WHITE AMD TINTED BOOK PAPER

(Maohln. Flnirtied and Snp„.Oal«.d««|)
BLUB *ND CREAM LAID AJTO WnvmFOOLSCAPS, P08Ta.£fc^ ^

: ACCODHT BOOK PAPKBS :

Mnvelope and Lithographic Pajm-t.
COLOUMB OOTB, Pij™,, wavW-1ti,iMb»d.

'«IJ-yJ-'-J- S?»5- ,. «
| i '!

N|L i
I
i|i«L
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lOANCORPORATiON^
8AVINOS BANK DEPARTMENT.

Depoalts reoelved. Interest allowed from
date of deposit at 4] and 5 per cent. For

* speolal term accounts 6 per cent, will be al-
lowed. No notice required »or the withdrawal
ol moneys,

GEO. D, MORTON, M.D., JA8. SOBOO&IE.
Pntidmt. Manager.

Head OScM, - Pablie Ubnuy Boildingi,
Cor^Charch and Adelaide 8t«., Toronto.

THE CANADIAN
BANK OF COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

Tbom who hare read Mr. Hare's " Walks inHome do need not to be told what an admir-
able <Xc«f(ms he is. . , . He gives the cream
or whole libraries of antiquarian research ina slnfile walli. and not only as a guide, but
also as a storehouse of information as to all

i?. I'.
'""^ ?*"'"« ""! tnowlng of the great

city, his worlt Is inlmitable.".^Bu;aIa Couritr

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & SONS
HATB JDST PUBLIBBBD

^fr. Hare's two Latest Books :

B'LOBEJKrOHl, Withclearmap, ti

TTICISriOHJ. With clear map, »1.

They have also recently pnbllshed a newedition, almost wholly re-Wrltten, of

HARE'S WALKS IN ROME.
Crown 8yo., cloth, »3.50.

DOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE,
^i'^fPiion, Ont., re-opened September Ist

l^'»,T?„„ '^.t
""'«« improved facilities for

rK.r« ffl?" 'J"™"""? knowledge of coinraer-

^ I„,.»?f„ 'S?
'"'""•'".'« '^ complete businesseducation. The course is a short, sharp, direct

?hfl trn-T"? '^i'"
'" *^°"' """!« thatforni

rin.!? r.
^'''j'" "• *°*°''' business life. The

mHE LIQHT-BUNNINQ DOMESTICX is simple, strong and durable. It seeds
no teaching, watching or adjusting, and not
one has ever worn out.

A. W. BRAIN, Agent,

80 Yonge St., Toronto.

MUSI0 AND nRAHA.
Attraction* for the vxek commencing

MPNDAY, NOV. 17th.

TORONTO.
~

GRAND OPERA HOUSE,
JOE MURPHY in Kerry Oow, etc.

PEOPLES' THEATRE.

HOWARTH'S HIBERNICA.

r

/v

'^

]

c

Fi

ill

I' ^1

Fald-ap Capital' -

Rest ... $«.0OO,OOO
9,000,000

OIBBC'TORHi
HoK. William McMasteb, Pretidmt.Wm Eldiot, Esq., Vice-Pretident.

George Taylor, Esq , Hon. 8. C. Wood, James
Crathern, E8<r, T. Sutherland Stayner, Esq.,
John Waldie. Esq.. W. B. Hamilton, Esq.

W. N. Andkbson, General Manager; J C.
Eemf, Asst.-Gen'l Manager; Robert Gnx,
Inspector.
New Yorlt.—3. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker,

Agents. ChicaQO.—K. L. Dewar. Agent.
Bbanches —Ayr, Barrie, Belleville, Berlin

Brantford, Chatham, Collingwood, Dundas
Dunnville, Gait Goderich, Guelph, Hamilton,
London, Montreal, Norwich. Orangeville,
Ottawa Paris. ParkhiU, Peterboro', St Cath-
arines, Samia, Seaforth, Simcoe, Stratford,
Strathroy, Thorold, Toronto, Walkerton,
Windsor, Woodstock.
Commercial credits issued for use in En-

rope, the East and West Indies, China, Japan,
and South America. ^
Bankers.—New York, the American Ex-

change National Bank ; London, England, the
Bank of Scotland

BANK OF OTTAWA.
OTT.A."W.A.

91,000,000
1,000,000
993,t6S
110,000

JAMES MaoLABEN, Esq., Preeidmt.
CB.ARLES MAGEE, Esq.. Vic€-Preeidmt.

Directort—C. T. Bate, Esq., R. Blackburn,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Brysoo, Hon, L. R. Church,
Alexander Eraser, Esq., Geo. Hay, Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Gboboe Bton, Cathier.

Bbanches—Amprior, ,C«rieton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.
Agents a Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Aoents in New Yobk—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker. Aoknts in
London -EngUsb Alliance Bank

m™ H"«'» previous rolames, published bvMessrs. George Routledge 4 sJnS, «e • ^
WALKS IN LONDON «l.>in

"iTA^LV^wftr^^^^*/''^ ^^''TRAL
Wl^n; .K '° ""."P" ""l numerous lllns-

trc^nction by the RTght Re"p^ D. ajn^g.
«3 06.

'°""°»«' *»«>: 2 volumes ST^I.

"fl'uNsi'??
,^«:tteRs op baroness

tJ^^/a''^''^ '^" '>°o^'U»rt: or uHll be tentprepaid,m recetpfifrfriat b\, fAs piftHjwj'.

George Routledge & Sons,

SULTANA
HALL STOVES,

SULTANA

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
Monday Evening - I. p. B. CONCERT.

OVEN STOVES

W. H. SPARRO"W,
.VERBAnPTOiV BOITSK-,

87 YONGE STREET.

HAMILTON MEBBITT,
^ASSOCIATE ROYAl SCHOOL OF MINES, ETC.,

MDrarO ETOINEBB k KETAILUBGIBr,
15 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO.

T\B. SINCLAIB,
^^ 334 jABTig Stbiei.
MIDWIFERY, AlTD DISEASES OF

WOMEN A SPECIALITT.

Authmized Capital,
Subscribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital, -

Reft , . . .

q\ binding
He«tly and PrompUy done.

THE CENTRAL BANK
OP CANADA.

Capital Authorized,

Capital Subieribed,

Capital Paid-up,

91,000,000

500,000

tOO,000

HEAD OFFICE.—TORONTO.

Board of Directors.

DAVID BLAIN, Esq., - - - Pretideni.
SAML. TREES, Esq., - - - rie«-/>r<Hden(.

H. P. Dwlght,Esq., A. McLean Howard, Esq.,
C. Blackett Robinson, Esq.. K. Chishglm,
Esq., M.P.P, D. Mitohell McDoaald, Esq.*

A. A. Al,l.EN, Cask<«r.

Branchet. — Brampton, Durham, Gnalpb,
Richmond Hill and North Toronto.
Adenis.—In Canada, Canadian Bank ofCom-

merce
; in New York, Importers and l^udera

National Bank ; in London, Eug., National
Bank of Scotland.

THE QUEBEC BANK.
Incorporattd by Royal Charter, A J>. I8ia

CAPI'fAI,, S3,000,000.

HARPER'S, CENTURY.
LONGMANS, LONDON-
SOCIETY, QUEEN, LIT-
TELLS LIVING AGE,
THE WEEK, FRANK
LESLIE, EDINBOBO'
FORTNIGHTLY,

V ST. JAMBS AND
yA \ WESTMINSTER

\ V-* \ REVIEWS,

pdblishers\n^\«-2c^;^„.
^ ^

Etc.

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.
Wholesale and Betail dealers in

COAL AND WOOD.
Head Offlee,—20 King Street West.
'BafitcH Ofttcbs:—413 Yonge Street,-. 53aQueen street East. -

Yards and Branch O^'fices :—Esplanade
East, near Berkeley St; Esplanade, foot ofPnnooss St.; Niagara, cor. Douro.

A Million A month!

THE DIAMOND DYES
nave become so popular that a million paek-
a^ea a month are being used to n>-colour
dmiry or .faded DRESSES^ SCARFS, HOODSSTOCKINGS, RIBBONS, etc. Warmnte'l fastand durable. Also used for making Inks
staining wood, colouring; Photo'?, Flowers'
Grasses, etc. Send stamp for 32 coloured
samples, and book of directions.

. WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO.,

Borlington, Vt, and Montreal, P.Q.

CONTENTS OP

^j^^n^Ujdtoj^dawnliiaUoiiaJ papsr la Ou>i^--j: r.

THE CANADA PSESBYTERIAH,
Pususinm iviar WmmsoAT it the

FresbTterian Printing and PabUsUng Co.,
AT S JOEDAS ST.. TOEOSTa

Terms—$2 Per Tear, la AdTaac*.
^Thi! PnraBTTOUAN I> r..coimnendod br Um SramIA*,einbl)-.. "worthy the h™rty Bupport ' of th«m^^and B«ml»;»For 18^1 -the lhlrte..„th y.au- ofDiuSK-«>» «nd Intjmitlng featiirn .ill be Imrcdu.-'uTSuroid

cmJienl
«'>I»>"™«n" »"1 1» ooutlouod Mtl UcrM^

t^Adver^^fra wOI And THE PBBBBTTEBlAir a uwiU
ie'i.uin. Write /or Talta. »*v»»

pAINLESS DENTI8TBT.

Artificial Teeth, life-like in appearance and
SfJ/SS'i ? *?"?« "S,"!

»Pe»W°(5- The painlessmethod includes filling, and operations bothmechanical and surgical.

M. F. SMITH, DromsT,
266 Queen Street, Easti

TT'EITH 4 FITZSIMONS,

KANTTFACTtJttBBS

Oas Fixtures and Artistic Brass Work
Steak Pittbbs' and Pldubbrs' StrppLiae.

109 &ING STREET WEST, - TORONTO.

RUSSELL'S, 9 KING ST. WEST
TORONTO, for

BI0H-CI.AB8 WATCHES te JEWELLBXT
Watch Repairing and JeweUery Mannfao-

turod to order, special features.

Chaivea Moderate.

"S/TASON i. COLLINS,

-A-RTISTS.
UFH-SIZE PORm/UTS IN OIL AND CRAYOIL

STruio, 31 Kino St. WaaT, Tobonto:

MlaS BIRDSALL,

8 Bank St., St. Mark's Ward,
TE3.A.CJECEB OIF :^a.XJeiC3

Pupil of Carl Martens.

Pencil drawing, etching, water eoloun. onsatm or velvet.

TBiu»»-Music, »6; Drawing, etc., t4.

Magazine of American Hiatopy
FOB NOVEMBER, 1884.

<A Brilliant number.)

HEAD OFFICB, QDEBEC,

BOARD OF DIBECTOR8.
HON. JA8. O. ROSS, - - - PreiiieM.
WILLIAM WITHALL. Es<j., Viee-PreMimU.
Ba. N. P. BKLLEAn, Kt.. ^no. R. Yocmo, Esq .

R. H Skith, Rbo, WttUAM WHira, KSQ.
Oao R. RENFitaw, KsQ.

JAMES STEVENSON. ESQ., 'CashUr

BRANCHES AND AOKNCJgS IN CANADA.
Ottawa, Ont. ; Toronto, Ont. ; Peabroka,Ont •

Montreal, Que. isThorold, Ont.

'

'

Three B(j^, Qne.
Afnit in Jfne Tort—The Bank o( IfentraaL
*t-^ <i> £ei«l(»i-TlM Baak-of Beo^uSi

Unauccessfal Candidates for tbe
Preaidency of ihe Nation.

Il'I.tTSTBATaD.

California's Golden Prime of Forty-
Nine.

lIJjtTBTnATSD.

Historic Homes—Ochre Point, New-
porl, R. I.

IliLUSnUTBD.

An Old Colonial College.
By Professor Cbabi,bs F. Bichabdsoic. Dart-

mootfa College.

Button Qwinnett. "^

By Chabms C. Jokbs, Jr., LL.D., the Georgia
Historian.

Oiifinal Documents.
Minor Topics.

Notes.
Queries.

Replia-.
societies

Book Notices.

SoM by nswsdaalen araryvhare. Tarsu
•S a year, or SO oenta a number.

nrnjuoD AT ao LArArnn nua,
V*w Toas Ont.

rS'Aii Airent WMted In erorr TOnireprtloii In tllo Do-
,

tFi.[Tt-m. LtbcnilconimisBlnnstosuitaliTepereons. Soecim^
I C'l'lumaUeil/rKoil appUuttlon. Api.ly at on, . to^^^

C. BLACKETT HOBI.NSOX. ToroatOL

LENOX PENS

!

A CoHFtcn SiBiis nr Twiivi NnMBiBS,

n Ff^?JiJ'f"^ 'Z^'^ "J*'*' o»o seleet THE
i**-6I i'bN for his or her peculiar style of
penmanship. Sample of each number (12
pens), by mail to any address for ten oenta

Taintor Bros., Merrill & Co.
W * 80 ASTOB Plaob, Nbw Yobk.

The American Art Union.

2- Hdntihoton, Pret. , T. W. Wood, F..JPr«s
B. W. Pbbbt, Jb., See. F. Diblman, Treos.

piOATSWORTH * HODGINS,

Barristers, Solicitors, Kotarlea,
Conveyancers.

Money to Lend. OflcM—IQ York Chambers.

TJij snbsoriptlon to the AH Union will be
five pilars per annua and each subscriber
for thepresent year will r«!eive: -1st. A proof
before letters, on India paper, of the etofainc
of the year, by Walter ShirUw, from Eastman
Johnson's pictnre "The Reprimand." This
etching is of a sise (ISxlt inehas) and ouaUtr
soeh astheUadins dealers sell at from twentr
tQ twettty-ave dollars. Sad. The illustrated

'

Art Uititm. whteh will be issued monthly tor
the eorxent Tear. ard. One-half of the snb-
snipUoo will be set apart for the formation
^ V""*t*".5f eapended for the joint aoooont
of the sabaetlbees in the puahass of works of
an, wbieh will be dallTsred aneoadltioaaUv

No. 9 ToBOHTo Stbhet, Tobonto.
B. COATSWOBTH, JB. . rBANB «. HODOINB.

OHAW 4 0SBORNE,

Real Estate Brokers and Valuators.
Houses rented, rents coUected, loans and

insurances effected. Property bought, sold
and exchanged. ?

10 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.

STEWART k SON. (Lats STEWABT
k STRICKLAND),

ARCHITECTS, BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

Offices—.19 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

WK. STBWABT. W«. H. STBWABT.

A. IMPET,
"

• Dealer in all Unds ot
'^

Window Shades and Spring Fixtures
an CHnBCH ST., tobonto, ont.

«VEstimatsa^Ten on appUoatlon.

/^HABLES W. PHILLIPS,

SOlilOITOB. OONVBTANOBB. Btc.
—:OF»ion:—

46 Adelaide Strtst tat, Toronto, Ont.

JOHN HALL. .SEN'R, M.D.,

HOMCEOPATHIST,
83 BICHMUNO ST. BAST, TOBONTO,

TlilMtM OtMMMUriM.
At home for eonsnltatlon. « till 10 ajn. : 1UU 4 p.i^: else In evening of MoadaT and

ThusdayTJOtiUt; Baaday<.ao UUCMrA

^
%
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AN INDHPHNOHMT .OUHNAL OP POLITICS, SOCIETY AND LITERATURE.
Edited by W. PHILIP ROBINSON

.n4!aTr"°''^»"-«'«-'«"-°">"'»^00;fourmonths,*1.00. Subscriptions payable

grap'^:cSfrp'^L^S!c°e%I^?u;rc,Thl%\TuVo7't'Le"J'' '"r™ ^^ ^'"•» t^'eful typo-

C- BLACKETT ROBINSON. Publisher.

TOPICS OF THE WEEK.

In England compromise prevails, and the Franchise Bill i. to iu«. Noone who considered the elements of the situation can have mucr^ubW
that such would be the result. It was evident that aU the moderate
Liberals m and out of the Cabinet, a large body of moderate Conserva-

*-S^Sr-!^i^*"'jr *•'" *^°"'* '«"= '-^"ring together to avert

It seemed for a moment as if the success of tte Conservatives in the War-
wickshire election was likely to turn their heads and lure them to theirmm; but the more cool-headed of their leaders discerned the accidental
and Illusory character of the victory. The compromise is, of course
denounced as a surrender by all those who were thirsting for the battle •

u^ i"''*^^*'"'''"^
»°d Lord Randolph Churchill on one side, as well as'

by Mr Chamberlain and the Radicals on the other. As the Redistribu-
tion Bill must be framed by Liberal hands, it is scarcely possible to doubt
that the real surrender is on the part of the Lords. Such manifestly is
the opi^iog^ Lord Salisbury. Itisudifficult to see how the Mi

$3,00 per Annum.
Single Copies, 7'oent8.

John wL' ftn?totvt;t,:^t":;'°T "^^^^^^^^^niJ^rz^
knighthoods'erl beW t ^ k"

^"''"^ ''" "^"'"^^ °^ ^« «"-• ^^en
si/aeorge, Jz::xx:^z:'z:::jr "-"" ''-''-
and a friendshin wliirh h^^

~''^ P''"?"^'/''''''"'*^ the omission as a slight,

force of everrirrtit^^ut "T ''"'' P""''-'' -^ had borne thj

mont which CartierT^ZlJr ' T^''"'
^'''' ''' -'''^'^' °^ --*"

fanciful. Sir Jorn f 'he h H
' "f'^^ "''"'' ^"""'^ ''*- *>-» o-'j

probably have pla;:d a doze T'Tf '''' ''"'''' '°"^^ ^-' ->»'d

-her tLn havr.rso\r;ie^"ti !XZtr 1 ''' "^-"^
could in decency do it. Sir T.l.

'

^'""'
'f'''^

^'^ndship- As soon as he

his estfunged frTend he hlher nri T k
""^ °'°"'"°" "^ «^-""'? ^O'

Knighthoof Tt the se:m TnT ^'I'^T'^-''
'" P^^ ^i the coveted

effaced and Sir rV T-T !
**"" «''"" '=°"''l °«'«»- wholly be

was wmtata^rt^ttveni ;:;rdi:rn
'"'' '''- ^-'"^ -^^^

treasure. But Cartier deld hi! In f .
" '""'P"'* °^ '"'""""S -""^h a-

ames
;
and fromt^ ^may^y rXtu'whT^ '^^ ^"'^^^

Which did itsTst :^^^:;j;^j:z^y ''^^

longer in a "position to do mischief A noHHll
"'^'^'' "" ""^

-ntof celebratingapolitical B2hda^r::rhrg;r:nrthf" '

profess a politic faith il^^"!''^,.'^' ""^^ ^^P^'" "«»'™'«. ""^ch more all who
honour. Is Conservatism effete" oJ^w^!."''"'^*''*'"

''.''°™ '' '« Proposed to

new political association on the fortieth "^^ i' ^
"^cessary to form a_ '^r JohnMacdonnH's

retain his leadership after being thus a second time thrown over by his
followers upon a question of first-rate importance. The country is spared
a dissolution, which under the present circumstances would have been
fraught with danger; for there would in all probability have been some
Conservative gain, parties would have been made more nearly equal* in
strength, and the Parnellites, who would, most likely, also have gained
seats, would thus have been enabled to hold the balance, whereas the
Government party when united, is at present strong enough to votethem down. The Lords are wise in declining the battle; but they were
unwise m challenging it, and the discussion which their institution and
Its re«,rd have undergone will probably be found to have inflicted a mortal
wound.

. Sir John Macdonald's fortieth birthday of public life is to be a cause
of party rejoicing in Montreal, and of party reorganization in Toronto, where
. convention of the faithful is to be held. On both occasions; it wUl he
hard If some opportunity of showing gratitude for expected favours cannot
be found. The leading spirits by whom political demonstrations are pro-moted generally expect to make good their claims on the recipients of the
testimonial, of party esteem

; and it frequently happem, thatjhe men whospeak loude-t of the glory of the chief are thinking^Mttartently abouthow the trumpeter cm, best exact the htrg«rt reward for hi, service.. . AtMontrea^ S.r John will be *t home; by the Bleus he wUl be cordially
welcomed a. become, their moat tru.ted ally in Ontario. It wa. long hi,boMt that he was Cartier'. double; but in an evil day the political twin-
brother, quarrelled over a baubW Cartier, the n,bel of 1837, on who«,head a pnoe wa. «,t, and on who«, t«ck the political bloodhound, were

Some allowance is usuaUy made for after-dinner speeches, and a speechat a Lord Mayor s banquet should be allowed the asual indulgence. WhenSir John Macdonald, by an oratorical phrase, transformed Se coiols ofGreat Britain into so many "auxiliary kingdoms," he took the liberty ofmaking history by anticipation in the most facile and the least reliable ofways. These suppositious kingdoms he wishes to see forming so many
parts of an Imperial Federation of some undefined pattern. iSI>«ir John
ventores to ^i°eisJ-some sort of an union " as shadowy asajcastlem uie air wbwfr imaginatwrn evercreal»a: In the "auxiliary kingdoms "
we get a glimpse of definite form, the child of creative imagfnation
which has not even probability to rest upon. In North America, at all
events, the «>lonies are not so shaping themselves as to promise the birth
of new kingdoms. The materials of a monarchy do not eiist, and are not^ing developed. The elements of society are overpoweringly democraticBy no possibility can a nominated Senate permanently survive and an
aristocracy of knights, if it had any levening power, could not ieven thewhole masses and give a monarchical tinge to what is democratic To
threaten the possible enemies of England with the sword of non-existine
kmgdoms of which the future gives no promise of being, even if regarded
as an attempt to terrorize by the use of phantoms, would not, in thi,
unghostly age, be likely to be very effective. But this is one of the occa-
idons on which a loose expression unwarrantably used must not be supposed
to imply intentiomil offence. Any serious attempt to establish new king-
dom, in North America would cause an inevitable appeal to the Monr^
doctrine to be made

: a doctrine which is qmescent only because there is
nothing to provoke it into activity. Canada, besides having no marked
monarchical tendencies, is not in the least inclined towards Imperial Feder-
ation, with all that such an union implies, especially a federation that would
drag her mto Engbtnd', warsJnall part, of the globe. That thousand, of
Canadian, would H«dily fly to Enghtnd's succour if she were in seriou.
penl IS unquestionable

;
but thi, i, a very different thing from the country

being placed m the position in which in any English war, in any part; of
the world, her people might of right be called upon to bear part The
surrender of autonomy, implied in the necesaty of parting with the right
to make her own tariff, i, an abnegation to which Canada is not likelT
ever to con«.nt Here Ue. the initial difficulty in the way of every «heme of
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Imperial Federation, and no one has had the courage to undertake to
explain how it can be got over. Imperial Federation means, for^he
colonies, writing history backwards ; surrendering franchises which have
been won by many years of patient effort; about the last thing to which
any self-governing dependency would be likely to give its consent.

The Brown statue has arrived in the city and will shortly adorn the
.solitudes of Queen's Pait: The installation will belhe apotheosis of Party
in the person of the late Senator Browji. In this young country public
statues reared to commemorate the virtue of public men are but few.
The monuments to Brock at Queenston, and to Wolfe and Montcalm at
Quebec, at once strike the beholder as appropriate and not without mean-
ing. The so-called "victims of 1837" at Montreal, introduce us to

__ another class of monument. The Cartier monument comes before the
Party chief is merged in the national representative ; and the Brown me-
morial opens the vista to a possible forest of Party statues. People of
very diverse ways of thinking may find something to admire in the subject
of the brazen eufegy. As a mangeur de» prilres, the anti-clericaU of
Belgium might join in the homage to the deceased journalist ; and the
Canadian priests owe absolution to the politician for having consented to
graft the Separate School system on the Federal Constitution of Canada.
Advocates of representation by population in Ontario may thank the
journalist for his persistent advocacy of their favourite principle ; the
partisans of equality of representation, as between the Provinces, whose
home was Quebec, may thank the politician for suppressing any strong
expression of the opposite principle in the Legislature. Whether, when
the Brown-Dorion ministry was formed, Mr. Brown agreed to keep numer-

- ical representation in abeyance, as some of his colleagues averred, or
whether he refused to consent to the postponement, as he alleged, those
who thmk that he did can give him credit, though it should be at the
expense of his candour, for having done so. Those who think that he did
not agree to postponement, and ought not to have don^i so, can, in charity,
take the lenient view of the disputed facts. History will have to deal
with the weight of evidence in favour of the contradictory allegations «n-J
she will not allow even a bronze monument to t"— '"^ "^'e ; but among
the living generation there ag^ peonl*. *^»e courage is robust en6ngh to
sustain them in their preco-^ -t'"^''* in spite of all the adverse verdicta
which may be pro- -*^*<*- Reformers, taking a genend view of a »ome-

TJ"
';"7.'"="^'=»"^'' -""y ^'> homage to the memory of the journalist.and poht.c.an

;
and even the Tories, in recollection of the support whShe gave, at one general election, to the party led by Sir Alkn McNabought not to be wholly insensible to gratitude for the'assistance r^^:^to thexr cause by th.s extra-pariiamentary coalition. Even the shades oimen on whom the unjust criticism of the journalist fell while they wera the flesh may forbear to seek vengeance by haunting the brazen statue« the lonely park, m consideration of the usual eulogy which death inevit-ably brought. All who think that Mr. Brown did rfght when he ac^p^dthe polmca embrace of Sir John Macdonald, and 'all who are Sy

theZ ofT "'".. °"'- "'^" ^^g^^°g tbei.»eedof%dmiratio/t^

these people should not assist in the inauguration of the Brown statue^

The reasons for haste in the construction of the Pacific Railway when

Bri ish cT'?""^ '°u

""^'^ ^ *" '"'^'^ ''^'^- .On the admiil ofBnfsh Columbia into the Canadian Confederation Parliament, wisely orunwisely, agreed to build a railway to the Pacific Ocean within ten^ LITh« was found impossible of accomplishment, and an e^f-nsion of t^mewas obtained. But the consent of British Columbia to 4elay was reluctantly given, and discontent in the Pacific Province was rifefamlg the

«r'T ZT, r."^ r**'^^^ °' '"-'"^ -*-•- Parliament.'.!:

thluhe int ;
'' ":' u r"°'^

"' P^^'-I-'-y. <l-ded last S^To!that he construction should be pushed on at a rate that would ensure acompleted railway by the end of the year 1885. It was on this ^"^
^set to work loyally to carry oat the wishes of Parliament. It is und"stood that the work will be finished in the prescribed time, with perhaps acoijleof months margin in favour of the company. This ex^uTon

^t^^' T" .*" '"°"'—-W« ^i-n to blame the com
.

|*ny for^short«n„g the time of construction for which ' Parliament is^ponsible That the work has been well done is the testimony of aU^mpetent judges who are in a position to Express an opinion. TheCi'e

than with contractor, who have no iM««t in the work beyond the^y

character o the road that has been built. The best steel rails have beelused and the bridges are good «.d substantial ; and if there was anydoubt as to the character of the road which the contract bound the Company
to bui d there is none as to how the road that has been built is to be claTedA first-class road ,s undoubtedly being secured. Scamping railway work
IS not unknown in Canada

; it would be easy to'poirit out instances whe'em consequence of bad iron being used, the rails had to be renewed lonJWore the time had expired by which the life of good rails is measuredA company which doe, its work well is not fairiy open to attack oh theground of haste. Celerity in construction for reasons of its own, rillor wrongly and it is the supreme judge of the matter-Pa liamen^demanded. If that was a mistake, politically or economically, it is no amistake for which the Company can be called to account. If'dilatorines^had been shown If .the requisite energy for so vast an undertaking hadbeen wanting, there would have been good ground for hostile criticism

lie dVl ''"'""" "°"" '^^^'^ """• '^'^^ -'-«'»''^g "-esults'achieved by the company won candid commendation from the justice of MrMackenzie
;
and we regret to see that there is a total want of similar frank-

ness and fairness in quarters where, at one time, Mr. Mackenzie's influencewould have been felt.

The abrupt close of the Mercler Commission is producing an after-clanthe resonance of which may possibly be heard for some time. In thelater sittings a set attempt was made to discredit M. Trudel who. havingacted as the friend of M. Mercier in the |5,000 business, was on^ of thfmost competent witnesses against him, as he was, the honey having turnedto gall one of the bitterest. Witnesses not a few swore that they wouldnot believe him on oath, and others as readily swore that he was entirely
trustworthy. In parrying the attack, M. Trudel swore that he had frequently purchased one of the hostile witnesses, a journalist, of which trans
actions he profqped to have documentary proof. When asked to producethe letter he prevaricated, first saying they were at his house, and then

^..Charge. The .ttin^^Xarily^l^jr^l^ .Tt^^^

^
the coun houseTe te.ephoned'^enrtorVradTo^rfl^M*M^rcier before the Commission, saying he would not be ab.eTo L^XIless than twenty minutes, and asking the Commission to give him Tl2grace. M. Amyot answered "all right "

(c'est cnrr.rA r!» ^r
°

Trudel says he remained at the court-house a auart«r „f
""^^"""neJ-

telephoned M. Amyot; the CWmission.Tis rd ^ILZ:''^^^an hour before concluding that he did n^t intendt 7^^tCX ';]

d ,"J'^"L '" •" ''"'''''' '° '=°'^""- »>" evidence.' but The case w^.declared closed and he was not heard. But ii^ ^epeatj th^^^iri^ Z—press, and savs that hp i, ,o„^„ . , , ^^ "»«^«harge m the—press, and says that he is ready to prove. beforeTTcortl^e^ ™h1^he s atement. The incriminated journalist cannot affo'd till oaeJthe challenge; but we are not aware that he has so far signified his Ltentu,n of doing so. The charge against M. Mercier did not resTon the !!r"evidence of M. Trudel; but the whole case was so envlnl^ !
poUtical passion that it would have been difficul for the^^ "

,

"'

eye to see the e'xact degree of blame atJl^t he hosZaZ" MMercier himself admits that he took an excesJvefee. whic w uTdno; ha^e

t^TthtrrpiuTb^r
"• '^' '^' ^'- ''-^ -^ ^« -- ^"4 -

Ax overture was made some time ago to the Editor of this journal bvan American firm which proposed to bring out a group of chrom!^..^portraits of
,

representatives of ^ Canadian Press The oL
ultimatelydeclined. But the firJEas now broughtTutaL ofZ Tamong which is introduced that of a writer who Th k ^^ ^^'

:: tt iz:t ^ ^r-
^^"^' -^^^^^^"^:^^t::z

ttht ^1 M7"t "" "'^ '"^' *•"' •' *»y annoyance has been caused

of the MaU the r.,/the ioX^L^^lTZX^rr

t

mncrsal He„U,, the Qu.6ec CAronicU, or a;y Otta^^rurnr'-J^;comic press is a so unrepresented
; While the socill pres. is r^piTnted^a manner cdoulated to make som^ member, of the group fLT^^ ve^proud of their company. * "^ "°* '**y
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• ^-emXta^ri/ \^'« »'-«on. which at one
are any truly wLthy „''

the nal f . f
"' '' *""""= "'•' P''^^'^ -- '>>.re

warning which has been noVHeclr: "' '"'^^ "" -^-^-'y --P' '-e

means of rescuing the country frl. "'T"'
'"' "''' ^'""'' ''" -""

as if prolonged must be the r^ of
""" °' "'""^'"^^ -"-'-- -ch

time Mr. Cleveland comes to the P /"^ <=-'»onwealth. In the mean-

auspicious. He is theToI ,ee„mfl-^""
""'^•'" "='•--'— -usually

to it his election, and of coZe he *''\^''T™'"
^"'"'^

' ^' '"'''"'y °-»
" His Cabinet will no dou bTfoleTof'?:''*' "'r^''^'^^

'° '"'^ ^-"•^«-

on that account if it is compol of f
""°"''*'«' "'"• "'" '' ^e inferior

Bayard. But he is the noZ- of t.r' ""T
"" '''• '"''"'''''"'" ^"^^ ^•

avowed that it loved him be^uL h '""f
'"'"" "^ *''' ''''''' "''•'=''

Irish Nationalists violently oZedLrr'd T"" ^" "' ^"^'"^- '^''^

the sake of
. Republican sup3t Tn ^k'

*"^ ^'""'"'^'^y betrayed himfor
fore free from a^y obHgaZn os^qurmf"'7 ^ '' '" ''^
his favour by the Independent T}.„

J.^^a^ers. The scale was turned in

the ground o'f his pe oTl pit' ^r' t"
"'''°'*^' •""" ^'^'^ ^

possible; he will L more at 1 bertv^r T '""' '"''^ °" ""'^ ^
Washington to play the part o a Tat^T p'"' ;\''^ ^^^'"^^'''" ^'"-

interest of the whole nation. BvhoTe.f"'"
'"^dgovern in the

Service Ac, by making at ht action to 'L""'"' f"' '" ''^ ^''^

public service as possible he ^ '^ '° °^'=^ "« '«w removals in the

system and therebyTa™ ^ mLTr^ oTh""" k7
'''°""°'^ °* '"« ^P°"»

infamy of those by whom ^hTsTstT
'"'!"'''"''''' '^'^^ «« g^eat as is the

party from power'w^:fk t easlrTrrTt "^^^ '^'' °^ '''

custom of a clean sweep because th-^- .

*° '"'^'^ *'ongh the evU

place. An exercise ofgreTmLl irerw-irn':^

'

resist sinister demands; but in moral firZ p
^ ^ ''''"'^'^ '°

'

,

not to be wanting. The PreJide^tTs
""°'" ^'^^^''^'''^ «««">«

the balance of pLies. X^l'l^^^Z :^7:^'r "^^ ^
materially altered and th« Ti^ ui-

™'^°'*'' »" 'he Legislature is not

Senate, no immedL" ellles L leT."'*'"
''^^ "<=^'^'""'^y « '^^

there will be a sudden rlvelu J^ 7 "^ '" "^ ''^''''- ^hat

the, nervous appreheX „
^ 1' n io'" SlT"'

'" T '°''"' '^ ""^^'^

desires, even if it were possible^t «Xe it 7' "
' "^^

""Z.""'
Confederacy in the shap'e of The a^ mpt on o1 ZCTh "' "'' ^'"'
pensions would at once re-awaken th. S ?

^ payment of

the Republican Party and p7t the ^ " '""'"'' ^^"^ «»« division inr v-<~» !»"/. ana put the nation on itaoiHo tk^ u- . •

dent Cleveland, we m^^s^XrverSL^-^ --

r^^^^tZ-£2^l --— butno
he who thinks that he can restore the h II h o 7^ Tl "^'""'^ ""'^'^

workman's food and clothes dear Tho " R / .
"^ ^^ ""^^'"^ "»«

n-or professed to be a p.irist of Free T ad 'C'" f"
''^ '"''' "'^

nation rau.st have its tariff amU,Urrv\
^^"^ plamly that every

nor is there anythin. ifhi r d J.'?
"" "^" ^"''''^"•'^' <=~'ances

;

-essity. as anLtru^'nt r «'„„ it:^^^
^"'*""'""' ^^ »'

ing. not Monopoly but Free TrnI He T'" '"''''' '"''^ "'"^ P^°°^°'-
Fair Trader, provllod thu Prof r

""'"' """""'• '° "^^ himself a
name. Prolition i 'tltti!; nl TT'

'""^'^" *" ^^'P ^ ^--"^ '^at
of giWng encou.geme:ttra LtXr^tr^"-

'^^ ^^ 'h-
expense of the cooimunity. Practicdlv' Th^ 7 ^"""^'"^ "' ^^^
the men are merely shifted bvtht«T^ '™ get all the profit;

to another and frl emplo/me'nU wS' h™""
'"'"' °"^ ''"P'"^'"-'

those whicLreartificiaUnd'nseclwh '' "'"™'' "" "''^^''"' '°

been called into existence. wC elital hiTr"":""' ^"'^P™- ^ave
labour has been made dependent ^ .

'^'''^'' '"'° ''»«'" and
whether wisely or unwiserSv '^' '^ "^^ '^''"'^ °^ "»« State.

Thisisthe Jund on Jh^h cJI'"'^^
^°"'"^^''^=''? '-*^-''

advised, will take their stani W 'Z 7.TT' "' '^'^ T -»
decfaring for Commercial Union itr t '^'^" '°^^ °°^« ''^

no doubt practically that ^a Revenue tat^th ''t'^^"°^^"'^<=
^^^^ »

-Bsue was ostensibly declared BJt ^h' fl

' 7^ '° "^' P''''^"^"" '^«
to powerful and the fear of brin^

''•^^nfluence of the vested interests is

c-.angeissogrea,eve;al;trf :;;: "'T'^'
^'^^'« '^ -"^^e"

that reduction is sure to proceed with r "".
"'"'' '° '^' ^y*""-

be long. .
.° P™"=«^ ^"»' -caution, and the day of grace will

Odr protectioniste are elated by good new« f«,™ t-

In France an import dutv Is <fL . -f
'''° "J""^" at once.

work-people who are suffering from depI^L ^^itnir^oi
""""= '"^

Fiunce comes an invidipus rumour thatT FlcrPreltr'^t';?T '""
sibly legislating in the interest n( th. w u 7

*^'^«n>>er, thougb osten-

of a .. syndicat: " of spe:rr:ltaL^^.Ml T^^^^^^
''^ '^'^

this to be a Free Trade calumny, would Canadl P !
^''PPOsmg

all governments paying their ho;Zto ^;f^""\P-'««'<'°«'« "ke to see

laying an import duty on cere"^
'o the sound economical principle by

realize the consequence's of Pro^^L 1111^^'^' "''°" ''"'' '°

but no sooner assumed a'definitafoT: rdliS^Vh^a^^r^ ''"''=^'

than it expired. Ita chiej seat was Bra'fld whit^S r""
"^"'""^

hopelessly depressed, but is now prosperinlaLTn .K u
" "^^'"'"^

different Une. entirely through theZurX,' oftdl" '
T''''''any help from Pair Trade 'rh« ,n. tV industry and without

to lay 'tax on b^Ld^or wm tTeTr ;r "'V'^"'
'^'°" ^''^ '"--

. tax on clothes or^^ IfL^rlrtTh
''' ^--^acturers to lay

appears t^ be the shVbf;ding"il\t C^ZIXZ"'
f''-^-

rw^o::i:yT;:Sst:kit:rT--
'"^'-^^^

business at .'loss toT^^e the"^1?' ''"« '^ "" ™"^'''« ""^ *"-

theruinof the Me^ri^et^t:wloirt':' ^^"^^ ^°""^'^ '^

i3.omr-srbitr-f-F^^^^

campaign in favour o th Sco^ ITt rn T T '-°"="'' "''' '" "P^ "
are due to a distinguished foreTlf'h '

^'"' -^^-'^dgments
interest in our legiLtiveaS Bu^" " " =°°' "^ '° ^"""^ ^ -'-«
Hon. J. B. Fiuch^trike.::r::happ \:;::r-t'

''\^^""°'^ ''-

with that uncharitable and tvrann! i
• ,

^^'^''^ " instinct

-nt. as-it is apt to beThltrJ Jf'^ I^ "^ ^^"^
1 '''--

really believe that a trade is criminal JJ uT ,'

"*'"' °^ ^'^ ««
'l>e State, nay. in which the ^^^,1^^, r^^^''

'^''"'''^ '--''^ ^^
taken a share of the profits in the Tr^fv ,' ^'""' ''"'^ ''^
that the articles sold by the wit ITcll ^7". '^^ ''°" "^^^ "'"^
cider, are unwholesome as thJv! T :

^' ^''^'"'' "' "'*' '^^''^-' in

butcher unwholesome lie h
' T '^""^^ '^e articles sold by the

druggist unwho,rm;:t7er':;;:,^\;^^ by' the

fectioner unwholesome; but you carnotJ^^h^r"''"""''^ ''^ ^'"^ un-
designate the trade as criminaTord' T-

"''^'''""« reason and.pistice,

engaged in it as felonr^hthlt^.^rr rh^'Sol' '/t^t T^
^

.
He.nuta liouor-aellin. my ^ i^„„i .. ^. I .

^O"' '' °- "nch dopa

brin'g theXriel::Zlttt^:':^''^' ""^ ^'^'"^ *^^^^ '

says. " has no business to license .feaUazt I !
' " " ^''' """«'" ^«

wage war against t.e wives Z Sdr^'oTerr Th^^'^^T'^''ever, has done it
;

it h.. the license fees-in its tre^
^ aid ittb Z

i^t:::z^iz:^-,:^.^-^^ r - partt.armotitt'
orators in the transp:::;:irj:rr:^\:^-':-
you propose to turn out of their callin. and their N ^

.!:'* ^^'''

of people guilty of no offence againstVL X iS^f
"^ """'"

toshow^tljm ,ome Christian cSpassion andT'ata 1 e^Lf^oTef
-'^

from wounding their feelings b/ reckless »n^
.^^^'^' 'o refrain

matter it much less importa;^ UT:!^^ T^J^Z^.l' \'
use of the word Temperance instead nf P,„i,-i,-.- ,

* ^*^'' 'hat the party

hibitionists alone are temperl tfts a
''°'^' ' ''"P'^'"^ ""*' P'°-

use wine without abusStdrlf ^T' ," "P^ -" "^ose who

immense^ajority of C^rilZ'V^^-'^^^^^^ ^ '^«
^

perhaps better qualified than a .mnfi.. i T l^anadians are

drunkenness isl rifeaX thTctXlT T T *° ^"'^^ ^''^""^'

wekk, that arbitrary le^islalntZ f^ '

"""^ '"'"'*' '°^"«'"=''« «»

If it is, every good'cilrnt^Tarqlr:! U "^E ""^t^""
^''"^°"-

will be ready to give up a triflinTildZnee^J;:"J
"«'>'- "•^^'l -n

his fenow-men cannot otherwise I rescu'IdLm :rZ^^^t*'"'not afford to allow fancy additions to be made to the n .
7 ''°"

gratification of anybody's moral vanity
; sTm le^s ct welS t "Ll""'legislative philanthn,py to disregard common justice.

"
i

'"

'p
"*"

)

mgitot of South African Confederation, shows once more ^t

a;
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confederations are not to W made as easily as omelets. They have in
fact rarely been accomplished except under the constraining pressure of
some external danger such as those which threatened the members of theAch»an League, the Swiss Cantons, the Insurgent Netherlands, and theAme^c^n Colonies. Our own Confederation can hardly be said to have
been entirely an exception, inasmuch as the sense of peril awakened by the
Tren affair was not without influence in bringing.it about. Its success,
greatly exaggerated by jubilant officialism, formed a delusive precedent
which lured Lord Carnarvon into his project of i South African Empire,
and caused the mildest of mankind to become guilty<of shedding torrents
of innocent blood. The Australians have fallen into the same trap ; but as
they have no Zulus or Boers, miscarriage in their case is attended by no
serious disaster. An attempt at union among communities which Uve
long existed separately, sets the centrifugal as well as the centripetal forces
in action

:
it emphasizes divergences of interest and calls mutual jealousies

,
into play. The American Colonies, before their rupture with the Mother
Countrjr. had tried a union of Councils, but with an urifavouraby^sult.A group of dependencies such as the Australian Colonies, those of South
Africa or those of British North America, is in fact already federated
through Its connection with the Imperial country for the "purpose of
external defence, and for all important purposes, except that of a common
tariff, which happens to be precisely the point on whjiT the Australian
Colonies cannot agree. In truth federation, in the case of a group of^
dependencies, has no meaning except as a preparation for independence

[NoTwraBB 20th, 18M I it iV'F

That the House ol Commons, as well as the House of Lords, is on its
trial IS the avowed opinion of some in England, and the deepening though
nnavowed conviction of many. We may smile at Carlyle's invocatiop ofLord Wolseley to play the part of Cromwell and once more take away the

^ Bauble
;
but it becomes increasingly manifest to all observant and reflect

ing minds that a mob of six hundred and fifty men. full of faction and
selfishness, cannot govern a nation. The extension of the franchise by^ndering the House more demagogic, is pretty sure to increase the 'evilNew rules though Mr. Gladstone hoped that they would restore order to
the chaos have produced no more effect than new r^les usually do where achange o character is needed. In the present session it has already
appeared that matters instead of growing better are growing worse Dis
organuation and disregard of authority increase ; time is more than ever
wasted in aMcrcation; faction grows more than ever regardless alike of
the c aims of public business and of the decencies of debate. Such a name
as del.terative^a^emby is rapidly becoming a mockery iff its application
to the House of Commons. Into the debate on the Address is interpolated
a personal affray between Lord Bandolph Churchill and Mr. ChamberlainNo such thing could have been suffered half a centuiy ago. Canning Peel
or Russell, as a leader of Opposition, would at once have put a veto onLord Randolph Churchill's rabid motion; but Sir SUfford Northcote
though plainly aware of its impropriety, not only was unable to forbid itbut was constrained to follow with drooping head in the train of the
mutineer^ Only by the personal authority^f an aged^hief is a similarstat^-of^anarcty averted on the tiberarsfde. The Parnellites ^re utteriybeyond control

;
their object is to wreck the Legislature and the Government and for social decency they have no more regard than Kaffirs. The

Grarhxc, a neutral journal, describes them as " howling like wild beasts "
at Mr. Trevelyan, and "hailing him with a shower of contumelious
reproaches which made It difficult for him to get out three consecutive
«>nten^es. Mr Gladstone, the author of Disestablishment and the Land
,Aot, the enfranchiser of the Irish peasantry, reaps the fruits of his great
policy of conciliation by being " frequently stopped by rowdy crifes from
the Insh quarter. An assembly of English gentlemen has to sit andhear Lord Spencer, one of the most kind-hearted as well as the noblest ofpublic servants, repeatedly called "a murderer" and, together with his
colleague assailed with ribaldry which is compared by t\,.<Graphic to " the
irresponsible ravings of lunatics." But indignation at the outrages of the
Irish IS sjallowed up in another feeling when we learn that a set of men
cal ing themselves English gentlemen and headed by an English nobleman
in the perwn of Lord Randolph Churchill, voted with the enemies of thecountry for the motion of censure on the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland

fh?d" X ^*'*{":" "="«''"' -^ "«" '^^ «*-<^''
'
-•' it ^tthe days of William the Third, and such it is now.

emigration. But there is also a great deal of indigence arising it seems

Ive^e Htt ; r """ """^ ^ """^" °^ P"-°P'^'°"- ^-'^-^ on thf

LoTint A T""\
""'' •'""''*' "^"^y- '*«''!-' -hieh, and the

18 directed, though the m^ovement is persistently misrepresented as areligious persecution. The principal scat of Socialism, howevert said atpresent to be among the factory operatives, who enjoy ihe great fa^i:for mutual omentat.on and, though the best paid of all L work" op aare the most improvident and discontented. German Socialism had Zer'

by";an!: Tui ""r"^-'
''""'" ^--^-^^ P^'-T of vaccinationDy means of such sem.-socialistic, or as it is the fashion to call them Col

does rtlt«luT T '

'""'''"• " ""' °f *»>« n>alignanttype
; itdoes not like Nihilism, Intransigentism and Fenianism. deal in dynamite

that all social change must be gradual, and that violence will never 1^
iTr r^- /""

''^ «""''* «'^-*^««— GovernmenrruS'enough, and renders more than ever improbable any hostile actionToermany against Great Britain. .The. Conservative gain is no doubt due Tnsome measure to the reaction against Socialism
; b^t the party of reac ionrest, on a large and solid mass of Roman Catholicism and aristLrv as

apathy and abstraction than by change of opinion or desertion. iL c'e^J
18 necessarily of a somewhat negative kind, and neither appeals li^e cIervatism to strong sentiment, nor like Socialism, to ardeThopee Onthe morrow of a great struggle for national unity and independence thepatriotic sentiment is strong, and Liberalism is 'rather phi" phTc .njcosmopolitan than patriotic. Bismarck will now have to chanrthl P.rhamentary baseof his government, and make up a wo^k ngla^ority f

what he always does when elections go against him, or his following^ theHou^ fails him. and when any other ParUamentary minister wouW r"si^

^ iin this way that his government is rendered sUble. while all theXparty governments in Europe are in a continual state of flux aL thinauons which they are ironicaUy said to sway are kept in const!^:danger of administrative anarchy. Thus the one apparent exception "^heinsta^^ty of Party Government is an exception which emphati aly^

In the elections to.ihe German Reichstag the Socialists have gained
largely

;
the Conservatives have also gained ; the Liberals have lost h«^ly

Particularly notable is the great gain of Socialism, after seven years ofrepression. Of thu. the burdensogieness of the German military system isperhaps the ,mm«d«t« ca««,, aiit is the cause of the constant outflow «!

President W.I.SON has a militant life; yesterday ho was grappling

llrZT2 '''' T '^ " '^^"'°« "'^ '"'^^'^^^ °^ clericistrthoughappa ently they are not clericisU of much mark. His obvious answer fnthe latter case is- that If he were to introduce theological teaching hewould be guilty of a breach of trust, which would not be a reli^iouTprl

Bu oft .
""^ "°'°°'° '"" ^""^ P-PO^ ^f 8ubvertrng reHgio^But o this he IS not accuscl, and cannot be suspected. Science mus^ Ltaught in univ.rsities. It must be taught whoever the discoverer may havlbeen, whether Newton, Fara.lay. Laplace or Darwin, and whatever mayhave been his theological opinions. Whatever is true in it is of God •Zsurely none of us will deny. How many faUl discoveries, inc uding thlof the roUtion of the earth, has religion already survived - Ifetbishops now telling us that the doctrine of evolution leaves the argume^^r an intelligent Creator or governor of the world stronger than't^Lbefore? A restoration of clerical control over university tlhing must Jeseen by every sensible clergyman to be unattainable in'this gene'raZ aleast anywhere but in the Church of Rome. Oscott or Maynooth maymew up minds so that no discovery can reach them; to any ProtesUntconege this IS impossible. There is nothing for it but to iJt kh Sihave ts course, and renounce the thought of what Bacon calls offeringSGod the unclean sacrifice of a lie. As to official recognitioa pf Chrb

go through such buckram as rifle bul^. go through paper. That whicTT,at once valuable and attainable is the conservation of ^ligious 1 fe by the

Wilson would be more profitably employed in strengthening the handsZconfirm^g the re*, utiou of Mr. Roe. who. a, ^f all hope, isTytg t^bnng about univernty confederation. ^ ^ *

th.r°°'!I*Tr«°"?"'*'''"°^'"
ever presented toa'nation thanthatofthe two rac* in the ^luthernSutea Ev^n the problem with which Ei^lndb« to deal in Ireland i. les. desperate. It U brought befor, u, inT^

magnitude and complexity in "An An« i. a
Judge Tourgee, whose first w^k "I fTJ"T'" "'^ '"* ^""^ »'
of light on the situation in the Sout^ j" ^ ^t

'" ''"" " ^"'^*''^ ^'^'^

of ractobethe one domina^ra^d^lL ^^ "^"^ ''^'^'^^^^ '''^ ^'^-^
politics;- as it is in Southerr ociet f7''^"';"''''"''' ''^ ^°"'^«™
slavery it seems to ha^e become drn ^

"^ "^ b-'-g obliterated by
carriage is i-possible; it

T" tlTln""" '''^'''^" ''"^" ^^^^ I"'-
. and without intermarriage real

''" ''"^"'^'^ "^'"^ """-'"d

;

line has even been drZ'wM ;

!'"
T"."'""

""^^ P'''- ^he social

of the dominant race has cel^ d and7. !
"'"" '''"'' '*>« -P-°"'y

equality. "From the cr^ eTolhr.' t^\ ""^ '''"=°'"'' " P^^--^-
*'

each other every hour. Yet an tfiT:!
"'''* "'^ "^"^ "'^' '''-'' 'ou<^h

all this there is no equalizatLn
"'"'' ''^'""'''' '^em ever. I„

affection. ChildrenTa;t eV1^:; ^"^ °^ ^^S''^^. no reciprocity of

Betwixt adults fewer demTnratlon^ IZ """ ''''' "^^ <=^"'l---

, •

-aster bestows upon hi! do! " " :tf
^^'^/''^ ^"^-^ ">- the

of slavery, as Judge Tour.ee' is .„n f f
'''''"'^"' "-^^olleccion

likely to gatW strength byXlleT' '" ''""^ dying away, is

negro. All attempts to find a lile !^
"^ generations in the bre^t of the

.
race, or to divide the mixed po^Ut"^

'^° ""'^'
^''^''^^S^ "^her than that of

and whites, have toJly^Z'T ''''?.'''' ^^^^^^^

ordinance of nature stil/pol ically tb'e^T '""' ''^'"'"'^'^^ ^^ '^«

keep power and the governmen et, ?"' '^'' '"'' 'determined to

determination,bei„gencounte"dLa '""
/

'" ""^" ''""''^
'

*"<1 '^'^

tbe part of the negTo, ca.nTf ,\^ ^^ 7^7^"^ ^*'°°^ °"
'

negro has not forgotten either th. ,•
. /

"^'^ '° ">« *"<!• " The
by national legis atb^ The Jo f /T"'-"

'=°°'^"«'^ "P- •>-
exercise, the more deep and L "k7f"'^ ""' " '''''^""' ^-^ 't'oir ^

Whole race of the SoS rhirrr^ ^:iZ^' T^'T
^'' ^^

as was expected and half honed afJj
^^eant me, instead of dying out

plies apace. According to i:'oT'.''T' ''' '^''=^° ^''^ -""'"

multiplies far more rap^idly ttnteVh J ^ ^^^;;J°-«ee relies, it

to have been misled by inaccuracies in the
P°'"' ^" '^'^'^

of the war. But the' broad fal remain;:" °""""
'l

''^ '=°"'~
support himself, and to support hireTf . H It T'" k^

''"''""' '°

and prolific ; that the climate suits hiu T! '
u

" Pl^y^'eally strong

that his life and occupa rorarrtenetuvr'^.^
'' '""^ *'' ^'^''' '^^

He also clings to his Lme and fH hT . ^ ^ '"^ '""^ °* ''^ ''^'^

idea of ti^ns^orting himTj :ther oZri: ira^rd"' Z^''
"^ ^^^'-

according to Judge Tour-^ee is thrhnn ' ^' "" ''''^' "^'^o.

^ The Southerner, d'not mrkl the i
^ "n^'gration into the South

themselves to blvetarhtiforjrm^r™^;
T'"^''''''

"^^
labour; and there ar^ more Sonfh

'
"''*'""o '''bour repels white

ernerscomingSouth"' S^tLn is tr'°^^'
^^^'^ '"""^ ^-*''-

avert the conflict? WUtVmT K . ,^ '°
''^

'=°"J"''';^
'

^hat can

the South of a state oTtci L al ^ t'
'^^ '"''"' '' ^"^^'^'"'^'^ ^'

Slave., itself, and hardlyrsttTXt ^J^'j?^T "
Education, says Jud™ Tn,„„ j ..

P'oduetive of politicaT scYiaax t

fiveornin'etyyrent Trr:^Z t:1^'^''
T'"'- ^'«'>'^-

suffrage entrusted to illiteracy Ta 1 H^'V"' '"''^"''e. "nd the

Congress appropriate an aln^L^lV;:;' " " '''^'^ »-'« •'-d. Let

there may be no mal.ersarn1"^
for education at the South, and, that

It is to be hoped that the fu!di' " ""' ^'^'''' '^"' '" '»»« teachers.

and be so dispens d 1 to nr^llt ^T ''^'"'"'^^ °^'''«^"'^- b--,
mass of political corptioT PopuL l^d'

7^'" <»"-- addition to the'

though we know now to Z co!tS itf"T" I'
" ''^ ''^ ""^g'

-ppo,ed. Applied to theIZTl^Tjf; '^Tl ^ ^' """^^

more sensible of the nature of iZ a ^
^^^"'^^^'^ of the two races

'tHe rifle. But will it «tin1 V °""'^""' """^ ^'"^ ''i^PO'ed to grasp

them? Willnotl?;;:^:t:d:cCT'*'^'^ ^^ntevendimU
to the humiliation of his'^M^'T ,T ''''' '^'''' ^^^-'r^^y^^e

bitternes8ofsoulthane7eroTrthe2;r*°J ™ '°-'™°^ "•"> --«
himself hardly seems to Zf i . ^ °' ^"^^ '''°"S^ ' Mr. Tourgee

group of Gulf'sTtTs n wS cT' '
''' '""''"^'^ °' '^'^^ ^^^^U. T^

amerefractionofthelTnion. Tl^t iXi;rCr:f^^^ "'-

s::fw r^^ifrrr -'t 'r-
^- ^- - --'•

Slavery is everywhere condelrd wM ". ': '\' "''' °* Chrfstendom
been condemned, and if it hi cJasH f

° '"'' '''"' ^"'^ '' •"*« ^''^^-'-
th. example and influence of Chriran po^rr'a:^';

'^^ ''^"'P'^^'°° *"
did not attack Slavery directly •

it »f? T.T ,

^
-f^'i^^''^ »' its advent

essential import the^pt ,« to 'ph,-,
'' '•' ?"*'"'" ^^'^'^P' "" ^ ^ut in its

relation incompatible ^Itt LttoTh:; ;"' '; T ^""T"^ '' *
been uttered and committed bv nhl

'" '•°'"'- ^°"'^'«. "<> doubt, have
question. Inferiorities orL'tWhH""' " '"'''''' -'''^ '»- ^egro -

the traces which Slavery co ,Td 'not fS
27"""'''' ^'^ '"'"' '^^^^^

forgotten, and .the ballot has been .- --
'
"^

""" ''*"' ^'^'^

who were totally devo d rthe ca / V""' '°'° '^^^ hands of those

ought not to maL us r a momenru ^-
«''"'--—-ent. But this

brought, even more iip n theZtS tla'""^ V'''
"'''''' ^^'^^ ^'^^'^

memoi7 of Liberation Th sTether ""'"^ ^"1!'^^' "^ ^^-'o/al to thT
textually cited by Judge Toir '

I
°' '°"'' ^'*^°''- ^ 1«34, as

any slave to read or write or f ' ^^ P'""" '^"^^ hereafter teach
read or write, such person 'if a ^'1^.

^'°"""' '"'^ ''''"^ *° ^' '''"ght to
ing one hundred doLsTo'r la^ ^^^^^^^^

^^^" ''^ «-d not ^ceed-
six months; or if a free perl of -^f ,

'"P"''onment not less than
fifty lashes and fined not elH 7/^^'' ^e whipped, not exceeding

Whipped at the ^^1Z:7TL7^^ '^ ' ' '^^ ^ ^
mformer to be entitled te one h^ the H °°V''-''*'°-

*^^'^ ^°«^
'

'•»«

And if any free person of color or . ? .

'° '' " "°'"P«''^"' ^'^^^
place of instruction forll nlL f

"" ''"" '"'P "^"^ -''ool or other
be liable te the same pet^ 71 uT.

'"^ P^'"''"" °^ -'-' "e shall

color and slaves for teac^wfo write > ih
^" °°' '''' ^^^^^ °^

ahows, it will be observed, that the mite 3 if thT""" 1
"'^ ''*'"^'

as the slaves, were hardly less h..K
"' " 'bey were not so illiterate

almost as great an ev^l L l';o 'Ta?- "r""""'
'^'"'^ ''''''^^^ "-

'^atred of popular
in^tituti^rsympa^^zed'^itrth^r'^r'"'

^^"^
owners, and tried te draw Can,.H,'t .u ,

^^ J^outhern Slave-

for humanity. " '""^'^ "^ ""'t ^'^e, behold what he was doing

,

A Bysja-vder.

ft HERE AND THERE.^

The following anoearorl ;.. «

"There was :JT.Tm::, a'tZ^ ^t ;^'^''"^ " ^''^^
Aldershot, on the 16th October

'"^ ^"'^^^ ^'''''ch, Farnborough Park,

Robinson, Rifle Brigade A Q U n
"" T °' '^'°'-el' Charles W .

Robinson. Bart., Chi:f J^te offt
""^

P^^''
'""^ ''^ •'"'''^ ^-^'ey

daughter of Lieutenant GteTalS^rhUw'';
.''''' '"'"^ ^"^^^ <^'<^-t

dress was of white satin with the fr, t^'^'"!^'^
.-^^"o^- ^art. The bridal

fe^tooned with sprays ;fl' ^rerT'^'TrV^^r
^°'" '°"'^=-'

--ght. u^high .^tr^bacfe-omeheadbvasnr 7 '
'

""'"
' ''"' "" "

star of diamonds. The six bridesmaidiHr^: 7^ ""'''^"
''"'^ "^

their names painted in daisies-Daisv h. I 1^ *''"'
'^'^P'"' ^^th •

travelling dress was of rubrvicuna T' ,

"''^ ' """" ^he bride's

with dark fur, and ruby pll7„7'
"''\'"'^«"'^ "^ ^^by plush, trimmed

by a ruby and a diamtd'rooch" ^7 '"""^^T"^
'"'' ^'""^ ^-'-ed

Dormer, Hon. Miss Napier L.dv T
'"7" °^ ^"'^ ^''^'*"' ^on. Mrs.

Learmouth^Mrs. Aad^Xn "wei ^'s ^ u'"'"^^
^'''''"'''' ^"•

Smythe also appear amongst the Sef:h!:rXn:^^^^^^^^

law of justice, and compensated 1 sT
^' ^°'^'^^<^- observed the

fetter, of the.Skve AbEf SJave-owner while it struck off the

of renown. It i- ahK.1>t Th'glo^:^:;'^^- ««!" ^ '"«^'^'*'' ''^-•-

--::r^i:y^e--S-^.-^^ - m.e for t^ -pe^rof^ -^rjJt^Jltc^t

The Sanit^r^ Journal discusses the sewa-e an,}~» fToronto at considerable length Our 7n T ° " '^'^"^ of

" Queen City." Torontemak^ very Iw'""'^ ''"''^ '''^'' ^^ »
trunk sewer" is indispensIbfetltT

''°7, ^^^^ "" ^"'^^^^ ^ork. A
tank at the east end oZLkthTtet^^ ''' ''' ^^'^•" ^^^ * '^eep

the fall necessary te a free o;iw"'wW "h t?"'"'''^'
''^ "'"'' '° ^'

feet system of draimtge. The selJ 1 k
"^ "" """"''^'"^ '" » Pe"-

tacle and utilized on Warm whT" "'^''l
''« P^-Pe'* f-m this recep-

oharge. The ^..^ilTrnt: :pt:: with^^t
'' '^^ ^°^" °' '^^-

of Toronto, however, as to desDair„7r, '"umcpal indolence

and Dr. Macadam' prIt7:n;^t=7''t^^b;7"''^^^''^•'^*«'
warnings the trunk sewer wuLtUS any Jon:'^

'''''"^' ^^

reiiJoTseXtd Z^^l ^^^f
'» ^^^ « ^-.^ in

world, should t^, without a™S ck^t of adT " '*''*''"" ''^'" '^'^

Bond Street Congregational Tur^ho^f 'f'T''' '° ^' '''^* ^ ""•»

peculiarities of the piLher", popZ .tv^ .f
^^ "'"'°«- '^'^' *'»«- and it. significa^. rem^^ttX'S^^:i;

^
;^.:r::;
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the anniversary of hie church, some weeks ago, he preached a sermon onthe indications of .^mortality in our nature which was in quite a different
style, and would have satisfied any taste.

'

Nonura,, jpth, 1884.1

Mak? Tw^iN has been elected a member of the Montreal Snow-Shoe
oiub. Keferring to this announcement, the Montreal Star says- "Takeh.m out boys and when he descends from ^he ' bounce ' of initiation, gethim to describe that sudden aerial flight ! induce him on to a bob-sled and^t him flash down Cote des Neiges Hill with your best pilot in charge!He will .^ake as good time asany of you. if you only keep the track clear !WelcomerMark, to Montreal when snow flies and the air tingles with thekindly electricity of a Canadian winter ! We owe you many happy hou«let us make you happy for a little while in a new w'i. wi^ blTnket Z,'and tuque and snowshoes broad in the beam !

" "
•

For various reason^ it has for long been difficult to get data upon

Scotstxan appears to bear the impress of truth : " I recently (says a cor-
respondent) wrote for a young Scotch friend of mine to find out the truth

?rl M TT
^°'-''»-^««'- ''^^ -Pl^ - - follows :_(Taken from letterfrom Mr. John Eraser, of Brandon. Manitoba, dated September 5. 1884

)-I came to Canada North-West Territories in February. 1882, from Edinburgh, with f2.000. and took up a.0 acres of black Zlm la;d. tl f

I

gtoo" T f"^ ?°**""'' '"" '^Sy-di-te. This farm is nLw worth
«4.500. I have forty acres under wheat crop, yielding twenty to thirty

.
bushels per acre; twenty under oats, and twenty under barlfy ; all myvegetabes are doing well. I have plenty of hay, and cattle come out fa'^ith nothing but prairie hay in spring. Horses and cattle do well in win-

,

ter. As to climate. I would just say that I have been very comfortable •

P T\ U°""°°'
^'" ^''" """^ reasonable during the last yearP^ple^ould come out here in the spring. I have travelled through Indiaand Turkey and seen a great deal of Africa and other portions of Z

Zntd'^
.""1""'"*'''""""^ "' ""^ *--•« ^--^try m re

North-West. I am perfectly contented, and have good prospects ahead. "

Thebb were twenty-two failures in Canada reported to Bradstreefsdurrng the past week, compared with thirty-two in the preceding week, andwith eighteen, eighteen, and five, in the corresponding weeks of 1883, 1882.

L the ri >L T"' T^'^'y
''^'*^ '«'^ ^"""^'^ " »>-i«g t-ken place

S)5 16?"an1 iT '"\^t'
'^"''* ''' '"^ the preceding week.'and

1882 and ISSI A^^^f^T'' " *'' -responding weeks of 1883,

whot f f !
''^*^"*"" ^' '=*'^'- "«" '^'^ of ""»U traderwhose capital was less than f5,000.

t

&^r.lf^:rlltTt«S^r '^^^^^^ o„e.o,.ickae.sor of death, th.
prolonged .U.rT TSlt^^w^Ato^rCenn^l^rrori^^^^^^^ <" <^~"-<'

The Globe ventures the assertion that " tie great mass of the people ofLondon are m favour of thing, as they are, and wish no change.•'Twhich'formula reca Is tlielrishnran's philosophic dictum, " If^thinj don't alter

ac^LTZr'fTH''""^
""'' -temporal^, however, ^advances nofact« ,n support of the averment; whereas the experience of one-timeresidents in the Metropolis inclines to . directly'Ipposite b.lier A

Sabh ,f""t '"•T"^' "'" P'"""''' ''"'' ""- -- --l* for theSabbath make spasmodic protests against the « desecration "
of thit dav •

but as the same persons do not hesi^te to avail themselves of private andpuble vehicles to attend church, are not conspicuous for their preferenceof cold mutton on Sundays, and do not ^bject to read journals pJttlZon that day their StiggimMlike diatribes go for exceedingly little " The

Bnght to the Sabbatarians; and he continued truly :
" There is not a wordin the New Testament leaning to your views.

"

Fn.H h
" ^"^^ "" '^' ^°"°"'"S^ "^''"''^ the reason so manyEnglishwomen come over here te join the Mormons r> said a Castle Garden official in response to an inquiry. " Because they don't have half achance to get husbands in England ; that's the reason. Why, one of themwas te ling me only the other day that out of a hundred w^^.en folks ^her native villages between the ages of twenty and thirty-five, the e we"

,

husbands for only fifty-six of them ; fourteen of the other forty-four Tadowned huBbands once, but they had died ; the remaining thirty'never hidany and had no hopes of getting one. She seemed to have made a stud^of the question, for she told me that there were less than 4.000.000 women

Ztul^a^r",
""'"'""''• ^ "'^^ '""^ Englishwomen learned

^T,K yL
* °°' opportunities it afforded them in a maritidway, they became impressed with the place at once ; and that's why theyT^eep coming over with the Mormon missionaries."

^

The New York Nation speaks of Professor Fawcett as having been in

he had been up to the cabinet mark, which he hardly wm. his hZ7would have b^na fatal objection. He could notw'eTe^ he co^fi^T
tial papers and despatehes, while his reader could not have been allowed"know the secrets of the Government. It could hardly have been sife teentrust even the papers themselves to his hands

THE VEILED PROPHET OF CHELSEA.
Rap-t into mystic ecstasy the Prophet veiled we viewedAlas, the veil is lifted now : Eheu ! so much forSde.

BCKKALO robes from being tfce conipionest of furs, are likely to beclme_the rarest. It « beliW that^tmlyTemfets of the mighty he^TZt

ter^d about the vicinity of Wood's mountains. Not a single herd i ^wto be found upon the prairies of Dakota or Minnesota, where buffaloes ondwandered m thou«.nds. Last year but 10.000 robes were handled LsTPaul, where m 1881 100,000 robes were turned over, and this year theentire trade has amounted to four robes.

aghted. injudicious, greedy, and irreligious as anything can well b; "
Sosays the Globe. "To close all our post-otfees on Sundays woultin myview, be not only an intolerable inconvenience, but a great evil." That isthe opinion of a broad-minded statesman, a. most judicious speaker thepersonification ot unselfishness, and a consistent member of a\^t whltrue devoutness has never been questioned-John Bright The GreHTribune whose whole life has been devoted to the «,ryi^ of le p^Ihas intelligible raisons for the faith that is in him. He points o^te acorresponden who advocates non-delivery on Sunday, th^, beside^ onl

^tiof'&^:lre: ?rirs3;r^'^l"'rs.t^'"''"'
»' 'r"' •«—»-*are aw.y from their homes and p"ent^ /n,^^?.??'* '""5*? "'"'" ~"°»^ "»»

oooapatione by which they U^ tJ th-ie 8^, <•
'"'","«' »<""" «" »«>• «rioM

It i. . day on which their thought. LtuTSivkn^'t^'i^ 1"^ tl^'i' ' *" "' "*»
the d., on which the letter from he"o&anbl2nt fll^^^l^l""'.^'?

'•"' " "
qoenlly re<leiTed ; and it i» the d*v on »m7i. .k w .

'"" "^ mother u moat fra-
art War. to write to the homeZle ut^:,^!'^ ordanghta, hM Ih. grS-
of laMar* of wiie and lotinir oonn«l >,«™' "..'"? •"•"P'^ *«>» ""i/ thooaaadi

.nd.r«r.um.t«u-..e::zrv.5LXs:r?i«i;'z^
.

THOUGH the courts, in accordance with the dictates alike of law and ofsocial decency have restrained th.p«hli«tion of Lord Lytton's Wlette«-it seems that Lady Lytton's literary executive, Miss Devey, hopes sdHtefind a way of vindicating the memory of her departed friend i„v°
words, of unloading upon the public mind, and tTte^e ricl llf':
matrimonial ^.ndal of which she appears te be th^e we^l-chl^rsl:She will do the very opposite of what she intends and her friend ^nir!!!!"
It will be the Memory of Lord Lytton, not that of Lady LyUon JT T" ^^i
be vindicated by the exposure, so far as it is capable o^ vindSulXll
Lytton's memory bore the stain of misconduct^nd even of b^^-,husb^d

;
and his only excuses weresupposed te be the rnhappy^SS^blH

*

of genius and the revulsion «>nsequent on the dissipation of a L^I w
^

But It is now app^nt that he was miserably maiSld, and thTthlt^can hardly have beea all upon his side. For the woman who u„dJ
*

circumstances «,d however prbyoked, could leave such letter, for ^Kr"''
tion, if she was not insane, must have been vile. Betti^ Mr V Tand Mis, Devey it seem, doubtful whether .uch thSlTrifht f".

'

J«,d
social decency wUl much longer be found on eart^ The1J^^"?*

both c^ are fine, «,d the motive in both ««e. i, the same.
"*

The long-expected " Corre,pondence and Diaries of thL i * «.
Hon. JohnWilsonProke," are dividing tVe hZVlftand^ ,^^»
reader, with Mr. Fronde', unhealthy expcnre 6f Carlyle ^« ,

^*
and probably exaggerated revelations of thTLytton ^mS^'.^Z '^
^e, mconvenient Malmeshnry confes,ioi«. Few men of hi. t^'r*"been «, «undly abu«Hl a, Mr. Croker-prohably no oJit^Z^med « unenviable, notoriety. Macauk^ deteateThittid tL"*'Wnaheld vented hi. h.tr«l by kinpoonLg Croker J ^l^.^C«nu«.by." Th^keray'. didike for him wa. rfiown in »Y^rJ^

wkfere Croker was personified as " m7w T T
strong aversion for him. I'd^al ITI" / • f" ''*^«"«- ^"^ »
equally dialiked the trenchant writer TWt fu

""""'• '""' «-""
-Louis J. Jennings, whilom ed te; J r''^'"°^"'«

" Correspondence"

,
presents Croker ast cheery »v.u • ^ ^*"' ^"^^ ^i'«**-however
upright and incorruptible T^rCb'^; '"''r^''

"-" ^^-S
told, the trusted friend ot 02^1^

' Tn "^'^ "^^'^^ ^^^
Wellington, of the second Sir Se '

P ^ . T'"«'
'' '""^ ^"^e of

broke for political reasons, of S^wJ J^''""
"''°"' •»« ^^'-wards

King of Hanover. He is c^ did IT H '

°' '^"'"'°"-'=«
''"'^ ''''^

Theodore Hook. Thomas Mo re Mrs si n
^"'°" '"' '^^'^ ">

•n the words of Mr. Sala. "he was Ival, J
'"' "" ^^^^^^ ^ut

unjust to Napoleon the GreL 1^^ f ^' •" "''''^'^' """^ ^'"'^'^^""7

traduced when dead.'' NorT'th .
^''"P^ated while living and

Social gossip, e-specally o Jat flirr*"/
''^ '""^ P"«'^ Po''t-I.

forms the great^tractL of the Gr'r^- "' "'''^'""^ '^'^•' ^'"''^'^

Croker-s literary connection uppl ardir'",'
'^ ''°' "*°^'''«' ^^''^ '

Scott, who was much interested ifh^
"" additional source of diversion.

with a fund of Johnsonr'e^e Ltr^^^specimen is characteristic: ^^"''"'=«« "» S<=otland. The.following
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on _ ^
gyt«. What do'^oT think 'm,if^" bT-'J' "« »«"1 '« a friend " J.'mT.T/

„""" "V™"oooundrel of a Coraican .'J? u "" ^ "^O"* "'' I'aoli • ha'a r ff ,. 'Tu ?
*"*" '='«»n

We are wondering at Lord «».« j.

r-.X'cri' :fi:-^' -"'ar.X'rX'; ." r- -- •«"

'

answered. Some time aft«r th n^* ^"''^ <" """on did not h^^'th. ' '"«»

The following letter from Peel to Croker lith ». un.ate terms, shows that Peel's exneri.n^ r .
""^ ^^ ^"^ on inti-

bed of roses than it has C::ZZZZ ''''''''' ^" '"° ""^ "
'.'To all the latter part of your letter- 1,

' ! ' -
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trSii"i::tT:,:dtT^^
that it was not pr^ctisedlt the e

"" "".'"'* ""'l''^^«°"'''''« -th.rity
brilliant writer, who commtldl our a^ ''" "" '"'"' °^ ^riel-the
he does sometimes puzr^s

""°" '"• ^'« '<'*"*' P*^ though

public credulity. The would h/Ttr ,

^^'^imant's " estimate of

other Government retreat;Le ann"".!
°«"*"'°- in Portland and

expressive if .ot elega^L I ^ 1'
""'""'"' *"' '''''^ ^ the

-oment-" Some menCta raid r"'^"^' " ^"^ ""^'"'^«''
brains

;
them as has money and no b™

"""'
',
'""^ *"" -""-y ^^^ -

and no money." It i, ^'L "^ "^^'^''"^"-t keep them as has brains

fraud could Le l^^msel^t e H" v'"'""'^"^'
"°"°^'^ "^ ^^^^ -^

-ek for the next-five"i ^ it'Ttl
^'

''T''
'''' ''''' ^''^^^^ P^^

bi3 "rights" demonstrL Lt Thfw,;!^^^^^^^^^
in support of

anticipate -aklng even more money Tar^-" '""' ""'' '^•--'-
British public. That he has ^b

^ ^^' °^ '° '^' ^""''^"'ty of the
claim to ,the Tichborne t tlel^ estlT"

""' '^°"°'^ "' ^"P^*'""^ ^'^^ '««>'

remarkable what a larl nrn !
/' '"°'' improbable, though it is

^Heve .. ,he tieklirrdtri: '^k" I'f
'"^^ ^^^^ -"

strong if 'unfounded belief enterti n f

'

''"^ ^°^' out of a
difficulty of getting justice r^thlwrfh''^'" " '^ ''^ '^-^
«eeks it is in a position te bia^ the iL ^ !,

'°"'' "°'"«^ ^« -^o

.

absurd convic^on to intellL and i'^^^^^ ^"
ately the sch^dmaster has fot been

™ "'"'
'

'"'' ""^^ortun-

the adult working classes L be vtyillf ™?'' ''^'°'' "'^ ^"^'--^ ^or
i«- If he were eligible " this maJ T^'^^'^'-^'^'i there the conviction

,

get himself returned toParSmTnt butTa^TT '^'"'' "''^^^ " ^""^
can he drive a c«b. conduct anl" L ^^' ^" '' "°' ^''^'l^'^- ^or
soldiers, and sporti.g nieJ~^J-T^ '''''' ''

•^"'^^^f--'
'

-dU:irEigi!;t rr^,^^- ^^--- - -«- tho.

.

that this vast misapplication of entjvl I"
"""^""'''- '''' ''"' '-«

^

"he had a cargo ot Texan cattle X ^^'T ™ *'"" ''"'^ "^ Mexico
other lines, she has been an nprofitatle'

" ",'^«°—^le laying, and
excu^ion vessel she may be aXt The"" ""

I

'"' " '^ ^'^^
ship as nearly like a hotel in ,,

'"^^
^
^^^ P-^^^nt plan i, to fit up the

vide a concer't troupe al ^X:' -^'''•"-'^"oa.s as possible, to'pro

tractive that the gults taki^T XTS:: "
T''

''' '''' ^ *'"

not care to seek the comfort that th'vew Or. u
'° " '^"'''''''°" ''"'

^-- will leave England in ab^J: tie ^^ '^'^' ^"'"'^- ^''^^^

The effect of Lord Malmesbury's "Memoin." h u
Cardinal Newman into public controversy Th M ^*' ^" '° P™"*"^'
-store and dignified preUte that Z ^' .

Malmesbury said of the

played practicfl iokes'wlth him e nTtte t / f'"' ''"' '''' ''^^^'^^

.

backwards so as to hem him un^oTforl,; W "' '"'"« '^^ '•"'-»
wall. Not less inaccurate as a For "^ £,

^'''"^'* ""« ^•'''^ '"d the

guikhed success. Lord SaLury a hi . '^u*''"
*'''' """"^ '^"«-

life. a h.ughing-,tock. or ^^'Z'^itttZ''^''''''''''' '" '°''''^
of the Foreign Office in 1858-59lLord MaTmel Tr*^ °^ '»"« -'»
were notorious long ago. The W ia .

^*'°';''^"y " ^P^" of memory
dent, «i Cardinal NeX«irel„w

' charateristic blunder. The inci-

occurred «xty yea«^ c,:,'"^:.T "^ '''''^"°° ^ *'""' ^"^2. ir««^

di^iplinariaZ ^DisciXe wr^^n a lilTtaTL.t''': ^' '^ '^ ' ''«"'

he began .weeping ve^ vigoroj,;^^ ,1''"''' ""* * » "^'^ '>'«>-

tion of the ewentiaJ RadiJLn of K "^"'.^f"'^
»° unconscioua reyel..

-ighty youth," ^^y:^To:i^^z:z^,^^r'°:r''''^'
oppo«> the new teacher. " J don'tZJ^ ' ! ''^ '""^ ''"•*""« " to

womt of it in the conflict" If the .3,7'' "^ " **•" ^ «°' **«

IjftoRTAJfCE ia attached hv Mm g -iF r ^ :

that the manufacture of liquid berfr* ""T' "^ "' "-ou-ement
Cnada by a New York firm^ an rlyTe"^°'tar d^^

'""''''^'"' '"^

undoubtedly of„great value for persons wthwerrJ''^^^"''*'
'°°'^ "^^

for the convalescent. But it is „„? 7 f '^"'''"'^ P^^" »nd
they ought to be recommenl to^irr^^-'^'^

'^''''"^ -'^^'-
especially during the middle of th. H *°."'f«"'^

"^ "c^ve employment,
who are not in a condition t^ropJr^^^^^^ '^'l

"""'^ '° •^•'' ^^^
appear the b^ter plan to advise thoIeVh^ '1'"'''^ {'^•^^•" ^t would

.food wholesale to eat n^orTZ^ZlT r^'^ut'V''
"^ ^<"'-« '^eir

without^ sufficiently masticating it 'of J
°^ swallowing food

but destroys the Jth-byThtdirl It ^™"'' "' ^'^'""'^ ^^my
by discouraging the growth of ti^rinrJ.'^

outraged, stomach, and
well known that ^kt'ure is so ^^o^ ^311?^ '^T'

'""^ ^°^ '* ^
that she ceases to produce what i^nr ^ ^ "^'^ '° circumstance,

^' It may be that th'e time u'o LrL^ wh
"""^^-P"-^^ P'o^-is :

or wholly on foods which hav;li; plrtl^ or
"7."?'' '"'"'" "^^'^

the lar«e amount of force now exlnd^ I 1 T" ^ ^ "^''^'*' ''^-
utilized in some other way i„T . . ". '^^''^^ P"^''^ may be
and,.it mtg| be added::^^!^

to::h''t't'Ki*''r''
^"^^^-

One would link the argumenrmLht JT J 1 ^ ""°«" "' '''« P"t.
• dentist.

* ' ""«'*' "^ "•^^ '''th much better graceby

weU to conatantlyTterate the L ttat Znt mT™''*'''
''^' '* «

kinda are poweriess for more than t^m^^'r^^f'^dtW '™^ °' '"
.Ua humanity i, «id to be heir to mayZZ^^t^^ T T^ °' ""
-- of fruit. Most people know the benefiTly, . '1 '"''»'''«°'»

onade before breakfast, but few know .hat i^ 7:^:::;::^^;^
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without blue pills or quinine is to take the juice of one two or thr«<.

drink without sugar, before going to bed. In the morning, on rising atW ha f an hour before breakfast, take the juice of one leton in a gfbl

without any of the weakening effects of calomel or congress water. Peoplehou d not irritate the ston.ach by eating lemons clear! the powerful aSd

tton afteTa" T^' k"
""-y""-^—-«> invariably prod'ls inflamion after a while

;
bat properly diluted, so that it does not burn or" draw

hortughi; '
"^^ '''"''"^"' '"'^"•'"•"'^ "^ -"^ -^' ^^^ «/«tem

[MovaiiBn aoth, latt.

Ti?^ CHURCHEk

TRADE NOTES.

C0MPi^,»T8 of the dullness of tra"^in most branches have been com

ao^s ;rr'7"" ^'^^ -""^ --*»>- -as checked «*!«: of d^y

When the winter's business in any line commences badly the deficiency ^e dom made up at a later period. The abundant harvest'fully compenle^

tr SuTh oTr
-"^^^-^^^ ^or the farmers this'is nota b^dy«ir. Such of them as are heavily loaded with mortgage debts on whi^h

interest must be paid, or have other obligations which wil not ;,mt of
:

de ay, are obliged to market their produce ; others who are in mor^frJourable circumstances are inclined to wait in the hope that pri's IHITi^eBut he slowness in bringing forward farm produL cannot be so griZIS aometimes represented; the expansion of the bank note cLuTdo"during the month of October of 82,542.000 means that a gr^dt of

crop"^ 'tL :: 'T':'
'" :''' '' ^-'^^i-U^described as 'Cin^ h

and ih-
^ '^' " '°" '"'"°^' '* °°' '''^og«tJ>«r beyond precedent

other countriea And the export of this cereal has greatFv fXn offTn

m England at present prices. We have then, cotemporaneously with 2demand for wheat for a new purpose, a check on produc^On in the Wess
low This wTn"' \

'^ ''' '° """'^ "^'^ '^^"' *"« P- rem ilsTe^low
,
this w 1 cease at once on any considerable rise in price ; and while lowprices prevail the check on production will continue. These nfluen^e musTbefore long reak the fall in prices; though it would not be ^fe "prZany^ing wi h regard to prices during the present year, when the onwlyof reducing the surplus stock will be in feeding inferior grades of whitto animals

;
and even when wheat is so used its use will be^the expel

excessive It is a common, but quite useless, practice to advise farmers tomarket their crops early
; of the wisdom of Ling so the fZer w^ ^spite of all gratuitous counse l, form and aet uponL own op'To"^^mercu.1 reasons for haste there always are ; ZTu are^idTn p^^c^made with the proceeds of the crop, and when the farmer holds on tolkgrain, in he spirit of speculation, the storekeeper often h« o"a^^^h« pay

;
this want of promptitude reacts tn the Vho3 mlhanTatlu recorded in the bank ledger in the shape of renewals a.d"va^paper secured or unsecured. So far as the call far an eariy marketTrL of

basw, and the right to which it gives voice should, if properly used bestrong enough to enforce the demand. The only effectu'al rlr'm U^ ina curtailing of the duration of credit and the creation of a habit of p„rctuality m payment aipong farmers which does not now exist IttLt

eZie!:r"'"/r^
'''''^' '"" "'^p''^-''- cols oi^^ion ,?^r:"enabled to capitalize the faster; and the very slackneL of tn^e wLctCommerce deplores may produce new accretions of agricultumTcp'ui

Te^ B:t tt r-l-f.'"'"r
--^^ - -^^er augmented irdfrninished. But the equilibrium of commerce is overthrown •

stocks a«, J„

sta^d Should the slackness of the last few weeks continue, the^mmerc«l atrophy would before long be inconveniently felt in man; dirTor

p:^^:d-ri-^f xr::i:::tr^"r t?"v^^=hold the principle that it i^Sfl
'"*"°*'"'"

'^ ^^^ P^Wic schools. They
Many besiLs th^e CoLg^r^^raS^r^^^^^ -^.i.l

^^^^^'^i^VlS^V^^^^^^^ ?fr ^-^ ^^"-'«'>- ^en
practical sympathy which its fSl^j ' >' °°' ""«* ''•"> the
R A. Bilkey.pasLr of Chris Cht.r^'.t^- .^ '^°'' "">« "'"^^ ^^
dained by th^^ishop of iorontt He\1 ^ '^V'"'«"^
acceptance in the Chu?ch of thSensbn A TT T. ^?'^^'"'« ^'"»
in Hamilton. The Rev C GrlhTmZ i?" Ti'"."'*'''

"^ *«"'" ^^ists

Reformed Episcopaf Church and h^h""' ""i"*' '^
communion of the

Niagara, and'lt present mi^tte^/iXt'churc'h"' .K^
the Bishop of

It is also stated that the Reformed EnlX.? •°- ""* ambitious city,

tendered his resignation.
^^*°'""^ Episcopal minister at Barrie has

an uIrpr''om'rg'^ifTorar^il?o"^^^^^^^ ^«"-*"^»—
He has to lay his^ accoLtS theX^tlr?

^^'"^^^^

pretence of treatinc^ secederl frnm h
'""'"^''*' resentment. There is no

is not even the,aff2cS of'^harirtrZe"" ''''Jl
*".'«-''-

;
'"ere

actioa DiffafiOse of opinion orfh»..
they may he sincere in their

Church is not recoguLd^ Eoclesiastts 1?"^ .°' '^' ^""""^ C''">°"«
lectual or moral nature must^v th^v .!L, '^.t'*?'

'"''' '° '*'«''• i-itel-

propounded by the Ho y Set Mts Itui!''' '^« doctrines authoratively
cated. The names of Ga!L a^d KeoL%^ '^ " ^ excommuni-
Pere Hyacinthe and Fathe^ Curci GavS "^ ^'T'°«y«--

«""! DoUingep,
to the reader's memory. The unb^nd^';!^^,^"

Sanctis will readily r^u;
ever, the worst of itf UnthinW mnh,

'*°''^°^ ^°'"" " °°*. '""'-

renounce Popery, and^ho put iX'L^ "Iheirrf'
'"/"^^^ "^^ ^"^

apostates and objects of execration «n^r^lvpir°"p.'°' ''°'"8 '"' "
known as a typical French cJ^^ilJ^f^' *"**'" ^'"'"quy is widely
speaker. WhLeve/re preLht rlT"'°'"*''o^^
munity he is sure to be aCled by disordlT

"" ^^""t"
^'*"'°"'= <='>°'-

deriy dealt with by civlT^Serftit Tn fh^p"'""'^"'
''^° "*' ^''7 ten-

Ohiniquylast week did nof~^-
"> '^e Province of Quebec. Mr

rough^ -hrcoitgairrouTdlhrS^^^^^^^^^ the hundredfof
Montreal. It is the central i

'='l"'c'>f in which he preached in

ceremonies in the Cathedral »„ /,«« j
session. At the opening

that the procession'witt^TrO^^,^^^^^^^ J'
'« estfmatel_

posed ef archbishops biahon« »n^ ti, • l
^.°P The Council is com-

The Council has bTn%utiX ?h:Vot''t"^rd""^:!,"* •''°"' ^^<'-

social questions as they affect the interests of th'phT''^"^'
'""*

matters not coming within th« ^ZJ TT .,
Church, doctrinal

contrast with the prol^L of fTl'fh f
a^embled theologians. In

business is transac^I^T^ ^f Tk^l"
•^'='''««'»"«'=''> bodies the%rincipal

public cere.„onials1t wS it IZZ'Z'i:^"''?'' ""* '"'^'^« '

while English is used at the sec,;t se^t,^'
*^> I-''"^, *»page is spoken,

tions will not be made known to th^Xc nlJu the P°^ *l''^
'^''"^"'

report of the proceedings and accorded th^m M !• ^°P«J"" ^^ the
dian prelates /re in atteVnlTtttwryCo-^^^^^ ""^ ^*^-

teslTbiXpTn'^thf UnttJTur"h "'bi'^'"^
!^'"''"-^' '"« «"* I*-

ceremonies at Aberdeen where^' "^^ celebrated with imposing
London, the AtchbXp of'oantorwT^v'^' *' ^^ ?-''« Cath'Tdrd!
the occasion, and at variouspK in 7hi^^^1*i,r°.

''°^'"'°* '«'™°° °«
on the subject the nW. sho« Z. *''«.^°'*«d States. In an editorial

testant Episcopal Cbu^in^ ^'^'^ ^^'"° ""^ »"«=««' »' the Pro-
weaken thT&hw"Lhy ^"'"'*' disestablishment would in nowl^'

AfTUUSK.

"AO.:afrnfw?fo7sa^r'^TrL^tlr t^^^
^;'^'^'^' ^^^^^^

contact; but^yjctimtrSlX^^^'r.lSiJ':?"*'''^''^

the ?oZrgtu";:" SJ.r"ru':d"rff^"^pn and water; Pope's. stZg "ol^, Mri. S^T '
.''''°""'' ''""^ '''«•

Keen's, beef tea, cold b«ndy W E Gl^^ •
'' '^""' ^'''""°<'

•herry; Mi«. Oatley's, linZd t^' and^S'^n" '^^ ^•^'' °P *"
Champagne jelly. Schiller used to mtove^Uhl'-nr'' '" '°'"'* "'
the smell of decaying appl^^ He .1.3.1^ i^ k^'^ '"P'**"''^ ''»''»

champagne. Lord Epskinr and T^ti-v,'"' *"*'° with coffee and
boum^the first SrdS^,' ^^to „S' iT' "P'r ^•^<'«
he lud to make a greatip^

' ^ '"'*** *'''^' °° hi. chert wh«D

IfovnoiaB aoth, 1884.]

What chiefly strikes a sojourner in th. p Mo.vtreal.
traordinary power of the-'Roman Cath . '°;!f"-"\°^

'^''^''^ '« 'he ex-
clsein the modern world is that ^ower so IL^^"^'''- ^^^'"'P^ «°-here
respect. At the cession to Great BHil; .1 ^''^'f'^*''

"'"^ »° 'worthy ofamply guaranteed, and to so ge^erou ""el^' if' °' '''« ^''''-b were
Church of Rome is the establkhed re i* on ."r

'"',
I"

""'^ ^'•°^'"<='' 'he
,

hav ng driven off her most promisi,3?l ^ t '"f
''' '*"» ^''^^ England,

ened to the neces.sity for domesTio ndnl'
'^ ^ '*'"''' "•'^'*''n™t, had ^wak

amily i, America. Hencrwc find thlftrr?""'"^ ^""'^ "'^'"bers of her
»ts can Invoke the civil arm i„ the 1 I .

"'"
'
°^ '''" ^^"""^b colon-

unpleasant y put forward on occasfon I?T" ^ °^ '='''"» ^^^b may be
hed with his church-building, perhlps after a ".7 T^ becomes dis4tis-
.ng fanes of Montreal, he ha' but to obUi^ hi? h u

'.''' ^"'^'^ ^""^ g""«"--
an assessment foe a new edifice on hifn '"i '^°tl

'^°"«^' '^"d levy

TlT^l'^'' °" ""^'^ •«*' estatrtakiL^r't r""'- "J^'
'^^ '"^ °"ce be^So that If a liberal loan on a farn h^htllT^ °^ "'""'^ °'ber claim,

the c.r«'. levy may imperil the pajmen of theThf •"ir^'^S' ^^"t^.
this way have become imprfntej on thf,^ ''. *^*"y """e* ofloss inThe injustice of the matte^r ar ses"^ therer°""

°^ ""'^ ^"'^^l capitalists
of the lenders, whose money may e eonLdI "1 T T'^''^^

"^ the consentnew church
;
and in the fact that here i, nl J-

'^^ "°^' °^ ^ «P'«"did
at registry offices or elsewhere ThseontrihT"'^ "^ ""^ assessment
the usuriousness of i„tere.st charged for cSvL'""""! """"• "^^"««'« '°

Travellers through Quebec durin., 1 ^ ^°' *°** """a' ^sUte.
of the grass fields that our soH isl' ?""'™" ™"st think from the extent
doubtless favoured us i^t^ ' eS't^ .t^'^'"-

^'*^- ^^'""^-
ing of hay ,s the exemption from titheJ whlh .

'""'"'"' '" ''>«g'-°^-
Baptiste boycott the priest. VVhateverIk ^T^''

'^''"^ does Jean
adians are not good farmers

; hefr stock^s^'l. .t ''T'''
^^'"^'^ C"*-*-

PQor, and their yield of grain is mucKlow ^^ f'^n^
''""" *"'' <=beese

Their content with little? their Z-^riousJ. °! '^?'"'°' ^'='« ^"' acre,
monotonous toil, all fit them remSb v "! ^' ^ "' ^'"'"'-"' ""''"
Quebecmust for many years Tad thi n ^^''°'^"^°'''^-

<r
Montreal and

their ample supply of ^heap French Canadian"/T '° '^.^""factures from
ing into New England mills, the Province "Jm""'' -/^"» 'be swarm-
of willing work-people, for whom the hon! f

P>-o«ded with thousands
The Church looks on emlraHnn . .u rr'"''"''""'

^""^ 'c° ^ew.

fye, and consequently favourfTl 1 G- "''"o
^^''^ '^''b no friendly

.

.t cui. Residence i/the Tep ie^'rvTr™ f'^'^^r^'^^P"'''^^ ^ ^^ -
clerical direction, and a perception of th!7,>

^
J'^u'*''

'*'« '«''"'^'°° '»
sighted priests like ArchbLhopTaehlanip!^ T'"k^''*' ''"P''"«'1 ^a-
of their people on virgin soil within ciilnt ^^^^^ '° P'*^* colonies

The aston shins fecuniitv nf Vl.
p*"**",'*" boundaries,

clearly traceable to^rie^UytflLnt T a''*'"*;'""^
" '» -">« «'-'

means of conferring and extendi" th. • « " ""i
'" ^''"d morals, as a

the^riests recommended elrlyil^H^l^X^^ -ce?
where I am a visitor, a French CWd,I'5 i T' ^°''''- ^t a house
as a servant. Despite her plainness of f "^

^''' ^'" '°'"'' J""*" ^"'Ployed
himself, and for fear of not

^1"":"
^Lceto^;:

'°''^
T''^""^ P^'-^d

without much ado, became a wife'at thtfiTr ''''"' °^ rejection. Marie,
^

mother declared, at her confessor's direction "T'''-'^' -bole, as he;,
voting predominance, and is* a ou/^fu- f'"'""*'"y

•=«>-"'inly decides
neglected in their desire to /l^.^^tTthlf"*! )!;t^°? bave%erhaps
J^er; stnrrt has its bJrdens and3Xf ^ ^ '^f'^

^°' P<'''"™1
family is usually too large to be weH f!f I .k

/°°'' *^''*°<='' Canadian
recent Canadian Medical A^o^Lr" t'^l t'^'''^

'^"d housed. At the

Catholic Cemetery Th.^u k„ -h A' ,

' ~~

Stations of the c7oss, culmi^^rn^ in"a
1?"'^' "' f

'•"^'"'•- ^-Picting the
size the crucifixion is represented 'i^'"'^''"/

''hereon al fr^s.o in life
P/>"'-'-yod wich every ghL ly accessoTv'of ' fP"''

*'''' «"'ombment 2-- - prayer, an^ are i^Z^L^:^^ J^ ^^^^^
ju^;s^rt2rsr:j:!r^^;--^^
in Quebec, but as their representation in Vkd" r*''

'^Peakers abound «

S7-'','''«P'-°"ncehas added but liule to knoT" '"""''i''
°^ <^'a"ada

•
tricts the Illiteracy is deplorable and ft!w

'^'^o»'J'"Jg«- In country dis-
books find their wiy into'the vSa'es and ha'^n'r^P'P"''

""^^
"^^--^^'X anyOne debt we certainly owe to our Frl^h clLl T°*'

^'°°> ""^ cities^ '

ment in manners, which, distinJin Montreal^'*"
Fr,ends-an improve-

City ot Quebec, and in the counrrl
j^""*^'^ ' ""-"^s more marked in the

expressing good will by kindne^'^i'^': "^ '^ '" "'*' <^*"^'-"» "^ 'be art of
best gift to civili.atioZ Fren^' CanL^lf

^.'""'^'^ *"« P«'baps made i^make men rich, they are not atounS''"'^ "• "°' ,'"'' "^''^"''^ -biJS
Saxon neighbours, yet after livTnT™ enterpn.s.ng ' by their Anglo-
fullytestifytovirtuespecuIiaVlv'thTiTr^ r^.""""' ""^'^ ^ cah cheer-
enjoyed, and poor is the firmer in the cZ. "

^'^'^ '",'*'"" '" * 'bing to 1^
does not attend the frequent dl ^ '^' ""^ '^'''''' '° 'he cit^ who
gaiety may be seen unk^io^n to X' sSoo'n""""'

"''^7' '^ -rreod^er S
Their homes are usually happy Ld thetlK k'"'""'

^""^ ='"^'°"« «riton.
which scatters throughout the^;es of tur . r'""

''"'^ ^""'^ "^ sympathy
o heart are not traits of the Fren<^i CanadTan

^^''^ °' ''•"'''' *>-'-dnei
disagreeable feelings Which be-ins In rle'l> ^"'•''^Ba the restraint of
heart and makes the desire to 'plea-serkeToK;'''"^

a. last reaches the
often thought so in conversin/w^h A ?, .^''""^ "^ '"orals. I have
weanj,. but with the r.^::i:ot^iT.tf.'T '"""^'''^^ ^^ -

That French Canada has i:.,,^ ^ "' 7 ""^ gentlemen,
evident to the most ca^Sl vi. it to tL^tt"

"'"^ ^P"^'-" ^-"ce ia '

who merely passed through -Montrea diso^^ l''-
^^"^ ^^^''^""^ Arnold,

incurred the ire of our laureate A IwH. " ' ^^' '''^'" 'laying so heParm for inspiration and recoi^itit w'f.f'^ '»'^'' '^"d radicals look to
dislikes a Frenchman, who is a^J o be sk' tLir'T ^'""'-''^ ^'*'"^'*'^''
wise than rigid in his morals Vone of h

' °'"!'°'"''^' ""d other-
nvestment of French Capital in Canada hJ taunted schemes for the

f-.r. The Loan Company which w^ to t? ^"T'^
««bstantially succss

excessively high inte^estf is wndinrupit^busfn"^''? ^'^'•""'" ^^°'"
'

theatre,orrestaurant,orrairdlssc5ssh r'r ^''''^'"' has aWnch
out f-ce T„ ;r^----^^^ the sryle ou^^^.^:::^,

r." '°f '^''^ -cr'^. French^ Canal hi^^l'
"^""^ ''^ '='>''^f -hoot^f

;^ent Canadian Medical A^ocLTon her; tl"^ T^ ''T''-
^^ ">«

from preventable disease Quebec suffer^ mn ^k
'^°^° *••*' '"^ deaths

Ontario in proportion to potation TTnTr^?".
^^'-^^ »« """^b as

ymph used in Montreal by the Kt nuh^.
°''"''^' '°°' **>« vaccine

the maladies which resulid W irial7rr'°" "*« '-"P"-. and"
against the only preventive of smal nni t

"nconquered prejudice
commonness of pfttod faces in oufs^'etsTd It TT^ «'-« ">«
which occurs during small-pox epldem^' ^"^ *''*' '^°'=''"^« %°'-'ality

jorthr^rr^rrira^/r^
becomes manifest by residence here^ British 0^^'°"'

I ''"'*.''
°P'°'°°«-''

have grown grey without any but suDertil? ^'*"' ^"^ '" ^°""-''al
their French-speaking fellow-citizens Thw i"*^

""""'^ knowledge of
occupy different halves of tL c y theJnni ° «'T"?'' °'°"P°P»lation
marry scarcely at all. Yet the're 's n^"

'"7 ''^"'' '''•='>"^ *'>^ '"^-r-
wuhout bridge, or the desire for brTd^e Dist?n^f''''"°r'"'^

'''«"«'«'"=«

instead of yielding toward fusion seem1 ?""°''"°°'', °^ ™ce and creed
by one another's presence In Mr H.rK^ .T^ *"''*'^ *"^ intensified
«me to Montreal tyoyeTrsato and t^« J ,

^P^'"*'^" P''"'^''' "hen he
diverse elements o? our^^," "1'^!/'"='' ^^'"^ ^*^*^ 'ohim. the two
become heightened in qualW :rprlacU°''??T''"fu«''^"'= P°'S' -»"ch
or Quebec do the grimness of P^r'tanrm ,„d ."^ 'u

*^* ''°"*' o^Ireland
-pect priesthood ri*se to their fuTl^a^fTr. " ^bsolutism of a circum-
thu city contaim. more shops of maZlur"'"' " ^'°"' ^''"«* »
gioo." articles than are to be f„,rnT^A- '.''"'*"™'» a^d other "reli-
few weeks ago a leading Fr«,ch CanJ" ^'^ •'"' """-^ ^°"«d States. A
iM-, which Tere formally ^dTcated1v"R?K"'*'"."°^«'^ '"^° '""' P'-«'^
ceremonies. At opposite^nds „, N°tS^D^"'''°5/''"*'

"'"» aPPropriate
Wibed to Oar £ady of Lou^i^° LPbT-^'""'

""^ two shop,,%ach
blacksmithing and millinery. Fo^k Ita^tl.V

** ^'"^'"K "« '^dely as
. no vuutor to Montreal shodd omit a wffi-

* P^f^^tation of mediavalismmu a walk or drive through the Rpman

„. -i" i.utK»rnstic ffenius wlii^l, ™»i ^^
.•''""«= ""'Ja [nrouah-

pa.nt.ng Wthe wori^, French Canal h ^ ^^ ' "^ "^'''^ schoot of
artists forlhe most part confine fh ^ '^""'^ '''-'"cely anythin.. Herm obis narrow field aCinTut'^m t^"';::!"'"?'^

'^---^'-. -<^ -"
however, kinship is clear Tn fhl f ^ '*• ^" ^ome other resoecfx
a kindly vanity! PrenT' Cat ans°:Lt "t^G 'T\''^^="'''^

^P-=-'--
France swarm with officials, and lift, thl si^t ? ' "'' "''"' ^^'"^^ "lakesmany ambitions. Compacted L J^L t .1 ,^"""'' as the goal of so
marshalled by the leadTs of higt tZffor 'f

"»"^ "' ^^ -' -''g o^
assuming predominance in Federal nol"!!

?'^»\"'^,a"°n, Quebec is fa.st
her soci»J_life, th^,.i,,^^^yg

4̂^^^^^^
J° the lights and .h.dows of

potence of the Chu:^:::^'^hriin3S7^ri^f^^by the evil modern tendencies of that tro^t ^p" f"'- Prance-baulked
'

scope for a Vriter to do here what \r. r u, u
^''Public-there Js ample

other children of France influenced bvtSf ^"^ '^""'^ '" Louisiana,!,'
institutions.

"nuenced by the strange authority of American

^CORRESPONDENCE. —

.

To the Editor of the Week.

'^0 f^ Editor of The Week :

ohTj^. only hi^en1Jn7v"^',\'^"' *"" """ant. The a^Jl^t
.*""' "' ""P*
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r/r^r gospel of hope.

When the heart is weary as weJ) as the feet
Whentlouds are lowering and Time is not fleet,

_ And one's darling lies under the sod
;Then despair stalks along and fills the heart's halls,

And our nature rebels and an ill-spirit calls •
»

" It is nothing to be owned of God !

"

When the heart is weary as well as the brain
;When of sorrow's cup one has drunk the last drain.

And the sunshine's gone .out of our life
;Then doubt, mocking, whispers, "There's no God above-->

Ihat life 8 not worth living
; there's no rule of love— ^

It were bette^ to end the rude strife.".

Thus reasons the soul that has nigh lostits hope,
And scarce has the power with distrust to cope,'

Nor can see the sun alway shining
;Who looks at the shadows and forgets the' light

Of a heaven beyond and the clouds ever bright—
The gleam of His love for a lining

;

Who sees not fn work the glad cheer that would comeAnd the stay to tJie heart in duty well done,
And. the smile of the Father in heaven :

Nor has faith to see the links reunited
Death severed on earth

; the love now re-plighted
;

** '

And the robes white as snow well-driven.

Ah
! heart, despair not, for God surely is Love,

And howe er doubt tempt us. He's enthroned above,
And m heav'n He will give us the crown.

When the work is done, and our faith 's borne us home •

10 that land of rest, whence we ne'er more shall roam—
Where there 's neither a tear nor a frown. '

.exercise a witie and peremptory influence over the whole region of dailr

?n LnJon
'
TK

"° ""'^ benevolent despots in Paris as SirSew Clark

Beas alone
;
and fina ly he EngHsh and l)^vT^'^^ r'^!'''

''^^ '""'

NoT.in»«» 20th, 1884.]

THE WEEK.

COLONIAL DEFENCES.

Colo^n^S:rwri?berd"litlntrr/r'' "T^-^^T '^epartments'on

urgent need of additional works but th^t tlf« T
'*''^"' ^'^ ">

Toronto, Oct. 12th.

V
G. Mkhcbr Adam.

THE SCRAP BOOK.

MODERN WAYS OF FEEDING.
The great majority of Englishmen, as a matter of fact make one

toheri rortri: .rxTn^^i-f:5',^Lri 4^- ^-^
supper called dinner, depends so.e.y'u^^n^ottiLro'nl^^^^^^^^^^ ''^C''compare w.th this the daily regime of a representative Gaul Many'scrupulously sober Fr ,nchmen pour down their throats a liq^^ur gl^ ofcognac every morning as a preliminary to the cafe au lait ^ kmthe
ItToln 1 1

'7'" '":^''!," ''"" «'^« ^''°-' his busines^ ;r hU pFeltAt noon he ^t. <lo«^„ to a djjeur^, which is, to all intents and pu^osl^'a dinner, ana at which he thmks nothing of a bottle of light, or « heTnget .t, remarkably sound, Bordeaux. Then follow cofle and ".WrBefore dinner he-and this description includes both sexe^will Wrefreshed himself with more coffee and lio,^^TJZjlT^f ^l"
sinthe, or a tumblerful of the beveragb whlLTlayfuU^'SriL^aleira
—JJic early lunclieon nec<^itateg «n earij dinner, and at ^ven o'clock the

pt;?garork.nt-;d^rK^^^^^^^^

convivial Veastplate, the tucked-up sleeve, the lupLe eiernes^^^ thwhich each dish is scanned, the lightning-Ike soeed with I^h^^ ^
gobbled-up-^these ^ow that the eate'rs meaSusiJ^n a way that En^'hshmen, as tf ru e, do not and when tbp ,,1^/. k. u *j *" '""' ^"8"

Bight of a pretty French-woman^fcking heft^tt o"ntrn?h'''*'='1i.*'*'
one to disgust the sensitive Briton with ^JLTf. ^ '"°"'^'."'

The Germans are coarse feeders: as also are the Sn<.„;.i, u n.
the latter consume their food more afLr tTe fllh on ofZl ^ '"•°"«l''
of ^gent's Park than of human beings, and ttfol ^ut^^^;:Z^of meat fn a way suggestive of the Cyclops as described bv Hlflff ! t^
breakfast, both of them lack a certain gro^rteLXohi.fh

Ulysses at his

characteristic of the Gaul at tMeTZTJru^hlt.u'^^'"^:^'^^'''^
affectations of politeness, ar: nearly: thJ^dSTplirfnth;^^^^^^^^
with the r aMumptions of spirituality, are absdateT/the on^!Zi whobring out into vulgar and aggressive relief the purely sensuaraLr„fconveying food from the plate to the mouth PnMfcK

®°*"*' **P««* <>'

accused oltaking superfl'uous ^gs aX^ping^m^^SerryTh^^rZ^

all a^^ln'th?! sS^'^f the" sZr'^let"'eltt7d"4kr"' 'T" ?'

Ct£^^-orhZL^dir^^£iI^^

WINTER BTENINOS.

' but^hTs ?'not I'nf"/'"" T^' "r"'"^
gatherings, -SDmetiraes so enjoyable,

IXd TheTrr" T "^'^ '=°"P''''° '^''' '^'^^ ^"-"ds are no! e^^y
d^n? en5L^n7drr4 wTve^t'^or^;^^ '' «°°^

choose an operetU or tableaux With T' \ 7 u
P'""'^",>'' y°" *^^ '

L«enuTtv £nv "'^' '""''^ ""^y ^ accomplished with a ittle

.r£^?^t entertainment, and well repay Iny troohle theywl_m the preparation of dresses. ^UTuch of the ,nooo.« „,n i,„-.ZZ ^^'^^

number of these could not b^? 7^ ^'''^ '°'" ^'-^Ple recreation Thl<—
i

«^t a very rapi^ ^a^.l^^S5^°^^^ ^^ '' ^^^s cSnly^n^

m / ALMSGIVING.

agreea\Vtote:;::;ra:;
TiJ'b'-

'""^ ''«'"* ^' -fi-ng and want is d'wish to reliev. so^rro^.'^;'^ ^ «ot too g.eat an exerlio^Jos" i^oX
deed

? you ask. Most certaiZ' and in .f•
" ^^^ ^'^^ ^^

'^'^^'^S a goodch evous as m almsgiving In fh» fi . ,
^""'"^ '» **>« bad way so mLdoing right things, le have all

1;"* ^^T''
"'''"'^^ '<> ^h'^ ^rlZ way of

A few words kindly anoken a. f • .

prosy,
«eldom-attended-toco5a.n[T„H"" "''''

^u''""'^'
'«*e"i°g to someof the same sort, may in theT^ '

™*"y °">er little acts of kindn^!
pounds that swell aaCiptn^htf" TooT ''""''"'"^ 'hen mos't ^T^'«a we give," but " what LnwellrA7 *"/''' 1"««'^°'» « ^t "whatg^ye a small sum of mone^to quiet onr

""' ^'"' '^' '°«« °f." and slweod_ writer phrases it, of ''.TviZtl, '=°"«"ences, but never think alTn
IP-g our ^^.., -vice^;':f,rot moI^J.l^S^r

'"^ '''-^-

By Paul Hermes.

. 811

Captains op iNDpsTRr A^IT^^ ~ ^
^^^^"^^

J-ton. Boston :Hougt^n.S[fll.^°!"^r^'"«"'=»"«- ^^ Jataes
J- Gage and Company. " *"^ .Company

; Toronto : W.

thin?L:rdt''SaktgMo::^™%\"^ did Some,
face-description of the scope of hi b 'V r^^f^^ »« ^^- Parton's pTdown to his work the author ^etl ^ff' ''"'"''''" °n« he gets settled
b^graphical writing, of equal iftl:t to°™y,7 "''r^""«"

^^ usefuland of other countries than AmerKL
'^'''" °^ * '»'-ger growth "

"''ys;L-s^^'i^'-^^^^ ....

l««g«.g. her. „d 11,,
"" " ""I" •»'"»' *o.sht oonv.,,rf ,„ ™Mr„d

B, a,. D.k. o, Argyll. K„y„t^ John B,

-SOO.fi: NOTICES.

The Reion of Law.
Alden.

By James Payn. New York: Harper

Some Literary Recollections
and Brothers.

ConLS''ri,^:-J^^^^^^ t;"fr- "^ '^e author^f "^
C^»mA.« before it was touched unlor v ? **°r

°^ ^^'<=b P-^^ed throuithe men who help us to retairfakh ;„ .

"""^ ^°"^ ^r. Payn is one of
««seeno;^ia*^others. Hi8"£pMi r''"!'^' '" ^'^ own goodneL hf
np must be read from title5 finifhTete iti; le^ff

°°'^ '^''^^ °- ^^^^^

New York :

in the prepai^tion of dresses" *lruch oT he succe"/wiU how^^'^'Tupon the performer who undertakes the ,^ of Z:raXVStongue, and some comic power, are absolute essential" ChSren wfu bvno means despise a home-made "Punch and Judy," and a " wlzii^

The Ancient Empires of the East. By A H ^Charles Scribner's Sons;. Toronto •WilhamBrf^'^"' — -""^A concise history of E>rvnt R.K„i ? °^-
testimony of the mo^umenS^t fhe £0^°' ^"'^'1'' ""^ "Pon the
8-yoe. A ve.7 valuable contrib^u^li^'--^ -%ri"es-^^^^^

The Algonquin Leqends qp Naw Rwnr
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin aTd Company ^^ ^""^'^^ « Leiand.

Gbhat Thouohts from Greek Authors Rv n ,LL.D. New York: John BT,rn ^^ ^^"^"'d Tait Ramage,
Another reprint, in VTr am >

.~!..bl, U, &o„ '.Lo I^v. ^^.rb'JTn*
" ?""," '^"""•' 0' . fc0„td-»»

,0 lh«,igi„,. Th. enSpri™ P'ST' '" P""" "- «~k

/ ^^i^- noire.

The Native RgLrnioNs ^ Mbxh h ivrr. d -

Translated by Philip l^^^^Z^^^A^^^^^^^^^^ner'sSons; Toronto: William Briggs.
"^

^ ^^^'^'"^ S-^ri*,-

MUSIC.

ON CHESS.

h... give, up to ch» ,1,.. w„ aS'tS MoS 1,^^.^"";' T*

never became a crutch. This belnLlid U IT^^lZ^jrf ' P"'"°«. '"^d

more-namely that the prof3naTtiel"t1r£:i"C\^":!
<.btra«ve. and h«i no cause to blush for it. recoH inanr.Co?^^

The English Musical Feativalq at w
been notable for the producdon of nlw"''^-

""'^ ^°^''<='^ have this year

"The Roee of Sharon," both co.^poLd fortfefeT'V dramatic oratori^

sT°K 'fr-^l"?"' -d is highly IJJLTJ.Tu^-J''^ ^--er is a

>u

Tales of Three Cities.
and Company.

Three novels in one volume—" T™,,^V' and "A New^ EngknrwS ""
Th °^* ^°"'''^'" "^'-dy Bar-New York, the Second in London and h« 1 ^ ^o'

°^ '*•« ^-^^ '« 'aid in
IS common on " the other side "that Mr I '" ^l'"""

'^^^ «on.pkin?« »t may, the trio of tales under nl-
"""' " P'^J'ed out. " Be tW

--Ibeit "A New Enjand Winter 'HsT
"'^^' ^^""''^ ''"d inst^^^^^^^^^

James
handl.som.hit1iertorc'Xy:ct7JiC^^^^^^^^^^ in it M

'

^ n:t &Fl"r:L"dVagr:r- ^^ ^^^» ^-^ Baldwin.

,the?^Lt st;^?ifi«*tt mL^ "it
**'^ °' '»•« «'^ ^-i- inWe m Vi^^i ^^^ .; yeryfaS^^ftinrat Ik°/

**"«" °' ""dies of n^ro
•«2ed with the dialects u«d Mr 4 «"' °""'' *••« ''^^der gets farnU^
•dian agent for this work^^^^iof^M ol"- ^'^Fl"^ T°^°°'o. « the C^.
WsgnaJla. ' "^^ "^ »" "^hers published by Messrs. Funk i^d

KocwD About Rio. By Prank rTfTn
Clury.and Company; Toronto wnJT'"''- ^^'"^ -J'^^e" Mc-

The author, a ConSl g^du^t^ and r°°
"^^ ^'"""P"^^-

logical Surrey of Bnuil. g^^ a ch?
"'"'"'"^ geographer of the Geo-

JS^r-^ •"^ P'*'"'"'" much ulf'itfc'rf
'''"*'^ •" B.!azilian life «dTk. book i. ple^, ,, ^^^--J-; SSrp^n'^a:"' "'^"^ '

^^

' P™»entable in appearance.

w^-i. V ^naron, both composed for th« f.. /• .
"™™atic oratorio,

work of great merit and is highly nra^ll h 7 « T*'"
^''e ^o'-'ner is a

subject, the w^rd. being taken LmTa,'tWh>'" '^ 7'"°" °^ **« dreary
Lincoln. The " Rose of Sharon "1 an exL T '•"'^'^ °" ""^ death of
tion on account of its being the most ambitIZ ^^"^ '"'«'-e«ti°g composi
and subject, attempted bv an ir„„i I ''""^ ^'-''ed work,-as to its a^n^l
a setting of the «^ J( Soloml"' a^j^T '"^"'' «™« P- Hdramatic than the devotional l^plt' ot Se potm""'"

^""> '^« ?-«<= ^d
tion^'agSrt7;lr„ror£^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the oft-made accusa

m the eyes of their European brethren thaJat 1 ?"P^ "^^'S^'"' Position
Humphries and Purcell, ilen there wL such ! ?V

""" "'"'='' ">« days of
of music Times are indeed shan^d^nL the t'^^u"" ^"»'''''' ^'^^
of the type of "Maritana," " ThfBoheSan P i^'

"^5*° ^"S'''^'' opera
represented the highest aim of musicfanl It is e^'

""^
c"

^"^^'^ Hoh"
poser to obtain 4 thorough course of fnt .

'"-'' """^ ^or ayonngnoS
and wi,,,,i, .„p^^^ fn.^^ToolZZ'7^kTi°"V^^^^^^^the same direction as the irreatMt mo=f * t

aim* and a desire to work in.»u„ to .u.d b-d.is:;« »"-^ '.'. a.„,,
•»? pr..i..«4s

^'V
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for the earnest work of men like A. C Maoken^iA Vill„™ a* « j .»

ThomaB, A. Gaul, Oliver King^nd aW oth^'
' I^ ^^^''°^l''i' ^T"«

art. On the other hand, therft^l™,^" the oarrJf th^ ^RTk ^°'^^'''

general disposition to r cognize andTnc^.r^'n^t ve len^^Lt" itappears. As an exa„,p le of this. "TheRosfof Sharon •'wLaZuncedfor performajice immedAtely after the Norwich ' festival Iw fh»«^

future supremacy in the creative department of music will be between thetwo races who have hitherto held but a siiborrlinaf^ ,>„ v'
°'''^efi tpe

Slavonic and Br.tish. Works by promi^enriot/° ^f'Th °T''^'
"*"

have recently been performed in Eagrnd "VhTCs^"f LaZ "°TT" Stabat Mateh," of Dvorak
; whether the Scotch o^ rJ '"''* "'"

will soonest achieve fame remains to be seen
Bohemian compo^r

[NoTaian 20th, 1884.

-« vv vc OCCU.
At the Worcester Festival, besides tho •' «!t<.K.t m^ i. ,> •

two interesting novelties were prodted \ ''K^TtStZ^oT,';
a^c'antSy'MrS i'^S"^L^lTT^'^-rtr^' '"^

much e„th.f...m^ amongst tLmuS^^l^^^^^^^^^

which of course brought down the housa Mr. Darby contribut«,l .n™.

wh^nltt
'"'''''''' ''" "'^ ^^''^ -und,-Z.lrA«XY vt.i^S ^

To «A« Editor o/ The Week ;

"

NovBiraB, 20th,
1884.J^

One of the most important V^Itrr;;'Fn' rhTFertlvalTtheTerfJ
''"''"

^ nrn'"'r^ '" ^""^ "' '"^ ""»"• «'«"^^''" ^^^^ot::T:iZZ'£\lZ
oratorios in the Cathedral In the na«f VL u u

performance of °"»g of the present Beaaon, in whieh yoa will observe that\,„, „ .7 ^
part of narrow.minH«d ^^J."rj'^'J!'T ''"^^ *>.-» "^'^-Pts on th. concert i, to be gi^fi S^.,a«, i„ '^no-r^f-Hande -Zt " ::^,^::°« '^"rrpart of narrow-minded persons t* pr^eTent t^es" c'atT^" ^^^^

"" ^''^

highest music. The most inportant service of fhi« Ui„J^- nT .
®

- a "Service of Praise," whichLnsiste of a shori Evenln. h""'"
"

and as an anthem.some fine sacred cantaL nerfnrrn ^ .1 *^,t
**
^J""""'

accompaniment. In this country we som^'h-nh
""'^^ ^"" orchestral

works in churches, notably at th^ MetrolSninT ^'/'""^r"^ °^ £"«

the English Church feiiva.s arftremoi^J^bJ" mul'^^^hrcrf:;appropri|ktene»s and sufficient execution r.>..o » l f "1? "' ^°'

.
cL^cL!^ which should be the he^^u^VsTsuch mu'r

^

too, have been recently introduced at the Church of%?? ?,'"'^"'"«''^

Montreal, as a regular feature of the Sunday aLl!!' "^-P"'""'

vation which has givSn great satisfaction but ^h?°«
"""^""^

i "^
''""'-

as performed in England has n^t yetE^ ' .
.^""^'"^ °^. ^"'^«

"

prejudice might hav^e to be overcome,tirk'SlimrihiM'^'
'"'^"^

and the attempt fan-ly made to introduce tSis hint fulterwL' Le^talarmed Evangelicals be assured that this musical serWc^ is not fRJ. iistic"—that it does not even require althonoh^.r' ^ .
"Ritual-

prayers. Many religious people' ha"; mSaveoUXrto t^^e' 'T*'as a form of art on the ground that persons go to itCd asJor I ba7rmuch as they would attend an opera never thinkino. nf^T . u
'

of the words sung. The remedy fo7 this Is to makf tb T"^*^
"'""'''"'^

worship, an in4al portion of^^e Cw£ Bervices
1"° T "'

eyen meet suggestions for musical servicS^^1^remSr '^ Tfno^allow my church to be turned into an on*.,.. uJ " remark, i cannot

swerable but means very UttFe ifTuch'^a L-S^' - *^'' '°""'*' ""'"^-

ment the o,0.-otion wo/d hold goS,^£ thft^^r^^^^^^^^

and the oon..Si.,ee htfStdtb:, ?h:VodetyTharLTeti"^^
^"'^' •''^"« ^'-'

by producing on« of that master's creatrt^.rk.ifuf" "** ""«•<">'> i" Toronto
(probably February 24th lM^wLfrth!th I •».

'" '""° °'*"'"°> " Samson "

Canada/and wh?c^ they hope lo^resent^Uh^^^^^^^^^ ^*'°™. '^*'' P"''"""-' ">
strength of chorous as wUlworthUy honour the tent tT^'T^"'''^^

"""'"• ""*
be anaoa^oed .n greater deUU herUer wU ''p^ob:^ „ inc^^de G^d^^s ";:'"'''.l"'Psyche.- as well a, a number of high-dass pa.? sonVa"d"mfslu'a^ras°::ie:ti:,':ll.:

Chnlh 'l^."":'^^ • '°°8 '«"« ^o-" ^- C. H. Daniel, Secretary of the MetropoUtanChaAh Cho<r^ Toronto, in reference to a paragraph which appeared in The W.„qaeetionuig Mr. Torrington's judgment in selecting «.me num^s from •• SaZn"after that oratono had been announced for performance by the Toronto Chora. ZTety

catfol 'r ™' 'rr '° '"-"^ "•« ""»' ^^^^'^^ P°'«<»> <>' the comma!:

TTo^nT7 !k'
'-'^-ming concert of the Metropolitan Ghhrch Cho"Mr.. Torrington together with the Musical Committee of th. Church, drew up a pro

'

gramme without for a moment thinking they were going to i,^ on tl^e t^s or las,the morbid sensitiveness of anyone. Their object was simply to make^the .elJltrn I!comprehensive and effective as possible, and worthy not only of the choir but jothlpubhc who W.U patronize them. However innocent they were, someone appe^tha,!been hurt. Let me however, assure your paragrapher that, rich and comp^hensireLthe programme wUl be, only one choru. has been Uken from Hand^' orZL"

LITERARY OOSS£P.

Tbk CrUic reports that Professor Charles F. Richardson, of Dartmouth

S&i'c^l'pir'
"^^ " '^'"-^ "' ^"'"''=-' ^^'«—

'
- ^ P^"-Ph2

f

\.

Ih

r-^g* th i rteenth annual concert of the Tortmto Tri«h fc^„„i . q
ciety, given in the Pavilion on Monday St was no e!^nf .

^"
predecessors in that it was a gratifying succ^Ifiu ITntnf^'^T *° "?

that the programme was much too long; more especially in view of som!!of the names set opposite the various it^ms—narn»?.li 'f.^'^^"*
some

8«:iated with encored. The result was un^sL^fKr
"»7'^*»>ly as-

soon after the first part was concluded and not a iSh"^""*"^
."'^"'^"^

those who wished to hear the charml „„artltte whichT "^ trT'
number. TheJiall, tfioreover, was insufferably h^^Jb! ^"^ *''^'*''*

one faint, and as 'to make it extZdy pl^t^^t it'coTd''
'""*

TZtl^L^
encountering the biting afr LtSfde Ve 7Z gtwl3

d^iaerata. The programme, which waT judTpiout ,eS Zd^Z

more expression than on some other ocoasioniL H« 1^' '.°'*,**'^8 T""
were Tom. Moore's "Oft in the K Ni^U" "n'^h ^^^
"Cuokoo Hnn„" n,^ I »/ V • -^ ^'JJht, and her now famous
M™^ p!?l , ~7 "?" *^"»« ««> response to an enthusiastic encore

:

f** '^^tf^'t
R*y»»^'8 edition of >^Bo8Weirg Johnson "' edited hw

An attempt is being made in Nashville, Tena, to establish a literaryjournal of the highest order. Contributors, but not funds, have^nsecured. This is not a phenomenal predicament.
IDLB rumour at New York has it that Ben Butler, too, will write abook. A chapter which related, the truthful inside history of the Pi^idential campaign of 1884 would ie interesting. ^ - ^ °' '''e i-resi-

Thk December ^t&,„<ic will contain an Article entitled " Poe'sLegendary Yoa«," in which some of the more obscure passages in tiltwriter's life are for the first time satisfactorily explained.
^^^^ " "**

.

SONDAY theatrical performances are tolerated by law in five of theprincipal cities in the United States : San Francisco, Cincinnati, St. LouiL

SuTday nSh"!^
"' '''''°*«" ''*''"'«° "^ «^«*-«'> ^^"^ the'atres op^S

" Under the Stars and Stripes" is the title of • chapter in EdmundYates' " Memories of a Man of the World " in which U.e editor oTth*I^ndon World give, an account of his lecture tour in ChU coantry in 1873Harper and Bros, will publish the book. ' «n lo/A

HouGHTOS, MiFi-HN AND Co. are now the publishers of no learthan
seven periodicals: the 4«fan<icJ^o„«Aiy. the ^^a.«r Ji^Uu,, theX^
AUdicalJournal, the Law Seporter, the U. S. Postal Quids, and Amerioui
editions of the Quarterly and Edinburgh Rtviexo*.

Amerioan

Mrs. Ltnn LiNTOK and Mn. Caldecott art, to be the mainstay of .periodiaJ which is to be issued in London early in the season next yearIt u. to be as^nearly like the 6V»<«ry as po«ible without illustrations; bui

1^ K *»'. *^» «°»"P "f. I""'"*"". PTis, Berlin, and Russia, and \Z.though not least. th».^r.ce is to be 6d. Well done, Udies. Verily th.women are coming to the front. Society wUl be sorry, nevertheliss. to

by her fine riding and «hmwning aminbility.
"""m

"O long after i,L« L ^" a surpri.sq. to the p.iblishers th
^* ^^'^'"^^

"ITH the last is.sup nf tt. , .

conceit entitS.'ArjL^:"rrtf''''" Elten. and a prettt an"'^'
^''

I h
-^r^ist on the Brain

"

Pretty anonymous

J p„^"'"^fr««.a"damon?thecLlnUwil^K .^^"^ a child's head byJ. Comyns Carr, with illustrations .'Th«<^ ^ "Gai^-^borough," by mTAustin Dobson. with illustratiorby Hun-t rr'"^
at Vauxhail,'- b/£'

wiSll 7'?^ Mr. Archibald Forbe^"fciover°"K'
"Christmas i^„ the

THE WEEK.
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GHESS.
\^Jll "onntuntcation, inUni,i tor tM. ^

Composed for Th« w«Kk by Chas W ^'"OBLF.M No 60.
PWrnj,,, Toronto Che„ci„r'^- ^<»^»" Pbob^^h No. 12.

Bt.4cit. **o"o:-"rronrt««,,"

WHITB. .

^'""-'"'''«""°^-»atei:tn„..ove,. WHITE.

'^'""°P"'^'»'>-»teinthre,m„v„..

Next week we hon« t^ ...
SOLtTTJO.VS.

1 GAiTE No. 31

Witt*.

Mr. Baner.

I. P to Q 4
». KKbt^Bj
3- P to K 3
4. B to Q .)

5 PtoQKtS
Px P

7. P to Q B 3
8. Caitlaa
0. Kt to K S

10- P to K B 4
II R to B 3
12. R to R 3
13. B to K 3
1« B P X B

18 Q to it
17. Kt to Q 3 „
18. B to KB

Black

Mr. .Schwan.
P toQ 4
KKttoB3
P to K 3
Pto B4

B?At^5ch„;

Cwtlns
K Kt to Q 2P to B 4
Kt to K B 3
Kt fo B 3
BtKs
Kt to K Kt S
Ktx B
P 'o K Kt 3 «r)

Q«>Ka
Kt tog

Qneen's Pawn's Opening.

NOTES.

(ByMr. Baneri

Sfr. Baner.

21. Q10B4
22 PtoKK4
23- PfoB4(«|

2' B P X p "
28- R «n Kt 3
27. RxPch"
2B. QxPch"» Kt X Kt
30. K X R
3". « to R 5
32. BtoKtS
M- Q to R 7 ,j<

35. Q CO B B rh:
And Black resign..

Black.

Mr. Schwan.
Kt to B 3
K toKt "
P to K R 3
B to Q 3
B to B 3

^P-^P^'^

KttoKt4
R X H rh
,K toB (*|
Q to K (.)
Q to B
Bto K
KtoK2

Tub jVt^n V 7
•

a pronftnent PosllfofSrn '
Am'^^roa't'"'^ *7"'^ ^-™- -^ assumesi^ Lssue of the 1.3th instant^u^eo"tmrrr^ '"'* P""''"^*' .journal., /„'

the V.^„ thi., week i., 8.400 coptT"ora""'"?'="\''
'''''•' ^'^'''^^

truly, for a journal appealino- to »„„.•. ^^ "stoanding circulation
^«'.W^ prophecy tha^THBV^K c„^,M ''r^

"^ '^^'^ "''""" -^ouk Th;upon the ungrateful recepLn alrj '

I ^ T'"'"^
"*^ P^^^'^'-y boundedthe fact that Th« Wee/i., pub ishe^

• '° °*'- '^-"temporary. Ld upon^I'.on Eagli.,h .speaking inhabi ants A
'"'""""•^ '^i"* less than fourW^K's progress in tw..lv'emontJrwththlt:?X";T' ''°"''^«'-' "^ Th«wauld appear to entitle the nroiector« of TT- ^ '^"''°'' '"^ '"'enty years

artielT^J'^Thfirric^n'Sr'^ "«««> P»b.ioatio„ of a seneaof
-eminent American ^ZT^ IfTke Z^'T^X''- '""^^ "^ '^^^ollthe know,,, ^„ ^j ^^^ la Wew of 2 ,"'"'« ^""«" '^'t'>°ut
P^sib.hty of the production of a noTe" wM .K T"'Tru

"''""'« '° 'hebroadly American in character thL arHM m, l'"""'*^
^ distinctly andthe farst attempt to obtain the. act.l^ 7 "' ' ''«aPP'-''ciated a., bein^

.^pr^sontative'kmericaulitteraL?.^^^^^^^^^

^aracter. TtsTati^^eteTrr^" r^--"'-'"-AtVtL ^I
T^'ters residing at points remote Cm'^eJhofb'' "'"'T'^

'" ""' '«-^P'«'-e•II shades of opinion. The CW«»< b ^ "'"' * ^'"'^ °f obtaininz
from Edwin Arnold, chief an oTrfiS r"""*^

^°'' '''' «'"•»'»*, i" „fP^m, upon which he has lonX* Sl^ ^,'\'f
"'««"«'. »-P'end^he has just annouiicH by cable to fh^^*^ '

"""^ the completion of which
the «ason. and will be mUj^'^b^^t^J^^oTe,"

''" '^ ^-P-tet
poetic DowHr nrK.'„K .- ' ""graoeof exDrHamnn ..,j .1..... ^

W tort time. be,.«a«, the ad

'"'' "^- »«"«. 1

.

W Neces.^_ta preveotl^'^p "kTI ""^"^ "^ '^^^^ ""''^'^
"^V t^ tn K B ,,

W Nece„;„7 "" "'•'"'''' ""aatSra,ic; JieceMinT to prevent 17 P to K Kt 4
. » .- .^ ...

</. Maofcin, P to K Kt 4
^ °'^"' °' '"'""'''^ >><« o-n Bi.,„p

0. Prettily^„g ,,„,, anTCatm":":^'' """ "' '"' ««•"-

THE LESSONS IN CHESS.Oh H, .
^"..SHONS IN CHESS

Th«mo™,WBr,lairnMb„t.l
,

^'" '*"'"« "J™"'! old game.

P° ^?» ">l.k yon co,..d .u, .H- .._
' ' """' "" ""^ -" ">"•

Tba lo7« iTt h ,a3'J«°
the mo^e, indeed, bat I Inowlh^ "=. days g„n, ^y'

o.. itti. it m .t^t?^ '°S5 rn-^-i"J. 'r-?-' you t,^°U.''a''o7„r.? '" "••»

Aad whe.hrr faVioL',?" '5"' ' knew ^wHl* »,X ' !^"? """' """•

•^ ^ ^' "" ^ >»Ptnred my Q„e«a at l^t.

the season: a'nd willZ mlrS'V^tUt f"^"V-
^"'^"^ appr

getic power which, once ma^^f'/teJi^f.^e11^71°" ^^^'^^^^ -PerbMr Arnold so conspicuous a place in «!„fi ^'»'",?' Asm," have won for

next

4th

-f'O'^tl^ Chicago Hirror. ,

. NEWS ITEMS

,

Thp aanaal match, York,hi« „ r . T '*° D«e.o,b„
LTA" -".« r r«d or wX'" " irjiV,^'".. w~ to take nl„- x,

'
. .

•" •"••' •" oe a not light. """ ioTooto Che., cinh Liu
,

Thp aanaal match, York,hi« „ r . T '*° '^*
PWyer to wear a red or -ki. "' Lancanhire. wma b, f.i.. .

'

,
w«. to trt. t.a't^^th^T'^'' ^°"' '°°°^'»°« o'hr.lo'St/^'.l'VmW St)., la^ Xaah_"att-h. Both Tidi

:\^^
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Wrw York,
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E. P. DoTioN A Co.
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W. B. ZiKBKB, Corner 3rd and Walnut St.
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CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS
HAVE JUSt REApy

THE CONCLUDING PORTION OF MR. FROITDE'S BIOG-
RAPHY OF THOMAS CARLYLE.

CARLYLE IN LONDON,
By JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE.

ha.n"er''v"t^bee°LM°^L'!j":?";Sl« '° '*""' cmparisbn with this Carlyle .tory, surely it

NEV^ BOOKS.
A new uniform edition of the writings of Donald O. MrrcHELi,.

CONTKNTS OF

Magazine of Americin Hiatopjr

FOB NOVEMBER, 1884.
(A Brilliant number.)

MY FABM AT EDQEWOOD
Book. One vol., 12mo., f 1.25,

A Cotmtry

«*AiiREADT Published.

BOUND TOGETHEE: A 8heaf of PapersDOCTOR JOHNS. -v-i".

OUT OP TOWN PLACES.
KEVERIE8 OP A BACHELOB: A Book ofthe Heart.

With Basement andSEVEN STORIES
Attic.

Sr^m^J? ^I^^
• A *""»•« o' the Seasons,WET DAYS AT EDGEWOOD. xQUEER STORIES FOR BOYS AND OIBL?

tIi^*^''^'"''
KggleBton, author of " Roiy "

The Hoosier Schoolmaater," etc. 1 vol
12uio., *1.00.
A series of twenty delightful tales in Mr

£,gf^le8ton 8 happiest vein.

WHAT IS CATARRH ?
rram the Mail (CaH.).Dm. 15.

Catarrh is a innoo-puruleot discharge earnedoy the presence and development of the
vegetable parasite amcebH in the internal lin-mg membrane of the nose. This fiaraeite isonly developed under favourable circum-
stances, and these arei-Morbid state of the
blood, as the blighted corpuscle of uhercle.
the germ poison of syiihilia, mercury, toxo-
moea. from the retention of the efTeted matter
J£? ' J • "uppressed perspiration, badly

ventilated sleeping apartmeats, and other
poioonii that are germinated in the blood
These iK)i8oni keep the internal lining mem-
brane of the nose in a constant state of irrita-
tion, ever re.idy for the deposit ot the seeds of
these sjarms, which spread up the nostrUs
and down the fauces, or back of the throat
cuusids ulceration of the throat; up the
eustachian tubes, cansine deafness; burrow-
ing lu the vocal cords, causing hoivrseness—Murping theproper structure of the broucWal"
tubes, euding in pulmonary consumption and
death. ,

|

Many attempts have been made to discover
ia cure for this distressing discMe by the use

or inbal mts and other ingenious devices, but inone of these treiitiuenta can do a particle of
good until the parasites are either destroyed I

or removed from the lunous tissue.
[So ne time since a well-known physician of

forty years' standing, after much experiment
in?, succeeded in discovering tho necessary
oombination of ingredients which never fiU
In absolutely and periniiuently eradioating
»hi( ..jrrible disease, whether standing Tor
one year or forty yearn; Those who may be
•ufferiug from the above disease, should,with-
out delay, communicate with the business
managers,

Messrs. A. H. DIXON A SON,
• 805 King St. West, Toronto, Canada,

and inclose stamp for their treatise on Catarrh

WhattheBev. E. B. Stmtmon. B.A.,aCl»rmi-
""n

?J
">« London Con/erenoe of tht Metko-

OMt ChurcA of Cannda. ha^ to tay in ragard
to d. H. Dixon <t Son't New I'Ttatmmt for
Catarrh

Oakland, Ont.. Canada, Marob 17, "SS.

Metnt. A. B. Diaon * Son ;

Dear StRs,—Yours of the 13th instant to
hand. Itseenasalmosttoogoodtobetruethat
I am cured orCltiirrh. but 1 know that I am
I have had no return of the disease, and never
felt belter In my life. I have tried so many
things for Catarrh, snltere<l so much and for
so many years that Is bard for me to reaUie
that I am really better.

I consider that mine was a very Dad e«se *

It was aggravated and chronic, involving the
throat as well as the nasal passages, and I
ttaoogbt I would require the three treatments,
but I feel fully ounwl by the two sent me, and
I am thankful that I was ever induced to send
tojrou.
Ton are at liberty to use this letter stating

that I have been cured at two trtatrntntt, and
I shall gladly recommend your remedr tosome of iny friends who are snSeren.

Tomrs, with many thanks.

Bar. B. B. STaTBmoa.

*J6R*oo.uu s uappiest vein.

in a^com'JfaTt ai^d^rea'SlSll",Jr^^ THrBO^k" B^^JI"^ '^'^.l^^ZrJ,
'?"' '"«'' io'ofmation

cess has been phenomenal. The November numw1;,I^^«fH ^^°J"' t J*"'' »8°- ^'^ ""O"
advertising and text pages mention ilmaieTn^^ri'viJiowl' "•"f'?'' <>' '""y pages, and in
been p.* at 50 cents a fearTto pl^ it^ihiS the i^uT.^f^fi'- 7^' >ubscriptfon price ha,
nppn application.

'"» P'"«e " witnin the reach of aU. A sample copy will be sent

rTiMs Soot, are /or sale by all boolaelUr,. or will h» sent, prepoid, hy

CHARLfeS SCRIBNER'S S'ONS,
r43 and 74S BBOADWAT, (ITBW rORK.

Unsuccessful Candidates for tba
. Presidency of ths NattoB.

Illustrated.

California's Golden P«ime of Forty-
Nine.

Illustrated.

Historic Homes—Ochre Point, New-
port, R.I. >

Illustrated.

An Old Colonial College.
By Professor Charles P. Riobardsom Dart-

month College.

Button Owinnett. ,

By Charles C. Jones, Jr., LUD., the Georgia
Historian.

Oiiginal Documents.
Minor Topics.

Notes.
Queries.

Replies. ,.

Societies.
Book Notices.*

Sold by newsdealers everywhere. Terms
' a year, or 50 cents a number.

FUKJSHEO AT 30 LAFAYETTE PLACE,
New York Citt.

ESTERBROOK"""PENS

jEfTnmooKtco

LONDON BREWERY.
-^ o — . ,

INDIA PALE ALE

/

AND

BROWN STO U T
Eeceired the Highest Awards of Merit Ibr Purity and EiceUeiiee.

PHILADELPHI4, 1876. CANADA, 1878. AUSTRALIA, 1877. . PARIS, 1878

't'eeslasaalale fl«teen«r-

,\'

Toronto, Apra 12th, 1880.

T»rr^'ii'o!"?^T,''f?l'^ *?*' ^ '"'''• oiamined samples of JOHN Labatt'S

SvS^T^^o^'^sj'Co^"*""'';^^'-—--S^^^^^
Beaver Hall Hill, Montbeal, Dec. 20 1880

"

andyx?STOtTT"?i^*.h *T* »n»l3'S*d several samples of INDIA PALE ALE
??f,rr K ^

'u ?.? "'^ brewery of JOHN LABATT, London Ont t Andthem to be remarkably sound Ales, brewed from nnre m^tl^^ i.^!^ t ,examined both the Mirch and Octoberbre^^^gs^S^d^nd themTunitormquality. They may be recommended to invalids or convalescent^ wh^™ ™lubeverages are required as tonic. Signed. JoSnTaker EDWakds
Fhy., Profemor of Chtmittry and Public Analyitt.

,—.All first-class grocers keep it. Every ale drinker should try it.
•

.fOHN I^BATT, LONDON, ONT.

JAMES GOOD, A CO., SOLE AGENTS,
\ aao TONQB STBKBT, TORONTO.

X

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, 161.

For Sale by all Stationers.
» MILLgW.BON * CO., A«t«.. Montf^K.

A CoMPLCTE Srans ra Twilve Ndmbibs,

Bt.ar PEN tor bis or her peculiar stvle ofpenmsaship. Sample of eioh nuJnhiV (?lpens), by mail to any address for ten cents.

Taintok Bros., Merrill & Co.
18 & 20 AsTOR Place, New Yorx.

N(SW)(HrTOLL£GE
(Pbr the Unirersity Education of Tomea)
TORONTO, - - ONT.

Pro/ r. JTelson DaJs, JcMnjr i>ri)ic<pal.

Pupils aire received at the age of seven yeanin the Junior Department, and are led onthrough the Preparatory Forms to the Woman s L..cal Kxaminations, or to the Matricu-
lation Examinations of the Uoiversitv of Tor--«uo, and then through the University Do;

—

partment to the degree of B.A. (a course ofstudy uuattempted by any other institution
established for women in Ontario). The Col^ge of Music, under the direction of Pr<rfHaslam, Professor of Music at the Conservi
toire Royal de Musique, Boulogne Franceand of the Royal Acad,-my of Mnsic. London."England, with an able stuff of EuroueaTl
artTsts. The College of Fine Arts. under'^thSman^ement of Miss Dunne, Ute Artist to theVice.Regal Court. Irelaud. with an able staff

illH7 to .tse-i No extras. Lessons in calia!themes and ritUng free. For Prospectus andfurther information apply to
^^

MBS. M. J. BU8SELL,
1<3 and 1«5 Bloor St. East, . - . Tofcrarro.

THE .

Toronto Paper Mfg.'Co.
^

WORKS AT CORNWALL. ONT.

NoTiMMB aoth, 1884.1

CAPITAL,

ELIAS ROGERS & CO.
'

Wholesale and Batall dealan In

COAL AND WOOD.

Head Offlee,—20 King Street West.

Bbamoh Ornoaar—413 Tonge Street; sas
Qoecn Street Basl
Ya*ds akd Bramcx OFnoBS :—Esplanade

Bast, near Berkeley 81; Esplanade, foot ot
Prlneaas St.; Nlagan, eor. Doora

SULTANA
HALL STOVES

SULTANA
OVEN STOVES

W. H. 8PABBOW,
>I'TBBBA«rTOI« •OMB.

m TONOB BTBBBT.

9*50,000.

JO^J^jBARBEB, President and Managing
CHA8. BIOBDON. Vioe-Piesidont lEDWABD TROUT, tni^^

Manufactures thefollowlng grades ofpaper:-

Engine Sized Superfine Papers,
WHITE AND TINTED BOOK PAPEB

(Machine rinlshed and Snper-Oalendmd)
BLUE AND CREAM LAID AND WOT>

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Etc.

:r^: ACCOUNT BOOK PAPEB8 jC

Mn»«lop« and Lithographic Popart.
COLOUBSD Oeraa Panas, sapar-Oniabad.

23 Ad,laxbeSt,.eet East. Toronto
-J.'''"'^'"'P'""« Victoria street.,

rrAMlLTO>f MERRITT

J)B- SINCLAIR,

334 Jabvi, Street

pAINLESS DENTI8T8T

M- F. SMITH, DE.vTrsT,

___: _?^ Q»«fn Street, East

JTEITH * FITZSI^g—-—
"AMUPACTUBRRs

"^---wEST.-^^rro

mOH-CLASSWATC^'^,;,,,,^^

tu^5*S'o?dT's?e^,-.J,^^-eUery ^^„,.„.—- Chargrea Moderate.

jyjASON A COLLINS,

8TUD"r'"™''™^"'°'^*"»C»ArOH.
_!i^f!»_!3;^WE8T, Toronto.

DSALL,

p.ncnd""'""''^----
°

•^tinoT^S^T^^' «'""''«• -«« colours, o.

"Ri4''Pianri^'hLri^f? 'j-^. Mason &
"ation of the musfcal n1,Tf" '", ""= "ti^"d he Great Artist? Sf'^c?' Canada.
A-nerica, is the-relSt <,f

' ^"^"^^ *""

"»»HiriTTOTG JaroST ATO
A DETEHMnrATioir Tff wnr

c/nK'°p"ul,S?5s','-'-"' ^"-cter f„.

MASON

'

^^« demand for these, instruments i, steadilv
' ^^ ^"^ ^^^ '^''^' ^"°°t°' 0'^*'

., ______^^<>^^ilT:T" "' ""'' »»'«3 are hecoming more

^PIANOS
I

.2HWAY! m^m^^ haines^,

'eadL\«SK°f-;jbe a^ve P-anos^ „^,„ ,/

MONUMEira'S

WHITE BRONzl

A. & S.

TOaoiTTO: •

W KING STREET EAST.

BUANCHES-

NORDHEIMER.-
MOlTTEEAl •

NORDafiiMEBS H^LL.

I'iMIS.

No.
. Toronto Street. Toronto.E. OOAT8WoBTa,JR.

raAHir . ^

Real Estate B^lceis and Valuator.

to«.r;-e/?^«„Vj»-^ collected. loans andand exchanged ^"'Perty bought. soW
lO^GST. EAST. TORONTO

STs^Tli?c*K^2ibr^~^^^

""Sr;:,"'Z'""'""«^*«»"^""''»S'
w-f™;:R!.^'"""'^*-^--^~

Wa. H. STEWART.

l))T7 i He-issned July 31877. Patented Jan. 9, ,877 Re

^":^aZVr ^"^^'-^uiy^' and Nov.^ 27 1S77 t, *

Fahla..,, ' Patented«eo. laand June 4 1R7« t, . ,

also in Great Rri;
^''tented

Patented fn^'"'' """' *""''™-raientad in Cana.la June 7 lait^^^ Trade mark^-jj^ij^'
v-oraet,Regutered Sept. 25. 1876
WithlmproTed Tampico BastsAw^ed the Highest .Medal over

ptrt% ,'T """"""'"rs at theraris Exhibition of 1878

c6m,:r'""°"^'"'-"^'='^'--'
Approved hy all physicians.

This favourite Corset I,made with m. Y ^' '' now
PICO Busts wk l«''""-'««'l Tam-

velvet^STtr^^o^r""""
"^«y will reta^r.i,

*'*"'*= '"«

'^^yuntnrc'Tef'^r''''''"-
ont.

^°"»' is worn

QHABLES VV. PHIHIPS.

aOIaoiTOR. CONVEYANCER,
Etc.—

; Officb :'-

J^Maidc Street Sa^, Toronto, Ont.

J°HN HAllrsEfrR: MD ^^
r" HOMCEOPATHIST
aSRICHMONOST.ESTORONTO
AthomeT"""""""'"'""""'

BX'ii^onri^^^^'^i^EW*. wiur4,°-2^i'^f!'"«Septemb.„,t

^rSJ'fg"' 'ho"?gh Si'l'Sr? '"V^Mo, tor«1 affairs and insuri„; .'"''"« "' co.umer-
:*«»«ion. Thecnurs^f, » "'"Pi"" buaines.

Y^ xiQaJt-BTONiNo^oji^rc
i

o«.ha.e4'::^°^„;x" **""*"'«• ^^ -"»

A W. BBAJN, Ag«it, '

•Ibnge St., Toronto,

The "Health- Corset" ,'. i,
With Coraline a „ew

'"'"""'<'

which is m„^K ^^ substance

"r wha ^b" e "1^'"" '" '"'™

i«ndisela«rc,pUalra"nV"'^'
fortable

f'^oie and com-

"-'•.emostfastiruiirr.".-

JM^ONUMENTS 4ND STATOARV

j

Tetfsi^rSpLl; ^:^' "f '"« -Michigan and

I
";1^^"«^*A»«ACENTS.

I
Push in your oniers n„,v_,ven if „

t 1. ,
•^'"•''"E.^i.. OtE V,I hereby cerlifv th„ I >,

'
'^^- '5. '883.

"'^eri.,1 iallrt ''Wh,I ^|:;L^~i-""' »"''«««) the

Th,

^ . , ^ "
^^^r-ACTURFD BY T^ " ""-- '°

ESTABLISHED
rSja. ^ ~-\~~^~~~SZL^

7AMES SHIELdS^^o
,

FAMILY GROCERS \
' "

C0«'. VONGE ANDJ£MP£RANC£ h&ms.
,

FIRST^CROP TEAS

hZ\L^ "I'«"V =---Slc of" om^t,^"."
«h"mat/ri5

:

f-.
'--y^f-rfa^eand^!:,^,^.-^^^^." °'

ii-^BAKER^EDW^VRn,.
p. St. o,,' aCL., F.C.S.

Police to Contractors.

OJIO JiT.

uride'Si'g^l? ISr.lT '!;'*--'' to the

c^Sivri^'',»;'-<^''yofNo';iit-i-^'.onJ

j

a-« the entrance to

I

COLLINGWOOD HA&ITR
Simcoe County. Ontario

Each tender must he .
y«P'<"' bMnk cheque for^^S^P""*'-! by anHundred Dollars ri^iJ'^ '** "nm of tJ5
Of the H„nn,"^"h,^^ « n^V'hle toVe'e^*:;
Works: which will hi » -i "'*' "' PiihlTJ
decline to enter into „

'orfcited if the n.Jl°
»P"n to do m'cr''tPb% ",2",'"'=' "henc^Xj

Dwtrtment .« pu ,,,., .A.^-f
'*"' ^'*'***.

Ottawm 1st November,W - -^
- *-

rrinaw^oii^ J
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^-UNITEDEMPIRP

LOAN CORPORAIIOH^

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT.
DepOHita received. Interest allowed from

date <if ilepoait' at 4J and 5 per ce-it. For
special term accounts 6 per cent, will be al-
lowed. No notice required (or tbe withdrawal
of moneys. ..

GEO. D. MORTON, M.D.,
Preeidtmt

JA8. RCBOGGIE,
Matuiger.

Head Offleea, - Pnblic library Bnildingi,

Cor. Church ami Adelaide Sts. , Toronto.

THE CANADIAl«r^

BANK OF COMMERCE
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO.

Paid-ap Capital
Kent

9e.ooo.ooo
e.ooo.ooo

t- 1

HoN^ William McMabtrr, President.
Wm Elliot. Esq.. Vtce-Pre»ifient.

George Taylor, Keq . Hon. S. C. Wood, .Tam«8
Cratijern, E«q., T. Sutherland Stayner. Esq.,
John WaMie. Esq.. W. B. Humilton. E»q.

VV. Ni Andkhson, General Manager; J. C.
Erup, Aset.-Oen'l Munager; Kobebt Gill,
iDRpector.
Nt:w York.—J. H. Goadby and B. E. Walker,

Ag-ntB. Chica>:o.—A. L. Dewar. Aeent.
BBANcnEs—Avr, Harrie, Helleville, Berlin,

Brantford, Chatham. Collingwood, Dundas,
Dunnville, Gait Oodericb, GiAeJph, Hamilton,
London, MoutreHl, Norwicifi, Orang^Tille,
Ottawa PariH. Parkhill. Peterboro', St. Catli-
arines, Sarnia, Seaforth, Rimcoe, Stratford,
Btratbroy, Tnorold, Toronto, Waikerton.
Windsor, Woodstock.
Coiumercial credits issued for nue jn En-

rope. the East and West Indios, China, Jipan,
and Son'h America. T
Bankers.—New York, ttaa^ Americanl Ex^

cbant'e National Bank; London, Euglanq, the
Bank of Scotland

\

BANIToF OTTAWl
OT'Xt-A.'W-A.

Authorized CapUal,
Suhscribed Capital^
Paid-up CapUat, -

Best

%1,0O0fiOO
1,000,000

110,000

JAMER MacLAREN. Ehq.. President
CH.\RLES MAGEE, Esq., Vice-President.

Virectors-C. T. Bute, Esq.. R. Blockbam,
Esq.. Hon. Geo. Brysoo. Han, L. R. Church,
Alexander Fraser, Esq.. Geo. tfay. Esq., John
Mather, Esq.

Georob Buhn. Ccuhier.

Branches—Ami>rior,Carletoii Place, Pem-
broke, Winuipt^g. Man.
AoESTB IN Canada— Canadian Bank of

Commerce. Agents in Nrw York—Messrs.
A. H. Goadby nnd B. E. Walker. Auents rs
LoNDON-Euglish Alliance Bank

THE CENTRAL BANK
OP CANADA.

'".
tLfiOO,000

Houghton, Mifflin& Co. 's

NEW BOOKS.

KUBAITAT OF OHAB KHATTAH.
With afty-slx illustrations, by EiiHC Ved-
DKB, also an ornamental title-paffe and
covsr designed by Mb. Veddeb. 1 vol. 4to.,
«25.0O.

The most original and noteworthy Illus-
trated volume ever produced in America, and
destined to rank among the masteri>iece8 of
art.

nXUSTSATED POEHS OF
• OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

With illnstratiODS df^signed by many of the
best Americ.,a artists, and admirably en-
praved. With a fine new portrait of Db.
HoLKEs, etched by Schoff. Koyal octavo,
cloth, full gilt, *5.60 ; morocco, or tree calf,
* 10.00.

The poems selected for Illustration were
chosen by Dr. Holmes himself, who has writ-'
ten ar. introdnctfry poem. The book is
beautifully illustrated, is produced in very
tasteful stvle, and cannot fail to be a moet
acceptable Holiday volume.

- HOnSEHOLD LABC(W.
Poems. ByLDCTL\BCOM. Houtehotd Edition.
Uniform in binding with the new Household
Edition of Longf»llow, Whiftier, Holmes,
liowell. etc. I vol. 12mo. «2.00; half calf,
»4.0O ; morocco, or tree calf, 5.00.

MB. CRAWFORD'S NEW 8T0BT:

AH AHEKICAH POLITICIAN.'

A Novel by F. Mahion Crawford, author of
" Mr. Isaacs." " A Roman Singer,", etc. I vol.
ICmo, 81.25.

CONTlHUITy OF CHBISTXAN THOITOHT.

.

By Ret. Alex. V. G.. Allen, D.D., Professor
of Ecclesia-itifat History in the Episcopal
Tbeolx>Kical School, Cambridge, Mass. I vol.
12iuo, «2.0O.

A book of noble aim and admirable execQ.
tion, containing a careful survey of the hi-«tory
of religions thought from the beginniug of the
ChrUt-an era to the present day.

BONOS OF THE SILENT WORLD
AND OTHER POEMS.

By Elizabeth Stcabt Phelps, author of
"The Gates Ajar," "Beyond the Gates,"
etc. With portrait, i toL 16mo, gilt top,
•1.25.

CBOT SUSAN, AND OTHER STORIES.

By William Henry Bianop, author of " The
House of a Merchant Prince " etc. I vol.
lemo, (1.25.

Contents : Chpy Saoan ; The Battle of
Buukerloo ; Peodan ; Braxton's New Art

;

One of the Thirty Pieces ; Mclntyre'i False
Face ; Miss Caldcuron's German.

Capital Authorized,

CapiidI Suhtcrifjed,

W0,000Capital Paid-up, - - -

HEAD OFFICE,—TORONTO.

Board of Directors.

DAVID BT.AIN, Esq.,
SAMli. TREKW, Esq., •

- - PrfHdsnt:
- - Vice-Preaidtnt.

H. P, Dwigbt, Esq., A. McLean Howard, Eoq.,
C. Blackett Rol'inson. Esq.. K. C'lisholu,
Esq., M.P.P., D. Mitchell McUonald, Esq.

I

A. A. AOLEN, CatMrn.

Bravchf$. — Bramnton, Durham, Gnelpfa,
Bichuioud Hill aud North Toronto.
AftmtB.—la Canada, Canadian Bank of Com-

merce ; in New York, Impoi-ters and Traders
National Bank ; in L^don, Eng., National
Bank of Scotland.

THE QUEBEC BaW.
Jneorporated hy Royal Charter, >.i>Jl81&,

CAPITAL. $3,000,000.

HEAD OFFICE. J- QUEBEC.

BOARD OF' DIBECTORa
HON. JA8. O. BOSS, - Praidnt.
WILLIAM WITHALL. Esq., Viet-PnHdtHt.
8n N. F. Bklleau, Kt., Jno. R. Touno, Esq.,
B H SMitH. Esq . William White, tsq.,
Geo R. UenfbsWj Esq.

JAMES STEVENSON. Esq., CatMtr

BRANOHE-S AND AGBNCIESilk CANADA.

Ottawa, Ont. : Toronto, Ont. ; Fambroka, Ont.
:'

Montreal, Que. ; Tborold, Ont.

;

' Three Bivers, Qn*.

Ag*nl$ in Nm Fort-Tta* Bank of Montnal.
AgmUt in Ltndon— Tha Bank of SeotUad.

', For sale bjall booktetUn. Ser.t by mail,

pott-paid, upon reetipt of prtc* by tlu Pub-
lither$.

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.

BOSTON.

Harper's Young^^ People
OTerjflows with everything that can be

thought of .

To Metke Children

Happjjr, Merry, and Wise.

now! IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE:

HARPER'S ySnO PEOPLE.
An Illustrated Weekly for Boys and Qirls.

1« pp., lari;e 8vo. Pries Five Cents a Number,
W.OO a ykar. Postage free to all snbscribers
in the onited States and Canada.

13* A Bpeeimen Copy atnt on rectipt of
\tr ceni» in pottage stamps.

Tbe SiX'iH VoLum will begip with tbe Num-
ber issued November 4, 1884.

w*k.

yfiem
iionT

:bs Touno People Is about to be• in London. It Is fa*t attaining a
' wherever the English language la
.1 in tbonsanda of homes its we«klT
welcomed with delight by 'young
sweet girls and their kind, tender

... ' The extraordinary rapidity with
tbls wide circulation has been gained
to tbe obvious fact that its publishers
spared neither pains nor exnense to
> lor 1^Um very beet literary and artistic

> yonns reiotee bi It beeanse it bolds for
a wortd of tatestaiBSMot aad Informa-
Ibc4r alden appme of H baeenaa Ita•*"""""* Is .alwaja —*-• -•

Iratraction in the highest degree volnable.
Parents and teachers have come to regard
it aa an effective i«ency for the mental
mornl, and physical education and improve-
ment of ita readers.

Ita serial and, short storiea have all the
dramntic interest that jnvenile fiction can
poaseRs, whiW they are whollv free from all
that is pernicious or vulgarly sensational.
They are intended to be of superirir literary
quality, so that their perusal may tend tn the
cultivation of a correct taste in literature.
The humorous stories, articles and pictures
are full of innocent fun, without a trace of
that coarseness which mars so much of the
literature that is offered for the amusement
of the young.
The papers on natural history and other

sciantiflc subjects, travel, and facts of life, are
hy writers whose names give th'^ best possible
assumbpe of acour ici- and value. The hi tori-
cal stofles. biographical tales, and anecdotes
present attractively the most inspiring and
sllrring incidents in historv. and In tl e lives
of men. women, and children renowned for
worthy deeds.
Papers on athletic sports, games, and pas-

times give full instructions with respect to
those subjects, and in all these rtflpartments
illustrations freely aid the text. Pine pfctnres,
representing the work of the foremost'artlsts
anl engravers on wood, lavishly illustrate ita
pages.
In all mechanical respect Harper's Touno

People is -as attractive as fine paper, legible
type. an<l skilful printing can m-Ufe it There
ia nothing cheap about it but its price.

PRES0 NOTICES.
In purity of tone, beauty oNllustration. and

in variety of attractive entertaining and tn-
Btraftive contents of the highest literary
merit. It is nnexcell»d. and deserves a place in
everv home hlesSed with children, whose lives
It will make better and brirtter with ita
weekly visits. —Zioa's HfralA, Bunion.

It is wonderful in its wealth of pictures In-
fonnation, and interest. -Christian kdvocaU.

This charming little paper is a weekly feast
of good things to the bovs and girls In every
family which it visits.—Brontli^i JJnion.
One of the most popular chil rens periodi-

cals In the country, and its charmins stories
and sketches and heau'ifnl lllnst'-ations well
deserve the success.—San Francisco Arqminttt.

It overflows with stories, poems, anecdotes
instrnctive articles, pictures, and everything
else In its line that can be thonght of to make
children happy, merrv, and wise ; and it will
bear reading over again munv times without
losing its freshness, vivacity, or power to
charm.— Providence Jmimnl.
Harper's Youno Pfople continues tc, lead

the weekly publications for youth throughout
the country, and probably throuehout the
world. The illustrations are excellent, and
the contents are w»ll calculated to interest
and instruct.— T^ft* Livino t'huroh. Ch'rano
An epitome of everything that is attractive

and desirable in Jnyanile Uteratare.—Boston
Cottri«r.

HUSIC AND DRAMA.
Attractiona for the week commencing

MONDA T, NOV. g^th.

TORONTO.
GRAND OPERA HOUSE,

'^

Shook & Collier's Company in Storm
Beaten.

PEOPLES' THEATBE.

Bayless 4 Kennedy in Bright Lights.

THE
HOBTICCLTUBAL GARDENS.

Thorrdat avd Pbidat Etenimos. missFLORENCE MABRYAT in her celebrated
Musical and Dramatic Monologue Entertain-
ment entitled, " Love Letters."

_" Those who have read Mr. Hare's" Walks inRome " do nee.l not to be told what an admir-
able cicerojw he i«. ... He gives the cream
of whole libraries of antiquarian research in
a single 'walk, and ^ot only as a guide, but
also as a storehouse of information as to all
that is worth seeing and knowing if the great
city, his work iainimitable."^BuJ'aJoCi)«rt«'.

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & SONS
HAVE JUaT PTTBLISHBD

Mr. Hare's two Latest Books

:

B'ljOBEilTaHI. With clear map, «1

V"ElTipEi. With clear ma|>, $1.

'They have also recently published a new
edition, almost wholly re-writteo, of

HARE'S WALKS IN ROME.
Crown Svo., cloth, «3.50.

BOUND VOLUMES.
Volume V. nsnrly readj,. A few copies of

Volumes n, in.. IV atillonhand. FriceS.1.50
each. Volume I. out o/ print.

Publiafaed by HARPER BBOTHEBS, N. T.

HARPER'S TerTODICALS.

HARPER'S BAZAR " 4 m
HARPER'S TOCNO PT,cmM - " 3 00HABPKB'8 FRANKLI N ^'> '

. 1

Mr. Harffa previous volninei. published by
Messra. George Boutledge * Sona, are

:

WALKS IN LONDON. «3 50

^^itV^i'V*;..'^.?'''"*^®'* ANI' CENTRAL
liaijY. With maps aud numerous illus-

^TiTiS'.i"''.^!!''** w'araea, crown 8vo., «e 00. .

"aVr'5?v °w .^^^'^'•B^ ITVLY AND
mS i'ifei-. r'^'y'

numerous illu'trations »2.50.ME.M0RI\L8 OP A QUIET LIRE. With in-
troduction by the Biaht Rev. P. li.-Hunting-

»3 0O*
^"lomes, «5.00; 2 voljimes in one,

^H^nviA^^
LETTERS OP BARONESS

o lioo'
''°'°™8' *5.00; 2 volumes in

To ft' hnd of all bookMllert : or will bttmt
pnpaid, on rectipt of pries by tJu Pifblitlun.

George Roctledge & Sons,
» .afayt-tte Place. Wew Verk.

^\ PINDING
^Veatlj ud Framptlj' doaa.

SQUARE LIBRARY (52
Numbers),. 10 00
Pottaaefree to all tubtcribert <a thiUnittd

StaUa or Canada.

»3- HABPEB'S CATALOGUE, comprising
the titles of between three and four thousand
volumes, will be sent by mail on receipt of
Ten Cents. ^

HARPER BROTHERS,
FSANKLtN SQUARE, V. T.

T 8UB3CBIBERS I

Those wishing to keep their copies of Th»Week in good condition. aTid have them on
hand for reference, should use a Binder We
can send by mail

A STRONG PLAIN BINDER
For 75 Cents. Poatage prepaid

These Binders have been made expressly
lOrTHB Week, and are of the best manufae-
tura. The papers oan be placed in the Binder
week bv week, thus keeping the file oomplete

Address— ,

4,

'

Ornoi or Thi Wbk. ..

t Jordan Street. Toronto,

THE SHELDON OCEAN OBOVE, N.J.
Citr by the 8«».

188S. Health and Pleasure Resort, ifhours

Philadelpbia; lOmtnutea from Loos BranchRaeummended by tbe most celebrated pby^
^cians. Ooaan water and eleetrio batbs. steaii

S?"-..^J^I'J^'»'»~*"'- IfMiare eseanei
Wonderful «ojito« artesian spHng. HlahW
laod^alr flUed^Rtb tbe mto2ed\).oB? f.S
tbe idMS and aoolbtaeMs from the sea. per-fM* dr^iiM*. No malaria. No mosaaitoea

WBtfon . WBHinoit. Owaar and —

IHABPEB'S, CENTURY.
LONGMAN'S, LONDON

J.
\ SOCIETY, QUEEN, LIT-

' \i \ TELL'S LIVING AGE,
^ THE WEEK, FRANK

LESLIE, EDINBORO'
FORTNIGHTLY,
ST. JAMES ANC
WESTJ«NSTEB

REVIEWS,
BELORAVIA,
BLACKWOOD.

Etc.

A MILLION A MOXTHt
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with the Indilins ; when they find their way to lumber shanties they go

under direction and in gangs. The habit of roaming the French Canadians

have indulged in from an early period ; but roaming seldom caused them

to form new colonies, and it tended to weaken the infant settlements oil

the banks of the St. Lawrence ; the French Government tried, but in vain,

tO' confine them within a short range and in compact settlements where

they would the better be able to defend themselves against the Indians.

They explored the country as far west as the Rocky Mountains, when
Canada was under the French Dominion, but the chief memorials which

they left behind them, except at a few widely separated points, were the

French names which they gave to the prominent spots at which they

touched. The Roman Catholic Churchf in Quebec has seized hold of

colonization as a means of arresting the qutflow of the young popula-

tion to the adjoining States, slid with the hope of bringing back a portion

of those who have gon^ But, while colonization is proceeding with vigour,

repatriation has no present strength and scarcely any future promise.

There cannot be a doubtIhat a much betteB,field is presented by the North-

West* than by any region into which the French Canadians are now
extending new colonies.. The North-West, they are almost entirely

neglecting. This error, for such it certainly is economically, M. Miquelon,

the Federal agent at Q'Appelle Le^ke, is anxious to see corrected. He
knows his own countrymen well, and when he says that they prefer starva-

tion to isolation his statement need not be questioned. The consciousness

of being left alone deprives them both of courage and energy. They are

above every tMng gregarious, and they are willing to make great sacrifices

to be where they can enjoy the society of their fellows. The practical

suggestion which M. Miquelon makes is not in a shape in which, without

modification, it can be accepted. The Federal Government could provide

sites for the settlors along the Pacific Railway, as it is in fact doing for aU
comers, but State intervention cannot go to the extent of providing reli-

gious instruction. The Pacific Railway Company might perhaps see its way
to aid the enterprise in some form, if only by way of experiment. There

is no reason why French Canadians, now that the colonizing spirit is upon

them, should by their own act and choice exclude themselves from the rich

territory and milder climate than they are now seeking of the North-West

In one form or another, the municipal question is making itself felt in

different Provinces of Canada. In the city of Halifax real estate, unless

it was occupied by the owner, was till recently exempt from taxation. As
one extreme begets another, Mr. Fysche, without ever having heard "of the

French Physiocrats, and being oblivious of the existence of Henry George

and his book, wrote a pamphl^et exactly in the vein of ,Henry George.

Exemption and practical confiscation must in the end be rejected and a

middle course taken. But, if Mr. Fysche overshot the mark, his pamphlet

had the effect of calling attention to a much needed reform, and a measure

of reform was obtained. To follow in the footsteps of Henry George would

endanger the security of all forms of property ; for no form is so much more

sacred than another that if one may be (^nfiscated others could be insured

immunity from a like fate. I

' Complaint is made that Italians, Hungarians and tJhinese have

found employment on the Pacific Railway, on the ground that Canadians

ought to have been preferred. This is protection of a very pronounced

kind, and the pen of j^^profeased Free Trader is the vehicle by which it

reaches the public. The doctrine is one which strikes directly at the free-

dom of labour ; for if the Canadian employer is to-day under tr duty to

reject the labour which comes from three countries, he may to-morrow be,

required to reject labour from half-a-dozen countriee^ and the next day to

exclude alLbut Canadian labour. If the employer were under any obliga-

tion not to buy, the labourer could not sell his labour. Labour has benefited

more by the facility of circulation than by any other cause. A congested

labour market at one point can be relieved by supplying a demand at

another. A change of place is often the only means of relief within the

reach of labourer^ who are suffering for want of employment, and the

facility of migration which steam, on rail or ocean, has afforded has given

the modem labourer an advantage which was lacking to his predecessor

fifty years ago. The United States directed the point of the wedge against

the Chinese, and already Italians and Hungarians are prospectively added

to the list of proscription. And the demand is scarcely made in a feeble

halting voice, below the line, when it is parroted, in the name of Protection,

in Canada. But in this demand there ift neither Free l^wle nor patriotism,

nor, it is greatly to be fe*red, even good faith.

Thx third Plenary Council of Baltimore^ is held at a time when the

Roman - Oatholic Church has become the largest religious body in the

United St«tes ; and the Repablio has, in the words of Bishop Ireland, whothe

preached before the assembled bishops, become " the choicest field which
Providence offers in the world to day to the occupancy of the Church " o£
Rome. The gain which has for the first time enabled the Roman.
Catholics to outnumber the Methodists is due to immigration. By
strenuous efforts on the part of the clergy a large portion of the imported
communicants h^ve been retained within the fold. But the time has
come when the attempt is to be made to find new adherents in the
native-bom population. Before the third Council of Baltimore, which
will probably not separate without adopting the Canon law of Rome,
and declaring war upon the Common School System, Bishop Ireland
feeling that his word* will reach the ears of fifty millions of Ameri<»n8,
undertakes to prove that the principles of the Church of Rome are in
thorough harmony with the interesta of the Republic. " Rulers," says the
bishop, "govern by the will ^f the people, and derive their just power*
from the oonsefit of the governed, in the sense that the consent, the
choice of the governed, is the condition upon which Heaven conveys
authority." The Church has not waited for this Consent when it has
given its support to despotic governments. But the doctrine of the
consent of the governed being necessary to the legitimacy otthe gov-
erned suits the latitude of Baltimore, and Bishop Ireland was not likely to
say anything to displease that Urger audience which he was addressing
over the heads of the CounoiL The harmony of the civil and the spiritual
powers he was emphatic in proclaiming : " The temporal administration
of the practical methods of government," he said, "are matters for the
Statft' exclusively;" adding, as " a Catholic doctrine, that in America
loyalty to the Republic is a Divine virtue." This loyalty has sometimes
shown itself through the Church in strange disguises ; as in instigating
the " removal " of President Blanco of Peru. For the Church nothing
was claimed but the indisputable right of " proclaiming the principles of
justice and moraUty." This right the Church undoubtedly possesses,
and that it is her duty to exercise it is not less clear. But what in
the Republic is merely "proclaiming the principles of justice and
morality" in some countries means the absolute right to control the
civil authority, and it would have the same meaning in the United
States if the Church of Rome were relatively as strong there as it is in
the Province of Quebec. In the Province of Quebec the^united episcopate
as^ts the subordination of the civil to the spiritual authority, and for the
priests claims immunity from the ordinary tribunals. There the biahope
are not afraid to say that in their respective diocese they have " the power
to teach, to command, to judge," subject only to the Pope. Not the less d<J

they claim that the priests may direct electors how to vote under pain of
spiritual censures. This is the way they leave the civil authority free to
act in the civil sphere ; and bishop Ireland's sermon, innocent a|i it is made
to look, contains the foundation of a no less extensive claim for the Church
in the United SUtes. But there is this difference : Bishop Ireland is

addressing a republic where his Church is in a numerical minority, and he
guards his language and suits it to his audience; while the bishops of
Quebec, having no such restraint put upon them, can speak freely.

Thb Boaird of Trade at St. John, N. B., is greatly alarmed at ^he-
treaty between the Spanish West Indies and the United States, which is

supposed to threaten New Brunswick interests. The intervention of \he
British Government i?invoked and Annexation appears to have been
freely spoken of as the alternative. The report of the meeting, however
is a mere summary, and we must await details. There can be no doubt
that both New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are greatly disappointe* with
the results of Confederation.

Thb despondency of Commerce over the temporary stagnation in trade
in England is probably deeper than the facts justify. The complaint is

of decreased business and diminished profits, of production outrunning
demand. At each recurring season of dullness, the complaint is true.
But in spite of periodical drawbacks, the general increase in foreign com-
merce has been very great In 1840 the exports per head of the popula-
tion amounted to only XI 8«. ; last year they had risen to £6 lit. 8d. If
profits hare been reduced, thrift is greater; for capital continues to accumu-
late. The deposits in the joint stock banks irose from £421,000,000 in
1874, to^je'176,000,000 in 1884. This accumulation of capital is the com-
bined result of production and saving; and, while these processes continue
to go on the nation cannot economically be in a very bad way. It may be
that in the future the supremacy of England's manufacturing industry may
cease to be what it has been tn the past ; but she still has an enormous
advantage over many other countries in the command of pntotically
unlimited capital and in the trained skill of her workmen : in the imme-
diate prospect of her commerce there ia nothing to cause deapondency,
though there may be caoae for anxiety.

.
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"BYSTANDER" ON CURRENT EVENTS AND OPINIONS.

It was a matter of course that after the line taken by the Independent
_ Republicans in the Presidential election, the .thorough-going partisans

should be for reading them out of the party. Nor does it seem possible
^ that they should ever find shelter beneath that roof again. Having voted
• Mr. Cleveland into the Presidency they cannot oppose his Administration,

and to oppose the Administration is, under the system of party govern-
ment, the regular duty of Ahe party out of power. This will remain a bar
to reunion for the next four years at least But it is difficult to think of
any great question at all likely to present jtself which would restore com-
munity of sentiment between the divided sections and open to the exiles a

^*)or for their return. The Republican Party was the party of opposition
to slavery, and when secession sprang from sUvery, of the Union. The
Democratic Party was, under colour of allegiance to State Rights, the
party of slavery, having the centre of ite power in the Slave States.
SUvery being long since dead and the Uhion out of alf possible danger,
the Republican Party has degenerated into a machine subsisting partly by
habit and tradition, which to a great extent are hereditary, partly by the
recollection, studiously kept alive, of the great conflict, partly and princi-
pally by the corrupt use of an enormous mass of patronage. Against the
co>iraptuse of patronage the Independents have decisively revolted; and of
cdnr*rthe;K!an never consent to a renewal of the system, while it is the
one thing for which the Stalwarts really care. Jt is possible that the
Republicans may take up Negro education, both as a means of reviving
some spark of war feeling and on Protectionist grounds, as a device for
disposing of the surplus without a reduction of the Tariff: No other issue,
or semblance of an issue, in jtny way cognate to those of the Civil War
appears to exist or to be capable of creation. Not another shred of the
Bloody Shirt is left to flutter on the Republican flag-staff. Both the parties
have lost that which gave them life and on both sides (decomposition has
set in. Besides the great Republican secession there wtj a good deal of
minor bolting in the election ; bolting to Prohibition, bolting to Butlerism,
bolting, happily for the Republic and all who have to deal with it, of
Tammany and the Irish from the Democratic Party to.Blaine. The Tariff
qnestion, which the growing surplus must inevitably bring to the front,
will pve the party organizations another shock. It divides <i^ch of
them into two, though not into equal moieties, most of the Republicans
being Protectioniafs and most of the Democrate Tariff Reformers. , The
ment^ independence which spiirns_ the yoke of party discipline is mean-
time increasing with the advance of intellect in the United States as else-

where. American statesmen and publicists are confronted by the question.
What is to be the basis of government for the future 1

Th« twmmemoration in St Paul's of the hundreth anniversary of the
American Episcopate seems to have been an impressive ceremony. English
journals moralizing upon the event observe that the vitality of the
Anglican Church in the U.nited States proves ite ability to "hold ite ground
in England even should it be disestablished. Perhaps it might be said
that Anglicinism in the United States and in the colonies owes its vitality
in some degree to the charm of ecclesiastical aristocracy shed over it by its

connection with the magnificent Establishment and the Spiritual Peerage
of the Mother Country. Still Anglicanism has independent sources of
strength. The Prayer Book has proved itself a powerful bond of union
among worshippers cultivated enough to feel its general beauty and not
critical enough to be troubled about the doctrinal contradictions which
lurk in its composite structure. In Christendom, as in Heaven, there are
many mansions; and denizens are assigned to each in some degree by social
influence, as well as by theological convictions. When ft was proposed to
drop the first word in the title of the Dutch Rerormed Church in order
that, as became a spiritual community, it might be not national but uni-
versal, an old lady at Albany protested against the change, saying that
she did not want the Church to be universal, but to remain as it was, the
Ohurch of the old Dutch famUies of that State. The Anglican Church is

the religions home of the opulent and the cultivated, who like the presence
«f reverence in ite services, the absence of enthusiasm, and a form of gov-
ernment which, -whether Apostolic or not, is ancient, tranquil and not
democratic. The same class of persons is attracted, especially in times of
theological trouble, when people do not wish to have their convictions too
mrfoh probed, by that happy freedom from the spirit' of interference
mentioned among the graces -of the Anglican Church by a Saturday
BaviMier, whoa« words were quoted the other day by a Canadian bishop
and thus entirely divested of any cyni^ significance. There is no
church, said a social convert to Anglicanism in the United States, that
meddles so little with your politics or your religion. Other churches have

foun.l in like manner the social strata to which their mod^ of worship and
their form of government are adapted. It is stated that at St. Paul's the
representatives of difl'erent dissenting bodies were present This seems to'
indicate a tendency to the amicable recognition .among the churches of
separate spheres, and to a partition by mutual consent of- the vineyard,
which no one church, and certainly Sot the Church of England, hasijn
this country economical resources enough to till alone.

' ' .

A LIVELY discussion ha.s been going on among the party journals as to
the value and significance of the Grand Cross of the Bath, which has been
bestowed upon Sir John Macdonald. The " Bystander " does not pretend
to be an authority on such subjects, but he has always supposed the Grand
Cross of the Bath to be the highest honour not of an hereditary character
that can be conferred upon a commoner. The Garter, once borne by
simple soldiers, such as Hugh Loring, who had fought well at Sluys or
Crecy. is now reserved for grandees of the first order, and ite blue ribbon
IS displayed upon the breast of a ^arquis of Steyne. An Old Peer
once said that the reason why he valued the Garter was that it was the
only thing in these days which wis not given to merit Conservatives who
expected that Sir Jdrn Macdonald would be made a Peer, and that here-
ditary aristocracy would be introduced into Canada in his persoftv must
have forgotten that the British Government is Liberal, not Vsaetionary,
and that it has the result of the Lome-Louise experiment before its eyes'

,
Moreover, as Canada has no' entailed estates there would be reason to
fear that at some future day a Lord Macdonald of Ottawa might be found
keepmg a tavern or cleaning boote. Of Life Peerages ^he number is
hmited, and they are strictly appropriated to Law Lords. Conservatives
therefore may give vent to their exultation without misgiving as to the
quality of the decoration bestowed upon their chief. The event will
add zest and brilliancy to the ovation which they are preparing for him on
his return. But their applause will make it manifest that this act of the
Home Government, though it may be intended as a general compUment to

'

Canada, involves a virtual interference in a party conflict. Draw what
metaphysical distinctions you will between the man and the party leader,
it is impossible not to feel that a meed of honour conferred upon the poli'-

tician is a mark of approbation, bestowed up^u his policy; aiid is intended,
as it is certainly calculated, to, strengthen his hands. Peerages' and decor-'
ations are never given in England to politicians unless their principles are

'

those of the party in power. The British Premier no. doubt is totally ,

uninformed of many things in Sir John Macdonald's method of government
which awaken opposition here ; but the inevitable ignorance which excuses
the individual condemns the system of blind intervention by a distant
authority in the politics of Canada, and makes us desire to see the day
when Canadian statesmen will look for the meed of those services only to
the community which they serve.

It is notable, too, that .the Grand Cross seems to have produced an
immediate and magical effect upon the opinion of the wearer. Mr. Blake
ha» »1way% at least till lately, fondled the-idea at traperter Federation.
Sir John Macdonald has always been understood to scout it as an iinprac-
ticable chimera. He it was who asserted the fiscal independence of Canada
by imposing duties, now declared to be protective,,on British goods, and
who,- on that occasion, loudly defied English criticism and remonstrange,
declaring himself to be for " Hrfme Rule to the hilt." Yet we now find
him figuring among the Imperial Federationists and, if he has been
rightly reported, declaring himself in favour of the movement How ^as
he contrived to satisfy his a.s30ciates on the subject of the Tariff? The
Spectator, an Imperialist journal and friendly to everything Pan-Britannic
in a review of Mr. Fleming's book, says, " Mr. Fleming mentions with
pride that the Dominion has one Tariff", and, he might have added, a Tariff
which dpes not bespeak a very ardent desire on the part of the Canadians
to maintain that Union with the Mother Country which they prpfess to
have so much at heart Power is passing more and more into the hagsJs
of classes with whom material intereste outweigh sentimental impulse and
to whom outlete for the products of their industry are of greater import-
ance than a sense of Imperial greatness. They will doubtless be glad to keep
up the connection and draw closer the bonds which bind us to the Dominion
and our other great colonies, and accept the responsibilities which the
connection entails ; but it must be on condition that the colonies accord
to us that freedom of trade which we willingly extend to them. Political
union without commercial reciprocity is no more likely to turn out happily
than marriage without affection." Apart fnom the difficulties of construct-
ing the Federal Legislature and defining ite authority, Federationiste will
find themselves at the oiuet confronted by two thorny problems, that of
armamente and that of the Tariff. There will, of course, in the case of

.I2g£jsai; -^-•V; .iiftrs
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this as of^every other league, be oommon armaments, to which each member
of the feague will be required to furnish its contingent ; and the question
will at once arise what these contingents are to be. It is pretty easy to

fortell the response of the Canadian people to any I'equisition of the kind,

as Sir John Macdonald must know, though he and other Canadian politi-

cians or financiers have often fed the British imagination with flaming
pictures of our military zeal and of the legions which! we have ready for

the field. It is not less necessary that there should be a common Tariff,

without which this world-wide Empire would rest upon foundations not of

solid interest but of air. V'et Australian Federation, though embracing
only a group of colonies identical in commercial circumstances, as well as

r^ contiguous in position, has just miscarried through disagreement about
Tariffs. The Cojnmittee to which the Association has delegated the task

i of clearing away the haze from its ideas and of framing a scheme for it

includes, it may be taken for granted, the best heads of the Federationist
Party. ,If the Committee fails, the failure will be decisive. There will be
an end of the controversy and of the dream: Everybody will then acknow-
ledge that the political re-absorption of adult colonies into the Imperial
country, even if it were desirable, is impracticable ; the necessity as well

as the value of self-development will be seen ; and the multiplication of

Englands will be recognized as an object not less generous and far more
attainable than the Expansion of England.

\.

Thi« does not happen to be the moment of Sir John Macdonald's career
at which the bestowal of honours on him will be most salutary ; for he has
just been marring the best part of his record, and doing the greatest
possible injury to the country by a reprehensible appointment to the <

judiciary. It was a matter of course that the " Bystander's" independent
remarks upon that subject should call forth angry replies from representa-
tives of the political interest in which the appointment was made. The
" Bystan*ir " can have no opinion of his own, or, none worth publishing,
upon a question of professional qualifications ; he merely gave utterance to
what he had reason ta believe was the general opinion of the legal profes-
sion, without distinction of party. Indeed, the strongest expressions of
regret which he heard were from the lips of Conservative lawyers jealous
for the reputation of Sir John Macdonald. To say that dislike of Roman
Catholics or of self-made men had anything to do with the general feeling
of ccJUJlBIcnation is preposterous. Defenders of the appointment who find

themselves constrained to begin with an admission that it was " not the
most fitting" can hardly be said to controvert the " Bystander's" position

;

apd the allegation that no fitter person could be induced to take it is in
the last degree improbable in itself and is unsupported by anything that
appeared. The real motive for the selection is doubted by no human
being, and it is one the influence of which threatens the integrity of the
most vital and hitherto the most uncorrupted part of our institutions.

Appointments which it was impossible to justify have sometimes turned
out better than was expected ; if that should be. the case in the present
insUnce, all will rejoice. But a lucky result which could not have
been forseen will not absolve the wrong-doer; nor will it condemn the
journalist who, satisfied that he wa^speaking in perfect accordance ^witH
the sentiment of the legal profession, has tried to repel the rapacious hands
of faction from the Bench of Canadian Justice.

upon enactment and penalty upon penalty, till at last the exasperation of
the baffled Prohibitionists has trampled on that which all freemen hold
most dear by empowering the police, if they suspect the existence of liquor
to break without a warrant into any citizen's home. The infamous trade
of the informer is of course encouraged by abundant bribes. And what is
the result? According to Mr. Johnson, the free and open sale of liquor
notwithstanding spasmodic; and futile efforts to enforce the law. The
number of places in which liquor is sold 8ee^^p even to be on the increase
Legislation is forced through by moral violence and by the fears of poli-
ticians who stand in awe of the Temperance vote ; but public opinion does
not support coercion

; and, as Mr. Johnson says, of enforcing the laws a«
the laws against burglary and larceny are enforced no one dreams for a
UJftment. TTnfortanately the attempt, though abortive, is not without con-
sequences. ' The people learn disregard of law ; the taverns being unlicensed
are no longer regulated

; ardent spirits being most easily smuggled are
substituted for more wholesome b»verages ; and the moral agencies by which
intemperance has been greatly diminished, are weakened by the fallacious
confidenc^reposed in legislative coercion. But when people are careening
on the wings- of a supposed principle they think as little of practical
consequences as they do of inconvenient rights.

A WRITER in AfacmUlan, apparently of some mark, tries to vindicate
the House of Commons from the imputation of decadence. That it is
hopelessly overloaded with work he admits, and he pronounces a large
measure of devolution indispensable accordingly. But he denies that it
has been growing of late more disorderly, unmannerly, or uhbusines^likem its habits. Here, however, he encounters the practical testimony of its
leader, who declared its state chaotic and introduced the clgture in the
hope, vain as it has proved, of restoring order to the chaos. It is true
that in former days there were occasionally scenes of violent excitement
such as those which marked the debates on the first Reform Bill • but
social law prevailed and could not be violated with impunity as it is' con-
stantly violated now. Suspension of members is a new necessity. The
waste of time both in asKng questions and in purely personal debates such
as the Churchill-Chamberiain fracas has certainly increased. Obstruction
till lately was unknown ;J>eel or Russell, as leader of the Opposition
worfld have repudiated it with diagoat ; but it is now practised op^nlyand
avowedly by a section of the Tory Party as well as by the Irish and their
allies. The writer in MacmiUan does not see, or fails to notipe, the vital
point. Party has been hitherto the organization of the House, and the
authority of the party leaders over their followers has been its' security
for order and for the progress of business. But the great parties are
crumbling to pieces, though the spirit of faction is unhappily more intense
thanrfiver. On one side the Whigs and Radicals are barely held together
by the personal ascendancy of Mr. Gladstone ; on the other the Tory
Democrats have broken away from all control and the nominal leaderahip
is a farce. What then is to be the organization, what the controlling
authority of the future? Can an assembly of six hundred and fifty men
without organization or controlling authority govern a country % That the

kf
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Peqiubitionists, if they really care to assure themselves of the'sound-

.
ness of their position, should read the article on " Moderation afad Total
Abstinence " by Mr. Sutton Sharpe in the current number of the Fort-
nightly Review. They will find in it some reason for doubting whether the
authority of medical science is really on their side, and whether it is not
rather in favour of those who believe that a moderate use of alcoholic
drinks is good for the majority of mankind, especially for those who
have to undergo severe labour either of body or of brain. They will at
least see that the point is still debatable. The assumption upon which
their action, is based, and which forms their sole justification for coercing
their fellow- citizens on a question of private health and taste, is that
moderate use must lead to abuse ; and this is contradicted by the experience
of hundreds of millions. They will be glad at all events to find that the
truth of the hideous charges of intemperance against Englishwomen is

challenged, as it certainly may be with good reason if the charges rest on
no more trustworthy foundation than the work of the American Mr.
Gustafson, with its. claptrap title, "The Foundation of Death." While
they are on.the path of research, they may be induced to look back to the
account of Prohibition in Vermont, given by Mr. E«lward Johnson in the
Popular Science Monthly of last May. They will there find that the law
having been passed at first bya small majority, and having faUed in operation,
as under those circumsUncee it was sure to do, enactment has been heaped

state of the French Chamber is worse than that of the House of Commons,
as the writer in Macmillan says, may bo the fact ; but the state of the
French Chamber, and of France as the country governed by it, is dangerous
in the extreme. Irish disorder the writer sets aside as entirely exceptional.
" Civil war," he says, " operates as a necessary suspicion of all the coun-
tries of peace ; '• and "though we may condemn rebels as foolish, we do
not waste words in complaining of their want of courtesy towards the
government of society they are seeking to subvert." True enough j but
what confidence can be placed in the character of a governing Assembly
which helplessly. permits such "civil war" and such "rebellion" to be
carried on within its halls, nay encourages and fosters them by its factious-
ness and has actually brought the nation into serious danger of dismember-
ment t Besides, when will Irish disorder cease, and this exceptional state
of things come to an enj^ t

Sir Lbpkl Griffin's pasqumade on the Great Republic amuses every-
body by the liveliness of the style, a«d must be particularly pleasant
reading to all those who cultivate gentility by parading their antipathy to
Yankees. As sober criticism the work is worthless. Not only is it written
with utterly insufficient knowledge, the writer having evidently confined
his observations to the cities, and seen the farms and villages, which are
the core of the Republic, from the window of a drawing-room car ; but
it is instinct with a prejudice which may be said almost to have been pro-
claimed in the title " Visit to Philistia," under which the substance of the
book first appeared. Sir Lepel protests that he has no ill feeling against
the Americans. Very likely he speaks the truth : he no more hates the
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onTleveltTh t
''.' *'' ''^'"^' ""' onlyregards them as being

rank a„i ; ,. "T''^^
.-measurably beneath a man of his socialrank an* ,„,t,re. H.., fastidiousness and exclusiveness are supremeNothing isgooa enough for hi«i. A Duke would probably be content, in

but t tl'' : Tr "' ''^ ""'^"^ ^'^""'' «°^«' - '^« P*'-- House
;bu to the exquisite Sir Lepel, it is no better than the fare of a menagerieOnly one cook in th. United States has been found worthy to serv^ h ^up a dinner. Once and once only has he met with politeness. What h"

TaTb^f ^
H r"' " °b-<l-~«; and of this he can hardly fail to

thev are
"

.
"
^^r'^"--

^he Americans are not social Jacobins :they a e,as ready as the people of any other country to recognize' all reald tine ions
;
and if a man doe.s not seem to claim anything he will gen"a y get i^m them ajl, that he desires. A thorough' conWction, nofthat

all men are equal, which every sensible American knows very ^11 that

^IZT'T- ':r'
''''.'"' ''^' °'''^'"' ''''f'^^^-- are accidental,and that worth is the same ,n every human breast, will form a characterand demeanour democrat., enough to make a man feel at home, and ensureto him

1
due civility, in ^ch a community as the United States. As a

political observer the authorof " The Great Republic " hardly calls for notice
t IS strange that a man of talent, a.s he cleariy is, should be able to lookupon a great and momentous experiment like American Democracy without

feeling any desire to study it fn the spirit of De TdcqueviUe. and with
ntelligence if not with sympathy. He must have sense enough to knowtha forAmericanothingbutDemocracy waspossible; and had he extended

his travels, ha might perhaps have discovered that things are pretty much^e same in commercial colonies which haveremained ander monarchicalms itutions. His glance of superficial antipathy does not even detect the
real blots; an,d he embraces in his sweeping anathemas North, East,West, and South, Ne. York, Boston, Charleston, and Sai. Francisco, with

'

an absence of di.scrimination at which he would himself laugh if it were
exhibited by a cockney

"
discoursing about India. The proofs of his pre-

judice are thickly strewn over his pa^es ; even Englishmen, such as.Lord
Coleridge and Matthew Arnold, who have been well received in the UrjitedStaes become the objects of his ill-concealed aversion; nor does heabstain from levelling against American liberty the oldtaunt of Slavery« though the Conservative classes in England, had not to a man espcusedthe cause of the slave-owner. He may say with truth, that the pile of theAmerican millionaire is sometimes made by gambling; but so are other
piles; and. the English aristocrat who invests, as some of them are now
doin^, m American or Canadian land, is not less a speculator than themen who invfests in stocks. Let the censor of Republican covetousness
think of the days of Hudson and of the crowd of aristocratic courtiers that
thronged the palace of the Railway King so long as he bore the Aladdin'sLamp which could make men suddenly rich. With a somewhat suicidal
f^nkness Sir Lepel avows his motive for" writing to have been the
afflicting fact that the Republic exerts an attraction which is felt in Eng-
land, and there extends to a large and increasing number of politicians and
jyblicists. many 01 whom, b« »ight^afely-add, tnow a great dearSoFe

If British statesmen were to take
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unsuo^o.t.d K r/" '^"°'' ^° '"P'-"''^*"^ •'^ '-« -d - totallyunsupported by evidence bee-n advanced as indisputable truth! In Max

find thel "T " ""'"""'^ ^'^^""^^ °f '^-^ -"'gl- °f Egyptf wefind the uminaries and powers of nature especially the San under vLous

Sler co'd
' '''^'^/^.P'"^''''-^ -- -t first awakened. Fetichism Max

whileo TlT' T '"' ""°"^ '"' --'<!-•»». -t to be primieval,

tTo^ whL V ^ "'' ^ ''' °"''" "' ^«''='<"^ ^^ makes no^err:^

AohrrdtTb -f^^'T
"""''""^ ''"''' ^ ««^^' ^'^-«. I^-eter and

tiriul i
'77,^^tion of a power or aspect of nature, invested

humanitv Th ^'^'1^''''' "' '""^ '''''^^ *''^ the- attributes of

W^il \ ^^V""*^^
°f 'he principal Greek deities are derived from the^Sanscrit

:

how then can the deities have been Greek chiefs ? Let Christi-
'

ouT^fth
7,°;''''^%'^:^^'^"-^-^^^^'^ P---- '!>-« been evo " i

even to h .
""

. " ''' ''' '''''' '' "^ '''''''
' ^^'^^ >!""- ^--«even to have discovered an incipient i<tentification of righteousness withhe religion of nature in the Rita, or^semi-moral n^n of the r.gullr

CoTo: ''•\''7.^"'^,.^°''- VVhether Mr. Spencer is indebted

t

indebted J or ," f'T^''^
^^ '"^^ ----. '' is certain that he iiindebted to Dr. fylor for his theory of Animism, and a very scran^e use ,he has made of the loan, as, when he explores the real records of pri^lv'^ '

eligion he will find. Savage tribes,, to which Dr. Tylors\observaLl
apply, are as was said before, castaways of humanity, whoslbelief and
practises there is no good reason for identifying wich those of primaevalmen

;
though most even of these tribes seem besides their Animism to have

'
'

some conception, however vague and faint, of a Superior Power, which is
apparently not traceable to an Animistic source. |B^ <•

about the United States than he does
the American Republic as a perfect model for the reorganization ^f British
institutions they would make a grand mistake, as this Presidential election
IS enough to prove. Yet a study of American institutions is fruitful in
guidance as well as, in warning. Democracy has come; it has come in

..Europe as well as in America, as Sir Lepel Grifiin will hardly be able to
deny

;
the task of statesmen is to organize it ; and England herself would

be fortunate if at this moment her political reformers were Uking as clear
a view of the situation and exercising as much forecast as did the founders
of the American constitution.

English reviews and magazines still come to us. full of Carkie Some
criticize, others defend, but none of them will much alter the obvious con-

.
elusion at which, after reading the Life, readers in general have arrivedIhe man was one of the greatest of poets in prose, and among the first of
sardonic humourists

; but he was neither a practical philosopher nor a herb^By one of the reviewers he is called a Norse Rousseau, and, though the
phrase IS somewhat fantastic, Rousseau himself was hardly more perverse
in his judgments or in his conduct less consistent wich the lofty sentiments
which flowed from his pen. Panizzi refused Carlyle some special privilegem connection with the Reading Room of the British Museum. "

Intrinri-
cally, writes Carlyle, "the blame is not in him but in the prurient darkness

'

and confused pedantry and ostentatious inanity of the worid which puth.m there and which [ must own he very fairly represents and symbolizes "-

If there was anything about which all men were agreed it was that Panizziwas the pnnce of librarians and an organizing mind of ti.-st-rate powerWhen a man could so utterly misjudge his contemporaries, bow nan w^
trust Bis judgment ot characters in history f And what was the practical
value of a philosophy which could not make the philosopher a better husband "

and friend,- or enable him to bear with more fortitude and dignity the
petty Ills 6f life ? Compare with Cariyle Johnson 1 Yet Johnson lived by '

a creed which according to Carlyle's biographer can no longer be held byany man of sound heart and mind. Cariyle's pictures and satires will delight
for ever; but the Chelsea* clique, with its Eternities and Veracities withwhat Mazzmi happily called its pla.tonic love of Science, and with its self-
assumed superiority to social decencies, is likely to find in time a lower level
than the woishippers at that shrine suppose. A Bystandeb

Mr. Hkbbert Spkxcer winds up his great controversy with Mr
Harrison on the Subject of Religion. The conflict has been fierce, and at
the close little is left of either combatant's theory. . The Comtean reUgion
of Humanity has been reduced to an enthusiastic philanthropy; the Spencer-
ian religion of the Unknowable has been reduced to a metaphysical blank.
Mr. Spencer however maintains his assertion that " the religious conscious
ness begins among primitive men with the belief in a double belonging to
each individual, which, capable of wandering away from him during life,
becomes his ghost or spirit after death ; and that, from the idea of a being
ev^^tually distinguished as supernatural, there developed in course of time
the ideas of supernatural beings of all orders up to the highest" A poly-
theistic pantheon, he contends, is a hierarchy of ghosts, the ghosts of chiefs
bfling superior to the others; and his account of Monotheism is that vrith
the growth, of civilization and knowledge the minor supernatural agenta
become merged in the single, great supernatural sgent;, whiJh again loses
by degrees its anthropomorphic attributes, and wiU at last ;nerge into a

HERE AND THERE.

Moral curiosity in England has lately been fed with two scandals the
enjoyment of which the cable extends to oUr hemisphere. One of them is
comic. Mr. Arthur Pendennis, as readers of Thackeray know feU
desperately ,n love with an actress in the person of the fair Miss Cost'igan
whos6.8tage alias was Fotheringay

; but his passion, though violent, soon
coofed. The same familiar incident has occurred in the case of the youne
and green Lord Garmoyle and Miss Finney, whose stage name is
Fortescue. Had Arthur Pendennis been heir to a peerage' and a great
estate, he would not have got off so easily as he did. Lord Garmoyle has
had to pay his charmer fifty thousand ^oUars, besides the costs of a
lawsuit It is difficult to believe that the diver actress loved anything in
the brainless young lord but his title aid his estate, or to doubt that this
« another case of a wounded heart needing to be healed with bank bills
Unfortunately affection is polluted and dishonoured in the eyes of the
scoffing world almost as much by these disclosures as it is by the dis-
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• cloBures of the Divorce Court. The other scandal is of a very different

oast. One of the most eminent of English judges and of Englishmen, one
whose private character stands not less high than his professional repu-
tation, fi^ds himself in the evening of his days d^jgged with his family

.
into a j-e*6rting publicity, and made the subject of prurient and. malicious

• gossip through the strange and deplorable conduct of his daughter, whose
temper, it seems, has been publicly displayed since her departure from her
father's house in other acts than those which form the matter of this

wretched -&wsuit. The warning letter of the lady's brother, which
. was the subject of the libel suit, having been pronounced by the judge

.

.
confidential, and the case having been decided on that point, the facts on
the side of the defence were not brought before the public. There is how
an appeal, and until the case has been concluded, comment would be
premature. But in the meantime the numerofes friends and the late)
hosts of Lord Coleridge in America may rest assured that his domestic
character is stainless ; that he was the best of sons and of husbands ; that
he is the kindest and most -affectionate of fathers, and that he never would
have opposed the inclinations of A. daughter whom it was evident that he

.. teiiderly loved had h« not felt ab8olutely convinced that they were leading
her to Uohappiness.

, nw ^

Ma. O-^OROE R. Sims, the eminent playwright and journalist, writes

,
as follows of the degradation of party politics in the Imperjal Parliament :

" It seems a\very dreadful thing to say, but it ought to be said, that the
' more disastrous the news from abroad the greater is the jubilation of the
Tory leaders ai^d their supporters. Shocking as it seems, only those who

- are wilfully blii»d can close their eyes^to the fact that we have come to
evil .days when eakih is for his party and none is for the State. Who that •

has ^luck enough to speak the truth will deny that the-Tories were bit-

terlyvdisappointed when the news of the fair of Khartoum and the capture
- • of Gordon turned out to be miserable inventions of the dastardly gang
^^^who manufacture false news for poHjjBial purposes? It is a very terrible

"state of affairs this. Patriotism has- given way to personal malice. Love
;• of country has yielded to hatred of Chamberlain. 'God save the Queen '

;^, i» BO longer the national anthem of the ' constitutionaF party, but
'lather 'God something else old Gladstone.' The' rage of the Conserva-

. . .-'ttves is increased by every fresh defeat they sustain, and their malignity
against the members of the Cabinet has how reached such a pitch, that they
expect all sorts of dreadful things."

THE WEEK.

Madame Patti is no 16nger a marqulSe. She has gained her cause
against the Marquis de Caiix, and is now free to marry with Signor
Nicolini. So the match made by the Empress of the French to give a title

to a great singer and a fortune to an impoverished Marquis comes to an
end. For Patti it has been a disastrous marriage. No one held a higher
social position than she when she became Marquise de Caux. Since the
famous public quarrel with her husband at St. Petersburg, however, she
has not been able to maintain her standing^ For a time she did not appear
at State Concerts, Perhaps—such is the tone now—when she has married
her tenor she will be received back with open arms into the circles which
have for some years looked askance on her. More probably, however, she
will not go back. She is happier at Craig-y-nos than in, the chambers of
the great and wealthy. '^

A SCANDALOUS pamphlet against Miss Terry, it is said, has been printed
in America, professing to tell the story of her life, and dealing with it as
the life of " Peg Woffington " is treated by the romancers of our own land.

The pamphlet is sold everywhere she goes ; and the Americans, instead of
discouraging it, are buying it. There is some talk of her friends stepping
in tchave it laid legally under an interdict.

,
- • ».•

"VlowBYER much we may be inclined to sneer, in this unghostly age, at

;^ "Spritualism," it is undeniable that it has an extensive following amoiigst
the "best people," and promises to become quite the fashion with society
ever seeking some new thing to beguile the weary hours. 'That earnest
desire to peep into the futur?;--the longing to know what is to happen
next—the wish to giiide our own destinies—all form the most powerful
incentive in causing weak humian nature to eagerly grasp at any means of
obtaining the desired end. Without going into the scientific portion of
the question, and gravely following the argnmenU for or against the exist-

ence of a " (>^ychic force," or discussing the possibiliti* or impossibilities •

of departed spirits revisiting the scenes of their ibrme^triumphs, the
phenomena produced by the present exponent of psychography are in
themselves sufficiently extraordinary to' merit the beat attention of the
wientific worid. It is an undoubted fact that men of the highest attain-

ments have investigated the subject under conditions that, apparently,
preclude all possibility of fraud, and yet the writing has been obtained.
Probably one of the strictest testajwas applied by Mr. Cholmondeley-
Penneli, the well-known author, pigeon-shot, and fisherman. This gentle-
man purcliased a couple of slates on his way to the medium's house, took
them from their wrappers on his arrival there, pljuied them- one abo^e the
other on a, small table in broad daylight,* with a minute piece of pencil
between them, and then, in full view of the sitters at the sianee, the pencil
was heard scribbling over the surface, "and,,when the upper slate was
removed, a written message was displayed. Under the conditions accepted
by this medium, there is, it is said, no scieutffic wAj of accounting for the
writing that appears. Mr. Oladstone'albcent experiences will, perhaps,

.'"1 °'®" °* " ''^ht and leading " to attempt the splution of the problem.
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Probably there is not even a Scott Act advocate so foolish as to
sijppose that Prohibition would be tolerated in the Old Country, persist-
ently as it is advocated by Sir Wilfred Lawson, and "^other intemperate
hydropots. The much easier justified Sunday Closing of liquor-shops is.

a

failure in the districts where it has been tried, especiaUy in parU of Scot-
land and Wales. News from Flint tells us how, on a Sunday recently,
" three officers, after counting twenty-five men enter the house of a labourer
during the space of three hours, made a dash on the premises, capturing no
less than eight men indulging in illicit drinking." These festive Welshmen
were found to be busily engaged in emptying sundry gallon jars of beer,
locally known as " John Robertses," in honour, we are told, of the member
for Flintborougha, who was a pronounced supporter of the Welsh Sunday-
Closing Bill

!
The unfortunate " labourer named Bradley " was mulcted

by the virtuous magistrate to the tune of $50 and costs, while the eight
drinkers w^re also made aware that to partake of " John Robertses " on the
Sabbath is an expensive luxury.

" Down Fleet-street," George Augusta Sala is lovingly known as " the
prince of journalists "—and by not a few sworn by as the " king of modem-
after-dinner speakers." At any rate he has travelled far and wide and ia

•

a truq citizen of the worid, cosmopolite in feeling as well as in tongue, and
" G. A. S." has enlightened the readers of both hemispheres. It is, then
satisfactory to know that what Sir William Harcourt would teJm a
" scion " of the house of Sala is one of our very excellent allies in a place
wherei we need as many as possible—the Soudan—f6r we read that Sheik
Sala, son of Husspim Pasha Khalifa, has written a letter to the RobaUt
tribe, offering them peace if they will come in. One thing is assured—if
Sheik Sala only writes half as persuasively as George Augustus Sala, the
Robatat tribe are certain to yield to the Sheik's eloquence and power of y
language. May the shadow of the Sheik never grow less.

The Athenaum speaks of Mr. Hall Caine's story, appearing in the
Liverpool Weekly Mercury, as founded on that piece of old English juris-
prudenoe "peine^ torte et dure." One wtraders how many readers have"
heard of this curious punishment. Yet it is, as the literary journal says,
quite one of the most remarkable in English criminal hiw. Old Blackstone
is very eloquent upon it, and constitutional lawyers are yet to be found
who speak of it as a beautiful thing—».«., beautiful in the sense in which
the merry old gentleman in Dickens' story found the Dodger's love of his
" profession" beautiful. It is certainly terrible, if it faUs of beauty. It
is this

:
According to old Engluh law, a felon's goods and chattels were

confiscated on conviction for a capital oflTence. But if a murderer or
traitor, not a regicide, deUvered himself up to justice and stood mute on
inaiptment, he saved his estates to his heirs. But the penalty was a
drfeadful death without trial. It is easy to see that this is a tremendous
situation for a novelist But of course everything depends on how it is
worked up. _ . •

-
>

" ScniLT," says a contemporary, " it shows that there is something
rotten in the state of Denmark when offences against property are pun-
ished with ruthless severity, whilst those against the person ar6 passed
with a lenity that would be absurd were it not indecent" A perusal of
the daily press shows the justice of this protest A wife-beater, a brute'
who kicks a woman, beats her with a hot poker, dances on her prostrate
body, defaces her features out of recognition, so Icmg as he stops outside
the line, and leaves some life ia the tortured bodty, ia safe with a short
spell of prison. Let him steal the value of fire dollars, and he runs •
good ohanee, if he uses violence, of penal servitude. The cat cured garot-
ting in England ; let it, wielded by stalwart prison warders, be tried on the^
" tough " and the wife-beater

y

i

"I
The London T.me» caUs Sir John Macdonald « ex-Premier ^ Canada "

When John Sandfield Macdonald died, EngL journals took him for SirJohn So much do people at home knoV abo^ the character and historyof colomsta on whom titles are conferre(i. /
\

\rr2^\
Umversity Scientific and Literary Society are entiUed to thegratitude of Torontonians for their enterprise in arranging the course of

bctureaannounced tobe given in Convocation Hall dTr^g the presenfweek It IS not^often that such a series of intellectual banquets is^,pread

It^nor^'HT^t"*"
"" '°P'' ''^' ^'"'^^^ Proctor's di^eoursL on

stct^ T : ^""""'' ""' '""""^ to whet the public appetite for the

'^2:r^L:r''--^ "- ^f^ '' *^« -^- »* -^--

'

w'^^!.?'"^'T'
°'^'^''«"i*y Education held a meeting on Friday

^t VT". "' '.'"^*^ '•'' """ principleof the scheme. It is under
Stood that the discussion was satisfactory both in itself and as indicative ofgood feeling on all sides. The Conference meets again on December 20th

THE FEDERAL BANK.\

^nl^» ""''
"[ *•" Fed^ll^k the policy of the new manager

will probably save whatever is not irretrievably lost. The extent of the
disaster IS best seen in the fact that out of a nominal capital of three

rit°I " w"" 'u^""'""
""•^ "'"'"' "'^'^ --in-al7 a miUion anda^rter. We are obliged to use the expression "nomiaal capital"

because It u. evident that the stock which was reverted to the bank w«
advanced upon by the Unk 'itaelf through an intermediary. But theamount was put in the returi^ to the Government as having been paid
np. This implies a blot on the mam^gement for which errors of judg-

^, '*°'^°' ~=';°"»'- Next to this, the. worst feature in the ruinous
catastrophe w the failure of the Commercial Loan and Stock Company, whichwas cal ed ,nto exUtence to enable the bank to do indirectly whatL law
expressly forbids it to do directly. That the object of thi's scheme for

the unpaid shares and by this illusion unduly to inflate the stock, there.can be no reasom»ble doubt It is not sufficient to say that the ba^k didtoo much business, for though true it is only part of the truth. From thequ^ity of the business done the chief Jamage came. Almost every mis-
take which It IS possible to make in the^amigement of a bank was made

*«>°« the heavy Michigan lumber account a risk was assumed whichno bank with whatever amount of capital would have been justified intakmg
;
for if ,t went wrong-and these over-grown accounte are specially

liab e to go wrong-its mere magnitude was sufficient to place the bank inpenL A cool-headed banker ought to have been able to fofesee that the
Manitoba inflation must end in disaster. T^he world,and espeially the worid
Of America, has had so many warnings in this line that any one with the
knowledge that the manager of a bank ought to possess should have been able
top.caxaw.th certainty what was from the first inevitable. Jobbing by the
bank m ite own stocks, besides being illegal, was morally certain to endm the loss wWoh the new manager has the candour to confess. And inany case the stock-jobbing could only have succeeded by producing in the
minds of investors an Ulusion under which they would have parted with
their money. Mr. Strathy, there can be little doubt, was the evU genius
Of the bank, and his own directors were more than half disposed to regard
him as a heaven-bom financier. But surely when there is so much frank
speaking, and so much patient endurance under the heavy burden of losses
It IS time^to say that Mr. Strathy *was reared in a bad school, and that the
instincta of the broker deflected the hanker from the line which pi4dence
and fair-deaUng with the public required him to take. Eulogy tT the
author or authors of the financial cahimity from which so many are ?uffer
ing IS as untimely as it is undwerved. If we dweU upon a part of the
subject which it would b6 much more agjeeable to pass over in silence itu becaq^ there is a strong tendencyIn inferior bank management 'to
reproducd\the errors, the follies, and the vices of the past ; and it is impos-
sible to hope that even the warning which this catastrophe affords wUl
really prevent similar misadventures in the future. Mr. Yarker's plans
and action for resuscitating the Federal Bank have produced a favourable
imprsiuon. and they seem to be weljl suited to the occasion. The payment
of so large an amount as 15,000.000, in the short time since the new man-
ager took charge, is an achievement that deserves recognition, and ia
not without promise for the future. The permanent re«atablishment, to
which Mr. Yarker looks forward, can only be on the greatly reduced Mala
which the present redactions imply. The perturbAtion which would have
fuUowed a sadden and absolute collapse, without hope of revival, has bewi

avoided
;
though it is not at all certain that the stoppage of the Federal,when the heavy run-^as made upon it, would have created a general

panic: people might have begun to make inconvenient enquiries whether
there were similar w6ak spote in any other bank, and if a'ny such were
supposed to exist trouble might have occurred at a particular spot, but it

'

IS probable hat a general panic would not have occurred. Success in the "

^.difficult task he has undertaken would well entitle Mr. Yarker ^o the
.remuneration which his services have commanded; but the continued ,

_

addition of a second salary to his unsuccessful predecessor would make thewhoe^ amount under this head exceptionally heavy for the surviving
capital to bear.,

_^
; "

A L'IFE-SAVINO SERVICE FOR THE LAKES.

Not less strange than the mysterious ocean, . and not less wort^ of
.uteres and stu^y, are the great lakes that roll unheeded at the doors ofhe millions whodwell by their shores.- These unsalted seas that stretehfrom the Thousand Islands to the far north, where Superior's mighty
surges roll about that silver isle in whose bosom the miners work far below

*

.^he deep, deep^e, present iuch a wealth and variety o«i^ature's grandeur
as exist nowhere else in the worid. The study^ NatuTe's forms, and thenobler study of the men whose lives are spe/t on the lakes,- make a great

han this same neglect It i»a curious Unomaly, this utter indifference o^

or the iT"" /'' '^''' P"'"'^ '° '""^ '=°°''°' °^ ''•^ -"- -teresta
•o^ the lakes in so far as they affect the condition and the needs of thesador. They care not, because they know not In no other way can w.understand the negligence which leaves t^e sailor to the ^Z^i 1>vessel-owner-which sends him out of port in a leakv oLml .

manned tub. uns^orthy in the best of Lther. a^r^Tl'S'e^:^^^^
of early spnng and late fall, under a captain who knows nothin. of hibusiness, but who is a relation ot friend of the own'er or oerhaos nf
ir^uential shipper whose patronage the owner thinks ^o^i'^rta.rrwho says to him, "You'ie encompassed by dangers f

""»;"'""-
^ .

penis of navigation, but that's no concern of 6ur • -
'

coffin-ship on waters dangerous even for the staun.
we can do is to advise you, if your vessel is wrecked,
on the American shore. If you are wrecked on Canadian shores vo.> r.\save yourself; we have no life-boata on this side The ZZ ^ Tnever asked for them, and the vessel owner is Ire.efncertdTbrttt''

"

tmg as many bushels into his boat as she will hold without ZS^^jZdock than he is about yom- life."
"nKing at the

It is an ^tounding thing that Canada, which owes its high place amon.r^e maritime nations of the world in great part to the"lkke mari^Z2have no life-savmg service on the lakes. Not only must the Ili k^subjected to the added dangers which come from a pa'ti^tslC o" h^vessel, or an entire Wk of it
; but he knows that when theTor oM I Z ''

Cd^j"^f" "^"^^^"^^''ereisnoho^Xfalrienf-^d will be stretohed forth to s^ve. Caught in a ^le^is vessel is hurried to the forbidding shor. and strikes withthat ofud whUhTew ", "

hat the gale will abate, the forsaken mariner sees the sun go down forXlast time. The icy.seas tear at the trembling hull and reacfttrr f^

winch he winder reach
; he sees the ligEta of the neighbour t^lnand the evil efe of the mocking beacon almost within r^h of tL !of .line.

^

The snow and sleet feel like arrows, and the Xte hors^ .Thcresta of , foam maroh in horrid procession to the beach so near. There I^eWomen there strong-armed and stout-hearted fellows ^ho l^uld gllnsk heir lives for the sake of the despairing sailors in the rig^ng ofSvessel which snorte and plunges as each wave sends 'her nearer to the ,shoro that is singing for her bones. But life-boat orZ>^Z Tave th"none and beforo their eyes the sailor's numbed fingers'^I^ thTr hol5on the iron ngging and he sinks for ever into the ravening si •««»morning the timbers of that vessel lie scattered for mUes alon»\h« u^d the StarkW rigid body of the storm's victim comt ^^the^h'
wZtT ""T° 1

*^ '^ '^^^'"^ *' '•»« '•°°" "^ " Christian r^,:What have you done that it shaU not happen again! You have tim^^ddoquence and money for the Dyaks of Borneo and the Sandwich Zd^You have sympathy in word and deed for the unfortunate-be th^o^far enough away. But the " crash of the loud-resounding sea " Ilt^fZW your ears the cry of the drowning sailorman, and t^wail of hL ^^«d httlM«« How long will this ^ameful neglect of public duTy Z"Unuet I. It that we have no need of a Ut^Lg servfce on thrfakljNo one wUl an«rer that, in the face of the tet that on Lake Ontari"^ '

^,

^S^".
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smallest, the least dangerous, and the best protected of the whole chain
there have been within a stretch of a dozen milee about Salmon Point, on
the south shore of Prince Edward Coui^y, oVer twenty wrecks and over
forty lives lost n,, les». than twenty years. We cannot tell the horrible
total OH all the lakes in thes^ years. On the shores to the south of us are
thirty-seven hte-saving stations in three districts. These stations have all
the appliances and apparatus for saving life and property. On LAe
Michigan alone they have saved in one year three'hundred and nine lives
out x)f three hundred and eleven imperilled. Our traffic is not less import-
ant 'to us, our sailor's lives are not less valuable, but our policy has not
shown that we think ^o. Millions of dollars would not cover the value of

NoTBMBM 27th, 1884.1

— ° "' >*"..»iB wuuiu noc cover tne value of at home, and does the SiinH»v si„l,«^i 17 ,
.""'"'"=" "cgieciet

he property that the surfmen of the United Sut«s' life-saving service save -ere iat^oduce'dTntotr chol a^'a mers"oft " *'^
f
"'

to the vessel owners In a single year : but it is not on that nH.. .»... . tion, who is to use it ! Will th. llZT.lrJJ^lT''^l''^'^''^' \5«truc

,^:

J
— •-'^ u<wT 114^ (K3* viuc save

to the vessel owners In a single year; but it is not on that pfea that a
similar service is demanded for the Canadian shores of the lakes.

ment o th;«. K . ? "^^^ ".^ responsible for permitting the estaWish-ment of the.se schools foresaw these results, they were guilty of a serioiw

may'SrlVb^'iS'lftrtr "^
""T''"*''''

^'^^^ "P *° reprobation itmy lairiy oe asked
.
Is the religious education of our children neglectedat home, and does the Sunday School count for nothing" H the Bible-were introduced intrv n,,,. =«i, i_ .. »""is > n i,ue oioie
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.' The prize that the life-boat.bring8

Isn't sihrer or gold-thaf. paid the debt of the enemy sea :
•

But the flesh and blood of a shipwrecked crew,
'

;

^ richer reward, you'll all agree.
'

''

'

,. There is at present a pitiful apology for a life-saving service in the
.. shape of a boat or two at or near Weller's Beach, one at Toronto, and

another at Long Point, Lake Erie. They are bold and brave-hearted menwho volunteer to make up the crews of these boats-bolder, indeed, than
hfe-savers elsewhere, for they have not life-jackets, nor any of the appar-
atus so necessary for the achievement of that which they attempt They
have b^t boats, which in two cases are not fit for the purposes to which
they »]e applied, and no one who knows wh<^t an onshore gale is needs to
De told that the chances are against the safe launch of fho K«of a .. u t . ,.

° """

^°"'-

'-^/''\*>^TTe'1'i
«"'"•- his words better than b^ quoting those of our Saviour

led with V 1he life is more than mpaf oT,rl n.^ i i„ /u-l _ • ^
. ... ~ _ cinviour,

will there be that the work will he rintifi^ J i

""'y- ""*''. su^rantee

bT;;:t1^oXS^^^^l1^^^^^^

m whiS mI^ZT'T.^:': """^^ §^-ttU,Xo„ght fml^ their notiS

rholfd be keptTnoranfr*"'
''*'• ''"^M^^^ '»>''*- ^oys and girU

scholT^ wSSwe7No''Ztr'"'V'^^''!^ ''''"«^''^«' ^-- *•>«

,_» - .A answer
.

JNo. On the contrary, it is most desirable in the

I^k"/ V^' ^T^ * ^"'^ ""^ ^*°^ ^"d Biinction of The sLSBook for the regulation of their conduct If for examnlp tL ^Lm^^!^
inciting his scholars, as he should incite themSo Lm h^fi'n'Hfe.^Td^"

Ai »u T°
'** °° stepping stones

Of their dead selyes to higher thingiT

Ka ^r"' ;1: ""°" the British Association, we are rath*, hnmil ated to see

again,n„ t°LILT' "" °' '™'''
'" "''^'J'"'' "' '•"> ">'« '" ™»-4

»g "'t"". '""tead of being a source of revenue as we siouM expect. We find:

^or Canada in 1883.
Averagt Product of

_
the Mine Imported

; . ,7.850 000
Exported....,....;...... 3,100,000

In the discuss.^ which foUowed a paper read by Mr. Merritt befo™ the Geological

THE SCRAP BOOK,

'^

Section of the Briti.l, a „
""' '/'V" ™»« >? ""• Memtt before the Geologica

the Pre^Ltt ont It " ^°' *"" "'"" «'-»« "marks by Mr. Blandford, F.R3.

F.G B stal """ ""^ '"'"°° '" '•^ """"• "'• I-^Nev; Poster,

the rernl?',^:re7n^7?hL'l,tc&'"' J?V°"''''"T °^ -"""'" ''»«''«" -»
,Briti,h Association Jcanada would 3d^;*?^,^« considered that the visit of the
t was the establishment of a system for th„ ^7° ""/^ " .'*"* °°'^ 'i""">»» <>'

interests in Canada. He woSld auZs^fW ''°'.'«'"/''" "' ''*"*"«' »' ">« ""'»'"«
might be adopted by the CanadLrT ">»' » l.'""'" 'y^'"" '» »•"" '» England

^=^^^^k±^^^S^ -- _ ....

atLiontAL:s:b^:r-Xf=rt::;:;::2r^^-«-r-

>: r
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F

- w - — ,—™ w* vu»> vw»i.. »^.rt. greatwrong exists so long as the Canadian shores are not as well manned Jth
surfmen as the American chores. We^want life-saving stations at «ke
dangerous points, supplied with all the apparatus and appliances for saving
life, with mortars, rockets, life-lines, and the Ottarson life-car, the inventor
of which refused to haVe it patented, but made a free gift of it to all the
maritime nations of the world whose Governments chose to u^ it Heway sailor himself, and he knew the sailor's needs. We want regularly
organized, paid and drilled crew.s whose buiiness it shall be to save lifeand who shall be provided with all that will assist them in their dangerrfu^
° ^"

.

' '
- Fkajtk Nklsok.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS
'

.
Thb outbursts of feeling that occasionally occur on the part of a section ofthe clergy against what they are pleased to call the g^less chapter oour school system are not without benefit, for they servf the usefulTurL^e^^of keeping before the public the distinctive aims of that system in tr^Wthe young for citizenship. It is somewhat remarkable that v^ile ElTwandh^ made a decided step towards the separation ot-ChurchTnd SUte "nma ters o education by the introduction of a secular School Board systemof the pattern of our own, reactionary clamours should be heard amon^rtwfT ./•'.! '"''7'' "^ " '=°"'^*'°" °* things which she is dobg herbest to eut adrift and steer aWay from. We might be induced to attSconsiderable importance to this fact, did we not know that the agitetionls

"Ti,^ vc II
— "" "J HuoLing cnose of our SaviourThe life IS more than meat, and the body than raimentV St Paul lomesW his aid in urgiTig to industry by the precept, "Be not weary in ZLdoing ;" and no b^ttepway can be adoptJ to show the evil eff^tl of id'eness t^n by quotiVSolomon's. rebuke to the sluggard, endiS^hh wor.^haVJnnot be too often quoted-" So shall thy pSverty co^^one tS,trave)l^h and thy want like an armed man." The dutyTWrance

saVv^nishren^
the teachers guidance and aid in the infliction of neces-

trufh^nf fh 7 ' T*'"'''J°*y
^°efit a whole class by exemplifying thetruth of the formers words-" The way of transgressor is hard." *

^ll^nZt""" '*'
P'*° "l**"""

'"™'°« ^^ Bible to account than that-recammended by a comnnttce of the Ohrirch of England Svnod «t ifa. l«f

"fTh'^M I""*!
^'•- \d--l B'*ke -« a member' St^e^inpoliot

o the Se L^n' nf M * >-« directly on conduct, such as the latter part

-th« tw ur K .

tl** Mount, the parables of most practical application

ChrlstTri d f^.:
of Ro°>ans, which contains a .impact summary oChristen duties the chapter in First Corinthians treatin<r of charity

'^ ;;:^hn
'''%P'-''-'-'>«. '^e Psalms, Job and Ecclesi^tes to^thJ;with such historica^jortions as might serve for beacon lights to ^arn or toguide. Let these be bound together and prescribed by the Minister ofEducation as an authorized text-book. In this form the Bible would teinvaluable in the hands of a conscientious teacher, and it would have a f£

aKZ/ '^<='""P''«,'»''S "'l' ^at can be reasonably expected from it ma text-book in our schools. p_

O.V THE .SALVATIO.V ARMY.

^^^ to .«^U potion o^ a t^y wi;;^ d;«:s";eX tLT p^icu^larly prone to magnify their own aspect of the question TheTatstutterance of the character we speak of was heard at the recent ConvoSnof the Ch«i«3h of England in Toronto. " One gentleman, whT?^ a pa^r onthe subject, went so far as to urge the esUblfshment o SepamSffls inwhich religious instruction should be a recognized feature. Now ftacon
Sh^li 'churchT"'^^'""'^

'''^^ ^'''^'^' •" '=°»'>-"- -'h the B^rnCatholic Church, in which a portion of the scholars' time is Uken -Ud withreceivmg religious instruction. These schools have been lo^g enoLr noperation to enable us to estimate their influence upon the fhaS o^those trained m them, and we venture to assert that theJr m^TaHen
lul'ir-in fb

' ^"7 °'" ^''^""'"' "'" ''««*'»'« 'o «^-« for tTm h gheresults, in the way of preparing for citizenship, than those that follow froman education in our Public Schools. The various Prnf^.f.„/ j •

•scToVis • at'^"'H"'^^
^'""^' *-'''"«»- unr^th^rr: Voiu^r;

BchoTarVrho ratrLn"' '"' '"'!! '' P'°^'"' *'"'' '''-« «=»'°oU. turn ou^scholars who make better men and women than those educated »t thlBoard Schools. The explanation of what is here implied is not f« toUkTraining in morality is as much every teacher's duty as intell^tuaUmiZland any serious neglect of it i^more likely to meet"^ with thldSpp^lZ^f

While we deny that the existence of Separate Schools has had the effect-'Of leavening our population with a better social and moral element Ifhl""^ The^'^M^T' .-"l^
-'-1 ""^t have TonZ:^ theTTstkb ,sh^ent. The social' barrier between the Protestant and Roman Catholic

'ferorih",?:^;:'''^.''-^^^^^^^ -^ perperti"'"'"^

GORRESPQNnKNnR

^ ^ „, UININO IN CANADA.
.To the Editor of The Week .

'

A ^'f;w\° '"r"
!^'" °' ""• "'' ^'"' "• »^'«''' ^"^^ "Science in C«Md, "

«id
:

Not only, however, is Canada negUgep| in the cultivation of pure science • inth. encour^ement of mvestigations having direct practical result, in view muchrernam. to be done. Certain branches are fairly represented , thus, much encourage-

S„'^U'..'^T^
•"!'

'"'^°* '°'"'"'"' ^°'"^ *" "'»'»""««« of theOeograptocal
Survey. The writer goes on to say he consider, botanical survey, chemistry, .udmeteorology have received attention, but that agriculture, forestry, biology, „d th.
fisheries should be the subject of more thorough scientific investigation

This statement appears opposed to existing facts. We have Departments ofAgriculture iind Fisheri« which are ,uppos«i to give these subject, their undivid^
attention while minmg receives practicaUy no attention, and met«,rology struggles

7.U ^ .
"^"^ diffic-Jties. If the writer of •• Science in C^iada^hlTZl,

read the MontrealWt« he would have wen a number of editoriaU and communiJfaon, bitterly oompl«nmg of th. lack of statistic, and information on mining Mr

l^^°"Z^V^- ^ ^"^^ ""• ^'*'' »* ^•' «^- ^- H"»"»°- Merritt.F.GZ'
Mr. Thomas MoFarlane. «id olh.r, wrote strongly on th. subj«,t. Th. Olob, hj
r«,«.tly urged " What is now wanted is a Mining Bureau. W. hav. . Domim^
Geological Sunr^ but th.ir *ork ha, b..n principally i„ th. direction of geographyMid geology." Th. Mail st.t«l

: "_4t th. meeting of the British A.««UtiorTn thiooors. of a rj|vi.w of our numerous rich mineral indications, a wriou. d.f«,t wmbrought to Ught by one of th. l<»dU,g g«,logi,ts u.d mining authoriti* in Bnglwid-namdy. that Oan«l., of all th. eoloni<«. U th. most d«tituU of informationrnoem-mg mineral reports and statistics availabl. for r.f.r.nc.." Th. Canadian Uinin^

"fidelis

To the Editor of the Week :

to "ScLrK^Xftetla'T'
to a brief correction of a misleading reference

reference is L toXs • Tn 1 ?. "^ ""^"'^ ''^^'"'^' *" yo.r joarnal. That

.trongly deprecated. But the ''conruan'e " o 1 I;! ""7' """"^ ""*

" prayed for - in a sketch which is Umit:d nti ly to ttsp'a Td pTes'/n^'l
""

would rath* pray that, through a fuller life and strongerLet the (^r T T u'M a whole there might soon cease*,> any need i^Z^nu^ e !"S 'T^'KingHton, November 17, 1S84.
'"•^'«- lours, etc..

FlDKUB.

"THE END OF THE TRACK."

Slowly she writes the unsteady lines,
'

Pauses, then stops to wonder if .TaJ^k

'

^_
- Lies by the camp-fire beneath the pines

YATESIANA.
In this year too, I inet Lord Cardigan.at dinner, and had much talk withhim. -The dinner at which we met was given only a fei days after an

- hSr *tx
'"

'
"P°" '''' ''''""°" "' "'"'-•'' ^o^-l CarJigan vindicated

i1 ™
rn"'' •:""' '^'"^ <=-^ "P- •>- b'-ery at Batva, in'a bookcalled " Letters by a Staff Officer." The subject was, of ojurse, carefiTlly

avowed at the dinner; but IW a talk sub.se,uent,y a3o,t Ihe famous
Balac.lava charge with Sij Geo ge Wombwoll, who, as a cornet in the 17thLancers, took part therein; .Though it was so many years al, he, of courseremembered every .detail of it- He had two horses kiiledfunder him was

heights or those in the valley about a\>ile and a hl'jiay lle^latter

he were riding m the Row
; he did not "draw his sword'^nti^ hill

°

_

some progress, and then principally with the i-trol^lw^g the^^ bTc^

for some little time Maintained its balaXonL hot f'an '' was'LS
'

You^brLl';*^^''^ 'I'

^°' ^'«'*°f-i -^P^ from experience-was delightful

window, »n which the desk was placeZ-or in the Chalet a Swist ouse^four rooms, presented to him by Fecjiter, which toot /n nf.;;^!^!."*
erected in a shrubbery on the side of /the road opi
he had a hne view extending to the river In tl
work, onthe fatal 8ch June, uiing a/writing-slop.
of Mass Hogarth, is now mine, and pn which I «

•

luncheon (a substantial meal, though Dickons
bread and cheese and a glass of ale); the partv wouiu ass.Mubl,. in the hallwhich was hui^g round with a capital set of Hogarth prinN nowln mvpossession, and settle on their plins. Some walk«l .nml I

^
pottered

;
there was Rochester Ca';hedral te beS thTru i^'ofX

S!^ n \" ??'"'?,''•• ^"^^'''^ P'*"' (^^y^ fo-- ^hi'-'h had been anted bv

SlJri'/il'^ri'Dfcktr^^^"'^-^'^--^'^^-'^- ^'^^--t

wo.w *'"'.'^"7''«'-°f ^^^ ^^'x^'d appeared on the Sth July, 1S7-1 andwas not received witli any strongly emphasized welcome Its sale imlP,"Hwas very limited, and its advertisements were practicallv nil ? ^V
'

timeall judges of .journaK.W allowed the nrw7s;Tra;f ^ b'-brth'dr;and entirej^ original. Mr. Crenv ille. M urray's large know ledVe 'of 7/^

r

* „

Jtfiles beyond "The End of the Track."

Too sad a face for the bright, warm room
Too faint a heart—"he'll never come back' — '

Someone's thoughts slip out through the gloom
further west than " The Eud of the Track." ~'.

*
.
•

- * '

' "
^^r

,''°''"'* '^ave us, pard
; on if you can •

We ve struck our bad luck^^here come the pack-Qu^k
!
- " No I'll stay herk Good-bye, old man

;Wait, post this at 'The End of the Track.'," ^,.

A cold, bright morning, two letters at last

;

But what is this with an edge of black (' *"

Killed—wolves ! Everyone taken aghast-
Poor Jack has reached " The End of the Track."

Nathanakl Nix.

Commot. School is theThi;fTea^s--rart7.^^
mixed population common sympathies and common aspiration.*^ iemU,«

«-tw .„,„,,„, „.„.... ._.
_

of the same community. Children educate! at the same «h^!^Sg IJthe same desks, playing togeUier in the «»me play-groundrSr *the

,4

««n.^ .7.t,.n . 1 1.. .
. "• -"» '"roBiry, ana H IS evioentUiat in 001

!!^ .J^. u '^v "°'°*"' mdications from Nov. S«,ti. to Britiri, Columbia.om altration dionld b. givoi to mining."
•»™bi»,

Th..bov. point ixvUsputabiy to th. laat that public opinion i. in favour of ««,
•top. boing takm to .nooorag. mioing iadnrtry. From th. fi«aM. |iv«i by Mr.

!"i2jil!.l!:£;'''^.i,^jjai^[:

The "Lounger " of the Critic has caught Mr. Froude in « r«r»i«i. •

-^quotation of Shakespeare in hi, life of Cariyle.
«J» careless mis-

.
Hknry James, the novelist, is reported to greativ rps«mblo tK- t> •

of Wales, and a London letter say, he tells thifstory oTIwif He"^'pa«.ng S
.
James- Palace one day when he noticed that th sen ry."luZhim

;
It struck him as rather curious, and so he stopped and entered int„

ment. Yes, Your Royal Highness." "No Your Rnval tt;„u ..

c?„>er;Sh?he"i°' f
"cLfidence" so^mu^h^thaWconltTtoconverse with the soldier for some moments.

andcTtieslBund scope in his "Portraits in oTl," an^in his articles conT

they seemed te have made no impression on the public. We were i^ tbn

iXnTthKr^"' '"""»" -^

«°V
'"•'''^''' '^ -" -ithouttL power of

ThJ^ f . T ",°T" '
^'^^^^^^^ of the new.spaper-buyin.. public had

I h^d^'Jl^h ''\^.ffS^
of our existence

;
and although my partner andI had each subscribed aijother hundred pounds to the capital fund alunleof thousand pounds would not have been too much to have ex^nd^d^njudicious advert^mg. At last, and just in the nick of dme, we^obttedthe requisite public notice, and without paying anything for t A^^t

tet'atrt:,'^'"'"
°' ""^ ^'°'='^ E^cha/ge,'Who^concfivedhimsdf "efy

t^i^lten^ . h
" *=">'\P'^'i«« by Mr. Labouchere in the

"
y a Se

SrM. f K
''orBewhip that gentleman should such observations anJear'and U^. Labouchere had the would-be asskilant brou^^ht before the TnrHMayor for threatening to commit a breach of the pt-ace. The cL wa^really a trivial one, and it was settled by the defendant bein<r hn,^^

lh"T k""^
'" °"°°'' ''*"'^^*°"- ^"' » •>'''' '--argued ft ^ullltngireach side being represented by eminent lawyers. Mr. Thes gor O c

GCe"t::is'"f?r*'Mfrb ^T"'' '^T''""''''
'••« -lef-drnriLd^a^:

W^M ifT^f a\
^.boucher^- A great deal was sai.l about TheWorld, and its determination to purge Capel Court of all

'^™uc i/ie

.^^uitous dealings, and all that wi^ »id wT re^o/t d attnTlf th^daily papers, and verbatim in our next issue. The effect was insUntai^^ois •

the circulation rose at once, and the next week showed a v ery lar 'e In

'

VZ •'•^-*~'—'''-<'- of a Mar. of tl. WorulX^^Z
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In spite of my physician, who is, entre nou»,a. totrv
And for every little pleasure has some pathologic tocy,

~^- ^\T ^' ^'\h
"" r*" ^'<^''' '"'''' i' I °^yed his fiat.

-HtWould make my life a burden w,ith a milk-and-mealy diet
;

In spite of dire forewarnings tfiat my brains will all be scattered

^y memory extinguished, and my nervous system shattered,That my hand will take to trembling and my heart begin to fl Utter.My digestion turn a rebel to my very bread and butter

;

,
•

As I puff this mild Havana, and its ashes slowly lengthen

\ '^f,l
"^y courage gather and my resolution strengthen • '

Of^Vhl'lTn"'
"""^ ^ ''•" P^r 5'°"' "^ "«»'•• '° <=*'« defiance

•Of a^t, libellous aspersions of tobacco-phobic science !

T- Let him who has a mistress to h^r eyebrow write a.sonnet, ' • •

Let the lover of the Jily pen a languid ode upon it •
I

In such sentimental subjects I'm a Philistine and cynic AAnd prefer the inspiration drawn from sources nicotinic.

?nV^°* ^°"'
'i^*'

P™''"<=' "f (I trust you are) Havana,And f my verses laud you in a sadly halting manner
,

It 18 tEat I am shy about the muses' aid invoking
,

As, like other ancient maidens, they perchance object to smoking.

^have learnt with you the wisdom ^contemplative ^iescence,While the world is in a ferment of unmeaning efferv^eence

"

- I^'vtrC*"'rJ' "f/'"'
•'""« '»» «^ one-halfTsterling

- As your fleecy clouds of fragrance that are now about ffle eurUng

'X

£; Ifi
^° "P^ or downward, and let politicians wrangle.Let the parsons and philosophers grope in a wordy tangle

^

Let those ^^ho want them scramble for their dignities o^r dollarsBe milhonaires or magnates, or aldermen or scholars. \
Whether, when the strife is over, anil the combatante are wearyTheir gams will be more brilliant than its faint expiring flasheJ'Or mor* solid than this panful of its dead and sober whes ?

Arthur W. Gundry.

THB PALACK OF THE PRINC. BISHOPS OP WURZB0RG

. ,?*p "" '"^'^^^g WurzbUrg I visited the Palace, formerly the residenceof the Pnnce-Bishops, and also several churches The Palace dtS« "°«'ense, and seems the more so when one reflecta that it wl^ , "S

Is We ittf^" '
^K*"

°^"^' ^^•'''' °* Versailles, it is very nearly

TaI\ n u t "' *"'='' *°°'^^'" staircase to be found anvwhere ThiZ

Tit^h'^l 7'"lP'''!'*f ''' °*=*="Py '^'^ '"^'"^ -•'Ith of theluMng anda third of Its length, and the e«Bct is really of imperial magnificence Thetrams of crowds of cassocked prelates and fine ladL could !wtp here w^th^. The cut stone balustrades are ornamented with statues. T^erels asmt of 350 reception-rooms—all for show, none for usfe A certain n^mK
of thes^Vere decorated at the time of the*Fi^nch Empire How m^n theC 3b" h*^'

'"''"^' ''" P^-do-ckssic walls, and'the m3.olnrfnr^
^^nW^ ^r °">.'*"'«°ts, appear when compared to the aSme^scompleted at the beginning of the eighteenth century, where the^hiS"omamentatron exibits all its sedu^on» I b«v/^,»^ ..

cnicor6e

-Jurope, anytWng in this style so perf^or bitW ;r^ed"'^e furt^al^rare m material of the period, and the chairs, Jas, and arm chli^ arecovered to match. Each room is of a dominant mlonr
"^^ »™ caa>« are

f^ A'An ^^'^""^ " *^ correspond. The etfect is magical In another

e?o?i A?°^'!?
^P^/'^y- "f'-'- Lebrun, repre,eute the Triumph and clem

but grbups of flowers in oil painting on the glass temper the exSe
^^i^i ^'f.«*°"«« "^.-^"^ '""^«''' of inventive'^geniusand J.^
^if' i^

white and gold Saxony china. The blacksmiths art n!vSproduced anything finer than the immense wrought-iron gates which ennlZthe pleasure-grounds, with their terraces, lawnsfgr^plS fouSl i^
ya«u,t snce the suppression of. episcopal sovereignty, has reJZ^^Jfectly inUct. It has been deteriorated neither by I^pZrlZ^t^^
architects and furniture makers could find here to codv fn^m" tk* ^
templation of all these grandeurs suggests two ques^LlT my S"Where did these Sovereigns of tiny states find the money to f^rnTsh Jhem^Ives with splendours and luxuries which Louis XIV. might hive en^ed",

iShvT. n
""""'^ "^'^.^y **""°° °' *^« P«" o^ Pomi^and hfxSworthy of a Danus or a Heliogabalus 1 Had thev natr^ th^ n ^

W«Tcrrisl'''rt "^ fl'-T'''''^- of^'threhoth'^FaMWa* the Christian doctrine of humUity »nd of charity even Wmblrvpoverty, only understood in monasteries «d convents? VZg^ad^f
4 \ • . - -

* NEW GAME PORpHILDREN. *
" •

eto. All the ore^'ptyJrs. rS ^m^, "' ^T"' ^"''°'^*' ^"««"'

on .each^. .The players then proceed in a similar manner for all It3names coi^feencmg with A, such 'as Alfred, Abel, IdamTIndrew Arthur

BLtJE STOCKINGS.

ot WIS celestial hue. The story, as usually told, is thus : In the rear 1774

MoJ^ "a
"" *

'^r'^"'
attendant at the reception^ riven ty M«

l°''t^^ai^;rto*'^.::^rJrVa''
whic£the Ant dL?"f

.
soubriquet op^iue sto:;r::.^\7t;rth:^herfr^^en'^„^TMt

fleet known that by his faUl fon'dnes^tr'bL ^:iiZ' h^e^^rSund^ga term of reproach for inoffensive students in ages to come and tWaccomplish^i woi«en-the very race whose society he so m^chIp^r^iatod
«";^rH h

'^^ objects of the nick-name, he would undoubt^edjT have

or v!?i„w T''"^ u1'
*^^' '"-f'ted colour, and worn hose of pi^.^tn

' meS liv >,"" '^
•""'" """""^ ^'' "^'''^^ ""bs in parti-colou^K-'ments nay, his generous nature would no doubt have cheerfully have

which he was unconsciously guilty.—TAe Queen.

into one body
? Will the Empire not be a Nebuchadne1za7 st^tie^with

?tv rathfr tb
^""' °^ ''"^

'
?""' '' '^°' ^ " -ere dispersion of aitlority rather than an aggregation of strength X-UamiUon Spectator.

.rZlSl
"""^ of the uncomfortable sensations which an extravagant gov-

sho'ld cast'rwl •
'^ ''" " *° """"'"^ P"''*'-! alliance^Bluef^se

o„,^Mf. ^ °r
1°°*^ new government. The Maritime Provinces

Ws wheirt'l T w '?"^>°'?' ""^ '«' *»>« °"8''»'^ Kanuk get out ^^h
SIm. ''^ """'""^ ^^"^ '""^ '° trapping.-^&..ir.A.^:

,

nnuf^'i'f^T-
^ '"^ T- *••'*"? •"""* ''««<^«<' **"« *''0tl'er in American'

fhi,t «» * """T"*'-
''

u'
*^« demonstration by actual experiment th^there are two parties in the country, each capable of administering theGovernment, without help, in a safe, dignified,'«.d orderlyZL"^ If

"^ BZ^^ul'ZtL^"''
*^^ «i-om,tration. he will^do it byJ

„f ^^ rt* *!• ^°I"""^
^°°"8'» '° '•»"• desire to put down the sala

t^ "i*",'
*'"'r^onottred beverage^ but are strangely indifferentto the proper deal«g with preventible diseases ; the poIl3 of the wells

o5 ii,w?„'^^°°''''°"'*/*^*
^'^''''''' ^""^ > *•»« il'-^ooked food

; the neglect
of isoUtion ,n««e. of infectious diseases ; in towns and cities the want of

™t^K"*'"T'
»J°d>cious pressure a. respects education-these weamong the most potent causes of premature death.—Zondon Frte Prtu

hcnZ^J^^t^A^f^"'^'^ ^^ ^"'^ *•>« reception of «iditiorialhonour.^ at the head of a powerful majority, there wiU be no fear ofimpermlmterests being imperiUed. Sir Joh,; will be depend^^ torepresent England rather than C«u«ia. ^ . Q. O.R he could donothing else. It u therefore quite on the cards that CanadaWy be oaUed

gu^ed title which has just been conferred on her favourite 8on.-roronto
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THE PERIODIGALS."^

ance^rfiS^r °^ "*?
^t**'?"^ *""J?

ewellence as to make the mainten-

^Za attractions a task of no ordinary difficulty, whilst to improve it

ITl '^'",^'?'°».' impossible. The current issue is like most of^!s pre

fuSiS
plethoric of good reading an4 splendid illustration, the formerjudiciously varied in character to suit all literary palates, the latter aventeble "joy for ever." The Centr^y is doing a good wo k andT is

ZtTl *r
''"°'' * •"* f'

P'oprietors' efforts^o 'raise the artis^k stan

Wllr^ "^ '°'**"°" •'**"'*"™ «« "^^"K "°^ed with a most gratify-ing commercial success.
8«—"v

current"i2rk'!f'/'^"'^"°°'i"'''''^°'- "^ '^'^ "«* "^ contents of thecurrent issue is a strong one, and one paper at least will probably provoke

o2Zr " **"^ country, "Ca«ada a5.d the British Connection t^e

l^rw"^"^^ ^^^^ ^*'"*"« '-^ **>«»« days of Imperial federation Zlother chimeras as showing the trend of opinion amount our neighbourras
*^^^^l.Vo\^^^^\ future. The articles on " Poe'fLegendary Yrrs''

?^ t^e r?T'°" ^"".^i"
" ''"' °* ->»«derable interest, the former gfvng

P^'Uife a"i "
".*'f:^,'°'y'"'=°"'^*°*

*''« »^°- °bscure passag s if

m^tt^;»*t
Pl«»«^t little, paper in the " Contributors' Club " depart-ment takes the form of " a private fling at the editors."

^
• ann^"voim«^^r''r

""""^'' ^^^^^^o"'" l^'^'^'ine also con,pletes an

Si^al A •
^° flo^fg language E. C. Reynolds tells us why he>mk8 an Am,er,«m I'wn^h is not, at any rate for some time, praefiible

tout.^ Under the caption -'A Western Industry "-and a growing oneapparently-^graphic description is given of su^r-making atlspotifi^e"twelve Ms ago the prairie wolf howled at night and%lje fltttl^kewng hi»s<!^g of warning in the day-time." Fiction, poet^, travel^hhave their departments, whilst the illustrations which Iccom^an^ the tS
eTceUenttS^?-

'"^"'' ^' '^ ^°''^ ^ '^^^ ^"^^ -'^ ^ ^3^

affJ^l^^H"^
sportsman, whatever ^aWcurar branch of sport he may

£'^;K^^i? ^'^''^' '° *° '^^^' fight his battles o'er again !nfcont of the friendly stove, whilst King Frost has locked up ylhtinSw.»te« and covered favourite bicycle "runs" with an inconve^nientTf

hriaht »l^'T^^ '
""""^i

'* """^ ^^ »d^i8»ble for the publishers of this

M! T-f ? """^^Pe of recreation " to give papers, songs, and stories

r«„fV^^ ."""^^i""!" °* "''»" ""'^''^^ edge/' the fascifating excitement of sleighing, and other winter sports ?

K-I^" ^''"f°"f,
^'- ^^^^'^ contains a fund of delight for youthfuln^. JNo trouble or expense seems to have been spared in the effort toproduce a model magazine for th« youn« folk, ^^^i^bna i« high, a« befits apopular instructor, whilst the papers and stori^-not forgetting the beau-

S^or^r "pT""" ^f "^'u^
the comprehension of any intelligent

illu fZi }^^- ^'^^ "^ * ^"°d copy of Si. Nicholas " will doubtless

^?be w ^ oLmany a petition to Santa Glaus. At any rate, it might

f^ 1.^ ^°J^
nnmber-the October issue-of Descriptive America, is

to hand and is devoted to the State of Wiscoisifi. It is difficult to riveeven a faint Idea of the magnitude of the task undertaken by Me^rsAdams and Sons, the publishers. Each part of their invaluable work com-pnaeasome forty-eight large pages containing every conceivable manner of•mfonnation regarding the State treated of. and is preceded by a map—24by 18 in.-corrected to date. The text is illustrated by geological maps
cute of prominent places and personages, and inteteating landscapes. Theeditonal work, bears traces of great care,- and altogether it is no matter fSr
surprise that this mammoth gazetteer has been received with a chorus of
praise from the whola^continent. --

„.^^*^T
"^ Litterature' Mnrale'" Z« ZWehas a most interesting

papfer m the current number, accompanied by valuable/oc Hmiliea of play-
biUfl, wmdow-biUs and posters announcing the appearance of some of themost prominent hterary and dramatic events of the past half centuryne next moat imporiiant article is entitled " L'^uenc^ Fta9ai8e8 en

descriptions are not second-hand, but/the result of personal and evidentlycareful examination. Mr. Burnfie/d has been several times ap^ntedexaminer in Oriental literature. The knowledge of these OrienteMangu^es the author turned to good account in his tork • his illustration of-many passages of Scripture the read.er will not only find highly interesting-but likewise very instructive. With travels in the Bible Lands, the fieW

bL^Hr'' R '° ^T-^'T ""'' '^''^ "-^^ «''P'°'-e'- '« «"re to find new
anHf l. Tl'* ",'**' travels in the East never lose their charmsand freshness, but are always extensively read. Mr. Bumtield commenceswith a full description of Rome. From Rome he takes his reader to

nto the land of the Pharaohs, and tells them all about Alexandria, Cair^

!^lh^"'"'"^''
^^'-^^-Hfs^an, and Thebes, and the ancient tombs and hi^r^

From F.v'r;^"°"!i ^'l''*^ '°,"°'' '° *•»« twtfHaat Mentioned place^-From Egypt he conducts the reader by stages into the Holy Land, riving .

thh sZ ""^^ °* *^' ^''''"' ""'^ ^''^ ^^"^ "-^ *»>« 'oute, inte^?^r^fwith some amusing occurrences. As might be expected, his description ofJenisalem and neighbourhood is precis^. Mr. Bumtield was evidentlydetermmed to see everything that was worthy of notice. The b6ok il

ZTy.li ^V- ?'T"« ''y'"' " "'"^trated with many plates, and is gotup in a style which reflects.great credit upon both editor and publisher

7
An UNSENTmKNTAL JoURNEY THROUGH CORNWALL. By the author- ofJohn Halifax, Gentleman." With illustrations by C. Naoief

I'Zj^fZ^o.
""'^ ^°'' ?-™"- --^ Company. Toron'to

:

.

f(.»
^ ^^P""*'

^u'
"P/'i/ery handsome shape, of a story which ran throughthe earlier number of Macmillans Rlustrated. AfagaziL It goes withoutsaying that, even to those who are not familiar wifh the localiCtluchedthe descriptive text is full of interest, whilst the wealth of illustration wSaccompanies it makes the book one of the most charmiftg of the-^oTiday

rf't^'MftLsi.''"^"""" '°' *'"^ "'° """'^ ^ '°^^^—'>™'-

CHRi3TMA3-TREi Land. ' By Mrs. Molesworth. London and New York •

Macmillan and Co. Toropto: -Williamson and Company

fho^^T^" ^"^"^ "" '"°?°' °^ '""•' '''°* '"'o the market at holiday seasonthat It behoves donors of youths' books to have a care in the seSon *their gifts. In the above, which is beautifully prfnte,
selection <K

bound, the publishers' name, not to mention that of'
sufficient guarantee for its tone and excellence. ^ ,

E. Herrick
Some Heretics op Yesterda?. By S.

Houghton, Mifflin and Company.
A collection of lectures delivered last winter by the author to h;.congregation in Mount Vernon Church, Boston and formin" fL I m

biography of the twelve Protestants who'carriedrtVrrk^f^'^^^^^^^

By Truman J. Backus,~"
^Shaw's_New Historv op English Litoratitre. ^j Truman ,LL.D. Xew York and Chicago : Sheldon and Company.

A handsomely printed revision of the well-known " Manual of Pn ,i;=l.

]fT^^ M. Backus has improved the logical arran^mTn. .»^f jthtrkckr of -onitjrin-sevemrrcEapJSri^^^iSpTOi^ the style, developed thldiscussions of O^d and Middle-English litLture, a-ldel short qoSionsfrom English and American critics, and enlarged the book by includ^^thed^cussionof the lives and work of eminent English me/73who have died since the former edition was published

' "'
. . BOOK NOTICES.

Ltra Elboantiaruk. Edited by Frederick Lbcker, New York • White
^ Stokes and Allen. '

LoHsoN Rhtmbs. By Frederick Locker. The same.

In a felidtous preface Mr. Locker expresses the opinion that " genuineWTf afo KciHe and vera (foccatum. should be short, elegant, refined and
«anoiful. ... The tone should be pitehed higK- . Therhyttm should be crisp and sparkling, while the entire poem should be
majrked by tasteful moderation, high finish, and completeness." With 'this
aiihM guage Mr. Locker has naturally succeeded in collating some of the
bejit specimens of that class of work in the English language, and his pub-
lishers have reproduced them in so chaste and elegant a form as to make
toe book one of the most attractive of th^ holiday season. In " London
Khymes we get specimens of Mr. Locker's own work. Th'ese also are
v«rt^toc%ete, and though somewhat local in themes, their poetic beauties
mu«t ensure popuLirity even on this side the Atlantic. A bijou litUe
book, and the "author's edition." -|

Fichte^ Science OP Knowledge. A Critical Exposition. By Charles ^
Everett, D.D. Chicago : S. C. Griggs and Company

" p'd'i.^'^*-'"'-'?
"»/|p' Philosophical Classics," devoted to a study of

;
Fichte s f-nnciples of the Complete Science of Knowledge," and contain

"

ng references to his other wrkings sufficient to show the reUttn whkhthe resulti reached m this work bear to his system as a whole.

Studies in Histobv. By Henry Cabot \.odge.
Mifflin and Company.

Boston: Houghton,

A number of essays written at various times bearing with one o^«..^
tion, directly Upon the histocy of the United StateTll'eTleten chaptZinclude papers on The Puritans and the Restoration A PnrTtL p^
The Early Days of Fox, William Cobbett, AlSer I^«^ 'ton TimTh";Pickering Caleb Strong, Albert Gallatin, Daniel Webster, Cobni/atW inthe Umted States, and French Opinions of the United"StetSlsTSr^-

American ^Tewspapbe Annual. Philadelphia : N. W. Ayer and Son
Containing a list of all newspaper, in the United SUtes and Canada.

S fL'Z ^ information regarding their circulation, issue and p^it

Toion FROM TBI Obibnt. By the Rev. George Bnrttfield, M.A.. 16 D
Toronto : C. Blackett Robinson.

.
.

•

Thia TOlnme is the outcome of a journey through Egypt and the Holy
l*nd, and la unquestionably ui acqaiaition to Biblical literature. The

THOMAa Cablylb. A History of his Life in London. By James Anfhn„.

,

Froude,MA Two Vols, in One. New York :CharlT^ribnert
^/\ Sons. Toronto : Wm. Briggs.

v^naries acnbnef.

lath^^'rt^Umf^s,:^^'"'^''''
'" ''"' ^^

"' ^- '^ ^
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Maplb Undbrhtood.
*>'' '^< and Company. ^»„„,„,

A oollection of youthful poems "rudelv e„. K

""""°"

rudely cut by a youthful beaver "

Biographical Essavs.
"

[NoT«icBmia7ti^ 1884 fNotbhbbb a7th, 1884.]

THE WEEK.

MUSIC.

already quoted • fJ " T"" '""«»' '« made^of the ^^ «^^'"« '°^« ^°'

wards used as the nr
' ""'' " ^^^'^ ^''0'" th

Covenant whbh is h/°
^'""' ""-^ ««« 'heprocessron /?.-'"*/""««""'-

reception Th- "« conveyed to the temnl!. h u u^
^'"' ^'"'^."f '^e

p-herrir^i"^?- .«p-^ftt^i- -pp-d to bfi
and treatment. It is

»„" "l"
"'""""o wnich is purely Doetic7-"""'""S?~" bv i^^'Z.'^\""'"

"°''® ""''' "»e Lord "for f,^7"l.*
"' '"^ "undredth Psalm

. w^'ronratcSr'X'^^^^^^^^^^^ concert,given;:;::;h;;::d::;:

.
the «rork done by the choir !!» /„ j u

^' ^^. * ^""''^'^ *» ^ar as

.toexpectamusl'a treat frorthetTo"'of'v"'r-'^"*
"'•° '^'^'^ ''««'' '^'l

York were woefully diLp'i„tod Mr ^^7. ? "^^^'"-'^ ^™™ ^«^
^ favourite in Toronto possesLsT h.,i;

Stoddard, it is true, is an old

himself fairly wen intEXs al otted to h^"*"^ T^l ""* *°1"'"«'>
class enough for oratorio, and kcksfinTsh Sj^'h ^'

'"'*«>-«''«'. ''"d'y
occasion under notice wLi the ,7-f *^

Hw best performance on the
"Elijah." Miss Walkir wi Th 7? ?"? "•" " ^' " «"°»8h." ^^om
acteristic of her siillfn^ fl^ w ^ / ^!i''"''''-

H^"- «"*^« ^^ ohar-

a very uneven baXl^ The'lS^
'"'^

'T^''^*-
^' J'""««''" »»-

upper weak and thick and th!- V.
'^^**'" ''^'''^ ^"'"-'y good, the

be imagined, especiali; as he annr' H iV'"«
*''""" ^°'°« the result may

the beautiful air " J7na iJe ZTh " l.'"'rf
" ™''*- «'« ^^''^ring of

upon it." scarcely h'tve deH-hled the Zl^^'
""* '"

^''l'^''
«"« "^ ?"'-»*

with-.brilliance and power winntl! ^ ! >
°°'"P°'«"-- D-". Davis played

^ tions included '' Ov^turo to thl - 'r""''-
His programme\elec.

Fugue in D (Bach), fndLtliLToT^^^^ (^'*"'^'^'>' ^°"««''
been for the choru the concertl^ul.l h. f "

L«mmens. Had it not
" We never will bow down " "j^^L ^1 ^T""

"*'•' '^''''"- ^''^^'^of
relief to jaded hearers, and "at. evident o^'V'^*"" ^ " '•''f'««''ing

" Ave Verum " was e;en more tasil ?!„ • '^""l"'.
''"'''"'"g- Gounod's

their Celestial Concerts,' Tom "samso„'"T'
"""^ '^^ "*?' ''''"''''^ " ^'

,

touch and expression only to be acnuH "hv T^ ""'' " ^'"'""^^^ »*

rington appearstfa have instilled .nl^/""^*"'" P'''^'''=«- M"-' Tor-
' will stand them?^ 2^' 33';tT

espj^t d, corps into hi. choir which
'performance.-C^>

when preparing the greater works for public

•r
CHESS.

oOImo^The WBBK.roronfo.. ,
PBOBLEM No. 61

' '

ByB.O.Laws.
PROBLEM No. 62. ^

(Prom The Field I

Todrnet Pboblem Nd. 13-^ BI.»CK. -

Motto:_..CT.aii*i,„p,.
,

BLACK.

[^
WHITE.

White to play and mate in two moves.

vintage sonrr .? T '"^ orchestra gives out thi
—

i ,^ irrelevant

Al

the orchestra.
the peop!e^ ^T ^^"^ '"''« ''^ » '

Aft.., .u„"l^'*"*
^"'"f'^;'

pictures culminaS in? '
"""^ form a succ^s-

? of the nrno»o„.-„_
^./""ng in a very grand dinjar

the Sulamite

LITERARY GOS$yp.

A*» -- """oui. musical pictures r-nl™; J -^ """eo, and fo

'"^Th ^'f ,f»«^'ng of theVrSs^io^'^r'"^ '" " ^^^^ 8"

which the'aame s„h- 7f ' i^"*S'«g an aubadi,

Joaquin Millkr is writing letters t^ Th.. r j j
' .

Orleans Exposition. f
Thejridependent frori the New

it i-V^t^t 50%t^: w?i{ TetS ^ -'^ *^ ^««-°°« -^^ -'

thefoming'^a'sSieT'o'froerV'f
"'''''•''°''''"

'^ '>>« ^'^"^^ ^"r

cated than bTthe title fust quot'ed
'" "°*""'' "' "°' °*^«'"'«« '^^'-

an o^ppo^rtJ'StS mSI^S^ "'^'ij' -^^'t".*^
« Toronto will have

renowned author of - PeL Cp^/eT'^'^"
^""^^ "^"g^ter of the world-

No. 40.

41.
42.

43.

44.

46.

46-
47.-

48.-

49.-

, Sd-
•«r 51.-

52.-

53:-

53(al.-
M.-
55.-
56.-

• ^
SOLPTIO.VS TO PROBLEMS.

-1 Q K 8, solved by B. B Q w 4 n r TO

1 H T?i*'
'9'™'' by E. B. a., W. A. G. S C

} t 5 i r'"?* "'' E- B- G" W. A., P. W M O S f

J i" S.S„'ct'&^'.-'- -^"^ ^- «• G- ^ a^'.-pV•£;

WHITE.
.

White to play and mate in three move^.

- •' •« u i, nuiveu oy
-1 Incon-Rct diasram.

~l n n'^*
8 to K 5, "Divert by E. B. G.'W A D T w

-1 lit K B 8. solved by E. B G W A
'\ 8 S ? ""l™:! 5^ ^- B G w!^A*-
-I u ^ K 7, Rolvnd bv E. B. G \V A
",' ^'..^ '^- »"l™d by E B. G. W A
-1 R R 4. aolvBd by E. B g! W A
-J
B R fl. solved by E. B. G."W t

1 Kt B 5. solvnd by W. A.1 B Kt 3, solved by E." B.G., w. A.

X. W.

The Sulamite then sinm. i. •
' " °"ne.

^- ^ ^lVl'?r.. 1'"'
l^; -"' -- as tUeir leading holiday book " The

^9^' Ab You Like It," with numerous

which she is taunted bv <^T' ^ beloved is mine and I an. hi= "

nf th^ :• ^' *"** " unnecessarily nrnt~^j r ^"'^ portion is not

p^Mretnrn of the SuUmite in,'^''* 'I'""*"'
>•«»*

byfte villagers with iovf.l?.!:,.!_r'?.?'"'
her Beloved"; they are Tecd';^"

i chorus

The procession havinir halted th» a i •
•*

common time and .yncopateT^
'^gemously varied by being p«tinL

y
01

Al'

tk/

. /« villagers with Jo;7ur^da„'°" ^«^B-l°-ed"; theyare

"

worked out at «ome length 'srnro'S'
""^-"^ating in a very fineduring which occurs a well-written h

^^^''^^n^' »nd be joyful O Earth""P?^«* /l^e'^tt, followed by a SuJttflTh'"«^*.''=°"^«^''onal.u„Sc^-;after which comes a chorale fn, f
°' ^^^ Sulamite and the R«^^

pf"p ^.^/Srr^'-i" ^ »i;^. '-" ^ pots

it .'''?'*i'""^
forC °, ~'fc'7 ='™™~. "d ta, M, rf

raent of oomparinjr her ty» . -u "ofomon pays her the h^^pK..: ^"^v • magical beauty. Th« ««.*„ • ' * attainment of effi«.tj. „« i

^Sr*:it!r-f'--!-S which folioout with increasing intensUv .?„* •
?!.''

^^'''^ '""""^ this theme kre w V^ ^*"' ""y^"^
leading, n»ther abruTtr ta^a .o

'^''^T thundered out wUh ^Z^J^^"^ rep«H«ntati
for the first time, addrJ^ th

"* '^ ^°'o»on (baritoneV whf^ ^.!^'*' «>« m any
the first figure of :JST*;:S- in . stAin T1:^L'^^^^3 -'.^.•J-:

««„„ A
""";';'"•" A.>o ijo. will issueSeveu Ages of Man," from Sh»k«ep«.r„.e

Illustrations by many of our best attia*9 -

Mi'^:^^Z:l Xr^ifJrJ^ ^r^^^ ^^^^ and 22nd contam
London Quarterly Ifod^nl rTZ ^'("*r^*'

Q'f-ierly, British Quarterly,

of Mr. Edwin Arnold's ''uXtofA.^-° ^
"'"'^'^ " ^'"^ "^^ °"t'1"«

' press of Funk and wLna^f Th. ^• " " TT '""'"^ '' 'trough the

"StandardLibrary,"^lr het'tle"^^^^^
which will appear in the

Paganizer," will bJ'diWded into wo part^ the IT.'' V ^'"'''rj""'
"^

ary merit, the second with the hiSririt'^of £r" IrnXl''""^'"Arthur Gieman, of Camhridge. Mann .hn-^ « u:... , .

,

People" has won for h m «m-h h;„V . .
"tlistopy of the American

the'Luthor of a new Zrk relatfn/t?! r^" "" ^''^"'^' ""^'- '«

"Tales of the Pathfind ".J" " ub l.d bl"'^ ^^Tr '''Tl^' "''f''^

.,
with'thetTnti^btrflL^L-lryel^^^"^^^ ^^^ ^

f^-"''
^^^^

features, the department devotero^revfewsa^Jirtrc^^^^^^^^

'

to scholars and ministers is to be ^eatlyTnli irthrr'"''
"''^'*''

. ber the contributors to this departmentJX Prof DwSroTrai:"
Pr^ Wm-^C^va:: ^Srr^'^ l-^

Daws, Dntniefd^;:
name of the maga.inr:^U^^dt^SXilZ^r^ ^^^

azin^in th:toH°drvtdTcJ:s^ff:t^^^^^^^^^ ^' --^ -'y -g-
upon its second year with the mo^tflrttP'""'^ literature, enters

^^^^^^
<m. emTa are of the greatest practical -im^Ktrtance to the

^otV-onVha.hadnopttu^'^therto "«" '>«P"-'"- »" "periment ?

(JAME Ni>. 32.
~

CH»»8 IK BNQLAJID. ,

(Prom TTur Field.)

Wed°n°4d°iy!Te'.S?dT,t*""'" ''"'^•'» 'imuitanaous.y at ,he pubiic hail. .,„nth Norwood, on
(Evanii' Gambit deoUaed.

I

White.

S. Rosenthal.

1. PtoK4
2. Kt t<. K B 3
.1. B to B 4
P>qQKt4

5. P to Q B 4
6. C*sttes
7. PtoRS
H P toKtS
9. P to B 3

Black.

Caot. A. Beaumont.

.
P to K 4 —

^

Kt to g B 3 :

B to B 4

. .B to Kt 3 -*i

. Pto<J3— ''•.*:?*<(,

in . Q tngt a
11. P to Kt 6
la P takes P
13. P t>Q 4
14. B toB3
15. Q takes R
10 P takes P
17. q Kt to Q 2
18. QRtnQ so
19. q to R a
30. Kt to B 4
21. Kt to g « oh

' Q Kt to K 2 lal
Ct to Kc 3

S.

22-

2:1.

24.

25
26.

SB.'

29.

q tu ic 2 (M
. P takes p
B to Kt S(i

^BtoK3
B takes B
q to q 2 (<!)

P takes P
K Kt to K 2
qto Kt 4-«|)

q takes P«
q to K B 3
B takes Kt

31.

. *^-

.3.1

34.

Xi.

3«.

37.

38
39.

40.

mite.
.

Rosenthal.

Jt takes B
q to Ki: «q

R to Q f '
qtoq3 ,

q to q .5

P to R 4 («)

n taken K» '

Kt to R.4
R takes Kt i/ii

Kt to B 3
q to Kt 7
B t.ig 7
B to K 7

q takes R ch
q toKSoh
Kt to K 7
S to R 2

Drawn

Black

<'!>pt. A. Beaumont.
q to B 5
P to Kt 4

. i^astleg
K B toK so
I^t-to B *"-
" R to BM
toB3i/i

Kt to B Hrt ((jl

K takes B

,ffV'^t1

Ti

KttoKa .

f- Uke'k R
'

R to-K :irfl!

q H to K >(iK to K B 3
R takes B
K to Kt so
K to R 3
q *ak-s P oh
q to B J oh

game.

NOfES.

Kts^,3Ptoq4.^^^.U|:^S|l^^-^^^^
^ *^,R *k°''u

^""^ "'"»• *''*'' '^
• " ''' "'''M «>'. q takes Kt >»

the p'receS'n"2t^JS'w"o5irh^" fn'st!.
'^ "•'*«^ <" ">« »««»<"<«. "•« variation pointed out n

paw •J|Ta';7---«->oubt.Uame. Itltoom^^
(i) H33.

. . .
KBto K sq, then34. q to Q6, oh. K to Kt s<,; .35. Kt to K 7, oh. etc.

NEWS ITEMS.

^n^'^l^^'i!i^^^,^,:!^''^of London, ha. made a translation into

unit.d^inmarVia7e'',^„1iSer',';".bl''a1';iSi'r^p'JS^;';jiS|.ri'"*^"'' «»"" Bonney. .ere

bom'jf'r'or^S'itX^- """'*''•""' -"' ''<•" ">« United States ne« summer on hiVw.,

r^»r-
r^ «

.^..>.
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THE WEEK.
Singls eopies sold, and snbseriptions taken
by the following foreign agenti

:

Wew Vark,

INDIA RUBBER GOODS!

[NoTMtBiB 87th, 1894 I NovmBiB 37th, 1884.1

THE WEEK.

J. W. Bbbntaiio, 89 Union Square, .

E. P. DcTToii 4 Co.

—^. llMlan,
CuppLBs, Upbam 4 Co., Old Comer Book

Stand.

Phllatlelphta, . ^^
,

W. B. ZiBBBB, Comer 3rd and Wabtoi St<-

PiBBCK & Snidbk, 122 Dearborn Street.

' -r

—

Bbshtaso 4 Co.

Kvw Oricaaa,

G. F. Whabton, 6 Carondelet Street.

I»e»»«r, €!•!„,

Mt y. Thomas.

Dcliwll, mick.

JosipH Mabsb, Detroit News OOj^

I
-- Kvaalo,

A, J. Hawks, Seneca Street.*

C«BdMi,
AMHBiCAa BzcHAaoB, 449 Strand ; B. F.

Stbtbbs, 4 Trafalgar Square.

Paris,

H. FoiaiBisaHAK, 8 Bae Nenve des
Capqoin^

Raaie,

Offiee of the Nuova Antdogia,

WHAT IS CATARRH {
from Ou Mail ICan.) Dte. 15.

hi'??"'' ** ' mnco-parnfent diaobuveoaoMd
iLi^K,''"**'"^ ""> development of tbe
rnl^'lEV"'!" ¥"'»''• •"^ internal iS.-mg membrane of the now. Thi. panuite U
^l^'^^!^ ""'>•' favoorable^iroi^

the g«m poiaon of ayphilli, mennirv toxo-

!
EOTBia SHOES, FELT BOOTS, BEITIBO

Sleam Packing, Engine,

Hydrant and Suction Hose,

Valvbs, Wrinoxb Bolls,

Tubing, Garden Hose,

Stcpplea,, Syrtagea,

LAMKS' AND MISSBS'

BubbAr Clroalar
• KS^TM BRJMO ROIBER

Cotton and Linen Steam Fire

EIICIHE AHD Mill HOSE.
Steam Packing Garden Hob« fvmm a .......

ro'Sr'p.'iS^'r'
- °" «S'bt;„^cS^--5

Thtf only perfe«ly fconstructed Rubber
and Seamless Woven Cot-

ton Steam Fire Engine

Hose manufactured, your

interest'will be served

in a prompt and satis-

factory manner if yon con-

sult Us before purchasing

elsewhere, as our well-

knovun and reliable Star Brands are the

cheapest and best Fire Hose made.

CONTENTS OP

HagMine of American Histop

J^OB NOVHMBBB, 1884
(A Brilliant number.)

UnincceBBfui Candidate, for tbi
'

Presidency of the Nation.
IZJ.IT8TaATBn.

California's Golden Prime of Forty j
Nine. *

IZXUBTBATBD.
Historic Homes—Ochre Point, New

port, R.I.
llXUSTBATBD. -

An Old Colonial College. I
By Professor CHA»t.B8 P. Biohabdsob. Dart.

''

month College. ,

Button Qwinnett.
By Chablbs C. Jokbs, Jr., LL.D., the Oeorslr

Historian.

CAB80N 4 STEWARD, PBINTERS
bookbinders, Account Book Manu

I
faotnrers,

28 Adblaid^^Strb^East, Tobonto.
(Nearly opposite Vii^rla Street.)

HAMILTON MEBKI'_^,
^ASSOCIATE BOYAl SCHOOL OFMIHEs" ETCmsaa zswssoi t, ErAuuaoisT,
IB TORONTO STRgBT, TOBONTO.

D,a SINCLAIR,

884 Jabtm Stbbbt.
XIDWZrXBT. AND DISSASKS OPWOmEN A afBCULITY.

I £^^^^^> //^£-/i Class Pianos
if^.Sn^'Sfnf^r^'c';!?! ''"'lli° ''*'°« »"« ^ manufacture such fine planofortea •-

THE CANADIAN RffBBER-^OMPANY,
OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:

^
Cpr. Yonge and ^ront Streets, Toronto.

R. HOUGHAN,
tTAU inquiria by mail thall have our prompt attention.

Agent.

Original Documents,
Minor Topic's.

Notes.
Queries.

Replies.
Societies.

Book Notices
Sold by newsdealem everywher*

•5 a year, or 50 cents a number.

F1TBLI8HBD AT 30 LAFATBTTB
Nbw York Cm.

J

T)AINLKS8 DKMTISTBT.

M. F. SMITH, Dkbtist,

286 Queen Street, East

RlJ!^ D."'^**',^^
position the Mason &

mLdbn^f Jh' ^"^ ?"»'"«* i" 'he est"

and th. r^ !?"a"^^ P"''"'^ "f Canada,and the Great Artists of Europe andAmerica, is the res^ of

DHBEMITTnrG EFPOHT AMD-

A DETEEMnfATIOH TO WDT

Tke Amrimn Ari^Union.

MASON
-^

& RISCH,
32 King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

TamuJ

FLAOE^

[STERBROOK STEEL I

PENS :

LONDON BREWERY.
J-A-TT-S

OI tbe tkin, supfireased perspiration, bad!,
sleeping apartments, and other

ventilated

??,™ _i^*' V" germinated in the blood.

h~t,?
PO'sonB keep the internal lining mem-brane of tbe nose in a constant state of irrita

tion, ever ready for the deposit of the seeds o)

and down the fauces, or back of the throat,

eustachian tubes, -toiusing deafness burrowlug In the vocal cords, causing hoarsenes*
?,?^'°^i''®P''°P®'' structure of the bronchial

death'
*'"''"8 '° Piimonary consumption and

_ Many attempts have been msds to discover^

SfTn?.^"'?"" *'»'"""'8 disea" by tlifSS

°£Sf "'.";*r "•""me-'ts can do a particle of

S?^lS^llf^'
parasites are either ^destroySor removed from the mucus tissue

f^S*"* ''™* "'""^ * well-knoim physician of

ln?''i.J!:Sl.'it°'*"/.'
»"•' "Qchexp«i^nt-

i^^iS"^***.'? iiKovering the bScesMGr
f;?°iKfT"."? °' ^pwlients which-wertiZ
ihi.^iShiJ Ji"*

permanently eradlMl^
this horrible disease, whether standing fro
°°" yj" SL '".1*^ ^L*"* ""»• wholly bS
i^ i*?* '"™ "•• ">°™ disease. ehonld,iritS;^^deUy, eommunicate with the boainsM

'*^!¥i *J?-J?"ON * BON.
.„... ,

'"''King St. West, Toronto, Canada,andmdoee stamp for their treatiseon OatwS
ir»al thtSn. B. B. 8tmtiuoH,BU..aClar,
SKT/Si

ttu London Omrfmrme* of tht Mt,

oJJrii
^^ *•" ^*»«~« for

Oakland, Ont., Canada,Manh 17, 8S.
>f—r:A.B.DitMn*8<m:

h.^S*^*^"*--^"'™ »' the IMh Ittstaii^to

fS?- '*iJ«'«*toostteogoodtobet»Se3iat
{^ "TT? "* °»'»"»»i>'« I know thMI am*
}^l*.^?° retom of the disease, andnew

I eonalder that mine was a Terr oad ease-
I*
'«• •«S»»»»ed and chronic. lafSSU[&Ouot tm well as the nasalnu!a«9R.Si

luoUianUai thai I was erer ladneadto sand

>LV?!" at Uberty to nie this Mier -t-M—
Ii*an datUr reeommuid 7oar>m3*tasome ofmy tAuiiM who are sn«swe»r^

Tours, with many *>*^j^,^

Bbt. 1. B.

INDIA PALE ALE!
AND

'
- B R O \A^ N STO UT

Received the Highest Awards of Kerit fbr Purity and Eicellence

PHILADELPHIA, 18?6. CANADA, 1878. AU8TRALU.. 1877.

T7"EITH,* FITZSIMONS,

MANtTPACTtJBEBB *

€f«» Kri^entMmd-^irtMtic Brcm Work,
axUiU PlTTBB8'-*NB PluMBEKB' SWPLIES.

109 KINS 8TBEET WEST, - TOBONTO.

H0SSELL'S, 9 KINO ST. WEST
TORONTO, for

HIOH-CLA88 ^ATCHBS ti JEWBLLKEY

h,»,^*?'^
^pairing and Jewellery Manufac-tured to order, special features.

"»"''"«'•

Ohargea Itloderate.

Popular Nos.: 048, 14, 130, 333, lei.l M^^"'' * COLLINS,
~

For ;Sale by all 8tatlon«rl I
-A-RTISTS.

Ll.«lt. «ei. ^ CO., A«t.., Mootrst STUDIO, - - 31 Kino aT B̂ST^oHONTo.

LENOX PENS J M'^^
^^osALL,

S Bank St., St. Mark's Ward,
TB3.A.O:^EI4 OF M-CTSIO

PupM 0/ CarJl^orten,.*,-

»..»-«,,„«„.,„„.„„
^^j.,,_j^^, „ ^^^._-^_^__^_^^

PIANOS
!

STEINWAY
! CHICKERING i" HAINES !

A CoMPura Sbhus nr Twblvb NuieBBaa

tsMUT FEN for his or hor pacaliar atyla oi

pen.T.-b7S'.il,S'S?*i,SJeir^SS-'«« Oi

Tainto^Bros., Merrill & Co.
18 * ao AsTOB PtAOB, Nbw Tobk.

.SS'S^v'S^rt.'*-
''*"1^°«' y*»'^<»i9^. on

TBBna Music, »6'; Drawing, efc, «4..

PABI8, 1878

Teall•MlpsMlKla aclecte^.

r ToBowTo, April 12th

^^a" pfrfR^l^i'^ 'S»'J3i"_?^_"'?"«l WJ-l?' of JOHN
1880.

TiABATT'8.

l^

^^^»r.u, ceraiy inat i nave exammed samples of JOHN LABATT'h

,

M,a^!(d^lid'°irt„"rp*§^e^,57«uStSLL^g'^^

Beateb Hali, Hill, Montbbal, Deo. 20, 1880.

.y^I^SlS*'*}'? '•>»' I have analyzed several samples of INDIA pat s- at w
S^JfA!™^^^?'"'^ brewery'of JOHN LA^1¥t London Ont I^d
IS!™i5,^?*i '!S"t?*^ ""J""* ^'«"' ''"^"'l ''•°m pure malt and hops I haveexamined both the Sriarch and October brewinm an,i finti ft.™ i» \!"'^'

g^v"il^
'''•'' ""»? "5 "T"""-'^ "'^"^*' o'^-'^^s^nS whe™",S?tbeverages are required as tonic. Signed, JOHN BAKEBEDW^DS

Phy., Projemor of Ckemittry and PubUe Analyiit.
All first-class grocers keep it. Every ale drinker should try it.

•lOHKI l>ABATT, L.OIVDUIV, ONT.

JAMES GOOD Jt CO., SOLE AGENTS,
aao TONQB STBEBT, TORONTO.

_L

NORWOOD COLLEG
(Ibr the UniTeiBlty Bdncatlan af omen]
TOBONTO, - . ONT

Prof. T. Bilton DaU, Acting PrinolptU.

piOATdWORTlt & H00^%,
Barrtsters, Solicitors, Natarlea

Convoyancera.^ji^y' '

ifonsv to ismJ. O0k«.-10 Fort Ch^Zbm.
No. 9 ToBOHTo Stbbbt, Tobouto.

B. OOATSWOBTH. JB. FBANK * HOIK^H,.

leacUngSte oftSe WOTW"''''™
^"^°' °™'- '^ "'^o" '» acknowledged by the

OE^fS'*?p^e^S^a\=^°lu^rw«o1rtr^el''' '"«"' ^'-'«'^- ^^^^^ * CO.S

°

\
A, & s. NORDHEIMER,' •

TOBONTO: MOWTEEAT.KIXaSTBEETE..T.
^^^^^^^

NOBDhSS^^,.
Viavra, Londan and Bamiltoa.

DR. WARNER'S HEALTH^CORSET

,^r^r„TS!:!?J^'?!.««?.of..veny,a^j S^^^
*• USBOriNe. -

In nT—^r
*">^"~ »» "«j age OI seven yeanm the Junior Department, and are tidmithrou^ the Preparatory Forms to the Wo Iman's Local Biaminatiois, or to the HatricjUtion Examinations of the UnlvwiitfofTS^,

onto, and then through the Dnivenity D^partment to the deme of B.A. (a o^Le o^

W^J^'^^TtgiteSn ^"p^rS-Haslam, Professor of Music at the Conserva!«°»" ,B?yaJ de Itfusique. Boulo^e ^^f'and of the Boyal Aeadfemy of Miirtc, L^oo;England. Witt an able staff of BurowS
artlits. The Collece of Fine Arti nndSISmaniwement of Miss Dunne, lateArSJt to thVioe.^gal Court, Ireland, with ^Me^
•iTSS'i^s^ «;«».l'Pal-iT«LrlyiniS?,SJW87 to ssaa. No extras. Lessons in calls,themes and rjding free. For Prospectus iiSfnrtber information apply to

«'"•"" """l

MBS. M. J. BUS8BLL,
143 and 14B Bloor St. Bast, - . TeaamK

Real Estate Brokers jjnd Valuators.^
Houses rented, rents collected, loans an,i

«d"SSSSi|.S°'"'
Property b;,i°gSrs'S^

10 KING STTEAST. TORONtoT*

iJeLIAS ROGERS & CO.

Vbalssale and Bstail daalns in

COAL AND WOOD.

Head Office,—20 King Street West.

BaAHOB OmoBs:—413 Yonge Street; SM
Queen Street East
Tabds AMD BsamobOvfiobb:—Esplanade

Bast, near BeAeley St.; Bsplanade. foot of
Priaeeas St.; Nlaiara, cor. Douro.

SULTANA
HALL STOVES,

SULTANA

,oom

OVEI^ STOVES

W. H. SPAftROW,

37 TONOB STBBBT.

THB

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co
WORKS AT CORNWALL, ONT.

CAPITAL, T^. ^0,

JO^J^^^ABBBB. PrasidMit and Manadn
0HA8. BIOBDON, yies-President.BDWABD TBODT. TiwarorMT^

Manofaotipis tbefoUowinggrades ofpap« :^

Enginy Sized Superfine P^rs
WHfTB AND TINTED BOOK PAPBB

(Machine Finished and Sapar-CaJsadaredl
BLDB AND CBBA>»LAID AND WOTK

FOOLSCAPS, POSTS, Bm.
—< ACOOCNT BOOK PAFBBS :

Xnvelttpe a^ LUkographio Paper!
Coix>ua|D Ooraa Fapbbs, snpsr-anlAsd.i^^-ply at the imi (orsamples and I1—amadatoatdsr. ' '

SrEWART t SON. (Latb STEWART
* STBICKLAND),

ARCHITECTS. BUILDING SURVEYORS AND VALUATORS.

OjUces—Aq Adelaide St. Bait, Toronto.
wtt stbwabt. wa. h. stewabt.

_
Patented Sept. 28, 1875. Patented
Jani U, 1970. Be-issued July ,1,

.1877. Patented Jan. 9, 1877. Re-
issued Aug. a, 1878. Patented July
17 and Nov. 27. 1877. Patented
Feb. 19 and June 4, 1878. Patented
altio in Great Britain and France.
Patented in Canada June 7. 1879,
No. 10078. Trade mark, " Health "

Corset, Registered Sept. 23, 1870.

With Improved Tampico Bnsts.

Awarder the Highest Medal oVer
all American competitors at the
Paris Exhibition oi 1878.

Unequalled for beauty, .ityle anil W
comfort. V

Approved by all physicians.

"JBARLIpftARLKS W. PHILLIPS,

SOLICITOR. OONVBYANCBB, Kto.—:Ofpiob:—
ie Adelaide Street Batt, Toronto, Ont.

JOHN HALL. .SBN'R, M.D.." HOMCEOPATHIST,
38 RICHMOND ST. BAST, TOBONTO,

TELEPHONE OOMMUNIOATION.
At home for oousultation, 9 tiU 10 a.m 2gU 4 pju.

;
also Ih evening of Mondo^iidThursday 7.30 till 9 ; Sunday 5.30"u 6 30 p^

DOMINION BUSINESS COLLEGE
imu. S5?!S?°'*""-i'?*'"»«'>^P*«>nberlst

SS.3o£A*KeW-rml°/

ffj^ss&rjn'Sc^rh^^^'S

This favourite Corset is now
made with the celebrated Tam-
pico Busts, which are as soft as
velvet, and yet so elastic that
they wUI retain their shape per- i

fectly uutU the Corset is worn f
ont.

1

The "Health Corset" is bon«a I
with Coraline. a new substancffi
which is much superior to horn
or whalebone.

-
It Cttahot -break^

and is elastic, pliable and com-
fortable.

The "Health Corset "is not ,1p-
signed for invalids only, but is
equally adapted to all womou
e.en the most fastidious in dress

£|offrr;^«-nr''a'nfe'ac^»rbsTS'bS

etching is o^f a s'ze (Sfn {^"'J,''"'?'""'.-
'''•'«

Secretary, 51 West Tenth St.. New Yorf '

{^ECENT~PAMPHLETS^

"i,^'l^jT^''P"""'^''^t'-'"'i'oa totbe Evidences ot Cbriitianlty."
By R.V. James Middfemiss. Elonu Price „ cents.

A Well-reasoned. well-writr.H , j • •

ai::.^.\.^?ir.7,,'":iS'r. ir^,Te\t[!ii'r\'- " '•

Canada Pr^siJI^Zn -^''-C-PAL dAv«, in

" ^^e «"'" ot Faitb and Private
'Tudgment."

Prof. M(«irM. 24 pages. Price, 10 cenu.

»^.'.1«'' " "=°" of P^tcral l.tter,."_if„.o.^
•The more extended oiieilation which -411 .t

" Bindmnces and Mf^lwta tn »•..

ByR.v.D.HMacVicar.LJ.D. Price .cent.

und'.^-L'^"^,;^,^',:;,^:'-'-'-''*" '- «".

"rtoctrinea of tbe Plymoutb
Bretbren."

Mailed ,0 any addna. p„„ ,^. „„ ^^j^, ^^^.^
C BLACKETT ROBINSON,

.
' Jordan Street, Toronto.

THE CAJSALA PEESBYTEBIAI,
POTUSUEO FITEV WeD.NCSDAT ST TBI

Presbyterian Printing and Pnhllshing
(Jf

.

AT n .tnnnw u-n tsii-mri.^ '
-

Terma-$2 Per Year, In Advanca

MANCFACTDRED BY THE

CROMPTON^RSET_CO,^ TORONTO.
ESTABLISHED 1852. ESTABHSHED 1852. ^^ SUBSCRIBEHii

1JAMMS SHIELDS & CO.FAMILY GROCERS,
.

COR. YONGE AND TEMPERANCE STREETS.

Tut. Prfsbtterian ts r.',
AsHwiihJi' HJ "w-irrhv th.1 V. i ^ -— —•" ^"ciim

<M.i.-. .n»u^/,« on arol'..->il.a " A,,, .raT?"';
S*''—

.

P- '"•>''1*TTR(1B1.N8<)N. TOTOrta

COFFEEti!
Mocha, green. '

^'

Mocha, roasted.
Old Government -luva, green.
Old (loverumeiit Java, roasted
Laguayra, green.
Laguuyra, niostoil.
PHiitHtiou Ciivlou. green

rPHE LIQHT^RUNNING DOMESTICX 1* staiple, Btitong and durable. It needs
no teaching, watohVig or adjusting, and uot
one bae ever worn oiit

A. W. BBAIN, Agent,

^Tonge St., Toronto.

--"-•-'•"" v,.'ys«ij, ^rnuu.
Flantatiou Coylon, roasted.
Kuiit Indiu, ffroeo.
East India, roiistml.

Poreo Rico, green.
Porto Rico, roasted.

Kin, fjreeu.
Rio. roasted.
Maraeaibo, green.
Mai-aoaibo, roasted.
Jamaica, greeu.
Jamaica, roantod.
ComleuHPd Coffee, in bottles,oay 8 Parisian Coffee.

wl^r?n™s.'rL?aite. i']ri'hri''?hfm^"

A STRONG PUIN BINDER
^

For 75 Cents. Postage prepaid

These Binders have bo«n mo.i-. -
ior Thh Wekk. and a« o7?h°be8t mf^"?"'ture. The papers can be ninoed in Jh^ b,"*^'-

Ofpicb of Thb Wmk,
a Jordan Street. Toronto.

<^OODS DBLIVEBBD IN ANY PART OF TBB CITT.

rpHB SHELDON OCEAN GROVE, N.JA City by th« Sea.
Bstablisheil 1875 Enl»rua.i =» 1 t

1883. Health and P)easS? Re^i Improved
from New York—20 train* ,lniw "J^ '' HS""

&-^rs-n.£,^HHs:

J
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832 THE WEEK.
[NoTmrew »7th.

.

i-UN!I[DEMPIRr-.

LOAN CORPORATION^

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT.

J V"''"/'^"
'«"»'''ed- Interest allowed from

date of deposit ^t 4i and 5 per ceot fiorspeqml term acconnts 6 percent, will bAl-lowed. No notice required for the withdrawal
pi moneys. ^

JAS. 8CB0GGIE,
Manager,

TOYS.. \TH_E, CRITIC

GEO. D. MORTON, M.D.,
President.

Head Offlcat, - Pnblic library Buildings,
Cor. Chnrch and Adelaide Stp. , Toronto.

THE CANADIAN '•'"

BANK OF "COMMERCE

largeat «nd finest stook In Canada.

M..

)lfARSi[IALL'S TOY EMPORIUM,.
49 KINO 8T, WBST.

The Inland Revenue DepartiAent haTins'

tillers to bottle " in bond," under the sunerTl

Usinlrw °*°"'' *=' """'"•' »' their Jwn

V . FJ N E O L, D

A IITEEAEY WEEKLY, CEITi-
CAl A5D ECIECTIC.

J- U * J. B. GILDER, - . Kbitoiw.

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO. W Fl T S K I E'S !
ftitlrup Capital -

Kent $0,000,000
2,000,000

DIRB«;T0K!4:

>.>

/

/

hi
If
It
fe:

tb

it
tta

tb
bi

^.

Hon. William Mt Master, President.

I
^ Wm_^Klliot, Esq.. Vice-Ptaident.

(

George Taylor, Esq , Hon. S. O. Wood, .JamesCratbern Esq^, T. Sutherland Stnyner, Esq.,John Walrtie, Rsq.. W. B. Hamilton. Esq.
W. N. Andkbson, General Manager; J C

KEBtp, Asst.-Gen'l Manager; Robert Gill.
Inspector. - "'i.*-,

Nefo roTk.~^l. H. Goadby and B. E. Walkel-
AcKnts. Chicaao.—K. L. Dewar. Agent .

nJ!"JJ^S^V*r' »?"•*«• Belleville, Berlin.
Brantford, Chatham, CoUingwdod, Dundas
Dnnnville, Gait Goderich, Guelph, Hamilton
L|Ondon, Montreal, Norwich. OrangoviUe.Ottawa Paris. Parkhill. Peterboro', 8t Cath-annee, Sarnia Seaforth, Simcoe, Stratford,
Strathroy Thorold, Toronto, Walkerton,
Windsor, Woodstock.
Commercial credits issued for use in En-robe the East and West Indies, China, Japanana South America. - - .

B«KKEBS.-New York, the American Ei-
R^^"^. a'"?,°"..^"»* I-ondon, England, theBank of Scotland. X

^? iV^J,"''^'*"'" "'"> 'hese regulations

S^,?*!™"^
,"""'"

"n.'"^""
""•'"" "ffl""' cert?:

fl<^nt»i as to age of contents. Thin gives theconsumer a perfect and indisputable ^ar-antee as to age, which cannot be obtained in

±b?Sl5 ""^ ^o "• -°- bottling "oi;

1889 RYE, 1879 RYE

^ r879 CLUB,

.Under the general title of • Authors atHome The Critio has just begun the
pnblioation of a series of personal and
ontioal sketches of the best knownHving
American writers. Many hands will
assist in the preparation of this series;
and no one wiU be written of whose oon-
sent has not been obtained. Mr. LoweU
will be treated- of by Thomas Hughes—
author of "Tom Brown's Schooldays,"
and one of the American Ministers mosf
intimate friends. Mr. Whit ^ier is written
of by Mrs. Harriet PrSsnott S(po£ford, and
Mr. Curtis by George Parsons Lathorp
Alice Wellington Rollins ' will tell how
Mrs. Jaokson (" H. H.") livjftat Colorado
Springs, and Bodger Riordon will write "DfMr Burroughs at Esopus, Other sk^toBes
will be annonnoetl from time to time.

. lUSm AND DRAIA.
A ttTMiimu for the week comntencing

VaiONDAT, UBO. la.

,.. TORONTO
GRAND OPERA house!'

"DION BOUCICAUL
Shmtghraun, Arrah na Pogue, Colhm:

;*>

I

'"

' "lAlr.

/ /

\y

•^

PEOPLES' THEATRE. V
Jessie jjames Comtiination.

«;^^

HOftTICULTURAL GARDENS.
Tuesday—,81. Andrew'i Society Ball.
Fbidat -^SoniafSotOand ConceH.,

4 •^- 'V'
1 ; ,..-.-)

-r-^ -C-

^ BANK OF OTTAWA.
QTTA.'^rr.A.

OTerv iSitli'f'"^ °' "' "•»'»"• 8»« thatevery Bottle has our name, on eacanle ZnXcork, and has E««„ CertiftcatS o«? capsS?,^

HIRAM WALKER ft SONS,
« V—.ft** Distillers,

WAt.KKRVILI.,K, ONT.

HougSto;]Jiiir^&Go?s

,
NEW BOOKS.

Authorized Capital,
Siilacribed Capital,
Paid-up Capital,
Best

JAMF

91,000,000
. - 1,000,000

993^63
- .

, .ilOfOOO

v,«*"^ VacLABEN, Esq., Presiden*.^
"''

CHAjIuliS MAGEfi, Esq., Vice-PiTesident.
D<rec<or»-C. T. Bate, Esq., B. BlackWirn,

Esq., Hon. Geo. Brysdn, Bon, L. B. Church
.^exander Eraser, Bsq\Geo. Ba.n Biq.; John
Mather, Esq, -<. ^ > *

,

;'» Geobob Burn, Ciu/iitfr.

BB4.vcHE8.-;Amprior, Carleton Place, Pem-
broke, Winnipeg, Man.
Agents in Canada — Canadian Bank ofCommerce. Agents in New ToBK-Messrs.

A. H. Goadby and B. Y.. Walker Aobnts inLondon -English Alliance Bank
^ \ •

.JHE CENTRAL BANK.
OF CANADA.

•-.J '^ _t .:•'

^^^Ua Aixthoriztd,'::

.

. 91,000,000
Capital Subscribed, - . . 500,000
Capital Paidrup, - . . 200,000

BUBAITIT- or OMAE KHA7TAM. '"

"A?.""?'^" illustrations, by ELimj Vkd-
^;Sf' A- ""j ornamental title-page and
825.00

^^"^"^ ^^ "^^ Vkddeb. 1 vol. 4to"

HEAD OFFICE,—TORONTO.

Board of Directors.

DAVID BLAIN, Esq.,
8AML. TREES, Esq.,

President.'
Vide President.

n^i^- °J'I?''5;^'"»- ^ Mel*an Howard. E^q.,
C. BlMketi Robinson, Keg.. K. Chisholi,
Esq., M.P.P., D. MitcheU Mcbooald, Esq.

A. A. Allen, CUuhier. ^

BrancA««. — Brampton, Durham, GnelohBichmoud Hill and North Toronto.
Aamta—In Canada, Canadian Bank of Com-

merce
: iu New York, Importers and Traders

National Bank; in London, Eng., Nutional
Bank of Scotland.

V- <

l/
1 •9

ii
at

THE QUEBEC BANK.
in<!orp<>ra««<l by Royal Charter, A.D.1SI». 1

-^ ;
• CAPITAL, $3,000,000.;

HEAD OFFICE, QUEBEC.

Ai

tta.

•(I

:.t

'A :

BOABD OF DIRECTOI^.
HON. JA8. G. BOSS, - - - PrecUleEt

Sfi'<?'i*^
WITHALL. Esq., V^?e President.

^'S
N,/- B'"-i-Kitr, Kt., Jno. K. Yocno, Esq.,

B. H SMITH, Esq.; William White >,mGeo B. Kenfr.w, Esq.
"--"V-.

JAMES STEVENSyN, Esq., CashUr

BBANCHKS AND AGBNftES LS UMAliA.
Ottawa Out.

;
'Toronto, Ont. ; Pembroke. Ont •

Montreal, Que. : Thorold.
,Ont •

Three Bivers, Que.

'

AOEBTS w New Yoaa-Meesrs. W. Watsonand A. Lang. -"«'•

AoBirr* pr Lohdom—The Bank of SeotlanO.

f,;3S?^i
°"8inal and noteworthy Ulna-

A^^IS^* *3" produced in Ameriia, anddestined to rank among the maaterpieceslrf

^ILLUSTRATED FOEKS OF
OLIVER WBHDEU HOLMES.

With illustrations designed by many of thebest American artists, and admirably en-graved. With a fine new portrait of DbHolmes etched by ScHorr. Royal ocUvo'

»10 00. ^'' *'^'" """""o- « te«™l"'

The poems selected* for iUustration werechosen by Dr. Holmea himself, who has writ-ten an introductory poem. The book is
beautiftilly illustrated, is produced in very .tasteful style, and cannot fail to be a most
acceptable Holiday volume.

BQiraftOLD UfmtL^yi^-,^'-
Poems. ByLncxLARCoM. Hou*i*oJ:a£ii«ton
Uniform in binding with the new Hotfs^hold
Edition of Longfi-llow. Whittle* Holmes
Lowell, etc. I vol. 12ino. »2.00i half oalt— »:«; morocco, or tree caH, »5.oo.

^^
' MB. CBAWFOBDS NEW STOBY:

.»
AM AMERIGAH POUTICIAlf.

« *.?t2 .
^^ F Maiuox Cbawpobd. author ofMr. Isaacs. " A Roman Sihger," etc. Iv<

CpNTIiroiTY OF CHRISTLUf THOUGHT.
By Bev. ALEX V G. Allen, D,D.. Professor

S.Vr.S^'";'l''L»' ?'»¥"' in aie Episcopal

A 600k of noble aim and admirable eiecn-
tion, containing a careful survey of the history
of religious thought from the beginning of theChristian era to the present dayT

^^

80NOS OF THE SttEHT WORLD
AMD OTHER POEKS.

^I'^l'-c"^^ ^^"^'^I^^^- ""'"or of

•^•^Wit^„o^«',» ?»5'?h'» the Gates,'et^ With portrait. | vol. Idmo, gUt top,

CHO^SUSAM. AMD OTHER 8T0RIEI.
By William Hbnby Bishop, author of " The

SmT»?L' "•"""" ''''"'•" ""=1"'

B^°k"eX7^.5^;%'St„I?*N^nrt"'
On. of the Thirty PliM,;MoIntT»TjwijFace

; Miss Calderon's German.
**

COfTfRIBUTORS.
PBOF. C. A. YOUNG.
PBOP. W. D WHITNEY,WALT WHITMAN. a

CHABLE8 DUDLKY WiMlNEBEDITH M. THOMAS
PBOP W. G. SUMNEB,
B. n. STOODABD.

B. C. 8TEDMAN.
DB. PHILIP 8CHAFF

W. J BOLFE,
, „ PKOP. IBA REMSEN,
f. H. MOBSE,

D. G. BtlTCHELL,
JULIA WABD HOWE
DB. O. W. HOLMES,

' ' PBOFVX A. HABBI80N,
JOg&.e. HABBIS,

E. E. HALE.
W. E. GRIFPIS,

EDMUND OOS8E.
c„^.^„ '^ W. GILDBE,
SYDNEY HOWARD GAY
H. H. FDRNE88,
O. B. PBOTHINGHAM
PBOP. GEO. P, rrSHEB
- EDWARD F.GGLltSTONGEORGE WILLIAM SfrBTIS

MABI'>N CRAWFORD,
GEOBOB WILLIS COOK,

JOHN BUBBODGH8,
H. H. B0YS8BN.

PRESS OPINIONS.

.-1™?»?!*' literary journal in America. Its

bSfl^'S " '"Prt "Views, and many of Jhem

;

2™..' ^° °i" observe that quality Is sacriflced."-ion<lon Academy.

fkl?^".'' S,°
'"'"' Poollcatioo in America

T^ka^' ^™ ^'^'^ ^ '*• aeld."-W^

„hVZ?'
most interesting journal of llte^a^y

pSw&S. - "»«»toT'-Spr<«fl/»«W Be-

!• eCBIa carr- 93 m year.
Postpaid to any part of the United States

iJ,',n.
"

'i'
"'"'

^^"f ""^ *•»• Hare's" Walks InRome do need not to be told what an adm£:able oioffrone he is. . . He aives thnlJi^m
of whole libraries of anilquarTan r^J^aJ^Sa single walk, aud not only as a guide bSalso as a storehouse of inforaation^,^ ti,^that IS worth seeing and knowing of the greltcity,.his work isinimitable."^Bu#ato Cou^S?

A

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE & SONS
HAVE jnsT PUBLISHED

Mr Hares two Latest Books :

^PLOBEiraEI. With clear map, »1

"^E^N"iaH3. With a.<iar map, (I.

They have also recently published a newedition, almost wholly 10-wrltten, of

HARE'S WALKS IN ROME.
Crown 8vo., cloth, »3.50.

\*:

-i-T-

m™.?^' '".y'"'" volumes, published byMessrs. George Boutledge 4 Sons, am:
WALKS IN LONDON. «3 M
"rly^," O^LC.OBTHEBN AND CENTRAL
iL,r .r^'"" """P" ""'1 numerous illua-

r.T.5rSS'"'^2"* volumes, crown 9vo.. jaoo.

8irn®v°w>^"'^'^«'^«'"' ITALY i^D
MP uJS;; ,,^ith numeroui illustrations fiSO.
S^'"*}*^ "" * QUIET LIFE. With in-^oduction by the Bight Bev. F. I). HuntMiB-
iVL^ '°'"™*»' *^'>''' 2 volumes in 4^MOO.

^JLAIJD vLETTP.B
otJitaatf. - 3 yeiume,
one, $3.00. ^^

lETTP.Ba OF BABONBBS*"^
#5.00; I volamee in

To b. had of a.U l^laellern ; or will be nmt.prtpaul.mi receipt of price by the pubtiehert.

GeOROE RaUTLEDQE & SONS,
• l.orarMte Place, iVew Tark.

q\ binding
\ ^ Veatly and Ptan^tli'.jUH^''

vZhs a5)d Litsratore

18 4 ao AsTOB Plac;

".' For sale bv all bookwilkra l««nA k
^itgos^paio, upon r.e.i5rr,SHo?i?,^

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.

BOSTON.

SEALED TENDERS addressed to theundersigned and endorsed ".TendBrs fo?Bepalrs, CoUingwood. • will be iWei?."anSrFriday, the 21st day of November ii
Slusively, for

RXFAIRIlre THE BBEAXtriTKR
at the entranoe to

COLLINGWOOD HARBOUR,
SimooeConnty, Ontiirio,

aecordlng to a specifloation 'to be seen onapportion to A&n- Dudgeon, EaJ., cSfu,^
obtSaii"

"•""" '°™' "* *"'^' "" Se

^^I'll^^.^VS^'';'"^'^ that tenders
irtll not be oonaidarsd unless made on the
KjfJ^ '"«" •"PfHed the blanks propeHy

Kaoh tender must be accompanied bv an•coated bank oheque fcr tbe^ otr"H»«dr«l Dollar, made navable tTuSortSof the Honourable the Mlniater of PnhlioWo'** 'Woh WUI be «^.l™ if the piSt?daoUne to enter into a oootract wh™o^5lSupon to do so, or it M fU to complete the
'"".S''^*'^'' '"*• M 'he tendeV™ St
•'^'Si*?!''''"'""'''" bereturnei
J^SlF^Kf^*"* "" "«>» •>• bound, to ao-oept theBwast or any tender.
By order, _.

r. H. BNNIS, Seerttary.

Department of Publls Works,
Ottawa, 1st November, 1884.

to Contractors.

HABPEB"8. CENTDBT,

SOCIETY. <JUBBN, LIT-
TELLS LIVING AQB,
'THE WEEK, BBANK
LESLIE, EDINBOBO'
FOBTNIGHTLT,
ST. JAMES .AMD

yA \ WB8TMIN8TBB
\\^* \ BEVIBW8,

PUBUSHERsW\«^i:^^;^

26 & 28 Adelaidee\0
AMI, \ Q

ST. OILBS ST., BDINBUBOH.\ i

A MILLION A MOKTM!
THB DIAMOND DTBS

have become so popular that a miUion paak>'ages a month are being used to r».oa^dingy or faded DBESSBir 8CABP8, WOODS8 1'pCKINGS, RIBBONS, etT Ww^iSdfirt
fil,^"*'*'*', *^*? "«* '"'• making SS,stjtolng wood, eolnuring Photo's, flowm
Grasses, eto Send stamp for Sg ooloittld
samples, and book of direotlona

"""""o

WJLLS, aiCHAUDSON ft CO..

Burlington, Vt., and Hontraa], P.Q.
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